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PREFACE.

It has been remarked that " a preface is the history of a book ;" it may there-

fore be expedient to lay before the reader an ingenuous account of the origin

and design of the present publication.

In April, 1828, that portion of the work which now forms the introduction,

was delivered as one of two lectures,* before the Warwick and Leamington

Literary and Scientific Institution ; and the very flattering commendations then

bestowed, induced me to pursue the subject further, as a means both of self-

instruction and amusement for my leisure hours. From that time to the present,

scarcely any other object has engrossed more of my attention than that of obtain-

ing every information relative to Printers and Printing. Not aware of

the labours that others had performed, and without an assistant, I had many

obstacles to contend with ; and soon became well convinced, that the design I

had formed was above the bibliographical acquirements of a journeyman printer.*f*

Stimulated, however, to proceed, I continued my researches with increased ardour

;

and though conscious of not having made the work what it might have been

under more favourable circumstances, yet I trust some merit may be thought

due for the attempt ; and shall feel gratified if placed in the field of literature

only as a pioneer, to induce some abler hand to improve the work, and make it

more worthy of the literary world, and the profession of which it treats.

Those who are conversant with the history of printing, cannot be unac-

quainted with the learning, virtue, honourable exertions, and ardent and daring

* Lecture I.—On the Origin and Progress of Langua;?e, with the mode and materials employed by the
Ancients in propagating Knowledge before the Invention of Printing.

Lecture IL—The Origin and early History of Printing, with its progress in the Fifteenth and Sixteenth
Centuries ; its influence upon the Manners and Customs of the People, as well Civil as Religious,

t 1 received the rudiments of my education at a day school in my native town, Manchester, and was after-
wards removed to the free grammar school, under the rev. Thomas Gaskell. Early attached to a love of reading:,

I have remained all my life an ardent inquirer after knowledge. From the month of March, 1810, (being then little

more than fifteen years of age,) to November 28, 1815, my days were passed in the 33rd regiment of foot, from
which I obtained my discharge, in consequence of wounds received at the battle of Waterloo. During those years
I had few facilities of self-improvement. Having been apprenticed to an engraver and copper-plate printer, I

resumed the latter, on returning from the army ; but from a distaste, and other causes, which need not be here
stated, in the year 1821, 1 adoped the profession of a letter-press printer, under indenture, with Messrs. Dicey and
Smithson, proprietors of the Northampton Mercury ; and feel gratified that an opportunity has occurred of publicly
recording my gratitude to Mr. Robert Smithson, printer and editor of the Mercury, for his uniform kindness
during my abode at Northampton ; and to whose advice I am solely indebted for a very material change, both in
my circumstances and conduct. Adopting the profession of a printer, with the view of afifording me that literary
information which I so ardently desired, I endeavoured to become acquainted with its history. From this desire
ai-ose the Lectures, at Warwick ; the Songs of the Press, at Nottingham ; and finally, the Dictionary of Printers
and Printing, with the Printers^ Manual, at Manchester.
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zeal of most of the early printers, who, by the number of beautiful and correct

impresssions which they gave of the ancient authors, (and thereby laying the

foundation of classical and polite learning,) have secured to their memories the

everlasting respect of all lovers of liberal and enlightened education. Who can

read the biographies of many of the early printers, without awarding to them

that admiration which the most eminent benefactors of mankind deserve ?

—

It is true, that popes, emperors, and kings, bestowed upon many of these men
honours and rewards for their personal worth and literary pre-eminence. But, it

is also true, that many of the nobles, ecclesiastics, and rulers of the land, endea-

voured to cramp the energies of the rising press—by confiscation of life and

property—by exclusive privileges—and expurgatory enactments—^liaving a fear,

rather than any desire, to foster an art which promised so fair to benefit the

mass of the people, by the diffusion of knowledge. " Sola nobilitas virtus,''''

though generally a very improper motto, where it is most commonly placed, is

yet true enough to make a maxim, and might very properly have been engraven

on the monuments of many learned and noble typographers. Eulogium is often

bestowed on beings whose qualities, however splendid in the outward show, are

often questionable in their lives, and unworthy of comparison with others whose

faculties have been busied in supplying and extending the sources of knowledge.

My aim has been to record, with as much fidelity as possible, the names and

deeds of ancient and modern typographers, who have benefitted literature by

their labours—society by their exertions—and whose conduct it would be easy

to adopt, and desirable to emulate. Nor will it, I hope, be deemed presumption

for having introduced the names of many of our humbler artists,

" Who earn'd their bread by labour's active hand ;"

/

whose meritorious conduct when living obtained the meed of praise ; and whose

honourable industry deserves to be recorded as a laudable example to the young
typographer, who wishes to obtain respect from his fellow-men.

With regard to the origin and progress of newspapers, the various laws by
which they have been restricted, the duties imposed to retard their circulation,

and other information connected with the periodical press, the reader will find

sufficient to engage his attention. Of that " glory of a free country" I need
make very little observation ; yet it is deplorable to notice the present state of

the newspaper press of the British empire. From being a free and independent

record of the vicissitudes of politics and power, noticing the moral and physical

career of nations, recording all accidents by flood and field, aiding the cause and

dissemination of knowledge, which, while it amuses, ought also to instruct,—has

descended from this high estate, and become the vehicle of party strife and

petty feuds, in the hands of designing men, who make no shame of being bought
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and sold like common ware. If in the course of the work I have indulged too

freely in quotations on the " liberty of the press," I wish it to be understood

that they are meant to convey what the press should be, not what it is.

"Without detracting in any degree from the works of those who have preceded

me, it will be sufficient to remark, that the expense in the purchase of their

valuable works, particularly those highly illustrated ones of Dr. T. F. Dibdin,

has been the means of prohibiting their circulation among the greater portion of

the community, but more so in the profession ; in order, therefore, to render

some information on the subject attainable in as cheap a manner as possible, the

present work is published. T have been indebted to the works of many British

bibliographers ; and though I cannot enumerate them, I must mention Dr. Adam

Clarke's Bibliographical Dictionary, Robert Watt's Bibliotheca Britannica,

Beloe's Anecdotes of Literature, Brydges' British Bibliographer and Cen-

sura Literaria, Savage's Librarian, Ottley's Enquiry into the Origin and

Early History of Engraving, Singer's Researches into the History of Play^

ing Cards, Dibdin's Bibliographical Decameron and other works, Home's

Introduction to Bibliography, Nichols' Anecdotes of Literature and other

works, Townley's Illustrations of Biblical Literature, GreswelPs Annals of

Parisian Typography, and his View of the Early Parisian Greek Press,

D'Israeli's Curiosities of Literature ; the works of Ames, Herbert, Dibdin,

Luckombe, Lemoine, and Stower, on Printing ; and, though last, not least, to

the pages of Mr. Urban, for the notices of modern printers and booksellers.

For the account of those curious and interesting subjects, the ancient mysteries

and miracle plays, I am indebted to the works of William Hone, and others

;

and if it be concluded that a compiler is only a literary thief, I must plead guilty

to such a charge, and hope for mercy ; at the same time trusling to be exonerated

from having any wish to print one line of another's as being my own.

In a work which contains such a multiplicity of dates, it is to be expected that

numerous errors may be detecLed, occasioned by the contradictory evidences from

which they have been taken, and from those inaccuracies which, with the utmost

care, will arise in going through the press ; but the most scrutinizing attention

has been paid to make the work as perfect as possible, though, it should be taken

into consideration, that during the time of compilation and printing, I have not

in the ^ast neglected my labours in a printing office ; and the only time I have

had ii, collecting the matter, or of correcting the proof sheets, has been taken

from the hours of rest or leisure.

For the assistance which I have received from a few individuals during the

progress of the work, it becomes me to return my acknowledgments. To the
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Rev. James Howarth, of Bury, I am indebted for his kindness and advice, and

particularly for his obtaining for me some valuable works from the library of

Hayward, Esq. of Walshaw Hall ; to Fenton Robinson Atkinson, Esq. of

Oak House, near Manchester, my warmest thanks and gratitude are due, for his

assistance, (in the first place unsolicited, but, of course, gladly accepted, for the

loan of books from his extensive and well selected library,) and for his friendly

advice during the time of the work going through the press, and without which

it could not have been, as I hope it will now be found, worthy of the public

favour. To J. Holland, jun. Esq. of Atherstone, Warwickshire, for his sending

some scarce and valuable books, which have been of much service to me, and

which I acknowledge with pleasure. To Mr. J. Cail, of Newcastle-upon-Tyne,

for a correct list of newspapers which had been commenced in that town and

neighbourhood. It would have been gratifying to me to have extended the list,

had aid always been afforded when solicited ; but I regret being compelled to

state, that in two or three instances, I found that a genuine love of literature

is not always the strongest impulse in the breast of those who have appeared

before the world as authors, or writers of books

It was my intention to give a complete list of the works which had been pro-

duced upon the History of Printing, with short biographical notices of their

authors ; this I found would have extended the work more than was contem-

plated ; and, indeed, after much labour, I found that I could not for the present

give them as complete as would have been desired.

The work is now presented to the profession, and to the literary world, as

affording a knowledge of the rise and progress of that art by which the " atmos-

phere of truth has continually grown brighter, and a strength of mind produced

that is under no fear of counteraction." From the critic I beg that indulgence

which I have endeavoured to merit ; and wherever I may have failed, it is in

ability, not from want of perseverance, from first to last, in my desire to add

something to the literary history of my country, and to perpetuate a know-

ledge of that profession of which I am a member.
il

C. H. TIMPERLEY.

Manchester, June 1, 1839
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ON THE ORIGIN OF LANGUAGE; AND THE MODES AND MATERIALS USED BY THE ANCIENTS FOR

TRANSMITTING KNOWLEDGE BEFORE THE INVENTION OF PRINTING.

" How grateful is the search ! with pride to trace

Useful inventions, that exalt our race ;

Fixing by various stages from their source,

In new improvements, the progressive course,

On nice connexions man's high schemes depend

;

Means must be found proportioned to the end.

Slow they advance, who seek perfection's prize,

Or benefactors of the world would, rise."

One of the most distinguished privileges which Providence has confeiTed upon mankind,

is the power of communicating their thoughts one to another. Destitute of this power,

reason would be a solitary, and, in some measure, an unavailable principle. Speech is

the great instrument by which man becomes beneficial to man, and it is by the intercourse

and transmission of thought, by means of speech, that we are chiefly indebted for the

improvement of thought itself. If we carry our thoughts back to the first dawn of language

among men, and reflect upon the feeble beginnings from which it must have arisen, and

upon the many, and great obstacles which it must have encountered in its progress, we

shall find reason for the highest astonishment, on viewing the height which it has attained.

We admire several of the inventions of art—we plume ourselves on many discoveries which

have been made in latter ages, serving to advance knowledge, and to render life comfortable

;

we speak of them, as the boast of human reason, but, certainly, no invention is entitled to

any such degree of admiration as that of Language ;—if, indeed, it can be considered as a

human invention at all.

Man is formed, as well internally as externally, for the communication of thoughts

and feelings. He is urged to it, by the necessity ofreceiving, and by the desire ofimpai-ting

whatever is useful or pleasant. His wants and his wishes cannot be supplied by individual

power ; his joys and his sorrows cannot be limited to individual sensation. The fountains

of his wisdom, and of his love, spontaneously flow, not only to fertilize the neighbouring

soil, but to augment the distant ocean. But the mind of man, which is within him, can

only be communicated by objects which are without, by gestures, sounds, characters, more

or less expressive, and pennanent,—instruments, not merely useful, for this particular

pui-pose, but many times pleasing in themselves, or rendered so by the long continued

operation of habit. These, reason adopts,—she combines,—she arranges,—and the result

is Language.

Speech, or the language of articulate sounds, is the most wonderful, the most delightful

of the arts, thus taught by nature and reason. It is also the most perfect, it enables us, as
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it were, to express things beyond the reach of expression ;—the infinite range

the exquisite fineness of emotion—and the intricate subtleties of thought. Of such effect

are those shadows of the soul, those living sounds which we call words ! Compared with

these, how poor are all other monuments of human power—of perseverance—or skill—or

genius ! They render the mere clown an artist ; nations immortal ; orators poets

;

philosophers divine.

As it is evident, that there is no instinctive articulated language, it becomes an inquiry

of some importance, how mankind were first induced to fabricate articulate sounds ; and

to employ them for the purpose of communicating their thoughts. On this question, only

two opinions can be formed. Language must either have been originally revealed from

heaven, or the fruit of human invention. The greater part of the Jews, and the Christians,

and even some of the wisest Pagans, have embraced the former opinion, which seems so far

to be supported by the authority of Moses, that he represents the Supreme Being as

teaching our first parents the names of animals. (Gen. ii. 19, 20.) The latter opinion is

held by Diodorus Siculus, Lucretius, Horace, and many other Greek and Roman writers,

who consider language as one of the arts invented by man. Amongst the modems, Astle,

in his celebrated work on the Origin and Progress of Writing, ranks foremost, for liis

elaborate defence of the human invention of alphabetical characters. The arguments of

Mr. Astle, were, however, powerfully combated by an able critic in the Monthly Review,

(Old Series) vol. Ixxi. p. 271 ; Drs. Warburton, Delany, Johnson, Beattie, Blair, Gilbert

Wakefield, Gale, in his Court of the Gentiles ; Hartley, in his Observations on Man ;

Winder, in his History of Knowledge ; Dr. Adam Clarke, in his Remarks on the Origin

of Language ; Home, in hi^ Introduction to the Study of Bibliography ; the author of

Conjectural Observations on the Origin and Progress of Alphabetical Writing ; and

Smith, of New Jersey, who think that language was originally from heaven, consider all

accounts of its human invention as a series of mere suppositions, hanging loosely together,

and the whole depending on no fixed principle.

The opinions of the Greek and Roman writers, frequently quoted in support of the

^uman invention of language, are of no greater authority than the opinions of other men

;

for as language was fornied, and brought to a great degree of perfection, long before the

era of any historian with whom we are acquainted ; their authority, who are comparatively

of yesterday, gives them no advantage, in this inquiiy, over the philosophers of France

and England.

The oldest book extant, contains the only rational cosmogony known to the ancient

nations ; and that book represents the first human inhabitants of this earth, not only as

reasoning and speaking animals ; but also in a state of high perfection and happiness, of

which they were deprived for disobedience to their Creator. Moses, setting aside his

claim to inspiration, deserves, from the consistency of his narrative, at least as much credit

as Mochus, or Democritus, or Epicunis ; and from his higher antiquity, if antiquity on

this subject could have any weight, he would deserve more, as having lived nearer to the

period of which they all write. But the question respecting the origin of language may
be decided, without resting on authority of any kind, merely by considering the nature of

speech, and the mental and coi'poreal powers of man.

Those who maintain language to be of human invention, suppose men, at first, to have
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been solitary animals, afterwards to have herded together without government or subordi-

nation, then to have formed jDolitical societies, and by their own exertions, to have advanced

from the grossest ignorance to the refinements of science. But, say the reasoners, whom

I have quoted in its defence, this is a supposition contrary to all history, and all experience.

There is not upon record, a single instance, well authenticated, of a people emerging, by

their own efforts, from barbarism to civilization. The original savages of Greece, were

tamed by the Pelasgi, a foreign tribe, and afterwards further polished by Orpheus, Cecrops,

Cadmus, and others, who derived their knowledge from Egypt and the East. The ancient

Romans, a ferocious and motley crew, received the blessings of law and religion from a

succession of foreign kings—and the conquests of Rome, at a later j)eriod, contributed to

civilize the rest of Europe. It is said, that before language could be invented, mankind

must have existed for ages in large political societies, and have carried on, in concert, some

common work ; but if inarticulate cries, and the natural visible signs of the passions and

affections, were modes of communication sufficiently accurate to keep a large society

together for ages, and to direct its members in the execution of some common work, what

could be their inducement to the invention of an art so useless and difficult as that of

language ? Men, who have not learned to articulate in their childhood, never afterwards

acquire the faculty of speech, but by such helps as savages cannot obtain; and, therefore,

if speech was invented at all, it must either have been invented by children, who seem

incapable of invention, or by men who were incaj)able of speech ;—a thousand, nay, a

million of children could not think of inventing a language ; and, therefore, reason, as well

as history intimates that mankind in all ages must have been speaking animals ; the

young having constantly acquired this art, from imitating those that were older ; we may

then, in despite of every assertion to the contraiy, warrantably conclude, that our first

parents received the blessing of language by Divine inspiration.

There are several well authenticated cases on record of children having been ibund in

solitary places, leading a brutish life, incapable of communicating ideas by language, and

apparantly completely ignorant of all the social usuages of mankind. These remarkable

instances exhibit how degraded and miserable is the condition of a human being, when

its mind has been unformed by the example of others, and no moral or intellectual train-

ing has been bestowed upon it. The two most striking examples of this unhappy state

are those furnished by the individuals known by the names of Peter the Wild Boy,

and the Savage of Aveyron. The first was found in July, 1724, in a field belonging

to a townsman of Hameln, naked, covered with a brownish black hair, apparently

about twelve years of age, and uttering no sound. In October, 1725, he was sent for by

George I. to Hanover, from whence he was escorted to London, and finally placed with a

farmer in Hertfordshire, with whom he resided till his death in 1785. Peter could not

be taught to speak ; the plainest of the few articulate sounds he could utter were Peter ki

sho, and qui ca ; the two latter being attempts at pronouncing King George and Queen

Caroline. He was of middle size, somewhat robust in appearance, and strong, and had a

good beard. He was fond of warmth and relished a glass of brandy. Peter was first

found in the act of sucking a cow, in the woods of Hanover. Queen Caroline, who

greatly interested herself about Peter, was very desirous of having him educated, and em-

ployed vaiious masters to teach him to speak. After the Queen's death Government
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allowed a pension for him, and he was placed with Thomas Fen, a respectable farmer in

Hertfordshire. He was accustomed in the spring of the year to wander away, subsisting

on the green buds of trees, &c. His adventure in Norfolk, during one of these excur-

sions, has been related, to which we may add that he was saved from the consequences of

his supposed contumacy by some person reading in a newspaper an advertisement describ-

ing the missing Wild Boy. To prevent the recurrence of such serious adventures, he was

provided with a brass collar, on which was inscribed " Peter the Wild Boy, Broadway

Fann, Berkhampstead." When Peter was angry, he never attempted to strike or use

his hands in any way, but always endeavoured to bite. Pleasure he expressed by kissing

the object that excited his admiration. When pleased he would also often dance about,

shaking his brass collar, and making a humming noise which he intended for singing,

but in which it was difficult to trace an air. Painting delighted him, and he would im-

mediately kiss any object that was of vivid colours. He was passionately fond of music,

and would endeavour to enter the room where any kind of music was perfonning, jumping

and dancing to it. We have already described the extent of his vocabulaiy, to which he

afterwards added " Hom Hen" (Tom Fen), intended for the name of the farmer whom he

recognized as his master. Though quite hannless, Peter was sometunes sullen, and

would never work if desired to do so ; but, if nothing were said to him, he would often

assist in the farm and do more work than three other men. He usually had bread ajid

milk for supper, and as soon as he had taken it he always went up to bed ; so that if he

was wished out of the way^ some bread and milk was given to him, and when he had

finished it he would immediately go off to bed, even though it were still broad daylight.

Peter could live on the simplest fare, but he much liked anything sweet, and any kind of

confectionary. There is an anecdote, of his having made his way into a room where all

the sweet things were laid out, that were prepared for a grand fete given to Lord Chatham
;

and when the second course was called for, Peter was discovered, with a large bowl, in

which he had mixed pastry, jellies, creams, and other niceties, employed, quite to liis

own satisfaction, in eating the whole collection with his hands. Peter was capable of very

sincere affection; for he became attached in an extraordinary manner to the farmer

who succeeded Tom Fen in the charge of him ; and when . this person died, he went to

his bed-side, raised his hands, and endeavoured to awaken him ; but when he found his

efforts unavailing, he went down stairs and seated himself by the chimney. What his

ideas of death were, cannot be known ; but he refused his food and pined away, till in a

few days he actually died of grief,—for he never had any illness.

The Savage of Aveyron was found in the forest of Cawne in the year 1801, being, it

was supposed, about eleven or twelve years of age. He was quite naked, and seeking

acorns and roots for food, was met by three huntsmen who laid hold of him at the moment

he was climbing a tree to avoid his pursuers. In 1802 he was taken to Paris, where he

excited great curiosity, and his actions furnished occasion to observations of the most

interesting nature.

Language is the expression of our ideas and their vaiious relations by certain articulate

sounds, which are used as the signs of those ideas and relations. By articulate sounds are

meant, those modulations of simple voice emited from the thorax, which ai'e formed by

means of the mouth, and its several organs—the teeth—the tongue—the lipsr—and the

I
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palate. In a more general sense, the word language is sometimes used to denote all

sounds by which animals of any kind express their particular feelings and impulses, in a

manner that is intelligible to their own species. The Divine author of nature has endowed

every animal with powers sufficient to make known all those of its sensations and desires,

with which it is necessary for the preservation of the individual, or the continuance of the

kind, that others of the same species should be acquainted. It is necessary for animals to

know the voices of their enemies, as the voices of their friends, and the roaring of the lion

is a sound, ofwliich previous to experience, every beast of the forest is naturally afraid.

Between these animal sounds and the language of men, there is however, very little

analogy. Human language is capable of expressing ideas and notions, which there is

every reason to believe that animal instinct cannot conceive.

Every human language is learned by imitation, and is intelligible only, to those who

either inhabit the country where it is venacular, or have been taught by a master, or by

books ; but the voices of animals are not learned by unitation, and being wholly instinctive,

they are intelhgible to all the animals of that species by which they are uttered, though

brought together from the remotest parts of the world. That the barkings or yelps of a

Lapland dog would be instinctively understood by the dogs of Spain, Calabria, India, or

any other country,—but there is no reason to imagine, that a man who had never heard

any language spoken, would himself speak ; and it is well known that the language spoken in

one country is unintelligible to the natives of another, where a different language is spoken.

Herodotus, indeed, records a fact, which, could it be depended upon, would tend to over-

turn the above reasoning ; as it infers a natural relation between ideas and certain articulate

sounds. He tells us, that a King of Egypt, in order to discover which was the oldest

language, caused two children newly born of poor parents, to be brought up by a

shepherd amongst his cattle, with a strict injunction that they should never hear a human

voice, and that at the end of two years, they pronounced, at the same time, the word

signifying bread. This is one of the many fables of that credulous historian.

The exercise of cultivated reason, and the arts of civil life, have, indeed, eradicated

many of our original instincts, but they have not eradicated them all. There are external

indications, of the internal feelings and desires which appear in the most polished society,

and which are confessedly instinctive. The passions, emotions, sensations, and appetites,

are naturally expressed in the countenance, by characters which the savage and the courtier

can read with equal readiness. The look serene, the smothered brow, the dimpled smile,

and the glistening eye, denote equanimity and good will, in terms which no man mistakes.

The contracted brow, the glaring eye, the sullen gloom, and the threatening air, denote rage,

indignation, and defiance, as plainly and forcibly, as revilings or imprecations. To teach

men to disguise their instinctive indications of their temper, and " to cany smiles and

sunshine in their face, when discontent sits heavy at their heait," constitute a gi'eat part of

modem and refined education.

The words of language are either proper names, or the signs of ideas or relations ; but

it cannot be supposed, that the AUwise instructor, would load the memories of men witli

words to denote things then unknown, or the signs of ideas which they had not then

acquired. It was sufficient that a foundation was laid, of such a nature, as would support

the largest superstruction which they might ever have occasion to raise upon it.
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The first application of names to objects, or the invention of significant words, has

often been supj^osed to have taken its rise from the imitation of the voices of animals, or the

sounds produced by various natural causes. The serpent hisses, the bees hum, the

thunder peals, the tempest roars, the wind howls among the mountains ; the savage listens,

and imitates the sound which salutes his ears, and the word which he pronounces, serves

afterwards to teach to himself and his companions the idea of the object which first gave

occasion to its utterance. To suppose words invented, or names given to things in a

manner purely arbitrary, without any ground or reason, is to suppose an effect without a

cause. There must always have been some motive which led to the assignment of one

name rather than another, and we can conceive no motive which would more generally

operate upon men in their first efforts towards language, than a desire to paint by speech,

the objects which they named in a manner more or less complete, according as the vocal

organs had it in their power to effect this imitation. A certain bird is termed the cuckoo

from the sound which it emits. When one sort of wind is said to whistle, and another to

roai' ; a fly to buz, and falling timber to crash ; when a stream is said to flow, and hail

to rattle, the analogy between the word and the thing signified is plainly discemable.

Thus in all languages a multitude of words are to be found that are evidently constructed,

upon this principle.

Having thus briefly stated, and endeavoured to prove, that language was given

to man, by Divine inspiration, to communicate our ideas to each other, to express our

wants and our wishes, and to praise the Giver. It becomes us, as rational creatures, to

make the best possible use of this blessing, and avoid, as far as it is in our power,

perverting this inestimable gift to any bad purpose. The best use we can make of this

Divine endowment, is the cultivation of our minds, in the practice of virtue,—a thirst

after knowledge,—the love of truth,—and, above all, a desire to " search the Scriptures^

that we may " become wise unto salvation." 4

Next to speech, writing is, beyond doubt, the most useful art which man possesses.

Writing is plainly an improvement upon speech, and therefore, must have been posterior

to it in order of time. Mankind, at first, thought of nothing more than by communicating

their thoughts one to another when present, by means of words, or sounds which they

uttered. Afterwards, they devised this further mode of natural communication when

absent, by means of marks, or characters presented to the eye, which is called writing.

The invention of an alphabet, or of a number of arbitrary signs, which by their varied

position, should express all the variety of human sentiment and language, seems to be a

discovery, of so sublime and complicated a nature, that if not absolutely beyond the

possibility of the mental energy of man to elicit, it must necessarily demand the lapse of

ages to complete its development, and to advance it to perfection.

Written characters are of two sorts ; they are either signs for things, or signs for

words. Of the former sort, signs for things are the pictm*es, hieroglyphics, and symbols

employed by the ancients. Of the latter sort, signs for words are the alphabetical

characters now employed by all Europeans. Pictures were undoubtedly the first essay

towards writing. Imitation is natural to man ; in all ages, and among all nations, men

have attained some method of copying and tracing the likeness of sensible objects

;

those methods would soon be employed by mankind, for giving some imperfect infonnation
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to others at a distance, of what had happened, or for preserving the memory of facts whicli

they sought to record. Thus, to signify that one man had killed another, they drew

the figure of aman stretched upon the ground, and another man standing hy with a deadly

weapon in his hand. Pictui'es could do no more than deUneate external events. They

could neither exhihit the connexions of them, nor describe such quaUties as were not visible

to the eye, nor convey any idea of the dispositions or words of men. To supply, in some

degTee, this defect, there arose, in progress of time, the invention of what are called

hieroglyphical characters, or sacred sculpture, which are derived from two Greek words,

signifying

—

sacred and to carve : which may be considered as the second stage in the

art ofwriting. Hieroglyphics consist in certain symbols, which aremade to stand for invisible

objects, on account of some analogy, or resemblance, which such symbols are supposed to

bear to the object. Thus, an eye was the hieroglyphic symbol of knowledge; a circle,

of eternity, which has neither beginning nor end ; honour, was denoted by a feather or

palm branch ; ingratitude, by a viper ; impudence, by a fly ; wisdom, by an ant ; victory,

by a hawk ; a dutiful child, by a stork ; a man universally shunned, by an eel ; sometimes,

they joined together two or more of the hieroglyphical characters; as a serpent, with a

hawk's head, to denote nature, with God presiding over it.

Another remarkable instance, is the style of the Old Testament, which is carried on

by constant allusions to sensible objects. Indignity or guilt, is expressed by a spotted

gannent; misery, by drinking the cup of astonishment; vain pursuits, by feeding on

ashes ; a sinful life, by a crooked path
;
prosperity, by the candle of the Lord shining on

our head ; and the like innumerable instances. But, as many of these properties of objects

which they assumed for the foundation of their hieroglyphics, were merely imaginary, and

the allusions drawn from them, were forced and ambiguous ; this sort of writing could be

no other than enigmatical, and confused in the highest degree.

The invention of hieroglyphical writing has been attributed to two causes :—the first

of which has the erudite Kircher to support it, namely, " that it was invented by the

Egyptian priests to conceal their knowledge of arts, sciences, and religion." The second,

which is adopted by Bishop Warburton, in his Essay on Hieroglyphics, supposes " that

they were invented merely as the first rude system of writing, which was aftei-wards

exchanged for an alphabetical character," and that Kircher is under a general error.

Both these origins are disputed.

The advocates of the mere human origin of letters, refer us to the Egyptian and

Mexican hieroglyphics as to the rudiments of alphabets, and assure us, that " necessity,

convenience, or chance would produce abbreviated marks, and ultimately the alphabetical

character and system." But in no instance, do they shew us a nation carrying hierogly-

phical signs to their completion in an alphabet. The Egyptians and Mexicans never

appear to have deduced letters from the symbolic figures, which they were accustomed to

describe, but to have continued the use of them with unvaried similarity, through the

whole period of their history. The Greeks and other nations, on the contrary, who made

use of alphabetical characters, never spoke of them as derived from hieroglyphical

delineations, but as the invention of particular persons, or as communicated to them

by their gods.

It cannot be doubted, that the first letters invented by men, were representations of
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visible objects of nature ; and in proof of this, we find that the characters which form one

of the most ancient alphabets now extant, were designed from certain figm-es made by the

stars, and hence it was denominated the Celestial Alphabet. The resemblance of the

heavenly bodies will be most perfectly discerned in the alphabets used by the ancient

Chaldeans. Gaffarel, in his volume entitled Unheard of Curiosities, has been most

particular in the history of these singular characters. Most of the Eastern nations sup-

posed the constellations to represent vaiious figures significative of seasons, &c.; but the

Hebrews considered them as words, formed not only by those distinguishing characters

which they had attached to them, but also made up by the starry courses bringing

different letters in contact, and thus forming different words. The reading of the stars,

and whatever else is seen in the air, Gaffarel first assumes from Isaiah xxxiv. 4, where it

is said, " the heavens shall be rolled together as a scroll ;" and from several similar passages

of Scripture, that the skies are to be considered as a volume, and in it there must be of

consequence, letters, words, and sentences, for the perusal of man. It would seem, that

between this " Writing of the Angels," as it was anciently called, and the science of

Astrology, there is a near connexion ; because the nature and influences of the stars

themselves, are to be taken into consideration, when the letters of heaven are read.

—

Throughout the whole system of this stany writing, a close coincidence with the Hebrew

language may be observed ; the sentences fomied by it are short and abbreviated, ajid

sometimes only the most prominent word is presented to the eye. Thus, a short tirae

before the Babylonish captivity, five stars exactly above Jerusalem, formed the Hebr<3w

word Nataq, which signifies, to drive out, break, and cast down. The number of letters as

they rank in the Hebrew series, are also to be taken, to discover the time when their

prophecies shall be accomplished; they amounted to five hundred and five, which

designated the year when the Jewish kingdom was destroyed, counting from Saul to

Zedichias. Most of the writers, however, who have touched upon this mysterious subject,

have contributed greatly to bring it into disrepute, by connecting it with cabaUsm;

and not unfrequently with magic.

Gilbert Wakefield, a man whose public character as a writer, was only equalled by his

virtues as a man, in an admirable tract on Alphabetical Writing, has the following trite

remarks. " The first five books of Moses, are acknowledged by all to be, not only the

most ancient compositions, but also, the most early specimen of alpabetical writing, at

present existing in the world : now taking for granted, the authenticity of the Mosaic

records, if alphabetical writing be the result of human ingenuity, one great peculiarity

distinguished it from all other human inventions whatsoever—the very first effort brought

it to perfection. All the sagacity and experience of succeeding generations, illustrated by

the vast influx ofadditional knowledge,beyond the most accomplished of their predecessors,

have been unable, to superinduce any real improvement, upon the Hebrew alphabet.

If alphabetical writing were a human invention, the natural result of ingenuity and

experience, might we not expect that different nations would have fallen upon the same

expedient, independently of each other, during the compass of so many ages, when the

faculties of the mind are equally capable at all times, and in every comer of the universe

;

and when the habits of life, and modes of thought internally bear so great a resemblance to

each other, in similar stages of society ? This were but a reasonable expectation, which
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does not correspond to the event, for alphabetical writing as now practised by every people

in the universe, may be referred to one common original."

As writing advanced from pictures of visible objects to hieroglyphics, or symbols of

things invisible; from these latter, it advanced among some nations to simple arbitrary

marks, which stood for objects, though without any resemblance or analogy to the object

signified. Of this nature was the method of writing practised by the Chinese, who

suppose, that before language was reduced to a written character, the commands of

Rulers were made known, and that ideas were communicated by means ofknotted cords ; and

it is further imagined, that when knotted cords came into use for the expression of wishes

or commands, that the first writing after the invention, was constructed of the line as before,

but broken by the insertion of small outline circles placed at various distances along it.

In representing the celestial figures, the ancient Chinese found that knotted cords were

excellently adapted for the depicting of the constellations. Thus the circle or knot stood

for the star, and the connecting line defined the fonn of the heavenly sign ; nor was this

method peculiar to the Chinese, since the Chaldeans formed similar characters, although

theirs were assumed from the stars. All traces of these knotted cords are not yet lost in

China. The Peruvians, also, made use of small cords of diflferent colours, and by knots

upon these cords of various sizes, and differently arranged, they contracted signs for giving

information, and communicating their thoughts. Our ciphers, as they are called, of

arithmetical figures, which we have derived from the Arabians, are significant marks

precisely of the same nature as the Chinese or Peruvian characters.

The next great step, was the invention of an alphabet of syllables, which properly

preceded the invention of an alphabet of letters among some of the ancient nations, and

which is said to be retained to this day in Ethopia, and some parts of India. Still,

however, the number of characters was great, and must have continued to render both

reading, and writing, very laborious arts, till, at last, some happy genius arose, and

tracing the sounds made by the human voice, to their most simple elements, reduced

them to a very few vowels and consonants, and by affixing to each of these signs which

we now call letters, taught mankind how, by their combination of sound they might be

employed in speech. By being reduced to this simplicity, the art of writing was brought

to the highest state of perfection, and in this state, we now enjoy it in all the countries of

Europe.

" The usefulness of alphabetical characters," says Dr. Adam Clarke, " cannot be

sufficiently estimated; for without writing, the histories of ancient times had never

reached us ; and the necessary intercourses of friendship and business, must have been

greatly retarded in general, and in many cases, wholly obstructed."

The most probable and natural account of the origin of alphabetical characters, is, that

they took rise in Egypt,—most probably Moses carried with him the Egyptian letters into

the land of Canaan, and then being adopted by the Phoenicians, who inhabited part of

that country, they were transmitted into Greece. An invention so useful and simple, was

greedily received by mankind, and propagated with speed and facility through many

different nations.

To whom we are indebted for this sublime and refined discovery, does not appear.

Concealed by the darkness of remote antiquity, the great inventor is deprived of those
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honours which would still be paid to his memory by all the lovers of learning. It appears

from the books which Moses has wiitten, that amongst the Jews, and probably amongst the

Egyptians, letters had been invented prior to his age. The universal tradition among the

ancients is, that they were first imported into Greece by Cadmus, the son of Ogenor, a

Phoenician, who, according to the common system of chronology, was cotemporary with

Joshua, according to Sir Isaac Newton, with King David.

" Say, by what principle divine inspir'd,

Thou, for a world's instruction, greatly fir'd

,

Rapt in what vision, say, by G od possest,

Dawn'd the first image, in thy lab'ring breast ?

The figure of ideas to display.

And colour forth the intellectual ray ;

In speaking silence, the dumb voice impsirt.

And soimds embody by creative art

;

By sight alone, to edify the ear,

To picture thought, and bid the eyes to hear ?"

In this state of uncertainty amidst conflicting opinions, the mode of conduct for"^'

to pursue, at once the most consistent with reason, the most confonnable to true science, and

the most agreeable to sound religion, is to conclude, that though some sort of characters, as

before observed, formed by the ingenuity of man, or founded upon the basis of the ancient

hieroglyphic system, was universally used in the early ages of the world, that so divine

an art—an art apparently so far surpassing human invention, as alphabetical writing, in

the perfection in which it has been handed down to us from an Asiatic source, through

the medium of the Greeks, and Romans, could have its origin in inspiration only, and

was at first revealed to men amid the awful promulgations at Horeb—amid the thunder

which shook the basis of Mount Sinai

—

written with the finger of God.

The letters were originally written from the right hand towards the left, that is to say

in a contrary order to what we now practice. This manner of writing prevailed among the

Assyrians, Phoenicians, Arabians, and Hebrews ; and from some very old inscriptions

appear to have prevailed also amongst the Greeks. Afterwards the Greeks adopted a new

writing, alternately, from the right to the left, and from the left to the right, after the

manner in which oxen plough the ground. Of this, specimens still remain, particularly

the inscription of the famous Sigean monument. At length the motion from the left hand

to the right being found more natural and commodious, the practice of writing in this

direction prevailed throughout all the countries of Europe.

Ancient languages may be classed in the following order, the Hebrew, Samaritan, and

Chinese tongues have each laid claim to originahty, but the latter may be considered

rather as a figure or emblematical writing than a regular system of letters and words. Of

the other two it is generally supposed, that, they, together with the AssjTian and Chaldaic

are the same in effect, but diflfering in the form of their characters. The Hebrew may be

considered as the first great source whence the other tongues of the earth have been

derived. The immediate descendant of the Hebrew, the Chaldaic, the Arabic, the

Syriac, the Egyptian, the Ethiopian, and the Syro-Gahlean, and its collateral issue

were the Phoenician, and the Palmyrian. From the Phoenicians the Greeks acknowledged

to have received their letters, and from them the discovery was communicated to the

Romans, and so to all European nations.
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The alphabet of every language consists of a number of letters, which ought each to

have a different sound, figure, and use. As the difference of articulate sounds, was in-

tended to express the different ideas of the mind, so one letter was originally intended to

signify only one sound, and not, as at present, to express sometimes one sound and some-

times another, which practice has brought confusion into the languages, and rendered the

acquisition of modem tongues a more difficult task than it would otherwise have been. As

the number of sounds and articulations differ in various languages, so the number of

letters differ in the alphabets of different nations, although, not in proportion to

their respective copiousness. The English alphabet contains twenty-six letters;

French, twenty-five ; Hebrew, Chaldee, Syriac, and Samaritan, twenty-two ; Arabic,

twenty-eight ; Persian, thirty-one ; Turkish, thirty-three ; Georgian, thirty-six ; Coptic,

thirty-two ; Muscovite, forty-three ; Greek, twenty-four ; Latin, twenty-five ; Slavonic,

twenty-seven ; Dutch, twenty-six ; Spanish, twenty-seven ; Italian, twenty ; Ethopic

and Tartarian, two hundred and two ; Sancrist, fifty ; Indians of Bengal, twenty-one

;

Bunnese, nineteen ; The Chinese, properly speaking, have no alphabet, except we call

their whole language their alphabet.

As my limits will not allow me to enter more fully into the origin of language, I shall

briefly show that every language, has ideas and tenns, expressly their own—for instance,

our tenns in polite literature, prove that these came from Greece : our terms in music and

painting, that these came from Italy ; our phrases in cookery and war, that we learnt these

from the French ; our phrases in navigation, that we were taught them by the Flemings,

and low Dutch. These, many and different sources, of our language, may be the cause

why it is so deficient in regularity and analogy ;—yet we have this advantage to com-

pensate the defect, that, what we want in elegance, we gain in copiousness, in which last

respect few languages will be found superior to our own.

And from what has been said, it appears that language was at fii'st barren in words,

but descriptive by the sound of these words ; and expressive in the manner of uttering

them, by the aid of significant tones, and gestures. It appears that in all successive

changes which language has undergone as the world advanced, the miderstanding has

gained ground, on the fancy and imagination. The progress of language in this respect

resembles the age of man :—the imagination is most vigorous and predominant in youth^:^

—

wdth advancing years the imagination cools, and the understanding ripens. Thus, language

proceeded from sterility to copiousness, and, at the same time, proceeded from unceitainty to

accuracy, from fire and enthusiasm, to coolness and precision ; in its ancient state, more

favourable to poetry and oratory ; in its present, to reason and philosophy.

In Dr. Annstrong's Galic Dictionary the word sack, meaning a bag, is found to be

the same in meaning and pronunciation, in twenty-three languages ; and he is of opinion

that this is one of the few words which have come down to us from the original language

of man. The Gaelic, Hebrew, Chaldaic, sac ; Arabic, saqu ; Coptic, pisok, meaning a

pannier ; Latin, saceus ; Italian, sacco ; Si^anish, saco and saca ; Belgic, sack ; French,

sac; Dutch, zac ; Swedish, sack; Gothic, sack; Geniian, sa<;k; Danish and Norse

sack ; Hungarian, sack ; Turkish, sak ; Georgian, sack ; Anglo Saxon, sacce and sace

;

Irish, sac; Welsh, sack; Cornish, zak.

From the above statements which have been adduced on the origin of writing, and
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the perpetual controversy which still engages the learned, whether alphabetical writing be

of human or divine origin, the matter receives considerable light from the details published

by Mr. Knapp, in his Lectures on American Literature, who records one of the most

extraordinary events which has occurred since the original invention of letters. It appears

that an Indian, of the name of See-quah-yah, is the inventor of a Cherokee alphabet, under

such disadvantageous circumstances, as render him one of the most extraordinary men

that the world has produced.

Mr. Knapp has given to the public the history of this invention nearly in the words

of See-quah-yah, the inventor himself, then (1828) about sixty-five years of age.

At the termination of a campaign, towards the close of the war, it appears a letter was

found on the person of a prisoner, which was wrongly read by him to the Indians. In

some of their deliberations on this subject, the questions arose among them whether the

mysterious power of "the talking leaf" was the gift of the Great Spirit to the white man,

or a discovery of the white man himself. Most of his companions were of the former

opinion, while he as strenuously maintained the latter. This frequently became a subject

of contemplation with him afterwards, but he never sat down seriously to reflect on it,

until a swelling in his knee confined him to his cabin, and at length made him a cripple

for life. In the long night of his confinement, his mind was again directed to the mystery

of speaking by letters, the very name of which, of course, was not to be found in his

language. From the cries of wild beasts, from the sounds of the mocking-bird, from

the voices of his children and his companions, he knew that feelings and passions were

conveyed by direct sound, from one intelligent being, to another. The thought struck him

to try to ascertain all the sounds, in the Cherokee language. His own ear was not parti-

cularly discriminating, and he called to his aid the more acute ears of his wife and children.

When he thought that he had distinguished all the different sounds in their languages, he

attempted to use pictorial signs, images of birds and beasts, to convey these sounds to

others, or to mark them in his own mind. He soon dropped this method as difficult or

impossible, and tried arbitrary signs, without any regard to appearances, except such as

might assist in recollecting them, and distinguishing them from each other. At first these

signs were very nmnerous ; and when he had got so far as to think his invention was nearly

accomplished, he had about 200 characters in his alphabet. By the aid of his daughter,

who seemed to enter into the genius of his labours, he reduced them at last to eighty-six,

the number he now uses. He then set to work to make these characters more comely to

the eye, and succeeded—as yet he had not the knowledge of the pen as an instrument, but

made his characters on a piece of bark, with a knife or nail. At this time he sent to the

Indian agent, or some trader in the nation, for paper and pen. His ink was easily made

from some of the bark of the forest trees, whose colouring properties he had previously

known—and after seeing the construction of the pen, he soon made one. His next

difficulty was to make his invention known. At length he summoned some of the most

distinguished of his nation, in order to make his communication to them—and after giving

the best explanation of his discovery that he could, stripping it of all supernatural influ-

ence, he proceeded to demonstrate to them in good earnest that he had a discovery. His

daughter, who was his only pupil, was ordered to go out of hearing, while he requested his

triends to name a word or sentiment, which he put down, and then she was called in and
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read it to them ; then the father retired, and the daughter wi'ote ; the Indians were wonder-

struck, hut entirely satisfied. See-quah-yah then proposed that the tribe should select

several youths, from among their] brightest young men, that he might communicate the

mystery to them. This was at length agreed to, and several were elected for this purpose.

The tribes watched the youths for several months with anxiety, and when they offered

themselves for examination, the feelings of all were wrought up to the highest pitch. The

youths were separated from their master, and fi'om each other, and watched with the

greatest care. The uninitiated directed what master and pupil should write to each other,

and the tests were viewed in such a manner as not only to destroy their infidelity, but most

firmly to fix their faith. The Indians on this, ordered a great feast, and made See-quah-yah

conspicuous at it. He became at once schoolmaster, professor, philosopher, and chief.

He did not stop here, but carried his discoveries to numbers. He, of course, knew

nothing of Arabic digits, nor the power of Roman letters in the science. The Cherokees

had mental numerals to one hundred, and had words for all numbers up to that ; but they

had no signs nor characters to assist them in enumerating or adding, subtracting, multiply-

ing, or dividing. He reflected upon this, until he had created their elementary principles

in his mind, but he was at first obliged to make words to express his meaning, and then

signs to explain it. By this process he soon had a clear perception of numbers up to a

million. His great difficulty was the threshold—to fix the powers of his signs according

to their places. When this was overcome, his next step was in adding his different

numbers, in order to put down the fraction of the decimal, and give the whole number to

the next place ; but when Mr. Knapp knew him he had overcome all these difficulties, and

was quite a ready aritlmietician in the fundamental rules.

This ingenious Indian was not only an admirable mechanic, but Mr. Knapp states, that

he had also a great taste for paintings. He mixed his colours with skill. For his drawings

he had no model but what nature furnished, and he often copied them with astonishing

faithfulness. His resemblances of the human fonn, it is true, were coarse, but often spirited

and coiTect; and he gave action and sometimes grace, to his representations of animals. He
had never seen a camel-hair pencil, when he made use of the hair of wild animals for his

brushes. " The government of the United States," continues Mr. Knapp, " had a fount

of type cut for this alphabet; and a Newspaper, called the Cherokee Phoenix, printed

partly in the Cherokee language, and partly in the English, was established at New
Echota, and characterised by decency and good sense. Many of the Cherokees were

able to read both languages." The Paper is about nineteen inches long, and twelve

inches wide, in five columns. No. 34 is dated October 22, 1828. See Home's Introduc-

tion to Bibliography, for a curious representation of a North American Indian Gazette.

Having assigned, as I hope, a rational origin of the invention of language, I proceed to

shew, that mankind had industriously invented other means of communicating their ideas,

than merely by their voice, and their writing ; not only that they might with freedom

converse at a distance, but also, to enable them to preserve and transmit to posterity, the

most valuable deeds and useful discoveries, made in the world ; and before ti'eating upon

books generally, we must caiTy our thoughts back to a period, far more remote than that

at which the art of printing became applicable to the making of books. The eai'ly

inhabitants of the earth would naturally desire to perpetuate their useful discoveries, as
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well as the important events of their time, and it may therefore, be fairly presumed that

they had some mode of communicating their ideas to succeeding generations, before the

invention of alphabetical writing. The scanty traditions recorded concerning the Ante-

diluvians, do not enable us to come to any detennination relative to their proficiency in

communicating the transactions of their time ; whether, therefore, they employed stamps

of any kind, or any means whatever of transmitting knowledge, except by oral tradition,

we have neither history nor relics to inform us, but that period which immediately

followed the deluge, and which some chronologers have termed the second age of the

world, afford convincing proofs of the art of fonning impressions, being then practised,

and most probably with a view to propagate science—^to inculcate special facts—and as a

general means of preserving to posterity certain useful memorials.

Purposes such as these it is reasonable to conclude were contemj^lated by the ancient

Chaldeans, when they stamped or printed their tiles or bricks, with various figures,

hieroglyphics, or inscriptions. In some instances, these ancient specimens seem to have

been sun-baked, yet for the most part they appear kiln-burnt, to a surjirising degree of

hardness, even to partial vitrification. Of such materials was built the original City and

celebrated tower of Babylon, and although a period of 4,000 years has rolled away since

the construction of the superb metrojDolis, whose name they bear, still, even to the present

day, do the Babylonian bricks, which have supplied the antiquary and orientalist, continue

to be found. It is nevertheless made probable, that the Babylonians were accustomed to

imprint on their bricks, allusions to astronomical phenomena, havmg some signal astrono-

mical import. Particular configurations of the heavens, which distinguished the several

seasons, as they related to the business of the husbandman, might also be registered in

this way, to serve as a sort of calendar, and some impressions are imagined to contain

historical details, relative to the founders of those stupendous structures, originally com-

posed of the bricks in question ; for every fumace-baked-brick, found amidst these vast

ruins, is imprinted "vvitli some emblematical design.

In the library of Trinity College, Cambridge, there is an article composed of a like

substance to that of which the bricks just mentioned are manufactured, it is impressed with

characters, con'esponding with those on the building bricks, except that they are much

smaller, and may be considered more beautifully executed. (See Engraving.)

The shape, however, of this curiosity, is very unlike the bricks before alluded to.

It is about seven inches high, and three inches in diameter at each end, increasing

gradually in circumference from the ends towards the middle, like a wine cask. The

greatest possible care is taken of this precious relic of antiquity, now probably not less

than 4,000 years old. This rare piece of ancient learning and art, together with three

bricks before described, was presented to the college by General Sir John Malcolm. It is

mounted on a marble pedestal, covered mth a glass-case secured by an iron bracket ; and

so contrived, that the curious inspector may cause it to revolve upon its marble base.

All attempts to explain the signification of these characters of antiquity, have as )''et,

been vainly exerted by the most skilful orientalists ; nor has it been satisfactorily detennined

whether they really are alphabetic characters, as the European,—syllabic, as many known

Orientals—hieroglyphic, as the Egyptian—or arbitrary signs, expressive of complete ideas,

as the Chinese.
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It may be asked of what possible use could a barrel-shaped substance, such as is here

shewn, be in building ? Of what service could it be, being a solid, for domestic or

other purposes ? Rendered, as it seems, by the peculiarity of its shape, and by all its

other characteristics, useless for any common purpose—if we take into consideration the

pains used to produce the impression neatly and regularly as it is—and if, at the same

time, we consider the abmidance of its contents, I think we may reasonably contemplate

it, as having been a work, of great public importance at the time it was executed.

It is scarcely possible to pursue the reflections caused by traces of human genius so

venerable, without expressions of regret that the characters in which they would speak to

us are too obsolete to be comprehended ; and that the language they employ has become

so totally extinct, that the interesting story it contains is thus likely to be lost for ever.

The most ancient literal specimen known to be extant, is the Sigean inscription,

w^hich is contained in a tablet, that was disinterred near to ancient Troy. It is engraved

on a pillar of beautiful white marble, nine feet high, two feet broad, and eight inches

thick, which, as appears by an excavation in the top, and the tenor of the inscription,

supported a bust or statue of Hermocrates,* whose name it bears. This tablet may be

considered to include a specimen of writing, or rather letters engraved on stone, at least

3,000 years old. It is supposed to have been engraven and erected about 500 years

before the birth of Christ, and not many years after the publishing of the laws of Solon.

It has been contended by some writers, that the art of impression was well known to

the ancients : in confirmation of this, they instance the stamps of iron and other metals,

with which their cattle,f bales of goods, and various articles of their manufactures were

marked : throughout Italy, and other parts of Europe, during the low ages ; one instance

has been adduced ; this is a Roman Sigilum, a signet ring, or stamp, resembling those

stamps now used by the Post Office on letters. This is the very earliest specimen we

possess of the art of printing by means of ink, or a similar substance. It is nearly two

inches long, and one in breadth ; on the back is a ring, for the purpose of holding it

when the impression is made. The letters are raised, as well as the rim, after the manner

of our printing types. The inscription is in two lines, and the letters are in Roman

capitals, reversed. The impression given is as follows :

—

HERMIAE. S. N.

C. I. CAECILI.

which signifies Caius Julius Cacilius Hermias, a person not mentioned in Roman history,

and, therefore, supposed to have been a steward of some Roman officer, or private

* I am Hermocrates, the Son of Phanodicus, of this promontory ; and I have presented in the Prytaneum, a

cup with a stand and wine-strainer, as a monument to the Sigeansj if then I endure care on any account I

go to the sigeans, and ^sopus, and my bretliren have erected a monument for me. The Prytaneum was a

common Hall, in which the Grecian senators feasted together, and entertained, at the public charge, such as

deserved well of their country.

t " Distinguish all betimes with branding fire,

To note the tribe, the lineage, and the sire ;

Whom to reserve for husband of the herd,

Or who shall be to sacrifice prefer'd."
ViROiL, Gtorgics, Book III.
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functionary. This signet was found near Rome, and is allowed to be the most ancieni

specimen of printing known. A not very dissimilar stamp, in the Greek character, is in

the possession of the Antiquarian Society of Newcastle-upon-Tyne.

Strutt mentions an engraving, in the British Museum, upon the sheath of a sword,

representing five figures in outline, impressions of which might be taken if the metal

would bear the pressure.

The signets used by the ancient Jews, were sometimes set in rings and worn upon the

fingers, and at others, they were affixed to the bracelet, and carried upon the arm. Thus

in Solomon's Songs, Chap. viii. v. 6. it is said, " Set me as a seal upon thine heart, as a

seal upon thine arm ;" and it is well known that these seals contained the name or

monogram of the wearer, for in the directions given to Moses concerning the holy breast-

plate, Exod. chap, xxviii. v. 9, 11. it is said, " And thou shalt take two onyx stones, and

grave on them the names of the children of Israel. With the work of an engraver in

stone, like the engravings of a signet, shalt thou engrave the two stones with the names

of the children of Israel : thou shalt make them to be set in ouches of gold." Again, there

is supposed to be an allusion to these engraved bracelet-seals in Genesis xxxv. v. 4,

which from the description of them, must have borne a strong resemblance to the

Egyptian Name-banners. In Greece, these Name-banners were fonned of lead, and

were ofa circular shape ; but in Rome, they were made of stone, of an oblong square, and

upon them were inscribed the names of two parties between whom a firm friendship had

been established. They were then divided into two parts, and interchanged, so that each

one possessed that piece which contained the name of the other, and the production of

this, to either party on a journey, ensiu-ed a hospitable reception, and kind treatment to

the traveller.

^ The few and simple laws, necessaiy in the early stages of society, seem at first among

the Greeks, to have been set to music and chaunted or sung. Afterwards, they were

engraven on a hard and solid substance, as stone, metal, or wood ; according to some

authors, the laws of Solon, were engraven on tablets of wood, so constructed that thej^

might be turned round in wooden cases : some of his laws, however, were certainly

engraven on stone. Josephus, speaks of two columns, the one of stone, the other of brick,

on which the children of Seth wrote their inventions, and astronomical discoveries.

On the entrance of the Israelites into the land of Canaan, the Law was commanded to be

engraved on stones, that a genuine exemplar might be transmitted even to the latest

generations.

The Arundelian marbles, preserved in the University of Oxford, sufficiently prove

for what a variety of purposes inscriptions on stone were used amongst the ancients. Some

of the inscriptions on them, record treaties, others the victories or good qualities and deeds

of distinguished persons, others, miscellaneous events ; most of them, however, are

sepulchral. By far the most important and celebrated, is the Parian chronicle, which,

when entire, contained a chronology of Greece, particularly of Athens, for a period of

1318 years, namely, from the reign of Cecrops, a. c. 1582, to the archonship of

Diognetus, a. c. 264.

The next specimen of antiquity deserving of notice, is the Rosetta stone, now in

the British Museum. In the year 1801, during the memorable campaign in Egypt,
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the s^avans attached to the French anny, discovered in the fort St. Julian, which stands

near the mouth of the Nile, on the Rosetta hranch, a large broken stone of black basalt,

having an inscription engTaved upon it, in three different kinds of characters ; namely,

the sacred hieroglypliics, the usual letters of the country, or the Enchorial, and the

Greek,—from this stone, a large portion of the Egyptian learning of England has been

acquired ; inasmuch, as the Greek inscription, not only details its history, and translates

the other two, but it also serves as a key for the identifying of various hieroglyphics, as

well as the Enchorial characters. Although, a considerable portion of the hieroglyphic

inscription, and a part of the Enchorial, and the Greek, are broken, enough remains, for

them to enlighten each other. The Rosetta" stone, as it is called, has not been the only

guide to Egyptian literature ; but the discoveries made by it, have been considerably

assisted by the Egyptian monuments in general ; although more particularly, by the

green sarcophagus of Alexander, the zodiac from the temple of Dendora, and many other

ancient curiosities, which were ceded to the British after the battle of Alexandria. *

In order to give the Athenians an opportunity of judging deliberately on a proposed

law, it was engraven on a tablet, which was hung up for some days at the statue of the

heroes, the most public and frequented place in the city of Athens. And that no man
might plead ignorance of his duty, the laws, when passed, were engraven on the walls of

the royal portico ; and persons were appointed to transcribe such as were worn or

defaced, and enter the new ones.

The Romans engraved on brass, even so late as the reign of the emperors. The

Roman soldiers, were allowed in the field of battle, to write their wills, on their bucklers

or scabbards ; and in many cabinets are preserved the discharges of soldiers, written on

copper-plates. Tablets of brass of a cubical form, were also used for the writing of

public documents ; as Plutarch mentions, the finding of a brass plate, with Egyptian

characters, at Thebes, in Boeotia ; and Pollux states, that the laws of Solon were inscribed

upon brass, as well as wood. Polybius mentions, that the treaty made between the

Romans and the Carthagenians, at the end of the first Punic war, (b. c. 241) was

engraven on brazen tablets; but, Dionysius remarks, that the Roman laws were

carved on tablets of oak, because they were not then accustomed to recording on brass.

Some account of two brazen books will be found in the Archaologia, vol. 12, and the

Gentleman s Magazine, vol. 72. The Rev. Claudius Buchanan, in 1807, found the

Jews in India, in possession of several tablets of brass.

Lead was employed as well as brass, for preserving treaties and laws. In 1699,

Montfaucon purchased at Rome, a book of eight leaden leaves, including two which

formed the cover, four inches long, and three inches wide ; leaden rings were fastened on the

* A great acquisition of Egyptian knowledge is to be acquired, from the researches of Belzoni, the celebrated

traveller, since he not only brought many specimens of Hieroglyphic Paintings and Egyptian antiquities to

England, but he also produced the most perfect resemblance in large coloured models, of parts which he was

unable to bring away. To show the labour, the patience, and perseverance, wliich this indefatigable traveller

had to encounter in removing one of the antiquities, now in the British museum ; though it was only two miles

from the River Nile, it took him six months to accomplish, by the assistance solely of the native peasantry,

without the aid of any machine. This splendid monument of antiquity, is a bust, of the little or young Memnon,

at Thebes, it is composed of a single block of Syenite, it weighs twelve tons, and measures ten feet, in height

from the breast to the top of the head. John Baptist Belzoni, died at Gate, near Benin, in Guinea, on the third

of December, 1823.

D
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back, througli which a small leaden rod ran to keep the leaves together. Hesiod's vvorks^

it is said, were originally written upon tablets of lead, and deposited in the temple of tlie

muses, at Boeotia. ^neas Poliorceticus, who flourished about seven hundred and twenty

yeai's before the Christian era, relates, that the women conveyed secret intelligence, by

means of small leaden volumes, or rolls of very thin metal, which they wore as ear-rings.

He adds further, that they were beaten with a hammer until they were so pliable, that

they were sewed up between the soles of the shoes, and that even the messenger who

canied them, was unconscious of the circumstance. Whilst he slept, they were taken

out by the person to whom they were addressed, and others replaced without exciting

suspicion. In the book of Job, chap. xix. v. 23, 24, is the following text, " Oh that my

words were now wTitten ! oh that they were printed in a book ! that they were graven

with an iron pen and lead in the rock for ever." Now, the true meaning of the passage

is, according to Parkhurst, that Job wished his words to be cut out of the rock, and the

interstices to be filled up with thin plates of metiil, in the m.anner of mosaic.

The celebrated Laws of the twelve tables,* among the Romans, were so called from

being written or engi'aved on twelve slabs, or tablets of brass, or ivory, or oak ; and hung

up for pubUc inspection. The laws penal, civil, and ceremonial, among the Greeks,

were engraven on triangular tables of brass, which were called Cyrhcs. Trithemius

asserts, that the pubhc monuments of France were anciently inscribed on silver.

5y a law among the Romans, the edicts of the senate were directed to be written on

tablets of ivory, thence denominated Libri Elephantini ; and Pliny says, that from want

of the teeth of the elephant', which ai-e alone of ivory, they had lately begun to saw the

bones of that animal. And the same author infonns us, that table-books of wood were

in use before the time of Homer. The Chinese, before the invention of paper, engi'aved

with an iron tool upon thin boards, or upon bamboo. In the Sloanian library, at Oxford,

there are six specimens of Kujic, or ancient Arabic writing, on boards about two feet in

length, and six inches in depth.

The laws on these wooden tablets, as well as those on stone, were inscribed after the

manner called Boustrophedon, that is, the first line beguming from right to left, or from

left to right, and the second in an opposite direction, as ploughmen plough their fuiTows.

The Boustrophedon wTiting, is said to have been disused by the Greeks, about four

hundred years before the Christian era ; but it was in use among the Irish, at a much

later period, by whom it was denominated Ciomfa eite.

It is highly propable, that several of the prophets wrote upon tablets of wood, or some

similar substance. (See Isaiah xxx. 8., Habakkuk ii. 2.) Zacharias, the father of John

the Baptist, when required to name his son, " asked for a writing table, and wrote, saying

his name is John," (Luke i. 63.) These table books, the Romans denominated

Pugillares.

Even in the fourth century, the laws of the emperors were written upon wooden

tables, painted with white wax, occasionally, both the Greeks and Romans, used a

* The first Decemvirate began at Rome before Christ 452. During this year of their authority, they compiled ten

of the twelve tables ; the remaining two were added in the following year. Respecting their famous code of

laws, it was the decisive sentence of Cicero, that they were justly to be preferred to whole Jibraries of the

philosophers

!
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substance called Maltha, which signified mortar, plaster, or clay. The Sweeds, also

inscribed or engraved their laws on wood; hence the term balkar, which signify

laws, from balkan, a balk or beam. Wooden boards, either plain or covered with wax,

were used long before the time of Homer ; the fonner were called schedae, whence

our word schedule. These tablets, or slices of wood when fastened together, foniied

a book, codex, so called from its resemblance to the ti*uuk of a tree, cut into planks,

hence our word code. The ancients generally used box, or citron wood; in the

middle ages, beech was principally employed. The rich Romans used thin pieces of

ivory, instead of wooden tablets.

Wood, however, was most generally used both for public and private pui-poses, in

various forms and modes. Thus, in Ezekiel, " Moreover, thou son of man, take thee one

stick, and write upon it, for Judah, and for the children of Israel his companions : then

take another stick, and write upon it, for Joseph, the stick of Ephraim, and for all the

house of Israel his companions." And again, in Deuteronomy, sjjeaking ofthe obedience

to the laws of God, '' And thou shalt write them (the laws) upon the posts of thy house,

and on thy gates." The Scythians conveyed their ideas by marking or cutting certain

figures, and a variety of lines, upon splinters or billets of wood.

Dionysius of Helicamassus writes, that an ancient treaty between the Romans and

the Gabini, was written on wooden shield, which had previously been covered with the

skin of an ox, that had been sacrificed when the parties concluded the terms of agreement.

The original manner ofwriting among the ancient Britons, was by cutting the letters

with a knife upon sticks, which were most commonly squared, and sometimes fonned into

three sides ; consequently a single stick contained either four or three lines. The squares

were used for general subjects, and for stanzas of four lines in poetry. Several sticks,

with writing upon them, were put together, fonning a kind of frame, which was called

Peith3nien or Elucidator, and was so constructed, that each stick might be turned for the

facility of reading, the end of each running out alternately on both sides of the frame.

The following is a coiTect translation of one of these Elucidators :

—

The weapon of the wise is reason.

Let the exile be moving'.

Commerce with generous Ones.

Let the very feeble run away; let the very powerful proceed.

The swineherd is proud of his swine.

A gale is almost ice in a narrow place.

Long penance to slander.

The frail Indeg has many living relations.

The alphabet of the primitive Welch letters contains sixteen radical characters, which

have twenty-four secondary ones, modifications, or inflexions, making forty in all ; and

it went under the name of Coelhren y Beirz, the billet of signs of the Bards, or the

Bardic Alphabet. The curious reader may be desirous of knovring in what manner

this curious relic was preserved to the present time ; in reply to which, in the obscure

and mountainous parts of Wales, the system of bardism is to be found entire, but more

known to the world by the name of druidism, which was properly that branch of bardism

relating to religion and education. Bardism was universal, and comprehended all the

knowledge or philosophy of the ancient times; druidism was its religious code, and

ovatism, its arts and sciences. The preservation of the character may be principally
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attributed to its provision and means, whereby tradition is reduced to a science!^^

A continuation of this mode of writing may be found in the Runic, or log almanack

of the Northern States of Europe, in which the engTaving on square pieces of wood, has

been continued to the present time. The boors of CEsel, and other islands of the Baltic,

continue the practice of making these rude calendars for themselves. Two curious

specimens of the Ruyiic or log almanacks, are in the collegiate library, at Manchester.

A fac simile of an QEsel almanack is in the Gentleman s Magazine, vol. 82, p. 625.

In the Gentleman s Magazine, vol 80, p. 308, there is a notice of a singular custom

which still prevails at Pamber, near Basingstone, in Hampshire. The court-leet holden

annually for that manor, is opened suh dio, in a small piece of ground called Lady-mead,

which belongs to the tithing-man for the year. Thence an adjournment is made to a

neighbouring public house. The proceedings of the court are recorded on a piece of

wood, called a tally, about three feet long, and an inch and a half square, furnished every

year by the steward. One of these singular records, was once produced in evidence in a

law-suit at Winchester. Shakspeare, refers to the score and the tally, (Henry VI. pt. ii.)

The mode of keeping accounts by tallies, or cleft pieces of wood, in which the notches

are cut on one piece conformably to the other, one part being kept ,by the creditor, the

other by the debtor, is still kept practised in many parts of England, especially among

the bakers in Warwickshire. A tally continues to be given by the Exchequer, to those

who pay money there upon loans j hence the origin of the teller, or tally-writer of the

Exchequer ; and also, of the phrase to tally, to fit, to suit, or answer exactly.

Bishop Nicholson, in his English Historical Library, remarks, the Danes, as all

other ancient people in the world, registered their more considerable transactions upon

rocks, or on parts of them, hewn into various shapes and figures. On these they

engraved such inscriptions as were proper for their heathen altars, triumphal arches,

sepulchml monmnents, and genealogical histories of their ancestors. Their writing of

less concern, as letters, almanacks, &c. were engraven upon wood.

In Blenkingia, a Swedish province, there is a road cut out of the solid rock, which

contains an inscription in Runic characters, that is said to have been engi'aven there by

order of King Harold Hyltetand, in honour of his father, about the commencement of

the seventh century. There are a great number of ancient Runic monuments yet extant,

consisting of large fragments of rocks, bearing inscriptions upon them, dispersed through

the fields of Norway and Sweden ; although they are sometimes found in churches, and

other buildings. It is deserving of remark, that the more ancient these inscriptions are,

the better they are sculptured.

Diogenus Laertius tells us, concerning the Greek philosopher, Cleanthes, that being

poor, and wanting money to buy paper, he was accustomed to write the lectures and

discourses of his master Zeno, on small shells, or bones of oxen. The poorer sort of

people of Sweden and Norway, besides the use of bark, had recourse to the horns of the

rein-deer and elks, which they finely polished, and shaped into books of several leaves.

Many of their old calendars, are likewise, upon the bones of beasts and fishes ; and the

inscriptions on tapestry, bells, parchment, and paper, are of later use.

Diodoms Siculus affinns, that the Persians of old wrote all their records on skins ; and

Herodotus, who flourished more than five hundred and fifty years before the Christian
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era, infonns us, that sheep skins and goat skins were made use of in writing, by the

ancient lonians. Mr. Yeates even thinks it exceedingly probable, that the very autograph

of the Law, written by the hand of Moses, was upon prepared skins. In Exodus,

xxxi. V. 14, we read, that ram's skins, dyed red, made part of the covering for the

tabernacle; and it is a singular circumstance, that in 1806, Dr. Claudius Buchanan,

obtained from one of the synagogues of the black Jews, in the interior of Malayala, in

India, a very ancient manuscript roll, containing the major part of the Hebrew scriptures,

written upon goat's skins, mostly dyed red ; and the Cabul Jews, who travel annually

into the interior of China, remarked, that in some synagogues, the Law is still found

written on a roll of leather ; not on vellum, but on a soft flexible leather, made of goat's

skins, and dyed red. Of the six synagogue copies of the Pentateuch in roll, which are

all at present known in England, exclusive of those in the possession of the Jews, five

are upon skins or leather, and the other upon vellum. One of these is in the collegiate

library, at Manchester, and has never been collated. It is written ujion basil, or brown

African skins, and measures in length one hundred and six feet, and is about twenty

inches in breadth. The letters are black, and well preserved, and the whole text is

without points, accents, or marginal additions.—See Yeates' Collation. There are also,

books made from the skins of sheep, goats, and asses, in the Vatican, at Rome ; the royal

library of Paris ; and other public libraries. The poems of Homer were written on the

intestines of a serpent, in letters of gold, and was one hundred and twenty feet long.

Linen cloth, on which letters were drawn, or painted with a pencil, was emj3loyed by

the Egyptians when, it is supposed, they wished to transmit such things, as they wished

to last very long. In the British museum, there is a piece of writing, of this nature,

taken out of a mummy. The Romans, likewise, employed linen, lihri lintei ; not merely

for what related to private subjects and persons, but as to enter the names of magistrates,

treaties, or public docmnents. In the book of Job, we find the following text, " Oh that

one would hear me, behold my desire is, that the Almighty would answer me, and that

mine adversary had written a book." Parkhurst supposes, that Job probably alludes to

the writing on linen, and wearing the record as a tiara on the head. We find, from

Vopiscus, that the emperor Aurelian, ^vrote his journal or diary in linen books.

In India, it has been the custom, from time immemorial, to teach children to read

by wi'iting in sand ; and from thence, some parts of the Madras and Lancasterian systems

of instruction, practised by Bell and Lancaster.

The employment of leaves, for the transmission of ideas, is of gi'eat antiquity. Pliny

says, one of the most ancient methods of writing, was upon the leaves of the palm tree
;

and afterwards upon the inner bark of trees, a mode of writing still common in difierent

parts of the East. Hence the word folio, from the Latin folium, a leaf, and the meaning

of leaf, when applied to a book. The Koran of Mahomet, was recorded at first by his

disciples, on palm leaves, and the shoulder-bones of mutton, and kept in a domestic

chest by one of his wives. In Tanjore, and other parts of India, the palmyra leaf is

still used, on which they engi'ave with an iron style or pen ; and so expert are the natives,

that they can write fluently what is spoken deliberately. Virgil describes tlie sibyl

writing her prophecies in detatched sentences, upon dry leaves, which were scattered by

the wind when the door was opened.
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The Ce}'lonese sometimes make use of the pahn leaf, and sometimes of a kind' of

paper, made of bark, but most generally employ the leaf of the talipot tree. From these

leaves, which are of an immense size, they cut out slips, from a foot to a foot and a half

long, and about a couple of inches broad. A fine pointed steel pencil, like a bodkin,

and set in a wooden or ivory handle, is employed to write or rather to engrave their

letters ; and in order to render the writing distinct and pennanent, they rub them over

with oil, mixed with pulverized charcoal. They afterwards, stiing several slips together,

by a piece of twine passed through them, and attach them to a board, in the same wa}-^ as

we file newspapers. Dr. Francis Buchanan, in his Essay on the Religion and Literature

of the Burmese, infonns us, that in their more elegant books, the Bunnese write on

sheets of ivory, or on a very fine white palmyra leaf. m
Captain Percival, in his Account of Ceylon, states, that in those letters, which were

sent by the King of Candy to the Dutch government, the writing was inclosed in leaves

of beaten gold, in the shape of a cocoa-tree leaf. This was rolled up in a cover richly

ornamented, and almost hid in a profusion of pearls, and other precious stones. The

whole was inclosed in a box of silver or ivory, which was sealed with the King's great

seal. The Arabs, and other Oriental nations, ai*e used to wrap up their sacred books,

in rich cases of brocaded silk, or some such other rich material.

The mode of writing on leaves, seems to have been su^Derseded by the use of the

bark, a material employed in every age and country. The outer bark was seldom used,

being too coarse, and rough. The inner bark was prefeiTed, especially that of the lime

tree. The bark of this tree was called by the Romans, liber, hence liber, the Latin name

for a book. In order that these bark books might be conveniently earned, they were

rolled up, and in that fonn called volumen, this name was afterwards applied to rolls of

paper and parchment, hence, the word volume, api)lied to modern books, though of a

different shape.

To the various modes of waiting, and the materials employed by the ancients, the

etymology of many words now in use may be traced. Besides the papyms, the Egyj^tians

often used, for the same purpose, the white rind between the bark and wood of the maple,

beech, elm, and linden trees ; hence bai'k and book, in Latin, is signified by one word.

The very word Bible, which means by way of eminence, [the Book] is derived from

the Greek word Byblos, (a city in Syria) a book, but which originally signified the inner

bark of a tree.

Ancient manuscripts in bark are very scarce, but the use of bark for books, still

prevails among the nations of the East. The custom of making books from bark,

prevailed amongst our Scandinavian and Saxon ancestors : the bark of the beech tree

was most commonly used. The primitive meaning of the Anglo-Saxon word boc is

the beech tree ; its secondary meaning, a book—and hence, our word, book. There are

still extant some letters, and even love-letters, written by the ancient Scandinavians on

pieces of bark. A very curious library of the kind, was discovered some time ago

among the Calmucs ; the books were very long and naiTow ; the leaves of thick bark,

varnished over ; the waiting white, on a black ground. In the early part of the first

American war, our trans-atlantic brethren were advocates of returning to this among other

primitive customs. They suggested, says Dr. Franklin, the use of bark, for the drawing
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up of deeds and contracts, to avoid the duty and stamp upon paper. Tlieir countrymen

preferred a bolder mode of settling tlie question. Copies of the Malay gospels, and other

books, are frequently brought from the East, written on long slips of reed or bark,

fastened by strings at each end.

The Egyptian papyrus was applied to the purpose of wiiting upon before the

preparation of parchment and its application to the same use were known. The particular

species of the papyrus, till lately, was not known ; but it is now ascertained to be the

cyperus papyrus of Linnaeus, growing on the banks of different rivers in the east, and,

likewise, it is believed, in Trinidad. It is impossible to ascertain, with any degi*ee of

certainty, when the papyrus was manufactured into paper, but there were, no doubt,

manufactories of it at Memphis, at least three hundred years before the time ofAlexander.

Afterwards, and at the time of the conquest of Egypt, by the Romans, it was made chiefly

at Alexandria. Till this conquest, however, the paper was of inferior quality. The Roman

artists paid great attention to its improvement, and at length, made it of considerable

thickness, perfectly white and smooth. Even in this state, however, it was so friable

and weak, that, when great durability was requisite, leaves of parchment were intennixed

with those of papyi'us. *' Thus the firmness of the one substance defended the brittleness

of the other, and great numbers of books, so constituted, have resisted the accidents

and decays of twelve centuries."

A great number of manuscripts, written upon papyrus, have been found in the ruins

of Herculaneum, which was destroyed by an eruption of Vesuvius, The manuscripts

thus obtained are completely calcined, though, by incredible labour and patience,

fragments of some of them have been unrolled and copied.

This famous town originally stood in Campania or Italy, but it was swallowed up by

an earthquake, produced by an eruption of Mount Vesuvius, August 24, a. d. 79,

together with the city of Pompeii ; and after having been buried under the lava for more

than 1600 years, Herculaneum was discovered twenty-four feet beneath the surface of the

earth, by labourers digging for a well in the year 1713, and Pompeii about forty years

subsequently, twelve feet below the surface. The houses and streets, in a great measure,

remained entire, and from them, at diflerent times, have been recovered busts, statues,

paintings, utensils, and ancient manuscripts written on papyrus, both in Greek and Latin.

In the space of a year or two, about two hundred and fifty Greek and Latin rolls were

found ; and the library near which they were contained, appeared to belong to a large

palace. These volumes were all rendered brittle by the fire, but there were likewise

eighteen larger rolls in Latin, lying separately, and more injured than the Greek. The first

papyrus was at length unrolled, and proved to be a Treatise on Music, by Philodemus,

the Epicurean, whilst another, was on the subject of that class of Philosophy. These

papyri, were at first so finnly connected together, that every roll was almost as hard as if

it had consisted but of one piece ; and all attempts to open them seemed to be in vain, and

it was only by slitting them that some words were discovered. Such was the laborious

and slow oj^erations in unrolling them, that a whole year was consumed in opening about

half a roll ; and some of the papyri was so fine, that unrolled they would have extended

to nearly one hundred feet. In 1802, the Rev. John Haj^ter was sent to Naples, under

the patronage of His Royal Highness the Prince of Wales, who had proposed to the
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Neapolitan government, to defray the expenses of unrolling, decyphering, and publishing

the Herculaneum manuscripts ; which being accepted, many papyri were unrolled under

the superintendance of that Reverend gentleman, of which an account will be found in

his very interesting Report upon the Herculaneum manuscripts, in two Letters, addressed

by permission, to His Royal Highness the Prince Regent, Lond, 1811. Quarto.

The papyrus-rush is supposed to be alluded to in Isaiah, chap. xix. v. 6, 7. " And

they shall turn the rivers far away ; and the brooks of defence shall be emptied and dried

up : the reeds and flags shall wither. The paper reeds by the brooks, by the mouth of

the brooks, and every thing sown by the brooks, shall wither, be driven away, and be

no more." For further information. See the articles, book, paper, parchment, and roll,

in Dr. Rees' Encyclopedia. Also, To\\iiley's Biblical Literature, vol. I.

The most probable opinion, according to Pliny and Varo, is, that Eumenes, son of

Attains I. King of Pergamus, was the inventor of parchment ; there is, however, reason

to believe, that parchment was in use long before his reign, and that Eumenes only

introduced it into more general use, when he was about making collections for a library

equal to the Alexandrian ; he being forced to have recourse to the skins of animals,

properly dressed, whereon to transcribe his manuscrii^ts, through the envy of Ptolemy

Epiphanes, King of Egypt, who interdicted the exportation of the papyrus for that

service. Parchment is usually made of the skins of sheep and goats ; vellum, which is

a finer kind of parchment, is made of the skins of abortive, or at least of sucking calves.

" Happy days, when letters first were taught

To act as faithful messengers of thought

;

When yellow parchment, with its polish'd grain.

And snowy paper, first receiv'd a stain."

From the city of Pergamus,* parchment received the name of Pergamenum, and

Charta Pergamena, as it did that of Membrana, from being made of the skins of

animals. The tenn parchment, is a coniiption of the word Pergamenum. Vellum is

derived from the Latin Vitulus, a calf. A coarser kind of pai'chment or vellum, is also

made from the skins of asses. St. Paul, in his address to Timothy, says, " The cloak

that I left at Troas, with Carpus, when thou comest, bring with thee, and the books,

but especially the parchments."

The Greeks and Romans, and all the eastern nations adopted the manner of rolls,

which must have been very inconvenient to manage while reading. There were two

rollers, one at each end of the roll, round one of which the whole manuscript was folded

;

the reader unrolled one end, and as he proceeded, he rolled it upon the empty roller

until the whole was transferi'ed from one roller to the other. The ancient offices of the

church were sometimes written upon long slips of parchment, pasted together, forming

a very narrow roll of considerable length. This was fastened at one end to a very

-long staff, and rolled upon it. Such rolls were tenned kontakia, or contacia. Rolls are

mentioned by Isaiah, chap, xxxiv. v. 4 ; by Jeremiah, chap, xxxvi. v. 2 ; and by Ezra,

chap. vi. V. 2, who wrote in the seventh, sixth, and fifth centuries before the birth of our

Saviour. Pens of iron are mentioned by Job, chap. xix. v. 24, and Jeremiah, chap. xvii.

* Pergamus, now Bergamo, was the capital of the kingdom of that name, in Asia Minor. This city is mentioned

in the Revelation of St. John, it. 11 . It was the birth-place of the celebrated physician Galen, who died in 19?
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V. 1 ; but perhaps reeds were also used, for in Judges, chap. v. v. 14, mention is made of

some of the tribe of Zabulon, who " handle the pen of the writer ;" David in Psalm,

xlv. V. 1, speaks of " the pen of the ready wTiter ;" and Jeremiah, in the passage refen-ed

to above, states, that Baruch wrote down dl his words with ink in a book ; in Ezekiel,

chap. ix. V. 11. " And, behold, the man clothed with linen, which had the inkhom by

his side, reported the matter, saying, I have done as thou commandest me ;" in the Book

of Numbers, chap. xxi. v. 14, "Wherefore it is said in the book of the wars of the

Lord, what he did in the Red sea, and in the brooks of Amon."

The above statements prove very strongly and clearly the obstacles and impediments

in the way of the communication and transmission of knowledge among the ancients,

and in the dark and middle ages, in so fai* as the nature of the materials employed for

those purposes is concerned. Masses of stone or marble, metal, or blocks or planks of

wood, were too heavy and cumbrous to circulate : in order to learn what the inscriptions

on them related to, it was necessary that they should be consulted on the spot. Even

after better materials were used, such as tablets, parchment, and the pajDyrus paper, the

difficulties and disadvantages were great. Wax tablets might answer for notes, letters,

or very short treaties, but scarcely for writings of any great length. Besides, it appears,

that wax tablets were chiefly intended and applied for private use, and never circulated.

Parchment never could have been abundant and cheap ; and being, at least, during the

Greek and Roman period, manufactured exclusively or principally, in one place, other

parts of the world must have been dependant for their supply upon it. Papyrus paper

was cheaper, and in much greater abundance ; but for a supply of it, the world was

indebted to Egypt alone ; and when the Saracens obtained possession of that country,

the supply was cut off, or very much diminished.

We find in Signior Castagnattai's account of the asbestos, a scheme for making books,

which from the imperishable nature of their materials, he is for calling them the Books

ofEternity. The leaves he proposes to be of the asbestos paper ; the covers, of a thicker

sort of work, of the same material, and die whole sewed together with thread spun from

the same substance. The things to be commemorated in them, were to be written in letters

of gold; so that the whole matter, being incombustible and everlastingly permanent,

against the forces of all the elements, and subject to no changes from fire, water, or air,

must remain for ever, and always preserve the writings committed to them. He earned

his project so far as to make paper from the asbestos, quite soft and tractable, and capable

of being thickened or thinned at pleasure, yet in either state, equally resisting fire.

The instruments employed to write with by the ancients, and in the dark and middle

ages, of course, varied according to the nature of the materials on which they wrote.

They may be divided into two kinds, those which acted immediately, and those which

acted by the assistance of fluids; of the first kind, were the wedge and chisel, for

inscriptions on stone, wood, and metal, and the style for wax tablets. At first, the bare

wood was engraven with an iron style ; the overlaying them with wax was a subsequent

invention. The style was sometimes made of iron, sometimes of gold, silver, brass,

ivory, or even of wood. The iron styles were dangerous weapons, and were, therefore,

prohibited by the Romans. Seutonius relates, that Julius C^esal' seized the ann of

Cassius, one of his murderers, and pierced it with his style. He also tells us, Caligula
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excited die people to massacre a Roman senator witli their style ; and the emperor

Claudius was so afraid of being assassinated, that he would scarcely pennit the librarii,

or public writers, to enter his presence, without the cases which contained their styles

being first taken from them. The stylus was pointed at one end to fonn the letters, the

otlier end being flat, for the pui-jDose of erasing them, by flattening the wax. Hence,

Horace uses the phrase, " to turn the stylus," for con'ecting what had been written. Our

word style, is derived from the same source, which is used metaphorically, to signify the

choice and arrangement of words employed by an author to express his thoughts.

" I will go get a leaf of brass,

And, with a gad of steel, will write these words."

—

Shakspbare.

*

As the style was too sharp for writing on parchment, and Egyptian paper, and

moreover, was not adapted for holding or conveying a fluid; a species of reed was

employed. Persons of rank and fortune, often wrote with a calamus of silver, something,

probably, like our silver pens.

Our Saxon ancestors appear to have sometimes used the style without ink, when

t writing upon parchment or vellum. But, for writing with ink, or coloured liquids,

reeds or canes, and afterwards quills were employed, and' sometime pencils made of

hair. Pencils made of hair, are used by the Chinese for their writing. The curious

large capital letters used in Italy, in the decline of the Roman empire, and until the

sixteenth century, were made with hair pencils. The exact date of the introduction of

quills of geese, swans, pelicans, peacocks, crows, and other birds, for the use of writing,

is uncertani. Mabillon states, that he saw a manuscript of the gospels, which had been

wiitten in letters of gold, in the ninth century ; in which the four Evangelists were

represented with quills in their hands. St. Isodore of Seville, who died about the middle

of the seventh century, describes a pen as in use in his time. " The instruments

necessary for a scribe, are the reed and the pen." In the same century, Adhelin, bishop

of Sherboni, wrote a short poem on a writing pen. Many proofs of their use occur

so frequently in the eighth century, as to place the matter beyond all doubt.

From ancient authors, as well as from figui'es from manuscripts, we learn that they

used a sponge to cleanse the reed, and to rub out such letters as were wTitten by mistake

;

a knife for mending the reed
;
pumice, for a similar pui-})ose, or to smooth the parch-

ment ; compasses for measuring the distances of the lines ; scissors, for cutting the paper

;

a puncher, to point out the beginning and end of each Ihie ; a mle, to draw lines, and

divide the sheets into columns ; a glass, containing sand, and another glass filled with

water, probaby to mix with the ink.

Neither the particular species of calamus, used as pens by the ancients, nor the

manner in which they prepared them for this puri)ose, is known. This is remarkable,

since all the places, where these reeds grow wild, have been ascertained, and explored

by botanists : with so little success, however, that after a variety of learned as well as

scientific conjectures, the calamus of the ancients has not yet found a place in the

botanical system of Linnaeus. This is yet more remarkable, as reeds are still employed

by many eastern nations to write with. Ranwolf, who travelled in the sixteenth century,

infonns us, that canes for pens were sold in the shops of Turkey, small, hollow within.
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smooth without, and of a brownish colour. Taveniier, Chardiii, Turnefort, and other

travellers, give a similar account, adding, that the reeds are about the size of large swan

(|uills, and are cut and split in the same manner that we do quills, except that the nib is

much larger. The best grow near the Persian Gulph. The mode of preparing them

is still practised in the east, was followed by the ancients. Pens made from reeds were

discovered during the excavation at Pompeii ; they are cut like a quill-pen, except that

the nib is much broader.

The composition, and colour of the ink used by the ancients, were various. Lamp

black, or the black taken from bnnit ivory, and soot, from baths and furnaces, according

to Pliny, and other eminent ancient authors, formed the basis of it ; the black liquor of

the cuttle fish, is also said, to have been used as ink, principally, in a metaphorical

expression of the poetPersius; but of whatever ingi-edient it was made, it is certain,

from chemical analysis, from the solidity and blackness, in the most ancient manuscripts,

and from an inkstand found at Herculaneum, in which the ink appears like a thick oil

;

that the ink then made, was much more opaque, as well as encaustic, than that used at

present. Black ink was evidently the first in use
;

yet, afterwards, inks of different

colours were occasionally used. Golden ink was used by various nations, as may be

seen in several libraries, and the archieves of churches; and was more used by the Greeks

than by the Romans. The manufactm*e, both of gold and silver ink, was a distinct, as

well as lucrative business in the middle aiges. Silver ink was also common in most

countries. Red, blue, green, and yellow inks, were not uncommon. The red was made

from vennilion, cinnabar, and carmine ; the purple from the murex, or pui-jDle fish

;

Blue, yellow, and green, were made from pulverized gold and silver, sulphuretted, and

submitted to the action of fire. The tenn (deev) used by Baruch, the sacred wiiter,

signifies blackness ; as does also the word ater, from whence atramentum, the Latin tenn

for ink. One kind of this coloured ink, was called the sacred encauster, was set apart for

the sole use of the emperors. Another distinct business, in the middle ages, was that

of inscribing the titles, capitals, or emphatic words, in coloured, gold, and silver inks

;

and the subscriptions at the end of the Greek and other manuscripts, containing the

name of the copyist, and the year, month, day, and sometimes the hour, when lie

finished his labour, were generally written in purple ink.

Puricellus, in his work on the antiquities of the Church of St. Ambrose, at Milan,

assures us, that the originals of the charters of the kings Hugo and Lotharius were

written in golden letters ; and that these, as well as other charters of difierent kings

and emperors, executed in characters of gold, upon the skins of fishes, are still extant

amongst the archieves of the church.

—

Mabillon.

It has been conjectured, that the celebrated Argonautic expedition was undertaken (o

obtain a work written on skins, containing a treatise on the art of writing in gohi letters.

Such is a very general representation of the state and means of literary communication

amongst the ancients, and before the art of printing was discovered ; whoever reflects

upon it, will not be surprised that the progress of mankind, in every thing useful and

valuable, was extremely slow and difficult. Individual and uncommunicated knowledge

cannot purify itself from error, and till printing was discovered, how much knowledge

must necessarily have been individual, and uncommunicated. In these circumstances.
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eiTor gained strength ; important and valuable truths died at their very birth, or struggled

useless and unproductive till the art of printing nomished them to maturity, and enabled

them like plants to strike their roots deeply, and spread their branches widely, to produce

their natural and genuine fruits of practical good to the human race. From the facts,

already stated, and also from those in the dark and middle ages, till the art of printing

was discovered, I feel confident, that every reader will be disposed to prize at a high rate

the advantages derived from the art of typography, and to form some notion of what the

state of knowledge must have been, when all the books in the world were written out

by the hand.

It has been contended, that the Romans were well acquainted with the art of printing,

and that they only wanted the blessings of peace to bring it to perfection. Cicero, in

his De Naturd Deorum, has a passage from which Toland supposes the moderns took

the hint of printing. That author ordei-s the types to be made of metal, and calls

them formoe literarum, the very words used by the first printers to express them. We
have shewn that Virgil mentions brands for mai'king cattle, with the owner's name. In

the second book, Cicero gives a hint of separate cut letters, when he speaks of " some

ingenious man's throwing the twenty-four letters of the alphabet,* (either made of gold

or other metal) by chance together, and thus producing the annals of Ennius.

He makes this observation, in opposition to the atheistical argument of the creation of

the world by chance.

Chevillier cites the apophthegms of Plutarch, an anecdote of Agesilaus, king of

Spaita. Willing by a sti'atagem to animate his soldiers to battle, he wrote upon his

hand the word vix-yj (or victory) ; and thence by pressure imprinted the same word upon

the liver of the slain victim ; and the letters thus impressed became in the eye and

imagination of the superstitious multitude, a sure pledge of success. We are told of a

sultan, who on signing an edict, dipped his hand in blood, and then impressed the paper.

Mr. Ottley differs from those writers, who contend that the ancients were convinced

of the advantages to be derived from the practice of the art, though they did not think

proper to use it. Upon this subject, Lanci justly remarks, " That the stamps of the

ancients, and the impressions from seals of metal, found on deeds and conveyances of

the low ages, prove nothing more, than that mankind walked for many centuries upon

the borders of the two great inventions of tyjjography and chalcography, without having

the luck to discover either of them ; and appear neither to have had any influence upon

the origin of those arts, nor to merit any place in their history."

Having treated upon these interesting subjects, as far as my limits will allow, but

to those who wish to know further, may consult the authors already quoted, at greater

length : and shall conclude this Introduction, with a concise review of the state of

literature among our Saxon ancestors.

There is not, prehaps, any language in the world, which has experienced so many

changes as the English ; and like the political constitution of the country, it seems to

have gained both sti'ength and energy by every change. We may conclude, from Caesar's

* The able mathematician Jacquet, calculates that the various combinations of the twenty four letters of the

alphabet, without any repetition amount to 620,448,401,733,239,439,360,000.—See Astle on the Origin and Progress

of Writing. London, 1804, folio.

%
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account of this island and its inhabitants, that about the beginning of the Christian era,

the language of the ancient Britons was the same, or very similar to that of Gaul, or

France at that time, and which is now believed to have been the parent language of the

Celtic, Erse, Gaelic,* or Welsh ; for the intercourse between this island and Gaul, in

Caesar's time, as well as their relative situations, renders it more than probable, that

Britain was peopled from that part of the continent, as both Caesar and Tacitus affirm

and prove, by many strong and conclusive argmnents.

Though England might be peopled several centuries before the first accoimt we have

of it, yet the barbarous condition in which we perceive it to have been, is no more than

might rationally be expected. At the time when Julius Csesar invaded the island, about

forty-five years before the Christian era, even husbandry does not seem to have been

universally followed. Cattle constituted the chief wealth of numbers of the natives

;

their towns, were only woods surrounded with a ditch, and barricadoed with trees,

where they enclosed their wives, their children, their domestics, and their flocks, in

order to preserve them from the attacks of their enemies. The low state of knowledge

and refinement to which they had arrived, may be collected from the practice said to be

so prevalent, of several brothers and friends having their wives in common. If this

practice really existed, it may be considered as a sure test of their barbarity ; for though

the British lady, in her smart reply to the empress Julia, made as good a defence of it,

as could be done, yet it is certain, that no such custom would be allowed in any nation,

that had advanced to the least degree of civilization.

But the objects which most excite our attention, in a survey of the state of knowledge

among us, before the conquest by the Romans, are the druids. They have been highly

spoken of by several writers ; so that our conception of these men is attended with a

peculiar veneration, and we are ready to look upon them as having been persons of very

extraordinary accomplishments. This deception has been heightened by our poets, who

have spread a glory round them, and have painted them in a manner, that disposes us

to regard them as almost divine. But if we reduce our ideas to the test of sober reason, we

shall not find much in the druids, that was peculiarly excellent and valuable. They

were the priests of the time, and, like other priests, had address and subtilty enough to

keep the people in absolute subjection. They were, likewise, magistrates as well as

priests, and had the determination of civil causes ', a circumstance which was the natiu^

effect, both of their superior quality, and superior knowledge ; for what knowledge then

prevailed, was principally confined to them. However, the remains we have of the

druids, do not give us a very high opinion of the progress they had made, though, no

doubt, they went far beyond the rest of their countrymen, and it is probable, that some

few among them might be men of great wisdom. It has been contended by many of

the learned, that the druids much resembled the Persian magi, and that their knowledge

was originally derived from the east. The best principles advanced by the druids, were,

that the Deity is one, and infinite, and that his worship ought not to be confined within

walls ; that all things derive their origin from heaven ; that the soul is immortal ; and

* The Gaelic, or Erse tongue, is the name of that dialect of the ancient Celtic, which is spoken in the Scottish

higlilands : the Galatians or Gauls were so called from the redness of their hair ; and the Celtes is supposed to

have been taken from the Greek word kelatai, used by Homer and Pindar to signify Horsemen.
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that children should be educated with the utmost care. But their prodigious veneration

for the mistletoe, and the gi'eat effects they attributed to it ; their opinion that the moon

is a sovereign remedy for diseases, with others of their sentiments and customs, shewed

a strong superstition ; at their prohibiting an intercom*se with strangers, if not merely a

political law, testified a savageness of manners ; and their allowance, nay command, of

human sacrifices, carries in it the evidence of the most shocking cruelty. In truth, they

were little more than the barbarous priests of a barbarous and unlettered people. Their

knowledge is said to have reached to physics, the mathematics, to astionomy, and to

medicine ; but as it was never committed to writing, it could not be very extensive.

Indeed, it chiefly consisted of the arcana of their doctrines and worship, and had a

special relation to magic.

About foity-five years after Christ, Aulus Plautius was sent over with some Roman

forces, who overcame the two kings of the Britons, Togodmnnus and Cai*actacus, when

the southern parts of the island were reduced to the form of a Roman province, after

which, Agiicola subdued the country, as far as Scotland ; whereupon, a great number of

the Britons retired into the mountains of Wales, into Cornwall, and into the isles and

highlands of Scotland, caiTying their language with them ; and of which only corrupted

fragments remain in the Geelic or Erse tongue, the Irish, and the Welsh.

Whoever has a stiong regard to the cause of freedom, can scarcely avoid being filled

with indignation, when he beholds the Romans spreading desolation and slaughter

around them ; wantonly subduing the nations of the eai'th, and unjustly depriving them

of their liberty. It was their sole intention to obtain power, wealth, and renown, and to

subject the world to their yoke. But all this time, they were working the will of heaven,

i^olishing and adorning the places with arts, which they conquered by their arms,

diffusing knowledge in general, and paving the way for the Christian knowledge in

particular. During the wann contests that subsisted between the Romans and the

Britons, when the latter so gloriously, so bravely, though so unsuccessfully, struggled

to maintain their independence, little progress could be made in literature. But when

the country was peaceably settled into a province, then civility began to spread itself, the

sciences to be cultivated, and taste to be refined. Tacitus has informed us, that under

the dominion of Agricola, the British nobles studied the Roman learning, and valued

themselves on tlieir magnificence and politeness ; becoming pleased with what were, in

fact, their badges of their slavery.

Britain being thus become a Roman province, the legions who resided in the island

above two hundred years, undoubtedly disseminated the Latin tongue ; and the people

being afterwards governed by laws wTitten in Latin, must necessarily create a mixture of

languages. During this interval, there were, no doubt, schools of philosophy, what men
were celebrated, we are not able to say ; no traces of them being now to be found. The
confusions that succeeded, destroyed all the remains of learning, and left a blank in this

period which cannot be filled up.

There is an event belonging to this era, which, besides its own immense importance

in other views, deserves to be mentioned as a grand circumstance in the history of

knowledge ; and that is, the propagation of Christianity in the island. Supposing we

reject all idea of its being promulgated by the apostles, or their immediate disciples, it
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is probable that it was very soon communicated to the Britons. It might be gaining

ground, and spreading widely, before it received a civil establishment, as we are infonned

of many martyrs, who witnessed to the truth under the persecution raised by the emperor

Dioclesian.* From the days of Constantine, the gospel would, no doubt, be much

diffused, and generally embraced ; for, we are assured, that three British bishops assisted

at the council of Aries, a. d. 314, and subscribed the acts of that council. We read,

also, that some of them were present at the council of Ariminium, in 359.

Now so illustrious an event, as the propagation of Christianity in this country, could

not take place without bringing along with it a mighty change in the state of knowledge.

All those who embraced our holy religion, were turned from gross idolatry and absurd

superstitions, to the belief and worship of one God ; obtained a clear acquaintance with

their duty; and had their understandings enlarged with the persuasion and hopes of

eternal life. Independently of the glorious spirital consequences derived from the

revelation of Jesus, the reception of it was a vast accession of wisdom ; as it contributed,

in other respects, to expand the minds, and soften the manners of our ancestors. What

the particular state of religious knowledge was, it is difficult to ascertain : but we find

that doctrinal disputes agitated men in those days, as well as in succeeding times.

The Roman legions being called home, the Scots and Picts took the opportunity to

attack and harrass England; upon which Vortigem, about the year 440, called the

Saxons to his assistance, for which he rewarded them with the Isle of Thanet, and the

whole county of Kent ; but they gi'owing powerful and discontented, distressed the

inhabitants of all the country eastward of the Severn. Whatever the state of knowledge

might be, before the introduction of the Saxons, it certainly received a great change for

the worse, at that period. The repeated invasions of those barbarians, the wars they

raised, and the desolations they occasioned, spread a general confusion, dispersed the

Britons to the remotest parts of the country, destroyed the monuments of learning, and

left no room for the improvement of the mind. They were in the lowest condition of

ignorance, rudeness, and barbarity; their religious worship consisted of the gTossest

idolatry ; and they sacrificed prisoners of war to their gods.

Mr. Astle considers that the Saxons arrived in Britain wholly ignorant of letters

;

and that they adopted the Roman characters which they found in this island, which had

already been barbarised from their original Italian fonn by the British Romans and

Roman Britons. Dr. Whittaker, in his History of Manchester, London, 1775, also

supports this argument against Hmnphrey Wanley and Dr. Hicks, who maintained that

the Anglo-Saxon alphabet arose out of the gothic. Dr. Johnson thinks, that the Saxons

on their anival in Britain, were so illiterate as, most probably, to have been without any

alphabet. Perhaps, however, an unison of the two was really the original ; and the letters

which the Saxons formerly possessed in their own lands, were altered, amended or

improved by the Latin ones which they found in England. Mr. Astle further supposes

* 303, Feb. 23. The soldiers of Diocletian, in the morning of tliis day,demoIish the principal church of Nicodemia,

and commit the sacred volumes to the flames. Upon the next day was published the first general edict ofpersecution

against the Christians, by which all their religious assemblies in the empire were to be levelled to their foundations,

and the church property confiscated and sold to the highest bidder, or granted to rapacious courtiers. This vile

and abominable decree was instantly torn from its column by a Christian of rank j he was burnt, or rather roasted

by a slow fire, and suffered with the patience of a martyr.
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that writing was very little practised by the Britons previous to the coming of St.

Augustine ; for, although suppositious alphabets of the aboriginal Britons have been

produced, yet there is not extant a single manuscript that is written in them.

General Valancy, in his Grammar of the Irish tongue, considers the Irish language,

to have been a Punic Celtic compound ; and that Ireland was once inhabited by a colony

of Scythians, which had originally emigrated from the borders of the Euxine and Caspian

seas to Spain ; that they were instructed in the letters and arts of the Phoenicians, and

that finally, they settled in Ireland, about one thousand, or perhaps, only six hmidred

years before the birth of Christ, caiTying with them their own elementary characters.

As the ancient Irish alphabet, however, differs from that of any other nation, the general

further supposes, that it might have been derived from a colony of Caithagenians, which

also settled in their country, about six hundred years previous to the Christian era.

Some of the native Irish historians have adopted hypotheses concerning the origin of

their nation, language, and letters, which are extravagant in the extreme. Thus, the

antiquity of the fonner has been endeavoured to be magnified by a quotation from a

volume, entitled Leabhuir Droninasnachta, or the book with the white cover ; which

states, that the three daughters of Cain took possession of Ireland, and that the eldest,

who was called Bamba, gave her name to it.

In the beginning of the ninth century, the Danes invaded England, and became sole

masters of it in about two hundred years, whereby the British language obtained a

tincture of the Danish, but this did not make so gi'eat an alteration in the Anglo-Saxon,*

as the revolution of William I. who has a monument of the Nonnan conquest,f and in

imitation of other conquerors, endeavoured to make the language of his own country as

generally received as his commands ; thus the ancient English became an entire medley

of Celtic, Latin, Saxon, Danish, and Norman-French. Since the restoration of learning,

innumerable tenns have been borrowed from that inexhaustible source the Greek. Italy,

Spain, Holland, and Germany, have contributed something, so that the present English

may be considered as a selection from all the languages of Europe.

* The name Saxon originally signified upon the continent, that of a single state ; sdthough it subsequently

denoted an association of nations ; and Ptolemy mentions, that antecedent to l4l, a people called Saxones inhabited

the territory now called Jutland, and three small islands at the mouth of the Elbe j at present denominated North

Strand, Busen, and Heligoland.

The Saxon tongue, as it was anciently spoken in Britain, is divided into three periods ; namely, firet, the

British Saxon, which extended from the entry of the Saxons, on the invitation of Vortigem, in 449, until the

invasion of the Danes under Ivar, in 867 ; secondly the Danish Saxon, which extended from the Danish invasion,

till that by the Normans, in 1066 j and thirdly, the Norman Saxon, which commencing at the Norman accession,

was very rude and irregvdar, and which continued till near the close of the twelfth century. After this, the French

tongue prevailed in England. Of the pure Anglo-Saxon, as it was spoken during the first period, there is but one

fragment now extant, which occurs in King Alfred's version of Venerable Bede's Ecclesiastical History. There are

several specimens of the Danish Saxon still preserved, especially some translations of the scriptures, finely

illuminated ; and of the third, there are also many manuscripts scattered through the kingdom. The first Saxon

types were cut by John Daye, under the patronage of archbishop Parker, about the year 1567.

t The Normans, Northmans, or People from the North, emigrated from Denmark, Sweden, Norway, &c. and

spread themselves over Gaul, but particularly Neustria, which name they soon changed to Normandy.

i
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STATE OF LITERATURE
FROM THE

EARLIEST PERIOD TO THE INVENTION OF PRINTING.

BEFORE THE CHRISTIAN ERA.

" The ancient Roman and Greek orators could only speak to the number of citizens capable of being assembled
within the reach of their voice ; their writings had little effect, because the bulk of the people could not read.

Now by the press we can speak to nations ; and good books, and well written pamphlets, have great and general

influence."

—

Franklin.

The most ancient library on record was formed
by Osymandyas, King of Egypt, atMemphis. He
was a cotemporary of David, King of Israel.

At a very early date, the Jews attached collec-

tions of books to most of their synagogues ; and
we are told that Nehemiah founded a public
library at Jerusalem.

Pisistratus, of Athens, was the first who insti-

tuted a public library at Greece ; and is supposed
to have been the collector of the scattered works
which passed under the name of Homer.
When we reflect that copies of books were

made by the pen alone, and that their circulation,

which seems to have been extensive, could not
proceed unless the pen supplied copies. From this

single fact, we shall be prepared to expect that
the copyists of books must, at all times before the
invention of printing, have been very numerous

;

following a regular business, that afforded full

employment, and required experience and skill,

as well as legible and expeditious writing.

At Athens copyists by profession were numer-
ous, and gained a steady and considerable liveli-

hood. The booksellers of Athens employed them
principally to copy books of amusement, most of
which were exported to the adjoining countries
on the shores of the Mediterranean, and even to

the Greek colonies on the Euxine. In many of
these places the business of copyingwas carried on,

and libraries formed. Individuals also employed
themselves, occasionally, in copying ; and there
are instances recorded of some forming their own
libraries by copying every book they wished to put
into them. Not long after the death ofAlexander,
(323) the love of science and literature passed
from Athens and Greece generally, to Alexandria,
where, patronisedby the Ptolemies,they flourished
vigorously, and, for a considerable period, seemed
to have concentrated themselves.

972. In speaking of Irish manuscripts. Dr.
Keating states, the Psalter of Tara was written
about this period; and there is an ancient alpha-
bet, called an Irish one, now extant, which is said
to have derived its title Babeloth, from the names
of certain persons who assisted in fonning the
Japhetian language.

606, Nov. 6. The 6th day of the Hebrew month
Casleiv, was observed as a fast, in memorj' of the

Book of Jeremiah, torn and burntbyking Jehoi-

akim.

—

Jeremiah xxxvi. 23.

322, Oct. 2. Died Aiistotle. He is the first

person, on record, who was possessed of a private

library.

300. We possess few facts respecting the price

of manuscript books among the ancients. Plato,

who seems to have spared no trouble or money in

order to enrich his library, especially with philo-

sophical works, paid 100 minae, equal to £375.

for three small treatises by Philolaus, the Pytha-

gorean ; and after the death of Speusippus, Plato's

disciple, his books were purchased by Aristotle

;

they were few in number; he paid for them three

talents, about £675.
300. The Alexandrian library founded by Pto-

lemy Soter, who reigned about this period. His
successors enlarged it ; one of them seized all

books imported into Egypt, giving copies of them,

made by his orders, and at his expense, to the

proprietors.

285, Nov. 2. Ptolemy Philadelphus of Egypt,

so memorable as a patron of learning, commenced
his reign upon this Julian day. Galen says, in

his commentary upon the third of the Epidemics^

and upon the iirst book of the Nature of Mauy
that Ptolemy Philadelphus gave to the Athenians

fifteen talents, with exception from all tribute,

and a great convoy of provisions, for the auto-

graphs and originals of the tragedies of Eschylus,

Sophocles, and Euripedes.

The first national library founded in Egypt
seemed to have been placed under the protection

of the divinities, for their statues magnificently

adorned this temple, dedicated at once to religion

and to literature It was still further embellished

by a well-known inscription, for ever grateful to

the votary of literature ; on the front was engraven
" The nourishment of the soul ;" or, according to

Diodorus, " The medicine of the mind."

The Egyptian Ptolemies founded the vast

libraiy of Alexandria, which was afterwards the

emulative labour of rival monarchs. Under the

same roof with this celebrated library, were exten-

F
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sive offices, regularly and completely fitted up for

the business of transcribing books : and it was the

practice of foreign princes, who wished for copies

of books, to maintain copyists in this city. Some
of the libraries ofRome, havingbeen destroyed by
fire, the emperor Domitian sent copyists to Alex-

andria, that he mightbe able to replace them. This

practice continued for some centuries after Domi-
tian, probably till the conquest of Egypt by the

Saracens in the middle of the seventh century.

280. The Greek Septuagint was formed about
this period. Some say by seventy or seventy-two

translators ; but Hewlett says in seventy or seven-

ty-two days. This translation was made by order

of Ptolemy Philadelphus, King of Egj^pt, for the

Alexandrian library.—Justin Martyr says, that

the seventy-two were shut up in thirty-six cells,

and that each pair translated the whole ; but
that, on subsequent comparison, it was found that

the thirty-six did not vary by a word or letter.

Much learned controversy has taken place in

all ages about the Septuagint and its origin ; one
party, sustained by Aristeas, Philo, Josephus,

Eusebius, Sec. . maintaining the embassy from
Ptolemy Philadelphus, and the miraculous uni-

formity of the 70 ; and the other asserting the

falsehood of this stoiy, ;md alleging that it was
a translation made for the use of the Hellenist

Jews of Alexandria, before the Christian Era.

The Septuagint is in the idiom of Alexandria,
generated in two centuries by those Grecian colo-

nists. The peculiar Greek of the New Testament
had the same character, and their extensive use
vitiated the Greek language. Many words in both
are in new senses, or new to the language ; in fact,

Colonial Greek.

—

Villoison.

Josephus states, that the copy of (he law pre-

sented by the 70 eldei-sto Ptolemy Philadelphus,
was written upon parchment or vellum, and ex-
cited the astonishment of the king by its extraor-
dinary fineness, as well by the artful manner in

which the different skins were sewed together,

and the exquisite execution of the writing, in
letters of gold.

168, June 22. The battle oiPydna* and defeat
of Perseus, the last king of Macedonia, by the
Romans, under iEmylus Paulus, who brought to

Rome a great number ofbooks and manuscripts,
which he had amassed in Greece, and which he
now distributed among his sons, or presented to
the Roman people. Sylla followed his example.
After the siege of Athens, he discovered an entire
library in the temple of Apollo, which having
carried to Rome, he appears to have been the
founder of the first Roman public library.

After the taking of Carthage, the Roman senate
rewarded the family of Regulus with the books
found in that city.

The Romans, after six centuries of gradual
dominion, must have possessed the vast and diver-
sified collections of the nations they conquered :

among the most valued spoils of their victories,
we know that manuscriptswere considered as more

* This date is settled by the eclipse, which happened the
preceding night.

precious than vases of gold. A library was a
national gift, and the most honourable they could
bestow. From the intercourse of the Romans
with the Greeks, the passion for fonning libraiies

rapidly increased, and individuals began to pride
themselves on their private collections. Of many
illustrious Romans, their magnificent taste in their
libraries has been recorded. Assinus Pollio,

Crassus, Caesar, LucuUus, and Cicero, have among
othersjbeen celebrated for their literary splendour.
The emperors were ambitious to give their

names to the libraries they formed ; they did not
consider the purple as their chief ornament.

—

Augustus was himself an author ; and to one of
those sumptuous buildings called Thermes, orna-
mented with porticos, galleries, and statues, with
shady walks, and refreshing baths, testified his
love of literature by adding a magnificent library.

One ofthese libraries he fondly called by the name
of his sister Octavia ; and the other, the temple of
Apollo, became the haunt of the poets, as Horace,
Juvenal, and Persius, have commemorated.

59. When Julius Ca;sar entered upon his first

consulate, he introduced a new regulation, of
committing to writing and publishing daily, all

the Acts or state occurrences both of the senate
and the people. It is true that newspapers Avere

not unknown to the Romans. In the galleries

which Cicero constructed at his villa at Tuscu-
lum, in imitationof the schools ofAthens, among
the amusements of those who frequented them,
was that of a daily newspaper, which recorded
the chief occurrences of public note and general
interest, with the more private intelligence of
births, deaths, and marriages, and of fashionable
arrivals, in much the same manner as those of
more modern date. It was not, indeed, issued
for circulation, being merely hung up in some
place of usual resort, and published under the
sanction of government, for general infonnation

;

but we may presume that it was copied for the
private accommodation of the wealthy.
The Roman newspaper was entitled the Acta

Diurnu, and was a sort of gazette, containing an
authorized nan-ative of the transactions worthy
of notice, which happened at Rome. Petronius
has given us a specimen of the Acta Ditirna, in
his account of Trimalchis ; and it is curious to
see how nearly a Roman newspaper runs in the
style of an English one : the following are three
articles of intelligence out of it. Whatever in-

fonnation it contained, was supplied as are the
London papers at the present day, by reporters,

who were termed actuari.
" On the 26th of July, thirty boys and forty

girls were born at Trimalchis's estate at Cuma."
" At the same time, a slave was put to death

for uttering disrespectful words against his lord."
" The same day, a fire broke out in Pompey's

gardens, which began in the night, in the stew-
ard's apartment,"

Plutarch notes that the country people were
very busy inquiring into their neighbour's aflairs.

The inhabitants of cities thronged the Court and
other public places, as the exchange and quays,
to hear the news. Juvenal notices the keenness of
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the Roman women for delu<?es, earthquakes, Sec.

Merchants and purveyors of corn, used to invent

false news for interested purposes. It was not

uncommon to put the hearers of badnews to death.

We gather, from references made to the Acta
Diurna by Seneca and other writers of antiquity,

that it contained abstracts of the proceedings in

courts of law and at public assemblies ; also

accounts of public works or buildings in pro-

gress; a recital of the various punishments in-

flicted upon offenders ; and a list of births, deaths,

marriages, &c. We are told that one article of

news in which it particularly abounded, was that

of reports of trials for divorces, which were re-

markably prevalent among the Roman citizens.

The history of the lives which have come down
to us show, that in the Roman Republic, with
all its boasted equality and freedom, the Senate
frequently contrived to exercise a power as ar-

bitrary as that of the sternest despot. Like the
proceedings of all arbitrary bodies, those of the
Roman Senate would not bear the test of pub-
licity ; and, therefore, all mention of their acts

or discussions were prohibited in the Acta
Diurna ; until Julius Caesar (as we are informed
by Suetonius, in his life of that great man), upon
obtaining the first-consulship, made provision for

giving the same publicity to all the proceedings
of the senate, which already existed for the more
popular assemblies. In the time of Augustus,
however, the government had again so far as-

sumed a despotic character, that an institution of
this nature was considered inconvenient, and
therefore repealed ; while, at the same time, the
utility of this daily record was still further nar-
rowed by the extinction of popular assemblies

;

and by the sanguinary laws promulgated against
" libels;" under which head was probably classed
the publication of any circumstance unpalatable
to those in power. By way of further restraining
the liberty of the pen, in the reign of the em-
peror Augustus, it was ordained that the authors
of all lampoons and satirical writings should be
punished with death; and succeeding tyrants
frequently availed themselves of this blood-thirsty
enactment to wreak their vengeance on those
they hated, or had occasion to dread,—a course,
not wholly dissimilar from that pursued by vin-
dictive men in our own day, when they avail

themselves of the anomalous state of the English
law of libel, to inflict deep and often total ruin
upon those who may have unconsciously brought
themselves within the operation of that law. We
have said, that the Roman gazettes contained
merely an abstract of public events,—and a very
meagre abstract it must necessarily have been,
in the absence of the art of printing, and with
the awkward writing-materials then in use ; but
it appears that the art of the short-hand writer,

whereby a speech or debate might be preserved
verbatim, was not unknown to the Romans ; for

we read, that persons of this description were
employed by Cicero to take down the speech of
Cato, in the celebrated debate of the Roman
Senate, upon the punishment of those who had
been concerned in the Catiline conspiracy.

The classical ancients had white walls on pur-
pose for inscriptions in red chalk, like our hand-
bills, ofwhich the gates ofPompeii shew instances.

Plutarch mentions expedients similar to our hand-
bills used by tradesmen for custom. Houses were
let by a writing over the door. Auctioneering
bills ran thus: " To be sold, a good and well-built

house," and " Julius Proculus will have an auc-
tion of his superfluous goods to pay his debts."*

50. According to Chinese chronology, the art of
printing was discovered in China at this period,

under the reign of Ming Tsong the First,the se-

cond emperor of the Tartarian dynasty. Paper
was first written upon by Tsaolun, at the end of

the first century, previous to which the people of
China had been accustomed to transcribe, or print

their writings, in volumes of silk or cloth, cut in

the form of leaves ; they also wrote upon thin

wooden boards or bamboos, with a pointed stick

and liquid ink. Fung Taou, a minister of state,

in the lOtli centuiy, introduced printing from
stone, having white characters upon a black
ground.

In order to establish the great antiquity of the
art in China, Father du Halde cites the follow-

ing, as given by an old author, from the pen of

the celebrated emperor Van Vong, who flourished

1,120 years before Christ:

"As the stone 'Me,' (a word signifying: ink in the
Chinese language • which used to blacken the engraved
characters, can never become white ; so a heart blackened
by vice will always retain its blackness.'

"

The above passage has led several writers to

conclude, that printing was known in the East
more than 3,000 years ago.

The severest penalties are denounced by the

Chinese code of laws against all publications

unfriendly to decency and good order : the pur-
chasers of them are held in detestation by the

greater part of the community; and, with the

publishers, are alike obnoxious to the laws, which
no rank or station, however exalted, can violate

with impunity. The greatest encouragement is

given by this extraordinary people to the cultiva-

tion of letters. The literati rank above the

military, are eligible to the highest stations, and
receive the most profound homage from all ranks.

" The paper, ink, pencil, and marble, are called
' Pau-tsee,' or, the four preciotLS things

T

—Mason.
47. The Alexandrian library, contahiing near

700,000 volumes, burntby order of Julius Cajsar.

44, March 15. Julius Ca3sar, assassinated in

the senate house, constructed by Pompey. He
perished at five o'clock in the afternoon, by 23
wounds. His character as a citizen, is variously

stated by different factions.

18. The interview between Cicero and
Cleopatra took place about the present day, in

the gardens of Cajsar on the Tiber, with whom
she was living at the moment of his death. The
object of this singular meeting was the acknow-
ledgment of her son (by Julius Cassar) as king
of Egypt, which the orator, no doubt, promised

* Ben Jonson, somewhere says, " he will not have the
titles of his works affixed to the walls, or stuck upon a
cleft stick."
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to use his influence to effect : but in return for

this obligation he was to receive hooks of gram-
marians and probably statues from the Alexan-
drian library to embellish his own. Cicero now
retires from Rome to his Tusculanum, and com-
poses, as a means of amusing his sorrows, the

treatises on Old Age, on Friendship, and on Fate,

beside a history of the time, called his Anecdote,

which, to all lovers of literature, have perished.

43, Dec. 7. Marcus TuUius Cicero murdered
near Formium, aged 64 years. The odious mur-
der of this unrivalled orator and statesman, by a
blood-stained and violent faction, was the signal

for a most unfeigned sorrow throughout Rome,
loud, and deep, and universal.

Books were held in such estimation, that the

learned thought it worthy the chief labour of

their lives, either to compile, or collect those valu-

able tracts, and they imagined themselves more
or less distinguished above mankind, as they ex-
celled in the bulk or goodness of their libraries,

of which a stronger instance can not be produced
than that given by Dr. Conyers Middleton, in his

Life of Cicero :
" Norwas he (speaking of Cicero)

less eager in making a collection of Greek books,
and forming a library, by the same opportunity
of Atticus's help. This was Atticus's own passion,

who, having free access to all the Athenian libra-

ries, was employinghis slaves in copyingthe works
of their best writers, not only for his own use,but
for sale also, and the common profit both of the
slave and the master : for Atticus was remarkable,
above all men of his rank, for a family of learned
slaves; having scarce a foot-boy in his house,
who was not trained both to read and write for

him. By this advantage he had made a very
large collection of choice and curious books, and
signified to Cicero his design of selling them

;

yet seems to have intimated withal, that he ex-
pected a larger sum for them than Cicero would
easily spare ; which gave occasion to Cicero to

beg of him in several letters to reserve the whole
number for him, till he could raise money enough
for the purchase. " Pray keep your books," says
he, " for me, and do not despair ofmy being able to
make them mine ; which if I can compass, I shall
think myself richer than Crassus, and despise the
fine villas and gardens of them all." Again,
" Take care that you do not part with your library

to any man, how eager soever he may be to buy
it; for I am setting apart all my little rents to
purchase that relief for my old age." In a third
letter, he says, " That he placed all his hopes of
comfort and pleasure, whenever he should retire

from business, on Atticus's reserving these books
for him." Atticus lent him two of his librarians
to assist his own, in taking catalogues, and placing
the books in order; which he calls "the infusion
of the soul into the body of his house."

Amidst his public occupations and private
studies, either of them sufficient to have immor-
talised one man, we are astonished at the minute
attention Cicero paid to the formation of his libra-
ries, and his cabinet of antiquities.

—

D'Israeli.
" Ciceiio" speaking of books, savs, "These stu-

dies nourish youth, delight old age ; are the orna-

ment of prosperity, the solace and the refuge oi

adversity ; they are delectable at home, and not
burthensome abroad ; they gladden us at nights,

and on our journeys, and in the country."

We have unequivocal attestation of the use of

glue* in the making ofbooks, at this time. Cicero,

in a letter to Atticus, tells him, " to send him
some two of his librarians, who, among other

things, might conglutinate his books."

13, March 6. The emperor Augustus assumes
the office of Pontifex Maximus, or high priest,

upon the death of Lepidus ; and immediately
after destroys 2,000 books of prophecy, the writers

of which were either unknown or of no authority.

8, Nov. 7. Died Caius Cilnius Maecenas, the

friend and counsellor ofAugustus. Maecenas was
the first person to whom a book was dedicated.—^After the battle of Actium, (31) Augustus, in

passing home, tarried four days at Atella, where
Maecenas was with the poet Virgil, who, assisted

by his patron, read to him his Georgics, then newly
completed.

The Romans, of rank and consequence, seldom
wrote their works, speeches, or even letters them-
selves ;—it was customaiy for them to dictate to

such of their slaves or freedmen, as hadbeen lilier-

ally educated, who wrote the manuscript in a kind
of short hand, or rather in contractions and sijpis.

This kind of short hand is said to have been
invented by Xenophon: it was certainly much
extended and improved by the Romans.
The Greek and Roman authorsadopted rather

a singular custom, either to make their works sell

after they were actually published, or, more pro-

bably, to create a disposition to purchase them
when they should come into the hands of the
booksellers. We learn from Theophrastus,Juve-
nal, Pliny, and Tacitus, (particularly from the
last) that a person who wished to bring his writ-

ings into notice, hired or borrowed a liouse,fitted

up a room in it, hired forms, and circulated pros-

pectuses, and read his productions before an
audience, there and thus collected. Giraldus
Cambrensis did the same in the middle ages, in

order to make his works known.
It is generally believed that there were no

public schools in Rome till 300 years after its

foundation ; parents teaching their children the
little they knew. Even after the establishment
of schools, private education at home was com-
mon. The teachers were generally slaves or freed-

men ; and a slave always accompanied the boys
ofrank to school, can-yinga box, containingbooks,
paper, tablets, and instruments for writing. In
learning their letters they were instructed by ano-
ther boy, or usher.f Homer was taught to the

* The inventor of making books, by means of glue, was
an Athenian of the name of Phillatius and to him must
the homage be paid of being considered as the Father of
Bookbinding; and we learn from Trotzius, that the
Athenians positively erected a statue to the memory of
that man who bound books by means of glue.

—

Dibdin.
Thus, upwards of 2,000 years ago, the embryo seeds of

modern bookbinding may be said to have been sown ; but
it must be understood, that it has reference exclusively to
sheets or rolls, whether of the papyrus, vellum, or cotton.

t St. Augustine, Archbishop of Canterbury and Apostle
of the English, who died May 26, 6o4, had been an usher
at Rome.
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Greek boys, and Virgil to theRoman . They were

moved to different schools, according to their

proficiency. The porticos of temples were com-
mon places for schools.* In an ancient bas-relief,

published by Winkleman, the education of two
children of rank is represented; one about twelve

years old holds a double tablet, long, and fastened

by a hinge. The master, half naked, like the

ancient philosophers, holds a roll, (volumen) and
is addressing the child. Some of the table-booksf
must have been large ; for in Plautus, a school-

boy, seventeen years old, is represented as break-

ing his master's head.

There was one particular street in Rome, or

rather part of a street, in which the booksellers

chiefly lived. In the porticos of the Greek and
Roman temples, goods were sold, and business

transacted, and, for the same reason,we may sup-
pose, that books were sold there also.

That which is now understood by the term
" the learning of antiquity," prevailed in the

states of Greece and Rome, from a period of

about six hundred years before the Christian era,

till about four hundred years after it. During
this thousand yearsthere lived many distinguished

moralists, reasoners on the nature and destiny of

man, orators, sculptors,and historians, with others

remarkable for the refinement of their ideas and
a certain degree of knowledge of the arts. But
during this period learning was confined entirely

to the higher classes ; those in a humble con-

dition being generally slaves, and an employment
in war and rapine their principal occupation.

This era of learned antiquity ceased at the fall of

the Roman empire and the incursion of the bar-

barians. AH that it has bequeathed to modem
times consists in some Greek and Latin (Roman)
writers, chiefly poets and historians, which were

collected together, with great difliculty, during

the twelfth, thirteenth, and fourteenth centuries.

Besides these literary remnants, little more is

left to betoken the existence of a foi-mer age of

refinement, than the ruins of temples, theatres,

aqueducts, houses, and sculptured figures, in

modern Greece and Turkey and some parts of

Italy.
" One cannot but reflect on that gi-and re-

volution which took place when language, till

then limited to its proper organ, had its represen-

tation in the work of the hand. Now that a man
of mean estate can have a library of more in-

trinsic value than that of Cicero, when the sen-

timents of past ages are as familiar as those ofthe

present, and the knowledge of different empires

is transmitted and common to all, we cannot

expect to have our sages followed, as of old, by
their five thousand scholars. Nations will not

now record their acts by building pyramids, or

consecrating temples and raising statues, once

the only means of perpetuating great deeds or

extraordinary virtues. It is in vain that our

artists complain that patronage is withheld ; for

the ingenuity of the hand has at length subdued
the arts of design—printing has made all other

records barbarous, and greatmen build for them-
selves a ' living monument.' "

—

Bell on the Hand.

STATE OF LITERATURE SINCE THE CHRISTIAN ERA.

" The admirable invention of printing' enables the artist to make a thousand copies from the original manuscript
in far less time and with less expense, than it would cost to make half a dozen such copies with the pen. From the
period of this glorious discovery, knowledge of every kind might be said to be brought out of the cloisters and univer-
sities, where it was known only to a few scholars, into the broad light of day, where its treasures were accessible to all

men."

—

Sir Walter Scott.

110. The most extensive and splendid of the

libraries at Rome, was the Ulpian, founded by
Trajan: it is believed that, at the suggestion of

Pliny the younger, this emperor commanded all

the books that were found in the conquered cities

to be placed in its library. Most of the principal

cities throughoutthe Roman empire, at this time,

had public libraries.

190. The Capitoline library at Rome, was des-

troyed by lightning, in the reign of Commodus.
Lucius Aurelius Commodus, was strangled at

Rome, Dec. 31, 192.

250. Of the extent and value of the manufac-

* Shakspeare mentions the custom of parish schools
being held in the porch, or in a room above the church.

t Table books continued in use so late as the fourteenth
century, and even later, as Chaucer evidently describes
one in the Sumpner's Tale.

His felaw had a staf tipped with horn,
A pair of tables, all of ivoiy.
And a pointel (style) ypolished fetisly (neatly),

And wrote always the names, as he stood.
Of all folk that yave hem any good. (v. 33 37.)

turers in Alexandria, and of the wealth derived

from them, we may form some idea from an anec-

dote of Firmus. This person, the friend and ally

of Zenobia, Queen of Palmyra, a wealthy mer-
chant, or rather manufacturer of paper and glue,

in Alexandria, broke into that city about this

period, at the head of a furious multitude,

"assumed the imperial purple, coined money,
published edicts, and raised an army, which he
boasted he could maintain from the sole profits

of his manufactures."

For at least 300 years before Christ, papyms
was exported in large quantities from Egypt

;

but the time when the manufacture of it was
lost, or superseded, is not known.

275, Sep. 25. The emperor Tacitus is elected

after an interregnum ofeight months. He ordered

that ten copies of his kinsman's History should
be placed in theRoman libraries. The manuscript
was discovered in Westphalia.

The history of the third century mentions the

library of the younger Gordian, consisting of
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62,000 volumes, which had been presented to him
by his tutor.

300. The first public library in Constantinople,

appears to have been founded by the emperor
Constantius Chlorus. Julian added to it all the

manuscripts he could collect. It amounted by
degrees to 120,000 volumes, and seven Greek and
Roman transcribers were attached to it, paid by
the emperor, to write new copies and correct the

old. Constantius died at York, July 25, 306.

309, Feb. 16. Z)iec? St. Pamphilus, presbyter of

Ca3sarea. He was of an eminent family, of great

wealth, extensive learning, and was ardently de-

voted to the scriptures, copies of which he lent to

some, and gave to othei-s, several of them having

been transcribed with his own hand. In him
were united the philosopher and the Christian

;

he withdrew himself from the glare of temporal

grandeur, and spent his life in the most disin-

terested benevolence. He erected a library at

CsDsarea, which contained 30,000 volumes. This

collection was made only for the promotion of

religion, and to lend out to religiously disposed

people. Jerome particularly mentions his collect-

ing books for the purpose of lending them to be
read. " This," says Dr. Adam Clarke, " is, if I

mistake not, the first notice we have of a circu-

lating LIBRARY." Some traces of this library

remain to this day, at Paris and elsewhere. The
death of this eminent, holy, and useful man did

not discredit his life. For when a persecution

was raised against the Christians, and Urbanus,
the Roman president of Csssarea, an unfeeling

and brutal man, required him to renounce his

religion or his life ; Pamphilus made the latter

choice, and cheerfully submitted to imprisonment,

to torture, and to death.

325, July. The first oecumenical council, i. e.

a council of the whole habitable earth, assembled
at Nice, (now Isnick) in Bythinia, where 318
fathers of the church subscribed the ordinances

regulating the festival of Easter, and establishing

the godhead in opposition to the dogmas of
Arius. At this council the writings of Ai*ius were
condemned to the flames, and Constantine the

Great threatened with the punishment of death
those who should conceal them. There were 200
varied versions of the adopted Evangelists, and
fifty-four several Gospels preserved in various

Christian communities ; but so scarce, that no
Roman historian or writer appeared ever to have
seen any of them.

360. The most ancient specimen of illuminated

manuscripts, is the celebrated Codex Argenteus
of Ulphilas. It is written on vellum, and has
received the name of Argenteus from its silver

letters : it is of a 4to size, and the vellum leaves

are stained with a violet colour; and on this

ground the letters, which are all uncial or capitals,

were afterwards painted in silver, excepting the
initial characters and a few other passages, which
are all in gold. From the deep impression of the
strokes, Michaelishas conjectured that the letters

were either imprinted with a warm iron, or cut
with a graver, and afterwards coloured ; but Mr.
Coxe, after a very minute examination, was con-

vdnced that each letter was painted, and not form-
ed in the manner supposed by Michaelis. The
translation by Ulphilas, of the scriptures was
made from the Greek text, although from its fre-

quent coincidence with the Latin, it has been sus-

pected of having been interpolated since his time
from the Vulgate ; but, notwithstanding, its un-
questionable antiquity and general fidelity, have
procured for it a very high degree of estimation

with biblical critics, and is deserving of particu-

lar notice, for two reasons : first, it is the only
specimen extant of the parent tongue, from which
our own language, and the languages of Sweden,
Denmark, Iceland,Norway, the Netherlands, and
Germany, are derived ; and, secondly, it was long
supposedby many to exhibit a very nearapproach
to printing, nearly 1 ,000 years before the art was
invented.

This Codex was originally discovered in the
year 1587, in the library ofthe Benedictine abbey
of Werden in Westphalia, whence it was brought
to Prague ; and at the capture ofthat city in 1648,
was sent as a valuable present to Christina, Queen
of Sweden. It subsequently came into the pos-

session of Isaac Vossius, at whose decease it was
bought by Count Magnus Gabriel de la Gardie
for jC250, and was by him presented to the Uni-
versity of Upsal. Three editions of it have been
printed.

Bishop Ulphilas received his education in

Greece, was held in high estimation by the em-
peror Constantine the Great, who called him the

Moses of his time. In the year 359, he assisted in

the council of Constantinople, and in 378 he was
dispatched on an embassy to the emperor Valens,

to solicit a settlement for the Goth in Thrace,
after they had been expelled by the Huns. To
accomplish this purpose, he is said to have em-
braced Arianism ; and to have propagated Arian
doctrines in his own country. In his translation

he left out the Book of Kings, lest they sliould

have excited his savage countrjTnen to war.

361. Julian the apostate, was advanced to the

empire, and immediately commanded that the

writings of Christian autnors shouldbe destroyed,

but that those of the profane authors should be
preserved, in order to overthrow Christianity,

and return to paganism.
362. In Antioch, there was a large public

library in the temple of Trajan, which was des-

troyed during the reign of the emperor Jovian.

Jovian died Feb. 17, 364.

373. Died St. Athanasius patriarch of Alexan-
dria. In the British Museum there is preserved
a celebrated manuscript of the Old and New
Testament in Greek, called the Alexandrian
Codejx ; in which is a passage that has thus been
translated :

" This book is dedicated to the patri-

archal chamber in the fortified city of Alexandria.
Whoso take thence, be he excommunicated, torn

forcibly from the church and communion. Atha-
nasius the Humble."

400. Vulgate edition of the Bible.

The Vulgate is a Latin translation ofthe Greek
copies of all the Books of the Old Testament by
Jerome; and ofthe New Testament, as approved
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by the Council of Trent.* The councils of

Chalcedon, &c. recognized this translation as

canonical, but, at the Reformation, the Protestant

divines finding that certain books were in no

Hebrew copies, pronounced them apocryphal,

and they constitute the apocrypha of Protestant

bibles.

410. At this period there were twenty-nine

public libraries in Rome. The fine one belong-

ing to the bishop Hippo, in North Africa, was
destroyed by the Vandals.

420, Sep. 30. St. Jerome, who died on Jliis day,

states that he had ruined himself in buying the

works of Origin.

Origin, surnamed Adamantinus, from his in-

defatigable assiduity and labour, was born at

Alexandria in the year 185, and died at Tyre, in

the 69th year of his age. Eusebius gives a curi-

ous picture of Origin's mode of composition : he
had several notarii, or short-hand writers, who
succeeded each other, as they became weary with
writing : he had also a regular establishment of

men and young women, who wrote beautifully,

to copy his works. Montfaucon supposes that his

Hexaplaf must have made fifty large folio vols.

449. The dawn of knowledge which spread

over Britain from the conquest of the Romans,
quickly faded after the fall of that extraordinaiy

empire, and was almost wholly extinguished

upon the arrival of the Saxons in this year. For
a century and a half after this, England may be
said to have been equally destitute of learning,

and of the means of obtaining it. There is not

the name of any learned man of that period

handed down to us ; nor does it appear there was
such a thing as a book in the whole kingdom.
The only remnants of knowledge and learning

that were preserved in what is now called Great
Britain, existed amongst the clergy of Scotland

and Wales ; and the extent of their acquirements
may be imagined, when a little Latin, a talent

for polemical controversy, and some knowledge
of church music, was sufficient to entitle an
individual to the character of a very learned man.
The conversion of the Anglo-Saxons to Chris-

tianity in the course of the seventh century, had
its usual effect in enlightening their minds, and
promoting the interests of learning. Before this

period they had no intercourse with any other

nation except in the way of hostility ; but the

communication then opened with Rome, and the

necessity of studying in order to qualify them-
selves for the high offices in the church, occa-

sioned a pretty general application to learning

amongst the nobles. Public seminaries were
then for the first time established, one of the

most noted of which was that at Canterbury.
The laity, however, remained generally as igno-
rant as ever ; one cause of which w as the con-

* The Council of Trent commenced Dec. 13, 1545, ter-
minated Dec. 4, 1563.

t The name Hexapla, or Sextuple was derived from
the sir principal Greek versions employed in the collation.
Some fragments excepted, this work has been long irre-
coverably lost. AU that could be gathered from the works
of the ancients, was collected and published in 1713, by
Montfaucon, in two volumes folio.

tinued scarcity of books. If we look for persons
who were particularly eminent in the annals of
literature, during the period from the desertion of
the Romans, to the introduction of the Saxons,
we shall find very few whose names have reached
us ; but some still continue to be mentioned with
respect. Pelegius, a native of Britain, and some
of whose works are still extant. Celestinus, a
Scotchman, who was famous as a scholar both in

his own countiy and abroad. Dutricius and
Iltutus, founded schools at Bangor, in North
Wales, which produced several men whose names
have been transmitted with honour to posterity.

Among the rest, Gildas, who wrote a treatise on
the destruction of Britain, and from whom we
principally derive our information concerning the

state of things, during the latter end of the fifth,

and beginning of the sixth century.

460. Died, at an advanced age, St. Patrick.

We remark an event which, from its influence

upon Christian literature, deserves to be recorded

;

this was the instruction of the Irish in the use of
the Roman letters, by St. Patrick, the apostle

of Ireland. Patrick was bom in Scotland, near
Dunbarton. In his sixteenth year he was
carried into captivity by certain barbarians,

together with many of his father's vassals and
slaves, taken upon his estate, they took him to

Ireland, then called Scotia, where he was obliged

to keep cattle on the mountains, and in the
forests, in hunger and nakedness, amidst snows,
rains, and ice. Here he learnt the language and
customs of the country, from whence he was
afterwards, by some pirates, conveyed into Gaul

;

and, after various adventures, returned a volun-
teer into Ireland, with a view to undertake the

conversion of the barbarous natives, among whom
the worship of idols still generally reigned. To
effect his benevolent purposes, he travelled over
the whole island, and not only preached fre-

quently but maintained and instructed the

natives in the use of the Roman letter, for before

their conversion the Irish were utterly unac-
quainted with the Latin language. The labours
of St. Patrick proved eminently successful, and
Christianity was very generally embraced
throughout the island.

During the interval l)etween their conversion to

Christianity, and their subjection to England,the
Irish were considered as the most learned nation

in Europe. Their learning, however, consisted in

the discussion of subtle metaphysical questions, a
scanty stock of Grecian literature, a very slight

acquaintance with Hebrew, and a knowledge of

the more simple and elementary parts of geometry.
Among the Irish literati, the highest place is due
toJohn Scatus Erigena, the ornament of the court

of Charles the Bald, an eminent philosopher and
learned divine, whose erudition was accompanied
withuncommon marks ofsagacity and genius, and
whose various performances, as w ell as his trans-

lations from the Greek, gained him a shining and
lasting reputation.

475. Hebrew points first introduced in reading.

476. By order of the emperor Leo I, 200,000
books were burnt at Constantinople.
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In this century a dreadful fire happened at

Constantinople, which destroyed the whole city,

together with the library, containing 20,000 vols.

Zenoras relates, that the Illiad and Odyssey of

Homer, written upon the intestines of a serpent,

in characters of gold, and forming a roll 100
feet in length, were consumed in this fire.

485. During the reign of the emperor Zeno
the remains of St. Barnabas are said to have been

found near Salamis, with a copy of the gospel of

St. Matthew, in Hebrew, laid upon his breast,

written with his hand, upon leaves of thyine-

wood ; a kind of wood particularly odoriferous.

524. About this period Boethius had his head
cut offby order ofTheodoric the Goth. Boethius

was descended from two of the noblest families

in Rome. He was consul in 487 and again in

510. Theodoric having murdered Odoacer, be-

came King of Italy, and made Boethius his

minister. His great abilities excited the envy
and malice of the worthless and the wicked ; the

consequence was, he was denounced as an enemy
to the state, and the senate, without giving him a
hearing, condemned him to death. The king

changed the sentence into banishment. He was
accordingly exiled to Pavia, and there imprisoned

;

and in about six months after it pleased this

barbarous king to cut off his head. It was
during his imprisonment that he wrote his cele-

brated book. The Consolation of Philosophy^

which has been highly esteemed in all ages.

With the death of Boethius the purity of the

Latin tongue may be said to have ceased in the

western world. Alfred the Great translated his

treatise into Saxon, and Queen Elizabetli, during

the time she was confined by her sister Mary, is

said to have translated it into very elegant

English. The two sons of Boethius were
chosen consuls in their non-age, in testimony

of the public virtues ofthat distinguished senator,

who was crowned King of Eloquence in 521.

527. Died the Emperor Justin I. It is re-

corded of him that he could not write, in con-

sequence, a similar expedient to the printing of

cards was resorted to; namely, a smooth piece of

board with holes cut through it, in the form of

the letters of his name ; and when he had occa-

sion to sign anything, this was laid on the paper,

and he marked the letters with a pen, or stylus

dipped with red ink, and directedthrough the holes.
The method adopted by the Grand Sultan, in

the signing of the edicts, appears analogous to

the taking impressions from seals : when he had
occasion to sanction one of these instruments,

he dipped his whole hand in the ink, and then
made an impression with it.

533. Dec. 16, Tribonian began upon this day
the Digest or Pandects, that astonishing la-

bour which condensed within fifty books a body
of three million sentences from dead civilians,

and which he finished, by the aid of seventeen

associates, in exactly three years, 16th Dec. 536.
The destructive inroads of the barbarian na-

tions ; the fault of seldom transcribing the best

works of antiquity ; and the deamess, owing to

taxes, of the most general and almost indispen-

sable materials, namely, the Egyptian papyrus,
and other circumstances, were highly prejudicial

to the collecting of books in this century.

604,i^farc^ 12. Died Gregory I. sumkmed the

Great, who had been called to the papal chair in

the year 590, in defiance of his wishes and most
determined opposition. On his elevation he
adopted the title of Servant of the Servants of
Jesus Christ; and in him the Christian church
witnessed the rare instance of a Roman pontiff

sedulously endeavouring to promote an acquaint-
ance with the sacred scriptures among all ranks
of persons under his influence. It was this great

and good man, who, zealous for the conversion of

the inhabitants of Britain, sent over the monk
Augustine or Austin, with forty companions on
a mission to the Anglo-Saxons. That the mis-
sionaries might perform the public duties of

religion with decency and propriety, Gregory sent

over a number of vestments, sacred utensils, and
relics, accompanied by a valuable present of
boohs ; a present peculiarly wanted, from the

impossibility of procuring books in Britain ; it

being doubtful whether the pagan conquerors had
not utterly destroyed every thing of the sort, and
by the time of the arrival of Austin, not left on£

hook in the whole island.

Gregory's decided opposition to persecution

was scarcely less remarkable than his love of the

scriptures. It was a maxim with him, thai, men
should be won over to the Christian religion by
gentleness, kindness, and diligent instruction,

and not by menaces and terror. Happy had it

been for mankind, if the successors of Gregory
had possessed the same attachment to the scrip-

tures, and adopted the same views of persecution.

Austin and the other missionaries were favour-

ably received by Ethelbert, King of Kent, who
had married Birtha, a Christian princess of great

virtue and merit, she was niece to Chilperic King
of Paris, and had, together with Lindhard, a bishop,
it is said, of piety and learning, who attended her

from France, prepared the way for this great

event, by converting several persons, and by
producing a favourable disposition in the mind
of her husband. But the grand work was carried

on by Austin and his companions ; an audience
was granted them in the open air; and afterwards,

permission given them to use their best endeavours

to convert the people from the worship of idols,

and turn them to the true and living God.
636. Died Isidorus. He is the first author

who uses the word penna for a writing-pen, in-

striimenta scrib(B calamins et penna. In the

latter part of this century a Latin sonnet for a
pen was written by an Anglo-Saxon author.

There is, indeed, in the Medicean library, a
manuscript of Virgil, written in the beginning

of the fifth century, evidently from the gradual

and regular fineness of the hair-strokes, by some
instrument as elastic as a quill ; but there is no
proof that it was really written with a quill.

640. The capture of Alexandiia from the

Greeks under Amri the Saracen. " I have
taken," he addressed the Caliph Omar, " the

great city of the west. It is impossil
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to enumerate the variety of its riches and beauty

;

and I shall content myself with observing that

it contains 4000 palaces, 4000 baths, 400

theatres or places of amusement, 12,000 shops

for the sale of vegetable food, and 40,000 tri-

butary Jews. It is well known that the second

Alexandrian library (established by Cleopatra)

was then destroyed to feed the baths. That col-

lection consisted of the treasures in the Serapion

of 300,000 volumes, and those 200,000 rolls

brought by Marc Anthony from Pergamus, with

the accumulation of seven centuries. The first

was principally formed by the two Ptolemies

and contained at the period of the fire in Caesar's

time 700,000 volumes. The temple of Serapis

escaped.

Amri, who was fond of literature, became
acquainted with Philoponus, whose conversation

pleased him much. One day, Philoponus said

to him, " You have examined the public repo-

sitories in Alexandria, and ymt your seal upon
all the effects you found in them. With respect

to such things as may be useful to you, I pre-

sume to say nothing ; but among those which

you think of no value, there may be some,

perhaps, very serviceable to me." " And what,"

answered Amri, " are the things that you
want ?" " The philosophical books," replied

Philoponus, " that are preserved in the public

libraries." " This," returned Amri, " is a

request upon which I cannot decide, till I have
received orders from the Caliph Omar, the com-
mander of the Faithful." He wrote immediately

to Omar, to lay before him the request of Philo-

ponus ; and the Caliph returned this answer

:

" If there be nothing in the books, concerning

which you write, contrary to the book of God
(meaning the Koran), they are utterly useless,

the book of God being sufficient for our instruc-

tion. But if they contain anything repugnant
to that book, they ought to be suppressed. I

command you, therefore, to destroy them all."

Amri distributed all the books immediately,

among the baths of Alexandria, that they might
be employed in heating them ; and by this

method, in the space of six months, they were
all consumed. Such was then the triumph of

ignorance and fanaticism over learning and
philosophy.

About the time of the first publication of the

Koran in Arabia, some Persian romances were
introduced into that country by a travelling mer-
chant, and the inhabitants openly professed that

they found them considerably more amusing
than the moral lessons of Mahomet. To oppose
this feeling, a portion of a chapter was imme-
diately written, in which the merchant was con-

demned, and his tales treated as the most per-

nicious fables, hateful to God and his prophet,

whilst the Caliph Omar, acting upon the same
principle, commanded all foreign books to be
destroyed, and made it one plea for burning the

Alexandrian library.

Theliterary treasures of antiquity have suffered

from the malice of men, as well as that of time.

It is remarkable that conquerors, in the moment

of victory, or in theunsparing devastation of their

rage, have not been satisfied w ith destroying men,
but have even carried their vengeance to books.

The Persians, from hatred of the religion of the
Phoenicians and the Egyptians, destroyed their

books, of which Eusebius notices a great number.
A Grecian library at Gnidus was burnt by the

sect of Hippocrates, because the Gnidians refused

to follow the doctrines of their master. The
Romans burnt the books of the Jews, of the

Christians, and the philosophers ; the Jews burnt
the books of the Christians and the Pagans; and
the Christians, burnt the books of the Pagans and
the Jews. The greater part of the books of Origin

and other writers, were continually burnt by the

orthodox party. Gibbon pathetically describes

the empty library of Alexandria, after the Chris-

tians had destroyed it. Conquerors at first destroy

with the rashest zeal the national records of the

conquered people ; hence it is that we have to

deplore the irreparable losses of the most ancient

national memorials. It must be confessed, how-
ever, that before the Christian era, and even

among barbarians, the veneration for distinguish-

ed philosophers and poets, was such, that in cases

of war, they were generally exempted from the

common fate ofthe vanquished. Alexanderspared
the house of Pindar, though he razed the city of

Thebes to the ground. Marcellus, though re-

peatedly bafiied and repulsed by Archimedes, yet

commanded his soldiers to save him unhurt at

the final conquest of Syracuse. In out own times,

the same homage has been paid to genius. The
French have received the same generous treat-

ment from the English, and the English from the

French.

642, Sept. 27. Died Sigebert King of East
Anglia. The times of the Heptarchy produced

a number of sovereigns that were distinguished

as warriors, as politicians, and devotees ; there are

only two, who deserve to be mentioned as patrons

of literature, and even these two would scarcely

deserve to be mentioned, if they had lived in more
enlightened ages. The first is Sigebert, who, in

consequence ofhis having been an exile in France,

had acquired an understandingand taste superior

to his cotemporaries. Accordingly, when he was
settled on the throne, he did not merely endea-

vour, to convert his subjects to Christianity, but
instituted seminaries, for instruction in the lan-

guages, and such other literature as was then

known. He hassometimesbeen considered, though
without sufficient reason, as the founder ofthe uni-

versity of Cambridge. The schools appointed by
him were erected in several places, but can by no
means be regarded as the establishment of an
university. His knowledge was not so enlarged

as to preserve him from the superstitious weak-
ness of the times ; for we read that he closed his

reign by retiring into a monastery.

670, The famous Wilford, among other

donations for decorating the church at Ripon,
ordered a copy of the Four Gospels to be written

for it, in letters of the purest gold, upon leaves

of yurchmeiit,purpled in the ground, and coloured

variously upon the surface : but that such copies
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were extremely rare, especially in England, is

evident from Bede speaking of it as a kind of

prodigy, unheard of before in these days.

—

WhitaMerh Cathedral of Cornwall.

679. In an extraordinary council, held at

Rome, about British affairs, it was ordained
" That lessons out of the divine oracles should

be always read for the edification of the churches,

during the time of their meals, that the minds of

the hearers might be fed with the divine word,

even at the very time of their bodily repasts.

690. Nothing more completely proves the

scarcity of books at this period than the bargain

which Benedict Biscop, a monk and founder of

the Monastery of Wearmouth, concluded a little

before his death, in this year, with ^Ifrid, King
of Northumberland, by which the king agrees

to give an estate of eight hides of land, or as

much as eight ploughs could labour, which is

said to have been 800 acres for one volume on
Cosmography^ or the History of the World

!

Biscop wasol)ligedto make fivejouraeysto Rome,
principally to purchase books for his monasteiy.
This book was given, and the estate received by
Benedict's successor, the Abbot Ceolfrid. King
^Ifrid died 24th of December, 705, and was
buried at Drifeld.

For the erection of the church, he procured
workmen from France, who constructed it of
stone, after the Roman fashion ; for before that

time stone buildings were veiy rare in Britain.

Benedict also brought over glaziers from France,
the art of glass-making being then unknown in

Britain. The walls and roof of the church he
adorned with pictures, which he purchased at

Rome; and also added a noble library of rare

Greek and Latin works.

692. Ducarel, in his Anglo-Norman Anti-
quities, informs us, that in the cloisters of St.

Owen, at Rouen, which appeared to be a more
ancient building than the church, he " observed

some old stone desks stuck to the pillars, and
designed to place books upon ;" and adds, " In
the Benedictine convents it was anciently a cus-

tom for all the monks to assemble together in

the cloisters, at stated times in the day, and there

cultivate their studies in common ; some being
employed in reading, whilst others were engaged
in transcribing books ; and for this purpose it

was that these desks were placed in the abbey-
cloisters," It may also be remarked, that the

ancients, prior to the discovery of desks, wrote
upon scrolls, placed upon their knees, and it

is very questionable whether desks -were at all

in use before the latter end of this century.

See also " Fosbrooke's British Monachism.^^
693. Withred, King of Kent, in a charter

whereby he granted lands to the church or con-
vent of St. Mary, at Liminge in that county,
acknowledges that being illiterate (pro ignorantia

literaritvm) he had marked it with the sign of

the holy cross. Archbishops and bishops were
frequently too illiterate to write their own names,
and only made their mar^« to the acts of councils.

Crosses instead of seals, were used by the eccle-

siastics, who introduced the practice of conveying

property by written instrumems^inrt this custom
prevailed invarial)ly till the conquest, and for

near a century afterwards. In the acts of the
councils of Ephesus and Chalcedon, many
examples occur where the subscriptions are to

be found in thisfonn : I, such an one, have sub-
scribed by the hands of such an one, because I

cannot write. And such a bishop having said

he could not write, I, whose name is under-
written, have subscribed for him. A celebrated

ecclesiastical historian remarks, " Nothing can
equal the ignorance and darkness that reigned
in this century ; the most impartial and accu-
rate account of which will appear incredible to

those who are unacquainted with the history of
this barbarous period." Towards the close of
this century, the number of books w as so incon-

siderable, even in the Papal library at Rome,
that Pope Martin requested Sanctamond, bishop
of Maestricht, if possible to supply this defect

from the remotest parts of Gennany.
705. It is a singular fact, that England was

regarded as so excellent a mart for books, that at

this early period, many were brought hither for

sale. Pepin, king of France, requested some
books from the Pontiff, Paul I. and the libraries

of Rome could supply nothing more valuable

than a few Greek books.

725, August \. The old English tax, called

Peter's pence, was first laudably imposed by Ina,

King of the West Saxons, for the support of an
English College at Rome, but afterwards appro-
priated by the church for very different purposes.

It was collected upon this day. Ina, published

a code of seventy-nine laws.

Ina was King of Wessex ; he is the other

King of the heptarchy, who sustains a character

superior to that of Sigebert, even the character

of a law-giver. He cannot, indeed, be compared
with the celebrated legislators of Grecian an-
tiquity ; he was not so profound as Lycurgus,
nor so wise as Solon, but surely the first Saxon
monarch who composed a body of written laws,

is an object worthy of our attention. This work
he executed by the advice and with the concur-

rence of his nobles, bishops, and other eminent
persons. Some of his institutes related to the

church, and some to the state. They continued
in force a long time, and at length became the

foundation of the code established by Alfred.

The immense donations of Ina, King of the

West Saxons, to the church of Glastonbury,

deserves also to be mentioned, as affording a
proof of the veneration for the Holy Gospels.

He caused a chapel or case, modelled in the form
of a chapel, to be formed of silver and gold,

with ornaments and vases equally gold and
silver ; and placed it within the great church of

Glastonbury, delivering two thousand six hun-
dred and forty pounds of gold ; for the chalice

and paten, ten pounds of gold ; for the censer

twenty-eight mancuses of gold ; for the candle-

sticks twelve pounds and a half of silver ; for the

Books of the Gospels, twenty pounds, and sixty

mancuses of gold ; for the water vessels, and other

vases of the altar, seventeen pounds of gold ; for
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the basins for the offertoiy, eight pounds of gold

;

for the vessels for the holy water, twenty pounds
of silver ; for images of our Lord, and the Virgin

Mary, and the Twelve Apostles, a hundred and
seventy-five pounds of silver, and thirty-eight

pounds ofgold,the twelve apostles being in silver,

but our Lord and the Virgin Mary in gold ; the

pall for the altar, and the vestments for the priests

were also artfully interwoven on both sides with

gold and precious stones.

—

Whitakar.

735, Mai/ 26. Died the venerable Beda, or

Bede, a monk of Wearmouth, in the bishopric of

Durham, who was a sort of universal genius,

wrote upon all subjects, and whose works, still in

existence, are supposed to contain all of learning,

science, and art, then known in the world. He
translated the psalter and the gospel into the

Anglo-Saxon, and is said to have finished the

last chapter of the gospel as he expired.
" He was called the Wise Saxon by his cotem-

poraries," says Dr. Henry, " and Venerable Bede
by his posterity ; and as long as great modesty,

piety, and learning, xmited in one character, are

the objects of veneration amongst mankind, the

memory of Bede must be revered." Several

other eminent men, chiefly Englishmen, dis-

tinguished for their zeal and love of learning and
the scriptures, flourished about the same period.

There was a Saxon poet in this era, Cssdman,*
on whom Bede bestows the highest praises. A
fragment of him is preserved by Alfred. Next
to Bede in reputation was Aldhelmf who was
something before him in point of time, and as

Bede was the luminary of the north, so Aldhelm
was the chief ornament of the south of England.
It was universally agreed that he was the first

Englishman who composed in Latin ; none
having heretofore done it in this island, but such
as were either foreigners from the continent, or

Irish, or Scotch, or Britons. He has, likewise,

himself assured us, that he was the first who
introduced poetry among the Saxons, and who
wrote upon the measure of verses. After Bede,
and his cotemporaries, what little of literature

there was in England declined apace, and be-

came almost annihilated. Instead of growing
more and more enlightened, the nation was
plunged into deeper ignorance and error; and
such was the state of things when Egbert put
an end to the seven kingdoms, and united them
under one sovereign. Bede complains again
and again, in his writings, that the monasteries
in his time, were little else than the arcades of

wickedness, and were in so corrupt a state, that
such persons as desired to be sincerely pious,

were obliged to go abroad for education. But

* Cscdman a pious monk of Streanshalch or Whitby,
who employed his poetical genius in the composition of a
paraphrastical and metrical version of some of the most
remarkable portions of the sacred History. His works
were published by Junius, at Amsterdam, 1665, 4to.

t Adhelm was a near relation to King Ina, and for thirty
years abbot of Malrasbury, in Wiltshire ; in 704 he was
appointed bishop of Sherborn, in Dorsetshire. He died
May 25, 709. The principal prose work of Adhelm is his
treatise on the Praise of Virginity. One of his poems was
on a writinj^- pen. A portion of his works were published
by the Rev. H.J. Todd, in 1812.

the grand circumstances which destroyed the

very traces of knowledge, and cut it up by the

roots were the invasions of the Danes ; which so

soon succeeded the abolition of the heptarchy,

that there was no time to bring the kingdom into

order. In consequence of the numerous and re-

peated attacks of that people, who were more
barbarous than the Saxons, an universal ruin

was spread through the island, and the monks
were totally dispersed.

741, June 18. The emperor Leo III. in order

to destroy all the monuments that might be
quoted, in proof against his opposition to the

worship of images, commanded the library,which
had been founded by order of Constantine the

Great, at Constantinople, to be destroyed. In
this library was deposited the only authentic copy
of the council of Nice, which was unfortunately

consumed, together with a magnificent copy of

the Four Gospels, bound in plates of gold, to the

weight of 151bs. and enriched with precious stones,

which had been given by Pope Gregory III. to

the church dedicated to our Saviour.

755. One of the most distinguished characters

of this age was Winfrid, afterwards called Boni-
face. He was an Englishman, born at Kirton,

in Devonshire, about the year 680, and was
educated in the monastery of Escancester or

Exeter, under the abbot Walphard. At the age
of thirty he was ordained priest, and about the

year 716 he went, with two other monks, over

into Friesland, as a missionary in the conversion

of pagans, where he did not remain long, but
returned with his companions to England to his

monastery. Paying a visit to Rome, he obtained

from Pope Gregory II. an unlimited commission
to promote the conversion of infidels. With
this commission he went into Bavaria and
Thuringin. In 732 he received the title of arch-

bishop from Gregory III., who supported his

mission with the same spirit as his predecessor

Gregory II. In 746, he laid the foundation of

the great abbey of Fuld or Fulden, which con-

tinued long the most renowned seminary of piety

and learning in all that part of the world. His
principal residence he fixed at Mentz, from
which he has usually been called the archbishop

of that city. On the eve of \Vliit-sunday, in

the year 755, he pitched a tent on the bank of

the Bordue, a river which then divided east and
west Friesland, for the purpose ofbaptizing some
converts ; and whilst waiting in prayer the ar-

rival of the friends he expected, a band of en-

raged Pagans, anued with shields and lances,

rushed furiously upon them, and slew Bonifiice

and his companions, fifty-two in number. This
was in the 75th year of his age. The barbarians,

instead of the valuable booty of gold and silver

which they expected, found nothing of any
value but a few books, which they scattered about
the iields and marshes.

A collection of Boniface's letters has been
preserved and published. In one of them to

Nithardus, he writes, " Nothing can you search

after more honourable in youth, or enjoy more
comfortably in old age, than the knowledge of
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the holy scriptures." To Daniel, bishop of

Winchester, he addresses a request to send him
the Book of the Prophets^ " for," says he, " I

can find no book like it in this country." In
other letters also, he begs for books, especially

those of Bede, whom he styles the Lamp of the

Church.

—

Milnerh Hist, of the Church of Christ.

Boniface, in one of his epistles, observes, "that

drunkenness was so common in his time, that even

thebishops, instead ofpreventing, were themselves

i)artakers in it : and not content with this, com-
pelled others to drink from large cups till they

also becatne inebriated."

Boniface gives this intimation in his epistle to

the abbess Eadburga: " I entreat you," says he,
" to send me the Epistles of the Apostle of St.

Peter, written in letters of gold, that by exhibit-

ing them, in preaching, to the eyes of the carnal,

I may procure the greater honour and reverence

for the holy scriptures."

This expensive and magnificent mode of

writing in gold, was appropriated chiefly to

those copies designed for princes or nobles

;

hence Theonas admonishes Lucian, the grand
chamberlain, not to permit copies to be written

upon purple vellum, in gold or silver letters,

unless especially required by the prince. It was
also principally confined to the transcription of

the sacred books, which were thus executed to

induce the greater reverence for them. Princes

sometimes caused their usual books of prayer to

be written in this manner ; such, for instance, is

the beautiful one written in letters of gold, upon
purple vellum, bound in ivory, studded with

gems, preserved in the celebrated Colbertine

library, formerly belonging to Charles the Bald.
It was not only by the chrysographic mode of

writing, that the ancient Christians ornamented
their manuscript copies of the scriptures, they

also frequently embellished them, at an immense
expense, with minatures and other paintings,

collectively tenned illuminations.

768. Ambrosius Autpert, a Benedictine monk,
sent his Exposition of the Book of Revelation to

Pope Stephen III., and begged that he would
publish the work and make it known. On
this occasion, he says expressly, that he is the first

writer whoever requested such a favour; that

liberty to write belongs to every one who does

not wish to depart from the doctrine of the
fathers of the church ; and he hopes that this

freedom will not be lessened on account of his

voluntaiy submission.

781. The Commandments, Ajjostles* Creed, and
Lord's Pra?/er,translated into the Saxon language.

790. There is a curious charter of Charie-
magne's, to the abbots and monks of Sithen, by
which he grantsthem an unlimited right of hunt-
ing, on condition that the skins of the deer they
killed should be used in making them gloves and
girdles, and coversfor their books. In the middle
ages books were usually bound by monks. There
were also trading binders, called ligatores, and
persons whose sole business it was to sell covers.

White sheep -skin, pasted on a wooden board,
sometimes overlapping the leaves, and fastened

with a metal cross, was the common kind of
binding. It was deemed the duty of the sacrists,

in particular, to bind and clasp the books.

791. Two Irishmen, going into France, were
there admired for their incomparable learning,

and gave birth to the two first universities in the
world, namely, those of Paris, and Pavia.

794, June 29. The death of Oflli, a powerful
English king. He corresponded in flattering

terms with Charlemagne, and fixed a seal to his

charters.

The origin of the Sacred Comedy, may be
traced to this century, when, it is known, that

trade was principally carried on by means of

fairs, which lasted several days. Charlemagne
establishedmany great marts of this sort in France,
as did William I. and his Norman successors in

England. The merchants who frequented these

fairs, in numerous caravans or companies, em-
ployed every art to draw the people together.

They were, therefore, accompanied by jugglers,

minstrels, and bufibons, who were no less inter-

ested in giving their attendance, and exerting all

their skill on these occasions. As, at this time,

but few large towns existed, no public spectacles

or popular amusements were established ; and as

the sedentary pleasures of domestic life and pri-

vate society were yet unknown, the fair time was
the seiison for diversion. In proportion as these

shows were attended and encouraged, they began
to be set off" with new decorations and imjjrove-

ments ; and the arts of buff'oonery being rendered

still more attractive, by extending their circle of

exhibition, acquired an importance in the eyes of

the people. By degrees the clergy observing

that the entertainments of dancing, music, and
mimicry, exhibited at the protracted annual fairs

made the people less religious by promoting idle-

ness and a love of festivity, proscribed these sports

and excommunicated the perfoiTners. But finding

that [no regard was paid to their censures, they
changed their plan, and determined to take these

recreations into their own hands. They turned
actors ; and instead of profane mummeries pre-

sented stories taken from legends or the bible.

—

The death of St. Catherine, acted by the monks
of St. Dennis, rivalled the popularity of the pro-

fessed players. Music was admitted into the

churches, which served as theatres for the repre-

sentation of these religious farces. The festivals

among the French, called the Feast of Fools,—of
the Ass,—and of Innocents, at length became
gi'eater favourites, and they certainly were more
capricious and absurd, than the interludes of the

buffoons at the fairs.

—

Warlon^s Hist, of Poetry.
Butler, in his Lives of the Saints, obseiTes, that

in the beginning of the ninth century, no fewer
than seven thousand students visited the schools

of Armagh, in Ireland, while there were three

more rival colleges in other cities, with many
private seminaries in the remoter provinces."

And Camden conjectures, that the Anglo-Saxons
borrowed their letters from the Irish, because they

used the same, or nearly the same which the Irish

at this day, still make use of, in writing their own
language.

.riting tneu* ow
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The schools of Ireland, long maintained a

hi.^h reputation. Camden observes Brit, de

Hihei-n. "that the English Saxons anciently

flocked to Ireland, as to the mart of sacred learn-

ing ; and this is frequently mentioned in the lives

of eminent men among them." Thus, in the life

of Sulgenus, in this century, we read

—

" With love of learning and example fir'd.

To Ireland, famed for wisdom, he retir'd."

800, Dec. 25. Charles Augustus, or Charle-

magne, crowned emperor of the West. It will

surprise the reader to know that the great Char-
lemagne, unquestionably the wisest man of the

age in which he lived, could not write, and that

he was 45 years of age before he began his stu-

dies. From this fact some judgment may be

formed of the education and learning, or rather

the ignorance, of the other princes and nobles

of Europe at this period. Even at Rome, for-

merly the great seat of learning as of empire, the

lamp of science was all but extinquished. Some
idea may be conceived of the ignorance that pre-

vailed in France and Spain, when the Pope was
obliged to make laws against ordaining men
priests and bishops who could not read or sing

'psalms! The latter science was then, in fact,

almost the only study to which the clergy applied

themselves, and the best singer was esteemed the
most learned man.

801,i)ee. 1. It may flatter an Englishman to

identify an illustrious Yorkshire scholar, as the
favourite preceptor of Charlemagne ; this was
Alcuin, librarian to Egbert archbishop of York.
On this day, he presented his illustrious pupil
with a magnificent folio bible, bound in velvet,

the leaves of vellum, and the writing in double
columns, and contauiing 449 leaves. Prefixed
is a richly ornamented frontispiece, in gold and
colours. It is enriched with four large paintings

exhibiting the state of the art at this early period:

there are moreover, thirty-four large initial letters,

painted in gold and colours, and containing seals,

historical allusions, and emblematical devices,

besides some smaller painted capitals.*

804. Charlemagne confinned the practice of
reading the scriptures publicly. " Let the lessons,

'

says he, " be distinctly read in the churches." In
his Admonition to the Presbyters, he charges the
priests to acquaint themseves with the scriptures,

to gain right views of the doctrine of the Trinity,

to commit the whole of the psalms and the bap-
tismal office to memory, to be ready to teach
others; and to fulfil the duties of their station to

the utmost of their power. He also discovered
a just discrimination of merit in the ecclesiastics

of his kingdom, and a disposition to reward it, as
is demonstrated by the following anecdote :

—

Having received intelligence of the death of a
bishop, he inquired how much of his property he
had bequeathed to the poor, the answer was two
pounds of silver ; upon which a young clerk ex-
claimed, " that is but a small portion for so long
a journey." Charlemagne, pleased with the obser-

* This celebrated Bible was sold by Mr. Evans, of Pall
Mall, London, on the 27th of April, 1836, for j6"1500. It was
»n a good state of preservation.

ration, instantly said to him, " Be thou his succes-

sor ; but never forget that expression."

—

Card.

Theabby Velley states, thatwhen Charlemagne
issued the instrumentby which the Romish liturgy

was ordained through France, he confinned it by
making his mark. To which Mezeria adds, that

below the figure was commonly inserted, " I have
signed it with the pomel ofmy sword, and I pro-

mise to maintain it with the other."

804, May 19. Died at Tours, in France, Flac-

cus Alcuinus, the preceptor of Charlemagne,
and librarian to Egbert, archbishop of York.

—

He acquired a distinguishedname in the literary

world. Being sent abroad, he become the favou-

rite of Charlemagne, instructed him in rhetoric,

logic, mathematics, and divinity , and was called

the Universalist, and secretary to the liberal arts.

He contributed greatly to the revival oflearning in

France; and his fame shines with distinguished

lustre in the literary history of this age. His
works were published by Frobenius, in 1777, in

4 vols. 4to.

The following poetical catalogue of the authors

of the celebrated libraiy of Egbert, is, perhaps,

the oldest catalogue in all the regions of litera-

ture, certainly the oldest in England, and was
written by Alcuinus,

Here, duly placed on consecrated ground.
The studied works of many an age are found

;

The ancient Father's reverend remains;
The Roman Laws, which freed a world from chains.
What e'er of lore passed from immortal Greece
To Latian lands, and gained a rich encrease.
AH that blest Israel drank in showers from heaven.
Or Afric sheds soft as the dew of even.
Jerom the father, 'mong a thousand sons.
And Hillary—whose sense profusely runs

;

Ambrose, who nobly guides both church and state;
Augustin—good and enunently great j

And holy Athanasius—sacred name !

All that proclaims Orosius^ learned fame.
Whate'er the lofty Gregory hath taught.
Or Leo pontiff—good without a fault.

With all that shines illustrious in the page j

Or Basil eloquent

—

Fulgentius sage
;

And Cassiodorus with a consul's power,
Yet eager to improve the studious hour

;

And Cfaysostom, whose fame immortal flies.

Whose style, whose sentiment, demand the prize.
All that Adhelmus wrote, and all that flows
From Beda's fruitful mind in verse and prose.
Lo ! Victorinus, and Boetius, hold
A place for sage philosophy of old.

Here sober history tells her ancient tale,

Pompey to charm, and Pliny never fail

;

The Stagyrite unfolds his searching page.
And Tully flames, the glory of his age.
Here you may listen to SeduUan strains.

And sweet Juvencus' lays deUght the plains.
Alcuin, Paulinus, Prosperi, sing or show
With Clemens and Arator, all they know;
What Fortunatus and Lactantius wrote

;

What Virgil pours in many a pleasing note;
Statins, and Lucan and the polished sage.
Whose Art of Grammar guides a barbarous age.
In fine, whate'er the immortal masters taught.
In all their rich variety of thought.
And as the names sound from the roll of fame,
Donatus, Focas, Prician, Probas claim
An honoured place—and Servius joins the band,
While also move, with mien formed to command,
Kuticiiis, Piniipey, and Commeniun, wise
In all tlie lore antiquity supplies.
Here the pleased reader cannot fail to find
Other famed masters of the arts refined.
Whose numerous works penned in a beauteous style,
Dehght the student, and all care beguile

;

Whose names, a lengthened and illustrious throng,
I wave at present, and conclude my song.

D. M'NicoLt.
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813. Cyphers, dia:ests, orl5gures in arithmetic

invented by the Arabic moors.

813. The second council of Rheims,held under
the auspices of Charlemagne, in which it was
enjoined, " that the bishops and abbots should

have the poor and indigent with them at their

tables ; there read aloud the scriptures ; and take

their food with thanksgiving and praise.

814, January 28. Died the Emperor Charle-

magne, after a reign of forty-seven or forty-eight

years, in the seventy-third year of his age. He
was interred at Aix-la-Chapelle, with all the

pomp of imperial magnificence. His body wfis

embalmed, and deposited in a vault, where it

was seated on a throne of gold, and clothed in

imperial habits, over the sackcloth which he
usually wore. By his side hung a sword, of

which the hilt and the ornaments of the scabbard

were of gold, and a pilgrim's purse, that he
used to carry in his journeys to Rome. In his

hands he held the hooks of the Gospels, written

in letters of gold ; his head was ornamented with

a chain of gold in the form of a diadem, in which
was enclosed a piece of the wood of the true

cross ; and his face was wound with a winding
sheet. His sceptre and buckler, formed entirely

of gold, and which had been consecrated by
Pope Leo III. were suspended before him, and
his sepulchre was closed and sealed, after being
filled with various treasures and perfumes. A
gilded arcade was erected over the place with the

following translation in Latin.
" Beneath this tomb, is placed the body of the

orthodox Emperor Charles the Great, who
valourously extended the kingdom of the Franks,

and happily governed it xlvii. years. He died

a Septuagenarian, January 28, 814." Pope
Otho III. ordered the tomb to be opened, when
the body was stripped of its royal ornaments,

which had not been in the least injured by the

hand of time. The Book of the Gospels, written

on purple vellum, in characters of gold, found
in the sepulchre, continues to be kept at Aix-la-

Chapelle. With this volume, the imperial sword
and hunting horn were also found. The copy
of the Gospels interred with this "illustrious"

sovereign of the Franks, appears to have been
one of those executed by his order, and corrected

according to the Greek and Syriac. In the

library of the Church of St. Germain-des-Prez,
at Paris, a Latin bible, in 2 vols, folio, is still kept,

written on vellum, which bears the date of 814.

820. The writing, and many of the pictures

and illuminations in our Saxon manuscripts were
executed by the priests. A book of the Gospels,

preserved in the Cotton library, is a fine specimen
of Saxon calligraphy and decorations. It was
written by Eadfrid, bishop of Durham, in the

most exquisite manner. Ethelwold,his successor,

did the illuminations, the capital letters, the pic-

ture of the cross, and the evangelists, with infinite

labour and elegance; and Bilfrid, tha anchorete,

covered the book, thus written and adorned, with
gold and silver plates, and precious stones. All

this is related by Aldred, the Saxon glossator, at

the end of St. John's gospel.

The Jews practised the business of copying,
and greatly excelled in fine and regular writing.

But they confined their labours chiefly to the
Old Testament, and their own religious books.

In some of the Hebrew manuscripts, executed by
them, the letters are so equal, that they seem to

have been printed. Even at present, as Mr.
Butler remarks, " those who have not seen the

rolls used in the synagogues, can have no con-
ception of the exquisite beauty, correctness, and
equality of the writing."

824. Louis the Meek, the son and successor of

Charlemagne, was, like his father, studious in

the scriptures and the patron of biblical scholars.

Louis died this year, and, when dying, bequeathed
to his son Lothaire, his crown, his sword, and a
book of the gospels, richly ornamented with gold
and precious stones.

—

Noserii Hist. Duyneat.
850. A supreme judge of the Roman empire

could not subscribe his name. It was usual for

persons who could not write to make the sign of

the cross, in confirmation of a charter. Several

of these remain where kings and persons of great

eminence affix " Signum crusis manu pro pira
pro ignoratione liherarum?^ From this is derived

the phrase of signing instead of subscribing a
paper.

858. Nicholas I. was consecrated Pope. Until

his time, the Greek and Latin churches were
united, but in consequence of his excommunicat-
ing Photius, Patriarch of Constantinople, that

schism took place between the two churches

whicli endures to the present day.

880. Pope John VIII. first granted to the

Sclavonians the privilege of performing divine

service in tlieir own tongue.

887. Books, in the present form, were invented

by Attains, King of Pergamus.
890. The bible first translated into the Saxon

language by order of Alfred the Great. He
undertook the versions of the psalms himself,

but did not live to complete it.

853. The following curious instances given by
Lupus, abbot of Ferrieris, of the extreme scarcity

of classical manuscripts in the middle of the

ninth century : he was much devoted to litera-

ture ; and, from his letters, appears to ha^ e been
indefatigable in his endeavours to find out such
manuscripts, in order to borrow and copy them.

In a letter to the Pope, he earnestly requests of

him a copy of Cicero de Oratore and Quin Lilians*

Institutes, for, he adds, though we have some
fragments of them, a complete copy is not to be
found in France. In two other of his letters, he
requests of a brother abbot the loan of several

manuscripts, which he assures him shall be copied

and returned as soon as possible by a faithful

messenger. Another time he sent a special mes-
senger to borrow a manuscript, promising they

would take very great care of it, and return it by
a safe opportunity, and requesting the person who
lent it to him, if he were asked to whom he had
lent it, to reply, to some near relations of his own,

who had been very urgent to borrow it. Another
manuscript, which he seems to have prized much,
and a loan of whicli had been so frequently re-
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quested, that he thought of banishing it some-

where that it might not he destroyed or lost, he

tells a friend he may prehaps lend him, when he

comes to see him, but he will not trust it to the

messenger who had been sent for it, though a

monk, and trustworthy, because he was travelling

on foot. Again, he requests a friend to apply in

his own name to an abbot of a monastery, to have

a copy made oi Suetonius ; for, he adds, " in this

part of the world, the work is no where to be
found."

In this century, in the famous monastery of

lona, there seems to have been no other work,

even of the fathers, than one of the writings of

Chiysostom. Of all the schools or seminaries of

the sixth century, none excelled, in the study of

the Scripture, the monastery of lona, or Icolmkill,

an island of the Hebrides, " once the luminary
of the Caledonian regions," (as Dr. Johnson calls

it) "whence savage clans, and roving barbarians

derived the benefits of knowledge, and the bless-

ings of religion." lona continued to be the seat

of learning for ages. Columba, the founder of

this monastery, was of royal extraction, and born

at Gartan,inthe county of Tyrconnel, in Ireland,

in the year 521. He died on the 9th of June,

597, in the 77th year of his age.

900, Oct. 28. Died Alfred the Great. " This
Mirror of Princes," and darling of the English,

was not inferior to Charlemagne, and infinitely

his superior in piety and suavity of manners,
ascended the throne in 872. Born when his

country was involved in the most profound dark-
ness, and deplorable confusion ; and when learn-

ing was considered rather as a reproach, than an
honour, to a prince ; he was not taught to know
one letter from another till he was above twelve
years of age, when a book was put into his hand
by a kind of accident, more than by previous de-

sign. Judith, his stepmother, was sitting one day,

surrounded by her family, with a book of Saxon
poetry in her hands. With a happy judgment,
she proposed it as a gift to him who would soon-

est learn to read it. The elder princes thought
the reward inadequate to the task, and retired

from the field of emulation. But the mind of
Alfred, captivated by the prospect of information,

and pleased with the beauty of the writing, and
the splendour of the illuminations, inquired if she

actually intended to give it to the person who
would soonest learn it. His mother repeating the
promise with a smile of joy at the question, he
took the book, found out an instructor, and learned
to read it ; recited it to her, and received it for his

reward. It is said, that he imbibed such a passion
for reading, that he never stirred abroad without
a book in his bosom. He founded and endowed
schools (among others Oxford) and brought teach-
ers of learning from all parts of the world, pur-
chased books, ordered the bible to be translated

into the Anglo-Saxon, undertaking the version of
the psalms himself, but did not live to complete
it, and in short, encouraged education and learn-
ing equally by precept and example. No sove-
reign ever studied the public interest more than
Alfred. He semes to have considered his life but

as a tmst to be used for the benefit of his people

;

and his plans for their welfare, were intelligent

and great. He fought their battles, regulated the
administration ofjustice, compiled a body of laws,

corrected the abuses of the realm, extended their

commerce, relations, and knowledge, by an em-
bassy to India. To him Englishmen are indebted

for the TRIAL BY JURY, for the foundation of the

COMMON LAW, for the division of the kingdom
into HUNDREDS and TiTHiNGs; and the sentiments

expressed by him in his will, will never be
forgotten : " It is just that the English
SHOULD FOR EVER REMAIN FREE AS THEIR OWN
thoughts." Alfred reigned twenty-nine years,

and was buried at Winchester.

After the death of Alfred, England again re-

lapsed into its fonner, or rather a worse, state of

ignorance and barbarism, and so continued the

remainder of the century, including clergy as

well as laity ; then followed an invasion and con-

quest of the Danes, accompanied, like that of

the Saxons, with the destructions of the monas-
teries, seminaries, and libraries, and a total sus-

pension of the study of every art or science but
that of war. It is really painful to reflect, that,

in the course of two or three hundred years, we
meet with very little worthy of being recorded.

Like travellers in the deserts of Arabia, we often

see nothing for a long time together, but barren

sands ; and if we now and then come to a verdant

spot, though that spot is extremely beautiful,

compared with the dreary prospect around it, yet

it partakes of the sterility of the soil by which it

is encompassed.
During his reign, and under his influence and

encouragement, there flourished several learned

men, who assisted him in his noble undertakings,

and deserve to be mentioned with honour. He
is said to have founded the university of Oxford
at the request of St. Neot, who, together with

Grimbald, was appointed professor of divinity.

Grimbald had been invited from abroad, in con-

sequence of his great reputation for literature

;

and is spoken of by all writers as a person of very

illustrious character and merit.

In Alfred we may behold what amazing effects

may be produced, by the genius and abilites of

one man. Such was the influence he had upon
the nation, that, in a few years, it was transfonn-

ed into quite another people. The English,

from being cowardly, poor, despicable, and
ignorant, became brave, rich, respectable, and
comparatively speaking, knowing and polite;

but they were governed by a prince who was
almost a prodigy in every respect ; and we must
travel through several centuries, before we shall

find a character on which we can expatiate with

equal pleasure, and which does so much honour
to human nature.

940, Oct. 17. Died Athelston, the grandchild

of Alfred, and the first King of the English. He
was a prince of uncommon learning for the age
in which he lived, bountiful, wise, and ajf'able, was
distinguished by the titles of " conqueror " and
" faithful," and left behind him a name of great

renown, respected and beloved both at home and
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abroad. During his reign a law was passed,

which enacted, " that if anyman made such pro-

ficiency in learning as to obtain priests orders, he
should enjoy all the honours of a thane or noble-

man. His bailiffs were ordered, under severe

penalties, to support a pauper of English extrac-

tion, on every two of his farms. There is a ca-

talogue of his books extant. It is in Saxon
characters, in the Cottonian library.

There was also a regulation made, during this

reign, that shews an enlargement of mind much
above the times, and which even more civilized

ages have not been able to reach : it was that a

merchant, who had effected three voyages to the

Streights, on his own account, should be put
upon the footing with a thane. We are confi-

dently told, by several modem writers, that he
ordered the bible to be translated out of the

Hebrew into the Saxon language, for the benefit

of his subjects, and which, if sufficiently authen-
ticated, would appear of peculiar importance in

a survey of literature. Athelstan is, on all hands,
confessed to have been a very illustrious and
accomplished prince, and who is justly ranked
among the lawgivers of England. His eloquence
is likewise highly extolled by historians, who
have been pleased to assert that he was equal in

this respect to the Roman orators. Athelston

reigned from 925 to 940, and was buried at

Gloucester.

953. Germadius, a Spanish bishop, by his

will, bequeathed about sixteen volumes of books
to certain religious houses, with the express con^
dition, that no abbot should be permitted to

transfer them to any other place, but that they
shall be kept for the monks of the monasteries

specified in the will, who should accommodate
each other as much as possible in the use of

them. The will is subscribed by the king and
queen, as well as by the bishops and other
persons of rank.

The tenth century, which presents one of the
darkest periods of the Christian era, was an age
of the profoundest ignorance, and of the most
degi'ading superstition. Some who filled the high-
est situations in the church, could not so much
as read ; w hile others, who pretended to be better

scholars, and attempted to perform the public

offices, committed the most egregious blunders.

In Spain, books w ere so scarce, that one, and the

same copy of the Bible, St. Jerome's Epistles,

and some volumes of ecclesiastical offices, and
martyrologies, served several monasteries.

966. In England, the art of writing in gold
seems to have been but imperfectly understood.
The only remarkable specimen that occurs of it

is the charter of King Edgar to the new minster
at Winchester, in this year. This volume is

written throughout in gold.

This taste for gold and purple manuscripts
seems only to have reached England at the close

of the seventh century, when Wilfred, arch-
bishop of York, enriched his church with a copy
of the gospels thus adorned. Many MSS. was
executed at Winchester.

980. Ervene, one of the teachers of Wolston,

and bishop of Worcester, was famous for calli-

graphy and skill in colours. To invite his pupils

to read, he made use of a psalter, and a sacra-

mentary, whose capital letters he had richly

illuminated with gold.

999. Silvester II. before hebecame pope, Avhich
was in this year, had been indefatigable in ac-

quiring and communicating learning, and these

qualities distinguished him during his whole life.

In order to obtain a knowledge of the sciences

and manuscripts, he visited Spain, and caused
Italy, and the countries beyond the Alps, to be
diligently explored for books and manuscripts.

1020. Died the celebrated poet Ferdosi. He
is called the Homer of Persia, and flourished at

this time, at the court of Mahmoud, in the city of
Gazna His principal work was a noble and
very elegant epic poem, on the history of Persia,

which occupied him thirty years, but for which
his only reward was as many small pieces of money
as the work contained couplets. He wrote, in

retaliation, an animated invective against the

Sultan, and leaving Gazna in the night, fled to

Bagdad, where the Caliph protected him till his

death. It is said, that Mahmoud was persuaded

by envious rivals to diminish the reward he had
promised him ; but sensible too late of his error,

he tried to retrieve his fame, by sending im im-
mense sum to the poet; but the rich present

reached the gates of Bagdad, as the body of
Ferdosi was being carried to its last mansion

;

and it was rejected by his virtuous daughter,

who scorned to accept that wealth which had
been once denied to the merit of her illustrious

father

1050. The most ancient manuscript in cotton

paper, with a date, is in the royal library at Paris,

No. 2,889 ; another in the emperor's library, at

Vienna, that bears the date of 1095 ; but as the

manuscripts without a date are incomparably

more numerous than those which are dated, Fa-
ther Montfaucon, who on these subjects, is great

authority, on account of his diligence and the

extent ofhis researches,by comparing the writing,

discovered some of the tenth century.

In the sixth volume of the royal academy of

inscriptions and belle-lettres, there is a dissertation

of Montfaucon, which proves, that charta homhy-
cine, or cotton paper, was discovered in the em-
pire of the east towards the end of the ninth or

early in the tenth century. There are several

Greek manuscripts, both in parchment, on vellum,

and cotton paper, that bear the date of the year

they were written in, but the greater part are

without date. From the dated manuscripts, a
surer judgment may be formed by comparing the

writings of that age with those that are not dated.

1066, Oct. 14, The accession of William Duke
of Normandy to the throne of England, (on this

day) contributed greatly to the revival of literature

and science in this countiy, being himself a well-

educated prince, and a munificent patron of learn-

ing. His influence had excited extraordinary

ardour for literary pursuits among the Norman
clergy, andafter\A'ards had thesame effect amongst
the English ; besides which, many of the most
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learned men on the continent followed him to

England. The circle of the sciences was much
enlarged beyond any foraier age. It was in this

reign that we find the distinction drawn, betwixt
physicians, surgeons, and apothecaries. The best

cotemporary writers agree, that learning was in

a more flourishing state in England and Nor-
mandy in the reign of Henry I. (1100 to 1135)
than it was in Italy.

The following is a translation of an old charter,

originally written in the Saxon language, and
granted by William I. to the inhabitants of

London :
—" William, king, greets William,

bishop, and Godfrey portgrave (the same in office

as lord mayor) and all the borough of London,
French and English, friendly. And I now make
known to you, that you are worthy to enjoy all

those laws and privileges which you did before the

decease of King Edward. And it is my will that

eveiy child be his father's heir after his ftither's

decease. And I will not suffer any man to do you
wrong, God you keep."

1070. An instance of the high estimation in

which books were held at this time, is to be seen

in the front of the manuscript gospels belonging
to the public library, of the university of Cam-
bridge, written in an old hand in Latin and Anglo-
Saxonic, given to the university by the learned
Theodore Beza. This book was presented by
Leofric, bishop of the church of St. Peter's at

Exeter, for the use of his successors. This Leo-
fric was chancellor of England, in the reign of
Edward the Confessor, and died in 1072.

Theodore Beza was a celebrated reformer, and
a man of very extensive and critical learning.

He was born at Vezlay, in Burgundy, in 1519,
and died at Geneva, in 1605. The above manu-
script is called from him Codex Bezce, but some-
times. Codex Cantahrigienis.

Theodore Beza dedicated his Aristotle on Ani-
mals to pope Sixtus IV. and received from his

holiness the cost of the binding.

1070. Lanfranc, archbishop of Canterbury, by
his Constitutions, ordered his librarian to deliver a
book to each of the religious, at the beginning of
Lent: a whole year was allowed for the perusal of
the book ; and at the returning Lent, those monks
who had neglected to read the books they had
respectively received, werecommanded to prostrate

themselves before the abbot, and to supplicate his

indulgence. Lanfranc died May 28, 1089, and
was buried at Canterbury.

In this century, Robert, abbot of Jumiege, and
successively bishop of London, and archbishop of
Canterbury, presented to his monastery, during
the time he held the bishopric of London, a book
called a ^Sacramen^ary, containing all the prayers
and ceremonies practised at the celebration of the
sacraments. At the close of the book, the follow-
ing anathema was denounced against any one
who should steal the book, or any of the orna-
ments of the monastery :

—"If anyone takeaway
this book from this place by force, or fraud, or
any other way, let him suffer the loss of his soul
for what he has done ; let him be blotted out of
the book of life, and not be written among the

just ; and let him be condemned to the severest

excommunication, who shall take away any of the
vestments which I have given to this place, or
the other ornaments, the silver candlesticks, or the
gold from the table. Amen."—Mahillon.

In the above monastery, prayers were appointed
to be offered on the 6th of March, for those " who
had made and given books on the first day of

Lent," the day on which books were distributed

to the monks according to rule.

1080. Herman, one of the Norman bishops of

Salisbury, condescended to write, bind, and illu-

minate books, for the use of the church.

1072. In the library ofthe monastery ofMount
Cassino, is a manuscript, containing the lessons

for the vigils, to which the following note is

prefixed :
" I, brother John of Marsicana, long

since arch-priest of the church, but now the

meanest servant of that holy place, did cause to

be composed, at my own proper charge, for the

salvation of me and mine ; and devoutly offered

it to the most holy Father Benedict, on his holy

altar; on the day when I took his habit upon
me. Farther praying, that if any man shall, on
any pretence whatsoever, presume to take it from
this holy place, he may have his eternal mansion
with those to whom Christ at the last judgment
shall say : Depart from me into everlasting fire,

prepared for the devil and his angels. But
whosoever you are that read these lines, fail not

also to read the distich underneath :"

" Blest Saviour ! in thy book of life divine,

May Leo's* favoured name illustrious shine."

Father Montfaucon, in his Diarium Italicum,

or travels through Italy, notices several works
written or transcribed in this century, and de-

posited in the different libraries, some of which
have curious inscriptions. In the Duke of Mo-
dena's library, is a psalter most elegantly written,

on the front of which is inserted in Greek :

—

" This book is deposited in the holy monastery,

for the remission of the sins of the monk Theo-
dosius Xylata. Let him who reads it through
the Lord, praise him, and pray for his soul."

1080. It was a fixed mle in religious houses

that all their inmates should devote a portion of

the day to labour. Such as were unable to work
at employments requiring toil and strength, or

particular skill, discharged their duty by copying

manuscripts, and as it was another rule, that every

vacancy should be filled up, as soon as ever it

took place, there was always a considerable

number of copyists. In every great abbey, an
apartment, called the scriptorium, was expressly

fitted up, as awriting-room. That of St. Alban'sf

abbey was built about this time, by a noble Nor-
man, who ordered many volumes to be written

there, and who conferred upon the abbey two
parts of the tithes of Hatfield, and certain tithes

in Redburn, and appointed a daily provision

* The name of the transcriber.

t St. Alban was the first person who suffered Martyrdom
for Christianity in En;;land, he was beheaded at Verulam,
in Hertfordshire, J une 23, 303, since called St. Albans,

from the Abbey founded in memory of that Martyr, 794,
by Offa, King of the Mercians.

H
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of meat for tlie writers, the exemplars were fur-

nished by Archbishop Lanfrane. Estates and
legacies were often bequeathed for the support of

the scriptorium, and tithes appropriated for the

express purpose of copying books. The tran-

scription of the service books for the choir, was in-

trusted to boys and novices ; but the missals and
bibles were ordered to be written by monks of

mature age and discretion. Persons qualified by
experience, and superiorlearning, were appointed

to revise every manuscript that came from the

scriptorium. The copying of books, was executed

in other places besides monasteries ; sometimes

by individuals, from their attachment to litera-

ture; but generally by persons who made it their

professed employment. Where there were no
fixed revenues for defraying the expenses of pro-

curing books for the library, the abbot, with the

consent of the chapter, commonly imposed an
annual tax, on every member of the community
for that purpose. The monks of some monasteries

were bitterly reproached for the extravagant

sums they expended on their libraries.

To the careand curiosity of the religioushouses,

it is principally owing, that the old chronicles of

our country were preserved till the invention of

printing. Besides the monks who were employed
in the monasteries, in copying manuscripts ; there

were others, who were engaged in illuminating

and binding them when written. Gold and azure

were the favourite colours of the illuminators. In
binding theirbooks, some were adorned with gold,

silver, ivory, precious stones, or coloured velvet;

but for common binding, they frequently used

rough white sheep-skin, with or without immense
bosses of brass, pasted upon a wooden board,

carved in scroll and similar work.

The monks, in these convential writing rooms,

were enjoined to pursue their occupation in

silence, and cautiously to avoid mistakes in gram-
mar, spelling, or pointing ; and, in certain in-

stances, authors prefixed to their works, a solemn
adjuration to the transcribers, to copy them cor-

rectly; the following ancient one, by Irena3us,

has been preserved :
" I adjure thee, who shalt

transcribe this book, by our Lord Jesus Christ,

and by his glorious coming to judge the quick
and the dead, that thou compare what thou trans-

scribest,and correct it carefully, according to the

copy from which thou transcribest ; and that thou
also annex a copy of this adjuration to whatthou
hast written."

—

Eusehius's Eccles. Hist.

The monastic writers, or copiers of manu-
scripts, have been thought by some, to be the

last relics of the Jewish scribes, or the Roman
librarii .

—

Dihdin.
Turner, in his History of England, gives the

following account ofOsmund, who came over with
the Conqueror, and who had been created Earl of
Dorset, and borne the highest offices in the state,

having embraced a religious life, and been chosen
bishop of Sherborn, or Salisbury, collected a noble
lil)rary ; and not only received with great liberality,

every ecclesiastic that was distinguished for learn-

ing, and persuaded them to reside with him, but
copied and bound books with his own hand.

1085, Ma^/ 24. Dierf Pope Gregory VII. This
pope from a bigotted zeal, or a principle of policy,

endeavoured to destroy the works of all the most
eminent heathen authors ; and, among many
others that perished by his means, he is said to

have burned above one hundred copies of Livy's

History, all the decads of which were entire before

his time.

The Dictates of Hildebrand, sufficiently de-

monstrate the fierce impetuosity and boundless

ambition of his character. One of these Dictates

affirm, " that no book is to be deemed canonical

without his authority."

Inflamed with the blindest zeal against every

thing Pagan, this pope ordered that the library

of the Palatine Apollo, a treasury of literature

formed by successive emperors, should be com-
mitted to the flames ! He issued this order under
the notion of confining the attention of the clergy

to the holy scriptures! From that time all

ancient learning which was not sanctioned by
the authority of the church, has been emphati-
cally distinguished as profane—in opposition to

sacred. This Pope also is said to have burnt the

works of VaiTo, the learned Roman, that St.

Austin should escape from the charge of plagi-

arism, being deeply indebted to Varro for much
of his great work the City of God. The works
of the ancients were frequently destroyed at the

instigation of the monks. They appear some-
times to have mutilated them, for passages have

not come down to us which once evidently existed.

" Science now dreads on books no holy war

,

Thus multiply'd, and thus dispers'd so far,

She smiles exulting, doom'd no more to dwell
'Midst moths and cobwebs, in a friar's cell

:

To sec her Livy, and most favour'd sons.

The prey of worms and popes, of Goths and Huns ;

To mourn, half-eaten Tacitus, thy fate.

The dread of lawless sway, and craft of state,

Her bold machine redeem's the patriot's fame
From royal malice, and the bigot's flame

;

To bounded thrones displays the legal plan,

And vindicates the dignity of man.
Tyrants and time, in her, lose half their pow'r,

—

And Reason shall subsist, tho' both devour.
Her sov'reign empire, Britons, O ! maintain
While demons yell, and monks blaspheme in vain.

Her's is the reg^imen of civil good

;

And her's, religion, truly understood."

Until this century, musical notes were ex-

pressed only by letters of the alphabet, and till

the fourteenth century they were expressed by
large lozenge-shaped black dots or points placed

on different lines, one above another, and these

first-named ut, re, mi, fa, sol, la, to which si was
afterwards added ; and they were all expressed

without any distinction as to length of time, and
without any such thing as breves, semibreves,

minims, crotchets, or quavers. The old psalters,

in many cathedral churches, are found thus

written. In the library at Worcester, there is a

copy of St. Matthew's gospel, set to music
throughout, with these sorts of notes. Reeds
were commonly used for writing the text and
initials, and quills for the smaller writing.

From the origin of monasteries, till the close of

the tenth century, there were no schools in Europe,

exceptthose belonging to monasteries, or episcopal

churches. At the beginning of the eleventh cen-

^
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tury, tliey were opened in most of the cities of

Italy and France, by qualified persons amongboth
the laity and clergy. But though their general

introduction and establishment, must be assigned

to this period, yet it is certain that Charlemagne
founded several in his dominions ; and long before

his reign, St. Augustine was an usher in a school.

His business was to preside over the dress, morals,

gait, &c. of his pupils, and sit with them in a
kind of anti-school, separated from the principal

school by a curtain. Here they said their lessons

to the usher, before they went to the master ; when
the curtain was drawn back. In the middle ages,

there were distinct schools for clerks, for laymen,

and for girls ; and two hundred children at a time

are represented as learning their letters. Itine-

rant schoolmasters were also common. The whole
of the education, however, even of those of the

highest ranks, seldom went beyond reading and
writing, and the more simple rules of arithmetic.

—It is generally the fate of discoveries that are

made prematurely, and under unfavourable cir-

cumstances, either tobe strangled in their birth, or

to struggle through a very short and useless ex-

istence. Had the art of printing been invented

during the deepest ignorance and gloom of the

dark ages, its value and importance would not
have been appreciated, and it might gradually
have sunk into neglect and total oblivion. Books
were indeed, excessively rare, and dear ; but very
few sought for them, for few had the curiosity or

ability to read, and fewer, the money to purchase
them. After the tenth century, literature began to

revive
;
paper from linen rags wus invented ; and

a tendency to commerce appeared. This caused
a gradual accumulation of capital, and rendered
necessary some attention to learning.

1086. The peaceable state of William's affairs

gave him leisure to finish an undertaking which
proves his great and extensive genius, and does

honour to his memory. It was a general survey
of all England; their extent in each district,

their proprietors, tenures, value, the quantity of
meadow, pasture, wood, and arable land, and of
all denominations who lived upon them. This
valuable piece of antiquity, was called Doomsday
Booh.

The name oiDom Boc, or Doomsday Book, has
most commonly been derived from "the Saxon
Dom-doom, orjudgment, alluding by metaphor,
to those books, out of which the world shall be
judged at the last day. But although its won-
derful minuteness in the survey of British pro-
perty might have made this the original of its

title, yet its Latin names do not support it, since
they signify only the Winchester Rolls, the
Writings of the King's Treasury, the King's
Book, the Judicial Book, the Assessment of
England, &c. The design of the work was to

serve as a register of the possessions of every
English freeman, although it is still doubted
whether it were done to record the names and
divisions of England, in imitation of the Win-
chester Roll of Alfred ; to ascertain what quan-
tity of military service was owed by King
William's chief tenants; to aifix the homage

due to the sovereign ; or to record by what tenure
the various estates of Britain were held. The
survey was, however, undertaken by the advice
and consent of a great council of the kingdom,
which met immediately after the false rumour
of the Danes' intended attack upon England, in

the year 1085, as it is stated in the Saxon chro-

nicle, and it did not occupy long in the execu-
tion, since all the historians who speak of it vary

but from the year 1083 until 1087. There is a
memorandum at the end of the second volume,
stating that it was finished in 1086. The man-
ner of performing this survey was expeditious ;

—

certain commissioners, called the King's Justi-

ciaries, were appointed to travel throughout
England, and to register upon the oaths of the

'

sheritfs, the lords of each manor, the priests of

every church, the stewards of every hundred, the

bailiffs and six villeins,* or husbandmen of every

village, the names of the various places, the

holders of them in the time of King Edward the

Confessor, forty years previous; the names of

the possessors, the quantity of land, the nature

of the tenants, and the several kinds of property

contained in them. All the estates were to be
then triply rated ; namely, as they stood in the

reign of the Confessor; as they were first be-

stowed by King William I. and as they were at

the time of the survey.

The manuscript itself, consists of two volumes,

a greater and a less. The first of these is a large

folio, containing the description of thirty-one

counties, upon 382 double pages of vellum,

numbered on one side only, and written in a
small but plaiin character, each page having a
double column. Some of the capital letters, and
principal passages, are touched with red ink, and
others have red lines run through them, as if

they were intended to be obliterated. The smaller

volume is of a 4to size, and is written upon 450
double pages of vellum, but in a single column,
and in a very large and fair character ; it con-

tains three counties, and a part of two others.

A perfect idea of the appearance of the Dooms-
day Book may be had on reference to the fac-

similies engraved for the Reports of the Com-
missioners of the Public Records, whence the

foregoing account has been abstracted; to Re-
gistrujn Honoris de Richmond ; to the Histoi-y

and Antiquities of the County of Leicester, by
John Nichols, to Collections for the History of
Worcestershire, by the Rev. Tlireadway Nash,
D. D., and to The History and Antiquities of
the County of Surrei/, by the Rev. Owen Man-
ning, and William Bray.f

There are, however, other manuscripts known
by the name of Doomsday; as a third sur-

vey was also made by the Conqueror, and a

* Villeins were those, who were sold with the land, but
could not be removed, like the slaves., who could be sold
from one person to another.

t The DoomsdayBook, was, until l695,kept under three
locks, the keys of which were in the custody of the treasu-
rer and the two chamberlains of the Exchequer ; but it is

now deposited in the Chapter-house, at Westminster, where
the fee lor consulting it is 6s. ad. and for transcripts from
it, 4d. per line. For an account of the printing of the
Doomsday Book, sec 1767 post.
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fourth is preserved in the Exchequer, which,
although it be an abridgement of the former,

consists of a very large volume.
There is preserved in the archives of Exeter

cathedral, another Doomsday Book,us\\ii\\y called

from that circumstance, the Exon Doomsday ;

which consists of five counties in the western parts

of the kingdom, copied from King William's

survey. Its size is a small folio, having 532
double pages of vellum.

Other manuscripts called Doomsday, or those

of a similar nature, are the Inquisitio Eliensis, a
register of the property of the monastery of Ely,

preserved in the Cottonian libraiy. The Winton
Doomsday, a suiTcy made in the reign of Heniy
I. to ascertain the demesnes of Edward the Con-
fessor,inWinchester. TheBoldon Book, an inqui-

sition into the rents and tenures due in the bishopric

of Durham, the name of which was derived from
the village of Boldon, near Sunderland, by whose
inhabitants its contents were furnished.

1091. The celebrated abbey of Croyland des-

troyed by fire: the library contained 700 volumes.
When Joff'red, abbot of Croyland, resolved to

rebuild the church of his monastery in amostmag-
nificent manner in the next century, he obtahied
a huW, dispensing ivitli the third part of all pen-
ances for sin, to those who contributed any thing

towards the building of the church, and sent

monks into every country to publish the condi-
tions. " By this means," says the historian, " the

wonderful benefits granted to all the contributors

towards the building, were published to the very
ends of the earth, and great heaps of treasure,

and masses of yellow gold, flowed in from all

countries, upon the veneralde Abbot Joflred, and
encouraged him to lay the foundation of his

church." Nor was this all ; for, upon the day
of performing that ceremony, an immense con-
course of earls, barons, knights, &c., with their

ladies and families, attended, each of whom laid

a stone and deposited upon it a sum of money,
a grant of lands, tithes, or patronages, or a
promise of materials and labour in erecting the
church ; and it is said that more was that day
raised in money and grants, than was sufficient

to complete the extended building, in the most
costly style.

Such were the extraordinary means by which
the clergy of those days overcame the minds, and
taxed the purses of the credulous la^nnen. But
as there is no earthly good without some alloy, so

neither is there any evil without some concomi-
tant good. The very avarice of the clergy, and
their disposition to munificence and splendour
in their monasteries and churches, were the great
means of promoting the cultivation of architec-
ture, weaving, embroidery, painting, working in
metals, and all the other fine arts. And it is

curious to reflect, that the superstition of the
people, was the direct means of diff'using a taste
for sculpture. The sway which the churchmen
also possessed over the minds of the rich, operated
towards the foundation of many seminaries of
learning, and the collection of many valuable
libraries.

1096. The first araiy ofthe Crusaders marched
from Europe, for the recovery of Jerusalem.

"What judgment," inquires Mr. Berrington,

in his Literary History of the Middle Ages,. " shall

we form ofthe Crusaders, which, were more extra-

vagant in their origin, more contagious in their,

progress, more destructive in their consequenses,

than all the follies which had hitherto infuriated

or depressed the human mind, and which towards
the close of this centuiy, took forcible possession

ofthe western world. The scheme originated in the
cultivated mindof Gerbert, in the first year of his

pontificate ; was nourished by Gregoiy VII.; and
carried into execution by the activity of Urban 11,

and the eloquence of Peterthe Hennit. Jerusalem
was taken in 1098." Ignorance and barbarism
marked the progress of the Crusaders, and litera-

ture in every form was the object of indifference.

Schools and convents felt the general contagion

;

and if a few employed the remonstrances of
wisdom, they were unheeded, or despised.

Cassiodorus, to use the words of Gibbon,
" after passing thirty years in the honours of the

world, was blessed with an equal term of repose

in the devout and studious solitude of Stfuillace."

To this place, (the monastery ofMount Cassino,

in Calabria) he carried his own extensive libraiy,

which he greatly enlarged by manuscripts bought
at a considerable expense in various parts of

Italy. His fondness for literature spread among
the monks ; he encouraged them to copy roanu-
scripts ; and even wrote a treatise, giving minute
directions, for copying with correctness and
facility. What he did there seems to have
been imitated in the other monasteries of that

part of Italy ; for fifty religious houses there are

mentioned, which afterwards principally supplied

the libraries of Rome, Venice, Florence, and
Milan, with manuscripts.

1101. Died, Bruno, the celebrated founder of

the Carthusian monks, and one of the active

promoters of knowledge, by the attention which
he paid to the multiplication of books by tran-

scription. He was born at Cologne, about the

year 1030, and was descended from an ancient

and honourable family. Such was his reputa-

tion, that he was considered the ornament of the

age in which he lived, and the model of good
men. After the legal deposition of Manases,
archbishop of Cologne, for simony, Bruno was
offered the vacant archbishopric, but preferred a
state of solitude. He, with six companions,
withdrew into the desert of Chartreuse,* in the

diocese of Grenoble, and selecting a barren plain,

in a narrow valley, between two cliffs, near a
rapid torrent; surrounded with high craggy rocks,

almost all the year covered with snow ; there, he
and his companions built an oratoiy, and very

small <)ells, at a little distance from each other,

similar to the ancient Lauras of Palestine. Such
was the original of the order of Carthusians,

which took its name from this desert.

* The name Chartreuse is given to all other convents of
this order, which by some has been corruptly called
Charter House, the term now constantly applied to their
ancient residence in London.
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The Carthusians practised uncommon austeri-

ties; but their chief employment was that of

copying- hooks, by which they endeavoured to

earn their subsistence, that they might not be

burthensome to others. This order, notwithstand-

ing its excessive austerities, was at one period so

extensive, that it possessed one hundred and
seventy-two convents, and five nunneries; the

nunneries were all situate in the Catholic Nether-

lands. By the rules of the Carthusians, the

sacrist was ordered at a certain hour of the day,
" to deliver out to the monks, inks, parchment,

pens, chalk, and books, to read or transcribe."

1102. The general manners of the age, and the

too frequently depraved habits of the monks and
priests, proved greatly injurious both to the cause

of religion and literature, at this period. The
cmsades, were every where preached, pilgrimages

were undertaken ; ceremonies were multiplied
;

and appeals were made to the decisions of coun-

cils, in preference to the scriptures. The canons

of synods and provincials, exhibited the lamen-
table state of monkish and clerical morality. Of
these canons, some of which refer to crimes,
" obstinately and profligately" practised, of a
nature unfit to meet the public eye, the following

are selected from Anselm's canons, passed at

Westminster, in this year.

Can. 9. "That priests go not to drinking bouts,

nor drink to pegs."*
Can. 27. " That none exercise that wicked

trade, which has hitherto been practised in Eng-
land^ of selling men like beasts."

1 102. Roger, King of Sicily, says, in a diploma
written in 1115, and quoted by Rocchus Pyrrhus,

that he had renewed on parchment a charter that

* Such {?reat drinkers were the Danes, who were in
England in the time of Edgar, and so much did their bad
examples prevail with the English, that he, by the advice
of Dunstan, archbishop of Canterbuiy, put down many
alehouses, suffering only one to be in a village, or small
town : and he also further ordained, that pins or nEuls
should be fastened into the dfinking-cups, or horns, at
stated distances, and whosoever should drink beyond those
marks at one draught, s'lould be obnoxious to a severe
punishment,—Strutt, in Brand's Obseroattons on, Popular
Antiquities,

Our ancestors were formerly famous for compotation;
their liquor was ale, and one method of amusing them-
selves in this way was with the peg-tankard. I had lately
one of them in my hand. It had on the inside a row of
eight pins, one above another, from top to bottom. It

held two quarts, and was a noble piece of plate, so that
there was a gill of ale, half a pint Winchester measure,
between each peg. The law was, that every person that
drank was to empty the space between pin and pin, so
that the pins were so many measures to make the company
all drink alike, and to swallow the same quantity of liquor.
This was a pretty sure method of making all the company
drunk, especially if it be considered that the rule was, that
whoever drank short of his pin, or beyond it, was obliged
to drink again, and even as deep as to the next pin. And
it was for this reason, that in Archbishop Anselm's canons,
made in the council of London, A. D. 1102, priests are
enjoined not to go to drinking bouts, nor drink to pegs.
William of Mailmesbury, speaking of Dunstan, Archbishop

of Canterbury, says, " So extremely anxious v>ras he to
preserve peace even in trivial matters, that, as his country-
men used to assemble in taverns, and when a little eleva-
ted, quarrel as to the proportions of their liquor, he ordered
gold or silver pegs to be fastened in the pots, that whilst
every man knew his just measure, sheune would compel
each, neither to take more himseljf, nor oblige others to
diink beyond their proportional share.—Sharpe's History
of the Kings of England.

had been written on cotton paper, " in charta
cuttunea,''^ in the year 1 102, and another in 111 2.

1109. DiWIngulph, the abbot ofCroyland,an
Englishman, and who is chiefly celebrated for his

History of the Abbey of Croyland, in which the

reader is interested by the simple and ingenius air

of his narrative. From this history, it does not

appear, that any distinct period was allotted to

study,by the monks of the abbey ; but an account

is given of a present offorty large original volumes,

of divers doctors, to the common library, and of

more than a hundred smaller copies of books, on
various subjects. Sometimes, also, the name^ are

mentioned of men, said to have been " deeply

versed in every branch of literature." As the

transcripts of books multiplied, the permission to

inspect them, was more liberally conceded than

formerly. The historian gives a specimen of their

rule on this point :
"We forbade," says he, " un-

der the penalty of excommunication, the lending

of ourbooks, as well the smaller without pictures,

as the larger with pictures, to distant schools,

without the abbot's leave, and his certain know-
ledge within what time they would be restored.

As to the smaller books, adapted to the boys, and
the relations of the monks, &c. we forbade to be
lentmore than one day without leave of the prior."

1109, April 21. Died Anselm, archbishop of

Canterbury, in the 76th year of his age. In 1060,

he commenced monk, at th6 age of twenty-seven,

at Bea, in Nonnandy, under Lanfranc. His
progress in religious knowledge was great ; but
mildness and charity seem to have predominated

in all his views of piety. Lanfranc dying in 1 089,

William II. usurped the revenues of the see of

Canterbury, and treated the monks of the place

in a most barbarous manner. On the death of his

royal persecutor, (August 5, 1100) he was invited

to England by Henry I. and although he became
the strenuous defender of the papal authority, he
seems to have been influenced more by the popu-
lar prejudices of his day, than by a spirit of am-
bition, which certainly formed no part of his

character. Besides the canon which he framed
at WestmmsteY,forbidingmen to be sold as cattle,

which had till then been practised, another iiir

stance of his humane and pious disposition, is

given, which is, that one day as he was riding to

the manor of Herse, a hare, pursued by the

hounds, ran under his horse for refuge ; he stop-

ped, and turning to the hunters, said, "This hare

reminds me of a sinner upon the point of depart-

ing this life, surrounded with devils, waiting for

their prey. The hare starting off", he forbade her

to be pursued, and was obeyed. The works of

Anselm are partly scholastic, partly devotional,

and demonstrate him to have been a man of

genius, as well as piety.

—

Butler's History of the

Church of Christ.

1110. It has been stronglycontended by many
writers, that Cambridge had no existence as a
school of learning, until this year, in the reign of

Henry II. Others, have contended, that it was
founded either by Sigebert, or Alfred ; and some
even go back to the fabulous ages. The fact,

however, like other ancient facts, is not so clear
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as to be wholly free from dispute. But without en-
tering into these controversies, it may be observed

that, from small beginnings, Cambridge is be-

come, in the course of time, exceedingly illustri-

ous, and, in rank, the second university in the

world. Inferior to Oxford in magnitude, or the

number of its colleges, professors, and students,

it is, notwithstanding, capable of boasting many
noble edifices and foundations. But, though
Cambridge must yield the palm, in these respects,

to her sister, we suppose she will be unwilling to

do it in the valuable attainments of science and
literature. She as well as Oxford, hath produced
a number of eminent men ; not, indeed, as mem-
bers of a single seminary, but as the ornaments
of their country, and the glory of human nature.

It has often been said, that Oxford has excelled

in the knowledge of the classics, belles-lettres,

and the languages ; while Cambridge hath made
superior progress in philosophy, mathematics, and
the severer studies. It is, however, to be sincerely

hoped, that prosperity may reign over both ; and
not only them, but also every other institution,

that hath for its aim, the promotion of religion

and literature, and that their only contention
will be, who shall form the gi'eatest number of
characters, that will be an honour to their

native land.

1110, April 19, Died, St. Robert, abbot of
Molesme, founder of the Cistercians. Among
the founders, was an Englishman of the name of
Stephen Harding, of an honourable and wealthy
family. He received his education in the mo-
nastery of Sherbom, in Dorchester, and he
there laid a very solid foundation of literature,

and sincere piety. He travelled into Scotland,
and from thence to Paris, and Rome. In 1098,
he, with twenty companions, retired to Citeaux,
a marshy wilderness, live leagues from Dijon,
where they founded the Cistercian order. In
1109, he was chosen the third abbot of Citeaux,
and with the assistance of his monks, wrote
during the same year, a very correct copy of the
Latin Bible, for the use of the monastery. The
Cistercian monks allotted several hours in the
day to manual labour, copying books or sacred
studies. This most valuable manuscript copy
of the Bible is preserved at Citeaux, in four
volumes in folio, written on vellum. He Died
March 28, 1134.

1110. The Jirst Mystery, or Sacred Drama,
that was ever attempted in England, at least with
which we are acquainted, was exhibited under
the direction of Geoffrey, a learned Norman, who
had been invited from the university of Paris, to

superintend the direction ofthe school of the priory
of Dunstable, where he composed the play of St.
Catharine, whiiihvfa,s acted by his scholars, during
this year. Matthew Paris, who first records this

anecdote, says, that Geoffrey bon-owed copes from
the sacrist of the neighbouring abbey of St. Al-
ban's, to dress his characters. He was afterwards
elected abbotofthat opulent monastery.

—

Warton.
The composers of the Mysteries did not think,

that the plain and probable events of the Holy
Scriptures, sufficiently raarAcllous for an audience

who wanted only to be surprised. They frequently

selected their materials from books which had
more the air of romance, particularly the legends,

and pseudo gospels. They also introduced into

them the most ludicrous and licentious con^'ersa-

tions, and actions.

1112. About this year, the empress Irene, con-
sort of Alexis Commenes, says, in her rule drawn
up for the nuns in a convent she had founded at

Constantinople, that she leaves them three copies

of the rule, two on parchment, and one on cotton.

1116. So rare and expensive were transcripts

of the Sacred Writings, that when any person
made a present of a copy to a church or monas-
tery, it was deemed a donative of such value,

that he ofi'ered it on the altar pro remedio animce
sua:, in order to obtain the forgiveness of his sins.

In the collegiate church of Dreux, in France, a
Latin bible, fairly written in two vols, folio, is

preserved, at the close of which is a Latin deed
of gift. The following is a translation

:

" Let all thesons ofthe church,whetherpresent
or future, know that Thomas, Seneschall of St.

Gervase, hath of his own free will, given this

Library* to God and the holy protomartyr
Stephen, for the remission of his own sins, and
those of his wife Ermilina, of his son Herbert,and
of his daughters Margaret and Fredeburga; the

canons of the said church of the protomartyr,

have, therefore, conceded to them the benefits and
prayers ofthe said church, for ever. Offered by
the hand of Thomas himself, and by the hand of
his wife, on the altar of the protomartyr Stephen,
on the day of the Nativity of our Lord, in the year
of the Incarnation, one thousand one hundred and
sixteen, in the reign ofthe most pious and sincere

worshipper of God, King Louis the sixth, son of
King Philip the first."

—

Le Long.
1120. Martin Hugh, a monk, being appointed

by the convent of St. Edmund's Bury, to write

and illuminate a grand copy of the bible for their

library, could procure no parchment for that

l)urpose in England.
Most of the ancient manuscripts now extant

are written onparchment. From their appearance,
the parchment has evidently been polished ; ac-

cording to ancient authors, by the pumice stone.

They used three kinds,—that of the natural

colour ; the yellow, bicolor membryna of Persius,

which seems to have been so called because one
side ofthe leaf was white, the other yellow ; and
the purple ; the parchment being tinged with that

colour, when silver or gold letters were to be used.

Vellum, a finer kind of parchment, made from
the skins of very young calves, was also prepared
and used by the ancients, and in the dark and
middle ages, for writing upon. The side of the
parchment, which was written upon, was called

Pagina, or page, from pango, to write, or com-
pose ; and as only one side of the parchment
was, in general, written upon, the written side

was temied the Recto, and the blank side Verso.

The blank side of manuscripts, w ritten on single

paper, was sometimes used for rough drafts, or

* The term Bibliotheca, or library, was frequently applied
to the Bible.

—

Townley.
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given to children for copy-books—hence the Latin

teiTti, adversaria, a note book, loose papers.

The writers of the ^Codices Rescripti, or as

they were sometimes called Codices Palimpsestiy

employed various methods to obliterate the an-

cient writings; sometimes they pared off the

surface of the parchment or vellum manuscripts

;

sometimes they boiled them in water; at other

times discharged the ink by some chemical pro-

cess, particularly by the use of quick lime ; and

sometimes only partially defaced the writing

with a sponge ; or where it was already faded

through age, pursued their transcription without

further erasure. These processes, so destructive

to literature, were commenced at a very early

period, for in the canons of the council of truth,

held in the seventh century, we find one made
expressly against this, and similar practices.

" They that tear, or cut the books of the Old or

New Testament, ox ofthe holy doctors, or sell them
to the depravers of books, or apothecaries, or any

one who will make away with them, unless they

be worn out and useless, is excommunicated for

a year;—they that buy them, except to keep, or

sell again for the benefit of themselves or others,

or corrupt them, let them be excommunicated !

"

By this barbarous operation, religion and
science were equally outraged, and the veiy

words of God obliterated, to make way for such

writings, as have yielded but little to the instruc-

tion or amelioration of posterity. Nor was the

practice confined to the obliteration of the sacred

records only ; many classical works of high repu-

tation were also sacrificed to gain or superstition.

Thus, in the place probably, of some of the finest

writers of antiquity, philosophers, poets, histo-

rians, and grammarians, we have missals, con-

fessionals, monkish rhymes, and execrable and
puerile legends. In the fourteenth and fifteenth

centuries the erasure of writing became so com-
mon in Gemiany, that fearing the use of erased

parchment in public instruments might prove

injurious to the public, efficacious measures were

adopted to prevent this disorder. Accordingly

the patents, by which the emperors elevated

persons to the dignity of a count, with power to

promote imperial notaries, usually contained the

following clause :
—" On condition that they shall

not employ old and erased parchment, but it

shall be virgin, (i. e. made of abortive skins) and
quite new." These literary depredations were

occasioned by that extraordinary scarcity and
dearness of materials for writing upon, which
existed during several ages, in most parts of

Europe. Great estates were often transferred

from one to another by a mere verbal agreement,

and the delivery of earth and stone before wit-

nesses, without any written deed.

Cicero, writing to his friend Trebatius, who
had written to him on parchment, which had been
before used, betrays a fear that Trebatius had
erased his letter, to save the expense of buying
new parchment. Angelo Mai, succeeded in de-

ciphering a part of Cicero's Treatise on Republics,
which had been partially erased, in order to sub-

stitute St. Augustine's Commentary on the Psalms.

1135. At this time, the manner of pubhshing
the works of authors, was to have them read over
for three days successively, before one of the
universities, or other judges appointed by the
public ; and if they met with approbation, copies
of them were then peimitted to be taken, which
was usually done by monks, scribes, illuminators,
and readers, who were brought up, or trained to
that purpose, for their sole maintenance and
support.

1153. Petrus Mauritius, called the venerable,
a cotemporary of St. Barnard, who died on this

day, has the following express passage on linen
rag paper :

—
" The books we read every day,"

says he, in his Treatise against the Jews, "are
made of sheep, goat, or calf skin ; or of oriental

plants, that is the papyrus of Egypt : or of rags:
ex rasuris veterumpannorum.' " These last words
signify undoubtedly the paper, such as is now
used.

There is no countrywhich has not had its learn-
ed and elaboi-ate inquirers as to the means through
which Europe became acquainted, sometime in
this century, with the article of paper. Casiri,
however, whilst employed in translating Arabic
writers, has discovered the real place from which
paper came. It has been known in China, where
its constituent part is silk, from timeimmemorial.
In the thirtieth year of the Hegira, (in the middle
of the seventh century) a manufactory of similar
paper at Samarcand ; and in 706, fifty-eight yeai'S

afterwards, one Youzef Amru, of Mecca, discover-
ed the art of making it with cotton, an article more
commonly used in Arabia, than silk. This is

proved by the following passage from Muhamad
Al Gazeli's " De Arabicarum Antiquitatum Eru-
ditione :"—" In the ninety-eighth year of the
Hegira, " says he, " a certain Joseph Amrii first

of all invented paper in the city of Mecca, and
taught the Ai-abs the use of it." And as additional
proof, that the Arabians, and not the Greeks of
the lower empire, as it has long been aflSnned,
were the inventoi-s of cotton paper, it may be
observed, that a Greek of great learning, whom
Montfaucon mentions as havingbeen employed in
foi-ming a catalogue of the old MSS.in the king's
library, at Paris, in the reign of Henry II. always
calls the article ^^ Damascus Paper. '^ The sub-
sequent invention of paper, made from hemp or

flax, has given rise to equal controversy. Maffei
and Tiraboschi have claimed the honour in behalf
of Italy, and Scaliger and Meerman, for Ger-
many ; but none of these writers adduce any in-
stance of its use anterior to the 14th century. By
far the oldest in France is a letter from Joinville
to St. Louis, which wjis written a short time before
the decease of that monarch in 1270. Examples
of the use of modern paper in Spain, date from a
century before that time : and it may be sufficient

to quote, numerous instances, cited by Gregorio
Mayans, namely, a treaty of peace concluded
between Alfonso 11. of Aragon, and Alfonso IX.
of Castile, which is preserved in the archives at
Barcelona, and bears date in the year 1178; to
this we may add, the fueros (privileges) granted
to Valencia by James the Conqueror, in 1251.
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The paper in question came from the Arabs, who,

on their arrival in Spain, where both silk and cotton

were both equally rare, made it of hemp and

flax. Their first manufactories were established

at Xativa, the San Felipe of the present day

;

a town of high repute in ancient times, as Pliny

and Strabo report, for its fabrication of cloth.

Edrisi observes, when speaking of Xativa, " Ex-
cellent and incomparable paper is likewise made
here." Valentia too, the plains of which produce

an abundance of flax, possessed manufactories a

short time afterwards ; and Catalonia was not long

in following the example. Indeed the two latter

provinces at this moment furnish the best paper

in Spain. The use of the article, made from flax,

did not reach Castile until the reign of Alfonso X.
in the middle of this century, and thence it cannot

be questioned that it spread to France, and after-

wards to Italy, England, and Geiinany. The
Arabic manuscripts, which are of much older date

than the Spanish, were most of them written on

satin paper, and embellished with a quantity of

ornamental work, painted in such gay and re-

splendent colours, that the reader might behold

his face reflected as if from a mirror.

Dr. Robertson, remarks, " that the invention

of paper from linen rags, preceded the dawning
of letters, and improvement in knowlege, towards

the close of the eleventh century, and that by
means of it, not only the number of manuscripts

increased, but the study of the sciences was won-
derfully facilitated." So far, indeed, as respects

Tuaterial, after this period the European world was
as nearly as well off" for the means of circulating

and transmitting knowledge, as we are of the

present day. But we must never lose sight of

this fact, that all books were manuscript.
" As to the origin of the paper we now use,

nothing can, with certainty," says Father Mont-
faucon, " be affirmed concerning it." Thomas
Demster, in his Glossary^ or the Institutes of
Justinian, says, that it was invented before the

time of Accursius, who lived in the beginning

of the thirteenth century. Notwithstanding he

there speaks of bombycine paper, there is reason

to believe he also comprehends under that name,
the linen-rag paper, which is much like cotton

paper. In some countries both were equally

used; as in Sicily, the state of Venice, and
perhaps others. Several editions of Aldus Manu-
tius, made at Venice, are on cotton paper: the

proximity of Greece had, no doubt, introduced

the use of it there.

Paper, fabricated from linen rags, is now used
throughout Europe, and almost every part of

the world where Europeans have penetrated;

and is a much more valuable material for writing

upon, than the cotton paper. We are ignorant

both of the invention and of the date of this im-
portant discovery. Dr. Prideaux delivers it as

his opinion, that linen paper was brought from
the East, because many of the oriental manu-
scripts are written upon it. Mabillon believes

its invention to have been in the twelfth century.

The inventor of the linen rag paper, whoever
he was, is entitled to the gratitude of posterity,

who are enjoying the advantages of the discovery.

The art of printing would have been compara-
tively of little importance without having the

means of procuring a proper material to receive

the impressions ; while the papyrus was the only
kind 01 paper, it was impossible to have pro-

cured it in sufficient quantities to have made
large editions of books, without which the great

bulk of mankind would for ever have retained

the ignorant barbarity of the dark ages ; the

cotton paper, though an improvement, was but
a rude and coarse article, unfit for any of the

nice purposes, to which paper is now applied.

The perfection of the art of paper-making con-

sisted in finding a material which could be pro-

cured in sufficient quantities, and would be easy

of preparation.

A more common, or economical substance

could not be conceived, than the tattered remnants
of our clothes, linen worn out and otherwise

incapable of being applied to the least use, and
of which the quantity everj^ day increases. Nor
could a more simple labour be imagined than a
few hours trituration by mills. The dispatch is

so great, that it has been observed by a French
writer, that five workmen in a mill may furnish

sufficient paper for the continued labour of

3,900 transcribers. This was on the supposition

of the process being conducted upon the old

system of hand labour, but by the improved
system of our modem mills, when the paper is

produced in a constant and regular sheet by a
curious machine, instead of the workman making
sheet by sheet separately, the quantity produced
is infinitely gi'eater.

The paper which had been for a long time used

by the Romans and Greeks, was made of the bark

of an Egyptian aquatic plant. According to the

description Pliny after Theophrastus, gives of

it, its stalk is triangular, and of a thickness that

may be grasped in the hand; its root crooked;

ana it teraiinates by fibrous bunches composed of

long and weak pedicles. It has been observed in

Egypt by Guilandinus, an author of the 15th

century, who has given a learned commentary on
the passages of Pliny, where mention is made of

it ; and it is also described in Prosper Alpinus

and in Lobel. The Egyptians call it herd, and
they eat that part of the plant which is near the

roots. A plant named papero, much resembling

papyras of Egypt, grows likewise in Sicily; it is

described in Lobel's Adversaria. Ray, and
several others after him, believed it was of the

same species; however, it does not seem that the

ancients made any use of that of Sicily ; and M.
de Juffieu thinks they ought not to be con-

founded, especially by reading, in Strabo, that

the papyrus grew only in Egypt, or in the Indies.

Pliny, Guilandinus, Montiaucon, and the Count
de Caylus, are of his opinion.

Paper made of bark, is said to have been an-

ciently used for the imperial protocols, in order

to render the forging of false diplomas more
difficult. Montfaucon notices a diploma, or

charter, written on bark, in the Longobardic
character, about the beginning of the eighth

Ik
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century, preserved in the lil)rary of Antony
Capello, a senator of Florence. It is a judg-

ment given at Reate, about guardianship. The
parties contending are either Goths, or, as is

more likely, Lombards; the judges are Romans,

It is remarkable, that the date was originally

inserted in it ; but has been defaced by a mouse
gnawing it, as it lay rolled up ; it is, however,

one of the first charters in which the Christian

computation has been used.

The Egyptian papyrus was applied to the

purpose of writing upon, before the preparation

of parchment, and its application to the same use

was known. The common opinion, derived

from the authority of Varro and Pliny, that the

preparation of parchment from skins, owes its

origin to a dispute between Eumenes, King of

Pergamus, and one of the Ptolemies, concern-

ing their respective libraries, in consequence of

which the Egyptian King prohibited the ex-

portation of papyrus, and Eumenes inventing

parchment, is certainly unfounded. Its manu-
facture and use, are mentioned by Josephus,

Diodorus Siculus, and other authors, as having
been known long before the age of the Ptolemies

:

the name given to it by the ancients, however,

Charta Pergamena (paper of Pergamus) renders

it highly probable that its mode of preparation

was improved, or its manufacture and use, was
more general there, than in other places.

It is not known when the papyrus was first

manufactured into paper, but there were cer-

tainly, at a very early period, at least 300 years

before the time of Alexander, manufactories of it

at Memphis. It was highly useful to the ancient

Egyptians on many accounts, besides that of

supplying them with paper, from the pith, they

extracted a sweet nutritivejuice; from theharder,

and lower parts, they formed cups, staves, and
ribs of boats ; from the upper, and more flexible

parts, were manufactured icloth, sails, ropes,

shoes, wicks for lamps, &c. Pliny says, that the

leaves of the papyrus were suffered to dry in the

sun, and afterwards distributed according to their

diflerent qualities fit for diflerent kinds of paper;
scarce more than twenty strips could be separated

from each stalk : and iBruce, who succeeded in

making it, both in Abyssinia and Egypt, has
offered several veiy curious observations on the

natural history of the papyrus, in the seventh

volume of his Travels, 8vo edition, page 117, &c.
In one point, he differs from the account given
by Pliny, of the mode of manufacturing paper
from it.

The internal parts of the bark of this plant

were made into paper; and the manner of the

manufacture was as follows :—Strips, or leaves

of every length that could be obtained, being
laid upon a table, other strips were placed across,

and pasted to them by the means of water and a
press; so that this paper was a texture of several

strips ; and, it even appears that, in the time of
the Emperor Claudius, the Romans made paper
of three lays.

The paper of the Romans never exceeded thir-

teen fingers-breadth, and this was the finest and

k

most beautiful, as that of Fannius. In order to

be deemed perfect, it was to be thin, compact,
white, and smooth ; which is much the same with
what we require in our rag paper. It was sleeked

with a tooth or shell ; and this kept it from soaking

the ink, and made it glisten. The Roman paper
received an agglutination as well as ours ; which
was prepared with flour of wheat, diluted with

boiling water, on which were thrown some drops

of vinegar ; or with crumbs of leav^ened bread,

diluted with boiling water, and passed through a
bolting cloth. Being afterwards beaten with a
hammer, it was sized a second time, put to the

press, and extended with the hammer. This ac-

count of Pliny is confinned by Cassiodorus, who,
speaking of the leaves of the Papyrus used, in his

time, says, that they were white as snow, and com-
posed of a great number of small pieces without

any junction appearing in them, which seems to

suppose necessarily the use of size. The Egyptian
papyrus seems even to have been known in the

time of Homer ; but it was not, according to the

testimony of Varro, until about the time of the

conquest of Alexandria, that it began to be manu-
factured with that perfection, which art always
adds to nature.

For a fuller account of the early use of paper,

see Massey,upon the Origin of Writing; Robert-
son's History of Charles V. in the notes to vol. 2,

and Reesh Encyclopedia, article paper.

1154. Another Anglo-Saxon record, which in

national importance may almost claim an equa-
lity with the Doomsday Book, is the celebrated

Saxon Chronicle, or, as it might be more properly

denominated, from the extensive nature of its

contents, the Saxon Annals, is an original and
authentic record of the most important transac-

tions of our Saxon ancestors, from their first

arrival in Britain down to the year 1154 ; but the

register commences with an introduction, con-

taining a memoranda of the great events and
periods, from a. d. 1. compiled from various

sources.

The names of the writers of these Annals can

be little more than conjectured: but Professor

Ingram appears to imagine that the Kent and
Wessex Chronicles, might have been commenced
under the direction of the archbishops of Can-
terbury, or perhaps beneath the superintendance

of archbishop Plegmund, until his decease in

923; whilst he also seems to conceive it not

impossible that King Alfred himself might have
written the genealogy of the West-Saxon Kings,

and a separate chronicle of Wessex. From their

time, he considers, until a few years subsequent

to the Norman Invasion, the Saxon Annals were

carried on by various hands under the patronage

of such characters as archbishops Dunstan,

^Ifric, &c. do\\ u to the election of William de

Waltville to be abbot of Peterborough, in a. d.

1154. There are several authentic manuscript

copies of the Saxon Chronicle, which Jire pre-

served in the British Museum, the Bodleian, and
the Dublin Libraries, and one of great authority,

written about the eighth or ninth century, which
is kept at Corpus Christi College, Cambridge,

I
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Of all these, a particular description, with fac-
similes, will be found in Professor Ingram's
translation of the Saxon Annals, where also

farther references, upon this particular subject
are given.

11 57. Died, Peter de Clugu}-, whoby scholastic

writers is called the venerable ; he once wrote to a
friend, exhorting him to assume the Pe/i, instead
of the plough, and transcribe the Scriptures,

instead of tilling the land. Aldhelm, who died
May 25, 709, wrote a short poem on a writing
pen. Writing pens are mentioned by Alcuin.

1159, Sejjt. 1. Died, Pope Adrian the Fourth,
(Nicholas Brakespere) an Englishman, who by
a train of singular adventures, had risen from
the lowest condition to the papal dignity ; to

which he was elected on the third of December,
1154. He is the first and only Englishman who
has worn the triple diadem. In 1155 he sent

from Rome for the use of the English people, who
were directed to commit them to memory, metri-
cal versions of the Creed and Lord's prayer.
These curious proofs of the high regard of the
Roman pontiff for his countrymen, are here
copied from Stoic's Chronicle.

THE CREED.
1 beleue in God Fadir almichty shipper of heuen and earth,
And in Jhesus Crist his onlethi son vre Louerd,
That isiuangethurchtheholy ghost : bore of Mary maiden,
Tholede pine vnder Pounce PUat, picht on rode tree, dead

and yburiid,
Licht into belle, the thridde day from death arose,
Steich into heauen, sit on his fadir richt honde God almichty
Then is cominde to deme the quikke and the dede,
I beleue in the holy ghost,
All holy chirche,
Mone of alle hallwen : forgiaenis of sine,
Fleiss vprising,
Lif withuten end, Amen.

THE LORD'S PRAYER.
Vre fadir in lieune riche,

Thi name be halieid eueriliche,

Thou bring vs to thi michil blisce,

Thi will to wirche thu vs wisse,
Als hit is in heuene ido,

Euer in eaith ben hit also,

Tliatholi bred thet lasteth ay.
Thou sendhit ous this ilke day,
Forgiue ous aU that we hamth don,
Als we forgiuet vch other mon.
He let us falle in no founding,
Ak scilde us fro thefoule thing, Ameu.

This singular instance of a pope of Rome,
deeming it necessary to transmit to England, a

vernacular version of the Creed and Pater Noster,

sufficiently indicates the low state of religious in-

fomiation among the inferior classes of the

people.

—

Townley, vol. 1. p. 406.

1160, Henry II. by the evil council of Roger
de Mowbray, desiezed the monks of Kirkstall,

near Leeds, in Yorkshire, of their best estate, the

Grange of Micklethwaite. Ralph Hogeth, the

abbot, in order to conciliate the king's favour,

presented him with a gold chalice, and a manu-
script of the Gospels. This caused a violent

dispute between the abbot and his monks; and
may be adduced as an instance of the extreme
scarcity of manuscripts in the middle ages. A
copy of the Gospels here accompanied a gold
chalice, as a propitiatory offering to a king If it

was their only copy which is far from being im-

probable, then was it indeed, to be deplored.-

Whitaker's History of Craven.

1161. Two churches were given to the monks
of Ely, for the use of the scriptorium, by Niger.

R. de Paston, gave a grant to Bromholm abbey,

in Norfolk, of Is. per annum, a rent charge on
his lands, to keep their books in repair.

1164. Henry II. sent a splendid embassy to

the Pope in this year, consisting of one archbishop,

four bishops, three of his own chaplains, the

Earl of Arundel, and other three of the greatest

barons of the kingdom. When these ambassadors
were admitted to an audience, and four of the

prelates had harangued the pope and cardinals

in Latin, the Earl of Arundel stood up and
made a speech in Latin, which he began in this

manner—"We, who are illiterate laymen, do
not understand one word of what the bishops

have said to your holiness !" Could Henry, who
was himself a learned prince, have found men of

any learning whatever amongst his nobility, we
may be sure he would have employed them upon
such an occasion. The truth is, that the general

ignorance of the laity of all ranks was so well

known, that the historians of the period distin-

guished them and the clergy by the respective

epithets of laid and literati. All the learned

men, in short, belonged either to the secular or

regular clergy. They were the only lawyers,

the only physicians, the only scholars in the

kingdom. The great bulk o^ the nation, rich

and poor, were ignorant of every science but that

of shedding blood—upon more refined and
scientific principles certainly, than formerly, but
no way different in the result.

1170. The tithes of a rectory were appro-

priated to the cathedral convent of St. Swithin,
at Winchester, for the use of the scriptorium.

The scriptorium at St. Edmund's-Bury, was
endowed with two mills.

1171. In the records of the exchequer we find

an entry purporting that on the 17th year of

the reign of Henry II. the sheriffs of London,

paid by the King's order, ^^ xxi^s. for gold to gild

the Gospel used in the King's chapel."—Madox's
History of the Antiquities of the Exchequer.

1174. Walter, prior of St. Swithin's at Win-
chester, afterwards elected abbot of Westminster,

purchased of the canons of Dorchester in Oxford-

shire, the homilies of St. Bede and St. Augustine's

psalter, for twelve measures of barley, and a pall,

on which was embroidered in silver, the history

of St. Birnus converting a Saxon king.— Warton.

1 179. Died, Peter Waldo, one of the earliest

reformers of the church. He was an opulent

merchant, and citizen of the city of Lyons ; and
although, he was not the founder, as has been

supposed, of the Waldensian churches, he be-

came one of their most considerable friends and
benefactors ; and, by his writings, his preachings,

and his sufferings, defended their cause, and ex-

tended their influence. It is certain, that to

Waldo, with the assistance of others, the Christian

world in the West, is indebted for the first trans-

lation of the bible into the popular language, or

French.
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1198. The Festival of Fools was instituted at

Paris on cle jour de ran 1198, and continued

prosperously for 240 years. The merits of this

rich solemnity originally belonged to St. Nicho-

las, and the " Lords of Misrule," in our inns of

court, with the " Abbots of Unreason," seem to

have acquired their dignity from the same motive,

that of exploding by a just ridicule the Satur-

nalian mummery, and the priestcraft of the

Druids.

1 203. In thesummer ofthis year, the Crusaders

appeared before Constantinople ; and spent the

following winter in the suburbs of Galata. The
city was taken by storm, and sutfered all the

horrors of pillage and devastation. " In order to

insult the fallen city, the manners, the dress, the

customs of the Greeks were exposed to ridicule or

scorn, in ludicrous exhibitions ; undpens,inkstands

and paper y were displayed in the streets, as the

ignoble arms or contemptible instruments of a race

of students and of scribes. Paper or parchment
held out no temptation to avarice ; and the pil-

grims feeling no predilection for science,particu-

larly when locked up in an 'unknown tongue,

would not be solicitous to seize or purloin the

works of the learned ; but we cannot doubt that

many perished in the three fires which raged in

that city ; for some writings of antiquity, which,

are known to have -existed in the twelfth century,

are now lost. The effects of these Holi/ Wars,
as they were called, became visible in a variety of

forms, and the crusades may be regarded as the

date, when Chivalry first assumed a systematic

appearance ; knighthood was then invested with

extraordinary splendours ; and the science of

heraldry may be traced to Palastine. In every

country of Europe,the Christian knight drew his

sword during the celebration of mass, and held

it out naked, in testimony of his readiness to

defend the faith of Christ.

1205, AjMl 29. King John, at the end of an
order for the transmission of various quantities of

wine, to Northampton and Windsor, adds, " send
us immediately, upon the receipt of these letters,

the Romance of the History of England.
1205. Francis ofAssiie, who founded the order

of Franciscans,* in this year, says of himself,that

he was tempted to have a book ; but as this seemed
contrary to his vow, which allowed him nothing
but coats, a cord, and hose, and in case of necessity

only, shoes; he, after prayer, resorted to the gospel,

and meeting with that sentence, " It is given unto
you to know the mysteries of the kingdom of

heaven, but to them it is not given ;" (Matthew
xiii. 11.) concluded that he should do well enough
without books, and suffered none of his followers

to have so much as a bible, or breviary, or psalter.

—Gataker, on the Nature and Use of Lots.

1208, March29. Immediately after the publica-

tion of the interdict against King John, we find

that monarch, giving a receipt to the sacrist of

Reading, for various books which had been in the

custody of the abbot of that monastery. The

* The Dominicans, from the colour of tlieir upper gar-
ments were called Black Friars ; and the Franciscans were
called Grey Friars.

books were " six books of the bible, in which were
contained all the Old Testament ; the first part of
the Bible, and the Sacraments of Master Hugh
de St. Victor ; the Sentences of Peter Lombard

;

the Epistolce de Civate Del of St. Augustine;

Augustine upon the third part of the psalter ; the

books of Valerian de Moribus; the ti-eatise of

Origin, upon the Old Testament ; and the book
of Cardidus Arianus ad Marium A few days

afterwards, the King acknowledged to have re-

ceived at Waverley, from Simon, his chamberlain,

his book called Pliny, which had also been in the

custody of the abbot of Reading.

1214. The first obscure mention of academical

degrees, in the university of Paris, from which

the other universities in Europe have borrowed

most of their customs and institutions. In 1231,

academical degrees were completely established.

1215, June 29, (Trinity Friday) King John
subscribes Magna Charta, or the great Charter

ofLiberties, which is the basis and palladium of

British freedom, upon this day, at Runemeade, a

meadow so named on the banks of the Thames,
between Staines and Windsor, (now the Egham
race course.) " On the one side, stood Fitz Walter,

and the majority of the barons and nobility of

England : on the other, sate the King, accompa-
nied by eight bishops, Pandulf, the papal envoy,

and fifteen gentlemen ; these attended as his ma-
jesty's advisers." It is a curious fact, and one
which marks the state of literary knowledge, even

amongst the nobility, in those days, that out ofthe

twenty-six barons who subscribed this important

bill of rights, only three could write their own
names, the signatures ofthe remainder, according

to the tenn, only made their marks. Most of the

provisions expired with that system, for which
they were calculated ; but at the same time, they

were highly useful. They checked the most
galling abuses offeudal superiority, and they gave

a new tone to English legislation.

It is to the English barons, remarks the illus-

trious Chatham, that we are indebted for the laws

and constitution we possess ; their virtues were

rude and uncultivated, but they were great and
sincere ; their understandings were as little

polished as their manners ; but they had hearts to

distinguish the rights of humanity, and tliey had
the spirit to maintain them.

This memorable instrument was ratified four

times by Henry III. the son and successor of

John; twice by EdwiU'd I. ; fifteen times by
Edward III. ; seven times by Richard II. ; six

times by Henrj' IV. ; and once by Henry V.*
Until the reign of King John, markets and

fairs were always held in the church-yard, and
on a Sunday. Newark-upon-Trent, in Notting-

hamshire, was the first place whose inhabitants

petitioned that monarch to change the market-

days from Sunday to Wednesday, on which day

* Sir Robert Cottin, one day at his tailor's , discovered
that the man was lioldinj; in his hand, ready to cut up for

measures, an ongin«l Magna Charta, with all its appen-
dages of seals and signatures. Tliis anecdote is told by
Colomies, who long resided in this country ; and an origi-

nal Magna Charta is preserved in tlie Cottonian library, in

the British Museum, exhibiting marks of dilapidation.
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it is yet held. King John, upon whose head a
pile of crimes, crowned by pusillanimity, died
Oct. 19, 1216, at Newark Castle, aged 57 years,

and was buried in Worcester cathedral.

From the time of the Conquest, to this period,

upwards of live hundred monasteries were built,

in each of which a school was kept ; thus increas-

ing both the number of teachers and students,

multiplying the inducements to pursue know-
ledge, and more than all, making books much
more common and attainable, than at any former
period. The circle of the sciences was, of course,

much enlarged beyond the trivium and quadri-
viuniy of former ages, and each was reduced to a
more distinct purpose and method

1216. Henry, in his Histonj ofEngland, states

that the following parts of learning were culti-

vated in some degree in Britain, during the period
from 1066 to 1216:—gi-ammar, rhetoric, logic,

metaphysics, physics, ethics, scholastic divinity,

the canon law, arithmetic, geometry, astronomy,
astrology, and medicine. He also gives the fol-

lowing anecdote, to shew the trifling questions
that were agitated by the loquacious ofthis period.
"When a hog is earned to market with a rope tied

about its neck, which is held at the other end by
a man, whether is the hog carried to market by
the rope or the man."

1220. At this period, there were seventy public
libraries in Arabian Spain, which contained
250,000 volumes. The Jews of Spain also, were
much devoted to literature : Leo Africanus speak-
ing of booksellers, alludes to one Jewish philoso-
pher ofCordova,who,having fallenin love, turned
poet : his verses, he adds, were publicly sold in a
street in that city, which he calls the bookseller's
street. Mr. Hallam says, booksellers appear in
the latter part of this century ; and quotes Peter
of Blois, who mentions a law book which he had
bought from a public seller of books.

1225. Roger de Insula, dean of York, gave
several Latin bibles to the university of Oxford,
with a condition, that the students who pemsed
them, should deposit a cautionary pledge. The
library of that university, before 'l300, consisted
only of a few tracts, chained or kept in chests in
St. Mary's church.

—

Warton.
1226. In the great revenue-roll of John Ger-

veys, bishop of Winchester, there is an item of
Jive shillings y expended forparchment in one year.
Wheat was from two to three shillings a quarter,
or eight bushels.

1228, July 9. Died Stephen Langton, arch-
bishop of Canterbury, to which he was nominated
by Innocent III. in 1207, vacant by the death of
Hubert Walter, and was consecrated by the pope
himself at Viterbo. This nomination being re-
garded as an usurpation of the rights of the king
of England, and by the monks and bishops of his
provmce, met with a violent resistance from the
king. The pope enraged at the disappointment,
laid botli the king and kingdom under an inter-
dict, which was pronounced by the bishops of
London, Ely, and Worcester, March 28th, 1208.
At length, dispirited by opposition from the pope
and foreign princes from abroad, and from the

barons, and many of the clergy and people at

home, the king submitted to the election of Ste-

phen, and purchased his peace with the Roman
pontiff, by a charter granted to certain prelates,

and the payment of 40,000 marks. In 1222, the

archbishop called a council at Oxford, at which
a number of constitutions were framed, from
which a few are extracted, as illustrating the

practice and manners of the age.*

On various occasions the archbishop disco-

vered a haughty independence, particularly in

his conduct towards his sovereign and the pope.

The irritated pope excommunicated and sus-

pended him, and reversed the election of his

brother Simon Langton, who had been chosen to

the see of York. Prior, however, to the calling

of the council at Oxford, these violent measures

appear to have been relinquished.

Stephen Langton was by birth an Englishman.
He received his education at Paris, and became
so eminent for scholastic learning, that he was
created chancellor of the university of Paris,

canon of Paris, and dean of Rheims; and on his

being called to Rome, he was placed among the

cardinals, by Innocent III. He was author of

Commentaries on many of the books of the Old
and New Testament, and many other works.

He died at Slindon, in Sussex, and was buried

in the cathedral at Canterbury.

1229. The council of Toulouse held in this

year, by Romanus, cardinal of St. Angelo, and
the pope's legate,formed the first court of Inqui-

sz7io7t,and published the firstcanon which forbade

the scriptures to the laity.

1229, Dec. 7. On this day, the Boy Bishop,

in the chapel at Heton, near Newcastle-upon-

Tyne, said vespers before Edward I. on his way
to Scotland, who made a considerable present to

him and the other boys who sang with him. In
the reign of Edward III. he received nineteen

shillings andsixpence, for singing before the king,

in his private chamber on Innocents' day.

The ceremony of the Boy Bishop, is supposed

to have existed not only in collegiate churches,

but in almost every parish. A statue of the

collegiate church of St. Mary OiFrey, in 1337,

retained one of them within the limits of its own
parish. Dean Coletf in the statutes of the school

founded by him in 1510, at St. Pauls, expressly

orders that his scholars shall, every Childermas
(Innocents') day^ come to Paul's Church, and
hear the Chylde-Byshop's sermon : and after be

* Constit, 21. We forbid with the terror of anathema
any one to retain robbers in his service, for committing
robberies : or knowingly to let them dwell on his lands.

31. Let not clergymen, that are beneficed, or in holy
orders, publicly keep concubines in their manses, (or

parsonage houses,) or have public access to them with
scandal, any where else.

36. We decree that nuns, and other religious women,
wear no silk veils, nor needles of silver or gold in their

veils; that neither monks nor canons regular, have girdles
of silk, or garnished with gold or silver j nor use burnct,
(artificial brown) or any irregular cloth. Let the dimen-
sions of their clothes be commensurate to their bodies, not
longer than to cover their feet, like Joseph's coat, which
came down to the ankles. Only the nuns may wear a ring,

and but one.
t John Colet, Dean of St. Paul's, died Sept. 16, 1519,

and was buried in St. Paul's.
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at tlie high mass, and each of them offer a penny
to the Chylde-Byshop : and with them the

maisters and surveyors of the scole ! By a pro-

clamation of Henry VIII. dated July 22, 1542,

the show of the Child Bishop was abrogated,

but in the reign of Mary it was revived. One
of the flattering songs sung before that queen by
the Boy Bishop and printed, was a panegyric

on her devotion, and compared her to Judith,

Esther, the queen of Sheba, and the
.
Virgin

Mary. The accounts of St.Maryat Hill, London,
in the 10th Henry VI. and for 1549 and 1550,

contain charges for the Boy Bishops of those

years. At this period his estimation seems to

have been undiminished; for on November 13,

1554, the Bishop of London issued an order to

all the clergy of his diocese to have a Boy Bishop
in procession; and in the same year he went
about St. Andrew's, Holborn, and St. Nicholas

Olaves, in Bread-street, and other parishes. In
1556, the Boy Bishop again went abroad singing

in the old fashion, and was received by many
ignorant but well-disposed persons into their

houses, and had much good cheer. Warton
affinns that the practice of electing a Boy Bishop
subsisted in common grammar schools ; for St.

Nicholas, as the patron of scholars has a double
feast at Eton College, where, in the papal times,

the scholars (to avoid interfering as it should
seem with the Boy Bishop of the college on St.

Nicholas' day) elected their Boy Bishop on St.

Hugh's day, in the month of November. Brand
is of opinion that the anniversary montem at

Eton, is only a corruption of the ceremony of

the Boy Bishop and his companions, who by the
edict of Henry VIII. being prevented from
mimicking any longer their religious superiors,

gave a new face to their festivity, and began
their present play at soldiers, and electing a
captain. Even within the memory of persons

alive when Brand wrote, the montem was kept
in the winter time a little before Christmas,

although it is now kept on Whit-Tuesday. A
fonner provost of the school remembered when
the scholars were accustomed to cut a passage

through the snow from Eton to the hill, called

Salt-hill. After the procession had arrived, the

chaplain with his clerk used to read prayers, and
then, at the conclusion, the chaplain kicked the

clerk down the hill.

The procession of the boy bishop took place at

Nicholas tide, and according to Strype, " made
the people so fond of keeping this holiday, that

every parish almost had its St. Nicholas."* For
a full and interesting account of the boy bishop,

see Hone on Mysteries and Religious Shows.
Lond. 1823, 8vo.

1239. One of the earliest specimens of paper

* The procession of the boy bishop was instituted in
honour of St.Nicholas,the patron of scholars and of children,
the invocative saint of mariners, and likewise the patron
of the parish clerks of London. It is said of St. Nicholas,
that, " being present at the council of Nice, among 318
bishops, he shone among them all with so much clarity,
and opinion of sanctity, that he appeared like a sun among
so many stars." He was an eminent Grecian archbishop,
jdied December 6, 342.

from linen rags, which has yet been discovered,
is a document, with the seals preserved, with this

date, and signed by Adolphus, count of Schaum-
burg. It is preserved in the university of Rintelu
in Germany. But Cassiri, positively affinns, that

there are manuscripts in the palace of the Escu-
rial, near Madrid, both upon cotton and linen

paper, written prior to the thirteenth century.

1240. The numeral figures which we now em^
ploy, began to be made use of in Europe, for the

first time, in the Alphonsean tables, made by the

order of Alphonso, son of Ferdinand, King of

Castile ; who employed for this purpose, Isaac

Hagen, a Jew singer, of the synagogue of Toledo,

and Abel Ragel, an Arabian. About the year

900, the Arabs took them from the Indians ; and
the other Eastern nations received them through

the Spaniards, a short time after their invasions.

These ciphers, in the indexes to French books,

are frequently called Arabic ciphers^ to distin-

guish them from Roman numerals.

1246. In a synod held at Leige, by Hugo de

S. Caro, or according to his French name, Hu-
gues de St. Cher, the feast of Corpus Christi*

was first ordered tobe celebrated. Hugo deserves

to be placed in the first rank of sacred critics,

and patrons of literature. To him we are indebted

for the celebrated Correctorium Bihliorum ofthe

Dominicans ; the first Concordance of the Holy
Scriptures, that is of the Vulgar Latin bible ; a

Comment on the Old and New Testament ; and,

according to dean Prideaux, for the division of

the bible into chapters. He was bom at Vienne,

in Dauphiny, studied at Paris, where he became
a Dominican friar in 1225. Gregory IV. sent

him to Constantinople, to procure, if possible, an
union of the Greek and Roman churches. On
his return, he was chosen provincial of France,

and in 1245, he received the dignity ofa cardinal

from Innocent IV. being the first of the Domi-
nicans who obtained that honour. He died

March 14, 1262, and was buried at Lyons.

1250. A manuscript containing the Proverbs

of Solomon, Ecclesiastes, Canticles, and Wisdom,
and the prologues, has the following anathema at

the beginning: " This bookbelongs to the monas-

tery of Rochester, given by the prior John ; if any
one remove it, or conceal it when taken away, or

fraudulently deface this inscription, let him be

anathem. Amen."
The prior and convent of Rochester, declare,

that they will every year, pronounce the irrevo-

cable sentence of damnation on him who shall

purloin or conceal a Latin translation of Aris-

toilers Physics, or even obliterate the title.

* The design of the annual feast of Corpus Christi was to

impress upon the minds of the people a belief of the reality

of transubstantiation. Besides a superb procession through
the streets on the day of the celebration, there was com-
monly a Mystery, or interlude, which sometimes lasted

eight days. It was confirmed by different popes, and
various privileges and indulgeucies were granted to those
who honoured it by their devotions. Thus Pope Urban,
in his bull of 1264, "To encourage the faithful to honour
and celebrate this great feast, we grant to all that do con-
fess their sins, and are truly penitent, whoshallbe found in

the church, at the Mattins (midnight) of the said feast,

one hundred days' paidon, and as many to those who shall

devoutly assist at raB&s,"—Butler''s Moveable Feasts,
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1250. A close roll of Henry III., commands

brother R. de Sanford, master of the knights of

the Temple in England, to allow Henry of the

wardrobe, the bearer, to have for the queen's use,

a certain great book whtch was in their house in

London, written in the French dialect, containing

the Exploits of Antiocha, and of ^Ae Kings, and
<Miers. This work was probably a French trans-

lation of a Latin heroic poem, entitled the War
ofAntioch ; or the third Crusade ofRichard I.

written by Joseph of Exeter, otherwise called

Josephus Iscaenus ; and was prehaps wanted for

the queen to elucidate the paintings in the

Antioch chamber. It is observable, that all the

books mentioned in these Close Rolls, are either

in the Latin or French language. Indeed no
English literature of that time, existed, if we
except metrical chronicles and romances, chiefly

translations of a veiy marvellous character, a few
of which have of late years, been printed from
manuscripts still extant.

1253. Henry III. orders Edward, the son of

Otho of Westminster, to cause to be purchased
certain church-service books, and to give them to

the constable of Windsor castle, that he might
deliver them by his own hand, to the officiating

chaplains in the new chapel at Windsor, to be
used by them ; and they were then to be held

responsible to the constable for this " library,"

consisting of eight books.

1253, Oct. 4. Died Robert Grosseteste, or

Grosthead, bishop of Lincoln, to which he was
called in 1235. He seems to have been a person

of obscure parentage, and born about the year

1175, at Stradbrook, in Suffolk. He received his

education at Oxford, and afterwards went to

Paris, where he acquired those stores of learning,

which subjected him, like his friend Roger Bacon,
to the calumny of some of his cotemporaries, who
accused him of necromancy, or magic. After his

election, to the see of Lincoln, he religiously de-

voted himself to the duties of his high office, and
adopted vigorous measures for the reformation

of abuses, and for the instruction of the clergy

and people of his diocese, who were lamentably
deficient in the first rudiments ofChristian know-
ledge ; and, it is said, that he was a decided friend

to vernacular translations of the scriptures. He
was an universal scholar, and no less conversant

in polite letters, than in themost abstruse sciences.

He abolished the Feast of Asses, which used to be
annually celebrated in Lincoln cathedral on the

feast of the circumcision ; also miracle plays, and
other games and pastimes on holidays.

Bishop Grosseteste, and Roger Bacon, in par-

ticular, merited the gratitude of the age in which
they lived, by their decided opposition to every
encroachment in church or state, and their ardent
desire to promote biblical and scientific ac-

quirements among all classes.

A list of the bishop's works is given in Cave's
Hisioria Litteria, Lond. 1688.

1259, Oct. 13. The parliament assembles, in

which a project ofre/orm was proposed, approved,
and ordered to be enforced by the judges in their

circuits. Its principal objects were to secure the

inferior tenants from the oppression of their lords
^

and to purify the administration of justice.

—

Henry III. reigned from Oct. 19, 1216, to Nov.
16, 1272, and was buried at Westminster.

1260. Elizabeth, the wife of Charles Robert
King of Hungary, mentions two Breveriaes in

her will, one of which she bequeathed to her

daughter in law, and the other to Clara von
Puker, but with this stipulation, that after her

death, it should belong to a monastery at Buda.
1263. The revenues of Baliol college, Oxford,

founded at this period, were so small, as to yield

only eight-pence per week to each scholar, but
were afterwards so increased, by the benefaction

of Sir P. Somervyle, as to raise the weekly allow-

ance of the fellows and scholars to eleven-pence,

and in case of dearness, to fifteen-pence.

1264. According to the statutes of Merton
college, Oxford, founded in this year, the allow-

ance to the scholars, was only fifty shillings per

annum, for all necessaries.

1270, March 22. Died Louis IX. King of

France. He displayed the magnanimity of the

hero, the integrity of the patriot, and the huma-
nity of the philosopher. His biographer, who
had been eighteen years confessor to queen Mar-
garet, wife of Louis, tells us, that his library

consisted of the bible, accompanied with a gloss,*

the originals of the works of St Augustine, and
a few other works concerning the scriptures.

These he either himself read, or caused others to

read to him, every day after dinner. By his

order a translation was made of the whole bible,

into French.—Le Long.

1272, Nov. 16. Edward I. commenced his

reign, and immediately expelled the Jews from
the kingdom, their libraries were dispersed, their

goods seized, and many of them barbarously

murdered. At Huntingdon and Stamford, all

their furniture came under the hammer for sale,

together with their treasures of books. These
Hebrew manuscripts were immediatelypurchased

* By gloss is meant a commentary or exposition, ge-
nerally taken out of the Latin Fathers, St. Hieronyme, St.

Augustine, &c. It is originally a Greek work, and at first

meant a single word put to explain another, as appears
from the ancient Greek and Latin glossaries, but after-

wards it came to signify any exposition or larger com-
mentEiry. From hence are derived our English expres-
sions, to put a gloss upon a thing, that is, a favourable
interpretation or construction : gloss, a fau- shining out-
side J

and to glose, to flatter.

There are few who are ignorant of the sense and
meaning of the word text, but how it grew to signify the
WORD OP Gon, many, perhaps, would be glad to know.
We have from the Romans, who from the similitude sub-
sisting between spinning and weaving, and the art of
composing, both in verse and prose, applied to the latter

several expressions proper to the former j hence Horace,

" That fine spun thread with which our poem's
Wiought."—Ep. 21. 1. 225.

and Cicero, texere orationem, and contexere carmen. Among
the later Roman writers, Textus occurs often in the sense
of a piece or composition, and by excellence came to denote
the Word of God, just as the general word also Scriptura
did. Before the art ofprinting was invented, theText, or the
Word of God, was written in the centre of the parchment,
in a larger hand ; the gloss in a smaller hand and written
at each side of the Text; and because the text was usually
wi-itten in a very large and masterly hand, a large and
sti'ong hand of that sort, came to be called Text-hand.—
See Townlcy's Biblical Literature, vol. I, page 291
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by Gregory of Hiiiitint^don, prior of the abbey
of Ramsey, who bequeathed them to his monas-
tery. At Oxford great multitudes of books, which
had belonged to the Jews, fell into the hands of

Roger Bacon, or were bought by the Franciscan

friars, of that university.

In this year a statute was enacted against libels,

under the title, " Against slanderous reports, or

tales to cause discord betwixt king and people."

1274. Stow, informs us, that the abbot W. de
Howton, bequeathed to the abbey of Croxton,

a bible, fairly written, with a gloss or comment,
sold for fifty marks, £'33 6s. 8d. : and Madox, in

his History of the Exchequer, says, that in 1274,

the building of two arches of London bridge cost

only £25. About this time, the price of wheat
averaged about 3^. Ad. a quarter ; a labourer's

wages were \\d. a day ; a man-servant, with meat
and clothing, were from three to five shillings per

annum ; a harvest-man was paid twopence a day;

a sheep sold for a shilling ; and thirty quarters of

fossil-coal, for 175. Qd.

1275, Dec. 8. The booksellers of this period

were called Stationarii, from their stations, or

shops, a term still in use in the English word
stationer.* They not only sold books, but many
of them acquired considerable property by lend-

ing out books to be read, at exorbitant prices,

not in volumes, but in detatched parts, accord-

ing to the estimation in which the author was
held. In Paris, the limited trade of these book-
sellers, consisted principally in selling books for

those who wished to dispose of them, and fur-

nishing a depository for them, whilst on sale.

To prevent frauds being practised by these sta-

tionaries, as they were called, the university

framed a law, or regulation of the above date,

by which the l30oksellers w ere obliged to take an
oath every year, or at the farthest, every two
years, or oftener if required, that they would act

loyally, and with fidelity in their employment.
By the same statute, which Mas the first ever

passed in the university respecting booksellers,

they were forbidden to purchase, on their own
account,' the books placed in their hands, until

they had been offered to sale for a month ; and
were enjoined to expose them publicly, imme-
diately on being lodged in their hands, with a
label affixed, containing the title and price of the

book ; it was also further ordered, that this price

should be received on behalf of the owner of the

books, who should allow a certain commission
to the vender, which was fixed by the university

at four deniers per livre, according to the price

of the book : and if any bookseller committed
fraud, he was dismissed from his office, and the

masters and scholars were prohibited trading

with such persons, under pain of being deprived
of all the rights and privileges of the community.
The sorbonne or university of Paris, possessed by
various royal "diplomata" an extensive jurisdic-

tion and controul over every thing connected
with the profession ; as also scribes, booksellers,

* The Latin term statio, sometimes means a place of
public resort ; sometimes also a depository.

bindei-s, and illuminators. It claimed, and on
many occasions, seems to have made a tenacious
and frequently a severe and inquisitorial use of
this right of censure. The university also exer-
cised the right of visiting , and of inspecting
books sent from other countries. Their stalls, or
portable shops, were erected only near the public
schools and churches, and other places of general
resort. Hence Chevillier takes occasion to notice
the great antiquity of book-stalls. Matthew
Paris informs us, that book-stalls were sometimes
placed in the Parvis, or church porch, were
schools were also occasionally kept ; and that in

the year 1250 a poor clerk of France, was forced

to drag on " a starving life in the Parvis, keeping
a school, and selling petty books ;" and the
portal at the north end of the cross aisle, in

Rouen cathedral, is to this day called Le Portail
des Libraires, or the porch of the booksellers.

1276, July 27. Died at Xativa, James I. King
of Arragon. In 1274, he attended the fourteenth

general council and the second of Lyons ; there
were present five hundred bishops, seventy abbots,
and divers ambassadors. St. Thomas Aquino
expired on the way. King James passed a law,

in his dominions, that whoever possessed any of
the books of the Old and New Testament, in the

Romance* or vulgar tongue, and did not bring
them to thebishop ofthe place to be burned, should
be considered as suspected of heresy, whether of
the clergy or the laity, and suffer accordingly.

1280, March 30. Hugh Balsam, bishop of
Ely, endows his foundation of Peterhouse, the
first college in the university of Cambridge.

1283. In the annals of the priory of Dunstable,
for this year, we find the following short entry,
" This year, in the month of July, we sold our
slave William Pyke, and received one mark,
(13,s. 4fZ.) from the buyer."

—

Henry.
1284. The Harleian manuscript, No. 647, in

the British Museum, gives precise information

concerning the weekly as well as annual expen-
diture of the abbey of St. Edmondbury, in the

14th year of Edward I. It presents an account
of the necessaries required to support eighty

monks, eleven hundred and one serving-men,

eleven chaplains, the nuns of Thetford, and
visitors to the monasteiy. It opens with an
account of the weekly charges of the bakehouse
and brewery:—sixteen and a half seams (that

is, quarters) and two bushels of wheat, at 55. the

seam, £4 3s. 9d.\ twelve and a half seams of

barley malt, oXAs. per seam, £2 10,?. ; thirty-two

seams of oaten malt, at 3,?. the seam, £4 16s.

;

wages of the servants in the brewery and bake-

* The modem term Romance, is derived from the name
given to the corrupted Latin spoken, chiefly, by the Franks
after their settlement in Gaul or France. This new lan-
guage varied in different provinces, for want of a regular
standard of pronunciation and grammar ; so that the dif-

ferent dialects are at this day often not intelligible to those
who speak pure French. As fictitious narratives of imagi-
nary adventures were the first compositions committed to
writing in the vernacular dialect of France, whilst other
writings still continued to be published in Latin, this spe-
cies of historic fiction became distiiin;uished by the term
Romance.—Du Cangc, Glosmrium. All the Eastern tales

may be propably stiled Romances.
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house, each week, 45. 4^d. ; fuel, £l 6s. 8d.

Tlie total of weeHy charge, £13 0*. d^d. giving

an annual total of£678 Is. 2d.

Exclusive of this charge for the monastery,

there is a separate account in the hatehouse and
brewery for the abbot; the revenues of the abbot

and convent, in all the greater monasteries, being

kept separate, and the estates for the support of

each detached from each other. The weekly

expenditure in the abbot's department comes so

near in amount (£11 5s. 9d.) to that for the

convent generally, that it seems necessary to add
the remark that, as a parliamentary baron, the

abbot was obliged to maintain a large retinue

;

he had his town residence and his country seats,

and all the monastery who held rank in society

were necessarily his guests.

In the kitchen of the monastery, £10 per week
was expended on flesh, fish, eggs, cheese and
other minor articles, making a total annual

expenditure under this head of £520, besides

the purveyance of the cellarer, which consisted

chiefly in the provision for Lent, during the

continuance of which his expenditure was for

herrings, £25 ; for four seams of pulse for gniel,

£1 12^.; for six seams of beans, £l 10s.; honey,

6s. 8d.; nuts, 13s. 4d.', salt, £3 6s. 8rf.; forty-

two seams of peas, for pottage through the year,

£11 ; total annual expense in the cellarer's

department, £43 8s. 8d. Here the abbots'

portion comes in again ; the weekly expenditure

of which was, six carcasses and three quarters

of oxen, at 4s. the ox, £1 7s.; fifteen porkers

and a half, at 3s. the porker, £2 6s. 6d.; thirty-

one geese, at 2d. each, 5s. 2d.; one hundred and
fifty-five hens, at \d. each, 12s. lid. The weekly

expenditure in the abbot's kitchen amounted to

£4 15s. 7d., making an annual total, exclusive

of fuel, of £568 4s. 3d. The annual cost of

fuel for the kitchen, to both the abbot and the

convent, was £30. A charge of £60 then comes
for the provender of the horses of the prior,

cellarer, and hospitaller; and another £60 is

charged for pittances,misericordias, robes, horses,

and other necessary expenses of the cellarer.

All these various accounts make the gross annual

expenditure of the abbey, as far as its affairs in

the kitchen, the refectory, and the convent stables

are concerned, amount to £147 lis. 2c?. This

sum seems to have covered the maintenance as

well as the hospitality of the convent in ordinary

times ; but, on particular occasions, a royal visit

broke much deeper into the abbey revenues.

The entertainment of King Richard II. and his

queen at this abbey in 1383, alone cost the

monastery eight hundred marks: and King
Henry VI., in 1433, stayed there from Christmas
to St. George's day.

The large sums expended upon oaten malt
may appear not very intelligible ;

particularly as

the beer brewed from it was not likely to be made
a drink of choice by the convent. But the

immense number of servants and retainers who
came with visitors of rank, the constant access

of the poor to the convent, and the recollection

tliat travellers in fonner times resorted to monas-

teries instead of inns, will easily accoimt for

this branch of the expenditure.

From the above account may be seen the cost

of various articles of food, and from which may
be estimated the value of books at this period

;

and it is rather singular, that no mention is made
either of manuscripts or books of any description.

1284-5. The earliest specimen of the art of
engraving on wood, in Europe, is supposed to

have been executed in the course of these two
years.

" The origin of engraving on wood," says Mr.
Ottley, " like that of many other useful arts, is?

obscured by clouds, which the learned have in

vain laboured to dispel. The want of evidence

cotemporaneous, or nearly cotemporaneous, with
the truth sought, has hitherto rendered every

attempt for its attainment unavailable; and con-

jecture must still be employed to fill the chasm
which proofs cannot be found to occupy. That
it is of Asiatic original, appears to be the best

founded opinion ; and if the name of its inventor

is destined ever to be known, it is most probable,

that it will be found among the records of Eastern
nations. Cliina seems to have the best claim to

the invention. It is well known that the Chinese,

in writing their language, do not describe words
by means of a combination of letters, e;ich ex-

pressive of a particular sound, as is the case in

European languages; but that they represent

each word of their endless vocabulary by one
distinct character, serving to indicate it alone ; if

indeed, those characters can properly be tenned
the representations of words, which are often

individually expressive of a sentiment that could
not, in speaking, be expressed without the assis-

tance of many words. The prodigious number
of tliese characters, amounting, according to some
accounts, to 80,000, renders it impracticable for

them to print their books with moveable types.

To cast them separately would be an endless un-
dertaking ; and were it done, by far the greater

part of them would be of very rare occurrence.

The earliest document concerning wood en-
graving in Europe, is given by Papillon ; but
this authority has given rise to much controversy

among the critics, led by Heineken on one side,

and Zani on the other, of which latter Mr. Ottley
speaks in terms of much respect. Papillon gives

the glory of the Two Cunio. They were twin
brother and sister, the first son of the count di

Cunio, which he had by a noble and beautiful

Veronese lady, allied to the family of Pope
Honorius IV. Their works were a representation,

in eight pieces, of the actions of Alexander the
Great, with Latin verses. Mr. Ottley gives a
statement of the argument on both sides of the
question, as to the authenticity of these non-exist-

ing documents, and concludes, " Thus much for

Papillon's entertaining narrative respecting the

two Cunio ; a document—for so, I think, I may
now term it, from which we learn, that engi'aving

in wood was practiced as early as the thirteenth

century, in those parts of Italy at least, which
border upon the Gulph of Venice. It is here
inserted, for the gratification of the curious.
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The Heroic Actions, represented in Figures,

Of the great and magnanimous Macedonian

Bang, the bold and valiant Alexander ; dedicat-

ed, presented, and humbly offered to the most

holy father Pope Honorius IV. the glory and
support of the Church, and to our illustrious

and generous father and mother by us, Ales-

sandoro Alherico Cunio, Cavaliers, and Isabella

Cunio, twin brother and sister: first reduced,

imagined, and attempted to be executed in relief,

with a small knife, on blocks of wood, made even

and polished by this learned and dear sister,

continued and finished by us together, at Ra-
venna, from the eight pictures of our invention,

painted six times* larger than here represented;

engraved, explained by verses, and thus marked
upon the paper to perpetuate the number of

them, and to enable us to present them to our
relations and friends, in testimony of gratitude,

friendship, and affection. All this was done and
finished by us when only sixteen years of age.

' This precious book was given to my grand-
father, Jan. Jac. Turine, a native of Berne, by
the illustrious Count di Cunio, magistrate (po-

desta) of Imola, who honoured him with his

liberal friendship. Of all the books I possess, I

esteem it most on account of the quarter from
whence it came into our family ; and on account
of the science, the valour, the beauty of the
amiable twins Cunio, and their noble^ and gene-
rous intention of thus gratifying their relatives

and friends. Behold their singular and curious
history, in the manner in which it was several

times related to me by my venerable father, and
according to which I have caused it to be written
more legibly than I myself could have done it.

' The young and amiable Cunio, twin brother
and sister, were the first children of the son of

Count di Cunio, which he had by a beautiful
Veronese lady, allied to the family of Pope
Honorius IV. when he was only a cardinal.

This young nobleman had espoused this young
lady clandestinely, without the knowledge of

the relations of either of them ; who, when they
discovered the affair of her pregnancy, caused
the marriage to be annulled, and the priest, who
had married the two lovers to be banished. The
noble lady, fearing equally the anger of her
father and that of Count di Cunio, took refuge
in the house of one of her aunts, where she
was delivered of these two twins. Nevertheless
the Count di Cunio, out of regard for his son,

whom he obliged to espouse another lady, per-

mitted him to bring up these children in his

house, which was done with every instruction

and tenderness possible, as well on the part of
the Count, as on that of his son's wife, who
conceived such an affection for Isabella Cunio,
that she loved and cherished her as if she had
been her own daughter; loving equally Ales-
sandro Alherico Cunio her brother, who, like his

sister, was full of talent, and of a most amiable
disposition. Both of them made rapid advances
in various sciences, profiting by the instruction
of their masters ; but especially Isabella, who,
at thirteen years of age, was already considered

as a prodigy ; for she perfectly understood and
wrote Latin, composed verses, had acquired a
knowledge of geometry, was skilful in music,
and played upon several instruments ; moreover,
she was practised in drawing, and painted with
taste and delicacy. Her brother, urged on by
emulation endeavoured to equal her; often,

however, acknowledging that he felt he could
never attain to so high a degree of perfection.

He himself was, nevertheless, one of the finest

young men of Italy ; he equalled his sister in

beauty of person, and possessed great courage,

elevation of soul, and an uncommon degree of

facility in acquiring and perfecting himself in

whatever he applied to. Both of them consti-

tuted the delight oftheir parents, and they loved

each other so perfectly, that the pleasure or

chagrin of the one, or the other, was divided

between them. At fourteen years of age, this

young gentleman could manage a horse, was
practised in the use of arms, and in all exercises

proper for a young man of quality; he also

understood Latin, and had considerable skill in

painting.
' His father having, in consequence of the

troubles of Italy, taken up arms, was induced,

by his repeated solicitations, to take him with him
in the same year, (at the age of fourteen) that un-
der the eye of his father he might make his first

campaign. He was entrusted with the command
of a squadron of twenty-five horse ; with which,

for his first essay, he attacked, routed, and put
to fight, after a vigorous resistance almost two
hundred of the enemy ; but his courage having
carried him too far, he unexpectedly found

himself surrounded by many of the fugitives

;

from whom, nevertheless, witli a valour not to be
equalled, he succeeded in disengaging himself

without sustaining any other injury than that of

a wound in his left arm. His father, who had
flown to his succour, found him returning with

one of the standards of the enemy, with which
he had bound up his wound : he embraced him,

full of delight at his glorious achievements, and
at the same time, as his son's wound was not

considerable, and as he was desirous to reward

such great bravery upon the spot, he solemnly

made him a knight, {i. e. a knight-banneret,)

although he was already one by his birth

;

dubbing him in the same place where he had
given such proofs of his extraordinary valour.

The young man was so transported with joy at

this honour, confen-ed on him in the presence of

the troops commanded by his father, (who, in

consequence of the death of his fiither, which

had recently happened, was now become the

Count di Cunio,) that, wounded as he was, he
instantly demanded pennission to go and see

his mother, that he might infonn her of the

glory, and of the honour he had just acquired;

which was granted by the Count the more
readily, as he was glad to have an opportunity of

testifying to that noble and afflicted lady, (who
had always remained with her aunt a few miles

from Ravenna) the love and esteem which he

ever continued to entertain for her ; of which he
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certainly would have given more solid proofs, by
re-establishing their marriage, and by publicly

espousing her, had he not felt it his duty to

cherish the wife his father had obliged him to

marry, by whom he had several children.

'The young knight, therefore, immediately

set out, escorted by the remains of his troop,

out of which he had eight or ten men killed or

wounded. With this equipage, and these attend-

ants, who bore testimony to his valour wherever

he passed, he arrived at the residence of his

mother, with whom he staid two days; after

which he repaired to Ravenna, to shew a similar

mark of respect to the wife of his father, who
was so channed by his noble actions, as well as

by his attentions towards her, that she hei*self

led him by the hand to the apartment of the

amiable Isabella, who, seeing him with his arm
bound up, was alanned. He remained a few

days in that city ; but impatient to return to his

father, that he might have an opportunity of

distinguishing himself by new exploits, he set

oflf before his wound was yet healed. The Count
reprimanded him for not having sent back his

troop, and for not remaining at Ravenna until

he was cured, and would not pennit him to serve

again during the rest of the campaign : shortly

after, when his arm was perfectly healed, he
sent him home, saying to him pleasantly, that

he did not choose to be outdone by him all the

remaining time the troops would continue in

action that year. It was soon after this, that

Isabella and he began to compose and execute

the pictures of the actions of Alexander. He
made a second campaign with his father, after

which he again worked upon these pictures,

conjointly with Isabella, who applied herself to

reduce them, and to engrave them on blocks of

wood. After they had finished and printed these

pieces, and presented them to Pope Honorius, and
to their other relations and friends, the cavalier

joined the army for the fourth time, accompanied
by a young nobleman, one of his friends, called

Pandulfio who, enamoured of the lovely Isabella,

was desirous to signalize himself, that he might
become more worthy of her hand before he
espoused her. But this last campaign was fatal

to the cavalier Cunio : he fell, covered with

wounds, by the side of his friend, who, whilst

attempting to defend him, was also dangerously

wounded. Isabella was so much affected by the

death of her brother, which happened when he
was not yet nineteen, that she determined never

to marry ; she languished and died, when she

had scarcely completed her twentieth year. The
death of this beautiful and learned young lady
was followed by that of her lover, who had
always hoped that his attentions and affections

towards her would be rewarded by her consent,

at length to become his, and also by that of her
mother, who could not survive the loss of her
beloved children. The Count di Cunio, who
who had been deeply afflicted by the death of
his son, could scarcely support that of his

daughter. Even the Countess di Cunio, who
loved Isabella with great tenderness, fell ill of

grief for her loss ; and would have sunk imoei
it, had she not been supported by the manly^
fortitude of the Count. Happily, the health of
the Countess was, by degrees re-established.

Some years afterwards, the generous Count di

Cunio gave this copy of the actions of Alexander,
bound, as it now is, to my grandfather ; and I
have caused the leaves of paper to be inserted,

upon which, by my orders, this histoiy is written.*

Most authors,on the subject of early engraving,
have omitted to notice this account of the two
Cunio, it being considered by them as spurious ;

indeed, so well satisfied are some of the German
authors, that they deem the refutation of it

unnecessary. Probably they consider it enough
for Italy to claim a priority to the invention of
copper engraving, without endeavouring to obtain
the merit of wood engraving also.

From the name of pope Honorius IV. engraved
on the frontispiece of these ancient prints, of the
actions of Alexander, it is most certain, remarks
Papillon, that this precious monument of engrav-
ing in wood, and ofthe art of taking impressions,
was executed between the years 1284 and 1285,
because that pope, to whom it was dedicated,
governed the church only for the space of two
years ; that is from the second of April, 1285, to

the third day of the same month in the year 1287,
the epoch, therefore, of this ancient specimen of
engraving, is anterior to all the books printed in
Europe, that have hitherto been known. Mr.
Sperchtvel, a Swiss officer (the possessor of it,

and the friend of Mr. de Greder) was one of the
descendants ofJan. Jacq. Turine, by the mother's
side. He regrets the death of de Greder before
he published this account, being unable to trace
into whose hands this treasure had fallen.

It is true, we have only the evidence of Papil-
lon as to this circumstance ; still his character
stands unimpeached : and Heinecken, the oppo-
ser of all Italian pretensions, bears testimony to

the probity of the man, though he questions part
of his book, for the en*ors of which eveiy allow-
ance ought to be made ; because, when he wrote,
little had been done towards investigating the
subject, and his love for the art induced him to

give credit to most of the circumstances related
by the French writers. We have no reason to
believe that either De Greder or Papillon invent-
ed this histoiy ; the former received it from the
Swiss officer,—and what interest could he have
to deceive his friend ? No account was given to

the world by them ; and had it not been for Pa-
pillon's curiosity while at De Greder's where he
was first shewn the engravings, it most probably
might have remained in oblivion to this day.

If we can depend upon the correctness of M.
Thiery, the library of the academy of Lyons, pos-

* Those who wish to see the account of Papillon more
amply discussed, we refer them to the following Work

;

"An Inquiry into the Origin and Early History of En-
graving upon Copper and in Wood, with an Account of
Engravers and their Works, from the invention of Chalco-
graphy by Maso Finiguerra to the time of Marc Antonio
Rannondi," By William Young Ottley, F. S. A. London,
1816, 4to. That gentleman justifies Papillon, and ably
confutes his accusers.
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sesses a print pasted into a folio volume entitled

La Legende Doree, at the bottom of which is

inscribed " Schoting, of Nuremberg;, 1384." He
also adds, that an engraving; still more ancient,

is preserved in the library of the Vatican.

1290 or 1299. Godefridus de Croyland, who
was elected abbot of Peterborough, during his

abbacy entertained Edward I. and also two car-

dinals, to one of whom, named Gaucilinus, he
presented a Psalter, curiously written with gold

letters, but the time when it was transcribed is

uncertain.

Tedious as was the process of transcription,

several of the public libraries of Europe contain

copies of the whole or parts of the Scriptures,

especially the Psalter, written in this century.

In a copy of the whole Latin Bible, in the Bri-

tish museum, the name of the transcriber, and
the date of the transcript, are preserved in Latin,

with the year 1254.

1292, June 11. i>^ef/> Roger Bacon, whose
extraordinary abilities gained him the appella-

tion of the wonderful doctor, whilst the stupid

admiration of the multitude, ascribed his inven-

tions to the black art, and his knowledge of the

Greek and Hebrew languages, was regarded as

the medium of intercourse with infernal spirits.

He was born at Ilchester, in Somersetshire, in

the year 1214. After finishing the elementary
studies of grammar and logic, at Oxford, he
visited Paris, where he sedulously applied him-
self to the study of languages, history, jurispru-

dence, the mathematics, medicine, and theology.

About the year 1240, having been admitted to

the degree of doctor, he returned to England,
and assumed the Franciscan h3.bit, and in the
retirement of his cell, prosecuted his studies with
increasing ardour. Being chosen to deliver lec-

tures to the university of Oxford, he expended
immense sums in books, and other means of
perfecting his knowledge and discoveries. " In
twenty years," says he, " during which time I

have been particularly engaged in the study of
wisdom, neglecting all vulgar attention to money,
I have expended more than two thousand pounds
in books of secrets, in a variety of experiments,
and in languages, and instruments and tables,

and other means of obtaining the friendship of
the wise and the good, and instructing the minds
of my hearers." Two thousand pounds seems an
incredible sum to expend in books, when the in-

come of a curate was but £S Gs. Sd. ; and the
salary of a judge but £40! and consequently
equal in efficacy to £30,000 of our money at
present. We are, indeed, at a loss which to

applaud most, his generous friends and patrons,
who enabled him to spend so large a sum ; or the
disinterestedness of the lecturer himself, who lost

sight of his own emolument in the desire for the
improvement of others.

Among the discoveries of this luminary of his
age, may be enumerated,—the discovery of the
exact length of the solar year, and a method of
correcting all the errors in the calendar ; of the
art of making reading glasses, the camera obscura,
microscopes, telescopes, and various other ma-

h

thematical and astronomical instruments ; of the

composition of gunpowder, and the nature of

phosphorus ; of the method of making elixirs,

tinctures, solutions, and of performing many
other chemical operations; of the art of com-
bining and employing the mechanical powers

inthe construction of machines capable of pro-

ducing the most extraordinary effects ; and of

various remedies in the science ofmedicine. Such
was the prejudice against him by the brethren of

his order, that they refused to admit his works

into their libraries, and the general of his order

confined him to his cell, and prohibited him
from sending any of his writings out of his mo-
nastery, except to the pope. He languished in

confinement for several years, till Clement IV. to

whom he had sent a copy of his Apus Majus, in

the year 1266, obtained some mitigation of his

sufferings, if not his entire liberty. In 1278, on

pretence of some suspicious novelties, in his

works, he was again imprisoned by Jerome d'Ar-

cole, which continued for about eleven or twelve

years ; when Jerome, being raised to the pontifical

chair, by the name of Nicholas IV. was prevailed
upon by several noblemen to release him from

his confinement. Though old and infirm, his

love of science and literature was unabated, and
he continued to prosecute his studies, by polish-

ing his former works, and composing new ones,

until death tenninated his sufferings and his

labours, in the eighty-first year of his age.

1292. The Lives of the Saints, were denomi-
nated Legends* from being statedly read in the

churches ; and this computation received the

epithet Golden, from its extraordinary popu-
larity ; or the supposed value of its contents.

The library of no monastery was without it.

Every private person who was able, purchased

it ; and for a long time after the invention of

printing, no work more frequently issued from
the press. It was written byJacobus de Voraigne,

a dominican friar, and archbishop of Genoa,
who died in the year 1298.

1294. In an inventory of the goods of John de
Pontissara, bishop of Winchester, contained in

his capital palace of Wulvesey, all the books

which appear, are nothing more than " Septen-

deceni pecie libraram de diversis Scienciis.

1299. Pontissara, bishop of Winchester, bor-

rowed from the convent of St. Swithin, near

that city, Biblium bene Glossatam, that is, the

Bible, with marginal annotations, in two large

folio volumes ; but gave a bond for the due return

of the loan, drawn up with great solemnity.

This bible had been bequeathed to the convent

the same year, by Pontissara's predecessor, bishop

Nicholas de Ely ; and in consideration of so

* Concerning leg:end-makers, there is a curious story.
Gilbert de Stone, a learned ecclesiastic, who flourished
about the year 1390, was solicited by the monks of Holy-
well, in Flintshire, to write the life of their patron saint.

Stone applying to these monks for materials, was answer-
ed, that they had none in their monastery. Upon which he
declared, that he could execute the work just as easily
without any materials at all ; and that he would write
them a most excellent legend, aftcrthe manner ofThomas
a Becket. He has the character of an elegant writer.
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important a bequest, and one Imndi'ed marks in

money, the monks founded a daily mass for the

soul of the donor. A copy of the bond may be
seen in the Dissertation on Learning, prefixed to

Warton's History of English Poetry.

1300, About this period, some books were be-

queathed to Merton college, Oxford, of which the

following are names and valuation : A Scholastic

History, twenty shillings ; a Concordentia, ten

shillings ; the four great Prophets, with glosses,

five shillings; a Psalter, with glosses, ten shil-

lings ; St. Augustine, on Genesis, ten shillings.

1301. The following extracts are from a valu-

ation in the Parliament Rolls of the moveable
property in the borough of Colchester, in order

to levy a fifteenth, and are highly illustrative of

the domestic economy of the inhabitants. It

appears that a blacksmith's tools were valued
from 2s. to 5*. ; a cobler's stock at 7s. bd.

;

anothers at 10s. Qd. ; anothers at 12s. 4rf. ; a
tanner's stock, with cloths, &c. at £9. 17s. lOd.

This is comparatively with the others, a great

sum ; but it must be recollected that the trade

was one of the first in ancient times. Leather
was not only used for various military pui"poses,

but formed a considerable part of the common
dress of the people, before the introduction, and
during the infancy of the woollen manufacture.

1305. In the compotus of Bolton priory, in

Yorkshire, is the following entry :
" MCCCV.

Pro quondam Libro Setitcntiarian empt. xxxs."
The Book of Sentences

J
by Peter Lombard, one

of the most fashionable books of school divinity

in the middle age. The price of this volume was
nearly that of two fat oxen ; how expensive must
it have been to furnish a library with manu-
scripts! but the canons of Bolton did not exhaust
themslves in this way, for, says Wliitaker, in his

History of Craven^ I can only discover that they
purchased three books in forty years.

The Sentences of Peter Lombard are from the

writings of the Fathers ; and for this he is called

"The Master of Sentences." These Sentences,

on which we have so many commentaries, are a

collection of passages from the Fathers, the real

or apparent contradictions of whom he endea-

vours to reconcile. " He who lectures on the

Sentences of Lombard," says the illustrious Ro-
ger Bacon, " is every where honoured, and pre-

ferred to him who adopts the sacred text as the

subject of his lectures; for, who reads the Sen-
tences, chooses the most convenient hour, accord-

ing to his pleasure, and obtains a companion and
an apartment among the religious."

1307. There is remaining in the abbey of St.

Germaine des-prez, at Paris, a waxen tablet re-

cording the expenses of Philip le Bel, during a
journey that he made in this year, on a visit to

Pope Clement V; a single leaf of this table book
is exhibited in the Nouveau Traite de Diplo-
matique.

1308, Nov. 8. Died at Cologne, John Duns,
commonly called Duns Scotus, a famous Fran-
ciscan divine, and one of the most learned men
of the age in which he lived. He was born at

Dunstance, in Northumberland, and educated at

Oxford, from whence he went to Paris, where
he acquired a great reputation as a disputant,

and was called the " Subtile Doctor." His works
were printed at Lyons, 1639, in 10 vols, folio.

1310. Montfaucon in his Journey through

Italy ^ says, that at Bologna he was shewn a very

ancient Hebrew Bible, with this inscription pre-

fixed:—"This Hebrew Bible was given by
brother William, of Paris, of the order of brother

preachers, confessor to the most illustrious king
of France, to the monastery of Bologna for the

common library of the brethren, in honour of

St. Dominic, a.d. 1310, the day before the ides

of February. Whosoever reads in it is desired to

pray for him. Amen.
1320. The firstpublic library in the university

of Oxford, was commenced at this period by
Thomas Cobham, bishop of Worcester, but dying

soon after little progress was made in the work
until 1367, when his books were deposited in it,

and the scholars permitted to consult them on
certain conditions. A dispute arising between
the university and Oriel college, it was not finally

completed till abour the year 1411. It was at

first called Cobham's library, but in 1480, the

books were added to duke Humphrey's collection.

—Chalmer's History of the Colleges, SfC. attached

to the University of Oxford.

1320. The invention of linen paper appears to

have been very early introduced into England ;

for Dr. Prideaux assures us he had seen a regis-

ter of some acts of John Crauden, prior of Ely,

made on linen paper, which bears date in the

14th year of Edward II. a. d. 1320 ; and that in

the bishop's registry at Norwich, there is a
register book of wills, all made of paper, wherein

entries are made which bear date so far back as

1370, just one hundred years before the time that

Ray said the use of it began in Germany. In
the Cottonian library in the British museum, are

said to be several writings on this kind of paper,

as early as the year 1335.

1321, Sept. 14. Died Alighieri Dante the most
powerful 01 the Italian poets, was born at Flo-

rence, May 27, 1265. In 1300 he was chosen

chief magistrate of his native city, and became
very popular, but during the reaction of parties,

in January, 1302, while ambassador to the pope,

was by an iniquitous decree, mulct eight thousand

lire, and condemned, by a faction, to two years

banishment. To satisfy the fine, his house was
immediately entered and pillaged ; and scarcely

seven weeks had clasped, when a second decree

was issued, that he and his associates in exile,

should be burned if they fell into the hands of

the Neri, their enemies. After his death, which
took place at Ravenna, all Italy contended to do
honour to his memory.

During his banishment from his native city of

Florence, he obtained an asylum at Verona, and
had for his patron. Can della Scalla, or the

prince of that country. There were in the same
Court several strolling players, gamesters, and
other persons of that description, one of whom,
distinguished for his ribaldry and buffoonery,

was much caressed beyond the others. The
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Prince one day, when this man and Dante were
both present, highly extolled the former, and,
turning to the poet, said, " I wonder that this

foolish fellow should have found out the secret

of pleasing us all, and making himself admired,
while you, who are a man of great sense, are in

little esteem." To which, Dante freely replied,
" You would cease to wonder at this, if you knew
how much conformity of character is the real

source of friendship."

Dante wrote before we began to be at all

refined ; and, of course, his celebrated poem is

a sort of Gothic work. He is very singular and
veiy beautiful in his similies, and more like

Homer than any of the Italian poets. He was
prodigiously learned for the times that he lived

and knew all that a man could then know.in

Homer, in his time, was unknown in Italy ; and
Petrarch boasts of being the first poet that had
heard him explained. Indeed, in Dante's time,
there were not above three or four people in all

Italy that could read Greek (one, in particular,

at Viterbo, and two or three elsewhere.) But,
although he had never seen Homer, he had
conversed much with the works of Virgil. His
poem got the name of Comedia, after his death.
He somewhere calls Virgil's Work Tragedia (or

sublime poetiy ;) and, in deference to him, called
his own Comedia (or low :) and hence was that
word used afterwards, by mistake, for the title of
his poem.

—

Spence.

1322. April 15. Fitz-Simeon, and Hugh the
illuminator^ two friars of Dublin, commenced
their pilgrimage to the holy sepulchre. Hugh
died at Cairo, on the 22nd of October following.

1326. The first appearance of Arabic numerals
in England, was in a large folio entitled Albion,
written by Richard of Wallingford, a monk, and
afterwards abbot of St. Albans, it consisted of
asti'onomical canons, or rules and tables.

1327. The scholars and citizens of Oxford
assaulted and entirely pillaged the opulent bene-
dictine abbey of the neighbouring town ofAbing-
don. Among the books they found there, were
one hundred psalters, as many grayles, and forty-
six missals, which undoubtedly belonged to the
choir of the church, and twenty-two books on
common subjects.

1328. The Chester Mysteries, being plays of
the Old and New Testament, are ascribed to Ra-
nulph Higden, compiler of the Polychronicon,
and a benedictine monk of that city, where they
were performed at the expense of the incoi-porated
trades, with a thousand days of pardon from the
pope, and forty days of pardon from the bishop of
Chester, to all who attended the representation.

In the Harleian manuscripts, in the British
museum, it is related of these Chester Mysteries
that the author " was thrice at Rome before he
could obtain leave of the pope to have them in the
English tongue," from which fact, Mr. Warton
thinks, a presumptive proof arises that all our
mystenes before that period were in Latin ; these
plays will, therefore, have the merit of being the
first English interiudes. Hone, in his work on
Mysteries and Religious Shows, however, says,

" After the well known fondness of our ancestors
for shows, it is too much, perhaps, to say, that
on their church festivals and occasions of public
rejoicing, they had no interludes in English

;

seeing too that Fitzstephen writing in 1 174, says,

that ' London, for its theatrical exhibitions, has
religious plays, either the representations of mi-
racles wrought by holy confessors, or the suffer-

ings of martyrs ;' these must have been in English
to have been understood ; and so must the miracle
play of St. Catherine, in 1110, if, as was pro-

bably the case, it was publicly performed on some
feast day." During the celebration of the festival

of the boy bishop, moralities were presented, and
shows of miracles, with farces and other sports

;

it is reasonable to suppose that English interludes

of some kind, if not coeval with the boy bishop,

were at least cotemporaneous with him for a
long time before Edward I.

" What could occasion the author of the Ches-
ter plays," asks Mr. Hone, " to take a journey
thrice to Rome, before he could obtain leave of
the pope to have them in the English tongue ?

The subjects of these plays ' from the Old and
New Testament,' seem to me to supply the rea-

sons for the difiiculty in obtaining the pope's
consent. Scripture in English had been scrupu-
lously withheld from the people, and the pope
probably anticipated that if they were made
acquainted with a portion of it, the remainder
would be demanded." The Chester Mysteries
were performed for the last time in 1574.*

1330. About this period Lewis Beaumont was
bishop of Durham. He was a very lame and
illiterate French nobleman, so incapable of read-
ing and spelling, that he could not, although he
had studied them, read the bulls announced to

the people at his consecration. This, amongst
many other instances, induced the king (Edward
III.) to address a strong remonstrance to the pope,
against his enactments, in which he represented
that " the encouragement of religion were bes-
towed upon unqualified, mercenary foreigners,

who neither resided in Uie country, nor under-
stood its language ; and that the treasures of the
kingdom were carried off by strangers, and the
jurisdiction of the courts baffled by constant
appeals to a foreign authority, &c.

—

Andrews.
At his coronation the word " Metropoliticae"

occured, the bishop paused, tried in vain to re-

peat it, and at last said, " Soit pour dit," (suppose
that said,) Then he came to " In ^nigmate ;"

this puzzled him again. " Par St. Lewis," said
he, " il n'est pas courtois qui a escrit cette parole
ici," (by St. Lewis, it could be no gentleman who
turote this stuff.)

An instance of the state of literary acquire-
ments of many of the clergy, at this period, and
for a long time afterwai'ds, may be proved by the
following fact :—At an entertainment given at
Rome, to the pope and cardinals, by Andrew

* Abundantly curious and useful information concern-
ing Mysteries in general, will be foimd in DuRdale's War-
tvickuhirc ; Ormcrod's Hustory of Cheshire ; Drake's History
of York ; Hone on Mysteries and Religious Shows ; Warton's
History of Knfflish Poetry ; and also a very able article in
the Retrospective Review, vol. 1,
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Forman, bishop of Murray, and papal legate for

Scotland, he blundered so in his Latinity, when
he said grace, that his holiness and the cardinals

lost their gravity ; the disconcerted bishop testily

concluded the blessing, by giving " all the false

carles to the deHl,^^ to which the company, not

understanding his Scots-Latinity, said. Amen

.

1332. Manuscripts, or rather books, were so

scarce at this time, that they were not sold but

by contract, upon as good conditions and securi-

ties as those of an estate, among many other in-

stances of the like kind, the following is still

preserved in the library of the college of Laon,

in the city of Paris, cited by Brenil, and made
in the presence of two notaries, which beareth,

that " Jeffry of St. Liger, one of the clergymen
booksellers, and so qualified, acknowledges and
confesses to have sold, ceded, quitted, and trans-

ported ; and sells, cedes, quits, and transports,

upon mortgage of all and sundry his goods, and
the custody of his own body, a book entitled

Speeulwn Historiale in Conseutudines Pansi-
tienses, divided and bound up in four volumes,

covered with red leather, to a nobleman, Messire

Oirard of Montague, advocate to the King in the

parliament, for the sum of forty livres of Paris
;

whereof the said bookseller holds himself well

content and paid."

—

Watson^s Hist, of Printing.

1332. Bee. 22. In the library of St. Mary,
at Florence, is the whole New Testament on
silk, with the liturgy, and short martyrology;

at the end of it there is written in Greek , " By
the hand of the sinner and most umvorthy Mark ;

in the year of the world 7840, (that is, of Christ

1332), Monday, December the 22nd," and on
the next page are several Greek alphabets. Mont-
faucon mentions many works written on silk,

which are preserved in different libraries in Italy

executed chiefly in the thirteenth and fourteenth

centuries

1338, Sept. 2. Edward III. is invested by
the emperor at Coblentz, with the title of his

vicar.—He refused, to kiss the imperial foot.

1338-41. There is a kind of negative proof

that cards were not known very long antecedent

to this period from a French manuscript, highly
illuminated with representations of every game
and sport of that age, but which gives no repre-

sentation of any thing like playing cards ; but, in

a French romance finished in 1341, a familiar

mention is made of cards, which has given rise

to a conjecture that they were manufactured in

France, early in the fourteenth centurj%

1341. April 8, (Easter Day,) The inaugura-
tion of Petrarch, in the Roman capital, with a
crown of laurel, as poet laureate. He received

by diploma, the perpetual privilege of wearing,
at his choice, a crown of laurel, ivy, or myrtle,

of assuming the poetic habit, and of teaching,

disputing, interpreting, and composing, in all

places whatsoever, and on all subjects of litera-

ture.

Petrarch was less desirous of the laurel for the
honour, than for the hope of being sheltered by
it from the thunder of the priests, by whom both
he and his brother poets were continually

threatened. They could not imagine a poet with-

out supposing him to hold an intercourse with
some demon. This was, as Abbe Resnet ob-
serves, having a most exalted idea of poetry,

though a very bad one of poets. An anti-])oetic

Dominican was notorious for prosecuting all

verse-makers, whose power he attributed to the
effect of heresy and magic.

The custom of crowning poets is as ancient as

poetry itself. It has, indeed, frequently varied

;

it existed, however, as late as the reign of Theo-
dosius, when it was abolished as a remains of

Paganism. When the barbarians overspread

Europe, few appeared to merit this honour, and
fewer who could read their works. It was at

this period th^t poetry resumed its ancient lustre

;

for Petrarch was certainly honoured with the

laurel crown. It was in this century that the

establishment of bachelor and doctor was fixed

in the univei*sities: those who were found worthy
of the honour, obtained the laurel of bachelor or

the laurel of doctor ; laurea hacca laureates

;

laurea doctoratus. At their reception they not

only assumed this title, but they also had a crown
of laurel placed on their heads. In German^,
the laureate honours flourished under the reign

of Maximihan I. He founded in 1 504," a poetical

college at Vienna, reserving to himself and the

Regent the power of bestowing the laurel. The
Emperor of Gemiany retains the laureateship

in all its splendour. The selected bard is called

// Poeta Cesario. Apostolo Zeno, as cekibrated

for his erudition as for his poetic powers, was
succeeded by that most enchanting poet, Me-
tastasio. The French never had a poet-laureate,

though they had regal poets; for none were
ever solemnly crowned. The Spanish nation,

always desirous of titles of honour, seem to have
known the laureate ; but little information con-

cerning it can be gathered from their authors.

Respecting our own country see 1506.

Petrarch roused his countrjTTien from their

slumber—inspired a general love of literature

—

nourished and rewarded it by hisown productions

;

and rescued the classics from the dungeons, where
they had been hitherto shut up from the light and
instruction of mankind. ' He never passed an
old convent, without searching its library, or

knew of a friend travelling into those quarters,

where he supposed books to be concealed, without

entreaties to procure for him some classical

manuscripts.' Had not such a man appeared at

this time, it is probable that most of the classical

manuscripts would have been totally lost ; so that

in this case, he might have excited among his

countrjmen the love of literature, without being

able to gratify or nourish it. Boccaccio, who
shares with Petrarch the glory of having enriched

the Italian language with its most perfect

beauties, at the very moment when it may be
said to have begun to exist, shares also with him
the glory of being a zealous and successful re-

storer of classical manuscripts and literature.

Several persons having written to Petrarch

several apologies for not visiting him, in which
they declaimed against his love of solitude, as
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unnatural to a human being, and reproached

him for his unsocial mode of life. Petrarch

smiled at their messages, and scorned their re-

proaches, and made the following excellent

remarks :
—" These people consider the pleasures

of the world as their supreme good, and not to be
renounced. But I have friends of a very dif-

ferent description, whose society is far more
agi'ceable to me ; they are of all countries, and
of all ages; they are distinguished in war, in

politics, and in the sciences. It is very easy to

see them ; they are always at my service. I call

for their company, or send them away whenever
I please ; they are never troublesome, and im-
mediately answer all my questions. Some
relate the events of ages past, others reveal the
secrets of nature ; these teach me how to live in

comfort, those to die in quiet. In return for all

these services, they only require a chamber of

me in one corner of my mansion, where they may
repose in peace."

An anecdote of Petrarch is mentioned by two
authors,thathe wrote occasionally his thoughts, in
gilt letters, upon a cloak of leather, which he
wore, and not being lined, was so contrived that
he might be able to write on both sides of it his

verses, which appeared full of corrections and
notes. It is said, that La Casa, Sadolet, and
Buccatello,who were in possession ofthis precious
relic, when they returned to the countiy-house of
the latter to take refuge from the plague, which
in this year, was desolating Italy, took this cloak
with them, to consider it at their leisure, and to
attempt to decipher what it contained.

Petrarch died of apoplexy, at Argua. He
was found dead in his library', July 18th, 1374,
with one arm leaning on a book. Petrarch,
Lord Woodhouslee observes, composed 318
sonnets, 59 canzoni or songs, and six trionfi, a
large volume of poetry, entirely on the subject
of his passion for Laura ; not to include a variety
of passages in prose works. Laura died in 1348,
and was buried at Avignon. Her gi*ave was
opened by Francis I. of France, wherein was
found a small box, containing a medal and a
few verses, written by Petrarch. On one side of
the medal was impressed the figure of a woman

;

on the reverse, the characters of M. L. M. J.,
signifying Madona Laura morle jaeet. The
gallant and enthusiastic monarch returned every
thing into the tomb, and wrote an epitaph in
honour of her memory.

"Arise, O Petrarch, from th' Elysian bowers,
"With never-fading myrtles twin'd,
And frag:rant with ambrosial flowers.
Where to thy Laura thou ag-ain art join'd

j
Arise, and hither bring the silver lyre,
Tun'd by thy skilful hand.

To the soft notes of elegant desire.
With which o'er many a land

Was spread the fame of thy disastrous love."
Lord Lyttleton.

Petrarch is wonderfully accurate and precise
about Laura. These are his words :

—" Laura
illustrious by the virtues -she possessed, and
celebrated, during many years, by my verses
appeared to my eyes, for the first time, on the
t>tli day of April, in the year 1327, at Avignon,

in the Church of Saint Clare, at six o'clock in
tlie morning. I was then in my early youth.
In the same town, on the same day, and at the
same hour, in the year 1348, this light, this sun,
withdrew from the world."

The works of this illustrious poet form four
folio volumes, and more than twenty-five persons
have written his life.

Tuscus, one of the preceptors of Petrarch,
provided for the payment of his debts, by pledg-
ing two small manuscript volumes of certain

works of Cicero.

1345, April 14. Died Richard Aungerville,
commonly known by the name of Richard de
Bury, from the place of his nativity. Bury St.

Edmund's, in Suffolk, were he was born in the
year 1287. He was the son of Sir Richard
Aungerville. Having distinguished himself by
his learning at Oxford, he became tutor to the
Prince of Wales, afterwards Edward III. In
1333 he was appointed dean of Wells and bishop
of Durham ; and in the following year, he was
appointed lord high chancellor and treasurer of
England. He was much celebrated for his piety
and munificence, but still more for his remarkable
love of learning and patronage of distinguished
scholars, by whom he was held as the Maecenas
of those times. In 1341, he purchased thirty or
forty volumes of the abbot of St. Albans* for
which he gave fifty pounds weight of silver ; and
so enamoured was he of his large collection that
in 1344 he expressly composed a treatise entitled

Philobibliorij or the Love of Books* Richard de
Bury may be fairly classed as the first biblioma-
niac upon record, in the best and wisest sense of
the word, not only in the North of England, but
in England at large. Describing the process by
which manuscripts were published in his days,
he says " Because every thing that is serviceable
to mortals, suffers the waste of mortality through
the lapse of time, it is necessary for volumes
corroded by age to be restored or renovated by
successors, that perpetuity, repugnant to the na-
ture of the individual, may be conceded to the
species." in another place he says, " the study of
the monks, now a days, dispenses with emptying
bowls, not with amending books." Speaking of
his books, he uses the following excellent and
impressive words, " these are teachers, whose in-
structions are unaccompanied witli blows or harsh
words ; who demand neither food nor wages

:

you visit them, they are alert ; if you want them,
they secrele not themselves ; should you mistake
their meaning, they complain not ; nor ridicule
your ignorance, be it ever so gross." Again, he
says, " books ought to be purchased at any price,
the wisdom which they contain renders them
invaluable, they cannot be bought too dear." He
bought books at any price, but never sold them

* Hearne has undertaken to deprive Richard de Bury
of the honour of composing this work, and says it was
written by Robert Holket, a dominican, under his name.

Robert Holket was born at Northampton, became a
dominican and jjrofessor of divinity at Oxford. He died
in i:u9, and left many valuable works, which were
printed at Paris by Gering and Rembolt.
The Philobiblion was reprinted at Oxford from a colla-

tion of manuscripts, and with an Appendix, 1599, 4to.
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again, alleging the sentence, " Buy the truth,

and sell it not ; also wisdom, and instruction, and
understanding." Prov. xxiii. 22. It is stated that

he preferred taking the fees of office in books,

rather than in money. In 1334, on his being
appointed high treasurer of England, he enter-

tained at his palace at Durham, Edward III.*

his queen, and her mother, the king of Scotland,

the two metropolitans, five bishops, seven earls,

with their consorts, and all the nobility on this

side Trent, besides a great number of knights

and esquires ; also many abbots, priors, and other

ecclesiastics.

Some idea may be formed of the perseverance

and literary attainments of this great man, and
his enthusiastic ardour in the promulgation of

learning, when we are informed that he alone

possessed more books than all the bishops of

England together, and besides the fixed libraries

which he had formed in his several palaces ; the

floor of his common apartment was so covered

with books, that those who entered could not
with due reverence approach him ; he also kept

binders, illuminators, and writers, in his palaces.

He selected his chaplains on account of their

piety and erudition, and many of them rose to

the episcopal bench. To his nurture of genius

and learning, we are indebted for some of the

most eminent prelates and writers this country

can boast ; among them may be mentioned,
Thomas Bradwardine, archbishop ofCanterbury

;

Richard Fitz-Ralph, archbishop of Armagh ;

Richard Benworth, bishop of London; and Wal-
ter Segrafie, bishop of Chester; also Walter
Burley, John Maudyt, Robert Holket, Richard
de Killington, and several others, all doctors of

theology. His generosity is recorded to have
been as uniform as it was extensive, and we are

told that he weekly bestowed eight quarters of

wheat made into bread, exclusive of the accus-

tomed fragments from his table, and pecuniary

assistance ; during a ride from Newcastle to Dur-
ham, he distributed £8 in alms, and going from
Durham to Stockton £5, besides many more
which are minutely enumerated by Chambre.

This excellent prelate died at Auckland, and
was buried, says Chambre, before the altar of the

blessed Mary Magdalene, at the southern angle

of the cathedral church of Durham, leaving a
reputation untarnished by the breath of calumny.
The account, however, which Richard de Bury

gives of the monks before his time, shows us that

the old religious transcribers must have been en-

dued with singular patience and preseverance,

for he says " many wrote them out with their

* That Edward exerted all his influence to promote the
advancement of his tutor, is proved by an interesting do-
cument recorded in Rymer's Fcedera, and an account of his
preferments in the first six years of his reign, is preserved
by Tanner : Edward presented him to two rectories, six
prebendal stalls, the Archdeaconries of Salisbury and Nor-
thampton, the Canonry of Weston, and the Deanery of
Wells. He was so enriched by ecclesiastical preferment
that he was enabled to expend five thousand marks on a
journey to Rome. When he went into the presence of the
Pope and Cardinals, he was attended by twenty of his
clerks, and thirty six esquires, attired in the most expen-
sive and sumptuous garments.—See tibdin's Bibliomania
and Walton's Hist, of English Poetry.

own hands in the intervals of the canonical hours,

and gave up the time appointed for bodily rest to

the fabrication ofvolumes ; those sacred treasuries

of whose labours, filled with cherubic letters, are

at this day resplendent in most monasteries."

Erasmus thus describes the Secunda Secundea
of Thomas Aquinas, which was a ponderous
treatise of scholastic divinity then so much
prized and cherished :

" No man can cany it

about, much less get it into his head." The
volume thus ^oduced on fair parchment after

the labour of years, was covered with immensely
thick lids of wood and leather, studded with large
nails and curiously clasped ; and being deposited

on the shelves of the monastery library, was
kept sacred from all profane eyes. The monks
generally laboured for themselves alone, without
any desire to diff"use the knowledge which they

strove, and properly so to preserve. " The re-

splendent volumes, with cherubic letters," bore

striking marks not only of the persevering indus-
try but of the great ingenuity of the monks.
Their initial letters, that is, the letters at the

beginning of each chapter or section, were indeed

resplendent with gold and the brightest tints of

crimson and azure. But the satisfaction to be
afibrded by these efforts of art was confined to a
few. They were not, like the paintings with
which churches were subsequently adorned, dis-

played before the people to exalt their devotion.

They were unclasped only on days of solemnity,

by the mitred abbot or the prior ; and then con-

veyed like precious jewels to the obscurity of

their worm-eaten and dusty cases.

1346. Died, John Bacon, otherwise denomi-
nated Baconthorpius, from an obscure village of

Norfolk, where he was bom, was distinguished in

the schools by the name of "Doctor Resolutus."

He studied first at Oxford ; then visited Paris,

where he obtained the character of " Averroista-

rum Princeps." On his return to London he
became provincial of the Carmelites : afterwards

was invited to Rome, where he gave great

ofience by arguing with too much subtilty and
freedom in defence of the pope's unlimited right

of granting matrimonial dispensations. The
odium thus excited induced him to recant his

doctrines on this head : and hence he was led to

quarrel with the art itself in which he had been
so great a proficient.

1347. Died, William Ockam, who was very
celebrated in the annals of scholastic theology,

and denominated " Doctor Invincibilis." He
was a disciple of Scotus, and put himself at

the head of the nominalists, he maintjiined the
opinions of that party with great ingenuity.

—

Some consider him the founder of a distinct sect,

whence he also received the denomination of
" Venerabilis Inceptor et Doctor Singularis."

He was an Englishman, but of what part is not
known. His works were printed at Paris, by
Caesaris and Stol, 1476.

1347, August. The conquest of Calais by Ed-
ward III., the warriors and archers on foot

received 3d.', the Black Prince £l.; and the

Bishop of Durham (with the earls), 6s. 8d. per
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day. It was during^ tliis famous siepfe that St.

George, of England, was fust invoked in the

battle.

1.348. Died^ Thomas Bradwardine an English-

man, supposed to be a native of Hartfield, in the

diocese of Chichester, wjis of Merton College,

Oxon, about 1 325. He obtained the appellation

of " Doctor Profundus." Afterwards became
confessor to Edward III. canon of Lichfield,

and chancellor of St. Paul's. He attended the

king in his victorious expedition to France, In

this year he was chosen to the see of Canterbury

by the chapter, and after some hesitation his

election was confinned by the king and the pope.

Bradwardine was consecrated at Avignon ; but
survived his consecration scarce forty days. He
died at London before his inthronization had
taken place.

1349. Died^ Richard Rolle, a hermit, of

Harapole, in Yorkshire; who translated and
wrote a gloss upon the psalter, and a metrical

paraphrase of the book of Job, one of the first

attempts at a translation into the English lan-

guage, as spoken after the Conquest.

1350. The constable of France, the greatest

man in the state, and one of the greatest men of

his age, could neither read nor write.

1350, March \S. In the roll of accounts re-

lating to the ornamental painting and glazing of

St. Stephen's chapel, Westminster, by order of

Edward III. we find that the wages of the

artists be from fivepence to one shilling per day,

except to a person named John Barnaby, em-
ployed at St. Stephen's chapel, in 1355, who
was paid twopence per day.

1351, August 1. (Lammas Day.) From an-
cient authorities we find that this was the usual
nominal day of commencing Harvest in England.
By a useful act, called the " statute oflabourers"

25th Edward III. in 1351, it is provided, 'that

no carter, ploughman, or day (dairy maid) or

other servant, shall take in the time of sarcling,

(weeding) or haymaking, but a penny the day,

and mowers of meadows for the acre, fivepence,

or by the day fivepence, and reapers of com in

the first week of August, twopence, and the

second threepence, and so till the end of August,
and less in the country, where less was wont to

be given without meat or drink or other courtesy
;

and that all workmen bring openly in their hands
to the market towns, their instruments, and these

shall l)e hired in a common place, and not privy.

And that no servant go out of the town where he
dwelleth in the winter, to serve in the summer,
if he can get service in the same town, taking as

before is said, saving that the people of the
counties of Stafford, I^ancaster, and Berby, and
people of Craven, and of the marshes of Wales
and Scotland, and other places may come in time
of August, and labour in other counties, and
safely return, as they were wont to do before this

time. Bread oflerin'gs of the first fruits at the
season of harvest were universal ; and our Saxon
holyday, of half mass or loaf mass, expresses,
although in shadow, the natural piety merely of
nations, called Heathen, now extinguished. The

Guild of August has lost its primitive importance
by the refonnation of the calendar. Wheat was
from 35. Ad. to 4*. the quarter ; a fat hog, two-
years old, 3.9. Ad ; clothing for a year of a common
servant of husbandry, 3*. 6d ; a quarter of beans
or pease. Is ; a quarter of barley, lOd ; a pair of

shoes. Ad ; two gallons of ale, 2d.

1351, Sept. 3. To George Cosyn, for one
quartern of royal paper, to make the painters'

patrens (patterns) tenpence.

1352. Lawrence Minot an English poet, is

supposed to have died in this year. Mr. Tyrwhit
first discovered his manuscripts in the Cottonian
library, and they were published in 1795, 8vo.

1357, May 24. In a blank page of Cosmestor's

Scholastic History., deposited in the British mu-
seum, it is stated, that this MS. was taken from
the King of France, at the battle of Poictiers,

fought on this day : it was afterwards purchased
by the Earl of Salisbury for a hundred marks, and
directed, by the last will of his Countess, to be
sold for forty livres. One hundred marks were
equivalent to £66 13s. Ad. This sum was ex-

actly the pay of Henry Percy, keeper of Berwick
castle, in 1359 ; at this time the king's surgeon's

pay was £6 13s. Ad. per annum, and one shilling

a day beside. Master carpenters had four-pence

a day, their servants two-pence ; the price ofwheat
was about Qs. 8d. a quarter.

1357. It was the prevailing opinion at this

period, that even the Latin bibles should not be
commonly allowed to the laity ; when, therefore,

archbishop Fitz Ralph, in this year, sent three

or four secular priests of his diocese of Annagh
into England, to study divinity in Oxford, they

were forced ^ eiy soon to return, because they

could not find there a bible to be sold. And in-

deed, had the copies of the bible been more fre-

quent than they were, it is no wonder that they

were made so little use of, if what the writers of

these times, D. Wiclif, archdeacon Clemangis,
Beleth, and others say, be tme, that the clergy

were generally so ignorant, as not to be able to

read Latin, or even con their Psalter. Our poet

Chaucer represents the religious as gathering the

bibles up and putting them into their libraries,

and so imprisoning them from secular priests and
curates, and, therefore, hindering them from
preaching the gospel to the people.

—

Leiris.

Matthew of Westminster, an English historian

of this century, was very much esteemed for his

veracity, acuteness, and diligence.

1358. About this period Richard Fitz-Ralph,

archbishop of Anuagh, possessed a translation,

probably made by himseli, of the New Testament
in Irish. According to the infonnation of Bale,

quoted by archbishop Usher, this copy was con-

cealed by him in a certJiiu wall of his church,
with the following note :

—" When this book is

found, truth will be revealed to the world, or

Christ shortly appear." This, observes the narra-

tor, was written in the sj)irit of prophecy, for the

book was found when the church of Armagh,
was repairing, about the year of Christ, 1530.

Richard Fitz-Ralph, or Fitzraf, a man worthy
for his christian zeal of immortal commendation,
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was brought up at Oxford, under John Bacon-
ihorpe, who was called the resolute doctor. His
abilities recommended him to King Edward III.

by whom he was promoted, first to the arch-

deaconry of Lichfield, then to the chancellorship

of Oxford, and afterwards to the archbishopric

of Armagh, in 1347. The monks accused him of

heresy, and he was cited to appear before the pope
at Avignon, where he died in 1360, yet such was
the character he had maintained, that on hearing
of his death, a certain cardinal openly declared,
" A mighty pillar of Christ's church was fallen."

1362. Died^ at Paris, Petronus Berchorius, a
native of Poictiers and author of the Gesta

Romanorum, one of the most ancient story-books

extant; and the outlines of some of the best

stories in Chaucer, Gower, Lydgate, Shakspeare,
and their most distant successors, even down to

Parnell's Hermit, may be traced in it. Boc-
caccio is reported to have laid it under ample
contribution. It first appeared in print at

Louvane in 1473, in folio, and at Paris, by
John Petit, 1515.

1364. In this year the royal library of France,
did not exceed twenty volumes, but shortly after,

Charles V. encreased it to nine hundred, which
by the fote of war, as much at least as ,by that

of money, the duke of Bedford, about 1440, pur-
chased and transported to London, where libra-

ries were smaller than on the continent.

It is a circumstance worthy of observation,

that the French sovereign, Charles V. surnamed
the Wise, ordered that thirty portable lights,

with a silver lamp suspended from the centre,

should be illuminated at night, that students

might not find their pursuits interrupted at any
hour. An objection to night studies in public

libraries is the danger of fire, and in our own
British museum, not a light is permitted to be
carried about upon any pretence whatever.

1372, Nov. 17. Died, at Leige, Sir John Man-
deville, the traveller. He was born at St. Albans,
in the year 1300, and spent thirty-four years in

visiting various countries, and on his return pub-
lished a relation of his voyages. In 1455 the first

edition was printed at Leige, with the following

title, Itinerariis a terra AnglixB ad partes Jeroso-

lymitanis, 4to. By Wynkin de Worde, in 1499.

1375. Died, John Boccacio, a very celebrated

Italian writer, was born at Certaldo, in Tuscany,
in 1313. He resided a long time in Naples,
where he fell in love with a natural daughter of

the king. At the close of his life he returned to

his native place, where he died, aged 76^

Boccacio was the disciple of Petrarch ; and,
although principally known and deservedly cele-

brated as a writer and inventor of tales, he was,
by his cotemporaries, usually placed as a poet
in the third rank, after Dante and Petrarch.
But Boccacio having seen^ the Platonic, sonnets
of his master Petrarch, in a tit of despair, com-
mitted almost all his poetry to the flames, except
a single poem, of which his own good taste had
long taught him to entertain a more favourable
opinion. This piece, thus happily rescued from
destruction, was, until lately, so scarce and so

little known, even in Italy, as to have
author but a slender proportion of that eminent
degree of poetical reputation which he might
have justly claimed from so extraordinary a per-

formance.

It is an heroic poem, in twelve books, entitled,

La Teseide, and written in the octave stanza,

called by the Italians octavo rima, which Boc-
cacio adopted from the old French Chansons,
and here first introduced among his countrymen.
The story of this admirable production of the

great Tuscan novelist is well known to the

English reader, in consequence of its having
been selected by Chaucer as the ground-work
of his Knight's Tale, the finest of his poems,

and the first conspicuous example of the English

heroic couplet extant. " Dryden's paraphrase of

this poem," says Warton, " is the most animated
and harmonious piece of versification in the

English Language."
1376. Du Cange cites the following lines

from a French metrical romance written about

this time, which proves that tvaxen tablets con-

tinued to be occasionally used till a late period.

Some with antiquated style.

In waxen tablets promptly write

;

Others, with finer pen, the while
Form letters lovelier to the sight.

There are many ample and authentic records of

the royal household of France, of the thirteenth

and fourteenth centuries, still preserved, written

on waxen tablets.

1376. King Edward III. in the 50th orjubilee

year of his reign, granted as an especial favour

that judicial proceedings which had been written

and administered in Norman French, might pass

in English, but that all acts should be enrolled

in Latin. Several of the ancient charters, how-
ever, had been written in Anglo-Saxon, and
that the knowledge of their liberties might not

be lost, some of the British monasteries, particu-

larlythose at Croyland and Tavistock, still taught

the language. On this glorious occasion, every

public prisoner was released, and the banished

subject was restored to his country. This great

monarch also conferred in full parliament upon
his second son Lionel of Antwerp, the title of
" Duke of Clarence," and upon his third son

John of Gaunt, that of " Duke of Lancaster."

1377, June 21. Edward III. died at his palace

of Sheen, (Richmond) and was buried in West-
minster abbey. He was bom at Windsor, Nov.
13th, 1312, and crowned at Windsor, on the 1st

of February, 1327, in his fifteenth year. In 1337,

the dignity of duke was first created by him in

this country in favour of his son the black prince,

as Duke of Cormvall, a title which is always vest-

ed in the king's eldest son the moment he is born.

The Chronicle of Rastel, speaking of the third

Edward, contains the following apposite passage

in relation to our national festival St. George's
Day. "About the nineteenth year of this king,

[1 345] he made a solemn feast at Windsor, and
a great just and tournament, where he devised

and perfected substantially the Order of the

Knights of the Garter ; howbeit some affirm.
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this order began first by Richard Coeur de Lion,

at the siege of Acre [1191] where, in his great

necessity, there were but twenty-six knights that

firmly and surely abode with the king, where he

caused all them to wear thongs of blue leather

about their legs; and afterwards they were called

the Knights af the Blue Thong.^^

Beneath the inspiring banner of England's pa-

tron Saint,* a long and splendid line of nobility

have sprung, illustrating by their deeds in aiTns,

their faith in counsel, and with hearts of cour-

tesy, a THRONE, venerable from inheritance, and
unspotted by dishonour ; abroad respected ; ap-

proached with general afl*ection at home ; and
possessing all those energies which, triumphant

as they have been in a whirlwind of contention,

are still proved soundly wise in a diet of repose.

On the 30th of March, 1363, Edward III.

first distributed the Maundayf and purified the

poor.

1377, July 16. The coronation of Richard II.

may illustrate the manners of these times. The
young prince, then in his twelfth year, passed

from the tower to the abbey under a canopy of

blue silk, borne on speai*s of silver by the barons

of the cinque ports. " In the market of Cheap-
side, was erected (by the merchants) a building in

the form of a castle, out of which ran two streams

of wine. On its four turrets were placed four

girls, dressed in white, and of the same age with

the king. As he approached, they blew towards
him small shreds ofgoldleaf ; then showered upon
him florins made of paper ; and coming down,
helped him and his attendants to wine out of

cups of gold. To conclude this loyal exhibition,

an angel descended from the summitof the castle,

and off'ered to the king a golden crown." The
baron Percy was created Earl of Northumberland
upon that great occasion.

1377, Dec. 28. Wiclif divulges his opinions

upon the pope's mandate.
1378. The clergy and scholars of St. Paul's

school in London, presented a petition to Richard
II. praying him "to prohibit some unexpert
people from presenting the histoiy ofthe Old and
New Testament^ to the great prejudice of the
said clergy, who have been at great expense in

order to represent it publicly at Christmas."

* Honi soit qui mal y pense.—Co»/m«o» to dishonourable
thoughts. —Motto of the Garter.
Our ancient word of ccuragre, fair St. George.—S/tafts-

peare.

t Maunday Thursday records the institution of the
holy sacrament of the Lord's Supper, when our Saviour
celebrated, for the last time, the national passover. Ac-
cording: to Spelman, the mande is the hand-ba&ket in
which the kinj? was accustomed to give alms to the poor .

but its derivative is most probably the initial mandate in
the Greek text—that the poor should always be remem
bered, even as f =

ui (Mary of Bethany) had remem-
bered me; or i corruption of the muron, the
casket of odor a ointment bestowed by her upon
the person of tlie saviour. This ointment, said Judas Is-
canot, who was the pvrnp.hearer or almoner of Christ and
the apostles. - liave purchased, and with it em-
balmed or pu. . ,r ; but Christ rebuked him, say-
ing " the poor ^ , , c have with you, but me ye have
not always."
The ceremony of purifying the poor was discontinued at

the Revolution ; but the provisions and silver pieces are
still bestowed upon Maunday Thursday by the king's sub-
almoner in the roval chapel at Whitehall.

From Mysteries the boys of St. Paul's school
proceeded to more regular dramas ; and at the
commencement of a regular theatre, were the best
and almost the only comedians. They became at
length so favourite a set of players as often to act
at court, and on particular occasions of festivity,

were frequently removed from London for this

purpose only, to the royal houses at some distance

from town. In early times, while no settled or

public theatre was known, and itinerant minstrels

acted in the halls of the nobility at Christmas,
plays were perfonned by the boys of the public
schools, and have continued to be so to the present

time, of which the practice of acting Latin plays

at Westminster, Eton, and other seminaries, are

examples. The ancient consuetudinary as it is

called of Eton school, containing all its old and
original customs, relates that about the 30th of

November, the master was accustomed to choose
such Latin plays as were most excellent and
convenient to be played in the following Christ-

mas holidays before public audience.

1379. At this period red wine was four-pence

a gallon ; and Rhenish sixpence ; in the follow-

ing year it was four pounds a tun.

The Vintners or Vintonners, were incorporated

in the reign of King Edward III. They were
originally divided into Vinetarii et Tavemarii

;

Vintners who imported the wine, and Taverners
who kept taverns, and retailed it for the former.

The company flourished so much, that from its

institution till 1711, it produced no fewer than
fourteen lord mayors, many of which were keep-
ers of taverns. Sir John Strodie, vintner, who
was lord mayor in 1 357, gave the land on w Inch
Vintner's hall in Thames-street was built. It

was called the manor of the vinetre.

Our great wine trade was at first with Bour-
deaux, and the neighbouring provinces ; it com-
menced as early as the conquest, perhaps sooner.

For in 979, or the reign of Etheldred, mention
is made of ships from Rouen, laden v\ith wines,

but what duty was paid is not known ; a small
vessel w as to pay " ad Bilynggesgate" one penny
halfpenny as a toll ; a greater, bearing sails,

one penny; a keel or hulk (Ceol vel Hulkus)
fourpence ; a ship laden with w ood, one piece for

toll ; and a boat with fish, one halfpenny ; or a
larger, one penny.

But our trade in wine became very consider-

able in the reign of Henry 11. by reason of his

marriage with Elianor, daughter*of the duke of

Aquitaine ; our conquest of that, and other great
wine provinces of France, increased the trade to

a high degree, and made great fortunes among
the adventurers of this company. In after times,

when sweet wines came into fashion, we had
considerable intercourse with the Canary islands.

1380. The romance of Amadis de Gaul was
written bv Loberia.

1380. Wiclif, the Morning Star of the Re-
formation, completed his translation of the whole
Bible unto English, including the apocryphal*

* The books called the Apocrypha, and appended to our
bibles, are denominated from the Greek apokrupto to hide,
either because they are of doubtful or hidden authoritv.
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books. The new testament of Wiclif's version

sold for four marks and forty pence, (£2 16s.8d.)

as appears from the register of W. Ahiwick,

bishop of Norwich, 1429, as quoted by Fox.

Wiclif says, that in his time, there " were

many unable curates, that kunnen not the Ten
Commandments, ne read their Sauter, ne under-

stond a verse of it." This great and intrepid

reformer died, December 30th, 1384, his body

was buried in the chancel of Lutterworth church,

Leicestershire, and there lay till 1284, when his

bones were disinterred and burnt, and his ashes

thrown into the Swift, a neighbouring stream,

at the command of Pope Martin V. by Richard

Flemyng, bishop of Lincoln, according to a

decree of the council of Constance, passed in the

year 1415.

After a life wonderfully preserved from the

unsparing cruelty of ecclesiastical power, by the

protection of Edvvard III. the duke of Lancaster,

and many of the nobility and gentry, his memory
was affectionately revered, and, as printing had
not been discovered, his writings were scarce

and earnestly sought. The seed of dissent had
germinated, and the appearance of dissenters

at intervals, was a specimen of the harvest that

had not yet come. Nothing more fearfully

alarmed the establishment than Wiclifs trans-

lation of the New Testament into English, All

arts were used to suppress it, and to enliven the

slumbering attachment of the people to the ' good
old customs' of the church. There is abundant
evidence of studious endeavours to both these

ends in the Coventry Mysteries. The priests

industriously reported that Wiclif's Testament
was a false one ; that he had distorted the

language and concealed facts. There was no
printing press to multiply copies of his book;

biblica criticism was scarcelyknown but by being

denounced ; the ecclesiastics anathematized scrip-

tural inquiry as heresy* from their confessionals

and pulpits ; and as ' the churches served as theatres

for holy farces,' the Franciscan friars of Coventry

* Heresy, in Greek, sigrnifies election, or choice, and is

used for any opinion whicli a man chooseth as best or most
profitable. Heresy and heretic are often used by ancient

writers as words of indifferent meaning , and the several

ways of philosophizing were called sects or heresies. Dr.

Johnson defines heresy, an opinion of private men different

from that of the catholic and orthodox church. Immedi-
ately after the council of Nice, the Emperor Constantine
issued a decree, ordering, that if there were any book ex-

tant written by Arius, that it should be burnt to ashes, and
the head of any man found hidinjj or concealing one should
be struck off from the shoulders. The church extended the
spirit of this edict to other books, hence it is that we have
scarce any book of the ancient heretics existing. It has
been questioned by the learned, whether the charge of

heresy was any more than a popular charge against men
who studied mathematics, and particulEuly astronomy and
astrology with magic, and with using witchcraft and en-

chantment. Heretic is a favourite term of reproach for

difference of opinion. It is told of one Natalis, who lived

before the time ofJerome, that having accepted a bishopric

among the heretics, he was severely scourged all night by
angels, and the next morning repented and returned to

the church.
When the order of Knight Templars was abolished, in

1310, to get possession of their vast estates, fifty-nine of
them were burnt alive for pretended heresy, at Vienna
and Paris. In 1324, Ledred, bishop of Ossory, persecuted
to the stake, several persons of high rank, and thousands
have suffered for opinions which at this day are held to be
orthodox.

shortly after the meeting of the laymen's parlia-

ment in that city, craftily engrafting stories from
the pseudo-gospels upon narritives in the New
Testament, composed and performed the plays
called the Coventry Mysteries. These fraudful
productions were calculated to postpone the
period of illumination, and to stigmatize, by
implication, the labours of Wiclif.

The most elaborate Life of Wiclif is thatj:)y

the Rev. John Lewis ; but the most correct list

of his works, and one of the best written lives,

will be found prefixed by the Rev. H. H. Baber,
to his edition of Wiclifs Nctv Testament.*

The followers of Wiclif were called Lollards,f

from a German tenn, signifying to sing hymns
to God ; and increased so rapidly, that a cotem-
porary writer affirms, "a man could not meet
two people on the road, but one of them was a
disciple of Wiclif."

1380. Part of the cargo of a ship from Genoa
to Sluys, in Flanders, whicli was driven ashore

on the coast of England, consisted of twenty-two

bales of writing paper.

1384. Died Albert Gerard, or from his general

knowledge, and his devout and exemplary life,

afterwards procured for him the distinctive appel-

lation of the great. He instituted a society called
" Fratres Vitce -Communis?'' " One heart, one
soul, one common property," says Lambinet,

influenced and supported this illustrious society

;

whose glory it was that they earned their liveli-

hood by their pen." They were distinguished by
wearing a grey coat, lined with hair next the

skin. A black cowl hung down behind as low as

the waist ; and whenever they went abroad, they

wrapt themselves in a large mantle, which des-

cended to their heels. Their hair was closely

cropt in a circular manner. Successives popes

confirmed and extended their privileges ; and in

1 402, seven monasteries had admitted their niles,

and imitated their example.
This extraordinary character was born at

Deventer, in the year 1340. His parents took

the greatest possible care of his education ; and at

the age of fifteen, he was sent to Paris, to perfect

himself in philosophical and theological studies.

His acquirements procured universal commen-
dation ; but in the midst of his intellectual cele-

brity, he debased himself by levity, luxury, and
dissipation. A private, but faithful reproof, from

one of his former fellow-students, was the occasion

of an entire change in his conduct. He now be-

came grave, devout, and exemplary ; he clothed

himself in a doublet of grey, lined with hair, and
retired to a monastery at Munikhuysen, where

he devoted himself to prayer and the refonnation

of immoral characters. Meeting with unexpected

success in this pious avocation, he instituted the

fraternity before mentioned. He died in the 44th

year of his age, and was buried in the church of

the Virgin Mary at Deventer.

* The Rev. Henry Harvey Baber, one ofthe librarians of

the British Museum, edited a beautiful edition of Wiclifs

New Testament, printed in 4to. 1810.

+ Walter Lollard the founder of a religious sect in

Germany, about 1315 was burnt at Cologne, in 1332.
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The monks who devoted their time to writing,

were sometimes distinguished by the name of

librarii, but their more usual denomination was

that of antiquarii. St. Isidore, of Seville, says,

" the librarii transcribed both old and new works,

the antiquarii only those that were ancient; from

whence also they derived their name. Swift or

short-hand writers obtained the name of tachy-

gr^phi ; and elegant writers that of calligraphi.

It was the duty of the librarian, who was the

pra)cutor of the monasteiy, to provide the writing

monks with the books they were to copy, and
whatever was necessary for their occupation

;

they were also forbidden to write any thing with-

out his pennission ; and in some of the great

houses it was usual for the librarian to make
some benefit, by letting others have copies made
of the manuscripts in their custody. Besides

being employed in the transcription of the scrip-

tures, and ecclesiastical works, and sometimes of

the classics, the monks were the registrers of all

public events of the age, and succession of the

kings, and of the births of the royal family : and
the constitutions of the clergy, in their national

and provincial synods; and, after the conquest,

even acts of parliament were sent to the abbeys
to be recorded by them. Instances also appear,
of the pope's sending orders for certain books to

be made for him ; and the monks used to tran-

scribe the bulls of privileges, in books of various

nature; the aflairs of their monasteries they
placed as marginal notes in the books of history.

Calligraphy, or the art of beautiful writing, has
been consiaered as having arrived at its summit
of excellence in the monasteries of Spain, though
it was not confined in them, for in England, the

Anglo-Saxon artists possessed eminent skill in

the execution of their books, and the character

they used had the honour of giving rise to the

modem small beautiful Roman letter.

That the monks had not in high veneration

the profane authors, appears by the following

facetious anecdote. To read the classics was
considered a very idle recreation, and some held
them in great horror. To distinguish them from
other books, they invented a disgraceful sign:

when a monk asked for a pagan author, after

making the general sign they used in their ma-
nuel and silent language, when they wanted a
book, he added a particular one, which consisted

in scratching under the ear, as a dog, which feels

an itching, scratches himself in that place with
his paw, because, said they, an unbeliever is

compared to a dog ! In this manner they ex-
pressed an itching for those dogs, Virgil and
Horace.

—

Curiosities ofLiterature.
The ancient poets and oratorswere represented

as seducers to the path of destruction. Virgil

and Horace were the imps of hell, Ovid a leche-
rous fiend, and Cicero a vain declaimcr impiously
elated with the talent of heathenish rejisoning.

Aristotle's logic alone was recommended because
it was found capable of involving the simplest
arguments and prcplexing the plainest tmths.
A council of Carthage would not allow that a
bishop should read any heathen book. St.Augus-

tine begged pardon of God for having read the
works of Virgil with delight in his graver years.

Let our views be what they may oi tlie general

utility of monastic institutions, it is a well known
fact, that when literature was neglected every

where else, it found a refuge in the monasteries,

where it was preserved amidst the ignorance and
superstition, which so generally overspread the

western world for many centuries. Monastic
institutions are generally supposed to have been
produced by the persecutions, and gloomy tem-
per so natural to the natives of Egypt, where
they took their rise, or were held in the highest

estimation. They imperceptibly made their way
through the greatest part of Europe, and gained

voluntary proselytes, where their progress was
not aided by the same causes. The violence and
barbarity of manners, so common in the western

parts of Europe, compelled many men to retire

into the monasteries as places of security, where
they might exercise those forms of devotion

which were looked upon as of equal value with

the practice of the moral and social duties of life.

In the general estimation the monastic life was
reckoned to be the most perfect ; and the disor-

ders of society gave some degree of authority

to this opinion. Nor was the building of the

monasteries totally useless with respect to the

improvement of the lands. Erecting cells in the

deserts, and collecting a number of followers by
their admonitions, or admiration of the austerity

of their lives, they afterwards built more spacious

dwellings ; and having obtained possession of the

lands in their neighbourhood, by donations of

the princes, or other benefactions, they improved
them by their labour, and made them more salu-

brious and profitable. On the first institution of

religious houses in England and other countries,

the monks were generally obliged to labour, and
to take their turns in the cultivation of the lands

which belonged to their monasteiy. Learning
was then a very rare accomplishment ; and the

interval of their devotions could not be more use-

fully employed than in husbandry. In after-ages,

when their acquisitions were sufficient to maintain
them, they spent their revenues in decorating

their buildings, in acts of hospitality, and often

in luxury. The learning and knowledge of those

times, as poor and trifling as they may appear,

fell chiefly to their share ; and to them we are

indebted for transmitting and preserving many
valuable writings of ancient authors, which no
other order of men thought worthy of regard.

Many instances of their industry and perseverance

in transcribing the scriptures, and promulgating
religious instruction, have been already recorded
not only in this work, but in many others, the

authors of which are otherwise averse to the
monastic institutions, to the monks, and their

religious opinions.

One of tlic popular employments and enter-
tiiinments of the ecclesia-stics in the middle ages,
and one of the modes adopted by them for the
instruction of the people, in the place of the bible,

was writing and exhibiting religious dramas
;

these being founded on scripture narrati^es, or
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emblematical representations of moral qualities,

were variously designated as Scriptural Plai/s,

Miracles, and Moralities ; and, from the festivals

on which they were very generally performed,

Corpus Christi and Whitsun Plays.

The theories which have been advanced to

elucidate the origin of these theatrical exhibitions,

of scripture histories are various ; one supposes

them to have been first exhibited at the public

marts or fairs, held at certain periods, in different

parts of Europe; another conjectures that they

had their rise at Constantinople; and a third

believes them to have been introduced into the

west by the pilgrims of the middle ages.

In erecting their buildings, as well as orna-

menting their churches and shrines, they generally

employed the most skilful workmen that were to

be found in Europe, and taught and preserved

many arts, which without their care, would have
been entirely lost. The frequent visits which
the clergy and monks made to the court of Rome,
were the means of importing all the arts of

civilized life, and gaining instructions in com-
merce, manufactures, and agriculture.

The religious houses were a kind of fortresses,

to which the neighbouring inhabitants retired in

times of public danger, and lodged their most
valuable effects. So that, if they sometimes pro-

tected such as fled from justice, they secured
others from violence and oppression. Such as

resorted hither on these accounts were commonly
retained by the abbots, and employed in the

capacity of labourers or soldiers. In the abbey
of Croyland the number of these fugitives once
amounted to two hundred. And the power which
the abbots possessed, of imprisoning and tiying

offenders within their jurisdiction, enabled them
to keep such a numerous and licentious body in

some degree of order. The power of the clergy
in those time, was usually laid out for their own
aggrandizement, was in this instance of public
service, and by opening sanctuaries, afforded a
place of refuge to the distressed commons. It

has been obsei-ved, that the church has sometimes
restrained the violence of the monarch, and put
bounds to his t3a'anny ; and in those barbarous
ages, the right of sanctuary must have been of

equal utility, and almost necessary.

1385. In the will of the celebrated citizen of
London, Sir William Walworth,* amongst other

bequests is the following " Books of Div inity to

three several religious communities, and some
law books to his brother."

1390. In the accounts of the treasurer- of

Charles VI., King of France, the following
article occurs :

—" Paid fifty-six shillings of
Paris, to Jaquenin Griengonneur the painter, for

three packs of cards, gilded with gold, and
painted with divers colours and divers devices,

to be carried to the king for his amusement."

There is abundant proof that plajdng cards
were used in Italy, Spain, and Germany, for at

least a century preceding the reign of Charles
VI. and at this period, had, no doubt, become the

common amusement of the noble and wealthy.

The cards, like the missals, called forth the art

of the limner ; and the king, the knight, and the

knaive, (the characters of the early cards) were
rich with crimson and purple, oftentimes painted

on a golden ground. Gambling, like many other

vices and follies, deseud from the great to those

below them in the social scale ; and it is easy,

therefore, to conceive that the followers of courts

and of camps, and the artisans and dealers in

the towns, seeing the amusement which their

superiors derived from these painted bits of paper

or parchment, would be anxious to possess the

same means of excitement in their hours of idle-

The art of wood engraving was ready toness.

supply the extended demand for playing-cards.

The outline of the figure was cut in relief upon
a block ; and the coloured parts were afterwards

added by the pencil. In Mr. Singer's elaborate

and interesting work, entitled Researches into^

the History of Playing Cards, there are many'
fac similies o^ the early cards. Subjoined is a

specimen of the knave of bells.

* Sir William Walworth was the person who slew Wat
Tyler, in Smithfield, June 15, 1381. He had assembled an
army of 100,000 men. On the l6th of Jane, John Ball, an
itinerant preacher, to be chancellor, gave them a sermon
on Blackheath. On the death of Tyler, his followers re-
turned to their homes.

The argument which has been drawn from this

fact, in support of their having been engraved, is

grounded upon the prices paid being wholly in-

adequate, even in those days, unless they were
first printed from outline engravings, and after-

wards gilt and coloured by hand ; although no
doubt, with more than an ordinary degree of

care, as they were for the king's use.

Heinecken, and some other writers, ascribe the

invention of engraving to the manufacture of

playing cards ; but this opinion is not supported
by any satisfactory or conclusive evidence.

Mr. Ottley argues, that we received the art
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from the East ; in support of which, he adduces

the mode of printing practised by the first en-

gravers by the means of friction ; and also the

custom, which is still presened in Gennany, of

gluing the design to be engraved on the wooden

block. M. Bullet endeavours to prove cards to

be of French invention, about 1376: Heinecken

states, that they were used in Gennany in 1300, at

which time they were drawn and painted ; and
about this period, the outlines were made on

blocks of wood, similar to the specimen given in

the preceding page : they afterwards used thin

plates of metal, with holes cut into them, for the

pui'pose of finishing the cards with colours. Of
these patterns, or stensils, it was requisite to have

one for every difierent colour. Mr. Singer sup-

poses that they were invented in Italy, and that

they found their way to Gennany as early as the

period stated by Heinecken. Stimulated by the

high price paid for manuscripts, the engravers

commenced executing works on wood, resembling

those of the scribes ; they w ere done in the most
private way, no press being required, as they took

their impressions by means of a roller or friction.

1390. In this year the first paper-mill in Ger-
many, was erected near the city of Nuremberg.

1390, July 18, 19, and 20. The parish clerks

of London, played interludes before Richard II.

his queen, and their court, at the Skinner's well,

the usual place of their performance.

The parish clerks of London, were incorporated

into a guild by Henry III. about 1240, under
the patronage of St. Nicholas. It was anciently

customary for men and women of the first quality,

ecclesiastics, and others who were lovers of church
music, to be adihitted into this corporation, and
they gave large gratuities for the support or

education ofmany persons in the practice of that

science. It was an essential part of their pro-

fession not only to sing but to read ; an accom-
plishment almost solely confined to the clergy :

and on the whole they seem to come under the

denomination of a religious fraternity. Their
public feasts were very frequent and celebrated

with singing and music ; most commonly at

Guildhall chapel or college. Before the Reform-
ation this society was constantly hired to assist

as a choir at the magnificent funerals of the

nobility or other distinguished personages, which
were celebrated within the city of London or in

its neighbourhood. At this time they played the
Creation of the Worlds and of the like subjects,

for eight successive days, to splendid audiences
of the nobility and gentry from all parts of
England. Tlie splendid ceremonies of their

annual procession and mass in the year 1554, are
thus related by Strype from an old chronicle,
" May the sixth was a goodly evensong at Guild-
hall college, by the masters of the clerks and
their fellowship, with singing and playing, and
the morrow after was a great mass, at the same
place, and by the same fraternity ; when *every
clerk off'ered an halfpenny. The mass was sung
by divers of the queen's (Mary) chapel, and chil-
dren. And after mass done every clerk went their

procession, two and two together ; each having

on a surplice and a rich cope, and a garland.

And then, fourscore standards, streamers, and
banners ; and each one that bore them had an
alb or a surplice. Then came in order the waits

playing ; and then thirty clerks singing/c5^a dies.

There were four of these choirs. Then came a
canopy, borne over the sacrament by four of the

masters of the clerks with stafles, torches burn-

ing, &c."—Strype's Eccles. Mem, vol. i. c. xiii.

Their profession, employment, and character,

naturally dictated to this spiritual brotherhood

the representation of plays, especially those of the

scriptural kind ; and their constant practice in

shews, processions, and vocal music, easily ac-

counts for their address in detaining the last

company which England afibrded in the four-

teenth century at a religious farce for more than

a week.

—

Warton.
The parish clerks' ancient performances are

memorialized in raised letters of iron, upon a
pump on the east side of Rag-street, now called

Ray-street, beyond the Sessions-house, Clerken-

well ; and which inscription records, the parish

clerks of London, in remote ages, commonly per-

formed sacred plays. That custom caused it to

be denominated Clerk's-well, and from which
this parish derived its name.

—

Hone.
1390. In this year a bill was brought into the

House of Lords, to prohibit the use of English
Bibles. The bill, however, being strongly re-

probated, and opposed by John, Duke of Lan-
caster, Wiclif's firm patron, was rejected. The
Duke is related to have said, " We will not be
the dregs of all, seeing other nations have the

law of God, which is the law of faith, w ritten in

their own language." Declaring at the same
time, '• that he would maintain our having the

law in our tongue against those, whoever they
should be, who first brought in the bill." The
duke was seconded by others, who said, that " if

the gospel, by its being translated into English^

was the occasion of men's running into error,

they might know , that there were more heretics

to be found among the Latins, than the people
of any other language." The consequence of this

firmness of Wiclif's patron and friends, was, that

the bill was thrown out.

1392. The progress of the poor laws is regu-
larly traced from the 15th Richard II. c. 6,

^which directs that, upon appropriations, a con-

venient sum of money shall be distributed yearly

to poor parishioners, from the profits of the

church,) to the 43rd Elizabeth.

—

Sir F. Eden.
1393. Alazie de Blevis, lady of Romolles,

spouse of the magnificent Boniface of Castellane,

baron of Germany, making her last will, left to

her daughter a certain number of books, wherein
was writ the whole body of the law, done in a
fair letter upon parchment ; charging her in case

she should marry, that she would marry a doctor

or lawyer ; and for that end, she had lei't her that

fine and rich treasure in abatement ofher dowry.
1395. In an accompt roll of Winchester

college for this yeai', there is an article of dis-

bursement, for a tablet covered with green wax^
to be kept in the chapel for noting down with a
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style, the respective courses of duty alternately

assigned to the officers of the choir. Shakspeare

alludes to this mode of writing, in his Timon of
Athens.

" My free drift

Halts not particularly, but moves itself

In a wide sea of wax."

1396. Froissart, the poet, on his introduction

to Richard II. presented to the king a book

beautifully illuminated, engrossed with his own
hand, bound in crimson velvet, and embellished

with silver bosses, clasps, and gold roses, contain-

ing all the matters of Armours and Moralities,

which in the course of twenty-four years he had
composed. When Froissart left England, in

this year, the King sent him a massy goblet of

silver, filled with one hundred nobles.

The matter of Froissart's History, and the

candid simplicity of his manner, must please the

reader of every age. His works abound so much
in individual character, and are so truly dramatic.

His History is a faithful record of the sentiments

and manners, the stately port, and romantic

honour, of the nobility and gentry of France and
England at this remote but highly interesting

period ; and are an inexhaustible source from

which the poets of romance may deduce themes

for the muse, that loves

" To sing achievements high
And circumstance of chivalry."

Froissart lived at the period of the battle of

Poictiers, at which King John was taken prisoner.

His History or Chronicle commences in the year

1326, with the great comte Phillip first King of

France of the line of Valois, and with the wars

between him and Edward III. of England, and
ending with the murder of Richard II. which is

supposed to have taken place at Pontefract castle,

in Yorkshire, on the 13th January, 1400. He
had deposed himself in the preceding September.

1296, Oct. A quarter of wheat was valued at

three shillings and sixpence ; a quarter of oats at

two shillings ; a pound of wool three shillings.

1397. Adam Eston or Easton, an Englishman,
educated at Oxford, became a Benedictine monk
of Norwich, and successfully filled the sees of

of Hereford and London. He was eminently

.skilled in Hebrew, Greek and Latin, and appears

to be the first of the moderns who attempted a

translation of the Old Testament immediately
from the Hebrew. This work he is said to have
completed, except the Psalms. Robert Wake-
field (who died in 1538) says, in the tract which
he wrote on the Purity of the Hebrew Text, that

for some time he had the work in his possession

but that at length it was stolen. In the preface

to his translation, he defends the integrity of the

Hebrew original against Nicholas de Lyra and
others, who supposed it to have been corrupted
by the Jews. He was created a cardinal by
Urban VI., but was afterwards thrown into

prison, with five other cardinals by the same
pontiff", where he remained for five years. After
his release he wrote an account of his im-
prisonment.

1398, The mystery of the conception, passiofi,

and resuri'ection of Christ, was performed at St.

Maur, about five miles from Paris, but were pro-

hibited by the provost of Paris. Charles VI. w ent

to see these shows, and was so well pleased with

them, that he granted the actors letters patent,

dated Dec. 4, 1402. They also built a theatre

of the hospital of the Holy Trinity, on which,
during the space of almost one hundred and fifty

years, they acted the Mysteries, or other pieces of

a similar nature, under the common titles of

Moralities. Francis I . by his letters patent, dated

January, 1518, confinned all the privileges of

this fraternity.—Riccoboni's Historical and Cri-

tical Account of the Theatres in Europe.

1399, Oct. 13. Henry IV. is inaugurated on
the anniversary of his exile. That solemnity is

also memorable for the institution of the Order

of the Bath. No sooner had Henry gained

possession ofthe throne than Arundel, archbishop

of Canterbury, who had supported him in his

pretensions to the crown, applied, with his clergy,

to the parliament that met at Westminster, to

obtain the sanction of the legislature to his cruel

and iniquitous measures. In this he was unfortu-

nately successful, and a severe law was passed

in 1400 against the Lollards. It has been shewn,

that Wiciif had boldly advanced to an uncommon
enlargement of thinking in religious matters,

and Chaucer displayed a vein of poetry rich and
new in this country. From such beginnings im-

portant consequences might have been expected

;

and the writings of these eminent men must have

had no small effect on the minds of many indi-

viduals. The opinions of Wiciif appear to have

been embraced by a larger number of persons

than dare to avow them ; and the admirers of

Chaucer could not avoid having their under-

standing and their taste improved by a perusal of

his works. Still, however, the progi'ess of know-
ledge was far inferior to what, from auspices so

favourable to the cultivation and refinement of

the human faculties, might rationally have been

predicted. Henry IV. at his accession to the

crown, was understood to be friendly to the senti-

ments of Wiciif. But the conscience of this

monarch, like that of most other princes, was
not of that obstinate kind which refused to bend
itself to political views. When he considered

the state of parties, he was convinced that

nothing could so eff"ectually strengthen his claims

as the support of the clergy ; and, therefore, he
detennined to comply with the requisitions of

the great ecclesiastics, however hostile these re-

quisitions might be to the cause of refomiation.

The severest treatment of the advocates for

religious improvements was the price of the

church's favour ; and it was a price to the pay-

ment ofwhich Henry readily submitted. Through
the influence of Arundel, whose character was
deformed by superstition and cruelty, the above

act was obtained, by which the bishops were

authorised to imprison all persons suspected of

heresy, and to try them in the spiritual court.

If these disciples'of Wiciif proved either obsti-

nate or relapsed heretics, the ecclesiastical judge
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was to call the sheriff of the county, or the civil

officerof thetown,tobe present when the sentence

of condemnation was pronounced ; upon which

the condemned person was immediately to he

delivered to the secular magistrate, who was to

cause him to be burnt to death, in some elevated

place, in the sight of all the people.

1400, June 22. Died Geoffrey Chaucer, the

father of English Poetry ; or more emphatically,

the " Morning Star." Of the historj- of this dis-

tinguished poet, whom his cotemporaries amd
immediate successors denominate " the flower of

eloquence,"—" superlative in eloquence," &c.
it is astonishing that we should know almost

nothing. His very descent is involved in im-

penetrable obscurity ; for while one of his bio-

graphers asserts that he was of a noble stock,

another declares that he was the son of a knight;

a third, that his father was a vintner, and a
fourth, that he was a merchant : there is a fifth

opinion, which seems best entitled to credit, viz.

that nothing can be said with any certainty

respecting his origin.

The place of his birth, likewise, is equally a
matter of dispute ; for while some maintain, and,

apparently, on his own authority, that he was
born in London, others have brought what, to

them, have appeared very conclusive arguments,
that he was a Berkshire man ; while a third

party have strenuously maintained, that the

honour of his nativity belongs to the county of

Oxford. Amidst these discrepances, which en-

cumber almost every circumstance connected
with the poet's life, it is difficult to know what to

believe : we must, therefore, content ourselves

with the information furnished by his tombstone,
and various other records ; from the first of which,
it appears, that he was bora in 1328, and that he
died in 1400 ; and from the latter, that he was
closely connected with John of Gaunt, to whose
second wife he was related by marriage ; that he
was, at one time, in high favour at Court, where
he enjoyed several lucrative offices; but that he
afterwards, it is conjectured on account of his

attachment to the doctrines of Wiclif, forfeited

his places, and was compelled to fly the king-
dom; and that, after his return to his native

land, he was taken and committed to prison,

from whence he was not released till he had made
his submission.

From all that can be obtained, it appears that
his father was a wealthy merchant, who gave him
a liberal education, and that he studied both at

Oxford and Cambridge. He next improved him-
self by travelling into foreign countries. Mr.
Godwin, in his Life of Chaucer, has observed,
after Leland, that " it was during the years that
Chaucer resided at the university of Paris, that
he imbibed all the beauties, elegance, charms,
wit, and grace of the French tongue to a degree
that is scarcely credible. Nothing indeed, can be
more indubitable than that Chaucer was a con-
sumate master of the language, and of all the
literary productions which had then appeared in
France." On his return he became yeoman to

Edward III, who gave him a pension out of the

exchequer, and soon after was appointed shield

bearer to that soveriegn. He was sent to Genoa
to hire ships for the king's service, and at his re-

turn obtained a grant of a pitcher of wine a-day,

to be delivered by the butler of England ; and
the place of comptroller of the customs of
London, for wool, &c. On his release from
prison he retired to Woodstock, where he em-
ployed himself in correcting his works. Here he
published his treatise on the Astrolabe. Henry
IV. in the first year of his reign, gave him an
annuity of forty marks for his life. He was
buried in Westminster abbey. Chaucer married
Philipa de Rouet, by which means he became
allied to John of Gaunt, duke of Lancaster, who
was his patron while he was himself in power.
On the accession to the throne of Henry IV.

the son of his great patron, he quitted his peace-

able retirement, and travelled to London ; and
this journey is supposed to have hastened his

end, the near approach of which, if we may
judge from the following Ode?, which he is said

to have composed in his last agonies, he bore

with Roman fortitude. The reader will observe,

that the phraseology of this little piece has been
modernized, in order to obviate the obscurity of

the old language.

THE POET'S LAST ADVICE.
Fly from the crowd and be to virtue true,

Content with what thou bast, tho' it be small .;

To hoard brings hate : nor lofty thoughts pursue

,

He who climbs high endangers many a fall.

Envy's a shade that ever waits on fame.
And oft the sun that raises it will hide

;

Trace not in life a vast expensive scheme.
But be thy wishes to thy state allied

;

Be mild to others, to thyself severe.
So truth shall shield thee or from hurt or fear.

Think not of bending all things to thy wUl,
Nor vainly hope that fortune shall befriend

;

Inconstant she, but be thou constant still,

Whate'er betide, unto an honest end.
Yet needless dangers never madly brave.
Kick not thy naked foot against a nail

;

Or from experience the solution crave.
If wall and pitcher strive, which shall prevail.

Be in thy cause, as in thy neighbour's clear,

So truth shall shield thee or from hurt or fear.

Whatever happens, happy in thy mind.
Be thou serene, nor at thy lot repine j

He 'scapes all ill whose bosom is resign'd,

Nor way nor weather wUl be always fine.

Beside, thy home's not here, a journey this,

A pilgrim thou, then hie thee on thy way

;

Look up to God, intent on heav'nly bliss.

Take what the road affords, and praises pay.
Shun brutal lusts, and seek thy soul's high sphere.
So truth shall shield thee or from hurt or fear.

Chaucer had for cotemporary poets, Robert of

Gloucester, Robert of Brunne, and Piers Plow-
man, believed to be a ficticious name. Their

predecessors were Rendale and Thomas of Ercel-

downe, known by the appellation of the rhymer.

Uniting, or supposed to unite, in his person, the

powers of poetical composition with those of

prophecy, and his memory after a lapse of five

centuries, is regarded with veneration by his

countrymen. For this, he is, perhaps, rather in-

debted to the superstitious credulity of the vulgar,

than to the just claims which he possesses as the

earliest Scotish poet whose name and rhymes,

have descended to modem times. Of his history.
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little is known with certainty ; but from a record

it is proved, that our poet was dead in 1290.

According to the popular belief, he still " drees

his wierd" in fairy land, and is expected one day
to revisit the earth.

In addition to many prophecies, Sir Walter
Scott has attributed to him, the romance of Sir
Tristram, which he published from a manuscript

copy, with very numerous and valuable illustra-

tive notes and observations.

Chaucer left two sons, one ofwhom was speaker
of the house of commons and ambassador to

France. His grand-daughter Alice was married

to William de la Pole, the exiled duke of Suffolk,

who was beheaded at Wingheld, in Suflblk, in

May, 1450.

Of the works of Chaucer the Canterhury Tales

are by far the best, and have been modernized by
Dryden, Pope, and others. The following ex-

tract will give some idea of his language.

THE SCHOLAR.

Him was lever* have at his bed's head.
Twenty bookes, clothed in black or red.

Of Aristotle and his philosophy,
Than robes rich, or fiddle, or psaltry .

But all be that he was a philosopher,
Yet hadde he but little gold in coffer,

But all that he might of his friende's bent.
On booke's and on learning he it spent.
And busily 'gan for the soule's pray
Of them that gave him to scholary,
Of study took he moste care and heed.
Not a word spoke he more than was need

;

And that was said in form and reverence,
And short and quick, and full of high sentence,
Sounding in moral viitue was his speech.
And gladly would he learn and gladly teach.

1400, Died The celebrated historian Froissart.

The age of Froissart was an age of romance and
chivalry, when not only the courts of princes, but
the castles of barons vied with each other with
shews; when tournaments, coronations, royal

interviews, and solemn festivals were the gi'and

objects of mankind. Froissart was an eye wit-

ness ofmany ofthe ceremonieswhich he describes.

His passion seems to have been that of seeing

magnificent spectacles, and of hearing reports

concerning them. Although a canon of two
churches, he passed his life in travelling from
court, to court, and from castle to castle ; thus
providing materials for his history. He was
familiarly known to two kings of England, and
one of Scotland. Froissart from his youth was
strongly attached to carousals, the music of min-
strels, and the sports of hawking and hunting.
He cultivated the poetry of the troubadours ;f
and was a writer of romances. During his abode
at the court of Gaston, earl of Foix, at Orlaix, in

Bearne, which he himself informs us, was the
most brilliant in Europe, where he was enter-

tained twelve weeks, he presented to the earl his

collection of the poems of the duke of Luxem-
burg, consisting of sonnets, ballades, and virelays.

Among these was included a romance composed
by himself, called Meliader ; or the Knight of
the Sun of Gold. Gaston's chief amusement w as

* rather.
t The troubadours were Fiench minstrels or poets, who

chiefly flourished in Provence, during the twelfth and
thirteenth centuries.

I

by

to hear Froissart read this romance every evening
after supper. He also presented to Gaston four

greyhounds, " Tristran, Hector, Brut, and Ro-
land ;" and we are told that this earl actually

kept no less than six hundred dogs in his castle.

Caxton in his exhortation to Knight, Sec. of his
age, ranks Froissart's History* as a book of chi-

valry, with theromances oi Lancelotsmd Perceval.

1400. A copy of the Romans de la Rose was
sold before the palace gates at Paris, for forty

cfowns, or £33 6s. 6d.

The Romans de la Rose, which was written

during the thirteenth century, places the French
over all European nations in the invention of
romances of chivalry, and the production of every

species of offspring of the imagination. It may
justly be regarded as the predecessor and pro-

genitor of all that is admirable in the effusions

of.modern, in contradistinction to the chivalrous

poetry.

The Romans de la Rose was commenced
Guillaume de Lorriz, who lived in the time of
St. Louis. He was a poet and jurisconsult of a
small town of France. Du Verdier says, that

having become enamoured of a certain lady, he
composed this celebrated romance in French
rhyme, in imitation of the little work of Ovid,
the Art of Love, It is agreed that he possessed

most of those qualities which constitute a poet,

namely, an agreeable wit, a lively imagination,

and great fniitfulness of invention. He under-
stood the chanus of fiction ; of which cotemporary
poets knew little. His descriptions still ])lease

by their simplicity and truth, and are very cha-

racteristic of the times in which they were written.

Guillaume de Lorris died about the year 1260.

Of the before-mentioned romance he wrote the

first 4150 verses. Jean le Meun of Clopinel

continued the work forty years after the death of

de LoiTis, in the reign of Philip le Bel, or at the

latest about 1300. Jean de Meun (say the French
critics) had more learning than de Lorris. Some
think he was not only cotemporary with Dante,
but the associate of his studies. If the licentious-

ness of his nuise gave just offence to some, the

pungency of his satire did not fail to enrage

others. He found himself assailed by enemies of

every class. The court ladies were in particular

with great reason, indignant at many passages of

his poems, and they determined, says Du Verdier,

one day to chastise him. The poet coming on
some business to court was stopped by the fair

assembly in one of the apartments ; in presence

of many lords, who to please them had engaged
not to interiTipt their purpose. De Meun seeing

them armed with rods, and hearing them im-
portunately urge the gentlemen to strip him.

* Mr. Warton, from whom the above account is taken,
records that there were in his time existing, in the British
museiun, two or three finely illuminated manuscript copies
of Froissart's chronicle; and that among the stores of
Henry VIII. at his manor of Bedington, in Surry, we find

the fashionable reading of those times exemplified in the
following works :

—" Ifem, a great book of parchmente
written and lyraned with gold of graver's work, De Con
fessione Amantis ; with xviii other books. Le premier
volume, de Lancelot, Froissart. Le Grand Voyage pe
Jerusalem, Mandeville. Enguerain de Monstrclet, &c.
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implored one boon ; swearing he would not ask a

remission of punishment from such as he had
justly offended, but rather its execution. At the

earnest instance of the lords present, his suit is

with difficulty granted. Bui when De Meun
stated the tenns, not one lady could be found to

accept the honour of beginning the chastisement,

and De Meun escaped, leaving the ladies covered

with blushes, and furnishing the lords present

a very diverting occasion of laughter.

The earliest French romances of chivalry are

generally divided into two classes, namely, those

which relate to Arthur and the Round Table,

aaid those which have relation to Charlemagne.
Chaucer invested the Romans de la Rose

with an English dress, with all the charms, wit,

and elegance of the original.

The following statement, from Henry's History
of Great Britain^ may illustrate in some degree,

the manners of these rude and unlettered time
;

" robbery was the reigning vice in all the nations

of Europe; and the robbers, protected by the

barons, who shared their booty, plundered all who
came in their way, without distinction. A
troop of these plunderers, commanded by Gilbert

Middleton, and Walter Selby, assaulted two car-

dinals, who were escorted by Lewis Beaumont,
bishop of Durham, and his brother lord Beau-
mont, attended by a numerous retinue, near

Darlington. The cardinals they robbed of their

money and effects, and then permitted them to

proceed on their journey ; but carried the bishop
and his brother, the one to the castle of Morpeth,
and the other to the castle of Mitford, and de-

tained them till they had paid certain sums, as

ransoms. The same unfortunate prelate had his

palace afterwards plundered even to the bare
walls, by sir Joselin Deinville." Injurious as

such a state of society must necessarily have been
to the promotion of religion and learning, various

instances occurred, which proved that in an age
of strife, and ignorance, there were, nevertheless,

some who promoted a desire for learning.

1401, Mttrc/i 10. The first person who suffered

death under the act for exterminating heresy,

was Sir William Sawtre, rector of St. Oswyth,
London. He was brought to trial before the

convocation of the province of Canterbury, at St.

Paul's, and received sentence of condemnation
upon a statute, which is so reproachful to the
principles and manners of the times, and it was
not one of denunciation, but was instantly carried

into execution on this day, by being burnt to

death. It was an honour to himself, but a dis-

grace to his country, that he was the first person
who suffered death, for the adoption of senti-

ments the truth of which is now admitted by
every liberal mind. Another clerg^^nan, whose
learning alone would entitle him to respect and
esteem, was committed to a loathsome prison by
Arundel, though he did not carry his vindictive

spirit so far to William Thorpe, as with Sawtre.
1402, June 5. Henry IV. issues from West-

minster a proclamation to dispel the rumours of
Richard II. having awpmrerf in Scotland, stating
that he was recently dead and buried. In April

in the following year, the king replies to Louis
duke of Orleans, who had reproached him with
rebellion, usurpation, and the murder of Richard.
" If you mean that we had any hand in his death,

we say that you lie, and will lie falsely, as often

as you shall assert it ; as the true God knows
whom we call to witness our innocence, offering,

as a loyal prince ought, our body against yours,

if you will or dare to prove it."*

1403. By the authority of the lord mayor and
court of alderaien of the city of London, the

stationers were fonned into a guild or fraternity

and had their ordinances made for the good
government oftheir fellowship. Thus constituted,

they regularly assembled, under the government
of a master and two wardens. Their first hall

was in Milk-street ; but, notwithstanding all the

endeavours that have been made, no privilege or

charter has yet been discovered under which they

acted as a corporate body.

It appears from the most authentic records

that the company of stationers, or text-writers

who wrote and sold all sorts of books then in use

namely, A. B. C. with the Paternoster, Ave
Creede, Grace, &;c. to large portions of the bible,

even to the whole bible itself, dwelt in and about
Paternoster-row. Hence we have, in that neigh-

bourhood. Creed-lane, Amen-corner, Ave Maria-
lane, &c. all places named after some scripture

allusions.

There dwelled also turners of beads, and they

were called Paternoster makers ; as I read in a
record of one Robert Nikke, Paternoster maker
and citizen in the reign of Henry IV.

—

Nichols.

Archbishop Seldon, in his Miracles of Anti-
christ, published in 1616, mentions " standing

stationers and assistants at miracle markets and
miracle forges." The name stationer was adapt-

ed by all the old booksellers and printers and it

is well known that they had stalls or sheds in St.

Paul's church yard. They acquired that name,
(but not exclusively) from keeping fixed sheds or

stalls, as distinguished from itinerant venders,
" whether" observes Dr. Pegge, " of books or

broomsticks." Wynken de Worde in his will

calls himself "citizen and stationer of London."

1404, Sept. 24. Died William of Wykeham,
bishop of Winchester, in the reigns of Edward
III., Richard II., and Heniy IV., and secretary

of state to the first of these monarchs. He was
born at Wykeham, in Hampshire, in the year

1324. He was eminent both as a scholar and as

an architect. In April, 1386, the fii*st warden

and fellows made their public entry into St.

Mary of Winchester's college, since called New
college, which he had founded ; also a noble

school at Winchester, was founded by him, and
which continues to retain a high reputation to

the present day. Ill his register under the year

1384, an episcopal injunction is recited, against

* A Latin Psalter, ornamented with the most beautiful
miniatures, and richly illuminated, for the use of king
Richard II. when a youth, is preserved in the Cottonian
library. It has a calendar, with various tables, besides
hymns, and the Athanasian creed. The king is repre-

sented, in different places, on his knees before the Virgin
Mary, who has the infant Jesus in her anus.

—

Le Long.
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the exhibition of " Spectula," or similar diver-

sions, in the cemetery of his cathedral.*

1404. In a parliament held at Coventry, which
from its desire to compel the clergy to contribute

largely to the state, was called the Laymen's
Parliament. The country was in imminent dan-
ger, an abundantsupplyofmoney wasimmediately
necessary ; the parliament knew that the pro-

fusion of ecclesiastical wealth could only have
been acquired from the industry ofthe laity ; and
they represented that the clergy had been of little

service to the king, while the laity had served in

his wars with their persons, and by contributions

for the same purpose had impoverished their

estates. The archbishop of Canterbury, (Arundel)
said that if the clergy did not fight in person,

their tenants fought for them, that their contri-

butions had been in proportion to their property,

and the church had offered prayers and masses
day and night for God's blessing on the king and
the army. The Speaker, Sir John Cheyne, an-
swered, that the prayers of the church were a very
slender supply. To this the archbishop replied,

that it might easily be seen what would become
of the kingdom when such devout addresses were
so slighted. The persistance of the archbishop
saved the church from the impeding storm.

Amidst the ardour of the prelates for the sup-
pression of novel opinions, and for impeding the
progress of reformation, it might have been ex-
pected that their own favourite study, that of
scholastic theology, would have been vigorously
pursued. This species of divinity was, indeed
cultivated to a certain degree : but it did not
appear with the splendour which it had assumed
in fonner ages. No such luminaries were pro-
duced as had heretofore obtained the pompous
titles : there were no persons who attained the
appellations of irrefragable, angelic, or seraphic
doctors. The bishops chiefly concerned them-
selves in supporting the general pretensions of
the church, or in framing canons for the main-
tenance of their separate interests. The poems
of Chaucer abound with invective against the
vices ofthe clergy,particularythe P/o?<;man.'« Tale:
an example or two will sufficiently discover the
tenor of the poem.

Such as can nat ysay ther crde,
With prayer shiU be made preUites

;

Alother canne thei the gospell rede.
Such shul now weldin hei estates.

They use horedome and harlottrie,
And covetise, and pompe, and pr.de,
And slothe, and wrathe, and eke envie,
And sewine sinne by every side.

As Goddes godeness no man tell might,
Ne write, ne speke, ne think in thought,
So ther falshed, and ther unright,
Male no man tell that ere God wrought

* An interdiction of a similar nature is found among the
statutes of the synod of the church of Dieg", A. D. 1287}
by which joculators or minstrels, actors and dancers are
forbidden performing in the church, ceractry, or portico.
The porticus, or portico, was not the same with what is

usually called the church-porch, but either what is now
commonly called the side- isle, or a particular division of
it, consisting of one arch with its recess, and was fre-
quently distinguished by the name of some saint, as
Porticua Stl. Martini in St. Augustin's church at Canter-
bury.

1404, Jan. 13. It was enacted by the shortest

parliament on the statute rolls, that none (refer-

ing to the chemists) from henceforth shall use to

multiply gold and silver, or use the craft of

multiplication ; and if any do the same do, he
shall incur the pain of felony. It was repealed

1 William and Mary.
1406. Henry Beda, a priest, bequeathed his

manuscript breviary to the church of Jacques-

la-Boucherie, he left at thesame time, to William
I'Exale, the churchwarden of the said church,

the sum of forty sols, to pay the expense of

having a cage made in which the breviary might
be kept.

—

Magasin Picturesque.

1408, August 17. Died John Gower, a cele-

brated English poet, whom Chaucer styles the
" moral Gower." He was born in Yorkshire

about 1320, and became eminent as a professor

of law in the Inner Temple, and is supposed to

have been Chief Justice of the Common Pleas.

His works consist of three parts. Speculum Me-
ditantis; Vox Clamantis; inidConfessioAmantis.

They were printed by Caxton in 1483.

It is pleasant to observe the strange mistakes

and anachronisms which Gower, a man of great

learning, and the most general scholar of his age,

has committed in his Confessio Amantis, con-

cerning books which he never saw, his violent

anachronisms and misrepresentations of the most

common poets and characters : he mentions the

Greek Poet Menander as one of the first his-

torians, or, to quote his own expression, "the
first enditours of the olde cronike," together with

Esdras, Solinus, Josephus, Claudius Salpicius,

Tennegis, Pandulfe, Frigidilles, Ephiloquorus,

and Pandas. In this list, the omissions of which

are as curious as the insertions, we are equally at

a loss to account for the station assigned to some
of the names as to the existence of others,which

it would require an OEdipus to unriddle.

In the next paragraph, it is true he mentions

Herodotus
;
yet not in his character of an early

historian, but as the first writer of a system of the

metrical art, " of metre, of rjme, and of ca-

dence." We smile when Hector, in Shakes-

peare, quotes Aristotle; but Gower gravely

informs his reader that Ulysses was a clerke^

accomplished with a knowledge of all the

sciences, a great rhetorician and magician ; that

he learned rhetoric of Tully, magic of Zoroaster,

astronomy of Ptolomy, philosophy of Plato, di-

vination of the prophet Daniel, proverbial in-

struction of Solomon, botany of Macer, and
medicine of Hippocrates. And in the seventh

book of the poem, Aristotle or the philosophre.

is introduced reciting to his scholar Alexander

the Great, a disputation between a Jew and a

Pagan, who meet between Cairo and Babylon,

concerning their respective religions : the end of

this story is to shew the cunning, cruelty, and
ingratitude of the Jew, which are, at last, de-

servedly punished. But I believe Gower's apo-

logy must be, that he took this narrative from

some Christian Legend, which was feigned for

a religious purpose, at the expense of all pro-

bability and propriety.
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Amongst the Astrological writers he reckons

Noah, Abraham, and Moses ; but he is not sure

that Abraham was an author, having never seen

any of that Patriarch's Works ; and he prefers

Trismegistus to Moses. Cabalistical tracts

were, however, extant, not only under the names
of Abraham, Noah, and Moses, but of Adanj,

Abel, and Enoch. He mentions with particular

regard Ptolomy's Almagest, the grand source of

all the superstitious notions propagated by the

Arabian Philosophers concerning the science of

divination by the stars. These infatuations seem
to have completed their triumph over human
credulity in Gower's age, who, probably, was an
ingenious adept in these false and frivolous

speculations of this admired species of study.

His account of the progress of the Latin lan-

guage is exceedingly curious. He supposes that

it was invented by the old Tuscan Prophetess,

Carmens ; that it was reduced to method by the

grammarians Aristarchus, Donatus, and Didy-
miis; adorned with the flowers of eloquence and
rhetoric by Tully ; then enriched by translations

from the Chaldaean, Arabic, and Greek lan-

guages, more especially by the version of the

Hebrew Bible into Latin, by Saint Jerome (in

the fourth century) ; and that at length, after

the labours of many celebrated writers, it re-

ceived its final consummation in Ovid, the poet

of lovers. At the mention of Ovid's name, the

poet, with the dexterity and address of a true

master of transition, seizes the critical moment of

bringing back the dialogue to its proper argu-
ment—Love.

—

Warton

.

The death of Gower has been dated on the

15th of October, 1402, but by no sufficient

authority. His will was signed, at the priory,

in Southwark, the 15th of August, 1408, and
an administration of his goods was given to

Agnes, the poets widow, on the 7th day of

November.
1410. Subines surnamed Lepus archbishop of

Prague, a prelate of illustrious extraction, but
so illiterate, that he only acquired the knowledge
of letters after his advancement to the arch-

bishopric. The determined enemy of the Hus-
sites, as they we're called, commanded that all

the books of Wiclif should be brought to him
in order to be publicly burnt. This episcopal

mandate was partially obeyed, and more than
one hundred volumes finely written, and richly

ornamented with costly covers and gold bosses,

were committed to the flames.

Having in a preceding page given the rise and
progress of monastic institutions, and shewn that

in many of the religious houses luxury and indo-
lence, had arisen to such a height, that some
measures were rendered necessary for remedying
the disorders created by their dissipation and
licentiousness. For this purpose a new order of
religious fraternity was introduced into the
church, the members of which, being destitute of
fixed possessions, might restore respect to the
monastic institution, and recover the honour of
the church, by the severity of their manners, a
professed contempt of riches, and unwearied per-

severance in the duties of preaching and prayer.

This new order were called Mendicants, or beg-
ging friars, which took their rise at the beginning
of the thirteenth century ; and by a decree of the

second council of Lyons, in 1274, were divided

into four orders, which were called Dominicans
Franciscans, Carmelites, and Augustines, or Aus-
tins. The Franciscans were often styled friars,

minors, minorets, or grey-friars ; the Dominicans
were generally termed friars-preachers, or black-

friars ; the Carmelites bore the name of white-

friars ; and the Austins, of grey-friars. The
Dominicans and Franciscans were the most emi-

nent. The popes, among other immunities,

allowed them the liberty of travelling wherever
they pleased, of conversing with persons of all

ranks, of instructing youth and the people in

general, and of hearing confessions, without re-

serve or restriction ; and as they exhibited more
striking marks of sanctity than were observable

in the deportment of the members of other mo-
nasteries, they were regarded with the highest
esteem and veneration through all the countries

of Europe. By the extraordinary assiduity and
success with which they cultivated the various

branches of literature, they acquired the most
extensive influence. The theological professors

in the university of Naples, founded in 1222,
were chosen from among them. They were the

principal teachers of theology at Paris ; and at

Oxford and Cambridge, respectively, all the four

orders had flourishing monasteries. The Fran-
ciscans appear to have been the sole support and
ornament of that university for more than two
hundred years. Their diligence in collecting

books was proverbial ; and every mendicant con-
vent was furnished with what was considered as

a great and noble library. To literary pursuits

they joined the arts of popular entertainment,

and they were probably the only religious orders
in England who acted plays. The Creation of
the World, annually performed by the grey
friars, at Coventry, is still extant.

The buildings of the mendicant monasteries,

especially in England, were remarkably magni-
ficent. These fraternities being professed poor,

and by their original institution prevented from
receiving estates, the munificence of their bene-
factors was employed in adorning their houses
with stately refectories and churches. Persons of
the highest rank bequeathed their bodies to be
buried in the friary churches, which were esteem-
ed more sacred than others, and were consequently

filled with sumptuous shrines and superb monu-
ments. In the noble church of the grey friars in

London, finished in 1325, but long since des-

troyed, four queens, beside upwards of six hun-
dred persons rtf quality, were buried, whose
beautiful tombs remained till the dissolution.

The Franciscans indeed enjoyed from the popes
the privilege of distributing indulgences, which
produced a valuable indemnification for their

voluntaiy poverty. For the space of nearly three

centuries, the Dominicans and Franciscans, ap-
pear to have governed the European church and
state, with an absolute and universal sway ; with
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an authority which silenced all opposition ; and
maintaining the disputed prerogative of the pope
against the united influence of prelates and kings,

with a vigour only to be paralleled by its success.

1411. July 24. The battle of Harloiv, between
the Gaelic and Lowland Scottish factions, led by
the earl of Mar and Donald of the isles. This
battle was, in its consequences, ofthe highest im-
portance, since it decided the superiority of the

more civilized regions of Scotland, over those

inhabited by the Celtic tribes, who remained
almost as savage as their forefathers the Dulriads.

Another mark of the advance of civilization,

observes Sir Walter Scott, was the erection of the

university of St. Andrew's, which was founded
and endowed about this time, under the auspices

of Henry Wardlaw, archbishop of St. Andrew's,
and a cardinal.

1413. It was not till the 14th year of the reign

of Henry IV. that villians (servants or slaves)

farmers and mechanics, were pennitted by law
to put their children to school, and long after

this period they dared not to educate a son for

the church without a licence from their lord.

In this reign (Henry IV.) there was only one
poet, and he contributed nothing to the improve-
ment of our versification and language. His
real name was John Walton, though he is

called Johannes Capellanus. He translated into

English verse Boethius's treatise on the Conso-
lation of Philosophy

J
a work of genius and

merit, which in the middle ages was admired
above every other composition.

1413, Feb. 20, Died Thomas Arundel, arch-
bishop of Canterbury, he was born in 1353.
At the age of 21 he was consecrated bishop of
Ely. In 1396 he was raised to the primacy,
with which he exercised the office of lord high
chancellor. Richard II. banished him, for

some attempts to establish a regency, on which
he went to Rome. When Henry IV. ascended
the throne, Arundal returned to England. He
was a zealous defender of the temporalities of
the church and exerted himself greatly against
the Wiclifites. For the severity of his conduct
against those who embraced the doctrines of
Wiclif, see the various constitutions which he
framed, and also Fox's Book of Martyrs.

1413, March 20. Died Henry IV. and was
buried at Canterbury. It is said of this monarch
that he wished all his subjects could afford them-
selves a good supper once a week.

1415. The first record written in the English
tongue, and by any Englishman, is in this year,
being the confession of Richard Earl of Cam-
bridge.

141 5, June 22. John Huss, a Bohemian cler-
gyman who had embraced the opinions of Wiclif,
was burnt at the stake on this day. His friend
and fellow-sufferer, Jerome of Prague, followed
him through the flames the following year.
While the abettors of Wiclif 's tenet were de-

pressed and cruelly treated at home, that the
doctrines which had been advanced by him con-
tributed to the diffusion of religious knowledge
among foreign nations. Bohemia was the king-

dom where his principles were the most zealously

and extensively adopted, and where they were
productive of effects which make no inconsider-

able figure in the public history of Germany.
Huss and Jerome were the first who suffered in

Bohemia, in the cause of religous toleration.

They bore their sufferings with constancy, going
to the stake as to a feast, and allowing no ex-
pression to escape them which could indicate

uneasiness of mind.
1415. In the second year of the reign of king

Henry V. a parliament held at Leicester, it was
enacted, " that whosoever they were that should
read the scriptures in their mother tongue, (which
was then called Wicleu's learning) they should
forfeit land, cattle, body, life, and goods, from
their heirs for ever, and be condemned for heretics

to God, enemies to the crown, and most errant

traitors to the land." Besidesthis, it was enacted,

"that neither sanctuary, nor privileged ground
within the realm should hold them, though they
were still pennitted to thieves and murderers.

And if in case they would not give over, or were
after their pardon relapsed, they should suffer

death in two manner of khids ; that is, they should
first be hanged for treason against the king, and
then be burned for heresy against God, and yet

neither of both be committed."

—

State Trials.

Lewis, in his History of English Translations,

says " Because writing was dear and expensive,

and copies of the whole New Testament not easy

to be purchased by the generality of persons. Dr.
Wiclif's portions of it were often written in small
volumes. Of these we often find mention made
in the bishop's registers as prohibited books, for

having and reading which, people were then de-

tected and prosecuted, and burnt to death, with
these little books hanging about their necks"
Henry V. though he is said to have been fond

of reading, derives his lustre from his chaiacter

as a warrior, and not from his patronage of the
fine arts. Although his coronation was attended
with harpers, who must have accompanied their

instruments with heroic rhymes, he was no great

encourager of the popular minstrelsy. When, on
his entrance into the city of London in triumph,
after the battle of Agincourt,* children had been
placed to sing verses as he passed, an edict was
issued by him, commanding that, for the future,

no songs should be recited in praise of the late

victory. This humility perhaps was affected

;

and, if it was real, does not appear to have been
the result of true wisdom. Brightly as the name
of HenryV. shines on other accounts, he was in the
same disgraceful situation with that of his father.

Indeed, the scheme he had formed with regard
to the conquest of France, laid him under a
greater necessity of courting the clergy than his

father had ever experienced; and the bishops
knew how to avail themselves of a crisis which
could be converted to the farther establishment
of their own power, and to the suppression of a
free inquiry into the doctrines of Christianity.

Secure in the protection of the crown, persecution

* The battle of Agincqurt was fought on Friday, October
25, 1415.—See Shakspeai'e's play of Henry V.
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now took a bolder flight, and made an attack

upon Sir John Oldcastle, lord Cobham, the most
illustrious of the followers of Wiclif.

1415, April II, Died PieiTe Plaont, bishop

of Senlis, he bequeathed a large quarto Bible,

fairly written on vellum, to the house of the

Sorbonne,* at Paris, on the last leaf of which

there was a latin note to the following effect.

" This book, the value of which is fifteen pounds

of Paris, belongs to the poor masters of Sorbonne,*

bequeathed to them by the reverend father in

Christ, Pierre Plaont, fonnerly bishop of Senlis,

and an eminent professor of Holy Scripture, of

the society of the aforesaid house. May his soul

rest in peace." " A similar printed bible," says

Chevillier, " would not have cost six francs."

1415. It appears from the regulation of the

pageants of Corpvs Christi play at York, in the

mayoralty of William Alne, compiled by Roger
Burton, the town-clerk, that they were fifty-four

in number. They commenced with " God the

Father Almighty, creating, forming the heavens,

angels, archangels, Lucifer, and the angels that

fell with him into hell ;" the tanners performed

this : the next, being " God the Father in his

own substance, creating the earth, and which is

therehi, in the space of five days," was represent-

ed by the plasterers : the third " God the Father

creating Adam of the slime of the earth, and
making Eve of the rib, and inspiring them with

the spirit oflife," was played by the card-makers:

the fifty-fourth, " Jesus, Mary, twelve apostles,

four angels with trumpets, and four with a lance

with two scourges, four good, and four bad
spirits, and six devils," was performed by the

mercers. The town-clerk's entri/ mentions the

torches and torch-bearers in the procession :

—

" Porters, eight torches ; coblers, four torches

;

cordwaners, fourteen torches ; cottellers, two
torches ; wevers— torches ; cai-penters, six torch-

es ; chaloners, four torches ; fuller, four torchers

;

girdellers,— torches ; taillers, — torches ; fifty-

eight citizens had torches alike on the day of

Corpus Christi ; and it was ordained that the

porters and coblers should go first ; then of the

right the wevers and cordwaners ; on the left

the fullers, cutlers, girdellers, chaloners, carpen-

ters, and taillers ; then the better sort of citizens

:

and after, the tweuty-four (common councilmen)

the twelve (aldermen) the mayor, and four torches

of Mr. Thomas Buckton."
The religious guild, or fraternity of Corpus

Christi at York, was obliged annually to perform

a Corpus Christi play. Drake says, this cere-

mony must have been in its time one of the most
extraordinary entertainments the city could exhi-

bit ; and would necessarily draw a great concourse
of people out of the country to see it. Several

liundred of persons were annually admitted, and
it was supported chiefly l)y the annual collection

made at the procession. This religious play and
procession was instituted at York about the year

* The college of the Sorbonne, at Paris, was founded
by Robert de Sorbonne, he was confessor and chaplain
to St. Louis, who gave him the canonry of Cambray. He
was born in 1201, and died in 1274.

1250 ; and was to be celebrated each year on the
Thursday after Trinity Sunday; as a piece of
religious pageantry, was so much esteemed that
it was acted in that city till the twenty-sixth year
of queen Elizabeth, 1584.

The performance of miracle plays is noticed

in Peres the Plo\Miian's Crede, written against
the mendicant friars, at this period :

We hauten no tauemes, ne hobelen abouten
At marketes, and miracles we medely vs neuer.

Chaucer, also, in the Wife of Bath's Prologue,

makes her say

—

Therefore made I my "Visitations

To Vigilis and to Processions,
To prechings eke, and to Pilgrimagis,
To plays of Miracles and Manages,
And werid on me my gay skarlit gites, &c.

The Mysteries were usually acted in churches

or chapels upon temporary scafiblds; or according

to Strutt upon three platforms, one above another.

On the uppeimost sat God the Father, sur-

rounded by his angels ; on the second the glorified

saints, and on the last and lowest, men who had
not yet passed from this life. On one side of the

lowest platform was) the resemblance of a dark

pitchy cavern, from whenceissued the appearance
of fire and flames ; and when it was necessary,

the audience was treated with hideous yellings

and noices in imitation of the bowlings and cries

of wretched souls tonnented by relentless demons.
From this yauning cave devils themselves con-

stantly ascended to delight, and to instruct the

spectators. When enough of performers could not

be found among the clergy, the churchwardens
employedsecularplayers,andsometimesborrowed
dresses from other parishes.

1415, Sep. 27. The reduction of Harfleur, in

France, by Henry V. of England ; he rifled the

town of its affluent stores, and dismissed the in-

habitants with five pennies.

1417, June 7. William Bowes, mayor of York,
by regulation, ordains that all the pageants of

the play of Corpus Christi should be brought
forth in order by the artificers of the city, and
play at the places specified in the regulation.

And father William de Melton, of the order of

the Friars minors, and professor of Holy Page-
antry, and a most famous preacher of the word of

God, willing to destroy sin, and a great lover of

virtue, having by preaching, exhorted the popu-

lace that they would cause to be removed all

public concubines in fornication or adultery,

wherefore the mayor, by consent of the commu-
nity, ordained that they should depart the city

within eight days, on pain of imprisonment,

unless any of them should find good security that

she would not exercise her illegal vocation for

the future.

1417, August 12, Henry V. by a letter to his

high chancellor dated Tonqucs, in Normandy,
gives directions for the sealing annuities of

£6 13.9. 4d. each to seventeen masters of the
" grete shippes, carrackes, barges, and balyngcrs"
belonging to the royal navy ; " to take yearly of

our grant while that us last, at our exchequer at

Westminster, at the term, of Michaelmas and
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Easter, by seven portions." One of this king's

ships was called his saloon where he kept his

court at sedj which he considered part of his

dominions.

1417, Dec. 14. Sir John Oldcastle, Lord
Cobham, burnt in St. Giles Fields for heresy.

This zealous supporter of the doctrines of

Wiclif expended considerable sums in collecting

transcribing, and dispersing the works of Wiclif;

and in maintaining a many itinerant preachers,

who were employed in spreading the tenets of

that reformer in different parts of the country,

particularly in the dioceses of Canterbury,London,

Rochester and Hereford. Bale says, that he

caused all the works of Wiclif to be copied by

desire of John Huss, and to be sent to France,

Spain, Bohemia, and other foreign countries the

support afforded the Lollards by this nobleman,

and his zeal in the diffusion of evangelical tmth,

rendered him the object of the most cruel per-

secution. He was accused of heresy, condemned
and imprisoned in the tower of London, from

whence he found means to escape, but being

retaken by Lord Powis,* was suspended alive in

chains, upon a gallows, and burnt todeath.

—

Fox.

Lord Cobham, not to mention his other emi-

nent qualities, was distinguished by the vigour

and extent of his intellectual powers. To his

natural parts he joined all the acquisitions of

knowledge and learning which the times he lived

in could administer. In religion he attained to

a dignity of sentiment which would not be a

dishonour to the present age. The man who
could say, that his faith was, " that God will ask

no more of a christian in this life than to obey

the precepts of his blessed law ;" and that " if

any prelate of the church requireth more, or

any other kind of obedience, he contemneth

Christ, exalteth himself above God, and be-

cometh plainly antichrist." The man who
could say this in the beginning of the fifteenth

century, must have been enlightened far beyond

the generality of his cotemporaries. His conduct

in avowing Iiis opinions was equally open and
manly ; and he maintained them at the stake, to

which, after several years of severe harassment

and persecution, he was brought by the bigotry

and malice of his enemies.

1418. In this year Eric, of Pomerania, request-

ed permission from pope Martin V. to found a

university at Copenhagen, and only obtained it,

on the express condition, that the holy scriptures

should neither be read nor explained in it, but

that the lectures should be confined to profane

literature.

—

Henderson's Hist, ofDanish Versions.

1420. The earliest specimen of Scottish song,

after the Scots spoke the English language, is

preserved in the Rhyming Chronicle of Andrew
Wyntown, prior of Lockleven, written, as is

generally supposed, about this time, in which he

relates the song which was made on Alexander

* On the 4th day of March, 1421, the tenants of Sir

Edward Charlton, lord of Powis, execute on this day, at

Shrewsbury, letters of release and satisfaction, as tokens
of Sir John Oldcastle, that was miscreant and unbuxom
to the law of God, and traitor convict to the king ! !

III. who was killed by a fall from his horse in

1286. The effect of the ballad in raising the

passions has been known, and felt even in late

times. Burn's song of " Scots wha hae wi' Wal-
lace bled," is a sufficient proof of this. Andrew
Fletcher, of Saltown, speaks of a wise person

whom, he knew, " who believed that if a man
were permitted to make all the ballads, he need
not care who should make the laws of a nation.

The word ballad in our language was formerly

used to signify a sacred song. Thus, in the

English translations of the bible, Solomon's Song
is called the Ballet of Ballets. In poetry, a popu-
lar song or roundelay, generally sung in the

streets. Bishop Percy says, the English word
ballad is evidently from the French balade, as the

latter is from the Italian ballata, a song which is

sung during a dance. But the word appears to

have had an earlier origin : for in the decline of

the Roman empire, these trivial songs were called

ballistea and saltationes.

The earliest ballad now remaining in the Eng-
lish language is believed to be a "Cuckow Song"
of the latter part of the reign of Henry III. The
song will speak for itself.

Sumer is icumen in
Lhudfe sing: cuccu ;

Groweth sed and bloweth med
And sprigth the wdfe nu.
Sing cuccu.
Awe beteth after lamb,
Lhouth after calv^ cu,

Bulluc sterteth,

Buck^ verteth,
Murie sing cuccu

;

Cuccu, cuccu

;

Wei singes thu cuccu,
Ne swik thu naver nu.

i. e. Summer is come in ; loud sings the cuckoo ;

now the seed grows, and the mead blows (i. e. is

in flower) and the wood springs. The ewe bleats

after the lamb ; and the calf lows after the cow ;

the bullock starts, the buck verts {i. e. goes to

harbour in the fern ;) menily sings the cuckoo.

Mayst thou never cease.

Ballads and rude poetry have been, in all

countries, the earliest memorials of public trans-

actions ; and in the savage state of each were in-

variably used to rouse and perpetuate a martial

spirit. Saxo Grammaticus, speaking of the North-

ern writers, says they drew the materials of their

history from Runic songs. The Scandinavians

had their Scalds, whose business it was to com-
pose ballads, in which they also celebrated the

warlike achievements of their ancestors. Similar

panegyrists of warrior-merit existed in Gaul,
Britain, Wales, and Ireland ; and it must not be
forgotten that when Edward I. formed the plan of

reducing Wales to subjection, he thought it ne-

cessary to destroy the bards. Their compositions,

however, survived ; and a writer as late as queen
Elizabeth's time, describing North Wales, says
" Upon Sundays and holidays the multitude of

all sorts of men, women, and children of every

parish do use to meet in sundry places, either on
some hill or on the side of some mountain, where
their harpers and crowthers sing them songs of

the doings of their ancestors. Even in the New
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World, the American savages had their war-songs
and rude poeliy, in which they sung the praises

of those who fought and died for their country.
Garcilasso de la Vega says, that in writing his

History of Peru he availed himself of old songs
and hallads, which a princess of the race of their

Incas taught him to get hy heart in his infancy.

The ballad has no where been so completely
naturalizxnl as in Germany. The German ballads

are not mere imitations of the rude songs and
traditions of antiquity. They combine, in a
wonderful degree, the polish and refinement
peculiar to an advanced state of civilization, with
the simplicity and nature of the older fragments
of popular tradition. Almost all the great poets
of Germany have occasionally descended from
the severer labours of more elaborate composition,
to the delasseinent of ballad-writing ; and the
consequence is, that Germany, at this moment, is

richer in this species of literature, than all the
rest of Europe (Spain excepted) put together.

The earliest English song, separately printed
upon a single sheet, is believed to be one upon
the downfall of Thomas Lord Cromwell, a. d.

1550. An ingenious Frenchman, M. Meusnier
de Querlon, projected writing the history of his

country by a chronological series of songs and
ballads.

Ritson says the number of our own antient
printed songs and ballads which have perished
must be considerable. Very few exist of an
earlier d&,te than the reign of James, or even of
Charles I. Being printed only on single sheets,

which would fall chiefly into the hands of the
vulgar, who had no l)etter method of preserving
their favourite compositions than by pastingthem
upon the wall, their destmction is easily account-
ed for. The practice of collecting them into

books did not take place till after queen Eliza-
beth's time.

In process of time, as manners refined, the
ballad in every country by degrees included a
•wider range of subjects : it was no longer solely

employed in rehearsing valorous deeds, but in-

cluded in its rhymes the marvellous tale or the
wild adventure, occasionally becoming the vehicle
of sentiment and passion. And no festivity was
esteemed complete among our ancestors in the
eleventh, twelfth, and thirteenth centuries, which
was not set off with the exercise of the minstrel's
talents, who usually sung his ballad to his own
or some other harp, and was every where received
with respect.

As intellectual gratification advanced, however,
these rude performances gradually lost their
attraction with the superior ranks in society.

'When language became refined,' says Dr.
Aikin, 'and poetical taste elevated by an ac-
quaintance with the Greek and Latin authors,
the subjects of the epic muse were no longer
drest in the homely garb of the popular ballad,
but assumed the borrowed ornament and stately
air of heroic poetry, and every poetical attempt
in the sublime and beautiful cast was an imitation
of the classic models. The native poetry of the
countiy was reserved merely for the humorous

and burlesque, and the term ballad was brought,
by custom, to signify a comic story, told in low
familiar language, and accompanied by a droll

trivial tune. It was much used by the wits of
the time as a vehicle for laughable ridicule and
mirthful satire ; and a great variety of the most
pleasing specimens of this kind of writing is to

be found in the witty era of English genius,

which I take to be comprehended between the

beginning of Charles II. 's reign and the times
of Swift and Prior. Since that period, the
genius of the age has chiefly been characterized

by the correct, elegant, and tender ; and a real

or affected taste for beautiful simplicity has
almost universally prevailed.'

In the further progress of literary taste, these

compositions came to be considered as objects of

curiosity, on account of the insight they afforded

into the manners and modes of thinking of re-

mote times; while the strokes of nature with
which they abounded, and the artless simplicity

and strength of their language excited the ad-
miration of liberal critics. When, therefore,

they had long ceased to be current in popular
song or recitation, they were carefully collected

by poetical antiquaries, and elucidated by histo-

rical notes; and thus a secondary importance
was attached to them scarcely inferior to that

which they possessed when chanted to the harp
of the minstrel.*

1421, June 12. Expenses of Joanna the queen
dowager, to master Laurens, is paid for aqua-vitae

for the queen's use, two shillings and eightpence;

to two Serjeants, for pleading the matter of the

queen's dower, six shillings and eightpence ; to

John Perse, for divers medicine for the queen's

body, twenty shillings ; for one ounce of red

thread, one shilling and fivepence ; for making
a gown, two shillings and sixpence.

1422, Aug. 31, Died at Vincenne, in France,
King Henry V. and was buried in Westminster
abbey. He was succeeded by his son Henry VI.
who was only seven months old. It has been
already stated that Henry V. had a taste for read-
ing, and after his death several books which he
had borrowed, were claimed by their .owners.

The countess of Westmoreland presented a peti-

tion to the privy council, in 1424, representing,

that the late king had borrowed a book from her,

containing the Chronicles of Jerusalem, and the
Expeditionof Godfrey of Boulogne ; and praying
that an order might be given, under the privy

seal, for the restoration of the said book. This
order was granted with great formality. About
the same time, John, the prior of Christ Church,

* Among numerous other collections of our own na-
tional ballads, Percy's Iteliques, Evans's Old Ballnds,
Historical and Narrative, and Ritaon's Antient Son^n from
the time of Henry III., stand conspicuous. Pinkerton,
Jamieson, and Finlay have collected the Scottish Ballads;
and Sir Walter Scott the particular Minstrelsy of the
Scottish Border. Of those of other countries we cannot
omit the Spanish ballads so frequently quoted by Percy.
Among the antient ballads of the North, the Altdanische
Heldenliedcr, Balladcn and Marchen, Ubersetztvon Wil-
hclm Carl Grimm, 8vo., Heidelb., 1811. St. Ca;sai-i and
the monks of Hieres collected the remains and biographies
of the minstrels of Provence; and the canon Mancsse
those of the Swabian poets.
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Canterbuiy, presented a similar petition to the

privy council, setting- forth, that the king had
borrowed from his priory a volume containing

the works of St. Gregory ; that he had never re-

turned it ; hut that, in his testament, he had
directed it to he restored ; notwithstanding which
the prior of Shine, who had the hook, refused to

give it up. The council, after mature delibera-

tion, commanded a precept, under the privy seal,

to be sent to the prior of Shine, requiring him to

deliver up the book, or to appear before the

council to give the reasons of his refusal.

1422. The following memorial, written in La-
tin, with the bishop's own hand, is at the begin-

ning of Peter's Breviary of the Bible. " I Philip

of Repyndon, late bishop of Lincoln, give this

book called Peter de Aureolis, to the new library

to be built within the church of Lincoln ; resell-

ing the use and possession of it to Richard Tiy-
seley, clerk, canon and prebendary of Miltown,in
-fee, and for the temi of his life ; and afterwards

to be given up and restored to the said library,

or the keeper of the same, for the time being,

faithfully and without delay. Written with my
own hand. a. d. 1422."

1422. Printing from blocks is supposed to

have been invented in this year.

1423. The earliest print from a wood block of
which we have any certain date, is in the collec-

tion of earl Spencer. It is the representation of

St. Christopher carrying the infant Saviour across

the sea, bearing this date. It was discovered in

one of the most ancient convents in Germany,
the Chartreuse of Buxheim, near Memmingnon,
pasted within one of the covers of a Latin ma-
nuscript of the year 1417. It hjxs an inscription

at the bottom, which has been thus translated.

In whatever day thou seest the likeness ot St. Christopher,
In that same day thou wilt, at least, from death no evil

blow incur.—1423.

Mr. Ottley and Mr. Dibdin have both given
facsimiles of this interesting specimen of wood
engraving.

Another wood print, representing the Annun-
ciation, said to be the undoubted production of
the same artist, but evidently executed with an
improved hand ; and a third, of the Martyrdom
of St. Sebastian, together with one or two others,

by the hands ofGerman wood-engravers, shewsthe
advanced state from singly-printed and coloured
prints to the advanced step of block book-print-
ing. The method adopted in printing wood-
engravings and other subjects was anciently the
same as that used in the manufacture of cards.

In my attempt to give a brief outline of the
early progress of Xylographic typography, that
is, of printing words, sentences, or pages from
wooden plates or blocks, from the best materials,
and to give a short account of the successive
gTadations of the printing art, until its arrival at
the acme which it has since attained, I shall
give them chronologically as they arose, from
the works of those who liave written upon this
interesting subject. The reader will understand,
that the figures or words on such plates or blocks,
were represented by having all that was not to

appear in print, cut away below the surface a
place containing that which was to appear ; and
that by covering the prominent parts with colour

or ink, prints might be transfeiTcd to any attenu-

ated even substance, such as paper by means of
friction or pressure : and that these prints might
be repeated by the same process, from the same
block, so as to obtain any quantity of impressions.

As the art of engraving on wood proceeded, its

professors composed historical subjects, with a
text or explanation subjoined. The Books of

Images are of this description, the pages being
placed in pairs facing each other ; and as only
one side of the leaves is impressed, the blank
pages come also opposite to one another ; which,
being pasted together, give the whole the ap-
pearance of a book printed in the ordinary way,
on both sides of the paper. This, even to the

present day, is the mode of book printing in

China. The text corresponding to the figures is

placed sometimes below ; sometimes on the side

;

and not unfrequently proceeding, as a label,

from the mouth of the figure or personage.

The mode of multiplying copies having been
fully accomplished by means of printing from
carved blocks, this at length gave birth to the

idea that every letter and character throughout a
work might be made capable of re-aiTangement,

and thus be brought to form all the succession of
pages belonging to any work, instead of doing
it by the interminable labour of cutting in solid

wood every letter, figure, and page, that required

to be printed. Thus, by a seemingly natural

gradation of human ingenuity, the cutting or

engraving of whole pages on entire blocks, was
followed by the improvement of cutting the

letters separately upon wood;—the next step

after which, was to engrave them separately

upon metal, and this was succeeded by forming
matrices and moulds for casting each single letter.

After the ground work of the art had been com-
pleted, its rise towards perfection was more rapid,

perhaps, than that of any other art or science

whatsoever, for little more than thirty years

elapsed from the time of printing the Biblia

Pauperum (which will be hereafter described)

from wooden blocks, to the time when Gutenberg
and Schoeffer had perfected their cast metallic

tyi^es.

The style of art which was practised by the

most ancient engravers on wood, was extremely
simple. The designs from which they worked
were little more than outlines ; such as it was
customary to prepare for thoSB who painted on
glass. The engraved blocks furnished the linea-

ments of the tigTiies, and the illuminist supplied
the rest. By degrees a few light hatching were
introduced, thinly scattered upon the folds of the

draperies, and other parts of the figures : and
occasionally, where the opening of a door, or a
window, or the mouth of a cavern were to be ex-
pressed, the block was left untouched that it

might print black in such places, and thereby

diminish the task of the colourist. The orna-

mental borders, which often surrounded the de-

votional cuts, were rendered more attractive to
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the eye by the opposition of broad white and
black lines ; and sometimes intermediate spaces
of greater extent were enlivened by large white
dots, cut out, or perhaps punched, at equal dis-

tances in the block ; or decorated with sprigs of
foliage, or small flowers, relieved by a similar

process upon a black ground. Gradations of
shadow next began to be attempted in the figures

and other parts of wood engravings, by means of
white dots, difi'ering from each other in their

magnitude and proximity, according to the de-
grees of darkness required.* This mode of finish-

ing engravings in wood appears to have been
practised at Mentz, among other places, soon
after the invention of typography, andwas after-

wards occasionally resorted to by the* wood en-
gravers of other countries, especially those of
Paris.

I have already shown the degree of certainty

with which the origin of book-printing may be
ascribed to the prior art of engraving upon wood

:

and I now come to treat somewhat more histori-

cally upon the principal stages of the art. At
the end of the fourteenth, and at the beginning of

the fifteenth century, the Italians, Germans,
Flemings, fand Dutch, began to engrave on
wood and copper. The advances which had
been previously made connect themselves more
with the art of sculpture, thaiTwith that to which
our inquiry is more immediately directed. The
inscriptions in relief upon monuments and altars,

in the cloisters, and over church porches, served
as models or designs for block-printing ; and the
text on painted windows is composed of letters

much resembling those in the books of Images.
The Rev. Mr. Home, in his Introduction to

Bibliography^has pyen the mostjudicious selec-

tion from the greater works of those who have
written upon this interesting subject, that is to

be met with ; and so general a compilation is it

of every useful and curious infonnation, that no
printer who studies his profession as a science,

nor any amateur of that science, ought to be
without it.

1424. Two Antiphoners, books Jcontaining all

the invitatories, responsories, verses, collects, and
whatever were said or sung in the choir, except
the lessons, cost the little monkery of Crabhouse,
in Norfolk, twenty-six marks, or £17 6s. 8d.

The common price of a mass book was five marks,
equal to the yearly revenue of a vicar, or curate,

which, about this period, was fixed at five marks,
£3 6s. Sd. or two marks and his board. The
supplying of books for divine service—Missals

—

Porteus, or Breviary—Manuals, &c. originally

fell upon the rector : as they were all written, and
some of them beautifully illuminated, it was a
very expensive duty. On the institution of vicars,

* Sec Dibdin's Bihliopcraphicnl Decameron for a fac-
simile of an engraving: of Death upon a Black Horse, in
whicli the horse and a raven are finely depicted in this
manner, while the remainder of the figures in the cut are
executed in outline

.

Mr. Ottley does not jjive any specimen of this kind of
work, but his description is highly interesting-. Mr.
Dibdin supplies the one, without the least iuterfcriug with
the other.

the parishioners agreed to supply some of the
books ; but the vicars were at the expense of
binding and preserving them.

1425. On the conquest of Paris, the duke of
Bedford sent the royal library to England
which had been collected l>y Charles V. Charles
VI. and Charles VII. and kept with great cai'e in

one of the towers of the Louvre. From a cata-

logue still extant, it appears to have been chiefly

composed of legends, histories, romances, and
books of astrology, geomancy, and chiromancy,

which were the favourite studies in these days :

it consisted of only eight hundred and fifty-

three volumes, but it was valued at two thousand

two hundred and twenty-three livres, rather more
than the same number of pounds sterling. At
this time the price of a cow was about eight shil-

lings, of a horse about twenty shillings. And the

pension paid by the English government to the

earl ofWallachia, who had been driven out ofhis

territories by the Turks, was £26 13*. Ad. per

annum.
The King's Library at Paris, now deemed one

of the finest jin Europe, may justly be attributed

to Charles V. This prince, who was fond of

reading, and to whom a book was an acceptable

present, began his library with twenty volumes,

left him as a royal legacy by his father. These he

afterwards augmented to nine hundred. The
whole was deposited in three chambers, in one of

the towers of the Louvre, from thence called the

Tower of the Libraiy. The rooms designed for

their reception, were, on this occasion, wainscot-

ted with Irish oak, and ceiled with cj-press curi-

ously carved. The windows were of painted

glass, fenced with iron bars and copper wire.

Many of the volumes were most superbly illumi-

nated by John of Bruges, the best artist in mi-

niatures of this period. A sayhig of Charles V.

deserves to be remembered ; some persons having

complained of the respect he shewed to men of

letters, who were then called clerks ; he replied,

" Clerks cannot be too much cherished ; for, so

long as we honour learning, this kingdom will

continue to prosper ; but, when we begin to des-

pise it, the French monarchy will decline. This

monarch, with that wisdom which characterised

his reign, formed the design of a new translation

of the scriptures. The versions prior to his time

had generally been made from Cosmestor's His.

toria Scholastica. Christina de Pisan* a female

poet and historian, patronised and pensioned by
this prince, informs us that he " was fond of

books, and by his liberality procured translations

* In the British Museum, among the Harlcian Manu-
scripts, No. 4431, there is a large volume, containing part

of the works of this celebrated female. It is a vellum
manuscript, written in a small Gothic letter, in double
columns. On the recto of the first leaf, in a large hand, is

the following autograph :—Henry, Duke of Newcastle his

booke, 16/6. The illuminations are by various hands : a
beautiful sketch of a portion of the principal one is copied

in Dibdin's Bibliographical Decameron, p. cxxxv. which
represents the authoress presenting her book to the Queen
of France. About the period of the composition of her
poems or baladcs, the Duke de Borry gave her not less

than two hundred crowns for a set of them.—See Dibdin's

Bibliographical Decameron.
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of the best authors into French ; especially the

Bible.

1426. The earliest mention of the performance

of mysteries at Newcastle-upon-Tyne, is in the

ordinary of the coopers for this year. They were

celebrated with similar exhibitions as those at

York, and other towns, on Corpus Christi day.

In 1437,the barbers playedthe baptizing ofChrist.

In 1568, the offering of Abraham and Isaac was

exhibited by the slaters. By the ordinary of the

goldsmiths, plumbers, glaziers, pewterers, and

painters, dated 1535, they were commanded to

play at their feast " the three kings of Coleyn."

In the books of the fullers and dyers, one of the

charges for the play of 1561, is, " Item for 3 yard

and a*, lyn cloth for God's coat, 3s. 2d. ob." Be-
tween the first and last mentioned periods, there

are many minutes in the trades' books of the act-

ing in different years, which may be seen in Brand's

History of Newcastle^ together with the only ves-

tige that remains of the Newcastle Mysteries,

entitled Noah's Arh, or the Shipwright's ancient

play, or dirge, wherein God, an Angel, Noah, and
his wife, and the Devil, are the characters. In

this,asin the Chester Mystery of the same subject,

the wife of Noah is a vixen : the last words she

says to him are,

The devil of hell thee speed
To ship when thou shalt go.

In Cornwall they had interludes in the Cornish

language from scripture history. They were

called the Guari/ Miracle plai/s, and were some-
times performed in the open fields, at the bottom
of any earthern amphitheatre, the people standing

around on the inclined plane, which was usually

forty or fifty feet in diameter. The players did

not learn their parts, but were followed by a

prompter, called the ordinary, with the book in

his hand. Long after tlie mysteries had ceased

elsewhere, and the regular stage been established,

they were exhibited in Cornwall to the country

people, who flocked from all sides to hear and
see the devils and devices that were provided to

delight the eye, as well as the ear. Two manu-
scripts in the Bodleian library contain the Cornish
plays of the Deluge, the Passion, and the Resur-
rection.—Borlase's Antiq. of Cornwall,

Concerning the Coventry Mysteries^ Dugdale
relates, in his Histoiy of Wmivickshire, that
" before the suppression of the monasteries this

city was very famous for the pageants that were
play'd therein, upon Corpus Christi day (one of

their ancient faires) which occasioning very great

confluence of people thither from far and near,

was of no small benefit thereto : which pageants
being acted with mighty state and reverence by
the Grey Friars, had theatres for several scenes,

very large and high, placed upon wheels, and
drawn to all the eminent parts of the city, for the
better advantage of spectators, and contain'd the
story of the Old and New Testament, composed
in the old Englishe rithme, as appeareth by an
manuscript intituled Ludus Corporis Christi
or Ludus Covenirits."

It is remarkable, that in its entire series of
forty mysteries in the Coventry manuscript men-

tioned by Dugdale, there is not one, says Hone,
from the Apocrypha to the Old Testament, whilst

there are paraphrases of the New Testament
Apocrypha.

It may be supposed that the Chester plays,

written in an early and dark age, would contain
a gi-eat mass of apocryphal iuuerpolations, and
that the Coventry plays, written much later,

would contain less
;
yet the contrary is the fact.

The Chester mystery-maker of 1328, found the
scriptural-subjects so numerous as to render re-

course to the New Testament Apocrypha unne-
cessary. But the Coventry mystery-maker of
1416, was imder circumstances that would sug-
gest powerful motives to the cunning of a monk-
ish mind Tor apocryphal adoption.

" The Pageant of the Company of Sheremen
and Taylors in Coventry^ as performed by them
on the Festival of Corpus Christi,^'' is a manu-
script belonging to the corporation of Coventry,
bearing the following inscription :

" Tbys matter
newly correcte be Robart Croo, the xiiijth. day of
Marche, fenysschid in the yere of owre lord god
Mcccc & xxxiiijtli. The celebrity of the
perfonnances may be inferred from the rank of
the audiences ; for, at the festival of Coi-pus
Christi. 1483, Richard III. visited this city to

see the plays, and at the same season in 1492,
they were attended by Henry VII. and his queen,
by whom they were highly commended.

It may be observed, and there can be no doubt
that in the Mysteiies of the Creation, &c. per-

fonned at Chester, Coventry, and other places,

that Adam and Eve appeared on the stage naked.
In the second Pageant of the Coventry manu-
script, in the British museum. Eve on being
seduced by the seii^ent, induces Adam to taste

the forbidden fruit. He immediately perceives

their nakedness, and says to her,

Se us nakyd he for & be hynde.
* * « *

Woman ITcy this leff on thi pryvyte
And with this leff 1 shaU hyde me*

Warton observes, that this extraordinary spec-

tacle was beheld by a numerous company of both
sexes with great composure : they had the autho-
rity of scripture for such representation, and they

gave matters just as they found them in the third

chapter of Genesis.

The present age rejects as gi'ossand indelicate

those free compositions which our ancestors not
only countenanced but admired. Yet, in fact, the

morals of our forefathers were as strict and per-

haps purer and sounder than our own ; and we
have been taught to look up to them as genuine
models of the honest, incorruptible character of

Englishmen. They were strangers indeed to

delicacy of taste ; they beheld the broad and un-
pnined delineations of nature, and thought no
hami : while we, on the most distant approach to

freedom of thought and expression, turn away
in disgust, and vehemently express our displea-

sure. Human nature is ever the same, but society

is always progressive, and at every stage of refine-

ment the passions require stricter control ; not

because they are^ more violent, but because the
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circumstances which excite them are multiplied.

If we trace back the progress of society to its

primitive state, we shall find that the innocence
of mankind is in an inverse ratio to their advance-
ment in knowledge.

—

Cromek's Remainn.
1427, Sep. 24. In a copy of the will of lady

RaA^ensworth, the wife of lord Fitz-Hugh, are

the following bequests :
" Also I wyl yat my son

Robert" (bishop of London) have a "Sauter,
covered with rede velvet, and my doghter Mar-
gory a primer covered in rede, and my doghter
Darey a sauter covered in blew, and my doghter
Maulde Eure, a boke covered in blew, and yong
Elizabeth Fitz-Hugh, my god-doghter, a boke
covered in greene, with praires thereinne."

1427. In the accounts of St. Mary's church
Stamford, is the following item :

" mending the
books, teftpence ; writing, twopence.

1429. The following curious depositions which
were made by the enemies of the Lollards, will

sufficiently prove that however violent were the
measures pursued against them, and the various

penances and imprisonments to which they were
subjected, there were some found, who at every
hazard sought wisdom from the book of God.
Nicholas Belward, of South Elmham, in Suffolk,

was accused of having in his possession a New
Testament, which he had bought in London, for

four marks and forty pence, £2 16s. Sd. a sum
equivalent to more than £40 at present ; an
astonishing price to havebeen paidby a labouring
man, for such Belward appears to have been :

William Wright deposing that he " had wrought
with him continually by the space of one year

;

and studied diligently upon the said New Testa-
ment." Against Margery Bagskster it was de-
posed, that she had desired Joan, the wife of one
Cliflland, and her maid, to " come secretly in the

night to her chamber, and there she should hear
her husband read the Law of Christ to them

;

which Law was written in a book that her hus-
band was wont to read to her hy night ; and that
her husband was well learned in the christian

verity." Against Richard Fletcher of Beccles, in

Norfolk, " He is a most perfect doctor of that

sect, and can very well and perfectly expound the
Holy Scriptures,and hath a book in the new law
in English^ Against Sir Hugh Pye, a priest, it

was deposed, that he had " bequeathed to Alicet
servant to William White, a New Testament,
which they then called the book of the NewLaw,
and was in the custody of Oswald Godfrey, of
Colchester." Even the ability to read was enu-
merated amongst the crimes of sect, by their

violent persecutors, for it is remarked in the de-
positions, that " William Bate, tailor, of Sything,
and his wife, and his son, which can read Eng-
lish very well, is of the same sect ;" that " the
daughter of Thomas Moone is partly of the same
sect, and can read English ,•" and that John Pert,
late servant of Thomas Moone, is of the same
sect, and can read well, and did read in the
presence of William White."—Fox's Actes and
Monumentes.

1430. At the annual feast of the holy cross, at
Abingdon, in Berkshire, twelve priests each re-

ceived fourpence for singing a dirge ; and the
same number of minstrels were each rewarded
with two shillings and fourpence, l)esides their
diet and provender for their horses. This, among
many other instances, proves that the minstrels
were more amply remunerated than the clergy

;

for we lind that in this year, the prior de Maxiock
gave sixpence for a sermon, to an itinerant doctor
in theology, one of the Mendicant orders, who
went about preaching to religious houses.

One of the most celebrated books in the annals
of bibliography, is the richly illuminated missal
executed about tliis period for John duke of
Bedford, regent of France under Henry VI.
By him it was presented to that king in the year
1430. It was probably left by Henry in the palace
at Rouen, and fell into the hands of Charles VI.
at the taking of that town Henry II. of France,
afterwards possessed it, and affixed his anns to it.

Through whose hands it passed from this time
does not appear, till it is found in the possession

of lady Worseley, (a descendant of William Sey-
mour, second duke of Somerset, who was appoint-
ed governor to the prince of Wales, by Charles I.)

wife of Sir Robert Worseley, hart, of Appledur-
combe, in the Isle of Wight. From her it was
purchased by Edward, second earl of Oxford,
from whom it descended to his daughter the
duchess of Portland.*

This curious missal, eleven inches long, seven
and a half wide, and two and a half thick, con-
tains fifty nine large miniatures, which nearly

occupy the whole page : and above a thousand
small ones in circles of about an inch and half

diameter, displayed in brilliant borders of golden
foliage, with variegated flowers, &c. At the

bottom of every page are two lines in blue and
gold letters, which explain the subject of each
miniature. The miniatures are in a good state

for the time, and appear to be the work of various

artists, probably French or Flemish. The con-
tents of these miniatures are in this account par-

ticularly described. The subjects are symbols of

the twelve months, historical paintings from the
Scriptures, portmits of the duke and duchess of
Bedford, with various paintings, designed as

compliments to the noble owners of the book.

Of these miniatures are given, in this work,
copies accurately engraved, together with parti-

cular descriptions of the numerous figures which'

they contain. Kfac simile is added of the attes-

tation of the presenting of this manuscript to

* In J anuary 1 7S6, when the Bedford Missal was on Sale,

with the rest of the Duchess of Portland's collection, king
Geo. III. sent for his bookseller and expressed his intention
to become the purchaser. Tlie bookseller ventured to
submit to his Majesty, that the article in question, as one
highly curious was likely to fetch a high price. " How
hiuh," exclaimed the kinjif. "Probably two hundred
f^uincas," replied the bookseller. "Two hundred guineas
for a Missal ! exclaimed the Queen, who was present, and
lifted up her hands with astonishment. " Well, well,"
said his Majesty, " I'll have it still ; but since the Queen
thinks two hundred guineas so enormous a price for a
Missal, I'll go no further." The biddiugs for the royal
library did actually stop at that point ; and Mr. Edwards
carried off the prize .by adding three poimds more. The
same Missal was afterwards sold at Mr, Edwards's sale,

in 1815, and purchased by the Duke of Marlborough, for
£Qi7- 16s.
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Henry VI. The subjects of all the smaller

figures are distinctly examined ; and it is amazing
to observe, with what ingenuity topics for paint-

ing have been extorted from the books of the

Old and New Testament. Among the more
curious paintings which decorate the book are the

following

:

Judas hanging himself: he is in a blue coat,

hanging on a tree, his hands sprawling, a devil

coming to him, and two more pulling at his

legs with hooks.

Christ breaking the gates of hell, and carrying

away Adam and Eve and the other holy prophets.

God and Christ seated under a triple throne,

and nimbus, holding a chalice into which the

dove descends.

Angels' singing ;—men and angels striking

balls hung in air ;—two apostles at the. ascension

—John baptizing Christ—two angels holding

his garment—Cupids riding on sticks holding a
cross—a greyhound tied to a tree, an owl abov^.

Christ between the virgin and the baptist,

angels taking up souls, devils pulling them into

the mouth of hell : angels with the instruments

of the passion. A devil with a soul on his back;
two others pounding and beating two men;
another turning Ixion's wheel. A dead body
saying, O mort cruelle trop es dure et amere.

Jesus Christ sending a letter to the bishop of

Pergamos, signifying that sinful men and women,
who dance, play, and kiss, shall be in danger of

death.

The trinity ; God crowning a crucifix ; the

dove issuing from the mouth of the Father.

This piece, at the same time that it exhibits a
splendid monument of the arts in the fifteenth

century, may furnish the philosopher with matter
for reflection upon the ignorance and superstition

of the age.

1430. The Biblia Pauperum, or the Bible
OF THE Poor, executed about this time.

The Biblia Pauperum is acknowledged to be
a very ancient book. The few copies of it which
remain in existence are, for the most part, either

imperfect, or in very bad condition. This will

not excite much surprise when it is considered

that it is a kind of Catechism of the Bible, which
was executed for the use of young persons, and
the common people ; and hence its title, Biblia

Pauperum, or the Bible of the Poor. This was the

only part of the sacred book at that time within
reach of the commonality, a complete Bible in

manuscript being then worth a hundred pounds
of our money. This will sufficiently account for

the destruction of almost every copy of the
Biblia Pauperum by repeated use, and for the
mutilated state of the few copies that remain.
The work consists of forty leaves of a small folio

size, each leaf containing a cut in wood, with
extracts and descriptive sentences refening to the
subjects of the cuts. Each page contains four
busts—two at the top, and two lower down

;

together with three historical subjects. The two
upper busts represent certain prophets, or other
eminent persons, whose names are added beneath
them. Of the three historical subjects, the chief

type, or principal piece, is taken from the New
Testament; and occupies the centre of the page,
between the two ante-types, or subordinate sub-
jects, which are allusive to it. Some difiiculties

have arisen among bibliographers as to the pre-
cise time at which the first editions of the Biblia
Pauperum was executed. Heineken, an author
who examined with minute attention the few
copies of this work which have escaped the wreck
of time, discovered five different editions; the
fifth being found to contain ten plates more than
any of the others. Mr. Dibdin has supposed the
date to be about 1450 ; but Mr. Home thinks
that it is twenty or thirty years older. The fac-

simile annexed will shew the execution of the
blocks to have been very coarse, and the form of
the letters, compared with specimens in other
books of which the date is better ascertained, is

very gothic, and their proportions are not all

well preserved. Upon comparison with some of
the fac-similes in the Bibliothica Spenceriana,
supposed to have been executed between 1420
and 1430, the similarity of coarseness in the
shape of the letters, will render it probable that
the Biblia Paupemm isiiearly of equal anti([uity.

The edition here particularly spoken of is more
valuable than any of the others, being that

which contains the additions before-mentioned.*—(See Engraving.)
The second class of Xylographic Works to be

described, consists of Books of Images with Text.
Of all the ancient books of images which pre-

ceeded the invention of the present mode of

printing, the Speculum'Humane Salvationes, or

as it is generally termed, the Speculum Salutes,

is confessedly the most perfect both with respect

to design and execution. This compilation is a
collection of historical passages from the Scrip-

tures, with a few from profane histoiy, which
have some relation to the scriptural subjects. It

is ascribed to a Benedictine monk of the thirteenth

or fourteenth century styled Brother John. So
popular was this " Mirror of Salvation," that it

was translated into German, Flemish and other

languages ; and vei*y frequently printed. Two
latin editions are extant, without date. The im-
pressions in both are sixty-three in number, and
are executed from the same blocks ; but in that

which is reputed to be the more ancient, the

explanations of twenty-five, not in regular suc-

cession, are printed from entire wooden blocks,

while the remaining thirty-eight, and the five

leaves of preface, are wholly executed with fusil

* It may be amusing to those unacquainted with the
estimation such ancient pieces of printing bear among the
virtuosi, to see the prices that have been given for copies
of the Biblia Pauperum.

1754—At the sale of M. de Boze, 100 livres . ^6^43 15

1769 „ ,, M. Gaignat, 830 „ ... 36 6
1791 „ „ M.Paris 61
1813 „ „ M. WUlett 257
1818orl819 „ Duke of Marlborough ,. 62 10

A copy of this book, formerly Gaignat's, is in His Majesty's
library, another copy is in the library of Earl Spencer.
The Bodleian and Corpus Christi College libraries, at

Oxford, contain each a copy ; and there is also one said
to be in the library at Bennett CoUege, Cambridge, one in

the Hunterian Museum, Glasgow (very imperfect ; one in

the Royal Library, Paris, and one in the public library of
Basle.
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type. Mr. Ottley seems to have foiined a decided

opinion, that the Biblia Paupemm and the

Specuhir Salvationis were both executed by the

same artist.

In Bibliography these books are described

under two classes ; namely, Books of Images
without Text ; and Books of Images with Text.

Ofthe former class, the most celebrated specimen
is the volume called the Biblia Paupemm ; and
of the latter, the Speculum Humane Falvationis

is in the highest estimation.

The Speculum Salvationis is the most cele-

brated block book in the annals of typographical

controversy ; if indeed the appellation of block
book can properly be given to it, in which the

text, accompanying the figures, is printed for

the most part with moveable characters : in one
edition of it, and in the other editions, entirely

so. In truth, says Mr. Ottley, it seems to hold
a distant place, midway between the ordinary

books, printed entirely from engraved wooden
blocks, and the first specimen of typography in

its mature state ; and is therefore independent of
its intrinsic merit, particularly interesting. The
Latin edition is comprised in thirty-one sheets

and a half; and in the Dutch the introduction

occupies only four leaves, and consequently there

are only sixty-two leaves in the whole. The
work when entire, is composed of a preface, and
forty-five chapters in prose Latin, with rhyth-
mical terminations to the lines, produced about
1446.

The change and improvement from the man-
ner in which these books of images were executed
to moveable wooden characters, seems obvious
and not difficult ; but there is no evidence that
they were ever used, except in the capital letters

of some early printed books.

1431. About this period, Whethamstede, the
learned and liberal abbot of St. Albans, being
desirous of familiarising the history of his patron
saint to the monks of his convent, employed
Lydqate, as it should seem, then a monk of Buiy,
to translate the Latin legend of hi>s life in

English rhymes. It was placed before the altar

of that saint, which Whethamstede afterwards
adorned with much magnificence, in the abbey
church. He paid for the translation, writing,

and illumination of the legend one hundred
shillings, and expended on the binding and other
exterior ornaments upwards of three pounds.
The monk, who mentions it, and who lived after

him, when it was still unfinished, exclaims,
" God grant that this work may receive, in our
days, a happy consummation."

—

Warton^s His-
tory of English Poetry.

1431, May 30. Joan of Arc burned at Rouen.
The general ignorance and barbarity of the times
are marked by several curious and very striking
circumstances. When Joan of Arc, the heroic
maid of Orleans was cruelly put to death, the
judges in their condemnation of her, were influ-
encedby a serious opinion that she was a sorceress,

and a worshipper of the devil. Indeed, the in-
fatuation with the respect of the belief of w itch-
craft, must have been irresistable, when it was

not in the power ofsuch a distinguished character
as Humphrey duke of Gloucester, to prevent his
duchess from being brought to an open trial, and
sentenced to a public penance and imprisonment
for life, upon an accusation of this kind.*

1433. Sixty-six pounds thirteen shillings and
foui*pence, was paid for transcribing a copy of
the works of Nicholas de Lyra, in two vols, to

be chained in the library of Grey Friars, London.
It is most probable, however, that the illumina-

tions, as well as the ornaments, probably included
in the sum ; if not the materials used, at least

the workmanship.
Sir Richard Whittington (the famed lord

mayor of London,) built the library of the Grey
Friars, now called Christ's Hospital, in London,
which was one hundred and twenty-nine feet

long, and twelve broad, (Pennant says thirty-one)

with twenty-eight desks, and eight double settles

of wainscot ; and was also ceiled with wainscot.

In three years it was filled with books to the
value of £556 ; ofwhich Sir Richard contributed

£400, and Dr. Thomas Winchelsey, a friar,

of the Augustine's, supplied the rest. Thomas
Walden, a learned Carmelite friar, who went by
order of Henry V. to the council of Constance,
and died approved in 1430, bequeathed to the
same library as many MSS. of authors, written
in capital-roman characters, as were then esti-

mated at more than two thousand pieces of gold;
and adds, that this library, even in his time, ex-
ceeded all others in London, for multitude of
books, and antiquity of copies.

The postillsf of de Lyra are brief commenta-
ries which he carried through the whole bible.

They were formerly in great request. De Lyra
is commended for having made the literal sense
his primary object : but his writings partake
strongly of the scholastic character. He obtain-

ed in the schools the appellation of doctor utilis.

Nicholas de Lyra of Normandy was, as some
pretend, a converted Jew. He assumed the
habit ofthe Friars Minors, 1291 : came to Paris,

and, for a considerable time, expounded the
scriptures with applause in the convent of his

order. He obtained the patronage of Jane of
Burgundy, wife of Philip V., surnamed the long,
who appointed him one of her executors. De
Lyra died at a very advanced age, October 23
1340. Both Luther and Wiclif were con'

* Roger Bolinbroke, chaplain to the Duke of Gloucester,
Margery Jourdain, the witch of Eye, and their associates,
being accused of necromancy, were publicly exposed at
St. Paul's, in July, 1441 , and on the 2 1 st of October follow-
ing, Mrs. Jourdain was condemned to be burnt for fur-
nishing love-potions to Eleanor Cobham, wife to the Duke
of Gloucester.— See Shakspeare's Henry VI.

t The term postilla frequently adopted by the commen -

tators of period, was generally applied to those explanatory
notes after the text, and was probably derived from the
Latin postea, or postilla, unless we suppose the word post-
illa to be a corruption from posta a pa^e.

—

Du Cunffd.
As to the term postilla so often given to these early an-

notations, Lonieir says that Alcuin, preceptor of Charle-
magne, by order ofthat monarch, first collected the homilies
ofthe fathers upon those portions ofthe gospels which are
termed in the Breviary " Dominicalir," and as these homi-
lies were to be read after the gospels, respectively, hence
the terms " Post ilia," which in processof time were joined
together, and converted into a nown " foeminini generis.*
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siderably indebted to his Postilla; for it has been
affirmed, that

If Lyra had not harped on profanation,
Luther had never planned the Reformation.

1433. At this period writing quills were so

scarce at Venice, that men of letters could
scarcely procure them. Anbrosius Traversarius,

a monk of Cameldule, sent from Venice, to his

brother, a bunch of quills, together with a letter,

in which he said; "They are not the best, but
such as I received in a present. Show the

whole bunch to our friend Nicholas, that he may
select a quill, for these articles are indeed

scarcer in this city than at Florence." Ambrosius
also complains, that at the same period, he had
scai'cely any more ink, and requested that a
small vessel filled with it, might be sent to him."—Beckmanri's History of Inventions.

This Nicholas was a famous writer, and wrote
several tracts, exposing the frauds and errors of

the popish monks and priests, and treatises on
church government.

1436. Conrad Saspach was the name of the
turner who made the first printing press, under
the direction of Gutenberg; and John Dunius
declared before the magistrates of Strasburg in

1439, that he had received one hundred florins

for work done at a press three years before.

John Gutenberg or Genesfleisch, of Sorgeloch,

called zam Gutenhurg, of an illustrious family
but who on a revolution at Mentz, in the time of
Conrad III. retired to Strasburg; where it is

thought, about the year 1420 or 1423, he made
his first experiments connected with the art of
printing. An authentic document corroborative

of his being at Strasburg in 1424, has been dis-

covered in the archives of the acts of Mentz ; to

which city Gutenberg was invited to return by
the aforesaid Conrad—but in which it is supposed
he never made his re-appearance till cabout the

year 1434. It is certain that misfortune had
then reduced this enterprising genius to poverty

;

for in 1435, he entered into partnership with
Andrew Drozhennis (or Dritzehen), John Riff,

and Andrew Heelman, citizens of Strasburg,

binding himself thereby to disclose to them some
importiint secrets by which they should make
their fortunes. The workshop was in the house
of Andrew Dritzehen, who dying, Gutenl)erg
immediately senthis servant, Lawrence Beildech,
to Nicholas, the brother of the deceased, and
requested that no person might be admitted into

the workshop, lest the secret should be discovered
and the fonnes stolen. But they had already
disappeared ; and this fraud, as well as the claims
of Nicholas Dritzehen to succeed to his brother's

share, produced a lawsuit among the surviving
partners.

Somewhere about this time he appears to have
attached himself to a young lady called Isernen
Thure, of the christian name of Anne, and
whom, there is every reason to think, he even-
tually married. Whether she brought him any
property, or whether the sweets of love gave a
more fortunate, as well as more ardent turn to

his genius may possibly be questioned. In this
year something like a printing press was probably
established—who first primed the balls, who first

wetted the sheet, w ho first laid it upon the tympan—seized upon the handle—pressed, and " threw
off the/m7«7—and then hold up the typogra-
phical miracle—moving in the wind, and" glitter-
ing in the sunbeam, must, alas, I fear, remain
in eternal obscurity!* About the year 1443,
Gutenberg returned to Mentz, and there hired a
house called zam Jungen ; and about 1450 he
formed his celebrated connexion with John Faust.

Gutenberg seems to have had pretty distinct
notions of the mechanism of a printing press,
without the means of carrying his views into
efiect.

An author who is said to have written at a
period not very remote from that of Gutenberg's
discovery, pretends that he received the first idea
of the art from an impression taken in wax from
the seal of his ring ; which he accidentally ob-
served some letters in relief Thus our author,
who wrote in poetic numbers :

" Respicit archetypes auri vostigria lustrans,
Et secum tacit as talia verba refert

.

Quam bell^ pandit ccrtas haec orbita voces;
Monstrat et exactis apta reperta libris."

He afterwards proceeded to remark, that the
contemplation of a wine press suggested or
assisted his first crude conceptions of a machine
proper for the exercise of his newly discovered
art:

" Robora prospexit dchinc torcularia Bacchi,
Et dixit Prcli forma sit ista novi."

In 1438, the unfortunate Drizehen lamented to
his confessor, the great expense which he had
incurred, without having been reimbursed a
single obolus. Nor did Gutenberg himself, who
persisted in his unsuccessful attempts, reap any
advantage from them; for, on quitting Strasburg,
he was overwhelmed in debt, and under the
necessity of parting with the greater portion of
his property.

In December 1439, a trial took place at Stras-
burg between John Gutenberg and his partners.
In the course ofthislaw-suit, five witnesses, among
whom was Beildech, Gutenberg's confidential

servant, incontrovertibly proved that Gutenberg
was the first who practised the art of printing
with moveable types. The result was a dissolu-

tion of partnership. The whole proceedings on
this important trial are in existence, and have
been printed After this, Gutenberg returned,
poor and disappointed, but not dispirited to his
native city. It is doubtful whether he had hi-
therto really.printed any thing. Heinecken, who
has investigated this subject with great diligence
and labour, is of opinion that he had ruined both
himself and his partners, without being able to
produce a single clean and legil)le leaf.

1437, Feb.^ 21. James I. King of Scotland,
murdered at Perth. The character of this sove-
reign shines with distinguished excellence in the
literary annals of his country. The misfortunes

* Dibdin, Bibliographical Decameron.
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of his youth, his early and long captivity, the in-

cident which gave rise to his passion, its purity,

constancy, and happy issue, are all displayed hy
invention and fancy, by genuine simplicity of

sentiment, and by the felicity of poetical descrip-

tion. To his knowledge of the Greek and Latin

languages, the last of which he is represented as

ha\4ng written with ease, he added an acquaint-

ance with the philosophy of the age. But the

studies to which he was more particularly de-

voted were those of poetry and music. Various

works were written by him, both in prose and
verse, most of which are unfortunately lost.

Four of James's pieces, which have happily

escaped the depredations of time, are a Sony on
his Mistress ; The Kimfs Quair ; Peblis to the

Play ; and Christ^s Kirk on the Green. The
King's Quair is a poem of large extent, being
divided into six cantos. Its theme is the royal

author's love to Jane, daughter to the Earl of

Somerset, a beautiful lady, of whom he became
enamoured while a prisoner at the castle of

Windsor, and who was afterwards his queen.
Several men of ingenuity and taste have con-

tended that James is little if at all inferior to

Chaucer. If the foniier's Court of Venus be
compared to the latter 's Court of Love, the royal

author will lose nothing by the comparison. I'he

Jane^ in particular, of King James, is painted
with a beauty and delicacy that are not equalled
in Chaucer's Rosial. It is to be lamented that

many of the graces of the King's Quair are con-

cealed, at least from common view in the an-
tiquity of the language.

Three other Scottish poets are named in this

period, but they are, on the whole, contemptible,
when compared with the monarch of the country.
Andrew Winton, a canon regular of St. Andrew's,
and prior of the monasteiy in Lochleven, and who
preceded James the First, wrote in verse a very
large chronicle of Scotland. Notwithstanding
his mode of composition, he ought, perhaps,

rather to be considered as an historian than a
poet. His work, which is valuable so far as it

relates to his own country, and which contains

materials not to be met with in Fordun, whom
he had never seen, has not to our knowledge been
published. It would be a desirable accession to

the history of North Britain. Holland was the
author of a poem entitled The Howlat, which
appears to have described the poetical employ-
ments, and the musical entertainments of the
age. Henry, the minstrel, who, on account of
his being blind from his birth, is usually called
Blind Harry, composed the Life of Wallace. It
is a romance, like Barbour's Bruce, but not to be
ranked with it in point of excellence. At the
same time, it is not destitute of merit, and there
are various things in it which cannot fail to

gratify the curiosity of the antiquary and the
critic.

John Lydgate, a monk of the Benedictine ab-
bey of Bury, in Suflblk, was the poet whose
reputation stands the highest among the English
bards of this age. He possessed the advantage
of as good an education as the times could afford.

After having studied at Oxford, he travelled for

improvement into France and Italy. Here he
acquired the knowledge not only ofthe language,

but of the literature of these countries, and paid

a very particular attention to the poetry of both

nations. Besides obtaining an acquaintance with

all the polite learning which was then cultivated,

he was no inconsiderable proficient in the fashion-

able philosophy and theology of his cotemporaries.

The vivacity of his genius, and the versatility of

his talents, enabled him to write a great number
of poems, extremely diversified in their subjects,

and in the nature of their composition. His three

chief productions were the Fall of Princes, the

Siege of Thebes, and the Destruction of Troy

;

he likewise composed a procession of pageants

from the Creation. Lydgate is to be reckoned

among the improvers of the English tongue.

His language is uncommonlyperspicuous for the

times he lived in, and his verses frequently excite

surprise from their modest cast. He seems to

have been ambitious, at least in the structure and
modulation of his style, of having rivalled Chau-
cer ; but undoubtedly he was far inferior to him
in the grand requisites of poetical excellence.

His mode of writing is diffuse, and he is not

distinguished by animation or pathos. Never-

theless, he is not destitute of beauties ; and his

Destruction of Troy, in particular, displays much
power of description, in conjunction with clear

and harmonious numbers. He died in the year

1440, and was buried in the monastery at Bury.

Having dwelt so largely on the poetical his-

tory of this period, for which the materials are

more copious than for most other articles, and
which will always constitute a prime object in a
view of the progress of taste and literature, we
proceed to the rest of the polite arts, concerning

the rest of which, however, there is little to be
said. Although the civil wars of the fifteenth

centuiy were a great hindrance to the erection of

magnificent buildings, at least by private per-

sons, a skill in architecture, where there was an
opportunity of displaying it, was by no means
upon the clecline. That species of it which hath
commonly, though improperly, been styled the

Gothic, was gradually improved, and carried to

its highest pitch of perfection. Of this several

striking examples may be mentioned ; such as

the chapel of King's College at Cambridge, the

Divinity School at Oxford, the collegiate church

at Fotheringay, and the chapel of St. George at

Windsor. The most admired of these structures

is King's College chapel at Cambridge, which

was erected by that pious prince, Henry the

Sixth. It is distinguished by its lightness, lofti-

ness, and beauty, and the contemplation of it

will afford peculiar pleasure to men of taste and

j udgment.
Sculpture and statuary did not decline in this

age, or fail of receiving ample encouragement.

In fact, the artists in these branches had fuller

employment, and obtained higher rewards than

had been conferred upon them in fonner times.

The very opposite which was made, by the fol-

lowers of Wiclif, to the veneration and worship

o
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of images, contributed to this event. Hence the

clergy were more solicitous to please the people

by the elegant and splendid execution of works
of this nature: nor were their efforts unsuc-
cessful.

Sepulchral architecture, in particular, was
advanced to much perfection in the present

period. The monuments were adorned with

statues, and with figures in basso and alto re-

lievo, and the public taste in this respect called

forth the abilities of the sculptor and the statuary.

It is to the honour of our country that the

English artists were of equal reputation with

those of other kingdoms, and were occasionally

employed by foreign princes. Thomas Colyn,

Thomas Holewell, and Thomas Poppehowe,
were engaged to make the alabaster tomb of

John the Fourth, Duke of Brittany. The work
was executed by them in London, after which
they carried it over, and erected it in the ca-

thedral of Nantes. Of five artists who were
appointed to construct the monument of Richard
Beauchamp, Earl of Warwick, and to adorn it

with images, four were natives of England. The
images, besides a large one representing the earl,

were thirty-two in number. In an age when
almost every person of rank and wealth had a
monument erected to his memory, with his

effigies upon it, either in free-stone, marble, or

metal, it was impossible but that the zeal and
emulation of the artists must have been excited,
and some degree of improvement be hence com-
municated to their arts.

At this period the pay of a labourer was three-

pence per day ; a quarter of wheat was sold for

five shillings to five shillings and sixpence ; a
quarter of malt, four shillings ; clothing for a
servant for a year, four shillings ; a quarter of
oats, two shillings ; a flitch ofbacon, one shilling

and eightpence ; a yard of cloth for a shepherd,
one shilling ; two gallons of ale, threepence.

The countess of Anjou paid for a copy of the
Homilies of bishop Haiman, two hundred sheep,
five quarters of wheat, five quarters of barley,
and five quarters of millet. Picolimini relates,

that eighty golden crowns were demanded for a
small part of the works of Plutarch, and sixteen
golden crowns for a few tracts of Seneca.
The revival of Greek literature in Italy is

dated from this time, when Europe could boast of
fifty universities. Italy had above five hundred
associations like our societies, called academies,
for general or particular pursuits. Petrarch,
Boccacio, and Chrysoloras, was then dead ; but
Poggio and Aretin still flourished with the elder
Medicis, and Chalcocondyles, Pope Nicholas V.
Pulci, and Boiardo soon followed in their illus-

trious train. Long before the fall of Constanti-
nople,* the love of classical literature had been
gradually reviving ;—that event increased it, by
compelling a great number of learned Greeks to

seek shelter in Italy. But it could not be grati-

* Constantinople, the capital of the Greek empire was
taken by the second Mahomet, in May, 1453. The beautiful
Irene whose fate was dramatised by Dr. Johnson, was one
of the captives.

fied, till the manuscripts, which lay buried and
neglected, were brought to light. The researches

of literary men were chiefly directed to this point

;

every part of Europe and Greece was ransacked;

and, the glorious end considered, there was some-
thing sublime in this humble industry, which
often recovered a lost author of antiquity, and
gave one more classic to the world. This occu-

pation was caried on with enthusiasm, and a kind

of mania possessed many who exhausted their

fortunes in distant voyages and profuse prices.

The acquisition of a province would not have
given so much satisfaction as the discovery of an
author little known, or not known at all. Some
of the half-witted, who joined in this great hunt,

were often thrown out, and some paid high for

manuscripts not authentic. In reading the cor-

respondence of the learned Italians of these times,

their adventures of manuscript hunting are very

amusing : and their raptures, their congratula-

tions, or at tunes their condolence, and even their

censures, are all immoderate. It is curious to

observe that in these vast importations into Italy

of manuscripts from Asia, John Aurispas, who
brought many hundreds of Greek manuscripts,

laments that he had chosen more profane than

sacred writers ; which circumstance was owing to

the Greeks, who would not so easily part with

theological works, but they did not highly value

profane writers !

These manuscripts were discovered in the ob-

scurest recesses of monasteries; they were not

always imprisoned in libraries, but rotting in dark

unfrequented corners with ru])bish. It required

not less ingenuity to find out places where to

grope in, than to understand the value of the

acquisition. It sometimes happened that manu-
scripts were discovered in the last agonies of

existence. Papirius Masson found, in the house
of a bookbinder at Lyons, the works of Agobart

;

the binder was on the point of using the manu-
scripts to line the covers of his books. A page of

the second decade of Livy it is said was found by
a man of letters in the parchment of his battle-

dore, while he was amusinghimself inthe country.

He hastened to the maker of the battledore—but
arrived too late ! The man had finished the last

page of Livy—about a week before. The original

manuscript of Justinian's code was discovered by
the Pisans, accidentally, when they took a city in

Calabria ; that vast code of laws had been in a
manner unknown from the time of that emperor.
This curious book was brought to Pisa ; and when
Pisa was taken by the Florentines, was transfer-

red to Florence, where it is still preserved. The
most valuable copy of Tacitus, of whom so much
is wanting, was discovered in a monastery of
Westphalia. It is a curious circumstance in

literary history, that we should owe Tacitus to

this single copy ; for the Roman emperor of that

name had copies of the works of his illustrious

ancestor placed in all the libraries of the empire,

and every year had ten copies transcribed ; but
the Roman libraries seem to have been all des-

troyed, and the imperial protection availed no-

thing against the teeth of time.

\
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The labours of those who may justly be called

the restorers of classical literature, were mainly
instrumental in producincr that state of things,

which turned men's minds towards the invention

of printing, and nourished it to maturity, when
invented. The monks themselves, so far as they

contributed to the penisal of legends and mira-
culous stories, were the unconscious instruments

of that spreading desire for knowledge, which
ushered in the invention of printing, and which
issued in the Refonnation itself.

We lost a great number of ancient authors, by
the conquest of Egypt by the Saracens, which
deprived Europe of the use of the papyrus. They
could find no substitute, and knew of no other

expedientbut writing on parchment,whiclibecame
every day more scarce and costly. Ignorance
and barbarism unfortunately seized on Roman
manuscripts, and industriously defaced pages
once imagined to have been immortal. The most
elegant compositions of classic Rome were con-
verted into the psalms of a breviary, or the pray-
ers of a missal. Livy and Tacitus " hide their

diminished heads" to preserve the legends of a
saint, and immortal truths were converted into

clumsy fictions. At Rome, a part of a book of
Livy was found, between the lines of a parch-
ment but half effaced, on which they had substi-

tuted a book of the bible ; and tlie recent disco-
very of Cicero de Rupiiblica^ which lay concealed
under some monkish writing, shows the fate of
ancient manuscripts.

In these times, manuscripts were important
articles of commerce ; being excessively scarce,
and preserved with the utmost care, usurers them-
selves considered them as precious objects for
pawn. A student of Pavia, who was reduced,
raised a new fortune by leaving in pawn a manu-
script of a body of law ; and a grammarian, who
was ruined by a fire, rebuilt bis house with two
small volumes of Cicero.

In this age of manuscript, there is reason to

believe, that when a man of letters accidentally
obtained an unknown work, he did not make the
fairest use of it, and cautiously concealed it from
his cotemporaries. Leonard *Ai-etino, a distin-

guished scholar at this time, having found a
Greek manuscript of Procopius De Bello Gothica,
translated it into Latin, and published the work

;

but concealing the author's name, it passed as his
own, till another manuscript of the same work
being found, the fraud of Aretino was apparent.
The first public librari/ in Italy was founded

by a person of no considerable fortune : his credit,
his frugality, and fortitude, were indeed equal to
a treasury. Nicholas Niccoli, the son of a mer-
chant, after the death of his father relinquished
the beaten roads of gain, and devoted his soul to
study, and his fortune to assist students. At his
death, he left his library to the public, but his
debts being greater than his effects, the princely
generosity of Cosmo de Medici realized the in-
tentions of its former possessor, and afterwards
enriched it by the addition of an apartment, in
which he placed the Greek, Hebrew, Arabic,
Chaldaic, and Indian manuscripts.

—

D'Jsreali.

Mr. Watson in his history of printing quotes

an epistle of Antonius Boronia, to Alphonsus
king of Naples and Sicily, in which are the

following expressions:—"You lately wrote to me
from Florence, that the works of Titus Livius

are there to be sold, that the price of each book

is one hundred and twenty crowns of gold;

therefore I entreat your Majesty that you pur-

chase it, and cause it to be sent to me. One
thing I want to know of your prudence, whether

I or Poggio, have done best ; he that he might
buy a country house near Florence sold Livy,

which he had writ in a very fair hand ; and I, to

purchase Livy, have exposed a piece of land to

sale." No man, of this period, devoted himself

with so much industry to the restoring of classi-

cal manuscripts and literature, than Poggio. No
difficulty, no want of assistance, no expense or

labour discouraged him. His youth was spent

in travelling to attain what seemed to be the sole

object of his life ,• and when he became secretary

to the popes, eight of whom employed him in

succession, he used the influence and opportu-

nities his situation gave him, for the promotion

of literature and the collecting of manuscripts at

Rome ; though he complains that his zeal was
not assisted by the great. He found under a
heap of rubbish in a decayed coffer the works of

Quintilian ; and to his great joy drew it out of its

grave. " Oh, great gains ! Oh unexpected feli-

city ! I entreat you my Poggio, send me the

manuscript as soon as possible, that I may see it

before I die." exclaims Aretino, in a letter over-

flowing with enthusiasm on Poggio's discovery of

the above manuscript.

The term academy was revived in Italy, at

this time, but with a signification somewhat
different from what it had borne in ancient times.

It was used to imply, not a school in which phi-

losophy was taught by a master to his pupils,

but an association of individuals for the cultiva-

tion of learning or science, and usually constitu-

ted and endowed by the head of the state in

which it was established. What was now called

an academy, in fact more nearly resembled what
was anciently denominated a Museum,—the

name given, for example, to the famous associa-

tion of the learned, founded by the first Ptolemy

at Alexandria, which so long subsisted in that

city. The emperor Charlemagne is also recorded,

to have established in his palace at Paris a

society of this description. It was the fancy of

the members of this society to assume each a
classical or scriptural appellation. At their meet-

ings they were accustomed to give account of

such books as they had been studying ; and their

attention is said to have been directed, not with-

out effect, to the regulation and improvement of

the veniacular language of the country.

It has of late become common, more especially

in England and the United States of America,

to give the name of academies to those semina-

ries in which so many various branches of edu-

cation are taught as to entitle them to rank, it

may be thought, as a sort of minor universities

In this sense, many of the principal towns in
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Scotland have their academies, which are merely
great schools, as in Germany would be called

gymnasia, embracing in some cases both the lan-

guages and the sciences, but in general confined

chiefly to the latter. In England, again, the

colleges of the dissenters are commonly called

academies ; and the name is also frequently as-

sumed by mere private boarding houses, on
however small a scale. The government institu-

tion at Woolwich for the instruction of military

cadets is called the Royal Military Academy.
It was founded in 1741, and is under the direc-

tion of the Board of Ordnance. There is also a
Royal Naval Academy at Portsmouth, founded
in 1722, under the direction of the Board of

Admiralty. The Jewish seminaries for the high-

est branches of learning, in the different countries

of Europe, have usually borne the name of aca-

demies. The same name has long been applied

to schools of riding, of dancing, and of gymnastic
exercises. On the other hand, many of those

associations of the learned, which, in all respects,

resemble the academies that arose in Italy with
the revival of letters, are, nevertheless, not known
by that name. They are called not academies,
but societies, associations, inuseums, lycceums,

athenceums, institutes, &c.
It is commonly stated, that the term academy

is derived from the name of the original pro-

prietor Academus or Ecademus, who is said to

have established a house and garden in one of
the suburbs of Athens, inclosed by a wall, and
having the grounds laid out in walks, shaded by
trees. Other etymologies of the term, however,
have also been given. About the middle of the
fifth century, before the commencement of our
era, the groves of Academus fell into the pos-
session of Cimon, the Athenian general ; and it

was he who first adorned the place with statues

and fountains,_and added other improvements,
so as to convert it into a retreat uniting to the
charms of natural scenery many of the luxuries
of the art. At his death he left the garden to

the public; and it became a favourite resort of
the lovers of philosophy and solitary meditation.
Hither Socrates was wont occasionally to repair

to converse with his disciples. But it was his

illustrious pupil, Plato, who first gave celebrity

to the Academy as a seat of philosophy, by
establishing here the school over which he pre-

sided for nearly half a century. Hence the

Platonic philosophy is frequently called Aca-
demism or the philosophy of the Academy ; and
its followers. Academics or Academists. Plato
died about the year 348 before the Christian era.

About the year b. c. 296, one of his successors,

Arcesilaus, introduced certain changes into the
original doctrines of the school ; and lie is on this

account considered the founder of a second, or

Middle, as distinguished from the old Academy.
Therewas also in this sense a third academy, called
the New, of which the founder was Carneades,
who flourished about a century after Arcesilaus.

Some writers even reckon a fourth Platonic

academy, founded soon after the time of Carne-
ades, by Philo, (not the celebrated Platonic Jew)
and Charmidas or Charmadas : and a fifth, de-

signated the Antiochian, from its founder Anti-
ochus, who had been a disciple of Philo. Cicero
had a countiy seat on the Neapolitan coast, to

which, as one of his favourite retreats for philo-

sophical study and converse, he gave, in memory
of the famous Athenian school, the name of aca-
demia. It was here he wrote his Academic
Questions. Its remains are still pointed out near
Pozzuoli, under the name of the Bagni de'

Tritoli.

With regard to the academy of Plato, we may
further notice that it was situated in the suburb,
lying to the north-west of Athens, called Cera-
micus, that is, literally, the Place of Tiles ; and
it has been remarked, as a curious coincidence,

that the principal public garden of that city

should thus have apparently had the same origin

with the Thuleries of the modern capital of

France, a name which also indicates that the site

was anciently that of a tile-work.

Having arrived at that period, when it becomes
our duty to investigate into the origin and pro-

gress of printing ; and looking back on the state

of mankind from its earliest source, and through
the dark and midde ages, must not the heart be
warmed with gratitude to that All-wise and bene-

ficent Being, who has thus gifted us with this

inestimable treasure,—that valuable fountain of

of intellectual enjoyment,

—

the Press. It is

not now, as it was heretofore, that the w ealthy

alone could enjoy this delectable repast. Books
are not now treasured up as a great rarity and
of high value, but on the contrary, accessible to

all : and thus it is, says Dr. Middleton, in his

Free Enquiry into the Art of Printing, the ease

which we now find in providing and dispersing

what number of copies of books we please, by the

opportunity of the press, makes us apt to imagine,

without considering the matter, that the pub-
lication of books was the same easy affair in all

former times as in the present. But the case

was quite different. For, when there were no
books in the world but what were written out by
hand, with great labour and expense, the method
of publishing them was necessarily very slow,

and the price very dear ; so that the rich only

and curious would be disposed or able to pur-

chase them ; and to such also it was often dif-

ficult to procure them, or to know even where
they were to be bought.

Say, what was man ere by the Press refined ?

What bonds his glorious energies confined ? Jl

Did Genius, thro' the dull chaotic waste, U
Court the fair form of beauty and of taste,

Tho' strong his ardour, and tho' pure his love.

Small was the sphere wherein those powers could move.
The meteor-beam that science lent mankind,
Dartini? effulgence on th' inquiring mind.
Oft gleam'd—a weak and transitory light,

A moment glared—then sunk in endless night :

Man knew no means to hold the flitting race
Of Art's coy forms, that courted his embrace

;

His only hope in Memory's stinted power.
The oral record—changing every hour.—M'Cbeery.
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CHAMBER, IN THE YEAR 1694.

How shall I speak thee, or thy power address, ,

Thou God of oxir idolatry—the Press !

By thee Religion, Liberty, and Laws,
Exert their influence, and advance their cause

;

By thee, worse plagues than Pharaoh's land befell.

Diffused, make earth the vestibule of heU
;

Thou fountain at which drink the good and wise :

Thou ever bubbling spring of endless lies

;

Like Eden's dread probationary tree,

Knowledge of good and evil is from thee.

—

Cowper.

But not to make our eyes sore by looking only on the hui-t ; let us turne them on the benefits of the well
employed Press ; and we shall see it a mint of solid worth, the good it hath done, (and yet may do) being inestimable

;

it is Truth's Armory, the Bank of Knowledge, and Nursery of Religion, never suffering a want of the sincere Milk of
the Word, nor Piety's Practice to be out of print (and that not only in one book) weekly issuing forth helps to doing,
as well as knowing our duty.

—

Whitlock's Teares of the Presse, London, l654.

It creates our surprise, when we are told, that

the art of printing, which has been styled the
" Nurse and Preserver of the Arts and Sciences,"

should be so negligent of itself, as not to leave

the smallest record of its own origin ; the inven-

tors having been more ambitious of deserving,

than of purchasing praise. That the invention

of an art, so curious in its nature, and so highly
beneficial in its consequence, should have been
the boast and contention, not of individuals only,

but of cities and countries, is less surprising, than,

that the inventor should have neglected to secure
to himself the honour of the discovery. Public
gratitude, at least, might have been expected to

perpetuate the name to which it owed such infi-

nite obligations. But neither this, nor personal
ambition, prevented the obscurity which has fallen

on the subject, and which has nearly concealed
from us the author, as well as the time and place,
which his art commenced.
As many cities have contended for the honour

of this invention, and engaged the learned in

defence of their respective claims, it cannot be
improper to select the most considerable testimo-
nies from those authoi-s, who wrote soon after the
discovery, and were better acquainted with this

niatter than those who lived at some distance of
time after it, and may be supposed to have follow-
ed their predecessors in the accounts they have

given us of the origin of printing. From the

multiplicity of evidence, and the contradictoiy

facts adduced by contending parties, difference of
opinion may still exist, yet, from an impartial

survey, there appears a preponderance of testi-

mony, calculated to produce conviction, and to

form the judgment of those who candidly inves-

tigate the point.
" It is wonderful," says Lemoine, " but it is

true, that the only art which can record all others,

should almost forget itself."

To us of the present day, indeed, who are tena-

cious only of the freedom of this inestimable ait,

but in no respect connected with its original dis-

covery, the question is of less importance than to

those cities which contend for the sake of inves-

ting themselves with the honour of the inven-

tion. But that which is every day growing more
and more valuable to the whole moral world, and
whose ultimate consequences, both as they con-
cern religion, and embrace every thing that be-

longs to human institutions, afford matter for

speculation of the deepest interest, is worthy of

our highest regard : and thus it is that the Histoiy
of Printing becomes to us an object of the most
laudable curiosity.

The chief causes to be assigned as having
tended to occasion doubts with whom the art ac-

tually originated, may be thus briefly summed
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up :—First, the real inventor would be unable to

confine the secret wholly to himself, and advan-

tage would be taken by such as had opportunities

of learning any particulars concerning- it during

its experimental progress and imperfect state, to

arrogate to themselves the merit of being the in-

ventors of that to which they contributed nothing,

but mechanical agents.—Secondly, for a time,

printing was as much the counterfeit of, as the

substitute for writing ; being, as it were, t\\e fac-
simile of the hand-writing of the most approved

scribes : and as large sums were paid for manu-
script copies of choice works, the first printers

were desirous to sell their printed copies as ma-
nuscripts ; hence, lucrative motives might operate

to prevent the founder of the art from divulging

himself to the world as the author of so great a
novelty.—Thirdly, the want of sufficient funds

for his purpose induced the original projector,

and those artistsimmediatelyconcerned with him,
to engage jointly with men of property in the

practice of the art ; and their names thus becom-
ing blended, the merit of the invention became
liable to be fiilsely ascribed.—Fourthly, the com-
mencement of book-printing could not have been
earlier than the year 1422, nor later than 1442

;

and it is probable that within this period presses

were established in various parts of Europe : and
as intercommunication between distant countries

was not then very easily effected, each printer

and each city might claim the honour of the in-

vention without much risque ofimmediate detec-

tion. These appear to have been some of the
principal causes that conduced to render it doubt-
ful in whom, and at what place, the art had
actually its origin.

A controversy has arisen concerning the first

discoverer of the art of printing, between the

three towns of Haerlem, Mentz, and Strasburg

;

each, from a natural partiality, attributing it to

their own countrymen. The dispute, however,
has turned rather on words than facts ; and it

seems to have arisen from the diff'erent definitions

of the word printing. If we estimate the dis-

covery from the invention of the principle, tlie

honour is unquestionably due to Laurence Coster,

a native of Haerlem, who first found out the
method of impressing characters on paper by
means of carved blocks of wood. If moveable
types be considered as a criterion, the merit of

the discovery is due to John Gutenberg ofMentz,
and Schoeff"er, in conjunction with Faust, was
the first who founded types of metal.

The claims of Coster depend principally on
the authority of the celebrated historian of Hol-
land, Hadrianus Junius, or Adrian Young, who
was bom at Horn in 1511, and took up his re-

sidence at Haerlem in 1560 ; he was rector of

the Latin school, and also teacher of natural
philosophy at Haerlem. In Janueay, 1575, he
finished his work, intituled Batavia, and died on
the 16th of June the same year: this work ap-
peared in 1578, from which it is considered that
all Coster's partisans have taken their ground
of argument. The following particulars are
supposed to have been written in 1568.

"About 120 years ago, Laurence Zanssen
Coster, inhabited a decent and fashionable house
in the city of Haerlem, situated on the market-
place, opposite the royal palace. The name of

Coster was assumed, and inherited from his

ancestors, who had long enjoyed the honourable
and lucrative office of Coster or Sexton to the

church. This man deserves to be restored to the

honour of being the first inventor of printing, of

which he has been unjustly deprived by others,

who have enjoyed the praises due to him alone.

As he was walking in the wood contiguous to the

city, which was the general custom of the richer

citizens and men of leisure, in the afternoon and
on holydays, he began to pick out letters on the

bark of the beech; with these letters he en-

stamped marks upon paper in a contraiy direc-

tion, in the manner of a seal ; until at length he
foiTued a few lines for his own amusement, and
for the use of the children of his brother-in-law.

This succeeding so well, he attempted greater

things ; and being a man of genius and reflection,

he invented, with the aid of his brother, or son-

in-law, Thomas Pieterison, a thicker and more
adhesive ink, as the common ink was too thin

and made blotted marks. With this ink he was
able to print blocks and figures, to which he added
letters. I have seen specimens of his printing in

this manner : in the beginning he printed on one

side only. This was a Dutch book, entitled

Speiffal enser Behoudenisse. That it was one of

the first books printed after the invention of the

art, appears from the leaves, which are ])asted

together, that the naked sides might not be offen-

sive to the eyes ; and none at first were printed

in a more perfect manner. As this new species

of traffic attracted numerous customers thus did

the profits arising from it increase his love for

the art, and his diligence in the exercise of it.

" He engaged workmen, which was the source

of the mischief. Among these workmen was one

Jan whether his surname be that of Faust,

or any other, is of no great importance to me ; as

I will not disturb the dead, whose consciences

must have smote them sufficiently while living.

This Jan, who assisted at the printing pressunder

oath, after he had learned the art of casting the

types, setting them, and other matter belong-

ing to the art, and thought himself sufficiently

instructed, having watched the opportunity, as

he could not find a better, he packed up the types

and the other articles on Christmas eve, while

the family was engaged in celebrating the festival,

and stole away with them. He first fled to Am-
sterdam, thence to Cologne, until he could estab-

lish himself at Mentz, as a secure place where he
might open shop, and reap the fruits of his

knaveiy. It is a known fact, that within the

twelve months, that is, in the year 1440, he pub-

lished the Alexandri Galli DoctrinaleagYgLmmsiT

at that time in high repute, with Petri Hispani

Tractatihv^ Logicis, with the same letters which

Laurens had used. These are the principal cir-

cumstances I have collected from creditable

persons, far advanced in years, which they have

transmitted like a flaming torch from hand to
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hand ; I have also met with others who have

confirmed the same." &c. &c. The particulars

here recorded, Junius states to have received

from his tutor, Nicholas Galius, an old gentle-

man of very tenacious memory, who related that,

when a hoy, he often heard one Cornelius, a

bookbinder, (then upwards of eighty years of age,

who had when a youth, assisted at the printing-

office of Coster) describe with gi'eat earnestness

the numerous trials and experiments made by his

master in the history of the invention : when he
came to that part of his naiTative touching the

robbery, he would burst into tears, and curse,

with the greatest vehemence, those nights in

which he had slept with so vile a miscreant

;

and that, were still alive, he could with pleasure

execute the thief with his own hands. Junius
states, that he received a similar account from
Quirinus Talesius, the Burgomaster, who de-

clared that it was recited to him by the said

Cornelius : the latter died in the year 1515.

Mr. Ottley is of opinion that Junius is in error,

when he states that Quirius Talesius received the

inforaiation from the same Cornelius who worked
for Coster, he imagines him to have been a son,

or nephew, of the fonner ; as Meerman found
mention of Cornelius the bookbinder in the re-

cords of the church of S. Bavon, at Haerlem,
under the years 1474, 1485, 1487, 1496, 1503,

1507, 1508, and 1515. If the chronology, ob-

serves Mr. Ottley, be correct, Cornelius must
have been ninety in the year 1496 ; therefore, he
concludes, that the latter dates refer to a younger
Cornelius, the infonuant of Talesius.

Authors disagree with respect to the person
who committed the robbery alledged to ha,ve

taken place. ^There cannot be the least reason

for supposing Faust to have been the thief, he
being a wealthy citizen of Mentz. Scriverius

fixes the theft on John Gutenberg. Some suppose
the robber to have been John Maidenbachius,
others John Petersheimius, but most probably it

was Geinsfleisch, sen. whom Kohlerus states

came to Mentz in 1441, and not before.

There certainly appears a strange inconsistency

in the different statements respecting this robbery.

A majority of writers agree that it took place in

1441 ; whereas, it is universally allowed that

Coster died in 1440. The account is certainly

a very natural and pleasing one, if we divest it

of the above and a few other inconsistencies. It

is necessary to observe, that in the confusion of
names which follow this event in the history of
printing, the thief has been suffered to escape,
and the crime attributed to an mnocent person.

Scriverius informs us, that he had collected
fragments of a work upon this subject, written
upon this subject, written at Haerlem, between
1549 and 1561, by Jan. Van Zuyren, Burmo-
master of that city : Scriverius laments its loss,

observing, that had this been handed down to
posterity, there would now be no occasion for a
reference to the testimonies of Junius and others,
in order to prove that Haerlem is entitled to the
merit of the discovery. He says, that he pre-
served the Latin title, and some part ofthe preface,

but the name of Coster does not appear. He ad-

mits that the honour of perfecting the art, and of

making it known throughout Europe, is justly

due to Mentz. It appears an unfortunate cir-

cumstance for Haerlem, that the documents of

Jan. Van Zuyren, which Scriverius so much
laments the loss of, should not have been pre-

served ; if they had, it is doubtful whether they

would in the least have advanced the cause of

Junius and Meerman.
That Coster carried the art no further than

separate wooden types, appears from a Dutch
poem, entituled Hertspeigal, published in the

sixteenth century, by Heniy Spiechal, who ex-

claims, "Thou first Laurentius, to supply the

defect of wooden tablets, adaptedst wooden types,

and afterwards did connect them with a thread,

to imitate writing. A treacherous servant sur-

reptitiously obtained the honour of the discovei-y

;

but truth itself, though destitute of common and

wide spread fame ; truth, I say, still remains,"

There is no mention in this poem of metal

types ; had he been robbed of these, as well as of

tvooden ones, such a circumstance could not have

been passed over in silence.

That the rough specimens with which Coster

amused himself should be discovered, at the dis-

tance of three centuries, appears almost impro-

bable : yet John Enchedius, a printer, discovered

an old parchment Horarium, printed on both

sides, in eight pages, containing the Alphabet,

the Lord's Prayer, the Apostles' Creed, and three

short prayers, which he imagines to be the first

productions of Laurentius. Mr. Meei-man sub-

mitted this to artists, (competent judges) who
gave as their opinion that it exactly agreed with

the description of Junius : it also corresponds

with the first edition of the Dutch Speculum
Salvationis, and the fragment of the Holland
Donatus, which are said to have been the pro-

ductions of Laurentius, and are specimens of his

piety and ingenuity, in this essay of his newly
invented art. Mr. Meerman has given an exact

engraving of this singular curiosity.

It has been urged by those who oppose the

claims of Coster, that it would have been more
satisfactory had his descendants preserved the

old type in its original state. Junius informs us,

that it was melted down and converted into

drinking cups. Coster's defenders reply, that it

was not unnatural for them to have it made into

useful and ornamental articles of furniture : and
that, if Junius intended to deceive his readers, he

might have stated that the type still remained in

Coster's house.

It is quite unreasonable to suppose that Coster's

descendants and friends would have suffered his

fame to sink into oblivion, and there rest quietly

sepulchred for the space of one hundred and
thirty years, before they thought of even hinting

that such a circumstance had ever taken place

at Haerlem, either by Coster, or any other person.

Junius has an able advocate in Mr. Ottley,

who boldly defends the cause of Coster andHaer-
1am with much sound argument; but with respect

to the robbery, he forbears to make any comment,
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and contents himself by giving the statement of

Junius, that the types taken from Coster's house

\vere cast types. If the evidence of Guicciardini,

on which Mr. Ottley seems to place implicit re-

liance, is to be depended upon, we must under-

stand that Coster died previous to the robbery,

as stated by Junius.

In defence of Coster, we find Junius, Van
Zuyren, Guicciardini, Coornhert, Shriverius,

Boxhorni, Seiz, and Meerman, and others, all

resting upon the famous hearsay evidence of

Junius.

The testimony of Hadrianus, then, is the only

document on ^hich the Dutch writers have

relied, in their strenuous efforts to vindicate for

Haerlem its chimerical honours. But, surely,

an event so remarkable, so glorious for a country,

would have been mentioned by cotemporaiy

authors, had there been the least foundation for

the claim
;
yet no Dutch author, nor any work

whatever of the fifteenth or sixteenth centuiy,

makes the least possible mention of the fact.

Havingtouched upon the principal arguments

in favour of Haerlam, we shall proceed to give

those in favour of Mentz ; reserving further in-

formation respecting Coster under the year 1440.

Writers in favour of Haerlem, have managed
the controversy with great wannth, and charged

Faust, the inventor, with robbing his supposed

master, Laurence John Coster, of many thousand

weight of his materials, on Christmas-eve, when
the family and most of the city were in prayer at

church ; with other such ridiculous stories, fa-

bricated merely to deprive this great man of the

honour which he had so long incontestibly en-

joyed. Had this been published in his life-time,

when he might have defended himself, or pre-

sently after his death, when his son-in-law, or

some of his friends, might have done it for him,
he had undoubtedly been cleared ; but such an
accusation was not hinted till 125 years after,

and then grounded only on suspicion, as Dr.
Junius owns, who was the first that attempted to

transfer this discovery from Mentz to Haerlem.
Faust's name, however, died not with him,
though some Dutch writers made use of his art

to asperse his memory, but others, of several

nations, rose immediately in his defence ; in

particular, the learned Malinkrot, dean of Mun-
ster, who, in his treatise, De Ortu et Progressu

Artis Ti/pof/raphic(e, has not only refuted what
was advanced on the other side, but made such
researches after the old monuments of the arts

and collected so great a variety of testimonies,

supported by undeniable facts, as seem at once
to determine the controversy.

Writers have differed much upon this subject;

first, because the inventors made many fruitless

trials, and a great number of malculatures, before

they could bring the art to any tolerable degree
of perfection : secondly, because the vast expense
of such a discovery compelled them to keep it

secret as long as possible ; or at least, until they
had reimbursed themselves, in some measure, by
finishing the Latin Bible, which, though a great
and expensive work, was the most likely to com-

pensate their labour and cost when finished. On
these two circumstances rests the foundation of
the disagreement ; which may, however, be easily

reconciled by attending to the various periods
from which the discovery is dated. Wimpheling,
Palmerus, Althamers, &c. date it from the in-

fancy of the invention of wooden blocks, and
assign the year 1440. Trithemius, Aventine, and
many more, from the invention of fusil types,

anno 1450. Thevet, Rocha, &c. fix the inven-
tion of the former method in 1442 ; whilst others
place the time of the typographical improvements
in the year 1453 or 1454, among whom are
Apianus and P. Langius. Ramus and Bur-
gamensis assign the year 1458 for the perfection

of it. To reconcile this contrariety of opinion
among these writers, it will be sufficient to say,

with respect to the first, that they fixed the date
from the time in which wooden blocks were first

invented, rather than from the infancy of the
Art : with regard to the last, that they thought
an interval of ten years rather too short for the
transition from the infancy of the fonner, to the

perfection of the latter method ; and, therefore,

allowed a few years more than their predecessors

had done.

But of all those who have treated on this in-

vention, none deserve more attention tlian the
abbot Trithemius, who lived about the time it

was made, and dived into the fountain head for

infonnation. Speaking of the year 1450, in his

Chronicon Spanheimense, he says, " About this

time, the Art of Printing and casting single

Types was found out a-new in the city of Mentz,
by one John Gutenberg, who having spent his

whole estate in this difficult discovery, by the

assistance and advice of some honest men, John
Faust and others, brought his undertaking at

length to perfection : that the first improver of

this Art, after the invention, was Peter Schoeffer

(in Latin, Opilio) de Gernsheim, who afterwards
printed a great many volumes: that the said

Gutenberg lived at Mentz in a house called the

Zlm-junghhen, but afterward known by the

name of the Printinf/-house. ^^ By the word
a-neiv, in the preceding extract, we are almost
led to suppose that the author meant rather a
revival of the Art than a new invention ; but he
fully destroys this conjecture in another work,
published some years after, intituled Chronicon
Hirsau(jiense. Trithemius wrote this towards
the close of his life, after he had been informed
of many particulars relating to this invention,

from the mouth of Peter Schoeffer, sirnamed de
Gernsheim, who was at first a servant to Faust,
and being very expert in preparing the moulds,
and casting the letters, his master gave him his

only daughter, Christiana, in marriage, and took
him into partnership, as appears by the inscrip-

tions to their first books. The following inscrip-

tion, which is taken from his Breviary ofHistory,
gives so concise an account of the origin of print-

ing, and speaks so powerfully in favour of Mentz,
that I am induced to insert it here:—This
present chronological work was printed and
finished anno, 1515, on the eve of St. Margaret
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Virgin, in the noble and famous city of Mentz,

first inventress of this Art of printing, by John

Schoeffer, grandson of the worthy John Faust,

citizen of Mentz, the First author of this Art,

who found it out by his own ingenuity, and

began to practice it anno 1450, in the time of

the thirteenth indiction. Frederick III. being

then Emperor, and the most reverend father in

God, Theodorick Pincerna de Erbacli, being

prince-elector and archbishop of Mentz, anno

1452, he perfected this Ai't, under God, and

began to put it in practice, with the assistiince

of Peter Schoeffer de Gernsheim, first a servant,

and then his son-in-law ; who having made many
necessary inventions in it, had his daughter

Christiana Faust in marriage, as a just recom-

pense for his labour and useful discoveries.

These two above named, viz. John Faust and
Peter Schoeff'er, kept this art secret, having

taken an oath of all their workmen and servants

not to divulge it in any manner whatsoever ; but

afterwards it was divulged by those very workmen,
anno 1462, and spread itself over several provin-

ces of Europe, &c."
In the beginning of the above passage, the

abbot gives the discovery to Gutenberg; and
shortly after he twice gives the title of the first

Inventor of Printing^ to John Faust, which con-

tradiction may be reconciled, by supposing that

he, through inadvertency, wrote the name John
Gutenberg ; and this very probable, as their given

names are the same.

This inscription of itself, without calling in

any other aid, is fully sufficient to determine the

dispute in favour of ^aust, and Mentz.
Many authorities, and those of the most

respectable kind, might be adduced to prove the

preservation of the cases, (Sec. in Mentz, for more
than a century after the city was destroyed in the

year 1462, and that one Albinus, a printer, was
in the habit of shewing them as curious relics of

typography.

It may be curious to trace the art through its

several progresses. From the blocks of wood,
which could only be employed on the work for

which they were carved, an attempt was made to

cut moveable letters on wood, which were soon

abandoned, for it is supposed that no entire book
was ever printed with them ; and if Schoeffer's

happy genius had not discovered the art of cast-

ing matrices and cutting punches, the art must
have remained imperfect and barbarous.

That John Gutenberg was attempting to per-
fect the art at Strashurg, from 1436 to 1444,
without being al)le to produce a clean sheet, there
can be no dou])t. Whether he received any hint
from his brother upon the subject, or not, it is

impossi])lc now to a.scertain. It appears most
probable, that the two brothers were going on
with their experiments at the same time,and that
the elder proved most successful, he having pro-
duced works Ixt'oie his brotlier joined him.
On the iiuUiority of Kohlerus, John Geins-

fleisch, sen. returned to Mentz in 1441 ; that two
works were puldished by him in 1442, there can
be no doubt. In 1443, he was induced for want

of capital, to admit John Faust and others as

partners ; in 1444, John Gutenberg from Stras-

burg made an addition to the firm. It is a sin-

gular circumstance that from this period, we find

no mention of Geinsfleisch, sen. in the disputes

which caused a dissolution ; and in the renewal

of the partnership, Gutenberg alone being noticed.

We find him employed with his brother, cutting

metal types, in 1444, consequently he was then

in the firm ; and as he survived till 1462, it is a
most singular omission in our early chronologers

not to have favoured us with a few particular,

however trivial, of so extraordinary a man : in

fact, he must be considered, strictly speaking, as

the first printer, because he brought it to perfec-

tion before his brother at Strasburg.

Wooden types being found not sufficiently du-
rable, and not answering expectation in other

respects, the two brothers first invented cut metal

types. But while these were preparing, which
must have been a work of time, several works

were printed, both on ivooden separate types and
on wooden blocks ; which were well adapted to

small books of frequent use. After many smaller

essays, they produced, in conjunction, the bible,

with large cut metal types. Considering the im-
mense labour this work must have cost, it is no
wonder that it should have been seven or eight

years in completing. The progress of the art has
been thus traced through its second period, the

invention of cut metal types.

We insert the following testimonies^ in order that

the Reader mayform an idea on the variety of
opinions which have existed on this important

subject.

Fournier contends that Gutenberg is not the

inventor of printing : his difinition of typography
being contrary to that of most other writers, his

arguments are given by Mr. Home, in his Intro-

duction to the Study of Bibliography.

The opinions of Fournier are completely set

aside by Baron Heinecken, in his work on early

engraving, 1771, which is in high estimation

among bibliographers and amateurs of the Fine
Arts. He conjectures, that Gutenberg took the

hint from the card-makers, who are said to have
been the first engravers of historical subjects in-

termingled with texts. All his attempts to cut

single letters, at Strasburg, proved ineffectual,

and brought ruin upon both himself and his

partners, without producing a clean legible leaf.

This failure induced him to quit Strasburg, and
return to his native city, when he joined Faust
and his brother; here their endeavours were
crowned with complete success. Heinecken is

of opinion that their first productions were taken
from wooden blocks.

Mr. Bagford contends, that Haerlem is en-

titled to the merit of the discoveiy.

Lichtenberger states, that the first attempts
were made by Gutenberg at Strasburg, and per-

fected by him at Mayence. The claims of Coster
and Haerlem he rejects as a fable.

Arnold de Begel, (a corrector of the press), in

his poem, intituled Encomium Chalcographia,

1541, indicates Strasburg as the place, and Gu-
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tenberg the person who first attempted it ; but
that he practised more successfully at Mayence,
with the assistance of Faust and Schoeffer, par-

ticularly the latter, who cut the punches, struck

the matrices, and cast the letters from them.

Catherinot considers Gutenberg and Schoeffer

to have been the inventors at Mentz, about the

year 1455.

Dr. Clarke is in favour of Gutenberg, and
states that he commenced his experiments at

Strasburg, between 1430 and 1448, with the

assistance of John Mentil and others.

Maittaire, in his Annates Typographici, 1719,

conjectures that the art was discovered about

1440, by Faust, Gutenberg, and Schoeffer, who
at first used engraved plates or blocks; these

gave place to moveable wooden types, and at

last they adopted fusile types. On the dissolu-

tion of partnership with Faust, in 1455, he

obseiTes, Gutenberg went to Strasburg, and
thence to Haerlem, where he employed Corsellis,

at the time he was bribed to leave him, and was
carried to Oxford, 1459.

Meerman steps forward as the avowed cham-
pion of his beloved Coster, and treading close

upon the heels of Junius, follows him through

all the intricate mazes of hearsay evidence, and at

length sits down, after various conjectures, with-

out being able to favour his readers with the

name of the robber.

The claims of Coster and Haerlem are con-

sidered by Mr. Home as entitled to no credit.

Christ. Besoldi, in his work, published in 1620,

is of opinion that we are not indebted to the

Chinese for the discovery of typography, (as they

only practise block-printing) the Gennans of the

fifteenth century having no communication with

that secluded people. The claims of Strasburg,

Mentz, and Haerlem he does not decide upon.

Boxhomii advances nothing new in favour of

Coster, he comments upon two inscriptions, one

under the statue, the other in front of Coster's

house.

Chevillier stands forward in the front rank,

under the banner of Gutenberg and Strasburg.

Judex vaguely indicates, first John Faust, a
goldsmith of Mayence, and then his partners,

Schoeffer and Gutenberg, as the inventors of

printing.

Lambinet explodes the account of Coster as a

fable; he is of opinion that the art originated

with Gutenberg at Strasburg, and perfected at

Mayence.
Lemoine ascribes the origin of printing (with

wooden types only) to Coster, at Haerlem, about

1430, and afterwards continued by his family

:

to Gutenberg and Schoeffer he awards the merit

of cut, and also cast metal types.

Luckombe gives the palm to Gutenberg : and
rejects Coster's claim altogether, as scarce worthy
of notice.

Mr. Astle is of opinion, that the art is of

Chinese origin, and that it was first practised in

Europe in the fifteenth century.

Stower ascribes the origin to Haerlem, the

improvements to Mentz.

Wurdtwein attributes the first productions of
the press to Geinsfleisch, Gutenberg, or Sorge-
lock.

Tiraboschi, upon Meerman's evidence, com-
pletely sinks the cause of Haerlem, for Stras-

bui"^ and Mentz.
Palmer leaves Gutenberg in the background,

and advances with Faust and Schoeffer ; he fixes

the invention in 1440, and metal types prior to

1450.

The account given of Coster by Junius is con-
sidered as authentic by Messrs. Bowyer and
Nichols, in their Origin of Printing , 1774.

Schoepflin arrests our attention with a judicial

decree of the Court of Strasburg, by this he
considers the glory secured to Gutenberg and
Strasburg, prior to 1440, and its perfection to

Mentz about 1450.

Seizii concurs with the hearsay tradition.

Schrag rises up for Mentilius and Strasburg

:

he says, that Mentz received it from one of the
workmen.

Santander inveighs against the claims of

Haerlem, and defends the cause of Gutenberg.
Scriverius wears the colours of Coster and

Haerlem, known there in 1430, not before 1450
at Mentz.

Tentzellii stains his paper in the cause of

Gutenberg and Strasburg in 1440, and Mentz in

1450.

Fischer employs his pen for Gutenberg, and
explodes the claims of Haerlem.
Danou favours Gutenberg, and condemns the

claims of Haerlem.
Zell gives the discovery to Haerlem, the im-

provements to Mentz.
Caxton deservedly tr'eats Haerlem with silent

contempt; he bestows the laurel wreath on
Gutenberg and Mentz.

Oberlin meets us with a translation of the

GeiTnan passage, discovered by Schcepflin, re-

lative to fusile types, it mns thus :
—" Go, take

away the component parts of the press, and pull

them to pieces; then no one will understand

what they mean. Gutenberg intreated him to go
to the press, and open it by means of two screws,

and thus the two parts would separate : that

these need only be placed under the press, and
no one would understand anything about them.
Gutenberg sent him to bring together all the

different forms which were pulled to pieces before

him, because there were some with which he was
not satisfied. Dritzehen was particularly careful

to secure every bit of lead," &c.
Hoffmann is of opinion that printing was

practised in Poland in the fifteenth century.

Molleri enters the list in favour of John Men-
tilius of Strasburg; he says, a line must be
drawn between the first attempts of the art, and
its progress.

Naude advances with confidence to reward
Gutenberg and Strasburg with the palm for the

invention ; and Gutenberg, Faust, and Schoeffer,

for its perfection at Mentz.
Norman boldly declares that Gutenberg's first

productions issued from his press at Strasburg.
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Pater writes for the cause of Gutenberg and

Strasburg, in the first instance ; and Gutenberg,

Faust and Schoeffer in the second, at Mentz ; he

observes, that he had some of wooden characters

when a boy.

Rivinus loudly exclaims against the pretentions

of Haerlem, and favours Mentz; Faust bears

the laurel.

That great bibliographer, the Rev. T. F. Dib-

din, in his Ti/pographical Antiquities, is in favour

of Gutenberg and Faust at Mentz, for its perfec-

tion : he is of opinion that the knowledge of

block-printing was derived from the Chinese,

and probably may be some hundred yeai-s more

ancient, in Europe, than has generally been

imagined.

The late talented John M'Creery, in his poem
of the Press, gives the honour to Mentz, Guten-

berg, Faust, and Schoeffer.

O Mentz ! proud city, long thy fame enjoy
For with the Press thy glory ne'er shall die,

Still may thy guardian battlements withstand
The ruthless shock of War's destructive hand,
Where Gutenberg with toil incessant wrought
The imitative lines of written thought

;

And as his art a nobler effort made.
The sweeping lever his commands obey'd ;

Elastic balls the sable stains supply,
Light o'er the form the sheeted tyrapans fly

;

The beauteous work returning leaves unfold,
As with alternate force the axle roll'd.

His bosom now unbounded joys expand,
A printed volume owns his forming hand !

The curious work from sculptur'd blocks imprest,
The rising glories of his art confest

!

To give to distant times a name more dear,
To spread the blessing thro' a wider sphere,
ScHOKKFER and Faust with kimlliug ardour fir'd.

Lent the strong aid that thirst of fame inspir'd
;

The stubborn block, with rude unchanging form,
One end could answer, but one task peiform.
Till Faust, with all his powers of s^enius ripe,

Struck the fine die, and cast the moving type.
That ever, as the curious artist will'd

,

In some new station some new oflice fill'd.

With ancient Mevtz, our cent'ral point of art,

In the proud race the neighboxiring cities start.

Spreading, as light diverges from its source,
The great invention through a distant course

j

Thronging around, the candidates for fame
To breathe new life in countless numbers came.
Press for the meed which we alone bestow,
The source from which immortal honours flow.

Mr. Willett, in the Archceologia, (vol. xi.) has
given a most interestingdisquisition on the Origin
of Printing ; from the body of evidence giVen,
he demonstratively rejects the pretensions of
Haerlem, and decides in favour of MentZ;

Johnson, in his Typographia, (vol. 1) rejects

the pretensions of Haerlem, and awards the palm
to Guten])erg, jun. Faust, and Schoefler, though
last, not least, to Geinsfleisch, or Gutenberg, sen.
who unquestionably produced the first printed
BOOK.
Hansard, in his Typographia,awards to Guten-

berg the high appellation of Father of Printing :

to Schoeffer that of Father of Letter-founding :

and to Faust that of the Generous Patron, by
whose means the wonderous discovery, " The
Nurse and Preserver of the Arts and Sciences,"
was brouglit so rapidly to perfection.

Malinkrot, who handles this subject with great
skill and discerament, hath, with indefatigable
industry, collected testimonies from both sides of

the question, from the promulgation of the art

to the time in which he wrote, 1640, and placed
them, in the following order, in the beginning
of his works :

—

For Mentz, before the dispute was
started by Dr. Junius 62

Those who have written on the same
side, since Junius 47

109
Those who have written in favour of

Haerlem 13

Those who are neuters 11

24

By this list, it appears that the numbers are

greatly in favour of Mentz.
The following inscription set up at Mentz, in

the inner court of the college of lawers, by. Ives

of Witigen, or Venza, doctor of laws, and pro-

fessor of that university, is a strong proof that
printing Avas first practised in Mentz.

JOHANNI GUTTENBERGENSI MGGUNTINO,
QUI PRIMUS OMNIUM LITERS ^RE

IMPRIMENDAS INVENIT,
HAC ARTE DE TOTO ORBE BENE MERENTI

;

IVO WITIGENSIS
HOC SAXUM PRO MONUMENTO POSUIT.

Englished thus

:

IVES OF WITIGEN
ERECTED THIS MONUMENT

TO THE MEMORY OF
JOHN GUTTENBERG MOGUNTIN,

WHO FIRST INVENTED THE ART OF
CASTING FUSIL TYPES.

And in the oldest books printed at Mentz, yet

discovered, are inscriptions which style that city

.

" The mother and inventress of printing."

In order to prevent any misunderstanding that

might arise from an apparent confusion of names,
in reading any early histories of typography, it

may be useful to notice that in the various docu-
ments necessary to be referred to, John Guten-
berg is variously called Johannis Gutenberg—de
Moguntid*—Genesfleisch, alias nuncupatus Gu-
tenberg de Moguntia—Gensefieisch junior, dictus

Gutenberg.—Gansfleisch, dictus Sulgeloch vet

Sorgeloch.

An ample testimony in favour of Sclioefrei"t is

given by Jo. Frid. Faustus of Aschafienburgh,
from papers preserved in his family ; " Peter
Schoeffer of Gernsheim perceiving his master
Faust's design, and being himself ardently de-
sirous to improve the art, found out, by the good

* Mogunce, Mogounce, Moguntia, Maynce, were the
ancient names of the city called Mentz.

t The signification of Schoeffer, in Latin, is Opilio ; in
English, Shepherd—Gxxtcaberg signifies, in English, Good-
hill.—John Faust or Fust, is by many supposed to have
derived his name from Faustus, happy ; and Doctor Faustus
seems to carry an air of grandeur in the appellation ; but
very erroneously so ; for John Fatist, or Fust, is no more
than John Hand, whence our word /«/!.—Nichols' Origin
of Printing,
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providence of God, tlie method of cutting (inci-

dendi) the characters in a matrix^ that the letters

might easilybe singly cast, instead of being cut.

He privately cut matrices for the whole alphabet

;

and when he showed his master the letters cast

from these matrices, Faust was so pleased with

the contrivance, that he promised Peter to give

him his only daughter, Christiana, in marriage
;

a promise which he soon after perfonned. But
there were many difficulties at first with these

letters, as there had been before with wooden ones,

the metal being too soft to support the force of the

imj)ression : but this defect was soon remedied,

by mixing the metal with a substance which
sufficiently hardened it."

From all the arguments and opinions which
have been adduced in this important controversy,

the conclusion may be satisfactorily drawn :

—

That to JOHN GUTENBERG is due the

appellation of the Father of Printing : to

PETER SCHOEFFER that of Father of
Letter-Founding : and to JOHN FAUST
that of the Generous Patron, by whose means
the wonderous discovery, of the Art of Print-
ing was brought rapidly to perfection.

We are informed that the Mentz printers, in

order that the art might not be divulged, admi-
nistered an oath of secresy to all whom they em-
ployed ; this appears to have been strictly adhered
to until the year 1462, at which period the city

was sacked and plundered by archbishop Adol-
phus, its former rights and franchises were also

abolished ; amid the consternation occasioned

by this extraordinary event, the workmen of the

Mentz press, considering their oath of fidelity no
longer binding, now became free agents, and
spread themselves in different directions ; by this

circumstance, the hitherto great mystery was
rapidly carried through a considerable portion of

Europe, and which commenced a contention for

the merit of the discovery.

If Harleim, &c. could have advanced a claim
equal to thai of Mentz, and upon as good
grounds, for the invention of printing, it is sin-

gular that this city should have enjoyed it

without interruption for more than 125 years

;

and that none of the Dutch writers attempted,
in that long period of time, to disprove the colo-

phons, or inscritions, which subjoined to his

works, when it was out of his power to conceal
his art, and wherein he mentions the inventors,

and the manner in which the books were prmted.
It is remarkable, that none of these writers

mention Gutenberg otherwise than being as an

assistant. Mr. Palmer says :
" Among all the

learned I have conversed with whose curiosity

hath led them to search into the rise and progress

of printing, and all the writers upon this subject

I could never meet with, not one has pretended
to have seen any book printed in John Guten-
berg's name even in the oldest monuments re-

maining of the infancy of this art, whether
printed upon wood, or by separate metal types.

That on the contrary, where there is any men-
tion made of either printer or place, it is still in

Faust and Schoeffer's name. Therefore, until

there is some better proof of Gutenberg's name,
either jointly with the other two, or separately,

or some book produced with it, it seems evident

beyond contradiction, that the glory of this in-

vention is wholly due to John Faust, and the

improving and perfecting it to his son-in-law

Peter SchoefTer, exclusive of John Gutenberg."
Salmuth informs us, that Peter Schoeffer

added considerably to the improvement of print-

ing, by inventing punches, matrices, &c. and
speaks of the difficulties which Faust and he
met with, owing to the softness of the metal in

which they had cast their first types ; and of his

discovering a mixture by means of antimony,

which fully answered the purpose : which so

pleased Faust, that he made him his son-in-law.

Monsieur Thevet, cosmographer to the king of

France mentions some particulars which ought
not to be omitted, not only because they over-

come every argument advanced by the Dutch
writers, but that they are peculiarly interesting

in themselves. Speaking of printing, he says,
" This art is believed to have been first invented

at Mentz, in Gennany, about the year 1442, by
John Gutenberg, a German knight, who began
his first essays of it there ; and found out a new
sort of ink, now used by the printers : but there

are some writers of opinion, that this honour
rather belonged to John Faust and Ives (in

Latin Ivn) Schoeffer two years before that time.

One of the finest specimens of early printing,

is Gregorii IX. Nova Cnmpilatio Decretalium,

Mogunt. per Petrum Schoeffer, 1473,* printed

upon vellum and paper alternately. This mag-
nificent book is remarkable in the history of

typography, on account of various Latin verses

at the end, which lay claim to the invention of

the art, a few years after it had been in practice.

The reference to Gutenberg, Faust, and Scho-
effer, in despite of the barbarous style, cannot be
misunderstood in these lines

—

' Quos genuit ambos urbs Moguntina Joannes,
Librorum insignes Protocarigmaticos

;

Cum quibus optatu Petrus venit ad poliandrum,
Cursu posterior, introenndo prior.'

Mariangelus Accuesius, a learned Italian, who
flourished about the sixteenth century, wrote
the following lines upon the first leaf of a Do-
natus, printed at Mentz, by John Faust :—"John
Faust citizen of M6ntz, grandfather by the
mother's side, of John Shepherd, was the first

that devised this art of printing with brass types.

* A fine copy in russia, gilt leaves, was marked in a
London catalogue at ^28.
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which he afterwards changed for leaden ones.

His son, Peter Schoeffer, added many other im-

provements to the art. This Donatus, and the

Confessionalia, were first printed in the year 1450.

He certainly took the hint from the Donatm
printed in Holland npon wooden planks."

Neither the writer of the Cologn Chronicle,

nor Mariangelus Acciu-sius, positively asserts

that the old method of printing with blocks of

wood was the ground-work of the new one : they

only affirm, that the method of printing by

fufi'l types was found out at Mentz by John

Faust, and improved by Peter Schoeffer; that

they prhited some books in the year 1450 ; that

there was a Donatus printed before that time

in Holland upon wooden planks ; and that from

this hint, or pattern, Faust began to print with

brass types. They do not say that the Donatm
was printed at Haerlem ; neither do they men-
tion by whom it wa.s printed ; they do not even

hint at Coster : aware that it was unknown in

Holland till 1575, the year in which Junius died,

that any such book had been printed there. If

any such information had reached that author,

as it would have favoured his cause, he would
not have failed to mention it.

Scaliger's original opinion was, that this rude

invention belonged to the city of Dort, though
he afterwards declared himself for Haerlem.

Mr. Maittaire is of opinion that Coster's pre-

tentions are very ill founded ; and seems to think

that he was initiated into the art by Gutenberg,
who removed at first to Strasburg, soon after

the sentence was pronounced against him by the

judges of Mentz; and, either suspecting his

safety there, or dreading a further prosecution

from Faust for the money adjudged to him by
the decree and deed, or for some other cogent

reason, afterwards settled at Haerlem, where he
taught Coster the art of printing, and practised

it with him there about tne year 1459.

As the Donatus has been several times men-
tioned among the writers of the controversy, it

may be necessary, lest it should be supposed to

have something excellent in it, to say, that its

merit, as well as that of the Ars Moriendi^ the

History of the Apocalypse^ the History of the

Bible, the Speculum Huimince Salvationist and
the Speighel, consist only in being among the very

first essays in the art of Printing, before the in-

vention of fusile types.

From Accursius's account, it is clear that the
Donatus bore no date, or name of place, or printers

it also appears that Donatus was the name of the
author, not of the book ; and that it was a gram-
mar for boys ; for so Rocha calls it ; consequently
not so trifling a work as it has been deemed by
those authors who call it a primer.

Another observation, which deserves to be no-
ticed, is the printing the Catholicon upon wooden
planks, cut with a knife, after the manner of the
Chinese ; and the bible, with separate types,
which is the only method that deserves the appel-
lation of printing : this appears plain, from the
words " when they came to print the bible," &c.
from which we may infer, that this sacred book

was the first the authors of this art made choice

of to signalize the original fruits of the invention.

Having given tlie most material points res-

pecting the claims of Haerlem and Mentz, we
shall now proceed to state those in favour of

Strasburg. With respect to the claims of John
Mentil, or Mentilius, little need be advanced to

set them aside ; according to the most favourable

accounts, he did not practice the art before 1440

;

others state 1 444: but the most probable opinion is,

that he did not begin before the dispersion of the

Mentz printers, because if he had produced works

prior to this event, a rivalship must have been the

consequence. The firstwork from his press (now

known) bears the date of 1471.

John Mentilius, a physician at Paris, has stre-

nuously defended the cause of his namesake of

Strasburg; but his endeavours have not advanced

the cause of Mentilius one tittlebeyond what had
been done by his predecessors.

The principal argument which the defenders

of Mentilius have set forth, is the title of nobility

conferred upon him by the emperor Frederic III.

This circumstance was handed down by the grand-

daughter of Mentilius, who married J. Schottien

;

and he gave it publicity in the Ptolemaic Geogra-

phy, printed at Strasburg, 1 520. It has been

asserted, that he was induced to make this boast,

from the conduct of John Schoeffer, of Mentz,
who had previously announced in his Colophv^^

that the discovery was made by John Faust, his

grandfather by his mother's side. In consequence

of the above-mentioned grant ofthe title of nobi-

lity, we are informed that, in 1520, he began to

prefix his family amis to all the books which he
afterwards printed: adding,

" That they tvere granted to John Mentilius,

the first inventor ofprinting
."

A variety of evidence might be adduced in

favour of Mentilius, had it not been superceded

by Schoeflin's discovery ofa document of the law-

suit before-mentioned at Strasburg, 1 439. Jacob
Wimphelingius informs us, that Mentilius ac-

quired a fortune by printing his works in a correct

and elegant manner : therefore, if Gutenberg
claims the honour of the invention, the profitable

harvest was reaped by Mentilius. The chiefand
only merit of Mentilius, appears to have been

that of becoming rich, by adopting the art, after

it had been established, as his own : for the dip-

loma contains not a word of the invention of

printing

The Rev. Archdeacon Coxe, in his History

of the Hou^e of Austria, gives the following de-

scription of the Invention and Art of Printing :

—

" It took its rise about the middle of the fifteenth

centuiy, and in the course of a few years reached

that height of improvement which is scarcely

surpassed even in the present times. The in-

vention was at first rude and simple, consisting

of whole pages carved on blocks of wood, and
only impressed on one side of the leaf ; the next
step was the fonnation of moveable types in

w ood, and they were afterwards cut in metal, and
finally rendered more durable, regular, and
elegant, by being cast or founded.
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" The consequence of his happy and simple

discovery was a rapid series of improvements in

every art and science, and a general diffusion of

knowledge among all orders of society. Hitherto

the tedious, uncertain, and expensive mode of

multiplying books by the hand of the copyist,

had principally confined the treasures of learning

/ to monasteries, or to persons of rank and fortune.

Yet even with all the advantages of wealth,

libraries were extremely scarce and scanty ; and
principally consisted of books of devotion, and
superstitious legends, or the sophistical disqui-

sitions of the schoolmen. An acquaintance with

the Latin classics was a rare qualification, and

the Greek language was almost unknown in

Europe ; but the Art of Printing had scarcely

become general, before it gave new impulse to

genius, and a new spirit to inquiry. A singular

concurrence of circumstances contributed to

multiply the beneficial effects derived from this

invention, among which the most considerable

were, the protection afforded to literature and
the arts by the states of Italy, and the diffusion of

Greek learning by the literati who sought an
asylum in Europe after the capture of Con-
stantinople."

Opmer, who was a native of Holland, and who
died about 1595, bestows the following elegant

panegyric upon the art and its inventoy, " That
in the decline of the world, when the last day
seemed to approach, so many men of accomplish-

ed learning and singular piety should break forth,

like bright stars, with unusual lustre through the

tempestuous clouds of deadly discord ; so that you
would have thought the world had been recovered

from along disease, and gradually re-assumed its

lost strength, in the arts and sciences. This was
effected by the assistance of that art, which from
metal characters of letters ingeniously cast, dis-

posed in the order in which we write, spread over

with a convenient quantity of ink, and put under
the press, has ushered into the world books in all

languages, and multiplied their copies like a nu-
merous offspring, and has obtained the name of

Typography. This art of printing was most
certainly invented and brought to light by John
Faust in the year 1440. It is amazing that the

author of so important a discovery, and so gener-

ous a promoter of divine and human learning,

should be unworthily forgotten, or only casually

remembered as a mere artist. Surely such a
person deserves a place amongst the geatest be-

nefactors of mankind !"

—

Lemoine.
Erasmus, who was born during the life-time of

Gutenberg (1467) and who was probably writing

within fifty years of the alleged time of Coster,

is totally silent on the subject. Mr. Home thus
elegantly sums up his opinion on the claim in

favour of the Dutch pretenders. After the conclu-
sive arguments which he had previously adduced,
" It is evident, therefore," says he, " that Haerlem
is not the city where the art of printing was dis-

covered. If we examine all the authors without
exception who have written in favour of that city,

we shall not find the least cotemporary document
on which to support their pretensions. Every

assertion they make is reduced to the narrative
of Junius, solely composed of hearsays, on which
every one comments according to liis fancy or
prejudices. Yet on the authority of this fable,

have the Dutch proceeded to strike medals, en-
grave inscriptions, and erect statues, and other
monuments, to the glory of the ' immortal and
incomparable first printer, Laurent Janssoen.'
whom they have sometimes represented to be a
disturber ofthe public peace, and have condemned
him as such ; sometimes as a sacristan, or church-,
warden ; afterwards as a sheriff ; then as a trea-

surer ; and finally, as an illustrious branch of the
House of Brederode, a descendant in the right

line from the ancient sovereigns of Holland."
" Thus, in a compendious, but impartial man-

ner," says Lemoine," I have traced the rise and
progress of an invention, the practice and im-
provement of which has altered the manners as

well as the opinions of the whole world. Before
the invention of this divine art, mankind were ab-
sorbed in the gi'ossest ignorance, and oppressed
under the most abject despotism of tyranny.

The clergy, who before this a)ra held the key of
all the learning in Europe, were themselves igno-
rant, though proud, presumptuous, arrogant, and
artful ; their devices were soon detected through
the invention of typography. Many of them, as
it may naturally be imagined, were very averse to

the progress of this invention; as well astheiW^-
men^ or writers, who lived by their manuscripts
for the laity. They went so far as to attribute

this blessed invention to the devil ; and some of
them warned their hearers from using such diabo-

lical books as were written with the blood of the
victims who devoted themselves to hell, for the
profit or fame of instracting others. Such was
the fate of its first rise : but, like all other useful

inventions, it soon soared far above the malignant
reach of invidious objections: the more liberal

part of mankind, amongst v^hom it is but justice

to say were some ecclesiastics, gave it every ne-

cessary encouragement ; and kings and princes

became, for the first time, the patrons of learning.

Genius, like beaten gold, spread over the world
;

and the latter end of the fifteenth century saAv a
complete revolution in the human mind ; for this

art brought with it that of discovering deception

and exposing hypocrisy : and, by its rapid multi-
plication of copies, more could be accommodated
with the labours of the learned, than before by
the tedious operation of the solitary pen. The
diffusion of knowledge, by this art, was astonish-

ing and rapid. The most bigoted, as well as the

most liberal, joined in spreading its influence.

Even the Jews, who are to this day so tenacious

of their ancient customs, allowed the use of this

art to propagate their sacred bopks. Those pal-

ladiums of their faith and liberty then, for the

first time, became mechanically impressed on
paper. Thus we see how early this art was an
auxiliary to the spreading of the sacred light of

the word of God, even among those of the con-
fined and prejudiced minds. Many religious

establishments in Europe encouraged the art of

printing, insomuch that they established printing
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offices within the walls of monasteries ; and, in

fact, they were the most proper persons for such

an undertakin^r. Possessing more knowledge than

the laity, and having more leisure, they were the

better calculated to produce works of learning."

Having given every authority that may tend

to elucidate this important controversy, without

venturing an opinion of my own ; yet I cannot

refrain from stating my conviction to Mentz as

the city where the art took its rise, and that to

Gutenberg, Faust, and Schoeffer, is due the high

honour already awarded them by more competent

judges. I shall conclude this portion of my
labour with quoting from an high authority, the

advantages and blessings derived from the divine

art, and then proceed in the chronological order

as first laid down;
" To the art of printing," says Dr. Knox, " it

is acknowledged we owe the Reformation. It has

been justly remarked, that if the books of Luther
had been multiplied only by the slow process of

the hand-writing, they must have been few, and
would have been easily suppressed by the com-
bination of wealth and power : but, poured forth

in abundance from the press, they spread over

the land with the rapidity of an inundation,

which acquires additional force from the efforts

used to obstruct its progress. He who under-
took to prevent the dispersion of the books once
issued from the press, attempted a task no less

arduous than the destruction of the hydra. Re-
sistance was vain, and religion was reformed

;

and we, who are chiefly interested in this happy
revolution, must remember, amidst the praises

bestowed on Luther, that his endeavours had
been ineffectual, unassisted by the invention of
Faustus.

" How greatly the cause of religion has been
promoted l3y the art, must appear, when it is

considered, that it has placed those sacred books
in the hand of every individual, which, besides

that they were once locked up in a dead language,
and could notbe procured without great difficulty.

The numerous comments on them of every kind,

which tend to promote piety, and to form the

Christian philosopher, would probably never have
been composed, and certainly would not have
extended their beneficial influence, if typography
had still been unknown. By that art, the light,

which is to illuminate" a dark world, has been
placed in a situation more advantageous to the
emission of its rays : but if it has been the means
of illustrating tlie doctrines, and enforcing the
practice of religion, it has also, particularly in
the present age, struck at the root of piety and
moral virtue, by propagating opinions favourable
to the sceptic and voluptuary. It has enabled
modern authors wantonly to gratify their avarice,
their vanity, and their misanthropy, in dissemi-
nating novel systems subversive of the dignity
and happiness of human nature : but though the
perversion of the art is lamentably remarkable in
those volumes which issue, with offensive profu-
sion, from the vain, the wicked, and the hungry,
yet this good results from the evil, that as truth
is great and will prevail, she must derive fresh

lustre,by displaying the superiority of her strength

in the conflict with sophistry.
" Thus the art of printing, in whatever light it

is viewed, has deserved respect and attention.

From the ingenuity of the contrivance, it has ever

excited mechanical curiosity ; from its intimate

connection with learning, it has justly claimed
historical notice; and from its extensive influence

on morality, politics, and religion, it is now be-

come a subject of very important speculation.
" But, however we may felicitate mankind on

the invention, there are perhaps those who wish,

that, together with its compatriot art of manu-
facturing gunpowder, it had not yetbeen brought
to light. Of its effects on literature, they assert,

that it has increased the number of books, till

they distract rather than improve the mind ; and
of its malignant influence on morals, they com-
plain, that it has often introduced a false refine-

ment, incompatible with the simplicity of primi-

tive piety and genuine virtue. With respect to

its literary ill-consequences, it may be said, that

though it produces to the world an infinite num-
ber of worthless publications, yet true wit and
fine composition will still retain their value, and
it will be an easy task for critical discernment to

select these from the surrounding mass of absur-
dity ; and though, with respect to its moral effects,

a regard to truth extorts the confession, that it

has diffused immorality and irreligion, divulged
with cruel impertinence the secrets of private

life, and spread the tale of scandal through an
empire; yet these are evils which will either

shrink away unobserved in the triumphs of time
and truth over falsehood, or which may, at any
time, be suppressed by legislative interposition."

The most munificent patron of learning at this

period, was Humphrey duke of Gloucester, whose
character is so amiable in our civil history, that he
has received the appellation of good ; and who
shines with extraordinary lustre in the annals of
literature, that his name is still remembered with
gratitude as a singular promoter of learning, and
the common patron of the scholars of the times.

Perhaps there nevier was a more zealous encou-
rager of literature than the duke ; and we are not
a little indebted to Mr.Warton for being the first

person who has enabled the literary world fully

to be sensible, in tliis respect, of the excellence
and lustre of his character. In 1440, he gave to

the university of Oxford a library conUiining six

hundred volumes, only one hundred and twenty
of which were valued at more than £1000. These
books are calledJVovi Tractatus^ or New Treatises,

in the univei'sity register, and said to be admirandi
apparatus. They were the most splendid and
costly copies that could be procured, fuiely writ-

ten on vellum, and elegantly embellished with
miniaturesand illuminations. Among them was
a translation into French ofOvid's Metamorphoses.
Another, and the only remaining specimen of
these valuable volumes, is a magnificent copy of
Valerius Maximus, enriched with the most ele-

gant decorations, and written in duke Humphrey's
age, evidently with a design of being placed in
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this sumptuous collection, and the index of which
was made by Whethamstede,the celebrated abbot
of St. Albans. As the duke patronized, in a

particular manner, the abbey of St. Albans,many
of the abbots paid their court to him, by sending

him presents of books, beautifully executed, and
adorned with the most exquisite paintings, which
seem to have constituted a part of his gift to the

library at Oxford. In the library of Oriel college,

at Oxford, there is a manuscript Commentary on

Genesis, written by John Capgrave. In the su-

perb initial letter of the dedicatory epistle, is a
curious illumination of the author, humbly pre-

senting his book to his patron, who is seated, and
covered with a sort of" hat. At the end is this

entry, in the hand-writing of the duke himself

:

" Ce livre est a moy Humphrey due de Gloucestre

du don de frere jehan Capgrave, quy le me fit

presenter a mon manoyre de Pensherst le

jour de Z' an MCCCXXXVIII." [pro-

bably, says Warton, MCCCCXXXVIII] i. e.

" This book belongs to me, Humphrey duke of

Gloucester, the gift of brother John Capgrave,
who presented it to me at my manor of Pens-
hurst, the day of in the year
1438." This valuable collection of books, which,

from their ornamental bindings, looked like mis-

sals, conveyed ideas of popish superstition, were
destroyed or removed by the pious visitors of the

university in the reign ofEdward VI. whose zeal

was equalled only by their ignorance, or perhaps

by their avarice.

It was at the recommendation and command
of this munificent prince, and under his protec-

tion and superintendence, that Lydgate translated
Boccacio's treatise de CasihusVirorumlllustrium.

The duke's condescension in conversing with
learned ecclesiastics, and his diligence in study,

are highly applauded by the translator, by whom
his patron is compared to Julius Caesar, who
amidst all the cares of state, was not ashamed to

enter the rhetorical school of Cicero at Rome.
Duke Humphrey's patronage was not confined

to the scholars alone of his own country. Titus
Livius, a learned Italian, was his poet laureat.

The most celebrated writers of France and Italy

solicited his favour, and experienced his liberality,

many of whom dedicated works to him ; and it

appears from their encomiums, that he was dis-

tinguished by an ardent attachment to books of

all kinds, and by the eagerness with which he
cultivated every branch of knowledge. He also

retained in his service a number of learned
foreigners, for the express purpose of transcrib-

ing and translating ancient manuscripts. The
duke hath been represented as an author ; but it

is a false supposition that he wrote an astrono-

mical tract, entitled Tahulce Directorum. There
is, however, in the library of Gresham college, a
scheme of calculations which bears his name.
Gilbert Kymer, physician to King Henry VI.
among other ecclesiastic promotions, dean of
Salisbury, and chancellor of the university of
Oxford, inscribed to duke Humphrey his famous
medical system Diaetarium de sanitatis custodia.

To the same noble encourager of learning, Petrus

Candidus, the friend of Laurentius Valla, and
secretary to the great Cosmo duke of Milan, in-

scribed by the advice of the archbishop of Milan,
a Latin version of Plato's Republic. An illumi-

nated manuscript of this translation is in the

British museum. Humphrey was brother to

Henry V. and the duke of Bedford ; and uncle
to Henry VI. during whose minority he occa-

sionally administered the affairs of the kingdom,
as regent. It is lamentable to record that this

great and good prince was murdered at St. Albans,
February 28, 1447.*

1440. The first book on Heraldry in England,
was written by Nicholas Upton, a native of

Devonshire.

1440. In this year Coster, printed an edition

of the Speculum Salvationis, which is perhaps
the first specimen of two diff'erent coloured inks

being used on the same page. The one is in-

tensely black on the tw o columns of text ; the

other is bistre, and applied to two subjects en-

graved on wood to resemble pen and ink draw-
ings at the top of each page.

—

Savage.

1440. DiW Laurentius Coster, who has ac-

quired a name in the annals of printing, the

Dutch affinning him to be the inventor of the

art about 1430, but which claim is obstinately

doubted. He w as born at Haerlem, about tlie year

1370, and executed several departments of ma-
gistracy in that city. Those writers are mistaken

who assign to him the surname of Coster, or as-

sert that the office of aedituus was hereditary in

his family. In a diploma of Albert of Bavaria,

in 1380, in which, among other citizens of Haer-
lem, Laurentius' father is mentioned by the name
of Joannes Laurentii filius. Beroldus is called

aedituus, who was surely of another family ; and
in 1396, and 1398, Henricus a Lunen enjoyed

that office ; after his resignation. Count Albert

conferring on the citizens the privilege of electing

their aedituus, they then chose Laurentius ; who
was afterwards called Coster from his office, and
not from his family name, as he was descended

from an illegitimate branch of the Gens Brede-
rodia. The elegance of his house may testify

that he was a man of property. His works were
printed on separate moveable wooden types fas-

tened together by threads. It may be thought
improbable, that so ingenious a man should not

have proceeded farther than the invention of

wooden types ; it may be answered, he printed

for gain, not for reputation ; for wooden types

could be made sooner and cheaper than metal.

His press was shaped like the common wine-

presses. He printed some copies of all his books

on paper and vellum. It has been erroneously

stated, that he quitted the profession, and died

broken hearted : but it is certain, that he did not

live to see the art brought to perfection. He died

at the age of 70 ; and was either succeeded by
his son-in-law Thomas Peter, or by their imme-
diate descendants, Peter, Andrew, and Tliomas

;

who were old enough to conduct the business,

* From the above account of Humphrey dake of Glou-
cester, it will appear in the favour, and dohonoiyrto those

persons who are frequently compelled to dine with him.
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the eldest being at least twenty-three. It is said

that the city of Haerlem advanced no preten-

sions to the merit of its invention for the space

of 130 years after the first exercise of this art at

Mentz. The learned Meerman, counsellor and
pensionary of Rotterdam, zealous for the honour
of his country, supported the cause of Haerlem
with all the sagacity and erudition that could be
exerted, in a work intituled, Origines Typogra-
phicce 2 vols. 4to. printed at the Hague, in 1765

;

an abridgement oi which is given in Bowyer and
Nichols's Origin of Printing.

After a distance of 400 years, it is not easy to

decide rightly upon the several claims which have
been advanced for the honour of the invention of

the art; but as to the cities of Haerlem and
Mentz, the dispute between them seem easily

cleared up, from the two-fold invention of print-

ing before mentioned ; the first with separate

wooden types at Haerlem, by Coster, about 1430,
and afterwards continued by his family ; the

other with metal types., first cut, and afterwards

cast, which was invented at Mentz, but not used
in Holland till brought hither by Theodric Mar-
tens, at Alost, about 1472.

" On the market-place at Haerlem there is a
statue in honour of Laurence Jansoen Coster.

It is of stone, painted white, upon a pedestal

inclosed by a square iron railing, and represents

the celebrated printer in a civic robe, with a
wreath of laurel on his brow. His right arm
rests upon the trunk of a tree, with a branch
sprouting therefrom. In his right hand is an
open book ; his left exhibits a cube, having
thereon the letter A.* On the south side of the
pedestal is the following inscription :

—

"iE.M. S.

" Laurentio Costero, Harlemensi, viro Con-
sulari, Typographioe Inventori vero, monumen-
tum hoc erigi Curavit collegium Medicum,
Anno CIDI3CCXXII."

On the east side are figures, in has relief, re-

presenting Coster at his composing frames, and
two pressmen at work. Over them a shield of
arms, a sword erect between four mullets or
stars, and surmounted by a small cross. On the
north side of the pedestal :

—

" Costerus claria redimitus tempora lauro,
Quisquia ades, quaie conspiciatur, habe.
Haec propria Heroura fuit olim gloria, quorum
Vel gcstis Celebris vita vel arte fuit.

Invento qui fiesta suo servavit et artes
Quis neget hunc tantuin bis meruisse decus ?"

Ivan Zanten, M. D.

On the west side, a has relief, representing
Coster in his municipal robe, in the act of cut-
ting letters upon the bark of a tree ; in the back
ground is seen tlie great Church of Haerlem.
At the foot of the pedestal :

—

" Transl.ex. Hort. Med. ci3idccci."

* A print of the monument, then in the Medical Garden
at Haerlem, w\\\ be found in Annus Seecularis Tei'tius
Inventa: Artis l\i/piiL:rripfiiciK, acutore Seiz, p. 17.

On the 1 0th ot July every year there isananniversarj'
at Haerlem for two days, conunemoratory of the invention
of printing with movable types by Coster. It is also
celebrated by the printers of Dort and Rotterdam.

In the Dom Church, on a black marble tablet
against the north-west pillar of the transept, is

the following inscription :

—

" Honori et meritis Laurentii Jani F. Costeri,

Harlemensis, Festo Saeculari quarto Inventae
Typographiae celebrato Harlemi, A. D. x Julii,

anni cioidcccxxiii. Annuente Augustissimo
Belgii Rege Gulielmo primo."

In an apartment ot the Hotel de Ville, are

preserved several specimens of early printing,

said to be from the press of Coster, which, on
account of the well-known controversy between
Mentz and Haerlem, I was desirous of inspect-

ing. The exhibition (by the Custos, who un-
fortunately for foreign visitors speak only Dutch)
is introduced by a reference to the following me-
morandum :

—

" Le temps precis de I'impression est inconnu

:

neanmoins il parait par I'histoire que Koster a
commence d'imprimer dans I'annee 1420 en-

virons. II deceda a la fin de I'an 1439 : ainsi

on doit fixer le temps dan cette periode."

The specimens exhibited are thus described :

" No. 1. Revelation de St. Jean en figures.

C'est la plus ancienne impression d'estampes de
quelque etendue.

" No. 2. La Cantique des Cantiques. Ce N**

se trouve joint au livre N°-5, etant une des

dernieres impressions d'estampes de Koster.
" No. 3. Deux fragments de Donatus., im-

primes, comme aussi les deux livres suivants,

avec des Caracteres mobiles et fondus.
" No. 4. Le miroir de notre salut^ dit Spiegel

onzer behoudenis : c'etait la premiere edition.
" No. 5. Le meme livre en latin dit Speculum

humanae salvationis, aussi premiere edition."*

There are also two autographs of Coster, a
fac-simile of one of them is given :

—

* Mr. C. Este, in a Journey through Flanders, §-c. in the
year 1793, gives the following information concerning
Coster, in his visit to Haerlem. " The art of printing at
Mentz, is, philosophically, the feature the most prominent,
and the most attractive. For at Mentz, the art, so mag-
nificently bountiful, begun ! though no small preparation
for it might be achieved, by the lucky labours of Laurence
Coster, at Haerlem. And, therefore, the people there, do
well to assert what little honour they can claim, and con

.

secrate the name, and wooden moulds of Coster ; on which
alone that claim can be attempted.—The Mirror of our
Salvation (Den Spiegel Van Ouze Zaligheyd) is the title of
the book, which he thus worked off. And the book and
moulds are deposited in a coffer of silver and silk, with
other treasure, at the townhouse ; each magistaate beir\g

entrusted with a key. All this is done not without some
show and solemn ceremony ! and it were well if parade
could always justify itself upon so decent a plea. There is

a statue too of Coster—and his house, in the market-place,
is still distinguished by an inscription :

Memorise sacrum
Typograpliia, ars artium omnium conservatrix, hie, primum
Inventa, circa annum 1440.

This work of Coster has no date. The first work printed
with a date at Haerlem, is 1485

—

De proprietatibus rerum.
Still, however, for the work of Coster being of a date prior
to this, there is a lurking probability, not easily to be got
over, at til e bottom.—A probability from the comparative
inferiority of his performance—that Coster, like every man
would do the best for himself—that if two modes had been
before him, he would not have taken the worst—he would
not have stamped the paper as he did, only upon one side,

with moulds made ofwood andimmoveable, ifhe had known
what his successors at Mentz certainly did, the mode of
printing on both sides the paper, with types moveable,
and of metal."
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His name was " Janzoon," son of John :

" Kostor," if he ever bore it, which is, I think

justly, doubted by Meerman, was a sobriquet,

from his occupation, which appears to have been,

at one period of his life, " Keeper" of the Church,

an officer who, in Holland, generally resides in

a house adjoining the sacred edifice, with a door

of communication within the dwelling of the

Keeper.

I shall forbear to touch the controversy, which

has been exhausted by Messrs. Ottley and Singer

;

but only observe, says a recent traveller,* that

the printed books or fragments, which were

placed under my view, being all without date or

colophon, I saw nothing to connect them with

the printing press of Janzoon. The exhibitor,

in his zeal for the cause of his country, was
anxious to direct my attention to the Cologne

Chronicle, from a passage in which (p. 312) it

is inferred that editions oi the Donatus had been
printed in Holland previously to the use of types

at Mentz. He also showed me an original deed,

whereby Laurens Jans Zoen and another, being
" Schepen" or Sheriffs of Haerlem, confirmed,

in 1431, the gift of certain houses to the poor of

the city. This, however, would only tend to

prove the existence of a person of that name, and
nis municipal rank, at a particular date ; facts

which I believe are susceptible of proof from
other sources, but which leave the question so

interesting to the historians of the typographical

art, exactly where it stood."

1441, Oct. 11. A decree of the government
of Venice of this date, refers to playing cards,

making a prohibition against foreigners printing

or vending the same. Ifwe require further proof

to establish the early practice of the art of en-

graving on wood, it will be found in thefollowing

Decree of the Government- of Venice, which
Lanzi asserts was discovered by Zanetti ; but it

evidently appears that it first caught the eye of

Temanza, an architect of that city, while search-

ing over the archives of the old company of

Venetian painters,f of which the following is a

translation

:

" MCCCcxLi. October the llth. Whereas the

art and mystery of making cards and printed

figures, which is used at Venice, has fallen to

total decay; and this in consequence of the

great quantity of playing cards, and coloured

figures printed, which are made out of Venice
;

to which evil it is necessary to apply some remedy;
in order that the said artists, who are a great

many in family, may find encouragement rather

* A Tour on the continent, inserted in the Gentleman's
Magazine, for 'No-veraher, 1833.

t The first notice of this circumstance was made by
Temanza, in a letter addressed to Count Algarotti, in
which he informs him that the discovery was the first fruit
of his labour after reading a portion of the ancient laws
of the old company of Venetian painters, from which he
had made a selection ; having produced this decree, as a
proof that engraving was practised in Venice before the
time of Finiguerra, he omits to make a distinction between
that of wood and copper engraving. Had it not been for
this discovery, we might to this day have remained in
ignorance of the practice of the art prior to the year 1467

;

this being the date of the Meditations of I. de Turrec-
remata,* the first book printed in Italy with wood cuts.

than foreigners. Let it be ordered and esta-

blished, according to that which the said masters
have supplicated, that, from this time in future,

no work of the said art, that is printed or painted
on cloth, or paper, that is to say, altar pieces
(or images) and playing cards, and whatever other
work of the said art is done with a brush and
printed, shall be allowed to be brought or im-
ported into this city, under pain of forfeiting the
works so imported, and xxx livres andxxii soldi;

of which fine, one third shall go to the state, one
third to the Signori Giustizrieri Vecchi, to whom
the affair is committed, and one third to the
accuser. With this condition, however, that the
artists, who make the said works in this city,

may expose the said works to sale in any other
place but their own shops, under the pain afore-

said, except on the day of Wednesday at S.

Paolo, and on Saturday at S. Marco, under the
pain aforesaid." Then follows the subscriptions
of the Proveditori del Comune, and Signori
Giustizieri Vecchi.

This document is justly considered by the
Italian writers as a convincing proof that the art

was practised at Venice as early as the fifteenth

century : as they contend, that twenty or thirty

years may fairly be granted from its first intro-

duction to its full establishment ; when it not
only afforded subsistence to a numerous body of

artisans ; but also proved a beneficial article of
commerce: a similar time may reasonably be
allowed between the last-mentioned period and
1441, when it is described to have been almost
totally abandoned.
Temanza informs us, that he possessed frag-

ments of rude engravings on wood : these repre-

sented parts of Venice in its ancient state ; which
from his knowledge of the local alterations in

that citv, could not be later than the commence-
ment of the century, (1401.)

Is it not singular, that the earliest European
travellers should omit to mention Chinese
printing? Can we suppose that they were un-
acquainted with it ? An account of the travels

of two Arabs, who visited China in the ninth
centuiy, are translated into French by the learned
Eusebe Renaudot. The writer says nothing
about engraving, though he informs us, that
* All the Chinese, rich and poor, learned to read and write;'

Can we collect, from this assertion, that their

works were confined to manuscripts? The Ara-
bian author also mentions several customs prac-
tised in Italy ; they agree with those exercised
in the East : this note is one.*

* The trial by fire obliged the accused person to carry
in his hands, for the distance of nine or twelve paces, a
plate of iron, of the weight of three pounds, heated till it

was red hot ; or, else, he was to thrust his hand into an
hon glove, heated in the same manner, or into a chauldron
of boiling water, from the bottom of which he was to take
a ring. Immediately upon his hand being taken out of
the iron glove, or from the chauldron, it was wrapped in
a cloth, which was sealed with the seal of the judge, and
that of the accuser ; and, at the expu-ation of three days,
the hand was uncovered, in a public and formal manner,
by breaking the seals ; when, if it was found to have sus-
tained no visible injury, the accused person was declared
innocent.

I
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History records the Venetians to have had a

great naval and commercial power in the sixth

century ; and prior to the ninth had formed an

extensive connexion at Constantinople. In 1189,

so great was their credit, that the Emperor
granted them a district of that city. After the

tenth they had possessions in Tyre, at Jerusalem,

Alexandria, Cairo, Arahia, Persia,Tartary, China,

Japan, and the extreme parts of Asia, &c. the

traffic of these nations produced them immense
wealth. Their territory having become so great,

the government, (in 1200,) ordered Marsilio Gi-

orgio, to compose an account of the places under
their dominion, it was one of the first specimens

of Venetian literature.

No satisfactory reason has yet been assigned

to induce us to believe that the art was invented

in Europe ; whereas in a number of instances

may be cited to prove that it (probably) was re-

ceived from the East.* Of all the nations in

Europe, not one appears so likely to have gained
information of the Chinese as the Italians ; and
when we consider the production of the two
Cunio at Ravenna, in confirmation of which we
have the decree of Venice, these circumstances
clearly prove that engraving on wood was known
in that territory much earlier than in any other

part of Europe. Their' first employment was
engraving the outlines of the figures of saints,

&c. which were afterwards coloured in imitation

of paintings ; next succeeded the outline of
playing cards. By this process they were en-
abled to sell their commodities at that price

which was within the reach of all classes of
society. These artists were incorporated with
the painters, similarly to the ancient barbers and
surgeons in this countiy,

1444, March 1 1 . The university of Paris issues

a circular addressed to all the French clergy,

expressing the opinion of the church, that the
Feast of Fools ^ was a well imagined institution,

connected with Christianity, and that those who
had attempted to suppress it should be curst and
excommunicate. Beletus, who lived in 1182,
mentions the feast of fools, as celebrated in some
places on New-yeai-'s-day, in others on twelfth
day, and in others the week following. In France,
at different cathedral churches, there was a bishop
or an archbishop of fools elected; and in the
churches immediately dependant upon the papal
see, a pope of fools. These mock pontiffs had
usually a proper suite of ecclesiastics, and one of
their ridiculous ceremonies w as to shave the pre-
centor of fools upon a stage erected before the
church in the presence of the populace, who were
amused during the operation by his lewd and
vulgar discourses acct»mpanied by actions equally
reprehensible. They were mostly attired in the
ridiculous dresses of pantomime players and
buffoons, and so habited entered the church, and
perfoiTOed the service accompanied by crowds of

u„,l , i"*^**^"^
'** '^^ ^^'^y ^"^oa) exclusively practised

IT^ll ^^^^^""^11^ ^''"".^'^ *" *^« Chinese, from whom it
18 probable that they gained a knowledge j one of which

ffis*
^^*^ ^^^ °^ making looking-glasses and glass

laity in masks, representing monsters, or with
their faces smutted to excite fear or laughter, as

occasion might require. Some of them personat-

ed females and practised wanton devices. During
divine service they sung indecent songs in the
choir, ate rich puddings on the comer of the altar,

played at dice upon it by the side of the priest

while he celebrated mass, incensed it with smoke
from old burnt shoes, and ran leaping all over

the church. The bishop or pope of fools per-

fomied the service habited in pontifical garments,
and gave his benediction ; when it was concluded,
he was seated in an open carriage, and drawn
about to the different parts of the town followed

by a large train of clergy and laymen, and a
cart filled with filth, which they threw upon the

populace assembled to see the procession. These
licentious festivities were called the December
liberties.* They were always held at Christmas
time, or near to it, but not confined to one par-

ticular day, and seem to have lasted through the
chief part of January. When the ceremony
took place upon St. Stephen's day, they said as

* The Romans, and many other nations made supersti-
tious processions, and it is from them, no doubt, that the
custom came to us. For in the pomp of our processions
it is customary to rank in the first place something to make
an appearance, as some files of soldiers, infantry and
cavalry, or some burlesque ridiculous contrivance of a
figure, with a great gaping mouth, and snapping his teeth
to frighten folks. Some other pieces of merriment often
precede, as a representation of the prophets ; one acts
David, another Solomon, and others are distinguished like
queens, and they cause children with wings to sing.

—

Polidore Virgil.

The heathen were delighted with the festivals of their
gods, and unwilling to part with those delights ; and
therefore Gregory (Thaumaturgus, who died in 265, and
was Bishop of Neocaesarea) to facilitate their conversion,
instituted annual festivals to the saints and martyrs.
Hence it came to pass, that for exploding the festivals of
heathens, the principal festivals of the Christians succeeded
in their room : as the keeping of Christmas with joy and
feasting, and Playing and sports, in the room of the
Bacchanalia and iSaturnalia ; the celebrating of May-day
with flowers, in the room of the Floralia ; and the keeping
of festivals to the Virgin Mary, John the Baptist, and
divers of the Apostles in the room of the solemnities at the
entrance of the sun into the signs of the zodiac, in the old
Julian Calendar.—Sir Isaac Newton on Daniel.
The feast of St, Peter advincula was instituted to super-

sede a splendid Pagan festival, celebrated every year on
that day, to commemorate the victory of Augustus over
Antony of Actium. We may infer the inevitable corruption
of practical Christianity in the middle ages, from the
obstinate attachment of the converted barbarians to their
ancient Pagan customs, and the allowed continuance of
many by the catholic clergy. Boniface complained of
German Priests, who would continue, although Christians,
to sacrifice bulls and goats to the heathen idols.—Turner's
History of England.
A letter from Pope Gregory the Great, in the sixth

century, to the Abbot Mcllitus, then going to Britain,
desires him to ;tell Augustine, the first Archbishop of
Canterbury, that after mature deliberation on the affairs of
the English, he was of opinion that the temples of the idols
in that nation ought not to be destroyed, but that the
idols shoiold. He further orders the temples to be sprinkled
with holy water, and relics to be placed in them ; and,
because our ancestors sacrificed oxen in their pagan wor-
ship, he directs the object of the sacrifice to be exchanged,
and pennits them to build huts of the boughs oftrees about
the temples so transformed into churches, on the day of
the dedication, or natives of the martyrs whose relics they
contain, and there to kill the cattle, and celebrate the
solemnity with religious feasting.—Bede's Ecclesiastical
History of England.
Not long ago, in the metropolis itself, it was usual to

bring up a fat buck to the altai- of St. Paul's, with hunters
horns blowing, &c. in the middle of divine service. For
on this very spot, or near it, there formerly stood a temple
of Diana.— Tf«r/on.
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part of the mass, a burlesque composition, called

the fool's prose, and upon the festival of St.

John the Evangelist, they had another arrange-

ment of ludicrous songs, called, the prose of the

ox.—Strutt's Sports and Pastimes.

About the year 990, Theophylact, patriarch of

Constantinople, caused the Feast of Fools, and
the Feast of the Ass, with other religious farces

of that sort, to be exhibited in the Greek church.

The fact is recorded by Cedranus, one of the

Byzantine historians, who flourished about 1050,

in the following words :
" Theophylact intro-

duced the practice which prevails even to this

day, of scandalizing God and the memory of his

saints, on themost splendid and popular festivals,

by indecent and ridiculous songs, and enormous
shoutings, even in the midst of those sacred

hymns, which we ought to offer to the divine

grace with compunction of heart, for the salva-

tion of souls. But he, having collected a company
of base fellows, and placing over them one Eu-
thyonius, whom he also appointed the superinten-

dent of his church, admitted into the sacred ser-

vice diabolical dances, exclamations of ribaldry,

and ballads borrowed from the streets and bro-

thels.

1444. Gibbon, in his Decline and Fall of the

Roman Empire, remarks, that in this year seven
or eight tables of brass were dug up between
Cortona and Gubio

;
part of them were inscribed

with the Etruscan character; the rest repre-

senting the premature state of the Pelasgic let-

ters and language.

—

vol. viii. chap. xliv.

1445. Frederic III. Emperor of Germany
pennitted printers to wear gold and silver, and
granted coat armour to the Typothetae and Ty-
pographia to perpetuate the honour of the dis-

covery. This armorial bearing is still claimed
by the professors of the art in Germany. The
reign of Frederic III, was from 1440 to 1493.*

The emperor Frederic III. knew no better gra-

tuity for John Capnion, who had been sent to

him on an embassy by Edward of Wittemberg,
than by making him a present of an old Hebrew
bible.

1446. An ordinance was made by king Henry
VI. relative to grammar schools in London. In
consequence of personskeeping grammar schools,

it was ordained that five were sufficient, and
which Avereto be kept :—1, within the churchyard
of St. Paul ; 2, within the collegiate church of
St. Mai'tin ; 3, in Bow Church; 4, in the church
of St. Dunstan in the east, and 5, " in the hos-
pital of St. Anthony."

1446, April. Henry VI. grants a charter to

Sir Edmund de Traffbrd and Sir Thomas Ash-
ton, for the transmutation of baser metals into

real or fine gold and silver. By this commission,
they were emancipated from the penalties of an
act to which the professors of alchemy had been
subjected in the beginning of the reign of king
Henry IV. Dr. John Fauceby who was physi-
cian to the king, also obtained a commission from

* Hansard in his Typographia, gives a copy of the arms
thus granted, as a vignette on his title page.

his royal master to discover an universal medi-
cine, called the elixir of life, for the cure of all

diseases, wounds, and fractures, and for prolong-
ing the health and strength of the body, and the
vigour of the mind, to the greatest possible ex-
tent of time. The above grants were confirmed
by parliament. This was the folly of the age.
It was by an application to the occult sciences,

and not by a rational attention to the human
economy, to the progress of nature, and the dic-

tates of a judicious experience, that the art of

healing was expected to be promoted. Surgeiy,
though the knowledge of it was so much wanted,
in consequence of the wars both at home and
abroad, in which the nation was perpetually en-

gaged, was in a most deplorable condition, and
the skill of the surgeons was inferior to their

number. In the hands of ignorance, many
wounded men, who otherwise might have been
preserved, probably suffered the loss of their

lives. Medicine, though more studied than na-
tural philosophy in general, does not appear with
much greater lustre. Dr. Friend, in his History

of Physic could not find one physician in this

period whom he thought worthy of being ap-
plauded. The Dietary for the Preservation of
Health, by Dr. Gilbert KjTner, and which is still

extant, is said, however, to contain several curious

things, and some salutary advices.

From the opinions of Wiclif,* and the writings

of Chaucer, Lydgate, and others, the progress of

knowledge was far inferior to what, from auspices

so ftivourable to the cultivation and refinement
of the human faculties, might rationally have
been predicted. In fact, this period is one of the

most disgraceful, with respect to the subject be-
fore us, that can be found in the history of Eng-
land. It affords but few literary facts and
characters on which we can expatiate with much
satisfaction. Several circumstances contributed

to the neglect of learning; the chief of which
undoubtedly was the confusion of the times aris-

ing from the civil wars that were occasioned by
the long contests between the two rival houses of

York and Lancaster. In the perpetual tumult
and din of arms, and amidst the desolation that .

were spread through the kingdom, little opportu-
nity was afforded for the pursuits of science, and
the culture of the polite arts. Ignorance and
barbarity obtained new triumphs over the minds
of the multitude ; and in such a deplorable con-
dition of the human mind, the clergy had ample
encouragement to suppress, with unrelenting
rigour, the smallest attempts at reforaiation, and
to bind the laity closer still in the chains of absur-

dity, error, and superstition. And such was the

inconsistency of the monarch, (Henry VI.) that

whilst he himself read the scriptures constantly,

and regarded them as an inestimable source of

instruction and consolation, his subjects were
persecuted, imprisoned, and burned alive, for

* This mode of spelling our reformer's name, I have
adopted from Baber, who remarks, that " it is so spelt in
the oldest document in which his name is known to
appear, viz. in the instrument which nominated him one
of the embassy to meet the pope's delegates in 1374.
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reading, or hearing, or pursuing the dictates of

those very scriptures.

The scarcity of books, which was a formidable

obstruction to the progress of knowledge, was
increased during a period wherein long civil wars

must, in a great measure, have destroyed both the

patronage and the leisure that was necessary to

the transcription of manuscripts. In almost the

whole of the writers to whom the larger part of

this century gave birth, a want of taste is emi-
nently discernable. They were equally strangers

to propriety of sentiment and purity of style ; nor
was their composition vulgar only,but frequently

ungrammatical. The Latin tongue continued to

be the usual vehicle in which the authors of the

time conveyed their works to the public. It

might, therefore, have been expected that this

language would have been cultivated at least as

much as it had been in some preceding centuries.

But so far was this from being the case, that the

learned men of the early ages may be ranked as

pure and classical composers, when compared
with the writers of this period. Perhaps an ex-
ception might be made in favour of Thomas
Chaundler, an ecclesiastic of great preferments,
and one or two more, concerning whom Leland
and Wood speak in high terms.

If it should be imagined that, while philolo-

gical and classical literature were thus neglected,
the philosophical sciences will be found to have
been in a more prosperous condition, they will be
wholly disappointed. These sciences were as little

attended to as the other parts of learning. Were
we to search into Tanner, Leland, Bale, Pitts,

and other writers of that kind, we might draw out
a list of persons who are said to have been mathe-
maticians and philosophers ; but no traces will

be met with of their having made any discoveries,

or been the authors of any works, which deserve
to be recorded.

It was enacted by the statutes of St. Mary's
college, Oxford, that " no scholar shall occupy a
book in the library above one hour, or two at
most, lest others should be hindered from the
use of the same." Several latin books were
given to the university of Oxford, on condition
that the students who read them should deposit
a cautionary pledge.

The fii-st concordance of the Hebrew bible
was made by a famous Jewish Rabbi, called by
some Rabbi Mordecai Nathan ; he began this
work in the year 1438 and finished it this year.

1447. A petition to parliament complaining of
the monopoly of education which had been es-
tablished in the preceding year, and praying,

—

" for where there is grete nombre of lerners, and
fewe techers, and all the lerners be compelled
to goo to the same fe\\e techers and to noon other,
the maisters waxen riche in money, and the ler-
ners pouere in counyng"—that the parsons of
All-hallows, St. Andrew's, in Holborn, St. Peter,
m Cornhill, and St. Mary Coleclmrch, should
also have the same privilege of keeping grammar
schools. To this petition the king (Henry VI.)
assented, provided it were performed with the
advice of the ordinary, or the archbishop of Can-

terbuiy ;—^who, it appears from the ordinance
had been the directors of the former arrange-

ments. Thus, says Mr. Fosbroke, commenced
grammar schools, properly so called.

1447. A contract in form had passed between
a certain individual, and the Procureur de I'Ho-

tel Dieu at Paris. The former transferred to

the latter for the perpetual use of the Hospital,

a manuscript copy of " Le Pelerinage de la vie

?iumaine" in return for which, out of the spiri-

tual treasure conferred by the pope on the said

hospital, the donor was to be entitled to " the

pardon of his sins," and his wife and children,

his father, mother, friends, benefactors, and espe-

cially "Nicole Ducar, late surgeon to king
Charles," who had bequeathed to him this

manuscript, were all to be included ; and parti-

cipans et bons pardons, &c.
1448. Waynflete, bishop of Winchester, on

the presentation of Merton Priory, in Surrey,

instituted a rector to the parish of Sherfield, in

Hampshire. The rector, however, previously

took an oath before the bishop, that on account
of his insufficiency in letters, and default of

knowledge in the superintendence of souls, he
would learn Latin for the two following years ;

and that at the end of the first year he would
submit himself to be examined by the bishop,

concerning his progress in grammar ; and that,

if on a second examination he should be found
deficient, he would resign the benefice. The
introduction ofmen into the sacred office, through
the influence of rank, who were destitute of

competent abilities, are exemplified by many cu-
rious anecdotes.

—

Warton.
1450. The first important specimen of printing

was the celebrated bible of 637 leaves, with large

cut metal types, and w^hich was executed between
Gutenberg and Faust. It is known by the num-
ber of its leaves to distinguish it more accurately

from other editions without date ; and was exe-
cuted between the years 1450 and 1455. This
bible, the first ever printed, is an edition of the
Latin Vulgate. It forms two volumes in folio,

is printed in the large Gothic or German charac-
ter, and is said to be "justly praised for the
strength and beauty of the paper the exactness
of the register, the lustre of the ink, and the
general beautyjand magnificence of the volumes."
It is without date, a circumstance which has oc-

casioned considerable dispute, as to its priority

to other undated editions, executed about tlie

same time.*

To commence printing an edition of the bible

in this early stage of the art, must be acknow-
ledged by all as a most astonishing undertaking

:

if we consider the immense labour of this work,
it is no wonder that it should be seven or eight
years in completing. In the early part of this

year the partnership was dissolvea ; but in the

* This edition is generally known under the appellation
of the Mazarine Bible, as De Bure first discovered a copy
of it in the library of Cardinal Mazarine, belonging to the
College des quatre Nations.—No prodnction of the press
has attracted more of the attention of bibliographers than
the present ; it has been minutely described by De Bure,
Masch, Lambinet, Serna Sander, Burnet, and Dibdin.
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month of August, Faust and Gutenberg entered

into a new agreement, the former supplying mo-
ney, the latter skill, for their mutual benefit.

Various difficulties arising, occasioned a law-suit

for the money which Faust had advanced ; the

cause was decided against Gutenberg.*

C G. Schwarz,an eminent bibliographer, says,

in his Primaria qucsdam Documenta de Orig.

Typog. Altorjii, 1740, 4to, that " in the year

1728, in a Carthusian monastery, a little beyond
the walls of Mentz, he saw a copy of an old Latin

bible, which was printed in a large character,

similar to what is called the missal type ; and that,

however a few of the end leaves were cut out, so

that the date, place, and printer's name, could

not be ascertained, yet, in an ancient manuscript

catalogue of the same library, an entry, or memo-
randum, was made, that this bible, with some
other books, (the names of which he had forgotten)

was given to the monasterj'^, by Gutenberg."

Copies of this superb work of Gutenberg's, are

in his majesty's library, in the Bodleian library,

at Oxford, and in those of Earl Spencer, and Sir

M. M. Sykes, hart. There is also a magnificent

copy of this bible in the royal library at Berlin,

printed upon vellum, and enriched with a profu-

sion of ancient and elegant embellishments ; and
in the king's library at Paris, there are two other

copies of this most valuable edition, one upon
vellum^ in four volumes, and the other upon
paper, in two volumes. The latter copy has a
subscription in red ink, at the end of each
volume. That at the end of the first volume,
of which a fac simile is given in the Classical

Journal, No. 8, p. 481.

—

translation.
"Here ends the first part of the Bible, or Old

Testament. Illuminated, or rubricated, and
bound, by Henry Albch or Cremer, on St. Bar-
tholomew's day, April, A. D. 1456. Thanks be

to God. Hallelujah."

At the end of the second volume the following

is a TRANSLATION.
" This book, illuminated and bound by Henry

Cremer, vicar of the collegiate church of St.

Stephen, at Mentz, was completed on the feast of

the assumption of the Blessed Virgin Mary,
A. D. 1456. Thanks be to God. Hallelujah.

The earliest work executed between Gu-
tenberg and his partners, are supposed to be an
alphabet, engraved on a plate for the use of

schools, and some doctrinal tracts. Then followed

two editions of Donatus on the parts of speech

:

the first from wooden blocks, which are still in

the royal library of Paris; the second with move-
able types on vellum.

1452, Dec. 3. The expense of printing the

bible is not exactly known ; of the money ad-
vanced by Faust upon his partnership with

Gutenberg, no specific voucher remains but the

second deposit is proved, and that incidently

* Many writers are of opinion that this was the edition
which Faust sold in France as manuscript ; whereas it

appears evident that it was the second, and more expensive
edition of 1462, that was disposed of, which had cost 4000
florins before the third quaternion (or quire of four sheets)
was printed.

establishes the first, for it states Faust to be sup-

plying another eight hundred florins. And if

tradition is uniform, that Gutenberg had expend-
ed 2,200 gold florins more.

1454, May, 29. Constantinople was captured,

and the emperor Constantino slain on this day.

On the day of the capture, the sultan, Moham-
med II. entered the city in triumph ; viewed its

still remaining monuments ; and proceeded to

the forms of the new government, and the rites of

the moslem worship. We are infonned, that the

Turks on entering the city, spared neither rank,

nor age, nor sex ; the aged men and women were
slain, the virgins were violated even in the sanc-

tuary itself ; the nobles were degraded into slaves

;

the temples of God were polluted, the images of

the saints, were treated with contumely, and
dashed to pieces ; and the books belonging to the

churches, were torn to pieces, defiled, and burnt.

The imperial library, amounting to upwards of

120,000 volumes was destroyed ; many were put
into perforated vessels, and thrown into the sea.

1455, March 24. Died Pope Nicholas V. the

friend of ancient literature, and the protector of

the learned exiles from Greece. He was the son

of a poor physician of Sarzana, a town of Italy.

His industry and learning were so extraordinaiy,

that by rapid degrees, he rose from his humble
situation to the highest prefeiTnents in the eccle-

siastical state, and succeeded to the jwntifical

chair in 1447, when he assumed the name of Ni-

cholas V. During the eight years that he enjoyed

the supreme dignity in the church, he acquired

a high reputation, not by enlarging his territory

or enriching his dependents, but by providing

the most efficacious means for the extirpation of

ignorance, and the acquirement of knowledge.

He was equally decisive in promoting the general

difi'usion of science. At a period when literature

was emerging from under the cloud by which it

had been obscured for ages, the literary exertions

of Nicholas V. and those of his secretary, Janotus

Manetto, spared neither labour nor expense to

promote its rising interests among their country-

men. No expense was spared in the purchase of

books ; and where the originals could net be pro-

cured, copies were directed to be made. His
transcribers were every where employed ; and the

most learned men were engaged in translating

into Latin, the most valuable and useful of the

Greek fathers, and ecclesiastical writers, as well

as the most elegant and important classical au-
thors. He caused the sacred scriptures to be
transcribed, and richly ornamented with gold and
silver. About the year 1453, he ofl'ered for St.

Matthew's gospel in Hebrew, no less a sum than
five thousand ducats. By his intrepid spirit the
Vatican library, at Rome, w as founded, whicli he
enriched with 5,000 manuscript volumes, pro-

cured at immense expense. Whilst this mild and
munificent patron of letters was thus sedulously

employed, and marking with satisfaction the pro-

gress of his labours, the news which astounded
Europe arrived, that the capital of the Grecian
empire was in the hands of the Turks ! The
melancholy event is said to have preyed upon the
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gentle spirit of Nicholas, and helped to terminate

his days.

—

Berrington.

The curates of London procured a bull from

pope Nicholas V. commanding every householder

within the city and liberty, that is in the rent of

ten shillings by the year, to pay to God and his

curate, every offering day, one farthing : and so

by the scale for the more wealthy inhabitants.

1455, May 23. Battle of St. Albans, this was
the first battle fought between the house of Lan-
caster or the red rose, and the house of York or

white rose. The Yorkists conducted Henry their

king and prisoner with a mock authority to

London.
There is no situation ofhuman affairs,however

disagreeable and calamitous, which is not con-

verted by divine Providence to the production of

some advantage. Even the civil wars had their

use, at least in one respect, as they contributed to

the declension of slavery. The contending par-

ties, in order to carry on the purposes of their

ambition, and to supply their aiTnies with suffi-

cient forces, were occasionally obliged to set their

bondmen at liberty. Some little enlargement of

mind upon this subject began likewise to prevail,

and experience served to convince our ancestors

by degrees, that agriculture and other services

were better performed by hired labourers than by
unwilling and refractory slaves. It is certain that,

at this period, the number of bondmen had con-
siderably decreased ; and though this may be
thought to have been principally a political event,

yet, so far as it might proceed from any justice or

liberality of principle, it deserves to be noticed in

a history of the progress of knowledge and mental
improvement.

It is worthy of obseiTation, that we are not to

look to the English historians for the best ac-

counts of the public transactions of this age.

Foreign writers must be applied to, as the most
copious sources of infonnation. To Froissart,

Philip de Comines, and Montstreset, recourse

must be had for the fullest, the most interesting,

and the most entertaining intelligence concerning
the political events and revolutions of our own
country.

1455, Nov. 6. The sums advanced by Faust to

Gutenberg, under whose superintendence the

establishment had been carried into effect, having
become very considerable, the result was a litiga-

tion between them ; Faust instituted a process
against Gutenberg for the recovery of 2,020 gold
florins which he had furnished, and the interest

accming thereon. The judges, having taken the
depositions of each party, Gutenberg was sen-
tenced to pay the interest, as well as that part of
the capital which his accounts proved to have
been employed for his particular use. The con-
sequence was a dissolution of partnership. Gu-
tenberg being unable to discharge his debt, he
was obliged to cede to Faust all the moulds,
types, presses, and utensils, which were previ-
ously engaged to him as surety for the payment
of the sums he had advanced. Faust obtained
the record of this sentence from Helmasperger,
the notary, on this day. By the pecuniary aid of

Conrad Humery, syndic of Mentz, and others,
Gutenberg opened another printing office in the
same city.

Luigi Pulci, a learned Italian, and one of the
restorers of classical literature, translated the
following beautiful lines from the Greek of
Menecrates. Pulci was born at Florence, on the
3rd of December, 1431.

THE POET'S PEN.

I was an useless reed ; no cluster hung
My brow with purple grrapes, no blossom flung
The coronet of crimson on my stem

;

No apple blushed upon me, nor (the g:em
Of flowers) the violet strewed the yellow heath
Around my feet nor jessamine's sweet wreath
Robed me in silver : day and night I pined
On the lone moor, and shiver'd in the wind.
At lenp^th a poet found me. From my side
He smoothed the pale and withered leaves, and dyed
My lips in Helicon. From that high hour
I SPOKE ! My wordswere flame and living power.
All the wide wonders of the earth werfe mine,
Far as the surges roll, or sunbeams shine

j

Deep as earth's bosom hides the emerald ;

High as the hiUs with thunder clouds are pall'd.
And there was sweetness round me, that the dew
Had never wet so sweet on violets blue.
To me the mighty sceptre was a wand,
The roar of nations peal'd at my command

;

To me, the dungeon, sword, and scourge were vain
j

I smote the smiter, and I broke the chain
j

Or tow'ring o'er them all, without a plume,
I pierced the purple air, the tempest's gloom.
Till blaz'd th' Olympian glories on my eye.
Stars, temples, thrones, and Gods—infinity.

1457. A specimen from Gutenberg's press was
discovered some years since by Mr. Fischer,
among a bundle of old accounts, in the archives
of Mentz. It is an almanack for this year, and
in order to be effectual, must have been publish-
ed quite at the opening of the year, and, there-
fore, it would follow that this almanack was
executed before the psalter of this year, which
was not finished until the month of August; and
may consequently be deemed the most ancient
specimen of typographic printing extant witli a
certain date. From this discovery, Mr. Fischer
observes, that those bibliographers are mistaken,
who think the earlier presses were employed only
upon works of greater interest.

1457, Aug. 14. The first publication which is

known to have issued from the press of Faust and
Schoeffer was a beautiful edition of the Psalms^
in Latin of this day, which from the place where
it was printed, is usually demominated the Mentz
Psalter. It is the first book known to be extant,
which has the name of the 'place where it was
printed, and that of the printers, together with
the date of the year, when it was executed. The
most perfect copy known, is that, in the imperial
library of Vienna. It was discovered in the year
1(>C5 near Inspruck, in the castle of Ambras,
where the Archduke Francis Sigismund had col-

lected a prodigious quantity of manuscripts and
printed books ; taken for the most part, from the
famous library of Matthias Corvinus, king of
Hungary, from whence it Wiis transported to

Vienna. / The book is printed in folio, on vellum,
and of such extreme variety, that not more than
six or seven copies are known to be in existence,

all of which, however, differ from each other, in
some respect or other. The psalter occupies 135
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leaves, and the recto the 136th, the remaining 41

leaves are appropriated to the litany, prayers,

responses, vigils, &c. The psalms are executed

in larger characters than the hymns ; the capital

letters are cut on wood, with a degree of delicacy

and boldness, which are truly surprising : the

largest of them the initial letters of the psalms,

which are black, red, and blue must have passed

three times through the press. In the appendi-

cular title-page, which, though being printed

with an ostentation of care, is printed Ppalmorum
Codex instead of Psalmorum Codex.

Another edition of this psalter was printed in

1459, by the same printers containing probably,

the first printed text of the Athanasian creed.

It is said not to be equally beautiful with the for-

mer edition, though executed with the same types,

and capital letters and also on vellum. The St.

Alban's and Benedictine monks are supposed to

have been at the expense of these editions.

From the short time that elapsed between the

dissolution of partnership that had subsisted be-

tween Gutenberg and Faust, and the date affixed

to the above mentioned edition of the psalter,

there is reason to believe that the characters

employed in its execution were all ready at

hand; and that they had been completed by
Gutenberg, previous to his rupture with Faust.

In fact, it does not seem likely that Peter Scho-
efFer, though he is admitted to have improved the

art of letter-founding, could have prepared the

instruments he invented for casting letters, and
have cast the cliaracters necessary for printing so

considerable a work, in the short space of eighteen

months. Another argument against Schoeffer

with regard to this work, is, that the large initial

letters of this edition of the psalter had already

been employed in foraaer impressions which were
indisputably the work of Gutenberg. The initial

letter B, ot the first psalm, fonns a beautiful

specimen of the art in its early progress. It is

richly ornamented witli foliage, flowers, a bird,

and a greyhound. It has been justly observed,

that the artists employed on the work were both
well-skilled and well-practised in their profession;

and that the art of engraving was no longer in its

infancy. Various engravings and fac-similies,

coloured, of this letter, are to be met with.

Home has a neatly-engraved copy of it in black.

He says, the letter itself is in a pale blue colour

;

the ornaments in which it is placed are red ; and
the figures and flowers are transparent and white

as the vellum on which it is printed.

In the Bibl. Spenceriana, this letter is given

with a few lines of the text with these colours

reversed thus—the letter itself red, the ornaments
blue. However, I believe both may be right

;

for it is acknowledged that in this and many
other instances, the various editions, and even
copies of the same edition, are varied in the

colour of their ornaments.
Ackerman, in the frontispiece to Senefelder's

History of Lithography^ has given a copy of the

plate mentioned above, as a specimen of litho-

graphic printing in colours, which has a very

good effect.

Although the initial letters of this psalter were
engraven on wood, yet the rest of the volume is

certainly printed with metal types, the invention

of which has by some authors been ascribed to

Peter Schoeffer. Trithemius, however, who was
cotemporary with him, asserts, on the contrary,

that Gutenberg and Faust invented the art of
casting characters in metal which they had before

been obliged to cut with the hand ; but that

Schoeffer discovered a more expeditious method,
which further contributed to the perfection of the

art. It seems evident, therefore, that the art of

founding metal character was invented by .lohn

Gutenberg ; and it was afterwards perfected by
Schoeffer, who contrived punches for striking the

matrices.

It appears, both from Papillon and Savage,

that this mode of ornamental printing was prac-

tised by the earlier typographers : they both

affirm the large ornamental capital letters of the

Mentz psalter (Faust and Schoeffer, 1457) as

well as the bible and other books, to have been
printed in colours with suits of blocks. The
former asserting that there were three colours

used, viz. red, blue, and purple, the latter con-

tending for two only, viz. blue and red. I have
had no opportunity of examining any one of these

treasures of typography. The letter B at the

beginning of the volume has been, as I have
before stated copied in facsimile by several

authors, and described by others ; and I mean
to give it in those two colours, both as an exem-
plification of the principle, and for the purpose
of showing that it may be produced by a process

certainly never yet called in aid ofsuch a purpose,

but which would save much time and expense of

engi'aving suites of blocks ; namely, stereotype
;

and, having one block only engraved, the rest

may be effected by merely such hands as are on
the ordinary establishment of a printing office.

Mr. Savage, who examined a fine copy of this

psalter with the most anxious curiosity, says,

"he could not help admiring the great accuracy

with which the workmanship was executed, in

inserting a large capital letter into the surround-

ing ornamental part, where the exact shape is

bounded by a fine line of a different colour, so

near to each other, as to be separated by a space

not more than the thickness of writing paper, and
uniformly true in every instance ;" but the general

appearance of the work is heightened in beauty,

by a more bright and delicate tint of each of

those colours in other places written or painted

in by hand, as well as some other emendations of

even the black ink.

It is a curious fact," says Mr. Savage " that

under Faust and Gutenberg the process should

be carried nearly to perfection ; for some of the

works they printed, both in the quality of the

ink, and in the workmanship, are so excellent,

that it would require all the skill of our best

printers, even at the present day, to surpass them
in all respects; and I do not hesitate to say,

that in a few years after, the printers were actu-

ally superior to us in the use of red ink, both as

to colour, and as to the inserting of a great
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number of single capital letters in their proper

places in a sheet, with a degree of accuracy, and

sharpness of impression, that I have never seen

equalled in modern workmanship.*

1458. King Charles the Seventh, King of

France, having received private information of

the invention of printing at Mentz, sent Nicolas

Jenson, or Jensonius, an engraver of coins and

medals at Paris, to obtain a knowledge of the

art. Having succeeded, he returned to France

when he found his patron was dead ; upon which

he retired to Venice and commenced letter-

founder and printer ; he excelled in all branches

of the art, and more than are united with it.

He first determined the fomi and proportion of

the present Roman character. The date of his

first work is 1471, and the last 1481, in which
year he is supposed to have died.

1458, iEneus Sylvius, afterwards Pope Pius

II. observed of the Italian priests, that it did not

appear that they had ever so much as read the

New Testament. (Hody de Bibl. Textibus, p.

464.) Robert Stephens, (who died in 1564) tells

us of the Doctors of the Sorbonne that being

asked by him in what place of the New Testa-

ment such a thing was written, they answered,

that they had read it in Jerome, or in the De-
crees, but what the New Testament was they did

not know.

—

Lewises Hist, of Transl. of Bible.

Many of the Scottish clergy affirm, that

Martin Luther had lately composed a wicked
book called tlie New Testament, but that they

for their part, would adhere to the Old Testa-

ment. A foreign monk, declaiming in the pul-

pit against Lutherans and Zuinglians, said to

his audience :
' A new language was invented

some time ago, called Greek, which had been
the mother of all these heresies ; a book is printed

in this language, called the New Testament,
which contains many dangerous things ! another

language is now forming, the Hebrew ; whoever
learns it, immediately becomes a Jew.' The
commissioners of the senate of Lucem, confiscat-

ed the works of Aristotle, Plato, and some of the

Greek poets, which they found in the library of

a friend of Zuinglius, concluding that every

book printed in that language must be infected

with Lutheranism.

—

Dr. M^ Criers Life of Knox.
In a synod of the rural deans of Switzerland,

only three were found who had read the Bible

;

the others confessed that they were scarcely ac-

([uainted even with the New Testament.

—

Hess^s

Life of Zuinglius, hy Miss Aikin.
An ecclesiastic of eminence was asked what

were the ten commandments ; he replied there
was no such book in the library. Martin Luther
never saw a bible till after he was twenty-one
years old, and had taken a degree in arts. Car-
lostadt had been a doctor of divinity twenty-eight
years before he read the Scriptures, and yet when
he stood for a degi'ee in the university of Wit-
tenberg, he obtained an honour, and it was en-
tered in the university records that he was suffici-
mtissimus. Pellican could not procure one Greek

* Hansard, Typographia, p. 666.

Testament in all Germany ; the first he got was
from Italy.

—

Rohinsoii's Eccl. Researches.

1460. The art of engraving upon copper is

supposed to have been invented about this period.

The origin of the art of engraving upA)n copper,

like that of every other, is involved in obscurity.

Italy,Germany and Hollandhave respectively put

in their claims to the honour of the invention, but

which has the greater right is hard to determine.

The Italians tell us that Finiguerra, a gold-

smith of Florence, hit upon the method of print-

ing from an engraved plate in the year 1460

;

taking off the impression upon a moistened paper,

and rolling it gently with a roller. He com-

municated the discovery to Baccio Baldini, of

his own profession and city, who pursued it with

success, and engraved several plates from draw-

ings of Sandro or Alessandro Boticelli, which

being seen by Andrea Mantegna, he not only

assisted Baldini with designs, but cultivated and

improved the new art himself. It was not long

before Ugo da Carpi used different stamps for

the gradation of lights and shades, and thereby

added a variety of tints. The manner in which

Finiguerra made this discovery, is thus given by

the Rev. T. F. Dibdin :—
" Of engraving upon copper the earliest known

impression is that executed by one Thomaso
Finiguen*a, a goldsmith of Florence, with the

date of 1460 upon it. One of the following cir-

cumstances is supposed to have given rise to the

discovery. Finiguerra chanced to cast, or let

fall a piece of copper, engraved and filled w ith

ink, into melted sulphur ; and observing that the

exact impression of his work was left on the

sulphur, he repeated the experiment on mois-

tened paper, rolling it gently with a roller. This

origin has been admitted by Lord Walpole and
Mr. Landseer ; but another has been also men-
tioned by Huber :

—
' It is reported,' says he,

' that a washer-woman left some linen upon a
plate or dish on which Finiguerra had just been

engraving : and that an impression of the subject

engraved, however imperfect, came off upon the

linen ; occasioned by its weight and moistness.

We learn also from Vasari,' continues Huber,
' that as early as the year 1450, the same artist

had engraved very ingeniously, upon a chalice,

(or sacramental cup) some small figures of the

Passion of our Saviour, for the service of the

church of St. John of Florence, &c. But,' ob-

serves Huber, ' it is material to remark, that we
have no direct evidence whatever of the work-

manship of Finiguerra ; for his name is not sub-

scribed to any of his productions. The efforts of

Boticelli and Baldini, his cotemporaries and
acquaintance, seem to be strengthened by some-

what less exceptionable evidence.'

"

With respect to this grand discovery, the

learned Buonarroti observes,
" That it would be sufficient to occasion our

astonishment that the ancients did not discover

the art of chalcography, were it not known that

jiiscoveries of this sort generally occur acci-

dentally to mechanics in the exercise of their

calling."

R

^
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Different opinions also exist upon this subject:

that Masso Fiuiguerra is entitled to the full

merit, the reader will have no doubt, after an

attentive perusal of Mr. Ottley's valuable Work
on Early Engraving.
From Italy the art travelled into Flanders,

where it was first practised by Martin Sclioen of

Antwerp ; or, as some contend, of Colmar, in

Germany.
The Germans contend, that engi-aving was

practised in that country long before the time of

Finiguerra, Pollaivli and Montegna. Some con-

tend that Francis a Bocholt, was the inventor of

the art, and his immediate followers were Israel

a Mechenick, and Martin Stock the preceptor of

Albert Durer. John Muller or Regiomontanus
of Nuremberg, is also mentioned as a very early

engraver; William Baur and Frederic Schott,

at Strasburg about 1464. Martin Schoen, they

tell us, engraved between 1460 and 1470 ; Lu-
precht Rust was his master, and, consequently,

must have worked as early as 1450. They also

produce a print executed by one H. S. in 1455,

and another by Hirschvogel even ten years

earlier.

Strutt, in his History of Engraving, says

prints from engraved copper first made their

appearance in Germany about 1450. The earliest

date of a copper-plate print is indeed only 1461

;

but however faulty this print may be with respect

to the drawing, or defective in point of taste, the

mechanical part of the execution of it has by no
means the appearance of being one of the first

productions of the graver. We have also several

other engravings, evidently the work of the same
master ; in which the impressions are so neatly

taken from the plates, and the engravings so

clearly printed in every part, that according to

all appearance they could not be executed in a

much better manner at the present day, with all

the conveniences which the copper-plate printers

now possess, and the additional knowledge they

must necessarily have acquired in the course of

more than three centuries. Hence we may fairly

conclude, that if they were not the first specimens
of the engraver's workmanship, they were much
less the first efforts of the copper-plate printer's

ability. It is likewise to be observed, that Martin
Schoen, who is said, with great appearance of

truth, to have worked from 1460 to 1486, was
apparently the scholar of Stoltzhirs ; for he fol-

lowed his style of engraving, and copied from
him a set of prints, representing the passion of our
Saviour. Now, allowing Stoltzhirs to have pre-

ceded his disciple only ten years, this carries the
era of the art back to 1450, as was said above.

There is no ground to suppose that it was known
to the Italians till at least ten years afterwards.

The earliest prints that are known to be theirs

are a set of the seven planets, and an almanack
by way of frontispiece ; on which are directions

for finding Easter from the year 1465 to 1570
inclusive : and we may be well assured, that the
engravings were not antedated, for the almanack,
of course, became less and less valuable every
year. In all probability, therefore, these prints

must have been executed in the year 1464, which
is only four years later than the Italians them-
selves lay any claim to. The three earliest

Italian engravers are, Finiguerra, Boticelli, and
Baldini. If we are to refer these prints to any
of the three, we shall naturally conclude them to

be the work of Finiguerra or Baldini : for they
are not equal either in drawing or composition
to those ascribed to Boticelli, which we know at

least were designed by him ; and as Baldini is

expressly said to have worked- from the designs
of Boticelli, it will appear most probable that

they belong to Finiguerra.

The Dutch will have the source of the art to

be among them, and to have flowed from Hol-
land into Genuany, and from Germany into

Italy. They contend that Laurentius Coster,

not only invented printing at Haerlem, but also

the method of taking off impressions on wood

;

and Peter Schoeffer found out the art of en-

graving on copper, and taking impressions from
plates of that metal.

When the Mentz^ printers were dispersed in

1462, they carried the art of engraving and
copper-plate printing into Germany, where they

became commonly practised about the year

1465.

Conrad Sweynheim, of Mentz, and Arnold
Pannartz, imported the art of engi'aving into

Italy about 1465 ; the fonuer of these betook

himself wholly to engraving about 1474 : the

year following some of his plates for Ptolomy's

Cosinographia were printed, and these were the

first copper-plates Italy ever saw. Meerman
says, that this work could not appear before the

year 1478, at Rome, by Arnold Buckinck, a
Gennan.
Whether we consider the art of engraving

with regard to the utility and pleasure it affords,

or the difliculty that attends its execution, we
cannot but confess, that on every account it

deserves a distinguished rank among the polite

arts. It is by means of this art that the cabinets

of the curious are adorned with the portraits of

the greatest men of all ages and all nations:

that their memoirs, their most remarkable and
most glorious actions, are transmitted to the

latest posterity. It is by this art also, that the

paintings of the greatest masters are multiplied

to a boundless number ; and that the lovers of

the polite arts, diffused over the face of the whole
earth, are enabled to enjoy those beauties from

which their distant situation seemed to have for

ever debarred them ; and persons of moderate

fortune are hereby enabled to become possessed

of all the spirit, and all the poetry, that are con-

tained in those miracles of art, which seemed to

have been reserved for the temples of Italy, or

the cabinets of princes. When we reflect, more-

over, that the engraver, beside the beauties of

poetic composition, and the artful ordinance of

design, is to express, merely by the means of

light and shade, all the various tints of colours

and clair obscure ; to give a relief to each figure, m
and a tnith to each object ; that he is now to ^|
paint a sky serene and bright, and then loaded
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with dark clouds; now the pure tranquil stream,

and then the foaminp^, ragincf sea ; that here he

is to express the character of the man, strongly

marked in his countenance, and there the mi-

nutest ornament of his dress ; in a word, that he

is to represent all, even the most difficult ohjects

in nature ; we cannot sufficiently admire the

vast improvements in this art, and that degree of

perfection to which it is at this day amved.

—

Lemoine.
Of the different modes of engraving, and the

date of their invention, with notices of those who
have improved the art, will be found under their

respective dates.

1462. Faust and Schoeffer published a Latin

Bible, in 2 vols, folio. This is the first edition

with a date, and like all other early typographical

productions, is of extreme rariety and value.

The copies of this bible on paper, are even more
rare than those on vellum, of which last, more,

probably, were printed, that they might have the

gi'eater resemblance to manuscripts, which the

first printers endeavoured to imitate as much as

possible. Lambinet,in hisRecherchessur V origine

de V imprimerie, says, " it is certain that from the

year 1463, Faust, Schoeffer, and their partners,

sold or exchanged, in Gennany, Italy, France,

and the most celel3rated universities, the great

number of books which they had printed ; and
whenever they could, soW them as manuscripts. As
proofs of which, it may be remarked, 1st. That
we know of no work that issued from their press,

betwixt the bible of 1462, and the first edition of

Cicero de Officiis, in 1465. 2nd. Gabriel Naude
infoiTns us, thathe brought to Paris a considerable

number of copies of the bible, of 1462. As they

were on parchment, and the capital letters illu-

minated with blue, and pui*ple, and gold, after

the manner of ancient manuscripts, he sold them
as such, at sixty crowns. But those who first

purchased copies, comparing them together, soon
lound that they exactly resembled each other

:

afterwards they learned that Faust had sold a
great number of copies, and had lowered the
price, first to forty, and then to twenty crowns.
The fraud being thus discovered, he was pursued
by the officers of justice, and forced to fly from
Paris, and return to Mentz ; but not finding him-
self safe, he again quitted Mentz, and withdrew to

Strasburg, where, it is supposed, he taught the
art to John Mentilius. The facility with which
Faust thus supplied bibles for sale, is said to have
caused him to be accounted a necromancer ; and
to have given rise to the well-known stoiy of the
Devil and Dr. Faustus, Others have called the
truth of this in question, and remarked that there
was a Faustus living at the same period, who
wrote a poem De injluentia Syderum, which, with
a number of other tracts, was printed at Paris,
per Guido Mercator, 1496." His proper name
was Publius Faustus Andrelinus Foroliviencis,
but he called himself, and his friends in their
letters to him called him, Faustus.

Faust, when he could no longer prevent a dis-
covery, gives an account of the inventors, and the
manner in which the books were done, and throws

some light upon the affair, by placing at the end
of his book the following colophon or inscription :

" This present work, with all its embellishments,

&c. was done not with pen and ink, &c. but by a

new invented art of casting letters, printing, &c.

by me John Faust, and my son-in-law, Peter

Schoeffer, in the famous city of Mentz, upon the

Rhine, anno
Next to the Latin bible, we have five several

impressions, which were certainly made between

the years 1457 and 1466. The first of these,

which is omitted in all the lists of the early books

that were printed before Lambeck's catalogue of

the Vienna library, the Mentz^s Psalter, of 1457.

The second is the Rationale Divinorum Officio-

rum, written by William Durand, and printed at

Mentz, upon vellum, two years after the Psalter.

The Durandi Rationale was the first book printed

with the improved types {cast metal) the work of

Faust and Schoeffer. They seem to have had
only one size of cast letters, all the larger charac-

ters which Faust gave him his daughter in mar-
riage, and thus he became heir to his father-in-

law's office, presses, &c.
The third is the Catholicon, a.Liitm vocabulary,

printed at Mentz, in 1460, for the second time ;

for the first impression was done upon wood.

This book was likewise in the earl of Pembroke's

libraiy ; it is in large folio, and beautifully print-

ed. This Catholicon is a kind of giammar, com-
piled by John of Genoa, a Dominican friar, 1286.

It is divided into four parts, the last of which
contains a dictionary of Latin words, digested

alphabetically. There have been several editions

of it in folio, as Chevillier inforaas us, who saw
two of them ; one very old, and without date

;

the other printed at Paris, 1506, by Jodocus Ba-
dius. Another irtipression of it is done at Lyons
by Antony Du Ry, 1520, and augmented by
Peter Gille. Furetiere, therefore, was led into

a palpable error, when he affinned, after Dr.

Mental, and Father Jacob, a Carmelite, that the

first printed book, de Riiihus Ecclesice, printed

1461 ; a Bible printed anno 1462 ; St. Austin de

Civitate Dei ; and Tully Offices ; seeing here are

no less than four printed books before the oldest

of them ; besides, this book, de Ritihus Ecclesia^

was not written by William Durand, but by John
Stephen Durand, who was first president of the

parliament of Thoulouse, and is, therefore, a
different book from Durand's Rationale, and of

a much later date.

The fourth is the second edtion of the Latin

bible, in folio, 1462, with the following inscrip-

tion at the end :
—" This present work was

finished and perfected, for the service of God, in

the city of Mentz, by John Faust, citizen, and
Peter Schoeffer de Gernsheim, clerk of the same
diocese; it was completed in the year of our
Lord's incarnation MCCCCLXII, on the eve

of the assumption of the glorious Virgin Mary."
The fifth is Tulhfs Offices, printed at Mentz,

1465, though some editions have a later date

by one, and others by two years, all of which were
printed at Mentz, with the same inscription in

every respect, as we shall shew immediately. It
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is a small quarto, and very beautifully printed,
and well preserved. SirThomas Bodley had this

in his library, which he presented to the univer-
sity of Oxford ; where it is still kept. Dr. James
published a catalogue of all Sir Thomas's books,
entitled CatalogusBibliothec(sBodleian(e,m quar-
to, 1605 ; in the 197th page of which book, we
find this Tully's Offices, with the following in-

scription, Ejusdem Liber cle OfjUciis, ^c. 1465.

About seventy years after this, JDr. Thomas Hyde
published his catalogue of all the books in the

University library, printed at Oxford, in folio,

1674, in which he gives the date of the book,
page 162; which is the same with the former,

and confirmed by Antony Wood's History of that

University, printed likewise 1674.
1462. Faust printed an edition of the German

Bible, in 2 vols. fol. which is the first German
Bible with a date ; but the priority must be
allowed to an edition without date, place, or

printer's name, of which a copy is in Lord Spen-
cer's library. There is also a copy of the latter

in the Electoral Library at Munich, with two
manuscript observations, the one of the date of
1467, being that of the illuminator, at the end
of the Prophet Jeremiah ; the other is at the end
of the Apocalypse, and contains a notice of the
genealogical respectability of one Hector Mu-
lich, and a memorandum to this efiect, " 1466,
27th of June, this book was bought unbound
for twelve guilders." Hector Mulich received a
patent of nobility from the Emperor Ferdinand
that same year. The author of this translation

is unknown ; and Walchius remarks, that " there
were several ancient versions all made from the
Latin, but so obscure and barbarous as to be al-

most unintelligible.

We have under the firm of Faust and Scho-
efFer, the Psalter of 1457, and a reprint of the
same work in 1458. The Rationale Durandi,
145.9. dementis PapcB Constitutiones^ 1460.
Bihlia Latina, 1462. Liber Sextus Decretalium,
1465. Cicero de Officiis, 1465, and a reprint of
the same 1466, quarta die Menis Februarii.
Faust's name appears for the last time to the
Cicero de Officiis of 1466.
The device of Faust and Schoeffer consisted of

two shields suspended to a bough of a shield, on
one of which were three stars. These shields are

usually executed in red ; and first appeared in

the German bible. The mark of the paper on
which Faust and Schoefler, printed many of
their works, was the ox-head, sometimes with a
star or a flower over it.

The following epigram, which is found in Gal
Mandaeus, was written on the supposition, that
the paper used by Faust was uniformly charac-
terized by having the figure of a bull's head as a
water mark

:

His duo si nesirs teneris impressa pap3'ris
Artificum signo vitulinea corund frontis
Grandia chalcographia referunt miracula Fausti
Qui primus calamis libros transcripsit ahemis
Atgue sua terris mirum decus intiilit arte

" The printing office of Faust and Schoeff'er,"

says Fischer, " was established at a house called

Zum Heimbrecht or Heimerhof, in Cordwainer's-

street, opposite the college of the Cordeliers, and
lately of the Jesuits. That very house was even
recently called Drei Konigshof, from the name
of a small chapel—where according to an ancient

tradition, the skulls of three Magicians were
deposited, having been carried in solemn proces-

sion, from Milan to Cologne." Faust's depart-

ment was that of the compositor, and Schoefier's

that of the pressman.

The date and cause of the dispersion of Faust
and Schoeffer's workmen, and the consequent
spreading of the art of printing over the continent

of Europe, have been already stated. The res-

pective periods of its first introduction into the

principal cities and towns, not only in Europe,
but in every country where the press has shed its

influence, and carried with it the blessings of

civilization and liberty, together with such notices

and anecdotes of its professors, as shall be inter-

esting to the antiquary, and the lover of the typo-

graphic art, have been diligently sought after, and
will be given with the utmost possible accuracy.

1462. Died John Geinsfliesh or Guten-
berg senior, one of the reputed authors of the

art of printing. (See Gutenberg^ 146S.)

1462. Besides the several editions oitheBiblia

Pauparum^ printed with wood blocks, there exist

two in which the text is printed in moveable
characters; one in the German, the oth(3r in

* The most remarkable books printed from blocks with
fig^ires, are these

.

Speculum humanm salvationis. 1468, 1473, 1483.

—

Figurae
typicos veteris atque antltypicm novi Testnmenti—seu historia

jesu Christi in Jiguris. 1475.

—

Hi.storia seu Providentia
Virginis Marice ex Cantico Canticorum iconice exhibita.

before 1472.

—

Fasciculus temporum. I476.

—

Dialogus crea-

turarum. 1480.

—

Ars moriendi.—Historia S. Johannis
Evangelistce, ejusque visiones Apocalyptica.—Ars memo-
randi notabilis per figuras Enangelistarum.—Tractatus de
Antichristo.—Jo. Hartliebii Libellus C/dromanticus.— Variae

fabulcE et similitudines.—Meditationes Reverendissimi Patris
Dni. Johannis de Turrecremafa, ^c. Rome by Udalric
Hahn, 1467, again in 1472, and by John Numeister of
Mayence 1573. Remarkable for the singulaj-ity of the
type, and wood cuts excellent for the time.

—

Roberti
Valturii Opus de Re Militari. Veronse, a Joanne Cyrugia,
1472. The wood cuts to this book are supposed to be done
by Motteo Pasti or de Postis, a friend of Valturi's and a
painter. He engraved some coins. Keyster calls these
copper-plates ; and therefore since Mantegna was only
twenty-one years old when this book was printed ; he will
have it that the invention of engraving on copper- plates,
and printing from them, cannot be ascribed to him.
Other books with wood cuts are : Alvarus Pelagius,

Summa de planctu Ecclesise. 1474.—A Bible printed at

Aufi^sbourg. 1477; two others without place or date; a
fourth at Nuremberg, 1483 ; a fifth in 1490, both by Kobur-
ger ; a sixth at Lubec ; also one printed at Venice, 1490.

—

Caxton's Myrrour of 1480, is adorned with wood-cuts : as
is also his Golden Legend, of 1483 ; and his Esope's Fables,

of 1484.—A Herbal published in Germany, 1484.

—

Hortus
Sanitatis, I486 and 1488, both at Augsbourg ; and at Mentz,
1491, by Meydenbach or Medebach.—Sebastian Brandt,
born 1458, published Stulti Navis ; or. The Ship of Fools,

with one hundred wood cuts after Locher. The first edition
has no date, but is supposed to have been printed in 1490 ;

the second has the date, 1494.

—

Horae Beatm MaricB, 1490,

also 1492 ; and again by Philippe Pichouchet, with admi-
rable wood cuts, in 1500.

Books most remarkable for the excellence of their wood
cuts, are : Hypnerotomachia Polyphili, 1499—and Le tras-

formationi di M. Lodovico Dolce. Ven. typis Gabr. Gioliti

de Ferrariis, 1553.

See Meerman's Origines Typographicce.—Clemen's Bib-
liotheque Curieuse,—Fournier siir I'oriyine et les progres de
L'Jmprimerie.—De Bure, Mattairc, Ames, Dibdin, Ottley,

Singer, &c.
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the Latin language. They were published from

the press of Albert Pfister, at Bamberg; al-

though they are without date, and are considered

the earliest examples of books printed on both

sides of the page, with metal types, and decora-

ted with wood cuts. The earliest printed book,

containing text and engravings illustrative of

scriptui-al subjects is called the Histories of

Joseph, Daniel, Judith, and Esther, printed by

Pfister in this year. It is among the rarest typo-

graphical curiosities in existence, there being at

present only two known copies of it—one in the

royal library at Paris, and another in the collec-

tion of Earl Spencer. The following is a metri-

cal version of the original metrical colophon in

the German language.

Each man with eagerness desires

To learn, and to be wise aspires.

But books and masters make us so

;

And all men cannot Latin know.
Thereon I have for sometimes thought.
And Histories Four together brought

:

Joseph, and Daniel, and Judith,
With good intent ; Esther therewith,

To these did God protection give,

As new to all who godly live.

If by it we our lives amend,
This little book hath gained its end.

Which certainly in Bamberg town
By Albert Pkister's press was done,
In fourteen hundred sixty-tivo.

As men now reckon ; that is true.

Soon after good St. Walbourgh's day.
Whom to procure for us we pray.

Peace and eternal live to live ;

The which to all of us God give. Amen.

This version is literally accurate, and was sup-

plied by my friend Mr. R. W. Wade.

—

Dihdin.

It is probable that this partial impression of

the sacred text, thus decorated, gave the idea of

publishing the entire text of the bible, with simi-

lar embellishments, and in the same language, at

Augsburg, about the year 1473, and a similar one

by Fyner, of Eslingen, between the years 1474

and 1477 : a practice frequently adopted after-

wards, both in the German and other vernacular

translations, and in various editions of the Latin

bible. Pfister is also supposed to have published

a bible, described in the Bihliotheca Spenceriana.

1463. On the application of the card-makers

of London to Parliament, an act was made
against the importation of playing-cards. From
this statute it appears, that both card-playing

and card-making were known and practised in

England before this period, or about fifty years

after the era of their supposed invention.

Austis, in his History of the Order of the

(iarter, 1277, produces a passage, cited from a
wardrobe computus, made in the sixth year of
King Edward I. in which mention is made of a
.<;ame entitled the Four Kings VIIIs. Vd. and
hence that writer conjectures that playing cards
were then used in England, a supposition which
might seem the less unreasonable, since we have
no account of any game played in Europe, in

which four kings were used except in cards.

—

Edward I. resided five years in Syria.

1464, August 1 . Died Cosmo de Medicis, called
the elder, was born at Florence, in 1399, and he
became an eminent merchant. Cosmo de Medicis

deserves to be recorded as one of the most mu-
nificent patrons of literature of his time ; he
collected a noble library, which he enriched with

inestimable manuscripts from Greece and other

countries. The envy excited against him by his

riches and eminent qualities, raised him many
enemies, by whose intrigues he was obliged to

quit his native country He then retired to

Venice, where he was received as a prince. His

fellow citizens afterwards recalled him, and he

bore a principal share in the government of the

republic for thirty-four years. On his tomb was

engraven this inscription: The Father of his

People, and the Deliverer of his Country.

An historical account of the pagents, and a

short notice of the most interesting, may serve to

illustrate the manners and customs of the times,

as marking things, " though familiar to a few,

will be new no more." Strutt, in his Sports and

Pastimes, observes, that the old chronicles con-

tains large particulars of these and similar exhi-

bitions, and even up to fifty or sixty years ago in

the lord mayor's show ; but the pageants and
orations have long been discontinued, and the

lord mayor's itself is so much contracted, that it

is in reality altogether unworthy of such an

appellation.

Warton thinks that the Pageants, which on

civil occasions derived great part of their de-

corations and actors from historical fact, and
consequently made profane characters the subject

of public exhibition, dictated ideas of a regular

drama much sooner than the Mysteries. Whether
this were so or not, the Pageants sometimes par-

took of the nature of Mysteries, and were of a

mixed character. This is particularly exem-
plified in the prints to the descriptive volume of

the great Haerlem show. There were on that

occasion personifications of Vanity, Wisdom,
War, Cruelty, Faith, Hope, Charity, Learning,

Pride, Poverty, Blindness, Drunkenness, Evil

Conscience, Wickedness, Despair, Fame, Bad
Report, Envy, Hypocrisy, Hunger, Thirst, Pain

:

personations of Christ, Judas, Ananias, Sapphira,

Zaccheus, Cornelius, Tabitha, Tobias, Midas,

Mercury, Soldiers,Murderers, Merchants, Priests,

&c. Riches is there represented as a man richly

habited, accompanied by Covetousness, a female

with a high ruff open at the neck in front, from

whence springs a large branch that falls hori-

zontally over her shoulder, to Achan, Ahab,

and Judas, who follow in the procession, pluck-

ing the fruit from the bough. In another of these

prints, Christ barefooted, and in a close vest,

precedes a penitent-looking man, and grasps a

sword in his right hand, which he turns roimd

and points at the devil, who holds a prong, and
is at the man's heels with Hell and Death follow-

ing. Hell is denoted by a black monk-like

figure walking without a head, flame and smoke
issuing forth at the top instead ; Death, gaunt

and naked, holds a large dart ; the Devil has a

human face with horns, and blunt tail, rather

thickened at the end. Trailing on the gi'ound

like a rope. A procession in one of these plates

represents the story of Hatto, Bishop of Mentz,

kib
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who, in order that a scarcity might the sooner

cease, assembled the poor that were suffering by
famine in a bam, and caused them to be burnt

alive, saying, thatpoor people were like mice, good
for nothing but to devour corn ; wherefore God
Almighty raised up an army of mice to do judg-

ment upon him, from whom he escaped to a

tower in the middle of the Rhine, whither the

mice swam, and miserably devoured him. This

story was told in the pageant by a wooden build-

ing apparently on fire ; people enclosed within,

put their hands through the bars of the window
imploring relief ; a soldier with a lighted torch

in one hand, stabs at them with a dagger grasped

in the other; the archbishop, robed, mitred, and
crosiered, follows dignifiedly; while Avarice in-

fuses her thoughts into his ear with a pair of

bellows ; lastly, a dart, from which mice are hung
by the back, is uplifted against him by death.*

Strutt remarks that Pageants, though com-
monly exhibited in the great towns and cities of

England on solemn and joyful occasions, were

more frequent in London, on account of its being

the theatre for the entertainment of foreign

monarchs, and for the procession of our own
kings and queens to their coronation, or on their

return from abroad ; besides which, there were
the ceremonials incident at stated periods, such
as the setting of the midsummer watch, and the

Lord Mayor's Show. Accordingly a considerable

number of different artificers were kept at the

city's expense to furnish the machinery for the

Pageants, and to decorate them ; and a great part

of Leaden Hall was anciently appropriated to

Eainting and depositing them. The fronts of the

ouses in the streets through which the proces-

sions passed, were covered with rich adornments
of tapestry, arras, and cloth of gold ; the chief

magistrates and most opulent citizens usually

appeared on horseback in sumptiious habits, and
joined the cavalcade, while the ringing of bells,

the sound of music from various quarters, and
the shouts of the populace, nearly stunned the

ears of the spectators. At certain distances, in

places appointed for the purpose, the Pageants
were erected, which were temporary buildings

representing castles, palaces, gardens, rocks, or

forests, as the occasion required, where nymphs,
fauns, satyrs, gods, goddesses, angels, and devils,

appeared in company with giants, savages,

dragons, saints, knights, buffoons, and dwarfs,

surrounded by minstrels and choristers ; the hea-
then mythology, the legends of chivalry and
Christian divinity, were ridiculously jumbled
together without meaning ; and the exhibitions

usually concluded with dull pedantic harangues
exceedingly tedious, and replete with the

grossest adulation. Warton is of opinion, that

it was not until about the reign of Henry VI.
that the performers in the Pageants began to

recite. From a few notices some estimate may
be formed of the consequence in which they are

held, and the nature of the exhibition.

* This story is agreeably versified by Mr. Southey in the
ballad of God^sjudgment on a Bishop.—Minor Poems, 1815.

Strype says, that Pageants were exhibited in
London when Queen Eleanor rode through tlie

city to her coronation in 1236, and again in 1298,
on occasion of the victory obtained by Edward I.

over the Scots. There were Pageants in 1.357,

when Edward the Black Prince brought John,
King of France, prisoner through the city ; in
1392, when Richard II. passed through London
after the citizens, by submission, and the queen's
intercession, had obtained the restoration of their
charter; and again, in 1415, upon the entry of
Henry V. after the battle of Agincourt.

In 1431, when Henry VI. entered Paris as
King of France, he was met there by the national
and municipal authorities, accompanied by the
nine worthies on horseback, richly armed.

In 1445, on the same king's marriage with
Queen Margaret, when she approached London,
the mayor, aldennen, sheriffs, and the crafts,

wearing their respective cognizances, went forth
to meet her, and brought her in great state
through the city, where were sumptuous and
costly pageants, with verses by Lydgate, and
resemblance of divers old histories, to the great
comfort of the Queen and her attendants.

On the Queen of Henry VI. visiting Coventry
in 1455, at Bablake in that city, there was a
Jesse over the gate, showing two speeches made
by Isaiah and Jeremiah, in compliment to the
Queen, and comparing her to the root of Jesse.

Within the gate at the east end of the church,
St. John the Evangelist, were equally polite in

their welcome to her majesty. Afterwards the
conduit in the ' Smythford-strete ' was right well
arrayed, and there were showed the four speeches
of the four cai'dinal virtues. At the cross in the
' Croschepyng' were divers angels censing ahigh
on the cross, and wine running out at divers

places. Between the cross and the conduit were
nine pageants, and in every pageant a speech
from one of the nine conquerors. Joshua, in his

speech, told her majesty, that if any one dared to

do her wrong, he would fight for her : David
told her that in dainties he had lived all his life,

and had slain Goliath, and would obey her as a
kind knight for the love of her liege Lord, King
Henry. The conduit was arrayed with as many
virgins as might be thereupon ; and there was
made a great dragon, and St, Michael slaying
him by miracle, with a suitable speech from her.

On the 24th of April, 1474, Prince Edward
coming out ofWales to Coventry, was welcomed
by the mayor and commonality. There was a
station with three patriarchs there standing with
Jacob's twelve sons, with minstrelsy of harp and
dulcimers, and a speech from one of the pa-

triarchs. At the cross were three prophets stand-
ing, and upon the cross above were children of
Israel singing and casting down sweet cakes and
flowers, and four pipes running wine. Upon the

conduit was St. George and a king's daughter
kneeling before him with a lamb, and the father

and mother in a tower above, beholding St.

George saving their daughter from the dragon,
and the conduit running wine in three places,

and minstrelsy of organ playing.
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In 1486, King HenryVII. after his coronation,

made a progress to the north, with a large at-

tendance of nobility. Three miles from York
the king, in a gown of cloth of gold, furred with

ermine, was received by the sheriffs and citizens

with their recorder, who welcomed him with a

speech. Half a mile without the gate he was
received by processions of friars and dignified

clergy, who, with an immense multitude, at-

tended him to the gate of the city, where was
a pageant of divers persons and minstrelsy, and
thereby stood a crowned king, by name Ebra-
neus, who had a verified speech. At the hither

end of ' House Brigge ' was another pageant, gar-

nished with ships and boats, and Solomon in his

habit royally clothed, had another speech. At
the turning into ' Conyeux-street' there was a
pageant of the Assumption of our Lady, with her

speech. At the end of ' Conyeux-street' was
another stage with a pageant, wherein stood King
David, armed and crowned, with a naked sword
in his hand, also making a speech. In divers

parts of the city were hung tapestry and other

cloths, and galleries from one side of the street

over athwart to the other, with casting out of

sweet cakes, wafers, and comfits, in quantity like

hailstones, for joy and rejoicing at the king's

coming.
On the 25th of November next year, 1487,

Elizabeth, Queen to Henry VII. departed from
Greenwich by water, to her coronation. She was
attended by the city authorities and company in

their barges, richly decorated, but especially a
barge called the bachelors' barge, was garnished
passing all the rest, with a great red dragon,
spouting flames of fire into the Thames, and
many other ' gentlemanlie' pageants curiously

devised to do her highness sport; and so attended,

she was landed at the tower, where she slept.

On the morrow her progress through the city to

Westminster was maguificiently welcomed by
singing children, some arrayed like angels, and
others like virgins, to sing sweet songs as she
passed along.*

1466. The learned John Bemler introduced
the art of printing into the imperial city of Aus-
burgh ; but the only two books that are known to

have been printed by him, are the Latin Bible,
in folio ; and his translation of Nack's Summa
Pracipuorum Capitum Fides Christiance, out of
Latin into High Dutch, printed in 1472. There
were in Ausburgh five other eminent persons,
who, though they did not begin so early as John
Bemler, yet printed many learned works : most
of these printers being either citizens, or natives
of Ausburgh, might, in all probability, learn the
art from him.

1466. Printing introduced at the town of
Reutlingen, in the duchy of Wirtemberg, by
John of Amerbach, who published there a Latin
bible in folio. This John Amerbach has, by
some, been confounded with the learned John
Amerbach, of Basil.

* For some further infonnation concerning Pageants
see 1658.

1466. Printing introduced into Rome by
Conrad Sweynheim, and Arnold Pannartz, two
Germans, in the second year of the pontificate

of Paul II. under the patronage of John An-
dreas, bishop of Aleria, who was the pope's li-

brarian, and justly famed for his learning and
generosity. They had previously exercised the
art in the monastary of Subbiaco, in the kingdom
of Naples, to which they had been invited by the
monks; and where they had printed, in 1465, an
edition of Lactantius's works, in which the quo-
tations from the Greek authors are printed in a
neat, but heavy Greek letter, of which a speci-

men is given in Hornets Introduction to the Study
of Bibliography^ vol. I. They also were the

first to introduce what has since been called the

Roman character, instead of the gothic, or black

letter. The paper and types made use of by
these printers were both excellent, and their ink,

it is observed, " may vie in blackness with the
best of the present day." They were encourag-
ed by all the men of letters and fortune at Rome,
and even by the pope himself, who visited their

printing-house, and examined, with admiration,

every branch of this new art. Thebishop of Aleria
especially, not only furnished them with the most
valuable manuscripts out of the Vatican and
other libraries, but also prepared the copy, cor-

rected their proofs, and prefixed dedications and
prefaces to their works, in order to recommend
them the more to the learned world, and follow-

ed this laborious task with such application, that
he scarcely allowed himself time for necessary

relaxation. These printers settled in the house of
the Maximis, brothers, and Roman knights, from
whence their works are dated. In 1471, they
published a Latin bible in 2 vols. fol. with an
Epistle of the bishop of Aleria to Pope Paul
III., Aristeas's History of the Septuagint, and
Jerom's Prefaces to the different books of the
Old and New Testament. As this edition varies

in several places from former editions, it is pro-

bable the bishop of Aleria furnished the printers

with a more correct manuscript copy from the
library of the pope, or from some other source,

or at least corrected the Mentz edition by such
manuscript. Of this edition they printed 550
copies. In the same year they commenced an
edition of the Postills of Le Lyra, in 5 vols. fol.

which they completed the following year. This
ponderous work seems to have ruined these inde-
fatigable artists, for in a Latin petition of the
printers to the pope, Sixtus IV. written by the
bishop of Aleria, and prefixed to the fifth volume
of De Lyra's Postill's, or Commentary, they
state themselves to be reduced to poverty, by the

pressure of the times, and the vast expense of
the works they had printed, of which great num-
bers remained unsold. In the course of seven
years, they had published twenty-eight different

works, some of them very large; the impressions
of which amounted to 12,475 volumes, an im-
mense number at that period ! It is evident,

however, that some method must have been taken
to extricate them from their distress ; for although
Sweynheim published nothing after the year
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1473, and for that reason is supposed by some
to have died about that time, yet his partner,

Pannartz, continued printing until about 1476,

using a smaller type than what had been used

by him during the foraier partnership.—An ex-

tract from the Latin petition from the printers to

the pope, is given, with a list of their works, in

^eloe's Anecdotes of Literature and scarce Books,

vol. III. There is also a short extract from it

in Le Long's Bihliotheca Sacra. Sweynheim
and Pannartz were the first printers who used

spaces between the words.

In a short time after Sweynheim and Pan-
nartz, Ulric Han commenced printing at Rome.
He was so accomplished in the art, that several

nations have claimed him
;
particularly the Ger-

mans and French. Anthony Carpanus, bishop

of Terumo, the most distinguished poet and
orator of his time, prepared and corrected his

copies, and revised his editions. The merit of

this printer appears from his fine impressions,

and the choice that his patron made of him to

publish those works, which he had procured and
corrected with the most diligent application.

The invention of printing produced a wonder-
ful change in the valuation of manuscripts and
other literary commodities. In 1468, manuscripts

had fallen in price, not less than eighty per cent.

And in proof of the moderate prices assigned to

printed works, writers on these subjects are fond

of citing the letter of Giovanni bishop of Aleria,

to pope Paul II. under whose patronage the art

of printing was commenced at Rome. In the

first volume of the " £pistola Hiereni/mi,"

RomaB, 1470, the aforesaid prelate thus addresses

the pontiff in a prefatory inscription :

—

" In your days, amongst other divine blessings

which the Christian world enjoys, it may con-

gratulate itself on the facility with which books

may be purchased, even by the poorest student.

It reflects no small gloiy on the reign of your
holiness, that a tolerably correct copy of such a

work as formerly cost more than a hundred
crowns, may now be purchased for twenty—those

which were heretofore worth twenty, for four at

most. It is a great thing, holy father, to say, that

in your times the most estimable authors are at-

tainable, at a price little exceeding that of blank

parchment or paper. Some monarchs have glo-

ried, not without reason, that under their ad-

ministration, the price of corn hath scarcely ex-

ceeded that of the empty sack—of wine, that of

the cask. With equal exultation I record it for

the admiration of posterity, that persons ex-

quisitely skilled in the typographic art, first

began to exercise their calling at Rome, under
the auspices of Paul II. the Venetian ; that by
means of that super-eminent pastor of the church,

heaven gives us in these days, to purchase books,

for less than would formerly defray the expense
of the binding."

1466. DiedJoH^ Faust, a goldsmith ofMentz,
who is one of the three artists considered as the

inventors of printing ; it is not certain that Faust
did more than supply the money for cari-ying on
the concern. The exact date of his death is

not known ; he was at Paris in this year, and it

is strongly conjectured, that he fell a victim to

the plague which then raged in that capital.

—

After Faust, no books seem to have been printed
upon vellum, but for the sake of curiosity; for

as paper became more necessary,the art of making
it became more common, and it grew cheaper
than vellum, of which the quantity might be said
to be limited by nature ; whereas paper may be
increased without difficulty.

1467. The archbishop of Tours, in France, in-

troduced the art of printing into that city, and
the first work was done in his palace ; but instead
of its being a work of piety, as might have been
expected from the house of a prelate, this singu-
lar production contains the Loves of Camilhis
and Emilia^ tvith other tales.

1468, Feb. Died John Gutenberg, or Geins-
FLEisH, the reputed inventor of printing,* was
born at Mentz of noble and wealthy parents,

about 1440. The abbe Mauro Boni says, that
" stimulated by his genius to discover something
new," he travelled in his youth through a arious
countries, where he learned several arts unknown
to the Germans. In the year 1421, he took up
his residence at Strasbui'g, as a merchant ; but
from a deed of accommodation between himself
and the nobles and burghers of Mentz in 1430,
it is evident, he returned to his native place.

A document adduced by Schoepflin, proves him
to have been a wealthy man in 1424. Scrive-

rius informs us, that he resided at Strasburg from
1436 to 1444, during which period he made
several ineffectual attempts to gain a ])erfect

* It is not iJossible that the inventor of the art of printing
should have foreseen how lar^fc would be his claini to the
gratitude of after-aj^es. Happily he was the immediate
percursor of Luther ; and the press became the engine by
which nations were roused to civil and religious liberty.
The great reformer's vindication of both spread with the
swiftness of lightning throughout Europe; and before the
first quarter of the sixteenth century had revolved, even
Asia knew him by his writings. The year 1836 will be the
fourth centenuary of Gutenberg's inappreciable invention,
and will be celebrated at Mayence, where he first brought
it into active being, by the erection of a monument to his
memory ; but we regret to say, that the gratitude of the
present day has hitherto afforded but indifierent proof of
its being endued with vitality. The committee of Mayence
have not, even after two years' appeal, received a sufficiency
of contributions to cover the expences to which they stand
pledged : we trust, however, for the honour of our times,
that the sovereigns of Grand Ducal Hesse and France will
not prove the only crowned heads who are not afraid
publicly to record their veneration for the press and its

parent ; and we cannot believe that a citizen of Bristol,
who has presented the committee with a donation of fifty

guineas, will be the only admirer of Gutenberg amongst
our fellow-countrymen, who will hereafter contemplate the
intended shrine without a personal sense of shame at the
unthankfulness of a posterity that has derived so vast a
benison from the ai;ency of the typographical art. Thor-
walsden, the first sculptor of the present day, has, we are
happy to add, nobly stepped forward and undertaken to
design and execute the monument in mai'ble as a free-will
oflfering ; and those who have seen the model, pronounce
it every way worthy of his fame. The booksellers of
Lepzig, and the citizens of Oldenberg, too, have contri-
buted jfaO each to the fund now raising, and the society of
arts at Mayence have added sSlbO. Surely there never was
occasion which commended itself more irresistibly to the
patronage of the scholar,the artist, and the bibliopolist,thaii

'

this homage, tardy though it may be, to the master-mind
which has opened to them the road to scientific acquire-
ments, to fortune, and to fame.

—

Printing Machine.
From some circumstance, the ceremony was delayed for

another year. (See AppendixJ
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knowledge of the art of printing ; not succeeding

he quitted Strasbuvg, and returned to Mentz,

when he opened his mind more fully to Faust,

and prevailed upon hira to advance large sums, in

order to make more complete trials of the art.

Having already investigated the subject, and
given the opinions of the most impartial writers,

which entitles Gutenberg to the honour of being

the inventor of the art of printing, little need be

added to convince the unbiassed reader. It is

proved that Gutenberg did not use any other

than cut metal types until 1462. In 1465 he was
honoured by the archbishop Adolphus with a

mark of distinction, to which his genius and
labour entitled him. He was admitted among
the nobility of his court, allowed to wear the

dress peculiar to that order, and had a pension,

together with several privileges and exemptions,

conferred upon him, and it is supposed that he
then relinquished an art which had caused him
so much vexation. Many writers adduce the

honours conferred by the archbishop, and which
were sanctioned by Erasmus, as strong proofs in

favour ofGutenberg ; for Erasmusbeing a Dutch-
man, would not have conceded to this, had any
rival press existed at Haerlem. Geinsfleish, sen.

died before these honours were conferred upon
his brother

; probably the archbishop was gener-

ally informed that the younger brother was the

sole inventor ; and it is to be regretted, that from
some unforeseen cause the elder brother has been
overlooked ; for which it is quite impossible now
to account. This could not possibly have been
the case, had the art been known beyond the city

of Mentz ; therefore, as no rival press appears to

have existed, the only conclusion that can be
arrived at is granting to the Gutenbergs, with
the assistance of Faust, and the ingenuity of

Schoeffer, the merit of the discovery. Gutenberg
junior, was interred in the church of Recollets,

at Mentz ; and the following epitaph was placed
over, or near his tomb :

" D. O. M. S. Johanni Geinsfleish, (from the name of
his house) urtis impressoria; rfpertori, de omni natione
et lingua optime merito in nominis sui memorium im-
mortalem, Adam Gelthus, posuit."*

At the death of Gutenberg, Conrad Humery
took possession of all his printing materials, and
engaged to the archbishop Adolphus, that he
never would sell them to any one but a citizen

of Mentz. They were, however, soon disposed of
to Nicholas Bechtermunze, of Altavilla, who in

1469, published the Vocabularium Latino Teuto-
nicum, which was printed with the same types
which had been used in the Catholicon. This
very curious and scarce vocabulary is in the duke
of Mariborough's valuable library at Blenheim.
It is in 4to. thirty-five lines long, contains many
extracts from the Catholicon, and is called " Ex
quo^^ from the preface beginning with these words.

* Johnson, in his Tppographia, vol. I. query's this, and
says, have not those writers been in error, who assign this
inscription to the memory of John Gutenbeif?, jun. > I
contend that it belongs to the senior, who was distinguish-
ed by the name it bears ; whereas the younger was not
known by that appellation : the senior had an equal, if not
a superior claim to the invention.

1468. In this year £1 \6s. 8d. was lent on the
security of a manuscript of Peter Comester depo-
sited as a pledge. Wheat at this time was six

shillings and eightpence the quarter; beef, ten

shillings the carcase ; mutton, one shilling and
fourpence ; veal, two shillings and sixpence

;

pork, two shillings; ale, three halfpence a gallon.

1468. Until this year, the proficients in this

new art had proceeded no farther than in the

common alphabet, suited to the vulgar and Latin

tongues. Tlie Gothic alphabet, as it most resem-

bled the manuscripts of those times, was the first

attempt; then some of the Italian princes intro-

duced the Roman alphabet ; and in a short time,

brought it to that perfection, that, in the begin-

ning of the year 1474, they cast a letter not much
inferior to the best types of the present age ; as

may be seen in a Latin grammar, written by
Omnibonus Leonicenus, and printed at Padua,
on the 4th of January, 1474. It is from this

work, that our grammarian Lilly has taken the

entire scheme of his grammar, and transcribed

the greatest part of it, without paying any regard

to the memory of this author.

1468, Dec. 17. Oxford Book. This book is

a small quarto, consisting of forty-one leaves, a
copy of which is in the public library at Cam-
bridge, bearing the following title :

—

Exposicio

Sancti Jeronhni in Simbolum Apostolorum ad
Papam Lautentium : and at the end, Explicit

exposicio, ^c. Impressa Oxonie, et finita Anno
Domini m.cccc.lxviii.—xvii die Decembris.—
For further particulars concerning this book, see

Life ofCaxton, 1474.

1469. The art ofprinting introduced at Venice,

by John and Windiline de Spira. These prin-

ters were natives of Gemiany, where they learnt

the art ; they settled at Venice, and printed their

first book Cicero^sEpistles, in this year. They sur-

passed all their predecessors in the beauty of their

impressions; they employed two very learned

men as correctors of their press. Tlie Spiras

were the first who applied the art on a regular

and extensive scale to the publication of the

classics.

These two brothers soon surpassed all other

printers, in the beauty and symmetry of their

types, and the elegance of their impressions, which
render their editions admired and esteemed by
the curious, in preference to those of all other

ancient typographers. Venice, by this, gained so

much reputation for the fineness of her types,

that some eminent printers at Rome, and in other

places, either furnished themselves with founts

of the same letter, or endeavoured to imitate their

beauty ; acquainting their readers in their next
impressions, that they were printed with Venetian
types. The high character Venice had acquired
for beautiful printing, induced many inferior

printers to avail themselves of this favourable

circumstance, to recommend to the world the
most wretched productions. But this demon-
strates the superior merit of that city, and the

laudable emulation of her printere, not only to

excel those places, but even one another. And,
indeed, the Spiras, with John de Cologne, and
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Jenson, seem to have brought the art to its ut-

most perfection. And yet it is a lamentable

instance of the perverted taste of those times,

that these ancient printers were obliged to change
their beautiful Roman type, for the old and dis-

agreeable Gothic, which they did in about seven

years, viz. anno 1477.

The Spiras had the two following learned men
for their correctors, viz. : Christopher Berardus,

of Pisauro; and George Alexandrinus. John
Spira, the elder brother, is reported to have been

the first who put the direction-word at the bot-

tom of the page. He died in 1470, and was
succeeded by Windiline, who conducted the

business, on his own account, until 1472, when
he took John de Cologne as a partner ; but the

connexion was of short duration. Windiline

Spira, in consequence of an earnest solicitation of

some eminent law counsellors, quitted Venice,

and went to Germany, where he printed, in the

year 1471, some considerable volumes, without

the name of the place. But having, soon after

the decease of his brother, entered into an en-

gagement not to reside out of Venice, he returned

thither, and continued printing with great repu-

tation until the year 1477, when he began to

adopt the Gothic character. In this he was fol-

lowed by every other printer, and even by the

celebrated N. Jenson
;
yet Jenson still preserved

neatness and uniformity, whilst the others were
much degenerated.

By an order of the senate of Venice, John and
Windiline de Spira, had the exclusive privilege

granted to them of printing the letters of Cicero

and Pliny, for five years, in consequence of the

beauty of their impressions.

There has been some disagreement about who
was the first printer in Venice. Maittaire, who
had a particular regard for his countryman,

Jenson, seems to think him the first ; but without

much reason, as the following verses will evince

;

they are found at the end of an edition of Tully's

Epistles at Venice ; in this year, the first work of

another famed printer, John de Spira, who, in

the four following verses, at the end of the book,

claims the honour of being the first who had
printed in that city

:

Primus in Adrlaca foamis impreffit aenis
Urbe libros Spirfi genitus de stirpe Johannes.
In reliquis fit quanta, vides, spes, Lector, habenda.
Qoam labor his primus cnlami superaverit Artem.

It is the more general opinion, confirmed by
the testimony of cotemporary writers, that Jenson
was the first printer at Venice : but these verses

of John de Spira, published at the time, as well

as in the place in which they both lived, and
without any contradiction from Jenson, amount
to a conviction in favour of Spira, not easily to

be now removed.

Nicholas Jenson is allowed, by the generality

of writers, to have been a Frenchman ; and as

he was one of the first of that nation that became
eminent in the art of printing, his countiymen
have been more than ordinarly lavish in his

praise : they consider him the only printer of
merit in that age, and that the productions of

his press were far superior to those of any other.

Polydore Virgil highly commends Jenson and
his partner, another John de Cologne, for their

improvements in the art ; and Sabellicus says,

that Jenson and his partner, John de Cologne,
excelled all the printers of their time, in the
richness and elegancy of their impressions The
learned Omnibonus Leonicenus, who prepared
copies for Jenson, and corrected some of his

editions, has left an excellent character of him,
aflixed to his Quintilian, printed in 1471, in

which he extols his types, and speaks of him as

one to whom the greatest share of the invention

of typography was due. For which reason,

writers on this subject express their astonishment,
that so great a master of typography should
have introduced at Venice the Gothic characters

;

in which he printed his bibles, divinity, and law
books. The first work printed by Jenson in the
Gothic characters was, St. Austin's De Cimtate
Dei, 1 475, and the last of his works is dated 1481

.

—Nicholas Jenson died in the year 1481.

John and Windiline de Spira, were natives of
Gennany ; but from what particular place is now
unknown ; but, like others, might derive their

names from the place where they were bom.

—

John de Spira died at Venice, in the year 1470.

Windiline is supposed to have died in the year
1477, no impression of his bearing a later date.

1470, April. A curious deed of sale, of the

Latin edition of the bible byFaust and Schoeffer,

informs us, that Herman de Statten, agent of

Faust and Schoeffer, sold a copy of it to William
Tourneville, bishop of Angers, for forty golden
crowns, in 1470. The manuscript memorandum,
in Latin, was found in one of the vellum copies

of this bible ; the following is the sense :
" I

Herman, a German, workman of the honest and
discreet John Guymier, sworn bookseller of the

university of Paris, acknowledge to have sold to

the illustrious and learned master William, of
Tourneville, archbishop and canon of Angiers,

my most respectable lord and master, a bible at

Mentz, printed upon vellum, in two volumes, for

the price and sum of forty crowns, which I have
absolutely received, which also I ratify by these

presents, promising to abide by the same, and
guaranteeing my lord, purchaser of the said bible,

against any one who would dispossess him. In
ratification of which I have hereunto affixed my
seal, this 5th day of the month of April, in the

year ofour Lord mcccclxx. Heraian,—Dibdin's

Biblioth. Spencer, l.p. 16, note.

1470. Conrad Winters introduced the art of
printing at Cologne ; here Caxton received the

first rudiments of the art. The author of the

Cologne chronicle affimis that printing was intro-

duced there next to Mentz. But whether the

first printers who settled at Cologne neglected to

add their own as well as the city's name to their

editions, or whether the volumes were too incon-

siderable to be preserved ; it is certain there is

not any book with an authentic date before this

year by Conrad Winters. Notice has been taken

of John Koelhoff ; but as his date is older than

either himself or the invention of printing, it is
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uncertain as to the exact time of his appearing.

Mattaire mentions some bibles, and a few other

books, printed here without printers' names.
1470. Anthony Zarot introduced the art of

printing into Milan. He is esteemed the inven-

tor of signatures, or alphabetical letters at the

bottom of every sheet, as a guide to the binder :

he placed them at first under the last line of the

page ; but afterwards he put them at the end of

the last line. This whim of his, however, was not

followed by any other printer, nor by himself

long ; for he soon returned to the first method.
Authors are divided in opinion as to the exact

date when signatures were fii'st introduced in

any work. It appears they were inserted in an
edition of Terence^ by Zarot, in 1470 ; Chevillier

says, they were first introduced by Zarot in 1476,
in a work entitled Pleatea de Usuris. An edition

of Baldi Lectura super Codic^ ^c. was printed at

Venice, by John de Cologne and Jo. Manthen de
Gherretzem, in 1474 ; it is in folio, and the sig-

natures are not introduced till the middle of the

book, and then continued throughout. Abbe Reve
ascribes the discovery to John Koelhoff, at Co-
logne, in 1472. They were used at Paris, in

1476 ; and by Caxton, in 1480. Zarot's main
province was printing of classics, which he exe-
cuted with extraordinary dilii^ence and accuracy.
He is said to be the first person that printed
missals or mass-books for the use of the clergy.

The chief corrector of Zarot's press was the fa-

mous Peter Justin Philelphus, a person of learn-
\

ing and great application, especially in correcting

the faulty editions which were procured at Rome
and other places. His next corrector was the
learned P. Stephen Dulcinio, prebend of Scala,
who tells the marquis of Palavicino, to whom he
dedicates the second edition of Manilius, in 1499,
that he had corrected that author in above three
hundred places, and cleared it from the barba-
risms, and other faults of the transcribers, as far

as it was possible to be done in a very corrupt
and mutilated copy. Zarot continued printing till

the year 1500, when he is supposed to have died.

1470. The art of printing was begun in the
city of Paris by Ulric Gering, and his two asso-

ciates, Martin Crantz and Michael Friburger.
These Germans, at the instance of Guillaume
Fichet and Jean de la Pierre, came to settle at
Paris ; and had an establishment assigned them
in the college of the Sorbonne ; of which society

their two patrons were distinguished members.
Chevillier enumerates eleven distinct books

printed by Gering, Crantz, and Friburger, in the
Sorbonne, in the years 1470, 1471, and 1472.
The list is increased by Panzer to eighteen.
These constitute what is called the first series of
Gering's impressions ; of which bibliographers
give the precedency to Gasparini Pergamemis
Epistolarum opus. The works of these printers
are generally without date ; though Panzer ex-
hibits some exceptions. What is more remark-
able, none of them are printed in the Gothic
character. On the contrary, they are in a hand-
some Roman letter, formed in imitation of the
characters of the Augustan age, as exemplified

in the medals and other monuments of those

classic times. They are all printed in the same
large and bold Roman character, with types cast

from the same matrices. Some letters indeed
appear imperfect ; and some words but half

printed, and afterwards finished by the pen.

There are no capitals. The initial letter of each
book or chapter is omitted, such omissions being
intended to be supplied by the ingenuity of tlje

illuminator. They abound in abbreviations

;

which is the case with ancient impressions in

general. The paper is not of a fine whiteness,

but strong, and well sized. The ink is of a
glossy blackness : and some instances of red

letters occur occasionally. Some of these works
commence on the folio verso. They are all with-

out titles, cyphers, and signatures.

Louis XI. having thus witnessed the intro-

duction into his own capital of an art so impor-

tant to literature, had afterwards the gratification

of seeing it carried to a considerable degree of

perfection, by several industrious and skillful

typographers, whom he honoured with his special

favour. Whatever might be the political cha-

racter of this monarch, he appears to have been
a friend and protector of learning. For literary

works he entertained also a particular predilec-

tion. He caused to be brought from Fontain-

bleau to Paris, all the manuscripts which his

predecessors Charles V. and VI.* had been at

great pains in collecting. He established in the

Louvre a spacious and noble library, the super-

intendance of which he gave to Robert Gaguin
general of the order of the Holy Trinity. It be-

came one of the principal objects of his magnifi-

cence to augment it as much as possible, both
with manuscripts and printed books. As a fur-

ther proof of his zeal and earnestness in such
pursuits,it is recorded, thathaving been infonned
that the gentlemen of the faculty of medicine of

Paris, had in their possession an original manu-
script of Rasis a celebrated Arabian physician

of the tenth century, he directed that part of his

silver plate should be pledged as a security, in

order to obtain permission of having it transcribed,

and the king was obliged to procure a nobleman
to join with him as surety in a deed, by which
he bound himself to return it under a consider-

able forfeiture. At this period a few manuscript
volumes were deemed of sufficient value to form
the greater part of a daughter's marriage portion.

The early typographers we are told, met with

great opposition in the commencement of their

labours at Paris from scribes or copyists, whose
gains were likely to be diminished, or rather

almost annihilated, by the introduction of the

* Themost esteemed French poet, historian, and orator,
of this time was Alain Chartier a native of Normandy,
and secretary to Charles V. VI. and VII. kings of France.
His extraordinary talents procured him great esteem, both
at court and throughout the whole kinji^dom. •

He is said to have been one of the ugliest persons of his
age. Yet Margaret of Scotland, wife of the dauphin of
France, afterwards Lous XI. finding him asleep in an
apartment through which she chanced to pass, kissed his
lips : alledging, as Pasquier relates, that she did not con-
sider herself to have kissed the man who was so ugly and
deformed in his whole person ; but the mouth from which
had issued so many golden expressions.
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new art. They encouraged the most malignant
and ridiculous charges against our artists, even
that of sorcery or magic. They also contrived

to institute against them a vexatious legal process.

The affair was brought before the parliament,

and that tribunal, little more enlightened and
liberal than the credulous multitude, ordered

their books and impressions to be confiscated.

But to the honour of Louis XI. it is recorded,

that upon this occasion he interposed his royal

authority in behalf of the printers. He inter-

dicted the parliament from taking further cogni-

zance of the affair, reserving it for his own
special decision and that of his privy council

;

and it is scarcely necessary to add, that the event

was entirely favourable to the typographers, and
their books and copies were ordered to be restored.

Even at an earlier period than that of the

introduction of printing into Paris, it appears

that Conrart Hannequis and Pierre Schoeffer,

printers and burgesses of the city of Mentz, had
established magazines for the sale of books at

Paris, Angers, and some other places in France.
Stratten their agent happened to die in that

country ; and as he had never obtained any legal

instrument of naturalization, he had not the

power of disposing of his effects by will. Every
thing belonging to this stranger, or entrusted to

his hands, was seized and confiscated; and
amongst the rest, the works which Hannequis
and Schoeffer had placed at his disposal. The
German printers prevailed upon Frederick III.

king of the Romans, and the elector of Mentz,
to interest themselves in their behalf ; and Louis
XL moved not only by the considerations due to

their recommendation, but also by his own
favourable disposition for the encouragement of

such artists, and the diffusion of useful learning,

ordered plenary restitution to be made. The
indemnification claimed by Hannequis and
Schoeffer amounted to 2425 ecus and three sols

tournois, or about 1100 francs, (£45 16s. 8d.)

The finances of this monarch would not con-
veniently admit of the payment of so large a
sum at once. He therefore gave directions to

Jean Brigonnet, his receiver general, to pay to

these printers annually the sum of 800 livres,

till the whole claim should be discharged.

In the year 1473, Gering and his associates

removed from the Sorbonne, and established

themselves in " la rue S. Jacques," at the sign of

the Golden Sun. Of the second series of their

impressions, those of 1473 are considered as the

earliest; and the latest are those of 1483.

Amongst this series we find Bihlia Sacra,''' in

folio ; which was the earliest impression of the

* This celebrated edition attracted much curiosity and
discussion, about the middle of the last century, in con-
sequence of a fraud practised upon a copy of it, now in the
public library at Cambridge. By an alteration and erasure
in the colophon, it is ascribed to the year 1463, or l46 i

;

the words tril/us undecimus Itistris, in the first line, refer-
ring to the reign of Louis XI. being altered into semi un-
decimus lustrum, and the two last lines being erased. A
full account of the detection of this fraud, which for many
years engaged the attention of bibliographers, may be
found in two letters written by Pr, Taylor, preserved in
Nichols's Lita'ary Anecdotes.

sacred scriptures, printed in the whole realm of
France. Panzer, by conjecture from its sub-
scription, fixes the date about the commencement
of the year 1476. The characters used in the
second series of Gering's impressions are wholly
different from those employed in the first. Se-
veral of them exhibit specimens of the Roman
character, varying both in size and degrees of
elegance and beauty. Some of them are in a
character neither Roman nor Gothic, but which
exhibits a coarse imagination of the writings of
those ages. Chevillier says the bible is of a
character of this kind, " mais plus gros" Some
few of those works which are executed in the
Roman letter will compare in the same biblio-

grapher's opinion, with the finest specimens of
Jenson, the Spiras, and other most celebrated of
the early Italian printers.

In those works which came forth subsequently
to the year 1477, Gering's name appears alone.

It is supposed that Crantz and Friburger at this,

period returned to Germany as no mention is

afterwards made of them. But Gering passed
the residue of his days at Paris ; formed new
associations; and published new works. It is

chiefly on this account that he has obtained the

appellation of the earliest Parisian printer ; for

in the impressions of the society, his name is

not uniformly found the fii*st in order of mention

;

but in some books occupies the second place,

and in others the third. Gering is by some
believed to have admitted his scholars Cjesaris

and Stol into a participation of his establishment.

He afterwards associated himself with Beithold
Rembolt. In 1483 Gering removed his Insigne
and establishment, once more, to a part of the
city, more immediately in the vicinity ofthe Sor-
bonne. With the doctors of this institution he
maintained the strictest intimacy ; and consulted
with them on the subject of those works which
might prove most worthy of being submitted to

the press, The learned body accorded to him
the " Privilege of hospitality ;" that is, of pos-

sessing apartments in the college, and of a seat

at the table of the doctors. For these honours
Gering made ample recompense in his life time,

by liberally opening his purse to relieve the
occasional necessities of the foundation, and by
numerous charitable donations to poor students.

In several of the impressions of his third series,

Gering used the same bold and handsome Roman
character which was employed in the finer

specimens of his second series. But the greater

part are printed in the Gothic character, which
Gering used more especially in works of an
ecclesiastical nature. It was not without reluc-

tance that this meritorious printer yielded so far

to the prevailing fashion, as to exchange his fine

Roman letter for the clumsy and ill-favoured

Gothic. The annals of Maittaire and Panzer
furnish a long enumeration of early Parisian

printers, the infancy of whose establishments

Gering witnessed; and who successively were
become the rivals of his art and industry. From
their presses various popular works were con-

stanly issuing, *' en httrcs Gotkiques,^'' and on
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that account actually acquired additional favour,

and a preference with the public. It is not sur-

prising that Gering should at length, on some
occasions, be induced to sacrifice taste to interest,

and comply with the perverse inclinations and
prejudices of the age.*

It is said that more than six thousand persons

at Paris subsisted by copying and illuminating

manuscripts, at the time when printing was first

introduced into that city ; they held their privi-

lege under the university.

With regard to the regulation of the prices of

books, from a very remote period the university

of Paris claimed such a right of estimation, that

the " Libraire" might have a reasonable profit,

and that the purchaser might not pay too dear.

For this purpose, before the introduction of

printing, they had their " Taxtores Librorum."
But when this noble art was newly established,

their interference was for a time, judged to be

no longer necessary, on account of the unlimited

multiplication of literary works, and the compa-
rative cheapness of their prices.

In process of time, however, when the book-

sellers began to overcharge their commodities,

the university thought proper to resume its power
of taxation. Four " Libraires Jures" were em-
ployed to determine the price of every printed

volume : and the list or catalogue of books on
sale, with their authorized prices, was ordered to

be printed, or legibly written, and hung up to

public view in some consi)icuous situation, by
every individual " Libraire." Many of the cata-

logues of early Parisian printers and booksellers

are still extant ; and several of them may be
seen in the Annals of Maittaire, which evince

the very moderate rates at which books of great

merit and utility were oflfered to the public.

From these facts it appears, that the early

printei-s were justified in the insertion of those

frequent epigrams which bespoke their own mo-
deration, and the cheapness of their impressions.

Sometimes editors, or scholars ofknown eminence,
address the public in the printer's behalf. In
further proof of the deference and submission
which early printers and booksellers of Paris,

paid to the university, it may be mentioned, that
a great part of them affected to add to their own
names some other epithets or designations, which
might more especially attest their close union and
connexion with that literary establishment. In
token of the connexion, many of them exhibited
the arms of the university in the title pages of
their impressions. Others prefixed to their im-
pressions both the royal amis and those of the
university. Others again preiixed to their im-
pressions the arms of France in the middle of the
title, accompanied by those of the university and
of the city of Paris. The custom of certifying
the place of their residence, common to the early

* For the account of the early Parisian printers, I am
much indebted to the Annals of Parisian Typography, Sfc.
by the Rev. William Parr Greswell, a work abounding
with much interesting and valuable information, and
which every lover of typography should endeavour to
possess.

printers of Paris, was a further indication of their
subordination to the jurisdiction of the university.

At this period manuscripts were so highly
rated, as to be conveyed or pledged like an estate

for a very valuable consideration, by fonnal deeds
and instruments. The Speculum Historiale in
Consuetudines Parisienses was thus formally trans-

ferred, by Jeoffery de S. Liges, to Gerrard de
Montagu, king's advocate, for a sum equal to

more than two hundred francs of the present

date. Even at the period when Gering commen-
ced printing at Paris, a manuscript concordance
to the bible was estimated at a hundred crowns.

A French historian and poet of this period,

sneered at the invention of printing, and the dis-

covery of the New World by Columbus. In
speaking of the press, this author says,

I've seen a mighty throng
Of printed books and long,
To draw to studious ways
The poor men of our days ;

By which new-fangled practice,
We soon shaU see the fact is,

Our streets will swarm with scholars
Without clean shirts or collars.

With bibles, books, and codices,
As cheap as tape for bodices.

1470. In this year, a curious work was printed
by Schoeffer, at Mentz, and by Helyas Helye,
alias de Louffen, at Berahm, in folio, entitled

Mammotrectus. It contains, 1. An exposition of
the phrases of the bible, and of the prologues
of St. Jerome. 2. Two little treatises of ortho-

graphy and of accents. 3. A short declaration

of the months, festivals, &c. and of the Jewish
priests. 4. An explanation of ancient words and
terms, in responses, hymns, homilies, &c. 5. A
declaration of the rules of the minor friars. The
author of the work is supposed to be John Mar-
chesinus, a priest of the order of minor friars,

of St. Francies, and a native of Reggio ; who
composed it in 1 366, for the use of the less in-

structed in his own profession. This work was
reprinted more than twenty times during this

century.

1470. Almanacks first published by Martin
Ilkus, at Buda, in Poland.

1471. Strasburg maybe justly esteemed one
of the first cities that practised the art of printing
after Mentz, though there is no book printed
with a certain date before this year, by Henry
Eggelstein, who printed two volumes, the last of
which is perhaps the largest book that ever was
printed, the paper of it exceeding that which is

commonly called charta magna ; and the begin-
ning and end of it were printed in red. It is the
first book printed in this manner. John Mentil,
or Mentilius has claimed the honour of introdu-
cing the art into Strasburg ; but as there is not
one book printed in his name before 1473, and
that without any mention of Strasburg, common
justice must award the palm to Eggelstein. Mr.
Dibdin, in his Bihliographical Decameron, says
that Mentil, was upon good anthority, well ac-
quainted with Gutenberg at Strasburg, and was
not only probably instructed by him in his art,

but on Gutenberg's final departure to Mentz, he
established himself [as a printer at Strasburg.

ta
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That Mentil was resident at Strasburg in the

middle of this century is quite certain from two
documents extracted by Schoepflin. There have

not been wanting those, who influenced rather by
misplaced zeal, or invincible prejudice, than by
dispassionate enquiry, have made out Mentil to

be the father of printing in general. I. P. Lig-

namine places the operations of Mentil's press

between the years 1458 and 1464 ; and says that

as well as Gutenberg and Faust, Mentil printed

three hundred sheets a day at Strasburg.' Per-

haps more fuss is made about Mentil than he

merits; as his type is exceedingly indiff'erent, and
many works bear the character of having been

put forth from his press, which in fact may have

been elsewhere executed. He died in the year

1478.

Orlandi gives a list of eighty-four separate

works printed at Strasburg without printers'

names.
1471. Christopher Valdarver, printed the first

edition of Bocacio's Decameron.—see Roxburgh
club, 1813.

1471. Florence, it appears, was not indebted

to foreigners for the art of printing ; for it origi-

nated with one of her own citizens. Bernard
Cenninus, an eminent goldsmith ; who had two
sons, Dominic and Peter ; they were very inge-

nius artificers, and the latter a scholar. The
father and his two sons set about cutting punches,

sinking matrices, &c. and soon completed the

whole apparatus of a printing office. They
began to print about the commencement of this

year. The first fruits oftheir labour were Virgil's

works, with Servius's commentaries. After the

preface, which was at the end of the book, are the

following words

:

"At Fl&rence VII. Ides Novenib. 1471.

" Bernard Cenninus, a most excellent gold-

smith in the opinion of all men, and Dominic,
his son, a youth of an extraordinary genius,

having first made their steel punches, and after-

wards cast their letters from them, printed this

their first work. Peter Cenninus, another son of

the said Beniard, hath used his utmost care in

correcting it, as you see it.

" Nothing is too hard for a Florentine genius.

" Finis."

And after, the colophon runs thus :

" Bernard Cenninus, a most excellent gold"

smith, &c. (a^ in the last,) and Dominic his son,

a youth, &c. printed this book ; Peter, the son of

the same Bernard, corrected it, having first com-
pared it with the most ancient manuscripts. It

was his first care that nothing should pass under
the name of Servius but what was truly his, or

any thing that was plain from the most ancient

copies to be his, lest any thing might be maimed
or wanting. But because many persons choose
to write the Greek quotations with their own
hands, and there were but few to be met with in

the old copies, and their accents cannot be printed

but with great difficulty, he thought proper to

leave blank space for them. But as man can

produce nothing absolutely perfect, it will be
sufficient for us if these books be found, as we
heartily wish, more perfect than any other."

1471. Sixtus Russinger, a learned and pious
priest, and a native of Strasburg, commenced the

art of printing in the city of Naples. It is sup-
posed that Ferdinand III. king of Naples, pre-

vailed upon Russinger to settle in that city : for

having discovered that he intended to return to

his native country, he tried to divert him from it,

and even offered him a noble bishopric, or any
other preferment, if that could fix him in his

dominions. But this venerable old man, whether
out of modesty, or rather a desire of spendingthe
small remainder of his days in his native city,

refused the king's offer, and returned home load-

ed with the presents of that generous monarch.
The following four boastful lines were placed

at the end of a volume printed by Sixtus Rus-
singer, at Naples, in the year 1472 :

—

Sixtus the copies printed with much care,

Now twice revised by Dr. Oliviere

;

The happy purchaser in vain shall look.
Yet find no error in this faultless book.—Melanges d' Histoire et de Literature.

Capitals and distances between the lines were
first used at Naples, about this time.

1471, July 25. Died Thomas (Hamerkin) of

Kempis, at Mount St. Agnes, near Zwoll, in the

91st year of his age. In a painting near his tomb
he is represented as sitting in a chair, a monk on
his knees before him inquires, " Thomas, where
shall I with certainty find true rest ?" To which
he replies, " Never canst thou find certain rest,

but in the cell, in the bible, and in Christ." He
was the author of De Imitatione Christi, and
many other works. His incomparable work of

the Imitation of Christ has been translated into

most European languages, and even into Chinese.

1471. Balthazar Azzoguidi, a gentleman of
great learning, commenced printing in the city

of Bologna, and continued to exercise the pro-

fession until 1480. His productions are all in a
neat Roman character, and executed with great

accuracy.

The art of printing was also introduced into

the following places in 1471 :

—

Treviso, by Gerard de Liza, or Lissis.

Ratisbon, but by whom, is not known.
Amberg, the printer also unknown.
Colle, the printers unknown, notwithstanding

their works are extant.

Pavia, by Antonio de Carcano.
Spire, by Petrus Drach.
Ferrara, by Andreas G alius, who was either a

Frenchman, or of French extraction, though a
citizen of Ferrara, which honour might have been
conferred on him on account of his setting up
the first press in that city. But whether he
brought it to Ferrara from any distant place, or

devised it there, it is not possible now to ascer-

tain. Catchwords are found in a work entitled

Lilium Medicine, printed at FeiTara, in 1486.

1471. For the loan of a volume oi Avicenna,

a baron of France, offered a pledge of two marks
of silver, which was refused ; because it was not

considered equal to the risk incurred of losing a
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volume of Avicenna. In these ' times, manu-
scripts were very important articles of commerce ;

they were excessively scarce, and preserved with

the utmost care. Usurers themselves considered

them as precious objects of pawn. A student of

Pavia, who was reduced, raised a new fortune

by leaving in pledge a manuscript of a body of

law ; and a grammarian, who was mined by a

fire rebuilt his house with two small volumes of

Cicero.

1471, April 14, (Easter Sunday.) The battle

of Barnet, between the houses of York and
Lancaster, remarkable for the death of Neville,

earl of Warwick, styled the king maker* As an

instance of the superstition and ignorance of the

age, can it scarcely be believed that on this day

the earl of Warwick's forces were thrown into

confusion by an unhappy mistake, in conse-

quence of a mist, which was believed to have

been raised by friar Bungay, a reputed magician.

Queen Margaret, on the same day that her hus-

band was taken prisoner at Barnet, landed at

Plymouth with a body of French auxiliaries,

which recalled Edward once again from his brief

repose at London, to the still more fortunate

field at Tewksbury, which was fought on the 4th

of May, and finnly established Edward on the

throne.f Eighteen days after this eventful battle

Edward made his triumphant entry into the city

of London, attended by queen Margaret as a

prisoner. On the evening of that day, (May 22)

Henry VI. was murdered in the tower ofLondon.
Henry VI. was bora at Windsor, December

6, 1421, and crowned in Paris, December 17,

1431. He married Margaret, daughter ofRene
duke of Anjoy (titular king of Naples and Jeru-

salem) which marriage was solemnized at Tich-

field, April 22, 1445, and on May 30, she was
crowned at Westminster. This princess chose for

her device a daisy ^ in allusion to her name,—as

expressed in French, marguerite.

* The popularity and manner of living of this great Earl
merits recital :—Stow mentions him coming to London in
the famous convention of 1458, with six hundred men all

in red jackets embroidered, with ragged staves, before and
behind, and was lodged in Warwick-lane ; in whose house
there was often six oxen eaten at a breakfast, and every
taveme was full of meate, for hee that had any acquaint-
ance in that house, might have there so much of sodden
and rost meate as he could prike and carry away upon a
long dagger.
Warwick-lane took its name from its having in it the

inn or house of Richard Neville, Earl of Wai-wick. The
memory of this king-making earl was preserved by a fine
stone statue, placed in the front of a house in this lane,
within two or three doors of the south side of Newgate-
street.

During the turbulent factions between the Houses of
York and Lancaster, the scaffold, as well as the field, was
incessantly drenched with the noblest blood of England.
It has been computed, that no fewer than 86000 persons
lost their lives in the civil wars between the two roses; of
whom were kings, two,—prince, one,—dukes, ten,—mar-
quises, two,—earls, twenty-one,—lords, twenty-seven,—
viscounts, two,—lord prior, one,—judge one,—knights, one
hundred and thirty-nine,—esquires, four hundred and
forty-one,—and gentry, six Imndred and thirty-eight.
Twelve pitched battles were fought between the parties.
These unnatural wars continued from 1456 to 1485. Upon
the marriage of Henry VII., of the house of Lancaster,
with Elizabeth, daughter of Edward IV., of the house of
York, the two houses became united.—See Shakspeare's
Henry VI., p. 2.

The countenance which the study of the sacred
scriptures derived from the devotional habits,

and regular acts of piety of Henry VI. ought not
to be forgotten. John Blackman, a Carthusian
monk, observes of him, " that on ordinary days
the king spent his time not less diligently, in

treating of the affairs of his kingdom with his

council, according to the exigency of the case ;

or else in reading or writing chronicles." And
Richard Tunstall, formerly his faithful chamber^
lain, gives the following testimony concerning
his master : "When I was with him in his palace

at Eltham alone engaged with him in his books,

and listening to his salutary admonitions, and
the breathings of his profound devotions, for be-
ing interrupted by a knocking at the royal gate,

by a certain powerful duke of the realm ; the
king said, ' they so disturb me, that I can scarcely

snatch time to refresh myself either by day or

night, with the reading of any sacred doctrines,

without being interrupted with some noise or

other.' " The inconsistency of Henry has already
been noticed, of his persecuting his subjects to

death for reading those " sacred doctrines" from
which he himself derived so much consolation.

Henry was more fitted for the cloister than the
throne. He was a munificent patron to the
universities of Oxford and Cambridge ; besides

being the founder of Eton.
The circumstance of their being rival candi-

dates for the crown was favourable to the free

form of our government. Our princes, in a situ-

ation so critical, being perpetually liable to be
cast down from the throne, and standing in need
of the support of as many of their subjects as
possible, could not make, in general, those strides

in unjustand arbitrary powerwhich they probably
would have done if their claims and their autho-
rity had been firmly established. The constitu-

tion was not indeed greatly altered in this age,
and it must be allowed that many irregularities

were permitted to continue ; but yet some advan-
tageous changes were introduced. The rights

and qualifications of electors, especially of ii-ee-

holders, were more accurately ascertained ; and
the method of enacting laws was conducted with
a precision, an order, and solemnity which had
not hitherto been observed. Edward IV. from
his intimate connexion with the court of Bur-
gundy, had opened his mind to a discernment of
the benefits of commerce. Hence he became
himself one of the greatest merchants in Europe,
and passedmany excellent acts for the regulation
and encouragement of trade and manufactures.
Though knowledge in general was in a low

state during this period, various measures were
pursued which contributed to its future advance-
ment. Among the patrons of learning two names
in particular must be mentioned of great and
eminent merit. These are John Tiptoft, earl of
Worcester, and Anthony Widville, earl Rivers,
brother to the queen of Edward IV. Nor were
these noblemen not only the protectoi-s and pro-
moters of science and literature, but they were
writers themselves.

John Tiptoft studied at Baliol college, Oxford,
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where his rapid progress in knowledge excited

much admiration. Having been some time

employed in public afiairs, he quitted them in

order to travel abroad for further improvement.
After he had travelled so far as the Holy Land,
he came to Italy, where he resided three years,

and devoted himself entirely to the pursuit of

letters. Horace Walpole remarks, that whatever

disputes there may be about his titles in the state,

there is no doubt but he was anciently at the

head of literature, and so masterlyan orator, that

when upon a visit to Rome, he drew tears of joy

from the eyes of pope Pius II. (the celebrated

Eneas Sylvius,)* through a curiosity ofthe Vati-

can library. He expended large sums in collect-

ing books ; and upon his return to England he
presented as many writings and books to the

university of Oxford, which had cost him five

hundred marks, upwards of £330 a large sum at

this period. The light in which he is now only

known to us by his own works, is that ofa trans-

lator ; and from his choice in this respect it

appears that he had a classical knowledge and
taste. Of his original productions no more than
a few letters and small pieces are remaining in

manuscript. From certain rules, ordei*s, and
statutes, which he drew up, by the king's com-
mandment, when constable of England, it is

evident that he was well acquainted with the

regulations and laws which respected justs, tour-

naments, and triumphs. His fondness for litera-

ture, and perhaps his political opinions, both being
zealous Yorkists, brought him acquainted with
Caxton. When Edward IV. was obliged to

abandon his kingdom in order to save his life, in

October, 1470, the earl of Worcester was taken
and beheaded on tower-hill, on the 15th of that

month. Caxton speaks in wai*m and affectionate

language of him. " In his time," he says, " he
flowered in vertue and cunning, and to whom he
knew none lyke among the lords of the tempo-
ralty in science and moral veitue." Again :

" O, good blessed Lord God ! what grete loss

was it of that noble, vertuous, and well-disposed
lord ; and what worship had he at Rome in the

presence of our holy fader, the pope ; and so in

all other places unto his deth, at which deth,

every man that was there might lern to die, and
take his deth patientlye."

Equal in birth and accomplishments, and su-
perior in alliance and military exploits, was
Anthony Widville, earl Rivers. He does not
seem to have had the same advantages of educa-
tion and improvement that were enjoyed by the
earl of Worcester. But whatever these were, he
made the best use of them, and amidst all the
tumults of the times, never lost sight of the

* Pope Pius II. was born at Corsignaus on the 18th of
October, 1405, and died at Ancona on the 14th of August,
14f)4. The letters of ^neas Sylvius, who was advanced to
the papal chair under the name of Pius II. abound in
curious and interesting particulars. They are in number
ccccxiv

:
many of them written before his elevation to the

pontificate. He was a learned man, who before his exalta-
tion thought, spoke, and vtrote with a degree of liberality
which excited great expectations. But these the pontiff
completely disappointed.

pleasure derived from the pursuit of literature.

It was greatly to hishonour that he was the friend

of Caxton, whose new art' he patronized with
zeal and liberality. The second book which Cax-
ton printed in England was a work of this accom-
plished and amiable nobleman's. Caxton gives

the following account of him and his works.
" The noble and virtuous lord Anthoine, earl

Rivers, lord Scales and of the Isle of Wight,
under governor to my lord Prince of Wales,
notwithstanding the great labour and charge that

he hath had in the service of the King and of

the said Lord Prince, as well in Wales as in

England, which hath be to him no little thought
and business both in sprite and body, as the fruit

thereof experimentely sheweth; yet, over that,

t'enrish his virtuous disposicion, he hath put him
in devoyr, at all times, when he might have a
leisure, which was but startmele, to translate

divers works out ofFrench into English. Among
other passed through myn hand, the book of the

Wise Sayings or Dictes of Philosophers,* and the

wise holsom Proverbs of Christine of Pisa, set in

metre. Over that, he hath made divers balads

agenst the seven dedly synnes.f Furthemiore he
took upon him the translating of a work named
Cordyale, trusting that both the reders and the

hearers thereof should know themself hereafter

the better, and amend their lyving." The dread-

ful catastrophy of this nobleman is well known.
" Rivers, Vaughan, and Grey,

Ere this, lie shorter by the head at Pomfret."

Earl Rivers was beheaded at Pontefract, in

Yorkshire, on the 13th of June, 1483.

Imperfect as the writings of Tiptoft and Wid-
ville may now be deemed, great praise is due to

them for their zealous endeavours to promote the

cause of learning, and to spread among their

countrymen a regard to mental accomplishments.

The example of men so illustrious could not fail

of producing some good effects. It must ever be

lamented that these two highly distinguished

noblemen met with so untimely and unhappy an
end ; both of them having been beheaded when
they were little more than forty years of age.

If their existence had been prolonged to the na-

tural tenn of human life, it is highly probable

that they would have rendered very essential

services to the interests of science and literature.

Another promoter of literature, that deserves

to be recorded, is Grey, bishop of Ely, who proved

a most noble benefactor to the university of Ox-
ford. In 1454, he contributed largely to the

* A manuscript of Lord Rivers's translation of this work,
with an illumination representing him introducing Caxton
to Edward IV. his queen, and the prince, is preserved in
the Archbishop of Canterbury's Library, at Lambeth
Palace.

t These ballads are supposed to be lost ; but J ohn Rouse,
of Warwick, a cotemporary historian, has preserved a
short poem of the Earl. Rouse seems to have copied it

from his hand-writing; it was written during his confine-
ment in Pomfret Castle, a short time before his death in

1483 ; and, as Dr. Percy justly remarks, '* gives us .a fine

picture of the composure and steadiness with which this

stout Earl beheld his approaching fate."

It is printed in Percy's Reliques of Ancient English
Poetry, vol. ii. p. 44; and in Ritson's Ancient Songs,
p. 87.
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support of Baliol college, not only in money for

the building, but in adding to the library a col-

lection of about two hundred manuscripts, many
of them richly illuminated, which he purchased

in England and Italy. In the latter country he
employed transcribers and illuminators, as ap-

pears by some of his manuscripts still in this

library. The illuminations were chiefly executed
by Antonius Marius, an " exquisite painter," of

Florence, during the bishop's residence in that

city. On most, if not all of the manuscripts, the

donor's arms were fastened, painted on vellum,

and covered with pieces of thin hom^ to prevent
their being torn or defaced.

—

Chalmer.
The following catalogue of the library of John

Paston, a gentleman of this period, may serve to

shew what kind of books w ere then in use. Made
the 5th day of November, in the year of the
reign of Edward IV,—From Burnett's Specimens,

of, English Prose Writers.*

1

.

A book had of my hostess at the George, of the Death of
Arthur, beginning' at Cassibelan.

Guy Earl of Warwick.
King Richard Coeur de Lion.
A Chronicle to Edward III, price . .

.

2. Item. A Black Book, with the Legend of
Lady sans Merci.
The Parliament of Birds.
The Temple of Glass.
Palatyse, and Sciatus.
The Meditations of
The Green Knight worth

4. Hem. A book in prints of the play of
5. Item. A book lent Middleton, and therein is

Belle Dame sans Merci.
The Parliament of Birds.
Ballad of Guy and Qolbrond.

the Goose, the
The Disputing between Hope and Despair.

Merchants.
The Life of Saint Cry

6. Item. A red Book, that Percival Robsart gave me, of
the Meeds of the Mass.

The Lamentation of Child Ipotis.

A Prayer to the Vernicle, called the Abbey of the
Holy Ghost.

7. Item. In quires. Tally de Senectute, in diverse whereof
there is no more clear writing.

8. Item. In quires, Tully or Cypio (Cicero) de Amicitia,
left with William Worcester worth

9. Item. In quires, a Book of the Policy of T
10. Item. In quires, a Book de Sapientia, wherein the se-

cond person is likened to Sapience.
11. Item. A Book de Othea (on Wisdom) text and gloss,

worth in quires
Memorandum. Mine old Book of Blazonings of Arms.
Item. The new book portrayed and blazoned.
Item. A Copy of Blazonings of Arms, and the names to be

found by letter (alphabetically.)
Item. A Book with Arms portrayed in paper.
Memorandum. My Book of Knighthood, and the manner

of making of Knights, of Justs, or Tournaments
;

fighting in lists
; glaces holden by soldiers ; chal-

lenges : statutes of War ; and de Regimiae Princi-
pum, worth

Item. A Book of new Statutes from Edward IV.

Having endeavoured to show the low state of
knowledge during the various periods ,on which
we have treated, various measures were pursued

* It Is written on a scrap of paper, about seventeen
inches long, and has been rolled up ; by which means, one
end, having been damp, is entirely decayed j so that the
names of some of the books are imperfect, and the then
price or value of all of them, is not now to be discovered.
It gives an account of all the books he had, as it mentions
those which were lent out at the time the catalogue was
made. It contained only one book in print, the rest being
manuscripts. An account of most of them is to be found
in Warton's History of English Poetry, and some of
them, when afterwards printed, in Mr. Herbert's improved
edition of Ames's History of Printing.

at this time which contributed to its future ad-
vancement, we shall conclude this article with a
brief account of the erection of public seminaries

of education, during this century.

At Oxford,Richard Fleming,bishop of London

,

founded Lincoln college. The particular design

of it was to provide for a rector and seven

scholare, who were to make controversial divinity

their study, and to be capable of defending the

church against the heresies of the disciples of

Wiclif. Bishop Fleming died January 25, 1431

,

and was buried at Lincoln. Thomas Scot, of

Rotherham, one of Fleming's successors in the

bishopric of Lincoln, completed the building, and
thus was esteemed its second founder.

To Henry Chicheley, archbishop of Canter-

bury, Oxford, is indebted for All Souls' college,

which was founded in 1437. It was instituted

for a warden and forty fellows, who were to pray

for the souls of those who had fallen in the French
wars, and for the souls of all the faithful who
had departed this life. Hence the college de-

rived its name. Archbishop Chicheley died

April 12, 1443, and was buried at Canterbury.

Magdalen college was founded by William
Patten, better known as William of Waynflete,

bishop of Winchester and lord chancellor, in the

year 1457. This college is bound by its statutes

to entertain the kings of England and their sons

when at Oxford, whence its hall has often been

the scene of royal and princely festivities. There
is an oak at Oxford, called Waynjlete's oak. He
died in the year 1486.

Three similar establishments were formed, m
the same age, at the university of Cambridge.

King's college was founded by Henry VI.
The original plan was very magnificent, but the

execution of it was prevented by the calamities

in which that Prince was involved.. Eton school,

the parent of so many eminent scholars, was insti-

tuted by Henry as a nursery for King's college.

Margaret, the high-spirited consort of this

monarch, did not, in the midst of her political

engagement, forget the cause of litemture. She
was the foundress of Queen's college, which,

however, from the misfortunes that soon came
upon her, would have been in danger of perish-

ing in its infancy, had it not been preserved by
the attention and zeal of Andrew Ducket, its

first president. This worthy man, who continued

in his office forty years, obtained so many bene-

factions for the college, that he is justly consi-

dered as having rescued it from destruction.

Katharine Hall owes its institution to Robert
Woodlark, third provost of King's college. Dur-
ing this period the new schools, as they were then

called, were erected at Oxford, by Thomas
Hokenorton, abbot of Osney. About the same
time, the foundation was laid in that university,

of the magnificent divinity schools and library.

Though the universities of Oxford and Cam-
bridge had so long subsisted in England, nothing

of the like kind had hitherto taken place in Scot-

land. The natives of that country, who devoted

themselves to the pursuit of learning, w ere oblig-

ed to seek for insU'uclion in foreign parts. But,
T
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in the beginning of the fifteenth century, a few
men of letters at St. Andrew's* voluntarily and
generously engaged to teach the sciences usually

taught, to such as choose to receive their instruc-

tion. The names of the persons who first set on
foot so laudable a design deserve to be recorded.

They are Laurence Lindores, Richard Cornel,

John Lister, John Chevez, William Stephen,

John Gyll,William Fowles, and William Croiser.

Peter Lombard's Sentences, the Civil and Canon
Law, Logic and Philosophy, were the subjects

of the lectures. Henry Wardlaw, bishop of St.

Andrews, who had probably been an original

favourer of the scheme, was so highly pleased

with the prospect of its success, that he granted

a charter, declaring the city to be an university

for the study of Divinity, Law, Medicine, and
the liberal arts. This charter, agreeably to the

ideas of the time, was confirmed by the Pope.

That admirable Prince, James I.f of Scotland,

when he obtained the possession of his crown,

soon took notice of the new institution. He
gave the members of it many marks of his

favour, and sometimes attended their public acts

and disputations. Ecclesiastical dignities and
benefices were bestowed by him on the most
prominent professors ; and such of the scholars

as distinguished themselves by their literary

progress, he noted down for future preferment.

St. Andrew's, though the mother university of

Scotland, is inferior to the others in the number
of its pupils : the young persons who are sent

thither being usually,, we apprehend, intended
for divinity. In the characters and abilities of

its professors it hath always sustained an honour-
able reputation ; and some of them have been
of no small note in the learned world. In 1458,
bishop Kennedy founded St. Salvator's college in

the university. The bishop died in 1466, and was
buried in the church of St. Salvator, in a most
beautiful tomb of gothic workmanship.
The establishment of an university in St. An-

drew's, excited the zeal of William Turnbull,
bishop of Glasgow, to have an university in the
latter city. Accordingly he obtained an ample
bull from the pope, for his purpose, which was no
sooner brought over than the design was carried

into execution. King James II.:}: of Scotland,
by letters patent under the great seal of this

kingdom, took the univemty of Glasgow under
his special protection, and bishop Turnbull
granted it by charter, a variety of powers and
privileges, still, however, at its commencement,
its endowments and revenues were very small.

The first valuable benefaction was derived from
the noble family of Hamilton. James, lord Ha-
milton, and Euphemia, countess of Douglas, his

^^%» fs^ve a tenement for the accommodation of
the regents and students, with four acres of
ground adjacent. The motive appears to have
been superstitious, but the gift was useful.||

* St. Andrew's University, see 1411, ante.
t James I. see 1437, nnt^.
t James II. king of Scotland, he with the fiery face, was

killed by the bursting of a gun on the 3rd of August, l46o,
He was in the 29th year of his age, and 24th of his reign.

W Dr. Kippis's History nf Kiwwkdge, §c.

1471 . The first book known to be printed in

English, and by Caxton, is generally supposed

to be a work entitled RecuyeU of the Histories of
Troy^ which he printed at Cologne ; but he had
printed there, at least, two works before that

;

the original of the RecuyeU—a work unknown
to German bibliographers—in 1464-7 ; and the

oration of John Russell, on Charles, duke of

Burgundy, being created a knight of the garter

in 1469. The existence of this was unknown
till the year 1807, when it was discovered at the

sale of Mr. Brand's books. No other book
printed by Caxton at Cologne, has been dis-

covered ; but that he printed there Bartholomeus

de Proprietatibus Rerum, is plain, from Wynkyn
de Worde, (see 1491.) This is the only instance

of Caxton's having printed a Latin work, and
would seem to imply some knowledge of that

language.

Caxton's worthy patroness, the duchess of

Burgundy, urged him to undertake the transla-

tion of this work into English. It seems to have
been projected by her, with a design to introduce

the art of printing into England whenever a
favourable opportunity should offer.

The little knowledge which Caxton had ac-

quired of the French tongue, and his partial for-

getfulness of the English, after a residence in

foreign parts of nearly thirty years, led him to

think himself but badly calculated for such an
undertaking. His patroness, however, urging

him to begin, he entered on his work, though
with much reluctance; but after proceeding a
little way in his translation, he dropped it alto-

gether for nearly two years. The duchess at

length sent for him, to inquire into the progress

he had made, and to read what he had trans-

lated. "In 1469," he says, " having no great

charge or occupation, and wishing to eschew
sloth and idleness—which is the mother and nou-
risher of vices—having good leisure, being at

Cologne, I set about finishing the translation.

When, however, I remembered my simpleness

and imperfections in French and English, I fell

in despair of my works, and after I had written

5 or 6 quairs, purposed no more to have con-

tinued therein ; and the quairs laid apart ; and
in two years after laboured no more in this

work : till in a time it fortuned lady Margaret
sent for me to speak with her good gi-ace of

divers matters, among the which I let her have
knowledge of the foresaid beginning. The
duchess," he adds, " found default in rayne

English, which she commanded me to amend,
and to continue and make an end of the residue,

which command I durst not disobey." The
duchess rewarded him liberally for his labour.

In his prologue and epilogue to this work, he

* In the court of Burgundy, he became intimate with
Raoul le Fevre, chaplain to the duke, whose RecuyeU of
the Historyes of Troye, he translated in 1468, and published
his English version in 14/1. The original was the first

book printed by Caxton ; it bears date 1464 7. It is amply
described by Mr. Dibdin, in his Typographical Antiquities,

Vol. I. The " Oration of John Russel, on Charles Duke
of Burgundy being created a Knight of the Garter (1469),"

was the second . and the translation of the former was the
third book which issued from his press.—/fornc, p. 188.
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mentions that his eyes are dimmed with over

much looking on the white paper; that his

courage was not so prone and ready to lahour

as it had been ; and that age was creeping on

him daily, and enfeebling all his body ;—that he

had learnt and practised at great charge and

dispense to ordain the said book in print ; and
not written with pen and ink, as other books be.

On the back of the title, which is printed in

red ink, is the following prologue :*

" Whan I remembre that euerif man is bounden

by the commandment ^ couneeyll of the wxjse man
to escheive southe and ydleness tvhyche is moder

and nourysshar of vyces and ought to put my self

vnto vertuourS occupacion and beiynesse^ That I
hauynge no grete charge or occupacion followyng
the sayd counceyl toke a frensshe boke and redde

therein many straunge meruellous historyes where

in I had great pleasyr and delyte.^' Sec.

After informing us that he thought he under-

stood ' the sentence and substance of every mat-
ter,' he proceeds,

" And afterwarde whan I reniembyred my self

of my symplenes and vnperfightnes that I had in

bothe languges, that is to ivete in frensshe and in

englisshe for infrance v^as I neu£r, and was born

and lemed myn englisshe in kente in the iveald

where I double not is spoken as brode and rude
englisshe as is in ony place in England and have

contynued by the space of .xxx. yerefor the most
parte in the contres of Braband.fiandres holand
and zeland and thus whan alle thyse thynges cam
to fore meaftyr that y had made and wretyn afyve
or six quayers. y full in dispayr of thys werke and
purposid no more to haue contynuyd therein and
the quayers leyd a part and in two yere aftyr la-

boured no more in thys werke And ivas fully in

2V1/11 to have lefte hyte. tyll on a time it fortuned
that the ryght hygh excellent and right vertuous

prynces my right redoughted lady my lady Mar-
garets by the grace of god suster vnto the kynge of
englond and frace, Src sente for me to speke ivyth

her good grace of diuerce maters among the whych
y lete her hyenes haue knowleche of the foresaid
begynnyng of this iverke anone comanded me to

shev;e the sayd. v. or. vi. quayers to her sayd grace
and whan she had seen hem. anone she fonde de-

faute in myn englisshe whiche sch comaded me to

amende ad more ouer comanded me straytly to con-
tynue and make an ende of the resydue than not
translated, whos dredfull comadement y durste in
no wyse disobey becase y am a seruat vnto her sayd
grace and resseiue ofher yerly Jfee and other many
goode and grete bcnefets^ ' ^-c. ^c.

" Thus ende I this book whyche I have translat-

ed after myn auctor as nyghe as god hath gyuen me
connyng to whom be gyuen the laude and preysing,

* We conceive that no better apolog:y can be given for
presenting this abstract of the monument which Caxton
reared by his indefatigable industry, in its original dress,
than the following observation of the learned and most
skilful antiquary, the editor of the Most Noble Order of
the Garter :—" It is hoped that those extracts which the
reader will find here made from the writings of Caxton
and others, will not be disrelished because they are inserted
in their primitive spellings and obselete terms, which like
the precious rust of medals, are marks both of the antiquity
and genuineness."

Andfor as moche as in the wrysting of the same
mypenne is worn, myn liande wery ^ not steadfast

myn eyn dimed with overmoche lokyng on the whit

paper, and my corage not so prone and redy to la-

boure as hit hath been, and that age crepeth on me
dayly and feebleth all the bodye,and also be cause

I have promysid to dyuerce gentibnen and to my
frendes to addresse to Item as hastely as I myght
this .myd book, Therfor I have practysed Sr lemed
at my grete charge and dispence to ordeyne this

said booke in prynte after the manner 8f forme as

ye may here see, and is not v>reton with penne

and ynke as other bokes. ben, to thende that every

man may haue them attones, ffor all the books of
this story, named the Recule of the historyes of
Troyes thuji enpryuted as ye here see were begonne

in oon day, and also fynyshed in oon day,* whiche

booke I presented to my sayd redoubtid lady as a

fore is sayd. And she hath well acceplid hit. and
largely rewarded me, wherefore I beseche almyghty

god to rewarde her euerlastyng blisse after this

lyfr ^c.

He then concludes,
" And also as for the propre names, hit is no

wonder that they acorde not, ffor some onn neme
in thyse dayes haue dyuerce equyuocacions after

the contrees that they dwlle in, but alle acorde in

conclusion the generall destruccion of that noble

cyte of Troye, And the deth of so many noble

prynces as kynges dukes erles barons, knyghtes and
comyn peple and the ruyne irreperable of that cyte

that neuer syn was reedefyed which may be ensam-

ple to all men durying the world how dredefull

and leopardous it is to begynne a warre and what
hormes. losses, and deth followeth. Terfore tha-

postle saith all that is wreton is wreton to our

doctrine, tvhyche doctryne for the comyn wele I
beseche god may be taken in suche place and tyme

as shall be moste nedefull in enerecying of peas

hue and and charyte whiche graunte vs he that

suffryd for the same to be crucyfied on the rood

tree, And saye we alle Amen for charyte.^^f

1472. Nuremberg received the art of typo-

graphy, from Anthony Koburger, a person con-

spicuously eminent for his leai'ning, as well as

for his elegance and correctness in printing. He
was styled the prince of printers. Frederick

Pistorius assisted him in correcting the press.

* Upon this expression Herbert makes the following re-

mark :— " This seems calculated to appear the more mar-
vellous to those who did not well understand the method
of printing ; as if the bookes had all been completed in

one day."
t Mr. Dibdin here asserts this to have been the first book

which was printed in the English lan,s;iiage

—

" This is the first book pruited in the English language.
Herbert says it was ' not printed in England, yet being
printed by Caxton, and being full of information, Mr. Ames
began with it, and hoped tliat it would be favourably re-

ceived.' In his additions [p. 1765] he properly observes,
that 'it is without initial-capitsd letters, signatures, catch-
words, numerals or fierui-es to the leaves or pages : but it

contains 778 pages, as tohl over by Mr. Randal Minshnll,
library keeper to the late Earl of Oxford, who published,
about the year 1740, Proposals for printbifc f>ii subscription,

an account of all the books printed by William Caxton, who
was thefirst printer in England,^ " ^c.

Can we possibly have stronger proof in favour of Cax-
ton being our first printer, than the above observation
of the learned librarian ? Would the Earl of Oxford have
comitenanced such an assertion, if the city of Oxford had
had a prior claim to the merit of the first English press

'
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He spared no cost nor pains in procuring the

])est manuscripts, and always desired the judg-
ment of the learned before he ventured to print

them. The great Jodocus Badius says that he
was indefatigible in printing the best copies

faithfully, neatly, and correctly. And John
Andreas Endters affirms that he kept daily

twenty-four presses at work, and employed no

less than an hundred journeymen, whom he

maintained without doors. They had a set hour

to come to work and to leave off : he admitted

none individually into his house, but obliged

them to wait at his door until they were all

together, and they were admitted, and entered

upon their respective employments.

He was likewise a considerable bookseller, and

kept a spacious printing-house at Lyons, in

France, where he had sundry law-books printed.

He had, besides, factors and agents in every

considerable city in Christendom, and kept six-

teen open shops, with a vast number of ware-

houses : all of which were stocked with the most

correct editions published. Almost all his books

relate to the canon law, and to theology; and
are distinguished for the lustre and magnificence

of their execution. Of thirty-seven editions

printed by him, thirteen are of the Bible, viz.

twelve in Latin, and one in German, all in

folio. Most of the Latin editions were accom-
panied with the postills of De Lyra. But his

most superb work was the edition of the German
Bible, which he printed in 1483, folio. This is

said to be the first German Bible printed at Nu-
remberg; and is pronounced by Lichtenberger

to be the most splendid of all the ancient Ger-

man Bibles. It is embellished with impressions

from the very curious wood-cuts which had been

previously used for the Cologne edition of the

Bible, printed by Quentel, in 1480, and which
were also employed in the Bible printed at Hal-
berstadt, in the Low Saxon dialect, in 1522:
and it is worthy of remark, that in one of the

large wood-cuts employed by Koburger, the

pope is introduced as being the principal of the

fallen angels ! The paper, characters, press-work,

—all concur to prove this Bible a masterpiece of

typographical excellence.

1472. The art of printing was introduced into

the following places in this year :

—

John de Verona set up a printing-press in the

city of Verona.

Parma received the art of printing from

Stephen Corali.

George and Paul de Burschbach introduced

printing into Mantua.
Richard Pafradius, at Derventer.

Padua received it from Bartholomew de Val
de Zacliio.

Alost, in Flanders, received the art by Theod.
Martens ; followed by John de Westphalia.

1473. Gunther Zainer is considered as having
introduced printing into Augsburg ; unless that

honour should be conceded to John Bemler,
who is supposed to have been the printer of a
Latin Bible in 2 vols. fol. in 1466. From De
Murr we learn, that in an old book of entries of

benefactors to the Carthusian monastery at

Buxheim, there is one of the date of 1474, in

which the name of Gunther Zainer occurs, as

the printer and donor of certain works, and
among others of "the Bible in the vulgar

tongue," (German,) "in super-royal fonn."

Another entry informs us of the death of Gun-
ther Zainer in 1478—" impressor librorum, ciuis

Augustensis benefactor huius domus," "printer
of books, citizen of Augsburg, benefactor to this

house."

1473. Melchior de Stamham, wishing to es-

tablish a printing office in the abbey of St.Ulric,

at Augsburg, engaged a skilful workman of the

same town, of the name of Saurloch. One whole
year was occupied in making the necessary pre-

parations. He bought of John Schnesseler five

presses, which cost him seventy-three Rhenish
florins (about two hundred and ninety livres of

the present value;) he constructed with these

materials five other smaller presses : cast pewter
types, and commenced printing in the year 1474.

The Mirror of Vincentus de Beauvais. was the

first fruit of his press ; but he died shortly after

the completion of the third part of it. He had
spent not less than seven hundred florins in es-

tablising his office, and putting matters in a train

for work. His successor, Henry de Stamham,
finding the concern greatly involved sold the

three parts of the Speculum for twenty-four

florins.

—

Lambinet, cited by Dibdin.

Almanacks compiled nearly in their present

iorm by John Muller, otherwise Regiomontanus,
a printer at Nuremburg.

—

see 1476.

1473. In this year Pien*e Ca;saris and Jean
Stol, both also natives of Genuany, and instruct-

ed by Gering, established in the city of Paris

the second press : and with him became the in-

structors of many other artists, who in succeed-

ing years exercised there the same profession.

It is doubtful to whom the merit of inventing

printing ink should be ascribed ; most writers

ascribing the invention to Gutenberg, some, how-
ever, give the merit to Polydore Virgil. Many
experiments doubtless were made before ink of a
proper substance and quality was discovered, to

which circumstance the following lines probably

allude, which are found at the end of the Decretals

printed by Schoeffer, at Mentz, in the year 1473.

Ast atramentum probat hoc non esse caducum
Cerotumoe rapax, ant ciner alls aqua,

Quamlibet in fluida carta non liquitur unda
Tetra, neque atrior hoc fallit in arte liquor.

1473. Printing introduced into the following

places during this year :

—

Brescia, by Thomas Ferrandus.

Messina, by Henry Aiding.

Ulm, by John Zainer, of Reutlingen.

Buda, received the art by Andrew Hess.

Laugingen, printer's name not known.
Merseburg, by Lucas Brandis.

Utrecht, by Nicholas Ketelaer and Gerard de

Leempt.
Lyons, by Bartholomew Buyer.

S. Ursio, a small place near Vicenza, by Jo-

annes de Rheno.
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1474. Vallis Sanctae Mange, the art firet prac-

ticed by the Fratres vita) communis. Santauder

conjectures thisplace to be Marihausen, a convent

of the brethren of the common life, situated in the

Rhingau, a territory belonj^ng to Mentz. This

order was instituted by Gerard de Groot, under

the rule of St. Augustine ; they were bound to

transcribe the works of the fathers and other

ecclesiastical authors ; and when the art ofprint-

ing deprived them of the means of subsistence,

they applied themselves to the practice of the art.

1474. Valencia is conjectured to be the city

where the art of printing was first exercised in

the kingdom of Spain. The earliest work printed

there, of which the date has been ascertained,

was Obres, o Trobes Us quales tracten de las hors

de la Sacratissima Verge Maria, &c. 1478. 4to.

The printers were A. F. de Cordova and L.

Palmart.

The number of books printed in Spain, during

this century, was three hundred and ten. These
appeared chiefly at Barcelona, Burgos, Sala-

manca, Saragossa, Seville, Toledo, and Valen-

cia ; and were principally executed by Germans.
1474. John de Cologne and John Manthen

' de Geretzen were printers at Venice soon after

the Spiras, and appear to have been equal to

any of their cotemporaries ; but they likewise

fell into the Gothic way of printing. From an
inscription affixed to their edition of Valerius

Maximus, printed in this year, they appear to

be booksellers, and not printers ; for they inform

the reader, that they had given this work to be

printed by men hired for that purpose. Yet all

the works that came from their press, or were
printed for them, do them infinite credit.

Breviaries were first printed at Venice, in this

year, by James de Rubeis.

It is worthy of being noticed, that the dates

given by early printers to their works being so

confused, that it is scarcely possible to ascertain

the exact date of any book. It has, however,
been my endeavour to give them as correct as

possible, being chiefly taken from Satandar, who
is acknowledged as the best authority.

The following places received the art of print-

ing in the year 1474 :

—

Vicenza, by Leonardus Achates, of Basle.

Como, by Ambr. de Orcho and Dion, de Pa-
ravicino.

Turin, by John Fabri and Joanninus de Petro.

Genoa, by Matthias Moravus and Mic. de
Monacho.

Savona, by John Bon (Bonus Johannes.)
Eslingen, by Conradus Fyner.
Basle, by Bemardus Richel and Bertholdus

Rodt.

Louvain, by Johannes de Westphalia.
Westminster, England, by William Caxton.
The man to whom we are indebted for bringing

the noble art of Printing into the kingdom,
is William Caxton, this fact is corroborated
by the testimony of most of our ancient writers

;

and must be still conceded to him by every
impartial pei-son who will take the trouble to
investigate the subject.

It is not surprising therefore, that Caxton
hath attained a high reputation, and that he
hath been esteemed an eminent benefactor to

his country. His praise stands upon a firm

foundation; and his memory may be reflected

upon with the greater pleasure, as he appears to

have been a person of uncommon worth and
modesty.

O Albion ! still thy gratitude confess
To Caxton founder of the British Press ;

Since first thy mountains rose, or rivers flow'd
Who on thine isles so rich a boon bestow'd ?

Yet stands the chapel in yon gothic shi-ine,

Where wrought the father of our English line

;

Our art was hail'd from kingdoms far abroad.
And cherish'd in the hallow'd house of God ;

'

From which we learn the homage it received
And how our sires its heavenly birth believ'd

;

Each Printer hence, howe'er unblest his walls.
E'en to this day his house a Chapel* calls.

—

M'Creery.

The lives of some men supply scanty materials

for private and personal biography ; whereas the
materials that connect them with the advance-
ment of thehuman race in knowledge,civilization,

and happiness, are in no common degree, rich

and interesting. Such is the life of William
Caxton, and many others of his profession, whose
lives have been selected in this work. Vei*y few
of the events of Caxton's life are known ; and it

is highly probable that, if we had them in minute
detail, they would have presented nothing veiy

curious or very instructive—nothing that will

justify us in searching into every minute parti-

cular, an account either of the insight it affords

into the formation of the human mind and
character, or of the impressive or practical lesson

it teaches, that, in moral conduct, as certainly

in the material world, like causes will always
produce like effects. Such lives as give this

insight, and teach by powerful and repeated

examples this most important, but too often neg-
lected truth, are certainly of the highest utility

as well as interest: they give biography a just

claim to be ranked above all other studies, in so

far as it teaches, most emphatically, that close

attention, and persevering and zealous industry,

are absolutely necessary for the acquisition of
knowledge, and that these qualities, united with
probity, are equally necessary to our success in

the world, and to our usefulness and respecta-

bility in society.

The biography of such men as Franklin,

Richardson, the Bowyers', Nichols, the Strahans',

Bulmer, Hansard, Smellie, Faulkner, Bensley,

and many others whose lives have contributed to

the improvement of the human race must always
command interest, because they convey useful

information and moreover they come before us
in the character of authors, as well as that of
printers, and whose labours have been received

by the world with no small degree of applause.

Considering the low state of literature in

England at this period, the translations from

* The title of Chapel to the intemsd regulations of a
printing oflSce, originated in Caxton's exercising the
profession in one of the chapels in Westminster Abbey,
and may be considered as an additional proof, from the
antiquity of the custom, of his beinj? the first English
printer.—M' Creery

.
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Foreign writers, by Caxton, with whatever

indifference we may now look upon them, were

works of consequence. It is to be remembered,
that the literature of the time consisted princi-

pally of translations. The French for a century

or two before, employed themselves in rendering

into their own tongue a number of productions,

then held in estimation, chiefly Latin, upon
different subjects, religious and civil. These

translations, though the originals were in prose,

were often done in metre. Even some of the

classics were rendered into French. This cir-

cumstance, which was comparatively a great

improvement in the learning of that nation, had
its effects in England. Caxton, therefore, was
very usefully employed in becoming a translator.

By himself, or the aid of his friends, a consider-

able nnmber of pieces were turned into English,

and being printed by him, enriched the state of

letters in this country with many valuable pub-
lications. Virgil, Ovid, Cicero, and many other

eminent writers, were circulated in our own
language immediately after the introduction of

the art of printing. The garb indeed, in which
they appear, was very mean when compared with

their native dress ; but still the introduction of

them, even in so imperfect a form, could not

fail of being attended with a desirable accession

to the knowledge and taste of Englishmen.
The following tribute to the memory of Caxton,

is from the pen of Ebenezer Elliot, the talented

author of Corn Law Rhymes, and other works.

TO CAXTON.
Lord ! taught by thee, when Caxton bade
His silent words for ever speak ;

A grave for tyrants then was made

—

Then crack'd the chain which yet shall break.

With study worn, the aU-scorn'd man
For bread, for bread, his press prepared;

He knew not, Lord ! thy wond'rous plem '

Nor why, nor what, he did and dared.

When first the might of deathless thought
Impress'd the far -instructing page

—

Unconscious giant, how he smote
The fraud and force of many an age.

Pale wax'd the harlot, fear'd of thrones,
And they who bought her harlotry

;

Thy printer shook the thi-oned on bones,
And shall all evil yet to be.

The power he grasp'd let none disdain.

It conquer'd then and conquers still

!

By fraud and force assail'd in vain.
It conquer'd then and ever will.

It conquers here ! the fight is won !

We thank thee, Lord ! with many a tear

;

For many a not unworthy son
Of Caxton does thy bidding here.*

We help ourselves—thy cause we aid
;

We build for heaven, beneath the skies ;

And bless thee. Lord, that thou hast made
Our daily bread a tyrant's sighs.

William Caxton, (the subject of our enquiry)

was born according to his own statement, in the

weald, or woody part of Kent. With respect to

the date of his birth, we are left to surmise.

Oldys states the year 1412, In his works he
expresses his gratitude to his parents for having
caused him to be instructed in his youth, and

* This Ode waswritten for the anniversary ofthe Sheflield
Typographical Society, January, 1832.

thereby " to get his living truly." He observes,

respecting the place where he received the rudi-

ments of his native language, that " it was
spoken as broad and rude as in any place in

England ;" but it is most probable that he
finished his education in London, which city he
calls " his mother ; of whom he had received his

nurture and living."

Lewis and Oldys conjecture that be was put
apprentice, (between his fifteenth and eighteenth

year,) to one Robert Large, a mercer, or mer-
chant of considerable eminence : who was after-

wards successively elected high sheriff and
lord mayor of London. According to Bagford,
" mercers in those days were general merchants,

trading in all sorts of rich goods." Amongst
other commodities, books were included, which
the mercers either purchased in manuscripts, or

caused to be printed at their expense.

Whatever were the traits of his juvenile cha-

racter, we may conclude that he conducted
himself to his master's satisfaction ; who, on his

death, in 1441, bequeathed our printer a legacy

of " twenty marks," which Lewis considers a

great sum in those days, and a proof of his good
behaviour and integrity. Thus freed, by the

death of his master, from all obligation to con-

tinue in the same line, (althoiigh he had become
a sworn freeman of the company of mercers,)*

either curiosity or speculative projects induced

him to quit England for the Low JCountries.

Lewis informs us, that he travelled as an agent

or factor for the company of mercers; Oldys
attributes to him both talent and occupation

;

and Palmer, that he was an accomplished mer-
chant, and hadacquireda great deal of politeness.

It is certain, that he was joined in a commis-
sion, in 1464, with one Richard Whitehill, " to

continue and conclude a treaty of trade and
commerce between Edward the IV. and Philip

duke of Burgundy; in this document they

are styled " ambassadors and special deputies."

Seven years after, he describes himself as leading

rather an idle life ; " for having no great charge

or occupation, and wishing to eschew sloth and
idleness, which is the mother and nourisher of

vices;" moreover " having good leisure, being in

Cologne ;" he sat about finishing the translation

of Raoull le Fevre's Recuyell des Histoires de

Troye; he began this two years prior, 1469.

We are little acquainted with his pursuits

and travels abroad, he informs us, that he con-

fined himself " for the most part to the countries

of Barbant, Flanders, Holland, and Zealand

:

and in France was never ! He appears to have
preserved that respectable character in foreign

countries which he had acquired in his own ; he
indulged his literary passions in the perusal of

histories and romances, to which he was excited

by his " venerable" friend Bolomyer.

* It is pretty certain, says Mr. Dibdin, that mercers, in
the time of Caxton, were general merchants, trading in all

kinds of goods, and that they united a love of literature

and a love of books with their other multifarious concerns.
Hence, probably, Caxton acquired his passion for books
and learning—a passion which never seems to have de-
serted him.
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The Low Countries were this at period the great

mart of Europe, in which were to be purchased,

at all times, and in great abundance, the produce

and manufactures of most parts of the world.

Treaties of commerce between England and them
were frequently made and broken ; and it re-

quired not only considerable knowledge in com-
mercial affairs, and in the relative commercial

wants and advantages of the two countries, but

also a sound judgment, and much circumspec-

tion and prudence, to make or renew them.

—

Merchants seem to have been generally employ-

ed on these occasions ; and we may reasonably

conjecture that Caxton's character and experi-

ence, as a merchant, and his long residence

in the Netherlands, pointed him out as a fit

person for this embassy.

On the marriage of lady Margaret to Charles

duke of Burgundy,* his majesty placed Caxton
upon her house establishment : the situation he
filled is not known : Lewis says that it could not

be a mean one, because her grace requested him
to correct his English : Oldys thinks that he was
employed in a literary way. Caxton acknow-
ledges that he received an yearly fee, besides

many other good and great benefits ; Mr. Dibdin
supposes that he was a sinecure gentleman of

her household. It was at the request of this

lady that he finished the translation ofiheHistori/

of Troy, on the completion of which, she did
not fail to reward him largely. He informs us,

in the latter part of this performance, that his

eyes " were dimmed with over much looking on
the white paper; that his courage was not so

prone and ready to labour as it had been ; and
that age was creeping onhim daily, and enfeebling

his all body : that he had practised and learnt, at

his great charge and expense, to ordain this said

book in print, after the manner and form as we
there see it; and that it was not written with
pen and ink as other books be." By this we
understand, that he had learned the art of print-

ing, and that he was advanced in years. We
find that our typographer " paid his obedience to

Edward IV. [then driven to the duke of Bur-
gundy's court, to seek succour against the earl

of Wai'wick,] and received his majesty's appro-
bation for his engagement in.this new art."

There is no doubt but Caxton was particularly

* Philip, duke of Burgundy, died in June, 1467, and was
succeeded by his son, Charles.— Philip, duke of Burgundy,
was the most magnificent prince of his age : his court,
one of the most polished ; and his fondness for the expir-
ing custom:; of chivalry, and for literature, equally great
and influential. In the prologixe to a book of the whole
life of Jason, translated under the protection of King Ed-
ward, Caxton thus describes the chamber of this prince,
in his castle of Hesdein, in Artois. It ought to be pre-
mised, that Philip had instituted the order of the Knights
of the Golden Fleece, " But, well wote I, that the noble
duke Philip, first founder of this said order, did do maken
a chamber in the castle of Hesdein, wherein was craftily
and curiously depainted, the conquest of the golden fleece,
by the said. Jason; in which chamber I have been, and
seen the said history so depainted ; and in remembrance
of Medea, and of her cunning and science, he had do
make in the said chamber, by subtil engine, that, when
he would, it should seem that it lightened, and after, thun -

der, snow, and rain, and all within the said chamber, as
oftimcs, atul when it should please him, which was all
made for his singulai' pleasure."

curious as to every thing relative to the invention

of printing, though it is much to be regretted that

he had not inspected the beautiful specimens of

the Roman, Venetian, and Parisian presses,

before he caused his fount of letters to be cut,

otherwise it is probable that he would have
selected the Roman character, amongst the

variety of his type. It is conjectured that he
consulted Zell and Olpe of the Cologne press,

(who had learned the art at Mentz) and Colard

Mansion of Bruges, as to the materials neces-

sary for his oflice. We have no account of

Caxton's typographical labours from 1471 to

1474. Is it not probable that a curious and
active mind like his, just embarked in a new
undertaking, would have a variety of subjects in

view for publication ? We are not informed of

the exact period when he returned to his native

country: Oldys is of opinion, that three years

might elapse during the period of his procuring

materials for his office, prior to his return, at

which time he had arrived at the evening of life

;

for we find him in England, in 1474, which date

appears to the Game of Chess. This is considered

the first book ever printed in this kingdom : it is

dedicated to the duke of Clarence, brother to

Edward IV. it has been conjectured that it was
printed before his return.

Upon his arrival in England, his press was set

up in a part of Westminster abbey,* at which
time Thomas Milling, bishop of Hereford, held

the abbotship of St. Peter in commendam.
According to Oldys, his father, William Caxton,
resided with him at Westminster during the

the height of his business ; he must have lived

to a good old age. From a memorial in St.

Margaret's church, we learn that he died between
1478-80. John Leland, the learned antiquarian,

who died in London 1552, sixty yeai*s after

Caxton, calls the latter Anglic Prototypogi'aphus,

the first printer of England. Bagford informs

us that our typographer, exclusive of the labour

of working at his press, contrived, though " well

stricken in years,'' to translate not fewer than

five thousand closely printed folio pages, and
that " his like for industry," had never yet

appeared. Oldys states, that " he kept preparing

copy for the press to the very last."

Wynkyn de Worde, in the colophon of his

edition of the ViatcB Patrum, in 1495, mentions,

that these lives of the fathers were " translated

out of French into English by William Caxton

*Mr. Dibdin, in his Typographical Antiquities, vol. 1, p.

ci. cii. says :—" It is most probable that Caxton, after the
manner observed in other monasteries, erected his press
near one of the chapels attached to the aisles of the abbey,
and his Printing-office might have superseded the use of

what was called the Scriptorium of the same. No remains
of this once interesting place can now be ascertained

;

indeed, there is a strong presumption, that it was piiUed

down in making alterations for the building of Henry
Vllth's chapel ; for if Henry made no scruple to demolish
the chapel of the Virgin (See Pennant's London, p. 78,

'AxA edit.) in order to carry into effect his own plans for

erecting the magnificent one which goes by his own name,
the oflice of the Printer stood little chance of escaping a
similar fate ! According to Bagford, ' Caxton's oflice was
afterwards removed into King-street, but whereabouts, or
what sign is not known.'

"
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of Westminster, late dead ;"aiKl that" he finished

it the last day of his life." Oldys is of opinion,

that he purposely selected this work for his final

literaiy eifort ; because, " from the examples of

quiet and solemn retirement therein set forth, it

might further serve to wean his mind from all

worldly attachments, exalt it above the solici-

tudes of this life, and inure him to that repose

and tranquility with which he seems to have
designed it." For some time previous to his

decease he attended the making up of the church-

wardens' accounts, as one of the principal parish-

ioners, and a regular vestryman ; his name being

subscribed to several of these: it will appear that

he died either in 1491 or 1492 ; quickly following

one of his female relatives to the grave.

—

For
further information of Caxton, see 1491.

TO CAXTON.

From " Laigh Lyrics to Heigh Men."

Hail ! mighty Caxton ! friend to great and low
Accept the humble tribute of a man,

Wlio, but for thee, had not yet learned to know
The glorious objects of Ufe's Uttle span.

Albeit the way to leai-ning's somewhat crude,
Choked up by prejudice and superstition

;

And ancient custom, like a ruffian rude.
Steps in, and points his finger with derision.

'• Knowledge is power,"—a by-word grown of late,

But not a whit the worse for being so
;

Bacon, the world's indebted to thy pate
More than a tithe of this sad world does know.

The Germans boast of Faust, (and well they may)
Although the Devil and he, as sayings go.

Were cater cousins. Mind I only say
That such is said,—I do not think 'twas so.

But thou ! great printer ! never has thy name
By canting priest received its defamation :

Thou earn'dst an urn, so wear thy " honest fame j"

And whilst I live thou'lt have my veneration.

Hail ! mighty Caxton ; friend to great and low
;

Accept the humble b'ibute of a man.
Who but for thee, had not yet learned to know
The glorious objects of life's little span. J . B. B.

That Caxton introduced the art of printing

into England, and first practised it here, was
never doubted till the year 1642: a dispute

arose, at this time, between the company of

stationers and some persons, respecting a patent
for printing ; the case was formally argued ;

and in the course of the pleadings, Caxton was
proved, incontestably, to have been the first

printer in England. Soon after the Restoration,

a book was discovered in the public library at

Cambridge, the date of which was Oxford, 1468.

The probability is, however, that the date of

this book is incorrect, and that it should have
been 1478, not 1468; this is inferred from its

being printed with separate fusile metal types,

very neat and beautiful, from the regularity of
the page and the appearance of signatures ; and,
moreover, from the fact, that no other produc-
tion issued from the Oxford press till eleven
years after 1468, it being highly improbable that
a press connected with a university should have
continued so long unemployed. But, even
granting that the date is accurate, and that the
book was printed in 1468, six years before the
execution of any work by Caxton, the merit of
Caxton, and the obligations of this country to

him, are but little lessened by this circum-
stance.

Dr. Conyers Middleton,* in his curious dis-

sertation concerning the Origin of Printing in

England, printed in 4to, in 1735, gives the fol-

lowing statement of Caxton and the Oxford
book

:

—
It was a constant opinion delivered down by

our historians, that the art of printing was intro-

duced and first practised in England by William
Caxton, a mercer and citizen of London ; who,
by his travels abroad, and a residence of many
years in Holland, Flanders, and Germany, in

the affairs of trade, had an opportunity of in-

forming himself of the whole method and pro-

cess of the art ; and by the encouragement of the

great, and particularly of the abbot of Westmin-
ster, first set up a press in that abbey, and began
to prinf books soon after the year 1471.

This was the tradition of our writers ; until a
book, which had scarce been observed before the

restoration, was then taken notice of by the curi-

ous, with a date of its impression from Oxford,

anno, 1468, and was considered immediately as

a clear proof and monument of the exercise of

printing in that university, several years before

Caxton began to practise it.

This book, which is in the public library at

Cambridge, is a small volume of forty-one leaves

in quarto, with this title : Exposicio Sancti Jero-

7iimi in Simbolum Apostolorum ad Papam Lau-
rentium : and at the end, " Explicit Exposicio,

^c. Impressa Oxonie, Sf finita An. Dom.
M.cccc.LXViii. XVII. die Deceinhris^

The appearance of this book has robbed Cax-
ton of a glory which he had long possessed, of

being the introducer of printing into this king-

dom; and Oxford ever since has carried the

honour of the first press. The only difficulty

was, to account for the silence of history in an
event so memorable, and the want of any memo-
rial in the university itself, concerning the estab-

lishment of a new art amongst them, of such use

and benefit to learning. But this likewise has

been cleared up by the discovery of a record

which had lain obscure and unknown at Lam-
beth-house, in the register of the see of Canter-

* Conyers Middleton, a celebrated divine and critic, was
the son of a clergyman, and born at Richmond, in York-
shire, December 27, l683. In 1717 he was created D.D. by
mandamus, on which occasion he resisted the claim of
Dr. Bentley, regius professor, to exorbitant fees. This
occasioned a law-suit, in which Middleton triumphed. In
1724 Dr. Middleton was in Italy, and having a near obser-
vation of the ecclesiastical pomp and ceremonies, he wrote
his famous letter from Rome, to shew that the religious

rites of the Roman church were drawn from the heathens.
In 1731 he was appointed Woodwardian professor, but re-

signed that place in 1734. In 1741 appealed his Life of
Cicero, in 2 vols. 4to., afterwai'ds reprinted in 3 vols. 8vo.
This is a very curious and valuable work, and highly ne-
cessary towards forming a just idea of the character and
writings of that great man, as well as exhibiting an exact
picture of the Roman republic in his time. In 1743 Dr.
Middleton published the Epistles of Cicero to Brutus, and
those of Brutus to Cicero, in Latin and English, with a
vindication of their authenticity. Dr. Middleton died at
Cambridge, July 28, 1/50 5 and in 1752 appeared all his

works, with the exception of the Life of Cicero, in 4 vols.

4to.—Hansard says that Dr. Middleton appears to have
been the first person who wrote iipon the Origin of
Printing in England.
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bury, and gives a narrative of the whole transac-

tion, drawn up at the very time.

An account of this record was first published

in a thin quarto volume, in English, with this

title :
—" The Onginal and Growth of Printing^

collected out of History and the Records of this

Kingdom : wherein is also demonstrated, that

Printing appertaineth to the Prerogative Royal,

and is a Floiver of the Crown of England. By
Richard Atkyns, Esq. London. 1664."

It sets forth, in short, that, " as soon as the

art of printing made some noise in Europe,

Thomas Bourchier, archbishop of Canterbury,

moved King Henry VI. to use all possible

means to procure it to be brought into England

:

the king approving the proposal, dispatched one

Mr. Robert Tumour, an officer of the robes, into

Flanders, furnished with money for the purpose;

who took to his assistance William Caxton, a

man of abilities, and knowledge of the country

;

and these two found means to bribe and entice

over into England, one Frederick Corseillis, an
under-workman in the printing-house at Haer-
lem, where John Gutenberg had lately invent-

ed the art, and was then personally at work. It

was resolved, that less than 1000 merks would
not produce the desired effect ; towards which
sum, the said archbishop presented the king 300
merks. The money being now prepared, the

management of the design was committed to

Mr. Robert Tumour, who was then master of

the robes to the king, and a person most in fav-

our with him of any of his condition. Mr. Tur-
nour took to his assistance Mr. Caxton, a citizen

of good abilities, who traded much into Hol-
land ; which was a creditable pretence, as well

for his going, as to stay in the Low Countries.

Mr. Tumour was in disguise (his beard and
hair shaven quite off;) but Mr. Caxton appeared
known and public. They, having received the

said sum of 1000 merks, went first to Amster-
dam, then to Leyden, not daring to enter Haer-
lem itself ; for the town was very jealous, hav-
ing imprisoned and apprehended divers persons

who came from other parts for the same purpose.

They staid till they had spent the whole 1000
merks in gifts and expenses; so as the king
was fain to send 500 merks more, Mr. Turnour
having written to the king that he had almost
done his work; a bargain (as he said) being
struck betwixt him and two Hollanders, for

bringing off one of the under-workmen, whose
name was Frederick Corsells (or rather Corsel-

lis), who late one night stole from his fellows in

disguise into a vessel prepared before for that

purpose ; and so, the wind favouring the design,

brought him safe to London. It was not thought
so prudent to set hirn on work at London : but,
by the archbishop's means (who had been vice-

chancellor and afterwards chancellor of the uni-
versity of Oxon), Corsellis was carried with a
guard to Oxon ; which guard constantly watch-
ed, to prevent Corsellis from any possible escape,
till he had made good his promise in teaching
them how to print. So that at Oxford printing-

was first set up in England, which was before

there was any printing-press or printer in France,

Spain, Italy, or Germany, except the city of

Mentz, which claims seniority, as to printing,

even of Haerlera itself, calling her city, Urbem
Moguntinam Artis Typographicce Inventricem.

Primam, though it is known to be otherwise ;

that city gaining the art by the brother of one of

the workmen of Haerlem, who had learnt it at

home of his brother, and after set up for himself

at Mentz. This press at Oxon was at least ten

years before there was any printing in Europe,

except at Haerlem and Mentz, where it was but

newly-discovered. This press at Oxford was
afterwards found inconvenient to be the sole

printing-place of England; as being too far

from London and the sea. Wherefore the king

set up a press at St. Alban's, and another in the

city of Westminster, where they printed several

books of dhinity and physic ; for the king (for

reasons best known to himself and council) per-

mitted then no law-books to he printed ; nor did

any printer exercise this art, but only such as

were the king's sworn servants; the king himself

having the price and emolument for printing

books. By this means, the art grew so famous,

that anno primo Rich. III. c. 9. when an act of

parliament was made for restraint of aliens for

using any handicrafts here (except as servants

to natives), a special proviso was inserted, that

strangers might bring in printed or written books

to sell at their pleasure, and exercise the art of

printing here, notwithstanding that act : so that,

in that space of 40 or 50 years, by the indulgence

of Edward IV. Edward V. Richard III. Henry
VII. and Henry VIII. the English proved so

good proficients in printing, and grew so numer-
ous, as to furnish the kingdom with books ; and
so skilful, as to print them as well as any beyond
the seas; as appears by the act 25 Hen. VIII.
c. 15, which abrogates the said proviso for that

reason. And it was further enacted in the said

statute, that if any person bought foreign books

bound, he should pay 6s. 8d. per book. And it

was further provided and enacted, that in case

the said printers or sellers of books were unrea-

sonable in their prices, they should be moderated
by the lord chancellor, lord treasurer, the two
lords chief justices, or any two of them : who
also had power to fine them 3s. 4d. for every

book whose price should be enhanced. But
when they were by charter incorporated with

bookbinders, booksellers, and founders of letters,

3 and 4 Philip and Mary, and called. The Com-
pany of Stationers—they resisted the power that

gave them life, &c.—Queen Elizabeth, the fii-st

year of her reign, granted by patent, the privi-

lege of sole printing all books that touch or con-

cern the common laws of England, to Tottel, a

servant to her majesty, who kept it entire to his

death ; after him to one Yestweirt, another servant

to her majesty ; after him to Weight and Norton

;

and after them. King James granted the same
privilege to More, one of the signet ; which grant

continues to this day, &c.
From the authority of this record, all our later

writers declare Corsellis to be the first printer in
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England ; as likewise Mr. Anthony Wood, the

learned Mr. Mattaire, Palmer, and one John
Bagford, an industrious man, who had pub-
lished proposals for an History of Printing

(Phil. Trans, for April, 1707). But Dr. Mid-
dleton has called in question the authenticity of

this account, and has urged several objections

to it, with the view of supporting Caxton's title

to the precedency with respect to the introduc-

tion of the art into this country. Atkins, who,

by his manner of writing, seems to have been a

hold and vain man, might possibly be the inven-

tor : for he had an interest in imposing it upon
the world, in order to confirm the argument of

his book, that " Printing was of the prerogative

royal

;

" in opposition to the Company of Sta-

tioners, with whom he was engaged in an ex-

pensive suit of law, in defence of the hinges pa-

tents, under which he claimed some exclusive

powers ofprinting. For he tells us, p. 3, " That,

upon considering the thing, he could not but

think that a public person, more eminent than a

mercer, and a public purse, must needs be con-

cerned in so public a good : and the more he
considered, the more inquisitive h^ was to find

out the truth. So that he had formed his hypo-

thesis before he had found his record; whicn he
published, he says, as a friend to truth ; not to

suffer one man to be entitled to the worthy
achievements of another; and as a friend to

himself, not to lose one of his best arguments of

entitling the king to this art." But, if Atkyns
was not himself the contriver, he was imposed
upon at least by some more crafty ; who ima-
gined that his interest in the cause, and the

warmth that he had shewed in prosecuting it,

would induce him to swallow for genuine what-
ever was offered of the kind.

It may be asked, by way of reply, is it likely

that Atkyns would dare to forge a record, to be
laid before the king and council, and which his

adversaries, with whom he was at law, could dis-

approve ? He says, he received this history from
a person of honour, who was some time keeper of
the Lambeth library. It was easy to have confuted

this evidence, if it was false, when he published

it, April 25, 1664. John Bagford (who was born
in England, 1651, and might know Mr. Atkyns,
who died in 1677), in his History of Printing at

Oxford, blames those who doubted of the au-
thenticity of the Lambeth MS,; and tells us
that he knew Sir John Birkenhead had an au-
thentic copy of it, when in 1665 [which Bagford
by some mistake calls 1664, and is followed in it

by Meerman] he was appointed by the house of
commons to draw up a bill relating to the exer-
cise of that art. This is confirmed by the jour-
nals of that house, Friday, October 27, 1665,
Vol. VIII, p. 622, where it is ordered that this

Sir John Birkenhead should carry the bill on
that head to the house of lords, for their con-
sent. The act was agreed to in the upper house
on Tuesday, October 31, and received the royal
assent on the same day: immediately after
which, the parliament was prorogued. See
Journal of the House of Lords, Vol. XI. p. 700.

It is probable then, that, after Mr. Atkyns had
published his book in April 1664, the parliament
thought proper, the next year, to enquire into

the right of the king's prerogative; and that

Sir John Birkenhead took care to inspect the
original, then in the custody of archbishop
Sheldon ; and, finding it not sufficient to prove
what Atkyns had cited for, made no report of the
manuscript to the house ; but only moved, that

the former law should be renewed. The manu-
script was probably never returned to the proper
keeper of it ; but was afterwards burnt in the
fire of London, September 13, 1666. That
printing was practised at Oxford, was a prevail-

ing opinion long before Atkyns. Bryan Twyne,
in his Apologia pro Antiquitate Academice Ox-
oniensis, published 1608, tells us, it is so de-
livered down in antient writings ; having heard,
probably, of this Lambeth manuscript. And
Charles I., in his letters patent to the university

of Oxford, March 5, in the eleventh of his reign,

1635, mentions printing as brought to Oxford
from abroad. As to what is objected, "that it

is not likely that the press should undergo a ten
or eleven years sleep, viz. from 1468 to 1479,"
it is probably urged without a foundation. Cor-
sellis might print several books without date or

name of the place, as Ulric Zell did at Cologne,
from 1467 to 1473, and from that time to 1494.
Corsellis's name, it may be said, appears not in

any of his publications ; but neither does that

of Joannes Petershemis. See Meerman, vol. I.

Further, Shakspeare, who was bom in 1564,
and died 1616, in the Second Part of Henry VI.
act iv, sc. 7, introduces the rebel John Cade,*
thus upbraiding lord treasurer Say :

" Thou
hast most traitorously corrupted the youth of
the realm, in creating a grammar-school : and
whereas, before, our forefathers had no other
book but the score and the tally, thou hast
caused printing to be used ; and, contrary to the
king, his crown, and dignity, thou hast built a

* The rebellion of Jack Cade took place on the 1st of
June, 1450, who assumed the name of Mortimer. This
insurgent encamped on Blackheath, at the head of 20,000
followers of the very lowest description. On the 24th of
this month was fought the battle of Seven Oaks, when
Cade turning on his pursuers, put them to flight, killed Sir
Humphrey Stafford their commander, and arrayed himself
in the knight's panoply and spurs. On the 1st of July, he
took possession of Southwark, and two days later, entered
London, cutting with his sword the ropes of the draw-
bridge as he passed. On the 4th he commanded lord Say
and Sele to be beheaded, which sentence was immediately
carried into effect in CheJipside.* Another victim of this
infuriated mob, was William Ascough, bishop of Salisbury,
to which he had been consecrated in 1438. He was inhu-
manly murdered on the altar in his cathedral, by Cade and
his followers. Bishop Ascouj^h was descended from an
ancient family in Lincolnshire. On the 11th of July, Cade
was slain near Lewes, in Sussex.

*I,0RD say's apology.
Justice, with favour, have I always done.
Prayers and tears have moved me, gifts could never

:

When have I ought exacted at youx hands ?

Kent to maintain, the king, the realm, and you

;

Large gifts have I bestow'd on learned clerks
;

Because my book preferr'd me to the king.
And seeing, ignorance is the curse of God,
Knowledge the wing wherevnth we fly to heaven,
Unless you be possess'd with devilish spirits.

You cannot but forbear to murther me.
—Henry VI. p. 2, act 5.
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paper-mill." Whence, now, had Shakspeare

this accusation against lord Say ? We are told

in the Political Register, vol. ii. p. 231, ed.

Lond. 1724, that it was from Fabian, Pol. Vir-

gil, Hall, Hollingshed, Grafton, Stow, Speed,

&c. But not one of these ascribes printing to

the reign of Henry VI. On the contrary. Stow,

in his Annals, printed at London, 1560, p. 686,

gives it expressly to William Caxton, 1471.

" The noble science of printing was about this

time found in Germany at Magunce, by one

John Guthumburgus, a knight. One Conradus

an Almaine brought it into Rome. William

Caxton of London, mercer, brought it into Eng-

land about 1471, and first practised the same in

the abbie of St. Peter at Westminster; after

which time it was likewise practised in the ab-

bies of St. Augustine at Canterburie, Saint

Albans, and other monasteries of England."

What then shall we say, that the above is an

anachronism arbitrarily put into the mouth of

an ignorant fellow out of Shakspeare's head ?

We might believe so, but that we have the re-

cord of Mr. Atkyns confirming the same in king

Charles II.'s time. Shall we say, that Mr.
Atkyns borrowed the story from Shakspeare

and published it, with some improvements of

money laid out by Henry VL, from whence it

might be revived by Charles II. as a prerogative

of the crown? But this is improbable, since

Shakspeare makes lord treasurer Say the in-

strument of importing it, of whom Mr. Atkyns
mentions not a word. Another difference there

will still be between Shakspeare and the Lambeth
manuscript; the poet placing it before 1449, in

which year lord Say was beheaded ; the manu-
script between 1454 and 1459, when Bourchier

was archbishop. We must say then, that lord

Say first laid the scheme, and sent some one to

Haerlem, though without success ; but after

some years it was attempted happily by Bour-
chier. And we must conclude, that as the

generality of writers have overlooked the inven-

tion of printing at Haerlem with wooden types,

and have ascribed it to Mentz, where metal
types were first made use of ; so in England
they have passed by Corsellis (or the first Oxford
printer, whoever he was), who printed with
wooden types at Oxford, and only mentioned
Caxton as the original artist, who printed with
metal types at Westminster.—Meerman, vol. 2.

The fact is laid quite wrong as to time—near
the end of Henry Vlth's reign, in the very heat
of the civil wars ; when it is not credible that a
prince, struggling for his life as well as his

crown, should have leisure or disposition to

attend to a project that could hardly be thought
of, much less executed, in times of such cala-

mity. The printer, it is said, was graciously
received by the king, made one of his sworn
servants, and sent down to Oxford with a guard,
&c., all which must have passed before the year
1459 ; for Edward IV. was proclaimed in Lon-
don, in the end of it, according to our computa-
tion, on the 4th of March, and crowned about
the midsummer following; and yet we have no

fruits of all this labour and expense until neaur

ten years after, when the little book, before de-

scribed, is supposed to have been published from

that press.

Secondly ; the silence of Caxton, concerning

a fact in which he is said to be a principal

actor, is a sufficient confutation of it : for it was

a constant custom with him, in the prefaces or

conclusions of his works, to give an historical

account of all his labours and transactions, as

far as they concerned the publishing and print-

ing of books. And, what is still stronger, in the

continuation of the Polychronicon, compiled by
himself, and carried down to the end of Henry
Vlth's reign, he makes no mention of the expe-

dition in quest of a printer ; which he could not

have omitted had it been true : whilst in the

same book he takes notice of the invention and
beginning of printing in the city of Mentz.

There is a further circumstance in Caxton's

history, that seems inconsistent with the record

;

for we find him still beyond sea, about twelve

years after the supposed transaction, learning

with great charge and trouble the art of print-

ing: which he might have done with ease at

home, if he had got Corsellis into his hands, as

the recorder imports, so many years before ; but

he probably learnt it at Cologne, where he re-

sided in 1471, and where books had been first

printed with a date the year before.

It is strange, that the learned commentators

on our great dramatic poet, who are so minutely

particular upon less important occasions, should

every one of them. Dr. Johnson excepted, pass

by this curious passage, leaving it entirely un-

noticed. And how has Dr. Johnson trifled, by
slightly remarking, " that Shakspeare is a little

too early with this accusation ! " The great cri-

tic had undertaken to decipher obsolete words,

and investigate unintelligible phrases ; but ne-

ver, perhaps, bestowed a thought on Caxton or

Corsellis, on Mr. Atkyns, or the authenticity of

the Lambeth Record. But, independent of the

record altogether, the book stands firm as a

monument of the exercise of printing in Ox-
ford, six years older than any book of Caxton's

with a date.

Our first printers, in those days of ignorance,

met with but small encouragement; they printed

but few books, and but few copies ot those

books. In after-times, when the same books

were reprinted more correctly, those firet edi-

tions, which were not as yet become curiosities,

were put to common uses. This is the reason

that we have so few remains of our first printers.

We have only four books of Theodoric Rood,
who seems by his own verses to have been a
very celebrated printer. Of John Lettou-Wil-

liam de Machlinia, and the schoolmaster of St.

Alban's, we have scarce any. remains. If this

be considered, it will not appear impossible that

our printer should have lollowed his business

from 1468 to 1479, and yet time have desti'oyed

his intermediate works. But, secondly, we may
account still another way for this distance of

time, without altering the date The civil wars
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broke out in 1469 : this might probably oblige

our Oxford printer to shut up his press; and
both himself and his readers be otherwise en-

gaged. If this were the case, he might not

return to his work again till 1479 ; and the next

year, not meeting with that encouragement he
deserved, he might remove to some other coun-

try with his types.

Dr. Middleton concludes with apologising for

his " spending so much pains on an argument
so inconsiderable, to which he was led by his

zeal to do a piece of justice to the memory of

our worthy countrjanan William Caxton; nor

suffer him to be robbed of the glory, so clearly

due to him, of having first imported into this

kingdom an art of great use and benefit to man-
kind : a kind of merit, that, in the sense of all

nations, gives the best title to true praise, and
the best claim to be commemorated with honour
by posterity." The fact, however, against which
he contends, but which it seems impossible to

overturn, does by no means derogate from the

honour of Caxton, who, as has been shown, was
the first person in England that practised the
art of printing with fusile types; and conse-

quently the first who brought it to perfection

;

whereas Corsellis printed with separate cut types
in wood, being the only method which he had
learned at Haerlem.

It has been asserted, that it is of little conse-

quence whether the record ever existed or not

:

the book stands firm as a monument, that print-

ing was exercised at Oxford six years earlier than
any of Caxton's works with dates. The case
certainly appears strong ; and would naturally

induce many, at first sight, to give full credit to

it. Dates, we know, though generally considered
as a just criterion of the age of books, is not
always to be depended upon ; and we perfectly

agree with Dr. Middleton, that the date in ques-
tion appears to have been falsified by the printer,

either by design or mistake, and an x to have
been dropped or omitted in the age of its im-
pression. Examples of this kind are not unfre-

quent in the early stages of the art ; Dr. Middle

-

ton observes, that he has seen several dates altered

very artfully after publication, to give them the
credit of greater antiquity. They have at Haer-
lem, in large quarto, a Dutch translation of

BartholonuBus de proprietatibus rerum, printed
by Jacob Bellart, anon mccccxxxv : this work
is exhibited as a proof of their claim to the
earliest printing. But Mr. Bagford, who had,
seen a copy of it with the genuine date, ex-
posed the cheat : an l had been erased so cun-
ningly, that it was not easy to perceive it.

Besides the frauds of an after-contrivance, many
false dates have originally been given by the
printers

; partly by design to enhance their value,
but chiefly through negligence and blunder.

—

There is said to be a bible at Augsburg, of the
year 1449, the two last figures being transposed,
it should stand thus, 1494. Three other bibles
are noticed by Chevillier, one at Paris, 1443 ; a
second at Lyons, 1446; a third at Basil, 1450

;

though it is well known that the art was not

practised at any of these places till several years
after. Orlandi describes three books from the
Mentz press with similar mistakes : John Koel-
hoff, who first printed at Cologne, about 1470,
has dated one of his books anno mcccc. with a c
omitted ; and another 1458, which Palmer attri-

butes to design, rather than mistake. But what
is most to our point, is a work of Nicholas Jenson,
intitled Decor Puellarum^ anno mcccclxi : now
all Jenson's other productions are dated from
Venice between mcccclxx and mcccclxxx ;

this justly raised a suspicion that an x had been
omitted in the date, which ought to be advanced
ten years forward. In confiraiation of the above
opinion, there is an edition of Tully^s Epistles at

Venice, anno mcccc lxix, by the noted John de
Spira ; who has inserted the following lines at the
end, in which he claims the honour of being the
first who printed in that city:

Primus in Adriaca formis impressit aenis
Urbe libros Spira genitus de stirpe Johannes.
In reliquis sit quanta, vides, spes, Lector, habenda,
Quam labor hie primus calimi superaverit Artem.

The current opinion that Jenson was the first

printer at Venice, although supported by cotem-
porary authority, must give place to this assertion

of John de Spira ; which being published in the
very teeth of his rival Jenson, without any con-
tradiction from him, carries with it sufficient

weight to counterbalance whatever might be ad-
vanced in support of the claims of the fonner.

Upon this subject Dr. Middleton observes

—

" But whilst I am now writing, an unexpected
instance is fallen into my hands, to the support
of my opinion ; an Inauguration Speech of the

Woodwardian Professor, Mr. Mason, just fresh

from the press, with its date given ten years

earlier than it should have been, by the omission

of an x, viz. mdccxxiv ; and the very blunder
exemplified in the last piece printed at Cam-
bridge, which I suppose to have happened in the

first from Oxford."*

* The following' curious remarks, on this passage of Dr.
Middleton, appeared in The Weekly Miscellany, Saturday,
April 26, 1735, in a letter, signed 'Oxonides :'

—

" I think the learned author has sufficiently exposed the
idle story of Frederick Corsellis, and entirely concur with
him in rejecting it. But when he compliments Caxton
with the name of our First Printer, notwithstanding the
authority of a book printed at Oxford, and dated in the
year 1468, I cannot go so fai- with him. We should not
pretend to set aside the authority of a plain date, without
very strong and cogent reasons ; and T am afraid what the
Doctor has in this case advanced will not appear, on exa-
mination, to carry that weight with it that he seems to
imagine. There may be, and have been, mistakes and
forgeries in the date both of books and of records too ; but
this is never allowed as a reason for suspecting such as
bear no mark of either. We cannot, from a blunder in
the last book printed at Cambridge, infer the like blunder
in the first book printed at Oxford. Besides, the type used
in this our Oxford edition seems to be no small proof of
its antiquity. It is the German letter, and very nearly the
same with that used by Fust [who has been supposed to
be] the First Printer ; whereas Caxton and Rood use a
quite different letter, something between this German and
our old English letter, which was soon after introduced
by De Worde and Pynson. Lastly, the supposed year of
this edition is much about the time that the printers at
Mentz dispersed, and carried the art of Printing with them
to most parts of Europe. This circumstance, joined to
that of the letter, inclines me to think that one of these
printers might then come over to England, and follow his

profession at Oxford. These, I must own, are only con-
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The fact is strong, not only what in ordi-

nary cases passes for certain evidence of the age

of books ; but in this, there are such opposite

testimonies to balance it, and such circum-

stances to turn the scale, that, to speak freely,

makes the date in question to have been falsified

originally by the printer, either by design or

mistake, and an x to have been dropt or omit-

ted in the age of its impression.

This instance, with others equally certain that

might be adduced, shews the conjecture to be

well founded ; with regard to the probability of

it, the book itself affords sufficient proof; for,

not to insist on what is of far less consequence,

the neatness of the letter, unifonnity of the

page, &c., above those of Caxton, it has one

mark that puts the matter out of doubt, and

makes it even certain, viz. the use of signatures,

or letters of the alphabet placed, at the bottom

of the page, to shew the sheets and leaves of

each book—an improvement contrived for the

direction of the bookbinders ; which yet was not

practised or invented at the time when this book
is supposed to be printed ; for we find no signa-

tures in the books of Faust or Schoeffer at

Mentz, nor in the more improved and beautiful

impressions of John de Spira, and Jenson, at

Venice, until several years later. There is a
book in the public library at Cambridge that

seems to fix the very time of their invention, at

least in Venice ; the place where the art itself

received the greatest improvements : Baldi
Lectura super Codic, Src, printed by John de
Colonia and John Mantheu de Gherretzem, anno
M.cccc.Lxxiiii. It is a large and fair volume
in folio, without signatures, until about the

middle of the book, in which they are first in-

troduced, and so continued forward: which
makes it probable, that the first thought of them
was suggested during the time of the impres-

sion. They were used at Cologne, anno 1475
;

at Paris, 1476 ; by Caxton, not before 1480

;

jectural proofs, nor can we expect any other in the pre-
sent case. We find most points of antiquity involved in
obscurity ; and, what is not a little surprizing, the art of
Printing:, which has given light to most other things, hides
its own head in darkness.—But our ingenious Dissertator
seems to think his proofs attended with more certainty.
Let us then examine what he says : And first, the neat-
ness of the letter, and the regularity of the page, prove, if

any thing, the very reverse of what the Doctor asserts.
The art of Printing was almost in its infancy brought to
perfection : but afterwards debased by later printers, who
consulted rather the cheapness, than the neatness of their
work. Our learned Dissertator cannot be unacquainted
with the labours of Ftist and Jenson. He must know, that
though other printers may have printed more correctly,
yet scarce any excel them, either in the neatness of the
letter, or the regularity of the page. The same may be
observed in our English printers. Caxton and Rood were
indifferently good printers : De Worde and Pynson were
worse; and those that follow them most abominable.
This our anonymous Oxford printer excels them all : and
for this very reason I should judge him to be the most
ancient of all."

Oxonides is certainly too severe upon our early prin-
ters ; we agree with him that the art was soon brought to
a certain degree of perfection, but we cannot admit that
our printers descended from bad to worse, and then to
abominable ! He here makes the unknown Oxford printer,
(though said to be only an under-workmant to excel all
the proficients in the art ! We differ with him, in respect
to the beauty of the Oxford book being a proof of its d,n-
t\([».\iy.—Johnson.

but if the discovery had been brought into

England, and practised at Oxford twelve years

before, it is not probable that he would have
printed so long at Westminster without them.*

It has been asserted, that signatures are to be
found in very ancient manuscripts, and which
were very studiously imitated by the early prin-

ters ; even Coster is said to have used them in

his block books ; and some editions, we are in-

fonned, were printed at Paris with metal types,

as in Gasp. Pergamensis Epistolce, without date,

but conjectured to have been printed in 1470.

Meerman adduces Mammetrectus, printed by
Helias de Llouff'en, at Berne, in Switzerland,

1470; and in De Tondeli Visione, at Antwerp,

1472; upon which authorities he pronounces

that Venice was not the birth-place of signa-

tures, although they were first introduced into

Baldus when half of it was printed : Meerman
imagines, that the printers of Baldus were igno-

rant of their use till that period

Amid this contrariety of evidence, what course

can we steer? or how shall we draw a just and
satisfactory conclusion? One gentleman ad-

vances one date ; a second another ; a third dif-

fers with both : thus do the difierent opinions

multiply ; till at length the whole is perplexed

by an assertion, that signatures were used in

ancient manuscripts, long prior to the origin of the

art. Had this been the case, is it probable that

the early printers could have been ignorant of

it ? and would they have dispensed with an ai*-

ticle so useful and necessary? Admitting the

first printers to have neglected them, can we
believe, if they had been used in ancient manu-
scripts, that the art was exercised for at least

thirty years before their introduction ? is it not

probable that some early works with signatures

have been totally destroyed ?

What further confirms the opinion is, that

from the time of the pretended date of this

book, anno 1468, we have no other fruit or pro-

duction from the press at Oxford for eleven

years next following; and it cannot be ima-
gined that a press, established with so much
pains and expense, could be suffered to lie so

long idle and useless : whereas, if a conjecture

* Oxonides, again combating the doctor's opinions, thus
with confidence expresses himself:

—

" Our Dissertator lays great stress on the use of signa-
tures. But I am afraid no certain conclusion can be
drawn either from the use or non-use of these lesser im-
provements of Printing. They have in different places
come in use at different times, and have not been con-
tinued regularly even at the same places. If Anthony
Zarot used them at Milan in 1470, it is certain later prin-
ters there did not follow his example ; and the like might
also happen in England. But, what is more full to our
purpose, we have in the Bodleian library an .^sop's Fables
printed by Caxton. This is, I believe, the first book which
has the leaves numbered. But yet this improvementi
though more useful than that of the signatures, was dis-
used both by Caxton himself and other later printers in
England. It is therefore not at all surprizinj? (\{ true)
that the signatures, though invented by our Oxford Prin-
ter, might not immediately come into general use. And
consequently, this particular cai-rics with it no such cer-
tain or effectual confutation as our Dissertator boasts of."
Oxonides is the only person who has given the Oxford

printer the merit of the invention of signatures : an under-
workman (according to Atkyns) was not likely to have
improved the art.

—

Johnson.
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be admitted, all the difficulties that seem insu-

perable and inconsistent with the supposed era

of printing there, will vanish at once. For,

allowing the book to have been printed ten

years later, anno 1478, then the use of signa-

tures can be no objection; a foreign printer

might introduce them; Caxton follow his ex-

ample ; and the course of printing and sequel

of books published from Oxford will proceed

regularly :

—

Exposicio Sancti Jeronimi in Simboliim Apostolo-

ram, Oxon. 1478

Leonardi Aretini in Arist. Ethic. Comment ib. 1479

^gidius de Roma, &c., de Peccato Originali. . ib, 1479

Guido de Columna de Historia Trojana, per T. R. ib. 1480

Alexandri ab Hales, &c., expositio super 3 Lib. de

Anima per me Theod. Rood ib. 1481

Franc. Aretini Oratoris Phalaridis Epist. e Grseco in

Latin. Versio.—Hoc opusculum in Alma Universi-

tate Oxonise, a natali Christiano ducentesima and
nonagesima septima Olympiade feliciter impres-

sumest [That is] 1485

Hoc Theodoricus Rood, quem Collonia misfit

Sanguine Germanus, nobile pressit opus ;

Atque sibi socius Thomas fuit Anglicus Honte

:

Dii dent ut Venetos exuperare queant \

Quam Jenson Venetos docuit vir Gallicus artem,
Ingenio didicit terra Britannia suo.

Cselatos Veneti nobis transmittere libros

Cedite, nos aliis vendimus, O Veneti.

Quae fuerat vobis ars primum nota, Latini*

Est eadem nobis ipsa reperta premens.
Quamvis sejunctos toto canit orbe Britannos

Virgilius, placet his lingua Latina tamen.+

These are all the books printed at Oxford,

before 1500, that have hitherto made their ap-

pearance and we have any certain notice of.

We have inserted the colophon and verses of

the last, because they have something curious

and historical in them. We know of but ano-

ther instance of the date of a book computed by
Olympiads

—

Ausonii EpigrammatSin libri, Src.

printed at Venice, 1472, with this designation

of the year at the end—" A Nativitate Christi

* In the 'Additional Remarks' at the end of Bowyer and
Nichols's Origin of Printing, it is suggested that the read-

ing of the word Latini might be the vocative case plural.

O Romans.
t Translation.—This little work was auspiciously im-

printed in the pious university of Oxford, in the two hun-
dred and ninety-seventh Olympiad from the birth of Christ.

[Reckoning each Olympic term to consist of five years,

instead of four, the date of this book wUl accord with the
year 1485.]

Theodoric Rood, a German born,

O' the city of Cologne,
That he this curious book did print,

To all men maketh known ;

And his good partner, Thomas Hunte,
An Englishman he was :

Now aid them Heaven I that so they may
Venetian skill surpass.

A man of France, named Jenson, taught
The Venetians this fair art.

Which Britain, by her industry,
Did to herself impart.

Engraved books to send to us.
Which in deep lore excel,

Cease, O Venetians ! yield to us

—

We to all others sell.

The language, Romans, wliich by you
So long before was known •

Is now at length by us attained
And used with our own.

The Britons severed from the world
Though Virgil truly sung.

They now can well his works peruse
In his own Latin tongue.

ducentesimce nonagesimm quintcB Olympiadis an-

no 2," where the printer, as in the present case,

follows the common mistake, both of the an-

cients and moderns, of taking the Olympiad for

a term of five years complete ; whereas it really

included but four, and was celebrated the fifth

;

as the Lustrum likewise of the Romans. In
our Oxford book the year of the Olympiad is

not distinguished, as in that of Venice, so that

it might possibly be printed somewhat earlier,

and neai'er to the rest, in order of time : but as

the 7th verse seems to refer to the statute of the

1st of Richard III. prohibiting the Italians

from importing and selling tlieir wares in Eng-
land by retail, &:c., excepting books written or

printed, which act passed 1483 ; so that this

liook of Rood's could not be printed before that

year. The third verse rescues from oblivion

the name of an English printer, Thomas Hunte,
not mentioned before by any of our English

writers, nor discovered in any other book. But
what is the most remarkable, and worthy the

greatest stress, is, that in the sixth verse,* the art

and use of printing is affirmed to have been the

first set on foot, and practised in this island by
our own countrymen ; which must consequently

have a reference to Caxton, who has no rival of

this country to dispute the honour with him.

And so we are furnished at last from Oxford
itself, with a testimony that overthrows the date

of their own book.

Theodoric Rood, we see, came from Cologne,

where Caxton had resided many years and in-

structed himself in the art of printing, 1471

;

and being so well acquainted with the place,

and particularly the printers of it, might proba-

bly be the instrument of bringing over this or

any other printer, a year or two before (if there

really was any such) to be employed at Oxford i

and the obscure tradition of this fact gave rise

to the fiction of the record. But, however thismay

* The opinions of Dr. M. and Oxonides are.,again at va-
riance : the latter expresses himself as follows :

—

"Dr. Middleton's translation of the sixth verse is a
sense, I believe. Rood never thought of. His verses seem
rather designed to extol his own press than that of Caxton

;

and the meanmg I take to be no more than this, that the

Art of Printing, for which the Venetians, and particularly

Jenson, had been so famous, was now practised with equal

success in England. Our Dissertator's quotation from
Caxton will prove but little, unless he can shew, that no
printer, at any place, ever talked of the novelty of his art,

without being the first importer of it. As to his citations

from other later writers, who mention Caxton as our first

printer, it may be sufficient to answer in his own words,
that ' it is very unsafe to trust to common history, and ne-
cessary to recur to original testimonies, if we would know
the state of facts with exactness.' Our ingenious author
has himself detected several mistakes, which our writers

have universally fallen into, and taken up from each
other. If we consider that our Oxford Printer met with
very small encouragement, printed probably but few
books, and did not put his name to those, it is no wonder
that his name and memory should be soon lost ; nor will

it be surprizing that Caxton should run away with the

credit of being the first printer here, who lived many
years in great repute, printed a very considerable num-
ber of books, and flourished in the sunsliine of the court."

That Rood should extol Caxton's press is not improba-
ble ; could he do less than compliment the man who in-

vited him to England ? Had the Oxford press been set up
at the expense of the crown, would not the printer have
basked in the royal sunshine, in preference to one who
had no claim to court favour >~Johnson.
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he, it seems pretty clear, that Caxton's being so

well known at Colog-ne, and his setting up a

press at home immediately after his return from

that place, which could hardly be a secret to

Rood, must be the ground of the compliment
paid to our country, and the very thing referred

to in the verses.

There is another book, in the public library at

Cambridge, without the name of printer or

place ; which, from the comparison of its types

with those of Rood, is judged to be of his print-

ing, and added to the catalogue of his works

;

but the identity of the letter in diflferent books,

though a probable argument, is not a certain

one for the identity of the press.

We shall now state, as briefly as we can, the

positive evidence that remains of Caxton being
the first printer of this kingdom ; for what has
already been alleged is chiefly negative or cir-

cumstantial. And here, as before hinted, all

our writers before the restoration, who mention
the introduction of the art amongst us, give him
the credit of it, without any contradiction or

variation. Stowe, in his Survey of London,
speaking of the 37th year of Henry VI. or anno
1458, says, " the noble science of printing was
about this time found at Magunce by John
Gutemberg, a knight; and William Caxton,
of London, mercer, brought it into England
about the year 1471, and practised the same in

the abby of Westminster." Trussel gives the
same account in the History of Henry VI., and
sir Richard Baker in his Chronicle : and Mr.
Howell, in his Londinopolis, describes the place
where the abbot of Westminster set up the first

press for Caxton's use, in the Almonry or Am-
bry, As a confirmation of this opinion, Mr.
Newcourt, in his JRepertorium, tom. i. p. 721,
has it thus :

" St. Ann's, an old chapel, over
against which the lady Margaret, mother to

king Henry VII., erected an alms-house for

poor women, which is now (in Stowe's time)
turned into lodgings for singing-men of the
college. The place, wherein this chapel and
alms-house stood, was called the Eleemosinary
or Almonry, now corruptly the Ambry [Aum-
bry], for that the alms of the abby were there
distributed to the poor ; in which the abbot of
Westminster erected the first press for book-
printing, that ever was in England, about the
year of Christ 1471, and where William Caxton,
citizen and mercer of London, who first brought
it into England, practised it." This chapel was
in a retired place, and free from interruption;
and from this, or some other chapel, it is sup-
posed the name of chapel has been given to all

printing-houses in England ever since. But
above all, the famous John Leland, library-

keeper to Henry VIII., who, by way of honour,
had the title of " The Antiquary,'^ and lived
near to Caxton's own time, expressly calls him
the first printer of England, and speaks honour-
ably of his works : and as he had spent some
time in Oxford, after having fi):st studied and
taken a degree at Cambridge, he could hardly
be ignorant of the origin and history of printing

in that university. We cannot forbear adding,
for the sake of a name so celebrated, the more
modern testimony of Mr. Henry Wharton, who
afl[irms Caxton to have been the first that im-
ported the art of printing into this kingdom

;

on whose authority the no less celebrated M. du
Pin styles him likewise the fii-st printer of
England.
To the attestation of our historians, who are

clear in favour of Caxton, and quite silent con-
cerning an earlier press at Oxford, the works of
Caxton himself add great confirmation ; the
rudeness of the letter, irregularity of the page,
want of signatures, initial letters, &c. in his first

production of the art amongst us. Besides these

circumstances, notice has been taken of a passage
in his History of Troy, which amounts to a direct

testimony of it
—" Thus end I this book,^^ ^c.

(see page 1 39, ante.) This is the very style and
language of our first printers, which eveiy one
knows who is the least conversant with old books

;

Faust and Schoefier set the example from Mentz

:

by advertising the public at the end of each
work,—" That they were not dratvn or tvritten

by a pen (as all books had been before,) but
made by a new art and invention of printing or

stamping them by characters or types of metal set

informs." In imitation of whom the succeeding
printers, in most cities of Europe, where the art

was new, generally gave the like advertisement

;

as may be seen from Venice, Rome, Naples,
Verona, Basil, Augsburg, Louvain, &c. in a
similar manner to Caxton.

In Pliny's Natural History, printed at Venice,
we have the following verses :

—

Quern modo tarn ratum cupiens vix lector baberit j

Quiq ; etiam fractus psene legendus eram :

Restitait Venetis me naper Spira Johannes
;

Exscripsitq ; libros aere notante meos.
Fessa manus quondam, moneo, calamusq

; quiescat

:

Namq; labor studio cessit& ingenio. m.cccc.lxviiii.

At the end of Cicero's Philippic Orations :—
Anser Tarpeii custos Jovis, unde, quod alls

Constreperes, Gallns decidit j Ultor adest
Uldricus Gallus : ne quern poscantur in usum,
Edocuit pennis nil opus esse tuis.

Impiimit iUe die, quantum non scribitur anno.
Ingenio, baud noceas, omnia vincit homo.

In a Spanish History of Rodericus Santius,

printed at Rome, the following is given :

—

" De mandato R. P.' D. Roderici Episcopi Palentini Auc-
toris bujus libri, ego Udalricus Gallds sine calamo aut
pennis eund. librum imprfessi."

In Eusebius' Chronicon, printed in Latin, at

Milan :—
Omnibus ut pateant, tabulis irapressit ahenis

Utile Lavania gente Pbilippus opus.
Hactenus hoc toto rarum fuit orbe volumen.
Quod vix, qui ferrit taedia, scriptor erat.

Nunc ope Lavaniaj numerosa volumina nostri
^re perexiguo qualibet xube legant.

In all the books translated by Caxton from
the French, as the History of Troy, and others,

he commonly marks the precise time of his en-

tering on the translation, of his finishing it, and
of his putting it afterwards into the press ; which
used to follow each other with little or no inter-

mission, and were generally completed within

tlie compass of a few months ; so that in the

'll^..
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present case, after he had finished the transla-

tion, which must he in or soon after 1471, it is

not likely that he would delay the impression

longer than was necessary for the preparing his

materials ; especially as he was engaged by
promise to his friends, who seem to have been
pressing and in haste, to deliver copies of it to

them as goon as possible.

But as in the case of the first printer, so in

this of his first work, we have a testimony also

from himself in favour of this book : for we
have observed that, in the recital of his works,

he mentions it the first in order, before The
Boke of ChessBy which seems to be a good argu-

ment of its being actually the first. " When I
had accomplished dyvers werkys and hystorys

translated out of Frenshe into Englyshe at the

requeste of certayn lordes, ladyes, and gentylmen,

cw the Recuyel of the Hystoryes of Troye^ the

Boke of Chesse, the Hystoiye of Jason, the Hys-
torye of the Mirrour of the World—/ hai^e suh-

mysed myself to translate into Englyshe the Le-
gende of Sayntes, called Legenda Aurea in Latyn—and Wylyam, Erie of Arondel, desyred me—
and promysed to take a resonyhle quantyte of
them—sente to me a worshipful gentylman—
promysing that my sayd lord should, durying my
lyf, give and graunt to me a yerely fee, that is to

note, a bucke in sommer and a doo in wynter" ^-c.

All this, added to the common marks of ear-

lier antiquity, which are more observable in this

than in any other of his books, viz. the rudeness

of the letter, the incorrectness of the language,

and the greater mixture of French words than

in his later pieces, makes us conclude it to be
his first work, executed when he came fresh

from a long residence in foreign parts. Nay,
there are some circumstances to make us believe

that it was actually printed abroad at Cologne,

where he finished the translation, and where he
had been practising and learning the art ; for,

after the account given above, of his having
learnt to print, he immediately adds, '' whiche

boke I have presented to my said redoubtid lady

Margrete, duchesse of Burgoyne, ^c, and she

hath well acceptid hit, and largely revmrded wie,"

&c., which seems to imply his continuance

abroad till after the impression as well as the

translation of the book. The conjecture is

much strengthened by another fact attested of

him—that he did really print at Cologne the

first edition of Bartholomcsus de proprietatibus

rerum, in Latin ; which is affirmed by Wynkyn
de Worde, in an English edition of the same
book, in the following lines :

—

And also of your charyte bear in remembrance
The soule of William Caxton, first printer of this boke.
In Laten tongue at Coleyn, himself to advaunce,
That every well disposyd man may thereon loke.

And John Tate the Younger, joye mote he broke
Whiche late hath in Englande do make tliis paper thynne
That now in our English this boke is prynted inne.

It is certain that the same book was printed

at Cologne, by Jo. Koelholf, and the first that

appears of his printing, 1470, whilst Caxton
was at the place and busying himself in the art;

and if we suppose him to have been the encou-

rager and promoter of the work, or to have fur-

nished the expense of it, he might possibly, on
that account, be considered at home as the au-
thor of it.

It is now time to draw to a conclusion, to

avoid being censured for spending too much
pains on an argument so inconsiderable ; where
the only view is io set right some points of his-

tory that have been falsely or negligently treated
by our writers, and, above all, to do a piece of
justice to the memory of our worthy country-
man, WILLIAM CAXTON, and not suff'er

him to be robbed of the glory so clearly due to

him of having first introduced into this kingdom
an art of great use and benefit to mankind : a
kind of merit that, in the sense of all nations,

gives the best title to true praise, and the best
claim to be commemorated with honour to pos-
terity: and it ought to be inscribed on his

monument, what is declared of another printer,

Bartholomeus Bottonus of Reggio

—

"Primus
ego in patria modo chartas cere signavi^ et novus
bibliopola fui," ^e.

To sum up the contradictory statements, which
have been advanced by Atkyns and Oxonides, it

may be asked can any two statements possibly be
more opposite? Atkyns strengthens his opinion
by an act of Henry VIII. which prohibits fo-

reigners from exercising the art in this country

:

while Oxonides brings forward no other proof
than the execution of the book, which (according
to Atkyns) was the production of an under-work-
man. Does this declaration carry probability on
the face of it ? Most assuredly not. Had Oxo-
nides adhered to the account given by Atkyns,
he would have done more for the cause. It is

my conviction, that the Oxford claim is entitled

to no credit ; and fully agreeing with Dr. Mid-
dleton, that the book in question must have been
antedated. Whether Atkyns was the inventor of
this story, or dupe of others, cannot, perhaps,
now be ascertained ; but one thing is clear that
he was an interested person, and had it not been,
from a private motive, he would not have pub-
lished a work which bears improbability on the
face of almost every sentence.

The glaring contradictions in the statements
of Oxonides and Dibdin, are here given to

show which is entitled to the greatest credit : the
former asserts, that " Caxton and Rood were in-

differently good printers : De Worde and Pynson
were worse ; and those that follow them most
abominable .'" While the latter maintains, that
Caxton's successor, " Wynkyn deWorde, a printer
of very considerable taste, and of infinitely more
skill than his predecessor. The present' is not
the place to describe the peculiarities and the
beauties of his pres^-work : but as connected with
the subject of engraving, we may remark that he
seems to have been rather partial to the mode of
embellishing his books with cuts ; and that one
of the earliest and most magnificent oi his pro-
ductions, his edition of Bartholomeus de Peo-
prietatibus Rerum, exhibits a combination of
printing and engraving, of which, in this country,

we have nothing before that deserves to be put
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in comparison. His edition of the Polychronicon,

(1495) which is hardly less splendid for its typo-

gi-aphical execution, and which, according to

Herbert, was printed with a newly-cast type, is

also curious on the score of engraving."

The following paragraphs are taken from the

first note prefixed to the Life of Caxton, by that

learned bibliographer, the Rev. T. F. Dibdin :

" Dr. Middleton's Dissertation concerning the

Origin ofPrinting in England^ was first separately

published in a quarto pamphlet, 17t35, and was
afterwards incorpomted into his works published

both in quarto and octavo. It is a spirited per-

formance ; but it is filled chiefly with a refutation

of Atkyns's ridiculous pamphlet on the Original

and Growth of Printing, 1664, 4to. ; wherein the

laurel was intended to have been snatched from
Caxton's brow and given to an ideal printer of

the name of Corsellis. Middleton's pamphlet
was rather popular at the time of its publication,

and his attack upon Atkyns was ably seconded
by a writer of the fictitious name of Oxonides

;

whose remarks, originally published in the Weekly
Miscellany, April 26, 1735, (see page 148, ante^

were judiciously inserted, along with the sub-
stance of Dr. Middleton's Dissertation, by Messrs.
Bowyer and Nichols, in their Origin of Print-
ing/'

" I will close this note by remarking, that,

although Caxton is called by me the first Eng-
lish printer, yet I fully believe in the authen-
ticity of the Oxford edition of the Exposicio
sancti Jeronimi in simbolo apostolorum, &c., of
the date of 1468—which was printed by & fo-
reigner at Oxford, who was afterwards inter-

rupted in the prosecution of his typographical
labours. I have seen two copies of this work

;

one in the Bodleian library ; another in the
public library at Cambridge. His Majesty has
the only remaining copy known to be in exist-

ence. In my account of Printing at Oxford,
(in a subsequent volume) a particular analysis
of the book, and of the controversy relating to

it, will be given : meanwhile the reader'may see
how the arguments of Oxonides have been
strengthened by the luminous observations of
Mr. Willet in his Metnoir on Printing in the
ArchcBologia"

Is not this sentence inconsistent.'* How can
Mr. Dibdin call Caxton the first printer, when
he acknowledges a prior book to have been exe-
cuted at Oxford ? We regret that his account of
the Oxford press has not yet made its appear-
ance ; which would have spared us these re-

marks; there being no question that his able
pen will satisfy all doubts. In the interim we
anticipate his argument, by a supposition, that
he means, Caxton was the first Englishman who
printed in this country; but, that an unknovm
foreigner was the first trho practised the art at
Oxford ! This would be one way of reconciling
the above.

We shall now endeavour to explain the mo-
tives which induced so many of our countrymen
to coincide with Atkyns. Upon the appearance
of his pamphlet, alter a lapse of near two hun-

dred years, (during which time Caxton had been
universally considered as the first printer in

England,) the literati were struck with amaze-
ment, that the substance was said to have been
taken from a newly-discovered document then
in the Lambeth library. Backed by such an
assertion, no one presumed to question it ; and
our typographer would most probably have been
robbed of his justly-earned fame, liad it not
been for the able pen of Dr. Conycrs Middleton,
who answered Atkyns in the most satisfactory

manner, and thus changed the minds of several,

who before had been decidedly against Caxton.
The learned Meerman, who has followed

Junius through all the intricate mazes of hear-

say tradition, (in favour of Coster and Haerlem)
seized upon Atkyns' pamplet with avidity, and
endeavoured to account for and explain the nu-
merous inconsistencies contained in that ridicu-

lous work : this again created a sensation in the
minds of many ; because, coming from the pen
of a foreigner, it was considered by John Bull
(as most foreign productions now are) entitled to

more credit than if it had been of English birth.

Had one of the workmen been taken from Haer-
lem, as Atkyns asserts, would Junius, and all his

successors, have omitted to notice that which
would have been the strongest argument they
could possibly adduce. We fully trust, that what
is here advanced upon this subject will justly

consign Atkyns' pamphlet to the shades of ob-
livion, although supported by the luminous obser-

vations of Meerman, and a portion of the literati

of this country.—Johnson, Typographia. v. I.

The following extracts are given with a view
of shewing the reader the high authorities in

favour of Caxton, in none of which is mentioned
a prior press at Oxford : had the circumstance
taken place, as stated by Atkyns, it must have
belen known to some of these respectable cha-
racters:

—

THOMAS FULLER.
An historian and divine, author of the History of the Wor-

thies of England, History of the Holy War, the Holy
State, and other works, was born in Northamptonshire in
1608. Diedinxmi.
" Bale beginneth very coldly in his commendation, by

whom he is charactered ' Virnonomnio stupidus, aut igna-
via torpea;' but we understand the language of his Liptote,
the rather because he praiseth his diligence and le£irning.

He had most of his education beyond the seas, living thirty
years in the court of Margaret Duchess of Burgundy,
sister to King Edward the Fourth, whence I conclude him
an Anti Lancasterian in his affection. He continued Poly-
chronicon (beginning where Trevisa ended) unto the end
of King Edward the Fourth, with good judgment and fide-

lity. And yet when he writeth that King Richard the
Second left in his treasury money and jewels to the value
of seven hundred thousand pounds, I cannot credit him, it

is so contrary to the received character of that kin;2;'s riot-

ous prodigality. Caxton carefully coUecteii and printed
all Chaucer's works, and on many accounts deserved well
of posterity, when he died in the year i486."

ARCHBISHOP WILLIAM NICOLSON.

A learned prelate, was bom at Orton, in Cumberland, about
1655, and died in 1727- He published the English Histo-
rical Library, folio, 1740.

" William Caxton was a menial servant, for thirty years
together, to Margaret Duchess of Burgundy, sister to our
King Edward IV. in Flanders. He afterwards returned
into England ; where finding, as he says, an imperfect his-
tory (begun by one of the monks of St. Albans, says John
Pits very unadvisedly) he continued it in English, giving

\
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it only the Latin title of Fructus temporum. How small a
portion of this work is owing to this author, has been ob-
served before ; but he now usually bears the name of the
whole, which begins with the first inhabiting ofthis island,

and ends the last year of Edward IV. 1483. The opportu-
nities he had of being acquainted with the court transac-
tions of his own time, would encourage his readers to hope
for great matters from him ; but his fancy seems to have
led him into an undertaking above his strength."

JOHN BAGFORD.
An antiquary, and an eminent collector of curiosities. He
compiled an History of Printing, Sfc. He died in 1716.

" William Caxton took to the art and crafte of printing
right well, altho' to his great expense of time and charges
of money. Our Caxton was of ripe wit, and quick of appre-
hension in all he undertook ; I mean in all the books he
then transfeted into English : as may be seen by the pre-

faces he then put forth in print. He was so industrious a
man, that the like hath not been seen in this our kingdom,
to be the translator and printer of so many books with his

own hands."

DR. CONYERS MIDDLETON.

A celebrated divine and critic, was horn at York in 1683.

Author of the Life of Cicero, a Dissertation concerning
the Origin of Printing in England, and many other

works. He died in 1750.

•' Whoever turns over Caxton's printed works must con-
tract a respect for him, and be convincedthat he preserved
the same character through life, of an honest, modest man :

greatly industrious to do good to his country, to the best

of his abilities, by spreadin^: among the people such books
as he thought useful to religion and good manners, which
were chiefly translated from the French."

JOHN LEWIS.
Minister of Margate, in Kent, author of the Life of Caxton,
with an account of the Rise and Progress of Printing in
England, 1737-

" Mr. Caxton appears to have been a very humble, mo-
dest, and virtuous man. He often styles himself a rude
and simple person, confesses his ignorance, and humbly
beseeches the pardon of his readers, and the patience to
correct his works ; and expresses himself in other terms so
submissive and self-abasing as are very uncommon, and
more easily admired than imitated, &c. He was a man of
no more learning than, as he ingeniously confessed, he had
by his knowledge of the English and French languages, in

which he modestly acknowledged, he remembered himself
of his rudeness and unperfitness. By the account which
he has given of his printed books, it sulficiently appears in
how great favour and request he was with the princes and
great men of his own time."

S. PALMER, (or G. PSALMANAZAR.)
A learned printer, and author of a History of Printing. He

died in 1732. Mr. Palmer is supposed to have been assisted
by Psalmanazar.

" I can't but observe, that the faults of his English are
owing more to his long continuance abroad, than to the
place of his birth ; which will easUy appear from an accu-
rate observation of his language, and manner of spelling,

which discover a foreigner more than a broad spoken
Kentishman, &c. Besides his accomplishments as a mer-
chant, Mr. Caxton acquired a great deal of politeness,

partly by his travels for thirty years, and partly by his
frequent residence at the court of the duchess of Burgun
dy, sister to King Ewd. IV. who caressed and patronized
him very much, &c. As he was a person indefatigable and
ambitious of applause, as well as earnest in promoting the
glory of his own country, he read incessantly the histories
of his own and other nations ; which at proper times he
digested into order."

WILLIAM OLDYS.

Norry King at Arms, well versed in English Antiquities, a
correct writer, and good historian. Born 1687, died 176I.

" And indeed, that a man should, for twenty years toge-
ther, after age had crept over, and begun to make im-
pressions upon him,when others naturally covet a cessation
from labour, especially of the brain ; that he, William Cax-
ton, should still, after he had given between fifty and three
score testimonies of his indefatigable diligence, in the
publications he had made, which are computed to have
amounted to that number ; and now, as he could be little

less than fourscore years of age, that he should be desirous
of giving still fresh and farther instances of his zeal to pro-
mote or disperse the most virtuous examples and pious
instructions among his countrymen ; these, as they are no

ordinary proofs of the painful services he bestowed upon
them, so they have deserved no common acknowledge-
ments."

JOHN AMES.
Secretary to the Society of Antiquaries. He devoted himseif

to the study of antiquities, in which he acquiredgreat emi-
nence, and published Typographical Antiquities, being an
Historical Account of Printing in England, 4to., 1749,
and other works. He died in 1759.

" Mr. Caxton was a citizen and mercer of London : at
the death of his master he travelled abroad in the Low
Countries, as an agent or merchant, for the space of thirty
years ; his good accomplishments, and great knowledge
in foreign traffic, procured him so much esteem at home,
that he was joined in a commission with Richard Whete.
hill, esq. to conclude a treaty of trade and commerce be-
tween King Edward IV. and the duke of Burgundy, whose
son afterwards married the Lady Margaret, King Edward's
sister, in 1468 : this ladywas our first printer's great friend
and patroness."

ANONYMOUS, 1766.

"William Caxton, who fiist introduced printing into
England, has, no doubt, been instrumental in preserving
many things which otherwise would have been lost. But
the misfortune was, that he was but an illiterate man, and
of small judgment, by which means he printed nothing but
mean and frivolous things, as appears from the catalogues
of his impressions, given us by Mr. Lewis and Mr. Ames.
Whereas, had he been a scholar, and had made a better
choice of the works that were to pass to his press, it is

probable many excellent performances, now lost, would
have been secured to us, especially if he had recourse to
some of the more ancient pieces ; but, as it is, Caxton's
works are valuable for little else than as being early per-
formances in the art of printing, and as wrought off by
him."

THOMAS WARTON.
Poet Laureat, and Camden's Professor of Modern History,

at Oxford, author of a History of English Poetry, and
other eminent works. He died in 1 790.

" French versions enabled Caxton, our first printer, to
enrich the state of letters in this country with many valu-
able publications. He found it no difficult task, either by
himself or the help of his friends, to turn a considerable
number of these pieces into English, which he printed.
Ancient learning had as yet made too little progi ess among
us, to encourage this enterprising and industrious Jirtist to
publish the Roman authors in their original language -.

and had not the French furnished him with these materials,
it is not likely that Virgil, Ovid, Cicero, and many other
good writers, would, by the means of his press, have been
circulated in the English tongue, so early as the close of
the fifteenth century."

DR. KIPPIS.

A celebrated English divine and biographical writer, was
born at Nottingham in I7'i7- He died in 1795.

"Caxton, by translating, or procuring to be translated,
such a number of the books from the French, greatly con-
tributed to promote the state of literature in England. It

was only in this way that he could introduce his country-
men to the knowledge of many valuable publications, at a
time when an acquaintance with the learned languages
was confined to a few ecclesiastics. Ancient learning had
as yet made too little progress among us, to encourage
him to publish the Roman authors in the original tongue."

DR. HENRY.
Minister of the Church of Scotland, in Edinburgh, and
author of the History of Great Britain, in 5 vols. 4to.

Died Nov. 24, 1790.

" All our historians and other writers, who flourished in
or near those times, and mention the introduction of print-

ing into England, unanimously, and without hesitation,
ascribe that honour to Mr. William Caxton, mercer and
citizen of London. This modest, worthy, and industrious
man, hath been already noticed as an historian ; he was
also the translator of many books out of French into Eng-
lish ; but he merited most of his country by introducing
the art of printing."

EDWARD GIBBON.
The eminent historian of the Decline and Fall of theRoman
Empire, a work which will probably last as long as the
language in which it was written. He died Jan. I6, 1794.

" It was in the year 1474 that our first press was estab-
lished in Westminster Abbey, by William Caxton : but in

^
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the choice of his authors, that liberal and industrious artist

was reduced to comply with the vicious taste of his readers,

to gratify the nobles with treatises on heraldry, hawking,*
and the Game of Chess, and to amuse the popular credulity

with romances of fabulous knights, and legends of more
fabulous saints. The father of printing expresses a laud-

able desire to elucidate the history of his country."

THOMAS ASTLE,

An English antiquary, was bom in Staffordshire. He was
the author of the Origin and Progress of Writing, as well

Hieroglyphic as Elementary, arid other works. He died

in 1803.

" William Caxton hath been generally allowed to have
first introduced and practised the art of printing in England
in the reign of King Edward IV. He became a reputable
merchant, and, in 1464, he was one of the persons employ-
ed by King Edward IV. in negociating a treaty of com-
merce with the Duke of Biargundy, and was afterwards
patronized by Margaret Duchess of Burgundy, sister to

that king. Caxton having received a good education in

his youth, had a taste for learning, and made himselfmaster
of the art of printing."!

Having, as we conceive, fully set aside the

claim of Oxford (and her unknown pi'interj and
clearly established the unquestionable right of

William Caxton, to the distinguished honour
of having introduced the art of printing into this

country ; we shall now proceed to give some
further notice of the labours of our first printer.

Caxton's first performances are very rude
and barbarous. Lewis says, " he used a letter

resembling the hand-writing then in use. His d,

at the end of a word, is very singular. He used
the characteristics which we find in English ma-
nuscripts before the Conquest. Instead of com-
mas and periods, he used an oblique stroke,

thus /, which the Dutch printers do to this day
in their Gothic impressions. His letter was pe-

culiar and easily known, being a mixture of

Secretary and Gothic as to shape ; and sometimes
of great primer as to size ; especially in printing

proper names. He had a way of joining almost
any two characters together. In his titles he
used the German text, or what our printers call

the Gothic, of the size of great primer, and some-
times he mixed it with his Secretary or common
piint, as our printers now do the italic. Like
other printers of his time, he never used any
direction or catch-word, but placed the signature

where that now stands ; and rarely numbered his

leaves, and never his pages. In most of his books
he only printed, as the custom then was, a small
letter at the beginning of the chapters, to imitate
what the initial or capital letter should be, and
left that to be made by the illuminor, who wrote
it with a pen, with red, blue, or green ink ; but
in some of his books he used two-line letters of
a gothic kind. As he printed long before the
present method of adding the errata at the end
of books was used, his extraordinary exactness
obliged him to take a great deal more pains than
can easily be imagined ; for, after a book was
printed off', his method was, to revise it, and cor-

* Gibbon is here mistaken. He was probably thinkin;?
of the St. Albans' Book on these subjects, of the date of
I486; orofWynkyn De Worde's reprint of the latter, in
1496. Caxton never printed a work upon 'heraldry or
hawking.'—D/Adm.

t These extracts are taken from Johnson, with the ex-
ception of the short biographical notices placed at the head
of each article, which, it is hoped, will not be unaccept-
able to the rcKdcr.— Edit.

rect the faults in it with red ink ; this being done
to one copy, he then employed a proper pei-son

to correct the whole impression." His books are

printed on paper made of the paste of linen rags,

very fine and good, and not unlike the thin

vellum on which they used to write their books
at that time.

There is one mistake, however, worth the cor-

recting, that the writers have universally fallen

into and taken up from each other ; that John
Islip was the abbot who first encouraged the art,

and entertained the artist in his house : whereas
it is proved, that he was not the abbot until four

years after Caxton's death ; and that Thomas
Milling was abbot in 1470, made bishop of Here-
ford a few years after, and held the abbey in

commendam in 1485 ; in which John Estney
next succeeded : so that Milling, who was reput-

ed a great scholar, must have been the generous
friend and patron of Caxton, who gave that libe-

ral reception to an art so beneficial to learning.

This shews how "unsafe it is to trust to common
history, and necessary to recur to original testi-

monies, when we would know the state of facts

with exactness. Mr. Echard, at the end of

Edward IVth's reign, among the learned of that

age, mentions William Caxton as a writer of

English history ; but seems to doubt w^hether he
was the same with the printer of that name.
Had he ever looked into Caxton's books, the

doubts had been cleared ; or had he consulted his

Chronicle of England, which it is strange that an
English historian could neglect, he would have
learnt at least to fix the beginning of the art of
printing in the abbey.

The productions of Caxton's press amount to

sixty-four. Of the most interesting of these

works, either from the anecdotes connected with
them, from the insight they give into his life and
character, or into the manner of the times, or

from the specimens they afford of his talents and
information, M'e shall give a short account, ar-

ranging them in chronological order :

—

ALPHABETICAL LIST OF THE BOOKS
PRINTED BY CAXTON.

From Dibdin's edition of Ames' Typographical Antiquities.

Accidence [No date.]
^sop 1484

Arthur, Histories of 1485
Ballad, Fragment of [No date. J

Blanchardin and Eglantine Do.
Boetius Do.
Book of Divers Ghostly Matters Do.

of Good Manners , 1487
for Travellers Do.

Cato Magnus 1483
Cato Parvus [No date.]
Charles the Great 1485
Chastisinji^ of God's Children [No date.]

Chaucer's Book of Fate Do.
Canterbury Tales [1st ed.] Do.
Ditto [2nd ed.] Do.
Troillus and Cresside Do.
Minor Works with Lydgate's Do.

Chess, Game of. 14/4
[No date.]

Chivalry, Fait of Arms and 1489
Order of I484

Chronicle of England, &c 1480
Cordial 1480

Craft to Know well to Die 1490
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Curial of Alain Chartier [No date.]

Dictus of the Philosophers 1477

De Fide and Cantu, &c [No date.]

Directorium Sacerdotum Do.

Doctrinal of Sapience 1489

Edward the Confessor qu ?

Godfrey of Boulogne 1481

Grolden Legend 1483

Gower's Confessio Amantis 1483

Horse [No date.]

Jason 1475

Infancia Salvatoris [No date.]

Katherine of Sienne Do.

Knight of the Tower 1484

Liber Festivalis 1483

Life of our Lady [No date.]

Saint Wenefrid ". Do.

Lombardy, History of qu?
Lucidary [No date.]

Lyndewood q"^'

Mirror of the World 1481

Ovid's Metamorphoses 1480

Paris and Vienne 1485

Pilgrimage of the Soul 1483

Polychronicon 1482

Proverbs of Pisa 1478

Reynard the Fox 1481

Royal Book 1484

Russel, Oration of. [No date.]

Siege of Rhodes Do.
Speculimi Vite Christi Do.
Statutes Do.
Troy, Receuil des Histoires Do.

Histories of 1471

TuUyof OldAge, &c 1481

Virgil's iEneid 1490

Work of Sapience* [No date.]

1474, March 31. Hie Game and Playe of the

Chesse : Translated out of the French, and im-

pri/nted hy William Caxton. Fynyshed the last

day of Marche, the yer of our Lord God a thou-

sand foure hondred Ixxiiij.

This book, upon the authority of Mr. Bag-
ford, in which opinion Mr. Lewis concurs, is

considered the first work printed in England.
The former says, "Caxton's first book in the

abbey was the Garne of Chess ; a book, in those

times, much in use with all sorts of people, and
in all likelihood first desired by the abbot, and
the rest of his friends and masters. It under-

went two impressions if not more." " At all

*This list of the books printed by Caxton cannot, perhaps,
be better closed than by the following anecdote from Her-
bert : " At my first setting out (says hej in this arduous
undertaking, I entertained hopes of beinj? able to give a
more correct and certain account of Mr. Caxton's works,
having been informed that there were still existing com-
plete copies of most, if not all, of Caxton's books, collected
and preserved by the late Mr. ChesweU, a very eminent
bookseller of the last age, and that they were then in the
possession of a gentleman, who, no doubt, would favour
me with the perusal of them, and be glad of the oppor-
tunity of communicating materials so curious, and neces-
sary to illustrate and authenticate the memoirs of our first

printer. Without delay I waited on the gentleman, who
very politely promised me the use of them, but said they
were sent over to Amsterdam, for the inspection of a
friend there, but that he would write for them the first

opportunity. A short time after, I took the liberty to
write to him that I would with pleasure wait on him, in
order to take extracts from his Caxtons, in such a manner
as should be most agreeable to him. In a few days I was
indulged with an answer, informing me ' he had received
from Holland the very disagreeable intelligence, that all
his fine Caxtons had met with the unfortunate accident
(Heu lamentable dictu !) of being burnt, and totally de-
stroyed, as he understood, by the neglect of a servant in
his master's absence, throwing down from a shelf a large
bottle of aquafortis into the box where the said books
were, and neglecting them in his fright, so that more
mischief was done in the room." "I am verymuch afraid,"
concludes Herbert, " that my friend received but a Flemish
account of his Caxtons."

events," observes Mr. Dibdin, " it is incontro-

vertible that the present work is the first work
printed by Caxton to which the date of the im-

print is affixed ; and is in consequence, a great

curiosity." The work opens with the following

dedication to George duke of Clarence, the

eldest surviving brother of Edward IV.
" To the right noble,right excellent and verluous

prince George, due of Clarence, erle of Warwick
and Salisburye, grete chamherlayn of Englonde

and lieutenant of Irelond, oldest brother of kyng

Edivard, by the grace of God kynge of Englond

and of Fraunce, your most humble servant Wil-

liam Caxton, amonge other of your servantes, sends

unto you peas, helthe,joye, and victorye upon your

enemeys, right high puyssant and redoubtedprince.

For as much as I have understand and knowe, that

ye are enclined unto the comyn wele of the kynge,

our said soveryn lord, and his nobles, lordes and

comyn peple of his noble royame of Englond, and

that ye sawe gladly the inhabitant of the same in-

formed in good, vertuous, prouffitable and honeste

maners, in whicheyour noble persone, witguydyng

of youre horn, haboundeth, gynyng lyght and en-

sample unto all other. Therefore I have put me
in devoyr to translate a lityll booke late comyn into

mynhandes, out ofFrenshe into Englishe, in which

Ifynde thautorities, dictes of auncient doctours,

philosophers, poetes, and of other wyse men, which

ben recounted and applyed unto the moralitie of
the publique wele, as well of the nobles as of the

comynpeple, after thegame and playe of the Chesse,

whiche booke, right puyssand and redoubtid lord, I
have made in the name, and under the shadew of
your noble protection, notpresumyng to correcte or

enpoigne ony thynge agenst your noblesse ;for God
be thanked, your excellent rename shyneth as well

in straunge regions, as within the royame of Eng-
lond, gloriously to your honour and laude, whyche

God ynulteplye and encrese. But to thentent that

of what estate and egrese they stand in, may see in

this said lityll booke, that they governed themself

as they ought to doo ; wherefor for my right dere

redoubted lord, I requyr and supply your good

grace not to desdaygne to reseyve this sayd lytill

booke in gree and thanke, as well of me your hum-
ble and unknowen servant, as ofa better and greater

man than I am, for the right good wylle that I
have had to make this lityll worke in the best

wise I can, ought to be reputed for the fyat and
dede : and for more clerely to precede in this sayd

booke, I have ordyned that the chapiters been sete

in the beginning, to thende that ye may see more
playnly the matter whereof the booke treteth."

The contents begin thus :

—

" This booke conteyneth Hi traytees, the first

traytee is of the inveneion of this play of the

chesse, and conteyneth Hi chapiters," Sec.—and
ends thus :

" And therefore, my right undoubted

lord, I pray Almighty God to save the kynge our

soverain lord, and to give hym grace to yssue as a

kynge, and tabounde in all vertu£S, and to be as-

sisted ivith all other his lordes, in such ivyse, that

his noble royame of Englond may prosper, and

habounde in veitues, and that synne may be

escheivid, justice kept, the royame defended, good
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men rewarded, malefactors funysshid, and the

ydle peple to he put to laboure, that he, wyth the

nobles of the royame, may regne gloriomly in

conquerinye his enheritaunce, that verray peas

and charity may endure in both his royames, and

that merchandise may have his course, in such

vnse that every man encfieiv synne, and encrece in

vertuous occupacions, prayinge your good grace to

resseyue this lityll and symple booke, made under

the hope and shadowe of your protection, by hym
that is your mvst humble servant, in gree and
thanke. And I shall pray Almighty God for
your long lyf and welfare, whiche he preserve,

and send yow thacomplisshment of your hye, no-

ble, joyous and virtuos desires, amen. Fynysshid

the last day of Marche, the yer of our Lord God
a thosaund foure hondred and IxxiiiiJ'^ In the

first edition of this book there were no cuts, but

in the second there are ; and in the second and
third chapters it is said, " This game was invented

by Philometer the philosopher, for the correction

and instruction of a wicked king. "*

The second edition of the Game of Chess,
" is rare to see except in the cuxious libraries of

collectors of books," says Bagford, " contains

only eighty-four leaves, has twenty-nine lines in

a page, and is illustrated with twenty-four wood
«cuts.

1475. A Boke of tlie hoole lyf of Jason. With-
out date ; but supposed to have been printed in

this year. Folio.

Another production from the prolific pen of

Le Fevre, who is said to have composed this, and
three other books, prior to his History of Troy,

in which he partially touches upon Jason's con-
quest of the golden fleece ; the former were con-
sidered too great to insert in the latter. Caxton's
prologue contains a curious description of the

hangings set up in the castle of Hesden, in Ar-
toise, upon the river Canche, by Philip, duke of

Burgundy, founder of the Order of the Knights
of the Golden Fleece. Anstis says, that no other
writer has described these hangings, which is

said were destroyed in 1553, when the town and
castle weie demolished by Emanuel, duke of
Savoy, one of the emperor Charles V's generals.

Caxton conclude the volume with a prayer to

the young prince, (Arthur) begging him to ac-
cept his humble perfonnance ; he continues,
" Whom I beseech God Almighty to save and

* Attalus, who died two hundred years before Christ,
and succeeded Eumenes as king of Pargamus, is sup-
posed by some to have been the inventor of Chess.—Chess
is mentioned in the Romance of the Rose, and in Orlandi
Furioso. Also we read in Chaucer,

—

Athalus that made the game
First of the Chesse, so was his name.

We also find in The Works of Armorie, by John Bosse-
well, printed by Richard Tottcl, in Flete Street, London,
1572. 4to.

"This game was first invented by Athalus, as Master G.
Chaucer reporteth in hys dreame."

In "the olden time," says a modern writer, the Game
of Chess was emphatically described as "the game of
princes and ladies."

For a catalogue of the works on the Game of Chess, in-
cluding notices of authors and anonymous publications,
with an account of many manuscript and rare books on
Chess, see the Bibliographical and Retrospective Miscel-
lany, London, 1830.

increase in virtue, now in his tender youth, that
he may come unto his perfect age, to his honour
and worship, that his renome may perpetually be
remembered among the most worthy. And after

this present, everlasting life in heaven, who grant
him and us thatbought us with his blood, blessed

Jesus, Amen." The date of 1475 is fixed by
Mr. Ames ; and Mr. Dibdin thinks the romance
of Jason was the earliest specimen of Caxton's
press in England. Some writers assign the date
of 1477 to this work.
We think it better to give a short account of

what is most peculiar in the first production of

the art ; which, though a subject well known by
the curious, and to the profession, it is presumed
may not be unacceptable to several persons,

into whose hands this work may chance to fall.

With respect to their forms, they were gene-
rally either large or small folios, or at least quar-
tos : the lesser sizes were not in use.

The leaves were without running title,* direc

tion-word, number of pages, or divisions into

paragraphs.

The character itself was a rude old Gothic
mixed with Secretary, designed on purpose to

imitate the hand-writing of those times; the
words were printed so close to one another that

it was difficult and tedious to be read, even by
those who were used to manuscripts, and to this

method; and often lead the inattentive reader

into mistakes.

Their orthography was various and often arbi-

trary, disregarding method.
They had very frequent abbreviations, which

in time gi-ew so numerous and diflicult to be
understood that there was a necessity of writing

a book to teach the manner of reading them.
Their periods were distinguished by no other

points than the double or single one, that is, the
colon and full-point : but they a little after in-

troduced an oblique stroke, thus /, which an-
swered the purpose of our comma.
They used no capital letters to begin a sen-

tence, or for proper names of men or places.

They left blanks for the places of titles, initial

letters, and other ornaments, in order to have
them supplied by the illuminors, whose ingeni-

ous art, though in vogue before and at that
time, did not long survive the masterly improve-
ments made by the printers in this branch of
their art. Those ornaments were exquisitely

fine, and curiously variegated with the most
beautiful colours, and even with gold and silver;

the margins likewise were frequently charged
with variety of figures of saints, birds, beasts,

monsters, flowers, &c., which had sometimes re-

lation to the contents of the page, though often

none at all: these embellishments were very
costly; but for those that could not affbrd a
great price, there were inferior ornaments, which
could be done at a much easier rate.

The name of the printer, place of his resi-

dence, &c., were either wholly neglected, or put

* Some of the early printed books of Caxton have no
title pages.
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at the end of the book, not without some pious

ejaculation or doxology.

The date was likewise omitted or involved in

some crampt circumstantial period, or else

printed either at full length, or by numerical
letters, and sometimes partly one and partly the

other ; thus, one thousand CCCC and Ixxiiii,

&c., but all of them at the end of the book.

There were no variety of characters, no inter-

mixture of roman and italic, they are of later

invention, but their pages were continued in a

Gothic letter of the same size throughout.

They printed but few copies at once, for 200
or 300 were then esteemed a large impression

;

though upon the encouragements received from

the learned, they increased their numbers in

proportion.

We shall here mention something concerning

their book-binding, an account of which we find

in Scaliger, who tells us, that his grandmother
had a printed Psalter, the cover of which was
two inches thick ; in the inside was a kind of

cupboard,* wherein was a small silver crucifix,

and behind it the name of Berenica Codronia
de la Scala. This book seems to have been
printed with blocks of wood, but probably bound
the same way as the rest.

We conclude this portion with an observa-

tion of M. Monoye concerning the phrase, Libri
editi, which we hope the curious will be pleased

with : he tells us that this phrase was used be-

fore the invention of printing, and signified only

books published and dispersed abroad in some
considerable number, in opposition to those that

were writ fair to be set up in libraries, which
were called Libri scripti. Whether this obser-

vation be as certain as it is curious we shall leave

to the judgment of our readers.

—

Luckombe.
1475. In this year appeared the first separate

edition of the Neiv Testament in Latin, in a small
quarto form, for the convenience of general

readers. Prefixed to the epistle of St. Jerom,
which precedes the text, is a notice in Latin, by
the printer, explaining the cause of the publica-

tion, of which the following is the substance :

" It is the general cry, that every believer, who
professes to have any knowledge of letters, is

bound to have an acquaintance with the Holy
Scriptures, and more particularly with that part

of the bible, called the New Testament. It is

certain, however, that but few persons have the

means of procuring the whole of the bible, and
that many, even of the rich, prefer portable vo-
lumes. Induced by these considerations, as well
as by the influence of my superiors, professors of
sacred theology, and overcome by the zeal of
certain monks andsecular clergy, I have attempt-
ed, I hope, under favourable auspices, to print

the present convenient volume, containing the
whole of the New Testament, with a view to the
glory of God ; and shall be satisfied, if it afford

benefit to any one." It is printed in double co-

* I had a book in my hands a few days since, in the co-
ver of which was a recess for a relic; and the relic!—

a

human toe !
!

—

Hansard. .

lumns, with a delicate Gothic type. To the New
Testament is subjoined, " Liber haymo de chris-

tianarum rerummemoria prolog.—Dibdin's Bibl.

Spencer, vol. I. p. 32, Note.

Haymo, the author, was the disciple of Alcuin,

in the ninth century, a monk of Fulda, and after-

wards bishop of Halberstadt. The work itself

is an abridgment of ecclesiastical history.

—

Cavei.

In this year, an edition of the Dutch bible was
printed at Cologne, in 2 vols, folio ; at Delft, in

1477, in 2 vols, folio, and also in 4to. Another
at Goudo, in 1479. These translations are said

to have been mixed with many fabulous narra-

tives ; and were probably made at an earlier

period than that of their being printed. They
are supposed to have been preceded by an edition

of the Four Gospels, printed in 1472.

1475. Printing introduced into the following

places in this year :

—

Reggio, by Abraham Garton.

Barcelona, by Nicholas Spindeler.

Saragossa, by Matthew Flandrus.

Pieve di Sacco, a small town belonging to the

late republic of Venice, by R. Mescullam, sur-

named Kotzi.

Pignerol, by. James de Rouges, or Rubeis.

Vicenza, by Hennan Lichtenstein.

Lubec,by Lucas Brandis de Schafz.

Burgdorff", printer unknown.
Blauburren, a small town in the kingdom of

Wirtemberg, printer's name unknown.
Cagli, R. de Fano and Bernai'd de Beigamo.
Casole, John Fabri.

Modena, Joan Vurster.

Perugia, by Henry Clayn, of Ulm.
Placentia, John Peter.

1476. Died, Jojm Muller, commonly called

Regiomontanus, from his native place, Mons
Regius, or Konigsberg, a town in Franconia,

was born in 1436, and became the greatest as-

tronomer and mathematician of his time. Hav-
ing first acquired grammatical learning in his

own country, he was admitted, while yet a boy,

into the academy at Leipsic ; from whence he

removed, at only fifteen years of age, to Vienna,

to enjoy the superior advantages afforded to his

pursuits, by the learned professors in that uni-

versity. After some years the cardinal Bes-

sarion arrived at Vienna, and soon formed an
acquaintance with the youthful astronomer, who,
in order to perfect his knowledge of the Greek
tongue, accompanied the cardinal to Rome,
where he studied under Theodore Gaza, a
learned Greek. In 1463 he went to Padua,
where he became a member of the University.

In 1464 removed to Venice, to meet and attend

his patron Bessarion.* He returned the same
year with the cardinal to Rome, where he made
some stay, to procure the most curious books

:

those he could not purchase, he took the pains

to transcribe, as he wrote with great facility and
elegance : and others he got copied at a great

* Among other cviriosities in the libraiy of Louvain,
there is a manuscript Bible, p:iven to the doctors of the
university, by cardinal Bessarion, in fjrateful acknowledg-
ment of their hospitable treatment of him.
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expense; for as he was certain that none of

those books could be had in Geimany, he in-

tended, on his return thither, to translate and

publish some of the best of them. It was, pro-

bably, at this period, that he transcribed, in the

most beautiful Tnanner, the whole of the New
Testament with his own hand, a labour which he

undertook from the ardour of his attachment to

the Divine volume, and which he is said to have

rendered familiar to him by continued perusal.

Having procured a considerable number of

manuscripts, he returned to Vienna, and for

some time read lectures ; after which he went to

Buda, on the invitation of Matthias, or Mattheo,

king of Hungary, the great patron of learned

men. The breaking out of the war occasioned

his withdrawing to Nuremberg, where he set up

a printing-office, and printed several astrono-

mical works. In 1774 he was prevailed npon
by pope Sixtus IV. to return to Rome, to assist

in reforming the calender. He arrived at Rome
in the year 1475, but died there a year after, at

only forty years of age, not without suspicion

of being poisoned.

Many authors have ascribed the invention of

printing to this individual. It is said of Regio-
montanus, that he made an iron fly spring from
under his hand, fly round the room with a hum-
ming noise, and return to its first position : he is

likewise reported to have made a wooden eagle,

which flew from Nuremberg to meet the empe-
ror, hovered over his head in a tonic motion, and
went back the same way with him. It was no
wonder that some authors should give so uni-

versal an artist, the repute of inventing printing.

It is certain he was a \ery early printer, although
not the inventor.

1476. Within the period of twenty years after

the introduction of printing at Paris, we find

the number of those who practised the art in

that city, including Gering and his associates,

increased to thirty-five : and the commencement
of the succeeding century witnessed the enlarge-

ment of this list in an almost triple proportion.

Of these artists, who varied greatly both in the

number and value of their impressions, several

distinguished themselves so eminently as to me-
merit our particular notice. Amongst these were
Pasquier Bonhomme, whose earliest impression,

Les Grands Cfwoiiiques de France,* in 3 vols,

folio, bears this date: he was one of the four

principal lihraires of the university : and as-

sumed for his insigne the image oi St. Chris-
topher.

* This was distinaruished from other early national chro-
nicles by the title of Chronhjues de St. Denys; having been
compiled by several of the religrious of that celebrated ab-
bey. According to du Chesnc, it was begun by Jean Char-
tier a monk of this society, and continued by others from
the time of Charles VII. to the decease of Louis XII. To
the industry of the same society, says de Bure, are owinp:
the numerous and ex(|vnsitely ornamented manuscripts of
the work which are existing botli in public and private
libraries. This work was reprinted by Verard in 1493, in
3 vols, folio . again by Eustace, with a continuation to the
year 1514 ; which edition is in the highest request.

Louis XII. w^as siirnamed the Just; he was born June
27, 1462; was married to the princess Mary of England,
October, 1514; and died January 1, 1515.

1476. The first whole Greek book was the

Grammar of Constantine Lasadis, printed at

Milan, by Dionysius Palarisimus, in 4to. It

was revised by Demetrius Cretensis.

1476. Printing was introduced into the follow-

ing places during this year :

—

Antwerp, by Theodore Martins, of Alost.

Bruges, by Colard Mansion.

Brussels, the Brethren of the Common Life.

Delft, by Jacob Jacobs and Maurice Yemants.
Nova Plzna, (New Pilsen,) in Bohemia, the

printer's name not known.
Rostock, the Brethren of the Common Life.

Polliano, Innocent Ziletus and F. Antiquarius.

Trent, by Herman Schindeleyp.

1477. In glancing at the rapid extension of

the valuable art of printing, it ought not to be
forgotten, that Jews, as well as Christians, be-

came at an early period convinced of its impor-

tance, and engaged in it with ardour. The
Psalms in Hebrew, with the Commentary of

Kimchi, were printed this year, in 4to., by Jo-

seph and his son Chaim Mordecai, and Heze-
kiah Monro, who printed 300 copies of them.

The Pentateuch, with the Targum and the Com-
mentary of R. Jarchi, was printed at Bologne in

Italy, in 1482, folio. Ruth, Ecclesiastes, Song

of Solomon, and Lamentations, with the Com-
mentary of Jarchi ; and Esther, with the Com-
mentary of R. Abenezra, were printed also at

Bologne, in folio, in the same year. The for-

mer and latter Prophets were first printed in

Hebrew, at Soncino, in 1486, folio, with the

Commentary of R. Kimchi. The Hagiographa
were printed at Naples, 1487, in small folio, ac-

companied with several Rabbinical Commen-
taries.

1477. John Philip de Lignamine was the third

in the chronological order of Roman printers.

He was a learned and modest typographer ; and
many valuable works, almost entirely in prose,

issued from his press ; but in point of number
and importance of publication, he must unques-
tionably yield to his cotemporaries. This printer

rarely executed large works, and his Laurentius
Valla, of 1471, is the noblest specimen of his

press. He also, with one creditable and curious

exception, namely, some Opuscula of Philipus de
Barberiis, 1481, used only one and the same
fount of letter : but his zeal for literature, and
his acknowledged modesty and learning, place

him high in the estimation of competent judges.

Before his commencing the art of printing, he is

supposed to have practised physic. The next
printers we find at Rome were named Sixtus

Russinger, who printed at Naples from 1471 to

1478 ; when he quitted that city and printed at

Rome with Georgius Allemannus. He also

printed at Naples with Franciscus de Tuppo,
Sachsal, and Golsch. These are veiy rare

but very comely printers. George Laver first

printed at the Eusebian monastery, at Rome;
whither he was invited by cardhial Caraffa, from
1470 to 1472 inclusive. Laver printed under
the auspices of two learned editors, Pomponius
Lffitus and Bartholomajus Platina. In 1473
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Laver associated himself with Leonhard Pflugel,

and these printed together till 1495. Laver was
a native of Wurtzhurg. John Schurener de
Bopardia exercised the art about 1475. He was
a printer of second-rate merit, on the score of

beauty
;
yet much preferable to Laver. Panzer

notices probably a brother of this printer of the

name of Conrad de Bopardia, who printed at

Cologne in 1486.

—

Beloe.

In what manner the invention of the art of

typography was appreciated, is apparent from the

high honour and distinction to which its profes-

sors were, in different places, advanced. Philip

de Lignamine was of the equestrian order, and
the favourite and confidential friend of the pope.

Nicholas Jenson was made count Palatine of the

Rhine. Sixtus Russinger was enobled by Fer-

dinand, King of Naples. John Mentilus was
enobled by the emperor Frederic III. John
Gutenberg was likewise enobled by archbishop

Adolphus, elector of Mentz. Aldus Manutius
received the same honourable distinction and nu-
merous other examples of the kind might be
easily adduced. All of them of the higher

class, bore arms, and many individuals among
them were distinguished by the peculiar marks
of favour of the sovereigns in whose times they
flourished.

1477. Printing introduced into the following

cities and towns :

—

Deventer, by Richard Paffroet.

Gouda, by Gerard Leu (or Leuw.)
Angers,byJoann. de Turre & Joan deMorelli.

Palermo, by Andrew de Warmatia.
Ascoli, by William de Linis.

Seville, by M. de la Talle, B. Segura and A.
del Puerto.

Bartholomew Buyer introduced the art of

printing into Lyons, and printed the New Testa-

ment in French.

Titles and cyphers began to be employed
about this period.

—

Chevillier.

1 477. The Dictes and Sayinges ofPhilosophres.

Which Boke is translated out ofFrenshe into Eng-
lyssh hy tJie Noble and puissant lord Antoine Brie
ofRyuyers lord ofScales and ofthe Jsle of Wyght^
Defendour and directour of the siege Apostolique,

8fc. Emprynted hy me William Caxton at West-

minUre the yere of our lord m. cccc. Ixxvij^ Folio.

This is the first book printed by Caxton with

the year and place specified. It was translated

out of Latin into French by M. Jehan de Teon-
ville, and from the French by earl Rivers. This
nobleman had left out some strictures on women,
which were in the original French ; these Caxton
translated and added as an appendix in three

additional leaves ; of his reasons for doing so, he
gives the following statement. Lord Rivers had
desired him to look over the translation, and to

correct it. Caxton observed that the Dictes of

Socrates on Women was not there, and indulged
in many conjectures respecting the reason of the
omission. He supposed that some fair lady had
used her influence with his lordship, or that he
was courting some fair lady at the time, or that

he thought Socrates said more than was true, or

that tliese Dictes were not in his lordship's copy

:

" or else peradventure that the wind had blown
over the leaf at the time ofthe translation." As,
however, his lordship had given him permission

to correct the translation, Caxton thought he
should not be going beyond due limits if he ad-
ded these Dictes. But, he tells us, " I did not
presume to put and set them in my said lord's

book, but in the end apart, in the reheai*sal of
the works, that lord Rivers, or any other per-
son, if they be not pleased, may with a pen erase
it, or else rend the leaf out of the book, humbly
beseeching my said lord to take no displeasure

on me so presuming." He then requests the
reader to lay the blame on Socrates, not on
him. From his insertion of these strictures on
women, which are not the most courtly, it has
been inferred that he was a womanhater ; but
that he was not so, appears from some of his pro-

logues, especially from that to the Knight of the

Tower. This work he was requested to translate

and print by " a noble lady, who had brought
forth many noble and fair daughters, which were
virtuously nourished and learned."

Oldys states, that the work opens with the

sayings of Sedechias, and continues with those

of Homer, Solon, Hippocrates, Pythagoras, Dio-
genes, Socrates, Plato, Aristotle, Alexander,
Ptolemy, Seneca, St. Gregory, Galen, and
others : each occupying one chapter. The con-

cluding chapter comprehends the sayings of
several persons.

" Thus endeth this hook of the dyctes and no-

table wyse sayengis of the phylosophers^ late trans-

lated and drawen out of Frensshe into our Eng-
lishe tonge by my foresayde lord therle of Ryuers
and lord Scales, and by his commandement sette

in forme, and emprinted in this manner, as ye
may here in this booke see, v)hich was jynisshed

the xviii. day of the moneth of Novembre, and
the seventeenth yere of the reign of kyng Ewd.
the /F."

It appears that Caxton printed two editions

of this work ; the one comprised in seventy-five

leaves, and twenty-nine lines to a page, is con-
sidered the most ancient; the second contains

sixty-six leaves, with thirty-one lines in each
page.

1477. The pages were first numbered in Ser-
monibus, Leon de Ultino, in this year. These
generally, as at present, were placed at the top

of the page, though Thomas Anshelmus, in his

edition oi Hesychius, published in 1521, placed
the cyphers at the bottom, and recommended
the practice in his preface. The custom of

numbering the pages does not appear to have
become at all popular, for few books are found
with this distinction before the end of this cen-
tury. What was termed the Registrum Charta-
rum was much more frequent. This custom
was first introduced by Ulric Han and Simon
de Laca, as early as in the Philippics of 1470.

They occur, also, in the edition of Virgil, printed

at Rome, 1473, a peculiarity which the accu-

rate Audiffi'edi has not omitted to notice. The
great convenience of this register was, that it
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served as a j^uide to the bookbinders ; but after

the universal adoption of the signatures, catch-

words, cyphers, and numbering the pages, regis-

ters were omitted as unnecessary.

1478. The first Errata which is known is a

Juvenal, printed at Venice, with the notes of

Merula, by Gabrielis Petrus. In this book the

errata occupy two entire pages.

To the correctness of their impressions the

earliest printers in general, and those of Paris

in particular, appear to have been especially at-

tentive. An impression of Virgil from the press

of Gering and Rembolt, in 1498, 4to. is parti-

cularly specified as a work of great accuracy.

It is in reality admitted, says Clievillier, to be
une tres belle edition, printed in the finest Ro-
man character, and agreeably to the testimony
at the end of the volume, Optis tersissime im-
pressum. In an epigi'am, of which Jean Auber,
a friend of the editor P. Maillet, was the author,
it is asserted that the work is absolutely faultless.

Another "quadrain," or epigram, makes a
similar assertion respecting the Corpus Juris
Canonici from the press of Rembolt.

These, and similar assertions found at the
close of other works specified by Chevillier, he
is disposed to consider as "jeux des verses" and
"licenses poetiques." It is entertaining to fol-

low him through an ample chapter, in which,
by the united testimony of authors, editors, and
typographers, he undertakes to prove, that a book
absolutely without errors of the press, is indeed a
rara avis ; and next to an impossibility. We of
the typogmphic art, may indeed exclaim with
Pope,

" Whoever thinks a faultless piece to see,
Thinks what ne'er was, nor is, nor ne'er shall be."

In works of the remotest dates, tables of errata
are seldom, perhaps never found : but the faults
of the impression were corrected with the pen
previously to the dispersion of the work. This
is exemplified in the earliest editions of Gering,
Caxton, and several others. A similar mode of
correction appears to have been adopted, so late
as the year 1534, by the editor of the Discourses
of Clictou. But the labour of manual correction
was of short duration. Through the ignorance
of sordid printers, errors of the press soon be-
came very numerous, and to correct them with
the pen was but in other words to disfigure the
volume throughout, and make a disgusting dis-
play of its imperfections. The custom was con-
sequently adopted of aflixing the most impor-
tant corrections under the title of errata, at the
end of the volume.

If indeed the lapse of time had brought any
alleviation of this evil, the French bibliographer
above cited would not have found occasion of
filling up a great part of a chapter, with a kind
of chronological enumeration of quarrels which
have taken place between scholars and the con-
taininators of their lucubrations. He would not
have recorded the charge brought against the
printers of Geneva in particular, "execrable
paper, nnd intollcrablc incorrectness." Joseph

Scaliger particularizes the celebrated Lexicon
Gracum of Robert Constantine, as a work
abounding in typographical errors. And, adds
Chevillier, it must be acknowledged that this

work has not fewer errors of the author, than of

the printer. Lastly, he relates that cardinal

Bellarmin was so much off*ended by the inaccu-

racies which negligent printers of his time had
introduced into his controversial works, that he
determined to write out a copy of the whole, so

exactly, that not a single eiTor should remain
uncorrected. This he perfonned, and trans-

mitted to a printer of Venice ; hoping at length

to procure an unperverted and perfect edition.

But to his great disappointment, he found this

impression, when completed, more erroneous
tlian any of the fonner.

Besides the ordinary errata, which happen
in printing a work, others have been pui^posely

committed that the errata, may contain what is

not permitted to appear in the body of the work.

Wherever the inquisition had any power, parti-

cularly at Rome, it was not allowed to employ
the word fatum, or fata, in any book. An au-
thor, desirous of using the latter word, adroitly

invented this scheme: he had printed in his

hook, facta, and, in the errata, he put, for facta,

read /ato.

Scarron has done the same thing on another

occasion. He had composed some verses, at the

head of which he placed this dedication

—

A
Guillemette, Chienne de ma Sceur ; but having a
quarrel with his sister, he maliciously put into

the errata, instead of Chienne de ma Sceur, read

ma Chienne de Sceur.

Lully at the close of a bad prologue said, the

word fin du prologue was an erratum, it should
have been fi du prologue.

In a book there was printed, le docte Morel.
A wag put into the errata, for le docte Morel,
read le docteur Morel. This Morel was not the

first docteur not docte.

When a fanatic published a mystical work
full of unintelligible raptures, and which he en-
titled Les Delices de VEsprit, it was proposed to

print in his errata, for Delices, read Delires.

The author of an idle and imperfect book
ended with the usual phrase of cetera desideran-

tur, one altered it non desiderantur sed desunt

;

the rest is ivanting, but not wanted.

At the close of a silly book the author, as

usual, printed the word finis.—A wit put this

among the errata, with this pointed couplet :

—

Finis ! an error, or a lie, my friend

!

In MTriting foolish books— there is no End!

The baron de Grimm, in his Memoirs, men-
tions the extraordinary circumstance of an irri-

table French author liaving died in a fit of
anger, in consequence of a favourite work, which
he had himself revised with great care, having
beenp rinted off with upwards of three hundred
typographical eiTors; half of which had been
made by the corrector of the press.

A furious controversy raged between two
famous scholars from a very laughable but acci-

\

' '

Y
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dental erratum; and threatened serious conse-

quences to one of the parties. Flavigny wrote

two letters, criticising rather freely a polyglot

Bihle^ edited by Abraham Ecchellensis. As this

learned editor had sometimes censured the la-

bours of a friend of Flavigny, the latter applied

to him the third and fifth verses of the seventh

chapter of St. Matthew, which he printed in

Latin. Ver. 3. Quid vides festucam in oculo
fratris tui, et trahem in oculo tuo non vides ^^

Ver. 5. Ejice primum trabum de oculo tuo^ et

tunc videbis ejicere festucam de ocvho fratris tui.

Ecchellensis opens his reply by accusing Fla-

vigny of an enormous crime committed in this

passage ; attempting to correct the sacred text

of the evangelist, and daring to reject a word,

while he supplied its place by another, as impi-

ous as obscene! This crime, exaggerated with

all the virulence of an angry declaimer, closes

with a dreadful accusation. Flavigny's morals
are attacked, and his reputation overturned by a
horrid imputation. Yet all this terrible reproach

is only founded on an erratum ! The whole arose

from the printer having negligently suffered the

first letter of the word Oculo to have dropped
from the form when he happened to touch a
line with his finger, which did not stand

straight ! He published another letter to do
away the imputation of Ecchellensis ; but thirty

years afterwards his rage against the negligent

printer was not extinguished ; the wits were al-

ways reminding him of it.

The number of typographical inaccuracies

which abound in the bibles printed at different

times and places, are remarkable ; but of all

the literary blunders none equalled that of the

edition of the Vulgate, by pope Sixtus V. 1590.

In an edition printed at London, in 1632,where
" Thou shalt commit adultery" was printed,

omitting the negation.

In the version of the Epistles of St. Paul into

the Ethiopic language, which proved to be full

of errors, the editors allege a good-humoured
reason—" They who printed the work could not

read, and we could not print ; they helped us,

and we helped them, as the blind helps the

blind."

A printer's widow in Gennany, while a new
edition of the Bible was printing at her house,

one night took an opportunity of stealing into

the office, to alter that sentence of subjection to

her husband, pronounced upon Eve in Genesis^

chap. 3, v. 16. She took out the two first letters

of the word herr, and substituted na in their

place, thus altering the sentence from " and he
shall be thy lord," (herrj to " and he shall be
thy FOOL," (narr). It is said her life paid for

this intentional erratum ; and that some secreted

copies of this edition have been bought up at

enormous prices.

The celebrated Campanus, bishop of Crotona,
did not disdain to become the corrector to Ulric
Han, the second Roman printer. It is alike

honourable to the bishop and the printer to have
fonned a union, and so long to have prosecuted

it together, which had the benefit of learning in

view. The most famous epigram, subjoined by
Ulric Han to most of his books, was written by
Campanus, in compliment to his friend :

—

Anser Tarpeii custos Jovis unde quod alls

Constreperes, Gallus decidit, alter adest
Uldrichus Gallus ne quem posantur in usum
Edocuit pennis nil opus esse tuis.

As much as to say, the art of Ulric Han ren-

dered all use of goose quills, hereafter, superflu-

ous. Femus, the biographer of Campanus, re-

lates a facetious story of his having heard the

above epigram for the first time from a Turk,
with whom he accidentally travelled, but whose
desire of seeing Campanus, had caused him to

visit Rome, where he obtained copies of his

works. So incessant was the employment of

Campanus, as corrector of the press to Ulric

Han, that he allowed himself no more than
three hours sleep in a night. This is given

from Mattaire, who cites the authority of Zelt-

ner. Campanus died at the early age of 50, at

Siena. Of Ulric Han little is know n ; he was a
German, a native of Ingoldstad, and a citizen of

Vienna, and was also the second Roman printer,

though it has been contended, but erroneously

so, that he was the first.

It is not a little remarkable, that the two first

printing presses established in the metropolis of

Italy were superintended and corrected by two
individuals of episcopal rank. But it m<'iy also

be observed, that in the infancy of printing, and
indeed long afterwards, the occupation itself

was considered as highly honourable, and only

undertaken by well educated persons—it became
the glory of the learned to be coiTectors of the

press to eminent printers. Physicians, lawyers,

bishops, and even popes themselves, occupied this

department. The printers frequently added to

their names those of the correctors of the press
;

and editions were valued according to the abilities

of the correctors. " Typography, if I may use

the expression," says Mr. Beloe, in his Anecdotes

of Literature^ " had sent its colonies from Ger-
many, to Subiaco, to Rome, to Venice, to all

parts of Italy, to France, and even to this coun-
try, before even the laborious part of the pro-

fession had been delegated to ignorant mecha-
nics. Its professors were distinguished by the

kindness, and honoured by the familiarity of the

great;" many of them were of illustrious fa-

milies.

Chevillier, from whom many of these remarks
are borrowed, tells a facetious story of Robert
Gaguin, who having printed his first edition of

the History of France, was so disgusted with

the number of typographical errors which ap-

peared, that he determined to print his second

edition at Lyons, and accordingly did so. But
the second edition was also so defoiined by er-

rata, that he expressed a wish to have the whole
live hundred copies in his chamber, to bum or

otherwise destroy them.
In the year 1561, was printed a work, entitled

the Anatomy of the Mass. It is a thin octavo, of

172 pages, and it is accompanied by an errata of

fifteen pages ! The editor, a pious monk, in-
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forms his readers that a very serious reason in-

duced him to undertake this task ; for it is, says

he, to forestal the artifices of Satan. He sup-

poses that the devil, to ruin the fruit of this work,

employed two very malicious frauds ; the first

before it was printed, by drenching the manu-
script in a kennel, and having reduced it to a
most pitiable state, rendered several parts ille-

gible; the second, in obliging the printers to

commit such numerous blunders, never yet

equalled in so small a work. To combat this

double machination of Satan he was obliged

carefully to reperuse the work, and to form this

singular list of the blunders of printers, under
the influence of the devil. All this he relates in

an advertisement prefixed to the errata.

The following specimen of notice of errata, oc-

curs in a work entitled the Practice of Preaching,
printed in 1577. " An admonition to the reader,

For thy better expedition and furtherance in

reading of this book, I pray thee (gentle reader)

take thy pen and (before all things) correct and
amend these faults escaped in printing.

Folio Page Line Faults Corrections

14 a 1 7 for we arrest our hope read we erect

our hope

a Signifies the first side of the leaf.

h The seco'd."

The book which is distinguished by the great-

est number of errata on record, is that contain-

ing the works of Pica Mirandula, printed at

Strasburg in 1507, by a printer of the name of
Knoblench. The errata of this volume occupy
no less than fifteen folio pages.—^The subject

might be very far extended, and many curious

anecdotes might be introduced. These errors

proceeded as often from ignorance as mistake.

One of the most remarkable complaints on
errata is that of Edward Leigh, appended to his

curious treatise On Religion and Learning, It

consists of two folio pages, in a very minute
character, and exhibits an incalculable number
of printer's blunders. " We have not," he says,
" Plantin nor Stephens amongst us ; and it is

no easy task to specify the chiefest errata ; false

interpunctions there are too many ; here a letter

wanting, there a letter too much ; a syllable too
much; one letter for another; words parted
where they should be joined ; words joined
which should be severed ; words misplaced

;

chronological mistakes, &c. " This unfortunate
folio was printed in 1656. Are we to infer by
such frequent complaints of the authors of that
day, that either they did not receive proofs from
the printers, or that the printers never attended
to the corrected proofs ? Each single erratum,
seems to have been felt as stab to the literary
feelings of the poor author !

It appears by a calculation made by the
printer of Steevens's edition of Shakspeare, that
every octavo page of that work, text and notes,
contains 2680 distinct pieces of metal ; which
in a sheet amount to 42,880—the misplacing of
any one of which would inevitably cause a blun-
der 1 With this curious fact before us, the accu-

rate state of our printing, in general, is to be
admired, and errata ought more freely to be
pardoned than the fastidious minuteness of the
insect eye of certain critics has allowed.

Whether such a miracle as an immaculate
edition of a classical author does exist, I have
never learnt ; but an attempt has been made to

obtain this glorious singularity—and was as

nearly realised as is perhaps possible in the

magnificent edition of As Lusiadas of Camoens,
by Dom Joze Souza, in 1817. This amateur
spared no prodigality of cost and labour, and
flattered himself that by the assistance of Didot,

not a single typographical en'or should be found
in that splendid volume. But an en'or was af-

terwards discovered in some of the copies, occa-

sioned by one of the letters in the word Lusitano
having got misplaced during the working of one
of the sheets. It must be confessed that this

was an accident or misfortune—rather than an
erratum !*

Many other curious anecdotes concerning the
errors of printers and errata, will be given under
the dates in which they occur.

1478. Died, Theodore Gaza, a learned Greek,
was born at Thessalonica, and when that place
was taken by the Turks in 1430, he escaped to

Italy, where he studied the Latin language with
so much assiduity that he became an elegant
writer and speaker of it. He was for several

years a professor at Ferrara, and at length rector

of that university. From thence he went to

* It becomes me, perhaps, to say something of the
Errata that may occur in this work. I am aware that
many will unavoidably arise ; and they who have much to
do with dates, with the transcript of books, or the labours
of the printing-house, will know that these cannot, even
with the utmost care, be avoided. To those who may col-
lect these Errata of mine with a friendly care, I shall be
very thankful ; but to those, who with a contrary disposi-
tion, I can only make the same appeal that much greater
men than myself have done before. Quoting the words of
an old author, " I know I have herein made myself subject
unto a world of judges, and am likest to receive most con-
troulment of such as are least able to sentence me. Well
I wote that the works of no writers have appeared in a
more curious age than this ; and that, therefore, the more
circumspection and wariness is required in the publishing
of any thing that must endure so many sharp sights and
censm-es. The consideration whereof, as it hath made me
the more heedy not to displease any, so hath it given me
the less hope of pleasing all."

As a humble labourer in the vineyard of literature, and
possessing little learning and less leisure, I do not pretend
to approach near to the knowledge and industry of such
eminent names as Dibdin, Home, Beloe, Nichols, and many
others, whose talents and researches have added so much
to illustrate the beauties of Bibliography, and explore the
deep and interesting mines of Typography. As a journey-
man printer, compelled to labour for my daily means, the
task I have imdertaken may appear, perhaps to many] too
much for my abilities : I would request such to defer their
judgment until the completion of the work. To those
who have witnessed my exertions, for the last nine years,
in collecting the materials, no apology will, I hope, be
necessary. Every means within my reach have been em-
ployed to elucidate the truth, and my only aim in the com-
pilation, is an ardent desire to add something, however
little, to the stock of typographical literature, and produce
a work which every lover of the art, may refer to as a
book of instruction and amusement. One more apology
I must not forget to state, and one which is daily expe-
rienced, that the worst editor of an author's writings is
himself. And

" He who madly prints his name
Invites his foe to take sure aim." C. H. t.
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Rome, under the patronage of pope Nicholas V.
and cardinal Bessarion. He wrote a Greek

Cmmwar, printed by Aldus Manutius, in 1495,

and a Treatise on the Grecian Months. He also

translated Hippocrate's Aphorisms, Aristotle on
Animals,'^ and other works into Latin. This

latter work he dedicated to pope Sixtus IV. and
received from his holiness no other recompense

than the price of the binding, which this chari-

table father of the church munificently bestowed

upon him. Gaza also translated some of Cicero's

works into Greek.
" Authors," observes D'Israeli,in his Curiosities

of Literature, "have too frequently received ill-

treatment, even from those to whom they dedi-

cated their works. Some who felt hurt at the

shameless treatment of such mock mascenases,

have observed that no writer should dedicate his

works but to his friends ; as was practised by
the ancients, who usually addressed those who
had solicited their labours, or animated their

progress."
" Every man believes," writes Dr. Johnson, to

Baretti, " that mistresses are unfaithful, and
patrons are capricious. But he excepts his own
mistress, and his own patron.

Theocritus fills his Idylliums with loud com-
plaints of the neglect of his patrons ; and Tasso
was as little successful in his dedications. Ari-

osto, in presenting his Orlando Furioso to the

cardinal d'Este, was gratified with the bitter

sarcasm of—" Where the devil did you find all

this nonsense."

1478. PtolomcB Cosmographia ex emendatione

Domitii Caldecini. Rome, Arn. Buckenik, folio.

It has already been stated that the celebrated

Conrad Sweynheym left his profession of a
printer, and dissolved his partnership with Ar-
nold Pannartz, to follow the art of engraving.

This edition of Ptolemy is the book which for

three years occupied his time and his talents
;

and which after all he did not live to complete.

The finishing hand was put to it by his associate

in this new pursuit Arn. Buckenik, or Buking.
It is a very rare and curious book. A copy in

the La Vallier collection, which wanted many of

the plates, sold for more than two hundred and
forty livres. It is the second edition of the work.

There are twenty-seven geographical plates.

—

One of the world, ten of different parts ofEurope,

four of Africa, and twelve of Asia.

—

Beloe.

Great efforts were made at Milan about this

period to promote the revival of learning and the

progress of the typogi'aphic art. This city pro-

duced many scholars, who exerted their abilities

in correcting the press, and was celebrated for

many individuals who, by defraying the expenses

themslves effectually encouraged the labours of

the printers. In the colophons of various books

between the years 1475 and 1500, information is

given, that they were printed at the private ex-

pense of different individuals. This will parti-

cularly be found in those works which came forth

* In the Percy Anecdotes (Literature) this dedication

is said to have been made by Theodore Beza, but which is

an eiTor.—See the year 10/0, ante.

from the presses of Valdarfer,* Lavagna, and
Scinzenzeler. Santander has enumerated many
of these, but he has not mentioned the three

secretaries of the duke of Milan, whose names
appear to an edition of Isocrates.—Beloe.

It is curious to remark how great a multitude
of editions of the works of St. Thomas Aquinas
and St. Augustine were published towards the

close of this century ; which will of course, de-

monstrate the kind of learning which then pre-

vailed. Belles lettres, however, were beginning

to revive, and men of rank and fortune were not
wanting who employed both their influence and
wealth to procure for publication the venerable

remains of the writers of Greece and Rome.
Various examples of this liberal and munificent

spirit have already been given, and many more
will be introduced in the course of the work.

The pages of Roscoe, of Gibbon, and others,

point out many illustrious names of those, who
at an enormous sum purchased manuscripts for

the libraries which they founded. Literature,

like virtue, is often its own reward, and the en-

thusiasm some experience in the permanent
enjoyments of a vast library has far outweighed
the neglect or the calumny of the world, which
some of its votaries have received. From the

time that Cicero poured forth his feelings in his

oration for the poet Archias, innumerable are the

testimonies of men of letters of the pleasurable

delirium of their researches. Had not sovereigns

and rich individuals formed libraries to which
men of learnin'i: had access, knowledge could not

have advanced, even at the very slow manner in

which it did ; as they in general, were too poor

to purchase books, and had not sufficient leisure

to find out where they were to be bought, or,

while dispersed, where they were to be met with.
" At this rate," observes Dr. Henry, " none but
kings, bishops, and abbots, could be possessed of

any books : which is the reason that there were

no schools but in kings' palaces, bishops' sees, or

monasteries." The same observations will apply

also to printing. For when the secret became
known it soon spread over divers nations, became
patronized by popes and kings, and esteemed a
divine blessing to mankind. The progressive

change from school divinity to the cultivation

of the studies ofhumanity, is strongly manifested

from the prodigious number of editions of the

various works of Cicero, which followed each

other in rapid succession, from the three books

de Oratore, printed at the Subiaco monastery, by
Sweynheym and Pannartz, to the entire collec-

tion of all the works of this popular author,

printed at Milan in 1498, by Alexander Minu-
tianus, in 4 vols, folio. Panzer describes near

three hundred editions of different works of

Cicero, published before the close of this centurj^

many which, either from their dedications or

prefaces, or from some circumstance or other,

involve something which tends to illustrate the

revival of learning. For an enumeration of these

* Valdarfer commenced his typogiaphic labours, at the

city of Venice, and afterwards removed to Milan.
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editions of Cicero, see Beloe's Anecdotes of Lite-

rature, vol. 4.

1478. Printing introduced into the following

cities and towns in this year :

—

Cosenza, by Octavius Salamonius de Manfre-

donia.

Colle, by Joannes Alleraanus de Medemblick.
Chablis, by Pierre de Rouge.
Eichstett (Neustad) Michael Reyser.

Geneva, A Steinschawer, de Schuinfordia.

Oxford, Theodoric Rood.
Pavia, by Francis de St. Petao.

Prague, printer's name not known.

Monast. Sorten., printer's name not known.

1478. The Morale Prouerbes of Christyne (of
Pyse) Enprinted by Caxton. In^ fexLerer the

colde season. Folio.

This is a translation by earl Rivers, from a
French work, intituled, Les Proverbes Moraux
et la Prudence par Christine de Pisan fille de

M. Thomas de Pisan, autrement die de Bologne*
It is a small poem, consisting of about 200 lines,

and begins thus :

—

The Morale Prouerbes of Cristyne.

The grete vertus of oure elders notable,
Ofte to remembre is thing profitable,

An happy hous is, where dwelleth pradence,
For where she is, raison is in presence, &c.

The poem ends with the following homely
couplets :

—

There is noothing so riche I you enseur
As the seruice of god oure createur.
Litle availleth good exemple to see
For him, that wole not the contraire flee.

Though that the deeth to us be lamentable
Hit to remembre is thing moost conuenable :

Thende dooth shewe euery werk as hit is

;

Woo may he be that to God endeth mys.

Explicit.

To these succeed the following stanzas by
Caxton :

—

Of these sayynges Cristyne was the auctresse,
Whiche in makyn hadde suche intelligence,
That therof she was mireur and maistresse

;

Hire werkes testifie thexperience
;

In Frenssh lanijuaige was writen this sentence,
And thus enj>lished doth hit reherse
Antoin Wideu^ He, therle Ryuers.

Go thou litil quayer and recommaund me
Unto the good grace of my special lorde
Therle Ryueris, for I have emprinted the
At his commandement, following eury worde
His copye, as his secretarie can record.
At Wcbtmestre, of Feuerer the xx day,
And of kyng Edward the xvii yere vraye.

Emprinted by Caxton
In Feuerer the colde season.

* "The fair authoress of the original work," says M. De
La Monnoye, " was born at Bologna (la Grassej in the
year 1364. At five years of aRC she was taken to Paris to
live with her father, who was Grand Judiciary Astrologer

jand who, on account of his celebrity, had been invited by
Charles v., surnamed the Wise, to be near his person at
court. Christina, in her fifteenth year, was married to
atephen Castcl, a young gentleman of Picardy; who died
at the age of thirty-four, A.D. 1389, and left her a widow
with two sons and one daughter. Having received as
good a literary education as the times could afford, she
commenced authon-s at the age of thirty-five, and seems
to have entlmsia-tually devoted herself to all sorts of
compositions, whitlu r in prose or verse : so much so, that,m her book of Visions, she mentions that she had already
composed fifteen vohimes." '

The Moral Proverbs are in rhyme, and the
Book of Prudence in prose. It is considered a
very rare book, and is sometimes bound with
the Dictes, See.

1479. Tractatus brevis and utilis de Originali

Peccato. Editus a Fratre JEyidio Romano,
Ordinis Fratrum Heremitarum Sancti Augus-
tinio Impressus and finitus Oxonie, a Navitate
Domini.

This book is a very great rarity, represented

to be the first that was printed at Oxford, in a
catalogue of the first printed books at the end
of Pancirollus ; but it may be the second or

third. That title above, taken from the colo-

phon, at the end, is printed with red ink ; and
there is nothing more of that colour throughout
the book, than a little dash of an ornament at

the beginning of the first letter. The work is

divided into six chapters ; but the first letter of
every chapter is left out, which should be a
capital. It is printed on a good thick paper,

with a short, strong, legible letter, much like

the German cast ; has signatures at bottom,
which I think is somewhat earlier than Caxton
had them ; but no words of direction there, or

numbers of the pages at top. Moreover, Theo.
Rood used several marks and letters of abbre-
viation, and several combined letters ; few stops,

and they commonly ill shapen points.

1479. Breviarum Parisiense.—This is the

earliest impression pertaining to the ecclesias-

tical ritual that occui-s in the annals of the Pa-
risian press. Missals, breviaries, heures, &c.
are soon found amongst its most frequent pro-
ductions. In such works the Gothic typography
generally appears in all the splendour of rude
magnificence. The exquisite glossiness of the
inks, the striking contrast of the red and black,

the boldness and magnitude of the letter, the
ornamented capitals, the profusion of wood cuts

which generally ornament the margins, and
many quaint verses and devices, and wonderful
notices of pardons expressed in the rubrics, con-
stitute such books singular objects of modem
curiosity. In fact, says Mr. Cresswell, many of
the earliest productions of our English press

can be satisfactorily illustrated only by a com-
parison with the cotemporary histoi-y of French
typography. However numerous the impres-
sions of these rituals and religious manuals
were, well preserved printed specimens are not
very frequent at present. Many highly orna-
mented missals in manuscript are indeed extant,
and often present themselves to the notice of
the curious, having perhaps been preserved
more carefully than printed copies.

Printing in red and black was more especially

appropriated to psalters, breviaries, and other
works relating to the ecclesiastical ritual. This
mixture of red and black, which gives a cheer-
ful and pleasing variety to the page, is found in
the Psalterium of Mentz, 1457, and the Ratio-
nale Divinorum Officioi-um of 1459; at the end
of which we read this subscription, Prasens Co-
dex venustate Capitalium decoratiis, Rubrica-
tionibusque sufficientei' distinctus, ^-c." Gering
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occasionally used red ink in other works; but

in his Psaltenum, 1494 ; his Diumale £!cclesue,

1496 ; his Breviarium Cameracense, 1497 ; his

Missale, folio, 1497 ; and his HorcB B. Virginis,

1498; and also in his Corpus Juris Canonici

cum Glossis, 3 vols, folio, and similar works, he

used red and black inks in every page, in all

their brilliancy. It is scarce necessary to men-
tion the use of these ruhriques in the rituals of

the church. The name of rubric is still given

to those directory sentences which are found in

our Common Prayer; though the practice of

distinguishing them by red letters has been long

discontinued. Chevillier says that Antoine Za-
rot was the first who printed missals furnished

with these distinctions, for the convenience of

the clergy. He had seen a copy of the Missale

Romanum,* printed by him with rubrics (ru-

hriques rouges) at Milan, 1478, in folio, with

this subscription :

—

" Antoni, Patria Parmensis, gente Zarote,

Primus Misales imprimis arte libros.

Nemo repertorem nimium se jactet. In arte

Addere plus tantum quam peperisse valet."

1479. Soon after the discovery of printing

laws were made for subjecting books to exami-

nation : and the establishment of book-censors,

and licensers of the press, was strenuously sup-

ported by many of the Romish clergy, who
feared the circulation of publications inimical

to their religious views, or their ecclesiastical

domination. The earliest instance of a book
printed with a permission from government, is

commonly supposed to occur in the year 1480

;

but professor Beckmann mentions two books

printed early in this year, with the approbation of

the public censor. The first is, Wilhelmi epis-

* The manuscript of the Missale Romanum, from which
the above was printed, is of a description so dazzling^, that
words alone cannot convey the ideas requisite to form a
conception of its singular attractions.— It commences
with a portrait, and on the opposite leaf, armorial bear-

ings, doubtless those of the individual whose likeness is

represented, and for whom this magnificent volume was
executed. Next appeai-s the calendai-, which occupies
twenty-six pages, on the first of which occurs the date
M.CCCC.X. Each leaf of this calendar is appropriately
ornamented with miniatures, which display in the most
delightful manner, such avocations or amusements as are

peculiar to the different months, while the picturesque
effect of the pages is admirably completed by borders
which nothing but genius of the most refined order could
have designed.—After the calendar follow the prayers,

opposite the first of which appears a miniature, represent-

ing a full length figure of the person whose portrait pre-

viously occurs, on his knees, at the altar. This miniature
is surrounded by a border to which the opposite page
corresponds, thus forming g. striking picture. There are

eleven other large miniatures from scriptural subjects,

with borders on both pages, and thirty small miniatures
of saints and martyrs, with ornamental sides of flowers,

&c. besides the decorations above described; and the
initials, which are illuminated in gold and colours, are
almost innumerable.—To dwell upon the peculiarities of
this superb book, adequate to its deserts, would far out-
strip our proper limits , but it may be finally observed,
that the artist who has shewn so much skill in his outline
of the figiu-es, and knowledge of perspective, must have
been far above the level of his fellow illuminators,—the
brilliancy of colour and gold, the minute and correct
finishing of the faces, the inventive skiU displayed in the
borders, in short, the un-relaxed display of excellence
throughout this attractive volume, must ever rank it as a
work of art, unexcelled by any missal which has yet been
offered to the notice and admiration of the public. It was
valued in a trade catalogue at sS'250,

copi Lugdunensis Sujnma de Virtutibus : the

other is a Bible, with the following conclusion :

" In the year of the incarnation of our Lord
1479, on the vigil of Matthew the apostle;

when this notable work, of the Old and New
Testament, with the canons of the Gospels, and
their harmonies, to the praise and glory of the

holy and undivided Trinity, and the immaculate
virgin Mary, was printed in the city of Cologne,
by Conrad de Homborch ; allowed and ap-

proved by the university of Cologne.

"

Many centuries, however, before the invention

of printing, books were forbidden by different

governments, and even condemned to the flames.

A variety of proofs can be produced that this

was the case among both the antient Greeks
and Romans. At Athens the works of Protago-

ras were prohibited ; and all the copies of them
which could be collected were burnt by the

public crier. At Rome the writings of Numa,
which had been found in his grave, were, by
order of the senate, condemned to the fire, be-

cause they were contrary to the religion which

he had introduced. As the populace at Rome
were in times of public calamity more addicted

to superstition than seemed proper to the go-

vernment, an order was issued that all super-

stitious and astrological books should be de-

livered into the hands of the prsetor. This order

was often repeated ; and the emperor Augustus
caused more than twenty thousand of these

books to be burnt at one time. Under the same
emperor the satirical works of Labienus were

condemned to the fire, which was the first in-

stance of this nature ; and it is related as some-

thing singular, that, a few years after, the writ-

ings of the person who had been the cause of

the order for that purpose shared the same fate.

The burning of these works having induced

Cassius Severus to say, in a sneering manner,

that it would be necessary to bum him alive, as

he had got by heart the writings of his friend

Labienus, this expression gave rise to a law of

Augustus against abusive writings. When Cie-

mutius Cordus, in his history, called C. Cassius

the last of the Romans, the senate, in order to

flatter Tiberius, caused the book to be burnt

;

but a number of copies were saved by being

concealed. Antiochus Epiphanes caused the

books of the Jews to be burnt ; and in the first

centuries of our era the books of the Christians

were treated with equal severity, of which Arno-
bius bitterly complains. We are told by Euse-
bius that Diocletian caused the sacred scriptures

to be burnt. After the spreading of the Chris-

tian religion, the clergy exercised against books
that were either unfavourable or disagreeable to

them, the same severity which they had cen-

sured in the heathens as foolish and prejudicial

to their own cause. Thus were the writings of

Arius condemned to the flames at the council of

Nice ; and Constantine threatened with the

punishment of death those who should conceal

them. The clergy assembled at the council of

Ephesus requested the emperor Theodosius II.

to cause the works of Nestorius to be burnt;
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and this desire was complied with. The writ-

ings of Eutyches shared the like fate at the

council of Chalcedon ; and it would not be dif-

ficult to collect instances of the same kind from

each of the following centuries.

—

Bechnann.

1479. Printing introduced into the following

places in the course of this year :

—

Gouge, by Gerard de Leen.

Lerida, by Henry Botel.

Nimeguen, no printer's name.
Pignerol, by Jacob de Rubeis.

Poictiei*s, by J. Bouyer and G. Bouchet.

Segorba, printer's name not known.

Tusculano, by Gabriel Petri.

Toulouse, by Johannes Teutonicus.

Wurtzburg, by S. Dold, J. Ryser, and J.

Bekenhub.
Zwoll, by Johannes de Vallehoe.

1480. The second instance of a book printed

with permission from government is commonly
supposed to occur in this year ; and Dom. Liron,

a Benedictine monk, is the first person who made
that remark. He was the author of a work en-

titled Singularites Historiques et Litiraires ; in

the last part of which, where he speaks of the Hei-

delberg edition of a work named Nosce te ipsum,

printed in this year, he says " This is the first

publication I found accompanied with solemn
approbation and attestations in its favour." It

has four approbations, the first and last of which
are worth preserving, as they will serve to show
the power of the clergy at this period :

—

" I Philip Rota, doctor of laws, though the

least of ally have read over carefully, and dili-

gently examined, this small work, Nosce te ; and
as I have not only found it composed devotely

and catholically, but abounding also with matter
of wonderful utility, I do not hesitate, in testi-

mony of the above, to subscribe my name."
The last of the approbations is as follows :

" I Mapheus Girado, by the divine mercy
patriarch of Venice, and primate of Dalmatia,
confiding in the fidelity of the above gentlemen,
who have examined the above-mentioned book,
do testify that it is a devout and orthodox work."
Thus, it appears, that this divine censor gave his

opinion of books without reading them.
1480. Printing introduced into the following

places, in the course of this year:

—

Genzano, printer unknown.
Oudenarde, by Arnold Cesaris.

Hasselt, no printer's name.
Heidelberg, first printer unknown. Jacobus

Knoblocker, began to print in 1485.
Nonantola, by Geo. and Anselm de Mischinis.
Friuli,by Gerrard de Flandria, most probably

the same person who printed at Treviso.
Caen, by J. Durandus and Egidius Quijoue.
St. Albans, the schoolmaster.

London, by John Lettou and William Mach-
linia.

Quilembourg, printer's name unknown.
1480. John Lettou, a foreigner, commenced

the art of printing in the city of London. He is

^Jiid to have come over to this country on the
invitation of William Caxton. This, "however,

is not likely, as his unskilfulness is such that

Caxton would scarcely have invited or even
encouraged such a bad workman. The types he
employed in the only two books he is known
to have printed himself, are rude and broken.

After he had published them, he was taken into

the printing ofiice of William de Machlinia

—

first, it is supposed as a journeyman, and after-

wards as a partner. Machlinia also was a fo-

reigner; the only celebrity that can attach to

the name of these partners, arises from their

having printed the first edition of Littleton's

Tenures, in a small folio, without date, title,

numerals, or catchwords, the type barbarous and
broken, and the text crowded with abbreviations,

five copies only are known to be extant. Their
printing-office was near All-Hallows church

;

their letter, a coarse Gothic one. The partner-

ship was of short duration ; for, in 1483, Mach-
linia's name alone appears.

Sir Thomas Littleton, author of the English

Tenures, was not only an eminent lawyer, but also

hojds a high place in the annals of literature.

The celebrity and usefulness of this work, which
was commented upon by Sir Edward Coke, have
subsisted to the present day, and no work on the

municipal laws is more esteemed by lawyers,

for, notwithstanding the prodigious accession of

statutes and reports, the large alterations both in

the knowledge and practice of the law, and the

accumulation of publications, Littleton, with

Coke's Commentary, will ever continue to de-

mand the attention and applause of our ablest

advocates. Bishop Nicholson, in his Historical

Library, speaking of Littleton's Tenures remarks,
" That his book of Tenures is in every one's hand
and head that pretends to the profession or study

of the municipal laws of this kingdom, and has
been more frequently printed than any other law
book whatever. This distinguished lawyer and
scholar died August 23, 1481, and was buried

in the cathedral at Worcester.

In the public library at Cambridge, there are

two manuscript copies of Littleton's Tenures,

one on vellum and the other on paper, with a
memorandum annexed to the last, that it was
bought in Paul's church yard on the 27th of

July, 20th of Edward IV. anno 1481.

As an author, and among men of literature in

general. Sir John Fortescue, chief justice of the

king's bench,* will probably be regarded as en-

* In the year 1461, (1st Edw. IV.) the chief justice of the
king's bench had one hundred and seventy marks per
annum, ^b 6s. 6d, for his winter robes, and the same sum
for Whitsuntide robes. In the year 1485, (1st Hen. VII.)

the chief justice had the yearly fee of one hundred and
forty marks granted to him for his better support : further

he had £5 6s. ll^d. and the sixth pait of a halfpenny,
(such is the accuracy of Sir William Dugdale, and the
strangeness of the sum) for his winter robes, and ^3 6s. 6d.

for his robes at Whitsuntide. Most of the judges had the
honour of knighthood ; some of them were knights ban-
nerets ; and some had the order of the Bath. Until the
first year of the reign of Edward IV. the king's attorney
was the only law officer of the crown ; when we find

Richard Fowler was made solicitor to the king ; and in the
nth yeai* of tlie same king's reign William Hussee was
appointed attorney-general in England, (the first mention
of that title. ) This officer was then appointed for life

.
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titled to the greatest commendation of any writer

of this period. He was bom in Devonshire, and
educated at Oxford, from whence he removed to

Lincoln 's-inn. In 1442 he was appointed to the

chief justiceship of the king's bench. He com-
posed both in Latin and English ; and the

subjects he treated upon, together with the sen-

timents which were delivered by him concerning

them, will always endear his memory to true

Englishmen. In Latin he wrote upon the praises

of the laws of England, and in English on the

difference between absolute and limited monar-

chy. In these works he hath done justice to the

excellence of our constitution and laws, and has

shown himself to have been a firm friend to the

cause of liberty. He was some time in Flanders,

and while abroad wrote his famous book, entitled

De Laudibus Legum AnglicB, wliich, however,

was not published till the reign of Heniy VIII.
since which time it has been frequently printed.

He returned to England with queen Margaret,

and was taken prisoner at the battle of Tewkes-
bury, in 1471 . Edward IV. granted him a pardon,

on which he retired to his seat at Ebrington, in

Gloucestershire, where he died at the advanced
age of 90.

1480. The Book named Cordyale: or Memo-
rare Novissima : which f.reateth of Thefoure last

Thinges. Began on the morn after the Purifica-

tion of our blissid Lady {2d Feb. 1478J, ^c.

And finisshed on the even of thannunciacion of
our said blissid Lady,fallying on the %vednesdaye

the xxiiij daye of Marche In the xix yere of
Kyng Edvmrde the foiirthe. Folio.

This work opens with the following exhorta-

tion to the reader

:

" ^Z ingratitude utterly settyng apart, ive owe
to calle to our myndes the manyfolde gyftes of
grace, with the benefaittis, that our lorde of his

moost plentiueu^ bonte hath ymen vs wretches, in

this present tranntoire lif whichc remembraunce

of right directly shulde induce us to giue his

Godhede therefore continale and immortale lou-

ingis and thankis, and in no ivise to falle to thig-

norance or foryetfulness thereof. ^^ Src.

Mr. Dibdin calls this a rare production : the

preface of which is said to have proceeded from

the pen of earl Rivers. It is printed in long

lines, with small capital letters in the spaces in-

tended for the large ones ; it has neither catch-

words nor signatures : the leaves, consisting of

seventy-six, are not numbered ; the words are

often differently spelt; in his punctuation he
used a cross and little oblique dashes,

1480. Ouyde his booke ofMetamorphose Trans-

lated and fynnysshed by me William Caxton at

Westmestre the xxii day of Apryll, the yere of
our lord m. iiijc. iiijxx. And the xx yere of the

Regne kyng Edward the fourth. [A manuscript

in folio.]

Of all our typographer's productions, not one
of them (according to Mr. Dibdin) appears so

difficult to investigate, as the subject before us.

We are informed, that a manuscript copy of the

latter part of the above is in the library of Mag-
dalen college, Cambridge, but that a perfect

copy has not yet been brought to light. Mr.
Dibdin concludes his remarks upon this subject,

as follows :
—" I cannot dismiss this curious

article, without indulging the hope that the

labours of some more successful bibliographer

may bring a printed copy of the book to light

;

none of the kind has hitherto, I believe, been
seen or heard of. It is not improbable that the
love of the marvellous, which seems to have so

stronglypossessed ourvenerable typographer, and
which was also the ruling literary passion of the
day, might have induced Caxton to print, as

well as translate, the Metamorphoses of Ovid.

1480. The Chronicles ofEnglond^-c. Enpnted
by me William Caxton In thabbey of Westmyn-
stre by london ^-c. the v day of Juyn the yere of
thincamacion of our lord god m.cccc.lxxx. ^c.

Folio. With which is usually bound.
The Descripcion of Britayne ^-c. Fynysshed by

me William Caxton the xviii day of Augtist the

yere of our lord god m.cccc.lxxx ^c. Folio.

These two small volumes, it is said, are to be
found in most collections of Caxton's pieces.

He concludes his Chronicle with this pious

wish :

—

" That there may be a very final peace in all

christian realms ; that the infidels and miscreants

may be withstauden and destroyed, and our faith
enhanced which in these days is sore minished by
the puissance of the Turks and heathen men. And
after this present and short life, we may come to

the everlasting life in the bliss of heaven, Amen.^*

In the following August, Caxton published

his Description of Ertgland, v^'hichcoYitains twen-
ty-eight chapters ; it is comprised of twenty-nine

leaves, and has neither signatures, numerals nor

catchwords. These were very popular, having
been reprinted four times in this century, (twice,

however, without the Description;) and seven

times in the sixteenth century.

1480. This year exhibits the name and com-
mencement of AntoineVerard, who with respect

both to the va^riety and curious description of

his impressions, may justly be considered as one

of the most interesting of all the early typogra-

phers of Paris. Very numerous indeed were

the impressions executed by this zealous printer,

separately or in conjunction with others. De la

Caille renders the same testimony. " Verard,"

says he, " was one of those who gave to the

public the greatest number of works; and par-

ticularly of romances:* of which" he adds,
" there are extant more than a hundred volumes,

printed upon vellum, ornamented with beauti-

ful miniatures, and exhibiting the most studied

and exact imitations of the manuscripts from

which they were copied." Such very magnifi-

* A very early edition of the Romance of the Rose, with-

out date or place, or name of the printer ; but printed by
Verard, about 1496. This volume is a most briUiant and
magnificent specimen of Verard's printing upon vellum.

The work is ornamented with one large and one hundred
small miniature paintings, very spiritedly executed, and
heightened with fjokl. A copy, having the title and two
pages supplied by fac-similes in manuscript, was sold by
Wheatley and Adlaid, Piccadilly, London, Dec. 9, 1829.

forj6"l6 l6s
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cent, ingenious, and costly ornaments bestowed

upon these Gothic productions of the French

press, give a characteristic peculiarity to them,

perhaps above those of most other countries.

The letter indeed chiefly employed in them,

though often denominated by the general term

Gothic, is rather a species of semi-Gotliic ; and

probably was cast in imitation of the character

usually met with in exquisitely finished manu-
scripts which were of an age not very remote

from the invention of printing ; at which period,

also, it is very probable that the art of illumi-

nating, and embellishing with miniatures in

gold and colours, was cultivated in its highest

luxury. The impressions of Antoine Verard,

and of several of his cotemporaries, having often

been taken off on the finest vellum, for the gra-

tification of the rich, and at their liberal ex-

pence thus superbly ornamented ; exhibit a most
agreeable union between the labours of the

printer, and of the scribe and iUuminator. And
since the art of the latter has long been lost

through disuse, they are treasured up with the

greatest care as monuments of foimer national

magnificence, and the only remains of a species

of art which was once so extensively and inge-

niously practised.

Antoine Verard used for his device the arms
of France, under which, in a compartment, is a

cypher, probably intended to express the whole
of his surname. These, with other minor orna-

ments, are included in a parallelogram, round
the external margin of which is an inscription

in Gothic characters.

1480. A printing-press was established in the

Benedictine monastery at St. Albans, of which
William Wallingford was at that time prior,

but who the person was that introduced it, we
have not been able to learn. Wynkyn de Worde
informs us the printer was " sometime a school-

master ;" and most probably a monk. He is

mentioned as a man of merit, and a friend of

Caxton. The types of the book, which is a
Treatise on Rhetoric^ in Latin, are very rude.

He continued his typographic labours from 1480
to 1486, and produced several works, from which
time there is no account of any press in that

place until the year 1 536.

The Boke of Seynt Albons, which is otherwise
entitled a Treatise of Hawking, Hunting, Fish-
ing, and of Court Armour, is attributed to dame
Juliana Berners, prioress of the nunnery at Sope-
well, near St. Albans. Whether this celebrated
book, which was first printed in the year 1486,
and of which Wynkyn de Worde appears to have
given an impression about the year 1496, in
lolio, was partially compiled from a French
work p'rinted at Chamberry, by Antony Neyret,
in 148(5, under this title, Le Hire du Roy Modus
et de la Roj/ne Racio, Src. and other French works
of a similar description, there are no means of
ascertaining.

The Boke of Blasymj of Armys, the last of the
treatises contained in the " Boke of Seynt Al-
bons," which by .some has been attributed to a
different hand, seems to be confessedly a trans-

lation or compilation :
—" Here now endyth the

boke of blaysyng of annys translatyt and com-
pylyt togedyr at Seynt Albons the yere, &c.
M. CCCC. LXXXVI.*

In the above work, the following singular

passage occurs, concerning the kings of France,

and one which may almost be deemed a prophecy,
" Tharmes of the Kynge of Fraunce were cer-

taynly sent by an angel from heven, that is to

saye, tlire floures in manere of swerdes in a feld

of azure, the whyche certer armes were given to

the forsayd Kynge of Fraunce in sygne of ever-

lastynge trowble, and that he and his successours

alway with batayle and swerdes sholde be pun-
ysshyd."

The following record of a curious piece of

heraldry is also given in this book :
'

" Of the offspring of the gentilman Jafeth

come Habraham, Moyses, Aron, and the Pro-

fettys, and also the Kyng of the right lyne of

Mary, of whom that G^en<i/ma»Jhesus was born,

very God and Man. After his Manhode, Kyng
of the land of Jude and Jues. Gentilman by his

Moder Mary, Prynce of Cote Armure^^ &c. &c.
Wretched situation of intellect ! Who reads but

pities the condition of his forefathers ? Warton
mentions his having seen a copy of a will be-

longing to this period, which begun, " in the

name of Almighty God, and Mai*y his Moder."
The book of Hunting is the only one written

in rhyme.
Lady Juliana Berners, on account of her be-

ing one of the earliest English poetesses, is en-

titled to honorable notice in this work. She is

frequently called Juliana Barnes, but Berners

was her more proper name. She was an Essex
lady, and, according to Ballard, was, probably,

born at Roding, in that county, about the be-

ginning of the fifteenth century ; being the

daughter of Sir James Berners, of Berners

Roding, and sister of Richard, Lord Berners.

If, however, as is generally agreed, Sir James
Berners was her father, her birth could have
been very little after 1388 ; for, in that year. Sir

James Berners was beheaded, together with
other favourites and corrupt ministers of king
Richard II.

The education of Juliana seems to have been
the very best which that age could afford, and
her attainments were such, that she is celebrated

by various authors for her uncommon learning

and her other accomplishments, which rendered

her every way capable and deserving of the of-

fice she afterwards bore; which was that of

prioress of Sopewell Nunnery. This was a cell

attached to, and very near St. Albans ; and the

remains of it are still standing. Here she lived

in high esteem, and flourished about the year

1460, or perhaps, somewhat earlier.

She was very beautiful, of great spirit, and

* Perfect copies of this work are in the possession of
earl Spencer and the earl of Pembroke.—A perfect copy is
estimated by Dr. Dibdin at .^'420, and avery imperfect one
at the Roxburghe sale produced jfc'u;,—resold at the sale
of the White Knights' library, for ^84. A copy very
nearly perfect is in the library of Mr. Phelps, of Lincoln's
Inn.—Loundes.
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loved masculine exercises, such as hawking,

hunting, &c. With these sports she used to

recreate herself; and so skilled was she in them,

that she wrote treatises on hawking, hunting,

and heraldry. " From an ahhess disposed to

turn author^" says Warton, "we might more
reasonably have expected a manual of medita-

tions for the closet, or select rules for making
salves, or distilling strong waters. But the

diversions of the field were not thought incon-

sistent with the character of a religious lady of

this eminent rank, who resembled an abbot in

respect of exercising an extensive manorial

jurisdiction, and who hawked and hunted in

common with other ladies of distinction." So

well esteemed were Juliana Bemers's treatises,

and, indeed, so popular were the subjects on

which they were written, that they were pub-
lished in the very infancy of the art of printing.

Perhaps the confonnity between dame Juliana's

book and Le Liver du Roi Modus,may be found
to consist chiefly in the miscellaneous maxims
or moralities in which each work abounds. These
dame Juliana, like queen Racio, scatters pro-

fusely ; and sometimes in a strain of coarseness

alike incompatible with modern notions of female

delicacy. Some, however, of the remarks of the

lady prioress evince strong sense and accurate

observation. Witness her celebrated poetical

effusion which commences thus :

—

" A faythful frende wolde Jfayne fynde
To fynde hym there, he myghte be foundo
But now is the worlde. wext vnkynde
That frenship is fall, to the grounde
Now a frende J haue founde
That J woU nother. banne ne curse
But of all frendes. in felde or towne
Euer gramercy. myn own purse. &c."

1481. Geoffrey or Godefroy, Enguilbert, and
Jean Marnef, three brothers, and who were asso-

ciated together, at least on some occasions, com-
menced their typographic labours in the city of

Paris. Their earliest impression, according to

Panzer, bear this date.

Jean Dupre, or Joannes de Pratis or de Prato,

commenced his zealous labour, in the city of

Paris, by the impression of two Missals, bearing-

date 1481 Missale ad usum EcclesicB Romans,
folio ; and Missale Parisiense, are the only two
specimens at present known to bibliographers.

A copy of the Missale aduswn ecclesiceRomana,

is in the library of T. W. Coke, Esq. of Holk-
ham,* in Norfolk. This splendid book, says Mr.
Gresswell, who had inspected it, fully justifies

* The Holkham library abounds not only in books which
combine the perfection of early typography with the su-
perb embellishment usually bestowed upon the most
highly valued Codices manu scripti, but also in ancient
manuscripts : many of which will probably be found very
valuable and highly interesting to literature. Amongst
such literary curiosities I observed manuscripts of Livy

;

of Tacitus ; of various parts of the works of Cicero ; of
Ovid ; a fine Codex of the IV Evangelia, Graeca ; the Ora-
cula Sibyllina, Grsece ; many of the opuscula of the Greek
fathers ; besides numerous manuscripts of works of the
most esteemed early authors of Italy, &c. These are in
general beautifully illuminated and well preserved, and
constitute a comparatively small part only of the Holkham
collection ; which is said to possess almost six hundred
Codices manuscripti of these singular and interesting de-
scriptions.—Gresswell's Parisian Typography.

every thing that can be said of the magnificence
of the Parisian Gothic press. It is printed upon
the finest vellum, in a bold Gothic character,

and double columns : and with the aid of its

splendid illuminations and paintings exhibits the
most exact resemblance of a beautiful manu-
script. In this fine volume the capitals are
supplied by the illuminator in inks of various
colours : the mbrics or directory sentences are
not printed en rouge but are distinguished in the
column merely by a smaller Gothic character.
The volume in the Holkham library is splen-

didly bound in crimson velvet, and decorated
with the crest of the respectable proprietor ; and
its preservation is so perfect that it might be sup-
posed but recently to have issued from the press.

1481. Printing introduced into the following
places in the course of this year :

—

Salamanca, by L. Alemanus and Lupus Sanz.
Leipsic, by Marcus Brand.
Casal, G. de. Canepa NovadeCampanilibus.
Uribino, by Henry dc Colonia.
Vienne (in France) Peter Schenck.
Aurach, (in Wirtemberg) Conrad Fyner.
John Amerbach, one of the most excellent and

learned printers of his time, began to exercise

the art at Basil, where he continued printing

until the year 1528, in which year he died.

From the invention of the art, to about this

period, printed books were, generally speaking,

without title-pages ; and when first introduced,

a simple line, or a line and a half, or at most
three or four lines, towards the top of the page,
constituted the whole of the decoration, till about
the year 1490, when ornamental title-pages came
into use, the most common of which was the
representation of the author or writer at his

desk ; but subsequently, other devices were
invented, some of them of the character of vig-

nettes, others displaying the monagram, &c. of

the printer.

1481. Thymage or Myrrour of the Worlde.
Emprysed and Fynysshed in the xxi yere of the

regne of the most crysten kyng, kynge Edivard
the fourth. Folio. With cuts.

Our venerable printer in his prologue, says

that the book was translated " out of latyn into

frensshe hy the ordynaunce of the noble duk,
Johan of Berry and Auuergne the year of lords

M.cc.xLV, and now (he adds) at this tyme rudely
translated out of frensshe in to Englisshe hy me
symple persone Wyllm Caxton, ^c."
The following is the conclusion of the work :

—

" And where is it so, that I have presumed and
emprised this forsayd translacion into our Eng-
lisshe and maternal tonge, in whiche I am not
ivel parfyght, and yet lasse in Frensshe; yet I
haue endeuoured me therein, atte request and de-

syre, coste and dispence of the honourable and
worshipful man Hugh Bryce, cytezen and alder-

man of London, which hath sayd to me that he

entended to present it unto the puissant, noble,

and vertuous lord, my lord Hastynges, chamber-
layn vnto our sovei'ayn lord the kynge, and his

lieutenaunt of the toun of Calais and marches
there. In whiche translacion T knowleche my
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self si/mple^ ritde, and ygnorant, tvherfor I hum-
bly heseche my sayd lord chamberlayn to par-

donne me of this rude and simple translacion.

IIoiv he it, I leye for myne excuse, that I haue, to

my power, followed my copie, and as nyghe as to

me is possible I haue made it so playn, that every

man resonable may understojule it, yfhe aduysedly

and ententyfly rede or here it. And yf ther be

faulte in mesuryny of the firmament, sonne, mone,

or of therthe, or in ony other meruaylles herein

conteyned, I beseeche you not tarette the defaulte

in me, but in hym that made my copye ; whiche

hook I began first to translate the second day of
Janyuer, in the yer of our Lord mcccclxxx, and

fiynysshed the viii day of Marche the same yere.

And the xxi yere of the regne of the most christen

kyng, hyngc Edward the fourth, under the sha-

dow of whos noble protection I haue empiysed

and fynysshed this sayd lytil werke and boke,

heseching almyghty god to he his protector and
defendour agayn alle his enemycs, and gyue hym
grace to subdue them, and inespeciall them that

haue late enterp'ysed agayn right and reson to

make warre wythin his royamme, and also to pre-

serue and mayntene hym in longe lyf and pros-

perous hclthe, and after this short and transitorye

lyf he brynge hym and vs into his celestyal blysse

in heuene. Amen. Caxton me fieri fecit.
''^

It appears that Caxton printed two editions of

the ahove, the first being upon the best paper,

with blanks for the initial capitals ; it contains

one hundred leaves, and has twenty-nine lines in

a ,page. The second is printed with the same
type, and capital initials ; it contains eighty-four

leaves, with thirty-one lines in a page, and con-
cludes with the addition " Caxton mefieri fecit.^"*

His large device is on a separate leaf at the end.

This is said to have been the first work in which
he used signatures ; but it appears that he first

adopted them in the second edition of the Dictes.

This work is copiously described by Mr. I)ib-

din, in his Typographical Antiquities, with fac-

similies of the engravings, which he observes are

the first known engravings, with a date, produced
in England. The duke of Roxburghe's copy
produced the sum of £351 \bs. A copy of the
second edition, with two leaves of the table, and
a portion of two other leaves supplied by manu-
script, was offered in a trade catalogue for £50.

1481. The Historye of Reynart the Foxe, ^c.
Which was in dutcke, and by me willm Caxton
translated in to this rwle and symple englyssh in
thabbey of Westmestre fpiysshed the vj day of
Juyn the yere of our lord m.cccc.lxxxj and the
xxi yere of tlie regne of kynge Edward the iiijth.

This curious and exceedingly scarce volume
is called a quarto by some, and a folio by others;
the copy in his Majesty's library is said to be the
only one known in this country' Hearne called
this work " an admirable thing, and the design
very good ; viz. to represent a wise and politic
government." Mr. Douce thinks this "cele-
brated and interesting romance" was composed
long before the 'twelfth century. The name of
the original Dutch author has not yet been
brought to light.

1481. The Boke of Tulle of old age ^c Em-
prynted by me symple persone William Caxton
into Engtysshe at the playsir solace and reverence

of men grouping into olde age the xij day of Au-
gust the yere of our lord m.cccc.lxxxj. To which
are added,

Tullius his Book of Friendship ; and the De-
claracyon, shewing wherein Honoure shold reste.

Printed by the same : in the same year.

Oldys observes, respecting the above, that
" this threefold work is sufficiently explained in

the prefaces and conclusions of its several parts."

After eight leaves of contents, it closes thus

—

" Thv^ endeth the boke of Tulle of Olde Age,

translated out of Latyn into Frenshe by Laurence
de primo Facto, at the comaundement ofthe noble

prynce Lowys, due of Burbon, and enprynted by
me symple persone, William Caxton, into Eng-
lysshe, at the playsir, solace, and reverence of
men growyng into old age, the 12 day of August,
the yere of our Lorde 1481."

Caxton has not given us the name of the

translator of the foregoing. Leland attributes

it to Tiptoft : but Mr. Anstis informs us, that it

was done by Wyllyam de Wyrcestre, alias

Botaner, and presented by him to Wyllyam
Waynflate, bishop of Winchester. This is con-

firmed by a Latin memorandum in the manu-
script library of Bennet college, thus entitled

—

" Itinerarium Will Worcester de Bristoll ad
Montem S. Michaelis in An Christi 1478"

—

" The 20th day of August I presented to Wyl-
lyam Waynfle'te, bishop of Winchester, the boke

of Tully of Old Age, translated by me into

English."*

Then follows the declarations of Publius Cor-
nelius Scipio and Gayus Flamyneus, competi-
tors for the love of Lucresse, explaining wherein
true honour and nobleness consists ; the former
placing it in blood, riches, and the worshipful

deeds of his ancestors, without urging any thing
of his own life or manners ; the latter insisting,

that nobleness cannot be derived from the glory

or merits of another man, or from the flattering

goods of fortune, but must rest in a man's own
proper virtue and glory. These orations, with
the argument or introduction, take up nine-

teen leaves :—and afterwards Caxton adds (what
lias been overlooked by Herbert,) " This little

Volume, a thin 4°. / have emprised fimprint un-
der the Umbre and shadow of the noble protection

of our most dread sovereign, and most christian

king, Edward the fourth ; whom I most humbly
besought to receive the said book of me, William
Caxton, his most huntble subject and little ser-

* "This Williatn Wyrcestre," says Lewis, "was an an-
tiquary and physician, and perhaps on that account hud
the name of Botaner, or herbalist; and an astronomer of
great abilities for the age he lived in. He was born in the
city of Bristol, in the year 1415, and ' sometyme seruaunte
and soget withe his reuercnt master John Fastolf cheva-
lier, and exercised in the werres above 44 yeres,' and in so
great favour with Sir John, that he left him one of the
executors of his last will. He wrote a particular treatise

of sir John's life, but whether in Latin or English is alto-

gether uncertain. But, however, this English translation,

by whomsoever made, is not from the original Latin, but,

as Mr. Caxton has acquainted us, from the French, &c."
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vant, and not to disdain to take it of me, so poor,

ignorant, and simple a person."

This volume of three tracts, which is rather

elegantly printed, contains 120 leaves.

1481. Godefroy of Boloyne; or the last Siege

and Conqueste of Jherusalem. Fynysshyd the

vii day ofJuyn, the yere ofour lorde mcccclxxxi,

and the xxi yere of the regne of our sayd Soue-

rayn, hyng Edward the fourth. And in this

maner sette in forme and Enprinted the xx day

of Novembre , the yere aforsayd, in thahhy of
Westmester by the sayd Wylliam Caxton. Folio.

This book, which is divided into two hundred
and twelve chapters, is comprised in 146 leaves.

1482. The Polycronycon ; conteynyng the

Berynges and Dedes of many Tymes, in eyght

Books, 8fC. Imprinted by William Caxton, after

having somewhat chaunged the rude and old Eng~
lysshe, that is to wete, certayn Wordes which in

these Dayes be neither vsyd ne understanden.
Ended the second Day of Juyll, the xxij Yere of
the Regne of Kynge Edward the fourth, and of
the Incarnacion of oure Lord a thousand four
Hondredfour Score and tweyne. Folio.

This translation was made at the request of

Thomas, lord Berkeley, by John de Trevisa,*

vicar of Berkeley, (who ranks among the ear-

liest of our English poets) from the Latin of

Ranulph Higden,f one of the monks of St.

Werberg's monastery (now the cathedral in

Chester), who died in 1360, at the advanced age
of between eighty and ninety.

Trevisa's translation of Higden closes in the

year 1357, to which Caxton added the eighth

book, thereby extending the history to the year

1460. The work opens with a preface of four

pages; 2dly, an alphabetical table of persons,

places, and principal things, containing thirty-

two pages; 3dly, a dialogue between a clerk,

the lord, and the vicar of Berkeley, comprising

four pages and a half; 4thly, the epistle of John

* John de Trevisa, who flourished towards the close of
this centiiry, has also been enumerated among the first

translators of the Bible into English. He was born at
Cajadoc, in the county of Cornwall, and educated at Ox-
ford. His learning and talents gained him the patronage
of earl Berkeley, who appointed him his chaplain, and
presented him to the vicarage of Berkeley, in Gloucester-
shii-e. He was also canon of Westbury, in Wiltshire. War-
ton, in his History of English Poetry, vol. I. p. 343, speaks
of him as having been a great traveller j and Ant. Wood
(Antiq. Oxon.) says, " He was a man of extensive erudi-
tion, and of considerable eloquence ; and one of the first

who laboured to polish his native language, and rescue it

from barbarism."—Writers are divided on the subject of
Trevisa's translation of the Bible. Some maintain that
he was the author of a translation; while others obsti-
nately deny the assertion, an4 state that he did no more
than translate certain sentences, which were painted on
the walls of Berkeley castle.—Trevisa finished his transla-
tion of the Polychronicon in 1 387 ; and is said to have died
in the year 1412, at a very advanced age.
tThis work contains the transactions of many ages,

and is said to border upon the marvellous and fabulous,
the first chapter describes all countries in general, parti-
cularly Britain. The other six comprise a concise account
of civil history, from the creation down to the author's
own time : viz. the reign of Edward III. terminating in
1357. It has been asserted that Higden was not the real
author, but that he borrowed it from the Polycratica
Temporum of Roger Cestrensis, (a Benedictine monk of
the above monastery,) without making the least acknow-
ledgment of the source from whence he derived his ma-
terials.

Trevisa unto Thomas of Berkeley, consisting of

thirty-five lines. At the end, he observes

—

" God be thanked of al his dedes, this transla-

don is ended on a thursdaye, the eightenthe daye

of Apryll, the yere of our lord a thousand thre

honderd and Ivii, the xxxi yere of kyng Edward
the thyrd, after the conquest of England, the yere

of my lordes age, Sir Thomas lord of Berkley,
that made me make this translacion, fyue and
thyrty.^^

Then follows Caxton's addition, in which he
informs us, that the original was "made and
compiled by Ranulph, monke of Chestre," &c.
The Polycronicon is a large volume, and

seems to have been intended by Caxton as a
helpmate to his Chronicle. The printing must
have occupied him the whole year, as no other

publication came from his press in 1482. Be-
sides printing it, however, he added an eighth

book, bringing the history down from 1357 to

1460; " because^^ he says, ^'men, whiles in this

time ben oblivious and lightly forgotten, many
things deygne to be put in memory; and also

there cannot be founden in these days but few
that wryte in their regysters such things as daily

happen and fall?^ He was also obliged to take

the trouble of altering many parts of Trevisa's

language; for, though only 124 years had
elapsed, many words were quite obsolete and
unintelligible. This, Caxton particularly no-

tices in the Polychronicon; and at greater

length in the following curious passage in the

preface to his Eneid, a work from his press, that

will be afterwards noticed.

"After divers works, made, translated, and
atchieved, having no work in hand, I, sitting in

my study, where as lay many divers pamphlets
and books, it happened that to my hand came a
little book, in French, which late was translated

out of Latin, by some noble clerk of France,

which book is named Eneid, as made in Latin

by that noble person and great clerk, Virgil,

which book I saw over, and read therein. (He
then describes the contents.) In which book I

had gi'eat pleasure by cause of the fair and
honest tenns, and words, in French, which I

never saw tofore like, ne none so pleasant nor so

well ordered : which book as me seemed should

be much requisite to noble men to see, as well

for the eloquence as histories ; and when I had
advised me in this said book, I deliberated, and
concluded to translate it into English, and forth-

with took a pen and ink, and wrote a leaf or

twain, which I oversaw again, to correct it ; and
when I saw the fair and strange terms therein,

I doubted that it should not please some gentle-

men, which late blamed me, saying, that in my
translations, I had over curious terms, which
could not be understand of common people;

and desired me to use old and homely terms in

my translations \ and fain would I satisfy every

man, and so to do, took an old book, and read

therein ; and certainly the English was so rude
and broad, that I could not well understand it

;

and also, my lord abbot of Westminster, did do
shew to me late certain evidences, written in old
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English, now used ; and certainly it was written

in such wise, that was more like to Dutch than

to English. I could not reduce, nor bring it to

be understanden."

Again: "Certainly the language now used

varieth far from that which was used and spoken

when I was born; for we, Englishmen, been

borne under the dominacion of the moone, which

is never stedfaste, but ever wavering." In his

time, the inhabitants of one county hardly un-

derstood those of another :
" The most quantity

of the people understand not Latin nor French,

in this royaume of England." The intermixture

of French words and idioms, of course, was most

prevalent in the capital. " That common Eng-

lish, that is spoken in one shyre varyeth from

another—in so much that in my dayes hap-

pened, that certain merchants were in a ship, in

Thamys, for to have sailed over the sea to Zea-

land; and, for lack of wind, they tarried att

Forland, and went to land for to refresh them

;

and one of them, named Sheffield, a mercer,

came into an hous, and axed for mete, and espe-

cially he axed after egges ; and the good wyfe

answerde, that she could speke no Frenche, and
the merchant was angry, for he also could speke

no Frenche, but would have had egges, and she

understood him not. And then at last another

sayd, that he would have eyrun. Then the good
wife sayd, that she understood him well.*" Cax-
ton seems to have been a good deal puzzled and
perplexed about the language he should use in

his translations ; for, while some advised him to

use old and homely terms :
" Some honest and

great clerks," he adds, " have been with me, and
desired me to write the most curious terms that

I could finde—and thus, betwixt plain, rude,

and curious, I stand abashed." There can be
no doubt, however, that either by" following the

advice of those honest and great clerks, or from
his long residence abroad—in his translations,

as Dr. Johnson observes, " the original is so

scrupulously followed, that they afford us little

knowledge of our own language; though the

words are English, the phrase is foreign."

The great scarcity of books, prior to the in-

vention of printing, it is conjectured by Oldys
and Mr. Burnett, gave our typographer cause
for the foregoing complaint, 'fhe fifteenth cen-
tury has not been accounted a very fruitful one
in historical writers ; and Mr. Lewis, in his Life
o/Caxton, thus remarks upon the above subject:
" Particularly of the reign of Edward IV. that
even the favourers of justice and his cause, have
not known what account to give of the times, or
how to form a regular history from such a heap
of confusion." Yet in this century lived such
manuscript authors a.s Froissart, R. Avesbury,
Rosse, Knyghton, Walsingham, Otterburne, and
others, of whom, had Caxton known of their

* If Caxton is correct in this story, the langiia^e of this
partof Kent in tin wiald of which, where he was born,
he acknowlcd^ts Ku^clish is spoken broad and rude) must
have borrowed x\w word for ep^p from the Teutonic, and
not from the Anpln-Saxon ; ag^ being the Anglo-Saxon,
and ex the German, for an egg.

existence, or could have gainec* access to them,

it is probable that he might have obtained far

more ample materials for his history. It appears

that he was censured for the liberty he had taken

in changing the obsolete language.*

This volume is comprised in 428 folios, and is

considered by Mr. Dibdin as one of the most
curious and interesting productions of Caxton's

press.

1482. Printing introduced into the following

places in the course of this year.

Aquila, by Adam de Rotwil.

Erfurt, by Paul Wider de Hornbach.
Memmingen, by Albert Kunne.
Passau, by Conrad Stahel and Benedict Mayr.
Vienna, by John Winterberg.

Promentour, by Louis Guerin.

Reutlingen, by John Otmar.
1482. Erchardus Ratdolt, a German printer,

has the credit of inventing ink of a golden colour,

of which a specimen may be seen in some of the

copies of the Euclid printed by him. In some
copies of the SimpUcius, of 1499, and of the

Ammonius, of 1500, by Caliergus, the titles are

in letters of gold.

1482. John Lettou and William Machlinia
have already been mentioned as introducing the

art of printing into the city of London, and we
now give some notices of their works. Lettou
is considered, from his name, to have been a
foreigner, and most probably a German; but
neither Ames, Herbert, nor Dibdin, have been
able to discover any thing relating to his life.

The first of these authors supposes that he came
to England, with others, from the continent, on
the invitation and encouragement of Caxton
and Hunt, to work at the newly-established

presses of Britain. He appears to have been
first employed in the office of Machlinia, as a
pressman, but he afterwards was received into

partnership with his master, and his name is

even placed first in the colophons of those books
which they printed in connection. It does not
appear that Lettou ever printed abroad ; and
there are probably but two volumes now exist-

ing to which his name is affixed alone ;

—

1. Qtusstiones Aiitonii Andrea Ord. Minor,
super xii lihros Metaphysicce emendatce per Ven.

fratrem Magistrum Thomam Penketh Ord. fr.
Auxjimtin. m.cccc.lxxx. Folio.

2. Expositiones Super Psalterium. London,
m.cccc.lxxxi. Folio.

* Lewis, in his Life of Caxton, thus commends his mo-
desty, and justifies his alteration of the obsolete terms :

—

" One cannot help observing here, the great modesty and
humility of Mr. Caxton, how mean an opinion he had of
himself and his works, and with what deference and re-
spect he treated others and their learned labours. It is
likewise obvious to remark what Mr. Caxton says of the
alteration of the English language in his time ; which was
so great, that there were many words in Trevisa's trans-
lation of the Polychronicon, which, in his days, were nei-
ther used nor understood. Now it was but 124 years since
that translation was made; w^hereas archbishop Parker
noted it as very strange, that our language should be so
changed in 400 years from his time, that the manuscript
book of the Lives of the Saints, written about A.D. 1200,
in old English verse, now in Bennet college library, was
8o written that people could not understand it."
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In connection with Machlinia, Lettou printed

two volumes of law, one of which was—
Tenores. Nouelli Impresd per nos Johannem

lettou et Wilhelmum de Machlinia in Civitate

Londoniarum juxta ecclesiam omnium Sancto-

rum. Folio.

This was the first edition of Littleton's Te-

nuresy which was without a title-page, the above

forming the colophon. Herbert gives the fol-

lowing detail of the arrangement of this book.

On the reverse of the first leaf appears, Incipit

tabula hujus libri, which is divided into three

parts :

—

" This table gives the beginning Tenure by

the directing letter or signature to the binder,

for folding the sheet at the bottom of the leaf,

as, a i, a ii, a iii, a iiii. then four leaves blank,

after b i, b ii, b iii, b iiii, &c. to the end. No
leaves numbered nor catchword ; the initial let-

ters are left for the illuminator to colour. The
letters are very much combined together as Cax-
ton's, but many more abbreviations are used."

It is supposed that this edition was superin-

tended by Lord Littleton himself.

Ames supposes that William Machlinia might
originally have come from the city of Mechlin,

which, at the period when he printed, belonged

to the emperor of Germany. The colophon to

Littleton's Tenures^ seems to warrant such a
conclusion, as he there evidently calls himself

William of Mechlin, which was afterward cor-

rupted into a surname. His letter-press, paper,

and types, were superior to those of Lettou ; but

his books are all without dates, and consisted

only of law and religious publications. Before
entering on a list of Machlinia's works, it should

be stated, that he lived in Holbom, near the

Fleet-bridge, but while in connection with Let-

tou, their dwelling was by All Saints Church.
The volumes supposed to have been printed by
Machlinia alone, are as follow :

—

1. The Year-Book 33rrZ and S6th Henry VI.

2. Ditto. 34th. Henry VI. Folio.

Year-Books, says Jacob, are " Reports, in a
regular series, from the reign of King Edw. II.,

inclusive, to the time of Hen. VIII. which were
taken by the prothonotaries, or chief scribes of

the court, at the expense of the crown, and pub-
lished annually ; whence, they are known under
the title of Year-Books."

Incipit liber qui vocatur Speculum Xpristiani.

No date. Quarto. London. William Machlinia.

Chiefly in Latin, but also containing some
English verse. The fonner consists of an expo-
sition of the divinity of the period in which it

was written ; the unprofitable nature of which
may be conceived, when it is stated, that the

Creed is commented upon by assigning to each
apostle that article of faith which he is said to

have contributed; as in the following transla-

tion :

—

'' Peter the Apostle : I believe in God,
the Father Almighty, creator of heaven and
earth.

—

Andrew : And in Jesus Christ his only
Son our Lord.

—

James the Great: Who was
conceived of the Holy Ghost, born of the Virgin
Mary," &c.

^

The English verses commence with these

lines :

—

" In heuen shall dwelle alle christen men,
That knowe & kepe Goddes byddynges ten."

There are also many more verses, and some
pages of prose in English ; of the fonner, Her-
bert has given a specimen, in A devout prayer to

the blessed Mary, which may remind the poeti-

cal reader, of Ellen's Hymn to the Virgin, in Sir

Walter Scott's Lady of the Lake, as in each she

is addressed as Mary, mother, and maiden mild.

An extract from the present poem will be suffi-

cient for a specimen.

" Mary Moder wel thou bee
Mary Moder thenke on me
Mayden and Moder was neuer none A
Togeder lady saf thou aUone |
Swete lady Mayden clene

Schilde me fro Ille schame and tene*
And oute of synne lady schilde thou me
And oute of dette for charitte

Swete lady, Mayden mylde.
From alle fomen thou me schilde

That the feende me not deere
Swete lade thou me weere
Both be daye and be night
Help me lady with alle thy might."

At the close of the Speculum Christiani, fol-

lows :
" An exposition of the Lord's prayer, and

seven chapters on Sins, with their branches," in

Latin ; and, succeeding this, comes " The Ad-
monitoiy words of the blessed Isidore, extracted

to instruct men in the quality of vice, how to

avoid it, and of the good of which they should

be informed." The whole concludes with this

colophon :
—" Iste Libellus impressus est in opu-

lentissima Ciuitate Londoniarum per me Wil-
helmum de Machlinia ad instanciam necoun

expensas Henrici Vrakenbergh mercatoris." The
author's name is supposed to have been John
Watton.

LiberAggregationis seu liber secretorum Alberti

Magni de virtuitibus herbarum lapidum et ani-

malium quorundam. No date. Quarto.

Mr. Dibdin states this to be the most elegant

of Machlinia's press with which he is acquainted.

The book is without catchwords or numerals,

and consists of 41 leaves. Three pages are occu-

pied by directions for finding the changes of the

moon, and moveable feasts of the church. The
work itself consists, as the title states, of the

properties and virtues of stones, herbs, and ani-

mals, a knowledge of which was, at one period,

denominated natural magic. A single translated

extract will give a perfect conception of the

whole.
" And if any be willing that a cock should not

crow, anoint his head and forepart with oil. And
in the book of Archigenes it is said, that when
one suff"ereth the cholic, the windpipe of a hare

should be hung over him: and it is said by

Aristotle that whoever sitteth upon a lion's skin

the haemorrhoides will depart from him. And
the philosophers have said that if the head of a

goat be suspended over those who suff"er the

scrofula they shall be by it restored unto health."

*Loss.

%
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Besides seven acknowledged productions of

Maehlinia, there are five other books without

name, date, or place of imprint, but which, from

a variety of evidence, have been ascribed to him

;

of which the following is a list :

—

Here hegynneth a litill Boke necessarye and

behoveful agenst the Pestilence. Quarto. With-

out name, date, or place of imprint.

By the intoduction to this book, the reader is

infonned that Ramicus

—

" The bishop of Arusiens in the royalme of

Denmark, Doctour of Phisique will write by the

moost experte and famous doctours auctorised in

Phisike somme thynges of the intirraitie of pes-

tilence which dayiy enfecteth and sone suifereth

us to departe of this lyfe. First I wil write of

the tokenes of this infirmitie, the second the

causes whereof yt cometh, the thirde remedies for

the same, the fourth comfort for the herte and
and the principal membres."
On the recto of the fourth leaf, in the remedies

for the pestilence, it is thus remarked :

—

" Now it is to wete by what remedies a man
may pserve him self fro pestilence first see the

writing of Jeremy the pphete that a man ought
to forsake evil thinges and do gode dedes and
mekely to confesse his sinnes for whi it is the

liiest remedie in that time of pestilence penance
and cofession to be pfeiTcd to al other medicines."

This singular production consists of nine

leaves, and was first introduced into the Typo-
graphical Antiquities, by the Rev. T. F. Dibclin.

Reuelacion of a Monke in tfie Abbey of Euis-
hame. Quarto.

This most singular volume commences on the

recto of the first leaf; and on the reverse, " Here
begynnyth a merwlous reuelacion that was schew-

yd of almyghty god by sent Nycholas to a monke
of Euyshamme yn the days of kynge Richard the

fyrst, and the yere of our lord, mc.lxxxxvi.—
Ca primum, Iviii chap, in all.

The story which then ensues, states that the
monk who was favoured with this vision, was a
young man who had l)een converted from the
world to a religious life, and that soon after his

being entered in Evesham monasteiy he was
afHicted with an illness which lasted fifteen

months. After medical skill had been found in

vain, and his sickness had increased to a great
height, toward the feast of Easter, he somewhat
recovered, and on the Thursday in Passion-
week, joined his brethren in the church, where
he behaved with peculiar fervour and devotion.
His weakness however again increases, and with
it his religious zeal, and at length, on Good
Friday morning, he is found prostrate before the
abbot s seat in the chapter-house.

" As a man lyfeles,'' says the story, " unthout
any mocyon of any nwmbre of his body.—Trewly
his yes ware falle doun depe into his hede ^ tho
yes Sr nose of him ware blody or as a manne had
ouyr lede hem vith mekyl bloode.

In this state he continues, notwithstanding
the endeavours of his brethren to restore him,
until the following afternoon, when he slowly
recovers, and about the time when the resurrec-

tion took place, he leaves his bed and goes to

the church. After this he relates to the con-
vent, " in the colloke the which ys a place where
the may speke to geder," all the wonderful things

he had seen and heard. This curious book con-
tains 65 leaves, four of which are double, and
30 lines on a full page. There are neither title-

page, signatures, pages, catchwords, nor colo-

phon.

Chronicle of England. Folio.

Of this exceedingly rare volume, Herbert
gave only the following very unsatisfactory ac-

count :
" A Chronicle of England, partly writ-

ten, and partly printed, on paper and vellum
;

v^as in the possession of the late John Anstis,

Garter. It is a miscellaneous piece, and has
printed in it, first, The promise of Matrimonie

:

second. The Lettre annuelle port : third. The
obligation of Nisi : fourth, Tharticles ofthe con-

vencion bitwene the Frensshe king and the due of
Austrice, late called due of Bourgoigne.^^

Mr. Dibdin has considerably improved upon
the above, and from him we learn, that this book
is printed with worn and broken types, and that

the printing is executed in a rude unfinished

manner. As all the copies he had met with
were imperfect, he is able only to state his sup-
position, that it originally commenced with the
table on sign. a. i., which at present occupies
ten leaves. The number of chapters is cc. Ixxiij,

and the chronicle begins with—'" How the lande

of Englonde was fyrst named Albion and by
what encheson it was so named^^ which is printed
in a stout square German-text type, similar to

the titles in Caxton's books, and the earlier ones
by Wynkyn de Worde. The text commences

;

" In the noble lande of Surre ther ivas a noble
kyng and ynyhty a man of grete renome

:

" which
comprehend the first two lines. Mr. Dibdin
mentions, that the most perfect copy he has
seen, terminated on sign ee. iiii.

Herbert also mentions one other work from
Machlinia's press, which is

A Book of Devotion.

Printed on vellum, in Latin, and with the
same type as the Nova Statuta.

Neither Lettou nor Maehlinia appear to have
used any device, but only to have printed their

names in the colophons to their respective works.
1483, April 9. Died King Edward IV. at

Windsor. He was bom at Rouen, in France,
April 29, 1441. On March 4, 1471, he was
proclaimed king of England, and crowned on the
28th of June ; upon which august occasion his

brothers George and Richard were created dukes
of Clarence and Gloucester. On the 1st ofMay,
1464, he was privately married to the lady Eliza-
beth Woodville, widow to Sir John Grey, at
Grafton Regis. Being compelled to fly the
kingdom, he fled to Flanders, from whence he
returned and landed at Ravenspur, on the 14th
of March, 1471 ; in his bonnet he wore an ostrich

feather, as prince ofWales; his Fleming followers
carried hand-guns which is the earliest account
of them in England.
On the 4th of May, 1483, Richard duke of
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Gloucester, youngest brother ofEdward IV. was
acknowledged by the chief nobility, protector of

the realm, and of the person of his nephew,

Edward V. son of the last monarch, which event

took place in the palace of the bishop of London.

The duke assumed the style, on this occasion, of

" brother of kings, protector and defensor, great

chamberlain, constable, and lord high admiral of

England." On June 22, he ascended the throne

as Richard III. It was that memorable Sunday

when Dr. Shaw, a brother of the lord mayor

preached at St. Paul's cross, from this singular

text, " Bastard slips shall not strike deep roots;"

and thence proceeded, by the appointment of

Gloucester, to show the illegitimacy of the infant

princes sons of Edward IV.

At this period instead of a pamphlet being

published, to furnish the advocates of the ad-

ministration with plausible arguments on great

political measures, it was usual to announce the

court creed from the pulpit at St. Paul's cross

—

so we find that Richard III. employed Dr. Shaw
to support his claim to the crown ; and about

fifteen years before, the great earl of Warwick
employed his chaplain. Dr. Goddard, to convince

the people that Henry VI. ought to be restored,

and that Edward IV. was an usurper. In it

Jane Shore, the mistress of Edward IV. did pe-

nance ; there the cause oft queen Catharine, the

first wife of Henry VIII. was assailed ; and the

titles of the princesses Mary and Elizabeth were
disputed.

William Collingboume, Esq. who has given

his name to two places in Wiltshire, was tried

and executed for posting some satirical rhymes
upon the church doors against Richard III. and
his ministers.

1483. An act ofparliament was made for pro-

hibiting the Italians from importing and selling

their wares in England by retail, &c. excepting

books written or printed : this act runs thus

—

" Provided always, that this act, or any parcel

thereof, or any other act made, or to be made in

this said parliament, shall not extend, or be in

prejudice,disturbance, damage, or impediment, to

any artificer, or merchant stranger, of what nation

or country he be, or shall be of, for bringing into

this realm, or selling by retail, or otherwise, any
books written or printed, or for inhabiting within

this said realm for the same intent, or any scri-

vener, illuminor, reader, or printer of such books,

which he hath, or shall have to sell by way of

merchandise, or for their dwelling within this said

realm, for the exercise of the said occupations
;

this act, or any part thereof notwithstanding."

This act was revoked by Henry VIII. in the

year 1535.

1483. Guido Mercator or Guy Marchand is

said to have commenced the art of printing in

this year. His impressions were numerous ; but
Chevillier has assigned to him a distinguished

place amongst the most ignorant printers of his

day. In reality a book was printed by him in

this year with this title
—" Elegantiarum viginta

Pracepto ;" which title is reprinted on the second
leaf; and the volume thus concludes, Eleganti-

arum viginta Pracepto. Instead of this printer'i

name, his impressions sometimes have mereb
this notice, in domo Campi Gaillardi. Some o

them exhibit on the reverse of the final page th(

representation of a Cordwainer at work, with al

the implements of his profession about him
which this printer may therefore be supj)osed t(

have adopted as his whimsical device. He con
tinned to exercise the profession till 1505, and hi:

press gave birth to various interesting Gothi<

impressions.

1483. Printing introduced into the following

places in the course of this year :

—

Magdeburg, by A. Rauenstein and J. Westval
Stockholm, John Snell, a German printer, in

vited into Sweden by the administrator Steir

Sture, and produced his first book in this year.

Ghent, by Arnold Caesaris.

Troyes, by William le Rouge, his name firsi

appears to a work in the year 1492.

Schiedam, no printer's name.
Haerlem, by John Andriesson. Formulae No-

vitorum^ 1483, is the most ancient book, with a

date, printed at Haerlem ; Santander is ofopinion

that this was the first book printed in that city

Culemberg by John Veldener.

Leyden, by Henry Heynrici.

Pisa, by Laurentius and Angelus Florentini

;

produced their first work in 1484.

Gironne, by Matthew Vendrell.

1483, Aug. 30, died Louis XL, commonly
called the Tiberius of France. St. Foix informs

us, that kings were usually addressed by the

titles of most illustrious, or your serenity, or your

grace, but that the custom of giving them that

oi majesty was only established by Louis XL, a

prince the least majestic in all his actions, his

manners, and his exterior—a severe monarch,

but no ordinary man. The manners of this

monarch were most sordid ; in public audiences

he dressed like the meanest of his people, and
affected to sit on an old broken chair, with a

filthy dog on his knees. In an account found
of his household, this majestic prince has a

charge made him for two new sleeves sewed in

one of his old doublets.

For a particular account of this singular mo-
narch see the novel of Quentin Durward, by Sir

Walter Scott, in the second volume of which
the following beautiful eulogium on the art of

printing is expressed by Galeotti Martivalle the

astrologer, in an interview with Louis. It must,

however, be premised that judical astrology was
one of the prevailing delusions of the age. " Be-
lieve me that, in considering the consequences

of this invention, I read with as certain augury
as by any combination of the heavenly bodies

the most awful and portentous changes. Wher
I reflect with what slow and limited supplie:

the stream of science hath hitherto descended t*

us ; how difficult to be obtained by those mos
ardent in its search ; how certain to be neglecte:

by all who regard their ease ; how liable to b
diverted, or altogether dried up, by the inva

sions of barbarism ; can I look forward withoi;

wonder and astonishment, to the lot of a su(
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ceeding generation, on whom knowledge will

descend like the first and second rain, uninter-

rupted, unahated, unhounded, fertilizing some
grounds, and overflowing others ; changing the

whole form of social life ; establishing and over-

throwing religions; erecting and destroying

kingdoms. This invention may be likened to a

young tree, which is now newly planted, but

shall, in succeeding generations, bear fruit as

fatal, yet as precious, as that of the Garden of

Eden, the knowledge, namely, of good and evil."

1483. Caxton printed more books this year

than any other ; among which are the follow-

ing :

—

The Pylgremage of the Sotvle, ^c.» Folio,

finished June 6.

This is a translation from the French of a
work entitled Le Peleringe de PAme, and is

divided into five books : the first treateth of the

soul from its departure out of the body, to its

being sentenced to purgatory. The second, of

the soul being brought to purgatory : these con-

tain 65 chapters. The third, of an angel shew-
ing the soul hell, and describing the pains

thereof by the causes; 10 chapters. The fourth,

of the gi'een tree and the dry, and by the other

wonderful sights; 38 chapters. The fifth, of

the soul taken out of purgatory, and led up
through the heavenly spheres ; with a descrip-

tion thereof, and of the calendar of heaven. Sec.

14 chapters.

Mr. Dibdin is of opinion that this work, and
not Bernard's Isle of Man, laid the foundation
of John Bunyan's PilgriirCs Progress: it is a
curious work, and full of devout matter touch-
ing the soul. Caxton has not given the name
of the translator: his colophon begins thus

—

" Here endeth the dreme of pylegremage of the

soule^^* &c. The work is comprised in 110
leaves, and numbered with running titles. It
is a poetical work. Caxton 's translation has
the addition of various curious songs.

The Liber Festivalis, or Directions for keeping
Feasts all the Yere; and the Quatuor Sermones

;

both of them printed in folio, by William Cax-
ton; and frequently bound together. Of the
first, Hearne observes, that "it consists of a
course of homilies, in which are many odd sto-
ries

; that it goes by no other name than that of
Festivale, among curious men, who are very in-
quisitive after copies of it." Oldys adds, " that
some of these odd stories are such, that the pa-
pists are now ashamed of them." "The fact
is," says Mr. Dibdin, " whatever be the nature
of these stories, all ' curious ' theological scho-
lars may be well inquisitive after the Liber Fes-
tivalis, as it is the origin or substratum of the
English Common Prayer BooV The prologue
tells us, that " For the help of such clerks, this
book was drawn to excuse them for default of
l)ooks, and for simpleness of cunning, and to
shew unto the people what the holy saints suf-
fered and did for God's sake, and lor his love

;
so that they should have the more devotion in
God's saints, and with the better will come to
church to serve God, and ])ray the saints of their
help." That it was principally tiiken from the

^

Legenda Aurea^ or Golden Legend, is proved by
the prologue of an ancient edition, in which the

writer states, " this treatise is drawn out of Le-

genda Aurea, that he that list to study therein,

he shall find ready therein of all the principal

feasts of the year, on every one a sho^'t sermon,

needful for him to teach, and for them to learn

;

and for that this treatise speaketh of all the

feasts of the year, I will and pray that it be

called Festival."

Then follow, says Lewis, sermons on nineteen

Sundays and feiials, beginning with the first

Sunday in advent, and ending with Corpus
Christi day. Next are discourses or sermons on

forty-three holy-days. Then follows a semaon

De dedicationeFcclesia, or on the church holiday.

The Quatuor Sermones, which was a transla-

tion from the Latin, was most probably the Ro-
man Catholic formulary of the day, respecting

the religious topics of which it treats, namely,

The Lord's Prayer, Belief, Ten Commandments,
and Articles of Faith. In the translation of the

creed, which we have in the first seraion, the

fourth article is thus expressed, / byleve, that he

suffered payne under Ponce Pilate," &c.*

]493,f Sep. 2. Confessio Amantis ; That is to

saye in Englisshe, The Confessyon of the Louer,

maad and compyled by John Gower, Squyer,X

Sfc. Folio.

This work was written by John Gower the

poet, (see p. 84 ante.) It treateth how he was
confessed to Genius, priest of Venus, upon the

causes of his five wits, and seven deadly sins, as

appeareth in the said book ; in which is comprised

divers histories and fables touching every matter.

Caxton observes, that he has ordained a table of

all such histories and fables. It contains 211

leaves, which are numbered.
1483. Tlie Golden Legende—Accomplisshed

at the commaundemente and requeste of the noble

and puyssaumte erle, and my special good lords,

ivyllyam erle of arondel ; and fynysshed at West-

mestre the twenty day of Nouembre. Folio.

This work, which has many wooden cuts,

contains an account of all " the high and great

fates of our Lord, the fates of our blessed Lady,
the lives, passions, and miracles of many other

Saints, and other historiesand acts." St. George
being our English patron, we shall extract the

following from the close of his life :

—

According to this manner of writing, excepting some-
times Ponce for Pounce, was tliis article of tlie creed ex-
pressed in English, from the fourteenth century down to
A.D. 1532, when in the Primer oi Salisbury use, it was
altered to Pontius Pilate, which was followed by arch-
bishop Cranmer, in his notes on the King's Book, 1538.

t By mistake for 1483, as the designation of this king's
reign clearly testifies.

t Gower wrote some I-atin verses on the rebellion of
Wat Tyler,—which are humorously translated by An-
drews,—part of which we insert, as a specimen of the
literature of the age :

—

Wat cries, Tom flies, nor Stmkin stays aside;
And Batt and Gibb, and IIyke, they summon loud,

CooLiN and Bob combustibles provide.
While WiLi, the mischief forwards in the crowd

Grko hawls, Hob bawls, and Davy joins the cry.
With Larv, not the least among the throng;

HouGK drubs, Judb scrubs, while Tib stands grinninij by.
And Jack with sword and fire-brand madly strides along.

2 A
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" Thys hlessyd and holy martyr, saynt George,

patrone of thys roiame of Englond, and the crye

of men of warre, in the worship of whom is

founded the noble ordre of the garter, and also a

noble college in the castle of Wyndesore, by kynges

of Englond, in whiche is the herte of saynt

George, whyche Sygysmond, the emperor of Al-

mayn, broughte and gafe for a grete and a pre-

cious relique to kyng Harry the fyfthe ; and also

the sayd Sygismonde was a broder of the sayd

garter ; and also there is a pyece of his heed

:

which college is nobly endowed to thonoure and
worshyp of almyghty God, and hys blessyd mar-
tyr saynt George. Tlienne lete us praye unto

hym, that he be special protectour and defendour

of thys royame. Thus endeth the lyf of saynt

George. And folio ccclxxxxi. Thus endeth

the lyf of saynt Saturnine. Thys feste is the last

feste of the yere, for to begynne at the feste of
saynt Andreive, and hei'ofter shall folowe dyuers

feestes, whiche been added and sette in thys sayd
book, called the Golden LegendJ'^f

This work is printed in double columns, con-

tains 464 folios, and is, Mr. Dibdin observes,
" without exception, one of the most elaborate,

skilful, and magnificent specimens of printing

which ever issued from Caxton's press." Jaco-

bus de Voraigne, Archbishop of Genoa,* first

composed it in Latin, about 1260. In the sub-

sequent century Jean de Vignay translated it

into French, from which our typographer's

translation was taken.

A second edition of the Golden Legend is said

to have been printed soon after the other, with
wood cuts, but without date.

A third edition was finished the 20th of May,
1483. Folio.

At the beginning and end of this work it is

observed respecting the title, the Golden Le-
gend; "for like as passeth gold in value all

other metals, so this Legend exceedeth all other

books." This work was translated at the re-

quest of the earl of Arundel. The date of 1493
appears irreconcileable, Herbert remarks, " This
is a knot I must acknowledge myself unable to

untie, or reconcile with the account of Mr. Cax-
ton's death in 1493, as mentioned in Lewis's

Life of Caxton.'*^ Mr. Dibdin believes the work
to have been printed by William Caxton, and
the colophon added by Wynkyn De Worde, who

* Jacobi de Voraigne was a native of the Genoese ter-
ritory; bom about 1230. Became provincial of the order
of the Dominicans, and in 1292 archbishop of Genoa. He
has the character of a virtuous and zealous prelate : but
his Aurea Legenda, abounds so much with fictions and
absurdities, that perhaps from thence the term legendary
became synon3rnious with fabulous. The first edition is
said to be that of Cologne U7Q.—Gresswell.
Legendary poetry was sometimes sung: to the harp,

by the minstrels, on Sundays, instead of the romantic
subjects usual at public entertainments. In the British
museum there is a set of legendary tales in rhyme, which
appears to have been solemnly pronounced by the priest
to the people on Sundays and holidays.— JFarfon.

t Three imperfect copies of the Golden Legend are in the
public library at Cambridge, but the Rev. C. H. Harts-
home, m his account of the Book Rarities in the Univer-
sity of Cambridge, does not mention which of the three
editions the above consists of.

affixed his master's name out of respect to hi

memory.
Mr. Dunlop observes that Le Tresor de VAme

is a work somewhat of the same description with
the Legenda Aurea, and that it was composed or
compiled nearly two hundred years before its

first appearance from the press. It consists of a
collection of histories ; but more frequently re-

ports the miracles wrought by the posthumous
intercession of saints, than the prodigies per-
fonned in the course of their lives. The longest
article contained in it is the account of St. Pa-
trick's purgatory; which is mentioned in the
Legenda Aurea, but is here minutely described
by a Spanish knight, who had been sent thither

to expiate his crimes. (Hist, of Fiction, vol. 3.

I have noticed the Legenda Aurea, (sub annis
1475, 1490, and 1496,J which does not consist

solely of the biography of saints, but is inter-

spersed with other strange relations, probably
extracted from the Gesta Longobardorum, or
other more obscure sources. I was inclined,

with Mr. Warton in one part of his History of
English Poetry, to consider the Legenda Aurea
of J. de Voraigne as the only source from which
Caxton drew his Golden Legende.* But Mr.
Warton afterwards says "this is not strictly

true. Caxton informs us in his preface to the
first edition, anni 1487, that he had in his pos-
session a Legend in French, another in Latin,
and a third in English, which varied from the
other two in many places ; and that many his-

tories were contained in the English collection

which did not occur in the French and Latin.
' Therefore,^ says he, ' / have wryton one oute of
the sayd three bookes, which J have ordereyd
othenvyse than in the sayd Englysshe Legende
tvhich was so to fore made.^ " I have a species
of Latin Legenda from the press of Johan de
Westfalia, Lovanii, 1485, folio, unknown to

Pan zer.

—

Gresswell.

Those ecclesiastical histories entitled Legends
are said to have originated in the following cir-

cumstance :

Before colleges were established in the monas-
teries where the schools were held, the profes-

sors in rhetoric frequently gave their pupils the
life of some saint for a trial of their talent at

amplification. The students, at a loss to fur-

nish out their pages, invented most of these
wonderful adventures. Jortin observes, that the
Christians used out of Ovid, Livy, and other

pagan poets and historians, the miracles and por-

*In 1449, Walter lord Hungerford bequeathed to lady
Margaret, wife of Sir Robert Hungerford, his son, " my
best Legend of the Lives of the Saints, in French, and co-
vered with red cloth."

—

Nichols.
A magnificent, and perhaps the original French manu-

script of this work was sold among the duplicates Mr. R.
Heathcote's books in 1803 ; said to be "near 500 years old"
and executed for the queen of Philip de Valois. It is de-
scribed as being " an immense folio volume, perhaps the
most curious work of the kind in the world, every leaf of
the finest vellum , all the capital letters illuminated with
gold, and rich colours ; with upwards of two hundred mi-
niatures of the different saints, &c." It was purchased by
the duke of Norfolk for ^'64. A copy of the English ver-
sion of the same work by Caxton was, December 24, 1814,
sold at Mr. Brassey's sale for ninety-three guineas.
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tents to be found there, and accommodated them
to their own monks and saints. The good fa-

thers of that age, whose simplicity was not infe-

rior to their devotion, were so delighted with

these flowers of rhetoric, that they were induced

to make a collection of the miraculous composi-

tions ; not imagining that, at some distant pe-

riod, they would become matters of faith. Yet,

when James de Voraigne, Peter Nadal, and
Peter Ribadeneira, wrote the Lives of the Saints,

they sought for their materials in the libraries of

the monasteries ; and awakening from the dust

these manuscripts of amplification, imagined
they made an invaluable present to the world,

by laying before them these pious fictions with
all imaginable simplicity, and these are adorned
by a number of cuts, the miracles were perfectly

intelligible to their eyes. Tillemont, Fleury,

Baillet, Launoi and Bollandus, cleared away
much of the rubbish ; the enviable title of Golden
Legend, by which James de Voraigne called his

work, has been disputed ; iron or lead might
more aptly describe its character.*

When the world began to be more critical in

their reading, the monks gave a graver turn to

their narratives ; and became penurious of their

absurdities. The faithful Catholic contends,
that the line of tradition has been preserved un-
broken ; notwithstanding that the originals were
lost in the general wreck of literature from the
barbarians, or came down in a most imperfect
state.

Baronius has given the lives of many apocry-
phal saints ; for instance, of a Saint Xinoris,
whom he calls a martyr of Antioch ; but it ap-
pears that Baronius having read in Chrysostom
this word, which signifies a couple or pair, he
mistook it for the name of a saint, and contrived

to give the most authentic biography of a saint

who never existed ! The Catholics confess this

sort of blunder is not uncommon, but then it is

only fools who laugh !

I give a miraculous incident respecting two
pious maidens. The night of the Nativity of
Christ, after the first mass, they both retired

into a solitary spot of their nunnery till the se-

cond mass was rung. One asked the other, " Why
do you want two cushions, when I have only
one ?" The other replied, " I would place it

between us, for the child Jesus ; as the Evange-
list says, where there are two or three persons
assembled I am in the midst of them." This
being done, they sat down, feeling a most lively

pleasure at their fancy ; and there they remained
from the Nativity of Christ to that of John the
Baptist ; but this great interval of time passed
with these saintly maidens as two hours would
appear to others. The abbess and her nuns were
alarmed at their absence, for no one could give
any account of them. In the eve of St. John, a
cowherd passing by them, beheld a beautiful
child seated on a cushion between this pair of

* In the year 1555, the learned Claude D'Espence was
ODUged to make a pubUc recantation for calling the Le-
gendaAurea, or Golden Legend, the Legenda Ferrea, or the
iron Legend.

run-away nuns. He hastened to the abbess with
news of these stray sheep, who saw this lovely

child playfully seated between these nymphs,
who, with blushing countenances, inquired if the

second bell had already rung? Both parties

were equally astonished to find our young devo-

tees had been there from the Nativity of Jesus to

that of St. John. The abbess asked after the

child who sat between them ; they solemnly de-

clared that they saw no child between them, and
presisted in their story.

Such is one of these miracles of " the Golden
Legend," which a wicked wit might comment
on, and see nothing extraordinary in the whole
story. The two nuns might be missing between
the Nativities, and be found at the last with a
child seated between them.—They might not

choose to account either for their absence or their

child—the only touch of miracle is, that they

asseverated, they saw no cAiVc?—that I confess is

a little (child) too much.—D^Israeli.

The too curious reader may perhaps require

other specimens of the more unlucky inventions

of this Golden Legend ; as characteristic of a
certain class of minds, the philosophers will not

contemn these grotesque fictions.

The monks imagined that holiness was often

proportioned to a saint's filthiness. St. Ignatius,

say they, delighted to appear abroad with old

dirty shoes ; he never used a comb, but let his

hair clot ; and religiously abstained from paring

his nails. One saint attained to such piety as to

have near three hundred patches on his breeches

;

which, after his death, were hung up in public as

an incentive to insinuation. St. Francis disco-

vered by certain experience that the devils were
frightened away by such kind of breeches, but
were animated by clean clothing to tempt and
seduce the wearers ; and one of their heroes

declares that the purest souls are in the dirtiest

bodies.

Another anecdote from the Golden Legend, of

St. Macarius, which relates that it " happed on

a tyme that he kylled a flee that bote him ; and
whan he sawe the blode of this flee, he repented

hym, and anone unclothed hym, and wente naked
in the deserte vi monethes, and sufi'red hymselfe

to be byten of flyes." But the same authority

exemplies the fact, that saints are not alike for-

bearing; for the apostle of England, St. Austin,

came to a certain town, inhabited by wicked

people, who " refused hys doctryne and prech-

yng uterly, and drove hym out of the towne,

castyng on hym the tayles of thornback^ or lyke

fysshes ; where he besought Almyghty God to

shewe hys jugement on them ; and God sent to

them a shamefull token ; for the chyldren that

were born after in the place, had tayles, as it is

sayd, tyll they had repented them. It is said

comynly that this fyll at Strode in Kente ; but
blyssed be Gode, at this daye is no such defor-

myte."

A story from the English translation may en-

tertain the reader. " There was a man that had
borrowed of a Jew a sum of money, and swore

upon the altar of Saint Nicholas, that he would
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render and pay it again as soon as he might, and

gave none other pledge. And this man held

this money so long that the Jew demanded and

asked his money, and he said that he had paid

him. Then the Jew made him to come before

the law in judgment, and the oath was given to

the debtor, and he brought with him an hollow

staff, in which he had put the money in gold,

and he leaned upon the staff; and when he

should make his oath and sware, he delivered

his staff to the Jew to keep and hold whilst he

swore, and then sware that he had delivered to

him more than he owed to him. And when he

had made the oath he demanded his staff again

of the Jew, and he nothing knowing of his malice

delivered it to him. Then this deceiver went his

way, and laid him in the way, and a cart with

four wheels came with great force and slew him,

and brake the staff with gold, that it spread

abroad. And when the Jew heard this, he came
thither sore moved, and saw the fraud. And
many said to him that he should take to him
the gold. And he refused, saying, but if he that

was dead were not raised again to life by the

merits of Saint Nicholas, he would not receive it.

And if he came again to life he would receive

baptism, and become a Christian. Then he that

was dead arose, and the Jew was christened.

—

Beloe's Anecdotes of Literature.

The Lives of the Saints^ by Alban Butler is the

most sensible history of these legends ; Ribade-

neira's Lives of the Saints exhibit more of the

legendary spirit, for wanting judgment and not

faith, he is more voluminous in his details. The
antiquary may collect much curious philosophi-

cal information, concerning the manners of the

times, from these singular narratives.

Oldham, in his Satires upon the Jesuits, a

work which would admit of a curious commen-
tary, alludes to their legends, and the innume-

rable impositions they practised on the credu-

lous. We quote a few lines, in which the

amours of the Virgin Mary are detailed :

—

Tell, how blessed Virgin to come down was seen,

Like play-house punk descending in machine.
How she writ billet-doux and love discourse,

Made assignations, visits, and amours;
How hosts distrest, her smock for banner wore,

Which vanquished foes !

hovf fish in conventicles met,

And mackerel were with bait of doctrine caught

:

How cattle have judicious hearers been !—
How consecrated hives with bells were hung.
And bees kept mass, and holy anthems sung.

How pigs to th' rosary kneel'd, and sheep were taught

To blert Te Deum and Magnificat

;

How fly-flap, of church-censure houses rid

Of insects, which at curse of fryar died.

VLovf ferrying cowls religious pilgrims bore
O'er waves, without the help of sail or oar;

How zealous crab the sacred image bore,

And swam a catholic to the distant shore.

With shams like these the giddy rout mislead,

Their folly and their superstition feed.

All these are allusions to the extravagant fic-

tions in the Golden Legend. Among other gross

impositions to deceive the mob, Oldham like-

wise attacks them for certain publications on

topics not less singular. The tales he has re-

counted, Oldham says, are only baits for chil-

n

dren, like toys at a fair; but they have their

profounder and higher matters for the learned

and the inquisitive. He goes on:

—

One undertakes by scales of ndiles to tell

The bounds, dimensions, and extent of hell ;*

How many German leagues that realm contains !

How many chaldrons Hell each yeai- expends
In coals for roasting Hugonots and friends !

Another frights the roiit with useful stories

Of wild chimeras, limbo's, purgatories
Where bloated souls in smoky durance hung
Like a Westplmlia gammon or neat's tongue,
To be redeem'd with masses and a song.

Such were the inventions that created and
gratified the cravings of bigotted ignorance be-

fore the art of printing was given as a di^ ine

blessing to mankind, " to dispel the gloom of

superstition ; to wrest the world from the hands
of ecclesiastics, who too often superseding the

Christianity of the gospels by that of tradition,

policy, half-delirious bigotry, feelings often fan-

tastic, and unenlightened enthusiasm, pursued

too often a spurious plan of forcing mankind to

become technical automatons of rites and dreams,

words and superstitions."t " Until the time of

Luther," says Mr. Hone, "religion, which in

principle is a pure science, was regarded as an
art ; it was the occupation of the clergy, who
taught it as mystery, and practised it as trade."

1483, Dec. 23. The Booke calhjd Cathon,

(Magnus) . Folio

.

Caxton's preface, which is both curious and
interesting, after informing us that this work
had been translated out of Latin into English,

by Master Benet Burgh, late archdeacon of

Colchester, &c. But, that his translation was
made from the French, which he presents to the

city of London. He says, "And by cause of

late cam to my hand a book of the said Caton
in Frensshe, which reherceth many a fayr lern-

ynge and notable ensamples, J have translated

it out of Frensshe in to Englisshe, as al along

here after shalle appiere, whiche J presente vnto

the Cyte of london."

Next follows Caxton's very loyal address to

the "Cyte of london," of which he styles him-

self " Cytezeyn, &c." Of Catho, he says " in

my Judgement it is the best boke for to be

taught to yonge children in scole." Afterwards

he relates the following story :
" There was a

noble clerke named pogius of Florence, And
was secretary to pope Eugenye, & also to pope
Nycholas which had in the cyte of Florence a

noble and well stuffed lybrarye, which all noble

straungyers comynge to Florence desyred to see,

And therin they fonde many noble and rare

bookes And whanne they had axyd of hym
which was the best booke of them alle, and that

he helde Cathon glosed for the best book of his

lyberarye, &c."

* Treatises and topographical descriptions of hell, pur-

gatory, and even heaven, were once the favourite re-

searches among certain zealous defenders of the Romish
chm-ch, who exhausted their ink-horns in building up a
hell to their own taste, or for their particular purpose.

We have a treatise of cardinal Bellarmin, a Jesuit, on
Purgatory ; he seems to have the science of a surveyor,

among all the secret tracks and the formidable divisions

of "the bottomless pit."

t Turner's History of the Anglo Saxons. Vol. .1, p. 5l6.
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This volume is divided into four books, con-

taining 72 heads. Mr. Dibdin having never

seen a printed French edition of it before the

publication of Caxton's, therefore conjectures

that our typographer made his translation from

a manuscript. It was held in gi'eat esteem by
Poggius of Florence.

Parvus Chato (Cato) Euplicit Chato. With-
out printer's name or date; but evidently the

production of Caxton's press. Folio.

This may be considered as a supplement to

the foregoing; it was originally written by
Daniel Churche (or Ecclesiensis), a domestic in

the court of Henry II. about 1180, and trans-

lated by De Burgh. It closes with the follow-

ing verse

—

Beholde my maistre this litel tretise,

Whiche is full of wit and sapience.
Enfoi-se the this matere taccomplice,
Thenke hit is translated at your reverence

;

EnroUe hit therefore in your advertance.
And desire for to knowe what Cathon mente.

When ye it rede let not your hert be thense,
But doth as this saith with al your hole entente.

Mr. Dibdin says it contains twenty-six un-
numbered pages; Mr. Ames states twenty-
seven.

1484. Printing introduced into the following
places in the course of this year :

—

Soncino, by Joshua Salamon and partners.

The honour of the first Hebrew editions is due
to the Italians ; these were executed about the
same time as the Greek, at Soncino, a little city

in the duchy of Milan, under the direction of two
Jewish rabbins, Joshua and Moses ; they are

dated in the year of the world 5244, which agrees
with 1484 of the Christian era.

Bois-le-duc, by G. L. de Noviomago.
Winterperg (or Winterberg) by John Alacraw.
Chamberri, by Anthony Neyret
Breand-Loudehac (orLoudeac) byR.Fouquet.
Rennes, by Pierre Belleesculee and Josses.

Sienna, by Henry de Colonia.

Novi, by Nicol Girardengus.

1484. This year Caxton printed the following
four books :

—

1484, June 1. The Knyghtofthe Toure. Folio.

Caxton's prologue affords no bad specimen of
his courteousness towards the fair sex, from
which the following is an extract :

—

" In the yere of our Lord a m. 3 c. 71, as I
was in a garden, under a shaddow, as it were in

thyssue of Aprylle, all moorning and pensyf, but
a lytel I rejoysed me in the sowne and songe of
the fowles sauvage, whiche songe, in theyr Ian-
gage, as the merle, the manys, the thrustell, and
the nyghtyngale, whiche were gay and lusty ;

this swete songe enlustyed me, and made myn
herte all temoye, &c."

Mr. Dibdin informs us, that this work derived
its title from the name of the author, De la
Tour Laundry ; and seems to have been printed
from a manuscript of the fourteenth century,
written in 1371.

1484, March 24. The mhtyl historyes and
of Esope. Fablse. Folio.

Mr. Dibdin, who has seen and examined

more early editions of iEsop, in different lan-
guages, than most people, considers Caxton's
edition, on the whole, as the rarest of all those
in the fifteenth century. His Majesty's copy of
it, he adds, is the only perfect one known.
On the first leaf is a wood-cut of Msoi^, sur-

rounded with birds and beasts. It commences
with his life, in which we are infoiTned, that he
was born in Greece, in a town named Amones,
not far from Troy ; that he was much deformed,
having " a great head, large visage, long jaws,
sharp eyes, a short neck, curfe-backed, great
belly, great legs, and large feet ; and yet that
which he was worse, he was dumb and could
not speak ; but notwithstanding all this, he had
a great wit and was greatly ingenious ; subtle in

cavillations, and joyous in words."
Then follows his life, fortune, and death,* to

which is prefixed a cut of him, his master, and
the two servants that had stolen the figs.

This volume contains 142 leaves, which are
numbered, but there are no catchwords.

1484. The Book of the Ordre of Chyvalry, or
Knyghthode. No printer's name or date, but un-
doubtedly the production of Caxton's press ; and
supposed to have been printed in this year. Folio.

In the Order of Chivalry, which he translated

out of French, he gives a curious picture of the
manners of his age ; and at the same time la-

ments, in strong and feeling language, the de-
cline of chivalry :

"
! ye knights of England,

where is the custom and usage of noble chivalry

that was used in those days. What do you
now, but go to the tbaynes (bas), and play ath
dyse; and some, not well advysed, use not
honest and good rule again all order of knight-
hode. Leve this—leve it ! and read the noble
volumes of St. Graal, of Lancelot, of Galaad, of
Trystram, of Perseforest, of Percival, of Ga-
vaine, and many more. There shall ye see
manhode, curtsys, and gentleness. And look in

latter days of the noble actes sith the Conquest;
as in King Richard dayes, Cuer de Lion ; Ed-
ward I. and III. and his noble sones; Syr Ro-
bert Knowles, &c. Rede Froissart. Also, be-
hold that noljle and victorious King Hary the
Fifthe. I would demand a question, if I should
not displese : How many knyghtes ben ther now
in England, that have th' use and th' exercise
of a knyghte. That is to wit, that he knoweth
his horse, and his horse him. I suppose, an a
due serche sholde be made, there sholde be

* The death of ^sop, we are told, happened as follows

:

—" And as they were all come to the place for to cast
down Esop, he said to them another fable, saying in this
manner—'A man which was enamoured on his daughter,
the which by force he took and defloured her; and the
daughter said to the father, • Ha, father, thou art an evil
man and out of thy wit that hast done to me such shame
and vergogue .' for rather I should have suffered this crime
and loathly deed of an hundred other men than of thee, of
whose blood I am made and tormed.' Scmblably is' of
me : for I had leave and rather I should suffer all the peril
of the world of noble men, than to be put of you churls so
villainously to death. But I render and yield tliankings
and mercy to the gods, praying to them that they punish
you of the evil which ye have, and wiU do to me.' And
then they cast and threw him down from the top of the
hill to the foot of it. And thus died Esop miserably."
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many founden that lacke. The more pyte is.

I would it pleased our soverayne lord, that

twyse or thryce a year, or as the lest ones, he
wold do cry justes of pies, to th' ende, that

every knyghte sholde have hors and harneys,

and also the use and craft of a knyghte ; and
also to tornay one against one, or two against

two, and the best to have a prys—a diamond or

jewels, such as should plese the prynce."*

The Book of Chivalry has been considered by
Oldys, whose words have been repeated by Ames
and Herbert, as " one of the scarcest books now
remaining of our first printer;" and Mr. Dib-
din adds, that it is also one of the most amusing.

Caxton informs us, that the translation was
made out of French into English, in such man-
ner as God had suffered him ; which book was
not necessary for every common man, but only

for such as intend to enter into the noble order

of chivalry, the decay of which, in his day, he
much laments, because the noble acts of the

knights of old had spread renown throughout
the universal world.

Caxton concludes with presenting his little

work to king Richard the Third, praying that

he may command it to be read to all young
lords, knights, and gentlemen, to induce them
to imitate the example of the worthy knights of

old, for which he shall have his prayers for a
prosperous reign on earth, and everlasting bliss

in heaven.

1484, Sep. 13. TJie Ryal hook ; or a Book for
a Kyng. Folio.

Mr. Dibdin states, that Herbert has given a
correct account of this book, which was un-
known to Ames, but that he had seen five copies

of it.f

* Mr. Lewis, in his Life of Caxton, thus explains our
tj'pographer's view of this subject :—" The design of these
diversions being, as has been intimated, in part to please
the ladies, and recommend to their favour the combatants,
for their dress and manhood. But Mr. Caxton seemed to
have another view in advising their encouragement,
namely, the employing the nobility and gentry, that they
might not spend their time worse, in gaming and debauch-
ery, and preserving their ancient courage and valour, that
the honour and security of the English nation might not
suffer through their sinking and degenerating into deli-

cacy and eflfeminacy.

tMr. D. gives this curious extract from signature f. j.

recto :—" They that live after their jollity will hold com-
pany with fools : such folk can not, may not, ne wiU not,

hold ne keep measure ne reason. They that live after hy-
pocrisy be they that be martyrs to the devil : such hypo-
crites have two measures : for the two devils that torment
the hypocrite be much contrary that one to that other.

That one saith, eat enough, so that thou be fair and fat

:

that other saith, thou shalt not, but thou shalt fast, so that
thou be pale and lean, to the end that the world hold thee
for a good man ; and that it may appear that thou doest
much penance. Now it behoveth that the hypocrite have
ii measures ; one little and one great : of which they use
the little measure tofore the people, and the great mea-
sure they use so that no man can see them. They retain
not the true measure that be avaricious. In such manner
as the mouth will ; which is the lady of the house and
commander. Then between the belly and the mouth of
the glutton be three disputacions. The belly saith, I will
be full ; the mouth saith, I vrill not be full ; the beUy saith
to him, I will that thou eat, and take enough, and dispend
largely ; the mouth saith, I shall not, I will thou restrain
thee !—and what shall the sorry caitif do which is servant
to his two evil lords? Two measures make the peace. The
measure of the belly in an other man's house good and
large ; and the measure of his mouth in his own house
sorrowful and over scarce."

The volume is a thin folio, with printed

initials, and has rude wood cuts. The leaves

are unnumbered.
1484. The Inquisition established in Spain,

during the reign of Ferdinand and Isabella, by
John de Torquemada, a Dominican monk and
confessor to the queen. Torquemada, indefati-

gable in his zeal for the holy chair, used every
means to extirpate heresy and heretics, in the
space of fourteen years that he exercised the
office of chief inquisitor, is said to have prosecuted
near eighty thousand persons, of whom six thou-
sand were condemned to the flames. Voltaire

attributes the taciturnity of the Spaniards to the

universal horror such proceedings spread. " A
general jealousy and suspicion took possession

of all ranks of people : friendship and sociability

were at an end ! Brothers were afraid of brothers,

fathers of their children."*

The Inquisition punished heretics by_^re,to

elude the maxim, Ecclesia non novit sanguinem ;

forburningaman,they say, does not sAefi Aw fe/ooc?.

Otho, the bishop at the Norman invasion, in the

tapestry worked by Matilda queen of William
the Conqueror, is represented with a mace in his

hand, for the purpose that when he despatched

his antagonist he might not spill his blood, but
only break his bones !

" Religion" says Mr.
D'Israeli " has had her quibbles as well as law."

In the cathedral at Saragossa is the tomb of a
famous inquisitor ; six pillars surround his tomb

;

to each is chained a Moor, as preparatory to his

being burnt. On this St. Foix ingeniously ob-

* Innocent the third, a pope as enterprising as he was
successful in his enterprises, having sent Dominic with
some missionaries into Languedoc, these men so irritated

the heretics they were sent to convert, that most of them
were assassinated at Toulouse in the year 1200. He called
in the aid of temporal arms, and published against them a
crasade, granting, as was usual with the popes on similar
occasions, all kinds of indulgences and pardons to those
who should arm against these Mahometans, so he styled
these unfortunate Languedocians. Once all were Turks
when they were not Romanists. It was then he esta-

blished that scourge of Europe, The Inquisition.—Dominic
did so much by his persecuting inquiries, that he firmly
established the inquisition at Toulouse.

—

D'Israeli.

The inquisition, since its foundation, has burnt at the
stake above 100,000 persons of both sexes, besides destroy-
ing twice that number by imprisonment. Religious wars
among Christians, for differences in opinion, on points
now unintelligible, have cost the lives of above two mil-
lions in direct slaughters ; and the wars to establish Chris-
tianity, and those waged against the Turks about the
Holy Land, &c. have cost fifty millions of lives. The wars
of Charlemagne, &c. to Christianise the Saxons, &c. and
of the Spaniards to Christianise the Moors and Americans,
cost, at least, fifteen millions.—In all cases of martyrdom,
or punishment for opinions, the prosecutors and persecu-
tors do not allege actual mischief committed, but proceed
prospectively, under an hypothesis that the opinion has a
tendency to produce some alleged or imaginary mischief.

—The inquisition and the Spanish vulgar make no dis-

tinction between a Moorish Mahomedan, a Jew, and a
Protestant Christian. In 1450, the books and manuscripts
of each were burnt throughout Si)ain, and all science was
confounded with the sciences of the hated Arabians.

Even in the reigns of the two last kings of Spain, four
were burnt and fifty-six condemned to worse than death.

The French abolished the inquisition, but the English ar-

mies, under Wellington, restored Ferdinand, and. at the
same time, this infernal tribunal.

—

Sir Richard Phillips.

The establishment of this despotic order was resisted

in France; but it may perhaps surprise the reader that

Sir John Howell, (recorder of London in 1670,) iri a
speech, urged the necessity of setting up an inquisition

in England!
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serves, " if ever the Jack Ketch of any country

should be rich enough to have a splendid tomb,

this might serve as an excellent model."

One of the most interesting anecdotes relating

to the inquisition, exemplifying how the use of

the diabolical engines of torture forces men to

confess crimes they have not been guilty of, was
related to Mr. D'Israeli by aPortuguese gentle-

man . A nobleman in Lisbon* having heard that

his physician and friend was imprisoned by the

inquisition, under the stale pretext of Judaism,
addressed a letter to one of them to request his

freedom, assuring the inquisitor that his friend

was as orthodox a christian as himself. The
physician, notwithstanding this high recommen-
dation, was put to the torture ; and, as was usu-
ally the case, at the height of his sufierings con-
fessed every thing they wished. This enraged
the nobleman, and feigning a dangerous illness

he begged the inquisitor would come to give
him his last spiritual aid. As soon as the Do-
minican arrived, the lord, who had prepared his

confidential servants, commanded the inquisitor

in their presence to acknowledge himself a Jew,
to write his confession, and to sign it. On the
refusal of the inquisitor, the nobleman ordered
his people to put on the inquisitor's head a red-
hot helmet, which to his astonishment, in draw-
ing aside a screen, he beheld glowing in a small
furnace. At the sight of this new instrument of
torture, " Luke's iron crown," the monk wrote
and subscribed the abhon-ed confession. The
nobleman then observed, " See now the enor-
mity of your manner of proceeding with un-
happy men ! My poor physician, like you, has
confessed Judaism ; but 'with this difference,

only torments have forced tliat from him which
fear alone has drawn from you!"
A man of lett£rs declared that, having fallen

into their hands, nothing perplexed him so much
as the ignorance of the inquisitor and his coun-
cil : and it seemed very doubtful whether they
had read even the scriptures-

The Inquisition has not failed of receiving its

due praises. Macedo, a Portuguese Jesuit, has
discovered the origin of the inquisition in the
terrestrial paradise, and presumes to allege that
God was the first who began the functions of an
inquisitor over Cain and the workmen of Babel I

The history of the Inquisition enters into that
of the human mind; and that by Limborch,
translated by Chandler, with a very curious in-
troduction, loses none of its value with the phi-
losophical mind. This monstrous tribunal of
human opinions aimed at the sovereignty of the
intellectual world, without intellect.

1485, Aug. 22. The battle of Bosworth Field,
and the death of Ricliard III. The Tudor race
were indebted to this day for their regal inheri-

* In 1539, one Saavedra appeared at Lisbon as legate a
latere, from the pope, to establish the inquisition in Portu-
gal. The king conceded the necessary powers, and Saa-
vedra caused two hundred to be burnt, and collected
200,000 crowns. He then departed for Spain, but being
mscovered to be an impostor, he was seized, but let oflf
with a whipping and ten years in the gallies. The inqui-
nuon was then established in Portugal.—PAt7/ip«.

tance. Richard lost his life by defection : his

courage and foresight were worthy of a better

cause. He wasbom at the castle of Fotheringay,

October 2, 1452 ; and during the contention of the

roses was present in nearly every engagement of

those unnatural wars. Richard with his consort

(Ann Beauchamp, widow of Edward prince of

Wales) wascrownedat WestminsterJuly 6, 1483,

on the 8th of September following they were
again crowned at York.* After the death of

Richard, the duke of Richmond was saluted king,

by the title of Henry VII.
1485. Printing introduced into the following

places in the course of this year :

—

Heidelberg, by Fridericus Miscli : his name
appeared to his first work in 1488.

Ratisbon, by J . Sensenschmidt and J. Beken-
haub.

Vercelli, in Peidmont, by Jacob Suigus.

Pescia, hy Franc. Cenni.

Udino, by Gerard de Flandria.

Burgos, by Frederic de Basilea.

1485. The press of Caxton was entirely oc-

cupied this year with printing romances.

A Book of the noble hystoryes of kynge Arthur
and of certeyn of his knyghtes.j-

Different opinions have been entertained re-

specting the original author of this work : it is

said to be a translation of a French romance, in-

tituled, Lancelot. Caxton's preface commences
with informing us, that, " having completed the

translation of divers histories of great conquerors

and princes," as well as " certain books of good
examples and doctrine," he was solicited by

* In what odious colours has Shakspeare made Richard
III. describe himself, in the first scene of the first act of
the celebrated tragedy of that name.

But I, that am not shap'd for sportive tricks.

Nor made to court an am'rous looking glass,

I, that am rudely stampt, and want love's majesty.
To strut before a wanton, ambling nymph

;

I, that am cuitail'd of this fair proportion,
Cheated of feature by dissembling nature,
Deform'd, unfinish'd, sent before my time
Into this Ijreathing world, scarce half made up.
And that so lamely, and unfashionably,
That dogs bark at me, as I halt by them.

—

Act 1, Sc. 1.

Tetchy an^ wayward was his infancy

;

His school-flays frightful, desperate, wild, and furious;

His prime of manhood, daring, bold, and venturous

;

His age confirm'd, proud, subtle, sly, and bloody.
Act 4, sc, 4.

In this description what a monster of blended deformity
and villany do we behold ! The deformity of person an-
nouncing the depravity of soul ! But Horace Walpole, in
his ingenious treatise entitled Historical Doubts, has given
a variety of reasons to support the opinion of Rapin, that
Richard was neither hunched backed nor deformed ; and
that personal ugliness was imputed to him, by the histo-

rians of the time, with many crimes of which he was en-
tirely innocent, merely to flatter his bitter enemies, his

two immediate successors, Henry VII. and VIII.
Richard III. was killed at the foot of a declivity in the

ground at the east of the well, in Bosworth Field. The
bedstead and travelling treasury of Richard is still shewn
at Rothley, near Leicester. It was hollow, and full of
gold pieces, not discovered till 120 years afterwards. His
stone coffin was for many years in the possession of Sir
Richard Phillips, then a bookseller at Leicester, and after-

wards actually served as a horse trough, at the White
Horse Inn. " Sic transit gloria mundi."

t A perfect copy of this work is in the libi-ary at Osterley
Park, belonging to the earl of Jersey. Another (unfortu-
nately defective) Is in earl Spencer's library.
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" many noble and div^ers gentlemen to print the

History of the Saint Greal^^ &c.
Mr. Dibdin speats of the popularity of this

work, even so late as the reign of Charles the

first, in proof of which he gives the following

extract, which was written in the reign of king

Henry the eighth :
" Roger Ascham, in his

Toyophilus and Schoolmaster^ severely repro-

bates this and similar ' bookes of fayned cheval-

rie ; wherein a man, by readinge, should be led

to none other ende, but onely to manslaughter

and baudrye.' He says, the whole pleasure of

this work standeth ' in these two special points
;'

and after asking whether ' this is good stuff for

wise men to laugh at, or honeste m.en to take

pleasure in ?
' He concludes by saying that, ' he

knew the time when God's Bible was banished

the court, and La Morte d^Arthur received into

the prince's chamber !"

The above gentleman observes, that the book
has a handsome margin, that the press work is

exact, and that it is one of the finest specimens

of Caxton's press. It consists of about 550 pages.

1485, Dec. 1. The Lyf of Charles the Great.

Folio.

The preface begins with an exhortation to

good deeds and noble acts ; and Caxton closes

the work with a most pious exhortation to the

memory of Edward the fourth ; and also praying

his readers to pardon him of the simple and
rude translation, beseeching them that should

they find fault to correct it ; in doing which
they should not only have his thanks, but also

his prayers to God for them, that he may bring

both them and him, after this short and transi-

tory life, to everlasting bliss, &c.
Oldys, informs us that thescarcity ofthis work

has prevented its having been sufficiently des-

cribed in the histories of our first printed books.

The volume is a thin folio, in double columns,
which extends to m 7 in octavos, and it is con-

jectured that his cypher was printed on the

eighth leaf, to complete the sheet.

1485, Dec. 19. Thystorif of the noble andryght
valyaunt and worthy knyght Paris and of the fayr

Vyene ^c. Folio.

The Harleian catalogue informs us, that this

is ' a very scarce book.' It appears that this

romance has been slightly noticed by our early

writers, but its author's name lies buried in ob-

scurity. It is said to be of provincial growth,

and to have been translated into French by
Pierre de la Sippade.

Mr. Dibdin observes, that this is a small folio,

printed in double columns, with capital initials,

and contains e 5. a, b, c, &c. in octavos ; d has
only six leaves, and e five. The last page is

generally blank. The leaves are not numbered.
In the year 1486, Caxton's press seems to have

been idle ;—none of his works bear this date.

1486. The oldest mandate for appointing a
book-censor, with which we are acquainted, is

that issued by Berthold, archbishop of Mentz, in

this year, which the' curious reader will not
be displeased to see at full length ; with the in-

structions given to the censors.

Penal Mandate, forbidding the Translation

into the Vulgar Tongue, ^c. of Greek, Latin,

and other Books, without the previous ap-

probation of the Doctors, ^e.
" Berthold, by the grace of God, archbishop

of the holy see of Mentz, arch-chancellor of

Germany, and electoral prince of the holy Roman
empire.

" Although, by a certain divine art of printing,

abundant and easy access is obtained to books
on every science necessary to the attainment of

human learning; yet we have perceived that

certain men, led by the desire of vain glory or

money, do abuse this art ; and that what was
given for the instruction of human life, is per-

verted to purposes of mischief and calumny.
For, to the dishonouring of religion, we have
seen in the hands of the vulgar certain books of

the divine offices and writings* of our religion,

translated from the Latin into the German
tongue. And what shall we say of the sacred

laws and canons, which though they have been
w ritten in the most suitable and careful manner,
by men acquainted with law, and endowed with

the greatest skill and eloquence, yet the science

itself is so intricate, that the utmost extent of the

life of the wisest and most eloquent man is

scarcely equal to it ? Some volumes, on this

subject, which certain rash unlearned simpletons

have dared to translate into the vulgar tongue,

whose translation, many persons who have seen

it, and those, too, learned men, have declared to

be unintelligible, in consequence of the very

great misapplication and abuse of words. Or
what is to be said of works on the other sciences

with which they sometimes even intermingle

things that are false ; and which, in order the

more readily to find purchasers for them, they

inscribe with false titles, and attribute to notable

authors what are merely their own productions ?

" Let such translators, whether they do this

with a good, or with a bad intention, let them,

if they pay any regard to truth, say, whether the

German tongue be capable of expressing that

which excellent writers, both Greek and Latin,

have most accuratelyand argumentaiively written

on the sublime speculations of the Christian re-

ligion, and on the knowledge of things ? They
must acknowledge that the poverty of our idiom

renders it insufficient; and that it will be ne-

cessary for them to invent from their own minds,

new terms for things ; or, that supposing them
to make use only of the old ones, they must
corrupt the sense of the truth, which from the

greatness of the danger attendant upon it, in the

Sacred Writings, we greatly dread : for who
would leave it to ignorant and unlearned men,
and to the female sex into whose hands copies of

the Holy Scriptures may have fallen, to find out

the true meaning of them ? For instance, let

* It is probable that by the terms "libros de divinis

officiis et apicibus Rili^ionis nostre," the archbishop re-

ferred to the vernacuiar translations, not only of the

Service-books of the Romish church, called the Divine

Offices, but also of the Holy Scriptures ; the word apices

being generally used, in the middle ages, for writings,

epistles, &c. See Du Cauge, sub voce.
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the text of the Holy Gospels, or of St. Paul's

Epistles, be examined, and no one of any know-

ledge will deny that there is a necessity for many
things to be supplied or understood, from other

writings."
" These things have occurred to our minds,

because they are the most common. But what
shall we think of those which are pending in very

sharp disputes amongst writers in the Catholic

church ? Many other instances may be brought

forward, but it is sufficient for our purpose to

have named a few."
" But, since the beginning of this art arose

divinely^ (to give it its proper appellation) in this

our golden city of Mentz, and continues in it to

this day, in its most improved and perfect state

;

it is with the greatest justice that we defend the

glory of the art, and it becomes our duty to pre-

serve the unspotted purity of the Divine Writ-
ings. Wherefore, with a view of meeting and
restraining as with a bridle, the aforesaid errors,

and the daring attempts of shameless or wicked
men, as far as we are able by the will of God,
whose cause is in question ;—we do, by strictly

charging the observance of these presents, com-
mand all and every the ecclesiastical and secular

persons subject to ourjurisdiction, or transacting

business within its limits, of whatever degree,

order, profession, dignity, or condition, they may
be, that they translate no works on any science,

art, or knowledge whatsoever, from the Greek,
Latin, or other language, into the vulgar Ger-
man ; nor, when translated, either dispose of, or

obtain copies, publicly or privately, directly or

indirectly, by any kind of barter, unless before
their impression they shall have been admitted,
by patent, to be sold, by the most noble and
honourable our beloved doctors and masters of
the university in our city of Mentz, John Bert-
ram de Nuremberg, in theologj^ ; Alexander
Diethrich, in law ; Theodoric de Meschede, in

medicine ; and Alexander Eler, in arts : the
doctors and masters deputed for this purpose in

the university of our city of Erfurt ; or if in the
town of Frankfort, the books exposed for sale

shall have been seen and approved of by an
honourable, devout, and beloved master in theo-
logy, belonging to the place, and one or two
doctors and licentiates, annually paid for that
purpose by the governor of the said town. And
whoever shall treat with contempt this our pro-
vision, or shall lend his counsel, assistance, or
savour, in any way, directly or indirectly, in op-
position to this our mandate, let him know that
ne has by so doing incurred the sentence of ex-
communication ; and beside the loss of the
books exposed for sale, a penalty of 100 florins
of gold, to be paid into our treasury; from
which sentence none may absolve him without
special authority."

" Given at the chancery of St. Martin, in our
city of Mentz, under our seal, on the fourth day
of the month January, mcccclxxxvi."
The following are the Instructions issued to

the censors, and accompanying the above man-
date :

—

" Berthold, &c., to the honourable, most
learned, and beloved in Christ, Jo. Bertram,
doctor in theology; Al. Diethrich, doctor in

law ; Th. de Meschede, doctor in medicine

;

and Al. Eler, master of arts ; health and atten-

tion to the things underwritten."
" Having found out several scandals and

frauds, committed by certain translators of lite-

rary works, and printers of books, and wishing
to counteract them, and according to our power
to block up their way, we commaiid that no one
in our diocese, or under our jurisdiction, trans-

late any books into the German tongue, or print,

or sell them when printed, unless, in our city of

Mentz, such works or books, have first, accord-

ing to the form of the mandate above published,

been by you seen, and as to their matter ap-
proved of, both for translation, and for sale."

" We do, therefore, by the tenor of these pre-

sents, (having great confidence in your prudence
and circumspection,) charge you, that if at any
time, any works, or books, intended to be trans-

lated, printed, or sold, be brought to you, you
shall weigh their matter, and, if they cannot be
easily translated according to the true sense, but
would rather beget errors and ofi'ences, or be
injurious to modesty, you shall reject them ;

and whatever books you shall judge worthy to

be allowed, two of you, at least, shall sign them,
at the end, with your own hand, in order that it

may more readily appear, what books have been
seen and allowed by you. In so doing you will

perform an office pleasing to our God, and use-

ful to the state."

" Given at the chancery of St. Martin, un-
der our privy-seal, the 10th day of January,
MCCCCLXXXVI."

—

Beckmann's Hist, of Inven.

1486. John of Trittenheim, abbot of Span-
heim, in his exhortations in this year, after

many injunctions against idleness, observes that

he has " diminished their labour out of the mo-
nastery, lest by working badly you should only
add to your sins, and have enjoined on you the

manual labour of writing and binding books."
And again, urging them to their duty, he says,
" It is true that the industry of the printing arty

lately, in our day, discovered at Mentz, produces
many volumes every day ; but is impossible for

us, depressed as we are by poverty, to buy them
all."

—

British Magazine.
1486. Printing introduced into the following

places in the course of this year :

—

Abbeville, Jean Du Pre and Pierre Gerard.
Brunn, by C. Stahel and M. Preinlein, though

their name does not appear until 1491.

Munster, by John Limburgus.
Sleswic, by Stephen Arndes.

Casale Maggiore, no printer's name.
Chivasio, by Jacob Suigus
Viqueria, by Jacob de S. Nazario.

Toledo, by John Vasqui (Vasquez.)

Rimini, by a Jew, who printed Hebrew only.

Thoulouse, by John James Colomiez.
1487. Only one book appeared from the press

of Caxton, which was entitled the Book of Good
Maners. Enprynted the xj day of Maye. Folio.

2 B
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A copy of this work appears to have been
rarely seen: the prologue commences thus,
" When I consider the conditions and manners
of the common people, which, without informa-

tion and learning, be rude and not mannered,
like unto beasts brute ; according to an old pro-

verb, he that is not mannered is no man," &c.
Caxton informs us, that this work was " com-

piled by the venerable frere Jaques le Graunt,

in Latin Jacocif,s Magnus, lycencyat in theology,

religious of the order of St. Austin ; and, that

the book is of auctorite, or as moche as there is

nothyng sayde therin, but for the moost part it

is alledged by scripture, or ellis by sayeng of

holy seyntes, doctours, philosophres, &c."
It appears that the original French work was

delivered to Caxton " by a special friend of his,

a mercer of London, named William Praat."

Le Grand, the author, was a native of Thou-
louse, and confessor of Charles VII : he is said

to have refused the archbishoprick of Bour-
deaux. It is comprised in four books.

1487. Printing introduced into the following

places in the course of this year :

—

Besan9on, supposed by John Comtel. The
work Liber de Pestilentia, 4to. printed here in

this year, has no printer's name.
Gaeta, by A. F. (Andreas Fritag.)

Valeria, by Juan de Roca.
Rouen, by William Talleur.

Ischar, (Ixar,in Arragon,) Eliezer filius Alanta.

Nantz, hj Stephen Larcher.

1487. Court of Star Chamber founded.

—

The authority of this court, which was before

founded on common law and ancient practice,

was in some cases confirmed by an act of parlia-

ment. This court assumed a power over the press,

incompatible with the least notion of liberty of

the subject, and of printing or publishing any
thing which it might construe into a libel ; and
what did it not do ? it often exercised the most
inquisitorial jurisdiction over the human mind,
which is not yet abolished. Many of its enact-

ments will be noticed in the course of this work.
The preamble is remarkable, and shews the

state of the nation at this time. " The king,

our sovereign lord, remembereth how by our
unlawful maintenance, giving of liveries, signs

and tokens, retainders by indentures, promises,

oaths, writings, and other embraceries of his

subjects, untrue demeanings of sheriffs in mak-
ing panals, and untrue returns, by taking mo-
ney, by juries, &c. the policy of this nation is

most subdued." Lord Bacon extols the utility

of this court. It must indeed be confessed, that

such state of the country required great discre-

tionary power in the sovereign; nor will the
same maxims of government suit such a rude
people, that may be proper in a more advanced
state of society. The establishment of the Star
Chamber, or the enlargement of its powers at
this time, might have been as wise as the abo-
lition of it in that of Charles I.

1487. While Henry VII. kept his residence
at the castle at Winchester, on occasion of the
birth of prince Arthur, he was entertained on a

Sunday, during the time of dinner, with a religi-

ous drama, called Chrisfs Descent into Hell. It

was represented by the choir boys of Hyde abbey,
and St. Swithin's priory, two large monasteries at

Winchester. And in the same reign, 1489, there

were shows and ceremonies, and (religious) plays

exhibited in the palace at Westminster. An
entertainment ofa similar nature was furnished,

in 1503, at the marriage of king James of Scot-

land, with the princess Margaret of England,
daughter of Henry VII. On the first Sunday
of the magnificent festival, celebrated with high
splendour, at Edinburgh, " After dynnar, a Mo-
ralite was played by master Inglyshe and hys
companyons, in the presence of the kyng and
qwene." So late as the reign of Elizabeth, and
even so late as that of Charles I. plays continued
to be acted on Sundays, by the choristers, or

singing boys, of St. Paul's cathedral, and of the

royal chapel.

At this time the profession of the church was
the one which abounded amongst all ranks of

people, and one that was very often embraced by
persons of the lowest station : for we find by a
clause of a statute, that all clerks or students of

the university were forbidden to beg, without
pennission from the vice chancellor.

—

Keith.

1488. A very great inconvenience of the Go-
thic impressions of this period arose from the

numerous and continual abbreviations in which
a great part of them abound. But this disad-

vantage is not chargeable exclusively on Gothic,

but is sometimes found in early editions of the

Roman character. Chevillier particularizes an
edition of the Logic of Ockham, printed at

Paris in this year, in folio, in a handsome letter

;

but in which scarce a single word is found un-
abbreviated. He adduces for instance, two lines

taken at hazard from folio 121. They are printed

in the following manner :

—

" Sic hie e fal im qd ad simplr a e pducibile

a Deo g a e Sr silr hie a n e g a n e pduci-

bile a Deo.'*'' At length thus—" Sicut hie est

fallacia secundum quid ad simpliciter. A est

producible a Deo. Ergo A est. JEt similiter hie.

A non est. Ergo A non est producibile a Deo."

Another difficulty in reading these early works,

was the desire ofthe printers to compress as much
as possible within a given compass ; they never

divided the words at the end of lines, and made
use of vowels with a mark of abbreviation, as for

instance, dno for domino ; c* for cutu ; quib* for

quibos ; argetoq for argentoque : &c. The vowels

and consonants u and v, i and j, are confounded
together, and used one for the other ; the dip-

thongs (B and oe were generally supplied by the

simple e : c was often used for t, as nacio for

nation ; / for ph, as fantasma for pltantasma ;

mihi was sometimes spelled michi ; somnum,
sompnum ; quotidiana, cotidiana ; the orthogra-

phy was consequentlyvarious, and often arbitrary.

Works on the civil and canon law, both printed

and manuscript, were peculiarly overcharged

with abbreviations ; and that to such a degree,

that a treatise was printed to point out the me-
thod of reading such perplexing works, entitled

I
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" Modus leyendi Ahbreviaturas in utroque Jure,^^

printed at Paris, by John Petit, in 1498. To
avoid abbreviations, and at the same time not too

much to augment the size of the volume, Aldus
Manutius invented the italic letter.

The following literal rendering of Matthew
V. 1,3, according to the Codex Beza, or Cam-
bridge manuscript of the four Gospels and Acts,

will convey some idea of the manner in which
manuscripts were anciently written and printed

:

ANDSEEINOTHEMULTITUDESHEWENTUPINTOAMOUNTAIV
ANDWHENHEWASSETDOWNCAMETOHIM
HISniSCIPLES'AXDOPENlNGHISMOUTH
HETAUOHTTHEMSAYINO
BLESSBDARETHEPOORINSPT*FORTHEIR£I.S
THEKINODOMOFHEAVEX.

1488. In this year appeared the first edition of

the Works of Homer in Greeks which was exe-

cuted at Florence, in 2 volumes, folio, under the

care of Demetrius Chalcondylas. It is a most
elegantly printed book, and measures thirteen

inches by nine inches. Now in the Royal library

in the British museum.
1488. Printing introduced into the following

' places in the course of this year :

—

Virterbo, no printer's name.
Brunswick, no printer's name.
Eichstedt, by Micheal Reiser.

Pescia, by Sigismund Rodt.
1488. Caxton printed no books during this

year.

1489. In this year Caxton published two
books, the first of which was the Doctrinal of
Sapyence^ translated out of French, and finished

the 7th of May. Folio.

This book has no title, it commences with a
preface of two parts, the former accounting for

its being translated into English, and the latter

gives some account of the original. It has two
wood cuts, the first of our Saviour with the doc-
tors in the temple, the other exhibiting the

crucifixion. The table contains the heads of 93
chapters, though in reality it consists of 94. It

has capital initials and signatures : the leaves are

unnumbered.
The Harleian catalogue contains the following

memorandum relative to this work :
—" This

book was written in the year 1388, by Guy de
Roye, archbishop of Sens ; but the year after, a
religious brother, of the order ofClugny, enriched
it with divers historical examples, parables, (Sec.

as what would move the people more to devo-
tion, than great authority of science. Which
argument, of the force of examples, is proved in
the prologue, by examples themselves."
A priest of the province of Otranto, as it is

said, translated this work out of French into
Greek verse about 1 370. The manuscript is in
the Vatican, at Rome.

1489, Jw??/ 14. The Fayt of At-mes and Chy-
•yryalre. Folio. " This was delivered to me,
William Caxton, by the most Chrystin King
and redubted Prince, my natural and sovereign
lord, Kyng Henry the 7th, Kyng of England
and of France, in his palace of Westmestre, the

Spirit.

23 day of Janyure, the 4th yere of his regne

;

and desired and willed me to translate this said

boke, and reduce it into our English and natural

tongue, and to put it in iraprynt." It is a com-
pilation by Christine of Pisa, from the Military
Treatises of Vegetius Frontinus, and the Arbee
des Battailes. It appears that the fair authoress

was blamed for meddling with this subject ; it

was said, " that the handling of her distaff and
spinning wheel are occupations more suitable to

a woman than concerning herself with the feats

of arms, and the battles of heroes :" in her pre-

face she quotes the examples of Minerva, whom
she addresses, in her justification.

During this centurj', and especially towards
the close of it, Genuany, and the neighbouring
states, produced several eminent men, who en-
deavoured to create an attention to literature in

general, and laboured to promote an acquaint-

ance with the Greek and Hebrew languages.
Amongst many eminent names who flourished

about this period, that of John Herman Wes-
selus, of Groningen, deserves to be recorded.

He was born about the year 1419 ; and studied

first at Zwoll and Cologne, and afterwards at

Paris, where he was so celebrated for his talents

and attainments as to be denominated the light

of the world. His extraordinary religious know-
ledge, and truly christian spirit, were so indis-

putable, and his views of gospel doctrine so

clear, that he has justly been called the forerun-
ner of Luther. Wesselus not only studied the
Greek language by the help of the Dominican
friars, who about this time passed over to the

west, from Constantinople, after its subjection to

the Mahommedan government,—but obtained
from certain learned Jews, a knowledge of the
Hebrew, Chaldee, and Arabic tongues. Having
been early instructed in the scholastic disputes,

and having, by his industry, acquired an uncom-
mon share of biblical learning, he taught philo-

sophy and philologye with great applause, at

Groningen, Paris, Cologne, Heidelberg, and
especially at Basil, where he had the famous
Reuchlin for a hearer. On the advancement of
Cardinal Francis de Rovere to the papal chair,

under the name of Sixtus IV. he sent for him
to Rome, and promised to grant him whatever
he w^ould ask: Wesselus answered, " Holy fa-

ther, and kind patron, I shall not press hard
upon your holiness. You well know 1 never

aimed at great things. But as you now sustain

the character of the supreme pontiff, and shep-

herd on earth, my request is, that you would so

discharge the duties of your elevated station,

that your praise may correspond with your dig-

nity; and that when the great shepherd sliall

appear, whose first minister you are, lie may say,
' Well done, good and faithful servant, enter into

the joy of thy Lord:' and, moreover, that you
may be able to say boldly, ' Lord, thou gavest

me five talents ; behold, I have gained five other

talents.'" The pope replied, "That must be
my care. But do you ask something for your-
self." " Then," rejoined Wesselus, " I beg you
to give me out of the Vatican libraiy, a Greeks
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and au Hebrew Bible." " You shall have

them," said Sixtus, " but foolish man, why don't

you ask for a bishoprick, or something of that

sort ?" " For the best of reasons," said Wesse-
lus, " because I do not want such things. " The
Hebrew Bible thus presented, was long after-

wards preserved in his native city of Groningen.

He died in 1489, aged 70.

His works have been several times printed,

but the most complete edition was published in

1614, 4to., with a short account of his life by

Albert Hardenberg.
1489. Michel le Noir (Niger) commenced the

art of typography in the city of Paris. He was

a printer of very considerable interest, whose
impressions are held in high estimation by the

admirers of early Parisian typogi-aphy. He con-

tinued his labours to a late period, and was
succeeded by his son Philippe, a printer also of

considerable estimation. Felix Baligaut, Ber-

thold Rembolt, probably a son of the ancient

printer of that name, Wolfang Hopyl, George
Wolfe, and Durand Gerlier, began to print about

the same period.

1489. Printing introduced into the following

places in the course of this year :

—

Lisbon, by Samuel Zorba and Raban Eliezer.

The first book printed in Portugal is of this

date ; it is a Commentary on the Pentateuch in

Hebrew, and from the printers' names, they

appear to have been Jews.

Hagenau, by Henry Gran.

Kuttenberg, by Martin Van Tischiniowa.

Lerida, no printer's name.
San Cucufate del Valles, near Barcelona, no

printer's name.
1490. This year Caxton printed two works,

of which the following was the first

—

The Arte and Crafte to knowe well to dye.

Translated out of frensshe in to englysshe by

Willm Caxton the xv day of Juyn the yere of
our Lord a m iiif. Ixxxx. Folio.

The following article, which was given in the

Harleian catalogue, is partly copied from Lewis :—" This important subject, of such universal

behoof, was wisely undertaken by Master Cax-
ton, at the age he was now arrived at, and un-

der the decay he might feel upon him, which

put an end to his laudable labours, before he

was a twelvemonth older. It is the more to be

regarded, in that he chose, by this work, to set

himself the example of the doctrine therein in-

culcated. It is divided into six parts ; treating,

of the praise of death ; and how we ought to die

gladly ; of the temptations we are under at the

point of death ; of the questions that ought to

be made at that time ; of the instructions that

ought to be given ; of the remembrance of God's
doings and sufferings for us ; of certain devout
prayers that ought to be said by, or for, the dy-
ing person. From all which articles it may
evidently appear, as the author concludes, that

to every person who would die well, it is neces-

sary that he learn to die, before death comes,
and prevents him."

The commencement of the work is thus given

by Mr. Dibdin :
—" When it so, that, what a

man maketli or doeth, it is made to come to

some end, and if the thing be good and well

made it must needs come to good end ; then by
better and greater reason every man ought to

intend in such wise to live in this world, in

keeping the commandments of God, that he
may come to a good end. And that out of this

world, full of wretchedness and tribulations, he
may go to heaven unto God and his saints into

joy perduable."
" The origin of this performance, (one of the

most popular works in the 15th and 16th cen-

turies) " Mr. Dibdin observes, " was probably
the celebrated Ars Moriendi: the composition

of a Polish monk, and printed, as it is supposed,

before the middle of this century."

This work ranks amongst the rarest of Cax-

ton's printed books ; it contains thirteen leaves,

with capital initials, the leaves are not num-
bered.

1 490, June 22. The Boke of Eneydos^ compyled

by Vyrgyle : by me Wyllm Caxton. Folio.

This work is a translation from the French

;

it is a mere compilation in prose of the principal

events recorded in Virgil's poem, and has no
pretension to an imitation of that poet, in any
one respect. It does not, therefore, deserve the

contemptuous and sarcastic notice taken of it,

by Gawain Douglas,* in the preface to his

Scotch translation of the works of Virgil. The
bishop of Dunkeld says

—

Thoch Wylliame Caxtoun had no compassioun
Of Virgrill in that buk he prent in prois,

Clepand it Virgill in Eneados
Quhilk that he sayis of Frensche he did translait,

It has nathing ado therwith, God wate,
Nor na mare like than the deuil and sainct Austin,
Have he na thank therfore, hot lois his pyne

:

So schamefully the storie did peruerte,

I reid his werk with harmes at my hert.

—

His buk is na mare like Virgill, dar I say,

Than the nyght oule resemblis the papingay.

Caxton's work was dedicated to Arthur, eldest

son of Henry VII. He represents himself as at

this time well stricken in years : and if the date

usually assigned to his birth (1412) be accurate,

he must have been seventy-seven years old.

Caxton's edition was never reprinted, it was
doomed to sink into silent oblivion, being

eclipsed by the popular versions of Douglas,

Phaer, Twine, and Stanyhurst. The original

from which this was taken, is supposed to be a
French edition published at Lyons, in 1483, by
Guillaume le Roy, who was both translator and
printer. It has signatures, but no catchwords,

it contains 48 leaves.

In Caxton's preface to this work, our word
pamphlet is first found in the English language,

and it is written pamphletis. That it is ancient

see Lambard's Perambulations of Kent, Hall's

* Gawain Douglas, a Scotch poet and bishop, was the

younger son of the sixth eail of Angus, and was born at

Brechin, in 1471. He obtained the bishopric of Dunkeld,

to which was added the rich abbey of Aberbrothick. He
died in 1522. His works are— l. A Translation of Virgil's

JEneis—2. The Palace of Honour, a poem.—3. Aurea
Narrationes, Commedite aliquot Sacra.—4. De Rubua Sco-

ticis Liber.
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Chronicles, and in Skelton's Poems. In a pre-

face of Nash, he has the phrase to " pamphlet

on a person, " and pamplileteer.

In the Philobiblion of Richard de Bury, the

following passage is found in the eighth chapter.

" Sed revera libros non libras maluimus ; co-

dicesque plus dileximusquam florenos: Panjietos

exiguos phaleratis praetulimus palescedis."

" But, indeed, we prefer books to pounds ; and

we love manuscripts better than florins ; and we

prefer small pamphlets to war-horses."

In Lydgate's works, quoted by Warton, is a

poem " translated from a pamjlete in Frenche."

The French have not the word pamphlet, and

yet it seems to be of French extraction, and no

other than palm-feuillet, a leaf to be held in the

hand, a book being a thing of greater weight

;

so the French call it now feuille-volantey retain-

ing one part of the compound.

Robert Copeland, in his poetical prefix to

Chaucer's Assembly of Fools, 1530, says

Chaucer is dede, the which this pamphlete wrate.

Myles Davies, in his Icon Libellorum ; or, a

Critical History of Pamphlets, a work which

affords much curious information, says, " In

pamphlets lawyers will meet with their chica-

nery, physicians with their cant, divines with

their Shibboleth. Pamphlets become more and
more daily amusements to the curious, idle, and
inquisitive ;

pastime to gallants and coquettes

;

chat to the talkative ; catch-words to informers

;

fuel to the envious ;
poison to the unfortunate

;

. balsam to the wounded ; employ to the lazy, and
fabulous materials to romancers and novelists.

With pamphlets the booksellers and stationers

adorn the gaiety of shop-gazing. Hence accrues

to grocers, apothecaries, and chandlers, good

furniture, and supplies to necessary retreats and
natural occasions." This author sketches the

origin and rise of pamphlets. He deduces them
from the short writings published by the Jewish

Rabbins ; various little pieces at the time of the

first propagation of Christianity ; and notices a

certain pamphlet which was pretended to have

been the composition of Jesus Christ, thrown
from heaven, and picked up by the archangel

Michael at the entrance of Jerusalem. It was
copied by the priest Leora, and sent about from
priest to priest, till pope Zachary ventured to

call it a forgen/. He notices several such extra-

ordinary publications.

Mr. D'Israeli, in the Curiosities of Literature,

says, " The only proper Latin tenn for a pam-
phlet is libellus, or little book ;" and that " this

word indeed signifies in English an abusive paper
or little book, and is generally taken in its worst
sense." Again, he says, " The French have bor-
rowed the word pamphlet from us, and have the
goodness of not disfiguring its orthography.
Roast Beef is also in the same perdicament. I
conclude that pamphlets and roast beef have
therefore their origin in our country."

Dr. Johnson has pamphlet, \j)ar un filet, Fr.]
a small book

; properly a book sold unbound,
and only stitched.

1490. The name of one of the earliest book-
binders that has been found is lohannes Gvilebert.

It was discovered in a Missal bound in this year,

and was in the possession of the late Mr. Henry
Ferrily, who resided near Hull. Of the birth,

parentage, and education of this early artist in

bookbinding, perhaps, nothing can now beknown

.

A cover in the Bodleian library, of nearly the

same date, bears the name of Jehan Norris.

A manuscript of the Epistles of St. Jerome,
bearing the following inscription :

—

Liber liyatus

erat Oxonii in Catstrete, ad instantiam Reuerendi
Domini Thome Wybarum, in sacra theologia

Bacalarii Monachi Roffensis anno domini, 1467,

has the earliest date which is known to have ex-

isted on the cover of a book.

—

Bib. Decam.
1490. The munificent patronage afforded to

literature by Mattheo Corvini, king of Hungary
and Bohemia, who died of an apoplexy in this

year merits particular notice. He succeeded his

father to the throne of Hungary in 1457, and
extended his reputation as a soldier throughout
Europe, by the captures of Vienna and Nieu-
stadt. But his love of literature, and patronage

of learning, have transmitted his name with

more tranquil and delightful recollections to

posterity, than any warlike feats could possibly

have done. Animated by an ardent thirst for

knowledge, he became a most diligent collector

of books, and during the last thirty years of his

life spared no expense in the acquisition of a
library, which placed him among the most illus-

trious patrons and guardians of literature. He
purchased innumerable volumes of Greek and
Hebrew writers at Constantinople, and other

Grecian cities, at the period of the conquest of

the Eastern empire by the Turks ; and as the

operations of the typographical art were vet but
slow and imperfect, and the number of books
thereto printed but few, he maintained four

learned transcribers at Florence, to multiply the

copies of such classics as he could not procure
in Greece. He erected three libraries in the

citadel of Buda, in which he placed 30,000, or,

according to others, 50,000 volumes. The prin-

cipal one, in which the chief part of his magni-
ficent collection was placed, was a sort of vaulted

gallery, divided into three parts : a fourth part

forming a kind of convenient appendage for the

reception of visitors. In this fourth part were
two stained glass windows, and two doors; one
of the doors opening immediately into the library,

and the other leading to the monarch's private

apartment. In these libraries he established

thirty amanuenses, skilled in writing, illuminat-

ing, and painting, who, under the direction of
Felix Ragusinus, a Dalmatian, consummately
learned in the Greek, Chaldee, and Arabic
languages, and an elegant designer and painter

of ornaments on vellum, attended constantly to

the business of transcription and decoration.

The librarian was Bartholomew Fontius, a
learned Florentine, the writer of several philolo-

gical works, and a professor of Greek and ora-

tory, at Florence. The books were placed upon
shelves according to their classes; and in this

11
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manner were covered with silk curtains, or

hangings, adorned with silver and gold, or bro-

caded. The lower recesses next to the floor,

were appropriated to something like cupboards,

which contained manuscripts too large for their

proper places, or of a character not easily ad-

mitting of classification. The exterior of this

lower division, or probably the cupboard doors,

were skilfully and curiously carved. The books

were chiefly vellum manuscripts bound in bro-

cade, and protected by knobs and clasps of sil-

ver, or other precious metal ; and were orna-

mented or marked with the device or insignia

of the owner, which was that of a black crow

with a ring in his mouth, in allusion to the

etymon of his name, Corvus, a crow, or raven.

The library was likewise celebrated for the mag-
nificent celestial globe it contained, and for the

silver and marble fountains which played in the

adjoining gallery, or court. When Buda was

captured by the Turks, under Solyman II. in

1526, cardinal Bozmanni ofliered for this inesti-

mable collection 200,000 pieces of the imperial

money, but without effect, for the barbarous be-

siegers defaced or destroyed most of the books,

for the sake of their splendid covers, and the

silver bosses and clasps with which they were

enriched. Those which escaped the rapacity of

the Turkish soldiery, were thrown into a sort of

subterraneous vault, there to moulder or perish,

as it might happen. In 1666, Lambecius, the

learned librarian of the imperial library at Vien-

na, was sent to Buda, for the purpose of recover-

ing the remains of the Corvinian library. He
found there, in a crypt of the citadel, barely

lighted with one window, and ventilated with

one door, about 400 volumes in number, lying

upon an earthen floor, and covered with dirt and

filth. Three manuscript copies of the Fathers

were all that he was permitted to carry away.

But in the year 1686, Buda was captured by

the Austrian arms, when the remainder, though

comparatively of little value, were removed to

Vienna. Some of the most valuable volumes

formerly belonging to this library, have been

discovered in the imperial library at Vienna, in

the Wolfenbuttel library, and in that of Morelli,

the learned librarian of St. Mark's, at Venice.

In the public library of Brussels, there are two

exquisitely finished manuscripts which once

graced the library of Corvinus. The first is a

Latin Evangelistarium, written in letters of gold,

upon the most beautiful vellum, and not inaptly

called the Golden Book. It had become the

property of Philip II. of Spain, who kept it in

the Escurial library, under lock and key ; and

is said to have been formerly shown to strangers

with great ceremony, and by torch light I The
other is a magnificent Missal, highly illumi-

nated.

Alexander Brassicanus, who saw the library

at Buda before it was dispersed, noticed,

amongst an immense number of other valuable

works, the whole of the writings of Hyperides,

the Grecian orator, with valuable scholia; a

large book of the apostolical canons ; the com-

mentary of Theodoret on the Psalms ; the works
of Chrysostom, Cyril, Nazianzen, Basil the
Great, Gregory of Nyssa, Theophanus, &c.

—

Dihdin's Bib. Decam. vol. 2.

1490. The earliest exclusive privilege of print-
ing books, is that which was granted by Henry
Bishop of Bamberg, to the following work, " Li-
ber missalis secundum ordinem ecclesice Bamber-
gensis.^''—Beckmann

.

1490. Printing introduced into the following
places in the course of this year :

—

Orleans, by Matthew Vivan.
Porto, in the Venetian territory, by Barthol.

Zanni.

Zamora, no printer's name.
1491. Died William Caxton, the Father of

the British Press.

Having treated at some length on the works
of Caxton, and given such extracts, as, we trust,

may prove interesting ; we must, in conclusion,
state that twenty-eight of his known publications
are without dates. Some of these have been
already noticed ; a few of the remainder will

supply some interesting matter. Caxton printed
Chaucer's Canterbury Tales twice ; each edition
is without date, but the first is supposed to have
been one of the earliest productions of his press.

Mr. Warton regards it as much more to his

honour, than it can be to his discredit, that he
printed them very incorrectly. " He probably
took the first manuscript that he could procure
to print from, and it happened unluckily to be
one of the worst in all respects that he could
possibly have met with." As soon, however, as

he found out these imperfections and errors, he
began a second edition " for to satisfy the author,
whereas tofore, by ignorance, I had erred in

hurting and defamying his boke." Caxton's
extreme and conscientious desire to fulfil one of
the most important duties of an editor and
printer, (and he acted as both) by giving the
works as the author himself wrote them, as well
as his candour and ingenuousness, are depicted
in a clear and interesting manner, in the preface
to his second edition.

He seems to have had a veneration for the
memory of this poet, and to have fonned, with
sound judgment and good taste, a most correct

and precise estimate of the peculiar merits of his

poetry. As a proof of the former, we may men-
tion that Caxton, at his own expense, procured
a long epitaph to be written in honour of
Chaucer. In the Boke of Consolacion of Phi-
sophie, he thus expresses himself:—7, William
Caxton, haue done my debuoir and payne ten-

prynte it in fourme, as is here afore made, in

hopyng that it shall prouffite moche peple, to the

wele and helih of their soules, and for to lerne to

haue and keep the better pacience in adversitees.

And furthermore, I desire and require you, that

of your charite ye wold pray for the soule of the

saydworshipfullman, Geffrey Chaucer,first trana-

latour of this sayd boke into Englissh and embel-

lissher in making the sayd langage ornate andfayr,
whiche shal endure perpetuelly, and therefore he

ought eternelly to be remembrid, ofwhom the body

I
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and coKps lieth buried in thahhay of Westmestre^

beside London, to fore the chapele of seynt Benet,

by v)hos sepulture istvreten on a table, honging on

a pylcre, his epitaphye nrnad by a poete laureat,

whereof the copyefolloweth, Src>

"Epitaphium Galfridi Chaucer, per poetara

laureatum Stephanum Surig^onum Mediolanen-

sem in decretis licenciatum."

Beginning

:

" Pyerides muse si possunt numina fletus
;

Fudere, diuiuas atq ; rigare genas
Galfridi vatis chaucer crudelia fata

Plangite, &c.

Concluding

:

Post obitum Caxton voluit te uiuere cura

Willelmi, Chaucer clare poeta tui.

Nam tua non solum compressit opuscula formis

Has quoq j sed laudes jussit hie esse tuas."

This was inscribed on a tablet, hung on a

pillar near the poet's grave, in the south aisle of

Westminster Abbey. The following remarks

will amply justify what we have stated respect-

ing Caxton's ability, fully to understand, and

thoroughly to relish, the merits and beauties of

Chaucer's poetry. " We ought to give a singular

laud unto that noble and great philosopher,

Geoffrey Chaucer, the which, for his ornate

writings in our tong, may well have the name of

a laureate poet. For, to fore that he embellished

and omated and made fair our English, in this

royaume was had rude speech and incongrue, as

yet it appeareth by old books, which, at this day,

ought not to have place, ne be compared among
unto his beauteous volumes and ornate writings,

of whom he made many books and treatises of

many a noble history, as well in metre as in

rhynie and prose: and then so craftily made,

that he comprehended his matters in short, quick,

and high sentences, eschewing perplexity ; casting

away the chaff of superfluity, and shewing the

picked grain of sentence, uttered by crafty and

sugared eloquence.^^

And speaking of Chaucer's Book of Fame,

which he also printed, he says, " Which work,

as me seemeth, is craftily made and digne to be

written and known ; for he toucheth in it right

great wisdom and subtle understanding ; and so

in all his works he excelleth, in mine opinion, all

other writers in our English, for he writeth no

void words, but all his matter is full of high and
quick sentence, to whom ought to be given laud

and praise for his noble making and ^vriting."

Chaucer's translation of Boethius was also

printed by Caxton, without date. It is al-

ternately in Latin and English, but the former is

not given entire ; a few verses of a period in

;
Latin being succeeded by the whole of the cor-

responding period in English, and so through
the whole volume : the Latin type is large com-
pared with the English.

A curious volume was printed by Caxton,
about the period when the French, which had
hitherto been spoken almost exclusively at court,

was giving ])lace to the English language ; it is

entitled the Book for Travellers. It contains the
". corresponding tenns in both languages, for those

things most commonly talked of at court, espe-

cially such as relate to dress.

Having given a sketch of the life of Caxton,

little remains, but to award to him that praise

which his perseverance and ingenuity so highly

deserves for establishing in his native land, an

art so vast and important, that " the productions

of men of genius and learning ; the records of

literature and of science ; of whatever is either

brilliant in imagination or profound in thought

;

whatever mayeither adorn or improve the human
mind,—thenceforth became imperishable. The
light of knowledge cannot again be quenched

—

it is free, and open, and accessible as the air we
breathe. The future history of the world may,
indeed, disclose enough both of misery and of

vice ; but it cannot again present an universal

blank, or be disgraced by another age of utter

and cheerless ignorance."* The character of

William Caxton may be collected from the ac-

count we have given of his labours, and the ex-

tracts we have made from his prefaces ; he was
possessed of good sense and sound judgment;
steady, persevering, active, zealous, and liberal

in his services for that important art which he
introduced into this kingdom; labouring not

only as a printer, but as translator and editor.

It has been objected that he was too much given

to admire and print romances; but in this he
only partook of the spirit of the age ;

perhaps,

indeed, it survived in him longer and with more
power, than in most of his cotemporaries ; but
that his love of romance did not blunt his judg-
ment and taste for real talent is evident by his

printing Chaucer's works, and his criticisms on
them. It should be recollected, also, that in the

selection of works for the press he was necessa-

rily guided by public opinion, and by the proba-

bility that what he did print would repay him
for his labour and expense. The remai'ks of

Gibbon on this point are sensible and candid :

" In the choice of his authors, that liberal and
industrious artist was reduced to comply with

the vicious taste of his readers, to gratify the

nobles with treatises of heraldry, hawking, and
the game of chess, and to amuse the popular

credulity with romances of fabulous knights,

and legends of more fabulous saints. The father

of printing expresses a laudable desire to eluci-

date the history of his country, but instead of

publishing the Latin Chronicle of Ralph Hig-
den, he could only venture on the English ver-

sion by John de Trevisa ; and his complaint of

the difficulty of finding materials for his own
continuation of that work, sufficiently attests,

that even the writers which we now possess of

the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, had not

yet emerged from the darkness of the cloister."

If we reflect, too, on the state of England at

this period, that he established his press soon

after the murder of Henry VI., and that he car-

ried on his works during the remainder of the

reign of Edward IV., and the reigns of Edward
V. and Richard III., when the minds of those

* Life of Caxton, Library of Useful Knowledge.
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most likely and able to encourage kim were sel-

dom free from alarm for their own safety, their

time much occupied, and their means necessarily

reduced by the distracted and wasted state of

the country ; and when little attention or money
could be spared for literature; we must give

Caxton great credit for having done so much

;

for having in the midst of confusion persevered

in his labours, and succeeded in establishing the

art of printing in his native land. That Eng-
land at this period was much behind France

in literature, is proved by the fact that Caxton
was obliged to have recourse to the French

language fcff most of the works which he printed.

He thus, it may be supposed, employed his

press profitably to himself, and certainly with

advantage to our literature ; for, as Mr. Warton
truly observes, " had not the French furnished

him those materials, it is not likely that Virgil,

Ovid, Cicero, and many other good writers,

would, by means of his press, have been circu-

lated in the English tongue, so early as the close

of the fifteenth century."

There was, perhaps, at that time, no man in

England, whose talents, habits, and character,

were so well fitted to introduce and establish the

art of printing as those of William Caxton : to

have succeeded in this enterprise, the benefits of

which, in a national point of view, we may even

now be enjoying, is praise enough ; for it is the

praise of having been a useful citizen of the

state and member of society,—the highest that

man can bestow or receive. At the period of

Caxton's birth learning of all kinds was at a
much lower ebb in England than in most of the

continental states of Europe ; in consequence,

principally, of the civil wars in which the nation

was embroiled, the habits of restlessness thus

produced, and the constant pre-occupation of

men's time and thoughts in promoting the cause

they espoused, and in protecting their lives and
property. Under these circumstances the most
plain and common education was often neglected.

Caxton's parents, however, performed their duty

to him :
" I am bounden," he says, " to pray for

my father and mother's souls, that in my youth

sent me to school, by. which, by the sufierance of

God, I get my living, I hope truly."

Caxton's printing is inferior, in many respects,

to the printing executed on the continent during

the same period. The types employed in the

latter have a squareness, fineness, and brilliancy

not in those of Caxton; the paper and press-

work are much superior ; the order and symme-
try of the press-work are qualities which appear

in very few of his productions. He seems not

to have been able to procure, or to have rejected,

the roman letter, even after it had been employed
with excellent effect by the continental printers.

On the other hand, as Mr. Dibdin remarks,

"whenever we meet with good copies of his

books, his type has a bold and rich effect, which
renders their perusal less painful than that of

many foreign productions, where the angular
shai"pness of the letters somewhat dazzles and
hurts the eye." His ink is of an inferior qua-

lity ; his paper is fine and good, resembling the

thin vellum on which manuscripts were then
generally written; his letter is a mixture of

secretary and Gothic, also resembling that used
in manuscripts at that period; his leaves are

seldom numbered, his pages never. When the
impression was finished, Caxton revised a single

copy, and corrected the faults with red ink ; the
copy thus corrected was then given to a proper
person to correct the whole impression ; as he
was extremely exact, this operation occasioned
him much troublesome and minute labour. He
used two devices in his printing, one of which is

here given, and another much smaller, having
a diff"erent border, and a flourish inserted above
and below the letters.

The device itself consists of the initials W. C.
within an upper and lower border of rude foliage

and lozenges, upon black and white grounds.

Between the letters is an arbitrary sign meant
to convey the date 74, as 1474 is usually sup-

posed to have been the year when Caxton com-
menced printing in England. The earliest im-
pression of the large device now known, is in

the copy of The Dictes and Sayinges of the Philo-

sophres, 1477, preserved in the Lambeth Library,

where it occurs on the recto of the first leaf.

Mr. Dibdin, in his Typographical Antiquities,

and Bibliographical Decameron, has shewn, that

most of the portraits of the early English printers

may be considered as spurious. The portrait of

Caxton has been copied from a head introduced

in La Zucca, of A. F. Doni, to illustrate a par-

ticular kind of cap and streamer, which has

been supposed to represent the Italian poet,

Burchiello Domenico : as the same engrav-

ing is to be found in the early editions of his

works. This portrait was originally engraved

by W. Faithome, for Sir Hans Sloane, as the

head of W. Caxton ; it was then re-copied on a

copper-plate, with some alterations, for the Rev.

John Lewis's life of that printer, and afterwards

by Marchand, Ames, and Herbert. The Rev.

^
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T. F. Dibdin, from whose works we are indebted

for the above information, thus relates the cir-

cumstance in his Bibliographical Decameron,

vol. II. pa^e 288. " Would you believe it, a

portrait of Burchiello, an Italian of the XlVth
century, was most wickedly foisted into the pub-

lic notice, by Ames, as that of William Caxton ?

Yet Ames, on second thoughts, must not be too

severely criticised. As an antiquary in the art

of engraving, his knowledge was exceedingly

limited ; and it was sufficient for him that the

name of Faithorne was subscribed to a book of

drawings in the Harleian Collection, purporting

to be portraits of printers—in which this identical

portrait appeared ! and so, a draped head (as the

phrase is) of Master Burchiello, aforesaid, came
forth as that of the venerable and our well be-

loved William Caxton !"

The first biography of Caxton appeared under
the following title :

—" The Life of Mayster
Wyllyam Caxton of the Weald in Kent ;* the

first Printer in England. In ivhich is given an
Account of the Rise and Progress of the Art of
Pryntyng in England, during his Time, till

1493. Collected by John Lewis, Minister ofMer-
yate in Kent. London : Printed in the Year
m.dccxxxvii.^^ Royal 8vo. 150 copies. To the

title-page succeed these verses—To the Rev.
Mr. Lewis, upon his writing the Life of Caxton:

Industrious Caxton's name in time to come
Had buried been in dark oblivion's tomb,
Had you withheld your jjenerous aid to save
That name which now will never find a grave.
Sacred the labour, righteous is your pains,
Thus to collect the artist's true remains,
Kent owes to you her thanks upon this score :

And not on this alone, but many more.
More watchful you than Egypt's boasting seers

;

For there a pyramid now huge appears

;

Yet lost for ever is its builder's name.
To our surprise, and their eternal shame. W. H.

Ames records the following, as written in a very
old hand, in an edition oiFructus Temporum,—Of
your charite pray for the soul ofMyster Wyllyam
Caxton, that in hys tpne was a man of moche
ornate and moche renommed wysdome and
cynnyng, and decesed full crystenly the yere of
our Lord mcccclxxxxi

" Moder of Merci shyld hym from thorribul fynd.
And bryng hym to lyflf eternall that neuyr hath ynd."

" But these superstitions," says Mr. Hansard,
" may rather be considered as characteristic of
the age in which Caxton lived, than as pecu-
liarities exclusively applicable to himself. The
books which he published were almost wholly of
a moral tendency, and the prefaces to several,
that he occasionally wrote, partook of the same
spirit." His attachment to the doctrines and
ceremonies of the church of Rome, seemed
always to partake of sincerity. In the crusades
he found much to commend, and little to blame

;

and to the pilgrimages of his day, and to those
of his ancestors, he was much devoted.

* Carter, m his Historj/ of Cambridgeshire, says, " Cax-
ton was a Cambridgeshire man, born at Caxton, in that
county, from which lie takes liis name." What can exceed
in absurdity such proof as this ?

Notwithstanding that Caxton had printed for
the use of Edward IV. and Henry VII. there
are no grounds for the notion which Palmer
takes up, that the first printers, and particularly

Caxton, were sworn servants and printers to the
crown ; for Caxton gives not the least hint of
any such character or title : however, it seems to

have been instituted not long after his death
;

for of his two principal workmen, Richard Pyn-
son, and Wynkyn de Worde, the one was made
printer to the king ; the other to the king's mo-
ther, the lady Margaret.

If, however, the art, or those who practised
it, sought the royal favour and countenance, it

was a privilege which monarchs might glory to

confer. The benevolent of mankind, and more
especially kings, as the fathers of their people,
cannot bestow more valuable gifts on their wide
extended family, than by encouraging among
them the exercise of an investigation so adapted
to their instruction ; so calculated for their im-
provement in social and in public virtue.

None of our English printers, during this cen-
tury, attempted to print the Bible, either in the
Latin, or the vernacular tongue. In the appli-
cation of printing to the purposes of sacred lite-

rature, the palm must be yielded to Germany,
which as it had the honour of the invention of
printing, so it was the first to apply it to the dif-

fusion of biblical knowledge. For not only were
numerous editions of the Latin Bible, and seve-
ral of the German version printed there, but
editions also were published in the Saxon and
Bohemian dialects. And, in reply to what has
been urged by some writers, against Caxton not
printing the Bible, it is sufficient to remark,
that the danger attending it in his time, was
such, that it would have required the utmost
religious intrepidity to have attempted it ; and
that it is therefore highly probable, that what-
ever preference our printer might have for the
scriptures, he would not place his life in jeo-
pardy for its publication. Sir Thomas More, in

his Dyaloges, 1529, thus defends the early prin-
ters in England for not printing the Bible:
" That an account of the penalties ordered by
archbishop Arundel's constitution, though the
old translations that were before Wiclif 's days
remayned lawful and were in some folkys handys
had and red, yet he thought no prynter would
lyghtly be so bote to put any byble in prent at
hys owne charge, whereof the* loss should lie

wholly on his own necke, and then hange upon
a doubtfull tryal why the fyrst copy of his trans-
lacyon was made before Wiclif's dayes or synnes.
For yff ytwere made synnes, yt must be ap-
proued byfore the prynt^g." But such an ap-
probation. Sir Thomas intimates, was not to be
had.

Dr. Dibdin, with that genius and talent which
ever marks his veneration for our first printer,
observes :

—
" That our typographer met death

with placidity and resignation there is every
reason, from the testimony of his own pious
ejaculations, but more from the evidence of a
usefully spent life, to believe. If his funeral

2 c
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was not emblazoned by 'the pomp of heraldry,'

and ' the great ones of rank' were not discovera-

ble among his pall bearers, yet Caxton descended

into his ^rave in full assurance of a monument,
which, like the art that he had practised, would
bid defiance to decay. Accept! O venerable

and virtuous shade, this tribute of unfeigned

respect to thy memory! Thou shalt be num-
bered hereafter, not with the witty, the vain, or

the profligate—the Nashes, Greens, and Roches-
ters of the day !—but with the wise, the sober,

and the good ; with those who have unceasingly

strove to meliorate the condition of mankind."
Although the nation have thus neglected to

call in the sculptor's aid to perpetuate his me-
mory ; we are highly gratified on finding that a

few highly respected and exalted characters, as-

sociated under the title of The Roxhurghe Club,

(long acknowledged as lovers and admirers of

ancient lore) have performed that duty, which
more properly belonged to the nation : in exe-

cuting this act of justice to the memory of so

worthy a man, they have not only perpetuated
the remembrance of him, but they have also

raised a monument for themselves. It is thus
described

:

The tablet erected to the memory of Caxton,
by The Roxhurghe Club, is composed of the

finest dove-coloured marble, enclosing an oblong
panel of white, delicately veined with blue.

Above the panel rises a pediment, having the de-

vice of Caxton engraved in the centre ; and on
either side ofthe inscription are two small pillas-

ters. The words of the inscription are as follows

—

TO THE MEMORY
OF

WILLIAM CAXTON,
WHO FIRST INTRODUCED INTO GREAT BRITAIN

THE ART OF PRINTING
;

AND WHO, A. D. 1477, OR EARLIER,
EXERCISED THAT ART

IN THE ABBEY OF WESTMINSTER.
THIS TABLET,

IN REMEMBRANCE OF ONE
TO WHOM

THE LITERATURE OF THIS COUNTRY
IS SO LARGELY INDEBTED,

WAS RAISED
ANNO DOMINI MDCCCXX.

BY THE ROXBURGHE CLUB.
EARL SPENCER, K. G. PRESIDENT.

The above monument was resolved upon at the
anniversary meeting of the Roxhurghe club,
held in June, 1819, and is erected in the church
of St. Margaret, Westminster.

In the churchwardens' books of St. Margaret's
parish, Westminster, the death of William Cax-
ton is thus recorded: "1491. Item, atte bure-
yng of William Caxton, for iiii. torches vjs. viijc?.

Item, for the belle atte same bureyng, vjc?."

In the same book, for the year 1498, occur
these items, " Receyved by the handes of Wil-
liam Royott for oon of those printed boks that
were bequothen to the church behove bv William

Caxton, vJ5. viijd. Item, in boks called Le-
gends, of the bequest of William Caxton, iiij."*

Again, for the year 1506, " Item, iiij prynted

bokes, ij of the Lyfe of Seynt Kateryne, and
other ij of the Byrthe of our Ladye, of the gift

of the executors of Caxton."
The following is a curious specimen of the

style of advertisements of this period, relative to

Caxton, and shews the situation of his press at

Westminster :

—

" if tt j^ltit o«5 mail ^ptrttueX or ttmpartl,
ta "bm onu ^^ti altisia or i^xt comrmoracto*jS
of ^aliiSBurt use, ciiprpntitr after i^t forme
of i^i& jpresfe't lettre, M^ic^ 6cn fcoel antr trttlj)

correct, late "^^m come ta iatitmQiuittXy in ta

tfje almone^true, at t^t reeU jiale, antf f)t

jS^al i^aue ti^enf ijaolf ct^cpt,

^itjjpltco ^tet cetruTa."

1491. In this year Bernard's Homilies on the

Canticles were pawned for twenty shillings.

1491. Printing introduced into the following

places in the course of this year :

—

Dijon, by Peter Metlinger ; his first work was
entitled Cisterciensis ordinis privilegia, 4to.

Anglouleme, printer unknown.
Hamburgh, by John and Thomas Borchard

;

their first work was Laudes heate Marie virginis.

Nozani, by Henry de Colonia and Henry de

Harlem, who printed Pauli Turretini Disputatio

juris. Folio.

1492. It is told of Pope Innocent VIIL, that

during his pontificate a book was published,

vehemently arraigning the conduct of the Court
of Rome. The Pope called a council of his

cardinals, and read to them some passages out of

the author; adding these remarkable words,
" This book speaks truths, therefore we ought
immediately to refoiTti ourselves in order to make
this fellow a liar." Pope Innocent VIIL died

July 28, 1492.

1492. Pentateuehus Hehraice, printed on vel-

lum, at Venice. This volume, appeal's to be the

third printed copy of the Pentateuch, and the

first in so small a compass, is noticed by biblio-

graphers as being still more rare than either of

its predecessors. At the end of the work is the

following singularly expressed account of its

editor, printer, &c. copied verbatim from the
original :

—" Here ends the whole of the work

—

the work of the Lord and his law. The law
of the Lord, accurately performed with the five

books of ceremonies, according to the rites of the

sons of our faith among Germans and Gauls,
this day, 24th of the month, in the year 1492, by
me Brixius, who am under the government
of the Republic of Venice, by whose exalted

authority the work has been printed by me
Gerscham and revised by R. Moses, of the seed

of Israel, a man well known in the town of Ger-
many, called Mentzlan Schonzin. The whole
is committed to (God.)"

From the introduction of the art of printing

into the city of Venice by John de Spira, in the

year 1469 to the end of this century, upwards of

* Ames says, xiij copies.
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two hundred other persons had commenced the

profession, the prmcipal of whom were, Vinde-

line de Spira, 1470-1477 ; Nicholas Jenson, 1470-

1488 ; Christopher Valdarfer, 1470-1471 ; John
de Colonia, 1471-1487; John de Colonia and J.

Manthen de Ghernetzem, 1473, &c.; Francis

Rennerde Hailbrun, 1471-1494; Leon Achates,

1472-1478 ; Gabriel Peter de Tarvisio, 1472-

1478 ; Christopher Arnold, 1472-1479 ; Jacob
Rubeus, 1472-1481 ; and Nicholas de Franck-
fordia, 1473-1500.

1492. Died Lorenzo de Medicis, surnamed
the Great, and the Father of Letters, was an
illustrious grandson of Cosmo de Medicis, and
born in the year 1448. He was a great mer-
chant, and as great a statesman, equally fit to

entertain an ambassador as a factor. His public

services so recommended him to the Florentines,

|. that they declared him chief ofthe republic ; and
f he was so universally esteemed by the princes of

Europe, that they often made him the arbiter of

their differences.—There was a time when the

arts and sciences rendered Florence " the bright-

est star of star-bright Italy," but that time is

gone, the Medici, Dante, Michael Angelo, and
Leonardo da Vinci, are no more; nevertheless

Florence, on account of her glorious monuments
of art, and the remembrances of foi-mer times, is

still one of the most interesting places in Eu-
rope. Besides the library belonging to the uni
versity, there are the Medicean gallery and
library, with 120,000 volumes, among which
are 3,000 of the earliest specimens of the typo-

graphical art, and 8,000 manuscripts ; and the

Mamcelliana with 50,000 volumes, and a select

collection of engravings. There are many splen-

did private galleries and libraries. In the Eng-
lish burying ground the remains of Smollet and
Horner repose.

1492. Printing introduced into the following

places in the course of this year :

—

Ingoldstad, by Peter Appian, who was so

great an astrologer, that the emperor Charles V.
made him a present of 5000 crowns of gold, for

writing Opus Caesarum Astronomicum.
Leiria,by Abraham, son ofDon Samuel Dortas,

a Hebrew printer.

Tzenna, or Zinna, in Saxony, no printer's

name.
1493. Liher Festivalisy Westminster. Quarto.

This is the first production of Wynkyn de Worde,
who had succeeded to the press and materials of

Caxton, at Westminster.—^Wynkyn de Worde
was a foreigner, born in the dukedom of Lor-
rain, as appears by the patent-roll in the Chapel
of the Rolls. Our first printer, Caxton, when
resident abroad, might probably have met with
him there, and engaged him to come over to

England as a servant or assistant, as John Faust
at Mentz had his lad, or servant, Peter Schoef-
fer, whom they chose for their ingenuity and
promising parts; and their after works 'shew
they were not mistaken in their choice.

He continued in some capacity with Caxton
till his master's death, 1491, and printed at his
house in Westminster afterwards. He finished

some volumes which had been begun by Caxton,
viz. the Canterbury Tales; and Hilton's Scale

of Perfection. The last, Mr. Maittaire dates in

the year 1494, and Mr. Bagford, in 1495, who
gives it as the first impression done in Wynkyn
de Worde's name. By living with Caxton he
naturally fell into the company and acquaint-
ance of the leanied and noble of this kingdom,
on account of this new art, as soon appeared by
the first works he printed, and styled himself,
" Printer to Margaret, &c., the king's gran-
dame." In the 7th of Henry VII. 1491, he
printed the acts of parliament with the king's

arms, &c., and dwelt at his master's house at

least six years, as may be seen by several books
mentioned as printed by him at Westminster, in

Caxton's house, till the acts printed in the 11th
and 12th of Henry VII. when he printed at the

end, with the same cut, and a similar cipher to

Caxton's ; " also in Fleet-street, at the sygn of

the Sonne, by Wynken de Worde."
Afterwards he probably kept both shops for

some time, where, by himself and his servants,

he performed all the parts of the business, and
furnished others dwelling in London, Mr.
Palmer, in his History of Printing, says, he
printed several Latin, as well as English, vo-

lumes, but no Greek. He continued printing

with great applause till 1 533, if not beyond that

time. He was a person of great accomplish-
ments in learning, as well as strictness in mo-
rals ; and though he was the immediate succes-

sor to Caxton, the improvements he made were
very considerable ; for by his genius, and great

scope of fancy, he formed such a variety of sorts

and sizes of letter, that for several years after

few equalled, none excelled, him therein. For
it may be observed, the most ancient printers did

every part of the business belonging to books by
themselves, or under their direction, even to the

binding and selling them. His skill in the art

is much commended : and at his setting up for

himself, his first care was to cut a new set of
punches, which he sunk into matrices, and cast

several sorts of printing letters, which he after-

wards used. If he was the manual operator in

cutting and casting in his own foundry, it is an
incredible improvement which he made in the

art ; or, if he had his types from abroad, not-

withstanding it robs him of the glory of the

letter, yet his excellent method of disposition,

composition, and press-work, shews him to have
excelled his master, and even to rival any of his

cotemporaries abroad. There is one circum-
stance that induces many to think that he was
his own letter-founder ;* which is, that in some
of his first printed books, the very letter he made
use of is the same used by all the priutei*s in

* Mr, Palmer, the printer and author, says, the same
were used by all the printers of his day, and believes they
were struck from the punches of Wynkyn de Worde. I

have no doubt but that they are still in existence : the old
specimen-book of William Caslon, now^ before me (edit,
1785), confirms this opinion-, and old English, real old
English, would have been still in use, but for the modern-
cut, non-riescript, sui rreneris, radical rcformc' I nlrt-Eng-
lish black, which is f )rccd upon printers of our day.
Hnnsard,
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London at this time; and is imagined to be
struck from his punches. He is the first

printer who introduced the Roman letter into

England, which he made use of to distinguish

any thing remarkable. His letter is different

from most other printers, and is cast so true, and
stands so well in line, as not to be since excelled.

Upon the whole, he was a very curious, labori-

ous, and indefatigable printer.

Most of his books now remaining were printed

in Fleet-street, London, in St. Bride's parish,

at the sign of the Sun.* We have observed no
sign of his while at Westminster, unless he had
the same cipher which his master, William Cax-
ton, used for a sign, in memory of the year when
he brought printing first into England. He was
a stationer by company, but we cannot find any
charter granted them before that of Philip and
Mary, in 1556, which will be inserted under
that year.

Four hundred and eight books are known to

have been printed by him, and they are remarka-
ble for their neatness and elegance. We shall

not have space to describe the whole of them,
but such as are deserving of particular notice

will be found under their respective dates. His
edition of the Polychronicon is deemed uncom-
monly well executed. Dr. Dibdin calls it " one
of the most beautiful folio volumes of that skil-

ful artist:" its date is 1495. Several gramma-
rians of repute, Stanbridge, Garlandea, Whittin-
ton. Holt, and Lilye, lived at the period of the
introduction of printing into England; and
Wynkyn de Worde, who appears to have been a
man of good education as well as talents, printed
some of their works. He printed the Accidence
of Stanbridge, " in Caxton's house in Westmin-
ster." The date unknown. His Vocahulanj^
in 1500. This De Worde continued to repub-
lish till 1532. The Multorum Vocahulorum
Equivocorum Interpretation by Garlandea, was
printed in 1500, by De Worde, and at least as
late as 1517. He also printed repeatedly the
grammatical works of Whittinton. Holt's- Lac
Puerorum, or Milk for Children, was printed by
him in 4to., without date. No impression of the

grammar of Lilye (but which, in reality, was

* It may be difficult at this time to determine the exact
situation of his residence in Fleet-street, which is usually
said to have been " over against the conduit." A map of
I^ondon of the date of queen Elizabeth, shows the conduit
to have been at the south end of Shoe-lane, in Fleet-street.
It was founded by sir William Eastfield, who was mayor of
London, about 1471 ; and was decorated by images,
chimes, &c., which went by water, about 1478. Though
rebuilt in 1582, this conduit, with all the rest, gave way to
the laying on of water from the New River ; and their re-
mains were quite effaced by the great fire of London. Sor-
biere describes them as little, raean-Jooking, square build-
ings, resembling small towers, having an archway or door
in the centre where the water ran.—Bagford, in mention-
ing the establishment of Wynkyn de' Worde, in Fleet-
street, says, " over against the conduit, and there set up
at the sign of the Golden Sun, which I do suppose is that
which is now the Globe Tavern at the end of Shoe-lane

;

which had been a large timber-house, and let for his pur-
pose for a printing-house."—Stow is not a whit more pre-
cise : and Pennant lodges him rather nearer to St. Bride's
chm-ch.—In one of his colophons he describes himself as
"dwellynge in flete strete at the sygne of the sonne
agaynst the condyth."

drawn up by several persons,) by De Worde, or

in Lilye's lifetime, has been discovered. The
first Greek letters used in England are found in

a . grammatical treatise of Whittinton, by De
Worde, in 1519 : they are cut out of wood. We
have gone into this detailed mention of those

works chiefly in order to show the assistance

which the press was already giving, in its ear-

liest days, to elementary education. Accidences,

Lucidaries, Orchards of Words, Promptuaries

for Little Children, were published in great

numbers.
Richard Pinsoii, or Pynson, was brought up

under Caxton, as well as Wynkyn de Worde;
and having become a good proficient in the busi-

ness, went and set up a press of his own at Tem-
ple-bar, as the inscription on his first works
shew. The friendship which he had contracted

with De Worde, whilst these two wrought under
Caxton, was so far from being disturbed by any
emulation or rivalship, that it continued to their

death. He is said to have been born in Nor-
mandy, and appears to have been an early ser-

vant to our first printer, Caxton, whom he calls,

in his edition of Chaucer's Canterbury Tales,

(without a date, and imagined to be his first

printed book,) his "worshipful master;" and
tells the reader, tliat this book had been dili-

gently overseen, and duly examined by his poli-

tic reason and oversight. He was in such esteem
with the lady Margaret, king Henry Vllth's

mother, and other great personages, that he
printed for them all his days. He styled him-
self king's printer ; but it is doubtful whether he
had any patent. Pinson's known productions

are two hundred and ten ; and his types are

clear and good ; but his press-work is hardly

equal to that of De Worde. Most of the works
he printed are of a higher character for merit
and usefulness than those either of William
Caxton or Wynkyn De Worde. In 1499, the

first edition of the Promptorius Peurorium came
from Pynson's press. He used a new cut
English letter, " equalling, if not excelling, in

beauty, any produced by modern foundries."

He had a correspondence with, and employed
William Tailleur, a printer at Rouen, to print

some pieces of law ; the laws being, a little be-

fore that time, till the beginning of Henry
Vllth's reign, made in the Nonnan French
tongue. And probably the reason why he sent

them over to be printed was, that they, under-
standing the language better, might be capable
of printing it more correctly. However, he had
such helps afterwards, that all statutes, &c. were
printed here at home. He printed many books,

which were also printed by his friend and fellow

servant, Wynkyn de Worde, who survived him
about six years. He caused many pretty devices

to be stamped on the covers of his books.

1493. The first book printed by Pynson, with

a date, was

—

Diues and Pauper, fynisshed the

V. day of Juyl. the yere of oure lorde god.

m.cccc.lxxxxiii. Emprentyd by me Richarde
Pynson at the Temple-barre. of london. Deo
gracias. Folio.—In this work wc find the fol-
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lowing remarkable passage of fair Rosamond :*

" We rede that in Englonde was a kinge that

had a concubyne, whose name was Rose, and

for her grete bewte he cleped hyr Roseamunde,

that is to say, Rose of the Worlde; for him
thought that she passed al women in bewte. It

befel that she died, and was buried whyle the

kinge was absent, and whanne he came ayen,

for grete love that he had to hyr, he would se

the bodie in the graue, and whanne the graue

was opened there sat an orrible tode upon hyr

breste, bytween hyr teetys, and a foule adder

bigirt her bodie aboute the midle, and she stank

so that the kynge ne non other, might stonde to

se the orrible sight. Thanne the kynge dyde

shette agen the graue, and dyde wryte these two

veersis upon the graue.

Hie jacet in tumba Rosa mundi, non Rosa-munda

;

Non redolet, sed olet, quae redolere solet."

Here lies not Rose the chaste, but Rose the fair,

Her scents no more perfume, but taint the air.

1493. Printing introduced into the following

places in the course of this year :

—

Copenhagen, by Gothofridus de Ghemen ; his

first work was a treatise on Grammar.
Alba, no printer's name.
Clugny, by Michael Wenssler ; he printed

the Missale Cluniacense, in folio. This town was
then famous for its Benedictine abbey.

Dole, no printer's name.
Friburg, by Kilian Piscator.

Lunenburg, by John Luce ; who printed

Thomas a Kempis, De imitatione Chnsti, Sfc. 8vo.

Nantes, by Stephen Larcher.

Valladolid, by John de Francour. Only one

book was printed here during this century.

A beautiful edition of Isocrates was printed at

Milan in folio, by Henry Germon and Sebastian

Ex Pantremulo. Philip de Lavagnia, Antony
Zarot, Christopher Valdarfer, Leonard Pachel,

and Ulric Scinzenzeller, were printers at Milan,

from 1469 to 1500, and to whom the republic of

letters is not a little indebted.

1493. The Chronicle ofNuremberg, illustrated

with more than two thousand wood-cuts, reckon-

ing those that are given more than once over,

was published and embellished by Michael
Wohlgemuth, a celebrated engraver and painter.

It professes to furnish figures/row the beginning

of the world, and contains view s of scripture his-

tories, and of cities and scenery, the latter bear-

ing scarcely any resemblance to the places men-
tioned. Michael Wohlgemuth was born at Nu-
remberg in 1435, and died in 1519. He is

thought to have invented etching ; but the chief

honour of Wohlgemuth is that of his having
been tutor to Albert Durer, the most celebrated

artist in the annals of engraving. His mark is

M. W. or W. only.

It appears to have been the ancient practice

of those masters who furnished designs for the

* Rosamond Clifford, or Fair Rosamond, the favourite
mistress of Henry II., died August, 1177, and was buried
at Godstow, a small island formed by the divided streams
of the Isis, in the parish of Wolverco't, near Oxford.

wood-engravers to work from, carefully to avoid

all cross hatchings, which it is probable, were
considered" as beyond the power of the xylogra-

phist to represent. Wohlgemuth perceived that,

though difficult, this was not impossible ; and in

the cuts to the Nuremberg Chronicle, the execu-

tion of which, besides furnishing the designs, he

doubtless superintended, a successful attempt

was first made to imitate the bold hatchings of

a pen-drawing, crossing each other, as occasion

prompted the designer, in various directions. To
him belongs the praise of having been the first

who duly appreciated the powers of this art;

and it is more than probable that he proved with

his own hand, to the subordinate artists employ-

ed under him, the practicability of that style of

workmanship which he had acquired.

—

Ottley.

1494. Scala Perfeccionis : Englyshed : the *

Ladder of Perfection. Impressus anno salutis.

m.cccc.lxxxxiiii. Folio. Both Herbert and Dib-

din agree that Wynkyn de Worde was the orginal

printer of this singular volume. The following

poetical colophon at the end notices Caxton :

—

Infynite lade with thankynges many folde

1 yelde to God me socouryng with his grace
This boke to finyshe whiche that ye beholde

Scale of Perfeccion calde in every place.

Whereof th auctor Walter Hilton was
And Wynkyn de Worde this hath sett in print

In William Caxstons hows so fyll the case
God rest his soule. In joy ther mot is stynt.

Impressus anno salutis m.cccc.lxxxxiiii.

Walter Hilton, was, according to Herbert, a

Carthusian monk of Syon Monastery, although

bishop Tanner supposes him to have been of

Shene : he flourished between 1390 and 1433,

and is thought to have filled the ofiice of canon
of Thorgoto.

1494. Printing introduced into the following

places in the course of this year :

—

Oppenheim, no printer's name.
Several Hebrew works are said to have been

printed at Constantinople from 1484 to 1494
;

but, says Dr. Adam Clarke, they may be con-

sidered either apocryphal or forgeries.

Marchand mentions a work entitled, Janonis

oratio in sanctissimum Matrimonium Maximi-
Hani Regis, et Blancce Marioe Regin^. Inspruc,

1494, die xvi. Martii, 4to. but the date and place

seem rather to refer to the time and place of the

marriage of Maximilian with Blanch Mary,
daughter of Sibrza, duke of Milan, than to the

place and time of the impression of the Oration.

Amongst many others who practised the art of

printing in the city of Augsburg, from its intro-

duction by Gunther Zainer, in 1468, to the end
of this century, may be enumerated John Schiis-

sler, 1470 ; Christman Heyny, 1471 ; Monastery
of S. S. Ulric and Afra, 1474 ; Anthony Sorg,

1475 ; John Wienner, 1475 ; John Keller, 1478
;

John Baember, 1479; Ambrose Keller, 1479
;

Herman Kaestlin, 1481 ; John Froschaver, 1481

;

Erhard Ratdolf, 1487 ; John Schoensperger,

1493 ; John Schauer, 1494.

1495. The mercers of London seem to have
been great encouragers of literature. Prefixed

to Wynkyn de Worde's reprint of Caxton's Poli-
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chronicon, of this date, are the following poe-

tical stanzas, in which one Roger Thoornye, a

mercer, is praised for ordering and encouraging

the printer to undertake so laborious a per-

formance :

—

Praysed be god whyche hath so well enduyd
The auctor wyth grace de proprietatibus

To see so many naturall thynges renewyd
Which in his boke he hath compyled thus

Where thrush by redyuge we may comfort us

And wyth conceytes dyuers fede otir mynde
As bokes emprynted shewyth ryght as we fynde

By Wynkyn de Worde whyche tliruh his dyligence

Empreutyd hath at prayer and desyre

Of Roger Thorney mercer and from thens

This mocion sprange to sette the hertes on fyre

Of such as loue to rede in euery shire

Dyuers maters in voydinge ydylnesse

Lyke has this boke hath shewed to you expresse.

1495. Printing introduced into the following

places in the course of this year :

—

Porli, by Jerome Medesanus and P Guarinus.

Freisingen, by John Schaefl&er.

Schoenhoven, no printer's name.

Limoges, by John Berton.

Scandiano, by Peregrinus de Pasqualibus. An
error is found in the date of the first work printed

here :

—

m.cccc.lcxv. for mcccc.xcv. which in-

duced Marchand and some others to suppose the

date M.cccc.LXXv. but as the subscription states

scandiani Camillo Boyardo Comite impress est,

and Camillus was not count of Scandiano till

after the death of his father Matthew Maire

Boyardo, author of Orlando Innamorato, 1494,

consequently the work in question could not

have been printed before 1495, which is unques-

tionably its true date.

—

A. Clark.

During this and the following century, no town

was more famous for its learned printers, or the

correctness of its works than Basil, in Switzer-

land ; the principal of whom was Berthold Rodt,

who is supposed to have carried on the printing

business here from 1460 to 1465, and printed

Joannis Calderini repertorium juris, folio. Mich.

Wensler, 1476; Bern. Richel, 1475 ; Frederick

Blel, sin. an. ; Eberhard Fromolt, 1481 ; John
Amberbach, 1481 ; John Besickein, 1483-1489

;

Peter Kolligker, 1484 ; John Meister, 1484
;

Nicholas Kessler, 1486 ; James de Pforzen,

1489 ; Mich. Furter, 1490 ; John Froben, 1491 :

John Petri, 1494 ; John Bergman, 1494, and

Wolfgang Lachner, 1495.

From the singular circumstance that a a eiy

large proportion of the early printers bore the

name of John, (which the reader can scarcely

fail to notice) the printers of Leipsic, and other

towns of Germany, chose the festival of St. John
for the celebration of their anniversary.

1496. To Aldus Manutius, a Roman by birth,

we are indebted for the invention of the italic

letter. In this year he erected a printing-office

in Venice, where he introduced the roman types

of a neater cut, and gave birth to that beautiful

letter which is known to most of the nations in

Europe by the name of italic ; though the Ger-

mans, and their adherents, show themselves as

ungenerous in this respect as they did with the

roman, by calling it cursiv, in order to stifle the

memory of its original descent, and deprive the

Romans of the merit due to their ingenuity.

In the first instance it was teraied Venetian,

from Manutius being a resident at Venice, where

he brought it to perfection ; but not long after

it was dedicated to the state of Italy, to prevent

any dispute that might arise from other nations

claiming a priority, as was the case concerning

the first inventor of printing.

Italic was originally designed to distinguish

such parts of a book as might be considered not

strictly to belong to the body of the work, as

prefaces, introductions, annotations, &c. all which

sub-parts of a work were formerly printed in

this character; so that at least two-fifths of a

fount was comprised of italic letter.

Aldus was extravagant in the use of his italic;

for he printed whole volumes in it. An edition

of the works of Virgil, in octavo, was the first

book in this letter. Several eminent printers in-

serted short quotations in it ; but rejected it when
they were long, and subtituted double commas
(thus ") at the beginning of the line, to distin-

guish the quoted matter from the body of the

work. It is affirmed that Aldus also added the

semicolon. •

As soon as Aldus perfected this fount, he ob-

tained a privilege from three several popes, for

the sole use of it during the space of fifteen

years ; and these pontiff's give him great enco-

miums on the invention.

1496. In this year Wynkyn de Worde laid

the first step to classical typography in England,

by printing Ortus Vocabulorum : alphabetico, Sfc.

This work was the original foundation of

Ainsworth's Latin and English Dictionary.

Thus while the learned Italians were printing

the best Greek and Latin classics, we were amus-

ing ourselves with childish works, such as

Hilton's Scale of Perfection, &c. Foreign na-

tions led us more than fifty years.

1496. Printing introduced into the following

places in the course of this year :

—

Barco, by Gerson fil. Rab. Mosis Mentzlan.

Granada, by Mainard Ungut, who printed

Francisci Ximenii de vita Christiana, folio.

Offenburg, no printer's name.

Provins, by William Tavemier.

Mirandula, no printer's name. * •

Tours, by Matthew Lateron who printed La
vie et les miracles de Monseigneur de St. Martin,

folio.

Pampeluna, byArnold Guillermus de Brocario.

A Hehreiv Grammar is supposed to have been

printed at Ortona de Mare, in Sicily, in this

year, but the best bibliographers allow this to be

apocryphal.

1496. The first work upon Phrenology (which

Gall asserted he had discovered) is of this date,

printed at Heidelberg, a city of Germany. For

the origin of the phrenological system, it is

proved undeniably, that we are indebted to an

Irishman of the name of Johannes Scotus Eri-

gena, (or John the Irish Scot,) who wrote a work

entitled Margarita Philosophic^, or, de divisione

natura>, (the Pearl of Philosophy, or, of the divi-
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sion of Nature.) This was the celebrated per-

son who assisted Alfred the p'eat, in the foun-

dation, or re-establishment of Oxford university,

and was the first instructor of the English peo-

ple in the sciences of geometry, astronomy, Sec*

In Enfield's History of the Philosophy of the

Middle Ages, book 7, speaking of Erigena, he

says that he wrote a book on the Nature of
Things; which Gale disturbed from its quiet

repose, and published under the title of Joanni

Scoti Erignce de Divisione Naturce Lihri quin-

que, din desiderali. Printed at Oxford 1681

;

folio. Gale could not have known of the edition

of 1496.

1497. The following anecdote, shewing the

introduction of illiterate men of rank into the

church through the influence of those in power,

we find in Jortin's Life of Erasmus :
—" At this

time he (Erasmus) refused a large pension, and
larger promises, from a young illiterate English-

man, who was to be made a bishop, and who
wanted to have him for a preceptor. This youth
seems to have been James Stanley, son of the

earl of Derby, and son-in-law to Margaret, the

king's mother, and afterwards made bishop of

Ely by her interest. However, it appears that

the young gentleman, though ignorant, had a

desire to learn something, and to qualify him-
self, in some measure, for the station in which
he was to be placed."

So far were the clergy, in general, from at-

tempting to circulate the scriptures, or instruct

the people in the knowledge of their contents,

that except such portions of them as were recited

in the offices of the church, there was scarcely a
Latin Testament in any cathedral church in

England, till the time of the learned John Colet,

dean of St. Paul's, in London, though the Latin

was the only authorized language for the scrip-

tures and service books. Instead of the Gospel
of Christ, the spurious Gospel of Nicodemus
was affixed to a pillar in the nave of the church

;

which Erasmus says, he had himself seen with

astonishment in the metropolitan church of Can-
terbury.

We give the following curious account of the

Gospel of Nicodeynus from Townley's Illustra-

tions of Biblical Literature:—The Gospel of
Nicodemus} or Acts of Pilate, above mentioned,
is a work supposed to liave been forged, towards

the close of the third century, by Leucius Cha-
rinus. It treats chiefly of the Crucifixion and
Resurrection of our Lord, and of his Descent into

Hell. It contains many trifling, foolish, and
ludicrous relations, such as the standards or

* This singnilar book was found in the house of a gentle-
man in Cunnemarra! !~In the Dublin Penny Journal, vol.

1, number 8, is a sketch of the phrenological mapped head,
on a reduced scale, copied from the original.—Johannes,
by the boldness of his opinions, incurredthe displeasure of
pope Nicholas I. who wrote to Charles the Bald, in whose
coiirt he was residing, either to send him to Rome, or ba-
nish him the university of Paris. Charles, being nnwilling
to offend the pope, advised Johannes to return to his na-
tive country, which he did in the year 864.—In 884 he
came to England, and obtained the friendship of Alfred,
His portrait, as well as that of his patron, was formerly
(and is perhaps still) preserved over the door of the refec-
tory of Brazennose college, sculptured in stone.

colours bowing to Christ, as he passed : Jesus
appearing to Joseph ofArimathea, after his resur-

rection, wiping his face from the dew, kissing

him, and commanding him to remain in his own
house for forty days ; and a suppositious narra-

tive of the events attending Christ's descent into

hell, by Lentius and Charinus, two saints raised

from the dead, at the resurrection of the Saviour.

The following extracts from this impudent for-

gery, will enable the reader to judge of the kind

of instruction aff'orded by these substitutes for

the Gospel of Christ. The relation of Christ's

descent into hell, is introduced by Joseph of

Arimathea, addressing Annas and Caiphas, who
were astonished to hear that Jesus was risen

from the dead ; and that others were risen with

him; "We all," says he, "knew the ble.ssed

Simeon, the high-pjiest, who took Jesus, when
an infant, into his arms, in the temple. This

same Simeon had two sons of his own, and we-

were all present at their death and funeral. Go,
therefore, and see their tombs, for these are open,

and they are risen ; and behold, they are in the

city of Arimathea, spending their time together,

in offices of devotion. Some, indeed, have heard

the sound of their voices, [in prayer,] but they

will not discourse with any one, but they con-

tinue as mute dead men. But come, let us go

to them, and behave ourselves toward them with

all due respect and caution. And if we can

bring them to swear, perhaps they will tell us

some of the mysteries of their resurrection."

Annas, Caiphas, Nicodemus, and Gamaliel, pro-

ceed to Arimathea, they find Charinus and Len-
tius, at their devotions, and adjuring them by
the law, to relate what they had seen, they trem-

ble, look up to heaven, make the sign of the

cross upon their tongues, and then calling for

paper, write the account of what they profess to

have seen. " When we were placed with our

fathers, in the depth of hell," say they, " in the

blackness of darkness, on a sudden there ap-

peared the colour of the sun like gold, and a
substantial purple coloured light enlightening

(the place.) Presently upon this, Adam, the fa-

ther of all mankind, with all the patriarchs and
prophets, rejoiced and said, ' That light is the

author of everlasting light, who hath promised

to translate us to everlasting light.' And while

we were all rejoicing, our father Simieon came
among us, and congratulating all the company,
said, ' Glorify the Lord Jesus Christ .'

" Afterwards there came forth one like a little

hermit, and was asked by every one, ' Who art

thou ? ' To which he replied, ' I am the voice of

one crying in the wilderness John the Baptist.'

But when the first man our father Adam
heard these things, that Jesus was baptized in

Jordan, he called out to his son Seth, and said,

' Declare to your sons, the patriarchs "and pro-

phets, all those things which thou didst hear

from Michael the archangel, when I sent thee

to the gates of paradise, to entreat God that he
would anoint my head when I was sick.' Then
Seth said,

—
' I Seth, when I was praying to

God at the gates of paradise, behold ! the angel
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of the Lord, Michael, appeared unto me, saying—
' I tell thee Seth, do not pray to God in tears,

and entreat him for the oil of the tree of mercy,
wherewith to anoint thy father Adam, for his

head-ache, because thou canst not by any means
obtain it, till the last day and times." A dia-

logue then ensues between §atan, the prince

and captain of death, and Beelzebub, the prince

of hell, in which they are interrupted by sud-

denly hearing a voice, " as of thunder and the

rushing of winds, saying, ' Lift up your heads,

O ye princes; and be ye lift up, O everlasting

gates, and the King of glory shall come in.'

"

This is succeeded by the appearance of the

King of glory enlightening the regions of dark-

ness, and throwing the devils into confusion.
" Then the King of glory trampling upon death,

seized the prince of hell, deprived him of all his

power, and took our earthly father Adam with
him to his glory." A quarrel takes place be-

tween Satan and Beelzebub, in which the prince

of hell reproaches the prince of death, with be-
ing the occasion of the ruin of his kingdom, by
urging the Jews to the crucifixion of Christ.

Jesus then places Satan under the power of

Beelzebub ; and delivers the saints out of hell.

On the entrance of the saints into paradise, they

meet Enoch and Elias, and after a conversation

betwixt the liberated saints and them, the nar-

rative proceeds, " Behold there came another
man in a miserable figure, carrying the sign of

the cross upon his shoulders. And when all the

saints saw him, they said to him, 'Who art

thou ? For thy countenance is like a thief's ; and
why dost thou carry a cross upon thy shoul-

ders ?' To which he answering, said, 'Ye say

light, for I was a thief, who committed all sorts

of wickedness upon earth. And the Jews cruci-

fied me with Jesus ; and I observed the surpris-

ing things which happened in the creation at

the crucifixion of the Lord Jesus, and I believed

him to be the Creator of all things, and the

Almighty King, and I prayed to him, saying,
* Lord remember me when thou comest into thy

kingdom.' He presently regarded my supplica-

tion, and said to me, ' Verily, I say unto thee,

this day thou shalt be with me in paradise.' And
he gave me this sign of the cross, saying, ' Carry
this, and go to paradise; and if the angel, who
is the guard of paradise, will not admit thee,

shew him the sign of the cross, and say unto

him, Jesus Christ, who is now crucified, hath

sent me hither to thee.' When I did this, and
told the angel, he presently opened the gates,

introduced me, and placed me on the right hand
in paradise, saying, ' Stay here a little time, till

Adam, the father of all mankind, shall enter in

with all his sons, who are the holy and righteous

[servants] of Jesus Christ, who is crucified.'

"

The relation concludes with the thanksgivings

of the patriarchs ; and Charinus and Lenthius,

after professing to have revealed all they were
permitted, each deliver in a separate account,

written on " distinct pieces of paper," which, on
examination, " are found perfectly to agree, the

one not containing one letter more or less than

the other." Charinus and Lenthius immediately
change " into exceeding white forms," and are

seen no more. Joseph and Nicodemus after-

wards relate the account to Pilate, who enters

it in the public records, and going to the tem-
ple, summons all the rulers, and scribes, and
doctors of the law, and says to them, " I have
heard that ye have a certain large book in this

temple ; I desire you, therefore, that it may be
brought before me." And when the great book,
carried by four ministers, [of the temple,] and
adorned with gold and precious stones, is

brought; Pilate adjures them to declare whe-
ther the scriptures testify of Christ. Annas and
Caiphas dismiss the rest, and then avow their

conviction that " Jesus Christ is the Son of God,
and true and Almighty God."

" Such is the nature of a work," says Town-
ley, " which was deemed of sufficient merit and
importance, to be translated into various lan-

guages, to be one of the earliest specimens of
typography ; and to be placed in the churches
for the edification of the people." In the uni-

versities and cathedral churches, it was to a late

period a general custom for the public lecturers

to read upon any book, rather than upon the

scriptures. The works of Scotus, Aquinas, and
the Sentences of Lombard ; the Golden Legend,
with miracles and mysteries, were the means the

clergy employed in corrupting human rea-

son, and the christian faith. The ignorant and
careless clergy imagined' that the safest means
to retain the populace, was by miracle plays,

ridiculous pageants, and profane festivals, such as

the Feast of Fools ; Feast of the Ass ; Feast of
the Bull ; Feast of the Innocents^ &c.*

1497. Erasmus was the first person who pub-
licly taught the Greek grammar in the univer-

sity of Cambridge ; though, when he first came
into England in this year, he had so incompe-

tent an acquaintance with that language, that

our countryman, Linacre, who was just returned

from Italy, perfected him in the knowledge of it.

Cornelius Vitellius, an Italian, was the first

* Du C ange notices several of these grotesque, profane

and licentious feasts, under different terms in his Glossary.

—A curious collection has also been made by the Abbe
Artigny, in the fourth and seventh volumes of his Me-
moires d'Histoire, &c. Du Radier, in his Recreations

Historiques, vol. i. p. 109, has noticed several writers on
the subject, and preserves one on the hunting of a man,
called Adam, from Ash-Wednesday to Holy-Thursday, and
treating him vt'ith a good supper at night, peculiar to a
town in Saxony.—In Turner's second volume of his His-

tory of England, p. 367, will be found a copious and a cu-

rious note on this subject.—We had in Leicester, in 1415,

what was called a glutton-mass, during the five days of
the festival of the Virgin Mary. The people rose early to

mass, during which they practised eating and drinking

with the most zealous velocity, and, as in France, drew
from the corners of the altar the rich puddings placed

there. Francis Douce, Esq. supposes that many of the
grotesque figures in the illuminated religious manu-
scripts, generally, but erroneously, called missals, are al-

lusive to the ceremonies which arose out of the Roman
saturnalia,—which resembled, in a great degree, the ex-

cesses of a modern carnival, and that the archbishops and
bishops degraded themselves by joining in these sports

with the inferior clergy. An illumination in the Bedford

missal, representing several men feasting in a church-

yard, as referring to an ancient festival of the Romans
called the feast of the dead.
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who taught Greek in the university of Oxford

;

and from him the famous Grocyn learned the

first elements of it, which he afterwards per-

fected in Ttaly under Demetrius Chalcondyles,

a learned Greek, and Politian, an Italian, pro-

fessor of Greek and Latin at Florence.

D'Israeli, in his highly amusing and instruc-

tive work the Curiosities of Literature, gives the

following anecdote, (amongst many others) of

Literary Follies. " About the latter end of the

fifteenth century Antonio Cornezano wrote a
hundred different Sonnets on one subject, " the

eye of his mistress !" to which possibly Shak-
speare may allude, whenJaques describes a lover,

with his
Woful ballad

Made to his mistress' eyebrow.

Not inferior to this ingenious trifler is Nicholas

Franco, well known in Italian literature, who
employed himself in writing two hundred and
eighteen satiric Sonnets, chiefly on the famous
Aretin. This lampooner had the honour of being

hanged at Rome for his defamatory publications.

1497. The first Gramwtar printed in England,
was published by John Holt, of Magdalen col-

lege, and usher of Magdalen school, in Oxford.

It was entitled Lac Prierorum, and dedicated to

Norton, archbishop of Canterbury.

1497. Printing introduced into the following

places in the course of this year :

—

Avignon, by Nicholas Lepe. Dominic An-
selmus, 1500.

Carmagnole, no printer's name.
Tubingen, by John Otmar. Frederic Meyn-

berger, 1499.

1498, -May 25. In Bacon^a Histort/ of Henri/

VII. is the following curious note :

—

Item, for a
rewarde geven at the paper mylle, 16s. 9d. This

is remarkable, because it is generally asserted

that there was no regular paper mill estab-

lished in England till 1588, by John Spilman,

jeweller to queen Elizabeth, atDartfordin Kent.

In Bartholomeus de proprietatibus rerum,*

printed by De Worde, (see p. 152 ante) mention
is there made of a paper mill near Stevenage,

in the county of Hertford, belonging to John
Tate the younger. The water mark which he
used was an eight-pointed star, within a double
circle.

Water-marks has at various periods been the

means of detecting frauds, forgeries, and imposi-

tions in our courts of law and elsewhere—but
this evidence is bad. The following is introduced

as a whimsical example of such detection : The

* This work was originally composed by Bartholomuses
de Glanville, otherwise quaintly denominated Barthelmew
Glentuyle, descended of the noble family of the earls of
Suffolk. He was a Franciscan friar, and wrote this work
about the year 136o, and seems to have been the Pliny of
his time. His present work, the History of the Propei-ties

of Things, is a general history of nature, and was first

written in Latin. It became exceedingly popular, and was
many times printed abroad from 1470 to 1494. It was also
translated into the English, French, Dutch, and Spanish
langua;?es. Of the Latin work there were many early
editions, but Panzer notices none before 1480. The edition
of Wynkyn de Worde was printed from a translation by
John Trevisa. Jehan Corbichon, an Augustine monk,
translated it into French, by order of Charles V.

monks of a certain monastery at Messina ex-
hibited, with great triumph, a letter written by
the Virgin Mary with her own hand. Unluckily
for them this was not, as it easily might have
been, written on the ancient papyrus, but on
paper made of rags. On one occasion, a visitor

to whom this was shewn, observed with affected

solemnity, that " the letter involved also a mira-

cle, for the paper on which it was written was
not in existence till several hundred years after

the mother of our Lord had ascended into hea-

ven."

—

Beloe.

The following lines, on a paper-mill, appeared

some years ago, and may not be inappropriately

inserted in this place

:

THE PAPER MILL.

Par from the public road, remote and still.

Stands a neat edifice,—^the Paper Mill
;

Caught by the rural splendour of the place.
My willing muse would fain its use retrace.
'Tis there, amid the willows foliage green,
Wanders the peaceful rivulet serene

;

Its silver stream from springs meandering runs.
And with a constant pace the mill-wheel turns.
Hail ! useful structure, hail ! to thee is due,
Unbounden praise, past ages never knew

;

Thanks to the first ingenious artizan.

Whose schemes thus benefit enlighten'd man.
Paper ! to thee the world indebted stands.
From Andes tide, to fair Columbia's lands

;

In this improving age—accounted wise,
Fair learning with thine aid begins to rise.

By thee is handed down, from age to age,

t The sacred truths of Revelation's page ;

By thee we trace the pilgrim's sacred dream,
Or muse o'er Hervey's pure enlighten'd theme

;

To thee Religion owes her gratitude,
Salvation now o'er heathen lands is strew'd ;

'Mongst Afric's rude and wild ungovern'd clan
To free from ignorance our fellow man !

To lands remote the joyful blessing give.
In mercy thus proclaim—believe and live !

HaU ! paper, hail ! your humble bard essays
To give his boon in tributary lays

;

The improving art this paper does fulfil.

Perhaps it came from Sawston paper mUl.

1498. John Petit, a native of Paris, began to

print this year. He was more of a bookseller
than a printer, yet kept a greater number of
workmen than any of his cotemporaries : he
had no less than fifteen presses constantly em-
ployed. He printed with the gothic character

;

but his impressions were so correct and beauti-
ful, that he was sworn printer and bookseller to

the university of Paris, and chosen master of
the company. The words petit a petit (by little

and little) he used in his titles, alluding to his

own name.
The women of France have distinguished

themselves in the art of printing, particularly

Charlotte Guillard, the widow of Berthold Reni-
bolt, Uldric Gering's partner, who, for the space
of fifty years, kept several presses at work, and
printed a great number of large and very correct
editions, both in Latin and Greek. Her best
impressions were published after she became
a widow the second time, namely, the Bible, the
Fathers, and the works of St. Gregory, in two
volumes, which were so accurate as to contain
but three faults.

Charlotte Guillard's fame as a printer at
length spread so much abroad, that the learned

2 D
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Lewis Lippoman, bishop of Verona, made choice

of her to prhit his Catena SS. Patrum in Gene-
sim, which he linished in Portugal. This edition

she performed so much to his satisfaction, that

when he assisted at the Council of Trent, he
came on purpose to Paris to return her thanks,

and prevailed upon her to print likewise his se-

cond volume, viz. Catena in Bxodum, which she

performed with equal beauty and correctness.

These, with many other particulars relating to

that admirable woman, may be seen in Chevil-

lier's works.

Of other names of Parisian printers, which
occur from 1490 to 1500 inclusively, it will be
sufficient to mention some of the principal.

Those were Denis Roce : Jelian Trepperel, who
printed both in his own name, and occasionally

in conjunction with Jelian Jehannot; but as

Trepperel did not long survive to exercise the

art, the name of his widow (Veuve Trepperel) is

far more conspicuous in the annals of the Pari-

sian press : Guillaume Eustace, many of whose
impressions are curious and estimable : PieiTe le

Dru: Thielman Kerver distinguished himself
much amongst cotemporary printers ; especially

by his beautiful impressions in red and black, in

which he was probably exceeded by none. Un-
der his direction, and at his charge, some of the
painted windows which ornament two of the
finest churches of Paris were designed and exe-
cuted : Francois Regnault was probably the last

of the series whose commencement was not later

than the year 1500. He was also a most indus-
trious printer; and his impressions are numer-
ous. The well known device of this artist is an
elephant^ upon the back of which is placed a
castle, bearing the initials of his name : which
appears also in full on a scroll beneath. Jodocus
Badius, and Henry Stephens, the elder, both
belong to this period; but a more particular
notice will be given of these celebrated printers.

1499. Printing introduced into the following
places in the course of this year :

—

Bamberg, by John Pfeil.

Treguier, in Bretagne, no printer's name.
Montserrat. A very high mountain in Spain,

on which is an ancient monasteiy, dedicated to

the Virgin Mary, and where John Luchner,
printed the Missale Benedictinwn, in this year.

Tarragona, by John de Rosembach.
1499. Psalterium: Impressum apud Westmon-

aftterium per me un/nandum de worde. Anno
dni. mcccc.lxxxxix. xx die Maii. Folio.

First edition of the Psalter printed in Eng-
land. It has no title-page, but commences with
a calendar on signature a, which is contained in
twelve leaves. The first Psalm begins a new
series of signatures, which extends to s in oc-
taves. At the end of the Psalms, are the hymns
of the New Testament; and the colophon is given
above. On the last page, is Caxton's small de-
vice, enclosed by four ornamentjil head-pieces.
The Psalter, however, had been previously
printed abroad, by Faust and Schoeffer, in 1457.
It was also reprinted in 1459, 1499, &c. ; and
in these editions, which are of singular magni-

ficence, the Gregorian musical notes are in-

serted.—Another edition of this Psalter was
printed in England in 1502.

1499. The invention of that species of engrav-
ing distinguished by the appellation of chiaro-

scuro, seems to be claimed by the Germans, and
first practised by Mair ; one of whose prints of
this kind is dated this year. The operator takes
two, three, or more blocks of wood; the first

having the outlines cut upon it ; tlie second is

reserved for the darker shadows ; and the third

for the shadows which terminate upon the lights

;

and these are substituted in their tuni, each
print receiving an impression from every block.

This mode of engraving was designed to repre-

sent the drawings of the old masters. Many
excellent works in chiaro-scuro have been pro-

duced in France ; and in Italy it was honoured
with the performances of Titian and Parme-
giano ; but the attempts of Jackson, Kirkall,

and others in England, have not been equally

successful. A set of e:^cellent prints in this

way was published by J. Skippe, esq. ; a con-

noisseur and dillettanti.

1500. Printing introduced into the following

places in the course of this year :

—

Cracow, the capital of Poland, by John Haller,

who printed Ciceronis ad Herennium Rhetoricor.

Munich, by John Schobser.

Amsterdam, by D. Pietersoen.

Olmutz, by Conrad Bomgathem.
Pfortzheim, in Suabia, by T. Ansel. Radensis.

Perpignan, by John Rosembach.
Jean, or Gein, no printer's name.
Savillano,by ChristopherBeyam de Beggiamo

and John Glein.

Albia, printer unknown ; the first work was
De Remedio Amoris, Ato.hy the celebrated ^Eneas
Sylvius, pope Pius II.

Rhenen, no printer's name.
The first work printed in Moravia, was in this

year ; it is a Treatise against the Waldenses.

Wynkyn de Worde, Richard Pinson, Julian

Notary, and John Barbier, coinmenced the art of

printing, and William Wilcock, as a bookseller,

in London, before the end of this century.

1500, July 6. Extract from an inventory of

the goods of Thomas Kebbit, seijeant-at-law,

appraised by Valentine Mason, general appraiser

unto the most reverend father in God the lord

cardinal and archbishop of Canterbury:—

A

book written in French, on parchment, called La
Abuse in Court, valued at 10s. ; a book in French,
of the Chronicles, on parchment, £2 13s. Ad. ; a
book imprinted, called, Ludovicus de Vitce

Christi, lOs.; a book in French, wrote on parch-
ment, ^1. These are all the books belonging
to a seijeant-at-law in those days. The plate

was valued at £278, and the cattle at £140.
In an edition of the Pragmatic Sanction,

printed at Paris, by Andrew Bocard, the follow-

ing handsome couplet in Latin, is placed at the

end of the book :

—

May this volume continue in motion.
And its pages each day be unfurl'd

—

Till an ant has drank up the ocean,
Or a tortoise has crawl'd round the world.

I
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" Now floods of day Cimmerian f,doom succeed

;

The clerfry think, and laymen dare to read.

Fair tomes enrich the cultnr'd student's room,
And the trimm'd lamps their midnight oU cousum
Now, to invent new arts, or old to find,

Becomes the glory of th' ingenious mind.
Lcarn'd critics rise, explore the sense perplext,

And re-establish the collated text

;

Prescribing rules to judge the old, the new.
The just, the false, the spurious, and the true.

Now libraries are search'd through clouds of dust;
And medals prove historic truths in rust.

Hence, for assurance that the sacred code
Wears the Chaldean, not its native mode.
On vet'ran shekels antiquaries pore.

Studious primaeval Hebrew to restore."

Having anivecl at the sixteenth century, we find

that the press had extended itself over a great

portion of Europe ; and also that it had been, in

most cases, introduced by the clergy,who thought,
by confining it to the cloister, it would ever remain
at their bidding ; but, in the course of this cen-

tury, it will be found that the professors of the
" Divine Art" maintained a severe warfare with
their former patrons, and arbitrary princes. Tol-
leration was not admitted into the vocabulary
of the priesthood; the right which every man
had to utter his sentiments was dreaded as if its

recognition was the forerunner of plague and
pestilence. The invention of printing, to which
we owe so much, even to this day, was held as a
judgment inflicted upon them for their sins.

Such was its power, that when it threw oiF the

shackles of intolerance, and men began to avail

themselves of their privileges, by avowing senti-

ments which in Germany had been propagated
under the cloud ofnight—which had been nursed
in silence and solitude, and burst forth in the

Refonnation, it was then, that the awful dread
of confiscation of property, of imprisonment in

loathsome dungeons, and loss of life, compelled
the humble typographer often to work in con-

cealment. The press had but a precarious exist-

ence. The light of liberty began to dawn upon
it, and that was all. The rays of knowledge it

diffused were fitful, feeble, languishing, and
sometimes apparently extinguished altogether.

But still the embers remained—the flame was
fanned afresh—the minds of men became en-

lightened—inveterate prejudices and revolting

superstition no longer held them in bondage.
The press acquired strength unobserved ; it ob-

tained an ascendancy over ignorance and injus-

tice, which no earthly power would be rash

enough now to attempt to destroy. It must,
however, be admitted, and we have given many
instances to prove, that a great number of indi-

viduals, eminent for their literary attainments
and exemplary piety, nobly slopped forward and

devoted their talents to the propagation of

knowledge, by means of the press. Many con-

sidered the advantages resulting from this incom-

parable invention, like Fox, the martyrologist,

who thus enumerates them,—" Hereby tongues

are known, knowledge groweth, judgment in-

creaseth, books are dispersed, the scripture is

seen, the doctors be read, stories be opened, time

compared, truth discerned, falsehood detected,

and with finger pointed, and all (as I said)

through the benefit of printing."

The press found a sure asylum in Britain

;

and a great deal was done for public instruction

by the course which our early printers took ; for,

as one of them says, " Divers famous clerks and
learned men translated and made many jioble

works into our English tongue. "Wliereby there

was much more plenty and abundance of Eng-
lish used than there was in times past." The
English nobility, with many of the clergj', were,

probably, for more than the first half century of
English printing, the great encouragers of our
press : they required translations and abridg-

ments of the classics—versions of French and
Italian romances—old chronicles, and helps to

devout exercises. Caxton and his successors

abundantly supplied these wants : and the im-
pulse to most of their exertions was given by the

growing demand for literary amusement on the
part of the great. Caxton, speaking of his Boke
of Enei/dos, says " This present book is not for a
rude uplandish man, to labour therein, nor read
it ; but only for a clerk and a noble gentleman,
that feeleth and understandeth in feats of amis,
in love, and in noble chivalry." But soon after-

wards, a new source of employment for the press

arose—A.B.C's,or Absies, Primers, Catechisms,
Grammars, and Dictionaries, were multiplied in

every direction to supply the wants of the people.

A new demand very soon followed upon the
first demand, which was even more completely
the demand of the people. The doctrines of the
reformation had proclaimed the bible as the best

i
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spiritual guide and teacher,—and the people

would have bibles. The first English bible was

bought up and burnt; those who bought the

bibles contributed capital for making new bibles,

and those who burnt the bibles advertised them

;

and so great was the rush for this new supply

of the most important knowledge, that we have

existing three hundred and twenty-six editions of

the English bible, or parts of the bible, printed

between the years 1526 and 1600. Books be-

came, also, during the first fifty years of English

printing, the tools of professional men. There

were not many works on medicine, but a great

many on law. The people, too, required instruc-

tion in the ordinances they were called upon to

obey ;—and thus the statutes, mostly written in

French, were translated and abridged by Rastell,

our first law-printer. Our early printers did not

attempt what the Alduses, and Stephenses, and

Plantins, with other continental printers, were

doing for the ancient classics. Down to 1540 no

Greek book had appeared from an English press.

Oxford had only printed a part of Cicero's

Epistles^ executed at the expense of cardinal

Wolsey ; Cambridge, no ancient writer what-

ever :—only three or four old Roman writers

had been reprinted at that period throughout

England. The exclusive priveleges that were

given to individuals for printing all sorts of

books, during the reigns of Henry VIII. Mary,
and Elizabeth,—although they were in accord-

ance with the spirit of monopoly which cha-

racterised that age,—were often granted to

prevent the spread of books :
—^but to the honour

of our country, the laws of England have never

violated the freedom and the dignity ofthe press.

" There is no law to prevent the printing of any

book in England, only a decree of the star cham-
ber,"* said the learned Selden. Proclamations

were occasionally issued against authors and
books ; and foreign works were, at times, prohi-

bited. But now, the professors of the art, enjoy

'• Kind equal rule, the government of laws.
And all protecting freedom, which alone
Sustains the name and dignity of man."

1501. Pope Alexander VI., whose policy and
whose private life were equally strangers to mo-
rality and religion, published a bull, relative to

the censure of books. After lamenting that

Satan sows tares amongst the wheat of Christ's

church, the papal pontifi" proceeds thus :
" Hav-

ing been informed, that by means of the said

art, [of printing,] many books and treatises,

containing various errors, and pernicious doc-

trines, even hostile to the holy christian religion,

have been printed, and are still printed, in va-

rious parts of the world, particularly in the pro-

vinces of Cologne, Mentz, Triers, and Magde-
burg; and being desirous, without further delay,

to put a stop to this detestable evil ;—We, by
these presentSj and by the authority of the apos-

tolic chamber, strictly forbid all printers, their

* Sir Thomas Crew's collection of the Proceedings of
the Parliament, l628.

t Roderic Borgiae, Alexander VI. died August 8, 1503.

servants, and those exercising the art of printing

under them, in any manner whatsoever, in the

above said provinces, under pain of excommuni-
cation, and a pecuniary fine, to be imposed and
exacted by our venerable brethren, the arch-

bishops of Cologne, Mentz, Triers, and Magde-
burg, and their vicars general, or official in spi-

rituals, according to the pleasure of each, in his

own province, to print hereafter any books, trea-

tises, or writings, until they have consulted on
this subject, the archbishops, vicars, or officials,

above mentioned, and obtained their special and
express licence, to be granted free of all expense

;

whose consciences we charge, that before they

grant any licence of this kind, they will care-

fully examine, or cause to be examined, by able

and catholic persons, the works to be printed

;

and that they will take the utmost care that

nothing may be printed wicked and scandalous,

or contrary to the orthodox faith." The rest of

the bull contains regulations, to prevent works
already printed from doing mischief. All cata-

logues, and books printed before that period, are

ordered to be examined, and those that contain

any thing prejudicial to the catholic religion, to

be burnt.

1502. One of the most impudent literary for-

geries that was ever practised on mankind, was
by a Dominican monk and master of the sacred

palace under pope Alexander VI. He vsrote a
work entitled Liher Idem, which pretends to be
the genuine works of Sanchoniatho, Manetho,
Berosus, the lost works of Xenophon, Philo,

Fabius,Pictor,&c. The learned soon detected the

imposture, for he had no manuscript to produce

in his defence. He died in this year, and his

name is now handed down to posterity as the first

on the list of impudent impostors. The work
was printed at Antwerp, 1545, 8vo.

1502. Died, Peter Schoeffer, who may be
justly considered as the father of letter founding.

When he was bom, who were his parents, and
what were his circumstances, are points wholly

unknown, and perhaps likely to continue so.

But this much is certain : Schoeffer was a
young man of no mean talents ; and appeared,

in the estimation of Faust, of so much impor-

tance to the complete success of the discovery of

printing, that, as an inducement to incorporate

him in the concern with himself and Gutenberg,
he offered him the hand of his daughter (Chris-

tina) in marriage : an offer which seems to have
been readily accepted. Of the age, person, and
dowry of Christina, it were now in vain to make
inquiries. Previous to his partnership with

Faust, it is proved, from an original document
of the date of 1449, that he had formerly lived

at Paris, and was a calligraphist ; or, " one who
taught writing in public schools." Schoeffer's

fame, however great, and once generally acknow-
ledged as a calligraphist, becomes merffed (to

borrow a law phrase) in that of a printer. He
tells us, in the colophon of the Psalter of 1457,

simply that he was of Geirnszheim ; and in that

of the Durandus, 1459, he describes himself " a

clerk in the diocese of Mentz."

:k
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After the death of Gutenberg and Faust,

SchoefFer continued the establishment by him-

self for thirty years ; and as Lipsius said after-

wards of Moretus, the son-in-law and successor

of Plantin the typographical wonder of Antwerp,

he was the heir of his skill and constancy, his

merit and his fame.

Whether Conrad Henlif was a printer in

Eartnership with Schoeifer, is very doubtful ; as

e is only mentioned, as presenting, in conjunc-

tion with SchoefFer, a copy of the edition of the

Epistles of St. Jerome
J
of the date of 1470, upon

vellum, to the abbey of St. Victor at Paris, in

order, on the anniversary of the gift, " that the

souls of John Faust, of themselves, and of their

respective families, might be prayed for." This

is noticed by Palmer and Bowyer. Dibdin says

fjk that he had never seen the name of Conrad
y^L Henlif introduced into any colophon which he

^B had examined.
We have already shewn what honours were

conferred upon the early professors of typogra-

phy by kings and supreme pontiffs, and to those

must be added the name of Peter Schoeffer, who
had both honours and privileges conferred upon
him by Louis XI. king of France.

During the time that Schoeffer conducted the

business alone, he published an edition of the

Latin Bible, and two editions of the Latin
Psalter. The Bible was printed in 1471, 2 vols,

folio, and the Psalter in 1490 and 1502, folio.

Many editions of the Latin Bible were, about
this period, executed by other printers in diffe-

rent places, most or all of whom had learnt the

art of printing from the original inventors ; and
so indefatigable were these early typographers,

that nearly one hundred editions of the Latin
Bible were printed before the end of the fifteenth

century, sixteen of which were accompanied
I with the jwstilla, or commentary, of De Lyra.

Besides these, there were upwards of thirty

editions of the Latin Psalter, many of them with
commentaries ; three editions of the Latin New
Testament, with Lyra's notes ; and several edi-

tions of the Prophets, the Gospels, or other parts

of the sacred volume.

—

Home.
The typographical fame of the city of Mentz,

seems to have been entirely confined to Faust's

family; and that no farther than his grandson,
John Schoeffer, who was likewise an excellent

printer. This individual was the source of all

the disputes upon the origin of typography. His
father and grandfather had never arrogated to

themselves the glory of absolute inventors, but
only that of promoters, in union with Guten-
berg, whom they even acknowledged to be the
original author of printing. However, John
Schoeffer, in the colophons to his first editions,

asserted the contrary, and among others, in his

edition of Livy, folio, 1505. But in the Missal,
printed at the Mayence press in 1509, and after^

wards in other books, he began to say :
" cujus

Amis^^ (Jo. Faustus) ^^pnmus Artis impressorice

fuit inventor et auctor.^^ In the colophon of the
work Trithemii Breviarium HistoricB Francorum,
1515, he completed the imposture, by giving all

the glory of the invention to his father and
grandfather; asserting, that the art was kept in-
violably secret in his house till the year 1462,
after which time only, it began to be divulged
out of Mentz. This relation he published in all

the successive editions; but finally in Livy,

1518, he discovered to every one who considered
the subject, what the object of his artifice was;
viz. to procure by this imposture the honourable
and lucrative privilege from the emperor Maxi-
milian, in which may be read the motive for

granting it, expressed in the same terms as the

fabrication of Schoeffer. This solemn imperial
privilege, authenticating Schoeffer's relation,

imposed so far upon the learned world, that

afterwards the imposture was received as an
incontrovertible truth; and hence arose num-
berless typographical controversies.

1502. Missale ad Usum, ^e. Helfordensis.

Folio. This very rare book, printed by William
Faques, is perhaps the earliest impression of the

Hereford Missal. It contains the following cu-
rious forai of matrimony, printed partly in the
Saxon character.

/. N. underfygne the N. for my wedded ivyf,

for beter, for worse, for richer, for porer, yn
seknes, and yn helthe, tyl deth us departe, as holy

church hath ordeyned, and thereto y plyght the

my trowthe. Et iterum accipiat cam per manum
dextram in manu sua dextra, et ipsa dicat sacer-

dote docente.

I. N. underfygne the N. for my wedded hous-
bunde, for beter, for worse, for richer, for porer,

yn sekenes, and yn helthe, to be boxum to the tyl

deth us depart, as holy churche hath ordeyned,

and therto y plyght the my trowthe. Vel dicat

in Tnaterna lingua hoc modo sacerdote docente.

Wyth thys ryng y the wede, and thys gold and
seluer ych the geue, and wyth myne body ych the

honoure.

1503. In the early stages of the art, great
complaints were made of the frequent falsifica-

tion, pirating, and forgeries of literary works.
This evil gave occasion to those privileges of
impression which were granted by kings, princes,

and supreme pontiffs, in order to guarantee to

the industrious printer, the due reward of his

labour and enterprise. But these diplomata
were often found a very inadequate remedy for

the injury. Frequently whole works were clan-

destinely reprintied in cities or countries remote
from the place of their first appearance ; and the
author and original publisher were very often

defrauded of their just advantages. Sometimes
books were reprinted in an abridged and muti-
lated form ; and often with little attention to

accuracy, or to the credit and feelings of those
authors or annotators whose names they bore.

Sometimes the price of obscure and worthless
publications were enhanced by a false date,

place, or subscription ; for as tlie art was culti-

vated with superior accuracy in some cities of
Italy, and at Venice more especially, the names
of such places appearing in the title, were often
found to give superior sale and currency to the
impression. Whatever might be the original
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intention of such private and peculiar marks,

rebusses, or devices, adopted by early printers,

after these literary frauds began to prevail, they

became at least, so far useful, as to render such

frauds less practicable. It was, however, by no

means impracticable for one printer to counter-

feit the device of another, in addition to the

fraudulent assumption of his name and designa-

tion. A ludicrous instance is upon record of

such an attempt, which betrayed itself like a

counterfeit coin, by the clumsiness and inaccu-

racy of its execution. Certain printers who
were so disingenuous as to counterfeit a popular

production of the Aldine press, were exposed to

public ridicule in the preface to the Aldine

Livy^ 1518.

Renouard has also observed that mahy others

of those printers who were cotemporary with

the Aldi of Venice, hoping by this mark of the

anchor and dolphin to recommend their own
impressions, were eager to avail themselves of

such an advantage. Some fraudulently coun-

terfeited the mark itself, others invented some-

thing analogous to it. Various Italian printers

of considerable eminence disgraced themselves

by these disingenuous artifices. But the prin-

ters of Lyons carried such audacious forgeries

to a far greater length than any others, and
Renouard has cited a particular memorial drawn
up by Aldus himself on the subject, and pub-

lished at Venice in 1503.

It can, however, be scarce pretended that this

precautionary use of the mark was actually in

the contemplation of its original inventors. Some
even of the impressions of Faust and Schoeffer,

and other printers of the earliest periods, have

such marks subjoined to their subscriptions.

The device here given is from the Mentz Psalter,

of 1457, by Faust and Schoeffer ; it consists of

two ecm or shields, exhibiting the arms of these

respective artists.

As many of the early printers have omitted to

subjoin their names to most of their works,

such marks have often enabled bibliographers

to ascertain with certainty their place and origin.

Where both the mark, note of the place, date,

and printer's name have been omitted, a like use

has sometimes been made even of the paper

marks ; which appear to have been of an usage

perhaps almost as remote as the manufacture of

that article. Amongst other notices of this kind,

the reader may consult the work last mentioned.

The marks used by learned printers, after-

wards became more miscellaneous and general,

and exhibited an amusing display of the inge-

nuity, erudition, piety, or, as we may venture to

add, sometimes of the fanciful caprice of the
inventor. Thus John Schoeffer adopted the
arms used by his father, but with a variety of
whimsical changes ; for in the chajnp or field of
the device, he introduced shepherds with their

dog and sheep, in allusion to the name Schoef-
fer, which signifies shepherd. The classical

origin of the anchor and dolphin of Aldus is

well known. It was borrowed from a medal of
the emperor Titus ; and the hieroglyphic is sup-
posed to correspond with that adage is said to

have been the favourite motto of Augustus:
(TTrfv^e ^pahb)Q. On the subject of this mark the
reader will find much entertainment in the
Adagia of Erasmus, under the title Festina
lente ; and that scholar embraces the same op-
portunity of explaining the rebus or device of
his favourite printer John Frobenius, of Basil.
" If," says he, " princes on this side the Alps
would eneourage liberal studies with as much
zeal as those of Italy, the serpents of Froben
would not be so much less lucrative than the
dolphin of Aldus. The latter lente festinans has
desen-^edly gained for himself no less wealth
than reputation. As to Frobenius, whilst he
constantly carries his baculus or staff erect, with
no other view than the public advantage; whilst

he departs not from the simplicity of the dove

;

whilst he exemplifies the prudence of the serpent

not more by his device than by his actions ; he
is rich rather in reputation than in an estate."

The following beautiful lines on the Alditie

Anchor* cannot fail of being admired by the

lovers of typography, as the production of that

venerable and eminent bibliographer Sir Egerton
Brydges.

THE ALDINE ANCHOR,
AN IMPROMPTU,

" Let your emblems, or devices, be a dove, or a fish, or a
musical lyre, or a naval anchor"

^
Would you still be safely landed,
On the Aldine anchor ride.

Never yet was vessel stranded
With the dolphin by its side.

Fleet is Wechel's flying courser,

A bold and brideless steed is he

;

But when winds are piping hoarser,

The dolphin rides the stormy sea.

Stephen's was a noble printer
Of knowledge firm he fixt his tree;

But time in him made many a splinter,

As, old Elzevir, in thee.

Whose name the bold Digamma hallows,
Knows how well his page it decks

;

But black it looks as any gallows
Fitted for poor authors' necks.

Nor time nor envy e'er shall canker,
The sign that is my lasting pride,

Joy, then, to the Aldine anchor.
And the dolphin at its side.

To the dolphin, as we're drinking.
Life, and health, and joy we send

;

A poet once he saved from sinking

,

And still he lives—the poet's friend.

The device of Vindelinus Rihelius of Stras-

burg, which to a superficial observer, might

* Mr. Pickering, the eminent bookseller of Chancery-
lane, London, has adopted the Aldine Anchor as his

mark.
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seem the ofispriiig' of mere caprice, is in reality

an emblematical representation of Nemesis^ and
may be classically illustrated by a reference to

the epigram of Xeuocrates :

—

Warn'd by the goddess, with her square and rein.
Measure thy actions, and thy tongue restrain.

The hand and compasses of Christopher Plan-
tin, with his motto Labor et Constantia, include

a moral not less useful. The same thing may
be said of the fine image of time^ conspicuous in

the impressions of Simon Colinaeus ; and in Ro-
bert Stephen's choice of the apostolic emblem of
the olive tree^ with its broken and insititious

branches, and his motto Noli altum sapere, sed

time, Maittaire discerns an evidence of the hu-
mility and christian piety which characterized
that distinguished typographer.

There is a work extant, by Orlandi, intitled

Notizia delle Marche degli Antichi e modemi
ImpressoH ; but the author of DHistoire de
I'lmprimerie before cited, gives no favourable
account of it. He says these notices are very ill

executed : that even the names are given in a
mutilated and unintelligible manner ; and that
in the explanation of the marks of printers, the
author frequently falls into ludicrous errors, of
which the following instance is given. In the
two storks, the motto of Cramoisy, of which the
younger is represented bearing food to the parent
bird, which even children might understand to
be an appropriate emblem of filial piety and af-

fection, this author discovers a battle of cranes
in the air, without having paid the smallest at-

tention to the motto ; Honora Patrem tuum, and
Mairem tuam, ut longaviis sis super terram ; and
to other emblems of kindred signification, with
which the angular points of the insigne are fur-
nished. He refers to pages 237 and 242 of this

inaccurate work.

Besides the symbols already enumerated, the
following were used by some of the ancient
foreign printers:—The anchor is the mark of
Rephelengius at Leyden ; the arion denotes abook
printed by Oporinus at Basil : the caduceus, or

pegasus, by the Wechelius's at Paris and Frank-
fort; the fountain, by Vascosan at Paris; the
sphere, by Janson, or Bleau, at Amsterdam ; the
lib/, by the Juntas at Venice, Florence, Lyons,
and Rome ; the mulberry-tree, by Morel, at Pa-
ris ; the olive-tree, by the Elzevirs at Amsterdam
and Leyden; the truth, by the Commelins at
Heidelberg and Paris ; the saturn, by Colinaeus

;

the printing-press, by Badius, Ascensius, &c.
Such marks or rebuses of the early English

printers, as are deserving of notice, will be given
with the sketches of their lives.

On the subject of marks it may bo proper to

add, that the earliest book-binders, a race of
men who at these times probably considered
their vocation of no mean importance, affected
also to distinguish themselves by devices of a
similar nature. Very rude and singular designs
cut on blocks of wood, and impressed upon the
exterior superfices of the volume, are sometimes
found on well preserved specimens of ancient

binding; to which the names or initials of the
ingenious artist are annexed; whence it evi-

dently appears that ornament was not the sole

motive for using them. For various and singu-

lar specimens of this nature, it may suffice to

refer the reader to those libraries which abound
in early printed books, and to the cabinets of
diligent and curious collectors.

In the public libraries of the continent, Ger-
man, French, Italian, Dutch, Spanish, &c. many •

early specimens of binding, richly studded with

gems, ornamented with silver and gold, still ex-

ist, and in the less pretending ones of the monas-
teries, the oaken boards of the fourteenth century

covered with vellum, are found attached to a
great number of the books, and still in a good
state of preservation. In the libraries of Ger-
many are particularly rich in bindings of almost
every age and description. In the Imperial
library of Vienna, an early specimen exists on a
fine Evangelisterium. The binding is of the

time of Frederic III. The ornaments consist of

a lion's head in the centre of the board, sur-

rounded by golden rays, and "having a lion's

head in each corner of the square. An arabesque
border surrounds the whole, giving an eff'ect

both splendid and tasteful.* In the public

libraries of Ausburgh, Stuttgart, Landshut, and
some others, specimens, clothed in every variety

of material, are preseiTed.

1504, July 11. In the British museum there

is a very curious book of indentures which was
made between Henry VII. and the abbot and
convent of St. Peter's, Westminster, for the cele-

bration of certain masses, &c. to be perfonned in

Henry VII.'s chapel, then intended to be built.

It is indeed a most noble and curious book ; the

cover is of crimson Genoese velvet, edged with
crimson silk and gold thread, and with tassels of

the same material at each corner. The inside is

lined with crimson damask ; on each side of the

cover are five bosses, made of silver, wrought and
gilt ; those in the middle have the aims and
supporters of the king, with his crown and sup-
porters of silver, gilt and enamelled; in the others,

at each corner, are so many portcullises, also gilt

and enamelled. It is fastened by two hasps,

made of silver, and splendidly enamelled with the

red rose of the house of Lancaster. The coun-
terpart of these indentures, bound and decorated

in all respects like the original, is preserved iq

the Record office in the chapter house, at West-
minster.

—

Home.
From the wardrobe accounts of Edward IV.

and Henry VII. there can be no doubt that

both these sovereigns, by their purchasing books
abroad, by their encouragement of printing, and
the splendour of the binding of their books, pro-

* Those who are desirous of knowing: more of the early

history of bookbindinp are referred to the following works :

—Dibdin's Bibliographical Tour, anil Bihliographical Deca-
meron; Fritch's Dissertation on Bookbinders; Warton's
History of English Poetry ; Wardrobe accounts of our
early sovereigns ; Home's Introduction to Bibliography

;

Hartshorne's Book Rarities of Cambridge ; Gentleman's
Magaxine ; Papers on the Dark Ages, in the British Maga-
zine, vol. 10 ; Arnett's Books of the Ancients, &C.
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moted the cause of learning in England. A few

items from the wardrobe accounts of Edward IV.

as regards the binding of books, will illustrate

this subject :
" To Piers Baudduyn stacioner for

bynding, gilding, and dressing of a booke called

Titus Livius xxs ; for bynding, gilding, and
dressing of a booke of the Holy Tnnite xvjs ;

for bynding, gilding, and dressing of a booke

called the Bible xvjs; to Alice Claversylkwoman
for an unce of sowing silk xivd!. Velvet cremysyn

figured with white, viijs. per yard. The coper-

smythe for iij paire of claspes of coper and gilt

with roses uppon them price of every paire iijs."

In the privy-purse account of Elizabeth of

York, for the year 1505, the following items

occur, " paid twenty-pence for a Primer and
Psaltery At this time, twenty-pence would
have bought half a load of barley, and was equal

to six days work of a labourer. Wheat was
seven shillings and sixpence a quarter ; malt

three shillings and fourpence ; oats, one shilling

and tenpence ; eight or nine pounds of beef,

pork, or veal, one day's labour ; seven pounds
of cheese, or four pounds of butter, the same.

The wages of a labourer was threepence half-

penny a day ; various workmen from fourpence

to sixpence a day.

Inscriptions first collected for publication.

1506. With regard to the poet laureate of the

kings of England, an officer of the court remain-

ing under that title to this day, he is undoubt-

edly the same that is styled the king's versifier,

and to whom one hundred shillings were paid as

his annual stipend, in the year 1251. But
when or how that title commenced, and whether
this officer was ever solemnly crowned with

laurel at his first investiture, cannot now be de-

termined, after the searches of the learned Sel-

den on this question have proved unsuccessful.

It seems most probable, that the barbarous and
inglorious name of versijier gradually gave way
to an appellation of more elegance and dignity

:

or rather, that at length, those only were in

general invited to this appointment, who had
received academical sanction, and had merited a

crown of laurel in the universities for their abili-

ties in Latin composition, particularly Latin ver-

sification. Great confusion has entered into

this subject, on account of the degrees in gram-
mar, which included rhetoric and versification,

anciently taken in our universities, particularly

at Oxford : on which occasion, a wreath of lau-

rel was presented to the new graduate, who w as

afterwards usually styled poeta laureatus. These
scholastic laureations, however, seem to have
given rise to the appellation in question. Thus
the king's laureate was nothing more than "a
graduated rhetorician employed in the service of

the king." That he originally wrote in Latin,

appears from the ancient title versijicator : and
may be moreover collected from the tw^o Latin
poems, which Baston and Gulielmus, who ap-
pear to have respectively acted in the capacity
of royal poets to Richard I. and Edward IL,
officially composed on Richard's crusade, and
Edward's siege of Striveling castle.

One John Watson, a student in grammar,
obtained a concession to be graduated and lau-

reated in that science; on condition that he
composed one hundred Latin verses in praise of
the university, and a Latin comedy. Another
grammarian was distinguished with the same
badge, after having stipulated, that, at the next
public act, he would affix the same number of
hexameters on the great gates of Saint Mary's
church, that they might be seen by the whole
university. This was at that period the most
convenient mode of publication. About the
same time, one Maurice Byrchensaw, a scholar
in rhetoric, supplicated to be admitted to read
lectures, that is, to take a degree in that faculty;

and his petition was granted, with a provision,

that he should write one hundred verses on the
glory of the university, and not suffer Ovid's Art
of Love, and the Elegies of Pamphilus, to be
studied in his auditoiy. Not long afterwards,

one John Bulman, another rhetorician, having
complied with the terms imposed, of explaining

the first book of Tully's Offices, and likewise the

first of his Epistles, without any pecuniary emo-
lument, was graduated in rhetoric ; and a crown
of laurel was publicly placed on his head by the

hands of the chancellor of the university. About
the year 1489, Skelton was laureated at Oxford,
and in the year 1493, was permitted to wear his

laurel at Cambridge. Robert Whittington af-

fords the last instance of a rhetorical degree at

Oxford. He was a secular priest, and eminent
for his various treatises in grammar, and for his

facility in Latin poetry: having exercised his

art many years, and submitting to the customary
demand of an hundred verses, he was honoured
with the laurel in the year 1512., This title is

prefixed to one of his grammatical systems:

Roberti Whittintoni, Lichfeldiensis, Gramma-
tices Magistri, Protovatis Anglia, in Jlorentissima

Oxoniensi Achademia Laureati, de Octo Partibus

Orationis. In his Panegyric to cardinal Wol-
sey, he mentions his laurel,

Suscipe LAURicoMi munuscula parva Roberti.

The first mention of the king's poet, under
the appellation of laureate, was John Kay, who
was appointed poet laureate to Edward the

Fourth It is extraordinary, that he should
have left no pieces of poetry to prove his preten-

sions in some degree to this office, with which he
is said to have been invested by the king, at his

return from Italy. The only composition he has

transmitted to posterity is a prose English trans-

lation of a Latin history of the siege of Rhodes

:

in the dedication addressed to king Edward, or

rather in the title, he styles himself hys humble
poete laureate. Although this our laureate fur-

nishes us with no materials as a poet, yet his

office, which here occurs for the first time under
this denomination, must not pass unnoticed in

the annals of literature.

Andrew Bernard, successively poet laureate

of King Henry VII. and his successor, who
received a salary of ten marks (£6 135. 4d.)

affords a still stronger proof that this officer was
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a Latin scholar. He was a native of Toulouse,

and an Augustine monk. He was not only the

king's poet laureate, as it is supposed, but his

historiographer, and preceptor in grammar to

prince Arthur, He obtained many ecclesiastical

preferments in England. All the pieces now to

be found, which he wrote in the character of

poet laureate, are in Latin. These are. An Ad-
dress to Henry the Eighth for the most auspicious

beginning of the tenth year of his reign^ with an
Epithalamium on the marriage of Francis the

Dauphin of France with the King^s Daughter.—
A New Year's Gift for the year 1515. And
verses wishing prosperity to his majesty's thir-

teenth year. He has left some Latin hymns

:

and many of his Latin prose pieces, which he
wrote in the quality of historiographer to both

monarchs, are remaining.

John King, his successor, was followed by
Skelton, upon whose testimony we learn that

Gower, Chaucer, and Lydgate enjoyed no such
distinction : they tuanted nothing but the laurel.

Then came a splendid train of names : Spenser,

Daniel, Jonson, Davenant, and Dryden.—Shad-
well united the offices of poet laureate and his-

toriographer, and by a manuscript account of

the public revenue, it appears that for two years

salary he received £600. At his death Rymer
became historiographer, and Tate the laureate

;

who was succeeded by Rowe, Eusden, and Cib-
ber. William Whitehead was the forerunner of

Thomas Warton ; and Henry Pye, the harbinger

of Mr. Southey, known no less for his vast lite-

rary attainments and poetic genius, than for his

exemplary virtues.

The form of creation of three laureate poets

at Strasburg, in 1621, is very remarkable : "I
create you, being placed in a chair of state,

crowned with laurel and ivy, and wearing a ring

of gold, and the same do pronounce and consti-

tute poets laureates in the name of the Holy
Trinity, the Father, Son, and Holy Ghost.—
Amen."

1506, Nov. 10. Pope Julius II. enters trium-
phantly the captured city of Bologna : and upon
this important occasion Michael Angelo modelled
a statue of him. The air and attitude of the

statue is said to have been grand, austere, and
majestic: in one of the visits he received from
his holiness, the pope making his observations

and remarks with his accustomed familiarity,

asked if the extended right arm was bestowing a
blessing or a curse on the people ? To which
Michael Angelo replied, " The action is only
meant to be hostile to disobedience ;" and then
asked the pontiff whether he would not have a
book put into the other hand ? Julius facetiously

answered, " No, a sword would be more adapted
to my character ; / am no book man." Julian
de le Rovere, pope Julius II. died Feb. 21, 1513.

1506. The Ordynarye of Crysten Men. En-
prynted in the Cyte of London in the fiete strete

at the sygne of the sonne by Wynkyn de Worde,
the year of our lorde m.ccccc.vj. Quarto.
The Rev. T. F. Dibdin, in his Bibliomania^

second edition, page 169, describes this singular

work. The title is cut on wood, in large square
letters over a print representing the inside of a
gothic church, with three persons at confession,

one of whom is a female receiving absolution.

On sign. a. j . is a supposed portrait of the author,

a priest sitting at an ancient reading desk with

books ; but this engraving is common to many
volumes of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries.

This edition contains 218 leaves. A single spe-

cimen is all that we can give of the contents of

this extraordinary volume:—the decalogue is

thus summed up in one of the engravings

—

One only God thou shalt loue and worship perfytely.
God in vayne thou shalt not swere by nor other lyke.
The Sondays thou shalt kepe and serue God deuoutly.
Fader and moder thou shalt honor to thende that thou

lyue longe.
No man thou shalt sle in dede nor wyllyngly.
Lechery thou shalt not do, of body ne of consent.
No mennes godes thou shalt not stele, nor witholde.
Fals wytnes thou shalt not bere nor lye in ony wyse.
The werkes of the flesh thou desyre not but in maryage.
Other menes godesthou shalt not coueyt to haue unjustly.

1506. Bagford, in his manuscripts, mentions
one John Disle, a printer in London, without
naming any work done by him.

1507, March 3. The following instance will

show what incredible pains were taken to collect

books, at immense expense ; and to avoid the

thunders of the church, that were directed against

any persons who should purloin or disperse the

volumes belonging to the various monastic in-

stitutions. This fact is afforded by an epistle,

addressed by the cardinal legate, George of Am-
basia, to the canons of Bruges, from whom he
had borrowed Hiliary on the Psalms.

" George of Ambasia, presbyter of St. Sixtus,

cardinal of Rouen, legate of the apostolic see, to

his dear friends the venerable the fathers, the
canons, and chapter, of the sacred chapel of

Bruges ; wisheth peace.
" Having been informed that in the library of

your sacred chapel, there was an ancient copy of
Hiliary of Poitiers on the Psalms ; and taking

great delightin literary pursuits, especially those

which regard our holy religion, so far as our
weak abilities will permit ; we requested from
your paternal kindness the loan of that book for

a few days, to which you courteously acceded,
notwithstanding the Pontifical Bull, which for-

bade any books being taken away from the library

under pain of excommunication.
" Wherefore, having read the book with con-

siderable pleasure, we have resolved to have it

copied ; for which purpose it will be requisite

to have it in our possession for some months,
though we intend, after it has been transcribed,

to return it uninjured to your paternal care.

We, therefore, absolve you from whatever cen-
sures or punishments, you might incur by lending
the book ; and by the authority with which we
are invested, do herebypronounce and declare you
absolved, notwithstanding any thing to the con-
trary, contained in the aforesaid bull, or in any
other.

" Given at Bruges, the third day of March
MDvii. George, cardinal-legate of Rouen."

1507. In this year preparations were com-
2 F.
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menced I'or establishing a Greek press in the

city of Paris. Francis Tissard, one of the niost

eminent scholars of his time, superintended this

important undertaking ; and prevailed upon
.^gidus or Gilles Gourmount to set up a Greek
press ; and the first specimens of impressions,

entirely Greek, appeared in the university of Paris,

in this year. The first Greek book, which issued

from Gourmount's press, was a small elementary

work, containing a Greek alphabet, rules of pro-

nunciation, Sec. This work came forth under

the especial patronage of the Prince de Valois,

(afterwards Francis I.) and of John d'Orleans,

archbishop of Toulouse, afterwards cardinal de

Longueville. Three other Greek works made
their appearance in the same year, and these

were the first Greek impressions that were execu-

ted in the whole kingdom of France. Gourmount
having, in conjunction with Tissard, thus sur-

mounted the formidable difficulties of such a

first undertaking, and merited the title which he

assumed of Primus GrcBcarum litterarum Parisiis

impressor. In 1 508 he established his claim to

the like honourable distinction for the Hebrew, by
his impression of two works from the zealous pen
of Tissard. Gilles de Gourmount did not con-

fine himself to the employment of his Greek
press, but printed various other works of different

descriptions.—After the example of this artist,

the printers of Paris, encouraged by the univer-

sity, made it a point of honour to enrich their

respective typographic establishments with Greek
characters. Gilles Gourmount appears to have
survived till the year 1528, or longer. His usual
mark or device consisted of his own arms, sur-

rounded by this motto

;

T6st ou tard pr&s ou loin

A le fort du foible desoin.

In addition also to the above, he frequently

added certain Greek adagia.

1507. At this period, besides the books that

were printed in England, there were several

printed for us abroad, by the encouragement of
English merchants, and others, as well as for the

advancement of learning, as their own profit

and advantage. Among others was Mr. Bretton,

a merchant of London, who seems to have bore
the character of a faithful and honest man, as

appears by the books printed at his expense.
In this year several of the prayer books in

English, were sold at the sign of the Trinity, in

St. Paul's church yard.

John of Doesborowe, a printer at Antwerp,
about this time, executed many works in the
English tongue. Among others, Mr. Warton
says " There is an old book (or as he elsewhere
terms it, an old black-lettered history) of the
necromancer Virgil, printed in 1510." This boke
(intitled Virgilius) treateth of the lyfe of Vir-
gilius, and of his deth, and many marvayles that
he did in hys lyfe tyme^ by whitchcraft andnigra-
mansy^ thorough the help of the drvylls of hell.

The colophon—77ms endeth the lyfe of Vir-
gilius, vnth many dyveis consaytes that he dyd.
Emprynted in the cytie ofAndeumpe by me John

Doesborche dwelling at the Cainer Porte, with

cuts, 8vo. Mr. Warton also says that this en-

chanter Virgil is introduced in the fifty-seventh

chapter of the Gesta Romanorum. This fictitious

personage, however, seems to be formed of the

genuine Virgil ; because of the subject of the

eighth eclogue he was supposed to be an adept
in the mysteries of magic and incantation.

1508. The most ancient specimen of printing

in Scotland extant, is a collection entitled the

Porteus of Nobleness, Edinburgh. A patent had
been granted by James IV. to Walter Chapman,
a merchant of that city, and Andrew Mollar, a
workman, for establishing a press there in 1507.

Mr. Watson, in his History of Printing, says,

that the art of printing was introduced into

Scotland from the Low Countries, by the priests

who fled thither from the persecutions at home.
Mr. Robertson, keeper of the records in Scotland,

discovered the patent ofJames IV. which renders

it certain that printing was exercised in Scotland

thirty-five years after Caxton in England.
In 1509, a Breviary of the Church ofAberdeen

was printed at Edinburgh. A second part, was
printed in the following year. Very few works,

however, appear to have issued from this or any
other Scotch press for the next thirty years.

The following amusing extract, containing the

ancient method of punctuation, is from a work
entitled Ascensiu^ declynsons tvith the Plain Ex-
positor. Without date, place, or printer's name,
4to. This work is ascribed to Wynkyn de Worde
from a peculiar type which is found in the Ortvs

Vocubutorum, by the same printer.

" Of tlie craft of Poynting.
" Therbeflue maner pontys,and diuisions most

vside with cunnying men : the which, if they be

wel vsid, make the sentens very light, and esy to

vnderstond both to the reder, ^ the herer, Sr they

be these : virgil, co7ne, parenthesis, playnt poynt,

and interrogatif. A virgil is a sclender stryke :

lenynge fyrwaide thiswyse, be tokynynge a lytyl,

short rest without any perfetnes yet of sentens

:

as betwene the flue poyntis a fore rehersid. A
•come is with tway titils thisun/se : betokynyng a

longer rest : and the sentens yet ether is vnperfet

:

or els, if it be perfet : ther cunmith more after.,

longyng to it : the which more comynly can not

be perfect by itself without at the lest summat of
it : that gothe a fore. A parenthesis is with tway
crokyd virgils : as an olde mone, ^ a neu bely to

bely : the whiche be set on theton afore the begyn-

yng, and thetother after the latyr ende of a clause

:

comyng ivithin an other clause : that may be per-

fect : thof the clause, so comyng betwene : wer
awey and therefore it is sowndyde comynly a note

lower, than the vtter clause, yf the sentens cannot

be perfet without the ynner clause, then stede of
the first crokyde virgil a streght virgil tool do

very wel : and stede of the later must nedis be a
come. A playne point is with won tittll thisu)yse.

^ it cumeth after the ende of al the whole sentens

betokinyng a longe rest. An interrogatif is with

tway titils ; the vppe^' rysyng this wyse P Sr it

cumeth aftei' the ende of a whole reason : wheryn
ther is sum question axside. the whiche ende of
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the resort, triyng as it were for an answare : risyth

vpwarde. ive haue made these rulis in englisshe

:

hy cause they he as profitable, and necessary to he

kepte in euery mother tunye, as in latin. Sethyn
we (as we wolde he god : euery precJter wolde do)
haue kept oivre rulis hothe in owre englisshe, and
latyn : what nede we, sethyn owre ovm be suffi-
cient vnogh : to put any other exemplis"

1509. The Shyp of Folys of the Worlde. In-
prentyd in the Cyte of London in Fletestre[te'\ at

the signe of Saynt George By Richarde Pynson,
to hys Coste and charge. Ended the yere of our
Saviour, m.d.ix. The xiiii day of Decemhre.
The bibliographical arrangement of this curi-

ous volume is, Pynson's seventh device on the
recto of the first leaf; and on the reverse the
translator's dedication to "Thomas Cornisshe,
Bishop of Tine, and Suffragan Bishop of
Wells," written in Latin. Beneath the dedica-
tion is the following title :

—" This present boke
named the shyp of folys of the worlde was trans-

lated in the College of saynt mary Otery in the
counte of Deuonshyre : out of Laten, Frenche,
and Doche into Englysshe tonge by Alexander
Barclay Preste: and at that tyme Chaplen in

the sayde College, translated the yere of our
Lorde god. m.ccccc.viij. Jnprentyd &c."
Through the volume, which is written in a

measure similar to the above, the left hand pages
have the word "Folivin," and on the right is

the number in roman capitals : they extend to

cclxxiiii. The volume closes with a ballad in
honour of the Virgin, of twelve eight-line stanzas,
after which is the following colophon :

—

Our Shyp here levyth the sees brode
By helpe of God almyght and quyetly
At Anker we lye within the rode
But who that lysteth of them to bye
In Flete strete shall them tynde truly
At the George : in Richade Pynsonnes place
Prynter vnto the kyngs noble grace.

Deo Gratias.

Our author's stanza is verbose, prosaic, and
tedious : and for many pages together, his poe-
try is little 43etter than a trite homily in verse.

The title promises much character and plea-
santry : but we shall be disappointed, if we ex-
pect to find the foibles of the crew of our ship
touched by the hand of the author of the Can-
terbury Tales, or exposed in the rough yet strong
satire of Pierce Plowman. He sometimes, how-
ever, has a stroke of humour : as in the following
stanza, where he wishes to take on board eight
secondaries, or minor canons, of his college :

—

Softe, Foolis, softe, a litle slacke your pace,
Till I have space you to' order by degree

;

I have eyght neyghbours, that first shall have a place
Within this my shyp, for they most worthy be

.

They may their learning receyve costles and free.
Their wales abutting and joining to the schooles;*
Nothing they can, yet nouf,^ht will they learn nor see,
Therefore shaU they g aide this one ship of fooles.

The ignorance of the English clergy is one of
the chief objects of his animadversion. He says.

For if one can flatter, and beare a hawke on his fist,

He shal be made parson of Honington or of Clift.

* To the collegiate church of Saint Mary Ottcry a school
was annexed, by the munificent founder, Grandison,
bishop of Exeter. This college was founded in the year
1337.

These were rich benefices in the neighbourhood
of Saint Mary Otteiy.

And in another place, he thus censures the

fashionable reading of his age: much in the

tone of his predecessor Hawes.

For goodly scripture is not worth an hawe.
But tales are loved ground of ribaudry,
And many are so blinded with their foly.

That ao scriptur thinke they so true nor gode
As is a foolish jest of Robin hode.

As a specimen of his general manner we select

his character of the studeni or bookworm : whom
he supposes to be the first fool in the ship.

That in this ship the chiefe place I governe,
By this wide sea with foolis wandering,
The cause is plaine and easy to discerne

;

Still am I busy bookes assembling.
For to have plentie it is a pleasaunt thing,
In my conceyt, to have them ay in hand

,

But what they meane do I not understande.

But yet I have them in great reverence
And honour, saving them from filth and ordure

;

By often brusshing and much diligence,
FuU goodly bounde in pleasaunt coverture
Of damas, sattin, or els of velvet pure :*

I keepe them sure, fearing least they should be lost.

For in them is the cunning wherein I me boast.

But if it fortune that any learned man
Within my house fall to disputation,
I drawe the curtaynes to shewe my bokes then,
That they of my cunning should make probation :

I love not to fall in alterication :

And while the commen, my bookes I turrie andwinde.
For all is in them, and nothing in my minde.

Ptolomeus the riche caused, lone agone,
Over all the worlde good bookes to be sought.
Done was his commandement, &c.******
Lo in likewise of bookes I have store.

But few I reade, and fewer understande
j

I folowe not their doctrine, nor their lore.

It is enough to beare a booke in hande

:

It were too much to be in such a lande

;

For to be bounde to loke within the boke
I am content on the fayre coveryng to looke.

Each is not lettred that nowe is made a lorde,
Nor eche a clerke that heth a benefice

;

They are not all lawyers that plees do recorde,
All that are promoted are not fully wise

j

On such chance now fortune throwes her dice

:

That though one knowe but the yrish game
Yet would he have a gentleman's name.

So in likewise, I am in such a case,
Though I nought can, I would be called wise ;

Also I may set another in my place
Which may for me my bookes exercise

j

Or els I win ensue the common guise,
And say concedo to every argument,
liBst by much speech my Latin should be spent.

All ancient satirical writings, even those of an
inferior cast, have their merit, and deserve at-

tention, as they transmit pictures of familiar

manners, and preserve popular customs. In this

light, at least, Barclay's Ship of Fools, which is

a general satire on the times, will be found

* That monks and students were writers and binders of
books, many instances have been given, and a many more
might be adduced. But two names must not be overlooked,
because they were both eminent in the annals of literature

and in the binding and ornamenting of books, in gold,

silver, and precious stones :—Dagaeus, abbot of Inniskil-

ling, in Ireland, who died in 587 ; and Ulton, the first

bishop of Ardbraccan, in the county of Meatli, in the same
country.—In the first page of a manuscript Life of Concu-
branus, this note occurs, " Ex conjunctione dompni Wyl-
leUni Edys monasterii B. Marise S. Modwena; virginis de
Burton super Trent monachi, dum esset studens Oxoniae.
MDXvw." The word conjunctio is /tg^a^wra. The book is

much older than this entry.
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entertaining. Nor must it be denied, that his

language is more cultivated than that of many
of his cotemporaries, and that he contributed his

share to the improvement of the English phra-

seology. His author, Sebastian Brandt, a Ger-

man, who was born at Strasburg in 1458, and
died. 1521, appears to have been a man of uni-

versal erudition ; and his work, for the most
part, is a tissue of citations from the ancient

poets and historians.

Mr. Warton, in his History of English Poetry,

takes a general view of the progress of modern
learning through the reigns of Edward IV.,

Richard III., Henry VII. and VIII., and con-

cludes with the following judicious and ingeni-

ous observations ; which we cannot refrain from

quoting at length :

—

" The customs, institutions, traditions, and
religion, of the middle ages, were favourable to

poetry. Their pageaunts, processions, specta-

cles, and ceremonies, were friendly to imagery,

to personification and allegory. Ignorance and
superstition, so opposite to the real interests of

human society, are the parents of imagination.

The very devotion of the Gothic times was
romantic. The catholic worship, besides that its

numerous exterior appendages were of a pic-

turesque and even of a poetical nature, disposed

the mind to a state of deception, and encouraged,

or rather authorised, every species of credulity

:

its visions, miracles, and legends, propagated a

general propensity to the marvellous, and streng-

thened the belief of spectres, demons, witches,

and incantations. These allusions were heigh-

tened by churches of a wonderful mechanism,
and constructed on such principles of inexplica-

ble architecture as had a tendency to impress

the soul with every false sensation of religious

fear. The savage pomp and the capricious he-

roism of the baronial manners, were replete with

incident, adventure, and enterprise : and the in-

tractable genius of the feudal policy, held forth

those irregularities of conduct, discordances of

interest, and dissimilarities of situation, that

framed rich materials for the minstrel-muse.

The tacit compact of fashion, which promotes

civility by diftusing habits of uniformity, and
therefore destroys peculiarities of character and
situation, had not yet operated upon life: nor

had domestic convenience abolished unwieldy

magnificence. Literature, and a better sense of

things, not only banished these barbarities, but

superseded the mode of composition which was
formed upon them. Romantic poetry gave way
to the force of reason and inquiry ; as its own
inchanted palaces and gardens instantaneously

vanished, when the Christian champion dis-

played the shield of truth, and baffled the chann
of the necromancer. The study of the classics,

together, with a colder magic and a tamer my-
thology, introduced method into composition :

and the universal ambition of rivalling those

new patterns of excellence, the faultless models
of Greece and Rome, produced that bane of in-

vention, imitation. Erudition was made to act

upon genius. Fancy was weakened by reflec-

tion and philosophy. The fashion of treating

every thing scientifically, applied speculation

and theory to the arts of writing. Judgment
was advanced above imagination, and rules of

criticism were established. The brave eccentri-

cities of original genius, and the daring hardi-

ness of native thought, were intimidated by me-
taphysical sentiments of perfection and refine-

ment. Setting aside the consideration of the

more solid advantages, which are obvious, and
are not the distinct object of our contemplation

at present, the lover of true poetry will ask, what
have we gained by this revolution ? It may be
answered, much good sense, good taste, and good
criticism. But, in the mean time, we have lost

a set of manners, and a system of machinery,

more suitable to the purposes of poetry, than

those which have been adopted in their place.

We have parted with extravagancies that are

above propriety, with incredibilities that are

more acceptable than truth, and with fictions

that are more valuable than reality."

1509. Printing introduced into the city of

York, by Hewe Goes, a printer from Antwerp :

his first production was the Pica or Vic, (an old

book of liturgy for the cathedral). The last of

his works in York bears the date of 1516, in

which year he removed to Beverley ; and printed

a broadside ; being a wooden cut of a man on

horseback, with a spear in his right hand, and a

shield, with the ai-ms of France, in his left, with

the following imprint :—Emprynted ot Beverlay

in the Hyegate, by me Hewe Goes ; to which is

added his mark or rebus of a great |^ and a

goose. He afterwards removed to London, and
there printed a Latin Grammar, in quarto.

Matthias Goes, a printer at Antwerp, and who
printed a book entitled Cordiale de quatuor

novissimis, 8vo. 1483, perhaps was father to the

above Hewe Goes.

1509, April 22, died Henry VIL—The reign

of this king w as barren in literature ; the muses,

if muses they might be called, produced nothing

more than homilies in rhyme, and were minis-

terial only to make creeds halt on lame feet, and
conti'oversy jingle. The spirit, the humour, the

genius of Chaucer were no more. And what
should occasion the miserable change? What,
but turning the yet scanty streams of science

into the channel of school divinity, were its wa-
ters were lost, and its current obscured, in the

most noxious weeds. One solitary versifier is

all that Mr, Warton has noticed in this con-

siderable reign. His name was Hawes ; and his

principal performances were called the Pastime

of Pleasure, and the Temple of Glass ; the only

valuable part of the latter is the imagery, which
is chiefly borrowed from Chaucer's House of
Fame. Robert Fabian, an eminent merchant,

and in 1493, sheriff" of London, where he died

February 26, 1512, is the only historian worthy

of our notice in this reign. His Historiarum

Concordanticc consists of seven parts, of which
the six first bring down the history of England
from Brutus to William the Conqueror, and in

the seventh he gives the history of our kings

Ik
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from the Conqueror to Heniy VII. He is very

particular in the affairs of London, many things

concerning the government of it bring noted by

him which are not to be met with any where else.

This author, speaking of the invention ofprinting,

speaks thus, " This yere (35th Henry VI.) after

the opynyon of dyverse wryters, began in a citie

of Almaine, namyd Mogunce, the crafte of em-
pryntynge bokys, which sen that tyme hath had
wonderful encrease."

Henry VI I. while he asserted his authority

over the clergy, found it consistent with his

policy to employ them rather than his nobles

in state affairs, and suffered them to proceed

against the Lollards, or followers of Wiclif, with

the utmost rigour. Amongst many who suffered

for their adherence to the opinions of Wiclif,

was Joan Boughton, " the first female martyr in

England ;
" she was more than eighty years of

age, and was held in such reverence for her vir-

tues, that, during the night after her martyrdom,
her ashes were collected, to be preserved as relics

for pious and affectionate remembrances. Bishop
Pecock, who is said to have been the most learn-

ed man of his age and country, was another vic-

tim to the tender mercies of the church of Rome.
After making a public recantation, he was put
in close confinement in Thorney abbey, and was
to have only the meanest provisions ; he was also

deprived of the use of pens, ink, and paper ; and
to be allowed no books, except a mass book, a
psalter, a legendary, and a bible.—Lady Young,
daughter to Joan Boughton, followed her mother
through the flames, and met death with equal
constancy.—William Tylsworth was burnt at

Amersham, and his only daughter, being sus-

pected of heresy, was compelled with her own
hands to set fire to the fagots which consumed
her parent.—A correspondent of Erasmus wrote

to him, that the price of wood was considerably

advanced about London, in consequence of the

quantity required for the frequent hyperboles.

The statement is one of those hyperboles which,
in the familiarity of letter writing, are under-

stood as they are meant, and convey no more
than truth.—For a further account of early mar-
tyrdoms, see Southey's Book of the Church.
The reign of Henry VII. produced so many

beneficial changes in the condition of England,
and the manners of its people, that many histo-

rians have attributed to this monarch a larger

share of wisdom and virtue than is justly his

due. He was a faithless friend, a bitter enemy,
a cruel husband, an undutiful son, a careless

father, and an ungenerous master. An inordi-

nate love of money, and unrelenting hatred of

the house of York, were his ruling passions, and
the chief sources of all his vices and all his trou-

bles. As a proof of Henry's attention to the
smallest profits. Bacon tells us, that he had seen
a book ot accounts kept by Empson, and sub-
scribed in almost every leaf by the king's own
hand. Among other articles was the following

:

—Item, Received of such a one five marks for a
pardon, which if it do not pass, the money to be
repaid, or the party otherwise satisfied.—Oppo-

site to the memorandum the king had written,
" Otherwise satisfied."

—

Bacon, p. 630.

1509. Quincuplex Psalterium, Gallieum, Ro-
manum, Hebraicum, Vetus, Conciliatum, folio.

Heni-y Stephens, the first of the celebrated family

of typogi'aphers, printed the Quincuplex Psalter,

of Le Fevre, at Paris, the Jirst publication in

which the verses were distinguished by Arabic

numerals ; and as being probably the most mag-
nificent production of that celebrated artist. It

is indeed a fine specimen of the typographic art,

printed en rouge et noir, litteris rotundis, on
excellent paper; and exhibited an occasional

use of Greek characters.

This work is remarkable as the production of

a divine enlightened far beyond the measure of

this barbarous period ; as having been severely

stigmatised in the Index Librorum prohibitorum

<^ expurgatorum. The sentiments of Le Fevre,

not agreeing with the bigotry of the times, soon

rendered him obnoxious to the Sorbonne, as a
favourer of heretical opinions. A fierce perse-

cution was consequently excited against him,
which would probably have cost him his life,

had he not escaped by the special interference of

Francis I. himself ; by whom his learning and
merits were held in high estimation. He died

at Navarre in 1537, some say at the extreme age
of one hundred and one years.

This edition of the Psalter appears to have
been a work of considerable attention and labour,

since we find that for the old, or italic version,

Le Fevre made use of a most valuable manu-
script copy written with gold and silver letter's

upon pui"ple parchment, in uncial characters, in

folio ; supposed to have been part of the spoils

of the city of Toledo, obtained by Childebert I.

king of the Franks, about the year 542, and
afterwards to have been made use of by St.

Germanus, bishop of Paris, who died in 576.

1509, Oct. 23. Dr. Thomas linacre, an emi-
nent and most learned English physician, by
whose exertions the College of Physicians was
founded and incorporated, of which he held the
oflice of president, was, in the decline of life,

resolved to change his profession for that of divi-

nity, entered into early orders, and was collated

on this day to the rectory of Mersham ; and ob-
tained afterwards several preferments. An anec-
dote is related of him, which proves, that how-
ever accurate and extensive his grammatical
knowledge of Latin and Greek might be, his

ignorance of the scriptures was so great, as to

render him totally unfit for the sacred functions

he assumed. Being ordained priest, at an age
when his constitution was broken by study and
infirmity, he, for the first time, took the Neiv
Testament into his hand, and having read the
fifth and sixth chapters of St. Matthew's Gospel,
threw away the book, swearing, " Either this is

not the Gospel, or we are not Christians !" This,
however, will appear the less extraordinary, when
it is remarked, that the study and use of the
scriptures was at that time so low, even in the
university of Oxford, " that the being admitted
a bachelor of divinity gave only liberty to read

li
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the master of the sentences, (Peter Lombard
;)

and the highest degree, that of doctor of divi-

nity, did not admit a man to the reading of the

scriptures."

—

British Biography.
In the year 1510, the university of Wittem-

berg registered in its acts, Andrew Carolostad,

afterwards one of the reformers, as being suffi-

cientissimus, fully qualified for the degree of

doctor, which he then received ; though he after-

wards acknowledged, that he never began to

read the Bible till eight years after he had re-

ceived his academical honours. Albert, arch-

bishop and elector of Mentz, having accidentally

found a Bible lying on a table, in 1530, opened
it, and having read some pages, exclaimed,
" Indeed, I do not know what this book is ; but
this I see, that every thing in it is against us."

1510, Aug. 23, Died Ulric Gering, who for a
period of forty years had exercised the profession

of a typographer in the city of Paris, and whose
labours we have already noticed under the year

1470, see page 131 ante. To show the industry

and zeal of Gering and his early associates in

the progress of typography, Panzer has enume-
rated seven hundred and fifty-seven titles of

Parisian impressions before the close of the 15th
century; and at the end of the year 1507, in

which the first Greek press was established at

Paris, the foregoing number appears to have
been increased by two hundred additional im-
pressions, exclusive of a few which this diligent

bibliographer has enumerated in the supplemen-
tary volumes of his extensive work. From Pan-
zer's list Mr. Gresswell has selected those articles

which appear most curious and interesting ; and
illustrated them by such notices as in the course
of his own reading he had been enabled to

collect.

Gering bequeathed to the college de Mon-
taigu* the half of his property, and the third part
of his debts, amounting together to upwards of

25,000 livres—a sum sufficient to purchase, not
indeed a village, but the estate or farm of Dan-
net or Annet; and in addition to that "lamaison
de Veseley," adjoining the site of the college,

where they afterwards erected their Grammati-
corum classes.—Gering had, on his first exercis-

ing the art, no Greek characters; nor did he
afterwards provide more than were sufficient for

the introduction of single words, or at the most
of some few lines of Greek, into his impressions.

Of the third series of Gering's impressions, as

given by Chevillier, the earliest date is 1489, and
the latest 1598. In those which bear the date
of 1494, and the subsequent ones, the name of
Rembolt is united with his. In the year 1409
Rembolt began to print in his own separate
name ; and continued the establishment till 1519,
in which year he died.

* In the year 1496, Erasmus became a pensioner or
scholar of this college ; and by his account, it was then a
miserable place indeed ! His wretched apartment was in a
most disgusting situation. He was fed on rotten eggs
and sour wine. The discipline was as cruel as the diet
was abominable ; and he is said to have contracted there
a diseased habit of body, which continued during the re-
mainder of his life.

—

Jortin.

After the exertion of Gering, and his cotem-
poraries, the printers of Paris appear for a time
to have declined rather than increased in ardour
for the diffusion of classical literature. Yet on
other accounts the Gothic press of Paris, by
which it may be designated, to distinguish it

from the more learned imprimeries established
there in after times, will be found an interesting
subject of inquiry. Many of its productions are
strongly indicative of the national manners and
character. Those which pertain to the ecclesi-

astical ritual, and devotional subjects, possess,

says Mr. Gresswell, a singularity of embellish-
ment, and magnificence of execution which are
almost peculiar to them. The early poetry of
the French—their chronicles—their romances of
chivalry—and the kindred fruits of their Gothic
press are equally characteristic : and to the Eng-
lish reader, the connexion of their literature with
our own, rather the iufluencs which it had upon
the speculations and manner of our own country,
and the direction and tone which it gave to our
pristine habits and pursuits, must render early

French typography a subjectof particular curio-

sity.

—

Parisian Typography.

1511, Seyt. Died William Faques, a printer

in the city of London, who states himself to

have been a native of Normandy, and that he
learned the art of printing at Rouen, with John
de Bourgeois, from whence he came over to this

country for the improvement of his fortune. He
is supposed to have resided in England for little

more than five or six years ; and although Ames
could not discover any patent constituting him
king's printer, yet it will be found that he was
certainly possessed of that office, since he men-
tions it in the colophon to the Psalter which he
printed in 1504. He was excellent in his pro-

fession ; and his types, which were peculiarly

good, are thought to have been used by Wynkyn
de Worde after his death, which it is imagined
took place at this period. His name does not
appear to any books printed abroad, and seven
is all that is known in this country.

William Faques used one principal device,

which consisted of two triangles crossed, the one
white and the other black, with an inscription

upon each. The words upon the white triangle

are taken from Psalm xxxvii. 16, given accord-
ing to the Latin Vulgate, in which the Psalm
stands, as xxxvi. " A morsel with the righteous
man, is better than the riches of many of the
wicked ones." The passage inscribed on the
black triangle is from Proverbs xvi. 32, " Better
is the meek than the strong man : and he who
ruleth his soul than he that taketh a city." Be-
sides this device, Faques had also a cypher, con-
sisting of a black-letter capital G., containing a
small 1 in the centre of it ; and an arrow cut in

outline, pointing to the left, passing horizontally
through it.

1511. On the feast of St. Margaret, the miracle
play of the holy martyr St. George, was acted on
a stage in an open field at Bassingborne, in

Cambridgeshire, at which were a minstrel and
three waits hired from Cambridge, with a pro-
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perty-man and a painter ; the following disburse-

ments were made ; and are here given to show

the expenses before the regular drama was in-

troduced. The whole sum for the three nights

did not amount to forty shillings :

—

£ 8. d.

To musicians (for which however they were
bound to perfonn three nights) 5 6

For players, in bread and ale 3 1

For decorations, dresses, and play books I

ToJohnHobbard, priest, and author ofthe piece 2 8

For the place in which the representation was
held 1

For furniture 1 4

For fish and bread 4

For painting three phantoms and devils 6

Four chickens for the hero 4

1512. Dr. Burney, in his History of Music,

referring to the Northumberland Household Book,

as his authority, states that about this year the

nobility, in imitation of royalty, had, among
other officers of their household, a master of the

revels, "for the overseyinge and orderinge of

Playes and Interludes and dressing, that is plaid

in the twelve days of Crestenmas." Of these,

the gentlemen and children of the chapel seem
to have been the principal performers ; for which,

and for acting upon other great festivals, they

were assigned particular rewards :
—" Item, my

Lorde vseth to gyf yerely, when his lordshipe is

at home, in reward to them of his lordshipe

chappel, that doith play upon Shroftewsday, at

night, xs." And when they performed in the

dramatic mysteries, such as " the playe of the

Nativity at Crestenmas, or of the Resurrection

upon Esturday," they were allowed xxs.

Bishop Percy cites several particulars of the

regulated sums payable to ' parsones' and others

for these performances. The exhibiting scrip-

ture dramas on the great festivals entered into

the regular establishment, and formed part of

the domestic regulations of our ancient nobility

;

and what is more remarkable, it was as much
the business of the chaplain in those days to

compose plays for the family, as it is now for him
to make sermons.

—

Reliques, vol. i. p. 139.

The following curious notice, from the Nor-
thumberland Household Book, will shew the

hour at which the nobility breakfasted at this

period:—My lord and lady ha^e set on their

table for breakfast, at seven o'clock in the morn-
ing, a quart of beer, a quart of wine, two pieces

of salt fish, six red henings, four white ones, or

a dish of sprats. On flesh days, half a chyne of

mutton, or a chyne of boiled beef. Mass was
ordered to be saia at six o'clock in the morning.
From the same source, we find that the earl

pays an annual pension, of a groat a year, to my
lady of Walsingham, for her interest in heaven

;

the same sum to the holy blood, at Hales.

We also make the following extract, relative

to the price of provisions, at this period :—Oats
\s. 8d. per quarter ; beans, 2s. ; malt, 4s. ; load
of hay, 2s. 8d. ; sheep. Is. Sd. each ; fat beeve,

13s.; lean ditto, 8s.; calf, Is. 8d.', hog, 2s.;

young pig, 4:d.; geese, 4d.; hen, 2d.; chicken,

td.; woodcock, Id.; partridge, 2d.; pheasant,
Is.

; peacock, Is. A servant on board wages, or

on a journey, 5d. per day in summer, 8d. in
winter. Gascony wine was £4 13s. 4d. per ton.

The daily wages of a master carpenter, mason,
bricklayer, tyler, or plumber, were 6d. per day,
without diet, from Easter to Michaelmas ; other

labourers 4d. per day. The price of a Bible was
20s., and many persons gave a load of hay for a
few chapters of St. James or St. Paul in English.

1513. The Hystory sege and dystruccyon of
Troye. Emprynted at the commaundement of
oure Souraygne Lorde the kynye Henry the viii.

By Richarde Pynson prynter Unto his most noble

grace. The yere of our Lorde god. am.ccccc and
xiii. Folio.

"The history sege and the dystruccyon of
Troye." This title is above a large wooden cut
of the king's arms crowned, with a rose over it,

&c. On the reverse is a cut of the city of Troy,
with soldiers before it firing great guns, &c.
Then, " the table or rubrysshe of the Content of
the chapitres shortly of the Firste booke." It is

divided into five books, and in the whole thirty-

seven chapters. To which is added another,
" Of the most worthy kynge Heniy ye fyth.

Here after foloweth the Troye boke* otherwyse
called the Sege of Troye, translated by John
Lydgate monke of the monastery of Bury, and
Emprynted at the commaundement of oure
Souraygne Lorde the kynge Henry the viii. By
Richarde Pynson prynter unto his most noble
grace. The yere of our Lorde god a m.ccccc.
and xiii." Then " The Prologue of the Transla-

toure." Over a fine wooden cut of king Heniy
V. sitting in a large room, with officers attending
him receiving this book from Lydgate, the monk
kneeling. There are many other cuts dispersed

throughout the book. It is in verse, printed in

double columns, without numbers or catch-
words, to sheet d 4 in the second alphabet ; and
closes, " Explicit liber quintus et Ultimus.
Lenuoye."

Gro lytell boke, and put the in the grace
Of hym that is, most of excellence

And be nat hardy, to appeare in no place
Without supporte, of his magnyfycence

And who so euer, in the fynde offence
Be not to bolde, for no presumpcyon

Thy self enarme, aye in pacyence
And thee submytte [to] theyr correcyon,

Verba translatoris ad librum suum.

And for thou art, enlymned with no flowres
Of Retoryke, but with whyte and blacke

Therefore thou muste, abyde all showres
Of them that lyste, set on the a lacke
And whan thou art, most lykely go to wracke

Agaynst them, thyne Errour not diffende
But humbly, withdraw and go a backe

Requerynge them, all yt is amysse to mende.

"Here endeth the Troye booke otherwyse
called the Sege of Trove, translated by John
Lydgate monke of the Monastery of Beiy. And
Emprinted the yere of our Lorde" &c.

1513. Died Antony Koburger, one of the
most celebrated printers of the fifteenth century.

He introduced the art of printing at Nuremberg,
in 1472, see p. 139, ante. A copy of the splendid
German bible, printed by Koburger in 1483, in

folio, is in the library of Earl Spencer, See
Bib. Spenc. vol. i. p. 54.
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1514. Peter de Triers, or de Treveris, who is

supposed to have derived his name from Triers,

or Treveris, a city of Germany, in which he was
born, erected the first press in Southwark, and
his earliest work was the Moral Distichs of Cato,

with Erasmus's Scolia, in Latin. His press was
employed by John Reynes and Lawrence An-
drewe ; and he sold or published books for

William Rastell, Robert Copeland, and others,

in the city of London. He lived at the sign of

the Widows, and continued his -labours till 1552.

Anthony Wood imagined that this artist printed

some of Wittington's works at Oxford, in 1527.

The list of his known typographical productions

amount to twenty-seven.

1514. Pope Leo X. having purchased the five

books of Tacitus, for five hundred zechins of

Angelo Arcomboldo, who had brought them from

the abbey of Corvey, in Westphalia, committed
them to the care and editorship of the learned

Beroaldo, and in order to secure to him the

reward ofliis labour as editor and collator of the

manuscripts, he denounced sentence of excom-
munication, besides the penalty of two hundred
ducats and forfeiture of the books, against any
person who should reprint the work within ten

years of its publication by Beroaldo, without his

express permission. This is generally considered

as the earliest instance of the positive protection

of literary property.

Notwithstanding these serious prohibitions of

Leo X. the work was pirated and printed at

Milan in the same year, by AlesandroManuziano,
who had established himself as a printer in

opposition to Aldus Manutius, and who con-

tended with him in the publication of the works
of antiquity. Manuziano was cited before the

pontiff to answer for his offence ; but owing to

the interference of some powerful friends, he was
excused the weightiest portion of his punishment,
namely, excommunication. A compromise was
subsequently entered into between Manuziano
and Beroaldo, and the former permitted, under
certain restrictions, to vend his spurious edition.

1515. In the 10th session of the council of

Lateran, held under Leo X. in this year, it was
decreed, under pain of excommunication, that

for the future no book should be printed at

Rome, nor in the other cities and dioceses ; un-
less, if at Rome, it had been examined by the
" vicar of his holiness," and the " master of the

palace;" or, if elsewhere, by the bishop of the

diocese, or a doctor appointed by him, and had
received the signature of approbation.

In Rome, the compilers of the catalogues, or

indexes, of prohibited books, are still continued,

and called the congregation of the index. The
works noticed in the indexes are divided into

three classes, the first containing a list of con-

demned authors, the whole of whose writings

are forbidden, except by express permission
;

the second enumerating works which are prohi-

bited, till they have been purged of what the
inquisitors deem erroneous; the third compre-
hending those anonymous publications which
are either partially, or totally forbidden. The

manner in which the Romish literary inquisitors

formerly decided upon the works presented to

them, was sometimes criminally careless, and
the results sufficiently curious. Gregory' Capu-
chin, a Neapolitan censor, informs us, that his

practice was to burn such Bibles as were defec-

tive in the text; and that his mode of ascertain-

ing the accuracy or inaccuracy of the Latin
Bibles was, to examine the third chapter of

Genesis, and " if I find, " says he, " the words,
' in sudore vultus tui, vesceris pane tuo,' instead

of ' in sudore vultus tui, vesceris pane donee,'

(thus adding the word tuo,) I direct such copies

not to be corrected, but to be committed to the

flames." As the indexes were formed in diffe-

rent countries, the opinions were sometimes dia-

metrically opposite to each other, and what one
censor, or inquisitor, allowed, another condemn-
ed ; and even in some instances, the censor of

one country had his own works condemned in

another. Thus the learned Arias Montanus,
who was a chief inquisitor in the Netherlands,

and concerned in the compilation of the Antwerp
Index, had his own works placed in the Index of
Rome; while the inquisitor of Naples was so

displeased with the Index of Spain, as to persist

in asserting, that it had never been printed at

Madrid. This difference in judgment produced
a doubtful and uncertain method of censure,

and it became necessary for the inquisitors to

subscribe their names to the indexes, in the fol-

lowing manner: "I, N.—inquisitor for such a
diocese, do say, that this present book, thus by
me corrected, may be tolerated and read, until

such time as it shall be thought worthy of some
further correction." But these prohibitory and
expurgatory indexes were reserved only for the

inquisitors, and when printed, delivered only

into their hands, or those of their most trusty

associates. Philip II. in his letters patent, for

the printing of the first Spanish index, acknow-
ledges, that it was printed by the king's printer,

and at his own expense, not for the public, but

solely for the inquisitors, and certain ecclesias-

tics, who were not to be permitted to communi-
cate the contents of it, or give a copy of it to

any one. And Sandoval, archbishop of Toledo,

in the edition of 1619, prohibits, under pain of

the greater excommunication, any one to print

the index, or cause it to be printed ; or when
printed, to send it out of the kingdom, without

a special license. So difficult, indeed, were they

to be obtained, that it is said the Spanish and
Portuguese indexes were never known till the

English took Cadiz ; and the index of Antwerp
was accidentally discovered by Junius, who
afterwards reprinted it.

1515, Died Aldus Manutius, one of the most
celebrated names in the annals of typography.

A modern writer* has justly remarked, "that the

name of Aldus will live in the memory of man
as long as there survives in the world the love of

literature, of which he has shewn himself so de-

* Bibliographical and Retrospective Miscellany, London,
John Wilson, 1830, post Svo, pp. 160.
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serving by his honourable labours.—Whether
Aldus was descended from a noble family or not

is of little consequence; if he were really the

son of a converted Jew, the greater honour doth

it confer on him, who, in that case, was the

founder and architect of his own fame : and the

remark made by Lipsius of the two Scaligers,

will apply with equal truth to the Alduses

—

that if they were not princes they deserve to be,

on account of their extraordinary genius and
wonderful erudition. For every man of superior

talent and learning we must expect to find an
envious Scoppius

;
yet were all that Ciafoni has

urged on this point against Aldus Manutius,

strictly correct, how entirely is this pardonable

vanity eclipsed by his patient and unwearied

assiduity in rescuing the literature of Greece
and Rome from the dark oblivion of the middle
ages ; devoting the best years of his life, and the

whole of his fortune to the accomplishment of

this grand object. Let any person who enter-

tains for one moment the aspersions of a writer

but little known, compare the undoubted com-
positions ofthe Venetian printer,—^both the friend

and companion of the great and the learned,

—

with the charge of ignorance and plagiarism,

contained in the letters of Ciofani, and we feel

assured that the suspicion against Aldus will

immediately vanish. Mr. Hartshorne* declares

these letters to be genuine :—we have examined
their authority, and are convinced that they are

atrocious libels, unworthy of the slightest credit.

Aldus Manutius was bom in the year 1446,

or 1447. His christiau name Aldus was a con-

traction of Theobaldus. His simame was
Manutius,—to which he sometimes added the

appellation of Pius, or Bassianas, or Romanus.
The first of these appellatives was assumed by
Aldus, from his having been the tutor of Alber-

tus Pius, a prince of the noble house of Carpi,

and to whom the grateful printer dedicated the

Organon of Aristotle, in 1495. The second of

these appellatives was derived from the name of

the birth-place of the printer—namely, Bassian,

a small town in the duchy of Lemionetta.—The
name of Pius was not assumed till 1503.

It appears that Aldus first conceived the idea

of setting up a printing ofiice, while he was on
a visit at Mirandola, with the celebrated Picusf
of that place, in conjunction with his noble

pupil Albertus Pius. About the year 1488, he
is supposed to have taken up his residence at

Venice, as the favourite city in which to mature
his plans ; and about the year 1494, or 1495, he
put forth there the first production of his press :

and while he paid the most sedulous attention

to his printing ofiice, canied on a very extensive

correspondence with the literati of Europe, ex-
plained the classics to a numerous auditory of

students, and also found time to compose various

works, which are characterized by profound

* Book Rarities of the University of Cambridge.
t Tlie works of Picus Mirandola was printed at Stras-

burg', in the year 1507, by a printer named Knobloch. Tlie
errata of this volume occupy fifteen folio pages.

learning and extensive variety ; and to his ge-
nius and efforts we are indebted for the various

improvements in the typographic art. He in-

vented the beautiful letter known by the name
of italic^ which has been already noticed.

In the year 1500, Aldus married the daughter
of Andrea d'Asola ; and about this time, or pro-

bably a year or two earlier, he printed the first

leaf, in folio, of a proposed edition of the Bihle

in the Hebreiv, Greek, and Latin languages ; so

that, as Renouard justly observes, Aldus has the

honour of having first suggested the plan of a
Polyglott Bihle, however the plan failed of being
carried into effect. The only known copy of

this exquisitely precious fragment is in the royal

library at Paris.

In 1501, Aldus wrote and printed an Intro-

duction to the Hebrew tongue; and, Justin

Decadius says, he made him a promise that he
would print a Bihle in Hehreiv, Greek, and
Latin ; but it is not known that he performed it

with respect to the Hehrew.
The honour of the first Greek press has by

some writers been ascribed to Aldus Manutius,
it must, however, be understood to have been
so done kut «^ox?)v, and not with any strict cor-

rectness. The zeal which Aldus evinced in the

progress of Greek typography, and the number
and variety of Greek authors which he gave to

the public, certainly entitle him, by way of emi-
nence, to the distinction by which Henry Ste-

phens characterises him, when speaking of Greek
works, he says of Aldus

—

Qui graphicis primis tiadidit ilia typis.

Aldus generally printed his editions in Greek
solely to re-establish the study of the language,
and to induce scholars to read the originals.

Mattaire, speaking of Aldus's Greek, says,
" his characters were large, round, beautiful and
elegant, adorned with frequent ligatures, which
added great beauty to his editions." In some
of his editions he gave the Greek text, and then

the Latin translation. He invented a method of

imposing a work in such a manner, that the

purchaser could bind them up singly or together,

that is, the matter was imposed in such a man-
ner, that one language interleaved the other.

Chevillier, who remarks this, had seen few other

specimens of such an arrangement ; but it has
been revived in modern times by the family of

Foulis at Glasgow. The way of printing two
languages in opposite columns was not invented

until the year 1530.

The learned Zuinger informs, that the mind
of Aldus was entirely engaged in the care of his

printing-house ; for, as soon as he had ordered

his other necessary affairs, he shut himself up in

his study, where he employed himself in revising

his Greek and Latin manuscripts, reading the

letters which he received from the learned out of
all parts of the world, and writing answers to

them. To prevent interruption by impertinent

visits, he caused the following inscription to be
placed over his door :

—" Whoever you ore Aldus
earnestly entreats you to dispatch your business

2 F
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as soon as possible, and then depart ; unless you
come hither, like another Hercules, to lend him
some friendly assistance ; for here will be work
sufficient to employ you, and as many as enter

this place.'''' These words were afterwards used

for the same purpose by the learned Oporinus,

a printer of Basil.

It ought not, however, to be forgotten, that

Aldus, conscious that his single labours were

inadequate to the diffusion of literature, assem-

bled around him a circle of the most learned

men of the age, some of whom lived in his

house, and were entirely supported by him. The
re-union of these eminent scholars was by him-
self termed Aldi Neacademia: the academy was
formed about the year 1500. The members
met, for a few years only, at stated times, and
discussed various literary questions. During
the short continuance of this literary society,

(which was broken up by the death of its mem-
bers and other circumstances) it rendered the

most essential services to the interests of litera-

ture.

Not a volume is known to have issued from
the Aldine press from the years 1510 to 1515,

chiefly from the state of public affairs ; and in

that year, both the republic of literature, and
his own family, sustained an irremediable loss

by the death of this great printer and promoter
of literature, who spared neither labour nor

expense,—and equally prodigal of his purse and
his life—sacrificed private to public considera-

tions.—On the death of Aldus, Andrea d'Asola,

his father-in-law, conducted his printing concerns

with great ability, (aided by his two sons Fran-
cesco and Federico) during the minority of

Aldus's children, from 1516 to 1529: and on
the decease of Asola in that year, the printing-

office continued closed till 1533, when the sons

of Aldus and Asola re-opened it, in partnership

;

their works are dated in cedibus haredum Aldi
Manutii Romani et Andrea Asolani Soceri. The
direction was confided to Paul Manutius, the

third son of Aldus, who was born in 1512, and
was in no respect inferior to his father in learn-

ing and typographical skill.

Peter Alcyonius, Marcus Musurus, Demetrius
Chalcondylas, and Alexander Bondinus, were
the learned correctors to the Aldine press.

We have already described the mark ofAldus,

and have only to add, that Cardinal Bembus
presented him with a silver medal, which had
the head of the emperor Titus on one side, and
on the reverse a dolphin twisting itself round an
anchor.

An interesting account oftliis celebrated family,

of which the lineal descendants continued for

upwards of a century to carry on the business of

printing, together with a most minute and accu-
rate description of the books executed by them,
may be found in Renouard's Annales de Vimpri-
merie des Aides, 3 vols. 8vo. Paris 1803-1809,
ibid, 1825. A copy of the first book printed by
Aldus in italic type, with the following title,

Virgilius ; Venet : apud Aldum, 8vo. 1501, was
sold at Mr. Dent's sale for £23 2^.

We cannot conclude our notice of this emi-
nent printer, without taking (from Greswell's

Early Parisian Greek Press,) a cursory view of
the origin and progress of Greek Typography
in Italy ; and to bring the inquiry down to that

period at least when, by the labour and enter-

prise of Aldus Manutius, Greek impressions,

which had been antecedently very rare, were
brought into comparatively general usage: for

to the example of that meritorious typographer
it is doubtless principally to be attributed, that

the art of Greek printing became familiar to

many of the Cisalpine cities and universities

early in the sixteenth century, and was practised

by individual typographers of that age too nu-
merous for our present distinct mention.

It is agreed that the oldest specimens of
Greek printing consist of detached passages and
citations, found in a very few of the first printed

copies of Latin authors, such as Lactantius, in

Monast. Sublacensi, anni 1465 ; the Aulus Gel-

lius and Apuleius of Sweynheim and Pannartz
of 1469 ; and some works of Bessarion, JRomce,

sine anno. In all these, it is remarkable that

the Greek typography is legibly and creditably

executed, whereas the Greek introduced into the

Officia and Paradoxa of Cicero, Mediolani, per
Ani. Zarotum, anni 1474, is so defoiTned as to

be scarcely legible. The first printed entirely-

Greek book is Lascarsis Grammatica Gr. Medio-
lani, ex recognitione Demetrii Cretensis, per
Dionysium ParavisinuTn, 4to. The character of

this rare volume is elegant and of a moderate
size ; resembling that in, which the same Gram-
mar again appeared anno 1499. The same
work, or a portion of it, was repeated Grace, et

cum Latina interpretatione, at Milan, anno 1480,

4to: and the next year, viz. anno 1481, from
the same place and press issued Psalterium

GrcBcum cum Latina recognitione, both these

under the revision of Joannes Crestoni, a monk
of Placentia. Mattaire believes the printer of
these several impressions of Milan to have been
the same Dionysius Paravisinus.

Venice, which had hitherto vied with other

cities both in the number and skill of its Latin

typographers, had indeed sufficient cause ofjea-

lousy on observing the palm of earliest Greek
printing thus borne away by Milan; yet she

suffered ten years to elapse before the com-
mencement of an actual rivalship in the same
department. In 1486, that city produced in

sacred literature a Psalterium Grcecum, in pro-

fane, Homei'i Batrachomyomachia. The first

was executed by Alexander, and the latter by
Leonicus, both Cretans. Mattaire describes the

character of the JPsalter as exhibiting a very

antique and singular appearance. The Batra-

chomyomachia, nothing more legible than the

former, is however furnished with accents and
breathings. It also exhibits certain Greek scho-

lia found in no early edition besides ; and what
is more singular, they are arranged between the

lines of the poem, ut singulis carminibvs inter-

lineare superstet scholium. Both these scholia

and the title page are printed en rouge. Such
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an intermixture of red and black in every page

Mattaire thinks not unpleasing. Of this rare

volume he procured in his own time a kind of

fac-simile impression, whicli is known to col-

lectors.

Milan and Venice, then, produced the earliest

Greek impressions; but whilst they were satis-

fied with such as were of a minor description,

Florence contemplated a gigantic project, which
was to throw all past efforts into the shade. It

was nothing less than that noble edition of the

whole works of Homer, Uomeri Opera Omnia,
Grace; which was finished anno 1488, in two
fine volumes, folio, by the skill and industiy of

the same Demetrius of Crete, (who appears now
to have transferred his residence from Milan to

Florence,) under the special revision of Deme-
trius Chalcondyles, and at the expense of two
patriotic Florentine citizens. Here then was an
instance of art, starting as it were from its first

rudiments into sudden and absolute perfection.

Whether, says Mattaire, one regards the texture

and colour of the paper, the agreeable form of

the characters, the regular intervals of the lines,

the fine proportion of the margins, or the tout

ensemble, the combined execution and effect of

the whole, even in later times nothing more ele-

gant and finished has appeared.
Thus Greek typography seemed already to

have attained in a measure its aKfii^ and matu-
rity ; as was evinced by the specimens which we
have enumerated. It had already forced its

way through the difficulties of so novel and ex-
traordinary an undertaking. Nothing now re-

mained but to secure and amplify the glory
which had been acquired : and this object was
effected by a new series of adventurers, who soon
began to display an honourable emulation in the
same career.

In the year 1488, which was signalized by
the noble impression of the works of Homer last

mentioned, we find that the Grammatica Grceca
of Lascaris, together with the Interpretatio La-
tina of John the monk of Placentia, issued from
the press of Leonardus de Basilea, at Vicenza,
in 4to. The operations of the Greek press, how-
ever, continued as yet very slow : and it was not
till after a further interval of about five years,

that another Greek impression appeared. In
1493, a splendid addition was made to the typo-
graphic glory of Milan by a magnificent impres-
sion of Isocrates, Greece. The editor of this fine

book, which is said to exhibit a remarkably pure
and correct text, was Demetrius Chalcondyles

;

the printers, Henricus de Germanus and Sebas-
tianus ex Pontremulo. Before the conclusion
of the fifteenth century the same city also dis-
tinguished itself by the earliest edition of Suidas

:

SuidtB Lexicon, Greece, Mediolani, per Joan.
Bissolum et Benedictum Mangium, 1499: to
which is ])refixed an amusing Greek dialogue
between a bookseller and a student, from the
pen of Stephanus Niger, a native of Cremona
and disciple of Demetrius Chalcondyles.

In 1496, Florence produced the celebrated
Editio primaria o( the works of Lucian, Luciani

Opera, Greece; of which the printer's name is

not specified.

To Joannes Lascaris the verfication and intro-

duction into use of Greek Capitals are attri-

buted : and it appears from these specimens, he
thought it expedient that the whole text of each
Greek poet, the pars libri nobilior, as Mattaire

expresses it, should be printed litteris majtisculis,

and the scholia or notes only in the smaller cha-

racter. The fine capitals of Lascaris viere, as

we know, admitted into use by subsequent prin-

ters only so far as to distinguish proper names,
and the commencement of poetical lines or

verses ; and in some early editions of the Greek
scholiasts upon Homer and Sophocles, to distin-

guish the whole words or passages of the poet

commented on from those of the annotator.

This preface is addressed by Lascaris to Pe-
trus Medices. It abounds with honourable tes-

timonies to the family of the Medici ; which, he
says, has of all others shewn the most conspicu-

ous zeal in collecting the various monuments of

antiquity; and the justest discernment of their

value. He records the special munificence of

Lorenzo de Medici, by means of which two hun-
dred manuscripts, ducenta antiquorum volumina,

had lately been brought to Florence from Greece
and the neighbouring countries : and he alludes

to a magnificent " Bibliotheca," or edifice, which
Piero was then constructing as a depository for

those and similar literary treasures : to the latter

he expresses his own personal obligations, and
the hopes which all the learned reposed in him
as the hereditary patron of letters. The pillage

of Florence, however, by Charles VIII. of

France, the ruin of the fortunes of the house of

Medici, the banishment of Piero and his speedy
death, most of which events either anticipated or

soon followed the publication of this impression

of the Anthologia Graca, not only rendered nu-
gatory the preceding expectations, but probably
occasioned the otherwise unaccountable suppres-

sion of this interesting preface itself; which is

actually found in very few of the copies at pre-

sent known to be extant. Mattaire, in his An-
nales, tom. i., p. 270, seqq. has given a fac-

simile of it.

Chevillier observes, on the authority of Aldus
himself, in his preface to the edition of Stepha-

nus de Urbibus, Gr., fol. 1502, that he first en-

gaged in Greek impressions when war broke out

in Italy; meaning in 1494, in which year Charles

VIII. of France passed the Alps, in order to the

conquest of Naples. Chevillier considered his

impression of the works of Aristotle, the first

volume of which appeared in November 1495,

as the earliest fruit of his press. But M. Re-
nouard, in his catalogue of the Aldine impres-

sions, first mentioning Constantini Lascans Ero-

temata, says it is the earliest work printed by
Aldus with a date, and probably the first which
he gave to the public. But some, he adds, con-

sider his Musceiui in 4to, without date, as the

earliest impression : the reasons for which may
be seen in his work.

The most extensive and voluranious cftbrts of
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the early Greek press are doubtless to be found
amongst the Aldine editions. Such are the

Aristotle, Greek, folio, 1495-1498, and the Ga-
len, which issued from the same establishment

after the decease of Aldus Manutius, viz. anno

1525, in live vols, folio, and a small character.

Andreas Cratander of Basil had the courage

and patience to reprint the work in the like

number of volumes. The Commentary/ of Eusta-

thius on Homer, in 4 vols. Greek, folio, printed

at Rome by Antonius Bladus, 1542-1550, was
an immense undertaking. It was, however, after

a considerable interval, exceeded by the fine

edition of the works of St. Chrysostom, executed

in England, where Greek typography had before

been comparatively little practised. I speak of

the well-known magnificent impression, intitled,

S. J. Chrysostomi Opera, Graece, 8 vols, folio,

printed in Eton college, by John Norton, 1613,

under the direction and at the charge of sh"

Henry Saville. These volumes, (says Chevil-

lier,) " sont d'un tres-beau caractere. C'est un
chef d'oeuvre d'Imprimerie Grecque." This

impression acquired for John Norton the same
title or distinction in England, which the cele-

brated Robert Stephens had attained under
Francis I. of " in Graecis, &c., Regius Typo-
graphus."

1515, Sept. 27. " The King (Henry VIII.)

gives to Richard Pynson, Esquire, our Printer,

Four Pounds annually, to be paid from the

receipts of the Exchequer during life."—The
title of esquire, which Pynson had thus formally

received, he afterwards used in the colophon to

his Statuta ^c. Emprented at London in Flete-

strete at the signs of the George by saynt Dun-
stone's chyrche by me Richard Pynson squyer

and prenter vnto the kynges noble grace.

1516. FitzherberVs Grand Abridgement. ¥o\io.

This volume is a large folio law book, and the

first that was published ; it is divided into three

parts, to each of which is a frontispiece, but it is

without title, or printer's name. The price of

the whole, consisting of three parts, was forty

shillings. At this time forty shillings would have
bought three fat oxen. From the type in this

volume, it appears to have been printed abroad,

probably in France, where the law French was
better understood, for Wynkyn de Worde.

1516. Ariosto published his great work, the

Orlando Furioso. Any thing like an analysis of

this extraordinary poem must of necessity be out
of the question, and it may be enough to state

that it is descriptive of the war carried on be-

tween Charlemagne and the Saracens. The
poem abounds with incongruities, and Ariosto

deals largely in enchanters, harpies, and other

strange monsters; but then he identifies them
with our feelings, and yet he renders them con-
sistent in their character with the world he has
formed for them,

Ariosto was necessitated to publish the Orlando
Furioso on his own account, and, after paying
the expense of paper and printing, received
rather more than a shilling a copy from a book-
seller for the work. He appears likewise to have

been as unfortunate in his choice of a patron as

in his efforts at procuring a publisher ; for when
he presented his work to cardinal Hippolito, to

whom it was dedicated, he is said to have asked

where he contrived " to pick up such a mass of

absurdities."

This distinguished Italian poet was born at

the castle of Reggie, in Lombardy, September
8th, 1474. He was the son of Nicolo Ariosto of

Ferrara, major-domo to the duke of Este, and
when a child was highly distinguished for his

poetical and dramatic talents.

Ariosto did not receive the laurel crown, the

most distinguished mark of public approbation

in his native land, till late in life. Some say

that this occurred at Mantua, and others that it

took place at Ferrara. At all events, it appears

to have been a high source of happiness to the

poet; and there is a tradition still current in

Italy that, when the crown was placed on his

brow, he leaped from the temporary platform

that had been erected, and, becoming the herald

of his own honours, loudly proclaimed to the

multitude that it was Ariosto, the author of the

Orlando Furioso, for whom they must make way.
Ariosto was invited by the duke of Ferrara to

take up his residence permanently in that place,

with a promise of pecuniary assistance. One of

the first advantages which he derived from the

friendship of his ducal patron, was the present

of a sum sufficient to build himself a mansion,

and a proper site having been selected in the

street Mirasole, in Ferrara, it was shortly com-
pleted. The simplicity of the man is \^ ell de-

picted in the plainness of the edifice which he
erected. He was much blamed by his friends

for having built it on so circumscribed a plan,

when he had given such splendid descriptions of

sumptuous palaces, with their highly decorated

porticos and pleasant fountains, to which Ariosto

is said to have replied that words were easier

laid together than blocks of marble, and that

human happiness did not depend on the height

of the mansion. Upon the door he caused to be
placed the following inscription :

—

This house is small, but fit for me.
And hurtful 'tis to none

;

It is not sluttish, as you see.

Yet paid for with mine own.

It may be right to add that in this unassuming
edifice Ariosto wrote all his later dramatic works,

and ultimately died on the 6th of June, 1533,

in the fifty-ninth year of his age.

The father of Tasso, author of Jerusalem

Delivered, before his son had rivalled the roman-
tic Ariosto, describes in a letter the efiect of

the Orlando on the people :
—" There is no man

of learning, no mechanic, no lad, no girl, no old

man, who is satisfied to read the Orlando Furioso

once. This poem serves as the solace of the

traveller, who, fatigued on his journey, deceives

his lassitude by chanting some octaves of this

poem. You may heay them sing these stanzas

in the streets, and in the fields every day."

1516. The first Polyglott work was printed at

Genoa, by Peter Paul Porrus, (who appears to
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have been invited thither for that purpose,) who

undertook to print the Polyglott* Psalter^ of

Augustin Justinian, bishop of Nebbio, in the

island of Corsica. The title of his work was,

PsalteriurHy Hebraicum, Grcecum, Arabicum, et

Chaldeum, cum tribus Latinis Interpretationibus

et Glossis. It is in folio. A preface is prefixed,

dated Genoa, Cal. Aug. 1516, addressed by

Justinian to Leo X. It is divided into eight

columns, of which, the 1st contains the Hebrew;

the 2nd, Justinian's Latin translation, answer-

ing word for word to the Hebrew ; the 3rd, the

Latin Vulgate; the 4th, the Greek; the 5th,

the Arabic ; the 6th, the Chaldee Paraphrase in

Hebrew characters; the 7th, Justinian's Latin

translation of the Chaldee Paraphrase ; the 8th,

Latin scholio, or notes.

On the 19th Psalm, v. 4, " Their words are

gone to the end of the world," Justinian has

inserted, by way of commentary, a curious sketch

of the life of Columbus, and an account of his

discovery of America, with a very singular de-

scription of the inhabitants, particularly of the

female native Americans ; and in which he af-

finns, that Columbus frequently boasted himself

to be the person appointed by God, to fulfil this

prophetic exclamation of David. But the ac-

count of Columbus, by Justinian, seems to have

displeased the family of that great navigator, for

in the life of Columbus, written by his son, (see

Churchill's Collection of Voyages^ ^c. vol. ii. p.

560,) he is accused of falsehood and contradic-

tion; and it is even added, "that considering

the many mistakes and falsehoods found in his

History and Psalter, the senate of Genoa has

laid a penalty upon any person that shall read

or keep it,\ and has caused it to be carefully

sought out in all places it has been sent to, that

it may by public decree be destroyed, and utterly

extinguished." After all, the mistakes of Jus-

tinian most probably arose, not from design, but

from incorrect information. The Arabic in this

Psalter was the second^ that ever was printed
;

and the Psalter itself, the first part of the Bible

that ever appeared in so many languages.

Justinian undertook this work with the expec-

tation of considerable gain, hoping thereby to

assist his indigent relatives, but was miserably

disappointed. His original intention, he inforais

us, in the account of himself prefixed to his An-
nals of Genoa, was to give to the public a similar

Polyglott edition of the whole Bible. " I had
always imagined," says he, " that my work would
be eagerly sought after, and that the wealthy

prelates and princes would readily have afforded

me every assistance necessary for printing the

rest of the Bible, in such a diversity of lan-

guages. But I was mistaken, every one ap-
plauded the work, but suff*ered it to rest and
sleep ; for scarcely was a fourth part sold, of the

* Polyglott is derived from two Greek words, signifying
many languages.

t Qu. The History or Psalter ?

X The first book printed in Arabic character was entitled
Septem horee canonicce, and executed at Fano, an ancient
town of Italy, in the year 1514. Printing was introduced
into Fano in 1502.

two thousand copies which I had printed, exclu-

sive of fifty more copies printed upon vellum,

which I had presented to all the kings in the

world, whether Christian or Pagan." He, never-

theless, completed the manuscript of the New
Testament, a great part of which he wrote with

his own hand ; Sixtus Senensis says he had seen

the Polyglott manuscripts of the Four Gospels

thus written, and also decorated by himself. Af-
ter completing the manuscript of the whole of

the New Testament, he engaged in a similar

compilation of the text and versions of the Old
Testament; conceiving, as he said, "that his

time could not be better employed, than in the

study of the holy scriptures."

Augustin Justinian, or according to his Italian

name, Agostino Giustiniani, was bom at Genoa,
1470. He entered at an early age into the order
of St. Dominic, and enjoyed the advantages of
good masters, and an excellent library. For
many years he devoted himself entirely to study,

except what time was occupied in the duties of
instruction, from which he obtained permission
to retire, in 1514, that he might apply solely to

the preparing of the Pentaglott Bible for the
press, and to the studies necessarily connected
with so important a design.

Leo X. promised him greater promotion than
the bishopric of Nebbio, to which he had been
raised, but never fulfilled the engagement. Hap-
pily, about the same time Francis I. king of
France, to whom the bishop of Paris had recom-
mended Justinian, as a man of learning and
merit, invited him to Paris, and bestowed on
him a pension of 300 crowns, with the titles of
counsellor, and almoner. He remained five

years at the court of Francis, and during that
period published various works ; and he after-

wards visited England and Flanders, returning
by way of Lori'aine, where he was received, and
liberally entertained, by the reigning duke, and
his brother the cardinal. This learned scholar
perished in a storm at sea, together with the vessel

which was conveying him from Genoa to Nebbio,
in the year 1536.

1516. It appears by an 'act of this date, that

the bible was called Bibliotheca, that is per
emphasim, the library. The word library was
limited in its signification than to the biblical

writings ; no other books, compared with the

holy writings, appear to have been worthy to

rank with them, or constitute what we call a
library. As the bible, in many parts, consists

merely of historical translations, and as too many
exhibited a detail of offensive ones, it has often

occurred to the fathers of families, as well as to

the popes, to prohibit its general reading. Arch-
bishop Tillotson formed a design of purifying the

historical parts. Those who have given us a
Family Shakspeare,* in the same spirit may
present us with a Family Bible.

* The Familp Shakspeare, in which nothing is added to

the original text ; but those words and expressions are omit'
ted which cannot with propriety be read aloud in a family.
By Thomas Bowdler, Esq. F. R. S, & S. A. 8 vols. 8vo.
third edition. London, Longman & Co.
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About this time, Dr. Buckenham, prior of the

Blackfriars, preaching at Cambridge, with great

pomp and prolixity, showed the dangerous ten-

dency of having the scriptures in English, and
the heretical opinions of Latimer, who had just

become a staunch supporter of the reformers,
" If that heresy," said he, " should prevail, we
should soon see an end of every thing useful

among us. The ploughman reading that if he

put his hand to the plough, and should happen
to look back, he was unfit for the kingdom of

God, would soon lay aside his labour ; the baker,

likewise, reading that a little leaven will corrupt

the whole lump, would give us very insipid

bread ; the simple man likewise finding himself

commanded to pluck out his eyes, in a few years

we should have the nation full of blind beggars."

1516. Died^ Trithemius, the celebrated abbot

of Spanheim. He had amassed about 2000
manuscripts, a literary treasure, which excited

such general attention, that princes and eminent
men travelled to visit Trithemius and his library.

He was fond of improving steganography, or the

art of secret writing ; having published several

curious books on this subject, they were con-

demned, as works full of diabolical mysteries

;

and Frederic II., elector palatine, ordered Tri-

themius's original work, which was in his librai'y,

to be publicly burnt.

The following extracts will show to the reader

that those who have laboured most zealously to

instruct mankind, have been the very individuals

who have sufi*ered most from ignorance; and
the discoverers of new arts and sciences have
hardly ever lived to see them accepted by the

world.

Gabriel Naude, in his apology for those great

men who have been accused of magic, has re-

corded a melancholy number of the most emi-

nent scholars, who have found, that to have
been successful in their studies was a success

which harassed them with continual persecution,

a prison or a grave

!

Virgilius, bishop of Saltzburg, having asserted

that there existed antipodes, the archbishop of

Mentz declared him a heretic, and consigned

him»to the flames.

Galileo was condemned at Rome publicly to

disavow sentiments, the truth of which must
have been to him abundantly manifest. " Are
these then my judges?" he exclaimed in retir-

ing from the inquisitors, whose ignorance asto-

nished him. In 1597 he wrote to Kepler, stating

that he had made many discoveries which he
durst not publish, " owing to the fools who ivor-

shipped previous systems.''^ The priests preached
against him, and to their eternal disgrace, in the

year 1632, he was arraigned and tortured,and at

the age of seventy made to abjure, publicly on
his knees, and to curse his own book and doc-

trines, and sentenced for the next three years to

remain in prison, and to repeat once a week the
seven penitential psalms. To all this he sub-
mitted, to escape the fate of Bruno, who for

similar opinions had been burnt at Rome but
thirty-two years before. Milton visited him in

prison, and tells us, he was then poor and old.

The confessor of his widow, taking advantage of
her piety, perused the manuscripts of this great

philosopher, and destroyed such as in his judg-
ment were not fit to be known to the world

!

Cornelius Agrippa, a learned physician, and'

friend of Trithemius, Erasmus, Melancthon, and-

other eminent scholars, and who also held various

state offices at Mentz, was compelled to fly his

country, and the enjoyment of a large income,,

merely for having displayed a few philosophical

experiments, which now every school-boy can
perform ; but more particularly having attacked
the then prevailing opinion, that St. Anne had
three husbands, he was obliged to fly from place

to place. The people beheld him as an object

of horror; and when he walked,^ he found the

streets empty at his approach. He died in an
hospital in the year 1534,

In those times, it was a common opmion to-

suspect every great man of an intercourse with

some familiar spirit. The favourite black dog
of Agrippa was supposed to be a demon. When
Urban Grandier, anotlier victim to the age, was
led to the stake, a large fly settled on his head

:

a monk, who had heard that Beelzebub signifies

in Hebrew the God of Flies, reported that he
saw this spirit come to take possession of him.
Mr. De Langeary a French minister, who em-
ployed many spies, wa.s frequently accused of

diabolical communication. Sixtus V., Marechal
Faber, Roger Bacon, Caesar Borgia, his son

Alexander VI., and others, like Socrates, had
their diabolical attendant.

Jerome Cardan, an eminent astrologer and
mathematician, and who died at Rome in the

year 1576^ was believed to be a magician. An
able naturalist, who happened to know some-
thing of the arcana of nature, was immediately
suspected of magic. Even the learned them-
selves, who had not applied to natural philoso-

phy, seem to have acted with the same feelings

as the most ignorant ; for when Albert, usually

called the Great, an epithet he owed to his name
De Groot^ constructed an ingenious piece of

mechanism, which sent forth distinct vocal

sounds, Thomas Aquinas was so much terrified

at it, that he struck it with his stafi", and, to the

mortification of Albert, annihilated the curious

labour of thirty years !

Descartes was horribly persecuted in Holland,
when he first published his opinions. Voetius,,

a bigot of great influence at Utrecht, accused
him of atheism, and had even projected in his

mind to have this philosopher burnt at Utrecht
in an extraordinary fire, which, kindled on an
eminence, might be observed by the seven pro-

vinces. This persecution of science and genius

lasted till the close of the seventeenth century.

With a noble perception of his own genius,,

lord Bacon, in his prophetic will, thus expresses

himself:—" For my name and memory, I leave

it to men's charitable speeches, and to foreign

nations, and the next ages." Before ihc times

of Galileo and Hervey the world believed in the

stagnation of the blood, and the diurnal im-
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moveability of the earth : and for denying these

the one was persecuted and the other ridiculed.

The intelligence and the virtue of Socrates

were punished with death. Anaxagoras, when
he attempted to propagate a just notion of the

Supreme Being, was dragged to prison. Aris-

totle, after a long series of persecution, swal-

lowed poison. Heraclitus, tormented by his

countrymen, broke off all intercourse with men.
The great geometricians and chymists, as Ger-
bert, Roger Bacon, and Cornelius Agrippa, were

abhorred as magicians. Pope Gerbert, as bishop

Otho gravely relates, obtained the pontificate by
having given himself up entirely to the devil

;

others suspected him too of holding an inter-

course with demons; but this was indeed a
devilish age ! This list of persecuted genius

might be much enlarged, but sufficient names
and punishments for opinions which are now
held as orthodox, will show the predominance
which ignorance once held over the human mind.

1516. Tl\\e first edition of the New Testament,

in Greek, was published by John Froben, at

Basil. The design of publishing this edition

originated with Froben, who engaged Erasmus
as the editor; for Beatus Rhenanus, who was
for some time one of the correctors of Froben's

press, in a letter addressed to Erasmus, dated
April 17th, 1515, makes the proposal, in the

following terms :
" Petit Frobenius abs te No-

vum Testamentum pro quo tantum se daturum
pollicetur, quantum alias quisquam :" " Froben
requests you to undertake the New Testament,

for which he promises to give you as much as

any other person." During the time he was
employed upon it, Erasmus lodged in the house
of Froben, as appears from the subscription at

the end of the first edition, which is, " Basiliae,

in aedibus Johannis Frobenii Hammelburgensis,
Mense Februario, anno mdxvi."
The publication of this work raised a host of

enemies against Erasmus, some of whom cen-

sured his temerity, whilst others laboured to affix

the stigma of inaccuracy and heresy upon him
;

and one of the colleges at Cambridge forbade it

to be brought within its walls. It was printed
in folio, in two columns, with the notes at the
end; and reprinted in 1519, 1522, 1527, and
1535, accompanied with a Latin Version ; and
various readings, selected from several manu-
scripts, the works of the fathers, and the vulgate.

1516. The first bookseller who purchased ma-
nuscripts from the authoi-s, and had them printed
by others, without ])ossessing a press of his own,
was John Otto, at Nuremberg.
The first printers executed their different works

at their own expense, and sold them themselves,
or by their agents, at their risk. It was there-

- fore neceasary to employ large capitals
;
paper

and other materials, as well as labour, being
exceedingly dear, and the purchasers being but
few

;
partly from the high prices of books, and

* The New Testament in Greek, written with his own
hand, is with other relics (including his sword and pencil)
to be seen at Basil.

partly from the illiteracy which so generally

prevailed. These causes reduced many of the

early printers to poverty; as was the case of
Sweynheym and Pannartz, at Rome ; and we
also find that Faust made a journey to Paris in

order to dispose of his bibles. At length the

printers relieved themselves by confining their

attention solely to printing, and leaving the

bookselling part of the business to others. This
we find, created a distinct profession of hook-

sellers, who caused the books sold, to be printed

at their own expense, and thus hecaiae publishers.

In 1545, two booksellers of this kind, appeared

at Leipsic, of the name of Steiger and Boskopf.

The books were to Franckfort on the Mayne.
Sometimes rich people of all conditions, and
particularly eminent merchants, engaged in this

branch of the profession^ as we have already

shewn. Henry Stephens, the second, at Paris,

was printer to Ulric Fugger, at Augsburg, from
whom he received a salary. In some editions

from the year 1558 to 1567, he subscribes him-
self Hcnricus Stephanus, illu^tris viri Hulderici
Fuggeri typographus.

1517. it is not exactly ascertained when the

art of printing was introduced into the university

of Cambridge ; but it is generally supposed that

the first work was Erasmus's de Conscribendis

Epistolis. As Erasmus was then resident at

Cambridge, he no doubt took care of his own
works. Linacer's Latin version of Galenus de

Temperamantis, printed byJohn Siberchin 1521,
is given by Dr. Cotton, as the earlist dated
volume. A few Greek words and abbreviations

are here and there interspersed in Linacre's work,
which is the earliest appearance of Greek metal
types in England.
Of this edition of Linacer's translation of

Galen, the Bodleian library contains an exquisite

specimen printed upon vellum, in the original

binding, having the royal arms impressed on the

sides; being the identical copy which Linacer
presented to king Henry VIII. Henry gave it

to bishop Tonstall ; from whom, passing through
various hands, it came at length into the pos-

session of Thomas Clayton, master of Pembroke
college, and regius professor of physic in the

university of Oxford, who gave it to the Bod-
leian library in the year 1634.

—

Cotton.

Dr. Robert Wakefield, chaplain to king Henry
VIII. published his Oratio de Laudibut, ^-c.;

but he was obliged to omit his whole third part,

because the printer, (Wynkyn de Worde) had
no Hebrew types. There are, however, some few
Hebrew and Arabic characters introduced ; but
they are extremely rude, and evidently cut in

wood ; and the first of sort used in England.
1517. Bachmeister, in his Essay on the St.

Petersburg library, asserts that printing was
exercised at Wilna, a populous city of European
Russia, so early as this year; and cites an edition

of the Acts of the Apostles of that date, a copy
of which he declares to be in the patriarchial

library at Moscow. Henderson also notices

printing at Wilna in 1525. In 1583 the So-
cinians established a press here.—Wilna is the
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capital of Lithuania, and has a bishop's see, a
castle, a royal palace, and an university erected

so early as 1570.

1517. The first act of open hostility against

the Church of Rome, by Martin Luther, was in

this year, by affixing to the gate of the church of

Wittemberg twenty-four propositions relating to

the sale of indulgences. Two years had not

elapsed, from the time of Luther's first appear-

ance against indulgences, before his writings

found their way into Italy. In a letter, addressed

to the reformer, by John Froben, the celebrated

printer at Basil, the following information is

conveyed :—Blasius Salmonius, a bookseller at

Leipsic, presented me, at the last Franckfort fair,

with several treatises composed by you, which
being approved by all learned men, I imme-
diately put to the press, and sent six hundred
copies to France and Spain. They are sold at

Paris, and read and approved of even by the

Sorbonists, as my friends have assured me.
Several learned men there have said, that they
for a long time have wished to see such freedom
in those who treat divine things. Calvas also, a
bookseller of Paris, a learned man, and addicted

to the muses, has carried a great part of the im-
pression into Italy. He promises to send epi-

grams written in praise of you by all the learned

in Italy ; such favour have you gained to your-

self, and the cause of Christ by your constancy,

courage, and dexterity." Under ihe date of Sep-
tember 19, 1520.

Burchard Schenk, a German nobleman, writes

to Spalatinus, chaplain to the elector of Saxony

:

" According to your request, I have read the

books of Martin Luther, and I can assure you,

that he has been much esteemed in this place for

some time past. But the common saying is.

Let him beivare of the Pope ! Upwards of two
months ago ten copies of his books were brought
here and immediately purchased, before I had
heard of them ; but in the beginning of this

month, a mandate from the pope and patriarch

of Venice arrived, prohibiting them ; and a strict

search being instituted among the booksellers,

one perfect copy was found and seized. I had
endeavoured to purchase that copy, but the book-

seller durst not dispose of it."

In the year 1519, Charles V. was elected em-
peror. In 1520, the disputes had proceeded so

far, and the boldness of Luther had so much in-

creased, that Leo X. thought it proper to issue

his bull in condemnation of forty-one proposi-

tions, which Luther had published subsequently

to the former. In the same year he addressed

to the Pope his book on Christian Liberty ; a
work which was censured by the universities.

He was at length excommunicated by the Pope;
in return for which he wrote against " the

execrable Bull of Antichrist." " They excom-
municate me," said he ; "I excommunicate
them. Let us break their " bonds in sunder, and
cast their yoke from off" our necks." His next
proceeding was to compose and publish a defence
of the condemned articles.

The faculty of divines of the university of

Paris, after many meetings held in the Sorbonne,
drew up a censure of the heresies of Luther. It

was solemnly proclaimed, in a general assembly
held on the 15th of April, 1521 ; and Jodacus
Badius one of the sworn printers, in virtue of
his oath of obedience, was enjoined to print it

with fidelity and exactness; all others of the
profession being interdicted from interfering with
the impression or sale, under pain of deprivation

of their privileges. In the exacerbation pro-

duced, more especially by the refonnation, the
right of censure, became in the hands of bigotry

and ignorance, an engine of tyranny and of per-

secution. The doctors of the Sorbonne were the
first to enter into the discussion of the Lutherian
proposition ; and they commenced with this sen-

timent in their preamble, " That flames, rather

than reasoning, ought to be employed against

the arrogance of Luther." By virtue of this

condemnation, the parliament caused Luther's

books to be burned in the porch of Notre Dame.
—During a series of years, the Sorbonne were
engaged in repressing Lutheran propositions.

The heterodox were never tired of writing, the

Sorbonne of censuring, and the parliament of

sanctioning informations against distributors of

heretical books now forgotten; and which, if

left unnoticed, might never have acquired cele-

brity.

In consequence of the bull of Luther's con-

demnation, his writings were publicly burnt at

Rome. Luther, by way of reprisals, destroyed

the decretals, and in particular the bull by which
he had been condemned, with all the works of

the anti-reformers, in a public fire behind the

walls of Wittemberg. This is said to have taken

place on the 10th of December, 1521.

1518. The emperor Maximilian granted a
privilege to Peter Schoefier, the grandson of

Faust, which is inserted at the end of Lim/
printed by him, for the sole power of printing

that author for ten years ; and for six years, to

all the other books he should print thereafter, in

consideration of Faust having invented the are

of printing. This must certainly be considered

the first privilege granted to a printer. Signed,

Jag Spiegel.
1519. Bachmeister remarks that one of the

first books printed in the Russian or Slavonian

language was the Pentateuch, in 4to, and printed

at Prague, on good paper, in beautiful Cyrillian

characters, and with few or no abbreviations.

There is a preface to each book ; and a sum-
mary of contents to each chapter. The chapters

are not divided into verses. The whole is

adorned with wood-cuts, capitals, and vignettes.

It was translated into the Slavonian language

by Francis Scorino, a physician.

Dr. Cotton, however, observes, that this had
been preceded by some other parts of scripture,

in the year 1517 and 1518.

In 1487 a Bohemian version of the Psalter,

and in the following year the first edition of the

Bohemian bible, were executed in the city of

Prague, and a copy of the latter is preserved in

the public library of its university.
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1520, July 24. Died Henry Stephan us, or

ill the English language Stephens, and in

French Estienne, the first of an illustrious and
most distinguished family of printers. Their

history has been written by the industrious Mat-
taire; and his Historia Stephanorum presents

them to us, not as mere mechanical artists, but

as the great patrons of literature, and ranking

among the most learned men of the age in

which they lived ; a period extending from the

early part of the sixteenth century to the com-
mencement of the seventeenth, and during which
they published, beside almost innumerable clas-

sical and grammatical works, of many of which
they were the authors as w ell as printers,—forty-

five editions of the Bible, in difierent languages,

three editions of Concordances, and forty-eight

editions of Commentaries by various authors.

Heniy Stephens would be an interesting sub-

ject of our curiosity, if he had no other claims

upon it than as the founder of that distinguished

family of printers ; and more especially as the

father of Francis, Robert, and Charles, all con-

spicuous as scholars, and as artists in the same
profession. But the memorials of his personal

history are scanty and uncertain. Neither is it

easy to ascertain the precise date of his profes-

sional commencement. Panzer says that the

chronological precedence as an artist is due to

Jodocus Badius Ascensius.—Stephens was a
printer of the university of Paris, in conjunc-

tion with that of Wolffgang Hopyll, in the

year 1496.

In the impression of some particular works,

the name of Henry Stephens is found occasion-

ally in conjunction with those of Jean Petit, of

Denis Roce, and ofJodocus Badius, respectively.

But as a separate printer he appears first in an
impression of the JEthica Aristotelis, translated

by Leonardus Aretinus, and in some other trea-

tises of Aristotle, Latin, in 1504 : subscribing

thus : per Henricum Stephanum in vico clausi

Brunetli e regione scholce decretorum : and Pan-
zer has enumerated more than one hundred dis-

tinct impressions by him.
The productions of his press are not in general

remarkably superior to those of his cotempora-
ries, either in point of intrinsic interest and me-
rit, or of professional execution. They are for

the most part such as might be expected from
an age of so rude a character. His types were
commonly those which are denominated roraan :

and such as Mattaire considers not inelegant for

that period. But sometimes he employed a
species of semi-gothic and abbreviated charac-
ters, founded in imitation of manuscripts, and
much in use among the early printers of Paris.

From a review of the productions of Ste-

fhens's press, as enumerated by Mattaire and
'anzer, it will appear, that three several scholars

of this period found almost exclusive employ-
ment for his professional exertions, by works of
which they were either the original authors, or
at least the avowed editors. These were Charles
Boville, Jaques le Fevre, and Josse Clictou, a
doctor of the Sorbonne.

He used the arms of the university, in com-
mon with one or two other Parisian typogra-
phers : but all uncertainty was removed by the
initials of each, which were respectively added.
With those arms he generally connected or in-

termixed other fanciful ornaments. Of such
variety the Quincuplex Psalterium, funiishes an
amusing specimen; for there, the title being
included by a circular ring, and externally by a
capacious parallelogram, the space intervening,

after exhibiting the ecu or shield at the top sup-

ported by angels, and a blank shield at the bot-

tom with like supporters, is completely filled up
with a complicated festoon of flowers, interwoven
by other angelic figures : the initials H. S. ap-
pearing within the verge of the ring.

Chevillier speaks very highly of Stephens for

the general accuracy of his impressions, and the

ingenuous concern expressed by him on the dis-

covery of a few errors which had escaped timely
observation. He introduces a list of twenty
errata, subjoined to the Apologetic of Erasmus
against Latomus, 1519, 4to, by this confession:
" locis aliquot incuria nostra aberratum est."

On another occasion, having accidentally ex-
pressed the word febris by an ce, he makes this

jocular apology: "foebrem longam sibi Chalco-
graphus delegit, tametsi febris correpta sit minus
periculosa." On some occasions, typographers
who thus felt for the honour of the press, and
regretted every blemish as a stain upon their

own characters, added to the subscriptions of
their editions the names of their correctors. Such
was the frequent practice of Stephens ; whence
we learn that besides other men of eminence,
the celebrated Beatus Rhenanus at one time
discharged for him that ofiice.

He does not appear to have printed any works
in the vernacular or French language ; willing

probably to discriminate himself from the crowd
of his cotemporaries as a learned printer. His
impressions seem to consist wholly of Latin
works; amongst which, besides those of the

several descriptions already mentioned, are a
translation of Dioscorides by Ruellius, some
Opuscula of Galen, and other medical writers

;

and in a word, such other scientific books as

were, under that aspect of literature, most popu-
lar in the univei*sity.

To terminate our account of this venerable

founder of the family of Stephens, as Panzer
enumerates no works printed by him after the

commencement of the year 1520, we may con-

clude that Peignot is correct in asserting that he
died in the month of July in that year. He
says, moreover, " the circumstance happened at

Lyons;" but mentions no authority. The six

latest productions of his officina, ejusdem anni,

bear the excudebat of Simon Colingeus; who
subjoins the usual designation of Henry Ste-

phens ; viz. e regione scholce Decretorum.

The widow of Henry Stephens was married to

Simon de Colines, an eminent printer at Paris.

It is a little singular, that the use and conve-
nience of the catchword did not occur to the

Parisian printers til the year 1520.

—

Chevillier.

1 G
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1520. About this period died Robert Whitiii-

ton. He was a most laborious grammarian, and,

according to Berkenhout, was born at Litch-

field, about the year 1480, and educated under
Stanbridge, in the school at the gate of Magda-
len college, Oxford. He afterwards became a

member of the university ; but in which hall or

college is not known. In 1501 he began to

teach a grammar school, probably in London, as

all his books were printed there. In 1513, hav-

ing supplicated the congregation of regents at

Oxford, that he might be laureated, he was ac-

cordingly, with a wreath of laurel, decorated in

the arts of grammar and rhetoric ; and was at

the same time, admitted to the reading of any
of the logical works of Aristotle ; that is to the

degree of bachelor of arts ; which was, at that

time, esteemed equal to the degree of doctor of

grammar or rhetoric. From this time he wrote

himself Protovates Anglice. Where he died is

uncertain.—Besides the numerous editions of

Grammars which he wrote, and which were
printed by Wynkyn de Worde, he was the au-

thor also of the following :—two Latin Epistles

to Cardinal Wolsey, preserved in manuscript in

the Bodleian library at Oxford: two Latin

Epistles to William Hormann, London, 1521,

4to. : and translations with the Latin text, of

Cicero^s Offices, Tully of Old Age, and Erasmus

of Good Manners of Children.

1520. Julian Notary commenced his labours

at Westminster ; although Ames, following Bag-
ford, believes him to have printed in France
before he came to Britain. It is certain that he
had a French associate named John Barbier,

whose name appears conjoined with Notary's

in the Salisbury Missal ; whence Ames supposed

that the volume was printed on the continent,

and that Notary was also a Frenchman. His
earliest residence in England was in King-street,

Westminster ; as he states in the colophons to

such of his books as were executed in the end of

the fifteenth, and the first two years of the fol-

lowing century: but, about 1503, he removed to

the parish of St. Clement, and took up his abode

near Temple-bar. The Golden Legend was
" accomplysshed and fynysshed at Tempell barr

the xvi daye of Feuerer the yere of our lorde a
Thousande. ccccc.iij." but the Hours of the Bles-

sed Virgin, which was printed in the same year,

speaks of him as living at "London without

Tempell barre in Saynt Clement parysshe at the

sygne of the thre kyngs."* The Sermones Dis-

cipuli, which appeared in 1510, states that No-
tary's dwelling place was " in the suburbs, com-

* These three kings, which Notary, in the colophons to
his Manipulus Curatorum, and Postilla of 1508 and 1509,
calls •' the three holy kings," formed one of the religious
emblems of his time ; since they were intended to repre-
sent those Eastern Magi who were led by a star to Bethle-
hem, to adore the infant Saviour. They were called
Melchior, who offered to him gold; Balthazar, who offered
to him frankincense; and Jaspar, who offered to him
myrrh. Their bodies were supposed to have been trans-
lated to Cologne, in Germany; whence they were usually
denominated the Three Kings of Cologne ; and Wynkyn
de Worde printed four editions of their history in 1511
and 1630

monly called Tembell-barre," and in the same
passage he is said to be printer and bookseller.

The colophon to the Cronycle of England, 1515,
shews that he had removed his residence and
sign to " powlys chyrche yarde besyde ye west
dore by my lordes palyes;" or as the imprint to

the Lyfe of Saynt Barbara, 1518, more clearly

expresses it, " my lorde of Londons palayse at
the signe of the thre kynges." The time of
Julian Notary's death, is altogether unknown

;

and the catalogue of his labours which follow,

is too imperfect to furnish any very coiTect data
concerning him. His earliest work is dated the
20th of December, 1498, and some of his books
bear the date of this year ; but whether this

period formed the extremes of his typographical
life, will probably now never be known.
He printed in the whole twenty-three books;

amongst which is an edition of the Shepherd's
Calende)', containing the following description

of the months, and which may be amusing to

the poetical reader:

—

n
January.

I make me to be called Janyuere
In my time is great stormes of coldeness
For vnto me no moneth of the yere
May compare if I aduance me doubtlesse
For in my time was, as clerks do expresse,
Circumcysed the Lord omnipotent
And adoured by kynges of the Orient.

February.

I am february the most hardy
In my season the pure mother virginall
Offered her sonne in the temple truly
Making to God a present speciall
Of lesu Christ the kynp;e of kynges all

Betwene the armes of the bishop Symon
To whom pray we to haue his remission.

March.
March am I called in noblesse florishinge

Which amonge monthes am of great noblesse
For in my tyme all the frutes do budde & springe
To the seruyce of man in grete largesse
And leuf is in the tyme of holynesse
That euery man ought to haue repentaunce
Of his sinnes done by longe continuance.

Apryll.

Amonge all monthes, I am lusty Aprill
Freehe and holsome, vnto eche creature
And in my tjrme the dulcet dropes distiU
Called cristail, as poetes put in scripture
Causing all stones the longer to endure
In my time was the resurrection
Of God and man by diuine election. }

Maye.
Of all the monthes in the yere I am kinge

Flourishing in beauty excellently
For in my time, in vertue is all thinge
Fieldes and meades sprede most beauteously
And byrdes singe with right swete harmony
Reioysing loners with hot loue all endewed
With fragrant flowers all about renewed.

lune.

Who of my season taketh right gode hede
Ought not at all my name to adnull
For in my time, for all the commons wede
From shepe is shorne all the flesh & wull
And had in merchaundyse by grete shippes full
Ouer the sea, wherfore we ought to pray
Unto our Lorde and thanke him night & day.

July.

If that my time were praysed all a right
Amonge aU monthes I am one of the chiefs
For I enripe thorow great force and might
Fruites of the earth, to man & beastes reliefe
Feedynge horses, kynes, muttons, & strong biefe
With other properties that I could tell

But I must pass—I may no longer dwell.
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August.

I am named the hote moneth of August
For redolent heate of Phebus brightnes
In my time eche man ought for to haue lust

To labour in haruest, with great busynes
To repe & sheffe, eschewing ydlenes
And ryse early with perfyte dyligence
Thanking our Lorde of his great prouidence.

September.

Who can my name perfitely remember
With the commodities of my season
Ought of right to call me September
Plenteous of goodes by all maner reson
As wheate, rye, otes, beanes, fytches & peason
Of which fruite euery man ought to haue in store
To liue directly, & thanke our Lorde therefore.

October.

Among the other October I hight
Frende unto vinteners naturally

And in my time Bacchus is ready dight
All maner wyne to presse and clarify

Of which is sacred as we see daily

The blessed body of Christ in fleshe and blode
Which is our hope refection and fode.

November.

I Nouember will not abyde behynde
To shewe my kindely worthynesse and vre
For in my time the blastes of the wynde
Abateth leaues and shedeth their verdure
Wherefore euery prudent creature
Ought for to lyue right as they would dye
For all thinge taketh end naturally.

December.

December euery man doth me call

In whose time the mother inuiolate

Diliuered was in an old oxe stall

Of Jesu Christ Gods owne sonne incarnate
Wherefore I think e me the most fortunate
Of all the other, to whom pray we then
That we may come unto his blisse. Amen.

Only two devices were used by Notary, of

which there are a very few variations. The fol-

lowing is a representation of one of them :

—

Herbert's copy of the Scala Perfections, print-

ed by Notary, had " stamped on the covers on
one side the king's arms, crowned, supported by
a dragon and a greyhound; on the other the
rose encompassed by two Latin verses, Hac rosa
virtutis, Src. In tlie upper comers are the city

arms, with the sun on one side and half-moon
on the other. In the centi-e at the bottom are
his mark and initials."

John Barbier, who is stated bv La Caille,
in his Ilistoire de VIinprimerie et de la Librairie,
to have been a printer of considerable skill, and,
besides being in partnership with Julian Notary,
was much employed by the most eminent typo-
graphers of his day. How long he remainecl to

exercise the profession, or when he died, does
not appear.

1521. The earliest collection of Christmas
Carols supposed to have been published, is only

known from the last leaf of a volume printed by
Wynkyn de Worde, in this year. Christmasse

carolles newely enprented at London, in thejiete-

strete at the sygne of the Sonne by Wynkyn de

Worde. The yere ofour lorde, m.d.xxi. Quarto.

This precious scrap was picked up by Tom
Heame. Dr. Rawlinson, who purchased it at his

decease, in a volume of tracts, bequeathed it

to the Bodleian library. There are two carols

upon it : one, " a caroll of huntynge," is re-

printed in the last edition of Juliana Bemers*
Boke of St. Alban's ; the other, " a caroll,

bringing in the bore's head," is in Mr. Dibdin's

Ames, with a copy of it as it is now sung in

Queen's college, Oxford, every Christmas-day,
" to the common chaunt of the prose version of

the Psalms in cathedrals." Dr. Bliss, of Oxford,

also printed on a sheet for private distribution, a
few copies of this and Antony Wood's version of

it, with notices concerning the custom, from the

handwritings ofWood and Dr. Rawlinson, in the

Bodleian library. Ritson, in his ill-tempered

Observations on Warton^s History of English
Poetry, has a Christmas carol upon bringing up
the boar's head, from an ancient manuscript in

his possession, wholly different from Dr. Bliss's.

The Bibliographical Miscellanies, contains seven

carols, from a collection in one volume in the

possession of Dr. Cotton, of Christ-church

college, Oxford, " inprynted at London, in the

Powltiy, by Richard Kele, dwellyng at the longe

shop vnder saynt Myldred's Chyrche," probably
" between 1546 and 1552." There are carols

among the Godly and Spiritual Songs and Ba-
lates, in " Scotish Poems of the sixteenth cen-

tury ;" and one by Dunbar, from the Bannatyne
manuscript in Ancient Scottish Poems. Others

are in Mr. Ellis's edition of Brand's Popular An-
tiquities, with several useful notices. Warton's
History of English Poetry contains much con-

cerning old carols. Mr. Douce, in his Illus-

trations of Shakspeare, gives a specimen of the

carol sung by the shepherds on the' birth of
Christ in one of the Coventry plays.

The custom of singing carols at Christmas
prevails in Ireland to the present time.* In
Scotland, where no church feasts have been kept

since the days of John Knox, the custom is un-
known. In Wales it is still preserved to a greater

extent, perhaps, than in England ; at a former

period, the Welsh had carols adapted to most of
the ecclesiastical festivals, and the four seasons

of the year, but at this time they are limited to

that of Christmas.

* Mr. Southey, describing the fight upon the Plain of
Patay, tells of one who fell, as having

In his lord's castle dwelt, for many a year,

A well-beloved servant : he could sing
Carols for Shrove-tide, or for Candlemas,
Songs for the Wassel, and when the Boar's head
Crown'd with gay garlands, and with rosemary,
Smok'd on the Christmas board.—Jonn of Arc.

h
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The following verse of a carol for Christmas,

is literally translated from a Welsh hook en-

titled Lffyr Carolan, or the Book of Carols. The
poem was written hy Hugh Morris, a celebrated

song-writer during the commonwealth, and until

the early part of the reign of William III.

To a saint let us not pray, to a pope let us not kneel j

On Jesu let us depend, and let us discreetly watch
To preserve our souls from Satan with his snares

;

Let us not in a morning invoke any one else.

The following extract is from a carol, called

Dives and Lazarus :
—

As it fell out, upon a day,
Rich Dives sicken'd and died,

There came two serpents out of hell.

His soul therein to guide.

Rise up, rise up, brother Dives,
And come along with me,

For you've a place provided in hell.

To sit upon a serpent's knee.*

On the continent the custom of carolling at

Christmas is almost universal. During the last

days of Advent, Calabrian minstrels enter Rome,
and are to be seen in every street saluting the

shrines of the Virgin mother with their wild
music, under the traditional notion of charaiing

her labour-pains on the approaching Christmas.f
Lady Morgan observed them frequently stopping

at the shop of a carpenter. In reply to questions

concerning this, the workmen who stood at the

door said, that it was done out of respect to St.

Joseph.

Gilbert Davies, Esq. published eight ancient

Christmas carols, with the tunes to which they
were formerly sung in the West of England.
This is a laudable and successful effort to rescue
from oblivion some carol melodies, which in a
few years will be no more heard. Mr. Davis
says, that on Christmas-day these carols took the
place of psalms in all the churches, especially at

afternoon service, the whole congregation join-

ing : and at the end it was usual for the parish
clerk, to declare in a loud voice, his wishes for a
merry Christmas and a happy new year.

To Christians, Christmas-day is truly interest-

ing. On it we celebrate the birth of Christ, the
Messiah, sent by God to fulfil the promise that

had been announced by the prophets, that man
should be redeemed from the penalty of death
for his transgressions ; and that light and life

should be made manifest by the gospel. The
strict observance of this day was enjoined by the
Catholic church about the year 500 ; and, with
just reason, it continues to be kept holy by all

denominations of Christians, however they may

* The idea of sitting on the knee was, perhaps, conveyed
to the poet's mind by old wood cut representations of Laza-
rus seated in Abraham's lap. More anciently, Abraham
was frequently drawn holding him up by the sides, to be
seen by Dives in hell. In a work entitled Postilla Guillermi,
4to. Basil, 1191, they are so represented, with the addition
of a devil blowing the fire under Dives with a pair of
bellows.

t In several parts of England a number of musicians,
known by the name of waits, go about by night some
time before Christmas; and never fail to visit the inhabi-
tants for Christmas-boxes.

differ in other matters of faith. The name of

the day is deriveft from Christi Missi or the

Mass of Christ ; and is of Roman origin. But
while we keep this day in solemn remembrance
of our great spiritual delivery, we are not bound
to fall in with the superstitions that ignorance
has attached to its institution. At the birth of
Christ there were some singular coincidences:

the Temple of Janus was shut, peace being esta-

blished all over the world ;* the Oracle of Del-

phosf ceased to speak, and was consulted no
more. At this time Augustus Caesar was em-
peror of the Romans, and Judaea was committed
to the government of Herod.
The pastimes and recreations indulged in at

this festive season are strikingly like those of the

ancient Saturnalia. The custom of ornamenting
our churches and houses with sprigs of evergreen

plants is as old as the Anglo-Saxons, they having
a great veneration for such embellishments, par-

ticularly the misletoe, of which a like regard

seems to continue at the present day. It has
been supposed that when Alfred expelled the bar-

barous Danes, the churches which they had pol-

luted being recovered and purified, green boughs
were stuck up in those temples as symbols of

consecration and purity ; as well as to show the

everlasting continuance of the Christian religion,

and its never-fading virtues. The rude gambols
and mimicry of old times begin to wear away,
and are now principally confined to the lower

ranks of society. They are, however, still con-

tinued in the northern counties. Some feasting

and liberality yet continues jimong the more
opulent, and, in the words of Thomson,

" The smoking sirloin stretched immense
From side to side, in which with desperate knife
They deep incision make, and talk the while
Of England's glory ne'er to be defaced.
Nor wanting be the brown October drawn
Mature and perfect from his dark retreat
Of thirty years."

Henry VII., in the third year of his reign,

kept his Christmas at Greenwich : on the twelfth

night, after high mass, the king went to the hall

and kept his estate at the table ; in the middle
sat the dean, and those of the king's chapel, who,
immediately after the king's first course, sang a
carall. Grainger innocently observes, that they

that fill the highest and lowest classes of human
life, seem, in many respects, to be more nearly

allied than even themselves imagine. A skilful

anatomist would find little or no difference in

dissecting the body of a king, and that of the

meanest of his subjects; and a judicious philo-

sopher would discover a surprising conformity in

discussing the nature and qualities of their

mind.

* The Temple of Janus was shut in times of peace. He
is represented with two faces ; the one looking backward,
the other forward. He is fabled to have taught the
Italians to plant vines, &c. He is by some considered
to have been Noah.

t The Oracle of Apollo was consulted by the Greeks in

all matters of importance. It stood on Mount Parnassus,
near the city of DeJphos, which they fancied to be the
middle of the world.
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To give some idea of the merriments of our

ancestors, we present the following extract from

original autographs in the British museum :

—

" Cardinal Wolsey, who was prime minister

to Henry VIII. in 1525, established a household

for the princess Mary, she being then the princess

royal ; and he also appointed the various officers

and servants of her establishment. The follow-

ing document is a copy of one presented to

Wolsey, for instructions how to proceed at the

succeeding Christmas :

—

" Please it youre Grace, for the great repaire

of straungers, supposed unto the Pryncesse,

honourable householde, this solempne fest of

Christmas.
" We humbly beseeche the same to let us

know youre gracious pleasure concemyng as well

a ship of silver for the almes disshe requysyte for

her high estate and spice plats, as also for trum-
petts, and a rebek to be sent, and whether we
shall appoynt any Lord of Mysrule for the said

honourable householde, provide for interluds,

disgysyngs, or pleyes in the sed fest, or for banket
or twelf nyght. And in likewise whether the

Princess shall sende any newe yeres gifts to the

Kinge, the Queue, your Grace, and the Frensshe
Queue, & of the value and devise of the same.
Besechyng your Grace also to pardon our busy
and importunate suts to the same in such behalfe

made. Thus our right syngler good Lord, we
pray the holy Trynyte have you in his holy pre-

servacion. At Teoxbury the xxvij day of No-
vember, Youre humble Orators.

To the most reverant father in God the Lord
Cardinall, his good Grace.

John Exon, Jeiler Grevile, Peter Bumell,
J. Salter, G. Bromley, Thomas Audeley."

Doubtless, his grace the cardinal allowed the
recreations prayed for, and this specimen may
serve for a mirror of that age, as it respects

these revels and pastimes then practised.

1521. To counteract the inclination of his

subjects to heretical sentiments, Henry VIII.
entered the list against Martin Luther, by writ-

ing and publishing a book, De Septem Sacra-
mentis, " Of the Seven Sacraments ;" for writing
this book, pope Leo X., on the lltli of October
of this year, bestowed upon the royal controver-

sialist, the title of Defender of the Faith* But
neither the lustre of Henry's crown, nor the ac-

clamations of the admirers of the royal perfonn-
ance, intimidated the intrepid German, who re-

plied to the treatise in terms of unbecoming
severity, followed by a letter, acknowledging
the virulence of the terms employed. Luther's
reply was succeeded by epistolary answers from
the king, whose zeal had been inflamed by the
honours he had received from the papal head of
the church. These epistolary replies, originally
written in Latin, were afterwards translated, and
printed by Richard Pynson, his Majesty's prin-

* The seal of the bull of pope Clement VII. who succeed •

ed Leo X. conflrming the title of Defender of the Faith, to
Henry VIII. is of solid gold and preserved ni the chapter
house, Westminster.

ter.—The king's answer begins thus: "Your
lettrers wrytten the fyrst day of Septembre, we
haue receyued the xx. day of March:" &c.
The time of receiving Luther's letter is not men-
tioned in the Latin editions.

In the king's letter we have this remarkable

assertion, " And although ye fayne your self to

thynke my boke nat myne owne, but to my re-

buke (as it lyketh you to affynne) put out by
subtell sophisters : yet it is well knowen for myn,
and J for myne auowe it

:

" &c.
1521. Here enstieth a goostely Treatyse of the

Passyon of our Lorde Jesu Chryst, with many
deuout Contemplacyons Examples and Extencions

of the same. JSnprinted at London in Fletestrete

at the sygne of the Sonne by Wynkyn de Worde
the vi. Daye of Octobre. The yere of oure Lorde
m.ccccc.xxi. Quarto.

Title over a large cut of the crucifixion, and
on the reverse is the following poetical pro-

logue :

—

THE PROLOGUE OF ROBERT COPLANDE.

The godly vse of prudent wytted men
Cannot absteyne theyr auncyent exercyse:
Recorde of late how besily with his pen
The translator of the sayd treatyse
Hath him indeured, in most goodly wise
Bokes to translate, in volumes large and fayre
From Frenche in prose, of goostly examplayre.

As is theftoure of Goddes commaundementes,
A treatyse also called Lucydary,
With two other of the seuen sacramentes,
One of cristen men the ordinary^
The seconde the craft to lyue well and to dye.
With dyuers other to mannes lyfe profytable,
A vertuose vse and ryght commendable.

And now this Boke of Christes Passyon
The which before, in Language was to rude
Seyug the matter to be of grete Compassyon
Hath besyed hym that Vyce for to exclude
In Englysshe clere, with gprete Solycitude
Out of Frensshe at Wynkyn de Wordes Instaonce
Dayly descryng of Vertues the Fortheraunce.

The translator of the above work was Andrew
Chertsey, gentleman, the laborious assistant of
Wynkyn de Worde and Robert Copland.

1521. On the authority of Maurice Johnson,
Esq. Ames mentions a John Butler, or Boteler,

who was a judge of the common pleas and a
printer ; but of whose press the only relic that

remains is Paruulorum institutio ex Stanbrigiana
collectione. Quarto. It consists oftwo sheets, and
at the end is Imprinted at London in Fletestrete

at the sygne of saynt John the euangelyst by me
John Butler. It was most probably tliat from
Butler, Robert Wyer first adopted his sign or

device, and he possibly might have been his

typographical instructor.

1521. The earliest edition of the New Testa-

ment printed in Sweden, is of this date, in folio,

and executed at Stockholm.* In 1703, a splen-

did edition of the Swedish Bible was printed at

the same place, by H. Keyser, in the praises of
which Aluander is warm and eloquent.

—

At

* In the royal library of Stockholm is preserved, as an
interesting relic of the days of the Reformation, a copy of
the Vulgate Bible, which was used by Maitin Luther ; it is

a folio edition, printed at Lyons in 1521, and its margins
and every void space are wholly covered with annotations
in the hand-writing of that reformer.
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Stockholm, also, was published in 1548, the first

edition of the New Testament in the Finnish

tongue, in 4to. In 1551 the Psalms^ with other

books of the Old Testament were published;

but an entire Finnish Bible was not printed

until 1642.

We have already noticed that Stockholm was
the first place throughout all Sweden into which
the art of printing found its way; John Snell

having here executed a work, entitled Dialogus

Creaturarum Moralizattis, so early as 1483,

which is considered to be the first book printed

within that kingdom. A copy of it may be seen

in the university library of Upsal. Of John
Snell, who probably was a German, nothing

further appears. He was succeeded at Upsal
by John Fabri, whose death occurs in the year
1496. Panzer enumerates five books printed in

this city during the fifteenth century. In the

year 1594, the office of typographer-royal was
instituted, with certain privileges and a fixed

salary from the government, the printing-mate-

rials also being furnished by the king. The
first printer who held this post was Anundus
Olai. In the year 1700, the Academy of Anti-

quities, which had been established at Stock-

holm by Charles XI., appointed a typographer
of its own, who, as well as the king's, was
honoured with particular privileges and immu-
nities. The liberal policy of queen Christina

introduced to this city one of the family of Jan-
sons of Amsterdam as a printer, to whom she
allowed an annual pension, and granted several

privileges, amongst which was the valuable one,

of importing all his paper duty-free. At Stock-
holm the first Runic types were used, in a Runic
and Sivedish Alphabetarium^ 8vo, 1611; they
were cast at the expense of the king, and were
afterwards purchased by the university : a new
and more correct fount was cast at Lubec in

1702, by desire of the learned Peringskiold.

Russian types were first used in Sweden, at

Stockholm, by order of Gustavus Adolphus, in

order to the conversion to Christianity and in-

struction of those of his subjects, who, living on
the confines of Muscovy, were addicted to the

superstitions of that nation. Peter von Seelen
was appointed over this Russian press in the

year 1625.

—

Dr, Cotton.

1521, Dec. 1, Died pope Leo X. The cele-

brity of this pontiff, and the intimate connection
of his pontificate with the reformation by Lu-
ther, may justify us in detailing at some length,

the more prominent traits of his life and charac-
ter.—John, or Giovanni de Medici, was a native
of Florence, the second son of Lorenzo, styled

the Magnificent^ and grandson of Cosmo the

Great. From his infancy he w as destined to the

church, and received an education suited to the
high rank and ambitious views of his father,

which produced a correspondent gravity of de-
portment at so very early an age, that his bio-
grapher says, " he seems never to have been a
child."

At seven years of age he was admitted into

holy orders, and about a year afterwards, was

appointed abbot of Fonte Dolce, by Louis XI.
of France, who also conferred upon him the
abbacy of the rich monastery of Pasignans. Yet
we are assured that at this early period he " was
not more distinguished from his youthful asso-
ciates, by the high promotions which he enjoyed,
than he was by his attention to his studies, his
strict performance of the duties enjoined him,
and his inviolable regard to truth." He, how-
ever, bore "his blushing honours thick upon
him, " for when he was only thirteen years of
age, he received the dignity of a cardinal, from
pope Innocent VIII. ; and pope Julius 11. em-
ployed him as legate. On the 11th of March,
1513, being then only thirty-seven years old, he
was elected supreme head of the church, on the
decease of Julius, and assumed the name of
Leo X. His election to the pontifical chair
proved favourable to the general interests of lite-

rature, but increased the licentiousness of the
papal court, and spread a baneful influence over
the whole of the Romish hierarchy.

The commencement of his pontificate seemed
to realize the high expectations which had been
fonned of it, particularly by a general amnesty
published at Florence, his native city, respecting
those who had been the occasion of the violent
civil commotions which had taken place in it

:

and by the recall of the banished citiz(ms to
their country. With considerable address and
perseverance, he surmounted the difficulties

which had prevented the enjoyment of peace
between Italy and France ; and composed the
troubles which the ambition of the surrounding
sovereigns, or the misconduct of his predecessors,
had occasioned. Unhappily, however, the hopes
that were entertained respecting him, and the
excellency of his pontifical government, were
never realized ; his ambitious projects being ac-
complished, by his advancement to the tiara, he
became indolent and voluptuous; his assumed
gravity gave way to the lowest buffoonery ; his

munificence degenerated into prodigality; and
his attachment to tmth was lost in the insince-

rity of his political engagements : even in his

literary pursuits, profane was generally preferred

to sacred literature ; and his disposal of ecclesi-

astical dignities was frequently regulated by the
aid afforded to his pleasures. " It seems to have
been his intention," says one of his biographers,
" to pass his time cheerfully, and to secure him-
self against trouble and anxiety by all the means
in his power. He therefore sought all opportu-
nities of pleasure and hilarity, and indulged his

leisure in amusement, jests, and singing."

An elegant writer* thus characterizes the court
of Leo :

" While Leo, with equal splendour and
profusion, supported the character of a sovereign
prince, he was too prone to forget the gravity of
the pontiff". He delighted in exposing to public
ridicule, those characteristic infirmities of some
of his courtiers, which his own penetration easily

discovered.—But these were venial aberrations

* Gresswell's Memoirs of Angelas Politianus, &c. Man-
chester, 1801, 8vo. See also, Roscoe's Life of Leo X, and
Life of Lorenzo de Medici.
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from decorum, in comparison with those excesses

which Leo's example sanctioned, or at which his

indifference connived. The few who, amidst

this more than syren fascination, still retained

any sense of decency, were constrained to blush

on beholding ecclesiastics mingling, without re-

serve, in every species of pleasurable dissipation.

The younger cardinals especially, many of whom
were junior branches of royal or illustrious

houses, exulted in the free participation of in-

dulgences, to which the most sacred characters

were no restraint.

On the first day of August in every year, Leo
was accustomed to invite such of the cardinals

as were among his more intimate friends, to

play at cards with him, when he distributed

pieces of gold to the crowd of spectators who
were pennitted to be present at this entertain-

ment. He was also a thorough proficient in the

game of chess, though he is said to have always

reproved the playing with dice.

Other gratifications in which Leo indulged

were of the lowest and most disgusting nature

;

such as his entertaining in his palace, a mendi-

cant friar, called Father Martin, whose chief

merit consisted in eating forty eggs, or twenty

capons, at a meal, and such like feats of vora-

cious gluttony; and the pleasure he derived

from deceiving his guests by preparing dishes of

crows and apes, and similar animals, and seeing

the avidity with which the high seasoned food

was devoured. Yet brutish as were these sources

of diversion, they have found an apologist in a
celebrated writer, who regards them when asso-

ciated with Leo's literary pleasures, as serving
" to mark that diversity and range of intellect

which distinguished not only Leo X., but also

other individuals of this extraordinary family !

"

It must, however, be acknowledged, that his

own meals were generally of the most frugal

nature.

The profuse expenditure of Leo involved him
in embarrassments, which led to the adoption of

expedients, to supply the deficiency of his in-

come, which for a while effected their purpose,

but in the end became the means of limiting the

pontifical authority, and of producing an eccle-

siastical revolution, infinitely serviceable to the

interests of religion and truth. Among the

schemes which he adopted, to drain the wealth

of the credulous multitude, was the open sale of

dispensations and indulgences for the most enor-

mous and disgraceful crimes, under pretence of

aiding the completion of the magnificent and
expensive church of St. Peter, at Rome. In
Germany, the right of promulgating these in-

dulgences was granted to Albert, elector of Metz
and archbishop of Magdeburg, who employed a
Dominican friar named Tetzel, as his chief

agent for retailing them in Saxony; who, exe-
cuting his commission with the most shameless
effrontery, roused the indignation of Luther
against such flagrant abuses of the papal autho-
rity, and created such a feeling against the infa-

mous measure, as terminated in the Reformation.
The most illustrious trait in the character of

Leo, was his munificent patronage of learning

and the fine arts. He was himself well versed

in the Latin language, and possessed a compe-
tent knowledge of the Greek, accompanied with
singular proficiency in polite literature, and ex-
tensive acquaintance with history in general. In
the attention paid by him to the collecting and
preserving of ancient manuscripts and other me-
morials of learning, he emulated the example of

his father, and by his perseverance and liberality

at length succeeded in restoring to its former

splendour the celebrated Laurentian library,

which had been commeaced by Cosmo de Me-
dici, but had been afterwards dispersed by the

troops of Charles VIII. of France, on the ex-

pulsion of the haughty Piero de Medici from
Florence.

His indifference to religion and religious du-
ties, is farther confirmed by his conduct respect-

ing the discourses delivered in his presence.
" In the year 1514, he ordered his master of the

palace, on pain of excommunication, to see that

the sermon delivered before him did not exceed
half an hour ; and in the month of November,
1517, being wearied with a long discourse, he
desired his master of the ceremonies to remind
the master of the palace, that the council of the
Lateran had decided, that a sermon should not
exceed a quarter of an hour at most. In conse-

quence of which remonstrances there was no
sermon on the first day of the year 1518; the

master of the palace being fearful that the
preacher would exceed the prescribed limits.

It has been suspected that Leo was poisoned

;

but it is more probable that he died from a
fever, brought on by excess of joy, at the unex-
pected success of the papal armies against
France.

1522. The first treatise on arithmetic, pub-
lished in this country, was printed by Pinson,
entitled De Arte Supputandi, 4to. It was written

by Cuthbert Tonstal, bishop of London, one of
the best mathematicians, as well as general
scholars of his age. It is dedicated by bishop
Tonstall to sir Thomas More.

1522. Hore Beate Marie Virginis ad usum
ecclesie Sarum, SfC. Tmpresse Londonii per me
winandum de words commorantem in vice nuncu-
pato de Fletestrete ad signwm solis. m.cccccxxij.

Duodecimo.
In the productions of early printing may be

distinguished the various splendid editions of
Missals, Primers, and Prayer Books. Some of
them we have attempted to describe ; but all

description must indeed fall short of these early

specimens of the skill displayed by the printer,

engraver, illuminator, and binder. They were
embellished with cuts, in a most elegant taste

;

many of them, however, were ludicrous, and often

obscene. In one of them an angel is represented

crowning the Virgin Mary, and God the Father
himself at the ceremony. Sometimes St. An-
thony appears attacked by devils. The Prymer
of Salisbury, is full of cuts, and the present is

the third edition, by Wynkyn de Worde, which
is arranged in the following order :—The calen-

i
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dar, on the last leaf of which is a cut of the

genealogy of Christ. Then a series of prayers

in Latin, with " These prayers folowyng ought

for to be sayd or ye departe out of your chambre

at your vprysyng." After them—" Hie incipiunt

hore beate marie secundum vsum Sarum. Adi-

matutinas ; " with the engraving of the genea-

logy already mentioned, and many other small

cuts are indented in the different prayers. After

them are the Catholic prayers for the Passion of

Christ, to the Holy Ghost, the seven Penitential

Psalms, the Vigil Mortuorum, the Commenda-
tiones Animarum, the Psalms of the Passion, a

Prayer for the blessed King Henry (VI.), and

an anthem and collect, for the repetition of

which forty days of indulgence and thirteen

lents are granted. All the foregoing are deco-

rated with the pictures usually attached to them

in Catholic missals. At the end of the whole is

a table, and the volume contains one hundred

and fifty leaves, exclusive of the calendar.

The work is printed in red and black ink with

the printer's name in red; beneath which are

the following verses :

—

God be in my heed
And in myn understanding;
Grod be in myn eyen
And in my lokynge
God be in my mouth
And in my spekynge
GrOd be in my herte
And in my thynkynge
God be at myn ende,
And my departynege.

Cocke Lorells Bote. Inprynted at London in

the Fletestrete at the Sygne of the sonne by Wyn~
kyn de Worde. Quarto. Without date.

Of the present exceedingly curious work, there

is probably but one copy extant, which is im-

perfect, and which is preserved in the Garrick

collection in the British Museum. It consists

of nine leaves of text, and one other, the recto of

which is blank, but which contains the large

tripartite device of Wynkyn de Worde upon the

reverse. It is printed in black letter, and in a

full page are thirty lines, with the words " Cocke
Lorell," and the signature. There are neither

pages nor catch-words, but the signatures extend

to c. iij, on the reverse of which the volume
concludes. The work is decorated with five

rude and not very appropriate wood-cuts, exclu-

sive of the printer's device, but one of these is

repeated.

The fragment of the present work commences
on sign, b i, with an examination of the candi-

dates for the Boat, and contains the latter part

of the scold, who is appointed to the office of
" Launder." Then follow a carrier, cobler, shoe-

maker, butcher, masser scourer, cannell raker,

two false towlers, a myller, and a pardoner. The
latter rehearses the immunities of knaves and
fools, after which the crowd occasioned by the

number of those of difi'erent trades who rush to

the boat, concludes the ceremony. The enume-
ration of these trades is very singular, and they

are of the following character : Grote-clyppers,

Fletchers, Boke-prynters, Waferers, Owchers,

Players, Forborers, Purse- cutters, Webbers, Lo-
rymers, Brydel-bytters, Golde-washers, Parys-

plasterers, Orgyn-makers, Carde-makers, Boke-
bynders, Lanterners, Katch-pollys, Mole-sekers,

Ratte-takers, Canel-rakers, Muskel-takers, Mo-
ney-baterers, Ketchen-knaues, Whery-rowers,
Smoggy-colyers, &c.

A part of the voyage is thus described

—

They sayled Englande thorowe and thorowe
Vyllage towne cyte and borowe
They blessyd theyr shyppe whan they had done
And dranke about saynt Julyans tome.
ITian euery man pulled at his ore
With that I coude se them no more
But as they rowed vp the hyll
The boteswayne blewe his whystell full shryll

And I wente homewarde.

As the author returns, he meets a company of

religious persons who are disappointed of this

passage with Cock Lorel, and whom he advises

to sail with him the next year. The book con-

cludes, as is usual with many of the same date,

with a prayer for the eternal happiness of all

who read it. " Here endeth Cocke Lorelles

bote. Inprynted &c." as above. Of this very

valuable and curious fragment, a limited reprint

was brought out from the Shakspeare press, by
the Rev. Henry Drury of Harrow, for his biblio-

graphical gift to the Roxburghe club, at their

annual meeting on June 17th, 1817. Three
copies of this edition were on vellum, and fac-

similes of the engravings were made by Mr.
Ackermann's lithography. Cock Lorell, whose
boat is thus described, was a most licentious

and notorious knave, who was chief of the Lon-
don rogues till 1533, in the reign of Henry VIII.
He professed to be a tinker, and under that garb

committed his depredations. The poem itself

states, that in the vessel was a third part of Eng-
land, and the point of the satire probably con-

sists in the entire amalgamation of all profes-

sions and callings in the band of this predatory

villain. Mr. Beloe, in hi& Anecdotes of Litera-

ture and Scarce Books, gives another extract

from this volume and the above account of the

subject of it.

1522. The famous Complutensian Polyglott,

published under the auspices of Cardinal Xi-
menes,* archbishop of Toledo, in Spain, who

* Cardinal Ximenes, the munificent patron of the Poly-

glot of Complutum, or Alcala, and founder of a college

there, was the most celebrated statesman of his day. He
was bom at Torrelagima, an obscure town in Spain, in

1437, and received the first rudiments of his education at

Alcala. He afterwards studied the civil and canon law at

Salamanca, and in 1483 became a member of the order of

St. Francis, at Toledo. In 1492 queen Isabella chose him
for her confessor : in 1506 he was appointed regent of the
kingdom of Castile : and in 1507 Pope Jiilius II. created him
a cardinal of Spain, and inquisitor- general. Having exer-

cised the high office of regent for about twenty months,
he died, after a short and violent illness, on Sunday, No-
vember 8, 1517, intheSlst year of his age.—The manu-
scripts used in the above Polyglott were all deposited in

the university library of Alcala. Professor Moldenhawer,
a German, went to Alcala in 1784, in order to inspect these

manuscripts; but he discovered that a very illiterate

librarian, about 1749, who wanted room for some new
books, sold all the ancient vellum manuscripts to a maker
of fire works, as materials for making rockets. Among:
tiiese manuscripts were seven Hebrew ones.
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spared no expense, either in procuring: manu-
scripts, or in recompensing the editors for their

trouble. The work was commenced in 1502,

and for fifteen years was continued without

interruption ; it is equally astonishing, that nei-

ther the long and tedious application wearied

the constancy of the learned editors, nor the

oppressive cares which devolved on Ximenes,
relaxed either his zeal, or affection for this un-

dertaking. The whole charge of the work, in-

cluding the pensions of the editors, the wages of

the transcribers, the price of books, the expense

of journeys, and the cost of the impression,

amounted, according to the calculations that

were made, to more than fifty thousand crowns

of gold. Arnao Guillen de Brocar was the

printer of this stupendous work.* Pope Leo X.
favoured Ximenes with manuscripts from the

Vatican library, frequently praised his magnifi-

cence and generosity, and even consulted him in

the most important occurrences of his pontifi-

cate. The cardinal died soon after the work
was finished ; and doubts being started by the

church of Rome, whether it was proper to bring

it into general circulation, it did not receive the

permission of Leo X. for its publication until

the 22d of March, 1520; and the copies were
not distributed to the world at large before 1522.

1522. Trials for witchcraft arose from the

bullsf of three popes; Alexander VI. 1494;
Julius II. 1521 ; Julius III. 1522.^

* A small number, (it is thought not more than four,)
were printed on vellum. One of these is said to be in the
Vatican library; another in the Escurial ; and a third was
lately purchased at the sale of the Mac-Carthy library, by
Mr. G. Hibbert, for sS6m. The rest of the copies, of which
only six hundred were printed, were upon paper. The
price affixed to the work, by the bishop of Avila, by order
of the pope, was two golden ducats and a half; or about
forty livres of French money ; a considerable sum at that

5 period.

t Pope's bulls are written on parchment, with a seal of
gold, silver, wax, or lead, called a bull. On one side are
the heads of Peter and Paul, and on the other, the name
and year of the pope. In the formula, the pope is called

f " Servant of the servants of God .

"

t The foUowinp^ facts will shew a terrible and disgrace-
ful exhibition of delusion and cruelty ; and to what extent
ignorance and superstition held the credulous in fear :

—

Five hundred witches were burnt in Geneva, in 1515.—One
thousand, in the diocese of Corao, in a year ; and one
hundred per annum for years. Nine hundred in Lorraine,
between 1580 and 1595. An incredible number in France,
about 1520. One sorceror confessed that he had twelve
hundred associates !—One hundred and fifty- seven were
burnt at Wurtzburgh only, between 1 627 and 1629, old and
young, clerical, learned, and ignorant At Lindheim,
thirty were burnt in four years, out of a population of six
hundred. In 1749, Maria Renata was burnt at Wurtz-
burgh ; and, in two centuries, fifteen thousand seven hun-
dred were burnt in that city ; and, throughout Germany,
one hundred thousand altogether.—Three thousand were
executed in England, under the Long Parliament. Sir

j
Matthew Hales burnt two in 1664; and, in 1716, Mrs.

i Hicks, and her daughter, aged 9, were hanged at Hunt-

I

ingdon. Statutes against this supposed crime were passed
1 by Henry VIII., 1541; Elizabeth, 1562; and James L—In

Hale's trial at Bury St. Edmund's, Dr. Browne, the author
of the book on Vulgar Errors, was a witness in support

j

of the prosecution.—Harrington estimates the judicial
! murders for witchcraft in England, in 200 years, at thirty

thousand.—In Scotland, tliousands were burnt in about
100 years; and the last in 1722, at Dornoch ; and, annmg
the victims were persons of the liighest rank, while all or-
tltirs in the state concurred. James I. even caused a whole
fissizc to be prosecuted for an acquittal.—-Northampton-
shire preserved the superstition about witchcraft later than

h

1522. The edict of Nuremberg was issued

at the diet held in that city, by the pope's legale,

in this year, by which, among other things, it was
decreed, " That printers should print no new
things for the future ; and that some holy and
learned men, appointed for the purpose by the

magisti-ates, within their several jurisdictions,

should peruse and examine what came from the

press, and that what they disapproved should not

be sold." The edict being variously interpreted,

Luther wrote to the princes who had sanctioned

the diet, acquainting them that he had reverently

and with pleasure read it, and also proposed it

to the church of Wittemberg ; but that since

some persons of the highest quality refused to

obey it, and put various constructions upon it,

he thought it prudent to declare his judgment
respecting its meaning, which he hoped would
be consonant to their own. After this introduc-

tion, he stated the articles of the edict, and pro-

posed his opinions as to the sense of them, and,

in particular, respecting the decree before men-
tioned, observed, " That whereas they had de-

creed, that no more books should be published,

unless they were first approved and licensed by
learned men chosen for that purpose, he was not,

indeed, against it ; but, however, that he under-

stood it so as not at all to be extended to the

books of the Holy Scripture ; for that the pub-
lishing of those could not be prohibited."

Whilst the more learned adversaries of Luther

were thus zealously engaged in their literary

endeavours to check the progress, and discount-

enance the perusal, of Luther's translation, the

powerful aid of civil authority was called in to

assist the design. The Duke George of Saxony
persecuted, with unrelenting severity, the clergy

of his district who were inclined to Lutheranisni;

recalled the students from the schools and uni.

any other county. Two pretended witches were executed
at Northampton, in 1705, while the Spectator w&s in couree
of publication in London, and five others seven years after-

wards. —Nine women of Husbands Bosworth were exe-
cuted by the sapient magistrates of Leicester, in July,
1616, owing to a boy of the place having fits. In 1645, the
rev. Mr. Lawes, of great age, a cooper, and sixteen wo-
men, were executed at one time, at Bury St. Edmund's.—
The Scotch Solomon, James, called witchcraft high-trea-
son against God, and, therefore, he prohibited the usual
rules of evidence.—The last burning in Scotland was in

Sutherland, in 1722; the wretch who acted as judge was
captain David Ross, of Little Dean.—Only in lS2l the laws
against witches in Ireland were repealed ; and, at Glarus,

a servant girl was burnt so late as 1786 !—In New Eng-
land, in 1692, above four hundred were accused, and nine-

teen put to death ; one refusing to plead, was pressed to

death.—So late as 1750, a Frenchman drew a large audi-

ence, among whom was the royal commander at Cullodcn
and Fontenay, to see him get into a quart-bottle. The
bottle stood on the stage, but the Frenchman, taking the
money, disappeared.—Superstition had its origin in savage
tribes and nations, in their ignorance of the causes of na-
tural phenomena. Benefits were ascribed to a good spirit,

and evUs to a bad one. This primary idea was enlarged
and diversified by dreaming during imperfect sleep, (or

thinking while the volition was torpid,) and by illusions of
the senses, which led to belief in ghosts, signs, omens, &c.
These causes were augmented by enthusiasts, and played
upon by cunning impostors. Hence, there are supersti-

tions in proportion to ignorance, and the passions are sub-
dued by appeals to them. Most priests profess, too, to be
in communion with the good genius, and to be able to
suddue the evil one. And then chiefs of tribes use the
priests to assist" in governing the people by their fears.

2 H
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versities where the doctrines of Luther were sup-
posed to prevail ; and, with a view to destroy

Luther's version oftheNew Testament, purchased
as many copies of it as he could collect, and
severely punished such of his subjects as refused

to deliver them up.

1522. John Siberch, the person who intro-

duced the art of printing into Cambridge, is

supposed to have been bom at Lyons, in Fmnce,
where he learned the profession, and came to this

country, like many other foreign typographers,

to better his fortune. He styled himself the

first Greek printer in England; yet, though
there are some Greek letters in his books, there

is not one that is wholly in that character ; and
the types he used in his first work very much
resembled Caxton's largest. Notwithstanding a
favourable licence* for the encouragement of

the press, no books appear to have been printed

at Cambridge after this year, to the year 1584,
the space of sixty-two years. Siberch used this

device on the books he printed at Cambridge.

1523. Printing was introduced into the city

of Amsterdam about this period ; and the many
splendid editions of classical works which we
possess from its presses, are evidences of the
perfection to which the art has there been car-

ried. William Janson Bleau, one of its emi-
nent printers at the early part of the seventeenth
century, (a notice of whom will be given at that
period,) and who is well known by several

beautifully executed volumes of diminutive size,

enjoys the additional reputation of having intro-

duced very considerable improvements into the
structure of the printing-presses in use in his

day. The first edition of Luther's New Testa-

ment, translated into Dutch, is given by Panzer
as the earliest specimen of printing from this

place. It is observed by Bachmeister that Rus-
sian types were used at Amsterdam in the year
1699.—Santander, in the supplement to his Dic-
tionnaire Bibliographique, adduces something
like proof that typography was exercised at Am-
sterdam during the fifteenth century, a circum-
stance not generally noticed. He had in his

possession a small 8vo. volume, called Tractatus

fratris Dionysii de conversione peccatons, which

^
* In July 1534, king Henry VIII. granted to this univer-

sity for ever, under his great seal, authority to name, and
to have three stationers, or printers of books, alyants and
strangers, not born within, or under his obedience, and
they to be reputed and taken as denizens.

was printed in this city, and appeared to exhibit

all the marks of the fifteenth century. He gives

the colophon in fac-simile at page 518 of his

third volume.
1523. A decree ofthe university of Cambridge

relative to bookbinders,booksellers,and stationers,

provides, "that every bookT)inder, bookseller, and
stationer, should stand severally bound to the
university in the sum of £40, and that they should
from time to time, provide sufficient store of all

manner of books fit and requisite for the furnish-

ing of students ; and that all the books should be
well bound, and be sold at all times upon reason-

able prices."

—

Heame.
At this period, the trades of printers, binders,

stationers, and booksellers, were exercised, as at

the present time, by the same persons.

1525. A printing office was established about
this time in the city of Canterbury ; but no
name or date is in the book supposed to have
been printed there.

1525. Tavistock. Here was an exempt mo-
nastery of Benedictines, whose abbot was a lord

of parliament, and whose house was exempted
from all jurisdiction except that of the pope. A
school for the study and preservation of the Saxon
language was established here, which was dis-

continued about the period of the Reformation.

Several of its abbots were learned men ; and the

encouragement in literature is evident by the

introduction of printing at so early a period.

The first book which was printed was Thomas
Walton's translation of Boethius, by the desire

of the lady Elizabeth Berkeley: with the follow-

ing colophon, "The Boke of Comfort, called in

Latin Boccius de Consolatione Philosophie. Em-
prented in the exempt monastery of Tavistok in

Denshyre. By me Dan Thomas Rychard, monke
of the sade monastery. To the instant desjjre of
the ryght worshypfuU esquyer Mayster Robert
Langdon, anno damini MDXXV. DeograciasJ'^

It is in octave rhyme. Two copies, but neither

of them perfect, are in the Bodleian library ; and
a perfect one is in that of Exeter college.

A book, called the Long Grammar, was printed

at Tavistock, but no copy of it has been found.

Among other productions of the same press, was
printed the Stannaiy laws.

1525. The first person who suffered for em-
bracing the tenets of Lutherianism in France,
was Jean le Clerc, a wool-carder, at Meux, and
who was denominated the restorer of the churches
of Metz and Meux. Le Clerc had distinguished

himself, by pulling down from the walls the

bulls and mandates, and affixing in their place

placards describing the pope as antichrist ; for

which he was whipped and branded. After this,

he again offended as an image breaker ; and for

this latter crime, he was mutilated, crowned with

hot iron, and thrown into the flames.

1526. Jacob a Liesveldt, a famous printer at

Antwerp, published an edition of the Belgic

Bible, translated by certain learned men, whose
names unfortunately have not been transmitted

to us. The numerous editions of this transla-

tion, printed by the same person, have gained
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them the name of LiesveldCs Bibles.—He was
condemned and beheaded at Antwen), because

in the Annotations of one of his Bibles, he had
vSaid, that the salvation of mankind proceeds from
Christ alone ! !

The following extracts from a work printed in

Latin and English, prose and verse, will serve

as a specimen of the peculiar style of poetry in

which Skelton,* the laureate to King Henry
VIII., wrote. The work is entitled

—

A Reply-

cacion agaynst certai/ne yong Coolers abjured of
late ^c [by John Skelton]. Thiis endefh the

Replicacyon of Skel. L. <^'C. Imprinted by

Richard Pynson printer to the Kyng^s most noble

Grace. Quarto.
" Howe yong scolers nowe a dayes embolden

with the fly-blowen blast of the moche vayne
glorious pipplying wynde, whan they haue de-

lectably lycked a lytell of the lycorous electuary

of lusty lernyng in the moche studeous scole

hous of scrupulous philology, counting them
selfe clerkes exellently enformed and transcend-

ingly sped in moche high conyng, and whan
they have ones superciliusly caught."

A lytell ragge of Rethorike
A lesse lumpe of Logyke
A pece or a patche of Philosophy
Than forthwith by and by
They tumble so in Theology
Drowned in dre2:ges of Divinite
That they iuge them selfe able to be
Doctours of the Chayre in the Vyntre
At the thre Cranes
To magnifye their names
But madly it frames.

Fo- all that they preche and teche
Is farther than their wytte wyU reche
Thus by demeryttes of their abusyon
Finally they faU to carefull confusyon
To beare a fagot or to be enflamed
Thus are they undone and utterly shamed.

The work consists of ten leaves, and is con-

sidered very rare.

Skelton, speaking of a book, and enraptured

with the splendour of its binding, thus breaks

out in verse :

—

" With that of the boke lozende were the claspes,

The margin was Ulumined al with golden railes,

And bice empictured with grass-oppes and waspes,
With butterflies, and fresh pecocke tailes,

Englored with flowres, arid slyme snayles,

Envyved pictures well touched and quickely,

It would have made a man hole that had be right sickly.

To behold how it was garnished and bound,
Encoverde over with gold and tissue fine.

The claspes and bullions were worth a M pounde.
With balassis and carbuncles the border did shine.

With aurum mosuicum every other line," &c.

1526. James Nicholson commenced the art of

printing at Southwark, but a work with this date

with his name is at present unknown. In 1537,

he resided in St. Thomas's hospital, and had a
patent from Henry VIII. for printing the New

* John Skelton is supposed to have been born in Cum-
berland. He was educated at Oxford, and obtained the
living of Diss in Norfolk ; but his conduct was very irre-
gular. Having reflected severely on cardinal Wolsey in
his poems, he was obliged to take refuge with Islip abbot
of Westminster, where he continued till his death, which
took place June 21, 1529. He wrote satires, sonnets, and
an invective against Lily the grammarian, who answered
him in his own way.

Testament in Latin and English. Hp printed in

the whole eighteen works, which are fully des-

cribed in the Typographical Antiquities.

1526. The first edition of the New Testament

in English. As Luther had translated the bible

into Gennan, William Tyndale, or Tyndall, an
Englishman, or as some say, a native of Wales,
determined on translating tlie scriptures into the

English language. He attempted to accomplish

this noble work in England ; but the opposition

and persecution he met with at home, necessi-

tated' him to withdraw to the continent ; and after

a conference with Luther and his associates in

Gei-many, he settled at Antwerp, as the safest

place to c.aiTy his project into effect, and where,

in the course of this year, he finished an edition of

the New Testament, without the name of trans-

lator, or printer, or of the place where printed.

Only 1500 copies were printed. Tyndall was
assisted by Miles Coverdale, a Franciscan friar,

and who was well informed in the Hebrew,
Greek, and Latin languages ; also by John Frith,

and William Roye. Richard Grafton, an Eng-
lishman, was the printer, under the direction of

Tyndall. A great number of this edition was
brought to England, and sold at three shillings

and sixpence per copy. The dispersion of them
caused prohibitions against them to be issued by
cardinal Wolsey, Tonstall, bishop of London,*

archbishop Waiham, and sir Thomas More.
The people were acquainted " that certain chil-

dren of iniquity, blinded by malice, had trans-

lated the Neto Testament into English, to spread

heresy, and ruin men's souls ; and that some of

tliese pernicious books had been brought into

England. The clergy were directed to search

and deliver up to the bishop of the diocese or his

commissary any of these dangerous books within

thirty days, under pain of excommunication,

and of being punished as heretics those who
detained them. The only copy known to exist

of Tyndall's translation is that which is pre-

served in the Baptist's library at Bristol. Of this

copy Mr. Beloe, in his '•''Anecdotes ofLiterature

* Tonstall, bishop of London, happened to pass through

Antwerp on a journey, and to testify his abhorence of

Tindall's principles, and for printing a sealed book for the

multitude, he thought of purchasing all the copies, and
annihilating them in one common flame. He employed
an English merchant residing there, andwho happened to

be a secret follower and friend of Tindall. He furnished

the merchant with all his unsold copies, which the bishop

as eagerly bought, and had them all publicly biu-ued in

Cheapside ; which the people not only declared was •• a
burning of the word of God," but it so inflamed the desire

of reading that volume, that the second edition was sought
after at any price .: and when one of the Tindallists (George
Constantine), who was sent to London to sell tliem, was
promised by the lord chancellor, in a private examina-
tion, that he should not suflcr if he would reveal who en-

couraged and supported his party at Antwerp, the Tindal-

list immediately accepted the offer, and assured the lord

chancellor that the greatest encouragement they had was
from Tonstall, the bishop of London, who had bought up
half the impression, and enabled them to produce a second !

—At this time many of the ignorant monks declaimed from
their pulpits, that printing was the invention of the devil,

and warned their hearers from using such diabolical books
as were vrritten with the blood of the victims, who devoted
themselves to hell. One of them (the vicar of Croydon
in Surry) exclaimed, " Wo must root out printing, or

printing will root out us !"
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and Scarce Books , has furnished the following

curious information :
" It is in duodecimo, and

is lettered on the back, ^ New Testament by
Tyndall, first edition, 1526.' It has no title

page. There is a portrait pasted to the first leaf.

On the opposite leaf is a printed paper which

says, that ' On Tuesday evening, (13th of May,
1760,) at Mr. Langford's sale of Mr. Ames's

books, a copy of the translation of the New
Testament, by Tyndall, and supposed to be the

only one remaining which escaped the flames,

was sold for fourteen guineas and a half. This

very book was picked up by one of the late lord

Oxford's collectors, (John Murray, written in

the margin,) and was esteemed so valuable a

purchase by his lordship, that he settled £20
a year for life upon the person who procured it.

His lordship's library being afterwards purchased

by Mr. Osburne, of Gray's Inn, he marked it

at 15 shillings, for which price Mr. Ames bought
it. This translation was finished in the reign of

Henry VIII. an. 1526, and the whole impres-

sion, as supposed, (this copy excepted,) was
purchased by Tonstall, bishop of London, and
burnt at St. Paul's cross, that year.' On the

other side of the leaf, in manuscript, is this,

' N.B. This choice book was purchased at Mr.
Langford's sale, 13th of May, 1760, by me,
John White, and on the 13th day of May, 1776,

I sold it to the Rev. Dr. Gilford, for 20 guineas,

the price first paid for it by the late lord Oxford.'

Then follows a print of the Earl of Oxford,
formerly the owner of the book, who died in

1741. At the end of the book is the following

note in manuscript by J. Ames. ' This singular

English translation of the New Testament ap-

pears perfect to a person understanding printing,

although it bears no date, which many books
about that time wanted also, the subject at that

time so dangerous to meddle with. The place

where printed is generally supposed to be Ant-
werpe, where persons in those days had the press,

and greater liberties than in their own countries.

The manner in which this book is done shoiv it

very early, as the illuminating of the great or

initial letters, early used in the finest of our old

manuscripts when they had a set of men called

illuminators, for such purposes. Besides, the

marginal notes being done with the pen, which
were afterwards printed, show it prior to others

printed with them. The person who did itshow

a fine free hand scarce now to be exceeded.

These considerations put together, incline me to

subscribe to this being the first printed edition

of the English Neiv Testament. J. Ames.' Un-
derneath this is written, ' And what puts it out
of all doubt that it is prior to all other editions,

are his own words, in the second page of his

address to the reader. A. Gilford, Sept. 11,

1776.' The address ' to the Reder,' alluded to

here, is at the conclusion of the book. It is to

this eff'ect, ' Them that are learned christenly, I

beseeche for as moche as I am sure, and my
conscience beareth me recorde, that of a pure
intent, singilly and faythfully, I have interpre-

ted itt, (the Gospel,) as farre forth as God gave

me the gyifte ofknowledge and understondynge, M
so that the rudness of the worke now at the Jirst

tyme offende them not : but that they consyder
howe that I had no man to counterfet, neither

was holpe with englysshe of any that had in-

terpreted the same, or soche lyke thinge in the
Scripture before tyme, &c.' After this follow,
' the errours committed in the prentynge.'

"

The Dutch printers pirated Tyndall's New
Testament ; and in the following year they pub-
lished two editions, of five thousand, in a small
form, which were sold by the Dutch booksellers

at the rate of \s. Id. each, or three hundred for

£16 55. George Joye, an English refugee, who
corrected the Dutch editions, received only A^d.

a sheet, or 14«. for the whole of his labour.—In
England they were sold singly for about 26'. Qd.

Tyndall's own edition was sold at about 3*.

The publication of this New Testament occa-

sioned the bishop of London to issue the follow-

ing prohibition :
—" Cuthbert, by the peiTnission

of God, bishop of London, unto our well beloved
in Christ, the archdeacon of London, or to hys
officiall, health, grace, and benediction. By the

duety of our pastorall office, we are bounde dili-

gently with all our power to foresee, provide for,

roote out, and put away all those thynges, w hich

seem to tend to the peril, and daunger of our
subjects, and especially to the destruction of

their soules. Wherefore we hauyng understand-

yng, by the report of divers credible persons,

and also by the evident apparaunce of the mat-
ter, that many children of iniquitie, maintayners
of Luthers sect, blynded through extreame wick-
edness, wandrying from the way of truth, and
the catholicke fayth, craftely have translated the

New Testament into our English tongue, enter-

medlyng therewith many hereticall articles, and
erroneous opinions, pernicious and offensive, se-

ducyng the simple people attemptyng by their

wicked and perverse intei'pretations, to propha-
nate the majestye of the scripture, which hitherto

hath remained undefiled, and craftely to abuse
the most holy word of God, and the true sense

of the same, of the which translation there are

many bookes imprinted, some with gloses, and
some without, contayning in the Englishe tongue
that pestiferious and most pernicious poison, dis-

persed throughout all our diocesse of London in

great number ; which truly, without it be speed-

ily foreseene, wythout doubt will contaminate,

and infect the flock committed to us, with most
deadly poyson and heresie, to the grieuous peril

and danger of the soules committed to our

charge, and the offence of God's divine majes-

tic : wherefore we Cuthbert the bishop aforesaid,

grevously sorrowyng for the premisses, willyng

to withstand the crafte and subtletie of the

ancient enemy, and hys ministers, which seek

the destruction of my flock, and with a diligent

care to take hede unto the flock, committed to

my charge, desiring to provide speedy remidies

for the premises; we charge you jointly and
severally, and by vertue of your obedience

straightly enjoyn and commaunde you, that by

our authority, you warn, or cause to be warned.
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all and singular, as wel exempt as not exempt,
dwelling within your arch deaconries, that within

XXX days space, whereof x dayes shall be for

the first, X for the second, and x for the third

peremptory terme, under paine of excommuni-
cation, and incurring the suspicion of heresie,

they do bring in, and really deliver unto our
vicare generall, all and singular such bookes
conteyning the translation of the Neio Testament
in the Englishe tongue ; and that you doe cer-

tifie us, or our sayd comissarye, within ii

monethes after the day of the date of these pre-

sentes, duely, personally, or by your letters,

together with these presents, under your seals,

what you have done in the premisses, under
pain of contempt. Given under our scale the
xxiii of October, in the v yere of our consecra-
tion, anno 1526."*

1526. At this time appeared a singular book,
entitled Champ Fleui-y, 4to., par Maitre Geof-
froy Tory, of Paris, who was himself the author
and printer, and who greatly contributed to-

wards the improvement of the art. His book
was in its day of considerable utility. Accord-
ing to Foumier, he derives the letters of the
Latin alphabet from the goddess 10, pretending
that they are all formed of I and O. He then
brings the letters into proportion with the hu-
man body and countenance; and, after intro-

ducing a variety of extraneous matter, he gives
the due and true proportions of letters. For
this purpose, he divides a square into ten lines,

perpendicular and transverse, which form one
hundred squares completely tilled with circles

formed by the compass ; the whole of which
serve to give form and figure to the letters.

Tory was a person of considerable erudition
and ingenuity. He translated into the French
language various Greek works ; and La Caille
says, that Francis I, honoured him with a spe-
cial privilege for the impression of the above
work and similar devotional books, in conside-
ration of the choice ornaments with which he
embellished them.—His insigne, or mark, was
" un Pot casse rempiy de tontc, sorts dHnstru-
m£ns,^^ and the words non plus. La Caille gives
the history of Geoffroy Tory, who died in the
year 1550, at considerable length.

The Myrrour of good Maners SfC.—translate

into engb/sshe ^c. by Alexander Bercley preste

Src. Jmprynted by me Rychard Pynson prynter
vnto the kynges noble grace <^c. Folio. Without
date.

Over the presentation wood-cut is the follow-
ing full title :—" Here begynnyth a lyght frute-
fuU treatyse, intitulyd the myrrour of good man-
ers, conteynynge the iiii. vertues, callyd cardy-
nall, compyled in latyn by Domynike Mancyn

:

And translate into Englysshe, at the desyre of

Tindall's Testament consists of 353 leaves, besides the
epistle to the reader and errata ; no marginal texts but
what are wrote, and the initial letters beautifully gilt and
illuminated. In 1836 Mr. Samuel Bagster, of London, re-
prmtcd, verbatim, an etlition of Tyndall's New Testament,
with a memoir of his life and writings, by George Offer,
together with the proceedinj^s and correspondence of
Henry VIII., Sir T. More, and Lord Cromwell.

Syr Gyles Alyngton knyght by Alexander Ber-
cley preste and monke ol Ely.

"

This volume has neither running-titles, catch-
words, nor numerals ; but the signatures are h
8, in sixes. Colophon :—" Thus endyth the
i-yght frutefull matter of the fower virtues car-
dinall. Jmpryntyd, <Scc." as before, "with his
gi-acyous pryuylege the whiche boke I haue
pryntyd at the instance and request of the ryght
noble Rychard yerle of Kent."
The following extract will at once shew the

subject of the book, and the manner in which it

is executed. The original is printed in roman
letters in the margin.

This playne lytell treatyse, in style compendyous
Moche brefly conteyneth, four virtues cardynall
In ryght plesant processe, playne & commodyous
With light fote of meter, and style herocyall
Rude people to enforume in langage maternall
To whose vnderstanding, maydens of tender age
And rude lytell chylderne, shall fynde easy passage

Ye suche as the mother, doth cherisshe on her lap
With swete blandyment ; of wordes amyable
Cherysshyng with mylke, and norisshyng with pappe
Shall fynde this small doctryne : both playne and pro-

fitable

Old men, whiche haue vsed in tyme passed to bable
In barbaryke langage, and wordes course & ydle
May lerne here, theyr maners & tonges newe to fyle.

1527. It will not be improper at this period to
turn our attention to the state of literature in
Scotland, when the effects of the reformation
extended its influence to that kingdom; and
when it began to experience the happy result of
a more general acquaintance with the sacred
writings. Before the Lutheran reformation ex-
tended its influence to that kingdom, "gross
darkness," the result of popish superstition,
" covered the land." " Even bishops were not
ashamed to confess that they were unacquainted
with the canon of their faith,, and had never
read any part of the Sacred Scriptures, except
what they met with in their missals. Under
such pastors the people perished for lack of
knowledge. That book which w as able to make
them wise unto salvation, and intended to be
equally accessible to ' Jew and Greek, Barbarian
and Scythian, bond and free,' was locked up
from them, and the use of it, in their own
tongue, prohibited under the heaviest penalties.

The religious service was mumbled over in a
dead language, which many of the priests did
not understand, and some of them could scarcely
read ; and the greatest care was taken to prevent
even catechisms, composed and approved by the
clergy, from coming into the hands of the
laity."

By many of the Scottish clergy it was affinned,
" That Martin Luther had lately composed a
wicked book called the Neto Testament; but
that they, for their part, would adhere to the
Old Testament" Even the libraries of their

monasteries were some of them without a com-
plete copy of the Scriptures. In the catalogue
of the library at Stirling, at the beginning
of this century, we find only two Psalters,

and one copy of the Gospels and Epistles, in

manuscript, most probably in Latin ; the rest of
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its contents being purely monkish. There were

four Missals, four Antiphonars, three Breviaries,

two Legends, four Graduals, and ten Proces-

sionals. Nothing, however, can more completely

exemplify the indifference to the Scriptures

which prevailed among the dignified clergy,

than the conversation which took place betwixt

dean Thomas Forest, vicar of Dollar, and
George Chrichton, bishop of Dunkeld, about

A.D. 1538. The vicar, who was also canon of

St. Columbs, was accused of heresy to the

bishop, for preaching every Sunday on the epistle

or gospel of the day. The bishop, when the

vicar appeared before him, addressed him in

this manner :
" My joy, Dean Thomas, I am

informed that you preach the epistle and gospel

every Sunday, to your parishioners, and that you
do not take the best cow and the best cloth from

them, which is very prejudicial to other church-

men ; and, therefore, my joy. Dean Thomas, I

would you to take your cow and your cloth, as

other churchmen do.* It is too much to preach

every Sunday; for in so doing you make the

people think that we should preach likewise : it

is enough for you, when you find any good
epistle, or good gospel, that setteth forth the

liberties of holy church, to preach that, and let

the rest alone." To this sage admonition of his

bishop, the good vicar answered, " I think, my
lord, that none of my parishioners will complain
that I do not take the cow and the cloth ; but I

know they will gladly give me any thing that

they have; and they know that I will gladly

give them any thing that I have. There is no
discord among us. Your lordship sayeth, it is

too much to preach every Sunday : I think it is

too little ; and I wish that your lordship did the

like." ""Nay, nay. Dean Thomas," said the

bishop, " we were not ordained to preach."
" Your lordship," said the vicar, " directs me,
when I meet with a good epistle, or a good
gospel, to preach upon it. I have read both the

Old and Neiv Testament, and have never met
with a bad epistle, or a bad gospel ; but if your
lordship will show me which are the good, and
which are the bad, I will preach on the good,

and let the bad alone." " I thank, my God,"
said the bishop, " I know nothing of either the

Old or New Testament; therefore. Dean
Thomas, I will know nothing but my portass,

[breviary,] and my pontifical. Go away, and
lay aside all these fantasies, or you will repent

it when too late." M'Crie (Life of Knox,) has

given an interesting account of this excellent

clergyman, the vicar of Dollar, from which we
learn that his father had been master-stabler to

James IV., that after receiving the rudiments of

his education in Scotland, he prosecuted his

* This was a perquisite termed the Corpse-present, paid
to the vicar of the parish, on the death of any of his
parishioners. It consisted, in country parishes, of the
best cow which belonged to the deceased, and the upper-
most cloth or covering: of his bed, or the finest of his
body clothes. The Corpse-present was not confined to
Scotland. We find the English House of Commons com-
plaining of it, A.D. 1530, See M'Crie's Life of Knox, I.

p. 349, note G.

education at Cologne; and on his return was
admitted a canon regular in the monastery of
St. Colon's Inch; where being presented by the
abbot with a volume of St. Augustin's works,
his mind was enlightened, and he began to study
the Scriptures. He was afterwards appointed
to the vicarage of Dollar, and when the agents
of the pope attempted to sell indulgences in his
parish, he warned his parishioners against them

:

" I am bound," said he, " to speak the truth to

you: this is but to deceive you. There is no
pardon for our sins that can come to us, either

from pope or any other, but only by the blood of

the Christ." He used to commit three chapters
of the Bible to memory every day, and made his

servant hear him repeat them at night. He
suffered martyrdom in 1538.

But notwithstanding the general ignorance

which overspread the nation, a gleam of light

threw its rays across the minds of certain indi-

viduals, probably by the introduction of some
of the writings of Luther, since an act of parlia-

ment was passed so early as July 17th, 1525, for
eschewing of heresy, which enacted, that " na
manor of persoun, strangear, that happinis to

arrive with thare schip, within any part of this

realme, bring with thame ony bukis or workis,

of the said Luther, his discipulis or servandis,

disputis or rehersis, his heresies, &c. under the

pane of escheting of thare schipis and guidis,

and putting of thaire personis in presoun." And
in 1527, the chancellor and lords of council

added this clause, "and all uther the kingis

liegis assistaris to sic opunyeons, be punist in

semeible wise, and the effect of the said act to

straike apon thaim." So that it appears, that

in 1525, protestant books and opinions were cir-

culated by strangers only, who came into Scot-

land for the purpose of trade; but that in 1527,

it was found necessary to extend the penalties of

the act to natives of the kingdom. This act was
renewed in 1535, with some additions.

The jealous caution of the patrons of popery

could not prevent the progress of truth ; for by
means of merchants who traded from England
and the continent, to the ports of Leith, Dun-
dee, and Montrose, Tyndall's Translations of the

Scriptures, with the writings of Luther and
other reformers, were imported; and consigned

to persons of tried principles and prudence, who
circulated them in private with indefatigable in-

dustry. " One copy of the Bible, or of the New
Testament, supplied several families. At the

dead hour of night, when others were asleep,

they assembled in one house ; the sacred volume
was brought from its concealment, and, while

one read, the rest listened with attention. In
this way the knowledge of the scriptures was
diffused, at a period when it does not appear

there were any jjublic teachers of the truth in

Scotland."

Poetry also became the vehicle for conveying

the sentiments of the reformers to the people.

The ignorance and immorality of the clergy were

satirized, and the absurdities of popery exposed

to ridicule. These poetical effusions were easily
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committed to memory, and could be communi-
cated without the intervention of the press,

which at that time was under the control of the

bishops. Dramatic compositions of a similar

tendency were repeatedly acted in the presence

of the royal family, the nobility, and vast assem-

blies of the people. In vain did the bishops

repeatedly procure the enactment of laws against

the circulation of seditious rhymes, and blas-

phemous ballads; the people still read with
avidity the metrical epistles, moralities, and
psalms composed in their native language.
Kennedy and Kyllor, the former a young gen-
tleman, the latter a friar, both of whom were
cruelly burnt in 1538, distinguished themselves
by their satirical dramas. The latter of these

composed a scripture tragedy on the Crucifixion

of Christy in which he satyrised the clergy.

Another poet of a similar genius was James
Wedderburn, son of a merchant of Dundee,
and his two brothers John and Robert, who
composed a metrical version of a number of the

psalms which were afterwards commonly sung
in the assembly of the protestants, until super-

ceded by the version of Stemhold and Hopkins.
They were also the chief authors of Chide and
Godly ballates, changed out of profane songsj

for avoyding of sin and hertotric, ^c. But the
poet who had the greatest influence in promot-
ing the reformation was sir David Lyndsay,* of
" the Mount," Lyon king at arms, who enjoyed
the favour both of James IV. and his son. His
poems were so universally popular, that it is said

they were read by every " man, woman, and
child :" and there was a proverbial expression
for a long time in common use, on hearing any
extraordinary word, " there's no sic word in a'

Davie Lyndsay." Previously to the appearance
of Ramsey and Bums, the poetical effusions of
no writer whatever had been so popular, as those

of Sir David Lyndsay, or " Davie Lyndsay" as

he was called. His principal defence of the
translation of the scriptures into the vernacular

tongue is contained in the first book of the Mo-
narchic, which is his greatest and gravest work,
in which a personage termed " Experience,"
reviews for him in high and lofty verse and tone,

the history of all the mighty byegone kingdoms
of old. A few stanzas from this poem are here
given to show his style:

—

Prudent Saint Paul doth make narration.
Touching the diverse Lecdes of every land,
Saying there have been more edification
In five words, that folk do understand,
Then to pronounce of words ten thousand.
In strange language, and knows not what it means

;

I think such prattling is not worth two praens.

* He was the son of a gentleman of noble descent in
the county of Fife, but the date of his birth is unknown.
He first appeared in public life as a servant of James IV,
at whose side he was standing in Linlithgow church, in
the summer of 1513, when the supposed apparition came
before him, to warn liim against the expedition which
ended in his defeat and death at Flodden, which took
place on the 9th. of September, 1513. Lyndsay is sup-
posed to have died in the year 1657. Both the name and
works of Lyndsay have gone entirely out of notice,
chiefly in consequence of the quaintness of the language
of his poems, and the byegone chai-acter of his subjects.

I would that Prelates and Doctors of the Iaw,
With Laicke people were not discontent.
Though we into our vulgar tongue did knaw.
Of Christ Jesus the Law and Testament.
And how that we should keep commandement.
But in our language let us pray and read, .

Our Pater noster, Ave, and our Creed.

I would some Prince of great discretion.
In vulgar language plainly causde translate
The needful Lawes of this Region :

Then would there not be halfe so great debate
Among us people of the low estate.
If every, man the verity did knaw.
We needed not to treat these men of Law.

To do our neighbour wrong, we would beware.
If we did fear the Lawes punishment

:

There would not be such brawling at the Bar,
Nor men of Law clime to such Royal rent.
To keep the Law : if all men were content.
And each man do, as he would be done to.
The Judges would get little thing adoe.

Unlearned people on the holy day,
Solemnedly they hear the Evangell sung.
Not knowing what the priest doth sing or say,
But as a Bell when that they hear it rung.
Yet would the Priests in their mother tongue,
Passe to the Pulpet and that doctrine declaie,
To Laicke people, it were more necessare.

The prophet David King of Israel,

Compylde the pleasant Psalmes ofthe Psalter,
In his own proper tongue, as I here teU

:

And Solomon which was his Son and Haire,
Did make his Book into his tongue vulgar

:

Why should not their sayings be to us shovvTi
In our language, I would the cause were known.

Let Doctors write their curious questions,
And eirguments sown full of sophistrie

:

Their Logick, and their high opinions.
Their dark judgements of Astronomic,
Their Medicine, and their Philosophic,
Let Poets shew their glorious engine.
As ever they please, in Greek or in Latine.

But let us have the books necessare.
To Common-wealth, and our Salvation

:

Justly translated in our tongue vulgare.
And eke I make you supplication,
O gentle Reader, have none indignation.
Thinking to meddle with so high matter.
Now to my purpose forward wUi I fare.*

The endeavours of the Scottish refonnei-s to

disseminate the truth, and render the scriptures

more generally known and undei-stood, met with
the most detennined opposition ; and persecution
exercised its fatal cruelties upon the reformers
themselves. Patrick Hamilton, an amiable
youth of royal descent, and considerable leani-

ing and eloquence, was tlie tirst who fell a
sacrifice in Scotland. He was burnt at the
stake, at Glasgow, with circumstances of pecu-
liar barbarity, A.D. 1527. In 1630, Henry
Forrest, another young man of learning, suffered

at St. Andrews, for possessing a copy of tlie

New Testament, and aflimiing that Patrick

Hamilton was a true martyr. And beside many
others, Sir John Borthwick was accused of en-

tertaining and propagating heretical opinions,

and dispersing heretical books, among which,

* Lindsay's Monarchic, B. i. ITie copy from which this

is extracted is a small 8vo., printed in the Gothic letter.

It is not folioed ; and having lost the title-page, it cannot
be ascertained where tlie work was printed, nor the date

;

but it appcEirs to have been printed in England, both from
the form of tlie type, and tlie anglicised orthography.
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the New Testament in English was enumerated
first. Having escaped to England, he was
declared an obstinate heretic, and sentenced to

be burnt, as soon as he could be apprehended,

all persons were prohibited to entertain him:

under the pain of excommunication ; and all

goods and estates confiscated ; and his effigy to

be burnt at the market cross. This was in 1540.

Some attempts were likewise made to intro-

duce among the clergy and the higher ranks of

the laity, the study of the original languages.

In 1534, John Erskine, of Dun, brought a

learned man from France, and employed him to

teach Greek, in Montrose; and upon his re-

moval, liberally encouraged others to come from

France and succeed to his place. From this

private seminary, many Greek scholars proceeded,

and the knowledge of the language was gradu-

ally diff'used over the kingdom. At this school,

George Wishart probably obtained his acquaint-

ance with that language; and was employed as

one of the teachers. But William Chisholm,

bishop of Brechin, hearing that Wishart taught

the Greek New Testament^ summoned him to

appear before him, on a charge of heresy, upon
which he fled the kingdom, in 1538, and re-

mained abroad till 1544 ; when he returned to

Scotland, but very soon fell a prey to the snares

of Cardinal Beaton, and suffered death as a

maytyr, at St. Andrews.
1527. Henry VIII., as he possessed himself

some talent for letters, was an encourager of

them in others ; and the countenance thus given

to learning by Henry and his ministers, contri-

buted to render the acquisition of knowledge

fashionable in England. Erasmus speaks with

great satisfaction of the general regard paid by

the nobility and gentry to men of learning. It

is needless to be particular in mentioning the

writers of this reign or of the preceding. There

is scarcely one who has the least pretension to

be ranked among our classics. Sir Thomas
More,* though he wrote in Latin, seems to

come nearest to the character of a classical au-

thor.—As a poet, the gallant and accomplished

Surryf must not be overlooked ; nor, as promot-

ing the cause of the reformation, or the study of

the Greek and Latin languages, the names and
eminent services of Colet, Lily, Grocyn, and
Latimer, deserve to be recorded at some length.

John Colet, the great and excellent dean of

St. Paul's, and whose history is intimately con-

nected with that of literature, both sacred and
profane, was born in London, in the year 1466.

He was the eldest son of Sir Henry Colet, knt.,

who was twice Lord Mayor of London. In
1483 he was sent to Oxford, where he spent

seven years in the study of logic and philosophy,

and then took his degree in arts. Having re-

* Sir Thomas More was beheaded on Tower-hill, July 5,

1535, for denying: the supremacy of the king.
t The earl of Surry was a young man of the most pro-

mising hopes ; but his qualifications were no security
against the violence of Henry's temper. He was arrested
on a frivolous charge of infidelity to the king ; and not-
withstanding his eloquent and spirited defence, was exe-
cuted on Tower-hill, January 19, 1547.

solved to enter the church, he was presented,
when but nineteen years of age, and only in the
order of an acolythe, with the rectory of Den-
ington, in Suffolk ; and in 1493 he was instituted

to the rectory of Thyrning, in Huntingdonshire,
on the presentation of his father, which he re-

signed before the end of the year 1493. In order
to acquire knowledge, and to improve and extend
his acquaintance with the languages and sciences
which he had already studied, he visited France
and Italy. He appears to have returned from
his travels in 1497, and withdrew to Oxford, in

order to prosecute his studies with greater suc-
cess. In this situation he was neither inacti\'e nor
useless. When Erasmus visited England, Colet
soon formed an intimate friendship with him

;

which he endeavoured to improve to a more ac-

curate and critical knowledge of the scriptures.

This friendship was maintained to the close of life,

and the correspondence of these two great men
served to animate them in the pursuit of biblical

learning, in which they met with frequent and
violent opposition, especially from the scholastic

doctors, who were so enraged at any attempts to

promote the study of the Greek tongue, that

they could not forbear uttering invectives against

it from the pulpit ; and strove to suppress it by
the cry of heresy. Hence the proverb, " Take
care of Greek, lest you become an heretic : avoid

Hebrew, w/iZe5< you become like Jews." In 1502,
Colet was made prebendary of Durnsford, in

the church of Salisbury, and after some other

changes in the church, he was at length, in May
1505, without the least solicitation of his oAvn,

raised to the dignity of dean of St. Paul's, on
which occasion he resigned the vicarage of

Stepney. Dr. Colet soon began to distinguish

himself in the important station to which he was
now advanced. He called to his assistance other

divines of learning and talent. The contempt
which the dean expressed for the religious houses
or monasteries, and the display which he made
of their abuses, together with the divinity lec-

tures, and the method of expounding the scrip-

tures, raised among the people an anxious in-

quiry after the sacred writings, and doubtless con-

tributed to prepare their minds for the reforma-

tion. The ecclesiastics were stung to revenge,

and a prosecution was commenced against him
for heresy, in which Dr. Fitzjames, bishop of

London, was the principal agent. But to the

honour of Archbishop Wareham, who knew and
valued the integrity and worth of Colet, became
his advocate and patron, and dismissed him
without giving him the trouble of a formal

answer. Disappointed in their accusation of

heresy, they attempted to fix upon him a sus-

picion of sedition or treason. In this they were
equally foiled; for the young king (Henry
VIII) sent for him, and in private advised him
to go on, reproving and reforming a corrupt and
dissolute age. Another attack was made upon
the dean, of a similar nature, but which was
equally unsuccessful ; the king dismissing him
with marks of affection, and promise of favour.

Having succeeded to a very considerable estate
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on the death of his father, who died in 1510, he

deliv ered his church revenues to his steward to

he expended in acts of housekeeping and hospi-

tality ; and employed the annual produce of his

paternal estate in acts of piety, beneficence,

and generosity. Having no very near, or poor

relatives, he founded the gi'ammar school of St.

Paul's, in London, which he endowed with lands

and tenements, for the support of a head master,

a second master, or usher, and a chaplain, for

the instruction of one hundred and fifty-three

boys in the Greek and Latin languages; and
placed it under the care of the company of mer-
cers ; and appointed William Lily to be the head
master of the school. His honesty and zeal

against the corruptions of the clergy increased

the number of his enemies ; but, protected by the

King, he escaped that degradation and martyr-

dom, which with a less powerful patron he would
probably have suffered. About his fiftieth year,

he formed a resolution to withdraw from active

life, and spend the rest of his days in retirement;

but he was prevented by death : for being seized

with the sweating sickness,, he retired to his

lodgings in the monastery of the Carthusians, at

Sheen, near Richmond, where he died on the

16th of September, 1519. He was buried in

the cathedral church of St. Paul's, with a
humble monument, that he had several years

before prepared, with only this inscription :

—

"Joannes Coletus." Such was Colet, a man
who, amid the darkness of the age, shone as a
light in a benighted land ; and who deserves to

be ranked among those who were essentially

serviceable in the spread of scriptural knowledge;
a honour to his country; and a blessing to

posterity.

William Lily, or Lilye, was a celebrated

grammarian, and a successful teacher of the

learned languages. His principal work, or at

least that by which he is best known is JBrevis-

sima Institution seu ratio granimatices cogno-

scendcB, London, 1513 ; commonly called Lily's

Latin grammar. The English rudiments of it

were written by Dean Colet; the preface by
Cardinal Wolsey ; the syntax chiefly by Eras-

mus, and the other parts by other hands; so

that, although it bears Lily's name, he probably

had not the largest share in the work; and
therefore during his life, modestly refused the

honour of having it ascribed to him. William
Lily was born at Oldham, in Hampshire, about
1466, and studied at Oxford. He travelled to

Jerusalem, and on his return visited the isle of

Rhodes for the purpose of studying Greek under
the learned men who had fled thither for pro-

tection, after the taking of Constantinople.

From thence he went to Rome, where he
further improved himself in the Latin and
Greek languages. On his return to England,
in 1509, he settled in London, and taught
grammar, poetiy, and rhetoric, with good suc-

cess, and is said to have been the first who
taught Greek in that city. Dean Colet ap-
pointed him head master of his school, and for

twelve years he continued in that laborious and

useful situation, when he was seized with the
plague, of which he died. He left two sons,
George and Peter, who were both learned men.
The eldest of them published tha first exact map
that was ever drawn of this island. Mr. Lily
had also one daughter named Dionysia, who
was married to John Ritwyse, usher, and after-

wards successor to him in the mastership of St.

Paul's school. Lily died, Feb. 25, 1523.

William Grocyn was born at Bristol, in the
year 1442; and received his education first at

Winchester, and afterwards at New College,
Oxford, of which he was made perpetual fellow

in 1467; and in about two years afterwards was
presented by the warden and fellows of that

college to the rectory of Newton-Longville, in

Buckinghamshire ; and became divinity reader
of Magdelan College, of the same university.

By the low state of learning in England, he
was induced to visit Italy, to perfect himself in

the Greek and Latin languages. He returned
to England in 1491, and took the degree of
bachelor of divinity, and was appointed public
teacher of Greek at Oxford, and obtained the
friendship of Erasmus, who was then resident

in that university ; and in several of his epistles

speaks of him in a manner that proves he
cherished the most sincere regard for him. He
died at Maidstone College, in Kent, of which he
was master, in the beginning of the year 1522,
aged eighty, of a stroke of the palsy ; and was
buried in the choir of the church at Maidstone.
To William Lily, the grammarian, his godson,
he bequeathed by his will, a legacy of five
shillings.

William Latimer was considered by Erasmus,
as a man of more than virgin modesty, under
which was veiled tlie greatest worth; and as

one of the greatest men of that age ; a master
of all sacred and profane learning. Leland
celebrates also his eloquence, judgment, piety

and generosity. Little is known of this eminent
scholar; he was fellow of All Souls College, at

Oxford, in the year 1489. Afterwards he tra-

velled into Italy, and settled for a time at

Padua, where he improved himself, particularly

in the Greek tongue. On his return to his native

land he settled at Oxford as a teacher, and had
for his pupil Reginald Pole, who w as afterwards

the celebrated cardinal and archbishop, and by
whose interest Latimer obtained the rectories of

Saintbury and Weston-under-Edge, in Glouces-
tershire, and a prebendary of Salisbury. He
died very aged, and was buried at Saintbury.

The following anecdote will serve as a curious

specimen of the despotism and simplicity of an
age not literary, in discovering the author of a

libel, and which took place about this period.

A great jealously existed between the I^ondoners

and those foreigners who traded to this country.

The foreigners probably, observes Mr. Lodge, in

his Illustrations of English History,, worked
cheaper, and were more industrious. There was
a libel afhxed on the door of St. Paul's, which
reflected on the king and these foreigners, who
were accused of buying up the wool with the

2 I

f
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king's money, to the undoing of Englishmen.

This tended to inflame the minds of the people

;

and the method adopted to discover the writer

of the libel must excite a smile in the present

day, while it shows the state in which learning

must have been in.—The plan adopted was

this : In every ward, one of the king's council,

with an alderman of the same, was commanded
to see every man write that could, and further,

took every man's book and sealed them and

brought them to guildhall to confront them with

the original—so that if of this number many
wrote alike, the judges must have been much
puzzled to fix on the criminal.

1527. Laurence Andrewe is stated by Ames
to have been a native of Calais, and a translator

and author of various books previous to his ex-

ercising the art of printing : which he adds, he

might probably have learned from John Does-

borowe or Doesbrock, or Peter Treveris. The
wonderful Shape and Nature of Man, Beasts,

&c." of his translating, was printed at Antwerp
by the fonuer of the two typographers above-

mentioned, as was also Andrewe's English

version of the Valuacion of Golde and Sylv£r^

supposed to have been produced in 1499, in

black-letter. Like many of the other early

printers, Andrewe resided near the eastern end
of Fleet-street, by the bridge which crossed the

Fleet, at the sign of the Golden Cross.

The following is a list of his works :

—

Boke of Distyllacyon. London in the flete-

strete, in the sygne of the golden Crosse. 18th

April, 1527. Folio.

Myrrour, 8rc. of the Worlde. In fletestrete,

at the sygne of the golden crosse by fletebridge.

Without date. Folio.

Directory of Conscience. Without date.

Quarto.

The above monogram of Laurence Andrewe,

consisted of a shield, which was contained in a

very rudely-cut parallelogram, surrounded by a

thick black line. The escutcheon is supported

by a wreath beneath an ornamental arch, and
between two curved pillars, designed in the

early Italian style. The back-ground is formed
of coarse horizontal lines.

1527. Died, John FROBEN,orFROBENius, an
eminent and learned German printer He was a
native of Hammelburg, but settled at Basil,

where he acquired the reputation of being un-
commonly learned. With a view of promoting
useful learning, for which he was very zealous

he applied himself to the art of printing. He
was the first of the German printers who brought
the art to any perfection. The great reputation

and character of this printer was the principal

motive which led Erasmus to fix his residence
at Basil, in order to have his own works printed
by him. He would never suffer libels, or any
thing that might hurt the reputation of another,
to go through his press for the sake of profit

;

and being a man of great probity and piety, as
well as skill, he was particularly choice in the
authors he printed. It is said of him, that he
exposed his proof-sheets to public view, and
offered a reward to any person that should dis-

cover an error. In his preface to Celius Rodi-
ginus, he advises the learned against purchasing
incorrect editions of books, for the sake of their

cheapness, and calls the printers of them, pests

of learning. He says, " such wretched works
cannot but be dearly bought, how cheap soever

they are sold ; whereas he that buys a coiTcct

copy, always buys it cheap, how much soever he
gives for it."

Erasmus, Heyland, Oecolampadius, and other

persons of the highest rank in literature, were the

learned con-ectors of his press. Oecolampadius
says, he could not sufficiently wonder that Eras-

mus, who alone kept three presses continually

going, who read and compared the Greek and
Latin manuscripts, and consulted the writings of

all the ancients and moderns, could find time

enough to correct the proofs of his works ; and
adds, that his example had not a little encou-

raged him to engage in the laborious task of

corrector.

We have already noticed the frequent falsifi-

cation, pirating, and forgeries of literary works.

The case of Froben, as described by Erasmus,
may represent those of many other meritorious

printers whose liberality and public spirit were

thus made to enrich the ignorant and worthless.

" Many are they who lie in wait for the man,
and almost have conspired to his ruin. When
any new work appears which is likely to be sale-

able, one or other of them surreptitiously pro-

cures a copy from his printing house, prints, and
sells it almost for nothing ; whilst Froben is at

an immense expense, not only in remunerating

correctors, but often in purchasing the original

manuscripts."*

This excellent printer expired at Basil, in

* M'Creery, in his poem ofthe Press, alludes to the same
subject in the following lines :

—

How sweet to yield the tribute of applause.
When sterling worth with strong attraction draws

;

Or what more pleasing to the feeling mind
Than living wreaths around his brows to bind !

But in our days what hordes of blockheads claim
The proud distinction of the printer's name ;

Around his press, like hungry beasts of prey,
They swarm, whom ever>- trade hath cast away

;

Without the knowledge that can e'er improve.
The sordid aim their active passions move.
Their servile uses and their country's shame.
How frequent now the public prints proclaim.
The base pursuits that cunning can devise,

Strong advocates their hireling page supplies.

The dread of chEiins and slavery dispel.

And as they're brib'd th' obedient conscience sell.

mk
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tliis year, lamented by all, but by none more
than Erasmus, who wrote his epitaph in Greek
and Latin. He was succeeded in liis business

by his son Jerome Froben, and his son-in-law

Nicolas Episcopious, who carried on the busi-

ness with the same reputation.

1527. After this time no printer is supposed to

have resided at Oxford for the space of sixty

years, for which chasm there is no reason assigned.

We have already noticed the introduction of
printing into the city of Oxford ; and without
entering upon any of the disputes in question,

it only remains at this time to notice those of
whom we have certain dates. Theodoric Rood,
a native of Cologne, printed at Oxford in 1480,
but his first book is disputed ; it is supposed that
lie continued in business to 1485; and that he
had a partner called Thomas Hunte, an English-
man ; only four books are known to have been
printed by these individuals, and one of these was
not known till 1735, unless we admit that Hunte
was the printer of the three annonymous books
in 1468 and 1479. From these we are obliged
to descend to the year 1506, when Pynson or
Wynkyn de Worde printed for the university
till 1518, when John Scolar* printed for them,
and lived in St. John's, Baptist's-lane, who was
succeeded by Charles Kyfreth, a Dutchman,
who resided in the city for a short time, in whose
name we have only one book in 1519. Anthony
Wood, in his History of the Antiquities of
Oxford, says that Theodoric Rood was suc-
ceeded by Scolar, and he by Peter Treveris, who
in 1525, removed to Southwark.—See Cotton's
Typographical Gazetteer, Dibdin, Home, &c.

1528. Died John Amerbach, one of the most
excellent and leanied printers of his time. He
was at first a student at Paris, under the famous
Lapidanus, who invited the three Gennans to

that city. Amerbach followed his studies until

he attained the degree of master of arts ; and
-went to Basil in 1481, where he set up a print-

ing-press, and became very famous in the science
of typography. The exact place of his birth is

not determined. Orlandi calls him a Parisian,
though perhaps on no other account than that
he studied so long in that university. His name
is unquestionably German.

Amerbach's first care, when he engaged in
the printing-line, was to get a complete fount of
round roman. His next was to procure some
of the best correctore of that age, of whom,
though no person was more capable than him-
self, he had a greater number than any of his
cotemporaries. He wjts so careful and diligent
in this province, that he would not let one sheet
pass unrevised by himself. Reuchlin says, that

* John Scolar, printer to the University of Oxford,
recited in a book which he had printed, an edict of the
chancellor, under his official seal, enjoining that for a
period of seven years to come, no person should venture
to print that work, or even to sell copies of it elsewhere
printed within Oxford and its precincts, under i>ain of
forfeiting the copies, and paying a fine of five pounds
sterling and other penalties. During the censorship of
the press throughout England, the vice-chancellor was
the authorized licencer of all books printed at the Uni-
versity.—Ingram's Memorials of Oxford.

he was a man of excellent genius, highly valu-
able for the neatness and correctness of his works,
and well skilled in several arts and sciences.

As Amerbach was a pious man, and zealous
in the cause of religion, which appears from all

his prefaces ; so he made choice of consecrating

his laboui's to that branch of learning, in prefe-

rence to any other. This induced him to en-

gage in printing the works of all the antient

fathers, a task hitherto unattempted by any
printer. He began with an edition of St. Aus-
tin, which he did not finish until 1505, in the

old Gothic. What he had most at heart was to

publish St. Jerome's works ; which as he knew
was impossible to be done without a competent
skill in the Latin, Greek, and Hebrew tongues
(the last of which he was too old and full of

business to learn,) he made his three sons, youths
of bright parts, divide that province among
themselves; who, having studied those lan-

guages, were obliged by him, whether he lived

or died, to finish that edition ; which they faith-

fully perfonned. The greatest part ofthese par-

ticulars are communicated by Erasmus in his

prefaces to St. Austin and St. Jerome.
Jodocus Radius, an eminent printer, says, he

was a man of indefatigable industry, and con-

summate skill in coiTecting the errors of corrupt

copies. And adds, that if all printers would
follow the example of John Amerbach, their

productions would be in much higher repute

than they are.

Boniface, his eldest son, who died in 1562,

was for thirty years law professor at Basil, five

times rector of the university, and went through
the different offices of the magistracy with the

reputation of a man of great integrity. In 1 659
was printed at Basil, 4to., the Bihliotheca Amer-
bachiana, a scarce work, which throws consider-

able light on the History of Printing.

1 528, Oct. 2. The obedience ofa christian many
and how christen rulers ought to goveme ; wherein

also, yf thou marke diligently, thou shalt fj/iide

eyes to perceave the crafty conveyaunce of all

iugglers. At Marlborow in the land of Hesse,

the seconde daye of October, mdxxviii, by me
Hans Luft. In this book Tindall asks, what is

the cause why, we may not have the old testament

translated as well as the new, which they had
burnt. Octavo. Marlborow, is a fictitious name
for Mai'purg, in Gennany, the capital of Upper
Hesse, where the art of printing was introduced

in 1527 ; and it is, in all probability, tliis town
whichWilliam Tindall designates, in his English

translation of the Pentateuch of the year 1530,

and in many other works printed about tliis time,

as Marlborow in the land of Hesse.

1528, April 6, Died Albert DuRER,the cele-

brated engraver on wood. This individual may
be called the father of the German school of

painting ; he was also an excellent and inde-

fatigable engraver, a writer on painting, per,

spective, geometry, and on civil and military

architecture. But it is as an cngniver that he
is chiefly known to us ; and we think we may
venture to say, that there is no name so cele«
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brated in the annals of engraving as that of the

subject of this memoir.
Albert Durer was born May 20th, 1471, at

Nuremberg, in Germany, a city famed at that

time, as rich and free, prosperous in trade, and
fond of the arts. Having made a slight begin-

ning with his pencil in the shop of his father,

who was a goldsmith, Albert rapidly advanced

in painting and engraving, and at the age of

twenty-six exhibited some of his works to the

public. So highly was he thought of, that his

prints found their way to Italy, where Marc
Antonio Rairaondi not only counterfeited on

^^^^^^^ copper a whole set of beau-

-^"T^"""!^ tifully-executed small wood

/^^^^M cuts of his, on subj ects taken

^"""""^l from the New Testament,

i _ I but forged his well-known
i T\ I stamp; a piece of roguery

^^£^ I 3 which at once carried Durer
into Italy to get redress.

On his reaching Venice, the senate of that place

so far did him justice, as to order M. Antonio
to efface the mark : they also forbade any one
but the right owner to use it in future. To this

event in his life was owing his introduction to

that wonderful genius Raphael, who sought his

acquaintance : and, in the simple fashion of the

times, the new friends mutually exchanged por-

traits. His works quickly became the rage:

he received high praises from all quarters ; and
his style was copied by a first-rate Italian

painter, Andrea del Sarto. The substantial re-

wards of merit kept pace with his fame. Hav-
ing finished a picture of St. Bartholomew, for

the church dedicated to that saint at Venice, the

work rose so high in public opinion, that Ro-
dolph II., emperor of Germany, sent orders to

Venice, that it should be bought for him at any
*price, and brought to Prague, not by the com-
mon mode of carriage, but (to prevent its taking
harm) on men's shouldere, by means of a pole.

Durer's honours now flowed thick upon him;
his fellow-citizens, proud of his talents, and
equally so of his private virtues, chose him into

the council of Nuremberg; and the emperor
Maximilian sent him a pension, and a patent of

nobility.

As Durer did not make so much use of the

pencil as of the gi-aver, his pictures are scarce,

and seldom to be seen but in palaces or great

men's houses. His engravings, on the contrary,

are so numerous, as well as closely-laboured,

that it would betoken a life of no common toil,

directed to this one point, to have performed all

those which are extant, and fairly allowed as

his. In the British Museum, and in the Fitz-

william Museum at Cambridge, as well as in

many other collections, are various specimens of
his skill. His design proves vast invention : his

copies of nature are bold and powerful, full of
expression, though often extravagant and gro-
tesque : his exactness in the composition of parts
is also very striking ; and he has given a neat-
ness of finish to small points, where most
draughtsmen, probably, would have sacrificed

correctness to the general effect. From his

power and simplicity in copying nature, as well

as from his attention to particulars, the admirers

of Durer have called him, by analogy, the

Homer of artists, while others, from the wild

and romantic spirit of his works, have compared
him to our English poet, Spenser, who, in his

Faerie Queen, has conveyed so many dark and
wondrous legends, and by the magical art of

description, has dressed up fiction to look like

truth.

With respect to the invention of etching,* it

seems to be not well known to whom it is to be
ascribed. One of the most early specimens of

Albert Durer, is that print, known by the name
of the Cannon, dated 1518, and thought by some,

with little foundation, to have been worked on a

plate of iron. Another etching by the same artist,

is Moses receiving the Tables of the Law, dated

1524.

One of Durer's best pieces, on wood, is that

of St. Hubert at the Chase. The saint is seen

kneeling before a stag, which has a crucifix be-

tween its horns, while around him are hounds
in various attitudes, surprisingly true to nature.

Another is an armed knight on horseback, at-

tended by death (also on horseback), and fol-

lowed by a frightful fiend, the group having

almost as much of the ludicrous as the terrible

;

this is called by some Death's Horse, and by
others The Worldly Man. But, perhaps, the

most remarkable of all his prints is that of Me-
lancholy, which conveys the idea of her being

the parent of Invention; it is a female form,

sitting on the ground, her features marked with

the deepest and most solemn shades of thought,

and her head resting pensively upon her hand

;

above, before, and around her, are a multitude

of emblems of science, and instruments of study.

This composition, it has been observed, is inte-

resting on another account ; namely, as a true

picture of the times when it was engraved ; for

precisely thus was attention perplexed and dis-

tracted on most philosophical subjects, in the

age of Albert Durer; and as he himself was au-

thor of seven treatises, most of which are on the

metaphysics of art, he had probably experienced

much of that sort of melancholy, which proceeds

from mental weariness and disgust—the usual

end of such studies. In this view, the proverb

might be true of him, " the painter paints him-
self!" But poor Durer had other sources of

melancholy, which may help us in coming to

* Some have ascribed the invention of etching to Fran-
cisco Muzzuoli, of Parma, or to Lucas a Dentecum, of

Zutphen, about the yeai- 1530. But we are certain that it

was commonly practised in Germany, both at Nuremberg
and Francfort, about 1512 j and since the use of aquafortis

was known to Durer, some scruple not to give the inven-
tion of etching to his master Wolgemuth.

—

Sandrurt.—
Paimej^iano, who died in 1540, practised the art in Italy,

and in whose etchings we discover the hand of the artist

working out a system, as it were, from his own imagina-
tion, and striving to produce the forms he wanted to ex-

press.—The artists were probably not long after this be-

fore they found out the way of uniting etching with
engraving, in the manner that prints are now generally

executed. The precise period cannot be ascertained.

—

Mierman.
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this conclusion. Although amiable in conduct

and mannei*s ; a lover of modest mirth, esteemed,

and even beloved, by his brethren in art, re-

spected by his fellow-citizens, and distinguished

by his monarch, he had a private woe which im-
bittered all his cup of honour : he had a shrew

for his wife.* Yet, as another proof that beauty
and a sweet temper are not necessarily united,

we are informed that, in painting the Virgin
Mary, he took her face for a model. His do-

mestic trials he bore with calmness for a time,

but at last he escaped, for rest from her unkind-
ness, to Flanders, finding an asylum in the

house of a brother in profession and fame ; but
she discovered him in his quiet retreat, and pre-

vailed upon him, by earnest promises of amend-
ment, to return to his home. Unfortunately,

however, for him and for the world, her ill dis-

position returned too, triumphed over the strength

of his constitution, and hurried him to the grave
before his time. He died at the age of lifty-

seven. A Latin inscription, to the following

effect, was engraved on his sepulchre in the

cemetery of St. John :

—

TO THE MEMORY OF ALBERT DURER.
ALL THAT WAS MORTAL OF ALBERT DURER IS

PLACED IN THIS TOMB. MDXXVIII.

We have by this celebrated master one hun-
dred and four engravings on copper, six on tin,

: a great number on wood,t and six etchings.

I
His wife, whose maiden name was Agnes Frey, is

I supposed by some to have executed several small
pieces, representing the miracles of Christ; but
this is merely conjecture. His son, Albert, was
a sculptor, and probably an engraver.

1529. Died Richard Pynson, printer, of

whom we have already given some notice (see

page 196 ante), and also made such extracts as

- may shew the nature of the works in which he
was engaged. Pynson, like many of the early

typographers, was a foreigner. In the chapel of

the rolls is contained a patent of naturalization

* Matrimony has been considered, by some writers, as
a condition not so well suited to the circumstances of phi-
losophers and men of learningr. There is a little tract
which professes to investigate the subject ; it has for its title
De Matrimonia Literati, an Calibem esse an vera nubere
conveniat ? That is, Marriage of a Man of Letters; with
an enquiry whether it is most proper for him to continue
a bachelor or marry?—The author alleges the great merit
of some women

; particularly that of Couzaga, the consort
of Montefeltro duke of Urbino ; a lady of such distin-
guished accomplishments, that Peter Bembus said, none
but a stupid man would not prefer one of her conversa-
tions to all the formal meetings and disputations of the
philosophers,—The wife of Berghem would never allow
that excellent artist to quit his occupations, and she con-
trived an odd expedient to detect his indolence. The ar-
tist worked in a room above her; ever and anon she
roused him by thumping a long stick against the ceiling,
while the obedient Berghem answered by stamping his
foot, to satisfy Mrs. Berghem that he was not napping.

—

-(Elian had an aversion to the marriage state.—Sigonus, a
learned and well known scholar, would never marry, and
alleged no inelegant reason, that '* Minerva and Venus
could not live together."

t Mr. Ottley has been enabled to give a rich treat to
those who can feel an interest in this study, by presenting
in his book, specimens of the works of this great artist,
printed from the oriffitml blocks themsehws / There are
four, viz.. The Last Supper ; Christ before Pilate ; Christ
taken downfrom the Cross; and The Ascension.

granted to him by king Henrv VII., about 1493,
which calls him " Richard Pynson, descended
from the countries of Normandy." The name
does not then appear to have been first intro-

duced into England, for in the churchwarden's
books belonging to the parish of St. Margaret,
Westminster, in the year 1504, are the words,
" Item, receuyued of Robert Pynson for four
tapers iiiid." Anthony A. Wood also, in his

Athena Oxonienses, edit, by Bliss, London, 1815,
vol. ii. p. 692, mentions, that one " Philip Pin-
son, an English man, studied among the Mino-
rites or Grey Friars, for a time at their house in

Oxon, of which order he was a learned brother."

He was subsequently suffragan-bishop to Had-
rian de Castello, bishop of Hereford, and after-

wards bishop of Bath and Wells; through
whose endeavours, united with the interest of
king Henry VII., he was advanced by the court
of Rome to the archbishopric of Tuam, in Ire-

land, December 2nd, 1503, and three days after

he died of the plague. It has been supposed,
from an equivocal note insei-ted in Palmer's
General Histm-y of Printing, that Richard Pyn-
son, or Wynkyn de Worde, was the son-in-law
of William Caxton; but the preference has
rather been assigned to the latter, since in all

his devices Caxton's monogram appears most
prominently conjoined with De Worde's, while
those of Pynson are composed of his own initials

only. That Pynson might have been either an
apprentice or workman of Caxton's is scarcely

to be doubted; since in The Prohemye, to his

edition of Chaucer's Canterbury Tales, printed
without date, he says, " whiche boke diligently

ouirsen & duely examined by the polliticke

reason and ouersight of my worshipful master
William Caxton accordinge to the intente and
effect of the seid Geoffrey Chaucer, and by a
copy of the seid master Caxton purpos to im-
prent by the grace ayde and support of almyghty
god. Whom J humbly beseche. that he of his

grete and habundant grace will so dispose that
J may it fynisshe to his plesure laude and
gloi-ye." rt has also been considered, that
Richard Pynson was probably a more ancient
printer than Wynkyn de Worde, on account of
the rudeness of type which is shewn in his

edition of Diues and Pauper, 5th July 1493;
and in the book of Canterbury Tales, without
date, when contrasted with the typographical
excellence of Wynkyn de Worde. The resi-

dence of Pynson was in Fleet-street, close to

that of De Worde, whom it has been sup-
posed he invited from Westminster, to dwell
near him. Psalmanazar has also intimated,
that the two typographers lived in the closest

familiarity and friendship with each other, but
by their publishing different editions of the same
book, almost at the same period, it would appear
more as if they had been the supporters of two
rival presses. *The first book of Pynson's which
is known with a date, states in the colophon,
that it was printed " the v day Juyl. the yere of
oure lord god. m.cccc.lxxxxiii.—by me Richarde
Pynson at the Templc-barie of london." The
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Falle of Pnncis, of the following year, has
" dwellynge withoute the Temple barre of Lon-
don," which place of his residence is continued,

till 1502-3. In the Imytacyon ^ Folowynge

of Criste, finished on the 27th of June in

the latter year, his house is stated to be " in

Flete-strete at the sygne of the George ;
" and

the book to have been printed "at the com-
maundement and instaunce of the ryght noble

and excellent Prynces Margaret moder of our

souerain lorde Kynge Henry the VII. and
Countesse of Rychmount and Derby." But a
still higher protection is to be found attached to

a Salisbury Missal, printed in 1504, which has

the words, " per Richardum Pynson huius artis

ingeniosissimum mandato et impensa serinissimi

xpristianissiraiq. et omnia virtutum genere pre-

diti regis Henrici septimi." The Pylgremage of
Perfection^ 1525, was " Imprinted at London in

Fletestrete, besyde saynt Dunstan's Churche by— printer to the Kynges noble gi'ace;" and in

an edition of the Salisbury Missal, without date,

are the expressions " In parochia Sancti Dun-
stani (in fletestrete), iuxta ecclesiam commoran-
tem." From these extracts, it is ascertained

that Pynson lived in two, if not in three diffe-

rent residences ; since, as the parish of St. Cle-
ment reaches to the western side of Temple-
Bar, he could not be dwelling near St. Dunstan's
church at the time when he was situated without
the boundary. It is supposed that in 1508,
when William Faques either died or resigned
his office of king's printer, Pynson first properly
assumed this title in his colophons; and that

the royal patronage which he had previously
received, must have been confined to certain

books only. In December 1508, in the colophon
to the Pereyrinatio Huinani Generis^ he styles

himself, " Piynter vnto the Kyugis noble grace,"
and in Alexander Barclay's translation of Sal-
lust's Chronicle^ no date, there is added to the
above, " with priuylege vnto hym graunted by
our sayd sourayne lorde the kynge."

About 1525, Robert Redman assumed and
altered one of the best devices of Richard Pyn-
son, and also interfered in one department of
printing, (the law,) which the latter considered,

from the royal protection already mentioned, as
being peculiarly his own. At the end of an
edition of Lytylton Tenures newly and moost
truly correctyed and amended, October 12th,

1525, Pynson placed the afiair Ijefore the public
in a Latin letter, of which the following is a
translation:—" Richard Pynson, the Royal Prin-
ter, Salutation to the Reader. Behold I now
give to thee. Candid Reader, a liyttleton cor-

rected (not deceitfully,) of the errors which oc-
curred in him ; I have been careful that not my
printing only should be amended, but also that
with a more elegant type it should go forth to

the day: that which hath escaped from the
hands of Robert Redman, but truly Rudeman,
because he is the rudest out of a thousand men,
is not easily understood. Truly I wonder now
at last that he hath confessed it his own typo-
graphy, unless it chanced, that even as the Devil

made a Cobbler a Mariner, he made him a
Printer. Formerly this Scoundrel did profess

himself a Bookseller, as well skilled as if he had
started forth from Utopia ; he knows well that

he is free who pretendeth to books, although it

be nothing more ; notwithstanding he is a Buf-
foon who hath dared to engage in it, his reve-

rend care for the Laws of England should
knowingly and truly have imprinted them all.

Whether the words which I give be profitable,

or whether they be faithful he can tell, and do
thou in reading Lyttleton excuse his care and
diligence in that place where thou dost see it.

Farewell ;" Redman took but little notice of

all this, but in April 1527, he removed into St.

Clement's parish, to the sign of the George, the

very house which Pynson had quitted ; and in

the same year, in an edition of Magna Charta,

Pynson again attacked him in a similar manner.
In 1532, Redman seemed to have occupied his

antagonist's residence next to St. Dunstan's

church, as his direction expresses ; and Herbert
supposes that Pynson thus efiected a reconcilia-

tion with Redman, by retiring from business, *

and making over his whole stock to him. The I

last books printed by Pynson, are supposed to

have been bishop Longland's Convocation Ser-

7non, and the Missal of the Holy Ghost, both in

octavo, 1531 ; but in the date of the former,

Herbert supposes that there is an error, and that

MDXxxi has been placed for mdxxix. The
colophons of some of Pynson's books shew that

he was employed by some of considerable im-
portance as well as the royal family, for in that

to the Promptuarius Pueororum, 1499, he says,

" Imprinted by the excellent Richard Pynson,

at the charges of those virtuous men Frederick

and Peter Egmont, after Easter," &c. In an
edition of the Old Tenures, he mentions, that it

was printed at " the instaunce of my maistres of

the company of Stronde Inne with oute terapyll

barre off London;" and in The Myrrour of
Good Maners, no date, he says " whiche boke I

haue pryntyd at the instance and request of the

ryght noble Rychard Yerle of Kent." As in

1529, Thomas Berthelet had a patent for the

office of king's printer, and in a book of that

year he assumed the title, it has thence been

concluded that Pynson died about the same
time ; but, if the above-mentioned books be re-

ceived as evidence, this supposition is certainly

erroneous. Lord Coleraine, in his manuscripts

concerning Tottenham, preserved in the Bod-
leian library at Oxford, states that in the 11th

of Henry VIIL, 1519, the manor-house of Tot-

tenham with the adjoining fields, (then the pro-

perty of sir William Compton), were leased for

forty-one years to one Richard Pynson, gent.,

but whether this were the typographer is cer-

tainly doubtful. Mr. Rowe Mores, in his very

curious work on English Founders and Foun-
deries, speaks well both of Pynson and his types.

He states that in 1496, this printer was possessed

of a double pica, and great and long primers, all

clear and good, with a rude Eng. english, and

english, and a long primer roman. In 1499, he
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had an english, and a pica roman, of a thick

appearance, but a letter which stood well in

line. He had also a better fount of great primer

English, with which he printed in 1498 ; Pynson

was the first typographer who introduced the

roman letter into this country.

As the authenticity of the portrait of William
Caxton has already been noticed, so it should be
observed, that there is no better proof than that

of time and popular acceptation for the head
engraved for Richard Pynson. In reality, it

represents John Gorrajus, junior, who lived at

the court of Louis XIII. to whom he was phy-
sician in ordinary ; and it occurs on the back of

a Latin address to marshal Montmorenci, com-
posed by him. The original is a fine spirited

wood engraving, about six inches in height ; and
was discovered by Francis Douce, Esq.

The above is the principal device of Richard

Pynson, though in general, they were six in

number. He had also several loose engraved

border pieces, for the formation of compartments

and title-pages ; or for the enlarging of some
other device, on some of which his cypher ap-

pears in miniature. Of these compartments, one

consisted of naked boys in procession to the left,

carrying one upon the shoulders of four others
;

another had a procession to the right, in which

two of the boys were riding in panniers on an
elephant, the nearest of which was crowned. A
third had two boys holding a festoon ; and all

of these were bottom pieces. A fourth compart-

ment contained the history of Mutius and Por-

senna. He probably had likewise a kind of

stamp for the covers of books ; since in Herbert's

description of the Imitacyon^ 8rc. of Christ, 150S,

and Dibdin's Typographical Antiquities, vol. ii.

page 423, he says, " a copy of this book was
curiously bound, with the king at length, the

printer's mark, and other figures stampt on the

cover." Again, in Herbert's notice of the Abbre-
vimeritum Statutorum, 1499, he states that " the

king at length, and Pynson's mark, R. P. were
stamped on the cover of the book." Pynson,
like Wynkyn de Worde, aftixed to several of his

books, especially to his statutes and law publi-

cations, various engravings of the royal arms,
supporters, badges, &c. as well to indicate his

being the king's printer, as to denote those
volumes which more immediately related to the
history and constitution of England.

1529. The first patent of king's printer which
has been found, is that granted to Thomas Ber-
thelet, by Henry VIII., in this year. But be-
fore this time, Richard Pynson, in 1503, had
styled himself "printer unto the king's noble

grace;" and in 1508, we find William Faques,
in like manner, taking the Latin title of regis

impressor (the king's printer). It may be re-

garded as almost certain, that at this time the

appointment of king's printer did not convey

any exclusive privileges, but was merely an
honorary distinction, implying that the indivi-

dual possessing it was peculiarly patronized by
his majesty, and perhaps was regularly employed

to do the printing work of the crown. It was,

in fact, an appointment very nearly of the same
nature with those held at present by any of the

royal tradesmen. Wynkyn de Worde, before

Pynson, called himself printer to the lady Mar-
garet (Henry VII.'s mother), but it will scarcely

be pretended that that princess, by such an ap-

pointment, could confer upon him any exclu-

sive privileges. At the very time that Pynson

called himself printer to the king, the acts of

parliament were printed not only at his press,

but also at those of Wynkyn de Worde, and of

Julian Notary. And this view is fully confirmed

by the terms of the patent granted to Berthelet,

in which there is not a word about the exclusive

right of printing anything whatever. The king

assumed the right of controlling the exercise of

the art of printing, not merely in regard to cer-

tain classes, but in regard to all classes of books.

He licensed at his pleasure one man to print,

and refused that liberty to another ; he pennit-

ted the printing of one book, and prohibited that

of another. The royal prerogative, in fact, as

to this matter, was held to be unlimited and om-
nipotent. Eveiy thing testifies the supremacy

actually exercised by the royal prerogative. No
book, in the first place, could be printed at all

until it was licensed; and secondly, the king

assumed the power of granting a riglit of exclu-

sive printing and exclusive selling to whom he

pleased in regard to all books whatsoever.—^We

shall enumerate the patents and privileges as

they were granted to certain persons for printing

or vending any kind of books.

Thomas Berthelet lived at the sign of Lucretia

Romana, in Fleet-street ; and it is singular to

remark that the king s printer, (from Pynson in

1500) to the present time, have all resided in the

parish of St. Bride, which seems to have been

the Alma Mater of our profession, upon its firet

introduction into the metropolis. The total num-
ber of those carrying on printing in this parish

almost defies enumeration ; certiiinly eclipses, in

comparison, that of any other parish or circle of

similar extent in England, or perhaps the world.

1529. Louis de Berquin, a gentleman of Ar-

tois, who was probably atUiched to the refonned

opinions, presumed to avow himself by his con-

versation and writings the defender of Erasmus,

and brave in his behalf the fury of the Sorbonne.

Such was the fury of the Parisian divines, (who

had published a Ceiisura, about 1526, upon va-

VL
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rious passages of Erasmus's New Testament^)

that not even the royal protection of Francis I.,

though powerfully exerted in the favour of Ber-
quin, was sufficient to shield him from their ven-

geance ; and this unfortunate man was, after a
tedious process, condemned to expiate his offence

in the flames ; and was actually burned at Paris

in this year.—Noel Bedier, who affected the

name of Beda after the venerable Bede, was
syndic of the Sorbonne at this period. He was
a fierce fanatical pedant, and an incessant dis-

putant ; always on the look out for heresy, and
for some new victim to persecute ; and such was
his hatred to heterodoxy that he would have

burned every individual whom the Sorbonne
condemned.

1530.—The first abridgement of the Encflish

Statutes, printed in English, was done by John
Rastell. The preface to this work details the

arguments which caused the old Norman French
to give place to the English language, in enact-

ing the laws of this country. It is on this ac-

count an interesting relic ; and we therefore

give the following extracts from Luckombe :

—

" Because that the lawys of this realme of

England, as well the statutes as other juge-
mentys and decreys, be made and wrytyn most
commynly in the Frenche tongue, dyuerse men
thereof muse, and have oftimis communycacion
and argument consyderyng, that in reason euery
law wherto any people shuld be boundyn, ought
and shulde be wryttyn in such manere and so

opynly publishyd and declaryd, that the people

myght sone, wythout gret dyffyculte, have the

knoulege of the seyd laws. But the verey cause
why the seyd laws of Englond were writin in

the French tonge, shuld seme to be this : furst,

yt ys not unknowyn, that when Wyllvam, duke
of Nonnandy, came in to thys land!, and slew

kyng Herrold, and conqueryd the hole realme,

there was a grete nomber of people, as well gen-
tylmen as other, that cam wyth hym, whych
understode not the vulgar tong, that was at that

tyme vsyd in this realme, but onely the French
tong: and also, because the seyd kyng, and
other grete wyse men of hys counsel, perseyuyd
and suposyd that the vulgar tong, which was
then usyd in this realme was, in a manere, but
homely and rude, nor had not so grete copy and
haboundaunce of wordys as the Frenche tong

than had, nor that vulgare tong was not of yt

selff suffycyent to expown and tu declare the

matter of such lawys and ordenauncis, as they

had determynid to be made for the good gover-

naunce of the people so effectually, and so sub-

stancyally, as they cowd indyte them in the

French tong, therefore they orderid, wrot, and
indytyd the seyd lawys, that they made, in the

French tong. And forthennore, long after the

commyng off kyngWylyam conquerour, because
that the vse of the French tong in this realme
began to mynysh, and be cause that dyuers
people that inhabityd wythin this realme, wich
could nother speke the vulgare tonge of thys
realme, nother the French tong ; therefore the
wys men of this realme causyd to be ordyryd.

that the matters of the law, and accions betwen
partes shuld be pledyd, shewyd and defendyd,
answerd, debatyd and juggyd in the English
vulgar tong ; and more over, that wryttyn and
enteryd of record in the rollys in the latyn tong,
because that every man generally, and indiffe-

rently, myght haue the knolege thereof, as ap-
peryth by a statute made in the xxxxvi yere of
E. iii. c. vltimo; wherfore, as I suppose, for

these causis before rehersyd, which was intendyd
for a ryght good purpose."

" Thoughe the statutys, made as well in the
tyme of the seyde kyng Henry the VII., as in

the tyme of our souerein lorde, that now ys, be
sufficyently indytid and writyn in our Englysh
tong, yet to them that be desirous shortly to

knowe the effect of them, they be now more
tedyouse to rede, than though the mater and
effect of them were compendyously abbreuiat

:

wherefore now, as farr as my symple wytt and
small lernynge wyll extende, I haue here takyn
upon me to abbregg the effect of them more
shortly in this lyttyll book, besechyng all them,
to whome the syght here of shall come, to accept
hyt in gree ; and though they shall fortune to

fynde any thynge mysreportyd, or omytted by
my neglygens, elis by neglygens of the prynters,

that yt wolde lyke them to pardon me, and to

consyder my good wyl, which haue intendid ty

for a comyn welth, for the causis and considera-

cyons before rehersyde; and also, that yt for-

tune them to be in dout in any poynt thereof,

yet, yf it please them, they may resorte to the

hole statute, whereof thys book is but a brege-

ment, and in manere but a kalender. And for-

thennore I wyll aduertyse every mon, that shall

fortune to haue any matter in ure, to resorte to

some man, that ys lernyd in the laws of thys

realme, to haue his councel in such poyntis,

which he thinkith doubtfull concernyng these

seid statutis, by the knolege wherof, and by the

dylygent obseruyng of the same, he may the

better do hys dewte to hys prynce and souerine,

and also lyf in tranquilite and pease wyth his

neyghbour, accordyng to the pleasure and com-
mandment of all rnighti God, to whom be eternal

laud and glori. Amen."
1530, Nov. 30. Died Cardinal Wolsey, the

celebrated minister of Henry VIII. Thomas
Wolsey was the son of a butcher at Ipswich,

bom in 1471 , and educated at Magdalen College,

Oxford. He was a youth of great parts ; and,

making considerable proficiency in learning, he
became tutor to the sons of Grey, marquis of

Dorset, who gave him the rectory of I-^ymington,

in Hampshire, and opened the way for him at

court. Prompted by ambition, he sought and
obtained promotion and favour under Henry
VII., who sent him on an embassy to the em-
peror, and, on his return, made him dean of

Lincoln. Henry VIII. gave him the living of

Torrington, in Devonshire ; and afterwards ap-

pointed him register of the garter and canon of

Windsor. He next obtained the deanery of

York ; and, attending the king to Tournay in

France, in 1513, was made bishop of that city.
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honours fell upon kirn in a degree equal to his

ambition. " He was rapacious," says Sir James
Mackintosh ;

" but it was in order to be prodigal

in his household, in his dress, in his retinue, in

his palaces, and, it must be added, in justice to

him, in the magnificence of his literary and
religious foundations. The circumstances of his

time were propitious to his passion of acquir-

ing money. The pope, the emperor, the kings

of France and Spain, desirous of his sovereign's

alliance, outbade each other at the sales of a

minister's influence^ which change of circum-

stances, and inconsistency of connection, ren-

dered, during that period, more freqtient than in

most other times. His preferment was too

enormous and too rapid to be forgiven by an
envious world."

In 1514 he was advanced to the bishopric of

Lincoln ; and the same year he was made arch-

bishop of York. In 1515 he succeeded arch-

bishop Warham in the office of lord chancellor

:

the king obtained for him the same year a

cardinalship ; and, in 1519, he was made the

pope's legate in England, with the extraordinary

power of suspending the laws and canons of the

church. He made every possible effort to ob-

tain the triple crown of his holiness the pope

;

and was near succeeding, but for the prepon-

derating influence of the emperor, Charles V.
Wolsey's "passion for shows and festivities

—

not an uncommon infirmity in men intoxicated

by sudden wealth—perhaps served him with a
master, whose ruling folly long seemed to be of

the same harmless and ridiculous nature. He
encouraged and cultivated the learning of his

age ; and his conversations with Henry, on the

doctrines of their great master Aquinas, are

represented as one of his means of pleasing a

monarch so various in his capricious tastes. He
was considered as learned ; his manners had ac-

quired the polish of the society to which he was
raised; his elocution was fluent and agreeable

;

his air and gesture were not without dignity.

He was careful, as well as magnificent, in ap-

parel. As he was chiefly occupied in enriching

and aggrandizing himself, or in displaying his

wealth—objects which are to be promoted either

by foreign connections or by favour at court—it

is impossible to w hat share of the merit or deme-
rit of internal legislation ought to be allotted to

him." As his revenues were immense, his pride

and ostentation were carried to the greatest

height : for he had five hundred servants : among
whom were nine or ten lords, fifteen knights, and
forty esquires.

Wolsey's administration continued, seemingly
with unabated sway, till 1527, when those who
were opposed to him in the council, together with
his opposition to Henry's divorce from queen
Catherine, soon worked his downfall. Crimes
are easily found out against a favourite in dis-

grace, and his enemies did not fail to blacken
his good deeds, or to increase the catalogue of his

errors. On the 17th of October, 1529, he was
deprived of the great seal, which was given to

Sir Thomas More. He was soon afterwards de-

prived of his ecclesiastical and temporal wealth,
and only suffered to remain at Esher, in Surry,
a country house of his bishopric of Winchester.
Such was the state of this discarded minister,

that the king left him without provisions for his

table, or furniture for his apartments. In Feb.
1530, Wolsey was pardoned, and restored to his

see of Winchester, and to the abbey of St. Albans,

with a grant of £6,000, and of all other rents

not parcel of the archbishopric of York. Even
that great diocese was afterwards restored. He
arrived at Cawood castle in September, 1530,

where he employed himself in magnificent pre-

parations for his installation on the archiepisco-

pal throne ; but at that moment his final ruin

seems to have been resolved upon, and the earl

of Northumberland was chosen to apprehend
him for high treason. Wolsey at first refused to

comply with the requisition, as being a cardinal

;

but finding the earl bent on perfonning his com-
mission, he complied, and set out by easy jour-

neys to London, to appear as a criminal, where
he had acted as a king. He was carried first to

lord Shrewsbury's castle at Sheffield, where he
was compelled by sickness to rest, and afterwards

to the abbey of Leicester, where he died at the

age of fifty-nine. His dying words were most
memorable, and highly instructive to all classes

of hypocritical professors of religion
—" If I had

served God as diligently as I have done the king,

he would not have given me over in my grey
hairs. This is the just reward that I must re-

ceive for the pains I have taken to dohim service,

not regarding my service to God !"

Shakspeare so correctly draws the character of

this great churchman ; and paints his virtues and
his vices so impressively, in the following lines,

that we cannot refrain "from quoting them :

—

He was a man
Of an unbounded stomach, ever ranking
Himself with princes ; one, that by suggestion
Ty'd all the kingdom : simony was fair play

;

His own opinion was his law. I' th' presence
He would say untruths, and be ever double
Both in his words and meaning. He was never.
But where he meant to ruin, pitiful.

His promises were, as he then was, mighty

;

But his performance, as he now is, nothing.
Of his own body he was iU, and gave
The clergy ill example.******

This cardinal.

Though from an humble stock, undoubtedly
Was fashion'd to much honour, from his cradle

;

He was a scholar, and a ripe and good one
;

Exceeding wise ; fair spoken, and persuading

;

Lofty, and sour to them that lov'd him not

:

But to those men that sought him, sweet as summer.
And though he was unsatisfy'd in getting,

(Which was a sin) yet in bestowing, madam.
He was most princely. Ever witness for him
Those twins of learning that he rais'd in you,
Ipswich and Oxford ! one of which fell vnth him.
Unwilling to outlive the good he did it

.

The other, though unfinish'd yet so famous,
So excellent in art, and still so rising,

That Christendom shall ever speak his virtue.

Wolsey founded Christchurch college in Ox-
ford, and intended to call it Cardinal college

;

and also to enrich its library with copies of all

manuscripts that were in the Vatican at Rome.
Upon his fall, which happened before he had
finished his scheme, the king seized all the reve-

2 K
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nues; but sometime afterwards restored them,
and changed the name of the college. About
the year 1524, Wolsey erected a school at his

native town, and employed Arnold Birckman, a
printer at Antwerp, to print Grammars for its

use. We lind from an epistle of his, dated at

Westminster 1st September, 1528, prefixed to a
grammar, with this title page. Rudimenta
grammatices, et docendi methodus, non tarn scholae

Gypswichianae, per reverend. D. Thomam car-

dinalem Ehor. foeliciter mstitutae, quam omni-
bus aliis totius Angliae scolis praescripta. Joan.

Grapheus excudehat impensis Arnoldi Birck-

manni, Antiverp 1534. The cardinal also

vouchsafed to direct the use of it in a short

epistle to the masters of his school. The same
grammar was printed the next year in twelves,

at Antwerp, by Martin Ceaser.*

1530. In consequence of the opposition of the

Romish clergy to the translation ofthe scriptures,

and more particularly of their being printed in

this country, many private individuals made
translations, and had them printed at foreign

presses. In this year, an English translation of

the Psalms was printed at Strasburg, by Francis

Foye, in 12mo. with a preface by John Aleph
;

and said to be " purely and faithfully translated

after the text of Feline."f In 1531, George
Joye,J an Englishman, translated the Prophet
Isaye and Jeremy^ and was printed at Strasburg

by Balthasar Beckneth, in 8vo. Robert Shir-

wood, another Englishman, who succeeded Ro-
bert Wakefield as oriental professor at Louvain,

published, in 1523, a Latin translation from the

* Lord Herbert in his life of Henry VHI., supposed that
cardinal Wolsey stated the effects of printing to the pope
(Leo X.) thus—"That his holiness could not be ignorant
what diverse effects this new invention of printing had
produced, for it had brought in and restored, books and
learning; and that which was most particularly to be
lamented, that lay and ordinary men might read the
scriptures, and to pray in their vulgar tongue ; and if this
was suffered, the common people might at last come to
believe, that there was not so much use for the clergy.

—

For if men were persuaded once they could make their
own way to God, and that prayers in their native and or-
dinary language might pierce heaven as well as Latin

;

how much would the authority of the mass fall ? For this

purpose, since printing could not be put down, it were
best to set up learning against learning ; and by introduc-
ing able persons to dispute, to suspend the laity between
fear and controversy. This at worst would yet make them
attentive to their superiors and teachers."

It is a singular circumstance that the skull of cardinal
Wolsey was burnt in the printing office of Richard Phillips,

of the Leicester Herald, consumed by an accidental fire

in 1795. In 1789 the bones of cardinal Wolsey was dis-

covered in the ruins of Leicester abbey, and lay exposed
for some weeks for the inspection of the curious on a
bench in the garden, but at length Mr. PhiUips bought
the skull of that famous man of the gardener for a shilling,

and kept it tUl the accident.

t By the text of Feline was meant the Latin version of
Mai-tin Bucer, published by him under the feigned name
of Aretius Felinus, Strasburg, 1526, folio.

—

Strype.

X George Joye was a Bedfordshire man, and educated at
Cambridge, and admitted fellow of Peter House in 1517.
But being accused of heresy by the prior of Newnhan, he
fled to Strasburg ; and was afterwards employed by the
Dutch printers, in correcting the pirated editions of Tin-
dall's New Testament. Though a learned man, he does
not appear to have possessed that conscientious integrity,
which would have given Christian dignity to his character

;

and it is to be regretted that whilst he defended the
" Truth," the " Truth" does not seem " to have made him
free" from guile and deception.

—

Lewis.

Hebrew, of the book of Ecclesiasies, accom-
panied with short notes, chiefly from rabbinical

writers. It was printed at Antwerp, by William
Vorstman, in 4to.

1530. John Haukins. The only particulars

which exist concerning this printer are supposi-
tious. Herbert imagined him to have been an
inhabitant of Exeter ; to have exercised his pro-
fession in that city ; and to have been the father

of " Edyth the lyeing widow,^^ the " twelue merry
gestys,'''' of whom, were printed by John Rastell,

in Folio, 1525; in the preface to which, one
bearing nearly the above name is thus men-
tioned.

This lying wydow, full fals and crafty,
Late in Englond hath dysscryued many,
Both men and wemmen of every degree*
As weU of the spiritull as temporalte

j ^1
Lords, knyghts, and gentlemen, also ^\
Yemen, gromys, and that not long ago

:

For in the tyme of kyng Henry the eight
She hath used many a suttel sleight.

What with lyeing, wepyng and laughyng,
As by thys book after here doth apperc.
Whoso list matter now for to here.
No faynyd storiee, but matters in dede.
Of xii. of her gestis here may ye red.

The Preface.

In the cyte of Exceter, by west away,
The tyme not pased hennc many a day,
Ther dwellid a yoman discret and wyse.
At the sygne of the floure de lyse,

Whych had to name John Haukyn, &c.

And concludes thus with the xii. gests.

To London they tooke in all the hast,
They woud not onnis tarry to brek there fast.

And of these poses I mak an ende.
God saue the wyddow where soeuer she wende.

Quod Waterius Smyth.

Emprinted at London, at the sygne of the

meremayde, at Pollis gate next to chepesyde,

by J. Rastell, 23 March. In sheets d iii. Folio.

It is, however, not very probable that no
degi'ee of consanguinity existed between this

l)rinter and the before-mentioned female sharper,

but also that the typographical art was unesta-

blished in Exeter in his time. Respecting the

only book which is extant with the name of

Haukyns, there is scarcely less doubt than there

is concerning its printer. This is entitled Les
claircissement de la Langue Francoyse ; the

colophon to which states, that the imprinting was
" fynysshed by Johan Haukyns the xviii. daye of

July." The yere of our lorcle god M.CCCCC.
and XXX;" whence Ames supposed that two
of the three parts into which it is divided were
printed by Pynson, and only the latter one by
Haukyns, with his letter. It remains to be
added that the volume is well executed, and is

full of curious and useful information.

Haukyns seems to have made use of Pynson's

letter and compartments after his decease, by the

following book :

—

Les claricissement de la langue

Francoyse, compose par maistre Jehan Palsgrave^

Angloys, natyf de Londres, et gradue de Paris.

Neque, luna, per noctem. 1530. After this

title are two verses of Leonard Cox in Latin,

then the author's epistle to king Henry viii.

which is followed by a copy of the privilege.
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Merlin's prophecy. The original is said to

be of the famous Merlin, who lived about a

thousand years ago ; and the following transla-

tion is two hundred years old, for it seems to be

written near the end of Henry the seventh's

reign. I found it in an old edition of Merlin's

prophecies, imprinted at London by John Hau-
kyns in the year 1533.

—

Arnes.

Seven and ten addyd to nine,

Of Fraunce her woe thys is the sygne,
Tamys rivere twys y frozen,
Walke sans wetyng: shoes ne ho zen.

Then comyth foorthe, Ich iinderstonde,

From town of Stoffe to fattyn I.onde,

An herdie chyftan, woe the morne
To Fi-aunce, that evere he was borne.
Then shall the fyshe beweyle his bosse

;

Nor shall grin berrys make up the losse,

Yonge Symnele shall again miscarrye

:

And Norways piyd again shall marrey.
And from the tree blosums feele,

Ripe fruit shall come, and adl is wele.
Reaums shall daunce honde in honde.
And it shall be merrye in old Inj^londe.

Then old Inglonde shall be no more,
And no man shall be sorrie therefore.
Geryon shall have three hedes agayne,
Till Hapsburgh makyth them but twayne.

1530. At this period the benefit of clergy* was
abolished for the crimes of petty treason, to all

under the degree of a subdeacon. But the

former superstition not only protected crimes in

the clergy ; it exempted also the laity from
punishment, by affording them shelter in the

churches and sanctuaries. These privileges were

abridged by the parliament. It was first declared

that not sanctuaries were allowed in cases of high

treason ; next, in those of murder, felony, rapes,

burglary, and petty treason ; and it limited them
in other partictilars. It appears by our law

books, that laymen that could read had the pri-

vilege of the clergy ever since the 25th Edward
III., stat. 3, c. 4, which provides that clerks,

convicts for treason or felonies, touching other

persons than the king himself or his royal ma-
jesty, shall have the privilege of holy church.

But yet it was not allowed in all cases whatso-

ever, for in some it was denied even in common
law, viz., insidiatio viarum, or lying in wait for

one on the highway, depopolatio agrorum, or de-

stroying and ravaging a country ; and combxistio

demorum, or arson, that is burning of houses

;

* Privilegium Clericale, or benefit of clergy, denotes an
ancient privilege of the church, consisting in this, that
places consecrated to religious duties were exempted from
criminal process before the secular judges in particular
cases. This, at first, was an indulgence granted by the
civil government, but it was afterwards claimed as an
inherent, indefeasible, and jure divino right : and the
clergy endeavoured to extend the exemption not only to
almost all kinds of crimes, but to a variety of persons,
besides those who were properly of their own order.
We are told of a rector of a parish who, on going to law

with his parishioners aboiit paving the church, quoted
this authority, as from St. Peter

—

Paveant illi, non paveam
ego; which he thus construed. They are to pave the church,
not I : and this was allowed to be good law by a judge,
who was an ecclesiastic.

There is extant an old act of parliament, which provides,
that a nobleman shall be entitled to the benefit of his
clergy, even though he cannot read. And another law,
cited by judge Rolls in his Abridgment, sets forth, that the
command of the sheriff to his oflScer, by word of mouth,
and without writing, is good; for it may he, that neither
the sheriff nor his officer can write or rend.

all which are a kind of hostile acts, and in some
degree border upon treason.—And further, all

these identical crimes, together with petit trea-

son, and very many other acts of felony, are

ousted of clergy by particular acts of parlia-

ment.
The privileges of the English clergy, by the

ancient statutes, are veiy considerable; their

goods are to pay no tolls either in fairs or mar-
kets; they are exempt from all offices but their

own, from the king's carriages, posts, &c., from

appearing at sheriffs' tourns, or frankpledges

;

and are not to be fined or amerced according to

their spiritual, but their temporal means. A
clergyman acknowledging a statute, his body is

not to be imprisoned. If he is convicted of a
crime for which the benefit of clergy is allowed,

he shall not be burnt in the hand : and he shall

have the benefit of clergy in infinitum, which no
layman can have more than once. The clergy,

by common law, are not to be burdened in the

general charges of the laity, nor to be troubled

nor encumbered, unless expressly named and
charged by the statute; for general words do

not affect them. Thus, if a hundred is sued for

a robbery, the minister shall not contribute;

neither shall they be assessed to the highway, to

the watch, &c.
In England, though this privilege was allowed

in some capital cases, it was not universally ad-

mitted. The method of granting it was settled

in the reign of Henry VI. which required, that

the prisoner should first be arraigned, and then

claim his benefit of clergy, by way of declinatory

plea, or, after conviction, by way of arrest of

judgment, which latter mode is most usually

practised. This privilege was originally con-

fined to those who had the liahitum et tonsuram

clericalem : but in process of time every one was
accounted a clerk, and admitted to this benefit,

who could read ; so that, after the invention of

printing, and the dissemination of learning, this

became a very comprehensive test, including

laymen as well as divines.

This privilege was formerly admitted, even

in cases of murder ; but the ancient course of

the law is much altered upon this head. By
the statue of 18 Eliz. cap. vii. clerks are no
more committed to their ordinary to be purged

;

but every man to whom the benefit of clergy is

granted, though not in orders, is put to read at

the bar, after he is found guilty and convicted

of such felony, and so burnt in the hand, and
set free for the first time, if the ordinary or

deputy standing by» do say. Legit ut clericus :

otherwise he shall suffer death.

Such was the power of the clergy in those

days, that they committed the most scandalous

crimes with impunity, and if ever brought to

trial, which was only a matter of form, before

twelve of their own "body, they were invariably

acquitted. At length, however, it was con-

sidered that learning was no extenuation of

guilt; and experience having shewn that so

universal a lenity was an encouragement of

crime, that it gradually was abolished^
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" The art of reading," says lord Kaimes,
" made a very slow progress : to encourage that

art in England the capital punishment for mur-
der was remitted if the criminal could hut read

;

which in law language is termed benefit of clergy.

One would imagine that the art must have made
a very rapid progress when so greatly favoured

;

but there is a signal proof of the contrary ; for

so small an edition of the Bible as six hundred
copies, translated into English in the reign of

Henry VIII. was not wholly sold off in three

years."

—

Sketches^ vol. i. page 105.

1530. Tindall having translated the Penta-

teuch^ or Five Books of Moses, and going to

Hamburg to print it, the vessel in which he

sailed was shipwrecked, and his papers lost, so

that he was compelled to recommence his la-

bour ; in which he was assisted by Miles Cover-

dale, and at length, it was published in a small

octavo. It seems, by the difference of the type,

to have been printed at several presses. To each

of the books, a prologue is prefixed. In the

margin are some notes ; and the whole is orna-

mented with ten wood-cuts. In some copies

there is added at the end, " Emprinted at Marl-
horow in the land of Hesse by me Hans Luft the

yere of our Lord mcccccxxx. the xvii daye of
January. ^^ In 1531, Tindall translated and pub-
lished the prophecy of Jonas, to which he pre-

fixed a prologue, full of invective against the

church of Rome.
1530. Richard Fawkes. Bagford imagined

that this person, whose name is also spelled

Faukes, Fakes, and Faques, was a foreigner

who printed in Syon monastery, at the same
time that one Myghel Fawkes worked in con-

junction with Robert Copland in 1535; but
perhaps it is more than probable that he was a

relative of William Faques treated of at page 214,

ante. He was it has been ascertained, the

second son of John Fawkes, of Farnley Hall, in

Yorkshire, Esq.; and it is said by Herbert,

although without any apparent support, that

Wyer was his servant. But few of his volumes

are now remaining, and they are of very con-

siderable rarity. The residences of Faques were
in Duresme, or Durham Rents, which he calls,

" in the suburbes of the famous cyte of London
without Temple barre," and at the sign of the

A. B. C. in St. Paul's Church Yard. He pub-

lished in all eight books, in the last of which is

" and be for to sell in St. Martyn's parish at ye

signe of ye St. John Euangelyst by R. Fawkes."

The device of Fawkes is a parallelogram,

surrounded by double lines, of which the outer

one is the thickest, and within them are some
figures. On each side of the shield is an unicom
regardant, and beyond them the trunks of two
trees running up the margin of the cut, from

which issue the richest flowers and foliage

spreading over their heads: the back ground is

thickly stellated. There is also a variation of

this device, in which the R. F. are connected by
a bow knot entwining round each letter.

1530. The Assembly of Foules. Imprinted in

london in fiete strete at the sygne of the Sonne

agaynst the condyte, by me Wynkyn de Worde.
The 24 day of January in the yere of our lorde

1530. Folio. Title on a ribbon, under which is

a wood cut of a man sitting thoughtfully in his

library, and above it the words—" Here foloweth
the Assemble of foules veray pleasaunt and com-
pendyous to rede or here compyled by the pre-

clared and famous Clerke Getfray Chaucer."
On the reverse is the following address

—

" ROBERT COPLANDE BOKE PRINTER TO NEW
FANGLERS.

Newes, newes, newes, haue ye ony newes
Myne eres ake, to here you call and crye
Ben bokes made with whystelyng^e and whewes
Ben there not yet ynow to your fantasye
In fayth nay I trow and yet haue ye dayly
Of maters sadde, and eke of apes and oules
But yet for your pleasure, thus moche do wyll I

As to lette you here the purlament of foules
Chaucer is deed the which this pamphlete wrate
So ben his heyres in all suche besynesse
And gone is also the famous clarke Lydgate
And so is yonge Hawes, god theyr soules adresse
Many were the volumes that they made more and less©
Theyr bokes ye lay up, tyll that the lether moules
But yet for your myndes this boke I wyll impresse
That is in titule the parlament of foules.

So many lerned at leest they saye they be
Was neuer sene, doynge so fewe good werkes
Where is the time that they do spende trow ye
In prayers ?—ye, where ?—in feldes and parkes
Ye but where by becommon all the clerkes ?

In slouthe and ydlenesse theyr tyme defoules
For lacke of wrytynges conteynynge moral sperkes
I must imprynt the parlament of foules

Dytees, and letters them can I make myselfe
Of suche ynowe ben dayly to me brought
Olde moral bokes stond styll upon the shelfe

I am in fere they wyll neuer be bought
Tryfles and toyes they ben the thynges so sought
Theyr wyttes tryndle lyke these tlemyshe boules
Yet gentyl clerkes followe hym ye ought
Tat dyd endyte the parlament of foules."

The poem then commences in seven-line stan-

zas, and at the end—" Thus endeth the congre-

gacyon of Foules on saynt Valentyne's day."

After this follows the " Lenvoy of Robert Cop-
lande boke prynter."

Layde upon shelfe, in leues all to tome
With Letters, dymme, almost defaced clene
Thy hyllynge rote, with wormes all to wome
Thou lay, that pyte it was to sene
Bounde with olde quayres, for age all hoorse and gxene
Thy mater endormed, for lacke of thy presence
But nowe arte losed, go shewe forth thy sentence.

And where thou become so ordre thy language
That in excuse thy prynter loke thou haue
Whiche hathe the kepte from ruynous domage
In snoweswyte paper, thy mater for to saue
With thylke same Iangage that Chaucer to the gave
In termes olde, of sentence clered newe
Than methe muche sweter, who can his mynde auewe

And yf a loueuer happen on the to rede
Let be the goos with his lewde sentence
Unto the turtle and not to her to take hede
For who so chaungeth, true loue doth offence
Loue as I rede is floure of excellence
And loue also is rote of wretchednesse
Thus be two loues, scrypture bereth wytnesse.

Finis.

" Imprynted, &c." as before.

1531. The English bishops exerted all their

influence to prevent the importation and circu-

lation of Tindall's translation. In this year, a

royal proclamation was issued, at the requisi-

tion of the clergy, for totally suppressing this

m
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translation, which was pretended to be full of

heresies and errors ; and holding out the expect-

ation that another and more faithful translation

should be prepared and published. The rigour

with which the king pursued Tindall and his

followers, serves to mark the inconsistency of

his character, who, through the whole of his

reign, distinguished himself, sometimes by the

zeal with which he promoted literature, and at

other times by the cruel policy which he exer-

cised against those who read and studied the

scriptures in English. Dr. Stokesley, bishop of

London, who in the month of May, in thif year,

caused all the New Testaments of Tindall, and
many other books which he had bought up, to be
brought to St. Paul's churchyard, and there

burnt, was one of the most cruel persecutors

among the prelates of his time. The following

particulars of the charges laid against several

individuals, who were either imprisoned, and
compelled to abjure, or put to death.

John Raimund, a Dutchman, 1528, "for
causing fifteen hundred of Tindall's New Testa-

ments to be printed at Antwei*p, and for bringing
five hundred into England."
Thomas Curson, monk of Bastacre, in Nor-

folk, 1530, " for going out of the monastery, and
changing his weed, and letting his crown to

grow, working abroad for his living, making
copes and vestments. Also, for having the New
Testament of Tindall's translation, and another
book containing certain books of the Old Testa-
ment^ translated into English, by certain persons
whom the papists call Lutherans."
John Row, bookbinder, a Frenchman, " for

binding, buying, and dispersing of books inhibi-

ted, was enjoined, beside other penance, to goto
Smithfield with his books tied about him, and
to cast them in the fire, and there to abide till

they were all burnt to ashes."

Christopher, a native of Antwerp, " for selling

certain New Testaments, in English^ to John
Row, aforesaid ; was put in prison at Westmin-
ster, and there died."

Edward Hewet, a servingman, his crime was,
" that after the king's proclamation, he read the
New Testament in English ; also the book of

John Frith, against purgatory, &c."
Walter Kiry, servant, his crime was, " that

he, after the king's proclamation, had and used
these books, the New Testament^ the Summe of
Scripture, a Primer, and Psalter, in English,
hidden in his bed-straw at Worcester."

In 1519, a shoemaker, residing at Newberry,
in Berkshire, was burned alive, for having in his

possession some books in English, and denying
the articles of the Christian faith. A copy of
Tindall's New Testament being found in the
possession of any person was sufficient to convict
him of heresy, and subject him to the flames.

John Mel, of Bockstead, 1532, " for having
and reading the Neiv Testament the Psalter, and
the book called A. B. C. all in English.

William Nelson, priest at Lith, 1531, for

having, and buying of Periman, certain books of
Luther, Tindall, Thorpe, and others, and for

reading and perusing the same contrary to the
king's proclamation, for which he was abjured."
About the latter end of the year 1533, Thomas

Bennet, a schoolmaster at Exeter, was burnt at
the stake, near that city, for writing upon the
doors of the cathedial church, that the pope was
antichrist.

Humphrey Monmouth, who supported Tindall
abroad, was imprisoned in the tower ; and though
a man of wealth, was almost reduced to ruin.

Penance was enjoined to Thomas Patmore, and
to John Tindall, (brother to the translator) on
suspicion of importing and concealing Tindall's

Testaments; and Sir Thomas More, adjudged,
" that they should ride with their faces to the

tails of their horses, having papers on their heads,

and the New Testaments, and other books which
they had dispersed, hung about their cloaks

;

and at the standard at Cheapside, should them-
selves throw them into a fire prepared for the

purpose ; and that they should afterwards be
fined at the king's pleasure." The fine set upon
them was £18,840 Os. 10c?

The following are a few of the names of per-

sons accused before John Longland, bishop of

Lincoln, in 1521, with the charges brought
againt them, extracted from the bishop's register.

An enumeration of a few of the charges, will

exhibit their nature.

Agnes Well, detected by her brother, " for

learning the epistle of St. James in English, of
Thurstan Littlepage."

The wife of Bennet Ward and her daughter,
" for saying that Thomas Pope was the devoutest

man that ever came in their house, for he would
sit reading in his book, to midnight, many
times "

John Butler, impeached by his own brother,
" for reading to him (his brother) in a certain

book of the scriptures, and persuading him to

hearken to the same."

Robert Collins, and his wife ; and John Col-

lins, and his wife, " for buying a Bible of Stacey,

for twenty shillings."

John Heron, " for having a book of the Expo-
sition of the Gospels, fair written in English."*

These are but a few of the many instances

adduced by Fox, from the register of Longland,
bishop of Lincoln, of persons accused and suf-

fering, either in one way or other, for possessing,

or reading, or hearing the scriptures, or other

books, that the clergy deemed inimcial to them,

or their religious tenets ; and for whose accusa-

tion husbands had been suborned against their

wives, wives against their husbands ; children

against their parents, and parents against their

* On the 14th of October, 1529, a placard appeared at

Brussels, whereby " all such as had in their custody any
prohibited books, which they had not brou^^lit forth to be
burnt, as required by former placards against heresy ; or
had otherwise contravened them, were condemned to

death, without pardon, or reprieve."

On the last of July, 1546, the Emperor Charles V.
publislied another placard against heretical books. By
this it was ordered, " that none should presume to print

any books, unless they first obtained from the emperor, a
license for exercising the trade of a printer, &c. on pain
of death."

1^
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children ; brothers against sisters, and sisters

against brothers. Persecution was not confined

to one part of the kingdom ; its baleful influence

spread far and wide ; and from one end of the

land to the other, there was a continual struggle

between truth and superstition. Hundreds were

burned at the stake ; a great number confined to

monasteries, and condemned to live upon bread

and water ; others were sentenced to bear a fagot

at the market-cross, to be burned on the cheek,

to repeat certain prayers upon Sunday and Fri-

day ; they were to fast upon bread and water

the remainder of their lives, except on Fridays,

when a little ale was allowed them. " The
clergy," says Dr. Henry, " were very sensible

of their danger from the translation of the scrip-

tures, and the progress of printing, that they ex-

erted all their power to prevent the circulation

of the Neiv Testament in English^ which they

represented as perfect poison to the souls of

christians ; but all their efforts were ineffectual."
" Cardinal Wolsey declaimed," says Mr. Baxter,

in his Cure of Church Divisions, "against the

art of printing, as that which would take down
the honour and profit of the priesthood, by
making the people as wise as they."

In the Apology of Sir Thomas More, printed

in 1533, mention is there made of one Segar,

a bookseller, of Cambridge, who was prisoner in

his house for heresy four or five days ; and though
it was reported, that Sir Thomas had used him
ill, he vindicates his conduct. Of Segar, says

Herbert, I have seen no books, either printed by

or for him.

1531. Dr. Van Troil, in his Letters on Iceland,

mentions that a printing press was established at

Hoolum, a town on the northern coast of Iceland,

by John Areson, bishop of that place, from which
issued a work entitled Breviarium Nidarosiense,*

of this date. The following notice of the general

state of typography in Iceland, is extracted from
Sir George Mackenzie's Travels in that island,

during the year 1810. " The first printing press

was erected at Hoolum, about the year 1530,

under the auspices of John Areson, who was at

that time bishop of this see.f Though an illite-

rate and uncultivated man, he was extremely

ambitious ; and wished to avail himself of all the

means which literature might afford for the pro-

motion of his influence in the country. With

* The only copy of this voliime which was known to be
remaining was in the library of Ames Magnaei, and was
consumed in the fire of Copenhagen in 1728.

t Some time after the death of bishop Areson, this press
appears to have been removed from Hoolum. In the year
1562 we find it at work at Breidabolstad j from whence
having been purchased by bishop Gudbrand Thorlakson,
together with all the materials, it was at first erected by
him at NupiifeU, in the valley of Eynfiord ; but soon
afterwards, for greater convenience towards his meditated
work, the Icelandic Bible, the bishop restored it to
Hoolum. After resting for more than a century, the press
travelled to Skalholt : was brought back to Hoolum in
1704: and in 1799, being put into the hands of the Ice-
landic literary society, was by them erected at Leira,
where it now remains. In the year 1584 the first edition
of the Icelandic Bible was printed here, (1000 copies;) a
second, in 1644, (also lOOO copies;) and another, in two
volumes folio, in 1728, bearing the imprint, Hoolum i

Hiallta-dal, af Marteine Arnoddsyne.—Cotton.

this view he procured as his secretary, a Swede of

the name of Mathiesson, who, coming over to

Iceland, brought with him a printing press, and
made a small establishment for its use. The
types were originally of wood, and very rudely
foimed ; and the only works issuing from the
press during the first forty years after its institu-

tion, were a few Breviaries, Church Rituals,

and Calendars. In 1574, however, Gudbrand
Thorlakson, bishop of Hoolum, made very great

improvements in the printing establishment at

that place, providing new presses and types,

some of which were constructed by his own hand,
and bestowing the utmost care upon the correc-

tion of every work which was printed during his

lifetime. Before the century had elapsed, a
number of valuable publications made their

appearance, greatly improved in their style of

composition, and displaying a neatness and even
elegance of execution, very remarkable at this

early period of the use of printing in the

country." p. 57.
" The printing-establishment at Hoolum,which

had fallen into decline, and another, which in

the year 1773, was instituted at Hrappsey, an
island in the Breide Fiord, were purchased by
the Icelandic society [about 1794] ; and a
printing-ofiice, under their management, esta-

blished at Leira, in the Borgar-Fiord Syssel (on

the south-western coast). From this press have
issued, for the use of the society, fifty or sixty

different works ; some of them translated, but
the gi'eater number original, and comprising a
very great variety of subjects; history, poetry,

divinity, law, medicine, natural history, and
rural economy." p. 309.

" We visited in our way the only printing-

office now in Iceland, (1810,) which is close to

Leira, in a small and miserable wooden build-

ing, situate in the midst of a bog. This esta-

blishment is at present kept up by the literary

society, of which Mr. Stephenson is at the head.

He has the sole management of the press ; and
few other people now give it employment,* none
liking to submit their works to a censor who is

reckoned too severe, but perhaps without much
reason. This state of the press is, however, ex-

tremely injurious to the literature of Iceland.

Two men are engaged in the printing-office

:

they have a press of the common construction,

and make their own ink of oil and lamp-black.

There are eight founts of types; six Gothic,

and two Roman; with a few Greek characters.

We found a small collection of books, which
had been printed here within the last few years,

and remained here for sale. We purchased
several of these, among which was Pope's Essay
on Man, translated into Icelandic verse. Dur-
ing the last winter the printing-office, with all its

contents, was very nearly swept away by a flood

;

and at the present time the building is in a state

of wretched repair." p. 151.

* A good and sufficient reason for which is given by
Mr. Henderson, at p. 7. of the second volume of his

"Journal."
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1531. John Toye. Nothing is known of

this person, more than the appearance of his

name to a small work of eight leaves, intituled

Ch'adus comparationum cum verbis, SfC. Quarto.

At the end, " Iraprynted at London, in Poules
chyrche yard, at the sygne of saynte Nycolas, by
me John Toye." John Scot's device is at the

conclusion.

1532. Died Alexander Barclay, a priest of

St. Mary Ottery, in Devonshire. We have al-

ready quoted largely from his poem of the Ship

of Fools ; but he is more memorable for having
been the earliest writer of Eclogues in the Eng-
lish language. Barclay's age is not known, but
he must have been very old.

1532, The first exclusive patent for printing

a book in England, was granted to Thomas
Godfray, for the History of King Bocctis, at the

coste and charge of Dan Robert Saltwode, monk
ofsayntAustens of Canterbury, 1510. He printed

other works cum gratia et privilegio. An Epistle

of Erasmus to Christopher Bishop of Basyle,

concerning the eating of flesh. London. 1522.

Sextodecimo. The works of Geoffray Chaucer.

London. 1532, Quarto. And many others.

Godfray resided at Temple-bar, and continued in

business until the above year. Ames assigns to

Godfray the following monogram.

1532. In the privy puree expenses of Henry
VIII. (edited by Nicolas, 8vo.) are the following

entries. " Paied to Westby clerk of king's closet

for vj msase bookes. And for vellute for to covr

them iiijZ. xjs. To Rasmus one of the armerars
garnisshing of bookes and div's necessaryes for

the same by the king's comaundment, xjZ. \s. vijtZ.

To Peter Scryvener for hying vellum and other

stuf for the king's bookes, iiijZ. To the boke-
bynder, for bryngyng of bokes fro hamptonco'te
to yorke place, iiijs. viijrf. To Rasmus the ar-

merar, for the garnisshing of iiij-xx. vj. bookes
as apperith by his bille, xxxiiijZ. x,?. And paied
for sending of certeyne bookes to the king's

bokebynder, iJ5."

A tolerable correct idea may be formed of the
superb manner in which books were bound, that

were designed for the use of the cathedral or

other principal churches, from the following ex-
tract of an inventory of copies of the gospels,

belonging to the cathedral church of Lincoln,
about this period :

—

Imprimis, A text after

Matthew, covered with a plate silver and gilt,

having an image of his majesty, (the Saviour)
with the four evangelists and four angels about

the said image ; and having at one comer an
image of a man, with divers stones, great and
small ; begining in the second less : and a trans-

migration, wanting divers stones and little pieces

of the plate. Item, One other text after John^
covered with a plate, silver gilt, with an image
of the crucifix, Mary, and John, having twenty-
two stones of divers colours, wanting four,

written in the second less : Est qui prior me erat.

—Dugdale's Monast. Anglic.

These accounts prove that a degree of splen-

dour was lavished on the exterior coatings of
books almost unknown to our day.

1532. Gerard Morrhius flourished at this

time as one of the most celebrated Parisian

Greek printers. The ardour and diligence of

this eminent typogi*apher in the multiplication

of Greek books appear in eleven distinct im-
pressions in one year. His learning, no less than
his liberality, may be reasonably inferred from
the elegant Latin preface to the Lexicon Grceco-

Latinum, ^c. in which he declares that the

augmentations found in it had been carefully

preparedby persons of competent erudition,whom
he had engaged at great expense. And to the

Interpretatio Didymi in Odysseam, a perspicuous
Greek epistle is prefixed ; in which he avows,
that his own love of philology inclines him to

risk his whole fortune for the public benefit.

This, he says, his late costly impression of the

Lexicon Grcecum has sufiiciently indicated : that

he is far from emulating the example of sordid

typographers, who, intent only upon their private

gain, execute their impressions in a slovenly and
inaccurate manner ; thus bringing the art itself

into contempt ; that therefore he has engaged
correctors of approved ability, by whose means
his establishment will acquire a reputation of

faithfulness and correctness beyond those which
preceded it ; of which, he trusts, this accurate

edition of the Scholiast will convince the public.

At the end of this volume he subscribes himself

Gerardus Morrhius, Germanus. His impressions

are usually dated from the Sorbonne.

As the singular device of Morrhius presents an
enigma, which neither La Caille nor Mattaire

has explained, I may venture, says Mr. Gres-

well,* to suggest, that the figure exhibited in

his titles is that of Vice ; female form above, but
changing beneath " in monstrum horrendiim ^•

informe.^'* The Greek motto above, may imply :

" I neither possess sweetness, nor the means of

procuring it." That beneath, is the well known
adage : Nocet empta dolore voluptas." In some
of the smaller specimens of this device the figure

holds a mirror, as if to contemplate her own
deformity.

This interesting printer was a warm friend of

Erasmus, to whom a letter of his is cited by
Mattaire, in which he evinces his pmdence and
moderation, by disapproving of the violent mea-
sures of the Sorbonne against that scholar.

Mattaire finds no mention of Morrhius after

the year 1532.

* View of the early Parisian Greek Press, vol. J . p. 120.
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1533. About this time, a cunning friar who
resided at Coventry, asserted that any person

who said over the Blessed Virgin^s Psalter every

day, could not possibly be damned. This bold

and irreligious assertion was eagerly swallowed

by the ignorant multitude, and all opposition to

it was treated with virulence and violence.

—

Sir Thomas More, though somewhat bigotted

and superstitious, could not entirely assent to this

proposition, published a letter on the subject, in

which he reasoned and ridiculed such an absurd

idea ; the effect was, that the friar gained the

applause ; while Sir Thomas was derided as a

fool. Such was the conquest of superstition

and credulity over learning and common sense.

1533. A statute was passed at this time to fix

the price of beef, pork, mutton, and veal. Beef
and pork were ordered to be sold at a halfpenny

a pound ; mutton and veal at a halfpenny half

a farthing, money of the time. The preamble of

the statute says, that these four species of but-

cher's meat were the food of the poorer sort. Fat
oxen were sold for 26s. 8d. each ; a fat lamb for

one shilling.

1533. Died Lucas Van Leyden, the friend and
rival of Albert Durer. Inferior to Durer in de-

sign, his engravings have more harmony, and his

heads more expression—he finished very highly.

The great number of his works, which consist of
one hundred and sixty-six engravings on copper,

twenty-eight on wood, and six etchings, and the

shortness of his life, is, of itself, little short of

miraculous. Several of the finest and the most
highly finished works of Leyden were executed
before he had completed his fifteenth year. He
was born at the end of May, or the begining of
June, 1494 ; and he said to have astonished the

artists of his time by a picture of St. Hubert^
painted when he was only twelve years of age.

His print of Sergius^ killed hy Mahomet^ as it is

called, is dated 1508 ; and his Conversion of St.

Paul, one of his largest and most esteemed prints,

is dated 1509.

V. Gemberlein, or Gamperlein, of Strasburg,

executed many excellent wood-cuts, from 1507,
to about this time.

Hans Schaeufelin, a German, executed wood-
cuts in the manner of Albert Durer ; his principal

work is Christ's Passion, in twenty-four pieces.

He flourished from 1507, to 1520. Albert

Glockenthon executed Chrises Passion in twelve

plates—1510.

Hans Burgmair,of Nuremberg, was one ofDu-
rer's best scholars. He engraved a set of Histo-

ries in thirty-six pieces, and sometimes used his

master's mark, sometimes H. B. I. B. &c. From
1510, to 1520.

Albert Altorffer, of Switzerland, 1511. His
works both on wood and copper, are excellent for

the time.

* It was not till the end of this reign that any sallads.
carrots, turnips, or other edible roots were produced in
England. These were generally imported from Holland
and Flanders. Queen Catherine,^ when she wanted a
sallad, was obliged to dispatch a messenger thither on
purpose. The use of hops, and the planting of them, was
introduced from Flanders about the begining of this reign.

1533. In the 25th of Heniy VIII, was passed
the following act, touching the importation and
binding of books, and for providing against en-
hancing their prices.

Whereas by the provision of a statute made
in the first year of the reign of king Richard
III, it was provided in the same act, that all

strangers repairing unto this realm might law-
fully bring into the said realm, printed and
written books, to sell at their liberty and pleasure.

2. By force of which provision there hath come
into this realm, sithen the making of the same,
a marvelous number of printed books, and daily

doth; and the cause of making of the same
provision seemeth to be, for that there were but
few books, and few printers, within this realm at

that time, which could well exercise and occupy
the said science and craft of printing : neverthe-

less, sithen the making of the said provision,

many of this realm, being the king's natural

subjects, have given themselves so diligently to

learn and exercise the said craft of printing, that

at this day there be within this realm a great

number of cunning and expert in the said

science or craft of printing : as able to exercise

the said craft in all points, as any stranger in

any other realm or country, 3. And further-

more, where there be a great number of the

king's subjects within this realm, which live by
the craft and mysteiy of binding of books, and
that there be a great multitude well expert in

the same, yet all this notwithstanding there are

diverse persons, that bring from beyond the sea

gi'eat plenty of printed books, not only in the

Latin tonge, but also in our maternal English
tonge, some bound in boards, some in leather,

and some in parchment, and them sell by retail,

whereby many of the king's subjects, being
binders of books, and having no other faculty

wherewith to get their living, be destitute of

work, and like to be undone, except some re-

formation be herein had. Be it therefore enacted
by the king our sovereigne lord, the lords spiritual

and temporal, and the commons in this present

parliament assembled, and by authority of the

same, that the said proviso, made the first year
of the said king Richard the third, that from the

feast of the nativity of our Lord God next com-
ing, shall be void and of none eff'ect.

II. And further, be it enacted by the authority

aforesaid, that no persons, resiant, or inhabitant,

within this realm, after the said feast of Christ-

mas next coming, shall buy to sell again, any
printed books, brought from any parts out of the

king's obeysance, ready bound in boards, leather,

or parchment, upon pain to lose and forfeit for

every book bound out of the said king's obey-

sance, and brought into this realm, and brought
by any person or persons within the same to sell

again contrary to this act, six shillings and eight-

pence.

III. And be it further enacted, by the autho-

rity aforesaid, that no person or persons, inhabi-

tant, or resiant, within this realm, after the said

feast of Christmas, shall buy within this realm,

of any stranger bom out of the king's obedience,
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other then of denizens, any manner of printed

books, brought from any of the parts beyond the

sea, except only by engross, and not by retail,

upon pain of forfeiture of six shillings and eight

pence, for every book so bought by retail, con-

trary to the form and effect of this statute.

—

2. The said forfeitures to be always levied of the

buyers of any such books contrary to this act, the

one half of the said forfeitures to be to the use of

our sovereign lord the king, and the other moity

to be to the party that will seize, or sue for the

same in any of the king's courts, to be by bill,

plaint, or information, werein the defendent shall

not be admitted to wage his law, nor no protec-

tion, no essoin shall be to him allowed.

IV. Provided always, and be it enacted by the

authority before said, that if any of the said

printers, or sellers of printed books, inhabited

within this realm, at any time hereafter, happen
in such wise to enhance, or encrease the prices of

any such printed books in sale or binding, at too

high and unreasonable prices, in such wise as

complaint be made thereof unto the king's high-

ness, or unto the lord chancellor, lord treasurer,

or any of the chief justices of the one bench or

the other, that then the same lord chancellor,

lord treasurer, and two chief justices, or two of

any of them, have power and authority to enquire
thereof, as well by the oaths of twelve honest and
discreet persons, as otherwise by due examination
by their discretion. 2. And after the same en-

hauncing and encreasing of the said prices of the

said books and binding, shall be so found by the

said twelve men, or otherwise, by examination of

the said lord chancellor, lord treasurer, and jus-

tices, or two of them at the least, that then the

same lord chancellor, lord treasurer, and the

justices, or two of them at the least, from time to

come, shall have power and authority to refonn
and redress such enhauncing of the prices of

printed books from time to time by their discres-

sions, and to limit the prices all well of the

books, as for the binding of them. 3. And over

that, the offender or offenders thereof being con-

vict by examination of the same lord chancellor,

lord treiisurer, or two justices, or two of them, or

otherwise, shall lose and forfeit for every book
by them sold, whereof the price shall be en-

hanced for the book, or binding thereof, three

shillings and fourpence, the one half thereof

shall be to the king's highness, and the other

to the parties grieved, that will complain upon
the same, in manner and form before rehearsed.

1533. The convocation of the clergy met, and
among other things, decreed, that the scripture

should be translated into the vulgar tongue
;

but at that time it was not carried into execution.

In this year, popery was abolished in England,
ind Henry VIII. declared head of the church.
But though the king thus separated from the

church of Rome, he by no means adhered to the

ioctrines of Luther which had been lately pub-
ished. The title of Defender of the Faith, which
Henry had obtained, he seemed to be determined

to

maintain, and, therefore, persecuted the re-

denying the papal doctrines, and some also were
executed for maintaining the supremacy of the
pope. All the authority and credit which the

popes had maintained over England for ages
was overthrow n at once ; and all tributes fonnerly

paid to the holy see were declared illegal.

1533. Warton observes, that the public pa-
geantries of this reign are proofs of the growing
familiarity and national diffusion of classicsd

learning : and selects as instances,among others,

from the shews exhibited with great magnifi-

cence, at the coronation of queen Anne Boleyn.
Among the other polite amusements of this reign,

the Masque seems to have held the first place.

It chiefly consisted of music, dancing, gaming,
a banquet, and a display of grotesque personages

and fantastic dresses. The performers were
often the king, and the chief of the nobility of

both sexes, who under proper disguises executed
some preconcerted stratagem, which ended in

mirth and good humour. With one of these

shews, in 1530, the king formed a scheme to

surprize Wolsey, while he was celebrating a
splendid banquet at his palace of Whitehall.

I do not find that it was a part of this diver-

sion in these entertainments to display humour
and character. Their chief aim seems to have
been to surprize, by the ridiculous and exag-
gerated oddity of the visors, and by the singu-

larity and splendor of the dresses. Eveiy thing

was out of nature and propriety. Frequently
the masque was attended with an exhibition of

some gorgeous machinery, resembling the won-
ders of a modem pantomime.

1534. The Bible first printed in a complete
form by John Lufft, of Wittenberg. The psalms

of this edition were those of the translation of

1531. The eagerness with which copies of this

translation were sought after, called for numer-
ous editions, so that besides several printed at

Nuremberg, Strasburg, Augsburg, and other

places in Germany, editions were printed under
the inspection of Luther and his learned coad-

j utors, and were supplied so rapidly that betwixt

1534 and 1574, a hundred thousiind copies were
issued from the office of one printer only.

1534. Tindall revised and prepared a second

edition of his New Testament* for the press,

which was afterwards printed at Antwerp, by
Martin Emperour, 8vo. ; but before the printing

* A singularly beautiful copy upon vellum, of the
revised edition of Tyndall's New Testament, is in the
Cracherode collection, now in the British Museum. It

belonged to the xmfortunate "Anne Boleyn, Mrhcn she
was queen of England, as we learn from her name in

large red letters, equEilly divided on the fore-edges of the

top, side, and bottom margins ; thus at the top Anna ; on
the right margin fore-edge Regina ; at the bottom Angllae.

The illumination of the frontispiece is also in very fair

condition." It is bound in one thick volume in blue
morocco. In its history every lover of the bible must
feel interested, and to such the following briefsketch may
afford some gratification.

Anne Boleyn, the ill-fated wife of Henry VIII., was
beheaded on Tower-hill, May 19, 1536, in the 29th year of
her age. She was the daughter of sir Thomas Boleyn,
and mother of queen Elizabeth. She was doubtless gay
and thou^hless, but the charge of incontinence was never
substantiated. The tyrant Henry, as he had cast off one
wife, to gratify his lust, conceived a new passion for Jane
Seymour, whom he married May 22, 1536.

2 K
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was quite finished Tindall was betrayed, and in

the end suffered martyrdom.
1534. Died Theodore Martens an eminent

printer, who introduced the art into Alost about

1472. Martens continued the printing business

for nearly sixty years at Alost, Louvain, and
Antwerp. He was an author as well as a printer,

but he is more renowned for the many beautiful

editions of other men's works which issued from

his press. He was highly esteemed by the

learned men of the period in which he lived

;

Santander is loud and long in his praise, and he

enjoyed the friendship of Erasmus, who lodged

in his house. His device was the double anchor.

Martens was born at Alost, in the year 1454.

1534. Died^ Wynkyn de Worde, the first

assistant and successor of Caxton, (see page 195

ante.) Throughoutthe whole range of our ancient

typographers, there is scarcely one whose memory
beams with greater effulgence than that of

Wynkyn de Worde : he gained this high distinc-

tion not only from the number of his publica-

tions, but also from the typogi'aphical excellence

which they exhibit. By an examination of the

patent in the chapel of the rolls, it will appear

that W. de Worde was born in the dukedom of

Lorraine : he became a denizen of England in

the year 1496. It has been conjectured, that he

was an assistant, or workman, with William
Caxton, during his residence at Bruges, or

Cologne : be this as it may, there is no doubt of

his having been a servant to our first typographer,

and remaining in that capacity till his death.

From this period he most successfully practised

the art of printing on his own account; and
continued to print in his master's house. Mr,
Dibdin imagines, that the interval between the

death of his master, and the appearance of his

first publication, was principally occupied in re-

an*angements, and in procuring new types. In

the colophon to Hilton's Ladder of Perfection^

printed in 1494, Wynkyn de Worde notices the

death of his master, Caxton ; and in the second

verse he mentions the patronage which he him-
self had obtained from Margaret Beaufort,

countess of Richmond, only daughter of John
Beaufort, duke of Somerset, and mother of king
Henry VII.

" This heuenly boke, more precyous than goule,
Was late dyrect, wyth great humylyte.

For godly plesur thereon to beholde,
Unto the right noble Margaret as ye see.

The Kynges moder, of excellent bounte,
Herry the Seuenth, that Jhu hym preserue,

This myghty pryncesse hath cammanded me
Temprynt this boke, her grace for to deserue."

In. the following year, Wynkyn de Worde
produced from his press the Vitas Patrum, the

Poli/chronicon, and, most probable, Bartholo-

nuBus de Proprietatibus Rerum ; as they are all

printed with the same types, and under the same
patron, namely, Robert Thorney, mercer. The
colophon of the Constitutiones Prouinciales Ec-
clesie Anglicance, 1496, shews that Wynkyn de
Worde was at that period still living at West-
minster, in Caxton's house ; as was also the case
when he printed WithaVs Short Dictionary, the

Accidence, the Chorle and the Byrde, and the
Doctrynalle of Dethe ; all of which have a
similar notice in their colophons. In this office

he appears to have continued until the year 1499,
and soon after he removed to the " sign of the
Golden Sun, in the parish of St. Bride, in the
Fletestrete, London;"^ the neighbourhood of
which he appears never to have left, as in his

will he directs his body to be buried in the paro-

chial church of St. Bride, Fleet-street, before

the high altar of St, Katharine. He was also a
considerable benefactor to that parish, as he
bequeathed to the church, £ 36 in money, to be
laid out in lands, and with the rents thereof, an
obit, or funeral service, was to be said for his

soul, on the day of his death, for ever. It is

supposed that Wynkyn de Worde died in the

year 1534 ; although the colophon to his edition

of Esop is dated 1535, yet the circumstance ad-

duced by Mr. Dibdin, of his will having been
proved in January 19th in that year, is almost a
sufficient evidence that it must be a typographical
en'or.

Whether he was married or not, or had rela-

tions that came over with him, does not appear
by his will

;
yet we find in the churchwarden's

accounts for St. Margaret's Westminster, an en-

try made in the year 1498. " Item, for the knell

of Elizabeth de Worde vi pence. Iteni, for iii

torches, with the grate belle for, v. iiii," Again,
in the year 1500, '"'Item, for theknelleof luliane

de Worde, with the grete belle, vi pence."

According to the custom of his time, this emi-
nent typographer was a stationer, since, he calls

himself in his will, " citizen and stationer of

London ;" yet Stow is certainly in an error when
he states that Wynkyn de Worde was one of the

corporation, since the stationer's charter was not

granted until 1555-6, and he had then been
deceased about twenty years. Herbert endea-
vours to obviate this anachronism, by adducing
a receipt given by the stationer's collectors in

1554, and by this he supposes they might have
been qualified to act as an associated body, pre-

vious to their receiving an act of incorporation.

The name of Wynkyn de Worde also appears

on the books of the leatherseller's company, in

the reign of Heniy VIII. and he was one of

the brotherhood of our lady's assumption, which,
probably, was a fraternity belonging to St.

Bridget's church, as Stow relates that such as-

sociations " were numberless" in " most churches

and chapels." The same laborious antiquary

supposes that de Worde was a native of Holland.

Herbert remarks of him, that " although he

was the immediate successor of Caxton, yet he

improved the art to a very great degree of per-

fection ; cutting a new set of punches, which he

sunk into matrices, and cast the several sorts of

printing letter which he made use of himself;

and some of them have been in use to this day,

being cast so true, and standing so well in line,

as not to be excelled by any : and of these he
had also a larger variety of sorts and sizes than

his predecessors." It has been supposed by

some authors, that Wynkyn de Worde was the
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first printer who introduced the Roman letter

into England ; but that honour has usually been

claimed and assigned to Richard Pv^son, his

cotemporary. Mr. Rowe Mores, in his treatise

of English Founders and Founderies^ seems in-

clined to believe that Wynkyn de Worde was
his own letter founder; and the Rev. T. F.

Dibdin remarks, that " the type with which he
printed most of his early folio volumes, is not,

to the best of his recollection, to be found in any
of the books printed abroad at the same period ;"

this latter evidence gives force to the assertion

of Mr. Mores, when he states that Wynkyn de
Worde's gothic type has been " the pattern for

his successors in the art."

In many classes of literature, this eminent

typographer produced several volumes from his

press, but his principal fame rests on the gram-
mars which he printed ; although his curious

romances and poetical books have also greatly

contributed to procure respect for his memory.
The typographical devices of Wynkyn de

Worde were nine in number, of which the follow-

ing is one of them.

As in the instance of the portrait of W. Cax-
ton, so the head which hitherto has been received

as a likeness of Wynkyn de Worde has been
produced by a similar error. From the same
book in the Harleian collection, as that which
contained the fictitious head of Caxton, another
purporting to be Wynkyn de Worde, was en-
graved on wood by Ames ; and this, after having
been for so many years received as genuine,
proves to be the portrait of Joachim Ringelberg,
a profound scholar, critic, and commentator of
Antwerp ; the original of which was affixed to

his Elegantice, Antwerp, 1529, octavo. A fac-

simile of it will be found in the Rev. T. F.
Dibdin's Bibliographical Decameron, vol. ii.

page 289,

He made his will, as may be seen in the prero-
gative-office, dated the 5th of June, 1534, and
died not long after. He writes himself" citizen
and stationer of London." He recommends his
soul to God and the blessed St. Mary, and his
body to be buried in the parochial church of St.

Bride's in Fleet-street, before the high alter of
St. Katherine. " Item, For tythes forgotten six
shillings and eight pence. Item, To the fraternity
of our lady, of which I am a brother, ten
shillings, to pray for my soul. Item, To my
maid, three pounds in books. To Agnes Tidder,
widow, forty shillings in books. Item, to Robert

Darby, three pounds in printed books. To
John Barbanson, sixty shillings in books, and
ten marks. To Hector, my servant, five marks
sterling in books. To Wislin, twenty shillings

in printed books. To Nowel, the book-binder,

in Shoe-lane, twenty shillings in books. To
Simon, my servant, twenty shillings in printed

books. To every of my apprentices, three pounds
in printed books. To John Butler, late my
servant, six pounds in printed books. To my
servant, James Ganer, in books twenty marks.
And forgive John Bedel, stationer, all the money
he owes me. Sec, for executing this my will,

with James Ganer; and that they, with the

consent of the wardens of the parish of St.

Bride's, purchase at least twenty shillings a year
in or near the city, to pray for my soule, and say

mass. To Henry Pepwell, stationer, four pounds
in printed books. To John Gouge forgive what
he owes me, and four pounds. To Robert Cop-
land, ten marks. And to Alard, book-binder,

my servant, six pounds fifteen shillings and four

pence."

1534. The Jirst Concordance to the English
New Testament, was compiled by Thomas Gibson,
an eminent printer in London. The title of it

was. The concordance of the new testament, most
neceisary to he had in the handes of all soche, as

desire the communicacion of any place contayned

in the new testament. Imprinted hy me Thomas
Gyhson, Cum privilegio regali ; with the mark
T. G. on the sides of a cut, afterwards used by
John Day, with this motto. Sum horum charitas.

Besides being a printer, Gibson was a studious

man, and continued in business till 1539.

1535. The well-known edition of the first

French Protestant* Bible was printed by P. de
Wingle, at Neuchattle, in Switzerland, and pub-
lished, under the superintendance of Calvin, by
Robert Pierre Olivetan. This edition was printed

at the expense of the Vaudoise, or Waldenses,
and is called the Bible of the Sword, on account
of that emblem being adopted by the printer.

Robert Pierre Olivetan, the coadjutor of John
Calvin, in the translation of this vei'sion, was also

related to that intrepid reformer. His true name
was Olivetan, but having assumed the name of
Olivetanus in Latin, he was usually called Olive-

tan. He died at Rome, in 1538, not without
strong suspicion of being poisoned.

For more ample accounts, concerning the

Olivetan edition of the French bible, and the

French New Testament of Faber, printed by de
Wingle, in 1534, the reader may consult Le
Long, Clement, and other bibliographers.

1535. William Marshall seems to have
been a gentleman, or merchant, who had great

interest at court, and the desire of queen Anne
Boleyn to promote the reformation, are the causes

* In 1527, John, elector of Saxony, appointed Melan.
cthon to draw up the Auffsburg Confession of faith, and
which received its name from being presented in 1530 to
the emperor Charles V., at the diet hehl in that city, as
the confession of faith of tliose who from havinjr protested
against the decree of the diet of Spires, in 1529, had
received the honourable deuominatioa of Protkstaxts.

Ik
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mentioned by Ames and Herbert for his receiving

a royal licence to print. In this year John Byd-
dell printed for him, the fine Reformed or Pro-

testant Primer from the Cant'ahrians or Oxonians

casting off the pope's supremacy the year before.

A patent was granted to Marshall, as the pub-

lisher, prohibiting all printers, booksellers, mer-

chants, and others, without license of him, from

selling the same, during the space of six years.

Most of his books were executed for him, as the

Defence of Peace, 1545, of which he has been

supposed to have been the author, printed by

RobertWyer ; An Abridgment ofSebastian Mun-
sters Chronicle, 1 542 ; and Erasmus on Confes-

sion, by John Byddell. Marshall had likewise

printed for him, Pictures and Images, without

date, 12rao ; and Chrysten Bysshop and Counter-

fayte Bysshop, without date, 8vo.

1535! Roger Lathem, according to Am.es,

resided in the Old Bailey, and printed a work
entitled A Gi'ammar of the Latin Tongue, 1535.

Quarto. For this work, Ames cites a book in the

collection of the late earl of Oxford ; but Her-
bert states, that such work was not to be found
in the Bibl. Harleiana.

1535, July 5. Sir Thomas More, beheaded
on Tower hill, for denying or speaking ambigu-
ously about the supremacy of the king. He was
the son of sir John More, a judge, and born in

London in 1480. As soon as he came of age he
obtained a seat in parliament, whe^'e he opposed

a subsidy demanded by Henry VII. with such
force that it was refused by the house. At the

accession of Henry VIII. he was called to the

bar, and in 1508 appointed judge of the sheriff's

court, in London, which was then a considerable

post. By the interest of Wolsey he obtained

the honour of knighthood, and a place in the

privy-council. In 1520 he was made treasurer

of the exchequer, and in 1523 chosen speaker

of the house of commons,* where he resisted a
motion for an oppressive subsidy, which gave
great offence to cardinal Wolsey. Sir Thomas
was made lord chancellor in 1530, and by his in-

defatigable application in that office there was in

a short time not a cause left undetermined.

The following lines are attributed to Sir Tho-
mas More ; if they do not establish his reputation

as a poet, says Mr. Beloe, they at least confinn

the account of the more than philosophic indif-

ference with which he wjent to his execution :

—

If evils come not, ^en our fears are vain

;

And if they do, fle'ar but augments the pain.

* In the 14th year of Henry VIII. sir Thomas More
was speaker to the house of commons, and chancellor of
the duchy of Lancaster, and was treated by the king with
singular familiarity. The king having once dined with
sir Thomas at his house at Chelsea, walked with him near
an hour in the garden, with his arm round his neck.
After the king was gone, Mr. Roper, sir Thomas's son-in-
law, observed he was to be envied to be so familiarly
treated by the king ; to which sir Thomas replied, " I
thank our lord, son Roper, I find his grace my very good
lord indeed, and believe he doth as sinjjularly favour me
as any subject within this rejilm ; howbeit, I must tell
thee, I have no cause to be proud thereof; for if my head
would win him a castle in France, it would not fail to go
ofr." From this anecdote, it appears, that sir Thomas
knew the king to be a villain.

Sir Thomas wrote several pieces against the

reformation, and epistles to Erasmus and other

learned men. The best of his works is a kind
of political romance, entitled Utopia,* which
was translated into English by bishop Burnet.

The king also had John Fisher,f bishop of

Rochester, executed for a similar offence, who
was created a cardinal while in prison. When
this was reported in Italy, numerous libels were
published all over the kingdom, comparing the

king of England to Nero, Domitian, Caligula,

and the tyrants of antiquity.

The following Epigram upon bishop Fisher,

is from a work called Two Centuries ofEpigrams^
written by John Heath, B. A. Oxford. London,
printed by John Windet, 1610.

Fisher, by being the pope's humble thrall.

Missed not much of being cardinall

;

A cap there was prepared, a legate sent,

T'invest his brow with that pure ornament

;

But see how things fell out, see how he sped.

Before his cap came he had lost his head.

1535, Oct. 4. The first edition of the whole

Bible in the English language, being the trans-

lation by Miles Coverdale, and generally called

Covei'daWs Bible, with the following title.

Bibla. The Bible, that is, the holy scripture of
the Olde and New Testament,faithfully and truly

translated out of the Douche and Latyn into

Englyshe. m. d. xxxv. The last page has these

words :

—

Prynted in the yeare of our Lorde

M. D. xxxv. and fynished the fourth daye of
October. It is in folio, and from the appearance

of the types, it is now generally considered to

have been printed at Zurich, in the printing-

office of Christopher Froschover, an eminent
printer of that place.

This noble work had been conducted under the

patronage of lord Cromwell. Six copies were
presented to archbishop Cranmer and Cromwell.
It was dedicated to the King in the following

manner :

—

Unto the moost victorious prynce and our

moost giacyous soveraygne lord kynge Henry
the eyghth, kynge of Englande and of France,

lorde of Irelande, &c. defendour of the fayth,

and under God the chefe suppreme heade of the

church of Englande,
The ryght and just administracyon of the

lawes of God gave unto Moses and unto Josua

:

the testimonye of faythfulness that God gave of

David : the plenteous abundance of wysedome
that God gave unto Salomon : the lucky and
prosperous age with the multiplicacyon of sede

* The Utopia is a political romance which represents a
perfect, but visionary republic, in an island supposed to
have been newly discovered in America. " As this was
the age of discovery," says Granger, "the learned
Budeaus, and others, took it for a genuine history, and
considered it highly expedient, that missionaries should
be sent thither, in order to convert so wise a nation to

Christianity."

+ John Fisher was born at Beverley, in Yorkshire, in

1459, and educated at Cambridge. He became confessor

to Margai'et countess of Richmond, mother to Henry VII.

who by his advice founded St. John's and Christ's colleges,

Cambridge. He was aman of considerable learning, strict

integrity, and ferveut piety. He was beheaded on Tower
hill, June 22, 1535, in the 86th year of his age.
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which God gave unto Abraham and Sara his

wyfe, be geven unto you, moost gracyous prynce,

with your dearest just wyfe and moost vertuous

pryncesse quene Jane. Amen.—This dedica-

tion is thus subscribed,

Your grace's humble subjecte and daylye

oratour, Myles Coverdale."

In this dedication he tells his majesty that
" The blynd bishop of Rome no more knew
what he did when he gave him this title, de-

fender of the faith, than the Jewish bishop,

Capyhas, when he prophesied that it was better

to put Christ to death, than that all the people

should perish : that the pope gave him this title

because his highness suffered his bishops to

burae God's word, the root of faith, and to

persecute the lovers and ministers of it, where
in every deed he prophecyed, that by the righte-

ous administration of his gi'ace the faith should

be so defended, that God's word, the mother of

faith, should have its free course tliorow all

christendome, but especially in his grace's

realme : that his grace in very deed should

defende the faith, yea even the true faith of

Christ, no dreames, no fables, no heresye, no
papistical inventions, but the uncorrupt faith of

God's most holy word ; which, to set forth, his

highness with his most honourable council ap-

plied all studie and endeavour."

He also takes notice of the intolerable injuries

done unto God, to all princes, and the common-
alities of all christian realms, since " they who
should be only the ministei-s of God's word be-

came Lords of the world, and thrust the true and
just princes out of their rooms." This he im-
putes to " the ignorance of the scripture of God,
and to the light of God's word being extinct, and
God's law being clean shut up, depressed, cast

aside, and put out of remembrance." But he adds,

that " By the king's most righteous administra-

tion it was now found again ; and that his ma-
jesty, like another Josia, commanded straitly,

that the law of God should be read and taught
unto all the people."

The following extract is from a little manu-
script Manuel of Devotions ^ which, according to

the tradition of the family in which it is pre-

served, w^as the present of queen Anne Boleyn
to her maids of honour :—" Grante us, most
mercyful father, this one of the greatest gyftes

that ever thowe gavest to mankynde, the know-
ledge of thie holy wille and gladde tidinges of

oure saluation, this greate while oppressed with
the tyrannye of thy adversary of Rome and his

fautors, and kepte close undre his Latyne Lettres,

and now at length promulgate, publyshed, and
sette at lybertye by the grace poured into the

* Copies of bishop Coverdale's version of the Bible are
preserved in the following libraries, viz., of the British
museum and Sion college, in London ; of his grace the
archbishop of Canterbury, at Lambeth ; in the public

I, library, at Cambridge ; in the library at all soul's college,
and in the Bodleian library, at Cambridge j and in the
library of the baptist academy at Bristol.

* A fragment of this Bible (an entirely perfect copy is

. not known to exist) was offered in a trade catalogue,
1837, for jtfl8 18s,

harte of thy supreme power our prince, asT all

kinges hartes be in thie hande, as in the olde
lawe dydest use lyke mercye to thie people of
Israeli by thie hie instrument, the good king
Josia, which restored the temple decayed to his

former beawtie, abolyshed all worshippynge of

images and ydolatrye, and sette abrode the lawe
by the space of many hundred yeres befor clean

oute of remembraunce."
1535. Died, Jodocus Badius, sumamed

AscENsius, one of the mc«t eminent printers of

this century, or that France ever produced. He
was a Fleming, a native of Asc, (in argo
Bruxellensi,) whence he was denominated Ascen-
sius. He is supposed to have been bom anno
1462, to have received the rudiments of his

education in a religious house at Ghent: and
after continuing his studies at Brussels to have
visited Ferrara, where he became a scholar of

Baptista Guarino. He afterwards became a
professor of humanity, as some accounts say, at

Paris, but according to others, at Lyons ; where
he read public lectures upon the Latin poets.

At the last mentioned city Badius commenced
his typographical career as a corrector of the

press in the establishment of Jean Treschel, a
German, cujus stipendiis utebatur,^^ as Guagin
said : but probably this employment was not in-

compatible with the duties of his literaiy profes-

sorship. After the death of Treschel, he mar-
ried his daughter Thelif, and removed to Paris.

He became so great a proficient in the art of

printing, that the learned Robert Gaguin,
general of the Trinitarian order, who was per-

fectly well acquainted with his merit, wrote a
letter to him, desiring he would undertake the

printing of his works. This, with some other

invitations of the learned, brought Badius to

Paris about 1499, where he designed to teach

the Greek tongue, and where his last endeavour,

after he had furnished himself with tine Roman
characters, was to explode the old gothic ; both

in his works and by his example. Accordingly,

he printed the Philohihlion of that great en-

courager of learning, Richard Bury, lord high
chancellor of England, bishop of Durham, and
founder of the Oxford library, towards the

middle of the 14th century; which book was
sent to him by Dr. Bureau, bishop of Cisteron,

and confessor to the French king, in order to be
printed by him, which was in 1 500. The name
of Ascensius first occurs as a printer in a book of

the year 1497.

Badius was no less skilful in restoring corrupt

manuscripts, than careful in printing them with

the greatest accuracy ; so that some of his erratas

have contained but five words. In printing the

work of any living author, he always followed

the copy exactly ; and he informs us in his pre-

face to his edition of Anpeltm Politiamts, that

he endeavoured to imitate the laudable diligence

of Aldus Manutius, and to print from his copies

with the utmost exactness. This made not only

the learned very ambitious to have their works

printed by him, but the most eminent booksellers

of Paris courted his acquaintance, and endea-
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voured to cultivate it, in order to secure their

business from his press. John Petit, sworn
bookseller to that university, and one of the
most famous of that age, caused several noble
editions to be printed by him ; as the Calepini
Dictionarium Octo Linguar. 1516.

Amongst the works which issued from this

prolific press, we find almost every important
Latin classic author, generally exhibited in a
large size, and having the pages filled with
notes, or explanations, by Badius himself and
other commentators.

Badius was a Libraire Jure of the university

of Paris, under which character he was specially

employed by the doctors of the Sorbonne in

printing their censuras, Sec. His claims to the
character of erudition were so far from con-
temptible, that Trithemius praises him extra-
vagantly ; and Erasmus has spoken well of his

Latinity ; and the famous Henry Stephans com-
pliments him highly on his abilities as a printer.

So attached was Badius to the typographical
profession, that he married his three daughters
to three of the most eminent printers in Paris.

Petronilla became the wife of Robert Stephans,
and mother of Henry Stephans the second, and
of two other sons, Robert and Francis. Badius
gave the second, Johanna, to John Roigny, and
the youngest Catherina to Michael Vasco'sanus.

Jodocus Badius had a brother named John,
and a son named Conrad, who both exercised
the same profession. The latter is found subse-
quently as a refugee for the sake of religion at

Geneva, and labouring in his profession there
conjointly with Robert Stephans. Badius was
succeeded in his business by his son-in-law John
de Roigny.
The insigne or mark of Badius is the repre-

sentation of an ancient printing press, beneath
which is sometimes found the words Prelum
Ascensianum. He occasionally subjoined this

sentence, ^m merent.

1536. Died, John Rastell, a celebrated
printer of London, where, according to several

authorities he was born ; that he was educated
in grammar and philosophy ; afterwards studied
at Oxford, and probably brought up to the law.

In 1517, he commenced the art of printing,

which, at that time, was esteemed a profession

fit for a scholar or ingenious man. Being dis-

tinguished for his piety and learning, he became
intimate with Sir Thomas More, whose sister

Elizabeth he married ; he was a zealous defender
of the catholic cause, and a great opposer of the

proceedings of Henry VIII. There is not any
information to be gained of Rastell's instructor,

and it is known only, that he resided at the sign

of the " Mermaid at Powls gate, next Cheapside."
Rastell's works are, Natura Naturata ; Canones
Astrologici ; three dialogues, one of which is on
purgatory, and which was answered by John
Frith ; this produced from Rastell an Apology
against John Frith ; who also followed it by a
second reply, which is said to have ended in his

opponent's conversion to Protestanism. Rastell
likewise wrote the Rules of a good Life ; and the

celebrated Anglorum Regum Chronieon ; or,
Pastimes of the People ; beside which seven Latin
tracts are attributed to him, on the following
subjects: Concerning good Works; Of Speaking ;
Upon Indulgences ; On the Brotherhood of the
Rosary ; the Abasement of Popery ; Words of the
English Law ; or, les Termes de la Ley ; and the
Indexes of Anthony Fitzherbert. The books
printed by John Rastell are thirty in number.
He left two sons, William and John ; the former
of them succeeded his father as a printer, and
the latter was in the commission of the peace,
who had a daughter named Elizabeth, the wife
of Dr. Robert Laugher, chancellor of the diocese
of Exeter.

Like the devices of some of the other early
printers, Rastell's principal mark was formed
from the sign of his dwelling-house, the mer-
maid, of which a representation is here given.

There were, it is probable, two families of the
Rastell's about this time, which makes it difficult,

in many places, to distinguish one from the other.

It is plain, that William Rastell, of St. Bride's

parish in London, in the year 1530, and in the
lifetime of John, was a very noted printer of law
books. This family existed some time before the
Rastells mentioned by Wood.

1536. John Hertford endeavoured to revive

the art of printing at St. Albans, half a dozen
books, executed within the space of four years,

are all which are known to have proceeded from
its reestablishment. In 1538, Hertford finding

it not to answer his expectation, removed to

Aldersgate-street, London. This second inter-

ruption, says Dr. Cotton, is easily accounted for,

in the total dispersion of the inmates of religious
houses by command of king Henry VIII.

1536, July 12. Died, Erasmus, who oc-

casionly assumed the praenomen of Desido'ius.

This learned Dutchman was born at Rotterdam
in 1467. He was a singing boy in the cathedral

of Utrecht till his ninth year, then entered the

school at Deventer, where he displayed such
brilliant powers that it was predicted that he
would be the most learned man of his time.

Alexander Hegins was his master, and Adrianus
Florentius, afterwards pope Adrian IV. was his

school fellow.

After the death of his parents, whom he lost
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in his fourteenth year, his guardians compelled

him to enter a monastery ; and at the age of

seventeen he assumed the monastic habit. The
bishop of Cambray delivered him from this

constraint. In 1492 he travelled to Paris, to

perfect himself in theology and polite literature.

He there became the instructor of several rich

Englishmen, from one of whom he received a

pension for life. He accompanied them to this

country in 1497, where he was graciously re-

ceived by the king. He returned soon after to

Paris, and then travelled into Italy to increase

his stock of knowledge. In Bologna, where he
received the degree of doctor of theology, he

was one day mistaken, on account of his white

scapulaiy, for one of the physicians who attended

those sick of the plague ; and not keeping out

of the way of the people, as such persons were

required to do, he was stoned, and narrowly

escaped with his life. This accident was the

occasion of his asking a dispensation from the

vows of his order, which the pope granted him.

He visited Venice, Padua, and Rome ; but,

brilliant as were the offers here made him, he

preferred the invitation of his friends in Eng-
land, where the favour in which he stood with

Henry VIII. promised him still greater advan-

tages. When he visited the lord chancellor, sir

Thomas More, without making himself known
to him, the chancellor was so delighted with his

conversation that he exclaimed, " You are either

Erasmus or the devil." He was offered a bene-

fice, but was unwilling to fetter himself by an
office of this kind. He was for a short time
professor of Greek at Oxford. He afterwards

travelled through Germany and the Nether-
land, and went to Basil, where he had his works
printed by Froben, and in whose house he for a
long time resided.

The bold and satirical manner in which Eras-

mus attacked the corruptions of the Romish
church and clergy, not only in his biblical works,

but in his numerous other writings, exposed him
to the hatred, and malicious machinations of a
host of enemies, who regarded him as one of the
most dangerous and powerful opponents of the
Roman catholic hierarchy and doctrines, that

the monks, used to say tliat " Erasmus laid the

egg that Martin Luther hatched." His works
were exclaimed against as disseminating here-
tical opinions, and placed in the Indices Expur-
gatoriiy* as dangerous to be read ; and narrowly
escaped becoming a martyr through the fiery

zeal of his adversaries. About the year 1526,
the Parisian divines published their censurae
upon various passages of the paraphrases of his

* When the insertions in the index were found of no
other use than to bring the peccant volumes under the
eyes of the curious, they employed the secular arm in
burning them in public places. The history of these
literary conflajcrations has often been traced by writers of
opposite parties, for the truth is, that lioth used them

;

zealots seem all formed of one material, whatever be their
party. They had yet to learn, that burning was not con.
fating, and that these public fires were an advertisement
by proclamation. The publisher of Erasmus's Colloquies
intrigued to procuie the burning of his book, which raised
the sale to twenty-four thousand copies.

New Testament and other parts of his works.
He states, that amongst other dreadful charges
of heterodoxy, they had accused him of main-
taining the Arian heresy, on account of a typo-
graphical en-or which had crept into a second
edition of his paraphrase before mentioned.
The liberality of Francis I. wa.s indeed happily

j

for some time a counterpoise to the precipitate
and anathemising zeal of these bigotted divines

;

for a considerable period elapsed before the uni-
versity dared to publish their censure of his
works.

Whatever imperfections may be discovered in
some particular parts in the character of Erasmus,
he must be considered as one of the greatest men
that ever adorned the commonwealth of learning,
and his memory must be revered by evei-y friend
of genius, learning, and moderation. Liveliness
of imagination, depth and variety of erudition,
together with great sagacity of judgment, were
in him eminently united.

Erasmus and Luther asserted, that to bum
heretics was contrary to the spirit of the gospel

;

the condemnation of which proposition was con-
stantly repeated in all the doctrinal decisions of
the Sorboime. P. Courayer considers this cen-
sure of theirs more scandalous, than all the
propositions of Luther. Such cruel measures
were revolting to the natural feelings of Francis.
His first movement was aversion ; and he began
by rescuing some of the victims of intolerance.

1536, Sept. 22. William Tyndale or Tindall,
otherwise named Hitchins, one of the first

publishers of the Holi/ Scriptures in English

:

burnt at the stake. He was bora at Hunt's
court, about the year 1477. Studied at Oxford.
His ancestors were the barons de Tynedale, who
for several centuries were settled on the banks of
the Tyne, and whose seat was Langley Castle, a
small but strong fortress. His behaviour at
college was such as gained him a high reputa-
tion both for morals and learning, so that he was
admitted a canon of cai'dinal Wolsey's new
college, now Christ church. But maiing his
opinions too public he was ejected, and retired
to Cambridge, where he pursued his studies and
took a degree. Embracing every opportunity to
propagate the new opinions, he was placed in
imminent danger both in Gloucestershire, at
Bristol, and at London. His thoughts were
bent, about 1524-5, upon translating the New
Testament into English ; but being sensible he
could not do it with safety in England, he went
abroad, receiving very liberal pecuniary assist-

ance from his friends, who were favourers of
Luther's opinions. He first went to Saxony,
where he held conferences with Luther, and his
learned friends, then came back into the Nether-
lands, and settled at Antwerp, where there was
a vei-y considerable factory of English mer-
chants, many of whom were zealous adherents
to Luther's doctrine. Here he immediately
began his translation of the New Testament, in
which he had the assistance of John Fryth, and
William Roye, the fonncr of whom was burnt
at Smithficld for heresy, July, 1533, and the
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latter suflFered that dreadful death in Portugal

on the same accusation. The New Testament

was printed in 1526, in 8vo., without the trans-

lator's name. As there were only 1500 printed,

and all the copies which could possibly be got

into England, were committed to the flames,

this first edition is extremely rare.

When this translation was imported into Eng-
land, the supporters of the church of Rome
became very much alarmed ; William Warham,*
archbishop of Canterbury, and Cuthbert Tons-

tall ,f bishop of London, issued their orders and
monitions to bring in all the New Testaments

translated into the vulgar tongue, that they

might be burnt. But this illjudged policy only

took off many copies which lay dead upon Tin-

dall's hands, and supplied him with money for

another and more correct edition, printed in

1534, while the first edition was in the mean
while printed twice, but not by the translator.

Of Tonstall's singular purchase, we have given

an anecdote at page 235 ante, the following fact

is also related :
" sir Thomas More being lord

chancellor, and having several persons accused

of heresy, and ready for execution, offered to

compound with one of them, named George
Constantine, for his life, upon the easy terms of

discovering to him who they were in l^ondon

that maintained Tindall beyond sea. After the

poor man had got as good security for his life as

the honour and truth of the chancellor could

give him, he told him it was the bishop of Lon-
don who maintained Tindall, by sending him a

sum of money to buy up the impressions of his

Testaments. The chancellor smiled, saying that

he believed he said true. Thus was the poor

confessors life saved." John Tindall, our authors

brother, was prosecuted, and condemned to do

penance. Humphrey Monmouth, his great

patron and benefactor, was imprisoned in the

tower, and almost ruined. In 1529, sir Thomas
More published A Dyaloge, in which he en-

deavoured to prove that the books burnt were

not New Testaments^ but Tindall's or Luther's

Testaments; and so corrupted, as to be quite

another thing. In 1530, Tindall published an
answer to this dialogue, and proceeded in trans-

lating the five books of Moses, from the Hebrew
into English ; but happening to go by sea to

Hamburgh, to have it printed there, the vessel

* William Warham, archbishop of Canterbiory, was
born at Oakeley, in Hampshire, about the year 1458. He
was high in favour both with Henry VII. and Henry VIII.;

and was successively master of the rolls, lord keeper, lord

chancellor, chancellor of the university of Oxford, and
archbishop of Canterbury. He died August 23, 1532, and
was buried in his cathedral. He wsis succeeded in the
archbishopric of Canterbury by Cranmer.

t Cuthbert Tonstall, bishop of Durham, was successively
master of the rolls, prebendary of York, dean of Sarum,
bishop of London, and lord privy seal. He was an able
negotiator, and a good critic. He was deprived by Edward
VI. but was restored by Mary, and appointed one of her
ecclesiastical commissioners. In that odious office he dis-

tinguished himself by his mildness and humanity. He was
again deprived by Elizabeth, but so highly esteemed was
he, even by protestants, that he found an asylum in the
family of archbishop Parker, with whom he resided till his
death, which took place November 18, 1559, andwas buried
in Lambeth church.

was wrecked, and he lost all his money, books,
writings and copies, and was obliged to begin
a-new. At Hamburgh he met with Miles
Coverdale, who assisted him in translating the
Pentateuch^ which was printed in 1530, in a
small octavo volume, and apparently at diff"erent

presses. He afterwards made an English ver-
sion of the Prophecy of Jonas, with a large
prologue, which was printed in 1531 ; and it is

asserted that he translated no more books of
scripture.

From Hamburgh he returned to Antwerp, and
was there betrayed into the hands of his enemies.
Henry VIII., and his council employed one
Henry Philips on this disgraceful commission.
He got the procurator general of the emperor's
court at Brussels, and other officers, to seize him,
and convey him to the castle of Villefort, where
he remained a prisoner a year and a half. Tin-
dall was at length brought to trial, where he
pleaded his own cause. . None of his arguments,
however, being admitted, he was condemned,
and being brought to execution in 1536, he was
first strangled and then burnt. His last words
were " Lord, open the king of England's eyes."

Thus perished one of the best men and ablest

writers of his time.

Speaking of Tindall—It is a common thing
with grateful people to erect statutes, and em-
bellish monuments with florid inscriptions in

honour of those who have done service to their

country ; but, surely he who devoted his time to

the translating of the scriptures, and became a
martyr in the cause of religious liberty, deserves

a more lasting remembrance than pyramids of
stone or marble.

Tindall's principal theological and controver-

sial tracts were collected together, and printed

with the works of John Fryth, and Barnes, in

one volume, fol. by John Day, 1572.
1536. In this year, three hundred and seventy-

six monasteries were abolished, and their reve-

nues, amounting to £32,000 per annum, confis-

cated to the king's use, in addition to a vast

quantity of plate and other valuable property,

computed at more than £100,000. As the monks
had all along shown the king the greatest resis-

tance, he resolved to deprive them of future
power to inj ure him. He accordingly empowered
Thomas Cromwell, who was now made principal

secretary of state, to send commissioners into the
several counties of England to inspect the mo-
nasteries, and to report with rigorous exactness

the conduct and deportment of those who were
resident there.* This employment was readily

undertaken by some creatures of the court, who
are said to have discovered monstrous disorders

in many of the religious houses. The accusa-
tions, whether true or false, were urged with

* A book was kept by the English monasteries, in
which a detail of the scandalous enormities practised in
religious houses were entered, for the inspection of
visitors under Henry VIII., in order to blacken them, and
hasten their dissolution. It was termed the Black Book,
Hence the vulgar phrase, " I'll set you down in my black
book."

m
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great clamour against these communities, and a

general horror was excited in the nation against

them. But as gi'eat discontent and munnurs
were evinced by many persons of rank and
learning, who still adhered to the old religion,

Henry took care that all those who could be use-

ful to him, or even dangerous in case of opposi-

tion, should be sharers in the spoil. He either

made a gift of the revenues of the convents to

his principal courtiers, or sold them at low prices,

or exchanged them for lands on very disadvan-
tageous terms. In the midst of these commo-
tions the fires of Smithfield were seen to blaze
with unusual fierceness.* Those who adhered
to the pope or those who followed the doctrines

of Lumer, were equally the objects of royal ven-
geance and ecclesiastical persecution. Henry
delivered his opinions in a law, which, from its

honid consequences, was afterwards termed the
Bloody Statute.f From the multiplied alterations

which were made in the national systems of be-
lief, mostly drawn up by the king himself, few
knew not what to think or what to profess.

—

Cromwell earl of Essex, who waslord privy seal,

vicegerent to the king's highness, and Cranmer,
archbishop of Canterbury, were both seen to

favour the reformation with all their endeavours.
On the other hand, Gardiner, bishop of Win-
chester, together with the duke of Norfolk, were
for leading the king back to his original supersti-

tion. But, in fact, Henry submitted to neither

;

his pride had long been so inflamed by flattery,

that he thought himself entitled to regulate by
his own single opinion, the religious faith of the
whole nation.

Dr. Priestley, in his Lectures on History, truly

observes, how can we help acknowledging the
hand of God when we see great and important
events brought about by seemingly trifling and
inconsiderable means ; or by means which seem
to have little or no relation to the end; who
would have imagined that the desire which Henry
VIII. had to be divorced from his wife, would
have brought about the reformation in England ?J
Again, he observes, how incapable riches and
power are to satisfy the minds of man ; is an

* Elizabeth Barton, a country grirl of Aldington, in
Kent, (therefore called the " holy maid of Kent,") with
some of her accomplices, were adjudged guilty of high
treason, for a conspiracy against the king, and executed,
April 30th, 1534.

t No less than five hundred persons were imprisoned
for contradicting the opinions delivered in the Bloody
Statute : and received protection only from the lenity of
Cromwell. Lambert, a schoolmaster, and doctor Barnes,
who had been instrumental in Lambert's execution, felt
the severity of the persecuting spirit, and by a bill in
parliament, without any trial, were condemned to the

: flames, discussing theological questions at the very stake.
, With Barnes were executed one Gerrard, and Jerome, for
the same opinions. Three catholics also, whose names
were Abel, Featherstone, and Powel, were dragged upon
the same hurdles to execution ; and who declared that
the most grievous part of their punishment was the being
coupled with such heretical miscreants as were united in
the same calamity.

X The indiscretion of a Portuguese priest, who would
not give place to one of the king's officers in Japan, and
the obstinacy of the Jesuits, in refusing to give up the
house which a nobleman had given them, when his son
claimed it back again, occasioned the extirpation of the
Roman catholic religion in that country.

ta

observation which few persons, in the course of
their own experience, have not seen occasion to

make. But the sentiment makes a deeper
impression upon us when we see it exemplified

in the history of statesmen and kings. How
often do we see the vanity of the living in their

boundless provision for futurity, in the dissipation

of the large fortunes of covetous persons, by the

extravagance of their heirs. But it does not

affect us so much as when we read in histor)',

that the riches which pope Sixtus V. amassed in

his pontificate, and those which Henry IV. king

of France, had with great difficulty saved, were

squandered away within less than a year after

their deaths; and also, that the treasure which
Henry VII. of England, had raised, by every art

of extortion, went almost as fast by Henry VIII.
his son and successor.

1536. Shortly after the appearance of Cover-

dale's Bible, a royal proclamation was issued to

the clergy to provide a book " of the whole Bible,

both in Laten, and also in English, and lay the

same in the quire for everye man that will to loke

and reade thereon."

The convocation of the province of Canterbury

assembling June 9, the year 1536, Dr. Heylin
tells us that the clergy then agreed upon a fonn
of a petition to be presented to the king, that he
would gi'aciously indulge unto his subjects of

the laity the reading of the Bible in the English

tongue, and that a new translation of it might
be forthwith made for that end and purpose.

By this it appears that the clergy did not approve

of the translation already made by Tindall and
Coverdale, and that their attempt, which they

made two years ago to have the royal permission

to make a new one did not succeed.

Soon after the finishing this Bible, were pub-
lished by Lord Cromwell, keeper ofthepriv^ seal,

and vicegerent to the king for and concerning all

his jurisdiction ecclesiastical within his realme,
" Injunctions to the clergy, by the authorite of

the king's highnesse,"* the seventh of which
was as follows :

—

"TJaat every person or proprietary of any

parish churche within this realme shall on this

side the feast of St. Peter ad vincula (August 1)

nexte comming prouide aboke ofthe whole Bible,

both in Latin and also in English, and lay the

same in the quire for everye man that will to

loke and read thereon ; and shall discourage no

man from the reading any parte of the Bible,

* Formerly kings were apostrophised by the title of your
grace. Henry VI II, was the first, says Houssaie, who
first assumed the title of hifr/tness ; and at length majesty.

It was Francis I. who saluted him with the last title, in

their interview, in this year, though he called himself

only the first gentleman in his kingdom. The titles of
Honour of Seldon is a very curious volume, and, as the

learned Usher told Evelyn, the most valuable work of this

great scholar. He vindicates the right of a king of Eng-
Isind to the title of Emperor.

And never yet was titlb did not move

;

And never eke a mind, that title did not love.

An honest curate of Montferrat refused to bestow the
title of highness on the duke of Mantua, because he found
in his breviary these words : Tu solus Dominus, tu solus

Altissimus ; from all which he concluded, that none but
the Lord, was to be honoured with the title of highness.

2 L
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either in Latin or English, hut rather comfort,

exhort, and admonish every man to read the

same as the very word of God and the spiritual

foode of manne's soul, whereby they may the

better kno\Ve their duties to God, to their soue-

ralgne lord the king, and their neighbour ; ever

gentilly and charitably exhorting them, that,

using a sober and modest behavioure in the

reading and inquisition of the true sense of the

same, they doo in no wise stifly or eagerly con-

tend to stryve one with another about the same,

but refen-e the declaration of those places that be

in controversie to the judgemente of them that

be better learned. This seems a confirmation

of Coverdale's Bible being licensed by the king,

since by this injunction it is ordered to be had in

churches, and there read by any that would, there

being no other Bible in English at this time than

Coverdale's.

Whether the archbishop had a mind to have

Tindall's prologues and notes reprinted, or the

printers thought such an edition would sell well

we find the next year (1537) published another

noted edition of the English Bible in folio, and
is usually called Matthewe's Bible,* from the

name affixed to it, as the editor. It was printed

abroad, at the expense of Grafton and Whit-
church ; and was " set forth with the king's most
gracious licence." It bears the following title :

—

The Byhle^ which is all the Holy Scripture, in

which are contayned the Olde and Newe Testa-

ment, truly and purely translated into Enylysh.

By Thomas Matthew e."t
At the beginning of the prophets are printed

on the top of the page the initial letters R. G.
i. e. Richard Grafton, and at the bottom E. W.
i. e. Edward Whitchurch, who were both the

printers and publishers, and at whose expense
this impression was made ; and was " set forth

with the king's most gracious licence."

Richard Grafton, sent six copies of this edition

to Cromwell, at his lordship's request, accom-
panying them with a letter, in which he com-
plained, that after having printed 1500 copies at

an expense of not less than £500 he was apprehen-

sive of being undersold by the Dutch booksellers.

* The Bible, with marginal notes, black letter, with
cuts. 1520. This is the Bible, in which, by an artful

counterfeit, described by Mr. Wanley, St. Paul is called^

the knave, &c. the rasure of the true word servant, and
the insertion of the false reading, though discoverable by
an exact observer, are so weU executed, that the Bible
was sold to the duke of Lauderdale, for seventeen guineas,
by one Thornton, who, indeed, first effaced Matthew's
preface, aU the dates except one, of which he erased
XVII., and added a note that this Bible, which was the
edition of 1537, was printed in 1520, a date earlier than
that of any English Bible, It does not appear that this

reading was ever really printed. There is no other copy
in the world that has this alteration.

t The name of Thomas Matthewe is affixed to this

bible as the editor ; but this, it is said, was fictitious ; and
that the real editor was John Rogers ; a native of Lan-
cashire, who was educated at Cambridge, and became
acquainted with Tindall at Antwerp ; but in queen Mary's
reign, (being then in England) he became the first martyr
of her reign, being burnt at Smithfield, February 4, 1555,
on account of printing this bible. Nicholls, in his
Commentary on the Book of Common Prayer, however,
states that Thomas Matthewe was prebendary of St.
Paul's.

who, observing how acceptable the English bible

was to the common people, were designing to

print it in a smaller volume ; and though he be-

lieved the editions which they w ould print would

be very inferior in paper, type, and correctness,

yet without his lordship's intei"position, they

would probably ruin him and his friends. He
therefore entreated his lordship to obtain for him,

from the king, " that none should print the bible

for three years but himself;" and urged the ad-

vantage tiiat would result from enjoining every

clergyman to have one, and placing six copies in

every abbey. By this it would seem, that Grafton

intended another impression, since the number
already printed, namely, 1500, was no wise

sufficient to answer so large a demand.

A resolution was soon after taken to revise this

edition of Matthew's, and to print it again

without the prologues or annotations, at which
great offence was pretended to be taken, as con-

taining matters heretical, and very scandalous

and defamatory. From the following circum-

stance, it is supposed that Richard Grafton and
Edward Whitchurch, executed this edition at

Paris, because at that time there were in France

better printers and paper than could be had here

in England. Cromwell, earl of Essex, procured

a letter to be written from Henry VIII. to the

king of France, that some of his subjects might
be licensed to print an English bible at the uni-

versity of Paris ; and at the same time another

letter was sent to Bonner, Henry's ambassador

at the French court, to afford this request all the

assistance in his power. Francis complied, and
Bonner appeared so zealous in the cause, that

Cromwell first procured him the bishopric of

Hereford, and immediately afterwards that of

London. The work advanced and was even on

the verge of its conclusion, when the printer was

summoned before the inquisitors* of the faith,

who charged him with certain articles of heresy,

whilst Grafton and Whitchurch, the proprietor,

of the book, and Coverdale the corrector of the

press, escaped only by suddenly leaving the

country. Four dry vats filled with the copies of

the bibles which they left behind, were sold by
the lieutenant criminal, to whom they were

delivered to be burned in Maulbert place, to a

haberdasher to wrap his wares in, and these

upon a second visit which Grafton and Whit-
church made to Paris, were bought up by them,

together with the presses and types which they

had fonnerly used, and the servants of their first

printer engaged to go with them to England,

where they resumed the work, and finished it the

middle of April, in the following year. It is in

large folio, and has obtained the name of the

hihle of the largest volume, or the great hihle,\ a-

* Copies of the royal license by Francis I., and of the

instrument of the inquisition for inhibiting the bibles,

may be seen in Strype's Memorials of Archbishop Cranmer,

V. 1., c. xxi., b. 1., p. 119 J and voL II., appendix. No.
XXX., Fox.

t Vellum copies of this edition are in the British

museum, and in the library of St. John's college, Cam-
bridge.
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term which seems to have been occasionally

given to other early folio editions.

Fiilke, in his Defence of the English Transla-

tion of the Bible^vehitei>,t\rdi " when Coverdale's

translation was finished, and presented to Henry,

he gave it bishop Gardiner and some others to

examine. They kept it so long, that at last

Henry had to call for it himself. When they

delivered the book, he demanded their opinion

of the translation. They answered, that there

were many faults in it." " Well," said the king,

"but are there any heresies mentioned in it?"

They replied, " There were no heresies they

could find." " If there be no heresies," said

Henry, " then, in God's name, let it go abroad
among our people."

—

Levns.

1536. Engraving in dots or commonly called

stippling^ is the only mode of engraving which
is supposed to have been the invention of the

Italians. Agostino de Musis, better known* by
the name oi Augustine of Venice^ a pupil of Mark
Antonio, used it in several of his earliest works,

but confined it to the flesh, as in the undated
print of an old man seated upon a bank, tvith a

cottage in the back ground. He flourished from
1509 to 1536. We also find it in a print of a
single figure standing, holding a cup and look-

ing upwards, by Giulio Campagnola, who en-
graved about the year 1516. The back ground
is executed with round dots, made apparently
with a dry point. The figure is outlined with a
stroke deeply engraved, and finished with dots,

in a manner gi-eatly resembling those prints which
Demarteau engraved at Paris in imitation of red
chalk. The hair and beard are expressed by
strokes. Stephen de Laulne, a native of Ger-
many, followed the steps of Campagnola ; and
many of his slight works are executed in dots
only. John Boulanger, a French artist, who
flourished in the middle of the sixteenth century,
and his cotemporary, Nicholas Van Plattenberg,
improved greatly on this method, and pmctised
it with much success. John Lutma executed
this kind of work with a hammer and a small
punch or chissel.

In this style of engraving, Francis Bartolozzi,

stands preeminent in modern times ; he contrived

to execute it so beautifully as to assist in seducing
the public taste from the superior and legitimate
style of line engraving. He w*as born at Florence,
in 1728, and died at Lisbon, 1815. He resided
for some time in England, and executed many
prints for Boydell's Shakspeare, which exhibit
exquisite specimens of taste and execution.

1537. In this year was printed at Lyons, a
book entitled, Les Controves des Sexes masculin
et femenin, 16mo. The author, Gratian du
Pont ; asserts that every man will, at the resur-
rection, be an entire body, without the least de-
formity. He maintains that were every part of
the body separated into fifteen hundred ditterent

places, they would all unite, and become com-
plete. He adds that Adam will regain the part
from which Eve was fonned, and that Eve must
again become Adam's side ; and thus, he says, it

will be with all other persons ; every man will be

like Adam, and everj woman like Eve ; and he
concludes with a positive a.ssertiou, that woman
will cease to exist.

1538. Printing introduced at Tortosa, a city

of Spain. In the library of Trinity college,

Dublin, there is a curious book of this year,

namely the Mariale of Bernardinus de Sorio,

who was rector of the college of Tortosa. The
printer, Arnaldum Guillenni, is protected for ten

years, under a penalty of 1000 florins and for-

feiture of the copies.—The Mariale is a quarto,

consisting of 277 leaves printed irregularly in

black letter, with a few flowered initials of coarse

workmanship. The title-page is ornamented
with wood cuts on both sides. The paper is

strong though yellow ; neither the type nor press-

work are very good.

1538. In this year the English Bible was per-

mitted to be exposed to sale,and publicly read ; and
an injunction was published by the vicar general

of the kingdom, " ordering the clergy to provide,

before a certain festival, one book of the whole
bible, of the largest volume in English, and to

set it up in some convenient place within their

churches, where their parishioners might most
commodiously resort to read it ;" the expense of

which was to be borne equally by the clergyman

and the parishioners. A royal declaration was
also issued, which the curates were to read in

their respective churches, infoiTning the people

of the injunction to place it in the churches, and
of the pemiission given to all to read it ; w ith

directions how to read and hear it, and advising

them to avoid all disputes about the scriptures

in " taverns or alehouses," and rather to consult

those who were authorized to preach and explain

them. " It was wonderful," says Strype, " to

see with what joy this book of God was received,

not only among the learneder sort, and those

that were noted for lovei-s of the Refonnation,

but generally all England over, among all the

vulgar and common people ; and with what
greediness God's word was read, and what resort

to places where the reading of it was." Again,

he observes, " that the parsons, vicare, and curates

did read confusedly the word of God, and the

king's injunctions, lately set forth, and com-
manded by them to be read : humming and hawk-
ing therat, that almost no man could understand

the meaning of the injunction. And they secret-

ly suboiTied certain spreaders of rumoui*s and
false tales in corners, wlio inter])reted the injunc-

tions to a false sense. And bad their parishioners,

notwithstanding what they read, being compelled

so to do, that they should do as they did in times

past, to live as their fathers ; and that the old

fashion is the best. They even insinuated that

the king meant to take away the liberties of llie

realm, with other seditious intimations."

Mr. Thoresby mentions the Neiv Testament

printed at Paris, by Reignault, in 1538, at the

expense of bishop Bonner. It was printed in

8vo. in two columns, English and Latin ; and
has 1 Peter ii. 13, thus translated, " Unto the

Kynge as the chefe Amr/e," doubtless out of com-
pliment to Henry VIII.
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1538. King Henry VIII, gi'anted a license to

James Nicholson, a printer, who resided in St.

Thomas's hospital, in Southwark, to print the

New Testament in Latin and English, in quarto.

The English was Coverdale's version, and the

Latin, that of the Vulgate. Coverdale wrote a

dedication to the king, in which he assured his

majesty " that his principal design was to induce

such as knew the English only, and were not

learned in Latin, that in comparing these two

texts together, they might the better understand

the one by the other; and he did not doubt,

but such ignorant bodies, as having care and

charge of souls, were very unlearned in the

Latin tongue, should through this small labour

be occasioned to attain unto knowledge, and at

least be constrained to say well of the thing

which heretofore they had blasphemed."
15.'^8. Nov. 16. The proclamation of Henry

VIII. following the formal trial and condemna-
tion of the shrine and goods of Thomas a Becket,*

declaring that he was no saint, but a rebel and
a traitor to his prince, and caused his bones to

be burnt by the hangman. The account of the

miracles wrought at his tomb filled two folio vo-

lumes. His jubilee of fifteen days was attended

by 100,000 pilgrims, and the offering, in two
years, to God, were £3 '2$. 6(1. ; to the virgin,

£67 7s. 2d.; but to Saint Thomas, £1786 ISs.

6d. The shrine was estimated at above a million

of money.
When relics of saints were first introduced, the

relique-mania was universal ; they were bought
and sold like other articles of commerce ; and
the collectors made no scruple to steal them. It

IS entertaining, says Mr. D'Israeli, to observe

the singular ardour and grasping avidity of

some, to enrich themselves with these religious

* Thomas a Becket, was born in London, in 11 19, and
educated at Oxford and Paris. Henry II. appointed hira,
in 1158, chancellor and preceptor to the prince. In 1162
he was elected archbishop of Canterbury, on which he
resig-ned the chancellorship, and assunxing the arrogance
of a sovereign pontiff, came to hostilities with the king,
who endeavoured to effect a reform among the clergy.
In a convention held at Clarendon, laws were passed
respecting the privileges of the church, to which Becket
assented at first, but afterwards retracted, and endeavoured
to leave the kingdom, to conununicate his grievances to
the pope. This occasioned a parliament to be called at
Northampton, in 11 65, when the archbishop was sen-
tenced to forfeit all his goods to the king. On this he left

the kingdom, and Henry seized upon the revenues of his
see. Becket resigned at Sens his archbishopric into the
hands of the pope, who returned it to him with assur-
ances of support. The prelate now fulminated his ana-
themas against several bishops and noblemen, which so
irritated the king that he banished all his relations. An
accommodation was at last concluded between Becket
and the king, but Becket refusing to withdraw his ex-
communication of the bishops, they laid their complaints
before Henry, who was in Normandy. In a fit of passion
the king exclaimed how unh appy he was, that among so
many attendants none had gratitude enough to rid him of
one who caused him so much disturbance. On this, four
knights set out for Canterbury, and assassinated the arch-
bishop at the altar of his cathedral, December 29, II71,
For this the king was obliged by the pope to do penance
at Becket's tomb, where he was scourged by the monks,
and passed the whole day and night fasting upon the bare
stones. The murderers were sent on penance to the
Holy Land, where they died. Becket was canonized two
years after; and his pretended miracles were so nume-
rous, that his shrine became the richest in Europe.

morsels ; their little discernment, the curious

impositions of the vender, and the good faith and
sincerity of the purchaser. The prelate of the

place sometimes purchased for the holy benefit

of the village or town.

The following legend concerning Thomas a
Becket, is taken from the Golden Legend, i^nnted

by Wynkyn de Worde, 1498, folio :
—" And anon

after. Saint Thomas came to Rome on Saint

Marcus day at afternoon, and when his catour

should have brought fish for his dinner, by cause

it was fasting day, he could get none for no
money, and came and told his lord St. Thomas
so. And he bade him buy such as he get ; and
then bought flesh, and made it ready for their

dinner ; an St. Thomas was served with a capon

roasted, and his meyne with boiled meat ; and so

it was that the pope heard that he was come,

and sent a cardinal to welcome him; and he

found him at his dinner eating flesh ; which anon
returned, and told the pope how he was not so

perfect a man as he had supposed ; for, contrary

to the rule of the church, he eated this day flesh.

The pope would not believe him, but sent another

cardinal, who, for more evidence, took the leg of

the capon in his keuerchyef, and aflSrmed the

same. And opened his keuerchyef to fore the

pope, and he found the leg turned into a fish

called a carp. And when the pope saw it, he
said they were not true men to say such things

of this good bishop. They said faithfully it was
flesh that he did eat. And after this, St. Thomas
came to the pope, and did his reverence and
obedience, whom the pope welcomed ; and after

certayn communication, he demanded what meat
he had eaten ? and he said flesh, as ye have

heard to fore ; because he could find no fish, and
very need compelled him thereto. Then the

pope (understood of the miracle that the capon's

leg was turned into a carp) of his goodness,

granted to him and to all them of the diocese of

Canterbury, license to eat flesh for ever on Saint

Marcus day, and pardon withal ; which is kept

and accustomed unto this day."

The Roman church not being able to deny,

says Bayle, that there have been false relics,

which have operated miracles, they reply that

the good intentions of those believers who have

recourse to them obtained from God this reward

for their good faith ! In the same spirit, when
it was shown that two or three bodies of the

same saint are said to exist in different places,

and that therefore they all could not be authen-

tic, it was answered that they were all genuine ;

for God had multiplied and miraculously repro-

duced them for the comfort of the faithful.

Canute II. who reigned in 1041, commissioned

his agent at Rome to purchase St. Augustine's

arm for one hundred talents of silver and one of

gold ; a much greater sum observes Granger,

than the finest statue of antiquity would have

sold for. Henry III. of England, who reigned

from 1216 to 1272, was so deeply tainted with

the superstition of the age, summoned all the

great in the kingdom to meet in London. This

summons excited the most general curiosity, and
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multitudes appeared. The king then acquainted

them that the great master of the knight temp-

lars had sent a phial containing a small portion

of the precious blood of Christ which he had

shed upon the cross ; and attested to he genuine

by the seals of the patriarch of Jerusalem and

others ! He commanded a procession the fol-

lowing day ; and the historian adds, that though

the road between St. Paul's and Westminster

abbey was very deep and miry, the king kept

his eyes constantly fixed on the phial. Two
monks received, and deposited the phial in the

abbey " which made all England shine with

•glory, dedicating it to God and St. Edward."—
This is one of the many absurdities of this king.

Lord Herbert, in his life of Henry VIII.,

notices the great fall of the price of relics at the

dissolution of the monasteries. "The respect

given to relics, and some pretended miracles, fell;

insomuch, as I find by our records, that a piece

of St. Andretv's finger (covered only with an
ounce of silver), being laid to pledge by a mo-
nastry for forty pounds, was left unredeemed at

the dissolution of the house; the king's com-
missioners, who upon surrender of any founda-

tion undertook to pay the debts, refusing to

return the price again." That is, they did not

choose to repay the forty pounds^ to receive a

piece of the finger of St. Andretv.

Lord Cromwell's commissioners found, in St.

Augustine's abbey, at Bristol, the following re-

lics :—two flowers which bore blossoms only on
Christmas day, Jesus's coat, our Ladle's smocke,
part of the last supper, part of a stone on which
Jesus sat in Bethlehem, flee. The prior of Maiden
Bradley, they found had five sons, and a daugh-
ter married.

About this time the property of relics sud-

denly sunk to the South-sea bubble ; for shortly

after the artifice of the Rood of Grace, at Box-
ley in Kent, was fully opened to the eye of the

populace ; and a far-famed relic at Hales in

Gloucestershire, of the blood of Christ, was at

the same time exhibited. It was shown in a
phial, and it was believed that none could see

It who were in mortal sin ; and after many trials

usually repeated to the same person, the deluded
pilgrims at length went away fully satisfied.

This relic was the blood of a duck, renewed
every week, and put in a phial ; one side was
opaque, and the other transparent; the monk
turned either side to the pilgrim, as he thought
proper. The success of the pilgrim depended
on the oblations he made; those who were
scanty in their offerings were the longest to get

a sight of the blood : when a man was in despair,

he usually became generous

!

1538. The introduction of Parochial Regis-
ters in England wtis in consequence of the in-

junctions of Thomas Lord Cromwell, which
were set forth in this year, the thirtieth year of
Henry VIII ; but they were not much attended
till the reign of queen Elizabeth, who issued

injunctions concerning them in the 1st, 7th, and
39th years of her reign. It appears that in

Spain they had been in use several years before.

and are said to have been instituted by cardinal

Ximenes, in the year 1497, in order to remedy
the disorders arising from the frequency of di-

vorces in that country. Till late years, they

were kept very negligently in many parts of

England ; and being in the custody of church-

wardens who changed from year to year, old

registers were frequently lost or destroyed. In
Northamptonshire, a piece of an old parish re-

gister, on parchment, was found on tne pillow

of a lace-maker, with the pattern of her work
pricked upon it.

In a letter written by Mr. Brokesby to Mr.
Heame, (both learned antiquaries, dated Dec.

12, 1708, the writer, speaking of long-lived

persons, tells us that there was a woman whom
he had conversed with in Yorkshire, who gave

out that she was six score, and afterwards seven

score, and hence had many visitants, from whom
she got money. He then adds, " She was
born before registers were kept in country pa-

rishes. Hence I could have no light for the

time of her baptism."

1538. The first play printed in England was
entitled A Tragedye or Enterlude, manyfestyng
the chefe Promyses of God unto Man, hf all

ages in the Olde Lawe, from the fall of Adam to

the incarnacyon of the Lorde Jesus Christ.

Compyled by Johan Bale, anno domina m.d.

xxxiii. This is one of the rarest and valuable

articles belonging to the British drama. It is

in the Gamck collection.*

1538. The New Testament, faithfully translat-

ed and lately corrected by Miles Coverdale, 8vo.

This testament seems to have been printed

abroad, but is very accurate. In the title is a

kind of label, inclosing the words. Search the

Scriptures. At the end, is a collection of the

Epistles from the bible, after the use of Salisbury.

It has cuts only in the apocalypse, which, what-

ever was the reason, are very frequent in the

testaments of that time.

In Smith's Facsimiles, plate 17, there is a

letter by Miles Coverdale to Thomas lord Crom-
well, relative to his translation of the Bible,

which says, A.D. 1538, " As concemyng y'

New Testament in English, y* copy whereof

yo' good lordshippe receaved lately a boke by

* John Bale, a tolerable Latin classic, and an eminent
biographer, embraced the reformation, and was advanced
to the bishopric of Ossory, by king Edward VI. Prior

to his conversion from popery, he composed many scrip-

tural interludes, chieHy from incidents of the New Testa-

ment; amongst them are the Life of Saint John the

Baptist, written in 1538, Christ in his Twelfth pear.

Baptism and Temptation, The Resurrection of Lazarus,
The Council of the High Priests, Simon the Leper, Ottr

Lord's Supper, and the Washing of the Feet of his

Disciples, Christ's Burial and Resurrection, the Passion

of Christ, the Comedy of the three Laws of Nature,
Moses and Christ corrupted by the Sodomites, Pharisees

and Papist, printed by Nicholes, Hamburgh, in 1538,^

and so popular that it was reprinted by Colwcll, in 1562 j*

God's Promises to Man, which he calls A Tragedie, or
Interlude, manyfestynge the chyfe promises of God unto
man, in all ages, from the begynuynge of the worlde to

the Deathe of Jesus Christe, a Mysterie, 1538 ; our author
in his Vocacyon, to the Bishoprick of Ossory infonns us,

that his comedy of John the Baptist, and his tragedy of

God's Promises, were acted by Uie youths upon Sunday
at the Mai'kct-cross of Kilkenny.—John Bale died 1563.
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y* servant Sebastian y coke, I besech y' L. to

consyclre y* grenesse thereof, which (for lack of

tyme,) can not as yet be so apte to be bounde as

it should be."

1539. Died Henry Pepwell. Ames con-

sidered this person more in the light of an
extensive publisher and bookseller, than in that

of a printer ; and he supposes that he probably

might have been that agent or factor who lived

at the sign of the Holy Trinity, in St. Paul's

Church-yard, and who sold the numerous works

which were printed abroad at the expense of

merchants or literary men. About the close of

the reign of Henry VII., independent of the

books produced by the English presses, many
religious volumes were printed on the Continent

;

and William Bretton, a London merchant, who
perhaps was the same with William Bretton,

M.A. of Cambridge in 1494, was a particular

encourager of foreign printing for the use of

Britain and his own profit. Maittaire would
infer that he resided at the sign of the Trinity,

in St. Paul's Church-yard ; but it is perhaps

more probable that it was the dwelling of his

publishing correspondent, although it is very

doubtful whether Henry Pepwell were that per-

son. His name does not appear until 1520, but

all the works which are stated to have been sold

at the house already mentioned, are attributed

to him, as no other occupant of it is now known.
The will of Henry Pepwell, citizen and stationer,

is dated September 11th, 1539; and it state,

that he was a married man, as he left his wife,

Ursula, and his children his executors. He
desires to be buried in the church of St. Faith,

beneath St. Paul's, near the high altar ; and he
bequeaths to the parish of Bermondsey in which,

he was born, a printed mass hook offive shillings

value, for prayers to be made for his soul. He
seems to have been attached rigidly to the Ro-
man catholic religion all his days, and a useful

man for John Stokesley, bishop of London.
The list of his works now extant, which were to

be sold at the Holy Trinity, in St. Paul's church-

yard : those to which Pepwell's name appears

as printer, have it there indicated, together with

the names of such foreigners as printed the

books which were executed on the continent for

him, amounting to seventeen.

The device of this printer consisted of his

name on a ribbon. There are however some
wood-cut representations of the Trinity, perhaps

copies of the sign of his house in St. Paul's

•church-yard, which are considered by Ames as

being equally entitled to the name of devices.

1539. In the course of this year, another

Bihle was printed by John Byddell. The
principal editor of it was Richard Taverner,

who received his education at Christ church, in

Oxford, under the patronage of lord Cromwell,
when secretary of state. It is probable that his

patron encouraged him to undertake this work,
on account of his skill in the Greek tongue. It

is neither a bare revisal, nor a new version, but
a correction of what is called Mattheive's Bihle

;

many of whose marginal notes are adopted, and

many omitted, and others inserted. After his
patron's death, Taverner was imprisoned, Wood
believes through the influence of those bishops
who were addicted to the Romish religion. He
had, however, the address to reinstate himself
in the king's favour ; and regained his situation
at court. His death is said to have happened
in 1573. In November of the same year, the
king, at Cranmer's intercession, appointed his
vicar-general, lord Cromwell, to take special

care and charge that no person within the realm
attempt to print any English Bihle during the
space of five years, but such as shall be ad-
mitted by the said lord Cromwell. The reason
given was, " that the Bible should be perused
and considered in one translation ; the frailty of
men being such, that the diversity thereof may
breed and bring forth manyfold inconveniences,

as when wilful and heady folk shall confer upon
the diversity of the said translations." Accord-
ingly it appears by the bibles printed this very
year, that Cromwell assigned other printers be-
sides Grafton and Whitchurch, as John Byddell,
Thomas Berthelet, &c. to print bibles in the
English tongue.

1539. An epitome of the psalmes, or hriefe

meditations upon the same, with diverse other

most christian prayers. Translated by Richard
Taverner. Cum privilegio. No printer's name.
Printed at the White Hart, in Fleet-street, in

twelves.

1539. Fox, in his Acts and Monuments, cites

Certayne other injunctions, set forth by the au-
thoritie of the king, against English hookes,

sectes, ^c.

First. That none without special license of

the king, transport, or bring from outward parties

into England, any manner of English books,

neyther yet sell, give, utter, or publish any such,

upon pain to forfeit all their goods and chatties,

and their bodies to be imprisoned, so long as it

shall please the king's majesty.

Item. That none shall print, or bring over any
English books with annotations, or prologues,

unless such books before be examined by the

king's privy council, or others appointed by his

highness, and yet not to put thereto these words,

Cum privilegio regali, without adding, ad impri-

mendum solum. Neither yet to print it, without

the king's privilege be printed therewith in the

English tongue, that all men may read it. Nei-
ther shall they print anytranslated book, without

the plain name of the translator be in it, or else

tlie printer to be made the translator, and to

suffer the fine and punishment thereof at the

king's pleasure.

Item. That none of the occupation of printing

shall within the realm, print, utter, sell, or cause

to be published any English books of scripture,

unless the same be first viewed, examined, and
admitted by the king's highness, or one of his

privy council, or one bishop within the realm,

whose name shall therein be expressed, upon
pain of the king's high displeasure, the loss of

their goods and chatties, and imprisonment, so

long as it shall please the king, &c.
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1530. Every one knows how often we arc

obliged to refer to ancient times to explain com-
mon terms of art and words which are in every

one's mouth. We have a curious instance of

this in the names which are p^iven to the different

sorts and sizes of paper. We all talk of fools-

cap paper, post paper, and note paper, and paper
makers and stationers have other terms of the

same kind, as hand-paper, pot-paper, &c. Now,
the term note paper is clear enough, as it evi-

dently means paper of the size tit for notes

;

while ^o.s^ paper, we may suppose, means the

larger size which is used for letters sent hy the

post. But when we come to foolscap paper we are

altogether at a loss for an explanation ; and here

we find we must look to something else than
the size of the paper as the origin of the name.
Now, if we go back to the early history of

paper-making, we find that terms which now
puzzle us so much, may easily be explained by
the various paper-marks which have been in

use at different times. In ancient times, we
have shewn, when very few people could read,

pictures of every kind were very much in use,

where writing would now be employed : every
shop had a sign, as well as every public-house;
and these signs were not then, as they very often

are now, only printed upon a board : they were
always either painted pictures, as many inn-signs
still are, or else models of the thing which the
sign expressed, as we still sometimes see a bee-
hive, a tea-canister, or a doll. For the same
reason, printers always had some device which
they put upon the title-pages and at the end of
their books ; and paper-makers used marks to

distinguish the paper of their manufacture from
that of others. Some of these marks becoming
common, naturally gave their name to diff'erent

sorts of paper ; and as names, we all know,
remain very often long after the origin of them
is forgotten and the circumstances changed, we
shall not be surprised to find the old names still

in use ; though, in some cases, they are not
applied to the same things they originally denoted.

It will be the best way, perhaps, to mention
briefly the chief paper-marks w hich have been
used, as they occur in the order of time.
The first paper-maker in England was John

Tate, who had a mill near Hertford : his device
was a star of five points, within a double circle.

The first book printed on paper manufactured in
England was a Latin one entitled Bartholomeus
de Proprietatibus Rerum : it was printed in
1495 or 1496: the paper seems to have been
made by John Tate the younger, and had the
mark of a wheel. The paper used by Caxton,
and other early printers, had a great variety of
marks, of which the chief are the ox-head and
star, the letter p, the shears, the hand and star,

a collared dog's head, with a trefoil over it, a
crown, a shield w ith something like a bend upon
it, &c. &c. The ox-head, sometimes with a
star or a flower over it, is the mark of the paper
on which Faust printed some of his early books

:

but the open hand, which was likewise a very
ancient mark, remained longer in fashion, and

probably gave the name to what is still called
hand paper. We have given a representiition of
one which is copied (;ts were the rest which we
shall give) from loose pages of old written or
printed books.

The above figure was taken from a loose page
at the beginning of a Bible printed in 1539.

Another very favourite paper-mark, at a some-
what later period, was the jug, or pot, which
seems to have been the origin of the tenn pot
paper. It is sometimes found plain, but oftener
bears the initials or first letters of the maker's
name: hence there is a very great variety of
figures, every paper-maker having a somewhat
difierent mark. We have given figures of both
kinds : the jugs or flagons are often of a very
elegant shape, and curious as showing the work-
manship of the times in which they were made.

The specimens here given are taken from
books printed in 1539.

W
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The foots cap was a later device, and does

not seem to have been nearly of such long con-

tinuance as the former. It has given place to

the figure Britannia, or that of a lion rampant,
supporting the cap of liberty on a pole: the

name, however, has continued, and we still

denominate paper of a particular size by the

title oi foolscap paper. The subjoined figure

has the cap and bells which we so often read of

in old plays and histories as the particular dress

of the fool, who formerly formed part of every

great man's establishment.

Post paper seems to have derived its name
from the post-hora which at one time was its

distinguishing mark. This is of later date, and
does not seem to have been used before the
establishment of the general post-office, when
it became the custom to blow a horn.

The paper from which the above is copied
was dated 1670.
The mark is still sometimes used; but the

same change which has so much diminished the
number of painted signs in the streets of our
towns and cities, has nearly made paper-marks
a matter of antiquarian curiosity ; the maker's

name being now generally used, and the mark,
"in the few instances where it still remains, serv-

ing the purpose of mere ornament rather than
of distinction.

1539. The Byhle in Englyshe : That is to

saye, the content ofall the Holy Scrypture, bothe

of the Olde and Newe Testament; truly trans-

lated after the veryte of the Hebrue and Greke
texteSy by the dylyyent studye of dyvers excellent

learned men, expert in the forsayde tonges.

Prynted by Rychard Grafton and Edward
Whitchurch, cumpriv.

This is called Cranmer's Bible; and this edi-

tion of it has a beautiful frontispiece, cut in

wood, said to have been designed by Hans
Holbien ; representing in the upper part, king

Henry VIII. on his throne, under God, deliver-

ing these books to his lords spiritual, on one
hand, and temporal on the other ; in the middle
part is archbishop Cranmer, on one side, deliver-

ing the said book to the clergy ; and Cromwell,
earl of Essex, the king's vicar-general, on the

other side, to the laity; all expressing them-
selves to the purpose, by Latin labels out of

scripture: at the bottom is the said king at

^divine service in his cross-barred pew ; the priest,

in his pulpit, praying, and almost all the con-

gregation turned towards the king, and crying

vivat rex. On the back of this frontispiece, are

the names of all the books in the Bible ; Then
akalendar: an almanac for 19 years: an ex-

hortation to the studye of the holy scriptures,

&c. The sum and content of the holy scrip-

ture, &c. A prologue, expresynge what is

meant by certain signes and tokens set in the

Bible: the succession of the kynges of Judah
and Jerusalem, declaring when, and under what
kynges every prophet lyved : lastly, with what
judgment the bokes of the Olde Testament are

to be read. After these chapters begins the

first book of Moses, which is followed by the

rest ; which are adorned, in many places, with

wooden cuts. The title of the New Testament

is

—

The New Testament in Englyshe ; translated

after the Greke : Contayning these Bokes, SfC.

Around it is a broad border, representing, in

wooden cuts, the principal stories in the said

Testament, as the salutation, the nativity, &c.
At the end are two tables; the one, to the

epistles and gospels, usually read in the church,

after Salisbury use ; and the other, a table of the

epistles and gospels, which are red on divers

sainctes dayes in the yeare. The whole book

concluding with these words :—The Ende of the

New Testament, and of the whole Byble;

fynished in Apryll, anno. 1539.

1539, May 13. A bill was brought into par-

liament vesting in the crown all the property of

the monastic institutions. By a late visitation,

fresh crimes had been produced against the reli-

gious houses ; so that the severity of the king

was conducted with such seeming justice and
success, that within twelve months after the

passing of the act, the greater monasteries shared

the fate of their predecessors. The monasteries

visited amounted to six hundred and forty-four,
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of which twenty-eight had abbots who enjoyed

seats in parliament. Ninety colleges were demo-

lished in several counties ; two thousand three

hundred and seventy-four chantries and free

.chapels, and one hundred and ten hospitals.

The revenue of these establishments amounted
to £161,000, which was about a twentieth part

of the national income.

A few instances will serve to show the wealth

of the greater monasteries. Fountains abbey, in

Yorkshire, at the time of the dissolution, was one
of the most opulent, for its revenues were esti-

mated at £998 6s. S^d. per annum, according

to Dugdale : to £1073 0.v. 7^(1. according to

Speed : to £1125 ISs. Ifd. according to Burton.

In plate, to the value of £708 5s. 9^d. and of

cattle, 2356 oxen, cows, and calves ; 1326 sheep

;

86 horses ; and 79 swine ; and the domains of

the house annually produced 117 quarters of

wheat ; 12 quarters of rye ; 134 quarters of oats

;

and 392 loads of hay.*

St. Mary's abbey, at Reading, in Berkshire,

wras endowed for two hundred Benedictinemonks.

At the dissolution of the religious houses, the

revenues of this monastery were found to be no

less than £1,938 14s. 3d. according to Dugdale

;

but £2,116 25. 6d. according to Spelman. The
poor and travellers of all sorts were so well enter-

tained from the funds of this abbey, that, accord-

ing to William of Malmsbury, more money was
spent in hospitality than expended on the monks.
Hugh Farringdon, the abbot at this period,

refusing to deliver up his abbey to the visitors,

was attainted of high treason, on some charge

trumped up against him ; and, in the month of

November, 1539, with two of his monks, named
Rugg and Onion, was hanged, di'awn, and
quartered, at Reading. This was on the same
day on which the abbot of Glastonbury suflered

the like sentence, for a similar provocation.

The annual revenues of St. Osyth, in Essex,

at the time of the surrender, was £758 5*. 8^d.

according to Speed ; or £677 7s. 2d. according

to Dugdale. The abbot, and eighteen canons
subscribed to the king's supremacy, by which
may be conjectured the extent of this priory.

* The character of the last abbot of this celebrated
monastery may be judged of by the following letter of one
of the visitors sent by Henry VIII., addressed to lord
Cromwell.

Please your worship to understand that the abbot of
Fontayns hath so greatly dilapidate his house, wasted ye
woods, notoriously keeping six women, and six days
before our coming he committed theft and sacrilege, con-
fessing the sftine ; for at midnight he caused his chapleyn
to stele the keys of the sexton and took out a jewel, a
cross of gold with stones, one Warren a goldsmyth of the
Chepe was with him in his chamber at the hour, and there
they stole out a great emcnMlc with a rubye, the sayd
Warren made the abbot believe the rubye was a garnet,
and so that he paid nothing, for the emcrode but twenty
pounds. He sold him also plate without weight or
ounces. Subscribed yoiu poor priest and faithful servant
R. Layton. From Richmont (in con Ebor) the 20th Jan.
The abbot at this period, according to Willis, was

William Thurst, Burton calls him Thirske, admitted B.D.
at Oxford anwo 1523, created abbot 1526, and hanged at
Tyburn Jan. 1537. As he suffered in company with per-
sons concerned in the insurrection in Yorkshire, called
the pilgrimage of "race, wherein, among other things, a
restoration of monasteries was Insisted on, it is likely he
was concerned in that affair.

Martin Luther speaking of the monasteries,
says, " the reformation will cause the downfall of
all monastic institutions, and similar abomina-
tions, which, under the mask of godliness, have
been only intent on accumulating wealth ; it

must be considered that these lands are the re-

sult of universal robbery. It could be wished
that monasteries had never existed ; but since

they do exist, it is best to let them decay, or

accelerate their fall. In order to place the true

christian doctrine on a permanent and profitable

foundation, so that the inward, no less than the

outward man, may feel the beneficial effects of

liberty of conscience, it would be necessary to

establish schools upon a rational plan."

A modem writer, in defending the monastic
institutions, thus observes :

" The evil that men
do lives after them, the good is often interred

with their bones." How truly have the long ages
of opprobium been heaped on the heads of the
" idle and volumptuous clergy" proved the truth

of the poet's adage ! It is clear that in the then
state of the world, their institutions were well

adapted, and powerful instruments of good. Let
the works of their own hands speak for them.
The temples reared to God were the means of
improving the capabilities and enlarging the
minds of men. Those splendid structures which
show the purity of design, the grandeur of con-
ception, and the amazing skill with which every

detail was executed, are monuments of men filled

with high imaginings, endowed with refined

tastes, and really devoted to the adorning of their

country, and improving the condition of their

countrymen. The monks always had the good
taste to build their monasteries in a neighbour-
hood remarkable for beauty, and buried in the
thickest foliage from the stranger's eye, but open-
ing on wide lawn ground, and commanding long
vistas in the immediate distance ;—the church
tower looking over tree-tops to rock or mountain,
which might warn of coming danger ; even the

domestic buildings were seated with a sunward
aspect ; the grounds were laid out in gardens,

and the forest cleared so as to make the iUternate

copse and pasture, is always an object of the

deepest interest to those who have tlie qualities

of contemplation, who love retirement, and who
" look through nature up to nature's God."
Where is the record of one man who sought

instruction of these monks and it was denied

him ? Whose soldiers were earlier in the field

in defence of their country ? What sages sat

more worthily in council for the honour and
prosperity of England than tlie soldiers and the

sages of the church .•* Where were lands tilled

as theire were ? Where were the arts of peace
encouraged, and the labouring hind and herd
protected as they were on the lands of the

church ? Where are the hospitium for the tra-

veller, the maison-dieu for the afHictcd, the

spital for the lame and the criplc, and the lazar

for the sick or plague-stricken ? Is the

daily dole delivered at the gates of the

abbey to the neighbouring poor? Is there a

place of prayer at all times open for the devout
2 M
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and the sorrow -striken? May the peasant take

his penny to the abbey «,nd bring away seven

flaggons of home-brewed beer for it? Are tithes

less rigorously exacted by the lay impropriator*

of the present day, as in the days of the monks ?

Are the burgesses of towns and the freemen of

the dale free as they were before the reformation,

from poor rates, or other private taxes ? The
cup of reviling has been poured from many
sources ; but one ingredient—knowledge—has

been wanting, or the bitter draught would have

been sweetened. The men who establish soup

kitchens for the relief of hunger and poverty,

give clothes and blankets for the comfort of the

aged and infirm, endow almshouses for the de-

serving poor, and erect hospitals and dispensaries

for the cure of sickness, and the removal of those

infirmities which flesh is heir to, such men are

the active, useful, avowed monks of the present

day. If then, the moral culture, the corporeal

comfort, and the political dignity of the mass of

the people be not cared for by those who enjoy

that property which was left distinctly for their

use, than they were in the days of the children of
" darkness, ignorance, and superstition," titles we
too often hear the monks branded with, surely, it

is time to enquire, how the good of the old system
might be restored and engrafted on the good of the

present system, while the evils of both were
rigidly uprooted.

In toiling through books and manuscripts, not

in expectation, but with a bare hope of discover-

ing a few facts respecting manners in the olden

time, the mind glooms on the supposition that

stores of information perished with the destruc-

tion of the religious houses in the reign of

Henry VIII. He who " neither spared man in

his rage, nor women in his lust," spared not the

literary collections in the libraries of the church.
For though it appears that Henry directed a

* It might have been reasonably expected that, at the
time of the dissolution of monasteries, the cler^ would
have received back those revenues which, being originally
vested in them for religious) purposes, had been subse-
quently appropriated by the monks. When Henry VIII.
suppressed the monasteries, their incomes from the great
tithes were seized upon by his courtiers ; and these per-
sons and their successors, by inheritance or purchase,
constitute the 7597 lay impropriators, who make a traffic

of these ecclesiastical concerns.
On the subject of tithes, the following information

will be of service to the reader :—For the first 800 years of
the Christian era, tithes were given purely as alms. We
are informed by Saint Jerome, Bernard, Chrysostom,
Wiclif, Hus, and many ancient historians, who uniformly
agree, that tithes at first were purely voluntary

.

In Burns' Ecclesiastical Law is the following :—About
the year 794, Offa, King of Mercia, fthe most potent of all
the Saxon kings of his time in this island,) made a law,
whereby he gave unto the church the tithes of all his king-
dom; which was done to expiate for the death of Ethel-
bert, king of the EastAngles, whom, in the year preceding,
he had caused to be murdered."

Others say, that tithes on all the land in England were
granted to the clergy, in 855, by Ethelwolfe, on his return
from a pilgrimage to Rome.

St. Augustine says, " If we (the bishops) do possess any
thing privately which doth suffice us, the tithes, or alms,
are not ours, but the goods of the poor, whose stewards
we are

; except we do challenge to ourselves a property,
by some damnable usurpation.
Eusebius says, " If thou dost possess any thing more

than extreme necessity doth require, and do not help the
needy, thou art a thief and a robber."

commission to Leland, the antiquary, to search

for and preserve such works belonging to the

dissolved monasteries and colleges, as might
rescue remarkable English events and occur-

rences from oblivion, and though Leland ac-
quainted Henry, that he had " conserved many
good authors the which otherwise had been lyke
to have peryshed, to no small incommodite of
good letters ; of the which," he tells him, " part
remayne in the most magnificent lybraryes of
your royal palaces; part also remayne in my
custodie ;" yet he expressly recites, that one of
his purposes was to expel " the crafty coloured
doctryne of a rowt of Romayne bysshopps ;"

which too plainly indicates that he " conserved"
but little concerning ancient customs. Strype,

who praises Henry's commissioners to Leland,
afterwards breaks out, saying, " But great pity

it was, and a most irreparable loss, that notwith-

standing this provision, most of the ancient

manuscript histories and writings of learned

British and Saxon authors were lost."

Libraries were sold by mercenary men for any
thing they could get, in that confusion and de-

vastation of religious houses. Bale, the anti-

quary, makes mention of a merchant that bought
two noble libraries about these times for forty

shillings ; the books whereof served him for no
other use but for waste paper ; and that he had
been ten years consuming them, and yet there

remained still store enough for as many years

more. Vast quantities and numbers oi" these

books, banished with the monks and friars from
their monasteries, were conveyed away and car-

ried beyond seas to booksellers there, by whole
ship loadings ; and a great many more were used
in shops and kitchens. It is not surprising, then,

that so little remains from those immense collec-

tions, or rather it is wonderful that so much
should have escaped the general devastation.

Yet, in the economy of the Reformation, the

ruthless deed was, perhaps, an essential pre-

paration for the mighty knowledge that sub-

merged the superstition of a thousand years.

In England, as the reformation gained ground,

and the Bible was permitted to be publicly read,

mysteries and moralities gradually yielded to

the purer and more rational instruction of the

scriptures themselves, as rendered accessible to the

people by vernacular translations. The incon-

sistent HenryVIII. in the same law by which he
forbade Tindall's English Bible, decreed that

the kingdom should be purged and cleansed of

all religious plays, interludes, rhymes, ballads,

and songs, which are equally pestiferous and
noysome to the peace of the church. We have
already adverted to the mystenes and moralities,

as illustrative of English manners and the state

of knowledge among the people, and we cannot

do better in the present place than take another

example as marking the spirit of the age. The
church of Rome now began to " totter to its

fall," and the heads of the monastic establish-

ments discovered that some sort of concession

was necessary to enable them to retain their

influence over the people. This was, to a cer-
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tain extent, effected by allowinn^ them to take as

food for their merriment even the very feasts

and ceremonials of the church itself. The same
thins: had even been done at earlier periods, but

never before to the same extent. In an illu-

minated manuscript in the Bodleian library

there is a representation of the fool's dance from

a religious mummery held at Christmas. At
the mummeries practised by the lower classes of

the people on these occasions, such persons as

could not procure masks rubbed their faces over

with soot, or painted them ; hence Sebastian

Brant, in his Ship of Foolsy alluding to this

custom, says

—

"The one hath a visor ugley set on his face,

Another hath on a vile counterfaite vesture.
* Or i)ainteth his visage with fume in such case,

That what he is liimself is scantily sure"

It appears that many abuses were committed
under the sanction of these disguisements ; and
for this reason an ordinance was established, by
which a man was liable to punishment who ap-
peared in the streets of London with " a painted

visage." In the third year of the reign of Henry
VII. it was ordained that no persons should
appear abroad like mummers, covering their

faces with vizors, and in disguised apparel,

under pain of imprisonment for three months.
The act enforced the penalty of twenty shillings

against such as kept vizors in their houses for

the purpose of mumming.
1539. Having in the early part of this work

treated on the apparent origin of the Newspaper,
(see Acta Diurna, page 34) we have to encounter
an immense interregnum, before we can again

trace the object of our inquiry. About this

period, the republic of Venice, being engaged in

an important war with the Turks, the expedient
was resorted to of supplying the inhabitants of

the city with occasional accounts of the naval

and military operations of the republic, by means
of written sheets, which were deposited at par-

ticular places, where they were accessible to any
one desirous of learning the news, upon the pay-
ment of a small piece of coin, called the gazeta,

a name which, by degrees, was transfen'ed to the
newspaper itself.* That jealous government,
however, would not permit printed intelligence

* In Blount's Glossographia (puhlished at the early part
of the seventeenth century), the word Gazette is defined
as " a certain Venetian coin, scarce worth one farthing

;

also a bill of news, or short relation of the general occur-
rences of the time."
The title of their gazettas was perhaps derived from

gazzeras, a magpie or chatterer ; or more probably from a
farthing coin peculiar to the city of Venice, called gazetta,
which was the common price of the newspapers. Another
etymologist is for deriving it from the Latin gaza, which
would colloquially lengthen into gazetta, and signify a
little treasury of news. The Spanish derive it from the
Latin gaza, and likewise their gazetors and our gazetteer
for a writer of the gazette, and, what is peculiar to them-
selves, gazetista, for a lover of the gazette.
Those who first wrote newspapers were called by the

Italians menanti; because says Vessius, they intended
commonly by these loose papers to spread about defama-
tory reflections, and were therefore' prohibited in Italy by
Gregory XIII. by a particular bull, under the name of
menantes, from the Latin tninantcs, tlireatening. Manage,
however, derives it from the Italian menare, which signi-
fies tolaedat large, or spread afar.

to be circulated, and the Venetian gazeta con-
tinued to be distri])uted in manuscript, at a
period when printing had been invented upwards
of a century. The extension of this species of
knowledge at length excited the jealousy of the
holy see; for, in the time of pope Gregory XIII.
written newspapers having appeared in several

cities in Italy, they were formally ])rohibited in

that counti'y, by a papal bull issued by the above
named pontiff.*

In the Magliabecchianf library at Florence,

are to be seen thirty volumes of the gazeta from
the commencement. In the frontispiece of each
paper it is called the gazeta oi such a year ; and
some of the most ancient printed newspapers
may be seen, in good preservation, in the public

libraries at Venice.

In TiOdge's Illustrations of History, there is a
letter from lord Burleigh, to lord Talbot, dated

Oct. 23, 1590, in which he says, " I pray your
lordship esteem my news as those which in Ve-
nice are fraught in the gazeta;" which would
seem to imply a character of correctness to this

ancient paper. Upon the application, however,
of the art of printing to the Venetian gazeta, all

Christendom became indebted to that republic

for political information,—a circumstance which
will excite the less sui'prise, when we call to

mind, that the period under consideration, her

ships traversed every known sea, and her mara-
time power gave her a prominent place in the

list of nations.

1540. Died, Robert Redman, who styled

himself " stationer and freeman of London."
The dispute between Pinson and Redman has

already been noticed, but whether it arose solely

from the interference of Redman with the same
line of printing as that which occupied Pinson,

or whether his having assumed Pinson's device

were not in a great part the cause of it, it is now
difficult to detennine. In 1523, Redman com-
menced his typographic labours by the follow ing

work entitled Diuersite de Courtz, octavo. In

1527, he carried on business in the same house

where Pinson had formerly resided, the George,
in St. Clement's parish, without Temple-bar,
which might perhaps contribute to strengthen

their animosity ; but to all the revilings of his

antagonist, Redman's only answer, wnich he
added to the colophons of some of his books,

appears to have been in the words of St. Paul,

"If God be with us, who is against us ?" About
1532, it is imagined that Redman came into the

possession of the whole of Pinson's business and
stock in trade ; but he had previously removed
his sign into Fleet-street, since in a work dated

April 18, 1527, he dates it "in parochia St.

Dunstani." At the end of Cocke's Art of Rheto-

ryke, 1632, is " imprynted at Loudon in Flete-

* Hugh Buoncompagno, pope Gregory XIII. established

the Gregorian, or new style in the calendar, which com-
menced in Spain, Portugal, and part of Italy, on the 5th

of October, accounting the I5th, 1582, Comittiug ten days.)

He died February 11th, I.')H:>.

t Magliabecchi, the founder of this library, was bom
at Florence, in lC33 : he was a great bibliopolist, and had
a wonderful memory.
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strete by Saint Dunstones Chyrche at the sign of

the George, by me, &c. Redman's will is dated
the 21st of October, 1540, and the probate on
the 4th of November following, and is as follows :—" Robert Redman, stationer and freeman of

London, in the parish of St. Dunstan's in the

West, made his will the 21st day of October,

1540. His estates he left to his family. Forty
pence to be given to the poor, at the day of his

death. Elizabeth, his wife, to be sole executrix

;

William Peyghan, and his son-in-law, Henry
Smith, to be overseers of his will ; and they have
for their labour at the discretion of his executrix.

The number of works printed by Redman
amount to seventy-six, chiefly law books. In
1540, he printed the Byhle in Englysshe^ folio ;

and in the same year, the Byhle in five parts or

volumes^ 16mo. And in 1538, an edition of the

English New Testament, 4to. Cum privilegio ad
imprimendum solum.

The priaicipal device used by Redman, was
that which we have given in the account of

Pinson, page 247 ante, but somewhat improved.
He had likewise an engraving of his sign.

Elizabeth Redman tile widow of the above,

who afterwards carried on his typographical
profession. Her maiden name was Pyckerynge,
and she was subsequently married to Ralph
Cholmondley, Esq. It is not known how long
she continued to print; seven works bear her
imprint, and her devices were the same as those

used by her husband.
Matthew Cromer, a printer at Antwerp, ex-

ecuted the New Testament in English, with cuts.

1540. The earliest specimen of copper-plate
printing known in this country, is found in a
work entitled the Byrth of Mankynd, otherwise
called the Woman^s Book, dedicated to queen
Catharine, and printed by Thomas Raynald, in

this year, with many small copper engravings,
without name, in 4to.*

Thomas Raynald was an ingenius printer,

who resided in the parish of St. Andrew, in the

Waredrop or Wardrobe ; but in 1549, he kept a
shop at the sign of the Star, in St. Paul's church
yard. It has been imagined that he was a phy-
sician, and the author of this celebrated work.
The art of engraving upon copper must have

travelled so slowly into England, that Sir John
Harrington, in his translation of Ariosto, pub-
lished in the year 1591, informs us, " that he
never but once saw pictures cut in brass for any
book except his own, and that book was Mr.
Broughton's treatise on the Revelations; the

others which he had seen in England with pic-

tures, were Livy, Gesner, Alciat's Emblems, and
a book de spectris, in Latin ; and in the English
tongue, the Chronicles, the book of Hawking

* T. F. Atkinson, Esq. of Oak House, near Manchester,
has a curious old portrait in his possession with the fol-
lowing inscription underneath :

—

IVSTVS LlPSlVS ISCANUS WAS THK GLORY OP HIS TIME,
The FIRST INUENTOR OF PRINTING AT TUB ROELING PRESS

AGED 36.
R. Gaywood, fecit. P. Stent, exe. No date.

After diligent search no information can be obtained of
this woi-thy, to whom we are so much indebted.

and Hunting, and Whitney's Emblems ; but that

the figures in these books were cut in wood."
He further observes, that according to Bagford,
the rolling-press was first brought into England
by John Speed, who procured one from Antwerp
in the year 1610 ; but that Sir John Harrington
had seen pictures cut in brass in England in

1591 ; Bagford must have been mistaken, or some
other machine must have been used for the same
purpose. Prints are to be found almost as soon
as printing ; but it must be observed, they are

only cut in wood ; the printers themselves using
such for their devices and rebuses. Caxton's
Golden Legend, printed in 1473, has in the be-
ginning a group of saints, and many other cuts

dispersed through the body of the work. The
second edition of the Game of Chess, andwthe
Death of Arthur, has also cuts. Wynkyn de
Worde, prefixed to the title oi his Statutes, 1491,
a plate with the king's arms, crests, &c. The
same printer exhibited several books adorned
with cuts. The subsequent printers continued

to ornament their books with wooden cuts. One
considerable work, published by John Rastell,

called the Pastyme of the People, 1529, and
Rastell's Chronicle, were distinguished by prints

of such uncommon merit for that age, as to have
been ascribed to that celebrated artist, Hans
Holbein. Grafton's Chronicle, printed in 1569
contained many, as those of William I. Henry
VIII. queen Elizabeth, and others which are

recorded by Ames. But though portraits were

used in books, Mr. Walpole, in his Catalogue

ofEngravers, obsevves, that he could find no trace

of single prints being wrought off in that age.

Those which composed part of the collection of

Henry VIII. were probably the productions of

foreign artists. The same author further says,

that it was not till Raphael had formed Marc
Antonio, that engraving placed itself by the side

of painting.

1540. The Oratorio commenced with the

priests of the Oratory, a brotherhood founded at

Rome, in this year, by St. Philip Neri, . who in

order to draw youth to church, had hymns,
psalms, and spiritual songs, or cantatas, sung
either in chorus, or by a single favourite voice.

These pieces were divided into two parts, the

one performed before the sermon, and the other

after it. Sacred stories, or events from scripture,

written in verse, and by way of dialogue, were

set to music, and the first part being perfonned,

the sermon succeeded, which the people were

induced to stay and hear, that they might be

present at the performance of the second part.

The subjects in early times were the good Samari-

tan, the Prodigal Son, Tobit with the angel, his

father, and his wife, and similar histories, which

by the excellence of the composition, the band
of instruments, and the perforaiance, brought

the Oratory into great repute ; and hence this

species of musical drama obtained the general

appellation of Oratorio. Dr. Burney says, it is

certain that the modern tragedy is taken from the

mysteries, and that the Oratorio is only a mystery,

or morality in music.
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1540, Aug. 23, Died, William Budaeus, or

Bude, whom Erasmus calls the prodigy of

France. He was born at Paris, in 1467, and
having spent the principal part of his youth in

dissipation, he began at the age of twenty-four

to entertain a love of literature, and devoted

himself to study with the greatest zeal, in par-

ticular to belles lettres, to mathematics, and to

Greek. He was so indefatigable at his studies,

that even on his wedding-day, he spent three

hours at his books. In 1522, he published his ex-

cellent treatise De Asseet Partibus ejus,wad Com-
mentaries on the Greek Language, which not only

acquired him great celebrity during his life, but

immortalized his memory. By his influence the

college royal was founded. He had seven sons

and four daughters, educated by himself and
wife. She was one of those rare women, who,
whilst they sedulously attend to domestic con-

cerns, take every opportunity to cultivate their

own minds. The same genius, the same incli-

nations, and the same ardour for literature, emi-

nently appeared in Budaeus and his wife. He
was sometimes so absorbed in his studies as even

to neglect his own safety. Being one day in-

formed, while in his library, that his house was
on fire, he coolly said, "Tell my wife of it, for I

never meddle with domestic affairs."

Budaeus gave strict orders that his funeral

should be celebrated without pomp. The ob-

servance of this charge gave rise to the following

epigram, in the way of questions and answers,

of Melin de St. Gelais:

Q. Whom now extinct do countless followers mourn?
A. Alas ! BuD^us, on the bier extended.

Q. Why are the fane's kneU-wafting: sounds forborne ?

A. On wider flights his fair fame is suspended.

Q. On torches why no liberal sums expended.
As custom bids, and holy funeral rite?

A, "Tis by the solemn veil of night intended.
To mark the extinction sad of Gallia's light.

After the decease of Budajus, the President

de S. Andre bought his libraiy, and added it to

his own. It subsequently passed into the hands
of the Jesuits of the college of Clermont, who
retained it till they quitted France. Afterwards
the books which they had collected or possessed

were entirely dispersed.

It has been remarked by Mr. Wotton, that no
age was so productive of learned women as the

sixteenth century. Speaking of the flourishing

condition of learning in that century, he says,

it was so modish, that the fair sex seemed to be-
lieve that Greek and I^atin added to their charms,
and that Plato and Aristotle untranslated were
frequent ornaments of their closets. " One would
think by the effects, that it was a proper way of

educating them, since there are no accounts in

history of so many great women in any one age,

as are to be found between the years fifteen and
sixteen hundred." Erasmus, also, describing

those times, says, "Scena rerum humanarum
invertitur: monarchi literas nesciunt, et foeminse

libris indulgent.—Bellum est eum sexum ad
prisca exempla sese postliminio recipere." "The
scene of human aflairs is changed: the monks

are ignorant of literature, and women are fond
of books.-—It is a pleasing circumstance, that the
female sex should at length have recourse to the
ancient examples." Learning was then held in

such high estimation, that several gi'eat men
were desirous that their daughters should be
possessed of it, as well as their sons. The ex-
amples of King Henry VIII., in the education
of the princesses Mary and Elizabeth, and of
Sir Thomas More with regard to Mrs. Roper, are

thought to have chiefly contributed to the intro-

duction of this custom. There can be no doubt
but that the conduct of persons so illustrious

would have much effect upon the sentiments of
our countrymen, and be productive of imitation.

But, besides this, there was a concuiTcnce of
other causes ; such as the recent origin of print-

ing; the curiosity hence excited in the human
mind; the admiration with which the ancient

writers, so lately brought to light, were contem-
plated ; and the distinguished honour that arose

from literary pursuits. In short, the general
spirit of the age nourished the principle of train-

ing up women in learning. Nor was a slight

degree of learning deemed sufficient for them.
They were rendered complete mistresses of the

Greek and Latin, as well as of the modern
languages. Their reading was not confined to

the classic authors,but comprehended the fathers

of the church. They could write Greek epistles,

and compose Greek verses. It should be re-

membered, however, that the literature of the

women of this period extended but to a few
persons, and those only of considerable rank, the

generality of the female sex being in a state of
ignorance. There was by no means that diffu-

sion of knowledge, that cultivation of mind, that

taste for books, which we now meet with in

almost every company of ladies. Neither do we
find that the learned women of the sixteenth

century produced such works as have continued
tO' be read much by posterity. The most impor-
tant production oi any of Sir Anthony Cooke's
daughters,* was lady Bacon's translation of
bishop Jewel's apology ; and yet, who but an
antiquary would now seek for it, or give him-
self the trouble of perusing it. If we come
down to later times, we shall be sensible tliat,

independently of poetry, the learned women of
the sixteenth century have been far exceeded
by the ingenious ladies of the present age, both
in the general and extensive utility of their

writings, and in the elegancies of composition.

We pretend not to enumerate all those whose
works will be read and admired by succeeding

generations ; but it is impossible, while we are

treating on such a subject, to forget the names
of Cockburn, Rowe, Montagu, Carter, Chapone,
More, Barbauld, Seward, Buniey, Williams,

Smith, Baillie, Porter, Mitford,Martineau,Hall,

Hemans, Howitt, Landon, Norton, Blessington,

* To the life of sir Anthony Cooke, preceptor to 'king
Edward Vr., in the fourth volume of the Biopraphia Britan-
nica, Dr. Kipi>is has added a note, in which lie gives a
particular account of sir Anthony's four celebrated daugh*
ters.
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Gore, and many others who deserve to be held

up to the admiration of succeeding orenerations,

and justly form the boast of Great Britain.

There is a remark to be made concernins^ the

difference between the literature of the ladies of

the sixteenth century, and that of the women of

more recent times. The former entered deeply

into the study of the ancient lanj^uages, while

the latter, beside acquiring a skill in the modern
tongues, especially the French and the Italian,

have paid their principal attention to the culti-

vation of general knowledge. Some of them,

however, have been no small proficients in the

learning of antiquity.

Another circumstance observable in the learned

ladies of the sixteenth century is, that they were

most eminent for their piety. Religion was
deeply impressed upon their minds, and, agree-

ably to the fashion of the times, religion was
almost the sole topic of their writings. It is

pleasing to reflect, that the best female authors

of the present day are not inferior to them in

pious and virtuous principles and conduct.

1540. The spirit of persecution raged not only

in England, but in almost every part of Christen-

dom. One or two instances of the severity with

which those were treated who sold or dispersed

the scriptures in France, will exhibit in its true

light the antipathy of superstition and intol-

lerance, over truth, and a desire to obtain that

knowledge which maketh us wise unto salvation.

In this year, William Hussen, an apothecary

of Blois, was detected, in the city of Rouen, dis-

tributing small pamphlets, explaining the tenets

of the reformed church, and exposing the Romish
superstition. Being apprehended at Dieppe,

doing the same, he was taken back to Rouen,
where he confessed that he was both author and
distributor of the books in question. This con-

fession occasioned him his condemnation, when
he was executed in the following manner. His
tongue being cut out, his hands and feet were
tied behind him, and he was drawn up by a
pulley to a gibbet, and then let down into a fire

kindled beneath, in which situation he called

upon the Lord, and soon expired.

Another victim to bigotry, was a poor book-
seller, who resided at Avignon, and obtained his

livelihood by the sale of religious publications.

At Avignon, the bishop of Rieux gave a

banquet to the bishop of Aix and other prelates

engaged in the violent persecution of the in-

habitants of Merindola, to which the most
beautiful women were invited. After the ban-

quet, the company amused themselves with

dancing, playing at dice, and similar dissipative

pleasures ; after which the prelates, with each a

female leaning on his arm, walked up and down
the streets, to pass the time till supper, when
seeing a man offering obscene pictures and songs

to sale, they purchased the whole of his stock,
" as many as a mule could well carry." With
these they entertained their female companions,
at the expense of all modesty and gravity, and
with most indecent levity, explained the difficult

sentences which occurred in them. In the

course of their walk through the city, they also

met with a bookseller, who had exhibited for

sale certain Latin and French Bibles. The
prelates, indignant at his heretical boldness,
sternly asked him, " Darest thou be so bold as

to set out such merchandise as this to sell, in this

town ? Dost thou not know that such books are
forbidden?" The bookseller answered, "Is not
the Holy Bible as good as those goodly pictures
which you have bought for these gentlewomen ?

Scarcely had he spoken the words, but the bishop
of Alx said, "I renounce my part of paradise,

if this fellow be not a Lutheran. Let him be
taken and examined." Immediately a company
of ruffians, who attended on the prelates, began
to cry out, "a Lutheran,—a Lutheran; to the
fire with him,—to the fire with him ;" whilst one
gave him a blow, and another pulled him by his

hair, and a third plucked him by the beard, so

that the poor man was covered with blood,

before he reached the prison to which they were
dragging him. The next day he was brought be-

fore the judges, and examined in the presence of
the bishops. Being asked, " hast not thou set forth

to sale the Bible and the Neiv Testament in

French;'" he honestly acknowledged "that he
had done so." It was then demanded of him,
"whether he did not know and understand, that

it was forbidden throughout all Christendom, to

print or sell the Bible in any language (ixcept

Latin?" To which he replied, "that he knew
the contrary to be tme; and that he had sold

many Bibles in the French tongue, with the

emperor's privilege in them, and many others

printed at Lyons, and also New Testaments

printed by the king's privilege;" and added, that

"he knew no nation throughout all Christendom,
which had not the Holy Scriptures in their vul-

gar tongue." He then courageously addressed

them in the following tenns :
" ye inhabitants

of Avignon, are you alone in all Christendom,
the men who despise and abhor the Testament of

the heavenly Father? Will ye forbid and hide

that which Jesus Christ has commanded to be
revealed and published? Do you not know that

our Lord Jesus Christ gave power to his apostles

to speak all manner of tongues, to the end that

his holy gospel might be taught to all creatures,

in every language ? And why do you not forbid

those books and pictures, which are full of filthi-

ness and abomination, and which stir up the

people to whoredom and uncleanness, and pro-

voke God's vengeance and great indignation

against you ? What greater blasphemy can there

be, than to forbid God's most holy books which
he ordained to instruct the ignorant, and to re-

duce and bring again into this way such as have

gone astray? What cruelty is this, to take away
from the poor simple souls their nourishment

and sustenance ! But, my lords, you shall give

a heavy account, who call sweet sour, and sour

sweet, and who countenance abominable and
detestable books and pictures, but reject that

which is holy." The bishops, enraged by

these words, violently exclaimed, " What need

have you of any more examination ? Let him
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be sent straight to the fire, without any more

words." But Liberius, the judge, and some

others, who conceived tliat tlie prisoner had done

nothing worthy of death, proposed the adoption

of a mihler sentence, wishing only to have him
fined, and to acknowledge that the bishop of

Aix and his companions w ere the true pastors of

the church. This the pious and intrepid book-

seller refused, saying, that " he could not do it

with a good conscience, since he had an instance

before his eyes, that these bishops countenanced

filthy books and abominable pictures, rejecting

and refusing the holy books of God, and he

therefore judged them rather to be priests of

Bacchus and Venus, than the true pastors of the

church of Christ." On this refusal, the book-

seller was immediately condemned to be burnt;

and the dreadful sentence was executed the very

same day. As a token of the cause of his con-

demnation, ttvo Bibles were hung about his neck

one of them before, and the other behind, and
he was thus led to the place of execution.

Such, however, was the firmness of his mind,

and the Divine support which he experienced,

that with undaunted earnestness he continued to

exhort the multitude, as he passed on the way
to execution, to read the Holy Scriptures; and
with such effect, that several became inquirers

after truth.

The death of the pious bookseller created con-

siderable emotion among the inhabitants of the

city, who not only murmured at the execution

of the excellent man who had suffered, but were
indignant at the contempt which the prelates had
shown for the Scriptures. The bishops, there-

fore, in order to silence the people, caused a
proclamation to be made by sound of trumpet,

throughout the whole city and country, " that

all those who had any books, in the French
tongue, treating upon the Holy Scriptures, should
bring them forth, and deliver them into the

hands of the commissioners appointed for that

purpose, under pain of death, if any such books
should be afterwards found about them, or in

any way in their possession."

Another who suffered for the sake of the Gos-
pel was Peter Chapot, coiTector of the press to a
printer at Paris. Having been at Geneva, he
returned into France, with a number of copies

of the Scriptures. These he dispersed among
those of his own persuasion. But his zeal cost

him his life; for being apprehended, on the
information of John Andre, a bookseller, he
was condemned, and afterwards strangled and
burnt. This fanatical catastrophy took place at

Paris, in 1546.

Anthony Comellius, a lawyer of this century,

wrote a small tract, which was so effectually

suppressed as a monster of atheism, that a copy is

now only to be found in the hands of the curious.

This author ridiculed the absurd and horrid doc-
trine of infant damnation^ and was instantly

decried as an atheist, and the printer prosecuted
to his ruin.

1540, April. Anthony Malert, or Marler,
.
was a haberdasher by company, as appears by a

patent granted him for printing a folio hihle*
In the king's library, in the British museum, at

the beginning of a very fine illuminated folio

bible, printed on vellum, are the following words
wrote, " This book is presented unto your most
excellent hyghness, by your loving, faitlifull,

and obedient subject, and dayly orator, Anthony
Marler, of Lonaon, haberdasher." His desire

to oblige by this present, might probably be a
means of his having the gi*ant. See Rymer's
Foedera, vol. 14. page 745.

1540. Richard Banks was employed, as

Herbert states, as a printer and bookseller for

about twenty years, in various parts of London,
although few books of his are now extant. In
this year he received a patent for printing the
epistles and gospels. This, says Hansard, appears
to me to have been a privilege much more com-
prehensive in its nature than those just before

noticed, and to have some analogy to that sort

of property now denominated copy-right, of

which we may perhaps deem it the first instance.

It runs thus:—"Henry the eighth, by the grace
of God, king of England and of France, de-
fender of the Faith, lord of Ireland, and in

earth supreme head immediately under Christ
of the church of England. To all printers of
books within this realm, and to all our letters

hearing or seeing, greeting. Be it known to

all, that we of our especial grace have given
privilege unto our well-beloved subject Richard
Banks, that no person within this realm shall

print any manner of books whatsoever that our
said subject shall first print within the space oi

seven years next ensuing the printing of every
such book so by him printed, upon pain of for-

feiture of the same. Wherefore we will and
command, that you, nor one of you, do pre-

sume to print any of the said books during the

time aforesaid; as you tender our pleasure and
will, avoid the contrary." The device of Richard
Banks, if he used any, is not known. Few of

his books are now extant: the first is dated 1525,
and the last 1542. In the whole he printed

fifteen books.

1541, May 6. A proclamation ordeyned by
the kynges majestic, with the advice of his

honourable counsayle, for the bvble of the

largest and greatest volume, to be Lad in every

church before All Saints' Day. Devised the VI.
day of May, the xxxiii. yeare of the kynges
moste gracious reygne. Excusvm per JRichardum
Grafton et Eduardum Whitchurch. Cum priH-
le(fio ad impHmendum solum. Notwithstanding

the former injunctions, many parish churches
were yet destitute of the Bible. At the same
time, the king fixed the price of the Bibles at

ten shillings unbound, and not above twelve shil-

lings well bound and clasped ; and charged all

ordinaries to take care that the command of the

king was executed. Upon this Bonner, bishop

of London, set up six Bibles in certain con-

venient places of St. Paul's church, and aflixed

* Printed by Thomas Petit and Robert Redman, for
Thomas Berthelet, the king's printer.
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upon the pillars towhich the Bibles were chained,

an admonition to the readers, to " prepare them-
selves to be edified thereby; to make no expo-

sition thereupon, but what was declared in the

books themselves; not to read with noise in time

of divine service, or dispute and contend with

each other; nor such number to meet together

as to make a multitude."

3540, July 28. Thomas Cromwell, earl of

Essex, beheaded on Tower Hill: he was the

chief promoter both of printing and dispersing

the scriptures. The fall of Thomas Lord
Cromwell, earl of Essex, who from an obscure

station, being the son of a blacksmith, had risen

to the highest offices in the kingdom,was severely

felt by the friends of the Reformation. His
attachment to the Bible is said to have been
greatly confirmed by an intimate acquain-

tance with the New Testament, having com-
mitted the whole of Erasmus's Latin translation

of it to memory, during a journey to Rome!
He lost the favour of Henry by the active part

he took in procuring the marriage of that

monarcli with Ann of Cleves,and was suddenly
seized as he was sitting in council, and com-
mitted to the tower. He was attainted by an act

of parliament without being heard.

Immediately after the death of Cromwell,
Richard Grafton was imprisoned for six weeks
in the Fleet, for printing Matthew's Bible, and
the great Bible without notes; and before his

release he was bound in a penalty of X'lOO, that

he should neither sell nor imprint, nor cause to

be imprinted, any more Bibles until the king and
clergy should agree upon a translation.

The enemies of the English translation of the

Bible immediately advanced, that as Cromwell
had been the king's chief adviser respecting it,

it ought to be regarded as set forth by a traitor;

—and complained of it as being exceedingly

erroneous and heretical. They further repre-

sented to the king, that allowing the people the

free use of the Scriptures was the means of in-

creasing faction and party spirit, and was in-

jurious to the peace of the nation; that the com-
mon people disputed and quarrelled about them
in taverns and alehouses, calling one another

papist and heretic; and that others read them in

the churches in the time of divine service, and
with so loud a voice as to disturb the congrega-

tion.* They also censured the prefaces and notes

which had accompanied several of the editions.

About this time a small volume was published,

under the title of the Institution of a Christian

Man, which was received by the convocation of

the clergy, and made the infallible standard of

orthodoxy. In this book the points of justifica-

tion, faith, free-will, good works, and grace,

* After the death of Cromwell, Bonner immediately
commenced a prosecution against many persons for read-
ing the Bibles thus set up. One of those thus accused
was a young man of the name af John Porter, who was
sent to Newgate, where h e was loaded with irons, and
fastened by an iron collar round his neck to the wall of
his dungeon. Still asserting his innocence, and refusing
the admonitions of the bishop, in a few days afterwards
he was found dead in his cell, not without strong sus.
picions of being murdered.

were discussed in a manner somewhat favourable
to the opinions of the reformers. The sacra-

ments,which a few years before were onlyallowed
to be three,were now increased to seven. Through-
out the whole of this book the king's caprice is

very discernible; and the book is in reality to be
regarded as his composition. For Henry, while
he made his opinion a rule for the nation, would
himself submit to no authority whatever; not
even to any which he had foraierly established.

The same year the people had a farther instance
of the king's inconsistency. He ordered a new
book to be composed, called the Erudition of a
Christian Man ; and, without asking the con-
sent of the convocation, he published, by his

own authority, this new model of orthodoxy.

This work was printed by Thomas Berthelet ; and
as the end, the price is thus noticed : i^* This
boke bounde in paper boardes, or in claspes not

to be sold above xvit/.

But while the king was thus spreading his

own books among the people, both he and his

clergy seem to have been very much perplexed
with regard to the scriptures ; and the knowledge
of the people seemed to be still more dangerous
than their ignorance. The mass hook also passed

under the king's examination ; but little alter-

ation was yet made in it. Some doubtful or fic-

titious saints only were struck out; and the name
of the pope was erased. The latter precaution

was also used with every new book that was
printed, and even every old one that was sold.

The word pope was carefully omitted or blotted

out; as if that precaution could abolish the term
from the language, or cause the people to forget

that such a person existed.

Concerning the acknowledged infallibility of

the popes, it appears that Gregory VII. in

council, decreed that the Church of Rome
neither had erred .ind never should err. It was
thus this prerogative of his holiness became
received till 1313, when John XXII. abrogated

decrees made by three popes, his predecessors,

and declared, that what was done amiss by one

pope or council might be corrected by another
;

and Gregory XL 1370, in his will, deprecates,

si quid in catholica fide errasset. The Uni-
versity of Vienna protested against it, calling it

a contempt of God, and idolatiy, if any one in

matters of faith should appeal from a council to

the pope: that is, from God, who presides in

councils, to man. But the infallibility was at

length established by Leo X., especially after

Luther's opposition, because they despaired of

defending their indulgencies, bulls, &c. by any
other method.

Imagination cannot form a scene more terrific

than when these men were in the height of

power, and to serve their political purposes,

hurled the thunders of their excommunications*
over a kingdom. It was a national distress not

inferior to a plague or a famine.

* Excommunication is of Hindoo origin in the Pariah
caste, adopted by the Jews, and from them by the Chris-

tian churches. The Greek and Roman priests, and even
the Druids, had similar punishments in aid of their religion

.
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Philip Augustus, desirous of divorcing Jugal-

burg, to unite himself to Agnes de Marania, the

pope put his kingdom under an interdict. The
churches were shut during the space of eight

months ; they said neither mass nor vespers

;

ihey did not marry ; and even the offspring of

the married, born at this unhappy period, were
considered as illicit ; and because the king would
not sleep with his wife, it was not permitted to

any of his subjects to sleep with theirs ! In that

year France was threatened with an extinction

of the ordinary generation. A man under this

curse of public penance was divested of all his

functions, civil, military, and matrimonial ; he
was not allowed to dress his hair, to shave, to

bathe, nor even change his linen ; so that upon
the whole this made a filthy penitent. The
good King Robert incurred the censures of the
church for having married his cousin. He was
immediately abandoned. Two faithful domestics
alone remained with him, and these always
passed through the fire whatever he touched.
In a word, the hoiTor which an excommunica-
tion occasion was such, that a courtesan, with
whom one Peletier had passed some moments,
having learnt soon afterwards that he had been
above six months an excommunicated person,
fell into a panic, and with great difl&culty re-

covered from her convulsions.

1541. In the churchwarden's accounts for the
parish of Wye, in Kent, for this year, 12d. was
paid for making a desk for the bible. Leland,
(1538) speaking of Wressil castle, in Yorkshire,
says, " one thing I likid exceedingly yn one of

, the towers, that was a study, caullid pai'adise ;

wher was a closet in the midle, of 8 squares
latised aboute, and at the toppe of every square
was a desk ledgid to set bookes on cofers withyn
them, and these semid as yoinid hard to the
toppe of the closet ; and yet by pulling, one or
al wold cum downe bristehighe in rabettes,and
serve for desks to lay bookes on."

That books were frequently chained to desks,
we have already given many instances, and, we
further learn from Wood, who in speaking of
Foulis's History of the Plots and Conspiracies of
our pretended Saints the Presbyterians, says,
'' this book has been so pleasing to the royal-
ists, that they have chained it to desks in public
places for the vulgar to read."

Besides the bible, we find that Erasmus's
Paraphrase of the New Testament, Fox's Acts
and Monuments, commonly called the Book of
Martyrs, Lives of the Saints, and many other
books were in like manner secured According
to Nicolas's Test. Vetusta, Judge Littleton, who
died in 1481, (seepage 107 ante) bequeathed
"to the abbot and convent of Hales Owen, in
Shropshire, a book wherein is contained the
Constitutions Provincial and De Gestis Romano-
rum, and other treatise therein, which I wull be
laid and bounded with an yron chayne in some
convenient parte within the"^ saide church, at my
costs, so that all preests and others may see and
lede it whenne it pleascth them."

1541. The first poem that was written in

I

praise of printing was by Arnold de Bergel, a
printer at Mentz, entitled Encomion Chalco-
(frapice, 4to. containing 454 heroic verses. He
indicates Strasburg as the country of the first

printer, Gutenberg ; or, at least, as the place
where he made his first attempts. He adds, that

Gutenberg worked more successfully at Mentz,
with the assistance of Faust, and especially of
Schoeffer, who cut the matrices for them. In
Marchand's Histoire de VImprimerie, and also

in Woffius's Monum. Typoyr. copies of this

poem are to be found.

1541. James V. king of Scotland, gi-ants to

Thomas Davidson, printer, his especial license

for printing the " new actis and constitutionis

of parliament maid be the rycht excelent prince,

James the fyfth king of Scotis, 1540."

The copy of the kingis grace licence and privilege^

grantit to Thomas Davidson prentar, for im-
prenting of his gracis actis of parliament.

James be the grace of God, king of Scottis*

to all and sindry, quhom it efleris. Forsamekill

as it is ordanit be ws, be an act maid in plane

parliament, that all our actis maid be ws be pub-
list outthrow al our realme ; and that nane our
shereifiis, stewardis, bailies, prouest, and baillies

of oure burrowis, suld pretend ignorance throw
misknawing thairof, that our clerk of registry

and counsel, suld mak ane autentik copie of ur
sik actis as concernis the commoun weil of ob-

realme, and extract the samin under his sub-

scription manuale, to be iraprentit be quliat pren-

tar it sail pleis him to clieis; providing alwayis,

that the said prentar sail have our special licence

thairto, as in the said act at mair lenth is contenit

:

^ We heirfore hes gevyn, and gi'antit, and be

the tenour heirof gevis and grantis our licence,

to oure louit Thomas Davidson, imprentar in our

burgh of Edinburgh, to imprent oure saidis actis

of parliament, and dischargis all vthir imprin-

taris, and writtaris, within yis our realme, or

without, present, and for to cum, to imprent, or

writ our saidis actis of parliament, or bring thaym
hame to be sauld, for the space of sex zeris nixt

to cum, eftir the dait of thir presentis, under the

pane of confiscatioun of the samyn. Subscrivt

with our hand, and gevin under our priue seill,

at Edinburgh, the sext day of December, and of

our regne the xxix. zeir.

^ God keip the king.

From the date of this licence it appears, that

these acts of parliament were not printed till

towards the end of the year 1541, and that

though the frontispiece has 1540 in it, yet it

would seem,'that that figure had been cut before,

and designed for other books, that should be

printed by Davidson in that form afterwards.

1541. The history and crouiklis of Scotland,

with the cosmography and dyscription thairof.

Compilit be the noble clerk, maister Hector

Boece, channon of Aberdeene. Translalit laitly

in our vulgar and common langage be maister

Johne Bellenden, archcdcne of Murray, and
channon of Ross ; at the command of the richt

hie, richt, excellent, and noble prince James the

2 N
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6th. of that name, king of Scottis ; and imprentit

in Edinhurgh be me Thomas Davidson, prenter

to the kingis nobyll grace, dwellyng fornens the

Frere wynd. Cum privilegio. Folio.

1542, Henry VIII. proceeded to the further

dissolution of colleges, hospitals, and other foun-

dations of that nature. The courtiers had been
dealing with the presidents and governors to

make a surrender of their revenues to the king,

and they had succeeded with eight. But there

was an obstacle to their farther progress ; it had
been provided by the local statutes of most of

these foundations, that no president nor any fel-

lows could make such a deed without the unani-

mous consent of all the fellows. This consent

would not have been easily obtained, but the

parliament proceeded in a summary manner to

annul all these statutes; by which means the

revenues of those houses were exposed to the

rapacity of the king and' his favourites.

Henry also extorted from most of the bishops
a surrender of their chapter-lands; by which
means he pillaged the sees of Canterbury, York,
and London, and enriched his favourites with
their spoils. He engaged the parliament to miti-

gate the penalties of the six articles, as far as

regarded the marriage of priests, who were now
only subjected to a forfeiture of goods, chattels,

and lands during life; he was still equally bent
on maintaining a rigid purity in speculative prin-

ciples. He had appointed a commission consist-

ing of two archbishops and several bishops of
both provinces, together with a considerable num-
ber of doctors of divinity; and by virtue of his

ecclesiastical supremacy, he had charged them to

choose a religion for his people. Before the
commissioners, however, had made any progress
in this arduous undertaking, the parliament had
passed a law by which they ratified all the tenets
which these divines should establish with the
king's consent. One clause of this statute seems
to favour somewhat of the spirit of liberty. It
was enacted, that the ecclesiastical commission-
ers should establish nothing repugnant to the
laws and statutes of the realm.
The same year the king suppressed the only

religious order remaining in England, namely,
the knights of St. John of Jerusalem. This
order had by their valour done great service to

Christendom. During the general surrender of
the religious houses in England, they had obsti-

nately refused to give up their revenues to the
king ; and Henry, who would endure no society

that professed obedience to the pope, was obliged
to have recourse to parliament for the dissolution
of this order. Their revenues were large, and
formed a considerable addition to the acquisitions
which the king had already made.

1542, Jamiary. In the privy purse expenses of
the princes Mary,* is the following item :

—" Was
paied to the boke bynder for a boke limmed w*
golde, the same geuen to the p'nce g'ce for a
ncwyer' gifte, xxix s. In the following year, to

* Edited by F. Madden, Esq., F.S.A. 8vo. London

:

Pickering.

my ladye Herbert, a boke cou'ed wt silv' and gylt,

vij s. vj d.; and in 1537, was paid for a claspe

for a boke, vj s." And in the British Museum,
among the royal manuscripts, is the Old Testa-

ment, Hymns, Psalter, &c., formerly belonging
to the princes after she became queen, bound in

a truly regal style. It has thick boards covered
with crimson velvet, richly embroidered with
large flowers in coloured silks and gold twist.

It is further embellished with gilt brass bosses

and clasps, on the latter of which are engraved
the arms of England.

1542. An act of parliament is passed in 1642,
which declares that " It shall be felony to prac-

tise, or cause to be practised, conjuration, witch-

craft, enchantment, or sorcery, to get money;
or to consume any person in his body, members
or goods, or to provoke any person to unlawful
love ; or for the despite of Christ, or lucre of

money, to pull down any cross, or to declare

where goods stolen be."

1542. Robert Wver, an early printer, who
printed many books without dates. Palmer only

mentions two with a date. By the number of his

works, rather than by the beauty of his typo-

graphy, this printer has attained to a considerable

eminence in the history of the early professors

of the art; yet there are comparatively few of

his productions to which his name is attached.

Generally speaking, his types were exceedingly

rude; but some of his pieces, which are printed

in the foreign secretary Gothic, and large lower

case Gothic, are at least of creditable execution.

His residence was at the sign of St. John the

Evangelist, which he also used for a device in

St. Martin's parish, in the rents of the bishop of

Norwich, near Charing Cross. His employers

seem to have been William Marshall, Heniy
Dabbe, Richard Bankes, and John Goughe.
The number of his productions amount to 63.

His first book is dated 1527, and the last 1542.

In the whole he printed sixty-three books, and
the greater portion without dates. Among them
is the following title :

—

Here hegynneth a lyttle

boke named \the scole hoivse, wherein every man
man rede a goodly prayer of the ccndycyons of
women. Within the leaf there is a border of

naked women. This satire upon women is in

seven line verse ; the author, has shewed himself

very severe on the ladies in these words :

—

Trewly some men there be
That lyue alwayes in great horroure.
And say it goth by destenye

:

To hang or wed, both hath one houre.
And whether it be, I am well sure,
Hangynge is better, of the twayne.
Sooner done, and shorter payne.

Another of Wyer's books has the following

title :

—

Here beyyniieth a lytell boke, that speak-

eth ofpurgatorye : and what purgatory is, and of
tlie fains that be therein, and which souls do

abyde therein till they be pourged of synne, and
which abide not there. And for ivhat synnes a

soul goeth to hell, and of the helpe that soules iti

purgatory may haue of their friends that be on

lyne : and rvhat pardon aueyleth to mannes soule

.

In verse, cum privilegio regal i, 4 to.
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The devices of Robert Wyer consisted of two

or three representations of St. John the divine

writing, attended by an eagle holding his ink-

horn ; he is seated upon a small rock in the

middle of the sea, intending to represent the isle

of Patmos. A high rock rises above him on the

left hand, and on the right appears a city and
mountains. The whole is contained in a paral-

lelogram, surrounded by double lines, of which
the outside one is the thichest, and below the

cut is the following mark.

RoBMlacWYEB
Another of his devices was the same in shape

and subject, but much smaller. The saint

crowned with a nimbus of glory, is there placed

beneath a tree, and the eagle, with his wings

spread, stands upon the broken trunk of another.

The back-ground is richly stellated with clouds,

rosettes, and stars cut in white. He sometimes,

though rarely, used a representation of the saint

without the eagle. The following is given from
Home's Introduction to Bibliography.

1542. A French version of the Psalms, or

rather part of them, by Clement Marot,* claims

particular notice, not so much from its intrinsic

excellence, as for its being the foundation of the

psalmody adopted in the ritual of the reformed
churches ; and in its popular reception, strongly

exhibiting the levity of the French court and
nation.

The history of psalm-singing is a portion of

the history of the Reformation,—of that great

religious revolution which separated for ever,

into two unequal divisions, the sects of Christi-

anity. It seems, however, that this project was
adopted accidentally, and was certainly promo-
ted by the fine natural genius of Marot. In this

attempt, he was assisted by Francis Melin de S.

Gelays, and other learned men, from whose prose

* Clement Marot was a native of Cahors, near Toulouse,
and born in 1495. He was the favoxirite poet of France,
and in the early part of his life was eminent for his pasto-
rals, ballads, fables, elc^ries, epigrams, and poetical trans-
lations. He was accused before the lieutcnant-criminel,
on account of his irreligrion, and the licentiousness of his
writings, and imprisoned at Chartres. In this state of
confinement he wrote hi.s Enfer, a severe and pointed
Batire, and revised the celebrated Roman de la Rose. He
was kept in j)ri5on till after the deliverance of Francis I.

from Spain, in 1526, when he obtained his liberty; but
was afterwards obliged to flee to Geneva, from whence he
passed to Turin, where he died in indigence, in 1544.

translations he fonned his poetical version. His
first edition contained only thirty p.salras, and
was dedicated to his patron Francis I. He
afterwards proceeded in his work till he had
completed twenty more psalms, which, with the
former thirty, and eight more, the translators of
which were never well known, were printed at
Rome, in 1542, by the command of pope Paul
III.* by Theodore Drust, a German, jirinter

in ordinary to his holiness. This edition was
printed in the gothic character, in octavo.

In one of the psalms Marot breaks forth with

that enthusiasm, which perhaps at first conveyed
to the sullen fancy of the austere Calvin the

project he so successfully adopted, and whose
influence we are still witnessing.

Thrice happy they who shall behold.
And listen in that ape of gold

!

As by the plough the labourer strays.

And carman mid the public ways.
And tradesman in his shop shall swell
Their voice in Psalm or Canticle,
Singing to solace toil; again,
Fi'om woods shall come a sweeter strain !

Shepherd and shepherdess shall vie
In many a tender Psalmody

;

And the Creator's name prolong
As rock and stream return their song

!

Begin then, ladies fair ! begin
The age renew'd that knows no sin

!

And with light heart, that wants no wing,
Sing ! from this holy song-book, sing !+

This "holy song-book" for the harpsichord o*"

the voice, was a gay novelty, and no book was
ever more eagerly received by all classes than

Marot's "Psalms!" In the fervour of that day,

they sold faster than the printers could take them
off their presses ; but as they were understood

to be songs, and yet were not accompanied by
music, every one set them to favourite tunes,com-
monly those of popular ballads. Each of the

royal family, and every nobleman, chose a psalm
or a song, which expressed his own personal

feelings, adapted to his own tune. The Dau-
phin, afterwards Henry II., a gieat hunter, when
he went to the chase, was singing Ahm qu'on vit

le cerf bi'ui/re. " Like as the hart desireth the

water-brooks." There is a curious portrait of

the mistress of Henry II. the famous Diane
de Poictiers, on which is inscribed this verse of
the psalm. Diane, however, in the first stage of

their mutual attachment, took Du fond de ma
pensee, or, " from the depth of my heart." The
queen's favourite was, Ne veuilles pa>s, O sire ;

that is, " Rebuke me not in thy indignation,"

which she sang to a fashionable jig. Anthony,

king of Navarre, sung Revenge moy, pren le que-

relle ; or, " Stand up, Lord, to revenge my
quarrel," to the air of a dance of Poitou.

Beside the poetical dedication to Francis I.

Marot accompanied his version with an epistle

* Paul III. died November 10th, 1549-

t In the curious tract already referred to, the following

quotation is remarkable ; the scene the fancy of Marot
pictured to him, had anciently occtirred. St. Jerome, iu

his seventeenth Epistle to MarccUns, thus describes it:

" In Christian villages little else is to be heard but Pgalms

;

for which way soever you turn yourself, either you have
the plouj;hman at his plojigh singing Ha/Ze/w/oAs, theweary
brewer refreshing himself with a psalm, or the vine-dresser

chanting forth somewhat of David's."
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Aux Dames de France^ " to tlie ladies of France,"

ill which he declares, in a spirit of religious

gallantry, that his design is to add to .the happi-

ness of his fair readers, hy substituting divine

hymns in the place of amorous ditties, to inspire

their susceptible hearts with a passion in which
there is no torment, to banish that fickle and
fantastic deity Cupid from the world, and to fill

their apartments with the praises of the true

Jehovah.
The universal reception of Marot's psalms in-

duced Theodore Baza to conclude the collec-

tion, and, according to Bayle, ten thousand

copies were immediately dispersed. But these

had the advantage of being set to music, for we
are told they were " admirably fitted to the violin

and other musical instruments." And who was
the man who had thus adroitly taken hold of the

public feeling to give it this strong direction ?

It was the ascetic Calvin, by the advice it is said

of Luther,* who, from the depth of his closet at

Geneva, had engaged the finest musical compo-
sers, who were, no doubt, warmed by the zeal of

propagating his faith, to form these simple and
beautiful airs to assist the psalm-singers, and in

which all persons might join, and which would
serve as a substitute for the antiphonal chanting

of the Romish services, in the public service of

God. At first this was not discovered, and catho-

lics as well as Hugonotsf were solacing them-
selves on all occasions with this new music. But
when Calvin appointed these psalms, as set to

music by Guillaum de Franc and others, to be
sung at his meeting, and Marot's formed an
appendix to the catechism of Geneva, this put
an end to all psalm-singing for the catholics. Marot
himself was forced to fly to Geneva from the ful-

minations of the Sorbonne, and psalm-singing

became an open declaration of what the French
called Lutheranism, when it became with the

refoniied a regular part of their religious dis-

cipline. At length, the repeated remonstrances

of the cleTgy to the king, against Marot's version,

caused it to be prohibited. But the prohibition

only increased the desire to possess the psalms

* Luther's fondness for music is universallyknown, and
the Old Hundredth Psalm tune, which tradition attributes

to him, remains a sin,2;ular instance of his skill in that
science. Luther notes in his Table Book that he invited

the singers and musicians to supper, December 17, 1538.

•'I always loved music, whoso has skill in this art the
same is of good kind, fitted for all things." The following
testimony of Handel to the excellence of Luther's musical
compositions, is given in a letter of Sir John Pringle's to

J. D. Michaelis, dated 1769. "The late Mr. Handel, that
celebrated musician, told me, that Luther had even com-
posed the music of the Psalms and Hymns, and which he
said was so excellent in its way, that he had often
borrowed from it, and inserted whole passages in his
oratorios."

t Hugo Aubriet, who by merit had gained the esteem of
Charles "V. of France, was invested with the dignity of
provost of Paris, when Charles VI. mounted the throne

:

by the care he took for the maintenance of good order,
and suppressing the scandalous enoi-mities of the mem-
bers of the university of Paris, they caused him to be
committed by false witnesses as an heritic, and would
have been burnt alive if the court had not interlered. He
was, however, imprisoned, and compelled publicly to ask
pardon on his knees. It is from this worthy provost of
Paris that the Protestants have been called Hugonots, to
signify the enemies of the church.

thus interdicted, and the printers reaped a rich

harvest by the endeavour to suppress them. The
psalms exhilarated their social assemblies, were
commonly heard in the streets, and accompanied
the labour of the artificer, so that the weavers of
Flanders became noted for the skill in the science
of psalmody. " This infectious frenzy of psalm-
singing," as Warton describes it, under the Cal-
vanistic preachers had rapidly propagated itself

through Germany as well as France. " It was
admirably calculated," says D'Israeli, " to kindle
the flame of fanaticism, and frequently served as
the trumpet of rebellion." A variety of popular
insurrections in the most flourishing cities of the
Low Countries, were excited and supported by
these energetic hymns of Geneva ; and fomented
the fury which defaced many of the most beauti-

ful and venerable churches of Flanders and
the Low Countries.

Psalm-singing reached England at that critical

moment it had first embraced the reformation ;

and here its domestic history was parallel with
its foreign, except, perhaps, in the splendour of
its success.—See Stemhold and Hopkins, imder
the year 1550.

1542. The noble institution by which the

reign of Francis I. was distinguished, was the

Imprimerie Royale, together with its appendage
of Typographi Regii; an arrangement then alto-

gether novel and unprecedented in the annals of
literature. It reflects therefore, the greater

honour upon the memory of Francis I. as liaving

apparently emanated from his own enlightened
views. No expedient could have been better

calculated to give effect to those liberal inten-

tions, with which the Royal College had been
instituted. By an apparatus which nothing
less than princely munificence could have pro-

vided, the admirable productions of classic

genius and taste, and those of Greece more par-

ticularly, were now to be given to the public

with a beauty of characters, and an exquisite-

ness of technical perfection, to which no typo-

grapher had ever yet attained, or even in imagi-
nation aspired.

The king's first care being to procure a new
cast of types, worthy of the institution which he
meditated, Claude Garamond, one of the ablest

French artists of the time, was enjoined to en-

gi'ave the poin^ons, and prepare the matrices or

moulds, for three (or more) descriptions or sizes

of Greek: an undertaking which was accom-
plished with distinguished skill and success : and
these were the same, which have subsequently
been so well known by the denomination of

Characteres Regii. They were followed, in pro-

* Francis I. died in the month of March, 1547, in the
fifty-third year of his age, and had reigned thirty-two
years and eight months. It has been remarked that
Charles V. and Francis I. were opposite in every thing.
The first began with being rigorous against Protestants,
and ended with being indulgent j the second, originally
indulgent, thought it expedient at length to become
severe ; for upon one occasion his zeal became so animate
as to draw from him that memorable declaration, " that
even if one of his own members were infected with heresy,
he would not hesitate to cut it oif."
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cess of time, by others for the Latin, both Roman
and Italic, to<^ether with the necessary imple-

ments for their multiplication. M. Fournier,

speaking of the Fonderie du Roy as that of the

gi'eatest antiquity, which was in his time existing

in France, says it is the same which thus had its

commencement under the auspices of Francis.

M. de Guignes, in his historical Essay on the

Greek characters of Francis I., pronounces them
to have been engraven with so much elegance,

that it would be difficult, even at present, to

form any equally beautiful. That king, he says,

(after Belon,) who loved the arts, and was an

especial admirer of grand designs, having col-

lected around him able artists of every de-

scription, had projected a colossal statue of

Hercules, of the height of fifty-two feet and
upwards ; which from having had cast, he was
prevented by death only: the model still remain-

ing at Paris. But M. de Guignes thinks that

Francis erected a monument, if less gigantic,

yet better calculated to record his name to pos-

terity, in these beautiful Greek characters, which
he caused to be engraved by Gammond.
By the liberal provision of such an apparatus,

and by the discreet example which Francis I.

gave, in the selection and appointment of the

most learned and skilful typographers, ashislm-
pressores Regii, the honours annexed to the

office, and the remunerations assigned them, he
made every reasonable provision both for the

technical beauty of the intended impressions, and
the accuracy of their texts; anxious that they

should in all respects prove worthy of his Royal
Institution. With the like view, as we have

already intimated, and as many writers attest,

he omitted no possible means of procuring

authentic manuscripts of classical, and more
especially of Greek authors: having caused

them to be diligently sought after in Greece and
Asia; purchased such as could be bought, and
procured transcripts of others. The distinction

of " Regius in Graecis Typographus" was first

conferred on Neobarius, who received in con-

sideration of it an annual stipend of one hun-
dred gold crowns. But, as during the short

official career of that printer the arrangements of

the king's typographical establishment were not

completed, we shall find that the advantage of

appearing with genuine brilliance in that charac-

ter was reserved for Robert Stephens.

To have laid the groundwork of the College

I Royal, says M. Gaillard, is sufficient to estab-

lish the glory of Francis I. though he had not

the happinessof perfecting his extensive projects.

He left indeed, much for his successors to per-

form ; but had the credit of indicating to them
Itwhat they ought to do. Fiuncis having con-

structed no edifices for the royal professors, they

gave their lectures in different colleges of the

university. Henry II. assigned them those de
Treguier and de Cambray. Henry IV. a little

before his decease, had resolved upon proceeding
^with the intended erections, and named com-
imissioners for that purpose. Louis XIII. in

tl610, executed the design; and it is to him.

says the same author, that we owe the edifice,

which now exists under the name of the Col-
lege Royal.
The services rendered by Francis I. to the

cause of elegant literature may here be added.
Several times during his reign he confirmed
and renewed the privileges of the imprimeurs
and libraires of the university. He instituted

the office of superintendent of the royal library

of Fontainebleau ; which, under the title of

Bibliothecaire du Roy, was first conferred upon
Budaeus, and afterwards upon Peter du Chastel.

He is said to have taken a remarkable pleasure

in inspecting the process of printing: and one

day having visited the office of Robert Stephens,

who happened to be employed in coiTccting a
proof, would not interrupt him; but waited till

he had finished.

In this reign also, the taste seems to have been
introduced for gilding the edges of the leaves of

works of importance, binding them ornament-
ally, and sometimes distinguishing them with
the arms, devices, mottos, and names of the

owners. Sometimes they were covered with vel-

vet, as may be seen from specimens still remain-
ing in the cabinets of the curious. As the im-
pressions of books were now greatly multiplied,

and private individuals began to form libraries,

the practice became also prevalent of decorating

books, by gilding them in compartments, on the

outside of the bindings, upon the side. On the

same part were formed scrolls or labels, on which
were inscribed the titles of the respective works,

because they were then arranged upon the sides,

and not after the manner usual at present. One
of the most zealous collectors of those times was
Monsieur G*i-ollier, who had been honoured with

the character of ambassador of Francis I. at the

court of Rome. He was at great expense in

binding and gilding. His library consisted of

about three thousand volumes, variously deco-

rated and ornamented, and inscribed

—

"Joannis Grollieri et Amicorum,"

showing that he wished his books to be used by
his friends as well as himself. Of the care his

friends took of them, the still perfect state of

the bindings amply testifies. Grolier is con-

siderefd to be the introducer of lettering pieces

between the bands of the back.

His library was preserved at the Hotel de Vic.

till the year 1675, and then publicly sold.

Many of Grolier's books are to be found in Mr.
Cracherode's collection in the British Museum.
They are well and firmly bound. A succession

of plain lines, forming divei-s compartments, exe-

cuted with much precision, and attention to pro-

portion, appears nearly on the whole.

Cotemporary with Grolier, another patron of

the name of Maioli, is well known, from his

bindings, though of his personal history no
traces are left. The decoration of his bindings

also consists of designs in compartments, and
bear his name like Grolier's, thus

—

Tho Maioli et Amicorum.

^^
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An Italian edition of the Psabns of David^

4to. 1534, once belonging to the library of

Maioli, formerly possessed by Mr. Singer, bears

on the reverse side of the binding the following

motto

—

"iNIMICI. MEI. MEA. MICHI. NGN. ME, MICHl."

Amongst the German binders, the name of

Gaspar Ritter stands as one of the most skilful

artists of the sixteenth century.

1543. An act of parliament, allowing of the

bible in the vulgar tongue, in this year, copied

out of the registers of parliament, in the publick

archives at Edinburgh.*
Anent the writting gevin in be Robert lord

Maxwell, in presens of my lord governour, and
lordis of Articklis, to be avisit by thaim, giff the

samin be resonable, or not, of the quhilk the

tenor followis.

It is statute, and ordanit, that it sal be lefull

to all our sovirane ladyis leiges to have the haly
writ, to wit, the New Testament and the Auld,
in the vulgar toung, in Inglis, and Scotis, of an
gude and trew translation, and that thai sal in-

cur na crimes for the hefing and reding of the

samen; providing always, that na man dispute,

or hald opinizeonis under the pains conteinit in

the actis of parliament. The lordis of Articklis

beand avisit with the said writing, finds the

samin resonable, and therefore thinkis that the

samin may be usit amongis all the leiges of this

realme of our vulgar toung, of an gude, trew,

and j ust translatioun, because there was na law
shewn, nor producit in the contrar; and that

none of our soverane ladyis legiges incur ony
crimes for haifing, or reding of the samin, in

form as said is, nor sail be accusit therefore in

time coming; and that na personis dispute,

argou, or hold oppunionis of the samin, under
the saidis paiuis containit in the foresaidis actis

of parliament.

1543^, Jan. 28. Richard Grafton was in so

much favour, that Ave find in Rymer's Fcedera

a patent of the above date, as follows:

—

^^Pro divino senrlcio, de libris imprimendisJ^

" Henry the Eighth, by the grace of God, &c.
to all prynters of bookes within this our realme,

and to all other our officers, ministers, and sub-

jectes, theis our letters patents hering or seing,

greting. We do you to understand, that wherein
tynies past it hath been usually accustomed, that

theis bookes of divine service, that is to sey, the

masse book, the graill, the antyphoner, the himp-
tuall, the portans, and the prymer, both in Latyn
and in Englyshe of Sarum use, for the province
of Canterbury, have been prynted by strangiers

in other, and strange countreys, partely to the

* This act is not printed among the laws and acts of
parliament collected by Sir Thomas Murry from the public
records of Scotland, and printed at Edinburgh, 1620.
James Watson, in his preface to his History of Printing,
1713, says that the first English Bible was in folio, and
was not printed till I576. But, says Ames, what prevented
the Scotch having the scripture in the vulgar tongue, after
the granting of this license, cannot be explained.

great losse and hynderance of oursubjectes, who
both have the sufficient arte, feate, and treade of
Printing, and by imprinting such books myght
profitably, and to thuse of the commonwelthe,
be set on worke, and partely to the setting forthe

the byshopp of Rome's usurped auctoritie, and
keeping the same in contynuall memorye, con-
trary to the decrees, statutes, and lawes of this

our realme; and considering also the greate ex-
pences and provision of so necessary workes as
these arre, and yet the same not a little charge-
able, and to thintent that hereafter we woll have
theym more perfectly, and faithfully, and truly

done, to the high honour of Almighty God, and
safeguard and quyetnes of our subjects, which
dayly doo, and further may incurre no small
parill and daunger of our injunctions, proclama-
cions, and lawes, by reason of not oblitterating

the seid name, and usurped power and authoritie

of the byshopp of Rome as aforesaid: We of
our grace especiall have graunted, and geven
privilege to our wel-biloved subjects, Richard
Grafton and Edward Whitchurch, citezeins of
London, that they and their assignes, and noon
other person nor persons, saving the said Richard
and Edward, and their assignes only, have liber-

tie to prynte the bookes abovesaid, and every

sorte and sortes of theym, wliiche either at this

present daye arre in use, or hereafter shall be
auctorised for Sarum use, within any parte of

oure realmes or domynions, and that no manor
of person shall prynte within the space of seven

yeres next ensuing the printing of every such
booke or bookes, so printed by our seid sulDJects,

and either of them ; or of their assignes or any
of them. Wherfore we woll and commaunde
you, that ye noon of you presume to prynte any
of the bookes, that our seid subjects shall have
prynted as aforesaid, during the seid time of this

our privilege, upon payne to forfeyte to our use

all suche bookes, whersoever the same shall be
founde, emprynted contrary to the tenour and
fourme of this our privilege. In witness where-

of, &c. witness our self at Westminster the

twenty-eight daye of Januarye."

1543, January 22. In the parliament which
met on this day, the Romish party prevailed,

and passed an act, by which it was enacted,

"That all manner of bokes of the olde and newe
Testament, in English, of this (Tyndall's) trans-

lation, should be by authoritie of this act cleerly

and utterly abolished, extinguished, and forbids

den to be kept and used in this realme, or els

where, in anie the king's dominions." But other

translations were allowed to remain in force, pro-

vided the annotations or preambles were " cut or

blotted out, so as r ot to be perceived or read
;"

which was also enjoined under pain of forfeiting

forty shillings for every Bible retaining them.

It was likewise enacted, " That no manner of

person or persons, after the firste day of October

then next ensuing, should take upon him, or

them, to read, openly to other, in any church,

or open asseml)ly, within any of the king's do-

minions, the Bible, or any part of Scripture, in

English, unlesse he was so appointed thereunto
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by the king, or by anie ordinarie. Provided,

that the chauncellor of England, capitaines of

the warres, the king's justices, the recorders of

anie citie, borough, or town, the speaker of the

parliament, &c. which heretofore have been

accustomed to declare orteache any good, vertu-

ous, or godly exhortations in anie assemblies,

might use anie part of the Bible or Holie Scrip,

ture as they had been wont; and that every

nobleman and gentleman being a housholder,

might read, or cause to be read, by any of his

familie servants in his honse, orchardes, or gar-

den, and to his own familie, anie text of the

Bible or New Testament; and also every mer-

chant-man, being a householder ; and any other

persons other than women, prentices, &c. might
read to themselves privately the Bible, Sec. But
no women, except noblewomen and gentlewomen,

who might read to themselves alone, and not to

others, any texts of the Bible, &c., nor artificers,

'prentises, journeymen, serving-men of the degrees

of yomen* or under, husbandmen, nor labourers

were to read the Bible or New Testament in

English to himself or to any other, privately or

openly."

1543, Feb. 14. The parliament of Paris

caused the Institutiones Religionis Christiana of
Calvin, to be publicly burned at Paris. " No-
thing," observes M. Gaillard, "can be more im-
pressive, or, to use his term, "plus seduisant,"

than the preface to this work. It seems dictated

by reason and humanity, and is composed after

the model of the ancient apologies for the Chris-
tian religion. "Nothing," he adds, "can be
more ingenious than the use which he makes of
the fathers of the church, whether to represent

their doctrines as favourable to the reformation,

or to vindicate that measure, where it seems to

differ from them. This book of Institutes has
method, uniformity, and integrity; it forms a
complete body of doctrine; which is a quality
perhaps not to be found either in any single

treatise of Luther, or in the entire collection of
his writings. Calvin's Institutes, therefore, is

one of those works in which the reformation
exults, not without reason." The Institutes have
far more elegance and moderation than those of
Luther; though Calvin did not assuredly, on all

occasions, avoid that grossness of epithet and
coarseness of expression, which are so conspicu-
ous in the polemical writings of the age.

1543. John Gowghe, Gouge, or Gough,
printer, stationer, and author, resided at the sign
of the Mei-maid, in Cheapside, next to St. Paul's
gate, and most probably at the same house as
that which had been occupied by John Rastell,
see page 262 ante, and afterwards he removed to

Lombard-street. Many of his books were printed
for him by John Meylor and John Nicholson.
In the Prymer of Satysberi/ Use, 1535, and the
Almanackfor XX years, beginning 1533, the press
work and punctuation are peculiar to himself.
In 1536, he printed the Door of the Holy Scrip-

* Cowcl says, yomen were officers in the king's family
in the middle place betwixt scrjeants and groomes.

ture, with a preface by the printer, the king's
licence to Gough, to print any book translated or
compiled by him. This book was prohibited

among many others by the king's injunctions.

In 1543, he printed the christian state of matri-
mony, in twelves, and which was his last work.

1543. This year was remarkable for the com-
mencement and earliest effort of Greek typo-

graphy in England, if we may rely on the testi-

mony of Fabricius; who furnishes the following

notice and remark: "Jo. Chrysostomi Homiliae

II. (altera in 1 Cor. x. altera in 1 Thess. iv.)

nunc primum in lucem edita3. Gr. Lat. inter-

pi'ete Joanne Cheko Cantabrigiensi. Lond. Ap.
Keg. Wolfium, 1543. Hie est primus liber

Graecis typis in Anglia excusus." Vid. Maittaire,

Ann. Typogr. vol. III. p. 345. (Bbli. Grceca,

vol. Vltl. p. 570.)

1543, May. Nicholas Copernicus published

his System of Astronomy at Nuremberg, but
died a few hours after it was finished. The
British museum contains the original work of

Copernicus on the Solar System. It is a small

folio of 196 pages, full of diagrams, and well print-

ed, at the expense of Cardinal Schonbergeus.

John Field printed in London a forgotten work
on the Copernican System, in 1556 thirteen years

after.

1544. John Byddell, a printer and book-
seller, whose name is sometimes spelled Bedel,

also the appellation of Salisbury ; but why he did

so, neither Ames nor Herbert could ascertain.

We learn from the colophon of the Lyf of Hyl-
debrande, printed in 1533, 8vo. that it was Im-
printed by Wynkyn de Worde,for John Byddell,

otherwise Salisbury. He appears to have sold

books as early as 1535, if not previous ; and his

first residence was at the sign of our Lady of

Pity, next on Flete Bridge, but he afterwards

removed to the Sun near the Conduit, perhaps

the old dwelling of Wynkyn de Worde, for

whom he was an executor, and which is more
particularly noticed at pages 258, 259, ante.

The first English Primer reprinted was exe-

cuted by John Byddell, and entitled A goodly

prymer m English, newly corrected and printed,

with certeyn godly meditacions and prayers added

to the same, ven/ necessarie and profitable for all

them that ryght assuredly understand not the

Latine and Greke tongues. From Sir Thomas
More's answer to Tindall, we may infer the

translator of this book to be George Joy :
" The

psalter was translated by George Joy the preste,

that is wedded now, and I here say the Prymer
to, wherein the seuen psalms be set in wythout
the lateny, lest folke shold pray to sayntes. And
the dirige is left out clene, leste a man myght
happe to pray theron for his father's soule.

The title is over the king and queen's arms
crowned quarterly, and on the back of the leaf

the picture of Time, Truth, and Hypocrisy curi-

ously done.

At the end of the book this following patent:

Be it knowen to all men by these presents, that

it is prohibited by our soveraigne lorde the king,

by his lettei-s patentes, to all printers, bokcsellcrs,
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and merchauntes, and all others, that (without

licence had of hym, that at his costesand charges

printed this boke) they in no wyse do print, or

utter in sale, or otherwyse at any place with in

our sayd soverayne lordes dominions, this booke

entituled and called Thenglyshe primer, at any

tyme within six years next after the prynting

hereof, as they will answer at theyr perylles, and

auoyde the penalties mentioned in the privilege

hereunto graunted.

Imprented at London in Flete strete by John

Byddell, dwellyng at the signe of the Sonne,

next to the Conduit, for Wylliam Marshall, the

yere of our lorde God m.d.xxxv. the xvi. daye

of June.
The principal device used by Byddell was an

upright parallelogram, contained within one line,

and consisting of a large ill drawn figure, repre-

senting his sign of the Lady of Pity. She is

delineated as an angel with out-stretched wings,

holding two elegant horns or torches ; of which

that on the left hand is pouring out a kind of

stream terminating in drops, and is marked on

the side with the word Gratia, in a thick black let-

ter: the right hand horn contains fire, and is

lettered Charitas. The lower ends of these

horns are rested by the angel upon two rude

heater shields, surrounded by double lines, on

the left one of which is engraven ^ Johan Byd-
dell, Printer, in small broken black letters, and
on the other is the annexed mark. Round the

head of the figure are the words, "Virtus beates

efficit," engraven in rude black characters.

Byddell also used the above mark, cut on a

black ground; and he sometimes added to his

large device the letters! and B, enclosed by

flourishings, with his name at full length placed

at the bottom of the whole.

1544, In this year was printed at Basil a very

rare work, with this title:

—

Pasquilloinim, Tomi
Duo* The first containing the verse, and the

second the prose pasquinades or satires which

* The statue of Pasquin (from whence the word pasquin-

ade) and that of Marforio are placed in Rome in two differ-

ent quarters. Marforio is an ancient statue of Mars found
in the Forum, which the people have corrupted into Mar-
forio. Pasquin is a marble statue, greatly mutilated, sup-

posed to be the figure of a gladiator. To one or other of

these statues, during the concealment of the night, are

affixed those satires or lampoons which the authors wish
should be dispersed about Rome without any dan<;er to

themselves. These satirical statues are placed at opposite
ends of the town, so that there is always sufficient time to

make Marforio reply to the gibes and jeers of Pasquin in
walking from one to the other.

had appeared at Rome; and formed an ingeni-

ous substitute for publishing to the world, what
no Roman newspaper would dare to print.

Misson, in his Travels in Italy
^
gives the fol-

lowing account of the origin of the name of the

statue of Pasquin:—"A satirical tailor, who
lived at Rome, and whose name was Pasquin,
amused himself by severe raillery, liberally

bestowed on those who passed by his shop;
which in time became the lounge of the news-
mongers. The tailor had precisely the talents

to head a regiment of satirical wits ; and had he
had time to publish^ he would have been the
Peter Pindar of his day; but his genius seemed
to have been satisfied to rest crosslegged on his

shopboard. When any lampoons or amusing
bon-mots were current at Rome, they were
usually called, from his shop, pasquinades.

After his death this statue of an ancient gladia-

tor was found upon the pavement of his shop.

It was soon set up, and by universal consent was
inscribed with his name; and they still attempt
to raise him from the dead, and keep the caustic

tailor alive, in the marble gladiator of wit.

Sallengre, in his Literary Memoirs^ has given

an account of this work; his own copy had
formerly belonged to Daniel Heinsius, who, in

two verses written in his hand, describes its

rarity and the price it cost.

Roma meos fratres igni dedit, unica Phoenix
Vivo, aureisque venio centum Heinsio.

" Rome gave my brothers to the flames, but I survive, a
solitary Phoenix. Heinsius bought me for a hundred
golden ducats."

This collection contains a great number of

pieces, composed at different times, against the

popes, cardinals, &c. They are not indeed

materials for the historian, and they must be
taken with grains of allowance. We find sar-

castic epigrams on Leo X., and the infamous
Lucretia of Alexander VI.: even the corrupt

Romans of the day were capable of expressing

themselves with the utmost freedom. Of Alex-

ander VI. we have an apology for his conduct.

Vendit Alexander claves, altaria, Christum,
Emerat ille prius, vendere jure potest.

"Alexander sells the keys, the altars, and Christ;

As he bought them first, he had a right to sell them .'"

On Lucretia:

—

Hoc tumolo doi-mit Lucretia nomine, sed re

Thais ; Alexandri filia, sponsa, nvirus !

" Beneath this stone sleeps Lucretia by name, but by
nature Thais , the daughter, the wife, and t^e daughter-in-

law of Alexander !"

Leo X. was a frequent butt for the arrows of

Pasquin :

—

Sacra sub extrema, si forte requiritis, hora
Cur Lee non potuit sumere ; vendiderat.

" Do you ask why Leo did not take the sacrament on
his death-bed ? How could he ? He had sold it

!"

Many of these satirical touches depend on

puns. Urban VII. one of the Barherini family,

pillaged the padtheon of brass to make cannon,

on which occasion Pasquin w as made to say :

—

Quod non fecerunt Barbari Rome, fecit Barberini.
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On Clement VII. whose death was said to he

occasioned by the prescriptions of his physician

:

Curtius occidit Clementem, Curtius auro
Donandus, per quem publica porta salus.

"Dr. Curtius has killed the pope by his remedies; he
ought to be remunerated as a man who has cured the

state."

The following, on Paul III. are singular

conceptions:

—

Papa Medusseum caput est, coma turba Nepotum

:

Perseu csede caput, Caesaries periit.

" The pope is the head of Medusa ; the horrid tresses are
his nephews ! Perseus, cut off the head, and then we shall

be rid of these serpent-locks."

Another is sarcastic

—

Ut canerent data multa olim sunt Vatibus sera

:

Ut taceam, quantum tu mihi, Pauie, dabis ?

" Heretofore money was given to poets that they might
sing : how much will you give me, Paul, to be silent ?"

This collection contains, among other classes,

passages from the Scriptures which have been
applied to the court of Rome; to different

nations and persons; and one of ^^ Sortes Virgi-

lancB per Pasquillum collecta^''—passages from
Virgil frequently happily applied ; and those who
are curious in the history of those times will

find this portion interesting.*

1544. The Statutes in English, from the time
of Henry III. to 19 Hen. VII. inclusive, chrono-
logically arranged, were printed by Thomas
Berthelet, in one volume, folio. It has not been
satisfactorily ascertained that any complete
chronological series of the statutes from Magna
Charta to 1 Edward III. either in the original

language or in English, or that any translation

of the statutes from 1 Henry III. to 1 Henry VII.
had been published previous to this edition by
Berthelet ; though some books refer to editions

by Berthelet, as those of 1529 and 1540.
The Great Boke of Statutes commences with

1 Edward III. and ends with 34 Henry VIII.
It is entirely in English. It appears to have
been published at different times, in separate
parts; and it seems not unlikely that the earliest

part may have been published previous to the
English edition printed by Berthelet in this year,

from which it differs in some particulars: of
such difference one instance is the insertion of
cap. 7, of 2 Richard II. stat. 1 , respecting pope
Urban, which is omitted in Berthelet 1 543, and
subsequent editions; from whence it seems
probable that this part was published before the
severe prohibitions, by the acts of Henry VII.
against acknowledging the papal power.

It is to be observed, that the several printed
editions differ materially from each other in the
text of the statutes previous to Henry VIII.
The copy of the statute of Gloucester, 6 Edward
I. in the editions printed by Tottell in 1556 and
and 1587, and by Lord Coke in his Second
Institute^ varies most materially, not only from
that in the earlier printed editions by Poynson
in 1508 and 1514, and by Berthelet in 1531, but
also from that in the edition by Marsha in 1556,

* For the introduction of these Satires into England,
h see the year 1589, post.

the same year in which the first edition by Tot-
tell was printed. The copy of this statute,

printed by Hawkins from the Statute Roll in

the Tower, varies as well from those printed b)

Tottell and Lord Coke, as from those by Poyn-
son, Berthelet, and Marshe. This instance is

mentioned, as the statute of Gloucester is the

earliest now existing on any statute roll.

It is moreover ascertained, that no one com-
plete printed translation of all the statutes previ-

ous to Henry VII. exists: some which are

omitted from Berthelet, 1543, and the other

early editions, including that called Rastall's,

1618, and in editions since published: on the

contrary, several parts of the statutes from 1

Edward III. to 1 Henry VII., translations of

which are inserted in Berthelet, Rastall, and

other editions, are omitted, and merely abridg-

ments thereof given, in Pulton and others.

To show the progress of the English language,

we cannot do better than give a brief abstract of

the Original Language of the Charters and Sta-

tutes* The language of the charters and
statutes, from the period of the earliest now
given, 1 Henry I. to the beginning of the reign

of Henry VII. is Latin or French. From that

time it has been uniformly English. The peti-

tions, or bills, on which the statutes were founded,

began to be generally in English early in the

reign of Henry VI.
The charter, dated 5 November, 25 Edward

I. is in French; as is also the duplicate of that

charter, dated 10 October, and entered on the

Statute Roll 25 Edward I.

The statutes of Henry III. are almost entirely

in Latin. Some legislative matters, not in the

printed collections, are entered on the Patent

Rolls in French.

The statutes of Edward I. are indiscriminately

in Latin or French; though the former language

is most prevalent.

The statutes of Edward II. are, like those of

Edward I. indiscriminately in Latin or French ;

but the latter language prevails more than in the

statutes of Edward I.

The statutes of Edward III. are more gene-

rally in French than those of any preceding

king; yet some few are in Latin. The statutes

of Richard II. are almost universally in French;

those of the sixth and eighth years are in Latin.

The statutes of Henry IV. with the exception of

chapter 15 of the statute 2 Henry IV. which is

in Latin, are entirely in French; as are those of

Henry V. with the exception of the short statutes

5 and 7 Henry V. which appear in Latin.

The earliest instance recorded of the use of

the English language in any parliamentary pro-

ceeding, is in 36 Edward III. The style of the

roll of that year is in French as usual, but it is

expressly stated that the causes of summoning

the parliament were declared '-en Englois." A
petition from the " Folke of the Mercerye of

* From the Report of the Commissioners for executing

the measures recommended by the House of Commons for

examining and collecting the Public Records.

2 o
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London," in the tenth year of the same reign, is

in English; and it appears also, that in the 17th

year the Earl of Arundel asked pardon of the

Duke of Lancaster by the award of the king
and lords, in their presence in parliament, in a
form of English words. The cession and renun-

ciation of the crown by Richard II. is stated to

have been read before the estates of the realm
and the people in Westminster Hall, first in

Latin and afterwards in English, but it is

entered on the Parliament Roll only in Latin.

And the challenge of the crown by Henry IV.
with his thanks after the allowance of his title,

in the same assembly, are recorded in English
;

which is termed his maternal tongue. So also is

the speech of sir William Thirnyng, the Chief
Justice of the Common Pleas, to the late king
Richard, announcing to him the sentence of his

deposition, and the yielding up, on the part of
the people, of their fealty and allegiance. In
the sixth year of the reign of Henry IV. an
English answer is given in a petition of the
Commons, touching a proposed resumption of
certain grants of the crown, to the intent the
king might the better live of his own. The
English language afterwards appears occasion-
ally, through the reigns of Henry IV. and V.

In the first and second and subsequent years
of the reign of Henry VI. the petitions or bills,

and in many cases the answers also, on which the
statutes were afterwards framed, are found fre-

quently in English ; but the statutes are entered
on the roll in French or Latin. From the 23d
year of Henry VI. these petitions or bills are
almost universally in English, as is also some-
times the form of the royal assent; but the
statute continued to be enrolled in French or
Latin. Sometimes Latin and French are used in
the same statute, as in 8 Henry VI.; 27 Henry
VL; and 39 Henry VI. The last statute wholly
in Latin on Record is 33 Henry VL; the last

portion of any statute in Latin is 39 Henry VL
The statutes of Edward IV. are entirely in

French. The statutes of Richard III. are in
many manuscripts in French, in a comj)lete
statute fonn ; and they were so printed in his
reign and that of his successor. In the earlier

English editions a translation was inserted, in

the same form; but in several editions, since

1618, they have been printed in English, in a
different form, agreeing, so far as relates to the
acts printed, with the enrolments in Chancery at
the chapel of the Rolls. The petitions and bills

in parliament, during these two reigns, are all in

English.

The statutes of Henry VII. have always, it

is believed, been published in English ; but there
are manuscripts containing the statutes of the
first two parliaments, in his first and third year,
in French. From the fourth year to the end of
his reign, and from thence tothe present time,
they are universally in English.*

* These charters are preserved in the following: places :

Canterbury, Durham, Lincoln, Exeter, and Rochester
cathedrals; British Museum j Bodleian Library, and Oriel
college, Oxford ; and Trinity college, Dublin. I

1544. John Day and William Seres printed
the Pentateuch, " after the copy that the king's
majesty had set forth," in small twelves.

1544. Roger Ascham mentions one Garrett,
" our books-bynder," as being resident at Cam-
bridge about this time. Speaking of Erasmus's
custom of riding on horseback for exercise, after
" he had been sore at his booke," says, " as Gar-
rett, our booke-bynder, verye oft told me."

—

Ascham's English Works.
1545. John Maler, Mayler, Maylert, or

Maylart, for he spelt his name all these ways,
was a grocer by company, a scholar and a zea-
lous man for the refonnation, since in 1541, he
was questioned for railing at the mass, for calling

the sacrament of the altar " a baken God," and
for saying that the mass was called miss
beyond the seas, because that all is amiss in it.

His residence was at the White Bear, in Botolph
lane, near Billingsgate.

In 1539, the primer in English, done by John
Hilsey, bishop of Rochester ; at the end is said

to be printed by Maylart. In 1540, Novum
Testamentum Latinum, printed in a very good
Roman letter, with parallel places in the margin,
and the leaves numbered, some Hebrew and
Greek printed in the notes. After the errata, a
short admonition, and concludes, Londini, anno
1540, mense Fehrimrio. Excudebat Johannes
Mayler. Cum privilegio ad imprimendum solum.
At the end, a small tract on justification, free-
will, and predestination, in ten leaves. Quarto.

Mayler printed in the whole twenty-one dif-

ferent works, but none after 1545.

1545. Grafton printed king Henry Vlllth's
Primer, both in Latin and English, with red and
black ink, for which he had a patent which is

inserted at the end of the work, expressed in

much the same term words as the one of 1543.
1545. Henry VIII. permitted his subjects to

use an English Form of public Prayer, and
ordered one to be printed for their use, entitled

The Primer, said to be " set furth by the kinge's

majestic and his clergie, to be taught, lerned,

and red : and none other to be used thorowout
^11 his dominions." This little book, important
as the forerunner of the performance of the

public religious service in English, contains,

beside prayers, several psalms, with lessons and
anthems taken out of the old and new testament,

verbally translated from the Latin vulgate.*

1546. Henry VIII. issued another proclama-
tion, by which he prohibited having or reading
Wiclif's, Tindall's, and Coverdale's Bibles, or

using any other than what was allowed by par-

liament, under the "penalty of imprisonment
and corporal punishment, at the king's pleasure,

and being fined by his majesty, or four of his

council." Thus the reading of the scriptures

was more strictly forbidden than before ; and the

people were as uncertain as ever what the trans-

* A copy of this rare book was once the property of sir

John Clark, priest of the chapel at Leedsbridge, and founder
of the school, as appears from the following autograph
note in the Kalendar :—"This day I began the schole at

Leeds, July 4. 1563."
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lation was which was penmitted hy the act.

Strype says this prohibition was occasioned by the

contests and clamorous disputes of thcL people

with each other ; but a much more probable and
powerful cause is assigned by archbishop New-
come, who attributes it to the increasing strength

of the Romish party, and the abatement of the

king's warmth for the refomiation.

—

Leiv^L^.

One of the most eminent scholars of his time

was sir Thomas Elyot, author of several small

treatises, but his principal work is entitled the

Governor^ which, says Strype, was designed to

instruct men, especially great men, in good mo-
rals, and to reprove their vices. Henry VIII.
employed him in several embassies, and also

read and much liked sir Thomas Elyot's treatises,

and was particularly pleased with his endeavours

to improve and enrich the English language.

It was observed by his majesty that throughout

the book there was no new term made by him of

a Latin or French word, and that no sentence

was hereby rendered dark or hard to be under-

stood. Sir Thomas also translated several Greek
works, and published Dictionarium Latino Angl.

which was the first Latin and English Dictionary

in this country. Sir Thomas Elyot died March
26, 1646.

1546. The following singular note was made
by a poor shepherd, in a square leaf of Polydore
Virgil's works on the Invention of Things^

printed by Richard Grafton, 1546 :
" At Ox-

forde the yere 1546, browt down to Seynbury
by John Darbye, price 14(/. When I kepe Mr.
Letymer's shype I bout thys boke when the

testament was obberagatyn that shepherdys
might not red hit, I prey God amende that

blyndness. Wrj-t by Robert Wyllyaras kep-
pyng shepe uppon Seynbury hill, 1546."

1546, i^e6. 18. l>ie<i, Martin Luther. There
is probably no period more interesting, or impor-
tant, in history, than that which is comprised in

the biography of this celebrated man. The exac-

tions of the Roman pontiffs, the lax discipline

of the Popish clergy, the distresses of the people,

and that spirit of scriptural and general investi-

gation which the revival of learning and the in-

vention of the art of printing had created and
confirmed, all tended to aid the progress of that

important religious reformation.

He was bora at Isleben, in Saxony, on
November 10th, 1483, of humble and obscure
descent, and he distinguished himself at a very
early period by his energy and abilities. He
studied first at Magdeburg, from whence he was
removed to Evsenach, a city of Thuringia, where
he remained four years, and entered in 1501, the
University of Erfurt, going through the usual
courses of logic and philosophy.

At the age of twenty, he took his master's
degree, and, in compliance with the wishes of
his parents, commenced the study of the civil

law. His mind, very much alive to serious

sentiments, was, however, considerably affected
and influenced by the death of a companion by
li is side, in a violent thunder-storm; and this,

together with his naturally ardent and enthusi-

astic temper, induced him to retire into a con-
vent of Aigustinian friars; nor could the
entreaties of his friends divert him from a course,

which he thought his duty to his Creator com-
pelled him to adopt. Here he soon acquired
great reputation for his learning, and having also

found a copy of the Bible in the library of his

monastery, he gave up all other pursuits for its

constant study.

The great progress which he made, and the

name for sanctity and erudition which he had
acquired, induced Frederic, elector of Saxony,
to appoint him professor of philosophy and
theology, in the univei^sity he had just founded
at Wittemberg on the Elbe. In this manner he
was employed, when the sale of popish indul-

gences was published in 1517.

Pope Leo X., impoverished by his extrava-

gance, had recourse to this method of raising

money, to continue the building of St. Peter's

at Rome, which had been commenced by Julius

II. Albert, elector of Metz, and archbishop of

Magdeburg, was commissioned to effect their

sale in Germany ; and he employed for this pur-

pose John Tetzel, a Dominican friar of disso-

lute habits, who boasted he had power to sell

pardons, " not only for sins past, hut for sins to

come." The warm and impetuous temper of

Luther, excited by the circumstance, did not

suff'er him to continue a silent spectator of this

delusion. From the church of Wittemberg he
denounced it; examined the arguments on which
it rested, and pointed out the danger of relying

for salvation upon any other means than those

appointed in the revealed word of the Almighty.

He was immediately opposed in these opinions

by Tetzel Eckius, a celebrated divine of Augs-
burg, and Prierias, a Dominican friar.*

The tardy attention of Leo X. was now
attracted to the dispute ; he cited Luther to ap-

pear at Rome, but finally granted his request to

be heard in his defence, against the accusation of

heresy, before cardinal Cajetan, at Augsburg, in

October, 1520. The result may be imagined.

Men rarely admit the wisdom of an inferior, or

the truth of tenets opposed to selfish interest.

Cajetan debated but to condemn, and desired

Luther to retract the errors he had preached.

Assured of the elector's protection, and confi-

dent in his cause, Luther immediately refused

;

nor could the remonstrance of Cajetan, nor the

subsequent present of the ^^ Consecraten Rose**

* Luther, an Augustine monk, exclaimed against the
Romish church, because the exclusive privllegre of selling

indulgences was not confined to his order. Had the Do-
minicans enjoyed no share of this spiritual license to
swindle, 'tis more than probable that the refomiation of
religion would not have taken place so soon.

—

Zimmer-
man.
"Who is Luther?" said Margaret, governess of the

Netherlands. The courtiers around her replied, " He is

an illiterate monk." " Is he so ?" said she, " I am glad
to hear it ; then do you, gentlemen, who are not illite-

rate, who are both learned and numerous, do you, I

chaige you, write against this illiternte monk. This is all

yoti have to do. The business is easy ; for the world will
surely pay more regard to a great many scholars, and
great men, as you arc, than to one poor illiterate monk."
Dr. Knox.
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to Frederick, by the pope, induce him to with-

hold that support, which, both from policy and
principle, he had bestowed.

Luther's doctrines were now rapidly spread,

and readily received: many great and learned

men assisted and encouraged him; among others,

Philip Melancthon, Andi-ew Carolostadius: and
even Erasmus secretly admitted the truth of the

tenets he had not the courage to avow. In 1519,

Luther had disputed again with John Eckius, at

Leipsic, upon the doctrines of purgatory, indul-

gences, and the supremacy of the pope ; a dis-

pute which tended but to confimi each party in

their views, and increase the interest of the con-

troversy. Such was the progress he had made,
when Charles V. arrived in Gei*many, who, find-

ing it politically expedient to secure the pope's

friendship, determined on the sacrifice of Luther.

A safe pass, under the emperor's hand, was con-

sequently forwarded to him, with a summons to

appear at the diet held at Worms, in March,
1521. With this Luther did not hesitate to

comply : in vain his friends urged the danger

;

reminded him of the fate of John Huss, con-

demned, under similar circumstances, to death.

Superior to the fears of a similar result, he boldly

declared, " I am lawfully called to appear in

that city, and thither I will go in the name of

the Lord, though as many devils as there are

tiles on the houses were there combined against

me." At his appearance on this memorable
occasion, princes and personages of the highest

rank treated him with every demonstration of

respect. He replied with firmness to the charges,

and refused to retract, even although many of

the diet were willing to proceed to his immediate
execution.

A few days after he left the city, Charles

issued his edict, excommunicating him as an
heretic, and requiring all persons to concur in

seizing his person as soon as the term of his safe

conduct was expired. Luther was, however,
saved by the elector, who contrived his seizure

and detention in the strong castle of Wartburg,
where he remained in security till the spirit of

persecution was in some degree subdued. In
this interval, he replied to the university of Paris,

and Henry VIII. of England, who had received

the title oi Defender of the Faith, for his answer
to Luther's work. Of the Captivity of Babylon.

After leaving his retreat in 1522, he com-
pleted his translation of the Bible in the Ger-
man tongue, which was read with wonderful
avidity by persons of all ranks, and, until the

year 1524, he continued, by publications of every

description, to undermine the power and examine
the opinions, of the church of Rome,

For the purpose of engaging in the important
labour of translation, he had previously devoted
some time to the study of the Hebrew and the

Greek. His skill in German is universally ad-
mitted. And with a view to extensive circula-

tion among the lower orders, Luther took care
that the form of the edition should be cheap,
and by publishing them separately, sold them at

a very low rate.

Different opinions have been formed of the
style and correctness of Luther's version of the

Bible, #,nd it might be expected that his adver-
saries would endeavour to depreciate his version

yet even the papal historian, Maimbourg,
acknowledges, that Luther's translations of the
Old and New Testament were remarkably ele-

gant, and in general so much approved, that
they were read by almost every body throughout
Germany."^ Women of the first distinction

studied them with indefatigable diligence, and
steadily defended the tenets of the reformer
against bishops, monks, and catholic doctors.

The dialect of the translation became the literary

language of the most elegant German writers,

and has maintained its superiority to the present

time. The chief coadjutors of Luther in the

laborious task of translation, and in the subse-

quent revisions, were Philip Melancthon, John
Bugenhagen or Pomeranus, Justus Jonas, Cas-
per Cruciger, and Matthew Aurogallus. The
corrector of the press -was George Rorar, or

Rorarius.

Clement VII.,f who had now succeeded to

Adrian and Leo in the papal chair, with a view
of avoiding the demands of the Germans for a
general council to terminate the dispute, in-

* Concerning the execution ofthese editions of Lather's

Bibles, Mr. Dibdin in his Biblioth. Spencer, vol. i. p. 62,

observes, " they are a magnificent production ; being
printed in a large type, with jet black ink, upon stout
excellent vellum, and having a great number of capital

initials, spiritedly cut in wood, which contain historical

or other subjects, treated of in each chapter. They
have signatures, catch-words, and paginary numbers."
Respecting the edition of 1539, Luther wrote to his friend

Pontaniis on the 20th September of that year, in which
he thus expresses his desire : "I hope the Anhault noble-

men and gentlemen will take care that there be at least

three copies of this edition printed upon vellum ; for each
of which it may be necessary to procure 340 calves skins,

formerly to be procured for 60 florins, but now indeed at

four times that price."

An edition of Luther's German translation of the
Bible, so far as had then appeared, including the whole,
except the Prophets, was printed at Nuremberg, by Pey-
pus, in 1524, folio. A copy of this early edition is in the
magnificent library of Lord Spencer.
Of the later editions, that of J 541 was the one upon

which Luther bestowed the greatest care in revising and
correcting. It was printed in 2 vols, folio, and ornamented
with wood- cuts. An unique copy upon vellum, of this

edition, was purchased by George Hibbert, Esq., for

^£89 5s. 6d., at the sale of the rare collection of books of

Jas. Edwards, Esq., of Manor House, Harrow on the Hill.

The king of Wurtemburg's library, at Stutgard, con-
tains many of the rarest editions of Luther's Bible, among
which we notice the following in folio, viz.; the New
Testament, without date, but known to be the first edition

of 1522; two editions of the Pentateuch, without date,

said to be of the year 1523, the books of Job, Psalms,
Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, and Song of Solomon, 1524; the

Prophets, 1532 ; the first edition of the whole Bible, 1534

;

(the third part of the Old Testament wanting;) several

other of the rarest editions, viz., 1535, 1536, 1539, 1541,

1543, 1545, all printed at Wittemberg, by John (Hans)
Luflft. There are also in the same valuable collection,

three editions of the Prophecy of Habakkuk,all dated

1526, 4to., but differing from each other in the translation

;

two of Jonah, of the same date, in 4to, differing from each

other in the translation; one of Daniel, 1530,4to. ; and also

Jonah and Habakkuk, 1526, 4to.; beside many other rare

editions of the whole, or part of Luther's German trans-

lation of the Bible, printed during his life.

t Clement VII. died September 26th, 1534. The elec
tion of pope Clement VII., Julius de Medici, 1523, to the

disappointment and deep resentment of Wolsey, was ao
event which led to and established our reformation.
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structed cardinal Campeggio, an artful man, to

appear as his nuncio at the diet of the empire,

assembled at Nuremberg. Campeggio, while

craftily condemning the vices of the inferior

clergy, earnestly exhorted the diet, in a long

discourse, to execute the former decree which

had been passed relative to Luther; but his

opinions were coldly received, and they separated

without enjoining any additional severities against

him or his party. In the year 1524, he renounced

the monastic habit, and the year after married

Catherine a Boria, a nun of noble family, who
had abjured the vows in 1523, and whom he had
intended to marry to G lacius, a minister of Orta-

munden. This step led to the bitterest oppo-

sition, both from his opponents and supporters

;

certain, however, of the correct motives of his

conduct, he bore their reproaches with his usual

fortitude. She died December 27th, 1552. In

the church of Torgua her tombstone is still to

be seen, on which is her effigy of the natural

size.

In 1546, Luther having gone to his native

city of Isleben to settle a dissension among the

Counts of Mansfelt, he was seized with inflam-

mation in the stomach, which put an end to his

life, in the sixty-third year of his age.

The following briefnotices of Luther's learned
f coadjutors in the great work of translating the

scriptures, may not prove unacceptable.

The amiable and learnedly profound Philip

;• Melancthon was born at Bretten, a small town
in the palatinate of the Rhine, in 1497, and died

at Wittemberg, April 19, 1560. His works were

collected by his son-in-law, Casper Peucer, and
printed at Wittemberg in 1601, in 4 vols, folio.

John Bugenhagen was bom in Pomerania
i June 24, 1485. He was the author of Com-

mentaries on several parts of the old and new
testament, and of some smaller works. He died

;
April 20, 1159.

Justus Jonas, was the intimate friend of Eras-
*~ mus, Luther, and Melancthon. He was bom

at Northausen, in Thuriugia, June 5, 1493.

He wrote Annotations upon the Acts of the Apos-
tles, printed at Basil, 1525, 8vo.. He was also

the author of a Defence of the Marriage of
Priests, and several other tracts. He died Oc-
tober 9, 1555.

Casper Cruciger, whose extensive and multi-

? farious learning rendered him the able advocate
of the Lutheran doctrines, was a native of Leip-
sic, where he was bom January 1, 1504. His
incessant application and exertions probably
hastened his end, since he died in 1548, when
only in the forty-fifth year of his age.

Matthew Aurogallus, a native of Bohemia,
was a divine of Wittemberg, eminent for his

' knowledge of the Latin, Greek, and Hebrew
tongues. He died in 1543.

George Rorar, or Rorarius, the learned cor-

rector of the press at Wittemberg, born October
1 , 1492, was a clergjinan of the Lutheran church.
He not only carefully guarded against typogra-
phical errors, in the editions which he superin-
tended, but after the decease of Luther, added

several marginal notes. Healso enlarged Caspar
.Cruciger's edition of Luther's Exposition of St.

Peter's epistle, from discourses which he had
heard delivered by Luther ; and assisted in edit-

ing other works of the great reformer. On the
removal of the public libraiy from Wittemberg
to Jena, he was appointed librarian. He died

April 24, 1 557, in the sixty-fifth year of his age.

He had been amanuensis to Luther.

Luther was likewise occasionally assisted in

his translation by John Forster, the author of a
valuable Hebrew Lexicon, printed at Basil, in

1557, folio. Forster was bom at Augsburg in

1 495 . He taught Hebrew at Wittemberg, where
he died in the year 1556.

Bernard Ziegler, professor of theology at Leip-

sic, also contributed his aid. He died in 1556,
aged sixty. He was the author of some theolo-

gical works, now almost forgotten.

1546, Juli/ 16. Anne Askew, an accomplished
protestant lady, after being put to the torture,

was this day burned for heresy. It is remark-
able that her husband was accuser, the lord

chancellor Wriottesley, extortioner, and sir Mar-
tin Bowes, the lord mayor, her incendiary.

1546, August .3. Stephen Dolet, an emi-
nent latin scholar, poet, orator, and printer,

was condemned to the flames as an heretic, or

rather, says Niceron, as an atheist, and the

sentence was earned into execution upon this

day, in the city of Paris. He was first strangled,

and afterwards bumed; and thus perished, at

the age of thirty-seven years, a victim to in-

tolerance, protesting in his latter moments, that

"Ai* works contained many things which he had
never understood.'" What an emphatic declara-

tion! What a warning to the living! He
perished on the anniversary of the martyrdom of

St. Stephen; and just before strangulation, is

said to have exclaimed:—"O, my God, whom
I have so often offlended, be merciful ; and thou,

lioly mother, and holy St. Stephen, intercede

for me, I pray, at the throne of grace !" The
secret history of this blood-thirsty transaction is

yet to be revealed. From all that can at present

be collected, the judges of Dolet were his

murderers

!

Stephen Dolet was a native of Orleans, or its

vicinity, and bom about the year 1509. His
family was respectable. Some have pretended

that he was a natural son of the duke de Valois,

afterwards Francis I., but he was never recog-

nised as such, and Niceron has observed that the

date of that king's birth, 1494, rendei-s such a
story improbable. At the age of twelve he was
sent to Paris, and Nicolas Beroaldus became his

preceptor in rhetoric. Subsequently he studied

several years at Padua, under the tuition of

Simon Villanovanus : after whose decease he
accepted the oflice of secretary to the French
ambassador at Venice.

Having been advised to study j urispmdence at

Toulouse, he was chosen orator of a youthful

club ; and in that character indulged himself in

certain caustic reflections on the authorities of

Toulouse, calling them ignorant and barbarous.

Ih
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Another student warmly espoused the cause of

the city. This led to replies and rejoinders, and

at length to the imprisonment of Dolet. After

a month's confinement he was expelled from

Toulouse. This happened in 1533.

In 1534, he came to Paris, and published

some works: returned to Lyons in April, 1536;

but in the year following, having killed a

man who attacked him, was obliged to have

recourse to flight : came again to Paris, implored

the king's pardon, and obtained it. Dolet

laments this event in several passages of his

Latin poems.
Soon afterwards, he is found again at Lyons,

in the character of a printer; and the first pro-

duction of his press was the collection of his

own poems: Carminum Libri IV. 4to, Lugduni,
1538. About this time he married; and in

1539, had a son named Claude, whose birth he
commemorates in some verses which he printed

that year.

Though few of the incidents of his life are

known, it would appear from some lines of his

Second Enfer^ that he was imprisoned twice at

Lyons, and once at Paris, after his incarceration

at Toulouse, and before that final one at Paris

which preceded his condemnation. The occa-

sions of these successive imprisonments are un-
known ; but it is supposed, his satirical and over-

bearing temper had made him many enemies;
and that they, availing themselves of the free-

dom with which he had spoken on religious sub-

jects, took occasion to bring him into trouble.

It is certain at least, that upon a religious

charge he was imprisoned at Paris in 1544; but
on that occasion he obtained his liberation, as we
have before shown, through the kind offices of

Pierre du Chastel, then bishop of Tulle.

That Dolet should have exposed himself to

martyrdom by the rash profession of atheistical

sentiments, seems very incredible. But if his

case involved a question of heterodoxy with
respect to the religious disputes of the time, it

is extraordinary that he met with as little com-
miseration from the reformed, as from his catho-

lic persecutors. Niceron considers that well

known punning story as an invention "apres
coup :"' that when the victim, on his way to the

scene of punishment, observed the popular
signs of compassion, he exclaimed

:

" Non dolet ipse Dolet, sed pia turba dolet."

upon which the confessor who attended him,
said:

" Non pia turba dolet, sed dolet ipse Dolet."

Calvin is reported to have described this un-
fortunate man as an impious wretch and an
atheist. Theodore Beza, when he composed his

Juvenalia, thought and spoke more charitably of
him. But he suppressed this liberal testimony
in the later editions of his poems

Niceron has specified at least twenty-four dis-

tinct works by Dolet, many of which are in the
French tongue, and several of a religious com-

plexion ; which may serve further to annul the
charge of atheism or impiety. Dolet seems to

adopt the language of decided fatalism: Mait-
taire finds not that he maintained otherwise any
infidel tenets ; says that in his instructions to his

son he inculcates the being of God, the immor-
tality of the soul, and the hope of heaven, to-

gether with pure moral precepts : that he seems
to have in some respects differed from the church
of Rome : and to have been an advocate for the
pemsal ofthe scriptures in the vernacular tongues.

This singular, mysterious, and ill-fated scholar,

says Greswell, exercised at Lyons the profession

of an " Imprimeur," but the productions of his

press are comparatively few, and of rare occur-
rence. His insigne ti/pographicum or mark, bears
an obscure allusion to his name : a hand furnished

with an axe, and hewing a knotty block of wood,
which is marked by a line :

" manus dolabra
stipitem nodosam et infonnem ad amussim do-
lans," (says Maittaire,) with the legend :

" Sea-
bra et impolita ad amussim dolo atque perj)olio

:"

and generally "ad finem libri," the same device,

with the name " Doletus," and this motto

:

"Durior est spectatae virtutis quam incognitae

conditio."

1547, Jan. 15. On this day was beheaded on
tower hill, in the prime of life, Henry Howard,
earl of Surry, " a man," oberves sir Walter
Raleigh, " no less valiant than learned, and of

excellent hopes." He excelled in all the mili-

tary exercises of the age ; he encouraged litera-

ture and the fine arts, both by his patronage and
example. He cultivated the friendship oflearned

men, particularly Erasmus, sir Thomas More,
and sir Thomas Wyat, the elder. He was uni-

versally acknowledged to be the most gallant

man, the most polite lover, and the most accom-
plished gentleman of his time. His poetical

talents have been celebrated by Drayton, Dry-
den, Fenton, and Pope. He was a great refiner

of the English language, and is mucli celebrated

for the sweetness and harmony of his numbers.
The first English blank verse* ever written

appears to have been the translation of the first

and fourth books of the j^Sneid, by lord Surry,

which was printed shortly after his death, under
the title of the Fourth Boke of Virgill, intreeting

of the Loue hetwene jEneas and Dido ; translated

into Englishe, and drawen into straunge metre.

London, without date, 4to. 1 557, along with the

second book ; but which must have been written

at least ten years before. Surry most probably

borrowed the idea of this innovation from the

Italians; but Dr. Nott is of opinion that Surry

* Blank verse is verse without rhyme, or the conso-
nance of final syllables. Of this species is all the verse of
the ancient Greeks and Romans that has come down to
us. But during the middle ages, rhyme, however it origi-

nated, came to be employed as a common ornament of
poetical composition, both in Latin and in the vernacular
tongues of most of the modern nations of Europe. In the
fifteenth century, when a recurrence to classical models
became the fashion, attempts were made in various
languages to reject rhyme, as a relic of barbarism. Thus,
Homer's Odyssey/ was translated into Spanish blank verse
by Gonsalvo Perez, the secretary of state to the emperor
Charles V., and afterwards to Philip II.
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could not have seen Trissino's poem,* as it

was not printed till after his death, though

written many years before. Roger Ascham in

his Schoolmaster, expressly commemorates this

translation of Surry's as the first attempt to write

English verse without rhyme. The first who
imitated Surry in the new kind of verse which
he had introduced was, according to Warton,
Nicholas Grimoald, or Grimalde, some of whose
poetical compositions were first printed in the

same volume in which Surry's translation from
Virgil appeared. " To the style of blank veree

exhibited by Surry," says Warton, "he added
new strength, elegance, and modulation." The
next thirty years may be said to have naturalized

the new mode of versification in the language.

The earl of Surry was the son of Thomas, second
duke of Norfolk, and of Elizabeth, daughter of

Edward Stafford, duke of Buckingham. He
received his education at Windsor with Henry
Fitzroy, duke of Richmond, natural son of king
Henry VIII. He gave early indications both of

genius and valour; and becoming violently ena-
moured of lady Elizabeth Fitzgerald, daughter
of Gerald Fitzgerald, earl of Kildare, and whom
he celebrated by his poetical abilities, under the

name of Geraldine. In 1544, he was made
field-marshal of the English anny in France

;

and, having g-reatly distinguished himself there,

was after the taking of Boulogne, being then
knight of the garter, constituted the king's lieu-

tenant, and captain-general of all his army,
within the town and county of Boulogne. By
some ill success he fell into disgrace. This dis-

grace, however, he soon repaired ; but he could
never after regain the king's favour, " in whose
eyes," observes Mr. Walpole, " a moment could
cancel an age of services," The enemies of the

Norfolk family inspired the king with appre-

hensions of the ambitious designs of the duke of
Norfolk and his son ; and the designs of their

enemies were greatly advanced by dissensions in

the Norfolk family, which had become obnoxious
to the king from the late incontinence of Caiha-

* Warton observes, "in the year 1528, Trissino pub-
lished his Italia Liberata di Ooti, or Italy Delivered from
the Goths, an heroic poem professedly written in imitation
of the Iliad, without either rhyme or the usual machine-
ries of the Gothic romance. Trissino's design was to
destroy the terza rima of Dante. This statement is allowed
to stand uncorrected in the last edition of Warton ; but in
fact Trissino's poem was not published till it appeared in
three volumes, thefii-st printed at Rome, in 1547, and the
second and third at Venice, in 1548. Another work in
blank verse, by the same writer, however, his tragedy of
Sofonisba, celebrated as the first reg:ular tragedy which
appeared in the Italian language, was printed in 1524. It

was first represented at Rome in 1515. In 1516 the tragedy
of Rosmunda, also in blank verse, by Trissino's friend.
Rucellai, was recited at Florence in the presence of pope
Leo X., and was printed at Sienna in 1525.

In the French language, in like manner, varioiis writers
have one after another attempted to write verse without
rhyme. Among those who are said to have composed in
this fashion are Jodelle and l)e Baif, who were two of the
ct'lebrated Pleiad of poets that adorned the age of Francis
I. and Charles IX. Afterwards Nicholas Rapin, who lived
in the reign of Henry IV., repeated the same attempt,
and, in the opinion of the cardinal du Perron, with more
success than De Baif. Still more recently French blank
verse was written by De la Motte le Vaver, in the age of
Louis XIV,

rine Howard, the queen, who was beheaded.
From these motives, therefore, private orders were
given to arrest father and son ; and accordingly

they were arrested both on the same day, and
confined in the tower. Surry, being a com-
moner, his trial was more expeditious ; and as to

proofs, there were many informers base enough
to betray the intimacies of private confidence,

and all the connexions of blood. His own sister,

the duchess dowager of Richmond, enlisted her-

self among the number of his accuser. The
charges brought against him were trifling and
inconsistent. Against his accusers, all his an-
swers were needless ; for neither parliaments nor
juries, during the reign of Henry VIII. seemed
to be guided by any other proofs but the will of
the crown. Notwithstanding his eloquent and
spirited defence, the monster's heart was harden-
ed against every tender impression, ordered him
for execution. He was first buried in the chapel
of the tower, and afterwards in the reign of
James I. his remains were removed to Fann-
ingham, in Suffolk, by his second son, Henry,
earl of Northampton.

It is said, that one of the courtiers having
asked the king why he was so zealous in taking
off the earl of Surry ; " I have observed him,"
said the king, " to be an enterprising youth

;

his spirit was too great to brook subjection ; and,
though I could manage him, yet no successor
of mine would ever be able to do so ; for which
reason I have dispatched him in my own time."
The following small poem is exhibited as a

specimen of the versification of the ill-fated

Suriy :

ON THE DISCONTENT OF MEN, IN EVERY AGE
AND CONDITION OF LIFE.

Laid in my quiet bed, in study as I were,
I saw within my troubled head a heap of thoughts appear,
And every thought did show so lively in mine eyes,
That now I sigh'd, and then I smil'd, as cause of thoughts

did rise.

I saw the little boy, in thought how oft that he.
Did wish of God to scape the rod, a tall young man to be.
The young man eke, that feels his bones with pains opprest.
How he would be a rich old man, to live and lie at rest.
The rich old man that sees his end draw on so sore.
How he would be a boy again, to live so much the more.
Whereat full oft I smil'd, to see how all these three.
From boy to man, from man to boy, would chop and

change degree.
And musing thus, I think, the csise is very strange,
That man from wealth, to live in woe, doth ever seek to

change;
Thus, thoughtful as I lay, I saw my withered skin,
How it doth show my dented jaws, the flesh was worn so

thin.

And eke my toothless chaps, the gates of my right way.
That opes and shuts, as I do speak, do thus unto me say

:

The white and hoarish hairs, the messengers of age,
Thatshow,like lines of true belief,that this life doth assuage,
Bids thee lay hand, and feel them hanging on thy chin ,

The which doth write to ages past, the third now coming in:

Hang up, therefore, the bit of thy young wanton time.
And thou, that therein beaten art, the happiest life define.
Whereat I sigh'd, and said. Farewell my wonted toy.
Truss up thy pack, and trudge from me to every little boy

;

And teU them thus from me, their time most happy is,

If to theii- time they reason had, to know the truth of this.

A bill of attainder was found against the duke
of Norfolk; as it was thought he could not so
easily have been convicted on a fair hearing by
his peers. The death-warrant was made out,
and immediately sent to the lieutenant of the
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tower. The duke prepared for death ; the follow-

ing morning was to be his last ; but an event of

greater consequence to the kingdom intervened,

and prevented his execution—the death of the

king. During his imprisonment in the tower,

he sent a petition to the lords, in which he

requests to have some of the books that are at

Lambeth ; " for," adds he, " unless I have books

to read here I fall asleep, and after I am awake
again, I cannot sleep, nor have done these dozen

years. That I may hear mass, and be bound
upon my life not to speak to him who says mass,

which he may do in the other chamber whilst I

remain within. That I may be allowed sheets

to lie in ; to have license in the day-time to walk
in the chamber without, and in the night be

locked in, as I am now. I would gladly have

license to send to London, to buy one book of

St. Austin, de Civitate Dei ; and one of Josephus,

de Antiquitatihus ; and another of Sabellius

;

who both declare most of any book that I have

read, how the bishop of Rome, from time to

time, hath usurped his power against all princes,

by their unwise sufferance."

1547, Jan. 28. Died, Henry VIII. king of

England. Some kings have been tyrants from

contradiction and revolt ; some by being misled

by favourites ; and some from a spirit of party

;

but this king was cruel from a depraved dispo-

sition alone ; cruel in government, cruel in

religion, and with regard to his domestic con-

cerns, history scarce affords his parallel. And
it must not be forgotten that he, who insisted on

such rigid fidelity from his wives,* was himself

the most faithless of mankind. Sir Walter Ra-
leigh, says of Heniy VIII. that if all the patterns

of a merciless prince had been lost to the world,

they might have been found in this one king.

The king had been for some time approaching

fast towards his end ; and for several days all

those about his person plainly saw that his death

was inevitable. His monstrous corpulency,

which rendered him unable to stir, made 'him

more furious than a chained lion. He had been

very stern and severe; he was now outrageous.

In this state he had continued for nearly four

years before his death, the terror of all, and the

tormentor of himself; his courtiers having no
inclination to make an enemy of him, as they

were more ardently employed in conspiring the

death of each other. In this manner, therefore,

he was suffered to struggle, without any of his

domestics having the courage to warn him of his

approaching end : as more than once, during this

reign, persons had been put to death for foretelling

the death of the king. At last, sir Anthony

* Married to Catharine of Arragon, June 3, 1509, divorced
May 23, 1533; she died at Ampthill, Bedfordshire, in 1536.

Married to Anne Boleyn April, 1533, crowned May 31, in the
same year, and beheaded May 1 9, 1536. Married to Jane
Seymour, Mav 22, 1536 : she died in two days after the
birth of her first child, afterwards Edward VI., October
24, 1537. Married to Anne of Cleves, January 6, 1541 :

Henry called her a great " Flander's mare," from whom
he was divorced: she died July 15, 1557. Married to
Catharine Howard, August 8, 1540 : she was beheaded
February 13, 1543. Married to Catharine Par, July 12,

1643 : she died September 5, 1548.

Denny had the courage to disclose to him this

dreadful secret; and, contrary to his usual cus-

tom, he received the tidings with an expression
of resignation. His anguish and remorse were
at this time greater than can be expressed : he
desired that Cranmer might be sent for; but
before that prelate could arrive he was speech-
less. Cranmer desired him to give some sign of
his dying in the faith of Christ; he squeezed his

hand, and immediately expired, after a reign of
thirty- seven years and nine months, in the fifty-

sixth year of his age. He was born at Greenwich,
June 28th, 1491.*

His character is pourtrayed in the following

lines by a writer of the eighteenth century ; he
says that Henry was a king

"Whom we find

A man to every vice inclined,

Revengeful, cruel, bloody, proud
>

Unjust, unmerciful, and lewd;
For in his wrath he spared no man,
Nor in his lust spared any woman

;

Was never rul'd by any law,
Nor Gospel valu'd he a straw.
Unless when interest spurn'd him on,
And then a zealot—only then.
Counsel he scorned, slave to his wUl,
Impenitent of any ill

;

In short, he was close swaddl'd in
The whole black catalogue of sin

;

In sin confin'd, and drown'd in sense,
An impious, sacrilegious prince."t

Notwithstanding the inconsistency of Henry's
conduct with regard to the reformation, arch-
bishop Newcome enumerates/owr^ee^i editions of

the whole bible, and eighteen editions of the

new testament, besides several editions of dis-

tinct parts of the scriptures, printed during his

reign. It is pleasing to reflect that the great

bulk of the people sought after the scriptures

with eagerness, and read them at every risk of

personal danger ; and the free use of them at

length became a mark of honourable distinction

to the higher classes. Many of the clergy have
taken some pains to vindicate the character of

this brutal tyrant, as if his conduct and the re-

formation had any connexion with each other.

There is nothing so absurd as to defend the one
by the other ; the most noble designs are brought
about by the most vicious instruments.f

The only historian deserving of notice in this

reign, was Edward Hall, who was sometime
recorder of London, where he died in the year

1547. He wrote an account of the wars between
the houses of York and Lancaster, which he

dedicated to Henry VIII. . If the reader desires

to know what sort of clothes were worn in each

king's reign, and how the fashions altered, this

is the author for his purpose. In other respects

his information is not very valuable.

In aninventoryofHenryVI Il'ths guarderobe,

&c. made by virtue of a commission under the

* In the household regulations of Henry "VIII. it was a
rule that " no herald, minstril, falconer, or other, do bring
to the court any boy, or rascal i nor keep lads, or rascals

in court to do their business for them."
t England's Reformation, from the time of king Henry

VIII. to the end of Gates's Plot, a poem in four cantos,

adorned with copper-plates. By Thomas Ward, London,
1747.
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great seal of England, dated September the 14th,

1547, the following notices occur :
" A Masse-

boke covered with black velvet, a little boke of

parcheraent with prayers covered with crymson
velvet. Also in one deske xxxj bokes covered

with redde ; and in another deske, xvj bokes
covered with redde." A folio in the library of

the late Mr. Heber formerly belonged to Henry
VIII. displayed a great variety in the binding,

with the portrait of the monarch painted in the

centre of each side, all in good keeping and well

executed. Several books in the British museum,
but particularly those once the property of arch-

bishop Cranmer, prove that as books became more
numerous from the progress of the art of printing

slowly but steadily made, the degree of labour
and expense shown to have been lavished on
early bindings, was only adopted for rare speci-

mens of the works ofancient writers, or the books
of the noble and the wealthy. Cranmer's books
already alluded to, are bound in a plain brown
calf, with the simple addition of a mitre, gilt on
the back, in an extremely uneven and careless

manner. Many presentation copies would be
bound in a superior manner, but this shows that

the generality of bindings were at this time,

without much ornament with clasps. Stamped
calf bindings gave place to almost as great a
variety of styles in calf as are common in the

present day ; and of the superior kind still remain

; to attest the skill of the artists employed, when

I

the cost necessary for the execution was allowed.

The foundation of the royal library, may justly

be attributed to Henry VIII. enriched as it was
^ by manuscripts and books collected by Leland.
The number of books preser> ed, and the cost and
state of their embellishment, go far to clear the

king from the charge of knowing of, and caring
less for fine books. That his predecessor Henry
VII. collected a magnificent library, the various

splendid specimens that exist, bearing his anns
on the bindings, is full evidence ; but there can
be no doubt it was considerably augmented by
his son, under the skilful direction of Leland,
whom Henry had appointed his librarian, and
who, in his visit to the variousmonasteries, must
have become possessed of many rare manuscripts
and fine books. This is borne out by Heutzner,
a German traveller, who describing the royal

library of the kings of England, originally in

the old palace at Westminster, but now in the
British museum, which he saw at Whitehall in

1598, says, that it was well furnished with Greek,
Latin, Italian, and French books, all bound in

velvet, of different colours, yet chiefly red, with
clasps of gold and silver ; and that the covers of
some of them were adorned with pearls and pre-
cious stones.

—

Warton.
1547. Among the early specimens of Welsh

literature may be reckoned A Dictionary of
Em/li/she and Welshe, by Wyllyam Salesbury,
London, 1547, 4to. Strype, in his annals, calls

him William Salisburv, of Llanrowst, gent, and
says he was Joined witli John Waley the printer,
in a patent for seven years, to print the bible in

Welsh. The Dictionary appears to have been

reprinted, without date by Edward Whitchurch

;

and again, in 1551, by Riobert Crowley. A copy
of the first edition is in the British museum.
His Introduction teaching how to pronounce the
letters in the Brytishe tongue, was twice printed

;

in 1550, by Robert Crowley, and in 1567, by
Henry Denham. In the latter year he published
the Neiv Testament in Welsh, dedicated to queen
Elizabeth.

1547. William Middleton seems to have
succeeded Redman in the business of printing,

after his widow was married to Ralph Chol-
mondley ; and kept the sign of the George, next
to St. Dunstan's Church.

Middleton printed in the whole thirty-eight

works, amongst which was John Heywood's*
Four P^s, a very merry Enterlvde of a Palmer, a
Pardoner, a Poticary, and a Pedler, brings in

the Palmer relating that in his pilgrimages he
has been at different parts of the world, and in

enumerating them he says,

At Saint Botulphe and Saint Anne of Bnckstone*****
Prayine to them to pray for me
Unto the blessed Trinitie.*

This w as either the priory of the Holy Trinity

of St. Botolph without Aldgate, or our Brethe-
ren of the Holy Trinity of St. Botolph without
Aldersgate. Heywood, though a stern Roman
catholic, exposes with the humour of Uliespie-

gel the tricks played on the credulous fondness

of the ignorant for reliques, and ridicules the

greediness and craft of the preaching friars in

their pious frauds. He makes the Pardoner
produce ' the blessed Jawbone of All-haltywes^

on which the Poticary swears

—by AU-halowe, yet methinketh
That All-halowe's breath stinkith.

Pardoner.

Nay sirs, beholde, heer may ye see
The gn'eat toe of the Trinitie.

'

Who to this toe any money vowth.
And once may role it his mouth.
All his life after, I undertake,
He shall never be vext with the tooth ake.

By the turn given to the Poticary 's answer,

* John Heywood, commonly called "The Epigram-
matist," was beloved and rewarded by Henry VIII. for his
bufrooncries. To his talents of joculEuity in conversation,

he joined a skill in music, both vocal and instrumental.

His merriments were so irresistible, that they moved even
the rigid muscles of queen Mary ; and her sullen solera,

nity was not proof against his songs, his rhymes, and his

jests. One of these is preserved in tlie Cotton MS. Jul. F.

X. " When Queene Mary told Heywoode that the priestes

must forego their wives, he merrily answered, 'Then
your grace must allow them lenimana (mistresses,) for the
clergie csuinot live without sauce.' "

" One of Heywood's works is a poem in long verse, with
the following curious title : A Dialogue, containing in

Effect the Number of all the Proverbea in the English
Tongue, compact in a Matter concerning Two Marriages.

All the proverbs of the English language are here inter-

woven into a very silly comic tale :—the idea is inf;enious,

and the repertory, though ill-executed, is at least curious.
But the neatest replication of this professed court-wit,

seems to be recorded in Catnden's Hemains, l605, p. 2:i4.

Heywood beuig asked by Queen Mary " What wind blew
him to the court ?" he answered, "Two si>ecially ; the one
to see your majesty." " We thank you for tlmt," said tlie

queen; "but, I pray you, what is the other ?"—" That
your grace," said he, "might see me." He died 1666.

2 p

P
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it seems likely that Heywood had in his eye the

figure with the three heads in one.

Poticary.

I pray you turn that relique about

:

Either the Trinity had the gout,
Or els, because it is three toes in one,

God made it as much as tliree toes alone.

In another part the Pardoner relates that as

soon as he found a female friend of his had gone
to the infernal regions, he went after her to

fetch her back

:

Not as who saithe by authorite

But by the way of intreatie.

And first to the devil that kept the gate
I came,
He knew me wel
For oft, in the play of Corpics Christi

He hath played the devil at Coventrie.
* * * It * *

I Baid to this devil, good maister porter, &c.

The Porter introduces the Pardoner to Lucifer,

who previously sends him a safe conduct under
his hand, stating,

that he may at libertle

Passe safe without any jeopardie,

TUl that he be from us extinct.

And cleerly out of belle's precinct.

And, his pardons to keep in save guarde,
Me wil they lie in the porter's tvarde.

John Bouchier knyghte, lorde Berner, first

" Translated oute of Frenche into oure maternall

Englysshe tongue" the interesting Chronicle of
Syr John Froyssart,* (see page 82, ante,) at the
" commaundement of our moste highe rcdouted

soueraynge lord kynge Henry the VIII, kynge
of Englande, &c." The fii-st volume of this

translation was imprinted at London, by Richarde

Pynson, 1525, This volume commences with

the reign of Edward III. and ends 9. Richard

II. The second containing the "thirde and

fourthe boke, &c." 1525, fol. This volume

begins 9. Richard II. and ends with the corona-

tion of Henry IV. Ames and Herbert say that

William Middleton printed both volumes of this

translation, in a type much ruder than Pinson's.

Herbert, in his Corrections and Additions, p.

1790, says, "There appear to have been three

early (English) edition of Froissai'fs Chronicle;

one by Pinson himself, another with Pinson's

name, but supposed to be a pirated edition ; and

a third by William Middleton : of which it has

been queried whether he ever printed any more

than the first volume.

* It is scarcely necessary to observe, that to the late

truly respectable Thomas Johnes, Esq. of Hafod, in Car-

diganshire, who for the more convenient printing of his

works, erected a private press in a cottage among the hills,

at the distance of one mile and a half from his mansion,

andwho employed the leisure afforded by an ample fortune,

in pursuits which become the scholar and the gentleman,

the public is indebted for very recent and interesting trans

lations of Froissart and Monsti-elet, and of other early

French historians. Mr. Johnes's translations are embel-

lished with numerous and correct engravings, after elabo-

rate and splendid paintings and decorations found in

manuscripts and early printed copies of these authors.

The Hafod edition of the Chronicle of Joinville is dated

1807, and that of Monstrelet I8O9.

A re-impression of the early English translation of

Froissart appeared also at London, 1812, in two vols. 4to.

printed without any change of diction, agreeably to the

ancient orthography, from Pinson's edition ; but contains

the necessary corrections of names and places in the m£ir-

gin ; and a Memoir of Lord Berners prefixed.

Middleton used two devices, of which the

annexed was the smallest, and which is to be
found chiefly in those works that he printed with-

out his name. His larger device consists of a
small upright parallelogram contained by a
single black line, and within it a fruit tree, sup-
porting the foregoing shield, which is somewhat
more rudely cut, by a belt, and it is held up by
a male and female figure bearing wands, the

lower parts of which tenninate in the legs of

goats and the tails of dragons. Round the bot-

tom of the trunk of the tree is a scroll of three

folds, on which is engaven WYLYAM MYD-
DYLTON in Roman capitals.

William Middleton.*

1547, Richard Lant, stationer, dwelt in the

Old Bailey, in St. Sepulchre's parish ; also in

Aldersgate-street. He lived to become one ofthe

company in this year. Ames finds but little of

him, except in a private book, entitled A Decla-

ration of Bishop Bonner, 1541, ad impriwendum

solum. This Richard Lant is much spoke against

in the course at the Romish Fox, by John Har-

ryson, as setting his name to this notable work,

not as the maker, but as the putter forth of it by

hys prynt, and adds, " He is well contented to

be under that vengeance which hangeth over

Babylon, to get a little money, &c. And where-

as he hath joyned his piynces auctoryte unto

that, ad imprimendum solum, to bring hym also

under the same curse of God, he hath playd no

honest mannys part, no more than hath some

other of his fellowes, &c." The following is

the work referred to.

1 545. The rescuynge of the Romishe fox, other-

ivyse called. The examination of the hunter,

deuised by Steuen Gardiner. The seconde course

of the hunter at the Romishe fox, and hys aduo.

cate, and swornepatrone, Steuen Gardiner, doctor

and defender of the popis canon law, and hys un-

godly ceretnonies. Rede in the last lefe, the xii

articles of bisshop Steuens new popish credo.

Dedicated to king Heniy VIII. by William

Wraghton. Ends: "Imprynted have at Win-

chester, anno domini 1545. 4 nonas Martii. By

me Hanse Hit prik."

* It was a custom of the early typographers to attach

to their works some device, and where a play could he

made upon the name he had a rebus.

Camden, in his Remains, edition London, lo29, 4to.

says that this species of picture writing, (refernng to

Rebuses,) was brought from Picardy, in France, after me
victories of king Edward III. and that they were so enter^

tained here, although they were most ridiculous by au

degrees, by the learned and unlearned, that he was nobody

that could not hammer out of his name an mvention by

this witcraft, and picture it accordingly; whereupon, who

did not busie his brain to hammer his device out of tms

forge.
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This book was really published by William
Turner, under the assumed name of Wraghton

;

and Dr. Cotton is decidedly of opinion, that the

book in question was not printed at Winchester,
nor indeed in any part of England. The types

are of Swiss make, similar to those of tlie first

edition of Coverdale's Bible ; the spelling is not
English ; the sentences printed in Roman letter

found on the title-page are made up with the
Gothic w and y. Tunicr, the author, was at

this time an exile on the continent on account of
his religion, fand had dated his first Hunting of
the Romishe Foxe, from Basil, only two years
before. The phraseology of the colophon also

deserves examination. It is evident that the ex-
pression Imprinted have^ is of German or Dutch
idiom, not of English: at Winchester may mean
" against the bishop of Winchester." (Gardiner):

the printer's christian name is not John but
Hans (the German for John), and hit-pnk is a
name which perhaps the author assumed for the

sake of shewing that he had not failed in his

object, but had succeeded in hitting the pricke,

or mark. Hit-pricke, i. e. 6 tov ckott tvxmv.
This rare and curious volume may be seen in the
Bodleian library.

Lant was committed to ward for printing the
Epitaph vpon the Death of tlie nwost Excellent
and our late vertuous Queen Marie, deceased,
without date. He had also a privilege from the
stationers' for printing the following ballads,
which were licenced to William Ryddall :

1. Godly Immes vsed in the Church.
2. Who are so mery as they of low estate.
3. The prouerb is true yt weddyng-e ia destyne.
4. The Robbery at Gadds hill.

5. Holde the Ancer faste.
6. Be mery good Jone.
7. The pangs of Loue.

The following are two other works printed by
Richard Lant, both without date :

—

The A,B, C,with the Pater-noster,Ave, Crede,
and Ten Commaundetnenttes in Englysshe, newly
translated and set forth as the kynges most gracyous
commaundement. It begins with five different

Alphabets, and Gloria Patri; then, the Pater-
noster, Sec. grace before meat and after. It
contains but one sheet. Quarto.

A copy of verses, beginning

:

Westerne Will to Camell, and for himself alone,
Although he leudly lust, to knit up three in one,
When calmely blowes the windc, and seas but by the moue.
And cloudc appereth none, to threaten from above
Unwelcome chaunge of wether,with rage of storraes loude,
Ne mistes their mantels spreado.the sonne away to shroude.
The Maister idle sytte, and shipboyes stere the sterne.
The course so rarelesse is, he lust it not gouerne, &c.

Containing only two leaves, and at the end
signed, W. Watreman, 172 lines. Folio.

1547. Henry Smyth resided in St. Clement's
parish, at the sign of the Holy Trinity without
Tempel Bar, in 1540. Ames states he was son-
in-law to Robert Redman. He printed seven
books, amongst which was an edition of Little-
ton's Tenures, 1545, octavo. Instic of Peace,
1646, octavo ; and tlie others also chiefly on law.

William FoLLiNGHAM, or FoLLiNGTON, lived
at Holy Well, in Shoreditch, where he printed
for Richard Banks. All that is known of his
productions is an exceedingly rare work entitled
Anatomy of a Hande, 8rc. 1644, twelves.

1557, Feb. 3 A Hundreth good Pointes of
Ilujihandrie. By Thomas Tusser. Imprinted at
London, in Flete Strete, unthin Temple Barre,
at the Signe of the Hand and Starre, oyliickard
Tottel.

The first edition has these lines in the title

page, which do not appear in the subsequent
ones:

"A hundreth good pointes of good husbandry,
Maintaineth good household with huswifry,
Housekeping and husbandry, if it be good.
Must love one another as cousines in blood

j

The wife too must husband as well as the man.
Or farewell thy husbandry, do what thou can."

The original letter from the author, " To the
right honourable, and my speciall good lord and
maister, the lord Paget," difi'ers so exceedingly
in the subsequent editions, that the curious
reader will not be displeased at seeing it as it

was first printed.

" The trush doth teach that tyme must serve
However man doth blase his mynde,
Of thynges most lyke to thryve or sterve.
Much apt to judge is often blynde,
And therefore tyme it doth behoofe
Shall make of txouth a perfect proofe.

Take you, my Lord and Mayster then
Unlesse mischaunce mischaunceth me,
Such homely gift of your own man,
Synce more in Court I may not bej
And let your praise wonne heretofore,
Remayne abrode for evermore.

My serving you thus understande,
And God his helpe, and yours withall,
Dyd cause good lucke to take myne bande.
Erecting one most like to fall.

My serving you, I know it WEts,

Enforced this to come to passe.

But synce I was at Cambridge tought,
Of Court ten yeres I made a say

j

No musike then was left unsought,
A care I had to serve that way

;

My joy gan slake, then must I chaunge
Exposed myrth for musike straunge.

My musike synce hath been the plough,
Entangled with some care among

;

The gayn not great, the payn enough.
Hath made me syng anoUier song.
And if I may my song avowe,
No man I crave to judge but you.

Your servant*

Thomas Tusser.

The first eighteen lines are an acrostic, and
form the words, Thomas Tussar made me.

Dr. Johnson derives the word Acrostic from
the Greek, and says it is a poem in which the

first letter of every line being taken, makes up
the name of the person or tiling on which the

poem is written. Mr. D'Ismeli observes, that no
ingenuity can make an acrostic ingenious. This
is nothing more than a mechanical arr.ingcment

of the letters of a name, and yet this literary

folly long prevailed in Europe.
In the above poem, we meet with perhaps the

first exhibition of didactic poetry in this country.
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It has more of the simplicity of Hesiod than of

the elegance of Virgil. Indeed, the Five Hun-
dred Points of good Husbandries is so destitute

of poetical ornaments, that its sole value arises

from its being a genuine picture of agriculture,

the rural arts, and the domestic economy and
customs of our ancestors.

1547, Feb. 9. Henry VIII. was succeeded on

the throne by his only son, Edward VI. now in

the ninth year of his age; and on this day was
crowned with great state at Westminster. To
illustrate the manners of the times, we extract a

few notices of the pageants which were displayed

as he proceeded through the city to his coronation

:

The crafts and aldermen stood arrayed in order

;

priests and clerks, with their crosses and censers,

censed him as he passed: tapestry, arras, and
cloths of gold and silver, were hung on the

houses, and rich streamers and banners floated

in the air. The procession was very splendid.

In various parts of the city were goodly pageants

and devices, and therein goodly melody, and elo-

quent speeches of noble histories. The conduit

in Cheapside ran wine, and was richly garnished

;

near it stood four children, as Grace, Nature,

Fortune, and Charity, who, one after the other,

made speeches. On a stage, at the foot of the

conduit, St. George stood in complete harness,

with a page also harnessed, holding his spear and
shield, and a fair maiden holding a lamb in a
string ; near them was a child richly apparelled,

to pronounce a Latin oration, and St. George
was to make one in English, but, for lack of

time it could not be done, his grace made such
speed : howbeit, there was a song. Wlien the

king came to St. George's church, in St. Paul's

churchyard, there was a rope stretched from the

battlements of St. Paul's, and with a great

anchor, fastened a little before Paul's house-gate.

When the king approached, there came a man,
a native of An-agon, lying on the rope, his head
forward, casting his arms and his legs abroad,
running on his breast on the rope from the battle-

ments to the ground, as it had been an arrow out
of a bow. Then rising from the ground, he went
to the king, and kissed his foot, and after certain

words to his highness, departed, and went up-
wards upon the rope till he came over the midst
of the church, and there having a rope about
him, he played certain mysteries on the said

rope, as tumbling, casting one leg from another,
tying himself by the right leg a little beneath
'the wrist' of the foot, and hanging a while re-

covered himself upon the rope, unknit the knot,

and came down again, which staid the king's

majesty, with all the train, a good space of time.

Eight French trumpeters blew their trumpets
after the fashion of their country, and besides
them were a pair of 'regalles,' and children
singing to them. The company then proceeded
in goodly order till they came to Westminster, to
abide the coronation.
The original book upon which all our kings,

from Henry I. to Edward VI. took the coronation
oath, is now in the libraiy of a gentleman in
Norfolk. It is a manuscript of the four evange-

lists, written on vellum ; the form and beauty of

the letters nearly approaching to Roman capi-

tals. It appears to have been written and pre-

pared for the coronation of Henry I. The
original binding, which is in a perfect state, con-
sists of two oaken boards, nearly an inch thick,

fastened together with stout thongs of leather,

and the comers defended by large bosses of
brass. On the right hand side (as the book is

opened) of the outer cover is a crucifix of brass,

double gilt, which was kissed by the kings upon
their inauguration, and the whole is fastened

together by a strong clasp of brass fixed to a
broad piece of leather, nailed on with two large

brass pins.

Edward VI. in the first year of his reign,

granted to Grafton a special patent for the sole

printing of all statute books. This is the first

patent that is taken notice of by that diligent

and accurate antiquary, sir William Dugdale.
About the same time, by an order of Edward

VI. the statutes were repealed which prohibited

the translation and reading of the scriptures.

Injunctions were also issued, and sent into every

part of the kingdom, enjoining "that within

three months a JSible of the largest volume, in

English; and within twelve months Erasmuses

Paraphrase of the Gospels should be provided

and set up in some convenient place in every

clmrch, the charges to be home by the parson

and the parishioners equally. It is supposed that

this translation fixed our language.

1547, Nov. 25. Henry II. son and successor

to Francis I. ordered the faculty of theology

at Paris to examine the Bibles published by
Robert Stephens ;* he issued the following in-

quisitorial edict, respecting all religious publica-

tions printed or sold by the French booksellers.

" We forbid all booksellers and printers, under

pain of confiscation of body and goods, to print,

or cause to be printed, to sell, or publish, any

books concerning the Holy Scriptures, or those

which have been brought from Geneva, Germany,
and other foreign countries, unless they have

first been seen and examined by the faculty of

theology of Paris : nor may any printer or book-

seller sell, or expose to sale, any books of Holy
Scripture with comments or scholia, except the

name and surname of the author be expressed or

placed at the beginning of the book ; and also

the name and sign of the residence of the prin-

ter: nor may any printer print in secret or hid-

den places, but in his proper office, in some pub-

lic place, that eveiy one may be answerable for

the work he prints. We also forbid all persons,

of whatsoever rank or condition, to retain in

their possession any books mentioned in the

Catalogue of Books, condemned by the said

faculty of theology."

1547. Francis Stephens (the eldest son of

* After the death of Francis I. and the censure passed

upon his editions of the scriptures, Robert Stephens with-

drew to Geneva, where he published an Apology, in de-

fence of himself, against the censures of the doctors of

the Sorbonne; and continued to publish a variety of

learned works till his death.
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Henry Stephens, see page 225 ante) was employ-

ed in printing with his step-father, Simon de

Colines. He was a "libraire jure" of the uni-

versity of Paris, and is supposed to have rendered

himself conspicuous as a typographer about the

year 1537, at which period he occupied the pre-

mises which had formerly been the residence of

his father. He frequently employed the press

of Francis Girault. Maittaire doubts whether

Francis Stephens exercised the typographical

profession beyond the year 1547 ; and that his

impressions, both in the roman and italic, are

pleasingly executed, generally accurate, and now
seldom met with. No impressions by this printer,

executed entirely in the Greek language, are met
with, excepting his Psalter oHhe year 1542, and
his Horce Virginis, of the year 1543. His other

impressions amount to about ten in number.
The insigne, or mark, peculiar to Francis

Stephens, is a tripos, placed upon a pedestal.

From the tripos, or vase, issues a vine shoot.

Underneath is represented a closed book, on
which the tripos stands ; and on a base or pedes-

tal, beneath the whole, these words frequently

appear inscribed : rrXkov IXaiov t) oivov, Plus olei

qvum viniP Sometimes is found the addition

of the following distich and adage in Greek

:

Transient the rose's bloom ! when past and gone,
Seek you the flower >—you'll find the bush idone.

Of all thing^s, the most difficult is to please every body,

Sometimes after the example of his father, he
exhibited the arms of the university of Paris.

1548. Robert Copland, stationer, printer,

bookseller, author, and translator, who seems to

have resided entirely at the Rose Garland, in

Fleet-street. The will of Wynkyn de Worde,
and the prologue to William Copland's edition

of the Knyght of the Stvanne, printed in quarto,

without date, are sufficient proofs of this printer's

typographical instructor, although Mr. Bagford
states, without naming his authority, that he was
a servant to William Caxton. Herbert seems
inclined to believe that Robert Copland was en-

abled to commence business as a typographer by
a bequest from one William Copland, tailor, and
king's merchant to Henry VTII. who died in the

year 1515, in which year Robert's eldest book
now extant was printed ; but there is not any
thing known as to what degree of consanguinity
might exist between them. It is supposed that

Robert Copland died about the end of 1547, or

the beginning of 1548 ; being at his decease the
oldest printer in England. William Cop-
land, the subject of the next notice, and Robert
both used the same marks and letter, and printed
so many books without dates, that it is impossible
at this time to distinguish their works separately.

The first work of Robert's was the Justice of
peas, 1515, quarto. In 1521, he printed the
mirrour of the church of saynt Aiisti/n of Ahyng-
don, with a petytyon of Robert Copland, printer.

In 1531, he printed the pn/mer of Salisbury, in

twenty-one leaves. In 1540, the nianer to live

welly devoutly, and salutary every daye, for all

persons of mean estate, compyled by maistre Johan
Queinen, doctour in divinite at Paris. Trans-
lated out of French into Englyshe bv Robert
Copland, printer. The hye way to the spyttell

hous. With a wooden cut of Copland between
a porter and a beggar, over each their names
are cut. It is a dialogue in verse, andbegins with,

The prologue of Robert Copland, compylar and
prynter of this boke, and ends, Levoy of the

auctor, thus :

—

Go lytel quayre to every degree,
And to thy mater desyre them to loke,

Desyring them for to pardon me,
That am so bolde to put them in my boke.

To escheu vyce I the undertoke,
Dyseyning no maner of creature

:

I were to blame, yf I them forsoke :

None in this world of welth can be sure.

He printed the Introduction of Knowledge, by
Andrew Borde, physician, which treateth of the
natural disposition of an Englishman, and of
the money then used. In it is a cut of an Eng-
lishman, somewhat resembling Henry VIII. but
naked, holding a piece of cloth over his arm,
and a pair of shears in his other hand, with the
following lines, expressing the fickle disposition

of the English :

" I am an Englishman, and naked I stand here.
Musing in my mynde, what rayment I shal were;
For now I were thys, and now I wyll were that.
Now I wyl were, I cannot tell what, &c."

The devices of Robert Copland were three in

number, all of which alluded to the roses that

he bore in his sign. The principal one, was an
upright parallelogram surrounded by a single

line, within which appear a flourishing tree

springing out of the earth, and supporting a
shield suspended from its branches by a belt,

and surrounded by a wreath of roses. On the
left hand side is a hind regardant collared by a
ducal coronet, standing as supporter ; and on the
right hand is a hart in a similar position, and
with the same decorations. On the outside of
the parallelogram are four loose pieces placed in

a square at a little distance from it. They are

black, and arc each ornamented with a rude
scroll cut in white bearing upon them the fol-

lowing text, cut in a very thick black-letter. On
the top one is H Melius est ; on the right hand
one nomen bonurn ; on the bottom one, q diuife

;

and on the left hand one, multe. Prov. xxii ;

That is to say, A good man is better than much
riches. Prov. xxii. v. 1.

William Copland is supposed to have been
the son of Robert, mentioned above, others con-

jecture that he was his younger brother, and his

partner. The character of their typography is

very similar, they having both of them evidently

used the same rude types ; which in all proba-

bility descended from Robert to William Cop-
land, who is imagined to have worked in the

office of the former until his death, which has
already been noticed. Few circumstances exist

of the life of Willi.am Copland ; but those which
are to be found state that he was one of the
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stationers' company, in the charters of which
(1556) his name is to he found. His property

may he estimated by his vohmtary contribution

of xii pence to the hospital of Bridewell, and
m. yid. as a benevolence to his own corporation.

The books of the stationers' company shew that

he was thrice fined for printing without a
licence, a thing not uncommon in his time.

The residence of William Copland, as it has

already been stated, was in Fleet-street, at the

sign of the Rose Garland ; but after the year

1533, his dwelling is not mentioned in his dated

colophons, although in his books, the time of his

printing of which is unknown, mention is made
of Lothbury, and the Three Grained wharf, but

they afford no information. William Copland
is supposed to have died between July, 1568,

and the same month in the following year ; for

one of the entries in the account of the warden
of .the stationers' company for the year 1568-9,

is " Payd for the buryall of Coplande vjs. Ro-
bert Jones who had been bound to him as an
apprentice for ten years, had served six of them
only at his decease. He printed sixty-one books
on his own account, some of which were printed

for Richard Kele, at the eagle in Stockis market

;

and others for Abraham Vele, at the Lamb, in

St. Paul's church yard, Thomas Petyt, at the

Maiden's head, in Paul's church yard, Thomas
Peter, Richard Jugge, at the Bible, in St. Paul's

church yard, Robert Stoughton, at the Bishop's

Mitre, in Ludgate, and John Wryght, at the

Rose, at the North door of St. Paul's.

William Copland printed an edition of The
Knyght of the Swanne, 4to. without date. Here
hegynneth the history of the noble HeylaSy knyght

of the sivanne, neivly translated out of the Frensshe

in to Englisshe at thynstygacyon of the puyssaunt

and illustryous prynce, lorde Edwerde duke of
BuckynghamP Beneath this title is a cut of

the knight in a ship drawn by a swan. The
preface states that the above-mentioned duke of

Buckingham " cohorted Copland's maysterWyli-

ken de Worde to put this sayd vertuous hystory

e

in pryntc.and for this purpose hath soughte

and founde a true approued copye enprynted and
corrected in the French language, &c."

Panzer does not indicate a single French im-

pression of this romance. The book concludes,
" Thus endeth the life &c of the moste noble

and illustryous Heylas, knyght of the swanne,

with the byrth of the excellent knight Godfrey

of Boulyon one of the nine worthyes and the

last of the three crysten. Jmprinted, &c." A
copy of this work on vellum, with figures, 1512,

is noticed by Ames.
Andrew Borde, physician, mentioned in the

notice of Robert Copland, was born at Peven-
sey, in Sussex, and brought up at Oxford ; but
before he took a degree there, he entered him-
self a brother of the Carthusian order; of which
growing tired, and having a rambling head and
an unconstant mind, he travelled through and
round about Christendom, and out of Christen-
dom. On his return he settled at Winchester,
where he practised with success. In 1541 or 42,

he was at Montpelier, and probably took his

doctor's degree there, for he was soon after in-

corporated in the same degree at Oxford. At
length, after many rambles to and fro in this

world, he was made a close prisoner in the wards
of the Fleet, in London. Though the reason of

his confinement is not discovered here, he died

in April, 1549, his will being dated the 11th,

and proved the 25th of that month.

Anthony Wood, says that our author, Borde,

was esteemed a noted poet, a witty and ingenious

person, and an excellent physician of his time.

1548, Nicholas Naile, abookseller of Paris,

with several other persons, were martyred by
tire, for professing the reformed religion. One of

them was a tailor, for working on a saint day.

The king, Henry II. was present.

Their bodies scorching flames endure.
The soul's salvation to secure

;

Martyrs, like gold, are tried in fire.

And purify as they expire.

1548. John Hertforde,Herforde, or He-
reford, for he spelled his name variously, has

already been noticed as reviving the art of print-

ing at St. Albans, and who is supposed by Ames
and Herbert to have been the earliest typogra-

pher of that place, after a space of forty-eight

years, or from 1486, until 1534. About the time

of the reformation, Herforde came to London
and resided in Aldersgate-street, where he printed

for many persons besides himself. He printed

in the whole, during his residence in London,

nineteen works, amongst which is found an
edition of the Neio Testament, 1548, 24mo. and
the Pistels and Gospels, without date, 4to.

The widow of John Herforde continued the

business, and printed three works : the Incarna-

tion of Christ, 1549, 16mo ; Certayne Psalmes,

1550, 8vo ; and the censure and judgment of the

famous dark Erasmus of Roterdam, whyther

dyvoursment hetwene man and tvyfe stondeth with

the law of God, ivith divers causes wherefore it is

permitted, with the mynd of the old doctours, Sfc.

printed for Robert Stoughton.

There was a William Harford, or Her-
forde, who exercised the typographic art in

London at this time, and who is supposed to

have been a relative, if not the son of John
Herforde. He printed two works, the first in

1555, and the last in 1559.

1548. About this year, Roger Carr printed

Herman archbishop of Colen, Of the right insti-

tution of baptism ; also a treatise of Matrimony
and Burial of the Dead. By Wolph. Musculus.*

Translated by Richard Rice, in octavo ; and per-

haps he printed Fiue Sermons of Bernardine

Ochine of Sena : Godlyefruitful, ^c. Translated

* Musculus, it is well known, was one of the most
celebrated divines and reformers of the l6th century, and
a man of great application and deep learning. Whilst a

lad, he was employed by Bucer as his scribe ; and after-

wards becoming a preacher, he engaged in the cause of

the Reformation with courage, and in many places with

great success , he was entrusted with many very important

ecclesiastical deputations.
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out of Italen into En^Hshe Anno Do. mdxlviii.

Jmprynted by R. C. for William Beddell at the

sygne of the George, in Pauls church yarde.

octavo.

1548. Ipswich has something singular in the

history of its early typography, no fewer than

three printers having been at work here during

the reign of king Edward VI. Books executed

by each of them yet remaining ; but all of these

with the exception of perhaps one, are of the

same year, 1548, and we possess nothing from
Ipswich, either of an earlier or later date during
that century. The printers were John Oswen,
(who it is said was patronised by cardinal Wolsey)
John Overton, and Anthony Scoloker, who ap-
pear to have settled here nearly at the same time,

and to have quitted the place also together. One
of them, John Oswen, went immediately to

Worcester; but of the other two Herbert observes

that nothing more is known, either of their types

: or themselves.

John Oswen printed seven books at Ipswich,
who added. Imprinted at Ippyswiche, by me

[ Jhon Oswen. Cum priv. ad imprimendum solum.

John Overton printed only one book, which
he dedicated to Edward VI., and has the pic-

ture of John Wiclif and his own
;
printed in

\ Roman letter, and some peculiar initials.

1548. Anthony Scoloker resided in St.

Botolph's parish, without Aldersgate ; also in the

t
Savoy rents, near Temple Bar, and afterwards at

;
Ipswich. He translated Viret's Collection of

I
scriptures, serving for exposition of the Lord's
Prayer out of French; the Ordinary for all

Falthfull Christians, out of Dutch; and, A
\ briefe sum of the Bible, out of German. Ames
l conjectures that he printed The complaint of
I Roderick Mors. He printed the following with

I Will. Seres, which are entered under his name,
'- as, A Boke made by John Frith, Sec. The Prac-
- tyse of Prelates, &c. A notable collection of

places of Scripture, &c. A brefe Chronycle con-

cerning Sir Johan Oldcastell. A Goodly Dya-
logue, &c. A Right Goodly Rule, &c. 16mo.
No dates, Prayse and Commendacicms, &c. 16mo.
Institucion of Baptisme, 16mo. The olde Faith,

6cc. 16mo. Order of Matrimony, &c. 16mo.
Ordinarye of Christians. Pyers Plowmans
Exortation, 8vo,

At Ipswich, Scoloker printed three books, one
of which, the Sermons of Bernard. Ochinus,
may be seen in the library of Trinity college,

Dublin: a perfect and fine copy. Another is

entitled, A iust reckeuynij, or accompt of the

whole number of the yea res, from the beginnynge

of the ivorld, unto this present yere of 1547, A
certaine and sure declaration, that the xvorld is at

an end, Src Of the last day of iudgment, oi'

day of dome, and how it shall come to passe.

Translated out of Germaine tonge, by Antony
Scoloker. 6 day of July 1547.

The elegant device used by Scoloker, the

original motto to which, shows the point of it:

—

" Proue the spvrites whether they be of God,
Jhon ye iiij. i. tleg. viij. d. Ma, vij."—since the

word of God is there represented as a touchstone.

on which the worth of the spirit is being proved,
under the form of a coin, perhaps from the figure
upon it, of that species called crosses.

1548. Worcester received the art of print-

ing by John Oswen, from Ipswich. In the
roll's chapel, is a licence granted by Edward VI.
to John Oswen, of the city of Worcester, and
his assigns, to print and reprint, -Sec. every kind
of book, or books, set forth by his majesty, con-
cerning the service to be used in churches, ad-
ministration of the sacraments, and instruction

of his subjects of the principality of Wales, and
the marshes thereunto belonging, &c. for seven
years, prohibiting all other persons whatsoever,

from printing the same. He printed till 1553, in

which year, being the 7th of Edward VI, he was
appointed printer for the principality of Wales,
and the marshes thereunto belonging.

1548. The first printed edition o{ the Ethiopic
New Testament was executed at Rome, in 4to.

by the brothers Valerius Doricus and Ludovicus
of Brescia, under the superintendence of Peter,

or Tesfa Sion Malezo, a native of Ethiopia, with
the assistance of his two brothers. In the fol- ,

lowing year, the Epistle of St. Paul were pub-
lished separately. They are said to be full of
errors, chiefly from the unskilfulness of the

printers :
" They who printed the work could not

read," says Peter, in his Latin preface, " and we
could not print ; therefore they helped us, and
we helped them, as the blind helps the blind."

1549. William Baldwin is supposed by
Anthony Wood to have been a west countryman,
who studied at Oxford, and who, after leaving
the university became a schoolmaster and a
minister. He seems to have been one of those

scholars who engaged in the work of printing to

forward the reformation ; and he was employed
by Whitchurch, very possibly as a conector of

the press, although he afterwards qualified him-
self for the office of a compositor. His original

works are said to have been some dramas, now
either lost or unknown ; but in 1547, Whit-
church first printed a treatise on Moral Philo-

sophy, which was compiled by him, and which
was afterwards several times republished. In
1549, Baldwin printed Balades of Salo7}ion,4io.

William Baldwin used for his device a hand
holding a caducous, having at top an open book

,

over which is a dove with wings extended, and
under it Love and Lyre, in a small compartment.
A scroll issues from each of the serpents mouths,
the one with Nosce te Ipsvm, the other with Ne
Qiid nimis. Under the serpents is his name,
BAL on one side, and WIN on the other, with

the middle letter D on the caduceus. The whole
contained in a parallelogram, with this motto
about it, Be wise as Serpentes, and Innocent as

Doves. Matthew x.

1549, William Hyll, or Hill, lived at the

sign of the Hill, in St, Paul's church yard, at

the west door of the church. He is said to have
left off ])rinting in this year, and turned binder,

having been fined one shilling, in 155(5, for bind-

ing primers in parchment, contrary to the com-
pany's orders. He printed six works.

IT
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1549. William Tilly resided in St. Anne
and Af^nes parish, in Aldersgate-street, where he

printed the New Testament, in quarto.

1549. The Byble, that is to say, all the Holy
Scripture, in which are conteyned the Olde and

Newe Testamente, truly and purely translated

into Englysh, and noive lately vnth great industry

and diligence recognised. Imprynted at London,

by John Daye, dwelling at Aldersgate, and Wil-

liam Seres, dwelling in Peter Colledge. mdxlix.

Folio. This is the first edition of Edmunde
Beeke's Bible, who has subscribed his name to

the dedication to Edward VI. from which the

following curious passage is taken :
" Let this

book be a perpetual president and a patron of

all law and lawyers ; a jewel of joy for all that

by your grace's commission are constituted and

placed in otfice or authority. Then will they of

good will and not for love of lucre, or great fees,

execute their office. Then will the minister of

justice hear the small as well as the great; the

cause of the orphan, the widow, and the poor,

should come before them. Then should the

overlong and great travail, the immoderate ex-

penses and costes which the poor man daily

sustaineth in his endless suits, pierce and move
their stony hearts with pity and compassion.

Then should neither God's cause, nor the poor

man's matter, have so many put offs, so many
put by's and delays. Then, if there were any

bribery, or bolstering bearing of naughty matters

it should shortly appear. Then your gi-ace's

chancellors, judges, and justices, and such as

intermeddle with the lucrous law, would dispatch

more matters in one tenn than they have hitherto

done in a dozen."

In 1549, the third year of Edward VI. a pro-

clamation was issued, printed by Grafton, for

abolishing and putting away divers books and

images, which passed into an act of parliament,

in the following words :

—

"Whereas the king's most excellent majesty

hath of late set forth, and established, by au-

thority of parliament, an uniform, quiet, and

godly order of common and open prayer, in a

book intituled, The Book of Common Prayer and
Administration of the Sacraments, and other

Rites and Ceremonies after the Church of Eng-

land, to be u^ed and observed in the said Church

of England, agreeable to the order of the Primi-

tive Church, much more comfortable unto his

loving subjects than other diversity of service, as

heretofore of long time hath been used, being in

the said book ordained, nothing to be read but the

pure word of God, or which is evidently grounded

thereon, ^c." It then proceeds to order the

abolishing of all other religious books, as they

tend to superstition and idolatry; and com-

mands all persons to deface and destroy images

of all kinds that were erected for religious wor-

ship, under a penalty for any to prevent the

same. In this proclamation are the following

clauses :
" Provided always that this act, or any

thing therein contained, shall not extend to any

image or picture, set, or engraven upon any

tomb in any church, chapel, or church-yard, only

for a monument of any dead saint." It was also

enacted, that the people might still keep the
primers set forth by the late king Henry VIII.
provided they erased the sentences of invocation,
and names ofpopish saints. This act was repealed
by queen Mary, but king James I. re-estab-
lished it. The first impression of the Liturgy,
"after the use of the church of England," was
published by Grafton and Whitchurch, under
royal authority, folio. There are copies bearing
the dates of May, June, December, and other
months in the same year ; and there are occasional
variations in such copies, which cannot at present
be accounted for. The names of the above
printers are inserted separately, it being pre-
sumed that each shared the expense and profit of
the work. At the end is printed this

:

—" The
king's majestic, by the advice of his most dere
uncle the lord protector, and other his highness
counsaill, straightly chargeth and commandeth,
that no manner of persone sell this present book,
unbound, above the price of two shillynges and
two pence, and the same bounde in paste or in

hordes, in calves lether, not above the price of
four shillynges the piece. God save the kyng."
John Oswen, who had removed from Ipswich

to Worcester, printed in 1549, the text of the
Common Prayer, as extant in Grafton and Whit-
church, rather omitting and abridging than sub-

stituting alterations. An order affixes the price

of the work, (as printed at the end of it) at ii

shillinges and two pence y piece, unbounde.
And the same bounde in paste, or in boards, not
above the price of three shillynges and eyght pence
the piece : the printing is of dismal execution.

Grafton's impression was sold at the same price

as Oswen's,when unbound; but,bounde in paste

or boardes,* couered with calues leather, not

above the price of iiii shillynges the piece.

The compilers of the Common Prayer Book
were:—Drs. Cranmer, archbishop of Canterbury;
Goodrick, bishop of Ely ; Skip, bishop of Here-
ford; Thirlby, bishop of Westminster; Day,
bishop of Chichester; Holbeck, bishop of Lin-

coln ; Ridley, bishop of Rochester ; May, dean
of St. Paul's ; Taylor, dean of Lincoln ; Heyns,
dean of Exeter ; Redman, dean of Westminster;

Cox, almoner to king Edward VL; Robinson,

archdeacon of Leicester.

In consequence of the above act of Edward,
for destroying books, the libraries of Westminster

and Oxford were ordered to be ransacked, and
purged of " all books called Antiphoners, Mis-

sales, Grailes, Processionals, Manuals, Legends,

Pies, Portuasses, Primers in Latine and English,

Couchers, Jounials, Ordinals, or other books or

writings whatsoever, heretofore used for the ser-

vice of the church, written or printed in the Eng-
lishe or Latine tongue, other than sett forth by

the king's majesty—for the first offence, 10s.;

second, four pounds; and third, imprisonment

* The most ancient mode of binding books was in thin

wooden boards, many are still remaining in that material.

Folds of paper were afterwards pasted together for covers,

and this substance, though so different from the former,

preserved the name of boards, being called pasteboards.
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during the king's pleasure :"—in consequence of

which great devastation was made even in useful

literature. The visitors who were appointed to

superintend these literary conflagrations are not

named, but they were to deliver the garniture of

the books, being either gold or silver, to sir

Anthony Aucher ; many of them being plated

and clasped with gold and silver, and curiously

embossed, and consequently were destroyed for

the sake of their rich bindings and ornaments

;

many of astronomy were supposed to be magical,

and destroyed on that account; while the mem-
bers of the university, unable to put a stop to

these ravages, trembled for their own safety.

Popular rage exhausted itself on illuminated

books and manuscripts, and any that had red

letters in the title pages, or otherwise decorated,

was sure to be thrown into the flames as a
superstitious one ; and were sure marks of being

papistical and diabolical.

At Oxford, a large fire was kindled in the

market-place, when some of the members of the

university designating the conflagi'ation by the

appellation of " Scottis his funeral." And thus

an almost inestimable collection both for number
and value were either thrown away, or used for

the vilest purposes, or else were turned into bon-

fires, or given to bookbinders and tailoi"s for the

use of their trade. We still find such volumes
mutilated of their valuable bindings, gilt letters,

and elegant initials. Many have been found
enclosed in walls,* buried underground, or left

neglected in cellars or garrets, having been for-

gotten; what escaped the flames were obliterated

by the damp ; such is the deplorable fate of books

during a persecution.

The duke of Somerset, who was protector of

the king, had long been reckoned a secret parti-

san of the reformers ; and, immediately on his

elevation to this high dignity, began to express

his intentions of reforming the abuses oi the

* The two Greek versions of the Old Testament, which
Origen published in his Hexapla, and numbered five and
six ; he found preserved in an earthen vessel.

A similar mode of preserving writings was adopted by
the prophet Jeremiah, (eh. xxxii. 14.)

The Roman historians affirm, that the books of Numa,
which had been buried more than 500 years, looked when
taken up, as if perfectly new, from having been closely
surrounded with wax candles : wax cloth being then proba-
bly unknown.
Matthew Paris, in his History of the Abbey of St.

Albans, relates, that during the abbacy of Eadraer, the
ninth abbot, a number of workmen being employed to
erect a church on the site of the ancient city Verolamium,
as they were digging the foundation, they discovered the
remains of an ancient palace, and found in a hollow part
of one of the walls, several small books and rolls, one of
which, written in a language not understood, was most
beautifully ornamented with the title and inscriptions in
letters of gold. It was covered with oaken boards, and
tied with silken bands, and in a great measure retained its

pristine strength and beauty, uninjured either in its form
or writing by the lengtli of time it had lain undiscovered,

Leland, in his Collectu/it^a, (Tom. iii. p. 137,) has the
followinj>: notice :

" A wi ilea booke of a twenty leves
founde in a holow stone kyvcrcd with a stone in digging
for a foundation at Yvy ihircb by Sarisbyri."
A curious manuscript original of the New Testament,

(one gospel, St. Mark, wanting,; {omiAwalled in Lodding-
ton church, in Northamptonsliirc, was in the possession
of bishop More, who had borrowed it from the Rev. G. Tew,
the rector, but never returned it ; and is supposed to be in
the public library at Cambridge.

ancient religion. Under his direction, and that
of Cranmer, therefore, the reformation was car-
ried forward and completed. The only person
of consequence who opposed the reformers was
Stephen Gardiner,* bishop of Winchester ; and,
to tne eternal disgrace of their own principles,

the reformere now showed that they could per-
secute as severely as their opponents had formerly
persecuted them. Gardiner was committed to

the Fleet prison, where he was treated with
great severity. He was afterwards sent to the
tower ; and having continued there two years,

he was commanded to subscribe several articles,

among which was one confessing the justice of
his imprisonment. To all the articles but the
last he agreed to subscribe ; but that he would
not agree to. He was then committed to close

custody, and remained a prisoner during the
reign of Edward VI. ; his books and papers were
seized ; all company was denied him, and he
was not even pei*mitted the use of pen and ink.

The bishops of Chichester, Worcester, and Exe-
ter, were in like manner deprived of their offices

;

but the bishops of Landatf, Salisbury, and Co-
ventry, escaped by sacrificing the most consider-

able share of their revenues. The reformers,
however, were not contented with these severi-

ties. A commission was granted to the primate
and others, to search after all anabaptists, heretics,

or contemners of the new liturgy. Among the
numbers who were found guilty upon this occa-
sion, was Joan Boucher,f and some time after,

Van Paris, a Dutchman, was condemned to death
for Arianism. He suffered with so much forti-

tude, that he carressed the fagots that were
consuming him.
About this time, a rebellion was raised by the

* Stephen Gardiner, was bom at Bury St. Edmund's, In
Suffolk, in the year 1483. He was the illegritimate son of
Dr. Woodville, bishop of Salisbury, and brother of Eliza-
beth, queen of Edward IV. He was educated at Cam-
bridge ; was secretary to cardinal W^olsey, and acquired
the confidence of Henry VIII, He wrote a work entitled
Be Versa Obedientia, in defence of Henry's supremacy,
for which he was promoted to the see of Winchester. He
was chancellor of England during Mary's reign. H is con-
duct towards the Protestants was cruel and sanguinary.
He was a learned man, but of little principle, crafty and
ambitious. A biographer of a singular cast, who wrote
about a century after Gardiner's death, gives as a part of
that prelates original character, in the following original
terms :

—" His reservcdness was such, that he never did
what he aimed at, never aimed at what he intended, never
intended what he said, and never said what he thought

j

whereby he carried it so, that others should do his busi-
ness when they opposed it, and he should undermine theirs
when he seemed to promote it. A man tliat was to be
traced like the fox, and read like Hebrew, backward ; if

you would know what he did, you must observe what he
did not."

+ Joan Boucher, generally called the Maid of Kent, was
burnt at the stake for heresy. May 2, 1550, by those who
had narrowly escaped a similar death in the preceding
reign, and actually suffered under tlie sway of Mary. She
was a great dispei-ser of Titidull's New Testament, and was
a great reader of scripture herself. She used for the more
secrecy, to tie the books with strings under her apparel,
and so pass with them into the court, at London, and so
became known to several ladies of quality, and particu-
larly with Anne Askew. Her deatli, and that of George
Van Paris, a Dutcliman, form a very heavy accusation
against archbishop Cranmer, for whom no excuse can be
pleaded. It is related that king Edward refused to sign the
warrant, and actually shed tears when compelled by the
importunities of Cranmer.

2 Q

1^
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adherents of the old religion, in Cornwall,Devon-
shire, and other parts of England. Among other

articles, the malcontents required, that, the mass

should be celebrated in Latin ; and that the bible

in English should be suppressed ; to which an
excellent and powerful reply was drawn up by
archbishop Cranmer, in which he successfully

defended the use of the Bible and Liturgy in the

mother tongue. From another of the articles

proposed by the rebels, we obtain the curious

information, that so late a period as this reign,

the Cornish language continued to be very gene-

rally spoken in Cornwall, and was given as a

reason for rejecting the English church-service,

and requesting the Latin.

1549. The first edition of Stemhold's version

of a portion of the Psalms, which was printed by
Edward Whitchurch, with the following title :

—

All such psalms of David, as Thomas Stemholde
late grome of the hinges majestyes robes, did in

his lyfe time draive into Englyshe metre. This

book is dedicated to Edward VI. by the author,

and seems, therefore, to have been prepared by
him for the press.*

1549. Canterbury received the art of print-

ing about the close of the reign of Henry VIII.
John Mychell is the only printer whose name is

recorded, and his first dated book, as given by
Herbert, is of this date. He resided in St. Aus-
tin's, where he printed a Chronicle, cumprivilegio

ad imprimendum solum. Not more than eleven or

twelve of these early Canterburybooks are known.
1549. Robert Stephens has the honour of the

invention, if it be entitled to such a name, of

subdividing the larger divisions, or chapters of

the New Testament into verses. A great part of

this undertaking he is said to have performed on
horseback, while on a journey from Paris to

Lyons. This invention proved so generally

acceptable, and obtained so great authority, that

all editions of the New Testament were in a

manner superceded, which did not conform to

this device of Robert Stephens.

In 1551, Robert Stephens reprinted the New
Testament in Gi'cek, in two volumes, (or parts)

placing the Greek text between the vulgate

Latin, and the version of Erasmus, and afiixing

a number or cipher to eveiy verse. He followed

the same plan in his impression of the Old Tes-

tament of 1557. These were the earliest im-
pressions of the scriptures in which Chevillier

had seen the verses distinguished by figures : an

* Stemhold, according to Wood's conjecture, was bom
in Hampshire. Hollinshead says, at Southampton; but
R. Atkins, in his History of Gloucestershire, expressly
afl&rms that he was born at Aure, a parish about twelve
miles from Gloucester, and adds that his posterity turned
papists, and left the place. Having passed some time at
Oxford, he became groom of the robes of king Henry
VIII., who bequeathed him 100 marks. He was continued
in the same office under king Edward VI. He appears to
have been a man of sincere piety, and a steadfast adherent
to the principles of the Reformation ; and imdertook his
translation of the Psalms as an antidote to the profane and
wanton songs of the courtiers, hoping they would sing
them instead of their licentious sonnets, as appears from
the title-page of his version, which has been continued in
all the printed copies. He died in 1549, having lived only
to versify fifty-one of the psalms.

example soon generally followed ; with this

difference however, that in the bibles and new
testaments of Robert Stephens, and those of the

ministers of Geneva and Basil, all these verses

begin a new line : a form which is not observed
in the bibles of Sixtus V. and Clement VII.
excepting in the book of Job, the Psalms, and
Proverbs. Chevillier further observes, that from
the time of Robert Stephens, the holy bible has
been usually printed with Arabic ciphers, to

distinguish the verses; but Faber Stapulensis

had already introduced them into his Psalterium
Quincuplex, printed in 1509, and 1513, by
Henry, the father of Robert Stephens ; and
Richard de Mans, a Franciscan of Paris, had
edited the Psalter in like manner, in 1541 ; and
Chevillier has no doubt that Robert Stephens
had taken the idea from these impressions ; but
adds that Faber Stapulensis caused the first

letter of every verse in his psalter to be printed

in red ink, a plan which was followed by Gene-
brard in his Psalterium, 8vo. Paris, 1581. But
this singularity Robert Stephens did not think

it proper to adopt.

1549, Di(d, Daniel Bomberg, commonly
called the star of Hebrew printers. He was a
native of Antwerp, but settled at Venice, where
he commenced the art of printing. Having
learnt Hebrew of Felix Pratensis, a converted

Jew, he printed several editions of the Hebrew
Bible, the most celebrated of which were those

which he published with theTargums, Rabbini-
cal commentaries, and Masorah. The first edi-

tion of Romberg's Great, or Rabbinical Bible,

was commenced in 1517, and finished on the 27th
of November of the ensuing year, 1518. This

edition, however, was not held in estimation by
the Jews, on account of what they regarded as

the apostacy of the editor, Felix Pratensis.

Another and improved edition, in 4 vols, folio,

was published by Bomberg in 1525—1526, who
employed R. Jacob ben Chaim, a learned Jew,
of Tunis, as editor. A still more ample and
complete edition was printed by him in 1547

—

1549, 4 vols. fol. under the inspection of Cor-

nelius Adelkind, another erudite Jew, with a
curious preface by the former editor Jacob ben
Chaim, of which a Latin translation is given in

Kennicott's Dissertations on the state ofthe printed

Hebrew Text, Diss. II. pp. 229—244. Oxon,
1759. Dr. Adam Clarke {Gen. Pref. to Com-
ment, p. iv.) characterises this edition as " the

most useful, the most correct, and the most

valuable Hebrew Bible ever published." In

1520, Bomberg began an edition of the Talmud,

which he finished after some years, in 4 vols. fol.

This he reprinted twice, and each edition is said

to have cost him 100,000 crowns. As a printer,

he was highly zealous for the honour of his art,

spared no cost in embellishments, and is said to

have retained about 100 Jews as correctors of

his press, the most learned he could find. In

printing only, he is thought to have expended in

the course of his life, four millions, others say

three millions of gold crowns ; and Vossius

seems to think, that he injured his fortune by
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his liberality. But Bomberg was not the only

Christian who engaged in publishing Hebrew
Bibles : the Stephenses of Paris, the Giunti of

Venice, Frobenius of Basil, and others of less

note, printed various editions, though none of

them can be compared with Bomberg for the

number of impressions which issued from his

press, or the general services which he rendered

to Hebrew literature.

A pretty correct idea may be fonned of the

progress of Biblical typography, during the

early part of the sixteenth century, by refemng
to Panzer's Annates Typographici.

1549. Mexico has ever been regarded as the

first spot on which the art of printing was exer-

cised throughout all the vast dominions of the

newly-discovered world. The precise time, mode,

and circumstances of its introduction have not

been investigated with successful accuracy. Tho-
mas, the only professed historian of American
typography, merely states that a printing-press

was established in the city at some period previ-

ous to the year 1569 ; and the earliest specimen

of Mexican printing known to him was a Spanish

and Mexican Vocabulary in folio, printed in

1571. A copy of this curious volume is pre-

served in the Bodleian library, among the various

and rich collection of the learned John Selden:

where also are to be found two other volumes
printed at Mexico, which precede by four years

that which has hitherto been considered the

earliest specimen. The first of these as-yet-un-

described morceaux is entitled, Doctrina Chnsti-

ana en lenyua Castellana y capoteca ; compuesta

por el muy Reverendo padre Fray Pedro de Feria,

provincial de la Orden de Sancto Domingo^ en la

provincia de Sanctiago de la nueva Hespana. En
Mexico^ en easa de Pedro Ocharte. M.D.LXVII.
Anos. The volume contains one hundred and
sixteen leaves of text, besides eight of prefatory

matter, and is licensed for the press by the arch-

bishop of Mexico. The other work bears for

its title, Incipiunt Hora Beata, Virginis, secun-

dum ordineniy 1567. This volume contains

thirty-nine leaves, on the first and last of which,

as well as on several others,, there are wood-cuts.

A work still earlier than either of these three

occurs for sale in Messrs, Longman's Catalogue
of books for 1820 and for 1822, where it is

entered as Fr. Bartholnmai a Ledesma de VII.

novcB legis sacramentis summarium. Mexici,
Antonius de Bspinosa, 1566, 4to. In Marsden's
Catalogue of Dictionaries and Grammars, (Lon-
don, 1796, 4to.) three books printed at Mexico
at a period still more remote are set down. Mars-
den owns, however, that he had not himself seen

them, nor does he refer to any collection in which
they may be found.

Antonio, in whose elaborate work, Bibliothcca

Hispana, a great deal of information is to be
found respecting Mexican typography, notices in

various parts of his Iwok no fewer than forty-

eight productions of this press; to the earliest of
which, namely, Doctrina Christiana in lingua
Mexicanay ab Alphonso de Molina^ he assigns
the date 1546, (found to be a misprint for 1564,)

which is followed by other publications of the
years 1555, 1556, 1565, &c, In Sotuellus' en-
larged edition of the Bibliotheca Scriptorum
Societatis Jesu^ composed by Ribadeneira, will

be found notices of many books printed in this

city, (as also in Lima and other places,) several

of which are entirely passed over in silence by
Antonio.

Dr. Cotton says, a publication which I under-
stand h{is been but recently imported into Eng-
land, and one copy of which has been deposited

in the Bodleian library, bids fair to bring us
nearer to a right apprehension of the hitherto-

undiscovered epoch of the birth of typography
on the continent of America, than any which
was previously known: it is the Bibliotheca

Mexicana, written by J. J. Eguiara et Eguren,
comprising an account of the authors and learn-

ed men of Mexico, as also the proceedings of
three or four of the earliest Mexican councils,

holden during the XVIth centuiy.

From an attentive perusal of this volume I

gather, (says Dr. Cotton, from whom this article

is taken,) that for the commencement of its

acquaintance with the advantages of typography,

Mexico is indebted to the exertions of its first

viceroy, Antonius de Mendoza, who arrived in

the year 1535, to occupy his exalted station.

He appears to have been a man whose mind was
steadily directed to the advancement and im-
provement of the people committed to his care;

and his esteem for literature is seen in the peti-

tion forwarded by him to the emperor Charles

V. for the foundation of an university in the

new world, the prayer of which was duly canied
into effect by an edict issued by the emperor in

the year 1551. Previously to this, however, the

historian remarks, that Mendoza had taken care

that the art of printing should be brought from

the old world into the new, and had established

the first printer in his capital of Mexico. " Prius

vero disertissimus homo curaverat tyjiographiani

in novum hunc orbem ex antiquo deferri, prim-

umque typographum Mexici instituit, cujus

fonnis multi statim libri excudi ccepemnt." p.

221 . The name of this printer we discover from

one of his colophons to have been Joannes Paulus
Brissensisy or Lombardus, a native, it seems, of

Brescia, in Italy. In this account Gonzales, a
Spanish writer, is corrected for having asserted

that printing was in use at Mexico in 1532.

Before the removal of the viceroy to the govern-

ment of Peru, an event which took place in the

year 1551, he caused to be printed Ordinationes

legumque collectiones pro conventu juridico Mexi-
cano, a folio volume, executed by Joannes Pau-

lus in 1549, which therefore at present claims

the honour of being the fii-stbook ever printed on

the shores of the new \\orld! " But where," a

man may feelingly exclaim, " where is so inter-

esting and valuable a relic to be now found ?

has it never stept beyond the confines of its

native country ? or, if a single copy has chanced

to be conveyed to Europe, docs it still slumber

amid the dust and gloom of the Escurial ? or,

still unhappier, has it gone the way of every
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copy of its elder brother the Mentz Donatus, of

which scarcely a fragment, a ci git, remains to

bless the eyes and empty the pockets of the

curious and keen collector?"

The viceroy's volume was speedily followed by
others in tolerable succession; but these are

almost wholly unknown to gratify the taste of

the curious in such matters.

1550. Simon Colin^us, or De Colines, in-

dependently of his preeminence as an early

typographer, is entitled to our notice on account

of his affinity to the family of the Stephenses.

La Caille and Peignotsay, that he first practised

the art of printing at Meaux, and executed

there an impression of Jocobi Fabri Commen-
taria in quartuor Svangelia, 1521, in folio ; and
that in the same year he also printed at Paris a
work in folio. Having married the widow of

Henry Stephens, he continued to send forth

various impressions of more or less importance
from the same office, probably till the year 1524.

But in the course of that year it appears he
changed his establishment ; and according to

Panzer, his new office was distinguished by the

sign of the Golden Sun. Colines went far be-

yond his predecessor (Henry Stephens) to estab-

lish his claim to the character of a learned

printer ; for though he necessarily rendered his

press subservient to the literature of the times,

and consequently gave birth to various works
which are now consigned to oblivion

; yet when
left to the exercise of his own choice, he evinced

a degree of taste and judgment, strikingly supe-
rior to those of his cotemporaries. His very

numerous impressions of the best Latin classics,

and the equal novel and surprising beauty of

their execution, are decisive proofs of such supe-
riority. They are generally executed on a uni-

form and convenient plan ; the greater part of

an octavo form ; yet all with regard to type and
arrangement, so legible, and so agreeable to the

eye, that scholars of any age may peruse them
with pleasure. By such services, this judicious

printer evidently contributed in a most important

degree to the advantage ofthe university of Paris

;

and gave an example to Robert Stephens in

particular, which must have had a powerful in-

fluence in forming the taste of that young and
afterwards eminently distinguished typographer,

and in awakening the zeal which he so remark-
ably evinced for the dissemination of classical

literature. Simon de Colines appears to have
given to France the first example of the use of

italic type. He procured for himself a species of

italic, larger, bolder, and fullerthan that ofAldus
Manutius, and used it solely in many of his im-
pressions ; namely, in several Latin prose works,

and in all the Latin poets printed by him, (his

Virgiliusoi 1526 excepted, which isroman type)

also in the few works which he gave in his

native tongue. Maittaire doubts whether Colines
used the italic type before the year 1528 ; and
prefers the characters of Colines to those of Aldus
Manutius: observing, however, that he some-
times employed an italic ofan inferior description.
In the eyes of all admirers of early typography,

are the beautiful and rare impressions of Colines

in the Greek character ; which in no less than

the roman, he has left convincing evidences of
that original and enterprising genius, which
prompted him as an artist to aim at a degree of
excellence, before entirely unknown in France.
Bibliographers have been long accustomed to

limit the number of Colines's Greek impressions

to five distinct works only ; but, says Mr. Gres-
well, the number may be extended to no less

than fourteen, including his repeated editions of
Euclid, and several books of a grammatical des-

cription. Of the beauty and tine proportion of

these Greek impressions, an adequate idea can be
fonned only from the inspection of copies which
have been well preserved, and have escaped the

too frequent mutilations of the binder's knife

;

which remark may with equal propriety be ap-

plied to the impressions of other early artists.

The press of Colines was much occupied by
works relating to the Lutheran controversy,

which in his time excited great commotions in

the university of Paris. Being a lihraire jure
he was employed to print the decreta or acts of

the Sorbonne. Maittaire distinguishes several

folio impressions of Colines, as highly magnifi-

cent; and also cpmmends the taste which he
displayed in decorating his impressions with ap-

propriate engravings ; in the titles especially.

The most frequent insigne or mark used by
Colines, was the bold figure of Time, with which

many of his impressions are decorated. Mait-

taire thinks that he borrowed this insigne from

a cotemporary printer, Regnaud Chaudiere,

whose family certainly used a similar mark and

motto ; but perhaps they may rather be said to

have inherited it from Simon de Colines. These

printers were in some instances professionally

connected. Regnaud Chaudiere moreover re-

ceived in marriage the daughter and only child

of Colines : Claude Chaudiere, the issue of that

marriage, exercised the same profession and be-

came his heir ; and, he had, says la Caille, for

his mark, the figure of Time, with this motto,

Virtus sola aciem retundit istam. Colines may
be presumed to have printed no less than five

hundred distinct editions. The last mentioned

by Maittaire is Nov. Testamentum Latinos,form,
min. 1550. apud hceredes Simonis Colincei.

The following are brief notices of some of the

early Parisian Greek printers who flourished

about this period :

—

Pierre Vidouve of Vemeuil. This early

Parisian Greek typographer was considered as a
person of learning and eminence. He executed

for Gilles de Goumiont a singularly curious im-

pression of Aristophanes, in the year 1528 ; and
in 1538, he executed for Jean Petit and Denis

Lecuyer, the work of Guillaume Postel, intitled

Linguarum XII. characterihus differentium Al-

phabetum, ^c. La Caille says, " this was the first

book printed in oriental character ; which, how-
ever, says Mr. Greswell, as far as relates to the

Hebrew, is an incorrect assertion. The mark of

Pierre Vidouve was a figure of Fortune ; with

the words, Par sit fortuna labori.
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Antoine Aogereau (Augurellus) is occasion-

ally found in connection with Jean Petit, Simon

de Colines, and others. That he printed with

very handsome types both Greek and Latin,

Maittaire says the impression oiHesiodi Operum

Sr Dierum Gr<Bce^ 8vo. 1553, (which has a Latin

preface by Melancthon) is a proof. La Caille

ranks Augereau amongst the improvers of the

roman characters.

Petrus Gaudoul was one of the several

printers whose names occasionally appear united

with that of Vascosan. The device of Pierre

Gaudoul is a Hand holding a burning Lamp :

** dextra ardentem lampada sursuyn gerens" with

the artist's initials P. C. and the motto " Ite

potins ad vendentes, et emits twits," Matth. xxv.

and beneath, " Sic luceat lux vested'^ Matth. v.

His commencement in the profession must be

dated about the year 1535.

Joannes Lodoicus, a German by birth, a

native of Tielt en Gueldre, whence his surname

Tiletanus, whose commencement Maittaire erro-

neously dates from the year 1537, soon became
distinguished for great diligence and accuracy.

He is said to have been an elegant Latin scho-

lar, and to have written commentaries on Quin-

tilian. Conradus Neobarius, who afterwards

became the first typographus regius, was for

some time his assistant. His impressions were

(considering the duration of his practice of the

art) rather numerous. His Latin characters,

both roman and italic. His prefaces evince great

erudition. The insigne of Lodoicus is thus des-

cribed by Maittaire :
" Birue manusjunctcB teneo-

tes erectum Caduoeum papaveribus Sf spins

erinitum, cum Uteris J. L." Sometimes he
exhibited " Echeneida tela transfixam^^ with

the" Matura." He died about 1547.

Conradus Neobarius was admitted a lihraire

jure in 1538, by a verj' honourable address from

the " Recteur" of the university. Maittaire says,

scarce any typographer pmctised the art for so

short a period, and attained so much credit in it.

He probably did not execute more than six or

seven Greek works. He died in the year 1540.

Henry Stephens composed several epitaphia in

honour of his memory.
The mark of Neobarius was a brazen serpent

ui)on a cross : serpens ameus in patibulo sive signo

T erectus^ cum his aliquando cocihus TYP. SAL.
i. e. typus salutis vel Salvatoris.

Neobarius married a sister or near relative of

Jacobus Tusanus : a union which may be con-

sidered as a kind of pledge of his own literary

character, and as an occasion of his advancement
to the dignity of typographus regius. His widow
afterwards subscribed hei*self Emonday Tusana.

Tusanus, the author of the Greek Lexicon
which bears his name, was considered by his

countrymen as the ablest of their Greek scholars,

after Budaeus.

Jacobus Booardus an early Parisian printer,

many of whose productions, both in Greek and
Latin, are extant, and are conspicuous for the

elegance of the charactei*s. About the year 154f>,

he undertook an impression of the Lexicon

GrcBco-Latinum of Tusanus, but died before it

was completed. He was the nephew of Char-
lotte Guillard. He geneiully used the insigne

of Neobarius.

Joannes Andreas another early Parisian
printer, and who was a violent anti-reformist

Lihraire. Robert Stephens speaks of him in
terms of unqualified disapprobation ; and from
other testimonies it appears he was employed by
Pierre Lizet president of the parliament, as a
spy, for the detection of Calvinists ; and in 1546,
procured the arrest of Pierre Chapot, a book-
seller at Geneva, but employed at Paris as a
corrector of the press,—see page 279 ante.

Jean Judex, also a Lihraire ^ deserves a ho-
nourable record for his opposition to Andre, and
whose charitable officiousness in warning the
" heretics" of the plans laid for their detection
at length brought him to the stake.

Thomas Richard was probably a descendant
of John Richard, who is mentioned as a Parisian
printer of the preceding centuiy. There were
others of the name at various periods ; of William
Richard who practised the art about the year
1563, his mark being " a hen," with the words
in pingui Gallina. Thomas Richards made his

first appearance as a Greek printer, at Paris in

the year 1548.

Michael Fezandat commenced his labours
as a typographer by a beautiful impression of
HorcB in laudem B. virginis Maria, secundum
consuetudinem Romanum, Gr. Lat. 16mo. 1548.
This impression of the Horce, ^c. is executed en
rouge et noir, and ornamented with wood cuts
elegantly designed. Fezandat had the reputation
of a skilful printer, but works exhibiting his

name are few. His impressions generally bear
as a mark the Viper which settled on the hand
of St. Paul, with the words Si Deus pro nobis,

quis contra nos ; which afterwards became the
distinction of Michael Sonnius.

Benedict Prevost has the character of an
ingenious and able printer. La Caille attributes

to him Chiysostomus in Psalmosy 8vo. 1545. His
Nov. Test. Gr. 16mo, is a handsome and esteem-
ed volume : and no less so in its kind is his im-
pression (Gallice) of UHistoire de la nature des

Oiseauz, par Belon^ folio, 1555, adoraed with
fine engravings.

Martin le Jeune distinguished himself in

the art somewhat more than three years, by ele-

gant impressions in Hebrew, as well as in Latin
and Greek. He used the insigne of Neobarius.
Some assert that he had possession of the " Typo-
giaphia" of Robert Stephens after his migration
to Geneva : but the correctness of that assertion

is questioned by Maittaire.

Sebastian Nivelle was conspicuous as well

for the beauty of his impressions, (which Baillet

says, were also very exact and in great request,)

as by the length of time during which he exer-
cised the profession. His daughter was the
mother of Sebastian Cramoisy, *' Typographus
Regius ;" who inherited the establishment of
his grandfather, and adopted his insigne : and
first appeared in the profession in the year 1609.
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We have aleady noticed the mode of punctu-
ation used hy the early printers, (seep. 157, ante)

and also the improvements which Aldus Manu-
tius bestowed upon it. The following statement

will show the further progress which was made
in these helps to reading :

—

In Bale's Acts ofEnglish Fotone*, black letter,

printed in 1650, is the first appearance of the

colon : and so warily put in by the printer, that

it is conjectured that it was not in common use.

But in an edition of the Governor^ by sir Thomas
Elyot, printed 1580, the colon is as frequently

introduced as any other stop ; but there is neither

semicolon or admiration.

In the Catechism set forth by Edward VI. and
printed by John Day, in 1553, is a note of ad-

miration as follows ;
" Master, oh the uuthank-

fulness of men ! but what hope had our first

parents, and from thenceforth the rest whereby
they were relieved." There is no other stop of

the like kind in the book.

In Hackiuyt's Voyages, printed in 1599, is

the first appearance of the semicolon ; and, as if

the editors did not fully apprehend the propriety

of its general admission, it is but sparingly in-

troduced—but no admiration.

1550. GuALTER, or Walter Lynne, was a
scholar, an author, and a printer, he dwelt on
Sommer's Key, near Billingsgate ; it is said that

he also kept a shop at the Eagle, next St. Paul's

school. He continued in business from 1548

to 1550, and executed fourteen difierent works.

Lynne's device consisted of the annexed figures.

1550. Richard Charlton practised the art-

John Wyer lived in Fleet-street, a little

above the conduit, and whose only work appears

to have been Ymage of both churches, 1550, 8vo.

1550. The first edition of the whole bible in

the Danish language was printed at Copenhagen,

by Ludowich Dietz, of Rostock, who had render-

ed himself celebrated by his masterly execution

of Luther's bible, in the Low Saxon language.

There had, indeed, been a printing office estab-

lished at Copenhagen as early as 1493 ; Gothe-

fridus de Ghemen was the printer. And though

the Copenhagen press had received several im-

provements and enlargements subsequent to its

first erection, it was, nevertheless, found to be

inadequate to so stupendous a work as that of

printing the whole bible. In 1546, the paper

destined for the work arrived, (most probably

from Holland) at Elsinore, and in order to meet
the expenses of it, together with those connected
with the printing, a tax of two rix-dollars was
levied on every church in Denmark. In was
not, hQwever, till 1550, that the bible was com-

pleted. The title of the bible is, Bibla, deter den
gantske, Src. Bibla, i.e. the whole of the Sacred
Scripture translated into Danish. " The Word
of God abideth for ever." Isaiah xl. Printed in
Copenhagen, by Ludowich Dietz, 1550. Some
have supposed that Dietz was sent for at the
instance of Bugenhagen, but in the appendix to
the Low Saxon new testament, which he printed
in 1553, he mentions Dr. Macchabajus* as his
particular friend and patron. It also appears
from the same appendix, that Dietz was well
rewarded by the king, for his pains, for which he
there thanks him, and praises his laudable un-
dertaking.f

1550. The first English Concordance of the
whole Bible was the production of John Mer-
becke, organist to the royal chapel at Windsor,
printed with this title : A Concordance, that is

to saie a worke wherein hy the ordere of the letters

A. B. C. ye maie redely finde any ivorde con-
teigned in the whole Bible, so often as it is there

expressed or mentioned, folio, black letter. It was
dedicated to Edward VI. The account which
Merbecke gave of his undertaking, to the bishops
and others who summoned him before them, and
condemned him, is so interesting, and exhibits
him as a shining instance of indefatigable dili-

gence, that we shall give it nearly in his own
words. " When Thomas Matthewes bible came
out first in print, I was much desirous to have
one of them ; and being a poor man not able to

buy one of them, detenuined within myself to

borrow one amongst my friends, and to write

it forth. And when I had written the five books
of Moses in fair great paper, and was entered

into the book of Joshua, my friend master Tur-
ner chanced to steal upon me unawares, and
seeing me writing out of the bible, asked me

* John Macchabaeus, or M'Bee, was a native of Scotland,
and descended from an ancient and noble family. Histrue
name was Macalpine, ofthe celebrated clan Alpine. Having
embraced the principles ofthe reformation, he was obliged,
in 1532, to flee into England, where he was entertained by
bishop Shaxton, and also gained the esteem of lord Crom-
well. He married Agnes Machison, who was of Scotch
extraction. From England he passed over to the continent,
and for some time resided at Wittemberg, where he formed
an intimate friendship with Luther and Melancthon, the
latter of whom gave him the name of Macchabeeus, from
the similaritybetweenhis character and circumstances, and
those of the ancient Jewish champions. Christian III. in-

vited him to Denmark, and made him professor in the uni-
versity of Copenhagen. His general character for piety
and learning, occasioned his appointment as one of the
translators of the Danish bible. After labouring for many
years in the cause of truth, he was called to his eternal
reward, December 6, 1557. He left a son, Christian, who
became president of the college of Sora, in Zealand, and
canon and archdeacon of Lunden. Macchabaeus and Miles
Coverdale were brothers-in-law.

t The number of copies printed of the Danish bible,

amounted to three thousand. When they were ready, a
bookbinder was procured from Lubeck, who engaged to

deliver two thousand copies bound in whole leather, with
clasps, within a year and a day, for two marks Danish per
copy, beside lodging, as appears from a royal brief given at

the royal palace, Copenhagen, the 8th of July, 1550. The
price at which copies were sold was three rix-dollars each.
It forms a middle sized folio, consisting of 1090 pages, and
is tolerably well printed on good strong paper.—The first

Danish version of the New Testament was made by Hans
Mikkelson, who is sometimes called John Michaelis. At
the end there is a notification stating it to have been
printed at Leipsic, by Melchior Lotther, the Monday pre-

ceding St. Bartliolomew's day, A. D. 1524.
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what I meant thereby ? And when I had told

him the cause ; tush, quoth he, thou goest about

a vain and tedious labour. But this were a pro-

fitable work for thee, to set out a Concordance

in English. A Concordance, said I, what is that ?

Then he told me it was a l30ok to find out any
word in the whole bible by the letter, and that

there was such a one in Latin already. Then I

told him I had no learning to go about such a
thing. Enough quoth he for that matter, for it

requireth not so much learning as diligence.

And seeing thou art so painfull a man, and one

that cannot be unoccupied, it were a good exer-

cise for thee." He accordingly borrowed a Latin

Concordance, and had gone through the letter

L, when he was apprehended, imprisoned, and
and all his papers seized. He was arraigned,

for that he had with his own hand gathered out

of divers men's writings, certain things, that were
expressly against both the mass, and the sacra-

ment of the altar. He was arraigned and con-

demned with three others, namely, Anthony
Persone, priest ; Robert Testwood, singing man

;

and Henry Filmer, tailor ; on account of the six

articles in the year 1544 ; the three last were
burned at Windsor ; but the innocence of Mer-
becke gained him the king's pardon. When he
was set at liberty, as his papers were not restored

to him, he had his Concordance to begin again ;

which, when completed, he showed to a friend,

who promised to assist him in having it presented

to the king, in order to have it published by his

authority ; but Henry VI11. died before that

could be brought about. When Edward VI.
was settled on the throne, Merbecke consulted

Grafton, concerning the printing of it, " who"
says he, in his introduction, " seeing the volume
so huge and great, said,—the charges of imprint-

ing thereof would not only be importunate, but
the books when finished would bear so excessive

a price, as few should be able to attain unto
them ; wherefore, by his desire, I yet once again
a new writ out, the same in such sort as the work
now appeareth." Merbecke was brought up to

the study of music, and was admitted to the

degree of bachelor of music at Oxford, in 1549,
and early in the following year, he published the

Booke of common praier, with musical notes to

the pieces, prayers, and responses, which was
likewise printed by Richard Grafton.^*

There are only three or four sorts of notes
used. The first note is a strene note, and is a
breve; the second a square note, and is a semy
breve ; the third a pycke, and is a mynymme.
And when there is a pr\ke by the square note,

that prycke is halfc as" rauche as the note that
that goeth before it ; the fourth is a close, and is

only used at the end of a verse. The whole is

filled with chaunting notes on four red lines only.

Dr. Bumey, in his History of Mtuicy vol. ii.

has given a considerable extract from Merbecke's
cathedral service printed with the common prayer
in 1550. Merbecke was giving when Fox wrote
his Acts and Monuments. See the curious ac-

count of his. examination in that work.

It was at this time that metrical psalmody, as

it is still practised in our parochial churches, had
its beginning, or at least became general in

England. Whatever objections may be made to

the manner ofsinging which was then introduced,

it was upon a level with the taste of the nation

in other respects. Parish churches had hitherto

used the plain chant, as well as cathedrals. It

has not perhaps, been remarked, says D'Israeli,

that psalm-singing, or metrical psalms, degene-
rated into those scandalous compositions which,
under the abused title of /iymws, are now used
by some sects, many of which abound with

ribaldry, obscenity, and blasphemy. These are

evidently the last disorders of that system of

psalm-singing which made some religious persons

early oppose its practice. Even Stenihold and
Hopkins, says honest Fuller, found their works
afterwards met with some frowns in the faces of

great clergyman. Warton regards the metrical

psalms of Stemhold as a puritanic invention,

and asserts, that notwithstanding it is said in

their title-page that they are setforth and allow ed
to be sung in all churches, they were never ad-
mitted by lawful authority. They were first

introduced by the Puritans, from the Calvinists

of Geneva, and afterwards continued by conni-

vance. To trace the history of modern metrical

psalmody, we must have recourse to Bayle, who,
as a mere literary historian, has accidentally

preserved it. It is indeed strange, that Calvin,

while he was stripping religion not merely of its

pageantry, but even of its decent ceremonies,

that this levelling reformer should have intro-

duced this taste for singing psalms in opposition

to reading psalms. " On a parallel principle,"

says Warton, " and if any artificial aids to aevo-
tion were to be allowed, he might at least have
retained the use of pictures in the church." But
it was decreed tliat statues should be mutilated

of " their fair proportions," and painted glass be
dashed to pieces, while the congregations were
singing psalms! Calvin sought for proselytes

among " the rabble of a republic, who can have
no relish for the more elegant extenials." But to

have made men sing in concert, in tlie streets, or

at their work, and, merry or sad, on all occasions

to tickle the ears with rhymes and touch tlie heart

with emotion, was betraying no deficient know-
ledge of human nature.

1550, Feb. Died, Martin Bucer, one of the

most eminent scholars of tlie age in which he
lived. Bucer was bom in 1491, at Schelcstadt,

near Strasburg, a town of Alsace, in the modem
French department of the Lower Rhine. His
real name was Kuhora (Cowhom), which, ac-

cording to the pedantic fashion of his time,

he changed into a Greek synonym, calling him-
self Bucer. He received his education at Hei-
delberg. Some tracts by Ei*asmus and others,
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and, yet more, some by Luther which fell in his

way, induced him to adopt the opinions of the

latter in 1521. For twenty years he taught

divinity at Strasburg. At the diet of Augsburg,
in 1548, he vehemently opposed the system of

doctrine called the Interim^ which .the emperor
Charles V. had drawn up for the temporally regu-

lation of religious faith in Germany until a free

general council could be held. It was opposed

equally by the Romanists and by the reformed

;

but the emperor urged its acceptance so fiercely,

that Bucer, after having been subjected to much
difficulty and danger, accepted an invitation from
Cranmer to fix his residence in England.

On his arrival in England, he was appointed

to teach theology at Cambridge, and appears to

have been much admired and respected. When
Hooper accepted the bishopric of Gloucester,

but refused to be consecrated in the episcopal

vestments, Bucer wrote a most convincing but
moderate treatise against this fastidious reluc-

tance ; and on the review of the Common Prayer
Book, he expressed his opinions at large, that he
found all things in the service and daily prayers

clearly accordant to the Scriptures.

Bucer died at Cambridge, and was buried in

St. Mary's with great honour, his remains being
attended by full 3,000 persons jointly from the

university and the town. A Latin speech was
made over his grave by Dr. Haddon, the public

orator, and an English sennon was then preached
by Parker, afterwards archbishop of Canterbuiy.

An amusing story, recorded in the Life of
Bishop Jewell, shows both the gentleness of

Bucer's disposition and malice of his opponents.

Catherine duchess of Suffolk having two sons at

Cambridge, and herself occasionally residing

within its precincts, had sent Bucer a cow and a
calf towards the maintenance of his family.

The good-natured man was fond of these beasts,

and often visited them in their pasture, an inno-

cent recreation, which gave occasion to a report

among his adversaries that the cow and calf

were magic spirits which instructed him in what
he was to read in the schools. On hearing this

rumour, he by no means gave up his customary
attention to his favourites, but once pointing them
out to a friend, he observed with a jesting tone,

'Behold, these are my masters, from whom I

have learned what I teach others ; and yet they
can speak neither Latin nor Greek, Hebrew nor
German, nor talk to me in any other language.'

During the reign of Mar}', five years after-

wards, when inquisitors were sent to Cambridge,
the corpses of Bucer and of Fagius were dug up
from their resting-places, fastened erect by a
chain to stakes in the market-place, and dis-

gustingly burned to ashes ; their names at the

same time, were erased from all the public acts

and registers as heretics and deniers of the true

faith ; and this violence to their memories con-
tinued till Elizabeth became queen.

Bucer wrote both in Latin and in German,
and so largely that it is thought his works, if col-

lected, would amount to eight or nine folio

volumes. He was thrice married, and his first

wife, by whom he had thirteen children, was a
nun, perhaps selected by him, not very ju-
diciously, in imitation of Martin Luther.*

1550. The Vision of Peirs Plourman,f now
fyrst imprinted hy Robert Crowley, dwellyng in
Ely rents in Holhurne, anno Domini 1505. (a
mistake for 1550.) Cum privilegio ad impri-
mendum solum. The printer's address to the
reader concludes with the following remarks :

—

" This 2vriter, who in reportynge certaine visions

and dreames, that he fayned himself to have
dreamed, doeth moste christianlye enstructe the

weake, and sharply rebuke the obstinate blynde.

There is no maner of vice, that reiyneth in any
estate of men, which this tvryter hath not godly,

leamedlye and wittilye rebuked. The English is

according to the time it was urrotten in, and the

sence somewhat darcke, but not so harde, but that

it may be understande of suche, as will not sticke

to breake the shell of the nutte for the kemelles

sake, (^c. Contains 117 leaves. Quarto."

1551, Feb. 1. In the fifth parliament of queen
Mary, held at Edinburgh, on this day, an act

was passed for a censorship on the press, " under
the following words

:

Item, For-sa-meikle as there is diverse pren-

ters in this realme, that dailie and continually

prentis buikes concerning the faith, ballattes,

sanges, blasphemationes, rimes, alsweill of kirk-

men, as temporal, and uthers tragedies, alsweill

in Latine, as in English toung, not scene, viewed,

and considdered be the superioures, as apperteinis

to the defamation and sclander of the lieges of

this realme, and to put ordour to sik inconveni-

entes ; it is devised, statute, and ordained be the

lord govemour, with advise of the three estaites

of parliament : That na prenter presume, at-

tempt, or take upon hand to prent ony buikes,

ballattes, sanges, blasphemationes, rimes, or

tragedies, outher in Latine, or English toung,

in ony times to cum, unto the time the samin be
scene, viewed, and examined be some wise and
discreit persons, depute thereto be the ordinares

quhat-sum-ever; and there after ane licence had
and obteined fra our soueraine ladie, and the

lord govemour for imprenting of sik buikes;

under the paine of confiscation of all the pren-

ters gudes, and banishing him of the realme fo

ever.

* A very interesting collection of tracts relative to the
life, death, burial, condemnation, exhumation, burning,
and restoration of Martin Bucer, was published at Stras-

burg, in Latin, by his friend Conrad Hubert. It contains,

among other matters, the Greek and Latin Epicedia,

which the members of the university, according to cus-

tom, placed on his coffin ; and also the Encomia, written

when he and Fagius were posthumously reinstated in

their academical honours. Each of these testimonies of

honour fills more than fifty pages.

t Robert Longlaud was the author of the poem called

the Vision of Piers Plowman, was a secular priest, and a
fellow of Oriel college, Oxford. He flourished about

1350. This poem, says Warton, contains a series of dis-

tinct visions, which the author imagines himself to have
seen while he was sleeping on Malvern Hills, in Worces-
tershire. It is a satire on the vices of almost every pro-

fession ; but particularly on the corruptions of the clergy,

and the absurdities of superstition. These are ridiculed

with much humour and spirit, couched under a strong

vein of allegorical invention.
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1551. Richard Grafton printed the following

proclamations :

—

March 9. For forbiddyng the eating of flesh

in tlie tyine of Lent, and other days prohibited.

Tliis proclamation was to abstain from flesh

on Fridays and Saturdays : exhorted on the

principle, not only that " men should abstain on

those days, and lorbear their pleasures and the

meats wherein they have more delight, to the

intent to subdue their bodies to the soul and
spirit, but also for icorldh/ policy. To use fish

for the benefit of the commonwealth, and profit

of many who be Jishcrs and men using that

trade, unto the which this realm, in every part

environed with the seas, and so plentiful of fresh

waters, be increased the nourishment of the land

by saving flesh."*

Ainil 28. For the refonnation of vagabonds,

tellers of newes, sowers of seditious rumours,
players, and printers without licence, unless

allowed by his majestic, or six of his privy coun-
cil under their hand, and divers other disorderly

persons.

May 22. Concerning casters, and spreaders

abrode of slanderous and seditious billes.

May 30. For the prices of victuals. In this

year alehouses were first licensed. Both ale and
alehouses are mentioned in the laws of lua, king
of Wessex.—See page 42 ante.

In one proclamation the king denounces to the

people " those who despise the sacrament by
calling it idnl^ or such other vile name.

Another is against such " as innovate any
ceremony," and who are described as " certain

private preachers and other laiemen who rashly

attempt of their own and simjular wit and mind,
not only to persuade the people from the old and
accustomed rites and ceremonies, but also them-
selves bring in nmv and strange order according

to their phant(mes. The which, as it is an evi-

dent token of pride and arrogancy, so it tendeth
both to confusion and disorder."

Another proclamation, to press " a godly con-
formity throughout his realm," where we learn

the following curious fact, of " divers unlearned
and indiscreet priests of a devilish mind and
intent, teaching that a man may forsake his wife

and marry anotlier, his first wife yet living; like-

wise that the wife may do the same to the hus-
l)and. Others that a man may have two ivives

or more at once, for that these things are not
prohibited by God's law, but by the bishop of
Rome's law ; so that by such evil and phantas-
lical opinions some have not been afraid indeed
to marry tiro wives.^*

The proclamations of every sovereign would
characterise his reign, and open to us some of the
interior operations of the cabinet. The despotic
will, yet vacillating conduct of Henry VIII.
towards the close of his reign, may be traced in

the proclamation to abolish the translations of
the scriptures, and even reading of bibles by the

* Bishoi) Burnet, in his History of the Reformation,
vol. ii. p. 96, folio, has made a just observation on religious
fasts.

people ; commanding all printers of English
books to aflix their names to them, and forbi«l-

ding the sale of any English books printed
abroad.—(See p. 256, ante.) When the people
were not permitted to publish their opinions at

home, all the opposition flew to foreign presses,

and their writings were then smuggled into the

country in which they ought to have been printed.

Hence many volumes printed in a foreign type

at this period are found in our collection.

The proclamations of Edward VI. curiously

exhibit the unsettled state of the reformation,

where the rites and ceremonies of Catholicism

were still practised by the new religionists, while

an opposite party, was resolutely bent on an
eternal separation from the church of Rome.*
The catholics, in their expiring cause, took

refuge in the theatre, and disguised tlie invec-

tives they would have vented in sermons, under
the more popular foiins of the drama, where they
freely ridiculed the chiefs of the new religion, as

they termed the Reformation, and "the new
Gospellers," or those who quoted their Testa-

ment as an authority for their proceedings.

On the side of the Refonned we have no
deficiency of attacks on the superstitions and
idolatries of the Romish church ; and Satan, and
his only son Hypocrisy, are very busy at their

intrigues with another hero called " LustyJuven-
tus," and seductive mistress they introduce him
to. Abominable Living : this drama was printed

and published at this period. It is odd enough
to see quoted in a dramatic performance chapter

and verse, as formally as if a sennon were to be
perfonned. There we find such rude learning

as this :

—

Read the V. to the Galatians, and there you shall see
That the flesh rebelleth against the spirit

or in homely rhymes like these

—

I will show you what St. Paul doth declare
In his epistle to the Hebrews, and the X chapter.

In a proclamation of this period, the king
charges his subjects that they should not openly
or secretly play in the English tongue any kind
of Interlude, Play, Dialogue, or other matter set

forth in form of Play, on pain of imprisonment,

&c. ; so that we may infer that the government
was not alarmed at treason in Latin.

* These proclamations, or royal edicts, in our country,
were never anned with the lorcc of laws—only a.s tlioy

enforce the execution of laws already established ; and the
proclamation of a British monarch may become even an
illegal act, if it be in opposition to the law of the land.
Once indeed it was enacted, under the arbitrary povcrn-
ment of Henry Vlll., by the sanction of a pusillanimous
pailiament, that the force of acts of parliament should be
given to the king's proclamations. Uoyal proclamations,
however, in their own nature arc innocent enotigh ; for

since the manner, time, and circumstances of putting
laws in execution, must frequently be left to the iliscretion

of the executive magistrate, a proclamation that is not
adverse to existing laws nee«l not create any alarm 5 the
only danger they incur is that tliey seem never to liave
been attended to, and rather testified the wishes of the
government than the compliance of the subjects. They
were not laws, and were tlK'rcft)ro considered as scnnons
or pamphlets, or any thing forgotten in a week's time ! It

seems that our national freedom, notwithstaiuling our
ancient constitution, has had several narrow escapes.

2 R
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These dramas curiously exemplify that regular

progress in the history of man, which has shown
itself in the more recent revolutions of Europe :

the old people still clinging, from habit and
affection, to what is obsolete, and the young
ardent in establishing what is new ; while the ba-

lance of human happiness trembles between both.

1551. Dublin, the capital of Ireland, received

the art of printing. Mr. Ames observes, that

Ireland was one of the last European states into

which the art of printing was introduced ; the

earliest book at present known being an edition

of the Bake of Common Prayer and Administra-
tion of the Sacraments, and other Rites and
CerewAynies of the Churche. folio. It is a verbal

reprint of the Common Prayer of Edward VI.
of 1549, and bears for colophon, Imprinted hy
Humfrey Powell, printer to the Kynges Maieste,

in his Hyghnesse realme of Ireland, dwellynge in
the citee of Dublin in the great toure hy the Crane.
Cum privilegio ad imprimendum solum, anno
Domini M.D.L.I. Powell continued to exercise

the printing business in Dublin for fifteen years
or more, during which time he removed from
the river side to a more southern residence, in

St. Nicholas-street. His productions are cer-

tainly most creditable to the early Irish press!

A fine and perfect copy of Powell's first produc-
tion,may be seen in the library of Trinity college,

Dublin. Before his residence in Dublin, Powell
practised the art of printing in London, in the
years 1548 and 1549, and dwelt above Holborn
conduit, where he printed four works. He was
a member of the stationers' company, and his

name is inserted in their charter of 1556.

1551, April 18. Nicholas Udall,had a patent
granted him to print the works of Peter Martyr,
and the English Bible in any size for seven
years. Nicholas Udall, was successively head
master of Eton and Westminster schools, and
who early in life, had been a dramatic author,
and produced a drama entitled Ralph Roister
Doister, and which is strongly contended is the
first approach to any thing like a regular comedy
in our language. Udall likewise produced the
verses for a pageant on the entrance of Anne
Boleyn into London. The editor of the new
edition of Dodsley's old plays first established
the intimate connexion between N. Udall and
Ralph Roister Doister.

1551. William Bonham was one of the ori-

ginal members of the ancient stationers' com-
pany, of which he was also one of the last

wardens, serving that office with Thomas Ber-
thelet, who died before their charter was granted,
as Bonham did soon after. He first resided at
the King's Arms, and afterwards at the Red
Lion, in St. Paul's church yard ; and his earliest

work is supposed to have been an impression of
Chaucer's works in connection with John Reynes.
There are also attributed to him an edition of
the English Primer, with the Epistles and Gos-
pels, 1542, 4to. Chronicle of Fabyan, 1542, 2
vols, folio. The Byble, 1551, folio.

1551. Andrew Hester was more a bookseller
than a printer, dwelling in St. Paul's church

yard, at the sign of the White Horse. He sold

the Primers composed by John Hisley, bishop of

Rochester, in 1539, and printed by Wayland.
The tvhole Byble, 1550, 4to. printed for him:
no printer's name. A Presei-vative, ^c. 155 1 , 8vo.

1551. Thomas Petit resided in St. Paul's

church yard, at the sign of the Maiden's Head,
where he printed several law books, although he
was not king's printer, nor does it appear that he
had any exclusive patent for it, other printers

also infringed on the patent right at the same
period. Ames was of opinon that this person
was related to John Petit, a printer at Paris.

An edition of the Bible was printed for him
by Nicholas Hill, in this year.

He printed in the whole twenty-five works.

Petit used the above monogram in a rich Ionic

architectural compartment, the shield being sup-
ported by cupids, with angels on the sill.

1550, Thomas Gaultier. The New Testa-

ment in Englishe, after the Greeke translation

annexed, with the tratislaciou of Erasmus in

Latin, Sec. In ojfficina Thomce Gualtier, pro
I. C. Pridie kalend, Decern. Octavo.

1551. The newe greate abredgement, briefly

conteyning, all thactes and statutes of this realme

of England, until the xxxv. yere of the reigne

of our late noble hynge of moste worthye and
famous meinorye Henry the VIII. (whose soule

God pardone) newly reuysed, trulye corrected and
amended, to the greate pleasure and commoditie of
all the readers thereof. It has the compartment
used by Edward Whitchurch. Octavo.

1551. Stephen Mierdman. A new herball,

wherin are conteyned the names of herbes in

Greyke, Latin, Englysh, Duch, Frenche, and in

the potecaries, and herbaries Latin, with the

properties, degrees, and naturellplaces of the same,

gathered and made by William Turner, phisicion

unto the duke of Somerset's, grace. And are to

be sold by John Gybken. Folio.

1551. John Case dwelt in Peter-college

rents, and published the following works

:

French Hoode, and new apparel for ladies and

gentlewomen, whereunto is added, a frosse paste to

lie in a nights. Octavo.

Poor Shakerley his knowledge ofgood and evil,

called otherwise ecclesiastics : by him turned into

meter. Printed by R. Crowley for him. Octavo.

Certayne chapters of the proverbs of Salomon
draiven into metre by Thomas Sternholde, late

grome of the kynges magesties robes. Printed for

William Seres. Cum privilegio, Sj-c. 12mo.
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1551. The first drinking ballad of any merit,

in the English language, appeared in this year.

It has a vein of ease and humour superior to

what might have been expected in these times
;

and it may be considered as the parent of many
pleasing compositions, which have highly con-

tributed to convivial entertainment. This ballad

opens the secpnd act of Gammer Gurtori's Needle^

a comedy written and printed in the above year,

and which was soon afterwards acted at Christ's

college, Cambridge. It is the first English play

which was neither mystery nor morality^ and
which handles a comic story with some disposi-

tion of plot, and some discrimination of character.

The jocularity of it sometimes rises above buf-

foonery ; and the author displays powers ofmind,
which, in a more polished age, would have ena-

bled him to appear with no small credit.

Poetry, during this period, was often satirically

employed upon religious subjects ; and among
the vehicles of controversy between the papal

and protestant communions, popular ballads and
the stage made no inconsiderable figure. The
ballad of Luther, the pope, a cardinal, and a

husbandman, which was written in this year,

was in defence of the reformation, and is not

destitute of spirit, the characters of the speakei's

being tolerably supported. Another which ap-

peared about the same time, was a lively satire

on the English bible, the vernacular liturgy, and
the book of Homilies. A poem called the Pore
Help, was a lampoon against the new preachers,

in the style. Other pieces of the like kind might
be specified, but they are foreign to our purpose.

The poetical annals of Edward VI. are marked
with metrical translations of various parts of

scripture. Of these the chief is the versification

of the psalms by Sternhold and Hopkins ; a per-

formance to which importance has been annexed
in consequence of the religious circumstances

wherewith it is connected, but which is entitled

to no regard from its own merit. Wyat and
Surry had before translated some of the psalms
into metre ; but Thomas Sternhold was the first

whose metrical version of them was used in

the church of England. His coadjutor, John
Hopkins,* was rather a better poet than himself.

His other assistants were Thomas Norton, and
W. Wyttingham, afterwards dean of Durham.
The spirit of versifying the psalms, and other

parts of the scriptures were generally diffused at

the beginning of the reformation ; and among
the rest that employed themselves this way, were

- William Hunis,t a gentleman of the chapel under
Edward VI. William Baldwin, Francis Seager,
and Matthew Parker, afterwards archbishop of
Canterbury. Another contributor to the metri-

cal theology was Robert Crowley, an Oxford
^ divine, and who afterwards was engaged in the

bookselling and printing business in London
;

• John Hopkins was admitted A.B., at Oxford, in 1544,
and is supposed to have been afterwards a clergyman of
Suffolk, where he is said to have kept a school. He was
livinp in 1 556. He versifiod fifty-eipht of the psalms, which
are distin;i;uished by tlu' initials of his name.

t Died at Westminster, June 6, 1597.

and another still more extraordinary one was
Christopher Tye,a doctor ofmusic atCambridge.
Tye projected a translation of the Acts of tlie

Apostles into familiar metre, of which he com-
pleted only the first fourteen chapters. The
Book of Kings had before been versified by ano-

ther hand. Dr. Tye carried his absurdity so far

as to set his version to music ; and his Acts of
the Apostles were sung for a time in the royal

chapel of Edward VI. Even this good young
king himself is to be ranked among the religious

poets of his own reign.

King Edward VI. stands in the list of royal

authors, and he is j ustly entitled to that distinc-

tion. Considering the time in which he lived,

and the early period of his death, his jounial of

his own reign, his remains, and his other com-
positions, display such a promise, and, indeed,

such a possession of abilities, as add greatly to

the regret arising from the recollection of his

premature decease.

Among the noble writers of the age, must be
placed Edward Seymour, duke of Somerset.*

His principal title to this honour is founded on
one or two religious pieces, which were penned
during his troubles. Another monument of the

protector, is Somerset House in the Strand,

which is a compound of the grecian and gothic

mode of building.f But the greatest honour
which is due to this eminent nobleman, is his

moderation and prudence in advancing the re-

formation. Edmund lord Sheffield is said to

have composed a book of sonnets, in the Italian

manner. Henry lord Stafford, and Francis

Hastings, second earl of Huntingdon, exerted

their talents only as translators.

About the commencement of this reign, we
find a poet of the name of Kelton, who wrote

the Chronicle of the Brutes, in English verse.

—

The subject was not a bad one, if the writer had
been capable of enriching his genealogical and
historical materials with any brilliancy of imagi-

nation.

Amongst the writers of this period Polydore

Virgil stands in the first rank. He was bom at

Urbino, in Italy, and came to England in the

beginning of Henry Vlll'th's reign. He con-

tinued in England till 1550; when being of an
advanced age, Edward VI. permitted him to

retire to his own country, witnout forfeiture of

his English benefices, being archdeacon of Wells,

c'^c. He wrote in elegant liatin ; and his most

celebrated work is the treatise de Inventoribus

Rerum. His History of England is considered

very inaccurate. lie is accused of detailing

inaccurately even the affairs of Henry VIII. in

whose reign he wrote. Whcar says his inaccu-

racy was occasioned by his ignorance of the

English language.

* Edward SejTnour duke of Somerset, was beheaded on
Tower Hill, January '22, 1552, in the midst of u vast con-
course of the populace, by whom he was beloved. On the
10th of September, 1547, the duke of Somerset obtained
one of the most finished victories on record, ag:ainst the
Scots, at Pinkey, near Musselburgh. The Scots were led

by the earl of Arran.

t John of Padua is supposed to have been the architect.
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1551. The following extracts are from the

edicts of Chasteau-Briant, passed in this year

by Henry TI., king of France:
" We forbid printers to print, or sell any books

of the Old or New Testaments, newly translated,

or any part of them ; or any of the ancient doc-

tors of the church, without being first seen by
the faculty of theology."

"We forbid all our courts of parliament,

masters of the requests, and other keepers of

the seals of the chanceries, presidial j udges, and
others our officers and magistrates, to give any
licenses to print books, until those who require

them have obtained certificates from the faculty

of theology, that the books have been seen and
approved, which certificates shall be placed, with

the licenses, at the commencement of the books."
" The deputies shall retain the copy of the

books thus approved by them, signed by the

petitioning bookseller, to whom the license shall

be granted by the deputies without any fee."

" We forbid [testamentary executors] to pro-

ceed to the sale of books which concern the

holy scriptures, until they have been first visited

by the deputies."
" No hawkers shall be permitted to sell any

books, whether great or small, coming from
Geneva ; or any other books of ill fame, under
pain of their confiscation, and of all the other

merchandise carried Avith them by the hawkers,

who shall be punished according to their quality,

and which the judges shall see done."

The same edict ordains, " that wherever there

is a university, the faculty of theology shall,

twice a year at least, visit the booksellers'

shops, and the printing-oflices ; and where
there is no university, the booksellers' shops,

and the printing-offices ; shall be visited by
deputies."

—" That at Lyons, the visitation shall

be made thrice in the yeai', by two persons

deputed for that purpose, one of them by the

archbishop, the other by the chapter and sene-

schal ;" and " That booksellers shall keep cata-

logues of all the books which they have on sale."

Henry Bearsius orVekenstel, a celebrated

printer and mathematician of Louvain, published
tables of the longtitudes and latitudes of the

planets, about 1528, and continued to exercise

the art of typography until this period.

1552, Aug. 29. Printing introduced into the

university of St. Andrew's. Herbert, on the

authority of Dr. Makenzie, cites that well known
book, the Complaint of Scotland, printed here in

1548. But, since the Complaint is not known to

have any title remaining, archbishop Hamilton's

Catechism, of 1551, may pass for the earliest St.

Andrew's book now known. John Hamilton,*
archbishop of St. Andrew's, invited John Skot,

a printer of London, to settle at St. Andrew's for

the express purpose of printing a Catechism,

with the following title :

—

John Hamilton arch-
bishop of St. Andrew\<}, primate of the kirk of
Scotland, his catechism—Prentit at Sanct An-
dreivs, by the command and expensis of the maist
reverendfather in God, Johne, archbishop ofsanct
Andreivs and primate of the hoil kirk of Scotland

the xxix day of August, the year of our lord,

M.D.Lii. It is a handsome quarto of 410 pages,
numbered, black letter.

The archbishop undertook the work for the
common use of the Scottish clergy, and seems to

have induced some of the ablest to compile it

;

and the curates were enjoined to read a portion,

every Sunday and holiday to the people. " It
is," says bishop Keith, " a judicious commentary
upon the Commands, Lord's Prayer, Magnificat,
and Ave Maria ; and the author shows both his

wisdom and moderation in avoiding to enter

upon the controverted points." Of this rare Ca-
techism see a long and interesting account in

M'Crie's Life of John Knox, vol. i. p. 405.*

John Skot, who is mentioned above, is sup-

posed by Ames, to have learned the art of Wyn-
kyn de Worde or Richard Pinson, on account of
the similarity which appears in the engraving of

their devices. The colophons of his books make
mention of several places where he resided : as

in the Body of Polyeye, his imprint is, London
luithout Newgate in Saynt Pulker^s parysh. 1521

.

The Rosaty, printed in Favster fane in saynt

Leonardes parysh, 1537. Nychodemus Gospell,

London in Poules chyrche yarde, without date.

He printed thirteen books while he resided in

London.

John Scot or Skot for he spelled his name
both ways, used three devices, one of which was
his own, and is given above ; and two he adopted
and altered from Denis Roche, a French printer

who flourished about 1490.

1552. Stephen Jodelle, a native of France,
seems to have been the first person in that country
who had a tragedy represented of his own inven-

tion, called Cleopatra—it was a servile imitation

* Archbishop Hamilton was a natural brother of the
regent An-an. He was translated from the see of Dun-
keld to the primacy of St. Andrew's, after the murder of

cardinal Beaton, in the year 1546, He adhered to Mary,
in opposition to the regent Murray, who dethroned her.

He attended her to the Solway, and after all was lost, at

the battle of Langside, near Dumbarton, whicli was
fought on the l3th of May, 1568, waded into the river,

and seizing the bridle of her horse, the archbishop con
jured Mary Stuart not to trust her person in England. He
now fled for security to the strong castle of Dunbarton,
wherein he was found, when this fortress was surprised by
his enemies. "By them," says Keith, "he was hanged
publicly on a gibbet, in the town of Stirling, on the first

day of April, 1570." This act is one of those blots in the
reformers of that country, which, according to Dryden,
" Nor death itself can wholly wash their stains /"

m
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ofthe Grecian tragfedy ; but if this did not require

the highest genius, it did the utmost intrepidity ;

for the people were through long habit, intoxi-

cated with the wild amusement they amply re-

ceived from their farces and moralities.

The enthusiastic fondness of the populace for

such extravagant productions may be presumed,

from the multiplied impressions of them which
distinguish the annals of the Parisian gothic

presses. Amongst other countries, Italy and
England also, it is well known, had their "Rap-
presentazioni," or their mysteries and moralities

;

which were spectacles of no less interest and
importance to our own progenitors. For more
than a century they maintained the same influ-

ence over the vulgar mind. These and other

theatres were abolished by the state on the 17th

Nov. 1548 : which, says De Bure, involved in

a correspondent destruction a very considerable

portion of the printed copies of these dramas.

The general contempt he adds, which the licen-

tiousness of many of them occasioned for nearly

a century afterwards, consigned them to dis-

regard and oblivion. The consequence of this

and such causes was, that notwithstanding the

original multiplicity of impressions, copies of

most of them became so uncommon, that their

present rarity is not exceeded by that of any
other description of works.*

1552. Died., Hans (John) Holbein, who was
no less a finished artist than Albert Durer, and
besides being celebrated as a painter, designed
and engraved on wood with incredible delicacy.

On the walls of a church yard at Basil, in Swit-

zerland, Holbein painted the famous Dance of
Death after the disaster of a plague anterior to

his time. In 1538 it was printed at Lyons,
small 4to, forty-one cuts.f Holbein came to

England in the reign of Henry VIII. who libe-

rally patronized him on the recommendation of

sir Thomas More. He painted a number of

portraits and historical pieces.

The other painters oi this reign were Marc
Willems, a native of Antwei*]> ; John Bossam,
an Englishman, and who does not appear to

have had encouragement equal to his merit ; and
Guillam Stertes, who was painter to Edward VI.
and who received fifty marks (£33 Gs. 8d.) for

the execution of three great pictures ; two of

* These mysteries were theatrical representations of
subjects in the Old and New Testament, which originated
in the enthusiasm of crusaders and fanaticism of pilgrims.
It was usual for the pilgrims on their return to travel in
companies, and stop in the public places of towns to recite
the songs which they had composed in their journey ; in
which some parts of the life and passion of Christ were
generally introduced. A troop of these, fantastically
dressed, with hats and cloaks, covered with cockle shells,
excited the pity of some citizens of Paris, to raise a fund
for the purchase of a theatre, where they could have
these amusements on holidays, which soon produced a
re-jular theatrical society, under the name of " Confreres
de la Passion de J. C- They sometimes gave public invi-
tations to any who chose to act a part in them.
+ Fac-similes of "The Bride," "The Nun," and "The

Knight," are given by Mr. Dibdin and Mr. Ottlcy ; the
design and execution are most beautiful. Mr. Ottley, who
possesses a copy of the first edition of the work, describes
it as printed with the {greatest clearness and brilliancy of
effect, on one side of the paper only.

which were of his majesty, and the third of the
earl of Surry. The last is supposed to have been
taken after the death of that nobleman.

The value of money, and the increase of our
opulence, might fonn, says Dr. Johnson, a curi-

ous subject of research. In this reign Latimer,
preaching before the king, mentions it as a proof
of his father's prosperity, that though but a
yeoman, he gave his daughters five pounds each
for their portion.

1553, July 6. Died, King Edward VI. in the

sixteenth year of his age, and the seventh of his

reign, greatly regretted by all, as his early virtues

gave a prospect of the continuance of a happy
reign. This prince was solemnly struck with the

feeling that he was not seated on a throne to be
a trifler or a sensualist : and this simplicity of
mind is very remarkable in the entries of his

Diary,* which he wrote with his own hand, and
conveys a notion of that precocity of intellect,

which would not suffer his infinn health to relax

in his royal duties. He died at Greenwich, and
was buried at Westminster.
The hopes which had been entertained of the

progress of the Reformation under this youth-
ful and amiable monarch, were, to the great

grief of the nation, disappointed by his prema-
ture death. During his last sickness, he settled

the crown on lady Jane Grey, his cousin, mar-
ried to lord Guildford Dudley. On his death,

this lovely and learned female, who was then
about eighteen years of age, and versed in the
Hebrew, Chaldee, Arabic, Greek, Latin, French,
and Italian languages, was, in opposition to her
own wishes, proclaimed queen. Her regal splen-

dour was sustained only for a few days. Mary
obtained the throne, and lady Jane Grey and
her husband were beheaded on Tower-hill,
February 12th, 1554. The evening before she
suffered, she sent her sister. Lady Katherine, a
letter, written on the blank leaf of a Greek
Testament; and which is so excellent in its

sentiments, and so clearly exhibits the piety of

* Marcus Antoninus's celebrated work, entitled Of the
things which concern himself, would be a good definition
of the use and purpose of a diary. Shaftesbury calls a
diary, " A Fault-book," intended for self, correction ; and
a colonel Harwood, in the reign of Charles I., kept a
diary, which in the spirit of the times he entitled " Slips,
Infirmities, and Passages of Providence." Such a diary
is a moral instrument, should the writer exercise it on
himself, and on aU around him.
One of our old writex's quaintly observes, that "the

ancients used to take their stomach-pill of self-examina-
tion every night. Some used little books, or tablets,
which they tied at their girdles, in which they kept a
memorial of what they did, against their night -reckoning."
We know that Titus, the delight of mankind, as he has
been called, kept a diary of all his actions, and when at
niglit he found upon examination that he had perfonned
nothing memorable, he would exclaim " Amici! diemper-
didimus !" Friends ! we have lost a day

!

It is always pleasing to recollect the ntime of Alfred,
and we have deeply to regret the loss of a manual which
this monarch, so strict a manager of his time, yet found
leisure to pursue: it would have interested us much more
even than his translations, which have come down to us.
Alfred carried in his bosom memorandum leaves, in whicli
he made collections from his studies, and took so much
pleasure in the frequent examination of this joiu-nal, that
lie called it his hand book, because, says Spelman, day and
night he ever had it in hand with him.
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its author, that we insert the following extract

:

"I have here sent you, my dear sister Kathe-
rine, a book, which although it be not outwardly
trimmed with gold, or the curious embroidery of

the artfuUest needles, yet inwardly it is more
worth than all the precious mines which the vast

world can boast of," &c.* A copy of this letter

in the British Museum, varies a little from the

above:—" I haue sent yo good sustr. K. a boke
wh although it be not outwardly rimid with
gold," &c.
From this, and the great love of books which

lady Jane Grey is known to have had, it may
be pronounced all but certain that she was
accustomed to employ some of the leisure she

possessed in the embroidery of the covers of them.
Lady Jane Grey was as much superior to

Mary in abilities and learning, as she was in the

virtues of her character. The story of her being
found by Roger Ascham, in the fourteenth year

. of her age, reading the Phado of Plato, is too

well known to be repeated. She was, indeed, a
most accomplished and extraordinary princess;

and it will ever be reflected upon with sin-

cere concei-n, that she should be cut off in the

bloom of life, in consequence of the crooked
politics of her father-in-law, John Dudley, duke
of Northumberland.!

1553. On the death of king Edward VI.,

Richard Grafton, in consequence of being king's

printer, was employed to print the proclamation,
by which lady Jane Grey was declared succes-

sor to the crown, by virtue of the measures that

had been concerted by her father-in-law, the

duke of Northumberland ; but on queen Mary's
accession to the throne, Grafton though he had
done no more than discharged the duty of his

office, lost a debt of £300, which was owing to

him from the crown at the time of king Edward's
death, and was immediately deprived of his

patent, and John Cawood put in his room. The
reason of this deprivation, as it is given in the

patent granted to his successor, was, his having
printed the proclamation for declaring lady Jane
Grey queen of England. This, it seems, was
considered as nothing less than high treason in

those days. Besides the loss of his debt and
patent, he was prosecuted and imprisoned six

weeks in the Fleet prison. Whether this prose-

cution was carried on against him on account of

the above proclamation, or for printing the

Bible in English, is not so evident. His reform-
ation principles, of which he could not give

greater proof than by encouraging the English
Bible, might excite the disgust against him;

* A copy of the first edition of lady Jane Grey's letter'

was sold at the sale of Sir M. Sykes, for ^fi'lO 10s. This
edition was not known to lord Orford. It has the follow-
ing; title

;

"Amoaste frutefuU, pithye, and learned treatise, how
a Christian man ought to hehave himself in the daunger
of Death ; and how they are to be relieved and comforted
whose deare frendes ar departed oute of thys world, moast
necessarye for this our unfortunate age and sorrowfull
dayes." Black letter, 8vo., without date, and no printer's
name, which was no doubt concealed, on account of the
above exhortation at the end.

t Beheaded on Tower Hill August 21, 1553.

though the affair of the proclamation was made
the handle, as the more plausible and political

pretence. During his confinement, or at least

while he was out of business, he employed him-
self in writing. The subject upon which he fell

was the History of England; an abridgement of
the chronicles which he put together; but it was
not printed till 1562.

On the accession of Mary to the throne she
immediately issued a proclamation for restricting

the liberty of the press, and condemning all plays
and interludes intended to satyrize the practices

of the catholic church ; and endeavoured by the
most vigorous measures to re-establish the old
religion, and the suppression of the reformation.

] 553, Dec. 29. John Cawood had a patent in

the following words :

—

"The queen, to all whom it mayconcern, sends
greeting. Know ye, that of our special favour,

&c. for the good, true, and acceptable service of
our beloved John Cawood, printer, already per-
formed, by these presents for us, our heirs, and
successors, we do give and grant to the said John
Cawood, the office of our printer of all and singu-
lar our statute books, acts, proclamations, injunc-
tions, and other volumes and things, under what
name or title soever, either already or hereafter

to be published in the English language. Which
office is now vacant, and in our disposal, foras-

much as R. Grafton, who lately had and exer-

cised that office, hath forfeited it by printing a
certain proclamation, setting forth that one Jane,
wife of Guilford Dudley, was queen of England,
which Jane is indeed a ftilse traitor, and not
queen of England; and by these presents we
constitute the said John Cawood our printer in

the premises, to have and exercise, by himself,

or sufficient deputies, the said office, with all

the profits and advantages any way appertaining
thereto, during his natural* life, in as ample
manner as R. Grafton or any others have, or

ought to have, enjoyed it heretofore.
" Wherefore we prohibit all our subjects, what-

soever and wheresoever, and all other persons

whatsoever, to print, or cause to be printed, either

by themselves or others, in our dominions, or out
of them, any books or volumes, the printing of

which is granted to the aforesaid John Cawood;
and that none cause to be reprinted, import, or

cause to be imported, or sell within our king-
dom, any books printed in our dominions by the

said John Cawood, or hereafter to be printed by
him in foreign parts, under the penalty of for-

feiting all such books, &c.
"And we do grant power unto John Cawood,

and his assigns, to seize and confiscate to our use

all such books, &c. as he or they shall find so

prohibited, without let or hindrance; and to

enjoy the sum of £6 13.9. 4d. per annum during

life, to be received out of our treasury. And
whereas our dear brother Edward VI., &c. did

grant unto Reginald Wolf the office of printer

and bookseller in Latin, Greek, and Hebrew ; we,

out of our abundant grace, &c. for ourselves,

heirs, and successors, do give and grant to the

said John Cawood the said office, with the fee of
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\6s. Sd. per annum, and all other profits and

advantages thereto belonging, to be entered upon
immediately after the death of the aforesaid

Reginald, and to be enjoyed by him during his

natural life, in as full and ample manner as the

said Reginald now has, and exercises that office,

&c. Given at Westminster, 29 Dec. 1553."

1553. The copie of a pistel or letter sent to

Gilband Potter, in the tyme when he was in

prison, for speaking of our most true queene's

part the lady Marv, before he had his ears cut

off the 13th of July.

1553. George Joye, or Joy, otherwise Gierke

or Clark, was, according to Bale, born near

Newnham abbey, in Bedfordshire. He studied

at Cambridge, and was some time fellow of

Peter-house college. He appears to have resided

abroad for a number of years, and to have written

several works there and likewise been the cor-

rector of the Dutch press. (See pp. 236 and 250
ante.) Fuller says, " Notwithstanding many
machinations against his life, he found his coffin

where he fetched his cradle—being peaceably

buried in his native country, 1553. His name
appears to the colophon of A Contraye Consul-

tacion, 1541.

1553, Roger Madeley. Of this printer

Ames found only a copy of verses, intitled : An
invectyve against treason. In two columns on a

half sheet, signifying the joy of the people, &c.
on the 19th of July, 1553. At the end. Finis qd.

T. W. Imprinted at Londo7i by Roger Madeley,

and are to be sold in Paules church yarde, at the

synge of the Starre. Folio.

1553. John Turke dwelt in Paul's church-

yard, at the signe of the Cocke ; and was of the

stationers' company, in 1556.

A sheet almanack and prognostication for the

year of our lord 1551, Simonis Heuringii, Saeli-

cidenis, doctor in physick and astronomy, at

Hagenaw.
1553. William Riddel was probably John

Day's servant. Some have thought the name
fictitious. He printed Two epistles, rvherin is

declared the brainsick headiness of the Lutherans,

8fc. Translated by Henry lord Strafford. 16mo.
1553. The ivhole Bible, by Miles Coverdale

dedicated to Edward VI. printed by Richard
Jugge, in folio. The character of this bible, and
the form of the points, seem to be foreign. It is

called in the title, the tvhole bible, probably be-

cause the apocryphal books, omitted in the former
edition, are inserted in this. The price affixed to

the neiv testament with notes, printed by Jugge,
4to. was 22 pence per copy in sheets.

1553, Oct. 27. The fate of Michael Servetus,

who was burnt to death by a slow fire, is an
awful instance of the truth, that the spirit of
persecution was not only exercised by the adhe-
rents of the Romish church, but infected even
those who were resisting the passive authority,

and enduring the privation of intrepid defenders
of the gospel. The history of this learned and
unfortunate man is well known. He was born
at Villanueva, in Arragon, in 1509, but was edu-
cated at Paris, where he took the degree of

doctor in medicine. The singularity and bold-

ness of his opinions created him enemies, he
therefore left Paris, and went to Lyons, where
he was employed by the Frelons, who were emi-

nent printers, as corrector of the press. From
Lyons he removed to Charlieu, and from thence

to Vienne, at the request of Peter Palmer, arch-

bishop of that city, who honoured him with his

friendship, and gave him an apartment in his

palace. His literary connections led him to

make frequent visits to Lyons, where he revised

an edition of Pagninus's Latin translation of

the Bible, which was printed in 1542, by Cas-

par Trechsel, for Hugo de la Parte. Servetus

accompanied the text with scholia, or notes,

in which he defended a number of Socinian

positions ; and prefixed a preface, in which he
concluded that the prophecies of Scripture have

no reference to Christ, but in a secondary sense.

For this work he is said to have received five

hundred livres from the booksellers who em-
ployed him. His Notes on the Bible, and his

other anti-trinitarian writings, caused him to be

arrested and imprisoned at Vienne. He, how-
ever, escaped out of prison; and designing to

settle at Naples, and exercise his profession of

medicine, imprudently visited Geneva in dis-

guise. Calvin no sooner heard of his arrival

than he denounced him to the magistrates as an
impious man, and a propagator of doctrines

dangerous to salvation. In consequence of Cal-

vin's representation he was imprisoned, and after-

wards, being brought to trial, was condemned
to be burnt alive. The dreadful sentence was
executed on this day. " He was upwards of

two hours in the fire, the wood being green,

little in quantity, and the wind unfavourable."

Petrus Angelus Manzolius, probably an Italian

who flourished about this period, wrote a poem,
which he termed the Zodiac of Human Life;

he divided it into twelve parts, each being
inscribed with the name of one of the twelve

signs, the gi'and object of which is, to teach men
the road to present and eternal happiness.

The many sarcasms entertained in this work
against the pope, the cardinals, and the church
of Rome, caused the Catholics to place it in the

first rank of heretical books in the index Ex-
purgatoriu^. Had the author lived long enough,
he would have been burnt alive ; for the Catho-
lics took up his body from the grave, and to

punish the author for what he had written against

them, reduced it to ashes. The poem is really

a fine one, and deserves to be more generally

known. Bibliographical Dictionary, printed by
J. Tomgesius, 1566. 16mo.

1553, Pope Julius III.* by an edict ordered

inquiry to be made after the Talmudical volumes
of the Jews ;f and all the copies that could be

* Jean Marie du Mont, pope Julius III., died March 23,
1556.

t The Jerusalem Talmud was printed at Venice, by
Daniel Bomberg, about 1523, in one vol. folio, and ailer-

wards with marginal notes at Cracow, in 1609, The
Babylonish Talmud has been printed seveial times ; at
Venice, in l620,folio ; and in quarto, atAmsterdam, in l644.

k
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met with, in all the cities of Italy, to be seized

and burnt, whilst they were celebrating the

feast of Tabernacles in September of this year;

when, according to the calculation of the In-

quisition, 12,000 volumes of the Talmud were
committed to the flames by order of Julius's

successor, Paul IV. Leusdeni Philolog.

1554. George Willer, whom some impro-
perly call Tiller, and others Walter, a bookseller

at Augsburg, who kept a large shop, and fre-

quented the Frankfort fairs, first fell upon the

plan of causing to be printed every fair a cata-

logue of all the new books, in which the size, and
printers' names were marked. Willer's catalogues

were printed till the year 1592, by Nicol Bassaeus,

a printer at Frankfort. Other booksellers, how-
ever, must have soon published catalogues of the

like kind, though that ofWilier continued a long

time to the principal. In all those catalogues,

which are in quarto, and not paged, the follow-

ing order is observed. The Latin books occupy
the first place, beginning with the protestant,

theological works, perhaps, because Wilier was
a Lutheran ; then come the catholics ; and after

these books of jurisprudence, medicine, philoso-

phy, poetry, and music. The second place is

assigned to German books, which are arranged
in the same manner.*

1554, Mai/. Greenwich. A small tract pub-
lished during the reign of queen Mary, purports

to have have been printed here : it is entitled,

A faythfull Admonycion ofa certen treive pastor

and prophets sent unto the Germanes, &c. now
translated into Inglyssh, &c. 12°. At the end,

on signature K. iii. we read, Imprynted at Grene-
ivych by Conrade Freeman, in the month ofMay
1554. But the types, spelling, &c. all prove the

volume to have been executed in Switzerland or

the Low Countries. A copy of it may be seen

in the Bodleian library.

—

Dr. Cotton.

1554, July 25. Queen Mary was married to

Philip of Spain.f In the grand marriage pro-

cession, which took place in the city of London,
they passed the conduit in Gracechurch-street,

which was finely painted, and on which were
represented the nine worthies, of which king
Henry VIII. was one. He was painted " in

harness," having in one hand a sword, and in

the other a book, on which was w^ritten Verbum
Dei {the word of God,) which he was delivering

* In Beckmann's History of Inventions, vol. iii. pp. 125

—135, is an interesting account relative to book catalogues.

t In 1555, John Wayland printed The account of the

arrival, and landyng, and most noble marryage of the

mosie illustre prt/nce Philppe, prynce of Spaine, to the

most excellent princes Mary quene of England, solemnisated

in the citie of Winchester ; and how he was recyeued and
installed at Windsore, and of his tHumphyng entries in the

noble citie of London, Sec. The following is a description

of the prince from the above work:—"Of visage he is

well favoured, with a broad forehead, and grey iyes,

streight nosed, and manly countenance. From the fore-

head to the point of hys chynne, his face groweth small,
his pace is princely, and gate so streight and upright, as
he loseth no inch of his hi^hte, with a yeallowe berde

;

ai-me, legge, and every other limme to the same, as nature
cannot worke a more parfite paterne ; and as I have
learned, of the age of xxviii years, whose majesty I judge
to be of a stoute stomake, pregnant witted, and of most
j entel nature."

to his son Edward. This representation occa-
sioned the painter considerable trouble, for the
bishop of Winchester sent for him, and calling

him villain and iraifor, angrily told him, that he
had summoned him by order of her majesty, and
that he should rather have put the book into the
queen's hand, for she had reformed the church
and religion, with other things, according to the
pure and sincere word of God. After making
an apology, the painter was ordered to deface
the book and its title, and then dismissed. This
order the painter executed so completely, that
Fox remarks, " that fearing lest he should leave
some part of the book, or Verbum Dei in king
Henry's hand, he wiped away a piece of his

fingers withall."

1554. Christian Wechel, a celebrated

printer at Paris, and the father of a family of
printers, is said to have become professionally

known about the year 1522. Between that

period and 1554, he executed numerous impres-
sions, in the French, Latin, and Greek, and some
also in the Hebrew language. He first prac-
tised the art under the distinction of the

Scutum Basiliense, or arms of Basil, which was
perhaps his native city ; and afterwards sub
Pegaso, which became the hereditary device of

the family.

Each book of Wechel's Grammatica Grceca of

Gaza, anni 1629, is printed separately, with a
distinct title. At the end of the fourth book, a
specimen is given of the Greek and Latin text in

double columns in the same page, after the plan
of Conrad Gesner ; which method, as Maittaire

observes, was not yet common in French impres-

sions. Christian Wechel gave to the public

many of the Opuscula of Galen, as well in the

original Greek as in diff'erent Latin versions. He
was remarkable for publishing select parts of

Greek authors of every description, which he
thought promoted the sale. He was esteemed by
Erasmus, some of whose works he first intro-

duced to the public. Gesner inscribed to him
the thirteenth book of his Pandects, Tiguri,

1548. He deems him worthy of being numbered
among the most renowned typographers of

his age. Wechel is also said to have been

brought into trouble in 1534, for having sold a
treatise of Erasmus, De eso interdicto carnium,

which had been censured by the divines of

Paris. He exercised however his profession at

Paris apparently with success, till the year 1554,

as we have said : and then died, leaving his

establishment to Andrew his son.

1554. In the Oppenheimer library is a book

executed at Adrianople, a fine city of European
Turkey, executed by the Jews. The publica-

tion of the scriptures either in the original lan-

guages, or in more modern versions, was not

confined to those states in which Christianity

was the acknowledged religion of the land, since

we find the Jews who had been driven by perse-

cution to take refuge under infidel governments,

establishing printing presses in various places,

particularly at Constantinople and Thessalonica.

In 1522, Samuel ben David Nachmias, a cclc-

i
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brated printer of Constantinople, published the

Hehrew Pentateuch^ Megilloth, and Haphtaroth*
with the Targunis and Jeioish Commentaries, in

folio. In 1546, a Polyglott Pentateuch, in fol.

w£is printed in the same city, by Eliezer Berab
Gerson Soncinatis. It contained the Hebrew
text, the Tarjvum of Onkelos, the Persic version

of R. Jacob F. Joseph Tavos, or Tusensis, the

Arabic version of Saadias Gaon, and the rab-

binical Commentary of Rashi, or R. Solomon
ben Jarchi. The book of Exodus of this Poly-

glott, bears date 1545. In 1547, there was
another Polyglott Pentateuch published from the

same press, with the Hebrew text; the old

Spanish version for the refugee Spanish Jews

;

the modern Greek, as used by the Caraites of

Constantinople, who do not understand Hebrew;
and the Targum and Commentary, as in the

former editions. In 1516, the Pentateuch and
Megilloth, in Hebrew, with the Targum and
Rabbinical CV>wi?n^>i^ar?/, were printed at Thessa-
lonica; in 1517, Joh, in Hebrew and Chaldee;
in 1522, and several times subsequently, the

Psahns, in Hebrew, with Rabbinical Commen-
taries ; and in 1535 the Prior Prophets, (as the

Jews denominate Joshua, Judges, Samuel, and
Kings, with the Commentary of R. Kimchi.
Le Long (edit. Masch) mentions some few
other portions of the Hebrew Scriptures pub-
lished by the Jews of Constantinople and Thes-
salonica, about the same time.

1554, July. A goodly letter sent too tkefayeth-
full in London, Newcastell, Barwyke, and to all

other loithin the realme of England, that love the

eomminge of oure Lorde Jesv^, by Jhon Knox.
Imprinted at Rome before the castle of S. Angel,
ut the sign of sainct Peter, in the moneth of July,
in the year of our Lord 1554. A confession and
declaration of praters added thereto, by Jhon
Knox. H. Singleton's rebus at the end. 12mo.

In the same year we find an admonition by
M. John Knox to the faithfull. Printed at

Ralykow, the 20th day of July. Cum privilegio,

ad imprimendum solum. Twelves.
1554. We have already noticed (page 83,

<inte) that by the authority of the lord mayor
and court of aldermen, the stationers were
formed into a guild, or fraternity, and had their

ordinances made for their good government of

the fellowship, as appears by a memorial pre-
sented by the company to the lord mayor and
court of aldermen, in 1()45 ; in which they state
that their brotherhood, or corporation, had then
been governed by wholesome ordinances for the
space of two hundred and forty years. Thus
constituted, they regularly assembled under the

* The Megilloth is the term applied by the Jews to that
portion of the sacred writings which includes Ruth,
Esther, Ecclesiastes, Lamentations, and Solomon's Songs,
the Haphtaroth are fifty-four chapters or lessons selected
out of the Prophets, and read in the synagogues by the
Jews, on their sabbaths and other festivals.—See Kenni-
cotVs Disserfatiojis, Diss. 2, pp. 517, 518.

t This book of Knox's must have been printed abroad,
and not in Scotland, for he was not then in the kingdom,
nor durst he have printed it there at that time. This place
Ralykow, seems to be fictitious.

government of a master and two wardens. Their
first hall was in Milk-street;* but in 1550, it

appears that the company had begun to turn

their thoughts to a removal of their liall, an<l to

a more substantial incorporation, for in that

year the following memorandum stands in the

front of the earliest book of these records that

is preserved: "Anno, 1550, the 13 of Marche,
Master Sholmley,f of Lincolne's-inne, promised
to be of counsaill with the company of station-

ers, when they should conveniently desire it."

St. Peter's college, the place fixed on for their

new hall, was probably obtained for them by
Mr. Seres, who occupied a part of it. The com-
pany purchased the site; and, about 1553,
adapted the old building to their own purposes.

The chapel was converted into an armory and a
warehouse. It is supposed that Peter's college

stood on the spot now occupied by the garden of
the deanery of St. Paul's, at the south-west
corner of the church yard.J

The fitting up of the new hall (which was a
large building) was defrayed by the voluntary

subscriptions of the several members. Among
other benefactions, sixteen glazed windows were
contributed; and also the wainscoting both of
the parlour and the council-chamber.

A Benevolence was collected, in 1554, towards
" the charges of the hall;" and in an "Account
of money received and paid by John Cawood
and Henry Cooke, from Dec. 9, 1554, to July
18, 1557," are these entries:

" Item, receyved in monye at the gevynge up
of Mr. Barthelette and Mr. Bonham tliayre

accumpts, at the hands of the collecters,

Lviiis. \d. ob."

Several sums were also received for the oc-

casional use of the hall for different public

purposes.

1554-5. " Item, receivyd, the viii daye of

January, of the Wardmothe Inquest of Castell

Baynard Warde, for occupyinge the hall, 4s."

[This sum in subsequent years was 20^.]
" Item, recevyd for occupyinge the hall at a

wedding, 3.9. 4J.§

Another Benevolence, in 1554, towards " the

Corporation;" to which Mr. Dockwra, then
master, contributed 40s.; Mr. Cawood, 20s.;

Mr. Cooke, 35s.; Reginald Wolfe, 20s.; and
Mrs. Toye, 20s.

The building, when fitted up, consisted of a

* The company still possess two houses in Wood-street,
and three in Friars-alley and Clement's-court, in Milk-
street, built after the fire of London, on the site of their

original hall.

t Ralph Cholmondly, esq. who married Elizabeth Red-
man, widow of Robert Redman, of whom see 276 ante.

t Stowe, speaking of this part of London, says, "Then
was there the Stationers' Hall, lately builded for them, in

the place of Peter's College ; where, in the year, 1541, the
4th day of January, five men were slayne by the fall of
earth upon them, digging for a well.''

—

Nichols.

§ Many curious particulars relating to tlie uses made of
Stationers' hall, maybe found in Malone's Life of Dryden ;

and at the commencement of the last century, concerts
were frequently given in it, similar to those now common
in Hanover-sqyiarc and other places. Numbers of funeral
feasts and convivial meetings have besides been celebrated
and held there, exclusive of those peculiar to the com-
pany.

—

Nichols,

2 s
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hall, sufficiently capacious for the Wardmote
Inquest, a great parlour, a council-chamber (in

which were nine historical paintings, and at

least two portraits,) kitchen, buttery, and seve-

ral warehouses; over which were rooms let out to

different tenants; among whom were, in 1557,

^e s. d.

John Pont, who paid annually 3 3

John Walley, for one chamber 13 6
William Seres, for a cellar 4

The records of the company contain a parti-

cular account of its furniture in 1557, for which
see Nichols's Literary Anecdotes, vol. iii. p. 356.

1555, June 6. The following proclamation

was issued against printing, vending, or possess-

ing heretical books.

"Whereas dyvers books, filled both with

heresye, sedition, and treason, have of late,

and be dayly brought into this realme, out of

forreigne countrys, and places beyond the seas,

and some also covertly printed within this realme,

and caste abroad in sundry partes thereof,—the

king's and queen's majesties, doth by this thyr

present proclaymation declare and publysh to all

theyr subjects, that whosoever shall, after the

proclaymation hereof, be found to have any of

the sayd wicked and seditious books, or fynding
them, do not forthwith burne the same, without
shewing or readyng the same to any other per-

son, shall in that case bee reputed and taken for

a rebell, and shall without delaye be executed
for that offence, according to thorder of martiall

law."

Seven days after the above, the following

proclamation was issued; which after reciting

the substance of the statute of the second of

Henry IV. enjoins:—"That no person or per-

sons of what estate, degree, or condytion soever

he or they be, from henceforthe presume to

bringe, or convey, or cause to be broughte and
conveyed, into this realme anye bookes, wryt-

inges, or workes hereafter mentyoned ; that ys

to saye, any booke, or bookes, wrytinges, or

workes, made or sett fourthe by, or in the name
of Martyn Luther; or any booke, or bookes,

wrytinges, or works, made or sett forthe by, or

in the name of Oecolampadyus, Sivinglius,

John Calvyn, Pomerane, John Alasco, Bullyn-
ger, Bucer, Melancthon, Barnardinus Ochinus,
Erasmus Sarcerius, Peter Martyr, Hughe Laty-
mer, Roberte Barnes, otherwyse called Freere
Barnes, John Bale, otherwise called Freere
Bale, Justus, Jonas, John Hoper, Miles Cover-
dale, William Tyndale, Tliomas Cranmer, late

archebyshop of Canterburye, Wylliam Turner,
Theodore Basyll, otherwyse called Thomas Bea-
con, John Frythe Rove ; and the book commonly
called Halles Cronicles; or any of them in the
Latyn tonge, Duche tonge, English tonge,

Italyan tonge, or French tonge, or any other
lyke booke, paper, wrytinge, or wourke, made,
prynted, or sett forth by any other persone or
persons, conteyninge false doctryne, contrarye,
and agaynste the catholyque faythe, and the
doctryne of the catholyque chnrche. And also,

that no persone, or pei*sons presume to wryte.

prynte, utter, sell, reade, or keape, or cause to

be wrytten, &c. any of the sayde bookes, or any
booke, or books, wrytten, or printed in the Lat-

ten, or Englyshe tonge, concernynge the com-
mon service sett forth in Englyshe, to be used in

the churches of this realme, in the tyme of

Kinge Edward the VI. commonly called the

Communyon Booke, but shall wythin the space

of fyfteen dayes next after the publicatyon of

this proclamatyon, bring, or delyver, or cause

the sayd bookes, and everye of them remaync-
ing in their custodies, and kepinge, to be

broughte, and delyvered to thordinarye of the

dioces, to his chauncelloure, or commssaryes,

withoute fraude, colour, or deceipte, at the sayde

ordinaries will and disposition to be burnte, or

otherwyse to be usyde, orderyd, as by the

canons, in that case lymyted and apoynted.

And their Majestyes by this proclamatyon geveth

full power aucthorytie to all byshops, and ordy-

naryes, and all justices of peace, mayors, -&:c.

and expresslye commaundeth, that they,

and everie of theim, within their several lymyts

and jurisdictions, shall in the defaulte and neg-

lygence of the said subjects, after the sayd fyf-

tene dayes expyred, enquyer, and serche oute the

sayde bookes, wrytings, and works, and for this

purpose enter into the howse, or bowses, clossetts,

and secrete places of everye person of whatsoever

degree, being negligente in this behalf, and sus-

pected to kepe anye suche booke, wrytinge, or

workes, contrarye to this proclamatyon ."

1555. Printing introduced into the city of

Waterford, in Ireland. Three specimens of

early typography are assigned to this city ; two

of them are given by Ames, and repeated by

Herbert, upon the authority of Maunsell's cata-

logue. The first of these three rare articles is

entitled, The acquittal or purgation of the moost

catholyke Christen prince, Edwarde the VI. kyny

of Englande, Fraunce, and Irelande, Sec. and of
the Churche of England refourmed and governed

under hym, agaynstal suche as blasphemouslyand

traittorously infame hym or the sayd Churche, of
heresie or sedicion : written by John Okie, an

exile for the protestant religion under queen

Mary. It contains signature G in eights, and
has on the recto of the last leaf, Emprinted at

Vauterford the .7. daye of Novemhre, 1555.

The second is. An Epistle ivritten by John
Scory the late bishope of Chichester unto all the

faythfull that be in pryson in Englande, or in any

other trouble for the defence of Goddes trufhe.

This is a still smaller treatise, containing only

two sheets in eights, and has no other colophon

than this. Anno. 1555. But the letter, paper,

and press-work exactly correspond to those of

John Olde's work above mentioned, and the two

were unquestionably executed at the same time

and place. That place, however, says Dr. Cotton,

was not Waterford : nor, I fear, can we claim

for this city so early an acquaintance with the

* These two books, bound in one, was sold at the sale of

sir M. Sykes, for ^'19 IS*'. Copies are in the Bodleian.
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mysteries of the art of printing. At what period

tlie art was introduced, I am not prepared to say.

The third Waterford book, Dr. Cotton says,

is entered in the catalogue of Trinity college

library, Dublin, as follows : Archbishop Cranmer^s

Confutation of unwritten verities^ 8°. Waterford,

1555. This little tract, however. Dr. Cotton

further observes, is not now to be found there

;

having disappeared, probably, in company with

several other choice books, which were purloined

from the library by a coniidential servant, a few

years ago. For the part which the Waterford
presses played during the disastrous days of

1641, the reader may refer to that year, j?os<.

1556, Died., Sebastian Gryphius, a cele-

brated printer of Lyons, in France. He was a

German, and bom at Suabia, near Augsburg, in

1493. He performed the duties of his pro-

fession with so much honour as to receive the

approbation of the most learaed men. Gryphius

is allowed to have restored the art of printing at

Lyons, which was before exceedingly corrupted

;

and the great number of books printed by him
are valued by the connoisseurs. He printed

many books in Hebrew, Greek, and Latin, and
' his editions are no less accurate than beautiful.

= It was observed, that Robert Stephens was a
very good corrector, Colinaeus a very good prin-

ter, but that Gryphius was both an able printer

and corrector. He was succeeded by his son

I Anthony Gryphius, who printed a Latin Bible

in 1550, with the largest types that had then

been seen, in 2 vols, folio, and continued to

support the reputation of the family.

Francis Gryphius, a brother of the above,

was a printer at Paris, and no less celebrated in

the annals of typography. If what Peignot
says be true, Francis Gryphius did not exercise

the art beyond the year 1540; consequently the

Lexicon Grceco-Latinum jam recens in lucem
editium, 4to., might be his only Greek impres-

sion. Francis used in his Latin impressions the

roman character, and Sebastian the italic. Their
well known device was a Griffin.

1556, Died, Charlotte Guillard. "The
firstwoman," saysDelandine," who distinguished
herself in the typographic art." She espoused
successively two renowned printers; and on the

decease of the latter, she personally superintended
her presses; correcting the proofs of Latin
works, and publishing very correct editions.

Berthold Rembolt, whom we have before noticed,

was her tirst husband. In 1520, she became the
wife of Claude Chevalon, who died about 1540.
Her finest works were those which she executed
between 1542 and 1556. She herself testifies, in
the year 1552, that she had laboured in the pro-

fession fifty years.

This heroine of the art gave an impression of
the Bihlia sacra, Latine, with the notes of Joan-
nes Benedictus, and executed voluminous Latin
originals or translations of the fathers. Lodo-
vicus Lippomanus, afterwards bishop of Verona,
and at length of Bergamo, having employed
her to print his Catena SS, Patrum in Genesim,
anno 1546, was so well satisfied with the execu-

tion of it, that, when attending the council of
Trent, he came to Paris for the special purpose
of inducing her to undertake his second volume.
Catena in Exodum ; which she completed with
great elegance and beauty, anno 1555. One of

her most interesting impressions has escaped the

notice of Chevillier and of Maittaire, viz. her
fine Novum Testamentum Gr. Lat. Erasmi, 8vo,

which she executed for Bogard in 1543. The
Greek Lexicon of the professor Tusanus was at

least finished by her: having been undertaken by
Bogard, who, with his wife, died during the im-
pression. Frederic Morel for some time presided

as corrector of the press of Charlotte Guillard.

The office "sub sole aureo" maintained its high
reputation long after her decease: and in 1576,
produced in five large volumes folio, the mag-
nificent Corpus Juris civilis, of which Chevillier

speaks in terais of the highest admiration, pro-

nouncing it the most pleasing and finished speci-

men of the art that ever came under his ob-
servation.

1556. Henry II.* of France enacted, that one
copy of every book, to which the royal privilege

was extended, printed upon vellum, and hand-
somely bound, should be deposited in the royal

library of Paris. It is believed that Diana of

Poictiersf suggested the idea to the king for this

act. Under the reign of Henry II. it is that we
must look for the celebrated bindings of France
in this century. The books bound for this prince
are distinguished by his insigna, or by his initial

H. interwoven with that of his mistress Diana
of Poictiers HD. How far the taste of Grolier

may have influenced, or whether he had any
direction in the binding of the books of Henry,
is not satisfactorily determined. Eight hundred
volumes now remain, which attest the merit of
the workmen. The most splended portion of the
bindings of Henry, are those from the fine library

at Amet, erected by the accomplished Diana of
Poictiers, who in her unbounded love for books
availed herself of the devotion of two kings of
France, to enrich her own library with the
choicest treasures of theirs. When we consider
the wealth she could bestow, and her influence
over Henry, we need not wonder at the beauty
of the bindings belonging to her library. The
embellishments are in good taste, being princi-

pally composed of lines, interwoven with the
initials before referred to, bows, quivers, arrows,

and the crescent, emblems of the goddess Diana,
whose name she bore. Of the elegance of some
of her books, the binding of a copy of the French
version of the Cosmography of Sebastian Mun-
ster, in the public library of Caen, in Nonnandy,
remains as evidence. It is as splendid as it is

curious. It contains two portraits of Henry II.

and four of Holofernes on each side of the bind-
ing. In the centre of the sides are the usual
ornaments above referred to, but on the back are

* Born March 31, 1518; crowned at Rheims, July 28,
1547, died July 10, 1559, of a wound in the eye, which he
received at a tournament, with the spear of the count de
Montgomery.

t Born March 31, 1500 j died April 26, 1566.

M
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five portraits of Diana, in gilt, each within the

bands. There are also on the sides two pretty

medallions of a winged figure blowing a trum-
pet, and standing upon a chariot drawn by four

horses, with the date 1553.

At this period, it was common to decorate, not

only their common books, but books of devotion,

with the portraits of their favourite minions and
ladies in the character of saints, and even of the

Virgin Mary and Jesus. Charles V. emperor of

Germany,* however pious he effected to be, had
a missal painted for his mistress by Albert Durer,

the borders of which are crowded with extrava-

gant grotesques, consisting of apes, which were
sometimes elegantly sportive, giving clysters to

one another, and in more offensive attitudes, not

adapted to heighten the piety of the royal mis-
tress. This missal has two French verses written

by the emperor himself, who does not seem to

have been ashamed of his present.

In a missal once appertaining to the queen of
Louis XII. of France, may be seen a mitred
ape, giving its benediction to a man prostrate

before it ; a keen reproach to the clergy of those
times. But tliis practice was particularly pre-
valent in the reign of Henry Ill.f who held the
reins of government with a loose hand, and sanc-
tioned every kind of debauchery.
The images, prints, and miniatures,with which

the catholic religion has occasion to decorate its

splendid ceremonies, were frequently consecrated
to the purposes of love : they have been so many
votive offerings worthy to have been suspended
in the temple of Idalia. Pope Alexander VI.
had the images of the Virgin made to represent
some of his mistresses ; the famous Vanozza, his

favourite, was placed on the altar of Sancta
Maria del Popolo ; and Julia Famese furnished
a subject for another Virgin. Heme aflSrms,

that the statuaries made the queen of Henry III.
a model for the face of the Virgin Mary. And
also, that the Virgin Mary was generally made
to bear a resemblance to the queens of the age,
which, no doubt, produced some real devotion
among the courtiers.

The manners of our country, says D'Israeli,

were rarely tainted with this licentiousness, al-

though an innocent tendency may be observed
towards it, by examining the illuminated manu-
scripts of our ancient metrical romances : while
we admire the vivid colouring of these splendid
manuscripts, the curious observer will perceive
that almost every heroine is represented in a
state which appears incompatible with her re-

putation. Most of these works, it is believed,
were executed by French artists.

In remarking on the taste for the exterior
decorations of books, Mr. Roscoe, in his Life of
Lorenzo de Medici, says, " it is perhaps difficult

to discover, why a favourite book should not be

* Born at Ghent, February 24, 1500, declared emperor
by the electoral voices, June 29, 1529; died September 21,
1558, and was buried in the Escmial.—Refer to Robert-
son's Life of this relentless foe of the Reformation.
+ Born at Fontainbleau, Sept. 12, l66l : assassinated

July 22, 1589.

as proper an object of elegant ornament, as the
head of a cane, the hilt of a sword, or thelatchet
of a shoe.

1556. Robert Toye resided at the sign of the
Bell, in St. Paul's church yard, and was a mem-
ber of the ancient stationers' company, though
he died before they received a charter from
Philip and Mary. He is thought to have died
early in the year 1556, and the records of the
company mention that its members " received of
Mrs. toye the xij daye of ffebruary for a reward
to the companye for comynge to the buryall of
hyr husband Mr.Toye xxs." His widow seems
to have carried on his business after his decease,
from the entry of several copies of ballads allow-
ed to her, on the stationers' books, which are
entitled " to John Wallye and Mrs. Toye, these
ballets folowynge." She appears also to have con-
tributed to all tlie company's collections for their

establishment and public dinners, and to have
paid for one of the glazed windows to the hall.

In 1558 Mrs. Toye received a sole license to

print the Latin Catechism: and in 1560 she
presented her company with a new table cloth

and a dozen of napkins, after which there is not
any memorial of her until 1569, when her son
Humphrey paid £4. to the stationers, as " the
bequeste of Mrs. Elizabeth Toye, widowe."

Robert Toye printed fourteen works between
the years 1541 and 1555.

BALLADS,

Bp John Wallye and the Widow of Robert Toy.

1. Women beste whan they be at Reste.
2. I will haue a wydow yf euer I marye.
3. The Daye of the lorde ys at hande.
4. A ballet of thomalyn.
5. Betwene a ryche farmer and his daughter.
6. Of the talke betwene ij maydes.
7. The murnynge of Edwarde Duke of buckynghara.
8. A mayde that wolde mary with a seruynge man.

Whan raging loiie.

9. Who lyue so merry & make such sporte, as they that
be of the poorer sorte.

10. An Epytaph vpon the deathe of kynge Edwarde ye
sexte.

1 1. A ballet of good wynes.
12. Of the louer and the byrde.

13. To morrow shall be my fathers wake.
14. Of the Ryche man and poor lazarus.

15. A ballyt of made by nycholas baltroppe.

16. Ofwakefylde and a grene.

17. A ballett of a mylner.
18. God send me a wyffe that will do as I saye.

19. I will no more go to the plough. With another new
ballett annexed to the same.

20. Admonyssion to leaue swerynge.
21. A baUett for my solas.

22. In wynters juste retorne.

23. Yf euer I mary J will mary a mayde.
24. And in those dayes then I saye then, knaues that be

now wilbe come honest men.
25. Yt was a may in ago truly.

26. The Rose is from my garden goone.
27. 28. ij ballets : Yf Care maye crye. The sorrowes that

doth increase.

29. Of a man that wolde be vnmaryed agayne.
30. The a b c of a preste called heugh stourmy.
31. The aged mans a b c.

1556. John Reynes was an eminent printer,

bookseller, and bookbinder, who dwelt at the

sign of the George, in St. Paul's church yard,

about the year 1527, if not previous. A few

books are said to have been printed by him, and

others for him ; but there are many more that
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have his marks, and pretty devices on their

covers ; as arms and supporters of Jesus Clirist,

with these words, redemptoris mundi armi. He
was a large dealer, and bound books for others

as well as himself. The time of his death is

unknown ; Herbert could not discover any of

his works subsequent to the year 1544 ; but in

1557, he found that when John Cawood, the

servant of John Reynes, became warden of the

stationers' company, he paid " for ii new glasse

wyndowesin their hall, the one for John Reynes
his master, and the other for hymselfe," whence
he concluded that he was deceased, and that his

window was a gift or legacy to his brethren.

At the close of the wardens accounts in July,

1561, in an inventory of the company's furniture,

is " a picture of John Reynes, master to John
Cawode;" also, "a picture of John Cawode,"
but the fate of them is unknown.
The typographical devices of Reynes" were,

properly speaking, two small shields with his

initials and his monogram ; the latter of which
was as follows :

But they were commonly introduced in a large

design, which he embossed upon the covers of

his books, consisting of what are usually called
" the arms of Christ." This design is formed of

a parallelogram surrounded by double lines, and
borders ofscroll and ornamental work,and shaped
like an arch within, under which is placed a
shield charged with the emblems of Christ's

passion, at the cross, inscription and crown of

thorns ; the hammer, nails, and pincers ; the
spears, sponge, and dice ; the garment, money,
lanthom, sepulchre, &c. The escutcheon is sup-
ported by two unicorns, which stands upon a
scroll bearing the motto Redemptoris Mundi
Armi, in rude Saxon capitals. Above the shield

is a very rich full-faced black helmet, surround-
ed by a mantling, and the pillar, scourges, and
cock, as a crest. On each side of the crest are
the two shields above mentioned.

These religious ensigns are to be found in
very many Missals, Oifices, Book of Hours, both
manuscript and printed.

1556, 3fai/ 4. The Company of Stationers do
not appear to have had any authority granted
them with relation to printed books, as an in-
corporated body, till they received their first

charter from Philip and Mary of this day, by the
title of " The master and keepers, or wardens,
and commonality, of the mystery or art pf the

stationers of the city of London.* This charter
was renewed by Elizabeth, in 1588; amplified
by Charles II., in 1684; and confirmed by
William and Mary, in 1690, which is the exist-

ing charter of the company. The powers granted
to them by these charters are of such a nature as

would not be very fit to be acted upon in the

present times. They had the rights of the inqui-

sition itself over all literaiy compositions—might
search houses for any books which theij deemed
obnoxious to the state, or their ovm interests—
might enter, as often as they pleased, any place,

house, shop, chamber, or building, belonging to

any stamper, printer, binder, or seller of any
manner of books—^might seize, take away, have,

burn, or convert to their own use whatever thei/

should think was printed contrary to the form of

any statute, act or proclamation, made or to be

made! and these odious privileges were often

acted upon, as may be seen in the lives of the

early printers, and in the company's accounts.

The charter was signed by the names of

ninety-four members of the commonalty.

THOMAS DOCKWRAY, Master.

JOHN CAWOOD & HENRY COKE, Keepers or Wardens

Freemen, or

WUliam Bonham
Richard Waye
Simon Coston
Reynold Wolf
James Hollyland
Stephen Keval
John Tuik
Nicholas Taberner
Michael Ubley, alias

Michael Lobley
John Jaques
William llyddall
John Hudson
John Walley
Tliomas Duxwell
Anthony Smith
William Powell
Richard Jugge
Wm. Serres, or Seres
Robert Holder
Thomas Purfot
John Rogers
William Steward
Richard Patchet
Nicholas Borman
Ro<>er Ireland
Richard Crosse
Thomas Powell
Anthony Crolte
Richard Hyll
Alen Gamlyn
Henry Norton
Richard Lant
Henry Luttell
Andrew Hertes
Thomas Devell
John Case
William Hill

Richard Richardson
Giles Hucke
John Kynge
John Fairbarne
John Hyll
Peter Frenche
Richard Harrison
Humphry Powell
John Clerke
William Copland

Commonalty

:

William Marten
Edward Sutton
Thomas Parker
John Bonham
John Gough
John Daye
John Whitney
Simon Spylman
William Baldwyn
William Coke
John Kewell
Robert Broke
Thomas Sawyer
Charles Walley
Thomas Patenson
Thomas Mershe
Richard Tottell
Ralph Tyer
John Burtofte
William Griffith

Edward Broune
Nicholas Clifton
Richard Harvey
James Gunwell
Edward Cater
John Kele
Thomas Bylton
Thomas Maskall
William Norton
William Pychering
Richard Baldwyn
Richard Grene
Thomas Beyden
Robert Badborne
John Alday
Robert Blyth
George Brodehead
Hugh Cotisfurth
Richard Wallis
Thomas Gee
Richard Kevell, Junior
John Shereman
Thomas Skeroll
Owen ap Roger
John Tysdale
Adam Croke, and
Jolm Fox.

* An original record, intituled, " Incorporatio Artis
Stationers, in Civitatc Londonire," is preserved in the
records of the Exchequer, 2 Pars Original. 2 and 3 Philip
and Mary ; and in 5 Pars OriKinal. 3 and 4 Philip and
Mary, Rot. 36.
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The government of the company was vested

by these chartei-s, and still continues, in a master,

two wardens, and a court of assistants,* who un-

der their several charters pay £200 a year in

pensions and charitable donations ; to which

much larger sums have been added by the bene-

factions of individual members. Their trading

concerns are managed by a regular committee,

consisting of nine members ; namely, the master

and wardens for the time being, and six other

stock holders.

The expense of obtaining the charter will ap-

pear by the following extracts from their records

:

The chargis layde oute for our corporation

:

£ s. d.

Fyrste, for two tymes wrytinge of our boke
before yt was sygned by the Kynge and the

Quene's Majestie's Highness'. 18

Item, for the syngned and the prevy seale 6 6 8

Item, for the great seale 8 9

Item, for the wrytyngee and inrolynge 3

Item, for wax, lace, and examenacion 3 4

Item, to the clerkes for expedycion 10

Item, for lymnynge and for the skyn 1

Item, payd to the screvener for wrytinge of the
indentures of the surrender for the feflfers of truste

unto the Master and Wardyns of this Companye
and thayre successors 14

On this incorporation, the company obtained

from the heralds' college their armorial bearings.f

In searching after the crest, says Hansard, I

found that the visitation in 1664, recorded also

the common seal of the company ; a fac-simile

sketch is here given, as entered there, although
the seal used by the company is only the arms,
as described below.

* Consisting at present, March 2, of twenty-five mem-
bers.

—

Nichols.
Mr. Nichols says, "and a court of assistants ;" but no

such words are to be found in any one of the charters or
renewals. The assistants vfere therefore created by one of
those "ordinances, provisions, and laws," which by
clause V, of the first charter, they were empowered to
make. These bye-laws are, however, kept from the com-
monalty : they have nothing to do but to obey them.—
Hansard.

t Azure, on a chevron Or, between three Bibles lying
fessewise Gules, garnished, leaved, and clasped of the
second i.e. the clasps downwards,) an eagle rising proper,
enclosed by two roses Gules, seeded Or, barbed Vert

;from the top of the chief a demi-circle of glory, edged
with clouds proper; therein a dove displayed Argent;
oyer the head a circle of the last. Crest : on a wreath, a
Bible open proper; clasped and garnished Or. Motto:
Verbum Domini mauet in ceternum.

1556. Thomas Berthelet was the second

professor of typographer after Richard Pinson,

who enjoyed the office of king's printer, and the

first for whom a patent is extant. His salary

was four pounds yearly, and in his grant of arras,

preserved in the herald's college, he is called
" Thomas Berthelet of London, esquyre, gentill-

man." He died, as it has been ascertained from
the stationers' company, about Christmas 1656.

His residence was in Fleet-street, at the sign of

the Lucretia Romana, an elegant engraving of
which, with his own name upon a scroll, he used
as a device. Many books were printed at his

expense in Paris, and it is supposed that both he
and his widow, Margery Berthelet, employed
others to print for them in London. He printed

or caused to be printed one hundred and forty-

seven works. Thomas Powel had managed
Berthelet's business for some time previous to

his death, and at length succeeded him both in

his dwelling and his occupation.

1556. Cardinal Pole appointed commissioners
to visit the two universities, and reform them
according to the views of the papal hierarchy.

At Cambridge they burnt the bodies of Martin
Bucer and Paul Fagius, with their books and
heretical writings. At Oxford, the visitors went
through all the colleges, and burnt all the Eng-
lish Bibles, and such books as they deemed
heretical. They took up the body of Peter
Martyr's wife, and buried it in a dunghill, be-
cause having once been a nun, she broke her
vows by marriage, but her body was afterwards
taken up again in queen Elizabeth's time, and
mixed with the bones of St. Frideswide.

1556, July 31, Died, Ignatius Loyola, the
founder of the order of " The Society of Jesus,"
whence the denomination Jesu-ists, or Jesuits;

and which has been well described as " the most
political and best regulated of all the monastic
orders ; and from which mankind have derived
more advantages and received greater injury than
from any other of those religious fraternities."

Loyola died in the 65th year of his age, after

having lived to see his society spread over almost
the whole world, and possessing above one hun-
dred colleges.

Francis Xavier, called by the Roman Catho-
lics, " the Apostle of the Indies," was of a noble
Spanish family, and born in Navarre, at the
castle of Xavier, in 1506. He was the early
and faithful friend and disciple of Ignatius
Loyola. He died December, 2, 1552.

1557. Nicholas Bourman was an original

member of the stationers' company, and one of
their renter wardens, or collectors, in conjunction
with Thomas Purfoot, in 1557-58. His resi-

dence was in Aldersgate-street. He printed
four works.

1557. Henry Cooke, warden of the station-

ers' company gave ten quires of royal paper, to

make the two earliest accompt books, which
were bound at the cost of Thomas Dowkswell.
The value of the paper was Us. 8d.

1557. Several of the learned exiles who had
fled from England during the reign of Mary,
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engaged in a new English translation of the

Bible, and in this year published theiV^w Testa-

ment^ in a small 12mo., with the following title

:

The Newe Testament of our Lord Jestis Christ,

conferred diligently with the Greke, and best ap-

proved translations. Printed at Geneva^ by Con-

rad Badius, MDLVII. 8vo. This was the first

edition in the English language which contained

the distinction of verses hy numerical figures,

after the general manner of the Greek Testament

published by Robert Stephens, in A.D. 1551,

with this difference, that Stephens placed his

figures in the margin, whereas, the Genevan
editors prefixed theirs to the beginning of minute
subdivisions,withbreaks,afterourpresentmanner.

1557. The following is the expense of the

first public dinner held at stationers' hall, and
is thus preserved in the records of the company.

The charges of our denner as followeth ; that

is to say, v
se s. d.

Item, payd for 18 dosyn of breade 118
Item, paj-d for a barrell of stronge bere 9
Item, payd for a barrell of double bere 5 4

Item, payd for a stande of ale 3

Item, payd for 20 galons of wyne 1

Item, payd for ll galons of Frenshe wyne*.. II

Item, payd for 371b. of beffe 4 7
Item, payd foi 4 loynes of vele 4 8

Item, payd for a quarter of vele 2

Item, payd for 1 1 neckes of motton 6 6

Item, payd for 2 loynes of motton 2

Item, payd for 9 raary-bones 2 4

Item, payd for 25lb. of suette 4

Item, payd for 38 punde of butter 9 8

Item, payd for 2 freshe samons 1 3 2

Item, payd for 4 dosyn. of chekyns I 1

Item, payd for 3 bushells 3 peckes of flowre.

.

17 4

Item, payd for 20 pounde of cherys 8 4

Item, payd for -20 capons of grayse 2 13 4

Item, payd for 20 capons to boyle 1 2 8

Item, three capons of grese 9
Item, payd for 18 gese 1 4

Item, payd tor 3 gese 4 6

Item, payd for 3 dosyn of rabbetts' 10 6

Item, payd for 6 rabbetts 1 10

Item, payd for 2 galons of creme 2 8

Item, payd for bakynge of20 pastyes ofvenyson 18
Item, payd forbakyngeof 16 chekynpyes. . .. 14
Item, payd for salte 1

Item, payd for venygar 1

Item, payd for vergis 1 1

Item, payd for musterde 4

Item, payd for gosebiiryes 10

Item, payd for a baskett 3

Item, payd for 10 dosyn of trenchers 1 9
Item, three dosyn of stone crusys 3

Item, payd for tappes 1

Item, payd for a pottie pycher 2
Item, payd for 2 stone potts 2
Item, payd for pack thryde 1

Item, payd for a hundreth of faggots 4 4
Item, payd halfe a thousand of bellets 4 4
Item, payd for 1 2 sacks of coles 7 6
Item, payd for flowres and bowes 1 3
Item, payd for garlands I

Item, payd for the carver 2
Item, payd to the minstrelles 10

Item, payd to the battlers 6 8
Item, payd to the coke l 3 4
Item, payd to the under cokes to drink 3

* In 1552, an act was passed that the Guienne and Gas-
coigne wines were to be sold at eightpence a f^aUon ; and
no wines were i\> exceed the price of one shilling the gal-
lon. To restrain luxury, it was at the same time enacted,
that no person, except those who could expend one hundred
marks annually, or was worth one thousand marks, or was
the son of a duke, marquis, earl, viscount, or baron of the
realm, should keep in his house any vessel of wine, for his
family use, exceeding ten gallons, under the penalty of
ten pounds.

dB e. d.

Item, payd to water berer o 3 lo

Item, for 3 porters that carried over meat ..006
Item, payd to the smythe o 2
Item, paydforthehyreofSgarnesheofvessell 2
Item, payd for hundredth and 24 eggs 4
Item, payd for 2 strayners 3

The spyce as folowethe :

Item, payd for 2lb. and a quarter of pepper . . 6
Item, payd for a quarte of pound of cloves ..014
Item, payd for 4 pounde of datts 4
Item, payd for 5 punde of currans 1 3
Item, payd for 24 pounde of prunys* 3 8
Item, payd for safferon 9
Item, payd for gynimon and gynger 3 8
Item, payd for a pounde of greate reasons ..002
Item, payd for lOlb. of curse sugar 8 4
Item, payd for 81b. of whyte suger 8
Item, payd for large mayse 1 8
Item, payd for small mayse 1 8
Item, payd for a punde of beskets&caiywayes 4 6
Item, a rewarde for bryngynge of a syde of

venyson 9
Item, payd for p'scan'ce 8
Item, payd for wafers 5

Item, payd for epycrys 4 galons 1 3

1557. Thomas Green, a journeyman to John
Wayland, printer, who lived at the sign of the
Blue Garland, in Fleet-street, was imprisoned
and whipt at the Grey Friars, by order of Dr.
Story, for being concerned in printing a book,
called Antichrist ; he likewise confessed that
John Bean, an apprentice to Richard Tottle,

had also got a copy of it.

1558. John Wayland was both a citizen and
a scrivener of London, and resided at the sign of
the Blue Garland, in Fleet- street, in 1541 ; he
removed to the sign of the Sun against the Con-
duit. He stiles himself " Allowed Printer ;"

Ames attributes this to his having obtained a
patent from queen Mary forprinting PrayerBooks,
&c. dated the 24th of October, 1553. Wayland
took care to print this patent in several of his

books; and Bagford says, he had another fur

seven years, dated the 26th day of July, 1557—
He printed in the whole twenty-seven works.

1558 Richard Adams was presented by the
executors of Richard Kele, to be made free of
the stationers' company. He printed an account
in metre of the suffering members of Jesus
Christ in the time of queen Mary, by Thomas
Brice. Having printed it without license, he
was fined \s. This was before Fox's account

;

he also printed two other works.

1558. The parishioners of Mere in Wiltshire,

purchased a copy of the English Bible which
cost them \Qs. 8d. and, as was then common,
ordered to be chained in the chancel of the

church.

1558. A spark of friendship, and ivarm good
will ; with a poem, concerning the commodity of
sundry sciences ; especially conceiming paper, and
a mill lately set up neer Dartford by a high

German, called Mr. Spilman, jev^eller to the

queenes majesty. Dedicated to sir Walter Ra-
leigh. London, 1558, again in 1688.

* " This and some other articles," Mr. Steevens faceti-

ously observes, " will account for the following entry on
the same books in the year 156o ;

" Item, payde for makyng
elene the 7>reB^e, by Mr. Jugge and Mr. Judson, "which
conteynad 12 tonne, the 28th day of December, ^ei 6s. sd.
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1558, Nov. 17, Died Mary, queen of England,

after a short and unfortunate reign of tive years,

five months, and eleven days, in her forty-third

year, being born at Greenwich, February 8, 1516,

Notwithstanding the wretched situation of the

public under queen Mary's horrid persecutions,*

which bigotry was carrying into execution, poetry

assumed a higher tone. A poem was planned,

though not fully completed, which sheds no com-
mon lustre on the dark interval between Surry

and Spencer. This poem was entitled A Mirror

for Magistrates,f which contains many proofs of

a vigorous fancy, and many splendid passages,

and in the composition of it more writers than

one were concerned. Its primary inventor, how-
ever, and most distinguished contributor, was

Thomas Sackville, afterward lord Buckhurst

and earl of Dorset. The object of the Mirror

for Magistrates, was to make all the illustrious

but unfortunate characters in our history to pass

in review before the poet, who descends, like

Dante, into the infernal regions, and is con-

ducted by Sorrow. A poetical preface, called an

Induction, and one legend, which is the Life of

Henry Stafford, duke of Buckingham,! were the

only parts executed by Sackville. The comple-
tion of the whole was recommended by him to

William Baldwyn, before-mentioned,who carried

it into execution with the assistance of Thomas
Churchyard, Phayer, Skelton,Seagers,and Caryl.

Among these finishers of the Mirror for Magis-
trates, Ferrers was the most eminent in point of

abilities, but the greater number of legends were
written by Baldwin. Another poet of this period

was Richard Edwards, who was employed in

some department about the court, and whose
principal work was the Paradise of Daintie
Devises. What chiefly entitles him to be noticed

with respect is, that he was one of the earliest of

our dramatic writers after the refonnation of the

British stage. William Forrest brings up the

poets, but with no degree of splendour. He com-
posed in octave rhyme, apanegyrical history of the

life of queen Catherine, the iirst wife of Henry

* Amongst those who suflfered in this reign, was John
Rogers, a prebendary of St. Paul's, and commonly called
the proto-martyr : he was biuned at Smithfield, February
4, 1554. Hugh Latimer, bishop of Worcester, and Nicho-
las Ridley, bishop of London, were burned in the front of
Baliol college, Oxford, October 16, 1555. Thomas Cran-
mer, ai-chbishop of Canterbury, suffered the like fate at
Oxford, March 21, 1556. John Hooper, bishop of Glouces-
ter, where he was burnt, February 9, 1555. Petroline
Massey was burnt for heresy, at Guernsey, July 18, I557.

"The said Massey's m/ffwi breaking violently out of the
mother's womb into the fire, was taken out thereof, and
presently thrown in again and burnt." Joan Waste, a poor
blind woman of Derby, was biunt alive in that town,
August 1, 1556, being then about twenty-two years of age.
Another victim in this reign was sir TJriomas Wyatt, who

joined in the efforts to place lady Jane Grey on the throne,
was condemned and executed for high treason, April 11,

1554, in the thirty-fourth year of his age. He was the
eldest son of sir Thomas Wyatt, the cotemporary and
friend of the earl of Surry, whose poems sufficiently attest
the variety and scope of his abilities ; and like those of his
friend Surry, are free from the slightest impurity of thought
or expression. His prose is also forcible and clear, and
occasionally animated and elegant. He died October li,
1542, in the thirty-ninth year of his age.

t Printed by Thomas Marshe in the years 1559, 1563,
1571, and 1575, 4to.

t Beheaded at Salisbury, by order of Richard III.

VIII. His greatest praise was his skill in mus
and his having collected the choicest compositions

of his cotemporaries. The only Scotch poet we
shall now take notice of, is Alexander Scot, the
Anacreon of his time. If the age in which he
lived be considered, his pieces are correct and
elegant. He wrote chiefly upon subjects of love,

and stands at the head of the ancient minor poets
of Scotland.

Amongst the writers of this reign, sir John
Cheke is deserving of notice. He was born at

Cambridge, in the year 1514, and educat(!d at

St. John's college, where he took his degree in

arts, and was appointed professor of Greek, in

which station he laboured in reforming the mode
of pronouncing that language. But Gardiner,

bishop of Winchester, thinking the innovation

was allied to heresy, prohibited any deviation

from the old corruption. He became tutor to

prince Edward, and provost of King's college,

and received the honour of knighthood. Queen
Mary sent him to the Tower for his adherence to

lady Jane Grey. In 1554, he was set at liberty,

and went abroad, but his estate was confiscated.

In 1555 he was seized at Brussels,and conveyed
to London, and committed again to the tower,

where he was informed by the priests who
attended him that he must either recant or burn.

He had not resolution enough to endure martyr-
dom, and made a solemn submission in presence
of the queen and the court. The shame of this

preyed upon his spirits, and he died of grief, 1557.

He wrote the Hurt of Sedition against the Insur-

gents, in 1549. Epistles on the Death of Bucer.
De Pronunciatione Grcecce posissimom Lingua;
Disputationes, Basil, 1555. De Superstitione ad
regum Henricum ; and other learned works.

Thomas Wilson, originally a fellow of King's
college, Cambridge, published a system of rhe-

toric and logic in English. He also translated

the three Olynthiacs, and the four Philippics of
Demosthenes, from the Greek into English.

—

The system of Rhetoric was first printed in the
reign of Edward VI. and again in 1560. The
Olynthiacs and Philippics were printed in 1570.
Lond. 4to.

The foreign writers deserving of notice at this

period, are John de la Casa, and Peter Aretin :

John de la Casa, who died in 1556, was ac-

counted -one of the most elegant of the Italian

writers, and his Latin poetry is very fine. His
principal performance is the Galateo, or Art of
Living in the World; besides which, he wrote
some beautiful Italian poems, the lives of cardi-

nal Contarini and Bembo, and other works col-

lected at Venice, in 5 vols. 4to. 1728., Casa was
born at Florence, in 1503, and e'flucated at

Bologna.
Peter Aretin, called the scourge of princes,

was born at Arezzo, about 1491, and died in

1556. He was so dreaded for his satirical

powers, that crowned heads courted his friend-

ship ; on which he caused a medal to be struck,

on one side of which he is represented with this

inscription. The Divine Aretin, and on the

reverse he is seated on a throne, receiving the
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oblation of princes. He wrote many obscene

and irreligious pieces ; but in his latter days he

repented of his follies, and employed himself in

writing devotional tracts.

It is generally believed, that the reformation of

religion in England, was immediately succeeded

by a flourishing state of letters. But this

was by no means the case. For a long time

afterwards, an effect quite contrary was pro-

duced. The reformation in England was com-
pleted under the reign of Edward VI.: the rapa-

cious courtiers were perpetually grasping at the

rewards of literature, which being discouraged,

or despised by the rich, was neglected by those of

moderate fortunes. Avarice and zeal were at

once gratified in robbing the clergy of their

revenues, and in reducing the church to its primi-

tive apostolic state of purity and poverty. The
ministers of this abused monarch, by these arbi-

trary, dishonest, and imprudent measures, only

provided instruments, and furnished arguments,

for restoring in the reign of Mary, that religion

which they professed to destroy. In everyone of

the sacrilegious robberies, the interest of learning

also suffered. By thus impoverishing the eccle-

siastical dignities, they countenanced the cla-

mours of the Catholics, who declared that the

Reformation was apparently founded on tempo-

ral views, and that the Protestants pretended to

oppose the doctrines of the church solely with a

view that they might share in the plunder of its

revenues. Roger Ascham, in a letter to the

marquis of Northampton, dated 1550, laments

the ruin of grammar schools throughout Eng-
land ; and predicts the speedy extinction of the

universities through the rapaciousness of the

courtiers. A favourite nobleman of the court

occupied the deanery and treasureship of a ca-

thedral, with some of its best canonries ; and in

this century, it was no uncommon thing for

church livings, the revenues of abbeys, and even

of bishoprics, to be given away with young ladies

as a portion.

Queen Mary* was herself eminently learned

;

but her accomplishments in letters were darkened

or impeded by religious prejudices. At the

desire of queen Catherine Par, she translated

in her youth Erasmuses Paraphrase of St.

John. Many of her letters are to be found in

various publications, and particularly in Hearne's

Sylloge Epistolarum. Mary countess of Arun-
del, who translated from English into Latin

The Wise Sayings and Eminent Deeds of the

emperor Alexander Severus, and from Greek into

Latin, Select Sentences of the Seven Wise Grecian

Philosophers^. Lady Joanna Lumley, and lady

Mary Howard, duchess of Norfolk, the daugh-
ters and coheiresses of Henry Fitzallan, earl of

Arundel. The first of them translated, from the

Greek, three orations of Isocrates, and the Iphi-

genia of Euripides ; and the other made a ver-

sion, from the same language, of Certain ingeni-

* In the household expenses of queen Mary, March 1,

1554, a gift of fifteen shillings amonp^ the yeoman of the
guard, for bringing a leek to her grace, on St. David's
day.

ous Sentences collected out of various authors.

Three sisters, lady Anne, lady Margaret, and
lady Jane Seymour, wrote four hundred Latin

distiches upon the death of the queen of Navan-e,

sister to Francis I.,* which were translated into

Greek, French, and Italian, and were celebrated

abroad, long after they had been forgotten in

England. Lady Elizabeth Fane may be added

to the list, as having written several psalms, and
pious meditations and proverbs, in the English

tongue.

The books that were printed in the reign of

Edward and Mary, were nearly of the same
kind with those which have formerly been

mentioned. Controversial works, and devotional

pieces, were the principal occupiers of the press

in an age which was so deeply engaged in re-

ligious inquiry. Romances and poetry were not

entirely forgotten. Cato^s Moral Distichs were

published in the original, with notes, by Richard
Taverner; and there were a few translations

from ancient writings. It is rather a curious

circumstance in the classic history of the times,

that the second book of the Eneid was translated

into Greek verse by George Etherige, a physician

at Oxford, and professor of the Greek language
in that university.

In so short and agitated a period, many lite-

rary foundations could not be expected ; two
colleges were, however, founded at Oxford:

—

Trinity college, by sir Thomas Pope,f an emi-

nent citizen, and lord mayor of London, in the

year 1554. The founder, in his constitution,

principally inculcates the use and necessity of

classical literature. St John's college was re-

founded in 1557, by sir Thomas White, alder-

man, and lord mayor of London, who appropri-

ated part of the wealth accumulated by industry

and success in mercantile pursuits, to the estab-

lishment of this college. The library of St.

John's,! is one of the largest andvbest furnished

in the university, and contains a valuable collec-

tion of books, manuscripts, and antiquarian

curiosities. In spite of every obstacle, it is

pleasing to reflect, that on the whole, during the

reign of Mary, the light of learning continued

to break in upon our island ; and though it was

indeed, for awhile, only the dawn of the morn-

ing, it promised to lead on to a more perfect

day.

The accession of Mary to the throne revived

the expectations of the catholics, and the per-

* Margaret de Valois died December 2, 1549. She was
first married to Charles, last duke of Alencon, who died

in 1525 ; her second husband was Henry d'Albert, king of

Navarre. She stood pre-eminent both as an authoress

and protector of literature, and was celebrated for her

beauty and wit. Inscriptions were composed, and medals
struck, to her honour.

t Died January 29, 1559-

t In an old account book of St. John's college, Cam-
bridj^e, for the year 1559, is this entry :—" For chains for

the books in the library, 3s." Again, in 1560, " For chain-

ing the books in the library, 4s." And among the articles

for keeping the universitie librarie, Maic, 1582, "If any
chaine, clasps, rope, or such like decay, happen to be, the

sayd keeper to signify the same unto the v. chancellour

within three days after he shall spy such default, to the

end that the same may be amended."
2 T
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foiinance of Mysteries and Miracles l)ecame

again tlie medium of instruction. In the year

1556, a goodly stage play of the Passion of

Christ, was presented at the Grey Friars, in

London, on Corpus Christi day, before the lord

mayor, the privy council, and many great estates

of the realm. Strype also mentions, under the

year 1557, a stage play at the Grey Friars, of the

Passion of Christ, on the day that war was pro-

claimed in London against France, and in

honour of that occasion. On Saint Olave's day,

in the same year, the holiday of the church, in

Silver-street, which is dedicated to that saint,

was kept with much solemnity. At eight of

the clock at night, began a stage-play of goodly

matter, being the miraculous history of the l:fe

of that saint, which continued four hours, and

was concluded with many religious songs.

—

Again the boy bishop* went abroad singing in

the old fashion ; and once more his estimation

seems to have been undiminished, for on Nov.

13, 1554, the bishop of London issued an order

to all the clergy of his diocese to have a boy

bishop in procession ; and in the same year he

went about St. Andrew's, Holborn, and St. Ni-

cholas Olave's, when he was received into the

houses of many of the inhabitants, and treated

with good cheer. One of the flattering songs

which the boy bishop sung before the queen,

and which was printed, was a panegyric on her

devotion, it compared her to Judith, Esther, the

queen of Sheba, and the Virgin Mary.
1558. Roger Madeley lived at the Star, in

St. Paul's church yard. Herbert states, that he

had only seen a copy of verses of his, intitled.

An invective against treason ! in two columns, on

a half sheet, in 1553.

1558. Robert Caly, or Caley, is supposed

to have succeeded Richard Grafton, in his house

(though his ofiice of king's printer was given to

Cawood) in tjjie Grey Friars, now Christ's hos-

pital. He was free of the stationers' company.
He and Henry Caley had a license, or patent,

for printing for seven years. Twenty-one books

bear the imprint of Robert Caley, from 1553 to

1558, mostly of a religious nature.

1558. Character and Arte of short, siuift, and
secrete Wi^iting hy Character, invented by Ti-

mothe Bright, Doctor of Phisike. Imprinted at

London by J. Windet, the assigne of Tim. Bright,

1558. Cum privilegis Regice Majestatis. For-
bidding all otiiers to print the same. Mr. Douce,
who possessed a copy of this curious and scarce

little book, has observed that it is the first treatise

in our own, or perhaps any other language, on
the subject of short-hand writing. The author
certainly claims the honour of the invention in

his dedication, which is to queen Elizabeth.
—See Belo^s Anecdotes. This Timothe Bright
was also the author of various other works.

1558. The first copy entered on the books of
the stationers' company is " to William Peke-
rynge, a ballett, caWed a Ryse and Wake, 4d.''

Richard Waye was then master.

* For the institution of the boy bishop, see page 6o, ante.

s. d.

8

4 4

1558. In the records of the stationers' com-

pany is preserved " The chargis of settynge

fourthe of men to serve the queen according to

our commyssion."*
£

Item, for prest monye for 8 men o

Item, for preste monye lor 8 men more, at M.
le pece

Item, payd for 4 cappes
Item, payd for thayre meate that daye whan

thay went fourthe
Item, monye delyvered to them for thayre ne-

cessaryes 13

Item, payd for gonne powther and matche
Item, payd for thayre cundett monye at ISd.

le peee
Item, for settynge of 2 bowes
Item, payd for 2 dozyn of poynts
Item, payd to the taylor for makyng of yoelet

hooles in the jackes
Item, payd for bowe strynges
Item, payd for 3 jeckes
Item, payd for 4 swoids Oil
Item, payd for 4 dagors 8

Item, payd for a bowe and a shaffe of arrowes 4

Item, payd for 2 jackes 1 1

Item, payd for 6 gyrdelles

Item, payd for 2 homes for gonnepowther with
chargis 3

Item, payd for 6 gorgetts
Item, payd for 2 pounde of gonne powther ....

Item, payd for 2 roUes of matche
Item, payd for a hande gonne
Item, payd for 4 cappes
Item, payd for 5 payre of spynts
Item, payd to the armerer for mendynge of

harnes and a hed pece
Item, payd for 6 dozen of poynts o
Item, payd for 24 yards of whyte cotton for

souldiours cotts, at "Jd. le yarde o 14

Item, payd for 2 yardes of grene carsaye for to

garde the sayde cotts at lid. le yarde
Item, payd for makyng of the same cotts, and

red clothe for the crosses

Item, payd for mendyng of a gonne
Item, payd for mendynge of 2 dagors o

Item, payd for a bracer and a showtynge glove
Item, payd for 2 freyse jerkyns for the gonners 12

Item, payd for a payre of hose 2

Item, payd for 4 paj-re of shoyes 8

Item, payd money to them by commandemente 1

3

Item, payd for meate and drynke for them that

daye 2

Item, payd for lede to make pellets

Item, payd for bowe stryuges
Item, payd to them for cundett moneye, ac-

cordynge to commandemente 14

Item, payd for 2 pursis for thayre pelletts

Item, payd for a lynke to lead them from Leaden-
hall to the Towre

Item, payd for 2 back e bylles 2

Item, pay for 2 newe keyes with one new locke,

and mendynge of the old lockes

2

6
3
13

1

1

3 8

10

4

4

1559. A collection was gathered of the com-
pany of stationers', by the commandment of the

lorde maior and aldermen, for the house of
Brydewell.

1559. Sunday, Jan. 15. At the coronation of

queen Elizabeth, which took place on this day ;

her progress was marked by superb pageants.

On her arrival at Temple-bar, Gogmagog and
CorinaeuSjf two giants, were seen over the gate,

a lable, whereon was written, in Latin verse,

" the effect of all the pageants which the city

* These entries, extracted by the late George Steevens,
Esq., were printed in the Illustrations of the Manners and
Expenses of Antient Times in England, in the \5th, l6th,

and 17th Centuries, 1797; a ^ork now become exceed-
ingly rare.

—

Nichols.

t For an account of these worthies of the city of London
see Hone's Mysteries, p. 262.
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had before erected." When she was solemnly

conducted through the city of London, a boy,

who personated Truth, was let down from one

of the triumphal arches, and presented her with

a copy of the bible, which she received in the

most gracious manner, placing it in her bosom,

and declaring, that, amidst all the costly tes-

timonies which the citizens had that day afforded,

of their attachment, this present was far the most

precious and the most aGcei)table. When, upon
her having given liberty to the prisoners,who were
confined on account oi' religion, she was told by

one Rainsford, that he had a petition to present

to her, in behalf of other prisoners, called Mat-
thew, Mark, Luke, and John; she readily

replied, that she must consult the prisoners

themselves, and learn of them whether they

desired that liberty which he had asked for

them. Bishop Jewel, in a private letter to his

friend, Bullinger, dated May 22, 1559, observes,

" that queen Elizabeth refuses to be called the

head of the church, as it was a title that could

not justly be given to any mortal."

At length we are come to a reign of distin-

guished importance in the history of Great

Britain. Never, perhaps, was the accession of

any princess the subject of such keen and lively

interest to a whole people as that of Elizabeth

.

For the honour of what is usually called the

weaker sex, this reign was that of a woman.
The first instance, and the immediately pre-

ceding instance, of female government in our

country, had not recommended that part of the

English constitution which rendered the crown
heredi table by women ; but the second amply
justified this rule of succession ; and shewed that

a salique law* would not universally be useful

;

for queen Elizabeth ruled with a wisdom and
glory which few men have attained- As a woman
she had many faults, but as a sovereign her

splendour was truly great. Her administration

of foreign affairs, in circumstances of peculiar

embarrassment and danger, was wise and vigor-

ous ; and her solicitude to promote the general

prosperity of her subjects was steady and per-

severing. In her reign the genius of English-

men awoke from torpidity, which had too much
depressed it in the preceding reigns, and dis-

played itself in noble exploits and manly exer-

tions. In a variety of views, the lustre of litera-

ture in the period of queen Elizabeth was equal

to its lustre in other respects. It may be truly

said, that her reign was a reign of knowledge
and learning, as well as of political wisdom and
military glory.f

1559. James Burrel resided " without the

north gate of Paules, in the corner house of

Paternoster-row, opening into Cheapside." He

* By the salique law no female can succeed to the crown.
It is in force in France, and is the subject of the present
dispute in Spain.

t The reigns of Elizabeth and Anne, form the brightest
annals of English literatme. May the reign of Victoria I.

be as resplendent in the advancement of knowledge, and
as glorious and happy in the prosperity of her people.
She ascended the throne upon the death of her uncle,
William IV. June 19, 1837, agod 18 years and 23 days.

printed A Godly and loholesome preservative

against desperation, &c. 8vo. Cum privilegio.

1559, June 23, IMed Thomas Dockwray, who
was master of the company of stationers, 1554,

1 557. He gave to the company one glass win-

dow * in their new hall, and " a spone of sylver-

parcel gilt." He was master from December,
1554 to July, 1558; and was buried in St.

Faith's church, with this epitaph

:

Here under thys stone restythe, in the mercy of God,

the body of Master Thomas Dockwray, Notary,

late one of the Proctors of the arches,

Cytezen and Stacyoner of London,

and Anne his wyffe.

Which Thomas deceased the xxiii daye of June, an. mdlix
And the said Ann deceasyd the .... day

Whose death have you in remembrance,

calling to God for mercy.

1559, Sept. 22. Died, Robert Stephens, the

celebrated printer of Paris, upon whom De Thou,
the distinguished historian, passed the following

merited eulogium. " Not only France, but the

whole Christian world, owes more to him than

to the greatest warrior that ever extended the

possessions of his country ; and greater glory has

redounded to Francis I. by the industry alone of

Robert Stephens, than from all the illustrious,

warlike, and pacific undertakings in which he

was engaged." He was born in the year 1503.

Concerning the juvenile history of this very

zealous typographer and eminent scholar, no

* The introduction of glass windows in England, will

not, perhaps, be uninteresting to many of our readeis.

That the use of glass, for many purposes, was known in

this country long previously to the arrival of the Normans,
cannot be doubted for a moment. Among the Romans,
we find it principally applied in beads, urns, cups, and
paterae ; and in one instance, probably to be assigned to

the same period, we read of a glass coffin. William of

Malmesbury tells us, that at Weremouth, in the county of

Durham, Benedictus Biscop built two churches, one dedi-

cated to St. Peter, the other to St. Paul ; adding, " The
readers of his life will admire his industry in bringing over

numbers of books, and first introducing into England build-

ers in stone, and glass windows. Before that time, the

windows had been made of fine linen,orlatticed wood work.

Such are the first instances of the introduction of glass

into churches, although the rarity of its use for many
centuries may be gathered from the following particulars

:

Gnnton, inhis History of Peterborough, says, that " Robert

de Lindesey beautifyed above thirty of the windows of

Peterborough cathedral with glasses, which had been be/ore

only stuffed with straw." In the computus of Bolton ab-

bey, 1299, quoted by Dr. Whitaker, there arc various

charges that occur for glass windows, building, timber,

&c. So late as 1483, among the privy seals of Richard

III. we read of a payment of five pounds to the piior of

Carlisle, which the king gave toward the making of a glass

window: and the glazing of some of tlie windows of

King's college chapel is said to have been paid for by a
fine. Bishop Percy, however, from the total silence

throughout the Northumberland Household Book, with

regard to glass, was led to believe that this very beautiful

and useful material, though applied to the decoration of

churches, was not, even so late as the beginning of the

sixteenth century, very commonly used either in the

dwelling-houses of the better order, or castles. The fol-

lowing memoranda, if they do not militate against bishop

Percy's opinion, at least add something to our illusti-ations

on the subject :—One of the great hostels of Oxford, which
were at that period little more than ordinary houses, from
the circumstance of its having glass windows, was called

Gluzen Hall. We have the following anecdote in Fabyun's

CAronJc/e:—Speaking of the troubles of that year, he says,
" The soldyors lycnge in Southwerke made many robbo-

ryes in Southrey and other places, and roved over to

Westminster, and spoyled there the king's palcys, and
devoured .his wync, and brake the glasse of the windows,

I
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memorials are found. Under what tuition, there-

fore, he was enabled to lay the foundation of that

transcendent skill in classical literature, to which
,^

notwithstanding the disadvantages of such a*

period, he attained, must continue a matter of

conjecture.

At the time of his father's decease, having

attained the age of seventeen years, he may be

supposed to have acquired considerable experi-

ence in the typographic art. In the year 1522,

after the marriage of Simon de Colines with the

widow of Henry Stephens, Robert had become
the assistant of his father-in-law, and the direc-

tor of his press.

Probably it was in the year 1524, that he be-

came sole proprietor of his paternal " Imprime-
rie." In 1525, he gave the first of his impres-

sions recorded by Panzer, viz. Apuleii liber de

deo Socratis, 8vo. He commenced the follow-

ing year with an impression of Ciceronis

epistolce ad familiares, 8vo.; and from that period

till about the year 1552, when he forsook his

native city, the productions of his press were
multiplied with increasing enterprise, activity,

and perfection.

Robert united himself in marriage with Petro-

nilla or Perrette, one of the daughters of Jodo-
cus Radius, with whose professional merits and
character the reader is already acquainted. This
lady appears to have been worthy of an origin

and a matrimonial connexion both so literary.

and all other necessaryes to thatpaleys they destroyed and
wasted." At a time when there were so many powerful
barons rivalling: their sovereign, in courtly splendour, we
can haidly suppose that the best apartments of their
dwelling's would have windows sheltered by nothing more
than lattices. That Chaucer's chamber-windows were
glazed, we certainly gather from his Dreme :

'
' My wyndows werein shet echone.
And through the glasse the sunne yshone
Upon my bed with bright bemis
With many glad gildy stremis."

From a patent granted in the first year of Richard II.»

1378, we learn that John de Brampton was not only made
glazier to the king within his tower of London, but in all
his castles and manors. A proof either that the profession
was a rare one, or that Brampton was an extraordinary
workman. William Harrison, the author of the Descrip.
tion of England, prefixed to Holingshed's Chronicle, says,
" Heretofore also the houses of our princes and noblemen
were often glazed with beryll (an example whereof is yet
to be seen in Sudleie Castle; but this, especially in the
times of the Romans, whereof also some fragments have
been taken up in old ruins." From Sir John CuUam's
History of Hawksted, it should seem that so late as l6l5,
glass windows were a luxury not every where introduced
even into the better kind of farm-houses. The fraternity
of the " Glaziers and Painters on Glass," is reported by
Stow to have been a society of very ancient memory. The
trades seem always to have gone together, although they
were not incorporated till the thirteenth year of Charles I.

As a company, they had a coat of arms and crest, con-
firmed to them by Robert Cook, Clarencieux, 1588.
Venice, for a long time, excelled all Europe in the

manufacture of glass, but it was subsequently rivalled by
France. The first plates for looking-glasses and coach
windows were made in 1673, at Lambeth, by Venetian
artists, under the protection of the duke of Buckingham.
That which is now made at Ravenhead, near St. Helen's,
at Liverpool, and London, is equal or superior to any im-
ported from the continent.

It it difficult to form any precise estimate of the value ofme glass annually produced in Great Britain. It is con-

^lo nnn
' ""^^^v^r, that it cannot amount to less than

.*^2,000,000
; and that the workmen employed in the differ-

ent departments of the manufacture exceed 50,nco.

She well understood and could converse fluently

in the Latin language. That learned " Decem-
virate," as it has been termed by Henry Stephens,

or society of scholars, whom Robert entertained

in his family, as the assistants of his labours and
correctors of his press, being of different nations,

and holding their common intercourse in the
Latin tongue, gradually communicated a literary

tinge to the whole domestic establishment; so

that even the children and servants, instructed

by their table-talk and social conversation, be-
came so familiar with the Latin idiom, as both
to understand and to express themselves with con-
siderable fluency in the same language.
Some have affirmed, that it was a custom of

Robert Stephens to hang up the separate leaves

or sheets of his impressions, for the examination
of students, in the streets and precincts of the

university; and to propose a stated reward to any
who should detect in them an error of the press.

In 1528, Robert Stephens was occupied in

the preparation of that great original work, by
which he evinced himself a profound critic and
etymologist, as well as a skilful printer ; I mean
his Dictionarium seu Latincc Lingua Thesaurus.

To correct the Dictionarium Calepini was a task

difficult, invidious, and nugatory. The students

of the university required a new Dictionary,

more accurate, and better furnished with classi-

cal authorities. Finding no other person at

once willing and competent to engage in such
an undertaking, he at length consented to take
it upon himself: and when he had digested a
few sheets into an alphabetical form, submitted
them to the examination of several learned men,
by whom he was encouraged to persevere. He
consequently applied himself two years to this

work, day and night, with little intermission,

regardless of health and domestic concerns; and
by it two presses were kept in constant exercise.

His acknowledged erudition, and great pro-

fessional zeal and ability, having long before

attracted the royal notice and favour, Francis I.

in the twenty- fifth year of his reign, and the

thirty-sixth of our typographer's age, conferred

upon him the honourable distinction of Impri-
meur Royal for Hebrew and Latin works : Regii
in Hebraicis et Latinis Typographi. After the
year 1538, we no longer find the mention of his

officina e regione scholae Decretorum. From the
month of June, 1539, more especially, he styles

himself, Regius Typographus, or Librarius

:

sometimes more precisely, Regius Hebraicarum
et Latinamm literarum Typographus ; very sel-

dom omitting these honours.
As yet he had not obtained the like honourable

distinction with regard to the Greek. The office

of Regius in Grascis Uteris Typographus was
first given to Conradus Neobarius, as we have
already mentioned. Francis conferred it upon him
probably about this same period ; for in several

of his impressions of the year 1539, he is found
with this distinction. But the impressions of

Neobarius were few ; he died anno 1540, a vic-

tim, if we may believe Henry Stephens, to the

labours of his office. Until this event took place,

ik
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the honours of Robert were confined to the title

of King's printer in Hebraicis et Latinis.

Thus distinguished, he speedily commenced
an impression in Hebrew of the Twelve Prophets^

with the commentaries of R. David Kimchi,
which in less than four years he completed.

The professional exertions of our distinguished

typographer were now arrived at their final period;

and he had the Satisfaction of concluding them
by the commencement, if not the completion, of

three impressions, which are said to exhibit the

date of 1560. In the fifty-sixth year of his

age, Robert died :—rich in fame, says De Thou,
abroad and at home, and in flourishing circum-

stances.

Janssonius ab Almeloveen ascribes to Robert a

numerous offspring : but in addition to Henry
and Robert, he names only a third son, Francis;

who, to distinguish him from Francis, the brother

of Robert, is denominated Francis Stephens the

Second. All the three sons of Robert became
more or less conspicuous. He also left a daugh-
ter, Catherine. She was a learned woman, and
had acquired the Latin language, not indeed

gramatically, but by the habit of speaking it,

and hearing it spoken. She was surviving in the

year 1585. De Thou ascribes to R. Stephens
the praise of excelling in several respects, both

Aldus Manutius of Venice, and John Froben of

Basil. Justly celebrated as those artists were, he
considers our typographer to have surpassed

them, both in judgment and accuracy, and in

technical skill and elegance. With regard to

the charge made against Robert Stephens of his

taking the types from the royal foundry at Paris,

went he settled at Geneva, both Almeloveen and
Maittaire consider it an absurd calumny.
The obligations of France, and the christian

world in general, to this learned French printer,

will be best appreciated as it respects the services

rendered to Christianity, by consulting his bibli-

cal publications in Maittaire's Historia Stepha-

norum, and also Greswell's Parisian Greek Press.

1559. The complaynt of Veritie, made by John
Bradford. An exhortatioii of Matheive Rogers
unto his children^ The complaynt of Raulfe
Allerton and others, being prisoners in Lollars

toiver, and ivryten with their bloud, how God was
their comforte. A song of Caine and Abell.

The saieng of maister Houper, that he wrote the

night before he suffered, vpon a wall ivith a cole,

in the newe Inn at Gloceter, and his saying at his

deathe. Twelves.

1559. Thomas Geminie is said to have been
the first person who engraved upon copper in

this country ; as his name appears to the first

edition of Compendioso totius anatomic delineato,

in 1545. He was once fined xij^Z. by the com-
pany for calling a brother a false knave. The lord

mayor and court of aldermen having ordered a
contribution for Bridewell, Geminie subscribe^d

xxd. few members having advanced more. He
afterwards became a printer, and resided in

Blackfriars. He printed Leonard Digge's Prog-
nostication, 1556. 4to. Geminie's Anatomic,
1559. Folio. Many plates.

1559. Dr. Heath, archbishop of York, sent
this year, at the expense of queen Elizabeth, a
large English Bible, to the dean and chapter of

St. Patrick's, Dublin, to be placed on a reading

desk, in the middle of the choir. He conferred

the like favour on the cathedral of Christ's

church. It was very observable upon this occa-

sion, says Ware, how much all the people of

the city were pleased with the prospect of having
free use of the Scriptures, for they came in vast

crowds to both cathedrals, at the time of divine

service, to hear it read, and the curiosity of the

people herein could not be satisfied until the

year 1566, when John Dale, a Dublin book-
seller, imported some small Bibles from London,
of which, in less than two years, he sold 7000
copies.

1560, Feb. 1. The fellowship of the company
of stationers were permitted, by the court of
aldermen, to wear a livery gown and liveiy hood,
in such decent and comely wise and order as the

companies and fellowships of the city ; and
ordered to prepare them to attend the lord mayor
on public occasions ; and in 1564, " The lyvery

new begone and revyved agayne, in the colors of

skerlett and browne blew, worn on the feast daye,

beinge the Sondaye after saynt Peter's daye."

1560. An abridgment, bref abstract, or short

sume of these bookes following, taken out of the

bible, and set into Sternold's meter, by me,
William Samuell, minister of Christ's chirche

(1 Gen. 2 Exod. &c. to the 4th book of kinges

inclusive.)

Such faltes as you herein shall find,

I pray you be content

;

And do the same with will and mynd.
That was then our intent.

The printers were outlandish men.
The faltes they be the more

;

Which are escapyd now and then.
But hereof are no store.

1560. Edward Whitchurch appears to have
been brought up as a merchant, and is said to

have exchanged hiscommercial employment,from
the circumstances which have already been de-

tailed at page 266 ante. It was supposed by
Ames, on the authoritity of Humphrey Wanley,
as cited in Lewis's History of the translations of
the Bible, that the names of Richard Grafton and
Edward Whitchurch were sometimes printed

separately in the same books : but Herbert con-

ceived, that if the copies of the Great Bible, in

which work only he found their names so to

appear, were closely examined, they would be
found to be of different editions. Until 1540, or

1541, in all their joint productions, their names
are printed together ; but after that time, although

they were still connected by some exclusive pri-

vileges, they printed each for himself, even those

books for which they were united in the same
patent. Few particulars of the life of Whit-
church are now known. He was presented with
Grafton for an infringment of the six articles,

but they were fortunate enough to escape ; and
at various times they received royal patents for

the printing of the church service books, and
primers, both in Latin and English. Ames
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relates, that after the martyrdom of archbishop

Cranmer,* in 1555, Whitchurch married his

widow, who had been his second wife, and to

whom he was married whilst he was ambassador

for Henry VIII. in Germany. The residence of

Whitchurch was first at the sign of the Well

and two Buckets, in St. Martin's Le Grand :

secondly, on the south side of Aldermary church

yard, and lastly, at the Sun in Fleet-street, over

against the conduit; perhaps the dwelling of

Wynkyn de Worde. One of his books is dated

1560, but nothing of him has been discovered

subsequent to that period.

Whitchurch printed in the whole thirty-seven

works, and affixed the above monogram to the

books he printed.

* Thomas Cranmer, archbishop of Canterbury, was born
at Aslactou, in Nottinghamshire, in 1489, and educated at

Jesus college, Cambridge. The opinion which he gave on
the question of Henry Vlllth's divorce recommended him
to that monarch, who employed him to vindicate the
measure, and sent him to the foreign univei-sities to obtain
their opinion upon the point. In Germany he married a
niece of Osiande, who afterwards became the wife of
Edward Whitchurch, printer. In 1553, Henry "VIII ap-
pointed him archbishop of Canterbury, and the first service
in which he was employed, was to pronounce the divorce
between Henry and Catherine, which took place at the cour
held in the priory of Dunstable, May 23, 1533. He furthered
the reformation with zeal, tempered with judgment and
moderation. Though he was esteemed by the king for his
piety and integrity, he occasionally offended him by his
opposition to the six bloody articles, and to the alienation
of the abbey lands to secular uses. The archbishop
wished to appropriate them to the advancement of learn-
ing and religion. By Henry's will he was appointed one
of the regency; and as Edward VI. was brought up chiefly

under the archbishop's care, the reformation in his reign
assumed a consistent form : the liturgy, homilies, and
articles of religion, were framed ; in all of which Cranmer
had a principal hand. On the accession of Mary, our
prelate was condemned first for treason, and pardoned

;

but another charge was brought against him of heresy,
and he was sent to the Tower, from whence, with Ridley
and Latimer, he was removed to Oxford, to hold a public
disputation. He was kept in prison three years, and after
the most rigorous measures had been made use of to pre-
vail upon him to abjure his errors, more lenient ones were
adopted. These were again changed, and he was removed
to a filthy prison, where he suffered such uncommon hard-
ships, that he was induced to sign the instrument of abju-
ration on the promise of life. But this was an act of
treachery, to procure his enemies a momentary triumph.
The archbishop was brought into St. Mary's church, to
read his recantation in public, where, after a long sermon
preached by Dr. Cole, Cranmer, instead of doing what
was required, with many tears beseeched God's forgive-
ness for the apostacy of which he had been guilty, and ex-
horted the people against the errors of Rome. This greatly
enraged his adversaries, who, after villifying him as a
hypocrite and heretic, dragged him to the stake, opposite
Baliol college, which he approached with a cheerful counte-
nance, and endured the fire with patience and fortitude,
holding his hand in the flame, and often exclaiming,
" This \mworthy hand!" and raising his eyes to heaven,
expired with the dying prayer of the first martyr of the
Christian church, "Lord Jesus, receive my spirit!"
March 21, 1555.

1561, Jan. 8. John Bodeleigh, one of tw
English refugees at Geneva, had a patent grant-

ed him by queen Elizabeth, for seven years for

the imprinting bibles in the English tongue,

though his name is not found to any book.

1561, Jan. 18. The tragedy of Gorboduc* or

Ferrex and Porrex, by Thomas, lord Sackville,

was represented at Whitehall ; a period that

has been justly named, by a 'pleasing female

annalist, the birth-day of the English drama.

This was the first dramatic piece of any con-

sideration in the English language, and was
written many years before Shakspeare flourished.

Lord Buckhurst was assisted in it by Thomas
Norton, a fellow-labourer with Sternhold and
Hopkins. It originally had the title of Ferrex

and Porrex ; was surreptitiously and incorrectly

printed in 1565; more completely in 1570; and
again, under the title of Gorboduc, in 1590. It

was re-published in 1736, with a preface, by Mr.
Spence. by the procuration of Pope, who won-
dered that " the propriety and natural ease of it

had not been better imitated by the dramatic

authors in the succeeding age." It is to be

found in the second volume of the collection of

old plays, published by Dodsley.

Sir Philip Sydney, in his Apology for Poetry,

gives the following character of this tragedy, in

his lofty style: " It is full of stately speeches

and well sounding phrases, climbing to the height

of Seneca's style, and as full of notable morality,

which it doth most delightfully teach, and thus

obtain the very end of poesy." " I think that

for tragedy, the Lord of Buckhurst and Maister

Edward Perrey's, for such doings as I have seen

of theirs, do deserve the highest price: the Earl

of Oxford and Maister Edwards (of her Majesty's

chappel) for comedy and interlude.

1561. John Kynge was free of the old sta-

tioners' company, dwelt in Creed lane, and kept

shop at the sign of the Swan, St. Paul's churchf
yard. He had license to print 1557-60, the

Defence of Women. Adam Bell, ^c. Brevyat

cronacle of the kyngs, in 8vo: A Jeste of Syr
Gaivayne. The Boke of Carvynge Sc sewynge.

Syr Lamwell. The boke of Cokerye. The boke

* Printed by William GriflSth, in 1565, with the follow-
ing title :

—

The Tragedie of Gorboduc, whereof three actes
were written by Thornas Nortone, and the two lastc by
Thomas Sackvyle. Sett forthe as the same was shewed be-

fore the queenes most excellent majestie, in her highncs court

of Whitehall, the 18 Jan. 1561. By the gentlemen of
thynner Temple in London. Sept. 22. Quarto.
Gorboduc sold by auction, in London, by Mr. Evans,

January, 1 830, for ^6 3 1 2s.

t In this year, (I56l,) says Camden, the most beautiful
spire of the cathedral church of St. Paul, London, which
for a singular ornament to the city, M'as raised to an
admirable height, namely 520 feet from the ground, and
260 from the square steeple upon which it stood, being
framed with timber and covered with lead, took fire from
heaven near the top, and with such violence the devouring
fire descended, to the great terror of the citizens, that in
five hours' space it quite consumed it, together with all the
roof of the church, which was very large, and covered
likewise with lead ; nevertheless the arches, which were
all of stone, remained untouched. But by the great bounty
of the queen, (who largely supplied a g'reat quantity of
money and materials,) and by money gathered of the
churchmen and others, the roof was soon repaired, only
the spire is lacking.
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of nurture for mens sarvants. He was fined

" for that he (led prynt the ntit broivne mayde
without license \\s. vj(/." Salomons •proverhis,

8ro. Lucas urialis^ Nyce wanton Impaciens

poverte. The squyre of Low degre. A play called

Juventus. A book called Albertut magnus. Lup-
setts works. The lyttle hei'ball. The greate Her-
hall. The medysine for Horses. He probably

died about the latter end of the year 1561 ; for

then T. Marshe had license to print the Cronacle,

8vo. which he bouj^ht of John Kynj^e's wyfe.

1561. Owen Rogers was made free of the

stationers' company in 1555, and dwelt at the

Spread Eap^le between both St. Bartholomew's,

inSmithfield. Reappears to have been a disorderly

member of the company, and was often fined

for printinjif other men's copies without license.

1561. Robert Lekprevik, a printer of Edin-
buri^h, printed the Mirrour of ane christen, the

production of Richard Nornell, a native of Ar-
mes. 4to. This Robert Lekprevik appears to

have been the principal printer in Scotland, for

his press was a,t Edinburgh, St. Andrew's, and
Striviling-, and his name is affixed to a great

many books. In a work which he printed at

Edinburgh, in July, 1563, he laments his want
of Greek characters.

1561. Died Claude Garamond, a French
engraver and letter-founder, who was a native

of Paris, and began to distinguish himself about
1510. He brought his printing types to so

great a degree of perfection, that he can neither

be denied the glory of having surpassed what-
ever had been done in this way before, nor that

of not being excelled by any of his successors in

the art of letter-founding. His types were in

such high repute in every part of Europe, par-

ticularly the small roman, that the printers of

Italy, Germany, England, and even Holland,
took care, by way of recommending their works,

to distinguish them by the name of Garamond's
small roman.

1562. In the hlack hook in Long Melford, in

Suffolk, are the following entries ; the church
requiring to be again cleansed after the death of

queen Mary.
Item. Payde to Prime for the scraping out of

the pay'tinges all ye lengthe of the quire, us. \\d.

Item. Payde for the injunctions, iiiit?.

Item. For ii bokes of prayer and of fasting,

that were lately set forth, viiiicZ.

The following extracts are taken from the

third volume of the British Magazine, p. 417,
and are from the " churchwarden's accounts,"

of the correspondent, who says " The reform-

ation then commencing, the altars* in the

churches were taken down, the rood-lofts re-

moved, crucifixes, pixes, censers, chrismatories,

graduals, manuals, antiphonars, were sold, and
careful provision made for our ' reasonable ser-

vice.' " These items relate chiefly to books.

* In my small church, (says the correspondent) there
were "iiii awltars:" the high altar, that in our Lady's
chapel, and those belonging to " the brotherhood of St.
George and St, Luke."

1548. Itm. payd the liaufTe to the byenge a
the paffary vs. i. e. Erasmus's Paraphrase of the

New Testament.

1550. Itm. for a boke of the omylys in eng-
lysshe xvjc?,.

1553. Itm. for ij bokes of the Common pray-

ear viJ5. iiij«?.

1557. Itm. for a peynt of malmese on Alho-
landy day '\]d. ob.

1559. Itm. for a boke of the paffrases of

erosemas of Rotherdame A pone the pestells-

vj5. viijc?.

1561. Itm for a paper of the x Commaun-
dements xvjrf. Itm. for setteng it Jn wayne
skott to a yonnar [joiner] ijs. \\\}d.

1563. Itm. for a gennepore ffor the cherche
\]d. as a preservative against infection in the
time of " the sicknesse."

1563. Itm. for iij yardes of browede [querj',

hroad or embroidered ? It is conceived the latter]

grene clothe and a haffe for the Comunyon table

XXX5. vjdf.

1568. Itm for presenteng them that ded not
pay ther dew to ye cherch ijs. vjfZ.

1570. Itm. for vij ballyts consarneng y* rebells

to be soung vijd. This relates to the insurrec-

tion in the northern counties, under the earls of
Northumberland and Westmoreland.

1572. Itm. for a boke of thankesgeveng for

vectory of [over] y' towrke iiijc?. This was the
great naval victory of Lepanto, which was fought
on Oct. 7, 1572, when the Turks suffered a signal

defeat, which was echoed over all the Christian
world.

1 573. Itm. payd for ij cheynes and eyes and
staples ffor the ij paraffrasis of Erasmus ]s. xd.

The "march of intellect" since 1548 and 1559
is here very conspicuous !

1575. Itm. payd for a newe bible for the
churche coste it. viijs.

Itm. for a book of the lives of the Saintes
js. viijcZ.

1580. paid the viij of may for wyne for a
greate Comunyone to say iiij quarts and a pinte
of muscadle the somma of 00 03 00.

1581. paide the same daye [November 17,
queen Elizabeth's birthday] ffor ij leggs of mot-
ton and bread and drinke for the ringai*s their
dynner the somma of 00 02 00.

1582. the xxvjth of October sent to Mr. Jef-
ferson the preacher where he dyned a quart of
wyne \d.

paied for an howre glasse xijrf.

paied for an almanack and a sand box for the
churche ujd. The almanack cost jd.

1585. Item, paide for a pynte of Secke iij«?.

1662, March 29. Philip II. king of Spain and
the Netherlands, to prevent the circulation of
the scriptures, or books and tracts favourable to

the reformation, issued a placard, that " the
officers were ordered not only to visit the houses
of booksellers, but likewise diligently to take care
that no pedlars went about with books for sale,

and to search their packs, and among their other
wares for them."—Brandt's History of the Re-
formation.
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1562. Richard Harrison was an original

member of the stationers' company, and doubt-

less one of the old livery, as lie was chosen under

warden in this year, without being called on the

livery when new revived, or serving collector

;

but he died before the expiration of this year.

The company attended his funeral sermon ; and

Mrs. Harrison gave them xs. He had license

to print Cooper's Thesaurus Linguce Romanes

et BritanniccB. His residence was in White

Cross-street. In 1562 he printed the Bible, with

the following title : The Bible in English : that

is to saye, the Contentes of al the Holy Scrip-

tures both of the Olde and Newe Testament,

according to the Translation that is required to

be read in churches. Imprinted at London, in

White Crosse Strete, by Richard Harrison.

Of the rebus kind also, is the annexed device

of Richard Harrison, which Camden, defines to

be " an hare by a sheaf of rye in the sun, for

Harrison.

1562. In a work printed in this year, mention

is made of a paper mill at Fen Ditton, near

Cambridge.
1562. An entire version of the Psalter, with

tunes chiefly German, was published, and added
for the first time to the Book of Common. Prayer,

with the following title : The whole Booke of
Psalms collected into English metre by Thomas
Sternhold, John Hopkins, and others, conferred

ivith the Ebreu, tvith apt notes to sing them

ivithal.

1562. The Thirty-nine Articles of the church

of England, which were agi'eed upon in convo-

cation, in this year, were confirmed by act of

parliament,in 1571,were intended "for the avoid-

ing diversity of opinions, and for the establish-

ing of consent touching true religion." But,

says an elegant writer, to avoid diversity of

opinions, and to establish consent touching true

religion, cannot in the nature of things be attained.

1562. Rowland Hall went to Geneva with

several refugees at the death of Edward VI.

where he printed the Psalms and the Bible. It

is not known where he learnt the art of printing.

On his return from Geneva he resided in Golden
lane, near Cripplegate, at the sign of the Three
Arrows ; then removed to Gutter lane, and
adopted the Geneva arms for his sign.

The Geneva arms, or as Rowland Hall called

it in his sign, the Half Eagle and Key, was his

device, and was doubtless taken from the sign of

his second habitation in Gutter lane, which lie

erected in memory of the protection he enjoyed

in Geneva, during the persecution in England.

His motto evidently alludes to the reformation

under queen Elizabeth ; he used to border his

device with a translation of the motto on the

Geneva arms " Post Tenebras Lvx.'^ " after
DARKNESS LIGHT." " Sometimcs," says Herbert,
" he used the device of a boy in a loose garment,

lifting up his right leg, his right ann winged,

stretched out towards heaven ; and taking his

left hand from off a ball, upon the ground. In

the clouds is a representation of the Deity, as a

royal personage, and as saying. Set your affec-

tions on things above, ^c. Enclosed in an oval

broadways. Hall printed twenty-six works from

1559 to 1563. At the end of a book which he

printed in 1563, the most ancient and learned

Play, called the Philosopher's Game, it appears

that he had a shop in Cheapside, under Bow
church :

—

All things belonging to this game
for reason you may bye

At the booke shop vnder Bochurch,
in Chepeside redilye.

The Philosopher's Game, was dedicated to

lord Dudley, whose head is on the back of the

title, and at the end of the epistles are the above

lines.

1562, Fe6. James Robothom had a patent

from queen Elizabeth, for the tenn of his natu-

ral life, for printing " all and every suche alma-

nacks and prognosticacions, as are, or shall be

toUerable, and authorised by our injunctions in

the Englyshe tonge, together withe the breef

cronycles." Any person infringing upon this

privilege, " or to procure to be ymprynted, utter-

ed, or solde, any almanack, prognosticacion, or

brief chronycle, withoute the assignment of the

same James Robothom, or his assignes, during

his naturall lief, shall forfeit for every suche

almanack, or prognosticacion, or brief cronycle,

so printed, uttered, and solde, the somme of

three shillings and four pence, of lawfull money
of England.

1562. Thomas Powell dwelt in Berthelet's

house in Fleet-street, where he appears to have

done his printing. On July 21, he was made
free of the stationers' company, and though not

fined by them, had license for only one book.

1563, March 27. A bill was brought into the

House of Commons, that the bible, and the

divine service, may be translated into the Welsh
or British tongue, and used in the churches of

Wales.* The first part of the Welsh Scriptures

which was printed after the passing of the act,

was the New Testament, printed in 1567, by
Henry Denham, who had a privilege granted

him for printing the New Testament in Welsh.

It was a small quarto, printed with the gothic

or black-letter type, containing 399 pages, di-

vided into books and chapters, but not into

verses, except towards the conclusion.

* See Journals of the House of Commons at that time.
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1563. Michael Lobley was one of the origi-

nal members of the stationers' c(nnpany ; lie

was a printer, stationer, bookseller, and book-

binder, and resided at the sign of St. Michael,
in St. Paul's church-yard. Ames states that he
had been a servant to Henry Pepwell. Michael
Lobley appears to have been somewhat inimical

to popery, since in 1531 he was questioned for

speaking against images, purgatory, and for buy-
ing inhibited books at Antwerp, such as The
Obedience of a Christian Man, The Wicked
Mammon, and Frith against Purgatory. His
subscription at the institution of his company
was X* ; and he appears to have been thrice fined,

once for his late attendance on a court day;
another time for his non-attendance on the lord

mayor, upon Christmas day, when he was there-

unto cited; and thirdly, for his keeping open
shop upon St. Luke's day. In 1558, when Eliza-

beth confirmed the charter of the stationers'

company, Michael Lobley was upper warden,
which office he again served in 1562 ; and at the

expiration of each wardenship, he gave the

customary gift of " a spoyne all gylte, with his

name at the ende of yt." In August, 1560, soon

after the termination of his first wardenship,
he was committed to the counter with Mr. Jud-
son, the new under warden, and although on
what account does not appear. The company
paid their charges at that time. In the latter

part of his life, Lobley appears to have been so

much reduced as not to have been able to dis-

charge his note for £7, which he stood indebted
to the company ; for having paid £3 of it, " the

rest was forgyven him by the hole table." His
name appears as a bookseller to Wayland's Primer,
1 539, and his Manuall of Prayer, of the same
year, and A good and Godly Prayer, 1563, 8vo.

bear his imprint.

1563. Thomas Dewyxsell, gave by his will

one fourth of the residue of his property to the

company of stationers, for the use of the poor of

the said company.
1563. Eglogs, epytaphes, and sonnetes, newly

written by Barnabe Googe, 15 Marche, printed

by Thomas Colwell,for Raue Newbery, dwelling

in Flete-strete, a little above the Conduit, in the

late shop of Thomas Barthelet. Barnabe Googe
was a celebrated author and translator.

1563, Sept. 18, Died, Richard Waterson,
an early^ member of the stationers' company, and
an eminent bookseller at the corner of St. iPaul's

church-yard, was thus noticed on a tablet placed
by his son in St. Faith's church :

—"Neer to this

pillar lyeth the body of Richard Waterson, citi-

zen and stationer of London, who died the xxiii

of September, 1563. Simon Waterson, his son,

placed this heer the 1st of January, 1599."

1563. John Tisdall, or Tisdale, was an
original member of the stationers' company,
dwelt in Knight Riders'-street, and had a shop
in All-Hollows church-yard, Lombard -street, at

the sign of the Eagle's foot. Herbert's manu-
script mentions that he printed with John Charle-
wood, at Holborn conduit. In his Abridgement

of Polydore Virgil, printed without date, there

occurs a cut ofAbraham's sacrifice of Isaac, which
seems to have been his device. Nineteen works
bear his imprint.

1563. Nicholas Episcopius, or rather Bis-
chop, a celebrated printer at Basil. His ac-

quaintance with Greek and Latin gave him very

superior advantages when he began the business
of printing. John Froben bestowed his daughter
on him in marriage; and on his death, in 1527,
Bischop went into partnership with his son
Jerome. All writers on the subject of printing,

bestow high praise on the talents of Bischop,
who was also much respected by the learned of
his time, particularly Erasmus, who had so much
regard for him as to leave him and his partners

executors of his will. Bischop died Sept. 27,
1563, leaving a son of the same name and pro-
fession, who died two years after, in the flower

of youth. They were a protestant family, and
had fled from France during the persecutions.

1563. Queen Elizabeth granted a patent to

Thomas Cooper,* of Oxford, for twelve years,

for the sole printing of Thesaurus Lingua; Ro-
mance et BntanniccB, in folio. This work was
an improvement of the Bibliotheca Eliota, and
was the second Latin Dictionary in the English
tongue. It was printed by Richard Grafton in

1542, 1552, 1559. See Rymer's Feodra, vol. xv.

1563. GoA, a city of Hindostan, received the

art of printing, probably through the activity of

the Jesuits from Portugal, who by degrees obtain-

ed considerable establishments in this city. The
earliest Goa book which had fallen under the

notice of Dr. Cotton, was entitled Coloquios dos

simples, e drogas he conas medicinais da India
Sfc. Impresso em Goa, por Joannes de endem as

X. dias de Abril de 1563. annas. The work con-
sists of 217 leaves in quarto. Messrs. Payne and
Foss, booksellers, London, possessed a copy in

the year 1826.

1564. John Tornasius, the first of a family

of eminent printers and booksellers, called in

French Detournes, was born at Lyons, in

1504, and learned printing in the house of Se-

bastian Giyphius. He appears to have estab-

lished a printing office about 1540, and printed

many books in the name and on account of Gry-
phius; but from 1544, we find his own name to

a number of very correct editions. Most of his

editions have Latin prefaces or dedications from
his pen. His talents procured him the honour of

being appointed King's printer. He died of

the plague in 1564. His device was two vipers,

forming a circle, the female devouring the head
of the male, while she herself is devoured by
her young, with the inscription, ^^Qux)d tibi fieri

* Thomas Cooper was first bishop of London, and after,

wards translated to Winchester. The publication of his

Dictionary was the cause of his ecclesiastical preferments.
He was not only eminent as a divine, but as a scholar

;

and was considered one of the most learned men of his

time. He died April 29, 1594. Dr. White Kennett, in his

Life of William Somner, addressed to Mr. Brome, Oxford,
1693, 8vo., ranks Cooper's Dictionary as a complete plagi-

ary from the Dictionarium Latino-Gallicum, by Charles
Stephens, at Paris, 1553, with this only difference, that
those phrases are rendered in French by Stephens, and ift

English by Cooper.

2 u
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mm vis, alteri nefaceris?^ He was succeeded by

his son John, who was also kind's printer, and

carried on the business until 1585. His editions

did not yield in elegance or correctness to those

of his father, but being obliged, at the date

above-mentioned, to quit his country, upon

account of his religion, for he was a Protestant,

he settled at Geneva, where he had every en-

couragement, and in 1604 became a member of

the council of two hundred. Like the Geneva

printers, however, he deteriorated what he printed

here, by employing bad paper. He died in 1615.

His descendants continued the printing and book

selling business at Geneva, wherein 1726, John

James and James Detournes purchased the stock

of Arrison and Posnel, famous booksellers of

Lyons, and obtained permission, notwithstand-

ing their religion, to settle there ; and as they also

continued their houses at Geneva, greatly ex-

tended their trade. In 1740, the learned John
Christian Wolff dedicated to them his Monu-
tnenta Typographical as to the oldest printing

and bookselling family in Europe. In 1780,

their sons, who had amassed a plentiful fortune,

sold off the whole of their stock, and retired from

a business which had been carried on in their

family with great reputation, for nearly two
hundred and forty years.

1564, March 1. Printing was introduced into

Moscow in the reign of John Basilowitz, about

the year 1553 ; but the city being shortly after-

wards burnt in an irruption by the Poles, the

printing-office was consumed, together with all

its materials, and a large stock of paper. The
only specimen from this early press now known
to be remaining is part of a Slavonic New Testa-

ment, executed by Ivan Fedor, and P. Timofeeu
Matislauzow, of the above date ; the unique
copy of which is preserved in the library of the

imperial academy of sciences at St. Petersburg.

Chevillier reports, on the authority of Andrew
Thevet's Travels, that the types and materials of
the first printing establishment in this century,

were purposely consumed by the Russians them-
selves. Thevet's account is as follows :

" They
had no printing until the year 1560, when it was
discovered to them by a Russian merchant, who
made use of types with which for some time
afterwards they executed very handsome books.
All at once, for they are scrupulous, and fond of
making difficulties where there is not the least

appearance of them, some persons by stratagem
found means to burn their types, from a fear

that printing would introduce some changes or

disturbances in their religion." He adds, that
neither the prince nor his subjects took any
notice of this extraordinary proceeding. The
above particulars Thevet affirms that he received
in 1576, from an Englishman who had been
ambassador to the Russian court seven years.

After all, perhaps the best account of" the first

Moscow book and printing is that furnished to
us by Bachmeister, chiefly from the volume it-

self, which he describes as being called Apostol,
i. e. the acts and epistles of the Apostles, a book
of the verj' highest rarity, being the first printed

in Moscow, in the year 1564, in the time of the

czar Ivan Wasilowitsch, a prince whose exer-

tions were earnestly devoted to the civilization of

his people, who introduced amongst them an
acquaintance with the sciences and arts, and
amongst others, that of printing.

The volume of the Apostol, having been acci-

dentally picked up in the year 1730, was deposited

by the finder in the library of the academy of St.

Petersburg. The type and paper of it are repre-

sented as good, the latter Bachmeister judges to

have been brought by the merchants from Eng-
land. At the end of the volume is a long
" mandement" or ordinance.

Bachmeister remarks, that after the Apostol

no Moscow book appears for thirty-two years

;

but is not inclined to give entire credence to the

story of the press, &c. having been utterly

destroyed by the Poles, and all printing being

lost until the erection of a new press by the Czar
Michael Federowitsch, in 1644; since he had
himself seen and handled Moscow books of the

dates 1606, 1614, 1616, 1618, 1619, &c. He
informs us that in the year 1707 a fount of new
and improved Russian types, cast at Amsterdam,

was introduced into the Moscow printing-office.

Also that in 1709 an individual of that city

established a press of his own. About thirty

years afterwards a Georgian printing-office was

opened in Moscow by Andrew Johnson, in the

suburb called Suesenzcha ; and Georgian types

were cast by order of prince Vakuset, under

whose auspices an edition of the Georgian Bible

was printed here in 1743. Le Long cites an

edition of St. Matthew''s Gospel, in eight lan-

guages, which was printed here in 1712.

1564, March 24. At the council of Trent, on

this day, pope Pius IV.* was presented with a

catalogue of books, which the council denounced

ought to be forbidden: this bull not only con-

finned this list of the condemned books, but

added rules how books should be judged.

In the history of literature, and perhaps in that

of the human mind, says D'Israeli, the institu-

tion of the licensers of the press, and censors

of books, was a bold invention, designed to

counteract that of the press itself ; and even to

convert this newly-discovered instrument of

human freedom into one which might serve to

perpetuate that system of passive obedience which
hacl so long enabled modern Rome to dictate her

laws to the universe. It was thought possible in

the subtilty of Italian astuzia and Spanish mona-
chism, to place a sentinel on the very thoughts

as well as on the persons of authors ; and in

extreme cases, that books might be condemned
to the flames as well as heretics.

Of this institution, the beginnings are obscure,

for it originated in caution and fear; but as the

work betrays the workman, and the national

physiognomy the native, it is evident that so in-

quisitorial an act could only have originated in

the Inquisition itself. Feeble or partial attempts

* John Angelo de Medici, was born in 1599, died Dec. 9,

1566, in tbe 67th year of his age, and sixth of his reign.
He was a man of great munificence and splendour.
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miglit previously have existed, for we learn

that the monks had a part of their libraries

called the inferno^ which was not the part which
they least visited, for it contained, or hid, all

the prohibited books which they could smugg-le

into it. But this inquisitorial power assumed its

most formidable shape in the council of Trent,

when some gloomy spirits from Rome and
Madrid foresaw the revolution of this new age of
books.

Inquisitors of books were appointed ; at Rome
they consisted of certain cardinals and "the
master of the holy palace;" and literary inquisi-

tors were elected at Madrid, at Lisbon, at Naples
and for the Low Countries ; they were watching
the ubiquity of the human mind. These cata-

logues of prohibited books were called Indexes

;

and at Rome a body of these literary despots are
still called " the Congi-egation of the Index."
The simple Index is a list of condemned books
which are never to be opened ; but the Expurga-
tory Index indicates those only prohibited till

they have undergone a purification. No book
was to be allowed on any subject, or in any
language, which contained a single position, an
ambiguous sentence, even a word, which, in the
most distant sense, could be construed opposite to

the doctrines of the supreme authority of this coun-
cil of Trent ; where it seems to have been enacted,
that all men, literate and illiterate, prince and
peasant, the Italian, the Spaniard and the Nether-
lander, should take the mint-stamp of their

thoughts from the council of Trent, and millions
of souls be struck off at one blow, out of the
same used mould.
The sages who compiled these indexes, indeed,

long had reason to imagine that passive obedi-
ence was attached to the human character ; and
therefore they considered, that the publications
of their adversaries required no other notice than
a convenient insertion in thein indexes. But the
heretics diligently reprinted them with ample
prefaces and useful annotations.
The results of these indexes were somewhat

curious. As they were formed in different
countries, the opinions were often diametrically
opposite to each other. The learned Arias Mon-
tanus, who was a chief inquisitor in the Nether-
lands,and concerned in the Antwerp index, lived
to see his own works placed in the Roman index;
while the inquisitor of Naples was so displeased
with the Spanish index, that he persisted to
assert that it had never been printed at Madrid

!

Men who began by insisting that all the world
should not differ from their opinions, ended by
not agreeing with themselves. A civil war raged
among the index makers ; and if one criminated,
the other retaliated. If one discovered ten
places necessary to be expurgated, another found
thirty, and a third inclined to place the whole
work in the condemned list. The inquisitors
at length became so doubtful of their own
opinions, that they sometimes expressed in their
license for printing, that "they tolerated the
reading, after the book had been corrected by
themselves, till such time as the work should be

considered worthy of some farther correction."

The expurgatory indexes excited louder com-
plaints than those which simply condemned
books; because the purgers or castrators, as they
were termed, or, as Milton calls them, " the

executioners of books," by omitting, or interpo-

lating passages, made an author say, or unsay,
what the inquisitors chose ; and their editions,

after the death of the authors, were compared
to the erasures or forgeries in records : for the
books which an author leaves behind him, with
his last corrections, are like his last will and
testament, and the public are the legitimate

heirs of an author's opinions.

1564, May 27. Died^ John Calvin, an emi-
nent reformer. He was born at Noyon, in

Picardy, July 10, 1509, and educated at Paris,

under Corderius, with a view to the church. He
became dissatisfied with the tenets of the church
of Rome, and altered his mind with respect

to the ecclesiastical state. This change in his

opinions induced him to study the law, in whicii

he made a considerable progress; but his open
avowal of the Protestant faith, rendered his stay

in France dangerous, and he retired to Basil,

where he published, in 1535, his Institutions of
the Christian Religion^ to which he prefixed an
elegant dedication to Francis I. This work
rendered his name famous among all the re-

formed, and was translated into several languages.

The year following he settled at Geneva, as

minister and professor of divinity, having Farel
for his colleague. But soon after he was obliged
to leave Geneva, together with Farel, for refusing

the sacrament indiscriminately to the people.

Calvin then went to Strasburg, where he offici-

ated in a French church of his own establish-

ment, and was also chosen professor of divinity.

The divines of Strasburg appointed Calvin to

be their deputy at the diet of worms. In the

mean time the citizens of Geneva requested his

return to the city, and after repeated solicitations

he consented, and arrived there in 1541. His
first undertaking was to set on foot a system of
ecclesiastical discipline, strictly presbyterian, and
as rigorous and assuming as that of Rome itself.

The inconsistency between pretensions and prac-
tice, whicli Calvin evinced, when himself in

possession of power; and that spirit of intole-

rance and persecution which writers, both catho-
lic and protestant, have attributed to him, but
which in the preface to his own Institutes^ he
deprecates. The burning of Servetus; the be-

heading of Perrin, a distinguished citizen of

Geneva, with whom he had political or private

dissensions; the unrelenting persecution of Cas-
tellio, and the imprisonment of Bolsec, both of
whom had ventured to controvert his favourite

doctrine of predestination ; these are facts which
history has placed on record, and from the
stains of which, his most ardent admirers have
found it difficult to redeem his character. He
continued in that city actively employed as a
preacher and a writer till his death, which
happened in 1 564. The moral character of Cal-
vin was irreproachable, and he appears to have

I
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acted from conscientious motives; but he was

proud and overbearing. He left a widow, by

whom he had a son, who died an infant. Cal-

vin's works make 9 vols, folio.

1564, Died, Charles Stephens, He was

third son of Henry, the founder of the family,

and brother of Robert and of Francis, the

latter of whom we have noticed in page 300.

Ricciolius says, that he had begun to attract pub-

lic notice by "his learning and talents, so early as

in the year 1520. He became preceptor of

Antoine, son of Lazare de Bayf ; and attended

the latter in an embassy to Germany, in 1540.

Charles Stephens himself travelled much, par-

ticularly in Italy. At Venice he formed an

intimacy with the celebrated Paul Manutius.

He was a great admirer of the remains of ancient

art, and took a singular pleasure in antiquarian

researches. He afterwards turned his thoughts

and studies to medical science, which he pro-

fessed at Paris with reputation. In this quality

of a physician, he is honourably mentioned by
Buchanan,* in his elegy on the gout.

On subjects connected with the medical pro-

fession, he produced several considerable works.

The celebrated naturalist, Pierre Belon, received

great assistance from him in his work on Water
Fowls, which was printed by Charles Stephens
himself, in 1553. It was not until 1551 that

he began the business of printing. He is

represented as an avaricious man, jealous of

his brethren and even of his nephews, whom he
endeavoured to injure on every occasion. He
was, however, unsuccessful in business, and was
imprisoned for debt in the Chatelet, and died
there in 1504. Maittaire says that the fine

editions of Charles Stephens have never been
surpassed ; that in point of erudition and an
author, he evinced himself not inferior to tlie

other eminent members of his family, or of the
most learned printers of his time, and that in

his short space, few of them printed more books.
On account of his great personal merit and learn-
ing, he was also decorated with the title of Typo-
graphus Regius ; and with that designation his

impressions are distinguished from 1551 to 1561.
Besides the works connected with his profession

* George Buchanan was born in Dumbartonshire, in
Scotland, in 1506 ^ educated first at St. Andrew's, and then
at Paris, where he embraced the doctrines of the reforma
tion. James V. employed him as a tutor to his natural
son, the Earl of Moray ; and at the same king's command
he attacked the Franciscans in a satirical poem, for which
his life being threatened, he fled to England, and thence to
France, where he wrote four tragedies in Latin. He next
went to Portugal, and became a teacher of philosophy in
the university of Coimbra, but expressing some free
opinions, he was confined in a monastery, in which he
translated David's Psalms into Latin. In 1551 he obtained
his liberty, and after residing some time in France and
England, returned to his native country, where he was
appointed principal of the college of St. Leonard's, in St.
Andrew's. This favour he obtained from queen Mary,
which he ill requited, by writins? a book called A Detection
of her Doin^.i, designed to prejudice the minds of her sub-
jects against her. He was nominated tutor to James VL,
and being afterwards reproached with makinj? him a
pedant, he replied that " it was the best he could make of
rum. He died at Edinburgh, February 28, 1582. Besides
what IS above mentioned, he wrote Latin poems, some of
which arc beautiful. His Hlstor?/ of Scotland is also
elegantly written.

as a physician and naturalist, Charles Stephens
composed several of a miscellaneous description,

and others for the promotion of critical and
grammatical studies, and the advancement of

general learning.

1564. William May gave to the stationers'

company, a cup all gilt, with a cover, called a
" maudelen cuppe, weighing eleven ounces," and
at the same time " aspone all gilt, with the aims
of the house," the gift of Richard Jugge ; Jind

another the gift of Mr. Ireland.

1564, Sunday, August 6. Queen Elizabeth,

during her visit to Cambridge, witnessed the

the play of Aulularia Plauto, which was got up at

her cost, in the body of King's college church.

During the reign of Elizabeth, there was a
prevailing laxity of morals, especially with res-

pect to the sabbath, that a strict attention to the

solemnity of that day was considered as the stig-

ma of a Puritan* In Hearne's manuscript
Collectanea^iheve is a license from the queen, of

1571, directed to the officers of Middlesex, per-

mitting one John Swinton Powlter, to have and
use some playes and games at or uppon nine

severall sondaies," within the said county. And
because " greate resorte of people is lyke to come
thereunto," he is required, for the preservation

of the peace, and for the sake of good order, to

take with him four or live discreet and substantial

men of those places " where the games shall be
put in practice," to superintend "during the con-

tynuance of the games or playes." Some of the

exhibitions are then specified, such as, " shotinge

with brode arrow, the lepping for men, the

pytchyng of the bane," and the like ; after

which follows this very general clause, " with
all suche other games, as have at anye time
heretofore, or now be lycensed, used, or played."

1565. Printing introduced into the city of

Norwich. It appears that about this period,

many strangers from the Low Countries,t came
and settled in Norwich, and amongst them was
Anthony de Solempne, a printer, and who was
so well approved of, that the freedom of the city

was presented to him. Strype, in his Life of
archbishop Grindal,^ under the year 1568, states,

that " Corranus of late had caused a table, en-

titled, De Operihus Dei, wrote by him in French,

to be printed in Norwich." In the library of

* The name of Puritan arose from the dissensions of
the English refugees at Frankfort, in the reign of queen
Mary. They adopted the rigid tenets of Calvin, and first

appeared in England about 1566. See the Life of Richard
Cox, D. D. in Chalmer^s Gen. Biog. Diet. v. x. pp. 428—434.
Dr. Cox died July 22, 1581, in the 82d year of his age, and
was buried in Ely cathedral, of which see he had been
appointed bishop by queen Elizabeth, in 1559. See also,

Neal's Hist, of the Puritans; Brook's Lives ofthe Puritans

;

Scott's Hist, of the Reformers, &c.
+ To the number of 3925 masters, workmen, and ser-

vants, and who established all sorts of woollen manufac-
ture. The mayor and sheriffs waited on Thomas, duke of
Noi-folk, at his palace there, and got the freedom and
liberty of the city granted to them.

t Edmund Grindal, archbishop of Canterbury, was born
at Kensinghara, in Cumberland, in 1519. In 15.59, he was
chosen master of Pembroke Hall, Cambridge ; same year,
bishop of London; in 1570, to the see of York; and in

1575, to the archbishopric of Canterbury. He died at
Croydon, in Surry, July 6, 1583. He contributed to Fox's
Acts and Monuments.
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Trinity college, Dublin, there are three early

Norwich specimens, of which the following brief

description is taken from Dr. Cotton's Typogra-

phical Gazeteer :—
The first, which is a well printed volume in

l2mo, contains a Dutch metrical version of the

Psalms, and is entitled,De CL Psalmen Davids.

Wt den Franchoyschen Dichte in Nederlantschen

overghesett door Petrum Dathenum. Mitsgaders

den Christelicken CatechisTUO, Ceremonien, en

Geheden. Tot Noorwitz. Gheprint by Antho-
nium de Solemne anno M. D. LXVIII. The
title is followed by the author's preface, dated

Franckenthal, 25 Marche, 1566 ; a register both

of the psalms and tunes ; a short introduction

relative to the musical tunes, dated Norwich,

9 October 1568 ; the text, containing both a

prose and metrical version, with the notes, and a
collect attached to each psalm. Then succeeds

the Catechism, with other matters mentioned in

the title, on a fresh set of signatures, and forty-

eight numbered leaves ; the whole ending with,

Ghedruct int Jaer ons Heeren 1568.

The second is a curious Calendar, consisting

of eight leaves only, printed in red and black,

which bears for title, Eenen Calendier Historiael,

eewelick gheduerende. Waer in ghy vinden suit

den Opganck ende onyerganck der Sonnen, in alle

Maenden, met den Jaermercten van diversche

Landen, steden ende vruheden. [A wood cut of

the royal arms encircled by the garter.] Ghe-
druct tot Noorwitz, ten huyse van Antyonium de

Solemne, anno M. D. LlCX. Godt bewaer de

coninginne Elizabeth. Among the historical

notices scattered through the calendar is one of

the opening of a Dutch church atNorwich,under
the authority of the queen, on the 24th of

December, 1565.

The third of these volumes is a Dutch vemon
of the New Testament, with the annotations of

Marloratus ; the title of which is, Het Nieuwe
Testament, ^e. in Nederduytsche na der Griescher

ivaerheyt overgeset. Met de annotatien August.

Marlorati, ^c. (Beneath is a very neat oval

wood cut, representing a man in the act of fel-

ling a tree, while a second near him is kindling

a tire for its consumption, round which is a
Dutch legend. Every tree which bringeth not

forth good fruit is hewn down and cast into the

fire.) Ghedruct int Jaer 1568. The editor's pre-

face, dated 29 Octobris 1568 : the text, fol. 1

—

436 ; a register of fifteen leaves, and one blank.

It is observable that in this work, the printer's

name or place does not appear : but when it is

stated that it is printed with the same types as

those of the Psalms, bears the same date, is of

the same size, and bound up in the same volume,
there cannot be the slightest doubt that this as

well as the other two is the production of An-
thony Solemne's press.

Another specimen of this early Norwich press

bears the date of 1578, which like the fonner
ones, adorns the Dublin college library. This
also is a 12mo, in black letter, bearing for title,

Het tv)eede boeck vande scrmoenen des ivel ver-

maerden Predicants B. Cornelis Adriaenssen van

Dordrecht, Minrebroeder tot Brugge. Waer van
dHnhouden begrepen stact iut navolgende bladt.

Beneath is a wood cut of the author in his pulpit,

below which we read Nueerstmael in Druck
vuytgegeren buyten Noirdwitz. 1578. No prin-

ter's name appears throughout the volume,
which consists of 752 pages, besides prefatory

matter ; but from the similarity both of type and
general appearance, there can be no hesitation

in adjudging it to the press ofAnthony Solemne.
There is, however, preserved in the Bodleian

library, a curiosity, the production of this Nor-
wich press, which. Dr. Cotton observes, is pro-
bably unique ; it is a broadside, containing Cer-
tayne versis writtene by ThomasBrooke gentleman,
in the teme of his imprysoment, the daye before

his deathe, who suffered at Norvnch, the 30 of
August, 1570. At the end of the verses is, Seane
and allowyd accordynge to the Qu£nes Maiestyes
Iniunction. God save the Quene. Imprynted at

Nonvich, in the paryshe of Saynct Andrewe, by
Anthony de Solemne, 1570. The verses were
reprinted by T. Heme, in his edition of Leland's
Collectanee. No further notice is taken of any
Norwich typography until the year 1701.

1565. Ovid^s Metarmorphosis translated out of
Latin into English metre, by Arthur Golding,
gent. A worke very pleasaunt and delectable

;

4to. London, 1565. Printed by William Seres.

It has the following remarkable distich.

With skill, heed, and judgment, thys work must be red,
For els too the reader it stands in small stead.

1565. William Griffith resided at the sign

of the Faulcon, in Fleet-street, and kept shop in

St. Dunstan's church-yard, in the west of Lon-
don. He used a rebus of a Griffin sitting, holding

an escutcheon with his mark, or cypher, and the

flower called Sweet William in its mouth. He
printed only six works, amongst which were A
detection ofheresie, or why heretics bee brent, 8vo.

and the tragedy of Gorboduc, 4to.

1565. Henry Sutton was an original mem-
ber of the stationers' company. He had a shop
in St. Paul's church-yard, and dwelt at the sign

of the Black Boy, in Paternoster-row, and other

places. During the reign of queen Mary, he
printed chiefly with John Kingston, especially

the Romish church books.

1565. Leonard Askell, was originally the

apprentice of William Powell, from whom he
was turned over to Thomas Marsh, and became
free on the 4th of October, 1557, though it does

not appear that he ever came upon the livery.

During the years 1560 and 1565, he took four

apprentices, but his only work is the following.

Plague of the Pestilence. Without date, 8vo.

1565, Died, Adrian Turnebus,* one of the

most celebrated scholars which France produced

I

* Much has been said concerning: the origin of his

name, though perhaps with little certainty. It is written
(Gallice) " Tournebeuf," and " Turnebe." M. de la Mon-
noye, referring to various authorities, seems inclined to
believe that he was a descendant of the English family of
the name of TurnbuU, whence tlie French Tournebeuf;
and adds, that the descendants of Adrian wrote their

name Tournebu.
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in this century, and also conspicuous as a printer.

He was a native of Audely, in Normandy, born

in the year 1512. At nine years of age, we are

told, he came to Paris ; where his proficiency in

the learned languages was such, that he speedily

surpassed not only his fellow-students, but his

preceptors themselves. Nature had bestowed

upon him a sound and penetrating judgment, a

wonderfully retentive memory, and other extra-

ordinary mental powers : all which he improved

to the utmost advantage by incessant and perse-

vering application. Consequently, few scholars

ever attained so high a character, or were

regarded with so much deference. Many elo-

quent prefaces, orations, and ancient authors

remain, abiding monuments of his erudition.

His extraordinary exertions and powers in criti-

cal learning are particularly demonstrated by his

Commentaries on various works of Cicero, and

of several other classic authors : and still more,

by his elaborate Adversaria, a treasure of criti-

cism which De Thou pronounced worthy of im-

mortality. They were first printed in 3 vols. fol.

Parisiis : tom. I. 1564. torn. II. 1565. tom. III.

1573. Iterum, ibidem, (entire) 1580, fol. 1583,

fol. Basileae, 1581, Argent. 1599, Aurel. 1604, fol.

Pasquier declares, on testimony which he

deems satisfactory, that many of the German
professors of his day, when in their public lec-

tures they cited the authority of Turnebus and
Cujas, touched their hats ("mettoient la main au
bonnet") in token of respect, and honour of their

memory. De Thou in his own life relates, that

having in his youth been once only in the presence

of Turnebus, the image of that celebrated man
became so strongly impressed upon his mind,
that it often recurred to him, even when asleep,

and could never be effaced. Montaigne has also

borne particular testimony to his unequalled
erudition, in which, he assures us, no mixture
of pedantry could be discerned. He speaks with

great admiration of his polite and unaffected

manners, his lively apprehension, solidity of

judgment, and promptness of reply ; adding that

he had often purposely thrown out queries or ob-

servations of an uncommon kind, with a view to

elicit his remarks ; and that he considered him
as one of those more fortunate children of nature

quels arte benigrna,
Et meliore luto finxit prsecordia Titan.

Essais, lib I. chap. 24.

Adrian Turnebus for a time occupied a profes-

sor's chair at Thoulouse. After the death of
Tusanus he became Greek professor at Paris

;

whither the fame of his learning and eloquence
attracted numerous hearers from all parts.

Henry Stephens enjoyed the advantage of his

lectures. We are told that he at length exchanged
the Greek chair for that of philosophy.

Maittaire cites an observation of M. de Ma-
rolles

: that three of the most learned men in
existence professed humanity at the same time,
in the college Le Moine, at Paris : Turnebus,
who presided over the first class ; Buchanan, over
the second ; and Muret, over the third.

His earnest desire for the promotion of learn-

ing, induced him, as we have seen, to accept for

a time the appointment of " Typographus Regi-
us :" in which office he engaged William Morel
as his associate; and after the space of about

four years, resigned wholly to him this honour-
able distinction and occupation. The Greek im-
pressions of Turaebus, which though not nume-
rous, they are of singular beauty, and held by the

curious in high estimation. Large paper copies

of the ^schr/lus a.Te particularly valued.

Turnebus died at the age of fifty-three years.

Some writers assert strenuously that he enter-

tained the reformed opinions. Maittaire has cited

his epitaph, as a specimen of his Latin poetry,

and various testimonies of the learned in praise

of his works, and " Elogia," in honour of his

memory. Passeratius contributed the following:

Non quae Nile pater, supetba cernis
Altis marmora nubibus minari,
Sculptum aut Phidiaca manua sepulchrum :

Turnebi placet ossibusque et umbrae
Musariim tumulus politus ai-te.

1565, Dec. 13. Died, Conrad Gesner, an emi-

nent physician and naturalist, whose fame was
circulated over Europe, and he maintained a
correspondence with learned men of all countries.

The emperor Charles V. made him a present of

plate and jewels, which are noticed in his will

as efficacious encouragements to learning. When
he thought his end was approaching, he chose to

be led at midnight out of his bed room into his

book room, and placed in the chair at his writing

table ; where, laying his elbow on a folio, he said,

he would await his end ; Death should find him
at his darling occupation, and in this attitude he
soon after expired. He was born at Zurich, in

Switzerland, in the year 1513, which was also the

place of his death.

1566, June 29. John Audeley or Awdeley,
who dwelt in Little Britain-street, without Al-
dersgate-street, printed the following ordinances

decreed by the court of Star-chamber, high com-
mision court, for the reformation of divers dis-

orders in printing and uttering of books.

I. " That no person should print, or cause to

be printed, or bring, or procure to be brought
into the realm printed, any book against the
force and meaning ofany ordinance, prohibition,

and commandment, contained or to be con-
tained, in any the statutes or laws of this realm,

or in any injunctions, letters, patents, or ordi-

nances, past or set forth, or to be past or set

forth, by the queen's grant, commission, or

authority.

II. " That whoever shall offend against the
said ordinances, should forfeit all such books and
copies ; and from thenceforth should never use,

or exercise, or take benefit by any using or exer-
cising, the feat of printing; and to sustain

three months' imprisonment without bail or

mainprize.

III. " That no person should sell, or put to

sale, bind, stitch, or sew, any such books or

copies ; upon pain to forfeit all such books and
copies, and for eveiy book 205.
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IV. " That all books so forfeited should be
brought into stationers' hall, and there one
moiety of the money forfeited to be reserved to

the queen's use, and the other moiety to be de-

livered to him, or them, that should first seize

the books, or make complaint thereof to the

warden of the said company ; and all the books
so to be forfeited, to be destroyed or made waste
paper.

V. " That it should be lawful for the wardens
of the company for the time bein«f, or any two of
the said company, thereto deputed by tbe said

wardens, as well in any ports, or other suspected
places, to open and view all packs, dryfats,

maunds, and other things, wherein books or

paper shall be contained, brought into this

realm, and make search in all workhouses, shops,

warehouses, and other places of printers, book-
sellers, and such as bring books into the realm
to be sold, or where they have reasonable cause
of suspicion. And all books to be found against
the said ordinances, to seize and carry to the
hall, to the uses abovesaid ; and to bring the
persons offending before the queen's commis-
sioners in causes ecclesiastical.

VI. " Every stationer, printer, bookseller,

or merchant, using any trade of book-printing,
binding, selling, or bringing into the realm,
should before the commissioners, or before any
other persons thereto to be assigned by the
queen's privy-council, enter into several re-

cognizances of reasonable sums of money to her
majesty, with sureties, or without, as to the
commissioners shall be thought expedient, that
he should truly observe all the said ordinances,
well and truly yield and pay all such forfeitures,

and in no point be resisting, but in all things
aiding to the said wardens, and their deputies,
for the true execution of the premises." And
this was thus subscribed :

" Upon the considera-
tion before expressed, and upon the motion of the
commissioners, we of the privy-council have
agreed this to be observed, and kept, upon the
pains therein contained.—At the Star-chamber,
the 29 June, anno 1566, and the eighth year of
the queen's majesties reign.

" N. Bacon, C. S. E. Rogers,
E. Clynton, W. Cecyl,

Ambr. Cave, R. Leicester,

Winchester, F. Knollys."

To which the commissioners for ecclesiastical

causes also underwrit. "We underwrit think
these ordinances meet and necessary to be de-
creed, and observed

:

Matthue Cantuar,
Edm. London,
Ambr. Cave,
David Lewis,

Tho. Yale,

Rob. Weston,
T. Huycke."

1566. An Irish Liturgy is said to have been
printed for the use of the Highlanders of Scot-
land ; but where it was executed, or in what
character, are now equally unknown.

—

Ware.
1566. Alexander Lacy, dwelt in Little Bri-

tain, where he printed the poor man's benevolence

to afflicted church, 29 Jan. 12mo. A copy of
verses, on one side of a sheet, containing six
stanzas of fourteen lines each, by W. Birch

;

entitled, complaint of a sinner, vexed ivith paine,

desiring the joye, that ever shall remain. Printed
for Richard Applow, dwelling in Paternoster-
row, hard by the Castle tavern.

1566. David Moptid and John Mather,
seem to have been partners together, and dwelt in
Red-cross-street, adjoining to St. Giles church,
without Cripplegate. Ames records only one
book by these printers.

1566. Richard Serll dwelt at the sign of
the Half Eagle and Key, in Fleet-lane, where
he printed a new almanack and prognostication
servynge forthe year of Christ our Lorde mdlxvi,
diligently calculated for the longitude of London,
and pole articke of the same, by William Cun-
yngham, doctour in phisicke. Printed for W.
Jhones. ]2mo. A brief and piththie summe of
the christian faith, ^e. From the French of
Theodore Beza, by Fyll, and dedicated to lord
Hastings, earl of Huntingdon, with a short pre-
face and table, written by Serll.

1566. The History of the Church ofEngland,
Compiled by venerable Bede, Englishman.
Translated out of Latin into English by Thomas
Stapleton, student in Divinity. Imprinted at
Antwerpe, by John Laet, at the sign of the rape.

With privilege. 4to. This John Laet, or Latins,
for he spelled his name both ways, appears to

have been much employed in printing English
catholic works at Antwerp.

1566. There is in the BritishMuseum a French
bible, printed at Lyons in this year, which was
once the property of queen Elizabeth, and by
the date 1567, on the binding, appears to have
been pui*posely executed for her. The book is

seventeen inches long, and near eleven wide.
The edges are gilt upon red, with minute dotted
scroll work added. It has been rebound, but the
whole, or greater part of the ornament on the
sides, ingeniously cut out, and fixed to those of
the new cover. The original binding was in
calf, and the outline of the design strongly im-
pressed, worked with gold, and coloured with
white, scarlet, purple, and green, something like

the illuminated bindings of the present day.
The general outline is of a most elaborate nature,
scrolls and ornamental detail being worked in a
uniform manner round an oval in the centre, and
terminating in elegant corners, &c. The oval in

the front, which measures three inches long, con-
tains a miniature portrait of Elizabeth, with a
sceptre, but now much defaced. Round it, on
the garter, is impressed in gilt letters

ELIZABETH. DEI. GRATIA. ANG. FRANCE. ET.

HIB. REGINA.

The other side is equally ornamented, but having
in the centre the royal arms, and inscribed round.

POSVI. DEVM. ADIVTOREM. MEVM.

One of the compartments, under the portrait

of the queen, is filled up with the design of a
cherub, worked in gold.

&
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1566. An ordinance was decreed for the re-

formation of divers disorders in printinof, and
uttering- of books. Printed on a sheet by Henry
Denham, at the sign of the Sun, in Paternoster-

row.

1566. The Byhle in Englyshe, of the largest

and greatest volume, that is to saye, the contentes

of all the Holy Scripture, booth of the Oulde and

Newe Testament, according to the translation

apoynted by the Queenes Majesties Injunctions,

to be read in all churches within her Majesties

JRealme, At Rouen, ot the coste and chargis of
Richard Carmarden, 1566. Folio. This is called

the Rouen Bible, from its being printed at

that place.

1567. From a letter of the high commissioners

to queen Elizabeth, concerning superstitious

books belonging to All Soul's college, Oxford,

some light is derived relative to the materials

used for the covers of books during this period.

They are described as—" A Psalter covered with

skin ; a pricksong book, covered with a hart's

skin ; five other of paper bound in parchment

;

and the founder's Mass book in parchment,

bound in boards."—Nichol's Progresses, 8fC.

1567. Anthony Kytson dwelt, or kept a shop

in St. Paul's church-yard, at the sign of the

Sun. Ames says that he had seen but few books

printed by him, one of which seemed very old,

and has this title. A little book whych he hat to

name. Why came ye not to court P compyled by
mayster Skelton, poet laureate; and another

called, Clout compiled by master Skelton, poete

laureate.

He put up a monument for his wife in the

north aisle of St. Faith's, on which were these

lines:
Here lyeth the bodie taken from lyfe

Of Margaret, Anthony Kytson's wyf

;

Whose vertues every where were such.
As his great want bewayleth much.
Ten fair babes she brought to blys,

And of th' eleventh now departed she ys.

She ys gone before, he is yet behinde,
And hoopes in heaven his wyfe to fynde :

Whose leeke on eaithe, for his degree.
He never lookes alive to see.

Obiit xxi November, 1567.

The last mention of Kytson is in the year 1573,

when William Williamson printed an almanack
for him, and Legat at Cambridge in the same
year.

1567, Aug. 27, Died, William Rastell,
who was, according to Ames, the son of John
Rastell, the printer, vide page 262, ante, and
Elizabeth, the sister of Sir Thomas More. He
was born, and entered into the rudiments of

grammar, in the city of London ; and about
1525, at the age of seventeen, he was sent to

Oxford, where he studied logic and philosophy,
and which he left without taking a degree, for

Lincoln's Inn. He there made a considerable
progress in the knowledge of the English law,
and in 1546, he became the summer or autumn
reader of that house ; but on the changes in
the religion of England, he left the country with
his ingenious and learned wife, Winifred, daugh-
ter of John Clement, Esq. and retired to the
university of Louvain, in the duchy of Brabant.

He did not return until queen Mary ascended
the throne, but on October the 16th, 1554, he
was made a serjeant at law ; on the 8th of July,

1555-56, a commissioner for a severe way of pro-

ceeding against heretics; and a short time before

the queen's death, one of the justices in the

court of common pleas. When Elizabeth came
to the crown, and Protestantism again became
the established religion of England, although
she renewed his patent as a justice of the queen's
bench, on November the 18th, 1559, Rastell

once more returned to Louvain, and died there.

As William Rastell was certainly a literary man,
there are several works attributed to him, of
which, however it is doubtful whether he were
the author. There is ascribed to him a life of

his maternal grandfather. Sir Thomas More, but
it is without any extant authority. Herbert
imagined that William Rastell did not print

much beyond the year 1534, when Protestantism

was spreading rapidly throughout England, and
his zeal for Popery was well known ; but it is

perhaps more probable, that on his being
advanced into the high law offices which he after-

wards occupied, that he resigned his occupation
of printing. It is not requisite to suppose that

there were two families named Rastell, to recon-

cile the opposite employments of the j udge and
the printer, since an instance has been already

mentioned in the cause of John Butler, vide

page 229, ante, of a person in whom the duties

of both were united. Fifteen works bear his

imprint.

1567. Mr. Bacon gave to the stationers' com-
pany "a bowle parcell gylt." In the same year,

Mr. Jugge and Mr. Daye gave each " a spooue
all gylt."*

1567. William Powell was an original

member of the stationers' company, and had
license to print as follows : Feb. 6, 1559-60, the

boke of fortune, in folio. Nov. 30, 1561, Ray-
nolde the Foxe. Oct. 27, 1564, A cronicall table.

1565, Ludlowes prayers. 1566, A petyous Lamen-
tation of the miserable estate of the churche of
christe. A warning for laydows that aged be,

how lusty yonge yough and age can agree. Her-
bert's manuscript memoranda state, that Powell
was fined for printing Nostradamu^s Prognosti-
cation, the copy of John Waley. His residence -

* Such bowls and spoons were at tliat period the usual
gift ofthe master and wardens j and were subscribed either
with their names, their arms, or a posey ; and so con-
tinued tiU 1581, when it was agreed that every master, on
quitting his office, should give a piece of plate, weighing
14 ounces at least; and every upper or under warden, on
election, to give a piece of plate of at least three ounces.
In 1604, Mr. East was excused from serving offices, on
giving a piece of plate weighing 31 ounces. In l605, a
silver salt, with a cover gilt, weighing U ounces, was
presented by Mr. Dawson and Mr. Harris ; and a silver
salt, with a cover gilt, by Mr. Edward Bishop. In I607,
two gilt bowls were given by Mr. White and Mr. Leake,
late wardens. In 1617, three silver cups were given by
Mr. Mann, Mr. Adams, and Mr. Matthew Lane, late
master and wardens,weighing26 ounces wanting 12 grains.
—Nichols's Lit. Anec. vol. iii. p. 589.

Shakspeare, referring to these cups, makes the hostess
say to sir John Falstaflf, " Thou didst swear to me upon a
parcel-gilt goblet, sitting in my Dolphin chamber, at the
round table, by a sea coal fire, and upon Wednesday in
Wheetsun week," &c.

—

Henry IV. part II. act 2, scene 1.
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was the sign of the George next to St. Dunstan's

church, in the house formerly occupied by Rich.

Pinson, Rob. Redman, and William Middleton.

Richard Watkins and Thomas Cadwell were his

apprentices. Twenty-four works bear his imprint.

1567. William Lambe, cloth-worker, gave to

the stationers' company an annuity of £6 135. 4d.

for the perpetual relief of the poor in the parish

of St. Faith, under Paul's. Out of the annuity,

the company undertook to pay 6s. 8d. for a ser-

mon at St. Faith's, on the 6th of May, and also

to give weekly to twelve poor men or women of

that parish, one penny in money, and one penny
in bread; leaving to the company £1 2s, Set.

towards a dinner. The sermon is still preached,

agreeably to the will of Mr. Lambe, on the 6th

of May, when the twelve pensioners are regu-

larly required to attend. Mr. Lambe died

between the 1st of April and the beginning of

June, 1580, and was buried in the church of St.

Faith; and near his grave a brass plate on a
pillar was thus inscribed :

As I was, so are ye

;

As I am, you shall be

;

That I had, that I e:ave ;

That I gave, that I have

;

Thus I end all my cost

:

That I left, that I lost.

William Lambe, so sometime was my name,
Whiles alive dyd run my mortal race.

Serving a prince of most immortall fame
Henry the Eight, who, of his princely grace.

In his chapell allowed me a place.

By whose favour, from gentleman to esquire

I was preferred, with worship for my hue.
With wives three I joyned wedlock band,
Which (all alive) true lovers were to me,

Joane, Alice, and Joane ; for so they came to hand.
What needeth praise, regarding their degree.
In wifely truth none stedfast more could be,

Who thouj>h in earth Death's force did once dissever.

Heaven yet, I trust, shall joyn us altogether.

O Lambe of God, which sinne didst take away

;

And as a lambe was offered up for sinne.

Where I (poor Lambe) went from thy flock astray,

Yet thou, good Lord, vouchsafe thy Lambe to winne
Home to thy folde, and holde thy Lambe tlierein

;

That at the day, when Lambes and Gnates shall sever,

Of thy choise lambes, Lambe may be one for ever.

Under which remembrance two lines are added'

containing both a petition, and an injunction of

duty to the poor, who weekly receive their allow-

ance at the hands or appointment of the company
of stationers; the which Mr. Lambe, bearing

great affection, and having also a reasonable

assurance in them, made them his disposers and
stewards in that behalf.

I pray you all that receive bread and pence,
To say the Lord's Prayer before ye go hence.

1567. The first Saxon types that were cut in

England was by John Daye, under the patro-

nage of archbishop Parker, for his editions of

Asserius Menevensis, j^lfric^s Easter Homily^
and the Saxon Gospels. Mr. Astle prefers the

shape of these early Saxon types to any which
have since been cast.

1568. Mr. Arthur Pepwell, son of Henry
Pepwell, noticed at page 270, ante^ gave £100
for the use of the poor of the stationers' company.

1567-8, Jan. 14, Robert Lekprevik was em-
powered, by writ of privy seal, to print exclu-
sively, the " buikes callit Donatus* pro Puerisy

Rudimentis of Pelisso, togedder with the gramer
to be set furth callit the general gramer to be
usid within scolis of this realme for eruditioun

of the zouth." Such were the popular school-

books at that epoch in Scotland.

In the records of the town council of the city

of Edinburgh, under the date of Jan. 10, 1519.
occurs the following notice :

" The quhilk day,
the provost, baillies, and counsall, statuts and
ordains for reasonable cause moving thaime that
na manor of neighbour nor indweller w*in this

hurt [burgh] put their bairins till ony pticulare

sculef within this toun but to the principal

grammer scule of the samyn to be teichit in ony
science hot alanerlie grace buke, prymar, and
plane donat, under the pane of X sh : to be tane
of ilk ny'bo' [neighbour] thet broke, or dois in

the contrair heirof." The Prymar, and the
Plane Donat, were the grammars, it appears,
which were first used in the greater schools of
Scotland, as they had equally been in England.

1568, May 20. Died, Miles Coverdale,
bishop of Exeter, a man universally esteemed
for his piety, his scriptural knowledge, his dili-

gence in preaching, and above all for his emi-
nent services in the cause of biblical literature,

by his translation of the scriptures. He was
bom in Yorkshire about the year 1486, and
became an Augustine monk. He was an exile

for the sake of religion, having embraced the
principles of the reformation. Being permitted
to return to England, he was made almoner to

Catherine Par, the last wife of Henry VIII.
During the reign of Edward VI. he was pro-

moted to the bishopric of Exeter ; but on the
change of religion in queen Mary's reign, he
was deprived of his see, and thrown into prison,

out of which he was released at the earnest

request of Christian III., king of Denmark,
and as a very great favour, was permitted to

depart out of the kingdom. Soon after Eliza-
beth's accession to the throne, he returned from
his exile, but would not accept of his bishopric.

The cause of his refusal was his attachment to

the principles of the Puritans. Grindal, bishop
of London, gave him the small living of St.

* The Donat, which is mentioned in this record, was a
grammar : from Donatus, a celebrated grammarian, who
was the preceptor of St. Jerome, and lived at Rome, in the
year of the Christian tera 354. By an easy transition, the
Donat came to signify the elements of any art.—" Then
drave I me among drapers, my Donat to lerne," stud
Chaucer. Wintown, who may be considered as the co-
temporary of Chancer, has the following passage, (in his
Cronj/kil, b. v. c. x. /. 704,) with regard to the use of the
Donat, in the seminaries of Scotland, during his time.

Donate than wes in his state,

And in that tyme hys libell wrate
That now Barnys oysys to lere

At thaire begynnyng of gramere :

And Saynct Jerome in thai yheris
The best wes callyd of his scoleris.

t In 1598, the principal master of the high school at
Edinburgh, was allowed an annua] salary of £\ 13«. 4d.
sterling. In 1709, his salary was settled at ^£"16 13s. 4d.;

such was the intermediate progress, both in the deprecia^
tion of money, twid the difficulty of subsistence.

2 X
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Magnus, near London Bridge; but not comply-

ing with tlie terms of conformity then required,

he was deprived of his living, became obnoxious

to government, and died in indigence. He was

buried under the communion table, in the parish

church of St. Bartholomew, by the exchange,

as appears by the register in that church.

1568. In the course of this year, a corrected

and magnificent edition of the English Bible,

was printed at London, by Richard Jugge, in

Paul's church-yard, large folio, on royal paper,

with a beautiful English type, embellished with

various cuts and maps, some of them engraved

on wood, and others on copper. This celebrated

edition, which has obtained the name of the

Bishopii' Bible from several bishops being em-
ployed in revising it, is said to have been under-

taken by royal command. It was conducted
under the auspices and active direction of

Matthew Parker, archbishop of Canterbury. It

is often designatedby the appellation of the l^eda

Bible; for strange to say, at the commencement
of the epistle to the Hebrews, the story of Leda
and Jupiter is engraved on wood. This bible is

further remarkable for these particulars; at the

beginning is the head of queen Elizabeth ; at

the end of the second part is the head of the earl

of Leicester ; and at the end of the third part is

the head of Lord Burleigh.

1568, Juh/ 6. Died, John Oporinus,* the

most eminent of the early German printers.

He was born at Basil, of poor parents, January
25, 1507, and became well versed in Latin and
Greek, and spoke and wrote the foraier with
purity and fluency. He was employed by the
celebrated Frobin in transcribing the works of
the Greek authors. He was in partnership with
Robert Winter; and though eminent in their

profession, they however met with considerable
losses, inasmuch as Winter died insolvent, and
Oporinus was not able to support himself with-
out the assistance of his friends, in which con-
dition he died, at the time above stated. He had
six presses constantly at work, usually employed
about fifty men, and published no book which
he had not concerted himself. Notwithstanding
his great business, he died above 1500 livres in

debt. He wrote notes in Cicero and Demos-
thenes. In 1569, was printed Andrea: Jocisci

Oralis de ortu, vita, et obitu Johannis Oporini
Basileensis, ti/pographorum GermanioB priucipis.

Accedit catalogus librorum ab Oporino excusorum.
Argentorati, 8vo.

1568. Henry Wykes dwelt at the sign of
the Black Elephant, in Fleet-street ; this sign he
put under a compartment of a man carrying a

* Oporinus, a Greek word, signifies Autumn.
t The royal exchang:e was founded June 7, 1566, by sir

Thomas Gregham, an eminent merchant of London, on
the model of, and as a substitute for, tlie mart at Antwerp,
then the centre of commerce. It was endowed by deed the
royal exchange, May 21, 1.574. Sir Thomas Gresham died
Nov. 21, 1579, aged 6o. His crest was a grasshopper.

—

Besides building the exchange at his own expense, he
founded a college in London for lectures in divinity, law,
physic, astronomy, geography, music, and rhetoric : and
endowed many public charities. The Gresham lectures
art read m a room oyer the royal Exchange.

sheep on his back, and motto Periit et inventa

est, about it, as was done for Ralph Newberry.
Ten works bear his imprint from 1565 to 1568.

1568. At page 286, ante, it was shewn that an
act was passed on the 19th of March, 1543, dur-
ing the government of the regent Arran, for

making it lawful to read the scriptures in the

vulgar tongue, notwithstanding the protest of the

bishop of Glasgow, who was then chancellor of

Scotland. There is reason to believe, that this

act was restricted to " the having of the Neio
Testament in the vulgar tongue." Yet at this

epoch they had not the scriptures in Scotland

:

and the zeal of the regent induced him to apply
to sir Ralph Sadler, the English ambassador,
" to write into England for some bibles in Eng-
lish." Whatever may have been the progress of

the reformation in Scotland, during the infancy
of Mary Stuart, more than thirty years elapsed,

before any bible was printed within her kingdom.
In this year Thomas Bassandyne, jirinted at

Edinburgh, a Psalme Btiih, in the end whereof
was found ane lewd song, called. Welcome For-
tunes. This buik gave great offence to the general

assembly, which met at Edinburgh in the same
year ; and they ordered the printer to call in

those buiks : but there is good reason to believe,

that the letvd song at the end of this book, did

not give such offence, as what appeared at the
beginning of it, " The fall of the Romain's kirk,

naming our King and Sovereigne supreame head

of the primitive Kirk. The printer was not de-

terred, however, from printing a Psalme Buik,
of a different kind. See 1575, post.

1 569. The Travaled Pylgrim, bringing Newes
from, all Parts of the World, such like scarce

herd of before, scene and allowed according to the

order appointed. By Stephen Bateman. This
writer is introduced by Ritson in his collection

of English poets, but Beloe knew of no other
copy than the above, which is in the British

museum.
1569. Mr. Dibdin had in his possession a book

which was bound in this year, on one side of it

the full-length portrait of Martin Luther, and on
the reverse a similar one of John Calvin. These
portraits are described in the Bibliomania, as be-
ing executed with great spirit and accuracy, and
surrounded with ornamental borders of much
taste and richness.

1569. Abraham Usque, sometimes errone-
ously called OsKi, or UsKi, a learned Jew, and
celetjrated printer at Ferrara, in Italy, where he
printed many works, not only in Hebrew, but
also in Spanish and Portuguese, was descended
of a reputable Jewish family, who fled from
Portugal to Ferrara, during the severe persecu-
tions which raged against the Jews in that
kingdom, He was educated in the principles of
the Talmud by his parents. The time of this

learned printer's death is not known.
Solomon Usque was of the same family as

the above ; he was the editor of a Spanish trans-

lation of Petraeh's Sonnets, the biblical tragedy
of Esther, and other works. He went to Con-
stantinople, where he established a printing office,
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and printed the book of Ruth in Hebrew, with

the commentary of R. Solomon Alkabetz, 1561,

4to. No further account is known of him.

1569, Sept. 5. Died, Edmund Bonner, an
English prelate, was a peasant's son in Worces-
tershire, and educated at Oxford. He after-

wards entered into the service of Wolsey, who
bestowed upon him several benefices. Henry
VIII. to whom he was chaplain, sent him to

Rome to get the sentence of divorce from Cathe-
rine of Arragon confirmed, and his behaviour
was so bold, that the pope threatened to thro\\

him into a caldron of boiling lead. In 1538 he
was nominated bishop of Hereford, being then

ambassador at Paris ; but before his consecration

he was translated to London. In the reign of

Edward VI. he scrupled to take the oath of su-

premacy, for which he was sent to prison, but on
making his submission obtained his discharge.

His negligence, however, in complying with the

laws, occasioned him a second imprisonment, and
the loss of his bishopric. On the accession of

Mary he was restored to his episcopal function,

and through the whole of her reign, showed a
most sanguinary spirit, by bringing numbers of

protestants to the stake.

When persecuting zeal made royal sport
With royal innocence in Mai'y's court,
Then Bonner, blythe as shepherd at a wake,
Enjoy'd the show, and danced about the stake.

When queen Elizabeth came to the throne,

he was sent to the marshalsea prison, where he
died. His body was interred in St. George's
church- yard, Soutliwark. Bonner was a man of
furious disposition, but well versed in the com-
mon law.*

1570, May 5. Hugh Morts, a journeyman
to John Aide, who resided at the long shop ad-
joining to St. Mildred's church in the Poultry,
died of the plague, in a room called the stocks,

as appears by the register book of that parish.

1570. Epitaphs, epigrams, songs, and sonets,

with a discourse of the friendly affections of
Tymetes to Pyndara his ladie. Newly corrected,

with additions, and set out by George Turhermle,
gentlonan. Printed hy Henry Denham, at the

sign of the Star, in Pater noster row.
1571. The printers of Paris were authorised

to wear swords by a royal ordinance of king
Charles IX.

* In 1569, John Aide printed the following work, in
12mo. '

' A commemoration or dirge of bastarde Edmonde
Boner, alias Savage, usurped bislioppe of London. Cora-
piled by Lemeke Avale. Episcoputum ejus accipet alter,
1569. Imprinted by P. O. 12mo. John Aide. Very cut-
ting : jjart of it is thus : Here after do follow a linial pedc-
gree of Boners kindred, by the minde and judji^ment of
many noc. a man of a great house, long before the cap-
tivite of Babilon. Bastarde Edmonte Savage, beyng a
great lubberly scholar, was supposed to be the sonne of
one Boner, which was the son of a juggler, or wild roge,
which was the son of a villaine ingrosse, which was the
son of a cutpurse, which was the son of Tom of Bedlam,
&c.—Antichrist the son of the Devil, of iniquitie, and
perdition, the cause of all ignorance, infidelitie, simouie,
treason, idolitrie, persecution, rebellion, wicked assemble,
and finally, everlasting damnation. Then, A prayer to
the holy Trinitie a;?ainst ignorance of Goddes worde and
wolves."

1571. In this year a printing press, with a
fount of Irish types, was provided at the expense
of queen Elizabeth, and sent over to Dublin,
under the care of John Kcrney* and Nicholas

Walshjf and the iirst book printed in Ireland in

that character, was a catechism written by John
Kerney, and printed about tliis time, "A copy of

this rare and curious little volume is in the Bod-
leian library."

—

Cotton.

1571. About this time, Henry Stephens
the Second, published the second impression of

his Thesaurus Grascus, upon which occasion
several epigrams were composed ; the following
one by Theodore Beza, makes special allusion to

those two kindred works, by which Robert and
Henry Stephens were respectively distinguished.

THESAURUS GREEK AND LATIN.

The Ausonian Muses, t shelterless before.
With Robert found a refuge kind of yore.
Lo ! Henry now the pious act renews.
And entertains each wandering Grecian muse.
They for a race by benefits endear'd,
An everlasting edifice have rear'd.
Enjoy then Stkphens','! the boon they give ,

In fame's imperishable records live !

Ye Muses too of Greece and Latium, join
Your praise with theirs—your home with theirs combine

;

And you, the Muses' votaries, court their smilQ
Henceforth, in that united domicile.

1571. The art of printing was introduced into

the town of Stirling, or Striviling, by Robert
Lekprevik, whom we have already noticed as a
printer, at Edinburgh : while resident at that
place he printed several works, and from thence
removed to St. Andrews ; and from thence re-

turned to Edinburgh.
1572, Jzme 1. Ovid's Elegies, in three parts,

was burnt at stationers' hall, by an order from
the archbishop of Canterbury, and the bishop of
London.

* John Kerney was treasurer of St. Patrick's church,
Dublin, and was educated at Cambridge. He died about
1600, and was buried in St. Patrick's.

t Nicholas Walsh, chancellor of St. Patrick's, Dublin,
was first bishop of Waterford and Lismore, and in 1577,
was translated to Ossory. He was stabbed with a skeine,
or short sword, in his house, at Dublin, by a man named
James Dullard, whom the bishop had cited for adultery,
December 14, 1585. He was buried in the cathedral of
Kilkenny, Dullard was afterwards executed for the crime.

X The Muses are certain fabulous deities among the
pagans, supposed to preside over the arts and sciences

;

for this reason it is usual for the poets, at the beginning
of a poem, to invoke these goddesses to their aid. Sir
Isaac Newton tells us that the singing women of Osiris
were celebrated in Thrace by the name of the musesj and
that the daughters of Pierius, a Thracian, imitating them,
were celebrated by the same name. It has been asserted
by some ancient writers, that at first they were only three
in number j but Homer, Hesiod, and other profound my-
thologists, admit of nine. In his Hymn to Apollo, Homer
says,

"By turns the nine delight to sing."

The following passage, translated from Callimachus^
expresses the attribute of the muses in as many lines : —

"Calliope the deeds of heroes sings ;

Great Clio sweeps to history the strings 5

Euterpe teaches mimics their silent show

;

Melpomene presides o'er scenes of woci
Terpischoie the flute's power displays

,

And Erato gives hymns the gods to praise;
Polyhymnia's skill inspires melodious strains

j

Urania wise, the starry course explains

;

And gay Thalia's glass points out where folly reigns.
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1572, Richard Grafton. Of the memoirs

of this typographer, who was one of the most

eminent of his time, there is somewhat more to

be recovered than there is of the greater part of

the early professors of the art of printing. He
was a citizen and grocer ofLondon,was descended

of a good family, and appears to have been

brought up as a merchant, as were also his

partners, Edward Whitchurch and John Butler.

The two last mentioned persons are said to have

exchanged their commercial for a typographical

employment, from the circumstances already

noticed at pages 266, ante. As Grafton was a

scholar, so he was likewise an author. In 1548,

he printed a magnificent edition of Edward

Halle's Chronicle, the gi'eater part of which, he

states, he wrote himself. In 1562, was printed

Grafton's Abridgement of the Chronicles, of

which also new editions appeared in 1563, 1564,

and 1572. In 1569, Grafton published his

Chronicles at large, some parts of which were

rather unfairly censured by Buchanan. Soon

after the execution of Thomas Cromwell, earl

of Essex, which took place on the 28th of July,

1549, Grafton was imprisoned for six weeks in

the Fleet, for printing Matthew's Bible, and the

Great Bible without notes ; and before his release,

he was bound in a penalty of £100 that he

should neither sell nor imprint, nor cause to be

imprinted, any more bibles until the king and

clergy should agree upon a translation. He was

also summoned before the council upon the

charge of printing a ballad in favour of lord

Cromwell, which bishop Bonner, with some-

thing of negligence, and more of ingratitude,

endeavoured to aggravate ; but Audley, the lord

chancellor, changed the discourse, and Grafton

escaped. He was also presented with Whit-
church, for an infringement of the Six Articles,

but here again they were fortunate; and at

various times they received royal patents for

the printing of the church service books and
primer, both in Latin and English.

Grafton was soon appointed printer to prince

Edward, and on the 23d of April, 1546, after

he became king, he had a special patent granted

to him for the printing of all the statute books.

Another patent, dated the 18th of December,
1548, was also granted to him and Whitchurch,
by which they were authorized to take up and
provide for one year, printers, compositors, &c.,

together with paper, ink, presses, &c., at reason-

able rates and prices. Ames supposes, that the

Richard Grafton, grocer, who in 1553, 1554,
1556, and 1557, sat in parliament for the city of
London, was the printer; but Herbert doubts
this, on the grouncl that he was excepted in the
general pardon issued when queen Mary was
crowned, in 1553. Of Grafton's sickness, death,
or burial, there are not any particulars extant,
nor indeed is there any notice of him after 1572,
when he brake his leg in two places by a fall,

which made him lame until his decease. It
cannot be imagined that Grafton died in indi-
gence, since Richard Cooke, Esq., Clarenceux
King of Arms, confirmed armorial ensigns to

Richard his third son, in 1584, with the addition

of a crest. This person, however, was of some

eminence in the law, and was about the above

period, retained as counsel for the stationers'

company.
The residence of Richard Grafton was in a

part of the dissolved house of the Grey Friars,

which was afterwards granted by king Edward
VI. for a hospital for the maintenance and edu-

cation of orphans, called Christ's Hospital.

Grafton's typographical labours were sixty-two

different productions, and as a printer his publi-

'cations are distinguished both for their utility

and their beauty.

The device of Richard Grafton was a rebus or

pun upon his name, a tun, with a fruit tree

passing out at the centre, with the motto in

Latin, " By their fruits ye shall know them.'

1572. liyloets dictionarie, newlye corrected,

amended, set in order and enlarged, ivith many

names of men, townes, heastes, foules, fishes,

trees, shrubbes, he)'bes, fruites, instruments, Sfc.

by which you may finde the Latin or Frenche of

any Enqlishe worde you will. By John Higgins,

late student in Oxeford. Over the title are these

lines printed.

To write, and many please, is'much,

To please, not write, is paine

:

Then rather write, and please the good.

Than spend thy time in vain.

Printed by Thomas Marshe, at the sign of the

Prince's Anns, near St. Dunstan's church, Fleet-

street.

1572. Died, John Crispin, or Crespen, an

ingenious printer of this century, and a native of

Arras, in France He was advocate to the parlia-

ment of Paris; but afterwards, forming a friend-

ship with Beza, he embraced the reformed

religion, and retired to Geneva, where he gained

great reputation by his printing, and, according

to Bayle, died of the plague. He is allowed to

be a man of great learning, and an useful and

accurate printer. Crispin was the author of a

Greek Lexicon. Geneva, 1762, 4to, and re-

printed in folio.

1572. Of the labour and expense incurred in

the binding of books at this period, we have an

illustration in the copy of archbishop Parker's

De Antiquitate Ecclesice Britannicce, in the royal

library in the British museum, presented to
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queen Elizabeth by the archbishop. It is a
small folio of this date, covered with green vel-

vet, and the front or first side embroidered with

coloured silks and silk thread, in deep relief. It

is conjectured that archbishop Parker intended
the design on the sides, as a reference to her

name. It represents a park inclosed by railings,

having in the centre a large rose tree, and deer
in various positions. The reverse of the binding
has a similar design, but the interior occupied
by five deer, one in the centre reposing, the other

four like those described, being transposed ; two
snakes and various small shrubs are disposed in

the space between. The back is divided into

five compartments, by embroidered lines, having
a red rose with buds and branches between each,

except the second from the head, on which has,

at some subsequent period, been placed the title

on a piece of leather, thus :

—

PARKERUS
DE ANT
EC. BRIT.
LOND. 1572.

The bottom one bears on a small piece of leather,

fixed on the embroidery

—

EL.

The book has been rebound in green morocco,
but the sides and back as above described, placed
oyer the morocco in a very creditable manner.
It is now properly preserved in a red basil cover,

and further protected by being placed in a box.
Another book of queen Elizabeth's, also in the

British museum, merits particular notice from
its binding. It is the Historia Ecclesia, printed
at Louvain, in 1569, bound in green velvet, with
the shield of the royal arms embroidered with
coloured silks, and silver and gold thread on
crimson silk, in the centre of each side. The
remaining spaces are filled up with roses, foliage,

&CC. formed of the same materials, and some of
the flowers composed of small pearls, many of
which are lost. The back is similar to the last

described, and bears the queen's initials. Every
thing tends to show that Elizabeth was profuse
in the embellishment of the bindings of her
books ; and this doubtless influenced many per-
sons to present her works in a costume she would
be likely to approve. Among the new year's
gifts, sent her in the year 1595, was a Bible from
Absolon, master of the Savoy, bound in cloth of
gold, garnished with silver and gilt, with two
plates of the royal arms.

In 1578, queen Elizabeth, on her visit to

Cambridge, was presented by the vice-chancellor
with " a ISfewe Testament in Greek, of Robertus
Stephanus, his fii-st printing in folio, bound in
redd velvett, and lymed with gould ; the armes
of England sett upon eche side of the booke,
vearey faire."

In the Bodleian library, at Oxford, is an Eng-

lish translation of St. PauPs Epistles, in a
tambour binding, executed by the princess
Elizabeth, afterwards queen, while imprisoned
at Woodstock, during the reign of her sister

queen Mary. The cover is of black silk, curi-

ously embroidered with mottos and devices.

Round the extreme border of the upper side is

worked

"CCELUM PATRI^. SCOPUS VIT^ XPVS. CHRISTO
VIVE."

In the centre a Iieart^ and about it,

"eleva cor sursum ibi ubi e.g.*

On the other side

'' BEATUS QUI DIVITIAS SCRIPTURiE LEGENS
VERBA VERTIT IN OPERA."

And in the centre, round a star,

"VICIT OMNIA PERTINAX VIRTUS E. C."f

A volume of prayers bound in crimson velvet,

among the royal MSS. in the British Museum,
claims the same distinction as the preceding
work. On each side is embroidered with silver

thread a monogram, apparently composed of the
letters R. H. K. N. A. and E. in high relief, with
the letter H. above and below, and a rose at the
four corners.

A custom of perfumingi books at this period
is shown in the instructions relative to presents
to the queen, sent by the lord treasurer Burghley
to the vice-chancellor of the university on this

occasion. He says " Present a book well bound,"
and charges them " to regard that the book had
no savour of spike, which commonly bookbinders
did seek to add, to make their books savour well."
From what has been stated, it is evident that

Elizabeth was a great lover of books, and a
munificent patron of all concerned in their embel-
lishment. But she displayed her taste in this par-
ticular further than we have shown, by causing
the binding to be composed entirely of silver

or of gold. In the inventory of her jewels,
plate, &c., made in the sixteenth year of her
reign, several ornamental books are also described

:

amongst others, " Oone Gospell book, covered
with tissue, and garnished on th' onside with the
ciTicifix and the queenes badges of silver guilt,
poiz with wodde, leaves, and all, cxij. oz." And
" Oone booke of the Gospelles plated with silver,

and guilt upon bourdes with the image of the
crucifix ther upon, and iiij evangelists in iiij

places, with two greate claspes of silver and guilt,

poiz lii oz. gr. and weing with the bourdes, leaves,
and binding, and the covering of red vellat, cxxjx.
Oz." The Golden Manuel of Prayers fonnerly in
the possession of queen Elizabeth, deserves to

be particularly mentioned : it is bound in solid

gold^ and (it is said) was usually worn by her

* Est Christus.

t Elizabethse Captivse, or Elizabetba Captiva.
4: Edward Vere, earl of Oxford, first brought from Italy

the whole mystery and craft of perfumery, and costly
washes; and among other pleasant things, a perfumed
jerkin, and a pair of perfumed gloves trimmed with
roses, which he presented to the queen, and she had her
portrait drawn with them on her hands.

m
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hanging by a solid gold chain at her side. On
one of the covers is represented the j udginent of

Solomon, whose sentence appears in a line round
the four sides of the cover ; on the other side is

delineated the brazen serpent, with the wounded
Israelites looking at it; the motto round the

sides is the divine command given to Moses,

relative to the making of this serpent. This

book was the composition of queen Catherine

Par and lady Tirwit. A late possessor valued

this costly gem at £150.
1572. A brief discourse of the lyfe and death

of the late right high and honorable Sir William
Pawlet, knight, lord Saint John, earl of Wilshire,

marquis of Winchester, knight of the honorable

order of the garter, one of the queenes majesties

privie counsel, and lorde high treasurer of Eng-
land. Which deceased the tenth of Marche, anno
1572, and ivas buried at Basing the 28 day of
Aprill. Printed at London by Richard Jhones.

This poem was the production of Rowlande
Broughton, of whom Mr. Beloe could find no
account, and yet he was the author of other pro-

ductions. From a specimen of this poem, the

talents of Broughton were of no mean order.

I am content to bend my pen,
In rurall ryme to paynte

The tale that thou haste toulde to me.
And of thy hevy playnt

;

And wyll denie in hermonie
Contention for to make

;

I bet the playne songe, no whit els

To pricke do undertake.

To set in partes the learned must,
That art can rightly use.

And let them descant who so list,

That my good wyll refuse.

Thou toldest me of his vertuous lyfe
A tale both long and wyse,

And how that God preserved hym
In many an enterprise.

How styll by friendship he dyd seeke
His foes liis friends to make

;

And their redoubled shames came on,
As they did brew to bake. &c. &c.

15)72, April \. Z>iefZ, John Cawood, printer,

an original member of the stationers' company,
and who served the office ofmaster in 1561,1562,
and 1566. He was a bountiful benefactor, to

the company, for he gave them six yards of
wainscote in their council chamber; and two
new glazed windows in the hall ; a portrait of

himself, and another of his master, John Reynes,
who had instructed him in the art of printing

;

" a hearse clothe, of clothe of gold, pouderyd
with blew velvet, and borderyd abought with
blacke velvet, embroidered and steyned with
blew, yelow, red green." He also gave a salt

and cover, weighing six ounces and a half,

double gilt, with the stationers' arms on it
;

another salt, without a cover, weight nine ounces

;

" a spone , all gylt ;" the arms of England gravyn
on stone, and set in a frame at the upper end of
the hall ; and " a box with a patent given by
Harolds to the company of stacyoners, concern

-

inge their arms, with charges." John Cawood
was descended of an ancient family in the county

of York, who were once lords of the manor of

Cawood, near the city of York, although the
castle had anciently been the archbishop's see.

In the time of kingJohn one of his ancestors did
knight's service. In a book at the herald's office,

London, are the following words :
" Cawood Tyjoo-

graphus Regius Regints Marice^ He had exer-
cised the art three or four years, when Richard
Grafton, was deprived of his patent by queen
Mary, and it was given to Cawood. On the acces-
sion of Elizabeth, he was, jointly with Richard
Jugge, appointed printer to the queen, by patent
dated March 24, 1560, with the usual allowance
of £6 13s. 4d. to print all statutes, &c. and for

their joint concern they rented a room in sta-

tioners' hall,at xxs. per annum. Cawood resided
in St. Paul's church yard, at the sign of the Holy
Ghost. He was buried in St. Faith's under St.

Paul's, London, with the following inscription.

John Cawood, citizen and stationer of London, printer
to the most renowned queen's majesty, Elizabeth, married
three wives, and had issue by Joane his first wife onely,
as foUoweth, three sous and four daughters; John his
eldest son being bachelor of law, and fellow in New Col-
lege, in Oxenford, died 1570. Mary married to George
Bischoppe, stationer; Isabell manied to Thomas Wood-
cock, stationer. Gabriel,* his second son, bestowed this
dutiful remembrance of his deeire parents, 1591, then
churchwarden ; Susanna married to Robert Bullok ; Bar-
bara married to Mark Norton ; Edmund, third son, died
1 of April, he being of age then 58.

Thirty-nine works were imprinted by Cawood,
to which he affixed the annexed monogram.

1572. The Works of Henry Nicholas relating

to the Family of Love, and other subjects, trans-

lated out of Bace-Almayne into English, 10 vols.

IQmo. The works of Henry Nicholas were, by
royal proclamation, ordered to be burnt, and all

persons declared punishable for having them in

their possession. The tenets of the sect called

the Family of Love, may be found in Blount.
Neal's History of the Puritans, and Strype's

Annals.

1572. The Benefit of the ancient bathes of
Buckstones, which cureth most greevous sicknesses,

never before published, compiled by John Jones,

phisition, of the King^s mede, nigh Darby.
Printed by Thomas East and Henry Middleton,

London. 32 leaves, 4to.

1572, May 8. In the parliament of queen
Elizabeth, which assembled on this day, dame
Dorothy Packington, as lady of the town of

* Gabriel Cawood was master of the stationers' com-
pany in 1592 and 1599.
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Aylesbury, in the county of Bucliingham, sent

by her nomination, the trusty and well-beloved

Thomas Lichfield and George Borden, to he her

burgesses, and whatever they should do in the

service of the queen's highness in that present

parliament, the lady thereby approved, as if she

herself were present.

1572, Sept. 29, in the 14th of Elizabeth, "a
license was granted to Thomas Marshe, to print

Catonis disticha de moribus, Marci Tull. epist.

familiares, JEsopi fabulce, and other classic

authors for 12 years; and none to print any of

his copies, with privilege to enter any house, or

warehouse, to search for, and seize any books

printed and brought into the realm, cohtraiy to

the tenour of these our letters patent, and the

same to seize to the use of us, and our heirs and
successors."

1572. The royal or Spanish Poh/glott was
printed at Antwerp, by Christopher Plantin, in

1569—by authority of Philip II. king of Spain,

in Flebrew, Greek, Latin, and Chaldee, under
the direction of Arias Montanus, in eight vols,

folio ; containing, besides the whole of the Com-
plutensian edition, a Chaldee paraphrase on part

of the old testament, which cardinal Ximenes
had deposited in the theological library at Com-
plutum, having particular reasons for not pub-
lishing it. The new testament had the Syriac

version, and the Latin translation of Santes

Pagninus as reformed by Arias Montanus. This
work was also enriched with various grammars
and dictionaries of the several languages it con-

sists of. Of this Polyglott, which received the

approbation of pope Gregory XIII. only five

hundred copies were printed, a large part of

which were lost by the vessel being wrecked
which was conveying them to Spain. The price

of the copies, according to Scaliger, was forty

pistoles each set.'*''

1572, Nov. 24. Died, John Knox, the lustre

of whose name has obscured the reputation of

those who were his fellow-labourers in the cause

of the reformation.f Such persons as entirely

approve of the religious establishment of Scot-

land, which was almost wholly the result of his

zeal and activity, must entertain the highest

respect for his memory. He was undoubtedly a

man of distinguished abilities, and had a rough
and bold eloquence, which was admirably calcu-

lated to produce all its effects among the people

* A copy of this valuable Polyglott, with the exception
of the second volume of the " Apparatus " is in the Colle-

giate, or Cheatham's library at Manchester. A most
magnificent copy, upon vellum, in the original binding,
in ten volumes, but wanting the three latter volumes
(now in the royal library at Paris), which contain the
philological and lexicographical appendix, was brought to
England in May, 18l6, by Mr. Wurtz, and offered to sale
at one thousand guineas.

t In the cemetry, near to the cathedral, in the city of
Glasgow, is a beautiful pillar, with a statue of Knox, and
on the four sides of the pedestal are inscriptions commemo-
rative of the reformation

.

A sermon preached by John Knox, minister' of Christ
Jesus, in the puhlique audience of the church of Eden-
borough, within the realme of Scotland, upon Sunday the
IQth of August, 1565. For the which the said John Knoxe
was inhibite preaching for a season, Sfc. No place, nor
printer.

to whom it was addressed. In learning, he stood
upon a level with some of the most celebrated of
his coteraporaries ; but it is impossible to speak
with admiration of his spirit and temper. There
was a harshness in his manners, that in this age
at least, must appear exceedingly disgusting.

Nevertheless, when every deduction is made
from his merit, it must be acknowledged that his
talents were fitted in an extraordinary degree for

the execution of the business in which he was
engaged. The praise of sincerity and piety
cannot be denied him, while it is to be re-

gretted that these virtues were accompanied
with so narrow and bigotted a turn of mind.
In the time of John Knox, the having suffered
persecution did not hinder men from exer-
cising persecution when it was in their power.
In Scotland, the protestant reformation was
settled by parliament in 1560, the year after
its final establishment in England, where the
reformation was carried on much more tempe-
rately than in Scotland. In both countries the
monasteries were dispersed. In England, the
wealth of the secular clergy, the bishoprics,
cathedrals, and parochial churches, were left

untouched. In Scotland, where it must be
owned, the proportion of ecclesiastical to lay
wealth had come to be much greater, the church
was far more severely assailed; the sees and
cathedrals in particular, were pillaged by the too
powerful nobility of this small country, to an
extent that ever after must have rendered it

almost impossible to maintain any proper episco-
pal establishment in reformed Scotland. And
this circumstance certainly contributed in no
trivial degree to the ultimate triumph of the
anti-episcopal party within her church. John
Knox was the principal agent in the business,
who brought with him from Geneva, where he
had resided for a time, and officiated to an
English congregation, a violent avei-sion to the
episcopal form of ecclesiastical government ; and
he had sufficient influence to prevail upon his
countrymen to adopt the plan of Calvin, in all

parts of its discipline, as well as of its doctrine.
Thus presbyterianism became the public religion
of Scotland.

1572, Dec. 7. John Barret had a patent
to print a Dictionary, in English and Latin.

1572, Dec. 15. Francis Flower, a gentleman
being none of the company of stationers, had
privilege of printing the grammar and other
things ; and farmed it out to some of the com-
pany for £100, by the year, which was raised
by enhancing the prices above the accustomed
order. He assigned Thomas Vatrollier arid others
to print for him. Some of them are only said to

be the assigns of Francis Flower, without naming
the person.

1 573, Aug. 6. Lionel Ducket, lord mayor of
London, transmits to lord Burleigh an act of the
common council, forbidding the venison feasts in
the halls of the city, which we understand to have
been offensive to her majesty. In consequence of
this order, the feast of the stationers' were res-

trained.
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1573. A new Enterlude^ no less mittie than

pleasant^ entitled, New Custom, was written to

vindicate and promote the reformation against

Old Custom. The characters are allegorical, and
discuss the comparative merits of the doctrine

held by the two churches with more earnestness

than temper

:

Light of the Gospel—(a Minister.)

impe of Antechrist, and seed of the devyll

!

Borne to all wickednesse, and nusled in all evil.

Perverse Doctrine—(An old Popish Priest.)

Nay, thou stinking heretike, art thou there in deed ?

According to thy naughtines thou must look for speed.

New Custome—(another Minister.)

Grodde's holie woorde in no wise can be heresie,

Though so you terme it never so falsly.

Perverse Doctrine.

Yee precious whoreson, art thou there too ?

1 think you have pretended some harme mee to doo.
Helpe, Helpe, I say, let mee be gone at once,
Else I will smite thee in the face by Godde's bones.

New Custome.

You must be contented a little season to stay, [say.

Light ofthe Gospell, for your profite, hath some thing to

1573. The art of reason, rightly termed, ivit-

craft, teaching a perfect way to argue and dispute.

Made by Raphe Lever.

The forespeache of the book, which is dedica-

ted to Walter, earl of Essex, is as follows. To
prove that the arte of reasoning may be taught
in Englishe, I reason thus : first, we Englishmen
have wits, as well as men of other nations have

;

whereby we conceyve whatstandeth with reason,

and is well doone, and what seemeth to be so in

his reign, and is not. For artes are like to okes,

which by little and little grow a long time, afore

they come to their full bigness. Tliat one man
beginneth, another oft time furthereth andmend-
eth; and yet more praise to be given to the
beginner, then to the furtherer or mender, if the
first did find more good things, then the follower

did adde. Experience teacheth, that each thing
which is envented by man, hath a beginning,
hath an increase, and hath also in time a full

ripeness. Now, although each work is most
commendable, when it is brought to its full per-

fection, yet, where the workmen are many, there

is oftimes more praise to be given to him that

doeth a good work, then to him that endeth it.

For if ye consider the bookes, that are now
printed, and compare them with the bookes that

were printed at the first, Lord, what a diversity

is there, and how much do the last exceed the

* One of the earliest writers against stage plays was
Stephen Gosson, who, in 1579, published the School of
Abuse, or a pleasant Invective against Poets, Players, Jest-
ers, and such like Caterpillars, Yet this Gosson dedicated
his work to sir Philip Sidney, a great lover of plays, and
one who has vindicated theii morality in his Defence of
Poesy. The same puritanic spirit soon reached the uni-
versity

; for when Dr. Gager had a play performed at Christ
church. Dr. Reynolds, of Queen's college, terrified at the
Satanic novelty, published the Overthrow of Stage Plays,
1693; a tedious invective of texts, with quotations and
authorities; for that was the age when authority was
stronger than opinion, and the slightest could awe the
readers.

first ! Yet if you will compare the first and the
last printer together, and seek whether deserveth
more praise and commendation, ye shall find that
the first did farre exceed the last. For the last
had help of manye, and the first had help of
none. So that the first lighteth the candle of
knowledge (as it were) and the second doth but
snuff it.

1573. Richard Watkins andJames Roberts
had a patent for printing the sheet almanacks.

1573. Johannis Parkhursti Ludicra sive Epi-
grammata Juvenilia. 4to. Apud Johannem
Dayum Typographum.

This work was the production of John Park-
hurst, bishop of Norwich, who was one of the
earliest epigrammatists in England. The follow-
ing brief notice is taken from Beloe's Anecdotes
of Scarce Boohs, who remarks that this work is

so scarce that there is no copy of it in the
British museum,
John Parkhurst was born at Guildford, in

Surrey, and was sent, at a very early age, to
Oxford. In 1529, he was a probationaiy fellow
of Merton college. He was in due time rec-
tor of Cleve in Gloucestershire, which, on
account of its great value, was usually denomi-
nated Bishops Cleve. After the death of Edward
VI., actuated by conscientious motives, he left

his preferment, and retired to Zurich, where he
continued till the decease of queen Mai*y. At
the accession of Elizabeth he returned to his
native country, and wasmade bishop of Norwich.
He wrote and published the following works:
Epigrammata in mortem duorum fratrum Suf

folciensium Caroli et Henrici Brandon.* 4to. 1 552.
Ludicra-sive Epigrammata Juvenilia.
John Sheproves J0M«ic/i5 on theNew Testament.
Epigrammata Seria. 8vo. 1560.
Parkhurst also, at the command of queen Eliza-

beth, translated the Apocrypha, from the Book
of Wisdom to the end. He died February 2,
1574, and was buried in the cathedral church of
Norwich, where there is a monument erected,
with a Latin inscription to his memory.

1673. Thomas Guarin a worthy printer of
the city of Basil, where he printed an anony-
mous Spanish version, both of the Old and New
Testaments, without the printer's name, or that
of the place where printed, with the title. La
Bibla, que es, los Sacros Libros del Vieio y
Nueuo Testamento, Transladada en Espannol.
M. D. Lxix. 4to. The preface, in Latin, was ad-
dressed to the Kings, Electors, Princes, Counts,
Barons, Knights, and Magistrates of all Europe.
The printer's device on the title page represents
a large tree, in which an opening in the trunk
serves for a hive of bees, and a bear is seen en-
deavouring to reach the opening, in order to
suck the honey, which distils from the hive. A
hammer, supposed to have been used in forming
the opening in the tree, is suspended on a branch.
The whole is surrounded with flowers, and
amongst them a book lying open, with the name

* These brothers were the sons of Charles Brandon,
duke of Suffolk, who died of the sweating sickness.
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of )^^n^ on it. From the 6mr represented in this

device, some have erroneously supposed the work
to have heen printed at Berne, which has a

hear in the city anus. The senate of Franc-

fort conferred upon Guarin the privileges of a

citizen of their city, for his present of a copy of

the above bible. Nic. Antonio, in his Bihliotheca

Hispanica, gives no accoimt of him, but it is

probable he had embraced the principles of the

reformation, though some expressions in his

preface, and the prefixing the rules of the index,

to his version, have appearance of attachment
to the church of Rome. The number of copies

printed was 2600. The translator of this version

was Cassiodorus, a Spaniard, born at Seville. He
was engaged ten years in the translation.

1573. Died, Reynold Wolfe, king's printer,

whose office was in St. Paul's church yard, at the

sign of the Brazen Serpent, which emblem he
used as a device ; and Stow imagined that he
built his dwelling " from the ground, out of the

old chapel which he purchased of the king at

the dissolution of the monasteries ; on the same
ground he had also several other tenements, and
afterwards purchased several leases of the dean

and chapter of St. Paul's." He followed the

typographical occupation for several years with

great reputation ; he printed most of archbishop

Cranmer's pieces, and was so employed by other

eminent men ; and Ames states that he was the

first person who enjoyed a patent for being

printer to the king in Latin, Gieek, and Hebrew,
by which instrument he was authorized to be his

bookseller and stationer, with an annuity of

265. M. during life ; all other booksellers and
printers being prohibited from printing or selling

any of his books. During queen Mary's reign,

Ames supposes that Wolfe was employed in pre-

paring the materials which compose Holinshed's

Chronicles ; but in the first of Elizabeth he be-

came master of the stationers' chartered company,
and one of the original members. In 1572, he
gave to his company, besides the usual silver bowl
and spoons, " the stacyoners armes standyng in

a faire compartyment."
There were at this period several printers of

the name of Wolfe; as George Wolfe of Ba-
den, who printed at Paris from 1491, and 1499

;

Nicholas Wolfe at Lyons, in 1498, and
1499 ; Nicholas Wolfe a German, in 1502

;

and Thomas Wolfe at Basil, in 1527. It is

probable that Reynold Wolfe was related to one
or more of them, and of foreign extraction. It is,

however, certain that he was a learned man,
a good antiquary, a great promoter of the re-

formation, and that he enjoyed the favour of

king Henry VIII. Cromwell earl of Essex,

archbishop Cranmer, and other eminent charac-
ters. John Bagford relates of Wolfe, that he
knew Leland the antiquary ;* who, he adds, died

* John Leland, the first and last antiquary royal, in
England, died in 1552. One of his cotemporaries boldly
affirms, that " England never saw, and he believes never
would see, a man to him in all things to be compared with
regard to his skill in the antiquities of Britain." Upon the
whole, he may not unjustly be styled the father ofEngli^
antiquities.

at Wolfe's house in St. Michael's parish. Stow
has recorded of Wolfe, that in 1549, he paid for

the removal of more than a thousand cart loads

of bones of the dead from the charnel house of

St. Paul's, in Finsbury Fields. He spent five-

and-tv<^enty years in collecting materials for an

Universal Cosmogany, which, though left un-

arranged at his decease, formed the foundation

of Holinshed's Chronicles.

Reynold Wolfe printed his first work in the
year 1542, and sixty-two books bear his imprint.
He used two devices, the larger one of which is

exhibited in the above wood cut. He seems to
have adopted the serpent from some foreign
printer, as it was usually introduced in their de-
vices. There appears to have been some tangible
figure of this device, probably a carved sign,
since in the will of his widow, the brazen serpent
is a part of the goods bequeathed to her son Ro-
bert. Wolfe's other device, of which there are
two sizes,consisted of an elegant cartouche Ger-
man shield, on which is represented a fruit tree
and two boys ; one of whom is drawing down the
fruit with a stick, whilst the other is taking it up
off the ground. A large scroll of two folds passes
between the upper branches of the tree, contain-
ing the word Charitas, in small Roman capitals,

whence this device is called by Ames and Her-
bert, the Tree of Charity.

Joan Wolfe was the widow of the foregoing,
to whom in his will he bequeathed "the chapel
house that I purchased of the king, that Luke
Harrison now dwelleth in, and that house which
Mrs. Cradocke dwelleth in, and all that thereto
belongeth, and all my leases and all the rest of
my goods, and to my children according to the
custome of London." He also made her his sole
executrix. She continued his typographical oc-
cupation for a considerable time, using his device
of the Brazen Serpent ; and her will is dated on
the first of July, 1574. It consists of three leaves
and a half, and in it she desires to be buried by
the side of her husband in the church of St.Faith,
and bequeaths all her property to her son Robert
Wolfe. Three works bear her imprint from 1574
to 1580.

1573. Richard Jugge printed an edition of
the Great Bible, in 4to, divided into verses : and
in 1576, he printed another edition,4to,with cuts.

1574. William Williamson had a shop at
the sign of the Sun, in St. Paul's church yard,
where he printed ten works during the years
1571 and 1574.

1574. In this year so great a dearth prevailed
in England, that wheat sold for six shillings a
bushel.

1574. A manuscript office of the virgin, in

the public library at Munich, bears witness to

2 Y
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the custom of binding books in silver, with co-

loured inlaid ornaments up to this year. This

library contained four splendid folio volumes, the

text of the seven penetential psalms, which exhi-

bit extraordinary proof of the skill of the writer,

musician, painter, and bookbinder. Of each of

these artists there is a portrait, the name of the

binder is Caspar Ritter. The books are bound
in red morocco, variegated with colours, and se-

cured with clasps ; every thing about them is

square, finn and complete, and stamps Gaspar
Riffer as one of the most skilful artists of the

sixteenth century.

—

Dihdin's Bib. Tour.

During this century, the superiority of the

bookbinders of France, over those of England
or any other country, may be chiefly attributed

to the steady and continued support of her kings

and wealthy men ; their excellence was so gener-

ally acknowledged that they were sent to most
parts of Europe ; in the libraries of which, many
of their works still remain to prove the judgment
of their employers and the skill of the workmen.
Of these early French artists, Gascon, Desseuil,

Pasdeloup, and Derome, occupy the first rank.

Gascon is considered to have been the work-

man who bound the greater part of the libraries

of Henry II. already mentioned at page 326 ante.

Desseuil equally excelled in the fineness of his

binding, and the elegance of his finishing. Pas-
deloup and Derome were cotemporaries, and
fully bore out the reputation of their prede-

cessors. The estimation the bindings of the

above artists are held in, is fully shown by the

prices given for many works of small value, for

their being coated by them. Of the latter,

may be cited the notice upon Goutard, wherein
the editor explains himself thus, " the books
described in this catalogue are in part bound by
the celebrated Derome, the phoenix of binders."

1574, April 6. Died, Paul Manutius, the

third son of the elder Aldus, bom at Venice, in

1512, was in no respect inferior to his father in

learning and typographic skill. We have already
noticed, (page 218, ante.) that upon the death of

Andrea d'Asola, his two sons, Francesco and
Frederico, were in partnership with Paul Manu-
tius. Their works are dated in cedibus hceredarn

Aldi Manutii Romani et Andrea Asolani Soceri.

The direction was confided to Paul Manutius.
The productions of this firm were very numerous
till 1536, when misunderstandings arose which
tenninated in a dissolution of partnership in

1540, from which time Paul Manutius conduct-
ed the printing alone for himself and his brothers.

The works executed after 1 540, are usually sub-

scribed Aptid Aldi Filius, or Apud Paulum Ma-
nutium Aldi Filium. The reputation and skill

thus acquired, gained for him, in 1556, the

direction of the printing oflSce of the Venetian
academy, and in 1562 he was invited to Rome,
to direct the printing office of the Vatican.

—

During his residence at Rome, the presses he
had left at Venice were not inactive ; though his
two brothers, Manutio and Antonio, by no means
cordially co-operated with his labours, and caused
him much anxiety, especially Antonio. Having

been a second time banished from Venice, Anto-
nio erected, by Paul's assistance, a printing office

at Bologna, with the Aldine device, whence a
few works issued in the years 1556 and 1557.

Paul Manutius died at Rome, leaving one son,

Aldus the Younger, who died in 1597, and a
daughter, who was married. Notwithstanding
the variety and extent of his typographical con-
cerns, Paul Manutius found leisure to compose
numerous works, particularly valuable commen-
taries on Cicero, and four treatises on Roman
antiquities ; all of which are distinguished by the
purity and elegance of their style ; and so studi-

ous was he of Ciceronian elegance, that (as

Scioppius is said by Morhofi" to report) he some-
times spent whole months in revising and finish-

ing a single letter.

1574, Mai/ 10. Queen Elizabeth issues on this

day her royal theatrical licence under seal, for

the performance of stage plays.*

So late as this year the Chester Mysteries

continued to be perforaied. The old English
Mysteries and Moralities, the first produce of.

our national dramatic genius, were long destitute

of any division either into scenes or acts. In
Parfre's Mystery entitled Candlemas Day, or the

Killing of the Children of Israel, written in

1512,f there are neither scenes, acts, or even
stage directions. The Morality of Hyche
Scoi-ner, printed in the reign of Henry VIII.
is, in like manner, without either stage directions,

or any division into acts or scenes. In the Mo-
rality of Lusty Juventus, published in the reign

of Edward VI. there are stage directions, but
still no mention of acts or scenes. The earliest

of the Moralities which assume the regular
dramatic shape are not more ancient than the

* As this is the first establishment of a regular company
of players in England, we will, therefore, introduce the
license entire :

" Elizabeth, by the grace of God, queen of
England, &c. To all justices, mayors, sheriffs, bailiffs,

head constables, under constables, and all other our
officers and ministers, greeting. Know ye, that we of our
especial grace, certain knowledge, and mere motion, have
licensed and authorised, and by these presents do license
and authorise our loving subjects, James Burbage, John
Perkyn, John Lanhum, William Johnson, and Robert
Wilson, servants to our trusty and well-beloved cousin and
counsellor, the Earl of Leicester, to use, exercise, and
occupy the art and faculty of playing comedies, tragedies,
interludes, staj^e-plays, and such other like as they have
already used and studied, or hereafter shall use and study,
as well for the recreation of our loving subjects, as for our
solace and pleasure, wlien we shall think good to see them;
as also to use and occupy all such instruments as they
already practised, or hereafter shall practise, for and
during our pleasure; and the said comedies, tragedies, in-
terludes, and stage-plays, together with their music, to
show, publish, exercise, and occupy to their best com-
rnodity, during all the term aforesaid, as well within the
liberties and freedoms of any our cities, towns, boroughs,
&c. whatsoever, as without the same, throughout our
realm of England. Willing and commanding you, and
every of you, as ye tender our pleasure, to permit and
suffer them herein without any lets, hinderance, or mo-
lestation, during the time aforesaid, any act, statute, or
proclamation, or commandment, heretofore made, or
hereafter to be made, notwithstanding; provided that the
said comedies, tragedies, interludes, and stage-plays be,
by the Master of our Revels for the time being, before seen
and allowed; and that the same be not published or
shown in tJie time of common prayer, or in the time of
great and common plague in our said city of London."

t First printed in Hawkins's Origin of the English
Drama.
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beginning of the reign of Elizabeth. Moralities

continued to be both printed and acted in the

reign of James I. and they are enumerated under
the name of Morals in the licence granted to

the company of which Shakspeare was a member
in 1603. Several of our early tragedies and
comedies, down to an era subsequent to this, were
without any division into scenes or acts ; even so

late as 1623, in the comedy of the Wily Beguiled,
there are neither one or the other.*

1574, May 30. Died, Charles IX. of France,!
not having fully attained the age of twenty-four.

Notwithstanding the ferocity of his disposition,

he is said to have possessed good abilities, and to

have been favourably inclined towards the fine

arts and literature. To the cultivation of such
a taste he had been diligently incited by his pre-

ceptor Amyot, the admired translator of Plu-
tarch ; whom he constituted bishop of Auxerre,
and his grand almoner. Poetry is said to have
been the study which he peculiarly favoured.

He gave some indications of a personal pro-

ficiency in that art; and distinguished D'Aurat,
Ronsard, and Jean Antoine de Baif, by special

remunerations. It was, however, a jocular re-

mark of this monarch, that if poets were placed
in circumstances of complete independence, they
would cease to labour ; like spirited horses, there-

* In the Greek drama there were no acts ; although in
some modern editions, such as Burton's Pentalogia, we
find Greek plays thus divided. For an exact copy of the
form of a Greek drama, the English reader is referred to
the Sampson Agonistes of Milton. In that play there is no
division into acts ; nor is there any such division in Bu-
chanan's two Latin tragedies, entitled Jephthes and Bap-
tistes, which are also professedly composed upon the Greek
model. On the Roman stage there was no chorus, and
the play was divided into acts, as our own. By modern
dramatists, however, the practice of dividing a play into
acts has generally been taken advantage of to extend the
time of the story greatly beyond the space to which it was
necessary to confine it on the Greek stage. Dr. Johnson
has observed, in modern plays, "The time required by the
fable elapses, for the most part, between the acts , for of
so much of the action as is represented, the real and
poetical duration is the same."

—

Preface to Shakspeare.
In Shakspeare's play of the Winter^s Tale, Perdita, who
was a new-born infant at the end of the third act, is grown
up a young woman at the bej4inningof the fourth. In this
instance, indeed, the dramatist introduces Time to explain
and apologize for the license he had taken

Slide
O'er sixteen years, and leave the growth untried
Of that wide gap.

Time is here said to appear " as Chorus ;" and in the be-
ginning of Henry V, Chorus is also brought forward to
request the audience to allow their thoughts in the course
of the representation to pass from one place to another

—

Jumping o'er times.
Turning the accomplishment of many years
Into an hour-glass.

Neither of these personages, however, perform exactly
the office of the ancient chorus. Shakspeare rarely in-
terrupts the action for any considerable space, except du-
ring the interval between two acts ; but here he does not
hesitate to pass over any length of time he may find con-
venient.

t In 1560, the crown of France devolved on Charles IX,,
who being then a mere boy, the executive power was
shared between the queen mother, Catherine de Medicis,
and the two brothers of the house of Guise. The great
cause of national division, in his reign, lay in the state of
religious feelings. The protestants were too independent to
be reduced to servile acquiescence, and the catholics were
too conscious of a superior strength to tolerate the idea of
admitting them to a state of equality.

fore, they ought to be well fed, but not to be
pampered. French writers consider some of
their wisest laws to have been enacted in this

reign ; the merit of which is mainly attributed

to the celebrated chancellor de I'Hospital; to

whose invention also, is ascribed a royal device

then adopted ; with which Frederick Morel, and
other considerable printers of a subsequent
period, occasionally decorated their impressions

:

" Two columns, with these words, Pietate et

JusTiTiA." What a device, it has been said, for

the author of the massacre of St. Bartholomew.*
1575, Jan. 22. Queen Elizabeth granted a

patent to Thomas Tallisf and William Birde|
for the printing of music, for twenty-one years,

of which the following is a copy :

"Elizabeth by the grace of God, queue of

Englande, Fraunce, and Ireland, defender of the

faith, &c. to all printers, bokesellers, and other

officers, ministers, and subjects, greting. Know
ye, that we for the especiall effection, and good
will, that we haue and bare to the science of

musick, and for the aduancement thereof, by our
letters patents, dated the xxii of Januaiy, in the

xvii yere of our raigne, have granted full privi-

ledge and licence vnto our wellbeloued servants,

Thomas Tallis, and William Birde, gent, of our
chappell, and to the ouerlyuer of them, and to

the assignes of them, and of the suruiuer of

them, for xxi yeares next ensuing, to imprint

any, and so many, as they will, of set songe, or

songes in partes, either in English, Latine,

French, Italian, or ether tongues, that may serve

for musicke, either in churche or chamber, or

otherwise to be either plaid, or soonge. And
that they may rule, and cause to be ruled, by
impression, any paper to serue for printing or

pricking of any songe or songes, and may sell

and vtter any printed bookes, or papers of any
songe, or songes, or any bookes, or quieres of

such ruled paper imprinted. Also we straightly

by the same forbid all printers, booksellers, sub-

* The 24th of August, 1572, was signalized by the mas-
sacre of St. Bartholomew, in Paris, an event no less

remarkable for its almost unparalleled atrocity, than for

that extraordinary secresy with which it had long been
premeditated, and deliberately matured. The signal was
given by the midnight tocsin ; and the slaughter com-
menced with the veteran admiral Coligny, who was
stabbed by La Besme, a servant of the duke of Guise. Sir

Philip Sidney, and sir Walter Raleigh, who were then in
Paris, are supposed to have escaped under the protection

of Walsingham, the English ambassador in that city. The
total number of the victims.at the minimrim,is computed at

70,000. Pope Gregory thanked God for this public break-

fast of twelve days. The English court went into mourning.
The fanatical part of the Catholics formed themselves

into a body, under the name of "The League," which
proved during many years the scourge of their country.

The members of this association were extremely numerous,
including princes, noblemen, generals, prelates, in short,

all who were actuated by the blind superstition of the age.

The main support of the League was the bigotted Philip II.

of Spain ; and its executive head, Henry, duke of Guise.

DeThou has detailed the history of this horrid massacre;
and the same scene is painted in glowing, though in faith-

ful colours, by Voltaire, in the Henriadc.

+ Died at Greenwich, November 23, 1585.

t Was a pupil of Tallis's, organist of Lincoln cathedral,

and in 1589, succeeded Parsons in the royal chapel. The
grace Non Nobis Domini was composed by Bird, and first

sung on November 5, 1607, on the second anniversary of

the gunpowder plot. He died July 4, 1(523.—Seel 607, pos^
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jects, and strangers, other then as is aforesaid,

to do any the premisses, or to bring, or cause to

be brought, of any forren realmes into any our

dominions, any songe, or songes, made and

printed in any forren countrie, to sell, or put to

sale uppon paine of our displeasure ; and the

offender in any of the premisses, for euery time

to forfet to us, our heires, and successors, fortie

shillings, and to the said Thomas Tallis, and

William Birde, or to their assignes, and to the

assignees of the suruiuer of them, all, and euery

the said boolces, papers, songe, or songes. We
have also by the same willed and commaunded
our printers, maisters, and wardens of the mis-

terie of stationers, to assist the said Thomas Tal-

lis, and William Birde, and their assignees, for

the dew executing of the premisses."

1575, March 7. The general assembly consti-

tuted at Edinburgh, enacted, that " no comedies,

nor tragedies, or such plays, shall be made on
any history of canonical scriptures, nor on the

sabbath day. If any minister be the writer of

such a play, he shall be deprived of his ministry.

As for plays of another kind, they also shall be
examined before they be pronounced publicly."

In 1576, the assembly refused its permission to

the bailie of Dunfermline; to represent on Sunday
afternoon, a certain play which was not founded
on the canonical part of scriptures. And in

1577, it was ordered by the assembly, " that the
plays of Robin Hood, king of May, and such
others on the Sabbath day, be discharged." Two
years afterwards, it was resolved, that " such in-

dividuals as after due admonition persisted in
frequenting May-plays, should not be admitted
to the communion of the church, without yield-
ing satisfaction for the specified offence."

1575. Thomas Bassendyne published the CL.
Psalms of David, in English metre. With the
forme ofprayers, and ministration of the Sacra-
ments, tLsed in the church of Scotland. Where-
unto, besydes that was in the foi-mer bookes, are
also added sundrie other prayers, with a new exact
kalender,for xvi yeres next to come. Printed at
Edinburgh, by Thomas Bassendyne, dwelling at
the Nether Bow, 1575, cum privilegio.

1575. A godly sermon, no less fruitfull than
famous, made in the yeare of our Lord God
1338, and found out, being hyd in a tvall, which
sermon is here set forth by the old copy, without
adding or diminishing, save the old and rude
English here and thei'e amended. London

:

printed by John Audeley, in Little Britain-street
without Aldersgate-street.

1575. A right pithy, pleasant, and merie
comedie, intituled Gammer Gurtonh Needle.
Played on the stage not long ago, in Christ's col-
ledge, in Cambridge. Made by Mr. S.* master
of arts, London: 'printed by Thomas Colwell,
Fleet-street. 4to.

is a n^P^P ^f 1 «^*^'^,^''ls bishop of Bath and WeUs. This

,non^ fhf ? ""^ '."^^^'^ humour, the whole jest turning

KmerGmnn'"'' ""^""T^ "^^^^ needle with which

Snlto her^.^^'
mending a certain piece of attire be-

iS Son ^o«
^°"^^- ^^°Py was sold by Mr. Evans,in L,ondon, January, i830, for ^6 lOs.

^v«ii.s.

1575. The Mariners boke, containing godly
and necessary orders and prayers, to be observed

in every ship, both for the mariners, and all other

tvhatsoever they be that shall travaile on the sea,

for their voyage. By Thomas Mors. Printed by
Henry Bynneman, dwelling at the sign of the

Mermaid, in Knight Rider^s-street, London.*
A very rare dramatic piece, which is known

to be unique, and which has particularly attract-

ed the attention of collectors, is first noticed in
the books of the stationers' company, where, of
July 26, 1576, John Hunter enters, A new and
pleasant Comedie or Plaie, after the manner of
Common Condycions. The original entry of it is

perhaps earlier than any register at stationers'

hall now remaining. See the Prolegomena to

Reed's Shakspeare, 1785.

Only a mutilated copyf is known to exist of
this great literary curiosity, which contains the
following

SONG BY MARINERS.

Lustely, lustely, lustely let us sail forthe.
The winde trim doth serve us, it blows at the North

All things we have ready, and nothing we want
To furnishe our ship that rideth hereby,
Victals and weapons, ther be nothing skant.
Like worthie mariners ourselves we will trie.

Lustely, lustely, &c.

Her flagges be newe trimmed set flauntyng alofte.

Our ship, for swift swimming, oh she docth excell.
Wee feare no enemies wee have escaped them oft.

Of all ships that swimmeth, she beareth the bell.

Lustely, lustely, &c.

i^
And here is a maister excelleth in skill.

And our maisters mate he is not to seeke,
And here is a boteswaine will doe his good will.
And here is a ship boye wee never had to leake.

Lustely, lustely, &c.

If fortune then faile not, and our next voiage prove,
Wee will return merely and make good cheare.
And holde al together as freends linkt in love,
The Cannes shall be filled with wine, ale, and beare.

Lustely, lustely, &c.

1575. Some certain persons endeavoured to

obtain from the queen a privilege for the sole

printing of all ballads, damask paper, and books
in prose or metre, from the quantity of one sheet
of paper to four and twenty. The company of
stationers made a petition to the lord treasurer,

for the stay of this; setting forth, that it would
be the overthrow of a multitude of families, and
cited the various privileges which had already
been granted by the queen. Another grievance
which the company stated, was, that their num-
ber in the city amounted to one hundred and

* The first printed work relative to nautical affaus was
executed at Barcelona, in the year 1502.
The common and statute law of sea matters, handed

down by tradition, and by the Rhodian code from the an-
cients, was gradually modified into that system of regu-
lations known by the name of II Consulato del Mare, which
received the pajial sanction in the year 1075: was re-
enacted in most sea ports of the Mediterranean, but not
at Marseilles until 1162. It has been translated into most
European languages. The Dutch version of 1/04, is the
best. It was one of the maritime laws of Richard I. that
the homicide should be tied to the dead body and cast into
the sea. Richard reigned from July, 1189, to April, I19p.

t Purchased at the sale of Dr. Wight's books, 1/87, for
^5 5s. And the duke of Roxburgh gave Mi6 lOs. for tliis

rare tract at the sale of Mr. Steevens's books.
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seventy-five : and of these one hundred and forty

came to their freedom since the queen's access

to the crown. So much did printing and learn-

ing come into request under the reformation.
1575. Thomas Colwell succeeded Robert

Wyer in business ; he kept the sign of St. John
the Evangelist, in St. Martin's parish, near Cha-
ring Cross ; and the same sign in Fleet-street,

near the conduit ; and continued in business
from 1558 to 1575. In 1570, he printed the
End and confession of John Felton^ the rank
trai/tor, who set up the traitorous bull on the

bishop of Londons gate* 4to. In 1575, A ballad
against marriage, by William Elderton, ballad
maker. 12mo. This is the myrror, or glass of
health. In 1574, he printed a book with wooden
cuts of the shapes of the quarter of wheat., far-
thynge wastell, farthynge symnell, farthynge
whyte lofe, a halfpenny whyte lofe, a halfpenny
wheten lofe, a penny wheten lofe, and a halfpenny
householde lofe.

1575. William Hoskins resided in Fleet-
street, at the Temple Gate. He also printed
with John Danter. Hoskins printed two works.

1575, May 17. Died, Matthew Parker,
the patron and director of the Bishops'* Bible,
and the second protestant archbishop of Canter-
bury. He was born at Norwich, August 6,

1504, and educated at Corpus Christi, or

Benet's College, Cambridge, where he became
a fellow in 1527. In 1533, archbishop Cran-
mer granted him a licence to preach through
the provinces, as the king did a patent for the
same throughout the kingdom ; and in the same
year he was made chaplain to queen Anne
Boleyn. In July 1535, he was preferred by the
queen to the deanery of the college of Stoke
Clare, in SuflFolk. On the death of the queen,
in 1537, he was appointed chaplain to Henry
VIII. In 1544, he was chosen master of Cor-
pus Christi college, by the recommendation of
the king, and in the following year vice-chancel-
lor of the university. In 1547, he married
Margaret, daughter of Robert Harlstone, gent.,

of Mattishall, in Norfolk, to whom he had been
attached for about seven years, but had been pre-
vented from marrying by a statute of king Henry
VIII., which made the marriage of the clergy
felony.f In 1552, Edward VI. presented him to

the canonry and prebend of TiOvingham, in the
church of Lincoln, where he was soon after

elected dean. During queen Mary's reign, he
was stript of all his ecclesiastical honours, and
obliged to seek safety in privacy. One cause was
that he refused to separate from his virtuous and
excellent wife. During his seclusion,he applied
himself in biblical and antiquarian studies, and
in particular versified the Psalter, which was
afterwards printed by Day, the archbishop's
printer, in 4to., but in what year is uncertain.

* John Felton was hanged, drawn, and quartered, for the
above crime, before the bishop of London's palace gate,
August 8, 1570.

t The chief publication of the archbishop, as a theologi-
cal writer, was a Defence of PriesVs Marriage, printed by
John Day, in 1562.

This rare book is divided into three quinquagenesy
or parts, of fifty psalms each, with the argument
of each psalm in metre, placed before it, and a
suitable collect, full of devotion and piety, at
the end. Some copies of verses, and transcripts
from the fathers and others, on the use of the
psalms, are prefixed to it, with a table dividing
them into Prophetici, Eruditorii, Consolatorii,
&c.; and at the end are added eight several
tunes, with alphabetical tables to the whole. He
thus characterizes

THE nature of THE EYGHT TUNES.

The first is meke devout to see.
The second sad, in maiesty

:

The third doth rage, and roughly brayth.
The fourth doth fawne, and flattry playth •

The fifth deligth, and laugheth the more,
The sixt bewayleth, it wepeth full sore.
The seventh tredeth stoute in froward race,
The eyghte goeth milde in modest pace.

The following versification of part of the 23rd
Psalm, may serve as a specimen of the whole
version

:

To feede my neede : he will me leade
To pastures greene and fat

:

He forth brought me : in libertie.
To waters delicate.

My soule and hart : he did convart,
To me he shewth the path :

Of right wisness : in holiness.
His name such vertue hath.

Yea though I go : through death his wo,
His vale and shadow wyde :

T fear no dart : with me thou art.
With rod and staffe to guide.

Thou Shalt provyde : a table wyde.
For me against theyr spite :

With oyle my head : thou hast bespred,
My cup is fully dight.

On the death of queen Mary, 1558, he was pre-
sented to the see of Canterbury, an honour which
he neither solicited nor desired, but to which he
was entitled by his talents and his virtues. He
was consecrated December 17, 1559, in Lambeth
chapel. Of his erudition and zeal for the pro-
motion of learning, there is but one opinion ; and
all parties are agreed in gi-anting him the meed of
praise, of being a diligent and laborious anti-

quary, and the liberal friend of literature in

general. The following tribute to the memory
of this virtuous and learned chai'acter is from
the pen of Gibbon, whose splendid talents were
never subservient to episcopal flattery :

—" Far
different from such reformers was the learned
and pious Matthew Parker, the first protestant

archbishop of Canterbuiy in the reign of queen
Elizabeth. His apostolical virtues were not
incompatible with his love of learning, and while
he exercised the arduous oflice,not of governing,
but of founding the church of England, he
strenuously applied himself to the study of tlie

Saxon tongue, and of English antiquities." The
revision and republication of the bible was a
favourite object with the archbishop. To the
university of Cambridge, and particularly to
Corpus Christi and Benet's colleges, he was a
munificent benefactor, founding at his own
expense many fellowships and scholarships; and
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for the convenience and benefit of the scholars,

allotted them chambers in the college, and pro-

cured certain books for them, which were ordered

to be chained in the chambers. The greater part

of his books and manuscripts he bequeathed to

the university, forming a collection, which Fuller

says was the Sun of English Antiquity, before it

was eclipsed by that of sir Robert Cotton.

Stephen Bateman, in a work entitled the

Doom, informsus, that by his grace's commission,

he " gathered within four years, of divinity, as-

tronomy, history, physic, and others of sundry

arts and sciences, six thousand seven hundred

books." By the queen's pennission, the arch-

bishop, or his deputies, were allowed to peruse

all the records of the suppressed religious houses.

The archbishop was also the founder of the

first Society of Antiquaries, over which he pre-

sided during his life, and in this office was suc-

ceeded by archbishop Whitgift. The domestic

habits and personal appearance of archbishop

Parker, were simple and grave. After a long

and active life, he died in his 71st year, and was

buried in his own chapel, at Lambeth ; but

during the usurpation, his bones were taken up,

and thrown into a dunghill, from whence they

were removed in archbishop Sancroft's time, and
replaced in the midst of the area of the chapel.

The following epitaph upon archbishop Parker,

which was affixed to a libel against him, is

highly creditable to him, when considered as

written by an adversary :*

Matthew Parker, liued sober and wise
Learned by studie, and continual practice,

Looinge, true, off lyfe uncontrold
The court did foster him, both younf? and old

Orderly he delt, the ryght he did defend,
He lyved unto God, to God he mad ende.

Lord Orford says, " so congenial an art as

engraving, when once discovered, could not fail

to spread in an age of literature. That accom-
plished prelate, archbishop Parker, who thought

that whatever tended to enlighten and cultivate

the human mind, was within his province, seems

to have been the most conspicuous patron of the

arts of engraving and printing in the reign of

Elizabeth. He employed in his palace, at Lam-
beth, engravers, wood cutters, drawers, limners,

and other artists. Of these engravers, Regimius
Hogenberg, was the chief, who twice engraved

the archbishop's head, which, if Vertue be right,

was the first portrait printed in England from an
engraving in copper:" another of his engravers

was named Lyne ; and amongst them was an
artist named Lyle,an excellent penman,who could

counterfeit any antique writing, and was usually

employed by the archbishop in making old

books complete, by transcriptions from others.

He was also the particular friend and patron

* From a work entitled, the life of the 70 archbishops of
Canterbury, presentlye sittinge; Englished, and to be ad-
ded to the 69 lately sett forth in Latin. This number of
seventy is so compleat a number, as it is great pitie ther
shold be any more ; but that as Augustin was the first, so
Matthew might be the last. I574. 12mo. There is a
sheet folded up in the book, with the names and sees of
the then set of bishops.

of the famous printer, John Day, whose success

and patronage excited the envy of the rest of

his fraternity, who adopted illiberal methods to

prevent the sale of his books, so that at one time

he had two or three thousand pounds worth on
hand, a great sum in those days.

With respect to the learned prelates of the

established church during the reign of Elizabeth,

archbishop Parker must be placed at the head
of his cotemporaries ; though there is one cir-

cumstance that reflects honour on the queen and
her adminstration, which is, that the greater

number of those who were raised to the episcopal

dignity, or rewarded with ecclesiastical perfer-

ments, were men whose literature was an orna-

ment to her reign. " Indeed," says Dr. Kippis,
" the exertions of learning were then so necessary

and so useful, amid the conflicts of opposition,

that there was a peculiar propriety in calling the

first theological scholars of the age to the highest

ecclesiastical stations." A brief notice of the

most eminent prelates of the Elizabethan era,

may not be obtrusive on the reader's patience.

John Jewel, bishop of Salisbury, has rendered

his name immortal by his Apologyfor the Church

ofEngland,* which was written in Latin ; but for

more general use it was translated into English,

with remarkable accuracy, by lady Bacon, the

second of the four learned daughters of sir

Anthony Cooke.f It was also translated into

Greek; and such was the esteem in which it was
held, that there was a design of its being joined

to the thirty-nine articles, and of causing it to

be deposited not only in all cathedrals and col-

legiate churches, but also in private houses.

Bishop Burnet gives the following character of

the Apology. " As it was one of the lirst books

published in this (queen Elizabeth's) reign, so it

was written with that strength and clearness,

that it, together with the Defence of it, is still to

this day reckoned one of our best books." It is

worthy of being mentioned, as an example of the

literary diligence of bishop Jewel, that, when
he was at the university of Oxford, he rose at

four o'clock in the morning, and studied till

twelve at night. With such industry, it is not

surprising that he acquired a large stock of learn-

ing ; and his piety and virtue were equal to his

knowledge. He was born 1522, and died 1571.

Edmund Grindal, successor to Parker, in the

see of Canterbury, has already been mentioned
at page 340, ante ; and it only remains to add,

that he gave Elizabeth much uneasiness for the

mildness of his conduct towards the puritans,

whose opinions he is thought to have imbibed.

If Elizabeth was dissatisfied with the tender-

ness of Grindal towards the puritans, she was
amply compensated by the unchristian violence

of John Whitgift, the next archbishop of Canter-

bury, who was translated from the see of Wor-

* A detection of errows and lyes in Mr. Jewels book called

a defence of the apologie, Sfc. At Louvain, printed by J.
Fouler. 1569.

t She was born at Giddy hall, in Essex, about 1528, and
became the wife of sir Nicholas Bacon, the lord keeper,
and mother of the illustrious Francis Bacon. Lady Anne
Bacon died about l603, and was buried at St. Albans.
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cester, on the death of Grindal, in 1583. So
far was he from excelling his predecessor in

learning, that perhaps he might have been omit-

ted in a literary history of his country, had he
not made a striking figure in the theological

transactions of the period. His bold and ardent

spirit fully qualified him for seconding the views

of her majesty against those who refused to con-

form to the established church. Such was his

zeal in this respect, that he obtained an ecclesi-

astical commission with the most inquisitorial

powers, and under virtue of which he contrived

to lay every possible restriction on the liberty of

the press. He was born in 1530, and died Feb.

28, 1604. He left no work deserving of parti-

cular notice.*

Edwyn Sandys was one of the commissioners

for revising the Liturgy^ and had a share in

the translation of the Bishops' Bible. He was
appointed bishop of Worcester; in 1576 was
translated to London, and in 1567 to York,
where a wicked conspiracy was formed to fix on
him the imputation of adultery, which was dis-

covered, and the authors punished. He was
born at Hawkshead, in Lancashire, in 1519, and
died August 8, 1588. His sermons and letters

have been printed.f

John Aylmer was born in Norfolk, about 1521

,

was educated at Cambridge, and afterwards tutor

to lady Jane Grey. In 1553, he was made arch-
deacon of Stow, in Lincolnshire, and strenuously
exerted himself against the catholics. During
Mary's reign he retired to Zurich, in Switzer-
land, but returned on the accession of Elizabeth,
and in 1576 was appointed to the see ofLondon.
Like Whitgift, he was more noted for his seve-

rity against the puritans than for his learning
;

though Strype says, that he was not only a
learned, but a humble and pious bishop. The
work by which he distinguished himself in the
literary world was his answer to John Knox's
First Blast against the Monstrous Regiment and
Empire of Women. He died at Fulham, June
3, 1594.

Thomas Bilson,bishop of Winchester, to which
he had been translated from Worcester, was of
very considerable eminence among the divines
of the age. He was afterwards one of the two
final correctors of the present translation of the
bible. He died June 18, 1616.

Gervase Babington was successively bishop of
Landafi", Exeter, and Worcester, was unques-
tionably a man of abilities and learning. He
was born in Devonshire, and educated at Trinity
college, Cambridge. He died May 17, 1610,
leaving some esteemed works, as Notes on the

Pentateuch^ &c. Buried at Winchester.

* In November, 1 572, a Presbytery of dissenters was
first established at Wandsworth, near London ; and in
1595, Whitf,'ift, assisted by the divines of Cambridge,
forms the Lambeth Articles.

t Sir Edwin Sandys, his second son, was bom about
1.561, and educated at Oxford under the learned Hooker.
He then went on his travels.and the result of his observa-
tions he published under the title of Europce Sperulum,
4to. He was knighted by James I. and died I629. He left
j^I500 to the university of Oxford, for the endowment of
a metaphysical lecture.

BemaiHl Gilpin, generally called the apostle

of the North, demands an applause to which
mere literature, unaccompanied by such virtues,

as he was endowed with, can never be entitled.

He was possessed of learning; but his chief

praise arises from having devoted his whole life

to preaching, to hospitality, to the erection . of
schools, to the care of the poor, and providing
for the destitute churches. By these means he
diffused the most important knowlege, in an
ignorant and comparatively uncivilized country,

far more extensively than lie could have done by
the publication of books. He was bom at Kent-
mire, in Westmoreland, in 1517, and educated
at Queen's college, Oxford, of which he became
fellow ; and by reading the works of Erasmus,
he secretly embraced the principles of the re-

formation. In 1556 he was presented by his

uncle to the archdeaconry of Durham, and the
rectory of Easington, where he laboured with
truly apostolical zeal ; and in Tiis capacity of
archdeacon made strict visitation, being a great
enemy to non-residence and pluralities. He
was next presented to the rectory of Houghton
le Spring, where his labours were so remarkable,
that Bonner gave orders for him to be arrested,

and sent to London. Gilpin dressed himself for

the stake, but before he reached London news
arrived of the queen's death, on which he re-

turned to his parish to the great joy of the
people. Elizabeth offered him the bishopric of
Carlisle, which he refused. He died universally
regretted by his parishioners at Houghton le

Spring, March 4, 1583.

Thomas Bentham, bishop of Lichfield and
Coventry, was particularly celebrated for his

knowledge of the Hebrew and Chaldee tongues.
He died Feb. 19, 1597.

Alexander Nowell, dean of St. Paul's, who
died Feb. 13, 1602 ; Laurence Humphreys, dean
of Winchester ; and Peter Baro, a native of
France, were conspicuous for their theological

attainments.

Among the writers of the puritanic party,

Thomas Cartwright was the most eminent both
as a scholar and a divine ; he was, indeed, the
head of the party, and qualified to sustain that

character by his abilities, his zeal, his literature,

and his writings. He was sometime lady Mar-
garet professor at Cambridge. For his attach-

ment to the principles he had embraced, he went
through a variety of sufferings ; being harassed
by suspensions, deprivations, and a long im-
prisonment. Archbishop Whitgift pursued him
with unrelenting rancour, charging him with
want of learning, but Theodore Beza, who was,
undoubtedly, a competent judge, said of him,
that there was not a more learned man under
the sun. After various labours and conflicts,

Cartwright obtiiined a peaceful asylum, by the
favour of Robert earl of Leicester, who made
him governor of his hospital at Warwick, where
he ended his days, in much esteem for his mo-
deration, prudence, and piety.

Thomas Sampson, dean of Christ church, Ox-
ford, of which he was deprived, and imprisoned
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for nonconformity. Sampson is understood to

have possessed a very considerable portion of the

learning that was then cultivated, and next to

Cartwright, the most active and deteraiined of

his party. He is said to have been born at Play-

ford, in Suffolk, in 1517, and was educated at

Oxford, though Strype says he was a fellow of

Pembroke hall, Cambridge. He imbibed the

principles of the reformation at an early period.

In 1551, he was preferred to the rectory of All-

hallows, Bread-street, London ; and afterwards

to the deanery of Chichester. During the reign

of Mary he went to Strasburg, where he became

intimate with the famous Tremillius. He next

removed to Geneva, and there engaged in the

translation of the Genevan Bible. He returned

to England on the accession of Elizabeth, and

w^as offered the bishopric of Norwich, which he

refused. In September, 1560, he was made a

prependary of Durham. In 1561, he was in-

stalled dean of Christ church, Oxford. In 1562,

he resigned his prebendary of Durham ; and, in

1564, was deprived of the deanery, for refusing to

wear the clerical habits. In 1568, he was pre-

sented to the mastership of Wigston Hospital,

in Leicester,* where he died April 9, 1589. A
monument was erected to his memory, in the

chapel of the hospital, by his two sons, John and
Nathaniel.

David Whitehead was a profound scholar, and
was also deemed an excellent professor of theo-

logy, had been chaplain to Anne Boleyn, and
was intended by Cranmer for a bishopric in

Ireland. Elizabeth even offered him the arch-

bishopric of Canterbury, which he not only de-

clined, but refused to accept of any preferment

in the church as it then stood. He seems to

have been a quiet and moderate man, who de-

clined to enter into the angry contests of the

times, but endeavoured to do as much good as

he was able by private preaching.

Many other names belonging to the puritanic

party might be enumerated, and in justice to

them it must be admitted that several of their

leading men were eminently possessed of the

learning of the times ; though in point of num-
bers, or extent of literature, they cannot be com-
pared with their antagonists ; nor had they any
pretensions to the merit of elegant composition.

To the refinements of taste, and to the love of

the fine arts, they appear to have been perfect

strangers. The books that were printed uj)on

the occasion, are now consigned to oblivion ; for

though a vast number of publications were issued

on both sides, the disputants displayed a greater

portion of zeal and bigotry than of candour and
judgment.

John Fox, the martyrologist, was born at

Boston, in Lincolnshire, in 1517, and educated
atBrazennose college, Oxford, where he acquired
a character for extensive learning and meek-
ness of deportment. He was chamber-fellow
with Alexander Nowell, afterwards dean of St.

* A Warning to take heed of Fowler's Psalter, (sent
lately from Louoain) given by lame Thomas Sampson.
Dated at Leicester loth Oct. 1677. Printed in 1578, 12rao.

Paul's, a friendship which was no doubt advan-
tageous to both parties. In 1537, he took the
degree of bachelor of arts, and shortly after en-
tered into holy orders, and was chosen a fellow

of Magdalen. In 1545 he was expelled on a
charge of heresy, and shortly afterwards found
an asylum in the house of sir Thomas Lucy, at

Charlecote, near Stratford-upon-Avon, in War-
wickshire, as a tutor to his children ; and while
there, married the daughter of a citizen of
Coventry, and went to live with her family.
He afterwards was engaged by the duchess of
Richmond, as tutor to the earl of Surry's chil-

dren, in whose family he resided, at JRiegate,

during the latter part of the reign of Henry VIII.
the whole of Edward Vlth's, and a part of that
of Mary,when his life being in danger on account
of his principles, he withdrew with his wife to

the continent ; first to Antwerp, then to Franc-
fort, and from thence to Basil, where he became a
corrector of the press to John Oporinus, the

celebrated printer. At Basil he conceived the
plan of his Acts and Monuments, which took him
eleven years to complete. Fox is not, indeed,
always a safe guide in the ecclesiastical antiqui-

ties of the primitive church, but we have the
testimony of Burnet, Strype, and others, to his

fidelity with regard to our domestic transactions.

On the accession of Elizabeth he returned to

England, and, through the interest of secretaiy

Cecil, he was presented with a stall in Durliam
cathedral, which he did not long retain ; but by
the kindness ofthe duke of Norfolk, he obtained
a prebendal stall in the cathedral of Salisbury.

He refused to subscribe to the canons, and though
a nonconformist, was a modertae one. In 1563
he published his Acts and Monuments of the

Church, better known by the name of Fox's
Book of Martyrs.* John Fox died in London,
April, 1587, and was buried in the church of St.

Giles, Cripplegate,f where a white marble tablet,

with a Latin inscription to his memory, erected

by his son, may still be seen. The following is

an extract from the original register of burials,

preserved in the vestry, Aprill, 1587. John ffox
hou^ehoulder preacher the 20th.

1575. The Jirst part of Churchyard's Chippes,

contayning twelve several labours, divided and
published only by Thomas Churchyard, gent.

* The following is the original title :

—

Acts and monu-
ments of these latter and peri/lous dayes, touching matters
of the church, wherin ar comprehended and described the
great persecutions, and horrible troubles, that have been
wrought and practised by the Romish prelates, speciallye,
in this realme of England and Scotland, from the yeare of
our Lorde a thousande unto the tym,e nowe present. Gathered
and collected accordyng to the true copies and wrytins cer-
tiflcatorie, as well of the parties themselves that suffered, as
also out of the bishops registers, which wer the doers there-

of, by John Fox Dedicated to the queen. 741 leaves,
besides preface and index. March 20. Cum privileg. reg.
majest. Folio. 1562.
Many theological tracts were written by John Fox, but

what above all others is entitled to our notice, is a Latin
letter which he addressed to the queen, in behalf of two
anabaptists, who were condemned to be burnt; but it is

to regretted, that his efforts in their favour were in vain.
t This church escaped the great fire of London, and

contains the monuments of John Milton and John Speed,
who were buried there. Oliver Cromwell was married in
this church.
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The contents are, 1. The se'uje of Leeth. 2. A
farewell to the world. 3. A fat/ned fancie of a

spider and the gowte. 4. A dolefull discourse of
a lady and a knight. 5. The rode into Scotland,

hy sir William Drury, knight. 6. Sir Simond
Burleis tragedie. 7. A tragicall discourse of the

unhappie mans life. 8. A discourse of vertue.

9. Churchyards dream. 10. A tale ofafrier and
a shumakers wief. 1 1 . Tlie siege ofJSdenborough
castle. 12. The whole order of the receiving of
the queues majestic into Bristowe. Printed by

Thomas Marshe. 4to.

1575. A letter, whearin part of the entertain-

ment untoo the queenz maiesty, at Killingworth

castle, in Warwicksheer, in this soomerz progress,

1575, iz signified; from afreend, officer, atten-

ant in court, unto hizfreend a citizen, and mer-

chant of London. At the end, Par me, R. L.,

gent, mercer, merchant, adventurer, and clerk of
the councel chamber door, and also keeper of the

At page 44 he calls himself Lanehamsame.

His real name was Robert Laneham, and brother

to John Laneham the actor.

The princely entertainment at Kenilworth

castle, in Warwickshire, was given by Robert
Dudley earl of Leicester, in July, 1575. It

continued with unflagging invention, variety,

and spirit, fourteen days. The following intro-

ductory passage, which will convey some notion

of the entire pageant, is taken from the high-

minded and gallant George Gascoigne :
" Her

majesty passing on to the first gate, there stood

on the leads and battlements thereof six trum-

peters hugely advanced, much exceeding the

common stature of men in this age, and who had
likewise huge and monstrous trumpets counter-

feited, wherein they seem'd to sound ; and be-

hind them were placed certain trumpeters, who
sounded indeed at her majesty's entry. And by
this dumb show it was meant, that in the days

and reign of king Arthur men were of that sta-

ture. So that the castle of Kenilworth would
seem still to be kept by Arthur's heirs and their

servants. And wlien her majesty entered the

gate, there stood Hercules for porter, who seem-
ing to be amazed at such a presence, upon such

a sudden, proffered to stay them. But yet at

last, being overcome by view of the rare beauty
and princely countenance of her majesty, yielded

himself and his charge, presenting the keys unto
her highness."*

1675. A map of Bristowe, engraved by George
Hoefnagle. A sheet.

1575. Ane Treatise, callit the Court of Ve7ius,

demdit into four Buikes, newlie compylit by John
Rolland, in Dalkeith. Imprinted at Edinburgh
be John Ros, m. d. lxxv. Cum Pnvilegio Regali.

1575. The actis of king James the Sixth, with

this motto, ViNCET tandem Veritas. Imprintit

at Edinburgh be Johne Ros, MDLXXV. Cum
privilegio regali. Folio.

* The reader scarce need be reminded, that Sir Walter
Scott has revived the princely pastimes of Kenilworth, in
his celebrated novel of that name, and caused thousands
of persons to visit the still stately rains, which was the
scene of so much festivity in the olden time.

1576. Thomas Bttssendyne has the honour of
being tlie printer of thefirst edition of the Scrip-

tures known to have been printed in Scotland.

It comprehended the Old Testament, the Apo-
ciy/pha,imd theNew Testament ; and was printed

at Edinburgh, by Thomas Bassendyne, m.d.lxxvi.

cum priuilegio, in folio. It is dedicated in the

Scottish dialect to king James. The title page

is embellished with the royal arms, and God save

the king; notwithstanding the late reproof of the

general assembly for considering the sovereign

as tlie head of the kirk. It is, perhaps, the first

edition of the Geneva version, printed in Britain,

though some earlier have been sometimes men-
tioned ; and the first bible in Roman letter.

1576. Hemy Bynneman printed Hours of
Recreation, or After Dinners, by John Sandford,
gent. 12mo. The following lines are on the title.

Since we survive in death by nothing else but fame,
I wish long life, with praise in death, may raise your

name.

1576. John Shepard printed John Wolton,

bishop of Exeter, his armour of proofe ; and
concerning the immortality of the soul.

1576. Michael Vascosan, a very celebrated

Parisian Greek printer. He was a native of

Amiens. He received a liberal education, be-

came the son-in-law of Jocodus Badius, and
having been appointed a libraire jure of the

university of Paris, commenced his typographi-

cal career about the year 1532. From 1566, to

1576, he was Typographus Regius. The Greek
impressions of Vascosan were not many, but

his Latin ones numerous. Of the beauty of his

Latin characters, and the elegance and correct-

ness of his impressions, no scholar, says Maittaire,

can be ignorant. He specifies, in particular, his

numerous and pleasing impressions of the differ-

ent works of Cicero, printed as separate tracts

in 4to, and generally illustrated with valuable

commentaries. His (jreek types, says Mr. Gres-

well, were not always of that minute description

which Maittaire's account of them might lead

us to suppose. He probably had overlooked

those fine specimens, Oppianus de Venatione,

Grace, 4to. ; and the Rhetorica Aristotelis, Gr.

8vo. both of the 1549. His impression P.Bembi
rerum Venetarum historic, Lutet. 1551, 4 to, as

one of those specimens by which the warmest

eulogy is justified : and whilst the beauty of his

fine Latin characters can scarce be excelled by

modern skill, the paper used by him, and by
other eminent printers of this century, will gene-

rally be found to exhibit a superiority of texture

and quality, which under modern encouragement,

the manufacturer would find it too expensive to

imitate. The correctness also ofVascosan's press

may be exemplified by his impression of Buda^us

de asse 8r ejus partibu^, fol. in which three errors

only have been recorded. In every department,

Vascosan is assuredly entitled to a very dis-

tinguished place among the improvers of Parisian

typography. The device most frequently used

by him was a Fountain, delineated with superb

and appropriate ornaments, and surrounded bv
2 z

LE
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this motto : Iv /3i/3\ioi(n pen ?/ 'Eo^iag Tnjyi}.

Maittaire lias given other used by him occasion-

ally ; but many of the impressions of Vascosan,

both Greek and Latin, are found without any
device. The first Frederic Morel was Vascosan's

son-in-law, and was employed by him ; the se-

cond illustrious typographer of that name was his

grandson. He composed his epitaph, recorded

by Maittaire, His. Typographorum Parisiensium.

1576. The first book printed in the island of

Sardinia is a Spanish work of Don Juan Colo-

ma, which was published at Cagliari, or Caller,

the capital of the island, by Vincentio Sembe-
nino. A copy of this rare and curious volume
was in the Spanish collection of D. J. A. Conde,
sold in London, in 1824.

—

Cotton.

1576. The city of Evora, in Portugal, had, at

this period, a large printing establishment. In
the years 1553—1576, Ahdreas de Burgos was
settled at Evora, as a printer ; and was followed

by Martin de Burgos and Manuel de Lyra, be-

fore the close of this century. An exceedingly

rare book on China, written by Gasper de Cruz,
is noticed as having been.executed herein 1570.

1577. William Seres appears to have been
a general assistant to the whole typographical
profession, for he was concerned with John Day,
Anthony Scoloker, Richard Kele, and William
Hill ; and some of Day's works are stated to have
been printed purposely on his account ; but their

names do not occur together after the year 1550.
Seres appears to have enjoyed more than one
licence for the imprinting of certain books, since

Strype relates that " Sir William Cecil, principal

secretary of state to king Edward, procured for

him, being his servant, a licence to print all

manner of private prayers called Primers^ as
should be agreeable to the Common Prayer, es-

tablished in the court of parliament ; and that

/ none else should print the same. Provided, that
before the said Seres, or his assigns, did begin to

print off the same, he or they should present a
copy thereof, to be allowed by the lords of the
privy council, or by the lord chancellor for the
time being, or by the king's four ordinary chap-
lains, or two of them. And when the same was
or should be from time to time printed, that by
the said lords, and other of the said privy coun-
cil, or by the lord chancellor, or with the advice
of the wardens of the occupation, the reasonable
price thereof by sett, as well in the leaves, as
being bound in paste or board, in like manner
as was expressed in the end of the book of Com-
mon Prayer." He farther states, that " Seres
had a privilege for the printing of all Psalteis ;

all manner of Primers, English and Latin, and
all manner oi Prayer Books ; that as this privi-
lege was taken away by queen Mary, so it was
restored again by queen Elizabeth, by means of
lord Cecil, with the addition of the grant to him
and his son, during the life of the longest liver,
and that this gave occasion to a great cause ; for
Seres, the father, in his latter years, not being
able to follow his business, assigned his privilege,
with all his presses, letters, stock in trade, and
copies to one Henry Denham, for a yearly rent.

Deuham took seven young men of the company
of stationers to join him in the same ; but certain

inferior persons of the company, setting up
presses, more than England might bear, did
print other men's copies forbidden to them, and
privileged to others by the queen's letters patents.
These endeavoured for their own gain to have
their privilege taken away, preferring a petition

to the privy council, wherein they pretended
that in justice it stood with the best policy of
this realm, that the printing of all good and
useful books should be at the liberty of every
man to do, without granting or allowing any
privilege by the prince to the contrary. And they
said it was against the law, and that the queen
ought not to grant any such. Seres upon this,

in a petition to the lord treasurer, urged against
these men, that privilege for special books was
ever granted by the prince ; for that for the most
part in all ancient books we read these w ords»

Cum privilegio ad imprimendum solum ; and
that many records might be found the same

;

whereby it appeared that the prince or magis-
trate, had ever care to commit the printing of all

good books, especially of the best sort, to some
especial men well known and tried for their fide-

lity, skill, and ability. Examples whereofmight
be shew ed as well in England, as other christian

countries. And that the reason hereof was, that
printing of itself was most dangerous and ])emi-
cious,if itwere not straitened and restrained by
politic order of the prince or magistrate. This
affair at last was made up by friendly agreement.
The expedient was this, that those who had pri-

vileges, were to grant some allowances unto the
company of stationers for the maintenance of
charge and their poor. This was about 1583."

William Seres used the above monogram to

the books he printed, which amounted to more
than one hundred. His earliest residence is

imagined to have been near the house of John
Day, on Snow hill ; but in 1548, when he be-
came connected with Anthony Scoloker, he lived
in Savoury Rents and in Ely Rents, without
Aldergale, whence we find him, in 1539, re-

moved to Peter college,which,irom the researches
of Herbert, is shewn to have been by the side
of dean's court, in St. Paul's church yard. His
next residence was the sign of the Hedge hog,
but a short distance from the same building,
since it became converted into the stationers'

hall ; and Seres, who was one of the most ancient
members of the livery of that company, after
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having served the office of warden, was elected

master of it in 1570, 1571, 1575, 1576, and 1577.

1577, John Sieninius, palatine of Podolia, in

Poland, erected a town which he called Racow,
or Rakouy for the reception of a sect of Unitari-

ans, and estahlished a printing press for the

dissemination of the gospel. The first pereon
who carried on printing at this place was Alexis
Rodecki, who had formerly printed at Cracow

;

his earlist known hook is a Polish Neiv Testa-

ment, dated 1577. Rodecki was succeeded hy
Sehastian Sternacius, under whom the press flou-

rished exceedingly. From this press a vast

multitude of books, composed chiefly hy Unita-
rians, were issued vmtil the year 1638, when,
by a decree of the state, the society was entirely

broken up, the professors and scholars were
ejected, and the school and printing oflSce, with
all its materials, destroyed. Almost all the books
executed at this place, are from the nature of

their contents, and other circumstances, of a
very high degree of , rarity. The town was
erected in the year 1569, and named Racow, the

Polish word for a crab, from the armorial bear-
ings of his wife. Prior to its destruction, his

son James had enlarged the town, and increased
the printing establishment.

1577. July 1. In the records of the weekly
assembly of Perth, in Scotland, there is the fol-

lowing entiy :
—"The weekly assembly regret

that certain inhabitants of this town, against the
express command of the civil magistrate, and
the prohibition delivered by the minister from
the pulpit, have played Carpus Christi play,
upon the sixth day of June last, which day was
wont to be called Corpus Christi day : whereby
they have off'ended the church of God, and dis-

honoured this ha^ll (whole) town ; the said play
being idolatrous aiidrsuperstitious." The assem-
bly ordained that the guilty persons should re-

ceive no benefit from the church till they had
showed evidence of their repentance. A similar

offence occured soon afterwards. On the 10th
of December, in the same year, usually called
Sanctoberti's eve, a very great number of persons
passed through the town in disguised dresses,

with piping and dancing, and striking a drum.
They carried in their hands burning torches.

One of the actors was clad in the devil's coat

;

another rode upon a horse, which went in man's
shoes. It is probably the horse and its rider re-

presented a part of the history of the saint, who
seems to have been the patron saint made choice
of by the bakers incorporation, as the offenders
were of that trade.

1577. August 6. Queen Elizabeth grants a
license to John Day, and Richard Day Iiis son,
during their lives, and that of the longest liver,

to print the Psalms of David, in metre, Sec.

1577. Henry Bam ford printed a profitable
treatise of the anatomy of mans body ; compyled
by that exceellent chirugion, M. Thomas Vicary,
esquire, Serjeant to the queen, and chief chirugion
to St. Bartholomews hospital, Sfc. 12mo.
Pocket watches were first brought into Eng-

land, from Germany.

1577. The Paradyse of Dayntv Devises. Con-
teyning sundry paltry precepts, teamed counsels,

and excellent inventions, right pleasant and pro-

fitable for all estates. Devised and written for
the most part by M. Edwards, formerly of her

Majesties Chapell : the rest by sundry learned

gentlemen both of honour and worship. Imprint-

ed at London by Henry Disle, dwelling in Pauls

Church Yard, at the south west door of Saint

Paules Church Yard, and are there to be sold.

Of this book, notwithstanding its extraordi-

nary rarity, there were no less than eight editions

from 1577 to 1600. "When it is considered,"

says Mr. Beloe, " how very popular this work
was, and through what a variety of editions the

work passed, it seems astonishing that it should

be so exceedingly scarce, that a perfect copy is

hardly known." At the death of Henry Disle,

which took place in July, 1582, the copy of this

book was granted to Timothe Rider, by the

court of assistants.

1577, Oct. 7. Died, George Gascoigne, an
English poet, who in hannony of diction moved
without a peer. The brave, the handsome, and
the gay, but dissipated genius Gascoigne, wrote

the first English comedy in prose ; his tragedy

of Jocasta, which was acted at Grey's Inn, in

1566, is the second theatrical piece in blank
verse ; he also ^Wished a poem in blank verse,

'

entitled Steel Glass^ 1576. His works were pub-
lished in 1575, with this title, the Posies of
George Gascoigne, Esq. corrected and am/mented
by the author. Tarn Marti quam Mercurio.

Printed at London, for Richard Smith, and are

to be solde at the North West Doore of Paul's

church. The first notice concerning poetry in

this country is seen at the end of Gascoigne's

poems published in 1575 ; and again with his

works in 1587, was printed Certayne Notes of
Instruction concerning the making of Verse or

Ryme. In the British museum there exists an
unpublished poem by Gascoigne, entitled the

GriefofJoy, Certayne Elegies, whereifi the doubt-

full Delights of Manes Lyfe are displaied.—
Written to the queenes moste excellent majestic.

Tarn Marti quam Mercurio. 1576.

1577, Nov. 18. NicAsius Yetsweiut, was
clerk of the privy seal, and secretary to queen

Elizabeth for the French tongue. By virtue of

a license, of this date, granted him for printing

* The first Poetical Miscellany published in England

was printed by Richard Tottlein 1557, which was followed

by a second in J 565. Warton is of opinion that this Miscel-

lany gave occasion for the Paradyse of Daynty Devises,

and England's Helicon, published in l600, second edition,

1614. Our poetical historian, Warton, speaks of a Miscel-

lany printed in 1567 or 1568, entitled Netve Sonettes, and
Pretty Pamphlettes, &c

.

The Gorgeous Gallery of Gallant Inventions, a poetical

miscellany, succeeded the Paradise of Dainty Devises, and

was printed in 1588, followed by a Handfull of Pleasant

Delights, in 1584.
• The whole woorkes of George Gascoigne, esquyre,

newlye compyled into one volume, that is say, his floures,

herbes, weedes, tlie fruit of warre, the comedy called

Supposes, the tragedic of Jocasta, the Steel Glass, the

complaint of Phylomine, the story of Ferdcnando Jcroni-

mi, and the pleasure of Kenilworth castle. London, im-

printed by Abel Jeffs, dwelling in the Forestrete without

Criplegate neere unto Grubstrete, 1587. 4to.

&
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all manner of books, concerning the common
law of this realm, for thirty years, all books
therefore, bearing his name, were printed for

him by others. He left a son, Charles, who suc-

ceeded him.
1578. The Bible translated according to the

Ehrew and Greeke, and conferred with the best

translations in divers languages. Imprinted at

London, by Christopher Barker, printer to the

queenes majestic, 1578. Folio.

This is a reprint of the Genevan edition,* and
usually denominated the "Breeches Bible."
The Bishops' bible translates Gen. iii. 7, aprons.

The confounding of these editions has been
productive of very dangerous errors.

* In 1560. the whole Bible was printed at Genevsi, in 4to,

by Rowland Hall, with an epistle to the queen, (Elizabeth)

and another to the reader ; both of which were left out in

subsequent editions. Of this translation, above thirty edi-

tions were printed from the year 1560, to l6l6, chiefly by
the queen's, and king's printers. Editions of it were like-

wise printed at Geneva, Edinburgh, and Amsterdam.
The translators of the Genevan Bible were Miles Co-

verdale, afterwards bishop of Exeter ; Anthony Gilby,
afterwards vicar of Ashby-de-la-Zouch, in Leicestershire,

died about 1584, at a very great age ; William Whittingham
was bom in the cityof Chester, in 1524, and educated at Ox-
ford, where he became a fellow of All Souls, and afterwards
a senior student of Christ Church. In 1550 he went to
France, and settled at Orleans, where he married the sister

of John Calvin. In 15fi3, he was promoted to the deanery
of Durham, which he enjoyed for sixteen years. His zeal
against popery was so violent, that he destroyed some of
the antiquities and monuments in Durham cathedral, and
took up the stone coffins of the priors of Durham, and or-
dered them to be used as troughs for horses to drink in.

During his residence at Geneva, he translated into metre,
five of the Psnbns, of which the 11 9th was one, together
with the Ten Commandments, and a Prayer, distinguished
in the collection of Sternhold and Hopkins, by the initials

of his name, W. W. He died July 10, 1 579, in the 65th year
of his age. Christopher Goodman was also a native of
Chester, born about 15l9,and educated at Oxford,where he
became Margaret professor of divinity. During the reign
of Mary, he retired to the continent, and settled at Geneva,
where he and John Knox were chosen pastors of the
English church. On the accession of Elizabeth, he went
to Scotland, and was appointed minister of St. Andrew's.
In 1568, he left Scotland, and came to England, and about
1568, he went to Ireland as chaplain to sir Henry Sidney.
In 1571, he was cited to appear at Lambeth, before arch-
bishop Parker, and other high commissioners, to answer
for opinions contained in a work published during his
exile, in which he had spoken against the government of
women, but by subscribing a recantation, acknowledging
that good and godly women might lawfully govern whole
realms and nations," and avowing his submission to the
queen, he was released. In 1584, he retired to his native
county, probably silenced for nonconformity ^ for Fuller
denominates him a leader of the fierce nonconformists.
He died in 1 602, aged 83 years j and was buried in St,
Werburg's church, in the city of Chester. Thomas Cole
was one of the English refugees, who settled at Geneva,
during the reign of Mary, He returned when Elizabeth
came to the crown, and in 1 559 was collated to the arch-
deaconry of Essex,and rector of High Ongar, in the county
of Essex. He died in 16OO, at an advanced age. William
Cole, brother to the preceding, was also an exile, but was
afteiwards made president of Corpus Christi college, Ox-
ford, in which office he continued for about thirty years

;

and dean of Lincoln. John Pullain, was born in York-
shire, in the year 1517, and educated at Oxford. He be-
came rector of St. Peter's, Cornhill, London, in 1552, but
was deprived in 1555. He withdrew to Geneva, to avoid
being condemned to death. On Mary's decease he returned
to his native land, but was soon imprisoned, for preaching
contraiy to the prohibition of queen Elizabeth. In 1559, he
waspresentedto the rectoryofCapford, in Essex ; and about
the latter end of the year was made archdeacon of Col-
chester, Brook, in his Lives of the Furitans, calls him
a truly pious man, a constant preacher, a learned divine,

a thorough puritan, and an admired English and Latin
poet. He died July, 1565. Of John Knox, we have akeady
spoken.andofJohn Bodleighno account has been obtained.

" Certain questions and answers touching the
doctrine of predestination, the use of God's word
and sacraments," were not drawn up by our
reformers, as asserted in the Bishops' bible, in

the preface to which archbishop Parker maintains
universal redemption.

—

Beloe.

This translation was recommended by arch-
bishop Parker, while preparing his edition of the
Bishops^ Bible. It was frequently reprinted.

The Calvinist Catechism is bound up with
some editions of the Geneva bible.

1578. Edward Webster printed the second
part of the Mirrour for Magistrates, conteining

the falle of the unfortunate princes of this land.

From the conquest of Cceser, vnto the commyng
of William the conqueror, with this motto,
" Goe strr.ight, and fear not." 4to.

1578. Martin Marchant, a printer at Lux-
emburg, in the Netherlands, printed a tract on
the side of Philip II. king of Spain, against the

Netherlanders, a copy of which is in Trinity
college library, Dublin.

1578. The states of Carniola, Styria, and
Carinthia, came to the resolution to have the

scriptures printed in the Vandalic or vernacular
tongues ;* and for that purpose ordered John
Mannel, or Manlius, a printer of Layback, to

provide what was necessary for completing the

impression ; but the archduke Charles, of Austria,

having been infonned of the design, forbade
Mannel to publish the bible, under severe ptinal-

ties. The states did not, however, abandon their

design, but deputed a certain number of divines,

who assembled at Laybach, on the 24tli of
August, 1581, to examine and revise the trans-

* Under this denomination are included those dialects
of the Slavonian language, which are spoken in Carniola,
Carinthia, Styria, Croatia, and Istria. The first version
of the Vandalic scriptures was made by Primus Truber, a
Lutheran minister. The design of forming it appears to
have originated with John Ungnad, baron of Sonneck, of
the noble family of the counts of Weissenfelswoolf. For
the more successful promotion of his plans, he established
a press,in l56l,atTubiugen, for the express purpose ofprint-
ing works in the Cyrillian or Glagolitic, and Latin cha-
racters. He was aided in this undertaking by the muni-
ficence of Maximilian, king of Bohemia, the electors of
Saxotiy, Brandenburgh, and the Palatinate, the landgrave
of Hesse, and the duke of Wurtemburg. The principal
works which issued from this press, were chiefly transla-
tions of the scriptmes. This printing office was compara-
tively ofshort duration, for the Austrian government seized
and suppressed the books it issued. Baron Ungnad died
at an advanced age, in 1565, leaving a worthy example of
piety and the true use of riches. Primus Truber was the
conductor of the Vandalic printing office at Tubingen.
He was bom at Rosterlic, in Carniola, in 1508. He received
his education at Vienna, where he obtained support during
his studies by soliciting alms, according to the custom of
that countrj% and those times. In 1527, he entered the mi-
nistry, but the manner with which he supported the doc-
trine of Luther, subjected him to violent persecutionsj and
his library, valued at more than four hundred florins, to
be destroyed. He invented a mode oiwriting the Vandalic
dialects (which had never before been written or printed)
in the Latin or Roman character : he was engaged by
baron Ungnad, aided by the mimificence of the duke of
Wurtemburg, to undertake the institution of a Vandalic
printing office at Tubingen. This labour he accomplished,
and afterwards printed there his Vandalic New Testament,
in two parts ; the first containing the Gospels and Acts of
the Apostles, in 1562, of which 2000 copies were printed

;

the second, comprising the Epistles and the Revelatioji, in
1563, 4to. and only 1000 copies were struck oft'. Truber
died revered and honoured June, 29, 1586.
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lation. A deputation went to Wittemberg, and
entered into an engagement with Samuel Seel-

fisch, a bookseller, for an impression of fifteen

hundred copies, each to contain two hundred
and eighty sheets of the largest paper, to be
printed with a fine type, and ornamented with
wood cuts, for which the states of Carniola were
to pay after the rate of twenty florins for every
bale of five hundred sheets. The expense of the

whole impression was about eight thousand flo-

rins. They began to print the bible May 28,
1583, and completed it in the space of seven
months. The publication of the Vandalic Bible
was accompanied by an orthographical and
grammatical work, by Adam Bohoritz, regent
of the college of Laybach, to facilitate the read-
ing the Vandalic scriptures among the neigh-
bouring states. It was also printed at Wittem-
berg, 1583, in 8vo. It is only a pamphlet of
about twenty leaves, but is rarely to be purchased,
and sells at exceedingly high prices.

1578. Masch, in his Appendix to tlie Biblio-

theca sacra of Le Long, mentions an edition of
the Book of Daniel, in Hebrew, 1563 ; likewise
an Bcclesiastes, 1578, both executed at Saphet,
or Safad, a small village of Palestine, situate in

the pachalic of Acre. In the year 1759, Safad
was almost destroyed by an earthquake, since

which time its institutions have languished, and
it has become a poor miserable village.

1578. TheSevin Seages,translatit out of Prois
in Scottis Metre, be Johne Holland, in Dalkeith ;

with ane Moralitie after everie Doctouris tale,

and siclike efter the Empriee tale, togidder vHth
ane loving and laude to everie Doctour after his

awin tale, and ane exclamation and outcrying
when the Empreour is ivife after hir fals contrusit

tale. Imprentit at Edinbtirgh be John Ros, for
Henrie Chateries. mdlxxviii. Cum privilegio

regali. At the end is. Quod Holland, in Dalkeith.
1578. An e"dition of /Esop's Fables, in French,

was printed at Antwerp, by Philip Galle, under
the following quaint title, Esbatiment Morel des

Animaux. The embellishments were executed
by Peter Heyns, who addresses a copy of verses
to the reader, immediately after the dedication.

Who the poet was does not appear, but the verses

are said by Heyns, to have been begun in London.
1578. A moral and pitiful Comedie, entituled

All for Money. Plainly representing the manners
ofMen and Fashion of the World nowe adaies.

Compiled by T. Lupton. At London, printed by
Roger Warde and Richard Mundee, dwelling at
Temple Barre, anno 1578.*

Thomas Lupton wrote only one play. It is

remarkably scarce ; it is in rliyme, black letter,

and written in a very peculiar style. The inter-

locutors are figurative characters, as All for
Money, Wit without Money, Money without
Wit, &c. &c.

1579, Jan. 1. A New Year's Gift, dedicated
to the Pope's Holiness.f Gregory XIII.

* A copy is in the Garrick collection. Langbaine had
never seen it, and John Kemble did not possess it. Mr.
Beloe g:ives the title page at length.
+ From a copy in the British museum.

Books were not only sent as presents on this

day, but the practice occasioned numbers of

publications without their contents at all refer-

ring to the subject. Royal New Year's Gifts

and Presents, were common in the time of queen
Elizabeth.*

In Beloe's Anecdotes of Scarce Books, there is

a fragment of a poem to lord Warwick, with a
running title, A Nue Yeares Gift, to my Lorde

of Warwicke. This poem is of considerable

length, and concludes with the following verses

:

The learned hath a mortall foe,

of him that knothing knoes

:

The floure is malliest by a weede,
that for no purpose groes.

Well : where that noble nature dwells,
and parfait honour is :

Thear vertue habreth in the hart,
and rests the God of blis.

Take wel in worth my nueyeares gift,

for whiels your vertues line :

And I maye write, I mind like verse
to you or yours to give.

Finis q goodwill.

It is in black letter, and forms two fly leaves

to Neville de furoribus Norfolciensium Ketto
duce. In the possession of the Rev. Mr. White,
of Lichfield.

1579, jPeJ. 13. Died, John Fowler an emi-
nent printer at Louvain. He was born in the

city of Bristol, and educated in the tenets of the
Romish church, at Winchester school, whence
he removed, on the foundation, to New college,

Oxford, in 1555, and obtained a fellowship

which he resigned in 1559, and left England for

Antwerp, in which city and at Louvain, he set

up a press, from whence issued, from himself
and others, various controversial treatises levelled

against protestantism. Wood says that John
Fowler was well skilled in Greek and Latin, a
tolerable poet and orator, a theologist not to be

* In the Bodleian library, Oxford, there is a manuscript
copy of a sermon, translated into Latin by the princess
(Elizabeth) from the Italian by Occhini. It is written on
vellum, with uncommon elegance, with her own hand, and
dedicated to her brother, king Edward VI., to whom she
sent it as a new year's gift. The dedication is dated En-
field, Dec. 30 , but the year is not mentioned ; it must have
been between the years 1546 and 1552.

In 1765, bishop Littleton showed the society of Anti-
quaries a large parchment roll, containing a list of new-
year's gifts presented to queen Elizabeth, at Greenwich,on
the 1st of January, 1585, signed by the queen, and counter
signed by John Astley, esq. master and ti-easurer of the
jewels ; by which it appears, that the greatest part, if not
all the peers and peeresses of the realm, all the bishops,
chief officers of state, and several of the queen's household
servants, even down to her apothecaries, master cook,
Serjeant of the pastry, &c. gave new-year's gifts to her
majesty, consisting either of a sum of money, or jewels,
trinkets, weai-ing apparel, &c. Most of the peeresses gave
rich gowns, petticoats, kirtles, doublets, mantles, some
embroidered with pearls, garnets, &c. bracelets, caskets
studded with precious stones, and other toys. The queen's
physician presented her with a box of foreign sweetmeats

;

her apothecary with a box of lozenges, and a pot of con-
serves ; her nifister cook with " a fayrc marchepayne," a
macaroon then in fashion ; her scrjeant of the pastry '* a
fayre pye oringed," &c. On the back of this roll was a
list of the gifts presented by the queen in return, the whole
ofwhich consistc d of gilt plate :—" To the earl of Leicester
one hundred and tliirty two ounces,"—To the carl of War-
wick one hundred and six ounces," &c. the sum total being
four thousand eight hundred and nine ounces.
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contemned ; and so versed in criticism and other

polite literature, that he might have passed for

another Robert or Henry Stephens. He died at

Namur, and was buried in the church there.

John Bogard was also a printer of catholic

works at Louvain, and lived at the sign of the

Golden Bible. His works, like those of Fowler,

were numerously distributed in England.

1579, March 11. Humphrey Toy was made
free of the stationers' company, by his father's

copy. He lived at the sign of the Helmet, in St.

Paul's church yard; he printed little, but Henry
Binneman printed for him. William Jones, who
had been an apprentice to Mrs. Toy, was also

made free of the company on the above day.

1579. Alaxander Arbuthnett was king's

printer for Scotland, and resided at the kirk in

the field, Edinburgh, where he printed an edition

of the Bihle in folio, for the use of Scotland, by
the commissioners of the kirk.

1579. An ordinance of Henry III. king of

France, forbade all almanack makers to pro-

^jhecy, directly or indirectly, concerning the

affairs of the state, or of individuals.

1579, Aug. The Discovery of a Gapyng Gvlf
whereunto England is like to be swallowed by

another French marriage, if the Lord forbid not

the banes, by letting her maiestie see the sin Sr

punishment thereof ...MenseAugusti. Anno 1579.

John Stubbs, of Lincoln's Inn, the author,

William Page, the publisher, and Hugh Single-

ton, the printer, were tried on the statute 1 and
2 of Philip and Mary, against the authors, dis-

persers or printers of seditious words, or rumours

;

in consequence whereof Stubbs and Page had
their right hands cut off with a butcher's knife

and a mallet, in the year 1581 .* Hugh Singleton

was pardoned.

The following is the order of council ad-

dressed to the lord mayor of London, for the

apprehension of the offenders who were concerned
in the above work :

"To the Lord Mayor of London.

"After ourrighthearty commendations,Wliere-
as there hath been of late printed and published

within that city a certain libel, intituled, A Dis-

coveringe of the gapinge gulphe, &c. wherein the

* John Stubbs was a hot-headed Puritan, whose sister

was married to Thomas Cari;wright, the head of that fac-

tion. This execution took place upon a scaifold, in the
market-place at Westminster. After Stubbs had his right
hand cut off, with his left he pulled off his hat, and cried
with a loud voice, " God save the queen ?'' the multitude
standing deeply silent, either out of horror at this new
and unwonted kind of punishment, or else out of com-
miseration of the undaunted man, whose character was
unblemished. Camden, a witness to this transaction, has
related it. The author, the printer, and the publisher,
were condemned to this barbarous punishment, on an act
of Philip and Mary, against the authors and publishers of
seditious writings. Some lawyers were honest enough to
assert that the sentence was erroneous, for that act was
only a temporary one, and died with queen Maty ; but, of
these honest lawyers, one was sent to the Tower, and
another was so sharply reprimanded, that he resigned his
place as a judge in the Common Pleas Other lawyers, as
the Lord Chief Justice, who fawned on the prerogative
far more then than afterwards in the Stuart-reigns, as-
serted that queen Mary was a king ; and that an act made
by any king, unless repealed, must always exist, because
the king of England never dies.— Ctirios. of Lit. vol. 3,

author has not only very contemptuously inter-

meddled in matters of state touching her majes-

ty's person, but also uttered certain things to the

dishonour of the duke of Anjou, brother to the

French king. Forasmuch as divers of the said

books have tteen very seditiously cast abroad, and
secretly dispersed into the hands of sundry of

her majesty's subjects, as well the inhabitants of

that city, as in other parts of this realm ; with
an intention, as much as in them lay, to alter the

mind of her highness's good and dutiful subjects,

and to draw them into a suspicion and misliking

of her majesty's actions, as though the same
tended to the prejudice of this realm, and sub-

version of the estate of true religion, (now along
time, by the goodness of Almighty God, and her

highness's authority, as God's minister, estab-

lished and continued among us.) Albeit her

majesty hath received such an assured opinion of

the loyalty of her said subjects, and specially of

the inhabitants of that her city of London, that

they will not so easily give credit to any such
secret sinister devices tending to the impairing

and defacing of her highness's good proceedings,

especially in the point of religion, where she

hath willed us to assure you, that she desireth no
longer life than she shall be a maintainer and
upholder of the same; yet forasmuch on the one

part it behoveth her majesty in honour to have
so notorious an injury done to so great a prince,

her neighbour, who in such kind and confident

sort (all respect of peril and danger laid apart)

vouchsafed to do her majesty that honour to

come and visit her, repaired by all the ways and
means that any way can be devised : so on the

other side, her highness is very desirous, that as

hitherto she hath been very careful (as by her
doings hath well appeared) to maintain and
continue this realm, both in matters of policy

and religion, in such quiet and peaceable estate

as hitherto she hath done, and which never any
prince did more careful before ; so at this present

it should be known unto her subjects what her

meaning is; not by any treating or dealing with

the said duke of Anjou, who, neither by himself

nor his ministers, did at any time press her to do
any thing to the prejudice of this state, to inno-

vate or infringe any thing in the government
which she hath both established, and hitherto by
God's goodness and assistance maintained against

sundry designs and complots of many enemies,

of whom the Lord be thanked, there is at present

no such great doubt as was heretofore to be con-

ceived ; For these and other good considerations,

to the intent that her said subjects give not any
credit to such untrue and vain suspicions, her

highness hath at this present caused a proclama-
tion to be made in her name, to be printed and
directed thither to be published, at the publishing

whereof within that city and liberties in place

accustomed, her majesty's pleasure is, that you
the lord mayor, accompanied with some good
number of the aldermen your brethren, and the

shrives now, as in like cases has been accustomed,
should be present; and further, for the better

confirming of the inhabitants of the said city on
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her majesty's sincere meaning towards them, and
the whole realm, it is also thought convenient,

and so we require your lordship to call the

masters, governors, and wardens of the company
of the city before you, and, in her highness's

name, to command them, that, appointing some
day as soon as convenient may be, for the assem-
blies in their several halls of their companies,
they do cause the said proclamation and con-

tents of these our letters to be openly read and
published, charging all and every person, upon
the penalty contained in the said proclamation,

to bring unto the said master, governor, and war-
dens, all such the said books, printed or written,

as they or any of them may have. And both
now, and from time to time hereafter, to signify

what persons, to their knowledge, have, or may
have had any of the said books ; which books ye
shall charge the said master, governor, and war-
dens to bring unto you, with the names of the

parties and manner how they came by them,
except in cases where any person shall willingly

bring the same themselves to light, to be
destroyed according to the contents of the said

proclamation. And thereupon shall, with as

much speed as you conveniently may, particu-

larly certify us thereof, to the intent if any per-

son shall be found culpable, we may take such
further order as shall be thought expedient.

And so, earnestly charging you that hereof there

be no default, as you tender her majesty's

favour, and will, upon your peril, answer the

contrary, we bid you right heartily farewell.

From Gydde-Hall, the 27 of September, 1579.

" Your lordship's very loving friends,

W. BURGHLEY.
W. HUNDON.
H. Sydney.
Fra. Walsingham."

Bromley, Cane.
Rob. Leycester.
Chris Hatton.

During the reign of Elizabeth, the freedom of

the press was rather circumvented, than openly
attacked ; she dreaded the Roman Catholics, who
were at once disputing her right to the throne,

and the religion of the state. Foreign publica-

tions, or " books from any parts beyond the sea,"

were therefore prohibited.* Although the press

had then no restrictions, an author was always
at the mercy of the government. Elizabeth too

had a keen scent after what she called treason,

which she allowed to take in a large compass.

* The consequence of this prohibition was, that our own
men of learning were at a loss to know what arms the
enemies of England and of her religion, were fabricating
against us. This knowledoe was absolutely necessary, as
appears by a curious fact in Strype's Life of Whitgift. A
licence for the importation of foreign books was granted
to Ascanius de Reuialme, an Italian merchant bookseller,
with orders to collect abroad this sort of libels j but he was
to deposit them with the archbishops and the privy council.
A few, no doubt, were obtained, says Strype, by the curious
Catholic or Protestant. This singular document was
" Yeouen at Lambehith, the day of Octobre, 1 586,
anno regine Elizabethe, &c. xxviii. Endorsed, Ascanios
lycense to bring over popish bookes, granted by arch •

bishop Whitfjift, xiv." The presses employed in printing
Catholic works on the continent, were established at Ant-
werp, Louvain, Doway, and Rheims.

She condemned the author, printer, and pub-
lisher of The Gaping Gulph^ to have their right
hands cut off, and hanged William Carter.* It
was sir Francis Bacon, or his father, who once
pleasantly turned aside the keen edge of her
royal vindictiveness; for when she was enquiring
whether an author, whose book she had given
him to examine, was not guilty of treason, he
replied, "Not of treason, madam ; but of robbery,
if you please ; for he has taken all that is worth
noticing from Tacitus and Sallust." It is also

related of Elizabeth, that once, when she could
not be persuaded that a book, containing trea-

sonable matter, was really written by the person
whose name it bore, she said, with great indigna-
tion, that " she would have him racked, to produce
his author." Lord Bacon replied, " Nay, ma-
dame, he is a doctor : never rack his person,
rack his style ; let him have pen, ink, and paper
and help of books, and be enjoined to continue
his story, and I will undertake, by collating his

styles, to judge whether he were the author."
With the fear of Elizabeth before his eyes,

Raphael Holinshed,f left out several sheets of
the second edition of his Chronicle, as contain-
ing passages offensive to her government, but
they have since been reprinted. When Giles
Fletcher,:}: after his Russian embassy, congratu-
lated himself with having escaped with his head,
and on his return wrote a book, entitled. Of the

Russe Commonwealth, which is a very curious
description of that country, and of its tyranny,
Elizabeth forbade the publishing of the work.

It was in this reign, says Mr. D'Israeli, that
no book was allowed to be published without the
permission of the licensers of the press, who were
instructed, for the better protection of literaiy

property, only to give one license for the same
book. This does not, however, appear to have
had the desired effect, since these persons were
easily tampered with by the booksellers of those
days, to furnish half a dozen authorities to

different persons for the same work.

1579. Died, Luis de Camoens, a distinguished

Portuguese poet, whose genius conferred so high
a honour, and whose treatment reflects so deep
a disgi'ace on his country. He was bom in the

* See an account of him under the year 1584.

t Raphael Holinshed was a native of Cheshire. His
Chronicles were first published in 1577, in two vols, folio,

and again in 1587, in three volumes. He died in 1581.

If the reader is curious to know the houi-s of meals In
the reign of Elizabeth, he may learn them from Holinshed.
" With us the nobility, gentry, and student, do ordinarily
go to dinner at eleven before noon, and to supper at five,

or between five and six at afternoon. The merchants dine
and sup seldom before twelve at noon, and six at night,
especially in London. The husbandmen dine also as high
as noon as they call it, and sup at seven or eight; but
out of term, in our universities, the scholars dine at ten."
Froissart mentions waiting on the duke of Lancaster at
five o'clock in the afternoon, when he had supped.

t Giles Fletcher received his education at Eton, and
King's college, Cambridge, where he took his degree of
L. L. D. His work on tlie Russian government appeared
in 1591, 8vo. and in Hackluyt's Voyages. Amongst the
Lansdowne manuscripts, there is a petition which was
presented by the Russian merchants, then in London,
with the offensive passages. Giles Fletcher died in 1591,
leaving two sons, Phineas and Giles, who are both known
in the republic of letters.
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city of Lisbon, in the year 1527, and there re-

ceived that education, which enabled him to

dispay abilities, the magnitude and lustre of

which procured him the appellation of "the

Virgil of his country." After completing his

academical studies, he entered into the army;
and, in a battle against the Moors at Centa, had
the misfortune to lose an eye. He then em-
barked for the East Indies, urged by the hope

of mending his fortunes by commerce ; but his

wishes were disappointed, either from his own
neglect, or that commerce was adverse to his

efforts ; however this might be, the leisure he

obtained was devoted to the Muses, and the re-

sult was, his there commencing that production,

universally known and admired, under the title

of the Lusiad. On his return from India, he

had the misfortune to be shipwrecked, and the

only thing he could preserve was his poem. In
1571, this great work was published, with a

dedication to Sebastian, king of Portugal.* But,

as if misfortune had " marked him for her own,'.'

his hopes of royal patronage were cruelly dis-

appointed. The monarch, either insensible to

the merits of the poem, or instigated to act coldly

to the poet by his enemies, received with con-

tempt what he ought to have considered as an
honour done even to a crowned head, and re-

warded the writer with a neglect which left him
in all the wretchedness of indigent virtue, to

expire in an alms-house, and left an everlasting

stain on his king and country. The following

epitaph was inscribed on his grave :

—

HERE LIES LUIS DE CAMOENS,
PRINCE OF THE POETS OF HIS TIME.

HE LIVED POOR AND MISERABLE, AND DIED
ANNO DOMINI 1579.

The people of Macao are still proud of shew-
ing a cave where Camoens amused himself in

writing his Lusiad. This excellent poem has
])een translated into English by sir Richard
Fanshaw, and Mr. Mickle.f

1579. Andrew Schoutens, a printer at Ley-
den, in Holland, professes to be printing in nova
academia Lugdun in Batavis. William, prince of
Orange, founded a university atLeyden,in 1575.
This city, during the seventeeth and eighteenth
centuries, produced some of the most splendid
and beautiful specimens of the typographic art,

from the Elzevir press, and also lays claim to

the first use of stereotype printing.

1 579. It is related by Balbinus,iu his Bohemia
Docta, that Henry of Waldstein, lord of Dan-
brawitz, in Bohemia, erected printing presses

both at Dobrziech and at New Buntzlau, about
the middle of this century. Some of his own
compositions were printed at these presses. Henry
is reported to have been the principal author of
the Bohemian version of the Bible, (six hand-

* Sebastian III. was killed near Tangiers, July 29, 1578.
t WiUiam Julius Mickle, the translator of the Lusiad of

Camoens, was born at Langholm, in Dumfrieshire, in 1734,
^•^a died October, 1788. Mr. Mickle was also the author
of the Concubine, a poem in the manner of Spencer, re-
pubUshed under the title of Sir Martyn, 4to. and Almada
Hill, a poem.

some volumes in small folio) printed in iimm
fratrum Bohernicorum in Graticz Marchionatus
Moravics, in the years 1579, &c. Le Long
mentions a Bohemian Bible edited by the Calvin-
ists, printed at Castello Kralitz, in Moravia, in

6 vols. 4to. 1579-1593. It is obsei-ved by Crantz
that the Bohemian brethren, to whom this press

belonged, applied it to no other purpose than
that of printing the Holy Scriptures in their ver-

nacular language.

1579, Oct. 20. The pariiament held at Edin-
burgh, forbade " all markets and fairs to be kept
on the Sabboth-day, or in any church, or church
yaird ; so all handy-work on the Sabboth-
day, all gaming, playing, passing to taverns and
aile-houses, and wilfull remainging from their

parish church, in time of sermon or prayers;

and a pecuniall mulct layd upon the trans-

gressours respective, to be paid for the use of the

poor of the parish." It was also decreed, that
" Every householder having lands or goods worth
500 pounds, should be obliged to have a Bible"
(which at this time was printed in folio) " and a
Psalm book, in his house, for the better instnic-

tion of themselves, and their families, in the
knowledge of God."

1579. The Schoole of Abuse, conteining a
pleausaunt Invective against Poets^Pipei's, Plaicrs,

Jesters, and such like Caterpillers, of a Common-
welth; setting up the Flagge of Defiance to their

mischievous exercise, and overthrounng their Bul-
warkes by profane umters. nuturall reason and
common experience. A Discourse as pleasaunt

for 'Gentlenien thaifavour learning, as profitable

for all that wyll follow verlue. By Stephan
Gosson, Stud. Oxon. Printed at London, by
Thomas Woodcocke. 1579.

1580. A document found by Mr. Thomson,
of the record office, Edinburgh,* gives the fol-

lowing bibliopegistic information, respecting the
charges of a Scotch bookbinder of this date,

which may be considered rather an interesting

morceau of its kind ; and which throws consider-

able light on the sort of bindings and prices paid
in Scotland at this period. Among fifty-nine

different books, the following items are selected :

JOHNNE GiBSONIS BuiKBINDERS PrKCEPT.
^^17 4s. 4d. October, 1580.

Opera dementis Alexandrlnj, 8vo, gj/li, pryee.

.

xs
Gildese epistola, 8vo. In parchment iijs

Aneuch is ane feist, 4to xiirf

Predictiones memorabUes, 8vo. In parchment.

.

iijs

Zanthig [Zanchius] de tribus elohim folio gylt,
pryce xxs

Harmonia Stanhursti folio. In vellene, pryce . . xs
Dictionarium in latino graeco et gallico sermone

4to. gylt, pryce xx*
Budseus de contemptu rerum fortuitarum 4to,

In vellene vjs viijrf

Commentaria in Suetonium, 8vo, gylt, pryce .

.

x«
Thesaurus pauperum, 8vo, In vellene vs
Petronius Arbiter, 8vo. In parchment iij«

Orationes clarorura viorum, l6mo. gylt, pryce xs

J Browg Summa of this compt is

xvij li iiij s iiij d.

The value is given in Scotch money.

On the back of this account is an order upon
the treasurer, subscribed by the king, and the

* Published by the Bannatyne club.
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abbots of Duufermline and Cambuskenneth, as

follows :

—

REX.
Thesauraire we greit yow weill IT is our will

and we charge yow that ye Incontinent efter the

sycht heirof ansuer our louit Johnne gipsoun

buikbindar of the sowme of sevintene pundis

iiijs iiijd within mentionat To be thankefullie

allowit to yow in your coniptis keping this our

precept together with the said Johnne his ac-

quittance thairvpoun for your warrand Sub-

scryuit with our hand at Halyrudehouse the first

day of October 1580. JAMES R.

R. Dunfermline^ A. Cambuskenneth.

Here we have also further Gibson's receipt

.

I Johnne Gibsoun be the tenuor heirof grant

me to liaue ressauit fra Robert coluill of cleishe

in name ofmy lord thesaurar the sowme of sevin-

tene punde iiijs iiijd conforme to yis cpmpt and
precept within written off ye qlk sowme I hald

me weill qtent and payit and discharge him
hereof for euir Be thir p'nte subscuit with my
hand at Edr the xv day of november 1580.

Johnegybsone wt my hand.

In the following year we find that Gibson was
appointed " king's bookbinder" under the privy

seal, dated Dalkeith, July 29, 1581.

"Ane letter maid toJohne Gibsoun bukebinder,
makand him Our Soverane Lordis Buikbinder,
and gevand to him the office thairof for all the

dayis of his lyfetyme, &c. &c. For using and
exercising quhairof his heines gevis grantis and
assignis to the said Johne yeirlie the sowme of

tuentie pundis usuall money of this realme, to

be payit yierlie." He appears to have been an
artist of some celebrity, as seen in the account of

his work, and other particulars already referred

to. Gibson had been employed by James, pre-

vious to his appointment, as shown by the follow-

ing entries in the accounts of the high treasurer

of Scotland :

—

Mail 1580. Item be the Kingis Majesteis pre-

cept to Johnne Gibsoun buikbinder, for certane

buikis furnist to his hienes, conforme to his par-

ticular compt, as the samyn with the said precept

and his acquittance schewin upoun compt beris,

xlj lib. vj s.

October 1580. Item be the Kingis Majesteis

precept to Johnne Gibsoune buikbindar, ffor

certane buikis maid be him to his hienes, con-

fonne to the particular compt gevin in therupoun,
as the samin with the said precept and his ac-

quittance schewin upoun compt beris, xx li.

Januare 1582. Item be his Majesties precept

to Johnne Gibsoun buikbindare, for sindrie vo-

lumes bund to his hienes, as the precept with his

acquittance producit upoun compt beris, v Ij

.

xvj s. viij d.

Marclie 1582. Item for binding of the New
Testament to his Majestic be Johne Gibsoun
buikbindare, xiiijs.

Whether Gibson came to England with James
Icannot be ascertained.

1580, F<?6. 13. John Charlewood, who lived

at the sign of the Half Eagle and Key, in Bar-
bican, was licensed on this day to print the

romance of Palmeiin of England^ on considera-

tion, that if any thing reprehensible was found
in the book after publication, all the copies

should be committed to the flames. Charlewood
commenced printing in 1575, used many sorts

of letter, and about the cut ofhis sign this motto,

Post tenebras lux, and sometimes styles himself

servant to the right honourable the earl of Arun-
del. He continued in business till 1593.

' 1580. John Le Preux, who exercised the art

of printing at Merges, a town in Switzerland,

styled himself printer to the illustrious body of
the pastors and professors of Berne. Le Long
mentions a Latin version of the book of Genesis^

printed at Merges in 1568.

Le Preux, a printer of Paris, at this period,

often suppressed the name of the town where he
resided, giving merely his own.
.1580. About this period much encouragement

was given to the art of engraving and copper-

plate printing- Abraham Ortelius mentions in

his Geography, several Englishmen who were
eminent in the art of engraving. The following

are those who flourished in this century.

William Cunyngham, a physician at Norwich,
plates in his Cosmographical Glass, printed by
John Day, London, 1559.

Anthony Jenkinson, maps, 1562.

Robert Leeth, a man skilful in taking a plot

of a county, who was sent over to take the

province of Ulster, in Ireland, in 1567.

Humphrey Lhuyd, engraved a draft of the sea

coast of Scotland, as appears by his letter to

Abraham Ortelius, dated April 5, 1568. Ames,
however, had not seen this map, nor any en-

graving in Scotland until 1576, if those in the

folio bible were executed there.

Humphry Cole, a goldsmith, map and fron-
tispiece to Barker's Bible, 1572.

Christopher Saxton,the_^rs^ set ofmaps of the

counties of England and Wales.*

Richard Lyne, was employed by archbishop

Parker in engrsivmg genealogies and maps. 1574.

Cornelius Hogius, maps for Saxton, 1574.

John Bettes, a painter and engraver, pedigree

and vignettes in HalVs Chronicle, died in 1576.

Nicholas Reynolds, maps for Saxton, 1577.

Remegius Hogenberg, besides being employed
by archbishop Parker, engraved many of the

7naps for Saxton. 1574 to 1578.

William Borough, of Rome, coast of Scotland

for Saxton, 1579. Ralph Aggas, surveyor, maps.

* The first set of maps of England was collected by
Christopher Saxton of Tingley, near Leeds, in Yorksliire,

who spent nine years in travellinj'' over the whole kin<(-

dora, of which he marie a general survey, and separate
ones ofthe counties, which he published under the title of
Atlas AngUcanus, in suis Comihitum Descript, npud Chrit.

Saxton. London, 1574-f). Thomas Seckford, Master of the
Requests to queen Elizabeth, was the promoter of this un-
dertaking, procuring him a license to imprint maps for

England, or any county therein, for ten years.

A copy of the above work, curiously coloured, and
mounted upon drawing paper, russia, with joints, was
lately offered for £\2 \2a.

3 A
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Christopher Svvitzer, wood cuts for books, the

broad seals of England from the conquest to

James I.

William Rogers, title to Linchoten's Voyages,

cuts to Broughton,—Heads.

Augustine Ryther, engraved the counties of

Durham, Westmoreland, and Cumberland for

Saxton ; also some of the maps of the Spanish

invasion, 1588, he kept a shop near Leadenhall,

next the sign of the Tower, and got the discourse

of Petrus Ubadini translated into English ; dedi-

cated to the lord admiral Howard, in 1590.

Francis Hogenberg, 1555.

George Hoefnagle, of Antwerp, maps, a plate

of Nonesuch. Robert Adams, plans and charts.

Reginald Elstracke, joor^rai^s, 1587.

1580. A brief discours contayning certayne

reasons, ivhy catholiques refuse to goe to church.

Written by a learned and vertuous man, to afrend

of his in England, and dedicated by J. H. to the

queenes most excellent majestic. Imprinted at

Douay, by John Lyon, \2mo.

In the library of Trinity college, Dublin, there

is a book bearing the date of 1564, being a work

of Julianus, an archbishop of Toledo ; it is in

12mo, having the following imprint, Duaci, An,

1564. Typus Lodovici de Winde Typographi

jurati. The presswork is very tolerable ; the edi-

tor's dedication is dated Duaci Catuacorum.

This is the earliest Douay book noticed by Dr.

Cotton in his Typographical Gazetteer. Le Long
cites a metrical version of a psalm which was
printed at Douay in 1565, and a Harmony of
the Bible, in 1571. In 1589, Laurence Kellam
is called sworn printer to the English college at

Douay, and executed many works there.

In 1568, Dr. William Allen,* with the assist-

ance ofmany foreign noblemen and ecclesiastical

bodies, established an English Roman Catholic

college at Douay, for the purpose of supplying

this country with priests to support their declin-

* William Allen, usually called the great English cardi-

nal, and whose various treatises in defence of the doctrines
and practices of the Romish church, made him esteemed
as the champion of his party, but so obnoxious were his

writings in England, he was reported an enemy to the
state, all correspondence with him was deemed treason,
and Thomas Aldfield was actually executed for bringing
his Defence of the Twelve Martyrs into this country.
He was born at Rossal, in Lancashire, in the year 1532.

In 1547, he was entered at Oriel college, Oxford, and in

1556, he was chosen principal of St. Mary's hall, and
canon of York. On the accession of Elizabeth, he re-

tired to Louvain, where an English college was erected,

of which he became the chief support, and where he wrote
in defence of the Roman catholic religion. It was thought
to be owing- to the instigation of Dr. AUen, and some fugi-

tive English noblemen, that Philip II. undertook to invade
England. In April, 15tS6, Dr. Allen published a work
against queen Elizabeth, exhorting the nobility and people
of England to desert her, and take up arms in favour of
the Spaniards. Many thousand copies were printed at
Antwerp, to be put on board the armada, that they might
be dispersed all over England ; but on the failure of that
enterprise, all these books were destroyed. One of them,
as soon as printed, was transmitted by an emissary to the
English council. Allen spent the latter part of his life at
Rome, and is said to have altered his sentiments, and to
have been extremely sorry for the pains he had taken to
promote the invasion of England by the Spaniards. At
his death, which is supposed to have been occasioned by
poison, October 26, 1594, he was buried ;in the English
college of Rome, where a monument is erected to his
memory.

ing cause. This institution flourished so that In

the five years nearly one hundred missionaries

arrived, and exercised their functions in different

parts of England.* The English council became
so irritated at these proceedings, that, in 1578,
they had recourse to Requesens, the governor of

the Netherlands, with whom they made an agree-

ment to suppress the college ; in return for which
Elizabeth excluded the insurgent navy from
entering her ports. Dr. Allen and his associates

found an asylum at Rheims ; but in the year

1581, the magistrates of Douay invited the

fugitives to return to their old quarters, which
was accomplished in 1593 ;f and this religious

community occupied this place for exactly two
centuries, namely, until the French revolution

dissolved this and all other similar institutions

in the year 1793.

In 1582, the first edition of the Romish English
version of the New Testament was executed at

the press of John Fogny, a printer of considerable

note in Rheims, who lived at the sign of the

Lion, under the superintendance of Dr. Allen,

Gregory Martin, and Richard Bristow ; the

notes were written by Thomas Worthington.

—

In 1580, John Fogny printed some pieces written

by Lesly, titular bishop of Ossory, in favour of

Mary queen of Scots. John Fogny was succeed-

ed by Simon Fogny, whom we find continuing

the business in 1610. M. Van Praet infonns us

that the art of printing was in use at Rheims in

the year 1557, by adducing a book entitled

Coustumes generales du Bailliage de Vermandois,

printed by Jacques Bacquenois, printer to the

cardinal of Lorraine, in this year.J In 1576,

Jacques Martin printed a work entitled La le-

gende de Charles, Cardinal de Lorraine. \\ And
some tracts executed at Rheims by Francois du
Pre, in the years 1577 and 1578, may be seen in

the library of Trinity college, Dublin.

* By an act of parlisunent, it was decreed, that every
priest of the catholic persuation who was found in the
realm within forty days from the passing of the act, was to
be accounted guilty of treason. To harbour or receive a
priest was felony ; and such youth as were sent out of the
kingdom to be educated in catholic seminaries, were ren-
dered incapable of inheriting English property.
Cuthbert Maine, a priest, suffered as a traitor at Laun-

ceston, in Cornwall, for saying mass in the house of Mr.
Tregian. The queen took possession of Tregiau's lands,
and he was left to languish till his death in a prison. Those
who even defend the measures of Elizabeth against the
Catholics, allow that in ten years fifty priests were execu-
ted, and fifty-five were banished. The. fantastical pro-
ceedings of some of the Puritans, made them equally the
subject of religious persecution. Three times, duringthis
reign, did Elizabeth order their absence by proclamation

;

and of those who remained, several ended their lives at
the stake, as heretics. However, the sufferings of the
Puritans bore no comparison to those of the Catholics, as
the wealth of the latter presented an alluring bait to the
persecutors, so that many families sought refuge in foreign
lands, and left their estates to be seized by the crown. —
The last person who suffered for heterodox opinions was
Francis Kett, in 1589.

t A proclamation was issued by Elizabeth, forbidding
any book that was either written or printed at Douay, to
be sold or read in England. The houses of Catholics were
forcibly entered, and the inmates searched ; where any
vestments belonging to a priest, or books containing Ca-
tholic doctrine were found, the possessors were imprisoned,
and frequently put to the torture.

t The earliest Rheims book which Dr. Cotton had seen.
II A copy of this rare book, on vellum, is in the royal

library at Paris.
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1581. Died, Andrew Wechel, the son of

Christian Wechel, and likewise a very accurate

printer of many valuable editions of the Greek
and Roman classics. His commencement is dated

from the year 1554, and he exercised the art

twenty-seven years. At first, the types which he
used were those of his father ; but he afterwards

procured others of a more elegant description.

On comparison of the earlier and later impres-
sions, it will appear, says Maittaire, how much
the latter surpasses the foraier. Being a protest-

ant, he went to Frankfort, after the massacre of

St. Bartholomew, (1572) for the free exercise of
his religion. He himself relates the great danger
to which he was exposed on the night of that

dreadful tumult ; and in what manner he nar-

rowly escaped assassination by the kind exertions

of the learned Hubert de Languet, who lived in

his house. Christian and Andrew Wechel are

supposed to have had the greatest part of Henry
Stephens's types. It was at the house of Andrew
Wechel that our celebrated sir Philip Sidney
lodged when at Frankfort. The impressions
which the family of the Wechels executed at

Frankfort are generally speaking, of superior

value, on account of the excellent notes of Syl-

burgius.

1581. The first edition of the scriptures of the

Old and New Testament, in the Slavonian lan-

guage, was printed at Ostrog, by John Theodore,
jun. in one volume folio, under the auspices, and
executed at the expense of Constantine, duke of

Ostrog, waywode of Kiof and palatine of Vol-
hynia, who, excellent in piety, and valiant in

arms, not only defended his country by his mili-

tary prowess, but enlightened his countrymen, by
the dissemination of the scriptures. The volume
is a thick folio, handsomely printed in two co-

lumns, having the initial letters cut in wood.
Part of the general title, as also those prefixed

to the books of Genesis, the Psalms, and St.

Matthew^s Gospel, are printed in red ink. A
calendar and table at the end consist of red and
black intermixed. The third book of the 3Iac-
cabees is found in this edition. The whole im-
pression was finished in August.* The Psalms
were published separately, in 8vo, at Wilna, the
same year.

* For a minute anrl interesting: account of this Ostrog
edition, the reader is referred to the work of Mr. Hender-
son, entitled Biblical Researches and Travels in Russia,
8yo. 1826

J
and also to the magnificent work of Mr. Dib-

din, the Bihliotheca Spenceriana. This work is so rare,
that Kohlius declares, that it is scarcely to be found in
Russia itself. A copy of this impression, but imperfect, is
said to be preserved in the famous convent of Trotzkoi, or
the Holy Trinity, about forty miles from Moscow, and
another is in the library of the imperial academy of
sciences, at St. Petersburg. A perfect and fine copy of
this work is likewise to be seen in the Bodleian library,
Oxford, clad in a solid binding, which wears the appear-
ance of having been put on at the time and place of the
execution of the volume ; and I cannot but remember,
says Dr. Cotton, the feelings of surprise and pleasure
with which, when it was ray office, Cas librarian,)
to exhibit this copy to the emperor Alexander of Russia,
on his visit to the Bodleian library, in company with the
other sovereigns, in the summer of 1814, his imperial
majesty regarded for the first time this valuable and
interesting^ book.

1581. In the Doome Warning all men to the

Judgment, a black letter quarto volume, by Ste-

phen Bateman ; it is set down among the strange

prodigies happened in the world, with divers

figures of revelations tending man's stayed con-
version towards God, whereof the work is com-
posed, that in the year 1450, " the noble science

of printing was about thys time founde in Ger-
many at Magunce (a famous citie in Germanic
called Mentz.") Printed by Ralph Newbery.

1581. Jasper Heywood,* who flourished at

this time, translated three of Seneca's tragedies.

Thyestes, Hercules Furens, and Troas. They are

printed in a quarto volume, black letter, of Se-
neca's tragedies, translated by various hands,
and published by Marsh.

1581. Richard Bradcocke, who dwelt in

AlderlTianburie, a little above the Conduit, at

this time, printed " An excellent new Comedie,
entituled the Conflict of Conscience, contayninge
a most lamentable example of the doleful des-
paration of a miserable worlding, termed by the
name of Philologus, who forsooke the truth of
God's Gospel for feare of the lyfe and worldly
goods. Compiled by Nathaniell Woodes,t Mi-
nister in Norwich. The actors' names are divided
into six partes, most convenient for such as are
disposed, either to shew this comedie in private
houses or otherwise.

1581. A true reporte of the death and martyr-
dome of M. Campian,X jesuite and prieste, and
M. Sherwin, and M. Bryan, priests, at Tibome,
the first of December, 1581. Observed and ivritten

* Jasper Heywood was the son of John Heywood, the
epigrammatist, and was born in 1535. Besides the above
plays, he contributed several poems and devices to the
Paradyse of Dainty Devices. He died 1595.

t Nathaniel Woode was a clergyman of Norwich, and
wrote only this comedy. It is very rare in the original

;

but it has been reprinted. It is in the Garrick collection

;

but there is no copy of this play in the Pearson, Wright,
Farmer, or Dodd's collection.

—

Beloe.
J Edmund Campiau was born in London in 1540, tmd

educated at Christ church, London, and St. John's college,
Oxford. In 1562, he went to Ireland and wrote the history
of that country, in two volumes, which was afterwards
published by sir James Ware. He then went to the Low
Countries, and entered into the body of the Jesuits at
Douay, and from thence passed to Rome. He wrote a
tragedy called Nectar and Ambrosia, which was acted be-
fore the emperor at Vienna, and for six years he taught
rhetoric and philosophy at Prague, when he was com-
missioned by pope Gregory XIII. to psiss to England in
1580. He boldly and fearlessly advocated the Catholic
cause, both by writing and preaching, and for twelve
months eluded the pursuit ofthe emisaries of Walsingham,
when he was taken at Lyffoid, in Berkshire, and dragged
to the tower, where he suffered the torture ofthe rack four
times, and was admitted to a private audience with the
queen at Leicester house ; notwithstanding, the answers
he gave her majesty, he was found guilty of high treason,
for adhering to the pope, and was hanged, drawn, and
quartered, at Tyburn, December 1, 1581.

Thirteen other persons were indicted with Campian
for a conspiracy to murder the queen, and change the
government. Of these, Ralph Sherwin, Luke Kirby, and
Alexander Briant, suffered at the same time as Campian.
A Sermon preached upon Sunday, being the \-2th of

March, within the tower of London, in the hearing of such
obstinate Papists, as then were prisoners there. By William
Fulke, D. D. 15S1. \2mo.
An advertisement and defencefor tmeth against her back-

biters, and especially against the whispering favourers, and
colourers of Campians, and the rest of his confederates
treasons. Imprinted by Christopher atid Robert Barker
printers to the queenes majestie, 1581. Svo,

'
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hy a catholic priest, which was present thereat.

Whereunto is annexed certayne verses, made by

sundrie persons. \6mo.
1582. Died, Henry Dyszell, Disley, or

DisLE, for his name is thus variously spelled,

resided at the north-west door of St. Paul's, and
was a stationer by company, havings served an
apprentieehip of thirteen years to W. Jones, from

the feast of St. John the Baptist, 1563, and was
loose from his apprenticeship at Midsummer,
1576. On December 30, in the same year, he
received from the master and wardens of the

stationers' company a licence to print an Epitaph
vppon the death of Syr Edw. Sanders, Knight,

late chief haron of Thexchequer : but on June
20, 1577, he was fined 205. "for printinge a
booke vnlavvfullie and vnallowed." On January
26, 1579-80, Disle procured a license from the

bishop of London, and the wardens of his com-
pany, to print the Englishe skoolmaster,set forth
hy James Bellot for teaching of straungers to

pronounce Englishe. The only work to which
this printer's name appears, is the Paradyse of
Daynty Devises, already noticed at page 363.
Disle must have died young, for the first of the

licenses of his books granted to Thomas Rider,
is dated July 26, 1582, and he is therein stated

to be deceased.

Robert Redborne lived at the sign of the
Cock in St. Paul's church yard, and printed an
edition of the famous romance of Arthur of
Brytayn, without date, in folio, with the rude
types and worn wood cuts used by some of his

predecessors, which is all that remains of this

typographer.

1582. Richard Keel printed at the long
shop in the Poultry, under St. Mildred's church,
and in TiOmbard-street, at the sign of the Eagle,
near unto the Stock Market. He printed seven
works from 1548 to 1582.

1582. A view of the seditious Bui, sent into
Englandefrom Pius Quintus,* bishop of Rome,
anno 1569. Taken by the reuerende father in
God, John Jewel, late bishop of Salisburie.
Whereunto is added, a short treatise of the holy
scriptures. Both which hee delivered in diziers

sermons in his cathedral church of Salisburie,
anno 1570. 12mo.

1582. Francis Stephens the second, was
the son of the first Robert, has by La Caille
been erroneously considered as a son of the first

Francis Stephens. Concerning him little more

* Pope Pius v. finding; that Elizabeth continued to be
the professed adversary of the Catholic cause in Europe,
prepared a bull, in which he pronounced "pretended"'
right to the crown of England, and absolved her subjects
from their allegiance. But the pontifT delayed to sitrn this
instrument unlil he was informed of the failure of the in
surrection in favour of the queen of Scots, and that up
wards of eight hundred of the northern Catholics had
Buffered under the hands of the executioners. He then
ordered it to be published. " Ifthe pontiff," observes Mr
i^ingard, " promised himself any particular benefit from
this measure, the result must have disappointed his expec-

VoH^lf; « 1^ ^T^. ^^^ ^°°^ ^y w^en the thunders of theVatican could shake the thrones of princes." It was for

iSfn L?'' ^"^i.^"
"^« ^'«h°P of London's gateftlat

Rus VS S?n?''^
^' ^ traitor.-See page -^B?.' ante.Fius V. died September 30, 1572, aged 68 years.

is recorded, than that he was deeply skilled in

the learned languages; and that having em-
braced the reformed religion, he practised the
typographic art at Geneva from the year 1562,
to 1582. He gave to the public various works
of Calvin, several impressions of the New Testa-
ment, both in French and Latin, in the years
1567 and 1568 ; and if we may credit La Caille,
La saint Bible, bearing those dates : Histoire de
Portugal, folio, a translation from the Latin of
Osorius, and Grammatica Grceca Sf Latina a
Robe)-to Stephano scripta. Perhaps, says Mr.
Gres\vell,the latter work is dubious. Maittaire
says he had never met with it. Francis Stephens
doubtless printed various other works on his own
account, or at the request and charge of others.

According to La Caille, he finally settled in

Normandy, married there, and became the father

of a numerous family ; amongst whom are men-
tioned Gervaise and Adrien Stephens, who were
" libraires" at Paris, and a daughter, Adrienne.
This second Francis Stephens generally used as
his ensigne, a variety of the family device.

—

Sometimes he exhibited the olive, with its broken
branches, in an oval, without the human figure.

His impressions,recordedby Maittaire, are seven
in number.

1582. Printing introduced in the island of
Walcheren, at Middleburg, the capital, when an
English book entituled, Robert Brown's* Lives

of all true Christians, was printed by Richard
Painter, in quarto.f Several other English
works were printed at Middleburgh before the
close of this century, among which are Dudley
Fenner's Song of Songs, and some pieces of
that eccentric character, Hugh Broughton. In
1584, R. Schilders, who styles himself printer to

the states of Zealand, put forth at this place a
Dutch translation of lord Burleigh's celebrated

tract On the Execution of Justice in England,
which was first printed at London, in 1578.

A History of France under Charles IX. in

three volumes 13mo, bears for imprint, Meidel-
bourg, par Henrich Wolff. But whether Middle-
burg is meant, cannot be ascertained.:}:

* Robert Brown, though he was not particularly dis-
tinguished by his literarj' attainments, has acquired some
degree of celebrity by his having been the founder of a
sect, called after his own name, the Brownists, who were
very ri^id and narrow in point of discipline. What ren-
ders these separatists worthy of notice is,that they became,
in time, the origin of the Independents, who attained such
high power in the government of this country. Having
formed, about 1580, a religious society at Norwich, he was
imprisoned ; but by means of treasurer Burleigh, to whom
he was related, he obtained his liberty. Brown then went
to Zealand, and set up a church of Independents, having
no communion with any other Christians, In 1585 he was
in England, and under some trouble for a book he had
written against the church. At length, after all the con-
tests in which R. Brown was engaged, he returned into
the bosom of that church which he had pronounced to be
popish and antichristian, and all the ordinances and sacra-
ments of which he had declared to be invalid, and was
preferred to a living in Northamptonshire, but never offici-
ated, leaving the care of his church to a curate. He was
sent to Northampton gaol for assaulting a constable, and
insulting a magistrate, at the age of 80, and died there in
the year 1630.

t This version may be seen in the library of Trinity
college, Dublin.

—

Cotton.
t A copy of this work is in Marsh's library, Dublin.

—

ib.
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1583. Matthias Paludanus printed at Bil-

boa, in Spain, the Constitutions of Pius IV. and
other popes', also a Spanish version of the Orlando
Furioso., in the same year, which is a very rare

book.—It would appear that during this century,

some of the well known and celebrated Giunta,
or Junta family, transported themselves from
Italy, and carried on the printing business in

Spain, From books now in the Bodleian library,

it appears that Juan de Junta printed at Burg-os,

in 1535 ; at Salamanca, in 1547 ; and Philip
de Junta at Burgos in the years 1582 and 1593.

It was in the city of Florence, where literature

and the fine arts have always flourished, that the

Junta family first established their press, the

first-fruit of which was an edition of Zenohii
Proverbia, printed in 1497, and followed by a
Justin and Orpheus, both dated 1 500.

1583, Nov. 23. Edward Arderne* was racked
within the tower previous to his execution. Be-
sides the rack, there was then in that dungeon
for heretics, a circular machine of iron, called

the Scavenger's Daughter,^ from the name of its

inventor.

1583. Died, Henry Bynneman an eminent
printer, who dwelt in Thames-street, near unto
Baynard's castle, and at Knight Rider's-street,

at the sign of the Mermaid, with this motto

* On the side of the papists, books against the qneen
and princes excommunicate, drew some which had the
pope's power in great reverence for their obedience, and
amongst others they so distracted one Somerville, a
gentleman, that in haste he undertook a journey privily
to the queen's court, and breathing nothing- but blood
against the Protestants, he furiously set upon oue or two
by the way, with his sword drawn. Being apprehended,
he professed that he would have killed the queen with his
own hands, Whereupon he, and by his impeachment,
Arderne, his wife's father, a man of very ancient gentility,
in the county of Warwick, Arderne's wife their daughter,
Somerville, and Hall a priest, as accessaries were
arraigned. Three days after Somerville was found
strangled ; Arderne was hanged, and the woman and
priest were pardoned.—Camden's Annals.

t The kinds of torture employed in the Tower were :

—

!. The rack, a large open frame of oak, raised three
feet from the ground. The prisoner was laid under it, on
his back, on the floor: his wrists and ancles were attached
by cords by two rollers at the ends of the frame ; these
were moved by levers in opposite directions, till the body
rose to a level with the frame. Questions were then put

;

and if the answers did not prove satisfactory, the sufferer
was stretched more and more, till the bones started from
their sockets.

2. The scavenger's daughter was a broad hoop of iron,
so called, consisting of two parts, fastened to each other
by a hinge. The prisoner was made to kneel on the pave-
ment, and contract himself into as small a compass as he
could. Then the executioner, kneeling on his shoulders,
and having introduced the hoop under his legs, compressed
the victim close together till he was able to fasten the
extremities over the small of the back. The time allotted
to this kind of torture was an hour and a half, during
which time it commonly happened that, from excess of
compression, the blood started from the nostrils ; some-
times, it was believed, from the extremities of the hands
and feet

3. Iron gnuntlets,v!'h\c}3. could be contracted by the aid of a
screw. They served to compress the wrists, and to sus-
pend the prisoner in the air from two distant points of a
beam. He was placed on three pieces of wood, piled one
on the other, which, when his hands had been made fast,
were successively withdrawn from under his feet.

4. A fourth kind of torture was a cell called little ease.
It was of so small dimensions, and so constructed, that
the prisoner could neither stand, walk, sit, or lie in it at
full length. He was compelled to draw himself up in a
squatting posture, and so remained during several days.—Lingard, vol. viii.

about it, Omnia tempus habent. He had been
servant to Reynold Wolfe, and during the time
he was in business met with gi'eat encourage-
ment from archbishop Parker, who allowed him,
to have a shop, or shed, at the north-west door
of St. Paul's, at the sign of the Three Wells.
He left Henry Denham and Ralph Newbery
his assignees. Bynneman's first book is dated
1566, and he printed in the whole one hundred
and twenty works. Some of his printing has
already been inserted; and from among the rest

the following may be noticed :

—

A large collection of novels, dedicated to sir

George Howard, master ofthe armory, Svo, printed
for Nicholas Englande, Nov. 8, 1567.
A neiv, merry, and wittie commedie, or enter-

lude, newly imprinted, treating upon the history

of Jacob and Esau, taken out of the First Booke
of Moses, entituled Genesis, 1568, 4to.*

Of ghostes and spirites walkyng by night, and
strange noyes, crackes, and sundry fore wamynges,
ivhiche commonly happen before the death ofmen,
great slaughters, and alternations of kyngdomes.
Written by Lewes Lauaterus of Tigurine. And
translated *by R. H. 1572, 4to.

A new yeares gifte, dedicated to the pope's
holiness, 1579, 4to.—See page 365, ante.

In 1580, he printed a work written by John
Welles, a scrivener, in Fleet-street, in which one
Arthur Halle of Grantham, member of parlia-
ment, was of casting reflections on sir Robert
Belle, the then speaker, and several of the mem-
bers ; it was dedicated to sir Henry Knyvett.
One copy of this work was delivered to Henry
Shurlande, in Friday-street, linen draper, to be
sent to Mr. Halle. Bynneman received cloth of
Mr. Shurlande to the amount of £Q \3s. Ad. for
printing the said book. Twelve months after-
wards, Mr. Halle received six other copies from
the printer, and his man a seventh . They were
all cited to appear before the house of commons,
when it appeared that Halle had given xx no-
bles to Welles for the copy. After expressing
their deep contrition, they were all sequestered,
" and ordered to meet again three different times
afterwards, when Halle was committed to the
tower for six months, and until he made a reta-
liation to the satisfaction of the house, to pay
500 marks, to be severed from being a member
of this house, and to choose another."

The first foure bookesof Virgils JEneis, trans-
lated into English heroical verse, by Richard
Stanyhurst. With other poetical devices thereto

annexed. At the end, an epistle of the printer,
relating to the work. Dedicated to his brother,
the lord baron of Dunfayne, 150 pages, 1583,
12mo.

1583. William BARTLET,orBARTHELET, as
he spelt his name both ways, followed the pro-
fession at this period, and printed two works.

* A copy of the above rare piece, sold at Major Pear-
son's sale, for £1 js. At Mr. Dodd's sale it produced
the sum of ^3 5s. At Dr.Wright's sale, a manuscript copy,
transcribed by Mr. Henderson, sold fori62 10s. A per,
feet copy was in the Kemble collection ; and Mr. Beloe
perfected the copy in the Garrick collection.—Be/oe.

i^
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1583, Jan. 8. Books delivered up hy the richer

Printers to the company,for the reliefof the poor,

from a manuscript indorsed : Decrees of the Lords

in the Star-chamber, touching Printers, Stationers,

^c. 23 Junii, Eliz. 28, 1585. Orders for them

sent to Archbishop Whitgift.

Whereas sundrie decrees and ordinances have,

upon grave advice and deliberation, been made
and published for the repressing of such great

enormities and abuses as of late (most men in

tyme past) have been commonlye used and prac-

tised by diverse contemptuouse and disorderly

persons, professing the arte or misterie of print-

ing and selling of books; and yet, notwithstand-

ing the said abuses and enonnities are nothing

abated, but (as is found by experience) doe

rather more and more increase, to the wilful and
manifest breach and contempt of the said ordi-

nances and decrees, to the great displeasure and
offence of the queen's moste excellent majestic;

by reason whereof sundrie intolerable offences,

troubles, and disturbances, have happened, as

well in the church as in the civile government of

the state and commonweale of this realme, which

seem to have growen, because the paynes and
penalties, conteyned and sett downe in the same
ordinances and decrees, have been too light and
small for the correction and punishment of so

grievouse and heynouse offences, and so the

offenders and malefactors in that behalfe, have
not been so severely punished, as the qualitie of

their offences have deserved: her majestic, there-

fore, of her moste godlie and gracious disposicion,

being careful that speedie and due reformacion

be had of the abuses and disorders aforesaid, and
that all persons using or professing the arte,

trade, or mysterie of printing, or selling of books,

should from henceforth be ruled and directed

therein by some certeyn and knowen niles, or

ordinances, which should be inviolablie kept and
observed, and the breakers and offenders of the

same to be severely and sharplie pnnished and
corrected, hathe straytly charged and required

the most reverend father-in-God, the archbishop
of Canterburie, and the right honourable the

lordes, and others of her majesties privy council,

to see her majesties said most gracious and godlie

intention and purpose to be dulie and effectuallie

executed and accomplished. Whereupon the

said most reverend father, and the whole present

sitting in this honourable cowrte,this 23d day of

June, in the twenty-eighth year of her majesties

reign, upon grave and mature deliberation, have
ordeyned and decreed that the ordinances and
constitutions, rules and articles, hereafter follow-

ing, shall, from henceforth, by all persons, be
duly and inviolablie kept and observed, accord-
ing to the tenor, purporte, and true intent and
meaning of the same, as they tender her majes-
ties high displeasure, and as they wyll aunswere
to the contrarieat their uttermoste peril. Videlicet.

Imprimis, That every printer, and other per-
son, or persons whatsoever, which at this tyme
present hath erected, or set up, or hereafter shall
erect, set up, keep, mainteyn, or have anye
printing-presse, rowle, or other instrument, for

imprinting of bookes, chartes, ballades, pour-
trayctures, paper called damask-paper, or any
such matters, or things whatsoever, shall

bring a true note, or certificate of the saide

presses, or other printing instruments allreadie

erected,* within tenne days next coming, after

the publication hereof; and of the saide presses,

or other printing instruments hereafter to be
erected, or set up, from time to tyme, within

tenn days next after the erecting, or setting up
thereof, unto the master and wardens of the

companie of stacioners, of the cittie of London,
for the tyme being, upon payne that everye per-
son fayling, or offending herein, shall have all

and averie the said presses, and other instru-

ments, utterlye defaced, and made unserviceable

for imprinting for ever; and shall also suffer

twelve moneths imprisonment without bayle or

mayuprise.

2. Item, That no printer of bookes, nor any
other person or persons whatsoever shall set up,
keepe, or mayntain, any presse or presses, or any
other instrument, or instruments, for imprinting

of bookes, ballades, charte, pourtrayctures, or

any other thing or things whatsoever, but onely

in the citie of London, or the suburbs thereof

(except one presse in the universitie of Cam-
bridge, and one other presse in the universitie of

Oxforde, and no more) and that no person shall

hereafter erect, sett up, or maynteyne in any
secrett, or obscure corner, or place, any such
presse or instrument before expressed ; but that the

same shall be in such open place or places, in his

or their house or houses, as the wardeins of the

said companie of stationers, for the tyme being,

or suche other person, or persons, as by the saide

wardeins shall be thereunto appointed, may from
t}-me to tyme have readie accesse unto, to searche

for and view the same ; and that no printer or

other person, or persons, shall at any time here-

after withstande, or make resistance to, or in any
such view or search, nor denye, or keepe secrelt

any such presse, or other instrument, for imprint-

ing, upon payne that every person offending in

any thing contrarie to this article, shall have all

the said presses, and other piinting instruments,

defaced and made unserviceable for imprinting

for ever ; and shall also suffer imprisonment one
whole year, without bayle, or maynprise, and to

be disabled for ever to keepe any printing presse,

or other instrument for printing, or to be master
of any printing-how sse, or to have any benefite

thereby, other than onelye to worke as a journey-
man for wages.

3. Item, That no printer, nor other person or

persons whatsoever, that hath sett up anye presse,

or instrument, for imprinting within sixe moneths
last past, shall hereafter use, or occupie the same,
nor any person or persons shall hereafter erect, or

sett up any presse, or other instrument of print-

ing, till the excessive multitude of printers,

having presses alreadie sett up, he abated,

diminished, and by death given over, or other-

* See act 39 Geo. III. c. 79, and the Six Acts, Dec. 1819.
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wise brought to so small a number of masters,

or owners of printing-howses, being of abilitie

and good behaviour, as the archbishopp of Can-
terburie and bishopp of London, for the tyme
being, shall thereupon think it requisite, and
convenient, for the good service of the realme,

to have some more presses, or instruments for

printing erected, and sett up: and that when,

and as often as thesaide archbishopp and bishopp,

for the tyme being, shall so think it requisite

and convenient, and shall signifie the same to

the said master and wardeins of the saide com-
panie of stationers, for the tyme being ; that then,

and so often, the saide master and wardeins,

shall (within convenient tyme after) call the

assistants of the said companie before them, and
shall make choice of one, or more (as by the

opinion of the saide archbishopp and bishopp, for

the tyme being, need shall require) of suche

persons being free stationers, as for theyr skill,

abilitie, and good behaviour, shall be thought

by the saide master, wardeins, and assistants, or

the more parte of them, meet to have the charge

and government of a presse, or printing-house

;

and that within fowerteen dayes next after such

election, and choice, the saide master, wardeins,

and fower other at the least of the assistants of

the saide companie, shall present before the high
commissioners in causes ecclesiastical, or sixe or

more of them, whereof the saide archbishopp,

or bishopp, to be one, to allowe, and admitt
everie suche person so chosen and presented, to

be master and gouvernoure of a presse, and
printing-house, according to the same election

and presentment, upon payne that everie person

offending contrarye to the intent of this article,

shall have his presse, and instruments for print-

ing, defaced, and made unserviceable, and allso

suffer imprisonment, by the space of one whole

yeare, without bayle, or maynprize. Provided

allwayes, that this article, or any thing therein

conteyned, shall not extend to the office of the

queene's majesties printer for the service of the

realme ; but that the said office, and offices, shall

be, and continue at the pleasure and disposicion

of her majestic, her heires, and successors, at all

tymes, upon the death of her highnes's printer,

or otherwise.

4. Item, That no person, or persons, shall im-
print, or cause to be imprinted, or suffer by any
meanes to his knowledge, his presse, letters, or

other instruments, to be occupied in printing of

any booke, worke, coppie, matter, or thing what-
soever, except the same booke, work, coppie,

matter, or any thing, hath bene heretofore allow-

ed, or hereafter shall be allowed, before the im-
printing thereof, according to the order appointed

by the queene's majesties injunctions, and be
first scene and perused by the archbishopp of

Canterburie, and bishopp of London, for the

tyme being, or one of them (the queene's majes-

ties printer for some special service by her majes-

tic, or by some of her highnes privie councell

thereunto appoynted; and suche are, or shal be
priviledged to print the bookes of the common
lawe of this realme, for suche of the same books.

as shal be allowed of by the two cheefe j ustices,

and cheefe barons, for the tyme being, or any
two of them, onelye excepted) nor shall imprint,

or cause to be imprinted, any booke, worke, or

coppie, against the forme and meaning of any
restraynte, or ordinaunce conteyned, or to be
conteyned, in any statute, or lawes of this realme,

or in any injunction made, or sett forthe by her
majestic, or her highness privie counscll, or

againste the true intent and meaning of any let-

ters patents, commissions, or prohibicions, under
the greate scale of Englande; or contrarie to

any allowed ordinaunce, sett downe for the good
governaunce of the company of stationers, within

the cittie of London ; upon payne to haue all

suche presses, letters, and instruments, as in or

about the imprinting of any suche bookes, or

copies, shall be imployed or used, to be defaced,

and made uncerviceable for imprinting for ever

;

and upon payne allso, that eveiye offender, and
offenders, contrarie to this present article, or

ordinaunce, shal be disabled (after any suche
offence) to use, or exercise, or take benefite by
using, or exercising of the arte, or feate of im-
printing; and shall moreoversusteyne six moneths
imprisonment without bayle, or maynprise

:

5. Item, That everie suche person, as shall

sell, utter, or putt to sale wittingly, bynde, stitch,

or sowe; or wittinglie cause to be solde, uttered,

put to sale, bounde, stitched, or sowed, any
bookes, or copies whatsoever, printed contrarie to

the intent and true meaning of any ordinaunces

or article aforesaid, shall suffer three moneth,
imprisonment for his, or their offence.

6. Item, That it shall be lawfull for the war-

deins of the saide companye, for the tyme being,

or any two of the saide companie thereto deputed,

by the saide wardeins, to make searche in all

work-howses, shopps, ware-howses of printers,

booke-sellers, booke-bynders, or where they shall

haue reasonable cause of suspition ; and all

books, copies, matters, and things printed, or to

be printed, contrarie to the intent and meaning
of these present ordinances, to seaze and take to

her majesties use, and the same to carrie into the

stacioners-hall in London ; and the partie, or

parties, offending in printing, selling, uttering,

bynding, stitching, or sowing any such bookes,

copies, matters, or things, to arrest, bring, and
present before the said highe commissioners in

causes ecclesiasticall, or some three, or more of

them, whereof the said archbishop of Canter-

burie or bishopp of London, for the tyme being,

to be one.

7. Item, That it shall be lawfull to and for

the aforesaide wardeins, for the tyme being, or

any two by them appoynted, without lett, or

interruption of any person, or persons whatsoever,

to enter into any howsse, work-howsse, ware-

howsse, shopp, or other place, or places; and to

seaze, take, and carrie away all presses, letters,

and other printing instruments, set upp, used, or

imployed, contrarie to the true meaning hereof,

to be defaced, and made unserviceable, as afore-

said ; and that the saide wardeins shall so often

as need shall require, call the assistants of their
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saide companie, or the more parte of them into

their said hall, and there take order for the

defacing, burning, breaking, and destroying of

all the saide letters, presses, and other printing

instruments aforesaide ; and thereupon shall

cause all suche printing presses, or other printing

instruments, to be defaced, melted, sawed in

peeces, broken, or battered, at the smythes forge,

or otherwise to be made unserviceable ; and the

stuff of the same so defaced, shall redylyver to

the owners thereof agayne, within three moneths

next after the taking, or seazing thereof, as

aforesayde.

8. Item, That for the avoyding of the exces-

sive number of printers within this realme, it

shall not be lawfull for any person or persons,

being free of the companie of stacioners, on using

the trade ormysterie of printing, bookeselling,or

booke-bynding, to have, take, and keepe hereafter,

at one tyme, any greater number of apprentizes,

than shall be hereafter expressed ; that is to say,

every person that hath been or shall be master, or

upper wardein of the companie, whereof he is free,

to keepe three apprentizes at one tyme, and not

above; and every person that is, or shall be under
wardein, or of the liverie of the companie whereof
he is free, to keep two apprentizes, and not above

;

and every person that is, or shall be of the

yeomanrie of the companie, whereof he is, or

shall be free, to keep one apprentize (if he him-
self be not a journeyman) and not above. Pro-
vided allwayes, that this ordinaunce shall not

extend to the queen's majesties printer for the

tyme being, for the service of her majestic, and
the realme, but that he be at libertie to keepe
and have apprentizes, to the number of sixe at

any one tyme.

9. Item, That none of the printers in Cam-
bridge, or Oxford, for the tyme being, shall be
suffered to have any more apprentizes, than one
at one tyme at the moste. But it is, and shall

be lawfull, to, and for the saide printers, and
either of them, and their successors, to have,
and use the help of anye journeyman, being
freemen of the cittie of London, without contra-

diction ; any lawe, statute, or commaundement,
contrarie to the meaning and due execution of

those ordinaunces, or any of them, in any wise
notwithstanding.

On the 23rd of June, 1586, the lords of the
star chamber affirmed and confirmed their former
laws, empowering them to search into book-
binders' shops, as well as printing offices, for

unlawful and heretical books, and imprison the
offenders.

Many of the richer printers, who had licenses

from the queen, granting them a propriety in the
printing some copies, exclusively to all others,

yielded divers of these copies to the company of
stationers, for the benefit and relief of the poorer
members thereof. A list of these books may be
seen in Ames, Herbert, and Dibdin's Typo(jra-
phical Antiquities.

1583. i)iefZ, Frederic Morel, (Champenois)
was born about 1523, and denominated Vancien,
to distinguish him from his son of the same

name, was well skilled in the learned languages,
having been a diligent hearer of Tusanus ; the
revision and impression of whose Greek Lexicon
he superintended, as corrector of the press of
Charlotte Guillard. As a typographer, he began
to be conspicuous in the year 1557, having be-
come the son-in-law of Michael Vascosan ; and
printed various works, first in conjunction with
him, and afterwards distinctly. He continued
to increase in celebrity

;
giving to the public at

his own charge, and occasionally at that of other
/iiraires, various works of importance. In 1571,
he received a royal diploma, constituting him
king's printer in ordinary for the learned lan-

guages; an honour which he afterwards held in

conjunction with Vascosan his father-in-law ; as
appears from the letters patent cited by Mait-
taire. Yet the latter says he very seldom used
the insigne which was common to the impres-
sores regit, but generally in the beginning of his

books his own mark, the Mulberry Tree ; and at

the end, the " Scutum," or arms of France, with
the words Pietate ^ Justitia, and symbolical
figures of those virtues. In 1578, he subscribes,

in vico Jacohceo ad insigne Fontis, at first with-
out, afterwards with the figure of a Fountain

;

but in 1580, in his very elegant impression of

the Batrachomyomachia, he marks the title with
the " insigne regium," and its usual motto, sub-
scribing apud Federicum Morellum Typogra-
phum Regium, via Jac. ad insigne fontis. Du
Verdier says, that Frederic Morel had the office

of" Interprete du Roy pourles langues Grecque
lz Ijatin," and enumerates some translations by
him. The mark which he adopted was the

Mulberry Tree, in allusion to his own name.
Sometimes his books, like many of Vascosan's,

are found without any device ; but where the
" Morus" occurs he used this motto, generally

winding round the trunk andthrough the branches

Uav devdpov ciyaBov KapTrovg KoXovg TroieX.

Occasionally he appears to have varied his mot-
tos. Two years before his death, Maittaire says

he relinquished the office of king's printer in

favour of his son of the same name
;
yet believes

he continued in the practice of the art, till the
time of his decease.

William Morel,* was an elder brother of
the above, and born at Tailleul, in Normandy.
After having matured his acquaintance with the
Greek language, by performing for some time
the office of corrector of the press of Joannes
Lodoicus, he established himself about the year
1549, at Paris; and exercised the art with' the
highest reputation for fifteen years. Maittaire
gives at length his Index Librorum, which (he

says) were jnulti ^ elegantes. Morel was him-
self a person of great erudition ; which he
evinced by several valuable works of his own.
He appears afterwards to have been associated

with Adrianus Turnebus, at whose special re-

* The Editor has to apologise for the notice of William
Morel being inserted here, as at the proper time, (1564)
the copy was mislaid.
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commendation Morel succeeded in the office of

Typographus Regus ; and from about tiie year

1555, he used the device common to the royal

printers. Henry Stephens seems to accuse him
of having abandoned the reformed religion ;

perhaps to enable him to accept the office of

king's printer. This charge is clearly implied

in his

GULIELMI MORBLLII EPITAPHIUM.

Doctus et hie quondam, magni patiensque laboris

:

Auxilia haec artis magna typographicae.

Sed quod non hujus respondent ultima primis,

Ars bene fida prius, nee bene fida manet.
Ne mirare, fidem quod et ars sua fregerit illi;

Namque datem Christo fregerat ille fidem.

Maittaire mentions as the early mark of this

printer, the Greek letter 9, cum hints serpen-

tihus circumtextis Sf Cupidine rnedicB linecc inci-

dente. Beneath this hieroglyphic he placed the

line from Martial : Victurus genium debet habere

liber : and sometimes the maxim, from Euri-

pides : AevTspai ^povrideg <To<l)(i)Tepai- From the

testimony of M. Falconet, it appears that the

Greek impressions of William Morel were valu-

able both for their beauty and correction.

After all his meritorious labours, it appears that

William Morel left his family in very embar-

rassed circumstances at his decease ; and that in

consequence of the civil wars and public troubles

of that period, his pension was not duly paid.

His widow for some time continued the establish-

ment ; which was afterwards vested in Stephen

Praevosteau, who espoused Jeanne, the daughter

of William Morel, and adopted his mark. La
Caille says that Stephen Preaevosteau distin-

guished himself by the impression of numerous

and highly finished books. He seems to have

exercised the profession till the commencement
of the follwing century.

La Croix du Maine says, that William Morel

had a brother John, who was burned at Paris,

on account of his religion. Peignot relates that

this John was indeed accused of heresy, and died

in prison ; but that his remains were disinterred

and burned in 1559. Menage will have it, that

this story applies to Frederic Morel, another

brother.

1584. Jan.lO. William CARTERwas a daring

printer, at London, but seldom put his name to

the books he printed ; the only one found with

his name is the following ; which is noticed in

Strype's Life of Bishop Aylmer. One Carter, a

printer, had divers times been put in prison for

printing of lewd pamphlets, popish and others,

I

against the goveniment. The bishop by his

diligence had found his press in the year 1579,

i and some appointed by him to search his house,

'among other papistical books, found one written

[in the French, intituled. The innocency of the

Scotch queen ; who then was a prisoner for lay-

ing claim to the crown ofEngland^and endeavour-

ing to raise a rebellion. A very dangerous book

this was, the author called her the heir apparent

of this crown, inveighed against the late execu-

tion of the duke of Norfolk, though he was

executed for high treason ; defended the rebellion

in the north, anno 1569,* and made base and false

reflections upon two of the queen's chiefest

ministers of state, viz. the lord treasurer, and
the late lord keeper Bacon.f
But William Carter's book, for which he

suffered, was entituled. Reasons that catholicks

ought in any wise to abstain from heretical con-
venticles, said to be printed at Douay, but really

at London, 1580, in octavo, under the name of
John Howlet, and dedicated to queen Elizabeth.

The running title a treatise of schism. When
this book was seized at his house, on Tower hill,

near London, he confessed therehad been printed
1250 copies. At that time the searchers found
the original sent from Rheims, and allowed under
Dr. William Allen's own hand to be truly catho-
lic and fit to be published. See Wood's Athenee.

On the 10th of January, 1584, at a sessions

holden in justice hall, in the Old Bailey of
London, for gaole delivery of Newgate, William
Carter was there indicted, arraigned, and con-
demned of high treason, for printing a seditious

and traiterousbookinEnglish, entituled,A treatise

of schisme; and was for the same (according to

sentence pronounced against him) on the next
morrow drawn from Newgate to Tyborae, and
there hanged, bowelled, and quartered.—See
Hollingshead, p. 1357. And forthwith against
slanderous reports spread abroad in seditious

books, letters, and libels, thereby to inflame our
countrymen, and her majesty's subjects, a book
was published intituled, A declaration of the

favourable dealing of her majesties commissioners,

&c. which book also I have caused to be set

downe in the continuation of the chronicle, first

collected by Reigne Wolfe, and finished by
Raphaell Hollenshed.

—

Stow's Annals.

Cardinal Allen, in his answer to the libel of

English Justice, p. 10 and 11, says, "Carter, a
poor innocent artisan, who was made away onelie

for printing a catholique booke, De Schisme.—
The said young man Carter, of whose martyr-
dom we last treated, was examined upon the

rack, upon what gentlemen or catholique ladies

he had bestowed, or intended to bestow certain

bookes of prayers and spiritual exercises, and
meditations, which he had in his custodie."

* Thomas duke of Norfolk, who suffered June 2, 1572

was, without exception, the first subject in England j and
the qualities of his mind corresponded with his high station

.

He closed his career, at length, the victim of love and am-
bition , in his attempt to marry the Scottish queen . He died

with great comage and magnanimity amidst a vast crowd
of sorrowful and weeping spectators.

t Sir Nicholas Bacon an eminent English lawyer, was
born at Chislehurst, in Kent, in 1510. He studied at Bene't

college, Cambridge, from whence he removed to Gray's

Inn. Henry VIII. appointed him attorney of the coiut of

wards. On the accession of Elizabeth he was knighted,

and in 1558 was made keeper ofthe great seal, and a mem-
ber of the privy council. He was a man of great industry,

prudent and cautious in his conduct, making it his study

never to entangle himself with any party. When the

queen came to visit him at his new house, at Redgrrave, she

observed, alluding to his corpulency, that he had built his

house too little for him. " Not so, madam," answered he,

"but your majesty has made me too big for my house."

He died February 20, 1579, and was buried in St. Paul's.

Sir Nicholas Bacon left behind him, in manuscript, several

discoxirses on law and politics, and a commentary on the

twelve minor prophets, none of which have been printed.

3 B

I
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1584. RichardJuGGE was an eminent printer,

who kept a shop at the sign of the Bible, at the

north door of St. Paul's church, though his

residence was in Newgate market, next to Christ

church. The class of life in which this printer

was situate, was of great respectability ; since in

1531, he was elected from Eton, to King's col-

lege, Cambridge, whence he proceeded as a

scholar. About the period of the Reformation,

as he was zealous for the success of that great

work, as well as for the promotion of learning in

general, he studied the art of printing, and prac-

tised it with great success for many years. " He
had a license from government to print the New
Testament in English, dated Jan. 1550; and no

printer ever equalled him in the richness of the

initial letters, and general disposition of the text,

which are displayed therein : being rightly called

by Ames " very curious, in his editions of the

Old and New Testament, bestowing not only a
good letter, but many elegant initial letters, and
fine wooden cuts, which may be seen in the

hands of several gentlemen." He was one of the

original members of the stationers' company, of

which he was chosen warden in the years 1560,

1563, 1566; and master in 1568, 1669, 1573,

and 1574. On the accession of queen Elizabeth

to the throne, he printed the proclamation, 17
Nov. 1557, and some others afterwards ; but the

7th Feb. following, John Cawood, who had been
a printer to the late queen, was conjoined with
him in printing a proclamation for eating flesh

;

and they appear to have continued printing

jointly the state papers from that time, though I

do not find they had a patent for so doing until

24th March, 1560; by which they were appointed
printers to the queen's majesty, with a salary of
£6 13s. 4d. the same as had been allowed to

Cawood, by his patent from queen Mary, for his

life ; and that seems to have been the reason for

his being joined with Jugge, in queen Elizabetli's

patent. He had licence from his company to

print the following books, viz. From July, 1557,
to July 1758. * The boke of Pahnestrye. The
boke of Josephus. The Kynge of Ryghtuousness.
The small psalter, in xvi. Englesshe. The shorte

dixionary. In 1561. The oration of Beze.
Orders taken bfj my Lorde of Canterhurye ivith

the rest of the Commissioners. 1566-67. A
defence of preestesmaryges. 1569-70. Directions
for churchwardens and swornmen. Wether yt he

mortall synne to transgresse Ciull lawes. Dr.
Storyes confession at his death.* He survived

* Dr. John Story was executed at Tyburn, June 1, 1571.
During the reign of Mary, he was very severe against the
Protestants; and on the accession of Elizabeth, fled to
Flanders, vv^here his exertions were used to injure the trade
with England; he was at length inveighled away, and
brought to London, and confined in the Tower. He was
tried on a charge of high treason, in conspiring the death
of the queen. On his way to execution, a person from the
crowd sang out,

—

Master doctor Story,
For you they are right sorry,
The coiut of Louvain and Rome j

Your holy father the pope
Cannot save you from the rope.
The hangman must have your gown.

Cawood a few years, in which he enjoyed the

privileges of the patent alone. The last procla-

mation he printed is dated 16th Feb. 19 Eliz.

1576-7. Herbert observes from some letter of
T. Baker, that Jugge had a patent 5 May, 2nd
and 3d of Philip and Mary (1556,) to print "all

books of common law for seven years." The
same authority also states that he was succeeded
by his wife Joan. Considering the number of
years in which he was engaged in his profession,

and the reputation of his name, one is surprised

that the list of books which have issued from his

press is so limited. Seventy works bear his im-
print. He printed many editions both of the
Old and New Testament ; and in 1575, the fol-

lowing curious book.*

The kalender of scripture ; wherein the Hebru,
Calldian, Arabian, Phenician, Syrian, Persian,

Greek, and Latin names of nations, cuntreys,men,

weemen, idols, cities, hills, rivers, and of other

places in the holly bible mentioned, by order of
letters ar set and turned into oour English tang.

Also lists of persons, and books, from ivhoni he
had the subject. 4to. By William Patten.

Beneath the title of this curious book is a
rebus : an angel holding the letter R in one cor-

ner, and in the other corner, a nightingale on a
bush, and a label with ivgge, to express the

printer's name ; with an epistle of his to the

reader at the beginning.

Jugge's device, which is both elegantly de-

signed, and freely cut, consisted of a massive
architectural panel, adorned with wreaths of
fruit, &c. and bearing in the centre an oval,

within which is a pelican feeding heryoung, sur-

rounded by the mottoes love kepyth the
LAWE, OBEYETH THE KYNGE, AND IS GOOD,
TO THE COMMEN WELTHE, and PRO REGE,
LEGE, ET GREGE. Ou the left of the oval

stands a female figure, having a serpent twined
round her right arm, who is called on the
tablet beneath her prvdencia, and upon the
left is another female figure with a balance
and a sword, called jvsticia. In the bottom
centre is a small cartouche panel bearing the

annexed monogram.
John Jugge. Of this person Herbert re-

marks, that he succeeded Richard in his busi-

* In 1573, Richard J ugg:e, besides the usual bowl and
spoons, gave eight gryne cushions for the counsail cham-
bers for the company of stationers.
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ness, and probably in bis bouse ; and tbougb it

does not positively appear wbat relation be was
to bim, it is bigbly probable tbat be was bis son.

We migbt perbaps bave been satisfied in tbis

particular, but that tbe register book, containing

the company's transactions, from 1571 to 1576,

is missing ; in wbich period it is likely be took

up bis freedom, seeing be was brought on the

livery in about 1574. May 20, 1577, be bad
license to print Fullers fareivell to Mr. Fourbou-
sier and other (jentlemen adventurers who labour
to discouer the right passage to Catajf. The de-

lectable and pleasant historie of Gerillon of Eng-
lande. It is said that he died before April 6,

1579, when one Myles Jennynge claimed tbe

copy-right of " a book entitled The historie of
Genllion of England^ which be affirmed that

he bought of John Jugge." His only work is

The Aduise and Answer of the Prince of Orange^
Sec. 1577. Octavo.

Joan Jugge has been supposed to bave been
the widow of Richard Jugge, and mother of the

preceding, from her not engaging in the business

until his decease. Herbert supposed that her
works were Langham's Garden of Healthy Quarto.
Arte of Nauigatio7i, 1579, and 1580, Quarto;
and Book of Common Prayer^ 1580. Folio.

He also mentions certain Sermons appointed by
the queen, printed in 1587, which bore Jugge's
monogram, and which were probably executed
by bis widow.

1584. John Kingston according to the usage
of tbe times in wbich be lived, sometimes spelt

bis name John Kyngstoue. He appears to bave
been connected with Henry Sutton during the

whole of queen Mary's reign, especially in the

printing of church books. His shop was at the

west door of St. Paul's, in the church yard.

—

Forty-three works bear his imprint, among which
may be noticed :

—

The seuen first bookes of the eneidos of Virgill,

conuerted into Englishe meter by Thomas Phaer
squire^ sollicitour to the king and queens majesties,

attending their honorable counsaile in the marchies

of Wales, 28 Mail. 1558, 4to. Dedicated to

queen Mary.
The fardle offacions, containing the aunciente

manners, customes, and laws, of the peoples enha-
biting the two partes of the earth, called AJfricke,
and Asie. Printed with Henry Sutton, Decem-
ber 23, 1555.

Tlie woorkes of Geffery Chaucer, newly printed
with divers additions, by John Stowe, with the

seige of Thebes, Sfc. by John Lydgate, Monk of
Bury. Printed for John Wiglit. 1561, folio.

An invective againste vices, taken for vertue :

by Richard Rice. With an epistle of Robert
Crowley to tbe reader. Printed for Henry Kirk-
ham. 158.3, 12mo.

1584. The first edition of the whole Bible in

the Icelandic tongue, was printed at Holum,
under the direction of the celebrated and pious
Gudbrand Thorlakson, bishop of Holum. To
accomplish tbis gi'eat work, tbe design of wbich
be had formed on being raised to the see of Ho-
lum, be purchased tbe printing press which bad

been established at Breidabolstad, byJon Areson,
the last Catholic bishop of Holum, and caused
it to be removed, first to a farm granted by his

Danish majesty, for a perpetual residence, to tbe

printer and his successors in office, and at length
to Holum, that it might be under his immediate
inspection. Being a great mechanic, he intro-

duced great improvements, which rendered the

typographical productions ofbis press far superior

to those which bad formerly issued from it.

Tbe printer whom he bad employed was Jon
Johnson, who, at bis request, visited Copenhagen,
in order to perfect himself in bis business. The
printing of the bible was finished in June, 1584,
in folio, under the auspices, and partly at the

expense, of Frederic II. king of Denmark.* Tbe
pages are numbered with capitals, after tbe
manner of the German bible : and the chapters
are divided into paragraphs, distinguished also

by capitals in the margin. Bishop Gudbrand
likewise ornamented the work with a number of
cuts, chiefly designed and engraved by himself.

1584. A discouerie of the treasons practised,

and attempted against the queenes majestic, and
the realme, by Francis Throckmorton,^ who were

for the same arrained and condemned in Guyld
Hall, in the citie of London, the 2\st of May
past. London, printed by Christopher and Robert
Barker. 1584, 4to.

1584. A true and plaine declaration of the

horrible treasons, practised by William Parry

^

traitor, against the qneene^s majestic. The manner
of his arraignment, conviction, and execution, to-

gether with the copies of sundry letters, of his and
others, tending to divers purposes,for the proffes of
his treasons. Also an edition not impertinent

thereunto, containing a collection of his birth,

education, and course of life, Src. Printed by
Christopher and Robert Barker, 1584, 4to

1584. Notwithstanding tbe favourable licence

for tbe encouragement of tbe press, granted to

the university of Cambridge, July 20, 1534, it

appears that no books were printed there, after

the year 1522, to the year 1584, in tbe space of

sixty-two years,! I when Thomas Thomas, M. A.
and formerly of king's college, took up, and fol-

* Frederick II., king of Denmark, was a munificent
patron of literature : he died April 4, 1588. In August,
1576, Frederick founded the observatory on the island of
Huen, (called Venusia, or the scarlet isle,) in the Baltic, as
an inducement to fix Tycho Bralie under his immediate
protection. See 1601. post.

t Francis Throgmorton submitted four times to the tor-

ture of the rack, and afterwards suffered on the scaffold,

through the persecution of Leicester.

t William Parry was executed in Palace-yard, West-
minster, Feb. 25th, 1584. He was a gentleman of Wales,
and a member of the House of Commons. His zeal for
the Catholics led him to oppose a measure of the ministry,
which had been introduced ai^ainst the Jesuits, for which
he was committed to custody; but on making his sub-
mission was released, and admitted to his place in the
house. The crime for which he suffered was for conspiring
the death of the queen, upon the confession of Edmund
NeviUe.

II
John Bagford, in his manuscript collections for a

History of Printinfc, attributes the cessation observed in
the Oxford, Cambridge, York, Tavistock, St. Alban's,
Canterbury, and Worcester presses, to the interference of
cardinal Wolsey, during his legautine visitations of several
parts of England ; but does not state any authority.
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lowed the business of printing, and was printer

to this university, as well as a scholar and an
author. He printed eight different works while

in business, and Thomas Charde, who was after-

wards an eminent printer in London, was for

some time his assistant.

ThomasThomas is thus noticed in one ofMartin
Marprelate's pieces, beginning, " Oh, read over

D. John Bridges, for it is a worthy worke, p. 6,

viz. As of the Helvetian, the Scottish, French,

Bohemian, and the churches of the Low Coun-
trys, the churches of Polonia, Denmarke, within

the dominions of the county Palatine, of the

churches in Saxonie, and Swevia, &c. which
you shall see evidently proved, in the harmonic
of the confessions of all those churches ; section

the eleventh. Which harmonic was translated,

and printed, by that puritan Cambridge printer,

Thomas Thomas. And although the booke came
out by publicke authoritie, yet by your leave,

the bishops have called them in, against their

state. And trust me, his grace will owe that

puritane printer as good a turne, as hee paide
unto Robert Waldegrave for his sawcines, in

printing my frend, and deare brother, Diotrephes
his dialogue. Well frend Thomas, I warne you
before hand, look to your selfe, &c."
Thomas Thomas, M.A. printer to the univer-

sity of Cambridge, author of the Dictionary/,

which bears the name of Thoinas ThomasiuSy
died a married man 1588, and was buried in the
church of St. Mary Major, August 9, 1588.

1584. Of architecture the first and chiefest

grounds, vsed in all ancient and famous monu-
ments, published hy John Shute, printer and
architect. Printed hy Thomas Marshe, folio.

Ames found no books that bore the name of
John Shute, as printer.

1584. The temporisour, that is to 'say, the ob-

scurer of time, or he that changeth with the time.

Compyled in Latin hy that excellent clarke,

Wolfangus Musculus, and translated into French
by maister Valleran Pulleyn, and out of French
into English hy R. P. 1555. Imprinted at

Edinburgh hy Thomas Vautrollier. 1584, l2mo.
1584. Died, Carolus Sigonius, the author of

several esteemed works, was for some time one
of the professors of the university of Padua, and
obtained a pension from the republic of Venice.
He published a spurious work attributed toCicero.
He would never marry ; and gave for his reason,
that Minerva and Venus could not live together.

He was born at Modena, in the year 1524.
1584. The Discoverie of Witchcraft, wherein

the lewde dealings of Witches and Witchmongers
is notahlie detected; the knaverie of Conjurors,
the impietie of Inchanters, the follie of Sooth-
sayers, the impudent falsehood of Couseners, the
infidelitie of Atheists, the pestilent practices of
Pythinists, the curiositie of Figure-casters, the
vanitie of Dreamers, the beggarly art of Alcumys-
trie, 8rc. are deciphered. By Reginald Scott, esq.
London, imprinted by William Brome.

* Wolfang Musculus died at Berne, in Switzerland,
August 30, 1563.

William Brome earned on printing from
1576, to the year 1591, in which year a work
was printed for Joane Brome, widow. She was
in business for about five years.

1584. Alexander and Campaspe. Played bee-

fore the Queenes Majestic on New-yeares Day at

Night, by her Majesties Children, and the Chil-

dren of Panics. By John Lyllie,* Maister of
Artes. Imprinted at London, for Thomas Cad-
man. 1584.

1584. Sappho and Phaon. Played beefore the

Qu£enes Majestic on Shrovetewsday , by her Ma-
jesties Children and the Boyes of Panics. By
William Lillie, Maister of Arts. Imprinted at

London, for TJiomas Cadman. 1584.

1584, July 23. Died John Day, the most
eminent typographer of his time. He was born
at Dunwich ;f in the parish of St. Peter's, in

which town he bequeathed a charitable gift.

It has been conjectured that he learned the art

of printing from Thomas Gibson, because he
frequently used one of that printer's devices.

He first began business about 1546, "in St.

Sepulchre's parishe, at the signe of the Resur-
rection, a little above Holborn Conduit;" and
was for a few years a partner with Wm. Seres.

In 1549 he removed to the old city gate called

Aldersgate, of which Stow says, " John Daye,
stationer, a late famous printer of many good
bookes, in our time dwelled in this gate, and
builded much upon the wall of the citie, towards
the parish church of St. Anne."j: In Sept. 1552,
he had a license for printing the Catechism, with

^

the brief of an J. S C, or primer. On the com-
mencement of queen Mary s persecutions, he for

some time suffered imprisonment, in company
with John Rogers, one of the first martyrs of
that period; but afterwards fled beyond sea.||

However, he returned in 1556, when he was
the first person admitted into the livery of the

* John Lilly was bom in Kent, about 1553, and died in
l600. He wrote a work entitled Euphues, a Description of
different Characters, and nine dramatic pieces, all of which
are scarce. They are entitled Alexander and Campaspa,
Endimion, Sappho and Phaon, Galatea, Mydas, Mother
Bombie, Woman in the Moone, Maid her Metamorphosis,
and Love her Metamorphosis. Eight of these ai'e in the
Garrick collection.
Campaspa sold at Wright's sale for a guinea. In the

Ganick collection. Sappho and Phaon sold at Wright's
sale for one guinea; and at Pearson's for ^6"] lis. 6d. In
the Garrick collection.

+ Misprinted Dulwich in Dibdin's edition of Ames's
Typographical Antiquities ; where (following Herbert, the
former editor) it is also supposed that Day was "descended
from a good family buried at Bradley-Parva;" but for
" descended from" we should read merely " married into,"
as will be perceived by the account of his family given on
the present occasion. With regard to Day's descent, it

would rather seem that it was of foreign origin, if his son
Richard had any better reason than caprice for writing his
name D'Aije, as he did in the reign of James I.

t Stow's Survey.—Though Day erected new buildings,
his piebses did not help to keep the old gate in repair; it

was rebuilt in 1617.

II
Fox's Book of Martyrs, p. 1356. Rogers detailed to

Day his plan for providing the churches throughout the
country with Piotestant readers, so as wholly to exclude
the Popish priests ; and it was probably related to Fox by
Day himself. The facts of Day's imprisonment and exile
have been overlooked by all his biographers; though
copied from Fox by Strype ; Ames and his followers only
saying, "It looks as if he forebore printing during the
reign of queen Mary."
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stationers' company after they had received their

charter from Philip and Mary.
After the accession of Elizabeth, Day received

a large share of the patronage of those labourers

in the cause of the Reformation, with whom he
had previously suffered ; and became one of the

principal publishers (to use the modem word,)

trading in England, now so conspicuously and
permanently Protestant. He was chosen war-
den of the stationers' company in the years 1564,
1666, 1571, and 1575, and master in 1580. In
1572 he erected a new shop in St. Paul's Church-
yard ; regarding which, and the important pa-
tronage he received from archbishop Parker,
some interesting particulars will be found in a
letter of that prelate to lord Burghley, dated on
Dec. 13 that year, the substance of which is

given below. The archbishop was then anxiously

engaged in providing suitable replies to the great

work of popish polemic, Nicholas Sanders,* De
Visibili Monarchia EcclesicB ; and, in the same
letter he informs hislordship that he had engaged
Dr. Clercke, of Cambridge, to assist in that

task.f It is well known that at the date of this

epistle, and for many years after, English books
were almost entirely printed in the type now
called black letter ; the Roman type was only
occasionally used for quotations, &c. and the
italic, was still more rarely employed, as may be
perceived from the following statement of the
archbishop :

" To the better accomplishment of

this worke and other that shall followe, I have
spoken to Daie the printer to cast a new Italian

letter, which he is doinge, and it will cost him
xl marks ; and loth he and other printers be to

printe any lattin booke, because they will not
heare be uttered, and for that Bookes printed in

Englande be in suspition abroade." It is noticed

by Herbert that the only portion of Clercke's

Responsio printed in italic, are the quotations

;

but it is very remarkable, with reference to the
clause of Parker's letter " this worke and other

* The writers in defence of the catholic religion, during
the reign of Elizabeth, were numerous, among; whom the
principal were Nicholas Sanders, Thomas Stapleton, Willi-
am Rainolds, Edmund Campian, Robert Turner, William
Allen, Thomas Hardinj?, and Robert Parsons. Nicholas
Sanders rendered himself conspicuous on various occa-
sions, by his oratorical abilities, and especially at the
council of Trent , but whatever talents he was endowed
with, he never can be considered as an impartial historian.
Two of his works were more famous than the rest. The
first was a treatise on the Visible Monarchy of the Church,
and the other an account of the Origin and Progress of
Schism of England, which was so popular that it went
through many editions, and was translated into Italian
and French.
t The history of this controversy, and of those engaged

in it, will be found in Strype's Life of Parker, pp. 377 et
seq. Such was the ubiquitous superintendence of the great
minister Burghley, that he received from the archbishop
from time to time, portions of Dr. Clercke's book in quires,
as they came from the press. In order to complete the
printing, other works were laid aside ; in particular, it is

recorded that bishop Field's Book of Epigrams waiS delayed
from February until after Easter. Dr. Clercke's essay was
finally published witkout his name, under the title of
Fidelis servi suhdito injideli Responsio ; and was accompa-
nied or shortly followed by another treatise by George
Acworth, LL.D. which, in parody of Saunder's title, was
called De Visibili Rom' Anarchia. ('See the full titles given
by Herbert and Dibdin, among Day's books of the year
1573.)

that shallfollowe ^^'' that about this time the arch-
bishop's ovm work, De Antiquitate Britannicce

EcclesicB, was printed by Day in a type which
Mr. Dibdin terms " a full-sized, close, but flow-

ing italic letter." As that great work, however,
is dated 1572, and the answers to Sanders ap-
peared in 1573, and the size of the type employed
in the fonner (a folio) may be larger than that
of the latter, (which are in quarto) this circum-
stance may only show the archbishop's partiality

for the " Italian" style of printing.*

Strype, in his Life of archbishop Parker, thus
speaks of John Day: "And with the archbishop's

engravers, we may joyn his printer Day, who
printed his British Antiquities, and divers other
books by his order, and especially such as related

to the injunctions and laws of the church, for

whom the archbishop had a particular kindness.
For as he was a promoter of learning, so, in
order to that, of printing too. Day was more
ingenious and industrious in his art, and proba-
bly richer too, than the rest, and so became
envyed too by the rest of his fraternity; who
hindered what they could the sale of his books ;

and he had in the year 1572, upon his hands, to

the value of two or three thousand pounds worth,
a great sum in those days; but living under
Aldersgate, an obscure corner of the city, he
wanted a good vent for them. Whereupon his

friends, who were the learned, procured from the
dean and chapter of St. Paul's, a lease of a little

shopt to be set up in St. Paul's church-yard.
Whereupon he got framed a neat handsome
shop. It was but little and low, and flat-roofed

and leaded like a terrace, railed and posted, fit

for men to stand upon in any triumph or show

;

but could not in any wise hurt and deface the
same.| This cost him forty or fifty pounds. But
fOovel de reK^ovi tek/I^ov, his brethren the book-
sellers envied him, and by their interest got the
mayor and aldermen to forbid the setting it up,
though they had nothing to do there, but by

* For a portion of the above notice of John Day, I am
indebted to a very able article communicated to the
Gentleman's Magazine by J. G. N. inserted in the number
for November, 1832.

—

Edit.
t This shop is mentioned in the imprints of four several

books printed by Day in 1578, but not in any other year.
The imprint of The Oovemaunce of Vertue, 1578, is thus
minutely conceived : Printed at London by John Day,
dwellyng over Aldersgate, beneath Saint Martins; and are
to be solde at his long shop at the North-west dore of
Paules. In the next year, however, whether the St.
Paul's shop was given up or no, we read instead, "and sold
at his shop under the gate." The imprints do not bear
Herbert out in his assertion that Day " kept at the same
time several shops in different parts of the town j" for
more than two cannot be traced at any one period.

t It will be readily imagined how much the erection of
shops and small houses against St. Paul's, tended both to
deface and dilapidate the edifice. A zealous promoter of
the repairs in the reign of James I. had a painting made
of the cathedral, stuck over with mottoes, one of which
was

Viewe, O King, how my waU-creepers
Have made mee worke for chimney-sweepers.

The same painting shows, also, how the shops were con-
verted into stands for spectators on occasion of a proces-
sion. It is in the possession of the Society of Antiquaries

;

one portion of which is engraved in Wilkinson's Londinia
Illustrata, and another in Nichol's Progresses of king
James the First.
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power. Upon this the archbishop brought his

business before the treasurer, and interceded for

him, that he would move the queen to set her

hand to certain letters, that he had drawn up in

the queen's name to the city, in effect that Day
might be permitted to go forward with his build-

ing. Whereby, he said, his honour would
deserve well of Christ's church, and of the prince

and state. " The archbishop also made another

thing serve his turn as a seasonable argument,

which was, that but lately the queen's privy

council had wrote to him, and the other ecclesi-

astical commissioners, to help Day; perhaps in

vending his books, and encouraging those of the

clergy to buy them." In September, 1552, Day
obtained a license to print king Edward the

Sixth's Catechism in Latin and English ; but as

this militated against the privilege granted to

Wolfe, vide ante, page 353, he seems to have

applied for redress to Cecil, lord Burleigh, in

whose papers occurs the following memorandum
relative to this affair. " Item, that whereas one

Day hath a priviledge for the Catechisme, and
one Reyne Wolfe, who hath a former privilege

for Latin books, they may joyne in printing of

the sayd Catechisme." The conclusion was, that

Wolfe was entitled to print it in Latin, whilst

Day was confined to the English translation, for

which another confirmatory license was issued,

bearing date the 25th of March, 1553, wherein
he is allowed to print a brief A, B, C, annexed
to the Catechisme. He also enjoyed the printing

and reprinting of all the works of John Ponet,

bishop of Winchester,and of the famous Thomas
Becon, Professor of Theology ; and a patent

dated the 2nd of June, 1568, gives him the

power of printing the Psalmes of Dauid in Metre.

This was renewed on the 26th of August, 1579,
to him and to his son Richard Day, for their

joint and separate lives.

An honour of much greater importance in the

annals of type-founding, belongs to the memory
of John Day. He was the first, and in 1574,
the only printer who had cut Saxon characters.

This is recorded by archbishop Parker himself,*

in his preface to jElfredi Regis Res Gestce,

printed in 1574 together with Walsingham's
Ypodigma Neustrice: but the types had then
been used for three former works,—for a Saxon
homily edited by the archbishop, under the title

of A Testimonie of Antiquitie, &c. in 1567; for

Lambarde's Archaionomia, in 1568; and for the

Saxon Gospels edited by Fox, under the patron-
age of Parker, in 1571.

The Aelfredi Regis Res Gestae, [ab Asser.] is

entitled to particular notice, since it is the earliest

collection of our national history, printed in Eng-
land ; its contents, moreover are intrinsically

* Jam vero cum Dayus typographus primus (et omnium
certe quod sciam solus) has formas seri inciderit, facile
quaj Saxonicis Uteris perscripta sunt, iisdem typis divulga-
bantur.''

t In the library of Trinity Hall, Cambridge, the three
treatises of Aelfredi Regis Res Gestce. Historia Breuis
Thomas Walsingham, and Ypodigma Nevstrice Per Thomam
De Walsingham, are found bound together: and formerly
the archbishop Parker's own copy.

valuable and important to the antiquary. For
if every other claim were waved, this work must
be regarded as an object of peculiar interest,if only

on the ground of that precedence to which it is

entitled before any other collection of British

historians. The following description is taken
from the Bibliographical and Retrospective Mis-
cellany. In the centre of a rich and elaborate

wood-cut title, we read,

AELFREDI RE-Gis Res gestae.

These words surmount a portrait, intended, we
presume, to present king Alfred ; the following

lines are in a compartment beneath :

Nobilitas innata tibi probitatis honorem,
Armipotens Aelfredi dedit, probitaq' luhorem,
Perpetunmq' labor nomen: cut mixta dolori

Gnadia semper erant ; spes semper mixta timori.

The volume begins with four leaves ; H " Pra-

efatio ad Lectorem," then one blank. The work,
which is in the Saxon character,* consisting of

forty pages, immediately follows, after wliich

are /oMr other leaves, This is the Preface how
S. Gregory this book made, in Saxon, with an in-

terlineary English translation, and afterwards

the same preface in Latin ; it must be recollected,

that the body of the work alone is paged, the

other leaves, both at the commencement and the

termination, are not numbered. Dr. Dibdin ob-

serves, that this is one of the rarest and most
important volumes which ever issued from the

press of Day, and exhibits another splendid mo-
nument of the noble spirit of patronage of arch-

bishop Parker ; for there is every reason to think

that he sustained the cost of the publication.

In addition to his Saxon and Italian types,

Herbert states that Day brought the Greek to

a very great perfection. " Day seems indeed,"

remarks Dr. Dibdin, while speaking of this sub-
ject, "to have been (if we except Grafton) the

Plantin of old English typographers ; while his

character and reputation scarcely suffer diminu-
tion from a comparison with those of his illustri-

ous contemporary just mentioned.'' He made a
multitude of mathematical schemes, maps, and
other devices, both in wood and metal ; his own
head and arms, with other people's, and what-
ever tended to the usefulness and beauty of his

works." When the Puritanic Admonition to the

Parliament (in which the government of the
English church, bishops, &c. were attacked with
great severity) first appeared, a very close search

was made for the printers of it, in which " Day
the printer, and Toye the bookbinder," were
engaged with a pursuivant and other officers by
appointment of the bench of bishops. Several

were found and examined, one of whom was

* Strype informs us that this work was printed from an
original manuscript, "to a word," and that the archbishop
delayed the publication, "of which there had been great
expectation among the learned," owing to his care in cor-
recting, printing, and having a few presentation copies
bound, " wherein he was very curious."

—

Life of Parker,
pp. 471, 529.
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named Asplin, perhaps that Thomas Asplin,* who
became apprentice to Day,from the Annunciation
of 1566, for eight years, since he was set at

liberty, and was received into Day's house,

where, however, he attempted to assassinate his

benefactor, his wife, and some others of his family.

On the 8th of January, 1583, he gave up to the

disposal of the company and the benefit of the

poor, his right to certain books and copies which
were his property.

In " a note of the offices, and other speciall

licences for printing, graunted by her Ma*'* to

div'se p'sons, with coniecture of the valuation,"

written for lord Burghley by Christopher Barker,

the queen's English printer, in December, 1582,

is this account off
Mr.Daye. In the priviledge, or private licence

graunted to Mr. Daye, are among other things

the Psalmes in meeter, w*^ notes to sing them in

the churches, as well in foure p'ts, as in playne

songe, w'^'' being a parcell of the church service,

prop'ly belongeth to me. This booke being oc-

cupied of all sortes ofmen, women, and children,

and requiring no great stock for the furnyshing

thereof, is therefore gaynefull. The small cate-

chisme alone, taught to all lyttle children of this

realme, is taken oute of the Booke of Com'on
Prayer, and belongeth to me also, w** Mr. Jugge
soldo to Mr. Daye, and is likewise included in

this patent procured by the right honorable the

earl of Leicester, and therefore for duties sake I

hold my self content therewith. This is also a
profitable copie, for that it is generall, and not

greatlie chargeable."

In a complaint from the printers and stationers

in general of the " priviledges lately granted" to

several persons enumerated, the date of which is

either 1582 or 1583, occurs
" John Daye, the printinge of A B C and

Catechismes, w«i» the sole selling of them, by the

collo, of a com'ission. These books weare the

onelie releif of the porest sort of that corapanie."

We have before seen, however, that this property

had been Day's from the time of Edward VI.
After having followed the profession with zeal,

ability, and reputation, for forty years, he died

at Walden, in Essex, and " was buried in the

parish church of Bradley-Parva, in the county
of Suffolk, where, against the north wall of the

chancel, is a stone table, fixed to his memory,
on which is inlaid in brass the effigies of a man
and woman, kneeling against a table, before

which are two children in swaddling clothes, and
behind the man, six sons, and behind the woman,
five daughters, all kneeling. On the top of the

stone are three escutcheons on brass plates, under
which is cut, in capital letters, mihi vita
CHRisTvs. Under the two effigies of Day and

* Herbert has noted, from the books of the stationers'
company, that one Thomas Asplyn was bound apprentice
to Mr. Day, from the Annunciation, 1566, for eight years;
and that one Robert Asplyn, apprentice to Edward Sutton,
was made free, October 5th, 1570.

t From the Burghley manuscripts, (Lansdowne collec-
tion, British Museum,) xlviii. 82. A curious document,
which Mr. Ellis some years ago introduced to the notice of
the society of antiquaries.

his wife, are the following verses, cut in the old
English letter: from the fifth and sixth of which
verses it should seem to be intimated (according

to Granger) that Fox undertook the laborious

work of Acts and Monuments^ at his instance

—

Here lyes the Daye, that darkness could not blind,
When popish fogges had overcaste the sunne.
This Daye the cruell nighte did leave behind.
To view, and shew what blodi actes were donne.
He set a Fox to wright how martyrs runne.
By death to lyfe. Fox ventured paynes and health,
To give them light ; Daye spent in print his wealth.
But God with gayne returned his wealth agayne,
And gave to him as he gave to the poore.
Two wyves he had, pertakers of his payne,
Each wyfe twelve babes, and each of them one more

:

Als (i.e. Alice) was the last encreaser of his store,
Who mourning long for being left alone.
Set up this tombe, herself turn'd to a stone.*

Obiit 23 July, 1584.

John Fox, whose name is so prominently
introduced into his epitaph, was evidently one of
the principal purveyors for his press; his name
occurring frequently as an editor. Of the Acts
and Monuments, Day printed four folio editions,
in 1562, 1570, 1576, and 1583; and his son
Richard another in 1596. Of the first edition
Dr. Dibdin has given a veiy full account, with
several specimens of the ably executed cuts.
Anthony a Wood, in his Life of Fox, states

that when at Basil he was "a most painful
labourer at his pen in the house of Oporinus, a
learned printer;" and that after his return to
London, where he was very bountifully enter-
tained in the duke of Norfolk's " manor place,
called Christ Church," "from that house he
travelled weekly, every Monday, to the house of
John Day, the printer, to consummate his Acts
and Monuments of the Church, and other works
in English and Latin."f To the liberality of
Day we are indebted for the first publication of
Fox's Book of Martyrs, of which he himself
printed many editions. It was published Cum
privilegio reg. majest. 1562, and is alluded to in
the 5th and 6th lines of the verses upon his
monumental tablet.

The following contemporary " squib" against
Day and Fox, was communicated to Dr. Dibdin
by Dr. Bliss, from a blank leaf at the end of a
manuscript of the Pricke of Conscience, in the
Bodleian library:

The grave counsel! of Gravesend bai-ge
Geveth .Ihon Daye a privilege large.
To put this in prynt for his gaynes,
Because in the Legend of Lyes he taketh paynes

;

Commandinge other upon payne of slavery
That none prynt thys but J/wn Daye

the prynter of Foxe his knavery.

Dr. Dibdin has copied two of the portraitsf
of Day, which occur in some of his works, and

* Herbert presumes that she was remarried to a person
named Stone.

t One of them is very finely executed ; the orthography
of the inscription proves it to be the work of a foreign
artist: Liefe is deathe, and death is liefb : ^tatis
sujE xxxx. 1562. I. D, The portait of John Day, is perhaps
the earliest of our ancient printers, which can be depended
upon as genuine. The first appeared in the Elements of
Geometric of the most auncient Philosopher Ei<clide of
Megara, 1470, folio j but the original wDod cut bears the
date of 1562.
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also his mark, the design of which is well con-

ceived ; the sun is represented rising, and a boy

awakens his sleeping companions, saying,

"Arise, for it is Day;" which is evidently a

pun upon his name, a custom to which the an-

cient printers were much attached ; but besides

the mere play upon the word, it certainly alluded

to the day of Protestant reformation, which had

been rapidly brought forward by the aid of

printing.

The sign of Day's first shop, in Sepulchre's

parish,—the Resurrection,—^has been supposed

to have had a similar allusion.

Two hundred and forty-five works bear the

imprint of this truly eminent typographer ; and
the long descriptive list of his productions occu-

pies pp. 616-680 of Herbert's Ames, and pp. 48-

177 of the fourth volume of Dibdin's edition.

The principal particulars known of Day's

family history have been derived from the above

epitaph. He married two wives, and had by
each thirteen children. The name of his first

wife is not recorded. The second was a gentle-

woman of the name of Lehunte, entitled to bear

six quarterings in her shield. He bore for his

armorial ensign, ermine, on a fesse indented

(azure) two eaglets displayed, (argent;) and for

a crest a demi-eagle displayed rising out of a

ducal coronet.

Of John Daye's twenty-six children the name
of only four are known. The burial of one, and
his own interment, are thus recorded in Bradley
Parva register :

1581. Bartholomew the Sonne of John Day, gent,
buryed the 6 oft May.

1584. Johi's Day, gent, in Waldinensi in Essex
xxiii July, sepulti tamen in de Bradley, 2 Aug.

Richard Day was elected from Eton college

in the year 1571, to king's college, Cambridge,
where he assumed the degree of M.A. and became
Fellow. He was for some time engaged in the

printing business, and was perhaps made free of

the stationers' company by his father's copy, since

he was called on the livery on the 30th of June,
1578 ; but he does not appear to have served any
office, and an apprentice which he took in June.

1580, was rebound to Garrat Dewce for nine

years, in July, 1581. His residence was at his

father's house in Aldersgate, but he had also
" the long shop" at the west end of St. Paul's
church yard, bearing the sign of the three lilies

growing from one stalk in the midst of thorns,

with the motto Sicvt Lilium inter Spinae, i. e.

as the Lily among thorns, taken from Can-

ticles, chap. ii. V. 2. according to the vu
translation. This sign and motto he used as a'

device. There does not appear to have been any
work printed by Richard Day after the year

1581 ; and Herbert imagines, that as he then
turned over his apprentice, he left the business,

and assigned his patent copies to others, and
succeeded John Fox as minister at Riegate, in

Surry. His literary works consist of the follow-

ing :—A copy of Latin verses Contra Papistas

incendiarios, attached to Fox's Martyrology^
Edit. 1576: a translation of Fox's book be
Christo triumphante Coincedia^ with a prefiice

and two dedications of the volume, printed in

different editions, one of which he signs " Rich :

A'ije" a preface to, and perhaps the transla-

tions of the Testaments of xii Patriarchs; a
Latin preface to Peter Baron's treatise De Fide,

and he was probably the author of other similar

works. As a printer his name appears to only
three works ; and twelve books were printed by
various persons for the assigns of Richard Day.
These works are all of a religious character.

John Day, another son, born " near or over

Aldersgate," about 1566, was also a learned

scholar and author, and Fellow of Oriel college,

Oxford. He was presented by sir William Soaine,

to whom he was related, to the vicarage of Great
Thurlow, where he died in 1627. See Wood's
Athence Oxoniensis, (edit. Bliss) vol. ii. coll. 412.

A fourth brother was Lionel Day, fellow of

Baliol college, and rector of Whichford, in

Warwickshire, where he died 1640, aged 70.

He published a Concio ad Clerrum. Wood's
Fasti, vol. i. coll. 376.)

1584. The Araygnment of Paris. Presented

before the Queenes Majesties, by the children of
her chappell. Imprinted at London, by Henry
March, anno 1584. This piece has been attri-

buted to Shakspeare; but its real author was
George Peele.

—

Beloe.

1584. A right excellent and Famous Comcedy,
called the Three Ladies of London. Wherein is

notably declared and setfoorth how, by the means

of lucre. Love and Conscience is so corrupted, that

the one is married to Dissimulation, the other

fraught ivith all abomination. A perfect patteme

for all estates to look into, and a work right worthy
to be marked. Written by W. R. As it hath

been publiquely played. At London, printed by

Royer Warde, dwelling neer Holbume Conduit,

at the sign of the Talbot. 1584.

1584. The following is a curious fact, regard-

ing the state of the roads in England at this

period ; and that although oflicers were appoint-

ed, they could not eff'ectually annihilate these
" detestable malefacts," as they were called ; for,

amongst the records of the drapers' company, at

Shrewsbury, there is the following minute :

"25 Elizabeth, anno 1583. Ordered, That no
draper set out for Oswestry market, on Mondays,
before six o'clock in the morning, on forfeiture

of Qs. 8d. ; and that they wear their iveapons all

the way, and go in company. Not to go over the

Welsh bridge before the bell toll six." It is

further stated, that " William Jones, esq. left to
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the said company £l 6s. 8d. to be paid annually

to the vicar of St. Alkmunds, reading prayers on

Monday mornings, before the drapers set out for

Oswestry market."

1584, June. Died^ Huldric Fugger,* an

eminent patron of literary men, and a great pro-

moter of the art of printing. He was born at

Augsburg, in Germany, in the year 1526, and
sprung from a family conspicuous both for its

antiquity and wealth. For a time, he discharged

the office of chamberlain to pope Paul III.

but afterwards became a protestant ; was himself

learned, and expended extraordinary sums in the

purchase of manuscripts of ancient authors, and
causing them to be printed. In 1558, Henry
Stephens the second, assumed the appellation of

Ti/pographus illustris viri Huldrici Fuggeri,

Domini in Kirchperg, (^ WeyssenhoiTi.f It is

highly probable that Henry Stephens was in-

debted for this distinction, on the recommenda-
tion of Henry Scrimger,| a Scotch professor, of

considerable erudition, with whom he was con-

nected by friendship and literary intercourse.

Huldric Fugger assigned to Henry Stephens an
annual gratuity, which some accounts have esti-

mated at the sum of fifty gold crowns ; but how
long our printer had the good fortune to enjoy

this pension, it does not distinctly appear. It is

recorded that the family of Huldric, offended at

* The name appears greatly diversified : Moreri terms
them Fouchers; Rabelais, les Fourques d'Auvbourg ; his
annotator, la famille des Foucres, ou Fuggers. They were
very distinguished merchants of Augsburg, says M.Bayle.

t The earliest work which exhibits Henry Stephens
under the designation of iUustiis viri Huldrichi Fuggeri
Typographus, appeared in 1558, entitled Imperatorum
Justiniani, Jitstini, Leonis, Nooellce Constitutiones ; Jus-
tiniani Edictu, Greece; fol. This work was prepared for
the press by Henry Scrimger ; who in his capacity of
editor, inscribed it to his patron Ulric or Huldric Fugger.

t Henry Scrimger was descended from one of the first

families of Scotland. He was born at Dundee, iu 1506,
and was educated in the grammar school of his native
town, and afterwards at StAndrew's. He travelled through
various parts of Europe, and formed acquaintances with
the learned of every country. He settled at Geneva, where
he taught philosophy : but was soon afterwards invited by
Ulrich Fugger to reside with him at Augsburg, and con-
tinued for many years employed chiefly in collecting books
and manuscripts under the patronage of his benefactor.

^
The only work which Scrimger appears to have pub-

lished, besides the Historii of Franciscus Spira, a notori-
ous apostate, of whose extraordinary case he M-rote a
narrative, was an edition of the Novella; Constitutiones of
Justinian, in Greek ; a work which was highly prized by
the first lawyers of the time.
The testimonies to Scrim;;>er's worth and merits, by his

cotemporaiies, are numerous. Thuanus, Casaubon, and
Stephens, with many others, mention his name with the
liighest encomiums. Dempster says he was a man inde-
fatigable in his reading, of a most exquisite judgment, and
without the smallest particle of vain glory. And the great
Cujanus was accustomed to say, that he never parted from
the company of Henry Scrimger, without having learned
something that he never knew before. Scrimger returned
to Geneva, where he died, at the end of 1572 or the begin-
ning of 1573.

His library, which was one of the most valuable in
Europe, he left by testament to his nephew, Peter Young,
who was Buchanan's assistant in the education of James
VI., and it was brought over to Scotland by the testator's
brother, Alexander Scrimger, in the year 1573. Besides
many valuable books, this library contained manuscripts
of great value ; but Young was not a very enthusiastic
scholar ; and as he was more intent upon advancing his
personal interests in the world, and aggrandizing his
family, than forwarding the progress of knowledge, they
probably came to but small account.

the excess to which he carried his passion for

collecting manuscripts and books, and his patro-

nage of lettei-s, at length instituted a legal pro-

cess, and caused him to be declared incapable of

the administration of his own property. Some
accounts have stated that this sentence produced
a melancholy, which accelerated his death ; but
according to M. Bayle, his epitaph says that he
was unshaken by this rude blow, and that he
also recovered possession of his property, and
inherited the succession of his brother. He had
retired to Heidelberg, and there died at the age
of fifty-eight years, bequeathing to the palati-

nate his fine library, and perpetuating his own
memory by various literary and charitable foun-

dations. He purchased the library of Achilles

Gassarus, whom Melchior Adam describes as a
verus helluo librorum. Vit. Medicor. page 234.

Huldric Fugger was not the first of his family
who collected a magnificent library ; for the

author last cited relates, that HieronjTnus Wol-
fius having gone to Augsburg, was there kindly
received by Antonius Fugger, and that to his

care was entrusted the celebrated " Bibliotheca"

of Joannes Fugger, an elder brother of Huldric,
who was also a distinguished votary ofliterature.

The learned Fregius, in the preface to his

Qucestiones JustiniancB, describes this library as

abounding not only in elegantly printed works,

but in manuscripts ; Greek more especially ;

which were gratuitously permitted to the inspec-

tion of visitors: "but" he adds, "though every
thing is admirable, yet nothing is more the sub-
ject of admiration than Wolfius himself, the

host and very soul as it were of this repository

,

who like a kind of living library, has treasured

up in his own memory the various erudition dis-

persed through the shelves of this noble edifice."

He then describes the extraordinary magnifi-

cence of their city residence, its outward deco-
rations, interior furniture and splendour, its de-

lightful gardens, its pictures and works of art

;

its mensa tessellata ex porphyretico mamore^
decorated with a profusion of gems of the most
precious kind ; its Imperatorum primorum ima-
gines tredechn, brought from Italy, and there

purchased at a vast expense ; exquisite statues,

marbles, and other monuments of genuine anti-

quity, denoting opulence and a taste for magni-
ficence, scarce exceeded by the Medicean family
of Florence. Such was the account of the Fug-
gers of Augsburg, given by Fregius in 1578.

Charles V. when in 1548, he changed the govern-
ment at Augsburg, highly distinguished this

family, advancing them to the dignity of barons,

and their descendants retained the same rank,

and in subsequent times became connected by
marriage with some of the most illustrious houses
of Germany. No less than ten individuals of

this munificent family are noticed by Freherus,
in his Theati'um Viror, claror. Bayle mentions
a German work, published in 1620, containing
110 portraits of the various members of it, male
and female, with a short notice respecting eacb.
The first therein mentioned is Jacques Fugger,
" called the elder," who died in 14(>9.

3 c

I
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1585. Edmund Bollifant and John Jack-
son were in partnership, and dwelt in Eliot's

court, in the Little Old Bailey; they used a

print of Abraham and Isaac walking, with this

motto, devs providebit, (Gen. xxii.) Their first

book is dated T585, in which year they printed

an edition of Aesop's fables in tru ortograph/,

with grammer notz. Her-unto ar also cooined

the shorte sentencez of the ivyz Cato, imprinted

with lykeform and order : both of ivhich authorz

ar translated out of Latin intoo English, by

William Bulloker. l2mo. To which is added
the following lines :

—

Gue God the praiz
That teacheh al waiz.
When truth tiieth

Erroor flieth.

In the following year appeared from the press

of Bollifant and Jackson, William Bulloker's

pamphlet for grammer, 12mo. And Levinus

Leminus his herball of the bible. 8vo.

1585. Robert Robison, Robertson, or Ro-
binson, dwelt in Fleet lane, and as appears from

a book in 8vo. called An abridgment of the laws,

in Fewter lane, near Holbourn. In 1586, he
printed the following, on a half sheet :

—

A proper newe sonet, declaring the lamentation

of Beckles, a market towne in Suffolke, w'hich

ivas in the great winde, vpon S. Andrewes eve last

past, most pittifully burned vnth fire, to the losse

by estimation 20,000/. and vpivarde, and the num-
ber of fourscore dwelling houses. To Wilson's

tune. In 14 eight line verses. For Nicholas

Colm of Norwich in St. Andrew's.

Robert Robinson continued in business from
1585 to 1597, and printed fifteen works.

1585. Thomas Lust printed the Treasury of
Health, ^-e. translated by Humphry Lloyd, 8vo.

1585. Walter Venge lived in Fleet-lane,

opposite the Maiden-head, where he printed a
very curious work, called the Mathematical
Jeivel, ^-c. by John Blagrave, of Reading, gent,

and well wilier to the mathematics, who hath

cut all the prints, or pictures, of the whole work
with his own hands. This book is printed in a

neat roman type, contains 124 pages, and is

dedicated to sir William Cecil, lord high trea-

surer of England. In an edition of this book,

in Ashmole's museum, is written concerning

Blagrave, the wood cutter, as follow s

:

Here stands Mr. Gray master of this house,
And his poor cat, playing with a mouse.

John Blagrave marryed this Grayes widdow,
(she was a Hungerford.) This John wassymple,
had yssue by this widdowe. 1 . Anthony, who
marryed Jane Borlass. 2. John, the author of

this booke. 3. Alexander, the excellent chess

player in England. Anthony had sir John Bla-
grave, knight, who caused his teeth to be all

drawn out, and after had a sett of ivory teeth

in agayne.

—

Ames.
1585. In the book of accounts of the church-

wardens of Arundel, in the county of Sussex, and
diocese of Canterbury, is the following entry :

—

Paid for lack of a bible, at Canterbury, Is. 3d.

1585. Robert Dudley, earl of Leicester, chan-

cellor of the university of Oxford, erected at his

own expense a new printing press, for the use of

the university. The first book printed at it, was
one written and published by John Case, fellow

of St. John's college, with the following title :

—

Speculum moralium quaestionum in universam

ethicam Aristotelis, 1585, 4to. which he dedi-

cated to the chancellor. This work was executed

by Joseph Barnes, who had been appointed

printer to the university, and who continued to

practice the art until the year 1617.

1585, July 29. King James VI. of Scotland,

obtained an act of parliament on this day, against

any books being imported into Scotland, contain-

ing doctrine, and also that the sellers, and dis-

persers of erroneous books, should be punished,

and the books destroyed.

1585. The first publication on the subject of

poetry, is found in a most rare volume, which
contains tracts written by king James VI. of

Scotland, entitled the Essays of a prentise in the

divene art of poesie.* printed at Edinburgh by
Thomas Vautrollier, 1585, 4to. Cumprivilegio

regalio. containing Q sheets.

In 1591, Robert Waldegrave, printed His
Majesties (King James of Scotland) Poeticall

Exercices at vacant houres.f Edinburgh. 4to.

1585, Oct. 29. The fi7'st of the annual exhibi-

tions of the lord mayor of London,known to have

been published, was written by George Peele,for

the inauguration of sir Wolston Dixie, knight.

The printed descriptions of these processions are

usually entitled triumphs, though they are more
commonly called the London Pageants. All of

them are scarce, and some of them are of such

extreme rarity as to bear a price at the rate of

two or three guineas a leaf.

1586. Jan. Died, JoH^ Walley an eminent

printer of London, whose dwelling was in Foster-

lane, at the sign of the Hartshorn. All that has

hitherto been collected of this printer is, that he

was one of the original members of the stationers'

company before they had their charter; and
served renter, or collector of the quarterages,

from 1554 to 1557, when he was chosen under-

warden. He was upper warden in 1564, and
again in 1569. He rented a chamber in the

company's hall, for which he paid xiij.s. iiij.d. a
year, in 1557; but in 1561, xx.s. In 1558, he
was fined ij.s. viij.d. for keeping open shop, and
selling books on a festival day. Again, in 1564,

for keeping open shop on St. Luke's day, with 18

others, xvj.s. viii.d. On Jan. 28, 1582-3, he was
fined 13s. 4d. for employing Jno. Charlewood,

to print the Book of Presidents for him. He
had license for printing: viz. from July, 1557,

to July, 1558, ' Welth and Helth, The Frere and
the boye. Stans puer ad mensam. Youghte,

* King James VI. was born June 19, 1566, in the castle

of Edinburgh, and consequently he was only nineteen
years of age when he produced this work.

t King James's Poetical Exercises, first edition, rare.

Edinburgh : printed by Waldegrave, no date, 4to. was
sold at archdeacon Nares's sale, 1821, for ^3.
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Charyte, and Humylyte. An a h cfor cfteldren,

in JEngleshe, with sylahles. An hundreth mery
tales :—the waye of God. The ci'onacle of yeres^

in xvj.' 'Also stmdry ballades with Mrs. Toy^

vide ante, papfe 324, 1556-60. * E.topes fables in

Englesshe. The Shipman^s Calendar.^ 1562-63.

''An almanacke and prognostication of John
Securys, for the year 1563

—

of Nostradamus, for

this year Anno 1 562. ' The Latenye in Wehhe.''

1564-65. ^An Almanacke for xiij years from
1565.' 1565-66. ''An Almanacke and prognosti-

cation of Mr. Buckmaster.^ 1566-67. ' The
secounde well a daye. The Lamentynge of a

younge made, ivho by grace ys fully stayde.^

1567-68. ' Tavemers postell vpon the Gospelles.

An almanacke and prognostication of Mychell
Nostradamus for 1568.' Aug. 3, 1579. ' The
second booke of Robyn Conscyence? Octo. 6, 1580,
' iij halads : The Lord of lorne and the false

steward. Of going to market to buy the child

shoes. Of this sillie poore man.^ See other

copies, declared to have heen his, under his son

Robert, to whom they were accordingly

allowed. In 1568, his son John (as entered

in the company's register) was made free by
patrimony ; but (adds Herbert,) as I find no
farther mention of his name, I suppose it to be a
mistake for his son Robert, of whom see hereafter.

Mr. John Walley, for so he signed his name,
died in the beginning of 1586, as appears by the

following memorandum. '27Janij. 1586.—this

day there was distributed in the hall to the poore
of the companie, of the gifte and legacie of

John Walley, staconner deceased the some of

Fyftie shillings by Agnes Walley executrix of

his testament by thandes of Robert Walley his

Sonne according to the said testator's testament.'

This day of the distribution thereof being the

first and next quarter day after the decease of
the said John Walley.
John Walley printed the very entertaining

romance of Syr Eglamour of Artoys. In the
title page is a knight in complete armour, on
liorseback, and at full speed. His dog is run-
ning by his side. At the end is. Imprinted
at London, in Foster-lane, at the sygne of the
Harteshorne, by John Walley. In the Garrick
collection.

Robert Walley, the son of the foregoing,
whom Herbert observes, was made free by patri-

mony,inAug. 1568, but entered in the company's
register, by mistake, under the name of John.
However that be, he bound an apprentice in

1576; and was brought on the livery in 1585.
He served renter in 1592. In 1594 he was taken
into the court of assistants ; so that probably he
was fined for warden. Next year he was one of
the three members who were annually appointed
to dine at the lord mayor's feast, in Guildhall.
His father seems to have quitted the trade to

him in 1576. In 1576. The Rocke of Regard,
diuided into foure partes, 4to. by George Whet-
stone, gent, was printed for him. July 21, 1577,
he had a reversionary license from the company
for printing a book entitled, An abstract of all

the penall statutes, &c. after the death of Raife

Newberye, who was not to enjoy it till after the

death of Richard Tottell. He had license also

for printing solely the following books : Feb.

20, 1577-8. Cometographia quadam Lucis Aeiri

Lampadis qiuc 10 die Nouemb, apparuit anno a

Vcrqineo partu 1577

—

excudcbatRobertu^ Walley
157*8, 4to. Mar. 6, 1580-1, Articles to be

enquired, with D. Squiers visitation. May 4, A
true report of the strange connynge and breedings

of myse in the marshes of Dengie hundred, in

Essex. April 23, 1582, A lat practise enter-

prised by a papist toith a younge maide in Wales,

taken amongest Catholikis for a prophetis. Sep-

temb. 14, A book of Engins for the destruction

of vermyne, Crowes, and Sparrowes,gouemement

of Oxon, kyen, Calves, horse, shepe, hogis, mowles,

and doggis. Deceinb. 7, 1584, The difference

betivene the Auncient phisickefirste taughte by the

godly fathers, consistinqe in vnite, peace and Con-

corde ; And the latter phisicke proceading from
Idolatrie, &c. Septemb. 4, 1586. jointly with

John Charlewood. A discourse of Englishe

poetrye. March 22. 1586-7. The pathway to

Militarie practise, with a kalender for the ym-
batteling ofmen, newly written by Barnabie Riche.
March 1, 1590-1. Alloived vnto him these copies

which were his fathers, viz. The Shepherdis

Calender. Cato : Eng. and Latyn. The pro-

uerbs of Solomon Jnglish. Salust, et bellum

Jugurthium. Mr. Graftons computation. Esopes

fables : Eng. Josephus, de bello Judico : Eng.
Robyn Conscience. The 12th of October follow-

ing, he assigned all of his copies to Thomas
Adams. It does not appear that he printed

himself, seeing most of his copies that have been
found were printed for him.

1586. A Polyglott Bible was published at

Heidelberg, in two volumes, folio; printed in

four columns, Hebrew, Greek, and two Latin
versions, viz. St. Jerom's and those of Pagninus

;

with the notes of Vatablus ; and in the margin
are the idioms, and the radices of all the diffi-

cult words. Two other dates have been seen to

this edition, viz. 1599 and 1616; but Le Long,
after an attentive comparison, declares them to

be only different copies of the same impression ;

but that some of them have the Greek Testa-

ment, with the addition of the Latin version of

Arias Montanus.
1586. One of the scarcest books in the circle

of English literature* is entitled, A Discourse of
English Poetne, together with the author's judg-
ment, touching the reformation of our English
verse, by William Webbe, Graduate. Imprinted

at London, by John Charlewood, for Robert
Walley, 1586, 4 to. black letter. Dedicated
" to the right woi'shipfull, learned, and most
gentle gentleman, my verie good master. Ma.
Edward Sullard, Esq. W. W. wysheth his harts

desire."

* Two copies are all that are known of this rare book

}

one was sold at major Pearson's sale to George Stevens,
Esq. for ^'3 5s., and at Mr. Steven's sale it was purchased
for the duke of Roxburgh for ^"8 8s., at whose sale it was
sold for .5£'64. At the sale of Craven Ord, Esq. 1830, a
copy was sold fot .i^'io 159.
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1586. Printing introduced into the city of
Lima,* in South America. Isaac Thomas, the

historian of American typography, believes the

art of printing to have been exercised here so

early as the year 1590, probably introduced by
the Jesuits, who possessed two establishments in

Lima. If, however, the catalogue of the library

of M. Langles be correct, a still earlier date may
be assigned to the introduction of printing into

this place fsince it mentions a Vocabulario en la

lengua general del Peru llamada Quichva y en

la lengua espanola : en los Rej/es, Riehardo.

1586, 8vo. Vater, in his Index linguarum, cites

the same book, so that probably the description

is correct.

Antonio, in his BibliothecaHispana notices up-
wards of thirty works from the Lima presses, the

earliest of which is dated 1603. Ribadeneira,
in his History of the Jesuit Writers^ mentions five

or six Lima editions, the earliest of which bears

the date of 1606. From 1603 down to 1666,
the last year noticed by Antonio, the presses of

this city appear to have been almost constantly

at work. Some few Lima books are to be found
in the Bodleian library.

—

Cotton.

This year was remarkable for the introduction

of tobaccof into England byMasterRalph Lane,
the commander of Raleigh' s| Virginian colony;
that which sir John Hawkins carried home in

1665, was considered a medicinal drug merely

;

and, as Stow observes, all men wondered what it

meant.

* The city of Lima was founded by Francis Pfearro, on
the feast of the Epiphany, January, 1535; he also built the
commercial town of Truxillo in the same year. In
1525, Pizarro discovered Peru, where he inhumanly caused
the Inca Atalalipa to be burnt alive, in 1533. "With a
temper of mind no less daring- than the constitution of his
body was robust, he was foremost in every danger, patient
under the j^reatest hardships, and unsubdued by any
fatigue. Though so illiterate that he could not even read,
he was soon considered as a man formed to commana.
Every operation committed to his conduct proved success-
ful, as by a happy, but rare conjunction, he united perse-
verance with ardour, and was as cautious in executing, as
he was bold in forming his plans. By engaging early in
active life, without any resoi\rces but his own talents and
industry, and by depending on himself alone in his strug-
gles to emerge from obscurity, he acquired such a thorough
knowledge of affairs, and of men. that he was fitted to
assume a superior part in conducting the former and in
governing the latter. He hart acquired immense wealth
during his voyages with Diego Almagro ; but a difference
arose between the conquerors, and Pizarro was assassi-
nated by the friends of Almagro, on the 26th of June, 1541.

t Tobacco is the dried leaves of the Nicotiana tabacum,
a plant indigenous to America, but extensively cultivated
in the old world. In 1652 an act was passed prohibiting
its growth in England, which was confirmed at the resto-
ration in 1660. The duty in 1789 was Is. 3d. per pound,
the annual consumption being about 11,500,000 pounds;
in 1806, the duty was 2s. 2d.; the consumption about
17,500,000 ; in 1815 the duty increased to 3s. 2d.; and again,
in 1819, to 4s. per poimd; in 1825 it was reduced to 3s.,

the annual consumption being 18,670,604 pounds, yielding
a revenue of ^^3,258,906 Os. 2d. The present amount of
duty is, from British possessions in America, 2s. gd.,
otherwise 3s.; cigars, 9s.; and snuif, 6s. per pound. In
1836, the quantity of tobacco entered for home consump-
tion was 22,116,759 pounds, the duty on which amounted
to ^£"3,354,459 Is. 5d.

t To sir Walter Raleigh we have not been indebted
solely for the luxury of the tobacco plant ; but for that
infinitely useful root, which forms a part of our daily
meal, and often the entire meal of the poor man— the
potato, which says D'Israeli, deserved to have been called
a Rawleigh. For an account ofhis death, see 1 6 18, post.

In the two Centuries of Epigrams, written by
John Heath, Bachelor of Arts, and Fellow of

New college, Oxford, and printed at London by
John Windet, 1610, is the following epigram,

TOBACCO.

We buy the driest wood that we can finde.
And willingly would leave the smoke behinde;
But in tobacco a thwart course we take.
Buying the hearb onely for the smokes sake.

1586. The first Greek publication from the

Oxford press appears to have been some Homi-
lies of St. Chrysostom.

1586, Oct. 17. This day is memorable for the

death of Sir Philip Sidney, who, owing to his

singular accomplishments and amiable qualities,

was the most admired and popular man of his

times ; he was equally celebrated as a poet, a
patron of literature, as a soldier, and a gentle-

man. He was born at Penshurst, in Kent, Nov.
29, 1554, and at an early age introduced at the

court of Elizabeth, who in 1576, appointed him
ambassador to the emperor Rodolphus, and at

that court he contracted an intimacy with the

famous don John of Austria. On account of his

declaring his sentiments too freely against^the

queen's marriage with the duke of Anjou, in

1580, he retired from court, and in his retreat

wrote his celebrated allegorical prose romance
called Arcadia, which though now held as dull

and antiquated, was the favourite light reading

of the ladies of Elizabeth's court. On Sunday,
January 6, 1583, he received the honour of
knighthood, and in 1585 was appointed governor

of Flushing, and general of the horse sent to the

assistance of the IJnited Provinces. At the early

age of thirty-two he received a shot a little above
the left knee, at the battle of Zutphen, where he
had acted with uncommon bravery. Becoming
faint and thirsty from excess of bleeding, he
asked for water, which he was about to drink,

when observing the eye of a dying soldier fixed

on the glass, he resigned it to him, saying, "thy
necessity is yet greater than mine." Death
seized his hand in the moment of bequeathing
to two friends, " each a ring of " His re-

mains were interred in St. Paul's cathedral, on
the 16th of February following.

Sir Philip Sidney was so much attached to his

sister, the countess of Pembroke, and so exceed-
ingly pleased with her fine genius, and excellent

improvement of it, that he consecrated his in-

genious romance to her under the title of the

Countess of Pembroke's Arcadia, beginning Dear
and most worthy to be dear lady. Robert Walde-
grave printed an edition of this poem at Edin-
burgh, in 1599, in folio. Besides the Arcadia,

sir Philip wrote an Apology for Poetry, which
was not published till 1595; Sonnets; Ourania;
a poem ; and several other pieces.

1587. A woorke concerning the treumees of the

christian religion, by Phelip of Mornay., lord of
Plessie Marlie. Begun to be translated by sir

Philip Sidney, knight, and at his request finished

by Arthur Golding. 641 pages 4to. Printed by
George Robinson, London.
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1587. Henry Denham dwelt at the sigii of

the Star, m Paternoster-row, with this motto

about it, OS homini svblirne dedit, which he put

at the end of several of his books. In 1580, lie

dwelt in Whitecross-street, and was assignee to

William Seres, whose device of the Bear and
Ragged Staff, within the garter, he sometimes
used. In 1586, he removed into Aldersgate-

street. The commencement of his typographical

labours is dated 1564, when he printed a book
entitled the Pitifull estate of the time present.

16rao. In 1667, he printed the New Testament

in Welsh (see p. 336, ante.) with the following

title :

—

Testament newydd ein arglwydd Jesu

Christ. Gwedy ei dynnu, yd y gadei yr aney

Jiaith ^air yn ei gylydd or Groec <Cr Llatin, gan
neioidio ffurf uythyren gairiae-dodi. Eh law

hyng y mae pop gair a dyhiwyty votyn andeallus,

ai o ran llediaith ?/' wlat, ai o ancynefindery

deunydd, wedy ei noli ai eglurhau ar^ ledemyl y
tu dalen gydrchiol. This was printed at the

cost of Humphrey Toy, and dedicated by
William Salesbury to queen Elizabeth, with

privilege. In the same year as this testament

was printed, a book in Welsh was printed at

Milan. In 1586, John Windet printed the

Common Prayer into the British tongue ; at the

costes and charges of Thomas Chard. 4to.

The garland ofgodliejioivers, commonlie called

Tudnespraiers, carefully collected, and beautifully

adorned with the most fragrant blossoms that

flourish in the comfortable garden of the right

pure and sacred scriptures, ^c. London, imprinted

by Henry Denham, 1586. 16wo. Round the

title is a very neat border.

Foot path to felicity, guide to godliness, school

of skill, swarm of bees, plant ofpleasure, grove of
graces. By A. Flemish. London, imprinted by

Henry Denham, 1586. \2mo.

1587. Gerard Dewes was a good printer,

and kept shop at the sign of the Swan, in St.

Paul's church yard, and practised the art from

1562, though only eight works bear his imprint.

Gerard Dewes used tjie an-

nexed rebus, of which Cam-
den observes, "And if you re-

quire more, I refer you to the

witty inventions ofsome Lon-
doners ; but that for Garret
Dewes is most remarkable,

two in a garret castingDewes
at dice."

In 1578, Gerard Dewes printed A nievve her-

ball, or historic ofplants. First set forth in the

Dutch or Almagne tongue, by Rembrand Doda^
naus, phycition to the emperrour ; and now first

translated out of French into English, by Henry

* Apoc. or Revel, v. 8. vials, (}>ia\ag, Brit. Ffiolan. Bp.
Morgan translates it crytlmn, crowds, which shows that
he had not the original before him, but only the English

;

and that he did not distinguish between vials, and viols or
violins.

Lyte, esquyre, dedicated to queen Elizabeth.

At London by me Gerard Dewes, dwelling in

Paul's churchyarde, at the signe of the Swanne.
It contains 779 pages in folio, without the tables,

but at the end, emprinted at Antwerpe, by me
Henry Loe, book printer, and are to be sold at

London, in Powels church-yard, by Gerard Dewes.
1587. Feb. 8. Mary Stuart, queen of Scots,

beheaded at Fotheringay castle, in Northampton-
shire, by order of Elizabeth, queen of England,
to whom she had fled for protection in 1568,

after having been obliged by the nobles to resign

her crown, on the 15th of July, 1567, in favour

of her infant son, James VI. of Scotland, who
on the death of Elizabeth, ascended the throne
of England, under the title of James I.

Mary Stuart was daughter and heir of James
v.* king of Scotland, by Mary, of Lorrain, his

second queen, and was born at the castle of Lin-
lithgow, December 8, 1542. When about six

years old, she was conveyed to France, where she

was with great care educated. Her study was
chiefly directed to learning the modern languages

;

to these she added the Latin, in which she spoke
an oration of her own composing in the guard
room at the Louvre, before the royal family and
nobility of France. She was naturally inclined to

poetry, and so great a proficient in the art, that

her compositions were much valued by M.
Ronsard, who was himself esteemed an eminent
poet, and thus eulogised her majesty

:

I saw the Scottish queen, so fair and wise
She seem'd some power descended from the skies

;

Near to her eyes I drew ; two burning spheres
They were ; two suns of beauty, without peers.
I saw them dimm'd with dewy moisture clear,
And trembling on their lids a crystal tear

j

Remembering France, her sceptre, and the day
When her first love pass'd like a dream away.

She had a good taste for music, and played
well upon several instruments, was a fine dancer,
and sat a horse gracefully, but her chief delight

seemed to be when she was employed among her
women at needlework.

On April 24, 1558, she was married to the
Dauphin, afterwards Francis II. over whom her
beauty and understanding gave her great influ-

ence. He dying, December 3, 1560, she returned
to her native country, leaving the most refined

and gay court in Europe, for the most turbulent

and austere. She arrived at Leith, August 23,
1561, and was married to her cousin Heniy lord

Darnley, July 29, 1565, upon which he was pro-

claimed king of Scotland. The beauty of Darn-
ley was his only merit, he was weak and cruel,

and by his conduct made Mary bitterly repent
the honour she had done him. Bursting into

her apartment, with some lords devoted to his

purpose, he seized and murdered Rizzio,t ^^
Italian musician, whom he himself first distin-

guished, and then in a few days openly declared

* Died at Falkland, December 13, 1542, leaving his
infant daughter to the care of a nobility distracted by ani-
mosities against each other.

t David Rizzio was murdered in the presence of the
queen, at Hoiyrood house, March 9, 1566.
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lie had no knowledge of the action. Darnley

was murdered, by his apartment being blown up
with gunpowder* Lord Bothwell, who was first

accused for the murder of Darnley, had for his

judges those who had instigated him to take part

'in the plot. Bothwell got the queen into his

power, and after various indignities, she was re-

quested by her nobles to marry him ; she had no

means to resist a step so fiital to her reputation

and her future peace, which was solemnized on

May 15, 1567. Factions and different interests

prevailing among the great, every thing ran into

disorder and confusion, loyalty and obedience to

the royal authority were no longer regarded, but

despised and abused. The earl of Bothwell was

forced to save his life by flight,t and the queen

sent prisoner to Lochlevin, and treated on the

road with the utmost scorn and contempt. After

she had been imprisoned eleven months at liOch-

levin, and forced to comply with unreasonable

terms, she made her escape,| and in a few days

she got an army of at least six thousand men.
The regent Murray on the other side, raised an

army, and Mary was defeated at Langside, near

Dunbarton, on the 13th of May, 1568; she was

obliged to save herself by flight, travelling sixty

miles in a day to the house of lord Herries. She
landed in England, at Workington, in Cumber-
land, May 16, 1568,§ and was removed from one

prison to another, for the space of about eighteen

years, in which she had often struggled for

liberty, and interested many in her cause ; she

was at length brought to a trial, condemned,
and beheaded, for being concerned in a conspi-

racy against the life of Elizabeth ; and suffered

with great equanimity. She was interred in the

cathedral church of Peterborough ; but her re-

mains were afterwards removed to a vault in

Henry Vllth's chapel, October 11, 1612, where
a most magnificent monument was erected to

her memory.
The misfortunes of the beautiful and accom-

plished queen of Scots, whatever were her virtues

or her vices, not only interested all Europe in the

age in which she lived and suffered, but con-

tinues to be a subject of discussion to the present

time. Authors vary much in their sentiments

concerning the character of this queen ; but all

agree that vslie was most cruelly and unjustly

treated. Mary was the great hope of the Catho-

lics; and Elizabeth's ministers aggravated the

hate of their mistress by a sort of crusading

zeal which has no pity or faith for a heretic. The
letters pretending to be written by her to Both-
well, before the death of her husband, which

* This event took place at Kirkafield, a retired situation

from Edinburgh, on the night of February 9. 1567.

James Douglas, eaii of Morton, was guillotined at

Edinburgh, June 2, 1581, for the supposed murder of lord
Darnley.

t He retreated to the Orkneys, and driven from thence,
committed some outrages on the trade of Denmark. He
was finally taken and immured in the castle of Malmoe,
in Norway, where he died, after ten years' confinement.

t She was aided in her escape from Lochlevin, by the
gallant George Douglas, in the night of the 2d of May,
1568.

§ See note page 3l6, ante.

Mr. Whitaker, in his History of Manchester^

has shown to contain many internal evidences of

forgery,without seal or superscription,were never,

even in copies, submitted to her perusal, or that

of her friends, so that she had no opportunities

of exposing their falsehood. She was of a height
approaching to the majestic, with a beautiful

and benevolent countenance, dark hair and eyes.

Mary had a flexibility of mind which yielded

to her feelings, even when her understanding
should have taught her better—prone to confi-

dence and generosity, she seemed to expect it,

even where she had been frequently deceived,

and,beforeconfinement had subdued her feelings,

was hysterical under the impression of mis-
fortune or unkindness. Mary was one of those

characters which we meet with very seldom in

the world ; and which, whenever they appear,

are applauded for their generosity by a few, and
condemned for their simplicity by the many.
They have an easy affiance of soul, which loves

to repose confidence, even when confidence is

weakness. They thus go on, still confiding, and
still confounded ; unable to check the current of
affiance that runs strong in their bosoms, and
suffering themselves to be driven before it in their

actions. A generous confidence in the virtue of

others is the mark of a soul conscious of the

energy of virtue in itself, buoyed up by its own
vigour within, and not yet drawn down by the

attraction of earth below. Mary's was oi this

kind. Time, if time had been allowed her, would
have forced her to learn the necessary wisdom of

the world. The great multitude ofmankind learn

it without the aid of time. They look into

their own hearts, and read it there. They have
no stubbornness of virtue to subdue ; they have
no forwardness of honour to restrain. Mary
had. She was cast in a much superior mould.
And she died at last a martyr to the sincerity of

virtue in herself, and to a resistance upon it in

others.*

One great motive for the enmity of Elizabeth

to Mary, was that the former could not be con-

tent with the great superiority which she had
over the latter, in a hardy vigour of understand-

ing, in a deep knowledge of the world, and in the

mysterious refinements of policy, in the strength

of her nation, and in the splendour of her govern-

ment. She must arrogate a superiority too, in

the very orb in which Mary shone so transcen-

dently. She must triumph over her in beauty,

in dancing, and in dress ; in those very accom-
plishments which give the sex such an influence

upon us, but in which we nevtfr think of rivalling

them. Elizabeth was a man in most other

respects. She would have been peculiarly one
in this. But the womanly part of her pre-

dominated here over the manly. And she, who

* The following very curious passage in MelvilVs
Memoirs, is pregnant with intelligence concerning this

under part of Elizabeth's character:—"The queen, my
mistress," says Mehill, "had instructed me to leave mat-
ters of gravity sometimes, and cast in merry purposes,
lest otherwise I should be wearied j she being well informed
of that queen's natural temper."
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could box lier generals upon occasion, could not

bear to be surpassed in accomplishments purely

feminine, by the most handsome, the most grace-

ful, and the most improved princess of her age.

All united to make Elizabeth an enemy to

Mary. As a queen, and as a woman ; as actu-

ated by political jealousies, as stimulated by
personal humours ; and as impelled by female

vanities; she became at first a pretended friend

to betray her, and at last she appeared an open
enemy to destroy her. She lavished all her arts

of deception upon her. She then found herself

to be so entangled in the strings of her own nets,

that she could not either retreat or advance : and
she thought herself obliged in the end, for the

sake of her own security, to terminate in desper-

ation, what she had commenced in jealousy. She
arraigned a queen of Scotland before a tribunal

of English nobles ; she thus set an example,
infamous in itself, pernicious to society, and
peculiarly pernicious and infamous to her own
country, of having a sovereign condemned to

the block by subjects: she urged her meaner
dependents upon assassinating Mary,* that she

might not behead her, but she found even their

consciences revolting at the villainous intimation.

She then signed the bloody warrant with her own
hand. She could be wantonly jocular at doing
it. She could pretend to recall it, when it had
been sent away. She could pretend to lay the

guilt of it upon her secretary's head.f She could

yet deny to Mary for ever, what was never denied

to the meanest criminal before, the favour of

having a clergyman of her own communion to

attend her. She could point her persecution

against the soul, as well as the body, of Mary.
And at length she stained her conscience with

one of the foulest murders that the annals of

the earth can produce ; then felt herself almost

petrified with horror, at the related execution

of what she had commanded; peculiarly haunted,
at the close of life, with the frightirul image
of the deed which she had committed; and
killed herself at last with a sullen bravery of

melancholy, the most extraordinary that is to

be met with in history.

Conspiracies were from time to time set on
foot by the catholic party, in order to liberate

Mary, and place her on the English throne ; but
that which appeals to our sympathy, and almost
demands our admiration, is that of Anthony

* Elizabeth gave orders for a letter to be sent to Pawlet
and Drury, the keepers of Mary, at Fotheringay, which
stated, that "they mipht surely ease her of that burden."
Pawlet's answer was that he refused to do any thing in-
consistent with the principles of honour and justice : the
queen burst into a violent ra^c, and called Pawlet "a
precise and dainty fellow, who would promise much and
perform nothing ; but others," said she, "will be found
who are less scrupulous."

Sir Amias Pawlet, the keeper of Mary, reports June 3rd,
1686. The Scottish queen is getting a little strength, and
has been out in her coach ; and is sometimes carried in a
chair to one of the adjoining ponds, to see the diversion of
duck hunting; but she is not able to walk without support.
t William Davison, secretary to Elizabeth, was fined

ten thousand pounds, which was most vigorously exacted
;

and though the queen survived the unfortunate Mary
seventeen years, she was ever inexorable to every petition
for his liberation. Died Dec. 23, 16O8.

Babington, a catholic ; a youth of large fortune,
the graces of whose person were only inferior to
those of his mind. Some youths, worthy of rank-
ing with the heroes, rather than with the traitors

of England, had been practised on by the sub-
tilty of Ballard, a disguished Jesuit of great in-

trepidity and talents, whom Camden calls " a
silken priest in a soldier's habit :" for this versa-

tile intriguer changed into all shapes, and took
up all names

;
yet, with all the arts of a political

Jesuit, he found himself entrapped in the nets of
thatmorecrafty one, the subdolous Walsingham.*
Of the fourteenf persons implicated in this con-
spiracy, few were of the stamp ofmen ordinarily

engaged in dark assassinations ; and the greater
number were surely more adapted for lovers than
for politicians. I'he intimates of Babington
were youths of congenial tempers and studies

;

and, in their exalted imaginations, they could
only view in the imprisoned Mary of Scotland a
sovereign, a saint, and a woman. But friend-
ship, the most tender, if not the most sublime
ever recorded, prevailed amongthis band of self-

devoted victims ; and the Damon and Pythias of
antiquity were here surpassed. John Ballard
himself commands our respect, although we re-

fuse him our esteem ; for he felt some compunc-
tion at the tragical executions which were to
follow the trial, and " wished all the blame
might rest on him, could the shedding of his
blood be the saving of Babington's life

!"

This extraordinary collection of personages
must have occasioned many alarms to Elizabeth,
at the approach of any stranger, till the conspi-
racy was sufficiently matured to be ended. Once
she perceived in her walks a conspirator ; and on
that occasion erected her "lion port," reprimand-
ing the captain of her guards, loud enough to
meet the conspirator's ear, " that he had not a
man in his company who wore a sword."—" Am
not I fairly guarded ?" exclaimed Elizabeth.
When the sentence ofcondemnation had passed,

then broke forth among this noble band that

* The spies of that singular statesman were the com-
panions or the servants of the arch-conspirator Ballard

;

for the minister seems only to have humoured his taste in
assisting him through this extiavagant plot.— i>'/.<frae/i.

t John Ballard, Anthony Babington, John Savage,
Robert Barnwell, Chidiock Titchburne, Charles Tilney,
and Edward Abington, were executed in St. Giles's Fields,
September 20, 1586. Ballard was first executed. Hewas
cut down and bowelled, with great cruelty, while he was
alive. Babington was taken from the gallows alive too,
and ready to be cut up, he cried aloud several times in
Latin Puree 7nih\, Domine Jesu ! Spai-e me, O Lord Jesus

!

Savage broke the rope, and fell down from the gallows,
and was presently seized on by the executioner, his privi-
ties cut off", and his bowels taken out while he was alive.
Barnevell, Titchburne, Tilney, and Abingdon, were exe-
cuted with equal cruelty. On the following day, Thomas
Salisbury, Henry Donn, Edward Jones, John Charnock,
John Travers, Robert Gage, and Jerome Bellamy, suffered
at the same place. Elizabeth, an cnliglitoned politician
commanded, that on the second day the odious part of the
sentence against traitors should not commence tiU after
their deaths.—See State Trials, vol. i.

There is an interesting historical novel, entitled the
Jesuit, whose story is founded on this conspiracy j re-
markable for being the production of a lady, without, says
Mr. D'Isracli, a single adventure of love. Hume has told
the tale with his usual grace j but the fuller narrative
may be found in Camden.
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spirit of honour, which surely had never been

witnessed at the bar among so many criminals,

that even one of the judges could not refrain

from being affected at the presence of such gal-

lant men as those before him. These heroic

yet affectionate youths had a trial intolerable to

their social feelings. The terrific process of ex-

ecuting traitors was the remains of feudal bar-

barism, and has only been lately abolished.

One of these generose adolescentuli, youths of

generous blood, was Chidiock Titchburne of

Southampton, a youth of ancient family, and

the more intimate friend of Babington. He had
refused to connect himself with the assassination

of Elizabeth, but his reluctant consent was
inferred from his silence. His address to the

populace breathes all the carelessness of life, in

one who knew all its value. How feelingly he

passes into the domestic scene, amidst his wife,

his child, and his sisters !—and even his servants.

Well might he cry, more in tenderness than in

reproach, " Friendship hath brought me to this."

VERSES,

Made by Chediock Tichebornb of himselfe in the Tower,
the night before he suffered death, who was executed for
treason, September 20th, 1586.

My prime of youth is but a frost of cares.

My feast of joy is but a dish of pain.

My crop of corn is but a field of tares.

And all my goodes is but vain hope of gain.
The day is fled, and yet I saw no sun,
And now I live, and now my life is done

!

My spring: is past, and yet it hath not sprung,
The fruit is dead, and yet the leaves are green.

My youth is past, and yet I am but young,
I saw the world, and yet I was not seen

;

My thread is cut, and yet it is not spun.
And now I live, and now my life is done

!

I sought for death, and found it in the wombe,
I lookt for life, and yet it was a shade,

I trade the ground, and knew it was my tombe.
And now I dye, and now I am but made.

The glass is full, and yet my glass is run

;

And now I live, and now my life is done !*

Previous to the arresting of the persons of the

conspirators, Mary was confined in a chamber of

the house of Tixal, where she was prohibited the

use of pen and ink, whilst her drawers were ran-

sacked by sir Amias Paulet, and all her papers

seized. From thatmoment the proceedingagainst

Mary excites pity for her untimely fate, and ad-

miration at the magnanimity with which she met
it. From the period of her landing in England,
it had been the policy and aim of Walsingham,
to see her bleed on the block ; and it was owing
entirely to his intrigues, that the crafty minister

contrived that Mary should be so involved in the

plot of Ballard, as to secure her for his victim.

* This pathetic poem has been printed in one of the old
editions of sir Walter Rawleigh's Poems, but could never
have been written by him. In those times the collectors
of the works of a celebrated writer would insert any fugi-
tive pieces of merit, and pass them under a name which
was certain of securing the reader's favour. The entire
poem in every line echoes the feelings of Chidiock Titch-
burne, who perished with all the blossoms of life and
genius about him in the May-time of his existence.
For a very interesting account of Chidiock Titchburne,

see Curiosities of Literature, vol. iii.

The dedicatory verses prefixed by Buchanan
to his paraphrastic Latin version of the Psalms,
and addressed to the queen of Scots, are both
from their collocation and elegance, a subject of
interest.*

Daughter of kings unnumber'd, whose fair hand
Sways Scotia's sceptre now with empire bland.
Passing in princely vutues regal place,
Years, sex, in spirit—origin, in giace.
Receive the songs of Israel's prophet king,
(But kind) which cloth'd in Latian vest I bring.
Those strains, in northern regions harp'd by me.
Far from the clime and spring of Castalie,t
Scarce worth recording might the minstrel deem.
Yet may he not reject what you esteem.
Transient the fame his feeble art can give.
Yet sanction'd by your smile they long may live.

The Missal oxPrayer Book which the unfortu-
nate Mary made use of on the scaffold, is pre-
served in the monastery of Benedictines, at

Bomhem, in Flanders. This book is said to

have been a present to her from pope Pius V.
It is a manuscript, on very fine vellum, beauti-

fully illuminated, with pictures and burnished
gold letters and flowers. It is an Ojficum Mari-
anum, with a diurnal of the saints, each sepa-

rately depicted. The book is covered with crim-
son velvet, and silver clasps and plates.j

The following is a fac simile from this very
curious work.ll

Towards the middle :

** Wi'^m goto j)or pta^tx^ iroo xtfjtx^

Near the end

:

**Mm^ otone gooti i^ate, as oft m
gott can not se me iioUglg toitfj gour

pragrs $ grag ^S^gte mt anU toj?tfj

ti&gs ftpetgallg ijecause it ts to tfie

l^ole ^Trgngtc bjljerin gou si&all 5oo

a great pleasitre unto we, bjjjJf^J^

ame gour lobgng mgstrejs, anU

eber togll ht. i^arge/*

By this inscription it would seem that she

gave it one of her faithful attendants, the moment
before her execution : this conjecture is con-
firmed by the History of Fotheringay. She
bequeathed 400 francs to Katherine.

Another Missal which belonged to the queen
of Scots, is now in the Imperial library at St.

Petersburg, and is described by Mr. Holman,
in his Travels through Russia and Siberia. 1825.

* It may not have occurred to scholars in general, that
the Scottish poet selected as his model on this occasion
the fine elegiacs by which Sannazarius inscribed to pope
Clement VII. his celebrated poem de Partu Virginis.—
Gresivell.

t For not to have been dipt in Lethe's lake
Could save the son of Thetis from to die

;

But that blind bard did him immortal make
With verses dipt in dew of Castalie.

—

Spencer,
t Gentleman's Magazine, vol. lix. page 779-

II Nichol's Literary Anecdotes, vol. ix. page 678.
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" This Missal, or Prayer-book, is bound in

purple velvet ; the leaves are of a rich vellum

of a large 8vo. size ; it is ten inches long, seven

broad, and an inch and a half thick. The
sheets are highly illuminated with pictures of

saints, with Saxo-Latin inscriptions under them.
In various parts were originally blank spaces

that had been filled up with observations and
lines of poetry in French, in the queen's own
hand-writing, and with her signature : of which
the following are translations.

On the first page

—

This belongs to me, Mary.

Subsequently

—

Sad fate ! that renders life as drear,
As useless, e'en as death could be,

WhUst all, to add to my despair,

Seems in its nature chang'd towards me.

No longer, as in times of old,

The wings of fame are spread.
With soaring flight, impartial, bold

—

Those times, alas ! are fled.

Her pleasures now are all confin'd.
And all her favours shine.

On those whom fortune (frail and blind)
Regards with smile benign.

Dull hours, which guided by my fate,

In sad succession flow.

The glorious sun in all its state.

Seems but to mock my woe.

Mary queen of Scots wrote poems on various

occasions, in Latin, Italian, French, and Scotch.
Advice to her Son, in two books, the consolation

of her long imprisonment A great number of

her original letters were preserved in the library

of the king of France, and in the Royal, Cotto-
nian, and Ashmolean libraries.

A catalogue has been preserved of the royal

library,* or rather of the remains of it ; delivered

over with the other chattels of queen Mary, by
the regent Morton, to James VI. The following
extract will show the nature of this collection

;

* * * * * «

The third volume of Titus Livius
The ellevint buik of St. Augustine
The first buik of sanct Augustine*****
Ane parte of Plutarche in Frenche
The legend aurie
* * * « *

Essais in Greik and Hebreu be Munster
The singular combat of David and Golias
The histories of the bible in figiu-es

The sectis of hereseis in tliis tyme
Clement Marot
The Epistle of Ignatius
Four homoleis anent the images in France
The treatie of the sacrament be Petir Martir
The ansuer to Johnne Calvynis epistle

Sangis of the bible in Frenche be I.ancelote de la Carle
The complaint of the universitie of Pareis contra the

Jesuittes.

* A document found by Mr. Thomson, of the Record
office, Edinburgh, and published by the Bannantyne club.
The Library of Mart/ queen of Scots and James VI. 4to.

In 1671, Morgan Phillipps' Defence of Mary queen of
Scotsjier right and title to the crown of England, in three
books, 8vo. was printed at Leige, a city of the Netherlands.
A copy of this scarce volume is in Marsh's library, at
Dublin, on the title page of which, a cotemporaneous
hand has written, From ivyne arid women, good Lord de-
lyver us

!

In taking a review of the state of literature

in the reign of Elizabeth, we are struck with

admiration at the rapid progress which was made
in the arts and sciences in this kingdom. Some
have carried their encomiums so far as to repre-

sent it as the golden age of English literature.

The mode of cultivating the Greek and Roman
learning became universal ; and the literary cha-

racter was no longer appointed to scholars by
profession,butassumed by the nobility and gentry.

The ecclesiastics had found it their interest to keep

the languages of antiquity to themselves, and
men were eager to know what had been so long

injuriously concealed. Truth propagates truth,

and the mantle of mystery was removed not only

from religion butliterature. The general curiosity

for new discoveries, heightened either by just or

imaginary ideas of the treasures contained in the

Greek and Roman writers, excited all persons of

leisure and fortune to study the classics. The
books of antiquity being thus familiarised to the

great, every thing was now tinctured with an-

cient history and mythology. The heathen

gods, although discountenanced by the Calvin

-

ists, on a suspicion of their tending to revive

and to cherish a spirit of idolatry, came into

general vogue. When the queen paraded through

a country town, almost every pageant was a

pantheon. When she paid a visit to the house

of any of her nobility, at entering the hall she

was saluted by the Penates, and conducted to

her privy-chamber by Mercury. The pages of

the family were converted into wood-nymphs,
who peeped from eveiy bower; and the footmen
gambolled over the lawns in the figure of satyrs.

After sleeping in a room hung with tapestry of

the voyage of ^neas, when her majesty hunted

in the park, she was met by Diana, who pro-

nouncing our royal bride to be the brightest

paragon of unspotted chastity, invited her to

groves free from the intrusions of Acteon. The
truth is, she was so profusely flattered for this

virtue, because it was the characteristic orna-

ment of the heroines, as fontastic honour was of

the champions, of the old barbarous romance.

It was in conformity to the sentiments of chivalry

which still continued in vogue, that she was

celebrated for chastity: the compliment, how-
ever, was paid in a classical allusion.

Elizabeth sought all occasions of being ex-

tolled for her beauty, of which, indeed, in the

prime of her youth she possessed but a small

share, whatever might have been her pretensions

to absolute virginity. No negociation succeeded

unless she was addressed as a goddess, which

was totally inconsistent with her high station.

Encomiastic harangues drawn from this topic,

even on the supposition of youth and beauty,

were surely superfluous, unsuitable, and un-

worthy; and were off'ered and received with an

equal impropriety. Yet, when she rode through

the streets of the city of Norwich, Cupid, at the

command of the mayor and aldermen, advanc-

ing from a group of gods who had left Olympus
to grace the procession, gave her a golden arrow,

the most eff'ective weapon of his well-furnished

3 D
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quiver, which under the influence of such irre-

sistible charms was sure to wound the most obdu-

rate heart. ' A gift,' says honest Hollinshead,
' which her majesty, now verging to her fiftieth

year, received very thankfully.' In one of the

fulsome interludes at court, where she was
present, the singing boys of her chapel presented

the story of the three rival goddesses on Mount
Ida, to which her majesty was ingeniously added

as a fourth; and Paris was arraigned in form for

adjudging the golden apple to Venus, which was
due to the queen alone.

This inundation of classical pedantry soon in-

fected our poetry. Our writers, already trained

in the school of fancy, were suddenly dazzled

with these novel imaginations, and the divinities

and heroes of Pagan antiquity decorated every

composition. The perpetual allusions to ancient

fable were often introduced without the least

regard to propriety. Shakspeare's Mrs. Page,

who is not intended in any degree to be a learned

or affected lady, laughing at the cumbersome
courtship of her corpulent lover, Falstaffe, says,

" I had rather be a giantess, and lie under Mount
Pelion." This familiarity with the Pagan
story was not, however, so much owing to the

study of the original authors, as to the nifme-

rous English versions of them, which were con-

sequently made. The dissemination of the scrip-

tures in the vulgar tongue, by means of the press,

while it greatly affected the language and ideas

of the people, was also of no small avail in giving

new directions to the thoughts of literary men,
to whom these antique Oriental compositions,

presented numberlessincidents, images, and sen-

timents, unknown before, and of the richest and
most interesting kind.

Spencer, Sidney, Shakspeare, Jonson ,Marlow,
Green, and Peele, may be considered as the

chief poetical names 'which adorn the reign of

Elizabeth. Almost all the poets, and many of the

other writers, were either courtiers themselves,

or under the immediate protection of courtiers,

and were constantly experiencing the smiles,

and occasionally the solid benefactions of royalty.

Not only the Greek and Roman writers, but
those of modern Italy and France, where it has

been shown that learning experienced an earlier

revival, had been translated into English, and
liberally diffused by means of the press, served

to excite a taste for elegant reading amongst all

classes of society. The study of the belles-lettres

was in some measure identified with the courtly

and arbitrary principles of the time, not so much
from any enlightened spirit in those who sup-

ported such principles, as from a desire of oppos-

ing the puritans, whose ascetic spirit and narrow
doctrines of religion led them to despise every

department of elegant literature.

This reign also produced Hooker, Raleigh,
and Francis Bacon, lord Verulum, who as a
philosopher, deserves the highest praise ; whose
style is copious and correct, and whose wit is

only surpassed by his learning and penetration.

During this period the whole island seemed as

if roused from her long habits of barbarity; arts,

commerce, and legislation, began to acquire new
strength every day ; and England which had
hitherto been the object of every invasion, and
a prey to every plunderer, now asserted her
strength in turn, and became terrible to its in-

vaders. The achievements of Drake, Hawkins,
Davis, Forbisher, Raleigh, Howard, and other
naval commanders, carried the British flag to

every part of the world. If we look through
history, and consider the rise of kingdoms, we
shall scarcely find an instance of a people be-
coming, in so short a time, wise, powerful, and
happy. Liberty, it is true, still continued to

fluctuate ; Elizabeth knew her own power, and
very often stretched it to the very verge of des-

potism. We are not to imagine from the ac-

counts of the religious and other controversies,

which were carried on during this reign, that an
entire freedom of debate and of writing, was
then admitted. The true liberty of the press

was by no means understood; and those who
wrote or printed any thing against the established

system, did it at great hazard; and the suffer-

ings which in some cases were inflicted on the
boldness of publication was, as we have shown,
extremely severe, and often despotic. After every

proper deduction has been made,enough remains
to fix the seventy or eighty years that elapsed

from the middle of the sixteenth century to

the period of the restoration, as " by far the
mightiest in the history of English literature,

or indeed of human intellect and capacity."

Dr. Wotton, in his Re/lections on Ancient and
Modem Learning, assures us, that no age was so

productive of learned women as the sixteenth

century. Speaking of the flourishing condition

learning was in at that time, he says, " it was so

very modish, that the fair sex seemed to believe

the Greek and Latin added to their charms; and
that Plato and Aristotle, untranslated, were fre-

quent ornaments of their closets," And Eras-

mus, speaking of the early part of this centuij,

says, " the scene of human things is changed

;

the monks, famed in times past for learning, arc

become ignorant ; and women love books."

—

Elizabeth herself was the most conspicuous of

the learned ladies of her reign. Tlie daughters
of the duke of Somerset ;* lady Killegrew ;f

* Anne, Margaret, and Jane Seymour, were the daugh-
ters of Edwai-d Seymour, duke of Somerset, and uncle
to king Edward VI. by Anne his second wife, daughter of
sir Edward Stanhope, knight, bywhom he had six daugh-
ters, all learned ; Anne, the eldest, was married, first to
John Dudley, earl of Warwick, and afterwards to sir

Edward Unton, Knight of the Bath : she died about the
end of the sixteenth century. Margaret died unmarried.
Jane also died single, notwithstanding her father's endea-
vour to have married her to king Edward VI. She was
maid of honour to queen Elizabeth, and in great favour ;

she died in 1560, in the twentieth year of her age, and
was buried in Westminster abbey, with great solemnity.
These three learned sisters wrote four himdred Latin
distichs on the death of the queen of Navarre, Margaret
de Valois, which were translated into Greek, French, and
Italian, and printed at Paris in 1557, under the title of
Tombeau de Marguerite de Valois, Reyne de Navarre.
t The fourth daughter of sir Anthony Cooke, was born

at Giddy hall, in 1530. She was married to sir Henry
Killegrew, and died about 15/6. Her death was lamented
in various epitaphs ; and on the monument erected to her
memory, in the church of Thomas, in the Vintry ward.
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Jane couutess of Westmoreland;* lady Eliza-

beth Russel ;t lady Burleigh ;]: Blanch Parry ,-||

Joanna Lumley ;§ lady Fane ;1[ Mary Sidney
countess of Pembroke,** and Elizabeth Jane
Weston, were the chief ornaments of this reign.

The colleges founded in the reign of Eliza-

beth were three in number; and tlie first en-

dowed by a Protestant was Jesus college, in the

university of Oxford, by Hugh Ap Rice, or

Price, who observing that his countrymen, who
were natives of Wales, were much neglected in

college endowments, petitioned queen Elizabeth

to found a college more particularly for their

benefit. She accordingly granted a charter,

dated 1571; but the queen seems to have

rendered no farther practical assistance than by
giving a quantity of timber from the royal

London, is an inscription composed by herself. She was
famous for her knowledge in the Hebrew, Greek, and
Latin tongues, and for her skill in poetry.
* Eldest daughter of Henry earl of Surry, who was

beheaded January 15, 1547, (see page 294 a«<e.) She was
married to Charles earl of Westmoreland, by whom she
had four daughters. She was instructed under John Fox.

t Third daughter of sir Anthony Cooke, born 1529, was
equal to her sisters, in having the advantages of a learned
education, and in the skiU of languages. She was married
first to sir Thomas Hobby, ambassador to the French court.

He died at Paris, in 1566. She next married lord John
Russel, son and heir to the earl of Bedford. He died be-
fore his father in 1584. When lady Russel died is unknown,
but it is supposed to have been about 1 597 ; for in a letter to

her nephew ,'Cecil, without date, she complains much of
bad health, and infirmities of age, and concludes, "your
lordship's owld awnt of compleat 63 years, that prays for

your lordship's long life." Poetical inscriptions and epi •

taphs were a favourite kind of composition with lady Rus-
sel. She wrote epitaphs, in Greek, Latin, and English,
for her husbands, son, daughter, brother, sister, &c.

t Eldest daughter of sir Anthony Cooke, born 1525. On
the 2lst of December, 1546, and in the 20th yeai- of her
age, she was married to sir William Cecil, afterwards
created lord Burleigh, lord high treasurer of England, and
privy councillor to queen Elizabeth, by whom he had many
children, all of whom died young excepting two daughters.
After a long and happy mairiage of forty-two yeais, she
died April 4, 1539, in the 6;^d year of her age. She was a
woman of exemplary virtue and engaging qualities, and
of an admirable understanding. She was buried in the
abbey church of Westminster, where a magnificent monu-
ment is erected to her memory. Five days after her
decease, lord Burleigh wrote what he calls, A Meditation
on the Death of his Lady, written in sorrow, in which he
praised her zeal for the maintenance of learning, by her
many benefactions to Cambridge, Oxford, and Westmin-
ster, her widely extended benevolence, and the sccresy
with which she did all these things—so that even he knew
them not during her life.

II
She was daughter of Henry Parry, Esq. of New-

court, Herefordsliire, born 1508, a great lover of an-
tiquities; and communicated to Dr. Powell, sir Edward
Stradling's manuscript history of the Winninp; of Glar-
morfran, or Morgunnwe out of the Welshman's hands, ^c,
which is published by the doctor in his History of Welsh
Princes. She procured of queen Elizabeth, to whom she
was "chief gentlewoman, and keeper of her majesty's
jewels," the grant of the mastership of St. Crosse's for
Dr. John Lee, when he was in distress. She drew up a
pedigree of the Parry family, and the gentility of her
descent. She died a maid, Feb. 12, 1589, in the eighty-
second year of her age, and was buried in Westminster
abbey, where a monument is erected to her memory, on
the south side of the chancel. In her wiU, written by
lord Burleigh's own hand, among other legacies, is ^6*500,

for an almshouse at Bacton.
§ Joanna Limilcy, eldest daughter and co-heiress of

Henry Fitz-Allen, earl of Arundel, and wife of John, lord
Lumley, by whom she had three sons, who died infants.
She died about I579, and was buried at Cheam, in Sony,
where a monument was erected to her memory.

If The lady Elizabeth Panels 21 Psalms and 102 Proverbs.
London: printed by Robert Crowley, 1550. 8vo.
** SeeCountcss of Pembroke, under the year l62\,post.

forests to aid the building. The library con-
tains a good collection oiE' books, and some
curiosities, among which is a silver bowl, weigh-
ing two hundred and seventy-eight ounces, and
capable of holding ten gallons; a metal watch,

given by Charles I.; and a huge stirrup, said to

have been used by queen Elizabeth.

Emmanuel college, in the university of Cam-
bridge, was founded by sir Henry Mildmay, of

Chelmsford, in Essex, chancellor of the ex-

chequer, and privy councillor to queen Eliza-

beth. In the library are many valuable and
scarce books, among which is TuUifs Offices.,

printed by Faust, in 1465 ; it appears to have
belonged to prince Arthur, brother of Henry
VIII. his arms beingpourtrayed on the title-page.

Sidney Sussex college was endowed by Frances
Sydney, countess of Sussex,and widow to Thomas
Radcliffe, third earl of Sussex. For this pur-
pose she bequeathed £5,000, and some other
property. In the librai*y are several objects, be-
sides books, which have been thought worthy of
preservation. Amongst these is a part of an in-

crustation of a child's skull, found in the isle of
Crete, about ten feet beneath the soil, and
brought to England in the year 1627. The
teeth are white and sound, and remain unchang-
ed ; but the other parts resemble a hard sand-
stone. The skull, when first deposited in the
college, was whole; but it was afterwards broken,
and some parts lost. It was esteemed so great a
curiosity, that king Charles I. was desirous of
seeing it ; and accordingly it was sent uj> to

the famous Dr. Ward, then master of the col-

lege, for his majesty's inspection.

The following is a curious regulation respect-

ing the library of Bene't college, in the university

of Cambridge.* The library is placed over the
chapel, and so extremely difiicult of access, that
even a fellow of the college is not permitted to

enter it unaccompanied by another fellow and a
scholar, who must remain with him during the
whole time of stay; for if a single book is

missing, according to the will of the donor, they
lose the whole ; and for that reason they are ex-
amined every year, by two persons of another
college. This library contains a valuable collec-

tion of manuscripts and printed books. Among
the former, are many relating to ecclesiastical

affairs, which had been collected by Leland at

the dissolution of the monasteries under Heuiy
VIII. and the original manuscript of the thirty-

nine articles. Of the latter, is one entitled

Rhetorica Nova^ impressa Cant. 1478, shewing
the antiquity of printing in Cambridge.

Corpus Christi, or Bene't college, (founded in

1351) differs in its origin from all others in the
universities of Oxford and Cambridge ; those

having been founded by the benevolence of one

* On May 7. ISSS, lord Burleigh, as chancellor of Cam-
bridge, issues rules for reforming the apparel, tuul other
disorders of the scholars ;

" and that the excess of coloured
shii-ts and ruffs, exceeding one inch and a half, (saving
for the sons of noblemen) be avoided presently ; and that
no scholar do wear any long locks of hair upon his
head, but that he be polled after the manner of the
gravest scholars, under the pain of 6s. M.

b
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or two persons, while this was established by the

union of two societies or gilds,* in the town of

Cambridge, and denominated Collegium Corpo-

ris Christi et Beatce Marice Virginis, is usually

called Bene't college, from its situation near St.

Benedict's church, which is appropriated thereto,

and was the last appropriation made in England.

During the period embraced by the reign of

Elizabeth, poetry was cultivated in Scotland by

a few individuals, who, if not so celebrated as

Dunbarf and Lindsay,]: were at least worthy fol-

lowers of the same school. The chief of these

were Alexander Scot, sir Richard Maitland, and
Alexander Montgomery. Their poems are chiefly

short pieces of a moral, satirical, or descriptive

kind; in which the versification is very correct,

and the language in general very happy, though

the style of the ideas seems a century behind

that of the English poetry of the same age.

The Cherry and the Slae\\ of Montgomery, is

a beautiful poem, describing the various passions

of the human soul, and which has retained its

popularity longer than any other poetical com-
position of the reign of James VI. Montgomery
appears from a passage in a memoir of Mure
of Rowallen, his nephew, to have died between
the years 1607 and 1611. During the reign of

James VI. the admirable Crichton§ also adds a

lustre on the Scottish name.

* A gild was a company of persons associated for chari-
table, religious, or mercantile purposes, and is supposed
to have been a Saxon institution.

t William Dunbar was born at Salton, in East Lothian,
about 1465, He became a clergyman, and flourished at
the Scottish court from about the year 1500 to 1530, in
which year he is supposed to have died. Some of his
poems are humorous, and refer to humble life ; others
are allegorical, and full of beautiful natui-al imagery ; a
third kind are moral and instructive ; and he is equally
happy in all. His chief poems are the Thistle and the Rose,
in 1503 ; and the Friars of Berwick. His poems were
published with notes, by sir David Dalrymple.

X The warkis of the famous and vorthie knicht, schir
David Lyndesay, of the mont, alias, Lyoun king of amies.
Netvly correctit, and vindicate from the former errouris
fjuhair, with thay war befoir corruptit, and augmentit with
sindrie warkis, qvhilk was ?iot befoir imprentit, 8fc. Newlie
imprentit by Johne Scot,at the expensis ofHetirie Charteris,
and are to aesauld in hisbuith, on the north sydeofthe gait,
above the throne. Cum privilegio regali. 1568. 4to. Henry
Charteris printed another edition in 1588, with a print of
justice and religion. And again in 1592.

II
The Cherrieand the Slae. Complyt into Sc oftis metre,

by Alexander Montgomerie. Edinburgh, printed by R.
Waldegrave, 1595, Qvo. In 1822, the poetical works of
Montgomery appeared in a very handsome edition, under
the superintendence of Mr. David Laing, with a biographi-
cal preface from the pen of Dr. Irving.

§ James Crichton, of whom so many wonderful things
are related as to have procured him the name of "the
admirable Crichton," was born in 1551, in the county of
Perth, of a good family, and educated at St. Andrew's,
where he made a rapid progress in the languages and
sciences. At the age of twenty he visited Paris, and
acquired uncommon reputation as a disputant, and for his
skill and activity in games of all sorts, as well as martial
exercises. He next went to Rome, and displayed his
talents in the presence of the pope and cardinals. From
thence he travelled to Venice, where he became intimate
with the learned Aldtis Manutius, printer, who dedicated
to him the Paradoxes of Cicero, in a strain of panegyric
which borders on the ridiculous. At Padua he held dispu-
tations with the most learned professors on a number of
subjects, but particularly on the Aristotelian philosophy.We next find him at Mantua, where he is reported to have
slain a famous master in a duel. The duke of Mantua was
so pleased with Crichton as to appoint him tutor to his
son, who was a very licentious young man. This appoint.

1587. From a book without date, but supposed
to have been printed in this year, it appears that

Robert Triplett, " stationer, or bookebinder,

dwelt at the signe of the Aqua Vitse Still, neere

Okie Fish-street," Oxford.
1587. Thomas Marshe or Marsh, an oiigi-

nal member of the stationers' company, entered

on the livery 1562, and filled the various oflices

of the company: he appears to have been a dis-

orderly character, and was frequently fined for

disobedience of their ordinances. He dwelt in

Fleet-street, at the Prince's Arms, near St. Dun-
stan's Church, according to some of his colo-

phons,* but in Askam^s Almanac it is styled the
' King's aims.' Strype, in Stoiv^s Survey, says

that he had a great license to print Latin books
used in the schools of England, against which
the poor stationers complained to the lord

treasurer, when a compromise took place between
them.

1587. Henry Marshe was a relation to the

above, and with Gerard Dewes, assignee. He
succeeded to the house and business, (after the

death of T. Marshe, if not before) for the first

book printed by Henry is dated 1584. In 1585,

he \)rmted Francis Kett his epistle to diverspapists

in England, proving the pope to be the beast men-

tioned in the xiii Revelat. ^c. 8vo. The author

of this work was the last person who suffered for

heterodox opinions, which took place in 1589.

In 1587, he printed the Mirror for Magistrates,

4to, in which he calls himself the assignee of

Thomas Marshe. He likewise printed divers

yearly almanacks, and prognostications, wrote by

Henry Lowe, doctor in physick.

1587. Abraham Vele, or Veale, was a
member of the company of drapers, and after-

wards admitted a member ofthe stationers' com-
pany, by whom he was several times fined. He
appears to have been in business for the space of

thirty-five years, and printed twenty-four works.

His residence was at the sign of the Lamb, in

St. Paul's church yard.

1587. Henry Middleton dwelt at the sign

of the Falcon, in Fleet-street, and was in part-

nership with Thomas East, so early as 1569;
but whether he was son of William Middleton,

noticed at page 298, ante, is uncertain. He
printed thirty-six works, many of which were in

Latin. In 1587, he printed A godlie garden, otit

ofwhich most comfortable hearbes may begathered

for the wounded conscience of all penitent sinners.

Perused and allowed. 24mo.

ment, however, proved fatal to him ; for one night, as he
was walking through the streets in carnival time, he was
attacked by six assassins, and after a gallant defence lost

his life. It is said that the person who gave him the fatal

stroke was the prince his pupil. This event is placed in

the year 1583. Four of his Latin poems are extant, but
so very wretched as to stamp the marvellous character of
him, given by some biographers, with the charge of im-
posture.

* Colophon is a word derived from a city of that name,
inAsia,where the artists of all descriptions were exceedingly

expert, insomuch that KoXo^wya Im^iOsyaL became a
proverb among the Greeks, signifying ulliman manam
imponere, to put the finishing hand to any thing. The
same idea was implied by the word Colophonem among the
Romans, Sec—ThomRs'a History nf America, vol. i. 1810,
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1587, S^t. 13. As a proof of the popularity

of the Italian language in England at this

time, archbishop Whitgift permitted an edition

of the Decameron of Bocace,* to be printed by
Wolfe ; and the bishop of London allowed the

Amorous Fiametta\ of the same author, to be
printed by John Charlewood. In the following

year, several other Italian works received a
privilege to be printed.

1587, Oct. In the company of stationers'

book is an an entry of a license to John Charle-
woode, by the whole consent of the assistants,

that he shall have " the only imprinting of all

manner of hills for players; provided that if

any trouble arise hereby, then Charlewood to

bear the charges."

1587. The lirst Almanack printed in Ireland,

was by William Farmer, Dublin, 4to. Few books
were as yet printed in Ireland; whatever was
written there was sent to London, Douay, Paris,

or Antwerp.

1588, Feh. 15. Died^ John Bienne, of

whose birth and origin no account has been
discovered, distinguished himself not a little

amongst the learned printers of Paris. Maittaire

finds his Latin impressions first mentioned in

1566. He espoused the widow of William
Morel, and was put in possession of his appara-
tus and establishment. There seems to be no
proof extant of his possessing the title of " Typo-
graphus Regius," beyond his use of the mark
hitherto peculiar to artists who enjoyed that

honour. MaittJiire does not attribute the dis-

tinction to him, but acknowledges that he de-

served it. His name is frequently found in con-
junction with those of other "libraires," who
occasionally share in his literary speculations, or

employed his press. Chevillier attributes to

him. Novum Testamentum Syriace et Greece^

cum versione interlineari Latina, 4to. 1584 ;"

which was in fact a joint impression with Simon
Prevosteau. But the chef d'ceuvre of the press

of Bienne, is doubtless Demosthenes, Greece,

cum scholiis Ulpiani, fol. the impression of
which had however been commenced by William
Morel, twelve years before ; but was interrupted
partly by the civil wars, partly by the domestic
embarrassments of that meritorious printer, and
partly by his death. Bienne had the glory of
resuming and perfecting this fine volume, under
the inspection and revision of Lambinus ; and
the variations in the titular subscription of dif-

ferent copies prove, that Jacobus Dupuys, and
Michael Somnius, both participated in the
charge of the impression. Some copies exhibit

* Boccacio's Decameron is a collection of one hundred
novellettes, in which he gave a degree of polish to his
country's language unknown before.

t Amorous Fiametta. Wherein is sette doivne a cata-
logue of all and nmguler passions of love and iealosie, inci-

dent to an enamored young gentlewoman, with a noble
caueat for all women to eschewe deceitfull and wicked love,

by an apparent example of a Neapolitan lady, her approued
and long miseries, and wyth many sound dehortations from
the same. First wrytten in Italian, by master John Boc-
cace, the learned Florentine, and Pact Laureate. And now
done into English, by B. Giovano del M. Temp. Printed
for Thomas Gubbin. 4to.

the names and marks of these respective " li-

braires." Reiske made this the basis of his

edition. He has given a minute account of it,

Prcefat. ad Demosth. and says the part executed
by Morel, namely, as far as the Oratio de falsa
legatione, has greatly the superiority over the
latterpart edited by Lambinus: both with regard
to the critical labour bestowed upon it, the cor-

rectness of the typography, and even the quality

of the paper.

An epigram by Scaevola Sammaranthus, seems
to imply that he perished by the hands of an
assassin. It is said he left a daughter, so accom-
plished in Greek and Hebrew as to be able to

conduct the printing of works in those languages.
1588. John Wyghte, or Wight, was a

member of the worshipful company of drapers

;

and although he was not a brother of the wor-
shipful company of stationers, seems, on account
of his profession, to have been under their juris-

diction. He was once fined by them for keeping
open shop on St. Luke's day ; another time,

because that he had certain books, (which
seem to have been Primers,) illicitly printed,

found in his custody, for this he was fined iiij/.

His residence was at the sign of the Rose, at the
north door of St, Paul's. He was accounted
more of a bookseller than a printer ; although
twenty-three works bear his imprint, from the
commencement of his typographical labours in

1551, and to which he fixed the annexed very
handsome device.

In 1586, he printed A booke of the arte and
manner how to plant and graffe all sortes of trees.

Sec. translated from the Irencli by Leonard
Mascall, and dedicated to sir John Paulet,
knight, lorde St. John, in which are found the
following old English rules for purchasing land.

Who so wil be wise in purchasing.
Let him consider these points following.
First see that the lande be cleare.

In title of the sellar.

And that it stand in danger.
Of no woman's dowrie.
See whether the tenure be bond or free.
And release of euerie feoffee.
See that the seller be of age.
And that it lie not in morgage.
Whether a taile be thereof found.
And whether it stand in statute Itound.
Consider what seruice longeth thereto,
And what quitrent thereout must go.
And if it be come of a wedded woman.
Think thou then on couert baron.
And if you may in any wise,
Make thy charter with warrantise.
To thee, thine heires, assignes also.

Thus should a wise purchaser do.
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1588, i^ei. 13. A proclamation against certaine

seditious and schismatical bookes and libels, &c.

was published, shewing that they were slander-

ous to the state, and to the ecclesiastical govern-

ment, established by law, &c. That they should

immediately be brought in and destroyed, and

that no author, printer, or desperser, should dare

to offend herein, under the pain of her majesties

displeasure , and being prosecuted with severity.

A broadside. Pnnted hy the deputies of Christo-

pher Barker.

1588. Died, Robert Crowley, Croleus, or

CROLE, a scholar, preacher, and printer of the

city of London. He was a native of Gloucester-

shire, was a student of the university of Oxford

in 1534, and soon after becames demy of Mag-
dalen college. In 1 553, being bachelor of arts, he

was made probationary fellow of the said house,

by the name of Robert Crole. In the reign of

Edward VI. he lived in Ely Rents, Holborn,

where he printed and sold books, and likewise

preached in the city ; on the accession of queen

Mary, he fled to Frankfort, with several English

protestants. He returned at her decease, and
had several benefices bestowed on him, among
which was St. Giles's, Cripplegate, of which he

wrote himself vicar in 1566. He was admitted

a member of the stationers' company (gratis) in

1578. Having lived to a good old age, he was
buried in the above church, and the following

inscription was engraven on a brass plate on his

tombstone :

HERB LIETH THE BODY OP ROBERT CROWLEY, CLERK,

LATE VICAR OF THIS PARISH, WHO DEPARTED
THIS LIFE THE 18TH OF JUNE, 1588.

The poverty of his widow, in 1592, induced the

company of stationers to allow her a noble per

quarter. Eighteen works bear his imprint, and
many of his works were printed for him by
others. In 1550, he printed a work in metre,

with this title :

—

Pleasure and jyain. Heaven a?id hell.

Remember these four, and all shall be well.

A new yeres gyfte, wherein is taught the know-
ledge of ourself, and the fear of God ; toorthy to

he geven and thankfullye recyed of all christen

Tnen ; M dxlix, the last day of December.—
Authore eodem Roberto Croleo. 12mo.

Robert Crowley^s confutation of Nicholas Shax-
ton, bishop ofSarum ; his recantation of thirteen

articles, at the bwning of Mrs. Anne Askeiv.

London, imprinted by John Day, 1548. 8vo.

1588, June. Died, Timothy Ryder, printer,

and beadle to the stationers' company. He was
the son of John Ryder, of Wedenbct, in the

county of Northampton; and was instructed in

the typographic art by Richard Lynel, to whom
he was bound apprentice in 1563, for the term
of seven years from the Purification. He was
made free on the 21st of March, 1570, but he is

supposed to have been unsuccessful, as he re-

ceived aid from his company, and was ultimately
appointed their beadle; in which situation, in
July, 1580, his salary Mas raised " from xls. to

vi/." In July, 1582, the court of assistants

gave him the copy of The Paradyce of Daintie

Devyses, which had belonged to Henry Disley

;

and in 1584, they granted him the copy of The
widowes treasorer, which had likewise been the

property of Disley; but he had not the power to

dispose of this copy without the leave of the

court, which also appointed that Ro. Walgi'ave
should print for him The booke that concerneth

phisike and chirtvrgerie. In Dec. 1586, he
entered a ballad entitled Hoiv make batis abased

a man and hys ivife : but was excused the 4d.

entrance money. The April following, by
reason of his infiimities, which rendered him
incapable to execute the business of his office,

he was obliged to resign, and John Wolf was
chosen to do the duty, '' to have xl. s. with the

availes, and on his good behaviour to have the

preference in case of death.' In July, Wolf
was fully appointed, with the stipend of vi. I.

a year ; Rider to continue in his dwelling, in the

hall, till Midsummer next; and on his good
behaviour to have iv. 1. yearly, as a free gift.

The poor man, however, died before the time

limited him to quit his dwelling; for on the 25
June, 1588, it was agreed by the court that Mrs.

Rider shall have xl. s. yerely during her widow-
hood, and that she shall avoid out of the hall at

Michaelmas next, and then John Wolf to enter

upon it. I have never (continues Herbert) seen

either of the above-mentioned books printed by
or for him; but an edition of the former is

mentioned by Mr. Warton, (Hist. Engl. Poet.

vol. iii. p. 285, note i.) as printed in 1585, which
very probably was printed for him. I have not

met with any account of the others. The only

book of Ryder's now extant, is entitled Tlie Prac-

tice of the Diu£ll, printed without date, in 4to.

1588, July. It is really very curious to trace

back to their origin many of our laws, institu-

tions and privileges. As little could it have been

conjectured, at the period of the threatened

invasion of England by the Spanish Armada,
that that circumstance would lead to the intro-

duction of newspapers into this country, and the

subsequent freedom of the press and establish-

ment of our civil liberties, as that the dispute

between Henry VIII. and pope Clement VII.
respecting a divorce, should be the cause of the

reformation
; yet such was the fact.

The history of newspapers is so interwoven

with the historical annals of our country, and so

truly exemplifies the prqgress of literature and
science, that whatever tends to elucidate their

origin and progress,must at least add something
to our knowledge, and throw light upon the

state of society, or the philosophy of the times

in which they were published ; for they appear

to liave represented the times when, and the

people among whom they originated. It is

curious to take a retrospective view from the

time of tlieir origin, and to observe the gradual

development of the mind of the mass of the

people, their desire for information, and the con-

sequent improvement of newspapers, and their

influence upon society. Englishmen may indeed
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look back witli pride to the period when the

freedom of the press was first established, and
each subject began to feel an individual political

existence.

Mr. George Chalmers, in his Life of Ruddi-
man, discovers, in England, the first newspaper.

It, may gratify national pride, says he, to be
told that mankind are indebted to the wisdom of

Elizabeth and the prudence of Burleigh, for the

first newspaper. It was a wise policy to prevent,

during a moment of general anxiety, the danger
of false reports, by publishing real information

;

and the queen therefore resolved to inform her

people of the extent of the danger inipending

over them. She began to publish, at irregular

intervals, a sheet bearing the following title :

Published by AUTHORITIE,
FOR THE PREVENTION OF FALSE REPORTS.—NO. 50.

Whitehall, July 23d, 1588.

There are four of these papers preserved in

the BritishMuseum among Sloane's manuscripts

4106; three are numbered 50, 51, and 54, and
are printed in Roman characters; the first is

dated from Whitehall, July 23, 1588. The
first article, contains advices from sir Francis

Walsingham, that the Armada* was seen in the

chops of the channel, making for the entrance

with a favourable gale. An account is then

given of her majesty's fleet, which consisted of

eighty sail divided into four squadrons, com-
manded by the lord high adrairal,f in the Ark-
Royal, sir Francis Drake^i and admirals Haw-
kins and Frobisher. By the best computation, it

is added, the enemy could not have numbered
less than 150; but as soon as they were seen

from the top masts of the English fleet, instead

* Philip TI. of Spain, husband of Mary, queen of Eng-
land, had spent five years in preparing^ for this expedition.

He concluded that, as Elizabeth was the chief bulwark of
the Protestants, could he but subdue this princess, he
should acquire the immortal fame of re uniting the whole
Christian world in the Catholic communion ; he, therefore,

raised the Spanish armament, known by the name of the
Invincible Armada, which he placed under the com-
mand of the marquess of Santa Cruz ; but the anxiety of
that nobleman caused his death, and the duke of Medina
was appointed to the command. On the IQth of May,
1588, the Spanish fleet sailed from the Tagus; and the
English fleet left Plymouth harbour about the same time,
under the command of Charles Howard, earl of Efling-
ham. During this critical juncture, queen Elizabeth
showed herself to be possessed of great courage. She
anticipated certain success, and even spoke in positive
terms of her intention to accompany her troops to battle.

She appeared at Tilbury, mounted on a white palfry, and
rode along the ranks, while the soldiers filled the air with
shouts of triumph. The once formidable Armada was then
bufi'etting the adverse winds on its return to Spain ; and
the duke of Medina, when he reached the port of St.

Andero, on the 1st September, had to lament the loss of
thirty ships and ten thousand men. The kinj>-, his master,
received the intelligence with fortitude and moderation,
saying, " I sent my fleet to combat the English, not the
elements." And he thanked God that the whole had not
been destroyed. A particular account of the disastrous
fate of this vast armament will be found by the reader in
Lingard's History of England, vol. viii. p. .131, 8vo. edition.

t Charles Howard of Effingham, earl of Nottingham,
was lord high admiral, and commander of the fleet which
defeated the Spanish Armada. He died Dec. 14, 1624.

t For an account of sir Francis Drake, sec 1595, jwst.

of exciting any fear of the result, they were
hailed by the sailors with acclamations of joy.

Under the head London, the following account
of an interview which the mayor, aldermen, and
common council, had had the day before with

her majesty, for the purpose of assuring her of

their resolution to stand by her with their lives

and fortunes to the last.

"London, July the 23d.
" The lord mayor, aldermen, common council,

and lieutenancy, of this great citie, waited upon
her majestic at Westminster, this afternoon, with

assurances of their hearty and unanimous reso-

lutions to stand by and support her majestic at

the critical juncture with their lives and for-

tunes, when her invaluable life, the true Protes-

tant religion, and all the privileges of free-bom
Englishmen, are threatened by an open attack

from our bigotted and blood-thirsty adversaries,

the Spaniards, The queen received them very

graciously, and assured them she did not doubt
their zealous endeavours to serve theyr countrie

on the present very important occasion ; that for

her part she relied upon God's providence, and
the goodnesse of her cause, and was resolved to

run all risques with her faithfull subjects.—Im-
printed at London, by Christ. Barker, her high-
ness' printer."

Under the date of July 26, there is the fol-

lowing notice

:

" Yesterday the Scots ambassador, being intro-

duced to sir Francis Walsingham, had a private

audience of her majesty, to whoip he delivered

a letter from the king his master; containing the
most cordial assurances of his resolution to

adhere to her majesty's interests, and to those

of the protestant religion. And it may not here
be improper to take notice of a wise and spiritual

saying of this young prince (he was twenty-two)

to the queen's minister at his court, viz. That all

the favour he did expect from the Spaniards was
the courtesy of Polypheme to Ulysses, to be the

Ihst devoured.
^^

Mr. Chalmers defies the gazetteer of the

present day to give a more decorous account
of the introduction of a foreign minister.

These were, however, but extraordinary

gazettes, not regularly published. In this ob-

scure origin, they were skilfully directed by the

policy of that great statesman Burleigh, who to

inflame the national feeling, gives an extract of

a letter from Madrid, which speaks of putting

the queen to death, and the instruments of tor-

ture on board the Spanish fleet.

In these Mercuries some advertisements of

books run like those of the present times, and
exhibit a picture of the literature of those days.

All these publications were imprinted and sold

by the queen's printers. Field and Barker. It is

probable that after the defeat of the Armada, no
later number ^vas published than 54. But the

appetite for news thus created, never subsided in

this country, and within a few years the metropo-
lis had no Lack of Mercurios, Corantos, Gazettes,

and Diumals. And we soon find packets of
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news published, in the shape of small quarto
pamphlets, as they arrived. These were entitled,

Neivs from Brest, or a Diurnal of sir John
Noiris, i^c. printed by Richard Yardley, 1594,

Ato. Newsfrom Flanders,\b9d. Neu^sfrom Italy,

Hungary, &c. as they happened to refer to the

transactions of their respective countries, and
generally purported to be translated from the

Low Dutch. It is, however, during the civil

wars, when the minds of men were more at

variance, when their tempers were inflamed to a
greater fierceness, and gave a keener edge to the

sharpness of civil discord, that we are to look for

the dissemination of these Weekly News Books,

as they were then called, and to which we refer

the reader.*

The three months following the defeat of the

Annada, witnessed a fresh persecution of the

Catholics in England, of whom about thirty

suffered the punishment of traitors, for the prac-

tice of their religion only, without a single accu-
sation of disloyalty.

1588, Oct. 5. A true report of the inditement,

arraignment, conviction, condemnation, execution,

of John Weldon, William Hartley, and Robert
Sutton, who suffered for high treason in several

places about London, imprinted by Richard Jones,

1588. 4to.

A packe of Spanish lyes, sent abroad in the

world ; first printed in Spaine in the Spanish
tongue, and translated out of the originall. Now
ripped up, unfolded, and by ju^t examination
condemned, as contei/ning false, corrupt, and de-

testable wares, worthy to be damned and burned.
Printed bi/ the deputies of Christopher Barker.
1588. Atd.

1588. Queen Elizabeth grants a patent to

John Spilman, a German, to erect a paper-mill
at Dartford, in Kent, which has generally been
considered the^rs^ in England ; but several in-

stances have been given to the contrary. The
following work was first printed in 1558
A sparke of friendship, and warm good ivill

;

with a poem concerning the commodity of sundry
sciences ; especially concerning paper, and a mill,

lately set up neer Dartfort by a high German,
called Mr. Spilman, jeweller to the queen majesty.

1588, Ato. Dedicated to sir W. Raleigh. Begins,

enforced by affection that, &c. where friendship

finds good grownd to grow upon.
John Spilman is said to have brought over

in his portmantua the two first lime trees, which
he planted at Dartford, and are still growing.

* The Roman poet (Ovid) in the following lines, shows
the desire of the Roman people for news. Publius Ovidius
(Naso) was born B. C. 43, and died A. D. 18.

Hither in crowils the vulgar come and go

;

Millions of rumours here fly to and fro
;

Lies mixt with truth, reports that vary still,

The itching ears of folks unguarded fill

:

They tell the tale ; the tale in telling grows,
And each relater adds to what he knows;
Rash error, light credulity are here,
And causeless transport and ill grounded fear

;New -raised sedition, secret whispers blown
By nameless authors and of things unknown.
Fame, all that's done in heaven, earth, ocean views.
And o'er the world still hunts around for news.

Garth's Ovid, b. xii.

1588. Thomas Vautrollier was a scholar

and printer from Paris, or Roan, came into Eng-
land about the beginning of queen Elizabeth's

reign, and first commenced business in Black
Friars. On June 19, 1574, he received a patent,

or licence, from the queen, to print the New
Testament, (which he often inserted at the end.
In 1584, he printed Jordanus Brunm, for which
he fled, and the next year being in Edinburgh,
he first taught that nation the use of doing their

work in a masterly manner ; where he continued
until, by the intercession of friends, he procured
his pardon ; as appears from a dedication of his

to the right worshipful Thomas Randolph, esq.

where he returns him thanks for his great favour,

and for assisting him in his great distress. He
married his daughter, Jakin, to Richard Field,

printer, in Black Friars, January 13, 1588, and
buried several children in that parish, as appears
from their church books. Vautrollier was a very
curious printer, as is evident from his produc-
tions, and commonly used an Anchor within a
compartment, with this motto, anchora spei.

He printed seventy-eight works, most of which
were in Latin. lu 1588, he printed Certain
advertisements out of Ireland, concerning the

losses and distresses happening to the Spanish
navy, upon the tvest coasts of Ireland, in their

voyage intended from the northern isles beyond
Scotland toivards Spain. Ato.

1588. A translation of the Bible into the Po-
meranian tongue, a dialect of the Lower Saxony,
was priijited at Bardt, a sea-port town of Pome-
rania, in 4to. by order, and at the expense of

Bogislans XIII. duke of Pomerania. It is said

to have been printed on good paper, with neat

types, and accompanied with plates. In 1590,
the Juvenila of M. A. Muretus, was printed at

Bardt, bearing for imprint. Bardi Pomerana:,

ex officina Principis. A copy of this latter work
is in the Bodleian library.

1588. Robert Walde grave, was descended
from a good family, and commenced the art of

printing in the year 1578, in the Strand, near

Somerset House; from thence he removed to

Foster-lane ; but afterwards, by being the printer

of the Mar-prelate tracts, his press was seized

and destroyed, by the earl of Derby, at Man-
chester, which involved him in troubles, and
obliged him to retire to Wales; but by the

assistance of his friends, overcame his difficul-

ties, and went to Edinburgh, when James VI.
granted him a patent for printing the Confession

of Faith, which is dated, March 13, 1589.

Waldegrave used as his mark, a Swan in an
oval, and about it this motto, God is my
Helper.

In page 34 of Martin Mar Prelate, &c. are

the following lines :
" There was the last som-

mer, a little catechisme, made by M. Dauison,

and printed by Waldegrave ; but before he coulde

print it, it must be authorized by the bishop,

either Canterbury or London. He went to

Canterbury to have it licensed, his grace com-
mitted it to doctor Neuerbegood (Wood) he read

it oner in half a yere ; the booke is a great one,
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of two sheets of paper. In one place of tbe

booke the means of saluation was attributed to

the worde (preached) and what did he thinke

you ? he blotted out the worde (preached) and
would not have that worde printed; so ascribing?

the way to work mens saluation to the word read."

1588. In this year mention is made of one
knave Thackwell, a printer, in Wales, who
is mentioned in a book iutitled, Bridtje's, Sec. by
Martin Marprelate, p. 23. where he says, piti-

fully coraplayning, is there any reason, why
knave Thackwell, the printer, which printed

popish and traiterous Welsh books, in Wales,
should have more favour at your gracelesse

handes, then poore Waldegrave, wlio never

printed any book against you, that contayneth
either treason or impiety. Thackw ell is at liberty

to walk where he will, and permitted to make the

most he could of his press and letters ; whereas
Robert Waldegrave dares not shew his face, for

the blood-thirstie desire you have for his life,

only for printing of bookes, which toucheth the

bishops myters. You know that Waldegrave'*
printing press and letters were taken away ; his

press being timber, was sawen and hewed in

peices, the yron work being battered and made
unserviceable, his letters melted, with cases, and
other tooles, defaced (by John Woolfe, alias

Machivill, beadle of the^ stationers, and most
tormeiiting executioner of Waldegrave's goods)
and he himself utterly deprived for ever printing
againe, having a wi^e and sixe small children.

Will this monstrous crueltie never be revenged
think you ? when Waldegrave's goods was to be
spoiled and defaced, there were some printers,

that rather than all the goods should be spoyled,

offered money for it, towards the reliefe of the
man's wife and children, but this could not be
obtayned, and yet popishe Thackwell, though he
printed popishe and trayterous bookes, may have
the favour to make money of his presse and let-

ters. And reason to. For Waldegrave's pro-
fession overthroweth the popedome of Lambe-
bith ; but Thackwel's popery maintayneth the
same. And now that Walgrave hath neither
presse nor letters, his grace may dine and sup
the quieter. Waldegrave hath left house and
home, by reason of your unnatural tyrannic

;

having left behind him a poor wife and sixe
orphans, without any thing to relieve them. For,
the husband you have bereaved both of his trade
and goods. Be you assured, that the crye of
these will one day prevail againsst you, unlesse
you desist from persecuting.

And good your grace, I do now remember
myself of another printer, that had presse and
letter in a place called Charterhouse, in London
(in anno 1587,neere about the time of the Scot-
tish queen's death) intelligence was given unto
your good grace of the same, by some of the
stationers of London; it was madeknowen unto
you, what work was in hand, what letter the book
was on, what volume, viz. in octavo, in half
sheetes, what workmen wrought on the same

;

namely, I. C. the earle of Arundel's man, and
three of his seiTants, with their several names.

what liberalitie was bestowed on those workmen
and by whom, &c. Your grace gave the station-

er the hearing of this matter, but to this day
the parties were never called in coram for it

;

but yet by your leave my lord, upon this in-

formation unto your honourable worship, the
stationers had newes, that it was made knowen
unto the printers, what was done unto your good
grace, and presently insteed of the work, which
was in hand, there was other appointed, as they
say, authorized, by your lordship. I will not
say it was your owne doing ; but by your sleeve,

thought is free. And my good L. (nay, you
shall be none of myL. but M. Whitgift and you
will,) are you partiall or no in all your actions,

tell me? yes you are ? I will stand to it? Did
you get a decree in the high court of starchamber
only for Waldegrave? If it bee in generall (and
you not partiall) why set you not that printing
presse and letters out of Charterhouse, and dis-

troy them, as you did Waldegrave's? Why
did you not apprehend the parties, why ? because
it was popery at the least, that was printed in
Charterhouse ; and that maintayneth the crowne
of Canterburye? And what is more tolerable

than popery? Did not your grace of late erect

a new printer contrary to the foresay'd decree ?

One Thomas Orwine (who sometimes wrought
popish bookes in comers ; namely, Jesus psalter,

our ladies psalter^ &c.) with condition he should
print no such seditious books, as Waldegrave
hath done? why, my lord, Waldegrave never
printed against the state, but only, &c.

It has been sufficiently shown that the liberty

ofthe press hardly subsisted in this reign, which
was chiefly owing to the jealousy of the govern-
ment towards the Catholics, and the inveterate

enmity which archbishop Whitgift bore the
Puritans. Proclamations were continually being
issued against seditious writing and printing,

thus closing the public press against those who
were considered enemies either to the church or
state

;
yet in spite of every precaution, libels

abounded, a clear demonstration that nothing is

really gained by these violent suppressions and
expurgatory indexes, which power in its usur-
pation may enforce, but only with reluctance is

obeyed. Nothing can be a greater check to the
wantonness of power, than the privilege of un-
folding private grievances at tlie bar of public
opinion. Thus the cause of individuals is made
a public concern, and the general indignation
which wrongs excite forms at once the severest

punishment which can be inflicted on the op^
pressor, and one of the strongest bulwarks that
can be raised in defence of the unprotected.
Helvetius* justly remarks, that the magistrate
who prevents the liberty of the press, opposes all

improvement in morality and politics; he sins

against his country, he chokes tlie very seeds of

* Claude Adrian Helvetius was a celebrated Dutch
physician, who settled at Paris, and by administering
ipecacunaha, in the dysentery, which raged violently in
that city, gained a pension, and the appointment of inspec-
tor-general of the military hospitals. He died at Paris,
Jan. 1, 1727, aged 65. He wrote some medical treatises.

3 E
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those bappy ideas which the liberty of the press

would produce. And who can estimate that

loss ? Wherever this liberty is withheld, igno-

rance, like a profound darkness, spreads over the

minds of men. It is then that the lovers of

truth, at the same time that they seek it, fear to

find it ; they are sensible that they must conceal

it, basely disguise it, or expose themselves to

persecution, which every man dreads.

During the years 1588 and 1589, a paper war,

(the first of its kind in England) was carried on

with outrageous virulence between the episco-

palians and the Puritans. The latter being shut

out from every public press, contrived, in spite

of every obstacle, to obtain a private one of their

own. Elizabeth was harassed by the two factions

of the intriguing Catholic, and the disguised re-

publican. The age abounded with libels. Many
a Benedicite was handed to her from the Catho-

lics; but a portentous personage, masked, stepped

forth from a club of Puritans, and terrified the

nation by continued visitations, yet was never

visible till the instant of his adieu—" starting,

like a guilty thief upon fearful summons." A
continued stream of libels ran through the

nation, under the portentous name of Martin
Mar-prelate . Never did sedition travel so fast,

or conceal itself so closely. This extraordinary

personage, in his collective form, for he is splitted

into more than one, long terrified Church and
State. He walked about the kingdom invisibly,

dropping here a libel, and there a proclamation

for sedition ; but whereverMartinism was found,

Martin was not. He prided himself in what he

calls " Pistling the bishops," a very ambiguous
term; but according to his own vulgar orthoepy,

pretends it only meant " Episling them." Some-
times he hints to his pursuei's how they may
catch him, for he prints " within two furlongs of

a bouncing priest," or "in Europe;"* while he
acquaints his friends, who were so often uneasy
for his safety, that " he has neither wife nor

child," and prays "they may not be anxious for

him, for he wishes that his head might not go to

the grave in peace."—" I come, with the rope

about my neck, to save you, howsoever it goeth

with me."—His press is interrupted, he is silent,

* Oh read over D. John Bridges, for it is a worthy works

;

or an epitome of the fyrst booke of that right worshipfull
volume, ivritten against the Puritanes,in the defence of the
noble cleargp, by as worshipfull a priest, John Bridges,
presbyter, priest, or elder, doctor of divinity, and dean of
Sarum. Wherein the arguments of the Puritans are wisely

prevented, that when they come to answer M. Doctor, they
must needs say something, that hath been spoken. Compiled
for the behoofe and overthrow of the parsons, fyckers, and
currates, that have learnt their catechisms, and are past
grace, by the reverend and worthy MartinMarprelate,gentle-
man, and dedicated to the confocation house. The epitome
is not yet published, but it shall be, luhen the bishops are at
convenient leysure to view the same. In the mean time let

them be content with this learned epistle. Printed over sea,

in Europe, within two furlongs of a bounsing priest, at the
cost and charges of M, Marprelate, gentleman. This piece
contains 54 paj2;es quarto, is full of personal reflections, and
ends thus : Given at my castle, between two wales, neitlier
four dayes from penilessebenche, nor yet at the west etide of
Shrofftide ; but thefoureteenth yeare at the least of the age
of Charing-crosse, within a year of Midsommer, betweene
twelue and twelue of the clocke. Anno pontificatus vestri
quinto, and I hope vltimo of all Englishe Popes. By your
learntd and worthie brother, Martin Marprelate.

and Lambeth seems to breathe in peace. But
he has "a son, nay five hundred sons," and
Martin junor starts up.*

Such were the mysterious personages who for

a long time haunted the palaces of the bishops,

and the vicarages of the clergy, disappearing the

moment they were suddenly perceived to be
near. Their slanders were not only coarse buf-

fooneries, but the hottest efi'usions of hatred,

with an unparalleled invective of nicknames.
The very defects, the personal infirmities, the

domestic privacies of the bishops were the in-

exhaustible subjects of these popular invectives.

These "pillars of the state" were now called
" its caterpillars ;" and the inferior clergy, who
perhaps were not always friendly to their superi-

ors, yet dreaded this new race of innovators,

were distinguished as "halting neutrals." Such
was the strain of ribaldry and malice which
Martin Marprelate indulged, and by which he
obtained full possession of the minds of the

people for a considerable time. These invectives

were well farced for the gross taste of the multi-

tude ; and even the dialect of the populace

aff'ected, and perhaps the coarse malignity of

two coblers, Clifl*e and Newman, who were con-

nected with the party, often enlivened the satiri-

cal page, and were the industrious purveyors of

sedition through the kingdom. Among the

Martin Marprelate books was one entitled The
Coblei'h Book.\
Most of the books under Martin's name were

composed by John Penry, John Udall, John
Field, and Job Throckmorton, who all concurred

in making Martin. See Answer to Throckmor-
tonh Letter., by Sutcliff'e, page 70 ; More Work
for a Cooper: and Hey any Woork for a
Cooper; and Some layd open in his Colours;

* The iust censure and reproofe of Martin junior, fyc. This
piece introduces in the second page the archbishop (Whit-
gift) giving instructions to find out the authors, and pub-
lishers of these libels, thus : Have you been carefull of us
and our places, to find us out the presse and letters, ivhere-

with these seditious Martins are printed ? Of, have you
diligently sought mee out Waldegraue the printer, Newman
the cobler, Sharpe the booke binder of Northampton, and
that seditious Welshman Penry, who you shall see, will prove
the author ofall these libels.'' Promises 401. and bids them
have an eye to the shop of master Boyle, at the rose in
Pauls church-yard, at the churches, where such as he
names do preach, and at the inns, to see what carriage do
go from and too London, to search the packes, &c. for
these sort of libels. J589. 12mo.

Theses JVIartinianae ,•

—

Tfiat is, certaine demonstrative
conclusions, sette downe and collected (as it should seeme)
by that famous and renounded clerke, the reuerend Martin
Marprelate the Great ; seruing as a manifest and sufficient

confutation of that euer the colledge of Catercaps, with
their whole band of clergie-priests, haue, or can bring, for
the defence of their ambitious and antichristian prelacie.

Published and set forth as an after-birth ofthe noble gentle-
man himself, by aprety stripling of his, Martin Junior, and
dedicated by him to hisgoodneameandnunka, maisterJohn
Kankerbury : how the young man came by them, the reader
shall understande sufficiently in the epilogue. In the mean
time whosoever can bring me acquainted with my father.
He be bounde hee shall not loose his labour. Printed by the

assignes of Martin junior, without any priviledge of the

Catercaps. 1589. l6 leaves, \2mo.
Cater caps were square caps, which the bishops wore.
t The Cobler's Book, which denies the church of England

to be a true church, and charges her with maintaining idol-

atry under the name of decency, in the habits, fonts, baptism
by women, gang-days, saints eves, bishoping of children,

organs, wafer-cakes, ^c. See Life of Whitgift, p. 296.
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were composed by Job Throckmorton. MS.
Note hj Thomas Baker. Udall, indeed, denied

having any concern in these invectives, and pro-

fessed to disapprove of them. We see Cart-

wright, however, of quite a different opinion. In
Udall's library, some manuscript notes had been
seen by a person who considered tliem as materi-

als for a Martin Mar-prelate work in embryo,
which Udall confessed was written "by a friend."

All the writers were silenced ministers ; though
it is not improbable that their scandalous tales,

and much of the ribalry, might have been con-

tributed by their lowest retainers.

Of the puritans, the chief was Thomas Cart-

wright, of whom we have already made mention
at page 359 ante^ was a person of great learning,

and doubtless of great ambition. Early in

life a disappointed man, the progress was easy

to that of a disaffected subject. For some offence

which he had taken at Cambridge, he expatri-

ated himself several years, and returned fierce

with the republican spirit he had caught among
the Calvinists, at Geneva, which aimed at the

extirpation of the bishops. The whole hierarchy

was to be exenninated for a republic of presby-

ters ; till through the church, the republican, as

we shall see, discovered a secret passage to the

cabinet of his sovereign. But, Cartwright,

chilled by an imprisonment, and witnessing some
of his party condemned, and some executed,

after having long sustained the most elevated and
rigid tone, suddenly let his alp of ice dissolve in

the gentlest thaw that ever occurred in political

life. Ambitious he was, but not of martyrdom

!

His party appeared once formidable, and his pro-

tection sure. Cartwright well knew the concealed

writers of the Marprelate tracts, and equally

approved of them, for they frequently consulted

him, as appears by sir G. Paul's Life of Whit-

O^fty page 65.

Sir Francis Walsingham, with many others of

the ministers of Elizabeth, was a favourer of the

Puritans, till he detected their secret object to

subvert the government. This letter is preserved

in Collier's Eccl. Hist. vol. ii, 607. The Puri-

tans had begun to divide the whole country into

classes, provincial synods, &c. They kept regis-

ters, which recorded all the heads of their

debates, to be finally transmitted to the secret

head of the classes of Warwick, where Cart-
wright governed as the perpetual moderator.

These violent advocates for the freedom of the
press had, however, an evident intention to mo-
nopolise it, for they decreed that " no books
should be put in print but by consent of the
classes. The very star chamber they justly pro-
tested against they were for raising among them-
selves.

One of their chief objects of attack was
Thomas Cooper, bishop of Lincoln, a labourious

student, but married to a dissolute woman,
whom the university of Oxford offered to sepa-

rate from him ; but he said he knew his infirmity,

and could not live without his wife, and was
tender on the point of divorce. He had a greater

misfortune than even this loose woman about

him : his name could be punned on, and the

bishop may be placed among that unlucky class

of authors who have fallen victims to their names.

Marprelate, besides many cruel hits at bishop

Cooper's wife, was now always "making the

Cooper^s hoops to five off, and the bishop's tubs

to leake out." The author of the books against

bishop Cooper, is said to have been Job Throck-

morton.*
Dr. John Aylmer, bishop of London, was

anotherhero of the celebrated Martin Marprelate.
" That bitter Puritan accompanied the bishop

most pitilessly to his domestic amusements.
" He will cry to his bowle," writes Martin, ' Rub I

Rub ! Rub !' And when it goeth too far, he will

say, ' the devill goe with it !' And then the

bishop ivill follow /"

Who could imagine that the writers of these

satires were learned men, and that their patrons

were men of rank. But it is the nature of

rebellion to unite the two extremes ; for want
stirs the populace to rise, and excess the higher

orders. This idea is admirably expressed by
Aleyne one of our elder poets :

Want made them murmur ; for the people, who
To get their bread, do wrestle with their fate,

Or those, who in superfluous riot flow.

Soonest rebel. Convulsions in a State,

Like those which natural bodies do oppress,

Rise from repletion, or from emptiness.

—

Henry VII.

The writers of these Martin Marprelate books

have been tolerably ascertained, considering the

secrecy with which they were printed ; some-
times at night ; sometimes hid in cellars, and
never long in one place; besides the artificers

used in their dispersion, by the motley personages,

held together by an invisible chain of confede-

racy. This perambulatory press was first set up
at Mousely, near Kingston, in Surry, thence

conveyed to Fawsley, in Northamptonshire, the

seat of sir Richard Knightley, who was a great

favourer of the Puritan party, and at whose ex-

pense these satires were printed. From Fawsley
the press was removed to Norton, from there to

an empty house belonging to Mr, Hales, cousin

to sir Richard Knightley, situate in White
Friars, in the city of Coventry, and which was

* Hay any work for Cooper ; or a briefe pistle, directed

by way ofan hublication to the reverende byshopps, counsel-

ling them, if they will needs be barrelled vp, for feare of
smelling in the nostrils of her Majestic and the state, that

they would use the advice of reverend Martin, for the pro-
uiding of their Cooper. Because the reverend T. C. (by
which mistical letters, is understood, eyther the bounsing
parson of Eastmeane, or Tom Coiikes, his chaplaine) to be
an unskilful and deceytfull tubtrimmcr. Wherein worthy
Martin quits himselfe like a man I warrant you, in the mo-
dest defence of his selfe and his learned pistles, and makes
the Coopers hoopes toflye off, and the bishops tubs to leake
out of all crye. Penned aiid compiled by Martin the Metro-
politane. Printed in Europe, not farre from some of the
Botinsing Priests. 1588. 48 pages 4to.

A copy of this work was offered for ^2 as.

An admonition to the people of England ; wherein are
answered, not Ofily the slanderous untruthes, reprochfully
uttered by Martin the libeller, but also many other crimes
by some of his broode, objected generally against all bishops,

and the chiefof the clergie, purposely to deface and discre-

dit the presetit state of the church. By Thomas Cooper,
afterwards bishop of Lincoln, and translated to Rochester.
London, printed by the deputies of Christopher Barker,
1589, 4^0.
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lent to Waldegrave the printer, at the request

of sir Richard. It appears that Hodgslcins, one

of the journeymen printers, refused to proceed

any farther than Coventry, and would have made
his submission, but he was told by sir Richard

Knightley that the lords were so incensed that

if he returned to London, they would have him
hanged. The next step of this moveable press

was to the house of sir— Wickstone, at Wool-
ston, in Warwickshire, where it was erected in

a parlour, and Mrs. Wickstone informed her

husband that it was works of embroidery, and
she willed him to will his servants not to peep or

pry into the parlour ; since it pertained not to

them. Hodgskins and two others printed

Martin senior and Martin junior. Hodg-
skins was desired to print more but he refused.

From Woolston the press was conveyed to War-
rington, in Lancashire, and at their departure

Mrs. Wickstone gave them two shillings and
sixpence, and her husband, two shillings. The
labour of this press was brought to its final

close at Manchester,* where it was discovered

by the earl of Derby, while printing Hd* ye any
more ivork for the Cooper.f The press was des-

troyed, Waldegrave made his escape, but several

others were taken and imprisoned. Hodgskins
was admitted in evidence upon the trial, and
made a full confession as to the route the press

had travelled, and by whom entertained.

SirRichard Knightley,^ sir— Wickstone and

* The press at Manchester was set up some where in

Newton -lane, which would at that time, no doubt, be some
distance from the town.
Some of these works still bear evident marks that the

" pursuivants" were hunting the printers. The printing
and the orthography show all the imperfections of that
haste in which they were forced to print the following work.

t Protestation of Martin Marprelute : wherin, notwith-
standing the surprising of the printer, he muketh it known
unto the world, that he feareth neither proud priest, anti-

christianpope, tyranous prelate, nor Godless eater-cap, but
defieth all the race of them by these presents, and offereth

conditionally, as is fathere expressed hearin by open dispu-

tation, to appear in the defence of his cause against them
and theirs. Which chaleng, if they dare not maintaine
against him, then doth he also publishe that he never meaneth
by the assistance of God to leave the ussylam of them, and
their generation, untill they be titerly extinguished out of
the church. Published by the worthie gentleman D. Martin.
Marprelate D. in all thefacultiesprimat and Metro Politan.

1589. Twelves.
t Sir Richard Knightley was several times member of

parliament for the county of Northampton, in the reign
of queen Elizabeth. Camden says, " that at this time
several scurrilous pamphlets were published against the
church of England, by the dissenters ; the great patrons
and abettors were sir Richard Knightley and Wickstone,
persons in other respects sober and pious, but drawn into
the party by some instruments that were to make a pri-

vate market of them. However, the knights had a pretty

round fine laid on them in the Star Chamber ; but the
archbishop of Canterbury was so generously good natured,
as to procure a remission of it at her majesty's hands.
See Camden's Eliz. in the Complete History of England,
vol. ii. p. 550. It is stated in Bridge's Northamptonshire,
by Jebb, folio, p. 63, that though sir Richard Knightley
was zealous for the Puritan party, he joined with sir Fran-
cis Hastings in presenting a petition to the House of
Commons, for granting a toleration to the Catholics.

At sir Richard Knightley's the Epitome was printed.
He sent a ring to his man Jackson, by Penry, to receive a
load of stuff into his house, which was the press and other
necessaries for printing. Newman, the cobler, and dis-
perser of the books, wore his livery ; and Wastal, his man,
helped Waldgrave away from his house, to Mr. Hales, at
Coventry ; Fox, his schoolmaster, and Wastel his servant,
commonly read the books in sir Richard's house, and scoff
and scorn at John of Canterbury.—S^«^« Trials,

his wife, and Mr. Hales, were arraigned in the

star chamber for maintaining seditious persons,

books and libels, Feb. 31, 1588, and found guilty

of harbouring an itinerant printing press. For
punishment it was agreed by all the judges
that sir Richard Knightley should be fined

£2000 ; Mr. Hales, XioOO ; sir— Wickstone,
for obeying his wife, and not discovering it, five

hundred marks; Mrs. Wickstone, £1000; and
all of them imprisoned during her majesty's

pleasure.

Martin seems to have written little verse; but
there is one Epigram worth preserving for its

utter bitterness.

Martin Senior, in his Reproofe of Martin
Junior, complains that "his younger brother

has not taken a little paines in ryming with

Mar-Martin (one of their poetical antagonists)

that the Cater-Caps may know how the meanest
of my father's sons is able to answeare them,

both at blunt and sharpe." He then gives his

younger brother a specimen of what he is here-

after to do. He attributes the satire of Mar-
Martin to doctor Bridges, dean 'of Sarum, and
John Whitgift, archbishop of Canterbury.

The first rising, generation, and origin^,

of Mar-Martin.

From Sanim came a Goos's egg.
With specks and spots bepatched,

A Priest of Lambeth coucht thereon.
Thus was Mar-Martin hatched.

Whence hath Mar-Martin all his wit,

But from that egge of Sarum <

Tlie rest come all from great sir John,
Who rings up all this 'larum.

What can the Cockatrice hatche up
But Serpents like himselfe?

What sees the ape within the glasse

Bv a deformed Elfe ?

Then must Mar-Martin have some smell
Of forge, or else of fire

;

A sotte in wit, a beaste in hiinde.

For so was Damme and Sire.

Of the heads of this party were John Penry
and John Udall, two self-devoted victims to

non-conformity. The most active was John
Penry, or Ap Henry. He exulted that he was
born and bred in the mountains of Wales : he
had, however, studied at both our universities.

He had all the heat of his soil, and of his party.

He " wished that his head might not go down
to the grave in peace," and was just the man to

obtain his purpose. He was born in 1559, and
studied at Cambridge, where he took the degree

of A.B., in 1584; he afterwards removed to

Oxford, and took the degree of A.M., and was

ordained priest. According to Fuller, he was

executed at St. Thomas, Watering, May 29,

1593. The papers upon which he was convicted,

contained only an implied denial of the queen's

absolute authority to make, enact, decree, and
ordain laws. His sentence was both illegal and
unjust,—state necessity claimed another victim

;

and this ardent young man, who, after condemna-

tion, had his death unexpectedly postponed, was
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suddenly hurried from his dinner to a temporary

gallows ; a circumstance marked by its cruelty,

but designed to prevent an expected tumult.

He left a wife and four infants to deplore his

untimely fate.

The populace seems to have been divided in

their opinions respecting the sanity of his

politics, as appears by some ludicrous lines,

made on Penry's death, by a Northern rhimer

:

The Welshman is hanged,
Who at our Kirke flanged.

And at the slate bant;ed,

And brened are his buks.
And though he be hanged,
Yet he is not wrangedj
The De'il has him fanged

In his kruked kluks.

Weeoer's Funerall Monuments, p. 56, Edit. l631.

Few political conspiracies, wherever religion

foi-ms a pretext, is without a woman. The old

women, and the coblei-s (Cliffe and Newman,)

connected with these Martin Marprelates, are

noticed in the burlesque epitaphs on Martin's

death, supposed to be made by his favourites, a

humorous appendix to Martinis Months mind.

One dame Lawson is thus noticed in the mock
epitaphs on Martin's funeral.

Away with silk, for I will mourn in sacke

;

Martin is dead, our new sect goes to wrack.

Come, gossips mine, put finger in the eie,

He made us laugh, but now must make us crie.

Dame Lawson.

Cliffe's epitaph, on his friend Martin, is not

without humour

:

Adieu, both naule and bristles now for euer;

The shoe and soale—Ah, woe is me !—must sever.

Bewaile, mine awle, thy sharpest point is gone ?

My bristle's broke, and I am left alone.

Fai-ewell old shoes, thumb-stall, and clouting-leather
j

Martin is gone, and we undone together.

Nor is Newman, the other cobler, less morti-

fied and pathetic

:

My hope once was, my old shoes should be stitcht

;

My thumbs ygilt, that were bepicht

:

Now Martin's gone, and laid full deep in ground.

My gentry's lost, before it could be found.

Contrasted with this fiery Mar-prelate, was

another, the learned and subtile John Udall.

His was the spirit which dared to do all that

Penry had dared, yet conducting himself in the

heat of action with the tempered wariness of

age :
" If they silence me as a minister," said

he, it " will allow me leisure to write ; and then

I will give the bishops such a blow as shall

make their hearts ache." It was agreed among
the party neither to deny, or to confess writing

any of their books, lest among the suspected the

real author might thus be discovered, or forced

solemnly to deny his own work ; and when the

bishop of Rochester, to catch Udall by surprise,

suddenly said, "Let me ask you a question

concerning your book," the wary Udall replied,

" It is not yet proved to be mine !" He
adroitly explained away the offending pas-

sages the lawyers picked out of his book,

and in a contest between him and the judge, not

only repelled him with his own arms, but when
his lordship would have wrestled on points of

divinity, Udall expertly perplexed the lawyer,

by showing he had committed an anachronism

of four hundred years ! He was equally acute

with the witnesses ; for, when one deposed that

he had seen a catalogue of Udall's library, in

which was inserted The Demonstration of Disci-

pline, the anonymous book for which Udall was

prosecuted, with great ingenuity he observed

that this was rather an argument that he was

not the author, for " scholars use not to put their

own books in the catalogue of those they have

in their study." We observe with astonishment,

the tyrannical decrees of our courts of justice

which lasted till the happy revolution. The
bench was as depraved in their notions of the

rights of the subject in the reign of Elizabeth,

as in those of Charles II. and James II. The
court refused to hear Udall's witnesses, on this

strange principle, that " Witnesses in favour of

the prisoner were against the queen !" To which

Udall replied, it is for the queen to hear all

things, when the life of any of her subjects is in

question." The criminal felt what was just,

more than his judges.

The last stroke of Udall's character is the

history of his condemnation. He suffered the

cruel mockery of a pardon granted conditionally,

by the Scottish monarch, but never signed by
the queen—and Udall mouldered away the rem-

nant of his days in a rigid imprisonment.* He
died in the Marshelsea about the latter end of

the year 1592.

The writers on the side of the church yield

not to the Martinists in buffoonery and abuse ;

by their extraordinary effusions, prodigal of hu-

mour and invective almost unparalleled. This

was the proper way to reply to such writers, by
driving them out of the field with their own
implements of warfare ; and this author and

his party more honourably triumphed than the

government, who silenced Martin Marprelate

by the cord. One of the most celebrated govera-

ment pamphlets was entitled Pappe with an
hatchet,-\- and was probably written after Martin

* What different conclusions are drawn from different

facts by different writers. Heylin, arguing that Udall had
been justly condemned, adds, " the man remained a
living monument of the archbishop's goodness to him, in

the preserving of that life which by the law he had for-

feited." But Neale, on the same point, considers him as

one who died for his conscience, and stands upon record

as a monument of the oppression of the government. All

this opposition of feeling is of the nature of party spirit;

but what is more curious in the history of human nature,

is the change of opinion in the same family, in the course

of the same generation. The son of this Udall was a great

zealot for conformity, and as great a sufferer for it from
his father's party, when they possessed political power.
This son would not submit to their oaths and covenants,

but, with his bed-ridden wife, was left unmercifully to

perish in the streets.—Walker's Sufferings of the Clergy,

part ii. p. 188.

t Pappe with an hatchet, alias, a fig for my godson ; or,

crack me this nut ; or, a countrie cutte, that is, a soundbox
of the ear for the idiot Martin to hold his peace, seeing the

patch will take no warning: Written by one, that dares call

a dog a dog, and made to prevent Martin's dog daies. Im-
printed by John Anoke, and John Astile, for the bayHue of
Withernam, Cum privilegio parannitatis, and are to be sold

at the signe of the Crab-tree cudgelI, in Thwack-coat-lane.
A sentence, Martin hangs fitfor my mowing. Dedicated to

the father, and the two sonnes, Ht{ff'e, Rvffe, and Snuff'e, the

three tame rvffians of the church, which take pepper in the

nose, because they cannot Marre Prelates: grating. 1689.

Quarto.
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had swallowed some of his own sauce, or taken
his pap (offered to him) with an hatchet. In
another rare pamphlet from the same school,

Pasquil of England^* he humourously threatens

to write " the Owlets Almanack, wherein your
night labours be set down ;" and " some fruitful

volumes of the Lives of the Saints, which,

maugre your father's five hundred sons, shall be

printed," with " hays, jiggs, and roundelays, and
madrigals, serving for epitaphs for his father's

hearse," The following extract may serve as a

specimen of the language employed in this sin-

gular warfare. Martin once met with an adver-

sary who openly declared, "I profess rayling,

and think it as good a cudgell for a Martin as a
stone for a dogge, or a whip for an ape, or poison

for a rat. Who would curry an ass with an
ivory comb ? Give this beast thistle for proven-

der, I doe but yet angle with a sinken flie, to

see whether Martins will nibble, and if I see

that, why then I have worms for the nonce,

and will give them line enough, like a trowte,

till they swallow both hook and line, and then,

Martin, beware your gills, for I'll make you
daunce at the pole's end. Fill thy answer as

full of lies as of lines, swell like a toade, hiss

like an adder, bite like a dog, and chatter like a
monkey, my pen is prepared, and my mind ; and
if you chaunce to find anie worse words than you
broughte, let them be put in your Dad's dic-

* The Returne of the renowned Cavaliero Pasquile of
England, from the other side the seas, and his meeting with
Marforius, at London, upon the Royal Exchange. Where
they encounter with a little household talk of Martin and
Martinism, discovering the scabbe that is bredde in England,
and conferring together about the speedye dispersing of the
" Golden Legende of the Lives of the Saints."

Beneath this is a device cut in wood, of a caduceus,
with mottos ; and below, these words.

If my breath be so hotte that I burne my mouth, suppose
I was printed by Pepper AUie, Anno Dom. 1589. 4to.
16 leaves.
The squibs affixed to the statue of Pasquin, are usually

termed Pasquills ; but here that name is given to him.
A counter-cuffe given to Martin junior, by the ventu-

rous, hardie, and renowned, Pasquil of England, Cavaliero:

Not of old Martin's making, which newly knighted the saints

in heaven with " Uppe, Sir Peter, and Sir Paule ."' but
latelie dubbed for his service at home, for the defence ofhis
country, and for the cleane breaking ofhis staffe on Martin's

face. Printed between the skie and the grounde, wylhin a
myle of an oke, and not many fields off from the unpri-
vileged presse of the ass-signees of Martin junior. 1589:

Quarto.
A whip for an ape ; or Martin displaied. With a Latin

distich. 1489. Quarto.
Martinis Month's minde, that is, a certain report and

true description of the deathe and Funeral of olde Martin
Marprelate the Great, 3Iakebate of England, and father of
thefactions. Contayning the cause ofhis death, the manner
of his burial, and the rigid copies, both of his will, and such
epitaphs, as by sundrie his discreet friends and other of
his well wishers wereframed for him.

Martin the ape, the drunke, and the madde.
The thre Martins are, whose works we haue had.
If Martin the fourth come after Martins so euill.

Nor man nor beast comes, but Martin the Deuill.

A copy of this work was offered at £8 8s.

An almond for a parrot ; or, an alms for Martin Mar-
prelate, ^c. Bv Cuthbert Curry-knave. I589. Quarto.

Myrror for Martinists, and all other schismaticks, atid
friendly admonition to 3[artine Marprelate and his mates,
both in 4to. printed by John Wolfe, in 1590.
The principal writer of the above tracts was Thomas

Nash, for an account of whom see the year 1600. Post.

tionarie. Farewell, and be hanged; and I pray
God you fare no worse. Your's at an hour's
warning."

If sedition has its progress, it has also its

decline ; and if it could not strike its blow when
strongest, it only puled and made grimaces,
prognostics of weakness and dissolution. This
is admirably touched in Pappe with an Hatchet.
" Now, old Martin appeared, with a wit worn
into the socket, twinkling and pinking like the
snuffe of a candle; quantum mutatus ah illo^

how unlike the knave he was before, not for
malice, but for sharpnesse ! The hogshead was
even come to the hauncing, and nothing could
be drawne from him but dregs

; yet the emptie
caske sounds lowder than when it was full, and
protests more in his waining than he could per-

forme in his waxing. I drew neere the sillie

soul, whom I found quivering in two sheets of
protestation paper (alluding to the work men-
tioned in note, page 404.) O how meager and
leane he looked, so crest falne that his combe
hung downe to his bill, and had I not been
sure it was the picture of Envie, I should liave

sworn it had been the image of Death : so like

the verie anatomic of mischief, that one might
see through all the ribbes of his conscience."

Men echo the tone of their age, yet still the
same unvarying human nature is at work ; and
the Puritans, who in the reign of Elizabeth
imagined it was impossible to go too far in the
business of reform, were the spirits called Round-
heads under Charles, and who have got another
nick-name in our own days. These wanted a
reformation of a reformation ; they aimed at
reform, and designed revolution ; they would
not accept toleration, because they had deter-

mined on predominance. We know them by
the name of Puritans, a nick-name obtained by
their affecting superior sanctity ; but they were
often distinguished by the more humble appel-
lative of Precisians. A satirist of their day, in

Rythmes against Martin Marprelate, melts their

attributes in one verse :

The sacred sect, and perfect pure precise.

Warner, in his Alhion^s England, describes

them :

If ever England will in aught prevent her own mishap.
Against these Skomes (no term too gross) let England

shut the gap
;

With giddie heads

—

Their countrie's foes they helpt, and most their country
harm'd.

If Hypocrites why Puritaines we term, be asked, in breefe,
'Tis but an ironised terme : Good fellow so spells theefe.

Elizabeth herself only considered them as " a
troublesome sort of people;" even that great

politician could not detect the political monster
in a mere chrysalis of reform. Their history ex-

hibits the curious spectacle of a great religious

body covering a political one ; and though crush-

ed in the reign of Elizabeth, and beaten down
in that of James, so furiously triumphed under
Charles.

Few of our native productions are so rare as

the Martin Marprelate publications. They are

not to be found in the public repositories of our
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national literature. They have been probably

rejected with indignity, though their answerers'

have been preserved, yet even these are almost

of equal rarity and price. They were rejected

in times less enlightened than the present. In a

national library every book deserves preserva-

tion. By the rejection of these satires, however

absurd, we have lost a link in the great chain

of our national literature and history.*

1588. In the churchwardens' accounts of the

church of Tavistock, in Devonshire, are the fol-

lowing items :

Item, paid for a chayne and settinge thereof,

for the fastenynge of the Dictionarie in the

schole howse, ixrf. Erasmus's Paraphrase on

the Gospels remain at the present time thus se-

cured in Tavistock church, the original cost of

which, according to another item, was 155.

Item, paide Thomas Watts for amendynge of

the Bible, and the bookes of Cowmen Prayer, be-

ynge toren in dyvers places, iis. \\d.

1588. The English Ape, the Italian Imitation,

the Foote-steppes of Fraunce. Wherein is ex-

plained the wilful Blindness of subtill Mischiefe,

the striving of Starres, the catching of Moon-
shine, and the secrete Sound of many hollow

hearts. By W. R. Nulla Pietas Pravis.

At London. Imprinted by Robert Robinson,

and are to be sold by Richard Jones, dwelling at

Holbourne Conduit, at the sign of the Rose
and Crowne. 1588. This singular tract is in

black letter, and inscribed " To the Right Hon.
and my singular good Lord, Syr Christopher

Hatton, Knight, Lord Chauncellor of England,

Knyght of the most noble Order of the Garter,

and one of her Majesties most honorable Privie

Counsell." This appears to be a severe satire on

the manners of the times, particularly as they

relate to dress. The author is very harsh indeed,

when speaking of his countrywomen.
" It is a woonder more than ordinary to be-

holde theyr perewigs of sundry collours, theyr

paynting potts of perlesse perfumes, theyr boxes

of slobber sauce, the fleaking of theyr faces, there

strayued modesty, and theyr counterfayte coy-

nesse. In so much that they rather seeme cur-

tyzans of Venyce, than matrones of Englande,

monsters of iEgypt, than modest maydens of

Europe, inchaunting syrens of Syrtes, then dili-

gent searchers of vertue : these inchauntments
charme away theyr modesty, and entrap fooles in

folly. Bewitcheth them selves wyth wanton
wyles, and be setteth other with these bitter

smyles." The conclusion is an extravagant com-
pliment to the queen, whom the author calls the
" Phenix of the world."

1588, Discoursive Prombleme concerning Pro-

phesies, hoiv far they are to be inlued, or credited,

according to the surest rules, in Diuinltie, Philo-

* For many curious particulars concerning: the press,

and the authors of the tracts, the reader is referred to

D'Israeli's Quarrels of Authors, vol. iii. Paul's Life of
Archbishop Whitgift. Howell's State Trials, vol. i.

Bridge's Northamptonshire, by Jebb. Neale's History of
the Puritans, by Toulrain. ed. 1822. Beloe's Anecdotes of
Scarce Books, vols. iii. and vi. and Lowndes's Bibliogra-

phers^ Manual.

sophie, Astrologie, and other learning. By John
Harvey. London, imprinted by John Jackson

In a copy of this work formerly in the posses-

sion of Mr. Herbert, the editor of Ames's Typo-
graphical Antiquities, a manuscript note by
Mr. Herbert states, " that this is the first instance

where the word begun in one line, has been
printed vi^ the same type in y" succeeding line,

which is printed in a difft type."—Although not
very distinctly expressed, it is yet intelligible.

1598. The whole of the Sacred Scriptures

were published in Welsh, with the following

title : Y Bibl Cyssegrlan, sef yr Hen Destament,

aW Newydd, 2 Tim. iii. 14, 15. and Testament
Newydd ein Harglwydd Jesu Grist, Rom. i. 16.

This edition was under the superintendence

of Dr. William Morgan,* vicar of Llanrhaiadr
yn Mochnant, in Denbighshire. The coadjutors

of Dr. Morgan, in this important undertaking,
were the Drs. William Hughes, Hugh Bellott,

David Powell, Edmund Price, and Richard
Vaughan; to whom Willis adds John Salisbury,

bishop of Man. Dr. Whitgift liberally contri-

buted to the expenses of the translation, in con-
junction with Dr. Gabriel Goodman, dean of
Westminster, a native of Ruthin, in the princi-

pality ; and entertained Dr. Morgan, while he
continued in London. It was printed by Chris-

topher Barker, the queen's printer, in 310 pages
folio, with a fine black letter, and the typogra-

phical execution elegant and correct. Mr.
Hughes says, "It reflects great credit on the
persons engaged in it. It is the Word of God
faithfully rendered from the orginal tongues, for

which the English version served as an excellent

guide. The Welsh translators were men of the
first respectability as scholars and divines, and
their work bespeaks them to be such."

1589. Jan. 1. A precept from the lord mayor
requiring the ma.ster, wardens, and of the com-
liest personages of the company of stationers, to

attend him at the park corner above St. James's
on horseback, in velvet coats, chains of gold,

and with staff torches, to wait on the queen,
" for recreating of her majesty" in her progress

from Chelsea to Whitehall.

1589. The arte of English poesie, contrived in

three books ; 1 st, of poets and poesie ; 2ndly, of
proportion ; Sdly, of ornament. By Webster
Puttenham. Imprinted by Richard Field, at

the sign of the Anchor, in Black Friars, near
Ludgate. 1589, 12mo. Containing a very good
portrait of queen Elizabeth.f

Although the above work is dated 1589, it

* William Morgan was born at Gwibesant, in Carnar-
vonshire, and educated at Cambridge. In 1.595, he was
preferred to the bishoprick of IJandaff ; and in l6oi to the
see of St. Asaph. He died Sept. 10, 1604, and was buried
in his church.

1 Puttenham records in this work an honourable anec-
dote of Elizabeth, and characteristic of that high majesy
which was in her thoughts, as well as in her actions.
When she came to the crown, a knight of the realm,who
had insolently behaved to her when lady Elizabeth, fell

upon his knees, and besought her pardon, expecting to
be sent to the tower : she replied mildly, '* Do you not
know that we are descended of the lion, whose nature is

not to harm or prey upon the mouse, or any other such
small vermin ?"
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was manifestly written much earlier. Our au-

thor refers to sir Nicholas Bacon, who hegan to

be high in the department of the law in queen

Mary's time, and died in 1579. See page 116,

where Puttenham tells a story, from his own
knowledge, in the year 1553, of a ridiculous

oration made in parliament by a new speaker of

the house of commons, &c.
In a copy of this book, formerly belonging to

Ben Jonson, is the following list of the works of

Puttenham. The list is in the hand-writing of

old Ben himself.

Hierotechini. A Briefs Romance of the Isle of

G. Brittyn. Triumphalles. Gyncecocratia. The
Originals and Pedigree of the Engl. Toung.

The Enter-view of two great Princesses. Elpine,

an Eclogue. Lustie London, an Enterlude.

Epitaph's Partheniades. The Wooer, an Enter-

lude. Minei'va an Hymne. Philocalia. A
Book de Decoro.

Webster Puttenham was a travelled courtier,

and has interspersed his curious work with many
lively anecdotes of the times.

1589. Certaine articles collected, and (as it is

thought) by the byshops out of a litle boke

entituled. An admonition to the parliament, wyth

an answere to the same ; containing a confirma-

tion of the said booke in shorte notes. Esay. v.

20. The prynter to the reader

:

This worke is fynished thankes be to God,
And lie only wil keepe us from the searchers rod.
And though master Day, and Toye, watch and war
We hope the living- God is our sauegai'de.

Let them seek, loke, and doe now what they can,
It is but inuentions, and pollices of man.

But you wil niaruel where it was finished.

And you shall know(perchance)when domesday is ended.
Imprinted we know where, and whan
Judge you the place and you can.—J.T. J. S.*

1589. The Spanish Masquerado, wherein,

under a pleasant Device, is discovered effectuallie

in certaine briefe Sentences and Mottos, the

pride and insolencie of the Spanish Estate; with
the disgrace conceived by their losse, and the dis-

mayed confusion of their troubled thoughts.

Whereunto by the Author, for the better under-
standinge of his device, is added a breefe Glosse.

By Robert Greene, in Artibus Magister.

Twelve articles of the state of Spaine.

The Cardinalls solUcite all.

The King grauntes all.

The Nobles confirme all.

The Pope determines all.

The Cleurgie disposeth all.

The Duke of Medina hopes for all.

Alonso receives all.

The Indians minister all.

The Souldiours eat all.

The People pnie all.

The Monkes and Friers consume all.

And the Devill at length will carry away all.

This Tract is thus inscribed.

To the right ivorshipful M. Hugh OJley,
Sheriffeof the Citie of London, Robert Greene
wisheth increase of worship and vertue.

* This is one of the Marprelate Tracts

.

1589, Died, Christopher Plantin, thejustly

celebrated printer at Antwerp, the beauty and
correctness of whose workmanship is attested by
numerous publications in almost every branch of
literature. He was born at Mont Louis, near
Tours, in France, in the year 1514, and was
instructed in the typographic art under Robert
Mace, the king's printer at Caen, from whence
he went to Antwerp, and formed by degrees one
of the greatest establishments for printing in
Europe, and said indeed to be unique. The
earliest production of his press is a piece trans-

lated from the Italian, entitled. La institutione

di una fanciulla nota nobilmente, bearing his
imprint, with the date 1555. It is a small duo-
decimo of sixty pages, and is expressly named
by Plantin, in the dedication, as the first-fruits

of his press : cestuy premier bourjon sortant du
jardin de mon imprimerie.

" I am well aware," says Scribanius, " that

many illustrious men have flourished as printers

;

I have known the Alduses from Italy—the Fro-
bens from Germany—and the Stephenses from
France ; but these are all eclipsed in the single

name of Plantin ! If they were the stars of
their own hemispheres, you, Plantin, are the sun
—not of Antwerp, nor of Belgium only—but of
the world." His office was upon the most magni-
ficent scale,and even the building was accounted
one of the ornaments of the city of Antwerp, and
was so amply furnished with presses, founts of
letter of all sorts, and a foundery, as to have
cost an immense sum of money. It is stated

that Plantin's ideas were so magnificent, as that

he cast some founts in silver, and considered
himself as having in that respect done what no
other printer had attempted ; l)ut this is a mis-
take, as Robert Stephens had before indulged
himself in the luxury of silver types, although
not so rich a man as Plantin. In its prosperous
days,upwards of one hundred golden crowns
PER DAY were spent in the payment of correctors

and pressmen. When the celebrated De Thou
paid him a visit, in 1576, he had seventeen
presses at work, and the wages of his workmen
amounted to 200 florins (or £17 \s. 8d. sterling)

a-day. But what redounds most to his credit,

was the number of the men of learning whom
he retained in his service, and rewarded with
great liberality for their assistance in correcting

them. Among these were Victor Giselin, Theo-
dore Pulman, Antony Gesdal, Francis Har-
duuin, Cornelius Kilien, and Francis Raphe-
leng, who became his son-in-law. Cornelius
Kilien, one of the most learned and accurate of
them, spent fifty years in this printing-house.

It is added that he was so fastidious as not alto-

gether to trust to the assistance he received, nor
even to rely on his own skill and knowledge,
both of which were great, but used also to hang
up the proof sheets, often undergoing every

possible degree of correction, in some conspicu-

ous place, promising reward for the detection of
errors. In this likewise,he followed the example
of Robert Stephens. The king of Spain gave
him the title of archi-typographus, and accom-
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panied this title with a salary sufficient to sup-

port it and his printing office ; and a kind of

patent for the printing of certain works, particu-

larly of the religious kind, with which, says

Ballart, he almost exclusively served Europe
and the Indies.

Besides his establishment at Antwerp, Plantin

set up another at Leyden, and a third at Paris.

The king of France would have fain persuaded

him to return to his native country ; but he

preferred remaining at Antwerp. The printing-

office at Leyden, he bestowed on his son-in-law,

Francis Raphelengius, who had been one of his

correctors ; and took into partnership, at Ant-

werp, John Moret, who had married his second

daughter. He gave likewise to Giles Beys, a

Parisian, the office he had established at Paris,

as a portion with his third daughter. After all

this, and the constant expenses of his living and
esttiblishraent, he was enabled to leave a con-

siderable fortune to his daughters, for he had
no son. He died in his seventy-fifth year, and
was interred in the great church at Antwerp.

His epitaph may be seen in Foppens, Maittaire,

and others ; it is terse, vigorous, and just

—

concluding with these lines :

Christophorus situs hie Plantinus, Regis Iberi

Typographus : sed Rex Typographum ipse fuit.

His device was a pair of compasses, with the

motto, Lahore et Constantia. A motto, says

Dr. Dibdin, which is the surest road to the

very pinnacle of the temple of Fame ; whether
used by great statesmen, great generals, great

scholars, great divines, great architects, or great

mechanics. Thomas Sourbon,a printer at Lyons,

in 1614, used Plantin's Compasses in a very ela-

borate border, with the motto metron ariston
;

and Laurent Sonnius, at Paris, in 1619, intro-

duced the same device, with a ship in the stride

of the compasses, both upon copper and wood.
One William Pantin, (see Baillet, vol. 1. pt. 1,

p. 72) compares the office of Plantin " to the

belly of the Trojan horse—adding, that many
riiore heroes, (in the shape of Hebrew, Greek,
and Latin books) issued from it, than there came
Grecian warriors from the horse of Troy." A
droll comparison, says Dr. Dibdin, and possibly

unique. But of all these heroes, in the shape of

a book, none was ever gifted with so colossal a
stature, none ever achieved such stupendous
deeds, and none received such unqualified

eulogy, as the Bihlia Poli/glotta, Sfc. Antiverpice,

1561-1572, (see page 351, ante.) It has been
called over and over again, the eighth wonder
of the world.

Plantin's house at Antwerp stands in the
Friday market^ near the Scheldt. In the early

half of the seventeenth century, it was visited by
Goltzius, and from the description which he has
given in his Itinerary^ it seems that since his

time, at least, it has not undergone any altera-

tion. John Moretus, the husband of Plantin's

second daughter, succeeded to the printing office

after Plantin's death. M. Moretus, the proprie-
tor in 1817, was his lineal descendant. Five

of Plantin's massy presses were then in the press

room, in good repair ; the others were destroyed

by the French when they took possession of the

town. At a later period, the French authorities

put the remaining presses under seal ; the cause

of this proceeding was not explained, but the

seals had not been removed in 1815, notwith-

standing that a change of government had taken

place. Many relics are still preserved of this

extraordinary printer ; his writing desk—^his

brass lamp—^liis high-backed smooth-worn arm-
chair—his piles of ledgei's—the matrices of his

types—and the copper-plates employed in the

works he printed. Baillet says, that a catalogue

of the books printed in Plantin's office was pub-
lished at Antwerp, in 1608, Svo.

In the Bibliographical Decameron, vol. ii. p.

157, there is a view of Plantin's house, and two
portraits, and from them the physiognomy of

this eminent man appears truly noble.

Many books executed by the celebrated family

of the Plantins omit the name of the place where
printed ; they proceeded either from Antwerp or

Leyden, at both which towns they had printing

establishments.

A choice of emblemes, and other devices, for
the most part gathered out of sundrie writers,

Englished and moralized. And divers newly

devised by Geffrey Whitney. Imprinted at Ley-

den, in the house of Christopher Plantyn by
Francis Raphelengius. This book is dedicated

to Robert earl of Leycester, at London 28
November, 1585. Many of the very neat

wooden cuts, and verses, are inscribed to the

greatest men of the age, both here and abroad.

It contains 230 pages besides dedication, &c.
and as many, or more devices.

1589. Frederick II. king of Denmark, re-

solved that the Bible should be re-printed in the

Danish language, according to the German
bibles printed at Wittemberg, with the sum-
maries of Vitus Theodorus, and Luther's

marginal notes and concordances, yet so as that

the Daniwsh text should, in the principal places,

be rendered agreeable to the Hebrew verity ;—

:

That such scholia as differed from the text, thus

corrected, were to be omitted ; but that such of

Luther's notes as agreed with it were to be re-

tained. In this year the bible was published at

Copenhagen, in large folio. On the back of the

title-page is the portrait of Frederick II., and
on the opposite page, are the Danish arms. The
paper is of the same quality with that used in

the former edition, but the type is considei-ably

larger. The wood-cuts are retained, and the

first letter of every chapter is likewise struck

with a wooden engraving. Each page is divided

into two parallel columns, on both sides of which

are Luther's notes and references. It is divided

into three parts; and at the end of each, the

date when it was finished ; viz. the fii-st in 1588,

and the two last in 1589.

1589. The first edition entire of the whole
Bible in the Hungarian language, was printed

at Wysolyin, or Visoly, near Gonz, in 4to.

Gaspard Caroli, or Karoli, pastor of the church
3 F
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of Gonz, and dean of the brethren of the valley

of Caschau, was the author of this version. He
was a native of Hungary, and had studied at

Wittemburg, where he probably imbibed the

principles of the reformation. Animated by a

desire to communicate the bible to his country-

men in their own language, he undertook the

laborious task of translation, and employed

Albert Molnerthen a young man, and afterwards

regent of the college of Oppenheim, in correct-

ing the press, and conveying the work to and

from the printer. In order to facilitate the work,

count Stephen Bathory invited Valentine
Manskovitz, a printer, from Geraiany, and es-

tablished a printing office at Visoly, a town

which belonged to the count, and was not far

distant from the residence of the translator. A
work of such magnitude and difficulty could

not be supposed, however, to be perfected at the

first attempt, and Albert Molner, the assistant of

Caroli, subsequently revised and republished it.

1589. The Rare Triumphes of Love and For-

tune. Plaide before the Queenes Most Excellent

Majestie. Whei'ein are many fine conceits^ with

great Delight. At London : Printed by E. A.,

for Edward White, and are to be sold at the

Little North Doore of S. Paules Church, at the

sign of the Gunne, 1589. 4to. Black letter.

In five acts. Of this play only one copy is

known to exist. It has excited the notice of all

the commentators on Shakspeare, and writers on

the drama; but no mention is made of it in

Baker's Biographia Dramatica.

1589. A briefe discoverie of the false churche.

By Henry Barrowe. 263 pages. 4to.

Henry Barrow is said to have been a dissi-

pated young man, but by reading the produc-

tions of Cartwright, became serious, and was

founder of a sect called the Barrowists.* While

he was in prison, he requested a conference with

Cartwright, which he refused. The deluded

man, after a deep sigh, said, " Shall I be thus

forsaken by him.f* Was it not he that first

brought me into these briars ! and will he now
leave me in the same ? Was it not from him
alone that I took my grounds? Or did I not,

out of such premises as he pleased to give me,

infer those propositions, and deduce those conclu-

sions, for which I am now kept in these bonds ?"

He was soon after executed with others.f

1589, Nov. 12. The first notice which is found

of a licenser for stage entertainments, is the fol-

lowing :—The council address the lord mayor,

commanding him "to appoint a sufficient person,

learned and ofjudgment, to join with the master

* Under the denomination of Barrowists and Brownists,

sir Walter Raleigh declared, in the house of commons, on
a motion for reducing disloyal subjects, that '* thep were

worthy to be rooted out of a commonwealth." He is alarmed
at the danger ; for it is to be feared that men not guilty

will be included in the law about to be passed. " I am sorry

for it. I am afraid there are near twenty thousand of

them in England ; and when they be gone, (that is, ex-

pelled,) who shall maintain their wives and children ?"

—

Sir Simon D'Ewes Journal, p. 517-

t The examinations ofHenry Barrowe, John Greenwood,
and John Penrie, before the high commissioners, and lords

of the counsel. Penned by the prisoners themselves before
their deaths. 32 pages 4to. 1586.

of the revels, and a divine to be named by the

archbishop of Canterbury, for the reforming of

the plays daily exercised and presented publicly

about the city of London ; wherein the players

take upon themselves without judgment or deco-

rum, to handle matters of divinity and state."

1589. Richard Robinson printed Dr. Thomas
White, his sermon at Paul's crosse, on the

queen's day. 8vo. He printed with Thomas
Newman.

1590. William How commenced business

in 1569, by printing the following works :

Proverbs or Adages out of Erasmus, Svo.

The tragical comedie of Damon and Pithias :

newly imprinted^ as the same was playde before

the queenes majestic., by the children of her graces

chappie. Made by mayster Edwards, then be-

ing master of the children. Imprinted by Wm.
How, dwelling in Fleet-street. 1570.

In 1590, he printed the Hystory of two of the

most noble Captaines of the World, Anniball and
Scipio, ^c. by Anthony Cope, esquire. Four-

teen works bear the imprint of William How.
1590. Toby Cook dwelt at the Tiger's Head,

in Paul's Church-yard, where he printed the

following work : A plaine declaration, that our

Broivnists be full Donatists, by comparing them

together from point to point out of the writings

of Augustine. Also, A replie to master Green-

wood, touching read prayer, wherein his grosse

ignorance is detected, by George Gyffard, minis-

ter of God's word in Maldon. 4to.

John Cook, in 1584; Hugh Corne, about

this time ; and Henry Carr, were more book-

sellers than printers, or servants to Christopher

Barker.

1590. Thomas Hacket dwelt in Lombard-
street, at the sign of the Pope's head ; and kept

shop in the Royal Exchange, at the sign of the

Green Dragon. The first work he printed was

the following

:

The fable of Ouid treting of Narcissus, trans-

lated out of Latin into English mytre with a

moral thereunto,verypleasaunte to rede. 4to. 1560.

A toucfistone for this present time, Src Where-

unto is annexed a perfect rule to be observed of all

parents, and scholemasters, in the trayning vp of

there schollers, and children in learning. Newly
set foorth by E. H. [Edward Hake.] l2mo.

1574. Nine works bear his imprint.

1590. Roger Ward dwelt nearHolborn con-

duit, at the Talbot, and as (Strype's edition of

Stow says p. 223) Wolfe was one of those unruly

printers, so Roger Ward was another, who would

print any book, however forbidden by the queen's

privilege, and made it his practice to print all

kind of books at his pleasure. The master and

wardens of the company going to search his

printing-house, according to the power they had,

were resisted by his wife and servants ; of which

a complaint was made by the said master and

wardens to the court. And again, in the year

1583, the master and wardens preferred a petition

against this man, to the lord treasurer, showing

his contemptuous demeanour, doing contrary to

all order and authority ; and withall, his insuffi-
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ciency to use the art of printing. The com-
missioners appointed hy the council could bring

him to nothing, but still he continued to print

what he pleased without allowance, by his own
authority, and such books as were warranted by
her highness's letters patent to other men; and
sold and uttered the same in city and country,
to men of other arts : whereby the company sus-

tained great loss, in taking the sale of them

;

and particularly to the decay of seven young
men, who executed a privilege granted to Wm.
Seres for a yearly rent. This man, notwith-
standing, had given two several bonds to the
queen, the one not to print any more disorderly,

the other to bring in such books as he had so

printed ; but none performed. All this was laid

open in the said petition ; the signers of it were
John Harrison, master ; and Richard Watkins
and Ralph Newbury, wardens ; and besides them
Christopher Barker, John Day, William Norton,
George Bishop, John Judson, and Francis Col-
dock ; all booksellers in these times of the chiefest

reputation. His first work is dated 1582, and
the last in 1593. Ten books bear his imprint.

In 1585, Roger Ward printed the Choice of
Change, containing the triplicia of divinitie, phi-
losophy, and poetricy by J. R. student in Cam-
bridge.

1590. A table of the two swannes. Wherein is

comprehended the original and increase of the
river Lee) commonly called Ware river; together
with the antiquitie of sundrie places and townes
seated upon the same. Pleasant to be read, and
not unprofitable to be understood, by W. Vallans.
In this work mention is made of a paper mill at
Hartford, belonging to John Tate, whose father
was lord mayor of London (perhaps the person
mentioned at page 201, ante.) Printed by Roger
Ward, for John Sheldrake. 24 pages 4to.

1590. Sabionetta, a populous town of Austrian
Italy, famous for an Hebrew printing establish-
ment, which was commenced in the year 1551,
was in this year put down by authority, on
account of the intemperate and improper
language used in some of its productions;
the types were carried to Venice, and there used
for an edition of the Bible in 1615 and 1616.
From De Rossi, who has written a specific

treatise on this establishment, we are informed,
that it was carried on chiefly in the house of
Tobias Foa, a wealthy Jew, who was assisted by
Jacobus Tedesco Potavinus and several other
persons

: that Tedesco was corrector and editor,
and Jacob ben Napthali Cohen the printer

:

that it continued to work with some interruptions
until this time. The same author also observes,
that this press reached its height of perfection in
the year 1553, while under the direction of a
celebrated printer named Adel-kind, who had
been sent for from Venice to undertake the
management of the establishment at Sabionetta.
He enumerates thirty-four editions which issued
from it between the years 1551 and 1590, the
eariiest of which, the Sabionetta typography,
is a Commentary on Deuteronomy by R. Isaac
Abarbanel, consisting of one hundred and forty-

six leaves in folio. De Rossi states this edition

to be one of the rarest books any where to be
met with. [A copy of it is in the Oppenheimer
collection,now deposited in the Bodleian library.]

He gives to the productions of this press gene-
rally, the merit of being original and genuine
editions, as well as that of great neatness of

type and execution, declaring that almost all of

them are scarce, and diligently sought for by
collectors of books. Several of these Sabionetta

volumes, some of them printed upon vellum,

may be seen in the Bodleian library.

—

Cotton.

1590. Printing introduced into Angra, a sea-

port town, capital of Tercera, one of the Azores
islands. "Perhaps," says Dr. Cotton, "there
are few of us who would have expected to find

the art of printing established in the Azores,
and that at so early a period as nearly two
centuries and a half ago ; but it is a fact of
which existing evidence will not allow us to

doubt for a moment. The Bodleian library con-
tains a very rare and curious specimen of ty-

pography from these islands, being a volume in

folio, entitled, Relacion de la iornada, expugna-
cion, y conquista de la isla Tercera, y las demas
circunvezinas, q hizo don Albaro de Bagan, mar-
quez de Santacruz, &i,c. It consists of twelve
leaves only; at the end occurs the following
colophon, Fecha en la ciudad de Angra de la

isla Tercera, a onze de Agosto, mil y quinientos

y ochenta y tres. I have never seen nor heard of
either a second specimen or a second copy of the
book here described.

—

Cotton.

1590. An edition of the bible was printed at

Rome, in three vols, folio, with the following
title, Biblia sacra vulgatce editions, tribus tomis
distincta jtbssu Sixt. V.pontificis maximi edita ;)
RonuB, ex typographia apostolia vaticana, in fol.

red ; and prefixed to the first volume is the bull
of pope Sixtus v., which excommunicates all

printers, editors, 4^c., v)ho in reprinting the work
shall make any alterations in the text. Of all

literary blunders, none equalled that of tliis

edition of the Vulgate.* His holiness carefully

superintended every sheet as it passed through
the press, and to the amazement of the world,
the work remained without a rival—it swarmed
with Errata ! A multitude of scraps were
printed to paste over the erroneous passages, in

order to give the true text. The book makes a
whimsical appearance with these patches ; and
the heretics exulted in the demonstration of papal
infallibility ! Gregory XIV., successor to Sixtus,

caused it to be entirely suppressed. Clement
VIII., who succeeded Gregory, caused a new
edition to be made; and having made alterations

in the text, he was to all intents and purposes
excommunicated by the bull of Sixtus. But
pope Clement VII. detected in this edition two
thousand errors, and recalled all the copies, and
in two years after published an amendea edition,
with another anathema.

* A superb copy (the only one known in England, on
large paper) was sold for 1,210 livres (^60 8s. 4d.) at the
sale of Mr. de Limare. At M. Paris's sale it was ptir.
chased by the duke of Grafton for jefil U.

k
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Felix Peretti, pope Sixtus V. who is said to

have "been horn for great things," did not,

if we may depend upon his biographer, con-

fine his biblical labours to the publication of the

Vulgate and Septuagint, but added to them an

edition of the Bible in the vernacular Italian.

A curious account of it, and of the event of its

publication, is given by Gregorio Leti,* an Ita-

lian, in his Life of Pope Sixtus V. written first

in Latin, and translated into English by Ellis

Farneworth.f Sixtus V, was born December 13,

1521, and died August 27, 1590.

1591, March. Dublin University founded.

The lateness of the period assigned to the found-

ation of the University of Dublin, is not to be

considered as indicative of the ignorance or

apathy of the Irish. It arose, not from their

want of zeal to obtain such an institution, or

abilities to adorn it, but from the unhappy cir-

cumstances of the time. Clement V., in 1312,

then in the seventh year of his pontificate, issued

a bull upon the application of archbishop Lech,
" for the foundation of a university in Dublin ;"

but the death of the archbishop prevented the

fulfilment of the design. This was, however,

effected in 1320, by Alexander de Bicknor, in

St. Patriot's church; but it declined and fell

from the deficiency of funds. Thus, at a period

when literature, rich with the stores of time, un-

folded her treasures to expectant nations, Ireland,

predominant over every other in the desire for

similar advantages, could only boast the memory
of plans for their possession. But the ministers

of Elizabeth were equal to the spirit and the

wants of the time : their desire was to base the

government upon the interests and aff*ection of

the people. There was, at that time, belonging

to the corporation of the city, a piece of ground
which had formed the scite, ambit, and precinct,

of the Augustinian monastery of All Saints, a
priory of Aroasian Canons, founded in 1166, by
Dermot M'Murrough, king of Leinster. These
buildings were in ruins, but were apparently well

calculated for the purpose. The archbishop im-
mediately applied to the mayor and common
council, and addressed them with an eloquence

so " pathetic," as to obtain the monastery and
lands for the purposes explained. The formality

of petitioning the queen for "her charter was
performed by Henry Usher, which was, of course,

complied with ; and on the 3d of March follow-

ing, letters patent passed the great seal for the

* Gregorio Leti was born at Milan, l630. In 1657, he
made a public profession of the Protestant religion, at

Lausanne. He then settled at Geneva, where he resided
for about twenty years, and was presented in 1674 with the
freedom of the city, an honour never before granted to a
stranger. He afterwards visited France, England, and
Holland. He died suddenly, June 9, 1701, aged 71. His
boast was, that he had been the father of a book, and the
father of a child, for twenty years successively.

t Ellis Farneworth was born in Derbyshire, and educated
at Cambridge. In 1762 he obtained the rectory of Car-
sington, in his native county, where he died on the 25th
of March, in the following year. He translated the Life
of Pope Sixtus V. from the Italian, I754, folio; Davila's
History ofthe Civil Wars in France, in 1757, 2 vols. 4to.

;

the Works of Machiavel, 1761, 2 vols. 4to.; and Fleury's
History of the Israelites, 1 2mo.

erection of a university, called " Collegium Sanc-

tis et Individuce Trinitatis juxta Dublin—a
Screnissima Regina Elizabetha fundatumJ"
By this instrument, one provost, three fellows,

and three scholars, were appointed in the name
of more. These were, Adam Loftus, the pro-

vost, Henry Usher, A.M., Luke Challoner, A.M.,
and Launcelot JNloyne, A.B., for fellows, and
Heniy Lee, William Daniel, and Stephen
White, as scholars. Lord Burleigh, lord high
treasurer of England, was the first chancellor.

On March 11, 1591, Fitzwilliam, the lord

deputy, and the privy council, issued circular

letters for the furtherance of their views ; but the

amount received was apparently inconsiderable,

as Robert Taaffe, its collector, complains of the

unsuccessful results of his application. On the

13th of March, 1591, the first stone was laid by
Thomas Smyth, then mayor, and on the 9th of

January, 1593, the first students were admitted.

A correspondent in the Dublin Penmj Journal,

ofiers the following apposite remarks upon the

founders of universities, and we cannot, in this

place, refrain from giving them.

"It is difficult to analyse with accuracy the

feelings which pervade the mind on the contem-

plation of those edifices which have been erected

by the piety and munificence of our ancestors,

for the improvement of the moral, the social,

and political condition of mankind. The very

barbarism from amid which they rose, tends to

heighten the solemn feeling they invariably

inspire. We consider them as the depositories of

knowledge, when all around was sunk in the

darkness of ignorance, and we respect them

;

we consider them, through the successive grada-

tions of ages, still advancing moral science and
philosophic truth, and we venerate them the

more. There is, besides, a feeling in the heart,

which connects us indissolubly with the past.

What endears that past to a nation ? The repu-

tation of the great men it has produced.—What
can excite a deeper interest for institutions such

as these, than the reflection that it is to them we
owe that fame which genius has won, or learning

has acquired. Of what materials must his

character be composed, who does not feel his best

sensibilities awakened—his piety animated—his

thoughts dignified, and his moral tendencies

strengthened, by the consideration of structures

erected for purposes so ennobling and so dignified

as these. It is, however, asserted, that we
reverence them less for their objects than their

antiquity. Man is the creature of system and
of habit, and as of that which is established the

advantages are known, and as everyage has given

fresh authority for respect, institutions of this

nature, it is said, exact esteem, not from our

conviction of their present benefit, but from the

hallowing influence of time. Antiquity— if

antiquity be considered like " every other quality

that attracts the notice of mankind," has un-

doubtedly votaries ; but votaries that reverence

her more from prejudice than reason. Her circle

is, however, limited, and her worshippers are

few ; for admiration of this nature is rather the
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result of ignorance than of refinement, as an-

tiquity can only be exalted from its connexion

with the history, the interests, and improvement
of mankind. Now, as colleges are the immedi-
ate promoters of these, when antiquity displays

the influence they have exerted on the past, her

claims are admitted, her influence is felt—she

blends herself alike with our imagination and
reason, and her power is at once venerated,

acknowledged, and despotic. The establishment

of colleges and halls may be traced to that

devotional sentiment which induced the afiluent

to endeavour to propitiate heaven by the erection

of edifices, where the sacred principles of religion

might be inculcated, and its truths advanced.

As the dark clouds of ignorance rolled away,
they shed the light of revelation on mankind.
Theyreclaimed him from an impure and mystical

religion, and inculcated the Christian worship of
his Creator. " They collected the learned, who
were few ; and made them a compact and
honourable confederacy against the ignorant,

who were powerful and many. They gave rise

to the plan of collective exertion and emulative

industry, which advanced the energies of the

mind, and encouraged the progress of discovery,

and they supplied a continued growth of culti-

vated talent for the demands of successive gene-

rations. They treasured the materials of know-
ledge, saved from the wreck of that moral world
which had been passed over by a desolating

ignorance, and arranged them as the basis of

new acquisitions." Such were the advantages
consequent upon the foundation of universities,

advantages alone equalled by the benefits they

have progressively conferred.

1591, A Greek and Russian Grammar was
printed at Lemburg, in Poland. Backmeister
informs us that typography was first practised in

this city, five years earlier.

1591. In the accounts of the stationers' com-
pany are the following entries:

" Item^ a little box of plate, and other things

given by the masters and wardens, and divers

other persons.
" Item, paid for charges of search dinners, ten

times, at 3s. Ad., 335. Ad.

1591. Joan Broome carried on printing after

the death of her husband, and had many works
printed for her, among which are the following

:

Endimion the Man in the Moone. Played he-

fore the Queenes Majestie at Greenewich, on
Candlemas Day at Night, by the Chyldren of
Paules. By John Lillie, Maister of Artes. At
London, by J. Charlewood, for the Widdowe
Broome. 1591.

A reforming glass, precious and profitable for
all persons to the right disposing of their thoughts,

words, and actions, to God, their neighbour, and
themselves, by meditations and prayers. Compiled
by John Norden. Printed for Joane Broome,
widow. 1596.

1591. Robert Bourne and John Porter
printed a book entitled. An Exposition of the

Lord's Prayer, by way of catechising. And it

is supposed others. 8vo.

1591. The following extracts from the church-
warden's accounts of the parish of St. Helen,
in Abingdon, Berkshire, from 1555 to 1591, may
throw some light on the value of books in those

days ; the original of which is now in the pos-

session of the Rev. George Benson.
8. d.

1555. Payde for a legend 5
1555. Payde for liolie water pott 6
1556. Receyved at the buryall and

tnonethesmynd* oiGQo.C\\^\ic\\e 22
1556. Receyved for 12 tapers at the yeres

wi^wd of Maister John Hide ... 21

1556. Payde at the buriall and moneths
myndof thegoodwiff'Braunche 12 4

1556. Vsiyde ioT Si shippe offrankencensef 20
1556. Payde for a boke of the ar^icZe*!"' 2
1557. Payde to the sexton for watching

the sepulter two nyghtes 8
1557. Payde to the suffrigan for hallow-

ing the churche yard, and other

implements of the churche 30
1559. Payde for the communion boke... 5
1559. Payde for 4 song bokes and a

sawter (psalter) 6 8
1559. Payde fortoodoosin ofworres&eZ/es|| 1

1559. Payde for fower new saulter bookes 8
1561. Payde to the clarkes for maynteyn-

ing and repeyring the song

bokes in the quyre 4
1561. Payde for a table of the com-

mandementes and cealender, or

rewle to find out the lessons

and spallmes, and for the frame 2
1561. Payde to the peynter for wrigting

the scripture, when roode lofte§

stoode and overthwarte the

same isle 3 4

* The months mind, the years and two pears mind, and
the obit of deceased persons, were masses performed at
those seasons for the rest of their souls j the word mind,
meaning the same as memorial or remembrance. And so
it is used in a sermon yet extant of bishop Fisher, entitled

A mornynge remembrance had at the monteth minde of the
most noble prynces Margarete, countesse of Richmonde
and Darbye, &c. As to the term obits, services of that
kind seem to have been annually performed. The ofGlce

of the mass for each of these solemnities may be seen in
the Roman Missal, under the title of Missal pro defunc-
tis. The expenses were suited to persons of all ranks, that
none might be deprived of the benefit which was supposed
to accrue from them. Masses for the dead continued to
this time, (1560,) but here, instead of a moneths myndCf
the expression is a months monument.

t This is a small vessel, in the form of a ship or boat,

in which the Roman catholics burn fmnkincense to per-
fume their churches and images.

t This book seems to be that which was printed and
sent over the kingdom by order of queen Msiry, at the end
of the year 1554, containing instructions to the bishops for

visiting the clergy.

II
These bells, mentioned under the year 1560, as pur-

chased by the parish, were used in their moriice dances,
a diversion then practised at their festivals ; in which the
populace might be indulged from a political view, to keep
them in good humour.

§ By rood was meant either a crucifix, or the image of
some saint in Roman catholic churches. These images
were set in shrines, or tabernacles, and the place where
they stood was called the rood loft, which was commonly
over or near the passage out of the body of the church
into the chancel. In 1548, the first of king' Edward VI.,
all images and their shrijies were ordered to be taken
down, as bishop Burnett informs us. But they were
restored again on the accession of queen Mary.
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8. d.

1562. Payde for a hyhill* for the church 10
1563. Payde for abokeof Weduesdayes

fasting, which contayns omellies 6
1564. Payde for a communion boke 4
1565. Payde for too hoker, of common

prayer agaynste invading of the

Turkef 6
1565. Payde for a repetition of the com-

munion boke 4
1 566. Payde for setting up Robin Hoode^s

bowere 18

1573. Payde for a quire of paper to make
four bokes of Geneva salmesl ... 4

1573. Payde for 2 bookes of common
prayer, now sett forth 4

1577. Payde for a new byble 40
1577. Paydeforabookeof common prayer 7
1577. Payde for wryting the commande-

ments in the quyre, and paynt-

ing the same 19

1578. Payde for a booke of the articles || 10

1591. Payde for an houre glass for the

pulpit§ 4
1591. May 26. Queen Elizabeth grants a

licence to Richard Wright, of Oxford, to print

the History of Cornelius Tacitus. See Rymer,
vol. xvi. p. 96.—This appears to be the first ex-

clusive privilege for publishing.

1591. Died, Thomas Bassandyne, or Bas-
vSEKDEN, who had the honour of being the printer

of the first edition of the scriptures known to

have been printed in Scotland.—(see page 361

* This, it is supposed, was the Geneva Bible, in 4to.

both on account of its low price, and because that edition,

having the division of verses, was best suited for public

use. It was an English translation, which had been re-

vised and corrected by the English exiles at Geneva, in

queen Mary's reign, and printed there in 1560, with a
dedication to queen Elizabeth. In the year 1576, another
Bible was bought, which was called the New Bible, and is

said to have cost forty shillings ; usually called archbishop
Parker's Bible, printed at London, in 1568, by Richard
Jugge, the queen's printer. They had prayer-books,
psalters, and song-books, for the churches in the beginning
of this reign, as the whole bible was not easily to be pro-

cured.

t In 1565, there is a charge of sixpence for two common
prayer books against invading the Turke. It was then
thought the common cause of the Christian states in

Europe to oppose the progress of the Turkish arms by all

methods, both civil and religious. And this year the
Turks made a descent upon the Isle of Malta, where they
besieged the town and castle of St. Michael four months,
when, on the approach of the Christian fleet, they broke
up the siege, and suffered considerable loss in their flight.

{Tfiuanus, lib. 38.) And as the war was afterwards carried

on between them and the emperor Maximilian in Hun-
gary, the like prayer-bocks were annually purchased for

the parish till the year 1569 inclusive.—See Pre/, ad Cam-
deni. " Eliz." p. xxix. 1. i. g.

t In 1573 charge is made of paper for four books of
Geneva psalms. It is well known, that the vocal music in

parochial churches received a great alteration under the
reign of queen Elizabeth, being changed from antiphonyes
into metrical psalmody, which is here called the Geneva
psalms.

II
These articles were agreed to and subscribed for by

both houses of convocation in 1562, and printed the
year following. But in 1571, being again revised and
ratified by act of parliament, they seem to have been
placed in churches.

5 How early the custom was of using^ hour glasses in
the pulpit, cannot be ascertained, but "in the annals of
Dunstable priory is this item: "In 1483, made a clock
over the pulpit." In early times, the priest had sometimes
a watch found him by the parish.—Fosbroke's British
Monachism.

ante.) He was a native of Scotland, and edu-
cated atAntwerp ; from whence he went to Paris,

and afterwards to Leyden, where he learned the
art of printing; and returned to Scotland in 1 558,
when he joined himself to the lords of the con-
gregation, as the reformers were then called.

Besides the edition of the scriptures, he printed
several other works which are now become scarce.

His dwelling was at the Nether Bow. The ear-

liest edition of the rare Scotch poem, called

Syr Gray-Steill, issued from the press of Bas-
sendyne. An inventory of his goods, dated Oct.

18, 1577, contains an item of three hundred
Gray-Stellis, valued at the " pece \\d. surama
viiZ. X5." On the 17th of April, 1497, when
James IV. was at Stirling, there is an entry in

the treasurer's accounts, " Item, that samyn day
to twa sachelaris that sang Grey-Steill to the
king, ixs." In manuscript collections made at

Aberdeen, in 1627, called a Booke for the Lute,
by Robert Gordon, is the air of Grey-Steill

;

and a satirical poem in Scottish rhyme on the
marquis of Argyle, printed in 1686, is " appointed
to be sung to the tune of old Gray-Steill." These
evidences that the poem was sung, manifests its

popularity. There are conjectures as to who the

person denominated sir Gray Steel really was,

but the point is undetermined. James Nicol,

printer to the town and university of Aberdeen,
printed an edition of this poem in 1711, which
though of so recent a date, is at present unique.*

1591. The Shepheard's Calender. Containing
twelve aeglogues "proportionable to the twelve

monthes. Entituled : To the noble and virtuous

gentleman, most worty of all titles, both of learn-

ing and chivalry, maister Philip Sidney. By
Edmund Spencer. London, imprinted by John
Windet, 1591. Ato.-\

In the argument to October oi the above poem,
Spencer speaking of " Poetrie," calls it " a
divine gift, and heavenly instinct, not to be

gotton by labour and learning, but adorned with

both, and poured into the witte by a certaine

enthusiasmos and celestiall inspiration."

Spencer wrote a treatise called the English

Poet, which has unfortunately been lost, and
must have contained specimens of the writings

of his countrymen. See Mr. Todd's edition of

Spencer, the Life, p. 7, and p. 158, where the

author says, Spencer, in his book called the Eng-
lish Poet ; which booke being lately come into

my handes, I minde also by God's grace, upon
further advisement to publish."

1591. Complaints ; containing sundrie small

poems of the world^s vanity. By Edmund Spencer.

London, imprinted by William Ponsonby, at the

Bishop's Head, in PauVs church yard. A^to.X

1591. The Countess of Pembrokes Ivy Church,

containing the affectionate Life, and unfortunate

Death ofPhillis and Amyntas, that in a Pastoral,

this in a Funerall, both in English hexameters.

* Early Metrical Tales, including the History of Sir

Egeir, Sir Gryme, and Sir Gray Steil. Edinburgh : 1826.

175 copies printed, small 8vo.

t Sold at archdeacon Nare's sale, 1821, for ^158 2s, lOrf.

t Sold at archdeacon Nave's sale, 1821, 4to., for ^2 lOs.
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hf Abraham Fraunce. London. Printed by

Thomas Orwi/n, for William Ponsonby^ dwelling

in Paules Church Yard, at the signe of the

Bishop's Head. 1591. This truly whimsical
performance consists of a translation of Tasso's

Aminta, which is interwoven in the body of a
pastoral, and can scarcely be called a play.*

1592. Died, Sept. 2, Robert Green, an English
poet. He was aman of wit and talents, and one of

the most facetious, profligate, and indefatigable

of the Scribleri family. He laid the foundation

of a new dynasty of literary emperors. The
first act by which he proved his claim to the

throne of Grub-street,f has served as a model to

his numerous successors—it was, says Mr.
D'lsraeli, an ambidexterous trick ! Green sold

his Orlando Furioso to two different theatres,

and is among the first authors in English literary

history, who wrote as a trader; or as crabbed
Anthony Wood phrases it, in the language of

celibacy and cynicism, " he wrote to maintain
his wife, and that high and loose course of

living which poets generally follow." The hemiit
Anthony seems to have had a mortal antipathy

against the Eves of literary men.
Immediately after his death, and whilst the

public curiosity was alive concerning him, the

following tract was published :

—

The Repentance
of Robert Greene, Maister of Artes. Wherein,
by himselfe, is laid open his loose Life, with the

Manner of his Death. At London, printed for
Cuthbert Burbie. 1592.

The first part of this tract exhibits, in strong

colours and the quaint language of the time, his

profligacy and subsequent contrition. It next
gives us an interesting sketch of his life. From
this it appears he was bom at Norwich, here

spelt Norwitch. His parents must have been
respectable, for he was educated at Cambridge,
from whence he tells us, " wags as lewd" as

himself " drew him to march into Italy and
Spaine." In which place he "saw and practised

such villanie as is abhominable to declare."

On his return to England, " I ruffeled," says

he, " out in my silks, in the habit of Malcon-
tent, and no place would please me to abide in."

After he had taken his Masters degree at Cam-
bridge, he left the universitie, "and away to

London, where he became an author of playes,

and a penner of love pamphlets, and who for

* Sold at archbishop Nare's sale, 1821, 4to., for £A As,

t Mention is often made of Grub-street writers and
Grub-street publications, but the terms are little under-
stood; the following histoiical fact will explain them:
during the usurpation, a prodigious number of seditious
and libellous pamphlets and papers, tending to exasperate
the people, and increase the confusion in which the
nation was involved, were from time to time published.
The authors of these were, for the most part, men whose
indij/fent circumstances compelled them to live in the
most obscure parts of the town. Grub street then abounded
with mean and old houses, which were let out in lodgings,
at low rents, to persons of this description, whose occu-
pation was the publishing anonymous treason and slan-
der. One of the original inhabitants of this street was
Fox the martyrologist, who, during his abode there wrote
his Acts and Monuments. It was also rendered famous by
having been the residence of Mr. Henry Welby, a gentle-
man of whom it is related in a printed narrative, that he
lived there forty years without being seen of any one.

that trade growne so ordinaiy as Robin Greene."
He then freely confesses that he led a life of
unrestrained debauchery, once, and once only,

feeling some compunction of the divine judg-
ment. This inward compunction he felt "in
Saint Andrews Church, in the cittie of Nor-
wich, at a lecture or sermon then preached by a
godly learned man." In the latter part of this

tract, he breaks forth into a passionate apostrophe

to his injured wife, from whose society he con-

fesess he had estranged himself six years. He
most pathetically implores her forgiveness. He
concludes with warning young men against the

example of his vicious life, assuring them, that

God will visit sinfulness.

He appears to have been a thoughtless, good-
natured man, and susceptible of the better feel-

ings of the heart, for many of his works con-
tain noble and generous expressions. Neither
was he, by any means, to be despised as a poet.

The short compositions scattered through his

works, to say nothing of his dramatical pieces,

indicate much poetical taste and feeling. Sub-
joined is one of them.

BY A MOTHER TO HER INFANT.

Weepe not, my Wanton, smile upon my knee,
When thou art old theres griefe enough for thee.

Mothers wagge, prettie boy,
Fathers sorrow, fathers joy

;

When thy father first did see
Such a boy by him and me,
He was glad, I was woe.
Fortune changd made him so.

When he had left his prettie boy.
Last his sorrow, first his joy.

Weepe not, my Wanton, smile upon my knee.
When thou art old theres griefe enough for thee.

Streaming teares that never stint.

Like pcarle drops from a flint.

Fell by course from his eies.

That one anothers place supplies.
Thus he grieved in every part,

Teares of bloud fell from his heart.
When he left his prettie boy,
Fathers sorrow, fathers joy.

Weepe not, my Wanton, smile upon my knee.
When thou art old theres griefe enough for thee.

The wanton smiled, father wept.
Mother cried, babie lept.

Now he crow'd more he cride.

Nature could not sorrow hide

;

He must goe, he must kisse,

Childe and mother, babie blisse,

For he left his prettie boy,
Fathers sorrow, fathers joy.

Weepe not, my Wanton, smile upon my knee.
When thou art old theres griefe enough for thee.

Green was exceedingly popularin his day, and
his works are very voluminous ; a beautiful

edition of them has lately been published.* Mr.
Beloe, in his Anecdotes of Scarce Books, emume-
rates, a great number of Green's productions,

and at the conclusion, says, "I here take my
leave of Robert Greene, and I confess, not with-

out reluctance. I have been highly entertained

with many of his perfonnances, I feel a great

respect for his talents, much disgust at his profli-

gacy, but a sincere concern for his misfortunes."

* Green's Dramatic Works, to which is added his poems,
with an account of his life. By the Rev. Alexander Dyce,
London : William Pickering. 1834. 3 vols, crown 8vo.
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1593. Green's news^ both from Heaven and
Hell, prohibited the first for writing of bookes,

and banished out of the last for displaying of
connycatchers. Commended to the presse by R.
B. Londoner. 4to.

1592. Petrus Blastus Kmita was settled

at Lubiecz, a town of Lithuania, and printed

principally for the Unitarians, the press was put
down by authority in 1655 or 1656.

1592. James Mattayer, a printer at Tours,

in France, styles himself ordinarie to the king,

Patere art abstine, 1592, 4to.

1592. JoannesAgricola printed at Inspruck,

capital of the Tyrol, a splendid volume of Annals

ofthe deeds of the Austrian Princes.''' Catalogues

sometimes announce a much earlier Inspruck

book, namely, of the year 1569, viz. Tertii Ber-

gomatis imagines Austnacce Gentis ; but this

book, although a very good one, contains nothing

besides engravings.

1592. Conspiracie, for pretended reformation,

viz. presbeteriall discipline. A treatise discover-

ing the late disignments and courses held for ad-

vancement thereof by William Hacket yoeman,

Edmund Coppinger, and Henry Arthington,

gent, out of others depositions and their oivne

letters, writings, and confessions upon examina-

tion ; together with some part of the life and con-

ditions, and the two enditements, arraignments,

and execution of the sayd Hacket,f ^c. At
London : printed by Christopher and Robert
Barker. 4to.

1592. William Kerney, or Kearney, dwelt

in Adling-street, within Cripplegate, and printed

four books, dated 1591 and 1592.

1592. William Saunderson printed a book
entitled. The globes coelestiall and terestiall, set

forth in plains, by Emery Molineux. 12mo.

* Copies of this work are found in the Pinelli catalogue
j

Bodleian, Oxford; and Trinity college, Dublin.

t William Hackett, a fanatic, after a very profligate life,

turned prophet, and signified the desolation of England.
He prophesied at York and Lincoln ; where, for his bold-

ness, he was whipped pubUcly, and condemned to be
banished. He had an extraordinary fluency of speech,

and much assurance in his prayers ; for he said, that if

all England should pray for rain, and he should pray to

the contrary, it should not rain. Hackett had two brother
prophets joined with him, Edward Coppinger, named the
prophet of mercy, and Henry Arthington, the prophet of

judgment. Coppinger, the merciful prophet, declared that

Hackett was the sole monarch of Europe ; and at length
they proclaimed him, July 16, 1592. On the 28th of the
same month, however, the monarch of the whole earth,

who had also personated divinity, was hanged and quar-
tered. Coppinger famished himself in prison, and Ar-
thington was pardoned. Fitz Simon relates, that in a
quarrel Hackett had at Oundle, " He threw down his

adversary, and bit off his nose ; and, instead of returning
it to the surgeon, who pretended to set it on again, while
the wound was fresh, ate it.

—

Camden. Hackett, on the
scaffold, made a blasphemous prayer, which is recorded
by Fitz Simon and Camden, too horrid to be repeated.
He hated queen Elizabeth, and tried to deprive her of her
crown ; he confessed to the judges that he had stabbed the
effigies of the princess to the heart, with an iron pin

;

and a little before he was hanged, being an accomplished
swearer, he cursed her with aU manner of imprecations.
The seduction of Arthington, by Hacket, especiallie with

some tokens of ?iis iinfained repentance and submission.
Written hy the said Henrie Arthington, the third person in
that wofull tragedy. London : imprinted by Robert
Barker. 4to.

1593. Died, William Norton, an original

member of the stationers' company, and one of
the first six who came on the livery after the
renewal of their charter ; for several years he
filled their various high offices, and died serving
the office of master. By his will which is dated
January 5, 1593, and was deposited with the
company, in which he gave £Ql^s.Ad. yearly
to them, to be lent to young freemen; and the
like sum to Christ's hospital, [of which he was
sometime treasurer.* His name stands second
on the list of their benefactors.

He dwelt at the King's Arms, in St. Paul's
church yard ; was fined for keeping open shop
on St. Luke's day, and also on Sundays.
On a tomb in the old church of St. Paul was

this inscription concerning his family.—Preserved
by Dugdale :

—

William Norton, citizen and stationer of London, and
treasurer of Christ's Hospital, died anno 159.3, aged 66
years, and had issue one only son. His nephew, John
Norton, esq. stationer, and some time alderman of this
city, died without issue, anno l6l2, aged 55 years. Also
Bonham Norton, of Church -Stretton, in the county of
Salop, esq. stationer, and some time alderman of this city,
son of the aforesaid William, died April 5, anno 1635, aged
70 years. He had issue by Jane, daughter of Thomas
Owen, esq. one of the judges of the Common Pleas, nine
sons and four daughters, whereof three sons were here
buried ; Thomas and George ixnmarried , anfl Arthur, who
married the only child of George Norton, of Abbot'?; Leigh,
in the county of Somerset, esq. and having by her issue
two sons, died October ll, anno l635, aged 38 years, Jane
Norton, the said widow of Bonham aforesaid, caused this
monument to be erected near the sepulchres of the de-
ceased.

William Norton's device alluded to his name ;

it consisted of the annexed figure, and repre-

sents a Sweet William growing through a tun,

inscribed with the letters NOR.
1593. Hugh Jackson dwelt in Fleet-street,

a little beneath the Conduit, at the sign of St.

John the Evangelist. In 1577, he printed the

Garden of Eloquence, conteyning the figures of
grammar and rhetoric, ^c. by Henry JPeacham,

minister. 4to. Four works only bear his imprint.

1593. Mrs. Charlewood, widow of John
Charlewood, Printed Spectacles for a blind Pa-
pist, 8vo. made by J. S. printed with Edward
White. Mrs. Charlewood printed four works.

* The above sum of £& 13s. Ad. is annually paid by
Christ's Hospital to the company of stationers ; who, in
return, pay to the hospital, d:Q annually, the gift of Mrs.
Bishop , and ^6*4 (in bibles) the gift of Mrs. Meredith.

—

Nichols.
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1593. Thomas Woodcock, printer, stationer,

and bookseller, dwelt at the sign of the Black
Bear, in St. Paul's Church-yard, married Isabel,

second daughter of John Cawood, esq. com-
menced business about 1575; for among the

books of the Bodleian Catalogue^ vol. ii. page
645. Virgils eclogues, translated into English
verse (rythmical) hy Ahraliam Fleming, Printed

for Thomas Woodcock. He seems to have
printed little himself; for most of his books,

(eleven in number) appear to have been printed

for him.
1593. Richard Boyle dwelt at the Rose, in

Paul's church-yard, a bookseller and a Puritan,

as says bishop Tanner, in manuscript. He
printed, A dialogue conceiving the unlawfullness

of playing at cards. Octavo.

1593. Thomas Salisbury published the fol-

lowing work

:

Grammatica Britannica in usum ejus linguae

studiosorum succincta methodo, et perspicutate

facili conscripta ; et nunc primum in lucem edita

;

Henrico Salesburio, Denhighiensi, autore. Sheets

K, but not paged. 12mo.
This family seems to have been great pro-

moters of the British tongue among us.

1593. William Hoskins dwelt at the Temple
Gate, in Fleet- street. He printed only two
books himself, in 1575 and 1593, but some with
John Danter.

1593. Richard Tottel was a very consider-

able printer of law, and an orignal member of

the stationers' company. He filled all their offices.

His dwelling was at the Hand and Star, in

Fleet-street, within Temple Bar. Herbert states

that he spelt his name in various ways. A special

licence to Richard Tothille, (supposed to be
Tottle,) citizen, stationer, and printer of Lon-
don, for him and his assigns, to imprint, for the

space of seven years next ensuing the date here-

of, all manner of books of the temporal law,

called the common law; so as the copies be
allowed, and adjudged meet to be printed by one
of the justices of the law, or two Serjeants, or

three apprentices of the law; whereof the one
to be a reader in court. And that none other

shall imprint any book, which the said Richard
Totell shall first take and imprint, during the

said term, upon pain of forfeiture of all such
books. T. R. ap^id Westm. 12 April, 7 Edward
VI. p. 3. A licence to Richard Tottle, stationer

of London, to imprint, or cause to be imprinted,
for the space of seven years next ensuing, all

manner of books, which touch or concern the
common law, whether already imprinted or

not. T. R. apud Westm. 1 Maii. Pat. 2, and 3
Phil, and Mary, p. 1. Licence to Richard Tot-
tell, citizen, printer, and stationer of London, to

print all manner of books, touching the common
laws of England, for his life. T. R. 12 Jan.
Pat. 1 Eliz. p. 4.

There was a patent ready drawn for queen
Elizabeth's signing for seven years, privileging

Richard Tothill, stationer, to imprint all man-
ner of books, or tables, whatsoever, which
touched, or conceraed cosmography, or any

part thereof; as geography, or topography, writ
in the English tongue, or translated out of any
other language into English, of whatsoever
countries they treated, and whosoever was the
author. But whether this was ever actually
signed or not, is uncertain. At the decease of
archbishop Parker, Stiype says, there was due
to him for books, £l lis. 6d.

Richard Tottyl was master of the stationers'

company in the year 1578, John Hamson, and
George Bishop, being then wardens ; William
Seres, and John Day, assistants; and the 8th
Jan. 1583, he yielded up to the stationers' com-
pany seven copies of books, for the relief of the
poor of their company.

His health declining, he retired into the
country, when his son carried on the business
for him.

The principal feature of Tottel's device is

shown in the above engraving; but in the
original it is placed under an arch supported by
columns ornamented in the Etruscan style. On
each side of the circle is a scroll, containing

between them the words " Cum Priui. legio
:"

and beneath are a shield bearing a very intricate

monogi-am, with hills and flowers in the back
ground. On a tablet which occupies the whole
breadth of the cut, along the bottom is engraved
Richard Tottell, in large Roman capitals.

The cut was doubtless a perfect representation of
his sign of the Hand and Star, and it is rather

rudely engraven.

Richard Tottle was in business for the long
space of forty years, and during that time printed

seventy-eight works, chiefly on law. In 1562,
he printed Grafton's abridgement of the chronicles

of England. Three or four of these abridge-

ments were printed before Stow published any
thing of that kind. Printed again in 1563,

1564, 1570, and 1572. 12mo.
The summarie of the chronicles of England,

diligently abridged, and continued unto this

present year of Christ 1579, by John Stowe.

Printed by R. Tottle and Henry Binnemau.
l6mo.

1593. The Phwnix Nest, built up toith the

most rare and refined Workes of Noblemen, woor-
thy Knights, gallant Gentlemen, Masters of Arts,

and brave Scholars. Full of varietie, excellent

Invention, singular delight. Never before this

time published. Set foorth by R. S., of the
Inner Temple, Gent. Imprinted at London, by
John Jackson. 4to.

3 G
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1593. Died, Thomas Orwin, a printer of con-

siderable note, whose dwelling was in Paternoster-

row, over against the chequer. His device, at

the beginning of some of his books, of two hands

clasping each other, and holding two cornucopias,

with a caduces upright between them, and T. O.

beneath. About it, by wisdome, peace ; by

PEACE, PLENTY. After his decease, his widow-

carried on the business, at the sign of the Bible,

in St. Paul's church yard, for a few years.

In 1590, he printed the following work :

—

The writing schoolmaster, containing three

books in me; the first teaching swift writing

;

the second true writing ; the third fair writing.

Invented by Peter Bales,* 1 January, 1590 ; and

to be sold at the author's house, the upper end of

the Old Bayley, where he teacheth the said art.

Mrs. Orwin, printed eight works. In 1595,

she printed, A short, yet true and faithful narra-

tion of the fearful fire, that fell in the town of

Woohoume, in the county ofBedford, the 13th of

September. 8uo. Printed for Thomas Man. Her
last work was the Arcadian rhetoricke, by Abra-

ham Fraunce, at London. 1597. 8vo.

1593, April 4. The three Samuels of War-
boys, are condemned at Huntingdon, by Mr.

Justice Fenner, upon this day, for bewitching,

with the aid of nine familiars, one of whom was

called Pluck, the children of Mr.Throgmorton.

They were executed, and their goods escheated

to sir Thomas Cromwell, as lord of the manor,

an annual lecture was founded upon the subject

of Witchcraft, to be preached in the presence of

the corporation of Huntingdon every Lady-day,

* Peter Bales was one of the earliest writing-masters

who had his specimens engraved on copper-plates, and
one of those occurs in Hondius's Theairum Arts Scribendi.

He, in 1595, had a great trial of skill with one Daniel

Johnson, for a golden pen, of twenty pounds value, and
won it, though his antagonist was a younger man by above
eighteen years, and was therefore expected to have the

advantage of a greater steadiness of hand. A contempo-
rary author also says, that he had the arms of calligraphy

given him, (which are azure, a pen or,) at a prize, where
solemn trial was made for mastery in this art, among the

best penmen in London ; which being a trial among more
opponents than one, this, wherein the said arms were
given to him, should seem different from that wherein he
won the pen from Daniel Johnson, before-mentioned.

This was the first contention met with for the golden pen,

though other memorable ones have since occurred. In

1597. when he republished his Writing Schoolmaster, he
was in such higli reputation for it, that no less than
eighteen copies of commendatory verses, composed by
learned and ingenious men of that time, were printed

before it. He also, by other exercises of his pen, recom-
mended himself to many other persons of knowledge and
distinction, particularly by making fair transcripts of the

learned and ingenious compositions of some honourable
authors, which they designed as presentation-books to

the queen, or others their friends or patrons, of high
dignity ; some of which manuscripts have been, for the

beauty of them as well as for their instructive contents,

preserved as curiosities to these times. " Among the Har-
leian manuscripts, now in the British museum, there is a
thin vellum book, in small 4to., called Archeion. At the
end of that treatise is a neat flourish, done by command
of hand, wherein are the letters P. B., which shows, says
a note in tliat book, that this copy was written by the
hand of Peter Bales, the then famous writing-master of
London."
A man presented to queen Elizabeth a bit of paper, of

the size of a finger-nail, containing the ten command-
ments, the creed, and the Lord's prayer ; together with
her name, and the date of the year. The whole could be
read with spectacles, which he had himself made.

by a doctor or bachelor of divinity, of Queen's
college, Cambridge.*
Two Examples of God's Judgment upon a

wicked swearing woman, and of one Stranghman,
who gave himself up to the devil. 8vo. 1583.

A Dialogue concerning Witches and Witch-

craft ; in which is laid open how craftily the

devil deceiveth not only the Witches, but many
other, and so leadeth them awry into many great

errors ; by George Giffard minister of God^s

ivord, in Maldon. London : printed by John
Windet, 1593. Quarto.

\b9'd, April 18. Shakspeare's poem of Venus
and Adonis is entered on the books of the station-

ers' company by Richard Field, an eminent

printer, who was a native of Stratford-upon-

Avon. This first heir of our poet's imagination,

which it seems obtained the palm in the race

with Marlow's Hero andLeander, was dedicated

in a brief and elegant address to the earl of

Southampton.! We find from a manuscript

payment of 1 2d. for the Survey of France, and
the present poem, that on the 12th of June it

was in circulation. " As the soul of Euphorbus,"

sayth Meres, in 1598, " was thought to live in

Pythagoras, so the sweet witty soul of Ovid lives

in mellifluous and honey-tongued Shakspeare

;

witness his Venus and AdonisJ"

The following is a transcript of its title page

:

"Venus and Adonis.

Vilia miretur Vulgus, mihi flavus Apollo,

Pocula Castalia plena ministreat aqua.

London. By Richard Field, and are to be solde

at the Signe of the Greyhound, in Paules Church
Yard. 1593." 27 leaves 4to.

Mr. Malone had long been in search of the

original copy of this poem, and when he was
about to give up all hopes of possessing it, he
obtained a copy from a provincial catalogue.

But he still did not procure it but after a long

and tedious negociation, and a most enoraious

price.l In this edition Mr. Malone discovered

many curious readings.

* The proem of the act in the 5th year of Elizabeth,

1562, SLgsAnst enchantments, &c. is as follows :

—

"Where at this present there is no ordinary ne condign
punishment provided against the practices of the wicked
offences of conjurations and invocations of evil spirits,

and of sorceries, enchantments, charms, and witchcrafts,

the which oflfences, by force of a statute made in the xxiii

year of the reign of the late king Henry VIII., were made
to be felony, and so continued until the said statute was
repealed by the act and statute of repeal made in the first

year of the reign of the late king Edward VI.: sithens the
repeal whereof, many fantastical and devilish persons
have devised and practised invocations and conjurations
of evil and wicked spirits, and have used and practised

witchcrafts, enchantments, charms, and sorceries, to the
destruction of the persons and goods of their neighbours,

and other subjects of this realm, and for lewd intents

and purposes, contrary to the laws of Almighty God, to

the peril of their own souls, and to the great infamy and
disquietness of this realm."

t Henry Wroitesley, earl of Southampton, like his friend

Essex, was the steady patron of men of learning and
genius, the greatest proof of which was his munificent

gift of one thousand pounds to Shakspeare, to enable the

poet to make a purchase. He was born October 4, 1573,

and died at Bergen-op-Zoom, in Holland, Nov. 10, l624.

t There is a copy in the Malone collection at Oxford,
for which that gentleman gave ;£fl!5.
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I

1593, April 19. Died, Giles Beys, a cele-

brated Parisian printer, who was the first after

those who printed the works of Ramus, that

made a distinction in his printing between the

consonants j and v, and the vowels i and u.

Ramus was the inventor of this distinction, and
employed it in his Latin Grammar of 1557, but

we do not find it in any of his works printed

after that time. Beys adopted it first in Claude
Mignaut's Latin Commentary on Horace. 1

Giles Beys married Magdalen, the third and
;

youngest daughter of Christopher Plantin, of
';

Antwerp, by whom he had a son (Charles) who
|

was perhaps that very clever French poet, who
j

was born at Paris, and died September 26, 1659,

by extravagance and folly. After the death of

Giles Beys, his widow married Adrian Perrier, a
printer of Paris. He was the son of Charles

Perrier, a "libraire," who occasionally employed
the Greek printers of Paris to print for him.

1593. Died, Hugh Shyngleton, or Single-
ton. He resided first in Tem-strete,ouer agaynste

the Styliardes, at the sygne of the Dobbel-hood

;

2dly, at the Golden Sun, in Creed-lane ; 3dly,

at the sygne of St. Augustine, in St. Paul's

Church-yard ; he kept a shop at the north door

of Christ's Hospital, next the Cloister. He was
free of the Old Stationers' Company, as he
bound an apprentice in 1562. He wrote his

name Shyngleton in the Hall book. He was
unsettled in his habitation, and in 1 562-3, was
fined for speaking unseemly words before Mrs.

. In 1566-7, he was authorised, with Thos.

Purfoot, to search for unlicensed and disorderly

books. About two years afterwards he received

from the company x.s. perhaps on the same ac-

count as the year after he received ij..?. viz. for

taking up books at the water-side. He appears

to have been but an indifl'erent (Economist, and
his principles were rather loose. Sept. 17, 1577.

Whereas Hu. Singleton is indebted to James
Askell lvij.s. It is ordered that he shall pay the

same at \.s. a week. And if default be made in

anie payment, then Askell hath libertie to seek

his remedie by lawe. This money Mr. Daie to

pay as long as Singleton workes with him. And
after, Yt to be demaunded at Singleton's house.

17. M'cij, 1577-8. Yt is ordered that Hu.
Singleton shall redeliuer vnto Wm. Dickens a
pair of Shetis & a diaper towel at or before the

27th day of this instant M'che, upon pain to be
committed to

|
ward. Octo. 23, 1584, he bor-

rowed of the Company 5/. on bond ; and for

which John Charlewood was security. In
1585-6, he had xx.s. given him by the company,
but no mention for what. In 1581 , he and John
Charlewood supplicated the Lord Chancellor
against a privilege to John Wolf, for printing

books of less than six sheets of paper. In 1584,
he was appointed printer to the city of London.
He died between July, 1592 and July 1593, in

which year Rob. Robinson discharged his bond
for 5/. to the company.

In 1561-2, he had license to print, Aninstruc-
tion full of heauenhj consolation. The presiotis

perle. How a christian man ought to hehaue him-

selfe in the daunger of Deathe. Declarynge how
God doth calle vs to Repentaunce. In 1565-6, A
complaynte bettvene nede and pouerte. In 1566-

7, The commandementes 8f lesson of olde Cato as

he lay vpon his death hedd. A tretys which ys

proum/d that the sowle of man doth leve ^ wake
after the departure of this ivorld. The Court of
Venus moralized by Thomas Bryce. In 1567-8,

An history of lyf ^ vertUy wherein ys towched

the Couurce of mans lyf In 1568-9, The Justi-

fication of a christian Fayth. The Retome of
olde well spoken no body. In 1579, Anecessarie

instruccion of the promises of God. Translated

from the Latin by Urb. Regius. An aunswere

to a Rebellious Libell. The Shepherds calender

^

conteyning xij eclogues, ^c. In 1583, xxvi ser-

mons of Hen. Bullenger upon the Oration of the

prophet Jeremye, ^c. Which book he is appointed

to print by his deputye. In 1586, A thanks-

gyvinge for our deliv'y from the intended tyranny

e

of the Antichristian Pharao. In 1587, To Wyn-
det and him. A brief instruccion Sr manner
how to keepe bookis of accoumptis, 8cc.

GOD

^VsJL

The device of this printer was of that kind
called rebus, or an image of the name or ideas

of the inventor, and hence as his name was
Singleton, and he dwelt at the Golden Tun, in

Creed-lane,he assumed the figure of a Single Tun,
with a monogram mark above it, on an ancient

shield, surrounded by a motto set in the above
wood-cut.

1593, July 29. The privy council addresses

letters to both universities, dated Oatlands, pro-

hibiting the common players from perfonning

either in the universities, or at any place within

the compass of five miles, and especially (at

Cambridge,) in the village of Chesterton, on tne

water side.

1593. Macao, or Amacao, a seaport town of

China, situate on an island in the bay of Canton.

Peignot assigns this year as the period of the

introduction of typography into this place ; but
Scheuchzer, in his introduction to Kaiinpfer's

History of Japan, (fol. London, 1737) mentions

a rare and curious book, containing an account
of an embassy from the court of Japan to that

of Rome, which was printed in Japanese and
Latin, In Macaensi portu Sinici regni, in domo
Societatis Jesu, cum facilitate ordinarii et supe-

riorum, anno 1590, 4to. A copy of this book is

in the rich collection of Mr. W. Mai-sden. It is
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certain that the Jesuits had a early printing es-

tablishment in Macao. For an interesting ac

count of the English missionary society press

at Macao, see the year 1814, post.

1593. Albert Heyndriesz, a printer at the

Hague, styles himself printer to the states of

Holland, and executed many classical volumes

of great beauty.

1594. Robert Aggas was a scholar, and a

printer from the year 1558 to 1594, and dwelt

at the west end of St. Paul's church. Accord-

ing to Maunsell's catalogue^ he seems to have

been more of a bookseller than a printer. He
had a relation, named Ralph Aggas, a surveyor,

who published maps of several townsin England.

1594. The office of typographer royal, insti-

tuted at Stockholm, the capital of Sweden, with

certain privileges and a fixed salary from the

government, the printing materials also being-

furnished by the king. The first printer who
held this post was Anunders Olai.

1594. Writing tables ivith a kalenderfor xxiiii

yeareSy with sundry necessarye rules. Made at

London by Frauncis Adams^ stationer or book-

binder, dwellinge in Distaffe lane, neare Olde

Fishstrete, at the signe of the Aqua vite still, and

are there to be sold. In this work it is stated,

" Printing was found out at Mentz, 1459, and
first brought to London by William Caxton,

mercer." Oblong sixteens.

1594. In Jerom Wierix's Bible, published in

Holland, in this year, there is a plate by John
Wierix, representing the Feast of Dives, with

Lazarus at his door. In the rich man's banquet-

ing room there is a dwarf to contribute to the

merriment of the company, according to the

custom in this century, of rich people keeping

dwarfs for their amusement.*
Jerom and John Wierix engraved a great

number of plates, neat, but hard. John was
bom in 1555. There was also an Anthony
Wierix, an engraver, whose mark was A. W.
Jerom's was H. I. W.

1594, June 1. Died, Christopher Marlow, the

best of English poets before Shakspeare, whom
Philips calls " a kind of second Shakspeare."

Thomas Heywood styles him " the best of poets;"

and Drayton has bestowed a high panegyric on

him, in the Censure of the Poets, in these lines:

Next Marlow, bath'd in Thespian springs,

Had in him these translunary things,

That your first poets had ; his raptures were
All air and fire, which made his verses clear.

For that fine madness still he did retain,

"Which rightly should possess a poet's brain.

Ben Jonson also speaks of " Mallow's mighty
line ;" and Warton says that his tragedies mani-
fest traces of a just dramatic conception, over

* In Italy, fondness for dwarfs was carried to extrava-
gance. " Being at Rome in the year 1 56(5," says a French
writer, "I was invited by cardinal Villclli to a feast,
wherewe were served by no fewer than thirty-four dwarfs,
most of them horridly distorted." The same author adds,
that Francis I. and Henry II. Icings of France, had many
dwarfs, and Charles II. of EnglaiidTiad Jcffrv Hudson.

which it was left to Shakspeare's genius alone to

triumph and predominate. He was born about
1562, though little is known of his family. He
was educated at Bene't college, Cambridge,
where he took the degree of B.A. 1583, and
M. A. 1587; he then quitted the academic
bower, and went on the stage, where he fell into

a dissolute life, and practised the most epicurean
indulgence, and at last, it is reported, came to

an untimely end, in the following manner.
He fell deeply in love with a low girl, and

had for his rival a fellow in livery, who looked
more like a pimp than a lover. Marlow fired

with jealousy, and having some reason to believe

that his mistress granted the fellow favours,

rushed upon him to stab him with his dagger

;

but the footman being quick, avoided the stroke,

and catching hold of Marlow 's wrist, stabbed
him with his own weapon ; and notwithstanding
all the assistance of the surgery, he soon died of
the wound. During his short life, he produced
eight plays, besides miscellaneous poems, and
wrought a great change in theatrical literature.

He delighted in delineating the strong and tur-

bulent passions. In the Tragical History of the

Life and Death of Dr. Faustuji,* he writes with
a force and freedom unknown previously to our
infant drama; and calling in the aid of magic
and supernatural agency, produces a work full

of power, novelty, and variety : and was designed
to depict ambition in its most outrageous form.

In the Fanwus Tragedy of the Rich Jew of
Malta,\ he exhibits every good and humane
feeling under subjection to the love of money.
The plays of Marlow are remarkably scarce,

amounting to seven, six of which were in the

Garrick collection. The play of Marlow's,
which is not in the above collection, is called

Dido, Queen of Carthage^ a copy of which was
in the Malone collection.

1595. Died, Charles Yetsweirt, French
secretary and clerk of the signet to queen Eliza-

beth. In lord Burghley's diary is the following

notice, under the year 1594, " March 25, a pri-

vilege granted to Charles Yetzweirt, for printing

all books of the common law."

In the Herald's office there is this memoran-
dum of him.

" Charles Yetsweirt, esq ; her majesty's secre-

tary for the French tongue, and one of the

* Written by Ch. M. London : printed by John Wright,
and are to be sold at his shop, without Newgate, at the
sign of the Bible. 1616, It is in black letter. Some
former possessor of this copy has filled up the initial M.
and written Marklin. Sold at Wright's sale for «6'1 7s.

t As it was played before the king and queen, in his
majesty's theatre, at Whitehall, by her majesty's servants,
at the Cock Pit. Written by Christopher Mario. London :

printed by J. B. for Nicholas Vavasour, and are to be sold
at his shop in the Inner Temple, near the church. 1833.

X Played by the children of her majesty's chapel. Writ-
ten by Christopher Marlow and Thomas Nash, gent.
London : printed by the widow Orwin, for Thomas Wood-
cock, and are to be sold at his shop in Paul's Church-
yard, at the sign of the Black Boar. 1595.

There was no copy of this play in the collections of
Farmer, Steevens, Pearson, or Dodd. There was one in
the possession of Dr. Wright, which produced the enor-
mous sum of sixteen guineas.
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clerks of the signet, died at his house at Soun-
burie, the 25th day of April, anno 1595; and
was buried in the church of the same parish, the

5th day of May next following. He married
Jane Elkin, and had issue Frances, who died
February 1594. The funeral was solemnized
by York Herald (deputy for Clarencieux king
of arms) and Portcullis officer of arms.

Subscribed by {T^--|):,t^'-

1595. Jane Yetsweirt, widow of the above,
continued exercising the art of printing and
selling, some time after the decease of her hus-
band, but met with a great deal of trouble from
the stationers' company, as appears from two or

three letters found among the manuscripts of the
late lord Oxford, complaining ofher hard usage.

1595- Abel Jeffs dwelt at the Golden Cup,
in the Old Bailey, in 1561, and in 1584 at the
sign of the Bell, in Philip-lane. He put his

sign at the end of his books, and this motto,
With harp and song praise the Lord.
Though the first work of Jeffs's printing is

dated 1561, no other occurs with his name until

1584, which has raised a doubt if it was one and
the same person. In 1589 he printed the third

edition of Roger Ascham's Toxophilus, in 4to.*

and in the same year he reprinted Ascham's
Schoolmaster.

-f

Peirce Penilesse his supplication to the Diuell.
Barbaria grandis habere nihil. Written by
Thomas Nash, gent.J Printed by Abel Jeffs,

1595. 4to. In this very curious production may
be seen the cause of the celebrated dispute be-
tween Nash and Gabriel Harvey.

* Toxophilus: the schoole, or partitions of shooting, con-
tained in two bookes, written by Roger Ascham, 1544.
And now newly perused. Plensent for all gentlemen and
yomen of England, for their pastime to reade, and profit-
able for their use to follow both in warre and peace. By
the consent of Henry Marsh. The first edition was pub-
lished in 1545, the last in 1571.

t The schole master, or plaine and perfite way of teachyng
children to understand, write, and speak the Latin fung
but specially purposedfor the private brynging up ofyouth,
in jentlemen and noblemens houses, and commodious also
for all such as forgot the Latin tonge, and would, by them-
selves, without a scholemaster, in short tyme, and with small
paines, recover a sufficient habilitie to understande, write,
and speake Latin. By Roger Ascham. Dedicated to sir
William Cecil, 4to. 15/0.
The last day saving one of this year, (1568,) says

Camden, was the last day of sir Roger Ascham's life. He
was born in Yorkshire, and brought up at Cambridge ; was
one of the first of our countrymen that polished the Latin
and Greek, and the pureness of his style not without
commendations for eloquence. He was for a while school-
master to queen Elizabeth, and her secretary for the Latin
tongue. Nevertheless, being too much given to dicing
and cock-fighting, he lived and died a poor man, leaving
behind him two most excellent books, as monuments of his
wit in the English tongue, whereof he entitled the one
Toxophilus, and the other Scholarcha.
Queen Elizabeth was taught to write by the celebra-

ted Roger Ascham. Her writing is extremely beautiful
and correct, as may be seen by examining a little manu-
script book of prayers, preserved in the British Museum.
Her first writing book is in the Bodleian library at Oxford.
The gradual improvement of her majesty's hand-writing is
very honourable to her diligence ; but the most cuiious
thing is the paper on which she tried her pens ; this she
usually did by writing the name of her beloved brother
Edward, a proof of the early and ardent attachment she
formed to that amiable prince.

i A copy of this work was latcJy offered at ^£6 6s.

The contests, squibs, and pamphlets, between
Nash, and Greene, and Harvey, at one time
occupied no small share of public attention

and curiosity. They proceeded finally to such
extremities that the arm of power interfered,

and they were seized and prohibited.

1595. The first digested list of publications in

the English language, was compiled by Andrew
Maunsell, printer and bookseller, under the
following title :

—

The first part of the Catalogue of English
printed Bookes. Which concemeth such matters

of Divinitie as have bin either ivritten in oure
tongue^ or translated out of some other language ;

and have bin published to the glory of God,
and edification of the Church of Christ in Eng-
land. Gathered into Alphabet, and such method
as it w, bj/ Andretv Maunsell, bookseller. Lon-
don: printed by John Windet, for Andrew
Maunsell, dwelling in Lothburie, 1595, in folio,

with the device of a Pelican and its offspring

rising out of the flames, round which is, " Pro
lege, rege, et grege. Love kepyth the lawe,
obeyeth the kynge, and is good to the common-
welthe."

The seconde Parte of the Catalogiie of English
printed bookes ; eyther ivritten in our oume tongue,

or translated out of any other language; which
concemeth the sciences Mathematically as Arith-
metick, Geometrie, Astronomic, Astrologie, Mu-
sick, the Arts of Warre, and Navigation ; and
also, of Phisicks and Surgerie. At London

:

printed by James Roberts. 1595.

The third part of the catalogue, which he
promised, and which to us would have been the
most interesting of Rhetoric, History, Poetry,

and Policy, never appeared. In the preface,

such was the temper of the times, and of Eliza-
beth, we discover that he has deprived us of a
catalogue of " the books written by the fugitive

papists, as also those written against the present
government, (meaning those of the Puritans.) I
do not think meet for me to meddle withall."

In one part of his catalogue, however, he
contrived to insert the following passage; the
burthen of the song, seems to have been cnonised
by the ear of our cautious Maunsell. He is

noticing a Pierce ploughman in prose. " I did
not see the beginning of this booke, but it

endeth thus:

—

Gfod save the King, and speed the Plough,
And send the prelates cares inough,
Inough, inough, inough.—Page 80."

An analysis of Maunsell's catalogue is given
in the Athenceum, vol. i, pp. 43-45.

The progress of sale catalogues in England,
is copiously treated of in Mr. Nichols's Literary
Anecdotes, vol. iii. pp. 608, 693.
Andrew Maunsell dwelt at the sign of the

Parrot, in St. Paul's Church yard. He com-
menced business about 1570, and continued
near thirty years. He printed but few books
himself, four only bearing his imprint, but he
was a great publisher.
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1595. The Old Wives Tale. A pleasant con-

ceited Comedie, played .by the queenes majesties

players. Written by George Peele.* Printed at

London by John Danter, and are to be sold by

Ralph Hancocke and John Hardie.f

It appears very probable that Milton had
seen this very curious and rare tract. The story

is the same with that in Comus, namely, two

brothers are represented as in search of a sister,

confined by the power of a magician. In the

Old Wives Tale, as in Comus, the brothers

aloud call their sister by name, and Echo makes

reply. See a long and interesting account of

George Peele, the author of this dramatic piece,

and the piece itself, in Todd's edition of Coinus,

published separately in 1798. See also Warton's

edition of Milton's Minor Poems, page 126.

1595, Feb. 21. Robert Southwell, called the

English Jesuit, was executed at Tyburn, on this

day. Among the bards of the Elizabethan era

Southwell shone with no inferior lustre. With
much of the general character of the period, fully

participating in its peculiarities, often led away
by antithesis, and sometimes concerted in the

choice of words, there is an overflowing of mind,

a richness of imagination, and a felicity of versi-

fication in this author which eminently entitle

his productions to the regard of aftertimes. His
melancholy life, and dreadful fate, would spread

a deep interest over his works, even were they in

themselves destitute of it, which is very far from

being the case. Southwell was also an elegant

and powerful prose writer, and a deep casuist.

He was of a good family in Norfolk, educated at

Douay, and at sixteen entered in the society of

Jesuits at Rome. In 1584, he came as a mis-

sionary to England, and was domestic chaplain

to Anne, countess of Arundel, in which situation

he remained till 1592; when he was apprehend-

ed at Uxenden, in Middlesex, and sent to the

tower, where he remained three years, during

which time, he was racked ten times,| with a

view to extort from him a disclosure of certain

* Georjje Peele, the scholar, the poet, the wit, and, in

every sense, the actor, after revelling in aU the license of

an age unparalleled in this country for the variety and ex-

tent of talent, as weU as the vices it engendered, in the
extremity of age, disease, remorse, and poverty, the scorn
of those who, by report or experience, were familiar with
his life, deserted by most of his friends and associates,

and written down by the rivals of his quill, was in his

old age reduced literally to want, and died at last, the
bitter sport, both in his person and writings, of inso-

lence, want, and revenge. He was born in Devonshire,
and was a student of Christ church college, Oxford, when
he took his degree of M.A., on the 6th of July, 1579, ' at

which time he was esteemed a most noted poet in the uni-

versity," quoth Anthony a Wood. He was a good pastoral
poet, and his plays, four in number, were acted with gi-eat

applause in the university. He died, 1598.

t Sold at Wright's sale for ^6-5 7s. 6d.

t Criminal process in those days was the mere applica-

tion of physical torture, to extort an avowal of the crime
imputed ; for the law had humanely provided that no crimi-
nal could be convicted but upon his own confession. The
rack was therefore termed the question ; and was, in fact,

the only form of interrogatory. Thus, if an accused was
innocent, and had energy of soul to brave the torture, he
must bear it till he died ; but if natmre was subdued by
pain, he accused himself falsely, and was put to death on
the scaffold. Such was the justice of men calling them-
selves Christian prelates.—Madame Junot's Memoirs of
Celebrated Women, page 74.

supposed conspiracies against the government.
At the end of this period he sent a letter to lord

Burleigh humbly intreatinghis lordship, that he
might either be brought upon his trial to answer
for himself, or at least that his friends might
have leave to come and see him. Burleigh
answered, " that if he was in such haste to be
hanged, he should quickly have his desire."

Shortly after he was removed to Newgate, tried

at Westminster for remaining in England con-
trary to the statute, convicted, and condemned
to death : when the unhappy suff'erer was only

in his thirty-lifth year.

It may be mentioned that this was the age
when collections of fugitive and miscellaneous

poetry first became common. Several volumes
of this kind were published about this time, and
contain some lyrical poetry of the greatest merit,

without any author's name. The following

poem, by Southwell, will be a good specimen of

the forms of composition :

—

THE IMAGE OF DEATH.

Before my face the picture hangs.
That daily should put me in mind

Of these cold names and bitter pangs
That shortly I am like to find

j

But yet, alas ! full little I

Do think hereon, that I must die.

Continually at my bed's head
A hearse doth hang, which doth me tetf

That I ere morning may be dead,
Though now I feel myself full well : ,

But yet, alas ! for all this, I

Have little mind that I must die

!

The gown which I am used to wear.
The knife wherewith I cut my meat;

And eke that old and ancient chair,
Which is my only usual seat

;

All these do tell me I must die, a

And yet my life amend not I. 1

My ancestors arc turn'd to clay.

And many of my mates are gone
;

My youngers daily drop away,
And can I think to 'scape alone ?

No, no ; I know that I must die,

And yet my life amend not I.

Not Solomon, for all his wit.

Nor Samson, though he were so strong^"f

No king nor power ever yet
Could 'scape, but death laid him along.

Wherefore I know that I must die.

And yet my life amend not I.

If none can 'scape Death's dreadful dart.

If rich and poor his beck obey

;

If strong, if wise, if all do smart,
Then I to 'scape shall have no way :

Then, grant me grace, O God ! that I

My life may mend, since I must die.

1595. Davis's Worldes Hydograj/hical Descrip-
tion, wherein is proved that the ivorld in all his

places is inhabited, and the seas universally navi-

gable. Mr. Beloe says that this tract is to be
reckoned among the rarest of our English books.

It was written by John Davis, the celebrated

navigator, who gave his name to the straights

so called. It consists of 24 leaves, 8vo., and a
copy was sold by auction, by Mr. Evans, Janu-
ary, 1830, for £7 lOs. Two copies are all that

are known.
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Captain John Davis sailed from Dartmouth
to discover a north-west passage to the East

Indies. He returned on the 3a of September,

1585. He was killed near Malacca, December
27, 1605.

1596, Jan. 28. Died^ Sir Francis Drake, who
is distinguished as being the first man of his

country who achieved the circumnavigation of

the globe, which took up two years and ten

months ; on his return in 1 580, the queen dined

on board the ship, at Deptford, which had per-

formed so memorable a voyage, and conferred

the honour of knighthood on the commander.
The following inscription is from a rare portrait

in the Cracherode collection :*

SIR FRANCIS DRAKE, Knight.

Our ages Tiphys,t valours noble mirrour,
Englishmen's glory, and the Spaniard's terrour,

The saylors starre, sea-taming sail-winged Drake,
Whose fame, tho' he be dead, lives fresh awake,

Which with his corps whole oceans cannot dround
But shall endure so long as world is round,

Which he encompast, one whose like I feare
England will never see again but hkre.

In the ever memorable service which termi-

nated in the defeat of the Spanish armada, sir

Francis Drake, whom Elizabeth had appointed
vice admiral under lord Howard of Effingham,
had the chief share, and the homble vengeance
experienced by the flying armada was inflicted

principally by his division of the fleet. After
this he went to the West Indies^: with sir John
Hawkins, but the two commanders disagreeing

in their plans little was done by them. Drake
died off" Nombre de Dios. He was born at

Tavistock, in Devonshire, in 1545, and was re-

presentative for the town of Plymouth, to which
he was a great benefactor, by causing water to

be conveyed to it from springs at eight miles
distance.

1597, March 1. King James VI. of Scot-
land, grants a privilege to John Skene, clerk of

the register, for the printing of all laws and
acts of parliament, and Robert Waldegrave to

be the printer.

1597, March 15. The lawes and actes of
parliament, maid be king James the firsthand his

successours, kings of Scotland, visited, collected,

and extracted furth of the register. Edingburgh
be Robert Waldegmve, prenter to the kingis
majestic. Folio.

* The Rev. C. M. Cracherode, of celebrated book fame,
was the son of IVIordaunt Cracherode, who went out to
make his fortune as a commander of the marines in Anson's
ship. He returned in consequence of his share of prize
money, a wealthy man. Hence the property of his son,
and hence the Bihliotheca Cracherodiana, in the British
Museum.

—

Difidin.

t Tiphys was the pilot of the Argo, the first ship.
t A true discourse of sir Francis Drake's West Indian

voyage, and takinfr of St. Jago, Santo Domingo, Carta-
gena, and St. Augtistine, London : printed by Richard
Field, i.'isg. 4to.

A Libel of Spanish Lies found at the Sack of Cales,
discoursing the Fight in the West Indies between the English
and the Spaniard, and of the Death of Sir Francis Drake,
with an Answer confuting the said Spanish Lies, 8iC. Lon-
don, 1 596. 4to. By Captain Henry Savile. A copy is in
the Bodleian library. See Wood's Athence Oxonienses.

1596. Died, Francis Raphelengius, the
celebrated printer of the university of Leyden.
This distinguished scholar was bom of parents
of low condition, and destined for trade. An
invariable love of study directed his attention

towards books ; and during the civil wars in
France, he came to England, and taught the
learned languages some time at Cambridge.
Going over to Antwerp, to purchase rare books
there for the university, he fell, first, in love
with the splendid apparatus of Plantin's print-

ing office; and, secondly, with the not less

attractive charms of Mademoiselle Margaret
Plantin. He had by her three sons and a
daughter. He died in his 58th year. His
learning lay chiefly in the Hebrew and oriental

languages, and that part of the Polyglott (the
latter volumes) which embraces Hebraic lexi-

cography, &c. was executed more particularly
under the eye of Raphelengius. This able man,
besides being printer to the university of Ley-
den, conducted the press of his father-in-law,

who had established an office there. Thus, in
the frontispiece of Whitney's Emblems, we read,
Imprinted at Leyden, in the house of Christo-
pher Plantin.

1596. At the national synod, held at Saumur,
in France, Monsieur Adam D'Orival, minister of
the church of Sancerre, was ordered " to write
from the assembly, to the church of Geneva,
to acquaint them with the frauds committed by
their booksellers, who vended in these parts a
number of Psalm Books, and New Testaments of
the old translation, only prefixing a new title, as
if it were a new translation." The same synod
gave Jerom Haultin, of Rochelle, permission
to print their French Bibles. " The province of
Xaintonge craving leave," say they, " for Mon-
sieur Haultin, of Rochelle, to print our French
Bibles, he engaging his word, to do them on
better paper, with a fairer character, and at a
cheaper rate than those of Geneva, which are
now become very rare and dear. This synod
doth permit the said Haultin to print the Bible^
and adviseth him to have a singular care that
they be done most accurately and correctly."

Le Long notices several impressions of the Neto
Testament, printed by Haultin, and two of the
whole Bible, by his heirs.

The first edition of the Neio Testament in the
Basque tongue was printed at Rochelle in the
year 1571, with the title of, Jesu^ Christ Gure
Taunaren Testamentu Berna, ^c. Rochellan,
Pierre Hautin Imprimi^ale, 1571. On the title

are engraved the arms of the queen of Navarre,
through whose zealous exertions in the cause of
religion this translation into the Biscaian dialect
was made, and who also caused the catechism
and prayers used in the church of Geneva, to be
translated and printed at Rochelle.
Bartholomew Berton exercised the art of

printing at Rochelle, in 1564 and 1566, in which
latter year he printed the following work : Le
grand Routier pilotage, et encrage de mer, written
by Pierre Garcie ; with rude but interesting

wood cuts. A copy is in Trinity college, Dublin.
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1596. Jacobus Lucius printed a Polyglott, in

Greek, Latin, and German, at Hamburgh, in

four volumes, folio, " Studio Davidis Wolderi ;"

the Greek from the Venice edition of 1518 ; the

Latin versions those of St. Jerom and Pagninus.

Mr. De Missy's copy of Wolderus was sold for

no more than half a guinea ; and is now in the

royal library.

The learned author of the Succinct Account of
Polyglott Bibles, has the following remarks :

—

" The taste that prevailed early in the six-

teenth century, for the cultivation of literature,

was partly the cause of, and partly owing to

the publication of the sacred writings in differ-

ent languages. Certain men, in whom were

providentially united a taste for sound learning,

together with ecclesiastical influence, and secu-

lar opulence, determined to publish, first, ^ar^s,

and then the whole of the sacred writings, in

such languages as were esteemed the learned

languages of the universe. These were, princi-

pally, Latin, Greek, Hebrew, Arabic, Chaldee,

and Syriac ; others of less importance were added
to them. Such publications attracted general

attention, and became greatly studied. Hence
the taste, not only for sacred literature, but uni-

versal science, became widely diffused; and the

different nations of Europe seemed to vie with

each other in the publication of those works,

which have since obtained the denomination of

PoLYGLOTTS, thatis, ' books in many languages.^ "

1596. The Thirteen Bookes of Aenidos. The
first twelue being the worke of the diuine Poet

Virgil Maro, and the thirteenth, the supplement

of Maphceus Vegius. Translated into English

verse to the first third part of the tenth booke,

by Thomas Phaer, Esquire : and the residue

finished, and now newly set forth for the delight

of such as are studious in Poetry. By Thomas
Twyne, Doctor in Physic. London, printed by
Thomas Creed, in Thames-street. 4to.

1596. The faerie queene, disposed into xii

hookes, fashioning xii moral vertues. By Edmund
Spencer. London, printed by William Ponson-
by. In two vols. 12mo.
The Faery Qu£en,siiys amodem critic,is aworld

of itself, formed out of the extraordinary fancy of

the author. His invention was without limit.

Giants and dwarfs, fairies, and knights, and
queens, rose up at his call. He drew shape

after shape, scene after scene, castle and lake,

woods and lawns, monstrous anomalies and
beautiful impossibilities, from the unfathomable
depths of his mind ; yet all of them intended to

represent some shade or kind of emotion, passion,

or faculty, or the things upon which these are

continually operating. Only six of the original

twelve books now remain, the rest having been
lost by a servant on the passage from Ireland to

England. Each of these is divided into twelve
cantos, and the versification of the whole is in

a peculiar stanza of nine lines, now commonly
called the Spenserian, and remarkable for its

elegance and harmony. Each book is devoted
to the adventures of a particular knight, who
personifies a certain virtue, as Holiness,"Temper-

ance, Courtesy, &c., and who moves inJI the
midst of a whole host of sentiments and ideas,

personified in the same way, the whole bearing
the appearance of a chivalrous tale. The work,
though upon the whole too tedious for the gene-
rality of modem readers, is justly regarded as
one of the greatest compositions in English
poetry. Spenser formed his manner, in some
degree, upon the model of the Italian poets

;

and yet he is not only unlike them in many
respects, but he is like no other English writer.

Perhaps it is fortunate for the Faery Queen
that one half of it was lost ; and it might have
even been improved in value by the want of a
half of that which remains ; for it is allowed
that the strength of the work lies in the first

three books.

After Spencer's Faerie Queen was published,

the press overflowed with many mistaken imita-

tions, in which faries were the chief actors,

—

this circumstance is humorously animadverted
on by Mareton, in his satires, as quoted by
Warton : every scribe now falls asleep, and in his

dreams, straight, tenne ponnd to one
Outsteps some fairy—
Awake, straight rubs his eyes, and prints his tale.

The followinganecdote cannot be well omitted,

though generally well known. It is the method
Spencer took to introduce himself to sir Philip

Sidney, which was by going to Leicester house,

and sending in the ninth canto of the first book
of his Fairy Queen. Sir Philip was particularly

pleased with the description of Despair, and
" expressed unusual transport," says Mr.Hughes,
" on the discovery of so new and uncommon a
genius. After he had read some stanzas, he
turned to his steward, and bid him give the per-

son that brought tliese verses, fifty pounds ; but
upon reading the next stanza, he ordered the

sum to be doubled. The steward was no less

surprised than his master, and thought it his

duty to make some delay in executing so sudden
or lavish a bounty ; but upon reading one
stanza more, Mr. Sidney raised his gi'atuity to

two hundred pounds, and commanded the

steward to give it immediately, lest as he read

further, he might be tempted to give away his

whole estate. From this time he admitted the

author to his acquaintance and conversation, and
prepared the way for his being known and re-

ceived at court."

1696. John Danter dwelt in Hosier-lane,

near Holborn conduit, and printed some books
with William Hoskins. His first book is dated
in 1591. In 1593, he printed Strange news of
the intercepting certaine letters, and a convoy of
verses, as they were going privilie to victuale the

Loiv Countrie. Vndu imdellitur iinda. By
Thomas Nashe, gent. His last work was Have
ivith you to Saffron Walden ; or Gabriell Har-
vey^s Hunt is up. Containing a full answer to

the eldest sonne of the hatter maker ; or Nashe
his confutation of the sinful doctor.* 1596. 4to.

* A copy of this work, with an outline drawing of
Nash, copied from Lichfield Trimming, and the title in

manuscript, was lately offered at j^i6 l6s.
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1596. Thomas Scarlet was a good printer,

and carried on business from the year 1576 to

1595, thoug^h he printed but few books. In 1592
he printed the tragedy of Tancred and Gismond.
Compiled by the Gentlemen of the Inner
Temple, and by them presented before her

majestic. Newly revived and polished accord-

ing to the decorum of these daies. By R. W.
In 1594 he printed The unfortunate traveller :

or the life of Jack Wilson. By Thomas Nash.
Printed for George Busby. 4 to.

1596, A Book of Secrets ; shelving diuers waies

to make and prepare all sortes of Inke and Colors,

Sfc. translated out of Dutch hy W. P. London,
1596, Ato. To which is annexed a little treatise,

intituled Instructions of ordering Wines, trans-

lated from the Italian, hy W. P. Sold at Bind-
ley's sale for £3 10^.

1596. A progress of pietie, or the harbour of
heavenly harts ease, to recreate the ajfflicted souls

of all such as are shut up in anye inward, or out-

ward affliction. By John Norden. Printed for

John Oxenbridge.
The rebus of John Oxenbridge was an Ox,

with the letter N on his back, as going over a
bridge.

1596. Sommons to doomes-daie, sent unto his

beloved England, as a memorial of his deepe
printed love and loyaltie. By Henoch Claphan.
Edinburgh: printed by R. Waldegrave. 12mo.

1596. A New Discourse of a Stale Subject,
called the Metamorphosis of Ajax. Written by
Miscamos to his friend and cosin Philostilpnos.

London : printed by Richard Field, dwelling in

the BlacklViers, At the bottom of the title page,
sir John Harrington,* the author, has written,

in red ink,
" Seen and dissalowed."

The dedication is also in manuscript by the
author, and is as follows

:

"To the Right Worshipfull
Thomes Markham,

Esquyre, this

bee d. d."

This work is frequently alluded to by co-
temporary writers; as in Shakspeare's Lovers

Labour Lost, act v. scene 2, and the several

writers quoted by Mr. Steevens in his note on
that passage. It is remarkable, that for writing
this pamphlet, sir John Harrington fell into dis-

grace with queen Elizabeth. Mr. Robert
Markham writing to him two years after, in

1598, says, " Since your departure from hence
you have been spoke of and with no ill will,

both by the nobles and the queene herself. Your
booke is almost forgiven, and I may say, for-

gotten, but not for its lacke of wit or satyr.

Those whorae you feared raoste are now becom-
ing themselves in the queen's grace ; and tho'

her highnesse signified displeasure in outwarde

* Sir John Harring^ton published a translation of Arios-
to's Orlando Furioso, to which was prefixed his Apology
of Poetry. A collection of his works has been printed,
under the title of Nugca Antiquca, in 3 vols. 12mo. He
died in l6l2, aged 5l.

sorte, yet she did like the marrow of your booke.
Your great enemye sir James, did once mention
the star chamber; but your good esteem in

better mindes outdid his endeavours, and all is

silente again. The queene is minded to take

you to her favour ; but she sweareth that she
believes you will make epigrams, and write

Misacmos again on her, and all the courte. She
hath been heard to say, ' That merry poet, her

godson, must not come to Greenwich 'till he
hath grown sober, and leaveth the ladies sportes

and frolicks. She did conceive much disquiet,

on being tolde you had a shafte at Leicester. I

wishe you knew the author of that ill deed, I

would not be in his best jerkin for a thousand
markes.'"

—

Nugce Antiquce, vol. ii. p. 442.

1597. At this time the literary public received

a high gratification, from the appearance of the

firstpart of Francis Bacon's Essays;* concerning
which we need not say, that they opened a rich

treasury of moral observation, and that they were
worthy of the great and comprehensive mind
from which they proceeded. The name of

Essays were then new to the world, and perhaps
had been derived from Montaigne.f Thus did

Bacon introduce into England a species of

writing which hath since been largely cultivated,

and hath produced a vast number of beautiful

compositions, which constitutes a fine part of

modern literature, and the history of which, and
its effects on the understanding and mannei's of

men, will at all times afford matter of useful

and interesting discussion.

—

Kippis.

Lord Bacon speaking of books says, read not
to contradict and confute, but to weigh and
consider. Some books are to be tasted, others to

be swallowed, and some few to be digested
;

that is, some books are to be read only in parts ;

others to be read, but not curiously ; and some
few to be read wholly and with diligence and
attention. Reading maketh a full man, con-
ference a ready man, and writing an exact man.

1597. Richard Jones, Jhones, or Johnes,
printed in conjunction with Thomas Colwell, in

1570. He kept a shop at the south-west door of

St. Paul's church, and lived at the sign of the

Rose and Crown, near Saffron Hill, in Holborn;
and at the upper end of Fleet-lane, over against

St. Sepulchre's church, at the sign of the Spread
Eagle. He printed several books in partnership

* Essaies, religious meditations, places ofperswnsion and
diswasion. Seen and allowed. Dedicated by Francis
Bacon, esq., of Gray's Inn, to his brother Anthony, the
30th of January, 1597. This first edition of the Essays^
contains only these ten :—Of study. Discourse. Cere-
monies and respects. Of followers and friends. Sutors.
Expense. Regfiment of health. Honour and reputation.
Faction and negociation. In 18 leaves, or one sheet. 12mo.
London : printed by John Windct, for Humphry Hooper,
and are to be sold at the Black Bear, in Chancery-lane.
Another edition appeared the following: year.

t Michael de Montaigne, a celebrated French writer,
was born at a seat of that name, in Perigord, Feb. 28,

1533, and died at the same place, in his 60th year, Sept.
J 3, 1592. His E'.wrt^.s' show great knowledge of the human
mind, and contain many valuable lessons of instruction.
Cardinal du Perron emphatically called them the breviary
of honest men. The best edition is that of Coste, with
notes, in 1726 or 1739, 3 vols. 4to. The Travels of Mon-
taigne were printed in 1772, .3 vols. l2mo.

3 H
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with others. Eighty-two works bear his im-
print, amonj? which are the following :

A new booke, intituled, The hlasinge of
bawdrie, daylie procured by Beldame B.
principall broker of all iniquitie. Geven for a

new yeares gyft, as well to all suche, in whose

charge the due punishment thereof is committed,

as also to all other that may reap commodytie, by

lothyng their practises, either by reading, or hear-

ing of the same, by R. C. citizen. This book is

in verse, and begins with a dialogue between the

printer and the author. London: printed by
Richard Jones, 1574. ]2mo.

T/ie excellent Comedie oftwo of the mostefaith-

fullest freendes, Damon and Pithias. Newly
imprinted, as the same was showed before the

queenes majestic, by the children of her graces

chappell, except the prologue, that is some-
what altered for the proper use of them
that hereafter shall have occasion to plaie it,

either in private or open audience. Made by
Maister Edwards, then beying maister of the

children. 1571.

This play, which is exceedingly curious, has
been reprinted in the first volume of Dodsley's

Collection of Old Plays.*

XII merry jests of Wyddow Edyth. London,
imprinted by Richard Johnes, 1573, Ato.\

N. Britland's Boure of Delights. Containing
epigrams, pastorals, sonnets, &c. London, im-
printed by Richard Johnes, 1597.

The Woman in the Moone, as it was presented

before her highness. By John Lylliej maister of

artes. London, imprinted by Richard Jones for

William Jones, 1597, 4to.

Richard Jones used the above flower as his

device.

1597. About this time several metrical versions

were composed, of separate books of the scrip-

tures, especially of the Psalms, Solomon's Song,

and Ecclesiastes. One of these versified trans-

lations, of Ecclesiastes, by Henry Lok, presents,

in the title of it, a singular opinion respecting

the original design of Solomon in composing
that book : Ecclesiastes, otherudse called the

Preacher. Containing Solomon's Sermons, or

* Dodsley's Collection of Old Plays, of which a third
enlarged edition appeared in 1825.

t A copy of this curious book was disposed of at Mr.
Steven's sale for ^£4 14». 6d.; atRoxburghe's.for i6'15 15s.;

at Perry's, for ^16; at Sir M. M. Sykes's, for seid l6s.;
and at White Knight's, for ie22 is.

Commentaries upon the 49 Psalme of David
father. Compendiously abridged, and also para-
phrastically dilated in English poesie, according

to the analogic of Scripture, and consent of the

most approued ivriters thereof. Composed by
Henri Lok, gentleman. Whereunto are annexed
sundrie Sonnets of Christian Passions heretofore

printed, and now corrected, with other affection-

ate So7inets of a feeling conscience, of the same
authors. I^ondon, printed by Richard Field.

4to.*

Lok's versification of the Lord^s Prayer, in-

cluded among his Sonnets, has been considered

as one of the closest versions that has been made

:

we therefore copy it for the gratification of the

reader.

Our Father, which in heaven art.

Lord ! hallowed be thy name

:

Thy kingdom come, thy will be done
in heaven and earth the same.

Give us this day our daily bread

;

our trespasses forgive.

As we for other men's offence
do freely pardon give.

Into temptation leadc us not
but 'liver us from ill

;

For thine all kingdome, glory, povnre
is now, and ever will.

William Hunnis, a gentleman of the chapel

under Edward VI. and afterwards chapel-master

to queen Elizabeth, rendered into rhyme many
select PsaZws, which were printed in 1550; he
versified the yvhole book of Genesis, which he
called a Hive full of Honey, printed in 1578,

4to.; and under the title of a Handful ofHoney-
suckles, published Blessings out of Deuteronomie ;

Prayers to Christ ; Athanasius's Creed; and
Meditations, in metre, with musical notes. He
was also the author of other metrical works, and
a contributor to the Paradise of Dainty Devises.

In 1597, he published the following work:

—

Seven sobs of a sorrowful soule for sinne, &c.
by William Hunnis, one of the gentlemen of

her majesties honourable chappel, and maister

to the children of the same. Whereunto are

also annexed his handfull of honisuckles, &c.
12mo. William Hunnis died June 6, 1597.

1597. DoMiNiCK and Mills were bookbinders

of good reputation, at Oxford; and considered

by the Oxonians of that period, superior to those

of London. In answer to a complaint from Dr.

James, the first keeper of the Bodleian library,

in 1588, we find sir Thomas Bodley writing, " I

am sorry to hear of those abuses of my binder.

Send me word at what price your binder will

bind an ordinary book in folio." And again,

"would to God you had signified wherein the

imperfections of our London binding did con-

sist." He also promises, if the Oxford price " is

reasonable, I will send sufiicient work for Domi-
nick and Mills, or some others for a month or

two." He afterwards appears to have employed

these or other artists, for in another letter to the

* A copy of this rare work was valued at ^£"28, by Long-
man and Co., in their catalogue of English poetry, en-

titled Bibliotheca Anglo Poetica. 1815.
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librarian, he says, " I pray you put as many to

binding of the books as you shall think con-

venient, of which I would have some dozen of

the better paper, to be trimmed with yuilding

and strings ;" and sends, at another time, money
for their bindings, chainings, placings, &c. Sir

Thomas Bodley displays a perfect knowledge of

every thing connected with the subject. In his

various letters to Dr. James, he is continually

giving directions relative to the bindings of the

books in vellum and leather ; ordering them to

be rubbed by the keeper with clean cloths, as a

precaution against moulds and worms ; and
making provision for a proper supply of bars,

locks, hasps, grates, clasps, wires, chains, and
ginions of iron, " belonging to the fastening and
rivetting of the books," the establishment of the

Bodleian gave a stimulus to every thing con-

nected with books in Oxford, which though in

some repute as respected binding, still must
have been limited in extent, as the libraries there

were not previously remarkable for superiority;

and according to sir Thomas Bodley,Cambridge
was less so, as he remarks after his visit to that

university, " the libraries are meanly stored, and
Trinity college worst of all."

—

Hearne.

1597. The last Easter catalogue of George
Wilier, of Augsburg, (see page 320, ante,) is of

this date, on the title Plerique lihri in cedibus

EluB et Georgii Willerii fratrum bibliopolarum

Augustanorum habentur. It is printed also by
Bassaeus, at Frankfort. George and Elias

Wilier, were perhaps sons of the former. Reim-
mann says, that after the death of George Wil-
ier, the catalogue was published by the Leipzig

bookseller, Hearning Grosse, and by his son and
grandson. The council of Frankfort caused

several regulations to be issued respecting cata-

logues, an account of which may be seen in D.
Orth's Treatise On the imperial fairs at Frank-

fort. After the business of bookselling was
drawn from Frankfort to Leipzig, occasioned

principally by the restrictions to which it was
subjected at the former by the censors, no more
catalogues were printed there, and the shops in

Book-street were generally converted into ta-

verns.—See 1604, post.

1597, Oct. 10. Died, Aldus Manutius, the
Younger, with whom terminated a family who
have been justly called the glory of literature

and typography ; and whose reputation will con-

tinue so long as one single volume exists of the

numerous and excellent works which they printed

during the long period of one hundred and four

years. He was the son of Paul, and grandson to

the celebrated Aldus : was born in the year 1547,
and gave extraordinary proofs of precocity of

talent by publishing a work in his eleventh

year. The success of this publication was not

less extraordinary. In 1562, he accompanied
his father to Rome. In the year 1 566, he pub-
lished his celebrated work, De Veterum Notarum
explanatione, which the learned may consult

with advantage. In 1572, he married into the

Giunta family, by espousing Frances Lucretia,

the daughter either of Bernard or Thomas

Giunta. Upon the death of his father in 1574,

he became the sole proprietor and conductor of

his press, and from this time he almost wholly

abandoned the simple Dolphin and Anchor, as

given by his progenitors, and assumed the arms
which Maximilian had granted to his father.

In 1585, he left Venice, and in the following

year set up his press at Bologna ; and though
he had left Venice, his presses continued to work
under the direction of Nicolao Manassi and
other able superintendents. M. Renouard sus-

pects, from the style of Manassi's prefaces, that

he was not a manager of the Aldine printing-

office, but became actual proprietor of it, on the

departure of Aldus for Rome. On the death of
pope Sixtus V. in 1590, Clement VII. ascended
the papal throne, and conferred on our Aldus
the direction of the Vatican printing-office ; and
hither he transported his press and large library,

amounting to the almost incredible number of

80,000 volumes. He was professor of eloquence
(though with little success) at Venice, Bologna,
Pisa, and Rome. It appears that he cultivated

literary pursuits more than the art of printing

;

he was, however, well skilled in the typographic
art, and executed many valuable works. The
editions, latterly executed by Paul Manutius
and his son Aldus, are executed with far less

beauty and correctness than the early printed
editions of the Aldine press ; and frequently

betray evident marks of negligence. It is to be
much regretted, that Aldus died deeply in debt,

and that his presses and library were seized

upon by his creditors, and broken up.

1597. John Alde dwelt at the long shop ad-
joining to St. Mildred's church, in the Poultry.

In 1560 he printed his first work, being a short

treatise declaring the destitute ivickedness of ma-
gical sciences ; as, necromancie, conjurations,

curious astrologie, and such like, made by Fr.
Cox. 12mo.

1597. Henry Ballard, dwelt at the sign of

the Bear without Temple-bar, over against St.

Clement's church, where he printed two works
in this year.

1697. John de Beauchesne's name appears

to one work of this year, though he is considered

more of an ingenious schoolmaster, whose dwel-
ling was in Black Friars. In 1602, he pub-
lished a copg book to teach uyriting, done in wood,
printed by Richard Field, his neighbour.

1598. Richard Bradcocke printed the two
following works in 1598 : Virgidemiarum, sixe

books. First three books of toothlesse satyrs.

—

Poeticall.— Academicall.— Morall. Corrected

and amended. Sixty-eight leaves, 12mo.
Virgidemiarum. The three last bookes of

byting satyres. With vinets at top and bottom.

106 pages. 12mo.
1598. Ralph Blower, John Bowen, John

BusBiE, Henry Kirkham, William Barley,
Thomas Mann, William Holme, Richard
Walkkr, H. Hooper, R. Dexter, Thomas
Gardiner, and John Brown, carried on the

art of printing or employed others to work for

them, about this time.
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1598. Richard Watkins lived in St. Paul's

church yard, and had a shop adjoining to the

little conduit, in Cheap. He had a patent with

James Roherts, for printing Almanacks; and

was warden of the stationers' company in 1583,

and then gave up his right of the sheet or broad-

side almanack, for the relief of the poor of the

company. His first work is dated in 1561, and

his last was entitled A petite pallace of Pettie

his pleasure, Ato. Forty-eight works bear his

imprint.

Richard Watkins used the

annexed device, which is

doubtless a pun upon his

name, like those of many of

his cotemporaries.

1598. The Mercurius Gallo Belgicus, which

was long considered as the first newspaper, was

composed by Mr. Jansen, a Friscan, and the

first volume in 8vo. was printed at Cologne, in

this year, and contained 650 pages. It was

rather an annual register than a newspaper. It

was ornamented with a wood engraving, repre-

senting Mercury standing on a globe, with his

usual attributes : it was continued down to the

seventeenth century, and many volumes are pre-

served in the British museum. May's comedy

of The Heir, first acted in 1620, opens in the

following manner :

—

Polymetus.—Uast thou divulged the news,
That my son died at Athens.

Boscjo.—Yes, my lord,

With every circumstance.the time, the place,

And manner of his death ; that 'tis believed

And told for news, with as much confidence

As if 'twere writ in Gallo Belgicus.

Gallo Belgicus was written in Latin, and had

the following title -.Mercwry Gallo Belgici : sive,

rerum in Gallia, et Belgiopotissimum, Hispania

quoque. Italia, Anglia, Ge)-mania, Polonia, Vici-

nisqae locisab anno 1 588,adMartiumanni 1594,

gestarum Nuncii, It may be called the State

of Europe ; or, the Annual Register ; or, it may
be entitled more truly, the History of his own
Times; but, it is not a newspaper.—See 1603,pos<.

1598. At a synod held at Montpellier, in

France, it was advised, " cities and churches

having printers in them to suffer no book to get

into the press, till it had been first of all seen

and approved by the church; divers provinces

having complained of the licentiousness of print-

ers, in publishing all sorts of books." The synod
also enjoined, that "whereas Monsieur De Beza
did, at the request of divers of our last synods,

translate into metre the Scripture-Songs, they
shall be received and sung in families, thereby to

dispose and fit the people for the public usage of
them, until the next national synod."—Quick's
Synodicon,

1598. Died, Henry Stephens the second,

(eldest son of the first Robert,) who was one of

the most learned men that ever lived, and so

voluminous an author, that if he had spent his

life in writing books, he would have left us

enough to admire in the evidence of his industry

and the fertility of his genius. But instead of

this being the case, his days were passed partly

amidst the toils of a laborious occupation, and
partly under misfortune and penury, and in

wandering about in quest of mere subsistence,

owing to his adherence to the reformed religion.

Poverty was his prevailing lot; and at the age of

seventy, suflfering under an entire decay of exter-

nal fortune and mental powers, this superemi-

nent indefatigable scholar and printer, finished

his mortal career in an hospital at Lyons, in the

above year. He was born at Paris, in the year

1528, and his education was such as might be

expected from the solicitude of a parent, who
was himself so distinguished for his personal eru-

dition. The Greek language became the object

of Henry's study in early years, and even before

the Latin. His father inclined to the opinion of

those who maintained that the Greek should be

learned before the Latin. He therefore indulged

the inclinations of his son, who applied to his

Greek studies with incredible ardour ; and his

proficiency was such that he impressed, and
almost indelibly, upon his memory, the Medea
of Euripides. At seventeen, Henry was an

attendant upon the public lectures of Jacobus

Tusanus, who had succeeded to the Greek

professor's chair in the royal college, founded by
Francis I. After having successively profited by

the instructions of Peter Danesius and Jacob

Tusanus, Henry attended the official lectures of

Adrian Turnebus, who was the successor of the

latter in the Greek professorship.

In the year 1546, as Maittaire thinks, Henry
was associated with his father in his typographi-

cal laboui-s; and assisted in collating manu-
scripts for his father's impression of the histori-

cal works of Dionysius the Halicarnassian.

About the nineteenth year of his age, (1547,)

though but of a feeble bodily temperament, he

determined upon exploring the literary treasures

of other countries, and endeavouring to increase

his personal erudition by the society of learned

foreigners. This was about the period when
Robert Stephens was deprived of the powerful

protection of Francis I. by the premature decease

of that monarch ; and consequently was exposed

in a manner defenceless to the malice of his

inveterate persecutors. He spent three years and

a half in visiting the different cities of Italy.

The monuments of classical antiquity in which

Rome abounds, were during many months the

objects of his attentive curiosity. It appears

that in the course of his peregrinations, he never

lost sight of the main object, which was to pro-

vide materials for the illustration of his future

typographical labours. For this end, sparing

neither of expense nor time, he explored with

unwearied diligence and zeal the repositories of

literary lore, with which Italy abounded. From
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his own testimony, it appears that he was resi-

dent in Florence, in the year 1547, and probably

in 1553; and at Venice in 1556. Maittaire

supposes he nmst have renewed his visits to

Italy twice or thrice. In 1550, he visited Eng-
land, and was honoured with the notice of

Edward VI. who then reigned. It was his lot

often to have access to royalty. He had inter-

views with Ferdinand and Maximilian, with

Edward VI. and other sovereigns. But by no
French monarch was he admitted to such
familiarity as Henry III. He left England in

1551, with an intention of returning through
Flanders and Brabant. His intercourse in Flan-

ders and England, with persons of the Spanish

nation, procured him an initiatory acquaintance

with the Spanish language, which he afterwards

eagerly and successfully improved by a diligent

perusal of the best writers. On his return to

Paris, at the close of the year 1551, it may be
presumed that he found his father preparing to

leave his native country. Maittaire imagines,

though as he confesses, on no certain grounds,

that Henry Stephens accompanied his father on
his removal from Paris to Geneva. But if that

really was the case, he soon returned, and estab-

lished a printing office at Paris. We have no
evidence that he found himself in any respect

involved in the obloquy or disgrace of his

father's clandestine retirement; or of any oppo-
sition experienced by him from the Sorbonne, or

from any other quarter, either from his own
account, or as resulting from the continuance of

that enmity which had been exercised towards
his parent. True it is, indeed, that he was not

advanced to the dignity of " typographus regius;"

but in the exercise of the typographic profession

it can scarce be imagined that he exgerienced

any impediment, forasmuch as we find him
printing under the protection of a royal "privi-

legium," or licence, which he gave to the first

work published in his name. In 1554, and in

the twenty-sixth year of his age, he gave to the

public, from his own press, Anacreon, Gr. Lat.

4 to. the earliest, and one of the most finished and
beautiful of all his impressions. It is executed
in the larger royal Greek characters ; having a
Greek epistle of four pages, two Latin epigrams,
and a Greek Anacreontic, by Henry, prefixed.

To the work are added some fragments of Al-
caeus, and of Sappho. At the close of this

year he again visited Rome, probably embracing
the same opportunity of paying his respects to

his father at Geneva- From Rome he directed

his course to Naples, where, by his skill in the

Latin language, he was enabled to manage a
political intrigue. In the same year he returned

to Paris, and actively resumed his typographic

labours on his own account, producing various

impressions ; to the titles of which he subscribed,
*^ Jb'x officina Henrici Stephani Parisieiisis typo-

graphi ;" but seldom imitated his father's prac-

tice of subjoining any note of the month, or

day ; whence it becomes difficult to ascertain

the precise order of their succession. This, how-
ever cannot be a matter of importance.

Of those works relating to Cicero, of which
Henry was the author, and which in 1557 he
gave from his own press, Maittaire says :

" he
constructed his Lexicon Ciceronianum GrcBCo-

Latinum ; in which he brought together what-
ever Cicero had from philosophers, historians,

poets, and prose writers, either interpreted or

imitated : and to this lexicon he speedily added
his own ' castigationes in plurimos Ciceronis

locos,' partly from his own conjectures, and
partly from an ancient and very accurate manu-
script ; subjoining specimens of the errors, and
stating the causes of them : and moreover freely

animadverting upon certain over scrupulous
worshippers of Cicero, who carried their super-

stitious veneration so far,as to be tenacious even
of the blunders of stupid scribes, and drowsy
typographers." The Lexicon Ciceronianum^
either for its extraordinary merit or excessive

rarity, has usually been estimated by modem
booksellers at a high price.

In 1558 he assumed the appellation of Typo-
graphvs illustris viri Huldrici Fuggeri^ already
noticed at page 385 ante.

About 1560, he fomied a matrimonial connex-
ion with a woman whose ancesti'y he describes

to have been noble, and of her mental excellen-

cies, her temper, and domestic qualities and
virtues, he speaks in the highest strain of
praises. Who this extraordinaiy lady was, it is

not satisfactorily known. Maittaire, on the
authority of Isaac Casaubon, inclines to believe

that she was of the family of the Greek pro-
fessor, Henry Scrimger. The death of this

lady happened, according to Niceron, about the
end of 1565 ; but according to Maittaire, in

1568. The children of the m9,rriage who sur-

vived, were Paul Stephens, who afterwards

established himself at Geneva, and two daugh-
ters, Florence and Denise. Upon the authority
of a letter of Paul Melissus, it has been sup-
posed that Henry formed a second matrimonial
connexion at a much later period.

In 1569, he published two works, namely,
Artis Typographic^ Querimonia^ and the Epistola

de sum typographic statu. The former of these

is introduced by a prefatory address to the

reader ; in which our printer complains, in very

indignant terms, that the noble typographic art

had fallen into the hands of the most illiterate

;

of persons ^^quihus nihil cum mu^is commune
est, who had no claim even to the lowest attain-

ments of literature. What, he exclaims, would
Aldus Manutius say, if he could return to life

again, on beholding such a degradation of the

art ? or what would be the language of Marcus
Musurus and of James Lascaris, those eminent
restorers of Greek literature? Then, after ad-
ducing various insUinces of the gross ignorance
and correspondent obstinacy of some printers

and editors of his time, exemplified by their

adulteration of particular passages of classical

authors, Henry commences the poetical part

of this tract, composed in Latin elegiacs.

The other tract, namely, Ejmtola dc sua:

typographic statu, is of a more elaborate and
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diffuse character. It contains a detail of

the state of his press, &c. To this Epistola,

which Heniy dates ex typographeo suo, 1569,

cal. Mart, a short letter is subjoined addressed

to Jochimus Camerarius ; with which it appears

that Henry forwarded to that scholar the index,

or printed catalogue of his editions : and for his

amusement, and that of his readers in general,

he had prepared the following

:

I am harrass'd by the crowd of those

At Frankfort—who their wares expose

;

And ever ask'd :
" What are you doing,

" In prospect of the Fair ensuing i

" New works you'll shew—impressions splendid,
" Where Learning stands by Art commended."
If I say " No ;"—" 'Tis strange ! what none?
" At least then promise- next but one."

Still say I " No :"—expostulation •

Assumes the tone of indignation :

That Frankfort mart's so strangely slighted

)

And broke the faith—I never plighted.

Again these quidnuncs set aside,

With letters, ceaseless, I'mannoy'dj
Italian, English, German, French,

All on my studious hours entrench

:

" What last has been achiev'd, and ended ?

" What are the impressions next intended ?"

Nor to such modest queries stinted,

Of books in piint, or to be printed

—

A thousand others they propound.
Which even a prophet would confound.
But still, our German billets doux
The interminable theme renew

;

Remind me of the Fedr—the Fair

—

And hold me constant debtor there.

Of what advantage all these letters ?

Not stimulants they are, but fetters.

As though you'd spur a steed that's idle.

Yet check his progress with the bridle.

My press resents the condescension.

That to such foppery gives attention :

Stands still, and bids them longer stay for

All they suggest, desire, and pray for.

For this annoyance then—be sure

Not small—intent to find a cure,

Of books to former fairs I've given.

Or now project, by leave of heaven.
These pages few, as best may suit you,
In form of " Catalogue" salute you

:

Which you'll my " Rescript" please to call,

Addrest to none, and yet to all.

Thus, " Walls I whiten"—" two," sirs? tush—
A thousand—"with a sing^le brush."

Of works imprest, or held in view
To imprint, deem you the number few?
Reflect—the custom of the fair

Deals not alike with every ware

;

But reckons some by count or tale.

Whilst weight, of others rules the sale.

In 1572, and about the same year of his age,

says Maittaire, at which his father Robert had
printed his Latin Thesaurus, Henry enriched the

republic of letters with the important fruit of

his vigils and studies, the Greek Thesatirus,

which he inscribed to the emperor Maximilian,

Charles IX. of France, Elizabeth queen of

England, and John George, marquis of Bran-
denburg; and to the academic institutions of

their respective dominions. For the work he
had obtained Privilegioi'um Diplomati ; that of

the French king, in 1561, and that of the em-
peror, 1570. This great work very much im-
poverished his family ; and to add to his mis-
fortune. Scapula, his servant, treacherously ex-
tracted the most useful parts, and published an
epitome, which destroyed the sale of the The-
saurus. Such were the ever active energies of

Henry's mind ; and so unwearied was his zeal

in the cause of learning, that immense labours

achieved became incentives to further projects

and exertions. He complains that great pecuni-

ary difficulties were occasioned by the publication

of the Thesaurus; though of absolute bankrupt-
cy, which some writers have recorded, he says

nothing. Certainly, as that was not " a sub-

scribing age," few patriots of the great republic

of letters ever ventured upon a more formidable

outlay, or were more deserving of an ample re-

muneration. How far the sale of the first edition

of this great work actually remunerated him, we
are not informed. Fabricius adds probability to

a conjecture, that the Thesaurus Grmcce LingucR,

was executed at Geneva, as the date of the

work coincided with the dreadful occurrence of

the eve of St. Bartholomew. Had he been

domesticated at Paris, when that horrible insur-

rection against all Huguenots took place, it can
scarcely be imagined that either the kindness of

individual friends, or any precautions of his

own, could have preserved him or his family

from the common vengeance. Whilst, however,

the prominent outlines of this printer's pro-

fessional life have been preserved, we remain in

almost entire ignorance of his private history

;

and of the solicitudes or enjoyments, perils or

escapes, with which it is probable his mortal

career, like that of othei's, was diversified. In
a word, speaking generally of Henry's unsettled

way of life, Maittaire thus expresses himself.
" How little stationery his residence was at

various intervals, is shown by the epistles pre-

fixed to many of his impressions. Sometimes
he dates from Geneva, as in the years 1575,

1578, 1588; sometimes from Paris, 1579, 1581,

1585; sometimes Viriaci, 1575, 1578; some-

times ex villa Grieriana, near Geneva, 1576,

1579 ; sometimes Aureliis ; sometimes Lugduni

;

modo peregrinans apud exteras modo aulicus apud
suos. It is ffufficiently surprising that he was
able to bring to an issue so many of his labours,

inasmuch as the rumours of war frequently

broke up his typographic establishment, in the

midst of its operations." The same author justly

adds, that the interruptions of his typographical

labours might at all times more probably be

attributed to any other cause than to indolence,

which was little compatible with his disposition

and character.

The most ardent and indefatigable exertions

of human enthusiasm and industry must at

length find a period ; and, in this slight sketch of

our distinguished typographer, all we can do is

to shew his various peregrinations, and some
little of his labours. Few ever experienced

more vicissitudes in the literary walks of life,

or more discouraging reverses of fortune. Per-

haps no individual scholar ever rendered greater

services to literature; yet none ever found his

own erudition turn to less account. When we
consider the interruptions, difficulties, and dis-

couragements, with which he was almost con-

stantly compelled to struggle, our admiration of

his patience and perseverance, and our astonish-
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ment at the number and magnitude of his lite-

rary achievements, must be proportionably in-

creased. Maittaire considers, that both Robert
and Henry united in their own persons two
qualities rarely to be found in typographers, (at

least of after times,) fidelity* and erudition.

They evinced equal skill and zeal in the pro-

fession. At length, constantly possessed with an
attachment to his native country, he repaired to

Lyons ; where he died, as above stated.

Almeloveen* had been informed, tliat the

remains of Henry were interred in the cemetery
of the chapel of St. Benedict, at Paris; and
that some sepulchral memorial of him was to be
seen there. But Maittaire believes that Lyons,
the place of his decease, was also that of his

sepulture.

Joannes Posthius, a physician of Wurtzburg,
composed the following eulogy to his memory

;

which seems to partake as much of the ludicrous,

as of the serious ; but such as it is, it is given:

Toilsome, the lore- fraught volume to indite I

And tedious, through the press, to bring to light

!

Ceaseless thy labours were in each vocation,
Henry ! O man of wondrous application.

The concluding lines of a monody composed
by Paul Stephens, on the death of his father,

might furnish a more appropriate inscription to

his memory :

PARKNTI DCLCISSIMO, AC PI^ MEMORIA
HENRICO STEPHANO,

p. STEPHANUS MOESTUS POSUIT.

Ye sacred bards, the offerino:s song can shed

;

Bring ye, if plaints are grateful to the dead.
Not Henrv, dying, Graecia saw unmoved.
Nor felt she not the pangs of him beloved

:

Nor did the Latian muses check the tear
Of sorrow, that bedewed their votary's bier.
His praise, at least, though filial efforts fail,

To speak shall studious nights and days avail.
And laud the man by toilsome vigils spent.
O'er his cold grave a deathless monument.

Henry Stephens adopted the mark or symho-
lum ti/pographicum, which was used by his

father, namely, the olive, with the inscription,

Noli altum sapere, and occasionally perhaps,
with the additional words, sed time. In his

Homer of 1588, he exhibits, instead of the cus-
tomary device, a cipher, or Maittaire terras it,

" nota compendiaria sui nominis ;" which is also
affixed to the end of the fourth volume of his
Thesaurus Linguee Graces.

The fullest list of publications executed by
the illustrious family of the Stephenses, is by
Michael Maittaire, ^tephanorum Historia, vitas
ipsorum, ac libros complecetens. 8vo. Londini,

1709.t This esteemed work is now rare : at ^he
end of the second part ought to be found an
Appendix of four leaves. This was the first

* Theodori Janssen ab Almeloveen de Vitis Stephano-
RUM, celebrium typographorum, Dissertatio Epistolica ; in
qua de Stephanorura stirpe, indefessis laboribus, varia
fortuna, atque libris, quos orbi erudito eorundem officina;
emendatissimae impressos unquam exhibuerunt, subjecto
illorum indice, agitur. Et Amstel. 1682, 8vo.

t Thesaurus Greecce Lingutp.. London : 1816-28, folio.
39 pjirts, published at 39 guineas, large paper published
at 78 guineas.

specimen of Maittaire^s great skill in typographi-
cal antiquities. The life of Robert Stephens, in

Latin, revised and corrected by the author, with
a new and complete list of his works, is prefixed

to the improved edition of R. Stephens's The-
saurus^ 1734, 4 vols, folio {Lit. An. of xviii.

Cent. vol. iv. p. 560.)

The reader is also referred to a View of the

early Parisian Cheek Press. By the Rev. W.
P. Greswell, 2 vols. 8vo. 1833, for which the

comniler is partly indebted for the above sketch.

Mr. Pettigrew {Bibliotheca Sussexiana, vol. i.

part ii, page 390) has said, that " the Stephenses
printed no less than forty-five different editions

of the bible in various languages, and at a time
when great persecutions were raised against
those who professed to give publicity to the
genuine holy scriptures."

1599. Jacobus Stoer, a printer of Geneva, fre-

quently omitted the name of the town where he
resided. He printed the Emhlemata cumjiguris,

a work which Henry Stephens had left unfinished

at his death.

1599. The first authorised version of the Ca-
tholic Bible in Poland, was printed at Cracow,
by Andrew Petricovius, in folio, under the aus-
pices of Stanislaus Kamkowski, archbishop of
Gnezn. This translation was made from the
Latin Vulgate, and had been detennined upon,
and ordered to be made by pope Gregory XIII.
and the publication was subsequently approved
by pope Clement VIII. Jacob Wuyck was the
translator. He was a native of Poland, bom of
honest pious parents, and from childhood in-

clined to study. In July, 1571, he took the
oaths of the order of the Jesuits. After filling

several high religious and literary offices in

Transylvania and Poland, he expired at Cracow,
July 27, 1597, in the fifty-seventh year of his

age, amid the sighs and tears of the brethren of
his order.

1599. In this year the hall of the Stationers'

company underwent as gi-eat a purgation as was
carried on in Don Quixote's library. Mars-
ton's Pygmalion^ Marlowe's Omd^ The
Satires of Hall and Marston, the Epigrams of
Davis, the Shawdowe of Truthe, in epigmms
and satires. Snarling Satyres, The Booke against

Women, The xv. ioyes of Marriage, and the
Caltha Paetarum, were ordered for immediate
conflagration, by the prelates Whitgift and Ban-
croft. By the same authority all the books of
Nash and Gabriel Harvey were anathematised;
and like thieves and outlaws were ordered to he
taken wheresoever they maye be found. It was
decreed that no satires or epigrams should be
printed for the future. No plays were to be
printed without the inspection ana permission of
the archbishop of Canterbury and the bishop of
London; nov any Englishe Historyes, novels, and
romances, without the permission of the privy
council. Any pieces of this nature unlicensed,
or now at large and wandering abroad, were to
be diligently sought, recalled, and delivered over
to the ecclesiastical arm at London House.
Warton.
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1699. A special licence gave Thomas Wright,
or Wight, the exclusive right of printing all law
books for thirty years. T. R. apud Westm. 10
Martii, pat. 41st Eliz. p. 4. Dugdale's Oriy. p.

61. [^me.?, p. 307.]

1599. The printers ofScotland had no Hebrew
or Greek types until this year, for all the places

where these were to have been, were left blank,

and filled up with the pen.

1598, Jan. 16. Died, Edmund Spencer, an
eminent English poet, and author of the Fairy
Qv£en. He was born in London, in 1553. His
liret production was the Shepherd's Calender,

which he dedicated to sir Philip Sidney, who
became his patron, and introduced him to court.

In 1578, he was sent abroad on some mission by
the earl of Leicester; and on the 27th of June,

1586, queen Elizabeth granted to Spencer
Kilcolman castle, distant three English miles

from Doneraile, in Ireland, where he attended

Lord Grey, as secretary. Kilcolman castle, with

3,028 acres of land, at the rate of £\7 3s. 6d.

was granted to our poet, on the same condition

with the other undertakers (as they were termed)

between whom the forfeited Desmond estate was
divided. These conditions implied a residence

on the ground, and their chief object seems to

have been the peopling Munster with English
families; a favourite project of Elizabeth's for

strengthening the English influence in Ireland,

by creating the tie of consanguinity between the

two countries.

It is supposed that this castle was the princi-

pal residence of Spfeucer for about ten years,

during which time he composed the works that

have chiefly contributed to his fame. But the

turbulent and indignant spirit of the Irish

regarded not the haunts of the muse as sacred,

and wrapped the poet's dwelling in flames. An
infant child of Spencer's, together with his most
valuable property, were consumed, and he return-

ed into England ;—where, dejected, and broken-
hearted, he died soon after, at an inn in King-
street, Westminster.
The visits of sir Walter Raleigh to Spencer,

at Kilcolman, increase the interest attached to

the place, and are not in the slightest degree
questionable. To the advice of Raleigh, the

publication of the first book of the Fairy Queen
has been ascribed ; and the existence of a poeti-

cal intercourse between such minds and in such
distracting scenes, is a delightful recollection

that almost warms the heart into romance.
Raleigh, it will be recollected, became Spen-

cer's patron upon the death of sir Philip Sidney,

whom he celebrates under the title of The
Shepherd of the Ocean. Raleigh also ensured
Spencer the favour of Elizabeth, a pension of

X50 per annum, and the distinction of her
laureate.

Besides the Shepherd's Calender and ihe Fairy
Queen, Spencer wrote several other poems of
considerable extent, and also some works in
prose, the chief of which was a View of the State

of Ireland, in which he endeavoured to point
out a way for the settlement of that country.

It is said lord Burleigh withheld the bounty
Elizabeth intended for Spencer. But he is more
stigmatized in these remarkable lines, where the
misery of dependence on court favour is painted
in fine colours :

Full littie know'st thou, that has not tried,
What hell it is, in suing long to bidej
To lose good days, that might be better spent j
To waste long nights in pensive discontent

j

To speed to-day, to be put back to-morrow.
To feed on hope, to pine with fear and sorrow

;

To have thy princess' grace, yet want her peers;
To have thy asking, yet wait many years;
To fret thy soul vnth crosses and with cares

j
To eat thy heart thro' comfortless despair;
To favni, to crouch, to wait, to ride, to run

;

To spend, to give, to want, to be undone.
Mother Hubbard's Tale,

These lines exasperated still more the inele-

gant, Burleigh. So true is the observation of
Mr. Hughes, that even the sighs of a miserable
man are sometimes resented as an afiiont by him
who is the occasion of them.

Perhaps there never was a more panegyrical
rhymer than Spencer, and yet so fine and ethe-

real is his incense, that the breath of morning is

not more cool and salutary ;

It falls me here to write of Chastity
That fayiest virtue far above the rest,

For which what needs me fetch from Faery,
Forreine ensamples it to have exprest,
Sith it is shrined in my soveraine's brest.
And form'd so lively on each perfect part.
That to all ladies, who have it profest,
Needs but behold the pourtraict of her part,
If pourtray'd it might be by any living art;
But living art may not least part expresse.
Nor life-resembling pencil it can paint,
All it were Zeuxis or Praxiteles

—

His dsedale hand would faUe and greatly faynt.
And her perfections with his error taynt

;

Ne poet's wit that passeth painter farre

—

In picturing the parts of beauty daynt, &c.

Mr. Todd, in his Life of Spencer,* has made
many ingenious remarks on the false taste of

some of our poets of that period, and particu-

larly on that absurd propensity which dis-

tinguished many of them, to accommodate the

English language to the metres of the ancients.

The absurdity, however, did not escape the

animadversions of the critics and satirists of

those times. Bishop Hall terms such eff"usions

" rhymeless numbers." In his sixth Satire he
thus speaks of them :

Whoever saw a colt wanton and wOd,
Yoked with a slow-foot ox on fallow field.

Can right areed how handsomely besets
Dull spondees with the English dactylets.

If Jove speak English in a thund'ring cloud,
Thwick, thwack, and riff raff roars he out aloud,
Fie on the forged mint that did create
New coin of words never articulate.

Strange as it may seem, there was not long

since an attempt to revive this foolery ; but the

very happy ridicule of the writers of the poetry

in the periodical work of the Antijacobin, ex-

tinguished it, it may be hoped for ever. Few
can forget the humorous eff'usions of the Needy
Knife Grinder.—Beloe.

* The best edition of Spencer's works is that of Todd,
with notes, of 1805, 8 vols. 8vo.

Spencer's Poetical works, 5 vols, crown 8vo. William
Pickering, London, 1834.
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1599, Nov. 29. Died^ Christopher Barker,
printerto queen Elizabeth, in the 70th year ofhis

age, and has erected to his memory, where he is

buried, against the north wall of the chancel of

St. Mary's church at Datchet, near Windsor,
Bucks, a handsome altar monument of white

and black marble, supported by two pillars of

red veined marble at the top, on the dexter side

these arms, or, on a fesse dancetty azure three

fleur-de-lis, of the first being Barker's. On a
sinister side, the arms also on another shield im-
paled per chevron or, and azure three mullets

counterchanged, being the arms of Day, bishop

of Winchester,whose daughter was wife to Robert
Barker.

On a black marble tablet is this inscription :

—

PliB MEMORI/B
Christofheri Barker armigeri

sbuenissimib regin^ elizabeths typographi
QUI TYPOGRAPUIAM ANGLICANAM

I.ATERITIAM INVENIT MARMOREAM RBLIQUIT
PARENTIS OPTIMl

ET
Rachelis Barker dilectissimjb conjugis

qus dvodena prole svscepta
vndkna svperstite

quoquot illam noscere contioit
tristb suum desiderium reliquit

POSUI
ObIIT JvLII 13 ANNO DOMINI l607.

iSBTATIS S\m 35.

Here Barker lies, once printer to the crown,
Wliose works of art acquir'd a vast renown.
Time saw his worth, and spread around his fame.
That future printers might imprint the same.
But when his strength could work the press no more,
And his last sheets were folded into store,

—

Pure faith, with hope, (the greatest treasures given,)
Open'd their gates, and bade him pass to heaven.

Christopher and Robert Barker dwelt
in Paternoster-row, at the sign of the Tyger's
Head, and kept a shop in Paul's church-yard,

at the sign of the Grasshopper. They came of

an ancient family, being descended from Christo-

pher Barker, knight, king at arms. Edward
Barker, who probably might be father to Chris-

topher the printer, was by a will dated Dec. 31,

1549, appointed heir to one William Barker, his

cousin, who had a considerable estate of houses
in London, but nothing in any county, and died
the 2nd of January after he had made his will.

Queen Elizabeth granted to our Christopher,
and to Robert his only son, a patent, in consi-

deration of the father's great improvement of
the art of printing: king James I. May 10, 1603,
in the first year of his reign, granted the same
patent to Christopher, son of the said Robert, to

hold the same after the death of his father, with
a proviso, that if Christopher should die before
his father, then his heirs, &c., should have it for

four years after his father Robert's death.

July 19, 1603, a special license was granted
to Robert ibr printing all tlie statutes during his

life. James I. in consideration of the sum of

three hundred pounds, and an annual rent of

twenty pounds, demised to Robert Barker, Upton
manor, for twenty-two years. The rent soon
after was raised to forty pounds per annum.

William Ball, in his treatise concerning the
Regulating of Pnnting, 1651, as quoted by
Ames, V. ii. p. 1091, expressly states that Robert
Barker had paid for amendment, or correcting

the translation of the bible, the considerable sum
of £3,500, therefore his heirs had the right of

printing it. The magnitude of this sum seems
to show, as Mr. Herbert has remarked in a note,

that it must have been paid to the translators as

the whole remuneration of their labours.

James I. Feb. 11, 1616, in the fourteenth of

his reign, granted the same to Robert, son of the

said Robert, for thirty years, to commence from
the death of Robert the father. Charles I.

July 20, 1627, in the third of his reign, having
notice that the several interests of the Barkers

were assigned over to Bonham Norton and John
Bill, confirmed the said assignment to Norton
and Bill. Charles I. Sept. 26, 1635, in the

eleventh of his reign, granted the same to Charles

and Matthew Barker, two other sons of Robert
the father, after the expiration of the four years,

to Christopher's heirs, and the thirty years to

Robert their brother. Robert, to whom queen
Elizabeth granted the ofiice for life, 1589, died

in the Queen's Bench, Jan. 10, 1645: so that

Christopher's four years ended Jan 10, 1689.

Robert the son's, began Jan. 1649, and expii-ed

Jan. 10, 1679. Charles II. Dec. 24, 1675, in

the 27th of his reign, grants the same to Thomas
Newcomb and Henry Hills for thirty years, to

commence after the expiration of the respective

terms granted to the Barkers. Charles and
Matthew Barker's began Jan. 10, 1679, and
expired Jan. 10, 1709.

The Barkers, according to the custom of that

period, used a cut of a man barking timber,

consequently he was denominated a Barker.

Quere; would not a barking dog have been
equally applicable .'*

The above list of patents relates only to the

Barkers, but the ofiice of king's printer will be
more fully treated on under the year 1 662, post.

In the Burghley manuscripts* is a memorial
of the stationers' company, signed by Christo-

pher Barker, stating, that pursuant to the orders

of government, they had made search in every

printing-house, to ascertain what works were in

progress, and had met with resistance from
Roger Ward.

1599. The scourge of villainie, with additions

of neiv satyres . V2mo.
1599. George Shaw printed the following

work : Encomium illustris. Herois, D. Rob.
Dumitis Essexii, et alia poemata, autore Guil.

Vaughanno Maridunensi. Svo.

* The Burghley papers state from the diocesan's certifi-

cate. 1567, that there were tlicn in London, and its im-
mediate vicinity, 3,833 Dutchmen, 72O Frenchmen, 137
Italians, 10 Venetians, 56 Spaniards, 25 Portuguese, 2
Grecians, '2 Blackmores, 1 Dane, and but 58 Scots.
To show the value of money and the method of travell-

ing, it is stated by lord Burleigh, (to foUow the words of
his diary,) about sixty-three days coming from Scotland
to Greenwich having- had .€4 per diem; and for postage,
with twenty-two horses from London to Edinburgh, and
from thence back to London, ^117.

3 I
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1599. The pleasant history of the two angry

woinen of Abington, with the'humorous mirth of
Dicke CoonieSy and Nicholas Prouerbes, two

seruing men. As it was lately playde by the

right honorable the earle of Nottingham, lord

high admiral, his seruants. By Henry Porter,

gent. 4to. Imprinted at London, for William
Ferbrand, and are to be solde at his shop, at

the corner of Colman-streete, neere Lothbury.

This writer produced only this piece, which is in

the Garrick collection. Sold at Wright's sale

for £1 12s.; at Pearson's, for£l \\s. Qd.

1599. Z>i«Z, William Le Bee, a celebrated

letter-founder and engraver of Paris. He was

bom at Tours, in 1525 ; his father was a noble

burgeoise, and supplied the famous Robert Ste-

phens with paper, in whose house young Le
Bee was brought up, and where he got an in-

sight into the composition of the types of that

celebrated printing-house. He afterwards, by
order of Francis I. made those beautiful types

which Robert Stephens used ; and Philip II. of

Spain,* employed him to prepare the types for

the Antwerp Polyglott. In 1545 Le Bee took a

journey to Venice, where he wasmuch employed.

He returned to Paris, and practised his art with

much success until his decease, which took place

about the beginning of 1599.

Henry Le Bee, son of the above, was a

printer at Paris. His sons and grandsons signa-

lized themselves in the typographic art. The
last of them died in the year 1686.

1600. John Woolfe, city printer, a fish-

monger, used the art of printing, and (as Stow
says, in his Survey of London, p. 223) in a con-

test between the patentees and the stationers'

company, taking upon him as a captaui in this

cause, was content with no agreement, but gene-

rally affirmed, that he might and would print

any lawful book,notwithstanding any command-
ment of the queen. And to that end had in-

censed the popularity of London, as in a com-
mon cause, somewhat dangerously. And with

him several of the rest changing their minds,

were associated, and laboured to overthrow those

privileges the queen had granted, or could grant.

Whereupon the abovesaid committees of the

stationers' company, finding them so disordered,

would have bound them to appear before the

queen's council, which they promised to do ; but

after conference with their abettors refused ; and
still prosecuted their complaints to her majesty,

garnishing the same with pretences of the liber-

ties of London, and the common wealth of the

said company ; and saying, the queen was de-

ceived by those that were the means for obtain-

ing such privileges. He afterwards was in

such favour with the citizens, that he was made

* Died September 13, 1598, in the 73rd year of his. " He
was a monarch and a christian, and equally defective in
both these characters : in the former case, because his
intellectual eye constantly soared above, and never des-
cended beneath the limits ofhis own sphere. His religious
creed was gloomy and unmerciful, because his deity was
a tremendous being : he had nothing to hope from his
benevolence."—ScAi/Zer. He was buried in the Escurial,
and was succeeded by his son Philip HI.

printer to the honourable city of London. In
Martin Marprelate's piece, p. 23, he is repre-

sented cruel, and called John Woolfe (alias

Machivill), beadle of the stationers, and most
tonnenting executioner of Waldegrave's goods,
&c. He dwelt at Paul's Chain, and in Distaff-

lane, over against the sign of the Castle, and
had a shop in Pope's-head alley, in Lombard-
street, in 1598. He was city printer in 1581,
and was succeeded by John Windet.

JohnWoolfe used the mark
of a fleur-de-lis seeding, and
sometimes about it, Ubique
fl&rescit.

A womanh ivoorth defended against all the men
in the world ; proving them to be more perfect,

excellent, and absolute in all vertuous actions
than any rnan of ivhat quality soever. Written
by one that hath heard much, seen much, but
knows a great deal more. 1599. 4to.

A quip for an upstart courtier ; or a quaint
dispute between velvet breeches, and cloth breeches.

Wherein is plainly set doume the disorders in all

estates and trades. 1592. 4to.

In 1592, when the four or five first books of
Amadis de Gaul* in French, were delivered to

John Woolfe to be translated and printed, the
signature of bishop Aylmei-f was affixed to eveiy
book of the original. Hence Dekker's familiarity

of expression in the Untrussing of the Humour-
ous Poet,

" Farewell, my sweet Amadis de Gaul."

1600, Feb. 17. Jordanus Brunos was burnt
alive on this day, by the inquisition of Rome.
He was born at Nole, in the kingdom of Naples

;

was at first a Dominican, then went to Geneva,
and turned Calvinist ; afterwards came to Lon-
don, and wrote against all religions. Leaving

* Les Vingt Quartre Livres d'Amadis de Gaule, traduit
par Nicholas de Herberay et autres, avee le Thresor. 13
vols, in 12mo. and 3 vols, in 8vo. in all 26 vols. Lend.
1575.
This is esteemed the most celebrated and best of his

romances. No book ever created a greater sensation on
its first publication. Its popularity exceeded all bounds.
All ranks of society were infatuated with the perusal.
Amadis was in every body's hand, and formally quoted
upon every occasion. The clergy became alarmed at its

success ; and the learned Jesuit Possevin, even eighteen
years after the publication, complains that the impression
it produced was still unaltered. " It had warped the
minds of the French nation from their ancient notions
and studies, and introduced a neglect of the scriptures."

He adds his solemn conviction, " that the Devil instigated
Luther to procure the translation into French, for the pur-
pose of facilitating his grand scheme of overthrowing the
catholic religion." This rare book was disposed of at the
sale of colonel Stanley, 1813, for ^"21 10s. This copy
was formerly Madame Pompadour's.

t John Aylmer, bishop of London, died at Fulham,
June 3, 15'}4 : buried in St. Paul's.
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London, he went to Wittemberg, embraced
Lutheranism, and got liberty to teach his philoso-

phy publicly. Here he made himself so many
enemies, that he was obliged to decamp ; and he
desperately determined to revisit his native

country. On his return he was seized by the

inquisitoi-s of Venice, and sent to Rome, where
he lay in prison for the space of two years. He
suffered death, which he might have averted

eight days before, by a recantation, with forti-

tude. The philosophical writings of Bruno,
which have become very rare, display a classical

cultivation of mind, a deep insight into the spirit

of ancient philosophy, wit, and satire, as well as a
profound knowledge of mathematics and natural

philosophy. Most of them were published be-
tween 1584 and 1591. The most eminent philo-

sophers since his time have borrowed much from
him. Among recent writers, Schelling resembles
him the most in metaphysics and his philoso-

phical views of nature, and has given his name
to one of his philosophical writings.

1600. Newes from Flaunders. A new ballad
of the great overthrow, that the valliant captaine
Graue Maurice, sir Francis Veere, and other of

the queene of England's friends, gaue to the

archduke, and his army of Spaniards, upon
Sunday the 22d of June last past, 1600. To the

tune of lusty gallant.

It heginSy

You that be desirous, and therein take delight, &c.

Ends,

Thus have you heard the service
Of these our English friends,

That still with losse of life and limmes
The Flemish state defends.

God banish thence idolatrie.
That Englishmen may say :

That still we haue in spight of Spaine
Some frendes beyond the sea..—Finis.

1600, June 22. An order of the privy council,
inhibiting all public perfomiances about the
city, except in two houses, the Globe and the
Bankside. It was also ordered that the two
companies should play " twice a-week, and no
oftener;" and especially they shall refrain to
play on the sabbath day.

It was customary, at this time, to carry table
book.<!, (as they were called,) to the theatre, and
either from curiosity, or enmity to the author, or
some other motive, to write down passages of
the play. There is reason to believe that some of
Shakspeare's dramas underwent this fate, and
that some of the old quartos were published
from some of these imperfect copies.

The prices of admission to the theatres in the
reign of queen Elizabeth, were considerably
under the sums charged at the present day, even
on reference to the relative value of money at
both periods. The cost varied from the gallery
at two-pence, to the lords' room,where the charge
was one shilling. The lords' room, situated
over the stage, answered to the present stage
boxes. Ben Jonson in the prologue to Even/
Man out of his Humour, acted for the first time

at the Globe, on Bankside, in 1599, says, " Let
me never live to look so high as the two-penny
room again ;" and in the same play mention is

made of " the lords' room over the stage."

Decker, in his Belman of London ; bringing to

Light the most Notorious Villanies that are now
practised in the Kingdom^ first printed in 1608,
also says, " Pay you too-pence to a player,and you
may sit in the gallery," while in a play from the

pen of Middleton, " one of them is a nip : I

took him once into the two-penny galleiy at the

Fortune." It appears that the price of admis-
sion to the loras' room over the stage, at the

period above alluded to, was one shilling, for

Decker, in his GuVs Hornbook., printed in 1609,
says, " At a new play you take up the twelve
penny room, next the stage, because the lords

and you may seem to bee hail fellow well met."
The customary price of the copy of a play to

the booksellers, at this time, appears to have
been twenty nobles, or £6 13s. 4d. The usual
present from the patron to whom it was dedicated,

was 40s. Dramatic poets were in those times, as

at present, admitted gratis into the theatre.

The ancient custom of concluding the play
with a prayer for the health and prosperity of
the king and queen, if it were acted in the pub-
lic theatres, probably gave birth to the common
addition to the modern playbills, Vivant Rex et

Regina. If the play was acted in a private

house, the patrons of it were prayed for.

1599. Angelus Roccha, in his appendix to the
Biblia JEpostolica Vatieani, speaking of the li-

brary of cardinal Launcelot, says, it was " cele-

brated as well on account of the books (for there

are seven thousand volumes,) as for the beauti-

ful binding, their admirable order, and magnifi-
cent ornaments."

^

1599. The number of master printers in the
whole of London, were twenty-two ; thejourney-
men amounted to about sixty. It must be re-

collected that there were not any other printere

allowed in the kingdom, except in the universi-

ties of Oxford and Cambridge. The number
of persons who exercised the art in England,
from its introduction in 1474, to the end of this

century, was about two hundred ; in Scotland,
eleven ; in Ireland, two ; and in Wales, one.

1600. One Compendious Buik of Godly and
Spiritual Sanges, colletit out of sundrye partes

of the Scripture, unth sundi'ye other Ballates,

changeit out of prophaine languis in godly Sangis,

for avoyding of Sin and Harlotri/, nnth augmen-
tation of syndrie gude and godly Ballates, not

contenet in thefirst edition.

Exactly correctit and newlie printed in Edin-
burgh be'Robert Smith, dwelling at the Netlier
Bow. 1600.

Of the above curious book, Beloe never saw
or heard of any copy but that which is in the
Roxburgh collection.

1600. NiNiAN Newton and Arnolj) Hat-
field printed some works in partnership, and
others separately. Newton dwelt in Lothbury,
and kept shop at the sign of the Brazen Serpent,
in St. raul's church yard.
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1600, Tan. 13. Died, Francis Coldock, sta-

tioner and printer, whose dwelling was at the

sign of the Green Dragon, in St. Paul's church

yard. He was master of the stationers' company
in 1591, and again in 1595, and gave them " a
silver college pot." On a pillar in St. Faith's

church, under St. Paul's, was the following in-

scription :

Near to this place lieth buried the body of Francis Col-

dock, twice master of the company of stationers, who de-

parted this life the xiii day of January, 16OO, being; of the
age of three score and twelve years ; who married Alice,

the widow of Richard Waterson j and had issue by her two
daughters. Joane, married to William Ponsonby, sta-

tioner ; and Anne, who died young. The said Alice was
the daughter of Simon Burton, citizen and waxchandler
of London.

1600. Thomas Purfoot was a printer and
stationer, and had a shop in St. Paul's church
yard, at the sign of the Lucretia, within the New
Rents, in Newgate market ; he likewise dwelt

opposite St. Sepulchre's church, and other places.

The first work with the imprint of Thomas Pur-
foot is dated 1564. In 1588 he printed as the

assign of Richard Tottle. He printed sixty

works, to which he afl&xed the annexed mono-
gram as his device.

1600. Gabriel Simpson printed a consent of
scripture, by Hugh Broughtou.* Dedicated to

queen Elizabeth. Finely printed, with many
good engravings upon copper ; also, a large
map of the north part, from the equinoctial, with
the ancient seats of the first families. 8vo.

Printed with William White. His dwelling
was at the White Horse, in Fleet-lane.

1600. Thomas Charde dwelt in Bishopsgate
church-yard, and had carried on business from
1582, though few works bear his imprint.

* No English biblical writer attracted so much notice
during the latter part of this century, and the commence-
ment of the next, as Hugh Broug^hton, whose skill in the
Hebrew language occasioned a learned jew to say to
him, " O that you would set over all your New Testaments
into such Hebrew as you speak to me, you should turn
all our nation." He was born at Oldbury, iu Shropshire,
in 1549, and was indebted for his education to the excel-
lent Bernard Gilpin, who sent him to Cambridge. He was
afterwards a prebendary of Durham, and reader of divinity.
In 1588, he published a work, entitled The Consent of
Scripture. It was the fruit of immense labour, and is a
•kind of system of scripture chronology and genealogy,
designed to show from the scriptures, the chronological
order of events from Adam to Christ. It was dedicated to
queen Elizabeth, to whom it was presented, by himself, on
her inauguration day, Nov. 17th, 1589. He died August
4th, l6i2, aged 63 years. His works were collected and
printed in London, in 1662, with his life prefixed by Dr.
Lightfoot, in one large volume folio. Several of his
manuscripts are in the British Museum, bound in one vol.
4to.; beside his manuscript Harmon?/ 0/ the Bible.

1600. Belvidere; or the Garden of the Muses,
made by John Bodenham. This is a curious,

and at the same time, a very whimsical poetical

miscellany, as the author, in another edition,

made it a rule, to give place to no more than a
single quotation of single line, or a couplet of
ten syllables. There was another edition in

1610, entitled the Garden of the Muses, without
the previous title of Belvidei-e, but they are one
and the same collection. An imperfect copy of

this work produced at the sale of Mr. Allen's

library, £1 lls.Qd.

In 1600 also was published England's Par-
nassus, or the choycest Floivers of our modem
Poets, unth their poetical comparisons, hy R. A.

R. A. means Robert Allot, concerning whom
the reader may consult Warton's History of
English Poetry, vol. iii. p. 280.

Another poetical miscellany was also published
in this year, entitled England's Helicon, in 4to.

A second edition was published in 1614.

1600. Died, Thomas Nash, a writer of very

considerable bearing, but of great severity of

style. He is called by Dr. Lodge, in his Wits
Misery and Worlds Madness, discovering the

DeviVs Incarnate of the Age, the true English
Ai'etine. He was the writer against the Martin
Marprelates. He wrote a great deal, both in

prose and verse, particularly of the satirical

kind. He obtained considerable reputation as

an author, and was praised by many of his co-

temporaries. He is thus described by Michael
Drayton

:

And surely Nash, tho' he a proser were,
A branch of laurel yet deserves to bear

; J<
Bhariily satyrick was he, and that way ^1
He went ; since that his being to this day,
Few have attempted, and I surely think,
These words shall hardly be set down in ink
Shall scorch and blast, so as his could when he
Would inflict vengeance.

^
In a very curious and scarce play, called the

Return from Parnassus ; or, the Scourge of
Simony^ acted by the students of St. John's

college, Cambridge, 1606. After introducing

Spencer, Constable, Lodge, Daniel, Watson,
Drayton, Davis, Marston, Marlowe, Shakspeare,

and Churchyard, the Interlocutors, Ingenioso

and Judicio, thus proceed :

Thomas Nash
Ingenioso

I here is a fellow, Judicio, that carried the deadly

stocke in his pen, whose muse was anued with a
jag tooth, and his pen possest with Hercules
furyes.

Judicio.

Let aU his faults sleepe with his mourneful chest,

And there for ever with his ashes rest

;

His stile was witty, though he had some gall

;

Something he might have mended, so may all.

Yet this I say, that for a mother wit
Few men have ever seen the like of it.

Nash was bom at LeostofFe, in the county of

Suff'olk. His father was descended from the

Nashes of Herefordshire, as he himself informs

us in his whimsical production, called the Praise
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of a Red Herring.* He was educated at Cam-
bridf^e, and was, for almost seven years a member
of St. John's college. Mr. Gifford observes,

tliat Nash had an inexhaustible vein of caustic

raillery, never yet surpassed. In 1599 it was
ordered " that all Nashes bookes and Dr. Har-
vey's bookes be taken wheresoever they may be
found, and that none of the same bookes be ever

printed hereafter."

1600, Nov. 2. Died, Richard Hooker, an
eminent English divine, author of an excellent

work, entitled the Laws of Ecclesiastical Polity,

f

in eight books folio. Of Hooker and his work,

pope Clement VII. said, " this man indeed de-

serves the name of an author. His books will

get reverence by age ; for there is in them such
seeds of eternity, that they shall continue till the

last fire shall devour all learning." Richard
Hooker was some time master of the temple,

but he voluntarily quitted that station for the

sake of studious retirement, in which he wrote
his famous Ecclesiastical Polity. The epithets

he is usually distinguished by are those of the

judicious and the learned; and they are epithets

to which he has an undoubted title. There is

reason to believe that it has been regarded as a
model, by a Locke and a Hoadley. He was
born in the year 1553.

1600. Dcemonologie, in form of a dialogue,

divided into three books. By king James VI.
Edinburgh.
James was at all times more desirous of

stretching his kingly prerogative than to exercise

it justly; and he evinced the same notions to

literature, for he ordered all books to be burnt
that were written against his opinions. Such
was the fate of Scot's Discovery, &c.
The reign of James the Sixth of Scotland and

First of England, may be said to have been the

witchcraft age of Great Britain. Scotland had
always been a sort of fairy land ; but it remained
for that sagacious prince, at a time when know-
ledge was beginning to dispel the mists of super-

stition, to contribute, by his authority and writ-

ings, to resolve a prejudice of education into an
article of religious belief among the Scottish

people. He wrote and published a Treatise on
Damonologie ; the purpose of which was, to
" resolve the doubting hearts of many, as to the
fearful abounding of those detestable slaves of
the devil, witches or enchanters." The authority
of scripture was perverted, to show not only the
possibility, but certainty, that such " detestable
slaves" do exist; and many most ridiculous
stories of evil enchantment were adduced to

establish their " fearful abounding." The trea-

tise, which is in the form of a dialogue, then
proceeds to treat of the punishment which such
crimes deserve

:

* This pamphet contains an account, perhaps the earli-
est, of Great Yarmouth, in Norfolk, the liaven of which,
he tells us, cost above .^26,000 repairing in the last twenty-
eight years. This was very scarce, even in the time of
sir Hans Sloane.

t Hooker's laws of ecclesiastical pollitie. London

:

printed by John Windet. 1693. Folio. Another edition
appeared by the same printer, J 604.

" P. Then to make an ende of our conference,

sence I see it drawis leatt, what forme of punish-
ment think ye merites this magiciens and wit-

ches? For I see that ye account them to be all

alike gyltie.

E. (The king) They ought to be put to deathe.

According to the law of God, the civil and im-
perial law and the municiple law of all Christian

nations.

P. But what kind of deathe I pray you ?

E. It commonlie used to be fyre, but there

is an indififerent thing to be used in every country,

according to the law or custome thairof.

P. But aught no sexe, age, or rank to be ex-

cused F E. None at all.

Such, in fact, was the cruel and barbarous
law of James's native country ; and such became
the law also of England when he succeeded to

the throne of Elizabetli. The absurdity of such
a law, so long since consigned to universal exe-
cration, stands in need of no illustration ; but it

may furnish instruction, and show the state of
society before the art of printing had cleared
the mist of superstition from the eyes of igno-
rance.

1600. The house of commons took into con-
sideration the following patents and monopolies:
To Edward Darcy, a patent for cards.*

To John Spilman, a patent to make paper.
To Richard VVatkins and James Roberts, a

license to print almanacks.
To Richard Wrighte, to print the History of

Cornelius Tacitus.

ToJohnNorden, to print Speculum Britannia.
To sir Henry Singer, touching the printing of

school bookes.

To Thomas Morley, to print songs in three
parts.

To Thomas Wight and Bonham Norton, to

print law books.

The following curious recitation of charters,

decrees, grants, and privileges, giving monopo-
lies of the labours of the press to various bodies
and individuals, with a curious note upon the
subject, as given by Mr. Rowe Mores, copying
all his quaintnessof style and printing:

—

Pleasant enough it is to contemplate the gra-
dations by which the dispersion of knowledge
amongst the people hath been effected, en et ecce !

By restraints on ihefotinders—by restraints on
the printers—by exclusive patents for making
paper—by exclusive patents for printing Bibles^

testaments, and comm. pr. books, necnon omnes
libros qv^scunq; quos in templis hujus regni uti

mandavimus aut postea mandab.—a lumping pa-
tent!—for the Bible with annotations—for the
N. Test.—for psalters—for primers—for cate-

chisms—for prayer books, and, to bring devotion
to it's /ocw5, for '^ living-voice of metre-psalm.^^

For the Pandect—for tlie statutes—for statute

* On the mentioning of the monopoly of cards, sir
Walter Rawleigh blushed. Upon reading of the patents,
Mr. Hackwell, of Lincoln's Inn, stood up, and asked. Is
not bread there ? Bread, quoth one ; bread, quoth another-
this voice seems strange, quoth another. No, quoth Mr'.
Hackett, if order be not taken herein, Bread will be
there before the next parliament, &c.
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books, acts, proclam. ^c.—for all manner of
books touching the comm. law.

For Lat. Greek and Hebr.—for dictionaries—
for grammars— for accidences—for the Criss-

cross-row—for school-books generally.

For maps and charts—for maps, charts, and

plots of England and Wales—for all manner of

books or tables, touching cosmography, geography,

or topography.

For music—iox ruled paper for music, for songs.

For almanacs—for almanacs and brief chroni-

cles—for single books.

And lastly, when entireties were all exhausted,

by exclusive patents for things printed on one

side of a sheet or of any part of a sheet ofpaper—
By the charter to the Comp. of Stationers—^by

taxes upon the Universities ; and, to close the

whole, by a sweetener to authors of a lease for
years of their ovm works.

Not but that indulgences of some sort were

requisite in the infancy of the art " when there

were but few books and few printers within this

realm who could well exercise and occupy the

science and art of printing; but these were

granted upon good consideration, the encourage-

ment of a newly-invented 'feat,' which opened

the hidden mine of knowledge to a besotted

world, yet were they few, and to endure but a

short time." Grafton\ patent was for three

years only, for the printing of CoverdaWs bible,

afterwards they became numerous as briefs for

fire and water, high winds, hail storms, and
thunder showers ; tenants at rack-rent and bur-

thened with numerous poor, and for any other

sundries which packed secund. artem may be

strained to the dam. of £1000 and three-half-

pence, and bring grist to the Ch. and Staff.

When the people began to emerge out of

darkness into light, and to show a desire for

instruction, they were soon taught to pay for

their curiosity by these shameful patents, by
which the most necessary books were monopo-
lized, and first of all those which should first of

all have been privileged.

But these patents and monopolies produced

mussitations and grumblings and a petition from

the inferior printers to the privy council against

them ; setting forth that they were contrary to

law, and that no such ought to be granted,—and

they affirmed that they might and would, (and

so indeed they did too) print any lawful book,

notwithstanding any commandment of the queen.

The house of commons took the matter into con-

sideration, and the patentees, the richer printers,

making a virtue of necessity, deemed it expedi-

ent to toss a cade to the whale, and to yield to

the Comp. of Stat, in 1585 certain books towards

the relief and maintenance of the poorer. Here's

a list of some :

—

By Barker the queen's printer,—The N. Test.

the paraphr. of Erasm.—the 2 vols, of homilies—
the articles of religion.

The Queen's injunctions.—all pro templis, and
to be purchased by every parish in the kingdom

;

but mark, it was the profit only of the N. T.
which Barker relinquished, with a proviso that

he printed them himselfe; and with another

proviso that he retained some for secret services,

yet this was in the time of Q. Eliz. and these

books the beginning of the reformation scarce

then completed.

Tottel, the law printer, had more in him of

the wisdom of the serpent; he kept his law
books to himself, and yielded Dr. Wilson upon
usurie, and the sonnets of th^ earle of Surrey,

The Warden,

—

an almanack to be stuck on
walls. Another

—

Calvin upon Daniel, Theprac-
tice ofprelates, and The image of God. Another—Agiippa of the vanitie of sciences, and Sent-

entice pueriles. Another,

—

The art of rhetoric.

The courtier. Theflower of friendship, and The
image of idlenesse.

But most of them with restrictions and reser-

vations yielded unwillingly the remainder in fee

of a squeezed orange ; for homo homini ; with-

out a metaphor

!

Many other examples might be given, but
we content ourselves for the present, because

we are all acquainted with the plunder, and take

leave of the sixteenth century, a period comprising

events, which, whether we regard their influence

upon literature, arts, and policy, or their effects

in the diff'usion of truth, justly merits to be; con-

sidered as the most important century which has

elapsed since the era of Christianity. During
this century it will be perceived that the press

had made rapid strides to the attainment of that

liberty which is the inherent right of man ; but
much was left to be done, and though the abut-

ment was but laid in the fifteenth century, the

structure was left to be perfected in our own day.

During the sixteenth century, both at home and
abroad, despotism would not acknowledge the

infant press : shackles and persecution, fines and
confiscation were still the lot of those who dared

to utter sentiments inimical to power; but,

says a modern writer, " whoever has attentively

meditated on the progiess of the human race,

cannot fail to discern that there is now a spirit of

inquiry amongst men, which nothing can stop

or even materially control. Reproach and oblo-

quy, threats and persecution, will be in vain.

They may embitter opposition and engender
violence, but they cannot abate the keenness of

research. There is a silent march of thought,

which no power can arrest, and which is not

difficult to foresee, will be marked by important

events. Mankind were never before in the situ-

ation in which they now stand. The press has

been operating upon them for several centuries,

with an influence scarcely perceptible at its com-
mencement, but by daily becoming more palp-

able, and acquiring accelerated force, it is rous-

ing the intellect of nations ; and happy will it be

for them, if there be no rash interference with

the natural progress of knowledge ; and if by a

judicious and gradual adaptation of their insti-

tutions to the inevitable changes of opinion, they

are saved from those convulsions which the pride,

prejudices, and obstinacy of a few may occasion

to the whole."

—

Essays on the formation of
Opinions.
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" What numerous worthies whom with lyres high strung
In pompous strains frail manuscripts once sung.
To time's abyss arc with their vouchers tost.

Nor one memorial of existence boast

!

But living merit (still, alas ! oppos'd)
Now sees the gulph of black oblivion closed

;

Sees present envy impotently rave.
And pants for honest praise beyond the grave

;

Firm and exalted o'er its wayward fate.

Sees the fair page for fame's impression wait.
And safe, in just posterity's reward,
Consigns its glory to the future bard.
The brave and good, prepared to live in death,
With unreluctant smiles shall yield their breath.
While latest times Newton entire shall boast.
Nor mourn a Bacon, Locke, or Milton lost."

The influence of literature on the destiny of man
is of unquestionable importance. Books are the

best, the noblest monuments of all nations ; and
ages cannot transmit to ages any inheritance so

valuable as the thoughts and productions of men
of talent. Knowledge is that which, next to

virtue, truly and essentially raises one man above
another : it finishes one half of the human soul

:

it makes existence pleasant to us, and adminis-

ters a perpetual series of gratification. It gives

ease to solitude, and grace to retirement. Dr.

Aiken says, " in books we have the choicest

thoughts of the ablest men in their best dress.

We can at pleasure exclude dulness and imper-

tinence, and open our doors to wit and good
sense alone." " In a polite age," says Goldsmith,
" almost every person becomes a reader, and re-

ceives more instruction from the press than the

pulpit."
" I acknowledge," says M.Wendeborn, " that

abuses are sometimes committed in consequence
of the unrestrained freedom of the press ; but
after the observation of many years, I am con-

fident that the advantages infinitely preponde-
rate. The public is the dread tribunal before

which every cause is judged. Every man is

heard, and is free to vindicate his conduct.
Had all lands such heralds, whose loud voice

might awaken shame and fear ; w ere the com-
mon people of every country equally eager to

read the public papers; then would discord,

oppression, and bigotry, soon be banished from
their borders, by a great majority of votes, and
men that can read, and dare to write, would
soon cease to be slaves."

Henry IV.* of France, read every book with

pleasure that was published concerning his

* Henry IV. was born at Pau, in Berne, December 13,

1553; ascended the French throne, August 3, 15,S9; for-

merly announced the Protestant faith, at St. Denys, July
25, 1563; published the memorable edict of toleration of
Nantz, April 19, 1598, which was revoked by Louis XIV.
in 1685 ; received his death from the hand of the fanaticed
assassin Ravaillac, who stabbed him. May 14, I6i0.

operations; for under his reign every person

enjoyed free liberty of speaking, writing, and
printing ; and truth, which he sought after

everywhere, came in her turn, even in her turn
to seek him. The greatest compliment which can
he paid to kingSy is to believe them worthy to

attend to her voice. Unhappy must that reign

be where the history of it is obliged to conceal

its author. L'Etoile relates that Henry having
read the book called the Anti-Soldier^ asked his

secretary of state, Villeroy, if he had seen this

work, and upon his replying in the negative,
" It is right you should see it," said he, " for it

is a book which takes me finely to task, but it

is still more severe on you." He was desired to

punish an author who had written some severe

satires upon the court :
" it would be against

my conscience," said this good prince, " to

trouble an honest man for having told the

truth."

160\,Feb. 25. RobertDevereux, earl of Essex,

beheaded. He was the son of Walter, earl of

Essex, and born at Netherwood, November 10,

1567. He served in many important expedi-

tions in different parts of Europe, and rose very

high in the favour of queen Elizabeth. In 1597
he was made earl marshal of England, and on
the death of lord Burleigh, chancellor of Cam-
bridge. About this time he incurred the queen's

displeasure in a remarkable manner. At a
private council held respecting the appointment
of a proper person to govern Ireland, he had the

imprudence to oppose her majesty with rudeness,

on which she gave him a box on the ear. The
violent earl instantly laid his hand on his sword,

and swore he would not have taken such treat-

ment even from her father. At length a recon-

ciliation took place, and he was sent to Ireland,

where he met with bad success. His enemies
in the meantime turned the mind of the queen
against him, and he returned to England, and
again fell into disgrace, and was imprisoned. In
1600 he regained his liberty, but did not make
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a proper use of it, but began to arm in his own
defence^ Some blood was shed before he sur-

rendered, on which he was made close prisoner,

tried, and executed. He was buried in the

Beachamp, or Lady chapel, at Warwick. Essex

was the steady friend of learning and learned

men.
1601, March 30. Henry Cuffe, celebrated for

his wit, learning, and misfortunes, was executed

at Tyburn, with sir Gelly Merrick, on this day.

He was born at Hinton St. George, in Somer-

setshire, about the year 1560, and was of Trinity

college, Oxford, where his diligence was so

great that he very soon distinguished himself

from most of his cotemporaries, more especially

in his knowledge of Greek, and his admirable

faculty in disputing. He was afterwards pro-

moted to the Greek professorship, and was chosen

proctor of the university, April 10, 1594. The
earl of Essex, who was fond of learning and
encouraging those who possessed it, as a means
of rewarding Mr. Cuffe, appointed him his secre-

tary when he became lord lieutenant of Ireland

;

and in that capacity obtained the entire confi-

dence of his master, and shared with the earl his

splendour and his disgrace. He was one of the

persons who was forced to surrender at Essex
house; and when the earl was condemned, he
charged Mr. Cufi*e to his face with being the

author of his misfortunes, and the person who
principally persuaded him to pursue violent

measures. He was brought to his trial on the

6th of March, and defended himself with great

steadiness and spirit. He was convicted, and as

he was looked upon as a dangerous person by
those in power, executed accordingly, dying with

great constancy and courage. The following

epigram was written in Greek upon his death

:

Thou wast, indeed, well read in Greek !

Thy Alpha too, was crown'd with hope

;

But oh ! though sad the truth I speak,
Thy Omega proved but a rope.

Sir Gelly Merrick was executed for conniving

at the advice given by Mr. Cuffe to the earl,

when in Ireland.

1601. Died^ Tycho Brahe, a famous astrono-

mer, was descended from a noble Swedish family,

settled at Knudstorp, in Denmark, where he was
born in 1546. He studied philosophy and
rhetoric, with a view of making the law his pro-

fession, but the solar eclipse, which happened in

1560, turned his attention to astronomy, which
he considered as a divine study, and he applied

to it with the greatest avidity. In 1565, he
returned home, and in a quarrel with a Danish
noble lost his nose, which he supplied with an
artificial one, so curiously made that the defect

was hardly to be perceived. About this time he
applied to the study of chemistry, in hopes of
finding the philosopher's stone. After this he
travelled for some years, and on his return to

Denmark, resided with his uncle, who furnished
him with the means of making celestial obser-
vations : and here it was, that in 1573 he dis-

covered a new star in the constellation Cassiopeia.

But shortly afterwards he incurred the dis-

pleasure of his relations by an imprudent mar-
riage, and the quarrel was so great that the

king was obliged to interfere to effect a recon-
ciliation. At the royal command he read lec-

tures on astronomy at Copenhagen. The king
also gave him the isle of Huen, where he erected
on it the castle of Uranienburg in the year 1576;
and at seventy paces distance another building
for an observatory, to which he gave the name
of Stellseburg, or Stierneburg. Feeling himself
in want of a printing-press for the publication of
the fruits of his astronomical researches, he
introduced one into his castle, and published
from it several learned pieces between the years

1596 and 1600. These generally bear the im-
print Uranibergi DanitB, and were to be had at

the booksellers in Frankfort. The king added
to the donation above-named, a pension, and
some lucrative places. In this situation he re-

sided about twenty years, but on the death of

the king he lost his pension ; in consequence of

which he \eh Uranienburg, and went to Copen-
hagen, from whence he removed to Prague,
where he died. He left a widow, two sons, and
four daughters. He was a man of great genius,

but excessively superstitious, being addicted to

judicial astrology, and very attentive to omens.

His temper was also uncommonly irritable, and
his vanity disgusting. Of the last, no greater

proof can be given than his inventing a system

in oppositition to the Copemican, and more ab-

surd than that of Ptolemy. His works, how-
ever, show him to have been an accurate observer.

1601. Mamert Patison, a learned Greek
printer of Paris, who married Dionysia Barbe,

(Maittaire thinks about 1579,) widow of Robert
Stephens, and by this connexion becomes en-

titled to a distinct place among the family of

the Stephenses. He enjoyed the office of typo-

graphus regius, and was unquestionably a learn-

ed printer, and his "officina" appears to have
been beautifully provided with Greek types.

In 1578, he gives " apud Mamertum Patiis-

sonium Typographum Reginum, in officina Ro-
bertus Stephani."

1601. According toCoxe, Travels in Simtzer-

land, the first book printed in Romanesche (dia-

lect of the Grey League) was executed at Lin-

dau, in Bavaria, namely, a Catechism, composed
by Daniel Bonifacius. In 1604, Ludovicus
Bremenses, printed at Insula del lacum Aeroni-

um, an island in the lake of Constance; probably

the city of Lindau is meant by this expression.

1601. James VI. being at Edinburgh, he at-

tended, upon one occasion,theworshipofthe high

church, where a minister, of the name of Bal-

carguhall, performed the service. In the course

of the sermon, this preacher advanced some-

thing which was derogatory to the authority of

bishops ; upon which James rose from his seat,

and interrupting the speaker, asked him what
authority from scripture he had for that asser-

tion ? Balcarguhall replied that he could bring

sufficient proof from scripture for all that he had
asserted. The king denied this, and pledged his
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kinf^dora that he would prove the contrary

;

adding that it was the practice of the preachers

to busy themselves about such causes in the

pulpit; but he was aware of their intentions,

and would look after thein. This interlude con-

tinued upwards of a quarter of an hour, to the

great edification of the audience; after which
James resumed his seat and heard the sermon
to the end.

—

M'Crie.
1601. Ralph Newbery, printer and stationer,

whose dwelling was in Fleet-street, a little above
the Conduit. He was warden of the stationers'

company in 1583, and master in 1598 and 1601,

and gave a stock of books, and privilege of

printing, to be sold for the benefit of Christ's

hospital and Bridewell. He was assignee with

Henry Denham. He was concerned with George
Bishop and others, in printing. His first book
is dated 1560. In 1590 he printed in Greek
types, Joannis Chiysostomi, Sec, Homiliac ad
popultim Antiochenum, vinginti et duae, opera et

studio Joannis Harmari, collegii prope Winton
magistri informatoris.

1601. Love's Martyr ; or Hosaliri's Complaint,
allegorically shadoidng the truth of Love, in the

constant fate of the Phoenix and Turtle. Such
is the title of " a poern, interlarded with much
varietie and raritie, now fii-st translated out of
the venerable Italian of Torquato Coeliano, by
R (obert) C (hester.) Lond. 1601. 4to." This
is one of the rarest poetical morceaux in the
English language, which produced at the Rox-
burgh sale £24 \is. and was purchased by sir M.
M. Sykes, from the Bibliotheca Anglo-Poetica,
at £50, and was knocked down at his sale, in

1821, at the enormous sum of £61 19*.

1 601

.

Thefountaine of Self Love, or Cynthias
Revels. As it hath beene sundry times privately

acted in the Black Friers, by the children of her
Majestis chappell. Written by Ben Jonson.

Quod non dant Proceres dabit Histrio

;

Haud tamen invideas vati quern Pulpita pascunt.

Imprinted at London, for Walter Burre, and
are to be solde at his shop in Panics Church
Yard, at the signe of the Flower de Luce and
Crowne. 1601.

1602, June 22. " Lent unto Benjamy Jonson
at the apoyntment of E. AUeyn and William
Birde, in earnest of a boocke [play] called
Richard Crook-back, and for a new adicyons for
Jeromino, the sum of x lb."—Henslowe manu-
scripts. That tragedy, " if ever acted," was
speedily withdrawn.

1602. A political pageant, called England's
Joy, was represented at the Swan tlieatre. It
was the year of a fierce histrionic paper war.

1602. William Leake, dwelling at the sign
of the Holy Ghost, in St. Paul's churchyard,
printed an edition of Venus and Adonis. 16mo.
27 leaves. Only two copies are known ; one of
which is in the Malone collection, now in the
Bodleian lil)rary. A copy of this work was sold
at Mr. Stevens' sale for £1 \s. ikl.-, resold at
Brindley's sale for £42 ; and again at SU'ettel's

for £26 6s.

1602, The Art of English Poesie, by Thomas
Campion, wherein it is demonstratively proved,

and by example confirmed, that the English

toong mil receive eight severall kinds of numbers,

proper to itselfe, which are all in this book set

forth, and were never before this time by any man
attempted. Printed by Richard Field, for An-
drew Wise.

This tract is a formal attack upon rhime.

The author observes thus in his Preface:—" For
this end have I studied to induce a true fonne
of versefying into our language, for the vulgar

and unartificiall custome of riming hath, I know,
detered many excellent wits from the exercise of

English poesy."

This tract roused the indignation of Samuel
Daniel, who in the very following year pub-
lished A Defence of Rhyme, against a pamphlet,

entituled, Observations in the Art of Poesie,

wherein is demonstratively proved that ryme is

the fittest harmonie of wordes that comports with

our language.

Among other remarks in vindication of rhyme,
Daniel has the following :

—

"But had our adversary taught us by his owne
proceeding, this way of perfection, and therein

fram'd us a poeme of that excellencie as should

put downe all, and been the maister-peece of

these times, we should all have admired him.

But to deprave the present forme of writing,

and to bring us nothing but a few loose and un-
charitable epigrammes, and yet would make us

believe those numbers were come to raise the

gloiy of our language, giveth us cause to sus-

pect the perforaiance, and to examine whether
this new arte, conetat sibi, or, aliquid sit dictum
quod non sit dictum pnus."

1602. The bishop of Origuela, a town in the

province of Murcia, in Spain, possessed a print-

ing-press within the walls of his own palace ; as

a little work which he caused to be printed for

the use of his clerg\', entitled S^/nodus Oriolano

secunda, bears for imprint. Oriole, in palatio

episcopali per Didacum de la Toire, anno Domi-
ni 1602. This book is in Trinity college, Dub-
lin ; as well as another of the next year, also by
the bishop, who appears to have been the cor-

rector of his own press. In this latter work he
apologizes to the reader, for his want of Greek
types,aud for some inaccuracies which had crept

in through his own ill health and the necessary

care of his diocese. Antonio, in his Bibliotheca

Hispana, mentions a book printed here in 1603.

1602. The Booke of Common Prayer, com-
monly called Queen Elizabeth's Prayer Book,

with a portrait of the queen, and borders round
each page, containing the Dance of Death.

1603, March 24. Died, Elizabeth, queen of

England, who has ever been acknowledged as

one of the wisest, as well as the most fortunate

of our English monarchs. She possessed many
of those qualities which are eminently suited

to the ruler of such a kingdom as that over
which she presided. The solid judgment, im-
mense capacity, and deep penetration which
she discovered in the choice of her ministers, the

3 K
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management of her finances, and the adminis-

tration of justice, have deservedly acquired the

praise and admiration of posterity; while her

prudence and vigilance, her vigour, constancy,

and magnanimity have never, perhaps, been sur-

passed by any monarch in ancient or modem
history. But many instances are on record,

which prove that she partook of the imperious

spirit of her father, and sometimes degraded the

amiable character of woman, by giving way to

the violence of passion ; nor was she over delicate

in the choice of terms to express her displeasure.

At the commencement of her reign she was
moderate and humble; towards the end of it,

haughty and severe ; and to flatter her charms

at the age of sixty-five, was the surest road to

her favour and esteem. Her ministers* could

always bias her judgment by means of flattery,

or by intimidating threats that her throne was in

danger; but the strength of her reason opposed
their opinions, and made her defer, as long as

she could, a decision which she felt was incon-

sistent with her better part. But whatever were
her defects as a woman, as a queen she is ever

to be remembered by her subjects with gratitude-

From the time that the earl of Essex was be-

headed, the days of Elizabeth were sorrowful

and gloomy ; and she never ceased to reproach

herself for the cruel precipitancy with which she

acted. Her godson, sir John Harrington, de-

* The following brief notices of Elizabeth's ministers
may not be inapplicable to our purpose :

—

William Cecil, lord Burghley, was born at Bourn, in
Lincolnshire, Sept. 13, 1520; received the honour of
knighthod from Edward VI. October 21, 1551 ; became
chief minister to queen Elizabeth, and for a long time
governed her councils. He was jealous of every man
whose services were greater, and whose parts were better
than his own. He died August 4, 1598.

Sir Francis Walsingham, one of the most eminent of
Elizabeth's statesmen,her frequent representative at foreign
courts, died April 6, 1590, buried in St. Paul's.

Sir Christopher Hatton was one of the handsomest and
most accomplished men of his time, and to these acciden-
tal instances of good fortune he owed his adva-ncement in
Elizabeth's favour: certain it is, the same anomalous
partiality which led her into the greatest extravagancies
with Leicester and Essex she displayed towards Hatton,
which eventually promoted him to the highest stations in
the cabinet, and in his profession of a lawyer. He was
appointed vice chamberlain of her household, lord high
chancellor of England, and knight of the garter. He
died November 20, 1591.

Robert Dudley, earl of Leicester, was born at Ubinam,
September 7, 1533, was ennobled in September, 1564.
On June 4, 1550, he was married to Amy Robsart, in the
presence of Edward VL, she met her death by violence,
at Ciminor hall, near Oxford, September 8th, 1560. He
is supposed to have been poisoned, and died September 4,

1588. For thirty years this nobleman had been the favour-
ite of his roysil mistress, over whose affections he had
held such a firm ascendency as to keep her ignorant of his
dissipated manners. As her councillor, he abused her
confidence ; for in the advice he j^ave of the unfortunate
queen of Scotland, during the period of his government
in the Netherlands, and in all the affairs of state, in which
her misplaced partiality led her to consult him, he ever
considered the furthering of his own ambitious plans, and
his personal gratification, before the honour of his mis-
tress and the ends of justice. Leicester was too mean to be
noble, and too vain to be great. . Buried at Warwick.
Thomas Sackville, lord Buckhurst, first earl of Dorset,

filled various important ofl^ces in the state ; he was lord
high treasurer to queen Elizabeth, chancellor of the uni-
versity of Oxford, K.G., &c. and as an author maintains
an emineirt station amor;: the poets of his country. He
died at a very advancecd age, loaded with wealth and
honours, April 19, 1608.

scribes her majesty, in October, 1601, as altered
in features, and reduced to a skeleton. He says,

her food was only manchet food and succory
pottage. Her taste for dress was gone. Nothing
could please her ; she was the toiment of the
ladies who waited on her person. She stamped
with her feet, and swore violently at the objects
of her anger. For her protection she had or-

dered a sword to be placed on the table, which
she often took in her hand and thrust with
violence into the tapestry of her chamber."
After the death of her intimate friend, the
countess of Nottingham, she spent her days and
nights in tears, and only spoke to mention some
irritating subject; and having experienced some
hours of alarming stupor, she persisted, after her
recovery from it, to remain seated on cushions,
from which she could not be prevailed upon to

remove during ten days ; but sat with her finger

generally on her mouth, and her eyes open and
fixed upon the ground, for she had an absurd
notion that if she lay down in bed she should
not rise from it again. In her last illness she
removed, on a stormy day in January, from her
palace in Westminster to Richmond ; and when
her ailings increased, she was obstinate in re-

fusing medical advice. Her secretary, with the
other great ministers of state, having met at

Richmond, the queen was put into bed, and
listened to prayers and exhortations from the

archbishop. Two days before her death, Cecil
reminded the queen that she had once said to

him, at Whitehall, that her throne was the

throne of kings. To which she replied, " I will

have no rascal to succeed me. Who should suc-

ceed me but a king ?" On being asked to ex-
plain her meaning more fully, her majesty said,
" that a king should succeed, and who could
that be but her cousin of Scotland." The arch-

bishop resumed his prayers : she became speech-
less, but twice beckoned him to continue. In
the evening the same lords requested her to

make a sign, if she continued in the same mind
respecting the succession. The queen raised

her ai-ms in the air, and closed them over her
head. In a few minutes she began to dose ; and
at three o'clock the next morning composedly
breathed her last, on the 24th of March, 1603.

Her remains were deposited, with great funeral

pomp, in Heniy Vllth's chapel, Westminster
abbey. She was the daughter of Anne Boleyn,
and born at Greenwich, September 7, 1533.

This great queen passionately admired hand-
some persons, and he was already far advanced
in Iier favour who approached her with beauty
and grace. She had so unconquerable an aver-

sion for men who had been treated unfortunately

by nature, that she could scarcely endure their

presence. She left no less than three thou-

sand different habits in her wardrobe when she

died. She was possessed of the dresses of all

countries. " In that time," [Elizabeth] says

honest John Stowe, " he was held the greatest

gallant that had the deepest ruff and longest

rapier. The offence to the eye of the one, and
hurt unto the life of the subject that came by
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the other—this caused her majesty to make
proclamation against them hoth^ and to place

selectedgrave citizens at evenj gate to cut the ruffs

^

and break the rapiers points of all passengers that

exceeded a yard in length of the rapiers, and a
nayle of a yard in depth of their ruffs."*

There is this singular and admirable in the

conduct of Elizabeth that she made her plea-

sures subservient to her policy, and she main-
tained her affairs by what in general occasions

the ruin of princes. So secret were her amours,
that even to the present day their mysteries
cannot be penetrated ; but the utility she drew
from them is public, and always operated for the
good of her people. Her lovers were her minis-
ters, and her ministers were her lovers. Love
commanded, love was obeyed ; and the reign of
this princess was happy, because it was a reign
of Love^ in which its chains and its slavery are

liked ! Those who are well acquainted with the
private anecdotes of those times, know what en-
couragement this royal coquette gave to most
who were near her person. Dodd, in his Church
History, says, that the earls of Arran and Arun-
del, and sir William Pickering, " were not out
of hopes of gaining queen Elizabeth's affections

in a matrimonial way."
She encouraged every person of eminence

:

she even went so far, on the anniversary of her
coronation, as 'publicly to take a ring from her
finger, and put it on the duke of Alengon's
hand. She also ranked amongst her suitors
Henry III. and Henry IV. of France.

She never forgave Buzenval for ridiculing her
bad pronunciation of the French language ; and
when Henry IV. sent him over on an embassy,
she would not receive him. So nice was the
irritable pride of this great queen, that she made
her private injuries matters of state.

" This queen," writes Du Maurier, in his MS-
moires pour servir d, VHistoire de VHollande,
" who displayed so many heroic accomplish-
ments, had this foible, of wishing to be thought
beautiful by all the world. I heard from my
father, that at every audience he had with her
majesty, she pulled off her gloves more than a
hundred times to display her hands, which
indeed were very beautiful and very white."
A not less curious anecdote relates to the duke

* The following extract is taken from Stowe, which may
amuse the reader :—" In the second yeere of Queen Eliza-
beth 1560, her silke wiiman, Mistris Montague, presented
her majestie for a new yecre's gift, a pnire of black knit
silk stockings, the which, after a few clays' wearing,
pleased her highness so well, that she sent for Mistris
Montajfue, and asked her where she had them, and if she
could help her to any more : who answered, saying, ' I
made them very carefully of purpose only for your majes-
tie, and seeing these please you so well, I will presently
set more in hand.' • Do so (quoth the queene), for indeed
I like silk stockings so well, because they are pleasant, fine,
and delicate, that henceforth I will wear no more cloth
STOCKINGS —and from that time unto her death the
queene never wore any more cloth hose, but only silke
stockings."
The use of coaches was first introduced into England

during her reign. In 1580, the earl of Aiundel brought
them into use; before which the queen, on public occa-
sions rode on horseback behind her chamberlain.

of Anjou and our Elizabeth ; it is one more
proof of her partiality for handsome men. The
writer was Lewis Guyon, a cotemporary.

" Francis duke of Anjou, being desirous of
marrying a crowned head, caused proposals of
marriage to be made to Elizabeth queen of
England. Letters passed betwixt them, and
their portraits were exchanged. At length her
majesty informed him, that she would never
contract a marriage with any one who sought
her, if she did not first see his person. If he
would not come, nothing more should be said

on the subject. This prince, over-pressed by his

young friends, (who were as little able ofjudg-
ing as himself) paid no attention to the counsels
of men of maturer judgment. He passed over
to England without a splendid train. The said
lady contemplated his person: she found him
ugly^ disfigured by deep scars of the small-pox.,

and that he also had an ill-shaped nose, with
swellings in the neck ! All these were so many
reasons with her, that he could never be ad-
mitted into her good graces."

By the following extract from a letter from
one of her gentlemen, we discover that her usual
habits, though studious, were not of the gentlest

kind, and that the service she exacted from her
attendants was not borne without concealed mur-
murs. The writer groans in secrecy to his

friend. Sir John Stanhope writes to Sir Robert
Cecil in 1598 :

" I was all the afternowne with
her majestie, at mj/ booke ; and then thinking to

rest me, went in agayne with your letter. She
was pleased with the Filosofer's stone, and hath
been all this day reasonably quyett. Mr. Grevell
is absent, and I am tyed so as I cannot styrr,

but shall be at the ivourse for yt, these two
dayes !

"

The origin of Raleigh's advancement in the

queen's graces was by an act of gallantry. Ra-
leigh spoiled a new plush cloak, while the queen,
stepping cautiously on this prodigal's footcloth,

shot forth a smile, in which he read promotion.
Captain Raleigh soon became sir Walter, and
rapidly advanced in the queen's favour.

Hume has preserved in his notes a letter

written by Raleigh. It is a perfect amorous
composition. After having exerted his poetic

talents to exalt her charms and his affection, he
concludes, by comparing her majesty, who was
then sixty, to Venus and Diana. Sir Walter
was not her only courtier who wrote in this style.

Even in her old age she affected a strange fond-

ness for music and dancing, with a kind of

childish simplicity ; her court seemed a court of
love, and she the sovereign.

The education of Elizabeth had been severely

classical ; she thought and she wrote in all the
spirit of the characters of antiquity; and her
speeches and her letters are studded with apo-
thegms, and a terseness of ideas and language,
that give an exalted idea of her mind.* In her

* Supplications of Saints. A Bookeof Prayers,wherein
are three most excellent prayers, made by queen Elizabeth.
By Thomas Scorocold. London. 1612.
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evasive answers to the commons, in reply to

their petitions to her majesty to marry, she has

employed an energetic word. " Were I to tell

you that I do not mean to maiTy, I might say

less than I did intend ; and were I to tell you

that I do mean to marry, I might say more

than it is proper for you to know ; therefore I

give you an answer, answerless!"

The following letter from Elizabeth to Heaton,

bishop of Ely, is taken from the register oi Ely,

and gives a trait of the queen :

Proud PaKiiATE.

I understand you are backward in complying

with your agreement ; but I would have you to know,
that I, who made you what you are, can unmake you

;

and if you do not forthwith fulfil your engagement, by
1 will immediately unfrock you.

Yours as you demean yourself,

Elizabeth.*

Heaton, it seems, had promised the queen to

exchange some land belonging to the see for an

equivalent, and did so, but it was in consequence

of the above letter.

In a manuscript at the British museum. No.

4712, in Ayscough's catalogue, there are the

following verses on the death of queen Eliza-

beth, which will be admired for their quaintness.

BRITANNIA LACHRTHA.

Weep, little isle ! and for thy mistress death.

Swim in a double sea of brackish water

!

Weep, little world ! for great Elizabeth,

Daughter of war, for Mars himself begat her

!

Mother of Peace, for she bore the latter.

She was and is (what can there more be said ?)

On earth the first, in heaven the second maid.

On the funeral of the maiden queen, a poet

of the day described the national grief in the

following stanzas :

The queen was brought by water to Whitehall,

At every stroke the oars did tears let fall

;

More clung about the barge •. fish under water
Wept out their eyes of pearle, and swome blind after.

I think the bargemen might, with easier thighs.

Have row'd her thither in her j)eople^s eyes;

For, howsoe'er, thus much my thoughts have scann'd,

Sh'ad come by water, had she come by land.

1603. Atropoion Delion, or the death of Delia >

with the Tears of her funerall. A poetical ex-

cursive discourse of our late Eliza. By T. N.
London. 4to. Reprinted in the third volume of

Nichols's Progresses of Queen Elizabeth.

Thomas Newton, the author of this work,

translated many other. Notices of him will be

found in Wood's Athen. Oxon. Warton's Hist.

Eng. Poet, and Ritson's Bib. Poetica.

A pleasant nexv History ; or a fragrant Posie

made of three flowers, Rosa, Rosalynd, and
Rosemary. By Thomas Newton. London,
1604. 4to.

1603, April 17. A petition, signed by a poor
man upon this day, is presented to king James,
at Theobalds, on his progress from Edinburgh

* " Yes,'" said queen Elizabeth, addressing herself to
the prelates in full convocation, March 29, 1585, " if you,
my lords of the clergy, do not amend, I mean to disperse
you ;—look you therefore well to your charges."

to London. " Good king, let there be an uni-
fomiity in true religion, without any disturbance
of papist or puritan. Good king, let there not
be such delay and crafty proceedings in the law,
and let lawyers have moderate fees. Good king,
let no man have more offices than one, especially

touching the law. Good king, look to thy
takers and officers of thy house, and to their ex-
ceeding fees that peel and pole thy princely al-

lowance."

At his accession to the English throne, James
was received with transports of joy, and all

ranks of men made their court to him ; a be-
haviour which he ought to have improved by
suitable returns to captivate the good will and
affections of a people so desirous to be pleased

with their king. But this national behaviour, as

a Scotchman had foretold, spoiled a good king,

and made a bad king worse. Instead of uniting

closely with the people in one common interest

and love, iixing them by works of regard, he
took much state, and, in his journey, from Edin-
burgh to London, forbid, by proclamation, the

concourse of the people to him ; and when they

could not be kept off, would often disperse them
with frowns, and sometimes curses ; and though
he neglected so much to gain the public, even
at the cheap rate of affability, he sunk into low
familiarity with his favourites, and was profuse

of riches and honours to particular men. The
estates he gave impoverished his treasury, and
was the cause of frequent complaints both from
the parliament and the people.

Since the Gowrie conspiracy,* James I. was
always afraid of being murdered; he suspected
the English generosity and loyalty, which dis-

played itself so particularly on hisjouniey. This
is tne best excuse for his ill-timed prohibition

;

but some attribute it to a resolution then taken
up, which was but too much confirmed by his

future conduct to the English, to accustom them
not to be too familiar with their sovereign.

As a proof of his determination to maintain
the royal prerogative in a higher degree than any
of his predecessors, he ordered a man to be
hanged who had been caught in an act of rob-

bery near Newark, by his sole warrant, without
any trial, directly contrary to the privileges of
the English nation, and beyond the lawful

power of a king of England.
1603. It is a fact highly honourable to the

military profession, that in this year, the patrio-

tic English soldiers, who having defeated the

Spaniards at the battle of Kinsale, were deter-

mined to commemorate their victory by some
permanent monument. They subscribed the

sum of eighteen hundred pounds towards the

purchase of a library, for Trinity college, Dub-
lin. The disposal of the money was confined

to the illustrious archbishop Usher, who gave
the first donation to the library of his own col-

lection, consisting originally of 10,000 volumes.

* The Gowrie conspiracy took place on the 5th oL
August, 1600, at the house of John earl Gowrie, at Perth,
on which occasion the earl was slain.
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1603. The Olive Leafe or Universall Abce^

wherein is set foorth that creation, descent, and
authoritie of letters, together with the estimation,

profit, affinitie of declination of them, for the

lamiliar use of all students, teachers and learners

of what chirography soever most necessarie. By
two tables, newly and briefly composed, charac-

tericall and syllabicall, of Alexander Top, gent.

Imprinted at London, by William White, for

George Vincent, dwelling in Great Wood-street,

at the sign of the Hand in Hand, where they

are to be sold. 1603.

This is a curious tract on the subject of a

universal alphabet. The author introduces his

little volume with these lines :

THE AUTHOR TO HIS BOOKE.

Farewell my little booke, and tell thy friends

The deluge of the deepe confusion ebs

;

Then shew thy leafe to all, but haile the best,

And safely leave it in their holy hands.
That wiU uproot thy lang:uage, cleere thy sense
As matter but of meere preeminence.
Yet as the starre that onward bringes the sunne,
Thou hast perfection where thy light begunne :

This tell thy ftiendes, and little booke farewell.

1603. The Batchellars Banquet ; or a Banquet

for Batchelars : wherein is prepared sundrie

dainties to furnish their table, curiously drest,

and seriously served in pleasantly discouring the

variable humours of women, their quicknesse of

wittes and unsearchable deceits.

View them well, but taste not

;

Regard them well, but waste not.

London, printed by Thomas Creed, and are to

be solde by T. P.

1603. Simon Strafford or Stafford dwelt

on Addle-hill, near Carter-lane. In 1599 he

printed the following work :

The history of Henrie the fourth ; tvith the

hattell of Shrewsbtirie, between tlie king and lord

Henry Perci/, sumamed Hotspur of the North.

With the humourous conceits of sir John Fal-

staffe. Newley corrected by W. Shakespeare.

London, imprinted by S. S. for Andrew Wise.

1599. 4to. The first part of this play was en-

tered on the books of the stationers' company,
February 25, 1598 ; and the second part is en-
tered August 23, 1600.

In 1603, Strafford printed, Psahnae Yhren-
hinol brophuuyd Dafydh, gwedi i cynghanedhu
meivn mesurau cymreig. Gan Gapten William
Middleton, Yn nisaf y gallodh at fedhivl yr
yspryd gldn Simon Stafford, a Thomas Salisbunj
ai printtodhyn Llunden. In the epistle to the
reader, which is in English, the printer says, he
begun the printing of the psalms in the like

kind of British metre, as they were sung in the

church of England ; and says, there are divers

other good things ready for the press ; as namely,
the British Testament, lately corrected by the

bishop of St. Asaph.
1603. Richard Yardley and Peter Short

were in partnership for many years, and dwelt in

Bread-street-hill, at the sign of the Star. In
1603 Mr. Short gave 10a-. a year for twenty-six

years to the poor of the company of stationei-s,

charged on a tenement in Monkwell-street, held
under St. Bartholomew's hospital. Twenty-six
works bear their imprint ; the last of which was
the following:

—

A newe, cheape, and delicatefire

of cole-balles, wherein seacole is by the mixture

of other combustible bodies, both sweetened and
multiplied. Also, A speedie way for the winning

of any breach ; with some other new and seruice-

able inuentions answerable to the Time. 4to.

1603, October 29. The company of stationers

obtained a patent from king James I. for the

sole printing of Primers, Psalms, Almanacks,
&CC., in English, for the help and relief of them
and their successors for ever.

1603. Adam Islip practised the art from the

year 1594 to 1603. In 1598 he printed The
works of our ancient and learned English poet,

Geffery Chaucer. This piece has a good copper
print of Chaucer at length, with his pedigree

and arms, as by Thomas Occleve is described,

who lived in his time, and was his scholar. This
print, with the mark engraved on it, and said to

be at the charges of Bonham Norton, is also

put to the folio edition in 1602, in the title page
of which book these additions are said to be
made, 1 . In the life of Chaucer many things

inserted. 2. The whole worke by old copies re-

formed. 3. Sentences and prouerbs noted. 4.

The signification of the old and obscure words
prooued; also caracters, shewing from what
tongue or dialect they be deriued. 5. The
Latine and French, not Englished by Chaucer,
translated. 6. The treatise called Jacke Vpland
against friers; and Chaucer's a, b, c, called.

La Priere de nostre Dame, at this impression

added. Folio.

Key to Unknoum, Knowledge, or a Shop of
Five Windowes.

Which if you do open, to cheapen and copen.
You will be unwilling, for many a shilling.

To part with the profit that you shall have of it.

Consisting of fine necessarie treatises, namely,
1. The judgement of vrines. 2. Judiciall rules

of physicke. 2. Questions of oyles. 4. Opini-

ons for curing of harquebush shot. 5. A dis-

course of humane nature. Translated from
Hippocrates, by M.John de Bourges, physician.

Printed for Edward White. 1599. 4to.

1603. There were at this time at Oxford
(where for many years was neither book nor
student to be seen,) 2000 and above of excellent

choice volumes set up and reduced into a cata-

logue. King James appointed sir Thomas Bod-
ley (lately knighted by him) the jounder thereof.

So great was his zeal for obtaining books, and
for furnishing of it, that among other means,
pei-suaded the society of stationers in London to

give a copy of every book that was printed,

(since confirmed by the charters of kings,) but
also searched for authors to do the like.

1603. The fourth volume of Gallo-Belgicus

which was published in this year, was compiled
by Gaspar Lorchan, for William Lutzenkirch.
Success soon gave rise to rivalship. The fifth
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volume appears to have been collected by Go-
tard Artlius, for Sigismund Latom, and to have

been printed at Frankfort, in 1605. This was

plainly^a rival work. Gallo-Belgicus was now
published half yearly with a title-page and in-

dex to every volume ; and was, for the first time,

usefully ornamented with maps. It was written

as late as the year 1605, by John Philip Abel,

and was printed for the heirs of Latom, with the

emperor's special privilege. The 15th volume

carries Gallo-Belgicus down to the year 1630,

but how long after cannot be now ascertained.

To stuff out a peculiar dialect

;

You must not hunt for wild outlandish terms
But let your matter run before your words.
And if at any time you chance to meet
Some Gallo Belgick phrase, you shall not straight

Rock your poor verse to g;ive it entertainment,

But let it pass; and do not think yourself

Much damnified, if you do leave it out
When not the sense could well receive it.

1604. The general Easter catalogue of Frank-

fort was printed, with a permission from govern-

ment, as appears by the following title :

—

Cata-

logus universalis nundinis Francof, de anno 1 604.

A catalogue of all the new books, or books im-

proved and republished
J
which will be exposed for

sale in Book-street, Frankfort, during the Easter

fair, 1604. Francofurli permissu superiorum

excudebat. Joh. Saur. To be had at the shop

of Peter KoplF. The order of the book is the

same as before.

After this the Leipsic booksellers began not

only to reprint the Frankfort catalogues; but

to enlarge them with many books which had not

been brought to the fairs in that city. " I have

seen," says Beckmann, " from professor Baldin-

ger's library, Catalogus universalis pro nundinus

Francofurtensibus vernalibv^ de anno, 1600; or

a catalogue of all the books on sale in Book-
street, Frankfort; and also of the books pub-

lished at Leipsic, which have not been brought

to Frankfort, with the permission of his high-

ness the elector of Saxony, to those new works

which have appeared at Leipsic. Printed at

Leipsic, by Abraham Lamberg, and to be had

at his shop. On the September Catalogue of

the same year, it is said that it is printed from

the Frankfort copy, with additions. I find an

imperial privilege, for the first time, on the

Frankfort September Catalogue of 1616. Cum
gratia et. privilegio specialis caes. mag. prostat.

apud. J. Krungerum Augustanum. Some im-

perial provisions, however, may be of an earlier

date, for I have not seen a complete series of

these catalogues.

—

History of Inventions.

1504. Robert Dexter dwelt, or kept shop,

at the sign of the brazen Serpent, in St. Paul's

church yard, and had for his device, a right

hand pointing with the forefinger to a star,

about, DEvs iMPERAT ASTRis. Mr. Dcxter gave
£20 to the poor of the stationers' company.
Richard Field, and Robert Robinson, printed

for him.
1604. Henry Billage of St. Martin's in the

Vintry, dyer, gave £52 to pay 52s yearly to the

churchwardens of that parish for bread, to be

given to the poor weekly. This sum continues
to be regularly paid by the company ofstationers,
under the erroneous name of Mr. Bellinger's

gift. [Mr. Bellinger was master in 1686 and
1693.]—McAo/s.

1604. Miscellanea,—Meditations,—Memora-
tives. By Elizabeth Grymeston.

Non est rectum quod a Deo non est directum.

London: printed by Melch. Bradwood, for
Felice Norton.

This is a veiy rare and curious work. It is

dedicated to the author's " Loving Sonne, Ber-
nye Grymeston," and is a miscellaneous compo-
sition of verse and prose.

The poetry is indifferent enough, but among
the Memoratives at the end are some maxims,
as good and judicious as any to be met with in

Rochefoucault, or Bruyere. As for example

:

"The darts of lust are the eyes, and therefore
fix not thy eye on that which thou mayst not
desire.

" There is no moment of time spent which
thou art not countable for, and therefore, when
thou hearest the clocke strike, think there is now
another lioure come, whereof thou art to yeeld
a reckoning.

" The end of a dissolute life is a desperate

death. There was never president to th(! con-
trary, but in the theefe in the Gospell : In one,

lest any should despaire : in one alone, lest any
should presume.

" Evil thoughts are the divels harbingers, for

he lodgeth not but where they provide his enter-

tainment.
" Indifferent equality is safest superiority.
" Where passions increase,complaints multiply.
" If thou givest a benefit, keepe it close ; but

if thou receivest one, publish it, for that invites

another.
" Let thy will be thy friend, thy mind thy

companion, thy tongue thy servant.

"Age may gaze at beauties blossoms; but
youth climbes the tree and enjoyes the fruit.

" Time is the herald of Trueth, and Trueth the

daughter of Time.
"The young man may die quickly; but the

old man cannot live long.
" There be foure good mothers have foure bad

daughters: trueth hath hatred, prosperity hath
pride, security hath perill, and familiarity hath
contempt.

" Wisdome is that olive that springetli from
the heart, bloometh on the tongue, and beareth

fruit in the actions.
" Happy is that mishap, whereby we passe to

better perfection.
" The soule is the greatest thing in the least

continent.
" Let the limits of thy power be the bounds of

thy will.

" No greater comfort than to know much : no
lesse labour than to say little.

" Give a lazie clerke a lean fee."

1604. The Ant and the Nightingale, or Father

Hubhard^s Tales. Printed by T. C. for Thomas
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I

Bushell,and are to be solde by Jeffrey Charlton,

at his Shop, at the North Doore of Paules.

Small 4to.

The contents are tales, with poetiy intermixed.

The tales are related by an ant to a nightingale

to save her life, the ant having crept up a tree,

and got within reach of the nightingale's beak.

The author thus introduces his book

TO THE READER.

Shall I tell you what, reader? but first I

should call you gentle, curteous, and wise, but
tis no matter, theyre but foolish words of course,

and better left out than printed ; for if you be
so, you need not be called so; and if you be
not so, then were lawe against me for calling

you out of your names; by John of Powles
church yard I sweare, and that oath will be
taken at any haberdashers, I never wisht this

booke better fortune than to fall into the hands
of a true spelling printer, and an honest stitch-

ing bookseller ; and if honestie could be solde

by the bushell, like oysters, I had rather have
one bushell of honestie than three of monie.
Why I call these Father Hubbard's Tales, is

not to have them called in againe, as the tales

of Mother Hubbard; the worlde would shewe
little judgment in that yfaith, and I should say
then plena stultorum omnia ; for T entreat here
neither of rugged beares nor apes ; no, nor the
lamentable downefal of the olde wives platters,

I deale with no such mettall. What is mirth in

mee is harmlesse as the Quarter Jack in Powles,*
they are up with their elbowes foure times an
houre, and yet misuse no creature living. The
verie bitterest in me, is but a physical frost,

that nips the wicked blood a little, and so makes
the whole bodie the more wholesomer, and none
can justly except at me, but some riotous vaunt-
ing JKf, or some gentleman swallowingil/aZ^m,f
then to condemn these tales following, because
Father Hubbard tells them in the small syze of
an ant, is even as much as if these two wordes
God and Divil were printed both in one line

;

to skip it over, and say that line were naught,
because the Divil were in it ; Sat Sapienti, and
I hope there be many wise men in all the twelve
companies.;}:

Yours if you reade without

Spelling or hacking T. M

.

* It may be presumed from this passage, that formerly
the quarters were struck at St. Paul's church clock by the
figures of men, as they were in the old church of St. Dun-
stau's. Fleet-street.

t The diminution of Mary.—Shakspeare's Coriolanus.

The kitchin Malkin pins
Her richest lockram 'bout her reechy neck.

Some readers may require to be informed that lockram
means some sort of coarse linen : reechy means greasy.
See Pericles Prince of Tyre.

None would look on her.
But cast their gazes on Marina's face

;

Whilst ours was blurted at, and held a Malkin
Not worth the time of day. Act IV. Sc. 4.

That is a mean wretch, not worth saluting with good
day to you.

t Originally the chartered city companies were only
twelve in number.

1604. King James VI. empowered the town
council of Edinburgh to make such acts, statutes,

and ordinances, for the good government of the

town as they should deem expedient ; and they

exercised their jurisdiction in a manner that

would not disgi'ace a court of star chamber.
Printers were prohibited by them from printing

unlicenced books or pamphlets, under the penalty

of losing the freedom of the city, and being

otherwise Jined and punished at the vdll of th£

magistrates.^^

1604. A Japanese Vocabulary was printed in

the Jesuit's college, at Nangasaquy,* a seaport

of Japan, on the west coast of the island of

Ximo. A copy of this vocabulary was sold in

the collection of M. Langles, of Paris, in 1825,

for six hundred and forty francs; as also another

edition, printed at the same place, in the pre-

ceding year, for six hundred and thirty-nine

francs. Both volumes were of a small 4 to. size.

The Jesuits had established a press at this place,

in 1592. A copy is in the Bodleian.

A Jesuit named Nicholas Trigault, who made
Nan-king his residence for some time, about the

year 1620, and printed a Chinese Vocabularyf in

three volumes, which Sotuellus describes to be
excusum in Sinis, probably at this place.

1605, April 5. Died, John Stowe, the cele-

brated historian, who devoted his life and ex-

hausted his patrimony in the study of English
antiquities :| he travelled on foot throughout the

kingdom, inspecting all the monuments of an-

tiquity, and rescuing what he could from the

dispersed libraries of the monasteries. His stu-

pendous collection in his hand-writing still

exists, to provoke the feeble industry of literary

loiterers. He felt through life the enthusiasm
of study: and seated in his monkish library,

associating with the dead more than with the

living, he was still a student of taste ; for

Spencer, the poet, visited the libraiy of Stowe,

* Between the years 1681 and 1681, one hundred and
twenty-six Jesuits were employed in the missions to China.
All the information which the missionaries could acquire
of the learning, the arts and sciences of China, they trans-
mitted to Europe. In I819 was published, at Paris,
Nouvelles Lettres edifiantes des Missions de la Chine et des
Indes orientales. Paris, I8I9, 4 vols. 12mo.

t The honour of giving to Europe t\ie first printed Dic-
tionary of the Chinese language, was by M de Guignes,
under the auspices of Napoleon Bonaparte, witli the fol-

lowing title. JHctionnaire chinois, francais, et Latin,
publie d'apres Vordre de sa Majeste VEmpereur et Roi,
Napoleon le Grand. Paiis, l8l3. 1 vol. fol. The more
effectually to carry this work into execution, a grant of
money was given from the imperial treasury.

X A summarie of Englyshe chronicles, conteyning the
true accompt of yeres, wherein euery kyng of this realme
of England began theyr reygne, how long they reigned,
and what notable thynges hath bene doone durynge theyr
reygnes. Wyth also the names ami yeares of all the bay-
lyffes, custos, maiors, and sheriffes of the citie of London,
sens the conqueste; diligently collected by John Stow, citi-

zen of London, in the yere of our Lorde God 1565. Wher-
vnto is added a table in the end, conteynyng all theprindpall
matters of this bonke. Perused and allowed accordyng to
the queenes majesties iniunctions. 12mo. 1565.
Among the catalogue of such unlawful books, as were

found in the study of John Stow, of London, February
24, 1568, No. xvii. in Stryite's life of bishop Grindal, you
will find this book in M.S. 1563. So that Ames con-
cluded this the first edition of it, which wa.s afterwards
printed almost annually as almanacks.
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and the first good edition of Chaucer was made
so chiefly by the labours of our author. Late

in life, worn out by study and the cares of

poverty, neglected by that proud metropolis of

which he had been the historian, his good hu-

mour did not desert him ; for being afflicted

witli sharp pains in his aged feet, he observed

that his affliction lay in that part which for-

merly he had made so much use of. Many a

mile had he wandered—^many a pound had he

yielded for those treasures of antiquities which

had exhausted his fortune, and with which he

had formed works of great public utility. It

was in his eightieth year that Stowe at length

received a public acknowledgment of his ser-

vices, which will appear to us of a very extraor-

dinary nature. He was so reduced in his cir-

cumstances, that he petitioned to James 1. for a

license to collect alms for himself " as a recom-

pense for his labour and travel of forty-five

years, in setting forth the chronicle of England,

and eight years taken up in the survey of the

cities of London and Westminster, towards his

relief now in his old age ; having left his former

means of living, and only employed himself for

the service and good of his country." Letters

patent under the great seal were gi-anted. After

a penurious commendation of Stowe's labours,

he is permitted to " gather the benevolence of

well-disposed people within this realm of Eng-
land : to ask, gather, and take the alms of all

our loving subjects." These letters patent were

to be published by the clergy from their pulpits.

They produced so little, that they were renewed
for another twelvemonth. One entire parish in

the city contributed seven shillings and six-

pence! Such, then, was the patronage received

by Stowe to be a licensed beggar throughout the

kingdom for one twelvemonth. Such was the

public remuneration of a man who had been
useful to his nation, but not to himself!

1605. Thomas Ram, who had been educated

at King's college, Cambridge, and afterwards

bishop of Ferns, in Ireland, rebuilt his parson-

age house, and over the door placed the follow-

ing lines :

—

This house Ram buUt for his succeeding brothers,

So Sheep bear wool, not for tliemselves, but others.

1505. Eastward Hoe. As it was playd in

the Black-friers, by the Children of Her Majes-

ties Revels. Made by Geo. Chapman, Ben
Jonson, Job. Marston. At London, printed for

William Aspley. 1605.

King James was so displeased with this per-

formance, on account of some sarcastical re-

marks upon the Scotch, that both the writers

and printer were nigh being imprisoned.

1605, Nov. 5. The "unnatural conspiracy" ol

the Gunpowder Plot was discovered on this

day, which was appointed for the meeting of

parliament. The Puritans, feeling themselves

heavily aggrieved, accused the king of inclining

too much in favor of the Catholics, a charge
which he easily got rid by an immediate order

for the strict execution of all the penal laws

which had been enacted against the Catholics.

The fine of £20 per lunar month had been for

some months suspended ; it was now levied for

the whole period of the suspension, a circum-
stance which reduced many families to positive

beggary. Among the suflferers was Robert
Catesby, a descendant of an ancient family,
residing at Ashby St. Leger's, in Northampton-
shire, who conceived the diabolical plan of in-

volving the king, the lords, and the commons,
in one common destruction, by blowing up the
parliament-house with gunpowder, at the open-
ing of the session.

After the execution of the conspirators,* many
cruel and oppressive enactments, detailed in

LingariVs History^ vol. ix. Catholic recusants

were forbidden to appear at court, or dwell
within ten miles of the boundaries of the city.

Every child sent for education beyond the sea,

was, from that moment, debarred from taking
any benefit by devise, descent, or gift, until he
should return and conform to the established

church ; all such benefits being assigned by law
to the Protestants next of kin. Every house-
holder, of whatever religion, receiving Catholic
visitors, or keeping Catholic servants, was liable

to pay for each individual £10 per lunar month.
1605. Thomas Easte, Est, or Este, if the

same person, lived in Aldersgate-street, at the

sign of the Black Horse, as the custom then
was ; which makes it difficult to assign whether
it was the same person or not. He apjrears to

have been employed by Bird and Tallis, to

whom queen Elizabeth granted a patent. He, or

they, printed music and otherbooks from 1569 to

about this period; and changed the name of
Este to Snodham. His arms he printed at the

end of some of his books, which were, on a
field sable, a cheveron argent, between three

horses' heads erased, and a black horse passant

for the crest, a crescent for difference. The
motto, mievlx. vavlt. movrir. en. vertv.
QVE. VIVRE. EN. HONGTE.

1606, /ime 17. Thomas Finlaysone, a printer

of Edinburgh, was empowered by writ of privy

seal of Scotland, i(t print exclusively. The first

and second Rudimentis^ and Corderius's Collo-

quies. The college of Edinburgh, while it was
yet in its infancy, began to print its Theses

Philosophiece, in 1596.f Its earliest typogra-

pher was Henry Charteris, the king's printer.

He was succeeded by Thomas Finlaysone, who
also succeeded Charteris, as royal printer. They
were followed by various other printers, who

* On the 30th of January, l606, sir Everard Digby, Ro-
bert Winter, John Grant, and Thomas Bates were exe-
cuted at the west end of St. Paul's church : and the next
day, Thomas Winter, Ambrose Rookwood, Robert Keyes,
and Guy Fawkes suflFered in Old Palace yard. Some time
after, Henry Garnet, provincial of the English Jesuits, and
two other Jesuits, named Desmond and Oldcorn, were also

hanged.
t The first thesis was in large 8vo. These academical

themes assumed a quarto form in l6l2. And before the
year 1641, their size settled into a large folio. There is a
collection of these papers in the college library, which are
valuable docviments forthe literaiy annals of the university
of Edinburgh.
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were probably employed without any specific

authority.

1 606. The following extract of a letter, writ-

ten by a guest at the table of Robert Cecil, earl

of Salisbury, at Theobald's, will shew, that at

this time, ebriety was indulged in the highest

circles : Cecil gave a grand entertainment to

honour the presence of Christian IV. of Den-
mark, who was then on a visit to James VI.
" Those whom I never could get to taste good
liquor, now follow the fashion, and wallow in

beastly delights. The ladies abandon sobriety,

and are seen to roll about in intoxication. After

dinner the representation of Solomon, his temple,

and the coming of the queen of Sheba was
made, or (as I may better say) was meant to

have been made The lady who did play

the queen's part, did carry most precious gifts to

both their majesties; but forgetting arising to

the canopy, overset her caskets into his Danish
majesty's lap, and fell at his feet, though I

rather think it was in his face. Much was the

hurry and confusion ; cloths and napkins were
at hand to make all clean. His majesty then
got up, and would dance with the queen of
Sheba ; but he fell down and humbled himself
before her, and was carried to an inner chamber,
and laid on a bed of state, which was not a little

defiled with the presents of the queen The
entertainment and show went forward, and most
of the presenters went backward or fell down

;

wine did so occupy their upper chambers. Now
did appear in rich dress, Hope, Faith, and
Charity. Hope did assay to speak, but wine did
render her endeavours so feeble that she with-
drew. Faith was then all alone, for I am cer-

tain she was not joined with good works, and
left the court in a staggering condition. Charity
came to the king's feet, and seemed to cover the

multitude of sins her sisters had committed : in

some sort she made obeisance, and brought
gifts She then returned to Hope and Faith,

who were both sick and spewing in the hall."

—

Lingard.

1606. A copy of a treatise by J. Cheironius,
On the distemper ivhich visited the city and neigh-
bourhood of Nismes^ a town in France, was
printed at that place on v:hite silk, in this year.

In 1620, Joan Vaguenar, who calls himself
printer to the town and university of Nismes,
executed here a French account of the Judg-
ment of the Synod of Dort upon the five articles.

1607. Lingua, or the Combat of the Tongue
and the five Senses for superiority. A pleasant
comedy. At Loudon. Printed by George Eld,
for Simon Waterson. This is a very memorable
performance. Oliver Cromwell performed in it,

and in the character of Tactus, which is said,

though perhaps without sufficient reason, to

have first inspired him with sentiments of am-
bition.

—

Beloe.

George Eld dwelt in Fleet Lane, at the
sign of the Printers' Press.

1607. Thomas Creede dwelt at the sign of
the Catharine Wheel, near the old Swan, in

Thames-street, and frequently put to his books

an emblem of Truth, with a hand issuing from
the clouds striking on her back with a rod, and
this motto round it, Veritas virescit vulnere.
He appears to have been a considerable printer,

and to have carried on business for about fifteen

years. In 1597 he printed the following work
in 4to. The wil of wit, wits will, or wils wit,

chuse you whether. Containing five discourses,

the effects whereof follow. Reade and judge.

Compiled by Nicholas Breton, gentleman.

In 1607 he printed the Ancient history of the

destruction of Troy. Translated by William
Caxton, and coirected by William Piston. 4to.

Nicholas Briton or Breton, here mentioned,
was a celebrated writer at this period, and his

works are now considered as objects of much
curiosity and research, by the collectors of early

English literature.

—

Beloe.

Barly-breake, or a Warning for Wantons.
Written by W. N. Gent. London, 1607, 4to.,

pp. 32. Dedicated to " Mistris Eliz. C." This
work is attributed to Nicholas Breton. Bibl.

Anglo-Poet, £10 10*.

1607. Printing introduced into the college of

Eton, a town of Buckinghamshire. In John
Bagford's manuscript papers, occurs the follow-

ing account of the introduction of printing into

this place :
" Sir Henry Saville,* meditating an

edition of St. Chrysostom, prepared a fount of

curious Greek letters, which in those days were
called the silver letter, not being cast of silver,

but for the beauty of the letter so called. He
then made a provision of presses and other ma-
terials for the undertaking, and resolved to print

in Eton college, and there set up his presses,

and about 1607 he printed some small pieces in

Greek before he went in hand with the great

work of St. Chrysostom : and John Norton was
the printer. These Greek letters came after-

wards into the hands of one Turner, a printer at

Oxford." See Wharton's Life of Laud, vol. ii.

page 174. The earliest Eton specimens observed

by Dr. Cotton are some pieces of Gregory Nazi-
anzcn in Greek and Latin, which were edited

by R. Montague, and printed under sir Henry
Saville's own care and inspection, in 1610.

* Mr. afterwards sir Henry Savile, Knt., whose learn-
ing and liberal benefactions placed him among: the most
eminent characters of the seventeenth century, was born
at Bradley, near Halifax, Yorkshire, November 30th, 1549;
and educated at Oxford, where he was chosen fellow of
Merton. In 1596, he was chosen provost of Eton college,

and increased the fame of that society by (illiug it witlj

the most learned men ; thoup^h he incurred the dislike of
some of the scholars, by his preference of diligence to
wit: "Give me," he used to say, "the plodding student.
If I would look for wits, I would go to Newgate, there be
the wits." James I. upon his accession to the crown of
England, expressed his great regard for him, and would
have preferred him either in church or state, but lie would
only accept the honour of knighthood, which he received
at Windsor, September 2 1st, idO-J. Beside giving various
sums of money for the advancement of mathematical and
other sciences, he contributed several rare books and
manuscripts to the Bodleian library, and a number of
Greek types and matrices to the printing press at Oxford.
He also published many valuable works at jjreat expense;
and his beautiful edition of Chri/sostoyn^s Works, in Greek,
of which one thousand copies were printed, in 16)3, in 8
vols, folio, cost him no less than jt'SOOO. He died at Eton
college, February 19, 1622; and was buried in the chapel
there. He was one of the translators of king James's Bible.

3 L
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1607, June. In the Black Book of Warwick
is an order of council of this date, to that corpo-

ration, directing them to assist John Speed in

his improvement on SaxtorCs maps of Great

Britain. This book is in the possession of the

corporation of Warwick, and relates to the his-

tory of the reigns of Elizabeth and James I.

John Speed, though originally brought up to

the business of a tailor, became eminent as a

chronologist, historian, and antiquary, was born

in 1555. He wrote, in folio, the History of

Great Britain, from Julius Ccesar to James I.

and died at London, July 28, 1629.

1607. John Cowell, an English civilian, pub-

lished in this year a work entitled the Interpreter,

or an Explanation of Law Terms. The house

of commons caused this book to be burnt, on

account of its being too favourable to the regal

prerogative. He was born in Devonshire, in

1554, and brought up at Cambridge, where he

became a professor of civil law, and master of

Trinity hall. In 1605 he wrote Institutes of the

Laivs of England. He died at Cambridge,
October 11, 1611.

1607, July 16. King James, with the queen,

prince Henry, and divere lords, is entertained

by the company of merchant tailors. Master
Benjamin Jonson, the poet, " for the reputation

and credit of the company," was caterer-general

of the music, speeches, and inventions; "by
reason that the company doubt that their school-

master and scholleres be not acquainted with

such kind of entertainments." Dr. John Bull,*

chamber musician to the king, was free of that

company, says Stowe, " being in a citizen's gown,
cap, and hood; and while his majesty was at

table, the doctor played a most excellent melody
upon a single pair of organs, placed there for

that purpose only." It was upon this occasion,

says Mr. Clark, that the national anthem of

God save the King\ was first perfonued for the

purpose of celebrating the king's escape from
the gunpowder plot.

* John Bullwas a celebrated musician, born about 1563,

in Somersetshire. His master in music was WiUiam Blithe-

man, organist of the chapel royal of queen Elizabeth, in

which capacity he was much distinguished. Bull, on the
death of his master, in 1591, was appointed his succes-
sor. In 1592, he was created doctor in the university of
Cambridge; and in 1596, at the recommendation of her
majesty, he was made professor of music to Gresham col-

lege, which situation he resigned in 1607. After the death
of Elizabeth, Bull was appointed chamber musician to

king James. In l6l3, he finally quitted England, and
entered into the service of the archduke, in the Nether-
lands. He afterwards seems to have settled at Lubec,
from which many of his compositions are dated, and are
as late as 1622, the supposed year of his decease. He
seems to have been praised at home more than re-

warded. It is a misfortune to Dr. Bull's fame, that he left

little evidence of his great powers, except the transcen-
dently magnificent anthem of God save the King.
This anthem has been attributed, but erroneously, to

Henry Carey, a musical composer and poet, who was an
illegitimate son of Saville, marquis of HaUfax. He put
an end to his existence in 1744.

t An account of the national anthem, entitled, God
save the King, with authorities, taken from Sion College
library, the entered records of the merchant tailors' com-
pany, the old cheque book of his majesty's chapel, &c.
Selected, edited, and arranged by Richard Clark, gent, of
his majesty's Chapel, &c. London, 1822, 8vo. with plates
and music.

1607. John Wreittoun, a printer of Edin-
burgh, printed an edition of Shakspeare's Venus
and Adonis, which must be considered as an in-

dubitable proof, that at a very early period the
Scotch knew and admired the genius of that
great poet. The following is its title-page.

"Venus and Adonis.

Vilia miretur vulgus, mihi flavus Apollo,
Pocula Castalia plena ministret aqua."

Beneath is a Phoenix in the midst of flames.

" Edinburgh. Printed by John Wreittoun, and
are to bee sold in his Shop, a little beneath the
Salt Trone. 1607."

1607. The commendation of Cocks and Cock-
fighting. Wherein is sheivn that Cockefighting
ivas before the coming of Christ. London, pnnted
for Henrie Tomes, and are to be sold at his shop,

over against Graies Inne Gate, in Holbume.
This is in black letter, and I do not remember

to have seen an earlier publication than this on
the subject of this barbarous sport.

—

Beloe.

1608. John Franckton is first noticed as a
printer in the city of Dublin, where in this year
he executed the Common Prayer, in Irish cha-
racter, folio, translated and printed at the ex-
pense of William archbishop of Tuam,* and
dedicated to sir Arthur Chichester, knight,
lord deputy general. Though the book is dated
1608, the dedication is dated October 20, 1609.

It is said in the dedication, " Though this

kingdom were sometimes called ^Sco/m, that is,

in Greek darkness—and now may justly recover
the ancient title of Scotia major, (being in

greater darkness) &c."
In 1615, a work on the Reports of the Courts

in Ireland, was printed in Dublin for sir John
Davies,f attorney-general in Ireland.

In 1617 John Franckton was printer to the
king for Ireland, and printed in this year A
compendious collection, and breefe abstract of all

the auncient English statutes, Sec. Cum gratia

et privilegio. How long he continued to ex-

ercise the art, or when he died is unknown.
Bonham Norton and John Bill, were also

printers to the king for Ireland, in 1618.

Felix Kingston was deputy printer to the
king at Dublin, in 1619 and 1620.

The company of stationers of London were
printers to the king's most excellent majesty at

Dublin, who set forth John Franckton's right

to print allmanner of Books, Statutes, Grammars,
Almanacks, Acts of Parliament, Proclamations,

Injunctions, Bibles, and Books of the New
Testament, forbidding all others of what nation

soever, but him, Felix Kingston, and Thomas
Downs. The prices of books, as settled by the

assignees and patentees for the stationers' com-

* William Daniel, or 6 Donel, was bom at Kilkenny

;

and was one of the first fellows of Trinity college, Dub-
lin. He was consecrated archbishop of Tuam, in August,
1609. He waswell acquainted with the Hebrew and Greek
tongues, from the latter of which he translated the New
Testament. He also translated the Liturgy out of English
into Irish. He died at Tuam, July 11, I628, and was
buried in his cathedral.

t For an account of sir John Davies, see 1626, post.
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pany, were about 25 per cent, more at Dublin

than at London, occasioned by the expense of

conveyance.

1608. Richard Field was esteemed a good
printer, and most probably served his appren-

ticeship with T. Vautrollier, whose daughter

Jakin he married January 13, 1588. After the

death of his father-in-law, in 1589, he succeeded

to his business, on the same premises in Black
friers, and adopted the same sign and marks of

the Anchor. How many works he printed, or

when he died is not known. He was a native

of Straford-upon-Avon, in Warwickshire.

1608. A World of Wonders ; or an introduc-

tion to a treatise touching the conformitie of
ancient and modern wonders ; or a preparative

treatise to the Apologie for Herodotus. The
Argument whereof is taken from the Apologie

for Herodotus. Written in Latine hy Henry
Stephen., and continued here hy the author him-

selfe. Translated out of the best corrected French
copie. Edinburgh : imprinted by Andro Harl.

and Richard Lawson. Folio.

Beloe, in the sixth volume of his Anecdotes

of Literature and Scarce Books, p. 231-41, gives

the whole of the whimsical verses, from p. 169
of this curious volume, of which, he says, there

are two editions, the one printed at Edinburgh,
which is classed among English books of rarity;

the other at London ;—and, he adds, " I am not
acquainted with many books which are more
replete both with curious anecdote and entertain-

ing information, than the translation of the

Apology for Herodotus.*

1608. The second edition of the Hungarian
Bible was printed at Hanau, a large town of

Germany, seated at the junction of the Kinzig
and Maine.

1608. The Contention between Tliree Brethren,

the Whoremonger, the Drunkard, and the Dice
Player. To approve which of these three is the

worst by reason that their deceased father had
given his succession from the worst of them.
London, printed by Robert Raworth, for Henry
Gosson, and are to be sold at the Tunn, in

Paternoster-row. 1608.

1608. Mr. Cuthbert Burby gave £20 to the

poor of the stationers' company.
1609. Pierre Marcigay, a printer of St.

Maloes, in Bretagne, in France, executed a very
curious book containing a sacred drama in the

Breton poetry : and it is the earliest specimen of

St. Maloes printing which Dr. Cotton had met
with. A copy in the Bodleian.

1 609. Silenced Ministers, To the Right High
and Mightie Prince James, by the Grace of God,

. King of Great Britaine, ^c. An Humble Sup-
plication for Toleration, and liberty to enjoy and
obsei've the Ordinances of Chnst Jesus, ^-c. ^-c.

By some of the late silenced and deprived minis-

ters and people, Src. Ato.

In 1606 an act was passed to punish with

perpetual imprisonment, those who refused to

* A copy of this cuiious work is in the possession of
F. R. Atkinson, Esq., of Oak House, near Manchester.

take the oath of allegiance. Besides the Puri-
tans and Catholics, a few Unitarians were added
to the objects of religious malevolence ; but
when three of this persuasion had sufiFered at

the stake, the king thought it better policy to

limit the punishment to perpetual captivity. On
March 13, 1614, Bartholomew Legat was burnt
for professing Arianism in London.

It has been nobly observed, " that to put men
in prison merely on account of their religious

belief or persuasion, is a great oppression ; and,

properly speaking, false imprisonment : to fine

them, or take away their estates for that cause,

is robbery : to put them to death for not acting

against their conscience, is murder. Can any
thing be more wicked ? Is it not then hard to

determine whether the folly and absurdity, or

tyranny and wickedness of persecution on ac-

count of religion are greater ? That good was
to mankind, or their benefit in this world, or the

next, are the real motives to so unjust and cruel

a practice is the highest degree of impudence to

pretend ; and certainly must be too gross a deceit

to obtain any credit but with bigots or enthusi-

asts, fools or madmen. It being evident, then,

that these are no other than pretended motives,

what are the real ? An inhuman temper, with
a combination of the worst of men's passions,

particularly malice, envy, covetousness, pride,

ambition, a desire to domineer and tyrannize

over others ; to which are sometimes added
bigotry and enthusiasm ; these are the real in-

centives to persecution, and, when joined to a
large measure of hj-pocrisy, complete the cha-
racter of a persecutor."*

" Experience," says Turgot,t teaches that the

sword, the fagot, exile, and proscription, are

better calculated to irritate than to heal a disease,

which, having its source in tlie mind, cannot be
relieved by remedies that act only on the body.

The most efficacious means are sound doctrines

and repeated instructions, which make a ready

impression when inculcated with mildness.

—

Every thing else bows to the sovereign autho-

rity of the magistrates and the prince ; but
religion alone is not to be commanded." And
who can reflect upon the past, and not exultingly

exclaim with the brightest luminaiy of modem
times,! that " the great truth has finally gone
forth to the ends of the earth, that man shall
NO MORE RENDER ACCOUNT TO MAN FOR HIS

BELIEF, OVER WHICH HE HIMSELF HAS NO
CONTROL." This has been accomplished by the

Press, the liberty of which is the true measure
of the liberty of tlie people. " The one cannot be
attacked without injury to the other. Our
thoughts ought to be perfectly free ; to bridle

them, or stifle them in their sanctuary', is the

crime of leze humanity. What can I call my
own, if my thoughts ai'e not mine."§

* Considerations on War, &c.
+ Anne Robert James Turgot, bora at Paris, May lo

1/27, tlicd Maich 18, 1781.

t Lord Brougham's Inaugural Discourse at Glas{;ow.

§ Bartholomew Mercier born at Lyons, April'i, 1734
died May 13, 1799.
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1610. Died, John Moret, the son-in-law,

and successor of Christopher Plantin, in his

printing establishment at Antwerp, and whose
insigne and motto he adopted. Paul Peter,

(upon what authority does not appear) tells us

that Moret kept forty-eight presses in constant

motion. He left two sons, Balthazar and John,

who succeeded to his business.

"Notwithstanding so much maybe alledged in

favour of books of a small size, yet the scholars

of a former age regarded them with contempt.

Scaliger, says Baillet, cavils with Drusius for

the smallness of his books ; and John Moret,

who was one of the greatest printers of his time,

complaining to the learned Puteanus, who was
considered as the rival of Lipsius, that his books

were too small for sale, and that purchasers

turned away, frightened at their diminutive size;

Puteanus referred him to Plutarch, whose works

consist of small treatises ; but the printer took

fire at the comparison, and turned him out of

his shop, for his vanity at pretending that he

wrote in any manner like Plutarch ! a specimen

this of the politeness and reverence of the early

printers for their learned authors."

—

D^Israeli.
1610. At this early period the art of printing

had found its way even to the secluded recesses of

Mount Lebanon, in Syria, as we have un-

doubted evidence remaining in a book which

has with difficulty found its way to Europe. Its

title is thus given by De Murr, in his Memora-
bilia bibliotheccB Norimbergeneis, torn. i. p. 379.

Psalterium Arabico-Syrum in Monte Libano a

fratribus Maronitis impressum, 1610, folio.

—

Masch, in his edition of Le Long, part IL vol. i.

p. 67, and 121, furnishes a more ample account,

from which it appears that the editors were

Paschalis Eli and Joseph Ibn Amima, and that

the work was printed In inclito et religioso mo-
nasterio Vallis Kuzaia in Monte Libani. What
monastery this is, and in what particular part

situated, has not been satisfactorily determined :

possibly it may be Canobin, a convent of the

monks of St. Anthony, distant about twenty

miles from Tripoli, in which the patriarch of the

Maronites resides ; or rather, says Dr. Cotton,

Chsaya, one of the dependant convents situated

in the vicinity of Canobin, which is mentioned

in the following terms by the ill-fated Burck-
hardt,* in his Travels in Syria : " Three hours

distant from Canobin, at the convent Kasheya,

which is near the village of Ehden, is a printing

office, where prayer books in the Syriac language

are printed." De Murr, speaking of the Nurem-
burg copy of this Psalter, calls it a Phcenix in

Germany : a second copy is to be found in the

public library at Hemstadt ; and a third copy is

noticed by Schnurrer, in the possession of J. P.
Bruns. Masch gives the title of another edition

professing to be printed by these monks in the

year 1585, taken from Assemani's catalogue of
the Mediceo-Laurentian library ; but perhaps

* John Louis Burckhardt was by birth a Swiss, and
employed by the African company of London, to make
discoveries in the East, particularly Africa. He died at
Cairo, April I817, and was buried with great pomp.
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this may be nothing more than the above edition

incorrectly described. And this conjecture is

confirmed by the fact, that Jerome Dandini, an
Italian Jesuit, who was sent by the pope as his

nuncio to the Maronites on Mount Libanus,
where he assisted at two synods holden in the
year 1596, deems it a fortunate circumstance,
not only for themselves, but for the whole of
Christendom, that the Maronites at that time
possessed not the art of printing. But the good
nuncio's alarm for the spreading of heterodox
and pernicious books is well met and refuted by
his translator father Simon, for which the reader
may consult a work entitled. Voyage du Mont
Liban, traduit de Vltalien du R. P. J. Dandini,
par R. S. P. 12mo. Paris, 1675, pp. 95-305.

1610, April 18. Died, Robert Parsons, or

Persons, a celebrated English Jesuit, who by
his learning, his zeal, his activity, and his bold-
ness in supporting the doctrines of the church
of Rome, was the most noted, and the most
formidable antagonist of the Protestant church.
He was born at Netherstowey, in Somerset-

shire, and was educated in the protestant faith ;

this, however, he quitted, and, retiring abroad,

entered into the order of the Jesuits, and was the
first Englishman of that order that was ever sent

into this country. No man could be a more im-
placable enemy to the principles of the reforma-
tion, and being as hostile to the civil as he was
to the religious constitution of his native country,

he did not startle at the practice of rebellion

and treason, but was ardent in promoting the

Spanish invasion. His most celebrated work
was his Conference about the Succession of the

Crown of England, which was published under
the name of Doleman, and the obvious intention

of which, was to support the title of the infanta

of Spain, against that of king James, on the
death of queen Elizabeth. In pursuit of this

point, the author assumed a bold and manly
turn of sentiment and reasoning, which, however
malignant in its ultimate design, was capable of
being applied to the most valuable and useful

purposes. He made it his chief business, says

Dr. KippiSjto prove, that there are better titles to

royalty and government than that of lineal des-

cent ; and that the people, in certain cases, have
a right to depose their princes, and to change
the order of succession. Thus was a Jesuit the
disseminator of the grand principles of political

liberty ; and the disseminator of those principles

which have since been maintained by our best

writers,* and converted to the suppression of

tyranny, and to the establishment of our free

* " Liberty is to the collective body what health is to

every individual body. Without health, no pleasure can
be tasted by man ; without liberty, no happiness can be
enjoyed by society."

—

St. John, lord Bolingbroke.
'• The liberty of a people consists in being governed by

laws which they have made themselves, under whatsoever
form it be of government ; the liberty of a private man,
in being~master of his own time and actions, as far as
may consist with the laws of God and his country."

—

Abraham Cowley.
"As all human things have an end, so that beavitiful

system of liberty, the British constitution,will perish, when
the legislative power shall be more corrupted than the
executive."

—

Montesquieu.
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constitution. It is no dishonour to embrace
truth from whatever quarter it comes, or with

whatever view it may originally have been ad-

vanced. Robert Parsons died at Rome, in the

sixty-fifth year of age.

1610. The Douay Bible printed by Law-
rence Kellam, in two volumes 4to. with the

following title : TlieHolie Biblefaithfully trans-

lated into English^ out of the authenticate Latin,
diligently conferred with the Hebrew, Greek, and
other editions, in divers Languages. With Argu-
ments of the Bookes and Chapters, Annotations.

Tables, and other Helpesfor better understanding

of the Text, for discoverie of Corruptions in

some late Translations, and for cleering Contro-
versies in Religion. By the English College oj

Douay. Printed by Laivrence Kellam.
This translation was made by and under the

superintendence ofthe same translators as theNew
Testament at Rheims, in 1582 (see page 370,
ante.) In 1617, a convent of English Francis-
can Recollects was established at Douay.

1610. Andro Hart a printer at Edinburgh,
published an edition of the Bible, with the fol-

lowing title : The Bible, that is, the Holy Scrip-
tures contained in the Olde and Nev) Testament.
Translated according to the Ebrew and Greeke,
and conferred with the best translations in diverse

languages : with most profitable annotations upon
all hard places, and other things of great impor-
tance. " Feare yee not, stand still, and beholde
the salvation of the Lord, which he will shew to

you this day. Exod. xiv. 15." Then follows an
engraving, representing the passage of the Red
Sea, which is encompassed by this text, " Great
are the troubles of the righteous ; but the Lord
delivered them out of them all. Psalm xxxiv.
19." Under the sculpture is the following text,
" The Lord shall fight for you ; therefore hold
you your peace." At Edinburgh, printed by An-
dro Hart, and are to be sold at his buith, at the
north side of the gate, a little beneath the cross.

Anno Dom. 1610.

Cum Privilegio Regice Majestatis.

Hart's Bible seems to contain the same prefa-
tory matter as that of Bassendyne; with the
addition of An Almanack and Table for forty
yeeres to come : [1610-1659.] The old testament
is obviously the general translation, which seems
to have been printed, rather from Bassendyne's
edition, than the Geneva edition. And it has
the same arguments and marginal references,
with some additional annotations. Hart's edition
has sculptures throughout, representing scrip-

tural countries, events, and things.

At the end of the Apocrypha, follows: The
Netv Testament of our Lord Jesus Christ, trans-

lated out of Greeke, by Theod. Beza. Whereunio
are adjoyned briefe Summaries of Doctrine upon
the Evangelists and Acts of the Apostles, by the

said Theod. Beza. And also short Expositions
on the Phrases and hard Places, taken out of the

large Annotations of the foresaid author, and
Joach. Came^'arius, and P. Los. Valerius. En-
glished by L. Thomson. Together uith the Anno-

tations of Fr. Junius, upon the Revelation of St.
John. At the end are two tables : the first, of
the Interpretation of the proper names which are
chiefly found in the old testament : the second
table is, of the principal things that are con-
tained in the Bible, after the order of the
alphabet. Such is the Old and New Testament
of Andro Hart, which is praised by Watson, in
his curious account of the Scottish Printers, as
well printed.

There was an Andro Hart, a bookbinder, at
Edinburgh, at this time, of whom nothing is

known except his having bound some books for

James VI. In the account of the Library of
Mary queen of Scots and James VI. 4 to. is the
following entry

:

April, 1602. Item payit to Andro Hart Buik
binder, for certane buikis quhilkis wer gevin to
Mr. Adam Newtoun for the Prince his use, as
the said Mr Adamis ressait thairof producit tes-

tifieis, xxxj li. ix s.

1610. Died, George Bishop, deputy printer
to queen Elizabeth, and an alderman of the
city of London. He married Mary, the daugh-
ter of John Cawood. He was master of the
company in 1590, 1592, a part of 1593, 1600,
1602, and 1608. He gave, by his last will, two
tenements called Newton, with the lands thereto
belonging in the parish of Milbomstoke, Salop,
for five hundred years, at the quit rent of a
pepper-corn, to pay £Q a-year to Christ's Hosp(i-
tal; £Q yearly to the company; and also to

pay <£10 yearly among such preachers as come
to preach at Paul's Cross, and who, in the
judgment of the mayor and commonalty of
London, are not sufficiently provided for'; re-

mainder to Christ's Hospital. On failure of
issue by his daughter Martha, he leaves all his

freeholds,Newton before-mentioned excepted, to
the mayor, commonalty, and citizens of Lon-
don, governors of Christ's Hospital, on condition
of applying the rents to the following purposes:
£60 a year to the maintaining three poor students
in divinity ; the first three to be chosen by the
mayor, commonalty, and citizens of London

;

and next by the master, warden, commonalty
of the stationers' company, and so for ever. In
particular, Christ's church, Oxford ; where his

son died and was buried, to be chosen rather than
any other, as often as vacancies of scholarships

permit ; and any poor kindred of his family to

have the preference. This allowance to cease

as soon as any student is beneficed, or dismissed

for misconduct. One moiety of the residue of
such rents to be applied to the relief of the poor
children of Christ's hospital and the other to be
paid to the master and wardens of the company
of stationers. Provided that if in the judgment
of the master, wardens, and assistants of the com-
pany in writing under their common seal, the
mayor, commonalty, and citizens should be
found to be remiss or negligent, in bestowing
such rents according to the testator's intention,

the bequest to them to be utterly void.

Mrs. Mary Bishop, wife of the above, gave,
in 1608, to the stationers' company a table-cloth,
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towel, and two dozen of napkins, wrought with

white laid work ; and by her will, in 1613, gave

£10, four arras wrought cushions, a cupboard

cloth, and two long flaxen table cloths of her

own spinning.

1610, July 19. The first stone of that unrivalled

repository, the Bodleian Library, at Oxford,

founded by sirThomas Bodley,* isplaced with all

the formalities on this day. By founding this

magnificent library, sir Thomas Bodley has im-

mortalized his name ; for it now exceeds that

of any university in Europe, and even those of

all the sovereigns of Europe, except the empe-
ror's, at Vienna, and the French one, both of

which were established one hundred years before.

Within whose silent chambers treasure lies

Preserved from age to age ; more precious far

Than that accumulated store of gold
The sultan hides against a day of need,
These hoards of sweets you can unlock at will j

And music waits upon your skilful touch.

The first catalogue of the printed books of the

Bodleian was published in 4to. in 1605, by Dr.

Thomas James. It was dedicated to Henry

* Sir Thomas Bodley, from whom the above library

takes its name, was the eldest son of Mr. John Bodley of
Exeter, by Joan, daughter and heiress of Robert Home,
Esq., of Ottery St. Mary. By his father's side he was
descended from the ancient family of the Bodleys or Bod-
leighs of Dunscombe, near Crediton. He was born at
Exeter, March 2d, 1544. On the accession of queen
Mary, his father removed with his family to Geneva. The
university of that city having been then recently erected,

young Bodley, about twelve years of age, applied himself
with diligence to the study of the learned languages, under
the most celebrated professors. On the accession of
queen Elizabeth, his father returned to England, and
settled in liOndon, when Thomas was sent to Magdalen
college, Oxford. In 1576, he went abroad, and spent four
years in France, Germany, and Italy. Upon his return,
he applied himself to the study of history and politics.

In 1585 he was made gentleman usher to queen Elizabeth ,

and from that time until 1 597 he was employed in several
embassies; when, disgusted with the intrigues of the
court, he retired from public life, and, to use his own
words, resolved to " set up his staff at the library door."
Being in the prime of life, and eminently qualified both

by his learning and experience, he engaged in an employ-
ment, which, as Camden justly remarks, would have
added glory to the character of a crowned head,—the
restoration of the public library. Having announced to
the university his design, and receiving assurances of
thankful acquiescence, and cordial co-operation, he began
by presenting a collection of volumes which he had pur-
chased abroad; and which were valued at ^"10,000. His
example and solicitations operated so powerfully, that
contributions flowed in from various quarters, with a
rapidity that rendered it speedily necessary to enlarge the
building. On the 8th of November, l602, the library was
first opened ; and in 1605, the bust of sir Tliomas Bodley
was placed in the library, by the earl of Dorset, chancellor
of the university.

Besides giving his books, which he had collected at
a great expense, sir Thomas Bodley left an estate, for

salaries to oflicers, and to keep the library in repair. For
the government of it, he drew up some statutes, which
were confirmed in convocation, and which are preserved
in the archives of the library. By these, the vice-chan-
cellor, proctors, and the regius professors of divinity,
law, medicine, Hebrew, and Greek, are appointed visitors
and curators.
In 1585, Bodley married Anne, daughter of Mr. Carew,

of Bristol, and widow of Mr. Ball, a lady, as Wood
informs us, of considerable fortune. He died January
28, 1612, and was buried in the chapel of Merton college.
An annual speech in praise of sir Thomas Bodley, was

founded in 168I, by Dr. John Morris, canon of Christ
Chiirch; the speaker to be nominated by the dean of
Christ Church, and confirmed by the vice-chancellor.
These speeches are delivered at the visitation-day of the
library, November the 8th.

Prince of Wales ; and the books were classed m
four faculties, divinity, medicine, jurisprudence,
and arts, completed by an index of author's

names. Dr. James* published a more extensive

catalogue, in an alphabetical form, in 4to. Ox-
ford, 1625. The curators have for many years
published, or rather printed and distributed, and
continue to print and distribute, annual alpha-
betical catalogues of its acquisitions in the de-
partment of printed books, for the infonnation
of the university.f

For full and accurate infonnation of this mag-
nificent library, see the Reliquiee Bodleiance^X

8vo. London, 1703; Wood's account of Bodley's

Library, Hist, and Antiq. of the University of
Oxford, 4to. 1796, vol.ii. p. 920-953 ; Chalmers'
History of the Colleges, Halls, and Public Build-
ings attached to the University of Oxford, vol . ii

p. 458-464 ; Oxford University and City Guide,

8vo. ; and the Oxford University Calendar for
1835.

When James I. first saw this library, and per-

ceived the little chains by which the books were
fastened, he expressed a wish, that if ever it

should be his fate to be a prisoner ; this library

might be his prison, those books his fellow-pri-

soners, and those chains his fetters.

1610, Nov. 14. " Received from Oxen, by the

delivery of Mr. Doctor Kinge, dean of Christ

Church, the vice-chancellor of Oxen, under the

university's seal, of an indenture for one book of
every copy to be 'given to the public library at

Oxen—that they appoint sir Thomas Bodley to

receive the same."
This, on the face of it, appears to have been

a private transaction between sir Thomas Bodley
and the company of stationers ; who in return

for some favour done to them by his interests at

court, complimented him with a voluntary gift,

towards the furnishing of his new library at

Oxford. From this foundation, however, arose

those oppressive enactments which have since

pressed so heavily on literature.

1610, Nov. 10. Died, Richard Bancroft,
archbishop of Canterbury. He was born in the

county of Lancaster, and educated at Jesus

college, Cambridge. He distinguished himself

with so much learning against the Puritans, that

in 1597 he was made bishop of London. He
bore a principal part in the famous conference at

Hampton court; and on the death of archbishop

Whitgift in 1604, he was translated to Canter-

* Thomas James was a learned divine, and the first ap-
pointed librarian to the Bodleian. He was born at New-
port, in the Isle of Wight, became dean of Wells, and died
at Oxford, 1632. He wrote several learned books, the
chief of which is a Treatise of the Corruption of the Scrip-
tures, Councils, and Fathers, &c. 1611. 4to. Reprinted
in 8vo. 1638.

t Howmany volumes this inestimable collection contains
is not exactly known, but it is immense , and the libraiy

is continually increasing by donations, by copies of every
work printed in this country (by Act 54 Geo. III. ch. 156,)

as well as by books purchased from the fund left by its

founder, assisted by fees received at matriculation, and
by an annual payment from aU who have a right of admis-
sion to the library.

t Sir Thomas Bodley's original draft for the statutes of
his library will be found in the Reliquiee Bodleianee.
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bury, where he exerted himself with great vigi-

Umce in behalf of the Anglican church.

1610. George Bishop printed the first edition

in English of Camden's Britannia, which was
translated by the indefatigable Philemon Hol-
land,* who was supposed to have been assisted

by Camden himself. " Therefore," observes Mr.
Gough, " great regard has been paid to his

additions and explanations." On the completion

of the work, Holland boasted that he had written

a large folio volume with one pen, on which he
composed the following stanza :

With one sole pen I wrote this book,
Made of a grey goose quill

;

A pen it was when I it took,
And a pen I leave it still.

To the curious collector of books the follow-

ing list of the early editions of Camden's j5n7aw-

nia may be acceptable, and depended upon as

accurate :

1. 1586, printed by R. Newbery, 12mo.

2. 1587, ; >> R- Newbery, 12mo.

3. 1590, ,, „ G. Bishop, 8vo.

4. 1594, „ ., G. Bishop, 4to.

5. 1600, „ „ G. Bishop, 4to.

This is the first edition of Camden which was
published with maps.

6. 1607, printed by G. Bishop, folio.

7. 1610, „ „ G. Bishop, folio.

In 1617, a Latin abridgement by Lirizaeus'

was published in 12mo. ; and a second edition

appeared in 1639, in 12mo.

1611. The present translation of the
Bible, published with the following title:

—

The Holy Bible, conteyning the Old Testament
and the Neiv, newly translated out of the Origi-
nall Tongues, and with the former Translations

diligently compared and revised by his Majesties
speciall Commandement.
Imprinted at London, by Robert Barker,

Printer to the King's most excellent Majestic.
1611. Folio.
" The light of Divine truth, which, during

the sixteenth century, had been diffusing its

sacred influence through a great part of Europe,
and dispelling the shades of superstition and
ignorance, shone with peculiar lustre in the
seventeenth century, and rendered it an age of
profound biblical learning and labours. The
Oriental languages were assiduously studied,
biblical criticism engaged the talents and the
pens of the most distinguished scholars, and the
holy scriptures issued from the press in numer-
ous versions, and in every variety of form, from
the diminutive volumes of Stephens, Elzevir,
and Bleau, to the ponderous tomes of the Poly-
glotts of Walton and Le Jay."f

Nothing can be more striking than the care
which was taken by our learned Jincestoi-s to

insure the accuracy of the translation of the
bible, now in common use, at its last revision in

* For an account of Philemon Holland, see 1636, post.
t Illustrations of Biblical Literature, vol. iii. p. 285.

the reign of James I. It seems that at the con-
ference held at Hampton Court, in Januaiy,

1603, before that monarch, between the Episco-

palians and Puritans, Dr. John Reynolds, the

speaker of the Puritans, requested of his majesty

that a new translation of the bible might be
made, alleging that those which had been allowed
during former reigns were incorrect. To which
motion, says Dr. William Barlow, dean of

Chester, one of the assembly, " there was at the

present no gainsaying, the only objections being

trivia], and old, and already in print, often

answered, only my lord of London, (Bancroft)

well added, that if every man's humour should
be followed, there would be no end of translat-

ing.'' His majesty, however, formed the resolu-

tion of causing a new and more faithful trans-

lation to be made, and commissioned for that

purpose fifty-four of the most learned men in

the universities and other places. At the same
time he required the bishops to inform them-
selves of all the learned men within their several

dioceses who had acquired especial skill in the

Greek and Hebrew languages, and had taken
great pains in their private studies of the scrip-

tures, for the clearing up of obscurities either

in the Greek or Hebrew, or for the correction of
any mistakes in the former English translations,

and to charge them to communicate their obser-

vations to the persons employed, so that the in-

tended translation might have the keep and fur-

therance of all the principal learned men in the
kingdom.

Before the work was begun seven of the per-

sons nominated for it either were dead or de-
clined to engage in the task; the remaining
forty-seven were ranged under six divisions, and
several parcels of the bible were assigned to

them, according to the several places where they
were to meet, confer, and consult together.

Every one of the company was to translate the
whole parcel ; then they were each to compare
their translations together ; and when any com-
pany had finished their part, they were to com-
municate it to the other companies, that nothing
might pass without the general consent. If any
company, upon the review of the book so sent,

doubted or differed upon any place, they were
to note the place and send back their reasons for

their disagreement. If they happened to differ

about the amendments, the difference was to be
referred to a general committee, consisting of the

chief persons of each company at the end of the

week. When any passage was found remarkably
obscure, letters were to be directed by authority

to any learned persons in the land for their judg-
ment thereon.

The translation seems to have been begun in

the spring of 1604, and it is said to have been
retarded by the death of Mr. Edward Lively,
whose active labours had materially assisted the
work. When the translation w jis finished, tliree

copies were sent to London; one from Cam-
bridge, a second from Oxford, and a third from
Westminster. Two from each company were
then selected to review and polish the whole, Mr,
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John Boyseand Mr.Andrew Downes, from Cam-
bridge, with their fellow-labourers, met daily at

stationers' hall, London, In nine months they

completed their important task, and during that

time received £30 weekly, from the company of

stationers, having previously received nothing.

Afterwards Dr. Bilson, and Dr. Miles Smith,

again reviewed the whole, and prefixed argu-

ments to the several books ; and the latter was

ordered to write the preface.*

The highest eulogiums have been passed upon
this version by the most competent critics, and
learned men of every country.

* Of the translators of this version no biographical ac-

count has been published ; but the following brief sketches

of the principal portion of the learned men who made this

translation, will most probably be acceptable to the reader.

Lancelot Andrews was born at London, in 1555, and
educated at Cambridge. By his unremitting attention to

study, he rose to be one of the most learned men of the
age in which he lived ; so that FuUer, in his humorous
way, says of him, "the world wanted learning to know
how learned this man was." He was bishop of Chichester,

in l605 ; translated to Ely, l609; and Winchester, in I6l8.

In the exercise of his episcopal dignity, he was the patron
oflearning ; in his private character, generous and modest

;

and in his manner grave and sedate. He died September
25, 1626, in the 71st year of his age.

John Overall, styled by Camden a " prodigious learned
man," was born in 1559, and educated at Cambridge. In
J 604 he was made dean of St. Paul's, London; in I6l4,

bishop of Lichfield and Coventry; and in 161 8, translated

to Norwich, where he died May 12, 161 9. His attainments
were very high in theological learning, leaning towards
Arminianism.
Adrian a Saravia, D.D., was a native of Artois, where

he was born in 1531. In 1587 became to England, and
was appointed master of the free school at Southampton

;

and successively obtained prebends in the churches of

Gloucester, Canterbury, and Westminster. He died at

Canterbury in i6l3, aged 82. His works were published
in 1611, in one volume folio.

Richard Clarke, D.D.. fellow of Christ college, Cam-
bridge, and vicar of Minster and Monkton, in the isle of
Thanet. He died in 1634. A folio volume of his sermons
was published in 1637.

John Layfield, D.D., fellow of Trinity college, Cam-
bridge, and afterwards rector of St. Clement Danes, West-
minster. He died at his rectory in 1617.

Robert Tighe, or Teigh, D.D., was born at Deeping, in

Lincolnshire, and received his education partly at Oxford
and partly at Cambridge. He was archdeacon of Middle-
sex, and rector of All-Hallows, Barkmg. He died in 1616.

William Bedwell studied at Cambridge, and became
vicar of Tottenham High cross, near London. He was
esteemed the first Arabic scholar of his age, and at his

death left many valuable manuscripts to the university of
Cambridge, with numerous notes upon them, and a fount
of types for printing them.
Edward Lively, fellow of Trinity college, Cambridge,

and regius professor of Hebrew, was profoundly learned
in the oriental languages, but died before the completion
of the bible, May, 1605.

John Richardson, D.D., was born at Linton, in Cam-
bridgeshire, and educated at Cambridge. He was master
first of Peter House then of Trinity, and regius professor

and vice-chancellor. Died (according to Fuller) in 1621,

and was buried in Trinity college chapel.
Laurence Chaderton, D.D., was born at Chadderton, in

Lancashire, in 1537, and having renounced the catholic
faith he entered Christ college, Cambridge, which so en-
raged his father that he not only disinherited him, but as
a mark of his great displeasure, " sent him a poke, with a
groat in it, to go a-begging." When sir Walter Mildmay
founded Emmanuel coUege, he was appointed the first

master; and, when from his great modesty, he objected
to undertake the charge, sir Walter replied, " if you will
not be the master, I wiU not be t\iQ founder of the college.
In this office he continued thirty-eight years, and which
he resigned to Dr. Preston in 1622, and died November
13, 1640, at the extraordinary age of 103 years !

John Rainolds, D.D., was born at Penhoe, near Exeter,
in the year 1549, and educated at Oxford. In 1598, he
was made dean of Lincoln, which he exchanged the fol-
lowing year, for the presidentship of Corpus Christi col-

Dr. Adam Clarke says, "those who have
compared most of the European translations with
the original, have not scrupled to say, that the

English translation of the bible, made under the

direction of James I. is the most accurate
and faithful of the whole. Nor is this its only
praise : the translators have seized the very spirit

and soul of the original^ and expressed this almost
every v)here with pathos and energy. Besides,

our translators have not only made a standard
translation, but have made this translation the
standard of our language.^^

" Indeed," says Dr. Geddes, " if accuracy,

lege. " To name Rainolds," says Dr. Crackenthorpe, "is
to commend virtue itself." He died May 21, 1607. We
are told that he " was most prodigiously seen in all kinds
of learning, most excellent in siU tongues, a living library,

and a thii-d university." At first he was a zealous catho-
lic, and his brother William a professed Protestant ; but
engaging in disputation, they are said to have converted
each other to their respective creeds, William becoming
an inveterate catholic, and John an avowed protestant j

which occasioned a copy of verses, in Latin, concluding
with the following distich.

"What war is this ? when conquered, both are glad.
And either to have conquered other, sad."

Thomas Holland, D.D., was born at Ludlow, in Shrop-
shire, in 1539, and educated at Oxford, where he was
accounted " a prodigy in almost all kinds of literature."
He was master of Exeter college, and died March I7,

1612, aged 73. He was buried in the chancel of St. Mary's
church, Oxford.
Richard Kilbye, D.D., w^as born at RadclifTe, in Leices-

tershire, and educated at Oxford. He obtained a pre-
bendary in the cathedral church of Lincoln, and professor
of Hebrew in the university of Oxford. He died Novem-
ber, 1620, and was buried in the college chancel of iUl
Saints' church.
Miles Smith, D.D., was born in the city of Hereford,

and educated at Oxford. For his services in the transla-
tion of the bible, he was rewarded by promotion to the see
of Gloucester, to which he was consecrated September
20, 161 2, and died in l624. He wrote the Translator's
Preface prefixed to our large bibles, the originEil of which
is said to be preserved in the Bodleian library.

John Harmer, D.D., was born at Newbury, in Berk-
shire, and educated first at Winchester, and then at New
college, Oxford, of which lie became perpetual feUow in
1574. He was chief master of Winchester school for nine
years, and warden of the college there seventeen. He
died October 11, l6l3.

Richard Brett, D.D., was bom in London, and educated
at Oxford. Anthony Wood says, "He was a person
famous in his time for learning, as well as piety, skilled

and versed to a criticism in the Latin, Greek, Hebretu,
Chaldaic, Arabic, and JEthiopic tongues." In 1595, he
obtained the rectory of Quainton, near Aylesbury, in
Buckinghamshire. He died April 15, 1637, and was buried
in the chancel of his church.
John Spencer, D.D., a native of Suflfblk, was of Corpus

Christi college, Oxford, and on the death of Rainolds, suc-
ceeded him as master of his college, and is said to have
been " reverenced by all good men, for his knowledge,
learning, and piety." He died April 3, l6l4.

Andrew Downes, fellow of St. John's college, Cam-
bridge, and King's Greek professor, was accounted one of
the best scholars of his time. He died in 1625.

John Boyse, or Bois, was born at Nettlestead, in Suf-
folk, January 3, 1560, and educated at Cambridge. He
was rector ot Boxworth, in Cambridge, and a prebend of
Ely. He died in 1643.

Thomas Ravis, D.D., was born at Maldon, or Meanden,
in Surry, was first at Westminster, and afterwards of

Christ church, Oxford. He was dean of Christ church
and bishop of Gloucester, and died December 14, 1609.

George Abbot, D.D., was the son of a cloth-worker of

GuUdford, in Surry, where he was born October 29, 1562.

He was of Baliol coUege, Oxford, and became a popular
preacher in the university. His church preferments were,

dean of Winchester, March, 1599; vice-chancellor of Ox-
ford in I600, l603, and l605; bishop of Lichfield ami
Coventry, 1609 ; translated to London, 1610 ; and succeeded
Bancroft to the archiepiscopal see of Canterbury, 16H.
Though a zealous protestant, he boldly defended the rights
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fidelity, and the strictest attention to the letter

of the text, be supposed to constitute the quali-

ties of an excellent version, this of all versions

must, in general, be accounted the most excel-

lent. Every sentence, every word, every syllable,

every letter and point seem to have been weighed
with the nicest exactitude, and expressed either in

the text, or margin, with the greatest precision."

Some of the editions of this bible, especially

the folio and quarto copies, were accompanied
with genealogies of scripture^ by John Speed. A
patent was granted him by the king, for securing

the property of this work to him and his heirs.

of the subject and liberty of conscience. He founded an
hospital at Guildford, which he liberally endowed with
^300 per annum, for the employment and maintenance of
a certain number of indigent persons. He died at Croy-
den, August 5, 1633, at the age of 71 ; and was buried in
the church of the Holy Trinity, at Guildford. He left

several large sums to charitable purposes; beside con-
siderable donations to the university of Oxford. His pub-
lications were chiefly, though not entirely, in divinity

;

his History of the Massacre in the Valtoline, was printed
in the 3d volume of Fox's Acts and Monuments.
William Barlow, D.D., was born at Barlow, in Lanca-

shire, became fellow of Trinity college, Cambridge
; pre-

bendary of Westminster ; and in 1 603 dean of Chester; in
l605 he was made bishop of Rochester, and in l608 trans-
lated to the see of Lincoln. He died in I6l3, and was
buried at his palace at Bugden.
William Dakin, B.D., was educated atWestminster, and

from thence he removed to Cambridge, and was admitted
into Trinity college, May 8, 1687. On the l6th of March,
1593, he was chosen senior fellow. In 1602, he was Greek
lecturer of his college; and in l604, he succeeded Dr.
Gray, as professor of divinity, in Gresham college, Lon-
don. Mr. Dakin was also chosen junior dean of Trinity
college, October 2, l606; but dying in the February fol-
lowing, had not the happiness of seeing the great work
completed in which he was engaged.

Giles Thompson, or Torason, D.D., was bom in Lon-
don ; and in 1571, was entered an exhibitioner of Univer-
sity college. He became chaplain to queen Elizabeth,
residentiary of Hereford, rector of Penibridge, in Here-
fordshire, dean of Windsor, registrar of the most noble
order of the garter, and in l6ll was advanced to the see
of Gloucester. He died in l6l2, to the grief of those who
knew and honoured his piety and learning.
Samuel Ward, D.D., was of a good family, and was

born at Bishop's Middleham, in the bishopric of Durham.
He was educated at Cambridge, and on January 5, 1609,
was chosen master of Sidney Sussex college. He obtained
many valuable preferments in the church ; and in 1624
was rector of Much-Munden, in Hertfordshire. He was
one of the divines sent by James I. to the synod at Dort,
in 16I8. On the breaking out of the civil wars, he suf-
fered severe persecution, was deprived of his mastership
and professorship, and plundered and imprisoned, both in
his own and St. John's college. He is said to have died
in great want, September 7, 1643. He was buried in Sid-
ney Sussex chapel.
Thomas Bilson , D.D., who assisted Dr. Miles Smith in

the final revision of the Bible, was of German descent,
from a family related to the duke of Bavaria ; was a
native of Winchester, where he received his education at
Wykeham school. In 1565, he was admitted perpetual
fellow of New college, Oxford. He so distinguished him-
self by his learning: and talents, that he rose to be pre-
bendary of Winchester, warden of the college there ; and
at length bishop of Worcester, in 1596, and in the fol-
lowing year translated to Winchester. Among other
works, he published a Sun^ey of Christ's Sufferings and
Descent into Hell, which occasioned much debate. He
died June 18, 16 16, and was buried in Westminster abbey.
Roger Andrews, D.D., was brother to Lancelot Andrews,

bishop of Winchester. He was fellow of Pembroke hall,
and master of Jesus college, Cambridge. He was also
prebendary of Chichester and Southwell.
Robert Spalding, D.D., was fellow of St. John's college,

Cambridge, and king's professor of Hebrew.
Andrew Bing, or Byng, D.D., fellow of St. Peter's col-

lege, Cambridge, and king's professor of Hebrew, in that
university. In May, 1609, he was collated to the sub-
deanery of York ; and in April, 1618. he was installed
archdeacon of Norwich. He died during the Interregnum.

In the British museum there is another edi-

tion of this Bible, of the same date. They are
word for word the same throughout. One copy,

however, is printed in a larger letter than the
other, and makes a thicker volume, but it is

impossible to determine which of these two were
iirst printed

1611. Valentine Sims, or Simmes dwelt at

the sign of the White Swan, near Barnard castle,

in Addle, or Adling-street, from 1695, to this

time.

1611. Conrad Vorstius, a professor of divinity

at Leyden, published a work on the Nature and
Attributes of God^ on which, being presented to

king James I. at London, his majesty ordered
the book to be burnt by the common hangman,
and also wrote an answer, called the Declaration,
to which he added the following singular dedi-
cation to our Saviour;

" To the honour of our Lord and Saviour
Jesus Christ, the eternal Son of the eternal Fa-
ther, the only theanthropos, mediator and recon-
ciler of mankind, in sign of thankfulness, his

most humble and obliged servant, James by the
grace of God, king of Great Britain, France,
and Ireland, Defender of the Faith, doth dedi-

cate and consecrate this his declaration." The
Puritans arraigned this as indecency ; and why
not books to the sacred dead.

James not being satisfied with depressing the
Catholics and Puritans .at home, thus entered
the lists of disputation with the Arminians and
Gowerists. He attacked Bellarmine, the cham-
pion of the Catholics, and reminded him, "that,
as king of England, he was defender of the
faith, and that it consequently became his duty
to remand all abominable doctrines to hell.

He likewise remonstrated with the Dutch govern-
ment, and the result was, that a synod was held
at Dort, and seven hundred families of Armini-
ans were driven into exile, and reduced to

beggary. Vorstius himself was compelled to

leave Leyden, and retired to Torringen, in Hol-
stein, where he died, September 29, 1622. He
was born at Cologne, July 19, 1569.

To the great astonishment of the whole world,

be it told, that John Norton refused to print his

majesty's (king James's) Latin work against

Vorstius without getting the money first ! Tem-
pora mutantur. Lydiat tells the above story to

archbishop Usher.

A Welsh bishop, who had written a work,

made an apology to king James I. for preferring

the Deity to his majesty in the dedication.

1611. In or about this year, the company of

stationers thought proper to remove from their

old hall to the situation they now occupy ; and
on the 11th of April in this year, the purchase
of Bergavcnny house was ordered to be paid for

from the stock ot the partners in the privilege.

That house is thus described :
" At the north

end of Ave Mary-lane, is one great house, builded
of stone and timber, of old time pertaining to

John duke of Britainc, earl of Richmond, as
appeareth by the records of Edward II. Since
that, it was called Pembrake Inne, neere unto

3 M
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Ludgate, as belonging to the earles of Pem-
brooke in tlie times of Richard II. the eighteenth

yeere, and of Henry VI. in the fourteenth yeere.

It was afterwards called Aburgavenny-house,

and belonged to Henry late lord Aburgovennie.

But the worshipfull company of stationers have
since that purchased it, and made it the hall for

the meeting of the societie, converting the stone

worke into a new faire frame of timber, and
applying it to such serviceable use, as themselves

have thought convenient for the amending it in

some particulars in which it had been found

defective."

—

Stowe, edition 1618, page 649.
" The preceding owners," Mr, Pennant says,

" might boast of their nobility^ their successors

of their wealth, for the loss sustained by this

company in the fire of London, lord Clarendon

computed was not less than £200,000."
1611. The art of printing introduced into

the town of Coire, an ancient town of Switzer-

land, capital of the county of the Orisons.

The first work was an edition of The Psalms

of David in verse, in the Roman esche dialect

of the Grey League, executed in the year 1611,

which is not only interesting as being the Jirst

portion of scripture, but as being the very first

book printed in that dialect. Dr. Coxe, in his

Travels in Stvifzerland,ve\ntes that a typographi-

cal society had been established in Coire, for the

publication of Latin, Gennan, and Romanesche
books. In the year 1718, a Romanesche, or

Grison version of the Bible was printed here, in

two folio volumes, with a dedication to king

George I. of England; a fine copy of which
curious work may be seen in the Bodleian
library. On the interesting subject of the

variety of the Romanesche dialects, the reader

will be gratified by the perusal of an able paper
from the pen of Mr. Planta, which is published

in the Philosophical Transactions, vol. Ixvi.

1611. Nicholas Zchneider conducted the

printing-press, erected in the religious house of

the Paraclete, at Zittau, a town of Upper Lu-
satia. In 1608, this press, together with a great

part of the town, was consumed by fire, but was
re-established about three years afterwards.

1612, May. A Remembrance of the Honours
due to the Life and Death of Robert Earle of
Salisbury, Lord Treasurer of England, ^c.

Imprinted at London, for John Wright, and
are to bee sold at his shop, neere Chnst Church.

This is a tribute to the memory of Robert
Cecil, earl of Salisbury, by Richard Johnson.

It is partly in prose and partly in verse, and to

which a portrait of the earl is prefixed.

Robert Cecil, earl of Salisbury, was the son

of lord Burghley, and born June 1, 1560. The
repeated disappointments which he encountered

in his endeavours to supply the wants of the

treasury, had a sad effect on his health. He
tried the waters of Bath, but without receiving

the desired benefit ; and he expired at Marlbo-
rough, on his way back to town. Lord Bacon
remarked of this nobleman, " that he was a more
fit man to keep things from getting worse,but no
very fit man to reduce things to be much better,"

1612. Died, John Norton, printer to queen
Elizabeth, in Latin, Greek, and Hebrew, and an
alderman of London. In 1593, he lived at the

sign of the Queen's Arms, in the house formerly
inhabited by his cousin Bonham Norton ; and
being a man of eminence, employed others to

print for him. He was the first person who
carried on printing in the college of Eton, (see

page 449, ante.) He was master of the company
of stationers in 1607, 1610, and 1612, the year
in which he died. He gave £150 to the minister

and churchwardens of the parish of St. Faith,

to purchase, in fee-simple, lands, tenements, and
hereditaments; from the produce of which, ten

shillings to be annually paid for a sermon at St.

Faith's, on Ash Wednesday; and, weekly, to

twelve poor persons (six to be appointed by the

company of stationers, and six by the parish)

2d. each, and a penny loaf, the vantage leaf (the

thirteenth, allowed by the baker) to be the clerks;

the residue of the revenue to arise by such pur-
pose to be laid out in cakes, wine, and ale,

for the company of stationers, either before or

after the sermon.—He also gave to the company
£1000 to be laid out in like manner, in fee-

simple purchases; and the produce to be applied,

by the master, wardens, and assistants, at

their discretion, for the benefit of the poor mem-
bers of the company. This benevolent testator's

intentions are substantially fulfilled. The weekly
pensions continue to be paid. The sermon is

also annually preached; to which the livery at

large are regularly invited ; and every one who
attends receives six buns. A guinea is presented

to the preacher for his sermon, half a guinea to

the reader, and 5s. to the sexton. The court of

assistants dine together on that day, in com-
memoration of this bountiful benefactor ; whose
legacy was paid to the company by Bonham
Norton, Esq. who was also an alderman, and
master of the company in 1610, 1616, and 1619.

When Paul Stephens, the son of Heniy,
visited London, about the year 1594, he formed
an intimacy with some of our best scholars, and
contracted an intimate friendship with John
Norton, then possessing in London the honour-
able distinction of " Regius in Latinis, Graecis,

et Hebraicis Typographus," to whom Paul
Stephens permitted the use of his family mark
or symbol. This mark was first used by Norton
in the year 1605.

1612. Ralph Blower printed a tract en-

titled. The Court of Good Counsell.

Wherein is set doune the true Rules how a
Man should choose a good Wife from a bad,

and a Woman a good Husband from a bad.

Wherein is also expressed the great care that

Parents should have for the bestowing of their

Children in marriage, and likewise how Children

ought to behave themselves towards their Pa-
rents, and how Maisters ought to governe their

Servants, and how Servants ought to be obedient

towards their Maisters. Set forth as a patterne

for all people to learne wit by. Published by
one that hath dearely bought it by experience.

At London. Printed by Ralph Blower, and
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are to be solde by William Barley, at his shop,

in Gratious Streete.*

1612. Printing introduced into Presburg, the

capital of Lower Hungary. Dr. Cotton says,

" Probably this was the first town of the king-

dom into which the art was introduced : nor did

it make any extensive progress for many years

afterwards ; since so late as the year 1646, Chris-

topher Ravius observed, ' in tota Hungaria vix

tres sunt typographicB? "

1612. The college of Jesuits erected a press at

Fleche, a town of France, in Anjou; and in

the year 1638, one George Griveau designates

himself " printer to the king, and to the Hen-
rician college of Jesuits."

1613. The Petruses were a celebrated family

of printers at Basil, in Switzerland. There was
Adam the father, and Henry and Jerom his

sons. Henry again had a son of the name of

Sebastian. Adam had been a fellow-labourer

with John Froben in the printing office of Nico-
las Brylinger. Henry died in 1579, in his 71 st

year, and his epitaph is given in a note in the

Annal. Typoy. vol. iii. p. 220, and Sebastian his

son published an edition of Virgil in this year.

Their device was an allusion to their name

—

which is the Greek for a rock.

1613. Died., Richard Collins, clerk of the

stationers' company from 1578. He was suc-

ceeded in his office by Thomas Mountfoit.

1613, April 13. Strange Neivsfrom Lancaster.

A pamphlet written by a reverend gentleman,
containing an account of a prodigious monster

that was born at Addlington, in Lancashire

;

with two bodies joined to one back.

1613. The three sisters teares, shed at the late

solemne funeral of Henry Prince of Wales. By
Richard Nichols. London, 1613, 4to. dedicated

to lady Hay. The three sisters are Angela,
(England.) Albana, (Scotland.) and Cambra,
(Wales.) Richard Niccols was " a poet of great

elegance and imagination, and one of the orna-

ments of the reign of Elizabeth."

—

Headley.
Henry prince of Wales, was the eldest son of

James I. whose premature death in his eighteenth
year, was wept by all the Muses, and mourned
by all the brave in Britain. At an early age he
evinced a thoughtfulness of character, extraor-

dinary in a child, and attracted the attention,

and excited the hopes of those who were about
his person. His bold and martial character
was discoverable upon many occasions ; and had
he lived to govern these realms, the whole face
of our history might have been changed, and
the days of Agincourt and Cressy been revived,

and Henry IX. had rivalled Henry V. This
prince, though ambitious to wield the sword, did
not neglect the pen ; and the finest geniuses of
the age addressed their works to him, and wrote
several at his suggestion. Dallington, in the

preface to his curious Aphorisms., Civil and
Militaire, has described prince Henry's domestic

* The reader will observe that what is now spelt Grace-
chtirch-street, was at this time written Gratiotts-street. It

was originally Grass-street, from a herb market there.

life :
" Myself," says he, " the unablest of many

in that academy, for so was his family, had this

especial employment for his proper use, which he
pleased favourably to entertain, and often to

read over.''^ He was born at the castle of Stirling,

February, 1594, and died Nov- 6, 1612.*

1614. The Description of a Ma^ke, presented

in the Banqueting Roome at Whitehall, on Saint
Stephen's Night last, at the Marriage of the

Right Honourable the Earl of Somerset, and the

Right Noble the Lady Frances Howard. Written

by Thomas Campion.
Whereunto are annexed divers choyse Ayres

composed from this Maske, that may be sung
with a single voyce, to the Lute or Base-Violl.

London : printed for Laurence Lisle, dwelling
in Paules Church Yarde, at the signe of the

Tyger's head.

The compositions called Masques were can'ied

to their greatest perfection at this time, and the

chief writers of these dramatic entertainments,

were Ben Jonson and Samuel Daniels, though,
perhaps none of them rivals the Comus of Milton.
They were generally founded on some story from
the Greek or Roman mythology ; and, though
therefore possessing little human interest, were
so well set off by fine poetry, dresses, and ma-
chinery, that, during the reigns of James I. and
Charles I. they formed a favourite amusement of
the gay persons of the court, who were them-
selves the chief performers.

The following song is taken from Luminalia,
or the Festival of Light. A Masque, presented

at Court, on Shrove Tuesday night, 1637.

SONG OF NIGHT.

In wet and cloudy mists 1 slowly rise.

As with mine owne dull weight opprest.
To close with sleep the jealous lover's eyes.
And give forsaken virgins rest.

Th' adven'trous merchant and the mariner,
Whom stormes all day vex in the deep,

Beginne to trust the windes when I appeare.
And lose their dangers in their sleep.

The studious that consume their brains and sight,
In search where doubtful knowledge lies.

Grow wearie of their fruitlesse use of light.

And wish my shades to ease their eyes.

The ambitious toyling statesman that prepares
Great mischiefs ere the day begins,

Nor measures day by houres, but by his cares,
And night must intermit his sinnes.

Then why when my slow chariot used to clime.
Did old mistaking sages weepe ?

As if my empire did usurpe their time.
And hours were lost when spent in sleep.

I come to ease their labours, and prevent
That wearinesse that would destroy

;

The profit of their toyles are stiU mispent,
Till rest enables to enjoy.

1614. " In an unpublished letter of the times,"
says Mr. DTsraeli, '* I find a cause in the star-
chamber, respecting a play being acted at Christ-
mas in this year, at the house of sir John Yorke

;

the consequences of which were heavy fines and

* The Life of Henri/ Prince of Wales, son of James I.'
compiled chiefly from his own papers, never before pub-
lished. By Thomas Birch, D.D., F.R.S. London, 1760. 8vo.
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imprisonment. The letter-writer describes it as

containing ' many foul passages to the vilifying

of our religion and exacting of popery,' for

which he and his lady, as principal procurers,

were fined one thousand pounds a piece, and
imprisoned in the tower for a year ; two or three

of his brothers at five hundred pounds a piece,

and others in other sums."

1614. Died, Isaac CASAUBAN,a learned divine

and critic. He was born at Geneva, in the year

1559, and at the age of twenty-three was chosen

professor of Greek in his native city. In 1586

he married a daughter of the second Henry
Stephens the printer, by whom he had twenty

children. On the death of Henry IV. king of

France, (1610) he removed to England, when
James I. settled a considerable pension upon
him, besides giving him a prebendal stall in

Westminster, and another in Canterbury. He
was buried in Westminster abbey.

1614. In this year a poetical tract was pub-
lished by an anonymous author, in the dedica-

tion to which he has comprehended the greatest

number of persons hy name in one dedication :

The Martyrdome of Saint George of Cappa-
docia, titular patron of England, and of the most

noble order of the Gartei'. It is dedicated " to

all the noble, honourable, and worthy in Great
Brittaine, bearing the name of George ; and to

all other, the true friends of Christian chivalrie,

lovers of Saint George's name and virtues."

1614. The feasts of the stationers' company
were restrained for six months, l)y order of the

lord mayor.

1615. Died, Zacharias Palthenius a very

learned printer of Francfort on the Maine. His
books occur with the following imprints

:

Zacharias Palthenius LLD. in 1597.

Collegium Palthniorum in 1605—10.

Collegium Musarum Palthen" in 1612-1614.

Officina Haredum Palthen"" 1616.

Hartmannus Palthenius in 1616-1622.

1615. William Stansby printed the follow-

ing curious play, a copy of which is in the Gar-
rick collection :

Exchange Ware and the Second Hand, viz.

Band, Ruffe, and Cuffe, lately cut, and noiv

newly dearned up, or a Dialogue, acted in a shew
in the famous universitie of Cambridge. The
second edition.

London. Printed by W. Stansby, for Myles
Partrick, and are to be sold at his shop, neere

Saint Dunstanes Church Yard, in Fleet Street.

1615, Nov. The just downfall of Ambition,
Adultry, and Murder ; at the end of whicli are

added, Westonh and Mrs. Turner's last tears

shed for the murder of sir Thomas Overbury,
poysoned in the tower ; ivho for the fact, suffered
deserved execution at Tiburne, the \4:th day of
November last, 1615, 4to. Fifteen leaves.

This tract relates to the death of sir Thomas
Overbury, an author and a courtier of this reign.
He assisted Robert Car, earl of Somerset, in his
amour with the countess (>f Essex, vet he opposed

his marriage with her, for which he incurred the

hatred of both. On a frivolous charge he was
sent to the tower, where by the contrivance of

Somerset and his wife, he was poisoned on the

13th of September, 1613. Sir Thomas Over-
bury was born in Warwickshire, in 1531, and
was educated at Queen's college, Oxford. He
was the author of several pieces in verse and
prose, which were reprinted in 1753, in 8vo.

Books are a part of man's prerogative,
In formal ink they thoughts aad voices hold.
That we to them our solitude may give,

And make time present travelled that of old.

Our life, Fame pierceth at the end,
And books if farther backward do extend.

1615, Nov. 6. The privilege of printing all

bills iov fencing was granted to Thomas Purfoot,

by the company of stationers.

1616, Feb. S. James I. by letters patent,

dated this day, grants to Ben Jonson a yearly

pension of one hundred marks during his life,

" in consideration of the good and acceptable

service heretofore done, and hereafter to be done
by the said Ben Jonson." If the receipt of this

royal favour was unconnected, as it appears to

have been, with any arrangement in which
Daniel was concerned, as poet laureat, we must
doubt the fact of Jonson having succeeded that

poet in the post. Indeed, it is generally under-

stood that the commencement of the above

pension is the first clear commencement of the

post of laureat. Long before 1616, Ben Jon-
son had been fully engaged in the service of the

court, which was indebted to him for some of

the most beautiful masques in the English lan-

guage. He had also shown his peculiar qualifi-

cations for the duty of a laureat, by flattering

James as the best of both poels and kings.

1616. Thomas Dawson dwelt at the three

Cranes, in the Vintry ; put to the beginning of

some of his books a pretty wooden cut, or device,

of three cranes in a vineyard, and printed many
works for others besides himself. He was in

business for the space of twenty-two years, and
executed about thirty-three works. In 1595 he
printed Seamens Secrets, divided into two parts

;

wherein is taught the three kinds of sailing, hori-

zontall, paradoxall, and sailing upon a great

circle, Sfc. by John Davis, of Sundridge, near

Dartmouth, gentleman. Ato. In 1599 he printed

the life and deathe of Thomas Wolsey, cardinall

;

divided into three parts : his aspiring triumph
and death. By Thomas Storer, student of Christ-

church, in Oxford. In verse. 4to.

Thomas Dawson was master of the stationers'

company in 1615; and gave, July 12, 1616,
" twenty shillings, towards making up the stairs

in the garden, up to the city wall."

1616. The Orthographiall Declaration: con-

taining a brief advertisement of two new inven-

tions called Lineage and Portage, whereby tcriting

paper and parchment are decently ruled and in-

clined, for to grosse or write upon, after a more

dexterous and beneficial manner than is done or

performed by the ordinary way of hand-riding

with plummet, ruler, or brass pen. Examples
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satisfactorie for Paper Books in quarto are an-

nexed. 1616. 4to.— See Brydge's Censura

Literaria.

1616. It appears from the rep^ster of the

stationers, that among others, the Decameron of
" Mr.John Bocace Florentine" was revoked by a
sudden inhibition of Abbot, archbishop of Can-
terbury. Caprice and ignorance, perhaps par-

tiality, seem to have had some share in this

business of licensing books.

—

Warton.
1616, March 9. Died^ Francis Beaumont,

a poet and dramatic writer of some eminence.
He was born in Leicesterehire, and educated at

Cambridge, from whence he removed to the

Inner Temple. He was buried in Westminster
abbey.

John Fletcher was the son of Richard
Fletcher, bishop of London, who died June 15,

1596. He was born in 1576, received his edu-
cation at Cambridge, died of the plague at

London, August 29, 1625, and was buried in

St. Saviour's church, Southwark. The principal

piece of his own writing is a dramatic pastoral

entitled the Faithful Shepherdess.

Beaumont and Fletcher agreed to write plays
in company ; and iifty-two dramatic compositions,

tragic and comic, appear under their joint

names, and only one or two out of that number
are ascertained to have been written by either,

without assistance with his coadjutor. It is un-
derstood, however, that Fletcher, notwithstand-

ing his being the older man, was chiefly em-
ployed in the business of imagining and writing

the plays, while Beaumont had the task of

chastening down and regulating the exuberant
fancy of his senior. The following extract re-

lating to books, is taken from one of their plays.

Give me
Leave to enjoy myself. That place that does
Contain my books, the best companions, is

To me a glorious court, where hourly I

Converse with the old sages and philosophers}
And sometimes for variety, I confer
With kings and emperors, and weigh their counsels

;

Calling- their victories, if unjustly got,
Unto a strict account; and in my fancy.
Deface their ill-placed statues. Can 1 then
Part with such constant pleasures, to embrace
Uncertain vanities ? No ; be it your care
To augment a heap of wealth : it shall be mine
To increase in knowledge.

1616, March 16. The company of stationers'

obtained a renewal of their charter for the sole

printing of Primers, Psalters, both in metre
and prose, with or without musical notes ; Al-
manacks, Sec. in the English tongue ; and the
A. B. C. with the Little Catechism, and the
Catechism in Emjlish and Latin, &c. by Alex-
ander Nowell.

1616. Died, Louis Elzevir, of Leyden, in

Holland, the founder of one of the most learned
family of printers that ever adorned the republic
of letters. Out of the twelve printers of this

family, who exercised the art in this century,
SEVEN have distinguished themselves by the
number and beauty of their editions, viz.

Louis above named printed at Leyden, from
1595 to 1616. He was succeeded by

Isaac, who exercised the art at Leyden from
1617 to 1628.

BoNAVENTURE and Abraham Elzevir, bro-

thers and partners, printed at Leyden, from
1626 to 1652, in which year they died. To them
we owe the pretty 12mo editions of the classics,

and the collection of authoi-s who have written

the histories of almost every state in the world,

which collection is sometimes added to the col-

lection of classics.

John, the son of Abraham Elzevir, printed

in partnership with Daniel, at Leyden, in 1662,

1623, and 1624, and afterwards alone from 1653
to 1661.

Louis II. (the son of Isaac) printed at Am-
sterdam, alone, from 1640 to 1655, and from
that year in partnership with Daniel, until July
1662, when the former died.

Daniel, the son of Bonaventure, having
printed lirst at Leyden, in partnership with
John from 1652 to 1654, and afterwards at

Amsterdam in partnership with Louis from 1655
to 1662, continued to carry on business alone

from the last mentioned year, until his death,
September 13, 1689. His widow printed only
a short time longer.

A catalogue of the Greek, Latin, and French
authors, executed by this learned family of print-
ers, in 12mo, is given by Mr. Home, in his Intro-

duction to the Study of Bibliography, p. Ixxxii.

appendix. M. Brunet has given a copious list

of editions, printed in a small size by the Elze-
virs. See his Manuel du Libraire, tom. iii.

pp. 372-377.

The Elzevir editions have long and deservedly
been esteemed for the clearness, delicacy, and
perfect equality of the characters, for their close

position together on a solid and very white paper,
and the excellence of the press-work. Their
Virgil, Terence, and Greek Testament, have
been reckoned their master-pieces; and are
indeed so very fine, that they justly gained them
the reputation of being the first printers in

Europe. Their types were so elegant, that their

name has been given to all beautiful letter ever
since. It would have been very wonderful, if

the encouragement which the art of printing-

received from the great and learned should not
have induced some persons, whose ignorance and
avarice would not permit them to aim at that

degree of perfection which they saw others

arrive at, to engage in base methods of enjoying
the fruits of their ingenuity and diligence, with-

out the trouble of imitating them in their indus-
try : for as soon as a curious, or reputed correct

edition was published, with prodigious expense
and labour, some of these rapacious characters

immediately printed another after it ; and care-
fully copying titles, and other distinctive marks,
w itli a proper degree of accuracy, easily imposed
their fictitious editions upon unwary but eco-
nomical people for genuine copies. This shows
the necessity also of accurate descriptions of
scarce books, for fraudulent editions are of all

countries ; and none have experienced greater
injury in this respect than the printers of pocket
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classics. The Elzevirs, in particular, have suffered

more by counterfeits than, perhaps, any other

;

for, as their hooks were not at first so plentifully

circulated, as to satisfy the numerous purchas-

ers, there were not wanting persons willing to

purchase such surreptitious works; especially,

when they were to be obtained below the com-
mon price.

1616, April 23. Died, William Shak-
SPEARE, or Shakspere, (for the floating or-

thography of the name is properly attached to

the one or the other of these varieties) the pride

and glory of the English nation, and whose

fame is now the admiration of the civilized

world:

—

A creature such
As, to seek through the regions of the earth

For one his like, there would be something failing

In him that should compare.

—

Cymbeline.

Biographical curiosity is a just and generous

tribute to the memory of those mortals whom
heaven has been pleased to endow with a larger

portion of its own etherial energy. If the

favoured individual was conversant with courts;

if he directed the movement of armies or of

states ; or if the powers of his mind were de-

voted to the silent pursuits of literature—to the

converse of philosophy and the muse, dark must
that age be that could withhold from him its

admiration. It becomes then a subject of the

deepest interest to inquire into the history of

that man, the expansion of whose intellectual

greatness has filled the eyes of the world ; the

bright track of whose genius indelibly remains,

but the solitary trace of whose mortal footsteps

is now obliterated for ever. Homer is now only

a solitary name, of whom we actually know
nothing; and we see only an arm of immense
power thrust forth from a mass of impenetrable

darkness, and holding up the hero of his song

to the applauses of never-dying fame.

Little more than two centuries have elapsed

since William Shakspeare conversed with our

tongue, and trod the self-same soil with our-

selves ; and if it were not for the records kept by

our church in its registers of births, marriages,

and burials, we should at this moment be as

personally ignorant of the " sweet swan ofAvon"
as we are of the old minstrel and rhapsodist

Meles. That William Shakspeare was born in

Stratford upon Avon ; that he married and had
three children ; that he wrote a certain number
of dramas ; that he died before he had attained

to old age, and was buried in his native town,

are positively the only facts, in the personal

history of this extraordinary man, of which we
are certainly possessed ; and, if we should be

solicitous to fill up this bare and most unsatis-

factory outline, we must have recourse to the

vague reports of unsubstantial tradition, or to

the still more shadowy inferences of lawless and
vagabond conj ecture. Of this remarkable ignor-

ance of one of the most richly endowed with in-

tellect of the human species, who ran his mortal
race in our own country,and who stands separated
from us by no very great intervention of time.

1pertained.the causes may not be difiicult to be ascert

The history of William Shakspeare is a perfect

blank till the occurrence of an event which drove
him from his native town, and gave his wonder-
ful intellect to break out in its full lustre on the
world. That he became an actor and a writer

of plays; in neither of which characters,however,

he might excel in them, could he be lifted high
in the estimation of his contemporaries. He was
honoured, indeed, with the friendship of nobles,

and the patronage of monarchs : his theatre was
frequented by the wits of the metropolis ; and
he associated w4th the most intellectual of his

times. But the spirit of the age was against

him ; and, in opposition to it, he could not be-

come the subject of any general or comprehensive
interest. The nation, in short, knew little, and
cared less, about him. During his life, and for

some years after his death, inferior dramatists

outran him in the race of popularity ; and then

the flood of puritan fanaticism swept hijn and
the stage together into temporary oblivion.

It would be especially gratifying to us to ex-

hibit to our readers some portion at least of the

personal history of this illustrious man during
his long residence in the capital ;—to announce
the names and characters of his associates, a
few of which only we can obtain from Fuller

;

to delineate his habits of life ; to record his con-

vivial wit, to commemorate the books which he
read ; and to number his compositions as they

dropped in succession from his pen. But no
power of this nature is indulged to us. All that

active and efiicient portion of his mortal exist-

ence, which constituted considerably more than

a third part of it, is an unknown region, not to

be penetrated by our most zealous and intelligent

researchers.

He was born on the 23rd of April, 1564, in

Henley-street, Stratford. His father was a con-

siderable dealer in wool, and had filled the

highest magisterial office of his native town ;*

but having a large family, and his trade declin-

ing, he could give him but a scanty education.

In 1582, before he had completed his eighteenth

year, he married Ann Hathaway, the daughter,

as Rowe informs us, of a substantial yeoman in

the neighbourhood of Stratford. The bride was
eight years older than the bridegroom. She
remained in Stratford during the long abode

of her husband in the metropolis, and at his

death she is found only slightly mentioned in

his will ; little more is known respecting her than

that, surviving her husband ratlier more than

seven years, she was buried on the 8th day of

August, 1623. By the Stratford register we can

ascertain that his only son, Hamnet, was buried

in the twelfth year of his age, on the 11th of

August, 1596; and that, after an interval of

* A grant or confirmation of ' arms' to John Shakspeare,

the dramatist's father, 1596, viz. gold, on a bend sable,

and a spear of the first, the point steeled, proper ; and his

crest, or cognizance, a falcon, his wings displayed, argent

standing on a wreath of his collars supporting a spear

gold steel as aforesaid, set upon a helmet with mantels
and tassels.
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nearly eleven years, his eldest daughter, Su-

sanna, was married to John Hall, a physician,

on the fith of June, 1607. With the exception

of two or three purchases made by him at Strat-

ford, one ofthem being that of New Place, which
he repaired and ornamented for his future re-

sidence, the two entries which we have now
extracted from the register, are positively all

that we can relate with confidence of our great

poet and his family, during the long term of his

connexion with the theatre and the metropolis.

We may fairly conclude, indeed, that he was
present at each of the domestic events recorded

by the register : that he attended his son to the

grave, and his daughter to the altar. We may
believe also, from its great probability, even on

the testimony of Aubrey, that he paid an annual

visit to his native town ; whence his family were

never removed, and which he seems always to

have contemplated as the resting place of his

declining age.

It is well that we are better acquainted with

the rectitude of his morals, than with the sym-
metry of his features. To the integrity of his

heart ; the gentleness and benignity of his man-
ners, we have the positive testimony of Chettle

and Ben Jonson. The latter, in his Discoveries,

says, " I loved the man, and do honour his

memory, on this side idolatry as much as any.

He was, indeed, honest, of an open and free

nature ; had an excellent fancy, brave notions,

and gentle expressions," &c. &c. The following

lines are taken from a poem written by Jonson.

Svreet swan of Avon ! what a sight it were.
To see thee in our waters yet appear

;

And make those flights upon the hanks of Thames,
That so did take Eliza, and our James !

But stay ; I see thee in this hemisphere
Advanced, and made a constellation there :

—

Shine forth, thou star of poets ; and with rage,
Or influence, chide, or cheer, the drooping stage.

As we are not told the precise time when
Shakspeare retired from the stage and the metro-
polis to enjoy the tranquillity of life in his native

town, we cannot pretend to determine it. As he
is said, however, to have passed some years in his

establishment at New Place, we may conclude
that his removal took place either in 1612 or in

1613, when he was yet in the vigour of life,

being not more than forty-eight or forty-nine

years old.

The amount of the fortune on which he re-

tired from the busy world, has been the subject
of some discussion. By Gibbon, who forbears to

state his authority, this fortune is valued at £300
a year; and by Malone, who, calculating our
poet's real property from authentic documents,
assigns a random value to his personal, it is re-

duced to £200. Of these two valuations of

Shakspeare's property, we conceive that Gibbon's
approaches more nearly to the truth.

On the 2nd of February, 1615-16, he married
his youngest daughter, Judith, then in the thirty-

first year of her age, to Thomas Quiney, a vint-

ner in Stratford ; and on the 25th of the succeed-
ing month he executed his will. He was then,

as it would appear, in the full vigour and enjoy-
ment of life ; and we are not infoimed that his

constitution had been previously weakened by
the attack of any malady. But his days, or

rather his hours, were now all numbered ; for he
breathed his last on the 23rd of the ensuing
April, on that anniversary of his birth which
completed his fifty-second year.

On the 25th of April, 1616, two days after his

decease, he was buried in the chancel of the

church of Stratford ; and at some period within

the subsequent seven years (for in 1623 it is

noticed in the verses of Leonard Digges) a
monument was raised to his memory either by
the respect of his townsmen, or by the piety of
his relations. It represents the poet with a
countenance of thought, resting on a cushion
and in the act of writing. Immediately below
the cushion is the following distich :

—

Judicio Pylium; genio Socratem ; arte Maronem
Terra tegit ; populus moeret ; Olympus habet.

On a tablet underneath are inscribed these lines

:

stay, passenger, why dost thou go so fast ?

Read, if thou canst, whom envious death has placed
Within this monument—Shakspeare ; with whom
Quick nature died ; whose name doth deck the tomb
Far more than cost : since aU that he has writ
Leaves living art but page to serve his wit

:

and the flat stone, covering the grave, holds out,

in very irregular characters, a supplication to the
reader, with the promise of a blessing and the

menace of a curse :

Good friend ! for Jesus' sake forbear
To dig the dust enclosed here.
Blest be the man that spares these stones

,

And curst be he that moves my bones.

The last of these inscriptions may have been
written by Shakspeare himself under the appre-
hension of his bones being tumbled, with those

of many of his townsmen, into the charnel-house
of the parish.

Shakspeare differs essentially from all otlier

writers; him we may profess rather to feel than
to undei"stand ; and it is easier to say, on many
occasions, that we are possessed by him, than
that we possess him. And no wonder;—he
scatters the seeds of things, the principles of
character and action, with so cunning a hand,
yet with so careless an air, and master of our
feelings, submits himself so little to our judg-
ment, that every thing seems superior. We dis-

cern not his course, we see no connexion of cause
and effect, we are rapt in ignorant admiration,

and claim no kindred with his abilities. All the

incidents, all the parts, look like chance, whilst

we feel and are sensible that the whole is design.

His characters not only act and speak in strict

conformity to nature, but in strict relation to us;

just so much is shown as is requisite, just so

much as is impressed ; he commands every pas-

sage to our heads and to our hearts, and moulds
us as he pleases, and that with so much ease,

that he never betrays his exertions. He at once
blends and distinguishes every tiling; every
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thing is complicated, every thing is plain ; and
it is really astonishing that a mere human being,

a part of humanity only, should so perfectly

comprehend the whole ; and that he should

possess such exquisite art, that whilst every

child shall feel the whole effect, his learned edi-

tors and commentators should yet so very fre-

quently mistake or seem ignorant of the cause.

A sceptre or a straw are in his hands of equal

efficacy; he needs no selection; he converts

every thing into excellence ; nothing is too great,

nothing is too base. The chronicle, the novel,

or the ballad ; the king or the beggar, the hero,

the madman, the sot, or the fool; it is all one;

—

nothing is worse, nothing is better; the same
genius pervades, and is equally admirable in

all. Or, is a character to be shown in progres-

sive change, and the events of years to be com-
prised within the hour:—with what a magic
hand does he prepare and scatter his spells!

The glancings of his eye are from heaven to

earth—from earth to heaven, we behold him
breaking the barriers of imaginary method. In
the same scene he descends from the meridian of

noblest tragic sublimity to puns and quibbles, to

the meanest merriment of a plebian force. In
the midst of his dignity, he resembles his own
Richard II. the skipping king, who sometimes
discarding the state of a monarch

Mingled his royalty with carping fools.

He seems not to have seen any impropriety in

the most abrupt transactions from dukes to buf-
foons—from senators to sailors—from council-
lors to constables—and from kings to clowns.
The laws of nature give way, and leave nothing
in our minds but wildness and horror. No
pause is allowed us for reflection : horrid senti-

ment, furious guilt and compunction, air- drawn
daggers, murders, ghosts, and enchantment,
shake and possess us wholly, whilst we, the
fools of amazement, are insensible to the shift-

ing of place and the lapse of time, and till the
curtain drops, never once wake to the truth of
things, or recognize the laws of existence.*

1616, April 23. Died, Michael Cervantes,
the author of the inimitable romance of Don
Quixote.f He was born at Alcala, Oct. 9, 1547,
and died at Madrid on the same day that our
Shakspeare breathed his last.

Dr. Johnson used to say, that there are few
books of which one ever could possibly arrive at
the last page ; and that there never was any thing
written by mere man that was wished longer by
its readers, excepting Don Quixote, Robinson
Crusoe, and the Pilgrim's Progress. "After

* For Shakspeare's plays, see 1623, post.
t Cervantes, El Ingenioso Hidalgo Don Quixote de la

Mancha. 2 vols. Madrid, l605 and I6l5. A copy of this
first edition of Don Quixote was sold at the sp^ewdid sale of
Colonel Stanley, in April, I813, for ^^42.

Cervantes, El Ingenioso Hidalgo Don Quixote, 4to.,
second edition, revised by Cervantes. Madrid, 16O8. A
copy at the above sale sold for ,£'12 12s.
The curious bibliographer should possess both the first

and second editions of Don Quixote, on account of the
alterations made by Cervantes in the second.—Horwe.

Homer^s Illiad,^^ he said, " the work of Cer-
vantes was the greatest in the world, as a book
of entertainment ; and when we consider that
every other author's admirers are confined to
his countrymen, and perhaps to the literai-y

classes among them ; while Don Quixote is a
sort of common property, a universal classic,

equally enjoyed by the court and the cottage;
equally applauded in France and England', as
in Spain

;
quoted by every servant, the amuse-

ment of every age, Irom infancy to decrepitude

;

the first book you see in every shop where books
are sold, througti all the states of Italy ;—who
can refuse his consent to an avowal oi" the su-
periority of Cervantes to all modern writers ?

Shakspeare has, until within the last half cen-
tury, been worshipped at home ; while trans-
lators and engravers live by the hero of La
Mancha in every nation ; and the walls of the
miserable inns and the cottages, all over Eng-
land, France, and Germany, are adorned with
the exploits of Don Quixote.

1616. In this year was printed at Maille, or
Mailly, a town of France, in La Vendee, an
edition of the Universal history of the Sieur de
DaubignS, in two volumes folio, with the im-
print a MailU par Jean Moussat imprimeur
ordinaire du dit Sieur. This edition is very
rare, having been burnt by the hands of the
common hangman at Paris, on account of some
indiscreet disclosures, from which later editions
are free.

1617. Barnard Alsop dwelt in Garter Place,
in Barbican, where he printed in this year, the
following tragi-comedy, a copy of which is in

the Garrick collection. A Looking Glass for
London and England. Made by Thomas Lodge,
Gent, and Robert Greene, Ln Artibus Magister.
Thomas Lodge was a physician and poet, who

died in 1625. Besides the above, he wrote the
Wounds of Civil War, a tragedy. He also

assisted Robert Green in writing some of his

works.

1617. L. Griffin printed the following work

:

Mischiefs mysterie ; or, Treason's masterpiece

;

the Poivder Plot, invented by hellish malice ; pre-
vented by heavenly mercy ; truly related, and
from the Latin of the learned and reverend Dr.
Helping, translated and very much dilated by
John Vicars. London, 1617. Ato.

1617. Pyramus de Candole, a well-inforai-

ed printer of the city of Geneva, taking disgust
at his residence, quitted the city, and transported
himself and his printing apparatus to G verdun,
or Iverdon, an ancient town of Switzerland, in

the Pays de Vaud. A specimen of his printing
is in the Bodleian.

—

Cotton.

1617, May 17. Died, Jacob Augustus De
Thou, the celebrated bibliographer and historian

of France. His collection of books was formed
with the greatest care and unbounded expense,
with the advice of Scaliger, Casaubon, the

brothers Du Puys, Salmasius, Grotius, the
brothers St. Marthe, and Sirmond. The bind-
ing alone, Quesnel and Morhof inform us, cost

ttventy thousand croums. Anxious that posterity
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should enjoy the benefit of his valuable library,

the collection of more than forty years, De
Thou, by his will, forbade it to be sold, but he
bequeathed it to his sons for their use, and that

of the literary world. Accordingly, after his

death, in 1617, during the minority of his chil-

dren, as well as afterwards, additions con-

tinued to be made, until the death of James
Augustus de Thou, his youngest son, in

1677 ; who dying greatly involved, this mag-
nificent library was sold for payment of his

debts. He had previously offered it for

sale to the king of France for the use of the

Dauphin, but his tender was declined. That
the value of this collection has not been over-

rated, will be sufficiently evident, when it is

known that the family of De Thou, as well as

the curators of his library', proceeded to the ex-

pense of having one copy or more of every

valuable work published in Europe, printed on
particularly fine paper made for the purpose !

And they sometimes selected the choicest leaves

from two or three different cijpies or editions.

It would seem that the president Menars pur-

chased this library for less money than the bind-

ing of the books had cost. Mr. Collinson, on
the authority ofMr. Buckley, who published the

splendid edition ofDe Thou's UniversaliHistori/*

says that theillustriousminister Colbertpurchased
the manuscripts, which in the year 1730, were
bought and deposited in the king's library at

Paris. Many of the splendid volumes of De
Thou's library are to be found in the British

museum, the royal library at Paris, and other

great public libraries ; where the richness of the

binding easily point them out to the observant

bibliographer.

—

Home.
1618. The Owles Almanake, prognosticating

many strange accidents shall happen to this king-

dom of Great Brittaine thisyear. London, 1618.

4to. With a wood cut.

A curious and humorous old pamphlet, in

which every day of the month has its appropriate

fortune annexed to it.

—

Gifford. Sold at the

Gordonstoun sale for £3 lOs.

1618, Oct. 29. Upon this day was beheaded,
in Old Palace-yard, London, sir Walter Raleigh,
of whom it is not too much to say, that he was
the most eminent man of the age in which he
lived ; an age enlightened by his talents, and im-
proved by his example. He was the fourth son
of Walter Raleigh, esq., of Fardel, near Ply-
mouth. He studied at Oriel college, Oxford,
for a short time, but, when only seventeen, was
one of a hundred gentlemen whom queen Eliza-
beth allowed to assist the protestants in France.
He served afterwards in the Netherlands, under
sir John Norris, in 1578 ; the next year he
joined an unsuccessful expedition to America

;

and distinguished himself, in 1580, in Ireland.

His introduction to Elizabeth has already been
noticed at page 443 ante, and from that time he
rose rapidly in her favour, and was enriched by
her with places and lands. He availed himself

* See Notice of Samuel Buckley, Feb. 18, 1734, post.

of his court favour to obtain letters patent for

discovering unknown countries, and took posses-

sion of that part of America which is called

Virginia, after the virgin queen.

Upon his return, he was returned to parliament

for Devonshire, and soon afterwards knighted.

He was also favoured by a licence to sell wine
throughout the kingdom ! He continued in

favour, and engaged in various public employ-

ments, both civil and militaiy, till 1593, when
he justly offended the queen by an intrigue with

the daughter of sir Nicholas Throgmorton. Both
he and his partner in guilt were confined for

several months, and, when set at liberty, for-

bidden the court. He married her, however,
and lived with her afterwards in the strictest

conjugal affection. The next year he was en-

tirely restored to favour, and enriched by his

royal mistress with the manor of Sherborne, that

had been alienated from the church.

In 1597, his enterprising spirit was gratified

by two expeditions to Guiana, the first of which
was conducted by himself, and by his being em-
ployed at sea in active service against the

Spaniards. On the fall of his rival, Essex, he
disgraced himself by entreating sir Robert Cecil

to show him no mercy. Though sir Robert
took his advice, there was no sincere friendship

between him and Raleigh : and on the accession

ofJames, the latter was stript of his preferments,

and accused and condemned of high treason.

After being kept for a month at Winchester, in

daily expectation of death, he was reprieved and
confined for some years in the Tower, where he
composed many works. After twelve years' im-
prisonment, he received a commission from the

king to explore the gold mines of Guiana.
The expedition was unsuccessful ; the Spanish
monarch enraged, by the burning of a town

;

and, in spite of the just reasoning of Bacon,
James had the meanness to have this great man
executed in consequence of his former attainder.

He entreated the spectators, that if any dis-

ability of voice or dejection of countenance
should appear in him, they would impute it to

the disorder of his body (he was suffering from
the ague), rather than to any dismayedness of

mind. He confessed his grievous offences, and
begged the prayers of all who heard him. Hav-
ing fingered the axe, he said, smiling, to the

sheriff, " this is a sharp medicine, but it is a
sound cure for all diseases." The executioner

knelt down and asked him forgiveness, which
Raleigh, laying his hand upon his shoulder,

granted. Then being asked which way he
would lay himself on the block, he answered,
" so the heart be right, it is no matter which way
the head lies." After a little pause, he lifted up
his hand, and his head was struck off at two
blows, his body never shrinking nor moving.

" Authors are perplexed," says Wood, " under
what topic to place him ; whether of statesman,
seaman, soldier, chemist, or chronologer, for in

all these he did excel ; and it still remains a
dispute whether the age he lived in was more
obliged to his pen or his sword, the one being

3 N

i
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busy in conquering the new, the other in so

bravely describing the old world." A peninsula

is too cheap to purchase the life of such another

man. The mark of Raleigh will stand as a

continent supported by opposite seas; for the

wanton root of favouritism bursts into honour

before the turbulent gust which swept him from

the earth. Thomson thus speaks of Raleigh :

Who can speak

The numerous worthies of the maiden reign ?

In Raleigh mark their every glory mix'd;

Raleigh, the scourge of Spain ! whose breast with all

The sage, the patriot, and the hero burn'd.

Nor sunk his vigour, when a coward-reign

The warrior fetter'd, and at last resign'd

To glut the vengeance of a vanquish'd foe.

The active still and unrestrain'd, his mind
Explor'd the vast extent of ages past,

And with his prison-hours enrich'd the world

;

But found no times, in all the long research,

So glorious, or so base, as those he proved.

In those he conquered, and in those he bled.

It is peculiar to the fate of Raleigh, that hav-

ing before suffered a long imprisonment with the

expectation of a public death, his mind had been

accustomed to its contemplation, and often dwelt

on the event which was now passing. The soul,

in its sudden departure, and its future state, is

often the subject of his few poems. The follow-

ing beautiful song called the Farewell, is at-

tributed to Raleigh

:

Go, soul ! the body's guest.

Upon a thankless errand.

Fear not to touch the best.

The truth shall be thy warrant

;

Go, since I needs must die,

And give the world the lie

!

Tell zeal it lacks devotion.
Tell love it is but lust.

Tell time it is but motion.
Tell flesh it is but dust

;

And wish them not reply,

For thou must g^ive the lie !

Tell fortune of her blindness.
Tell nature of decay.

Tell friendship of unkindness.
Tell justice of delay;

And if they will reply.

Then give them all the lie !

And when thou hast, as I

Commanded thee, done blabbing,
Although to give the lie

Deserves no less than stabbing

;

Yet stab at thee who will,

No stab the soul can kill

!

Sir Walter Raleigh's unfinished History of
the Worlds which leaves us to regret that later

ages had not been celebrated by his sublime

eloquence, was the fruits of eleven years of im-
prisonment. It was written for the use of prince

Henry, as he and Dallington, who also wrote

Aphorisms for the same prince, have told us

;

the prince looked over the manuscript. Of Ra-
leigh it is observed, to employ the language of

Hume, " they were struck with the extensive

genius of the man, who, being educated amidst
naval and military enterprises, had surpassed, in

the pursuits of literature, even those of the most
recluse and sedentary lives : and they admired
his unbroken magnanimity, which at his age,
and under his circumstances, could engage him
to undertake and execute so great a work as his
History of the World:' He was, however, as-

sisted in this great work by the learning of

several eminent persons; a circumstance which
has not been noticed.

The scenes in which illustrious men have been
found to enjoy the pleasures of retirement and
reflection, must be dear to every heart ; so the

name of Sherborne Lodge, in Dorsetshire, is

consecrated by the name of Raleigh, the grove

which he planted, and the walk which he formed,

still bear his name.
1619. Died, Samuel Daniel, a poet and

historian, who succeeded Spencer in the oflice

of laureat. He was born in Somersetshire, in

the year 1562, and educated at Magdalen col-

lege, Oxford ; on leaving which he became groom
of the privy chamber to Anne of Denmark, the

queen of James I. He seems to have passed

his days under the protection of royal and noble

personages, and distinguished himself as a writer

oi masques; the poems, however, were in general

so applicable only to the persons and circum-

stances of his own age, that they have fallen

almost entirely out of notice
;
yet he wrote in a

style rather in advance of his time, and in some
of his pieces rises to a high degree of excellence.

His address to the countess of Cumberland, to

whom he had been tutor, is still ranked among
the finest effusions of meditative thought in the

English language. His noble patroness erected

a monument to his memory in the church of

Beckington, near Philips Norton, in Somerset-

shire. His poems were collected and printed in

two volumes, 12mo. 1718. He wrote the His-

tory of England, to the end of the reign of

Edward III.

1619. The company of stationers' was ordered

to attend in their stand in due form, on the king

going to hear a sermon in St. Paul's cathedral.

1620. John Trundle dwelt at the sign of

the Nobody, in Barbican, and in this year

printed the following curious work

:

Westward for Smelts, or the Watermans Fare

of mad merry Western Wenches, whose tongues

albeit like Bell-Clappers, they never leave ringing.

Yet their Tales are sweet, and urill much content

you. Writen by Kindo Kit, of Kingston.

This is a work of facetious and whimsical

tales, related by difi'erent fishwomen; viz. The
Fishwifes Tale of Brainford (Brentford.) The
Fishwifes Tale of Standon on the Greene. The
Fishwifes Tale of Richmond. The Fishwifes

Tale of Twitnam (Twickenham.) The Fish-

wifes Tale of Kingston: and the Fishwifes Tale

of Hempton.
1620. In this year was published at Prague,

the Bohemian Chronicle of Dalemile, one of the

oldest poets and historians of Bohemia. The
work is curious and valuable, not only on ac-

count of the fidelity with which the author has

related facts, but also as being the earliest written

monument existing, of the language and litera-

ture of the Sclavonian Bohemians. It is in

verse, and extends from the birth of Christ to

the year 1314. He was a native of Mezrig,

and canon of the collegiate church of St. Boles-

lane.
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1620. In this year William Janson Blaeu,
a printer at Amsterdam, made considerable im-
provements in the printing press, and succeeded
so much to his expectation, that tie caused nine

presses to be made, which he named after the

nine muses. The excellence of the improvements
soon became known to other printing offices,

which induced their proprietors to follow Blaeu's
example; so that presses of his construction

became, in the course of a few years, almost
general throughout the low countries, and from
thence, notwithstanding the opposition of the
ignorant, were introduced into England.

This ingenious artist was famous for his as-

tronomical and geometrical productions. In the
early part of his life he was brought up to

joinery, in which employment he served an ap-
prenticeship. Being of an inquisitive disposition,

he rambled to Denmark, about the time the
famous Tycho Brahe established his astronomical
observatory, by whom he was entertained, and
under whose instruction he was employed in

making mathematical instruments, which curious
art he greatly improved ; and it was generally
reported that all or most of the sideral observa-
tions published in Tycho's name were made by
Blaeu, as well as the instrument.

Before these observations were published to

the world, Tycho, to gratify Blaeu, gave him
the copies of them, with which he went to Am-
sterdam, and there practised the making of
globes according to those observations. As his

trade increased, he found it necessary to deal in

geographical maps and books, and became so

particularly curious in his plates, that many of
the best globes and maps were made by himself;
and by his frequent connexion with the printing
of books, got so good an insight into the practical

part of the art, that he set up a printing office

;

he here soon found the inconveniences attending
the structure of the old presses, which induced
him to contrive remedies. He was born at
Amsterdam in 1571, and died in 1638.
John Janson Blaeu, son of the above, was

also a printer at Amsterdam, and produced a
great many classics, which yield in beauty and
correctness only to the Elzevirs.

The liberal policy of queen Christina of Swe-
den introduced into Stockholm one of the family
of Blaeus, of Amsterdam, as a printer, to whom
she allowed an annual pension, and granted
several privileges, amongst which was the valu-
able one of importing all his paper duty free.

1620. Thomas Adams gave to the stationers'

company £100 towards defraying the public
charges of the company, at the discretion of the
court.

1620. Lord Bacon published his celebrated
work. Novum Organon Scientiarum ; or. New
Method of Studying the Sciences. London, folio.

In this great work, Lord Bacon taught the
proper method of studying the sciences : that

,

is, he pointed out the way in which we should
[begin and carry on our pursuit of knowledge,

I
in order to arrive at trutn. He gave a set of
[rules by which mankind might deliver them-

selves from slavery to names, and from wander-
ing fanciful systems, and return once more, as

little childi'en, to the school of nature. The
task he chose was far more useful to the world, <

and honoumble to himself, than that of being,

like Plato or Aristotle, the author of a new sect

:

he undertook to expose the errors of those who
had gone before him, and to show the best way
of avoiding them for the future : he had the

principal share in pulling down the old build-

ing of a false philosophy, and, with the skill of

a superior architect, he laid the foundation, and
sketched the plan of another fabric ; and gave
masterly directions to those who should come
after him—how, upon the ruins of the first, the
temple of science must be erected anew. As,
in a great army, there are some whose office it

is to construct bridges, to cut paths along moun-
tains, and to remove various impediments, so

lord Bacon may be said to have cleared the way
to knowledge ; to have marked out the road to

truth; and to have left future travellers little

else to do than to follow his instructions : he was
the miner and sapper of philosophy, the pioneer
of nature ; and he eminently promoted the
dominion of man over the material world. He
was the priest of nature's mysteries ; and he
taught men in what manner they might discover

her profoundest secrets, and interpret those laws
which nature has received from the greatAuthor
of all. In the Novum Organum, we find the
principles of that improved method of conduct-
ing the inquiries of science, which has now so

long and so happily prevailed. But to under-
stand the benefits which this great philosopher
has conferred upon us, we must can-y our minds
back to that state in which Bacon found the
world, as to knowledge and science, at the time
when he flourished. For as the returning light

appears more glorious after the sun has been
eclipsed—and the order and beauty of nature
would look doubly striking to an eye that had
seen that chaos froni which she first arose, when
all was without form and void,—so, if we glance,

but for a moment, at that darkness which so

long overshadowed the human mind, and gave
birth to so many phantoms and prodigies, under
the name of science, this retrospect will serve to

show more clearly the merits of a philosopher,

who may be regarded as the morning star of

that illustrious day which has since broken out

upon mankind; and in the spirit of whose
method, even the immortal Newton himself

explored to the heavens—by the aid of a sublime
geometry, as with the rod of an enchanter,

dashed in pieces all the cycles, epicycles, and
crystal orbs of a visionary antiquity; and estab-

lished the true Copernican doctrine of astronomy
on the solid basis of a most rigid and infallible

demonstration.

In several of the fine arts, in which chiefly

the taste and imagination are concerned, such as
poetry, rhetoric, statuary, and architecture, the
ancients, according to general opinion, have
equalled, if not surpassed, any of the modems.
Homer and Demosthenes continue, notwithstand-
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iiig the flux of time, to retain their station as

the masters of eloquence and song ; and those

exquisite statues, the Venus and the Apollo,

still command our admiration as perfect models

of what is chaste, and severe, and beautiful in

the art of sculpture. The ancients nobly dis-

tinguished themselves also in those more rigorous

exercises of the understanding which are de-

manded by pure mathematics; in proof of

which it is sufficient to quote the name of Eu-
clid, and of Archimedes whose discoveries in

geometry and mixed science entitle him to be

regarded as the Newton of all antiquity ; but it

was reserved for the moderns to invent a calculus

—a new and more profound arithmetic, which
was called for by a more exact acquaintance

with nature herself, and was to be applied to

that more improved state of natural science

which is peculiar to later times: we allude to

the doctrine of Jluxious, or the differential

method of Newton and Leibnitz ; since culti-

vated, and applied to physical astronomy with

great success by the French, and especially by
La Place.

One instance, out of many, in natural science,

may suffice to convince the reader to what ab-

surd and extravagant notions the mind can recon-

cile itself, when once pennitted to rove into the

regions of imagination, unrestrained by that

strict and scientific method, so successfully

pointed out by lord Bacon. Cosmas Indop-
leustes, who lived so late as the sixth century,

affirmed that the earth was an oblong plane, sur-

rounded by an impassable ocean ; an immense
mountain in the form of a cone, or sugar-loaf,

placed in the north, was the centre around which
the sun, moon, and stars daily revolved: the
shape of this mountain, and the slanting motion
of the sun, accounted for the variable length of
the days, and the changes of the seasons. The
heavens were supposed to be an immense arch,

one side of which rested on the earth, and the
other on two mighty pillars beyond the sea

;

under this vault a multitude of angelic beings
were employed in guiding the motion of the
stars. Such was the theory which gravely pre-

sented itself for adoption, seven or eight centu-
ries later in the world than Euclid, Archimedes,
and Apollonius

!

Aristotle was the founder of the Peiipatetic*

school, the philosophy of which held the minds
of men in a kind of intellectual bondage for

about two thousand years.

Up to the time of lord Bacon, Aristotle still

maintained, in a veiy great degree, his dominion
in the realms of philosophy—a dominion which,
at some periods, had been scarcely less absolute
over the minds of men, and far wider and more
lasting than ever his renowned pupil Alexander
was able to secure over their bodies, Aristotle's

works were the great text-book of knowledge.

* A word signifying to walk about, because it was cus-
tomary for the disciples to study and dispute as they
walked in the Lyceum, a place of Athens, which was ap-
propriated to their use.

and his logic was the only weapon of truth.

Men's minds, instead of simply studying nature,

were in an endless ferment abovA occult qualities

and imaginary essences; little was talked of but

intention and remission, proportion and degree

^

infinity, formality, quiddity, individuality, and
innumerable other abstract notions. The Latin

tongue, which was employed by these scholas-

tics, was converted into a barbarous jargon,

which a Roman would not have understood;

and, in the end, the most sectarian bitterness

was produced, sometimes ending in bloody con-

tests. The rage for disputation which now began
to prevail, in consequence of the spread of this

philosophy, induced the council of Lateran,

under pope Innocent III., to proclaim a pro-

hibition of the use of the physics and meta-

physics of Aristotle; but awful as were then the

thunders of the Vatican, they were not mighty
enough to dethrone him from that despotism

over men's minds, which, by long custom, had
now rendered itself almost omnipotent. In
England, his doctrines were cherished with as

great an eagerness as elsewhere. From about

the end of the twelfth century the very name of

Aristotle operated like a charm; his writings had
obtained universal circulation, and in some of

the universities of Europe, statutes were framed

which required the professors to promise, on

oath, that in their public lectures on philosophy

they would follow no other guide

!

From this period till the close of the sixteenth

century, though the authority of Aristotle still

continued in the schools, the minds of men were

gradually preparing to shake off his yoke, and
a more propitious era was fast approaching. The
revival of learning in the fifteenth century, the

invention of the art of printing, and the Reform-
ation, had done much to prepare the world for

that new light which was afterwards to be cast

over the fields of science, hitherto covered with

darkness, and peopled only with airy and delu-

sive phantoms. In opposition to the system that

was held by Aristotle and his followers, which

made the earth the centre of the universe, Co-
pernicus had revived the ancient Pythagorean

doctrine of the earth's motion round the sun,

and had discovered the true theory of the

planets. Galileo, Kepler, Gassendi, and others,

who lived at the same time with Bacon, w ere

acquiring a well earned fame by their improve-

ments in geometry and physics; and the whole

world of science already sighed to be redeemed
from the darkness of the middle ages, and the

bondage of the schools.

It was reserved, however, for Francis Bacon,

lord Verulam, to break the spell of the mighty

enchanter of Stagira, and to give a final blow

to the scholastic philosophy;—to make one grand

and general attempt to deliver men's minds from

the bondage of two thousand years ;—to assert

the right of that reason with which the benifi-

cent Creator has endowed man, as above all

authority merely human;—and to sketch the

outline of one grand and comprehensive plan,

that should include in it the endless varieties of
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our knowledge, and guide our inquiries in every

branch. And this great philosopher has well

merited the appellations he has received—the

Prophet of the Arts, and the Father of Experi-

mental Philosophy.

Bacon laid the foundation ofan encyclopaedia*

full of the most profound inquiries, and boldest

anticipations which his own age was not capable

of understanding. Since the time of Bacon, a
multitude of encyclopaedias have appeared, but
none of them have his purely scientitic design,

and all relate either to the instruction of the

young and uninformed, or are intended as books
of reference for the deeply learned.

The honour of undertaking encyclopaedias on
a regular plan belongs to the middle ages, which,

with iron industry, produced not only a large

number of encyclopaedias of particular sciences,

called Summa or Specula, but also a Universal

Encyclomedia, such as had never been seen

before/ The first person who conceived the idea

of an encyclopaedia or universal dictionary, was
Andrew Matthew Acquaviva, duke of Altri and
prince of Teramo, in the kingdom of Naples.

He was one of the greatest luminaries of the age
in which he lived. He published a work under
that title in two volumes folio, which though
scanty and defective, was sufficient to give some
hints for conducting a compilation of that kind.

He died in the year 1528./
In the seventeenth century, the works, by no

means without value, of Matthius Martinus,
professor and rector in the gymnasium of Bre-
men (Idea methodica et brevis Encyclopedia
sive adumhratio Universitatis, Herborn, 1606),

and of John Henry Alstead (Encyclopcedia vii

Tomis distincta, Herborn, 1620, 2 vols, folio),

were followed by those of the illustrious Bacon.
1621, Jan. 5. Paul Van Somer, an artist

of great merit, was born at Antwerp, in 1576,
and died in London. He was the first of those

artists who, after the accession of James I.

arrived in England, and practised a skilful

management of the chiaro-scuro. His portraits

were admired for great elegance of attitude,

and remarkable resemblance. His pencil was
chiefly employed on portraits of royal, noble,

and eminent personages.

1621. Crispin Van Pas, Pass, or Passe, a
celebrated engraver of Utrecht, resided in Eng-
land, at this time. He published Holland's
Heroloogia, and a treatise DeW Arte di Diseg-
nare e di Pingere, in 1643. He engraved the
plates for Withers's Emblems, 1615. ]\|agda-
len his daughter, William his son, and Simon
of the same family, were all engravers. Magda-

* The word Encyclopedia or Cyclopcedia is formed from
the Greek, but not a native compound of that language,
originally denoted the whole circle of the various branches
of knowledge which were comprehended by the ancients
in a liberal education. At a later period, the word was
applied to every systematic view, either of the whole
extent of human knowledge (universal encyclopaedia), or
of particular departments of it (particular or partial en-
cyclopaedia) . The spirit of compiling, which prevailed in
the Alexandrian school, soon led to attempts remotely
allied to this, and Varro and Pliny the Elder, among the
Romans, composed works of a similar kind.

len engraved Katherine, duchess of Bucking-
ham. William engraved the family of king
James I., the king and queen of Bohemia,
and their children, 1621, and some single por-

traits. Simon settled in Denmark, after having
spent two years in England; he engi-aved

counters of the English royal family ; Liberum
Belgium, and a great number of portraits.

There was also a younger Crispin.

1621. Printing introduced into Aberdeen, a

town of Scotland, well known for its university,

which was founded about 1494. The circum-

stances attending the introduction of the art of

printing into this town are here given from the

Annals of Aberdeen, by W. Kennedy, in two
volumes quarto, 1818. " In the year 1621, a
patent was obtained from king James, by bishop

Patrick Forbes and sir Paul Menzies of Kin-
mundie, provost of Aberdeen, for establishing

printing at Aberdeen : and Mr. Raban was ac-

cordingly appointed soon after, by the magis-
trates and council, printer to the town and uni-

versity; with the exclusive privilege of printing.

He was allowed a salary of £40 annually : and
for his further encouragement to prosecute the

art, a small emolument of eight-pence quarterly

from each scholar at the grammar-school, which
was collected with the school-fees.

" He had acquired the reputation of being at

the time a very eminent master ; which indeed
appears from the specimens of his works.

Among these may be mentioned a pocket
Prayer book for the service of the Church, printed

in the year 1625, with the Calendar and the

Psalms set to music, which we believe was
among the first of his works."

In 1623, Mr. Raban printed .4 brief Chronicle

of all the Kings of Scotland ; declaring in what
year of the world, and of Christ, they began to

reign, how long they reigned, of what qualities

they were, and how they died. Printed for David
Melvill. 8vo. pp. 41. Reprinted in the third

volume of the Harleian Miscellany.
" In the year 1633, Dr. Ban'on printed his

book On the arnval ofKing Charles in Scotland^

with Poems on the Coronation ; which was
dedicated to the magistrates and council. In
1636 a volume of The Funeralls of a right reve-

rend Father in God, Patrick Forbes, of Corse,

Bishop of Aberdeen, and the Canons and Con-
stitutions of the Church were printed there in

the same year.
" Mr. Raban carried on the printing business

until the year 1649, when he died, and was
succeeded in his office of printer to the town
and university by James Brown, son of Wil-
liam Brown, minister of Invemochty."

1621. Anatomy of Melancholy. By Demo-
critus Junior. Oxford. Folio. London, 1652.

This is the celebrated work of Robert Burton,
and presents, in quaint language, and withmany
shrewd and amusing obsenations, a full view of
all the kinds of that disease. It was so success-

ful at first, that the publisher realized a fortune
by it ; and Warton says, that " the author's

variety of learning, his quotations from scarce
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and curious books, his pedantry, sparkling with

rude wit and shapeless elegance, miscellaneous

matter, intermixture of agreeable tales and illus-

trations, and perhaps, above all, the singularities

of his feelings, clothed with an uncommon
quaintness of style, have contributed to render

it, even to modern readers, a valuable repertory

of amusement and information." Burton classes

the pleasures of study among those exercises or

recreations of the mind which pass within doors.

Looking about " this world of books," he ex-

claims "I could even here live and die with

such meditations, and take more delight and
true content of mind in them, than in all thy

wealth and courts. There is a sweetness, which

as Circe's cup, bewitcheth a student ; he cannot

leave off, as well may witness those many labo-

rious hours, days, and nights, spent in their

volumnious treatises. So sweet is the delight

of study. The last day is prioris discipulus.

Heinsius was mewed up in the library of Ley-
den all the year long, and that which, to my
thinking, should have bred a loathing, caused in

him a greater liking, ' I no sooner,' saith he,
' come into the library, but I bolt the door to

me, excluding lust, ambition, avarice, and all

such vices, whose nurse is idleness, the mother
of ignorance and melancholy. In the very lap

of eternity, among so many divine souls I take

my seat with so lofty a spirit, and sweet content,

that I pity all our great ones, and rich men,
that know not this happiness.'

"

Such is the incense of a votary who scatters

it on the altar, less for ceremony than for the

devotion .

—

D^Israeli.
Rantzau, the founder of the great library at

Copenhagen, whose days are dissolved in the

pleasures of reading, discovers his taste and ar-

dour in the following elegant effusion :

—

Golden volumes ! richest treasures !

Objects of delicious pleasures

!

You my eyes rejoicing please,
You my hands in rapture seize !

Brilliant wits and musing sages,
Lights who beam'd through many ages,
Left to your conscious leaves theii* stor>%

And dared to trust you with their glory j

And now their hope of fame achieved.
Dear volumes, you have not deceived

!

Burton* has drawn a fearful picture of the

abject condition of men of learning before they

had a public to rely upon. "Rhetoric only serves

them to curse their bad fortunes ; and many of

them, for want of means, are driven to hard

* Robert Burton was born at Lindley in Leicestershire,
Feb. 8, 1576. He was educated at Oxford, and was pre-
sented to the vicarage of St. Thomas in that university,
and next to the rectory of Seagrave in his native county.
He led a studious and solitary life in his college, till he
at length became oppressed with melancholy, and resolved
to write a book upon that subject with the view of curing
himself. He died in 1639-40 ; and in his epitaph, in the
cathedral of Oxford, he is described as having lived and
died by melancholy.
William Burton was an elder brother of the above, and

an eminent antiquary ; was bom in Leicestershire in
1575, and educated at Oxford, from whence he removed to
the Inner Temple, London, and was called to the bar.
He died in 1645.

shifts. From grasshoppers they turn humble
bees and wasps, plain parasites, and make the
muses mules, to satisfy their hunger-starved
families, and get a meals meat."

1621, Sept. 25. Died, Mary Sidney, countess
of Pembroke, who was not only an ingenious
poet, but a great encourager ol letters, which
enabled her to make an illustrious appearance
among the literati of her time.f She was born
about the middle of the sixteenth century,

the daughter of sir Henry Sidney, knight,
and sister of sir Philip Sidney. About the year
1576, she married Heniy, lord Pembroke. As
her genius inclined her to poetry, she translated

many of the psalms into English verse; and
was the author of many other works. She sur-

vived her husband twenty years ; and having
lived to a good old age, died at her house in

Aldersgate-street, London. She was buried in

Salisbury cathedral. Her character may be
fairly judged from the following epitaph:

Underneath this sable hearse
Lies the subject of all verse,

Sidney's sister, Pembroke's mother.
Death, ere thou hast slain another,
Fair and learned, good as she.

Time shall throw a dart at thee.

Another patroness of letters was Lucy Har-
rington, countess of Bedford. This remarkable

lady was, like the former, a patroness of talent, at

a period when the female mind was generally

circumscribed within the bounds of domestic

duties. She was herself a poet, and the warm
friend of genius in every class of society. She
died in the year 1628.

Elizabeth Jane Weston was, without doubt,

the most learned lady of her time, but of whom
very few particulars are known. She was born

about the beginning of queen Elizabeth's

reign, and is supposed by Fuller to have been

a branch of the ancient family of Weston, of

Sutton, in the county of Surry. She appears

to have left England at an early age, accompany-
ing her father, and settled at Prague, in Bo-
hemia, where she afterwards mamed a gentle-

man of the name of Leon, who held an appoint-

ment in the emperor's court. She was greatly

skilled in languages, particularly the Latin ; her

compositions abounding in such elegance of dic-

tion, and correctness of style, as to merit the

encomiums of the erudite Scaliger, May, and
other celebrated men. Mr. Evelyn has placed

her in his Numismata, among learned women ;

and Farnaby ranks her with sir Thomas More,
and the best Latin poets of the sixteenth century.

* The Countess of Pembroke's Arcadia. London

:

printed for William Ponsonby. 4to., 1590. A curious
and copious account of this romance is given in Zouch's
Life of Sir Philip Sidney, and a good analysis of the story

is in Dunlop's History of Fiction. It was severely cen-

sured by Horace Walpole, afterwards earl of Orford. The
romance has been translated into Italian, French, Dutch,
and other languages.
The Countess of Pembroke's Arcadia, now the third

time published, with sundry new additions of the same
author. Edinburgh : printed by Robert Waldegrave,
1599, folio.
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Neither Ballard nor Chalmers could discover

the year of her death, but merely state that she

was living in 1605. It is, however, proved that

she survived till 1613.*

It was not until this period that the literary

education of women, of the middle class of

society, began to prevail in England ; few were
taught more than to read, but at this time,

writing was superadded, with music, dancing,

and French; and it is a singular fact that neither

of Shakspeare's daughters could write.

1621, Dec. Died, Andrew Hart, one of the

most distinguished of the early typographers of

Scotland. He flourished in the reign of James
VI. Previous to 1600, he was in the habit of

importing books from abroad; he was at this

time exclusively a bookseller. From a mere
bookseller he seems gradually to have become a

publisher: several books were printed in Holland
about the yea^s 1600 and 1601, " at his expense."

Finally, he added the business of printing to his

other dealings. The productions of his press

specify that his shop was in the High-street of

Edinburgh, on the north side, opposite the cross

;

being, by a strange chance, the identical spot

from which Mr. Archibald Constable, two hun-
dred years after, issued so many noble efforts of

Scottish genius. Hart's edition of the bible,

1610, has also been admired for its fine typogra-
phy. He also published a well-known edition

of Barbour's Bruce. In addition to all other

claims upon our praise. Hart was a worthy man.
He died in a good old age, as we learn from a
notice in Boyd of Trochrig's Obituary.

\

1622. New and Merry Prognostication^devised

after the finest fashion.

Made and written for this present yeare.
By four witty Doctors as shall appeare,
Spendall, Whoball, and Doctor Dews-ace,
With them Will. Somner takes his place.
They have consulted all in deede,
To solace them, that this shall reede.

This is a poetical tract of the greatest rarity.

It is in 4to, and embellished with wood cuts. A
copy, in morocco, was lately offered for £8 8*.

1622. Greevous Grones for the Poore. Done
by a well wisher, who wisheth that the Poore of
England might be provided for, as none should
need to go a begging within this realme.

The poore afflicted are.
So that they perish fast;

If now no order taken be,
Then mine comes at last.

Printed for Michael Sparre.

This tract is assigned to Thomas Decker, but
upon no sufficient authority. It is inscribed, by
the printer, " to the right honourable, right wor-
shipfull, and worthy company of the Virginia
and Sommer Hand plantations." He calls it a
poor fatherless volume.

* See the Bibliographical and Retrospective Miscellany.
London. 1830. post 8vo.
t Le moy de Dec. l62I, mourut a Edin. le ban homme-

Andrew Hart, imprimeur et libraire ; decede en bonne
vieillesse ; homme de bien et notre ancien amy.

1622. Died, John Baron Napiee, of Mer-
chiston, in Scotland, where he was bom in 1550.
An able mathematician and theologian, the fore-

runner of Newton, and inventor of logarithms*
with secret inventions.•\- Mr. Chalmers observes,

that the reforms and revolutions of Scotland had
no happy influence on her genius and litemture,
during several ages. But a few individuals
arose, who by devoting their lives to useful
studies, amidst fanaticism and turbulence, would
do honour to any country. The foremost was
Napier, whose logarithms and secret inventions

however, " did little honour to his genius, and
proved less useful to mankind."

1622. The Belgicke Pismire stinging the sloth-

ful sleeper, and bringing the diligent to Fast,
Watch, Pray, ^c. By Thomas Scot. 4to.

1622, Aug. 23. The Certain Neios of the pre-
sent week, edited by, and printed for Nathaniel
Butter, at the Pyde Bull, St. Austin's gate.

This is a small quarto of eighteen pages, with
the following advertisement at the end of it :

—

" If any gentleman, or other accustomed to buy
the weekly relations of nevves, be desirous to

continue the same, let them know that the writer,

or transcriber rather of this newes, hath pub-
lished two former newes, the one dated the
second, the other the thirteenth of August, all

which do carry a like title, with the arms of the
king of Bohemia, on the other side of the title-

page, and have dependence one upon another:
which manner of writing and printing he doth
purpose to continue weekly, by God's assistance,

from the best and most certain intelligence.

Farewell, this twenty-three of August, 1622."
This publication is deemed the first weekly

newspaper in England. The thirty years' war,
and the exploits of the great Gustavus Adolphus,
excited the curiosity of all classes, and the
occasional pamphlets which had been issued,
were now converted into weekly intelligence.

The following statement of the progress of
" publicknews and papersj when they first began

;

their progress, increase, and uses and abuses to
the people," is taken from the Harleian manu-
scripts. 5910.

" In the days of King Henry VII. we had
none that ever I could see, that is to say, in
single sheets, except some invectives against the
pope and the church of Rome. It is true there
were several tracts wrote against cardinal Wol-
sey ; but they were in books in octavo ; and
several other relating to several matters, as about
the sacrament, against Gardiner, bishop Bonner,
&c.: but these might rather be called libels than

* The Mirifici Logarith morum Canonis Descriptio was
printed by Andro Hart, at Edinburgh, l6l-l, 4to., and was
dedicated to Charles, Prince of Wales.

t The secret inventions were a bumiug mirrour, a won-
derful piece of artillery, and a war chariot. " These inven-
tions," says Napier, besides devices of sailing under the
water, and stratagems for burning the enemies ships, by
the grace of God and works of expert craftemen, I hope
to perform."

t Many of these were rather pamphlets and not con-
tinued publications ; but single sheets, merely printed as
attacks or answers on temporary occurrences, on the spur
of the occasion.
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pamphlets. These were most printed beyond
the seas. Only one I remember, which was
The Supplication of Beggars, wrote against the

begging friers by one Fish.
" But in the days of queen Mary they began

to fly about in the city of London ; as several

ballads and other songs and poems, as a ballad

of the queen's being with child.

" And these, I say, were the forerunners of

the newspapers. In the days of queen Elizabeth

we had several papers printed, relating to the

affairs in France, Spain, and Holland, about the

time of the civil wars in France. And these

were, for the most part, translations from the

Dutch and French, and were books, or pamphlets

rather, which, I take, if I mistake not, the word
signifieth to be held in the hands and quickly

read. We must come down to the reign of king

James I. and that towards the latter end, when
news began to be in fashion ; and then, if I

mistake not, began the use of Mercury-women ;

and they it was that dispersed them to the

hawker, which word hath another signification.

Look more in the Bellman of London.^^

The business of these Mercuries and hawkers

at first was to disperse proclamations, orders of

council, and acts of parliament, &c. The Har-
leian rnanuscripts proceed to give what is there

styled a list of early-printed newspapers; but

which was so extremely incomplete, that Mr.
Nichols* took some trouble to improve it, from

the entries at stationers' hall, and from the royal

collection in the British Museum, before he was
aware that Mr. Chalmersf had encountered a
similar labour. The Rev. Samuel Ayscough
added more than one hundred articles to the

list of Mr. Nichols, which had escaped the no-

tice of Mr. Chalmers ; and from a collection of

newspapers in his own possession, besides being

continued to a later period, Mr. Nichols was
enabled to fonn his list tolerably complete.|

1536. Neiues^ out of Hell; a dialogue between
Charon and Zebul, a devil. London, printed

by John Byddell. 8vo.

1576. Pasquin in a trance. A christian and
learned dialogue, contemning newes out of heaven,

* Literary Anecdotes, vol. 4, &c.

t Life of Thomas Ruddiman, the printer,

t For the list of newspapers, the compiler has been
much indebted to the labours of Chalmers and Nichols

;

but many articles are here inserted that escaped the inde-

fatigable research of those two gentlemen.

§ The original orthography was newes, and in the

singular. Johnson has, however, decided, that the word
newes is a substantive without a singular, unless it be con-

sidered as singular. The word new, according to Wachter,
is of very ancient use, and is common to many nations.

The Britons, and the Anglo-Saxons, had the word, thou!>-h

not the thing. It was 'first printed by Caxton, in the

modern sense. In the Siege of Rhodes, which was tran-

slated by John Kay, the poet laureate, and printed by
Caxton, about the year 1490. In the Assembly of Foulis,

which was printed by William Copland in 1530, there is

the following exclamation ;

—

Newes ! Newes ! Newes ! have ye ony Newes ?"

In the translation of the Utopia, by Raphe Robinson,
citizien and goldsmythe, which was imprinted by Abra-
ham Nele, in 1551, we are told, " As for monsters, be-
cause they be no newes, of them we were nothynge in-

quysitive."—Such is the rise, and such the progress of the
word news, which even, in 1551, was still printed newes !"

purgatory, and hell, discovei'ing the crafty conse-

quences of antichrist. London : printed by Wil-
liam Seres. 4to.

1 578. Joyfull nervesfrom the newfound world,

of things used in physick, brought from the West
Indies. London: printed by William Norton.
4to. with cuts. Again in 1580.

1579. News Newes, contayning a short re-

hersall of Stukeley and Morice's rebellion.

1579. Newesfrom the North ; or a conference
between Simon Certain and Pierce Plowman. 4to.

A copy sold at the Roxburghe sale for £12 12s.

1583, Feb. 1. Wonderful and strange Naves
out of Suffolke and Essex, whsre it rayned
Wheat the space of six or seven miles. 12mo.

1588. English Mercuric.*

1588. Mercurij Gallo-Belgici.f

1593. Newes from Spain and Holland. 8vo.

1600. Neives out of Cheshire of the new found
well, with a frontispiece.

1604. Newes from Gravesend. 4to.

1608. Newes from Lough-Foyle in Ireland,

of the rebellion of sir Carey Daugherty and
Filly-me Reah Mac Davy. 4to.

1611. Newes from Spain. For Nathaniel
Butter, 4to. 12 pages.

1612. Woful Newes from the west parts of
England of the lamentable burning of Teverton.

4to. with f'rontispiece.

1612. Newes out of Germany. 4 to.

1614. Good Newes from Florence. 4 to.

1615. Newesfrom Gulick and Cleve. 4to.

1618. Newes from Perin (Penrith) in Corn-
u^all, of a murther committed by a father on his

owne Sonne (lately returned from the Indyes).

4to. Black letter. From this pamphlet Mr.
George Lillo, author of George Barnwell, took

his tragedy of the Fatal Curiosity.

1618. Newes from Italy. 4to.

1620. Vox Populi, or Newesfrom Spain, 4to.

with plates.

1620. Good Newes to Christendome sent to a

Venetian in Legome, from a merchant in Alex-

andria. 4to. with wood cut.

1621. C(mrant, or Weekly Newesfrom Foreign

Parts ; a half sheet in black letter, 4to. out of

high Dutch, printed for Nath. Butter.

1621 , Oct. 23. In the stationers' books, Newes

from Poland, whei'ein is truelie enlarged the oc-

casion, progression, and interception of the Turks

formidable threatening of Europe, was entered by
William Lee.

1621, Oe^. 29. The certain and true Newsfrom
all parts of Germany and Poland, to the present

time. 4to.

Burton, in \ns, Anatomy of Melancholy, -pub-

lished in this year, says, " that if any read now
a-days it is a play-book, or a pamphlet of newes.X

1622, April 13. Strange Nerves out of diverse

* See page 399, ante.

i See page 428 and 445, ante.

t There is not a porch or a market-place in which the

news-monger does not take his stand for a whole day
together, tiring his invention and amusing his hearers

with an everlasting series of fictions and forgeries.

—

Thenphrastus. B. C. 305.
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Countries, netier discovered till of late, by a strange

Pilgrim in those Parts, by George Fairbanke.

1622, Mag 3. A Courant of Newes from Vi-

enna and other jdaces, entered May 29, by Mr.
Bourne and Thomas Archer.

1622, June 7. A Courant of Newes, by Mr.
Butter.

A Courant of Newes, dated at Rome, May 21

;

entered June 17, by Nath. Newbunie and Wil-
liam Sheffard.

1622, June 19. Newes from New England, by
John Bellamie.

1622, Aug. 21. The certain Newes of the pre-

sent Week, by Mr. Butter.

1622, Aug. 27. A Discourse of Newes from
Prague in Bohemia, of a Husband who by

Witchcraft had murthered eighteen Wives, and

of a Wife ivho had likewise murthered nineteen

Husbands, by Barth. Downes and William
Sheffard.

1622, Sept. 3. A Courant, called Newesfrom
sundry Places, with a relation of the Storm at

Plymouth ; by Mr. Butter.

About this period, newspapers began also to

be established on the continent. Their origina-

tor at Paris is said to have been a physician,

named Theophrastus Renaudot, who had found

that it was conducive to success in his profession

to be able to tell the news to amuse his patients.

Seasons were not always sickly, but his taste for

the collection of gossip was incessant. He, there-

fore, came to reflect that there might be some
advantage in printing his intelligence periodi-

cally, so that the world might have it whether

sick or whole. His scheme succeeded, and he
obtained a sole privilege from cardinal Richlieu,

for publishing the Paris Gazette, and the first

number appeared in April, in the year 1632.

1623. Edward Hulet gave to the stationers

company £5 "for a drinking among them,"

and a silver bowl, gilt in fashion of an owl,

weighing six ounces, inscribed " The gift of

Edward Hulet, gentleman, 1623." This bowl
was preserved in 1629, when all the rest of the

plate was sold, to relieve the king's wants.

1623. The following work was printed at Am-
sterdam in this year:

—

Voorbeetsels der Oude
Wyse, handelande van trouiv, ontrouxv, list, haet,

gheswtndicheyt, ende alle audere Menschelucke
gheneghenlheden, with curious cuts formed with

types, instead of the common mode of engraving
or casting entire subjects upon one piece, these

consist of several. A book of the most extreme
rarity, which appears to have escaped the re-

searches of bibliographers. It must always rank
as a curiosity on account of the cuts being
formed of detached types. There is a copy in

the royal library at Paris. A copy of this work
was lately offered at £8 8s.

1623. Isaac Jaggard and Edward Blount
printed the first edition of Shakspeare's plays,

with the following title :

Mr. William Shakespeares Comedies, Histories,

and Tragedies. Published according to the time

Original Copies. London, 1623. Folio.

This edition was published under the direction

of Heminge and Condell, two players, with the

following dedication to the earls of Pembroke
and Montgomery

:

" Since your lordships have been pleased to

think these trifles something, heretofore," say

these fellow -labourers in the art of pleasing,
" and have prosecuted both them and their au-

thor, living, with so much favour, we hope you
will use the like indulgence toward them you
have done unto their parent. There is a great

difference, whether any book choose his parents

or find them : this hath done both ; for so much
were your lordships likings of the several parts,

when they were acted, as before they were pub-
lished, the volume asked to be yours. We have
but collected them, and done an office to the

dead to procure his orphans guardians, without

ambition either of self-profit or fame : only to

keep the memory of so worthy a friend and fel-

low alive, as was our Shakspeare."

Leonard Digges wrote an elegy upon Shak-
speare, immediately after the appearance of the

first edition ; of which the following is an extract

:

" Next nature only helped him, for look thorough
This whole book, thou shalt find he doth not borrovr

One phrase from Greeks, nor Latins imitate.

Nor once from vulgar languages translate;

Nor plagiary-like, from others glean,

Nor begs he from each witty friend a scene.

To piece his acts with : all that he doth write
Is pure his own ;

plot, language, exquisite."

Mostofthe plays of Shakspeare were published

in a detached form during his lifetime. This

edition was thrice reprinted before the close of

this century, but without any attention being paid

to the accuracy of the text. At length, in 1714,

Nicholas Rowe, presented an edition in which
an attempt was made to correct many words

and phrases, which were either wrong or sup-

posed to be so ; now also was it thought, for the

first time, necessary to gather a few particulars

respecting the life of the author.

This first edition is greatly prized by amateui*s,

as it contains the only portrait, which requires

no evidence to support its authenticity. " It is,"

says John Home Tooke, " the only edition

worth regarding, and it is much to be wished,

that an edition of Shakspeare were given litera-

tum according to the first folio," as " the igno-

rance and presumption of the commentators

have shamefully disfigured Shakspeare's text."

The insensibility of Shakspeare to the offspring

of his brain may be the subject of our wonder

or admiration; but its consequences have been

calamitous to those who in after times have hung
with delight over his pages. On the intellect

and the temper of these ill-fated mortals it has

inflicted a heavy load of punishment in the

dulness and the arrogance of commentators and
illustrators—in the conceit and petulance of

Theobald; the imbecility of Capell ; the pert

and tasteless dogmatism of Steevens, the ponder-

ous littleness of Malone and of Drake. Some
superior men, it is true, have enlisted themselves

in the cause of Shakspeare. Rowe, Pope, War-
burton, Hanmer, and Johnson, have successively

been his editors ; and have professed to give his

3 o

I
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scenes in their original purity to the world.

But from some cause or other, which it is not

our present business to explore, each of these

editors, in his turn, has disappointed the just

expectations of the public; and, with an in-

version of nature's general rule, the little men
have finally prevailed against the great. The
blockheads*^have hooted the wits from the field

;

and attaching themselves to the mighty body of

Shakspeare, like baniacles to the hull of a proud

man of war, they are prepared to plough with

him the vast ocean of time ; and thus, by the

only means in their power, to snatch themselves

from that oblivion to which nature had devoted

them.

—

Symmons.*
Dr. Johnson remarks, that from the year 1623

to 1664, that is forty-one years, only two editions

* Perhaps there is no work in the English language
which has risen so rapidly in value as the first edition of

our great natural poet. The players, Heminge and Con-
dell, published the first edition at ^6*1. At the sale of

Philip Spildt, esq., I8l4, the following prices were ob-

tained ;
—

First edition, title-page reprinted, and Martin Dros-
hout's portrait inserted, bound in russia by R. Payne,
1623, ^^i7 l6s.

Second edition, bound in russia by R. Payne, 1632,

^13 2s. 6d.

Third edition, and unto this impression is added seven
plays, never before printed, in lolio, blue morocco, l664.

.^16 l6s.

Mr. Beloe says, " I can remember a very fine copy of the

first edition of Shakspeare to have been sold for five

guineas. I could once have purchased a superb one for

nine guineas." At the sale of Dr. Monro's books it

was purchased for thirteen guineas; and I was once
present when thirty-six guineas were demanded for a copy.

Dr Askew had a fine copy of the first edition of this

book, with the autograph of Charles I. Mr. Steevens
purchased it at Dr. Askew's sale for d^b 10s. In this book
Charles I. had written these words: Dum spiro spbro,
C. R. and sir Henry Herbert, to whom the king presented

it the night before his execution, had also written, "Ex
dono serenissimi Regis Car. Servo suo Humiliss. T.

Herberts."
At the sale of the Kemble library, Mr. Boswell gave

£\\2 7s. for a copy of the folio edition. It had no doubt
cost Mr. Kemble three times that sum in the illustrations.

Mr. Ford, a bookseller of Manchester, about 1806, sold a
copy of the ori!>:inal edition of Venus and Adonis for ^6'50.

At the sale of Craven Ord, esq., 1830, a copy of the first

edition, title reprint. Colonel Stanley's copy, was sold for

^6*38 6s. 6d. At the same sale, the following prices were
obtained :

Shake- Speare^s Sonnets, never before imprinted, ex-

tremely rare. From the libraries of George Steevens
and the duke of Roxburghe, 1609. ^21 lOs. 6d. It sold

at the duke of Roxburghe's sale for ^6'21, and a copy of

the same edition sold at Mr. Sotheby's, June, 1826, for

j£40 19s.

Much Ado about Nothing, trst ediHon, 16OO. 4to. ^g"!!.

Mr. Bindley's copy sold for 3S\7 l/s., and Mr. Steevens's
for ^6'25 lOs.

History of the Merchant of Venice, first edition. 4to.

1605. j610 5S.

Richard II, second edition, 1508, 4to. ^7 17s- 6d.

Henry IV. Part the First. Second edition. 1599. 4to.

£8 18s. 6d. TheWhite Knights' copy sold for ^18 17s. 6d.

Romeo and Juliet, newly corrected, augmented and
amended, second edition. Steveens's copy. 1599. 4to.

£6 l6s. 6d.

Rape ofLucrece, l624, 4to. Bindley's sale, £g ps.

Sonnets. Printed by G. Eld, for T. T., and are to be
sold by William Aspley, 1609. 4to. Sold at the sale of
Dr. Farmer's library for £8; at Mr. Steevens's force's 19s.;

at the duke of Roxburghe's for ^621 ; at White Knight's for

£37 ; at Mr. Boswell's for ^^38 l8s. ; and at Sotheby's,
June, 1826, for ^'40 19s.

Poems. Writtenby William Shakespeare, Gent. Printed
by Thomas Cotes, and are to be sold by John Benson,
1640. Small 8vo., with a portrait of Shakspeare, by
Marshall. Sold at Bindley's sale for £5 5s. ; at Sir Mark
Syke's for £7.

of the works of Shakspeare were printed, which
probably did not altogether make 1000 copies.

1623, Nov. 9. Died, William Camden, a
learned antiquary and historian. He was born
May 2, 1551, in the Old Bailey, London, of
humble parents, and owed his 'education to

charity. He received the rudiments of his

education at Christ's hospital, London, and was
afterwards of Magdalen college, Oxford, in 1565.
In 1573 he took the degree of B.A., and in 1576
was appointed second master of Westminster
school. In 1586 he published in Latin, the
History of the Ancient Inhabitants of Britain,
their Origin, 3Tanners, and Laws; a third edition

of this work appeared iu 1590, at which time he
had a prebend in Salisbury cathedral, but with-
out being in orders. In 1593 he became head
master of Westminster school, and next year

published an enlarged edition of his Britannia.

In 1597 he printed his Greek grammar, for the

use of Westminster school ; and the same year
was made clarencieux king at arms. In 1600
came out his Catalogue of the Monuments in

Westminster Abbey, and a new impression of his

Britannia. In 1603 he published at Frankfort

a collection of our ancient historians, in Latin

;

and in the year following appeared his Remains
concerning Britain, in 4to. In 1615 he printed

his Annals of Queen Elizabeth. But such was
the literary despotism, that men of genius in this

country were either suffering the vigorous limbs
of their productions to be shamefully mutilated

in public, or voluntarily committed a literaiy

suicide on their own manuscripts. Camden de-

clared that he was not suffered to print all his

Elizabeth, and sent those passages over to De
Thou, the French historian, who printed his

history faithfully two years after Camden's first

edition, 1615. He died at Chiselhurst, in Kent,
and his remains were interred with great so-

lemnity in Westminster abbey. He founded a
history professorship at Oxford, and bequeathed
all his books and papers to sir Robert Cotton.

William Camden was a man of singular mo-
desty and integrity, profoundly learned in the

history and antiquities of this kingdom, and a
judicious and conscientious historian. He was
reverenced and esteemed by the literati of all

nations, and will be ever remembered as an
honour to the age and country wherein he lived.

1623. From a passage in the DeviVs Law Case,

a drama by John Webster, first published in this

year, it is very evident that gold ornaments had
been long familiarly known as applied to vellum
binding, at that period. He says

—

There's in my closet

A prayer book that is covered with gilt vellum

;

Fetch it.

1623. The following curious English book

was printed at Tournay, in 12mo., entitled. The
image of bothe Churches, Hierusalem and Babel,

unitie and confusion, obedience and sedition, by
P. D. M. {i. e. Matthew Patison); for sonle ac-

count of which consult Wood's Athence Oxoni-

ensis, and the Censura literaria, vol. vi. p. 245.
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] 624, Dec. 14. Died, Charles Howard, earl of

Nottingham, lord high admiral of England.
This nobleman planned the following work, with

a view to sooth queen Elizabeth's despair for the

recent execution of the earl of Essex, by flatter-

ing her preposterous vanity, and gave for a prize

subject to the best poets and musicians, whom
he liberally rewarded, the beauty and accom-
plishments of his royal mistress:

—

The Triumphs
of Oriana, to Jive and six voices, composed hy
divers several authors. London : printed by
Thomas Este, 1601 ; consisting of twenty-five
songs.

1625, March 27. Died, James I. of England,
and VI. of Scotland, after a reign over England
of twenty-two years, in the fifty-ninth year of

his age ; and was buried with great pomp and
solemnity in Westminster abbey. He left only

one son, Charles, and Elizabeth, the titular queen
of Bohemia.
The reign of James was vastly difl'erent from

that of his predecessor. Instead of an uninter-

rupted harmony of government, it was marked
by a perpetual jarring dissonance ; instead of
success and glory abroad, disappointment and
contempt ; instead of satisfaction, prosperity and
union at home, discontent, distress, and, at

last, civil war in all its horrors, and the ruin of
his family. It was unfortunate for himself that
James was born to fill a throne, since he had
neither the spirit nor resolution to act as became
a sovereign, and his weaknesses were more con-
spicuous from his elevated station, particularly

at a period when the general diflfusion of know-
ledge rendered men eager to discern and to

exaggerate the defects of their superiors.

James had the advantage of queen Elizabeth's
good example; and happy had it been for

him, his family, and the nation, if her example
had really had a due influence over his conduct.
Fraught with learning, not with knowledge;
ignorant of the true principles of government;
more a stranger to our constitution by his notions
and habits of thinking, than to our country by
his birth ; obstinate, though not steady ; misled
by self-opinion, and confirmed in error by super-
lative pedantry. His pedantry was too much
even for the age in which he lived, and fixed
upon him a just ridicule ; because the merit of a
chief governor is wisely to superintend the whole,
and not to shine in any inferior class, because
difl'erent, and in some cases, perhaps, opposite
talents, both natural and required, are necessaiy
to move and regulate the movements of the
machine of government ; in short, because as a
good adjutant may make a very bad general, so

a great reader and writer too may be a very igno-
rant king. In vain did the people look "for the
judgment and discernment which had rendered
the government of the last reign glorious.

A prince who had worn the crown of Scot-
land under so many restraints, and in so

great penury, might have contented himself, to

hold that of England on the same principles as

had contented the best and greatest of his prede-
cessors ; but his designs were as bad as those of

the very worst of the princes who were before

him.* From the principle of an absolute inde-

pendent right to the crown, inherent in himself,

as he vainly boasted of from the first, he intro-

duced the notion of an independent authority;

a right superior to law, not to be contradicted

by any human power; and consequently that an
independent king is accountable to God alone.

Could he have imposed this system of policy

upon the generality of his subjects, he might
have basked himself in the full sunshine of

arbitrary power. But instead of making his

impositions pass on the people, he only awakened
their jealousy. The spirit of liberty bafiied all

his designs ; and the same active principle which
complied with queen Elizabeth, vigorously re-

sisted king James, though he scrupled not to tell

his parliament, " that, as it is blasphemy to dis-

pute what God may do, so it is sedition in sub-

jects to dispute what a king may do in the height

of his power." Yet, notwithstanding his notions

and principles of government were so absurd,

by which he hoped to establish his authority, he
found numbers to adopt them ; for numbers are

at all times liable to be deceived, ready to be
tempted, and prone to be corrupted. By his

system of government, by his giving the reins of

power into the hands of favourites, he conjured

up that storm in which his successor perished.

Amongst the arbitrary acts of James's, was
his opposing the election of sir Francis Good-
win, member for the county of Berks, after he
had been declared duly elected by a committee
of the house of commons. That king James
was unfriendly to the liberty of the press, has
already been noticed, and the following are fur-

ther proofs of his desire to curtail the fruits of

genius ; he proclaimed Buchanan's History, and
a political tract of his at the "Mercat Cross;"

and every one was to bring his copy " to be
perusit and purgit of the offensive and extraordi-

nare raateris," under a heavy penalty. Knox,
whom Milton calls " the reformer of a king-

dom," was also curtailed; and " the sense of

that great man shall, to all posterity, be lost for

the fearfulness or the presumptuous vastness of

a perfunctory licenser.

On the 4th December, 1621, the king addresses

* Queen Elizabeth had so little concern about here-
ditary right, that she neither held, nor desired to hold,
her crown by any other tenure than the statute of the
35th of her father's reign. In the 13th of her own reign,

she declared it, by law, hig:h treason, during her life, and
a praemunire, after her decease, to deny the power of
parliament, in limiting and binding the descent and in-

heritance of the crown, or the claims to it. It was usual
when the iieople compared the reign of James with that of
the proceding glorious one, to distinguish him by the
name of queen James, and his predecessor as king Elizabeth
A public record informs us, that James I. granted to.

the duchess of Richmond and another person, an exclu-
sive patent for coining farthings. Francis Howard,
duchess of Richmond died 1639.

In the reign of James I. an act was passed to prevent
the further grotvth ofpoetry in England ; the object of the
bill was to prevent the growth ofpopery.
The first lottery known in England was drawn in

this reign, and was made for the support of the English
colonies in North America ; the last lottery was dravrn in

1827.

A^
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the Speaker, complaining, in reply to a petition

of the influence possessed by certain " fiery,

popular, and turbulent spirits" in the lower

house, forbidding their inquiry into the myste-

ries of state, or to concern themselves about the

marriage of his son, or to touch the character of

any prince his friend or ally, or to intermeddle

with causes which were submitted to the de-

cision of the courts of law, or even to send to

him their petition, if they wished him to hear

or answer the same ; desiring them also to recol-

lect that the crown possessed and would exercise

the right of punishing the misbehaviour of the

members both in and out ot parliament.

James bestowed honours in so lavish a man-
ner, and with so little distinction, that they

ceased, in some sense, to be honours, as it fre-

quently made those that possessed them the jest

of the nation. Two hundred and thirty-seven

persons received knighthood in the first six

weeks of his reign, and at the end of six months
a pasquinade was fixed at the door of St. Paul's

church, to teach the vulgar the names of the

new nobility, which amounted to more than
seven hundred. In May, 1611, he created the

dignity of Baronets, (or lesser barons,) they

engaging singly to maintain thirty foot soldiers

in Ulster, for three years, at the rate of eight-

pence English per day.

Lord Walpole, in his Anecdotes of celebrated

Painters, says, "it was fortunate for the arts

that king James had no liking towards them,
and let them take their course; for he would
probably have meddled to introduce as bad
taste in art as he did in literature." Hayley
says,

—

James, both for empire and for arts unfit.

His sense a quibble, and a pun his wit;
Whatever works he patronised, debased

;

But happly left the pencil undisgraced.

As a poet, James has already been mentioned.
He commenced, but did not live to complete, a
metrical version of the Psalms. What he had
written of it, was published in 1631, with the
permission of king Charles. It it said to be
" remarkable for its flat simplicity and unmean-
ing expletives." The version of Psalm Ixxiv.

11, may serve as a brief specimen.

"Why dost thou tJius withdraw thy hand
Even thy right hand restraine?

Out of thy bosom, for our good,
Drawe back the same againe."

James also published Witty Apothegms, of
which the following is a curious specimen relat-

ing to tobacco, which had become in very com-
mon use, and which he called the image of hell:
"the smoke he likened to the vanities of the
world ; like them it caused a passing pleasure,
made men's heads light and drunken therewith,
and bewitched men's hearts, so that they could
not quit the habit; besides that it was loathsome
and stinking like hell, so that were he to invite
the devil to dinner he would provide him a pig,
a poll of ling and mustard, and a pipe of tobacco
to help his digestion."

Of the colleges erected and endowed in the

reign of James, there were only two. which were
in the university of Oxford:

Wadham College, founded in 1613, byNicho-
las and Dorothy Wadham, for a warden, fifteen

fellows, and an equal nvimber of scholars, with
two chaplains, and two clerks. It is peculiar to

this college that the fellows are obliged to resign

on the completion of eighteen years from their

becoming regent masters, if they have not been
fortunate enough to have previously obtained

preferment. The building cost £10,816 7s. 8d.

to which was added somewhat more than £500
for plate and the furniture of the kitchen. The
whole of this was paid by Dorothy Wadham,
who survived her husband, and devoted herself

to fulfilling his benevolent intentions.

Pembroke College, originally Broadgate hall,

was converted into a college by the joint munifi-

cence of Thomas Tesdale and Richard Wight-
wick ; for although in the charter, dated in

1624, king James I. is called the founder, and
the earl of Pembroke, then chancellor of the

university, the godfather, yet it does not appear

that either of these personages assisted the foun-

dation otherwise than by their patronage.

1625, April. King Charles I. commanded
that the company of stationers in London
should have monthly certificates of the works

printed by the universities of Oxford and Cam-
bridge, signed by the vice-chancellor of each

university.

1625. Mrs. Lownes, widow of Matthew
LowNEs, gave £10 to the stationers' company,
as a remembrance of her husband. Matthew
was son of Hugh Lov^nes, of Rode, in Astbury,,

Cheshire, and was born about 1568.

1625. In Ben Jonson's play, entitled the

Staple of Neivs, written in this year, we have a

very curious and amusing description of an

office of news manufacturers, which for the gra-

tification of the reader it is quoted entire. The
scene is laid at the west end of St. Paul's :

—

I

Peni-boy, Cymbal, Fitton, Tho. Barber, Canter,
|j

In troth they are dainty rooms ; what place is this

Cymbal. This is the outer-room, where my clerks sit,

And keep their sides, the Register i' the midst
j

The Examiner, he sits private there, within
;

And here I have my several rowls and fyles

Of News by the alphabet, and all put up
Under their heads.
P. jun. But those too subdivided ?

Cymb. Into Authenticall, and Apocrj'phall.
Fitton. Or News of doubtful credit ; as Barbers' News.
Cymb. And Taylors' News, Porters', and Watermens'

News.
Fitt. Whereto beside the Coranti, and Gazetti.
Cymb. I have the News of the season.
Fit. As Vacation-news,

j
Term-news, and Christmas-news. 'M
Cymb. And News o' the Faction. "I
Fitt. As the Reformed-news. Protestant news,
Cymb. And Pontifical-news, of all which several,

The Day-books, Characters, Precedents are kept.

Together with the names of special Friends

—

Fitt. And Men of Correspondence i' the Country
Cymb. Yes, of all ranks, of all religions.

—

Fitt. Factors and Agents

—

Cymb. Liegers, that lye out
Through all the shires o' the kingdom.

P. jun. This is fine !

And bears a brave relation ! but what says
Mercuriiis Brittannieu^ to this ?

m
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Cymb. O Sir, he gains by 't half in half.

Fitt. Nay, more
I'll stand to't. For, where he was wont to g:et

In, hungry Captains, obscure Statesmen.
Cymb. Fellows

To drink with him in a dark room in a tavern.
And eat a sawsa2;e.

Fitt. We ha' seen't,

Cymb. As fain,

To keep so many politick pens.
Going to feed the press.

Fitt. And dish out News,
Were 't true or false.

Cyrnb. Now all that charge is sav'd
The publick Chronicler.

Fitt. How do you call him there \

Cymb. And gentle reader.
Fitt. He that has the maidenhead

Of all the books.
Cymb. Yes, dedicated to him.
Fitt. Or rather prostituted.

P. jun. You are right. Sir.

Cymb. No more shall be abus'd, nor Country Parsons
O' the Inquisition, nor busy Justices

Trouble the peace, and both torment themselves
And their poor ign'rant neighbours with inquiries

After the many and most innocent monsters,
That never came 'i th' Counties they were charg'd with.

P. jun. Why, methinks. Sir, if the honest common
people

Will be abus'd, why should not they ha' their pleasure.

In the believing lyes, are made for them

;

As you i' th' Office, making them themselves ?

Fitt. O Sir ! it is the printing we oppose.
Cymb. We not forbid that any News be made,

But that 't be printed; for, when News is printed,

It leaves, Sir, to be News, while 'tis but written

—

Fitt. Though it be ne're so false, it runs News still.

P. jun. See divers men's opinions ! unto some
The very printing of them makes them News j

That ha' not the heart to believe anything,
But what they see in print.

Fitt. I, that's an error

Has abus'd many : but we shall reform it.

As many things beside (we have a hope)
Are crept among; the popular abuses.

Cymb. Nor shall the Stationer cheat * upon the time,

By buttering over again t

—

Fitt. Once in seven years,

As the age doats

—

Cymb. And grows forgetful o' them

—

His antiquated pamphlets, with new dates.

But all shall come from the mint.
Fitt. Fresh and new stamp'd,
Cymb. With the Office-seal, staple commodity.
Fitt. And if a man will assure his News, he may

:

Twopence a sheet he shall be warranted.
And have a policy for 't."

P. jun. What are your present Clerk's habilities ?

How is he qualified ?

Cymb. A decay'd Stationer
He was, but knows News well ; can sort and rank 'em.

Fitt. And for a need can make 'em.
Cymb. True Paul's bred,

I' the church-yard.

1625, Aug. Count de Tilly, the celebrated

Austrian general, who is equally known for his

military talents and for the frightful scenes of

pillage and massacre which marked the course

of his army, during the thirty years war in

Geraiany, sent to the deputies of the circle of
Lower Saxony, at Brunswick, for them to exert

all their authority peremptorily to forbid all

* In a note to the reader, Ben Jonson speaks of the
Times News as a weekly cheat to draw money, which
" could not be fitter reprehended, than in raising tliis

ridiculous office of the Staple, wherein the age may see
her own folly, or hunger and thirst after published
Pamphlets of News, set out every Saturday, but made all

at home, and no syllable of truth in them j than which
there cannot be a greater disease in nature, or a fouler
scorn put upon the times."

t This alludes, no doubt, to Nathaniel Butter, the great
newspaper-monger.

writers and printers from speaking in an im-
proper manner of the imperial troops, and in-

flaming men's minds by such publications. In
answer to this order, among other things, the

printers returned these words :
" if his excellency

will seriously exert himself to restrain the sol-

diery from inhumanly wicked actions, all such

publications will soon die away." No further

notice w£is taken by the general. He was de-

feated by Gustavus Adolphus at Leipsic, August

28, 1631, and died at Ingoldstadt, April 30, 1632.

1626, Feb. A second newspaper of weekly

news, printed at London for Mercurius Brit-

tanicus, entitled, Imperial and Spanish Newes,

a small 4to. of 14 pages.

1626. The first Latin work printed in Ireland,

is supposed to have been sir James Ware's
Archiepiscoporum Cassilienslum et Tuamensium
Vitae, duohus expressae Commentariolis. Dublin,
4to. Sir James Ware was born at Dublin,

November 26, 1604, and died in that city, De-
cember 1, 1666.

It is asserted in the Nouveau Dictionnaire

Historique, printed at Lyons, in 1804, that

archbishop Usher's publication of Gotteschalchi^

&c. literae, 4to., Dublin, 1631, is the first Latin
hook printed in Ireland. The History of Got-

teschalcus, and the Predestinarian Doctrine
stirred hy him." He was a monk of the abbey
of Orbais, in the beginning of the ninth century,

and was whipped and imprisoned, because he
would not recant many things condemned by
councils against his doctrines, which he never

held.

1626. Died, Claude Morel, son of Frederic

Morel, noticed at page 376, ante, a Parisian

printer of considerable eminence. He was a
member of the " societas librariorum and typo-

graphorum," formed with a special view to the

publication of voluminous Greek works. In
this character, he was both employed in the im-
pression of, and had the chief concern in editing,

many folio editions of the Greek fathers, and
other sumptuous editions, undertaken at the

expense of the society. Claude Morel left three

sons, viz., Charles, Claude, and Giles, concern-

ing whom little more is recorded, than that the

first and third also signalized themselves in the

typographical profession.

1626. Died,FAVL Stephens, son of the second

Henry. He was bom probably in or about the

year 1566; and received his education chiefly at

Geneva, and as it is supposed, in the house of

his father, whose parental solicitude in his behalf

is pleasingly evinced by an epistle prefixed to

the Noctes Attica of Aulus Gellius, printed by
Henry, Parisiis, 1589. When Paul had com-
pleted his juvenile studies, he began at an early

age to travel ; and after the example of his

father, visited various seats of leaiming, and
formed an intimacy with some of the most
eminent scholars of the age ; which he was care-

ful afterwards to cherish and increase. The
periods of his diff'erent excursions in pursuit of
knowledge and improvement, cannot at present
be accurately defined: but it appears, that at
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intervals he took an early share in the labours of

his father's Imprimerie, repeating as opportunity

served, his visits to distant places. Probably
with a more particular view of improving him-
self in the typographic art, in 1595, he was at

Heidelberg, with Jerome Commelin, an eminent
printer there : and from thence, by his father's

direction, proceeded to Lyons, to avail himself

of the skill and experience of John Tomasius,

king's printer of that city. That he was some
time resident in London, there is no doubt.

The year which followed the decease ofHenry,

is considered as the first of Paul's typographical

career. His professional mark was generally

the paternal one, Olivia cum viro adstante^ with

the legend, Noli ahum sapera : sometimes, cum
viro gesticulante, and the words Rami ut ego in-

sererer defracti sunt. He occasionally adopted

that variety of the mark, which had been used

by his uncle, the second Francis ; and in some
instances added embellishments of his own in-

vention. He died at about seventy years of age.

Paul became an author at an early age. His
father Henry, himself an indifferent though pro-

lific Latin poet, was particularly solicitous that

his son should become a proficient in that species

of composition. Mention is made with com-
mendation of Pauli Stephani versionea epigram-

maticum GrcBcorum Anthologies Latinis versibu^^

and ejusdem Juvenilia. Genvae, 1593, ap. Fran-
"biscuna le Preux. Perhaps the most interesting,

and one of the most successful of his poetical

efforts, is the monody on the death of his father,

prefixed to the Concordantice Grcec. Nov. Testa-

menti, anni. 1600.

1626^ April 9. Died, Francis Bacon, viscount

St. Albans, and lord chancellor of England. Of
the advancement and ruin of this great philoso-

pher, lawyer, and politician, the space allotted

the brief notices of this work will not admit of

amplification. He was born in London, January
22, 1561, and educated at Cambridge. At the

age of sixteen he went to France, in the suite of

sir Amias Pawlet, ambassador to that court.

During his residence there he wrote an acute

piece on the state of Europe, which displayed

great observation, though he was then but nine-

teen years of age. On his return to England he
entered Gray's inn, and at the age of twenty-

eight was appointed one of the queen's counsel-

lors. But by his attachment to the earl of

Essex, who was at enmity with Cecil, Bacon
lost those advantages at court which he might
otherwise have expected. In 1593 he was cho-

sen member of parliament for Middlesex. On
the accession of James I. he obtained the honour
of knighthood, and in 1604 was appointed one
of the king's council, with a pension. In 1617
he was made lord keeper of the great seal ; and
two years after constituted high chancellor of
Great Britain, at which time he was advanced
to the peerage, by the title of baron of Verulum,
and the year following was created viscount St.

Albans. In 1620 he published the most elaborate
of all his works, the Novum Organon Scienti-
arum, (page 467, ante,) shewing a perfect

method of exercising the faculty of re^

The year followi«ig he was accused in parlia-

ment of bribery and corruption in his high
office, which heavy charge being admitted by
his own confession, he was sentenced to pay a
fine of £40,000, to be imprisoned during the

^
king's pleasure, and for ever rendered incapable I
of holding any oflace. He was soon restored to

liberty, had his fine remitted, and was summoned
to the first parliament of king Charles. After
this disgrace, he went into retirement, where he
devoted himself to his studies. Notwithstanding
his pension of £1800 a year, and his paternal
estate, which was worth £700 a year, his liberal-

ity was so great, that at his death his debts
amounted to £22,000. His remains were in-

teiTcd in St. Michael's church, at St. Albans.
His writings are an inestimable treasure of

sound wisdom. It was the opinion of Bacon,
that knowledge was the same as power. His
own life unfortunately showed that there might
be great knowledge without power. Subsequent
philosophers have agreed that knowledge is what
Bacon described it, only when combined with
moral excellence, which,though apt to be favoured
and improved by knowledge, is not always found
in its company. Lord Bacon, speaking of books,

says, " the opinion of plenty is among the causes

of want ; and the great quantity of books ma keth

a show rather of superfluity than lack; v\hich

surcharge, nevertheless, is not to be remedied by
making no more books, but by making more
good books, which, as the serpent of Moses,
might devour the serpents of the enchanters."

1626, Dec. 7. Died, Sir John DAViEs,a poet
and judge, who was born at Chisgrove, in Wilt-
shire, and educated at Oxford, and from thence
removed to the Inner Temple, and was called to

the bar. James I. conferred on him the honour
of knighthood, and made him attorney-general

for Ireland. In 1626 he was appointed chief

justice of the king's bench, in London, but died

shortly after of an apoplexy. He wrote a valu-

able book on the state of Ireland, 1612, which
has been several times reprinted. His poetical

works, of which that entitled Nosce Teipsum is

the principal, were collected and published in

1773, 12mo. Among his works, are twenty-six

short poems entitled Hymns to Astrecea, each of

which is an acrostic* on the words Elizahetha
Regina, and are perhaps the most elegant com-
positions of this description in any language.
His prose works were printed in one volume

* A Greek tenia, signifying literally the beginning of a
line or verse. An acrostic is a number of verses so con-
trived, that the first letters of each being read in the order
in which they stand, shall form some name or other word.
According to some authorities, a writer named Porphyrius
Optatianus, who flourished in the fourth century, has the
credit of being the inventor of the acrostic (see page 299
ante). The acrostic being addressed merely to the eye,

and conveying no pleasure either to the imagination or
to the ear, cannot of course add to the poetical effect of
the lines which it ornaments, any more than would the
printing of the initial letters in a different coloured ink.
But it is sometimes useful, as an aid to the memory, in
recollecting such verses as are composed only to be got
by heart, for the sake of the facts, of which they form a
summary.
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8vo. in 1786. He married Eleanor Touchet,

daughter of lord Audley, who pretended to he a
prophetess, and printed several pamphlets filled

with predictions and revelations. She died in

the year 1652. Lady Davies was also a most
prolific anagrammatist,* and scarcely yielded in

that art to Mrs. Mary Fage, who flourished at

this time, and is considered the greatest writer

of acrostics and anagrams that England ever

produced. We learn from Camden, that the art

of making auagrams began to flourish in this

country during the reign of Elizabeth ; and he
tells us, he knew some who had bestowed many
idle hours herein with good success, albeit our
English names, running rough with cragged
consonants, are not so smooth and easy for trans-

position as the French and Italian. Accordingly,

Camden furnished us with but one English ana-

gram, which is the following, on Charles I.

Charles James Steuart " Claims Arthur's seat."

Tn a Neil) Help to Discourse^ 12mo. London,
1684, we have an English anagram, with a very
quaint epigrammatic " exposition."

Toast A Sott.

A toast is like a sot ; or, what is most
CompEirative, a sot is like a toast

;

For when their substances in liquor sink,
Both properly are said to be in drink.

Anagrams, says Mr. D 'Israeli, were very often

devoted to the personal attachments of love or
friendship. Curiosities of Literature, vol. iii.

gj,
* Anagrammatism or matagrammatism (which, by the

Ij way, is a more accurate term) is a Greek compound, and
" is defined by Camden to be " the dissolution of a name,

tnvly written into its letters as its elements, and a new
connexion of it by transposition, without addition, sub-
traction, or change of any letter into diflferent words,
making: some perfect sense applicable to the person
named." And this, the same laborious author farther
informs us, " is the only quintessence that hitherto the
alchymy of wit could draw out of names." See the
Bibliotheca Rails Philosophica of Lepenius, published at
Frankfort on the Maine in l682. He enumerates thirty-
five treatises on anagrammatical subjects, all but about
five, which were written by Germans. Among the five
alluded to is a collection of anagrams and chronograms,
published in London, I6l3, by one J. Cheeke, an English-
man. As far as science may be recommended by the
antiquity of its origin, anagrammatism has everything in
its favour, since there is ground for assuming, that it may
be traced to the time of the great Jewish lawgiver himself,
whose mystical traditions, called Cabala, communicated
by him to the chosen seventy, are thought by some to
have been neither more nor less than so many anagrams.
At least it is certain, that among the various species of
cabalistical lore, in which the Jews delighted ; the one
called the mura was precisely synonymous with what we
understand by anagrammatism ; and hence the ancient
cabahsts were of opinion, that there was not a word in
the whole Mosaic law which did not contain some hidden
mystery, that might, by this means, be disclosed. Upon
this principle they discovered the Hebrew word for
"grace" in the name of Noah, the words "he shall
receive" in that of Messiah, and in the name of the
Virgin Mary, the anagrammatical appellation, " our holy
mistress." After the Jews, the Greeks appear to have
been the earliest cultivators of this mystical learning.
And in order of time, the next people that evinced any
passionate attachment to this ancient art, are the French,
who, in the sixteenth century, about the time of Francis
I. began, as Camden tells us, " to distill their wits herein,"
and Louis XIII. retained at his court Thomas Billon, a
Provencal, as a sort of anagrammatist laureate, \sith an
annual pension of twelve hundred livres. The Italians
and Germans have also displayed a great deal of ingenuity
in this kind of writing.

1626. Died, John Legate, citizen and sta-

tioner, of London, and printer to the university

of Cambridge, to which oflice he was appointed

in 1589. He married Agatha, the daughter of

Christopher Barker, printer to queen Elizabeth,

(see page 433 ante,) by whom he had eleven

children ; the eldest, John, was also a printer,

and succeeded in the license to print Thomas
Thomas's Dictionary. In 1606 John Legate, the

elder, printed the seventh edition of Thomas's
Dictionary, wherein he used the impression of

the ALMA MATER Cantabrigia, and about it,

HINC LVCEM ET POCVLA SACRA.

1627. Thomas Buck succeeded Cantrell Legge
as printer to the university of Cambridge. He
had held the oflice from 1608.

1627. Died, Francis Savaryde Breves, who
projected the publication of an edition of the
Arabic Bible. He was born towards the close

of the sixteenth century ; and was early em-
ployed in the service of the court. He was sent

as ambassador to Constantinople, where he re-

mained twenty-two years. On his return, about
1611, Henry IV. sent him to Rome, as ambas-
sador in the pontificate of Paul V. During his

residence at the papal court, he attempted the
publication of the Arabic Bible, as the means of
reclaiming the Mohammedans from their errors,

for which he considered the dispersion of verna-
cular translations most peculiarly adapted. With
this design, he established an oriental press, at

which nothing more than the Psalms was ever
printed. Of these there were two editions, one
of the Arabic only, translated from the Greek,
and printed in 1614 ; and the other from the
Syriac, with a Latin version, printed in the same
year. Both of them in 4to. He engaged Scialac
and Sionita, as editors and correctors. From
some cause, the further prosecution of the work
was dropped. In 1615 Savary returned to Paris,

taking with him Gabriel Sionita, and his printer,

Stephen Paulin, who established the oriental

press in that city, under his patronage ; and with
a liberality characteristic of a great mind, he
lent his types to those who were desirous of
printing works in the oriental languages. On
his decease, the English and Dutch made pro-
posals for the purchase of his types, and his
oriental manuscripts, of which he had brought
ninety-seven from the east ; but the whole were
bought by the king of France. The types are
said to be still extant in the royal printing oflice.

Savary published an account of his travels, from
which we learn that he recommended the exten-
sion of the commerce of his countiy, and the
propagation of Christianity, by certain conquests
in the east.

1627. The plate of the stationers' company
was pledged to raise £840, towards a loan to
king Charles I.; and in 1628, three bills of sale
of plate were sealed witli the common seal, to
Dr. Eden, Walter Terrill, and John Burrag-e
for £100 each. ^ '

1628, July 19. When king Charles I. printed
his speech on the dissolution of the parliament,
which excited such general discontent, some one
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printed queen Elizabeth's last speech, to accom-
pany Charles's, This was presented to the king

by his own printer, John Bill, not from a political

motive, but merely by way of complaint, that

another had printed, without leave or license,

that which, as king's printer, he asserted was his

own copyright. Charles does not appear to

have been pleased with the gift, and observed,
" you printers print anything " Three gentle-

men of the bed-chamber, continues the writer,

commended Mr. Bill very much, and prayed

him to come oftener with such rarities to the

king, because they might do some good.

1628. The Countess of Lincolne's Nursery.

This is a small but valuable tract, written by
Elizabeth countess of Lincoln, and is addressed

to her daughter-in-law, Bridget, countess of

Lincoln. A judicious writer observes, this work
is an excellent proof of her good sense, being

full of fine arguments, and capable of convinc-

ing any one, that is capable of conviction, of the

necessity and advantages of mothers nursing

their own children,—she herself being the mo-
ther of seven sons and nine daughters. By her

ladyship's speaking of it as the first work oi hers

ever printed, one would imagine she had written

more, but nothing else has been found.

1629. In this year, Ben Jonson, the poet, was
in great distress from sickness. Charles I. sent

him a present of one hundred pounds, which, sir

Walter Scott justly says, would be no trifling

gift for a poor bard, even in the present day.

Jonson acknowledged the royal generosity in a
grateful epigram, which turns upon a decla-

ration that Charles was possessed of both the

gift of curing the king's evil, and the poet's evil

—poverty ; but his gratitude seems to have been
much of that kind which consists in a lively an-
ticipation of future favours, for, in the very next
year, we have him petitioning that his pension of

a hundred merks may be made a hundred pounds.

The humble petition ofpoor Ben,
To the best a/ monarchs, masters, and men,

Kino Charlks :

Doth humbly show it,

To your majesty, your poet:

That, whereas your royal father,

James the blessed, pleased the rather,

Of his special grace to letters,

To make all the muses debtors
To his bounty, by extension
Of a free poetic pension,
A large hundred merks annuity.
To be given me in gratviity,

For done service, and to come ;

And that this so accepted sum,
Or dispensed in books or bread,
(For with both the muse was fed).

Hath drawn on me from the times
AH the envy of the rhymes,
And the rattling pit-pat noise
Of the less poetic boys.
When their pop-guns aim to hit
With their pellets of small wit
Parts of me (they judged) decayed.
But we last out still unlayed.
Please your majesty to make,

Of your grace for goodness' sake,
Those your father's merks your pounds

:

Let their spite, which now abounds.
Then go on and do its worst

;

This would all their envy burst

:

And so warm the poet's tongue.
You'd read a snake in his next song.

The king accordingly having received a sur-

render of the patent for the former annuity, was
pleased to grant a new one for one hundred
pounds, and " one terce of Spanish wine yearly,

out of our store of wines remaining in our cellars

within the palace of Whitehall;" and this " in

consideration of the acceptable service done unto
us and our said father, by the said Benjamin
Jonson, and especially to encouraeg him,to pro-

ceed in those services of his wit and pen which
we have enjoined unto him, and which we ex-

pect from him.'* This patent is dated March 26,
and its efiicacy was shewn in about two months
by an epigram on the queen then lying in on the

birth of a prince^—afterwards Charles II.-

1629. The secret bibliographical history of

these times would show the extraordinary state

of the press in the trade of Bibles. The writer

of a curious pamphlet exposes the combination
of those called king's printers, with their con-

trivances to keep up the price of bibles ; their

correspondence with the booksellers of Scotland
and Dublin, by which means they retained the

privilege in their own hands. Printing of Eng-
lish bibles was an article of open trade ; eveiy

one printed at the lowest price, and as last as

their presses would allow. Even those who were

dignified as "his majesty's printers" were among
these manufacturers, and they got bibles printed

cheaper at Edinburgh. In this year, when folio

bibles were wanted, the Cambridge printers sold

them at ten shillings in quires ; on this the

Londoners set six printing houses at work, and,

to annihilate the Cambridgians, printed a similar

folio bible, but sold with it five hundred quarto

Roman bibles, and five hundred ^'itar^o English,

at five shillings a book ; which proved the ruin

of the folio bibles, by keeping them down under
the cost price. Another competition arose among
those who printed English bibles in Holland,

in duodecimo, with an English imprint, for half

the price even of the lowest in London. Twelve
thousand of these duodecimo bibles, with notes,

fabricated in Holland, usually by our fugitive

sectarians, were seized by the king's printers, as

contraiy to the statute,* Such was this shameful

war of bibles—folios, quartos, and duodecimos,

which were for some time suffered to be printed

upon bad paper, and so corrupted that no books

ever yet swarmed with such innumerable errata.

See 1632 post.

1629, The first motion relative to printing

and publishing of books in the house of com-
mons was made by Mr, Seldon ;—he moved to

make a law to regulate printing and publishing,

and to restrict the decrees of the star chamber.

1629. George Purslowe printed the fol-

lowing curious book, Newes out of Purgatory.

Onely such a Jest as his Jigge, fit for gentlemen

to laugh at an houre, &c. Published by an old

* Scintilla, or a Light broken info darke Warehouses ; of
some Printers, sleeping Stationers, and combining Book-
sellers ; in which is only a touch of their forestalling and
ingrossing of Books in Patients, and raysing them to ex-

cessive prises. Left to the consideratioji of the high and
honourable House of Parliament, now assembled. London

:

No where to be sold, but some where to be given. 1641.
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companion of his, Robin Goodfellow, Richard

Tailton. London : printed for and to be sold by
Francis Grove, on Snow Hill, at the signe of

the Wind Mill, neere unto St. Sepulchre's

Church. Richard Tarlton was a celebrated

actor, writer, and Jester ; he died Sept. 3, 1588.

1629. The Merchandizes of Popish Priests ; or

a Discovery of the Jesuites Trumpery^ newly
packed in England ; laying open to the world

how cunningly they cheate and abuse people, with

their false, deceitfully and counterfeit Wares.

Written in French by John Chassaman, and
truly translated into English. Printed at Lon-
don, for Henry Gosson, and are to be sold at

his shop, on London Bridge. Small 4to.

1629, Oct. 28. The company of stationers

were called upon for £60 4*. as their quota* of

£4,300 expended by the city for pageants and
other solemnities, and beautifying the city, on

the late entrance-time of his majesty passing

through the same for his coronation ,f and for

other necessary and public services of the city.

1630. Humphry Lownes gave £20 to the

stationers' company. He was elder brother of

Matthew Lownes, (noticed at page 476 ante^

and was born about 1566. He was bound ap-

prentice to William Lownes, in 1580. His first

shop was at the west door of St. Paul's, and he
lived afterwards at the Star on Bread-street-hill.

He was under warden in 1616, and 1626. There
was an earlier Humphry Lownes, who was upper
warden in 1615, and died before 1620. The
name of Lownes was long famous in the trade.

1629. Among the most eminent English book-
binders, of early times, the family of Ferrars
stands distinguished for the taste and skill dis-

played in their works. They were settled at

Little Gedding, in the county of Hertford, in

the reign of James I. and is chiefly known for

the ascetic piety of its members ; but as industry

formed an essential part of their rule, the family

was taught the art of bookbinding in all its

parts. The fame of their w ork reached the ears

of Charles I. to whom a splendid Concordance

of the Four Evangelists was exhibited, adorned
with many beautiful pictures, and bound by one
of Nicholas Ferrars' nieces, " all wrought in

gold, in a new and most elegant fashion." Dr.
Wordsworth, in his Ecclesiastical Biography,
vol. v. has given several instances of the magni-
ficent works executed by individuals of this

family.

1630. The German Intelligencer. Nathaniel
Butter, the active newsmonger of the times,
was influenced by his interest to tell

—"News,
old news, and sucli news as you never heard of;"

—and converted his Weekly News into half-
yearly columns, under the above title.

1630. Died, John Kepler, acelebrated Ger-
man astronomer, and author of many valuable
discoveries in that science. He was born De-

* This was regulated according to the proportion of
140 quarters of corn (at which the company of stationers
were in general rated on an assessment for provisions) to
10,000.

t King Charles I. was crowned Feb. 2, 1626.

II

cember 27, 1571 , at Weil, near Wirtemberg. In
the year 1620, he published, at Sagan, a consi-

derable town of Prussian Silesia, some Ephemer-
ides, which perhaps may have been the earliest

attempts at printing in that town; as the co-

lophon to his book states, that the printing

of it was commenced at Lintz, and finished at

Sagan. It was executed in the ducal printing

oflice, which (as we learn from one of Kepler's

dedications) was erected at the beginning of the

year 1630.

It appears that Kepler had been living at

Lintz, where he had published several of his

works ; but when in the year 1627 or 1628, some
civil commotions overthrew the i)rinting establish-

ment, and compelled the printer to fly, he began
to look out for some quiet place of residence,

where he might pursue his celestial observations.

At this conjuncture he found a friend in Albert
duke of Friesland and Sagan, who granted him
a house and an annual pension, and likewise

promised him a press : he took up his residence

at Sagan in the month of July, 1628. He had
previously purchased a supply of types, figures,

&c., with which his former Ephemeris had been
printed, and these he brought with him : his

press appears to have been furnished to him
before the close of 1628. He continued here
until his death.

1630. Died, Frederick Morel the younger,
who was probably exceeded in learning by none
of the Parisian printers contemporary with
Robert or Henry Stephens; and he certainly

surpassed the greater part of them in diligence,

in the number and variety of his impressions,
and in the special labour which he bestowed
upon them. To this ardent typographer scholars
are indebted for the first appearance of many
curious Greek tracts and larger works, theologi-

cal, rhetorical, poetical, and scientific, which
he drew from the repositories of the Bibliotheque
Royale, and generally illustrated with able
translations; imitating in poetical works the
measures of the Greek originals. Perhaps so

many literary honours were scarcely ever ac-

cumulated upon any other individual. Mait-
taire observes, that he was appointed " Typo-
graphus Regius," "Regius Interpres," JPro-

fessor utriusque Lingufe et Eloquentia?," Archi-
typographus," (probably a newly created distinc-

tion,) and lastly, " Professorum Regiorum De-
canus." Many of, or perhaps all these honours
he bore, at one and the same time. We are
certitied by the subscription found in his impres-
sion of the Acta Concilii Nicani, anni 1599,
that in his person the oflices of Professor Regi-
us, and Architypographus Regius, were then
united ; and we observe a similar combination
of other honours of his incidentally mentioned
in several other of his impressions: " De quanto
honoris culmine," (says Maittaire,) " nunc tem-
poris decidit ars typographica !"

La Cailje believes that Frederic Morel (the
younger) was appointed king's printer in gene-
ral, so eariy iis in the year 1581, liis father being
then living. This title was fully confirmed to

3 p
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him at the decease of his father, in 1583; from

which period he continued to exercise the pro-

fession with extraordinary zeal and diligence

almost thirty-four years. He had possession of

his father's residence, in via Jacobcea ; and

instead of the Mulberry Tree, his father's usual

mark, he sometimes distinguished his title-pages

with the " insigne Fontis:" sometimes he used

the device common to the " Impressores regii,"

with or without the motto : sometimes he ex-

hibited the arms of France and Navarre, or of

France only : occasionally the arms of those to

whom he inscribed his impressions, or the heads

(or portraits) of the authors, or some medallion

relating to the subject of the volume.

As a commentator, he particularly distinguish-

ed himself by very learned notes on Libanius,

and on the Sylvm of Statius; which include

corrections and illustrations of various Greek
and Latin authors. He was the author of a

Latin tragedy, entitled Alexander Severus, and
translated into Greek metres several portions of

different Latin poets.

It is related that whilst Frederick Morel was
attentively engaged upon his Latin version of

Libanius,he was informed that his wife, Isabella

Duchesne, daughter of one of the professors of

the College Royale, was very ill. He answered,

I have only two or three periods to translate,

and will then go to see her. The messenger re-

turned to inforai him she was dying. I have

but two words to write, said he, and will be

with you presently. At length they came to

announce to him that his wife had expired. I

am very sorry for it, he replied—she was an ex-

cellent woman. In the early part of his career,

he seldom connected himself with any other of

the Parisian printers ; hut about the year 1600,

Frederick availed himself of the subsidiary press,

and professional assistance of his brother Claude.

Maittaire observes, that from this time, the care

of many impressions was left wholly to Claude,

though some continued occasionally to exhibit

the name of Frederick. The same author thus

notices this illustrious family :
—" Late viguit

Morellorum nomen ; quorum Typographeum ab

anno 1557, ad 1646, celebratum...diutius quam
ullum aliud, si Stephanos excipias, literariae

republicae operam suam indefessam consecravit."

1631 , Jan. 9. The Swedish Intelligencer, with

a portrait of Gustavus Adolphus, of Sweden,

half-yearly, by N. Butter,* In the preface, in

1632, he says, "Now the third time revised,

corrected, and augmented." We are assured

that " very good use have also been made of the

Weekly Currantoes, which if a man of judg-
ment read, he shall find very true and very

punctual; whosoever will be cunning in the

places and persons of Gennany, and would
understand her wars, let him not despise her

currantoes." Butter had for his compiler, Wil_

* In the catalogue of the Gordonstoun library is de.
scribed a curious copy of the Swedish Intelligencer, with
a great variety of tracts relating to Gustavus Adolphus,
king: of .Sweden, 1732-9, which was sold for ^6' 18 10«.

liam Watts, of Caius college, of whom it may
be said, that he was educated for other labours;

and of whom Vossius speaks as doctissimus et

clarissimns Wattius, que optime de Historia
meruit. He was born at Lynn, in Norfolk, and
educated at Oxford and Cambridge. He
travelled into many countries,* and on his

return was made chaplain to Charles I. He
suffered much in the royal cause, and was
present at many engagements in the field. He
died on board prince Rupert's fleet, in the har-
bour of Kinsale, in Ireland, in the year 1649.
Watts began several numbers of Neivs books, in

the English tongue, (more than forty) contain-

ing the occurrence alone in the wars between
the king of Sweden and the Germans. William
Watts may, therefore, says Mr. Chalmers, be
deemed the Gallo Belgicus of England.

1631. LucRETiA Easte, widow of Thomas
Easte, (noticed at page 448 ante,) gave a legacy
of £20 to the stationers' company, for a piece of

plate.

1631. Mr. Busby gave the stationers' com-
pany £b "for a meeting." At that time the

fixed sum of £6 was frequently given by in-

dividuals for the attendance of the livery on the

funerals of their husbands and wives.

1631. Thomas Harper printed the play of

Ceesar and Pompey, a Roman tragedy, declaring

their wars, out of whose events is erected the

proposition, only a just man is a freeman. By
George Chapman. At London, for Godfrey
Edmonson and Thomas Alchorne.

1631. A tragi-comedy, called Match mee in

London. As it hath beene often presented ; first

at the Bell in St. John-street, and lately at the

private house in Drury-lane, called thePha3nix.

Si uon his atere mecum.

Written by Tho. Dekker. London : printed by
B. Alsop and T. Faucett, for H. Serle, at the

Tyger's head, in St. Paul's church-yard.

All this writer's plays are remarkably scarce,

as well as those which he wrote himself, as those

written in conjunction with Webster.

Thomas Dekker exceeds most of his cotempo-

raries in whimsical drollery ; but yet in the

midst of all his humour, glances at the deepest

and most touching of human emotions. He was
satirized by Ben Jonson in his Poetaster, under

the name of Crispanus, but Dekker retorted in

Satyromastix ; or, Untrusing of the Humourous
Poet. He died in 1638.

1631. If the benefactors of mankind deserve

to be remembered with gratitude, no apology

will be necessary for inserting in this work the

name of sir Hugh Middleton, who died in this

year. He was the projector of that gigantic

undertaking for supplying London with water,

which has since been incorporated under the

* In the books of the privy council, December 22, l620,

there is a pass for William Watts, who was going, as

chaplain, with sir Albert Moreton, then appointed envoy
to the united province of Germany; but this pass was not

to alloiv Mm to go to Rome.
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designation of the "New River Company."
This scheme, although the greatest undertaking
ever attempted by an individual, and the source

of accumulating immense wealth, proved the

ruin of the great man whose mind conceived the

design, and whose personal exertion achieved

the execution of it. The undertaking was com-
menced in 1608, and finished in 1613 ; and the

water is supplied by uniting two streams in

Hertfordshire and Middlesex, and conveying the

same through various soils for a course of sixty

miles. Sir Hugh was a native of Denbighshire,
and was knighted by James I.

1631, May 6. Died, Sir Robert Bruce Cot-
ton, hart., founder of the Cottonian library;

and whose arduous labours have contributed so

much to illustrate the history and antiquities of

this country; whose noble collection of books
and manuscripts were such an invaluable acqui-

sition to the national museum ; " whose name,"
as an admirable writer observes, " must always

be remembered with honour; and whose memory
cannot fail of exciting the warmest sentiments

of gratitude, while the smallest regard for

learning subsists among us." He was of an
ancient family, and born at Darton, in Hunting-
donshire, January 22, 1570, and studied at

Cambridge. About 1585, he went to London,
and was admitted into a society of antiquaries,

who met at stated seasons for their own amuse-
ment. He accompanied Camden in his travels

through the kingdom, and very much assisted

him in caiTying on and perfecting hX^Bntannia.
He was knighted by James I. and very much
courted by the privy council and ministers of

state upon almost every point relating to the

constitution. New projects being contrived to

repair the royal revenue, which had been so

prodigally squandered, none pleased James so

much as the creating a new order of knights,

called baronets, and sir Robert Cotton was the

thirty-sixth baronet that was created. He was
a member of the first parliament of Charles I.

and joined in complaining of those grievances
which the nation was said, in 1628, to groan
under ; but was always for mild remedies, zea-
lous for the honour and safety of the king, and
had no views but the nation's advantage.

It is almost incredible how much we are in-

debted to the library of sir Robert Cotton for

what we know of our own country. Such a
man, we may imagine, must have had many
friends and acquaintance : and indeed he was
not only acquainted with all the virtuosi and
learned in his own country, but with many also

of a high reputation abroad. He died May 6,

1631, aged 60 years, and was succeeded by his

only son, Thomas, who died in 1662.

1631, Dec. 2^. Died, Michael Drayton, a
very voluminous author, but throughout the
whole extent of his writings, shows the fancy
and feeling of a true poet. He was born in

Warwickshire, in the year 1563. In 1593, he
published a collection of pastorals, entitled the

Shepherd's Garland ; which was followed by his

poems of the Baron's Wars, and Englandh

Heroical Epistles. In 1613, he published his

Polyolhion, to which Mr. Selden wrote notes.

It is constructed in an uncommon measure of

twelve syllables, and is a work entirely unlike

any other in English poetry, both in its subject,

and the manner in which it is written. It is

full of topographical and antiquarian details,

with innumerable allusions to remarkable events

and persons, as connected with various localities

;

yet such is the poetical genius of the author, so

happily does he idealize almost every thing he
touches on, and so lively is the flow of his vei"se,

that we do not readily iire in perusing this vast

mass of information. He seems to have followed

the manner of Spenser in his unceasing personi-

fications of natural objects, such as hills, rivers,

and woods. His works were reprinted in 1748,

in one volume folio ; and 1753, in ten volumes,

8vo. He was buried in Westminster abbey.

The following lines are a good specimen of

his style

:

THE SOUL.

To show her powerful deity,

Her sweet Endymion more to beautify,
Into his soul the goddess doth infuse
The fiery nature of a heavenly muse

;

Which the spirit labouring by the mind,
Partaketh of celestial things by kind

:

For why the soul being divine alone,
Exempt from gross and vile corruption.
Of heavenly secrets incomprehensible.
Of which the dull flesh is not sensible.

And by one only powerful faculty,

Yet governeth a multiplicity,

Being essential uniform in all

Not to be severed or dividual

;

But in her function holdeth her estate

By powers divine in her ingenerate
j

And so by inspiration conceiveth.
What heaven to her by divination breatheth.

1632, Feb. 6. Henry Sherfield, recorder of

the city of Salisbury, was tried in the star

chamber, and fined £500, and also required to

make acknowledgment of his offence before the

bishop of the diocese and such persons as he
should think proper to be present. The crime

for which this sentence was inflicted, was as fol-

lows :—In one of the windows of the cathedral

were some fine paintings, the six days work of

the creation, in four different lights or partitions,

were exquisitely represented ; in several parts of

it were figures of God the Father, pourtrayed

in blue and red vests, like little old men ; the

head, feet, and hands naked; in one place

having a pair of compasses on the sun and
moon ; in others were some blunders committed
in point of chronology, the godhead being

figured creating the sun and moon on the third

day, whereas it should be on the fourth ; and the

trees and herbs on the fourth day, instead of the

third ; the fowls on the third day, instead of the

fifth ; and the creation of man (from whose side

the woman literally rises) on the fifth, instead of
the last ; and the rest of the seventh day was
represented by God the Father in a deep sleep.

The superstition of this piece raised the spleen

of the recorder, who irreligously and violently

broke this window ; for which the above sentence

was inflicted.
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1632. Robert Barker and Martin Lucas,
the king's printers, at London, printed an edition

of the biWe of one thousand copies, in which a
serious mistake was made by leaving out the

word not in the seventh commandment, causing it

to read " Thou shalt commit adultery." His
majesty king Charles I. being made acquainted

with it by Dr. William Laud, bishop of London,
an order was given for calling the printers into

the star chamber, where, upon the fact being

proved, the whole impression was called in, and
the printers fined £3000. With this fine, or a
part of it, a fount of fiiiiiirGreek types and ma-
trices were provided, for publishing such manu-
scripts as might be prepared, and should be
judged worthy of publication ; of this kind were
the Catena and Theophylact, edited by Lyndsell.

The following is a copy ol king Charles's letter

to bishop Laud

:

" Most reverend father in God, right trusty,

and right entirely beloved counsellor, we greet

you well. Whereas our servant Patrick Young,
keeper of our library, hath lately with industry

and care, published in print an epistle of Clemens
Romanus in Greek and Latin, which was never
printed before, and has done this to the benefit

of the church, and our great honour ; the manu-
script by which he printed it being in our library.

And whereas, we further understand, that the

right reverend father in God, Augustin Lyndsell,

now bishop of Peterborough, and our said ser-

vant Patrick Young, are resolved to make ready
for the press, one or more Greek copies every

year, by such manuscripts as are either in our
library, or in the libraries of our universities of

Oxford and Cambridge, or elsewhere, if there

were Greek letter, matrices, and money ready for

the work, which pains of theirs will tend to the

great honour of ourself, this church, and nation

:

we have thought good to give them all possible

encouragement herein. - And do therefore fii-st

require you, that the fine lately imposed by our
high commissioners upon Robert Barker and
Martin Lucas, for base and corrupt printing of

the bible, being the sum ofthree thousand pounds,
be converted to the present buying of such and
so many Greek letters and matrices as shall be
by you thought fit for this great and honourable
work. And our further will and pleasure is, that

the said Robert Barker and Martin Lucas, our
patentees for printing, or those which either now
are, or shall hereafter succeed them, being great

gainers by that patent, which they hold under
us, shall at their own proper costes and charges
of ink, paper, and workmanship, print, or cause
to be printed, in Greek, or Greek and Latin, one
such volume in a year, be it bigger or less, as

the right reverend father aforesaid, or our servant
Patrick Young, or any other of our learned sub-
jects shall provide and make ready for the press."

A prior circumstance, indeed, had occurred,
which induced the government to be more vigil-

ant on the biblical press. The learned Usher,
one day hastening to preach at Paul's cross, en-
tered the shop of one of the stationers, as book-
sellers were then called, and inquiring for a bible

of the London edition, when he came to look for

his text, to his astonishment and his horror, he
discovered that the verse was omitted in the

bible ! This gave the first occasion of complaint
to the king of the insuiferable negligence and
incapacity of the London press ; and, says the

manuscript writer of this anecdote, first bred that

great contest which followed, between the uni-

versity of Cambridge and the London stationers,

about the right of printing bibles.

In 1634, an edition of the bible was printed at

London, in which the text ran (Psalm xiv. 1,)
" The fool hath said in his heart there is a GodP

Mr. Nye (in his defence of the canon of the

new testament,) tells us that, in consequence, the

printers were heavily fined, and all the copies

were suppressed by order of the king.

In 1638, another error, of less moment, indeed,

than that for which the fine was imposed, but

rendered important by the disputes between the

independents and episcopalians, appeared in the

edition of the bible printed at Cambridge, by
Buck and Daniel. This was the alteration of

the word we into ye, in Acts vi. 3. The error was
continued in several editions, till 1685, when it was
corrected. See 1638, post.

During the civil wars a large impression of

Dutch English bibles were burnt by order of the

assembly of divines, for these three errors

:

—
Gen. xxxvi. 24.—This is that ass that found

rulers in the wilderness—for mule.

Ruth iv. 13.—The Lord gave her corruption

—for conception.

Luke xxi. 28.—Look up, and lift up your

hands, for your condemnation draweth nigh

—

for redemption.

These errata were none of the printer's; but,

as a writer of the times expresses it, " egregious

blasphemies and damnable errata" of some sect-

arian, or some Bellamy editor of that day I

It appears that the authentic translation of

the bible, such as we now have it, by the learned

translators in the time of James I., was suf-

fered to lie neglected. The copies of the original

manuscript were in the possession of two of the

king's printers, who, from cowardice, consent,

and connivance, suppressed the publication ; con-

sidering that a bible full of errata, and often,

probably, accommodated to the notions of certain

sectarists, was more valuable than one authen-

ticated by the hierarchy

!

The proverbial expression of chapter and verse

seems to have originated in the puritanic period,

just before the civil wars under Charles I., from

the frequent use of appealing to the bible on the

most frivolous occasions, practised by those whom
South calls " those mighty men at chapter and

verse.'' With a sort of religious coquetiy, they

were vain of perpetually opening their gilt

pocket bibles ; they perked them up with such

self-sufiiciency and perfect ignorance of the ori-

ginal, that the learned Selden found considerable

amusement in going to their " assembly of di-

vines," and puzzling or confuting them. A
ludicrous anecdote on one of these occasions is

given by a cotemporary, which shows how ad-
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mirably that learned man amused himself with

this " assembly of divines ! " They were discus-

sing^ the distance between Jerusalem and Jericho,

with a perfect ignorance of sacred or of ancient

geography ; one said it was twenty miles, another
ten, and at last it was concluded to be only

seven, for this strange reason, that fish was
brought from Jericho to Jerusalem market !

Selden observed, that " possibly the fish in ques-
tion was salted," and silenced these acute dis-

putants. At length, owing to the numerous
complaints of the gross errors in the scriptures,

the printing of bibles was a privilege granted to

William Bentley ; but he was opposed by
Hills and Field ; and a paper war arose, in

which they mutually recriminated on each
other, with equal truth. See the year 1653, post.

1632. In this year a patent was granted to the

university of Oxford, empowering them to have
three printers, with a licence to print all manner
of books not forbidden by law.

1632. Novum Testamentum Grcscum, was
printed at Cambridge, by Mr. Buck, and has
ever been admired for the perspicuity of its type,

as well as for the accuracy of its typography.
But it is by no means generally known, that the
types were borrowed from the sister university of
Oxford. Lord Pembroke* was the chancellor of
the university of Cambridge, and there is said

to be a letter in existence from his lordship to the

curators of the university of Oxford, entreating

from them th&loan of their Greek types, as they
made no use of them themselves.

1632. John Norton printed the following
play. The Fatal Dowry, a tragedy, as it hath
beene often noted at the private house in Black
Friers, by his majesties servants. Written by
P. M. and N. F. London : printed by John
Norton for Francis Constable, and are to be sold

at his shop, at the Crane, in Paul's church yard.

P. M. is Philip Massinger, and N. F. is Na-
thaniel Field. The play is said to be a very
good one.

1632. Mark Wyon, a printer of Douay, ex-
ecuted the following English work entitled, the
Whetstone of reproof ; being a reply to sir Hum-
phrey Linde's Safe ivay; by T. T. Sacristan and
Catholike Roman, 12mo. which bears for imprint
Catuapoli apud viduam Marci Wyonis. Thus it

it appears that Catuapolis is another name for

Douay. When Wyon died is unknown, but his

widow continued to reside in that town at the
sign of the Golden Phoenix, until the year 1640,
in which year she was the publisher of a Dispu-
tation of the Church, by E. S. F. 2 vols. 12mo.

* William, earl of Pembroke, was the son of the illus-
trioua Mary Sidney, who united in himself the exquisite
virtues of his mother, with the manners, accomplish-
ments, and character of a true English gentleman ; be-
loved by every good man, and by all the muses of the
age. He was born at Wilton, February 8, 1580, and died
at Baynard's castle, April iw, i630,and was buried in Salis-
bury cathedi-al. He was the first who wore knit stock-
ings in England, which were introduced in this reign.
They were presented to him by William Rider, an
apprentice, near London bridge, who happened to sec a
pair from Mantua, at an Italian merchant's, in the city,
and made a pair exactly like them.

1632. The Poetical Garland of Julia.
Huet has given a charming description of a pre-

sent made by a lover to his mistress; a gift which
romance has seldom equalled for its gallantry,

ingenuity, and novelty. It was called the Garland
of Julia. To understand the nature of this gift,

it will be necessary to give the history of the
parties. The beautiful Julia d'Angennes was in

the flower of her youth and fame, when the cele-

brated Gustavus, king of Sweden, was making
war in Germany with the most splendid success.

Julia expressed her warai admiration of this

hero. She had his portrait placed on her toilette,

and took pleasure in declaring that she would
have no other lover than Gustavus. The duke
de Montausier was, however, her avowed and
ardent admirer. A short time after the death of
Gustavus,"^ he sent her, as a new-year's gift, the
POETICAL GARLAND, of which the followiug is

a description.

The most beautiful flowers were painted in

miniature by an eminent artist, one Robert, on
pieces of vellum, all of equal dimensions.
Under every flower a space was left open for a
madrigal on the subject of the flower there
painted. The duke solicited the wits of the
time to assist in the composition of these little

poems, reserving a considerable number for the
efl'usions of his own amorous muse. Under
every flower he had its madrigal written by N.
du Jarry, celebrated for his beautiful caligraphy.
A decorated frontispiece ofiers a splendid gar-
land, composed of all these twenty-nine flowers;

and on turning the page a cupid is painted to

the life. These were magnificently bound, and
enclosed in a bag of rich Spanish leather. When
Julia awoke on new-year's day, she found this

lover's gift lying on her toilette ; it was one quite
to her taste, and successful to the donor's hopes.
Of this Poetical Garland, thus formed by the

hands of Wit and Love, Huet says, " As I had
I frequently expressed a wish

at length the duchess of Uzzez grati-

She locked me in her
cabinet one afternoon with this garland: she
then went to the queen, and at the close of the
evening liberated me. I never passed a more
agreeable afternoon."

One of the prettiest inscriptions of these

flowers is the following, composed

ON THE VIOLET.
" Modeste en ma couleur, modeste en men sejour,

Franche d'ambition, je me cache sous I'herbe;
Mais si sur votre front je puis me voir un jour.
La plus humble des fleurs sera la plus superbe."

Modest my colour, mqdest is my place,

Pleas'd in the grass my lowly form to hide
;

But, 'mid your garland might 1 twine with grace.
The humblest flower would feel the loftiest pride.

At the sale of the library of the duke de la
Valliere, in 1784, it was actually sold for the
extravagant sum of 14,510 livres! though in
1770, at Gaignat's sale, it only cost 780 livres.

long heard of it,

to see it

fled me with the sight

* Gustavus Adolphus, king of Sweden, was born at
Stockholm, December (), \r>QA, and was killed at the battle
of Lutzen, Novembers, 1632, (o. s.)
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The Abbe Rive, superintendent of the Valliere

library, published, in 1779, an inflamraatoiy

notice of this garland ; and as he and the duke

had the art of appreciating, and it has been

said making spurious literary curiosities, this

notice was no doubt the occasion of the mania-

cal price. In the great French revolution, this

literary curiosity found its passage into this

country. A bookseller offered it for sale at the

enormous price of £500.

1632. A Slavonic Neiv Testament was printed

in the monastery of Kuteinski, in Russia, the

exact site of which is not learnt. Another edition

appeared in the year 1652.

—

Henderson.

1632. The continuation of the Weekly Nev;s,

No. 49,* in fourteen pages, printed for Nathaniel

Butter.

1632, Catalogues of printed books first pub-

lished in Ireland.

1632. The company of stationers contributed

£150 toward the repairs of St. Paul's church.

1633. The English Traveller. As it hath

heene puhlikely acted at the Cock Pit., in Drury
Lane, by His Majesties Servants. Written by

Thomas Heywood.

Aut prodesse solent aut delectaie.

London, printed by Robert Raworth, in Old

Fish-street, neere Saint Mary Maudlins Church.

Thomas Heywood was an actor and drama-

tic writer who died early in this reign. It is

stated that he wrote two hundred and twenty

plays, of which only twenty-four are now extant,

and those of little merit. Mr. Hone, however, in

his Table Book, thus speaks of Heywood, " If I

were to be consulted as to a reprint of our old

English dramatists, I should advise to begin

with the collected plays of Heywood. He was

a fellow-actor, and fellow-dramatist, with Sliak-

speare. He possessed not the imagination of

thelatter ; but in all those qualities which gained

for Shakspeare the attribute of gentle, he was not

inferior to him. Generosity, courtesy, tempe-

rance in the depths of passion ; sweetness, in a

word, and gentleness, shine throughout his beau-

tiful writings in a manner more conspicous than

in those of Shakspeare, but only more conspicu-

ous inasmuch as in Heywood these qualities are

primary, in the other subordinate to poetry. I

love them both equally, but Shakspeare has

most of my wonder."

1633. Augustus Matthewes printed the

following play : A Match at Midnight. A plea-

sant comedie, as it hath beene acted by the chil-

dren of the revels. Written by William Rowley.

London: printed by Augustus Matthewes, for

William Sheares, and are to be sold at his shop

in Brittaines Burse.

William Rowley lived in the reign of James I.

and wrote eleven plays, and was also engaged in

eight other plays with Heywood, Middleton,

* In this list, generally speaking, the first number only
is noticed ; but, in some few instances, the earlier papers
not having been preserved, the earliest that is known to
exist will be mentioned.

Massinger, Day, and others. There was a
Samuel Rowley who lived at the same time,

and was the author of two plays.

1633. In this year secretary Windebank, in a
letter to the lord deputy Strafford, ordered a
book which had been imported into Ireland from
Loraine, to be suppressed, and to call the author,

Peter Lombard, titular primate of Aimagh, to

account for the same, who it appears was dead
at that period. It appears that so late as this

period, very few works were printed in Ireland.

The progress of printing was probably retarded

for many years by the unfortunate state of the

country, and the tyranny of the star chamber, the

arbitrary decrees of which compelled those who
were opposed to the established order of things,

to have recourse to the printing of their works in

a foreign land.

1 633. Mr. Locke left a legacy of £50 towards

building the stationers' hall ; and a piece of plate

value £10.
1633. The desire of news from the capital, on

the part of the wealthier country residents, and
probably the false information of the news
writers, led to the establishment of a very curious

trade, that of a news correspondent, who, for a

subscription of three or four pounds per annum,
wrote a letter of news every post day to his sub-

scriber in the country ; and the trade of a news
correspondent at length seems to have suggested

a sort of union of written news and published

news. In the household book of Skipton castle,

in Yorkshire, in this year, there is the following

item :—paid to captayne Robinson, by my lord's

command, for writing letters of newes to his lord-

ship, for half a year, five pounds." The practice

was continued by this family till the year 1687.

1633, Nov. Mr. Green, a printer, who had
taken some offence from archbishop Laud, was
committed to Newgate for going to court at St.

James's, with a great sword by his side, swearing

the king should do him justice, or he would take

another course with the prelate. "All the hann,"

says the archbishop, " that I ever did him, was,

that being a poor printer, I procured him of the

stationers' company, five pounds a year for life."

1634, March 16. Died, Simon Waterson,
citizen and stationer, of London, aged 72 years.

He was son of Richard Waterson, noticed at

page 337, ante. He had a monument to his

memory in the church of St. Paul, with a very

long Latin epitaph, erected by his son John.

1634, Died, Peter de Jode, a celebrated

engraver on wood, at Antwerp, was pupil of

Gottzins. He designed correctly, and was less

a mannerist than his master.

1634. A Maske, presented at Ludlow castle,

on Michaelmas night, before the right honour-

able John, earle of Bridgewater, viscount Brack-

ley, lord president of Wales, and one of his

majesties most honourable privie counsell. Lon-

don: printed for Humphrey Robinson, at the

signe of the Three Pidgeons, in Paul's Church-

yard. 1637. This is the first edition of Mil-

ton's Masque of Comus, a copy of which is in

the Garrick collection.
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1634. Died^ George Chapman, a poet and

dramatist, in the 77th year of his age. He was

the author of sixteen plays, and is also distin-

guished as the first translator of Homer into

English verse. He has a high philosophical vein

in his tragedies, and a very lively humour in his

comedies, but wants passion and imagination.

His All Fools* Widowi Tears, and Eastward

Hoe,\ are his most esteemed plays of the latter

kind ; the last contains the first idea of Hogarth's

Idle and Industrious Apprentices. The following

is an abstract from one of his plays, describing

AN AUTHOR'S VANITY.

the foolish poet, that still writ
All his self-loved verse in paper royal,

Or parchment ruled with lead, smooth'd with the pumice.
Bound richly up, and strung with crimson strings

;

Never so blest as when he writ and read
The ape-loved issue of his brain ; and never
But joying in himself, admiring ever.

1634. A convocation met at Dublin, in which
the importance of communicating the scriptures

and liturgy to the natives of Ireland, in their own
tongue, was the subject of much debate. Two
canons were passed under the authority of arch-

bishop Usher and Dr. Bedell ;% the first, that
" where most of the people were Irish, the

churchwardens should provide, at the charge of

the parish, a bible|| and two common prayer

books, in the Irish tongue:" the other, that,

" where the minister was an Englishman, such a
clerk might be chosen as should be able to read

those parts of the service, which should be ap-

pointed to be read in Irish." The design of

translating the bible met with violent opposition,

not only from the catholics but many protestants

;

* All Fooles, a Comedy, presented at the Black Friers
and lately before His Majestie. Written by George Chap-
man. At London : printed for Thomas Thorpe. l605.

t Eastward Hoe. As it was playdin the Black-friers, by
the Children of her Majesties Revels. Made by Geo.
Chapman, Ben Jonson, Joh. Marston. At London

:

printed for William Aspley. 1 605. King James was so
displeased with this performance, on account of some
sarcastical remarks upon the Scotch, that both the writer
and printer were nigh being imprisoned.

X William Bedell, D.D., was born at Black Notley, in
Essex, in 1570, and studied at Cambridge. In 1627 he was
elected provost of Trinity college, Dublin, and two years
afterwards was raised to the united sees of Kilmore and
Annagh. In his high station he conducted himself with
that propriety which his private character had given reason
to expect ; and his conciliatory procedure so won the
hearts of the catholics, that in the rebellion of 1641, his
palace in the county of Cavan, was the only habitation of
an Englishman that remained unviolated. He died Feb.
7, 1642. He was buried in the church-yard of Kilmore,
two days after his death, when his remains were accom-
panied to the place of interrment by the rebel forces with
unusual honours. His manuscripts, of which there was
a large trunk full, fell into the hands of the Irish.

Among the books carried ofT by them was his valuable
Hebrew manuscript bible, which is now in the library of
Emanuel college, Cambrid<>e, and which was happily pre-
served by an Irish servant. This bible, which is in three
folio volumes, is said to have been presented to Emanuel
college, by the bishop. It has two columns in a page ; the
initial letters large, and decorated ; an illumination round
the first page of each volume; some letters gilt. It hais

the vowel points, and the Masora. It was purchased of
the chief Chacam of the synagogue at Venice. Sir Henry
Wotton gave for it its weif(ht in silver.

II The new testament, and such passages of the old as
are inserted in the book of common prayer.

and the troubles which then raged in Ireland

put a stop to all exertions; and the types which
had been used for the printing of the new testa-

ment, and other books, after passing through
several hands, were procured by the Jesuits, and
carried over to Douay, for the express purpose
of extending their own principles in Ireland,

through the medium of the vernacular tongue.

1634. June 25. Died, John Marston, a poet

and dramatist, whose forte is not sympathy with
either the softer or stronger emotions, but an im-
pudent scorn and bitter indignation against the

vices and follies of men. He was rather more
of a satirist than a dramatist.

—

Chambers.
Marston was the author of eight plays, and

was concerned in two others. The whole of the

quarto editions are very scarce indeed ; and of
these the Garrick collection possesses seven.

1635. It having been noticed that some of the

assistants, and others of the livery, of the sta-

tioners' company, came to the hall in falling

bands, doublets slashed and cut, or other inde-

cent apparel, not suitable to the habit of citizens

;

it was ordered that the assistants do come to the
hall on court days in ruff bands.

1636. Mr. Robert Allott gave £10 to the

poor, and £10 for a dinner for the stationers*

company.
1536, Feb. 9. Died, Philemon Holland,

an industrious writer, who was a descendant of

an ancient family of the Hollands, of Lanca-
shire, and was the son of the Rev. John Holland,
a pious divine, who, in queen Mary's days, was
obliged to go abroad on account of his religion.

He afterwards returned, and became pastor of

Great Dunmow, where he died in 1578.

Philemon was born at Chelmsford, about the
latter end of the reign of Edward VI.; and
after some initiatory instruction at the grammar
school of that place, was sent to Cambridge.
He was admitted fellow of his college, and took
his degree of M.A., in which he was incorporated

at Oxford in 1587.

Having left the university, he was appointed
head master of the free-school of Coventry, in

which laborious station he not only assiduously

attended to his duties, but served the interests

of learning, when learning was scantily dis-

pensed, by those numerous translations which
gained him the title of "Translator-general of

the age." He likewise studied medicine, and
practised with considerable reputation in his

neighbourhood ; and, when in his fortieth year,

took his degree of M.D. at Cambridge.
He was a peaceable, quiet, and good man in

all the relations of life ; and, by temperate
habits, attained his eighty -fifth year, without
diminution of faculties or sight. He continued
to translate till his eightieth year; and his trans-

lations, though devoid of elegance, are accounted
faithful and accurate. His translation of Livy
is said to have been written with one pen, which
a lady of his acquaintance so highly prized that
she had it embellished with silver, and kept it

as a great curiosity. His other translations were
Pliny's Natural History; Plutarch's Morals;
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Suetonius; Ammianus Marcellinus ; Xenophori's

CyropcBdia; and Camden^s Britannia; to the

last of which he made some useful additions.

His translation of Suetonius produced the well

known epigram :

Philemon with translations does so fill us,

He will not let Suetonius be Tranquillus.

Dr. Holland was buried in St. Michael's

church at Coventry. He married a Stafford-

shire lady, by whom he had a large family. One
of his sons, Henry, appears to have been a

bookseller in London, and was editor of that

valuable collection of portraits and lives, entitled

Heroologia Anglicana, These portraits, sixty-

five in number, were chiefly engraved by the

family of Pass, and many of them are valued

as originals, having never been engraved since

but as copies from these. When he died is not

mentioned.

1636, April 5. Died, Bonham Norton, of

Church-Stretton, in the county of Salop, esq.

stationer, and sometime aldennan of the city of

London. See page 416, ante.

1636. The indefatigable Butter published No.

1 , of the Principal Passages of Germany, Italy,

France, and other places ; all taken out of good
originals, by an English Mercury. It is not

ascertained whether William Watts was this

English Mercury.
1636, Aug. 10. The patronage afforded by

archbishop Laud to learning in general, and es-

pecially to oriental pursuits, claims our grateful

recollection. During a period of uncommon
agitation, in the affairs both of church and state,

the archbishop constantly endeavoured to pro-

mote the cultivation of the oriental languages

;

he founded an Arabic lecture at Oxford, which
began to be read upon this day, by the celebrated

Dr. Edward Pocock, the first professor; he
erected a library adjoining the Bodleian, with

other elegant buildings. His enemies were ir-

ritated by his violent high church principles,

which at length brought him to the block.

1636. The Book of Common Prayer and ad-

ministration of the sacraments and other rites and
ceremonies of the Church of England. London,
imprinted by Robert Barker. Folio.

At the end of the Psalms, are certain godly

prayers to be used for sundry purposes, in two

sheets. And these are followed by the fonn and
manner of making and consecrating bishops,

priests, and deacons ; with which this edition

concludes.

1636. Through the liberality of Gustavus
Adolphus, king of Sweden, printing had been

introduced into the town of Strengnes, an ancient

episcopal town of Sweden, in order that Lauren-
tius Paulinus, bishop of that town, might have
his own works, On the christian Ethics, printed

with less expense and delay than at Stockholm.
The first production of this press was his Loi-
moscopia, executed by Olaus Olai EnsBus, a
printerbrought from Stockholm, in the year 1 623.

Another work of this bishop, viz., Historce arctoce

libri ires, may be seen in the Bodleian and Fagel

libraries, bearing for imprint, Strengnesii, typis

et impensis authoris, excudehat Johannes L.
Barkenius, anno 1636. It is a quarto volume,
of which both paper and press-work are very in-

different. Paulus subsequently becoming bishop
of Upsal, carried thither his printing establish-

ment ; but after a continuance there of two years,

it was reconveyed to its old abode.

1637, Feb. John Lilburne, who had sei-ved

an apprenticeship to the bookbinding business,

was found guilty of printing and publishing
several seditious books, particularly News from
Ipswich* a production of Prynne's. He was
condemned to be whipped at the cart's tail from
the Fleet-prison to Old Palace-yard, Westmin-
ster ; then set in the pillory there for two hours

;

afterwards to be carried back to the Fleet, there

to remain till he confonned to the rules of the

court; also to pay a fine of £500 to the king;
lastly, to give security for his good behaviour.

He underwent the sentence with undismayed
obstinacy, uttering many bold speeches against

the bishops, and dispersing many pamphlets
from the pillory, where, after the star chamber
then sitting had ordered him to be gagged, he
stamped with his feet. The spirit he showed
upon this occasion procured him the nickname
of "Freeborn John" among the friends to the

government, and among his own party the title

of Saint. Wood characterizes him as a person
" from his youth much addicted to contention,

novelties, opposition of government, and to

violent and bitter expressions." "The root of

the factious people ;" naturally a great trouble-

world in all the variety of governments a hodge-
podge of religion, the chief ring-leader of the

levellers, a great proposal maker, a modeller of

state, publisher of several seditious pamphlets,
and of so quarrelsome a disposition that it was
appositely said of him (by judge Jenkins) that
" if there was none living but he, John would be
against Lilburne and Lilburne against John."
He died August 29, 1657.

1637, June. William Prynne, author of the

Histriomastix, or Player^s Scourge, which con-

tains all that was written against plays and play-

ers, published in 1633, one thousand 4to. pages.;

Dr. Burton; and Dr. Bastwick, author of Sion*s

Plea, which severely lashes the dignified clergy,

and court vices, was condemned in the star

chamber to lose their ears, to pay a fine of £5000
each to the king, and to be imprisoned for life

in the castles of Carnarvon, Cornwall, and Lan-
caster.f Sir John Finch brutally said, " Is that

* It is in quarto, and bears for title, Newesfrom Ipswich,

discovering certaine detestable practises ofsome domineering
lordly prelates, &c. Printed at Ipswich. No date or
printer. The title-page has at the lower part a rude wood-
cut of Death, and another figure. The tract consists of six

leaves onl]% and is signed " Matthew White." The typo-

graphical execution of it is indifferent.

t A speech delivered in the Starr-chamber the J 4th of

June, MDCXxxvii. at the censure of John Bastwick, Henry
Burton, and William Prinn ; concerning pretended inno-

vations in the church. By William (Laud) abp. of Can-
terbury. 4to. London : printed on vellum by Richard
Badger. A reprint of this work was executed under the

directions of Dr. Rawlinson,
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Mr. Prynne ? I had thought Mr. Prynne had
no ears ; but methinks he hath ears, and it is

fit the court should take order that their decrees

should be better executed,* and see whether Mr.
Prynne hath ears or no." Prynne being con-

veyed through Chester to be imprisoned in Car-
narvon he was met on his approach by numbers
of the citizens, who paid so much respect to

the sufferer for the liberty of conscience, as to

give offence to the government. Many of them
were therefore fined, some £500, £300, and
£250. Mr. Peter luce, a stationer, and one of

the offenders, made a public recantation before

the bishop, in the cathedral. In the following

year, (1634,) four portraits of Prynne, painted
in Chester, were buried at the liigh Cross, in

the presence of the magistracy; but at the

beginning of the civil wars, they were trium-

phantly brought to London.
Prynne was an arrogant bigot, who wrote a

book in barbarous tasle; moreover, he loved

neither power nor the trappings of royalty; in-

dulged himself in unseemly invectives, and
manifested altogether a most unmanageable
temper. But Prynne was a brave and conscien-

tious bigot, and his honest endeavours, in after-

life, to save king Charles from the block, should,

though it was late and unavailing, be admitted
as evidence in his favour. Remembering, too,

the savage treatment he had experienced at the

hands of Charles's ministers, his conduct de-

serves to be called generous ; for he wrote on the

king's behalf when so to write involved personal

risk. Prynne has written a library, amounting,
perhaps, to nearly two hundred books. Our un-
lucky author, whose life was involved in author-

ship, and his happiness, no doubt, in the habitual

exuberance of his pen, seems to have considered

the being debarred from pen, ink, and books,

during his imprisonment, as an act more barba-
rous than the loss of his ears. The extraordi-

nary perseverance of Prynne in this fever of the

pen appears in the following title of one of his

extraordinary volumes. Comfortable Cordials

against discomfortable Fears of Imprisonment;
containing some Latin Verses^ Sentences, and
Texts of Scripture. Written by Mr. William
Prynne on his Chamber Walls, in the Tower of
London, during his imprisonment there; trans-

lated by him into English verse, 1641. Prynne
literally verified Pope's description

:

Is there, who, lock'd from ink and paper, scrawls,
"With desperate charcoal round his darkened walls.

William Prynne took upon himself the oflftce

to correct every enormity in church and state.

He wrote against bishops, playei-s, long hair and
love-locks ; and was in consequence dignified by
his party with the appellation of Cato : he was
a man of great reading ; and Mr. Wood sup-
poses that he wrote a sheet for every day of his

life, computing from the time of his arrival at

man's estate. He says, " His custom was, when
he studied, to put on a long quilted cap, which

I
According to a former sentence.

came an inch over his eyes, serving as an um-
brella to defend them from too much light; and
seldom eating a dinner, would, every three

hours or more, be maunching a roll of bread,

and now and then refresh his exhausted spirits

with ale. He gave his works, in forty volumes
folio and quarto, to the Society of Gray's Inn.

There is a catalogue of them in the Athence

Oxonienses. He died Oct. 23, 1666, and was
buried in Lincoln's Inn chapel.

We have also a catalogue of printed books

written by William Prynne, esq., of Lincoln's

Inn, in these classes,

Before,"

J ' y his imprisonment

f

Since

with this motto, " Jocundi acti labores," 1643.

The secret history of this voluminous author
concludes with a characteristic event : a cotempo-
rary who saw Prynne in the pillory at Cheapside,

says, that while he stood there " they burnt his

huge volumes under his nose, which had almost

suffocated him."

Another sufferer for conscience sake was a
clergyman named Leighton, who, in a book
entitled An Appeal to Parliament, or Sion's

Plea against Prelacy, used language so inflam-

matory as to attract the notice of Laud. He
was brought before the peers, who adjudged
him to undergo the following extraordinary

punishment :—^lie was degraded from the minis-

try, was publicly whipped in the palace-yard,

stood two hours in the pillory, and had an ear

cut off, a nostril slit open, and a cheek branded
with S. S. to denote a sower of sedition. At
the end of one week Leighton had a second

whipping, and was again placed in the pillory
;

he then lost the other ear, had the other nostril

slit, and was branded on the other cheek. Thus
degraded and mutilated, he was conducted back
to prison ; and, not finding mercy from Charles,

he remained in confinement ten years, and was
then liberated by the parliament when it was in

arms against the king.

1637. Thieves falling out Tinie-men come by

their Goods, or the Bel-man wanted a Clapper.

A Peele of new villanies rung out, being mu-
sicall to gentlemen, lawyers, farmers, and all

sorts of people that come up to the tearme.

Shewing that the villanies of lewd women by
many degrees excell those of men. By Robert
Greene.

Goe not by me, but by me, and get by me.

Printed for Henry and Moses Bell.

1637. A collection of the best Latin poetical

compositions of Scotchmen which had appeared
in this and the preceding century, was printed

at Amsterdam, entitled Delitce Poetarum Scoto-

rum, 2 vols. Dr. Johnson says this work reflects

great credit on the country. Latin poetry was
more extensively cultivated in Scotland than
either English or Scotch. The principal poets

3 Q
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of Scotland at this period were William Drum-
mond, sir Robert Ayton * William Alexander
earl of Stirling, Alexander Hume,f and Robert

Kerr, earl of Ancrum. When James I. visited

Scotland in 1617, he was addressed, wherever

he went, in excellent Latin verse, sometimes the

composition of persons in the middle ranks of

society.

—

Chambers.

1637, July 11. A decree of the star chamber
contains thefollowing oppressive clause, "Where-
as theye is an agreement betwixt sir Thomas
Bodley, knight, founder of the university

library, at Oxford, and the master, wardens and
assistants of the company of stationers, viz.:

—

that every book of every sort, that is now print-

ed, or reprinted with additions, be sent to the

universitie at Oxford, for the use of the public

librarie there. The court doth hereby order and
declare, that every printer shall reserve one book
new printed, or reprinted by him with additions

;

and shall, before any publique visiting of the

said books, bring it to the common hall of the

companie of stationers, and deliver it to the

officer thereof, to be sent to the librarie at Ox-
ford accordingly, upon pain of imprisonment,

and such further order and direction therein, as

to this court,or the high commission court respec-

tively, as the severall causes shall be thought fit."

This delivery of a single copy to the Bodleian
library originating out of a private transaction,

became a serious matter of obligation : it seems
not to have been very willingly complied with.

1637, July 11. Archbishop Laud procured

a decree to be passed in the star chamber^ by
which it was ordered, " that the master printers

should be reduced to twenty in number; and
that if any other should secretly, or openly,

pursue the trade of printing, he should be set in

the pillorj'^, or whipped through the streets, and
suffer such other punishment as the court should
inflict upon him ; that none ofthe master printers

should print any book or books of divinity, law,

physic, philosophy, or poetry, till the said books,

together with the titles, epistles, prefaces, tables,

or commendatory verses, should be lawfully

licensed, on pain of losing the exercise of his

art, and being proceeded against in the star

chamber^ &c. ; that no person should reprint any
book without a new license ; that every mer-
chant, bookseller, &c., who should import any
book or books, should present a catalogue of

them to the archbishop or bishop, &c., before

they were delivered, or exposed to sale, who
should view them, with power to seize those that

were schismatical ; and, that no merchant, &c.,

should print, or cause to be printed abroad, any
book, or books, which either entirely, or for the

* Sir Robert Ayton, an eminent Scottish poet, was born
in the year 1570, and educated at St. Andrews. He was
employed, both at home and abroad, in the service of
James I. and Charles I., and was acquainted, says Aubrey,
" with all the wits of his time in England." He died at
London, March, 1638, and was buried in "Westminster
abbey, under a liandsome monument of black marble. He
was the first Scotchman who wrote in the English Ian.
Ki^e with any degree of elegance or purity.
+ Alexander Hume, minister of I>ogie, born about 1560,

and died l6og.

most part, were written in the English tongue,

nor knowingly import any such books, upon pain

of being proceeded against in the star chamber,
or high commission court."* The allowed print-

ers by this decree were, Felix Kingstone, Adam
Islip, Thomas Purfoot, Miles Flesher, Thomas
Harper, John Beale, John Legat, Robert Young,
John Haviland, George Miller, Richard Badger,
Thomas Cotes, Bernard Alsop, Richard Bishop,
Edward Griffin, Thomas Purslow, Richard John
Raworth, Marmaduke Hodkinsonne, John Daw-
son, John Parsons : and the letter founders were,

at the same time, restricted to four, whose names
were, John Grismand, Arthur Nichols, Thomas
Wright, and Alexander Fifeild, under the fol-

lowing regulations

:

" That there shall be four founders of letters

for printing, and no more.
" That the archbishop of Canterbury, or the

bishop of London, with six other high commis-
sioners, shall supply the places of those four as

they shall become void.
" That no master founder shall keep above two

apprentices at one time.
" That all journeymen founders be employed

by the masters of the trade; and that all idle

journeymen be compelled to work upon pain of

imprisonment, and such other punishment as the

court shall think fit.

" That no master founder of letters shall em-
ploy any other person in any work belonging to

casting and founding of letters than freemen and
apprentices to the trade, save only in putting off

the knots of metal hanging at the end of the

letters when they are first cast ; in which work
every master founder may employ one boy only,

not bound to the trade."

1637. Jacob Marcus, a printer at Leyden,
executed an 8vo. edition of the Swedish Bible,

in 1633, 1634, 1635, 1636, and 1637; but all

the copies of the edition of 1637 were lost by
shipwreck of the vessel which was conveying

them to the place of their destination. The
printing of the bible in this portable size, the

privilege of which was granted to Marcus by
the king, Gustavus Adolphus, a little before his

death at the battle of Lutzen, 1632, was de-

signed by that prince for the use of the army,
and for the greater convenience of the citizens

in their private perusal. Marcus had printed an
edition of the Swedish New Testament, in 1633,

4to., with the privilege of his Swedish majesty.

In 1622, Samuel Jauchen, a printer at Lu-
beck, had printed an edition of the Swedish
Bible, in 4to., but it was so disfigured by typo-

graphical errors and transpositions, that it was
suppressed by order of the king.

Alder also notices an edition of the bible, in

8vo. printed by Wallian, at Upsal, in 1636.

* The latter pai-t of this decree was specially designed
to prevent the importation of the Genevan bible from Hol-
land, where it had been printed with the objectionable

notes, and where some had been seized by the care of

Boswell, the British resident at the Hague, who had also

received intimation of a new impression designed for

England, but which probably was prevented being sent
by the decree now noticed.
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1637, Aug. 6. Died^ Benjamin Jonson, a

distinguished comic poet. He was born at

Westminster, July 31, 1574. His father was a

clergyman, and died about a month before the

birth of our poet, who received his education

at Westminster school ; but his mother marry-

ing again, his father-in-law, who was a brick-

layer, compelled him,to work at his business.

On this he listed for a soldier, and went to the

Netherlands, where he distinguished himself by
his courage. After his return he went to St.

John's college, Cambridge, but did not remain
there long, owing to his extreme poverty. He
then turned his attention to the stage, and be-

came a player and dramatic writer, with indiffer-

ent success, till Shakspeare gave him his assist-

ance. His fii-st printed play was his comedy of

Every Man in his Humour, produced at the

Rose Theatre, Nov. 25, 1596,' after which he

produced a new piece* annually for several

years. He engaged with Cliapman and Marston
in writing a comedy called Easticard Hoe, which
being deemed a satire on the Scotch nation, had
nearly brought the authors to the pillory. On
the death of Samuel Daniel, in 1619, he was
made laureate ; and the university of Oxford
conferred on him the degree of M. A.

All the dramatic writings of Jonson are

deficient in passion and sentiment, and his genius

seems to have been upon the whole best fitted

for the production of those classic idealities

which constituted the masque. For these

reasons, though the great reputation attained by
Ben Jonson in his own time still affects our con-

sideration of him, he is not now much read, and
Every Man in his Humour is the only one which
now continues to be occasionally performed.

The following Song is taken from the Queen^s

Masqv£,\ performed in 1605 :

SONG.

So beauty on the waters stood,
When love had severed earth from flood

;

So when he parted ayre from fire,

He did with concord all inspire
;

And there a matter he then taught.
That elder then himself was thought

;

Which thought was yet the child of eailh,

For love is older thEin his birth.

On the death of Jonson, the king, who was
a competent judge of poetry, wished to confer

the vacant wreath on Thomas May, afterwards
the historian of the I^ong Parliament ; but the
queen obtained it for her favourite bard William
Davenant, author of Gondibert, a heroic poem,
and of a great number of plays. The office and
pension were given to Davenant in December,
1638, sixteen months after the death of Jonson

;

* The Garrick copy of this Masque was the presentation
copy of Ben Jonson to the queen, and has this inscription
in the poet's own writing :

—" D. Annse M. Britanniarum
Insu. Hib. &c. Reginas Feliciss. Formosiss. Mus<£0 S. S.

Hunc librum vovit Faraae et honori ejus Servientiss. imo
addictissimus. Bkn. Jonson."

Victurus Genium debet habere liber.

t The Sejantis; the Alchymist ; the Silent Woman; and
the tragedy of Volpone were entered on the book of the
stationers' company, October."?, 1600.

the delay having probably been occasioned by
the dispute which had broken out in the inter-

val, between the king and his Scottish subjects.

The character given of him by Drummond is

worth copying, if not for its justice, at least for

its force : he was " a great lover and praiser of

himself; a contemner and scoffer of others;

rather given to lose a friend than a jest ;
jealous

of every word and action of those about him,

especially after drink, which was one of the ele-

ments in which he lived ; a dissembler of the

parts which reign in him ; a bragger of some
others that he wanted—thinking nothing well

done but what he himself, or some of his friends,

had said or done."

Tradition has sent down to us several tavern

tales of " Rare Ben." A good humoured one

has been preserved of the first interview between

bishop Corbet,* when a young man, and our

great bard. It occurred at a tavern where Cor-

bet was sitting alone, Ben, who had probably

just drank up to the pitch of good fellowship,

desired the waiter to take to the gentleman " a
quart of raw wine ; and tell him," he added,
" I sacrifice my service to him."—" Friend,"

replied Corbet, " I thank him for his love ; but
tell him from me that he is mistaken ; for sacri-

fices are always burnt.''^ This pleasant allusion

to the mulled winef of the time, by the young
wit, could not fail to win the afiection of the

master wit himself.

—

Harleian manuscripts, 6395.

It is related, that when Jonson was on his

death-bed the king sent him ten pieces. Ben
remarked, " he sends me this trifle because I am
poor and live in ally : but go back and tell him
that his soul lives in an alley." He was buried

in Westminster abbey.

1638. Printing introduced into Cambridge,
in Massachusetts, a large town in Middlesex

county. As this settlement was the cradle of

the art of printing throughout the vast continent

of North America, and many volumes of consi-

derable interest have issued from its presses, the

reader will perhaps be gratified with the follow-

ing detailed account, taken from Thomas's His-

tory of Printing ; Thomas himself being a native

ofthat colony, andhavinginvestigated the histoiy

of its early typography with considerable care.

" The founders of the colony of Massachusetts

consisted of but a small number of persons, who
arrived at the town of Salem in 1628; a few

more joined them in 1629 ; and governor Win-
throp, with the addition of 1500 settlers, arrived

* Richard Corbet was a facetious poet and distinguished
divine , born at the close of the sixteenth century, and was
educated at Christ church, Oxford. He rose rapidly in the
church. He was bishop of Oxford in l62y, and in 1632 was
translated to Norwich. He died July 28, l(i35, and was
buried in the cathedral of Norwich.

t It appears that at this time, wine was sent as a com-
plimentary present from persons in one room in a tavern
to those in another. It was a polite form of introduction,
as appears from Shakspeare's Merry Wh^es of Windsor,
wliere Bardolph says :—" Sir John, there's Master Brook
below would fain speak with you, and would be acquainted
with you, and hath sent your worship a morning's draught
of sack." To which, by the way, sir John rejoins with ad •

mirable punning pleasantry, " that such Brooks are wel-
come to him that o'crtlow such liquor."

i
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in 1630. These last landed at the place since

called Charlestown, opposite to Boston, where
they pitched their tents, and built a few huts for

shelter. In 1631, they began to settle at Cam-
bridge, four miles from the place where they first

landed. They also began a settlement on the

identical spot where Boston now stands. In
1638, they built an academy at Cambridge,
which in process of time was increased to a col-

lege : and in the autumn of the same year, they

opened a printing-house in that place. In Janu-
ary, 1639, printing was first perfonned in that

part of North America which extends from the

gulf of Mexico to the Frozen Ocean.
" For this press our country is chiefly indebted

to the rev. Mr. Glover, a nonconformist minister,

who possessed a considerable estate, and had left

his native country with a determination to settle

among his friends, who had emigrated to Massa-
chusetts; because in this wilderness he could
freely enjoy with them those opinions which were
not countenanced by the government and a ma-
jority of the people of England."

The ancient records of the college mention
Mr. Joss or Jesse Glover gave to the college " a
font of printing letters," and some gentlemen of

Amsterdam " gave towards furnishing of a print-

ing press with letters, forty-nine pounds and
something more." The college employed their

press under the management of Stephen Daye,
a rather incompetent person, as appears, for

about ten years, at the end of which time it was
placed under the care of Stephen Green. It was
thirty-five years after its appearance at Cam-
bridge, before the art had proceeded as far as

Boston; and fifty years before its coming to

Philadelphia, which was the next step. The
first work issued from the Cambridge press was
the Freeman's Call, and the second, an Almanack
for New England, both in 1639; the first book
printed was the New England version of the
psalms, an octavo volume of 300 pages.

l6S8,June 4. In Massinger's play of the King
and the Subject, licensed on this day, there is

the following passage :
" Monies ? We'll raise

supplies what way we please, and force you to

subscribe to blanks, to which we'll mulct you as

we shall think fit." The king upon reading this

play over at Newmarket, wrote opposite the above
passage, this is too insolent, and to be changed.

1638. Richard Hodgkinsonne printed the

Tragedy of Julia Agrippina, JEmpresse of Rome.
By Thomas May, Esq. 12mo. London: printed

for Thomas Walkly, and are to be sold at his

shop, at the Flying Horse, neare Yorke House.
Thomas May was the translator of Lucan's

Pharsalia, and author of many valuable produc-
tions. He wrote five dramatic pieces. He died
at London, Nov. 16, 1650, and was buried in St.

Margaret's church-yard.
1638. George Anderson printed the follow-

ing work in the city of Glasgow, and which is

considered the earliest specimen executed in that
place : The Protestation of the general assemblie

of the church of Scotland, and of the noblemen
Src. subscribers of the Covenant lately renewed,

made in the High Kirk, and at the Mercate
Crosse of Glasgoxv the 28 and 29 of November'

1638, [A rude woodcut.] Glasgow, by George
Anderson, in the yeare ofgrace 16384^0. (pp. 13.)

A copy of this scarce [piece is in the library at

Cashel.

1638. Thomas Buck and Roger Daniel,
printed at Cambridge a beautiful edition of the
bible, in folio, with the following title :

The Holy Bible : containing the Old Testa-

ment and the New : newly translated out of the

original tongues, and with the former trans-

lations diligently compared and revised, by his

Majesty's special command, <^c.*

1738. John Okes dwelt at the Hand, near

Holborn Bar, and printed the following work

:

Porta Pietatis, or the Port or Harbour of Piety.

Exprest in sundrie Triumphes, Pageants, and
Shelves, at the Initiation of Right Honourable
Sir Maurice ABBOT,f Knight, into the Major-
alty of the famous and farre renoumed city

London. All the charge and expense of the

laborious projects, both by water and Land, heing
the sole undertaking of the right worshipfull

Company of the Drapers.

Written by Thomas Heywood.

Redeunt Spectacula.

In the following year Okes printed a similar

work, written by Heywood, for the inauguration

of Henry Garway, of the company of drapers.

1638. Lambert Osbaldeston, M.A., head mas-
ter of Westminster school, and a prebend of

Westminster abbey, was found guilty in the

court of star chamber, of certain libellous pas-

sages in a letter written by him to Dr. Williams,
dean of Westminster, and bishop of Lincoln,|

wherein he styled archbishop Laud " the little

vermin, the urchin, and hocu^ pocus ;" for which
he was sentenced to have his ears tacked to the

pillory in the presence of his scholars ; and to

pay a fine of £'3,000. The former part of this

cruel sentence he avoided by withdrawing from
Westminster. He was, however restored by the

* In the year 1665, this copy was bequeathed to the
learned and ingenious sir Philip Warwick, secretary to the
lord treasurer, and clerk of the signet ; who employed
much of his time, even to the year of his death, in ]682, in
writing commentaries upon the text, on the margins, in
abundance of places. It came aftei-wards into the posses-
sion of sir William Burrell, at whose death it was sold for

thirteen pounds five shillings, in May, 1796. I shall only
make this one remark upon this beautiful edition : that
there has one erratum escaped in it, repeated in many fol-

lowing editions (as may be seen in Howel's History of the
Gospel) which, favourinj? the independent scheme, made
it suspected to have been done by the contrivance of some
of that faction. It is only in having placed the second
person plural, for the first, ye for we, in the Acts of the
Apostles, chap. vi. verse 3. For it is there stated that

the chosen persons, there mentioned, are meant to be ap-

pointed, by we, the apostles, notby ?/e, the electors.—Lewis'
History of the Translation of the Bible, 1739-

t Sir Maurice Abbot died January 10, 1640.

t John Williams, D.D., was born at Aber Conway, in

Carnarvonshire, March 25, 1582; was educated at Cam-
bridge, and became an eminent theological writer. He
was very high in the favour of James I., to whom he was
lord keeper. His church preferments were many ; and at

his death was archbishop of York, which took place March
25, 1650.
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longf parliament, and suffered for a time to keep

his prebend,when all the rest of the prebendaries

were turned out. But seeing the course which

the second parliament took, he inclined to the

king's cause, and lived in retirement during the

commonwealth.
He was born in the parish of St. Olave, in

Southwark, and was first of Christ church, and
then of Westminster, where he died in the be-

ginning of October, 1659, and was buried in

the south aisle of St. Peter's church, Westmin-
ster. He was a learned man ; but does not ap-

pear to have published any book.—^Wood's

Athen Oxon Fasti, i. p. 212.

1638. Died, Hans Paulsen Resen, D.D.,

bishop of Zealand, the great promoter of dis-

persing the scriptures in the Danish tongue.

When Christian IV. came to England in 1606,

on a visit to his brother-in-law James I., he chose

Resen and Venusin to accompany him. Here
Dr. Resen had an opportunity of forming an ac-

quaintance with men of the highest repute in the

republic of letters, and collected upwards of

thirty ancient and scarce manuscripts ; which
were afterwards presented by his grandson to

the university library in Copenhagen. On the

demise of bishop Winstrup, in 1615, he was
created bishop of Zealand, which office, says

Zwergius, he discharged with great watchfulness

and zeal, both in regard to the outward purity

of religion, and the advancement of true piety,

till his death.

The result of Resen's interview with his

Danish majesty, was his appointment to super-

intend a new edition of the holy scriptures, to be
revised according to the Hebrew and Greek
texts. In 1605, the new testament appeared in

2 vols. 18mo., printed on ordinary paper, with a

small, yet tolerably distinct type ; and is remark-
able for being thefirst of any part of the Danish
scriptures in which the division of the chapters

into verses is introduced. An edition of the Pen-
tateuch, answering to the new testament just

described, in size, paper, and arrangement, was
finished April 19th, 1605; and is slated to have
been printed by Niels Michelson, at John Al-

bert's. The text of these editions is exactly the

same as that of the whole bible printed in 1607.

Resen's bible being completed, was published

at Copenhagen in 1607, " with his majesty's

special privilege." On the back of the title-page

is the portrait of Christian IV. with this motto,
" Regina firmat pietas,"—"Piety is the strength

of kingdoms."
The publication of Resen's bible gave rise to

a famous controversy between Resen and Ivar
Stubb, the Hebrew professor in the university of

Copenhagen, which terminated in the expulsion

of the professor from his office, and is said to

have occasioned his end.

Several editions of the psalms succeeded the

publication of Resen's bible. Among which
may be noted an edition printed by H. Wald-
kirch, Copenhagen, 1614, 8vo. accompanied with

a portrait of Luther ; a metrical version by
Christian Berg, Copenhagen, 1614, 12mo. with

the tunes of Sobwasser, which were greatly es-

teemed in the Lutheran churches of Germany

;

another elegant metrical version by A. C. Arre-

boe, who had been deposed from the see of

Drontheim, for his irregular life ; Copenhagen,

1623, 16mo. and a small folio edition of the

psalms printed by Tyge Nelson, in Copenhagen,

1632, at the expense of the noble and benevolent

lady Ellen Marsvin, of Ellenborg. The object

she had in view in publishing this edition was,

that the holy and sublime truths in it might be

accessible by old people with weak eyes, which

it is certainly well calculated to answer, the type

being so uncommonly large, that though the size

be small folio, there are sometimes not more
than three verses on a page. Denmark was now
in possession of three editions of the bible, and of

several impressions of select portions of it : yet

the copies thus brought into circulation were

inadequate to the wants of the nation. Little

progress, however, was made in the work for

some time, which was most probably owing to

his majesty having resolved that the bible should

be in folio, and the want of a sum adequate to

the expenses of such an undertaking. Steps

were, nevertheless, taken for the procuring of

paper, and engaging a printer: and at length

the bible appeared in 1 633, in large folio, printed

at Copenhagen ; accompanied with plates. The
portrait of Christian IV. is inserted before the

preface, and portraits of Danish kings, in a
smaller size, fill the border. Some copies were
printed on parchment, and presented by his ma-
jesty to foreign courts. The profits arising from
the sale of this edition were ordered to be applied

to the publication of a Hebrew and Latin bible,

the emoluments of which were to be devoted to

printing other useful and vendible books ; and
300 rix-dollars of the sum advanced by the Nor-
wegians, were sent to Amsterdam, as a contri-

bution towards the building of the Lutheran
church, in that city. The plan of the Hebrew
bible failing, an account was rendered to the

consistoiy, by which it appeared that the neat

profit arising from the sale of this edition of the

Danish bible amounted to 7000 dollars ; ofwhich
1000 were given to the library, and 2000 to the

librarian; 2000 applied to the purchase of fuel

and candles for the students ol king's college

;

and the interest of the remaining 2000 employed
in relieving the widows of the professors.

In 1639, the royal permission was obtained

for reprinting Resen's bible,the former impression

being exhausted. The new testament was first

ready, and was published separately, in 1644

;

and the entire bible made its appearance in

1647, 4to. The whole has a double title, the

first surrounded with figures, and accompanied
with a beautiful figure of Christian IV., the

second quite plain ; double titles were also affixed

to each part, the one ornamented with figures,

the other plain. This revision of Resen's version

is generally called Svaning^s Bible, froin having
been corrected principally by archbishop Svan-
ing, who improved the vei*sion, according to the

manuscripts left by Resen.
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1638. Newes and Strange Newes from St.

Jhristophers of a tempestuous spirit, which is

called hy the Indians a Hurry-cano or whirl-

wind; whereunto is added, the true and last rela-

tions (in verse) of the dreadful accident which
happened at Witticomhe in Devonshire, 21 Oct.

1638. London, 12mo. with a wood-cut. Sold at

the Gordonston sale for £\ 18s. Ingliss, £1 Ss.

1639. At the commencement of the great civil

war, each army carried with it its own printer

;

expecting either to convince by its reasoning, or

delude by its falsehood. King Charles I. carried

Robert Barker with him to Newcastle-upon-
Tyne, this year, and there published a news-

paper, which was the first provincial one in the

kingdom; and the same year was printed a book
entitled, Lawes and ordinances of Warre, for

the better government of his inajestie^s army
royall, in the present expedition for the Northern

parts, ^c." Imprinted at Newcastle, by Robert
Barker, printer to his majesty, &c. a small 4to.

of 27 pages. Barker did not remain long at

Newcastle, but returned to London.
1640. Miles Flesher printed the following

curious work, entitled the Belman of London
bringing to Light the most notorious Villanies

that are now practised in the Kingdoms. Profit-

able for gentlemen, lawyers, merchants, citizens,

farmers, masters of households, and all sorts of

servants to mak, and delightfull for all men to

read.
Lege, perlege, relege.

The fifth impression with new editions.

Of this book Warton observed, that it was
called by a cotemporary writer, the most witty,

elegant, and eloquent display of the vices of

London then extant. Scarce as this book now
is, and few are more scarce, it went through a

prodigious number of editions. This is almost

the first book which professes to give any account

of the canting language of thieves and vagabonds.

John Busby printed \\\e Lanthoi-n and Candle
Light : or, the Bell-Mans Second Nights Walke.
In which he brings to light a brood of more
strange villanies than ever were till this yeare

discovered.

Decet novisse malum, fecisse nefandum.

The second edition, newlycorrected and amended.
This appears to be a continuation of the for-

mer work, and certainly is no less curious. It is

inscribed " To the verry worthy Gentleman,
Francis Musician of Peckam."
M. Parsons printed English Villanies seven

severall Times prest to Death by the Printers, but
still reviving, are no^v the eighth time (as at the

first) discovered by Lanthome and Candle Light,

and the helpe of a new cryer, called

0-per-se-O.

Whose loud voyce proclaimes to all that will

heare him, another conspiracy of abuses lately

plotting together to hurt the peace of this king-

dome: which the Bell-man, because he then

went stumbling in the dark, could never see till

now. And because a company of rogues, cun-
ning, canting gypsies, and all the scumme of a
nation fight here under their tattered colours.

At the end is a canting dictionary to teach their

language, with canting songs. A booke to make
gentlemen merry, citizens warie, countrimen
carefull. Fit for all justices to reade over,

because it is a pilot by whom they may make
strange discoveries.*

1640. Thomas Cotes printed thfe Tragedy of
Messalina, the Roman Empresse, as it hath beene
acted with generall applause, divers times, by
the company of his majesties revells. Written
bv Nathaniel Richards.

Optimus hie et formosissimus idem
Gentis Pati-itiae rapitur miser extinguendus
Messallinse oculis.

—

Juvenal. Sat, 10.

For Daniel Frere, at the sign of the Red Bull,

in Little Brittaine.

To this play a portrait of the author is pre-

fixed, with this inscription round the border :

—

" Sentite supera nou Terrestria, suspice coelum,

despice mundum, respice finem."

1640. The School of ABO,t the capiUil of

Swedish Finland, having been raised to the

dignity of an university by queen Christina,

in this year, its directors, unwilling that the

academical acts should continue to be printed at

Stockholm or Dorpt, as had previously been
customary, established at Abo in 1642 or 1643,
as their own printer, Peter Waldius, who had
before exercised the art at Upsal and at the

Westeras. Printing continued to be exercised

at Abo until the year 1713, at which time, on
account of the troubles of war, the press was
removed for security to Stockholm, where it was
still remaining in the year 1722, when Alnander
wrote his history of Swedish typography.

* The following is the first work in which any account
or description can be found of the cant language of thieves
and pickpockets. It is in black letter, and has this title :

—

A Caveat for Common Ctirsetors, vulgarely called Vaga-
bones, set forth by Thomas Harman, Esquier, for the
utilite and proffyt of hys naturall Countrey, newly aug-
mented and imprinted Anno Domini, 1597. Viewed, ex-

amined, and allowed according unto the Queene Majestyes
injunctions. Imprinted at London, in Fletestret, at the
signe of the Faulcon, by Wylliam Gryffith, and are to be
sold at his shoppe in Saynt Dunstones Churche Yarde in
the West.
In the title page is a wood engraving, which represents

two vagabonds tied at the cart's tail, and the executioner
in the act of flogging them.

It is thus inscribed :
—" To the Right Honorable and my

singular good Lady Elizabeth Countes of Shrewsbury,
Thomas Harman wisheth all joye and perfite felicite here
and in the world to come."

It seems singular enough to inscribe a book of this kind
to a woman of exalted rank. It contains a minute de-
scription of the tricks and terms of the notorious villains

of the day,
t On the 7th of September, 1827, the town of Abo was

almost wholly destroyed by a conflagration, when it is

said that only eight hundred volumes of the public library

escaped destruction ; and, what is worse, that nearly one
hundred persons perished in the flames. Fortia, in his

Travels in Sweden, speaks of a Blissale Aboense, printed at
Lubeck, in 1 588, a very rare book, only two copies being
known to exist, one of which is in the university library
of Abo, and the other in that of the university of Upsal

;

tills latter, however, is imperfect.

—

Cotton.
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1640. Cardinal Richelieu * prime minister

of France, erected a private press, in his chateau,

near Tours, from whi«h several works, executed

with great neatness, have proceeded, bearing-

date 1653, 1654, &c., for a particular account

of which, see Peignot's Zh'cifiownaire de Bibliogie.

1640. Died, Robert Stephens the Third,
who was the son of the second Robert Stephens,

The time of his birth is not exactly ascertained,

but Mr. Greswell supposes it to have taken

place in 1563, he must therefore have been very

young at the death of his father. Du Verdier

describes him as a young man of very promising

talents, and as resident in the family of M. des

Portes, in the year 1584. Though he is allowed

to have become conspicuous as a typographer,

yet the time of his commencement of this art

remains very doubtful : Maittaire says in the

year 1598; but La Caille asserts that he com-
menced printing in the year 1588, several con-

siderable works. As impressions of so laie a
date as 1640, bear his name, Maittaire believes

him to have attained at least to the age of

seventy. "Assuming," says Mr. Greswell, "my
conjecture above, respecting the time of his

birth, to be near the truth, he must have lived

to the age of seventy-seven years."

This Robert Stephens had the title of " Poete

et Interprete du Roy pour les Langues Grecque
et Latin." All those poetical compositions cited

by Maittaire as productions of his father, are

proved by clear evidence to belong to the son.

To his brief notice of Robert Stephens the

third, Maittaire has subjoined a variety of Greek
and Latin " Epigraramata ;" which are further

proofs of his facility and fruitfulness in this

species of composition. To some of those poetic

* John Armand Du Plessis de Richelieu, a great cardi-
nal, and minister of state in France, was born Sept. 5,

1585. Being a man of prodigious capacity, and'of a rest-
less and insatiable ambition, he formed to himself vast
designs, which made his whole life nothing but a series
of agitations and inquietudes. He showed himself a
patron of men of letters, and caused the arts and sciences
to flourish in the kingdom. He abounded, however,
rather with great qualities than good ones, and. therefore
was much admired, but not beloved. He was one of
those ambitious men who foolishly attempt to rival every
kind of genius; and seeing himself constantly disap-
pointed, he envied, with all the venom of rancour, those
talents which are so frequently the all that men of genius
possess. He died, December 4, 1642, before he had
completed any of his designs ; leaving behind him a name
somewhat dazzling, but by no means dear and venerable.
Cardinal Mazarine carried on Richelieu's plan, and com-
pleted many of his schemes. Never was a gigantic baby
of adulation so crammed with the soft pap of Dedications
as cardinal Richelieu. French flattery even exceeded
itself. There are a vast number of very extraordinary
dedications to this man, in which the divinity itself is dis-
robed of its attributes to bestow them on this miserable
creature of vanity. 1 suspect, says D'Israeli, that even
the following one is not the most blasphemous he received.
" Who has seen your face withoiit being seized by those
softened terrors which made the prophets shudder when
God showed the beams of his glory ! But as be whom
they dared not to auproach in the burning bush, and in
the noise of thunders, appeared to them sometimes in the
freshness of the zephyrs, so the softness of your august
countenance dissipates at the same time, and changes into
dew the small vapours which cover its majesty."—One of
these herd of dedicators, after the death of Richelieu, sup-
pressed, in a second edition, his hyperbolical panegyric;
and as a punishment to himself, dedicated the work to
Jesus Christ

!

effusions he was accustomed to subjoin his name,
Robertus Stephanus, simply : but to others,

Robertus Stephanus, R. F. R. N. (Roberti Filius,

Roberti Nepos); and the same distinction is

sometimes found subscribed to the title-pages of

his impressions.

Maittaire terms him " Typographus insignis,

quamvis non Regius; in symbolis excogitandis

ingeniosus, et Latinae ac Graecae linguae peritus."

La Caille says, he had for his mark the Olive,

which was that of his ancestors. With the

Olive he adopted the words, variously, " Noli

altum sapere, sed time." His several modes of

subscription, " in librorum titulis," were :
" ex

typographia," or " ex officina Roberti Stephani :"

or " Oliva," or "ad Olivam R. Stephani :" "de
I'imprimerie de Robert Estienne :" " a I'Olivier

de Robert Estienne." Maittaire observes that

various impressions of his are found without any
device: that John Jannon occasionally used
his office and materials ; and that many other
" libraires" of Paris frequently employed his

press. As king's interpreter he translated into

French the two first books of Aristotle's Rhetoric.

1640. We are now come to that memorable
epoch, in English history.

When civil dudgeon first grew high.

Each party, whether political, or religious, now
hoped to gain their object, by spreading their

pretensions. From this source, the nation was
soon over-run with tracts of every size, and
of various denominations: hence, the Diurnal,
which continued its hebdomadal round, notwith-
standing the ridicule of Cleveland, from 1640 to

1660: and hence too the different mercuries,
which were sent abroad, to inflame by their

vehemence, or to conciliate by their wit ; to con-
vince by their argument, or to delude by their

sophistry. Many of them were written with
extraordinary talent, and published with un-
common courage. The great writers of these

mercuries were Marchraont, Needham, sir John
Birkenhead, and sir Roger L'Estrange.

When hostilities commenced, every event,

during a most eventful period, had its own
historian, who communicated News from Hull^
Truths from York, Warranted Tidings from
Ireland, and Special Passages from several

Places. These were all occasional papers. Im-
patient, however, as a distracted people were for

information, the news were never distributed

daily. The various newspapers were published
weekly at first; but in the progress of events;
and in the ardour of curiosity, they were dis-

tributed twice, or thrice, in every week. Such
were tlie French Intelligencer, the Dutch Spye,
the Irish Mercury, and the Scots Dove; the
Parliament Kite, and the Secret Otvl. Mercurius
Acheronticus brought them hebdomadal News
from Hell, Mercurius Democritus communicated
wonderful news from the World in the Moon,
the Laughing Mernirg gave perfect news from
the Antipodes, and Mercurius Mastix faithfully
lashed all Scouts, Mercuries, Posts, Spies, and
other Intelligencers.
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Among this clamour of contradiction, this

activity of ridicule, this tumult of laughter,

Scotland and Ireland were not neglected. De-
voted to political purposes, they soon became a

party nuisance, by serving as receptacles of

party malice, and echoing to the farthest ends of

the kingdom the insolent voice of all factions.

They set the minds of men more at variance,

inflamed their tempers to a greater fierceness,

and gave a keener edge to the sharpness of civil

discord. Mercurius was the favourite name, with

another word, to indicate the character of the

party from which it emanated. When any title,

however, grew popular, it was stolen by the

antagonist, who, by this stratagem, conveyed his

notions to those who would not have received

them had he not worn the appearance of a friend.

It is clear, however, that they occupied no great

share of public attention, till that war had
fully aroused the national mind. Whole flights

of Diurnalls and Mercuries, in small 4to., then

began to be disseminated by the different par-

ties into which the state was divided. Nearly a

score are said to have been started in 1643, when
the war was at its height. Peter Heylin, in the

preface to his Cosmographie, mentions that " the

affairs of each town or war were better presented

in the Weekly Newsbooks.*"

1640, Nov. Diurnal of Occurrences in Par-
liament.

1640. The several companies were required to

lend £50,000 to the king ; of which the stationei-s'

quota was £500—and in 1642, in like manner,

£100,000, towards which they paid £1000. In

1643, they were called on to pay £5 a week for

three months, besides £32 for a royal subsidy.

To defray these heavy charges, all their plate

was sold, except Mr. Hulet's standing cup—the

white plate at 4s. 9d. an ounce—one parcel of

gilt plate at 4s. lOd.—and another at 5s. 3d.

1640. A Certaine Relation of the Hog-faced
Gentlewoman, called Mistriss Tannakin Skinker,

who was borne at Wickham, a neuter toune

betweene the emperour and the Hollander, situ-

ate on the river Rhyne, who was bewitched in

her mother's womb, in the yeare 1618, and hath

lived ever since unknoune in this kind to any

but her parents and a few of her neighbours

;

and can never recover her true shape until she

be married, &c. Also relating the cause, as it is

since conceived, how her mother came so be-

witched. London, 4to. With a wood-cut of the

lady and her suitor.f

1640. The first book that was published in

England with an appendix, or collection of

* A (Curious) Series of the Biurnals or Weekly Intel-

ligencers, ^c. of the period from 1641 to 1646, comprising
two hundred and seventy various pieces. London, 1641,

4to., ^Vl 12s.

t This very rare tract sold at the Gordonstoun sale for
£7 ijs. 6d. It has however been reprinted within these
few years. As we have never been able to ascertain
whether the contents of this singular tract ai-e atranslation,
or merely the composition of an Englishman, it is impos-
sible for us to say what degree of credit may be attached
to the recital. On one point, however, we are decided,
namely, that this tale has served as the basis for all the
pig faced ladies, both in this country and in France.—
Bibliographical Miscellany.

original papers ; a practice which has since been
often followed by our antiquaries and historians

very laudably, was Mr. Somnen's Antiquities of
Canterbury. 4to.

—

Dr. Pegge.

1640. Collection of Speeches in Matter of Re-
ligion. By sir Edward Deering. London, 4to.

" House of Commons.—Die Mercurii, 2 Feb.
1641. Resolved, that this book of sir Edward
Deering (entitled a Collection of Speeches, Sec.)

is against the honour and privilege of this house,
and scandalous to the house ; and shall be burnt
by the hands of the common hangman, in West-
minster, Cheapside, and Smithfield, the author
disabled from sitting as a member, and ordered
to be committed to the tower."

" Friday, 4 Feb. 1641.—Ordered that the
stationer that printed sir E. Deering's book
should be sent for, and the books to be seized

on, and burnt according to the order of the
house, and to prohibit the sale of them."

—

Diurnall of the Passages in Parliament.
1640. John Jannon, a celebrated printer at

Sedan, in France, printed some very diminutive
volumes, well known to collectors of books by
the name of Sedan editions; they are highly
valued, and in much request, on account of the

smallness and neatness of the type, which cor-

responds with our diamond type; the Virgil,

32mo., dated 1625 ; the Horace of 1627, 32mo.;
the (xieek Testament of 1628, 32mo.; and the

Great Bible, (the Geneva version) of 1633, two
vols. 12mo. These editions are remarkably cor-

rect ; but copies in fine condition are not often to

be obtained. They are frequently either stained,

or cut down in binding.

1640. Died, John Ford, a poet and dramatic
writer. He was designed for the legal profession,

but, while a student in the Middle Temple,
began to write plays and poems, of the former

of which nine have been preserved. His chief

play is the tragedy of the Brother and Sister,

which, though in the highest degree objectionable

on account of its subject, contains some scenes

of striking excellence. The passion which Ford
most successfully delineates is that of love : he
excels in representing the pride and gallantry,

and high-toned honour of youth, and the en-

chanting, or mild and graceful magnanimity of
the female character. He was born in London,
April 17, 1586.

1641. Printing introduced at Kilkenny and
Waterford, Ireland, by Rinuccini, the pope's

legate, for the purpose of disseminating those

doctrines which he conceived to be essential

to the interests of his master, and which his

own violent disposition was but too ready to

adopt. Dr. O'Conor (Columbanus, letter II.

page xvi.) relates that " the nuncio's presses at

Waterford and Kilkenny teemed with those vile

publications which maintained that a papal ex-

communication, whether just or unjust, must be

obeyed ; and preachers were every where em-
ployed to assure the illiterate rabble, the bloody,

and plundering, and desolating mob of the

country, in their own language, that all the*

calamities of plague, famine, and war, which
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then raged in Ireland, were to be atti'ibuted to

the resistance which our nobility, gentry, and
second order of clergy, made to the excommuni-
cations of the synod of Waterford ! a synod

which, in consequence of foreign influence, was
guilty of the most flagrant peijury, violation of

the public faith, and rebellion against their

country, and against their king." The rebel-

lion commenced in 1641, and was suppressed in

September, 1643 ; it was calculated that 300,000
British and protestants had been massacred by
the rebels, or driven from their habitations, be-

sides those who fell in battle. Books, and par-

ticularly the bible, were treated with every in-

dignity : they were torn to pieces or burnt.

1641. Ar^t asleepe Husband F A Bouhter
Lecture^ stored with all variety of witty Jests,

merry Tales, and other pleasant passages, by Phi-
logenes Panedonius, with the rare frontispiece,

by Marshall. This work was sold for £b 5s.

1641. A precept from the lord mayor, for the

master, wardens, and ten of the most graceful of

the company of stationers, to attend on horse-

back, in their best array, with footmen, to receive

the king on his return from Scotland, and wait
on him through the city.

1640, Nov. 3, to June 1641. The Speeches in

Parliament were published in tivo vols. pp. 534,

for William Cooke.

1641

.

The English Post.

1641. Warranted Tidings from Ireland—
London, printed by N. Butter, 4to. There were
many occasional papers of news from Ireland,

during the Irish wars.

1641, Sept. 23. Sad Newes from the Seas,

being a tru£ relation of that good ship called the

Merchant Royall, which was cast away ten leagues

from the Land's End, on Thursday night, being

the 23 of September last, 1641 ; having in her a

world of Treasure, as this story following doth

truly relate. Printed in the year 1641. 4 to.

1641. Old Newes neudy revived, on the dis-

covery of all occurrences happened since the begin-

ning of the Parliament. 4 to.

1641. Neives from the North, or a Dialogue
betwixt David Dammeslash, a souldier, and Wal-
ter Wheeler, a riche Northerne farmer. 4 to.

with frontispiece.

1641. A Pack of Patentees, opened, shuffled,
cut, dealt, and played. London. 1641. 4 to.

The characters introduced in this dramatic satire

are Coals, Soap, Starch, Leather, Vinum, Salt,

Hops, Tobacco, he.
1642, Jan. 8. Died, Galileo Galileo, the

celebrated astronomer. June 22, 1632, Galileo
and his books were condemned at Rome, and
he was compelled publicly to disavow senti-

ments, the truth of which to him must have been
abundantly manifest. " Are these, then, my
judges ?" he exclaimed, in retiring from the in-

quisitors, whose ignorance astonished him. " It

was in Florence (says Milton) that I found and
visited the famous Galileo, grown old, a prisoner

to the inquisition, for thinking in astronomy
otherwise than the Franciscan and Dominican
sciencers thought." The confessor of his widow,

%

taking advantage of his piety, perused the manu-
scripts of this great philosopher, and destroyed

such as in his judgment were not fit to be known
to the world. He was born at Pisa, Feb. 1 9, 1564.

1642, March 7. The printers of London ex-

hibited a petition before the committee for the

better regulating the art of printing, and the

calling in of four several patents concerning

printing, which they conceived to be monopolies.

1st. A patent granted to Christopher Barker,

and Robert Barker, his son, in the 19th and 31st

Elizabeth, and since renewed 10th of James I.,

3rd Caroli, to Bonham Norton, Bill, and others,

or the sole printing of bibles, testaments, common
prayer books, &c., in English; inhibiting all

others from printing them.
2nd. A patent first granted to Richard Tottle,

and lately confirmed to John More, for the sole

printing of all law books whatsover, prohibiting

all others from printing them.
3rd. A patent first granted to John Norton,

for the sole printing of all bibles, testaments,

grammars, accidences, &c., in Latin, Greek, or

Hebrew, and sundry other books in English.

4th. A patent lately made to Thomas Sym-
cocke, for printing all things that are, may, or

shall be printed upon one side of a sheet, or any
part of a sheet, provided the other side be white
paper. The complaint did not afi'ect the patents.—Prynne^s Manuscripts.

1642. Stephen Bulkeley was settled as a
printer in the city of York, and continued to

practice the art till the year 1677.

1642. Sir Thomas Brown,* author of the
celebrated treatise entitled the Religio Medici,
first written in 1634, and which he declares

himself never intended for the press, having
composed it only for his own exercise and enter-

tainment. He had, however, communicated it

to his friends, and by some means a copy was
given to a printer in this year, and was no
sooner published than it excited the attention of
the public by the novelty of its paradoxes, the
dignity of sentiment, the quick succession of
images, the multitude of abstruse allusions, the
subtlety of disquisition, and its strength of

language. Amongst other strange opinions,

the following will give some idea of his love

towards the press, and upon authors that are

multifarious, not having the good of " the trade"

before their eyes ; but thinking in Ganganelli's

way, speaks in this heterodox style :
" 'Tis not a

melancholy wish of my own, but the desires of
better heads, that there were a general synod

;

not to unite the incompatible differences of
religion, but for the benefit of leaniing to re-

duce it, as it lay at first in a few and solid

authors ; and condemn to the fire those swanns

* sir Thomas Brown was born at Norwich, in 1605, and
educated for the medical profession ; he devoted many
years to travelling: in vaiious countries; and besides his
Religio Medici, wrote an Knipiiri/ intn V'ulpnr and Com-
mon Errorg, which ran throu;;h "many editions, and met
with great applause. In l6(J5 he was chosen honorary
member of the college of physicians, and in 1671, received
at Norwich the honour of knighthood from Charles II»
He died at Norwich, October ly, l682.

3 R
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and millions of rhapsodies, begotten only to

distract and abuse the weaker judgment of

scholars, and to maintain the trade and mystery

of typographers." The earl of Dorset recom-

mended this book to the perusal of sir Kenelm
Digby, who returned his judgment upon it, not

in a letter, but in a book, in which, though

mingled with some positions fabulous and un-

certain, there are acute remarks, just censures,

and profound speculations ;
yet its principal

claim to admiration is that it was written in

twenty-four hours, of which part was spent in

procuring Browne's book, and part in reading it.

This induced the author to publish a more correct

edition of his work, which had great success.

1642. The popularity of carol-singing occa-

sioned the publication of a work entitled Psalms

or Songs of Sion turned into the language and
set to the tunes ofa strange land. By W(illiam)

S(layter,) intended for Christmas carols, and
fitted to divers of the most noted and common
but solemne tunes, every where in this land fami-

liarly used and known. Upon the copy of this

book in the British museum, a former possessor

has written the names of some of the tunes to

which the author designed them to be sung
;

for instance. Psalm 6, to the tune of Jane Shore

;

Psalm 19, to Bar. Forster^s Dreame ; Psalm 43,

to Crimson Velvet ; Psalm 47, to Garden Greene;

Psalm 84, to the Fairest Nymph of the Valleys.*

1642, Jan. 11, Feb. 3. Ireland's true Diurnal,

sent from an alderman in Dublin to his son in

London. London : printed for William Bladen.

1642. The Scots Scout's Discoveries. Printed

at London early in this year.

1642, April 22. Occurrences from Ireland.

1642, May 16. A continuation of the Weekly
Occurrences in Parliament—as also other Occur-

rences upon Saturday May 20.

1642,May 24 to June 2. Some special passages

from London, Westminster, York, Ireland, and
other parts, collected for the satisfaction of those

that desire true information. Printed for Thomas
Baker.

1642, June 13-20. A perfect Diurnal of the

Passages in Parliament, No. 4.

1642, July S. A perfect Diurnal, No. 1, a

continuation of Special Passages.

1642, July 26. An exact Coranto.

1642, July 16-26. A Diurnal and Particulars

of the last Week's Daily Occurrences, from his

Majesty, in several places.

* The adaptation of reli^ous poetry to secular melody
in England, is noticed by Shakspeare, in t\iQ' Winter^s Tale,

(act iv. sc. 3.) The clown relates that his sister being the
mistress at his father's shearing feast, made four-and-
twenty nosegays for the sheep-shearers, all good catch-
singers, mostly trebles and bases, with "but one puritan
among them, and he singspsalms to hornpipes."
The most singular measure adopted for circulating the

reformed opinions in Scotland, was the composition of
" Gude and godly ballates, changed out of prophaine
sangs, for avoiding of sinne and harlotrie." The title suf-
ficiently indicates their nature and design. The air, the
measure, the initial line, or the chorus of the ballads most
commonly sung by the people at that time, were trans-
ferred to hymns of devotion. Unnatural, indelicate, and
gross as this association appears to us, these spiritual
songs edified multitudes at that time.

^

1642, August 16. Special and considerable

Passages, No. 1,

1642, Aug. 22. Mercurius Rusticus ; or, the

Country's Complaint of the barbarous outrages

begun in the year 1642, by the sectaries of this

once flourishing kingdom. By Bruno Ryves, the
king's chaplain. 4to.*

1642, Oct. 3. England's Memorable Accidents.

1642, Oe^ 11. Weekly Intelligence.

1642, Nov. 28. A grand Diurnal of the Pas-
sages in Parliament, No. 1.

1642, Nov. 6-11. Ti've Newesfrom our Navie
now at Sea.

1642, Dec. 20-27. The Kingdom's Weekly
Intelligencer, No. 1

.

1642. Special Passages. _
1642. The Latest remarkable Truth. Wt

1642. Newes from Germany.
1642. A Grand Journal.

1642. Exceeding Welcome Newesfrom Ireland,

being the copie of a letter sentfrom Dundalke to

Mr. Dudley Norton, unih true information what
Victories have been obtained against the rebels in

several parts of that Kingdome, ^-c. London, 4to.

1642. Newes from the narrow Seas, of the

fearful fight between the Danes and Van Trump.
1642 Newes jrom the narrow Seas. Being a

relation of a mighty fight upon the coast of Frize-

land. London. 4to.

1642. Lamentable and Sad Neivs from the

North. London. 4to.

1642. Newes, true Newes, laudable Newes,

Citie Newes, Court Newes, Country Newes :

The world is mad, or it is a ynad world my mas-
ters; especially now when the Antipodes these

things are come to passe. London. 4to.

1642. Neives from Sally ; or a strange delivery

of four English captives from the slavery of the

Turks. 4to.

1642 Happy Newes to England, sent from
Oxford. 4to. With a wood-cut.

1642. Speedy Post, with more Newsfrom Hull.

1642. A Perfect Relation.

1642. May 23—30. The Heads of all the Pro-

ceedings ofboth Houses of Parliament. London

:

printed for J. Smith and A. Coe.

1643. It appears that printing was introduced

into the city of Bristol, in this year, from the

following works:

—

A Sermon by Richard Tow-
good, 1643. 8vo. Certain Observations on the

new League or Covenant, ^c. with a copy of said

Covenant. 4to. Bristoll, printed for Richard
Harsell, and are to be sold by him in Bristoll,

1643. On the reverse is the licence of the

bishop, " Imprimatur, Tho. Bristol," dated Feb.

20, 1643.

1643. A printing office at Tornaci destroyed

by fire, in which many valuable works were con-

sumed.

* Mercurius Rusticus was originally published in one,

and sometimes two sheets 4to. It has since gone through

four editions, the last published in 1723, with a curious

frontispiece; representing; a kind of Dutch Mercury in the

centre, and the other compartments, with fancied views of

places where some of the scenes were acted. Bruno
Ryves was a native of Blandford.
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1643. The Journal of William Dowsing^ of
Stratford^parliamentary visitor^ appointed under
a ivarrant from the earl of Manchester

^ for
abolishing the superstitious pictures and orna-

ments of churches, Sfc, within the county of Suf-
folk, in the years 1643, 1644.

William Dowsing was a fanatical Quixote, to

whose intrepid arm many of our noseless saints,

sculptured on our cathedrals, owe their misfor-

tunes, as detailed by himself with a laconic

conciseness, and it would seem with a little dry
humour. He and his deputies scoured one hun-
dred and fifty churches, breaking windows, de-

facing monuments, digging down the steps, and
taking up inscriptions, &c. It has been humour-
ously conjectured, that from the ruthless devast-

ation of this redoubtable Goth, originated the

phrase to give a Dowsing.
During the civil wars the fury of the people

was carried to such a pitch, that all resistance

proved futile : the deans and canons were turned
out of their stalls, the fonts were pulled down,
and sold piecemeal ; inscriptions, statues, coats of
arms in brass, were torn from their ancient tomb-
stones, and the very graves ransacked for the
sake of plunder ; in short, whatsoever remained
of beauty was despoiled by the outrageous hands
of sacrilegious profanation. In this forlorn state

many churches remained for some years, when
the committee of government took possession of
the edifices and revenues accruing to the same.
In 1649, an ordinance of the state passed for the
pulling down and sale of the materials of all

cathedral churches. In January, 1644, an ordi-

nance was passed for the reform of the university

of Cambridge. The earl of Manchester had the

superintendence of this mandate, and ten heads
of colleges, with sixty-five fellows only, were ex-
pelled ; but upon the general's departure a more
zealous committee increased the number.

Speaking of the sabbatical institutions of these

times, Mr. D'Israeli observes, that they were
acts of persons who imagine that they become
more spiritual in the degree that they remove
themselves from all coi'poreal humanity ; as if

mortals were born, so dead to all the affections

of their nature ! In transferring the rigours of
the Jewish sabbath to the Lord's day, the con-
trast among the people was not only melancholy,
but even ridiculous. All the business and re-

creations of life suddenly ceased ; no cattle were
led to the water, no provender was procured for

the horse, no wine was to be sold, and if a godly
servant could be prevailed on to prepare the
Sunday dinner, she saved herself from the sin of
washing the dishes. A Sabbatarian lady had all

her days longed to bless her eyes with the sight
of royalty ; when Charles and Henrietta were
on a progress, Heylyn offered to procure her this

favour ; but the lady refused seeing a king and
queen on a sabbath day.

—

D^Israeli.
The following copy of Echo Verses exhibits

a curious picture of the state of religious fanatics,

the Roundheads of Charles I.,and are an evidence
that in the hands of a wit even such things can
be converted into instruments of wit. They

occur at the end of a comedy presented at the

entertainment of the prince, by the scholare of

Trinity college, Cambridge, in March, 1641

;

printed for James Calvin, 1642. The author,

Francis Cole, holds in a print a paper in one
hand, and a round hat in another. At the end of

all is this humourous little poem

:

THE ECHO!
Now, Echo, on what's religion g:rounded i

Round-head

!

Whose its professors most considerable ?

Rabble!
How do these prove themselves to be the godly ?

Oddly

!

But they in life are known to be the holy.
Olie!

Who are these preachers, men or women-common ?

Common

!

Come they from any unlversitie ?

Citie

!

Do tliey not learning from their doctrine sever ?

Ever!
Yet they pretend that they do edifie :

Ofie!
What do you call it then, to fructify ?

Ay.
What church have they, and what pulpits ?

Pitts

!

But now in chambers the Conventicle

;

Tickle

!

The godly sisters shrewdly are belied.
Bellied!

The godly number then will soon transcend.
End!

As for the temples they with zeal embrace them.
Rase them

!

What do they make of bishop's hierarchy ?

Archie*

!

Are crosses, images, ornaments their scandall i

All!
Nor will they leave us many ceremonies.

Monies !

Must even religion down for satisfaction^?

Faction.
How stand they affected to the government civil >.

Evil!
But to the king they are most loyal.

Lye all.

Then God keep king and state from these same men.
Amen !

1643. Five hundred and thirty-nine ounces of

plate, belonging to the company of stationers,

were pledged for £120, to answer the assess-

ment of £5 a week for three months; and
on account of the present distractions, there

shall be no dinner on the 6th of May, usually

called LamVs Feast ; nor procession, or livery

gowns. Only the company to meet at St. Faith's

church, to hear the sennon.

1 643. Manchester's Joy for Darbie's Overthrow^
or an exact relation of a famous Victory obtained

by the Manchester Tories against the Lord
Strange, Earle of Derby. 4to. Oxford.

1643. The Welshman's Declaration, declaring

her resolution to pe revenged on her enemies for te

great overthrotv of her cousins and countrymen in

Teane forest, Cloucestershire. 4 to.

1643, Jan. I. Mcrcunus Aulicus : a Diurnal,

communicating the intelligence and affairs of

the court to the use of the kingdom, from Ox-

* An allusion probably to Archibald Armstrong, the fool

or privileged jester of Charles I., usually called Archy, who
had a quarrel with archbishop Laud, and of whom many
arch things Eire on record. There is a little jest book, very
high priced, and of little worth, which bears the title of
Archie's Jests. He died April 1, 1672.
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ford. By sir John Birkenhead. Oxford
;
printed

by H. Hall, for W. Webb, bookseller, near to

Queen's college.*

1643, Jan. 9. Certain Information. No. 1.

1643, Jan. 30. The Daily Intelligencer of
Court, City, and Country, relating the most re-

markable passages in either, which may save

much labour in writing letters. London: printed

for John Thompson.
1643, Jan. 30. The S-pie, communicating In-

telligence from Oxford, No. 1

.

1643, Feb. 6. Anti-Aulicus, No. 1.

1643, Feb. 7. Mercurius Anglicus, No. 1.

1643, May 11. Mercurius Cmctw, or London
Intelligencer,! No. 1.

1643, May 20. Mercurius Rusticus, the first

week. 4to. By Bruno Ryves, the king's chaplain.

1643, June 9—16. The Parliament's Scoufs
Discovery, No. 1.

1643, July 3—10. A Weekly Account, No. 1.

1643, July 19. Wednesday's Mercury, No. 1.

1643, Aug. 16—22. Mercurius Britannicus,

No. 1. By Marchmont Needham.
1643, Aug. 30—Sept. 7. The Scotch Intelli-

gencer, or the Weekly News from Scotland and
the Court, No. 1.

1643, Sept. 23—30. The True Informer.

1643. The Scots Intelligencer, or the Weekly
News from Scotland and the Court. Printed at

London.
1643, Oct. 5. T%e Scottish Mercury, No. 1.

1643, Oct. 7. Neiv Christian Uses upon the

Weekly tru£ Passagesand Proceedings, ^c. No. 1

.

1643, Sept. 30—Oct. 20. The Scotch Dove-t

Our Dove tells newses from the Kings
And of haxiiionious letters sings.

1643, Oct. 21—28. The Welch Mercury.
1643, Oct. 23—30. Mercurius Cambro-Britan-

nicus; British Mercury, or Welch Diurnal.

1643, Oct. 27—Nov. 2. The compleat Intelli-

gencer and Resolvei', No. 1

.

1643, Nov. 3. Informator Rusticus ; or, the

Country Intelligencer. No. 1

.

1643, Nov.Q. Remarkable Passages. No. 1.

1643, Nov. 9. Mercurius Urbanus, No. 2.

1643, Nov. 2—9. The Kingdom's Weekly Post.^

1643. A Coranto from beyond Seas, No. 1.

1643. Mercurius Aquaticus.\\

1643. Britannicus Vapulans, No. 1.

1643, Nov. 2. Mercurius Vapulans; or, the

Whipping of poor British Mercury, by Mer-
curius Urbanus, younger brother to Aulicus.

* Mercurius Aulicus continued in weekly 4to. sheets,
until about 1645, after which time it only made an ac-
casional appearance.

t It is ornamented with a great variety of wooden cuts

;

and this number, containing a vote of parliament with
regard to the queen, is ornamented with her majesty's
portraiture.

t A wood cut represents the dove with her sprig.
§ It has a wood cut, representing the Post on horseback.
II This formed " the Water Poet's answer to all that hath

or shall be writ by Mercvrivs Britannicvs ;" and intended
as a partial reply to No. 16 of that work. The same writer
in the following year printed " No Mecm-ivs Avlicvs," in
reply to John Booker. See British Bibliographer, I. 520.

1644. The Hypocrite discovered and cured.

By Samuel Torshall. 4to. The following in-

stance of fanaticism and impiety is recorded in

the above work:—A Mr. Greswold, a gentleman
of Warwickshire, whom a Brownist had by de-
grees enticed from his parish church, was after-

wards persuaded to return to it—^but he returned
with a troubled mind, and lost in the prevalent
theological contests. A horror of his future ex-
istence shut him out, as it were, from his present
one : retiring into hisown house, with his children,

he ceased to communicate with the living world.
He had his food put in at the window ; and
when his children lay sick, he admitted no one
for their relief. His house, at length, was forced

open ; and they found two children dead, and
the father confined to his bed. He had mangled
his bible, and cut out the titles, contents, and
every thing but the very text itself ; for it seems
that he thought that every thing human was
sinful, and he conceived that the titles of the

books and the contents of the chapters, were to

be cut out of the sacred scriptures, as having
been composed by men.

1644. The first periodical publication issued

in Denmark appeared at Copenhagen in this

year ; but not a single copy of this is now known
to be remaining.

1644. A printing-office situate in the Butcher
Row, at Oxford, was destroyed by fire.

1644, Sept. 8. Died, Francis Quarles,
author of the Emblems, Sec. He was born
near Rumford, in Essex, in 1592, and became
secretary to archbishop Usher, was afterwards

chronologer to the city of London, and wrote

much in both prose and verse ; but his principal

work was his Emblems, a set of quaint pictorial

designs, referring to moral and religious ideas,

and each elucidated by a few appropriate verses.

His Enchiridion, a series of moral and political

observations, is also worthy of notice. His
verses were more popular in their own time than

those of the gayest court poets, being recom-
mended by a peculiar harshness and gloom, ac-

cordant with the feelings ol a large portion of

the people. The Emblems have been reprinted.

Quarles was also the author of a comedy, called

the Virgin Widow, 1621.

1644, Jan. 17—23. Mercurius, ^c.

Upon my life new borne, and wants a name.
Troth let the reader then impose the same.

Veridicus,

Be
1 wish thee ; if not so,

MUTUS,

- for we lyes enough do know.

1644, Jaw. 23—30. The Spy ; communicating-
intelligence from Oxford. Written by Durant
Hotham, sir John's son.

1644, Jan. 24. Mercurius Ccelicus, by John
Booker.

1644, Feb. 6. Mercurius not Veridicus, nor

yet Mutus ; but Cambro, or honest Britannus.

1644, Feb. 19—26. The Military Scribe.

\Q44,MarchA. Mercurius Vapulans ; or, Na-
worth stript and whipt.
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1644, March 12

—

19. Britain's Remembrancer.
1644, April 12. Mercurius Aulico-Mastix.

1644, April 14. A true and perfect Journal of
the Warres in England.

1644, May 1. The Weekly Newesfrom Foreign
Parts beyond the Seas.

1644, May 10. The Flying Post, No. 1.

1644, March 18

—

May 13. Intelligence from
the South Borders of Scotland, written from
Edinburgh.

1 644 , May 8—1 5 . ChiefHeads of each Dayh
Proceedings in Parliament.

1644, May 15. An exact Diurnal, No. 1.

1644, June 7. Mercurius Fumigosus, or the

Smoking Nocturnal, No. 1.

1644. MercuriusHibemicus,i^nnted at Bristol.

1644, June 1—10. A particular Relation of
the most remarkable Occurrencesfrom the United
Forces in the North, No. 3.

1644. The Cavalier's Diurnal.

1644, June 22

—

July 2. The Court Mercury.
1644, July 10. Le Mercure Anglois.*

1644, July ^0—Aug. 6. The London Post.

1644, Aug. 2. Mercurius Somniostis.

1644, Sept. 13—20. The Country Messenger,

or the Faithful Foot Post, No. 1.

1644, Oct. 22. Pelfeet Passages of Proceed-
ings in Parliament, No 2.

1644. The Monthly Account.

1644. Mercurius Problematicu^.

1645, Jan. 10. William Laud, archbishop
of Canterbury, was beheaded on this day for

high treason, not proved against him.f He pos-

sessed great influence in the councils of Charles
I., and was supposed by his opponents to have
advised many of the most intemperate and ob-
noxious measures which led both himself and
his master to the scaffold ; his ruin therefore was
earnestly sought by his enemies, and he fell a
sacrifice to party violence, and high church
sentiment. He was bom at Reading, in Berk-
shire, October 7, 1573.

His great attachment to books appeared even
from the articles of impeachment exhibited
against hira by his enemies—for amongst them
are the following :

—

Art. 5. Receiving a Bible, with a crucifix
embroidered on the cover of it by a lady.|

Art. 6. A book of Popish pictures, two Mis-

* This French paper had been formerly published for
two or three weeks, but discontinued. From this time it
was published at London weekly, on Thursday morning,
at nine o'clock.

t Another victim to popular fury was Tliomas Strafford,
earl of Wentworth. The saints of the day vindicated this
palpable murder by the phrase of Caiaphas, "that it was
expedient that one man should die for the people." To
what absurd lengths the people were carried away in the
arts of insurgency, even from the pulpit, &'c. is evident
from one of the aldci-men and common council, who said
that the decay of trade, and difficulty with which country
tradesmen paid their debts, were caused by delaying the
decapitation of Strafford,—D'Israeli's Commentaries on the
Life and Reigri of Charles I. He was born in Chancery-
lane, London, April 13, 15():i, and beheaded May 12, l641.

t In the library of St. John's college, O.xford, there is
still preserved a Salisbury Primer, or Missal, printed by
Pynson, u\K>n vellum, and a beautiful copy of the Aldine
Aristophanes of ugs; both of which belonged to the arch-
bishop.

sals, Pontificals, and Breviaries, which he made
use of as a scholar.

Art. 7. His [own] admirable Book of Devo-
tion, digested according to the ancient way of
canonical hours, &c.

1645, Jan. 10. Died, Robert Barker, the
king's printer, and who is noticed at page 433.
ante, as having paid £3500 for amending or cor-

recting the bible, had his reverses in fortune

;

for it appears from the following certificate, that

he lay in prison for ten years :
—" These are to

certify whom it may concera, that Robert
Barker, esq., was committed a prisoner to the
custody of the marshal of the king's bench, the
27th of November, 1635, and died in the prison
of the king's bench, the 10th of January, 1645."

1645, Feb. 18. Died, Sir Richard Baker,
well known as the author of the Chronicle of
the Kings of England,* which is rendered
familiar to every reader, by the circumstance of
Addison having taken it for the standard work
always referred to by sir Roger de Coverley, in

any question relating to the histoiy of our
country.f It continued to be reprinted until

1730,+ when an edition appeared with a con-
tinuation to the end of the reign of George I.,

but still with many errors, although, perhaps,
not of much importance to the plain people who
delight in the book. This is called by the
booksellers the best edition. Sir Richard Baker
was born at Sissinghirst, in Kent, about 1568,
and educated at Oxford, from whence he removed
to one of the inns of court, London, and after-

wards travelled abroad. In 1620, he served the
office of high sheriff" of Oxford, and being cast
into the Fleet prison for some of his wife's family
debts, died there, and was buried in St. Bride's
church. Fleet-street.

1643-5. A looking glass for Malignants.
London : 4to. A virulent attack on the king's
followei-s, particularly Laud and the prelates.

1645. A committee appointed by the privy
council to discover scandalous or seditious pam-
phlets, that they might punish the authors,
printers, and publishers.

1645. Thomas Fuller, the celebrated historian

and divine, is said to have written at Exeter his
Good Thoughts in Bad Times, and where the
book was published this year, which he states to

be " the first-fruits of the Exeter press."

1645. A Book of Martyrs was given for the
prisoners in Ludgate, at their request, inscribed
" The Gift of the Company of Stationers, 1645."

1645. Lord Herbert, of Cherbunr, printed
a work entitled De Veritate, Causes Errorum et

de Religione Laid, 4to. London. This book
of Lord Herbert's had no sooner made its appear-
ance, than it was most eagerly sought after, and

* Sir R. Baker's Chronicle of the Kings of England,
from the time of the Romans' Government, unto the Death
of King James. London. 1641, folio. First edition.
With a frontispiece by Marshall, containing portraits of
Charles I. and Sir R. Hakor, and a plate by Cor. V. Dalen
of Chturlcs II. when a boy, to whom it is dedicated. '

t See Spectator.

t In ten editions, and it is sometimes found with the
date of 1733, being the same as 1730, with a new title.
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as rapidly translated into the several European
languages. His lordship, prior to printing it,

offered up the following ejaculation :
—" O thou

eternal God, author of the light which now
shines upon me, and giver of all inward illumin-

ations, I am not satistied whether I should pub-

lish this book De Veritate; if it be for thy glory,

I beseech thee give me some sign from heaven ;

if not, I shall suppress it." It is said the sign

was received, and accordingly the book was
printed.

Edward lord Herbert, of Cherbury, was born

in 1581. On the breaking out of the civil wars

he espoused the interest of the parliament, and
being plundered by the king's forces, he obtained

a pension. He was one of the most romantic

and extraordinary persons of his age : his bio-

grapher states, " the most eminent and accom-
plished men of his time courted his intimacy,

and the women procured miniature copies of his

picture, and wore them secretly about their per-

sons. He died at London in 1648.

1645. Antoine Vitray, or Vitre, printed

the celebrated Pans PoZy^Zo<<,in seven languages,

Hebrew, Samaritan, Chaldee, Greek, Syriac,

Latin, and Arabic; and no work executed in

France during this century, was equal in splen-

dour or celebrity to this magnificent under-

taking, published under the auspices and at the

sole expense of M. Le Jay.*

The design of this great work originated with

cardinal Perron, who conceived the idea of re-

printing the Antwerp Polyglott^ with additions

;

but the cardinal dying in 1617, before the Poly-

glott had been commenced, M. Le Jay became
the patron of the undertaking, which was begun
in 1628, and completed in 10 vols, imperial folio.

It contains all that is in the Complutensian
or Antwerp editions, with several important
additions, particularly of the Samaritan Penta-
teuch, which was first printed in this Polyglott,

with its version, from manuscripts brought into

Europe between 1620 and 1630. One great

inconvenience in the work is, that the Samaritan,

the Syriac,and the Arabic, are not placed in para-

llel columns. It is also defective in having no
" apparatus," orprolegomena ; and being destitute

of the grammars and lexicons accompanying
the former Polyglotts ; and consequently,though

more splendid, much less useful than the Poly-

glott of London.
1645, Aug. 28. Died, Hugo Grotius, an

illustrious Dutch writer, whose works in the

different departments of learning are believed

* Gui Michel le Jay was an advocate in parliament,
eminent for his profound knowledge of languages. He
expended 100,000 crowns in the publication of the Poly-
glott, which was offered to sale in England, but at too
high a price to be accepted. Cardinal Richelieu offered to
reimburse the expenses, on condition of having; his own
name affixed to it; but the high-spirited Le Jay refused
the proposal, and the cardinal meanly endeavoured to de-
preciate the work, by countenancing certain persons to
write against it. The fortune of Le Jay being thus
ruined, and he having become a widower, he adopted the
ecclesiastical life, was made dean of Vezalai, and at
length counsellor of state, by Louis XIV. He died in
1675.

to have had a decisive influence in the dif-

fusion of an enlightened and liberal manner
of thinking in affairs of science. He was born
at Delft, in Holland, April 10, 1583, and while
a child acquired fame for his extraordinary
attainments. At the age of eight he composed
Latin verses of great merit. In his twelfth year
he was sent to Leyden under the care of Fran-
cis Junius. In 1598 he accompanied the am-
bassador Barneveldt to the court of Henry IV. of

France, who was so pleased with Grotius, that
hef gave him his picture and a gold chain ; while
in France he took the degree of doctor of laws.

The year following he commenced practice as an
advocate, and pleaded his first cause at Delft.

Soon afterwards he published an edition of

Martianus Capella, which was well received by
the learned. This was followed by the translation

of a work of Steviuus, on finding a ship's place

at sea. His edition of the Phenomena of Aratus
appeared in 1600, and about the same time he
composed Latin tragedies on sacred subjects.

He was now appointed historiographer of the

united provinces, and advocate-general of the

treasury for Holland and Zealand. In the

year 1608, Grotius married Mary Reigersberg,

whose father had been burgomaster of Veer.

The wife was worthy of the husband, and her

value was duly appreciated. Through many
changes of fortune they lived together in the

utmost haiTOony and mutual confidence. In
1609, he published his famous book on the

liberty of the sea, which was answered by the

learned Selden. About this time also appeared
his Treatise de Antiquitate Reipublicce Batava, to

prove the independence of Batavia of the Ro-
mans. In 1613 he accepted the post of pensioner

of Rotterdam, by which means he obtained a
seat in the states of Holland.

Grotius lived in an evil time, when society

was unhappily distracted by furious religious

and political disputes. Mankind were mad with

theological controversy^ and Christian charity,

amidst the tumult of parties, was entirely for-

gotten. Grotius was an Armenian and republi-

can, and his professional pursuits soon involved

him in a strife, which it was next to impossible

to avoid. Barneveldt, his early patron, who
possessed similar sentiments, was seized and
brought to trial, and Grotius supported him by
his pen and influence. In 1619, Barneveldt,

on the charge of rebellion, was brought to the

scaffold and beheaded, and his friend Grotius

was sentenced to imprisonment for life in the

fortress of Louvestein, in South Holland. After

this very rigorous and unfair proceeding, his

estates were confiscated.

Literature added its powerful charm to his

domestic consolations; and he who has a

good wife, and is surrounded by good books,

may defy the world. Accordingly, we find

Grotius pursuing his studies with cheerful

contentment, in the fortress where he was con-

demned to remain during life. But his faithful

wife was resolved to procure his freedom. Those
who trusted her with him must have had a small
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knowledge of the ingenuity and activity of

woman's affection. Her mind never for a

moment lost sight of this favourite project, and
every circumstance that might favour it was
watched with intense interest.

Grotius had been permitted to borrow books of

his friends in a neighbouring town ; and when
they had been perused, they were sent back in a
chest, which conveyed his clothes to the washer-

woman. At first his guards had been very par-

ticular to search the chest ; but never finding

any thing to excite suspicion, they grew care-

less. Upon this negligence, Mrs. Grotius

founded hopes of having her husband conveyed
away in the chest. Holes w ere bored in it to

admit the air, and she persuaded him to try how
long he could remain in such a cramped and
confined situation. The commandant of the

fortress was absent, when she took occasion to

inform his wife that she wished to send away a
large load of books, because the prisoner was
destroying his health by too much study. At
the appointed time Grotius entered the chest,

and was with difficulty carried down a ladder by
two soldiers. Finding it very heavy, one of

them said, jestingly, "th^re must be an Ar-
minian in it." She answered very coolly that

there were indeed some Arminian books in it.

The soldier thought proper to inform the com-
mandant's wife of the extraordinary w^eight of

the chest ; but she replied that it was filled with
.a load of books, which Mrs. Grotius had asked
her permission to send away, on account of the

health of her husband. A maid, who was in

the secret, accompanied the chest to the house of

one of her master's friends. Grotius came out

uninjured; and, dressed like a mason, with
trowel in hand, he proceeded through the mar-
ket-place to a boat, which conveyed him to

Brabant, whence he took a carriage to Antwerp.
This fortunate escape was effected in March,
1621. His courageous partner managed to

keep up a belief that he was very ill in his

bed, until she was convinced that he was entirely

beyond the power of his enemies. When she

acknowledged what she had done, the command-
ant was in a furious passion. He detained her
in close custody, and treated her very rigorously,

until a petition, which she addressed to the
states-general, procured her liberation. Some
dastardly spirits voted for her perpetual imprison-
ment ; but the better feelings of human nature
prevailed, and the wife was universally applauded
for her ingenuity, fortitude, and constant affec-

tion. Grotius found an asylum in France, where
he was reunited to his family. A residence in

Paris was expensive ; and for some time he
struggled with pecuniary embarrassment. The
king of France at last settled a pension upon
him. He continued to write, and his glory

spread throughout Europe.
He was unable to obtain any public permis-

sion to return ; but relying on a recent change
in the government, he, by his wife's advice,

boldly appeared at Rotterdam. His enemies
were still on the alert ; they could not forgive

the man who refused to apologise, and whose
able vindication of himself had thrown disgrace

upon them. Many private persons interested

themselves for him ; but the magistrates offered

rewards to whoever would apprehend him. Such
was the treatment this illustrious scholar met
from a country which owes one of its proudest

distinctions to his fame

!

He left Holland, and resided at Hamburgh
two years; at which place he was induced to

enter the service of Christina, queen of Sweden,
who appointed him her ambassador to the court

of France. After a residence of ten years, during
which he continued to increase his reputation as

an author, he grew tired of a situation, which
circumstances rendered difficult and embarrass-
ing. At his request he was recalled.

He visited Holland, on his way to Sweden,
and at last met with distinguished honour from
his ungrateful country. After delivering his

papers to Christina, he prepared to return to

Lubeck. He was driven back by a storm ; and
being impatient, set out in an open waggon,
exposed to wind and rain. This imprudence
occasioned his death. He was compelled to stop

at Rostock, where he died suddenly, in the sixty-

third year of his age. His beloved wife, and
four out of six of his children, survived him.
One of the most interesting circumstances in

the life of Grotius, which strongly marks his

genius and fortitude, is displayed in the manner
in which he employed his time during his im-
prisonment. Other men, condemned to exile and
captivity, if they survive, despair ; the man of
letters may reckon those days as the sweetest of
his life. The life of this great man shows the

singular felicity of a man of letters and a states-

man ; and how a student can pass his hours in

the closest confinement. The gate of the

prison has sometimes been the porch of fame.

Another circumstance worthy of imitation was
his uninten'upted literaiy avocations, when his

hours were frequently devoted to the public func-

tions of an ambassador. " I only reserve for

my studies the time which other minister give

to their pleasures, to conversations often useless,

and to visits sometimes unnecessary."

1645, Jan. \0. A Trv£ Collection of Weekly
Passages.

1645, Jan. 16. The Phamix of Europe, No. 1.

1645, Jan. 16—19. Good News for England

;

or, a Relation of more Victories obtained by the

Sweads against the king of Denmark.
1645, Feb. 3. The Moderate Messenger, No. 1.

1645, March 2. The Western Informer, No. 1.

1645, March 6. The Moderate Intelligencer.

1645. Mercurials Hihemicus. At London.
1645, April 13. The Weekly Post Master.

1645, .4/)n7l2—19. Mercurius Veridicus,No.\.

1645, May 6—13. The Parliament's Post.

1645, May 15. The Exchange Intelligencer.

\645, July 26. Mr. Peter''s Report from the

Army, No. 1.

1645, Aug. 19. The City Scout, No. 4.

1645. Aulicus his Hue and Cry set forth after

Britannicus. They were bedfellow s in the Fleet.
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1645. Mercurim Anti-Britannicus.

1645, Oct. 15. The Kingdom's Weekly Post.

(according to order.)

1645. The Cities Weekly Post.

1645, Oct. 30. A Packet of Letters from Sir

Thomas Fairfax his Quarters^ ivith Papers inter-

cepted concerning the Designs of the King's Forces.

1645, Nov. 25

—

Dec. 2. The Kingdom's Scout.

1645. A Diary, or an exact Journal of the

m.ost remarkable proceedings of both houses of
Parliament.

1645. Perfect Passages of each Day's Proceed-

ings, &c.
1645. Perfect Occurrences of Parliament, the

chief Collections of Letters for the Army.
1645. Newsfrom the King's Bath. Bristol]. 4to.

1645. Newesfrom Smith the Oxford Jailor.

1646, April 3. Died, Thomas Lydiat, an

eminent chronologer and astronomer. While
confined in the king's bench for debt, he wrote

his Annotations on the Parian Chronicle, which

were first published by dean Prideaux, in 1676.

Thomas Lydiat was that learned scholar whom
Dr. Johnson alludes to ; an allusion not known
to Boswell and others. He was bom in 1 572.

1646. An almanack was printed at Waterford,

in Ireland, and one at London, each containing

an epitome of Irish affairs; the latter was en-

titled the Bloody Irish Almanack.

1646, Oct. 9. The order of bishops abolished

by parliament. I refer the reader, says D'Israeli,

to Selden's Table Talk, for many admirable ideas

on bishops. That enlightened genius, who was
no friend to the ecclesiastical temporal power,

acknowledges the absolute necessity for this

order in a great government. The preservers of

our literature and our morals they ought to be,

and many have been. When the political re-

formers ejected* the bishops out of the house,

what did they gain? A mere vulgar prating

race, but even more lordly. Selden says, " the

bishops being out of the house, whom will they

lay the fault upon now ? When the dog is beat

out of the room, where will they lay the stink ?"

1646. Nearly thirty years having elapsed

sincethe publication of the last folio edition of the

Swedish bible, the queen Christina,* rendered so

famous in history by her literary attainments,

her renunciation of the Protestant religion, and
her abdication of the crown of Sweden, caused

* Born at Stockholm, December 8, 1628, and was the
only child of Gustavus Adolphus, whom she succeeded at

the age of six years, in l632. She invited to her court
the most learned men in Europe, particularly Grotius,

whom she sent ambassador to France^ Salmasius, Des-
cartes, Bochart, Huet, Vossius, and Meibomius. In
1 654 she resigned the crown to her cousin Charles Gusta-
vus, and removed to Rome, but after residing there some
time, she went to France, where she was well received by
Lewis XIV. But the unaccountable murder of her master
of the horse, Monaldeschi, whom she caused to be put to
death in her own house, for having betrayed some con-
fidential secrets, gave general disgust, and she applied to
Cromwell for leave to visit England, which was refused.
On this she returned to Rome. On the death of Charles
Gustavus, in 1660, she returned to Sweden, with a view
of regaining the throne, but her subjects were disgusted
with the change of her religion ; and to preserve her in-
come she was obliged to make a second renunciation of
the crown. She returned to Rorae,where she died in 1689.

a new edition to be printed at Stockholm, in

folio, by Henry Kayser, senr. which has obtained

the designation of Queen Christina's Bible.

1646,Jan. 14. England's Remembrancer, No. 1

.

1646, Jan. 28. Mercurius Candidus, No. 1.

1646. January's Account; giving a full and
true Relation of all the Remarkable Passages
of that Month this present Year.

1646, Feb. 2. Mercurius Academicus.

1646, Jan. 27—Feb. 3. The Modei-ate Mes-
senger, No. 1.

1646, Feb. 11. England's Remembrancer of
London's Integrity, No. 2.

1646, Jan. 1

—

Feb. 16. An exact and true

Collection of Weekly Passages, to shew the Error

of the Weekly Pamphlets, by Authority, to be
enumerated from month to month.

1646, Feb. 16

—

March 2. An exact and tru£

Collection of the most remarkable Proceedings of
Parliaments and Armies.

1646, May 6. General News from all Parts

of Christendom, No. 1.

1646, Oct. 13—20. The Millitary Actions of
Europe, collected weekly for the Tuesday's Post.

1646, Nov. 20. Mercurius Candidus, No. 1.

1646, A^or. 25

—

Dec. 2. Diutinu^ Britannicus,

Collector of the affairs of Great Britain, and
Martial Proceedings in Europe, No. 1 . In No.
5, dated Dec. 8, 1646, the title was changed to

Mercurius Diutinus.

1646. Papersfrom the Scots Quarters, No. 1.

1646, Dec. 31. The London Post, No. 1.

1647. During the reign of Charles I. and the

Commonwealth, the most curious and singular

titles of books were adopted; and as a subject

of literary curiosity, some amusement may be
gathered from a glance at what has been doing
in the world concerning this important portion

of every book. Goldsmith says that " titles and
mottos to books are like escutcheons and dignities

in the hands of a king. The wise sometimes
condescended to accept them ; but none but a
fool would imagine them of any real importance.

We ought to depend upon intrinsic merit, and
not to the slender hopes of the title." D'Israeli

remarks, that " it is too often with the titles of

books, as with those painted representations ex-

hibited by the keepers of wild beasts ; where, in

general, the picture itself is made more striking

and inviting to the eye, than the enclosed animal
is always found to be." The copious mind of
Johnson could not discover an appropriate title,

and indeed in the first Idler, acknowledged his

despair. The Rambler was so little understood,

at the time of its appearance, that a French
journalist has translated it Le Chevalier Errant

;

and when it was corrected to L'Errant, a foreigner

drank .lohnson's health one day, by innocently

addressing him by the appellation of Mr. " Vaga-
bond!" Were it inquired of an ingenious

writer what page of his work had occasioned him
the most perplexity, he would often point to

the title-page.

The Jewish and many oriental authors were

fond of allegorical titles, which always indicate

the most puerile age of taste. The titles were
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usually adapted to their obscure works. It

might exercise an able enigmatist to explain

their allusions ; for we must understand by the

Heart of Aaron, that it is a commentary on

several of the prophets. The Bones of Joseph is

an introduction to the Talmud. The Garden of
Nuts, and the Golden Apples, are theological

questions ; and the Pomegranate tvith its Flower,

is a treatise of ceremonies, not any more prac-

tised. Jortin gives a title, which he says of all

the fantastical titles he can recollect is one of the

prettiest. A rabin published a catalogue of

rabbinical writers, and called it Labia Dormi-
entium, from Cantic. vii. 9. " Like the best

wine for my beloved that goeth down sweetly,

causing the lips of those that are asleep to speakJ^

It hath a double meaning, of which he was not

aware, for most of his rabbinical brethren talk

very much like men in their sleep.

Almost all their works bear such titles as bread

—gold—silver—roses—eyes, &c. ; in a word,
any thing that signifies nothing.

Affected title-pages were not peculiar to the

orientals; the Greeks and the Romans have
shown a finer taste. They had their Cornu-
copiaes, or horns of abundance—Liraones, or

meadows—Pinaicidions, or tablets—Pancarpes,
or all sorts of fruits ; titles not unhappily adapted
for the miscellanists. The nine books of Hero-
dotus, and the nine epistles of vEschines, were
respectively honoured by the name of a muse

;

and three orations by those of the graces.

The modern fanatics have had a most bar-

barous taste for titles. We could produce num-
bers from abroad, and at home. Some works
have been called, Matches lighted at the Divine
Fire,—and one the Gun of Pestilence : a collec-

tion of passages from tlie fathers is called the

Shop of the Spiritual Apothecary : we have the

Bank of Faith, and the Sixpennyworth of Divine
Spirit: one of these works bears the following

elaborate title: Some fine Biscuits baked in the

Oven of Charity, carefully conserved for the

Chickens of the Church, the Sparrows of the

Spirit, and the Sweet Swallows of Salvation.

Sometimes their quaintness has some humour.
Sir Humphrey Lind, a zealous puritan, pub-
lished a work which a Jesuit answered by another,

entitled A Pair of Spectacles for Sir Humphrey
Lind. The doughty knight retorted, by A Case

for Sir Humphrey Lind's Spectacles.

About 1614-15 the following sermons were
published by William Adams, which, for the

sake of the titles, are worth preserving, viz. :

—

White Devil ; or the Hypocrite Unmasked. Black
Devil ; or the Apostate. Lycanthropy ; or the

Wolfe annoying the Lambs. SpirituatNavigation
bound for the Holy Land. The DeviVs Banket.

Sinner\<s Passing Bell ; or Phisicke for Heaven.
In 1626, a pamphlet was published in Lon-

don, entitled, A most delectable siceet perfumed
Nosegay for God\ Saints to smell at. About the

year 1646, there was published a work entitled,

A Pair of Bellows to blow off the Dust cast upon
John Fry. The author of a book on charity en-

titled his work. Hooks and Eyes for Believers^

Breeches ; and another, who professed a wish to

exalt poor human nature, called his labours,

High-heeled Shoes for Dwarfs in Holiness ; and
another. Crumbs of Comfort for the Chickens of
the Covenant. A quaker, in prison, published

A Sigh of Sorrow for the Sinners of Zion,

breathed out of a Hole in the Wall of an Earth-

en Vessel, known among men by the name of
Samuel Fish. About the same time appeared,

Salvations Vantage Ground ! or a Louping Stand

for Heavenly Believers ; another, A Shot aimed

at the DeviVs Head Quarters, through the Cannon

of the Covenant. This is an author who speaks

plain language, which the most illiterate repro-

bate cannot fail to understand. Another book
has the following copious description,

—

Seven

Sobs of a Sorrowful Soul for Sin, or the Seven

Penitential Psalms of the princely Prophet David,
whereunto is also annexed William Hunnuis's
Handful of Honeysuckles, and divers godly and
pithy Ditties, now newly augmented. (See page
426, ante.)

In 1640, the following work was published :

—

Silver Watch-Bell, the sound whereof is able (by
the grace of God) to win the profanest Worldling
to become a true Christian. By Thomas Tymmes.
Among the titles of French books of piety,

burlesque has ever reigned ; as the Snuffers of
Divine Love ; the Spiritual Mustard Pot, to

make the Soul sneeze with Devotion; the Capu-
chin booted and spurred for Paradise.

Some of these obscure titles have an enter-

taining absurdity ; as the Three Daughters of
Job, which is a treatise on the three virtues of

patience, fortitude, and pain. The Innocent

Love, or the Holy Knight, is a description of the

ardours of a saint of the virgin. The Sound of
the Trumpet is a work on the day of judgment;
and A Fan to drive away Flies is a theological

treatise on purgatory.

A rhodomontade title-page was once a great

favourite. There was once a time when the

republic of letters was over-built with Palaces of
Pleasure, Palaces of Honour, and Palaces of
Eloquence, with Temples of Meinory, and Theatres

of Human Life, and Amphitheatres of Provi-

dence ; Pharoses, Gardens, Pictures, Treasures.

The epistles of Guevara dazzled the public eye

with their splendid title, for they were called

Golden Epistles ; and the Golden Legend of Vo-
raigne had been appropnately entitled leaden.

They were once so fond of novelty, that every

book recommended itself by such titles as, a Nero

Method ; New Elements of Geometry ; the New
Letter Writer, and the New Art of Cookery.

To excite the curiosity of the pious, some
writers employed artifices of a very ludicrous

nature. Some made their titles rhyming echoes

;

as this one of a father, who has given his works
under the title of Scalee Ala animi ; and Jesus

esui nnvus Orbis. Some have distributed them
according to tlie measure of time, as one Father
Nadasi, the greater part of whose works are

years, months, weeks, days, and hours. Some
have borrowed their titles from the parts of the
body ; and others have used quaint expressions,

3 s
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such as,

—

Think before you leap—We must all

die—Compel them to ente)'. Some of our pious

authors appear to have been aware that they

were burlesquing religion.

One Massieu having written a moral explan-

ation of the solemn anthems sung in Advent,

which begin with the letter 0, published his work
under the punning title of La Douce Moelle, et

la sausse friande des os savoureux de VAvent.

If a title be obscure, it raises a prejudice

against the author ; we are apt to suppose that

an ambiguous title is the effect of an intricate or

confined mind. The false idea which a title

conveys is alike prejudicial to the author and the

reader. Titles are generally too prodigal of

their promises, and their authors are contemned

;

but the works of modest authors, though they

present more than they promise, may fail of at-

tracting notice by their extreme simplicity. In
either case, a collector of books is prejudiced;

he is induced to collect what merits no attention,

or he passes over those valuable works whose
titles may not happen to be interesting. After

all, many authors are really neither so vain, nor
so honest, as they appear ; for magnificent, or

simple titles, have often been given from the

difliculty of forming any others.

1647. One of the scarcest books in the world
is entitled Prieres et Meditations, par Antoine
Godeau* Paris. It was printed in a particular

form for the use of Anne of Austria, queen of

France, and the royal family; and only six

copies were struck off.

1647, Sept. 30. An ordinance of parliament
passed the house of lords on this day, that no
person shall make, write, print, sell, publish, or

utter, or cause to be made, (Sec, any book, pam-
phlet, treatise, ballad, libel, sheet, or sheets of
news whatsoever (except the same be licensed by
both or either house of parliament,) under the

penalty of 40s. and an imprisonment not exceed-
ing forty days, if he can not pay it : if a printer,

he is to pay a fine of only 205., or suffer twenty
days' imprisonment, and likewise to have his

press and implements of printing broken in

pieces. The bookseller, or stationer, to pay 10.?.,

or suffer ten days' imprisonment,—and, lastly,

the hawker, pedlar, or ballad-singer, to forfeit

all his printed papers exposed to sale, and to be
whipt as a common rogue in the parish where
he shall be apprehended. Early in the follow-

ing year, the committee of estates in Scotland
passed an act prohibiting the printing, tindei- the

pain of death, any book, declaration, or writing,

until these were first submitted to their revisal.

Upon the restoration, the prohibition was renewed
against printing without license from the king,
the parliament, or privy council ; and those who

* M. Anthony Godeau, bishop of Vince, in France, was
a volumnious author both in prose and verse. He published
a French New Testament, in which he inserted explanatory-
terms, printed at Paris, 1668, two vols. 8vo. and again in
1672, two vols. 12mo. He is said to have been the first
person who gave a Church History in the French language.
It was a saying of Godeau, that to compose was an author's
heaven, to correct his works an author's purgatory, but
to correct the press an author's hell. He died April, 1671.

presumed to publish seditious books, or had them
in their possession, were punished with the ut-

most rigour.

One of the consequences of these persecutions

was the raising up of a new class of publishers
those who became noted for what was called
" unlawful and unlicensed books." Sparkes,
the publisher of Prynne's Histriomastix, was of
this class.* The presbyterian party in parlia-

ment, who thus found the press closed on them,
vehemently cried out for its freedom ; and it was
imagined, that when they ascended into power,
the odious office of a licenser of the press would
have been abolished ; but these pretended friends

of freedom, on the contrary, discovered them-
selves as tenderly alive to the office as the old

government, and maintained it with the ex-
tremest vigour.

Both in England and Scotland, during the
civil wars, the party in power endeavoured to

crush by every means the freedom of the press

;

but it has been well remarked, that the liberty

of the press is the most powerful instrument
which a people possess for the safeguard of
their liberties and ofthe administration ofjustice.

It creates, establishes, and directs the public

opinion ; it bestows on and deprives kings and
governments of that moral force without which
no power can subsist. Despots and tyrants who
seek to perpetuate the government of pri\ ileges

and of abuses on the ruins of the liberties of the

people, have always waged the most violent war-
fare against the right of expressing thought, that

birthright of nature and the spring and principle

of all society. They hate it, slander it, invent

captious objections as arms against it, and mis-
lead the understanding of many who are thus
perhaps rendered adverse to the exercise of the

most sacred of the rights of men. But. the

great bugbear, the war-horse which is constantly

mounted against the liberty of the press, is the

abuse which has been made of it where the

people are but little civilized, the passions which
it stirs up, the discords to which it gives birth;

and indeed the effects which are thus produced
seem to favour the rancour which is displayed

against the fairest and most valuable of human
institutions; never reflecting that the most just

and sacred of things are subject to abuses which
may prevent their ends, and which make them
seem vicious instead of appearing beneficial.

1647. Died, Edward Brewster, who had
been eight years treasurer to the stationers'

company. In the following year his widow pre-

sented to the company a large bowl of silver,

weighing nineteen ounces. Edward Brewster,

their son, was master of the company in 1689

and 1692.

1647. The following work was printed in the

island of Malta : Delia descrittione di Malta
isola nel mare Siciliano ; and the same work is

adduced by Haym, in his Biblioteca Italiana,

where the author, G, Abela, as well as the

printer, Bonacota, are expressly named.

* See Calamities of Authors, vol. ii. p. II6.
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1647, Jan. 13. Heads ofchiefpassages in par-

liament, No. 1.

1647, Jan. 13. Mercurius Dogmaticus, No. 1.

1647, Jan. 20. Mercurius Candidus ; Weekly
News, No. 1.

1647, Feb. 3. Mercurius Aulicus, No. 1.

1647, Feb. 19. A perfect summary of the chief

passages in parliament, No. 1

.

1647, Feb. 23. Moderate Messenger, No. 22.

1647, June 17. Mercurius Britannicus, No. 1.

1647, July 8. The Army's Post, No. 1.

1647, July 17. A Diary of the proceedings of
the treaty. No. 1.

1647, Aug. 19. The modem Intelligencer, No. 1

.

\647, Sep. A—11. Mercurius Melancholicus

;

or news from Westminster and other parts. No. 1

.

Eheu! quid feci misero mihi? Floribus Austrum,
Perditus, et liquidis immisi fontibus Apios.

Woe is me, undone, with blasts the flowers doe fade,

The Chrystal springs by Swine, are puddle made.

1647, Sep. 14. Mercurius Pragmaticus, com-
municating intelligence from all parts, touching

all affairs, designs, humours, and conditions,

throughout the kingdome, especially from West-
minster and head-quarters, No. 1.

When as we liv'd in Peace (God wot)
A King would not content us,

But we (for sooth) must hire the Scot
To-all-be Parliament us.

Then down went King and Bishops too.

On goes the holy worke.
Betwixt them and the Brethren blew,
T' advance the Crowne and Kirke.

But when that these had reij?n'd a time,

Rob'd Kirke and Sold the Crowne,
A more Religious sort up climbe.
And crush the Jockies downe.

But now we must have Peace againe.

Let none with feare be vext

;

For, if without the King these reigne,

Then heigh down they goe next.

By Marehmont Needham, saps Anthony Wood.

1647, Sep. 17—24. Mercurius Clericus ; or,

news from Syon,No. 1.

1647, Sep. 24. Mercurius Anti-Melancholicus.

1647, Sep. 30. Mercurius Anti-Pragmaticus.

1647, Nov. 4—11. Mercurius Populus ; or

News declaring plain truth to the people. No. 1

.

1647, Nov. 12. Mercurius Rusticus,\ie\s^ixov[i

the several counties.

1647, Nov. 13. Mercurius Bellicus ; or, an
alarm to all rebels. No. 1

.

1647. The modern Intelligencer, No. 98.

1647. Mercurius Medicus ; or, a sovereign

salve for these sick times, No. 1 . This year was
remarkable for the contest between the parlia-

ment and army. Chalmers.

1647. Mercurius Morbicus ; or, news from
Westminster and other parts, Nos. 1 , 2, 3.

1647. Mecurius Diabolicus ; or, Hell's In-

telligencer.

1647. Mercurius Vapulans.

1647. Mercurius Mercuriorum stullissimus.

1647. Strange News from Campania, 4to.

1647. News from the West ; or, the character

of a mountebank, 4to.

1647, Sep. 14. Strange News from Scotland ; or,

a strange relation of a terrible and prodigious
monster, borne to the amazement of all specta-

tors, in a village neere Edenbrough, called Ha-
densworth, and the words the said monster spake
at its birth. 4to. with a wood cut.

1647. The Levellers levelVd; or, the Indepen-
dents conspiracie to root out monarchic, an inter-

lude. By Mercurius Pragmaticus.* London, 4to.

1648. An ordinance was passed for "the sup-
pression of all stage plaies, and for the taking

down all their boxes, stages, and seats whatso-
ever, that so there might be no more plaies

acted." "Those proud parroting players" are

described as " a sort of superbious ruffians

;

and, because sometimes the asses are clothed in

lions' skins, the dolts imagine themselves some-
body, and walke in as great state as CsBsar."

This ordinance against " boxes, stages, and
seats," was, without a metaphor, a war of exter-

mination. They passed their ploughshare over
the land of the drama, and sowed it with their

salt ; and the spirit which raged in the govern-
ing powers appeared in the deed of one of their

followers. When an actor had honourably sur-

rendered himself in battle to this spurious
" saint," he exclaimed, " Cursed be he who
doth the work of the Lord negligently," and
shot his prisoner because he was an actor

!

This stage persecution, which began in the
reign of Elizabeth, had been necessarily resented

by the theatrical people, and the fanatics were
really objects too tempting for the traders in wit
and satire to pass by. They had made them-
selves very marketable ; and the puritans, chang-
ing their character with the times, from Eliza-

beth to Charles I., were often the Tartuffes of
the stage. But when they became the govern-
ment itself, in 1642, all the theatres were sup-
pressed, by an ordinance dated September 2, of

that year, because " stage-plaies do not suit with
seasons of humiliation ; but fasting and praying
have been found very effectual." This was but
a mild cant, and the suppression, at first, was
only to be temporary. But as they gained
strength, the hypocrite, who had at first only

struck a gentle blow at the theatre, with re-

doubled vengeance buried it in its own ruins.

Alexander Brome's comedies disclose the secret

motive :

—

" 'Tis worth our note
Bishops and players, both sufFer'd in one vote .

And reason good, for they had cause to feai- them

;

One did suppress their schisms, and t' other jeer them.
Bishops were guiltiest, for they swell'd with riches

;

'T other had nought but verses, songs, and speeches.
And by their ruin the state did no more
But rob the spittle, and unrag the poor.

The tenor of the above ordinances was strictly

enforced ; many young and vigorous actors

joined the king's army, in which for the most
part they obtained commissions, and others re-

tired on the scanty pittances they had eanied.f

* Marehmont Needham.
t Some account of the dispersed actors will be found in

that curious morsel Historia Histrionia, preserved in the
twelfth volume of Uodsley's old plays.
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Captain Betliaii was appointed provost marshal,
" with power to seize upon all ballad singers, and

to suppress stage-plays." This was to enforce

Cromwell's ordinance enacted February 13.

1648. The Kentish Fayre, or the parliament

sold to their best worth. 4to.

Grood Oliver lend me thy nose,

Tis darke, all lights are out

,

For now I mean to write in prose.

But guided by thy snout.

Black Tom already's at the Faire,

And in his coach is carried

;

His men meanwhile blowne in the Ayre,

And to the fiends aie married.

Some Citizens they say shall ride

To buy knacks for their wives, ^

Let Skippin Skipp on as their guid,
He may protect their lives.

At Rochester the faire is held,

By all good tokens know it,

A thousand Saints late there were feld

As yet the bridge can shew it.

Printed at Rochester, and are to be sold to

all those that dare to buy them. This is the

earliest specimen of printing from that city.

1648. Mistris Parliament her Gossipping.

Full of Mirth, merry Tales, chat, and other

pleasant Discourse, between

( Statute, "^ ( Parliament,

Mrs. K Justice, Vand Mrs. < Ordinance,

(.Truth, 'i (. Synod.

Mistris Parliament that late lay in.

Invites you now unto her gossipping

;

And as the order is unto the day,
For what you eate she'll make you roundly pay.
Pray commons eate, heres chat and laughter,
And committee /r«iY in dishes after.

Fall too and welcome, I have still in store.

Her tryalls past ; shee is condemn'd to die,

Her execution day drawes nie

;

Come help to guard her to the Gallow-tree,
England is freed of all her miserie.

Mrs. England being moderator.

By Mercurius Melancholicus. Printed in the

year of the downfall of the Sectaries. 1648.

1648, Dec. 23. Richard Royston, the royal

bookseller, at the Angel, in Ivy-lane, receives the

manuscript copy of Eikon Basilike ; the Pour-
traicture of his Sacred Majesty in his Solitude

and Sufferings, for the press. The book was
in circulation on the " martyrdom." Royston
made such haste with the work, that it was
printed before the 30th of January, on which
day his majesty died. On the first publication of

this work, the instantaneous effect produced on
the nation was such, fifty editions, it is said, ap-
pearing in one year. Mr. Malcolm Laing ob-
serves, " that had this book," a sacred volume
to those who considered the sovereign as a mar-
tyr, " appeared a week sooner, it might have pre-
served the king," and possibly have produced a
change of popular feeling.

The Eikon Basilike was written by Charles
during his confinement at Holmsby; the work
has, however, been attributed to Dr. Gaudon,
bishop ofWorcester,who was incapable of writing
the book, but not of disowning it. Dr. Gaudon
died September 20, 1662, buried at Worcester.

1648. Craftie Cromwell, or Oliver ordering

our New State. A Tragi-Comedie. Wherein
is discovered the ti-ayterous Undertakings and
Proceedings of the said Nol and his levelling

Crew. Written by Mercurius Melancholicus.

Shall Cromwell not be famous made
Unto the after-times,

Who durst a throne for to invade.
And act the worst of crimes ?

Shall not his nose dominicall
In verse be celebrated

;

Shall famous Harry Martin fall,

And not be nominated ?

Shall Pride the drayman, Joice the taylor,

And all the holy crew,
With Hammond, and K, Charles his jaylor,

And Stains that holy Jew,

Be read hereafter ? sure they shall

!

And if my muse give aid.

This shall be their- memoriall,
These rogues their king betrayd.

1648,/aw.l. Mei'curius Melancholicus, No. 1.

1648, Jan. 5. The Kingdom^s Weekly Post.

1648, Jaw. 26. The Army^s modest Intelligencer

1 648, Feb. 7. Mercurius Elencticus : commu-
nicating the unparalleled proceedings at West-
minster, the head-quarters, and other places,

discovering their designs, reproving their crimes,

and advising the kingdome. No. 1

.

Ridentem dicere verum,
Quid vetat >

To kill the Kinp: eight yeares agon
Was counted Highest Treason :

But now 'tis deemed just, and done
As consonant to Reason.

The Temple was esteemed then '

Sacred and Venerable

:

Adorn'd with grave and godly Men,
But now 'tis made a Stable.

'Twas Criminall to violate

The wholesome Lawes o' th' Nation

;

But (now we have a lawlesse State,)

'Tis done by Proclamation.

Both Prince and People liv'd in Peace

;

The Land with Wealth abounded :

But now those Blessings fade and cease,

Thankes to the cursed Round-head.*

1648, Feb. 2. The Kingdom's faithful Scout.

1648, April 13. Mercurius Criticus, No. 1.

1648, April 16. MercuriusAcademicus,^o. 1.

1648, -4/>n7 21. Mercurius Veridicus, No. 1.

1648, May 9. Mercurius Urbanicus.

1648, May 13. Mercurius Poeticus, No. 1.

1648, May 16. Mercurius Britannicus again

alive. No. 1.

1648, May 19. Mercurius Honestus ; or, news
from Westminster, No. 1.

1648, /wne 1. Mercurius Censorius ; or, news
from the Isle of Wight, No. 1

.

1648, June 16. The Parliament Kite ; or, the

tell-tale Bird, No. 5.

1648, Jwwe21. Mercurius Psitacus.

164S,June 22. The Parliament Vulture; or,

news from all parts of the kingdom, No. 1. 4to.*

* Most of these papers were in 12mo,, and some in 4to.

They commenced generally with some verses of poetry

;

and the specimens here inserted will give some idea of

the rhyming powers of their editors.
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1648, June 26. A perfect Diary of Passages

of the king's army.

1648, The Parliament's Screech-owl ; or, In-

telligence from several parts, No. 1

.

"1648, July 18. The Moderate: Impartially

communicating martial affairs to the kingdom.
No. 1.

1648y July 28. Mercurius Melancholicus, No.l
1648, July 31. The Royal Diurnal, No. 1.

1648, Aug. 3. Mercurius Anglicus, No. 1.

1648, Aug. 11. Mercunus Aquaticus.

1648, Aug. 17. Hermes Straticas, No. 1.

1648, Aug. 24. Mercurius Fidelicus, No. I.

1648, ^M^. 28. The Parliament Portei'; or.

Door-keeper of the House of Commons, No. 1.

1648, Sep. 19. Mercurius Anti-Mercurius.

1648, Sep. 26. The Treaty traverst, No. 1.

1648, Oct. 5. Mercurio Volpone : or, the Fox.
For the better information of his majesty's loyal

subjects, prying into every junto; proclaiming

their designs ; and reforming all Intelligence.

1648, Oct. 17. Mercurius Militaris ; or, the

Army's Scout, &c. No. 1.

1648, Nov. 8. True Informer : or, Monthly
Mercury ; being the certain Intelligence of

Mercurius Militaris. To be continued monthly,
No.l.

1648, Nov. 27. Martin Nonsense his Collec-

tions, No. 1.

1648, Dec. 6. Passages concerning the King,
the Army, City, and Kingdom, No. 1.

1648, Dec. 7. Moderate Intelligencer, No. 1.

1648, Dec. II. A Trance ; or, news from Hell,

brought fresh to town, by Mercurius Acheron-
ticus, No. 1.

1648, Dec. 12. Mercurius Impartialis, No. 1.

1648. Packets of Letters from Scotland, ^c.

1648. Mercurius Insanus Insanissimus, No 2.

1648. Mercurius Anti-Mercurius.

1648. Mercurius Gallicus, No. 3.*

* Newspapers had been established a very short time
before they were prostituted to serve a party, and to im-
pose upon the public. The followinjf anecdote, from the
interesting memoirs of Col. Hutchinson, of Nottingham,
written by his wife, will illustrate the subject. When
describing the conduct of sir John Gell, of Derbyshire, she
says—" This man kept the diurnal makers in pension, so
that whatever was done in the neighbouring counties
against the enemy, was attributed to him ; and thus he
hath indirectly purchased himself a name in story, which
he never merited ;—one who knew him well, says he was
not valliant, though the men once held him up among a
stand of pikes, while they obtained a glorious victory,
when the earle of Northampton was slaine ; certaine it is

he was never, by his good will, in a fight, but either by
chance or necessity ; and that which made his courage
the more questioned was, the care he took, and the ex-
pense he was at, to get it weekly mentioned in the diur-
nals, so that when they had nothing else to renoune him
for, they once put in that the troops of that valiant com-
mander, sir John Gell, took a dragoon with a plush doublet.
Mr. Hutchinson, on the other side, that did well for
virtue's sake, and not for the vaine glory of it, never would
give aniething to buy the flatteries of those scribblers, and
when one of them once, while he was in towne, made
mention of something done at Nottingham with falsehood,
and had given (iell the glory of an action in wliich he was
not concerned, Mr. Hutchinson rebuked him for it ; where-
upon the man begged his pardon, and told him he would
write as much for him the next weeke ; but Mr. Hutchin-
son tolde him he scorned his mercenary pen, and warned
him not to dare to be in any of his concernments, where-
upon the fellow was awed, and he had no more abuse of
that kind."

1648. News from Pembroke and Montgomery ;

or, Oxford Manchester'd. Montgomeiy. 4to.

1 648. Mercurius Puhlicus, No. 1

.

1648. Mercurius Domesticus, No. 1.

1648. Mercurius Caledonius.

1648. Mercurius Scoticus.

1648. The Colchesto' Spie, No. 1.

1648. Mercunus Catholicus, No. 2.

1649, Jan. 30. On this day was beheaded, in

the forty-ninth year of his age, and twenty-fourth

of his reign, Charles I. king of England, an
awful lesson to the possessors of royalty, to watch
the growth of public opinion, and to moderate
their pretensions in conformity with the reason-

able desires of their subjects. The, conduct of

Charles shews the false policy of attempting to

overcome circumstances ; but none of the Stuarts

would temporize, and thus ruined themselves.

The times of this king are a lesson of instruction

to all ages, particularly as to fixing the character

of the civil rights and constitutional usages, and
the means of preventing the spiritual from elevat-

ing itself above the temporal power, the best

preventive to which is the diffusion of knowledge,
through a well regulated press. Had Charles
lived at a more early period, when the sense of

wrong was quickly subdued by the habit of sub-
mission, his reign would probably have been
marked by fewer violations of the national liber-

ties. It was resistance that made him a tyrant.

The spirit of the people refused to yield to the
encroachments of authority ; and one act of op-
pression placed him under the necessity of com-
mitting another, till he had revived ana enforced
all those odious prerogatives which, though
usually claimed, were but sparingly exercised,

by his predecessors. The unfortunate end of this

monarch filled the kingdom with consternation.

The people sought freedom of rights, religious

and political ; but they had no wish to shed the
blood of their monarch. The pious resignation

with which he bore his sufferings had greatly

endeared him to the nation ; and the firmness

with which he conducted himself during his trial

drew upon him the respect of mankind. His
mind w^as inclined to virtue, but he was better

suited to direct a regular established government
than to check the pretensions of a popular as-

sembly, and it was his misfortune to be brought
forward just at the period when the exercise of
arbitrary power began to feel restraint from the

genius of liberty : a situation of peculiar difficulty,

and which required great political prudence,
with no common portion of firmness of character.

No wonder then that a king who was wholly de-
ficient of the latter quality, should have become
the dupe of a small faction of bold and ambitious
spirits.

Charles I. was a great virtuoso, and delighted
particularly in sculpture and painting. He not
only possessed a critical tact, but an extensive
knowledge in the fine arts and the relics of an-
tiquity ; and what is more remarkable, it was a
pa.ssion without ostentation or egotism.

W"arburton,who had ranged with keen delight
through the age of Charles I., the noblest and
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the most humiliating in our own history, and
in that of the world, perpetually instructive, has

justly observed the king's passion for the j&ne

arts. It was indeed such, that had the reign of

Charles I. proved prosperous, that sovereign

about 1640 would have anticipated those tastes,

and even that enthusiasm, which are still almost

foreign to the nation.

The mind of Charles I. was moulded by the

Graces. His favourite Buckingham* was proba-

bly a greater favourite for those congenial tastes,

and the frequent exhibition of those splendid

masques and entertainments, which combined

all the picture of ballet dances, with the voice of

music ; the charms of the verse of Jonson, the

scenic machinery of Inigo Jones,and the variety

of fanciful devices of Gerbier, the duke's archi-

tect, the bosom friend of Rubens.
For an intimate knowledge of Charles's inter-

course with artists, the reader is refeiTcd to

D'Israeli's Commentaries on the Life and Reign of
Charles I. vol. iii. chap. vii. Lord Orford, in

his Anecdotes of Painting in England^ has also

given an interesting anecdote, to show the king's

discernment in the knowledge of painting.f

1649, Feh. A committee of the House of

Commons appointed to punish the author, pub-
lisher, printer, or preacher, who should publish a
pamphlet on the proceedings against bringing

the king to justice ; and to restrain the printing

or preaching any thing against the House of

Commons and the high court of justice.

1649, April 10—17. The Man in the Moone,
discovering a World of Knaveiij under the Sunne,

No. 1. This paper was on the side of the king,

and it was most rigorously suppressed by the

commonwealth, the soldiers and the city officers

having strict orders to seize any pei-son who
should be seen with the paper in their possession,

or attempting to sell it. Many persons were

thrown into prison for vending it ; nevertheless,

every week it regularly made its appearance, in

defiance of " the powers that were." The fol-

lowing curious passage occurs in the one dated

July 4, 1649, a few months only after Charles's

martyrdom :
" A hott combat lately happened

at the Salutation taverne in Holburne, where

some of the commonwealth vermin, called sol-

* George Villiers duke of Buckingham, bom August 20,

1592, assassinated by John Felton, at Portsmouth, August
23, 1621. and buried in Westminster abbey,

t The high opinion which Charles I. entertained of

regal dignity, led him to observe a stateliness and imperi-
ousness of manner, which was not only unenviable and
disgusting, but strongly characterised a little mind. Carte,

in his Life of Ormond, vol. i. p. 356, says , that different

rooms in the palaces of Charles, were allotted to the diflFer-

ent ranks of the nobility and gentry ; and orders were
hung up in every apartment, forbidding all persons below
a certain quality to enter. The observance of these
ridiculous distinctions was exacted with such rigour, that
sir Henry Vane, the younger, having introduced himself
into an apartment allotted to a superior rank, was so sud-
denly, whilst in discourse, surprised by the king's appear-
ance, that, not having opportunity to retire unperceived,
he hid himself behind a large carpet, which hung before a
sideboard. In this situation he was discovered by the
king, who, with unmanly insolence, struck him with his
cane. And even in his days of humiliation, he struck
colonel Whaley for the omission of some ceremony, or
imagrinary disrespect.

diers, had seized an Amazonian virago, named
Mrs. Strosse, upon a suspicion of being a loyal-

ist, and selling the Man in the Moone ; but she,

by applying beaten pepper to their eyes, dis-

armed them, and (with their own swordes) forced

them to aske her forgiveness, and down on their

mary-bones, and pledge a health to the king,
and confusion to their masters, and so honourably
dismissed them." " Oh !" adds the loyal news-
writer, " for twenty thousand such gallant spiritSy

when you see that one woman can beat two or

three." From another number we learn that "An
act has been brought in, and read, for the sale of

the goods of the late king, queen, and prince ;*

New Market Fayre is proclaimed at Westminster.

Here I, before all the world, forbid any man or

woman to buy any part or parcel thereof, upon
payne of being guilty of buying stolen goods, and
as they will dearly answer it when the thieves

and murderers shall be apprehended and brought
to the tryal of the laws." The writer then men-
tions an act for borrowing £150,000, and says,
" Yes, when ye are hanged ye shall have it ; the

devil is in your covetousness ; a p— choak ye,

for money won't. What is become of those vast

sums that you, by robbing and murdering, keep

your bloodhounds in good flesh till doomsday in

the afternoon." The number concludes ^vith a

short hint about " resurrection of royalty."

1649. News from Powles ; or the new Reform-
ation of the army, with a true relation of a colt

that was foaled in the cathedral church of St.

Paul, in London, and how it was publiquely

baptized, and the name, (because a bald colt,)

was called BaaLRex ! This pamphlet records

the strange fact, that the saints actually baptized

horses in churches at the fonts ; and these men,
who baptized horses and pigs in the name of the

Trinity, sang psalms as they marched. St.

Paul's cathedral was turned into a market, and
the aisles, the communion table, and the altar,

served for the foulest purposes. Prostitution

was professed as a religious act.

1649. The odious office of licenser of the

press, seems to have lain dormant a short time

under the government of Cromwell, from the

scruples of a conscientious licenser, who desired

the council of state, for reasons given, to be

discharged from that employment. This Mabot,

the licenser, was evidently deeply touched by one

of the noblest and most eloquent prose compo-
sitions in the English language; Milton's

Areopagitica ; a Speech for the Liberty of Un-
licensed Printing, published in I644.f It is a

work of love and inspiration, breathing the most

enlarged spirit of literature ; separating at an

awful distance from the multitude, that charac-

ter " who was bom to study and to love learn-

* In March, l648, the parliament ordered commissioners

to be appointed, to inventory the goods and personal es-

tate of the late king, queen, and prince, and appraise them
for the use of the public. The whole collection of the

king's curiosities were sold at above .£'50,000.

—

Hume's
History of England.

t Milton's Areopagitica, or a Speech for the Liberty of
Unlicensed Printing. 1644. 4to. Reprinted 1758. 8vo.

Again in 1772, 8vo., to which are now added a dedication

to J. Jenkinson, esq., and a preface by the editor.
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ing for itself, not for lucre, or any other end,

but, perhaps, for that lasting fame and perpe-

tuity of praise, which God and good men have
consented shall be the reward of those whose
published labours advance the good of mankind."

Milton's mind, having now reached maturity,

yielded in profusion those rich and incomparable
fruits which are the natural produce of genius
and learning. The Areopagitica^ and the Trac-
tate on Education, were written with the design

of convincing the presbyterians—who, being
now in power, were mimicking the intolerant ex-

ample set them by the prelates—of the iniquity

and impolicy of endeavouring the suppression of

opinions by force. He saw, with that quick in-

tuition which belongs to elevated minds, how
vain the attempt must always prove to confine

thought, or the active expression of it, by mate-
rial shackles : and, with the honesty and magna-
nimity of a devout Christian, he sought to vin-

dicate for others the liberty he had, while his

party was the weaker, contended for himself.

One part of this unparalleled effusion turns on
" the quality which ought to be in every licenser."

It will suit our new licensers of public opinion,

a laborious corps well known, who constitute

themselves without an act of star-chamber. The
following sentences, are some little facts, casually

preserved, of the ineptitude of such an oflicer.

" He who is made judge to sit upon the birth

or death of books, whether they may be wafted
into this world or not, had need to be a man
above the common measure, both studious,

learned, and judicious ; there may be else no
mean mistakes in his censure. If he be of such
worth as behoves him, there cannot be a more
tedious and unpleasing journey-work, a greater

loss of time levied upon his head, than to be
made the perpetual reader of unchosen books
and pamphlets. There is no book acceptable,

unless at certain seasons ; but to be enjoined the
reading of that at all times, whereof three pages
would not down at any time, is an imposition
which I cannot believe how he that values time
and his own studies, or is but of a sensible

nostril, should be able to endure.—What advan-
tage is it to be a man over it is to be a boy at
school, if we have only scaped the ferula to come
under the fescue of Imprimaturs^—if serious
and elaborate writings, as if they were no more
than the theme of a grammar lad under his

pedagogue, must not be uttered without the
cursory eyes of a temporising licenser? When
a man writes to the world, he summons up all

his reason and deliberation to assist him ; he
searches, meditates, is industrious, and likely

consults and confers with his judicious friends,

as well as any that writ before him ; if in this,

the most consummate act of his fidelity and
ripeness, no years, no industry, no former proof
of his abilities, can bring him to that state of

maturity, as not to be still mistrusted and sus-

pected,unless he carry all his considerate diligence,

all his midnight watchings, and expense of Palla-
dian oil, to the hasty view of an unleisured licenser,

perhaps much his younger, perhaps far inferior

in judgment, perhaps one who never knew the
labour of book writing; and if he be not repulsed
or slighted, must appear in print like a Punie
with his guardian, and his censor's hand on the

back of his title to be his bail and surety that he
is no idiot or seducer ; it cannot be but a dis-

honour and derogation to the author, to the book,
to the privilege and dignity of learning."

The following is worth preserving for its ex-
quisite sarcasm

:

" Debtors and delinquents walk about without
a keeper: but inoffensive books must not stir

forth without a visible jailor in their title ; nor is

it to the common people less than a reproach :

for if we dare not trust them with an English
pamphlet, what do we but censure them for a
giddy, vitious, and ungi'ounded people, in such
a sick and weak state of faith and discretion, as

to be able to take nothing but through the glis-

ter pipe of a licenser
!"

The ignorance and stupidity of these censors
were often, indeed, as remarkable as their ex-
terminating spirit.

The literary fate of Milton was remarkable:
his genius was castrated alike by the monarchi-
cal and the republican government. The royal

licenser expunged several passages from Mil-
ton's history, in which Milton had painted the
superstition, the pride, and the cunning of the
Saxon monks, which the sagacious licenser ap-
plied to Charles II. and the bishops; but Mil-
ton had before suffered as merciless a mutilation
from his old friends the republicans ; who sup-
pressed a bold picture, taken from life, which
he had introduced into his History of the Long
Parliament and Assembly of Divines. Milton
gave the unlicensed passages to the earl of
Anglesea, a literary nobleman, the editor of
Whitelock^s Memorials ; and the castrated pas-
sage, which could not be licensed in 1670, was
received with peculiar interest when separately

published in 1681.*

After the death of the king, Milton obtained
the situation of Latin secretary to the Common-
wealth. No sooner was he placed in this office,

than he was applied to by those who were then
in power, to write—first a rejoinder to the cele-

brated royalist pamphlet, named Eikon Basilike,

which he published under the title of Eikorm-
clastes; and secondly, an answer to the Defensio
Regiapro Carolo Primo, by Salmasius.

Never did any book more fulfil the ends for

which it was produced, than this work of Milton.
It was every where received on the continent
with astonisliment and applause. The ambas-
sadors of the different governments of Europe, at

that time resident in London, paid visits of com-

* It is a 4to tmct, entitled Mr. John Milton's Character
of the Lonff Parliament and Assembly of Divines, in l64l :

omitted in his other works, and never before printed, and
very seasonable for these times. 1681. It is inserted in
the uncastrated edition of Milton's prose works in l"38.
It is a retort on the Presbyterian Clement Walker's Histori/
of the Independents; and Warburton. in his admirable
characters of tlie historians of this period, alluding to
Clement Walker, says, •' Milton was even with him in the
fine and severe character he draws of the Presbyterian
administmtion.''
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pliment to the author. It had the honour to be
burned by the hands of the common hangman
at Toulouse, on Friday the 27th of June, 1650,

and at Paris on the 9th of July in the same year.

Lastly, having been perused by Christina, queen
of Sweden, she was struck with the eloquence of

the composition, the strength of the reasoning,

and the vigour with which he exposed the futility,

the sophistry, and contractions of his antagonist,

spoke on all occasions warmly in its praise, and
from that hour withdrew her favour from Sal-

masius. This redoubted champion sank under
his defeat, withdrew himself into obscurity, and
soon after died in Holland. Claudius Salmasius

was born April 15, 1588, and died Sept. 8, 1653.

1649. The following work was printed at

Cork : Certain Acts and Declarations made hy

the ecclesiastical congregation of archbishops^

bishops, and other prelates met at Clonmacnoise,

on 4th Dec. 1649. Cork, 25th Feb. 1649,

[1650,] and reprinted in Dublin by W. B. 4to,

20 pages. In 1664, was printed a small work,

entitled, Inquisitio in Jidem Christianorum hu-
jus seculi, authore Rogero Bogle, Decano Corca-
giensi, 12mo.

1649. Z)ied, Edward RABEN,who styled him-
self master printer, the first in Aberdeen. (See

page 469, ante.) On the 9th of the subsequent
month of January, the magistrates and town
council, appointed James Brown, minister of

Invernochty, to succeed Mr. Raban in the office

of printer to the town and university, with the

same emoluments which his predecessor had
been entitled to receive from the town. Brown
printed the works of several authors who
flourished at the time. In 1651, he printed

Theform and order of the Coronation of Charles

the Second, as it was acted and done at Scone,
the first of January, 1651.

1649. Died, John Gerardus Vossius, a very

learned professor of chronology and eloquence at

Leyden, and of history at Amsterdam, whose
works are frequently referred to as authorities, par-

ticularly the following:

—

De Historiciis Greeds,

De Historicus Latinus, and Ars Historica. He
was born in the year 1577. He was the father

of ten children in a very short space of time,

and being attended with a wonderful fertility in

his pen, made Grotiussay, with some pleasantry,

that he did not know whether Vossius had a
better knack of producing children or books.

1649, Dec. 4. Died, William Drummond,
a celebrated poet and historian of Scotland. He
was the son of sir John Drummond, of Haw-
thornden, a retired seat near Edinburgh, where
he was born in 1585. He was destined for the

law, but Parnassus had more charms than the

law. He wrote the history of the five James's
successively kings of Scotland; and his poetical

works consist of amatory sonnets and madrigals,
chiefly expressive of a hopeless passion which
possessed his own bosom ; some sacred poems

;

few complimentary odes and addresses to the
two kings, James I. and Charles I. on their

respective visits to Edinburgh ; and a variety of
epigrammatic and humorous pieces. In many

of these compositions there are passages of great
delicacy and tenderness ; but, as with the minor
poets of this age in general, it is difficult to find
any entire piece which is not degraded by some
share of insipidity, or by forced and cold con-
ceits, or by that coarseness which, after all,

seems to have been the prevailing tone of mind
in even the most enlightened portions of society
at the beginning of the seventeenth century.
Ben Jonson made a pedestrian pilgrimage into
Scotland, in order to see him. He left a widow
and three children. His works were printed at
Edinburgh, in folio, in 1711.

Drummond's Polemo middinia is the earliest

regular British macaronic poetiy,* and was pro-
bably written when he was on a visit to his

brother-in-law, at Scotstravet, and contains a
ludicrous account of a battle between lady
Scotstravet under the title of Vitarva, and lady
Newbarns asNeberna. The celebrity of this poem
has no doubt been increased from the circum-
stance of bishop Gibson having in his earlier

years published an edition (Oxford, 1691, 4to.)

with Latin notes.

1649, Jan. 1. Mercurius Melancholicus ; com-
municating the grand affairs of the kingdom,
especially from Westminster and the head quar-
ters. No. 1

.

1649, Jan. 2. Heads of a Diary, collected out

of the Journals of both Houses of Parliament.
1649, Jan. 8. The Kingdom^s faithfull Post.

1649, Jan. 26. The Army^s modest Intelli-

gencer, No. 1

.

1649, Feb. 9. The Kingdom''s faithful and
impartial Scout, No. 1

.

1649, March 7. The impartial Intelligencer

^

No. 1 . In No. 7 of this paper is the first regular
advertisement which has been met with. It is

from a gentlemen of Candish, in Suffolk, from
whom two horses had been stolen.

—

Nichols.

1649, April 7. A modest Narrative of Intelli-

gence, fittest for the the Republic ofEngland and
Ireland, No. 1.

1649, April 11. Mercurius Elencticus, No. 1.

* It is the characteristic of a macaronic poem to be
written in Latin hexameters, but so as to admit occasion-
ally vernacular words, either in their native form, or with
a Latin inflexion ; other licenses, too, are allowed in the
measure of the lines, contrary to the strict rules of proso-
dy. For the origin of this term, different derivations
have been asigned : the most rational is that of Mr.
Mason Goode, who adduces it from the Italian term, Mac-
cherone, significative of a blockhead, an ignoramus, or
an equivalent English, pudding-patedfellow ; Maccheronea.
Macaronics are obviously, therefore, burlesque imitations
of the unclassical style of such writers. Goode's Life of
Dr. Geddcs. Theophilo Folengi, better known by the name
of Merlin Coccuye, was born in the vicinity of Mantua, in

1491, and became a Benedictine; but being of an amorous
turn, he quitted his habit, which he resumed after he had
led a rambling life for some years. He died in 1544, and
he is the reputed inventor of Macaronic poety. The Ma-
caronic productions of the English press are not very
numerous, this species of writing^ having been little culti-

vated. At the end of vol. vi, of Leland's Itinerary, (pp.
151—I56,j Hearnehas given a short poem, somewhat in
the Macaronic style, relative to a battle at Oxford, between
the scholars and the townsmen ; and part of Ruggle's
celebrated comedy of Ignoramus is composed on the same
model.
An edition was published by Messrs. Foulis, of Glas-

gow, ) 768, and it is also to be found in a collection called
Carmimim rariornm Macaron, delectus.
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1649, April 17. The Man in the Moon, No. 1.

1649, April 20. Continued Heads of perfect

Passages in Parliament.

1649, April 24. 3Iercurius Pragmaticus, for
King Charles II.

1649, April 24. Mercurius Militaris, No. 1.

1649, April 30. England's moderate Messen-
ger, No. 1.

1649, May 4. Mercuriiis Britannictis, No. 1.

1649, May 9. The perfect Weekly Account.

1649,May21. Mei'curiujtMelancholicus,^o.\.

1649, ilfay 21. Mercurius Philo Monarchicus.

1649, May 25. Mercurius Pacificus.

1649, May 29. Mercurius Republicus, No. 1.

1649, Mercurius Verex.

1649, /wn^ 13. Metropolitan Nuncio, No. 3.

1649, ,7wn^ 21. The moderate Mercury, No. 1.

1649, July 23. yl Tuesdaies Journay of perfect

Passages in Parliament, No. 1.*

1649, July 26, Mercurius Carolhi'us, No. 1.

1649, Aug. 2. The armies painful Messenger.

1649, Aug. 2. Great Britain^s painful Mes-
senger, No. 1.

1649, Sep. 6. Mercurius Hibernicvs, No. 1.

1649, Oct. 1. The Weekly Intelligencer.

1649, Oc^ 1. A brief Relation of some Affairs
civil and military, No. 1.

1649, Oct. 9. Several Proceedings in Parlia-
ment,'No. 1.

1649, Oct. 2S.A brief Relation ofsome Affairs
and Transactions, civiland military, both foraign
and domestique. Licensed by Gualter Frost,

Esquire, secretary to the councell of state, ac-

cordingly to the direction of the late act. No. 4.

1649, Dec. 27. A perfect Diurnal of some
Passages of the armies in England and Ireland.

Licensed by the secretary of the army. No. 1

.

1649. Barbosa, a bishop of Ugento, printed

among his works a treatise obtained by one of

his domestics bringing in a fisli rolled in a leaf

of written paper, which his curiosity led him to

examine. He was sufficiently interested to run
out and search the tish market, till he found the

manuscript out of which it had been torn. He
published it under the title Z)e OffciaEpiscopia.
Machiavelli acted more adroitly in a similar

case ; a manuscript of the Apophthegms of the
ancients by Plutarch having fallen into his

hands, he selected those which pleased him, and
put them into the mouth of his hero Castrucio
Castricani.

1650, July. Amundu.s Nicolai Grefwe, a
printer, from Nykoping, introduced the art of
typography into Gothenburg, a commercial town
of Sweden, in the province of West Gothland.
One of the earliest specimens of his printing, is a
volume containing the Psalms, in Swedish verse,

Luther^s CatechUm, and other pieces, dated 1650,
In the year 1669 Grefwe sustained very serious

damage, as well by the shipwreck of a vessel

which was conveying to him a large quantity of

types and paper from Hamburgh, as by a fire,

which on the 10th day of May consumed his

* Ornamented with the arms of the Republic.

whole establishment, together with a gi-eat part
of the town.

1650. A precept occurs from the lord mayor
of the city of London, ordering the company of
stationers to substitute the arms of the common-
wealth for those of the late king ; and to remove
the king's picture and all monarchical aims out
of their hall.

1650. Anthony Uphill left £5 to the poor
of the stationei*s' company.

1650. Died, Roger Daniell, printer to the
university of Cambridge. He had been joined
in the patent with Thomas Buck, and was suc-
ceeded in the office by John Field. Daniell used
for his mark, a naked figure of Truth—a sun in

her right hand, a cup in her left, witli milk
streaming from each breast, having for a motto
Hinc Lucem et Pocula Sacra.

1650. In this year, that now highly respected

body of Christians, teimed Quakers, had their

origin ; which was as follows :—George Fox,* a
shoemaker, being at a lecture delivered at Derby,
on the 30th of October, by a colonel of the par-
liament anny, after the service was over addressed
the congregation, till there came an officer who
took him by the hand, and said, that he and the
other two that were with him, must go before

the magistrates. They were examined for a
long time, and then George Fox, and one John
Fretwell, of Stoviensby, a husbandman, were
committed to the house of correction for six

months, upon pretence of blasphemous expres-
sions. Gervas Bennet, one of the two justices

who signed their mittimus, hearing that Fox
bad him, and those about him, " Tremble at the
word of the Lord," regarded this admonition so

lightmindedly, that from that time, he called

Fox and his friends, Quakers. This new and
unusual denomination was taken up so eagerly,

that it soon ran all over England, and from
thence to foreign countries,

—

Seuwl.

It has since remained their distinctive name,
insomuch, that to the present time they are so

termed in acts of parliament ; and in their own
declarations on certain public occasions, and in

addresses to the king, they designate themselves
" the people called Quakei's.^' The community,
in their rules and minutes, for government
and discipline, denominates itself " the Society

of Fnends.'^

The Quakers at their first setting forward,

committed various kinds of extravagancies and
other disorders; which probably, if they had not

been opposed, would more readily have subsided.

But the ministers, justices of the peace, con-
stables, and others, disputed with them, bound

* George Fox, who is accounted the founder of the
Quakci-s, was born at Drayton, in Leicestershire, in l6n.
He was at flrst placed with a shepherd, and afterwards
was bound apprentice to a shoemaker. He suflforcd fre-
quent imprisonment and mucli ill usua;;e from those in
power, during his public prcachinc. In l66(), he married
the widow of a Welch jud;;o, but still continued his course
of itinerant prcachjnn:, and visited HoUaud, Germany,
and America. He died at Ix)ndon, January 13, lOyo.
His Journal was printed at London in 1694, his Epistles
in l698, and his Tracts in J 706, all in folio,

3 T
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them over to keep the peace, procured them to be
indicted, and imprisoned, thus rendered the sect

considerable. They ran about the streets, foam-

ing and bellowing' out such like expressions as

these :
" Repent, repent ; Woe, woe ! the judge

of the world is come !" Some of them stood

naked on the market-cross, on the market-days,

preaching from thence to the people. At Ken-
dal, in Westmoreland, the wife of one Edmund
Adlington, went naked through the streets. A
man and a woman, who called themselves Adam
and Eve, went publicly naked ; and, when ex-

amined concerning the same at the assizes, the

man affirmed that the power of God was upon
him, and he was commanded so to do. In their

preaching they called themselves " the way, the

truth, and the life." They made it a constant

practice to enter into the churches with their

hats on during divine service, and to rail openly,

and exclaim aloud against the ministers, calling

them liars, deluders of the people, Baal's priests,

Babylon's merchants selling beastly ware, and
bidding them come down from the high places.

The railed at the judges sitting on the bench,

calling them scarlet-coloured beasts. The jus-

tices of the peace they styled "justices so

called ;" and said there would be Quakers in

England, when there should be no justices of

the peace. A quaker, to prove the text that
" Man shall not live hy bread alone, but by the

word of God," persisted in refusing his meals.

The literal text proved for him a dead letter,

and this practical commentator died by a me-
taphor. This quaker, however, was not the only

victim to the letter of the text ; for the famous
Origin, by interpreting in too literal a way the

12th verse of the 19th of St. Matthew, which
alludes to those persons who become eunuchs
for the kingdom of heaven, with his own hands
armed himself against himself, as is sufficiently

known. " Retoumons d, nos moutons .'"

A poet of the time thus speaks of the religious

insanity which raged among the people, and
the numerous sects in which they were divided

:

ON SECTS.

Eternity, which puzzles all the world
To name the inhabitants that people it

;

Eternity, whose undiscovered country
We fools divide before we come to see it,

Making one part contain all happiness,
The other misery, then unseen fight for it

:

All sects pretending to a right of choice,
Yet none go willingly to take a part.

In one of the chronicling poems of George
Withers, entitled a Dark Lanthome, published

in November, 1652, after noticing that God, to

mortify us, had sent preachers from " the shop-

board and the plough,"

Such as we seem justly to contemn,
As making truths abhorred, which come from them.

again, he describes these self-taught " Teachers
and Prophets," and says,

They act as men in ecstacies have done

—

Striving their cloudy visions to declare.
Till they have lost the notions which they had,
And want but few degrees of being mad.

] 650. In a comedy, called Hey for Honesty,
written by T. Randolph,* there is the stationers'

preface before the play. "Reader, this is a
pleasant comedy, though some may judge it

satirical, 'tis the more like Aristophanes, the
father ; besides, if it be biting, 'tis a biting age,
we live in; then biting for biting." Again, Tom
Randal,the adopted son of Ben Jonson, being the
translatorhereof,followed his father's steps. They
both of them loved sack, and harmless mirth,
and here they shew it; and I, that know myself,
am not averse from it neither. This I thought
good to acquaint thee with. Farewell. Thine,
F.J.

1650. The following Ancient Customs used in
a Printing-house at this period, are taken from
Moxon's Mechanical Exercises,^ and which hand
down the peculiar customs formerly observed

with respect to that curious tribunal, termed "a
Chapel," as well as some other singularities in

practice among the members of the art at this

early period. Though, from the change that has
taken place in the habits of men and circum-
stances of trade, as well as from other matters

which have happened in more recent times, the

ancient customs will not apply to modem prac-

tice ; yet, as historical memoranda, such things

affi)rd an opportunity of contrasting the past

with the present, and thus become a subject of

some amusement ; and hence itmay be presumed
that they will contribute to many in the pro-

fession, and to many more w^o may yet enter it,

both instruction and gratification, and, therefore,

we shall quote them entire.

" Every printing-house is by the custom of

time out of mind, called a Chapel, and all the

workmen that belong to it are members of the

Chapel ; and the oldest freeman is father of the

Chapel. I suppose the style was originally con-

ferred upon it by the courtesie of some great

churchman, or men (doubtless when chapels

were in more veneration than of late years they

have been here in England,) who, for the books

of divinity that proceeded from a printing-

house, gave it the reverend title of Chapel.

There have been fonnerly, customs and bye-

laws made and intended for the well and good
government of the Chapel, and for the more
civil and orderly deportment of all its members
while in the Chapel ; and the penalty for the

breach of any of these laws and customs, is, in

printers' language, called a Solace; and the

judges of these solaces, and other controversies

relating to the Chapel, or any of its members,
were, plurality of votes in the Chapel, it being

asserted as a maxim, that " the Chapel cannot

But when any controversy is thus decided,err.'

it always ends in the good of the Chapel.

1, Swearing in the Chapel—a solace.

2, Fighting in the Chapel—a solace.

* Thomas Randolph was born at Ncwnham, June 15tli,

1605 ; and died at Blatherwick, March 17th, 1634.

t Mechanical Exercises, by Joseph Moxon, London,
1677-96. 3 vols. 4to, For an account of Mr. Moxon, see

the year 1 68.3, post.
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3, Abusive language, or giving the lie in the

Chapel—a solace.

4, To be drunk in the Chapel—a solace.

5, For any of the workmen to leave his candle

burning at night—a solace.*

6, If the compositor let fall his composing-

stick, and another take up—a solace.

7, Three letters and a space to lie under the

compositor's case—a solace.

8, If a pressman let fall his ball, or balls,

and another take it or them up—a solace.f

These solaces were to be bought off, for the

good of the Chapel; nor were the prices alike,

for some were I2d. 6d. 4d. 2d. Irf., according

to the nature and quality of the solace. But if

the delinquent proved obstinate or refractory,

and would not pay his solace at the price of the

Chapel, they solaced him thus :—The workmen
take him by force and lay him on his belly,

athwart the correcting stone, and hold him there,

while another of the workmen, with a paper-

board, gives him lOZ. and a purse, viz. eleven

blows on his buttocks, which he lays on accord-

ing to his own mercy.
These nine solaces were all the solaces usually

and generally accepted
;
yet in some particular

Chapels the workmen did, by consent, make
other solaces, viz.

That it should be a solace for any of the

workmen to mention joining their penny, or

more, a piece, to send for drink.

To mention spending chapel money till Satur-

day night, or any other before agreed time.

To play at quadrats4: or excite any of the

chapel to play at quadrats, either for money or

drink.

This solace is generally purchased by the

master printer, as well because it hinders the work-

men's works, as because it batters and spoils the

quadrats, for the manner how they play with

them is thus,—they tJike five, or seven, or more,

m quadrats (generally of the English body) and
holding their hand below the surface of the cor-

recting stone, shake them in their hand and toss

them upon the stone, and then count how many
nicks upwards each man throws in three times,

or any number of times agreed on ; and he that

throws most wins the bet of all the rest, and
stands out free, till the rest have tried who
throws fewest nicks upwards in so many throws,

for all the rest are free, and he pays the bet.

For any to take up a sheet, if he received

copy-money ; or if he received no copy-money,
and did take up a sheet, and carried that sheet

or sheets out of the printing-house till the whole
book was printed off and published.

Any of the workmen may purchase a solace

for any trivial matter, if the rest of the Chapel
consents to it. As if any of the workmen sing

in the Chapel, he that is offended at it may.

* Thanks to the invention of gas for doin^ away with
greasy boxes.
t Superseded by the use of the composition roller.

t TetmcAjeffing, and is always played with nine m (iuad-
rats, called gods; a practice very prevalent in the present
day.

with the Chapel's consent, purchase a penny or

two-penny solace for any workman's singing

after the solace is made ; or if a workman or

a stranger salute a woman in the Chapel, after

the making of the solace, it is a solace of such

a value as is agreed on. The price of all

solaces to be purchased is wholly arbitrary in the

Chapel ; and a penny solace may perhaps cost

the purchaser six-pence, twelve-pence, or more,

for the good of the chapel. Yet sometimes

solaces may cost double the purchase, or more :

as if some compositor have (to affront a press-

man) put a whisp of hay in the pressman's ball-

racks; if the pressman cannot brook this affront,he
will lay six-pence down on the correcting stone,

to purchase a solace of twelve-pence upon him
that did it; and the Chapel cannot in justice

refuse to grant it, because it tends to the good of

the Chapel; and being granted, it becomes
every member's duty to make what discovery he
can, because it tends to the further good of the

Chapel; and by this means it seldom happens
but the aggressor is found out.

Nor did solaces reach only the membere of
the Chapel, but also strangers that came into the

Chapel and offered affronts or indignities to the

Chapel, or any of its members; the Chapel
would determine a solace : example—it was a
solace for any to come to the King's printing-

house and ask for a ballad :

For any to come and inquire of a compositor
whether he had news of such a galley at sea

;

For any to bring a wisp of hay, directed to

any of the pressmen :

And such strangers were commonly sent by
some who knew the customs of the Chapel, and
had a mind to put a trick upon the stranger.

Other customs were used in the Chapel, which
were not solaces, viz. every new workman to

pay half-a-crown, which is called his hienvenue.

This being so constant a custom, is still looked

upon by all workmen as the undoubted right of

the Chapel, and therefore never disputed; he
who has not paid his hienvenue is no member of

the Chapel, nor enjoys any benefit of Chapel
money. If a journeyman wrought formerly in

the same printing-house, and come again to

work in it, he pays but half a hienvenue. If a
journeyman smout more or less in another print-

ing-house, and any of the Chapel can prove it,

he pays half a hienvenue.

I told you before that abusive language, or

giving the lie, was a solace ; but in discourse,

when any of the workmen affirm any thing that

is not believed, the compositor knocks with the

back corner of his composing-stick against the

lower ledge of his lower-case ; and the press-

man knocks the handles of his ball-stocks to-

gether, thereby signifying the discredit they give

to his story.

It is customary for all the journeymen to make
every year new Riper-Windows, whether the old
will serve again or no ; because that day they
make them, the master-printer gives them a
Way-goosey that is, he makes them a good
feast, and not only entertains them at his own
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house, but besides gives them money to spend at

the ale-house, or tavern, at night; and to this

feast they invite the corrector, founder, smith,

joiner, and ink-maker, who all of them severally

(except the coiTector in his own civility) open

their purse-strings, and add their benevolence

(which workmen account their duty, because

they generally choose these workmen) to the

master-printer's; but from the corrector they

expect nothing, because the master-printer

choosing him, the workmen can do him no kind-

ness. These vmy-gooses are always kept about

Bartholomew-tide; and till the master-printer

have given this way-goose,* the journeymen do

not use to work by candle-light.

If a journeyman marry he pays half-a-crown

to the Chapel.

When his wife comes to the Chapel, she pays

six-pence, and then all the journeymen join their

two-pence a-piece to welcome her.

If a journeyman have a son born, he pays

one shilling: if a daughter, six-pence.

The father of the Chapel drinks first of

Chapel drink, except some other journeyman
have a token, viz. some agreed piece of coin or

metal, marked by consent of the Chapel, for

then, producing that token, he drinks first; this

token is always given to him who in the round

should have drank, had the last chapel drink

held out; therefore, when the Chapel drink

comes in, they generally say, who has the token ?

Though these customs are no solaces, yet the

Chapel excommunicates the delinquent ; and he

shall have no benefit of Chapel-money till he

have paid.

It is also customary in some printing-houses

that if the compositor or pressman make either

the other stand still through the neglect of their

contracted task, that then he who neglected shall

pay him that stands still as much as if he had
wrought.

The compositors are jocosely called galley-

slaves, because allusively they are, as it were,

bound to their galleys ; and the pressmen are

jocosely called horses,because of the hard labour

they go through all day long.f

An apprentice, when he is bound, pays half-

a-crown to the Chapel ; and when he is made
free, another half-crown, but is yet no member
of the Chapel ; and if he continue to work
journey-work in the same house, he pays another

half-crown, and is then a member of the Chapel.

So far the ancient customs. The following

observations are given, as relating to modem
practice.

" In extensive houses, where many work-

men are employed, the calling a Chapel is,"

says Mr. M'Creery, " a business of great im-

* The derivation of this term is not generally known.
It is from the old English word ways, stubble. A stubble
goose is a known dainty in our days. A wayz-goose was
the head dish at the annual feast of the forefathers of our
fraternity. "Wayz-goose, a stubble-goose, an enter-
tainment given to journeymen at the beginning of winter."
Bailey's Diet. 3rd Edit.
t Why not, by the same reasoning, because they, as it

•were, are bound to their horses.—Q.—HoTwarrf.

portance, and generally takes place when a
member of the office has a complaint to allege

against any of his fellow-workmen, the fii-st

intimation of which he makes to the Father of
the Chapel, usually the oldest printer in the
house, who, should he conceive that the charge
can be substantiated, and the injury supposed
to have been received is of such magnitude as to

call for the interference of the law, summonses
the members of the Chapel before him at the
imposing stone, and there receives the allegations

and the defence in solemn assembly, and dis-

penses justice with typographical rigour and
impartiality. These trials, though they are

sources of neglect of business, and other ir-

regularities, often afford scenes of genuine hu-
mour. The punishment generally consists in the
criminal providing a libation by which the

offended workmen may wash away the stain that

his misconduct has left upon the body at large.

Should the plaintiff not be able to substantiate

his charge the fine then falls upon himself, for

having maliciously arraigned his companion,—

a

mode of practice which is marked with the

features of sound policy, as it never loses sight

of the good of the Chapel.^^

The origin of applying the appellation of

Chapel to a printing-office, has been guessed at

by many writers. Mr. M'Creery says, the title

of Chapel to the internal regulations of a print-

ing-office, originated in Caxton's exercising the

profession in one of the chapels of Westminster,
and may be considered as an additional proof,

from the antiquity of the custom, of his being
the first English printer.

Each printer hence, howe'er unblest his walls,

E'en to this day his house a chapel calls.

The following humorous description of a
modem Chapel, is taken from a very clever

poem, entitled the Composing Room, written

by Mr. George Brimmer, a printer of London, in

1833 ; and as it depicts a real scene, we shall

be excused for inserting it at length.

THE CHAPEL.

But now the father damps the angry flame,
And the fuU chapel empties every frame.
Sam Brown—the plaintiflF—duly has paid down,
With solemn phiz, the customary brown

;

For here, as in king William's courts of law.
There must be current coin as well as jaw.
The clerk cries " Silence !" and the father spreads
His hand, in view of the assembled heads,
And thus commences—" Gentlemen, in your
" Collective wisdom we must find a cure
" For ills—which I'm inform'd by Mr, Brown,
" Stick in his throat, and can't be bolted down."
At this ensues a loud and general laugh.
With nods and winks, and lots of under-chaff.
Order restor'd,—complainant states his case
With quantum-suff. of tremor and grimace ;

" I'm sorry. Gents, (his hand upon his braces,)
" My case has caus'd you all to leave your cases—
" But Mr. Green supposes I am Green,
" Whereas the difi''rence will be shortly seen,
" For you're too deep, too long upon the town,
" To think that brown is green, or green is brown."
Loiil cries of Nonsense, Fully, Trash, and Stuff!

Mix'd up with Question, Hear him, That's enough !

Now Mr. Brown—to order call'd—proceeds
To tell the chapel of Green's evil deeds.
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" My father—Mister Father—Gentlemen—
" With your permission I'll begin again.
" Last Tuesday afternoon, at half-past four—
" It mi°ht be somewhat less, or somewhat more

—

'• Defendant Green (as I suppose) espied
" An empty letter-board at my frame side,
" And speedily solicited me to
" Permit his using it a day or so.
" This I—at all times willing to obleege"
Here plaintiff's head sustain'd a vig'rous sneeze.
Which drove the heels of chapelonians near
Upon the toes collected in their rear,

And caus'd some growlings—such as, " Cut the line !"

" Dismiss his case, that I may go to mine !

" I wish that Brown and Greeu were black and blue,
" For hind'ring business with this much ado ;"

With more, which it is needless here to note

;

When the loud " silence !" of the father's throat

Recalls our bang-up speaker to his theme,
Kindles his fire, and generates his steam,

" Well—to conclude—to Mr. Green I lent

"This board—the subject of my discontent;
" But if chopp'd up,—or cast into that bourne
'' From whence, alas ! no letter-boards return

—

" Or seiz'd by quoin-drawer overseer, to bear
" Its load of standing matter for a year
" (Fast bound in his queer closet's potent spell),
" To me 'twere quite as un-come-at-able.
" Therefore, I pray ye, make my cause your own,
" And let this worthy chapel's will be done."

He ceas'd—and, with a self-approving smile,

Look'd round upon the partners of his toil

;

Then prick'd his ears up and compos'd his mien.
To learn what might proceed from Mr. Green.

He, with firm front and a decided tone.
Admits at once the damage he has done.
' I make not, gentlemen, a vain defence
" Against our chapel's laws and common sense.
'• I am the worm which levell'd Jonah's gourd

!

" I saw—I borrow'd—and I kept his board.
" This is the head and front of my offence

j

" For this the chapel fine is twenty-pence

;

" Which I (in duty bound) will freely pay—
" But yet I have a word or two to say.
" I hate the curst aristocratic crow
" Of an imperium in imperiu !—
" Had Mr. Brown, while claiming of his right,
" Behav'd towards me in a way polite,

"And not perform'd the parts of Bounce and Swell—
" Which (though he acts them tolerably well)
" To me are hateful as the fiends of hell

—

" I should have kept my temper and my word,
"And long ere this retum'd his letter-board."

So saying, on his cash his hand he laid,

As one who thought—why, dtunme, who's afraid ?

Which when the father and the chapel saw.
The cry was—" Messrs. Brown & Green, withdraw ?"

This while they did, the chapel laugh'd outright

:

Green stalk'd like Ajax from the field of fight

;

While little Brown—(like dog who fears the g^e
May separate his body from his tail.

And therefore draws it close his legs between)

—

Slow creeping o'er the office floor was seen.

At length the door shuts after them—and now,
O Muse ! assist me to describe

—

the row.

To aid youi-view (I should have said before)
Imagine, reader, thirty men, or more.
Assembled near a long imposing-stone

;

Some more than sixty, some but twenty-one—
Of each complexion, disposition, taste

—

Imbu'd with virtue, or by vice debas'd.

Some strictly steady, fram'd to persevere.
Pursue this course throughout the varying year :

—

Fiom bed to Baldwin's, and from Baldwin's back
To bed—in oi.e continu'd beaten track :

Deducting Sundays, walking, eating, sleeping.

Thro' their whole lives at work they're closely keeping.
Others, erratic from their mother's breast.

Are by some untam'd devil still possest

—

These are your harum-scarum jolly boys,

Who love Scotch ale, and glory in their noise
;

Whoi if their object were the soul's salvaticm.

Would strive to carry that—hy acclamation !

This latter class i^well knowing how to screen)

Intuitively take the part of Green.
The former—not without abundant cause-
Support Saint Brown, the chapel, and its laws.

And now—let loose awhile each Typo'g tong:ue—
Confusion reign'd, which cannot here be sung.
Take, then, this single sample for the whole

—

A glass of punch will show what's in the bowl

—

" I say Tom Green has spoken like a man !"

Loud cries of " Order .'" through the chapel ran
;

Some from the father's lungs, and some from those
Yclept the Saints, the Maw-worms, and the Crows.
At length the father—" Gentlemen, forbear

!

" While all are talking, nobody can hear.
" Into short motions cut your long verboses

;

" For really this too much our time engrosses.
" And time, if well employ'd, is cash, my boys

;

" Therefore save all you can, and—spare your jaws."

Anon, like Antwerp's citadel, appears
The Motion—filling many breasts with fears

;

But soon th' Amendment's quick exploding mine
Compels its stern commander to resign.
" I move that we remit the fine on Green,"
Was levell'd to the ground as soon as seen
(Howe'er secure, determin'd, or unwilling).

By moving—" that Green's fine be made a shilling."

Thus showing, though the chapel's laws they guard.
No wish on individuals to be hard

;

While the proposers of entire remission
Hold out immunity for crime's commission.

At length the chapel's messenger goes down
Below—to fetch up Messrs. Green and Brown.
Arriv'd the chapel's organ—i. e. dad

—

Breathes forth this solemn dirge, so slow and sad :
—

" My painful duty, Mr. Green, is now
" (In chapel, where all typographers bow)
" The chapel's awful mandate to reveal,
" And show you how your brother members feel.
" You have been guilty of a great transgression

:

" We've had the proofs—we've got 9. strong impression
" Of all your matter—guilt, remorse, corifession !

" We feel this latter feature in your case
Gives it at once a better-favour'd face

;

" It sinks the offal, and it shows a mind
" Not totally deprav'd, diseas'd, and blind :

" This almost sav'd you from impending fate,
" And quite inclin'd us all to mitigate.
" One solemn portion now alone remains
" Of this black bill of penalties and pains :

—

" You know the chapel's fine is twenty-pence

;

"And thus—in me—the chapel shows its sense:
" Take eight from twenty, twelve remains behind—
" Our judgment is—that you one bob be fin'd."

These were his words—but my description's weak ;

No one but those who saw and heard them speak.
Can form an adequate idea of these
Diverting, weU sustain'd, solenmittes.

But ere the members to their /rawies return

—

To think how much they need, how little earn

—

Towards the clerk I see the father look,

And hear him ask—" What stands upon your book?"
The clerk replies—" Ours are indeed hard lines i

" Dry is the chapel, scanty are the fines.
*• I fear ere long we shall have no * effects,*

"The bump of circumspection so projects.
" However, there's six shillings now in hand

—

" Then let the chapel issue its command
" To spend or not to spend—as that's decided,
" The liquor will or will not be provided."

And now at once to th* vote this question gpoes

}

O L?«A-ingtons ! and cannot ye compose
The differences of the Ayes and Noes f

Well knowing (as ye do) good liquor slips

Betwixt those parties, as 'twixt cups and lips.

Cannot your partners—Clamour, Heat, and Noise

—

Mix up a bev'rage for your parched jaws ?

May not your will and theirs, at least, be done
By holding up two hands instead of onef
No I—on division ev'ry Crow insists

;

Where nought is gain'd by handy extra fists :

And (though ye toll their numbers o'er and o'er)
They still have a majority of—four.
Alas ! your friends are sraotlier'd in the dust
They rals'd-with nothing to assuage their thirst

!

Go on , brave Typos ! ever thus otitvotc
All motions flo>*'ing from a fiery throat.
Fools, like soft stones, yield to the force of drops;
But men of mind may more than master Mops

!
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1650, Feb. 6. Irish Monthly Mercury, No. 1.

1650, March 19. The Royal Diurnal, 'So. 1.

1650, April 12. Mercurius Elencticus, No. 1.

WoOyJune 13. Mercurius Politicm,comTpT\smg

the summ of all intelligence, with the affairs

and designs now on foot, in the three nations of

England, Ireland, and Scotland. In defence of

the commonwealth, and for the infonnation of

the people. No. 1.

1650, July 23. Trv£ Intelligence from Head
Quarters, No. 1.

1650, Aug. 8. The best and most perfect In-

telligencer, No. 1.

1650, Oct. 1. Mercurius Anglicus, 4to. No. 1.

1650. Mercurius Belonicus, No. 1.

1 650. Mercurius Pacificus.

1650. Several Proceedings.

1650. The character of Mercurius Politicus.

1650. The second character of Mercurius

Politicus.

1650. Newsfrom the New Exchange.

1650. Gazettes or newspapers were prohibited

from being published in Scotland, until they

had been revised by the bishop of Edinburgh.

1651. Nympha Libethris ; or, the Cotswold

Muse, presenting some extempore verses for the

Imitation of Young Scholars. In two parts.

London, printed for F. A. at Worcester. \2nw.

The author was Clement Barksdale. The
following verses are contained in this curious

and scarce book :

TO THE PRINTER.

Did I diffuse a little more of brine
On m' Epigrams, on such and such a line

;

Or could I write as weU as you can print,*

Unless there be a fatal disaster in't.

(Although my Thuanf were not of quick sale,)

The muse will roundly off like Cotwaldt ale.

Pray tell the Bookseller if he will see't

Th' Epigram, though not very salt is sweet.
No obscure jest, no jeers fall from my pen.
But it delights in praise of books and men.

From the following verse it is evident, that at

this early period, they beat their books somewhat
in the same manner as at the present day.

TO THE BOOKBINDER.

Has my Muse made a fault ? Friend, I entreat,

Before you bind her up, you would her beat.

Though she's not loose and wanton, I can teU,

Unless you beat her, you'll not bind her well.

1651. Died, John Windet, a good printer,

who succeeded John Wolfe as printer to the

honorable city of London, and dwelt at the sign

of the White Bear, in Adling-street, near Ber-

nard's castle. He commenced business in 1585,

and was succeeded in the office of city printer by

* Which is badly and incorrectly enough : especially
the Latin.

—

Dibdin,
t Qu. An edition of Thuanus.
t For Cotswold ale.
Mr. Henly, bookseller, of Cheltenham, had a copy of

this work marked 12s. Mr. Evans, of London, sold a copy
by auction for ^^4 16*. In the Anglo-Poetica of Longman
and Co. 1815, a copy was marked at j620.

Sir Egerton Brydges put forth in the most elegant
manner possible, from the Lee priory press, a reprint of
the Cotswold muse, in 1816, in 12mo, of which only sixty
copies were printed.

Richard Cotes. Windet used an elegant device
of Time cutting down a sheaf of corn, with a
book clasped; on the cover this, Verbum Die
manet in aeternum. The compartment had the
queen's (Elizabeth's) arms at top, the city's on
the right, and the stationers' on the left, with his

sign of the Bear beneath, and I W over it, and
the motto. Homo non solo pane vivit, round it.

1651, Dec. 16. Humphrey Cheetham,*
by his will, bearing this date, besides found-
ing the college and other charities to the
town of Manchester, bequeathed the sum of
£1000 for the purchase of books, and £100 for

a building, as the foundation of a public library;

for the augmentation of which he devised the
residue of his personal estate. "He further

left £200," says his biographer, "to purchase
godly English books to be chained upon desks
in the churches of Manchester, Bolton," &c.

This library is the only one in the kingdom in

which every person has the liberty of unlicenced
reading. It is open daily, (Sundays excepted,)

from nine in the morning till one, and from two
till five in the afternoon, except in the interval

from October to Easter, when it is closed at four

o'clock. Any person that chooses, whether resi-

dent or not, on going to Chetham's library, and
requiring to read, is requested by the sub-
librarian to write his name and address in u book
kept for that purpose, and, having done this, he
is at liberty to read on that and every other day,

in a room provided with requisites for writing.

In 1791, a catalogue of the books and manu-
scripts, was printed in two octavo volumes, with
the title of Bibliotheca Chethamensis : siveBiblio-

thecce publicce Mancuniensis ab Humfredo
Chetham armigero fundatte catalogus, exhibens

libros in varias classes pro varietate argumenti
distributos. Edidit Joannes Radcliffe, biblio-

theca supradictcB custos. In 1826, a third

* Humphrey Chetham, whom Fuller briefly mentions-
amoug his Worthies of England, was born July 10, 1580.

He was descended of an ancient family, and obtained his
wealth chiefly by supplying the London markets with
fustians, a material of dress then in almost general use
throughout the nation. By this commerce, which was
probably conducted on an extensive sca!e, Mr. Chetham
acquired opulence; while his strict integrity, his piety,
and works of charity, secured him the respect and esteem
of those around him. His chief residence was Clayton
Hall, near Manchester, at that time surrounded by a moat,,
the traces of which are now to be distinguished. " He
was," says Fuller, " a diligent reader of the Scriptures,
and of the works of sound divines ; a respecter of such
ministers as he accounted truly ffodly, upright, sober,,

discreet, and sincere. He was high sheriff of the county
of Lancaster, a.d. 1635, discharging that ofiice with great
honour, insomuch that very good gentlemen of birth and
estate did wear his cloth at the assize, to testify their un-
feigned affection to Inm." He died October 12, 1653, and
was buried in the chapel of the Chethams, at the east end,
and behind the altar of the Collegiate church, where a
tomb is erected to his memory.
The charity of Mr. Chetham was not to appear only

after his death. During his life he had "taken up and
maintained fourteen boys of the town of Manchester, six

of the town of Salford, and two of the town of Droyls-
den ; in all twenty-two. By his will he directed that the
number of boys should be increased to forty ; bequeathing
the sum of .^7000 for the purchase of an estate, the profits

of which are to be applied to the support of this establish-

ment. The operations of this benevolent institution have
been since greatly extended by judicious management,

j

and due attention to the views of the founder. 1
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volume was printed, containing subsequent addi-

tions, by th€ rev, William Parr Greswell.* The
property, which was left by him for the use and
augmentation of the library, and for the board,

&c. ofthe librarian, amounts, at present, to nearly

£700 per annum. Donations have been made
from time to time ; so that the collection now
amounts to about 25,000 volumes. Several of

the manuscripts are exceedingly curious ; the

printed books are, in general, the best works in

history, philosophy, and science, with the best

editions of the classics. The liberality which
has provided, and thrown open to unrestricted

use, so vast a library, is without example.
1651. News from Newcastle, a poem. 4to.f

1651. News from the Dead.

1651, Jan. 3. The faithful Scout, No. 1.

1651, Feb. 4. Mercurius Bellonicus, No. 1.

1651, The Hue and Crie after Mercurius

Elencticns, Britannicus, Melancholicus, and
Aulicus.

1651. Mercurius Pragmaticus revived, ^o.\.
1641, Jult/ 8. Mercurius Icommaticus, No. 5.

1651, Aug. 4. Mercurius Scotieus, No. 1.

1651, Aug. 5. The Armies Intelligencer, No. 1.

1651 , Aug. 28. The True Informer, No. 1.

1651, Sep. 29. The Diary, No. 1. (Weekly.)

1651, iVov. 25. The French Intelligencer, idaih-

fully communicating the chief proceedings of

the king of Scots, the king of France, and the

prince of Conde, &c. London, printed by Ro.
Wood, No. 1,

1652. Died, the Rev. John Cotton, one of

the early ministers of New England, in North
America. His friend, Mr. Woodbridge, wrote

the following singular epitaph :

A living breathing bible ; tables where
Bc»th covenants at large engraven were

;

Gospel and law in's heart had each its column,
His head an index to the sacred volume !

His very name a title-page ; and next
His life a commentary on the text.

Oh, what a monument of glorious worth.
When in a new edition he comes forth

!

Without errata, we may think he'll be
In leaves and covers of eternity !

1652. Having been robbed by cut throats,

near Bromley, I made on to London, and got

500 tickets printed. The robber refusing to

plead, was pressed to death.—Evelyn's Diary.
1652. Evan Tyler, a printer, of Edinburgh,

appears to have carried on business at Leith,
in this year ; a pamphlet of that date being in

the Bodleian library. Mr. Chalmers says, " it

is a remarkable fact, which history was either

too idle to ascertain, or too much ashamed to

relate, that the anns of Cromwell communicated
to Scotland, with other l)enefits, the fii-st news-

paper, which ever illuminated the gloom, or

dispelled the fanaticism, of the North. Each
army carried with it its own printer, and in this

year Cromwell conveyedCHiusTOPHERHiGGiNs
to Leith ; and when Cromwell had here estab-

* The purchaser of the catalogue should see that it pos-

sesses an elegant engraved portrait of the founder, by
Heath.
t Sold at Bindley'8 sale for £7 2«.

lished a citidel, Higgins reprinted, in November,
what had already been published at London,
a Diurnal of some Passages and Affairs, for the
infoiTuation of the English soldiers. See Mer-
curius Politicus, October 26, 1653, post.

1652. John Taylor, the water poet, published
a work called Miscellanies ; or, Fifty Years
gatherings out of sundry authors, in prose and
verse. Being the studious readings, painful re-

collections, and some of them are the composings

of the writer and puhlishei- hereof.

TO THE READER.

All these things heer collected, are not mine,
But divers grapes, make but one sort of wine ;

So 1, from many learned authors took,
The various matters printed in this book.
What's not mine own by me shall not be father'd.
The most part, I in fifty years have gather'd j

Some things are very good, pick out the best,
Grood wits compiled them, and I wrote the rest.
If thou dost buy it, it will quit thy cost,
Read it, and all thy labour is not lost. John Taylor.

John Taylor was born in Gloucestershire, in
the year 1580, and from his occupation of a
waterman, derived the title of water poet. He
possessed great natural parts, but little educa-
tion. From his laborious calling he found
leisure to write a very great number of humorous
poems, some of which were dedicated to James
L* and Charles I. For some time he kept a
public-house in Long acre ; and upon the death
of Charles I. set up the sign of the Mourning
Crown ; but was compelled, by those in power,
to pull it down ; upon which he set up a picture
of his own head, with these lines beneath it

:

Kings' heads are hung up for a sign.
And many a saint, then why not mine.

What is called his water poetry was printed
in 1630, in folio. He died in the year 1654.

1652, March 25. The Dutch Spy, faithfully

communicating the most choice Intelligence

from the States General, with their designs now
on foot, &c. London, 4to. No. 1.

1 652, March 29. Mercurius Phreneticus. A
weekly paper, No. 1.

1652, April 7. Mercurius Denwcritus ; or, a
iVbefMrna/, communicating wonderful news from
the world in the moon. No. 1

.

1652, April 22. Mercurius Zeteticus, hehdo-
meda prima.

1652, April 22. The Theme ; or, the Scoto-

Presbyter. In this paper it is inquired, with
admirable ridicule, " Whether it be not as little

dishonourable for the Scots to be conquered by
the English, as to have been these twelve years

past slaves to the covenant." All the papers,

before-mentioned with Scotch titles, were a.ssu-

* John Taylor has the merit of interrupting the servile
etiquette of kneeling to the king. " 1 myself (says the
water poet) gave a book to king James once in the great
chamber at Whitehall, as his majesty came from the
chapel. The duke of Richmond said merrily to me

;

Taylor; whore did you learn the manners to give the
king a book, and not to kneel !' My lord, (says I,) if it

please your grace, I do give now ; but when I beg any
thing, then I will kneel."
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redly published at London, either to gratify

private interest, or to promote public measures,

though some of them are mistakingly supposed

to have been printed at Edinburgh *

1652, May 17. French Occurrences^ No. 1.

1652, May 17. Intelligence of the Civil War
in France^ No. 1

.

1652, June 28. Mercurius Heroclitus : or, the

Weeping Philosopher, No. 1.

1652, July 26. Mercurius Britannicus, No. 1.

1652. Mercurius Cambro - Britannicus ; or,

News from Wales.

1652, Aug. 11. Mercurius Civicas^ No. 1.

1652, Aug. 20. Mercurius Mastix, faithfully

lashing all Scouts, Mercuries, Posts, Spyes, and

others, No. 1

.

1652, Sep. 8. The Laughing Mercury ; or,

true and perfect news from the antipodes, No. 22.

1652, Sep. 8. The Dutch Intelligencer, No. 1.

1652. The Weepers ; or, characters of the

Diumals.
1652. Mercurius Democritus his last Will and

Testament.

1652, Nov. \. Mercurius Britannicus: for

James Cottrell, No. 15,

1652, Dec. 4. TJie Flying Eagle, No. 1.

1652. Moderate Publisher of every days In-

telligence.

1652, Dec. 27. A true and perfect Diurnal.

1652. The Army's Scout.

1652. Neivsfrom France; or, a description of

the library of cardinal Mazarinef before it was

utterly ruined. Sent in a letter from monsieur

G. Naudeus, keeper of the public library. Lon-
don, 1652, 4to, six pages. Reprinted in the

third volume of the Harleian Miscellany.

1653. Advertisement of Walton's Angler.

There is published a Booke of Eighteen -pence,

called the Compleat Angler, or the Contemplative

man's Recreation ; being a Discourse on Fish

and Fishing. Not unworthy the perusal. Sold

by Richard Marriott in St. Dunstan's Church-

yard, Flete-street.

Izaak Walton, was born at Stratford, August

20, 1593,and became atradesman under the royal

exchange,where he acquired a good fortune. His
Complete Angler is a standard book on the sub-

ject. He was also the author of the Lives of

Dr. Donne,:}: Hooker, Wotton, Herbert, and
bishop Saunderson.|| At the restoration he

wrote a congratulatory pastoral. He died at

Winchester, December 15, 1683, and was buried

in the cathedral of that city.

* See Arnot's History of Edinburgh, which gives an
account of the establishment of newspapers in Scotland,

that is very superficial, and inaccurate. See Spalding's

Hintory ofthe Troubles of Scotland, vol. 1. p. 336. " Now,
[December 1642 J printed papers daily came from London,
called Diurnal Occurrences, declaring what is done in
Parliament." Spalding then lived at Aberdeen.

t Julius Mazarine, an eminent cardinal and minister of

state in France, during the minority of Louis XIV. He
was born at Piscini, in Italy, July 14, l602, and died March
9, l66l . His Letters have been published in two volumes.

t John Donne, dean of St. Paul's, in London, who stands
at the head of our metaphysical poets, was born in 1 573,
and died March 31, 1631. Buried in St. Paul's cathedral.

II
Dr. Robert Saunderson, bishop of Lincoln, an eminent

polemic writer and casuist, was born 1587, and died 1663.

1653. John Field, printer to the university

of Cambridge, printed an edition of the bible,

in 24mo. and which is commonly called the
Pearl Bible, alluding, no doubt, to a diminu-
tive type so called, for it could not derive its

name from its worth. To contract the Bible
into this dwarfishness, all the Hebrew text pre-
fixed to the Psalms, explaining the occasion and
the subject of their composition, is wholly ex-
punged. This curiosity may be inspected among
the great collection of our English bibles, at the
British museum, and is set off by many notable
errata, of which the following are noticed :

—

Romans vi. 13.—Neither yield ye your mem-
bers as instruments of righteousness unto sin

—

for unrighteousness.

First Corinthians vi. 9.—Know ye not that the

unrighteous shall inherit the kingdom of God ?

—for shall not inherit.

Now when a reverend doctor in divinity did

mildly reprove some libertines for their licentious

life, they produced this text from the authority

of this corrupt edition, in justification [of their

vicious and inordinate conversations.

This Field was a great forger ; and it is said

that he received a present of £1500 from the

independents to corrupt a text in Acts vi. 3, to

sanction the right of the people to appoint their

own pastors. The corruption was the easiest

possible ; it was only to put a ye instead of we

;

so that the right in Field's bible emanated from
the people, not from the apostles. Butler, in

his Hudibras, makes a happy allusion to this

extraordinary state of our bibles at this period :

Religion spawnied, a various rout
Of petulant, capricious sects.

The maggots ok corrupted texts.

In other bibles by Hills and Field we may
find such abundant errata, reducing the text to

nonsense or blasphemy, making the scriptures

contemptible to the multitude, who came to pray,

and not to scorn.

It is affinned, in the manuscript account

already refeiTed to, that one bible sv/armed with

six thousand faults! Indeed, from another

source we discover that " Sterne, a solid scholar,

was the first who summed up the three thousand

and six hundred faults, that were in our printed

bibles of London."* If one book can be made
to contain near four thousand errors, little inge-

nuity was required to reach to six thousand;

but perhaps this is the first time so remarkable
an incident occurred in the history of literature,

that has ever been chronicled. And that famous
edition of tlie Vulgate, by pope Sixtus V., a

memorable book of blunders, which commands
such high prices, ought now to fall in value,

before the pearl bible, in 24mo. of Hills and Field.

Mr. Field, and his worthy coadjutor, seem to

have carried the favour of the reigning powers

over their opponents ; for I find a piece of their

secret history. They engaged to pay £500 per

annum to some, " whose names I forbear or

mention," warily observes the manuscript writer;

* G, Garrard's Letter to the Earl of StraflFord, vol i.
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and above £100 per annum to Mr. Marchmont
Needham and his wife, out of the profits of the

sales of their bibles ; deriding, insulting, and
triumphing over others, out of their confidence

in their great friends and purse, as if they were

lawless and free, both from oflfence and punish-

ment,

—

Harleian manuscripts, 7580.

In a quarto bible, printed at London, in 1653,

the following erratum occurs in the singing

psalms Ixvii. 2.

That all the world may know
The way to worldly wealth.

For Godly wealth.

Not only had the bible to suffer these indigni-

ties of size and price, but the prayer-book was

once printed in an illegible and worn out type

;

on which the printer being complained of, he

stoutly replied, " that it was as good as the price

afforded; and being a book which all persons

ought to have by heart, it was no matter whether

it was read or not, so that it was worn out in

their hands." The puritans seem not to have

been so nice about the source of purity itself.

These hand-bibles of the sectarists, with their

six thousand errata, like the false Duessa, covered

their crafty deformity with a fair raiment ; for

when the great Selden, in the assembly of divines,

delighted to confute them in their own learning,

he would say, as Whitelock reports, when they

had cited a text to prove their assertion, " Per-

haps in your little pocket-bible with gilt leaves,"

which they would often pull out and read, " the

translation may be so, but the Greek or the

Hebrew signifies this."

In 1617, Zachariah Schurei's, a bookseller of

Wittemberg, published an edition of Luther's

German Bible, in 4to., which he republished in

1625. In this latter edition, a Roman Catholic

printer had the audacity to corrupt the text in

different places, especially in Rev. xiv. 6, where,

by the substitution of neu for evng, the passage

reads, " I saw another angel fly in the midst of

heaven, having the noveV^ (instead of everlasting)

" Gospel ;" intending to mortify the disciples of

Luther, who were accustomed to apply this pas-

sage to that great reformer. A few copies got

abroad, but the edition was speedily suppressed.

A similar corruption was attempted in an edition

published at Nuremberg, 1670, folio, in which
the printer introduced the doctrine of Purgatory,
in the epistle of Jude, 2^3.

An imitation of Field's 24mo. bible, was
printed in Holland, in 1658; but the genuine
one is known by having the four first Psalms
upon a page without turning over. Field printed

several other bibles, 8vo. large and small, and
12mo., but they do not rank as curiosities.

During the latter half of this century, several

curious flat bibles were printed, which are de-

nominated Preaching Bible?,, from the use

made of them in the pulpits of the dissenters.

The print of many of these is very clear, a broad
faced letter upon thin paper, with some margi-
nal notes, which gives them a superiority over

the clumsy thick books printed since.

1653, Jan. 11. An order was made that a bill

should be brought into the house of commons,
for a new translation of the Bible out of the

original tongues ; but as the house only sat about

two months, being dismissed April 20, 1653,

little or no progress was made in the design. It

was, however, revived during the protectorate

of Cromwell, when " grand committees" were

chosen by the parliament, for special purposes,

one of which was for " Religion." This com-
mittee was appointed Jan. 16, 1656, and often

met at Whitelocke's house at Chelsea, who had
been appointed " lord commissioner to take care

of this business." After many consultations

and great pains taken therein, it became fniit-

less by the parliament's dissolution.

—

Lewis.

1653, Jan. 6. The True Informer.

1653, Jan. 30. Loyal Intelligencer, No. 73.

1653, Jan 30. Politique Informer, No. 1.

1653. Perfect Occurrences.

1653, Feb. 11. The Faithful Post, for George
Horton, No. 1.

1653, Feb. 27. The moderate Messenger, No. 1

1653, Feb. 27. Mercurius Poeticv^, comprising

the Sum of all Intelligence, Foreign and Do-
mestic, No. 1

.

1653, March 20. Mercurius Aulicus, No. 1.

1653, April 15. The moderate Publisher of
every Day\ Intelligence, No. 93.

1653, June 8. Mercurius Pragmaticus, No. 1.

1653, June 17. The Daily Proceedings of the

Armies by Sea and Land, under the command of
his Excellency the Lord General Cromwell, by

authority.

1653, June 27. Mercurius Rhadamanthu^s, the

chief judge of hell, his circuit through all the

courts of law in England, No. 1.

1653, July 3. True and perfect Dutch Diurnal

1653, July 4. Several Proceedings in Parlia-

ment, No. 1 . This was Cromwell's parliament,

which sat from the 4th to the 26th of July, 1652.

1653, July 12. Impartial Intelligencer, No. 2.

1653, Au^. Mercurius Classicus, No. 1.

1653, Aug. 10. The Loyal Messenger, No. 1.

1653, Sep. A further continuance of the grand
Political Informer, SfC.

1653, Oct. 7. The Moderate Puhlislier, No. 1.

1653, Oct. 26. Mercurius Politicus. This

paper was first reprinted, at Leith, on this day,

by Christopher Higgins. See Nov3mber, 1654.

1653, Nov. 2. Great Britain's Pasty No. 136.

1653. Mercurius Nullus.

1653. The Army's Scout.

1653, Nov. 2. Mercurius Deinocritus ; or, a
true and perfect Nocturnal. No. 80.

Of the character of the intelligence furnished

by the early English newspapers, many amusing
examples might be given : from the above paper
we may safely infer that a smack of the miracu-
lous was nothing uncommon in their columns.

—

" A perfect mermaid was, by the last great

winde, driven ashore neere Greenwich, with her
combe in one haude, and her lookinge glasse in

the other. She seemed to be of the countenance
of a most faire and beautiful woman, with her
arraes crossed, weeping out many pearly drops of

3 u
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salt teaxs, and afterwards, she gently turning

herself upon her back again, swamme away
without being seen any more."

1654, Feb. 8. A precept from the lord mayor,

for the company of stationers' rails to be set

in the street, and the livery to attend in their

gowns and hoods, when the lord protector goes

to dinner at Grocers' hall ; orders were given

accordingly ; and the wardens to provide cloth

to adorn the rails.

1654. John Mould, tallow-chandler, and a

freeman of the stationers' company, presented to

them a silver bowl as a token of respect, inscribed

" The gift of John Mould, stationer, 1654."

1654. Miles Flesiier gave £5 to the sta-

tioners' company, " for the service of the livery

at the funeral of his wife."

1654, Nov. 30. Died^ John Selden, the most

learned and honest patriot of his time,—whom
Grotius styles " the glory of the English Nation."

Wealth, power, and dignities were laid at his

feet, and he refused them. Firm in his resist-

ance to that royal prerogative, the limits of which

no man could so well define as himself, and
equally indifferent to popularity, he stood almost

alone, a perfect example of public integrity.

He enriched the republic of letters with many
useful works, the chief of which are, Titles of
Honour., History of Tithes^ and De Jure Natu-

rali et Gentrum juxta Disciplinam Hehrceorum.

He was born at Salvington, in Sussex, Dec. 16,

1584, and buried in the Temple church, London.

1654, Jan. 6. The true Informer, for T. Lock.

1654, Jan. 11. The Politique Post, No. 12.

1654, Jan. 17. The Grand Politique Post,

No. 127.

1654, Feb. 6. Perfect Occurrences, No. 1.

1654, March 8. Mercurius Poelicus, No. 2.

1654, March 20. Mercurius Aulicus, No. I.

1654, April 21. Perfect Occurrences, No. 1.

1654. The Blood's Almanack ; or Monthly
Observations and Predictions.

1654, May 8. Perfect Diurnal Occurrences.

1654, May 8. The Weekly Post, for George

Horton, No. 177.

1654, June 7. Mercurius Fumigosus ; or, the

Smoaking Nocturnal, No. 1.

1654, July 21. Mercurius Jocosm ; or, the

Merry Mercury.

1654, Oct. 31. The Observator, No, 1.

1654, Nov. The reprinting of Mercurius Poli-

ticus, was transferred from Leith to Edinburgh;

where it continued to be published till the 11th

of April, 1660 ; and was then reprinted, under

the name of Mercurius Publicum. The printing-

office of Mr. Higgins, in Edinburgh, was in

Hart's Close, opposite the Tron church ; a part

of the town now occupied by North-bridge-street.

1655. Mr. Meredith gave to the company £20
a-year; (which still continues a rent charge on

two houses on the north side of St. Paul's

Church-yard) out of which books to the amount
of £6, are annually sent to the rector of Kemp-
sey, in Worcestershire, for the use of the free-

school in that parish ; £4 to Christ's Hospital,

for bibles; anddClO to the poor of the company.

1655, March 21. Died, James Usher,* arch-

bishop of Armagh, in Ireland, designated by Dr.
Johnson as the greatest luminary of the Irish

church. He was born in Dublin, January 4,

1580, and was one of the three first students

admitted into Trinity college, in 1593. See page
412, ante. In 1620 he was promoted to the

bishopric of Meath, and in 1625, translated to

the see of Armagh. He was not only eminent
in the pursuits of literature, but was no less

reputable for the gentleness of his manners and
the holiness of his life, than for his profound
erudition. His chief work, entitled Annales
Veteris et Novi Testamenti, is an excellent sacred

chronology, in which the great events of profane

and sacred history are reconciled. It is trans-

lated into English in one volume folio. He
died of a pleurisy at London, and was buried in

Westminster abbey. After the death of this

illustrious prelate, the English army in Ireland,

purchased his valuable collection of books and
manuscripts, in order to present them to Trinity

college, Dublin ; and though several obstacles

intervened, through Cromwell, the munificent

donation was finally confirmed by Charles II.

1655. The earliest Hebrew production known
to have been issued from the Oxford press, was
Dr. Pococke's Porta Moses, 4to.

1655, Feb. 4. Mercurius Politicus.

1655, Sep. 7. Certain Passages of every Day^s
Intelligence, No. 1.

1655, Oct. 8. The Public Intelligencer, for

Henry Hills, No. 1

.

1656. Dr. Cotton, in his Typographical Gaze-
teer, states that printing was introduced into the

city of Chester so early as this year, without
giving either the name of the printer, or work
produced. Peter Ince was a stationer in Chester

in 1636, see page 489, ante ; and Peter Boydell

is noticed as a bookseller in 1663.

1656. Mr. Leake, on behalf of himself, Mr.
Rothwell, Mr. Hurford, Mr. Pakeman, and Mr.
Fawne, presented a large silver cup, valued at

£12 10s. with the companys' arms, and their

several names engraved on it.

1656, Sept. 8. Died, Joseph Hall, an emi-
nent and learned bishop of Norwich : he was the

first who wrote satires in English verse, with any
degree of elegance and success. They refer to

general objects, and present some just pictures

of the more remarkable anomalies in the human
character; and are written in a style of greater

polish and volubility than most of the compo-
sitions of his age. He is universally allowed to

have been a man of great wit and learning,

and of as great meekness, modesty, and piety.

His works make five vols, folio, and have gained

him the appellation of the English Seneca. He
was born in 1574.

The following extract is from his Occasional

Meditations, " upon the sight of a great library."

* The family name was orig:inally Nevil, but an ancestor

who accompanied King John into Ireland, in the quality of

usher of the chamber, followed the common custom of

the times, in exchanging the English name for that of the
office with which he was invested.
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"What a happiness is it, that without all

offence of necromancy, I may here call up any

of the ancient worthies of learning, whether
human or divine, and confer with them of all

my doubts ! That I can at pleasure summon
whole synods of reverend fathers, and acute

doctors from all the coasts of the earth, to give

their well-studied judgments in all points of

question which I propose ! Neither can I cast

my eye casually upon any of these silent masters,

but I must learn somewhat ; it is a wantonness
to complain of choice. No law binds me to read

all ; but the more we can take in and digest, the

better ; blessed be God that hath set up so many
clear lamps in his church.

" Now none but the wilfully blind can plead

darkness; and blessed be the memory of those

his faithful servants, that have left their blood,

their spirits, their lives, in these precious papers

;

and have willingly wasted themselves into these

during monuments, to give light unto others."

1656. There seems to have been in this year

few or no additional newspapers set up. The
Public Intelligencer, and Mercurius Politicus,

were the two chief papers in the years 1655,
1656, 1657, 1658, and 1659, and were both
published by order of parliament. In the year

1657 the Collector of the king's tracts ceased, as

he says himself, from his great pains and labour

;

as the publications became less numerous and
interesting.

—

Chalmers.

1657, June 26. Oliver Cromwell solemnly
inaugurated lord protector, in Westminster Hall.
" The speaker invested his highness with a purple
mantle, lined with ermine ; presented him with

a bible, superbly gilt and embossed
;

girt a
sword by his side, and placed a sceptre of mas-
sive gold in his hand. On the right of the

chair, at some distance, sate the French, on the

left, the Dutch ambassador: on one side stood

the earl of Warwick, with the sword of the com-
monwealth; on the other, the lord mayor, with
that of the city."

In this year appeared a pamphlet, entitled

Killing no murder, written against the protector

by colonel Silas Titus, under the assumed name
of William Allen. This is one of the most
singular controversial pieces the political litera-

ture of our country has to boast ; one of those
happy productions which are perpetually valu-
able ; which whenever a usurper reigns, appears
as if written at the moment, and points with
equal force at a protector or consul.* " Shall
we," said this popular declaimer, " who would
not suffer the lion to invade us, tamely stand to

be devoured by the wolf." On reading this book
Cromwell was never seen to smile again.

1657, Julg 7. This day was the election feast

kept by the master and wardens of the stationers'

company, with garlands, music, &c., according

to former practice, but for several late years

discontinued.

* It was reprinted entire, at the end of the Revolution,
nry Plutarch, erhikiting the distinfcuished nharartrrs, lite-

rary, militartf, and political, in the nnnals nf the French
republic.

We again refer to Moxon* for the following

particulars of the very curious celebration of the

Printers' May Festival, and which is remarkable
as being a description of the old mode of the

festivous enjoyment amongst the fraternity.

" The printers of London,masters and journey-
men, have every year a general feast, whicn,

since the re-building of stationers'-hall, is com-
monly kept there. This feast is made by four

stewards, viz. two masters and two journeymen

;

which stewards, with the collection of half-a-

crown a-piece of every guest, defray the charges

of the whole feast ; and as they collect the half-

crowns, they deliver every guest a ticket, where-
in is specified the time and place they are to

meet at, and the church they are to go to, to

which ticket is affixed the name and seals of

each steward.

It is commonly kept on or about May-Day ;

when, about ten o'clock in the morning, they

meet at stationers'-hall, and from thence go
to some church thereabouts ; four whifflersf (as

servitures) by two and two walking before with
white staves in their hands, and red and blue

ribbons hung beltwise upon their left shoulders;

these go before to make way for the company

;

then walks the beadle of the company of station-

ers, with the company's staff in his hand, and
ribbons, as the whifflers, and after him the divine

(whom the stewards before engaged to preach

them a sermon) and his reader ; then the stew-

ards walk by two and two, with long white wands
in their hands, and all the rest of the company
follows till they enter the church ; then divine

service begins, anthems are sung, and a sennon
preached to suit the solemnity, which ended, they

in the same order walk back again to stationers'-

hall, where they are immediately entertained

with the city waits and other music ; and as

every guest enters he delivers his ticket, which
gives him admittance, to a person appointed by
the stewards to receive it.

The master, wardens, and grandees of the

company (although perhaps no printers) are yet

commonly invited, and take their seats at the

upper table, and the rest of the company where

it pleases them best, the tables being furnished

with variety of dishes of the best cheer; and to

make the entertainment more splendid, is usherd

* See also Randle Holme's Storehouse or Armory, 1688.

t Whiffler, Mr. Douce says, {Illustrations of Shakspeare,

vol. i. p. 507,) is a term undoubtedly borrowed from whif.

fte, another name for a fife or small flute ; for whifHers

were originally those who preceded armies or processions,

as fifers or pipers : in process of time the term whiffler,

which had been always used in the sense of a fifer, came
to signify any person who went before in a procession.

Minshew defines him to be a club or staff-bearer, and that

it appeai-s, whifflers carried white staves, as in the annual
feast of the printers, founders, and ink-makers, described

by Randle Holme. Archdeacon Nares, in his Olossary,

cites Grose's mention of whifflers at Norwich, who make
way for the corporation by tlourisliing their swords. Arch-
deacon Nares also remarks, that in the city of London,
youuff freemen, who march at tlic head of their proper
companies on.the lord mayor's day, sometimes with flags,

were called whifflers, not because they cleared the way,
but because they went first as whifflers did j and he quotes

a character in the old play of the City Match, saying, ' I

look'd the next lord mayor's day to sec you o' the liver>-.

or one of the bachelor whifflers.'
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in with loud music ; and after grace is said (com-

monly by the minister that preached the sermon,

every one feasts himself with what he likes best)

while the whifflers and other officers wait with

napkins, plates, beer, ale, and wine, of all sorts,

to accommodate each guest according to his

desire; and to make t'leir cheer go cheerfuller

down, are entertained with music and songs all

dinner time.

Dinner being near ended, the king's and other

healths is begun by the several stewards at the

several tables, and goes orderly round to all the

guests; and while these healths are drinking,

each steward sets a plate on each table, begin-

ning at the upper and conveying it downwards to

collect the benevolence of charitable minds to-

wards the relief of printers' poor widows ; and
at the same time each steward distributes a cata-

logue of such printers as have held the office of

stewards ever since the feast was first kept, viz.

from the year of Christ, 1621.

After dinner, and grace said, the ceremony of

electing new stewards for the next year begins,

therefore the present stewards withdraw into

another room, and put garlands of green laurel,

or of box, on their heads, and white wands in

their hands, and are again ushered out of the

withdrawing-room by the beadle of the company,
with the company's staff in his hand, and with
music sounding before them ; then follows one
of the whifflers, with a great bowl of white wine
and sugar in his right hand, and his whiffler's

staff in his left ; then follows the eldest steward,

and then another whiffler, as the first, with a
bowl of white wine and sugar before the second
steward; and in like manner another whiffler

before the third, and another before the fourth
;

and thus they walk, with music sounding before

them, three times round the hall ; and in a
fourth round the first steward takes the bowl of

his whiffler, and drinks to one (whom he resolved

on) by the title of Mr. Steward Elect; and taking
the garland ofi" his own head puts it upon the

steward-elect's head, at which ceremony the

spectators clap their hands, and others so drum
with their feet, that the whole hall is filled with
noise, as applauding the choice; then the present

steward takes out the steward elect, giving him
the right hand, and walks with him, hand in

hand behind the three present stewards another
round about the hall ; and in the next round, as

aforesaid, the second steward drinks to another
with the same ceremony as the first did ; and so

the third steward, and so the fourth, and then
all walk one round more hand in hand about
the hall, that the company may take notice of
the stewards elect. And so ends the ceremony
of the day ; such as will, go their ways, but
others that stay are diverted with music, songs,
dancing, farcing, Sec. till they all find it time
to depart."

1657, July 7. Before the dinner held at

stationers' hall, Mr. Andrew Crook presented to

the company a large silver bowl, inscribed, " The
Gift of John Haviland, Printer, by Andrew
Crook, Executor."

1657. Thomas Pierre POINT presented to the

stationers' company, a silver pot with two ears,

after the manner of a college pot, weighing
lOoz. Hi dwts. with the arms of the stationers'

company and his arms engraven on it. A like

pot of nearly the same weight was presented by
Thomas Vere and William Gilbertson.

1657. In this year was published the London
Polyglott,* six volumes folio, printed by Thomas
Roycroft, under the superintendence of Dr.
Brian Walton ,f and was the first work ever pub-
lished in England by subscription. Dr Walton
made known his design to archbishop Usher,and
most of the English bishops then living; and
having obtained private subscriptions to the

amount of £4000, he published his proposals

for the publication, with a printed letter signed

by himself, archbishop Usher, and four other

distinguished literary characters, dated London,
March 1, 1653. The proposals were, that every

subscriber of £10 should receive one copy^ and
of £50 six copies. He received such encourage-

ment that in about two months the subscriptions

amounted to £9000, and obtained the approba-

tion both of the exiled sovereign^ and the pro-

tector. Cromwell, and the council of state,

encouraged the undertaking, by allowing paper

to be imported duty free ; and, as there is rea-

son to believe, by contributing £1000 out of the

public money, to begin the work. The most
learned men in the nation lent their assistance;

and noblemen possessing rare and valuable manu-
scripts permitted them to be used, in order to

render the polyglott more complete. The first

volume of tnis great work issued from the press

in 1654, in folio; and the sixth, or last, in 1657;
" and thus, in about four years, was finished

the English polyglott bible, the glory of that age,

and of the English church and nation." Nine
languages are used in the polyglott bible, He-
brew, Chaldee, Samaritan, Greek, Syriac, Arabic,

Ethiopic, Persic, and Latin
;
yet there is no one

book in the whole bible printed in so many. The
first volume is enriched with prefaces, prolego-

mena, treatises on weights and measures, geo-

graphical charts, and chronological tables ; and
ornamented with a fine portrait of bishop Wal-
ton, and several plates illustrative of biblical

subjects, as architecture, numismatology, sacer-

dotal dresses, instruments of music, ^:c.: the

sixth, or last volume, contains VariousReadings

^

critical remarks on all the preceding versions,

and an explanation of all the proper names.

* Biblia Sacra Polyglotta edente Waliono, 6 vols. Lon-
don, 1659. Castelli Lexicon Heptaglotton, 2 vols. Lon-
don, 1669, in all 8 vols, folio. Sold by Mr. Evans, Octo-
ber, 1829, for £-2\ 10s. 6d.

+ Brian Walton, the learned editor of the London Poly-

glott, was born at Cleveland, in Yorkshire, in 1600, and
was educated at Cambridge. He suffered much in the
breaking- out of the civil wars. Besides compiling the

polyglott bible, he was also the author of a defence of it

against Dr. Owen ; and a book on the Right of the Lon-
don Clergy to Tithes. In September 1660, he was preferred

to the see of Chester, and died at London, November
29th following, and was buried in Westminster abbey.

X This fact is noticed by Dr. Walton, in the dedication
to Charles II. prefixed to some copies of the Polyglott
bible.
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both Hebrew and Greek, in the Old and New
Testaments.

On the restoration of Charles II. to the

throne, Dr. Walton presented the work to his

majesty, and cancelled the two last leaves of the

preface, in which he had acknowledged the gene-

rosity of the protector and council, in handsome
terms, the place of which he supplied by three

other leaves, in which the language was con-

siderably altered, and suited to the views of the

royal party ; and to some copies prefixed a Dedi-
cation to the king. From these circumstances,

the copies which have the original leaves are

called the Republican; those which have the

substituted leaves are called the Loyal copies
;

but as some differences have been found in the

loyal copies, there must have been two copies

even of those.

The publication of the Polyglott Bible was
followed by that of the Lexicon Heptaglotton, by
Dr. E. Castell.* This work, which contained a
joint-lexicon of the Hebrew, Chaldee, Syriac,

Samaritan, iEthiopic, and Arabic ; and a sepa-

rate lexicon of the Persic, with brief grammars
of those tongues, "is probably," says Dr. A.
Clarke, *' the greatest, and most perfect of the

kind ever performed by human industry and
learning." Dr. Castell expendedboth his fortune
and his life in this immense undertaking. He
laboured at this work for seventeen years, from
sixteen to eighteen hours each day, during which
time he maintained in his own house, at his own
cost, seven Englishmen, and seven foreigners, as

writers, all of whom died before the work was
finished; unfortunately their names have not
been preserved. He expended £12,000 of his

own property on the work, and was obliged to

borrow £1,800 more; which, not being able to

repay, he was constrained to make application

to king Charles II. "that a prison might not be
the reward of so many labours, and so much
expense!" The king directed a letter, in 1660,
to all the nobility, clergy, and gentry, recom-
mending the work, and earnestly soliciting pecu-
niary assistance in behalf of its distressed author,
who complains, in his dedication to the king,
that "he had expended all that he had inherited
from his parents, and all that he had acquired in
his past life ; that after suffering severely from
the effects of the civil war and the plague, he
had, in the fire of London, lost his library, and
household goods, with three hundred coi^ies of his

Lexicon ; and that to these misfortunes were
added divers private accidents; and from in-

cessant study, an almost total blindness." The
sale, however, notwithstanding the patronage it

received, was very slow, so that at the time of the
author's decease, many copies were still on hand.

Several learned men rendered assistance to

* Edmund Castell was born at Hatley, in Cambridge-
shire, in 1606, and educated at Emanuel college, Cam-
bridge. While in the university he laboured in c()mi)iling
his Lexicon. In i666 he was appointed chaplain to
Charles II. and Arabic professor at Cambridge, to which
was added a prebend of Canterbury. He died at Higham-
Gobion, in Bedfordshire, of which place he was rector,
being about 79 years, and was buried in the church.

Dr. Castell, besides those whom he regularly

employed in his own house ; Dr. J. Lighifoot,*

and professor Golius,f were the two great coad-
jutors of Dr. Castell in the Lexicon.

The Lexicon was printed at London, by
Thomas Roycroft, in 1669, in 2 vols, folio, and
delivered to subscribers at forty shillings per
volume in sheets. It is probable the paper had
been imported duty free, as well as that for the

Polyglott, a petition having been drawn up, and
presented to Cromwell, who had granted the

same favour for Bee's Critici Sacri^ an im-
mense collection of the works of Biblical critics,

in 9 vols, folio.

1657. Printing introduced into the town of
Schuol, in Switzerland, which is memorable for

having produced the first edition of the Roman-
esche, or Grison Bible, which was printed in this

year, and is an exceedingly rare book. Coxe,
however, in his Travels in Switzerland, assigns

1679 as the date of its publication. The second
edition of this bible, furnished with a new preface
and observations by N. Da Porta,was also printed

at Schuol in 1743, in folio. Of this last a good
copy may be seen in the Bodleian library.

1657, May 26. The Public Advertiser. This
is a weekly newspaper, which was printed for

Thomas Newcomb, in Thames-street, and con-
sists almost wholly of advertisements, with the
arrival and departure of shipping, with books
to be printed. No. 1.

1657, May 26. The Public Adviser, No. 1.

1657, July 29. The Weekly Information, No. 1.

1658. A Catalogue of the most vendible Books
in England, digested under the heads of Divinity,

History, Physick, &c., with School Books,
Hebrew, Greek, and Latin ; and an Introduction

for the Use of Schools, by W. London, was
published in 4to., London, with this motto,
Varietas Delectat.

1658, Sept. Died, Oliver Cromwell, who
had been elected lord protector of England.
This extraordinary man, who by his bold and
daring efforts united in his simple pereon the
whole power, civil and military, of the three

kingdoms; who, with the bubble in one hand,
and the sword in the other, raised and ruled the
storming elements of political and religious

fanaticism, was born at Huntingdon, April 25,
1599 : he was of a good family, but being the
son of a second brother, inherited only a small

• John Lightfoot, D. D. was born at Stoke upon Trent-
in Staffordshire, and educated at Cambridge. He was
•' a man," says Dr. Adam Clarke, " who, for the amiable-
ness of his disposition, the purity of his manners, and the
extent and depth of his literary knowledge, had, even in
that age of profound learning, no superior, and since no
equal." He died at Ely, December 6, I675, and was in-
terred at Great Munden, in Hertfordshire, of which place
he was rector.

t James Golius, professcr of Arabic at Lcyden, was
born at the Hague, in 1596. He died September 28, 1667,
as much respected for his virtue and piety, as for his
talents and learning. He left two sons who became con-
siderable men in Holland.

t The Critici Sttrri, or a Collection of Commentaries and
Treatises by the most eminent English and foreign critics,
which was formed under the direction of l>ishop Pearson,
John Pearson, Anthony Scattergood, and Francis Gould-
man, and printed in Ix)ndon, 1660, by Cornelius Bee, was
designed as a companion to the Polyglott Bible.
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paternal estate. Though educated in a liberal

style, his genius was little fitted for the elegant

and tranquil pursuits of literature, and there-

fore he made small proficiency in his studies at

the universities. From Cambridge he went to

study the law in London, where he became a
member of Lincoln's Inn, and spent most of his

time in dissipated company. He soon returned

to reside upon his paternal estate, and in the

long parliament he represented the town of Cam-
bridge ; but for two years he was not heard with

attention, his person being ungraceful, his voice

untuneable, his elocution embarrassed, and his

speeches tedious, obscure, confused, and often

unintelligible; his actions, however, were as de-

cisive, prompt, and judicious, as his speeches

were wavering, prolix, and inconclusive. He
was forty-three years of age when he first

engaged in the military profession ; and by the

mere force of genius, seconded by an indefati-

gable application, he soon became an excellent

ofiicer, though perhaps he never obtained the

fame of a consummate commander. He soon

convinced the world that no difficulties could

deter him from serving the cause which he had
embraced. By merit he speedily rose to be the

first in command ; and by fraud and violence he
soon became the first in the state. In propor-

tion to the increase of his power, his talents

seemed to be enlarged, and he daily discovered

new abilities, which he was never known to pos-

sess till some particular emergency called them
into action. The power he obtained awakened
his ambition, and he adopted the usual mode of

intrigue to extend it to the name as well as the

authority of a king. All Europe were amazed
to see a nation, so restless and turbulent, who,
for encroachments on their liberties, had de-

throned and murdered their hereditary prince,

now reduced to slavery by the immediate descen-

dant of an obscure private gentleman. The
system of the government was military, and
was called the commonwealth, to give the lower

classes a notion that it had for its object the

common good of all; but, in fact, the presence

of forty-five thousand men awed them (the

people) into submission. The foreign powers
had anticipated Cromwell's success, and upon
his being invested with the supreme power, all

who had reason to hope for his friendship, or

fear for his enmity, hastened to present their

congratulations. The cares of government
oppressed his thoughts by day, and assassination

haunted his dreams by night. One conspiracy

was no sooner detected, than another rose from
its ruins ; indisposition affected his nerves, and
domestic afflictionundermined hissinking consti-

tution ; and, more than all, the exhausted state

of his treasury gave him the most poignant un-
easiness. He was in arrears to the army, and he
had relied on that for support; and he was now
taught, upon reasoning principles, that his death
was not only desirable, but his assassination

would be meritorious. The death of his favou-
rite daughter, Mrs. Claypole, filled up the
measure of his affliction ; he survived the loss of

her only a few weeks. Such confidence did the

friends of Cromwell entertain after his death of

his sanctity, that Thurloe thus announced the

event to the deputy of Ireland, " He is gone to

heaven, embalmed with the tears of his people,

and upon the wings of the prayers of the saints."

According to Ludlow's account, Cromwell
expressed on his death-bed, some fears that his

memory would be insulted, and his remains
trampled upon. He asked his preacher whether
it was true that the elect could never finally fall

;

and when assured that it was so, Cromwell said,

" Then I am safe ; for I am sure that once I was
in a state of grace." His last words appeared to

be those of a person interceding with God for

the people. He was buried with great pomp
in Westminster abbey. Most of the European
courts went into mourning for him, even that of

Versailles. Great as a general, Cromwell was
still greater as a civil ruler ; and, on the whole,

his political administration was masterly, and
adapted to the circumstance of his situation.

The public revenues were strictly and econo-

mically managed without any additional impost.

He appointed forjudges the most upright and
distinguished men. He never interfered with

the proceeding of the courts of justice. In re-

ligion he acted on the principles of tohiration.

Every man had liberty of conscience. In other

things too, Cromwell, as his own correct judg-
ment prompted, would have governed with mild-

ness and justice, promoted the arts and sciences,

and healed the wounds of the nation; but he
was obliged to maintain his power, as he had
acquired it, against his better will, by a severity

often amounting to tyranny.

On the other hand, he strengthened the British

navy. Tlie famous admiral Blake,* and other

naval heroes, fought several well-contested bat-

tles with the Dutch fleets under De Ruyter,

Tromp, and others. At the peace with Holland,

in 1654, England maintained the honour of her

flag, and the navigation act gave a new impulse

to the colonial trade.

Oliver Cromwell had appointed his eldest son,

Richard, his successor ; but the mild and virtuous

Richard was compelled by the mutinous officers

of the army to dissolve the parliament ; and a

few days after, conscious of his incapacity, he

voluntarily abdicated the protectorship, April

22, 1659. At the restoration he went to the con-

tinent, and returned to England in 1680, and

assuming the name of Clark, passed the remain-

der of his days in tranquil seclusion, at Ches-

hunt, in Hertfordshire, where he died March
25, 1712, at the age of eighty-six years. His

brother Henry, who had talent, bravery, and

mildness of temper, and who from 1654 had

governed Ireland in tranquillity, improved its

* Robert Blake was born at Bridgewater, in Somerset-

shire, August 15, 1599. In February l659, he was appoint-

ed to command the fleet, and during nine years actual

service in the navy, he performed exploits that, for the

skiU with which they were conducted, and the success

that attended them, were never surpassed till the days of

Howe, St. Vincent, Diancan, and Nelson. He died August

17, 1657, aged 58, and was buried in Westminster abbey.
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trade, and won the aflfections ofthe people hy his

upright administration, followed the example of

Richard, and lived in privacy in England. He
died in 1674, aged forty-seven years.

During the civil wars the calm delights of

literature gave way for the angry discussion of

politics; and the disputations of puritanical bit-

terness passed for religion among the great mass

of the people. The minds of philosophical men
were natually directed to the subject of civil

government, in which it seemed desirable that

some fixed truths might be arrived at, as a means
of preventing future contests of the same kind

;

neither at that time nor since has it been found

possible to lay down a theory of government to

which all mankind might subscribe ; but the

period of the commonwealth produced some
political works of mei*it. The Leviathan of

Hobbes was the most distinguished work on the

monarchical side of the question ; while the

Oceana of sir James Harrington, published soon

after the accession of Cromwell to supreme
power, and some of the treatises of Milton, are

the best works in favour of the republican

doctrines.

1658. Wine, Beer, Ale, and Tobacco, con-

tending for Superiority. A Dialogue.

Horat. Siccis omnia dura Deus proposuit.

London. Printed by I. B. for John Grove,
and are to be sold at his shop betwixt St. Katha-
rine's Stairs and the Mill, next door to the sign

of the Ship.

The following are the Dramatis Personse.

Wine A Grentleman.
Sug:ar His Page.
Beer . A Citizen.

Nutmeg His Prentice.

Ale A Countryman.
Tost One of his rurall Servants.
Water A Parson.
Tobacco A swaggering Gentleman.

The following whimsical medley is introduced
by way of song.

Wine. I, jovial wine, exhilarate the heart.

Beer. March beer is drink for a king.

Ale. But ale, bonny ale, with spice and a tost.

Chorus. Then let us be merry , waeh sorrow away.
Wine, beer and ale shall be drunk to-day.

Wine. I, generous wine am for the court.

Beer. The citie calls for beer.

Ale. But ale, bonny ale, like a lord of the soyl,
In the county shall domineer.

Chorus. Then let us be merry, wash sorrow away.
Wine, beer and ale shall be drunk to-day.

1658, July 17. Mercurius Meretrix ; or, the
Venereal Spy. Entered at stationers' hall of
this date.

1659. John Sweeting, if not the founder,
was at least the confinner and augmenter of the

annual venison dinner. By will, dated May 8,

1659, and proved Feb. 6, 1661, he gave his

fourscore "pound share of the English stock; a
fee-farm rent of £10 a year from the tithes of

Dodington in Northumberland, and another fee-

farm rent of £10 a year, from the tithes of

Chutton in the same county, purchased in 1657
from the trustees for the sale of fee-farm rents,

and then payable by the Lord Grey of Wark,
possessor of the premises. Out of the first Year's

receipt, Mr. Sweeting directs that £10 be laid

out in something to preserve " his memorial in

the company," and that his brother, who was a
merchant in London, should be advised with on
that subject. He also desires that £6 should
be expended on two dinners (£3 for each dinner)

for all the bachelors that are booksellers free

of the company of stationers, shopkeepers them-
selves in the city of London. After the first

year, the annual sum to be thus applied: to

the master 10*. for a pair of gloves ; and 205. to

a godly minister, for a sermon to be preached on
the 10th of August, or some day near it ; and
with the residue a dinner is to be provided for

the master, wardens, assistants, clerk, and such
of the livery as should attend at the church to

hear the sei-mon. On the 3d of August, 1663,
the company invited Mr. Sweeting's brother to

a dinner of four shillings, when it was agreed
that the £10 given by his brother's will, should
be bestowed on a silver cup, college fashion, for

the preservation of his memory. At the same
time four bachelor booksellers were appointed
stewards for the firet dinner.

1659, Feb. 21. A perfect Diurnal of every

Day^s Proceedings in Parliament, No. 1

.

1659, March. A seasonable Speech made by a
worthy Member of Parliament in the House of
Commons, concerning the other House.

1659, April 23. The faithful Scout, No. 1.

1659, April 21—28. Mercurius Democritus,
No. 1. This title was used at different periods

;

and it seems doubtful if several of the other
Mercuries had not temporary revival, recom-
menced the numerical number for each volume.
Dr. Johnson says, " that when any title grew
popular, it was stolen by the antagonist ; who,
by this stratagem, conveyed his notions to those
who would not have received him, had he worn
the appearance of a friend."

1659, May 3. Mecurius Democritus, No. 2.

\Q59,May\Q. The Weekly Intelligencer, No. 1.

1659, May 10. The Weekly Post, No. 1.—
Upon the meeting of the parliament restored to

freedom, after the death of Cromwell.
1659, May 12. The moderate Informer of all

Occurrences at home and abroad.

1659, May 25. The Weekly Account, on the

establishment of a Free State, No. 1

.

1659, June 20, Mercurius Pragmaticus.

1659, June 30. A particular Advice, from the

office of Intelligence near the Old Exchange, and
also Weekly Occurrences from Foreign Parts,
No. 1 . for J . Macock. It was immediately en-
titled Occurrences from Foreign Parts, &c.
published by authority, and printed under both
these titles.

\(y59,July 19. Ocntrrencesfrom Foreign Parts.
1659, Idem, in 4to. with the Prince's arras, by

Marsh in Chancery lane.

1659, July 26. The Weekly Intelligencer of
the Commonwealth, No. 1

.
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1659, Nov. 26. Parliamentary Intelligencer.

1659, Dec. 26. Parliamentary Intelligencer^

comprehending the sum of Foreign Intelligence,

No. 1.

1659, Dec. 26. The Loyal Scout, No. 1.

1659, Dec. 26. Parliamentary Intelligence,

No.].
1659, Dec, 29. A-la-moded Paris, half a. sheet

in folio, or the Diurnal in verse.

1660. The society of London for propagating

the gospel among the Indians, in New England,

North America, sent a press, &c. and a printer,

solely for the purpose of printing the hible and
other hooks in the Indian language. On their

arrival they were carried to Cambridge, and
employed in the printing office established there.

In 1661 the New Testament, with the Psalms

in metre, was printed at Cambridge, in 4to., by
Green and Johnson, and dedicated to Charles

II. This was followed by the Old Testament,*

which was printed at the same place in 1664.

4to. Dr. Cotton Mather states, as two curious

facts, that this was the Jirst bible ever printed in

America ; and that the whole of the translation

was written with one pen. The language in

which the bible was printed was a dialect of the

Mohegan. The translator was the rev. John
Eliot, who was bom in England, 1604, and
educated at Cambridge. In 1631 he emigrated

to America, and became pastor to the Independ-
ents at Roxburg. His indefatigable exertions

as a minister of the gospel, and his unwearied

labours in the conversion of the heathen, caused

him to be esteemed and reverenced as the apostle

of the Indians. He lived to a good old age, and
died as he had lived, in the triumph of faith, in

1690, in his 86th year.

Notwithstanding printing continued to be per-

formed in Cambridge, from a variety of causes

it happened that many original works were sent

fromNew England, Massachusetts, in particular,

to London to be printed. Among these causes

the principal were, first, the press at Cambridge
had genemlly full employment; secondly, the

printing done there was executed in an inferior

style ; and thirdly, many works on controverted

points of religion were not allowed to be printed

in that country. Hence it happened, that for

more than eighty years after printing was first

practised in the colony, manuscripts were occa-

sionally sent to England for publication.

The fathers of Massachusetts kept a watchful

eye on the press; and, in neither a religious nor

civil point of view, were they disposed to give it

much liberty. Both the civil and ecclesiastical

rulers were fearful that if it was not under whole-

some restraints, contentions and heresies would
arise among the people. In 1662 the govern-

ment of Massachusetts appointed licensers of the

press; and afterwards, in 1664, passed a law
that " no printing should be allowed in any

* The reader may find some of the items of the expenses
of printing: the bible in the Indian language, in Brown's
History of the Propagation of the Gospel among the
Heathen. Vol. i. p. 69.

town within the jurisdiction, except in

bridge"—nor should any thing be printed there
but what the government permitted through the
agency of those persons who were empowered for

the purpose. Offenders against this regulation
were to forfeit their presses to the country, and
to be disfranchised of the privilege of printing
thereafter. In a short time, this law was so far

repealed, as to permit the use of a press at Bos-
ton, and a person was authorized to conduct it

;

subject, however, to the licensers who were ap-
pointed for the purpose of inspecting it.

1660, May 29. King Charles II. enters
London, on his restoration to the sovereignty of
Great Britain. Charles was in his thirtieth

year, and possessed an excellent constitution, a
manly figure, a graceful demeanour, many per-
sonal accomplishments, a love of literature and
the fine arts, and a great share of mental abilities.

Ten years spent in exile and adveinsity, it was
expected, would have taught him moderation

;

but a determined desire to govern without con-
trol, and a wasteful prodigality of disposition,

aided by his convivial talents and his ready wit,

led him to a free indulgence in the levities of
youth, and the intemperance of appetite. His
example was contagious, and debauchery and ir-

religion soon became the characteristics of his

court. Nothing was more sudden and more con-
spicuous than the change in public morals ; from
the moment that the state ceased to be guided
by men who professed the foiins of godliness,

vice walked forth without disguise ; no longer
concealed by the assumed garb of virtue, she
appeared without restraint, and was received as

a welcome visitor; the affectation of decorum
was exchanged for a round of gay pleasure

and revelry, the court of king Charles II. vied
in voluptuousness with that of his cotemporary,
Louis XIV.,—which in the end lost him the
affection of his subjects.

1660. CromweWs Conspiracy, a tragy-comedy,
relating to our latter times, beginning with the

death of king Charles I. and ending with the

happy restoration of king Charles II. London.
Printed for the author.

1660. The tragicall Actions of the Martyr-
dome of the late king Charles, wherein Oliver's

late falsehood, with the rest of his gang, are

described in their several actions and stations.

At the end of the piece, printed for S'. Arthur.
1660. A Phanatique Play, the first part, as it

was presented before and by the Lord Fleetwood,
S\ Arthur Hasilrig, S'. Henry Vane, the Lord
Lambert, and others, last night, with Master
Jester and Master Pudding. Printed in London.
This is the first edition.

The knave, the chiefest card, had won the day,
Had not the king came in whilst they did play.

1660, Jun£ 7. An order of council, that the

stationers' company do seize and deliver to the

secretary of state, all copies of Buchanan's His-

tory of Scotland, and de Jure regni apud Scotas,
" which are very pernicious to monarchy, and
injurious to his majesty's blessed jprogenitors."
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1660, May 17. A precept from the lord

mayor, directed to the master and wardens of

the company, was read ; requiring that if the

king, at his return to his kingdom, shall please

to pass through the city, ten of the most grave,

tall, and comely personages of the company,
well horsed, and in their best array or furniture

of velvet, plush, or satin, with chains of gold, be

in readiness to attend the lord mayor, aldennen,

and other citizens, for his better reception. They
were accordingly nominated, and ordered to

choose each of them a footman to attend him.

The wardens are to deliver them coats, ribbons,

and truncheons, for the occasion.

Mr. Hunscott (the beadle) being very ancient,

and therefore incapable of the service, ordered

that John Cleaver do cany the company's ban-

ner on horseback on that day, with such fur-

niture and allowance for his service as the

wardens think fit ; the wardens to pay Mr.
Hunscott 20s. in lieu of the benefit that might
accrue to him had he carried the company's
banner ; and to give notice to some young free-

men of the company, to serve as whiffiers, who
are with him to attend the livery at their stand

on that day.

1660, Sept. 25. By the stationers' books, it

appears, that a warrant under sign manual, was
granted to George Wharton, esq., for " perusing

and licensing almanacks."

1660, Oct. 16. Hugh Peters* was executed

upon this day, at Charing cross, London, when a

spectator penned the following lines, in which
his character is accurately summed up.f

See here the last and best edition
Of Hugh, the author of sedition

;

So full of errors, 'twas not fit

To read, till Duntt corrected it

;

But now 'tis perfect; nay, far more
'Tis better bound than 'twas before.

And now I hope it is no sin

To say, Rebellion took the swing

;

For he that says, says much amiss.
That Hugh an Independent is.

1660, Jan. 7. The Parliamentary Intelligence^

comprising the sum of Foreign Intelligence,

with the affairs now in agitation in England,
Scotland, and Ireland ; for infonnation of the

People
;
published by order. No. 1

.

This was a continuation of an old paper under
the former title. No. 14, March 26 to April 2,

* Hugh Peters was bom at Fowey, in Cornwall, in
1599. and educated at St. John's college, Cambridge,
from whence he was expelled for irregiilar conduct. He
afterwards tried the stage ; but left that, and was ordained
by bishop Mountaine, when he became lecturer of !;t.

Sepulclire's, London. He was forced to flee, and went
to Rotterdam, where he joined the Independents. From
Holland he went to America, but on the breaking out of
the civil wars he returned to London

.

t A correspondent in the Gentleman's Magazine asks,
" May this be regarded as the original of the celebrated
Epitaphs on Jacob Tenson and Dr. Franklin."

X The common hangman of that time.—See Hudibras,
and Dr. Grey's notes.

And while the work is carrying on
Be ready listed under Dun.

—

Hudibras.

But stay, my frighted pen is fled ;

Myself thmugh fear creep under bed

;

For just as muse would scribble more
Fierce city Dunne did rap at the door.

—

D'Avenant.

was said to be published by order of the council
of state ; and No. 16 began with the following

advertisement: "Whereas Marchmont Need-
ham, the author of the weekly news-books called

Mercurius Politicus and the Puhlique Intel-

ligencer^ is, by order of the council of state,

discharged from writing or publishing any puh-
lique intelligence ; the reader is desired to take

notice, that, by order of the said council, Giles

Dury and Henry Muddiman are authoriged

henceforth to write and publish the said intelli-

gencer, the one upon the Thursday, and the other

upon the Monday, which they do intend to set

out under the titles of the Parliamentary Intel-

ligencer and of Mercurius Puhlicus."—These
two weekly books of news, which in 1656 had
been entered in the stationers' register as the

property of Thomas Newcombe,with the license

of secretary Thurlow, were on the 9th of April,

1660, entered as the property of Dury and
Muddiman, by licence of the council of state.

—

Chalmers, p. 422.

1660, Jan. An exact Account of the Daily
Proceedings in Parliament^ No. 56. This ap-
pears to have been revived upon the fresh meet-
ing of parliament.

1660, Feb, 21. A perfect Diurnal of every

Day^s Proceedings in Parliament, No. 1. This
paper contains various accounts of the rejoicings

all over England, on perceiving the dawn of the

restoration .

—

Chalmers.

1660. The Phanatique Intelligence, No. 1.

1660, March 19. A perfect Diurnal of Pro-
ceedings in the Conventicle of Phanatiqu£s, No. 1.

1660, March 21 . Mercurius Phanaticus, No. 1

.

1660, March 21. Mercurius Honestus, No. 1.

1660, March 28. Mercurius FumigosuSy^o. 1.

\QQO. Merlinu^ Phanaticus, No. 1.

1660, May 1. His majestie's gracious Letter

and Declaration sent to the house of peers by sir

John Grenvill, knt. from Breda ; and read in
the house.

\QQO,May 31. Mercurius Publicum; compris-
ing the sum of Foreign Intelligence, with the

Aff"airs now in agitation in England, Scotland,
and Ireland. For Information of the People.

Published by order of the council of state, No.22.
1660, Jun£ 12, Mercurius Veredicus, No. 1.

1660, June 20. The Votes of both Houses.
1660. The Wandering Whore, No. 2.

1660, Nov. 26. The KingdonCs Intelligencer.

1660. Neivs from Brussels. In a letter from
a neer attendant on his majesties pei'son to a
person of honour here ; which casually become
thus publique. Printed in the year 1660. 4to.

1661

.

About this time may be dated the origin

of the Royal Society of London, and according
to D'Israeli was as follows :— It was in the
lodgings of Dr. Wilkins,* in Wadham college,

Oxford, that a small philosophical club met to-

gether, which proved to be, as Aubrey expresses
it, the incunabula of the Royal Society. When

* John Wilkins, D. D. bishop of Chester, was a most
ingenious and learned theologian, critic, and mathemati^v
clan. He was born l6l4, and died November 19, 1672.

3 V
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the members were dispersed about London, they

renewed their meetings first at a tavern, then at

a private house; and when the society became
too great to be called a club, they assembled in

" the parlour" of Gresham college, which itself

had been raised by the munificence of a citizen,

who endowed it liberally, and presented a noble

example of the individuals now assembled under

its roof. The society afterwards derived its title

from a sort of accident. The warm loyalty of

Evelyn in the first hopeful days of the Restora-

tion, in his dedicatory epistle of Naude's Trea-

tise on Libraries, called that philosophical meet-

ing The Royal Society. These learned men
immediately voted their thanks to Evelyn for the

happy designation, which was so grateful to

Charles II. who was himself a virtuoso of the

day, that the charter was soon granted: the

king, declaring himself their founder, " sent

them a mace of silver gilt, of the same fashion

and bigness as those carried before his majesty,

to be borne before the president on meeting
days." Were the origin of the Royal Society

inquired into, it might be justly dated a century

before its existence ; the real founder was lord

Bacon, who planned the ideal institution in his

philosophical romance of the New Atlantis!

1661, March 13. Evelyn notes, " This after-

noon, prince Rupert showed me the new way of
Graving, called mezzotinto, which afterwards,

by his permission, I published in my History of
Chalcography : this set so many artists on work,
that they soon arrived to that perfection it is

since come to, emulating the tenderest minia-
tures." The history was presented to the royal

society, in a dedication to Boyle, on the 10th of
June, 1662.

1661. The following observations by Fuller,*

are curious, respecting the paper of his times:

—

" Paper participates in some sort of the charac-
ters of the country which make it ; the Venetian
being neat, subtile, and court-like ; the French,
light, slight, and slender ; and the Dutch, thick,

corpulent, and gross, sucking up the ink with
the sponginess thereof." He complains that the
paper manufactories were not then sufficiently

encouraged, considering the vast sums of money
expended in our land for paper, out of Italy,

France, and Gennany, which might be lessened

were it made in our nation. " To such who object

* Thomas Fuller, a celebrated historian and divine, was
born at Aldwincle, in Northamptonshire, in l608, and edu-
cated at Cambridge. He adhered strenuously to the royal
cause, and on the ruin of the king's affairs, he was chosen
lecturer of St. Bride's, Fleet-street, London, and about
1648, he obtained the rectory of Waltham in Essex. At the
restoration he was made chaplain extraordinary to the king,
restored to his prebend, and created D. D. He published
a great number of works, the principal of which were
the History of the Worthies of England, folio, the Church
History of Britain, folio, the History of the Holy War,
folio, the Holy State, folio ; Abel Redivicus, or the Lives of
Eminent Divines

, quarto ; Sermons, Tracts, &c. He is said
to have had so strong a memory as to tell, in their exact
order, the names of the signs then placed over every trades-
man's door, after a walk from Teraple-bai- to the Roval
Exchange. His style is exceedingly quaint, and he' is
too fond of punning. The foUowing line is his epitaph

:

Here lies Fuller's earth.

that we can never equal the perfection of Venice

pape); I return, neither can we match the purity

of Venice glasses ; and yet many green ones are

blown in Sussex, profitable to the makers, and
convenient to the users. Our home-spun paper
might be found beneficial."

1661, Jan. 7. The Kingdom^ Intelligencer of
the Affairs now in Agitation in England, Scot-
land, and Ireland ; together with Foreign In-
telligence. To prevent false Neu)s. Published by
authority. No. 1

.

1661, Jan. 8. Mercurius Caledonius : com-
prising the Affairs in Agitation, in Scotland,
ivith a Survey of foreign Intelligence, No. 1

.

This was the first newspaper which was of
Scottish manufacture, and was printed by a
Society of Stationers, at Edinburgh, and pub-
lished once a week, in small 4to. of eight pages.
The editor of this first Scottish newspaper, was
Thomas Sydserfe, son of the bishop of Orkney,
" who thought," says Mr. Chalmers, " that he
had the wit to amuse, the knowledge to instruct,

and the address to captivate, the lovers of news
in Scotland ; but he was only able, with all his

powers, to extend his publication to ten numbers,
which were very loyal, very illiterate, and very
affected." The last paper. No. 10, was dated
from March 22, to March 28, 1661.

1661, Jan. 10. Mercurius Publicus, No. 1.

1661. Strange News from the West, being an
account of several miraculous sights seen in the

air, westivard, by divers persons of credit, stand-

ing upon London Bridge. Two great armies
marching forth of two clouds and encountering
each other, after a sharp dispute they suddenly
vanished, ^c. 4to.

1662. Miles Flesher, esq., having lately fined

for alderman of London, earnestly moved that

he might not be exposed to election for master
of the stationers' company ; but his desire was
overruled.

1662. The Book of Common Prayer was re-

vised by authority, when commissioners were
appointed who were to execute the work. They
accordingly took a folio Prayer Book, printed in

this year, and with a pen they made such alter-

ations as seemed to them expedient. This copy
was lodged in the tower, and at the same time
they marked the same alterations in a certain

number of other copies, one of which was to be
deposited in every cathedral. This is known by
the name of the sealed book, because every copy
had appended to it, as a mark of authority, an
impression of the great seal of England.

1662, July 9. A very extraordinary question

arose, about preventing the publication of the

debates of the Irish parliament in the English
newspaper called The Intelligencer ; and a letter

was written from the speaker to sir Edward
Nicholas, the English secretary of state, to pre-

vent such publications in those diumals, as they

called them.
1662. Hill and Field printed an edition of

the Holy Bible, 12mo. with Canne's references.

Canne, the author of the notes, was a Brownist,

and pastor of a congregation in Holland. His
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bibles were several times printed both in Holland
and England ; an edition was on sale in Eng-
land at the commencement of the nineteenth

century, dated 1682, with a London title, though
printed at Amsterdam. His best printed bibles

are on a fine silky paper ; and should not exceed
one inch in thickness, including the covers,

John Basket, at Cambridge, printed an edition

in 4to, 1720.

1662. The Lord\ Prayer^ in forty languages,
was printed at Riga, the capital of" Livonia, in

Russia.

—

Le Loruj. The British museum con-
tains a Livonic Testament executed at Riga in

1685, and a Livonic Bible, in 1689.

1662. Thomas Johnson printed a comedy,
entitled the Poor Scholar, written by George
Nevile, fellow of King's college, Cambridge.

Spectatum admissi risum teneatis amici.

Hor, de Art, Poet.

London : printed for Francis Kirkman and
Henry Marsh, and are to be sold at their shop,

at the Princes arms, in Chancery lane. 1662.

1662, Julyl. The Intelligencer.

1662, August 24. On this day was passed the

Act of Uniformity, by which two thousand
ministers were silenced and ejected from the

bosom of the established church. Dr. Calamy*
chronicles this bloodless martyrology. Their
history is not glorious, and their heroes are

obscure ; but it is a domestic tale ! When the
second Charles was restored, the presbyterians,

like every other faction, were to be amused, if

not courted. Some of the king's chaplains were
selected from among them, and preached once.

Their hopes were raised that they should, by
some agreement be enabled to share in that

ecclesiastical establishment which they had so

often opposed ; and the bishops met the presby-
ters in a convocation at the Savoy. A confer-

ence was held between the high church, resum-
ing the seat of power, and the low church, now
prostrate ; that is, between the old clergy who
had recently been mercilessly ejected by the
new, who in their turn were awaiting their fate.

The conference was closed with arguments by
the weaker, and votes by the stronger. Many
curious anecdotes of this conference have come
down to us. The presbyterians, in their last

struggle, petitioned for indulgence: but op-
pressors who had become petitioners, only showed
that they possessed no longer the means of
resistance. These divines were not driven from
-their father-land, and compelled to learn another

* Edmund Calamy was born in 1 600, and educated at
Cambridge. He joined the nonconformists, and obtained
the valuable rectory of Rochford, in Essex. In 1639, he
was chosen minister of St. Mary Aldermanbury, on which
he removed to London, and engaged warmly in the reli-

gious disputes of the times. He was one of the writers of
the celebrated treatise against episcopacy, entitled Smec-
tymnuns, a word formed form the initials and surname of
those connected with it. He opposed both the execution
of Charles J. and the usurpation of Cromwell, for which,
on the restoration, he was offered the bishopric of Lich-
field, which he refused. The act of uniformity obliged
him to resign his church perfernient. He died October
29, 1666, and his death is supposed to have been hastened
by witnessing the great fire of London.

language than their mother-tongue. Destitute
as divines, they were suffered to remain as citi-

zens; and the result was remarkable. These
divines could not disrobe themselves of their

learning and their piety, while several of them
were compelled to become tradesmen: among
these the learned Samuel Chandler, whose lite-

rary productions are numerous, kept a book-
seller's shop in the Poultry.

—

UIsraeli.

1662. The office of licencer of the press which
had been abolished during the usurpation of

Cromwell, was restored by an act of parliament.

By this act, the press, with reference to its dif-

ferent productions, was placed under the domi-
nion of the judges, some of the officers of state,

and the archbishop of Canterbury. Thus it will

be seen, that the control of the press no longer
remained a royal prerogative of the crown, but
was passed into the possession of the legislature,

and made the subject of statutory enactment.
It has already been shewn (see page 247, ante^
that very soon after the introduction of printing
into England, the king assumed the right of
controlling the exercise of the art, not merely
in regard to certain classes, but in regard to all

classes of books ; and there was no stretch of
jurisdiction in this matter which the prerogative

did not claim to possess, and which, therefore,

it might not upon the same grounds tranfer to

be exercised by another ; for the king assumed
not only the right of exclusive printing, but also

of exclusive selling to whom he pleased. This
was asserted in its fullest extent down to the
abolition of the star chamber, 1 641 . The censors,

or licensers of books appointed by that court
were appointed in virtue of the supposed royal

prerogative, and were conceived to derive from
its all comprehensive nature that universal au-
thority over the press which they were empowered
to exercise. The abolition of the star chamber,
however, did not long leave the press free. By
the above act, the parliament soon took up the
office of censorship which the royal court no
longer exercised. In vain did Milton attempt
to prevent this usurpation ; it was pei-petrated

in defiance of all his eloquence and all his un-
answerable arguments. But still an important
principle was asserted by the parliament iiaviug

thus taken the matter into their own hands.
The ground thus gained was preserved at the

restoration ; indeed, the press was put under a
censorship, but the yoke was imposed upon it

by an act of parliament. Subsequent acts con-
tinued the grievance till 1694, when the last

restrictive law expired. From that date the

press in England has been commonly considered

to be free.

1662, Dec. Died, William Du Gard, an
eminent schoolmaster, orator, poet, and printer.

He was bom in the parish of Bromsgiove, in

Worcestei-shire, January 9, 1605, and admitted
a pensioner of Sidney Sussex college, Cambridge,
Sept. 17, 1622, where he took the degree ofM. A.
In 1629, he was usher of Oundle school, in
Northamptonshire ; the same year, appointed
master at Stamford free school, in Lincolnshire

;
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and on the 7th of July, 1637, he was appointed

head master of the free school at Colchester, in

Essex. After remaining at Colchester some

years, he received the appointment of head

master of the Merchant tailors' school, in the

parish of St. Laurence Poultney, London, May
10, 1644. Upon taking possession of his school,

he erected a printing press in his house, which

seems to have been the source of all his misfor-

tunes. Under his influence and management
the school flourished exceedingly, but in 1 649,

for shewing, as was thought, too great an aff'ec-

tion to the royal cause,* and especially for being

concerned in printing Salmasius''s Defence of
Charles /., in defiance of a triumphant faction

and victorious army; the council of state irritated

thereby, issused an order for his commitment
to Newgate ; his wife and six children were

turned out of doors, and a printing office, which

he valued at one thousand pounds, seized and
destroyed. The council of state also wrote to

to the merchant tailors' company, desiring that

he might be deprived of his office, as a person

unfit to " be entrusted with the educacon of soe

much youth." At the expiration of one month,
he found means, through the intercession of

Milton, who professed a friendship for him, to

pacify his enemies and procure his enlargement,

and opened a private school for his support. In
September, 1650, he was however reinstated in

his former school, by order of the same council

of state that deprived him of it. He again

resumed his typographic labours, though on a
very different kind of work—the answer to Sal-

masius, with the following title: Joannis Miltoni
Angli Defensio pro Populo Anglicano contra

Claudii Anonimi alias Salmasii Defensionem
regiam. Londoni, typis Du Gardienis ; anno
domini, 1651. In 1652, his name appears as

printer to the Lord Protector. In 1653, he
printed an edition of William Hill's Dionysius,

to which he prefixed a copy of Latin verses.

The house of commons ordered this book to be
publicly burnt, upon which occasion the trustees

of Merchant tailors' school, intimated that it

would be very acceptable to them, if he would
relinquish the printing business, and devote

himself entirely to his proper duty. In Decem-
ber, 1660, he was again deprived of his school,

but so great was his reputation, and the fame of

his abilities, that, by the 25th of March follow-

ing, he had gathered one hundred and ninety-

three scholars. Besides the qualifications of his

mind, which caused him to be highly valued
by a large circle of friends, his literary attain-

ments will cause his name to be remembered by
scholars of the present day

—

Wilson.

* That he was well affected to Charles I. and to the
royal interest, appears from a curious register he kept of
his school, which is still extant in Sion-coUege library,
wherein are entered two Greek verses, on the beheading
of that monarch, to this effect :

'
' Charles, the best ofkings,

is fallen by the hands of cruel and wicked men, a martyr
for the laws of God and of his country." There are also
two more Greek verses on the burial of Oliver Cromwell's
mother in Westminster abbey, to this effect :

" Here lies
the mother of a cursed son, who has been the ruin of two
kings, and of three kingdoms."

1663. Jan. 6. The Kingdom's Intelligencer of
the Affairs now in agitation in England, Scot-

land, and Ireland. No. 1

.

This paper contains many regular advertise-

ments ofbooks; and begins with one that is worth
transcribing :

" There is stolen abroad a most
false and imperfect copy of a poem, called Hu-
dibras, without name either of printer or book-
seller, as fit for so lame and spurious an impres-

sion. The true and perfect edition, printed by
the author's original, is sold by Richard Marriott,

under St. Dunstan's church in Fleet-street ; that

other nameless impression is a cheat, and will

but abuse the buyer as well as the author, whose
poem deserves to have fallen into better hands."

A kind of obituary found also a place in this

paper ; with some account of the proceedings of

parliament, and in the court of claims ; a list

of the judges' circuits, the sheriffs, the lent

preachers, &c. &c. And in No. 8, notice is

given " that the faculties office for granting

licenses (by act of parliament) to eat flesh in

any part of England, is still kept up at St.

Paul's Chain, near St. Paul's churchyard."*

1663. Roger L'Estrange, esq., (after more
than twenty years spent in the royal cause, near

six of them in gaols, and almost four under
sentence of death in Newgate,) had interest

sufficient to obtain an appointment to a new
created office, under the title of Surveyor of the

Imprimery and Printing Presses. Upon the

appointment he wrote a pamphlet, which is a
very great curiosity, and by shewing the senti-

ments of his party on this subject, will, even at

the present day, excite astonishment for the bold-

ness of its sentiments, which could advise such

severe restrictions on the liberty of the press,

and which has no doubt been the guide of all

future enemies to the great bulwark of the civil

and religious freedom of the people.

Considerations and Proposals in order to the

Regulation of the Press : together with Diverse

Instances of Treasonous and Seditious Pamphlets,

proving the necessity thereof. By Roger L'Es-

trange. London, printed by A. C. June 3,

M.DC.LXIII.

To the King's Most Excellent Majesty.

Sir,

It is not w ithout some force upon myself that

I have resolved upon this dedication : for I have
no ambition to appear pragmatical, and to be-

come the marque of a peevish faction : but,

since my duty will have it thus, I shall accompt

* In the register of St. Alkmund's church, at Derby,
is the following entry ;—" Whereas Katharine, the wife of

Nathaniel Bate, of Little Chester, within the parish of St.

Alkmund, Derby, being great with childe and, (by reason

of her health) very infirm and weak, and therefore not
able to feed upon fish meat without apparent injury (as I

am credibly informed) ; I do, therefore, by these presents,

permit (so far forth as by the statutes of this kingdom I

may,) unto the said Katharine Bate, to provide for herself,

and to feed upon such flesh meats as by the said statute

are licensed in this case, during the time of her sickness,

and no longer. In witness whereof I have hereunto set

my hand. H. Coke, minister and preacher of the word of

God, in the parish of St. Alkmund aforesaid."
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all other interests as nothing in competition with

my allegiance.

If your majesty shall vouchsafe to look so far,

and so low, as in the ensuing treatise you will

find it. Sir, to be partly a deliberative discourse

about the means of regulating the press
;
(the

matter being at this instant under publique de-

bate) and in part, an extract of certain treason-

ous and seditious passages and positions which
may serve to evince the necessity of that regu-
lation. The latter of which, I do most humbly
offer to your royal consideration, not presuming
in any sort, to concern your majesty in the

former.

In this extract, is presented to your majesty's

view; first, that spirit of hypocrisie, scandal,

malice, errour, and illusion, that actuated the

late rebellion. Secondly. A manifestation of

the same spirit reigning still, and working, not
only by the same means, but in very many of the

same persons, and to the same ends ; that is,

there is a combination and design against your
sacred life, and dignity, which is carryed on by
the same arguments, pretences, wayes, and in-

struments, that ruin'd your royal and blessed

father. All which I think myself bound, not
only in generals, to declare, but, more particu-

larly, to trace, and to discover to your majesty, as

a duty which I owe both to God and to my
sovereign.

The first part of the conspirator's work, is to

disaffect the people toward your majesties person
and government ; and their next business is to

encourage and carry on those seditious inclina-

tions into action.

Touching the former ; scarce any one regicide

or traytor has been brought to justice, since your
majesties blessed return, whom either the pul-

pit hath not canonized for a saint, or the press

recommended for a patriot, and martyr, (beside

the arraignment of the bench, for the very form-
alityes of their tryals) what is the intent or what
may be the effect of suggesting to the people
that there is no justice to be found, either in

your cause or in your courts; (both of which are

struck at in the same blow) is submitted humbly
to your royal wisdom. Nor is the faction less

industrious to draw an odium upon your majes-
ties person, and to perplex, seduce, and exaspe-
rate, the multitude, in matters of religion, and
concerning the government of the church.

There have been printed, and reprinted, since
your majesties happy restauration, not so few as

ahundred schisraatical pamphletsagainst bishops,

ceremonies, and common-prayer: in many of
which, your majesty is directly, and in all of
them implicitly, charg'd with an inclination to

popery. The instruments that menage this part
of the plot, are ejected ministers, booksellers,

and printers; and, it is believed, by men of

judgment, and experience, in the trade of the

press, that since the late Act for Uniformity, there

have been printed near thirty thousand copies of
Farewell Sermons (as they call them) in defiance

of the law. All which, as they are now drawn
together into one binding, (to the number of

betwixt thirty and forty) and represented with
figures, do certainly make up one of the most
audacious, and dangerous libels, that hath been
made publique under any government ; and they
are now printing it in Dutch too, for the greater

honour of the scandal. By these arts and prac-

tices, the faction works upon the passions and
humours of the common people ; and, when they

shall have put mischief into their hearts, their

next business is to put swords in their hands,

and to engage them in a direct rebellion : which
intent of theirs, together with the means whereby
they hope to execute it, I shall humbly lay

before your majesty in a few words.

That they propose and labour another change
appears, first, from the recourse they have in

almost all their schismatical papers to the obli-

gation of the covenant ; which is no other, than
to conjure the people under the peyn of peijury,

to treat your majesty as the covenanters did your
father ; and (in a flat contradiction to the blessed

apostle) to pronounce, that he that [obeyes]

shall receive to himself damnation. A second
proof of their designe may be drawn from their

still pleading the continuance of the long parlia-

ment; and the sovereignty of the people ; which
is but in plain terms to disclayme your authority-

royal, and to declayre to the world, that they

want nothing but anotheropportunity for another

rebellion. What may be the event of these liber-

tyes, belongs not to me to divine ; but that such
libertyes are taken, I do, with great reverence,

presume to enform your majesty : and, further,

that the visible boldness and malice of the fac-

tion, seems not to be the only danger ; diverse of

very instruments, who are entrusted with the

care of the press, being both privy and tacitly

consenting to the corruptions of it ; by virtue of

which connivence, many hundred thousands of

seditious papers, since your majestyes return,

have passed unpunished. And yet in this pro-

digious licence and security of libelling your
sacred majesty, and the government, let but any
paper be printed that touches upon the private

benefit of some concerned officer; the author of

that paper is sure to be retriv'd, and handled

with sufficient severity.

Finally; to present your majesty with some
common observations : it is noted, first, as a very

rare thing, for any presbyterian pamphlet to be

seiz'd, and suppressed, unless by order from

above. Secondly, it is observed of those offend-

ers that are discovered, that generally the rich

have the fortune to come off, and the poor to

sufier; and, thirdly, that scarce one of five,

though under custody, is ever brought to either

of your majesties principal secretaryes of state.

1 have now discharg'd mv soul both to God,
and to your majesty; in what I take to be as

honest and a necessary office; and I have done
it with this choice before me, either to sufler the

worst that malice or calumny can cast upon me,
or to forfeit my duty. I should not speak this

but upon experience, nor dare to mention it

upon this occasion, but that I think it highly

imports your majesty to know how dangerous a
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matter it is to render you a publique service.

To present your majesty with afresh instance :

—

I was lately engaged as a commissioner, in a

publique debate on the behalf of the loyal

officers ; and for no other crime, or provocation,

but for asserting the profess'd desires of the

whole party ; a certain gentleman took such a

heat, and confidence, as openly to charge me
with writing against your majesty; affirming

withal, that your majesty had accused me for

it to the parliament, and that my lord chancellor

would justifie it: since which time, it appears,

not only that hee himself was the first person

that by a private tale had endeavoured to exas-

perate ray lord chancellor against mee ; but that,

being called to account by my lord's order, for

so great, and so injurious a boldness, both to-

wards your majesty, and his lordship, he desired

God to renounce him, if ever he spake the words,

(although delivered in the face of a full com-
mittee.) If I were impudent enough to trouble

your majesty with a personal character, his

familiar discourses, both concerning your sacred

majesty and the honourable house of commons,
would afford matter for it ; but let God witness

for me, that I have no passion, but for your

majesties service, and for the general good of

your loyal subjects; both which interests I do

humbly conceive to be very much concern'd in

some provision, that men may not suffer in their

reputations for doing their duties ; and that those

persons who have chearfully and honourably
passed through the utmost extremities of a long

and barbarous warr, out of a sence of loyalty to

your royal father, may not now at last be stung

to death by the tongues of tale-bearers, and slan-

derers for being faithful to your majesty. Which
is the case of many, more considerable than

myself, and among the rest in particular of

Your Majesties

Most loyal and obedient subject,

Roger L'Estrange.

To the Right Honourable the Lords and to the

Honourable the Commons assembled in Parlia-

ment.

Having been lately employ'd to draw up some
proposals touching the regulation of the press,

and to search for certain seditious books and
papers : I think it agreeable both to my reason

and duty that I dedicate to your honours some
accompt of my proceeding; especially in this

juncture, when both the danger and the remedy
are the subject of your present care. The drift

and argument of this little treatise is express'd

in the title. One particular only was forgotten

in the body of the discourse, which I must now
crave leave to insert in my dedication

;
(i. e.)

an additional expedient for the relief of necessi-
tous and supernumerary printers ; many of
which would be well enough content to quit the
trade, and betake themselves to other employ-
ments, upon condition to be reimburst for their

presses, letter, and printing materials : and it is

computed that £4000, or thereabouts, would
buy off their stock; for the raising of which
sum, and so to be employ'd, there occurs this

expedient.

It is credibly reported, that there have been
printed at least ten or twelve impressions of a
collection entituled. The First, Second, aud
Third, Volume of Farewel-Sermons : (with the
figures of the ejected ministers) which is no
other, than an arraignment of the law, and a
charge of persecution against the king and his

parliament.

Upon a supposition of twelve impressions, (at

a thousand a piece, which is the lowest) the
clear profit, beside the charge of paper and
printing, comes to £3300, which sum, being
impos'd as a fine upon their heads for whom the
books were printed, will defray a considerable

part of the aforesaid charge, and what is want-
ing may be abundantly made up by the like

course upon the publishers of other seditious

pamphlets, keeping the same proportion betwixt
the profit and the punishment.
Of the Fareujel-Sermons, I seiz'd the other

day in quires, to the quantity of betwixt twenty
and thirty ream of paper: and I discovered

likewise the supposed author of another pam-
phlet, entituled {^A Short Survey of the Grand
Case of the Ministry, ^c.'] Wherein is main-
tain'd, in opposition to the declarations required

by the Act of Uniformity, that in some cases it

may be lawful to take arms against the king.

—

To take arms by the king's authority against

his person, or those commissioned by him. And
that the obligation of the covenant is a knot
cut by the sword of authority, whilst it cannot
be loosed by religious reason. Concerning which,
and many other desperate libels, if your honours
shall think fit to descend into any particular en-

quiry, it may be made appear, that whereas not

one of twenty is now taken, scarce one of a hun-
dred could scape, if there were not connivence

(at least, if not corruption) joyn'd to the craft

and wariness of the faction.

How the world will understand this freedome
and confidence in a private person, I do not

much concern my self; (provided that I offend

not authority) but the question to me seems
short and easy. Whether it be lawful, or not,

for any man that sees his countrey in danger, to

cry out Treason ? And nothing else hath extorted

this singularity of practice and address from

Your honours'

Most dutiful servant,

Roger L'Estrange.

Considerations and Proposals in Order to the

Regulations of the Press.

I think no man denyes the necessity of sup-

pressing licentious and unlawful pamphlets, and
of regulating the press; but in what manner
and by what means this may be effected, that's

the question. The two main-points are printing

and publishing.
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The instruments of setting the work afoot are

these. The adviser, author, compiler, writer,

correcter, and the persons for whom, and by
whom ; that is to say, the stationer (commonly),
and the printer. To which may be added, the

letter-founders, and the smiths, and joyners,

that work upon presses.

The usual agents for publishing are the print-

ers themselves, stitchers, binders, stationers,

hawkers, mercury-women, pedlers, ballad-sing-

ers, posts, carryers, hackney-coachmen, boat-

men, and mariners. Other instruments may be
likewise employ'd, against whom a general pro-

vision may be sufficient. Hiding and conceal-

ing of unlawful books, is but in order to pub-
lishing, and may be brought under the same
rule.

Touching the adviser, author, compiler,writer,

and correcter, their practices are hard to be re-

triv'd, unless the one discover the other.

This discovery may be procur'd partly by a
penalty upon refusing to discover, and partly by
a reward to the discoverer; but let both the

penalty and the reward be considerable and
certain : and let the obligation of discovery run
quite through, from the first mover of the mis-
chief, to the last disperser of it. That is to say

;

if any unlawful book shall be found in the pos-

session of any of the agents, or instruments
aforesaid, let the person in whose possession it

is found, be reputed and punish'd as the author
of the said book, unless he produce the person,

or persons, from whom he receiv'd it ; or else

acquit himself by oath, that he knows neither

directly nor indirectly how it came into his pos-

session.

Concerning the confederacy of stationers and
printers, we shall speak anon: but the thing

that we are now upon is singly printing, and
what necessarily relates to it.

One great evil is the multiplicity of private

presses, and consequently of printers, who for

want of publique and warrantable employment,
are forc'd either to play the knaves in corners or

to want bread.

The remedy is, to reduce all printers and
presses that are now in employment, to a limited

number; and then to provide against private

printing for the time to come, which may be
done by the means following.

First; The number of printers and presses

being resolved upon, let the number of their

journey-men, and apprentices be likewise limit-

ed : and in like manner, the number of master-
founders, and of their journey-men, and their

apprentices ; all which to be allow'd of, and ap-
prov'd by such person or persons, as shall be
authoris'd for that purpose; neither let any
joyner, carpenter, or smith, presume to work
for or upon any printing press, without such al-

lowance as aforesaid, according to the direction

of the late act for printing.

Secondly, Let all such printers, letter-founders,

joyners, carpenters, and smiths, as shall hereafter

be allow'd, as aforesaid, be respectively and seve-

rally interrogated before their admittance, in

order to the discoveiy of supernumerar}' printers
and presses. That is

;

1. Let the printers be question'd what private
presses they have at any time wrought upon for

so many years last past, and the time when, and
for, and with whom : and what other printers,

and presses they know of at present, beside
those of the present establishment.

2. Let the founders be also examin'd, what
letter they have furnish'd since such a time;
when and for whom, and what other printers,

&c.

—

Ut supra.

3. Let the joyners, cai*penters, and smiths, be
question'd likewise what presses they have
erected, or amended, when and for whom ? and
what other presses, printers, &c.—as before.

And if after such examination it shall appear
at any time within so many months, that any
man has wilfully conceal'd or deny'd the truth,

let him forfeit his employment as a person not
fit to be trusted, and let the enformer be taken
into his place if he be capable of it, and desire
it; or else, let him be rewarded some other way.
The same course may be taken also concerning
English printers and presses beyond the seas.

This may serve as to the discovery of private
printers and presses already in employment:
now to prevent underhand-dealing for the future,
and to provide against certain other abuses in
such as are allow'd.

Fiist ; Let a special care be taken of card-
makers, leather-guilders, flock-workers, and
quoyf-drawers; either by expresly inhibiting
their use of such presses, as may be apply'd to
printing of books, or by tying them up to the
same termes and conditions with printers ; and
let no other tradesman whatsoever presume to

make use of a printing-press, but upon the same
conditions, and under the same penalties with
printers.

2. Let no presse or printing-house be erected
or lett, and let no joyner, carpenter, smith, or

letter-founder, work for a printing-house, with-
out notice (according to the late act.)

3. Let no materialls belonging to printing,

no letters really founded or cast, be imported or
bought without the like notice, and for whom
(according to the late act.)

4. Let every master-printer be bound at least,

if not sworn, not to print, cause or suffer to be
printed in his house, or press, any book or books
without lawful licence (according to the late act.)

5. Let no master-printer be allow'd to keep a
press but in his own dwelling-house, and let no
printing-house be permitted with a back-dore to it.

6. Let every master-printer certifiewhat ware-
houses he keeps, and not change them without
giving notice.

7. Let every master-printer set his name to

whatsoever he prints, or causes to be printed, ac-
cording to the late act.

8. Let no printer presume to put upon any
book the title, marque, or vinnet, of any other
person who has the priviledge of sole printing
the same, without the consent of the pereon so

priviledg'd (according to the late act), and let
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no man presume to print another man's copy.

9. Let no printer presume either to re-print or

change the title of any book fonnerly printed,

without licence ; or to counterfeit a licence, or

knowingly to put any man's name to a book as

the author of it, that was not so.

10. Let it be penall to antedate any book ; for,

by so doing, new books will be shuffled among
old ones to the encrease of the stock.

11. Let the price of books be regulated.

12. Let no journy-man be employ'd, without

a certificate from the master where he wrought

last.

13. Let no master discharge a journy-man,

nor hee leave his master, under fourteen dayes

notice, unlesse by consent.

14. Let the persons employ'd be of known
integrity ; so near as may be ; free of the sayd

mysteries, and able in their trades (according to

the late act).

But if sixty presses must be reduced to

twenty, what shall all those people do for a
livelyhood that wrought at the other forty ?

It is provided by the late act, that as many
of them shall be employ'd as the printers can

find honest work for, and a sufferance of more,

is but a toleration of the rest to print sedition, so

that the supernumeraryes are in as ill a condition

now, as they will be then ; and yet something
may be thought upon for their relief.

There have been divers treasonous and sedi-

tious pamphlets printed since the act of indem-
nity; as, the speeches of the late king's judges^

Sir Henry Vane's [Pretended] Tryal ; the Prodi-
gies, 1 Part and 2 ; and the like. Let any of

these necessitous persons make known at whose
request and for whose behoofe these or the like,

seditious libells have been printed, and they shall

not only be pardoned for having had a hand in

it themselves, but the first enformer shall upon
proof or confession be recommended to the first

vacancy whereof he is capable in the new regu-
lation, and the next to the second, and so suc-

cessively : and moreover a fine shall be set upon
the heads of the delinquents, to be employ'd
toward the maintenance of so many indigent

printers as shall be interpreted to merit that

regard, by such discovery.

The Stationers are not to he entrusted tvith the

care of the Press, for these following reasons.

1. They are both parties and judges ; for

diverse of them have brought up servants to the

mystery of printing which they still retein in de-

pendence : others again are both printers and
stationers themselves ; so that they are entrusted

(effectually) to search for their own copies, to

destroy their own interests, to prosecute their

own agents, and to punish themselves ; for they
are the principal authors of those mischiefs
which they pretend now to redress, and the very
persons against whom the penalties of this in-
tended regulation are chiefly levelled.

2. It is not adviseable to rely upon the honesty
of people (if it may be avoided) where that

honesty is to their loss; especially if they be
such as have already given proof that they prefer
their private gayn before the well-fare of the
publique ; which has been the stationer's case
throughout our late troubles, some few excepted,
whose integrity deserves encouragement.

3. In this trust, they have not only the tempt-
ation of profit, to divert them from their duty (a
fair part of their stock lying in seditious ware),
but the means of transgressing with great pri-

vacy and safety; for, make them overseers of
the press, and the printers become totally at
their devotion ; so that the whole trade passes
through the fingers of their own creatures, which,
upon the matter, concludes rather in a combina-
tion, then a remedy.

4. It seems a little too much to reward the
abusers of the press with the credit of superin-
tending it ; upon a confidence that they that de-
stroyed the last king for their benefit, will now
make it their businesse to preserve this to their

loss.

6. It will cause a great disappointment of
searches, when the persons most concerned shall

have it in their power to spoyl all, by notices,

partiality, or delay.

6. As the effectual regulation of the press is

not at all the stationer's interest, so is it strongly

to be suspected that it is as little their aym : for

not one person has been fin'd, and but one pro-

secuted, (as is credibly affirmed) since the late

act, notwithstanding so much treason and sedi-

tion printed and disperst since that time.

7. It is enjoyn'd by the late act " that no man
shall be admitted to be a master-printer, until

they who were at that time actually master-
printers, shall be by death or otherwise reduced
to the number of twenty :" which provision not-

with; landing, several pereons have since that

time been suffer'd to set up masters ; which
gives to understand that the reducing of the
presses to a limited number is not altogether the
stationers purpose.

The Printers are not to be entrusted with the

Government of the Press.

1. All the arguments already objected against

the stationers, hold good also against the printers,

but not fully so strong. That is, they are both
partyes and judges. Self-ended, (upon experi-

ment) under the temptation of profit. Offenders,

as well as the stationers ; and, in all abuses of

the presse, confederate with them. Beside,

they will have the same influence upon searches

;

and they have probably as little stomack to a
regulation, as the other. 'Tis true, the printer's

interest is not so gi'eat as the stationers ; for

where hee gets (it may be) 20 or 25 in the 1 00
for printing an unlawful book, the other doubles,

nay many times trebles his mony by selling it

:

yet neverthelesse the printer's benefit lyes at

stake too.

2. It were a hard matter to pick out twenty

master-printers who are both free of the trade, of

ability to menage it, and of integrity to be en-

trusted with it : most of the honester sort being
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impoverished by the late times, and the pjeat

business of the press being engross'd by Oliver's

creatures.

But they propose to undertake the work upon
condition to be incorporate. That is, to be dis-

engaged from the company of stationers, and to

be made a society by themselves. It may be
answered, that it would be with them as 'tis

with other incorporate societies : they would be

true to the publique, so far as stands with the

particular good of the company. But evidently

their gain lyes the other way : and for a state to

erect a corporation that shall bring so great a
danger upon the publique, and not one peny
into the treasury, to ballance the hazzard, were
a proceeding not ordinary.

But they offer to give security, and to be
lyable to fines. Let that be done, whether they

be incorporate or no. In case of failer, they'll

be content to lose their privileges. What signi-

fies that, but only a stronger obligation to a
closer confederacy .'* 'Tis true, the printers in a
distinct and regulated society may do some good
as to the general business of printing, and within

the sphere of that particular profession : but the

question is here, how to prevent a publique mis-
chief, not how to promote a private trade. But
are not printers the fittest instruments in searches ?

They are, without dispute, necessary assistants,

either for retriving conceal'd pamphlets, or for

examination of work in the mettle, but whether
it be either for the honour, or safety, of the pub-
lique, to place so great a trust in the hands of

persons of that quality, and interest, is submitted
to betterjudgments.
To conclude, both printers and stationers,

under colour of offering a service to the pub-
lique, do effectually but design one upon another.

The printers would beat down the bookselling

trade, by menaging the press as themselves

please, and by working upon their own copies.

The stationers, on the other side, they would
subject the printers to be absolutely their slaves

;

which they have effected in a large measure
already, by so encreasing the number, that the

one half must either play the knaves or starve.

The expedient for this, must be some way to

disengage the printers from that servile and
mercenary dependence upon the stationers, unto
which they are at present subjected. The true

state of the business being as follows :

—

1

.

The number of master-printers is computed
to be about sixty,* whereas twenty or twenty-
four would dispatch all the honest work of the

nation.

2. These sixty master-printers have above one
hundred apprentices

; (that is, at least twenty
more than they ought to have by the law.)

3. There are, beside aliens, and those that are

free of other trades, at least one hundred and
fifty journy-men, of which number at least thirty

are superfluous ; to which thirty there will be

* According to the books of the stationers' company.
May 12, 166.3, there were fifty-nine persons in and about
London, exercising: the trade of master printers.

added about thirty-six more, besides above fifty

supernumerary apprentices, upon the reduction

of the master-printers to twenty-four. So that

upon the whole reckoning, there will be left a
matter of sixty jouniy-men and fifty apprentices

to provide for, a part of which charge might
very reasonably be laid upon those who bound
or took any of the said number, as apprentices,

contrary to the limitation set by authority.

These supernumerary printers were at first

introduced by the booksellers, as a sure way to

bring them both to their prices and pui'poses ;

for the number being greater then could honestly

live upon the trade, the printers were enforc'd

either to print treason, or sedition, if the stationer

offered it, or to want lawful work, by which
necessity on the one side, and power on the other,

the combination became exceeding dangerous,
and so it still continues ; but how to dissolve it,

whether by barely disincorporating the company
of stationers, and subjecting the printei-s to rules

apart, and by themselves; or by making them
two distinct companies, I do not meddle.

This only may be offer'd, that in case those

privileges and benefits should be granted to both
stationers and printers, which they themselves

desire in point of trade
; yet in regard that seve-

ral interests are concern'd, that of the kingdom
on the one side, and only that of the companies
on the other : it is but reason that there should
be several superintending powers, and that the

smaller interest should give place, and be subor-

dinate to the greater: that is, the master and
wardens to menage the business of their respec-

tive trade, but withall, to be subjected to some
superior officer, that should over-look them both

on behalf of the publique.

As the powere of licensing books are by the

late act vested in several persons, with regard to

the several subjects those books treat of; so may
there likewise be several agents authoris'd and
appointed for the care of the press, touching

these several particulars, under the name and
title of surveyors of the press : and every distinct

surveyor to keep himself strictly within the limits

of his own province. As for example

:

1

.

The lord chancellour, or lord keeper of the

great seal of England for the time being, the

lords chief justices, and lord chief baron for the

time being, or one or more of them, are specially

authoris'd to license, by themselves, or by their

substitutes, all books concerning the common
laws of this kingdom.

Let there be one surveigher of the press con-

stituted peculiarly for that subject.

2. All books of divinity, physique, philosophy,

or whatsoever other science, or art, are to be
licensed by the lord archbishop of Canterbury,

and lord bishop of London for the time being,

or one of them, or by their, or one of their ap-

pointments, or by either one of the chancellours,

or vice-chancellours of either of the universities,

for the time being.

Let three other surveighers of the press be
likewise authorized for these particulars.

3. All books concerning heraldry, titles of

3 X
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honour, and arms, or concerning the office of

earl-marshal!, are to be licens'd by the earl-

marshall for the time being ; or in case there

shall not then be an earl-marshall, by the three

kings of arms, or any two of them, whereof

garter to be one. This is to be the subject of

another surveigher's care.

4. Books of history, politiques, state-afiairs,

and all other miscellanies, or treatises, not com-

prehended under the powers before mentioned,

fall under the j urisdiction of the principal secre-

taries of state, to be allow'd by themselves, or

one of them, or by their, or one of their ap-

pointments.

The care of the press concerning these parti-

culars may be another surveigher's business ; so

that six persons may do the whole work, with

good order and security. Three substitutes for

the bishops, and chancellours, and one a-piece

for the rest. A word now touching the encou-

ragement of these officers, and then concerning

penalties to be inflicted upon offenders, and re-

wards to be granted to enforraers.

The inward motive to all publique and honour-

able actions, must be taken for granted to be a

principle of loyalty and justice : but the question

is here concerning outward encouragements to

this particular charge. There must be benefit

and power. Benefit, that a man may live

honestly upon the employment ; and power, for

the credit and execution of the trust.

The benefit must arise partly from some cer-

tain and standing fee ; and in part from accessory

and contingent advantages, which will be but
few, and small, in proportion to the trouble and
charge of the employment : for there must be,

first, a constant attendance, and a dayly labour

in hunting out, and over-looking books and
presses; and secondly, a continual expense in the

enterteynment of instruments for discovei*y and
intelligence, which, being deducted out of the

pittances of licenses and forfeitures, will leave the

surveigher a very small proportion for his peyns.

The next thing is a power to execute; without
which, the law is dead, and the officer ridiculous.

Now concerning penalties and rewards:

—

1

.

The geyn of printing some books is ten times

greater, if they scape, then the loss, if they be

taken ; so that the damage bearing such a dis-

proportion to the profit, is rather an allurement

to offend, then a discouragement.

2. As the punishment is too small for the

offender, so is the reward also for the enformer;

for reckon the time, trouble, and money, which
it shall cost the prosecutor to recover his allot-

ment, he shall sit down at last a loser by the

bargain, and more than that, he loses his credit

and employment, over and above, as a betrayer

of his fellows ; so great is the power and confi-

dence of the delinquent party.

The way to help this, is to augment both the

punishment and the reward, and to provide that
the inflicting of the one, and the obteyning of
the other, may be both easie and certain ; for to

impose a penalty, and to leave the way of raysing
it so tedious and difficult, as in this case hitherto

it is, amounts to no more than this : if the en-

former will spend ten pound, 'tis possible he may
recover five ; and so the prosecutor must impose
a greater penalty upon himself then the law does

upon the offender, or else all comes to nothing.

An expedient for this inconvenience is highly

necessary; and why may not the oath of one
credible witness or more, before a master of the

chancery, or a justice of the peace, serve for a
conviction. Especially the person accused being
left at liberty before such oath taken, either to

appeal to the privy-council, or to abide the

decision. Now to the several sorts of penalties,

and to the application of them.

The ordinary penalties I find to be these ;

—

Death, mutilation, imprisonment, banishment,

corporal peyns, disgrace, pecuniar)^ mulcts

;

which penalties are to be apply'd with regard to

the quality of the offence, and to the condition

of the delinquent. The offence is either blas-

phemy, heresie, schism, treason, sedition, scandal,

or contempt of authority.

The delinquents are the advisers, authors,

compilers, writers, printers, correctors, stitchers,

and binders, of unlawful books and pamphlets

;

together with all publishers, dispersers, and con-

cealers of them in general, and all stationers,

posts, hackny-coachmen, carryers, boatmen, ma-
riners, hawkers, mercury-women, pedlers, and
ballad-singers, so offending, in particular.

Penalties of disgrace ordinarily in practice are

many, and more may be added.

Pillory, stocks,, whipping, carting, stigmatiz-

ing, disablement to bear office or testimony,

publique recantation, standing under the gal-

lows with a rope about the neck at a publique

execution, disfranchisement (if free-men), cashier-

ing (if souldiers), degrading (if persons of con-

dition), wearing some badge of infamy, condem-
nation to work either in mines, plantations, or

houses of correction.

Under the head of pecuniary mulcts, are com-
prehended forfeitures, confiscations, loss of any
beneficial office or employment, incapacity to

hold or enjoy any; and finally, all damages
accruing, and impos'd, as a punishment for some
offence.

Touching the other penalties before-mention'd,

it suffices only to have nam'd them, and so to

proceed to the application of them, with respect

to the crime, and to the offender.

The penalty ought to bear proportion to the

malice, and influence of the offence, but with

respect to the offender too ; for the same punish-

ment (unless it be death itself) is not the same
thing to several persons, and it may be proper

enough to punish one man in his purse, another

in his credit, a third in his body, and all for the

same offence. The grand delinquents are, the

authors or compilers (which I reckon as all one)

the printers, and stationers.

For the authors, nothing can be too severe

that stands with humanity and conscience.

1. 'Tis the way to cut off the fountain of our

troubles. 2. There are not many of them in an

age, and so the less work to do.
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The printer and stationer come next, who,
beside the common penalties of mony, loss of

copies, or printing materials, may be subjected

to these further punishments.

Let them forfeit the best copy they have, at

the choice of that surveigher oi the press under
whose cognisance the offence lyes; the profit

whereof the said officer shall see thus distributed,

one third to the king, a second to the enformer,

reserving the remainder to himself.

In some cases, they may be condemn'd to wear
some visible badge, or marque of ignominy, as a
halter instead of a hatband, one stocking blew
and another red ; a blew bonnet with a red T or

S upon it, to denote the crime to be either trea-

son or sedition : and if at any time the pereon so

condemned shall be found without the said

badge or marque during the time of his obliga-

tion to wear it, let him incurre some further

penalty, provided only, that if within the said

time he shall discover and seize, or cause to be
seized, any author, printer, or stationer, liable at

the time of that discovery and seizure, to be pro-

ceeded against for the matter of treasonous or

seditious pamphlets, the offender aforesaid shall,

from the time of that discovery be discharg'd

from wearing it any longer.

This proposal may seem phantastique at first

sight; but certainly there are many men who
had rather suffer any other punishment than be
made publiquely ridiculous.

It is not needful here to run through every

particular, and to direct in what manner and to

what degree these and other offenders in the like

kind shall be punished, so as to limit and appro-

priate the punishment ; but it shall suffice, hav-

ing speeifi'd the several sorts of offenders and
offences, to have laid down likewise the several

species of penalties, sortable to every man's con-

dition and crime.

Concerningrewards, something is said already,

and I shall only add for a conclusion, that they

are every jot as necessary as punishments, and
ought to be various, according to the several

needs, tempers, and qualities, of the persons

upon whom they are to be conferr'd. Mony is

a reward for one, honour for another ; and either

of these misplac'd, would appear rather a
mockery than a benefit."

—

the end.
The powers which he obtained by the above

appointment were the sole licensing of all bal-

lads, charts, printed portraictures, printed pic-

tures, books, and papers; except books concern-

ing common law, affairs of state, heraldry, titles

of honours, and arms, the office of Earl Mar-
shal, books of divinity, physick, philosophy,

arts and sciences, and such as are gi'anted to

his majesty's peculiar printer; and except such
books as by a late act of parliament are other-

wise appointed to be licensed. He had also a

grant of " all the sole privilege of writing, print-

ing, and publishing, all narratives, advertise-

ments, mercuries, intelligencers, diurnals, and
other books of public intelligence ; and printing

all ballads, plays, maps, charts, portraictures,

and pictures, not previously printed; and all

briefs for collections, playbills, quacksalvers bills,

custom and excise bills, post-office bills, creditors

bills and tickets in England and Wales ; with

power to search for and seize unlicensed and
treasonable, schismatical and scandalous books
and papers."

—

Bagford's Collections, in Hart.
Manuscripts, 5910, vol. ii.

The first-fruits of this new appointment ap-

peared in the Intelligencer ; published for the

satisfaction and information of the People, with .

privilege. By Roger L'Estrange, Esq. Nos. 1 and

2, Aug. 31, and Sept. 3; and on the Thursday
following appeared the Newes, published for

satisfaction and information of the people, with

Privilege. No. I . Thus the Intelligencer, and
the Newes, continued to be published, the one
on Monday, the other on Thursday, till the

beginning of Jan. 1666 ; when the publication

of L'Estrange was superceded by the Gazette.

The Prospectus prefixed by sir Roger L'Es-
trange to the first number of the Intelligencer,

far from the modern refinements of the present

day, sets out by treating its readers with perfect

contempt; with a gross insult on the public

taste ; and by such restrictions on the liberty of

the press, as in these times of real liberty would
not for a moment be tolerated. " His sacred

majesty," says the important patentee, " having

been lately and graciously pleased to gi'ant and
commit the privilege of publishing all intelli-

gence, together with the survey and inspection

of the press,* to one and the same pereon ; it may
be good discretion, I suppose, for the person so

intrusted, to begin (as his first step toward the

work) with some considerations and advertise-

ments, by way of preamble and introduction to

the future order and settlement of the whole

affair. First, as to the point of printed intelli-

gence, I do declare myself, (as I hope I may, in

a matter left so absolutely indifferent, whether

any or none) that, supposing the press in order,

the people in their right wits, and news or no
news to be the question, a public Mercury should

never have my vote ; because I think it makes
the multitude too familiar with the actions and
counsels of their superiors, too pragmatical and
censorious, and gives them, not only an inch,

but a kind of colourable right and licence to be

meddling with the government. All which (sup-

posing as before supposed) does not yet hinder,

but that in this juncture a paper of that quality

may be both safe and expedient ; truly, if I

should say necessary, perhaps the case would

bear it ; for certainly there is not any thing which

at this instant more imports his majesty's service

and the publick, than to redeem the vulgar

from their former mistakes and delusions, and to

preserve them from the like for the time to

come : to both which purposes the prudent

management of a Gazettef may contribute in

a very high degiee : so that, upon the main, I

perceive the thing requisite, and (for ought I

* L'Estxange first occurs in the stationers' books, in the
character of a licenser, Oct. 30, l%.i. His predecessor
was sir John IJirkcnheail.

t This wa» before that title was adopted in England^
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can see yet) once a week may do the business,

for T intend to utter my news by weight, and

not by measure. Yet if I shall find, when my
hand 'is in, and after the planting and securing

of my correspondents, and the matter will fairly

furnish more, without either uncertainty, repe-

tition, or impertinence, I shall keep myself free

to double at pleasure. One book a week may be

expected however ; to be published every Thurs-

day, and finished upon the Tuesday night, leav-

ing Wednesday entire for the printing it ofi*.

The way as to the vent, that has been found most

beneficial to the master of the book, has been to

cry and expose it about the streets, hj mercuries

and hawkers; but whether that way be so ad-

visable in some other respects, may be a ques-

tion : for, under countenance of that employment,

is carried on the private trade of treasonous and
seditious libels ; nor, effectually, has any thing

considerable been dispersed, against either church

or state, without the aid and privity of this sort

of people. Wherefore, without ample assurance

and security against this inconvenience, I shall

adventure to steer another course. In the mean
time, to prevent mischief (as far as in me lies),

and for their encouragement that shall discover

it, take these advertisements of encouragement
to the discovery of unlawful printing :—1 . If

any person can give notice, and make proof, of

any printing press erected and being in any pri-

vate place, hole, or corner, contrary to the tenor

of the late act of parliament for the regulating

of printing and printing presses ; let him repair

with such notice, and make proof thereof, to the

surveyor of the press, at his oflice at the Gun in

Ivy- lane, and he shall have forty shillings for

his pains, with what assurance of secrecy him-
self shall desire.—2. Ifany such person as afore-

said shall discover to the said surveyor any sedi-

tious or unlawful book to be upon such a private

press imprinting, and withal give his aid to the

seizing of the copies and the offenders ; his re-

ward shall be five pounds.—3. For the discovery

and proof ofany thing printing without authority

or licence, although in any public house, ten

shillings.—4. For the discovery and proof of any
seditious or unlawful book to be sold or dispersed

by any of the mercuries or hawkers, the informer

shall have five shillings."

It is but justice to add, that the papers of sir

Roger L'Estrange contained more information,

more entertainment, and more advertisements of

importance, than any succeeding paper whatever,

previous to the golden age of letters, which may
be said to have commenced in the reign of

queen Anne.
1663, Feb. 20. At the sessions in the Old

Bailey, John Twynn, printer, was indicted

for high treason; and Thomas Brewster,
bookseller; Simon Dover, printer; and Na-
than Brooks, bookbinder, for misdemeanors.
The act laid in the indictment was the printing
of a seditious, poisonous, and scandalous book,
entitled, A Treatise of the execution of Justice
is as well the people^s as the magistrates^ duty

;

and if the magistrates prevent judgment, then the

people are bound by the law of God to execute

judgment without them, and upon them. The
sentence upon Twynn was, "That he be led

back to the place from whence he came, and
from thence to be drawn upon an hurdle to the

place of execution ; and there to be hanged by
the neck, and being alive, to be cut down, and
his privy members to be cut off, his entrails to

be taken out of his body, and he living, the same
to be burnt before his eyes ; his head to be cut

off, his body to be divided into four quarters,

and his head and quarters to be disposed of at

the pleasure of the king's majesty."—Simon
Dover, Thomas Brewster, and Nathan Brooks,

were further indicted for printing and publishing

one book, called. The Speeches and Prayers of
Harrison, Cook, Hugh Peters, and others con-

demned for the murder of the late King; and
another book, called The Phoenix ; or. Solemn
League and Covenant. They were again found

guilty, and lord chief justice Hyde, in passing

sentence, made the following remark :
—

" You
three, Thomas Brewster, Simon Dover, and
Nathan Brooks

;
you have been severally indicted

for a heinous and great offence : Brewster, you
have been indicted for two several books, as full

of villany, and slander, and reproach to the

king and government, as possibly can be : And
I will tell you all three, it is the king's gr(;at

mercy you have not been indicted capitally ; for

every one of those are books filled with treason,

and you for publishing of them, by strictness of

law, have forfeited your lives and all to the

king : It is his clemency towards you. You
may see the king's purposes; he desires to

refonn, not to ruin his subjects. The press is

grown so common, and men take the boldness to

print whatever is brought to them, let it concern

whom it will, it is high time examples be made.

I must let you and all men know, by the course

of the common law, before this new act was

made, for a printer, or any other, under the

pretence of printing, to publish that which is a

reproach to the king, to the state, to his govern-

ment, to the church, nay to a particular person,

it is punishable as a misdemeanour. He must
not say He knew not what was in it; that is no

answer in law. I speak this, because I would
have men avoid this for time to come, and not

think to shelter themselves under such a pre-

tence. I will not spend time in discoursing of

the nature of the offence, it hath been declared

already ; it is so high, that truly the highest

punishment that by lav/ may be justly inflicted,

is due to you. But, Thomas Brewster, your

offence is double : Therefore the judgment of

the court is,

" That you shall pay to the king, for these

offences committed, an hundred marks: And
for you (the other two), Simon Dover and

Nathan Brooks, you shall pay either of you a

fine of forty marks to the king.
" You shall each of you severally stand upon

the pillory from eleven to one of the clock in one

place at the Exchange, and another day (the

same space of time) in Smithfield ; and you
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shall have a paper set over your hats, declaring

your oflfence, for printing and publishing scanda-

lous, treasonable, and factious books against the

king and state.

" You shall be committed till the next gaol-

delivery without bail ; and then you shall make
an open confession and acknowledgment of your
offences in such words as shall be directed you.

" And afterwards you shall remain prisoners

during the king's pleasure : And when you are

discharged, you shall put in good security by
recognizances, yourself £400 a-piece, and two
securities each of you of £200 a-piece, not to

print or publish any books, but such as shall be
allowed of." And this is thejudgment of the court.

1663, April 8. This is the date of the Jirst

printed play bill that was issued from Drury
lane theatre. The play was the Humorous
Lieutenant, and commenced at three o'clock.

The prices of admission were, boxes, As. pit, 2*.

middle gallery. Is. Qd. gallery. Is.

Previous to this the announcement of the

evening's or rather afternoon's entertainment,

was not circulated by the medium of a diurnal

newspaper, as at present, but broadsides were
pasted up at the corners of the street to attract

the passer-by. The puritanical author of a
Treatise against Idleness, Vaine Playes, and
Interludes, printed in black letter, without date,

but possibly anterior to 1587, proff'ers an admi-
rable illustration of the practice.—"They use,"

says he, in his tirade against the players, " to

set up their bills upon postes some certain dayes
before, to admonish the people to make resort to

their theatres, that they may thereby be the

better furnished, and the people prepared to fill

their purses with their treasures." The whim-
sical John Taylor, the water-poet, under the

head of Wit and Mirth, also alludes to the cus-

tom.—" Master Nat Field, the player, riding up
Fleet-street at a great pace, a gentleman called

him, and asked what play was played that day.

He being angry to be stay'd on so frivolous a
demand, answered, that he might see what play

was plaied on every poste. I cry your mercy, said

the gentleman, I took you for a poste, you rode
so fast."

It may naturally be inferred, that the emolu-
ments of itinerant players could not afford the

convenience of a printed bill, and hence from
necessity arose the practice of announcing the

play by beat of drum. Will. Slye, who attended
Kempe in the provincial enactment of his " Nine
Men of Gotham," is figured with a drum.
Parolles, in Shakspeare's "All's Well that ends
Well," alludes to this occupation of some of

Will. Slye's fellows, " Faith, sir, he has led the

drum before the English comedians."

In the "Twelfth Night," Malvolio says,
" He'll stand at your door like a sheriff's post,"

&c. It was the custom for that officer to have
large posts set up at his door as an indication of

his office, the original of which was, that the

king's proclamations and other public acts might
be affixed thereto. From these terras arc derived

the modern name of postiny-hills.

1663. An act was pa.ssed, which amongst
other obnoxious clauses, directed that, in future,
" Every printer should send three copies of every
book new printed, or reprinted with additions, to

the stationers' company, to be sent to the king's
library, and the vice chancellors of the two uni-
versities of Oxford and Cambridge. The first

entry of books on the stationers' records, took
place on the 1st of December, 1663.

1663. A precept from the lord mayor was re-

ceived, for sending ten members of the company
of stationers, substantially horsed, and apparelled
in velvet coats and chains of gold, to attend his

lordship, and wait on the king and queen, at
their return from their progress. A court was
accordingly called for their nomination.

1663. Nov. 20. Mercurius Rusticus. In this

paper appears the following singular advertise-
ment: Newly published, the second part of
Hudibras, by the author of the former, which,
if possible, has cut down the first. Sold by
John Merlin and James Allestry, at the Bell,
St. Paul's church yard.

Pepys, in his Diary of the date of Nov. 28,
says, " To Paul's church yard, and there looked
over the second part of Hudibras, which I buy
not, but to borrovj to read, to see if it be as good
as the first, which the world cried up, though it

hath a good liking in me."
1664, March 10. A Tryal of WitcJies,* at the

Assizes held at Bury St. Edmund's, for the

county of Suffolk. Before sir Matthew Hale,
knt. Then lord chief baron of his majesty's

court of exchequer. Taken by a person then
attending the court. London : Printed for Wil-
liam Shrewsbery, at the Bible, in Duck lane.

1682. This curious tract, with many others,

have been lately reprinted, with an Appendix,
at the private press of Charles Clark, at Great
Totham, Essex. 8vo. 2s. 6d. Only one hun-
dred copies were printed. London: Longman
and Co. The reprints of Mr. Clark (author of

Epsom Races, a poem) are very well executed,
and do great credit to his typographical skill, as

well as to his judgment and learning. They
are only printed upon one side the paper.

1664 . Common Prayer in the Welch language,
black letter. London.

In the beginning of this book is wrote as fol-

lows, viz. Memomudum, that "Peter Bodvel,
the undertaker of this book was a Presbyterian

bookseller at Chester, and often bragged of com-
paring the king to an owl, the royal family to

cranes, and the clergy and their followers to apes,

by the capitals in the Morning and Evening ser-

vice at the beginning of these prayers."

The black letter at this time began to give

* The Discot^ery of Witches, in answer to severnll Que-
ries lately delivered to the judges of Assize for the county
of Norfolk ; and now published hi/ Matthew Hopkins, of
Manniugton, Essex, Witch Findrr, for the benefit of the
whole nation. London, 164". Reprinted verbatim, with
an AppendLx from the original edition, with a portrait of
Hopkins, from a print in tlic Pcpysian library at Magda-
len colleffe, Cambridge. Printed at the private press of
Charles Clark, Great Totham, Essex. London : Long-
man and Co. 8vo. 2s. fid. Printed on one side the paper.
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way to the roman. Beza's Bible, in small 4to.

was one of the first which appeared in this let-

ter, with small neat wooden cuts.

1664. From a newspaper printed in this year,

we obtain an account of the extent of bookselling

carried on in Little Britain, London. It says

460 pamphlets were published there within four

years. Bookselling in Little Britain might have

emanated from John Day, the eminent printer,

who lived over Aldersgate, in the immediate

vicinity. Little Britain was as remarkable for

booksellers through the reigns of Charles I.

Charles II. James II. and William and Mary,

as Paternoster row is at present. The honour-

able Mr. North, in the first volume of the Gen-

tleman^s Magazine^ 1731, says, "the race of

booksellers in Little Britain is now almost ex-

tinct; honest Ballard, well known for his curious

divinity catalogues, being their only genuine re-

presentative." Again he says, "Little Britain

was, in the middle of the last century, a plentiful

and learned emporium of learned authors ; and
men went thither as to a market. This drew to

the place a mighty trade ; the rather because the

shops were spacious, and the learned gladly re-

sorted to them, where they seldom failed to meet
with agreeable conversation."

1665, Jan. Journal des Savans, par le Sieur

Hedouville (Denis Sallo) et continue par J.

Gallois, de la Roque, L. Cousin, Dupin, Fon-
tenelle, de Vertot, Terrasson, Burette, du Res-
nel, des Fontaines, Trublet, Moncrif, de Guignes,

Bonguer, Clairaut, Dupuy, Macquer, de La-
lande. Sec. Paris, 1665-1792, 111 vols. 4to.

The origin of many of the journals was the

project of Denis de Sallo, a counsellor in the

parliament of Paris. He published his Essay
in the name of the sieur de Hedouville, his

footman ! Was this a mere stroke of humour,
or designed to insinuate that the freedom of his

criticism would only be allowed in a footman ?

This work however, met with so favourable a

reception, that Sallo had the satisfaction of see-

ing it the following year, imitated throughout

Europe, and his journal, at the same time,

translated into various languages. But as most
authors lay themselves open to an acute critic,

the animadversions of Sallo were given with

such asperity of criticism, and such malignity

of wit, that this new journal excited loud

murmurs, and the most heart-moving com-
plaints. Denis de Sallo, after having published

only his third volume, felt the wasps of litera-

ture thronging so thick about him, that he very

gladly abdicated the throne of Criticism. Inti-

midated by the fate of Sallo, his successor.

Abbe Gallois, flourished in a milder reign. He
contented himself with giving the titles of

books accompanied with extracts ; and was more
useful than interesting. * * This work was
carried to a vast extent. A curious Index has
been formed occupying several volumes in 4to.

and may be considered as a very useful instru-

ment to obtain the science and literature of this

century.

—

Curiosities of Literature, vol. i. p. 22.
A re-impression of the Journal des Savans,

combined with the Memoires de Trevoux, (from
Jan. 1754 to December, 1763) was published at

Amsterdam, in 79 vols. 12mo.; comprising a
volume of Index.

1665. The Philosophical Transactions was
the first periodical work of Science published in

England, and continued for many years in num-
bers, monthly, quarterly, or annually, as mate-
rials were supplied.

1665. The reverend Thomas Triplett gave
to the stationers' company £20 for the use of the
poor; and in 1668, he further gave £100 to the
same purpose. This gentleman was born in or

near Oxford, and was beyond doubt in some way
related to Robert Triplett, stationer or book-
binder, at the sign of the Aqua Vitae Still, neere
Olde Fish-street, whose name occurs in a book
without date, about the year 1587. Dr. Thomas
Triplett obtained many church preferments, and
died July 18, 1676.

1665, Oct. 27. The act of parliament received

the royal assent which confirmed " the right of
the king's prerogative in printing."

Charles II. issued many proclamations for

various purposes, but the most remarkable, are

those which concern the regulations of cofi'ee-

houses, and are for putting them down, on pur-
pose to restrain the spreading of false news and
licentious talking of state and government ; the

speakers and the hearers were made alike punish-

able. This was highly resented as an illegal act

by the friends of civil freedom, who succeeded
in obtaining the freedom of the coffee-houses,

under the promise of not sanctioning treasonable

speeches. In this year was passed the Five-mile

Act for the prevention of seditious preaching
within five miles of any town sending members
to parliament.

1665. Richard Carpenter, a poet and di-

vine, who flourished at this period, published a
work eni\\\edi., Experience, History,and Divinity;

or the Doivnfall ofPopery, in four volumes 8vo.,

in which the following curious passage occurs in

his list of errata, and will remind the reader of

some passages quoted by Cervantes from the

Spanish romances :—" I humbly desire all clean

hearted and right spirited people, who shsM read

this book, (which because the press was oip-

pressed, seems to have been suip-pressed, when it

was by little and little im-pressed, but now at

last truly pressed through the press into public)

to correct the following errata," &c. Richard
Carpenter was born early in this century, was
first at Eton, and afterwards elected to King's

college, Cambridge. He was the author of

many singular tracts and sermons, one of which

was entitled, The Anabaptist Washed, and
Shrunk in the Washing. Quitting England,

he became a convert to the church of Rome, in

which he took orders, and became a monk of

the order of St. Benedict; he was sent to Eng-
land as a missionary, when he recanted, and

obtained a vicarage in Sussex. On the rebellion,

returning to Paris, he once more declared him-

self a Catholic, and at the restoration again set-

tled himself as a zealous Protestant at Aylesbury,
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in Biickinghamshire. He wrote a comedy,

called the Pragmatical Jesuit, and changed his

religion once more, dying a Catholic at last.

1665, Nov. 7—U. The Oxford Gazette, No.
1. This Gazette began to be published twice a

week, by Leonard Litchfield, in a folio half-

sheet, the first of which (undated) contains the

news of Nov. 7—14, 1665, the king and queen,
with the court, being then at Oxford ; and was
reprinted in London, by Thomas Newcomb, " for

the use of some members and gentlemen who
desired them : " but upon the removal of the

court to London, it was called the London Ga-
zette ; the first of which (No. 24, Feb. 1—5,) was
published on a Monday, the Oxford one having
been published on a Tuesday. The Oxford and
London Gazettes were for several years entered

in the stationers' register as the property of

Thomas Newcomb in the Savoy, who had for-

merly published for Thurloe, and whose name
continues as printer till July 19, 1688.

Richard Allen, a clergyman of the church
of England, who was ejected from the living

of Batcomb, in Dorsetshire, for nonconformity,

published a religious tract, entitled a Vindication

of Godliness, which was, and is, in high re-

putation among persons of Calvanistic senti-

ments. It consists of three parts, published in

1664—6. As it was printed without a license,

the king's bookseller, Richard Royston, caused
the copies to be seized, but afterwards purchased
them from the king's kitchen, where they were
sent as waste paper, and bound them up and sold

them ; being, however, discovered, he was obliged

to make subversion to the privy council, and the

books were ordered to be destroyed.

1666. H. Hall, printer to the university of
Oxford, printed an edition of the New Testa-

ment in the Turkish language. 4to. This trans-

lation appears to have been first suggested to the

translator, Mr. William Seaman, by sir Cyril
Wiche, and to have been completed under the
patronage of the hon. Robert Boyle ; who pro-
posed to print it at his own expense, but relin-

quished that honour to the Levant company, at

their request, though he contributed £60 to-

wards the publication of it.

1666. Miles Flesher gave to the stationers'

company two silver salts.
—" This bowle and

collar was made in the year 1721 out of two
large saltes the gift of Miles Flesher, printer to

the worshipful company of stationers in the year
1666." To this gentleman the elder Mr. Bowyer
was an apprentice.

1666. About this period, under the adminis-
tration of the duke of Buckingham, the follow-
ing extraordinary prosecution, for a singular
libel, occurred. Some fiddlers, at Staines, were
indicted for singing scandalous songs of the
duke. The songs also did not fail to libel both
the king and his brother the duke of York. The
bench were puzzled how to proceed. The of-

fensive passages they would not permit to be
openly read in court, lest the scandals should
spread. It was a difficult point to turn. The
judges were anxious that the people should see

that they did not condemn these songs without
due examination. They hit upon this expedient.
Copies of the songs were furnished to every lord
and judge present; and the attorney-general in

his charge, when touching on the offending

passages, did not, as usual, read them out, but
noticed them by only repeating the first and
final lines, and when he had closed, they were
handed to the fiddlers at the bar, interrogating

them whether these were not the songs which
they had sung of the duke? To this they

confessed, and were condemned in a heavy fine

of £500, and to be pilloried and whipped. This
novel and covert mode of trial excited great dis-

content among the friends of civil freedom.

1666, Sept. 2. The hall of the company of

stationers shared in the dreadful conflagration

of the great fire of London,* and the first court,

October 2, was held at Cooks' Hall ; and after-

wards at St. Bartholomew's hospital, in the

lame hospital hall. On December 21, all the

ruined ground, as well belonging to the hall,f

as to the other tenements of the company of

stationers destroyed by the late dreadful fire,

was ordered to be forthwith cleared away, and
measured. By this calamity, the booksellers

dwelling about St. Paul's lost an immense stock

of books in quires, amounting, according to

Evelyn and lord Clarendon, to £200,000, which
they were accustomed to stow in the vaults of

the cathedral, and other churches.

1666, Oct. 23. A paper entitled The Case and
Proposals of the Free Journeymen Printers in

and about London, was published this day, from

which it appears that the entire number of work-

ing printers, who had served a regular appren-

ticeship, then resident in and about London, was
no more than 140,| There were, to be sure, in

addition, some " foreignei-s," as they were called,

that is, workmen who had not obtained their

freedom by their serving a regular apprentice-

* This visitation consumed 400 streets, 13,200 dwelling-

houses, and 89 churches, with the city grates, &c. It

began at the house of the king's baker (Faryner), at two
o'clock of the morning, in Pudding-lane, and stopped at

the Temple, called Pye-corner. The fire destroyed the

plague most righteously. On the 23rd of October William

Lilly, the astrologer, was examined before a committee of

the house of commons, respecting the causes of the fire of

London, which he had predicted in hieroglyphic. At this

time religious prejudices warped the minds of the people,

and they listened eagerly to the malicious reports that were

circulated ; and as popery was then the alleged object on

which slander could rest her suspicions, on the monu-

ment which perpetuates this sad event, it stands recorded,

from the pen of Dr. Thomas Gale, afterwards dean of

York, that " the burning of this Protestant city was begun

and carried on by the treachery and malice of the iMjpish

faction." Next to the guilt of him who perpetrates an

ahocious crime, is the guilt of those who charge it on the

innocent. ... ,

t Mr. Hansard, in his Typngraphta, has preserved a

curious relic, the real original block of Stationers' Hall

before the fire ; and, says that gentleman, " while it pre-

sents a resemblance of the old elevation, furnishes at the

same time, a specimen of wood engraving of former days."

t According to the population returns for 1831, the

number of printers then in the metropolis was 3628, or

probably more than twenty times the number it contained

in 1666 • and by the same census the population of Ire-

land amounted to 7,767,401, of which tlicre were engaged

in paper making about 600 persons, and in letter-press

printing 914.
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ship ; but they are not spoken of as very nu-

merous. The paper is a remonstrance against

any such interlopers being allowed to be em-
ployed.

1666. John Forbes, who had succeeded Mr.
Brown* as printer to the town of Aberdeen, was
among the first Scottish printers who were pos-

sessed of music-types ; and printed in this year

a Collection ofcantos and songs set to music, with

a briefintroduction to the art as taught hy Thomas
Davison in the music school of Aberdeen : which

work he reprinted in the year 1682.

1666, Feb. 1—5. The London Gazette, No. 24.

1666, June 4. The Current Intelligencer.

1666. Intelligence, by J. Macock.

1667, April 27. Milton executes this day the

contract disposing of the copy-right of his Para-
dise Lost to Samuel Simmons, a printer and
stationer of London, for the present sum of five

pounds, and five pounds more when 1300 copies

of the first impression should be sold in retail,

and the like sum at the end of the second and
third editions, to be accounted as aforesaid; and
that {each of] the said first three impressions

shall not exceed fifteen books or volumes of the

said manuscript. The price of the small 4to.

edition was 3s. in plain binding.

This national epic, when ready for the press,

was nearly being suppressed through the igno-

rance and malice of the licenser, who saw or

fancied treason in the following noble simile of

Satan with the rising sun, in the first book :

—

As when the sun, new risen,

Looks through the horizontal misty air,

Shorn of his beams ; or from behind the moon,
In dim eclipse, disastrous twilight sheds
On half the nations, and with fear of change
Perplexes monarchs.

The second edition, which was brought out

under the superintendence and correction of the

author, in 1 674, is ushered in by two copies of

verses; the first in English, by Andrew Marvel;

and the second in Latin, by Samuel Barrow,
physician to the army under General Monk, and
who had been actively concerned in bringing

about the restoration ; in the latter of which the

poem is expressly placed "above all Greek,

above all Roman fame." Dryden, the poet-

laureat, and the most popular writer of verses in

that period, had, with the author's permission,

turned Milton's story into an opera, entitled the

State of Innocence, which was also published in

1674. In the preface to this performance, Dry-
den observes

—''What I have here borrowed
will be so easily discerned from my mean produc-

* Mr. Brown died in 1 662, when John Forbes, stationer,

purchased from Agnes Rutherford, his widow, the whole
types, printing-presses, and apparatus, which had be-
longed to her husband; and on the 23d of April, that year,
Mr. Forbes and his son jointly, were appointed by the
magistrates and council, printers to the town and univer-
sities, with the exclusive privilege of printing. As an
encouragement to prosecute the business, they were pro-
vided with a printing-oflBce on the north side of the Castle-
street, and a dwelling-house, rent free ; and by an act of
council all merchants and chapmen were prohibited from
importing into the town any pamphlets or small books to
their prejudice.—Kennedy's Anna!.'; of Aberdeen.

tions, that I shall not need to point the reader

to the places, the original being undoubtedly one
of the greatest, most noble, and sublime poems,
which either this age or nation has produced."

This is one of the earliest authenticated
instances of a copy-money being given by previ-

ous agreement for an original work. Posterity,

in its real or fictitious admiration of Milton, has
set down this bargain as in the highest degree
disgraceful to Mr. Simmons ; but when we learn

that the first impression of the poem does not
seem to have been fully sold off before the expi-
ration of seven years, nor till the bookseller had
given it five new title-pages by way of wets to

the public appetite, the transaction will appear
quite accordant with the natural course of things

at the period. The second five pounds was
received by Milton, and no further profit was
realised by the family, except eight pounds, for

which sum his widow, in 1680, resigned to Sim-
mons the full copyright. The Paradise Lost

may therefore be said to have been sold to the

trade* for eighteen pounds. Sir Walter Scott,

in his Life of Dryden, remarks, that probably
the trade had no very good bargain of it. The
copyright, however, afterwards fell into the

hands of Jacob Tonson, who, according to Mr.
D'Israeli, rode in his carriage from the profits.

However ill paid Milton might have been,

the editors of that poet were better rewarded:
Dr. Bentley, got one hundred guineas for his

edition ; and Dr. Newton no less than six hundred
and thirty pounds for the Paradise Lost, and one
hundred and five pounds for the Regained.

It was an extraordinary misjudgment of the

celebrated Waller, who speaks thus of the first

appearance of Paradise Lost

:

—" The old blind

schoolmaster, John Milton, hath published a
tedious poem on the Fall of Man : if its length

be not considered as its merit, it has no other."

—

Poor Milton was obliged to keep school for his

livelihood.

1667. Wisingsburg, an island in the lake of

Wetter, in the province ofJiinkoping, in Sweden.
Its proprietor, the count Peter Brahe, who is

called Drotzetus regni, having established a

school at this place, in the year 1666, for the

furtherance of literature erected there a press of

his own, which continued until 1681, when the

island was ceded to Sweden. In 1688 the press

was removed to Jiinkoping. The first printer

was Johannes Kankel, himself a learned man,
who declares the first specimen of his press to be
Itinerarium Nicolai Matthice Kiopingi, dated

1667. Gestrin and Axner, who published a

special dissertation on the Wisingsburg printing

establishment, (4io, Upsal, 1733,) enumerate and
describe twenty-eight books, executed here,

chiefly in the Swedish language, declaring at

the same time that all of them are rare, and
some of them extremely so, from the small

number of copies which were struck off.

* The booksellers, having much commercial intercourse

with each other, have acquired a habit of terming them-
selves the trade, in contradistinction to the public.
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1667, Apt-il 2. A precept was received by
the master and wardens of the stationers' com-
pany to attend the lord mayor, for receivinp^ his

majesty's pleasure about rebuildini? their hall.

1667, Mai/ 2. Died, George Withers, a
poet of some eminence, who was imprisoned for

his first work, called Abmes Whipt and Stript,

but still continued to write satires and ecloofues

in prison. Sir John Denham begged his life

that it might be said that there was a worse poet

living than himself. The following inscription

is from a collection of rare portraits in the Cra-
cherode collection, in the British museum :

—

No matter where the world bestowes her pi-aise,

Or whom she crownes with her victorious bayes :

For he that fearless hath opposed the crymes
And checkt the gryant vices of the tymes ;

He that unchanged hath afflictions borne,
That smiles on wants, that laughs contempts to scorne,
And hath most courage when most perills are.

Is he that should of right the laurel weare.

The motto of George Withers was, " I grow
and wither both together."

1667, Juli/ 28. Died, Abraham Cowley, a
writer of considerable note, whom Dr. Johnson
places at the head of our metaphysical poets.

Cowley is sometimes sublime, always moral, and
frequently witty ; his poems possess great shrewd-
ness, ingenuity, and learning

;
yet, though they

frequently excite our admiration, they seldom
convey pleasure. The Anacreontics (gay trifles

in the manner of the Greek poet Anacreon) are

reckoned the best. He wrote a comedy called

the Cutter of Coleman Street. His prose works
extend but to sixty folio pages, and consist of a

Discourse on the government of Cromwell, and a

Proposition for the advancement of Experimental
Philosophy. In these essays it is allowed that

he writes with more natural ease, and is there-

fore more successful in prose than in verse.

He was born in London in 1618, where his fa-

ther was an apothecary, and received his educa-

tion first at Westminster school, and afterwards

at Trinity college, Cambridge, from whence he
was ejected for his loyalty, and then went to

Oxford, where he materially served the royal

cause. He afterwards went to France, and on
his return, in 1656, he was committed to prison,

from whence he was bailed by Dr. Scarborough.
In 1657 he obtained the degree of M. D. from
the university of Oxford. At the restoration he
obtained a lease of a farm at Chertsey, valued
at i)300 a-year, where he died. His remains
were deposited in Westminster abbey, and a

monument erected to his memory.
1667, Aug. 10. The charter of the stationers'

company was exemplified, at the request of

Humphry Robinson, master, and Evan Tyler
and Richard Royston, wardens.

1667, Aug. 13. Z>i^flf, Jeremy Taylor, bishop

of Downe and Connor, in Ireland, and one of

the most admired English writers, especially in

the department of theology. He was born of

poor parents at Cambridge, between the years

1600 and 1610, and through his attention to

learning procured the friendship of archbishop

Laud, who obtained for him a fellowship of
All Souls' college, Oxford. Being devoted to the

royal cause he was obliged to live in obscurity

during the time of the commonwealth, and for

his support he taught school in Carmarthenshire.

He afterwards went to Ireland in the suit of

lord Conway; and at the restoration, (1661) he
was raised to the episcopal bench. The principal

work of bishop Taylor, is the Liberty of Pro-
phecying, which is remarkable as being the first

treatise published in England, in which it was
assumed, and attempted to be proved, that no
man has a right to prescribe the religious faith

of another, or prosecute him for difference of

opinion. His other works are, the Rule and
Exercise of Holy Living, and the Rule and Ex-
ercise of Holy Dying, besides many sermons.

An eminent critic says of bishop Taylor, that,
" in one of his prose folios, there is more fine

fancy and original imagery—more brilliant con-

ceptions and glowing expressions—more new
figures and new applications of old figures

—

more, in short, of the body and soul of poetry,

than in all the odes and epics that have since

been produced in Europe."
1668. The company of stationers gave direc-

tions, " that the beadle do give notice to every

printer, to reserve in his custody three of every

book by him printed, of the best and largest paper,

according to the act of parliament at Oxford
in 1665.

1668, April 2. Amongst other libertine libels

there was one now printed and thrown about,

called a Bold Petition of thepoor W—es to Lady
Castlemaine : written, it would appear, by Evelyn
himself.—Evelyn's Diary.

1668. The earliest English publication which
has any claim to be considered as an annual

register, is Edward Chamberlayne's Anglite No-
titia, or the Present State of England, which
continued to be annually published, with the

requisite alterations, till the year 1703 inclusive.

This work, however, presented merely an account

of the country in its existing state, with the list

of public functionaries, &c.
1668. The art of printing introduced into the

episcopal town of Lund, capital of Schonen, in

Sweden. In 1666, Charles XI. founded an
university in this town, and the new academy
immediately looked round for a printer. In 1668

they established in that capacity Vitus Haberger

from Malmoe. Troublesome times, however,

prevented this printer from continuing long at

Lund, from whence having retired to Malmoe
after a sojourn of only eight yeai*s, in 1687 he

removed his press to Cai'lscrona, ut Ammirali-

tatis fieret typographus ; but not succeeding

to his expectjition, he returned once more to

Malmoe. At Lund, Peter Winstrupius, bishop

of Scania, erected a printing-office of his own for

the express purpose of printing some Pandects

on St. Matthnc\^ Gospel, the first volume of

which appeared in 1666. George Schroeder,

who afterwards directed this press, was imprison-

ed for publishing some seditious or treasonable

pamphlets during the war with Denmark, and
3 Y
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the press was moved to Malmoe. Foitia, in his

Travels in Sweden, mentions a rare work printed

at Lund in the year 1682, entitled Lisera poly-

gamia triumphatnx, which was publicly burnt

at Stockholm : a copy however was preserved in

the royal libraiy of that city.

1668, April 7. Died, Sir William Davenant,
poet laureat, and author of Gondibert, a heroic

poem, which he finished while a prisoner in

Carisbrooke castle, Isle of Wight, having been

taken prisoner while fighting in the royal army,

and narrowly escaped with his life. During the

interregnum, Davenant was still considered as

the laureat by his own party. After his death,

the office of poet laureat, with that of royal his-

toriographer, was conferred upon Dryden, a

salary of £200 being appointed, in addition to

the butt of wine, for the united offices. The
patent bore a retrospect of the terai after Daven-
ant's demise, and is declared to be to " John
Dryden, master of arts, in consideration of his

many acceptable services theretofore done to his

present majesty [Charles II.], and from an ob-

servation of his learning and eminent abilities,

and his great skill and elegant style, both in

verse and prose." He was born at Oxford,

March 3, 1606, and is supposed, (though erro-

neously,) to have been a son of Shakspeare ; his

father was a vintner, and sir William was
knighted for his loyalty and attachment to the

house of Stuart.

1668, Map 18. In the Gazette of this day Mr.
Ogilby's lottery of books is announced, which
was the first of the kind in England ; the shares

were five shillings each, the value of the books
was £13,700, and the number of lots was 3368.

The highest prize was books to the amount of

£51, the second £49, &c. &c.
1668. The Mercury ; or, Advertisements con-

cerning trade.

1669. London Mercury, City and Country
Mercury.

1669, July 22. The Faithful Mercury, im-
parting Neu^s foreign and domestick.

1669. The English Intelligence, by Thomas
Bumell,

1670. Thomas Cowley gave a legacy of

£100 to the poor of the stationers' company.
1671. Andrew Anderson, who had served

his apprenticeship in the city of Glasgow, went
to Edinburgh, and prevailed on the printers of

that city to apply for a patent, to be taken out

in his name, by which they were to be jointly

vested with the office of king's printer. Having
succeeded in their application, they, in this year,

obtained a patent so extensive that no one in the

kingdom was at liberty to print any book, from
a bible to a ballad, without a licence from An-
drew Anderson. He printed a New Testament
so full of errors, that the privy council prohibited

the sale of it. His patent was afterwards re-

stricted to Bibles and Acts of Parliament, and to

be in force for forty-one years.

1671. Humphry Robinson. Young Mr.
Robinson gave £10 to the company of stationers

to be bestowed on a piece of plate in memory of

his father. A silver tankard was purchased,

weight 34 ounces 10 pennyweights,
1671. The Protestant Oxford Intelligence ; or

Occurrences foreign and domestick, by Thomas
Benskin.

1672, Jan. 16. Died, John Cosin, bishop of
Durham, a lover of literature, who lavished

great sums of money on the bindings of his

books, consisting of the choicest works, which
the following document attests :

—

To the Right Ffather in God, John Ld. Bp.
of Durham.

ForonebookeofActesbd. inwhitelether 2 6
For binding the Bible and Comon Prayer

and double gilding and other trouble

in fitting them 3
Pd. for ruleing the Comon Prayer 8

The Totall £3 10 6

This, taking into consideration the value of

money at the time, appears to have been the

very height of luxury and extravagance ; but is

nothing when compared with the otherornaments
lavished on the above bible and prayer.

" Receivd the 31 of January, 1662, of the

Right Reverend Father in God, John, Lord
Bishop of Durham, by the hands of Myles
Stapylton, the summe of one hundred pounds,

being in part ofpayment for the plate and w ork-

manship of the covere of a Bible and Common
Praier Booke. I say received by me, M. S.

Houser, Goldsmith, £100."

This munificent patron of the art does not

appear to have confined his endeavours to the

embellishment of his own library, and the books

of the church over which he presided, but to

have influenced by his example the patronage of

others. In a letter bearing the date of Dec. 8,

1662, from Mr. Arden to the bishop's secretary,

Myles Stapylton, is this passage:—"My Lord
desires you to bespeake black leather cases, lined

with green, for the silver and gilt bookes, for

the countess of Clarendon to carrie and keep

them in."

On the 18th of October, 1670, the bishop ex-

pressly enjoined that " the bookes should be all

rubbed once a fortnight before the fire to prevent

moulding." In another letter, in the year 1671

,

to his secretary, Stapylton, he says, " You spend
a greate deale of time and many letters about
Hugh Hutchinson, and the armes he is to set

upon my bookes. Where the backs are all gilded

over, there must bee of necessity a piece of

crimson leather set on to receive the stamp, and
upon all paper and parchment bookes besides.

The like course must be taken with such bookes

as are rude and greasy, and not apt to receive

the stamp. The impression will be taken better

if Hutchinson shaves the leather thinner.''^

1672, May 28. A true relation of the engage-

ment of his majesty- s fleet under the command of
his royal highness, xoith the Dutch fleet. Pub-
lished by authority.
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1672. The sum of £4,000 was raised by the

university of Oxford for the purpose of purchas-

ing types in France, Holland, and Germany,
there being at this time no type foundry in

England.
1672, Aug. 13. The biographei-s of Milton

speak highly of the lenity of Charles II. to the

immortal bard, but mention an order which was
issued to seize two of his political works. It

was not, however, until 1797, that a copy of the

royal proclamation for that purpose was disco-

vered, when it was found to be much more
severe than was generally believed. The fol-

lowing is a copy of this royal order for seizing

and burning the works of a man whose talents

have been the admiration of ages.

" By the king,

*' A proclamation for calling in and suppres-

sing two books written by John Milton,

the one intituled, Johannis Miltoni Angli
pro Populo Anglicano Defcnsio contra

Claudii Anonymij alias Salmasii De-
fensionem Regiam ; and the other, in

answer to a book intituled. The Por-
traiture of his Sacred Majestic in his

Solitudes and Sufferings ; and also a
third book, intituled. The Obstructors of
Justice, written by John Goodwin.*

** Charles R,

" Whereas John Milton, late of Westminster,
in the county of Middlesex, hath published in

print two several books, the one intituled, " Jo-

hannis Miltoni Angli pro Populo Anglicano De-
fensio contra Claudii Anonymi, alias Salmasii

Defensionem Regiam ; and the other, in answer
to a book intituled. The Portraiture of his Sacred
Majestic in his Solitudes and Sufferings, in both

which are contained sundry treasonable passages

against us and our government, and impious

endeavours to justify the horrid and unmatch-
able murder of our late dear father of glorious

memory.
" And whereas John Goodwin, late of Cole-

man-street, London, Clerk, hath also published

in print a book, intituled. The Obstructors of
Justice, written in defence of the traitorous sen-

tence against his late majesty. And whereas
the said John Milton and John Goodwin are

both fled, or so obscure themselves, that no en-

deavours used for their apprehension can take

effect, whereby they might be brought to legal

trial, and deservedly receive condign punishment
for their treasons and offences. Now to the end
that our good subjects may not be corrupted in

their judgments with such wicked and tmitorous

* John Goodwin was chaplain to Oliver Cromwell, and
a nonconformist; but of a different stamp to the generality
of them. He was excepted out of the act of indemnity, for

having written a defence of Charles's murder ; which
book, with that of Milton's, was burnt by the common
hangman. " He had a clear head, a fluent tongue, a pene-
trating spirit, and a marvellous faculty in descanting on
scripture, and must be owned to have been a very con-
siderable man."—B«.r<er.

principles as are dispersed and scattered through-
out the before-mentioned books, we, upon the
motion of the commons in parliament now
assembled, do hereby strictly charge and com-
mand all and every person and persons what-
soever, who live in any city, borough, or town
incorporate, within this our kingdom of England,
the dominion of Wales, and the town of Berwick-
upon-Tweed, in whose hands any of those books
are or hereafter shall be, that they, upon pain
of our high displeasure, and the consequence
thereof, do forthwith, upon publication of this

our command, or within ten days immediately
following, deliver, or cause the same to be de-
livered, to the mayor, bailiff*, or other chief

officer or magistrate in any of the said cities,

boroughs, or towns incorporate, where such per-
son or persons so live ; or, if living out of any
city, borough, or town incorporate, then to the
next justice of peace adjoining to his or their

dwelling or place of abode : or if living in either

of our universities, then to the vice-chancellor of

that university where he or they do reside.
" And in default of such voluntary delivery,

which we expect in observance of our said com-
mand, that then and after the time before

limited is expired, the said chief magistrates,

of all the said cities, boroughs, or towns incor-

porate, and the justices of the peace in their

several counties, and the vice-chancellors of our
said universities respectively, are hereby com-
manded to seize and take all and every the books
aforesaid, in whose hands or possession soever

they shall be found, and certify the names of

the offendei"s unto our privy council.
" And we do hereby also give special charge

and command to the said chief magistrates,

justices of the peace, and vice-chancellors, re-

spectively, that they cause the said books which
shall be so brought unto any of their hands, or

seized, or taken as aforesaid, by virtue of this

our proclamation, to be delivered to the re-

spective sheriffs of those counties where they

respectively live, the first and next assizes that

shall after happen. And the said sheriffs are

hereby also required, in time of holding such

assizes, to cause the same to be publicly burnt

by the hands of the common hangman.
" And we do further strictly charge and com-

mand, that no man hereafter presume to print,

vend, sell, or disperse any of the aforesaid books,

upon pain of our heavy displeasure, and of such

further punishment as for their presumption in

that behalf may any way be inflicted upon
them by the laws of this realm.

" Given at our court at Whitehall, the 13th

of August, in the twelfth year of our

reign, 1672."

1673. The first Almanack in England, in the

present shape, was compiled by Maurice Wheeler,
canon of Christ Church, Oxftwd, and printed in

that city in this year. " There were," sa^s An-
thony Wood, " near thirty thousand of them
printed, besides a sheet almanack for twopence,

that was printeil for this year ; and because of
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the said almanack, they were all vended. Its sale

was so great, that the society of booksellers in

London bought off the copy for the future, in

order to engross it in their own hands."

1673. The Empress 0/ Morocco. A tragedy

with sculptures. As it is acted at the Duke's

theatre. Written by Elkanah Settle, servant to

his majesty.

Priraos da versibos annos. Petr. Arb.

London : printed for William Cademan, at

the Pope's Head, in the lower walk of the new
exchange, in the Strand.

This play is much sought after, as being the

first which *was ever published with engravings,

and which was sold for what was then thought

the enormous sum of two shillings. The en-

gravings were executed by W. Dolle, and were

not improbably a representation of the scenes,

in one of which the most shocking tortures

are exhibited. Horace did not think it possible

that it should enter into the human imagination

to exhibit things so offensive. It was exhibited

before the king, by the great personages of the

court. Lord Mulgrave wrote the prologue, and

lord Rochester the epilogue, both of which were

spoken by lady Elizabeth Howard.*
Elkanah Settle had the distinguished honour

of being poet laureat to the city of London, and
the misery of dying a poor pensioner in the

charter house. He wrote seventeen plays.

1673. Robert Sanders who had succeeded

Andrew Anderson about 1668, calls himself

printer to the city and university of Glasgow.

His work appears to be very neatly executed.

1673. Bloody News from Shreivshury ; a true

relation of a horrible villian, by name Thomas
Reynolds^ who before he was eighteen^ murdered

Alice Stephens and her daughter Martha, and

set their house on fire. He likewise set on fire

one Goodman Merick^s house, and twice attempted

to murder one Miss Corfuds. 4to.

1674. Printing introduced into Boston, the

capital of the state of Massachusetts, in New
England. This town was the second place

throughout the United States of America to re-

ceive the art of printing, which was first practised

here under a special license from government,

by John Forster, who printed the first book, 1676.

1674. Died, Richard Whitlock, M.D., who,

at the restoration, says Wood, took orders, and
obtained a living in Kent, from archbishop

Sheldon, where he died. In 1654 he published

a work entitled, Zootomia, or, Observations on

the Present Manners of the English ; briefly

anatomizing the Living by the Dead. With an

Usefull Detection of the Mountebanks of both

Sexes. By Richard Whitlock, M. D. late fellow

of All Souls' college, in Oxford. London:
Printed by Thomas Roycroft, &c. 1654. 8vo.

(610 pp. with a frontispiece.)

This worthy doctor labours to be witty and
original, till he becomes unintelligible ; expres-

* For fiirther anecdotes on this subject, see Maloae's
Life of Dr^den.

sing a good meaning in terms so unconnected
and far-fetched, that it is often difficult to dis-

cover his allusions. Yet his style and manner
of quoting much resemble those of his cotem-
porary. Burton, in his Anatomy of Melancholy^
this also being an anatomy.
As a specimen of his style, the following ex-

tract is taken from his Teares of the Presse.

/Now the causes of the enormities of the
presse, are either in writers or readers.

"1. Among writers, first some that write to

eat, as beggars examine not the vertues of bene-
factours, but such as they hope or finde able, or

willing, they ply, be they good or bad, wiseman
or foole, so do they beg of any theme that will

sell ; true or false, good or bad, in rime or prose,

and that pitifull or passable, all is one, inke

must earne ale and three penny ordinary's ; write

they must against things or men, (if the spirit of

contradiction prove saleable,) that they can
neither master nor conquer; sparing neither

Bacons, Harveys, Digbys, Brownes, or any
the like of improvement colledge, (as I may terme
them) though (beside some little somewhat for

the venture) they get nothing, but such a credit

as he did, that set Diana's temple on fire to per-

petuate his name.
" 2. A second sort are discoverers of their affec-

tions by taking the cudgels on one side or other,

and it is come to that now, that author scarce

passeth that writeth not controversies, ecclesiasti-

call, politick, or philosophicall. Though farre

better it were for public good there were more,
deserving the name of Johannes de Indagine)

progressive pioners in the mines of knowledge,
than controverters of what is found ; it would
lessen the number of conciliatours which cannot
themselves now write, but as enji^agedly biassed

to one side or other, but these are, Desiderata,

vereor semper desideranda, things wanting, and
to be desired (I feare) for ever.

" Second cause are buyers, the chapman's
vanity and weakness of choice, maketh the mart
of lesse worthy books the bigger. Such is the

fate of books, of all other ware, the courser the

ware, the more the seller getteth by it; examine
the truth of it at stationers' hall, and it will too

truly appeare in these latter times, the bookseller

hath got most by those bookes, the buyer hath
got the least, being not only the luck of Rablais
his bookseller, that was a looser by his book of

sence and judgment, but abundantly repaired by
that ingenious nothing, the Life of Garagantua
and Pantagruel. What age ever brought forth

more, or bought more printed waste papers F to

reach which, is the worst spending of time (next

the making them) and the greater price given

for them, and farre above their worth, &c. But
not to make our eyes sore by looking only on the

hurt ; let us turne them on the benefits of the

well employed press ; and we shall see it a mint

of solid worth, the good it hath done, (and yet

may do) being inestimable ; it is truth's aiTnory,

the bank of knowledge, and nursery of religion,

never suffering a want of the sincere milk of the

word, nor piety's practice to be out of print (and
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that not only in one book) weekly issuing forth

helps to doing, as well as knowing our duty.

But the worth of the warehouse will be best

known by the wares, which are books, of which
see further in my Essay of Books" which he
entitles The Best Furniture.

" They are for company, the best friends ; in

doubts, counsellours; in damps, comforters;

time's prospective ; the home traveller's ship or

horse ; the busie man's best recreation ; the opi-

ate of idle wearinesse ; the mindes best ordinary,

nature's garden, and seed plot of immortality.

Time spent (needlessly) from them is consumed,
but with them twice gained. Time captivated and
snatched from thee by incursions of business,

thefts of visitants, or by thy own carelesnesse

lost, is by these redeemed in life, they are the

soules viaticum ; and against death its cordiall."

" Bookes are not only titles on their author's

monuments, but epitaphs preserving their memo-
ries, be they good, or bad, beyond short lived

pyramids, or mausolaean piles of stone."

1674, Nov. 8. Died, John Milton, author

of Paradise Lost* Regained, Sec. " The charac-

ter of Milton," says the historian of the Com-
monwealth, "is one of those which appears to

gain by time. To future ages it is probable he

will stand forth as the most advantageous speci-

men that can be produced of the English nation.

He is our poet. There is nothing else of so

capacious dimensions in the compass of our

literature (if, indeed, there is in the literary pro-

ductions of our species), that can compare with

the Paradise Lost. He is our patriot. No man
of just discernment can read his political writ-

ings without being penetrated with the holy flame

* An Essay on Milton's itse and imitation of the Moderns
in his Paradise Lost.

Things unattempted yet in prose or rhime.

London : printed for J.Payne& Borquet, Paternoster-row,

MDCCL. This work was written by William Lauder, who
had much more audacity than ingenuity, and is one of the

greatest literary impositions upon record. His alleged

quotations from Grotius and others passed as genuine for

some time, but at length they were detected, and proved

forgeries of Lauder, by Dr. Douglas, bishop of Salisbury.

Lauder, on being discovered, subscribed a confession of

his offence, dictated by Dr. Johnson.
William Lauder was a native of Scotland j and first

taught Latin at the university of Edinburgh, where he
published in 1739, an edition of Johnston's Psalms. From
thence he went to London, and wrote the work against

Milton. After his detection he went to Barbadoefj, where
he kept a school. He died in 1771, contemned by all the

world.
SONNET,

On the first Impression of Lauder^s Forgeries ; to Nicholas
Hardinge, by William Halt, Esq.

Hardinge ! firm advocate of Milton's fame

!

Avenge the honour of his injur'd muse !

The bold Salmasitcs dar'd not so accuse,

And brand him, living, with a felon's name

!

More hellish falsehood could not Satan frame.

Arch forger, cursed poison to infuse

In Eve's chaste ear, her freedom to abuse :

That lurking fiend,—Ithuriel's arm and flame,

^Etherial gifts, detected : up arose

In his own form the toad : But this new plot

Thou hast an arm, and spear, that can expose

:

With lashes keen, diive, to that trait'rous spot.

The nurse of base impostors, to his snows,
And barren mountains, the blaspheming Scot

!

that animated him ; and if the world shall ever
attain that stature of mind as for courts to find
no place in it, he will be the patriot of the world.
As an original genius, as a writer of lofty and
expansive soul, and as a man, he rises above his
countrymen ; and, like Saul, in the convention
of the Jews, from his shoulders and upward he
is higher than any of the people."

" Fancy," says Johnson, speaking of this

divine character, "can hardly forbear to conjec-
ture with what temper he surveyed the silent

progress of his work, and marked* its reputation
stealing its way in a kind of subterraneous cur-
rent, through fear and silence. I cannot but
conceive him calm and confident, little disap-
pointed, not at all dejected, relying on his own
merit with steady consciousness, and waiting,
without impatience, the vicissitudes of opinion,
and the impartiality of a future generation."

Milton has left several passages, both in his

prose and poetical works, in which he refers to

his afliiction of blindness ; but instead of com-
plaining or reflecting upon the wisdom and good-
ness of Providence, they indicate the most exalted
rational piety, and resignation to God.

Hail, holy light, offspring of heaven's first-bom!
Or of th' Eternal, coeternal beam.
May I express thee unblam'd ? since God is light,
And never but in unapproached light
Dwelt from eternity ; dwelt then in thee.
Bright effluence of bright essence increate.
Or hear'st thou rather pure ethereal stream.
Whose fountain who shall teU ? Before the son,
Before the heav'ns thou wert, and at the voice
Of God, as with a mantle didst invest
The rising world of waters dark and deep.
Won from the void and formless infinite.

Thee I revisit safe.

And feel thy sov'reign Aital lamp ; but thou
Revisit'st not these eyes, that roll in vain
To find thy piercing ray, and find no dawn

;

So thick a drop serene hath quench'd their orbs.
Or dim suffusion veil'd. Yet not the more
Cease I to wander where the Muses haunt,
Clear spring, or shady grove, or suuuy hill,

Smit with the love of sacred song : but chief
Thee, Sion, and the flowery brooks beneath.
That wash thy hallow'd feet, and warbling flow,
Nightly I visit : nor sometimes forget
Those other two, equall'd with me in fate.

So were I equall'd with them in renown.
Blind Thamyris, and blind Maeonides

;

And Tiresias, and Phineus, prophets old

:

Then feed on thoughts, that voluntary move
Harmonious numbers ; as the wakeful bird
Sings darkling, and in shadiest cover hid
Tunes her nocturnal note. Thus with the year
Seasons return ; but not to me returns

Day, or the sweet approach of ev'n or mom.
Or sight of vernal bloom, or summer's rose.

Or flocks, or herds, or human face divine

;

But cloud instead, and ever-during dark
Surround me, from the cheerful ways of men
Cut oflf, and for the book of knowledge fair

Presented with a universal blank
Of nature's works, to me expung'd and rais'd.

And wisdom at one entrance quite shut out.

So much the rather thou, celestial light.

Shine inward, Eind the mind through all her powers
Irradiate, there plant eyes, all mist from thence
Purge and disperse, that I may see and tell

Of tilings invisible to mortal sight.

Paradise Lost, b. iii.

The literary fate of Milton was remarkable :

his genius was castrated alike by the monarchi-
cal and the republican go\ ernnient. The royal

licenser expunged several passages from Mil-
ton's history, in which Milton had painted the
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superstition, the pride, and the cunning of the

Saxon monks, which the sagacious licenser ap-

plied to Charles II. and the bishops ; but Mil-

ton had before suffered as merciless a mutilation

from his old friends the republicans ; who sup-

jpressed a bold picture, taken from life, which he

had introduced into his History of the Long Par-
liament and Assembly of Divines. Milton gave

the unlicensed passages to the earl of Anglesea,

a literary nobleman, the editor of Whitelock's

Memorials; and the castrated passage, which

could not be licensed in 1670, was received with

peculiar interest when separately published in

1681.* " If there be found in an author's book

one sentence of a venturous edge, uttered in the

height of zeal, and who knows whether it might

not be the dictate of a divine spirit, yet not suit-

ing every low decrepit humour of their own,

they will not pardon him their dash." The un-
popularity of Milton's prose writings arises out

of the general ignorance of their high and in-

comparable qualities, none who have ever looked

into them can doubt. For profundity of thought,

energy of diction, felicity of illustration, vigour

of reasoning, sublimity of conception, and al-

most every variety of the most original and ner-

vous eloquence, his prose compositions are dis-

tinguished from those of all his cotemporaries.

Speaking of knowledge, Milton uses the fol-

lowing beautiful expressions :
—

" We see in all

other pleasures there is satiety, and after they

be used, their verdure departeth, which showeth
well they be but deceits of pleasure, and not

pleasures: and that it was the novelty which
pleased, and not the quality: and therefore we
see, that voluptuous men turn friars, and am-
bitious princes turn melancholy ; but of know-
ledge^ there is no satiety, but satisfaction and
appetite are perpetually interchangeable."

"If it be true that a wise man, like a good
refiner, can gather gold out of the drossest

volume, and that a fool will be a fool with the

b6st book,—yea, or without a book,—there is no
reason that we should deprive a wise man of any
advantage to his wisdom, while we seek to

restrain from a fool, that which, being restrained,

will be no hinderance to his folly."

However many books
Wise men have said, are wearisome, who reads
Incessantly, and to his reading brings not
A spirit and a judgment, equal or superior,

(And what he brings, what need he elsewhere seek ?)

Uncertain and unsettled still remains,
Deep versed in books, and shallow in himself;
Crude and intoxicate, collecting toys
And trifles for choice matters worth a spunge.
As children gathering pebbles on the shore.

Paradise Regained, b. iv.

* It is a quarto tract, entitled Mr. John Milton's Charac-
ter of the Long Parliament and Assembly of Divines in
1651 : omitted in his other works, and never before printed,
and very seasonable for these times. 168I. It is inserted
in the uncastrated edition of Milton's prose works in 1738.
It is a retort on the Presbyterian ClementWalker's History
of the Independents; and Warburton, in his admirable
characters of the historians of this period, alluding to
Clement Walker, says, •' Milton was even with him in the
fine and severe character he draws of the Presbyterian
administration."

1674. Z)ie«?, Anthony Stephens, son of Paul.
He was a native of Geneva, commenced his

studies at Lyons, and finished them at Paris.

La Caille says he obtained letters of naturaliza-
tion, which bear date Sept. 20, 1612 : and that
having in the presence of cardinal Perron ab-
jured the reformed opinions, he obtained a pen-
sion of five hundred livres, and the post of
" Huissier de I'Assemble du Clerge," which he
retained till 1635. He also says, that he was
admitted, " Imprimeur et Libraire," at Paris,

Oct. 26, 1618, and honoured with the appoint-
ment of " Imprimeur du Roy," in December,
1623, with a pension of six hundred livres : and
that he had moreover the office of " Imprimeur
et libraire du Rochelle," which became vacant
by the death of his brother Joseph, in 1630.
This is the only mention which is found of such
a brother.

Anthony Stephens enjoyed the special favour
of cardinal Perron, who from the period of the
decease of Pattison, consigned to him the im-
pression of his works. Many of the specimens
of this typographer are of an important as well
as voluminous description : but the most consi-

derable in both respects, are those which he
executed for, or in conjunction with, the com-
pany of printers, who styled themselves " So-
cietas Graecarum Editionum." From a preface

to a fine impression of the Syhillina Oraciila,

Gr. Lat. Obsopcei^ 8vo. dated 1599, it appears
that such a society had been formed ten years

before that date, but had been interrupted in its

operations by the civil wars. The above-men-
tioned impression of the Syhillina Oracula
(which was repeated in 1670,) exhibits a first

and very pleasing specimen of its renewed la-

bours. The types employed by this society are

the royal ones ; and as a characteristic distinc-

tion 01 their editions, we generally find conspicu-

ous, amongst other titular embellishments, the

figure of an ancient galley in full sail, as it

appears in the arms of the city of Paris, (of

which it is emblematical,) with the word Lutetiay

and sometimes the motto Vogtie la Galere. This
emblem or device, however, is not always found
in the title-pages of impressions by that society.

Perhaps the double character in which An-
thony Stephens appears, namely, as a printer on
his own private account, and as such, in con-

nexion with the society above-mentioned, may
have involved Maittaire in some confusion,

when he attempts to describe his professional

distinctions. " The books," says he, " which
proceeded from Anthony's officina, were charac-

terized by his family symbol, the olive, with the

legends, ' Noli ahum sapere,^ or ' Noli altum
sapere, sed time,^ ' De fracti sunt rami ut ego

insererer :
' or if he used the royal types or pub-

lished any state papers, the royal -arms: some-
times his impressions have no device, sometimes
they exhibit the portrait of the author whose
works were printed, sometimes the device of the

printer with whom he associated himself. Un-
derneath his own device he often placed the

initials of his name. In the titles of his impres-
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sions he variously styles himself ' Typographus
Regius,' ' Architypographus Regius,' ' Impri-

meur du Roy,' ' Premier Imprimeur et Li-

braire du Roy,' ' Premier Imprimeur et Libraire

ordinaire du Roy.' He often added ' ad Insigne

OlivsD Roberti Stephani,' ' a I'Olivier de Robert
Estienne.'

"

In personal erudition Anthony Stephens cer-

tainly did not degenerate from his predecessors.

// estoit, says La Caille, grand orateur and bon
•poete tout ensemble. Various literary productions

of his pen are mentioned.

He appears to have had several children, and
in particular a son Henry, who was admitted
" Imprimeur et Libraire," in 1646, and after-

wards became king's printer. This Henry, (adds

La Caille,) during his life supported his father

Anthony; who became needy, infirm, and even

blind, in his old age. Almeloveen says, that

Anthony Stephens ended his days in a hospital of

Paris, having outlived his children, with the

exception of one daughter only, who supported

herself by manual labour, and was surviving in

1683. La Caille informs us that Anthony Ste-

phens died at the age of eighty years ; but (he

adds) his fine impressions will render his name
immortal, and no less estimable than those of

his ancestors, in the opinion of posterity. The
children of his son Henry did not live to years

of maturity. He may therefore be considered

as the last individual of this renowned family.

1674. News from Puddle Docke ; or., a narra-

tive of apparitions and transactions in the house

of Mr. E. Pitts, at Puddle Dock. 4to.

1674. News from Kensington, being a relation

how a maid there, is supposed to have been carried

away by an evil spirit. 4to.

1674. Strange and terrible news from Shore-

ditch of a woman that hath sold herself to the

Devil, living in Badger alley. 4to.

1675, Nov. 4. The City Mercury ; or. Adver-
tisements conceraing Trade. With allowance.

No. 1 . Advertisements received at the Intelli-

gence offices upon the Royal Exchange, and
next door to the Pigeon tavern. Charing Cross.

Complaints rectified, on application to Mr.
R. L'Estrange in Giffbrd's buildings, Holborn.

1675. Strange and terrible News from Oak-
ingham, in Berks, of a thunder clap, ^e.

1675. Mr. Crofts left £5 to the company
of stationers.

1676. The first book auction in England of

which we have any record, was the library of

Lazarus Seaman, D. D. and sold by William
Cooper, bookseller, in Warwick-lane, London.
Prefixed to the catalogue there is an address,

which thus commences :
—" Reader, it hath not

been usual here in England, to make sale of

books by way of auction, or who will give most
for them ; but it having been practised in other

countries to the great advantage of both buyers

and sellers, it was, therefore, conceived (for the

encouragement of learning,) to publish the sale

of these books in this manner oi way."

The next book sale was the library of the

reverend Mr. Kidner, rector of Hitchin, sold

also by William Cooper, in Little Britain. And
that these were the first in the kind, may be
gathered from the preface to the third, which
was, that of the reverend William Greenhill,

minister of Stepney, at the Turk's Head coffee-

house, in Bread-street (in aedibus Ferdinandi
Stable, coffipolce, ad insigne capitis Turcae,) by
Zach. Bourne, who sets forth, that " the attempts
in this kind (by the sale of Dr. Seaman's and
Mr. Kidner's libraries) having given great con-

tent and satisfaction to the gentlemen who were
the buyers, and no discouragement to the sellers,

hath encouraged the making this trial bv expos-

ing (toauction or sale) the library of Mr. William
Greenhill." Cooper next sold the library of Dr.
Thomas Manton, at his late house in King-
street, Covent Garden, 1678; and in the same
year, John Dunmore and Richard Chiswell,

booksellers, those of Dr. Benjamin Worsley,
and two other learnedmen, over against the Hen
and Chickens, in Paternoster-row, at nine in the
morning. By manuscript prices in some of the

early catalogues, it appears that one penny was a
very common bidding.

For some curious particulars concerning the

early book sales see Dibdin's Bibliomania.

1676. General Catalogue of Books, printed in

England since the dreadful fire 1666, to the end

of Trinity term, 1676, London, folio.

This catalogue was published by Robert
Clavel, an eminent bookseller. It is a thin

folio, and includes an abstract of the bills of

mortality- The books are classed under the

heads of divinity, history, physic, and surgery,

miscellanies, chemistry, poetiy. Sec. The titles

of the books are briefly stated, and the publish-

ers' names are given. The catalogue was con-

tinued every term till 1700.

Dunton says, " Mr. Robert Clavel is a great

dealer, and has deservedly gained himself the

reputation of a just man. Dr. Barlow,* bishop

of Lincoln, used to call him the honest bookseller.

He has been master of the companyof stationers

[1698 and 1699] and perhaps the greatest un-

happiness of his life, was his being one of alder-

man Cornish's jury. He printed Dr. Comber's

works," &c.

—

Life and Erroi's,jp. 283.

1676, Sept. 4. Died, John Ogilby, geogra-

phical printer to kingCharles II. and a volumi-

nous writer. He was born near Edinburgh in

1600, and was originally a dancing master. The
earl of Stafford, in whose family he was employ-

ed, as teacher to his children, appointed him
deputy master of the revels at Dublin, where

he erected a theatre. On the breaking out of the

Irish rebellion he returned to Cambridge. He
was appointed in 1661 to conduct the coronation

of Charles II. and of which he published a

pompous account in folio, w ith plates. He also

published a magnificent Bible, with plates, for

* Thomas Barlow, bishop of Lincoln, died October g,

1691, aged 85, and was buried at Buckden. It is stated,

that whilst he sat, bishop [1675—1691] he was remarkable
for having never visited any part of his diocese in person,

or been ever in all his life at Lincoln ; so that he was com-
monly called the bishop of Buckden, where he mostly lived.
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which hewas remunerated hy the house of lords.

Ogilby translated Virgil and Homer into Eng-
lish verse ; an Account ofJapan, folio ; an Atlas,

folio ; the Fables of iEsop, in verse, two volumes
8vo. ; and a Book of Roads, 8vo. He died at

London, and was buried in the church of St.

Bride, Fleet-street.

1676. News from Sussex; or, the barbarous

Robber strangely convicted. 4to.

1676. Newsfrom St. John's Street of a Mon-
ster brought forth by a Sow. 4 to. Sold at Mr.
Bindley's sale for £3 7s.

1676, March 23. Poor Robin's Intelligence,

from the beginning of the world to the day of the

date hereof. Printed by A. P. and T. H. for the

general assembly of hawkers. No. I

.

1677. Died, Uscan, or Osgan, minister of

Erivan, the seat of the Armenian patriarch,*

and editor of the first printed Armenian bible.

Manuscript copies of the bible were become so

scarce in Arminia, that a single copy cost 1200
livres, or £50. Such being the rarity of copies

of the scriptures, a council of Armenian bishops,

assembled in 1662, resolved to call in the art of

printing, of which they had heard in Europe.
For this purpose they applied first to France

;

but the Roman catholic church having refused

their request, Uscan was sent to Europe about
the year 1662, by Acopus (Jacobus) Carractri,

patriarch of the Armenians, for the purpose of

having an edition of the Armenian scriptures

printed under his inspection. According to the

commission of the patriarch he went to Rome,
where he remained fifteen months, and then re-

moved to Amsterdam, where he established an
Armenian press, and printed the bible in 1666,
4to., and an edition of the new testament in

1688, in 8vo., which was reprinted in 1698, in

a smaller form. His chief assistant was Solo-

mon De Leon, a deacon, his nephew, who after-

wards married a young lady at Mai-seilles ; his

printers' names were Etzmiatzneus and Sergius.

In 1669 Uscan obtained permission from the
king of France to establish an Armenian print-

ing office at Marseilles, under the restriction of
printing nothing contrary to the Catholic faith.

The court of Rome immediately adopted every
precaution to prevent any errors being inserted

in the publications printed by the Armenians of
Marseilles. A written confession of faith was
demanded from Uscan, and an Armenian priest,

named John Agolp, was sent to watch the press.

Whilst Uscan, who was a man of great pru-
dence, lived, the printing establishment was
conducted peaceably ; but after his death several

law suits were commenced. These being ter-

* When the British envoy, sir Harford Jones, was sent
to Persia, in 1808 and 1809, he was met about four miles
from Ispahan, by an advanced part of the inhabitants.
First came the merchants of the city, in number about
three hundred, all in their separate classes. Then fol-
lowed a deputation from the Armenian clergy, composed
of the bishop and chief dignitaries, in their sacerdotal
robes. They earned silken banners, on which was painted
the Passion of our Saviour. The bishop, a reverend oldman with a white beard, presented the Evangelists, bound
in crimson velvet, to the envoy, and proceeded on with
his attendant priests, chanting their church service.

minated, Solomon De Leon continued the estab-

lishment, but not without considerable un-
easiness, occasioned by Thomas Herabied, an
Araienian priest, who had been appointed in-

spector of the press, in the place of John Agolp.
The printing estalDlishment was finally trans-

ferred to Constantinople.

—

Le Long.
1677, March 28. Died, Wenceslaus Hollar

an eminent copper-plate engraver, of whom it is

stated, that he used to work for the booksellers

at the rate offourpence per hour. He was born
at Prague, in 1607, and died, in great poverty,

at Westminster. His works amount to nearly

two hundred and forty prints.

1677. Died, James Lascaille, a celebrated

printer in Holland, whose press was famous for

the number of beautiful and accurate editions

which issued from it. He was esteemed so

excellent a poet that, in 1663, he was honoured
with the poetic crown by the emperor Leopold.
James Lascaille was born in 1610 of an illustri-

ous family at Geneva, which removed to Holland.
His daughter, Catharine Lascaille, who died

June 8, 1711, was so much admired for her
poetic talent, as to be called the Dutch Sappho,
and tenth Muse. A collection of her poems was
printed in 1728, with several tragedies, which,
although they were not written according to the

ordinary rules of the drama, frequently discover

marks of superior genius.

1677. The earliest Almanack published in

Scotland commenced in this year, by Mr. Forbes,

of Aberdeen, under the title of a new Prognosti-

cation, calculated for North Britain ; which was
embellished by the armorial bearings of Aber-
deen on the title-page. Mr. Forbes continued
to publish this almanack until the year 1700.

1677, July 13. Died, Sir William Berke-
ley, governor of Virginia from the year 1670,
and who, while in that colony, made the follow-

ing reply with regard to the press :
—" I thank

God there is no free schools nor printing, and I

hope we shall not have these hundred years.

God keep us from both. He was buried at

Twickenham, near London.
1677. A type foundry was established at the

university of Oxford, the matrices of which .were

severally given by Bishop Fell,* in 1667, and
Mr. Junius, in 1677. The university still

possess some very valuable unique materials of

these foundries, and published in the years 1706
and 1770, specimens which are now to be found
only in the collections of the curious, but which
Mr. Rowe Mores, p. 28, says, are " no credit to

that learned body," and " not so accurate as

might have been expected from an archetypo-

graphus and the curators of the Sheldonian.

1677. Sir Thomas Davies, knt. lord mayor,
gave two large silver cups, weight 124 oz. 9 dwts.

on his translation from the company of station-

ers to the company of drapers. In 1667 he was
chosen an assistant of the stationers' company,and
master in 1668-1669. " Aug. 4, 1673. Ordered,

* John Fell, bishop of Oxford, was born at Longworth,
June 23, 1625, died July 10, l686, and was buried in
Christ Church, Oxford.
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That if sir Thos. Davies do not provide his brace

of bucks in time towards the entertainment on
the 10th of August, that then the master and
wardens of the company shall provide the said

brace of bucks at their own charge, and shall

repay themselves out of the said sir Thomas
Davies's next dividend."

1677. Mrs. Mary Crooke gave to the com-
pany of stationers a silver cup, weight 22 oz.

18 dwts. She was the widow of Mr. Crooke,
bookseller, near Temple Bar, who was master in

1665 and 1666 ; and of whom Dunton says,
" He was well acquainted with Mr. Hobbes, and
published many of his books. He got a good
estate by his tra.'le, and was a man of extraordi-

nary sense, which he had the happiness of being
able to express in words as manly and apposite

as the sense conveyed under them."

1677. Abel Roper gave to the stationers'

company a large silver flagon; weight 31 oz.

3 dwts. " He rises in the world, and his beha-
viour, methinks,is extremely obliging. He prints

the Post-hoy, theZi/'e of King William, the An-
nals of Queen Anne, and several excellent abridg-

ments."

—

Dunton^s Life and Errors.

1677. Thomas Vere gave to the stationers'

company a silver cup, with a handle, weighing
21 oz. 15 dwts.

1677, Sept. 14. Died, Richard Atkyns, a
typographical author, who suffered much on
account of his loyalty. After the restoration

he was a deputy-lieutenant of Gloucestershire.

Having been at the expense of above £1,000 in

law -suits for twenty-four years, to prove the right

of the king's grant in printing law-books, he had
some hopes of repairing his finances by his pen

;

and published his Origin and Growth of Print-

ing in England, 4to. 1664. See page 146, ante.

He was of a respectable family in Gloucester-

shire, where he was born in 1615, and educated
at Oxford. He died a prisoner for debt, in the

marshalsea, and was buried at the expense of

sir Robert Atkyns, a baron of the exchequer, to

whom he was related.

Richard Atkyns appears to have been a bold

ambitious man, and his writings were all in

favour of the court, and arbitrary government.
His Origin and Growth of Printing, was to

defend the Oxford Book in favour of Corsellis

against Caxton. But it is strange that a piece

so fabulous, and carrying such evident marks of

forgery, could impose upon men so knowing and
so inquisitive, as some who have coincided with
Atkyns.

1678. Nov. Translation of the Gazette into

French.

Nov. 6. A complaint being made to the house,

of a material mistake in that part of the trans-

lation of the Gazette into French, which has

reference to his majesty's proclamation for re-

moving the Papists : ordered that Mons. Moran-
ville, who translated the Gazette into French,

and Mr. Newcombe the printer, be summoned
to attend this house on to-morrow morning.

Nov. 7. Mr. Newcombe being called in, to

give an account of the translation of the Gazette

into French, infoimed the house, that he was
only concerned in the setting the press, and that
he understood not the French tongue ; and that

Mons. Moranville had been employed in that

affair for many years, and was the only corrector

of it. Mons. Moranville, being called in, ac-

knowledged himself guilty of the mistake ; but
he endeavoured to excuse it, alledging it was
through inadvertency.

Ordered, that Mons. Moranville be committed
to the custody of the seijeant at arms ; and that

he be searched, and his house and lodgings.

And several papers written in French being
found about him ; Ordered, that the said papers

be referred to the consideration of the committee
appointed to examine Mr. Colman's papers, to

translate the same, and report to the house.

Ordered, that it be referred to a committee
further to examine the matter concerning the

translating, printing, and publishing the French
Gazette.—Journals ofthe house ofcommons, v. 9.

Whitehall, Nov. 10. A great and malicious

abuse being found to have been committed by
the person entrusted to translate the Gazette into

French, in the translation of his majesty's late

proclamation, commanding all persons, being

popish recusants, or so reputed, to depart from
the cities of London and Westminster, and all

other places within ten miles of the same ; for

which he is in custody, and the matter under
examination, in order to his just punishment:
it is thought for the rectifying the said abuse

,

that a new and true translation of his majesty's

said proclamation be given to the world in the

French Gazette of this day.

—

Gaz€tle,^oyember
7—11, 1678.

Nov. 18. Seijeant Seis reports from the com-
mittee appointed to examine concerning the

translating, printing, and publishing of the Ga-
zette in French, that the committee had taken

the particulars thereof, and put the same into

writing, which he delivered in at the clerk's

table.

—

Journals of the house of commons^ v. 9.

1677. An edition of five hundred copies of the

Four Gospels, and Acts of the Apostles, in the

Malayan language, was printed at Oxford, in

4to. at the expense of the Hon. Robert Boyle,

and under the superintendence of Dr. Thomas
Hyde,* keeper of the Bodleian library. A preface

* Thomas Hyde, D.D.,the learned editor of the Malayan
Gospels, and Acts of the Apostles, was born near Bridgc-

nprth, in Shropshire, June 29, 1636, and was educated at

Cambridge. He rendered considerable assistance to Dr.

Wallien, in the Polyglott Bible, by his knowledge of the
Arabic. In 1665, he was chosen head keeper of the Bod-
leian library at Oxford. His extraordinary knowledge of

the oriental languages gained him considerable promo-
tion in the church. In April, 1701, he resigned the office

of Protobibliothecaritis, or head keeper of the Bodleian
library, and died Feb. 18, 1/03, and was buried in the
church of Hamburg, near Oxford. His work on the
Religion of the Ancient Persians, (Historia Religionia

Veterum Persarum,) Oxford, 1700, 4to. will remain a
monument of his various and profound erudition. Seve-
ral of his smaller works were collected and republished by
Dr. Gregory Sharpe, master of theTemj)le, under the title

of Syntagma Dissertationum et Optiscula, 1767. 2 vols.

4to. accompanied with a life of the author. A list of other
works projected by Dr. Hyde, but not completed, is given
by Wood, Athen. Oxoniensis, and Chalmera, Oen. Biog.

Diet.

3 z
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was prefixed by Dr. Thomas Marshall, rector of

Lincoln college, Oxford, and afterwards dean of

Gloucester; with a dedication by Mr. Hyde.
This edition being sent over to the East Indies,

a second was published, in 1704, 4to. at Oxford,

superintended by Mr. Thomas Bowrey.* As
both these editions were printed in Roman type,

Bowrey added a specimen of the Malay charac-

ter, which he had obtained from Dr. Hyde.
1677. Poor Robin's Intelligence revived.

1 677. Lamentable and bloody News from St.

Albans ; being an account of the late great rob-

bery and barbarous murdei' committed there by
highivaymen. 4 to.

1677. Strange Neivs from the deep, unth an
account of a large prodigious whale. 4 to. With
a wood-cut.

1677. Strange and wonderful News from
Bridewell of a converted whore. 4to.

1677. Newsfrom Buckinghamshire, or a per-

fect relation how a young maid hath been for
twelve years possest with the Devil. 4to.

1677. Horrid News from St. Martinis, being

a relation of a girl not sixteen, poysoning her

7nother, a servant maid, and two gentlewomen,
4to.

1677. R. Sabbath^us een Joseph erected

a printing-office at Dyrenfurt, a small town of

Silesia, of which Wolfius relates some anec-
dotes respecting it. Several of the Dyrenfurt
publications are found in the Oppenheimer
library, now at Oxford.

1677. Printing carried on at Dunkirk, a sea-

port of French Flanders, by Jan Wins.
1677. A French and Italian Dictionary, in

two octavo volumes, bears for imprint, Imprime
au chateau de Duillier, en Suisse.

1678, July 19. Died, Andrew Marvell,
who stands in the very first and very highest
rank, facile princeps, as an incompatible patriot,

the best of controversialists, and the leading
prose wit of England. His are the "first

sprightly runnings " of that glorious stream of
wit, which will bear upon it down to the latest

posterity, the names of Swift, Steele, and Addi-
son. Before the time of Marvell, wit was to be
forced, strained, and conceited. From him wit
first came sparkling forth, untouched with baser
matter. It was like his personal character. Its

main feature was an open clearness. Mean de-
traction, or sordid jealousy never for an instant
stained it. He turned aside in the midst of an
exalted panegyric to Oliver Cromwell, to say
the finest things that have ever been said of
Charles I. He left for a while his own wit in
the Rehearsal Transposed, to praise the wit of
Butler, his rival and political enemy. As a
poet, Marvell was true, and this is the grand
point in poetry. He was not of the highest

* Thomas Bowrey was the author of a Grammar and
Dictionary of the Malay tongue, published at London,
1701. 4to. He had been engaged nineteen years in the
Eastern isles, in mercantile concerns, and accompanied
his edition of the Malay Gospels and Acts of the Apostles,
pnnted at the expense of the East India company, with amap of the Malay islands.

order, not perhaps in even a high order^
what he did was genuine. It is sweetness
speaking out in sweetness. In the language
there is nothing more exquisitely tender than
the Nymph Complaining for the Loss of her
Fawn. Such poems as this and the Bermudas
may live, and deserve to live, as long as the
longest and the mightiest. Of as real a quality
are the majority of the poems of Marvell. In a
playful and fantastic expression of tender and
voluptuous beauty, they are well nigh unrivalled.
Andrew Marvell was born at Kingston-upon-

Hull, Nov. 15, 1620, where his father was a
celebrated preacher of the church of England.
The son was educated at Trinity college, Cam-
bridge, and afterwards travelled to Rome, where
he first associated with Milton, and both being
attached to the popular cause in politics, fonned
a friendship which lasted during his life. It is

related of him, that, while he represented the
town of Hull in parliament, and was without
any other resources than a small allowance,
which he received for that duty, a courtier was
sent with a thousand pounds in gold to buy him
over to the opposite side ; he placidly refused
the bribe, pointing to a blade-bone of mutton
which was to serve for his dinner on the ensuing
day, as a proof that he was above necessity.

He was buried in St. Giles's in the Fields,

London.
He was the author of several political treatises,

published anonymously, particularly one. On
the GrovJth of Popery and Arbitrary Govern-
ment in England; more particularly from the

long Prorogation of November, 1675, ending the

\bth of February, 1676, until the Meeting of
Parliament, July 16, 1677. The king and his

ministiy were so offended at this production,

that an advertisement appeared in the Gazette,

offering a reward of one hundred pounds for the

discovery of the author, and fifty pounds for the

apprehension of the printer. He entered into a
long and bitter controversy with Parker, bishop

of Oxford, a temporising prelate, a famous
partisan, and virulent writer on the side of ar-

l3itrary government, and between him and Mar-
vell many pamphlets were written. On one
occasion a letter, dated July 3, 1676, was re-

ceived by Marvell, subscribed J. G., and con-

cluding with these words :
—" If thou darest to

print any lie or libel against Dr. Parker, by the

eternal God I will cut thy throat.^^

Marvell gives the following pertinent descrip-

tion of the powers of the press :
—" The press,

invented much about the same time with the

Reformation, hath done more mischief to the

discipline of our church than all the doctrines

can make amends for. It was a happy time when
all learning was in manuscript, and some little

officer did keep the keys of the library. Now,
since printing came into the world, such is the

mischief, that a man cannot write a book but

presently he is answered. There have been ways
found out to fine, not the people, but even

the grounds and fields where they assembled !

but no art yet could prevent these seditious
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meetings of letters. Two or three brawny fel-

lows in a corner, with mere ink and elbow-

grease, do more harm than a hundred systematic

divines. Their ugly printing letters, that look

like so many rotten teeth, how oft have they

been pulled out by the public tooth-drawer ; and
yet these rascally operatoi-s of the press have got

a trick to fasten them again in a few minutes,

that they grow as tirm a set, and as cutting and
talkative, as ever. Oh, printing ! how hast thou
disturbed the peace of mankind! Lead, when
moulded into bullets, is not so mortal as when
founded into letters! There was a mistake sure

in the story of Cadmus, for the serpent's teeth

which he sowed, were nothing else but the letters

which he invented. The first essay that was
made towards this art, was in single characters

upon iron, wherewith of old they stigmatized

slaves and remarkable offenders ; but a bulky
Dutchman diverted quite from its original in-

stitution, and contrived these innumerable syn-

tegems of alphabets. One would have thought
in reason, that a Dutchman at least, might have
contented himself only with the wine-pr^is."

1678, Died^ Marchmont Needham, the

great patriarch of newspaper writers; a man,
says D'Israeli, of versatile talents and more versa-

tile politics ; a bold adventurer, and most suc-

cessful, because the most profligate of his tribe.

From college he came to London : was an usher
in Merchant Taylors' school ; then an under
clerk in Gray's Inn ; at length studied physic,

and practised chemistry ; and finally he was a

captain; and in the words of honest Anthony
Wood, "siding with the rout and scum of the

people, he made them weekly sport by all that

was noble, in his intelligence, called Mercurius
Britannims, wherein his endeavours were to

sacrifice the fame of some lord, or any person of

quality, and of the king himself, to the beast

with many heads." He soon became popular,

and was known under the name of Captain

Needham of Gray's Inn ; and whatever he now
wrote was deemed oracular. But whether from
a slight imprisonment for aspersing Charles I.,

or some pique with his own party, he requested

an audience on his knees with the king, recon-

ciled himself to his majesty, and showed him-
self a violent royalist in his Mercurius Pragmati-
cus, and galled the Presbyterians with his wit

and quips. Some time after, when the popular
party prevailed, he was still further enlightened,

and was got over by president Bradshaw, as

easily as by Charles I. Our mercurial writer

became once more a virulent Presbyterian, and
lashed the royalists outrageously in his Mercuri-
us Politicus ; at length, on the return of Charles

II., being now conscious, says our friend Antho-

ny, that he might be in danger of the halter,

once more he is said to have fled into Holland,

waiting for an act of oblivion. For money given

to an hungry courtier, Needham obtained his

pardon under the great seal. He latterly prac-

tised as a physician among his party, but lived

universally hated by the royalists, and now only

committed harmless treasons with the college of

physicians, on whom he poured all that gall and
vinegar which the government had suppressed

from flowing through its natural channel.

He was bom at Burford, in Oxfordshire, in

1620, and educated at All Souls' college, Oxford.
An account of Marchmont Needham, with a

list of his publications, will be found in Wood's
A then. Oxon.

1678. Died, Richard Head, a bookseller of

London, and author of several low works.* He
was the son of an Irish ecclesiastic, who suffered

in the dreadful ma.ssacre which took place in

that kingdom in the year 1641. Mrs. Head and
her son came to England, when being sent to

school, he was fitted for the university, and
through the interest of some of his father's

friends forwarded to Oxford, where he com-
pleted his studies, in the same college in

which his father had been formerly elevated.

His mother's income being but slender. Head
was taken from the university before he had
acquired any degree, and apprenticed to a book-
seller. Having accomplished his time, he mar-
ried, and set up in business for himself; but his

passion for gaming, shortly after, obliged him
to relinquish business, when he retired for

a period into Ireland, and there wrote his

comedy of Hie et Uhique; when having ac-

quired a little money, he commenced business,

and was again unsuccessful, upon which he had
recourse to his pen for subsistence, and produced
several works, the whole being more or less tinc-

tured by indecency. The following character of

Richard Head is to be found in Dr. William
King's works. " He was of a lively genius, and
had a considerable knowledge in the scenes of

low life and debauchery; he was the author of

Hie et Uhique, or the Humours of Dublin, a
comedy, printed in 1663, by which he acquired

much reputation, and of several other pieces,

particularly Nugce Ven<iles, which would have

* Hie et Ubique; or the Humours of Dublin. A Comedy
by Richard Head ; acted privately witli general applause.
1663. 4to. A copy sold at Rhodes' sale for 19s.

The English Rogue, described in the Life of Mereton
Latroon, a Witty Extravagant. 4 parts, in 2 vols. 8vo.
1661 -1680. With portraits and cuts. Complete copies of
this work are of rare occurrence, and when found, gene-
rally produce a large sum. It sold for jf8 8s. but it can
be purchEised at the present day for about hsdf that sum.

Proteus Redeninus ; or the art of Wheedling, or Insinu-

ation, obtained by General Conversation, and extracted

from the several Humours, Inclinations, and Pc.ssiona of
both Sexes, respecting their several Ages, and suiting each
Profession or Occupation. Collected and Method.^ed by
the Author of the First Part of the English Rogue,
[Richard Head.]

Thy credit wary keep, 'tis quickly gone,

B'ing g:ot by many actions, lost by one.

London : printed by W. D., and are to be sold at the
sign of the Ship, St. Mary-Axe, and by most booksellers.

1675. 8V0. (pp, 352, Title and EpisUe to the Reader, 8
leaves.)

The Canting Academy, or n//nnt>» discovered. Ix>nd.

1674. 8vo. With a frontispiece. Sold at Nassau's sale
for j6''i 2s.

Nugce Venules; or, a Complaisant Companion : being'

New Jests, domestic and foreign. Bulls, Rhndomontados,
Pleasant Novels and Miscellanies. ' Lond. 1675. 12mo.
168I. l2mo. 1686. 12mo. third edition, with a portrait.

Sold at Lloyd's sale for jt''2 10s. Fourth edition, with
additions, I087. l2mo.

I
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served as a general title to his works. Roguery,
fornication, and cuckoldom, were the standing

topics of this author, who was persuaded that

his hooks would sell in proportion to the preva-

lency of those vices. In the first part of the

English Rogue, he had given scope to so much
licentiousness, that he could not procure an im-
primaturj until some of the most luscious de-

scriptions were expunged." Head, after many
crosses and difficulties, at last perished at sea,

when crossing to the Isle of Wight. The edi-

tors of the Biographia Dramatica, notice only

his comedy of Hie et Ubique, and the English

Rogue; and Watts simply mentions the above

play. Francis Kirkman, who had been his

partner in the bookselling trade, was also the

author of two works of a similar description to

those of Head.
1678, Dec. 3. The Weekly Packet of Advice

from Rome, or the Popish Courant, No. 1.

1678. News from Bartholomewfair, Aio. With
a wood cut.

1678. Bloody News from Angel alley, being a
true account of the cruel murdering of one Do-
rothy Jewens, who was barbarously robbed and
killed by two of her lodgers, 4to.

1678. News from Maidstone, a narrative of the
tryals and condemnation of four notorious house

breakers, ^c. 4to.

1678. News from Wicklow, a relation how Dr.
Moore was taken invisibly by his friends, 4io.

1678. News from Hallidy Wells of a barba-

rous father ivho killed his own son, 4to.

1678. Poor Robin's public and private occur-

rences and remarks, printed for T. C. near Fleet

Bridge.

1678. Public Occurrences truly stated by
George Larkin.

1679. In this year there were two German
versions of the Old Testament printed by the

Jews, for the use of their Hebrew brethren.

The first of these versions was made by R.
Jekuthiel ben Isaac Blitz, of Wittmund,in East
Friezland, who received eight florins and six-

teen stivers, per sheet, for the translation : it

was revised by R. Meir Stern, chief rabbi of the

synagogue of Amsterdam, who received six flo-

rins and six stivers, per sheet, for the revision.

The printer was Uri VErBSCH ben Acharon
Halevi, who undertook the edition at his own
charge, but being involved in expensive law-

suits, he relinquished the undertaking to the

Christians, William Bleau, and Laurence
Baak, at whose cost the work was completed, and
printed at Amsterdam, 1679, folio. R. Jekuthiel

is said to have corrupted the text, and to have
inserted various remarks demonstrative of the

most determined hatred to Christianity.

The other version was executed at the expense
ofJoseph Athias, the celebrated Jewish printer,

of Amsterdam, where it was printed in the same
year as the former, in folio. Josel Witzenhausen
was not only the principal translator of this

version, but acted also as the compositor of it in
the office of Athias. He received four imperials
per sheet for his labour. R. Meir Stern received

the same sum and rather more, for revising the
translation.

1679. A news writer in Holland, who had
presumed to print some very severe and sarcastic

reflections on Madame Maintenon* and Louis
XIV. suffered the following severe punishment.
Some months after this offence, he was induced,
by a person sent expressly for the purpose, to

make a tour into French Flanders. The instant

he had quitted the Dutch territories, he was put
under arrest, and immediately, by his majesty's
express command, conducted to Mount St.

Michael, then one of the state prisons of France.
He was shut up in a wooden cage, comprising
about twelve feet square and twenty feet in

height. Here he lived upwards of three and
twenty years; and here he at length expired.

—

During the long nights of winter, no candle or

fire was allowed him; nor was he permitted to

have any book. He saw no human face except
the jailor, who came once every day to present

him, through a hole in the wicket, with his little

portion of bread and wine ; no instrument was
given him, with which he could destroy himself;

but he found means at length to draw out a nail

from the wood, with which he cut or engraved,
on the bars of his cage, certain fleurs de lis, and
armorial bearings, which fonned his only em-
ployment and recreation.—Mr. Wraxall, in a
visit to Mount St. Michael, in August, 1775,
saw the cage and the nail with which he had
executed his work. The same gentleman thus
apostrophised as he stood within this place of
torture. " As I stood within this dreadful engine,
my heart sunk within me. I execrated the ven-
geance of the prince, who, for such a trespass

could inflict so disproportionate and tremendous
a punishment. I thought the towers and pinna-
cles of the abbey seemed to shake, as conscious
of the cruelty committed in their gloomy round

;

and I hastened out of this sad apartment, im-
pressed with the deepest pity and indignation."

1679, Dec. 4. Died, Sir John Birkenhead,
the fertile parentof numerous political pamphlets
devoted to the court and its cause. He had a
promptness to seize on every temporaiy circum-
stance, and a facility in execution ; and his

papers appear to abound in banter, wit, and
satire. In buff'oonery, keenness, and boldness,

he was not inferior to his political opponent,
Marchmont Needham, nor was he at times less

an adventurer, being frequently imprisoned.
His PauVs Church Yard is a bantering pamphlet,

* Frances D'Aubigny, madame de Maintenon, was born
in the prison of Niort, November 27, 1635, and became the
wife of Scaron, the Fi-ench poet, and afterwards of Louis
XIV. "A strange connexion," says Voltaire, "of tender-
ness and scruple on the part of the king, and of ambition
and devotion on that of the new mistress, seems to have
lasted from 1681 to 1686, which was the epoch of their

marriage." Her life of penetential piety after her marri-
age ; her extensive charity to the poor, and exemplary
life, caused her to be universally respected. She founded
the celebrated convent of St. Cyr, at Versailles, for the
maintenance of thirty-six nuns, ladies of quality, and
twenty-four assistant sisters. Upon this foundation, three
hundred young ladies were received and educated gratis

.

Madame Maintenon died at St. Cyr, April 15, 1719, aged
84 years, regretted by the nation.
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containing fictitious titles of books and acts of

parliament, reflecting on the mad reformers of

those times. One of his poems is entitled The
Jolt, being written on the protector having fallen

off his own coach-box: Cromwell had received

a present from the Geraian count Oldenburgh,
of six German horses, and attempted to drive

them himself in Hyde Park, when this great

political phaeton met the accident, of which sir

John Birkenhead was not slow to comprehend
the benefit, and hints how unfortunately for

the country it turned out ! Sir John was during
the dominion of Cromwell an author by pro-

fession. After various imprisonments for his

majesty's cause, says Wood, "he lived by his

wits, in helping young gentlemen out of dead
lifts in making poems, songs, and epistles on
and to their mistresses ; as also in translating,

and other petite employments." He lived, how-
ever, after the Restoration to become one of the

masters of requests, with a salary of £3000 a-

year. But he showed the baseness of his spirit,

says Anthony, by slighting those who had been
his benefactors in his necessities.

1679, Dec. 4. Died, Thomas Hobbes, who is

celebrated as the first English writer on political

philosophy. He was born at Malmesbury, in

Wiltshire, July 5, 1588, and in 1628, he began
to publish a series of works, designed to warn
the people as to the consequences of their efforts

for the reduction of the royal power. The
most remarkable of these, was the Leviathan,

published in 1 651, which is full of sophistry and
bad maxims in philosophy and morals. At the

restoration he received a pension, but in 1665 the

parliament passed a censure on his writings.

He died at Chatsworth, in Derbyshire, having
been mostly employed as tutor in the family of

the duke of Devonshire. It is very curious that,

while Hobbes maintained the necessity of an
established church under the supremacy of a
temporal monarch, he expressed doubts of the

existence of that deity, whose worship it is the

business of a church to encourage. He asserts

that Ezra wrote the Pentateuch, and that the

New Testament was not received as canonical

till the council of Laodicea, in the year 363.

1679, Feb. 14. The Courant Intelligence ;

or, an impartial account of transactions, both
Foreign and Domestick. Printed for John
Smith, bookseller, in Great Queen Street.

1 679. The Loyal Intelligencer.

1679. The Protestant Domestic Intelligencer.

1679, Mai/ 1—24. A List of one unanimous
Club of Voters in his Majesty's Long Parlia-

ment, dissolved in 1678 ; with votes of the house
of commons concerning the pensioners.

1679, June 1 1 . An impartial Account oj divers

remarkable Proceedings in the last Session of
Parliament, relating to the Popish Plot, Sfc.

1679, June 7. A Proclamation for calling out

Heretors and Freeholders to attend the Kingh
Host. Printed at Edinburgh by the heirs of

Andrew Anderson. It was reprinted at London,
June 17.

\Q79,June 26. The Declaration of the Rebels

now in Arms in the West of Scotland ; with an
address against the duke of Lauderdale.

1679, July 9. Domestick Intelligence, or news
both from city and country, published to pre-

vent false reports. Printed for Benjamin Har-
ris. No. 1.

1679, July 10. Some further Matters of Fact,

relating to the Administration of Affairs in Scot-

land, under the Duke of Lauderdale.

1679 July 10. The Impeachment of the Duke
and DutcJtess of Lauderdale, with their Brother

my Lord Hatton, presented to his Majesty by the

City of Edinburgh.
1679. Articles of High Treason and other

Misdemeanors against tlie Dutchess of Portsmouth.

1679. Articles of High Treason against Sir
Wm. Scroggs, Knt. Lord Chief Justice of the

King's Bench.
1679. Plain Truth, or a private Discourse

bettvixt Plepys"] and H[arbord], [about the Navy."]

1679, July 14. Tfie Confession and Execu-
tion of Richard Langhome, late Counsellor in the

Temple, who was executed for treasonable Prac-
tices.

1679, July 21. The English Intelligencer.

1679, July 22. The Faithful Mercun/, No. 1.

1679, Aug. 14. A true and perfect Collection

of all Messages, Addresses, ^c. from the House of
Commons to the King's most excellent Majesty,

with his Majesty's gracious Answers, from 1660
till the Dissolution of the Parliament.

1679, Sept. 3. The Weekly Packet of Advice

from Germany ; or the History of the Reforma-
tion of Religion there. No. 1

.

1679, Sept. 4. Poor Robin's Intelligence newly

revived; published for the Accommodation of

all ingenious persons. No. 1

.

1679. Relationes ExtraordhiaruB.

1679. Mercurius Civicus ; or, an Account of

Affairs domestick and foreign, printed by R.
Everingham.

1679. The Weekly Intelligence ; or, News from

City and Country, printed by Samuel Crouch.

1679, Sept. 7. The Friendly Intelligence, vuh-

lished for the Accommodation of all sober Per-

sons, No. 1.

1679, Sept. 8. The English Currant; or. Ad-

vice domestick and foreign, for general satisfac-

tion. Printed for Thomas Burrell,at the Golden

Ball, Fleet-street.

1679. Domestick Intelligence,y>uh\\shed gratis,

for the promoting of Trade: printed by N.
Thompson, for Benjamin Harris.

1679. Domestick Intelligence ; or. News from

City and Country, published to prevent false

Reports. London: printed by Nutlianiel Thomp-
son, next the Cross Keys, in Fetter Lane, for

Benjamin Harris, at the Stationers' Arms, in

the Piazza,under the Royal Exchange, Conihill.

1679, Aug. 26. The true Domestick Intelli-

gence ; or. News both from City and Country,

published to prevent false Reports : printed by

N. Thompson, No. 16. Against this paper B.

Harris cautions the publick, as being a Popish

impostor. Though willed No. 16, it was the

first by that publisher.—No. 25, Sept. 30, an-
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nounces, that "Mr. Garraway, master of the

famous coflfee-house, near the Royal Exchange,
hath store of good cherry-wine; and 'tis said,

that the Black Cherry and other wild cherries

do yield good and wholesome AquavitsBS and
Brandies.—In some part of Buckinghamshire
they are said to have got from the Canaries a

sort of Barley, which hath roes of Barley upon
every ear. In some other places they have a
sort of Wheat which bears four, five, or six ears

of Wheat upon every stalk ; but it is not much
commended."

1679. Account of the Proceedings at the Guild-
hall of the City of London^ on Saturday^ Sep-
tember 12, 1679; ivith the substance of Sir
Thomas Playerh Speech^ and the Lord Mayor^s
Answer themunto.

1679. A Reply to the excellent and elegant

Speech made by Sir Thomas Player^ the worthy
Chamberlain of London, 8fc. By H. B. an un-
worthy Member of the said city.

1679. A Vindication of Sir Thomas Player.

1679, Sept. 29- The Speech of Sir Robert
Clayton, Knt. Lord Mayor Elect, at Guildhall.

1679, Oct. 7. London's Choice of Citizens to

represent them in Hie ensuing Parliament.

1679, Oct. 21. A true Account of the Invita-

tion and Entertainment of the Duke of York at

Merchant Tailors Hall by the Artillery-men.

1679. An impartial Account of the Trial of
the Lord Comtvallis, on a Charge of Murder.

1679. London's Defiance to Rome ; a perfect

Narrative of the magnificent Procession and
solemn Burning of the Pope, at Temple Bar,
Nov. 17, 1679, being the Coronation-day of
that never-to-be-forgotten princess, queen Eliza-
beth. With a Description of the Order, rich

Habits, extraordinary Fireworks, Songs, and
generous Triumphs attending that illustrious

ceremony.

1679. The Rotterdam Courant.
1 679, Nov. 20. Mercurius Anglicus ; or, the

Weekly Occurrences faithfully transmitted. No. 1

.

London : printed by Robert Harford, at the
Angel in Cornhill ; and revived in October, 1681,
by Richard Baldwin, in the Old Bailey.

1679. A Letter from a Gentleman of the Isle

of Ely, in Cambridge, to Colonel Roderick Man-
sel, containing an Account of the first Discovery
of the pretended Presbyterian Plot at the Assi-

zes at Wisbech, Sept. 23, published Nov. 28.

1679. A Proclamation against Vice and Im-
morality. By the Mayor, Guildhall, Nov. 29,
1679. Printed by Samuel Roycroft, printer to

the Honourable City of London.
1679, Dec. \0. A Second LetterfromLeghorn,

with a farther Account, as incredible and unpa-
ralleled as the first, from aboard the Van-hei'ring,

and a Conspiracy for seizing the Ship detected.

1679. An Answer returned to the Letter from
Leghorn, by L. F. a Merchant concerned in
the Ship.

1679, Dec. 27. The True Newes; or Mercu-
rius Anglicus, No. 11.

1679. The Universal Intelligence.

1679. The Epitome of the Weekly News.

1679. The Haerlem Courant truly rendered
into English, No. 1, Haerlem, Dec. 28, Lon-
don, Dec. 29.

1679, Dec. English Gazette. Printed for W,
E. and sold by Thomas Fox, at the Angel, in
Westminster Hall.

1679. The Snotty-nose Gazette, or Coughing
Intelligence.

1680, July 3. Died, John Martyn, printer,

of London, aged 60 years. On a flat stone in

St. Faith's vault, is the following inscription :

—

M. S. Johannis Martyn, Societatus Regise Typographi &c.

on a very fine monument in the same vault, with
a fine figure ofhim in robes, kneeling ; his lady
in beautiful drapery on the oppoite, and a pile

of books in the middle. He was printer for many
years to the royal society. He managed all his

affairs with discretion, w as a thriving man in his

trade, and made a very pious end.

—

Dunton.
1680, Sept. 24. Died, Samuel Butler, au-

thor of the celebrated poem of Hudibras, i. and
ii. parts, London, 1662-3, 8vo. ; iii. 1676, 12mo.
He was born at Strensham, in Worcestershire,

Feb. 8, 1612, where his father was a small farmer,
and received his education first at Worcester
and then at Cambridge, where he remained six

or seven years. His first employment was as

clerk to a justice of the peace at Earl's Coombe,
in his native county. His life was chiefly

passed in obscurity and poverty ; and we know,
says D'Israeli, little more of Butler than we do
of Shakspeare and of Spenser ! Longueville, the

devoted friend of the poet, has unfortunately

left no reminiscences of the departed genius
whom he so intimately knew, and who be-

queathed to Longueville the only legacy a neg-
lected poet could leave—all his manuscripts

;

and to his care, though not to his spirit, we are

indebted for Butler's Remains. His friend at-

tempted to bury him with the public honours
he deserved, among the tombs of his brother-

bards in Westminster abbey ; but he was com-
pelled to consign the bard to an obscure burial-

place in Paul's, Covent Qarden. Many years

after, when Alderman Barber raised an inscrip-

tion to the memory of Butler in Westminster
abbey, others were desirous of placing one over

the poet's humble gravestone. The following

epitaph is attributed to Dennis. If it be Den-
nis's, says D'Israeli, it must have been composed
in one of his most lucid moments.

Near this place lies interred
The body of Mr. Samuel Butler,

Author of Hudibras.
He was a whole species of Poets in one

!

Admii-able in a Manner
In which no one else has been tolerable

;

A Manner which began and ended in Him

;

In which he knew no Guide,
And has found no Followers.

After his death were published three small

volumes of his posthumous works, and subse-

quently two volumes more were printed by
Mr. Thyer, of Manchester, indubitably genuine.

I'rom none of these pieces can his life be traced.
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or his character fully discovered. Oldham, in

his Satires against Poetry, thus speaks ofB utler

—

On Butler who can think without just rage,
The glory and the scandal of the age.

The first part of Hudihras is the most perfect

;

that was the rich fruit of matured meditation, of
wit, of learning, and of leisure. Butler had
lived amidst scenes which might have excited
indignation and grief; hut his strong contempt
of the actors could only supply ludicrous images
and caustic raillery. The second part was pub-
lished the following year. The third and last

part was given to the world when every thing
had changed \ the poet, the subject, and the

patron. Butler appears to have turned aside,

and to have given an adverse direction to his

satirical arrows, and become the satirist of the

party whose cause he had formerly so honestly

espoused ; and the greatest glory of Butler
is, that his high and indignant spirit equally
lashed the hypocrites of Cromwell, and the
libertines of Charles.

Butler was fortunate, for a time, in having
Charles II. to admire his Hudihras* That
monarch carried one in his pocket: hence his

success, though the work has great merit. Yet
merit does not sell a work in one case out of
twenty. Butler, after all, was left to starve;

for, according to Dennis, the author of Hudihras
died in a garret.

In the Public Intelligence^ published in 1662,
there is the following warning to the public
against a literary piracy :—" There is stolen

abroad, a most false and imperfect copy of a
poem, called Hudihras, without name either of
printer or bookseller, as fitting so lame and
spurious an impression. The true and perfect

edition, printed by the author's original, is sold

by Richard Marriott, under St. Dunstan's
church, in Fleet-street ; that other nameless
is a cheat, and will but abuse the buyer as well

as the author, whose poem deserves to have
fallen into better hands."

1680. John North gave to the company of

stationers a piece of plate 66^ ounces, value £20.
1680. Dr. Plotf published the Clog; or, Staf-

fordshire Almanack, engraven on a copper-plate.

1680. The tryal, sentence, and public flagel-

lation of Elizabeth Cellier, for writing, printing,

and publishing a scandalous libel, called Malice
Defeated, &c. London.—Thomas Dangerfield's

answer to a certain scandalous and lying pam-
phlet, entitled Malice Defeated, or the deliver-

ance of Elizabeth Cellier. London.
1680, Jan. Advice from Parnassus. Printed

for H. L.

* John Townley, esq., of Lancashire, translated Hudi-
hras into French, except tlic epistle to Sidrophel, which
indeed has nothing to do with the rest of the poem. Mr.
Townley was educated in France, and was for a long time
in the French service, and thus naturally acquired an in-

timate knowledge of the French language. He was uncle
to Charles Townley, esq., who died January 3, 1805, trustee
of the British museum, and celebrated for his noble and
elegant collection of ancient marbles. John Townley was
born in 1697, and died in 1782.
' t Dr. Robert Plot, a very celebrated antiquary, died at
Borden, April 30, I696.

1680, Jan. 6. The Latin Gazette, a paper im-
ported from Gennany, to be seen at the Widow's
Coffee House, and Black Boy, Ave Mary Lane.

1680, Jan. 16. The Protestant (Domestic) In-
telligence, No. 56.

168(», Feb. 5. A short but just Account of the
Tryal ofBenjamin Han-is forprinting a seditious
Book, called. An Appealfrom the Country to the

City.

1680, Feb. 6. An impartial Account of tlie

Tryal of Francis Smith, for printing a Book,
called, Tom Ticklefoot, &c.; and of Jane Cur-
tis, for printing A Satyr upon Injustice.

1680, i^efe. 14. The Currant Intelligencer ; or,

an impartial Account of Transactions, both
foreign and domestic, printed by John Smith,
Great Queen-street, No. 1.

1680, March 13. The Courant Intelligence;
or an impartial Account of Transactions, both
foreign and domestick. Printed for Allen Banks,
bookseller, in Fetter-lane.

1680, Feb 28. Mercurim Puhlicus ; being a
summary of the whole week's intelligence. No. 1.

1680, March 1. Catholick Intelligence; or,

infallible News both Domestick and Foreign

;

published for the Edification of Protestants.

Printed for J. How, Sweeting's Alley, Comhill.
1680, March 4. Mercurius Infemu^ ; or. News

from the other world, discovering the cheats and
abuses of this ; being all Truth, no Fable, No. 1.

1680, March 22. Mercurius Civicus ; or, a
tme Account of Affairs, both Foreign and Do-
mestick, No. 1.

1680, March 27. The True News, No. 37,
first announces, that " a project was setting

on foot for conveying of letters, notes, messages,
amorous billets, and all bundles whatsoever,
under a pound weight, and all sorts of writings

(challenges only excepted) to and from any part
of the city and suburbs ; to which purpose the
projectors have taken a house in Lime-street for

a general office, and have appointed eight more
stages in other parts at a convenient distance ; a
plot, if not timely prevented by the freemen
porters of the city, is like to prove the utter sub-
version of them and their worshipful corporation."

It is not generally known that this important
benefit to the comfort and convenience of the
inhabitants of London and the environs, and also

to the revenue (believed to be £200,000 and
£300,000 per annum,) was the invention and
property of a private merchant, a Mr. Docura,*
who, about the year 1683, seeing the deficiencies

* It is a singular fact, that to another of the same family
London is indebted for one of its principal ancient relics,

viz., St. John's Gate, built by sir Thomas Docura, the last

grand prior of Malta in England, who sat as an earl in the
house of peers. His family arms, derived from Palestine,
are carved on the outside and painted on the roof. This
was a noble and very generous family, originally from the
north, afterwards of Herts [vide Chauncyj and Ireland,
where they obtained lands and a peerage for distinguished
services, I621. They were allied to very noble families,
and through that of the first lord St. John, of Ble^to, to
the royal stock of their own name. Between 11 00 and
1650 tliey reckoned about twenty knights, English and
foreign. A grand memorial is seen in LcUey church,
Herts, and two houses, each styled Docura hall, remain at
Kendal and Penrith.
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in this respect of the general post, established an

oflfice for the conveyance of letters to all parts of

London, and the environs for ten miles (more or

less) around, at one penny each
;
purchasing a

great number of horses, and engaging steady

men, who it may be supposed, were in those

times armed. It almost instantly obtained gene-

ral approval and acceptance. The government

soon cast an anxious eye on this powerful novelty,

and finally took it into their own hands. What
license or patent he had is not fully known, but

it is understood that he had some, besides a

moral right; but he unfortunately made no

demand for compensation. The public expected

that he would be appointed superintendent of

the new institution, with some benefit to his

descendants ; but no reward or compensation was
given; on the contrary, his family suffered injury.

1680. The English Gazette.

1680. The Loyal Intelligence ; or. News both

from City and Country, No. 3, March 31, ac-

cording to the old Julian, not the new Popish

Gregorian Accompt.

1680, April 22. Mercurius Lihrarius; or a

faithful account of all books and pamphlets.

No. 2. " All booksellers that approve of the

design of publishing this catalogue weekly, or

once in fourteen days at least, are desired to send

in to one of the undertakers any book, pamphlet,

or sheet they would have in it, so soon as pub-
lished, that they may be inserted in order as

they come out : their books shall be delivered to

them back again upon demand. To shew they

design the public advantage of the trade, they

will expect but 6d. for inserting any book ; nor

but 12d. for any other advertisement relating to

the trade, unless it be excessive long."

1680, April 23. The trtte Protestant (Domes-
tick) Intelligence. No. 1.

1680. The Rotterdam Courant.
1680, May 12. Mercuriits Civicus, No. 241.

In this paper first occurs a proposal to insure

houses from fire, at an ofiice in Threadneedle-

street.

1680, May 12. A Proclamation for suppressing

the printing and publishing unlicensed News-
books and Pamphlets of Neivs.

"Whereas it is of great importance to the

state, that all news printed and published to the

people, as well concerning foreign as domestick

affairs, should be agreeable to truth, or at least

warranted by good intelligence, that the minds
of his majesty's subjects may not be disturbed, or

amused by lies or vain reports, which are many
times raised on purpose to scandalize the govern-

ment, or for other indirect ends : And whereas of

late many evil-disposed persons have made it a
common practice to print and publish pamphlets
of news without licence or authority, and therein

have vended to his majesty's people all the idle

and malicious reports that they could collect or

invent, contrary to law ; the continuance whereof
would in a short time endanger the peace of the
kingdom, the same manifestly tending thereto,

as has been declared by all his majesty's judges
unanimously ; his majesty, therefore, considering

the great mischief that may ensue upon suci

licentious and illegal practices, if not timely pre-

vented, hath thought fit by this his royal procla-
mation (with the advice of his privy council)
strictly to prohibit and forbid all persons what-
soever to print or publish any news-books or
pamphlets of news not licensed by his majesty's
authority."

1680. The Impartial London Intelligencer;

or Occurrences, foreign and domestick. Printed
for Thomas Benskin.

1680. Mercurius Publicus ; or domestick and
foreign news.

1 680, Oct. 7. Weekly Advertisement of Books,
No. 1. Printed by R. Everingham, and an-
nexed to the city mercury, from the office of the

Royal Exchange, No. 250.—In No. 6, Nov. 11,

is the following caution :
—" It is not unknown

to booksellers, that there are two papers of this

nature weekly published; which, for general
satisfaction, we shall distinguish. That printed

by Thomas James is published by Mr. Vile, only
for the lucre of 12d. per book. This printed

by Robert Everingham is published by several

booksellers, who do more eye the service of the

trade, in making all books as public as may
be, than the profit of insertions. All men are,

therefore, left to judge who is most likely to

prosecute these ends effectually; whether a
person that is no bookseller, nor hath any rela-

tion to that trade, or those who have equal ends
with all othere of the trade, in dispersing the

said papers both in city and country. All titles

to be inserted in this paper are either to be left

with Robert Everingham, a printer, or to be
delivered to Mr. Orchard, a porter."

1 680, Nov. 29. Votes of the House of Commons.
Printed for John Wright and Richard Chiswell,

by authority of W. Williams, speaker.

1680, Dec. 22. The English Gazette, No. 1.

1680, Dec. 28. The True Protestant Mercury ;

or Occurrences Foreign and Domestick, No. 1.

Printed for H. T. andL. V. and sold by Lang-
leyand Curtis, Ludgate Hill ; continued till 1682.

From No. 79 it was printed at the sign of sir

Edmondbury Godfrey, near Fleet-bridge.

1681. May 27. "the Sweet Singers" of the

city of Edinburgh, renounce the printed Bible,

at the Canongate tolbooth, and all unchaste
thoughts, words, and actions, and bum all story

books, ballads, romances, &c.
1681. An edition of the New Testament, in

the Irish character, was printed at London, 4to.

at the expense of the Hon. Robert Boyle, who
mentions the circumstance in a letter to the

rev. J. Kirkwood ;
" I, with much ado, procured

a version of the New Testament; and finding it

to have been many years out of print, the copies

having, as I have been informed, been bought
up, from time to time, by some Romish ecclesi-

astic, I caused a fount of Irish letters to be cast,

and the book to be here [in London] reprinted
;

of which / sent over some hundreds, ready bound,

to be distributed gratis among those to whom
they should upon the place be judged the most
likely to do good." The press was corrected by
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a Mr. Reily, a person well versed in the Trish

lansfuage, though born in France. An excellent

preface was prefixed, written either by Mr. Boyle,

or one of his friends : it is copied in the Appendix
to the Life of the Hon. Robert Boyle, by Birch,

No. 11, Works, vol. i. London, 1772, 4to.

The printing of the New Testament in Irish,

was soon followed by the publication of the Old,

under the patronage of the same benevolent
person. The following curious account of the

expenses of transcription, is given by Dr. Nar-
cissus Marsh, in a letter to Mr. Boyle, dated

August 24, 1685 :

je 8. d.

Paid for transcribing 719^ sheets... 35 19 6
For pens, ink, and paper (whereof

18 quires were Sd per quire, the

rest 6(/.) 18

For translating 17 psalms that

were wanting 3
To Mr. Mullan, for revising the

transcript 4 10

At the custom for the Irish testa-

ments 9 2

£44 16 8

Mr. Mullan received £2 7s. 6d. more, after-

ward. These expenses included the transcription

of the Apocrypha, (about 157 sheets) which was
not printed. The whole Bible being transcribed

and corrected, it was put to press, and an edition

of five hundred copies in the Irish character was
issued, printed at London, in two volumes 4to.

Mr. Boyle contributed £700 towards defraying

the expenses of printing these two editions.

1680. From Clavel's Catalogue it appears,

that the whole number of books printed in Eng-
land, from the year 1666 to 1680, was 3,550 ;

of which 947 were divinity, 420 law, and 135

physic—so that two-fifths of the whole were
professional books, 397 were school books, and
253 were on subjects of geography and naviga-

tion, including maps. On the average of the

fourteen years the total number of works pro-

duced annually was 253 ; but deducting reprints,

pamphlets, single sermons, and maps, the average

would be much under one hundred. This will

show an increase upon a former period, namely,
from 1471 and 1600, a period of about 130
years, the average number of distinct works
published each year in this country was seventy-

five.

1681. The Spanish Friar, by John Dryden,
was printed for Richard and Jacob Tonson, at

Gray's Inn-gate, in Gray's Inn-lane, and at the

Judge's Head, in Chancery-lane. This appears

to be the first work published by the Tonsons.

Mr. J. Tonson was bookseller to the famous
Dryden : and is himself a very good judge of

persons and authors : and as there is nobody more
competently qualified to give their opinion of

another, so there is none who does it with a more
severe exactness, or with less partiality : for, to

do Mr. Tonson justice, he speaks his mind upon
all occasions, and will flatter nobody.

—

Dimton.

168L Died, John Foster, printer, of Bos-
ton, North America. He was gi*aduated at

Havard college, in North America, in 1667. In
the year 1676, about forty years after the begin-
ning of the settlement, he conducted the press,

from which issued the first hook ever printed in

Boston. The following epitaph, in black letter,

was placed on his grave-stone.

Thy body, which no activeness did lack,

Now's laid aside, like an old almanack ;

But for the present only's out of date,
'Twill have at length a far more active state

;

Yea, though with dust the body soll'd be,
Yet at the resurrection we shall see
A fair edition, and of matchless worth.
Free from errata, not in heaven set forth :

'Tis but a word from God, the great Creator,
It shall be done when he says Imprimatur.

1681. Died, George Sawbridge, printer-

He was master of the stationers' company in

1675, and in 1677, he gave to them a large silver

bowl, 46 oz. 3 dwts. He was treasurer to the

company from the year 1647 to 1679.

George Sawbridge, esq. was the greatest book-

seller that has been in England for many years,

as may sufficiently appear by the estate he has

left behind him ; for, besides that he was chosen

sheriff of London, and paid his fine, he left be-

hind him four daughters, who had each of them
for their portion ill 0,000 a-piece. And if Mr.
Awnsham Churchill, his apprentice, continue to

thrive as he has begun, he will be as rich as his

master in a few years. Mr. George Sawbridge
succeeds his father in the trade, and prints many
valuable copies. He has good skill in military

discipline, and made a very handsome figure in

captain Robinson's company.

—

Dunton.

1681, Dec. 26. Died, Thomas Newcombe,
printer to king Charles II. He left to the sta-

tioners' company a silver bowl, weight 68 oz.

12 dwts., which was presented by his executor,

Mr. Henry Herringman. In the south aisle of

the church at Dunchurch, in Warwickshire, on

a white marble tablet, with open marble doors,

is the following inscription :

—

Here lieth interred the body of

Thomas Newcombe, Esq. a worthy Citizen of London,
and Servant to his late Majesty K. Charles II. in his

Printing-office; who departed this life 26 December, 1681,

in the 53d year of his age.

In memory of whom, his son, Tho. Newcombe, Esq.,

Servant likewise to his late Majesty and his present Ma-
jesty King James II. in the same office, erected this

monument.
He likewise departed this life March 21, I691, being

Good Friday.

On the left door :

—

Mrs. Dorothy Hutchinson, relict of Thomas Newcombe,
sen. Esq. departed this life Feb. 28, 17I8.

Near the church, to the west, are six alms-

houses, with this inscription :

—

These Almeshouses are the Lcgacie of Tho. Newcombe,
Esq. Printer to King Charles the 'id. King James the 2d,

and his present Majesty King William 3d, for the main-

tenance of 3 poor men and 3 poor widows borne in this

parish, built and endowed by his Widow and Executrix in

the year of om- Lord God i6d3.

Thomas Newcombe, jun., gave by will £600
for this purpose ; the building cost £150; and

the rest was laid out in the purchase of land at

4 A
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Shawell, in Leicestershire. The vicar for the

time being manages the whole, and makes up
the allowance Is. 6cl. a week, with coals, &c.

1681. Jan. The Haerlem Courant truly ren-

dered into English. Published by Henry Rhodes,

next door to the Bear tavern, in Fleet-street.

1681, Jan. 15. Westminster Gazette; by
Thomas Fox. No. 8.

1681, jPeJ. 1. Heraclitus Ridens ; oraDialogue

between Jest and Earnest ; where many a true

word is pleasantly spoken, in opposition to libel-

lers against the government, No. 1.

1681,i^(?&. 1. Jesuita Vapulans ; or a Whip for

the Fool's Back, and a Gag for his foul Mouth.
1681, Feb. 1. Protestant Intelligence^ Domes-

tick and Foreign, printed for Francis Smith, at

the sign of the Elephant and Castle, in Corn-

hill, No. 1.

1681. Sober yet jocular Answer to Heraclitus

Ridens.

1681, Feb. 2. Plain Dealing ; or, a Dialogue

between Humphrey and Roger.

1681, Feb. 2. Newsfrom Parnassus, No. 1.

1681. A true Narrative of the Proceedings at

Guildhall, Feb. 5, in their unanimous Flection

of Four Members to serve in Parliament.

1681, Feb. 5. The Weekly Discovery of the

Mystery of Iniquity, in the Rebellion in Eng-
land, 1641, by Benjamin Tooke.

1681, Feb. 16. The Weekly Discoverer stript

naked, or Jest and Earnest exposed to view in

his proper Colours. Printed for Benj. Harris.

1681, Feb. 17. Mercurius Bifrons ; or, the

English Janus, the one side true and serious,

the other jocular, No. 1. Printed for F. B.

1681, Feb. 21. News from the Land of Chival-

ry ; containing the pleasant and delectable His-

tory, and the wonderful and strange Adventures
of Don Rugero de Strangemento,* Knight of

the Squeaking Fiddlestick, and of several other

Pagan Knights and Ladies, No. 1 . For J . P.

1681. Dreams.
1681. Strange and Wonderful News fromNor

-

tvich ; the like not in all England besides.

1681 , March 9. The Loyal Protestant and true

Domestick Intelligence, No. 1

.

1681, March 17. The Protestant Oxford In-

telligence, No. 3.

1681, March 17. Democritus Ridens, or Co.-

mus and Momu^ ; a new Jest and Earnest Prat-

ling, concerning the Times. Printed for Francis

Smith, Cornhill.

1681, Apnl 4. The Impartial London Intel-

ligence, No. 1.

1681, April 13. The Observator, in Question

and Answer:, by Roger L'Estrange, Esq. No. 1.

Written to vindicate the arbitrary measures of

the court, and the character of the king.

168L Veridicus, communicating the best Eng-
lish News ; by William Henchman.

1681, April 20. The Popish Mass displayed.

1681, April 22. The Weekly Visions of the
late Popish Plot, No. 1 . Printed for Thomas
Benskin,

* Roger L'Estrange.

1681, April 23. A New News-book; or Oc-
currences Foreign and Domestic, impartially
related.

1681 , April 26. The Currant Intelligence, 1:^0. 1

.

1 681 , April 27. The true and Impartial Protes-
tant Mercury, No. 1 . Printed for R, Janeway,
in Queen's Head alley, in Paternoster row.

1681, Apnl 28. The Debates of the House of
Commons assembled at Oxford, March 21, pub-
lished for Richard Baldwin.

1681. The Votes of the House of Commons
were first printed.

1681, May 6. Tlie Observator observed. No 1.

1681, May 7. The Impartial Protestant Mer-
cury, No. 5.

168 1 . Universal Intelligence.

\68l,May 12. Weekly Packet of Advicefrom
Geneva ; or the History of the Reformation.
Printed by N. Thompson.

1681, May 13. Domestick Intelligence; or,

News both from city and country, impartially

related. No. 1. Printed for T. Benskin, in St,

Bride's church yard.

1681, Sept. Several weighty Queries concern-

ing Heraclitus and the Observator, in a Dialogue
betunxt Timothy the Cutter, and Mr. Semple.

1681. A true andfaithful Narrative of the late

barbarous Cruelties and hard Usages exercised by
the French against the Protestants at Rochel, after

their Meeting at the Market-place there by Order

of the inhabitants of that province; published
Oct. 4.

1681, Oct. 10. Mercurius Anglicus, No. 1.

1681. The Mock Press, No. 1.

1681, Oct 24. Thanks given to the King, on
the Behalf of the French and Dutch Churches in

the City of London,for the favours granted by his

Majesty to the Protestant Strangers retired into

his Kingdom, spoken Oct. 19, 1681, by David
Primerose, Minister of the French Church in

London.

1681, NoiK 24. Protestant Observator; or De-
mocritus Flens, in a Dialogue. No. 2.

1681, Nov. 25. A New Dialogue between Some-
body and Nobody ; or the Observator observed.

1681, Dec. 9. The Important Protestant Mer-
cury, No. 66. This paper contains proposals

from the chamber of London, " for insuring

houses in case of fire." On payment of £2 8s.

the sum of £100 to be insured for 31 years.

1681. The Monthly Recorder of all true Oc-
currences, both Foreign and Domestic.

1682, Jan. Acta Euriditorum, the first critical

journal published in Latin, and the most cele-

brated for its literary and scientific reviews,

which was not confined merely to review of

books, but inserted also accounts of scientific

discoveries, and of the general progress of mathe-

matical and physical discoveries. It began to

be published at Leipzig under the conduct of

the learned Otto Mencke, one of the professors

of the university, assisted by several of his

brother professors, and especially by Carpzov.

(Morhof. Polyhistor, i. 178. edit. 1747). The
numbers, which were in 4to., appeared once a
month. On the death of its original editor, in
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the beginning of the year 1707, the manage-
ment of the journal was undertaken by his son

John Burchard Mencke ; on whose death, in

1732, the charge devolved on his son Frederic

Otto. The property of the work seems to have
remained to the last in the hands of the Mencke
family, or their heirs ; but the latter editors were

not men of distinguished name. The last was
Charles Andrew Bel, professor of philosophy in

the university, who, after managing the publica-

tion from 1754, died on the 4th of April, 1782.

The volume for 1776 was only published in

that same month. It was the last which ap-

peared; although the publisher intimates his

nope that the work will regain its ancient repu-

tation, having thus got rid of the editor who had
allowed it to fall so sadly into arrear, a matter,

he remarks, concerning which the less that is

said the better. In the hands of its early edi-

tors, it was considered to be admirably conducted

;

and Morhof congratulates his countrymen on
having, in this publication, produced something

which even commanded the approbation of

foreigners, " who rarely," he is pleased to add,
" find anything done by us (the Germans) to

their taste." He mentions a translation of the

Acta into French, which had been undertaken

;

but this undertaking does not appear to have
proceeded beyond the first volume, which was
published in 12mo. at the Hague, in 1685, under
the title of Ouvrages des Savans, publiez d Leip-

zig. After the first fifty volumes, coming down
to the end of the year 1731, the journal took the

name of the Nova Acta, or the New Acts. The
first series, besides the fifty regular volumes,

consists of ten supplementary volumes, one

having been published every five years. Occa-
sional supplements also appeared in the course

of the new series ; which, together with several

volumes of indices, make the complete work
amount to 117 volumes.

1682. Died, Evan Tyler, stationer, of Lon-
don. He was master of the company in 1672,

and by will, dated Dec. 5, 1681, he gave £500,
and the interest of £120, to be applied to a

yearly collation for the masters, wardens, and
assistants, and such other members as they shall

choose for their trouble. In 1688, the small

sum which the company received towards a
dinner from the legacy of Mr. Lamb, (amount-
ing to £l 2s. 8d.) was consolidated with the

interest of £120 {£7 4s.) given by Mr. Evan
Tyler, to be expended in a dinner on May 29.

The following epitaph is copied from Mr. Park's

History of Hampstead :—
Mora mihi lucrum.

Here resteth ye body of Mr. Evan Tyler,
late Citizen and Stationer of London,

who departed this life ye fifth day of December,
anno Dom. 1682.

This tombe was erected for, and at the specisill appoints
ment and direction of, Mr. Evan Tyler, by us Henry
Teonge, clerke, Nicholas Hardinge, and William Miller,

his executors, ye l2th day of February, anno Dom. l683.

1682. Friendly Advice to the correctour of the

English Press at Oxford, concerning the English

Orthographic. London, folio.

1682. A magnificent missal, in the public
library at Rouen, nearly three feet in height,

which occupied the labour of a monk of St.

Audeon for thirty years, was completed at this

time. It is supposed to be the latest specimen
of illuminated manuscripts.

1682, Jan. 1. Monthly Recorder of all true

Occurrences both Foreign and Domestic, No. 1

.

This seems to be the first publication of a monthly
miscellany; and it complains of the haste in

which the weekly gazettes, intelligences, mercu-
ries, currants, and other news books, were put
together, "to make their news sell." Published

by Langley Curtis.

1682, Jan. 17. Complete Mercury, or Haerlem
Courant, truly rendered into English, No. 1.

1682, Feb. 16. Lrnidim Gazette, No. 1695.

1682, Feb. 25. Loyal Protestant and True
Domestick Intelligence, or News both from City

and Country; published to prevent false, scanda-

lous, and seditious Reports, No. 121.

1682, March 30. England's Monitor, or the

History of Separation, No. 1

.

1682, April 6. London Mercury or. News
Foreign and Domestick ; No. 1. by T. Violet.

1682, May I. Protestant Courant, imparting

News Foreign and Domestick, No. 3. printed

for Richard Baldwin, near the Black Bull, in

the Old Bailey.

1682, May 12. News from Ireland, touching

the Design of the Papists to forge a Sham Plot

upon the Presbyterians.

1682, June 9. Loyal Impartial Mercury ; or.

News Foreign and Domestick : by E. Brooks.

1682, June 14. Loyal London Mercury, or the

Moderate Intelligencer, No. 1. printed by G.

Croom, in Thames-street, over against Baj-nard's

castle.

1682, July 14. Conventicle Courant ; setting

forth the daily Troubles, Dangers, and Abuses,

that Loyal Gentlemen meet with, by putting the

Laws in execution, against unlawful and sedi-

tious Meetings, by Captain John Hilton, No, 1.

1682, Aug. 1. 'London Mercury, No. 34.

1682, Aug. 23. Loyal Mercury, or Currant In-

telligence, No. 1

.

1682, Aug. 28. Epitome of the Weekly News,

published by Langley Curtis.

1682, Sept. 25. VEtat present de VEurope;

suivant les Gazettes et autres Avis d'Angleterre,

France, Hollande, ^c. Imprime a Londres pour

Mr. Guy Miege, Auteur, No. I.

1682. New News Books; or, Occurrences both

Foreign and Domestick : by R. Janeway.

1682. Moderate Intelligencer. R. Robinson.

1682. Current Domestick, and Foreign Intel-

ligencer. Printed by George Croom.

1683. Fleta Minor ; or, the Laws of Art and

Nature in knowing the bodies of Metals, &c.

by sir John Pettus, who gave it this title from

the circumstance of his confinement in the Fleet

prison, London. Fleta, a well-known law pro-

duction, was also written by a preson in the Fleet.

1683. Peter Walper(}EN, orWALPERGER,
was a type-founder at Oxford in this year, but

of whom no further information can be obtained.
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1683. Diedj Samuel Mearne, stationer to

king Charles II. He was master of the station-

ers' company in 1679 and again in 1683, dying

whilst in office. In 1685, Mrs. Ann Mearne his

widow and executrix, presented to the company

a silver salver weight 58i oz. Mrs. Mearne

added a tankard 31 oz. 16 dwts. It was from

the representatives of Mr. Mearne that king

George III., in the year 1762, purchased the

valuable collection of pamphlets, now in the

British museum, known by the name of the

King's Pamphlets. The following account of

them is found annexed to the first folio volume

of the manuscript index, which seems to have

been printed with a view of promoting their sale

at some subsequent period.

A Complete Collection of Books and Pamphlets

begun in the year 1640, bi/ the special command

of king Charles /. of blessed memory, and con-

tinued to tJie happy Restauration of the Govern-

ment, and the Coronation of king Charles II.

There hath been very much money disbursed,

and great pains taken, and many hazards run in

making an exact collection of all the pamphlets

that were published from the beginning of that

long and rebel parliament which began Novem-
ber, 1640, till his late majesties happy Restau-

ration and Coronation, consisting of near thirty

thousand several sorts, and by all parties. They
may be of very great use to any gentleman con-

cerned in publick affairs, both for this present

and after ages, there being not the like in the

world, neither is it possible to make such a col-

lection. The collection contains upwards of

two thousand volumes, all of them uniformly

bound, as if they were done at one time, and all

exactly marked and numbered. The method
that has been observed, as time, and such punc-

tual care was taken, that the very day is written

upon most of them when they came out. The
catalogue of them, fairly written, is in twelve

volumes in folio, and though the number of

them be so great, (when the books are set in their

order, according to the mark set upon each of

them) the smallest piece, though but one sheet of

paper, being shewn in the catalogue, maybe found
in a moment; which method is of singular use to

the reader. In the whole are contained near one

hundred several manuscript pieces that were

never printed, all or most of them on the king's

behalf, which no man durst then venture to

publish without endangering his ruin. But the

peruser now may, by them, be let into the know-
ledge of many occurrences in those times, which
have passed hitherto unobserved. This collec-

tion was so privately carried on, that it was never

known that there was such a design in hand;
the collector designing them only for his majes-
ties use that then was : his majesty having oc-

casion for a pamphlet, could no where compass
the sight of it but from him, which his majesty
having perused, was very well pleased with the
design, and commanded a person of honour to

restore it with his own hands, and withal, ex-
pressed his desire of having the collection con-
tinued. This was the great encouragement to

the undertaker, who had otherwise desisted prose-

cuting so difficult and chargeable a work, which
lay a heavy burden upon himself and his ser-

vants for above twenty years. To prevent the

discovery of them, when the army was north-

wards, he packed them up in several trunks, and
by one or two in a week, sent them to a trusty

friend in Surry, who safely preserved them ; and
when the army was westward, and fearing their

return that way, they were sent to London again,

but the collector durst not keep them, but sent

them into Essex, and so according as they lay

near danger, still by timely removing them, at a
great charge, secured them, but continued per-

fecting the work. And for a farther security to

them, there was a bargain pretended to be made
with the university of Oxford, and a receipt of

a thousand pounds, given and acknowledged to

be in part for them, that if the usurper had
found them out, the university should claim

them, who had greater power to struggle for

them than a private man. All these shifts have
been made, and difficulties encountered to keep
the collection from being embezzled and destroy-

ed ; which, with the great charges of collecting

and binding them, cost the undertaker so much,
that he refused four thousand pounds for them in

his life time, supposing that sum not sufficent to

reimburse him.

The collector was a clergyman, and his name
Thoraasoii; for the direction, which is preserved,

is, "For the Reverend G. Thomason. These."

It appears that after an interval of a few years

they came into the possession of the king's

stationer, for there is preserved, in the museum,
the copy of an order of privy council, authoriz-

ing Anne Mearne, relict of Samuel Mearne,
his majesties stationer, to dispose of them as she

might think fit.

At the Court at Whitehall,

the 15th of May, 1684.

By the kings most excellent majesty and the

lords of his majesties most honble. privy council.

The humble peticon Anne Mearne, relict of

Samuell Mearne, his majesties stationer, lately

deceased, being this day read at the board, setting

forth, That his majesty was pleased, by sirJoseph
Williamson, the Secretary of State, to command
the petitioners husband to purchase a collection

of severall bookes, concerning matters of state,

being above thirty thousand in number, and
being vniforaily bound, are contained in two
thousand volumes and vpwards, and that by
reason of the great charge they cost the petition-

ers husband, and the burthen they are upon her-

selfe and family, by their lying vndisposed of

soe long, Therefore most humbly prayes his

majesties leave to dispose of the said collection

of bookes, as being a ready way to raise money
upon them, to support her selfe and family : His
majesty in council was graciously pleased to

give leave to the petitioner to dispose and make
sale of the said bookes as she shall thinke fit.

Phi Lloyd.

%
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There was a Charles Mearne, bookseller to

the king, who died in the latter part of the year

1686, and was most probably a son of the above.

His stock of French books was sold by Mr. W.
Cooper, February 28, 1687, at the King's arms,

Charing cross ; and his English books by Mr.
Millington, at Richard's coflee house.

1683, Jan. 27. The English Gusman, or Cap-
tain Hilton's Memoirs, the Grand Informer.

1683, Feb. 10. Scot^s Memoirs, by way of Dia-
logue, No. 1.

1683. Scotch Memoirs, by way of Dialogue

between John and Elymas. Printed, No. 1 and
2 for William Abbinton, and the subequent
numbers for Richard Butts, at the Bear and
Orange tree, in Prince's-street. February.

1683, March 22. Domestick Intelligence, pub-
lished gratis every Thursday, for the promoting

of Trade, by B. Harris.

1683. Weekly Memento for tlie Ingenious ; or

an Account of Books in 1682.

1683, June 28. The Jockey's Intelligencer ; or.

Weekly Advertisements of Horses and second-

hand Coaches to be bought or sold. In this

paper the charge for inserting advertisements

(then untaxed) was a shilling for a horse or

coach, for notification, and sixpence for renewal.

Printed by J. Smith.

1683, Dee. 7. On this day was beheaded, on
a groundless charge of high treason, on Tower-
hill, the celebrated Algernon Sydney. He was
a great patriot, and an eminent politician. His
principles were highly appreciated, and his

writings are still held in great repute. His
Discourses on Government are chiefly designed

to show the necessity of a balance between the

popular and monarchial parts of a mixed govern-

ment, and have obviously a particular reference

to the political evils of his own time, to which,

unfortunately he was himself a victim.

The boldest son of public weal
See Sydney leaning o'er the block ! his mien,
His voice, his hand, unshaken, clear, serene

;

Unconquer'd patriot ! form'd by ancient lore,

The love of ancient freedom to restore.

Who nobly acted what he boldly wrote
And seal'd by death, the lessons that he taught.

He was the son of Robert earl of Leicester,

and born about 1617. He distinguished himself

at the beginning of the civil wars by his oppo-
sition to Charles I., but when Cromwell assumed
the sovereignty, under the title of protector,

Sydney retired to private life. He was appre-

hended on a charge of being concerned in the

I Rychouse plot, tried before judge Jefferies, and
I sentenced to death. The sentence against him

I
was declared illegal in the first parliament of

William and Mary. His Discourses were not

published until the year 1689, and again by
Hollis. Lord William Russell had before fallen

a victim to the jealously and fears of the king.

This eminent patriot was beheaded in Lincoln's

Inn Fields, July 21, 1682, aged forty-four years.

1684, Feb. 5. A remarkable frost overspread

the Thames from the beginning of December,
1683, until February 5, 1 684. Evelyn, who was

an eye-witness of the diversions carried on upon
the ice, furnishes perhaps, the most extraordinary
account of it in his Diary, where, on January
24, he observes that " the frost continuing more
and more severe, the Thames before London was
still planted with boothes in formal streetes, all

sorts of trades and shops tumish'd, and full of

commodities, even to a printing presse, where the
people and ladyes tooke a fancy to have their

names printed, and the day and yeare set down
when printed on the Thames : this humour took
so universally, that 'twas estimated the printer

gained £5 a day, for printing a line onely, at

sixpence a name, besides what he got by ballads,

&c. Coaches plied from Westminster to the

Temple, and from several other stairs to and fro,

as in the streets ; sleds, sliding with skeetes, a
bull baiting, horse and coach races, puppet-plays,

and interludes, cookes, tipling, and other lewd
places, so that it seem'd to be a bacchanalian
triumph, or carnival on the water." Charles II.

with other personages of the royal family, visited

these diversions,and had theirnames printed on the
ice. The author of some curious verses, entitled,

Thamasis^s Advice to the Painter,from her Frigid
Zone ; or. Wonders upon the Water, says.

Then draw the King, who on his Leads doth stay,
To see the throng as on a Lord Mayor's day,
And thus unto his Nobles pleas'd to say

,

With these Men on this Ice, I'de undertake
To cause the Turk all Europe to forsake :

An army of these Men, arm'd and compleat.
Would soon the Turk in Christendom defeat.

The same poem contains the foUowing advice

to its readers :

•To the Print-house go
When Men the Art of Printing soon do know:
Where for a Teaster you may have your Name
Printed, hereafter for to show the same

;

And sure in former ages ne'er was found
A Press to print where men so oft were drowned.*

London: Printed by G. Croom, on the ICE,
on the River of Thames, January 31, 1684.

1684. Nouvelles de la Republiqu^ des Lettres.

The celebrated Peter Bayle published this

work. He possessed the art, acquired by habit,

of reading a book by his fingei*s, as it has been
happily expressed ; and of comprising, in con-

cise extracts, a just notion of a book, without

the addition of irrelevant matter. Lively, neat,

and full of that attic salt which gives a relish to

the driest disquisitions, for the first time the

ladies and all the beau-monde, took an interest

in the labours of the critic. He wreathed the

rod of criticism with roses. Yet even Bayle,

who declared himself to be a reporter, and not a
judge, Bayle the discreet sceptic, could not long

satisfy his readei*s. His panegyric was thought

somewhat prodigal; his fluency of style some-

what too familiar; and others affected not to

relish his gaiety. In his latter volumes, to still

* The orig:inal of this poem is in the possession of Mr.
William Upcott, of the London Institution, whose valuable
collection of rarities can also boast one of the very papers
on whic^ the king and his royal companions had their
names printed. This document consists of a quarter-sheet
of coarse Dutch paper.
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the clamour, he assumed the cold sobriety of an
historian ; and has bequeathed no mean legacy

to the literary x^^orld, in thirty-six small volumes

of criticism, closed in 1687. These were con-

tinued by Bernard, with inferior skill ; and by
Basnage more successfully in his Histoire des

Ouvrages des Sgavans. Voltaire has said that

Bayle confessed he would not have made his

dictionary exceed a folio volume, had he written

only for himself, and not for the booksellers.

This dictionary, with all its human faults, is a

stupendous work, which must last with litera-

ture itself

1684, Oct. 13. The charter of the company of

stationers was again exemplified, at the request

of Roger Norton, then master, and Henry Hills

and James Cotteral, wardens of the company.

1684, Nov. The music feast on St. Cecilia's

day was held at stationers' hall. In the wardens'

accompts from the 5th day of July, 1684, to the

24th of July, 1685, is the following entry under
the head of charge :

" Received, the 25th of

November, 1684, for the music feast kept in the

hall, £2. The price paid by the stewards of this

feast for the use of the hall, till 1694, was only

£2 ; in 1694 and 1695, £4 ; in 1698, £5 ; and
in 1700 six guineas was paid.—For some curious

particulars, see Malone's Life of Dryden, vol.i.

1684, July 26. The Observator Reformed, No.
104. It is announced in one of the numbers of

this paper, that advertisements of eight lines are

inserted for one shilling.

1684, Nov. 26. Account of the Proceedings

against Nathaniel Thompson, upon his Trial at

the Kinxfs Bench Bar, Westminster.

1685. Feb. 6. Died, Charles II., king of

England, whose characterit is difficult to describe

with any certainty.* With graceful manners and
a pleasing address, he possessed various talents,

and a fund of ready wit. Some historians have
defined him according to their own peculiar

principles and prejudices; all allow that he was
gifted with sense and judgment, and all agree
in representing him to have been trifling, ca-

pricious, and extravagant ; addicted to voluptu-
ous pleasures, and incapable of serious attention.

His affability was such, that he always treated

others as gentlemen, but was himself deficient of

kingly dignity. His natural indolence induced
him to follow the advice of others, rather than
take the trouble to think for himself; his sensu-

ality rendered him heartless and ungrateful ; and
he wanted energy to be generous, or he could
not have allowed the author of Hudibras (a

work from which the royal cause derived great

advantages, and the monarch a continual source
of amusement) to live in obscurity, and die in

* Evelyn in his Diary of February 6, says, "The king
died. I can never forget the inexpressible luxury and pro-
faneness, gaming, and all dissoluteness, and, as it were,
total forgetfulness of God, (it being Sunday evening,)
which this day se'nnight I was witness of. The king sit-
ting and toying with his concubines Portsmouth, Cleav-
land, and Mazarine, &c. and a French boy singing love
songs; whilst above twenty of the great courtiers and
other dissolute persons were at basset round a large table,
with a bank of at least 2000 in gold before them."

distress; and the pathetic Otway* to expire from
hunger. With respect to religion, he wanted the
real principle of virtue; and while in the enjoy-
ment of health, felt careless as to the appearance
of it ; but having been early initiated in the
Catholic faith, he fled to its sanctuary in the mo-
ment of expecting dissolution.

Of the writers of this reign there were some
of considerable reputation. Four of the poets
were of the rank of earls, the earl of Roches-
ter,t celebrated for his profligacy and wit; the
earl of Roscommon| who was a smooth and
elegant versifier; the earl of Halifax,§ an eminent
historical personage; and the earl of Dorset,]!

who remains as the only worthy poetical person-

age of this list. The nautical ballad. To all

you ladies noiv on land, by this nobleman, re-

mains as the only worthy poetical memorial of a
very amiable nobleman, and munificent patron
of poets.

The wits of Charles found easier ways to fame
Nor wish'd for Jonson's art or Shakspeare's flame.
Themselves they studied, as they felt they writ

;

Intrigue was plot, obscenity was wit.
Vice always found a sympathetic friend

;

They pleased their age, and did not aim to mend.
Yet bards like these aspired to lasting pi-aise,

And proudly hoped to pimp in future days.

Of the writers of this period Wordsworth gives

the following character.

Great men have been among us ; hands that penm^d
And tongues that uttered wisdom, better none :

The latter Sidney, Marvel, Harrington,
Young Vane, and others who called Milton Friend.
These Moralists could act and comprehend :

They knew how genuine glory was put on :

Taught us how rightfully a nation shone
In splendour : what strength was, that would not bend
But in magnanimous meekness. France, 'tis strange.
Hath brought forth no such souls as we had then.
Perpetual emptiness ! unceasing change !

No single volume pai'amount, no code.
No master spirit, no determined road

;

But equally a want of books and men !

1685. County Gentleman's Cowraw^, published

by Morphew. The editor remarks that, " seeing

promotion of trade is a matter that ought to be
encouraged, the price of advertisements is ad-

vanced to twopence per line."

1686. Joseph Moxon published his typo-

graphical work, entitled Mechanical Exercises,

a work which has commanded respect to the

present day, and though it may yield in extent

* Thomas Otway was born at Trotting, March 3, 1651

;

he was the son of a clergyman, and by profession a player
and a poet, though unsuccessful in both capacities. After
a life spent in the utmost poverty, degradation, and
wretchedness, he is said to have died in consequence of
eating, when almost famished, a roll which had been given
him in charity. Out of ten plays, written by this unfortu-
nate author, two only are now in repute, Venice Pre-
served and the Orphan ; and upon the appearance of the

former, in 1682, it took such hold of the stage, that even to

this day it has not been diminished. Otway died April

14th, 1685, and was buried in St. Clement Danes, London.
t John Wilmot, earl of Rochester, the inseparable com-

panion of Charles II., died July 26, l680.

t Wentworth, earl of Roscommon, died Jan. 17, l684.

§ Chailes Montague, earl of Halifax, was born April 17,

1660, and died 1715.

II
Charles Sackville, earl of Dorset, was born in 1637,

and died iu 1706.
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and practical value to those of Fournier, it must
be remembered that the pursuits of Mr. Moxon
were those of general science, while Fournier
was by birth, education, and profession, a letter-

founder. Moxon was the fii-st of English letter-

cutters who reduced to rule the art which before
him had been practised but by guess, and left

to succeeding artists examples that they might
follow ; by nice and accurate divisions, he ad-
justed the size, situation, and form of the several

parts and members of letter, and the proportion
which every part bore to the whole. The letters

most in use in England when Moxon wrote, were
pearl, nonpareil, brevier, long primer, pica, eng-
lish, great primer, double pica, two-line english,

and french canon. These are all the bodies of letter

noticed by Moxon, from which it appears, that
in his time printers were not incumbered with so

many different founts as they are at present

;

for now there are seven sorts of letter more than
are noticed in the above list,viz.minion, bourgeois,

small pica, paragon, two-lines pica, two-lines

great primer, and two-lines double pica. For,
if these seven sorts had then existed, Mr. Moxon
would not have failed to have mentioned them,
as he does small pica ; concerning which he says,
" We have one body more, which is sometimes
used in England, that is, a small pica ; but I

account it no discretion in a master printer to

provide it, because it differs so little from pica,

that unless the workmen be more careful than
they sometimes are, it may be mingled with the

pica, and so the beauty of both may be spoiled."

Mr. Moxon followed the business of a mathe-
matical instrument maker, and resided at the
sign of the Atlas, on Ludgate hill, where he
suffered materially by the great fire of London.
On November 30, 1678, he was elected a fellow

of the royal society, and hydrographer to king
Charles II.

The provisions of that absurd and oppressive

decree which had restrained the number of

master printers to twenty, and, by the same act,

the number of the type-founders to four, like all

other enactments which are opposed to the spirit

of an age, were found to have been impossible of

execution. The demand for knowledge had be-

come so general that twenty printers and four
founders were quite inadequate to the supply,
whatever might have been the opinion of Charles
II. and his arbitrary court. The supply, there-

fore, went ; for Mr. Moxon informs us, that " the

number of founders and printers were grown so

many, insomuch that, for the more easy manage-
ment of typography, the operators had found it

necessary to divide it into the several trades of

the master-printer, the letter-cutter, the letter-

caster, the letter-dresser, the compositor, the cor-

rector, the pressman, the ink-maker, besides

several other trades which they take into their

assistance, as the smith, the joiner, &c." Such
a division of labour indicates the natural pro-

gress of an art towards perfection, and is intleed

in itself a cause of that perfection. Moxon says

that letter-cutting was a handy-work at that time,

kept so concealed among the artificers of it, that

he could not learn any one had taught it any
other. Moxon himself, however, laid down ma-
thematical rules for the fonnation of letters, but
his science does not seem to have led him to
any improvement in shape, for the characters
which he formed are like the ugly Elzevii-s.

1686, May. King James II. granted a licence

to Obadiah Walker, and his assignees only, for

twenty-one years, to print and sell the books
following, without incurring any penalty, loss,

or disability whatsoever ; so that the number of
any one of the said books printed in any one
year exceed not 20,000.

Succession of the Clergy ; Church Oovemment ; Eucha-
rist; Communion in one kind; Eucharist in Compendium;
Motives to Christian Piety; Necessary Piety ; Infallibility

;

Obligation of Judgments ; Short Confessions of Faith

;

Danger of Schism ; Concerning Sacred Things ; Celibacy;
Miracles; Idolatry; Anti-Christ ; Append, to Roman De-
votions; Benefits of the Holy Ghost ; Adam's Fall; Litanies
and Hymns ; Pietas Romana, et Pariaiensis ; Rubric ;

Consid. on the Lives of Saints ; Oral Tradition ; Instit. of
the Soc. of Jesus ; State of the Dead ; Guide in Controver-
sies ; Roman Devotions vindicated; Roman Doctrine of
Repentance and Indulgencies vindicated; StillingfleeVa
Principles considered ; Paraphrase on St. Paul's Episllej ;

Benefits of our Saviour ; Life of Jesus Christ ; S. Teresa's
Works ; S. Austin's Life ; Greg. Lopez's Life.

Obadiah Walker was at first a divine of the
church of England, but afterwards joined the
Roman catholics. He was himself the author
of several of the above mentioned pieces. In
the same place above referred to, will be found
king James's licence, dispensation, and pardon,
for Obadiah Walker, master of university college,

Oxford, and others. The original of this licence

is preserved among bishop Tanner's manuscripts
in the Bodleian library, Oxford.

1686. William Leybourn, a printer in Lon-
don, but of whom there is no account of his birth

or death. He published several of the mathe-
matical works of Samuel Foster, astronomical

professor to Gresham college. He afterwards

became an eminent author himself, and appears

to have been the most universal mathematician
of his time. He published many mathematical
treatises in the seventeenth century. Among
these his Curstis Mathematicus was esteemed the

best system of the kind extant. His Panarith-

mologia ; o?-. Trader's Sure Guide, being tables

ready cast up, was long in use. It was formed

upon a plan of his own, and has been adopted

by M. Barenne, in France. The seventh edition

was published in 1741.

1686. Pennsylvania* was the second English

solony in America (Massachusetts being the

first) in which the art of printing \^as esta-

blished. About the year 1686 or 1687, William
Bradford, a native of Leicester, in England, set

up a press near Philadelphia ; commencing his

labours by printing a sheet almanac for the year

1687 : in 1689 he moved into the city, where
one of his earliest essays w as a quarto pamphlet
by George Keith, respecting tlie New England
churches.

* This province was founded by the Justly celebrated
William Penn, in the year 1682. He was born in London,
Oct. 1644, and died July 20, 1718.

i
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1686. The famous Olaus Rudbeck erected

a press in his own house at Upsal, an ancient

and celebrated city of Sweden, which, together

with the fourth volume of his great work, the

Atlantica, was consumed in the dreadful fire

which laid waste that city in the year 1702:

not more than three or four copies are supposed

to have escaped, one of which is treasured up
in the library of the university of Upsal, and

another in the royal library at Stockholm. Only

two hundred and ten pages of the volume were

finished at the press when the fire occurred.

The first volume of the Atlantica was published

in 1675, (and with a reprinted title in 1679, and

again in 1684,) the second in 1689; the third,

printed in the author's own house, in 1698; and

the fourth has no title. The best and most

minute account of this valuable work is to be

found in the travels of M. Fortia, to whom it

was communicated by one of the best bibliogra-

phers of Sweden, in the year 1791. Greek,

Hebrew, Syriac, and Runic types were used at

Upsal soon after the commencement of the

seventeenth century. In 1637 Grotius noticed,

in one of his epistles, that the Greek types then

used were deficient in elegance, and that the

paper was of inferior quality. The first Arabic

types ever used in Sweden were brought to

tlpsal by Peter Kirstenius, of Breslau ; at whose

death, in 1640, his printing apparatus was pur-

chased by the university. His types were

thought to be cast in imitation of those of the

Medicean press at Florence.

It is believed that printing was first exercised

in this city about the year 1510, by Paul Griis,

three of whose books are named, the earliest of

them being a Latin psalter, with the imprint,

Impressum Upsalice in domo Venerahilis patris

domini doctoris Ravaldi Archidiachoni ibidem

per Paulum Griis anno Dei MDX : but Al-

nander observes that there is some little uncer-

tainty about the exact period of the introduction

of the art. It appears to have declined about

1541, after the publication of an edition of the

Swedish bible in that year, [a small folio with

wood-cuts, a copy of which (on the authority of

Fortia) is preserved in the library of the academy
of sciences at Stockholm; a second, in the col-

lection of M. Giaeurwell, librarian to the king;

and a third, in the university library of Upsal,]

and to have revived w 1604. Charles XI.
granted to the college of national antiquities a

typographer of their own : the university like-

wise possessed a printing establishment peculiar

to themselves.

1686. Louis XIV. king of France, by an

edict, separated the corporation binders from

the printers of books in the university of Paris
;

but by the same edict, the binders were always

rated and reputed of the number of the agents

of the university, and enjoyed in this quality the

same privileges they had done before. Louis
erected a press in the Louvre ; and the editions

of the Greek Testament^ of Terence, Virgil, Ho-
race, Juvenal, and Sallust, which were issued

from this press, were, indeed princely, and ob-

serves Dr. Harewood, the institution of a royal

typography in the Louvre, in the estimation of
every wise and judicious person, added prodi-

gious splendour to the enlarged and exalted
views of Louis XIV.* and redound more to his

true glory, than the false and momentary splen-

dour he acquired by sacking peaceful cities, and
desolating happy provinces.

1686, Sept. 28. The following certificate serves

as a curious instance in what manner the censors
of books clipped the wings of genius when it

was found too daring and excursive.
" I, the under-written John Paul Marana,

author of a manuscript Italian volume, entitled

UEsploratore Turco, tomo terzo, acknowledge
that Mr. Charpentier, appointed by the lord

chancellor to revise the said manuscript, has not

granted me his certificate for printing the said

manuscript, but on condition to rescind four

passages. The first beginning, &c. By this I

promise to suppress from the said manuscript
the places above marked, so that there shall

remain no vestige ; since, without agreeing to

this, the said certificate would not have been
granted to me by the said Mr. Charpentier;

and for surety of the above, which I acknow-
ledge to be true, and which I promise punctually

to execute, I have signed the present writing.

Paris, 28th September, 1686.

" John Paul Marana."

These rescindings of the censor appear to be
marked by Marana in the printed work. We
find more than once chasms, with these words :

the beginning of thifi letter is wanting in the

Italian translation ; the onginal paper being

torn:'

The ingenious writer of the Turkish Spy is

John Paul Marana,f an Italian, so that the

Turkish Spi/ is just as real a personage as Cid
Hamet, from whom Cervantes says he had his

History of Don Quixote. Marana had been

imprisoned for a political conspiracy ; after his

release he retired to Monaco, where he wrote

the History of the Plot, which is said to be
valuable for many curious particulars. Marana
was at once a man of letters and of the world.

He had long wished to reside at Paris ; in that

emporium of taste and luxury his talents pro-

cured him patrons. It was during his residence

there that he produced his Turkish Spy. By
this ingenious contrivance he gave the history of

the last age. He displays a rich memory, and
a lively imagination ; but critics have said that

he touches every thing, and penetrates nothing.

* Louis XIV., was born at St. Germains, Sept. 6, l638,

and died at Versailles, Sept. 1, 1715.

t John Paul Marana was descended of a distinguished

Italian family, and was born in the city of Milan, or its

immediate vicinity, in the year 1642, In consequence of

being concerned in a political conspiracy, he went to

France, and settled at Paris, where he seems to have met
with patronage and friendship from the noble and the

learned. It was during his residence in this city that he

wrote his Turkish Spy, in 6 vols. 12mo. He was also the

author of two or three other works, which prove him to

have been a keen observer and a man of learning. Being

restored to his native country, he died in 1693.
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His first three volumes p^reatly pleased : the rest

are inferior. Plutarch, Seneca, and Pliny, were

his favourite authors. He lived in philosophical

mediocrity ; and in the hist years of his life

retired to his native country, where he died.

In Boswell's Life of Johnson is this dialogue

concerning the writer of the Turkish Spy. B.

—Pray, sir, is the Turkish Spy a genuine book ?

J.—No, sir, Mrs. Manley, in her Life says, that

her father lorote the two first volumes; and in

Dunton's Life and Errors^ we find that the rest

was written by one Sault, at two guineas a sheet,

under the direction of Dr. Midgley.*

It is not known on what authority Mrs. Man-
ley advances that her father was the author ; but

this lady was never nice in detailing facts. Dun-
ton, indeed, gives some infonnation in a very

loose manner. He tells us, p. 242, that it is

probable, by reasons which he insinuates, that one

Bradshaw,f a hackney author, was the writer of

the Turkish Spy. This man probably was en-

gaged by Dr. Midgley to translate the volumes

as they appeared, at the rate of 40s. per sheet.

On the whole, all this proves, at least, how little

the author was known while the volumes were

publishing, and that he is as little known at

present by the extract from Boswell.

1686, Died, Richard Royston, bookseller.

He was master of the stationers' company in

1673 and 1674; and gave £5 to the poor. Two
silver candlesticks, the gift of Mr. Richard Roy-
ston, deceased, (57 ounces 15 dwts.) were pre-

sented by his widow; to accompany which, a

pair of snuffers and a snuffer-box of silver

(10 ozs. 13 dwts.) In the south aisle of Christ

Church, Newgate-street, is this inscription :

—

Richard Royston, bookseller to three kings, died 1686,

in the 86th year of his age.

Elizabeth, wife of Luke Meredith, grand-daughter of

the above Richard, 1689.

Mary Chiswel, late wife of Richard Chiswel, bookseller,

another daughter of the above Richard Royston, 1698.

1686. The first Historical Dictionary was the

work of the learned and industrious Nicholas

Lloyd, fellow of Wadham college, Oxford, who

* Dr. Midgley was a coteraporary writer with Mr. Era-

ser , and had his deputation from the bishop of London. His
humour was constantly kind and agreeable ; his aspect

cheerful and strangely obliging. He licensed for me Mr.
Jay's tragedies of sir Barlow's Treatise of Fortification,

and other divine essays that were out of Mr. Eraser's

province. He was a good physician, and very high for the
church ;

yet (to do Dr. Midgley justice,) censoriousness,

and speaking unhandsomely of persons, or believing

easily any ill reports of those that dissented from him,
were vices his soul abhorred. In a word, he was a man of

singular modesty ; and living a pious life, when he lay on
his death-bed, he expressed no concern to live, nor fear to

die : he kept nothing in reserve for his last hours, and,

being ripe for death could not be surprised ; and the same
may be said of his brother licenser,Mr. D. Poplar.

—

Dunton.
The following memorandum was taken from a copy

of the original conveyance in the hands of the late Mr.
Charles Bathurst, bookseller, in London, in May 1767.
" Dr. Robert Midgely, of the parish of St. Michael Bassi-

shaw, London, conveys 27th Dec. I693, to Jos. Hindmarsh,
Rd. Lane, and Henry Rhodes, all the copyright in the
Turkish Spy, in eight volumes. He first says : translated,

written, and composed by himself. Afterwards written ori-

ginally in Arabick, translated into Italian, andfrom thence

into English. Last of aU, he calls himself the sole author
of these copies of books. He sold the copy for ^6*209 1 is. gd.

t See Dunton's Life and Errors, vol. 2.

spent thirty years in compiling it ; Oxford, folio,

1670 ; again with additions, at London, 1686. ^

Some consider Gessner's work in this light,

printed in 1545, and consequently abridgments
of it; and othei-s the Dictionary of Charles
Stephens, from the materials collected by Robert
Stephens, his father. But whoever considers

an (I compares the work ofMr. Lloyd with these

will see it is a very different thing, and built

upon a much broader foundation.

We stand indebted for the scheme of an His-
torical Dictionary, in its utmost extent to a
French ecclesiastic, I..ewis Morreri, who formed
it before he was twenty-five, and executed it

before he was thirty. Lyons: 1674. folio, 1 vol.

1686. Died, John Leigh, treasurer to the
company of stationers. He was appointed to
that office in 1679.

1686, Dec. 1. Samuel John.son, a divine of
remarkable learning and steadiness in suffering
for the principles of the revolution of 1688, pub-
lished a pamphlet entitled,A Humble and Hearty
Address to all the Protestants in the present army;
for this work he was sentenced in the court of
king's bench to stand in the pillory, in Palace-
yard, Westminster, Charing Cross, and the Old
Exchange ; to pay a fine of 500 marks, and to

be whipped from Newgate to Tyburn, after he
had been degraded from the priesthood. This
cruel and arbitrary sentence was put into execu-
tion upon this day. " He came," says the writer,
" with his cassock on to the pillory, (which had
been omitted in the act of degradation, and
therefore saved his living,) when Mr, Rouse, the
under-sheriff tore it off, and put a frieze coat
upon him." Samuel .fohnson was bom in the
year 1649, and died in 1703.

1686, April 26. Hippocrates Ridens ; or,

Joco-serious Reflections on the Impudence and
Mischief of Quacks, and Illiterate Pretenders to

Physick, No. 1 ; licensed by Robert Midgley.
1686, June 21 . An Account of tlie Proceedings

against Samuel Johnson, v)ho was tryed at the

King^s Bench Bar, Westminster.

1686, Observations on the Weekly Bill, from
Jidy 27 to August 3 ; with directions how to

avoid the Diseases now prevalent; licensed by
Robert Midgley, Aug. 9.

1687. An edition of Dryden's poems, the

Hind and Panther, a quarto volume of 90 pages,

appeared this year, with the imprint Holyrood-
house, printed by J. Watson. Of this book Dr.
Cotton could give no infonnation, until he met
with a work entitled A Description of the Anti-

quities, ^c. of Holyrood-house, 8vo. 1821, from
which the following particulars are extracted :

—

" During the reign of James VII. (mir James
II.) who manifested an unconstitutional par-

tiality to Roman Catholics, Holyrood-house
appears to have been destined by that bigotted

prince as a nurserj- for supei-stition. Not satis-

fied with securing to his popish subjects, within

the precincts of nis palace, the free exercise of

their religion, at a time when the most limited

degree of that religious tolemtion now so liberally

enjoyed by eveiy British subject wa.s considered

4 n
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as a connivance at heresy, James most impru-

dently instituted ' a popish college in the abbey
of Holyrood,' and published rules for it on the

22nd of March, 1688, inviting children to be
there educated gratis.

" He also appointed one Watson,* a popish

printer, who had availed himself of the protec-

tion of the sanctuary, to be the king's printer in

Holyrood-house. This Watson also obtained a
right from the privy council to print all the

Prognostications at Edinburgh ; which accounts

for several books bearing in their title-pages to

have been printed in Holyrood-house."

Dr. Lee, in his Memorial, states that he was
acquainted with several books printed here in

1687 and 1688, many of them being popish

works, allowed to be printed and dispersed by
king James II. Again, in the year 1775, there

was a press in this palace, when a tract by James
Fea, a surgeon, entitled the Present State of the

Orkney Islands considered, (8vo. pp. 66,) was
published, bearing the imprint Holyrood-house.

1687, Feb. 10. A proclamation for preventing

and suppressing unlicensed books and pamphlets.

1687, March 25. In order to retain the lower
class of people in the Protestant religion, cha-

rity schools were set up in and about London

;

the first were opened at Norton Falgate, and St.

Margaret's, Westminster.

1687, Sept. 1. Died, Dr. Henry More, the

Platonist, and a celebrated divine, whose works
were once read with great enthusiasm by the

people. Time, however, has long cast into the

shade the visionary papers of Henry More, and
he seems himself to have survived that fame
which he had once promised to himself. His
philosophical and theological works have been
collected into two volumes folio. The following

is a curious fact relating to his writings :—

A

gentleman who had died beyond sea, left a
legacy of £300 for the translation of Dr. More's
works. The task was cheerfully undertaken by
the doctor himself; but when he had finished it,

he was compelled to give the bookseller the

£300 to print them. He was bora at Grantham,
Lincolnshire, October 12, 1614.

1687. William Hammond, of Skipton in

Craven, Yorkshire, gave £10 to the poor of the

stationers' company.
1687, Oct. 21. Died. Edmund Waller, a

poet of some celebrity, whose writings partake of

the gay and conceited manner of Charles I. and
chiefly consist in complimentary verses, of an
amatory character, many of which are dedicated

to a lady whom he addressed under the name of

Sacharissa.f In his latter years. Waller wrote
in a more formal manner which had by that

time been introduced. He was born at Colshill,

in Buckinghamshire, March 3, 1605, and was
educated at Cambridge- At the age of eighteen
he became a member of parliament, and in 1643,
was sent to the tower on the charge of conspiring

* Father of J. Watson, queen's printer in the reign of
queen Anne.

t The Sacharissa of Waller's muse was Dorothy Sidney,
afterwards countess of Sunderland. She died in 1693.

to deliver the city to the king. Two persons

were executed for the plot, and Waller was con-
demned to be hanged, but saved himself by an
abject submission, and a liberal distribution of
money. After a year's imprisonment he went
into exile ; but returned by favour of Cromwell,
on whom he wrote an elegant panegyric. He
also wrote another on the death of the protector,

and afterwards celebrated the restoration, and
praised Charles II. He was elected to serve in
parliament, where, by his eloquence and wit, he
was the delight of the house. He endeavoured
to procure the provostship of Eton, but being re-

fused by the earl of Clarendon,* he joined in the
persecution of that great man.

1687, Feb. 21. Publick Occurrences truly

stated; with Allowance. By Henry Case. No. 1.

Printed by George Larkin, at the Two Swans,
without Aldersgate.

1687. News from Pannier-alley, or a true

relation of some pranks the Devil hath lately

played with a plaster pot there. 4to.

1688, Aug. 31. John Bunyan author of the

Pilgrim^s Progress, Holy War, Grace abounding
to the Chief of Sinners, and other works. He
was born at Elstow, near Bedford, in 1628, and
was brought up to his fatlier's business, which
was that of a travelling tinker. For some time
he led a^ very profligate kind of life ; but by de-

grees he acquired a sense of religion, and the

ability to read and write, and by study he soon
acquired a great knowledge of the scriptures.

In the civil w ar he entered into the parliamentary

araiy, and was present at the seige of Leicester.

In 1655 he became a member of a Baptist con-

gregation at Bedford, in which he used to exhort.

For this, at the restoration, he was taken up, and
confined in Bedfordjailf upwards of twelve years,

supporting himself and family by tagging laces.

There also he w rote his Pilgrim^s Progress, which
has gone through innumerable editions, and been
translated into most European languages. Its

object is to give an allegorical account of the

life of a Christian, his difficulties, temptations,

and ultimate tiiumph. On his release from

* Edward Hyde, earl of Clarendon, was bom at Dit-

ton, 1609, and was lord chancellor of England from 1630
to 1667, when, having lost the royal favour, he retired to
France, and passed the last six years of his life in exile,

where he finished that splendid monument of his genius
and impartiality, the History of the Rebellion, (for such
was the epithet bestowed by the royalists on the civil war.)
It was not published till the reign of queen Anne, in six

volumes. His Essays belong to the language, they express
the man, showing his unfitness for a station, where in-

tegrity and decency caught no refiection from the court.

He died December 9, 1674, and was buried in Westminster
abbey. In 1660, James, duke of York, afterwards king of
England, married Anne, eldest daughter of lord Claren-

don. She was the mother of our two queens, Mary and
Anne.

t In March, 1814, the library of Mr. Palmer, of Hack-
ney, was sold by Mr. Munn. In this collection were some
curious and valuable pieces of the old Puritan divines

;

but the chief article of attraction was the lot No. 121, a
copy of Bill and Barker's 4to. bible, in morocco, and in

excellent preservation. It was the identical pulpit bible

ofJohn Bunyan, and also his companion during his twelve
years' unjustifiable confinement in Bedford jail, where he
wrote his memorable Pilgrim's Progress. This bible was
purchased for Mr. Whitbread, M.P., for Bedford, at the
price of j6'21.
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prison in 1672, for which he was indebted to Dr.
Barlow, bishop of Lincoln, a violent Calvinist,

he became a preacher of the Baptist congrega-

tion at Bedford. He also travelled into various

parts of England, on which he was called bishop

Bunyan. He died in London of a fever, and
his remains were interred in Bunhill Fields.

Dr. Beattie, in his Dissertations^ Moral and
Critical, thus speaks of the Pilgrim's Progress.
" Few books have gone through so many editions,

in so short a time, as the PilgrinVs Progress.

It has been read by persons of all ranks and
capacities. The learned have not thought it

below their notice ; and among the vulgar it is

an universal favourite, I grant, the style is

rude, and even indelicate sometimes ; that the

invention is frequently extravagant ; and that,

in more than one place it tends to convey erro-

neous notions in theology. But the tale is

amusing, though the dialogue be often loyv ; and
some of the allegories are well contrived, and
prove the author to have possessed powers of

invention, which, if they had been refined by
learning, might have produced something very

noble This work has been imitated, but with

little success. The learned bishop Patrick* wrote
the Parable of the Pilgrim : but I am not satis-

fied, that the bishop borrowed the hint, as it is.

generally thought he did, from John Bunyan.
There is no resemblance in the plan ; nor does

the bishop speak a word of the Pilgrim's Pro-
gress, which I think he would have done, if he
had seen it. Besides, Bunyan's fable is full of

incident—Patrick's is dry, didactic, verbose, and
exceedingly barren in the invention."

It has been stated that Bunyan was indebted

for the incidents in his work, to some of the early

French romances, but more particularly to the

Pilgrimage of Human Life, written by Guil-

laume de Guilleville, in rhyme, about 1330, and
printed by Michael le Noir, at Paris, in 1506.

This work was very favourably received at its

first appearance ; and was turned into prose at

the request of Jeane de Lavac, queen of Jeru-

salem and Sicily, &c. Ant. Verard gave a new
impression in prose, Paris, 1511, folio. Not only

in early ages, but in later also, mankind have
been found less willing to be instructed by ab-

stract reasoning, than by fables or similitudes.

Hence the popularity of these old religious

fictions. " The Pilgrim's Progress of our days,"

says Mr. Greswell, " confessedly excels all other

productions of its kind ; and though some have
endeavoured to trace its prototype in earlier

works, it was probably, a perfectly spontaneous

and original effort of its unlettered author."

1688. The Saints' Triumph j or, the Glory of
the Saints with Jesus Chnst. Discoursed in a
Divine Ejaculation. By (John) B (uuyan.)

Printed by J. Millet, for J. Blaze, at the Look-

* Simon Patrick, bishop of Ely, was born at Gains-
borough, in Lincolnshire, September 8, 1628. He is well
known for his valuable commentary on the Old Testament,
usually published with bishop I<otith, On the Prophets,
and Whitby on the New Testament. The Imprimatur to
his Parable of the Pilgrim is dated April 11, 1665. He
died May 31, 1707.

ing Glass on London Bridge. 1688, small 4to.
A rude but characteristical wood cut portrait of
Bunyan is indented in the margin of this title-

page.

1688. Died, Thomas Buck, printer to the uni-
versity of Cambridge. He left two legacies to

Catharine Hall, where he had been a fellow, or
scholar, to purchase books. He was buried in

St. Mary's church on the 16th of November.
1688, Nov. 12. The first sale of books by

auction, which took place in Scotland, com-
menced upon this day by Andrew Anderson,
jun. with the following notice: " A catalogue of
excellent and rare books, especially Histoiy and
Romances, for the most part in English, and the
variorums, to be sold by way of auction, the 12
day of November, 1688. The books are to be
seen, from the first day of November to the day
of the auction, at Edinburgh, on the south side

of the High-street, a little above the cross, being
the close immediately above the Fish-market
close, in the head of the said close, on the left

hand, where a placdt will be on the gate, and the

catalogues are to be had there gratis. The time
for sale is only in the afternoon, from two of the

clock till four. Edinburgh, printed in the year
1688;" only nine pages, closely printed in two
columns. " He who pays not his money pre-

sently, is to give earnest, to take them away and
pay his money before the next day the auction

begins ; or else to lose his earnest, and the books
to be put to sale again. What books shall

happen to be unsold at the auction, are to be
had afterwards."

1688, May 9. The Weekly Test Paper; with

Allowance, No. 1. Printed by G. C. [George
Croom] for the author.

1688, May 12. Poor Robin's publick and pri-

vate Occurrences and Remarks ; written for Mer-
riment and harmless Recreation, No. 1.

1689, May 25. A true and impartial Account

of the remarkable Incidents, Casualties, and
other Transactions of the like Nature, happening

in City and Country, Sec.

1688. Histoncal Account of Books and Trans-

actions of the Learned World, published at

Edinburgh. This was the earliest review of books

in Scotland or in Great Britain.

1688, Nov. 22. Declaration of the nobility,

gentry, and commonalty, at the rendezvous at

Nottingham.
Three new papers made their appearance on

the 12th of December. King James II. had
abdicated on the preceding day.

1688, Dec. 12. Universal Intelligencer, Ho. 1.

For John Wallis.

1688, Dec. 12. English Cmtratit, No. 1.

1688, Dec. 12. London Courant, No. I.

1688, Dec. 18. London Mercury, or Moderate

Intelligencer, No. 1 . Printed by (jeorge Croom,
at the Blue Ball, in Thames-street.

1688, Dec. 24. Obsermtor, volume last, No. 1.

1688. Orange Intelligence. Printed by George
Croom.

1688, Dec. 31. Orange Gazette, with allow-

ance. For Jane Curtis.
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1689, Feb. 13. The Revolution. William

Prince of Orange, and the Princess Mary, a

daughter of the abdicating monarch, are pro-

claimed on this day, (Wednesday) with the

approbation of the loi-ds and commons.
The most important period in the history of

Great Britain, is that of the revolution under

William III. Then it was that our constitution,

after many fluctuations, and frequent struggles

for power "by the different members of it, (several

of them attended by vast effusions of blood,) was

finally settled. A revolution so remarkable, and

attended with such happy consequences, has per-

haps no parallel in the history of the world. This

it was, says Hume, that cut off all pretensions to

power founded on hereditary right; when a

prince was chosen who received the crown on

express conditions, and found his authority

established on the same bottom with the privi-

leges of the people ; so that there have been no

differences between our kings and parliament

since. Indeed, all the danger we have reason to

apprehend since that period, seems to be- from

the aid which the parliament itself may be in-

duced, by indirect methods, to give the court, to

encroach upon the liberties of the people ; or as

Montesquieu observes, when the executive shall

be more corrupt than the crown.

1689, Mai/ 26. John White was a printer

in the city of York, and at the landing of the

prince of Orange, in 1 688, printed his manifesto,

it having been refused by all the printers in Eng-
land, and for which he was sent prisoner to Hull
castle, where he was confined till the place sur-

rendered. He was afterwards rewarded by king

William's appointing him his majesty's sole

printer for the city of York, and the five northern

counties, as appears by his majesty's grant, dated

at Hampton court, May 26, 1689.

1689. John Dryden being unable both from
religious and political prepossessions, to take the

oaths to the government of Willicam and Mary,
this illustrious poet was compelled with an an-

guished heart to resign his offices. They were
conferred, with a salary increased to £300, upon
Thomas Shadwell, a person now only known to

British literature through the immortal satire of

Macflecnoe, in which Dryden had pilloried him
as the prince of dullness.

The rest to some faint meaning make pretence.
But Shadwell never deviates into sense.

Some beams of wit on other souls may fall,

Strike through, and make a lucid interval

;

But Shadweli's genuine night admits no ray.

A modern critic, reviewing the comedies of

Thomas Shadwell, gives a judgment, which will

be startling to those who have been content to

take him upon the opinion of his great rival and
antagonist. According to a writer, in the Re-
trospective Review, xvi. 56. " he was an accom-
plished observer of human nature, had a ready
power of seizing the ridiculous in the manners
of the times, was a man of sense and information,
and displayed in his writings a very considerable
fund of humour." Whatever truth there may
be in this decision, it seems reasonable to con-

clude with sir Walter Scott, that, in his advocacy
of whig principles, and the sufferings he had
endured imder the old goverament, as a " non-
conforming poet," he probably possessed merits
with king William, which were deemed by that
prince as of more importance than all the genius
of Shakspeare, Milton, and Dryden, if it could
have been united in one person.

1689. At the end of the Ninth Collection of
Papers relative to the present Juncture of Affairs
in England, quarto, there is a curious advertise-

ment, of which the following is nearly a verba-
tim copy :—Lately published, the Trial of Mr.
Papillon ; by which it is manifest that the (then)

lord chief justice Jefferies* had neither learning,

law, nor good mannei*s, but great impudence, (as

was said of him, by Charles II.) in abusing all

those worthy citizens who voted for Mr. Papillon
and Mr. Dubois, calling them a parcel of fac-

tious, pragmatical, sneaking, canting, snivelling,

prick-eared, crop-eared, atheistical fellows, ras-

cals, and scoundrels, as in page 19 of that trial

may be seen. Sold by Michael Janeway, and
most booksellers.

1689. Susanna Lathum gave the company of

stationers a silver tankard " The gift of Susanna
Lathum," 31 oz. 15 dwts.

1698, June. Died, Peter Palliot, historio-

gi*apher, printer, and bookseller, to the king of
France, and genealogist of the duchy of Bur-
gundy, was born at Paris, March 19, 1608. In
his youtli he showed a taste for genealogy, and
heraldic studies, in which he made great profici-

ency, by a relation who had published a work on
armorial bearing. In his 25th year he settled at

Dijon, where he married Vivanda Spirinx, the

daughter of a printer and bookseller, with whom
he entered into business. At his leisure hours,

however, he pursued his heraldic studies, and
laboured with so much perseverance as to produce
five large works in folio. He left also thir-

teen volumes of manuscript collections, respect-

ing the family of Burgundy. It is an additional

and remarkable proof of his industry and inge-

nuity, that he engraved the whole of the plates

in these volumes with his own hand. Palliot

died at Dijon, at the age of 89.

1689, Jan. 10. England an unlucky Soil for
Popery, (no printer's name.) No. 1

.

The same paper in French.

1689, Jan. 14. King Jameses Letter to the

Lords and others of his Privy Councel, from St.

Germans en Laye.

1689, Jan. 15. London Intelligence, No. 1.

1689, Jan. 19. Weekly Meynorials; or, an
Account of Books lately set forth ; with other

Accounts relating to Learning; by authority.

No. 1. This is the earliest specimen of an
English Review.

* George J efferies, baronWem, commonly known by the

name ofjudge Jefferies, the infamous lord chancellor under
James II., and one of the greatest advisers and promoters

of all the oppressive and arbitrary measures of that un-
happy tyrannical reign. His sanguinary and inhuman
proceedings wiU ever render his name detested. He died

a prisoner in the tower, April 18, 1689.
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1689, Feb. 14. Hacrlem Courant, No. 1.

Printed for John Search.

1689, March 23. Roman Post-boy, or Weekly
Account from Rome, printed by G. C[room.J
for John Mumford.

1689, March 25. Account of the Proceedings

of the Meeting of the Estates of Scotland, with

licence. Published by Richard Chiswell, at the

Rose and Crown, in St. Paul's Church-yard.

No. 1. This paper, printed on a folio half-sheet,

was continued by Richard Baldwin till October

1690 ; and, together with the proceedings of the

Convention, contained news and advertisements.

When the Revolution had been accomplished in

Scotland, it seems to have ceased in England.
Mr. George Chalmers, in his Life of Thomas

Ruddiman, says, that " in the annals of our lite-

rature, and our freedom, it is a memorable fact,

that there was not a newspaper printed in Scot-

land, at the era of the revolution. The few had
doubtless instructed themselves, during several

years, from the London Gazette. And the many
had been too busy, during the late times, with

the affairs of the other world, to be very anxious

about the events of this. Yet, were the estates

of Scotland, who assembled at Edinburgh, on
the 14th of March, 1689, and the mobs which
outraged, on that occasion, both law and religion,

sufficiently inflamed without the aid of a news-
paper. Whatever freedom, either of thought, or

of printing, may have been established in Scot-

land, by the revolution, ten years elapsed, before

it was deemed safe by the public, or advantage-

ous by an individual, to print a newspaper."

In order to supply that deticiency at Edinburgh,
the above paper was printed at London.

1689, April II. Great Neivs from Ireland;

being motives of encouragement for the officers

and soldiers who shall serve in the present war
of Ireland; licensed by J. Eraser,* No. 1.

1689, May 29. New Heraclitus Ridens; or,

* Commonly called catalo^e Fraser, from his skill in
books and constant frequenting of auctions. He was our
chief licenser for several years, and it was pity he had not
continued longer in the same post, for his treatment was
kind and impartial. He licensed for me the Athenian
Mercuries, The Works of the Learned, The Royal Voyage,
and such anumerous company of other books, as advanced
his fees (for bare licensing) to thirty pounds per annum,
which I paid him for several years together, as appears by
receipts under his own hand ; and as Mr. Fraser was an
impartial licenser, I suppose the booksellers were as for-
ward as myself to have recourse to him, which made his
salary very considerable, and he deserved every penny of
it; for his compass of learning was very large ; his judg-
ment correct and moderate ; his imagination lively : and
he was diligent and impartial in every part of his duty

;

but, notwithstanding these qualifications, the highflyers
were continually punching at him, and at last he surren-
dered his deputation. There is little happiness in high
posts ; they are attended with fatigue and trouble. Ad-
vancement exposes a man as the mark of envy, and the
malice of others ; every coirunon mortal must be throwing
in his censure, and meddling with the characters of those
above him ; and when neither the man nor his manage-
ment is well known, he must sit to every ill-natured club
and have his picture daubed with suspicion and prejudice.

Mr. Fraser had his full of this hard measure, though no
man was better skilled in the mystery of winning upon the
hearts of booksellers, nor were the company of stationers

ever blessed with an honester licenser, lie has now a
very honourable place in Chelsea college, where he has a
noble library, and lives in great reputation.

—

Dunlon.

an Old Dialogue between Jest and Earnest re-
vived, No. 1.

1689, June 19. Geographical Intelligence, for
the better understanding of foreign news. No. 1.

1689, A full Narrative of the Pope's Death,
between the 12th and 1 3th ofAugust; licensed.

1 689. A full and true Account of the besieg-

ing and taking of Carrickfergu^ by the Duke of
Schomberg ;* as also a Relation ofwhat has lately

passed in the islands of Antego, Mevis, and
Monteserrat, in the West Indies; where their

Majesties have been solemnly proclaimed ; in a
Letter from Chester, Aug. 31 ; licensed and
entered according to order; printed for R.
Baldwin.

1689. The Universal Intelligence. Printed by
Thomas More,t in the Whyte Friars.

1689, Nov. 6. A Ramble round the World,
by Kainophilus, a lover of novelties; performed
by a single sheet coming out every Friday ; to

each being added the Irish Courant; No. 1.

1689. A Dialogue between two Friends, con-
cerning the present Revolution, &c.

1689, Dec. 6. True Protestant Mercury ; or,

an impartial History of the Times, No. 1

.

1689. Strange News from, Arpington,near Bex-
ley, in Kent ; a true relation of a young maid
who was possessed with several Devils or Evil
Spirits, &c. 4to.

1689, Weekly Packet of Advice from Rome,
by R. Carre.

1690. R. Everingham| printed an edition

of 3000 Bibles, and 1000 New Testaments, in 8vo.

in the Roman character, for the use of the high-

lands of Scotland, and the Irish people gene-

rally. In the promotion of this design, the rev.

James Kirkwood, of Astwick, was particularly

active. He obtained a promise of jGlOO from
Mr. Boyle; and by circulating proposals, and
personally soliciting subscriptions, was enabled
to procure this impression. To silence the objec-

tions made by certain persons against printing

the bible in the Irish or Gaelic tongue, a valu-

able paper was written, entitled A.n Answer to

the objection against printing the Bible in Irish;

which is given at length by Birch, in the Appen-
dix to the Life of the Hon. Robert Boyle, No. 3,

pp. cxci.—cxciii. The translation from the

Irish into the Roman character, was done by

* Frederic Armand, duke of Schombeig, a celebrated
French general, was shot by mistake, by the French refu-

gees of his own regiment, while crossing tlie river at the
battle of the Boyne, July I, 1690. He was buried in St.

Patrick's, Dublin.
1 1 once travelled vrtth him to Brentford, and found him

a true lover of the present government. He is a very con-
scientiousman, punctual to hisword in thesmallcst matters,

courteous and affable in his conversation, and is ready to

do every one what good he can : and reader, 1 must say
there is no virtue I would wish in a ft'iend but I find it in
Mr. More.

—

Dunton.
t Mr. Evcringham and Mr. Whitlcdge were two partners

in the trade. I employed them very much, and looked
upon them to be honest and thriving men ; had they con-
fined themselves a little sooner to household love, they
might possibly have kept ui>on therr own bottom ; how-
ever, so it hapjMjned that they loved themselves into jour-
neyman printers again. Their misfortunes do not take
off my affections for them, for it will always be a pleasure
to me to hear of their welfare.

—

Dunton.
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Mr. Robert Kirk, who also superintended the

printing of this edition, at London.
1690. In this year white paper first began to

be made in England, before which time the

manufacture had been confined to brown only.

1690, Feb. 13. His Majesty's Letter to the

Lord Bishop of London^ to he communicated to

the two "provinces of Canterbury and York.

1690, March 17. Athenian Mercury^ No. 1.

Printed for John Dunton, at the Raven, in

Jewin-street.

1690. Mercurius Reformatus, or the New Ob-
servator, printed for Dorman Newman.*

1690, April 4. Irish Courant, or the Weekly
Packet of Advice irom Ireland, by J. F. No. 1.

1690. Account of the Victory obtained by the

King in Ireland^ on the \st day of this instant

July, printed by Edward Jones.

1690, Sept. 30. Dublin Intelligence^Ynihlished

by Authority, No. 1 ; printed by Joseph Ray,f on
College Green; reprinted at London by W.
Downing.

1690, Nov. 11. Mercurius Britannicus ; or,

the London Intelligencer turned Solicitor, No. 1.

1699. Pacquets of Advice from Ireland, unth
the Irish Courant.

1690. Lampoons; or Reflections on Public
News Letters. R. Taylor,

1690. Coffee-home Mercury ; containing all

the remarkable Events that have happened, from
Nov. 4 to Nov. 11 ; with reflections thereupon.

Printed by J. Astwood.

1690, Dec. 31. Abdicated King and Queen,

under the disguised names of Mr. and Mrs. Red-
ding.

1690. Plaine Scottish ; or, Newes from Scot-

land, 4to.

1691, Dec 31. Died, The Hon. Robert Boyle,

inventor of the air pump, and of whom it has
been said that he was designed by nature to suc-

ceed lord Bacon, for by his experiments he filled

up those plans that genius had sketched out.

From his works may be deduced the whole sys-

tem of natural knowledge.—Burnet, to whom
flattery has never been imputed, sums up a bril-

liant eulogium upon the character of Boyle in

* He published Mercurius Reformatus, or the New Ob-
servator. H e was once a considerable dealer, but has been
unfortunate. He is a man of excellent pEirts—a famous
casuist; and since his misfortunes, is turned preacher.
He served seven years to the same master ; and to do him
justice he was always kind and obliging to me. His usual
appellation was, " Dear Brother." I had many fine things
to hold forth on this subject, but I know not how it comes
to pass, on the sudden they are all lost again, like friends
in a crowd.

—

Dunton.
t He is slender in body ; his head rather big than little

j

his face thin and of a moderate size ; a smooth tongue,
and voice neither deep nor shrill. His countenance is ever
intermixed with joy and sweetness. He is a courteous
man in his shop ; and being both printer and bookseller,
has got a good estate in a few years : he is the best situ-
ated of any bookseller in Dublin. But I shall leave Mr.
Ray to ramble to Castle-street, where EUphal Dobson with
his wooden leg startled me with the creaking of it ; for I
took it for the Crepitum Ossium, which I have heard some
of our physicians speak of. Mr. Dobson is a great dissen-
ter

; but his pretence to religion does not make him a jot
precise. He values no man for his starched looks, or su-
percilious gravity, or for being a Churchman, Presbyte-
rian, Independent, &c., provided he is sound in the main
points, wherein all good men are agreed.—D«n^o».

the following strain. " I will not amuse you
with a list of his astonishing knowledge, or of
his great performances in this way. They are
highly valued all the world over, and his name
is every where mentioned with particular cha-
racters of respect. I will conclude this article

with this, in which I appeal to all competent
judges; that few men, if any, have been known
to have made so great a compass, and to have
been so exact in all parts of it as Boyle." He
was the seventh son, and the fourteenth child, of
Robert earl of Cork, and born at Lismore in
Ireland, January 25, 1627. He died at London,
and was buried at St. Martin's, Westminster.

1691. The Works of the Learned, 4to. by J.
la Crose, a late editor of the Universal Biblio-
theque. It continued only for a few years. The
Universal Bihliotheque was an English transla-
tion, which was published for a short time, of
Le Clere's Bibliothequ£ Universelle, begun at
Amsterdam in 1 686.

1691, Feb. 29. Compendio Mercuriale,
1691. MomusRidens; or, Comical Remarks

on the Public Reports.

1691. Urbanicus and Ru^ticus ; or, the City
and Country Mercury.

1691. Pacquet of Advice from France.

1691, March 25. Weekly Remarks on the

Transactions Abroad. No. 1.

1691. Athenian Gazette. By an advertise-

ment in the Athenian Gazette, dated Feb. 8,

1696, it appeal's that the cofiee-houses of Lon-
don had then, exclusive of the Votes of Parlia-
ment every day, nine neivspapers every week.'

1691, Aug. 5. Mercurius Eruditorum ; or,

News from the Learned World. No. 1.

1691, Feb. 1. History of Learning; or, an
Abstract of several Books lately published, as
well Abroad as at Home.

1691, Dec. 10. Mercurius Reformatus; or the
true Observer, No. 1.

1691. City Mercury ; or, advertisements con-
cerning trade ; by R. Everingham, B. Harris,
Mercury and Intelligence ofiices, E. Hawkins,
&c. for divers years.

1691. Infemus ; or. News from the other
World. Printed by Thomas Marlow.

1692, May 18. Died. Elias Ashmole, an
eminent antiquary, and founder of the Ashmo-
lean museum at Oxford, which was the first in-

stitution in England for the reception of rarities

in nature and art; and in the infancy of the
study of natural history in this country, it pos-
sessed what was then considered a very valuable
collection. He off"ered to bestow on the univer-
sity all the collections in natural history which
had been bequeathed to him by the Tradescants,

the eminent botanists and gardeners at Lambeth,
and to add to these his own coins, manuscripts,

and books, provided the university would defray

the expense of erecting a proper building for

their reception. The ofier was accepted, and the

present edifice raised, under the direction of sir

Christopher Wren. Twelve cart loads of rari-

ties were deposited within its walls, by the hands
of Dr. Plot, on the 20th of March, 1682.
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In 1638 he settled in London as an attorney

;

but on the breaking out of the rebellion, he went

to Oxford, and entered of Brasenose college. He
was for some time in the royal army, but when
the king's affairs were ruined, he settled in Lon-
don, and became a member of the society of

astrologers. In 1649 he married lady Manwar-
ing, with whom he had a good fortune. In
1658, we findhira at Oxford, employed ill draw-
ing up a description of the coins given to the

public library by archbishop Laud. On the

restoration of Charles II. he was appointed

Windsor herald, and became one of the first

members of the Royal Society. In 1669, the

university of Oxford conferred on him the degree

of M. D. In 1672, he presented his ^''History

of the Order of the Garter ^^ to the king, whore-
warded him with £400. He was born at Lich-

field, May 23, 1617. Wood, in his account of

Ashmole, tells us, " In his library I saw a large

thick paper book, near a yard long, containing

on every side of the leaf two, three, or more pic-

tures or faces of eminent persons of England,
and elsewhere, printed from copper cuts, pasted

on them, which Mr. Ashmole had with great

curiosity collected ; and I remember he has told

me, that his mind was so eager to obtain all

faces, that when he could not get a face by it-

self, he would buy the book, tear it out, paste

it in his blank book, and write under it from

whence he had taken it." An admirable portrait

this of our modern portrait collectors, who have

sent back many a volume to the bookseller's shop

stript of its graven honours. A most noted col-

lector told a person at Cambridge, "That his

own collection must needs be large and good, as

it rested on six points. 1. I buy ; 2. I borrow

;

3. I beg; 4. I exchange ; 5. 1 steal ; 6. I sell."

This book was consumed by fire, with the rest of

his library, which took place at his chambers
in the Middle Temple, London, together with his

collection of about nine thousand coins, besides

seals, charters, and other curious antiquities.

1692. John Macock gave to the stationers'

company a silver cup and foot, 45 oz. 4 dwts.

the legacy of John Macock, who was master

in 1680 ; to pair with that of Mr. Sawbridge.

1692, Nov. 21. Died, Thomas Shadwell,
poet laureat and historiographer royal. He was
succeeded in his offices by Nahum Tate, a dra-

matist and miscellaneous writer, who is now only

known for his joint labours with Nicolas Brady
in a metrical version of the psalms. Tate re-

tained the laurel till the reign of George I. and
even wrote the first birth-day ode for that mo-
narch, but is said to have died Nov. 21, 1715,

in the Mint, where he was forced to seek an
asylum for debt. Lord Rochester said, if Shad-

well had burnt all he wrote, and printed all he

spoke, he would have had more wit and humour
than any other poet. Dorset was also his friend.

1692, Feh. 1. London Mercury, No. 1. The
sixth and seventh numbers of this paper were

ornamented with a curious wood-cut represent-

ing an owl perched on a raven, with the words
" Par pari, or Birds of a Feather."

1692. Lacedemonian Mercury, being a con-
tinuation of the London Mercury.

1692, March 30. Collectionfor Improvement of
Husbandry and Trade. By John Knighton
F.R.S. Published by Randal Taylor. No. L

*

1692. The Gentleman^s Journal, for March.
1692. Monthly Miscellany; consisting of

News, History, Philosophy, Poetry, Miisic, &c.
1692. The complete Mercury, or News for the

Ingenious.

1692, May 8. The Scotch Mercury ; giving a
true Account of the daily Proceedings and most
remarkable publick Occun-ences in Scotland,
No. 1. Printed forR. Baldwin.

1692, May 9. Proclamation jot calling out
Heretors and Fencihle Men to attend the King*s
Host. Edinburgh : printed for R. Baldwin.

1692, June 9. The Moderator, No. 1.

1692, Sept. 13. Proclamation for the better

Discovery of seditious Libellers.

1692, Dec. 13. Athenian Mercury, No. 1.

1693. Printing was introduced into the city of
New York, the capital of the province of that
name, in North America. William Bradford,
who had previously been the first to exercise the
art of printing in Philadelphia. In that city he
continued, we are told, " until some time in the
year 1693, when he set up a press at New York,
and was appointed printer to the government.
The first book from his press was a small folio

volume of the laws of the colony, bearing the
date of that year." In the imprint he styles

himself" printer to their majesties," and directs

to his printing-house " at the sign of the Bible."
Bradford possessed a paper-mill (perhaps the
first built in British America) so early as the
year 1728. He was a man of good character and
affable mannere ; and, after holding his situation

as printer to the government upwards of fifty

years, closed his useful life in the year 1 752, at

the advanced age of ninety-four.

1693. An order was issued by the company of
stationers, for prosecuting all printers, book-
sellers, and others, who neglect to send in their

three books for the three libraries.

1693. Charles Blount, a deistical writer,

published a pamphlet,in which he grounded king
William's (III.) claim on the right of conquest;
it was burnt by the hands of the hangman ; and
another, on the Life of Appollonius Tyaneus,

gave great offence, as an attack on Christianity.

He was the youngest son of sir Henry Blount,

an ingenious writer of Hertfordshire, and bom
in 1654 ; on the death of his wife, he fell in love

with her sister, and because he could not marry
shot himself in 1 693. His miscellaneous works
were published by Gildon.

1693, June 1—3. The trial of William An-
DERTON, printer, at the Old Bailey, before the

lord chief justice Treby, Mr. Justice Powell,

sir John Fleet, knt., lord mayor, and sir Sala-

thiel Lovel, knt., recorder of I^ondon, for high
treason. The trial began on Thursday June 1,

but respited till the Saturday following, June 3,

that this scene might be acted with the greater

solemnity. Mr. Andcrton being brought to the

A
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bar, was arraigned, and pleaded not guilty, and

made it his request, that he might have a copy

of his indictment ; but it would not be granted.

The crime laid to his charge was, the compos-

ing, printing, and publishing, two malicious,

treasonable libels : the first entitled. Remarks

upon the present Confederacy and late Revolution

in England ; the second, A French Conquest,

neither desirable nor practicable.

The principal evidence against the prisoner

was Robert Stephens,* the messenger of the

press, who made oath, that coming to Scuda-

more's house, where the prisoner lodged, and

asking what lodgers they had, he saw the pri-

soner's mother in the yard, who crying out

murder, the prisoner came out of the house, and
fell upon him ; and that at the time of Mr. An-
derton's apprehension, he did in words disown

the government, and called king William Hook-
nose, not submitting himself: that he took at

the said house an old trunk filled with seditious

papers and pamphlets, and that he had seen

the trunk formerly, and knew it to be Mr. An-
derton's, and that he also found a desk, and

took out of the said desk forty or fifty of a sort

of the Remarks and French Conquest, and that

he saw the prisoner shove up a bed, which run

upon wheels, behind which was a door, which

* Robert Stephens. And it is fit Robin should bring up
the rear of the printers, as he is " messenger to the press,"

as well as a printer, and orders those irregular things as

well as they their own heads of letter. I know Robin has
many enemies, that grunt at him, and, perhaps, they have
reason for it ; and if I will praise the bridge that I went
over, I must say he never did me the least injury ; for if I

printed a book that had no licence, I took such care to

dazzle his eyes that he could not see it, and Robin will be
as true to his friend (when there is a fellow-feeling in the

case) as any man in the world, which is a rare quality in

a man who lives by informing ; and as Robin knows how
to be just and kind to those that deserve it from him, so

were I put to my oath, I could not swear but Robin Ste-

phens and his brother messenger, John Gellibrand, are both
very honest quiet men,—I mean as to me ; and when the

world has believed this, 1 will endeavour to find out their

other virtues ; for, as to Gellibrand, I never heard his ho-

nesty questioned ; and as to Stephens, he is as much a
saint as the world thinks him, and that is as high as I can
go in his praise ; for if he alone is a wise man, who hath
a clear and certain knowledge of things, then I am ex-

cluded, for I mistake every thing, when I weigh the cha-

racter of men (whether friends or enemies) if I come near

them, I am within a circle and straightways as if conjured

from giving a true verdict
;
yea, when I had outlawed a

a person, as one siltogether unworthy of protection (and

perhaps have thought him as black as " the Observator"

has made Stephens) yet how hath the tender of some few
qualities been ready to make me reverse it ! hath not only

stopped my mouth (as is seen in my character of Robin
Stephens; but muddied my sounder judgment of him, so

that now I have had enough to do to see the fault through
my friend. My very judging faculty hath been somewhat
bribed to spare the sin, lest I should fall too foul upon the

subject of it, and how have I found out a weak brain, a
strong temptation, or something or other to extenuate
the offence ? yea, an intent of getting a place myself, and
some possibility of arriving to Robin's height, hath been
such a powder mine, that I have been well nigh blown up
in my own trenches, and my affections have been like a
navy in a storm at sea, hardly kept together, so that you
see, reader, if I have given Stephens too loud a character,
it is so naturally the effect of those conniving favours I

have received from him that to have hoped in his praise
would have been very ungrateful ; and for such who think
I have mistook his virtues, or said too little in his com-
mendation, 1 would have them consider that Robin has
been a kind and honest messenger to me, and that is all I

know of the matter.—DMwfon.

he opened, and there found a printing press,

letters, and other materials proper for that trade
;

that he also found an en-ata, with an &c. set in

the press, the very same which he believed were
the book, called Remarks upon the present Con-
federacy. Hooper, the beadle of stationers' hall,

seconded the aforesaid testimony, as also the con-

stable and his beadle; they also alledged forty or

fifty of the French Conquest to be there. Be-
sides Stephens, the constable, and the beadles,

there were also two printers sworn, viz. Roberts*
and Snowden,f (a dissenter to whom Anderton
was some time an apprentice) the substance of

whose evidence was, that they had seen the

characters in the hall, together with the &c.,
and that they did believe it was the letter that

printed that book, {i. e. the book then shewed
in court,) as also, that the two books were
printed with one and the same letter or cha-

racter. Another witness made oath, that about
three quarters of a year before, he had sold the

prisoner paper, by the name of Williamson.
In summing up the evidence, two or three

k old, musty, impertinent precedents were brought
in, which had not seen the sun for many ages,

the chief of which was that of sir John Oldcastle,

lord Cobham, and he might as well have urged
the case of the Man-in-the-Moon : for what was
my lord Cobham's case to printing? That
famous Wicklivite lived in the reign of Richard
II., some scores of years before printing was
thought on, which came not into England till

the reign of Henry VII.; and the prisoner had
very well observed, that it was not expressed in

the statute, 25 Edward III., (and it is impos-
sible printing should be expressed there,) is

barred from being any ways adjudged, or in-

terpreted treason, by the statute 1 Mary. In
short, in summing up the evidence to the jury,

every thing was aggravated to the utmost, every

little punctilio was made use of, which was
thought might be any thing serviceable to beget
in the jury an hard opinion of the prisoner ; the

bed with wheels was not let alone : every little

trifle was fetched in, with all the witty malice

imaginable; nay, the very soul of the man was
looked into, and the jury told what was within

him ; he was an ill-minded man, a disaffected

person ; he was no lover of the government

;

and that printing was an overt-act ; so the jury
were sent out to consider of their verdict.

After two hours debate, the greater part of

* He was master over himself,- when he had a storm in
his heart, he made all fair weather in his face. He would
look big-, but I never found he was passionate, proud, or
vain; however, he had this particular in him, that he
never broke his word to a bookseller. In twenty books
that he printed for me, he never disappointed me once, or
exacted twopence, so that what he left to his widow will

wear well, for it was every penny honestly gotten.

—

Dunton.
t He was my very dear and intimate friend for many

years, a man of very great industry, and composed much
himself. He was a great admirer of Mr. Lott. His widow
follows the same trade; and though I was pretty deeply
indebted to her husband, yet she has not once asked me
for it, which I take as a very great and noble kindness,
and so soon as I can possibly compass money to discharge
my debts, she, to be sure, shall not lose a farthing.—
Dunton.

Jl
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the jury became very well inclined to have
found not guilty ; but there was one amongst
them who loved mischief, and he was for hang-
ing them for being Jacobites, not for being
guilty : and being since told of the severity of
their verdict, he readily acknowledged, that the

evidence did not amount to the proof of the
fact; but, saith he, what of that? I believed

he was guilty, and I will hang a hundred of
them for half so much evidence.

When the jury appeared, the question was
asked, whether they were agreed of their verdict?

A zealous man answered, No. Whereat the

court frowned, and shewed themselves much
displeased, when the foreman of the jury, (de-

sirous that all men may have fair play for their

lives) put this question to the bench. Whether
the having those things by him, without making
any further use of them, did affect the prisoner

as to life ? Now this question w as very perti-

nent, though nothing pleasing ; but after some
frowning and pouting, the court answered. No.
But that was nottheir business, they were to find

it printing, and that was a sufficient overt act.

Some of the jurymen, by way of complaint, said

thus : My lord, our foreman is of opinion this

fact is not proved.

—

Court : Whether it be
proved or no, you ought to determine ; the bare
finding the l30oks in his custody would not be
treason ; but the case is, gentlemen, here is a
man that has a printing-press, to which no man
has admission but himself; and this man is

found with an errata, and &c., so that he must
needs print the treason. To this a juryman
answered, 'Tis a very strong presumption, my
lord. And then baron Powell clenched the nail

with this grave saying, " a violent presumption
is as much as if a man had been there and done
it himself." These answers being returned to

questions, the jury were sent back again, where
almost three hours more were spent in debating
the matter, before they could come to a conclu-
sion; they then complied and brought in the
prisoner guilty. The matter now lay wholly
before the city recorder, sir Salathiel Lovell, who
after a flourish or two of empty rhetoric, pro-

ceeded to pronounce that dreadful sentence which
the law allots to treason ; to have the heart and
bowels torn out, and burnt, and the body dis-

membered, and the quarters set up, or disposed

as authority orders.

Whilst Mr. Anderton was preparing for his

death, his friends were struggling for his life.

He had many friends upon the account of his

known ability, industry, and integrity ; others

were taken up with his manly behaviour, and clear

pleading upon his trial ; and many more were
forward to move in his case, in pity or indigna-

tion, at his usage, but all their efforts joined

with that of his wife were of no avail, and the

dreadful sentence was put into execution at Ty-
burn, upon the sixteenth day of the same montli,

except the disembowelling.

It was then well known that Anderton did not

print the French Conquest^ and that it was
printed at a press which he never saw, and by

persons with whom, for a long time, he had no
communication : for the goveniment had at that
time in their custody those pei-sons, who knew
when and where it was printed, and (as it was
said) had made a discovery of all, perliaps of
more than they knew. The papers of that sort

taken upon the prisoner, were sent to him the
day before he was seized : and some have a
vehement suspicion, that it being resolved he
should be taken the next day, those pamphlets
were sent before-hand, that something might
certainly be found upon him ; but his innocence
in that matter hath since been made evident to

all the world, by an irrefragable testimony ; for

at this September sessions at the Old fiailey,

Price, in open court, made oath, that he, and
the prisoners then at the bar, Newbolt and
Butler, printed the French Conquest.—See Ho-
well's State Trials, vol. 12, pp. 1240-1267.

1693, Feb. 14. The Jovial Mercury. No. 1.

1693, Feb. 18. The Ladies Mercury, No. 1.

1693, April 18. Proceedings of tlie Parliament

of Scotland. Edinburgh. Sold by R. Baldwin.
No. 1 . Licensed April 29.

1693, May 31. Observations upon the most re-

markable Occurrences in our Weekly News. No. 1.

1694. By the firm and decisive tone of the

house of commons, the last restrictive laws
against the press expired in England, and from
this time it has been generally considered to be
free. It was granted, says our philosophic Hume,
to the great displeasure of the king and his mi-
nisters, who, seeing no where, in any goveni-
ment during present or past ages, any example
of such unlimited freedom, doubted much of its

salutary effects. At the same time the oppres-

sive statutes of giving three copies of every

printed book were repealed.

1694, S'^^ 13. Died, John Barbier d'An-
couR, a French advocate of talent, and a cele-

brated critic. When he was near his death, a

friend told him that he left an immortal name
behind him. " Alas !" said the critic, " if my
works should have any sort of value of them-
selves, I have been wrong in the choice of my
subjects; I have dealt only in criticism, which
never lasts long. For if the book criticised fall

into contempt, the criticism falls with it, since it

is immediately seen to be useless ; and if, in spite

of the criticism, the work stands its ground, then

the criticism is equally forgotten, since it is im-

mediately thought to be unjust!" Pope says,

" "Tis hard to say, if greater want of skill

Appear in writing, or of judgriug ill."

It is related of Barbier, that he married tlie

daughter of his bookseller, as a discharge for a
heavy debt.

1694, Not\ 25. Died, John Tillotson, arch-

bishop of Canterbury, and a verj' distinguished

theological writer. He was born at Sowerby,
in Yorkshire, September 29, 1630, and rose

through several gradations to the highest office

of the church. Birch, in his life of the arch-

bishop, states that on account of his great cele-

brity as a divine, a bookseller gave to his wido\%

4 c
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(the only property with which he was able to

endow her) for the copyright of his unpublished

sermons, no less a sum than two thousand five

hundred guineas. They have ever since been

admired as models of correct and elegant com-

position in the department of literature to which

they belong. After the death of the archbishop,

a bundle of libels were found among his papers,

on which he had written, "these are libels, I

pray God forgive them as I do." A striking

proof of his charity and benevolence.

1695, Nov. 29. Died, Anthony Wood, a

celebrated antiquary, and author of the History

and Antiquities of the Colleges and Halls in the

University of Oxford. This work was com-
menced about the year 1656, and was completed

in the year 1668. It consisted of two parts; the

first being a general history of the University,

from its institution to the year 1649 ; the second,

a history of the ancient and present schools,

theatres, lectureships. Sec. together with a his-

tory of the several colleges and halls, from their

first foundation, down to the year 1668. To the

whole of this was subjoined an appendix, enti-

tled, Fasti Oxoniensis, or a Commentary on the

supreme Magistrates of the Universitie of Oxford,

namely of the Chancellours, Commissaries, Pro-

chancellours, or Vicechancellours, and Proctors

:

also of the High Stewards and Parliamentarie

Burgesses of the Universitie. For the compila-

tion of this elaborate work, the author, by means
of Dr. Wallis, obtained leave to consult the

university registers, monuments, and writings.

After he had extracted from these writings every

thing he thought useful for his great undertak-

ing, he went to London, with letters of recom-

mendation from Dr. Barlow, provost of Queen's
college, to sir William Dugdale, by whose
means he obtained leave to peruse some manu-
scripts in the Cotton library, and had free access

to the records in the Tower. With these advan-
tages he easily furnished himself with authentic

facts; yet the labour in collecting them must
have been immense, and the judgment in select-

ing what would be useful, and in rejecting what
was superfluous, must have required time and
attention ; so that we cannot sufficiently admire
his great assiduity in order to bring so elaborate

a perforaiance to a conclusion, in so short a time.

On the 22d of October, the university of Oxford
offered the sum of One Hundred Pounds for the

copy of this work ; he accepted it, and received

the money on the 29th of March following.

What astonishing liberality ! ! This purchase
was made for the purpose of translating the work
into Latin. The version was accordingly per-

formed, under the inspection of Dr. Fell, dean
of Christ Church, and published in 1674, in

folio, under the title of Historia et Antiquitates

Universitatis Oxoniensis, duobus voluminibus
comprehensa. Mr. Wood was greatly displeased

with this translation, as appears from many pas-
sages in his Athen. Oxon. where he makes heavy
complaints of the injury done to his book (Vid.
vol. 2d. Col. 853. 2d edition). The Editors of
the Biographia Britannica give a remarkable

instance of the translator's wilful misrepresenta-

tion of the author's meaning. Bishop Burnet
having attacked this work, it was vindicated by
the author, in an 8vo. volume. Wood was bora
at Oxford in 1632, and educated in that univer-
sity. A new edition from the original manuscript
in the Bodleian library ; with a continuation to

the year 1786, was published by the Rev. John
Gutch, chaplain of All Souls' college, Oxford.

1695, Jan. 14-17. The Proceedings of the

King^s Commission on the Peace.

1695, Jan. 22. The Philosophical Obseriator.

1695, March 5. The Form of the Proceeding
to the Funeral of hei' late Majesty Queen Mary
II. of blessed Memon/.*

1695, May 11. The Flying Post from Paris
and Amsterdam, giving an impartial Account of
the present Occurrences abroad, as related by the

Confederates and the French ; together with what
is most remarkable at Home. No. 2. "Our design
is not to interfere with the London Gazette, but
to pursue another method; there being many
things below its cognizance, that are yet useful

to be known, and may give further light into

present transactions."

1695, May 17. The Post Boy, Foreign and
Domestic. No. 1.

1695, July 1(1. Great News from the King^s
Army before Namur, in a Postscript to the Post
Boy.

1695, July 11. An Express of the Burning of
St. Maloes.

1695, July 13. An Account of the Taking of
a Fort and Entrenchment before Namur.

1695, July 16. An Account of the Capitula-
tion of the Town of Namur; and the Surrender'

of Casal, Sf-c. In a Postscript to the Flying Post.

1695, July 26. An Account of the intire Defeat

of the Turkish Army in the Morea, by the Vene-

tian Forces.

1695, Aug. 29. An Account of the Surrendering

of the Castle of Namur to the Confederates, as also

of Admiral RusseVs Burning Marseilles.

1695, Sept. 3. The Monthly Land Bank. No.2.

1695, Nov. 28. The Flying Post. No. 84.
" If any gentleman has a mind to oblige his

country friend or correspondent with this account
of publick affairs, he may have it for 2d. of J.

Salusbury, at the Rising Sun in Cornhill, on a
sheet of fine paper ; half of which being l)lank,

he may thereon write his own private business,

or the material news of the day." " If any per-

son has any study of books or library to dispose

of, if they will send a catalogue of them to John
Salusbury, at the Rising Sun in Cornhill, they

shall have the full value of them in ready money."
Dec. 17.

1696. A work was secretly printed within the

convent of La Grande Chartreuse, chief of the

whole order of Carthusians, situate on the Guyer,

within five leagues of Grenoble in Dauphine,

* Queen Mary died Dec, 28, 1694, at Kensington, in the
thirty-third year of her age, and was buried in Westmin-
ster abbey. Her domestic and reserved habits had tended
to reform the licentiousness of the court, whicli had dis-

tinguished the two preceding reigns.
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entitled, JSxplicatio7i de quelques endroits des

anciens Statutes de Vordre des Chartreux, avec des

ecclairdssemens donnez sur le sujet d'un lihelle

qui a ete compost contre Vordre, et qui s'est di-

vulgue secrettement. It was written by the

general of the order, in answer to some remarks
of the abbe la Trappe. The distribution of this

volume was so guarded, that even of the Car-
thusians themselves few ever saw it, a copy
being sent to the superior of each house, whicn
he was directed not to communicate.

1696, Feb. S. The Athenian Mercury. No. 30.

With this number, which concluded the nine-

teenth volume, John Dunton thought it right to

discontinue his weekly publication, " as the cof-

fee-houses had the Votes every day, and nine

Newspapers every week ;" and proposed to pub-
lish his Mercuries in quarterly volumes, " de-

signing again to continue it as a weekly paper,

as soon as the glut of news is a little over."

1696, March 9. The Protestant Mercunj ; Oc-
currences Foreign and Domestick. No. 1.

1696, April 10. A Declaration of the Sense
of the Archbishops and Bishops now in and about
London, upon the Occasion of their Attendance
in Parliament, concerning the in-egular and
scandalous Proceedings of certain Clergymen at

the Execution of Sir John Friend and Sir Wil-
liam Parkins.

1696, June 3. London Mercury ; or, Mercure
de Londres ; printed in opposite columns, Eng-
lish and French. No. 1

.

1696, Aug. 4. Dawks^s* Neivs Letter, [on a
type to imitate Writing]. No. 1. This letter will

be done upon good writing-paper, and blank

space left, that any gentleman may write his own
private business. It does undoubtedly exceed
the best of the written news, contains double the

quantity, is read with abundance more ease and
pleasure, and will be useful to improve the

younger sort in writing a curious hand.

1696, Sept. 8. Account of a bloody Battle in

Hungary, (^-c. in a Postscript to the Flying Post.

1696, Sept. 17. Lloyd's News; printed for

Edward Lloyd (CofFee-man) in Lombard-street.

1696, for Sept. The Night Walker, or Even-
ing Rambler, ^c. ; to be published Monthly.

1696, Oct. 29. The Weekly Survey of the

World, or the Gentleman's solid Recreation.

1697. Lord Molesworth, who had been the

English ambassador at the court of Copenhagen,
published, about this period, a valuable work,

under the title of An Account of the History of
Denmark, in which he expressed himself with

all the freedom of a Briton respecting the arbi-

trary conduct of the Danish government. His
Danish Majesty, highly incensed at some of the

observations of the noble author, commanded
his ambassador to complain on tlie subject to

William III. " What would you have me do?"

* He very often solicited me for work. I obliged him
with it as often a.s I could. He is very obliging: and dili-

gent, and reasonable in his prices. He has a very rich

invention : witness his new letter, with which he printed
his newspaper. He printed several pieces of Salmon, and
does excellent work.

—

Dunton.

replied the king. " Sire," answered the Dane,
" if you had caused such a complaint to be pre-
ferred to the king, my master, he would have
sent you the head of the writer." " That," re-

joined his majesty, " is what I neither will nor
can do; but if it will give you satisfaction, he
shall introduce what you have just said into the
second edition of his work."

1697, May 17. The London Post; with the
newest Intelligence, both Foreign and Domestic.

1697, May 21. The Foreign Post, with Do-
mestick News, Sic. French and English. No. 3.

1697, July 5. The Amsterdam Slip.

1697, Sept. 14. The Account of the signing

the General Peace, ^c. in a Postscript to the Fly-
ing Post.

1697. Oct. 23. The Postman and the Histori-

cal Account, ^c. No. 386.
1698. John Dunton mentions a Mr. Lownds

in the Strand. He was Dr. Horneck's bookseller

for many years, he printed his Great Law of

Consideration, his Sermons of Judgment, and
Discourse on the Sacrament, entitled Tfie Cru-
cified Jesus, ^c. Mr. Lownds was a sincere ho-

nest dealer, and had this peculiar to himself;

that he was never much concerned, (except for

the death of his pious and learned author) for

the things that he could not help, for he did all

he could to prevent a grievance, and then he ac-

quiesced in the divine pleasure.

1698 (about), The Second and last Adventure

of the Wheel of Fortune; Thomas Comwallis,
Esq. Undertaker.

1699. In this year Fenelon's celebrated Tele-

machus, was first printed in four volumes, under
the following extraordinary circumstances :—It

appears to have been composed by Fenelon,

while he was preceptor to the royal duke. Not
long after the affair of Quietism broke out,

Fenelon gave the manuscript of it to a valet de
chambre, to be copied by him, and the valet

sold it to the widow of Claude Barbou, at Paris.

At that time the police narrowly watched the

motions of Fenelon.* They had notice of the

publication, and when the bookseller was at

the 208th page of the impression, seized, in

the king's name, all the copies which were in

the possession of the booksellers ; and every

precaution was used to annihilate the work.

But it was too late; the manuscript was pre-

served ; it was sold to Adrian Moetjens, a book-

seller at the Hague, and by him was immediately

printed. This edition was very incorrect, but he

afterwards gave a more perfect edition of it in

1701 ; and that edition was generally followed,

in all subsequent editions, till the edition of

1717. In that year, the marquis of Fenelon,

great nephew to the archbishop, published a

new edition of Telemachtis, from a copy cor-

rected by Fenelon himself. This edition became

* Francis de Saligrnac dc la Mottc Fenelon, archbishop

of Cambray, one of the most illustrious of French prelates,

was born of an ancient family, at the castle of Fenelon, in

Perigord, Augrnst 6, Ifisi, and died Jnnuaiy ". 1715, wlth-

otit money and without a debt. Besides Telemachus, he
was the author of many otliei works i>f great merit.

il
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the texlus receptus, or the model from which all

subsequent impressions have been taken.

1699. The first work printed in the Isle of

Man was a small tract, in Manks and English,

entitled the Principles and Duties of Christianity

.

It was printed at the expense and under the

immediate inspection of the venerable bishop

Wilson.* In his latter days, he procured a trans-

lation of the gospel of St. Matthew into Manks,
which was also printed at his own expense, and
extensively circulated throughout the country.

He also got the gospels of St. Mark, St. Luke,

and St. John, and the Acts of the Apostles,

translated into the same tongue, but did not live

to see them printed.

1699. Historia Histrionica. An Historicall

Account of the English Stage, shewing the

ancient use, improvement, and perfection of

dramatick representations in this nation, in a

dialogue of plays and players. Hcec olim me-
minisse juvabit. London : Printed by G. Croom,
for William Hawe, at the Rose in Ludgate-
street. Thirty-two pages, containing a preface

of four pages.

James Wright was one of the earliest histo-'

rians of the English stage, and perhaps one of

the first collectors of old plays after Cartwright,

whose collection was at Dulwich. He was the

author of this very scarce and valuable little

piece; of the original edition of which Mr.
Warton says, he never saw but one copy. It

was first brought forward by Oldys, who quoted
it in his life of Alleyn, the player, in the Bio-

(jraphia Britannica, having abstracted it in his

British Librarian, p. 62. By the recommend-
ation of bishop Warburton, it was prefixed, in

1774, to Dodslei/s Old Plays, and repeated in

Mr. Reed's accurate and improved edition of

that collection. But the preface should have
been reprinted, of which the ibllowing is a
specimen :

—" Old plays will always be read by
the curious, if it were only to discover the man-
ners and behaviour of several ages, and how they

altered. For plays are exactly like portraits

drawn in the garb and fashion of the time when
painted. You see one habit in the time of

king Charles the First ; another, quite difierent

from that, both for men and women, in queen
Elizabeth's time ; another under Henry the

Eighth different from both ; and so backward,

all various. And in the several fashions of be-

haviour and conversation, there is as much
mutability, as in that of clothes. Religion and
religious matters were once as much the mode
iu publick entertainments, as the contrary has

been in some times since."

To the list of his works specified in Watts'
Bibliotheca Britannica, may be added the fol-

lowing three poems of St. Paul's cathedral, viz.,—The Ruins, The Rebuilding , The Choire, 1697.

* Thomas Wilson, D.D., bishop of Sodor and Man, was
born at Burton Wii-ral, Dec. 20, 1663. He was a most ex-
cellent prelate and eminent writer in theology. His works,
in two vols, folio, consist of religious tracts and sermons,
with a short History of the Isle of Man. He died March 7,
1 655.—See Stowcll's Life of Bishop Wilson, 8vo.

Wright was a skilful antiquary, and possessed

many rare and valuable old manuscripts, some
of which he cites in his Historia Histrionica,

and undoubtedly many old plays. But all his

literary curiosities, among which was an excel-

lent transcript of Leland's Itinerary, of the age
of queen Elizabeth, and consequently prior to

those now existing, which are replete with muti-
lations and corrections, was unfortunately con-

sumed by a fire that occurred in the Middle
Temple, where he occupied chambers, in 1698.

1699, Jan. The History of the Works of the

Learned, or an Impartial Account of Books
lately printed in all parts of Europe ; with a par-

ticular Relation of the State of Learning in each
Country ; done by several Hands. No. 1.

The authors of the History of the Works of
the Learned have settled a correspondence beyond
sea, to have all the foreign journals of learning

transmitted to them as they are published, and
all other curious pieces that can be conveyed by
post; and for larger volumes, they shall give

such account of them as is transmitted by foreign

journals. As to books printed in London, or in

either of the universities, unless trifling, shall,

as speedily as they can, give an impartial account

of them, and, as far as may be in the author's

own terms: and that not as critics, but histo-

rians, unless in matters relating to an innovation

in our established religion and civil constitution.

They shall observe a medium betwixt tedious

extracts and superficial catalogues ; at the end
insert an account of books in the press here and
beyond sea ; and if any gentleman will commu-
nicate to the booksellers concerned an extract of

his own work, &c. it shall be faithfully published.

1699, Feb. 17. The Protestant Mercury. No.
344. This paper coming out only on Wednesdays

and Fridays, and no other paper coming out on
those days, it is near as much read as all the

other three papers ; and therefore very proper to

put advertisements in. J. Dawks.
1699, June 8. Mr. Jacob Tonson, by direc-

tion of the Rev. Mr. Jonathan Swift (to whom
Sir William Temple* left the care of his writ-

ings) gives notice, that with all convenient speed

will be published, by the said Mr. Swift, a col-

lection of letters, from the year 1665 to 1672,

written by sir William Temple, baronet, contain-

ing a complete history of those times, both at

home and abroad ; which letters were all reviewed

by the author some time before his death, and
digested into method by his order.

1699, March 2. The Edinburgh Gazette,

printed by James Watson. No. 1. Author of the

History of Printing, and for several years the

great news-monger of Scotland, as Butter had
been during a prior age. In 1699, after having

published forty-one numbers, he transferred the

Edinburgh Gazette to John Reid.

* Sir William Temple was an eminent English states-

man and political and miscellaneous writer. He was one
of the few eminent men of his time who preserved both
public and private virtue. His works have been frequently

printed, and are still admired. He was born in 162B, and
died in 1698.
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1699, May 4. The Weekly Comedy^ as it is

daily acted at most Coffee-houses in liondon.

1700, June 25. An order was made by the

lord mayor and court of aldermen, forbidding

to affix in any part of the city or the liberties

thereof, the playhouse bills, according to the

presentment of the grand jury, which ran thus:—" The having some effectual course taken (if

possible) to prevent the youth of this city from
resorting to the playhouses," &c. The usual

method of advertising the performances of the

London theatres was originally by affixing them
to numerous posts, which formerly encumbered
the streets of the metropolis, and hence the

phrase posting bills. See page 541, ante.

1700. John Asgill, a member of parliament,

wrote a work entitled, Ati Argument, proving

that Man may be translated from hence udthout

passing through death, Sec. This work was voted

a blasphemous libel, ordered to be burnt, and
the author to be expelled the house. John As-

gill was born about the middle of the seven-

teenth century, and studied at Lincoln's inn ; in

1699 he went to Ireland, where he acquired a
fortune, and was elected a member of parlia-

ment. Finding his affairs desperate in Ireland

he returned to England, when he was chosen

member for Bramber, in Sussex, and enjoyed

his seat two years. During an interval of pri-

vilege he was committed to the Fleet for debt

;

while he was in imprisonment the house took

into consideration the above book, and having

voted it blasphemous he was expelled from his

seat. He continued in the rules of the Fleet

and king's bench thirty years, in which time he
published many political tracts, and died in 1738.

1700. R. Joseph Athias, one of the most
famous printers of his day, was the son of Tobias

Athias, who printed a Spanish bible for the use

of the Jews. He resided at Amsterdam, where

he published a Hebrew bible, in 1661 ; and
again in 1667, in 2 vols. 8vo., both printed

under the inspection of the learned John Leus-

den. For the latter, which is considered the

most accurate, the States General presented

him with a chain of gold and a gold medal
pendant! Of the edition of 1661, 3000 were

printed ; and were the first printed copies of the

Hebrew bible in which the verses were distin-

guished by Arabic numerals. It is also affirmed

that he printed an immense number of English

bibles, and actually ruined himself by attempt-

ing to preserve for many years all the forms of

a large English bible ! but there is reason to

doubt the correctness of this statement. Le
Long places his death in this year.

1700. The Dutch Prophet; or, the Devil of a

Conjuror; being infallible Predictions of what

shall happen in and about the Cities of London
and Westminster, from Tuesday the 20th of No-
vember to Tuesday the 3rd of December, 1700.

By Peter Nicholas Van-grin, late Superior of

the College of Lapland Witches, and Chief Ne-
cromancer to the Dutch at Japan : to be conti-

nued weekly. No. 1

.

1700. The infallible Astrologer.

1700, May 1. Died, John Dryden, one of
the most illustrious of English poets. He was
born at Aldw inkle, in Northamptonshire, of an
ancient family, August 9, 1631, and was edu-
cated at Westminster and Cambridge. In 1657
he removed to London, and practised the literary

ti'ade, which he had chosen, for forty years, en-
joying, during that period, a high though not an
undisputed reputation, and suffering consider-

ably irom poverty. His plays, twenty-seven in

number, of the various classes of tragedies, co-

medies, and tragi-comedies, are, upon the whole,
unworthy of his genius. In 1665 he married
lady Elizabeth Howard, daughter of the earl of
Berkshire. On the establishment of the Royal
Society he was chosen one of the first members.
In 1662 appeared his first play, called the Wild
Gallant. Soon after the fire of London he en-
gaged with the king's theatre for an annual sti-

pend, on condition of furnishing a certain number
of plays in each year. At the accession of James
II. Dryden turned Roman Catholic, and, like

most converts, endeavoured to defend his new
faith at the expense of the old one, in a poem
called the Hind and the Panther, which was
admirably answered by Prior and Montague in

the Country Mouse and City Mouse. At the
revolution he lost his posts, and was succeeded
by Shadwell, whom Dryden satirized under the

name of Mac Flecknoe, in Qptober 1682. In
1 695 appeared his translation of Virgil, which
alone would immortalize his memory. He was
buried in Westminster abbey, where is a monu-
ment to his memory, erected by Sheffield duke
of Buckingham. A complete edition of his whole
works, in 18 vols. 8vo. was printed at Edinburgh,
by Ballantyne and Co. in 1808. He had three

sons ; Charles became usher of the palace to pope
Clement XL and was drowned in 1704 ; John
wrote a comedy, called The Husband his own
Cuckold; and Henry entered into a religious

order abroad.

Dryden was a man of amiable and virtuous

disposition, but was tempted by the taste of the

age to write on many occasions very licentiously,

and allowed himself to be hurried away by
injured self-love into rancorous controversies,

which impaired his peace, and degraded his

genius. He was endowed with a vigorous and
excursive imagination, and possessed a mastery

over language which no subsequent writer has

attained. With little tenderness or humour, he
had great power of delineating character, won-
derful ease, an almost sublime contempt for

mean things, and sounding, vehement, varied

versification.

The dedications of Dr^•den, though carried to

an excessive height in adulation, were the vices

of the time more than of the man ; they were
loaded with flattery, and no disgmce was an-

nexed to such an exercise of men's talents; the

contest being w ho should go farthest in the most
graceful way, and with the best turns of ex-

pression. The common price for a dedication

was from £20 to jC40, though, upon special w-
casions, a larger sum has been given. From the
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revolution to the time of George I. the price for

the dedication of a play, was from five to ten

guineas, when it rose to twenty ; but sometimes

a bargain was to be struck when the author and

the play were alike indifferent. His prefaces are

pleasing, notwithstanding the opposite opinions

they contain, because his prose is the most nu-

merous and sweet, the most mellow and generous

of any our language has yet produced. His

digressions and ramblings, he himself says he

learned of honest Montaigne.

Mr. St. John, afterwards lord Bolingbroke,

happening to pay a morning visit to Dryden,

found him in an unusual agitation of spirits, even

to a trembling. On enquiring the cause, " I

have been up all night," replied the old bard,

" my musical friends made me promise to write

them an Ode, for their feast of St. Cecilia. I

have been so struck with the subject which oc-

curred to me, that I could not leave it till I had

completed it; here it is, finished at one sitting."

And immediately showed him the Ode of Alex-

ander's Feast, or the Power of Music, which

places the British lyric poetry above that of any

other nation ; for in this ode there is a wonderful

sublimity ol thought, a loftiness and sweetness of

expression, and a pleasing variety of numbers.

To the laudable industry of Mr. Malone the

curious reader is indebted for the publication of

several letters from Dryden to Jacob Tonson,

and of one from Tonson to the poet ; which con-

siderably illustrate the history of both. The
first of these was in 1684, prepratory to the

printing of the second volume ot those Miscel-

lany Poems which are equally known by the

name of Dryden and of Tonson ; and is written

in terms of great familiarity, with thanks for

two melons. Tonson's letter is perfectly the

Tradesman's—pleased with the translations of

Ovid, which he had received for the third mis-

cellany, but not with the price; having only

1446 lines for fifty guineas, when he expected

to have had at the rate of 1518 lines for forty

guineas ; adding that he had a better bargain

with Juvenal, which is reckoned not so easy to

translate as Ovid. Most of the other letters re-

late to the translation of Virgil, and contain

repeated acknowledgments of Tonson's kind at-

tention. " I thank you heartily," he says, " for

the sherry ; it was the best of the kind I ever

drank."—The current coin was at that period

wretchedly debased. In one letter Dryden says,

" I expect forty pounds in good silver ; not such

as I had fonnerly. I am not obliged to take

gold ; neither will I ; nor stay for it above four-

and-twenty hours after it is due." Some little

bickerings occasionally passed between the author

and his bookseller ; but they do not seem to have

produced any lasting ill-will on either side. In

1698, when Dryden published Yvi?, Fahles, Ton-
son agreed to give him £268 for 10,000 verses

;

and, to complete the full number of lines stipu-

lated for, he gave the bookseller the Epistle to

his Cousin, and the celebrated Musical Ode.
" The conduct of traders in general in the seven-

teenth century," as Mr. Malone observes, " was

less liberal, and their manners more rugged than
at present ; and hence we find Dryden sometimes
speaking of Tonson with a degree of asperity

that confiriws an anecdote communicated to Dr.
Johnson by Dr. King, of Oxford, to whom Lord
Bolingbroke related, ' that one day, when he
visited Dryden, they heard, as they were couA'ers-

ing, another person entering the house. This,'

said Dryden, ' is Tonson : you will take care not
to depart before he goes away : for I have not
completed the sheet which I promised him ; and,
if you leave me unprotected, I shall suffer all

the rudeness to which his resentment can prompt
his tongue.' On another occasion, Tonson hav-
ing refused to advance him a sum of money for

a work on which he was employed, he sent a
second messenger to the bookseller, with a very

satirical triplet; adding, ' Tell the dog, that he
who wrote these lines, can write more.' These
descriptive verses, which had the desired effect,

by some means got abroad in manuscript ; and,

not long after Dryden's death, were inserted in

Faction Displayed, a satirical poem, supposed to

have been written by William Shippen, which,
from its virulent abuse of the opposite party, was
extremely popular among the Tories." Of
Dryden's prose compositions, which have been
published separately in four volumes, the most
remarkable are his Discourse on Dramatic Poetry,

and the Prefaces and Dedications to his various

poetical works. These are the first easy and
graceful essays upon the lighter departments of
literature which appeared in England. Dr.
Johnson describes them as airy, animated, and
vigorous. In the Discourse, he has drawn cha-

racters of his dramatic predecessors, which are

allowed to be unsurpassed, in spirit and preci-

sion, by any later or more laborious criticisms.

Sir George Mackenzie, lord advocate of Scot-

land under Charles II. and James II. seems to

have been the only learned man of his time that

maintained an acquaintance with the lighter de-

partments of cotemporary English literature. He
was the friend of Dryden, by whom he is men-
tioned with great respect. Sir George Mackenzie
was born in 1636, and died at Edinburgh, May
2, 1691. The compositions bearing a resem-

blance to English, which appeared in Scotland

during this century, were controversial pamphlets
in politics and divinity, now generally forgotten.

1700. Pue's Occurrences. This was the second

newspaper published at Dublin; it was called

after the proprietor, and maintained itself for

more than half a century.

1700, Nov. 29. The 'Merry Mercury ; or, a
Farce of Fools. No. 1.

We shall take leave of the seventeenth century

with the following lines upon a picture of Time :

'• Years are the teeth of time, which softly eat,

And wear out curious books in manuscript.
Fire is the scythe, wherein he down doth mow
Ten thousand precious voUimes at a blow ;

Blest printing, best of all his rage withstands,

And often chains his feet, and ties his hands

;

Rescued from whom here various authors meet,

And, all united, form a splendid treat.

So numerous flowers in one rich nosegay join.

And still more fragrant smell and brighter shine."
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"Strictures on books when prejudice indites,

Or ignorance judges of what genius writes ;

When blinded zeal, and rage on learning lower,
And bigot dulness fills the seat of power

;

Well may pure truth for her hard lot repine.
And on her hand her pensive head incline

;

Well may fair science mourn the galling chain,
Candour bewail, and innocence complain.
Who curb the press with rigid bigot laws.
Are foes professed to pure religion's cause

;

And with the iron hand of power would bind
The freeborn soul, and chain the human mind

;

Crush generous sentiments before express'd.
And fetter each emotion of the breast."

The assertion that the " liberties taken by the
writers of journals with their superiors were
exorbitant and unjustifiable," is only an instance

of that partiality which almost every man in-

dulges with regard to himself: the liberty of the

press is a blessing when we are inclined to write

against others, and a calamity when we find

ourselves overborne by the multitude of our
assailants ; as the power of the crown is always
thought too great by those who suffer by its in-

fluence, and too little by those in whose favour
it is executed ; and a standing army is generally

accounted necessary by those who command,
and dangerous and oppressive by those who
support it. Such was the opinion of that great

leviathan of literature, Dr. Johnson, who lived

at that peculiar period when the press of Eng-
land roused itself from the lethargy which had
so long overpowered it, and though it could not

escape persecution, for the first time it asserted

its right to take a place in the councils of the

nation. Johnson not only witnessed the im-
portant struggle, but was himself one of the

great means by which the proceedings of the

house of commons became known to those to

whom they are alone amenable—the people.

The eighteenth century may be considered

the most important in the annals of printing in

this country; the exertions of the press, if they
did not completely overthrow the enemies of

free discussion, raised the spirit of liberty, and
put to flight the evil demons of tyranny and per-

secution which had so long haunted the dark

night of ignorance and oppression. " The strong

barriers which confined the stores of wisdom,"
says Arnott in his Elements of Physic, " have
been thrown down, and a flood overspreads the

earth : old establishments are adapting them-
selves into the spirit of the age ; new establish-

ments are rising; the inferior schools are intro-

ducing improved systems of instruction, and
good books are rendering every man's fireside a
school. From all these causes there is growing

up an enlightened public opinion, which quickens
and directs the progress of every art and science,

and through the medium of a free press, although
overlooked by many, is now rapidly becoming the

governing influence in all the affairs of man."
" The utility and influence of the press, in

the world of our moral being,* is strikingly and
beautifully analogous to that property of the

atmosphere of our physical universe which we
call reflection. For, as by this simple, yet w(»n-

derful contrivance of nature, not only is light

from the great luminaries transmitted to us, but
every visible particle of matter is made by radi-

ations, in turn, to contribute to the general stock

of light and glory by which we are sun'ounded,

until earth is filled with beauty, and heaven
with splendour ; so the Press not only transmits

to us from their rich and elevated sources the

world-enlightening rays of genius and science,

but even the smallest radiations of mind, the

feeblest scintillations of intellect, are enabled by
its aid, to render their minute beauties visible

;

tending, by their infinite number, rather than

by their individual importance, to promote the

general spread of knowledge, and the consequent

improvement of society. Genius dazzles and
delights us; but it is the multitudinous radi-

ations from inferior minds which make us ac-

quainted with those ten thousand proximate

objects upon which our happiness and well-being

in a great degree depend, yet which, but f(»r the
' press,' would, perhaps, entirely, and for ever,

have escaped our notice. As without the pro-

perty of reflection in the atmosphere, though the

glorious luminaries of heaven miglit slill walk

in brightness the paths of their magnificent

orbits, rejoicing in their undiminished lustres,

or repose themselves in solenni grandeur on
their everlasting thrones, cheering and delight-

ing the worlds of creatures by which they are

immediately surrounded, yet we should derive

no advantage from their existence, no delight

from their career of glory; deprived of its aid,
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even the world of light itself would communicate

no light to us ; nor the canopy from which ten

thousand lesser brilliants now shed their streams

of radiance upon our path, be other than a star-

less void, a dark and gloomy waste. So, were

the vivifying labours of the press suspended,

though those mightier master spirits of our com-
mon nature—those worlds of intellectual energy

which, as it were, of themselves, create the light

in which they ' live and move '—might continue,

though withdrawn from their influence over

meaner minds, to solace their own spirits in the

unborrowed wealth of native genius ; might

still pursue in solitude their godlike course,

revelling and rejoicing in all the delights of

refined and elevated intellectual existence—we,

who walk but by their light, who shine but by
reason of their brightness, and are mentally

visible to each other but as we radiate the scat-

tered beams of their profuse effulgence, should

soon present, in our degradation and debase-

ment, the appalling spectacle of a dark moral

chaos, where every thing which now instructs,

and charms, and ennobles, would speedily be

buried beneath an ever-gathering, ever-deepen-

ing cloud of cheerless, undistinguishing bar-

barism."

—

Recollections in Retirement.

1701. A bill for laying a stamp-duty of a

penny upon every number of a periodical pub-

lication, consisting of a whole sheet, and of a

halfpenny when it consisted of only half a sheet,

was first brought into parliament this year,

though it did not then pass into a law. Among
the loose sheets in the British museum, there is

one entitled Reasons humbly offered to the Par-
liament in behalf of several Persons concerned in

Paper-making^ Printing, and Publishing the

Halfpenny Newspapers, against this bill while it

was in dependence. From this statement it ap-

pears that there were then in London five printers

(that is, we must suppose, master printers) en-

gaged in the trade of these cheap periodical

publications, which is spoken of as one of very

recent origin. The quantity of paper consumed
by them is estimated to amount, " by a modest
computation," to 20,000 reams in the year.

Each of the five printers, it is stated, " pays 9s.

per week duty to his majesty, over and besides

Is. for every advertisement therein inserted, so

that, by a like computation, each printer of the

said halfpenny newspaper pays communibus
annis to the king the sum of about £60, besides

what the paper-maker pays."

The third objection urged against the pro-

posed stamp-duty lets us into a little more of

the statistics of the trade. It runs thus :
—" For

that the said newspapers have been always a
whole sheet and a half, and sold for one half-

penny to the poorer sort of people, who are pur-

chasers of it by reason of its cheapness, to divert

themselves, and also to allure herewith their

young children, and entice them to reading;
and should a duty of three-halfpence be laid

upon these newspapers (which by reason of the
coarseness of the paper the generality of gentle-
men are above conversing with) it would utterly

extinguish and suppress the same." It is added
that hundreds of persons and families get their

bread by selling the publications in question.
Many blind persons are stated to be thus em-
ployed, and " divers of them," says the account,
" who are industrious, and have but a penny or
three-halfpence for stock to begin with in a
morning, will before night advance it to eighteen
pence or two shillings, which greatly tends to
the comfortable support of such miserable, poor,
and blind creatures, who sell them about the
streets."*

1701. It is a curious fact, that all the im-
provements in typography followed each other
in such quick succession, that in a few years

from its first invention in Europe, we find printers

in possession of all our common modes of work-
ing, and producing specimens of their art, which
even now cannot be surpassed. Of this some of

the early printed missals upon vellum afford

ample proof. But if we have reason to be
surprised at the quick steps by which printing

with moveable types was perfected, we have
more cause to wonder why, with the acquisition

of moveable types, the art became stationary.

The transition from founding single letters to

founding whole pages was so invitingly obvious,

that the circumstance of its not having been at-

tempted, may we think be more reasonably

imputed to a want of enterprise, than to any
ignorance of the perfect practicability of the art.

With regard to the merit of printing with

stereotypes, Holland possesses far more substan-

tial claims to the merit of this invention than to

the glory of originating the noble art of typo-

graphy. Besides a quarto bible published in

1711, there exists a Dutch bible, stereotyped

in folio, at the commencement of this century.

These are indisputable proofs that the art of

* A document, without date, about the beginning of
1696, in the British museum, entitled, the Case of the Pa-
per Traders, represents that a bill was then pending for

laying ^'20 per cent, upon paper, parchment, vellum, and
pasteboard, to be imported; ^£'20 per cent, on English pa-
pers, &c. ; and ^17 10s. per cent, on goods then in hand
to be sold. It is stated that there were not then one
hundred paper mills in all England, with the exception of
that belonging to the company (what company is meant
we do not know). The value of paper annually made in
England, at this time was only about .£'28,000. " The pa-
per-makers," the representation goes on to say, "are
generally very poor, and now can scarce maintain their
families ; but when (as by this bill required) they must pay,
or give security for the duty before they sell, this manu-
facture will be so much lessened that most of the mills
must be ruined, and the makers, vdth their families, be-
come a charge to their respective parishes. The same may
be said of the parchment-makers. * * * The printing
trade now consumes the greatest part of the paper ; but if

this duty be laid, the consumption will not be half what it

now is, few books but that are of absolute necessity being
now printed by reason of the present advance upon paper;

much less will they be able to bear the charge upon the
press when so great a duty shall be laid upon the commu-
nity. This will ruin some hundreds of booksellers, book-
binders, and printers, and others depending on that trade."

It appears that under this act every sheet of paper that

was sold to the public bore on it the king's stamp, and
also that offices or shops for the retail of paper thus stamped
were opened in all parts of the kingdom, by commissioners
appointed to see the act carried into effect. The commis-
sioners seem to have obtained their supplies of paper by
contracting for it with certain manufacturers. The two
principal offices of the commissioners were at Lincoln's-

inn and Southwark.

-^
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stereotype printing was employed in Holland
long before it was ever known in France. In a

note to No. 1316 of Barbier's Catalogue^ it is

also recorded that Johann Muller, pastor of the

German church at Leyden, had devised, in the

year 1701, a novel method of printing, which
much resembles the process of stereotyping as

now practised. This method consisted in com-
posing the page in the usual manner, correcting

it accurately—securing the type with iron ties

—

turning it over on its face, and then cementing
it into a solid mass by means of a metallic com-
position, or probably of mastic. The first trial

of this process was made with a book of prayers,

and printed by W. Muller, the inventor's son,

in this year. The invention was transferred to

Hake ; and Muller, in a letter of the 28th of

June, 1709, mentions that he had published a
Syriac new testament conjointly with Lexicon
Luther's bible.

Upon the question of the origin of the inven-

tion, as at present practised, Mr. Tilloch, editor

of the Philosophical Magazine, has given in the

tenth volume of that work, the following extract

translated from a Dutch writer. " Above a
hundred years ago the Dutch were in possession

of the art of printing with solid or fixed types,

which, in every respect, was superior to Didot's

stereotype. It may, however, be readily com-
prehended that these letters were not cut in so

elegant a manner, especially when we reflect on
the progress which typography has made since

that period. Samuel and J. Luchtmans, book-
sellers at Leyden, have still in their possession

the forms of a quarto bible, which were con-

structed in this ingenious manner. Many thou-

sand impressions were thrown off, which are in

every body's hands, and the letters are still good.
" The inventor of this useful art was J. Van

der Mey, father of the well-known painter of

that name. About the end of the sixteenth cen-

tury he resided at Leyden. With the assistance

of Muller, the clergyman of the German congre-

gation there, who carefully superintended the

correction, he prepared and cast the plates for

the above-mentioned quarto bible. This bible

he published also in folio, with large margins
ornamented with figures, the former of which
are still in the hands of Elwe, bookseller at

Amsterdam ; also an English new testament,

and Schauf's Syriac Dictionary, the former of

which were melted down ; and likewise a small

Greek testament in 1 8mo."
A very intelligent and useful work was pub-

lished by Mr. Hodgson, of Newcastle-upon-
Tyne, which ought to be in the hands of eveiy

person who make the art of printing either their

business or amusement, entitled. An Essay on

the Origin and Progress of Stereotype Printing :

including a descHption of the various Processes.

By Thomas Hodgson. Newcastle : printed by

and for S. Hodgson, &c. 1820. Mr. Hodgson
lays claim " to little merit beyond that of col-

lecting into one publication a variety of infonn-

ation, which either lay scattered in diflerent

works, or was unknow^n to the generality of

English readers." It is plain from his work
that he is equally excellent either as author oi

printer ; without, however, any practical know-
ledge of the stereotype branch of the art. Con-
siderable extracts are made by Mr. Hodgson,
from the memoir of M. Camus Histoire de Sti-
rSotypie, 1802, 8vo. His exposure of the inveu-
vention of Van der Mey throws a new, and
much more rational, light upon the subject: he
says, " this mode, which may be considered an
intermediate link between the operations of
common letter-press printing and those of ste-

reotype, as practised at the present day, con-

sisted in immersing the bottoms of the types,

after the pages had been composed, and made
quite correct, nearly up to the shoulder of the

letter, in melted lead or solder, thus rendering
the page one solid mass. In this manner, Van
der Mey prepared for Samuel Luchtmans, book-
seller of Leyden, the pages of a quarto and folio

edition of the bible, and of some other books.

The way in which he prepared his pages having
been misunderstood, or unknown to all the Eng-
lish writers who have yet noticed this subject,

this artist has been constantly represented as the

inventor of stereotype printing, in the usual ac-

ceptation of that term, an honour to which he
is certainly not entitled. The authority on
which I have ventured to give the above ex-

planation of the process pursued by Van der

Mey, is a letter, dated Leyden, June 24, 1801,

addressed by Messrs. S. and T. Luchtmans,
booksellers, of that city, to M. Renouard, of

Paris. As this letter is very interesting, both

on account of this explanation, and also for the

notice it contains of the works on which this

process was employed, I here insert a translation

of it as published by M. Camus.
" ' We have sent you a copy of our stereot>-pe

bible, which we take the liberty of offering you
as a work truly interesting in regard to the his-

tory of the art. All the plates of it are now in

our possession, and notwithstanding that many
thousand copies have been printed from them,

they are still in very good condition. They are

formed by soldering the bottoms of common
types together, with some melted substance, to the

thickness of about three quires of writing paper.

The plates were made, about the beginning of

the last century, by an artist named Van der Mey,
at the cost of our late grandfather, Samuel
Luchtmans, bookseller. The same artist, at

the same time, and in the same manner,

also prepared for our grandfather, the stereo-

type plates of a folio Dutch bible ; these

plates are at present in possession of the book-

seller Elwe ; and afterwards of a Greek new
testament, on brevier, and of 24mo. size, the

plates of which are still preserved by us. The
last work which this artist executed in this

manner, was the Notntm Teslamentum Syriacum
et Lexicon Syriacum, by Schauf, 2 vols. 4to. ; a
work sufficiently known. The plates of this

last work have been destroyed. These instances

comprise, as far as our knowledge extends, all

the attempts of this kind which have yet been
4 D

*

ik
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made in this country.' This letter satisfactorily

explains the nature of the process pursued by
Van der Mey, and proves that the doubts which

have been expressed respecting his right to the

appellation of inventor of stereotype printing

were not entertained without foundation. The
misconception which ha3 arisen on the subject,

has been chiefly occasioned by the incorrect

statement which appeared in the Niew Alyemein

Konst en Letter Bode, for 1798. In the state-

ment here alluded to, of which a translation will

be found in the tenth volume of the Philosophi-

cal Magazine, page 276, Van der Mey is repre-

sented as having ' prepared and cast the plates^

an expression which certainly is not warranted

by the fact."

As far as is known. Van der Mey printed no-

thing else in this manner : and the art of pre-

f)aring solid blocks was lost at his death, or, at

east, was not afterwards employed.

1701. In Brown's Histoiy of Norwich, the

following notice occurs under this year ;
" The

art of printing, which had been discontinued

many years, was revived by Francis Burges,

who opened a printing office near the red well."

A copy of the list of Norfolk preachers, appointed

by the bishop of Norwich for the year 1701,

printed by this Burges, occurs among Bagford's

collections in the British museum ; it was sent

to John Bagford by bishop Tanner, and at the

bottom contains a note in the handwriting of the

bishop. In a book entitled, Some Observations

on the use and oriyinall of the noble art of Print-

ing, by Fr. Burges, 8vo. Norwich, 1701, the

author observes, that " the first day that ever

printing was at Norwich, was Saturday the 27th

of September, 1701 : and this was the first book
that ever was printed and published there."

However correct or erroneous the latter part of

this statement may be, it decidedly proves that

Burges knew nothing of Anthony Solempne's
previous printing at Norwich, and consequently

attests the extreme rarity of those early speci-

mens, even upwards of a century ago.—See page
340, ante. In Bum's catalogue for 1827, (No.

2089) occurs a book thus announced :
" Thomas

Stackhouse (of Norwich) Mutual duties of El-
ders and People, 4to. Printed for Edward Giles,

Norwich, 1696." This book perhaps was printed

for Giles, at some other town ; and this opinion

is confirmed by a sermon upon a man executed

at Norwich, which was printed in London " for

Edward Giles,* bookseller in Norwich," in 1696.

1701. A printing establishment was erected

in the monastery of Snagof, situated in the midst
of a lake, near to Bucharest the capital of Wal-
lachia, by Anthimus, archbishop of Wallachia,

* He evens yearly with those he is concerned with,
which may be a serviceable hint to the booksellers in
London. The pious and learned Dr. Collings was his great
friend ; he has met with very good success in his way

;

but the booksellers in the country cannot in a settled way
either ruin or enrich themselves so soon as those in Lon-
don, in regard they have not the temptation, nor indeed
the opportunity to print much ; but this is no more ap-
plicable to Mr. Gyles than to any other, so far out of
town. He is an honest man. I know him to be so.

—

Dunton.

and amply supplied by him with Arabic, Greek,
and Illyrian types. Schnurrer, in his Bibliotheca

Arabica, notices a Greek and Arabic Missal,
executed here in the year 1701. The volume
was printed at the expense of John Constantine
Bessaraba, the waywode of Wallachia, and by
him gratuitously distributed to the Aral)ian
priests. Schnurrer states it be tolerably well
printed; notices its being a book ofextreme rarity

in Europe, but he himself had chanced to pick
up a copy for a small sum, at a public auction
in Leipsic.

1701, Jan. I. A New Observator on the pre-
sent Times. No. 1.

1701, Jan. The Monthly Miscellany, or Me-
moirs for the Curious. -

1701. The Post Angel. Printed by G. Groom.*
1701, June 5. The Proceedings of the Kiny^s

Commission of the Peace, and Oyer and Teimi-
ner and Gaol Delivery of Newgate.

1701, July 8. The Neiv State of Europe, both
as to publick Transactions and Learning ; with
impartial Observations thereon. No. 8.

1702, Jan. 1. Died, SAMUELf Green, the

founder of an extensive family of printers in

North America. He succeeded Stephen Daye,]:

as printer to the college of Cambridge, about
the year 1648, or beginning of 1649, and during
fifty years, under government, was the manager
and conductor of the press at Cambridge, and
prosecuted the art extensively and with success.

Under the auspices of the college and of the

London corporation for propagating Christianity

among the Indians, he undertook and completed
more than one edition of the scriptures, the

psalter, a catechism, and other books in the

Indian language, in the year 1653, &c. an ample
and interesting account of which is given by
Thomas, together with a list of ninety-five pieces,

dated 1649—1692, proceeding from his press.

Thomas adds, " Soon after his decease, the print-

ing materials were removed from Cambridge, and
probably sold. It does not appear that the cor-

poration of the college owned any types after

this time, till about the year 1718, when Mr.
Thomas Hollis, of London, a great benefactor

* Some would insinuate as though he favoured the Ja-

cobites, but I take him for a man of more sense ; however,
that is no more essential to his character under the notion
of a printer, than the recommendation of an under groom
to prince Rupert, which ran in such terms as these, that

he was a good churchman, had a great value for the com-
mon prayer, when, alas ! prince Rupert did not want his

horses should be dressed according to the liturgy of the
church of England. Mr. Croom is a fair dealer, under-
stands his business, and these are the life of matter. He
has always been obliging to me, and formerly printed for

me The Figurine Liturgy, and of late several sheets of the
Post Angel.—Dunton.

t See page 492, and for Stephen Green read Samuel
Green.

t Daye continued to reside at Cambridge, where he died

December 22, l668. Thomas observes, that he had not
been able to find but few books printed by Daye, and in

no one of these was his name to be found. He gives a
list of thirteen pieces executed by the printer between the

years l639 and 1649. among which are the laws of the

colony, and two editions of the psalms in metre, translated

for the use of the saints, especially in New England, dated

1640. The book is so scarce in America, that Mr. Thomas
could only find one copy, and that wanted the title-page.

A perfect copy is in the Bodleian library at Oxford.
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to the college, among other gifts presented to

the university a fount, or cast, of Hebrew, and
another of Greek types, both of which were of

the size of long primer. The Greek was not
used until 1761, when the government of the
college had a work printed, entitled Pietas et

gratulatio collegii Cantahrigiensis amid Novan-
glos, dedicated to king George III., on his

accession to the throne ; two of these poetical

essays being written in Greek, called these types
into use. They were never used but at that

time, and were, in January, 1764, destroyed by
the fire that consumed Harvard hall, one of the

college buildings in which the types and college

library were deposited : the cast of Hebrew-
escaped, having been sent to Boston some time
before, to print professor Sewall's Hehreiv Gram-
mar. ^^ Green left a large family behind him,
and his descendants continued to exercise the

business of printers at Boston, until the com-
mencement of the revolution in 1775.

1702, March 8. Died, William III, king of
England, in the fifty-second year of his age.
With respect to his character, William neither
merited the encomiums of his friends, who have
asserted that he possessed every virtue ; nor the
severe censure of his enemies, who have dressed
him in every vice. He was more indebted to

steady perseverance, than to peculiar talents, for

his high military reputation. He possessed na-
tural courage, energy of mind, and firmness in

the execution of his plans. In person he was
ungraceful, his manner cold and repulsive, and
his temper silent and unsocial. He recommended
the practice of virtue by his example, but it had
little effect on men who were corrupted by the

licentiousness of the former reigns. In excuse
for the intrigues which he entered into to de-

throne his uncle and father-in-law,* a late histo-

rian says, " As William's heart seems to have
been as dead to the sympathetic feelings, as his

soul was insensible to the charms of literature

and the beauties of the elegant arts, it is possible

that, while he was guiding the gieat political

system, he might be led by the illusions of am-
bition, under the appearance of principle, to

think the ties of blood and the right of inheri-

tance as necessary sacrifices to the welfare of

Europe, and the interests of the reformed reli-

gion. England, at least, was obliged to him for

supporting her cause in a grand struggle for li-

berty and a protestant succession. But she has
dearly paid for those blessings, by being involved

in destructive foreign wars, partly, indeed, ren-

dered necessary by the supineness of her two
preceding reigns, but in which she ought natu-

rally to have had no concern ; by the introduction

of the infamous practice of corrupting parlia-

ments, in order to engage them to support those

wars ; and by their unavoidable consequence, a
grievous national debt, which daily accumulating

and augmenting the weight of goveniment,

threatens us with the worst of evils."

* James II. died at St. Germaius, in France, September
l6, 1701, aged 68 years.

William's death was occasioned by the stumb-
ling of his horse, near Hampton-court, by which
his collar bone was dislocated, and a Iriding in-

jury to a feeble body brought death upon him
in a few days. On his left arm was found a rib-

bon, which had tied to it a gold ring, with some
hair of the late queen Mary. His last words
were, Je tire vers ma fin. I draw near my end.
William expired in his palace at Kensington, on
the 8th of March, and in the fifty-second year

of his age. After the body had lain some days
in state, it was interred in Henry VII.'s chapel,

Westminster abbey.

1702. Edmund Bohun, a voluminous, politi-

cal, and miscellaneous writer, and licenser of the
press.* Dunton says that "he was our last

licenser before the act of printing expired, and
he licensed for me that remarkable book called

The second Spira, and was wont often to visit

me ; he used great freedom of speech as one
that would neither seek nor dread the power of
any. He once took the Shortest way with the

Dissenters and was noticed as a furious man
against them. He has a wit so pregnant and
prompt to every thing, that you would think it

was formed for the very thing, whatsoever it was
he was about. He is sufficiently qualified to be
a licenser, for he is a man well skilled in most
kinds of literature. Besides (under the rose) he
is a pretty author himself; has written a Geo-
graphical Dictionary, revised and enlarged Uey-
lin^s Cosmography, and, were it not for his former

* John Dunton also characterised the three following
licensers :

—

Mr. Edward Cook received his authority trom the
principal secretsiry of state, and was a tit licenser to suc-
ceed Mr. Fraser, for he was no bigot to any party ; but
was true and just to churchmen, presbyterians, and dis.

senters of all sorts. He was a good lawyer, and furnished
with a lare^e stock of wit and moderation : he had no nar-
row thoughts, nor no superstitious opinions in religion,

and therefore as he did not shut himself up within a party,

so neither did he shut any party out from him, but was a
licenser generally loved and respected by all men : many
of our city aldermen treated him with a respect so peculiar

and generous, and he was so well known in London, that

it was impossible that common artifice should defame and
slur him. His character was unblemished, his A-irtne too
bright to be soiled by the highflyers, ami his carriage w««
very sweet and obliging, so that the natural kindnefts and
serenity of his mind gave liim the hearts of all the book-
sellers. In a word, Mr. Cook was a very active ingenious

man, and had such an interest at court, that he procured
for me the royal privilege mentioned in page 15S ; and had
the act for printing continued in force, Mr. Cook had beat
licenser to this day.
Mr. Heron, our fifth licenser.had a comely mien, and an

air of pleasantness in his countenance- He was furnished

with a large stock of learning, and a great master of hia

temper. While he was very young he hit naturally on the
true method of study, and contracted friendship with great

men, particularly with the earl of , who observing

his great piety and zeal for the church, made him a licen-

ser. His acquaintance at court, and love to hia studies,

contributed to the perfection of his mind, and were pro*
phetic symptoms of his future eminence, yet no prefer-

ment or science could divert him from the study of him-
self, as the regularity of his conversation abundantly
shows. A becoming modesty and conduct appeared in the
first stagrc of his life, and C(»ntinuc like a guardian angel
to attend him to tliis day, so that his life shines in every
part, both private and publi''; and though he continued
licenser but four months, yet l»e left his place with a grreat

deal of honoiu:, and never justly displiMS.d any man.

—

Mr. NiCHOtKTs was a man of ca-^y axcess, and ready to

license ; and that is all 1 shall say of him, for I never
desired his imprimaturc.
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carriage towards dissenters, I would call him the

Phoenix of learned licensers." Mr. Bohun was

a native of Suffolk ; the time of his death is not

ascertained, but is supposed to have taken place

about this year.

I702y April 1. Observator. Printed by J. How.*
1702. The Weekly Remembrancer.

1702, April 23. The Form of the Proceeding

to the Coronation of her most excellent Majesty

Queen Anne.
1702, Sept. 9. The Secret Mercury; or, the

Adventure of Seven Days.

1702. Poetical Observator.

1703. Samuel de Tournes, a celebrated

printer at Geneva, flourished at this time. Indi-

viduals of this family were settled at the same
place in the end of the last, and fonner part of

this century. To some of their descendants,

who were living at Lyons and Geneva, Wolfius
dedicated his Monumenta Typographical as the

most ancient family of printers, who were equally

distinguished by their typographical skill and by
their personal virtues.

1703. In the convocation of the clergy of the

lower house, a complaint was exhibited against

the printers of the Bible, for the careless and
defective manner in which it was printed by the

patentees. The edition complained of was one
printed by Hayes, at Cambridge, in 1677 and
1678 ; and an edition in folio printed at London,
in 1701. The printers continued, however, to

print the bible carelessly, with a defective type,

on bad paper ; and when printed, to sell them
at an exorbitant price.

1703. A pamphlet was published this year
with the following strange title : the Deformity

of Sin Cured, a sermon, preached at Michael's,

Crooked-lane, before the prince of Orange ; by
the rev. James Crookshanks, sold by Matthew
Dowton, at the Crooked Billet, near Cripplegate,

and by all other booksellers. The words of the

text are, " Every crooked path shall be made
straight." The prince before whom it was
preached, was deformed in his person.

1703. Died, Edward Millington, an emi-
nent bookseller and auctioneer, who was con-

cerned in most of the sales for above forty years,

and of whom Dunton says, he commenced and
continued auctions upon the authority of Hero-
dotus, who commends that way of sale for the

disposal of the most exquisite and finest beauties

to their amorosos, and further infonns the world,

that the sum so raised was laid out for the por-

tions of those to whom nature had been less kind

;

* He was a bookseller for many years, and now follows
the trade of printing. He printed the Case relating to my
second wife, which will be inserted in the sixth stage of
my life, revised and corrected. Mr. How is generous and
frank, and speaks whatever he thinks ; which, in spite of
the higliflyers, has given him an honest character. He is

a true lover of his queen and country, and I believe would
be as willing to sacrifice his life and fortune for the good
of either as the honest countryman, or master Tutchin
himself. He was a great sufferer in king James's reign,
and has had the fate of being a traveller ; but being an
honest man at the bottom, he is blessed wherever he goes.
He is now settled in Gracechurch- street; and, being a
RTeat projector (as we see by the London Spy and the Ob-
survator, &c,) is like to increase apace.—Dunton.

so that he'll never be forgotten while his name is

Ned, or he a man of remarkable elocution, wit,

sense, and modesty ; characters so eminently his,

that he would be known by them among a thou-
sand. Millington (from the time he sold Dr.
Annesly's library) expressed a particular friend-

ship for me. He was originally a bookseller,

which he left off, being better cut out for an
auctioneer : he had a quick wit, and a wonderful
fluency of speech. There was usually as much
comedy in his once, twice, thrice, as can be met
with in a modern play :

" Where," said Milling-
ton, " is your generous flame for learning ? Who
but a sot or blockhead would have money in his

pocket and starve his brains ?" Though I sup-
pose he had but a round of jests. Dr. C
once bidding too leisurely for a book, says Mil-
lington, " Is this your Primitive Christianity ?"

alluding to a book the honest doctor had pub-
lished under that title. He died in Cambridge

;

and I hear they bestowed an elegy on his me-
mory, and design to raise a monument to his

ashes. An elegy upon the lamented death of
Edward Millington, the famous auctioneer.

1703, Nov. 27. Great storm in England.* Mr.
John Taylor, bookseller, in Patemoster-row,f
having experienced a merciful preservation dur-
ing the great storm : and being at that period a
member of the (Baptist) church meeting, Inttle

Wild-street, Lincoln's-inn-fields, instituted an
annual sermon, to perpetuate the recollection of
that affecting occun'ence.

1703, Aug. 3. Heraclitus Ridens ; a Dialogue
between Jest and Earnest concerning the Times.

1703. The Daily Courant. No. 1.

1704. About this period the celebrated family
of printers, Barbou, settled in Paris; their press

had been distinguished for correctness and neat-

ness in the middle of the sixteenth century. At
Paris, Joseph Gerard Barbou continued the col-

lection of Latin classics in 12mo. which Con-
stelier had begun. Constelier had published

Catullus, Tibullus, Propertius, Lucretius, Sal-

lust, Virgil, Nepos, I.>ucan, Phajdrus, Horace,
Velleius, Eutropius, Juvenal and Persius, Mar-
tial and Terence. Barbou, from whom the

whole collection generally takes its name, pub-
lished Caesar, Curtius, Tacitus, Plautus, Seneca,
Ovid, Cicero, Justin, both the Plinies and Livy,

and also some of the later Latin authors in the

same form. The present owner of the whole
publication, Auguste Delalain, has added to

the collection four volumes, and sells the whole
set of seventy-seven volumes, done in boards, at

350 francs ; bound at 500 francs.

1704. Frederick Rothscholtz, a book-
seller of Nuremberg, flourished at this period,

and acquired a distinguished name in the world

of literature. The list of his productions is very

* The damage in the city of London only, was com-
puted at near ^'200,000 sterling. At Bristol it was about
^'200,000. In the whole it was supposed that the loss was
greater than that produced by the great fire in London,
1666, which was estimated at ^£"4,000,000.

t Deals very much, and is very honest. He is indus-
trious and oblig^ing, and his principles arc moderate.

—

Dunton.
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extended, and many of them display great leani-

. ing. Among them is a work in two volumes

4 to. entitled A short Essay towards an Ancient

and Modern Histoi-y of Booksellers.

1704. The first newspaper published in North
America, appeared this year, entitled The Boston

News-Letter^ published by authority. The printer

was Bartholomew Green, son of Samuel, whom
we have mentioned as printer to Harvard college

;

a person of consideration, and several years a
deacon of the Old South Church. Among other

subjects of commendation urged in his obituary,

is his " caution of publishing anything offensive,

light, or hurtful." The proprietor, however, for

the first eighteen years, was John Campbell, a

Scotchman by birth, the postmaster of the town,

whose office, without supposing it to have exer-

cised, in him, the sharp intuition of his country-

woman, the postmistress of St, Ronan's Well,

naturally gave him the freest access to intelli-

gence useful to his work. At the end of eighteen

years it fell into the hands of Green, and by him
and his successors was continued till the evacu-
ation of Boston by the British troops in 1776,
being in later years the organ of the tory party,

and the only paper continued in Boston through
the siege.

1704, Sept. A. Z>i<?rf,SirRoGERL'EsTRANGE,-*

who was the first individual in England who
acquired notoriety as an occasional political

writer, and also the first writer who regularly

enlisted himself under the banner of a party for

pay. He was of an ancient family in Norfolk,

and distinguished himself as a soldier at the

outbreak of the rebellion. Being captured by
the parliamentary army, he was tried and con-

demned to die, and lay in prison almost four

I years, every morning expecting to be led forth

to execution. He was at last liberated, and lived

in almost total obscurity till the restoration,

when he was rewarded with the invidious post

of licenser of the press. He commenced the

Ohservator in 1681, and continued it through

three volumes in folio. In this work L'Estrange

went as great lengths to vindicate the measures

* It is a pity Towzer's old Worrier, Harry Care, were
not now alive—for no limner can hit his features so well
as he : however, sir Roger is a remarkable person, and I

will draw him as well as I can. Then to come to his cha-
racter,—Sir Roger descended from an antient and worthy-
family, yet I cannot make his picture like him without
telling the world his sting is gone, and since his weekly
satire is fallen asleep, is no longer a guide to the inferior

clergy. " Hark ye, sir Author," comes a little piece of

crape buzzing in my ears, " consider what you say and
do. There is respect due to the unfortunate, especially to

those who have been great, and are still men of sense and
ingenuity ; and besides you know what he has done of

undoubted value. He only has had the rare happiness of

bettering some of the best authors in a translation,—and
his Seneca and Offices will live as lonp as the world." All

this I knew before—but what is this to honesty ? There
is the jewel. Wit is no more commendable in a knight
than courage in a highwayman. A man that betrays his

religion and country in pietendlng to defend it, and wrices

round to all the points of the compass—that was made sur-

veyor of the press—and would wink at unlicensed books
if the printer's wife would but smile on him. How far

this is the character of sir Roger I leave to his own con -

science to consider, and the rather as he now stands on
the brink of eternity (for he is now above four score) and
has but a few minutes to repent it.—Dunton.

of the court, as ever were gone by any merccnarj
journalist. On the accession of James II. he
was knighted, April 30, 1685; and elected in

that year one of the representatives in parlia-

ment for Winchester. December 16, 1688, be
was committed to Newgate, for publishing trea-

sonable papere against the government. He
was again committed to Newgate,Mareh 2, 1695,
and from thence in a few days removed to the

Marshalsea, where he continued till May, 1696.

He died in his 88th year ; as appears by An
Eleyy on the much lamented death of sir Royer
UEstranye. After the revolution he was left out

of the commission of the peace ; and it is said

queen Mary shewed her contempt of him by the

following anagram she made upon his name.

Roger L'Estrange,

Lye strange Roger I

Sir Roger L'Estrange also translated Esop^t

Fables,* the works of Josephus, and many things

from the Greek, Latin, and Spanish. In his

political writings he was so anxious to accommo-
date his style to the taste of the common people,

that few of them could now be read with any
degree of pleasure.

1704, Oct. 28. Died, John Locke, author of

An Essay on Human Understandiny, and other

eminent works. A more happy combination of

the Christian, the scholar, and the gentleman,

has perhaps never been exhibited, than in the

person of this distinguished philosopher. It is

scarcely presumptions to say, that he brought to

light perhaps all that is discoverable respecting

the operations of the Human Undei'standing ;

and, while his talents were devoted to a work

which became one of the highest ornaments of

the literature of his country, his ^ure and virtu-

ous life displayed the most satislactorj' proof of

the practical efficacy of a piety, the sincerity of

which was clearly proved by his efforts, not less

humble than vigorous, to shew that all the

parts of the Christian system were reconcileable

to human reason. He was bom at Wrington,

in Somersetshire, August 29, 1632, and educated

at Oxford, where, after taking his degree in arts,

he entered on the study of physic, and made
great proficiency. When lord Shaftesbury was

appointed lord chancellor, he made Mr. Locke

secretary of presentations, which place he lost

when his patron was deprived of the great seal.

After the revolution he was made a commissioner

of appeals, and in 1695 a commissioner of trade

and planUitions. He died at Gates, in Essex.

1704, Dec. 11. Died,.Unis Dakbv, senior, an

eminent printer in Bartholomew -close, London.

In February, 1684, he was convicted of printing

a libel, called Lord RusselVs Speech^ and tinea

* Printed by Mr. GilUflowcr, of whom John Dunton
says, " Both his eyes were never at «inco from home ; for

one kept house, and observed the actions of man, while the

other roamed abroad for Intelligence. He loved his bottle

and his friend with an e<iual affection. He was very

testy ujwn some occa-slons ; y»'t thriving was i>Rrt of his

character. He printed L'Estrange's .lisop, lord Halifax's

Advice to his Daughter, and many excellent copies." His

shop was in Westminster hall.
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only twenty marks. On this subject, bishop

Burnet, in a letter to lady Russell, says, " Now
the business of the printer is at an end; and con-

sidering how it was managed, it was dwindled

to a very small fine, which one may well say

was either too much or too little. The true

design of the prosecution was to find me out,

and so the printer was tampered with much to

name the author." Mr. Darby was in the 80th

year of his age at the time of his decease.

1704, Jan. 7. A New Observator,

1704, Jan. 12. The Loyal Observator. No. 1.

1704, Feb. 19. The Review of the Affairs of
France, by Daniel De Foe, ended in May, 1713.

It was during his imprisonment on a conviction

for publishing a satirical pamphlet, entitled the

Shortest Way with the Dissenters,* that De Foe
commenced the above paper; and afterwards,

namely, from 1st of Jan. 1706, a Review of the

State of the English Nation. It was originally

published only once a week, but at last appeared

every Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday, printed

on a half sheet, or four quarto pages. To the

political news and disquisitions, was regularly

appended a short chronicle of domestic incidents;

and the whole was written by De Foe himself.

The work was continued till the completion of

the ninth volume, in May, 1713; when a tax

which had recently been imposed induced the

author to bring it to a termination. He was
then in Newgate for the second time. De Foe's

Review, which, at its commencement at least,

had very good success, has been usually regarded

as the parent, and in some respects the model of

the Spectator.

1704, Auff. 6. The Rehearsal, by C. Lesley.

No. 1.

1704, Sept. 10. The Observator Reformed.

* St. Jameses, Jan. 10.—Whereas Daniel Defoe, alias

De Fooe, is charged with writing a scandalous and sedi-

tious pamphlet, entitled, The Shortest Way with the Dis-

senters; he is a middle sized spare man, about forty six

years old, of a brown complexion, and dark brown co-

loured hair, but wears a wig, a hooked nose, a sharp chin,

grey eyes, and a large mole near his mouth ; was born in

London, and for many years was a hose factor in Free-
man's yard, in Comhill, and now is owner of the brick

and pantile works near Tilbury fort, in Essex ; whoever
shall discover the said Daniel De Foe to one of her majes-
ty's principal secretaries of state, or any of her majesty's
justices of peace, so as he may be apprehended, shall have
a reward of .^50, which her majesty has ordered immedi-
ately to be paid upon such discovery. He was sentenced
to pay a fine of two hundred marks to the queen, stand
three times in the piUory, and be imprisoned during the
queen's pleasure. This sentence was carried rigorously
into effect. After his punishment he wrote an ode to the
pillory, of which the following is a portion

:

Hail Hi'roglyphic state machine,
Condemned to punish fancy in

;

Men that are men, can in thee feel no pain,

And all thy insignificance disdain.

Contempt, that false new word for shame.
Is without crime an empty name

—

A shadow to amuse mankind.
But never frights the wise or well fix'd mind

;

Virtue despises human scorn,

And scandal's innocence adorn.

Exalted on thy stool of state,

What prospects do I see of future fate ?

How the inscrutables of providence
Differ from our contracted sense j

Hereby the errors of the town.
That fools look out, and knaves look on.

Advertisements of eight lines inserted for a shil-

ling. No. 1. The editors of newspapers often
became the medium of communication between
their advertising friends ; and the advertisements
which are given below, are not only curious, but
throw some light upon the manners and customs
of the latter part of the last, and early part of
this century.*

1704, Nov. 7. The Comical Observer. No. 1.

1705. Thomas Ballard,-)- the first of an emi-
nent family of booksellers, in Little Britain,

who continued during nearly the whole of this

century famous for their divinity catalogues.

Mr. Thomas Ballard was thus characterised by
Dunton in 1705 :—" He is a young bookseller

in Little Britain ; but is grown man in body
now, but more in mind

:

His looks are in his mother's beauty drest,

And all the father has informed his breast.

1705. Henry Herringman gave £20 to the

company of stationers, to be applied to the pur-
chase o^ a large silver flagon, weight 65 oz.

* " If any Hambiirgh or other merchant, who shall
deserve ^200 with an apprentice, wants one, I can help.''

"One has a pert boy, about 10 years old, can write,
read, and be very well recommended ; she is willing ho
should serve some lady or gentleman."
" I want a cook-maid for a merchant."
"I sell chocolate made of the best nuts, without spice

or perfume, and with vinelloes and spice, from four to ten
shillings the pound, and I know them to be a great helper
of bad stomachs, and restorative to weak people, and I'll

insure for their goodness."
" If any will sell a free estate, within thirty miles of

London, with or without a house, to the value of ^100
the year, or thereabout, I can help to a customer."
" If any have a place belonging to the law, or other-

wise, that is worth j6'1000 or ^6*2000, I can help to a cus-
tomer."

'• If any divine or their relicts, have complete sets of
manuscript sermons upon the Epistles and Gospels, the
Catechisms or Festivals, I can help to a customer."
" A fair house in Eastcheap, next to the Flower-de-lis,

now in the tenure of a smith, with a fair yard, laid with
free stone, and a vault underneath, with a cellar under
the shop, done with the same stone, is to be sold : I have
the disposal of it."

*' I believe I could furnish all the nobility and gentry
in England with valuable servants, and such as can have
very good recommendation."
" Mr. David Rose, chirurgeon and man-midwife, lives

at the first brick house on the right hand in Gun-yard,
Hounsditch, near Aldgate, London. I have known him
these twenty years."
" I want an apprentice for an eminent tallow-chandler."
" If any want all kind of necessaries for corps, or

funerals, I can help to one who does assure me he will

use them kindly ; and whoever can keep their corps till

they get to London, and have a coflin set down, may have
them afterwards kept any reasonable time."

' About forty miles from London is a schoolmaster, has
had such success with boys, as there are almost forty

ministers and schoolmasters that were his scholars. His
wife also teaches girls lace-making, plain work, raising

paste, sauces, and cookery, to the degree of exactness.

His price is ^£"10 to .€'11 the year, with a pair of sheets,

and one spoon ; to be returned, if desired ; coaches and
other conveniences pass every day within half a mile of

the house ; and 'tis but an easy day's journey to or from
London."

•'I know of several men and women whose friends

would gladly have them match'd ; which I'll endeavour
to do, as from time to time I shall hear of such whose
circumstances are likely to agree ; and I'U assure such as

wiU come to me, it shall be done with all the honour and
secresy imaginable. Their own parents shall not manage
it more to their satisfaction; and the more comes to me,
the better I shall be able to serve 'm."

t The original name appears by the auction catalogues

to be Bullard.
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1705, Feh. 27. Died^ John Evelyn, a cele-

brated and extraordinary individual, who most
materially influenced the political events during
the latter half of the seventeenth century, of

which he was also the chronicler. He was born
at Wotton, in Surry, October 31, 1620, and
educated at Baliol college, Oxford. By his

marriage with the daughter of Sir Richard
Brown, in 1647, he became possessed of Sayes
Court, a manor in Kent, where he led a retired

life till the Restoration, to which he in some
measure contributed. At the establishment of

the Royal Society, he became one of the first

members. In 1 662 appeared his Sculptura, or

the History/ and Art of Chalcography and En-
graving on Copper. He was appointed a com-
missioner for the sick and wounded seamen, one
of the commissioners for rebuilding St. Paul's,

and afterwards had a place at the board of

trade. In the reign of James II, he was made
one of the commissioners for executing the office

of lord privy seal, and after the Revolution was
appointed treasurer of Greenwich hospital. In
1697 appeared his Numismata, or Discourse of
Medals

J
folio. Mr. Evelyn has the honour of

•.being one of the first who improved horticulture,

and introduced exotics into this country. Of
his garden at Sayes Court, a curious account
may be seen in the Philosophical Transactions.

It was by the publication of the Sylvia that

Evelyn was chiefly known till the publication of

his Diary, or Kalendariuniy which begun in

1641 ; his other writings had past away, but
the Sylvia remained a beautiful and enduring
memorial of his amusements, his occupations,

and his studies, his private happiness and his

public virtues. It was the first book printed by
order of the Royal Society, and was composed
upon occasion of certain queries sent to that

society by the commissioners of the navy. The
Sylvia has no beauties of style to recommend it,

and none of those felicities of expression by
which the writer stamps upon your memory his

meaning in all its force. Without such charms
A Discourse of Forest Trees and the Propagation

of Timber in his Majesty^s Dominions might ap-

pear to promise dry entertainment ; but he who
opens the volume is led on insensibly from page
to page, and catches something of the delight

which made the author enter with his whole
heart and all his faculties into the subject. It

is a great repository of all that was then known
concerning the forest-trees of Great Britiiin,

their growth and culture, and their uses and
qualities real or imaginary ; and he has en-

livened it with all the pertinent facts and anec-

dotes which occurred to him in his reading. He
wrote several books besides the above. The
following extract from the epitaph inscribed on
his tomb in Wotton church yard, unlike the

generality of compositions of its class, speaks

only the simple truth :

" Living in an age of extraordinary events and revolu-
tions, he learnt (as himself asserted) this truth, which, pur-
suant to his intention, is here declared, that all is vanity
which is not honest j and that there is no solid wisdom
but in real piety."

His son,John Evelyn, wrote a Greek poem, pre-
fixed to his father's Sylvia; and translated Rapin's
poem on Gardens into English ; and the Life of
Alexander

J
from Plutarch. He was also the

author of a few poems in Dryden's Collectitm^

and died in 1698, aged 44.

1705,Fe6. 19. The Edinburgh Courant.^o. 1.

This was begun by James Watson, v\ho printed
fifty-five numbers, and then transferrea it to
Andrew Anderson, " printer to the queen, the
city, and the college." It was published twice a
week, at the price of three-halfpence.

1705, June 9. The Wandering Spy ; or, the
Way of the World enquired into. No. 1.

1705, June 12. The Whipping Post; or, a
new Session of Oyer and Terminer for the Scrib-
blers. No. 1.

1705. The Ladies' Diary.
1705, Sept. The Scots Courant.'So. 1. Not

contented with having established two newspa-
pers in Edinburgh, Watson immediately after his
disposal of the Edinburgh Courant, established
the above paper, which he continued to print for

upwards of twelve years afterwards. The Scots
Courant, like its predecessors, was a folio half-

sheet in two columns, but got up with extreme
neatness, with diversified type, and its price was
a penny. It was the first Scotch paper published
thrice a week—on Mondays, Wednesdays, and
Fridays—and reference for subscriptions and ad-
vertisements was made to " James Muirhead,
the author of this paper, at the Royal Exchange
cofiee-house"; where the paper was sold.

1705, Nov. 23. The Loyal Post ; with Foreign
and Inland Intelligence. No. 1.

1706. The Dutch East India company had a
press at Batavia, a city and seaport, the capital

of the isle of Java, and of all tne Dutch settle-

ments in the East Indies, from which issued

some Malay vocabularies in 4to., printed by A.
L. Loderus, printer to the Dutch East India
company, and to the city of Batavia : copies of

these vocabularies are in the Bodleian library.

Yet these could not have been the first-fruits of

the Batavian press, since I^a Croze, in his //w-
toire du Christianuine des Indes, relates, that in

the year 1706 the Danish missionaries instructed

the natives at Tranquebar out of a Portuguese

new testament, printed at Batavia : and a Por-

tuguese version of the psalms, executed here in

1703, was in the library of M. Mecrnian. Ac-
cording to the catalogue of the British and
Foreign Bible Society, the old testament was
printed here in the Malayan language, in the

year 1744, probably at the instance of Uie Dutch
East India company, who appear to have given

orders for the execution of such a work so early

as 1729. An indirect insinuation that typogra-

phy was practised at Batavia during the seven-

teenth century, appears to be furnished by a
Dutch tract, preserved in the Fagel collection at

Dublin ; this piece contains an account of some
shocking adventures encountered at or near the

island of Aboyna ; it is dated 1675, and professes

to have been printed from a copy executed at

Batavia.

—

Cotton.
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1706, Feb. 16, Died, Edward Jones, printer

of the London Gazette, whom Dunton, a short

time before Mr.Jones's death, thus characterised

:

" His soul is enriched with many virtues ; but

the most orient of all are, his large charity, his

remarkable justice in trade, and great kindness

to his aged mother. He has got a good estate

hy authority ; and is deservedly famous for print-

ing the Tnie News, and publishing the London
Gazette"

On a small flat stone adjoining the west end

of Hampstead church, the following inscription

still remains

:

M. s.

Edoardus Jones,

inter Typographos primes quondam primarius,
in parentes pientissimus,

in amicos nunquam non benevolus,
conjugi optimae filioqiie charissimo indulgentissimus,

ad pedes jacet.

Hoc qualequale monumentum sevitemse
pietatis testimonium er^s^^a ipsum matremque

ejus juxta jacentera.

Ob. 15 Feb. 1706, set, xlix.*
posuere | j.

' j p
'

At the foot of the above, another stone is thus

inscribed

:

Here lies the body of Mrs. Johanna Griffin,
who died the 18th of February, 1696,

aged 76.

In memory of whom this stone is erected by her son,
EnwARn Jones, printer in the Savoy.

Immediately on his decease, was published

the Mercury Hawkers in Mourning ; an elegy

on the much-lamented death of Edward Jones,

the famous Gazette printer, of the Savoy ;f who
departed this life at his house, at Kensington,

on Saturday the 16th day of February, 1706, in

the 54th year of his age ; to which was subjoined

the following epitaph

:

Here lies a printer, famous in his time,
Whose life by lingering sickness did incline

;

He liv'd in credit, and in peace he died,

And often had the chance of fortune tried
;

Whose smiles by various methods did promote
Him to the favour of the senate's vote :

And so became, by national consent.
The only printer for the parliament

:

Thus by degrees, so prosp'rous was his fate.

He left his heirs a very good estate.

1706. It is the opinion of Schnurrer, express-

ed in his Bihliotheca Arahica, that the Arabic

printing-office of the monastery of Snagof, (see

page 586, ante,) was removed to the city of

Aleppo in this year, and opened by the publica-

tion of an Arabic Psalter, under the direction of

Athanasius the Antiochene patriarch of the Greek
Melchites. Other books followed in 1707, 1708,

some Homilies of Athanasius in 1711, and a se-

cond edition of the Psalms in 1735.

* A difference occurs between the epitaph and the
elegy ; but the former is no doubt correct.

t The Savoy, in London, was formerly a magnificent
palace, erected in the reign of Henry III. : it was subse-
quently converted by Henry VII. into a hospital, which
was suppressed by queen Elizabeth, and its remains con-
verted into private lodgings, barracks, &c., &c. Some
printing-presses were worked within its precincts during
the time of the commonwealth ; and so late as 1743 H.
Lintot printed law books here.—i>r. Cotton.

1706w A printing press was erected at Skara,
an ancient town of the south of Sweden, by
bishop Jasper Suedbergius ; and Andreas Kiell-

bergius, from Upsal, was the first printer. This
press having been consumed in the terrible fire

which laid the city in ruins, on the 23rd of
August, 1719, its owner detained a royal brief
for collecting money towards its restoration.

1706, April 20. Jacob Tonson applies to

Pope for the honour of printing his Pastorals,
from Gray's Inn gate.

1706,^M//.26. Z)iec?,THOMAsBENNET,whowas
a first-rate bookseller in St. Paul's churchyard,
particularly noticed by the established clergy of
that period, and by the leading men at Oxford,
as appears by the controversy of Mr. Boyle with
Dr. Bentley. He was, in consequence, patron-
ized by Dr. Atterbury,* who frequently mentions
him in his Epistolary Correspondence. John
Dunton says, " Mr. Thomas Bennet, a man very
neat in his dress, very much devoted to the church,
has a considerable trade in Oxford, and prints

for Doctor South, and the most eminent Con-
formists. I was partner with him in Lecrose's

Worhs of the Learned ; and I must say he acted
like a man of conscience and honesty." The
following epitaph is in St. Faith's church

:

" Here lyeth the body of Mr. Thomas Bennet, citizen
and stationer of London, who married Mrs. Elizabeth
Whitewrong, eldest daugliter of James Whitewrong, of
Rothavastead, in the county of Hertford, esq. ; by whom
he had one son and two daughters ; and departed this life

August the 26th, in the year of our Lord 170fi, and in the
forty-second year of his age."

1706, Jan. 26. TJie Poetical Courant. No. 1.

1706, Feb. 18. The London Gazette. This
was the last number printed by Edward Jones;
the next was printed by his widow, M. Jones.

No. 4202.

1706, Sept. 27. The Rehearsal Hehearsed ; in

a Dialogue between Bayes and Johnson. No. 1.

1706. The Nonvich Postman, containing re-

markable occurrences, foreign and domestic
;

printed by S. Sheffield, for T. Goddard, book-
seller, Norwich. This was a small 4to foolscap,

for which the regular charge was a penny

—

but "a halfpenny not refused."

1706. The Country Gentleman's Courant ; or

Universal Intelligence ; being an exact Register

of the most material News, both Foreign and
Domestick, occurring from Saturday Oct. 5 to

Saturday Oct. 12, 1706. To which is added, an
Expositor, or Geographical Description of the

most important Places mentioned in each Article

of News. Printed for J. Morphew. This paper

the proprietors are pleased to give away on this

day only, that the design may be the better

known, and the sale encouraged as it deserves.

And as promotion of trade is a matter which
ought to be encouraged, advertisements will be

taken in by the publisher hereof, at 2d. per line

No. 1.

* Bishop Atterbury preached his funeral sermon, and
has given him a high character. See Nichols's Literary

Anecdotes, vol. 3, p. 709.
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1707, April 25. William Pettis was cou-
victed of writing, printing, and publishing a
work entitled the Case of the Church of Eng-
land's memorial fairly stated. Sec; and it being
deemed a libel, he was sentenced to pay 100
marks, and to stand in the pillory on the 26th
and 29th of the same month; one hour at
Charing Cross and one hour at the Royal Ex-
change, with a paper on his head denoting his

offence, and to give security for his good beha-
viour for two years. George Sawbridge, the
printer, was convicted of publishing the said
libel, and sentenced to pay £200 to the queen,
and to appear in all the courts of Westminster,
the said courts sitting, with a paper upon his

'head denoting his offence, and to find security
for his good behaviour for the space of two years.

1707. Mr. Burton gave to the company of
stationers a large silver flagon, 64 oz. 15 dwts.

1707. The Muses Mercurj/ ; or, Monthly Mis-
cellany for 1707, 4to. edited by William Oldis-

worth.* In the number for June, will be found
a republication of Prior's Nut Brown Maid.

1707, Aug. 13. Weekly Comedy, or the Hu-
mours of the Coffee-house. By the Author of

the London Spy. Printed for J.Morphew, No.l.
1707, Sept. 27. Obsei'vator revived ; printed

for J. Morphew, No. 1.

1708, March 17. Rov^^E's Shakspeare.—
" Whereas a very neat and correct edition of Mr.
William Shakspeare's Works, in six volumes in

octavo, adorned with cuts, is now so near finished

as to be published in a month; to which is

designed to be prefixed an account of the life

and writings of the said author, as far as can be
collected. If, therefore, any gentlemen who
have materials by them that may be serviceable

to this design, will be pleased to transmit them
to Jacob Tonson, at Gray's Inn Gate, they will be
a particular advantage to the work, and acknow-
ledged as a favour by the gentleman who hath
the care of this edition."—Ori^ina/ Advei'tisement.

The work appeared in seven octavo volumes,
early in the following year ; in the eighth num-
ber of the Taller, (April 28, 1709) Steele highly
recommends the work to the public.

1708. Worcester Postman, printed by Samuel
Bryan.f This is the earliest known newspaper
in that city, though it is strongly conjectured
that, during the movements of the royal army
in the civil wars, a newspaper was printed there.

1708. Memoirs of Literature.

1708. Bihliotheca Curiosa.

1708, Jan. 19. The Supplement, No.l.
1708, Feb. 13. British Apollo; or curious

Amusements for the Ingenious. To which are

added the most material Occurrences Foreign
and Domestick. Performed by a Society of

Gentlemen. No. 1. It was published twice a

* William Oldisworth published a volume called State
Tracts, and another entitled State Miscellany Poems, 8vo.,

&c. He was one of the authors of the Examiner. He
died in 1734.
t There was a Mr. Butter, a bookseller of Worcester,

about this period, of whom Dunton thus characterises -.

—

" Mr. Butter has been a rising man some time, has a brisk
trade, and pays well ; he is both an humble and reIig:ioua

man."

week, and completed its career in March 1711,
having attained the bulk of three volumes folio.

In a letter (the present state of wit) ascribed to

Gay, he mentions that it still recommends itself

by deciding wagers at cards.

1708, Oct. Edinburgh Flying Pott. No. 1.

Printed by John Reids, elder and younger,
three times a week, in a folio half sheet.

1709. An act was passed "for the encourage-
ment of learning," in which the printing and
reprinting of any work was vested in the author
for the space of fourteen years ; and, if living

at the close of that period, for another period of

the same duration. By this act piracy was made
punishable during these times, by the forfeiture

of the books illegally published, and of a penny
for every sheet in the oflender's custody—one
half to the queen's majesty, the other halfpenny
to the informer; and the condition of these

remedies was the entering the work at stationers'

hall. This act " for the encouragement of learn-

ing," also conferred a power on the archbishop
of Canterbury and other gieat functionaries to

regulate the price of books ; but this was repealed

in the reign of George I. This act also confei's

on learning the benelit of a forced contril)utioii

of nine copies of every work, on the best paper,

for the use of certain libraries. Before this act,

it was usual to purchase from authors the per-

petual copyright of their books, and to as.sign

the same from hand to hand, for valuable con-
siderations, and to make them the subject of

family settlement. The claim of the author to

perpetual copyright was never disputed until

literature received thisfatal boon from the hands
of the legislature. Milton, in his immortal
pleading for the liberty of unlicensed printing,

states as one of the glosses of his opponents,

the "just retaining of each man his several copy,

which God forbid should be gainsaid."

1709. The earliest press introduced into the

province of Connecticut, North America, was

set up at New London, a seaport and consider-

able city, by William Short, f^'om Boston. The
first book said to havebeen printed in the colony

is entitled, the Saybrook Platform of Church
Discipline, dated 1710. Mr. Short, dying soon

afterwards, was succeeded by Timothy Green,

1709, Jan. Monthly Transaction.^ ; published

by Dr. William King.* No. 1.

1709. The Daily Courant. This was the first

newspaper published daily in London, (Sundays

excepted.)

1709. The Worcester Journal established by

Mr. Berrow, which exists to the present day.

1709. Monthly .iinusement, by John Ozell.f

* Dr. William King-, an ingenious and hun ;or.

whose poetical and political works arc uv. Ili.^

Historical Account of the Heathen Ood» and i. , ... .. .^ utill

held in esteem. He died December S5, 171a, and i»as

buried in Westminster abbey.

t John Ozell was boru in Leicestershire, and educated
at the school of Ashby-de-la-Zouch. He was auditor-
general of I^ndon, and of the accounts rf *^* r-aU's

cathedral, and.St.Thomas'shiiRpital. Hctran ore

I

and other Frencli writpr.s, besides beiiig: ' r of

I

some poemH. He died October 13, 1743. Po|»« hiu> pi«ced
I him in the Dtinciad.

4 F.
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1709, April 12. Tatler, by Isaac Bickerstaff,

Esq. No. 1. This paper was commenced by

Steele, under the assumed name of Bickerstaff,

who was assisted by Addison, and other eminent

writers. It was published three times a week,

at the price of one penny, and reached 271

numbers, the last appearing on Jan. 13, 1711.

" The hand that has assisted me," says Steele,

" in those noble discourses upon the Immortality

of the Soul, the Glorious prospects of another life,

and the most sublime ideas of religion and virttie,

is a person, (alluding to Addison)* who is too

fondly my friend ever to own them." The Tatler

was essentially a newpaper, in as far as it con-

tained articles of foreign intelligence and adver-

tisements, and the only difference between it and
the other sheets of news then published, was in

its containing original papers of morals and cri-

ticism—they being, of course, the only portions

now preserved.—See Spectator, page 596, post.

1709, May 12. Gazette tL la Mode; or, Tom
Brown's Ghost. No. 1

.

1709, July 8. Female Tatler; by Mrs. Crac-

kenthorpe, a Lady that knows every thing. No.
1. In No. 28, a wooden portrait was introduced,

and continued till No. 52, when the title adds,
" by a Society of Ladies."

1709, Aug. 17. Scots Postman, No. 1. This

paper was established by permission from the

town council of Edinburgh, in virtue of the

plenipotent jurisdiction they then exercised, and
granted to Mr, David Fearne, advocate, licence

to print this paper every Tuesday, Thursday, and
Saturday, ivith a prohibition against all others

from publishing on these days. John Moncur
was the printer of this paper for Mr. Fearne.

1709, Aug. 22. The Tattling Harlot.

1709, Aug. 23. Mr. Boyer's Case; and his

undoubted Right and Title to the Writing of

the True Post Boy asserted. "All gentlemen,

shopkeepers, coffee-men, and others, who will

think lit to continue the true Post Boy by A.
Boyer, are desired to give particular directions

about it to the hawkers that serve them ; because
Mr. Roper uses all mean endeavours to hinder its

being dispersed. Mr. Roper, in particular, ought
gratefully to reflect, that Mr. Boyer has written

for him, The History of King William, in three

volumes; seven volumes of the Queen^s Annals;
some other books ; and the Post Boy for four

years; by all which he has got considerable

sums of money.
1709, Sept. 6. Evening Post. "The great

expence gentlemen are put to in buying six or

seven prints of a post-day, that bear the title of

newspapers, when at the same time any one of

them would contain more real news than is found
in all, and as a further tax as well as imposition

* It was the intention of sir Richard Steele to have kept
his name, as connected with the Tatler, a profound secret
from his friend Addison, wlio was then in Ireland as se-
cretary to the lord lieutenant ; but Addison, soon disco-
vered the author among the very first numbers, by Steele
inserting some remarks on Virgil which had been suggest-
ed by his friend, and they thereafterlaboured jointly in the
work. Addison's first contribution appeared on the 26th
of May, 1709.

there must be 3 or 41. per annum paid by those

gentlemen that are out of town for written news,
which is so far generally from having any proba-
bility of matter of fact in it, that it is frequently

stuffed up with a We hear, &c. or. An eminent
Jew Merchant has received a letter, &c. being
nothing more than downright fiction ; it is in-

tended that this paper shall come out every even-
ing at six o'clock, in which shall not only be
contained an extract of all the foreign as well

as domestic prints, but a better account of our
home transactions than has yet appeared, in

which there has been such a careless neglect

hitherto, that we read more of our own affairs in

the Dutch papers than in any of our own. And
likewise those persons that have advertisements

to put in, if they send them by twelve of the

clock, shall have them inserted the same day,

being so short a time that the payment of all

lost or mislaid bills may be stopped, whereas the

delay of the other papers occasions the loss of

many valuable things."

1709, Sept. 27. The General Postscript; being

an Extract of all that is most material from the

Foreign and English newspapers ; with Remarks
upon the Observator, Review, Tatlers, and the

rest of the Scribblers; in a Dialogue between
Novel and Scandal. No. 1.—In No. 12, Oct.

24, is the following remark: "The weekly papers

being exceedingly barren and impertinent ; the

following catalogue, we hope, will not be un-
exceptionable to every English reader:"

MONDAY—6.

The Daily Courant, by Socinus Editor, a modern Whig.—The Supplement, by Jacobus Abellius, a Postscriptorian.—The British Apollo, by a Society of Gentlemen, consist-
ing of Abennijjo Simpleton only.

—

The General Remark,
by the most learned and laborious Poveus, Projector and
Operator extraordinary.

—

The Female Tatler, by Scan-
dilosissima Scoundrelia, and her two natural Brothers.

—

The General Postscript, by Novellus Scaudalus, an Ubiqui-
tarian.

TUESDAY— 12.

The London Gazette, by the Gazetteer.—TAe Post Man,
by M. Hui^onotius Politicus Gallo-Anglus, a spiteful Com-
mentator.—TAe Post-Boy, vide Supplement.

—

The Flying
Post, by Scotus Phanaticus, an Observator.

—

The Review,
by Verbosus Enthusiasticus, a Modernist.

—

The Daily
Courant, ditto.

—

The Tatler, by Scriptor Furiosus, a
Superintendent, and Court InteUigencei.— The Rehearsal
revived, by Agitator Maximus, an Antediluvian.

—

The
Evening Post, by Compositor Fatuus, a defacer of Lan-
guages.

—

The Whisperer, by Mrs. Jenny Frivolous, a near
relation to Jacobus Abellius, the Postscriptorian.

—

The
Post-Boy Junior, by M. Boyeiius a famous Versioneer.

—

The City Intelligencer, by Mr.Nibble-news, a Paragraphian.

WEDNESDAY—6.

The Daily Courant.—The Supplement.—The Observator,

vide Flying Post.—The General Remark.—The Female
Tatler.—The General Postscript.

THURSDAY— J 2.

The Gazette:— The Post-Man.— The Post-Boy.—The Fly-
ing-Post.—The Daily Courant,—The Review.—The Tatler.
—The Rehearsal Revived.— The Evening Post.—The Whis-
perer,- The Post-Boy Junior.—The City Intelligencer.

FRIDAY—6.

The Daily Courant.—The Supplement.— T?ie General Re-

mark.—The Female Tatler.—The General Postscript.—The
British Apollo.

SATURDAY— 13.

The Gazette.—The Post-Man—The Post-Boy.—The Fly-

ing Post.—The Daily Courant.—The Observator.—The Re-

view.—The Tatler.— The Rehearsal Revived.—The Evening

Post.—The Whisperer.—The Post-Boy Junior.—The City

Intelligencer. In all—35.

jm
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1709. Censura Temporum; the good or ill

tendencies of Books, Sermons, Pamphlets, &c.
impartially considered, in a dialogue between
Eubulus and Sophronius. 2 vols. 4to. Printed

by H. Clements. Published monthly.
1709, Nov. Monthly Amme7nent, hy Hughes.*
1709. Re.Tatler, Tory Taller, Condoler, Tell

Tale, and Whisperer, by Mrs. Jenny Bickerstaff.

1710, Feb. 1 . Amongst the records of the town
council of Edinburgh is an act of this date,
" authorising Mr. Daniel De Foe to prent the

Edinburgh Courant, in the place of the deceased

Adam Bog," and prohibiting any other person

from printing news under the name of the same
paper. We have no means of ascertaining how
long the independent minded De Foe ccmtinued

to perform the duties of the editorship of this

paper; but there is reason to believe, however,

that his active mind was soon wearied of this

slavish sort of work. He had been sent down
to Edinburgh, at the expense of the government,
to negotiate the union of Scotland with England,
and he appears to have accounted his services

on this occasion among the most important he
had been enabled to render his country; and
probably few individuals of that day saw so

clearly the advantages of the arrangement which
thus converted the two nations into one people.

1710, Charles Hildebrand, baron de Can-
stein, established a printing-office at Halle, in

Germany, which is called the Canstein or Bible

Institution, for the purpose of printing and sell-

ing bibles and new testaments at a moderate
price, in order to secure a more general circula-

tion of the scriptures ; and in which it proved
so successful, that in 1805, above 3,000,000

copies of the entire bible and new testament had
issued from the press of the institution. In
the thirty-fourth edition of the bible, printed by
this institution, an error occurred in one of the

commandments, similar to that in the English
bible, printed by Barker and Lucas, in the year

1632. (See page 484, ante.) By the omission

of the'word not, the commandment read, "Thou
shalt commit adultery." The edition was conse-

quently confiscated, and judiciously prevented

from being circulated. A copy is in the library

of Wolfenbuttle, which, on account of its great

rarity, cost fifty dollars. Interesting accounts

of this establishment will be found in professor

Franck's Pietas Hallensis, or Abstract of the

marvellous footsteps of Divine Providence.

—

Second Report of the British and Foreign Bible

Society, App. No. 9, &c.
1710, March 22. John Barber succeeded

Mr. Samuel Roycroft as city printer. He was
admitted to be printer to the honourable city of

London, for which he then paid for fees twelve

guineas to the lord mayor, and six to the cham-
berlain. His fee w{is JGO a-year for two suits of

clothes; the one for summer, the other for winter

* John Hughes, poet, dramatic author, and essayist,

was born at Marlborough, in Wiltshire, January 2y, 1677,

and died at London, Feb. 17, 1720. He was tlie autlior of

Damascus, a tragedy, wliich long kept possession of the
stage. Several papers in the Tatlcr, Spectator, and
Guardian, were written by him.

1710, March 27. British 3fer«ir;/.-This paper
was establishe<l by the projectors of the Sun Fire
Office ; who appear to have then lately purchased
the interest of a preceding office which had ]>een

managed by Mr. Povey.—" In a few days," they
state, " the company's policies will be ready, and
delivered gratis to all persons who had subscribed
to the Exchange-House Fire-office, and continue
to insure their houses or goods from loss by fire

with the company of London insurers, they only

paying their quarterage as usual." The lop of
the paper is ornamented witli a bold Sun, re-

sembling the present badge of the Sun Fire

office.—At No. 38, they added the figure of

Mercury. The earliest insurance-office has been
noticed page 560 ante.

1710, April 28. Died, Thomas Betterton,
a famous actor in Shakspeare's principal charac-
ters, as Hamlet, Othello, Brutus, and Hotspur.
He was born at Westminster, August 1 1, 1635,
served his apprenticeship to a bookseller, and
then took to the stage. In 1656, he made his

first appearance in the company of sir William
Davenant. In 1695 he opened a new playhouse
in Lincoln's Inn Fields, but his scheme did not
answer. He was the author of some dramatic
pieces. His death was occasioned by taking im-
proper means to repel the gout from his feet.

He was buried in Westminster abbey.

1710, March. Tit for Tat, by John Partridge.

1710, April 1. Northern Tatler, No. 1. The
arbitrary injunction of the town council of the

city of Edinburgh, with regard to newspapers,
already noticed, did not prevent other news-
mongers from starting up. The Northern Tatler

was printed by John Reid for Samuel Colvil,

and published on Mondays and Fridays.

1710, 3fay 22. Moderator, No. 1.

1710, Aug. 3. Examiner, or Remarks upon
Papere and OccuiTcnces, No. 1.

1710, Aug. 21. Vis^iims of Sir Heister Ri/lri/.

1710, Sept. 2. T/te Examiner, No. I. ^fhis

was another newspaper from the busy press of

James Watson at Edinburgh. It was issued

weekly, and after the two first numbers had ap-

peared, it was transferred to London, but'con-

tinued to be printed in Edinburgh, by Watson,
until the year 1715, when it was stopped. The
Examiner was entirely diff'erent in its chametcr

from that of any other newspaper that had be-

fore been seen in Britain or elsewhere. Each
number consisted solely of a political essay or

commentiiry, in which are displayed a minute

acquaintance with the political condition and
cotemporaneous literature of Europe, all which

are discussed with great freedom and boldness.

1710, Sept. 14. Whig Examiner, No. 1.

1710, Oct. 5. Medlev, in a Letter to the Whig
Examiner, by Mr. Oldmixon,* No. L

1710. The 7a^/fr, anonynums.
1710. Annotations on the Tatler, hy W. Wag-

staff'. [Oldisworlh.]

* John Oldmixon, a iHtlitical writer and historian, was
born near Hridgew^ater in Somersetshire, and died July 9,

1742. Me wrote a History of Ihr Utrunrts, folio, a Volume

uf I'uema, 8vo., the Life of Queen Anne, uud oUicr works.
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1711, Jan. 6. Christopher Bateman, a

celebrated bookseller who lived in Little Britain,

and dealt principally in old books, is mentioned

by Swift, in a letter to Stella, of this date :
" I

went to Bateman's, the bookseller, and laid out

eight and forty shillings for books. I bought

three little volumes of Liician^ in French,

for our Stella." John Dunton, speaking of Mr.
Bateman, says, " There are very few booksellers

in England (if any) that understand books better

than Mr. Bateman, nor does his diligence and
industry come short of his knowledge. He is a

man of great reputation and honesty, and is the

son of that famous Bateman, who got an alder-

man's state by bookselling." It was said that he
would never suffer any person whatever to look

into one book in his shop ; and when asked a
reason for it, would say, I suppose you may be
a physician or an author, and want some recipe

or quotation ; and if you buy it, I will engage
it to be perfect before you leave me, but not

after; as I have suffered by leaves being torn

out, and the books returned, to my very great

loss and prejudice.

1711, March 1. Spectator^ No. 1. This was
printed in the same form, and at the same price

as the Tatler, and supported by the same able

contributors, but was altogether a work of far

more elevated pretensions than its predecessor.

The paragraphs of news were discarded ; and
many articles of sound and generous criticism

were introduced, which had for their object to

direct the public attention to splendid produc-
tions of literature, such as Milton's Paradise
Lost^ which had been neglected amidst the

heartless corruption that disgraced the age of

Charles II. Dr. Johnson's account of these

essays, and of the rise of periodical papers is too

valuable to be omitted. " To teach the minuter
decencies and inferior duties, to regulate the

practice of daily conversation, to correct those

depravities which are rather ridiculous than cri-

minal, and remove those grievances which, if

they produce no lasting calamities, impress
hourly vexation, was first attempted in Italy,

by Oasa, in his Book of Manners, and Castig-

lione in his Courtier^ two books yet celebrated

in Italy for purity and elegance. This species

of instruction was continued, and perhaps ad-
vanced, by the French, among whom La Bmy-
ere's Manners of the Age, though written without
connexion, deserves great praise. Before the

Tatler and Spectator, if the writers for the theatre

are excepted, England had no masters of common
life. No writers had yet undertaken to reform
either the savageness of neglect or the imperti-

nence of civility, to teach when to speak or to

be silent, how to refuse or how to comply. We
wanted not books to teach us more important
duties, and to settle opinions in philosophy or

politics ; but no arbiter elagantiarum, a judge of
propriety, was yet wanting, who should survey
the track of daily conversation, and free it from
thorns and prickles, which tease the passer,
though they do not wound. For this purpose
nothing is so proper as the frequent publication

of short papers, which we read not as study, but
amusement. If the subject be slight, the treatise

like\>ise is short. The busy may find time, and
the idle may find patience. The Tatler and
Spectator reduced, like Casa, the unsettled
practice of daily intercourse to propriety and
politeness; and, like Bruyere, exhibited the
characters and manners of the age. But to say
that they united the plans of two or three emi-
nent writers is to give them but a small part of
their due praise ; they superadded literature and
criticism, and sometimes towered far above their

predecessors, and taught with justness of argu-
ment and dignity of language the most impor-
tant duties and sublime traths."

The Tatler and Spectator were the first at-

tempt made in England, or any other country,

to instruct and amuse unlearned readers by short

papers, appearing at stated intervals, and sold at

a cheap rate. The object of these writers was
" to bring philosophy out of closets and libraries,

schools, and colleges, to dwell in clubs and as-

semblies, at tea-tables and at coffee-houses."

Gay, who lived at this period, speaking of

Isaac Bickerstaff (the assumed name of the con-
ductor of the Tatler,) says, " It is incredible to

conceive the effects his writings have had on
the town ; how many thousand follies they have
either quite banished or given a very great check
to ; how much countenance they have added to

virtue and religion ; how many people they have
rendered happy by showing that it was their

own fault if they were not so ; and lastly, how
entirely they have convinced our fops and young
fellows of the value and advantages of learning."

Dr. Drake, in his admirable essays* upon
periodical publications, observes, that " The
invention of a paper calculated for general in-

struction and entertainment, abounding in ele-

gant literature, appearing periodically, and
forming a whole under an a.ssumed name and
character, is, without doubt, to be ascribed to

this country, and confers on it no small degree
of honour. The Tatler presented to Europe, in

1709, the first legitimate model. Some years

previous, indeed, to the publication of this work,
there appeared several political, controversial,

and theological periodical papers, the offspring

of faction and polemics, insulated, devoid of
character, unity, or sound literature, and which
seem to have been founded, with scarcely any
improvement, upon the common newspapers of

the day.
" To correct ludicrous folly, however, by ridi-

cule, to regulate the decencies and duties of

mutual intercourse and conversation, to abash
vice, to encourage literature, and to attain

variety by multiplicity of subject, had been the

aim of many writers in various nations long

anterior to the birth of the Tatler. These pro-

ductions were either dissertations, dialogues, or

unconnected essays, published in volumes, and
totally wanting that peculiar form and associa-

* Essays, Biographical, Critical, and Historical, illustra-

tit:e of the Tatler, Spectator, and Guardian. By Nathan
Drake, M.D. in three vols, foolscap 8vo. London, 1814.
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tion, that dramatic cast and union which have
rendered the genuine periodical paper so singu-

larly interesting.

" A series of papers thus constituted, and
forming a whole, replete with wit, fancy, and
instruction, has been proved by long experience

not only the most useful but the most interesting

and popular of publications. Each sex, every

rank, and every stage of society have been aliie

amused and benefited by these productions.

Courtesy, etiquette, and dress, as well as morals,

criticism, and philosophy, have learnt to obey '

their dictates ; and many important truths, many
sage lessons for life, have, by approaching under
the disguise of a trivial and fashionable topic,

found their way to, and made their due impres-

sion upon, those whom no other channel could

reach."

The Spectator appeared daily (Sundays ex-

cepted) and gained so much on the public favour,

that Addison's friend. Tickle, says that the sale

frequently amounted to twenty thousand copies.

This statement, however, is evidently exagge-
rated. Mr. Samuel Buckley, the publisher, at

the Dolphin, in liittle Britain, stated in the tenth

number, that the sale had already reached three

thousand a-day, and it seems questionable if it

ever exceeded that number. Dr. Johnson says,
" I once heard it observed, that the sale may be
calculated by the produce of the tax, related in

the last number to produce more than £20 per

week, and therefore stated at jC21, or £3 10*.

a-day ; this, at a halfpenny a paper, will give

168(5 for the daily number." Johnson ought to

have considered, however, that this calculation

was founded upon the average sale, after the

imposition of the halfpenny tax, by which the

Spectator was at once reduced one half. The
last untaxed number appeared on the 31st July,

1712, and intimation is therein given, that the

price would thereafter be twopence—one addi-

tional halfpenny to pay for the staisp, the other

to compensate for the reduced circulation. The
Spectator was the only publication that ven-

tured to double its price.

1711. Died,, Thomas James, a noted printer

in London, who was thus characterised by Dun-
ton. " He is a man that reads much, knows his

business very well, and is extremely obliging

to his customers, and is something the better

known for being husband to that she-state poli-

tician Mrs. Eleanor James." This Mrs. Eleanor

James was a very extraordinary character, a

mixture of benevolence and madness ; an asser-

tion that a perusal of her lettere will fully justify.

The two following are entitled,

—

Mrs. James's Advice to all Printers in general.

" I have been in the element of Printing above

forty years, and I have a great love for it, and

am a well-wisher to all that lawfully move
therein, and especially to you that are masters;

therefore I would have you wise and just, and

not willingly break the laws of God nor man,
but that you would do by all men as you would

desire they should do by you : and you cannot be
ignorant of the great charge in bringing up of
servants in the art of printing; neither can you
be insensible how remiss, provoking, and waste-
ful some servants are, especially when they are
encouraged therein, by the unjust hope of getting
away from their masters, and having over-work
from other masters that have not had the charge
and trouble of bringing them up, which is too

frequently practised among you, to the ruin of

the trade in general, and the spoiling of youth.

For when a boy has served half his time, and
has gained some experience in his trade, he
presently begins to set up for conditions with

his master; then he will not work unless he has
so much for himself, and liberty to go where he
pleases, which if his master denies, be then
strives to vex his master, and waste his time and
goods; and then when he beats him, a\\ay he
runs with great complaints, when the roaster is

all the while the sufferer; and it is no wonder to

hear a boy that wants an honest principle to do
his own duty, rail against and bely his master
and mistress; for he thinks to excuse himself

by blackening them. Now I would have this

great evil prevented, and that you may easily do,

if you will resolve to take no man's servant from
him, and then a master may (as he ought) have
the benefit of the latter part of his time, to make
him amends for his trouble and charge, which is

according to the will of God and good men.
For if it should happen, that an apprentice bv
any trick should get away from his master, 1

would not have you give any encouragements, as

money, but that he serve the term of his inden-

ture as an apprentice without; for giving him
money makes him a journeyman before his

time : for indeed, if there be any consideration,

it ought to be given to the master that had the

trouble and charge of bringing him up; and who
will serve seven or eight years, if they can get off

before ? For besides, boys will have a thousand

tricks to provoke their masters to anger, in trifling

away their time, and flinging their houses into

pie, except their mastei*s will be under con-

ditions to give them encouragements, and to

give that liberty to go where they will, and have

money to spena, and this is to make the master

the servant and the boy the master ; therefore,

pray, brother, do not be guilty in destroying of

youth, for it is the destruction of the trade. I

desire you to take care not to bind any boy

except he be above the age of fourteen, and the

fewer the better. So I rest your sister and souls'

well-wisher. tLiANOR James."

"Now to you, journeymen ;
you are my bro-

thei-s, for my husband was a journeyman before

he was a master, and therefore I wish you well:

and tiike care that you are not guilty of any ill

thing, as shewing servants any ill examples, and
giving bad counsels; for if you should, you
would be like Judas, in betraying your master

that employs you ; for sober men, they scorn to

be guilty of this crime; but for you of the

worscr sort, you arc like devils, for you study
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how to do all manner of mischief to a good

husband, for you hate them because they are

better than yourself : had not you better imitate

them, and prav to God to make you like them ?

For what benefit have you in starving your wives

and children, and making yourselves sots only

fit for hell ? Pray, brothers, mend your faults,

and pray to God to give you repentance, and to

mend for the time to come, that you may be

reconciled to God and man, which I heartily

wish. Elianor James."

Mrs. James, at her death, was a generous

benefactress to the church of St. Bene't, Paul's-

wharf, where she gave some plate ; and on a

tablet in that church is this inscription :

Anno 1710, Mrs. Elinor James, to prevent scandal, has

thought fit to erect this tablet to satisfy the world what she

has given to her children since her husband's death.

And then follow several sums, amounting to a

few hundred pounds, with the dates annexed,

which were divided between her daughters Hive

and Saunders ; and a lease for 23 years, worth

£26 a-year.

On another tablet

:

Anno 1712. Mrs. Elinor James did, in her life-time'

give to the parish of St. Benedict, Paul's-wharf, for the

use of the Communion-table, a large basin furbelowed
and gut, weighing 55 oz.—a large dish, embossed and gilt,

40 oz.—a large salver, furbelowed and gilt, 41 oz.—a pair

of embossed candlesticks and sockets, 30 oz.—a small

dish, embossed and gUt, 7 oz.—a salver of 18 oz. and two
others of 14 oz. each—one chalice, with a patten, 6 oz.

—

and two chalices without pattens, besides several other
articles, and an embroidered valance for the pulpit.

In the library of Sion college are portraits of

the father and mother of Mr. George James;
and of his great-grandfather; which Mr. Mal-
colm thus describes

:

Thomas James,* S.T.P. 1627 ; set. 57 ; first keeper of the
Bodleian library at Oxford. Given by his g^randson's wife.

A florid countenance, fuU face, and white beard. Dressed
in a black gown, cap, and ruff.

Thomas James, Typogs.; presented by his wife; a half-

length picture, seated in a chair, the legs and arms of

which are spiral. He has a stern thin visage ; his hair

brown, and part grey, and a white beard. His dress is a
loose white gown, over an embroidered coat ; laced band
and ruffles, and black cap.

Mr. Thomas James had left his books by will

to the use of the public, and the president and
fellows of Sion college were indebted to his

widow for giving them the preference.

1711, May 3. Died, Richard Chiswell, an

eminent bookseller in St. Paul's church-yard.

John Dunton places him at the head of the

most eminent of the profession in the three king-

doms. "Mr. Richard Chiswell well deserves

the title of Metropolitan bookseller of England,
if not of all the world. His name at the bottom
of a title-page does sufficiently recommend the
book. He has not been known to print either a
bad book, or on bad paper. He is admirably

* See a short notice of him at page 454, ante.

well qualified for his business, and knows how
to value a copy according to its worth ; witness

the purchase he has made of archbishop Tillot-

son's 8vo. sermons. He was born in the parish

of St. Botolph's, Aldgate, and was appointed
one of the first directors of the bank in the origi-

nal charter, and was buried in that church, with
the following epitaph.

Ma. Richard Chiswell, a noted bookseller in St.
Paul's church-yard, lies buried in the north aisle of this
church ; and also his father and mother, John and Marga-
ret Chiswell; and his first wife, Sarah, daughter of John
King ; and also five children, who died young, whom he
had by Mary, daughter of Richard Royston, bookseller,
who lies buried in Christ church, London, by whom he
had likewise three sons more ; John, who died in India,
Richard and Royston, who survived him. He was born in
this parish, Jan. 4, 1639, and died May 3, 1711, and was a
man of very great praise. As a memorial whereof, his
son Richard Chiswell, of London, merchant, caused a
monument to be erected, which is against the wall in the
south aisle.

A list of the principal books published by
Mr. Chiswell, from 1675 to 1709 ; and some of

the family epitaphs may be seen in the Gentle-

man's Magazine, vol. Ixv. page 179.

1711, Aug. 11. Robert Freebairn, James
Watson, and John Basket, were appointed

the royal printers in Scotland, for forty-one years,

from the expiration of the grant to Andrew
Anderson. Robert Freebairn was the son of

David Freebairn, who, while he was minister of

Dunning was consecrated bishop of Edinburgh,
Oct. 17, 1724, and died December 24, 1739.

Robert was in the mean time settled at Edin-
burgh as a bookseller, and in 1706 purchased of

Mr. John Spottiswoode, an advocate, a printing-

press, which he had established for printing law
books, Freebairn then began to print in 1706.

It was on the 22dof October, 1707, that Walter
Ruddiman, then aged 19, entered the printing

business, having agreed vith Mr. Robert Free-

bairn upon these terms, viz.: " That he should

maintain himself, and the said Robert is to pay
him journeyman's wages whenever he shall be
able to work sufliciently; and it was provided,

that the said Walter should stay with the said

Robert, he furnishing him with work, and giving

him as good wages as any in Edinburgh." In
1715, Walter Ruddiman was admitted a partner

in the materials, but not in the house, though
both were equal sharers in the profit and loss.

WalterRuddiman was an athletic person ; having
his brother's intellect without his brother's learn-

ing. He was in every period an industrious

printer, and an honest man. The two copart-

ners were men of great prudence and happy
tempers, which enabled them to live together, in

the midst of much business, and frequent inter-

course, for half a century, without a dispute, and
without jealousy.—Chalmer's Life of Thomas
Ruddiman.

1711. The art of typography was introduced

into St. Petersburg by its founder, the Czar
Peter the Great, who transferred a part of the

printing establishment of Moscow to his new
capital, for the purpose of printing the imperial

ukases. Bachmeister observes, that the earliest
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productions of this new press wliich lie had seen

were a book of the year 1713, and the Gazettes

of 1714. The art seems to have spread rapidly

in this city ; in 1719 the senate of St. Peters-

burg appears to have had a printing-press of its

own : in 1718 or 1720 one was erected in the

monastery of Saint Alexander Newski : in 1724
the college of the admiralty possessed one : by
an ordinance of the empress Catherine, dated

Dec, 21, 1725, an academy of sciences, which
has long been well-known to the learned world

by its learned transactions, had a press peculiar

to itself in 1727 : and in 1735 the synod of the

clergy enjoyed a similar advantage.

1711, Oct. 23. Fourteen booksellers, printers,

and publishers were committed to Newgate by
order of Mr. Secretary St. John, amongst whom
were Mr. Darby, jun. for printing a translation

of Tacitus, which relates how Coellius Bassus
deceived the emperor Nero with the promise

of an immense but imaginary treasure.

Mrs. Popping, (widow of Mr. J. Popping,

bookseller, whom Pope has placed in the Dun-
ciad,) for publishing the Protestant Post Boy.

Mr. George Ridpath, for writing the Fly-

ing Post,* a whig paper, was bailed,and forfeited

his recognizances to the amount of £600.
Mr. Hart, for printing the British ambassa-

dor's speech to the French king, was adjudged

to stand three times in the pillory, pay a fine of

£50, and to find sureties for his good behaviour

during life.

Among the various circumstances tending to

throw light, though certainly not lustre, on the

character of dean Swift, must be accounted the

vengeance he cherished against those in whom he

perceived a disposition to offer him the slightest

injury as political opponents. The following

extracts from his journal to his female corres-

pondents will prove the accuracy of this assertion,

so far as regards those connected with the press.

" A rogue that writes a newspaper, called the

Protestant Post Boy, has reflected on me in one

of his papers ; but the secretary (St. John) has

taken him up, and he shall have a squeeze ex-

traordinary. He says, ' that an ambitious Tan-

tivy, missing of his towering hopes of prefer-

ment in Ireland, is come over to vent his spjeen

on the late ministry,' Sec. I'll tantivy him with

a vengeance."

—

October 10, 1711.
" One Boyer, a French dog, has abused me in

a pamphlet, and I have got him up in a mes-

senger's hands. The secretary promises me to

swinge him. I must make that rogue an ex-

ample to others."

—

December, 1711.
" These devils of Grub-street rogues that write

* Mr. John Salusbury, printer, was a desperate hyper-

gergonic Welshman. He would dress, as it were, in

print, only to have the ladies say, " Look what a delicate

shape and foot that gentleman has!" He was a silly,

empty, morose fellow. He had as much conceit, and as

little reason for it, as any man that 1 ever knew. He was
the first that printed The Flying Post ; and to the grief of

his author did oRen fill it with stolen copies. He went to

law with the company of stationers, (to keep himself from

the livery,) would hector the best man of the trade ; but

now lies as hush and quiet as a body would wish, in the

new burying-place.

—

Dunton.

the Flying Post and Medley in one paper, will

not be quiet. They are always mauling the
lord treasurer, lord Bolinbroke, and me. We
have the dog (that is the editor) under prosecu-
tion, but Bolinbroke is not active enough ; but I

hope to swinge him. He is a Scotch rogue, one
Ridpath."*—Fetrwflry, 1712.

Ii Swift was thus cruel in his revenge upon
his enemies, he gratified his vanity by incessant

and teazing solicitations in favour of those who
called themselves his friends, but who were, at

least, his servile and obsequious flatterers

:

" I presented my printer and bookseller (John
Barberf and Benjamin TookeJ) to lord Rivers,

to be stationers to the ordnance. I believe it will

be worth £300 per annum between them. This
is the third employment I have got for them."

—

January 13, 1712.
" My printer and bookseller want me to hook

in another employment for them, because it was
enjoyed before by a stationer, although it be to

serve the ordnance with oil, tallow, &c., and is

worth £400 per annum. I will try what I can
do for them ; they are resolved to ask several

other employments of the same nature to other

ofiices, and I will grease fat soivs, and see whether
it be possible to satisfy them !

!"

—

January 16.

The last important service which he rendered

to his friends was obtaining a patent, which
passed the great seal on the 13Ui of October,

1713, constituting Benjamin Tooke and John
Barber, printers to the queen's most excellent

majesty; which, as was explained at the time
by a public advertisement, was to commence
after the expiration of the term existing to Mr.
Baskett; namely, in January, 1739.

17U, Jan. 13. The Taller, by Donald Mac-
staff § of the North, No. 1 . This is the first pub-
lication, apart from politics, which was printed

in Scotland, and issued from Watson's press, in

four folio pages, price one penny. It seems to

have been started in consequence of the cessation

of the London Tatler, and the first article con-

tains a well written and panegyrical criticism on

the writings of Steele, Addison, and others.in the

latter publication. But Donald Macstaff seems

to have got little encouragement from his coun-
trymen, and his work only to have reached a
very few numbers.

171 1 . The Political State of Europe was com-
menced by Abel Boyer, a French refugee, and

the author of the well-known French and English

Dictionary. This publication was continued

till the year 1739. It mav be considered as the

fii-st Annual Register. Although this work came

out in annual volumes, it was also published in

monthly numbers.

* Mr. George Ridpath was one of the orlcinal Authors

of the Works of the Lramed, and corrected detain Robin-

son's Voyages, in eight volumes. Swlfl has placed him in

the Tale of a Tub ; and Pope in the Dunciad

;

To Dulness Ridpath is as dear as Mist.|

t Of whom see notice l74l,pof<.

J Of whom si-e notice 1 7*1, pott.

( Rolx rt lleiii)urn, who died at an early age in in a.

II
Natimniel Mist was the printer of a tory paper, of

whom sec uotiic 1737 f09t.
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1711, Jan. 13. Tatler, published by Mr. Har-

rison * by the Royal Exchange.

1711. The Postman, published on Tuesday,

Thursday, and Saturday. Printed by Francis

LEACH,t in EUiott's-court, Little Britain.

1711. Tatler,hj Baker.

1711, Feb. 1. (Prouder, or Diogenes robbed of

his Tub.
1711, Feb.27. Monthly Weather-'paper ; being

some baroscopical Discoveries from what Part or

Parts of the Compass the Wind may be likely

to blow ; with what other Sorts and Alterations

of the Weather may be expected every Day and

Night, in March.

1711, April 28. Miscellany, No. 1.

1711, July 19. General Post.

171 l,Aug. 1. The Neivcastle Courant, printed

and published by John White.J At its com-

mencement this was the only newspaper north

of the Trent, and was for several years published

own proportion of the whole loss. The remain-

der, £136 14s. Ofrf., he thought it his bounden
duty to divide amongst the other sufferers.

The following paper was in the mean time

circulating among his private friends; among
whom Mr. Bowyer always held himself particu-

larly under obligations to Mr. Timothy Good-
win,* an eminent bookseller in Fleet-street, the

first promoter of the subscription ; and to Mr.
Richard Sare,t of Holborn, who ranked high in

the same profession, and took a very active part

in soliciting subscriptions.

"Whereas, by the providence of Almighty
God, Mr. William Bowyer, hath lately had his

dwelling-house, his goods, his founts of letters,

presses, and other utensils, all suddenly destroyed

by a sad and lamentiible fire, inasmuch that he

was not able to save either his own, or his

family's wearing clothes, and very little else of

any thing, the whole loss amounting to several

three times a week. It was not begun to be
j

thousands of pounds, to the ruin of himself and

numbered until Saturday May 1, 1725, when

No. I. appeared in demy 4to. (four pages) price
\

twopence. This paper has continued to be re- I

gularly published on the Saturday, since 1725.
!

1711, Aug. 4. Hermit; or, a View of the
j

World by a Person retired from it. No. 1.
!

1711, Sept. 4. Protestant Post-boy, contain-

ing all publick Transactions Foreign and Domes-

tic, No. 1.

1711, Nov. 17. Free-thinker, No. 1.

1711, Dec. 1. Weekly Post; or, a just Ac-

count of all the principal News, both Foreign

and Domestic, No. 1.

1712, Jan. 30. The printing-office of Mr.

William BowyER,§ situated in White Fryars,

London, was destroyed by fire; and, upon a

moderate computation, the loss upon the amount

of property was not less than £5146 \Ss. To
indemnify the sufferer, a royal brief was granted,

of which the clear amount was £1514 13s. 4fr/.,

from which Mr. Bowyer received £1377 9s. Ad.

being a dividend of 5s. A\d. in the pound on his

family, not to mention others that have suffered

together with him. We whose names are here-

unto subscribed, not knowing how soon it may
be our own case, do, out of compassion to him,

give and contribute the sums following : viz.

* " His person is of the middle size ; his hair inclines to

a brown, but his care and concern for his family will soon
change it into a white, at once the emblem of his inno-
cence and virtue. His temper is easy and agreeable;

and his piely and devotion as unaffected, and yet as re-

markable as his love to the church of England—the true

church of England, not those tumours and wens that

g^rew upon it, and pretended to be not part, but all of it,

in the late bad times. And less than this could scarce be
expected from an apprentice that had served seven years
with Mr. Samuel Crouch."

—

Dunton.
t His forehead is high and majestic; his eyes full of fire

and briskness, and tempered with an attractive languish-
ing ; his hair black and lovely ; his person small, and of a
curious shape ; and it is so neat, so free, so disengaged,
that there are few like him ; he has a gieat deal of wit—his

tongue is composed of so much harmony, that, when his

health returns, its own sound is only able to declare its

perfection ; he is also blest with a tender wife, a censtant
trade, has printed The Postman. &c. many years ; and, I

may venture to say, that Francis Leach is the handsomest
printer in London ; or, if those good qualities which adorn
his soul can admit oi degrees, it is because his ijxodesty is

transcendant over the rest.

—

Dunton.
t Mr. White died at Newcastle-upon-Tyne, January 26,

1769, in the eighty-first year of his age, being at his de-
cease, the oldest master printer in England. He was the
son of John White, noticed at page 572, ante.

k Of whom see a notice in the year 1737, post.

GUINEAS.
Timothy Goodwin .... 10

John Baskett 5

John Walthoe 5

Benjamin Tooke 5

Robert Vincent 5

Christopher Bateman . 5

Samuel Manship 5

Nicholas Bodington .

.

5

John Nicholson 5

Samuel Iloole 10

Jacob Tonson 5

William Freeman 5

Charles Harper 5

Daniel Midwinter 5

William Taylor 6

S. Sheafe 5

Jacob Tonson, jun. ... 5

Edward Farrell 5

Thomas Guy 5

Bernard Lintott 5

William Innys 5

H.Clements 5

Francis Horton 5

Henry Rhodes 5

Mr. Donall 5

John Morphew 1

Robert Whitledge 1

Thomas Simpson 3

R. and J. Bonwicke .. 2

Richard Wilkin 2
Andrew Bell 2

Edmund Parker 1

Eben. Tracey 1

Thomas Norris 1

Ralph Smith 2

George Strahan 2

Mr. Mount . . . . - 2

Mr. Chiswell 2

Richard Parker 1

Richard Mount 2

J ohn Sprint 3

GUINEAS.
Daniel Browne 2

S. Butler i

George Conyers 1

James Knapton 3

Emanuel Matthews ..

.

1

John Baker 1

Henry Overton 1

A. Baldwin 2

Jonah Bowyer 2

Matthew Wotton 1

Edward Castle 2

John Pemberton 1

Samuel Keble 2

J. Osboin 1

James Round 1

Thomas Caldecott .... 1

Thomas Medcalfe 2

Elizabeth Pawlett 1

Arthur Bettesworth .

.

1

Thomas Brewer 3

Edmund Curll I

Philip Overton 1

Nathaniel Dodd 1

Owen Lloyd 1

Isaac Cleave 1

Robert Podmore 1

John Taylor 2

R. Robinson 3
Thomas Bever 1

Thomas Clark 2
Widow Jones 1

Madam Philips 3

Madam Geary 1

Mr. Ecton 1

Mr. Poulett 1

SHILLINGS.
Mr. Harding 10

Mr. Bowles 10

Mr. Browne 10

Mr. Bright 10

Madam Ibted 10

These names have been particularly specified,

from the original subscription papers, as serving

to show who were then the principal persons in

the profession of bookselling.

* Of whom see a notice in the year 1720, post.

t Of whom see a notice in the year 1723, post.
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The contributions of the printers, (amounting
in the whole to £96 1 5^.*) were as follow :

GUINEAS.
Mr. Baskett, and others Mr.
her Majesty's Printers 10 Mr.
Mr. Andrews 5 Mr.
Mr. Barker 5 Mr.
Mr. Nutt 5 Mr.
Mr. James 5 Mr.
Mr. Rawlins 4 Mr.
Mr. Heptinstall 4 Mr.
Mr. Wilde 4 Mr.
Mr. Williams 3 Mr.
Mr. Darby 3 Mr.
Mr. Matthews 3 Mr.
Mr. Wilraer 3 Mr.
Mr. Leach 3 Mr.
Mr. Hodgkin 2 Mr.
Mr. Downing 2 Mr.
Mr. Roberts 2 Mr.
Mr. Browne 2 Mr.
Mr. Buckley 2 Mr.
Mr. Grover 2 Mrs

ODINBAS.
Meers 2
Watts 2
Humfreys 1

Gwillim 1

Tookey 1

Clarke l

Beardwell 1

Sowle 1

Wilde 1

Mayo 1

Hewlett 1

Gardyner 1

Downing 1

Holt 1

Leake i

Pearson 1

Botham 1

Jenour l

Motte 1

. James, a silver cup.

Thus far the names have been given of his

own fraternity only ;f but from other friends Mr.
Bowyer received large sums ; and to the honour
of English humanity, let it be known that the
contribution thev raised amounted to

£1162 5 10
His dividend on the brief 1377 9 4

Total sum received by Mr. Bowyer 2539 15 2

1712. Thomas Parkhurst, printer, gave by
his will £37 to purchase annually twenty-five

bibles with psalmsj to be given to the poor.

Hence the present custom of giving bibles to

apprentices bound at stationers' hall. Mr. Park-
h hurst gave also £20 to buy a piece of plate.

iHe was master of the company in 1683. Speak-
ing of Mr. Parkhurst, John Dunton says, " My
monoured master is the most eminent Presby-

terian bookseller in the three kingdoms, and was
[chosen master of the company of statiouei-s. He
Kbas printed more practical books than any other

Ithat can be named in London. He has met
nth very strange success ; for I have known

^im sell off a whole impression before the book
las been almost heard of in London. He is

[scrupulously honest in all his dealings, a good
laster, and very kind to all his relations : and

(which is an argument of something in him
ibove the common rate of mankind,) he is a
jreat admirer and constant hearer of the Rev.
^Mr. John How."

1712, Auy. 12. The first stamp duty upon
lewspapers commenced on this day. An act had
passed the legislature, that " for every pamphlet
or paper contained in half a sheet, or lesser piece

of paper so printed, the sum of one halfpenny
sterling : and for every such pamphlet or paper
being larger than half a sheet, and not exceeding
one whole sheet, so printed, a duty after the rate

of one penny sterling for every sheet printed

thereof." This act, which was to curb the licen-

tiousness of the press, was to be in force for the

* A guinea then passed in circulation for .^1 1«. 6rf.

t For full particulars of this fire, and the donations
given to Mr. Bowyer, see Nichols's Litf.rary Anecdotes,
vol. i. pp. 50-6.'}.

space of thirty-two years, to be reckoned from
the lOth day of June, 1712. Addison, in the
Spectator of this day, says, " this is the day on
which many eminent authors will probably pub-
lish their last works. I am afraid that few of
our weekly historians, who are men that above
all others delight in war, will be able to subsist

under the weight of a stamp duty in an ap-
proaching peace. In short, the necessity of car-

rying a stamp, and the impracticability of noti-

fying a bloody battle, will, I am afraid, both
concur to the sinking of these thin folios which
have every other day related to us the history of
Europe for several years last past. A facetious

friend of mine, who loves a pun, calls this pre-

sent mortality among authors, ' the fall of the
leaf.' " On this tax dean Swift thus humorously
alludes in his Journal to Stella, as follows

(August 7) :—^" Do you know that all Grub-
street is dead and gone last week ? No more
ghosts or murders now for love or money. I

plied it close the last fortnight, and published at
least seven papers of my own, besides some of
other people's ; but now every single half-sheet

pays a halfpenny to the queen. The Observator*
is fallen ; the Medleys are jumbled together with
the Flying Post ; the Examiner is deadly sick

;

the Spectator keeps up and doubles its price ; I

know not how long it will hold. Have you
seen the red stamp the papers are marked with ?

Methinks the stamping is worth a halfpenny."

The stamp mark upon the newspapers was a
rose and thistle joined by the stalks, and en-

closing between the Irish shamrock, the whole
three were surmounted by a crown. It was also

enacted " that one printed copy of every pam-
phlet, printed or published within ]x)ndon or

Westminster, or the weekly bill of mortality,

shall, within six days after the printing be
brought to the head office, and the title thereof,

with the number of sheets, and the duty hereby
charged, shall be entered; which duty shall be
paid to the receiver-general, who shall give a

receipt for the same," &c. The number of days

in the country was fourteen, and the duties to be
paid to the district collector. Sec. 12 declares

the printer and publisher, and all persons con-

cerned therein, not acting in conformity to law,

liable to a penalty of £20.
It will be perceived that the amount of this

stamp was only a halfpenny ; and it is curious to

observe what an effect this trifling impost had
upon the circulation of tliemost favourite papers.

Many were entirely discontinued, and several of

those which survived were generally united into

* This paper was commenced by John Tutchin, t>ook-

seller, in the reign of James II. and continued till \'\t,

when the halfpenny stamp elTected lt« ruin. Tutchin
joined the rebellinn of the duke of MoDmuuth. and for a
defence of that chieftain, which he sobscqucutly printed,
was sentenced by judge Jeffcrics to be whipped through
several towns in the west of Kn^Iand. This senteoce was
carried Into effect with so much severity, that TtUchln
absolutely petitioned king James to be hangi^d. He died
September, 1707, and his paper was conducteil by other
hands. Pope has placed him in tltc Dunciad.

Earless on high , stood unabashed De Foe
And Tutchin flagiant from the scourge below.

4 F
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one publication. The bill operated in a directly

contrary manner to what the ministers had

anticipated; for the opposition, who had more

leisure, and perhaps more acrimony of feeling,

were unanimous in the support of their cause.

The adherents of ministers, who were by no

means behind the opposition in their proficiency

in the topic of defamation, were, it seems, not so

strenuously supported; and the measure thus

chiefly destroyed those whom it was Bolinbroke's

interest to protect. For some reason, which we

have not been able to trace, the stamp-duties

were removed shortly after their imposition, and

were not again enforced until 1725.

In order to understand how so small a duty as

one halfpenny should operate so strongly upon

these periodical publications, we must look at

the price at which they were vended at that

period. The majority of them were published at

a penny, many at a halfpenny, and some were

even published so low as a farthing. One was

entitled All Alive and Merry, or the London
Daily Post.

1712. The art of typography was introduced

in Tranquebar, a sea-port town of Hindostan,

on the Coromandel coast, where a Danish settle-

ment was established, in the year 1621. Early

in this century, Bartholomew Ziegenbalg, a

missionary, sent into those parts by the king of

Denmark, began to translate the Holy Scrip-

tures into the language of the natives of the

coast. With the view of forwarding the dis-

persion of copies of this translation, a printing-

press and some Tamulic types were despatched

to him from Germany in the year 1712, and in

the next year the press was set to work. Pre-

viously however to this, namely in the year 1711,

the English society for promoting Christian

knowledge had sent out to the missionaries a
printing-press furnished with Portuguese types,

paper, &c. which although the ship conveying

it fell into the hands of the French, who captured

and plundered it, yet being concealed in the hold

of the vessel escaped their rapacity, and was
safely landed together with all its materials. In

the month of October, in the following year,

this press was so far put into order, that, by way
of first specimens, an Ordo Salutis, and an ele-

mentary treatise, both in Portuguese, were then

worked off* from it.

The Tamulic press commenced its labours

with a book On the damnable character of Pagan-
ism, which was put to press on the 19th of Sep-

tember, 1713 ; and before the close of that year

some portion of the Tamulic Neiv Testament

was printed ofi" : the four Gospels were finished

in a handsome manner in quarto before twelve

mouths had expired, and appeared with the im-
print TranqueharicB in littore Cormandelino, typis

Malabaricis impressit G. Alder, 1714. The pub-
lication of the remainder of the New Testament
was delayed from the sca>rcity of the paper, their

types being very large ; till at length the expedi-
ent was adopted of casting a new fount of letter

from the leaden covers of some Cheshire cheeses

which had been sent out to the missionaries by

the English society for promoting Christian
knowledge. The attempt succeeded ; and with
these new and smaller types the Epistles and book

of Revelation were printed, and the whole New
Testament was published together in the year
1719. Subsequent publications from the Tran-
quebar press, down to 1761, may be seen in

Ma.sch's edition of Le Long's Bibliotheca sacra:
and a minute account of them (which were
issued in the Tamulic, English, Portuguese,
and German languages) to the year 1736, is

furnished by J. L. Niecampius, whose authority
I have principally followed.

—

Dr. Cotton.

1712. An edition of the Holy Bible, compris-
ing five several versions, in two volumes 4to. is

said to have been executed in Holstein, perhaps
at Keil, the capital of the province.

1712, Jan. 1. Rhapsody, No. 1.

1712, Feb. 2. Historian, No. 1.

1712, April 12. Plain Dealer [Wagstaffe's.*]

1712, May 20. Protestant Postboy, No. 112.

1712. The Liverpoole Courant, being an ab-

stract of the London and other news, from Tues-
day, July the 15th, to Friday, July 18th. No. 18.

Printed by S. Terry, in Dale-street. At one
corner is a wood cut representing Orpheus with

his hai-p—at the other Mercury, with his usual

attributes.

1712, July 26. Weekly Packet, No. 1.

1712, Auy. 2. British Mercury ; published by
the company of the Sun Fire-office in Thread-
needle-street, No. 369.—This paper, which is

the beginning of a new series, occasioned by the

stamp duty, was extended to a sheet and a half

;

and contains an introductory history of news-
papers, up to this period.

1712, Aug. 4. The Medley, ^o. 45. This was
the concluding number of the second series of

the Medley,f winch had been commenced March
3, and ably conducted by Mr. Mainwaring,^

' * Dr. William Wagstaffe, physician to St. Bartholomew's
hospital, fellow of the college of physicians, and of the
royal society. He was descended from a very ancient
family in Warwickshire, and educated at Oxford. He
died May 5, 1/25, in the fortieth year of his ape, and his

character was thus given by an eminent physician ;
" He

was no less valued for his skill in his profession, which he
showed in several useful treatises, than admired lor his

wit and facetiousness in conversation !" He was related

to the Rev. Thomas Wagstaffe, who is celebrated for his

incomparable defence of king Charles's Eikon Basilike,

and who died October 17, 1 712, aged sixty-seven years.

t A selection from the first JJferf/e?/ was published in 1789,

by Mr. John Nichols, together with the Lover and Reader
of sir Richard Steele.

t Arthur Mainwaring, Esq., is entitled to the most re-

spectable distinction for his good sense and moderation in

politics, at a time when faction and party zeal ran with
such headstrong a cun-ent. He was universally allowed,

says the Biographia Britannica, to be the best critic of his

times ; and Mr. Egerton, in his memoirs of Mrs. Oldfield,

has declared, that his learning was without pedantry, his

wit without affectation, his judgment without malice, his

friendship without interest, and his zeal without violence

;

in a word, he was the best subject, the best friend, the

best relation, the best master, the best critic, and the best

political writer in Great Britain. He was born at Ight-

field, in Shropshire, in 1668, educated at Oxford, and
adopted the profession of the law. A short time before

the accession of queen Anne, he was made a commissioner
of the customs ; and after that event, auditor of the im-
posts. In 1705, he was chosen, M.P. for Piestou, in Lan-
cashire, and ably supported the Whig party in the house
of commons. He died at St. Albans, November 13, 1712.
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and Mr. Oldmixon, assisted by Steele and An-
thony Henley. The first Medley was concluded

August 6, 1711, extending to forty-five numbers.

1712. The Stamford Mercury. This paper

originated in the following manner:—Messrs.

Thomson and Bailey commenced printing in the

parish of St. Martin ; and afterwards removed
into the borough of which they were made free,

with liberty to publish a paper, on condition that

they printed the official papers of the corporation

gratis ! ! !

1712. A Cry from the Wilderness ; " Peace,

Good-will to all Men ;" in the Voice of tlie Her-
mit (and servant of Jesus) to the Clergy and
People of God, of what denomination or distinc-

tion soever, No. 1

.

1712. The Deutsche (or German) Acta Eru-
ditorum began to be published at Leipzig, and
was continued till 1740 ; the whole forming

forty volumes.

1712. The Rambler, No. 1. It is probable,

says Dr. Drake, that Johnson was ignorant of

tJiis anticipation of title. Only one copy has

escaped the ravages of time, and is now in the

British museum To what extent this paper was
carried is unknown.

1713, Feb. 14. Died, Anthony Ashley Cooper,

third earl of Shaftesbury. He was bom Febru-

ary 26, 1671, and during the reign of queen
Anne attracted much attention by his numerous
publications concerning the operations of the

human mind, the most of which were collected

into one work, entitled Characteristics of Men,
Manners, Opinions, and Times, in three volumes,

published immediately after his death, which

occurred at Naples. The style of Shaftesbury

is elegant and lofty, but bears too many marli
of labour to be agreeable, and is slightly tinged

with scepticism regarding revelation, and, upon
the whole, is somewhat fantastic ; though, for a
number of years, no book was more universally

admired, or more generally read than Shaftes-

bury's Characteristics. Thomson appears en-

raptured with the philosophy of this nobleman,

in the following character which he has drawn
of him :

—

The generous Ashley thine, the friend of man
;

Who scann'd his nature with a brother's eye,

His weakness prompt to sliade, to raise his aim.
To touch the finer movements of the mind.
And with the moral beauty charm the heart.

1713, Feb. \b. Died, William Harrison,
author of the Taller, volume the fifth (see page
600, ante), in which he was assisted by Swift,

and the occasional assistance of Henley and
Congreve. It consists of fifty-two numbers ; the

first appeared Jan, 13, 1711, and the last May,
19, following. It is chiefly valuable for the light

occasionally thrown on the history of the genuine

Tatler. Mr. Harrison was educated at Oxford,

and settling in London, obtained the friendship

of Swift, who much befriended him in his last

sickness. He died at a very early age.

1713. Lintotgavc Mr. Pmnter XlO 16«. for

his Chronological History.

1713, April 7. Joseph Addison received from
Tonson the sum of £107 10*. for the copyright
of the tragedy of Cato. First acted at Drury.
lane theatre on the 14th of the same mouth.
At the time when Cato wa.s produced upon the

stage the whole nation was on fire with faction.
St. John (Bolinbroke) was waging a crusade
against the liberty of the press, which tended to
increase the virulence of the writers of the oppo-
sition. The whigs applauded every line in which
liberty was mentioned, as a satire on the tones :

and the tories echoed every sound of applause to
show that the satire was unfelt. When it was
printed, notice was given that the queen would
be pleased if it were dedicated to her ; " but,
as Addison had designed that compliment else-
where, he found himself obliged, by his duty on
the one hand, and his honour on the other, to send
it into the world without a dedication." At the
publication " the wits seemed proud to pay their
attendance with encomiastic verses ;" but Cato
had yet other honoui-s. It was censured as a
party play by a scholar of Oxford, and defended
in a favourable examination by Dr. Sewell. It
was translated by Salvini into Italian, and acted
at Florence ; and by the Jesuits of St. Omer's
into Latin, and played by the pupils.

1713, May 7. Nicholas Rowe received of
Lintot the sum of £50 15*. for the tragedy of
Jane Shore ; and in the following year Rowe
received the sum of £75 5s. for his tragedy of
Jane Grey. Lintot paid Dr. Sewell £1 }s. for
writing Observations on Jane Shore.

1713, May 19. The vice-chancellor of Oxford
grants his imprimature for the publication of
Dr. Young's poem'of the Last Day.

1713. Died, Henry Hills, printer, in Black
Fryars, London. He was printer to Oliver
Cromwell, Charles II. and James II. and
served the office of master of the stationers'

company, in 1684. This Henry Hills and
Thomas Newcomb were for a short time (from
January 10, 1709) printers to queen Anne,
under a reversionary patent for thirty-four years
granted December, 1665, on the expiration of a
patent then held by the Barkers, in which family
it had continued from the reign of Elizabeth.
In the Evening Post, November 12, 1713, there
is the following advertisement. "Mr. Henry
Hills, printer, in Black Fryars, being dead, his
stock, consisting of the most eminent Sermons,
Poems, Plays, Sec. is now to be disposed off, at
the Blue Anchor, Pater Noster Row.—N.B.
There can never be any of the same, or any in
like manner, reprinted after these are gone,
there being an act of parliament to the contrary."

He was a great rctiiiler of cheap printtnl ser-

mons and poems, which he pirated, and printed
upon bad paper.

Then Pirate Hills' brown sheets and sorry letter.

In 1710, he pirated Addison's Letter from Italy,

and this, with other circumstance of the like

kind, led to the direction in tlie act of 8 Anne,
that fine jHiper copies should bo given to the
public libraries.
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The following epigram was written upon his

doing penance, in the reign of James II.

Penance enjoin'd, durst Hill refuse

To trudge five miles with peas in's shoes?

No—bid to fast, the sly sinner

Resolved to stand upon his dinner ;

So boil'd his penetential-pease

To give both feet and conscience ease

;

And then his churches rule to keep.

In soup did penance ankle deep.

Hence an arch wag this inference draws

:

What need we fear a dying cause ?

'Tis plain long since that crafty Hill

The pulse of popery could not feel.

Prize Epigram.—Gent J*s Mag. March, 1736.

Gillara Hills, his son, was aLo a printer, and

died Oct. 18, 1737.

1713, Sept. 6. Died, John Dyer, author of a

news letter called by his name ; but which was

discontinued after his death. In the Flying Post

of the 19th of the same month appeared a most

ludicrous epitaph on Mr. Dyer.

Dunton says, " Mr. Dyer, lately deceased, was

also a partner with Mr. Merreal.* He was a

fair dealer and a pious man ; he knew the false-

ness of the world, and though he could see but

with one eye, had learnt to trust himself always

;

others, so far as he might not be damaged by

their disappointment. 1 bought a good deal of

paper of him—and found by his candid treat-

ment, he had white hands and a clean soul ; and
I do not fear but Mr. Dyer is now in heaven.

Robert Dyer, esq. a grandson of the above,

died in Gray's-inn, September 4, 1748, and left

jG20,000 to Christ's hospital.

1713, Oct. The Clarendon Printing House, at

Oxford, opens upon this day. It had been built

with the profits arising from Lord Clarendon's

History of the Rebellion., The copyright had
been presented to the university by the son of the

noble author. The first sheet worked off was
signature z in the third alphabet of Leland's

Collectanea, then being published by Hearne.

The imprint, E Theatro Sheldoniano, was not

left off until after the year 1759, although the

university books ceased to be printed there from

the time of the completion of the Clarendon.

1713, Jan. 6. Britain, No. 1.

1713, March 12. The Guardian, No. 1. It

was during the temporary suspension of the Spec-

tator, that Steele, with the same assistance, issued

the Guardian, which extended to 175 numbers,

or two volumes. It ranks between the Spectator

and Tatler. The title was of too grave a cast.

1713, May 2Q. Mercator ; or. Commerce Re-
trieved, No. 1. So general had become the taste

for periodical composition, that even subjects of

a commercial as well as a political nature, were

conceived capable of being published to advan-

* " He is rich, yet very humble. He has been put up
for sheriff, yet this hoAOur does not make him scornful
and imperious, but rather like the fixed stars,—the higher
he is the less he desires to seem. His face, his carriage,
his habit, savour of humility. 'He was the first stationer
I ever dealt with :—in trading with him for twenty years,
I ever found him just and kind :—it is a question whether
he is more his chapman's friend or his own :—and to con-
clude his character, he is so naturally good, if there were
no heaven, yet Alexander Merreal .would be a virtuous
man."

—

Dunton. His residence was at the sign of the
Rose, in Bread-street.

tage in this way. Mercator was soon followed

by other papers of the like nature.

1713, April 30. Reconciler, No. 1, On the

18th of May, two numbers of this paper were
published at once (a sheet and a half,) Nos. X.
and XI. to evade the Stamp-duty.

1713, Oct. 6. Englishman, being the Sequel
of the Guardian, No. 1 . The chief purport of
this publication was to illustrate and defend the
measures and principles of the Whigs, and to

point out the infinite importance of the pro-
testant succession to the peace and welfare of the
kingdom. This paper continued two years.

Whilst yet employed upon the composition of
the Englishman, Steele was induced, to promote
the same views, to publish a pamphlet entitled

the Crisis, which so ofiended the tory party, that

on March the 12th, 1714, Mr. John Hungerford
brought a complaint before the house, against

certain paragraphs inserted in two numbers of

the Englishman and the Crisis, published under
the name of Richard Steele, and calculated to

promote sedition, to asperse the character of her

majesty, and arraign the conduct of her admin-
istration. After a prolonged debate, and a very
able defence by Steele, the influence of the mi-
nistry prevailed, and the house " Resolved, that

RICHARD STEELE, ESQ. for liis offencc iu writing

and publishing the said scandalous and seditious

libels, be expelled this house."

Soon after this event, dean Swift published

(anonymously) The public Spirit of the Whigs
set forth in their generous encouragement of the

author of the Crisis. 8vo. On the first pub-
lication of this pamphlet all the Scotch lords

then in London, went in a body and complained
to queen Anne of the affront put on them and
their nation, by the author of this treatise

;

whereupon proclamation was published by her

majesty, ofi'ering a reward of £300 for disco-

vering the author; and Mr. John Barber, the

printer, and Mr. Morphew, the publisher, were

both taken into the custody of the black rod.

1713, Nov. 16, Lay Monk, No. 1. This work
was by sir Richard Blackmore,* and published

on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday ; it having

* Sir Richard Blackmore was a most indefatigable
writer, whose numerous compositions may be arranged
under the heads of medical, poetical, theological, and mis-
cellaneous. He was the son of an attorney in the county
of Wiltshire, and, after the usual routine, was entered at

Edmund Hall, Oxford, where he resided thirteen years.
His first employment was that of a schoolmaster, which
he soon relinquished for the study of physic, in which he
acquired considerable celebrity, and was created a fellow
of the royal college of physicians in 1687, In 1689 he was
appointed physician in ordinary to king WiUiam, and
knighted; he held the same office to queen Anne. He
died in October, 1729, after a long life of industry, piety,

and unblemished reputation. His principal work was his

Creation, a philosophical poem, which appeared in 1712, in

seven books, of which both the matter and style have been
highly commended by Addison and Johnson ; the latter

affirming, that " this poem, if he had written nothing else,

would have transmitted him to posterity among the first

favourites of the English muse." The admiration which
the works of Blackmore once enjoyed, is not wholly to be
attributed to the low state of public taste, but in a great

measure to the spirit of party. He being a zealous Whig,
and a friend of the king, who knighted him, it became a
kind of political duty with one party to read and praise his

works, while another heartily despised them.

%
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reached forty numbers, expired Feb. 15, 1714.

In the same year it was republished in one vol.

under the title of the Lay Moncustery^ and passed

through a second edition in 1727. Sir Richard
Bhickmore was assisted by Mr. Hughes, who
wrote all the Friday papers.

1713, Dec. 14. Died^ Thomas Rymer, a
celebrated antiquary, and historiographer to king
William III. It was in the councils of this

king that it was first determined to print authori-

tatively the public conventions of Great Britain

with other powers. The first volume, commenc-
ing with the documents of the year 1201, was
published in 1704. This valuable collection of

the Fcedera^* in twenty volumes, continued from
the death of Rymer, by Mr. Sandereon, will be
a lasting monument of his industry and abilities.

It was abridged by Mr. Rapin, in French, in

Le Clerc's Bibliotheqne, and a translation of it

by Stephen Whatley, was printed in four volumes
8vo. 1731. It is a lamentable fact that Mr,
Rymer was compelled to sell his library to sup-

port himself.—Peter Le Neve, in a letter to the

earl of Oxford, says, "I am desired by Mr.
Rymer, historiographer, to lay before your lord-

ship the circumstances of his affairs.—He was
forced some years back to part with all his

choice printed books, to subsist himself; and
now, he says, he must be forced, for subsistence,

to sell all his manuscript collections to the best

bidder, without your lordship will be pleased to

buy them for the queen's library. There are

fifty volumes in folio, of public aifairs, which he
has collected but not printed. The price he
asks is £500." These manuscripts have since

been placed in the British museum, and form no

inconsiderable addition to that invaluable reposi-

tory of legal and antiquarian knowledge. He was

born in the north of England, and educated at

the grammar school, at Northallerton, in York-

shire, from whence he went to Sidney college,

Cambrige. On quitting the university, he be-

came a member of Gray's-Inn ; and succeeded

Mr. Shadwell as historiographer to king William

III. He also became an early member of the

society of antiquaries.f

In the compilation of the Fcedera, Rymer's

first warrant was signed " Marie R." (the king

being then in Flanders), empowering him to

* Among tbe many valuable works consumed at Mr.
Bowyer's fire, the fifteenth volume of this work was
destroyed ; and so violent were the flames, that immense
torrents of melted types poured down from the upper

rooms in all directions. I have a small lump of metal,

dug out of the ruins ; which, by having? been compressed

between two solid substances, exhibitmg on its opposite

sides an impression of a few lines of this volume of

Rymer in creux and relievo.—See Rotve More's Disserta-

tion on Typographical Founders.

t The society of antiquaries may be traced to the time

of Elizabeth, when archbishops Parker and Whltgift laid

the foundation of the study of antiquities in tliis country.

But the times were not sufficiently favourable to keep it

alive from the sixteenth to the beginning of the eighteenth

century, when it was revived with the greatest lustre, by

many of the greatest names in that walk of literature ;

and under royal protection, it has maintained some degree

of eminence. The charter of incori)oration of the present

society is dated November, 1751. They hold their anni-

versary meeting on St. George's day.

search the public offices for this undertaking, it

dated Aug. 26, 1693; was renewed by king Wil-
liam, April 12, 1694; and again by queen Anne,
May 3, 1707, when Mr. Sanderson was joined
to him in his undertaking. Rymer wrote Edyar^
or the English Monarchy an heroic tragedy,

1678 ; several poems and translations; and A
View of the Tragedies of the last Age, which
occasioned those admirable remarks preserved
in the preface to Mr. Colman's edition of Beau-

! mont and Fletcher, and since by Dr. Johnson,
in his Life of Dryden.

1714, Jan. 11. A proclamation was issued

offering a reward of jClOOO to any person who
should discover the author, and £500 for the

printer of a pamphlet entitled English advice to

the Freeholders of England. Bishop Atterburj'

was suspected of being the author ; thoueh Mr.
Hornby, a barrister, was taken into custody.

1714. The earliest known work printed in

Nottingham, bears for title Inn-Play^ or the

Cornish-Hug Wrestler., 4to. By Sir Thomas
Parkyns.* Printed by William Ayscough, on

the west side of Bridlesmith-gate. Mr. Ays-

cough was remarkable, says Deering, in his

History of Nottingham, for having first estab-

lished the art of printing in that town about the

year 1710. Mr. Ayscough being unfortunate in

business, he retired, about 1715, to Bramcote,

where he died, and was buried in St. Peter's

church, in Nottingham. In the south aisle, upon

a tombstone, is the following inscription

:

Here lies the bodies of William Ayscough, printer and
bookseller of this town, and Anne his wife. She was the

daughter of the Rev. Mr. Young, rector of Catwick, in the

county of York. He died March 2, 1719. She died Dec.

16, 1732.

1714. James Blow first practised the art of

printing in Belfast, where he printed the

works of sir David Lindsay, a Bible, Prayer

Book, Psalms in metre, and twenty or thirty

other books.

1714. The Rev. Hilkiah Bedford was tried

in the court of king's bench, and fined one

thousand marks, and to be imprisoned three

years, for writing, printing, and publisliing the

Hereditary Right of the Crown of England

asserted, folio ; the real author of which was the

Rev. George Harbin, a nonjuring clergyman.

Mr. Bedford, though not the author of the book,

submitted to be thought so, from zeal to the

cause, and for affection to the real author.

Besides the Latin Life of Dr. Barwick, which

he afterwards translated into English, Mr.

Bedford published a translation of toulenelle's

History of Oracles.

He died at London, Oct. 26, 1724, and wm
buried in the church-yard of St. Mturffaret's,

Westminster. He was descended from Hilkiah

Bedford, of Sibsey, in Lincohishire, a quakcr,

who went to London, ami settled there as a

stationer between the years 1600 and 1625.

* Sir Tliomaa Parkyns, bwrt. died at Bunny, NotlSng-

hamshirc. Feb. 29, 1/41. Ho wm founder of the present

noble houite of RancUfTc.
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1714, Aug. 1. Z>ie(i, Queen Anne. In person

Anne was of the middle stature, she had regular

features, but her countenance was more pleasing

than handsome. As a so^^ereign she wanted firm-

ness ; her disposition was gentle, and she relied

too much on the opinions of others, which ren-

dered her conduct vacillating, according as her

advisers changed their systems of intrigue. She
possessed private virtues and excellent qualities,

of which mercy was so preeminent, that she

never permitted a subject to suffer for treason

during her reign ; but she was indebted to the

times in which she lived for the character she

sustained. The splendid victories of her generals

were calculated to render her popular, and the

able talents of several of her ministers attracted

the attention, and in a great measure, controlled

the events of Europe. During her reign three

parties agitated the kingdom ; these were, the

Jacobites, the tories, and the whigs.
Anne was bora at the palace of St. James's,

February 6, 1665. She was married to prince
George of Denmark, by whom she had six

children, who all died young. He was "of a
familiar disposition, with a good sound under-
standing, but modest in showing it ; very fat,

loved news, his bottle, and the queen." He died
October 28, 1708.

Though the reign of queen Anne has been
generally termed the Augustan age of literature

in this kingdom, owing to the co-existence of a
few celebrated writers, it is astonishing how little,

during the greatest part of that period, was the
information of the higher and middle classes of
society. To the character of the gentleman,
neither education nor letters were thought neces-
sary; and any display of learning, however
superficial, was, among the fashionable circles,

deemed rudeness and pedantry. "That general
knowledge," observes Johnson, " which now cir-

culates in common talk, was then rarely to be
found. Men not professing learning were not
ashamed of ignoi'ance ; and in the female world,
any acquaintance with books was distinguished
only to be censured." When we reflect, that to

express contempt for all literary acquirement
was then a certain proof of gentility, and igno-
rance the characteristic of superior station, a
statement which, previous to the publication of

the Tatler, of Steele, is nearly correct, we ought
to hesitate in assigning the epithet of Augustan
to this era of our history. We should recollect

that two-thirds of the reign of Anne were en-

tirely occupied by politics ; that the struggles of

faction, the inveterate contentions of the whigs
and tories, banished for many years, even among
the learned, almost all attention to useful and
elegant pursuits; and that the commencement
of taste, and the diffusion of knowledge, may
be dated from the well-timed efforts of Steele
and Addison, efforts which illuminated but the
latter days of Anne, and were independent of
any encouragement from the throne. From this
time only has the public mind been powerfully
excited to intellectual emulation, and gradually
has it acquired that polish and intimacy with

literary subjects which distinguish the present

age. It is solely indeed to a nation that has
long cherished a strong relish for literature in

all its departments, whose taste is correct and
pure, and which fosters in her bosom every
rising genius, that the title of Augustan can be
given, and not to the casual appearance of a few
luminaries, surrounded by wastes of intermi-
nable darkness. The reign of Anne produced
Addison,Arbuthnot,Atterbury,Burnet,Congreve,
Mrs. Centlivre, De Foe, Farquhar, Flamsteed,
Garth, Gay, Keil, Pope, Prior, Rowe, Ray, Allan
Ramsey, Steele,Swift, Wollaston, and Wycherly,
writers of a high degree of excellence, and, in

most cases, may be considered extraordinary.

When Anne's prudent hand the sceptre sway'd.
And Oxford lent the droophiq; muses aid

j

By him inspired, see all the tuneful train
In Britain's glorious sons revive again !

Prior like Horace strikes the trembling strings,

And in harmonious Pope again great Maro sings.

Soatne Jenyns.

That extension of mental light, which was
first happily efl'ected by our periodical essayists,

and which has by degrees led to the brilliancy

we now enjoy, had been for a long time inter-

cepted by the dissolute and licentious manners
which the court of Charles II. had introduced,

and which continued for several years after the

commencement of the eighteenth century,though
in a less virulent manner, to pollute the channels

of public decency, and to choke the germs of

intellectual excellence. The theatre,that power-
ful regulator of the general tone of thinking and
of acting, had given birth to a host of writers

educated in the school of Charles, and whose
talents were employed to vitiate all the sources

of morality, to inculcate debaucheiy as a duty,

and to tinge the grossness of vice with the

colours of imagination and wit. The dramas of

Dryden and Wycherly,* of Farquhar,f and of

Vanbrugh,]: were the panders of lewdness and
profligacy. The usual fine gentleman of their

* William Wycherly was born in 1640 ; and besides four
plays, he published a folio volume of poems. His plays
were for a long time popular, but are now neglected. He
had some wit and power in delineating character ; but all

his merits are lost in the coarse licentiousness of every
thing which he wrote. He died at London, Jan. 1, 1706.

1 George Farquhar was the son of a clergyman, in the
north of Ireland, and was first a player, and then a lieu-

tenant in the army. He wrote with great ease and
humour, and is scarcely inferior to Congreve. His last

and best play was the Beaux Stratagem, which he wrote
in six weeks, under the depression of a rooted illness.

This comedy enjoyed a successful run, and kept larg^e

audiences in roars of laughter, while its unhappy and
still youthful author was stretched on a death-bed.rendered
more distressing to him by the reflection that he was about
to leave two daughters unprovided for. He died in Lon-
don, April 30, 1707, and was buried in St. Maitin's church.

He received the following sums from Lintot, the book-

seller: 170), Letters and Poems, ^3 4s. 6d.; 1702, Twin
Rivals, ^15; 1705, Recruiting Officer, £\2 2s. 6d.j 1706,

Beaux Stratagem, ^^30. •
t Sir John Vanbrugh, a dramatic writer and architect,

was born in Cheshire. His principal comedies are the

Provoked Wife and the Provoked i/MsAararf, which last is

an admirable comedy in every respect. In his latter yeai's

he became an architect, and had the honour of designing

Blenheim house, at Woodstock, for the duke of Marl-

borough. He died in London, March 26, 1726.
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comedy was an unprincipled villain, to whom
seduction and adultery, extravagance and ingra-

titude, and an utter contempt for every thing

sacred and serious, are apportioned hy the poet

as the most splendid ornaments he can bestow

upon him, and for the adroit employment of

which he is gratified by success, and rewarded
by beauty.

The model was but too faithfully copied in

real life. He who aspired to reputation in the

circles of gallantry assumed that laxity of morals

and looseness of mannei"s which he had so fre-

quently contemplated and admired upon the

stage ; whilst to be known to have devoted any
leisure to the duties of devotion, to the study of

the classics, or the acquisition of science, would
have ruined him for ever in the estimation of the

fashionable world. Nor after all these sacrifices

at the shrine of dissipation and vice, were the

accomplishments and address of these gentle-

men entitled to the praise of either refinement

or grace. On the contrary, their manners were

coarse, their conversation obscene, and their

amusements frequently so gross, that bull-bait-

ing, bear-baiting, and prize-fighting, were con-

sidered as appropriate recreations for the highest

ranks ; " they were not only attended," remarks

an annotator upon the Tatler, " by butchere,

drovers, and great crowds of all sorts of mob,
but likewise by dukes, lords, knights, squires,

&c. There were seats particularly set apart for

the quality, ornamented with old tapestry hang-
ings, into which none were admitted under half

a crown at least. The neighbourhood of these

amusements was famous for sheltering thieves,

pickpockets, and infamous women ; and for

breeding bull-dogs."

If such were the general manners of men,
who esteemed themselves exclusively entitled to

the appellations of fashionable and well bred, it

might naturally be supposed, that the fair sex

were not more seriously disposed, or more solidly

accomplished. In the dramatic writings of the

day, for the most part a just picture of the

times, they are by no means favourably drawn

;

levity, immodesty, and infidelity, together with

an intemperate love of frivolous pursuits, are

their usual characteristics. It is to the honour

of the sex, however, that we can with truth call

these draughts highly overcharged, and in a

great measure the caricatures of a licentious and
debauched imagination. At a period, indeed,

when literature was so little diffused, and when
to read with fluency, and spell with correctness

were, among the ladies, deemed rare and im-

portant acquisitions, much information or ac-

quired knowledge in the female world could not

be expected, and one of the best educated ladies

of her day, of the first taste and understanding,

is represented by Addison as exclaiming, " You
men are writers, and can represent us women as

unbecoming as you please in your works, while

we are unable to return the injury ;" an acqui-

escence in, and confession of, inability, to which

the accomplished women of the present day are

no longer under the necessity of submitting.

After this brief sketch of the national manners,
and of the low state of literature among the
people at large, during the chief part o? the
reign of Anne, should we pause to consider what
were really the merits of those who professed the
acquirements of study, the authors of the same
period weshall find, notwithstandingtheexamples
of the preceding century, of a Barrow , a Dr>den
a Milton, a Temple, and a Tillotson, that* their

language was, in general, unharmouious, and
inaccurate, clogged with barbarisms, provincial

vulgarisms, and cant phraseology; and that, with
the exception of Swift, whose composition was
for that age comparatively pure and correct, we
possessed scarcely a specimen of good style,

from the death of Tillotson, in 1694, to the ap-
pearance of the Tatlers. One great cause of
this defalcation, as has been hinted before, is to
be attributed to the warmth of political contest,
which at that time universally agitating and
heating the minds of men, withdrew their atten-
tion from every pleasing topic, and from all con-
sideration as to beauty of thought or felicity of
expression, planting in their place the bitter

fruits of rancour, envy, and contention. Hence
arose that rough, strong, but slovenly diction,

which pervaded almost every political pamphlet,
and was at length employed on subjects demand-
ing a very difierent style ; nor was a perfect

specimen given of what highly polished compo-
sition could effect on topics connected with
government, until the admirable Freeholder was
presented to the world, whose simple elegance
and humour, adorning the most thorny paths of
party dispute, contributed more than weight of
argument to its ultimate popularity and success.

Another cause equally powerfuf in retarding
the acquisition of a graceful and perspicuous
style, was the little attention which, previous to

the tasteful models of Addison, was paid to criti-

cism, and to the grammatical and analogical

construction of language. Dryden, it is true,

had written his prefaces in a rich and varied,

though not a very correct, manner; but they
were too desultoiy and contradictory to afford

many just rules lor the attainment of an accu-
rate style, and were, indeed, chiefly employed
in delivering precepts for epic, dramatic, and
satiric compositions. English poetry had been
enriched by the most splendid monuments of
genius, by the dramas of Shakspeare and the

epopeia of Milton ; but English prose had yet

much to acquire from the laboui's of the critic,

the gi'ammarian, and the lexicographer.

1714. The Rudiments of the Latin Tongwe ;

being an easy Introduction to Latin Granmmr.
By Thomas Ruddiman. Printed at Edinburgh
by Robert Freebairn, and entered at stationers*

hall, London, for Andrew Bell,* March '26, 171»>.

* Mr. Andrew Bell is one who mankgvs the comniou
business of life with vory k^mmI succe«i. He i -'ind

fortune to strike In with my iirapoiia] of t m
Oincle, nnd I nm hcnrtily glad he has fiMnid . ...tu lifB

in the ashes of Old Athenie. So (kr as I h.n < ),;i<! any con.
cern with hini, I have foand him not onh juvt, i>ut grate-

ful.—I>W)Uon.
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This work will transmit the name of Ruddiman
with celebrity to every age, as long as the lan-

guage of Rome shall continue to be taught in

the schools of Scotland. Philology had not been

much cultivated in the northern parts of Britain,

before Ruddiman appeared. In Chalmers' Life

of Ruddiman, (Appendix No. 4,) is a chronolo-

gical list, drawn up by T. Ruddiman, of such

grammars as had been written by Scotchmen.

1714. SepL Died, Thomas Brixton, known
as the musical small coal man, and for his

extraordinary acquirements in chymistry, music,

and knowledge of books. He was born at or

near Higham Ferrars, in Northamptonshire ; and
went to London, where he bound himself appren-

tice to a small coal man, and when out of his

time, set up for himself in the same line, in

Clerkenwell, and by the prudence of his deport-

ment, obtained the friendship of some of the

most eminent literary characters of the day.

Britton's skill in ancient books and manu-
scripts is mentioned by Hearne; and in his

preface to his edition of Robert of Gloucester, he
refers to a curious manuscript copy of that his-

torian in Britton's possession. The means used

by him and other collectors of ancient books and
manuscripts about this time, were as follow,

and these include an intimation of Britton's

pursuits and connections.

About the beginning of this century, a passion

for collecting old books and manuscripts reigned

among the nobility. The chief of those who
sought after them were the duke of Devonshire,

Edward, earl of Oxford, and the earls of Pem-
broke, Sunderland, and Winchelsea. These per-

sons in the winter season, on Saturdays, the par-

liament not sitting on that day, were used to

resort to the city, and, dividing themselves, took

several routs, some to Little Britain, some to

Moorfields, and others to different parts of the

town, inhabited by booksellers: there they would
inquire into the several shops as they passed

along for old books and manuscripts ; and some
time before noon would assemble at the shop of

Christopher Bateman, a bookseller, at the corner

of Ave-Maria-lane, in Paternoster-row; and here

they were frequently met by Bagford and other

persons engaged in the same pursuits, and a

conversation always commenced on the subject

of their inquiries. Bagford informed them where

any thing curious was to be seen or purchased,

and they in return obliged him with a sight of

what they from time to time collected. While
they were engaged in this conversation, and as

near as could be to the hour of twelve by St,

Paul's clock, Britton, who by that time had
finished his round, arrived clad in his blue frock,

and pitching his sack of small coal on the bulk
of Mr. Bateman's shop window, would go in

and join them; and after a conversation, which
generally lasted about an hour, the noblemen
above mentioned adjourned to the Mourning
Bush, at Aldersgate, where they dined and
spent the remainder of the day.
The singularity of his character, the course

of studies, and the collections he made, induced

suspicions that Britton was not the man he
seemed to be : and what Mr. Walpole says as to
this particular is very true; some thought his
musical assembly only a cover for seditous meet-
ings; others for magical purposes; and that
Britton himself was taken for an Atheist, a
Presbyterian, or a Jesuit ; but these were ill-

grounded conjectures, for he was a plain, simple,
honest man, perfectly inoffensive, and highly
esteemed by all that knew him ; and, notwith-
standing the meanness of his occupation, was
called Mr. Britton; and was so much distin-

guished, that, when passing through the streets

in his blue linen frock, and with his sack of
small coal on his back, he was frequently ac-
costed with the following expressions, " There
goes the famous small coal man, who is a lover
of learning, a performer in music, and a compa-
nion for gentlemen."

Britton was in his person a short thick-set
man, with a very honest, ingenious countenance.
There are two pictures of him extant, both
painted by Mr. Woolaston, and from both there
are mezzotinto prints. The following lines were
written under a picture done after his death

:

Though mean thy rank, yet in thy humble cell
Did gentle peace and arts unpurchased dwell

;

Well pleased Apollo thither led his train,
And music warbled in her sweetest strain.
Cylennius so, as Fables tell, and Jove
Came willing quests to poor Philemon's grove.
Let useless Pomp behold, and blush to find
So low a station, such a liberal mind.

His death was occasioned by a trick played
upon him by Samuel Honeyman, a blacksmith,
who was famous as a ventriloquist. This man
was introduced to Britton, by a Mr. Robe, a
justice, for the purpose of terrifying him, and he
succeeded in it: Honeyman, announced, as from
afar off, the death of poor Britton within a few
hours, with an intimation that the only way to

avert his doom was for him to fall on his knees
and say the Lord's prayer. Britton did as he
was bid, went home and took to his bed, and in

a few days died, leaving his friend Mr. Robe
to enjoy the fruits of his mirth.

Besides his books, he left a very large collection

of manuscript and printed music and musical
instruments. His effects were sold by auction,

and realized a considerable sum for the benefit

of his widow. Lord Somers gave £500 for his

collection of pamphlets; and sir Hans Sloane
was also a purchaser of many curious articles.

1714, Jan. 4. Babn of Gilead, or the Healer
of Divisions, No. 1, printed by J. Mayo, and
sold by Frederick Burleigh, at Amen-corner.

1714. Jaw. 25. British Merchant, or Com-
merce preserved ; in Answer to the Meixator, or

Commerce retrieved, No. 22.

1714. The Waies of Literature. This was the

first critical journal in England, and continued

till the year 1722.

1714, Feb. 25. The Lover, written in Imita-

tion of the Tatler, by Marmaduke Myrtle, Gent.

This was the production of Steele, and published

thrice a week. It ended May 27, in 40 Nos.
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1714, March 22. Patriot, No. 1. In No.

125, Jan. 22, 1715, the author of this paper

takes leave of the town ; and avows his name to

be John Harris, a young man who had not then

seen two and twenty years.

1714, Apnl 22. the Reader, No. 1 . This was
another periodical by Steele, and commenced in

opposition to the Examiner of Swifj, which con-

tinued with unabated zeal to blazon forth tlie

virtues of the tory administration, and to calum-
niate the merit of its opponents. Both the Lover

and the Readei' received the assistance of Addison

;

and the latter work reached but nine numbers,
ending May 10.

1714, April 22. Monitor, No. 1. The second

number of this paper gives the folh)wing brief

account of the names and titles of such of the

pamphlets and weekly papers as wei'e then, or

had lately been, flourishing in this nation ; that

is to say, " Prints : Guardian, Englishman ;

(defunct.) From the ashes of which (phoenix-

like) are risen, the Lover, Patriot^ Merchant,
Flying Post, Daily Courant, Examiner, Post-

boy, Mercator, Weekly Pacquet, Dunton's Ghost.

Tiie authors of those prints and pamphlets : Mr.
George Ridpath and Co.; Mr. Samuel Buckley,
the learned printer ; Mr. Toland, a Socinian

heretick , Mr. Collins, Freethinker ; Mr. Steele,

a gentleman born

;

Tant6 major Pamae sitis eat, quilm Virtutis.—Juv.

Mr. Asgill, a Lawyer going to heaven by fire;

Mr. John Dunton, lunatick ; Mr. Abel Roper
and his man Toby: with divers others utterly

unknown."
1714, May 1. High German Doctor, No. 1.

Ended May 12, 1715.

1714, May 5. The Muscovite, No. 1.

1714, Oct. 8. The Controller, being a Sequel

to the Examiner, No. 1.

1714, Dec. 6. N. Mist's WeeklyJournal, 'So. 1.

1714. Norwich Courant, or Weekly Packet,

printed by Mr. Collins, price three halfpence.

1715, March 17. Died, Gilbert Burnet,
bishop of Salisbury. He was bom at Edinburgh,

September 18, 1743, where his father was an

advocate of reputation, and nephew of Johnston

of Wan-iston, one of the principal popular leaders

of the civil war in Scotland. Gilbert Burnet

received his education at Edinburgh and Aber-

deen, and afterwards went to Holland to study

the Hebrew language. In 1 (579 appeared the

first volume of his History of the Reformatum,
for which he received the thanks of parliament.

This work he afterwards completed in three

volumes. His work entitled A History of My
own Times, which was not printed till the year

1724, gives an outline of the events of the civil

war and commonwealth, and a full narration

of all that took place from the restoration to

the year 1713, during which the author had

advanced from his seventeenth to his seventieth

year. Under various circumstances, Burnet had

personally known tlie consnicuous characters of

a century, and penetratea most of the state

secrets nearly as long. He wrote muuy other
works in history, biography, and theology. After

entering life as a clergyman of his native church,
Burnet removed to a benefice in London, where,
partly by his talents, and partly through forward
and ofiicious habits,* he rendered himself the
confidant of many high political persons. Exiled
by the Stuarts, he became seniceable in Holland
to the prince of Orange, accompanied the ex-

pedition which brought about the revolution,

and was rewarded by king William with the

bishopric of Salisbury. He was twice married

;

first to a Dutch lady, who died in 1693, and
soon after was united to Mrs. Berkley.

1715, May 18. Susannah Centlivref received

from Mr. Curll twenty guineas in full for the

copy of the comedy of the Wonder; or^ a Wonum
keeps a Secret.

1715. Tfie Common Prayer Book was engraved

upon copper-plates,:}: by Mr. Sturt, and is one of

the most beautiful examples of genius and in-

dustry in the world : every page has a border,

and head and tail ornaments.

Mr. Sturt was born in 1648, and learnt the

art of engraving under Robert Whiie.§ In 1704

the rev. Samuel Wesley
||
published the History

of the Neu> Testament, representing the Actions

and Miracles of our Blessed Saviour and his

Apostles, attempted in verse, and adorned with

152 engravings, in three volumes 12mo. These

engravings were executed by Mr. Sturt. A third

edition of this work appeared in 1717, in one

volume 8vo, printed by R. B. for Thomas Ward,
Inner Temple lane.

* " Dr. Buinet. that arch-vlllsdn," saith FountainbaU,
" attends the Rye House conspirators, captains Walcot.
Rose, and Hone, at their execution, but was checked fiw

penning their speeches, July 20, i6l3,"

t Susannah Freeman was the daughter of a Lincolnshire

gentleman, but supposed to have been bom in Ireland

about 1667. After a life of extraordinary adrentnre, alte

became a writer for the theatres, and appeared apon the
stage. Her principal plays are the Btuff Bodjf, peifuiiucd

in 17O8, and sold to Lintot the bookseller, for j^iO. The
character of Marplot, in this comedy, is one of the moat
memorable portraitiues in the whole range of the BnfUih
drama. The Wonder ; or, a Woman keeps m Secfe^ ay-

peared in 1714. Besides hei dramatic pieeeR, ahe wrote
poems and letters. In 1 "06 she was married to Mr. Oent-

li\Te, yeoman of the mouth to queen Anne She died at

London, December 1, 1723, and was buried In 8t- Martin*a

in the Fields.
. ,

t Mr. Sturt published a Common Pn^er Jaa*» •« Of

which was engraved on silver platea. Vn^xyuuMtf,
however, it did not sell ; and poor Sturt heeaiM mnenmj
alarmed, and took every body's advice (as usual) aa what
was to be done. It was at length determined to take offa
number of copies privately, and then to cut the plate* np
publlckly. After this, the hoarded copies beiBK hrought

out stealthily, one by one, as particular (kTonra, fetched

greater prices. Such are the attractions and tricks in the

world of connoisseurs.

—

Noble's Ominger.

J Robert White was born in London IMS, and waa a
pupil of David ix^ggan's. He eofraTod the flrat Osf^/tfi

Almnnnrk, in 1674, Monck^s Fu»sr^ and a great Bmnh«r
of English heads. He died in 1704.

II
Father of John and Charles Wesley, the two cele

bratcd founders of the mcthodlsta. He waa rector of Bp>

worth, in Lincolnshire. whoiT he died, April ti, 17S5. Mr.
Wesley was a very voluminous author t and though hia

I)oetry was far fTom being excellent, ho msde amends for

it bv the goodness of his life. John Dunton, who waa
nearly relate<l to him by marriage, says,

"He loves too ratich the Hdloonlan strand.

Whose stream's unfurnished with the golden sand."
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1715, April 18. Messrs. Watson and Mawson
apprehended for printing a paper containing

reflections on the king's speech ; and Kel-

sey also taken up for dispersing the same.

1715. Barnard Lintot* Jacob Tonson,
and William Taylor, were appointed printers

of the votes to the house of commons, by the

Hon. Spencer Compton, then speaker. Thev
held this office till 1727.

1715. EiKwi/ MiKpopi(3\iKt) ; sivo Icon Libel

-

lorum ; or, a History of Pamphlets,\ tracing out

their rise, growth, and different views of all sorts

of small tracts or writings, both collectively and

singly, in a general and gradual representation

of their respective authors, collections of their

several editions, &c. 8vo. % By a Gentleman of

the Inns of Court. Myles Davies.

Myles Davies and his works are imperfectly

known to the most curious of our literary collec-

tors. He was a Welch clergyman, of the most
fervent loyalty to George I. and the Hanoverian
succession ; a scholar, learned in Greek and
Latin, and skilled in all the modern languages.

Quitting his native country in disgust, he changed
his character in the metropolis, for he subscribes

himself " counsellor at law." In an evil hour

he commenced author, not only surrounded by
his books, but with the more urgent companions

of a wife and family ; and with the child-like

simplicity which sometimes marks the mind of a
retired scholar, we perceive him imagining that

his immense reading would prove a source, not

easily exhausted, for their subsistence. By his

account, "The avarice of booksellers, and the

stinginess of hard-hearted patrons, had driven

him into a cursed company of door-keeping

herds, to meet the iiTational brutality of those

uneducated, mischievous animals called foot-

men, house-porters, poetasters, mumpers, apothe-

caries, attorneys, and such like beasts of prey,"

who were, like himself, sometimes barred up
for hours in the menagerie of a gi'eat man's anti-

chamber. In his addresses to doctors Mead and
Freind he declares, " My misfortunes drive me
to publish my writings for a poor livelihood;

and nothing but the utmost necessity could make
any man in his senses to endeavour at it in a
method so burthensome to the modesty and edu-

cation of a scholar." For further particulars of

this extraordinary writer, and of his hard fate,

see the Calamities of Authors, vol. i. pp. 67-80.

1715, June 24. Died, John Partridge (if

that was indeed his real name,) had the fortune

to procure a ludicrous immortality, by attracting

the satire of dean Swift. He was the author of

various astrological treatises; and the editor of

an almanack, under the title of Martinus Lihe-

ratus. Swift, in ridicule of the whole class of

impostors, and of this man in particular, pub-
lished his celebrated Predictions for the year

* Joshua Lintot, Jacob Tonson, Timothy Goodwin,
and John Roberts, held the same appointment from 17O8 to
1710, whilst sir Richard Onslow was speaker.

t For the meaning of the word pamphlet, see p. \9Q,ante.
t This rare book forms the first volume of the Athena;

SritanniccB,

1708, by Isaac Bickerstafi',* Esq.," which
among other prognostications, announced, with
the most happy assumptions of the mixture of
caution and precision affected by these annual
soothsayers, an event of no less importance than
the death of John Partridge himself, which he
fixed to the 29th of March, about eleven at
night. The wrath of this astrologer was, of
course, extreme; and in his almanack for 1709,
he was at great pains to inform his loving
countrymen that squire Bickerstaff was a sham
name, assumed by a lying, impudent fellow, and
that, " blessed be God, John Partridge was still

living, and in health, and all were knaves who
reported otherwise."

There were two incidental circumstances worthy
of notice in this ludicrous debate, which had
been carried on by both parties : First, The in-

quisition of the kingdom of Portugal took the
matter as seriously asJohn Partridge, and gravely
condemned to the flames the predictions of the
imaginary Isaac Bickerstaff. 2ndly, By an odd
coincidence, the company of stationers obtained
in 1709, an injunction against any almanack
published under the name of John Partridge, as

if the poor man had been dead in sad earnest.

It is astonishing what a number of persons built

their faith on the prediction, and actually be-

lieved the accomplishment had taken place, in

all respects according to the relation. The wits

of the time too, among whom were Steele and
Addison,supported Swift, and unifonnly affirmed

that Partridge had died on the day and hour
predicted. But the most memorable consequence
of the predictions of Isaac Bickerstaff, was the

establisnment of the same name by Steele, in the

Tatler. The following is the epitaph which was
written by dean Swift, upon John Partridge.

Here, five feet deep, lies on his back
A coblcr, star-monger, and quack

;

Who to the stars in pure good-will,
Does to his best look upward still.

Weep all you customers that use
His pills, his Almanacks, or shoes :

And you that did your fortunes seek.
Step to his grave but once a week :

This earth which bears his body's print.

You'll find has so much virtue in't,

That, I durst pawn my cars, 'twill tell

Whate'er concerns you, full as well.
In physic, stolen goods, or love,
As he himself could, when above.

Little is known of Partridge's private history,

except from an altercation betwixt him and one
Parker, which, of course, involved much per-

sonal abuse. According to his adversary. Par-
tridge's real name was Hewson, a shoemaker by
trade, (which particular, at least, is undoubted,)

but by choice a confederate and dependent of

Old Gadbury, one of the greatest knaves who

* Swift wanting a ludicrous name to adorn his predic-

tions with, accidentally observed a sign over a locksmith's

house, with the name of Bickerstaff underneath it. This
struck him as adapted to his purpose, and adding the no
very common name of Isaac, he imagined he had formed
an unprecedented conjunction ; in this, however, he was
mistaken, for some time afterwards a man was found in

London, who owned both names.
Bickerstaff unburied Dead; a melo drama, price one

shilling. Published by Dodd. January, 1713,
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followed the kuaving trade of astrology. In

1679, Partridge commenced business for him-

self, and published two or three nonsensical

works upon his imaginary science. He also

practised physic, and styled himself Physician

to his Majesty. But in king James's time, his

almanacks grew so smart on Popery, that Eng-
land became too hot for him ; and accordingly,

John Dunton found him, with other refugees, in

Holland. He returned at the revolution, and
married the widow of the duke of Monmouth's
tutor, who finally deposited him in the grave,

which had so long gaped for him, in this

year, and adorned his monument, at Mortlake,

in Surry, with a Latin epitiiph, which states that

he was born at Richmond, in Surry, January 18,

1644, and died in London, June 24, 1715.*

1715, Jan. 3. Spectator, volume the ninth and
last. This work was published twice a week, and
terminated with the 61st number, on August 3,

of the same year. It was conducted by Mr.
William Bond, whose signature is affixed to a
dedication to the viscountess Falconberg. Dr.

Drake says he was " utterly disappointed in dis-

covering a single paper in the smallest degree

entitled to the appellation of witty." Bond wrote

a poem in ridicule of Pope, and was rewarded for

his temerity with a niche in the Dunciad.

1715, Feb, 14. The Grumbler, No. l. This,

which was a weekly paper, was probably the

production of Ducket, and is alluded to in the

following lines of the 4to. edition of the Dunciad.

Behold yon pair in strict embraces joined j

How like in manners, and how like in mind !

Famed for good nature, Burnet, and for tsuth.

Ducket for pious passion to the youth :

Equal in wit, and equally polite,

Shall this a Pasquin, that a Grumbler write.

1715, Feb. 17. The English Examiner, No. 1.

1715, March. The Edinburgh Gazette, or

Scotch Postman, printed by Robert Brown, on

Tuesday and Thursday in every week.

1715, April 11. The Censor,l^o. 1. By Lewis

Thcobald.f These essays appeared in MisVs
Journal, and were continued thrice a week with-

out intermission, until thirty numbers had been

published. After an interval of about a year

and a half, the Censor was resumed three times

a week, on Jan. 1, 1717, and closed, after com-
pleting the ninety-sixth number, on June 1, the

whole making three volumes.

1715, April 21, Medleif, or Daily Tatler; by
Jeremy Quick, Esq. To be continued every day.

1715, May 2. Daily Benefactor, No. 1.

1715, June 22. <S'/. Jameses Evening Post,

printed for J. Baker, No. 1

.

1715, June. The Englishman, No. \. This

* Sec Crispin Anecdotes, p«f^ 87>

t Lewis Theobald, a poet, an essayist, and editor, was
horn at Sittingboorn, in Kent, and was brought up to his

father's profession of the law, which he soon relinquished,

to devote himself t.> literature. In 172O, his talents seem
to have found a proiu i cliamicl, for in that year lie entered

upon the editorshiii 1.1 the works of Shakspcarc, and wliieh

were ushered into the world, in 1733, in eight volumes, a
production which, notwithstanding the abuse of Pope anil

Warburton, merited and uciiuired mudi reputation. He
closed his life of iwvcrty and litciary labour in )7J2.

was the commencement of tlic second volume.
The whigs having succeeded in obtaining the

administration, sir Richard Steele now saw toote
who had formerly calumniated and oppressed him
driven from power, impeached, and trembling
for the result ; and it is the only blot, perhaps,
in his political character, that instead of that
mildness and forbearance which philosophy
should have taught him to exercise towards those
who had fallen into sudden adversity, and were
no longer capable of thwarting his views, or in-

juring his promotion, the spirit of retaliation

should have occupied his breast, and induced
him to revile those as traitors and parricides, who
were wailing the event of a trial by the laws of
their country, and against whom, at such a
period, to excite prejudice and aversion must be
deemed at once vindictive and ungencmus. Such
was, unhappily, the tendency of the republication

of his pami)hlcts now against the late ministry.

They appeared in one volume octavo, under the
title of the Political Writings of sir Richard
Steele, and among them he now first printed his

Apology, with this motto, Fabula quanta fui !

and such also was the purport of this volume of
the Englishman.

1715, July 7. Medley, No. 1.

1715, July 11. Faithful Collections, No. 1.

1715, Aug. 1. Oracle; being calculated for

the answering questions in all arts and sciences,

whether serious, comical, or humorous, both in

prose and poetry. No. 1

.

1715, Sept. 14. Examiner, Vol. III. No. 1.

1715, Sept. 27. The Salisbury Post Man;
or. Packet of Intelligence from France, Spain,

Portugal, &c. &c. No. I. "This newspaper
contains an abstract of the most material occur-

rences of the whole week, foreign and domestic

;

and will be continued every post, provided a suf-

ficient number will subscribe for its encourage-

ment. If two hundred subscribe, it shall be de-

livered to any private or public-house in town,

every Monday, Thursday,and Saturday morning,

by eight of the clock, during the Winter season,

and by six in the Summer, for three halfncncc

each. Any person in the country may oruer it

by the post, coach, carriers, or market people

;

to whom they shall be carefully delivered. It

shall be always printed in a sheet and half, and
on as good paper; but this, containing the whole

week's news, can't be afforded under twopence.

Note. For encouragement to all \\\o»c that may
have occasion to enter advertisenients, this pai>cr

will be made public in every market town forty

miles distiint from this city ; and scvenil \\'\\\ Ik*

sent as far as Exctor. Besides the news, wo per-

form all other matters belonging to our an and
mystery, whether in Liitin, Greek, Hebrew, AI-

gcbra, Mathematicks, <Scc. Printed by Samuel
Farley, at his office adjoining to Mr. Robert
Silcocks, on the ditch m Sarum, Anno 1715."

One part of the intelligence contained in the

above-named paper is described as ,1// from the

Written Lrtirr ; btit a great pt)rlion is supplied

from the liondon Et^'uing Post.

The ncwspjipcr fn)m which the foregoing i&
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taken, consists of two sheets of small folio,

whereof no less than two pages are occupied with

the title we have extracted. It will be seen,

from the proposal therein contained, that the

entire income of the paper,—to meet every ex-

pense, including its delivery to subscribers,—no

trifling matter, we may infer, in the then im-

perfect state of the post-ofiice deliveries, and
which must have rendered special messengers in-

dispensable to its circulation ; the entire income

amounted to no more than 255. each number, or

£3 155. per week.

1715, Oct. 15. London Post^ No. 1. Printed

by Benjamin Harris,* in Gracechurch -street.

1715, Nov. 14. Glasgow Courant, containing

the occurrence both at home and abroad. No. 1

.

Glasgow, printed for R. T. and sold at the print-

ing-house, in the college, and at the post-office.

It was a small 4to, printed on bad paper, in one

column, three times a week, for the benefit oi tlie

country, price three halfpence. At No. 3, the

title was changed to the West Country Intelli-

gence ; containing the news both at home and
abroad. A collection is in the college library.

1715, Dec. 3. Weelily Remarks and Political

Rejleclions upon the most material News^ Foreign

and Domestick, No. 1. The Courant was at

this time the only daily paper in London.
1715. Dec. 17. The Town Talk, in a series of

Letters to a Lady in the Country. By sir R.
Steele. It extended only to nine numbers, and
expired February 13, 1716.

1715, Dec. 20. St. James's Evening Post, or

Nightly Pacquet, printed by J. Applebee for

Samuel Jackson, over against Bridewell Bridge
in Blackfriars, No. 1 . After the publication of

this paper, Baker changed his title to the St.

Jameses Post.

1715. Penny Post, No. 1.

1715. Felix Farley's Bristol Journal. This
was the first newspaper printed in Bristol.

1715. The Hermit. The Silent Monitor. The
Pilgrim. The Inquisitor. The Surprise. The
Miscellany. The Restorer.

1715, Dec. 23. Freeholde)-, No. 1. This paper
has been justly termed a political Spectator ; it

stands at the head of its class, and was written by
Addison to evince the enormity of rebellion, and
to repel the prejudices of ignorance and faction.

It was published every Monday and Friday, and
having reached fifty-five numbers, closed June

* He was a brisk asserter of English liberties, and once
printed a book with that very title. He sold A Protes-
tant Petition, in king Charles's reign, for which they fined
him ^6*500, and set him once in the pillory; but his wife,
(like a kind rib,) stood by him to defend her husband
against the mob. After this [having a deal of mercury in
his natural temper,] he travelled to New Englsmd, where
he followed bookselling, and then coffee selling, and then
printing, but continued Ben Harris still ; and is now both
bookseller and printer, in Gracechuich-street, as we find
by his London Post ; so that his conversation is general,
(but never impertinent,) and his wit pliable to all inven-
tion. But yet his vanity, (if he has any,) gives no allay to
his wit, and is no more than might justly spring from
conscious virtue ; and I do him but justice in this part of
his character, for in once travelling with him from Bury
fair, I found him to be the most ingenuous and innocent
companion that I had ever met with.—Diinfon.

29, 1716. The literary merit of this paper is

of the highest order, and its political moderation
is also entitled to no inferior encomium. At a
period when scurrility and abuse were thought
more efficient, in proportion as they were keen
and bitter, this work presented a specimen of
what urbanity with wit and argument might
effect. Though sir Richard Steele is said to have
declared, that the ministry in employing Addison
had chosen a lute, when they should have selected

a trumpet, the Freeholder, it is acknowledged,
proved of essential service to the government,
and contributed towards the promotion of its

tranquillity and establishment. With this paper
Addison concluded his labours as an essayist.

1716, Jan. 26. Z)ierf, Daniel Williams,D.D.
an eminent divine among the nonconfoniiists,

and founder of the valuable library, in Red
Cross-street, London. He was bom at Wrex-
ham, in Denbighshire, in 1643 or 1644, and
very early in life formed the resolution of devot-
ing himself to the Christian ministry amongst
the nonconformists, which considering the severi-

ties of an intolerant government, were called

forth against the dissenters, and must be regarded
as a striking illustration of the decision of his

character. His first employment was pastor of
the Presbyterian church, in Wood-street, Dub-
lin; but the troubles of Ireland, in 1687, led
him to resign and retire to London. After the
revolution he was elected pastor of a numerous
congregation in London. Dr. Williams deserves

the high praise of employing a large ibrtune,

(which he had partly obtained by mania ge,) in

relieving the necessities of his less fortunate

brethren ; and at his death left considerable

benefactions to several public institutions for the

diffusion of knowledge and the propagation of

the gospel.

Possessing an extensive collection of valuable

books, he conceived the idea of forming a Public
Library, for the use of his brethren, who were
excluded by their nonconformity from the stores

of literature at the universities. His friend. Dr.
Bates, had also been, during a long and studious

life, as Mr. Howe expressed it, "an earnest

gatherer, and, as the phrase is, devourer of

books," with which he had so great an ac-

quaintance, that an eminent divine, a dignitary

of the church, said, " That were he to collect a
library, he would as soon consult Dr. Bates as

any man he knew." Such a collection was of

course most desirable, and on the decease of its

possessor. Dr. Williams purchased it for £500,
or £600, to be added to his own valuable library.

By his last will, dated June 26, 1711, Dr.

Williams appointed his books, after duplicates

and useless volumes were removed, to be for a
public library, " whereto such as his trustees

appoint shall have access, for the perusal of any
book in the place where they are lodged."

The apartments are capable of receiving forty

thousand volumes, though the catalogue con-

tains only about half that number. This library

contains many rare tracts, early editions, and
costly works in the collection. Of the rare
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tracts, it will be enough to say there are 238
volumes of sermons and tracts, published during

the civil war of Charles I., of which the sermons
preached before the parliament till 32 volumes.

Among the early editions may be enumerated
the Salisbury Lituripj, 1530, finely illuminated ;

and the Hours of the Virgins, printed at Paris, in

1498, of which the printing and wood-cuts are

finely executed. Of the costly works, it will be
sufficient to mention the classic pages of Grcevius

and Gronovius, extending through more than

30 folios, with that great and national work,

Rytner^s Fcedera, in 20 vols, folio. Amongst the

manuscripts, are a beautifully illuminated Bible

;

and a well wTitten copy of Wiclif's Testament.

Dr. Williams's library hiis received many valu-

able additions, by the munihcence of several

eminent ministers and laymen of the " Three
Denominations," among whom Dr. William
Harris stands pre-eminent, having bequeathed

a noble collection of 240 folio, 364 quarto, and
1355 octavo volumes to the trustees. Its increase

has, however, been gradual; for, unlike the

libraries of the universities, and other privileged

bodies connected with the national ecclesiastical

establishment, it does not augment its volumes

at the expense of authors and publishers, but
simply by the voluntary donations of those indi-

viduals who can appreciate the importance of

such an institution to the dissenters of London.
1716. Died, Benjamin Tucke, (who after-

wards wrote his name Tooke,) a celebrated

bookseller in London. He was bom about the

year 1642, and is supposed to have been the son

of the rev. Thomas Tuke, vicar of St. Olave's,

Old Jewry, London. After having served an ap-

prenticeship to John Crooke, he was admitted

a freeman and liveryman of the stationers' com-
pany, in Feb. 1665-6. He was for some years

steward, and afterwards treasurer of St. Bar-
tholomew's hospital. In 1696, he was clerk of

the stationers' company pro tern., and treasurer

of the same from 1677 to 1702, when he resigned

in favour of Mr. Joseph Collyer.

1716, Jan.-Feb. The severity of the frost occa-

sioned the river Thames to be one solid block of

ice ; and shops of almost every description were

erected on the surface.* Amongst these, printers

and booksellers were also found pursuing their

profession ; for in some lines printed thereon we
find the following intimation :

In this place Bovryer plies ; that's Lintot's stand.

Whether this was Mr. William Bowyer, printer,

or Jonah Bowyer, the bookseller, is unknown.
It appears that John Bagford did not confine

himself to the theory of printing : for by two
cards printed on the frozen river Thames, Jan.

18, among the Hurleian manuscripts, 593(>, on

the fii*st of which, he is styled " Dr. John Brad-

/orc?,f patron of learning, Jan. 1715-16. Printed

* Sec Malcohn's Anecdotes of the Mannert and Cuitoms
of London in the Eif(hteenfh Century, 1808, page 39S.

1 1 follow Dr. Calder'8 words ; but this first card could
scarcely have been intended for BAOFoaD.~JYieAo/».

at his Majesty's printing office in Black Frian."
Round this card are prints of the heads of John
Guttenberg and Caxton, with otlier devices, the
royal anns, and the city of London below, &c.
The second card is as follows :

" The noble art
and mystery of printing, being invented and
practised by John Goltenburg, a soldier at Har-
lem in Holland, anno 1440, King Henry VI,
anno 1459, sent two private messengers, with
1500 marks, to procure one of the workmen.
They prevailed on one Frederic Corseills to leave

the printing office in disguise, who immediately
came over with them, and first instructed the
English in this famous art at Oxford, the same
yejir, 1459." In the area of the card, in capital

lettei-s, " Mr. John Bagford," and the four

following lines are printed :

All you that walk upon the Thames,
Step in this booth and print your m^pr^fy.
And lay it by, that ages yet to come.
May see what things upon the Thamea woe done.

Printed on the frozen river TAamet Jon. 18, 1710.

1716, May 15. Died, John Bagford an in-

dustrious antiquary, bookseller, and printer, in

London. He was born some time in 1675, in

the parish of St. Anne, Black Friars, London

;

and, it seems, he was bred to the business of a
shoemaker ; for he acknowledges that he prac-

tised, or had practised, " the gentle craft," as he
calls it, in a little curious and entertaining tract

on the fashions of shoes. Sec. and the art of
making them, now in the British museum. He
seems to have been led very early, by the turn

of his mind, to inquire into the antiquities of
his own country, and the origin and progress of
its literature. By such inquiries he acquired a
great knowledge of old English books, prints,

and other literary curiosities, which he carefully

picked up at low prices, and re-sold honestly at

moderate profits. In this kind of curious but
ungainly traffic, he appears to have passed much
of his life ; being more of a book broker, rather

than a bookseller, and a most proper and honest
person to employ in the purchase of scarce and
curious books, prints, >Scc. on moderate tenns.

In the prosecution of his design, he visited the

continent several times, receiving conuniniont
from eminent booksellers, and oersons of learn-

ing, pai'ticularly the earl of 6xfortl, and Dr.

John Moore, bishop of Norwich,* to enrich their

libraries ; and was presented by the latter with a
small place in the cl.arter house. It is evident

that Bagford had taken extraordinary pains to

infonn himself in the histor}* of printing, and of

all the arts immediately, or more remotely, con-

nected with it. He published, in llie I^hUoso-

phicat Transactionji, in 1707, his PropoiaU ffr
a History of Printing, Primttrt, lUummmtanf

* Dr. John Moore wu blahop of NonHdi, and litar-
wanls of Ely: he died Jolf 81, 17U- Hit booka aad
manuscripts consisted of 30M volumes, whldi had teen
collected at Immense expense, and wereoflteed to the carl

of Oxford ; but were purchased by Georfe I. for jtGooo,

and pn.'sented to the univeraitT of Cambridge. In his

library was tho celebrated Puris bible, with the for^
date, which haH caused lo madi oontroversv amon^ the
learned.— See Maittafrr, PiUwter, and Sirknit.
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Chalcography
J
Paper making^ ^c. 8rc. On sub-

scription, 10«. ; and \0s. more on the delivery of

a volume in folio, containing about 200 sheets.

These proposals were printed on a half sheet,

with a specimen on another, containing the life

of William Caxton, with a list of books printed

by him. At his death these manuscripts were

purchased by Humphrey Wanley, lord Oxford's

librarian, for his library, and came in course

with the Harleian manuscripts, in the British

museum. In 1728, a print of him was engraved

by Geo. Vertue, from a picture by Mr. Howard.

It appears that Bagford was married, or at

least that he was a father, pretty early in life
;

for there is, in the same collection, a power of

attorney from John Bagford, junior, to John

Bagford, senior, empowering him to claim and

receive the wages of his son, as a seaman, in

case of his death, dated in 1713, when the father

could only have been of the age of thirty-eight

years. See Harleian manuscripts, 5995.

The volumes in the British museum, under

the general title of Bagford's Collectanea^ consist

of printed title-pages, advertisements, hand-bills,

fugitive papers of all kinds, vignettes, prints, &c.

pasted into paper books, sometimes with manu-
script notes interspersed, but oftner without any.

In one volume, there are specimens of letters

of all sorts, as well those used in foreign coun-

tries as in England. In other volumes are titles

and fragments of almanacks, from the year 1537

downwards, with titles of bibles, law books,

&c. printed by the company of stationers in

London ; titles of books of all kinds printed by
the London printers, disposed into some sort of

order, viz., as to the subject of the book, or

dwelling-place of the printer; title-pages of

books printed in Oxford and Cambridge ; title-

pages of those printed in Scotland and Ireland;

titlie-pages and frontispieces, with other speci-

mens of the works of our English engravers;

titles of books printed by Roman Catholics,

Presbyterians, Quakers, by other sectaries, by
seditious persons, &c.; cuts of monuments,
tombs, funerals, &c. in England; cuts of the

same in foreign parts, with cuts of the manner
of executing criminals; cuts, with some drawings

of habits of divers nations, of several trades, of

utensils, weapons, fountains, or wells, with other

prints useful in joiners' and masons' work; cuts

of figures in different postures, as writing, read-

ing, meditation, with all the utensils used in

writing, &;c. during some ages ; cuts of schools.

The heads of some arithmeticians; alphabets;

specimens of knot work, and some great-text and
other letters. Specimens of letter-graving, heads

of writing-masters, Dutch, French, and English.

Specimens of letters engraven in small ; as also

of short-hand, &c. Heads of short-hand writers,

and specimens of their works; and many other

things. Title-pages of books, and printers'

devices; printing in the Spanish Netherlands,
Spain, and Portugal; titles of books published
by English catholics, alphabets of Plantine let-

ter, &c. Title-pages, alphabets, and printers'

devices, used at Basil, Zurick, and other places

in Switzerland, the United Netherlands, France
and Germany, with some others of Poland ^^

Switzerland, Denmark, Bohemia, France, and
Italy, with some others of Geneva, Sicily, &c.
Collections of acts of parliament, ordonnances,
proclamations, &c. regulating printing; with
many other papers. Proposals for printing par-
ticular books. Catalogues of books, relating to
painting, printing, &c. Specimens of paper dif-

ferently coloured. Marks on the outsides of
reams of paper, with orders, cases, reasons, &c.
relating to the manufacturer. Old prints or
cuts from the year 1467 ; with the effigies and
devices of many printers, foreigners and English

;

with other cuts and specimens of paper, &c.
Collection of epitaphs of tlie printers in Basil

;

Life of John Froben ; catalogues of books, &c.
Collections relating to the lives of the engravers
of different countries. Titles of books printed
in most parts of Europe before the year 1500.
Collection of patents for printing law books, &c.
Some German cards. ^With many other volumes
of collections of the kinds above-mentioned,
though not so well sorted.

1716, June 10. Mr. Forden, a printer, was
shot by a soldier in Newgate-street, London, for

wearing a white rose, the emblem of the exiled

family. The guards were placed in different parts

of London, to prevent the people wearing white
roses, and many persons were severely injured.

1716, Dec. 10. Isaac Dalton was convicted
of printing a pamphlet, called the Shift Shifted^
for which he was sentenced to pay a fine of
twenty marks, to stand in the pillory, and to be
imprisoned one year. Mr. George Flint was
the supposed author of this pamphlet, and for

which he was imprisoned in the tower, but made
his escape. Mrs, Flint and Mary Dalton (sister

to Isaac) were imprisoned in Newgate.
1716. TheNottingham Post^^o.l. Printed and

published by John Collyer.* This paper
continued till 1732.

1716, Jan. 4. The Supplement,
Postscript to the Weekly Journal,

Weekly Accounts, No. 1.

1716, Jan. 7. News Letter, No. 1.

1716, Jan. 7. London Post, with the best ac-

count of the whole week's news, foreign and
domestic ; with room left to write into the country
without the charge of double postage.

1716, Jan. 15. General Post, No. 1.

1716, Jan. 19. Political Tatler; by Joshua
Standifast, Esq. No. 1.

1716, Jan.2\. Protestant Pacquet, No. 1.

1716, Feb. 6. The Tea-Tahle, No. 1. By sir

Richard Steele. This paper was published once

a fortnight, but reached only three numbers.
1716, Feb. 18. Robin^s last Shift; or, weekly

remarks and political reflections upon the most
material news, foreign and domestic.

1716, Feb. 19. Remarkable Occurrences, No.l.

* John Dunton mentions a Mr. Richards, bookseller,

of Nottingham, of whom he says, he " Pursues his busi-

ness very closely, and is a person of great integrity. I

dwelt with him two years, and found him a good pay-
master."

was

by way of

and other
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1716, March 3. Evening Weekly Pacquet.

1716, March 6. Chit-Chat, No. 1. By sir

Richard Steele. This paper reached only three

numbers. Most of these periodical publications

had but a short duration, ending with the exi-

gence which called them forth.

1716, March 21 . The Orphan ; with reflections

political and moral upon all material occurrences

foreign and domestic. No. 1.

1716,Mar. 15. General Post, No. 1. At No. 13,

it was altered to the Evening General Post, to

distinguish it from the Weekly General Post.

1716, March 31. London Post, No. 1.

1716, April 18. Weekly Observator.

1716, May 2. Whitehall Courant, No. 1.

1716, May 26. Weekly Journal, No. 1.

1716, June 22. Citizen, No. 1.

1716. Saturday's Post, No. 1.

1716, Oct. 29. Jones's Evening Neivs-Letter

;

every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday, No. 1.

1716. Occasional Paper. Collected into three

vols. 8vo. The authors were Grosvenor, Wright,
Evans, and other Dissenters.

1717, March 3. Richard Burridge, a jour-

neyman printer, and reader of Mist's Weekly
Journal, convicted of uttering blasphemous
words, and sentenced to be whipped from the

church in the Strand to Charing Cross, to be fined

twenty shillings, and to be imprisoned one month.
1717, May 8. Mrs. Clarke, widow of Henry

Clarke,* was taken into custody for printing a
pamphlet entitled, To-Day is Ours, To-Morroiv
is Yours, <$'c.

1717, June. A patent was granted to William
Churchill and Edward Castle for the sole fur-

nishing several offices of his majesty's revenue
with stationery.

1717, Sept. 14. William Redmayne, printer,

in Jewin-street, having been indicted for printing

Mr. HoweVsf Case of Schism in the Church of
England truly stated, pleaded guilty, and was
sentenced to pay a fine of £500 ; to be imprisoned
for five years, and to find sureties for his good
behaviour during life. Mr. Redmayne died in

Newgate, April 11, 1719.

* Henry Clarke was chief printer to Mr. Malthus, and
through his persuasions I engaged him upon business. He
was extremely civil to the booksellers, and very diligent and
dispatchful in what he did : he was a ttian of great openness
in his temper, and was very seldom afi-aid to speak the very
sentiments of his mind. After Mr. Clarke's decease, his
widow managed the trade by Mr. Sedgwick first, and
afterwards to better purpose by Mr. Barber.

—

Dunton.
There was a Francis Clark, printer, ofwhom Dunton says,

" After he had buried his first wife, he half ruined him-
self in a second courtship. He printed for me Dunton's
Remains, with several other pieces, and I must say his
prices were reasonable enough.

t Lawrence Howel, M.A., was a nonjuring clergyman,
and author of the History of the Bible, in 3 vols. 8vo. and
other valuable works. He resided in Bullhead-court,
Jewin-street, where he wrote the Case of Schism, of which
1000 copies were piintcd, and foimd in his house, aspers-
ing George I. in denying his right to the crown of Eng-
land. For this offence he was tricil at the Old Bailey, and
being convicted, was sentenced to pay a fine of .•£'500, to
be imprisoned three years, to find four sureties in .:6'500

each, and to be bound himself in ^lOOO for his good be-
haviour during life, to be twice whipped, and to be de-
graded and stripped of his gown by the hands of the com-
mon hangman. Mr. Howel had the most afflicting part of
his sentence remitted, and died in Newgate, July 19, 1720.

1717. Bibliotheca Bihlica; being a commen-
taiy upon all the books of the old and new testa-

ment, gathered out of the genuine writings of the

fathers, and ecclesiastical historians and acts of

councils, down to the year of our Lord 451,

being that of the fourth great council, and
lower, as occasion may require. To which are

added introductory discourses upon the authors

and authentickness of the books, the time of

their being written, &c. extracted for the most
part out of the best authors that have written

upon those subjects. Part I. (To be continued

monthly.) Printed by William Bowyer, for W.
Taylor and H. Clements. Of this learned

work five numbers were issued monthly, and the

sale seems to have been considerable, as one
thousand copies were printed, and some of them
on large paper. But the compiler changed both
his publisher and his plan of publication ; for

the title-pages of two volumes 4to. state them to

have been " printed at the theatre at Oxford, for

W. and John Innys, 1720," and in which he
returns thanks for the annual encouragement he
had been favoured with.

1717. The Holy Bible, imperial folio, orna-

mented with head and tail pieces. Printed by
John Basket, London.
The same on royal paper, printed at the

Clarendon printing-ofiice, at Oxford, for which
Mr. Basket paid a yeariy sum for a room to cany
on his business. In this edition the following

error occurs in the 20th chapter of St. Luke,
the Parable of the Vineyard, which is printed the

Parable of the Vinegar, and from which en'atum
it is always called the Vinegar Bible.

1717. Joseph Coming, a celebrated printer

at Padua, whose great ability in the typographic

art procured him the direction of the famous
Comine printing office, established at Padua by
the learned brothers Gaetano and Giov. Antonio
Volpi. These distinguished brothers defrayed

the expenses of the Comine printing ofl&ce, and
by their learned labours raised its character to a
high rank among the literati of Europe. The
Comine editions are admired for the correctness

of the text, the excellence of the notes with
which most of them are illustrated, the neatness

of the type, beauty of the paper, and neatness of

the press work. They are consequently in great

request, and very dear. They are printed in 4to.

and 8vo.—Home's Intro, to Bib.

1717, Jan.29. Freeholder Extraordinary,^o.2.
1717, Feb. 4. Scourge, No. 1.

1717, March 13. Penny Post, or Tradesman's
select Pacquet, No. I.

1717, Feb. 9. Wanderer, No. 1.

1717, May 22. Plain Dealer, No. 1.

1717, July 19. London Post, or Tradesman's
Intelligencer, No. 48.

1717, Aug. 14. Weekly Review, or the Wed-
nesday's Post, No. 1

.

1717, Aug. 17. Protestant Medley, or Weekly
Courant, No. 1.

1717. Sept. 1. St. James's Weekly Journal.

1717, Sept. 25. Wednesday's Journal ; being
an auxiliary pacquet to the Saturday's Post.
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1717. Histoncal Register for the Year 1716,

published at the expense of the Sun fire office.

The regular publication having taken up the

history of public affairs only from the 9th Janu-

ary, 1717, two volumes were printed together in

1724, containing an account of events from the

last day of July, 1714, up to that date, being

the first seventeen months of the reign of George

I. With these introductory volumes, therefore,

the Historical Register forms a chronicle of the

affairs of this and other countries of Europe,

from the accession of the house of Hanover.

The compilers, to use their own words, confine

themselves to mere " matters of fact, without

making any descant thereon either of com-
mendation or reprehension." This work also,

about the year 1737, began to appear in monthly

numbers. The change was probably a dying

effort, as the volume for 1738 was, we believe,

the last that appeared. The Historical Register

was printed and sold by G. Meere in the Old
Bailey. The price, while it was published quar-

terly, was one shilling each part.

In Strype's continuation of Stow's Survet/, is

the following notice respecting the Sun Fire

Office. "All persons taking out policies for

insurance, must pay two shillings and sixpence

per quarter; and besides their insurance, shall

have a book called the Historical Register, left

every quarter at their house."

One of the managing persons of this society

was named Povey, wlio having a scheming head,

a plausible tongue, and a ready pen, prevailed

on his fellow-members to undertake the above

publication, foreign as it was to the nature of

their institution. Mr. Povey was also a great

improver of the penny post.

1717, Nov. 6. Entertainer, No. 1.

1717, Nov. 22. Reprisal, No. 1.

1718, Feb. 5. Died, Thomas Roycroft, for-

merly law patentee and city printer. In 1675,

he was master of the stationers' company, and
in 1677, he gave to them two silver mugs, weight

27ozs. 3dwts. On the left side of the altar, at

St. Bartholomew's the Great, is this epitaph :

M. S. Hie juxta situs est Thomas Roycboft, Armiger,
Unguis Orientalibus Typographus Regius, placidissimis,

moribus et antiqua probitate memorandus, quorum
gratia optimi civis famam jure merito adeptus est,

Militiae ciNdcse Vicetribunus. Nee minus apud exteros

notus ob libros elegantissimos suis typis editos, inter quos
sanctissimum ilium Bibliorum Poly^lottorum, apud quem
maxirae eminet. Obiit .. die Augusti, anno Reparatse
Salutis 1626, postquam 56 setatis annum implevis&et.

Parenti optime merito, Samubl Roycroftj filius unicus,

hoc monumentum posuit.

Mr. Roycroft died of an apoplexy, at his

house, in Bartholomew close.

1718. It appears that printing was practised

in Shrewsbury, for the Wehh mime, Mythig,

or Mwythig, occurs in some books printed there.

1718, July 9. Theophilus Cater, of the

parish of Christ Church, London, gave £1000
to the company of stationers, on condition of
their paying him an annuity of £50 for his own
life; and after his death, £40 to be thus dis-

posed of:~T<) the minister of St. Martin's,

Ludgate, for a sermon, £1 10.?.; to the reader,

55.; to the clerk and sexton, 2^. Gd. each, 5.9.; to

fourteen poor freemen of the company, £14.; to

ten poor men of St. Martin's, £10.; and to ten

poor men of Christ Church, £l each ; the re-

mainder (being £4) towards a dinner for the
master, wardens, and assistants. [Mr. Cater
received the annuity to Christmas, 1719.]

1718. John Lilly, who had filled the office

of clerk to the company of stationers, from 1 673
to 1681, when he resigned, gave to the company,
in 1718, £20 for a piece of plate, which was laid

out in a Monteith and collar, to match with one
given in 1666. They weigh 75 oz. 5 dwts.

1718, July. Nathaniel Mist, the printer, pub-
lished the following queries in his journal, on the

Spanish war. " Who are you going to fight for ?

What have we to do in that quarrel ? What
will be the consequences? Whether the French
will not run away with your trade .^" &c. For
this offence his house was searched, and his

journeymen and apprentices taken into custody.

1718. De Typographice Excellentia Carmen,
in French and I^atin. 8vo. By Claudii Ludo-
vici. Paris. Claude-Louis Thiboust was printer

to the university of Paris, where he executed
some good editions of the classics. His poem
on printing is reprinted at the end of Achard's
Cours Elementaire Bibliographique, without the

notes which accompany the original work. The
mechanism of the art is described in 120 tolerably

flowing hexameters. It is justly characterized

by Fournier as being a declamation rather than

an instniction in the art.

—

Man Typog. tom. i.

1718, Dec. 6. Died, Nicholas Rowe, poet-

laureate to George I., and the friend of Addi-
son, who is now less known as a miscellaneous

poet than as a tragic dramatist. His chief works

are the tragedies called the Ambitious Step-

mother ; Tamerlane ; i\\e Fair Penitent ; Ulysses;

the Royal Convent; Jane Shore; Lady Jane
Grey ; and a comedy called ihe Biter. He wrote

also several poems upon different subjects, and
gave the public an edition of Shakspeare's

plays, to which he prefixed an account of that

great man's life. See page 593, ante. But the

most considerable of Mr. Rowe's performances

was a translation of Lucan's Pharsalia. Mr.
Rowe was born in the year 1673. The laureate-

ship was given to the Rev. Lawrence Eusden.

1718, Dec. 22. Died, Sir Joshua Sharpe, an
eminent stationer of London, who is thus noticed

by John Dunton:—" The next I dealt with was
Mr. Shai"pe, (brother to the archbishop* of that

* Dr. John Sharpe, archbishop of York, was bom at

Bradford, in Yorkshire, Feb. 16, 1644, and educated at

Cambridge. He was a man of great learning and piety,

and a bright ornament of the church of England. He
died at Bath, Feb. 2, 1714, and was buried in the cathedral

at York, where a handsome monument is erected to his

memory. The archbishop had three brothers, of whom
Joshua, above-mentioned, was the youngest.

The library of archbishop Sharpe, among other valuable

books, contained a very curious collection of tracts and
pamphlets, chiefly historical and controversial, during a

period of more than thirty years. They descended to his

son. Dr. John Sharpe, who was archdeacon of Northum-
berland, and a prebendary of Durham. He died April 28,

1792, aged 68 years.
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name.) He acts in those worldly affairs as a
stranger, and hath his heart ever at home. He
is active in trade, without disquiet, and careful

without hurry; yet neither ingulft in his

pleasures, nor a seeker of business, but hath his

hour for both. He thinks much, does what he
says, and foresees what he may do before he pur-

poses. In a word, Mr. Sharpe is a person of
great honesty—very obliging in his conversation

—and thrives so fast in his shop, that 'tis very

likely we may see him riding the great horse
;

and what a charming figure will the grave and
majestic Sharpe make, when attended with sword
and mace, surrounded with aldermen, bedeckt
with jewels, and glittering with a gold chain !"

The prediction of Dunton was in some degree
verified. On Midsummer-day, 1713, Mr. Sharpe
was elected sherifi" of London ; and on the 30th
of December he was knighted at Windsor by
king George I. He married Rebecca, daughter
of Harvey ; and she was re-married,January
26, 1721, to Dr. A. Snape, rector of St. Mary-at-
Hill ; and died in 1731.—The Postboi/, recording
the death of sir Joshua Sharpe, adds, " He was a
gentleman of unsullied character in all respects."

1718. A work entitled Cours des principaux
Jleuves rivieres de VEurope, a small quarto of
seventy-eight pages, which is said to have been
composed and printed solely by Louis XIV. in

the palace of the Tuilleries, was issued in this

year.—See page 568, ante.

1718, Jan. 6. Critick, No. 1.

1718, Jan. 30. Hei'aclitus Ridens, No. 1.

1718, Feb. 8. Observator, by Humphrey Med-
licott.

1718, March 22. Weekly Packet, with the

Price Courant.

1718, March 24. Freethinker, No. 1. By
Ambrose Phillips, who w as aided in his design by
some of the most respectable characters in the
kingdom, by Dr. Boulter, archbishop of Armagh

;

by Dr. Pearce,t bishop of Rochester; the right

hon. Richard West, lord chancellor of Ireland;
the Rev. George Stubbs, the Rev. Gilbert Bur-
net, and the Rev. Henry Steevens. The object

of these essays is, to correct the prejudices and
mistakes which exist in religion, general politics,

and literature; and consequently a large portion
of the work is of a serious and argumentative
kind. It was published twice a-week, and termi-
nated with the one hundred and fifty-ninth

paper, Sept. 28, 1719, forming 3 vols. 12mo.
The second edition appeared in 1733.

1718, April 18. Freethinker Extraordinary,
No. 1.

1718, July 26. Weekly Medley; or, the Gen-
tleman's Recreation, No. 1.

1718, Auyust 6. Doctor, No. 1.

* Ambrose Phillips was a dramatic and political writer,
and pastoral poet. He died June 18, 1 749, aged "8 years.

1 Zachary Pearce, bom in 1690, was the son of a distil-
ler, in High Holborn, London, and educated at Westminster
and Cambridge. In 1756 he was promoted to the see of
Rochester and deanery of Westminster, and died June 19,
1774. His critical abilities, and application to philosophical
learning were great, and his works will be ever held in es-
timation.

1718, Sept. 18. Whitehall Evening Post, 'So. ]

.

1718, Nov. 5. Honest Gentleman, No. 1.

1718, Dec. 15. Edinburgh Evening Courant,
published three times a-week, Monday, Tuesday,
and Thursday. No. 1 . This paper purported to be
" published by John Mossman, James M'Ewen,
and William Brown, and sold at the shops of the

said James M'Ewen and William Brown." It

appears, however, from the council registers that

it was to James M'Ewen, " stationer burgess,"

that the town council assigned the privilege of

publishing the paper, " the said James being
obliged before publication, to give ane copy of
his print to the magistrates." It appears to have
been the first Scots newspaper that adopted the
system of giving foreign news direct from the
countries wherein they occurred, and indepen-
dent of the London journals. It consisted of three
folio half sheets in double columns, and w as sold

at three halfpence. After Mr. M'Ewen, the pro-
prietorship of the Courant fell into the hands of
Robert Fleming, by whom and his executors it

continued to be published until after the year
1780, when it was purchased by Mr. Ramsey.
Thus, it appears, that the Edinburgh Evening
Courant is the first newspaper in Edinburgh, or

.

indeed in Scotland, which has existed to the
present time.

1718. The Complete Art of Poetry, by Charles
Gildon, in two volumes, 8vo. Mr. Gildon died
January 14, 1724, and is said by Abel Boyer
(in Political State, vol. xxvii. p. 102) " to have
been a person of great literature, but a mean
genius ; who, having attempted several kinds of
writing, never gained much reputation in any."
Among other treatises he wrote the English Art
of Poetry, which he had practised himself very
unsuccessfully in his dramatic perfonnances.*"

Mr. Gildon was born at Gillingham, in Dorset-
shire, and educated at Douay, with a view of
entering the Catholic priesthood. He wrote the

Life of Betterton, the eminent tragedian, four
tragedies, and one comedy, besides other works.
He was rather severe in criticising the works of
others ; and passing a severe censure on Pope's
Rape of the Lock, obtained a niche in the

Dunciad :

Ah, Dennis ! Gildon, ah ! wnat ill-starred rage
Divides a friendship long confirmed by age ?

Blockheads with reason wicked wits abhor j

But wit with wit is bEirbarous civil war.

1719, Jan. 28. Died, Sir Samuel GAftxH,
physician general to the ai'my, and physcian in

ordinary to the king, George I. He was bom in

Yorkshire, and educated at Cambridge, where
he took the degree of M.D., in 1691, and became
a favourite physician among the whigs during
the reign of William III. In 1697, he pub-
lished a mock-heroic poem, entitled the Dis-
pensary, referring to a dispute in the college of
physicians, respecting the commencement "of a
charitable institution, in which the poet strongly
advocated the cause of benevolence. At the
accession of George I. he was knighted. Dr.
Garth wrote a few oilier poems, chiefly upon
occasional subjects.

4 H
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1719. It is generally supposed that the first

edition of Robinson Crusoe, by De Foe, appeared

in this year, in two volumes, 8vo., which cer-

tainly is its first appearance in the form of a

book; but it is nevertheless true, says Dr. Dib-

din, in his Library Companion, that this en-

chanting and domestic romance first greeted the

public eye in the pages of the original London

Post; or, Heathcote's Intelligencer; from No.

125 to No. 289 inclusive ; the latter dated Oct.

7, 1719.

Robinson Crusoe must be allowed by the most

rigid moralist, to be one of those novels which

one may read, not only with pleasure, but also

with profit. It breathes throughout a spirit of

piety and benevolence ; it sets in a very striking

light the importance of the mechanical arts,

which they who do not know what it is to be

without them are so apt to undervalue; it fixes

in the mind a lively idea of the horrors of soli-

tude, and consequently, of the sweets of social

life, and of the blessings we derive from con-

versation and mutual aid ; and it shows how, by
labouring with ones own hands, we may secure

independence, and open for ourselves many
sources of health and amusement.

Rousseau says that Robinson Crusoe is one

of the best books that can be put into the hands
of children. The style is plain, but not elegant,

nor perfectly grammatical ; and the second part

of the story is tiresome.

Dr. Blair in his Lectures says, that no fiction

in any language was ever better supported than

the Adventures of Robinson Crusoe. While it is

carried on with the appearance of truth and
simplicity, which takes a strong hold of the

imagination of its readers, it suggests, at the

same time, very useful instruction, by showing
how much the native powers of man may be

exerted, for surmounting the difliculties of any
external situation.

Mr. William Taylor, the bookseller, at the

Black Swan, in Paternoster-row, who purchased

the manuscript after every other bookseller had
refused it,is said to havCgainedillOOOby the sale.

The following controversy concerning the copy-

right of Robinson Crusoe, may be an acceptable

literary anecdote :'p-" Whereas Mr. William
Taylor, in Paternoster-row, has in many of the

public newspapers falsely charged T. Cox, at

the Amsterdam coff'ee-house, with printing an

abridgment of a book pretended to be The Life
and strange surprising Adventures of Robinson

Crusoe, &c. which action the author in his

preface to the second volume has rendered as

heinous as robbing on the highway, or breaking

open a house, and challenges any to show him
the difference ; and promises, as highwaymen
and robbers, that nothing shall be wanting on
his part to do them justice : This therefore is to

inform the world, that, when the said book was
published I was on my journey to Scotland;
neither had I directly or indirectly any concern
in the said book, nor knew any thing more of it

than this, ' that a certain person, a few days
before I left London, came to me with a part of

a sheet as a specimen of the paper and print,

and desired me to buy some of them ; and at the

same time told me there had been a wrangling
between Mr. Taylor and the author about copy-

money for the second volume;' upon which I

immediately concluded that the author had done
it himself in revenge to Mr. Taylor, because he
could not bring him to his own terms ; and, if

I have been mistaken in this one point, I pre-

sume those gentlemen who are better acquainted
with the author will veiy readily forgive me.

—

As soon as I came to London, I went to Mr.
Taylor, and gave him all the satisfaction I pos-

sibly could, that I had not so much as seen or

sold one of the said books ; and promised him at

the same time, if he would approve himself so

much a man of honour and honesty as to do me
justice in some other advertisement,that I would
acquaint him who was the person that brought
me the specimen ; but being denied, with only a

promise that he would stop the prosecution of

a bill in chancery he. had taken out against me,
I thought I was obliged to offer thus much to

justify myself. Had that good maxim which
one of them was pleased to remind me of in a

letter to Edinburgh (that " Honesty is the best

policy") butadue influence on their own conduct,

I am persuaded it would increase the number of

fair traders, and convert one of the most prosti-

tuted pens in the whole world more steadily to

the service of religion and the best of govern-

ments.
" N.B. If Mr. Taylor or the author of Cru-

soe's Don-Quixotism [Daniel De Foe] should

make any farther steps to insinuate that I was
the proprietor of that abridgement, I assure

the publick that, in justice to myself, I shall

publish some secrets as yet unknown to the

world ; and prove that there is as little sincerity

and honesty in exposing me, both in bookseller

and author, as there is truth in Robinson Crusoe.

"T. Cox."

It is computed that within forty years from

the first appearance of the onginal work, no less

than forty-one different editions of Robinson

Crusoe appeared, besides fifteen other imitations,

1719, June 17. Died, Joseph Addison, one

of the most illustrious ornaments of his time,

and the first of our English prose writers who
employed wit on the side of virtue and religion

;

—who restored virtue to its dignity—and taught

innocence not to be ashamed. He was the

eldest son of the Rev. Launcelot Addison,* dean

of Lichfield, and was born May 1, 1672, at

Milston,in Wiltshire, where his father was then

rector. After receiving the rudiments of his

education, he was sent to the charter house,

where he contracted an intimacy with sir Richard

Steele. In 1687 he was admitted of Queen's

* Dr. Launcelot Addison, a man of considerable

learning, of amiable manners and unaffected piety, died at

Lichfield, April, 1/03, aged seventy-one. Steele, who
was well acquainted with the dean, has given us a most

lively and exquisite picture of his parental and domestic

conduct.
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college,Oxford, but afterwards was elected demy
at Magdalen. In 1693, he took his degree of

M.A., and became eminent for his Latin poetry.

At the age of twenty-two, he addressed some
verses to Dryden, in English, and not long after

published a translation of part of Virgil's fourth

Georyic. About this time he wrote the argu-

ments prefixed to the several books of Dryden's

Virgil^ and composed the essay on the Georgics.

In 1 695 he wrote a poem to king William, with

a kind of rhyming introduction, addressed to

lord Somers. In 1697 he wrote his poem on the

peace of Rvswick, which he dedicated to Mr.
Montague, (then chancellor of the exchequer)

and which was called by Smith, *' the best Latin

poem since the ^neidV Having yet no public

employment, he obtained, in 1699, a pension of

£300 a year, that he might be enabled to travel.

While he was travelling at leisure in Italy, he

was far from being idle; for he not only col-

lected his observations on that country, but

found time to write his Dialogues on Medals.

Here also he wrote the Letter to Lord Halifax,

which is justly considered as the most elegant, if

not the most sublime of his poetical productions.

At his return he published his Travels, with a

dedication to lord Somers. This work, though a
while neglected, is said in time to become so

much the favourite of the public, that before it

was reprinted it rose to five times its price. The
victory of Blenheim, in 1704, spread triumph
and confidence over the nation, and lord Godol-
phin, lamenting to lord Halifax that it had not

been celebrated in a manner equal to the sub-

ject, desired him to propose it to some better

poet. Halifax named Addison ; who, having
undertaken the work, cominunicated it to the

treasurer, while it was yet advanced no farther

than the simile of the angel, and was rewarded
with the place of commissioner of appeals. In
the following year he was at Hanover with lord

Halifax ; and the year after he was made under
secretary of state. When the marquis ofWharton
was appointed lord lieutenant of Ireland, Addi-
son attended hitn as his secretary, and was made
keeper of the records in Bermingham's tower,

with a salary of £300 a year. When he was in

office he made a law to himself, as Swift has
recorded, never to remit his regular fees, in

civility to his friends—" I may," said he, " have
a hundred friends, and if my fee be two guineas,

I shall, by relinquishing my right, loose two
hundred guineas, and no friend gain more
than two." His tragedy of Cato, and his con-
nection with the Tatler, Spectator, Guardian,
and Freeholder, has already been noticed. His
papers in the Spectator are marked by one of
the letters in the name Clio, and in the Guardian
by a ^^. It was not known that Addison had
tried a comedy for the stage, till Steele, after his

death, declared him the author of the Drummer;
this play Steele carried to the theatre, and after-

wards to the press, and sold the copy for fifty

guineas. In the midst of these agreeable em-
ployments, Addison was not an indiflerent spec-

tator of public affairs. When the house of

Hanover took possession of the throne, it was
reasonable to expect that the zeal of Addison
would be suitably rewarded. Before the arrival

of king George, he was made secretary to the
regency, and was required by his office to send
notice to Hanover that the queen was dead, and
that the throne was vacant. To do this would
not have been difficult to any man but Addison,
who was so overwhelmed with the gi-eatness of
the event, and so distracted by choice of expres-
sions, that the lords, who could not wait for the
niceties of criticism, called Mr. Southwell, a
clerk in the house, and ordered him to dispatch
the message. Southwell readily told what was
necessary, in the common style of business, and
valued himself upon having done what was too
hard for Addison. On the 2ud of August, 1716,
he married the countess dowager of Warwick,
whom he is said to have first known by becoming
tutor to her son. This marriage, however, made
no addition to his happiness; it neither found
them or made them equal. She always remem-
bered her own rank, and thought herself entitled

to treat with little ceremony the tutor of her son.

The year after, 1717, he rose to his highest
elevation, being made secretary of state ; but it

is universally confessed that he was unequal to

the duties of the office. In the house of com-
mons he could not speak, and therefore was use-
less to the defence of the government. In the
office he could not issue an order without losing
his time in quest of fine expressions. What he
gained in rank he lost in credit ; and finding by
experience his own inability, was forced to solicit

his djsmission, with a pension of £1500 a year.

He now engaged in a laudable and excellent

work, A Defence of the Christian Religion ;*

of which part was published after his death.
Addison had for some time been oppressed by
shortness of breath, which was now aggravated
by a dropsy; and, finding his danger pressing,

he prepared to die conformably to his own pre-

cepts and professions.

The death-bed of Addison was the triumph of
religion and virtue. Conscious of a life well-

spent in the service of his fellow-creatures, he
waited with tranquillity and resignation the

moment of departure. The dying accents of
the virtuous man have frequently, when other

means have failed, produced the happiest effect;

and Addison, anxious that a scene so awful
might make its due impression, demanded the

attendance of his son-in-law, lord Warwick.
The young nobleman was amiable, but dis-

sipated ; and Addison, for whom he still retained

a high respect, had often, though in vain, en-

deavoured to correct his principles, and to curb
the impetuosity of his passions. He now re-

quired his attendance to behold the reward of
him who had obeyed his God. " He came,"

* Jacob Tonson, the bookseller, did not like Addison.
He had a quarrel with him ; and, after quitting the secre-
taryship, used frequently to say of him, " one day or other
you will see that man a bishop ; I am sure he looks that
wayi and, indeed, I ever thought him a priest in his
heart."— S/>e/i<,*c.
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says Dr. Young, who first related this affect-

ing circumstance ;
" but life now glimmering

in the socket, the dying friend was silent.

After a decent and proper pause, the youth

said, 'Dear sir! you sent for me, I believe: I

hope that you have some commands ; I shall

hold them most sacred.' May distant ages not

only hear, but feel, the reply ! Forcibly grasp-

ing the youth's hand, he softly said, ' See in what

manner a Christian can die!^ He spoke with

difficulty, and soon expired." * On his death-

bed, he gave directions to Mr. Tickell for the

publication of his works, and dedicated them to

his friend, Mr. Craggs. Addison left no child,

but a daughter, who died at Bilton, in War-
wickshire, Feb. 1797, when his library was sold.f

The literary character of Addison has been so

often and so ably pourtrayed, that little remains

for us to say. Dr. Johnson well observes, " Who-
ever wishes to attain an English style, familiar

but not coarse, and elegant but not ostentatious,

must give his days and nights to the volumes of

Addison. Dr. Blair, noticing the character of

this good man says, " Addison iS, beyond doubt,

in the English language, the most perfect

example ; and, therefore, though not without

some faults, he is, on the whole, the safest

model of imitation, and the freest from con-

siderable defects, which the language affords."

1719, Aug. 23. Died, Henrv Clements, an
eminent bookseller, of London. His funeral

sermon was printed by his very early friend, Mr.
William Bowyer, (to whose loss he had sub-

scribed) and published October, 3, 1719, under
the title of the Christian's Support under the

Loss of Friends ; by a friend of the deceased.

1719, Sept. Died, JoH^ Harris, A.M.,F.R.S.,
compiler of Lexicon Technicum ; or, an Histori-

cal English Dictionary of Arts and Sciences,

explaining not only the terms of art, but the

arts themselves. London : folio, 1704. This
is a work of considerable importance, and the

expenses of its completion and printing was fur-

nished by a body of respectable booksellers;

Daniel Brown,| Timothy Goodwin, John Wal-

* Tickell told Dr. Young, that in the following; couplet
of his Elegy on the Death of Addison, he alludes to the
earl of Warwick

:

He taught us how to live ; and, oh ! too high
The price of knowledge, taught us how to die.

Thomas Tickell was a contributor to the Spectator,
and an elegant versifier, with somewhat more tenderness
than his cotemporaries. He was born in 1686, and died
in 1740. The elegy of Tickell upon the death of Addison,
may be termed, without dispute, one of the most affecting
elegies in our language ; and what is still more exalted
praise, worthy the object it laments !

—

Drake. It was ad-
dressed to the earl of Warwick, and prefixed to the 4to.
edition of his patron's works.

t On the 27th of May, 1799, and the three following
days, Mr. Addison's library was sent to London for sale

;

itwas divided into eight hundred and fifty-six lots, and sold
byMessrs.LeighandSotheby.for thesumof .£^456 2s. Qd.
The medals and jewels, which were disposed of on the
fifth day, produced the sum of ^97 2s. 2d.

t I have always thought there is an unusual sweetness
that reigns in this man's countenance ; he is very humble,
and 1 believe him a good mau. He is a sincere lover of
the established church; and yet hispinciplcs arc moderate
enough.

—

Dunton.

I
thoe,* Thomas Newborough,t John Nicholson,!
Thomas Benskin,§ Benjamin Tooke,|l Daniel
Midwinter, Thomas Leigh,1I and Thomas Cog-
gan.** This work was dedicated to prince
George of Denmark. The first volume was re-

published in 1708, and a second part was added
in 1710. From these two volumes have ori-

ginated all the other Dictionaries and Cyclopce-
dias that have since appeared. Mr. Harris was
also engaged in another important work to

literature, entitled Navigantium atque Itineran-
tium Bihliotheca; or, a complete collection of
Voyages and Travels that have been writ in
any language ; containing what is in Huckluit,
Purchass,and all others of note to the present time,
in two volumes folio, illustrated with very many
curious copper cuts. With an introduction

;

being an account of the magnet progress of
navigation, &c.ff The booksellers were the un-
dertakers, Thomas Bennet, John Nicholson, J.

Leigh, and D. Midwinter. The personal his-

tory of this elaborate author and promoter of

sciences and general knowledge, is still involved
in obscurity. He was born about 1667, probably
in Shropshire, and educated at Cambridge, and
was elected a fellow of the royal society, April

29, 1696. Dr. Harris obtained some valuable

church preferments ; he had a prebend stall in

the cathedral of Rochester, and the rectory of

the united parishes of St. Mildred, Bread-street,

and St. Margaret Moses, London, &c.

* Mr. Walthoe is very punctual in his payments, and
very nicely just. Civility is a part of his nature, and he
never makes any advantage of another man's ignorance.
He is kindly disposed to those who are unhappy, and has
never overlooked me at my lowest ebb. He prints and
deals much in law books.

—

Dunton,
t His zeal for the church is the most eminent quality in

him, and so perfumes the actions of his whole life, that it

makes him whatever is just and merciful. He is zealous
to suppress debauchery, and as he endeavours to reform
others, so he is a thoughtful just man, and knows how to

encourage a good author, for none can think that the
Supplement to the Historical Dictionary, written by the
learned Collier, is made at a small charge.

—

Dunton.
t His talent lies at projection, though I am thinking his

Voyages and Travels will be a little posthumous. He is

usually fortunate in what he goes upon. He is a man of
good sense ; for I have known him lay the furst rudiments
and sinews of a design with great judgment, and always
according to the rules of art or interest. He purchased
part of my stock when I threw up all concerns in trade,

and I ever found him a very honest man.

—

Dunton. His
residence was at the King's Arms in Little Britain.

§ He had no great estate to begin the world with, but
his stars have been very kind. He makes a considerable
figure in trade, and has a general knowledge in books.
He is a fair dealer, and a true son of the church ; but has
little charity for censorious men, be they of what party
they will.

—

Dunton.
II
Mr. Tooke, near Temple- bar. He is descended from

the ingenious Tooke, that was formerly treasurer. He is

truly honest, a man of refined sense (as he could never have
been related to Ben Tooke) and is unblemished in his re-

putation.

—

Dunton. Mr. Tooke died 1723, see />os^

^ Mr. Leigh and Mr. Midwinter are in topping busi-

ness, and no way inferior to their known predecessor for

justice and industry, Sic—Dunton. Mr. Midwinter's shop

was at the Rose and Crown, St. Paul's Church-yard, 1705,

and in 1724.

—

Dunton.
** Mr. Coggan, in the middle temple. He is so cautious

and wise, that he is noted for it through the whole trade,

and is often proposed as an example to persons of hot

and imprudent tempers. He has a piercing wit, a quick

apprehension, and is as well a judge as a seller of books.

ft A new edition of this work, considerably enlarged

and improved, was published in 1745, by Dr. Campbell,

and again in 1764.
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1719. Thomas Bennet, an eccentric charac-

ter, and news cryer,in London, is thus noticed by

John Dunton, who says, " I might- also charac-

terise the honest (mercurial) women, Mrs. Bald-

win, Mrs. Nutt, Mrs. Curtis, Mi's. Mallet, Mrs.

Croome, Mrs. Grover, Mrs. Barnes, Mrs. Win-
ter, Mrs. Taylor, and I must not forget old Ben-
net, that loud and indefatigable promoter of the

Athenian Mercury. The following lines are

from a volume of miscellaneous poems, edited

by Elijah Fenton, and printed for Bernard Lin-

tot, without date; but about this year

:

ON THE DEATH OF OLD BENNET,

THE NBWS CRIER.

One morning, when the sun was just gone down.
As I was walking through the noisy town,
A sudden silence through each street was spread.
As if the soul of London had been fled,

Much I enquired the cause, but could not hear.
Till Fame, so frightened, that she did not dare
To raise her voice, thus whispered in my ear

;

Bennet, the prince of hawkers is no more,
Bennet, my herald on the British shore ;

Bennet, by whom I own myself outdone,
Tho' I had a hundred mouths, he had but one.
He, when the listening town he would amuse,
Made echo tremble with his " bloody news !"

No more shall echo now his voice return.
Echo, for ever must in silence mourn.
Lament, ye heroes, who frequent the wars.
The great proclaimer of your dreadful scars ;

Thus wept the conqueror, who the world o'ercame.
Homer was wanting to enlarge his fame,
Homer the first of hawkers that is known.
Great news from Troy, cried up and down the town.
None like him has there been for ages past,

Till our stentorian Bennet came at last j

Homer and Bennet were in this agreed.
Homer was blind, and Bennet could not read.

1719. About this year an association of

respectable booksellers entered into an especial

partnership for the purpose of printing some
expensive works, and styled themselves the

Printing Conger* They consisted at first of R.
Bonwicke,t J. Walthoe, B. and S. Tooke, R.
Wilkin^: and T. Ward ; and in 1736, the firm

consisted of Messrs. Bettesworth, Bonwicke,
Ware, A. Ward, Osborn, and Wickstead. A
second partnership of the same kind, about the

same period, formed by Messrs. Bettesworth

and Rivington, called themselvesthe New Conger.

* The term Conger was supposed to have been at first

applied to them invidiously, alluding to the Conger Eel,

which is said to swallow the smaller fry. Or it may pos-
sibly have been taken from Congeries.—Nichols.

t Mr. Henry Bonwicke, a relation of Mr. R. Bonwicke,
an eminent bookseller in St. Paul's church-yai-d, who
died in 1706, is thus characterised by Dunton :

—" I do not
know an honester man in London, or one that is more
zealous for the church. He served his time with Mr. Ben-
jamin Tooke, and we find all the wit and loyalty of his

ingenious master exemplified in his life and practice." For
an account of the family of Bonwicke, see Nichols's

Literary Anecdotes, vol. i. p. 419, and vol. v. p. 118.

t He is a bookseller of good reputation, and is scrupu-

lous in doing the least injustice; neither was he less

accomplished in the art of obedience whilst he was an
apprentice, than that of government since he has been a
master. He is devout of prayers, and reverent and at-

tentive in hearing ; and is not only a true son of the

church, but also a
^
resolute champion in behalf of the

hierarchy, as well remembering that prophetic apophthegm
of James L, "No bishop, no king !

" And, to convince us of

the great respect he bearsto the pious memory of Charles!,

he has lately published several evidences which have not
yet appeared in the controversy concerning tyikin Basilike,

produced in a letter to the Rev. Mr. Wagstaffc.—/>fat<ow.

1719, Jan. The Manchester Weekly Journal;
containing the freshest advices both foreign and
domestic, to be continued weekly. Printed and
sold by Roger Adams, at the lower end of

Smithy-door. Price one penny.* No. 325,
dated March 15, 1725, was in the possession

of the late Mr. John Yates,f of Bolton ; and in

the imprint it states as printed in " Smiby-
door." Mr. Adams carried on this paper some
time longer, and then removed to Chester, where
he commenced the Chester Courant. He was
the father of the well known Orian Adams, of

whom see an account in the year \797, post.

By this paper it appears that the art of typo-

graphy had not been practised in Manchester
since the memorable days of Martin Marprelate.

(See the year 1588, ante.) From iliis time, how-
ever, the art has been successively carried on.

1719, Feb. 5. Mirror, No. 1.

1719, March 14. London Mercury, No. 1.

The author's design, in publishing this paper, is

to supply the publick with the best intelligences

from France, Spain, and Italy, much sooner

than any other newspaper; and the Dutch news
shall also be published with the utmost expe-
dition, whenever it contains any thing worth
reading. He promises to keep strictly to truth,

and avoid partiality and imposition. It is pro-

posed to publish this paper occasionally, as the

mails arrive.

1719, March 14. Plehian; by a member of

the house of commons. No. 1. This pamphlet
was the production of sir Richard Steele, for the

purpose of alarming the nation to the dangers
which he apprehended would arise from the earl

of Sunderland's memorable act, called the Peer-

age Bill, by which the number of peers should
be fixed, and the king restrained from any new
creation of nobility, unless when an old family

should be extinct. This paper was also the con-

sequence of a vehement controversy between
Steele and Addison, and the latter published the

Old Whig in answer to Steele, to whom he gave
the appellation of " Little Dickey ;" but Steele

w^as respectful to his early friend, though he was
now his political adversary. Lord Sunderland's

bill was at length rejected.

1719, March 19. Old Whig, No. 1.

1719, March 21. Patrician, No. 1.

1719, Aug. 6. Thursday's Journal, with a
Weekly Letter from Paris, No. 1

.

1719, Aug. 28. Jesuite, No. 1.

1719, Oct. 3. Daily Post.

1719. The York Courant, No. 1. There was
a newspaper established in this city prior to the

Courant, called the York Mercury ; but it seems
impossible to state with accuracy when it com-
menced, or when it terminated.

* John Dunton mentions a Mr. Clayton, a bookseller,
of Manchester, and says, " he was an apprentice to Mr.
Johnson, of the same town, but his master thinking it

necessary to be a knave, and as the consequence of it, to
walk off, so Mr. Clayton succeeds him, and has stepped
into the whole business of that place, which is very consi-
derable, and if he have but prudence he may thiive apace."

t During Mr. Yates's residence at Chesterfield, I often
saw this paper, but am sorry to say it is now destroyed. Ed.
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1719, Oct. 23. Manufacturer; or the British

trade truly stated, No. 1. The British Merchant.,

Nov. 10; and the Weaver^ Nov. 23. These
three periodical papers owe their origin to a
dispute between the dealers in the woollen

and calico manufactures. The subject seemed
strongly to have arrested the public attention,

and was at length noticed by the patriotic pen of

sir Richard Steele, who wrote a paper under the

appellation of the Spinster.

1719. The Present State of the Republic of
Letters commenced.

1719, Oct. 31. St. Jameses Weekly Journal,

or Hanover Postman.

1719, Nov. 10. British Merchant, No. 1.

1719, Nov. 23. Weaver, No. 1.

1719, Dec, 21. The Boston Gazette, No. 1.

This paper was established by William Brooker,
who having been appointed Campbell's successor

in the post-office, resolved to turn his official

advantage to account, and consequently started

the second newspaper in the colonies, employing
James Franklin for his printer. In two or three

months after, Brooker, in his turn, was super-

seded by Philip Musgrave, who accordingly

coming into possession of the newspaper, gave
the printing of it to Samuel Kneeland, who had
been an apprentice to Green, and who issued it

for eight years. This journal, with some changes,

was carried on till the year 1752. Campbell
continuing the News Letter, (see p. 589, ante,)

skirmished with the Gazette, on its first demon-
stration of poaching on his manor ; but it treated

him rather magnanimously, and he soon had the

sense to see that it rather multiplied than divided

patronage ;—they helped each other, for tlie

News Letter languished till the Gazette was set

up, and never languished after. The News
Letter, upon Campbell's death, at the age of

seventy-five, fell into the hands of one of the
Greens ; and we are told, " assumed and pre-

served a more temperate and conciliating tone.''

The first newspapers in North America were
commonly printed on a half sheet of pot paper.

Occasionally, when there was a special press of

matter, a whole sheet was issued. Sometimes,
they were printed in folio, sometimes in quarto,

no great regard being had to the convenience
of binding. Campbell adopted the same plan
as Dawks and other printers had practised in

England, by printing for the convenience of

being sent by the post ; for in an early number,
he informs his readers, that " for the advantage
of the post-office, an entire sheet of paper, one
half with the news, and the other half on good
writing paper to write their letter on, may also

be had there for every one that please to have it

every Monday." At this time there were only
four or five post-offices in British America. It

appears that the news from England was often
much in arrear, for in one number, Campbell in-
forms his readers that he had been " thirteen
months behind with our foreign news, beyond
Great Britain, now less than five months.^^ This
he appears to have accomplished by publishing
a sheet a week.

1719, Dec. 22. American Weekly Mercury,
No. 1. printed and published by Andrew Brad-
ford, Philadelphia. This was the first newspaper
in British America, out of Boston.

1719,Z>ec.26. London Journal ; or, the Thurs-
day's Journal continued on Saturdays; vith a
weekly letter from Paris, and from Genoa, No. 22.

1720, Jan. 14. Mr. Clifton printed a balkid
On the birth of the Pretendei''s son ; for which he
was taken into custody, and his press and papers
were sealed up.

1720. Died, Timothy Goodwin, an eminent
bookseller in Fleet-street, London. Dun ton says,
" Mr. Timothy Goodwin published Dr. Well-
wood's History of an Hundred Years. He is

esteemed a very honest man ; and what he en-
gages upon is either very useful or very curious.

William Rogers, John Harris,* and myself,
were once partners with him in publishing some
Dying Speeches ; and I observed a more than

* I shall next characterize my honest friend Mr. John
Harris, which is an epithet so deservedly due to his me-
mory, that 1 do not think there is a bookseller in London
but what will own him as just a man as they ever knew.
His little body, as Cowley calls it, was a sort of Cupid's
bow, but what nature denied him in bulk and straightuess,
she gave him in wit and vigour. He had a rich genius, as
is seen by his Poem on the Lord Russel, was very active in
trade. Honesty was his distinguishing character. His
friend, Mr. Larkin, beiny; once asked who was the honestest
bookseller in London, returned this extempore answer :

Of all honest booksellers, if you'd have the marrow,
Repair to king John, at the sign of the harrow.

The same person would often say, John Harris was honest
upon the account civil—he might have said upon the
account religious, for in our ramble to Oxford (which
Wesley improved to a poem) I had a speciaJ occasion to
try his virtue, and I found him almost the only man that
would be honest without looking after. Mr. Harris and I

were partners in Coke's Detection, the Secret History of
Whitehall, Leibourn's Panarithmalogia, and in thirty other
valuable books, and I always found myself as safe, or ra-
ther more secure in his hands than 1 was in my own.
From the day I left my shop in the Poultry, I put all I

printed into John's warehouse, and found him jdways
ready to even accounts, and to discharge his trust to half
a farthing. We were a sort of Guy and Parker for abso-
lute contidence in each other, and our friendship, like

theirs, increased so fast, that an even thread of endear-
ment ran through all we said or did. In the year 1697, I

gave Mr. Harris the copy of iris's funeral sermon, entitled
the Character of a good Woman, and thought all kindness
done to him was the same as done to myself. But aU hu-
man things are given to change, and therefore after along
experience of one another, we entered into articles of
friendship, that so (by a marriage of souls) our friendship
might be immortal. I do not wonder that we had this par-
ticular friendship for each other, for we were not only
constant partners in trade, but were engaged together in
our very apprenticeship by a reciprocal participation of
good offices, which was the effect of a deep rooted and
strong sympathy. The agreeableness of humom- united
first our souls, and taui;ht us the mysteiious lessons of
Platonic love. We saw each other and were straij^ht in-

spired with sacred inclination. My eye no sooner fixed on
his, but through that perspective I could see the inward
virtue of his soul, which immediately produced a venera-
tion in my breast, and I soon found our hearts beat time
to one another, so that now our friendship was become
sacred to us, and our joys and sorrows were mutually in-

terchanged. Our joys and griefs were still the same ; no
prosperous or adverse fortune could ever change our
minds, to warp us either to flattery or contempt ; but with
an even mind we still sustained the different accidents of

human life. But, alas !
" the dearest friends must part >"

for the same day he welcomed me home from Dublin, he
was seized with his old distemper the phthisic, &c. which
ended his life in a few days. His kind and obliging wife

persuaded him to go to Kingsland, in hopes the air would
recover him j but the last sands of his life were run, and
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ordinary openness and justice in his dealings.

He is very exact and punctual in trade. He is

Dr. Sherlock's* bookseller, and printed abp.
Tillotson's works, in conjunction with Mr. B.
Ailraer."t Mr. Goodwin was joint printer of the
" votes of the house of commons," from 1794
till his death.

1720. Dean Swift published, in Dublin, a
treatise, entitled, A Proposal for the universal
Use of Irish Manufactures

J
&c., utterly reject-

ing and renouncing every thing wearable that
comes from England. Mr. Waters, the printer,

was seized and forced to give great bail ; but
upon his trial, the jury, though some pains had
been bestowed in selecting them, brought him in

not guilty ; and it was not until they were worn
out by the threats of the lord chief justice

(Whitshed), who detained them eleven hours,
and shut them up nine, to reconsider their

verdict, that they at length, reluctantly, left the

there was no turning: the vital glass. He received the sa-
crament a little before he died; expired with great serenity
of mind j and I do not fear but my friend Harris is gone to
heaven. At the same time Mr. Han-is removed to Kings
land, I was seized with a fit of the stone, so that I could
neither visit him in his sickness, nor perform the last office
of love to his dead body. However, to shew my respects
for his memory, I have here given his true character, and,
pr'ythee John

Take this short summon'd, loose, unfinish'd verse.
Cold as thy tomb, and sudden as thy hearse

;

From my sick thoughts thou canst no better crave.
Who scarce drag life, and envy thee thy grave.
Ah ! happy friend, would I for thee had died.
Ah ! would I had thy fatal place supplied

!

Yes, dear John Harris, my esteem for thee
Was equal to thy worth and love for me ;

Oh, dearer than my soul ! if I can call it mine,
For sure we had the same—'twas very thine,
'Twas thy dear friendship did my breast inspire.
And warm'd it first with a poetic fire.

But 'tis a warmth that does with thee expire
; [prove,

So pure, but not more great, must that blest friendship
(Could, ah ! could 1 to that wish'd place and thee remove)
Which shall for ever join our mingled souls above.

John Dunton also characterizes Mrs. Elizabeth Harris.
He says :

—
" Her most remarkable graces are beauty,

wit, and modesty ; so pretty a fabric was never framed by
an Almighty architect for a vulgar guest. He showed the
value which he set upon her mind when he took care to
have it so nobly and so beautifully lodged ; and to a grace-
ful carriage and deportment of body there is joined a plea-
sant conversation, a most exact picture, and a generous
friendship, all which as myself and her she friend can
testify, she possesses in the height of their perfection.
She printed my Panegyrick on the Lord's Supper, the great
Historical Dictionary, the present State of Europe, and
other copies that have sold well."

* William Sherlock, dean of St. Paul's, was born in
1641. He was chiefly distinguished in his life time for his
writings in controversial theology, after which he wrote
near fifty books and pamphlets. His Practical Treatise on
Death, published in 1690, has been highly valued, and
much read. He died at Hampstead, June 19, 1707, and
was buried in St. Paul's. His son. Dr. Thomas Sherlock,
born in 1678, became bishop of London, and was also dis
tinguished as a warm and spirited controversial writer.
His works are very numerous, and his sermons particu-
larly admired for their ingenuity and elegance. He died
at Fulham, July 18, 1761.

t Brabazon AJlmer is a very just and religious man; I

was partner with him in Keith's Narrative of the Proceed-
ings at Turner's Hall; and so had an opportunity to know
him. He is nicely exact in all his accompts, and is well
acquainted with the mysteries of his trade. He printed
bishop Tillotson's works, so many of them as came abroad
in his life-time. He published Dr. Barrow's work, and has
been as often engaged in very honest and very useful de-
signs as any other that can be named through the whole
trade.

—

Dunton.

matter in his hands, by a special verdict. But
the measures of Whitshed were too violent to be
of real service to the government. Men's minds
revolted at his iniquitous conduct, and the trial

of the verdict was defeixed from term to term,
until the arrival of the duke of Grafton, as lord
lieutenant. A noli prosequi was then granted,
which left the advantage, if not the honour of
victory, with Swift and the patriots of Ireland.
Swift persecuted lord chiefjustice Whitshed and
Godfrey Boate, a judge of the king's bench, who
had also distinguished himself on the trial of the
printer, by such an unrelenting train of lampoons
and epigrams, as at once made his satirical

powers dreaded, and excited against the offenders
and their memory, the odium which their con-
duct had deservedly excited.—Sir Walter Scott's

Life of Swift.

1720, Feb. 13. Nathaniel Mist was con-
victed of printing in his Weekly Journal, some
reflections on the king, for his interposing in be-
half of the Protestants of the palatinate, and
was adjudged to stand twice in the pillory, to

pay a fine of £50, to be imprisoned for three
months in the king's bench, and to give security
for his good behaviour for seven years.

1720. At this time it became an established
rule for dramatic authors to have the profits of
the third, sixth, and ninth nights for their benefit.

1720. Jacob Tonson, probably by the patro-
nage of the duke of Newcastle and Mr. secretary

Craggs, obtained a grant for himself and his

nephew, Jacob Tonson, junior, (son of his elder

brother Richard) for the supplying some of the
public boards and great offices with stationery,

bookbinding, bookselling, and printing, for the
space of forty years ; and in 1722, the whole was
assigned over to the nephew, who in 1733, ob-
tained from sir Robert Walpole, a further grant
of the same employments for forty years more,
to commence at the expiration of the fonner
term. This very lucrative appointment was en-
joyed by the Tonson family, or their assigns, till

the month of January, 1800.
1720. A printing-press was established in

Kingston, the capital of the island of Jamaica,
1720, A volume entitled, Antiquith de la ville

(VHarfieur, 8vo. was the first specimen of typo-

graphy known to have been executed there.

1720, Nov. 6. John Matthews, aged about
eighteen years, an apprentice to his mother, who
had a printing-office in Pelican-court, Little

Britain, was executed at Tyburn, upon this day,

for printing a libel, entitled. Ex ore tuo te

judico, Vox populi Vo.v Dei, in which it was
stated, that a majority of the people being for a
change of government upon whig principles, it

was lawful to attempt it. His trial had taken
place October 30, 1719. According to a note in

the fifteenth volume of Howell's State Trials,

p. 1327, this Matthews was a vain, weak, con-
ceited young fellow, buoyed up by the Jacobites,
and for small lucre printed their treasonable
papers, and dispersed them among the ignorant
common people—persons of sense despising their

nonsensical doctrine of hereditary right, &c.
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1720, Jan. 1. Commentator, No. 1.

1720, Jan. 2. Theatre, by sir John Edgar.

This paper was written by sir Richard Steele,

for the preserviition and improvement of the

English theatre.

1720, Jan 5. The British Harlequin, No. 1.

1720, Jan. 20. Independent Whip, No. 1.

This paper was the production of John Trench-

ard* and Thomas Gordon,f and written in order

to oppose the high church party with a consider-

able degree of spirit. It terminated January 4,

1721, having extended to tifty-three numbers.

1720, Feb. 15. Anti-Theatre; by sir John
Falstaff, No. 1. The purport of this publication

was to invalidate the sentiments and opinions of

sir Richard Steele in his Theatre.

1720, March 12. The Muses Gazette, No. 1.

1720, April 28. Caledonian Mercury, No. 1.

This paper professed to give " a short account of

the most considerable news, foreign and domestic,

and of the latest books and pamphlets imported
from abroad and printed here." It consisted of

three folio half-sheets (or six pages) and was
published on Monday, Tuesday, and Thursday,
price three halfpence, or fifteen shillings yearly.

It purported to be " printed for W. R. (William
Rolland, esq. advocate) by William Adams,
junior; and sold at the sign of the Printing

Press, in the Parliament close." This paper was
the first in Scotland which blended literary cri-

ticism with political matter, and the first number
contains a notice of a contemporaneous life of

the Spanish Machiavel of the day, the celebrated

cardinal Alberoni,| " universal minister of the

Spanish monarch," in which, after describing the

personal appearance of this eminent individual,

the writer concludes with observing, that " he is

a dissembler, as far as a courtier ought to be,

seldom saying what he thinks, and scarce ever

doing what he says, unthout some difficulty in

being persuaded. ^^ Mr. Adams, jun. printed 589
numbers; when the typographical duty was given
to Thomas Ruddiman, January 17, 1724, and

* John Trenchard was born in 1 669, had a liberal edu-
cation, and was intended for the practice of the law,
but turned his attention to the study of politics. King
William appointed him a commissioner of the forfeited
estates in Ireland. Mr. Trenchard was a man of vigorous
mind, and strict integrity ; he was a zealous and patriotic
whig, and was for many years a member of parliament
for Taunton, in Somersetshire. He died in )723.

t Thomas Gordon was a native of Kircudbright, in Scot-
land, where he received a liberal education, and settled in
London as -a teacher of the learned languages. The
factious politics of the age diverted his attention for a
time from classical pursuits, and enlisting himself under
the banners of the earl of Oxford, he obtained the esteem
and patronage of that nobleman, and also of Mr. Tren-
chard, after whose death he was made first commissioner
of the wine licenses, for which he wrote in support of the
government. Mr. Gordon was twice married, and his
second wife was the widow of Mr. Trenchard. Mr. Gor-
don published a translation of Tacitus, and a version of
Sallust, which were superseded, however, by the more
elegant versions of Murphy and Steuart. He died July
28, 1750, at the age of sixty-six.

i Julius Alberoni was the son of a gardener, in the
suburbs of Placentia, where he was born, May 31, 1664.
From this low station, by good fortune, address, and
abilities, he obtained a cardinal's cap, and became the first
muuster to the king of Spain. He died at Placentia, June
20, 1755.

printed at his ofiice, in Morocco's close, in the
Lawn market.

1720, May 2. Northampton Mercury ; or the

Monday's Post ; being a collection of the most
material occurrences, foreign and domestic,
together with an account of trade. Printed by
Robert Raikes and William Dicey, near All
Saints' church.' The following is a part of the
Introduction to this paper:—" It is surprising to
think that this famous, this beautiful, this polite

corporation, has not long ago been the object of
those many printers who have established print-

ing-offices in towns of less note : and certainly

it argues their want of thought ; for the soul of
conversation must be absolutely necessary to a
body of people that excel therein. With this

view 'twas that the proprietors thereof sought
that gracious leave, which the worshipful Mr.
mayor, the court of aldermen, and common
council, have unanimously granted to them; and
which they will study so to improve as to make
this excellent, this admirable mystery as useful

an ornament to Northampton, as that is an honour
to the art. To this end, besides all common
business, &c. &c.

—

Northampton Mercury office."

This paper was not numbered until April 3,

1721, when forty-nine papers had been issued.

1720. St. Ives Mercun/. All the information
which can be obtained of this paper is, that dn
extract appears in the Northampton Mercury.

1720. The Gloucester Journal, printed and
published by Robert Raikes, who was also a
partner in the Northampton Mercury. Mr.
Raikes was one of the first provincial proprietors

of a newspaper who ventured to insert the re-

ports of the proceedings in parliament ; and we
find that in 1728 a complaint was lodged against
him on that account. Mr. Cave was taken into

custody of the sergeant at arms by order of the
house of commons, for furnishing Mr. Raikes
with the minutes thereof. After several days
confinement, and expressing his contrition for

the off"ence, he was liberated. In the following

year Mr. Raikes again incurred the censure of
the house of commons by repeating his offence

;

but Mr. Cave was at that time out of the scrape.

1720, May. The Leeds Mercury,* "i^o. 1. small
4to. price three halfpence, printed and published
by John Hirst, every Tuesday. In the first two
years, it appears that there were only about
twenty advertisements received at two shillings

and sixpence each.

1720, Oct. 5. Director, No. 1.

1720, Oct. 19. Penny Weekly Journal, or

Saturday's Entertainment, No. 1

.

1720, Nov. 16. Spy, No. 1.

1720, Dec. 3. Churchman, or Loyalist's

Weekly Journal, No. 27.

1720. Bibliotheque Germanique, was com-
menced by two learned Protestants, Beausobre
and L'Enfants. It was carried on till 1740,

and completed in fifty volumes.

* On September 17, I836, Mr. Baines, proprietor of the
Leeds Mercury, published a copy and fac-simile of that
paper, dated from Tuesday, Feb. 24, to Tuesday, March
3, 1729-30. No. 249, price two-pence.
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1721. Peter I.* surnamed the Greats having
acquired the entire administration of Russia
towards the close of the seventeenth century,

vigorously exerted his royal influence in the pro-

motion of every measure which appeared to him
likely to enlighten, reform, and benefit his sub-
jects; he encouraged the arts and sciences, ex-
tended the political relations of the nation, and
established a Spiritual College or Regulation^
for the regulation of the Russian church. As
the folio Bihle published through the care of his

father, Czar Alexei Michaelowistch, was out of
print, he determined to bring it into more com-
mon use than ever in his empire, and to prepare
at Amsterdam, a new edition, as correct as pos-
sible, in five parts, folio ; which issued from the
press of Daniel Leeiwen, on his account, in

1721. It was printed on royal paper, in two
columns, one for the Dutch language, and the

other blank for the Russian [Slavonian] transla-

tion. In the first year after he gave orders for

the printing of this work, that is to say, in 1717,
the fifth part, or the New Testament, first

appeared, with one column in Dutch, and
another in the Russian [Slavonian] language.
By this splendid edition of the whole bible, in

Dutch and Russian, the monarch was desirous,

for particular reasons, to afford his subjects a
two-fold advantage ; in the first place, to render
the perusal of the scriptures more agreeable to

them ; and secondly, to instigate them to learn
the Dutch language, of which he was very
fond. It was indeed a common saying with him,
" We have occasion for the Dutch language by
sea, the Geraian by land, but we may very well
dispense t\'ith French, as we have no important
relations with France." With the same design of
inducing his subjects to the study of the sacred
writings, he is said to have enjoined, that every
person should learn to read the scriptures of the
Old and New Testaments; and that none should
be allowed to marry but those who could read
them. But whether such injunction was ever
enforced, is doubtful, since in 1806, it was
on good authority supposed, that not one in a
thousand could read; and so extremely scarce
were bibles, that it was generally known a hun-
dred versts off, (nearly seventy miles,) where the

treasure of a bible ivas to be met ivith .'"

Editions of the entire bible were printed at
Moscow, 1751, 1756, 1757, and 1766, all in
folio ; in 1759, large 8vo. in 1783, 4to. and

* Peter the Great, czar of Russia, who civilized that
nation, and raised it from ignorance and babarism to po-
liteness, knowledge, and power, was born 30th May, 1672.
The history of his life and reign would demand a folio vo-
lume, and is so eventful as to defy abridgment. The
most striking passages of it are his travels, studies, and
personal fatigues, for the attaining of knowledge in civil
and military affairs, and the improvement of his'subjects ,

his introduction of arts and sciences, a naval force and
commerce with foreign nations ; hJs many reformations in
church and state, the army, and the customs and manners
of his people; his wars with the Swedes, Turks, Tartars,
and Persians; victories by sea and land, acquisitions of
territory and increase of power ; his regard to genius and
merit, and his severe justice on offenders against the laws.
All these very justly entitle him to the appellation he ob-
tained, of " Father of his Country," which he left to la-
ment his death, January 28, 1/25.

in 1758, at Kiow, in folio : and at Suprasl, in

Poland, 1743, in small folio. Editions of the

New Testament were printed at Moscow, 1702,
8vo. and 1732, 4to.; and of the Psalms, 1716,
8vo. The bible has since been printed in the

modern Russ, by the Russian Bible Society, in

addition to several editions of the Slavonian.

1721, May 27. The Weekly Journal of this

date gave an account of the restoration, and at-

tempted to draw a parallel between the late times

of rebellion and the present; the commons
unanimously resolved that the paper was a false,

malicious, scandalous, infamous, and traitorous

libel, and drew up an address to his majesty,

expressing the utmost abhorrence of the libel

and its author, and desired that his majesty
would give orders for the punishing the printer,

publishers, and authors of this and all other

seditious libels ; whereupon, on the 3d of June,
Nathaniel Mist, the printer, was committed by
order of the house of commons, close prisoner to

Newgate, though he was at the same time a
prisoner in the king's bench, in execution for a
debt of £500.

1721, June 11. A proclamation was issued,

offering a reward of £2000 each, for apprehend-
ing Doctor Gaylard, an apprentice, and Na-
thaniel Wilkinson, a journeyman, to Nathaniel
Mist, printer of the Weekly Journal, for being
concerned in the composition of that paper.

Wilkinson was apprehended, and committed to

Newgate on the 5th of the following month,
(July,) by the commons, for his contempt in

refusing to be examined.

1721, June 15. Joseph Hall convicted of

publishing a blasphemous pamphlet, entitled, a
sober reply to Mr. Higg^s Merry Argument of the
Tritheistical Doctrine of the Trinity, sentenced

to stand in the pilloiy, to pay a fine of £200, to

be imprisoned for three months, and to give

security for his good behaviour for seven years.

(See 1751, post.) Mr. Hall had £150 of his

fine remitted, and did not stand in the pilloiy.

1721, Sept 18, Died, Matthew Prior, who,
from an obscure birth, by the mere force of his

abilities, rose to considerable diplomatic posts

and lucrative employments. The gay epigram-

matic versification introduced from France, was
brought to perfection by Prior, in this country.

He was matchless for his tales and light oc-

casional verses, though some of them are de-

graded by their licentiousness. He wrote one
serious poem of considerable length, called

Solomon ; or the Vanity of the World, and a
pastoral tale, entitled Henry and Emma. Mr.
Prior had obtained a fellowship of St. John's
college, Cambridge; and in the days of his

prosperity was often told, that a fellowship was
too trifling a thing for him to keep, and even
improper for his character ; but he replied, that
" every thing he had beside was precarious, and
when all failed, that would be bread and cheese;
on which account he did not mean to part with
it." He w{is born at W^imbourne, in Doi-setshire,

July 21, 1664, and died at Wimpole. His
remains were interred in Westminster abbey.

4 I
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In the hall of the stationers' company is a

heautiful picture of "Matt. Prior, ob, 1721,

a)t. 57 ;" the features are full of animation and

vivacity. He wears a cap and crimson gown.

It had"formed part of the collection of the earl

of Oxford ;
painted, it is believed, by sir God-

frey Kneller, and was presented to the company

by the late John Nichols, esq., the eminent

scholar and printer.

1721, Jan. II. Terrce Filius, No. 1. This

witty but intemperate work is ascribed to Nicho-

las Amherst, who having been expelled the uni-

versity of Oxford, published several pieces in

prose and verse, and among these Terra Filius,

reflecting strongly on the aiscipline of the uni-

versity, and of the characters of its members.

It was published twice a-week, and concluded

with the fiftieth number, on July 6, 1721. For

a notice of Mr. Amherst, see the year 1742, post.

1721, Jan. 16. Exchange Evening Post.

1721, Jan. 20. Daib/ Packet; or, the New
London Daily Post, No. 1

.

1721, Feb. 11. London Mercury; or, Great

Britain's Weekly Journal, No. 15. This was

the Penny Jownal (of which only fourteen num-
bers were published,) with the title changed, and
the quantity enlarged.

1721, Feb. 6. Projector, No. 1.

1721, March 6. Patriot, No. 1.

1721. The Norwich Weekly Mercury ; or,

Protestant Packet, price three halfpence.

1721. The Norwich Gazette ; or, Henry Cross-

yrove^s Neivs. Mr. Crossgrove was a tory, and
appears to have been Acry unpopular with his

whig rivals, who heaped upon him every kind

of abuse. Like many more proprietoi*s of early

newspapers, who gave them away for the en-

couragement of their customers, Mr. Crossgrove

inserted the following advertisement after the

paper had been issued for some months :

" This is to inform my friends and customers

that, on Saturday next, this newspaper will be

sold for a penny, and to be continued at that

price ; but advertisements will still be taken

gratis, as formerly. The reason of my rising

it to a penny is, because the number I print is

too prodigiously great to be given away any
longer; and I hope none of my customers will

think it dear at a penny, since they shall have

the best intelligence, besides other diversions."

1721, April 1. The Gentleman''s Journal, and
Tradesman's Companion : containing the news
foreign and domestick, the price cuiTcnt of goods

on shore, the exports and imports, the prices of

stocks, and a catalogue of the books and pam-
phlets published in the week.

1721, April 10, Northampton Miscellany ; or

Monthly Amusements, No. 1. Printed by R.
Raikes and W. Dicey.

1721, April 21. Moderator, No. 1.

1721, Aug. 16. The Neiv England Courant,
No. 1. This was the third journal published
in Boston, and was issued by James Franklin,
who, as we have mentioned before, was employed
as the printer of the Gazette. In order to get
forward under the disadvantages of so undue a

competition as that of two other newspapers in

such a village, it was needful to strike some new
and bold stroke for popularity. Franklin took
the obvious course of free and offensive comment
on the respected men and opinions of the day.
He was aided in his editorial labours by a society

called by the moderate people, the ' Freethinkers,'

and qualified by others with the less euphonious
appellation of * the Hell-fire club.' But the
master-spirit in the CouranVs better days was
Franklin's brother Benjamin, then a boy ap-
prenticed in the office. The paper provoked the
severe displeasure of the clergy and the govern-
ment, which the latter did not fail to manifest in

the processes of legislative and judicial action.

Dr. Franklin, in his Life, gives the following

account of the decline of the Courant, and of

his departure from Boston :

—

"An article inserted in our paper, upon some
political subject which I have now forgotten,

gave offence to the assembly. My brother was
taken into custody, censured, and ordered inta

confinement for a month, because, as I presume,
he would not discover the author. I was also

taken up, and examined before the council

;

but, though I gave them no satisfaction, they

contented themselves with reprimanding, and
then dismissed me ; considering me probably as

bound, in quality of apprentice, to keep ray

master's secrets. * The imprisonment of ray

brother kindled my resentment, notwithstanding

our private quarrels. During its continuance,

the management of the paper was entrusted to

me, and I was bold enough to insert some pas-

quinades against the governors, which highly

pleased my brother, while others began to look

upon me in an unfavourable point of view, con-

sidering me as a young wit inclined to satire and
lampoon.

" My brother's enlargement was accompanied
with an arbitrary order from the house of assem-

bly, ' That James Franklin should no longer

print the newspaper entitled the Nev England
Courant.'' In this conjuncture, we held a con-

sultation of our friends at the printing-house, in

order to determine what was to be done. Some
proposed to evade the order, by changing the title

of the paper ; but my brother foreseeing incon-

veniences that would result from this state,

thought it better that it should in future be
printed in the name of Benjamin Franklin; and,

to avoid the censure of the assembly, who might
charge him with still printing the paper himself,

under the name of his apprentice, it was resolved

that my old indentures should be given up to

me with a full and entire discharge written on

the back, in order to be produced upon any

emergency ; but that, to secure to my brother

the benefit of my service, I should sign a new
contract, which should be kept secret during the

remainder of the term. This was a very shallow

aiTangement. It was, however, carried into im-

mediate execution, and the paper continued, in

consequence, to make its appearance, for some
months, in my name. At length a new differ-

ence arising between my brother and me, I
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ventured to take advantage of my liberty, pre-

suming that he would not dare to produce the

new contract. It was undoubtedly dishonour-

able to avail myself of this circumstance, and I

reckon this action as one of the first errors of my
life ; but I was little capable of estimating it at

its true value, imbittered as my mind had been
by the recollection of the blows I had received.

Exclusively of his passionate treatment of me,
my brother was by no means a man of an ill

temper, and perhaps my mannei's had too much
impertinence not to aflbrd it a very natural pre-

text. When he knew it was my determination

to quit him, he wished to prevent my finding

employment elsewhere. He went to all the

printing-houses in the town, and prejudiced the

masters against me ; who accordingly refused to

employ me. The idea suggested itself to me of

going toNew York,the nearest town in which there

was a printing-office. Farther reflection confirmed

me in the design of leaving Boston, where I had
already rendered myself an object of suspicion

to the governing party. It was probable, from
the arbitrary proceedings of the assembly in the

affair of my brother, that by remaining, I should

soon have been exposed to difficulties, which I

had the greater reason to apprehend, as, from
my indiscreet disputes upon the subject of

religion, I began to be regarded by pious souls

with horror, either as an apostate or an atheist.

I came therefore to a resolution ; but my father,

siding with my brother, I presumed that if I

attempted to depart openly, measures would be
taken to prevent me. My friend Collins under-

took to favour my flight. He agreed for my
passage with the captain of a New York sloop,

to whom he represented me as a young man of

his acquaintance, who had an affair with a girl

of bad character, whose parents wished to com-
pel me to marry her, and of consequence I

could neither make my appearance, nor go off"

publicly. I sold part of my books to procure a
small sum of money, and went privately on
board the sloop. By favour of a good wind, I

found myself in three days at New York, nearly

three hundred miles from my home, at the age
of seventeen years, without knowing an individual

in the place, and with very little money in my
pocket." From New York he proceeded to Phi-
ladelphia, where he obtained employment.

After the breaking up of the New England
Courant, in 1727, nothing is known of James
Franklin till 1732, in which year he removed
his press and types to Newport, chief town of

the state of Rhode Island, being the first in that

place. He set up his press at Newport, in

a room under the town school house ; and after

doing some little business in various ways, died

in 1735, leaving the establishment to his widow
and family, who continued it successfully for

several years.

1721. Cato^s Letters. These letters, or essays,

on liberty, civil and religious, were published

periodically in the London, and afterwards in the

British Journal. They were continued very

successfully for nearly three years, and were then

collected into four volumes, 12mo. They were
the eff'usions of John Trenchard and Thoraas
Gordon. For the period these letters were
published, they are singularly impartial. The
language is clear and nervous, though sometimes
coarse ; and the principles of liberty are sup-

ported with a bold and manly spirit, and with no
subserviency to faction or cabal.

1722, June 29. LHed, Richard Mount, au
eminent stationer on Tower hill. His death was
caused by the kick of a cart horse, as he was
riding over London bridge. Hedied in afewhoura
after the operation of amputation, being about
seventy years of age. Dunton says, Mr. Mount
" is not only a moderate, but has a natural an-
tipathy to excess ; he hates hoarding either

money or goods, and being a charitable man,
values nothing but by the use of it, and has a
great and tender love for truth. He deals chiefly

in paper and sea books, and is a hearty friend to

the present government." He was master of the
stationers' company for three years, 1717-19,
and gave the clock in the court.

1722, Juli/ 2. Samuel Redmavne fined £300,
and sentenced to suffer one year's imprison-

ment, for printing a libel, called the Advantages

of the Hanover Succession. Richard Phillips,

sen., fined and imprisoned in the like manner,
for printing the second part of the above.

1722, Sept. 24. Died, James Watson, author
of the History of Printing in Scotland, and
already noticed as the promoter of many news-
papers in Edinburgh. He was bom at Aber-
deen, and served his apprenticeship to the print-

ing business. In 1696 he removed to Edin-
burgh, where he carried on business with great

reputation; though he was often reduced to

many hardships, being frequently presented

before the privy council of Scotland, for print-

ing in opposition to the patent granted to Mr.
Anderson. In 1711, however, Mr. Watson, in

conjunction with Mr. Freebairn, obtained a
patent from queen Anne, and being now at

liberty to pursue his calling unmolested, gave to

the world many learned works; some of which
were printed on very elegant types, particularly

a bible, in crown 8vo., 1715, a matchless beauty,

and another in 4to. Mr. Chalmei's, in his

Biographical Dictionary, states that the father of

Mr. Watson was an eminent merchant at Aber-
deen ; but Dr. Cotton says that his father was a
" popish printer," and printed for king James,
in Holvrood house. See page 569, ante.

1722, Jan. 31. St. James's Post, No. 1099.

The success that the Daily Journal has met with,

obliges the publisher of this paper to discontinue

it ; nor will any of them come out after this day.

T. Warner, the publisher of this paper, will for

the future publish the Daily Journal.

1722, Jan. 31. Freeholder's Journal, No. 1.

1722, Feb. 23. Fairy Tatler, No. 9.

1722. Memoirs of Literature, second edition,

8 vols. 8vo. This work began in 1709, and was
continued to 1714.

1722, May S. St. James's Journal, with Me-
moirs of Literature; to be continued weekly.
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1722, Mai/ 24. Baker's News, or the White-

hall Journal; to be continued weekly, No. 1,

printed by John Baker,* by Mercer's chapel.

1722, June 7. Englishman's Journal.

1722, June 19. Thomas Sharp, printer of

the Freeholders' Journal, tried and convicted at

Guildhall, for printing a Supplement to that

paper, No. 10.

1722, Sept. 22. British Journal, No. 1. To
this paper the celebrated letters signed " Cato,"

were transferred from the London Journal, in

which they had originally appeared in 1 720.

1722, Dec. 8. I^oyal Ohservator revived, or

Garlard's Journal, No. 1. Altered, at No. 27,

to Collin's Weekly Journal. Freeman Collins,!

resided in the Old Bailey, and was a deputy of

one of the wards of the city.

1722, Nov. Monthly Advices from Parnas-

sus [by Mr. Earbury,' a nonjuring clergyman.]

Mr. Earbury was author of several practical

works. He died October 3, 1740.

1722. Selections from MisVs Journal, two

volumes 12mo. A republication of essays which

had originally appeared in that newspaper, and

undertaken to oppose the government of George

I. and the claims of the protestant succession.

Some of these essays, which include manners as

well as politics, possess merit.

—

Drake.

1723, Feb. 1. The impression of a book ready

to be published, entitled a Review of the History

of England, containing the transactions and

occurrences of the three last reigns, viz., James

the Second, William the Third, and Queen Anne,

by Mr. Salmon, was seized ; but upon perusal by

the solicitor for the crown, was found to contain

nothing exceptionable in it. The whole im-

pression was returned to Charles Rivington, the

bookseller.

1723, Feb. 2.Died,RiCHkRD SARE,an eminent

printer, of London, aged 68, and of whom Dun-

ion says, " His face is full of certain briskness,

and mixed with an air very sweet iand agreeable.

He has a large stock of good-nature and charity,

in which lies its chiefest excellency: courage

and justice make up the other part of his cha-

racter. He prints for sir Roger L'Estrange, Dr.

Wake, and other learned men, and has obliged

the age with many curious pieces." Mr. Sare

was one of the earliest and steadiest friends of

the elder Mr. Bowyer. Mr. William Bowyer,

junior, printed 1724, two editions of Death just

Matter ofJoy to all good Men ; a sermon preached

* His stature is of a just proportion ; his body erect and
active ; of a delicate constitution, yet so strong witlial,

as if nature had designed him to be the strife of Mars and
Venus.

—

Dunton.
There was a Mr. Baker, bookbinder, in Wai-wick-lane,

of whom Dunton says, " he lives in a crowd and hurry of

business ; yet (as was said of Mordecai Abbot) he loses

not his religion in the midst of it, but keeps close to the
private and public duties of divine worship. He binds so
extraordinary well, that two of my customers gave parti-

cular charge that no man in London should bind the books
that they bought of me but Mr. Baker and Mr. Steel.

t He is a composition so made up of justice and indus-
try that other printers may imitate but cannot exceed.
He is a moderate churchman, a sincere friend, and so ex-
peditious in dispatch of business, that he printed more
sheets for me in ten days than some others did in twenty.—Dunton.

at the parish church of St. Pancras, on Tuesday
the 11th of February, 1723, at the funeral of

Mr. Richard Sare, of London, bookseller. By
George Stanhope, D.D., dean of Canterbury,
and chaplain in ordinary to his majesty. Printed
for Richard Williamson, near Gray's-inn Gate,
Holborn. Dr. Stanhope, in the sermon, passes

the following eulogium upon Mr. Sare :
—" An

acquaintance of more than thirty years enables

me to say much concerning him
;
yet the little I

shall add will, I hope, prevail with them also to

be of the same opinion. His descent was from
the clergy ; to which order his whole character

and conduct was not only suitable, but an orna-

ment and a blessing: for he both believed, and
lived, as became one so born and bred ; and was
a true son of the Christian in general, and of the

church of England in particular. And this, not

from fashion, or education, or interest only; but
upon principle and judgment, and such well-

weighed conviction, as enabled him, with ' great

readiness, to give an answer,' as St. Peter ex-

horts, 1 Pet. iii. 15, 'to every one that should

ask him a reason of the hope that was in him.'

His knowledge of books and men, the candour
and ingenuity of his temper, the obliging manner
of his behaviour, and the grateful acknowledg-

ments of any favours and benefits received, did

indeed long time since effectually recommend
him, not only to the countenance and conver-

sation, but also the friendship and special re-

gards of many persons, eminent both in post and
learning."

Among the books printed by Mr. Sare, is one

entitled, the Amours of Edward IV. an historical

novel, by the author of the Turkish Spy.

1723, May 24. Died, Benjamin Tooke, im-

mortalized as the bookseller of Swift and Pope,

resided at the Middle Temple Gate, Fleet-street,

leaving a consi-derable estate to his younger

brother, Andrew Tooke, for many years master

of the Charter-house school, as under and head
master. For Dunton's character of Mr. Tooke
see page 620, ante.

1723, May 29. Servetus, who was burnt at

Geneva, Oct. 27, 1553, (see page 319, ante,)

published a work upon the circulation of the

blood, entitled Christianisimi Restitutio, and
had been printed but a month before his death.

The care they took to burn all the copies of it

at Vienna, in Dauphiny, at Geneva, and at

Frankfort, rendered it a book of the greatest

scarcity. Mention is made of one copy in the

catalogue of M. deBoze's books, which has been

regarded as the only one extant. In relation to

this work by Servetus, Dr. Sigmond says, " The
late Dr. Sims, for many years president of the

Medical Society of London, bequeathed to me
his copy of Servetus, to which he has prefixed

the following note:—' The fate of this work has

been not a little singular ; all the copies, except

one, were burned along with the author by the

implacable Calvin. This copy was secreted by

D. Colladon, one of the judges. After passing

through the library of the landgrave of Hesse

Casscl, it came into the hands of Dr. Mead,
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who endeavoured to give a quarto edition of it

;

but just before it was completed, it was seized

by John Kent, messenger of the press, and Wil-
liam Squire, messenger in ordinary, on the 29th
of May, 1723, at the instance of Dr. Gibson,
bishop of London, and burnt, a very few copies

excepted. It contains the firet account of the

circulation of the blood, above 70 years before

the immortal Harvey published his discovery.'"

Dr. Sigmond wrote a work entitled Unnoticed
Theories of Servetus, a Dissertation addressed to

the Medical Society of Stockholm. By George
Sigmond, M.D., late of Jesus' college, Cam-
bridge, and formerly president of the Royal
Physical Society of Edinburgh. London, 1826.

This work is scarce, in consequence of having
been suppressed or withdrawn from publication.

It remains further to be observed respecting

Servetus, that according to Dr. Sigmond, another

of his theories was, that " in the blood is the

life." His notions "on vegetable and animal
life," are in his work De Trinitatis Erroribus,

libri vii. 12mo. 1531. This book appears in the

Bibliotheca Parriana, by Mr. Bohn, with the

following manuscript remarks on it by Dr. Parr

:

" Liber rarissimus. I gave two guineas for this

book." S.P. "Servetus was burnt for this

book. He might be a heretic, but he was not an
infidel. I have his life, in Latin, written by
Allwoerden, which should be read by all scholars

and true Christians." S. P.

1723, Sept. 23. Died^ Simon Beckley, clerk

of the stationers' company, and deputy of the
ward of Farringdon Within. He held the

former office from 1697.

1723, Oct, 26. Died^ Roger Norton, of Little

Britain, printer of Latin, Greek, and Hebrew to

his majesty, and one of the patentees in the office

of king's printer. He was master of the sta-

tioners' company in 1684.

1 723, Jan. Pasquin, No. 1

.

1 723, Feb. 18. Northampton IWeekly'] Mercury,
No. 147, by R. Raikes and W. Dicey.

1723, Feb. 28. News Journal, in English and
French, No. 1.

1723, June 3. True Briton, No. 1. Of this

publication, which was written in opposition to

the administration, and in defence of Atterbury,

bishop of Rochester, the profligate duke of

Wharton* was the author. It displays abilities

which might have been rendered serviceable to

his country, but which debauchery, and want of

all principle, either stifled or directed into a
wrong channel. It was published twice a week,
and had a very large sale ; having reached the

seventy-fourth number, closed Feb. 17, 1724.

1723, June 6. Stamford Mercury, vol. xxi.

No. 23.

1723, June 18. Visitor, No. 1.

1723, July 8. Reading Mercury, No. 1.

1723, Dec. 11. Universal Journal, No. 1.

1723. The Norunch Journal, No. 1.

* Philip duke of Wharton, a most eccentric character,
born 1699, went to France and engaged in the pretender's
interest, for which he was attainted of hiph treason, but
died at Teragonc, in Spain, May 31, l":n.

1724, Died, Joseph Collier, printer,Tand
treasurer to the stationers' company from 1702
till 1724. Dunton says, "He was my fellow-

apprentice for many years, and I shall say
nothing of him but what I know to be true. He
has a great deal of learning, a discerning'- judg-
ment, is pleasant in his conversation, and sin-

cere in his piety. He writes an excellent hand,
Is an accurate accomptant, and justly merits the
honour the company of stationers did him in

choosing him their treasurer."

1724, April 24. Owing to the different editions

of the bible that had been printed by the

patentees both at Cambridge and at London,
being so full of errors, with a defective type, on
bad paper, and sold at such an exorbitant price,

his majesty George I. issued the following order
to the patentees, dated this day from Whitehall

:

" 1 . That all bibles printed by them hereafter,

shall be printed upon as good paper, at least, as
the specimens they had exhibited.

" 2. That they forthwith deliver four copies of
the said specimens to be deposited and kept in

the two secretaries' offices, and in the public
registries of the archbishop of Canterbury and
the bishop of London, to the end recourse may
be had to them.

" 3. That they shall employ such correctors of
the press, and allow them such salaries, and
shall be approved from time to time, by the arch-
bishop of Canterbury and bishop of London for

the time being.
"4. That the said patentees for printing

bibles, &c., do print in the title-page of each
book, the exact price at which such books are
by them to be sold to the booksellers."

In the following month, his majesty appointed
a professor of modern history in each university,

of the degree, at least, of master of arts, or
bachelor of law, with a stipend of £400 per
annum. The two first professors were Mr.
Gregory, of Christ church, Oxford, and Mr.
Samuel Harris, fellow of Peter house, Cam-
bridge. For a further encouragement to the
universities, the king ordered that his almoner
should choose, out of the members of Oxford
and Cambridge, twenty-four preachers to offici

ate alternately in the chapel at Whitehall, with
a salary of thirty pounds a-year each.

1724, April. Lord Carteret, afterwards earl

Granville, lord lieutenant of Ireland, issued a
proclamation offering a reward of jG300 for the
discovery of the author of Drapier's fourth letter.

Mr. Harding, the printer of these letters, was
thrown into prison, and a prosecution directed

against him at the instance of the crown. It is

stated that while Harding was in jail. Swift
actually visited him in the disguise 0^ an Irish

country clown, or spalpeen. Some ofthe printer's

ftimily or friends, who chanced to visit him at
the same time, were urging him to earn his own
release by informing against the author of the
Drapier''s Letters. Harding replied steadily,

that he would rather perish in jail before he
would be guilty of such treachery and ])aseness.

All this passed in Swift's presence, who sat
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beside them in silence, and heard with apparent

indifference a discussion which might be said to

involve his ruin. He came and departed without

being known to any one but Harding. When
the bill against the printer of the Brapier^s

Letters'*' was about to be presented to the grand

jury, Swift addressed to that body a paper, en-

titled Seasonable Advice, exhorting them to re-

member the stoiy of the league made by the

wolves with the sheep, on condition of their

parting with the shepherds and mastiffs, after

which they ravaged the flock at pleasure : some
spirited verses were also circulated, and also the

memorable and apt quotation from scripture, by
a Quaker :

—" And the people said unto Saul,

shall Jonathan die, who has wrought this great

salvation in Israel ? God forbid : as the Lord
liveth, there shall not one hair of his head fall to

the ground, for he hath wrought with God this

day. So the people rescued Jonathan that he
died not." Thus admonished, by sense, law,

and scripture, the grand jury assembled. It was
in vain that the same lord chief justice Whit-
shed, who had caused the dean's former tract to

be denounced as seditious, and procured a verdict

against tiie printer, exerted himself strenuously

upon this similar occasion. The hour of in-

timidation was past, and the grand jury,conscious
of what the country expected from them, brought
in a verdict of ignoramus upon the bill. Whit-
shed, after demanding, unconstitutionally, and
with indecorous violence, the reasons of their

verdict, could only gratify his impotent resent-

ment like his prototype Scroggs, on a similar

occasion, by dissolving the grand jury. They
returned into themass of general society honoured
and thanked for the part which they had acted

;

and the chief justice, on the contrary, was exe-
crated lor his arbitrary conduct. There is reason

to believe that the death of Whitshed, which
speedily followed, was hastened by the various

affronts which were heaped upon him. Swift
was detennined to gibbet his very memory, and
vindicates himself for so doing.

Swift being on a visit to the castle, asked lord

* These letters were the first successful struggle of the
Irish press for independence. They were written by dean
Swift, then residing in Dublin, and began to appear in
1723, signed M. B. Drapier. The occasion which called
them forth was a patent which government granted to one
Isaac Wood, to supply a deficiency in the copper coinao e
of Ireland to the amount of ^^08,000. Abstractedly, there
was nothing wrong in this ; but the patent had been ob-
tained surreptitiously ; the local government had never
been consulted. In short, the whole aiTair was a job, and
was reckoned not only an insult to, but an attack on the
independence of Ireland. Swift, being then out of favour,
lost not this opportunity of retaliating upon Walpole's ad-
ministration, attacking at once the scheme and all con-
nected with it ; and as the subject principally affected the
shopkeepers, tradesmen, and lower orders, the author
ingeniously adapted his style to the comprehension of the
most ignorant, and also published them in the cheapest
form. They were hawked through the streets at a penny
a-piece, and pasted up at the alehouses, and other public
places throughout the country. The ferment produced by
these letters is, perhaps, unparalleled. Both houses of
parhament, and parties of all sects, political or religious,
united in expressing their detestation of the scheme,
which was finally dropped, after ^40,000 worth had been
coined

; Wood himself being indemnified with a grant of
^3000 a-year for twelve years.

Carteret how he could concur in the prosecution
of a poor honest fellow, who had been guilty of
no other crime than that of writing three or four
letters for the good of his country ? His excel-
lency replied, in the words of Virgil,

" Regni novitas me talia cogit moliri."

Lord Carteret lived, at that very time, in great
friendship with the dean ; and, therefore, if he
suspected the real author, could have no sincere
wish that he might be discovered.

1724. A compleat and private List of all the

Printing-houses in and about the Cities of London
and Westminster, together with the Printers'
names, ivhat News-papers they print, and where
they are to be found : also an Account of the

Printing-houses in the several Corporation Towns
in England ; most humbly laid before the Right
Honourable the Lord Viscount Townshend.
Printed by William Bowyer, in White-Friars.
This was the production of Samuel Negus, a
printer, who took upon him to distinguish them
by their political principles, and was rewarded
by a letter-carrier's place in the post-office. The
introductory epistle is here given :

—

" To the right honourable lord viscount
Townshend, one of his majesty's principal secre-

taries of stat€.

" My good lord ; I was pei-suaded by some
friends, who have the honour to be known to

your lordship (which is a happiness I have not
yet arrived at), to ofler this list to your lordship's

perusal. I have the misfortune of being brought
up to this business, and was set up of my trade
by the goodness and generosity of my ever-

honoured uncle, captain Samuel Brown, of Nor-
wich, (through the persuasions of my two excel-

lent friends Mr. John Gumey and Mr. John
Eccleston). Your lordship may not be altogether

insensible of the hardships and the temptations
a young beginner in printing may meet with
from the disaffected ; and how hard it is for

such men to subsist, whose natural inclinations

are to be truly loyal and truly honest, and at the

same time want employ; while the disaffected

printers flourish, and have more than they can
dispatch. I have been a printer about twenty-
three years, but have not been for myself above
two years ; in which time I have suffered very
much for want of employ. On this account I
have implored counsellor Britriff, Mr. Bacon,
Mr. Gumey, col. Francis Negus, Mr. Churchill,
and some other gentlemen, that they would
please to move your lordship on my behalf, that

you would please to get me admitted as an
extraordinary messenger, in which station I

should not doubt of pleasing your lordship.
" When your lordship is pleased to cast an

eye on the number of printing-houses there are

in and about the cities of London and West-
minster, your lordship will not be so much sur-

prized at the present ingratitude and dissatisfac-

tion of a rebellious set of men. They have no
way to vend their poison, but by the help of the

press. Thus printing-houses are daily set up
and supported by unknown hands. The country
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printers in general copy from the rankest papers
in London ; and thus the poison is transmitted
from one hand to another through all his ma-
jesty's dominions. How far this may tend to

the corrupting the minds of his majesty's suh-
jects, and how detrimental it may prove to the
state, your lordship is a competentjudge.

" It was thought fit hy order of council, in
the reign of queen Elizaheth, .that there should
be no more than thirty printing-houses in the
cities of London and Westminster, one at the
university of Oxford, and one at the university
of Cambridge ; so that by these means the state

had them always under its eye, and knew pre-
sently where to find those printers who had in

any way disturbed or offended her. It was said
by a judicious gentleman, that it might not be
an improper question, * whether the ill use made
of the liberty given to the press was not the
principal occasion of the late rebellions and
disturbances ?' It is impossible, my good lord,

to reduce the number of printers to what once
they were; yet I would humbly infonn your
lordship, that there are many of them who give
great offence and disturbance to the state, and
who never have been brought up to that business,
and ought to be put down. If the hints here
offered may be of service, and not displease your
lordship, they will answer their desired end."

PRINTING-HOUSES IN THE COUNTRY.*

Bristol 2 Newcastie 1

Bury St. Edmund's l Northampton 1

Canterbury 2 Norwich 2
Chichester , i Nottingham 2
Coventry 1 Salisbury 1

Darby 1 Shrewsbury 2
Doncaster 1 Stamford 1
Gloucester 1 West- Chester 2
Gosport 1 Winchester 1

Ipswich J York 2
Leicester 1

* John Dunton characterizes the following booksellers
in the country, with whom he had dealings :

Mr. William Bonny, printer, Bristol.—He has had
great losses in trade, but in despite of fate, look greatest
like the sun in lowest state. The frowns of fortune may
make him poor, but never unhappy. He was always ge-
nerous to those he dealt with, (as myself have found in
several instances) and upon receivin;; a sum of money he
would treat so nobly that one could notfoibear loving him.
Mr. Bonny always proposed a particular friendship to me,
and printed for me Mr. Baxter's Directions to the Uncon-
verted, the Trials of the New England Witches, the Pleasant
Art of Money Catching, and several other books, and had
printed treble to what he did, had not Robin Hayhurst
hved so near him ; but though good fortune seemed to for-
get him, he has now set up a press at Bristol, and had he
not lost his sij^ht, ffor I hear he is now stark blind) would
get a good estate in a few years.

Grood unexpected—evil unforeseen,
Appear by turns, as fortune shifts the scene

;

Some rais'd aloft come tumbling down amain,
Then fall so hard they bound and rise again.

Mr. Bishop, Exeter.—He is a firm adherer to the esta-
blished government, and a declared enemy to popery and
slavery. He is a man of strict justice, deals much, and
thrives in his trade
Mr. R. Clkmknts, Oxford, is a thriving man, and has

a quick return of trade. He acts always with a great deal
of caution, which is extremely necessary in the composi-
tion of a bookseller.
Mr. HiLDYARu, York.—He is the topping man in that

city, and not only a just, but an ingenious man.
Mr. Hicks, Cambridge, deals much in modern books.

WELL AFFECTED TO KING GEORGE.

Basket (John), Black Fryers, and printer to the
king's most excellent majesty.

Buckley, Amen-comer, the worthy printer of the
Gazette.

Botham, Jewin-street.

Bridge, Little Moor-fields.

Burton, St. John's-lane.

Darby, Bartholomew -close.

Downing, eodem.
Downing, St. John's-lane.

Hunter, Jewin-street.

Humpheries, Bartholomew-lane.
Holt, St. John's-lane.

Jenour (Matthew), Giltspur-street, and printer
of the Flying Post.

Janeway,* White Fryers.

Leach,t Old Baily, and printer of the Post Man.
Larkin, Bishopgate-street.

Mount, late of Tower-hill.

Norton, Little Britain, printer of Latin, Greek,
and Hebrew to his majesty.

Negus, Silver-street, near Wood-street.
Pearson, Aldersgate-street.

Parker, Goswell-street.

Parker, senior, Salisbury-street, and printer of a
Half-penny Post.

Pickard, Salisbury-court.

Palmer, Great Swan-alley, Goswell-street.

Roberts, Warwick-lane.

He is a very honest man, and was extremely civil to me
when I kept Stourbitch fair.

Mr. Kkblbwitk, Isle of Wight, has a good trade, con-
sidering the place ; but that is not his whole dependence,
he has been twice mayor of the town, and is not only rich,
but a grave and discreet churchman.
Mr. MiNSHULL, Chester, is a man of sense, very

courteous to strangers, (as myself has lately experienced)
and manages his trade with a great deal of prudence ; but
I have done this man a better justice inmy Dublin Scuffle,
(published in 1699) than my designed brevity will admit of
here.
Thomas Wall, Bristol.—His character resembles that

of old Jacob Tonson, being a plain but sincere hearted
man. He is well accomplished for his trade, which is very
considerable. He was first a goldsmith, but made an ex-
change of that way for this of bookselling. He is a sure
friend and extremely civil. I have dealt veiy much with
him, and for those two years that I kept Bristol fair I was
treated very kindly at his house.

Booksellers in Scotland—Ma. Knox, Mr. Henhkhson,
and Mr. Vallenoe, I shall dispense with myself, as to
their characters, for I could never see through a Scotsman
in a little time.

* I never employed him much, but I have fotind him
very ready to serve me both before and after my misfon.
tunes, and kindness his has always given me very deep
impressions.

—

Dunton.
Dunton mentions a bookbinder, whom he calls honest

Dick Janeway : like a second Democritus, he always
simpered. He brought me the joyful news of a benefit
ticket in the parliament lottery, which he delivered in
capers ; but at other times his constant mirtli was no more
than a cheerful smile. He had a threat loss in Alderman
H 1, but misfortune did not exercise or dismay him ; he
could turn necessity into virtue, and put evil to good use.
He was an excellent binder, a tender husband, a kind fa-
ther, the surest friend, the easiest enemy, and so much
more happy than others, by how much he could abide to
be more miserable.

t This was Drydkn Lbach, whose father, Francis
Leach, has been noticed at page 600 ante. Another Dryden
Leach, (grandson, 1 believe, of Francis) had the merit of
shewing to his brethren of the profession, that the produc.
tions of the English press might easily be brought in com-
petition with the boasted editions of Paris.—A^tcAo/s.
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Read, White Fryers, Fleet-street, and printer of

a Half-penny Post and a Weekly Journal.

Raylton, Geora^e-yard, Lombard-street.

Samuel Aris, Creed-lane.

Staples, St. John's-lane.

Watts and Tonson, Covent Garden.

Tookey,* behind the Royal Exchange.

Wilkins, Little Britain, and printer of the White-

hall Evening Post, the Whitehall and London
Journal.

Wood, eodem.

Woodfall,t without Temple Bar.

Wilmot, Fenchurch-street.

NONJURORS.

Bettenham, St. John's-lane.

Bowyer, White Fryers, Fleet-street.

Dalton, St. John's lane.

SAID TO BE HIGH FLYERS.

Applebee, Fleet-ditch, printer o{ the Daily Jour-

nal, and of a Weekly Journal bearing his own
name.

Barber, Lambeth-hill (an alderman of London.)

Badham, Fleet-street.

Bruges, Jewin-street.

Clark, Thames-street.

Collins, Old Baily.

Cluer, Bow Church-yard.

Edlin, near the Savoy.

Gilbert and Phillips, Smithfield.

Gent,J Pye-corner.

Grantham,§ Paternoster-row.

* He is a pretty modest obligring printer.—His whole
behaviour has been very innocent and undesigning—he is

a man of great piety and moderation, and deserves the

title of an honest printer. In this character of Mr. Tookey
you have the true picture of Mr. Larkin, junior, Mr. Job
How, commonly called honest Job, Mr. Bridges, and Mr.
Barber, first an apprentice to Mr. Larkin, senior—for these

four printers so exactly resemble Mr. Tookey in piety,

good humour, and other obliging qualities, that it is im-

possible to say which is the better christian.

—

Dunton.

t This was the first, I believe, of a name which has now
for more than a century been conspicuous in the annals of

typography. That the more immediate subject of this note

was a man of wit and humour, is evident from the famous
old ballad of Darby and Joan, which he wrote when he
was apprentice to the printer ol that name (Mi. John
Darby, of Bartholomew Close, who died in 1/30.) At the

age of forty he commenced master, at the suggestion of

Pope, who had distinguished his abilities as a scholar

whilst a journeyman in the employment of the printer to

that admired author.' Of his personal history I knew little

farther, except that he carried on a considerable business

with reputation ; and had two sons ; Henry, a printer, in

Paternoster-row ; and George, a bookseller, at Charing-

cross, both of whom I well remember."

—

Nichols. Of the

members of this distinguished family of scholars and
typographers, see post.

t This was Thomas Gent, the well known printer, who
removed his ofiice from London to York, in 1/24.

§ He swells not, like L , his neighbour, with look-

ing big, but is courteous and affable to all ; holding cour-

tesy so main an ornament to a thriving printer, as that he
loathes any thinj? that is proud or starched. He is one
that thinks what he does, and does what he says; and
foresees what he can do before he promises, so that I have
found his "if lean," is more than another's assurance.

He is just and punctual in all his dealings, and wipes from
printing all the blemishes and imputations cast upon it by
ignorance or malice. And to speak the truth, he is the
best friend to a bookseller of all the printers I ever knew ;

he is a man of large faith, and so very generous to those
that live in his debt, that none but a villain would wrong
liim. For my own share, I have received so many favovirs

from Mr, Grantham, that 1 should think it a sin to put

Heathcote, Baldwin's Gardens, printer of a
Halfpenny Post, bearing his own name.

Hind,' Old Baily.

Humpheries, printer to the parish clerks. Silver-

street, in the city.

James, Little Britain, author and printer of the
Post-boy.

Hive,* Aldersgate-street.

Lee,f St. John's-lane.

Lightboy, Old Bailey.

Meere, Old Baily, and printer of the Daily Post

and British JownaL
Midwinter, Pye- corner.

Mist, Great Carter-street, and printer of a scan-

dalous Weekly Journal, bearing his own name.

away any thing that he can print, and for this reason he
is my printer in chief. I never dispose of a copy but I

make i*^ the main article that Mr. Grantham shall print it,

and all this is but what I owe him, for the favours I have
received from him and Mr. Darker, his predecessor, made
him his debtor for ever. In truth Mr. Grantham is so
kind to me, the name of friend is too narrow for him, and
I want a word that is more significant to express him

;

and which crowns his character, he is blest with a wife
that deserves him, for Mrs. Grantham's prudence gives so
many proofs of her capacity' for domestic government,
that the heart of her husband doth safely trust in her, and
like an helpmate she is willing to be ruled by him in all

things, even as Sarah obeyed Abraham, calling him lord

;

or if any quarrel is, it is which of the two shall live most
content ; so that as marriage has made them the same
flesh, so love and sympathy has so united them that it is

very likely they will expire together.
Mr. Grantham married the widow of Mr. Darker, a

printer in partnership with Mr. Newman, and of whom
Dunton makes honourable mention. Mr. Darker and
Mr. Newman were partners when I first employed them,
and took some hundred pounds of me yearly while they
continued together in Little Britain. But Mr. Newman
removing, T procured Mr. Darker the same business they
had both engaged in before. He took me so much for his

friend, that when he heard of my misfortunes he told Mr.
Larkin that he would not have any concerns betwixt him-
self and me giveme the least uneasiness. I have found the
same favor from his widow since his decease, and now in
her second marriage, Mr. Grantham, her husband, has
shewn himself the same friend, and though I have been
long in Egypt, his faith and his good opinion are not in
the least disordered. To return to Mr. Darker, he was my
true friend, a kind neighbour, a generous dealer, and an
enemy to no man but himself. His death did sensibly

afflict me.

An epitaph upon his stone
I cannot write, but I can weep him one

As for Mr. Dorman Newman, he was very handsome, and
had abundance of good nature in him ; he was somethmg
out of order in his softer hours; but I hope he died a
righteous man.

—

Dunton.
Mr. Hugh Newman served his time with Mr. Dorman

Newman, and is nearly related to him. He is of a cheer-
ful, facetious temper, and much admired by the Scotch
gentry. He has not, indeed, the politeness of a courtier,

but an honest bluntness that better becomes him. He
really merits that respect which his friends pay him, and
whenever he marries, (I so much desire his welfare) I

wish he may meet with a wife that will " look well to the
ways of her household." Prov. xxxi. 27.— Dunton.

* This was the father of Jacob, Abraham, and Isaac
Ilive, who were all printers, and of whom notices will be
given hereafter.

t Mr. Lee, in Lombard street. Such a pirate, such a
cormorant was never before. Books, men, shops, all was
one : he held no property, right or wrong, good or bad,

till at last he began to be known : and the booksellers not
enduring so ill a man among them to disgrace them,
spewed him out, and off he marched for Ireland, where
he acted as felonious-lee as he did in London. And as Lee
lived a thief, so he died a hypocrite ; for, being asked on
his death-bed, if he would forgive Mr, G . that had
formerly wronged him ? " Yes," said he, " if I die, I for-

give him, but if I happen to live, I am resolved to be re-

venged on him."

—

Dunton.
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Motte, Aldersgate-street.

Moor, Southwark.

Norris, Little Britain.

Nutt, in the Savoy.

Powell, Aldersgate-street.

Redmayne, Jewin-street.

Richardson,* Salisbury-court.

Says, Aldersgate-street.

Says, Bishopgate-street.

Sharp, Ivy-lane, printer of the Freeholder's

Journal.

Took, Old Bailey.

Todd, Fleet-street.

Wilde,t Aldersgate-street.

ROMAN CATHOLICKS.

Berrington, Silver-street, in Bloomsbury, printer

of the Evening Post.

Clifton, Old Bailey.

Gardiner, Lincoln's-Inn-fields.

Howlett, eodem.

A list of the several newspapers published in

London, with the printers' names, and where

they may be found.

DAILY VAPERS.

Daily Courant^ printed by the worthy Mr. Buck-
ley, Amen-corner.

Daily Post^ Meere, Old Baily.

Daily Journal, Appleby, near Fleet-ditch.

WEEKLY JOURNALS.

Misfs Journal, Great Carter-lane.

FreeJiolder^s Journal, Sharp, Ivy-lane.

* This was Samuel Richardson, the eminent printer,

author of Pamela, and other well known novels, who
will be fully noticed in a subsequent page. Another prin-

ter of the same name, and of some eminence in his pro-

fession, is mentioned by Dunton .
" Mr. Richardson, an

eminent printer in Fenchurch-street. He is fully much in

years, however his young inclinations are not altogether

dead in him, for I am informed that his son and he have
married two sisters, but let nature run as long as it pleases,

so as it keep within bounds. The man is grave and very
Justin trade, he has done a great deal of excellent work,
and printed much for me."
There was an Edmond Richardson, binder, of whom

Dunton says—" He was a very kind neighbour in Scalding
Alley, for many years—bound most of my calves leather

books whilst I lived in the Poultry, and continued to

bind for me as long as I traded. From this long ac-

quaintance vfith Mr. Richardson, I am able to give him
the following character. He is an excellent binder, and
very just and punctual in all his dealings—to all his pro-

mises there needs no other bond but his word, and no
other vntness but God—he shuns jests in holy things, and
abhors lies, though in jests he speaks as near as he can to

the capacities and not to the humours of men. He so
frames his talk as one that is going shortly to give an ac-

count of his words—he detracts from no man but himself
—speaks well of all men till he knows otherwise—and
where he cannot speak well he is silent. In a word, there

is a purity laid so deep in his nature, that those who knew
him the earliest have often said that even their nature
seemed entirely sanctified in him ; so that Mr. Richardson
having thrived by his binding trade, he is now a flourish-

ing bookseller in New;;ate-street, and so will continue, for

he measures his wealth by his mind, not by his estate

;

and then to be sure he will thrive, for a contented mind is

ever rich.

t He has a very noble printing house in Aldersgate-
street. Whilst I employed him he was always very civil

and obliging. I brought him to be concerned in printing
the Present State of Europe, in which he is yet employed.—Dunton.

RboaVs Journal, White Fryers in Fleet-street.

London Journal, Wilkins, in Little Britain.

Whitehall Journal, Wilkins, in Little Britain.

PAPERS PUBLISHED THREE TIMES EVERY WEEK.

Post Man, Leach, Old Baily.

Post Boy, James, Little Britain.

Flying Post, Jenour, Giltspur- street.

Berringtan's Evening Post, Silver-street, Blooms-

bury.

Whitehall Evening Post, Wilkins, Little Britain.

St. Jameses Post, Grantham, in Pateraoster-row.

The Englishman, Wilkins, in Little Britain.

HALF-PENNY POSTS, THREE TIMES EVERY WEEK.

Heathcote^s, Baldwin's-gardens.

Parker^s, Salisbury-court.

Read's, White Fryers, Fleet-street.

1724, Dec. 27. Died, Thomas Guy, bookseller,

in Lombard-street ; but who is better known as

the amiable friend of the poor and unfortunate,

and founder of the noble hospital which bears

his name. This generous benefactor was the

son of Thomas Guy, citizen and carpenter, who
was by profession a lighterman and coal dealer

in Horseley down, Southwark. He was bound
apprentice, September 2, 1660, for eight years,

to Mr. John Clarke, bookseller, in the porch of

Mercer's chapel ; and in 1668, having taken up
his freedom, and been admitted a liveryman of

the company, set up trade with a stock of about

£200, near Stocks market. The English bibles

being at that time very badly printed, Mr. Guy
engaged with others in a scheme for printing

them in Holland, and importing them ; but, this

being put a stop to, he contracted with the uni-

versity of Oxford for their privilege of printing

them ; and having been admitted into the court

of assistants of the stationers' company,he carried

on a great bible trade for many years to consi-

derable advantage.* Thus he began to accumu-
late money, and his gains rested in his hands ;

for, being a single man, and very penurious, his

expenses were next to nothing. His custom was

to dine on his shop counter, with no other table-

cloth than an old newspaper ; he was also as

little nice in regard to his apparel. The bulk of

his fortune, however, was acquired by purchasing

seamen's tickets. These he bought at a large

* Mr. Gay and Mr Parker were partners in printing the
bible at Oxford, in l681 . Of the latter gentleman Dunton
says. " This bookseller lives by the Royal Exchange—his
principles keep him entirely firm to the interest and reli-

gion of the Church of England—and he had ever the cha-

racter of being a fair dealer. Mr. Guy and he were many
years partners in printing the Bible, at Oxford, and con-

tracted a remarkable friendship. Mr. Parker having got
a good estate by his trade, he was so generous to leave it

to Mr. Nelmes that had been his apprentice ; but the
unfortunate Nelmes, attempting to get an estate too soon
came to an untimely end."
Dunton thus speaks of Mr. Guy: "Thomas Gut, in

Lombard-street, makes an eminent figure in the company
of stationers, having been chosen sheriflfof London, and
paid the fine ; and is now a member of parliament for

Tamworth. He entertains a very sincere respect for Eng-
lish liberty. He is a man of strong reason, and can talk
very much to the purpose on any subject you will propose.
He is truly charitable, of which his almshouses to the
poor are standing testimonies."

4 K

I
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discount, and afterwards subscribed in the South

Sea company, which was established in 1710,

for the purpose of discharging those tickets, and

giving a large interest. Here Mr. Guy was so ex-

tensively, as well as cautiously concerned, that in

the year 1720, he was possessed of£45,500 stock,

by disposing of which when it bore an extremely

advanced price, he realized a considerable sum.

While we are compelled, in this brief notice of

Mr, Guy's life, to associate his name with one

of the most infamous transactions in the com-

mercial history of our country, it is due to his

memory, as well as to the cause of Christian

charity, to add, that no dishonourable imputation

ever attached to him on this score, notwithstand-

ing the flippant and unfair remarks of Pennant,

in his History of London* Be it remembered,

that much of his money was acquired by labour

and perseverance, as well as by that practice of

self-denial, which probably was necessary at the

outset of life, and afterwards became a habit.

To his relations he was attentive while he lived

;

and his actions prove that he did not hoard up
his means until they could no longer be of use to

himself. He kindly lent money to some of his

connexions, and granted annuities to others. In

1707, he built and furnished three wards on

the north side of the outer court of St. Thomas's

hospital, in Southwark ; and gave £100 to it

annually for eleven years preceding the erection

of his own hospital. Sometime before his death,

he erected the stately iron gate, with the large

houses on each side, at the expense of about

£3000. On Augusts, 1717, he offered to the

stationers' company, through the medium of his

friend Mr. Richard Mount, £1000, " to enable

them to add £50 a-year, by quarterly payments,

to the poor members and widows, in augmenta-

tion of the quarterly charity ;" also £1100, "to

be paid quarterly to such charitable uses as he

should appoint by his will, in writing ;" and a

further sum of£1500 " to have £75 a-j^ear paid

quarterly for another charitable purpose, to be

appointed in like manner ;" in default of such

appointments the sum of £125 to be paid annu-
ally by the company of St. Thomas's hospital.

And, no appointments having been made, the

same is now regularly paid by the hospital.

He was seventy-six years ofage when he formed

the design of building the hospital which bears

his name.f The charge of erecting this vast pile

* 1720, June. At this time, the whole nation, clergy and
laity, whigs and tories, churchmen and dissenters, states-

men and even ladies, who had, or could procure money
for the purpose, turned stock jobbers, and entirely neg-
lected their several professions and employments, to attend

to some bubble or other.

—

Salmon's Chronological Histo-

rian.—Gay, who, under the form of a fable, often couched
just and biting satire, alluding to the large fortunes sud-
denly made, by means of the " south sea bubble," remarks,

How many saucy airs we meet,
From Temple bar to Aldgate-street

!

Proud rogues who shared the South Sea prey.
And sprung, like mushrooms, in a day.

t To shew what great events spring from trivial causes,
it may be observed, that the public are indebted to a most
trifling incident for the greatest part of his immense for.

amounted to £18,793, besides £219,499, which
he left to endow it : and he j ust lived to see it

roofed in. He erected an almshouse with a
library at Tamworth, in Staffordshire, (the place
of his mother's nativity, and which he repre-

sented in parliament) for fourteen poor men and
women ; and for their pensions, as well as for the
putting out of poor children apprentices, be-
queathed £125 a-year. To Christ's hospital he
gave £400 a-year for ever ; and the residue of
his estate, amounting to about £80,000, among
those who could prove themselves in any degree
related to him. This truly eminent philanthropist

dedicated to charitable purposes more than any
one private person upon record in this kingdom.

In the chapel of his hospital a beautiful mo-
nument was erected in 1779, executed by Mr.
Bacon, and is said to have cost £1000. Mr. Guy
is represented in his livery gown, holding out
one hand to raise a poor invalid lying on the
earth, and pointing with the other to a distressed

object, carried on a litter into one of the wards,
the hospital being in the back-ground. On the

pedestal is this inscription :

Underneath are deposited the remains of
Thomas Guy,

Citizen of London, Member of Parliament, and tht; sole
founder of this hospital in his life-time.

It is peculiar to this beneficent man to have preserved,
during a long course of prosperity and industry, in
pouring forth to the wants of others, all that he

had earned by labour, or withheld from
self-indulgence.

Warm with philanthropy, and exalted by charity, his mind
expanded to those noble affections which grow but

too rarely from the most elevated pursuits.
After administering with extensive bounty to the claims of

consanguinity, he established this asylum for that
stage of languor and disease, to which the

charity of others had not reached

:

he provided a retreat for hopeless
insanity, and rivalled the

endowments of kings.

He died the 27th of December, 1724, in the 80th year of his
age.

As Mr. Guy printed only for profit, very little

can be expected from him of excellence. The
best of his bibles is the small 8vo. 1 68 1 . His 4to.

bibles have the advantage of a very broad-faced
letter.

1724, Jan. 1. Protestant Intelligence, No. 1.

This paper begins with good portraits of " The
Glorious Royal Guard of the Protestant Religion;
King George I., George Prince of Wales, and
Prince Frederick."

1724, Feb. 21. Tea Table, No. 1.

1724, Feb. 21. Honest True Briton, No. 1.

tunes being applied to charitable uses. Mr. Guy had a
maid servant whom h e agreed to marry, and preparatory
to his nuptuals he had ordered the pavement before his

door to be mended so far as a particular stone, which he
marked. The maid, while her master was out, innocently
looked on the paviers at work, saw a broken place they
had not repaired, and mentioned it to them, but they told

her Mr. Guy had directed them not to go so far. " Well,'

says she, "do you mend it, tell him I bade you, and I

know he will not be angry." It happened, however, that
the poor girl presumed too much on her influence over
her wary lover, with whom the charge of a few shillings

extraordinary turned the scale entirely against her ; for

Guy, enraged to find his orders exceeded, renounced the
matrimonial scheme, and built hospitals in his old age.
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1724, March 23. Plain Dealer, No. 1.—Of
this paper Dr. Johnson observes, that it " was a
periodical paper written by Mr. Hill* and Mr.
Bond, whom Savage called the two contending
powers of light and darkness. They wrote by
turns each six essays ; and the character of the
work was observed regularly to rise in Mr. Hill's

weeks, and to fall in Mr. Bond's." The Plain
Dealer was published twice a week, and was
concluded on May 7th, 1725, having reached
one hundred and seventeen numbers ; it was
reprinted in 1734, and forms two octavo volumes.

It was unfortunate, that in writing the Plain
Dealer that Mr. Hill should have fixed upon a
coadjutor so inferior to himself as Mr. Bond.
Notwithstanding this unhappy choice, it is, as a
miscellaneous paper, the best that has come
under our notice since the Free Thinker.

1724, Juh/ 8. Inquisitor, No. 1.

1724, Sept. 5. Monitor, No. 5.

1724, Dec. 21. Protestant Advocate, with re-

marks upon Popery, serious and comical, No. 3.

1725, Nov. 30. Edmund Curll, the notori-

ous bookseller, who lived at the sign of the bible,

in Bow-street, convicted of publishing several

obscene books, Venus in the Cloister ; or, the

Nun in her Smock, translated from the French,
&c. for which he stood in the pillory, and had
his ears cut off. Pope has immortalized him to

public infamy in the Dunciad.
1725, Jan. New Memoirs of Literature, by

Michael de la Roche, No. 1. Continued till

December, 1727, in 6 volumes, 8vo.

1725, Jan. The Monthly Catalogue, No. 1,

being a general register of books, sermons, plays,

and pamphlets, printed and published in London
or the universities.

1725, Jan. 10. The Halfpenny London Jour-
nal, or the British Oracle, No. 10.

1725, May 1. The Weekly Journal, or the

British Gazetteer, No. 1.

1725, Sept. 25. The British Spy, or Weekly
Journal.

1726. Died, Michael Burghers, an eminent
engraver, a native of Utrecht, who settled at

Oxford, where he engraved the almanacks : his

first appeared in 1676 without his name : also

small views of Queen's college, and portraits.

1726, Feb. The Occasional Paper, No. 2.

* Aaron Hill wasbom ia London, Feb. 10, 1685, and was
a man of amiable manners and of great moral worth. In
1709 he married a lady of beauty, wealth, and accomplish-
ments, and in the same year, became manager of Drury-
lane theatre, for which he wrote his Elfred, or the Fair
Inconstant. The following year he became master of
the Opera-house, and wrote the opera of Rinaldo, the
first which Handel composed in England. About 1718 he
published a poem called the Northern Star, or a Panegyric
on Peter the Great, for which the empress Catherine sent
him a gold medal. It was in the province of a dramatic
poet, however, that Mr. Hill was best known to his co-
temporaries ; and in this more as a translator than an
original writer; his Fall of Siam, performed in 1716, and
his Athelstan in 1731, are now forgotten; but his adapta-
tions from Voltaire, his Zara, Alzira, and Merope, have
great merit, and the first and third still keep possession of
the stage. Our author did not long survive the production
of his Merope ; he expired on February 8th, 1 750, in the
sixty-eighth year of his age, and was buried in the cloisters
of Westminster abbey, in the same grave with his wife.

1726. A learned man, Ibrahim Effendi, fully

perceiving the advantages to be derived from the
use of a press, exerted his influence towards ob-
taining the erection of one in Constantinople,
and shortly afterwards succeeded. Peignot, in
his Repertoire des bibliographies speciales, p. 163,
affirms a Turkish Grammar, dated 1730, to be
the first book really printed at Constantinople:
in this assertion however he is decidedly mis-
taken, since the Bodleian library contains two
works executed in this city, bearing the date of

1729, in one of which Ibrahim is called Archi-
typographer to the Sublime Porte ; so that print-

ing was then exercised, not only openly, but
under the express authority of the government.
It rather appears that the first printed book was
a Turkish-Arabic Lexicon, by Mahomet, the son
of Mustapha, executed between 1726 and 1728,
in two handsome volumes small folio, of which
likewise a copy has been recently placed in the
same library. Yet even this printing establish-

ment of Ibrahim (who is said by lord Teign-
mouth, in his Life of Sir William Jones, to

have learned Latin by his own industry, to have
been no contemptible writer in his native lan-
guage, and to have cast his own types) does not
seem to have been can'ied on with vigour. M.
Hammer, in his catalogue of Arabic, Persic, and
Turkish manuscripts contained in the imperial
library at Vienna, enumerates sixty-three works
printed at Constantinople and Scutari from the
year 1728 to 1819. In this series, however,
there is a complete blank from the year 1744,
that of the death of Ibrahim, after which it does
not appear that any thing was done, except that
the Lexicon of 1728 was reprinted in 1758, under
the care of another Ibrahim. Through the in-

fluence of the scribes, the press can scarcely be
said to have gained an effectual footing in Con-
stantinople until the year 1782 ; at which period
the press was re-established through the interest

of the French ambassador at the Ottoman court,

who erected a press in his own house at Pera.
Of Ibrahim's first book, the Turkish Lexicon of
1728, one thousand copies were printed, at the
cost of thirty-five piasters for each copy. The
grammar mentioned by Peignot, as also many of
the Constantinople earlier Hebrew books, may
be seen in the Bodleian library : a copy of the
very rare Polyglott Pentateuch, executed here in

1546, is in the imperial library at Vienna ; and
a second in the Oppenheimer collection : and it

is said that most of the books from Ibrahim's
press are to be found in the royal library at

Paris. Many of them are in possession of Mr.
W. Marsden, and are enumerated in the Biblio-

theca Marsdeniana, 4to., 1827. Of the Gram-
maire Turque M. Renourd, of Paris, had a copy,
every sheet of which was on paper of differeyit

colours. For some interesting details of the
modern printing-establishment and two paper
manufactories of Constantinople in 1828, see
Walsh's Narrative, 8vo. 1828.

1726, May 3. Thomas Wood, " a member of
the company of stationers, gave the king's coat
of arms."
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1726, March 11. The Country Gentleman.

1726, April 6. The Censor; or, Mustermaster-

general of all the newspapers printed in Great

Britain and Ireland, No. 2.

1726, Dec. 5. The Country Journal; or the

Craftsman, by Caleb Danvers, of Gray's Inn,

esq., No. 1, pritned by Richard Francklin.
Nicholas Amhurst was, for several years, the

conductor of this political paper. It was written

to oppose the administration of sir Robert Wal-
pole, and he was assisted in the attack by very

powerful coadjutors—Bolingbroke and Pulte-

ney. Such was the popularity of these essays,

and such the indignation of the country against

the measures of Walpole, that ten or twelve

thousand copies were frequently sold in a day.

A complete set of the Craftsman forms fourteen

volumes, 12mo.
1726. The London Journal. The Journal

was a species of newspaper, including letters and
essays on every topic, but too frequently on con-

troversial subjects. It was a great deterioration

of the admirable plan of Steele and Addison,

and, for a time, the town was deluged with these

motley productions. The invention of Weekly

Journals was, observes Aaron Hill, owing to the

taste which the town began to entertain from the

writings of the Tatler, Spectator,, and others.

The politics of the London Journal were in

favour of government.

1726. Essays on the Vices and Follies of the

Times. This volume is the production of Am-
hurst, the author of Terra Filius, and consists

of " select papers formerly published in Pasquin

and the London Jownal.
1726. London Daily Post, and General Ad-

vertiser. In 1743 it was altered to the General

Advertiser; and in 1752, took the name of the

Public Advertiser. It was commenced by Henry
Woodfall.

1726. TTie Fr'dnkische Acta Erudita et Cu-
riosa, a journal of French literature, was pub-

lished at Nuremberg, from 1726 till 1732.

1727, Feb. 6. John Gay assigned to Jacob

Tonson and John Watts, for the sum of ninety

guineas, the copyright of fifty fables, and the

Beggar^s Opera. For some curious particulars

concerning the Beggarh Opera, see Gentleman's

Magazine, for March 1822.

1727, March. Edward Cave, printer, taken

into custody of the serjeant at arms, for writing

neivs letters, containing an account of the pro-

ceedings of the house of commons.

1727. The lirst press set up at Burlington,
the capital city of New Jersey, in North America,

was by Samuel Keimer, from Philadelphia, for

the purpose of printing the New Jersey money
bills. Benjamin Franklin accompanied his

master, and while there constructed a copper-

plate printing press, the first that had been seen

in the country, and he also had to engi'ave vari-

ous ornaments and vignettes for the bills. The
press was removed to Philadelphia in about
three months. In 1765, Mr. Parker, who was
established as a printer at Woodbridge, removed
his apparatus to Burlington, solely for the pur-

pose of printing Smith's History of New Jersey,

an octavo of 570 pages ; which having finished,

he forthwith repaired to his old quarters. The
first who permanently set up a press at the place,
was Isaac Collins, a printer from Philadelphia.

1727. Died, Richard Baldwyn, a bookseller,

of St. Paul's Church-yard, and who was probably
related to R. Baldwyii,* who in 1699 lived at the
Oxford Arms, in Warwick-lane. Robert Bald-
wyn, the first who settled in Paternoster-row as
a bookseller, was his nephew, and in the title-

page of a work published in 1749, the name is

put "R. Baldwyn, jun." The sign of the
house, whilst signs were in use, was the Rose.
The house of Baldwin, a name long known in

Paternoster-row, originated with the above, and
still continues famous in the trade.

1727. The Marquess de Lassay erected a
printing press at his country seat, at Lassay, a
small town of France, in the department of the
Mayenne, one book from which is noticed by
Peignot. Probably it produced little besides

this.

1727, March 27. Died, Sir Isaac Newton,
the most eminent philosopher which this, or

perhaps any other country ever produced. He
outshone all that went before him, and all that

have come after him. It was the fortune of

Newton to erect upon the basis of geometry, a
new system of philosophy, by which the opera-

tions of nature were tor the first time properly

elucidated ; the motions of the vast orbs com-
posing the solar system being shown by him to

depend upon rules that were equally applicable

to the smallest particles of matter. He was born
at Woolstrope, in Lincolnshire, on Christmas-
day, in 1642. Losing his father in his child-

hood, the care of him devolved on his mother,

who gave him an excellent education, though
she married a second time. In 1654 he was sent

to Grantham school, and at the age of eighteen

removed to Trinity college, Cambridge. After

going through Euclid's Elements, he proceeded

to the study of Descartes's geometry, with Ought-
red's Clavis, and Kepler's Optics, in all of which
he made marginal notes as he went along. It

was in this early course that he invented the

* " Richard Baldwin.—He printed a great deal, but got
as little by it as John Dunton. He bound for me and
others when he lived in the Old Bailey ; but removing to
Warwick-lane, his fame for publishing spread so fast, he
grew too big to handle his small tools. Mr. Baldwin hav-
ing got acquaintance with persons of quality, he was now
for taking a shop in Fleet-street ; but Dick soaring out of
his element, had the honour of being a bookseller a few
months. However, to do Mr. Baldwin justice, his incli-

nations were to oblige all men, and only to neglect him-
self. He was a man of a generous temper, and would
take a cheering glass to oblige a customer. His purse and
his heart were open to aU men that he thought were
honest; and his conversation was very diverting. He
was a true lover of King William ; and after he came on
the livery, always voted on the right side. His wife, Mrs.
Ann Baldwin, in a literal sense, was an help-meet, and
eased him of all his publishing work; and since she has
been a widow, might vie vrith all the women in Europe
for accuracy and justice in keeping accounts ; and the
same I hear of her beautiful ftiughter, Mrs. Mary Baldwin,
of whom her father was very fond. He was, as it were,
flattered into his grave by a lon^ consumption ; and now
lies buried in Wickham parish, his native place. —J3wnfo».
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method of series and fluxions, which he after-

wards brought to perfection, though his claim to

the discovery was unjustly contested by Leibnitz,

who obtained a knowledge of it in 1676, from

the author himself. On the breaking out of the

plague in 1665, he retired to his country seat,

where, sitting alone in his garden, some apples

falling from a tree, led his thoughts to the sub-

ject of gravity ; and reflecting on the power of

that principle, he began to consider, that as it is

not diminished at the remotest distance from the

centre of the earth, it may be extended as far as

the moon, and to all the planetary bodies. This

subject he afterwards resumed on the occasion

of the great comet in 1680, and in 1687 the im-

portant principle which forms the foundation of

the Newtonian philosophy was first published

under the title of Philosophice Naturalis prin-

cipia Mathematica ; or, Matliematical Principles

ofNatural Philosophy. In 1671, when he was
chosen fellow of the royal society, to which
learned body he communicated his theory of light

and colours, which was followed by his account
of a new telescope invented by him, and other

interesting papers. In 1696 he was made war-

den of the mint, and afterwards master of that

office ; which place he discharged with the greatest

honour till his death. In 1703 he was chosen

president of the royal society, in which station

he continued twenty-five years. In 1705 queen
Anne conferred on him the honour of knight-

hood. In the succeeding reign he was often at

court, and the princess of Wales, afterwards

queen Caroline, frequently conversed with him
on philosophical subjects. So thoroughly con-

vinced of the truths of divine revelation was this

great man, that he inculcated in many of his

writings, with all the force of his enlightened

mind, the benevolent principles of Christianity,

and after his death was published Some Ob-
servations on the Prophecies of Daniel and the

Apocalypse of St. John.

" Nature and nature's laws lay hid in night,

Grod said, let Newton be, and all was light."

This glory of the British nation and ornament of

human nature was buried in Westminster abbey,

where a stately monument was erected over his

remains at the entrance to the choir. Sir Isaac

was of a middling stature, and his countenance
was pleasing and venerable. He never made
use of spectacles, and during his whole life lost

but one tooth. A complete and elegant edition

of his works was published with illustrations

by Dr. Horsley, 1779, in five volumes quarto.

Sir Isaac Newton had several illustrious fol-

lowers, such as Halley and Bradley, Maclaurin
and Smith, who eminently distinguished them-
selves by their knowledge, discoveries, and writ-

ings. Under such men, geometry, astronom.y,

and optics assumed no small degree of splendour.

1727, June 11. Died, George I., in the sixty-

fifth year of his age, and the thirtieth of his

reign. All historians have accounted George I. a

very fortunate monarch. In his conduct after his

accession to the throne of England, he exercised

great resolution, perseverance, and a never-failing

attention to business. That he studied the interest

of the Hanoverians more than he did that of his

English subjects, ought rather to be a subject of

regret than of censure (provided that kings are

allowed to feel the force of early habit), since his

majesty had attained his fifty-fourth year previ-

ous to his first landing in England, and was
quite ignorant of the manners, customs, and
language of the country; but he listened with

great liberality to those who acquainted him with

the genuine principles of the British constitution.

In his domestic habits the king allowed a culpa-

ble indulgence towards his mistress to render

him severe to an amiable wife,* and negligent in

the performance of his paternal duties.

With regard to the progress of literature, in

this reign, the same eminent men continued to

flourish, and therefore, properly belong to the

aera of queen Anne. It was in her time that

their genius was completely formed; it was in

her reign, or somewhat earlier, that they began
to write ; and it was the spirit they had then

imbibed, which continued to operate in the sub-

sequent period. The glory, therefore, they have

reflected on their country, was a glory of which
the succeeding princes had no right to partake.

Admitting the truth of these allegations, it may
be proper to state the literary facts that more
distinctly marked the reigns of the two first

sovereigns of the Hanover family. It is certain

that, during that time, a considerable revolution

was produced in the minds of men ; and that

various objects of inquiry engaged their atten-

tion, which, if not wholly new, had not been

discussed before to an equal extent, or with an
equal degree of accuracy and precision. Nor
was this entirely owing to the natural progiess of

reason, and the gentle and gradual operation of

literature in opening and enlarging the human
faculties, but arose, in particular, from the po-

litical situation of Great Britain. The accession

of another royal family, whose claims were dis-

approved by a large body of the people, rendered

it highly requisite to disseminate, as widely as

possible, the principles which were favourable to

the recent establishment. Accordingly, able

men were engaged in difiusing more liberal

sentiments upon these subjects; and, as this

could not be done without exciting a warm con-

* This unfortunate lady was Sophia Dorothy, the only

child of William duke of Zell ; she was born in 1666 j and
her alliance was courted by the greatest princes in Ger.

many, and at the age of sixteen was married to the elector

of Hanover. On a charge of adultery with the count
Koningsmark, a Swedish nobleman, she was confined in

the castle of Alden, on the river Aller, in the duchy of Zell,

where she endured captivity thirty-two years. She died

on the 13th of November, 1726 ; and her death was an-

nounced under the title of the elcctress dowager of Han-
nover. She conducted herself during her confinement
with mildness and patience : she received the sacrament
once every week, when she always asserted her inno-

cence of the crime laid to her charge. Subsequent cir-

cumstances have tended to shew that she was not guilty,

but was sacrificed to the jealousy of the countess of Platen,

the favourite mistress of Ernest Augustus, who, being
herself in love with the count, and slighted by him, re-

solved to eacrifice the lover and the princess to her ven.

geance.
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troversy, hence a different turn was given to the

studies of the age. Hoadly, bishop of Bangor,

attacked, with success, the narrow views of the

clergy concerning the doctrine of passive obedi-

ence, non-resistance, and hereditary right.

With regard to the state of poetry, it has

been already observed, that Pope continued to

shine in it long after the accession of the House
of Hanover. He was, indeed, the chief orna-

ment of this divine art; and so far was any man
from being able to be mentioned as his equal,

that there was no one who could pretend to ap-

proach him in excellence and reputation. Young,
nevertheless, sustained an honourable rank in

his peculiar work of composition. His Night
Thoughts, in particular, amidst all their faults,

contain the most striking proofs of a fruitful

imagination, and of a bold and sublime genius,

which if it had been refined by elegance, cor-

rected by taste, and regulated by judgment,
might have claimed a high station in the temple
of poetical fame. Thomson's exquisite descrip-

tive powers, not to mention his moral and senti-

mental beauties, will render his Seasons the

object of eternal admiration ; and his Castle of
Indolence will, perhaps, prove him to have been
the most pleasing and successful of all the imi-

tators of Spenser. There were many others who
aimed at attaining the character of poets, but
the generality of them did not rise above medi-
ocrity. This is true, with respect only to the

early part of this period ; for towards the end of

it, the poetical genius of England revived in an
eminent degree.

During this reign, the study of oriental litera-

ture was again revived under the auspices of Dr.
Thomas Hunt, of Oxford ; and it probably,was
not a little promoted by Dr. Lowth's admirable
lectures on the poetry of the Hebrews.

1727, Jan. 28. The Churchman ; or Loyalists
Weekly Journal, No. 35.

1727. The Occasional TFnfer, No. 1.

1727. New England Journal, No. 1. Printed
and published by Samuel Kneeland, at Boston.
This journal, with some changes, was carried on
till the year 1752.

1727, Jan. 30. The Evening Entertainment,
No. 4. This paper will be published on Mon-
days, Wednesdays, and Fridays, in the evening,

at which time no other newspaper comes out :

this is the last time they will be given gratis.

1727, Jan. The Political Mercury, No. 1.

1727, Jan. 20. The Free Briton, No. 1. This
was a political paper in support of sir Robert
Walpole's administration, and of course the an-
tagonist of the Craftsman. It was published
under the fictitious name of Francis Walsing-
ham, esq. but was, in reality, the production of
William Arnall, an attorney, and the successor

of Concanen in the British Journal. Arnall
began his political career under the age of
twenty, and carried on a furious party war for

several years with such virulent and scurrilous
language, that even exceeded the wishes of his
patrons. The commentator on Pope declares
that " he writ for hire, and valued himself

upon it, and that he received, for Free Britons
and other writings, in the space of four years, no
less than ten thousand nine hundred and ninety

-

seven -pounds six shillings and eightpence, out of
the treasury.'^* It was the custom during the ad-
ministration of Wulpole, to allow newspapers and
pamphlets written in favour of the government,
to be sent post free to any part of the kingdom.

1727, July. The Weekly Miscellany, No. 1,

by R. Bradley, professor of botany in the uni-
versity of Cambridge, &c.

1727, Sept. 9. The Seasonable Writer, No. 1.

1727, Sept. 18. The Citizen, No. 1.

1727, Oct. 17. The Tatler Revived ; by Isaac
Bickerstaff, esq.. No. 1.

1727, Dec. 1. The Evening Journal, No. 1.

1727, Dec. 12. The London Evening Post,

1727. The British Spy ; or Derby Postman,
printed and published by S. Hodgkiiison. This
was the first newspaper in the county of Derby.
There was a Mr. W. Cantrel, a bookseller, at

Derby, who sold Anthony Blackwall'sf Intro-
duction to the Classics, 12mo. London, printed by
William Bowyer, for George Mortlack,:}: 1717.

1728, Feb. 21. With the patriotic purpose of
supplying Scotland with school books, at a
cheaper price, the magistrates of Edinburgh,
upon this day, appointed James Davidson and
Thomas Ruddiman, joint printers to the uni-
versity, during the lives of both, and during the

life of the longest liver. The following is a copy
ofthe appointment from the city records :—" The
same day anent the petition given in by Mr.
James Davidson, bookseller, in Edinburgh, and
Mr. Thomas Ruddiman, under keeper of the

* The annotator of Pope says, that there were papers
called the Daily Gazette, each of which lasted but a day.
Into this, as a common sink, was received all the trash
which had been before dispersed in several journals, and
circulated at the expense of the nation. The authors were
the same obscure men ; though sometimes relieved by
occasional essays from statesmen, courtiers, bishops,
deans, and doctors. The meaner sort were rewarded with
money; others with places or benefices, from a hundred
to a thousand a year. It appears from the Report of the
Secret Committee for inquiring into the conduct of Robert,
earl of Orford, " that no less than fifty thousand seventy-
seven pounds eighteen shillings were paid to authors and
printers of newspapers, such as Free Britons, Daily Cou-
rants, Corn Cutters' Journals, Gazetteers, and other poli-
tical papers, between Feb. 10, 1731, and Feb. 10, 1741,"
which shews the benevolence of one minister to have ex-
pended, for the current dulness of ten years in Britain,
double the sum which gained Louis XIV. so much honour,
in annual pensions to learned men all over Europe. In
which, and in a much longer time, not a pension at court,
nor preferment in church or universities, of any consider-
ation, was bestowed on any man distinguished for his
learning separately from party-merit, or pamphlet writing.

t Mr. Blackwall was born in Derbyshire about 1674, and
educated at Cambridge, where he took the degree of M. A.
He was appointed head master of the free school at Derby,
and lecturer of All-hallows there. In I722 he was appoint-
ed head master of Mai-ket Bosworth school, in Leicester-
shire, and in October, 1726, he was presented by sir Henry
Atkins, bart, to the church of Clapham, in Surry, which
living, however, he resigned in 1729, and returned to

Market Bosworth, where he died AprU 8, 1730.

—

See
Nichols's Anecdotes, vol. \,p. 130.

X Mr. Mortlack has been master of the company of
stationers, and the most indefatigable shopkeeper I have
knovm. He is very exact in trade. He was much assist-

ed by the friendship of the great Dr. Stillingfleet, bishop
of Worcester, and printed most of his works. He is now
pretty much up in years ; speaks slow, but speaks seldom
in vain.

—

Dunton.
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advocate's library, mentioning, that whereas the

far greater part of the books taught in our scho«)ls

and colleges are imported from foreign places

into this country, to the great discouragement of

their own manufactories. And the petitioners

being well assured, that if the council, patrons of

the university of this city, would be pleased to

constitute them printers to the said university,

they will be enabled to print the above-men-

tioned books better, and furnish them at easier

rates than the country could be otherways pro-

vided of them ; and that the importation of such

books from foreign places will be thereby in a

great measure prevented. Craving therefore

the council to constitute and appoint the peti-

tioners conjoint printers to the said university,

with all the rights, privileges, and emoluments,

thereto belonging, for such a term of years, as

the council should think fit; as the petition

bears, which being considered by the council,

they with the extraordinary deacons nominated

and elected, and hereby nominats and elects the

said Mr. James Davison and Mr. Thomas Rud-
diman, to be conjoint printers to the university

of this city, andlongest liver of them two, during

their respective lives."

l72S,April 24. Died, Awnsham Churchill,
who is said by Granger to have been the greatest

bookseller and stationer of his time.—An original

letter, dated April 30, 1728, observes, " I hear

that your great bookseller, Awnsham Churchill,

is dead : he had a great stock, and printed many
books ; and I hope the sale of his effects will

throw a plenty of books on the city of London,

and reduce their present high price." In con-

junction with his brother John, his name will

be found to the principal publications from the

period of the revolution to his death ; if he did

not retire from business before that event, and
that he may view with the Tonsons who at-

tained to the honour of a seat in parliament.

Dunton characterizes the two brothers in the

following paragraph :
—" Mr. Awnsham and Mr.

John Churchill, two booksellers (and brothers)

of an universal wholesale trade. I traded very

considerably with them for several years ; and
must do them the justice to say, that I was
never concerned with any persons more exact in

their accounts, or more just in their payments.
They are both so well furnished for any great

undertaking, that what they have hitherto pro-

posed, they have gone through with great honour
to themselves, and satisfaction to subscribers

;

of which their printing Camden's Britannia, and
the publication of a New Collection of Travels,

lately come abroad, are imdeniable instances.

Sir Richard Blackmore's Poetical Works, and
Mr, Locke's Essay, have received no small ad-

vantage by coming abroad through their hands
;

and, to finish their characters, they never starve

an undertaking to save charges. In the Neto

Collection of Travels before mentioned, though
they make about one hundred and fifty sheets

and fifty cuts more than were promised, yet they

ask their subscribers no advance." Awnsham
Churchill purchased, in 1704, the manor of

Henbury, in Dorsetshire, and represented the
county town in parliament. He married Sarah,

daughter of John Lownds, esq. by whom he had
three sons ; ofwhom the eldest, William Church-
ill, esq. married, first, 1770, Louisa-Augusta
Greville, daughter of Francis first earl Brooke
and earl of Warwick, by whom he had one son,

William. He married, secondly, Eliza, widow
of Frederic Thomas, third earl of Strafi'ord.

1728. The Pennsylvania Gazette, printed by
Samuel Keimer, Philadelphia. In the following

year it was purchased by Benjamin Franklin,

and conducted by him for thirty years. Franklin

gives the following account of the establishment

of this paper :—" George Webb, having found a
friend who lent him the necessary sum to buy
out his time with Keimer, came one day to offer

himself to us as a jouraeyman. We could not
employ him immediately ; but I foolishly told

him, under the rose, that I intended shortly to

publish a new periodical paper, and that we
should then have work for him. My hopes of
success, which I imparted to him, were founded
on the circumstance, that the only paper we had
in Philadelphia at that time, and which Bradford
printed, was a paltry thing, miserably conducted,
in no respect amusing, and which yet was profit-

able. I consequently supposed that a good
work of this kind could not fail of success.

Webb betrayed my secret to Keimer, who, to

prevent me, immediatelypublished the prospectus

of a paper, that he intended to institute himself,

and in which Webb was to be engaged. I was
exasperated at this proceeding, and, with a view
to counteract them, not being able at present to

institute my own paper, I wrote some humorous
pieces in Bradford's, under the title of the Busy
Body;* and which was continued for several

months by Breintnal. I hereby fixed the atten-

tion of the public upon Bradford's paper ; and
the prospectus of Keimer, which we turned into

ridicule, was treated with contempt. He began,
notwithstanding, his paper; and after continuing

it for nine months, having at most not more
than ninety subscribers, he offered it to me for a
mere trifle. I had for some time been ready for

such an engagement ; I therefore instantly took

it upon myself, and in a few years it proved ex-
tremely profitable to me."

1728. The Man/land Gazette, in German,
published at Annapolis. The first book printed

in the city of Annapolis, was a Collection of the

Laws of Maryland, 1727, printed by William
Parks. Mr. Parks was succeeded by some of
the family of Green, under whom the art flou-

rished considerably at Annapolis.

1728, Jan. 20. British Journal^ or Censor,

1728, Jan. Monthly Chronicle, No. 1, 4to.

Continued till March 1732, when it was super-
seded by the London Magazine, which was
conducted with great reputation till 1783, when
it was relinquished by the proprietors.

* A manuscript note in the file of the American Mer-
cury, preserved in the Philadelphia library, says, that
Franklin wrote the five first numbers, and part of the
eighth.
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1728, Jan. Present State of the Republic of
Letters, No. 1. Continued till December, 1736.

1728. The Intelligencer, by Dr. Thos. Sheridan.

This paper was published weekly in Dublin, in

the years 1 728 and 1729. It is a miscellaneous

paper, and had the occasional assistance of dean

Swift. Dr. Sheridan died September 10, 1738.

1728, Jul]/. The Universal Spectator, No. 1.

1728, Sept. 25. The Parrot, by Mrs. Prattle.

1728, Oct. 1. Flying Post, or Weekly Medley,

printed by Matthew Jenour, in Giltspur-street.

1728, Oct. 16. New York Gazette, ^rmteA and

published in New York, by William Bradford.

1728. The Literary Journal.

1728. TJie Touchstone.

1728. The Weekly Medley.

1728. Faulkner^s Journal, printed and pub-

lished daily, by George Faulkner, Dublin.* It

was truly Hibernian in the blundering simplicity

of its style and typography. It is said, on its

afterwards falling into other hands, to have been

conducted with great ability and spirit.

1729, Jan. 19. Died, William Congreve,
of whom Voltaire says, " He raised the glory of

comedy to a greater height than any English

writer before, or since his time. He wrote only

a few plays, but they are the best of the kind."

And Dennis, speaking of Congi-eve, says, " he

quitted the stage early, and comedy left it with

him." He was born at Bardsey, in Staffordshire,

Feb. 10, 1769, and educated at Trinity college,

Dublin. While studying law in the Temple, in

London, he began to write for the stage, and at

the age of twenty-one produced his first play

called the Old Bachelor, which was highly suc-

cessful. Lord Halifax made him a commissioner

for licensing hackney coaches, and other em-
ployments, which yielded him £1200 a-year.

About 1695, he engaged in a controversy with

Collier, respecting the immorality of his plays,

in which Congreve was completely foiled, and
in consequence ceased dramatic authorship.

1729, March. Died, Mr. Rolland, advo-

cate, and proprietor of the Caledonian Mercury,

printed by Thomas Ruddiman. At this time

the whole property of the Mercury was trans-

ferred to Mr. Ruddiman, which from No. 1396,

was printed for and by Thomas and Walter

Ruddiman, and sold at the shop of Alexander

Symmers, bookseller, in the Parliament square.

In this manner did the proprietorship of the

paper pass into the family of Ruddiman, with

whom it continued, though under various modi-

fications, till May, 1772.

* Mr. Norman, bookseller, Dublin.—He is a middling
squat man that loves to live well, and has a spouse who
understands preparing good things as well as the best lady

in Ireland. He has a hole in his nose, occasioned by a
brass pin in his nurse's waistcoat, which happened to run
in it, and for want of a skilful hand to dress it, the hole
remains to this day, and yet without disfiguring his face.

He invited me to his house when I made my auction in
Dublin, and when I came gave me a hearty welcome. I

found Mr. Norman an excellent florist, and he has this
peculiar to himself, that whatever he has in his garden is

the most excellent of its kind. He is a very grave honest
man, imderstands his trade extraordinary well, and has
the honour to have been master of the booksellers com-
pany in Dublin.

—

Dunton.

1729, March 12. The Dunciad was presented
to George II. and his queen (who had before
been pleased to read it) at St. James's, by the
right honourable sir Robert Walpole ; and some
days after, the whole impression was taken and
circulated by several noblemen and gentlemen.
On the day the book was on sale, a crowd of
authors besieged the shop of Bernard Lintot, the
bookseller ; entreaties, advices, threats, of law,
and battery, nay, cries of treason, were all em-
ployed to hinder the coming out of the Dunciad

;

on the other side, the booksellers and hawkers
made as great efforts to procure it. The dunces
(for by this name they were called) held weekly
clubs to consult about hostilities against the
author ; one denounced him as the greatest

enemy the government had ; and others brought
his image in clay, to execute him in effigy.*

Some false editions of the book, having an owl
in their frontispiece ; the true one, to distinguish

it, fixed in its stead an ass laden with authors.

Then another surreptitious one being printed

with the same ass, the new edition, in 8vo, re-

turned for distinction to the owl again. Hence
arose a great contest of booksellers against book-
sellers, and advertisements against advertise-

ments ; some recommending the edition of the

owl, and others the edition of the ass ; by which
names they came to be distinguished. The last

complete edition of the Dunciad did not appear
till 1643. The first edition sold for sixpence.

1729, June 19. Robert Knell, compositor,

and John Clark, pressman, of Mist's Weekly
Journal, were set in the pillory for working that

paper of the 24th of August, 1728. The follow-

ing epigram appeared upon the conduct of the
whig government towards the press :

ON THE LIBERTY OF THE PRES«.

In good Queen Anna's days, when tories reign'd.
And the just liberty of the press restrain'd,
Sad whigs complain'd in doleful notes and sundry,
O Liberty ! O Virtue ! O my Country !

But when themselves had reach'd the days of grace.
They chang'd their principles as well as place

;

From messengers secure no piinter lies,

They take compositors, pressmen, devils, flies :

What means this change ? the sum of all the stories,

Tories deprest are whigs, and whigs in power are tories.

1729. William Bowyer printed two large

editions in 4to. (10,500) of Polly, an opera;

being the second part of The Beggar^s Opera.

Written by Mr. Gay. With the songs and
basses engraved on copper-plates.

The following paragraph appeared in the

Evening Post of April 10, 1729. " Yesterday

two illegal, false, and spurious editions of

Polly, an Opera ; being the Second Part of the

Beggar^ Opei'a, were published ; the one in 8vo.

without the music, printed for Jeffery Walker,

in the Strand, the other in 8vo. with the music

at the end, printed for J. Thomson. This is to

advertise all booksellers, printers, publishers,

hawkers, &c. not to sell, or cause to be sold,

* The Cudgell ; or, a Crabtree Lecture to the author of
the Dunciad. By Herculus Vinegar, Esq. London, 1742.
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any of the Baid editions, the sole property of the

said hook being according to act of parliament

vested in the author, for whom the book is

printed with the music in copper-plates in

quarto. Prosecutions with the utmost severity

will be put in execution against any one who
shall presume to sell any of the aforesaid illegal

spurious editions."

1729. The library of sir Richard Gibbs, knt.,

of Great Waltham, and Bury St. Edmunds,
was sold by auction, by T. Green, Spring-gar-

dens, bookseller, with jfixed prices : qu. if not

the earliest. Prices were at first fixed in the

first leaf of each book ; afterwards, as at present,

transcribed from thence with the printed cata-

logue, where some books, however, of great

value, are left without price.*

1729, Sept. 29. Died^ Sir Richard Steele,
a celebrated writer, of whom it is but justice to

say, that " as long as elegant literature shall be

cultivated in this country, the name of Steele

will always have a respectable portion of esteem

and praise. Whether we consider his polished

diction, his acuteness in controversy, or the variety

and depth of his observation ; his claims to our

esteem are so strong, that it seems probable they

will be the more readily acknowledged, the far-

ther our advances in refinement shall incline us

to examine them." He was a native of Dublin,

where his father was a barrister. He obtained

an ensigncy in the guards, and wrote his first

* The earliest known sale of books by auction in this

country out of London, is the following :

—

"A Catalogue

of choice Books, consisting of Divinity, Law, History, Src.

both in English and Latin ; will be sold by auction at Mr.
Edward Pawlett's house, bookseller, in Grantham, on
Wednesday the 4th day of August, l686. The catalogues
are distributed gratis at Mr. Yates's, in Duck-lane, Lon-
don, and at the said Mr. Pawlett's, at Grantham."—This
catalogue, remarkable as one of the earliest recollected,

began with the following address to the readers :
" Gen-

tlemen, I doubt not but most are sensible, that through
the booksellers' care in collecting choice books, and ex-
posing them to sale by way of auction, many are not only
furnished with what they desire, at easy rates, but save
themselves much trouble in a tedious and fruitless search
after books, which are not always to be found in book-
sellers' shops. And though the books in this catalogue
have suffered much from the unskilfulness of its taker

;

yet the carious peruser will find a great number of scarce
and choice books on all subjects. Great indeed has the
care been in furnishing this auction, that the bookseller
might find encouragement in obliging those gentlemen
whose study it is to render our nation as illustrious for
men of learning as any in the world."
The conditions of the sale are these ; I. That he who

bids most is the buyer : and if any difference arise which
the company cannot decide, then the book or books shall

be exposed to sale again. II. That all the books in this

catalogue, not otherwise expressed, are (for ought we
know) perfect ; but if any of them appear to be otherwise
before they are taken away, the buyer shall have his

choice of taking or leaving them. III. That the money
for the books so bought, be paid within one week after the
sale be ended, at the place where they are sold : where,
upon payment thereof, the books shall be delivered.—The
sale will begin at eight in the morning and continue till

twelve ; and from two in the afternoon till eight. The
books to be seen two days before the sale begins.

Of Mr. Yates, associated above, John Dunton says, " He
has met with losses as well as myself; yet, when his stars

were the most unkind, he was still as honest as ever ; and
being always just in his dealings, he now, like the sun
(just come from behind a cloud) shines brighter and fairer

than ever—some men are only just whilst the world
smiles ; but when it frowns, they act such little tricks, as

renders their virtues suspected ; but Yates ever preserved
his integrity, and is the same good man, under all events.

work, entitled the Christian Hero, for which lord
Cutts procured him a captain's commission in

the fusileers. In 1702 appeared his comedy of
the Funeral ; or, Grief a la Mode, which had
great success. This play was followed by the
Lying Lovers, for which Lintot, the bookseller,

gave him £21 10^. The Tender Husband and
the Conscious Lovers succeeded. The commence-
ment of the Tatler, Spectator, and Chiardian,*

has already been noticed, and the reputation he
acquired by these and other writings, procured
him several lucrative situations under govern-
ment, and a seat in parliament. On the accession

of George I. he received the honour of knight-
hood, and was appointed surveyor of the stables

at Hampton court, and governor of the royal

company of comedians. He died at Llangunnor,
in Caermarthenshire. " There was a great simi-

litude," observes lady Mary Montagu, "between
the character of Henry Fielding and sir Richard
Steele.f They both agreed in wanting money, in

spite of all their friends, and would have wanted
it, if their hereditary lands had been as extensive

as their imaginations
; yet each of them was so

formed for happiness, it is pity he was not im-
mortal." John Nichols, esq. to whom the friends

and admirers of Steele owe many obligations,

presented to the company of stationers a good
portrait of this eminent writer. This picture

exhibits a large man inclined to corpulency, with

handsome dark eyes and brows, with a velvet cap
on his head, and his collar open.

1729, Feb. 27. Tlie Knight Errant, No. 1.

1729, April 5. Fog's Weekly Journal, No. 28.

This paper was written in opposition to the go-

vernment, and became so popular that it con-

tinued to be published for nearly eight years.

1729. The Waterford Flying Post, containing
" the most material news both foreign and do-

* Steele's expense in his periodical publications, says
Dr. Birch, was very considerable; and laudable as his

views certainly were, his auxiliaries, in general, did not
assist him gratis. Of this expense, from which his genius
might well have exempted him, and to which his indo-
lence only, and his fashionable life subjected him, it is

now impossible to state with precision to the full amount.
It may, however, enable the curious to form some esti -

mate to inform them, and on filial authority, that the
celebrated bishop Berkeley had one guinea and a dinner
with Steele, for every paper of his composing published in

the Guardian.

t Mr. Samdkl Sprint, senior, thrives much in trade,

and is punctual and honest. He has been very fortunate
in several engagements. He printed Mr. Fox, of Time,
Mr. Doolittle, on the Sacrament, and was engaged the
same way for Mr. Steele, and other eminent autliors ; so
that it is easy to know what success he has had in the
world.
Mr. Sprint, junior.—His worthy father is character-

ized above. Mr. John Sprint does patrizare, he has a
ready wit, a great deal of good humour, and is owner of
as much generosity as any man of the trade ; there is an
humble sweetness in all his actions, and to render him the
more agreeable, this brave soul of his has the happiness to
live in a very beautiful tenement, and it had been pity it

should have lived in any other. In a word (if I have a
right notion of John Sprint) he is the handsomest man in
the stationers' company, and may without compliment be
called " a very accomplished bookseller." His father find-

ing him a sober religious person, has made him a partner
in his trade, and they are now reprinting three great and
useful books, entitled the History of the Bible, with cuts ;

Le Grand Body of Philosophy, anil Gwilliam's Heraldry,
with great improvements.— /iww/on.

4 L
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mestic." It was printed on a sheet of common
writing paper, the head ornamented with the

royal arms, and those of the city of Waterford.

The price was a halfpenny, or a shilling per

quarter—^being published twice a week.

1729. The Glasgow Journal. This is one of

the few Scottish newspapers, published at that

early period, which have existed to the present

day.

1730. Peter Vander AA, an eminent book-

seller, who was born at Leyden, in 1661. Nearly

all the early publishers and printers possessed

considerable literary attainments, of which a
very striking example occurs in this distinguished

bookseller, who, in point of industry, at least,

surpassed all his predecessors. He had a large

printing-office, was eminent as a map engraver

and geographer, and besides managing a very

extensive bookselling business, contrived in less

than half a century to complete nearly one hun-
dred folio volumes. His principal work is A
Gallery of the World, in sixty-six volumes,

which he completed a short time prior to his

death, in this year.

1730. Eleazar Phillips, of Boston, in con-

sequence of a liberal offer made by government,

erected the first printing press in Charlestown, a
beautiful city, the metropolis of the state of

South Carolina, in North America, and, except

in the city, there was no printing throughout the

whole province, previous to the revolution.

1730. An enterprising bookseller in Boston
having petitioned for and received some aid from

the legislature of Massachusetts, erected the first

paper mill in that colony.

1730. David Harry, a printer of Philadel-

phia, introduced the art into Bridgetown, the

capital of the island of Barbadoes. In the fol-

lowing year, a newspaper, the Barbadoes Gazette,

began to be published. "Keimer's business," says

Dr. Franklin, "diminishing everyday, he was at

last forced to sell his stock to satisfy his credi-

tors, and he betook himself to Barbadoes, where
he lived for some time in a very impoverished

state. His apprentice, David Harry, whom I

had instructed while I worked with Keimer,
having bought his materials, succeeded in the

business. I was apprehensive, at first, of finding

in Harry a powerful competitor, as he was allied

to an opulent and respectable family, I there-

fore proposed a partnership, which, happily for

me, he rejected with disdain. He was extremely

proud, thought himself a fine gentleman, lived

extravagantly, and pursued amusements which
suffered him to be scarcely ever at home ; in con-

sequence he became in debt, neglected his busi-

ness, and business neglected him. Finding in a
short time nothing to do in the country, he fol-

lowed Keimer to Barbadoes, carrying his print-

ing materials with him. There the apprentice
employed his old master as a journeyman. They
were continually quarrelling; and Harry, still

getting in debt, was obliged at last to sell his
press and types, and to return to his old occupa-
tion of husbandry in Pennsylvania. The person
who purchased them employed Keimer tomanage

the business, but he died a few years after. He
was a strange animal, ignorant of the common
modes of life, apt to oppose with rudeness gene-
.rally received opinions, an enthusiast in certain

points of religion, disgustingly unclean in his

person, and was merely a compositor, being
wholly incapable of working at press. He had
been one of the French prophets, and knew how-
to imitate their supernatural agitations. He
professed no particular religion, but ajlittle upon
all occasions. He was totally ignorant of the
world, and a great knave at heart."

1730, Feb. 28. Weekly Medley. The following
notice appears in this paper, " A gentleman has
brought over the first volume in manuscript of
the History of Charles XII. King of Sweden,
written in French, by the celebrated M. de Vol-
taire, author of the Henriade. We hear that it

is not allowed to be printed in France, because of

the many fine strokes upon liberty interspei-sed

in different parts of it."

1730, June 5. In' the Weekly News of this

date is the following advertisement;—"Mr.
Woolston's second part of his defence of his

Discourses of Miracles, just published, has
given such offence to the clergy, that they can-

not bear the sight of him. Thereupon he Avas

desired to forbear coming to the chapter house ;

or they who resort thither would leave the house."

1730, Sept. 27. Died, Lawrence Eusdetv, an
English poet of some eminence, who was bom
in Yorkshire, and educated at Trinity college,

Cambridge, after which he took orders, and was
for a considerable period chaplain to Richard,
lord Willoughby de Broke. His firet patron was
lord Halifax, whose poem On the Battle of the

Boyne Eusden translated into Latin. He was
also esteemed by the duke of Newcastle, on
whose marriage with lady Henrietta Godolphin
he wrote an Epithalamium, for which, upon the

death of Rowe, he was by his grace preferred

in 1718 to the laureateship. He had several

enemies, and, among others. Pope, who put him
into his Dunciad ; though we do not know what
provocation he gave to any of them, unless by
being raised to the dignity of poet-laureate.

Eusden died at the rectory of Coningsby, in

Lancashire. He was succeeded in the laureate-

ship by Colley Cibber, a good comic dramatist,

but a wretched poet. This was the fifth ap-

pointment in which party politics had directed

the royal choice to the neglect of real merit.

1730, Jan. 8. Memoirs of the Society ofGrub-
street. This is a paper of considerable wit and
humour, in ridicule of the host of bad writers

which at that time infested the republic of

letters. Most of these gentlemen had previously

figured in the Dunciad, but are here more
minutely held up to public contempt. The pro-

ductions of Eusden, Cibber, Concanen, Curll,

Dennis, Henley, Ralph, Arnall, Theobald, Wel-
sted, &c., &c., are exposed with wholesome

severity, and in a strain of the most keen and
sarcastic irony. The principal writers of these

satirical eflusions were. Dr. Richard Russel, a

physician, and the author of a Treatise on Sea
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Water; and Dr. John Martyn. Their signa-

tures are Bavius and M(evius. To the Memoirs

of the Society of Grub-street the literary world

is greatly indebted ; for, in fact, to this publica-

tion we owe the Gentleman's Magazine. The
Memoirs "meeting with encouragement," says

sir John Hawkins, " Cave projected an improve-
ment thereon in a pamphlet of his own ; and in

the following year gave to the world the first

number of the Gentleman's Magazine, with a
notification, that the same would be continued
monthly ; incurring thereby a charge of plagiar-

ism, which, as he is said to have confessed it, we
may suppose he did not look upon as criminal."

1730, July 3. The Speculatist, No. 1. By
Mr. Concanen.* This paper procured its author
no reputation, and not much pecuniary profit.

The expenses of printing were defrayed by sub-

scription ; but the subscribers had reason to

complain that it was little more than a republi-

cation of the British and London Journals. In
these papers, and the Speculatist, he was, to

adopt the language of the annotator on Pope,
"the author of several dull and dead scurrilities,"

and, by abusing the poet and his friend Boling-
broke, obtained an introduction into the Duneiad.

1730, Dec. 22. Whitivorth's Manchester Ga-
zette, printed and published by H. Whitworth.
In 1737 the name was changed to the Manches-
ter Magazine, and continued above twenty years.

1730, Feb. 21-24. (Edipus, or Postman re-

mounted.

1730, April 19. The Weekly Register, No. 1.

1730, Dec. 15. The Hyp Doctor, by sir Isaac

Ratcliffe, of Elbow-lane, No. 1. This was the

production of John Henley, in support of the

administration of sir Robert Walpole.

1731, Jan. The Gentleman^s Magazine. This
periodical miscellany was commenced by Edward
Cave, printer, St. John's-gate, Clerkenwell, who,
as the inscription beneath his portrait states, was

" The first inventor of the monthly magazines
j

The invention all admired ; and each how he
To be the inventor missed."'

One of the reasons assigned for beginning it was,

to form a collection or magazine of the essays,

intelligence, &c., which appeared in the " two
hundred half sheets per month," which the

London press was then calculated to throw off,

besides " written accounts," and about as many
more half sheets printed " elsewhere in the three

kingdoms." When Cave formed the project of

his magazine, he was far from expecting the

success which he found ; and others had so little

prospect of its consequence, that though he had
for several years talked of his plan among printers

and booksellers, none of them thought it worth

* Matthew Concanen was a native of Ireland, and bred
to the law, but not succeeding in this line, he turned his
attention to politics, enlisting himself under the banners
of the administration in the British and London Journals.
By the interest of the duke of Newcastle, he was appointed
attorney-general of the island of Jamaica, a post which he
filled for seventeen years with unblemished integrity, and
universal esteem of the inhabitants. He returned to
London in December, 1748, with an ample fortune honour-
ably acquired, and died January 22, 1749. His poems,
and his play of Wexford Wells, have mcrit.—DraAt.

the trial. That they were not restrained by their

virtue from the execution of another man's de-

sign, was sufliciently apparent as soon as that

design began to be gainful ; for in a few years a
multitude of magazines arose, and perished

:

only the London Magazine, supported by a
powerful association of booksellers, and circu-

lated with all the art, and all the cunning of

trade, exempted itself from the general fate of

Cave's invaders, and obtained, though not an
equal, yet a considerable sale. " The invention

of this new species of publication," says Dr.

Kippis, " may be considered as something of an
epocha in the literary history of this country.

The periodical publications before that time were
almost wholly confined to political transactions,

and to foreign and domestic occurrences; but the

magazines have opened a way for every kind of

enquiry and infonnation. The intelligence and
discussion contained in them are very extensive

and various ; and they have been the means of

diffusing a general habit of reading through the

nation ; which, in a certain degree, hath enlarged

the public understanding. Many young authors,

who have afterwards risen to future eminence in

the literary world, have here made their first

attempts in composition. Here, too, are pre-

served a multitude of curious and useful hinta^

observations, and facts, which otherwise might
have never appeared ; or, if they had appeared in

a more evanescent form, would have incurred

the danger of being lost. If it were not an in-

vidious task, the history of them would be no
incurious or unentertaining subj ect. The maga-
zines that unite utility with entertainment are

undoubtedly preferable to those (if there have

been any such) which have only a view to idle

and frivolous amusement." With the prospe-

rity of his magazine, Mr. Cave began to aspire

to popularity ; and, being a greater lover of

poetry than any other art, he sometimes ofiered

subjects for poems, and proposed prizes for the

best performances. The first prize was £50, for

which, being but newly acquainted with wealth,

and thinking the influence of £50 extremely

great, he expected the first authors of the king-

dom to appear as compctitoi"s ; and offered the

allotment of the prize to the universities.* But,

when the time came, no name was seen among
the writers that had been ever seen before; the

universities and several private men rejected the

province of assigning the prize.f At all this

Mr. Cave wondered for a while ; but his natural

judgment, and a wider acquaintance with the

worid, soon cured him of his astonishment, as of

many other prejudices and errors. Nor have

* On the Invitation of the Epigrammatists made by Mr.
Cave, theprinter of the Getitleinan'a Magazine, 1/31.

The psalmist to a Care for refuge fled.

And vagrants followed him for want of bread

;

Ye happy bards ! would you with plenty dwell.
Fly to that best of Caves in Clerkenwell.

t The determination was left to Dr. Cromwell Mortimer
and Dr. Birch ; and by the latter the award was made,
which may be seen in the magazine for the year 1736,
vol. vi. p. 59.
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many men been seen raised hy accident or in-

dustry to sudden riches, that retained less of the

meanness of their former state. In a conversa-

tion with Boswell, Dr. Johnson said, " his friend

Edward Cave used to sell 10,000 of the Gentle-

man's Magazine ; yet such was then his minute

attention and anxiety that the sale should not

suffer the smallest decrease, that he would name
a particular person who he heard had talked of

leaving off the magazine, and would say, ' let us

have something good next month !
'

" Cave's

attention to the magazine may indeed truly be

termed unremitting ; for, as Johnson observed

to Boswell, " he scarcely ever looked out of the

window but with a view to its improvement."

1731, Feb. 15. Their majesties, George II.

and the queen, being desirous of seeing " the

noble art of printing," a printing-press and cases

were put up in St. James's palace on this day.

The duke of York composed a small book of his

own writing, called the Laws of Dodge-Hare,
under the direction of Mr. Samuel Palmer.

1731. The Weekly Rehearsal was set on foot

at Boston by the famous Jeremy Gridley, after-

wards attorney-general of Massachusetts Bay,
then a young lawyer of brilliant promise. At
the end of a year he wearied of the work, on
which he had expended much classical lore, and
the labour of weekly essays full of sense and
entertainment ; and it went into the hands of

Thomas Fleet, an Englishman by birth, and a
printer by trade, who had brought himself into

trouble in London by his antipathy to the high
church party, manifested in a studied affront to

the procession in honour of Dr. Sacheverel. * *

Fleet was a humorist—a man of talent and
energy, and possessing uncommon resources, in

his mind and experience, for his present under-
taking. His satire was generally good-natured,

and always free and copious. He fully pre-

served the latter strain, and somewhat abandoned
the former, in an attack on Whitefield, then at

the height of his popularity. For some unex-
plained reason he changed the name of the Re-
hearsal, after printing it about two years, to that

of the Boston Evening Post. This he continued
thirteen years longer, to the time of his death,

and it was undoubtedly much the best paper of

its time. It was brought down by his two sons

to the month of the Lexington battle.

1731. The first public library in America was
established at Philadelphia, through the exer-

tions of Benjamin Franklin. Fifty persons at

first subscribed forty shillings each, and agreed
to pay ten shillings annually ; in the course of
ten years it became so valuable and important as

to induce the proprietors to get themselves in-

corporated by royal charter.

1731. Died, Allington Wilde, printer, in

Aldersgate-street. His daughter Martha was
the first wife of Samuel Richardson, the author
of Pamela, &c. See page 633 ante.

17^1, April 24:. Died, Daniel Defoe, author
of Robinson Crusoe, and other celebrated works,
the whole of which were the mere fabrications
of the writer's invention, and arc so distinguished

by an air of nature and truth, that it is almost
impossible not to take them for genuine ; and
the vast amount of his literary labours may in

some degree be conceived from the fact, that the
list of his publications given by Mr. Wilson, his

biogragher, contains no fewer than two hundred
and ten articles. He was the son of James Foe,
a butcher, in the parish of Cripplegate, London,
where he was born in the year 1660. In 1688
he kept a hosier's shop in Cornhill, but becoming
a bankrupt, he had recourse to his pen for sub-
sistence ; but however subordinate and compa-
ratively humble as was the sphere in which he
moved, and exposed as he was from his circum-
stances to all sorts of temptations, his political

career was distinguished by a consistency, a
disinterestedness, and an independence, which
have never been surpassed, and but rarely ex-
emplified to the same degree by those occupying
the highest stations in the direction of national

affairs. His principles, which were those of the
whigs, repeatedly drew upon him obloquy, dan-
ger, persecution, and punishment, both in the
shape of personal and pecuniary suffering, and
in that of stigma and degradation ; but nothing
ever scared him from their courageous avowal
and maintenance. The injustice he met with on
more than one occasion was not more shocking
from its cruelty than from its absurdity. Con-
fomiably to the fate which had pursued him
through life, the accession of the house of Han-
over, although the end and consummation, it

may be said, of all his political labours, instead

of bringing him honours and rewards, consigned
him only to neglect and poverty. At length, he
resolved to abandon politics, and to employ his

pen for the future on less ungrateful themes.
The extraordinary effect of this determination
was to enable him, by a series of works which
he began to produce after he had reached nearly

the age of sixty, to eclipse all that he had for-

merly done, and to secure to himself a fame
which has extended as far and will last as long
as the language in which he wrote. Defoe died
in his native parish, in the seventieth year of his

age, and was buried in Bunhill Fields, then
called Tindall's burying-ground. He left his

widow, and a large family, in tolerable circum-
stances. His youngest daughter, Sophia, was
married, April 30, 1729, to Henry Baker, the
celebrated naturalist, who served an apprentice-

ship to Mr. John Parker, bookseller. Pall Mall.
1731, Jan. 1. The Kendal Courant, No. 1.

printed and published by Thomas Cotton, me-
dium 4to. price three halfpence.

1731. The Templar.

1731. The Correspondent.

1731. The Comedian; or, Philosophical En-
quirer. The author of this work, which came out

monthly, was Mr. Thomas Cooke, author of a
translation of Hesiod, with notes. It was con-

tinued but for eight months, and then expired,

from its inability to defray the expenses of

printing and paper. Mr. Cooke obtained a
passport to the Dunciad. He died, in distressed

circumstances, in the year 1750.

1
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1732, March 25. The printers and publishers

of Fog^s Journal were Uiken into custody of mes-
sengei-s, for defaming the memory of the late

king" William.

1732, April 18. Richard Smith, a book-
binder,* and a prisoner for debt within the liber-

ties of the king's bench, and his wife, were found
hanging in their chamber about a yard distant

from each other, and in the kitchen their child,

about two years of age, was found in a cradle,

shot through the head. They were all neatly

dressed, and a curtain was hanging between the

* John Dunton characterizes the following bookbinders,
with whom ho was cither personally known, or had deal-
ings:

*' Thomas Axe.—He is a man of a great deal of wit and
honesty. In any controversy, I would sooner choose him

^ for an arbitrator than any man I know in the world. He
was my chief bookbinder for ten years ; but honest Tom
has met with losses

;
yet his character is this :—no man

is more contented with his little, and so patient under his
disappointment j but notwithstanding his losses in trade,
I believe Mr. Axe will get money enough, for he is not
only a good binder, but sells books, globes, auctions ; and
his hopes are so strong, that they can insult over the
greatest discouragements that lie in his way to be honestly
rich."

'• Samuel Bourn.—He was a man of a gay rambling
temper, but very just to those that employed him. He
had his reUgion to choose, which was a great grief to his
pious ynfe. Bourn being seized with a dangerous fever,
he made great protestations how good he would be if God
would please to restore Mm; but

' The devil was sick, the devil a monk would be

;

The devil was well, the devil a monk was he.'

After his recovery, he turned projector, and then picture
seller, and then rake-hell j and, I hear came at last to an
untimely end."
"Mr. Cox, Sherburn-lane.—He was a grave thriving

binder for thirty years ; but is now retired, for his greater
safety. He is very honest ; and, if his creditors knew him
as weU as I, he might * whet his knife at the counter gate.'
He ever maintained an unspotted fidelity to the church of
England ; and for all his misfortune, is a bright example
of piety and strict justice. Wherever he is, I heartily wish
him well ; and would be glad to see him if I could tell

how, if it were but to thank him for old favours."
"Mr. Dancer.—He was formerly a bookbinder, but is

now a noted bookseller in Fleet-street. He is an honest
and reserved man, and a professed enemy to prodigality

;

he thinks a good dish of meat looks full as well at his own
table, with his wife and son, as at a city tavern. It is

true after dinner he can drink a ^ood health to our gracious
queen, but thinks it is an odd expression of his loyalty to
pretend (as some in such cases) to stand by her with life

and fortune so long till they can neither go nor stir; in a
word, Nat Dancer is a very sober industrious man, and
never admires either that loyalty or hospitality which
seems troubled with the dropsy, consisting in nothing but
a skin fuU of liquor."
" Mr. DowLEY.—His face indeed is but rough cast; but,

if he is yet unmarried, the young virgins can never
enough admire the sweetness of his natural temper. Hu-
mility is his peculiar virtue, and justice and industry have
a great share in his character. He is also a kind and du-
tiful son to his aged father. He pubhshed for me the
History of the Athenian Society, and was as zealous to
oblige me as any binder in London."
"Mr. GiFFORD.—He and Mr. Manhood got acquainted

with me at the same time, and bound to my shop for
many years. Manhood's character you had before ; and
Gilford's in short is this : he is a downright honest English-
man. I never could hear that he was of any distinguish-
ing party, but still owned the common cause of religion
and his country. He is a very ingenious thriving man

j

and, without affecting praise, is content only to merit it.

He now keeps a shop in Old Bedlam ; and having printed
several copies that have sold well, he will, if he continues
fair keeping, get a lumping portion for his daughters, who
are modest pretty women, and very serviceable to him in
his shop and trade."
" Mr. Knowles.—He had a most particular respect for

my friend Harris, and for that reason I cannot but love

man and woman; a pistol loaded lying near
him, and a knife by her. He was hanged with
a new cord, which she was seen to twist about
the day before. Two letters were found in the
room, one directed to Mr. Brightrea, their land-

him. He is an ingenious and constant man at his trade

;

and bound for me that History of Living Men, and Athe-
nian Oracle, which I lately dedicated and presented to the
Prince of Denmark and Duke of Ormond with my own
hand. I need not enlarge on his character ; for he was
ever careful to preserve a good reputation, but more de-
sirous of a good conscience ; and for this reason he asks
his own heart, and not other men's tongues, ' What he is.'

There is downright honesty in him ; and I heartily wish
he may ever be as free from censures, as he is from de-
serving them."
" Mr. Mitchell, in Christopher Alley.—He was a first

rate binder, and got a good estate with a clear and quiet
conscience. Ben Alsop and he were intimate friends and
fellow-travellers for many years, and was wont to call him
• his godly binder,' and Mr. Mitchell deserved it, for he
kept up the life and spirit of rehgion in himself and family,
was a constant hearer of Mr. HaU, and had a strict regard
to the discipline and constitutions of the church of England
to the dying day."
"Mr. Simpson.—^This grave and ancient binder was ro

commended to Mr. Roberts, the printer, for a curious
workman and a very honest man ; and so I found him.
He did not bind very much for me, but what he did was
done to a nicety. I suppose he is nearly related to Mr.
Simpson, the bookseller ; for he nearly resembles him for
sincerity, diligence, and in a fair character. And the same
may be said of honest Dodgins, Brotherton, Hawldns, and
my old acquaintance Mr. Joseph Pool."
"Mr. Manhood.—From bookbinding he went to the

Garter Coffee House, by the Royal Exchange, and I hope
he has thrived at it. He was a very obliging binder, and
I traded with him till I went to Boston, He is a true son
of the church ; but, being so wise as to understand the
difference between matters doctrinal and ritual, is not fet
tered with superstitious scruples ; but his clear and free
spirit is for the union of Christians in things essential to
Christianity."
"Mr. Steel.—I may call him my occasional \AaAer, for

when I met with a nice customer, no binding would serve
him but Mr; Steel's, which for the fineness and goodness
of it might vie with the Cambridge binding ; but as cele-
brated a binder as Steel is, he is a man very humble and
lowly in his own eyes, far from insinuating his own praise,
and very rarely speaks of himself or his own actions ; but
never of other business with contempt or disrespect

; yet
he has a sudden way of repartee, very agreeable and sur-
prising, but every way inoffensive within the rules of
virtue and religion."
" Caleb Swinnock.—He served his apprenticeship with

Richard Janeway ; and, being an active witty man, had
he trod in the steps of his reverend father, had been an
eminent christian. But he fell a purring too soon, and
met a she clog that stuck faster to him than usual. He
published for me the Life and Death of that great patriot,
William Lord Russel ; and, had he not by working at un-
der rates turned himself out of doors, perhaps he had rode
out the storm of wiving. Caleb Swinnock was the only
man that could ever tempt me to take sheep's leather books
at 14s. the hundred j and upon second thought, had he not
broke nine pounds in my debt, I should have thought my-
self obliged to make some restitution, either to himself, or
(in case of his death) to tlie poor ; for binders have a right
to live by their hard labour. But they that tempt them to
work for rates which they cannot afford (and the case is
the same with respect to the printers) do, as it were,
rob the binder with his own consent ; and I verily think,
without restitution such shop-pads can never be saved.
It is true, the case between Caleb and I was a little differ-
ent; for the selling /Aie/ squeezes the bmder ag^ainst his
consent; but Caleb here yvAsthc sole tempter. But I should
not lash him for this crime, for Caleb has flayed himself
with his own whipping ; and since his strolling into the
country, is more altered with repentance than with age.
But I shall not any longer aggravate Caleb's faults or my
own ; for, as Do Foe tells us,

' Confession wUl anticipate reproach

;

He that reviles us then, reviles too much.
All satire ceases when the men repent;
'Tis cruelty to lash the penitent.'

"

The following gentleman seems to be a brother of the
above, of whom Dunton says— ' Mr. Gsurqe Swinnock.
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lord, and the other to Mr. Brindley, bookbinder,

New Bond-street. The coroner's verdict was
self-murder, and wilful murder as to the child.

They were both buried in the cross-way near the

turnpike at Newington.
1732, Aug. 4. Died^ Samuel Sheafe, an emi-

nent stationer, in Bread-street, London, and of

whom John Dunton thus says:—Courtesy and
affability can be no more severed from him than

life from his soul—not out of servile popularity,

but of a native gentleness of disposition and true

generosity of spirit. He manied Mr. Merreal's

daughter, and is not only a partner with him, but

has the chief management of his shop and trade.

His words are few and soft, never either peremp-
tory or censorious ; his trading is discreet and
honest ; he looks not to what he might do, but
what he ought ; justice is his first guide, and the

second law of his actions is expedience. In a
word, he is a wise man, a true friend, a kind

husband, and Mr. Merreal* is very happy in his

son and partner, Mr. Samuel Sheafe.

1732. The art of printing was introduced in

the convent of St. John the Baptist de Shoair

:

it is seated on a steep rock upon the southern

side of the Kesroan, nearly opposite to the vil-

lage of Chouair, in Syria. This convent is

remarkable for containing the only Arabic print-

ing establishment which has tolerably succeeded

throughout the Turkish empire : it is spoken of

in terms of high commendation, and was erected

by Abdallah ben Zacher, a Melchite priest. Ab-
dallah being a very ingenious artificer, entirely

formed for himself the types and other materials,

which he caused to be carried into thismonastery,

of which his own brother was the superior. He
opened his typogi'aphical career with an Arabic
version of the Psalms^ in a neat and beautiful

character, which purports to have been printed

In monasterio S. Johannis Baptistae in monte

He was son to the famous Swinnockthat published several
practical books, and was my feUow apprentice for some
years. There were many exemplary virtues that shined
very bright in his seven years apprenticeship; he had
abundance of excellent humour ; he thought that day lost

in which he did not oblige ; he was master of his trade,
and had his father's library to begin the world with, but
like the sun in the morning, he appeared gay and dancing,
to set in a cloud ; he was very devout in the primitive way
of serving God ; he was never wrought up to any bigotry
in unnecessary opinions. Mr. Packhurst was his true
friend in all his affliction, and shewed it parSncularly in his
last moments."
' Mr. Woodward.—He was related to Mr. Mitchell,

(whose character you have had before.) His body is little,

but weU set, his hair black and lank, and, take him alto-
gether, John Woodward is a pretty neat agreeable man;
he has about him. all the tenderness of good nature, as
well as aU the softness of friendship. He desired my cus-
tom as much as any binder I know in London, and had I

not been pre-engaged, had bound all my folio books, .as

for that smaU dealing I had with him, I always found it

punctual, just, and impartial."
* " He is a fortunate man, being one of those that drew

the jffsoo a-year in the parliament lottery. As he is rich
and fortimate, so he is free and boimtiful : he lives as a
man of an estate should do, yet (like his neighbour, Mer-
real) he prefers conscience before riches—and desireth
not to be great, but to do good. He is a generous credi-
tor, and vrill scarce think of the debt I owe him till I send
iton my ownaccount ; for this must be said ofthe ingenious
Proctor, that his wisdom can distinguish betwixt parasites
and friends, betwixt changing of favours and expending
them."—Dunton.

Kesroan, opera et industrla monachorum canoni-

corum S. Basilii, ordinis Romani. This edition

is in 8vo., and was several times reprinted. Vol-
ney, in his Voyage en Syrie, states that while he
was there, four of the monks attended to the
printing, and four others were employed in book-
binding. He gives a list of thirteen books
printed there, on paper which was brought from
Europe; but relates, that although this press

was the only one in Syria, very many beneficial

effects had resulted from it, and much more
good might have been derived from a judicious
selection of works worthy of publication. It was
then fast falling to decay.

1732. Poor Richardh Almanack, printed and
published by Benjamin Franklin, Philadelphia,

under the assumed name of Richard Saunders.
This almanack is chiefly remarkable for the
numerous and pithy maxims it contained, all

tending to exhort to industry and frugality. It

was continued annually for twenty-five years,

and the proverbs and trite moral observations

scattered throughout it were afterwards thrown
together into a connected discourse, under the
title of the " Way to Wealth." So highly
esteemed is this production amongst his country-
men, that copies of it are to this day to be
found framed and glazed in the houses even of
the wealthiest people in Philadelphia, and not
only in every province of North America, but
wherever the English language is spoken.

1732, Sqjt. 29. John Barber, printer and
alderman of London, elected lord mayor, the
first of the profession who received that honour.
He had been translated in the month of June
from the stationers' to the goldsmiths' company.

1732, Oct. 26. The following singular account
of the origin of Printers' Devils, is taken
from the Grub-street Journal of this date:—" As
I was going the other day into Lincoln's-inn,

under a great gateway, I met several lads loaded
with gi-eat bundles of newspapers, which they
brought from the stamp ofiice. They were all

exceeding black and dirty ; from whence I in-

ferred they were ' printers' devils ' carrying from
thence the returns of unsold newspapers, after

the stamps had been cut off. They stopt under
the gateway, and there laid down their loads

;

when one of them made the following harangue

:

—
' Devils, gentlemen, and brethren,—Though I

think we have no occasion to be ashamed on
account of the vulgar opinion concerning the
origin of our name, yet we ought to acknowledge
ourselves obliged to the learned herald, who upon
the death of any person of title, constantly gives

an exact account of his ancient family in my
London Evening Post. He says, there was one
monsieur Devile, or Deville, who came over with
the Conqueror, in company with De Laune,
De Vice, De Vul, D'Ashwood, D'Urfie, D'Um-
phry, &c. One of the sons of this monsieur De
Ville, was taken in by the famous William Cax- |
ton, in 1471, as an errand boy; was afterwards

his apprentice, and in time an eminent printer,

from whom our order took their name ; but sup-

pose they took it from infernal devils, it was not
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because they were messengers frequently sent

out in darkness, and appeared very black ; but

upon a reputed account, viz.,—John Fust, or

Faustus, of Mentz, in Germany, was the in-

ventor of printing, for which he was called a
conjuror, and his art the black art. As he kept

a constant succession of boys to run on errands,

who were always very black, these they called

devils; some of whom being raised to be his

apprentices, he was said to have raised many a
devil. As to the inferior order among us, called

flies, employed in taking newspapers off the

press, they are of later extraction, being no older

than newspapers themselves. Mr. Bailey thinks

their original name was lies, taken from the

papers they so took off, and the alteration occa-

sioned thus :—^To hasten these boys, the press-

man called flie, lie, which naturally fell into one

single word, lie. This conjecture is affirmed by

a little corruption of the true title of the Lying
Post ; since, therefore, we are both comprehended
under the title devils, let us discharge our office

with diligence ; so may we attain, as many of

our predecessors have done, to the dignity of

printers, and to have an opportunity of using

others as much like poor devils, as we have been
used by them, or as they and authors are used by
booksellers. These are an upstart profession

who have engrossed the business of bookselling,

which originally belonged solely to our masters.

But let them remember, that if we worship

Belial and Beelzebub, the god of flies, all the

world agrees, that their god is Mammon."
At the head of the article is a picture, em-

blematically displaying the art and mystery of

printing ; in which are represented a compositor

with an ass's head; two pressmen, one with the

head of a hog, the other of a horse, being names
which they fix upon one another ; a flie taking

off the sheets, and a devil hanging them up ; a

messenger with a greyhound's face kicking out

the Craftsman ; a figure with two faces ; to shew
he prints on both sides ; but the reader is cau-

tioned against applying to any particular pei-son

who is, or ever was, a printer; for that all the

figures were intended to represent characters,

and not persons.

1732. The London Directory ; or, a list of the

principal Traders in London. The person who
conceived the idea of this work, (the first of its

kind,) was Mr. James Brown, a native of Kelso,

in Scotland, who after laying the foundation,

gave it to Mr. Henry Kent, printer, in Finch-
lane, Cornhill, who earned it on, and got an
estate by it. Mr. Brown was a scholar of some
eminence ; but is better known as a merchant
and traveller in various parts of the globe. He
was bom May 23, 1709, educated at West-
minster, and died at Stoke Newington, Lon-
don, November, 1788.

1732, Nov. 20. Mr. John Mears, bookseller,

Ludgate-street, Old Bailey, count de Passeran,

and Mr. John Morgan, were taken into custody

by a messenger ; the first for publishing, and the

two latter for writing a pamphlet, entitled a

Philosophical Dissertation on Death. Mr. John

Mears succeeded to the business of Richard
Nutt, and printed the Historical Register. He
died in 1761.

1732. Died, Samuel Palmer, an eminent
printer, of Bartholomew-close, London, and who
is remarkable for his History of Printing, 4to.,

in which he was assisted by that singular cha-

racter, George Psalmanazar,* who, however,

says, " that Mr. Palmer had long promised to

the world his History of Printing, but for which

he was not at all qualified. However, he de-

signed to have added a second part, relating to

the practical part, which was more suited to his

genius, and in which he designed to have given

a full account of all that relates to that branch,

from the letter-founding to the most elegant way
of printing, imposing, binding, &c., in which he
had made considerable improvements of his own,
besides those he had taken from foreign authors.

But this second part, though but then as it were
in embryo, met with such early and strenuous

opposition from the respective bodies of letter-

founders, printers, and book-binders, under an
ill-grounded apprehension that the discovery of

the mystery of those arts, especially the two first,

would render them cheap and contemptible

(whereas the very reverse would have been the

case, they appearing indeed the more curious

and worthy our admiration, the better they are

known) that he was forced to set it aside. But
as to the first part, viz., the History of Printing,

he met with the greatest encouragement, not

only from them, but from a very great number
of the learned, who all engaged to subscribe

largely to it ; particularly the late earls of Pem-
broke and Oxford, and the famous Doctor Mead,
whose libraries were to furnish him with the

noblest materials for the compiling of it, and
did so accordingly. The misfortune was, that

Mr. Palmer, knowing himself unequal to the

task, had turned it over to one Papiat, a broken

Irish bookseller then in London, of whom he

had a great opinion, though still more unquali-

fied for it than he, and only aimed at getting

money from him, without ever doing any thing

towards it, except amusing him with fair promises

for near three quarters of a year. He had so

long dallied with him, that they were come
within three months of the time in which Mr.

Palmer had engaged to produce a complete plan,

and a number or two of the first part by way of

specimen of the work, viz., the invention and

improvement of it by John Faust, at Mentz.

* George Psalmanazar, author of the fabulous History

of Formosa, and a very considerable part of the Universal

History, exceeded in powers of deception any of the great

impostors of learning. His Island of Formosa was an
Illusion eminently bold, and maintained with as much
felicity as erudition; and great must have been that

erudition which could form a pretended language and its

grammar, and fertile the genius which could invent the

history of an unknown people. It is said that the de-

ception was only satisfactorily ascertained by his own
penitential confession ; he had defied and baffled the most
learned. His portion of the Universal Historp is par-

ticularly pointed out in his own Memoirs of Himself,

published the year after his decease, which happened
May 3, 1763, at Uie age of eighty-three.
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And these were to be shewn at a grand meeting

of learned men, of which Dr.Mead was president

that year; and, being his singular friend and
patron, was to have promoted a large subscription

and payment, which Mr. Palmer stood in great

need of at that time ; whereas Papiat had got

nothing ready but a few loose and imperfect ex-

tracts out of Chevalier, Le Caille, and some
other French authors on the subject, but which

could be of little or no use, because he frequently

mistook them, and left blanks for the words

which he did not understand. These, however,

such as they were, Mr. Palmer brought to me

;

and earnestly pressed me that I would set aside

all other things I might be then about, and tiy

to produce the expected plan and specimen by
the time promised, since he must be ruined

both in credit and pocket if he disappointed his

friends of it. It was well for him and me that

the subject lay within so small a compass as the

consulting of about twelve or fourteen principal

authors ; so that I easily fell upon a proper plan

of the work, which I divided into three parts

;

the first of which was, to give an account of the

invention of the art, and its first essays by Faust
at Mentz, and of its improvement by fusile or

metal types, varnish, ink, &c., by his son-in-law,

Peter Schoeifer. The second was to contain its

propagation, and farther improvement, through

most parts of Europe, under the most celebrated

printers ; and the third, an account of its intro-

duction into and progress in England. This, to-

gether with above one half of the first part, were
happily finished, and produced by the time ap-

pointed ; and met with more approbation and
encouragement from his friends than I feared it

would, being conscious how much better it

might have turned out, would time have per-

mitted it. And this I chiefly mention, not so

much to excuse the defects of so horrid a per-

formance, as because it hath given me since

frequent occasion to observe how many much
more considerable works have been spoiled, both

at home and abroad, through the impatience of

the subscribers ; though this is far enough from
being the only or even the greatest inconvenience

that attends most of those kinds of subscriptions.

As to Mr. S. Palmer, his circumstances were

by this time so unaccountably low and unfor-

tunate, considering the largeness and success of

his business, and that he was himself a sober and
industrious man, and free from all extravagance,

that he could not extricate himself by any other

way but by a statute ofbankruptcy, which caused

his history to go sluggishly on ; so that, not-

withstanding all the care and kind assistance of

his good friend Dr. Mead, a stubborn distemper,

which his misfortunes brought upon him, car-

ried him off before the third part of it was
finished. This defect, however, was happily

supplied by the late noble earl of Pembroke,
who being infonned by Mr. Pain, the engraver,

Mr. Palmer's brother-in-law, what condition the
remainder was left in, and that I was the person
who had wrote the former parts, sent for me, and,
with his usual generosity, enjoined me to com-

plete the work, according to the plan ; and not
only defrayed all the charges of it, even of the
paper and printing, but furnished me with all

necessary materials out of his own library ; and,
when the work was finished, his lordship re-

served only some few copies to himself, and gave
the remainder of the impression to Mr. Palmer's
widow, not without some further tokens of his

liberality." Mr. Palmer served his apprentice-
ship with John Dunton, whom he accompanied
to America ; and Dr. Franklin worked for some
time in Mr. Palmer's office during his residence
in London.

1732, Dee. 14. In the Grub-street Journal of
this day, is the following observation :

—" Of all

the parts of a book, the title is the most impor-
tant; on the bona fides of this one page, half the
commerce of literature turns; the title there-

fore should be the most authentic, and composed
with the greatest justness as well as skill. But
so it is, no part is so subject to frauds. The
composing them is fallen into the hands of book-
sellers, persons often ignorant and incapable, and
at least too nearly interested ; even authors them-
selves are scarce fit to be trusted with so delicate

a province. Some person, or company, should
be appointed by the government, to give due
names and titles to all writings which come from
the press, that readers may not be imposed on
with quids pro qiios, chaff* for grain.

1732, March 23. The Derby Mercuri/, No. 1,

printed and published by Samuel Drury. The
first advertisement of a sale by auction was in-

serted on June 24, 1742, consisting of a freehold

estate of nine houses, &c. to be sold at the
Virgins' Inn, in that town.

1732. The Nottingham Courant. This paper
was commenced by George Ayscough, son of

William Ayscough, noticed at page 605, ante.

1732, March. The London Magazine.
1732. Historia Literaria, by Archibald Bower,

four volumes 8vo.

1732, Dec. 16. The Weekly Miscellany, No 1.

This publication was commenced by Dr. Wm.
Webster, in London, under the assumed name
of Richard Hooker, esq. of the Inner Temple,
and printed by William Bowyer, jun. " This
undertaking," says Dr. Wesbster, " was more ap-
proved of than supported, procured him nothing
but great trouble, much ill-will, and abuse of

all sorts, great expense, and much difficulties."

From being crowded with religious essays, the

newspaper soon acquired the quaint appellation

of Old Mother Hooker*s Journal. In 1734, if

his own account may be credited, he rejected an
offer of £300 a-year, besides preferment, offered

him by lord Palmerston, if he would turn the

Miscellany into a ministerial paper.

1733. Died, Constantia Grierson, wife of

George Grierson, who succeeded Andrew Crook,

as king's printer for Ireland, in 1732. That
the most splendid talents, united with the most

intense application, is not confined either to sex

or sphere of life, is fully evinced by the subject

of the present memoir. This prodigy of early

learning and acquirements (whose maiden name
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is no where mentioned,) was born in the

county of Kilkenny, of parents poor and illite-

Tate. Nothing is recorded of her until her

eighteenth year, when we are told by Mrs. Pil-

kington that she was brought to her father to be
instructed in midwifery, and that then she was
a perfect mistress of the Hebrew, Greek, Latin,

and French languages, and was far advanced in

the study of the mathematics. Mrs. Pilkington
having inquired of her where she gained this

prodigious knowledge, she modestly replied, that

when she could spare time from her needle
work, to which she was closely kept by her
mother, she had received some little instruction

from the minister of the parish. She wrote
elegantly, says Mrs. P. both in verse and prose;

but the turn of her mind was chiefly to philo-

sophical or divine subjects; nor was her piety

inferior to her learning. The most delightful

hours, this lady declares, that she had ever passed,

were in the society and conversation of this
*' female philosopher." " My father," adds she,
" readily consented to accept of Constantia as a
pupil, and gave her a general invitation to his

table, by which means we were rarely asunder."

Whether it was owing to her own design, or to

her envy of those who survived her, I know
Tiot, but of her various and beautiful writings I

have never seen any published, excepting one
poem of hers, in the works of Mr. Barber. Her
turn, it is true, was principally to philosophical

or religious subjects, which might not be agree-

able to the present taste; yet could her heavenly
mind descend from its sublimest heights to the
easy and epistolary style, and suit itself to my
then gay disposition. Mrs. Barber, likewise,

gives her testimony to the merit of Constantia,

of whom she declares " that she was not only
happy in a fine imagination, a great memory, an
excellent understanding, and an exact judg-
ment, but had all these crowned by virtue and
piety. She was too learned to be vain, too wise

to be conceited, and too clear-sighted to be ir-

religious. As her learning and abilities raised

her above her own sex, so they left her no room
to envy any ; on the contrary, her delight was to

see others excel. She was always ready to direct

and advise those who applied to her, and was
herself willing to bo advised. So little did she
value herself upon her uncommon excellencies,

that she has often recalled to my mind a fine

reflection of a French author, 'That great
geniuses should be superior to their own abili-

ties.' " Constantia married Mr. George Grier-
son, a printer, iuDublin, for whom lord Carteret,

then lord lieutenant of Ireland, obtained a patent
appointing him printer to the king, in which, to

distinguish and reward the merit of his wife, her
life was inserted. Mrs. Grierson died at the

premature age of twenty-seven, admired and
respected as an excellent scholar in Greek and
Roman literature, in history, theology, philoso-

phy, and mathematics. The dedication of the

Dublin edition of Tacitus to Lord Carteret,

affords a convincing proof of her knowledge in

the Latin tongue ; and by that of Tei'ence to

his son, to whom she wrote a Greek epigram.
Dr. Hayward esteems her Tacitus one of the

best edited books ever published. She wrote

many fine poems in English, but esteemed them
so slightly, that very few copies of them were to

be found after her decease. What makes her

character more remarkable is, that she rose to

this extraordinary eminence entirely by the force

of natural genius and uninterrupted application.

She was in the early part of her life an excellent

compositor, and an admirable adept in the art of

printing. The following lines were annually

printed from a press fixed upon a car, and dis-

tributed in the street procession of printers, on
the lord mayor's day, in Dublin:

Hail, mystic art I which men like angels taught.
To speak to eyes, and psunt embodied thought

!

The deaf and dumb, blest skill, relieved by thee.
We make one sense perform the task of three.
We see—we hear—we touch the head and heart.
And take or give what each but yields in part

;

With the hard laws of distance we dispense.
And, without sound, apart, commune in sense

;

View, though confin'd,—nay, rule this earthly ball,
And travel o'er the wide expanded all.

Dead letters thus with living notions fraught,
Prove to the soul the telescope of thought

j

To mortal life immortal honour give,
And bid all deeds and titles last and live.

In scanty life. Eternity we taste.

View the first ages, and inform the last
5

Arts, History, Laws, we purchase with a look.
And keep like Fate, eiU nature in a Book.

The following epigram was written by Mrs.
Grierson, to the hon. Mr.Percival,with Hutchin-
son's Treatise on Beauty and Order :

Th' internal senses painted here we see,
They're born in others, but they live in thee :

Oh ! were our author with thy converse blest.

Could he behold thy virtues in thy breast.
His needless labours with contempt he'd view,
And bid the world not read—but copy you.

Mrs. Grierson had a son, whom she instructed

herself, and who was likewise king's printer in

Dublin.* He is mentioned by Dr. Johnson with
great respect, and was a man of great learning,

wit, and vivacity. He died in Gennany, at

the age of twenty-seven years.

P. Ovidii Nasonsis Metamorphoceon Libri XV.
Interpretatiane, Src. NotiSj ad Usum seretms^itni

Delphini. London, 1708, 8vo. Reprinted,

1719, 1730, &c. &c. Cum Annotationibus
Variorum. Dublin, 1729, 4to. A correct and
splendid edition, printed by Mr. Grierson.

Large paper.

1733. DiedjJoHS Dunton, bookseller, printer,

and miscellaneous writer, who resided at the
sign of the Black Raven, in Princess-street,

London. This eccentric bookseller was bora
May 14, 1659, at Graff'ham, in Huntingdonshire,
where his father was then rector. When nearly

fifteen, he was apprenticed to Mr. Parkhurst,
bookseller, and before the expiration of his ap-
prenticeship Dunton made himself conspicuous
in the great political dispute between the tories

and whigs, he being a prime mover on the part

* The office of king's printer for Ireland is still enjoyed
by the same family, under the firm of G. J. & T. Grierson.

4 M
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of the whig apprentices, and selected for their

treasurer. By his own statement, his conduct

during the seven years was not very regular ; and

at the expiration of the term one hundred ap-

prentices were invited to celebrate the funeral.

He now entered on business as a bookseller on

his own account; but, to avoid too large a rent,

took only half a shop, a warehouse, and a fashion-

able chamber. " Piinting," he says, " was the

uppermost in my thoughts; and hackney authors

began to ply me with specimens, as earnestly

and with as much passion and concern, as the

watermen do passengers with oars and scullers."

Dunton's reputation grew with his circum-

stances; and Aug. 3, 1682, he manied Eliza-

beth, one of the daughters of Dr. Annesly, who
at that time was a celebrated preacher among
the dissenters. He now opened a shop at the

Black Raven, in Princess-street; where he car-

ried on business very prosperously, till the uni-

versal damp upon trade which was occasioned

by the defeat of the duke of Monmouth in the

west ; when, having £500 owing him in New
England, he detennined, after much deliberation,

to make a trip thither; and, after a long and

tedious voyage of four months, and the loss of a

venture of £500 in another ship, which was cast

away, he arrived safe at Boston, in March,

1685-6; and opened a warehouse for the sale of

the books which he had taken thither. Carry-

ing with him powerful recommendations, and his

books being of a class adapted to the Puritans,

the success was equal to his wishes. His rivals

in trade were but few ; Mr. Usher, Mr. Philips,

Mynheer Brunning, and Duncan Campbell, an

industrious Scotchman, being then the only book-

sellers in Boston; and Mr. Green, the principal

if not the only printer. He had taken with him
a steady apprentice, Samuel Palmer, to whom he

entrusted the whole charge of his business

;

which left him at leisure to make many pleasant

excursions into the country.

In the autumn he returned to London ; and
being received by his wife and her father with

all the marks of kindness and respect, expected

nothing but a golden life of it for the future,

though all his satisfactions were soon withered

;

for being deeply entangled for a sister-in-law, he

was not suflfered to step over the threshold in ten

months. Wearied with this confinement, he

determined to take a trip to Holland, Flanders,

Germany, &c.
Of six hundred books which he had printed,

he had only to repent, he adds, of seven : The
second Spira, The Post Boy robbed of his Mail,

The Voyage round the Wo7'ld, The new Quevedo,

The Pastor^s Legacy,Heavenly Pastime, The Hue
and Cry after Conscience. These he heartily

wished he had never seen, and advised all who
had them to burn them. After confessing his

errors in printing, he says, " As to bookselling

and traffick, I dare stand the test, with the same
allowance that every man under the same cir-

cumstance with me would wish to have, for the

whole trading part of my life. Nay, I challenge
all the booksellers in London to prove I ever over-

reached or deceived them in any one instance

;

and when you come to that part of my Life*
that relates to auctions I made in Dublin, you
will find that in all the notes I made for Dublin,f
that I put the same price to every man."

In 1692, having been put in possession of a
considerable estate upon the decease of his

cousin Carter, the master and assistants of the

company of stationers began to think him suf-

ficient to wear a livery, and honoured him with

the clothing. His liveiy-fine upon that occa-
sion was twenty pounds, which he paid; and the

year following, Mr. Harris (his old friend and
partner,) and about fifty more of the livery-men,

entered into a friendly society,and obliged them-
selves to pay twenty shillings a man yearly to

the renter-warden, in regard that honour was
usually once a-year attended with a costly enter-

tainment to the whole company. " The world
now smiled on me. I sailed with wind and tide

;

and had humble servants enough among the

booksellers, stationers, printers, and binders ; but
especially my own relations, on every side, were
all upon the very height of love and tenderness,

and I was caressed almost out of my five senses.

However, the many civilities I received from the

company of stationers, for the fifteen years I

traded amongst them, do oblige me, out of

mere gratitude, to draw the character of the

most eminent of the profession in the three

kingdoms." Here Mr. Dunton proceeds to

characterize the principal booksellers, printers,

stationers, bookbinders, &c. who were his co-

temporaries, and says, " Thus have I, in brief

characters, run through the whole history of the

stationers' company, (authors, booksellers, print-

ers, stationers, binders, engravers, licensers, &c.)

* His next regular publication was, The Life and Errors

of John Dunton, late Citizen of London; written by himself
in Solitude. With an Idea of a new Life ; wherein is shewn
how he'd think, speak, and act, might he live over his days
again : intermixed with the new discoveries the author
has made in his travels abroad, and in his private con-
versation at home. Together with the lives and charac-

ters of a thousand persons now living in London, &c.
Digested into seven stages, with their respective ideas.

" He that has aU his own mistakes confess'd,

Stands next to him that never has transgress'd

;

And will be censur'd for a fool by none.
But they who see no errors of their own."

Foe's Satyr upon himself, p. 6.

London: printed for S. Malthus, 1705. This genuine and
simple narrative of his own history is a very curious per-

formance, and abounds in literary history of an interesting

nature. This work has been reprinted by the late John
Nichols, esq., in two vols. 8vo., with a very good portrait.

t The Dublin Scuffle : being a challenge sent by John
Dunton, citizen of London, to Patrick Campbel, booksel-

ler in Dublin ; together with the small skirmishes of bills

and advertisements. To which is added, the billet doux

sent by a citizen's wife in Dublin, tempting him to lewd-

ness ; with his answers to her. Also some account of his

conversation in Ireland, intermixt with particular charac-

ters of the most eminent persons he conversed with in

that kingdom ; but more especially in the city of Dublin.

In the several letters to the spectators of the scuffle. With
a poem on the whole encounter.

" I wear my pen as others do their sword."—Olvham.

London, printed for the author ; and are to be sold by A.

Baldwin, near the Oxford Arms, in Warwick-lane, and by
the booksellers in Dublin. 1699.
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so far as my life and actions have been any way
mixed with them ; and I hope these characters of

my learned brethren, &c. will be of good use,

both for caution and pattern ; for we may learn

by their failings (where we see any,) to fortify

ourselves against them, and, by the regularity of

their conduct, to form our manners on the same
model ; so that, if we take it right, the reading

of these characters is as good as living over

again by 'pYojy, for they furnish us with a set of

maxims to steer by at anothers expense.*

Dunton is honoured with an incidental notice

in the Dunciad, ii. 144; on which Warburton
remarks, that " he was an auction bookseller, and
an abusive scribbler. He wrote Neck or Nothing,

a violent satire on some ministers of state, a libel

on the duke of Devonshire and the bishop of

Peterborough," &c.f He was certainly a most
voluminous writer, as he seems to have had his

pen always ready, and never to have been at a
loss for a subject to exercise it upon. Though
he generally put his name to what he wrote, it

would be a difficult task to get together a com-
plete collection of his various publications. As
containing notices of many persons and , things

not to be found elsewhere, they certainly have
their use ; and his accounts are often entertain-

ing. This dipper into a thousand books formed
ten thousand projects, six hundred of which he
appears to have thought he had completely

methodized.]: His mind seemed to be like some
tables, where the victuals have been ill-sorted,

and worse dressed.

1733, March 15. Died, Thomas Page, an
eminent stationer§ on Tower Hill, London.

1733, April 24. Barbier, in the new edition

of his Dictionnaire des Anonymes, gives us an

* Nearly the whole of these characters are inserted in
this work, and, wherever possible, the date of the decease
has been added ; a thing which Dunton never mentions.
t Danton's Whipping Post ; or, a Satire upon every

body. To which is added, a Panegyrick on the most de-

serving Gentlemen and Ladies in the Three Kingdoms, &c.
&c. Vol. i. To which is added The Living Elegy; or,

Dunton's Letter to his few Creditors. With the Character
of a Summer Friend. Also, The Secret History of the
Weekly Writers, in a distinct challenge to each of them.
Printed, and are to be sold by B. Bragg, at the Black
Raven in Paternoster-row. 1706. '

t Dunton's greatest project was intended for the extir-
pating of lewdness from London ; a scheme highly credit-
able to the schemer, had it been practicable. Armed with
a constable's staff, and accompanied by a clerical com-
panion, he sallied forth in the evening, and followed the
wretched prostitutes home, or to a tavern, where every
effort was used to win the erring fair to the paths of
virtue; but these, he observes, were "perilous adven-
tures," as the Cypriams exerted every art to lead him
astray, in the height of his spiritual exhortations.

§ John Dunton also characterizes the following sta-
tioners with whom he had dealings :

—

Major Hatlet, stationer. He is the master of himself,
and subdues his passions to reason, and by this inward
victory, works his own peace ; he is well skilled in
military discipline, and from being a captain is advanced
to a major J he lies ever close within himself, armed with
wise resolution, and will not be discovered but by death
or danger. Piety never looks so bright as when it shines
in steel ; and Major Hatley holds it the noblest revenge
that he mijyht hurt, and does not. I dealt with this

military stationer for six years, but left him with flying
colours to trade with his honest servant.
Mr. Samukl Hool, stationer. He is a far finer man

than he knows of, for being one of extraordinary modesty
he shews better to all men than himself, and so much the

interesting account of a work written by the

Abbe Phelipaux, grand vicar of the celebrated

Bossuet, which, together with an edition of the

Provincial Letters of Pascal, and the first

volume of Anecdotes on the state of the religion

of the Chinese, (all three printed at St. Mene-
hould, a small town of France,) were seized by
the police in the house of the printer, Gabriel

Daliege, on this day. The copies were confis-

cated and burnt; and the printer and some of

his workmen were consigned to the Bastile, and
sufl*ered an ignominious punishment.

1733, June 3. William Rayner sentenced

in the court of king's bench to pay a fine of

£40, to be imprisoned for two years, and give

security for his good behaviour for seven years,

for publishing a libel intituled Robin's Reign ;

or. Seven's the Main, consisting of several verses,

printed under an hieroglyphical picture, prefixed

to one of the volumes of the Craftsman.

1733. The Rhode Island Gazette
j
published at

Newport, North America.
1733. The Bee, by Eustace Budgell, which in

its structure and contents, resembles more a

magazine than the legitimate periodical essay.

It continued weekly for about two years, and
then, owing to a disagreement with the book-

sellers relative to the mode of conducting it,

the work suddenly dropped.

1734, Jan. 31. Dr. John Sterne, bishop of

Clogher, in Ireland, gave, upon this day, £1000
to the university of Dublin, and £500 to the

fellows, for the purpose of erecting a printing-

office for their use, and furnishing it with types,

presses, &c. Dr. Sterne had been dean of St.

Patrick's, Dublin, in which he was succeeded by
Dr. Jonathan Swift. The printing-office erected

in Trinity college, is a singularly beautiful spe-

cimen of the true Doric, and forms an appropriate

termination to one of the principal walks. Mrs.

Graisberry enjoys the office of university printer.

1734, Juli/ 10. In the court of common pleas

a trial took place between James Jervaise, plain-

tiff*, and Alexander Blackwell, defendant, for

exercising the art and trade of printing, not

having served a regular apprenticeship thereto.

better to all men as less to himself. The air of his face is

a little melancholy, but being very just in his dealings, it

always shines in his conscience ; he walks according to
the rules of virtue as the hours pass by the degrees of the
sun, and being made of good humour, his life is a per-

petual harmony ,- but why do I praise particular virtues

when he excels in all ? or if those good qualities which
adorn his soul can admit of degrees, it is because his

compassion is transcendent over the rest. He is as kind
a creditor as if nature had forgot to give him gall. I

traded with him for many years, and can say from my
own experience, none can be more pitiful to the distressed

or more prone to succour the unfortunate ; and tlien

most where is least means to solicit, least possibility of
requital.

Mr. Littlkbury, stationer, in Newgate-street I also
traded, by chance, with Mr. Littlebury. He is a man of
composed and serious countenance, not set nor much
alterable with sadness or joy. His life is distinct and in
method, and his actions, as it were, cast up beforehand.
•• Yet he uses this world as not abusing it," and one
would think by his forgetting to dun a debtor that he
traded for ready money ; and the same character fits so
nicely to Crail the stationer, brother to the bookseller of
that name, that you would not know one from the other
save by their different phiz.
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A verdict was given to the plaintiff, and 40s.

damages for exercising the said trade one month,

according to the act of 5th Elizabeth. And on

December 7, in the same court, Mr. John Ship-

thorpe, printer, obtained a verdict and six months
damages, against John Stevens, bookbinder, for

exercising the trade of a printer, not having

served a seven years apprenticeship.

1734. In the Gentleman''s Magazine for 1821,

it is observed by a correspondent, that " from the

invention of printing downwards so abverse were

the circumstances attending the diffusion of

Welsh literature, that there was not a printing-

press in the principality until 1734, or there-

abouts, when a temporary one was set up by Mr.
Lewis Morris, of Bod-Edeyrn, in Anglesey.

This identical press is still in being at Trevirw,

near Llanrwst."

1734, Aug. 31. Died, Joseph Downing, St.

John's-lane, London, printer to the society for

the propagation of the gospel in foreign parts.

Mr. Downing was a contributor to Mr. Bowyer,
and ranked by Negus as a well-affected printer.

1734. The Weekly Post Boy. This paper was
established by a postmaster at Boston, in North
America, and continued about twenty years.

1734, Oct. Dublin Literary Journal,'No. 1.

1734, Nov. 9. The Weekly Amusement, No. 1.

1734. South Carolina Gazette, published at

Charleston. There had been a newspaper with

the same title, published at Charleston, in 1731.

1735, Christopher Saur, a German, estab-

lished a press at Germantown, in Pennsylvania,

and the establishment was carried to considerable

extent and eminence by his son. Thomas, in

his History of Printing, re'povis of him, that" his

was by far the most extensive book manufactory
then, and for many years afterwards, in the

British American colonies. It occasioned the

establishment of several binderies, a paper-mill,

and a foundry for English and German types."

At this foundry, which was one of the earliest

erected throughout the whole of British America,
Saur cast types, not only for himself, but for

other German printers. He also manufactured
his own ink. Among other works, three editions

of the German Bible issued from his press ; viz.

in the years 1743, 1762, and 1776, The greater

part of this last impression, consisting of 3000
copies, was most singularly and unfortunately

disposed of. " The property of Saur was much
injured by the revolutionary war, particularly

by the battle of Gennantown, in 1777. To pre-

serve the residue of it from being destroyed by
the British, he went to Philadelphia ; his estate

was confiscated before the close of the war, and
his books, bound and unbound, were sold :

among these was the principal part of the last

edition of the bible in sheets ; some copies of

them had been before, and others of them were
now, converted into cartridges, and thus used,
not for the salvation of men's souls, but for the
destruction of their bodies." In the summer of
1739, Saur commenced a newspaper in Gennan.

1735. The duke d'Aiguillon erected a printing
press at Verets, his country seat, in the province

of Touraine, at which was printed a collection

of French pieces, bearing the imprint of Ancona,
in this year ; it is said that only seven or twelve
copies of this work were struck off.

—

Cotton.

1735, April. In the Gentleman's Magazine for

this month, is the following prize epigram :

—

ON PRINTING.

Horses and asses, flies and devils do
Their labour in the printing art bestow

j

No wonder, thence such loads of lumber rise"
Dulness and maggots, calimmy and lies.

1735, August 17. Died, George James, one
of the common councilmen for the ward of Al-
dersgate-without, and printer to the city of Lon-
don. His widow carried on the business for

some time, when the office of city printer was
conferred on Henry Kent, printer, deputy of the
ward of Broad-street.

1735, Nov. 10. Died, Thomas Dean, of Mai-
den, in Kent, aged 102 years. When king
Charles I. was beheaded, he was then twenty
years of age, and was a fellow of University col-

lege, Oxford ; but being a Catholic, was de-
prived at the revolution. He wrote some pieces

of his religion, which were privately printed in

the master's lodgings, and December 18, 1691,
he stood in the pillory for concealing a libel

:

from that time he subsisted mostly on charity.

1735, Nov. 25. Died, Jacob Tonson^ the

second. He was the eldest son of Richard
Tonson, and nephew to the first Jacob Tonson

;

and it appears from his will, which was made
August 16, and proved December 6, 1735, that

he was a bookseller, bookbinder, and stationer, all

which businesses were carried on in his own
house ; and that he was also a printer, in part-

nership with John Watts. The elder Jacob
probably also carried on all these several occupa-
tions. His will, which filled twenty-seven pages,

written by himself, shews him not only to have
abounded in wealth, but to have been ajust and
worthy man—according to the printed accounts

of that period he was at the time of his death

worth X*100,000. After having devised his es-

tates in Herefordshire, Gloucestershire, and Wor-
cestershire, and bequeathed no less a sum than

£34,p00 to his three daughters and his younger
son, Samuel, and disposed of his patent between
his eldest sons Jacob and Richard, he mentions
his uncle, old Jacob Tonson, to whom he leaves

fifty guineas for mourning; but, knowing his

love of quiet and retirement, he says he would
not burden him with the office of executor of his

will. He, however, recommends his family to

his uncle's care, and exhorts all his children to

remember their duty to their superiors and their

inferiors, tenderly adding—" And so God bless

you all !" It appears by the grant and assign-

ment of his uncle, that he was entitled to the

collection of the kit-cat portraits, and that he
had not long before his death erected a new
room at Bam-elms, in which the pictures were

then hung. Seventeen days after his death old

Jacob Tonson made his will, in which he con-
.

finned a settlement that he had made on him,

(probably at the time of his marriage) and ap-

m.
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pointed his great nephew, Jacob Tonson, the

eldest son of the former Jacob, his executor and
residuary legatee*

The following epitaph, written by a young
gentleman of Eton, is copied from the Gentle-

marCs Mayazine for 1736, vol. vi. p. 106.

" Vitae volumine peracto.
Hie finis Jacobi Tonsov,

perpoliti sociorum principis

:

qui velut obstctiix Musarum
in lucem edidit

felices ingenii partus.
Lugete, Scriptorum Chorus,

et firangite calamos !

ille vester margine erasus deletur
;

sed hsec postrema inscriptio

huic primcB mortis pagince,
imprimatur,

neprelo sepulchri commissus
ipse editor careat titulo

:

hie jacet Bibliopola,

folio vitae dilapso,

expectans novam editionem
attctiorem et emendatiorem."

TRANSLATION.

The volume of his life complete
Here, reader, with the end you meet
Of Jacob Tonson, 'mong his trade
Best gilt, and best letter'd made

;

Who, like a midwife, to the muse.
If called upon, could scarce refuse
(When she the press had imdergone
By nature or entreaty won)
Delivering her to end her pains
Of the chance offspring of her brains

:

In this, like a bawd midwife found.
That soon as the infant he had bound,
Not keeping lady muse's fame.
He publishes to the world her shame.
For which she oft this fate did meet,
Eternal pennance in a sheet

;

Owning herself by every word
A lewd dull jUt upon record.
Yet mourn his death, ye writers all,

Ye vulgar great and vulgar small j

Let some in periods long compose
A grave oration m grave prose,
While the poetic tuneful train
In after elegy complain

;

Or if their genius tiun to lyric,

Sing old friend Jacob's panegyric

:

To him for proof their works were brought
He carefully revised each thought

:

With critic death but having strife.

Death blotted out his line of life,

And he who many a scribbling elf

Abridged, is now abridged himself.
When heaven renewed the original text,

'Twas with erratas few perplext

!

Pleased with the copy, 'twas collated
And to a better life translated.
But let to life this supplement

Be printed on the monument.
Lest the fifst page of death should be,
Great editor, a blank to thee

;

And thou, who many titles gave,
Should want a title for this grave.
" Stay, passenger, and drop a tear.

Here lies a noted bookseller :

This marble index here is placed
To tell that when he found defaced
His book of life, he died with grief;

Yet he by true and genuine belief

A new edition may expect.
Far more enlarged and more correct."

1735. Roberti Stephani Thesaurus Lingua
LatincB^ in four volumes folio, much augmented
and amended, by the Rev. Edmund Law ; John
Taylor, M.A.; Rev. Thomas Johnson, M.A.;

* Jacob Tonson was succeeded as stationer to the prince
of Wales, by Mr. Samuel Gibbons.

and Sandys Hutchinson, M.A. London, printed

for Samuel Harding, bookseller, at the Bible
and Anchor, on the Pavement, St. Martin's-lane.

1735, Nov. 25. John Gray, bookseller, gave
100 guineas for the copyright of the History of
George Barnwell^ to Mr. Lillo,* the author. Mr.
Gray became a dissenting minister, and after-

wards complying with the terms of admission

into the church of England, rector of Ripon, in

Yorkshire. In conjunction with Andrew Reed^
he abridged the Philosophical Transactions from
1720 to 1732, in two vols. 4to. 1733. He also

published the Elmerick of Lillo ; and, at the

dying request of the author, dedicated it ta

Frederick prince of Wales.
1735. The Bible in the Lithuanian language,,

was printed at Karalanska, a town of Russia,

seated on the Tunguska river. A copy is in the

royal library of Copenhagen.

—

Cotton.

1735. Valleyre, a printer, in France, made
an attempt to cast plates of metal, for printing

calenders ; it is a rude essay at stereotype print-

ing, and M. Camus has given an impression of

one of his plates, containing the calender for

March and April, and supposes it to be of this

date.

1735, iVo«. 27. Died, Robert Andrews, aged
eighty years, a letter-founder in Charterhouse-

street, London. He was a member of the court

of assistants in the stationers' company. Mr. Sil-

vester Andrews, his son, carried on the business

of letter-founding at Oxford. In 1733, Thomas-
James purchased both their foundries.

1735. The Prompter.

1735, March 13. The Old Whig ; or. Con-
sistent Protestant, No. 1 . A great portion of this

work was written by Dr. Chandler,f a learned

dissenting minister, who was zealously attached

to the person and character of George II.

1735. London and Dublin Magazine ; or,

the Gentleman's Monthly Intelligencer. London,
printed, and Dublin reprinted, for George Faulk-

ner, for 1735. This was a piratical reimpression

or Dublin edition of the London Magazine.

1736, Feb. 3. Died, Bernard Lintot, a
celebrated bookseller of London. BaniabyJ
(Bernard) Lintott, son of John Lintott, late of

Horsham, a Sussex yeoman, was bound appren-

tice, at stationers' hall, to Thomas Lingard, De-

* George Lillo was born at London, Feb. 4, 1693. He
carried on the business of a jeweller many years with
great reputation. He well knew how to touch the heart

;

and his pieces, which are subservient to the cause of
virtue, are George Barnwell, Fatal Curiositr/, and Arden
of Feversham. He died Sept. 3, 1739-

t Samuel Chandler was born at Hungerford, in Berk-
shire, in 1693, and was educated for the ministry amongst
the dissenters. In 1716 he was chosen minister of the
congregation at Peckham, and the income being slender,
he commenced business as a bookseller in the Poultry,
which he however relinquished upon his being appointed
minister of the Old Jewry meeting. He was complimented
by the imiversities of Edinburgh and Glasgow vnth. the
diploma of D. D., and was elected a member of the royal
and antiquarian societies. Dr. Chandler died May 3, 1766,
and was buried in Bunhill Fields. His sermons have been
printed in four volumes, 8vo.

t This was the name under which he was bound appren-
tice; but he soon dropped Barnaby , and, after some years^
wrote Lintot with a single t at the end.

I
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cember 4, 1690 ; turned over to John Harding,*
169...; and made free March 18, 1699. He
soon afterwards commenced business as a book-

seller, at the sign of the Cross Keys, between the

Temple gates, where he was patronized by many
of the most eminent writers of a period which
has been styled the Augustine age of English

literature. John Dunton thus characterizes Mr.
Lintot:—^"He lately published a Collection of
Tragic Tales, (Sec, by which I perceive he is

angry with the world, and scorns it into the bar-

gain ; and I cannot blame him : for D'Urfey
(his author) both treats and esteems it as it de-

serves; too hard a task for those whom it flatters

;

or perhaps for Bernard himself, should the world

ever change its humour, and grin upon him.

However, to do Mr. Lintott justice, he is a man
of very good principles, and I dare engage will

never want an author of Sol-Fa, so long as the

playhouse will encourage his comedies." In
1715 he served the oflSce of renter warden to the

stationers' company; in 1722-3, he was elected

into the court of assistants ; and served the office

of under warden in 1729. In 1714, Lintot en-

tered into a very liberal agreement with Pope,
for his translation oi Homer's Iliad; the printing

of which was soon afterwards begun by Mr,
Bowyer, and diligently attended to by all parties.

Gay,f in a letter to Congreve, April 7, 1715,

facetiously says, " Mr. Pope's Homei- is retarded

by the great rains that have fallen of late, which
causes the sheets to be long a-drying. This
gives Mr. Lintot great uneasiness ; who is now
endeavouring to engage the curate of the parish

to pray for fair weather, that his work may go
on." There does not appear to have been any
altercation between the bookseller and the au-
thor during the whole period of the publication

of the Iliad or Odyssey, which continued till

1725 ; but, from whatever cause it may have
arisen, the friendship between Mr. Pope and his

publisher appears to have terminated with the

* Without flattery he deserves to be called a very courte-
ous man, of a lovely proportion, extremely well made

—

as handsome a mien, and as good an air as, perhaps, few
of his neighbours exceed him, so that his body makes a
very handsome tenement for his mind. I came acquainted
with him at Sturbitch fair, and having dealt with him
several years, I find him to be a very honest man—an im-
derstanding bookseller, and a zealous Church-of-England-
man, yet to do him justice, he is no bigot to any party.

t John Gay was born at or near Barnstaple, in Devon-
shire, in 1688, and educated at the Grammar school in that
town. He was apprenticed to a silk mercer in London,
but in a few years quitted trade, and commenced author.
His first poem, entitled Rural Sports, printed in 1711, and
dedicated to Pope, gained him the friendship of that poet
and his friends. Gay obtained several employments in
the reign of queen Anne, but on the accession of the house
of Hanover, his expectations of further preferment were
disappointed. In 1720 he published his poems, by sub-
scription, which produced him j6'1000, but embarking in
the South Sea bubble, he lost the whole. In 1727 appeared
his Beggar's Opera, by which he got altogether about
j6'i600. Gay was at all times a bad economist, and the
duke and duchess of Queensbury took him into their house,
and managed his aflairs, so that at his death, which took
place December 4, 1732, he left upwards of ^3000. His
remains were interred in Westminster abbey, where a
monument was erected to his memory, with an epitaph
written by Pope, who describes him

Of manners gentle, of affections mild.
In wit a man, simplicity a child.

conclusion of Homer.* In an undated letter,

addressed by Mr. Pope to the earl of Burlington
about that period, his description of his old
friend Bernard Lintot is given with the most
exquisite humour.f " I know of nothing in our
language," says Dr. Warton, " that equals it,

except, perhaps, Mr. Colman's description in a
TerrcB Filius, of an expedition of a bookseller
and his wife to Oxford." Perhaps Mr. Pope
conceived that Lintot had risen above his proper
level ; for it appears that early in 1727, having,
by successful exertions in business, acquired a
decent competence, and made some additions to
his paternal inheritance in Sussex, he was de-
sirous of tracing the origin of his family ; and
for that purpose consulted Humphrey Wanley,
who had then the custody of the earl of Oxford's
heraldic manuscripts, and in whose diary is the
following memorandum :—" Young Mr. Lintot
the bookseller, came enquiring after arms, who
now, it seems, want to turn gentlefolks. I could
find none of their names." In 1727 Pope un-

* The following sums were paid by Lintot to Pope, for
the various works here mentioned :

^ S. D.
1712, Feb. 19, Statins, first book ; Vertumnus

and Pomona I6 2 6

„ March 21, First edition of the Rape .... 7

„ April 9, to a Lady presenting Voiture
upon Silence. To the author of a
Poem called Successio 3 l6 6

1713, Fe6. 23, Windsor Forest 32 6

„ July 22, Ode on St. Cecilia's Day 15

1714, Feb. 20, Additions to the Rape 15

„ JlfarcA 23, Homer, vol. 1 215
650 books on royal paper 176

1 71 6, Fe6. 1, Temple of Fame 32 5

„ w4/w^7 31, Key to the Lock 10 15

1716, Fe6. 9, Homer, vol. II 215

„ May 7, 650 royal paper 150

„ J«/y 17, Essay on Criticism 15

1717, August g. Homer, vol. Ill 215
17] 8, Jon. 6, 650 royal paper 150

„ JlfarcA 3, Homer, vol. IV 215
650 royal paper 150

„ Oc^ 17. Homer, vol. V 215

1719, i4pn7 6, 650 royal paper 150

1720, FeA. 26, Homer, VOL VI 215

„ May 7, 650 royal paper 150

1721, Dec. 13, PameU's Poems
Paid Mr. Pope for the subscription money

due on the 2nd vol. of his Homer, and
on his 5th vol. at the agreement for the
said 5th vol. (I had Mr. Pope's assign-
ment for the royal paper that were
then left of his Homer) 840

Copy money for the Odyssey, vols. I. II.

HI. } and 750 of each vol. printed on
royal paper, 4to 6l5 6

Copy money for the Odyssey, vols. IV.
v., and 750 of each vol. royal 425 18 7i

dSA2Ai 8 7k

Dr. Johnson says, that Pope oflFered an English Iliad to

the subscribers, in six volumes quarto, for six guineas.
Bernard Lintot became proprietor, on condition of supply-

ing, at his own expense, all the copies which were to be

delivered to subscribers, or presented to friends, and pay-
ing £2(iQ for every volume.
The subscribers were five hundred and seventy-five.

The copies for which subscriptions were given, were six

hundred and fifty-four. For these copies. Pope had nothing

to pay ; he, therefore, received, including the .^£'200 per

volume, five thousand three hundred and twenty pounds,

four shillings, without deduction, as the books were sup-

plied by Lintot.

Homer, finely printed from an Elzevir letter by William
Bowyer, sold at 2«. Gd. a volume bound.

t See Nichols's Literary Anecdotes, vol. viii. p. 170.
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doubtedly conceived a very ill impression of his

quondam bookseller, and vented his indignation

without mercy in the Dunciad. His principal

delinquency^ however, seems to have been, that

he was a stout man, clumsily made, not a very

considerable scholar, and that he filled his shop

with rubric posts. Against his benevolence and
general moral character there is not even an in-

sinuation. In the first book, he is thus ungra-

ciously introduced

—

" Hence Miscellanies spring, the weekly boast
Of Cuill's choice press, and Lintot's rubric post."

On which the learned annotator remarks, that
" the former was fined by the court of king's

bench for publishing obscene books ; the latter

usually adorned his shop xvith titles in red letters.

In the race described in the second book of the

Dunciad^ in honour of the goddess of Dulness,

Lintot and Curll are entered as rival candidates

:

" But lofty Lintot in the circle rose

:

'This prize is mine ; who 'tempt it are my foes;
With me began this genius, and shall end.'

He spoke ; and who with Lintot shall contend ?

Fear held him mute. Alone, untaught to fear,

Stood dauntless Curll ; ' behold that rival here !

The race by vigour, not by vaunts, is won

;

So take the hindmost, hell !

' (he said) and run.
Swift as a bEird the bailiff leaves behind.
He left huge Lintot, and out-stripp'd the wind.
As when a dab-chick waddles through the copse
On feet and wings, and flies, and wades, and hops

;

So lab'ring on, with shoulders, hands, and head.
Wide as a windmill all his figure spread.

With arms expanded Bernard rows his state.

And left-legged Jacob* seems to emulate."

Bernard Lintot appears to have soon after re-

linquished his business to his son Henry, and
to have retired to Horsham, in Sussex; for which
county he was nominated high sheriff' in Novem-
ber, 1735, an honour which he did not live to

enjoy. He died at the age of sixty-one years.

In the newspapers of the day he was styled
" Bernard Lintot, esq., of the Middle Temple,
late an eminent bookseller in Fleet-street."

1736. Proceedings in the submission betwixt

W. R. Freebairn, his majesty^s printer, and Mr.
J. Blair, of Ardblair, and Mr. J. Nairn, of
Greenyards, aspiring to be King^s Printers.

Edinburgh, 1736, folio.

1736. Died, Thomas James, letterfounder in

Bartholomew close, London. He was the son of

the rev. John James, vicar of Basingstoke, and
served his apprenticeship with Mr. Robert An-
drews. In 1710 he went to Holland for the

purpose of purchasing a set of matrices, and on
his return commenced business in Aldermanbury,
from thence he removed to Town-ditch, and at

length settled in St. Bartholomew close. He
was connected with Ged in prosecuting the de-

sign of stereotype printing, in which he expended
much of his fortune, and suffered in his proper

business ;
" for the printers," say Rowe Mores,

" would not employ him, because the block-

printing, had it succeeded, would have been

* Jacob Tonson the elder.—This epithet arose from an
awkwardness of gait.

Srejudicial to theirs." Upon the death of Mr.
ames, the following circular was issued through

the trade :

—

Advertisement. The death of Mr.
Thomas James, of Bartholomew-close, letter-

founder, having been industriously published in

the newspapers, without the least mention of any
person to succeed in his business, it is become
necessary for the widow James to give as public

notice, tnat she carries on the business of letter-

founding, to as great exactness as formerly, by
her son John James, who had managed it

during his father's long illness; the letter this

advertisement is printed on being his perfoim-

ance : And he casts all other sorts, from the

largest to the smallest size; also the Saxon,
Greek, Hebrew, and all the oriental types of

various sizes.

17ZQ, April 2. Died, Jacob Tonson,the elder,

the most celebrated bookseller that this country
ever produced. He was the son of a barber-

surgeon of the same name in Holborn, who died
in 1668. He was apprenticed June 5, 1670, to

Thomas Basset,* bookseller, and having been
admitted a freeman of the company of stationers,

Dec. 20, 1677, commenced business on his own
account. At this period his finances could not
have been very flourishing ; for it is recorded that

he was unable to pay twenty pounds for the first

play of Dryden's, the Spanish Friar, 1681, and
was accordingly compelled to admit another
bookseller to share in the transaction. To this

circumstance, added to the lucky bargain with
the possessor of the copyright of Paradise Lost,-[

may be referred most of his subsequent popularity
and good fortune.

Sir Walter Scott (says our author) has pre-

sented the several unedited letters between the

poet and his publisher, which throws a good deal

of light upon the history of both. The earliest

of these was in 1684, preparatory to the printing

of the second volume oi Miscellaneous Poems^
equally known by the name of Dryden or of
Tonson, and is written in terms of great fami-
liarity, with thanks for " two melons." Tonson's
reply is perfectly the tradesman's ; satisfied with

the translations of Ovid, which he had received

for his third Miscellany, but objecting, as usual,

* Dunton characterizes a Mr. R. Basset, in Fleet-street.
" I shall not speak of the wit and parts of this youngs
man ; but that remarkable fortitude that shines so bright
in his countenance. It is true, fighting is not his trade

;

yet he can wear his courage upon occasion as handsomely
as a gentleman does learning ; for he knows how to ap-
prove both his loyalty and valour ; and I really believe
would be as liberal of his blood as his money, for the
preservation of our dear-bought new-recovered liberties."

t Barbazon Ailmer, the assignee of Samuel Simmons,
disposes of one half of his right in Paradise Lost, to Jacob
Tonson, August IJ, 1683 : the other half at an advance,
March 24, 1690.

t Speaking of Tonson's Miscellany Poems, in a letter

dated May 20, 1709, Pope says, " I shall be satisfied if I can
lose my time agreeably this way, without losing my repu-
tation. I can be content with a bare saving game, without
being thought an eminent hand (witli which little Jacob
graciously dignified his adventurers and volunteers in
poetry.) Jacob creates poets, as kings do knights ; not for
their hono'ir, but for their money. Certainly he ought to
be esteemed a worker of miracles, who is grown rich by
poetry." Wycherly, in reply, with an indecent allusion
to scripture, observes, "You will make Jacob's ladder
raise you to immortality."
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to the price—having, as he stated, only 1446

lines for fifty guineas, when he expected to have

had at the rate of 1518 lines for forty guineas

;

adding that he had a better bargain with Juve-

nal, which is reckoned not so easy to translate

as Ovid. The value of Dryden's translations of

the classics was so fully impressed upon Tonson's

mind, in consequence of the rapid sale of the six

volumes of Miscellanies, among which they had

appeared, that he induced the poet to undertake

a version of Virgil's JEndds and Georgics. Mr,

Malone's industry has ascertained the terms on

which this compact was to have been fulfilled.

There were two classes of subscribers, the first of

whom paid five guineas each, to adorn the work
with engravings ; beneath each of which, in due

and grateful remembrance, were blazoned the

arms of a subscriber. This class amounted to

one hundred and one persons. The second sub-

scribers were two hundred and fifty in number,

at two guineas each. But from these sums was
to be deducted the expense of the engravings,

though these were only the plates used for Ogil-

by's Virgil, a little retouched. Besides the sub-

scriptions, Dryden received from Tonson fifty

pounds for each book of the Georgics and JEneid,

and probably the same for the Pastorals collec-

tively. The price charged by Jacob for the

copies delivered to subscribers, appears to have

T)een exorbitant, and reduced the amount of

Dryden's profits to about twelve or thirteen

hundred pounds, a sum trifling, when compared
with the remuneration received by Pope for his

version of the Iliad, which was somewhere be-

tween five and six thousands pounds. When
Dryden's translations had advanced as far as the

completion of the seventh jEneid, a little quarrel

broke out between him and his publisher ; during

which the poet charges Tonson with a view from

the very beginning to deprive him of all profit

—

by the second subscriptions, alluding, of course,

to the excessive price required by the bookseller

for the volumes from the subscribers. By his

success in trade, Tonson had acquired a sufficient

sum to purchase an estate at Ledbury, in Hert-

fordshire, where he died. In 1703, about forty

noblemen and gentlemen formed the famous
Kit-cat club,* purely from the design of distin-

guishing themselves by an active zeal for the

Protestant succession in the house of Hanover.

Jacob Tonson was their secretary, and by virtue

of that office, became possessed of the pictures of

all the original members of that club.

Immortal made, as Kit-cat by his pies.

Jacob Tonson, however plain in his appear-

ance, was certainly a worthy man,f and was not

* They met at a house in Shire-lane ; and took their title

from the name of Christopher Cat, a pastry-cook, who ex-
celled in making mutton-pies, which were regularly part
of the entertainment. The portraits were painted by sir

Godfrey Kneller, on canvas somewhat larger than a three
quarters, and lef.s than a half, length : a size which has
ever since been denominated a Kit- cat from this circum-
stance. Sir Godfrey Kneller died Oct. 26, 1723, aged 75.

t For Dunton's character of Jacob Tonson, and his
dealing with Dryden, see page 56l, ante.

only respected, but lived in familiar intimacy
with some of the most considerable persons of
his day.*

A splendid volume under the title of The Kit-
Cat Club, done from the original paintings of
sir Godfrey Kneller, by Mr. Faber, sold by J.
Tonson in the Strand, and T. Faber, at the
Golden Head in Bloomsbury-square, was pub-
lished in 1735 ; containing an engraved title-

page and dedication; and forty-three portraits,

beginning with sir Godfrey Kneller, and ending
with Mr. Tonson's, who is represented in a gown
and cap, holding in his right hand a volume let-

tered Paradise Lost. Faber began the plates,

which are all dated in 1732 ; and the volume is

dedicated to the duke of Somerset, " to whose
liberality the collection of prints owed its very
being, in setting the example to the other mem-
bers of the Kit-cat club of honouring Mr. Ton-
son with these portraits ; " and who was " ever

eminently distinguished by that noble principle,

for the support of which that association was
known to have been formed, the love of their

country and its constitutional liberties."

1736, July. The plan of inserting a regular
series of the Parliamentary Debates in the
Gentleman's Magazine, was first put into prac-

tice at this time. From the time of Mr. Cave's
first connexion with the newspaper, at Norwich,
while he was an apprentice, he conceived a
strong idea of the utility of publishing the
debates, and had an opportunity, whilst engaged
in a situation at the post-office, not only as stated

by Dr. Johnson, of supplying his London friends

with provincial papers ; but he also contrived to

furnish the country printers with these written

minutes of the proceedings in the two houses of
parliament, which, says Mr. Nichols, "within
my own remembrance, were regularly circulated

in the coff'ee houses, before the daily papers
were tacitly permitted to report the debates." We
have already given instances of Mr. Cave's in-

fringement of the orders of the house of com-
mons. The method of proceeding to obtain the

debates, is thus related by sir John Hawkins:
" Taking with him a friend or two, he found

means to procure for them and himself admis-
sion into the gallery of the house of commons,
or to some concealed station in the other house ;

and then they privately took down notes of the

several speeches, and the general tendency and
substance of the arguments. Thus furnished.

Cave and his associates would adjourn to a
neighbouring tavern, and compare and adjust

their notes ; by means whereof, and the help of

their memories, they became enabled to fix at

least the substance of what they had so' lately

heard and remarked. The reducing this crude

* Both Lintot and Tonson were rivals for publishing a
work of Dr. Young's. The poet answered both letters the
same morning, but unfortunately misdirected them. In
these epistles, he complained of the rascally cupidity of
each. In the one intended for Tonson, he said, that Lintot
was a great scoundrel, that printing with him was out of
the question ; and writing to Lintot, he declared that
Tonson was an old rascal, with other epithets equally
opprobrious.
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matter into form was the work of a future day

and of an abler hand ; Guthrie, the historian, a
writer for the booksellers, whom Cave retained

for the purpose." But these debates were not

given till the session was ended ; and then only

with the initial and final letters of each speaker.

Thus far all went on smoothly for two years

;

till on the 20th of April, 1738, a complaint being

made to the house, that the publishers of several

written and printed news letters and papers had
taken upon them to give accounts therein of the

proceedings of the house ; it was resolved, " That
it is a high indignity to, and a notorious breach

of, the privilege of this house, for any news-

writer, in letters, or other papers, to give there-

in, any account of the debates, or other pro-

ceeijings of this house, or any committee thereof,

as well during the recess, as the sitting of parlia-

ment ; and that this house will proceed with the

utmost severity against such offenders." During
the debates, sir William Younge earnestly im-
plored the house of commons to put down the

printing of the debates of the house ; he was fol-

lowed by sir Thomas Winnington, who, in the

midst of a long speech, made the following ob-

servation :
—" You will have the speeches of the

house every day printed, even during your session,

and we shall be looked upon as the most con-

temptible assembly on the face of the earth.^^

The absurd spirit which dictated this resolution,

has not yet departed from the legislature ; and it

has been truly remarked, that even at the present

hour, "were the question put, whether journal-

ists attend to report by connivance, or by open
sufferance, there is little doubt the sticklers for

privilege would decide for the former."

Some expedient was now become necessary;

and the caution (not the vanity) of Cave suggest-

ing to him a popular fiction; in June, 1738, he
prefaced the debates by what he chose to call

" An Appendix to Captain Lemuel Gulliver's

Account of the famous Empire of Lilliput;"

and the proceedings in parliament were given

under the title of " Debates in the Senate of

Great Lilliput." Not thinking himself, how-
ever, perfectly secure, even by this total con-

cealment of the speakers, he did not venture to

put his own name to the title-pages of the maga-
zine ; but published them under the name of

one of his nephews, Edward Cave, junior,

which was continued until 1752. In the follow-

ing year he again used his own name, and gave
the debates, as at first, with the initial and final

letters.

A new era in politics, occasioned by the motion
to remove the minister, Feb. 13, 1740-41, bring-

ing on much warmer debates, required " the

pen of a more nervous writer than he who had
hitherto conducted them ;" and " Cave, dis-

missing Guthrie, committed the care of this

part of his monthly publication to Johnson,"
who had already given ample specimens of his

ability. But the Lilliputian disguise was still

continued, even beyond the period of Johnson's

debates, which, as has been authenticated by
his own diary, began Nov. 19, 1740, and ended

Feb. 23, 1742-3.* And these debates, which,
every competent judge must allow, exhibit a
memorable specimen of the extent and prompti-
tude of Johnson's faculties, and which have
induced learned foreigners to compare British

mth Roman eloquence, were hastily sketched by
Johnson, while he was not yet thirty-two, while
he had little acquaintance with life, while he
was struggling, not for distinction, but existence.

On the 3d of April, 1747, a complaint having
been made in the house of lords against Edward
Cave and Thomas Astley, for printing in their

respective magazines (the Gentleman^ and the

London) an account of the Trial of Simon Lord
Lovat, they were both ordered into the custody
of the gentleman usher of the black rod.—On
the 10th of April, Mr. Cave, in custody,

petitioned the house; expressing his sorrow for

his ofi'ence; begging pardon for the same;
promising never to offend again in the like man-
ner ; and praying to be discharged.—On the 30th
of April, the lord Raymond reported from the

committee appointed to consider of the offences

of Astley and Cave, "that they had ordered

Cave to be brought before them ; and the book
complained of being shown to him, he owned
that he printed and published it." Being asked,

"how he came to publish an account of lord

Lovat's trial, and from whom he had the account
so published ?" he said, " it was done inadver-

tently; he was very sorry for having offended;

that he published the said account of the trial

I

* In 1740-1, Dr. Johnson succeeded William Guthrie in
drawing up the debates. The eloquence, the force of argu-
ment, and the splendour of language, displayed in the
several speeches, are well known, and universally admired.
The following anecdote is related by sir John Hawkins :

—

'• Dr. Johnson, Mr. Wedderburn, (lord Loughborough)
Dr. Francis, the translator of Horace, Mr. Murphy, Mr.
Chetwyn, and several other gentlemen, dined with Foote.
After dinner, an important debate, toward the end of sir

Robert Walpole's administration, beuig mentioned, Dr.
Francis observed, that Mr. Pitt's speech, upon that occa-
sion, was the best he had ever read. He had been em-
ployed, he added, during a number of years, in the study
of Demosthenes, and had finished a translation of that
celebrated orator, with all the decorations of style and
language within the reach of his capacity. Many of the
company remembered the debate, and several passages
were cited from the speech, with the approbation and ap-
plause of all present. During the ardour of the conversa-
tion, Johnson remained silent. When the warmth of praise
subsided, he opened with these words :

• That speech I

wrote in a garret in Exeter-street.' The company was
struck with astonishment. After staring at each other
for some time, in silent amaze, Dr. Francis asked how that
speech could be written by him. ' Sir, said Johnson, I

wrote it in Exeter-street : I never was in the giUlcry of
the house of commons but once : Cave had interest with
the door-keepers : he and the persons employed under him
got admittance : they brought away the subject of discus-
sion, the names of the speakers, tbe side they took, and
the order in which they rose, together with notes of the
various arguments adduced in the course of the debate.
The whole was afterwards communicated to me, and I

composed the speeches in the form they now have in the
parliamentary debates. For the speeclics of that period
are all reprinted from Cave's Magazine.' To this discovery
Dr. Francis made answer :

' Then, sir, you have exceeded
Demosthenes himself, for to say you have exceeded
Francis's Demosthenes would be nothing.' The rest of
the company were lavish of their compliments to Johnson :

one, in particular, praised his impartiality, observing that
he had dealt out reason and eloquence with an equal hand
to both parties. " That is not quite true, sir," said John-
son

J
" I saved appeaiances well enough, but I took care

that the whig dogs should not have the best of it."

4 N
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from a printed paper which was left at his house,

directed to him ; but he does not know from

whom it came." Being asked, " how long he

has been a publisher of the Gentleman's Maga-
zine P" he said, " that it is about sixteen years

since it was first published ; that he was con-

cerned in it at first with his nephew ; and since

the death of his nephew, he has done it entirely

himself." Notice being taken to him, " that the

said books have contained debates in parlia-

ment ;" he said, " he had left off the debates

;

, that he had not published any debates relative to

this house above these twelve months ; that there

was a speech or two relating to the other house,

put in about the latter end of last year." Being

asked, " how he came to take upon him to pub-

lish debates in parliament ?" he said, " he was

extremely sorry for it ; that it was a veiy great

presumption ; but he was led into it by custom,

and the practice of other people : that there was

a monthly book, published before the magazines,

called the Political State, which contained

debates in parliament ; and that he never heard,

till lately, that any persons were punished for

printing those books." Being asked, " how he

came by the speeches which he printed in the

Gentleman's Magazine ?" he said, " he got into

the house, and heard them, and made use of

a black lead pencil, and only took notes of some
remarkable passages ; and, from his memory, he

put them together himself." Notice being taken

to him, " that some of the speeches were very

long, consisting of several pages;" he said, "he
wrote them himself, from notes which he took,

assisted by his memory." Being asked, "whether
he printed no speeches but such as were so put

together by himself, from his own notes ?" he

said, " Sometimes he has had speeches sent him
by very eminent persons; that he has had
speeches sent him by the members themselves

;

and has had assistance from some members, who
have taken notes of other members' speeches."

Being asked, "if he ever had any person whom
he kept in pay, to make speeches for him ?" he

said, "he never had."

The report proceeds to state, that Astley had
been also brought before them; and a former

examination of the 8th of April having been

read to him, he said, "that contained all the in-

formation he was able to give their lordships."

"Few of the collections of parliamentary

debates can be justly regarded as much more
authentic than Johnson's Orations. The most

ancient are probably the most authentic.

D'Ewes's Journals of Elizabeth's Parliaments,

as they contain the oldest parliamentary speeches,

are assuredly the most curious. The first volume
of the Commons' Journals contains several im-

portant debates during the interesting period

from the accession of James I. till the cessation

of parliaments under his unhappy son. The
authentic debates of the session, 1621, were
published in 1766, from a member's manuscript.
The collections of Rushworth contain many of
the parliamentary debates during the civil wars.

To these follow Gray's Debates^ which are still

j

more authentic. But as to those various collec-

tions, which profess to give the parliamentary
debates during that disputatious period, from
the Restoration till late times, they can be
deemed of little more authority than the speeches
of Johnson.

" It was the Revolution which finally un-
shackled the press. But it was still criminal,

at least dangerous, to publish parliamentary pro-
ceedings without parliamentary permission.

During king William's reign, the newspapers
sometimes gave a detached speech of a particu-
lar speaker, who wished, by contributing the out-
lines, to gratify his vanity, or secure his seat.

" It was in the factious times which immedi-
ately succeeded, when parliamentary debates
were first distributed through the land in monthly
pamphlets. Then it was that Boyer's zeal propa-
gated the Political State. This was succeeded,
on the accession of George I. by the Historical

Registers, which were published by soberer men,
and may be supposed therefore to contain more
satisfactory information.

"The Gentleman's Magazine soon after fur-

nished the public with still more finished debates,

which were first compiled by Guthrie, then by
Johnson, and afterwards by Hawkesworth. The
success of this far-famed miscellany prompted
many competitors for public favour, who all

found an interest in propagating what the people
read, however contrary to parliamentary resolves.

And these resolves have at length given way to

the spirit of the people, who, as they enjoy the

right of instructing their representatives, seem
to have established the privilege of knowing
what their representatives say."*

1736. Died, Joseph Damer, formerly a book-
seller at Dorchester, which town he represented

in parliament in 1722. He retired to Ireland,

where he died, aged 60 years, the richest private

gentleman, and the greatest miser in that country,

having raised a fortune for his family, which was
ennobled by his son, lord Milton. Mr. Damer
married Mary, the daughter of John Churchill,

and niece to Awnsham Churchill, noticed at

page 639 ante. The following lines are taken
from a whimsical little work, called Jemmy
Carson's Collections, Sec. and form part of " an
elegy on the much lamented death of Mr. Da-
mer, the famous rich man, who died the sixth

day of July, 1723."t

" Beneath this verdant hillock lies,

Damer the wealthy and the wise
;

His heirs, that he might safely rest.

Have put his carcase in a chest ;

The very chest in which they say
His other self, his money lay.

And if his heirs continue kind
To that dear self he left behind,
I dare believe that four in five

Will think his better half alive."•I
1736, Died, James Knapton, of whom Dun-

ton says, " he is a very accomplished person

;

not that sort of animal that flutters from tavern

* Preface to Johnson's Debates, 1787 > PP- 6 -9.

t Mr. Nichols, in his account of the Churchills, vol. i.

p. 150, Literary/ Anecdotes, says Mr. Damer died in 1736,
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to playhouse, and again back again, all his life

made up with wig and cravat, without one dram
of thought in his composition ; but a pei'son

made up with sound worth, brave and generous;

and shows, by his purchasing Dampier's Voyages^

he knows how to value a good copy." Mr. Knap-
ton continued business with great reputation till

his death, in 1736 ; and was succeeded by two
of his brothers, John and Paul Knapton, both

men of great eminence.

1736, Feb. 22. Died, William Churchill,
esq., bookseller to his majesty. He was im-
mensely rich, to which his printing Rymer's
Fcedera, at queen Anne's expense, gi'eatly con-

tributed.

1736, May 25. Mr. Benjamin Motte, book-

seller, London, filed a bill in chancery against

Mr. Faulkner,* bookseller, of Dublin, to prevent

the sale of the Dublin edition of Swift's works

in England. Swift interposed on this occasion,

for he wrote a letter to Motte of the above date,

and it would appear his mediation was success-

ful, from the subsequent amicable interview

between the two booksellers.

1736, Mai/ 27. A society for the encourage-

ment of learning was established upon this day,

in London, the object of which was to assist

authors in the publication of their works. The
duke of Richmond, president, with about one

hundred members. Mr. Bowyer, Mr. Betten-

ham, and Mr. Richardson, were the three first

appointed printers ; Mr. Gordon was the secre-

tary, with a salary of i550 a-year, and Dr.

Birch, treasurer. However liberal the idea of

such an institution might have been, the execu-

tion of it counteracted the intention of its foun-

ders. It was, in fact, a direct attack on the

booksellers, who, after all, are certainly no bad
" rewarders of literary merit ;"* and their assist-

ance having been found indispensably necessary

to the undertaking, a contract was entered into,

for three years, with A. Millar, J. Gray, and J.

Nourse. A new contract was afterwards entered

* George Faulkner went to London to solicit subscrip-
tions for an edition of Swift's works, which he was then
about publishing. On his return to Dublin, intending to
pay his respects to the dean, he went, dressed in a laced
waistcoat, bag-wig, and other fopperies. Swift received
him as a perfect stranger. " Pray, sir, what are your
commands with me ? " "I thought it my duty, sir, to
wait upon you immediately aftermy arrival from London."
" Pray, sir, who are you ? " •• George Faulkner, the
printer ! " " You George Faulkner, the printer ! ! Why
you are the most impudent, barefaced impostor I ever
heard of. Faulkner is a sober, sedate citizen, and would
never trick himself out in lace and other fopperies. Get
about your business, and thank your stars I do not send
you to the house of correction." Poor George hobbled
away as fast as he could, and after changing his dress, re-
turned immediately to the deanery. On his return, Swift
went up and shook him most cordially by the hand. "My
good friend George, I am heartily glad to see you safe re-

turned. Here was an impudent fellow in a laocd waist-
coat, who would have fain passed for you ; but I soon sent
him packing with a flea in his ear 1

"

t I suppose this society for encourag;ing learning alarms
the booksellers ; for it must be at last a downright trading
society, a mere Conger (forgive me if I mis-spell so mys-
terious a word.—See page 621 ante. I hope you will take
care to be one of their printers, for they will certainly be
a society for encouraging printing; Learning perhaps may
be too far gone, and past all private encouragement."

—

Mr. Clarke to Mr. Bowyer ^ earlft in. 1737.

into with six other booksellers (G. Strahan, C.
Rivington, P. Vaillant, J. Brindley, S. Baker,
and J. Osborn, jun.), whose profits on the busi-

ness were so injudiciously retrenched, that the
avowed purposes of the society were entirely

frustrated. In 1742, a third method was adopted,
and the society chose to become their own book-
sellers. The experiment was tried with .Sllian

De Animalibus, 4 to. in 1743. A few months
were sufficient to demonstrate the impracticability
of the attempt ; and before the year was at an
end, they again had recourse to three booksellers,

on a plan in some degree enlarged. Thus circum-
stanced, they published bishop Tanner's Notitia

Monastica, folio, in January, 1743-4 ; and pro-

fessor Stuart's English translation of sir Isaac
Newton's Quadrature of Curves, in September,
1745. But their finances were then become
almost exhausted, after having suspended a sub-
scription of nearly two thousand pounds. The
Bihliotheca Britannica of bishop Tanner was,
however, completed under their patronage, in

1748; but, by A Memorial of the present State

of Affairs of the Society, April 17, in that year,

it appears they had incurred so considerable a
debt as to be deten'edat that time from proceed-
ing farther in their project of printing.

1736. The Virginia Gazette.

1737, Jan. 1. Died, Richaed Knaplock,
bookseller, of whom Dunton says—" He printed

Mr. Wesley's Defence of his Letter, &c., and
then, to be sure, he is no dissenter. However,
he is a very sober, honest man ; and has not one
spot in his whole life, except it be the printing

that malicious and infamous pamphlet.^' Mrs.
Knaplock, who died Nov. 29, 1772, gave £200
to the poor of the stationers' company.

1737, Jan. 7. Died, Richard Williamson,
bookseller, Gray's Inn-gate. He was deputy
receiver-general of the post-office revenue ; and
clerk of the mis-sent and mis-directed letters.

Like his predecessors, he was also a firm friend

to both the Bowyers ; and the younger of them,
at the distance of more than half a century,

evinced his grateful sense of former favours by
the following clause in his last will:—"I give

to the two sons and one daughter of the late

Rev. Mr. Maurrice, of Gothenburg, in Sweden,
who married the only daughter of Mr. William-
son, bookseller (in return for her father's friend-

ship to mine,) £1000 four per cent, consolidated
*

annuities, to be divided equally between them."
Mr. Williamson was the faithful servant alluded

to in the notice of Mr, Sare, at page 628 ante,

and was succeeded in business by Mr. Trye,
who was the predecessor of the late Mr. William
Flexney, who died Jan. 7, 1808, aged 77.

1737. Church History of England from 1500
to 1688, chiefly vnth regard to Catholics, being a
complete account of the divorce, supremacy, disso-

lution of monasteries, and the first attempts for a
reformation under king Henry VIII. The un-
settled state of the reformation ttnderEdward VI.
The interruption it met with from queen Man/,
with the hand put to it by queen Elizabeth ; to-

gether with the various fortunes of t,he Cafhnlio
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cause during the reign of James I. Charles I.

Charles II. and James II. particularly the lives

of the most eminent Catholics ; cardinals, bishops,

clergy, ^c. : Also a critical account of the works

of the learned ; trials of those who have suffered

for religion, Sfc. with the foundation of all the

English colleges and monasteries abroad, and a
general history of ecclesiastical affairs under the

British, Saxon, and Norman periods. By Charles

Dod * Though bearing the imprint of Brussels,

(probably to avoid persecution) it was printed at

Sherborne, in Dorsetshire.

This work was published as an antidote to

bishop Burnet's work, which bears the title of

A History of my Own Times, published in 1 724,

and which gives an outline of the civil war and
commonwealth, and a full narration of all that

took place from the restoration to the year 1713.

1737. GUSTAVUS WiLHELMUS BARON ImHOF,
vvho was governor of Colombo, now the British

capital of the island of Ceylon, anxious that the

gospel should be made known to the natives,

erected a press at Colombo ; the first book from
which was a Prayer-book printed in this yejir :

this was succeeded by a short Confession offaith,
executed in the next year, immediatly after

which the editors proceeded to an edition of the

Four Gospels, which they were enabled to pub-
lish in 1739. The whole of the Neiv Testament,

together with the books of Genesis and Exodus,
in Cingalese, printed at Colombo between 1771
and 1795, are preserved in the Bodleian library.

1737, Sept. 11. Died, Jeremy Batley, an
eminent bookseller, in Paternoster-row.

1737, Sept. 20. Died, Benjamin Sprint,
bookseller, in Little Britain. He was one of

the governors of Christ church hospital. Whether
he was related to Samuel and John Sprint,

noticed at page 641 ante, is not mentioned.

1737, Sept.20. Died, Nathaniel Mist, printer

and proprietor of the Weekly Journal hearing his

name ; a paper that was so obnoxious to the go-
vernment that it caused him to be several times

prosecuted with the utmost rigour of ministerial

or parliamentary vengeance.

1737, Nov. 18. Died, Thomas Harbin,
stationer, in the Strand, famous for his shining

black ink.

1737, Dec. 27. Died, William Bowyer,
sen., an eminent printer of London, where he
was born, in 1663 ; he was the son of John
Bowyer, citizen and gi-ocer. In 1679, he was
bound apprentice to Miles Flesher, admitted to

the freedom of the company of stationers, Octo-

ber 4, 1686, and very soon after became eminent
in his profession. His first printing-ofiice was
at the White Horse, in Little Britain, and before

the close of the year 1699, Mr. Bowyer removed
his oflice into Dogwell court. White Friars, to a
house which had fonnerly been the George
tavern ; and on the 6th of May, 1700, was ad-
mitted a liveryman of the company of station-

ers. Mr. Bowyer was one of the twenty printers

* Charles Dod, resided at Harrington, in Worcestershire,
and died about 1745.

allowed by the court of star chamber. The
great loss which he sustained by burning of his

printing-office, in 1713, has already been noticed.

He was twice married. By his first wife he had
no issue. His second wife was Dorothy,* daugh-
ter of Thomas Dawks, a printer of some celebrity

in his day, who in his youth, from 1652 to 1657,
had been employed as a compositor on Walton's
Polyglott Bible.-f Mr. Bowyer conducted his

business with unremitting attention and unsul-
lied reputation, during the long period of his

life, and at his death:}: was succeeded by his son
William Bowyer, who had been a partner from
June, 1722. It is evident, from his scattered

papers, that Mr.Bowyer severely felt the affliction

of his parent's loss, by applying to himself the

beautiful apostrophe of iEneas to Anchises.

Hie me pater optime, fessum
Deseris, heu ! tantis nequicquam erepte pericles.

In the church of Low-Leyton, in Essex, there

is a neat marble monument erected by Mr. W.
Bowyer to his fathers memory and his own,
with the following inscription, written byhimself
many years before his death :

HUIC MURO AB EXTRA
VICINUS JACKT

GULIELMUS BOWYKR, J
TTPOGRAPHUS LONOrNENSIS,

DB CHRISTIANO ET LITERATO ORBE "
BENE MERITUS

;

AB UTROQUE VICISSIM REMUNERATUS :

QUIPPE CUNCTIS BONIS ET FORTUNIS SUI3
SUBITO INCENDIO PKNITUS DELETIS,

MUNIFICENTIA SODALIUM STATIONARIORDM,
ET OMNIUM BONORUM FAVOR,

ABREPTAS FACULTATES CERTATIM RESTAURAVBRB ; ft

TANTI HOMINKM VITJB INTEGRUM,
SCELIRISQUE PURUM, iBSTIMANTES,

UT INOENII PR^MIO EXUTUM
REDONARENT MERCEDE VIRTUTIS :

VIRIDEM DEPOSUIT SENECTAM, DEC. 27,

ANNO I
*'^'*-^^^ '''*•

^ ^"iSALUTIS 1737.

PATRI, FATRONIS, FOSTERISQUE EORUM.

At the east end of the hall of the stationers'

company there is a brass plate with an inscrip-

* She was sister to Ichabod Dawks, printer, who died
Feb. 27, 1730, aged 70. She was born March 6, 1665; was
first married to Mr. Benjamin Allport, of St. Botoli)h's,

Bishopsg^ate, bookseller, Oct. 10, l685, and subsequently
to Mr. Bowyer, and died Dec. 27, 1727, aged 63.

t He was the son of an earlier Thomas, who was also a
printer, He was born at Kelmescote, in Oxfordshire, Oct.
8, 1636 ; and was admitted at merchant tailors' school,
April 2, 1649.

The following notes are by Ichabod Dawks, the person
mentioned in the Tatler, Nos. 18, 178 j and Spectator,
No. 457.
" In 1651, my father, Mr. ThomasDawks, began to work

at printing, at Mr. Du Gard's. He was married in Dec.
1660. I Ichabod, born Sept. 22, 1661. My dear grand-
father, Mr. Thomas Dawks, died May 11, 1670, at Low
Leyton. In the year 1672, I began to work with my
father, at Mr. Darby's, in Bartholomew close. May 16,

1673, father and I went to work at Mrs. Maxwell's. He
was her overseer. Oct. 5, 1673, we went to work at

Mrs. Flesher's. May, in the year 1674, my father set up
to be a master, in Black Fryars. I Ichabod, married Aug.
3, 1687."

t The funeral expenses were £^7 10«, at that time no ;

small sum.
§ In grateful remembrance of these ample benefactions,

the elder Mr. Bowyer had several metal cuts erigraved,

representing a Phoenix rising from the flames, with suit-

able mottoes; which were used by him, and by his son, as

ornaments in some of the most capital books they printed.

One of these original tail-pieces may be seen in vol. iii.

page 293 of Nichols's Literary Anecdotes.
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tion commemorative of his loss by fire, and the

munificent donations of the stationers' conapany

and his private friends, to repair his loss. There
is also a bust of him taken after his death ; and
a portrait, from vvhich he appears to have been

a pleasant round-faced man. This is a very

good picture ; and a faithful engraving from it,

by Basire, is given in Nichols's Literary Anec-
dotes. Mr. Bowyer was many years a valuable

member of the company of stationers.

1737, Jan. 1. The History of the Works of the

Learned, No. 1. This work first appeared in

1735, under the name of the Literary Magazine

;

or, Select British Librarian. It continued to

flourish under its new designation till the year

1743, when it closed with the publication of its

fourteenth volume. This publication is not to

be confounded with that of J. la Crose, which
appeared in 1691. See page 574, ante.

1737, Feb. Common Sense. Lord Chesterfield

and lord Lyttleton were contributors to thiswork

;

and their essays, many of which are upon topics

of more permanent interest than politics, add
much to the value of the work. It was carried

on with considerable success for some years.

1737. Belfast News Letter. This was proba-

bly the first newspaper established in Ireland,

north of Dublin, and perhaps the oldest existing

newspaper in that country.

1737, Nov. 5. The Weekly Essay, No. 1.

1738, Jan. 14. About two o'clock in the morn-
ing, the dwelling-house, and printing-office of

John Basket, king's printer, situated in Black
Friars, was totally destroyed by fire, the damage
of which was estimated at je20,000. Mr. William
Bowyer, jun. in remembrance of Mr. Basket's

gift to his father, (see page 601 ante) gave him
a press complete, and the ironwork of another.

1738, Feb. A motion was made in the house
of lords, concerning a libel on several of their

lordships, when it was observed by the majority

of the house, " That it was not usual to take

a printer or publisher into custody, when he ap-

peared and discovered his author."

1738. John Peter Zenger, of New York,

printer, &c. was charged with printing and pub-
lishing a false, scandalous, and seditious libel,

against the governor and administrator of that

province, intituled the New York Weekly Jour-

nal, and was brought to trial by information.

A great anxiety prevailed during this trial, and
after a long investigation he was found not guilty,

partly through the exertions of Mr. Hamilton,
who travelled from Philadelphia for the purpose
of defending him ; and so pleased was the mayor
and aldermen of New York with Mr. Hamil-
ton's abilities, that they presented him with the

freedom of the city in a gold box of great value.

1738, March. Died, John Darby, jun. printer,

in Bartholomew-close, who is thus characterized

by Dunton :—" Where is a man more careful of

his words ? or more pious in his actions ? I

might call him the religious printer. He goes

to heaven with the anabaptists ; but is a man of

general charity. He printed that excellent

speech of my lord Russel, and several pieces of

colonel Sydney, and is a true assertor of English
liberties. He is no bigot to any party, but can
see the truth betwixt two wranglers, and see

them agree, even in what they fall out. In a
word, Mr. Darbie is blessed in himself (by being

cool and temperate in all his passions), and is

very happy in all his relations. His wife is

chaste as a picture cut in alabaster,—you might
sooner tempt a votary, or move a Scythian rock,

than shoot a fire into her chaster breast. Sir

Roger [L'Estrange], on his bended knees, could

not prevail for (so much as) a wanton look."

1738, May 13. Henry Haines, printer, sen-

tenced to pay a fine of JC200, to sufier two
years' imprisonment, and to find security for his

good behaviour for seven years, for printing the

Craftsman.

1738. A pamphlet was published in this year,

entitled A Letter to the Society of Booksellers, on
the method of forming a true Judgment of the

Manuscripts ofAuthors, conta,\nmg some curious

literary intelligence, and is as follows :
—" We

have knowij books," says the writer, " that in

the manuscript have been damned, as well as

others which seem to be so, since, after their ap-

pearance in the world, they have often lain by
neglected. Witness the Paradise Lost of the

famous Milton, and the Optics of sir Isaac New-
ton, which last, it is said, had no character or

credit here till noticed in France. The Histori-

cal Connexion of the Old and New Testament,

by Shuckford,* is also reported to have been sel-

dom inquired after for about a twelvemonth's

time ; however, it made a shift, though not with-

out some difficulty, to creep up to a second edi-

tion, and afterwards even to a third. And, which
is another remarkable instance, the manuscript

of Dr. Prideaux'sf Connexion is w^ell known to

have been bandied about from hand to hand
among several, at least five or six, of the most
eminent booksellers, during the space of at least

two years, to no purpose, none of them undertak-

ing to print that excellent work. It lay in ob-

scurity till archdeacon Echard, the author's

friend, strongly recommended it to Tonson. It

* Itis along time ago since I read Shuckford's Connexion.

But my opinion of it was then, and I believe it is the
p:eneral opinion, that it is an injudicious performance.

The author attempted a very difficult work, and his abilities

were not equal to it. There is no design, that I know of,

of continuing it. Rev. Charles Grodwyn.

Baliol College, April 18, 1763.

Is not dean Prideaux's Connexion a continuation of
the above ?

t Humphrey Prideaux was born at Padstow, in Com-
wall. May 3, 1648. In 1676 he published the Mnmora
Oxoniensa, in one volume folio, and in 168I he was pro-

moted to a prebend of Norwich, of which cathedral he
became dean in 1702. Being disabled from public duty,

by bodily infirmity, he devoted himself to writing, and
produced his Connexion of the Old and New Testament, a

vols, folio, and 4 vols. 4to. When Dr. Prideaux offered his

Connexion to a bookseller, the latter told the Dr. that it

was a dry subject, and the printing could not safely be
ventured upon, unless he could enliven it with a little

humour ! This admirable work, however, has been trans>

lated into several languages, and has passed through nu-
merous editions. Dean Prideaux died at Norwich, Nov. 1,

1724, and was buried in the cathedral. Fie was the author
of Directions to Churchwardens, 12mo ; the Life of Maho-
met, 8vo ; the Original Right of Tithes, 8vo, ftc &c.
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was purchased, and the publication was very

successful. Robinson Crusoe's manuscript also

ran through the whole trade, nor would any one

print it, though the writer, De Foe, was in good

repute a^ an author. One bookseller at last, not

remarkable forhis discernment,but for his specu-

lative turn, engag^ 4u this publication.* This

bookseller got above a thousand guineas by it;

and the booksellers are accumulating money
every hour by editions of this work in all shapes.

The undertaker of the translation of Rapin^

after a very considerable part of the work had
been published, was not a little dubious of its

success, and was strongly inclined to drop the

design. It proved at last to be a most profitable

literary adventure."

"It would be no uninteresting literary specu-

tion," says D'Israeli, " to describe the difficul-

ties which some of our most favourite works en-

countered in their manuscript state, and even

after they had passed through the press."

When Sterne had finished his two firstvolumes

of Tristram Shandy,f he offered th§m to a book-

seller at York for £50, but was refused: he came
to town with his manuscripts; and he and
Robert Dodsley agreed in a manner of which
neither repented. The Rosciad, with all its

merit, lay for a considerable time in a dormant
state, till Churchill^ and his publisher became
impatient, and almost hopeless of success

;

but there is no doing without a patron ; for of

this work, which had so great a run afterwards,

only ten copies were sold in the first five days,

in four days more six copies were sold! but
when Garrick found himself praised in it, he set

itafloat,and Churchill then reaped a large harvest.

Burn's§ Justice was disposed of by its author,

who was weary of solicitingbooksellers to purchase

the manuscript, for a trifle, and it now yields an
'annual income. Collins|| burnt his Odes before

the door of his publisher; he moaned and

* See page 6l8, ante.

t " The sermon in Tristram Shandy" says Sterne, in his
preface to his Sermons, " was printed by itself some years
ago, but could find neither purchasers nor readers." When
it was inserted in his eccenti-ic work, it met with a most
favourable reception, and occasioned the others to be
collected.

t Charles Churchill was the son of a curate of St. John's

,

Westminster, where he was born in 1731, and educated at

Westminster school, but was refused matriculation at Ox-
ford, on account of his insufficiency in classical knowledge.
He then returned to Westminster, and married. At the
age of 23 he was ordained, and served a curacy in Wales :

he turned dealer in cyder ; but becoming a bankrupt he
returned to London, and succeeded his father. The ulti-

mate success of the Rosciad stimulated him to further ex-
ertions as a satirist. He gave himself up to dissipation,

renounced his clerical profession, discarded his wife, kept
a mistress, and joined Wilkes, the patriot of the day. He
died at Boulogne, in France, Nov. 4, 1764, and was buried
at Dover. Besides his poems, he published some sermons.

§ Richard Burn, D. D. was born at Kirkby Stephen, in
Westmoreland, educated at Oxford, and became vicar of
Orton, in his native county, and ajustice of the peace.
Besides his Jtistice of the Peace, he compiled the Ecclesi-
astical Law, for which he was made chancellor of Carlisle.
He also wrote part of the History of Westmoreland. He
died at Orton, November 20, 1785.

II William Collins was born at Chichester, Dec. 25, 1720,
and was educated at Winchester and Oxford, where he
took the degree of B. A. and wrote his Oriental Eclogues.
His uncle left him ^2000, which he did not live to enjoy.
He died June 12, 1756. His Odes are on the whole sublime.

raved amidst the cloisters of Chichester cathe-

dral, and died insane, in consequence of literary

disappointment; however, there was a fine monu-
ment raised to his memory. The publication of
the Sermons of Dr. Hugh Blair,* was refused by
Mr. Strahan ; and the Essays on the Immutability

of Truth, by Dr. James Beattie,f could find no
publisher, and was printed by two friends of the
author, at their joint expense.

The Polyeucte of Corneille,| which is now ac-

counted to be his master-piece, when he read it

to the literary assembly held at the Hotel de
Rambouillet, was not approved. Voiture came
the next day, and in gentle terms acquainted him
with the unfavourable opinion of the critics.

Such ill judges were then the most fashionable

wits of France. Corneille suffered all the hor-

rors of poverty. He used to say, his poetry went
away with his teeth. Some will think that they
ought to disappear at the same time, as one
would not give employment to the other.

Samuel Boyse,§ author of the Deity, a poem,
was a fag author, and, at one time, employed by

* Hugh Blair was the son of a merchant of Edinburgh,
where he was born, April 7, 171 8, and educated in the
university of his native city. In 1741 he was licensed to
preach, and the following year was ordained. In 1757 the
university of St. Andrews conferred on him the degree of
D.D., and he was the first preacher in Scotland who
brought the graces of polite learning to the service of the
pulpit. Besides his Sermons, which were published in five

volumes, he was the author of Lectures on Rhetoric, and
the Belles Lettres, which enjoy a high reputation. Dr.
Blair died at Edinburgh, Dec. 27, 1800.

+ James Beattie was born at Lawrencekirk, Kincardine-
shire, in Scotland, Oct. 25, 1735, where his father was a
farmer, who, however, sent him to Aberdeen university.
He obtained a pension of .#200 a.year from George III.

and was created LL.D. Dr". Beattie was the last of those
who can properly be placed in the first order of the poets
of this time. In 1777, while professor of moral philosophy
at Aberdeen, he published his celebrated poem the Minstrel,
which describes in the stanza of Spencer, the progress of
the imagination and feelings of a young and rustic poet.
He also wrote several philosophical and controversial
works. His poetry is characterized by a peculiar medita-
tive pathos. He died at Aberdeen Aug. 18, 1803.

t There were two brothers of this name, both poets of
eminence. Peter was born at Rouen, in France, June 6,

1606, and was brought up to the bar. The most famous
of his plays is the Cid. He died at Paris, Oct. 1, 1684.

Thomas, the younger brother, was a member of the
French academy, and wrote a Dictionary of Arts, in two
volumes folio, and a Geographical and Historical Dic-
tionary, in three volumes folio. He died in 1709, aged 84.

§ Samuel Boyse was born at Dublin in 17O8. At an
early age he was sent to Glasgow, where he married a
tradesman's daughter before he was twenty. This impru-
dent step, added to the extravagance of himself and wife,
involved him in miseiy. He published a volume of poems
at Edinburgh, addressed to lady Eglinton, who liberally

rewarded him ; and an elegy on the countess of Stormont,
procured him, from lord Stormont, a handsome present.
From Edinburgh he came to London, with a recommenda-
tory letter, written by the duchess of Gordon, to Mr. Pope,
and another to chancellor King, both of which he neg-
lected to deliver. He loved mean company, and indulged
in the habits of low life. His principal support was by
writing for periodical publications. The wretched situ-

ation he was in at this time, is thus described by one who
knew him—" He sat up in bed with the blanket wrapped
about him, through which he had cut a hole large enough
to receive his arm, and placing the paper on his knee
scribbled in the best manner he could the verses he was
obliged to make." In J 745 he wrote an Historical Review

of the Transactions of Europe. He also published nu-
merous poems, none of which are now read, except the

Deity, which is admitted into many collections, and has
been praised by two different writers, Fielding and Har-
vey. He died in 1749, in Shoe-lane, and was buried at

the expense of the parish.
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Mr. Ogle to translate some of Chaucer's Tales

into modern English, which he did, with great

spirit, at the rate of three-pence per line for his

trouble. Poor Boyse wore a blanket, because he
was destitute of breeches ; and was, at last,

found famished to death, with a pen in his hand.
Falconer's* deaf and dumb sister, notwith-

standing the success of his poem of the Shipwreck,

was for some time the tenant of an hospital.

Buchan'sf Domestic Medicine, which has been
one of the most popular works ever published,

and yielded immense sums, was sold for £6
;

and Miss Burney obtained only five guineas for

her Evelina.

Savage was in continual distress, independent

of an unnatural mother's persecution. He sold

his beautiful poem of the Wanderer for £\0.
Thomson's Winter was bought by Andrew

Millar, the bookseller, through the intercession

of Mallet, for a small sum.

Poor Chatterton,! one of the greatest geniuses

of any age, and who is styled

—

The sleepless boy, that perish'd in his pride,

destroyed himself through want, (though insanity

would be the better term, since it was in the

family,) still left wherewithal, by the aid of

friends, to preserve his sister from want and
poverty in her latter years.

Christopher Smart, the translator of Horace,

and no mean poet, died in the rules of the king's

* William Falconer was born in the county of Fife, in
Scotland, of humble parents, and bred to the sea. Though
he possessed few advantages from education, he had good
natural talents, which he cultivated with assiduity. In
1751 he published a poem on the Death of the Prince of
Wales ; but his reputation rests on the Shipwreck, a poem
in three cantos, which is highly descriptive and pathetic.

It originated in the circumstance of the author's being
shipwrecked in a voyage from Alexandria to Venice, when
only three of the crew escaped. Falconer also wrote an
Ode to the Duke of York, which obtained him the post of
purser to the Royal George. He likewise compiled the
Marine Dictionary, 4to. ; and published a poem against
Wilkes and Churchill, under the title of the Demagogue.
He sailed from England in 1769, in the Aurora, for the East
Indies, but after her departure from the Cape of Gtood
Hope the ship was never heard of.

t William Buchan was born at Acram, Roxburghshire,
in 1729, and educated at Edinburgh, with a view to the
church, which, however, he quitted for the study of medi-
cine. He settled at Ackworth, in Yorkshire, where he
became physician to the foundling hospital there. In
1770 he published his popular book, entitled Domestic
Medicine, or a Treatise on the Cure and Prevention of
Diseases. He finally settled in London, where he died
Feb. 25, 1805.

t Thomas Chatterton was born at Bristol, Nov. 20, 1752,
and educated at a charity school, in that city. At four-
teen years of age, he was articled clerk to an attorney at
Bristol, vdth whom he continued about three years

; yet,

though his education was confined, he discovered an early
turn towards poetry and English antiquities, and par-
ticularly towards heraldry. In April, 1770, he left Bristol,

disgusted with his profession, and the line of life in which
he was placed, and went to London, in hopes of advanc-
ing his fortune by his pen j he sunk at once from the sub-
limity of his views to an absolute dependence on the
patronage of booksellers. The exertions of his genius
brought in so little profit, that he was soon reduced to ex-
treme indigence ; so that at last, oppressed with poverty
and disease, in a fit of despair, he put an end to his exist-

ence, August, I770, with a dose of poison. Concerning
the authenticity of the poems, under the name of Rowley,
(that is, whether they are really written by a person of

that name, orwere only,what they are generally considered
to be, the forgeries of Chatterton) there long existed a
mighty controversy ; and the war among the critics has
even now scarcely subsided.

bench. Poor Smart* when at Pembroke college,

wore a path upon one of the paved walks.

Joseph Warton informs us, that when Gray
published his exquisite Ode on Eton College, his

first publication, little notice was taken of it.

Butler, the author of Hudibras, according to

Dennisjf was left to starve, and died in a garret

;

and Otway, perished through want in an obscure

public-house on Tower hill.

Goldsmith disposed of his Vicar of Wakefield,

for £60, partly from compassion and partly from
deference to tJohnson's judgment; but Mr. John
Newbery, the purchaser, had so little confidence

in the value 01 his purchase that it remained in

manuscript until the publication of the Traveller

had established the fame of the author.

Tannahill^ in whose hands the lyre of Scot-

land retained its native, artless, sweet, and touch-

ing notes ; and whose songs are distinguished by
elevation and tenderness of sentiment, richness of

rural imagery, and simplicity of diction, put a
period to his existence, principally, because Mr.

* Christopher Smart, a poet and miscellaneous writer,

was born at Shipbourne, April 12, 1722, and died at Lon-
don, May 12, 1771. Mr. Smart was liberally patronized
by Mr. John Newbery, the eminent bookseller, in St.

Paul's church-yard.

t John Dennis was bom in London in 1 657, and became
celebrated as a poet, dramatist, and critic. In 1712, he
attacked Addison's Cato, which occasioned a whimsical
pamphlet, called the Narrative of Dr. John Norris, con-
cerning the strange and deplorable phrenzy of Mr. John
Dennis. He died Jan. 6, 1734. The following epigram was
written by Savage, and first published in Johnson's preface
to the Lives of the English Poets.

Should Dennis pubUsh you had stabb'd your brother,

Larapoon'd your monarch, or debauch'd your mother j

Say what revenge on Dennis can be had.
Too dull for laughter, for reply too mad ?

On one so poor you cannot take the law

;

On one so old your sword you scorn to draw

;

Uncag'd then let the harmless monster rage,

Secure in dulness, madness, want, and age.

t Robert Tannahill was born at Paisley, June 3, 1774

;

his father was a weaver, and both his parents were much
respected for their intelligence and worth j the subject of
this slight sketch was the fourth child of six sons and one
daughter. After learning to read, write, and cast accounts,
Tannahill was sent to the loom, and early began to dis-

tinguish himself by writing verses. At this time Paisley

was in a very flomrishing condition ; and dancing puties
and rural excursions were frequent among the young peo-
ple of both sexes, and in these he often joined. He then
formed many of those poetical attachments, which he
afterwards celebrated in song. About 1800, accompanied
by a younger brother, he came to England. Robert ob-

tained work at Bolton, and the other at Preston, where
they remained about two years, and then retired home.
Tannahill's appearance was not indicative of superior

endowment. He was small in stature, and his manners
were so retiring, and his reliance on himself so small, that

without the assurance of friends, of which he found many,
he probably would never have been induced to give to the
world many of those pieces which are pronounced to be
the very perfection of song vmting. A mere enumeration
of some of their titles will be sufficient to remind most
readers of their excellence. The Braes o' Balquither;

Gloomy Winter's now awa ; Blythe was Jhe time when
he feed wi' my father ; Loudon's bonny Woods and Braes

;

Jessie the flower o' Dumblane; Och hey! Johnie lad;
Clean Pease Straw ; O, are you sleeping, Maggie ; Low-
land lassie, wilt thou go i The Happerof Mull ; The Wood
of Craigielee; The Braes o'Gltniffcr; The Lass o' Arran-
teenie, &c. &c.—In his disposition he was tender and
humane, and extremely attached to his home, his kindred,
and his friends. His life was simple and unvaried in its

details, but even the uneventful character of his existence
renders more striking and more affecting its tragic close,

being found drowned May 17, 18)0, when he had only
reached his thirty. sixth year.

i
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Archibald Gonstable, bookseller, Edinburgh, un-

fortunately declined the publication of his poems,

though offered for a very small sum.

To those unacquainted with literary history,

these statements may seem wonderful, that any
difficulties should have been experienced in the

first attempt to publish many works which now
adorn the republic of letters ;

yet another in-

stance must be recorded in that exquisite poem,

the Pleasures of Hope of Thomas Campbell,*

and nothing can be better authenticated than the

fact of its having been offered, in vain, to every

respectable bookseller both in Glasgow and Edin-

burgh. Not one of them could be prevailed

upon to risk even paper and printing upon the

chance of its success ; and at last, it was with

considerable reluctance, that Messrs. Mundell
and Son, printers to the university of Glasgow,
undertook its publication, with the very liberal

condition, that the author should be allowed fifty

copies at the trade price, and in the event of its

reaching a second edition, a further gi'atuity of

£10. It was published in 1799.

In the above slight enumeration of the ob-

stacles which the fine compositions of genius,

and the elaborate labours of erudition are doom-
ed to encounter in the road to fame,we may raise

our regret; but how often are we astonished to

find that works of another, and often ofan inferior

description are rewarded in the most princely

manner, some instances of which will be given

in another part of this work.

1738, Jan. 5. The Literary Courier of Grub-
street, No. 1, edited by Eph. Quibus.

1739, Jan. It appears that several editors of

newspapers in the country had foraied the idea

of inserting short essays upon various subjects,

for the amusement or information of the more
learned part of their readers. In the Gloucester

Journal the essays were to be entitled Country
Common Sense, but the greater portion of its

readers were offended at the introduction of the

essays as infringing upon the news of the week,

that Mr. Raikes was actually compelled to

abandon his design. Mr. Abree, proprietor of

the Canterbury News Letter, was not so easily

* There can be no doubt that the treatment which Mr.
Campbell received on this occasion, sunk deep into his

mind ; for an anecdote is told of him which proves how
strong the feeling of resentment, at the injustice he had
experienced, had taken possession of his mind. A few
years afterwards, on being asked, at a large dinner party,

for a toast, he, without hesitation, to the astonishment of

every one present, proposed the health of " Bonaparte,"
who was then in the plenitude of his power. The excla-

mation of Oh ! oh ! resounded from every side ofthe table,

when the feelings of the company were instantly mollified

by the poet exclaiming, " Yes, gentlemen, here is Bona-
parte, in the character of executioner of booksellers !" It

happened that only a few days previous, there had arrived
in London the news of the judicial murder of Palm, a
bookseller of Nuremburg, in Germany, who had been shot
by an express order of Napoleon, for contravening one of
his decrees respecting the press of that country.
Thomas Campbell was born at.Glasgow, in the year 1 777,

and studied in the university of that city. When only
twenty-two years of age, the above poem was published,
which immediately took its rank as one of the finest sen-
timental poems in the language. Gertrude of Wyoming,
a. tale in the Spencerian stanza, appeared in I8O9 ; Theo-
dric, a tale, in 1 824, and some lyrical poems of great beauty,
complete the list of Mr. Campbell's poetical productions.

intimidated, but proceeded with his essays in
spite of all opposition, which at last were well
received by all parties.

1739, March 13. Died, John Osborne, a
noted bookseller in Paternoster-row. In 1734,
whilst upper warden, Mr. Osborne gave £20 to
the company of stationers, which was disposed
of for the purchase of a branch for illuminating
the hall on public occasions ; it was put up at
the expense of Mr. William Mount, master.
Mr. Osborne was master of the company in 1735.
There were at this time three others of the
name of Osborne on the livery.

1739. Died, Jacob Robinson, bookseller, near
the Temple-gate, Fleet-street. Dunton says

—

" Mr. Robinson, a man very ingenious, and of
very quick parts. His religion has not destroyed
the goodness of his humour, for his temper is

easy and unrufiled, setting on the great pot for

them. Dr. Bates made choice of him for one of
his booksellei-s. He published the Conformist's
Pleafor the Nonconformists, and is Dr. Edwards's
bookseller." Mr. Robinson* was on terms of
intimacy with Pope, who appointed him his

bookseller.

1739, June 14. An act for prohibiting the im-
portation of books, first composed and printed in

Great Britain ; and for repealing so much of
the act of 25tli Henry VIII. chap. xv. sec. 4,
granting to the lord chancellor, lord treasurer,

the two chief justices, the power of regulating
the prices of books ; and likewise so much of the
8 Anne as relates to the same.

1739, June. Died, Arthur Bettesworth,
a wealthy bookseller of Paternoster-row. He
left a legacy of twenty guineas to the stationers'

company, to be applied to the purchase of a pair
of silver candlesticks.

1739, Oct. 14. Died, Paul Vaillant, book-
seller in the foreign trade, aged 67 years.

1739, April 7. The Neuwastle Journal, No. 1.

printed and published by Isaac Thompson and
William Cuthbert. This paper was continued
until the death of Mr. Thompson, which hap-
pened January 6, 1776.

1739. The Scot^s Magazine, printed and pub-
lished by Messrs. Murray and Cochrane, Edin-
burgh. This magazine kept a conspicuous station

in the literary world from its commencement till

1817, when it was disposed of by auction.

1739, iVov. 15. The Champion, No. 1. The
greater part of this work was written by the
celebrated Henry Fielding, and was published
thrice a week, on Tuesday, Thursday, and Satur-
day. The last number appeared June 19, 1740,
making ninety-four numbers, or two volumes.
12mo. The work has undergone three editions.

1740. The first circulating library established

in London, was in this year, by a bookseller of

the name of Wright, at No. 132, in the Strand.

* Dunton mentions a Mr. Wyat, who served an appren-
ticeship with Mr. Robinson ;

*' If Trim Tram have any
ti-uth in it, Mr. Wyat is an honest and ingenious book-
seller : but, indeed, it is character enough for him, that he
was Mr. Robinson's apprentice. He prints Mr. Dorring-
ton's books. However, a bookseller is not always accoun-
table for the errors and bigotry- of his authors."

M
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Franklin, speaking of his residence in London,

(1725) says, "while I lodged in Little Britain I

formed an acquaintance with a bookseller of the

name of Wilcox, whose shop was next door to

me. Circulating libraries were not then in use.

He had an immense collection of books of all

sorts. We agreed that, for a reasonable retri-

bution, of which I have now forgotten the price,

I should have free access to his library, and take

what books I pleased, which I was to return

when I had read them." Among the earliest

and most successful rivals of Wright, were the

Nobles, in Holborn, and in St. Martin's court;

Samuel Bathoe,* in the Strand ; John Bell, in

the Strand ; and Thomas Lowndes, Fleet-street.

1740, Mmj 15. Died, Epiiraim Chambers,
author of the Cyclop(jedia,f being the first diction-

ary or repertory of general knowedge published

rn Britain ; and it was called by one who knew
well its value " the pride of booksellei*s, and the

honour of the English nation." This work was
the result of many years severe application, and
was first published in two volumes folio, in 1728,
by a subscription of four guineas, with a very

respectable list of subscribers. A second edition,

with corrections and additions, was printed in

1738 ;+ a third in 1739 ; a fourth in 1741 ; and
a fifth in 1746 ; and again republished in 1782.
With all these successive improvements, it has
finally been extended, under the masterly super-

intendence of its learned and venerable editor,

Dr. Abraham Rees, to forty volumes 4to.

Ephraim Chambers was born at Kendal, in

Westmoreland, of Quaker parents, who bred him
up in the principles of the sect. He was put
apprentice to Mr. Senex,§ the celebrated globe-

maker and bookseller, in London ; and during
his abode with that skilful artist, acquired the

taste for learning, which continued his prevailing

passion during the remainder of his days. His
attention was not wholly devoted to his Ci/clo-

ptedia, but joined in other laborious literary

undertakings. On Nov. 6, 1729, he was elected

a fellow of the royal society. He is represented
as a man equally indefatigable, perspicacious,

and attentive
; yet never acquired much money

by his labours ; very cheerful, but hasty and im-
petuous ; free in his religious sentiments ; kept
but little company ; and had but few acquaint-
ance. He lived at chambers in Gray's Inn, but
died at Canonbury house, Islington, and was
buried in the cloisters of Westminster abbey.

* This very intellig^ent bookseller died Oct. 2, 1768.
t In his early editions Mr. Chambers retained the title

of Lexicon Technicum.
t In an advertisement to the second edition, he ob-

viates the complaints of such readers as might, from his
paper of " Considerations," published some time before,
have expected a new work instead of a new edition. A
considerable part of the copy was prepared with that view,
and more than twenty sheets were actually printed off,

with a design to have published a volume in the winter of
1737, and to have gone on publishing a volume yearly till

the whole was completed ; but the booksellers were
alarmed by an act then agitating in parliament, which
contained a clause obliging the publishers of all improved
editions of books to print their improvements separately.
The bill passed the Commons, but failed in the Lords.

» John Senex F. R. S. died December 30, 1740.

1740. J. Michael Funckter, a printer and
bookseller of Erfurt, published a small work in

German, entitled, A short and useful introduc-

tion to tlie cutting of plates (or blocks) of wood
and steel, for the making of letters, ornaments,

and other figures, to the art of baking plaster, of
preparing sand moulds for casting letters, vignettes,

tail-pieces, medals, and of forming matrices from
them, &c. 8vo.

1740. Printing introduced into the town of

Truro, in Cornwall. The person to whom the

town was indebted for this benefit, was Andrew
Brice, a printer at Exeter, but not answering his

expectations, he shortly afterwards removed the

press to Exeter. For a notice of this eccentric

printer, see the year 1773, ^o«^
1740. Mr. John Bentham appointed printer

to the university of Cambridge, which he held
till 1763, when he resigned in favour of John
Archdeacon.

1740. The Oxford Journal. This paper was
established by William Jackson, of whom see a
notice in the year 1795, post.

1740, Dec. 30. The Pratler, No. 1.

1740. The Halfpenny Post.

1740. The Farthing Post.

1741, Jan. 2. Died, John Barber, printer

to the city of London, and the first of the pro-

fession who had the honour of being lord mayor.
He is well known to have been a barber's son

in the city. Pope has affirmed, however, that

Honour and shame from no condition rise;

and although he afterwards contrived to intro-

duce the subject of our memoir into one of his

satirical couplets,yet thehistory of this individual

goes to corroborate the great moral axiom so

poetically expressed by his friend. He served

an apprenticeship to the printing business in the

city, and by a successful train of circumstances,

which brought him acquainted with lord Boling-

broke. Swift, Pope, and others of the most emi-
nent writers of the age, he acquired considerable

opulence. A remarkable story is told of his

dexterity in his profession. Being threatened

with a prosecution by the house of lords for

an offensive paragraph in a pamphlet which he
had printed, and being warned of his danger by
lord Bolingbroke, he called in all the copies

from the publishers,cancelled the leaf which con-

tained the obnoxious passage, and returned

them to the bookseller with a new paragraph
supplied by lord Bolingbroke: so that, when the

pamphlet was produced before the house, and
the passage referred to, itwas found unexception-

able. He added greatly to his wealth by tlie

South Sea scheme, which he had prudeuce
enough to secure in time,and purchased an estate

at East Sheen, with part of his gain. In prin-

ciples he was a Jacobite ; and in his travels to

Italy, whither he went for the recovery of his

healtil, was introduced to the Pretender, which
exposed him to some dangers on his return to

England ; for immediately on his arrival he was
taken into custody by a king's messenger ; but

4 o
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was released without punishment. Mr. Barber

paid a visit to Paris, and his reception at the

French court is copied from a newspaper of that

date :—" Versailles, June 22, n. s. This day the

hunting horses of one of the aldermen of Lon-

don arrived here ; and to-morrow he is expected

himself, to run down a stag with his majesty.

The king has ordered prince Charles of Lorraine

to entertain him while he stays at the court, and

to provide whatever he shall have occasion for."

Mr. Barber was appointed city printer, March

22, 1709. Subsequently to his success in the

South-sea scheme, he was chosen alderman of

castle Baynard ward; in the year 1729, he served

the office of sheriff; and in 1733, was elevated to

the high office of chief magistrate. During his

mayoralty he was elected president of St. Bar-

tholomew's hospital. It also happened that in

his year of servitude, the project of a general ex-

cise was brought forward, by his strenuous oppo-

sition to which he acquired, for a time, great

popularity ; though he is accused of having

clandestinely procured from Mr. Bosworth, then

city chamberlain, the documents which enabled

him to make so conspicuous a figure upon that

occasion. Of Mr. Barber's public actions, it

should not be forgotten that he caused a monu-
ment to Butler to be put up in Westminster

abbey ; upon which event Pope is asserted to

have penned the following severe lines, which he

proposed should be placed on the vacant scroll

under Shakspeare's bust

:

Thus Britain loved me, and preserved my fame
Pure from a Barber's or a Benson's name t

Mr. Barber presented to the university of Ox-
ford, a portrait of dean Swift, with the following

inscription in Latin

:

JONATHAN SWIFT,
Dean op St. Patrick's, Dublin.
This portrait of the Muses' friend,

Of a happy turn of wit peculiar to himself,
That he might in some sort be restored to his Oxford

Friends,
Was placed in the wall of the Bodleian gallery,

A.D. MDCCXXXIX,
At the desire of John Barber, Esquire,

Alderman, and some time Lord Mayor of London.

He bequeathed £300 to lord Bolingbroke,

£200 to dean Swift, and £100 to Pope. Dying
a few days afterwards, he was buried, pursuant to

his request, in the churchyard of Mortlake, where
his tomb is thus inscribed :

Under this stone are laid the remains of John Barber,
Esq. Alderman of London, a constant benefactor to the
poor, true to his principles in Church and State. He pre-
served his integrity, and discharfrcd the duty of an up-
right magistrate, in the most corrupt times. Zealous for
the rights of his fellow-citizens, he opposed all attempts
against them ; and, being lord mayor in the year 1733,
was greatly instrumental in defeating a scheme of a gene-
ral excise, which had it succeeded, would have put an
end to the liberties of his country. He depaited this life

January 2, 1740-41, aged 65.

Barber was a tory, and claims the distinc-

tion of an adherence to his principles when they
had ceased to be the order of the day. Con-
formably with those principles, indeed, he gave
monumental celebriousness to Butler, one of the

most interesting champions of church and si

"in the most corrupt times," and when both
were exposed to circumstances the most danger-
ous. His character was otherwise good. His
diligence appears to have been great ; his con-
duct respectable ; and his property to have been
equitably acquired, and benevolently applied.

1741. An edition of the Hebreiv and German
(with the Greek Testament) was printed at Zylli-
chau, a manufacturing town of the Prussian
states, in the New Mark of Brandenburg.

1741, Jan. 4. Died, Robert Gosling, book-
seller, at the Middle Temple gkte. On Dec.
17, 1711, Bemai'd Lintot bought of Mr. Gosling
the seventh share of Captain Cook's Voyages
for £7. 35. Sir Francis Gosling, knt. bookseller,

banker, and alderman of London, was his son.

1741, Nov. 8. Died, Fletcher Gyles, an
eminent bookseller in Holborn, and treasurer of
the charity school in Hatton Garden. He was
patronized by Dr. Warburton, and published his

Divine Legation. He published secretaryThur-
low's State Papers, assisted by Thos. Ruddiman.

1741, April 13. Died, John Stuart, an emi-
nent stationer on London Bridge.

1741, Sept. 8. Died, Samuel Buckley, of

whom Dunton says,—"Mr. Buckley was ori-

ginally a bookseller, but follows printing. He
is an excellent linguist, understands the ILiatin,

French, Dutch, and Italian tongues; and is

master of a great deal of wit. He prints the
Daili/ Courant and Monthly Register (which I
hear he translates out of the foreign papers him-
self.) But I shan't enlarge on his character (for

I never knew him), but will venture to say, as to

his morals, he is, or should be, an honest man."
Mr. Buckley is represented in the Tatler, No.
18, in the character of a news-writer, as a literary

Drawcansir, " who spares neither friend nor foe,

but usually kills as many of his own side as the

enemy's." Seven volumes of the original Spec-
tator in folio, were published by Samuel Buck-
ley, at the Dolphin, in Little Britain. The Spec-
tator being discontinued at the close of the seventh
volume, was succeeded by the Guardian; and
Pope infonns us, that Steele was engaged in

articles of penalty to Jacob Tonson, for all the
papers he published under this last name. The
same author says, " the true reason that Steele

laid down the Guardian was a quarrel between
him and the bookseller above mentioned;" he
adds, " that Steele, by desisting two days, and
altering the title of his paper to that of the En-
glishman, got quit of his obligation." In 1713
the periodical paper to which Steele gave the

title of the Englishman, was in the course of
publication ; it was printed by S. Buckley, in

Amen-corner, folio; is dated on the 18th of

the June following, in 1714. He was after-

wards appointed writer of the Gazetted', and
was put into the commission of the peace for the

county of Middlesex. He was a man of excel-

lent understanding and great learning, very sin-

cere where he professed friendship ; a pleasant

companion, and greatly esteemed by all who
knew him.
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In 1730 Mr. Buckley issued " proposals for

printini^ by subscription a new edition of Jac.

Aug. Thtiani Historiarum mi Tempores, ah anno
Domini 1546 usque ad Annum 1607, Lihri 138.

Accedunt Commentariorum de Vitad sud Lihri

VI, ^c." Printed by William Bowyer. The
proposals, with a specimen of the work, are de-

livered, and subscriptions taken, by J. Round,
and G. Strahan, in Comhill ; R. Knaplock, D.
Midwinter, J. Knapton, W. Innys, and C. Riv-
ington, in St. Paul's church-yard ; J. Osborn
and T. Longman, in Paternoster-row ; J. Pem-
berton, in Fleet-street ; J. Tonson, P. Du Noyer,
and N. Prevost, in the Strand ; T. Osborne, in

Gray's-Inn; by most booksellers in thejcountry;

and by the undertaker at his house in Prince's-

court, Westminster." This work reflects a con-

siderable degree of credit on Mr. Buckley, and
in a letter to Dr. Mead, (who had been very in-

strumental in promoting the work) has " the

pleasure to acknowledge that lord Carteret from
time to time had favoured him with his directions

and information concerning Thuanus, and among
other things had the goodness to put into his

hands a character of that historian."

In the title-page of each volume, the name
of the bookseller only appears, " Excudi curavit

Samuel Buckley, 1733." At the end of the first,

" Londini imprimebat Henricus Woodfall ;" of

the second, " Samuel Richardson;" of the third,
" Jacobus Bettenham ;" of the fourth, " Jacobus
Roberts;" of the fifth, « Thomas Wood." No
printer's name occurs either in the sixth or the

seventh ; but the eight first books of volume vii.

were printed by Mr. Bowyer ; and the remainder,

with the whole of the sixth volume, by Edward
Owen. These were all very excellent printers.

An act of parliament was obtained, " for grant-

ing to Samuel Buckley, citizen and stationer of

London, the sole liberty of printing and reprint-

ing the History of Thuanus, with additions and
improvements, during the term therein limited."

Whilst the bill was in parliament, Mr. Buck-
ley published " A short state of the public en-

couragement given to printing and bookselling

in France, Holland, Germany, and London.
With reasons humbly ofiered to the lords spirit-

ual and temporal in parliament assembled, for

granting to Samuel Buckley such privilege for

Thuanus in Latin, as is already granted to every
British subject who is possessed of the copy of
any book in English." The price to subscribers,

small paper, was nine guineas, and large paper,

twelve guineas.

In Hornsey church, Middlesex, on the north
wall, and close to the pulpit, on the west side, a
very neat and elegant mural monument of white
marble is thus inscribed

:

To the memory of

SAMUEL BUCKLEY;
who, having not only discharged

all the duties of life

with ability, industry, and tenderness to each relation

;

but offices likewise of statu and trust,

with prudence, fidelity, and gratitude to his benefactors

;

concluded his days in the study of letters,

nnrt the enjoyment of honest and honourable friendships,

Sept. s, 1711, in the 68th year of his age.

1740-1. A Universal History from the earliest

account to the present time ; compiled from ori-

ginal authors. Illustrated with charts, maps,
notes, &c. This great work was projected by
Mr. James Crokat,* a bookseller, in Fleet-street

;

So highly was this great work esteemed, and so

anxious were the learned, both at home and
abroad, for its publication, that translations and
pirated editions of it were printing in France,

Holland, and Ireland, as fast as the London
edition could be procured. It was at first pub-
lished periodically, five volumes appeared in

1740-1 ; the sixth in 1742 ; and the seventh

in 1744. A second edition began to be published

in 1747, and was carried on with uncommon
success, till the whole was completed in 21 vols.

It was again carried forward, and in 1787, it

was published in sixty vols. 8vo. at six shilings

the volume, bound. The parts assigned to the

various authorsf were as follow :

Mr. Swinton,:}: the History of the Carthageni-

ans, NumidianSj Manritanians, Gcetulians, Ga-
ramantes, Melano Gatulians, Nigritae, Cyrenaica,

Marmarica, the Regio Syrtica, Turks, Tartars,

and Moguls, Indians, Chinese ; Dissertations on
the Peopling of America, Dissertation on the

Independency of the Arabs.

Mr. Sale,§ The Cosmogony, and a small part

of the History following.

Mr. Shelvock, To the birth of Abraham, was
chiefly written by this gentleman.

Mr. Psalmanazar, History of the Jews, Gauls,

ancTSpaniards ; and Zenophon's Retreat.

Dr. Campbell,!
I
History of the Persians, and

of the Constantinopolitan Empire.
Mr. Bower,iI History of tlie Romans.

* Mr. Crokat had also a hand in planning the Daily
Advertiser. He was the greatest literary projector of the
age ; and died worth

—

Nothing .' Nichols.

t The following letter was received by Mr. Nichols
from Dr. Johnson only seven days before his death, and is

one of the last the doctor ever wrote :

" Dec. 6, 1784. The late learned Mr. Swinton of Oxford,
having one day remarked that one man, meaning, I sup-
pose, no man but himself, could assign all the parts of the
Antient Universal History to their proper authors ,• at the
request of sir Robert Chambers, or of myself, gave the ac-
countwhich I now transmit to you in his own hand, being
willing that of so great a work the history should be
known, and that each writer should receive liis due pro-
portion of praise from posterity.—I recommend to you to
preserve this scrap of literary intelligence in Mr. Swin-
ton's own hand, or to deposit it in the museum, that the
veracity of this account may never be doubted. I am, Sir,

" Your most humble servant, Sam Johnson."
The original of the above letter, agreeably to Dr. John-

son's desire, is deposited in the British Museum. It was
also printed, at the time it was sent, by the doctor's express
desire, in the Gentleman's Magazine, vol. liv. p. 892.

t John Swinton was a celebrated English antiquary,
born in 1703, and died at Oxford, April 4, 1777.

§ George Sale is well known to the literary world by
his excellent translation of the Koran of Mahomet, to

which he prefixed a curious dissertation. He was well
versed in the oriental languages, and died at London,
November 14, 1736.

U John Campbell, LL.D., was born in Edinburgh, March
8» 17O8. He was the author of several works of great
merit ; the principal of which was the Political Survey of
Britain, two vols. 4to. 1774. He died Dec. 28, 1775.

f Archibald Bower, a learned Jesuit, was born near
Dundee, in Scotland, 1686. His principal work was a
History of the Popes. His share of the l/niversal History
is said not to add much to his reputation as an author, or
advantage to the work. He died September 2, 1760.
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1741. Of periodical literature, in its less ephe-

meral forms, published in the British colonies of

North America, we find very little, as might be

expected, before the revolution. The following

are the earliest, published at Philadelphia, in

this year

:

The American Magazine; or. Monthly Re-
view of the British Colonies. This periodical

merely breathed,—it reared its head above the

storm,—it drooped—and died.

The General Magazine, printed and published

by Benjamin Franklin. It owed its birth to some
discontent of Franklin at not being admitted into

partnership with the above, and scarcely outlived

the object of its animosity.*

1741, July 20. The Coventry Mercury, No. 1,

published by Mr. Jopson.

1741. The Gentleman's Diary.

1741. The Country Oracle, published weekly

by T. Cooper, at the Globe, Paternoster-row.

1741, Nov. 16. The Birmingham Gazette; or,

the General Correspondent, No. 1. price three

halfpence. This newspaper was commenced by

Thomas Aris, who had settled in Birmingham in

the previous year, and was, no doubt, from

London ; for in the Gentleman^s Magazine, for

Feb. 1738, there are some lines, addressed to

Thomas Aris, printer, written by a Mr. Bancks.

There was a Samuel Aris, printer, in Creed lane,

who is ranked by Negus as well affected to king

George II. Mr. Thomas Aris died July 4, 1761,

and the paper is still continued under the title

of Arises Birmingham Gazette.

1742, Jan. 22. Died, Charles Rivington, an

eminent bookseller in St. Paul's churchyard.

This is the first of a name which has ever since

been distinguished as one of the most respect-

able houses in the trade.

1742. The first letter foundry in Scotland was

established at St. Andrew's, by Mr. Alexander
Wilson and Mr. Bain. Most of the printers in

Scotland at this time resided at Edinburgh and
Glasgow ; and their great distance from the Lon-

don letter-foundries having subjected them to

great inconveniences, they had an interest in en-

couraging the manufacturing of types brought

so immediately within their reach. The liberal

orders of their typographical countrymen soon

showed Messrs. Wilson and Bain that they were

engaged in a regular business, the profits of

which satisfied their moderate views ; and under

such encouragement they continued their exer-

tions so as to enable them to supply a great

variety of founts. Thus employed, they had

lived at St. Andrew's about two years, when the

* Dr. Franklin relates the following anecdote of one of

his journeymen, an excellent workman, who never came
to work till Wednesday.—" Francis," said Franklin to him
one day, " surely you do not think of the future ? If you
worked more diligently,youmight lay up something against

old age." The workman answered, " I have made my
calculation : I have an uncle, a druggist, in Cheapside,

who has just set up in business with the resolution to

work twenty years, till he has saved ^4000, after which
he intends to live like a gentleman. He thinks to make
himself a wholesale gentleman : I will be one by retail

;

1 had rather be so, and do nothing for half the week during
twenty years, than be so the whole week twenty years
hence."

increasing demand for their types, and the pros-
pect of extending their sales to Ireland and
North America, induced them, in 1744, to re-

move to Gamalachie, a small village, about a
mile eastward of the city of Glasgow.

1742. The Night Thoughts,hy the rev. Edward
Young, is entered on the books of the stationers'

company as the property of Robert Dodsley.
The preface to night seven is dated July 7, 1744.
Of the Night Thoughts, the most popular work

of Dr. Young, and that on which he most valued
himself, Dr. Johnson observes, " In this poem,
Young has exhibited a very wide display of ori-

ginal poetry, variegated with deep reflections and
striking allusions ; a wilderness of thought, in

which the fertility of fancy scatters flowers of
every hue, and of every odour. This is one of
the few poems in which blank verse could not
be changed for rhyme but with disadvantage.
The wild diffusion of the sentiments, and the
digressive sallies of imagination, would have been
compressed and restrained by regard to rhyme.
The excellence of this work is not exactness,

but copiousness
; particular lines are not to be

regarded ; the power is in the whole, and in the

whole there is a magnificence like that ascribed

to Chinese plantation, the magnificence of vast

extent and endless variety."*

1742. Memoirs of the Press for thirty years

past. By the late Mr. Oldmixon. Pu1)lished

by Thomas Cox, price one shilling.

1742, April 27. Died, Nicholas Amhurst,
editor of the Craftsman, one of the most dis-

tinguished papers of its time, and which Am-
hurst earned on for a number of years with great

spirit and success in controlling the powers of

the administration of sir Robert Walpole. It

was more read and attended to than any produc-

tion of the kind which had hitherto been pub-
lished in England. Ten or twelve thousand
copies were sold in a-day. " Amhurst was the

able associate," remarks Davies, " of Boling-

broke and Pulteney ; and he had almost as much
wit, learning, and various knowledge, as his two
partners in the Craftsman?'' Amhurst was a
native of Marden, in Kent, and was educated at

Merchant Tailors' school, and at Oxford; but

after a life of literary drudge, he died in poverty,

at Twickenham, of a broken heart, occasioned

by neglect of those whom he essentially served

by his pen, and was buried at the charge of his

* Peter leTourneur translated this work into the French
language, and of which the learned in that country were
very fond, for it had a rapid sale ; and tlie eulogy of the

French licencer soared above the ordinary and negative

praise of finding nothing in this translation "contrary to

the Catholic faith." It is related of Tourneur, that he

sold this work for the very trifling sum of twenty louis

d'ors to madame Ducron^, who made, at least, sixty

thousand livres of the work ; and while he was adding

new energy to his native language by this translation,

which often soars above the original, he was seldom in-

dulged with a bed on which to repose his wearied limbs.

He and his wife were often obliged to leave Paris before

night, to seek the most convenient and hospitable hedge in

the environs of the capital. Le Tourneur also translated

Shakspeare's plays into French, upon which Voltaire

bestowed the most infamous epithets, without any ap-

parent cause. Le Tourneur was born in the year 1 736, and

died in 1788.
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printer, Richard Francklin. Mr. Francklin, in

printing the Craftsman^ often experienced the

ministerial vengeance by being prosecuted by

the crown, and several times confined in the

king's bench. It is true, indeed, that several

noblemen and gentlemen subscribed the sum of

jG50 each, as a compensation to Francklin for his

losses ; but it is as true that no more than three

paid their money, of whom Mr. Pulteney was
one. It was by the advice of the latter gentle-

man, that Mr. Francklin was induced to edu-

cate his son* for the church, with a promise of

being provided for by Pulteney, who afterwards

forgot his undertaking.

1742, May 22. Died, John Basket, printer

to his majesty. He was master of the company
of stationers in 1714, and again in 1715. Mr.
Basket had the patent of king's printer assigned

over to him by the executors of Newcomb and
Hills, and having purchased Tooke and Barber's

term of thirty years, obtained a further renewal

of thirty years, which gave him a total of sixty

years, the last thirty of which were conveyed for

the sum of £10,000 to Charles Eyre, esq.

1742, June 27. Died, Nathan Bailey, author

of a very useful Dictionary, and editor of several

classics and school books. He died at Stepney.

1742, March 20. The Westminster Journal

;

or. New Weekly Miscellany, No. 1 7, by Thomas
Touchet, of Spring-gardens, esq.

1742, March 5. The Kendal Weekly Mercury,

No. 427. This paper must have commenced so

far back as the year 1733. It was printed and
published by Thomas Ashburner, in the Fish

Market, post folio, price one penny. Mr. Ash-
burner succeeded a Mr. Cotton in business.

1743, Feb. 23. Dr. Johnson relinquishes his

office of composer of the debates of parliament,

and was succeeded by Dr. Hawksworth. " John-
son's portion of the parliamentary debates was
collected into two octavo volumes ; to which
the editor substituted the real for the fictitious

speakers ; and these debates, like the orations of

Cicero and Demosthenes, ought to be studied by
the British youth, as specimens of splendid elo-

quence, nervous argument, and parliamentary

decorum."
1743, Dec. 14. "Received of Mr. Ed. Cave

the sum of fifteen guineas in full, for compiling

and writing The Life of Richard Savage, Esq.^

* Tliomas Francklin, D. D. was born in London, about
1720, and educated at Westminster and Cambridge. He
was chosen professor of Greek in that university. In 1758
he obtained the vicarage of Ware, to which was afterwai-ds
added the rectory of Barsted, in Kent. He was also chaplain
in ordinary to the king. He died March 15, 1784. Dr.
Francklin translated Phalaria, Sophocles, and Lucian, into
English ; and wrote three plays, the Earl of Warwick and
Matilda, tragedies, and the Contrast, a comedy. He also
published a volume of Sermons, and permitted his name to
be prefixed to a translation of Voltaire's works.

t Richard Savage was the natural son of the countess of
Macclesfield, by earl Rivers, and born January 16, 1697.
This unnatural woman caused him to be brought up with-
out a knowledge of his origin, and framed a story of his

death, to prevent his father from leaving him a legacy.
By the death of his nurse he found some papers which dis-

<:lo8ed the secret of liis birth and parentage j but every
pffort to gain his mother's favour was Ineffectual ; upon
this he wrote his best poem, entitled the Bastard. Having

deceased ; and in full for all materials thereto
applied, and not found by the said Edward Cave,
I say, received by me, Sam Johnson ; Dec. 14,
1743." Walter Harte, the poet and historian,

was one of Johnson's earliest admirers. Soon
after the Life of Savage was published, Harte,
dining with Cave, at St. John's-gate, took occa-

sion to speak very handsomely of the work,
which was anonymous. Cave, the next time
they met, told Harte that he made a man very

happy the other day at his house, by the encomi-
ums he bestowed on the author of Savage's

Life. "How could that be?" said Harte,
" none were present but you and I." Cave re-

plied, " You might have obser>'ed, I sent a plate

of victuals behind the screen : there skulked
the biographer, one Johnson, whose dress was so

shabby that he durst not make his appearance.
He overheard our conversation ; and your ap-
plauding his performance delighted hira ex-
ceedingly."

1743, March 2. The Boston Weekly Magazine.
This was the third periodical in North America,
and it only reached its fourth week. It was
printed on a half sheet of 8vo.

1743. The Christian History. This was the

second magazine issued at Boston, and originated

by the revival underWhitfield and his associates

:

it was published weekly, half sheet 8vo,till 1735.

1743 . The American Magazine and Historical

Chronicle, edited by Jeremy Gridley. This was
also published at Boston, and issued monthly for

four years. It consisted of fifty 8vo. pages.

1743. The MerchanfsMagazine ; or, Factor^s

Guide. By R. B. merchant, London : published

by Mr. Meadows, price three shillings.

1743, Feb. Old England ; or, the Constitutional

Journal. This paper was written to oppose the

ministry which succeeded to the long reign of

sir Robert Walpole. It had many contributors,

the principal of whom was William Guthrie;

and lord Chesterfield lent his assistance in the

early part of its progress. It was issued weekly

for several years, and the dispersers of it were

often taken into custody, and punished.

1743. Died, Thomas Osborne a respectable

bookseller of London. It is said that Pamela,

the first work in which Mr. Richardson had an
opportunity of displaying his original talents,

arose out of a scheme proposed to him by Mr.

the misfortune to kill another man in a drunken quarrel,

his mother devised every means she could to get him ex-

ecuted ; and when he was condemned she endeavoured to
prevent his receiving a royal pardon. However his friends

procured him a reprieve; and lord Tyrconnel took him
into his family, to whom Savage dedicated his poem
of the Wanderer. But the temper and conduct of Savage
were most unfortunate. He quarrelled with his patron and
was discarded. Queen Caroline allowed him a pension of

^ehO, which he lost at her death, and was reduced to great
distress. He died in prison at Bristol,where he was confined
for a trifiing debt, August 1, 17-13. Savage had a consider-

able genius, but it was uncultivated. Johnson was almost
the only person who had not alienated himself from this

unfortunate son of the muses, and he has embalmed
the memory of the companion of his midnight rambles
with the most masterly piece of biography in the English
language. Of the Life of Savage, it is said, that Johnson
wrote forty, eight 8vo. pages in one day ; but that day in-
eluded the night, for he sat up all night to do it.
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Osborne and Mr. Rivington, of writing a volume

of Familiar Letters to and from several Persons

upon Business and other Subjects ; which he per-

formed with great readiness ; and in the progress

of it was soon led to expand his thoughts in the

two volumes of the History of Pamela ; which

appear to have been written in three months.*

This first introduced him to the literary world

;

and never was a book of the kind more generally

read and admired.f It was even recommended
from the pulpit, particularly by Dr. Benjamin
Slocock, of Christ Church, Surry.

1744. Robert Foulis, who had commenced
the art of printing in the city of Glasgow, in

1740, and executed a good edition of Demetrius

Phalereus, in 4to ; in 1744 produced his cele-

brated immaculate edition of Horace, the sheets

of which were hung up, as printed, within the

college of Glasgow, and a reward offered to any
person who should discover an error. In the

course of this year, his brother Andrew was taken

into partnership, and these two printers were so

industrious that in thirty years time they pro-

duced as many well-printed classics, either in

Greek and Latin, or in Greek only, as even

Bodoni of Parma, or Barbou of Paris, and are

as remarkable for their beauty and exactness as

any in the Aldine series.

1744. Cicero's Cato Major, with explanatory

notes by Benjamin Franklin, LL.D., 8vo. Lon-
don, 1778. The London editor of this work im-
posed the name of Dr. Franklin on his title-

page, in order the better to sell it. But it is

well known to be the work of Mr. Logan, in

which Dr. Franklin held no other part than

printing the first edition at Philadelphia.

1744. It is stated in Crantz's History of the

United Brethren, that about this year, a small

family printing office was set on foot in the

palace of Marienbom, belonging to the counts

of Ysenburgh Meerholz, in Wetteravia, (which
about the year 1737 became the residence of the

ordinary of Moravian brethren,) with intent to

print, in small quantities, some pieces which were
either not at all designed for the public, or not

until they they were properly examined and
amended ; and to distribute them solely among
the labourers, both for their own private use and
for their revisal. But yet it could not be entirely

prevented that more members of the congrega-
tion, also friends, and even enemies, of theirs,

got them into their hands, and the last often

sooner than the brethren themselves.

1744. John Henry Miller, printer, fonnerly

at Zurich, and afterwards at JPhiladelphia, set

up a press at Marienburg, distant about ten

leagues from Dresden, in Upper Saxony, where
he published a newspaper. His residence in

Marienburg, however, was not of long continu-
ance, and after various peregrinations he finally

fixed himself in Pennsylvania, where he ended
his days in the year 1782.

* See Aaron Hill's Letters, in his Works, vol. ii. p. 298.
t This must be understood ofthe first and second volumes

only, of which five editions were sold in 1741 , the year in
which It was published.

1744, May 30. Z>ied!,Alexander Pope,whose
celebrity as a poet stood without a rival in his

own day, and was not eclipsed till those of
Byron. He was born in Lombard-street, Lon-
don, May 22, 1688, where his father carried on
the business of a linen-draper; and being a
Catholic he was placed at eight years of age
under one Taverner, a priest, who taught him
the rudiments of the Latin and Greek to-

gether. In 1700, his father retired to a seques-
tered villa which he had purchased in Windsor
forest; and there he produced the first-fruits of
his poetic genius, the Ode on Solitude. The ex-
treme weakness and deformity of his person in-

clined him to a studious life ; and as he did not
require to apply to any profession for his support,
he was encouraged by his father to become a
poet. In 1704, he wrote his Pastorals, and the
beginning of a poem entitled Windsor Forest,

which when published, in 1710, obtained a high
praise for melody and versification. At the age
of twenty-one appeared his Essay on Criticism,

which, notwithstanding the youth of the author,
excited universal admiration. In 1711, when
only twenty-three years of age, he wrote two of

the most beautiful of all his original poems, the
Rape of the Lock and the Elegy on an unfortu-
nate Lady, printed in 1712. The former of these

is a heroic-comical poem, in five short cantos,

and contains more fancy than any of the other

poems of its author, though it is exerted only on
ludicrous and artifical objects. His Epistle from
Eloisa to Ahelard, and the Temple of Fame soon
followed, and added to his reputation as an
author. In 1713, appeared his proposals for a
translation of the Iliad, in which he met with
uncommon encouragement, and it enabled him
to purchase a house at Twickenham, whither he
removed with his parents in 1715. After com-
pleting the Iliad, he undertook the Odyssey, for

which also he experienced a liberal subscription.

He was, however, materially assisted in these

works by the learning and abilities of others, par-

ticularly Broome,* Fenton,f and Parnell.;}: The
notes from Eustathius were chiefly extracted

by Mr. Jortin. In 1721, our author published

an edition of Shakspeare,which shows that therein

* William Broome was bom in Cheshire, and educated
at Eton and Cambridge, and entered into orders. For
writing notes on the Iliad and translating part of the
Odyssey, he received ^£"500 and one hundred copies. A
difference afterwards taking place between him and Pope,
he was placed in the Dunciad. In 1723 Mr. Broome was
created L. L. D. He obtained the rectory of Pulham, in
Norfolk, and the vicarage of Eye, in Suffolk; and died at
Bath, November 16, 1745. A volume of his poems has
been printed.

t Elijah Fenton assisted Pope in the translation of the
Odyssey, and was the author of some sprightly verses.

Lintot paid him in 1716 for \as Miscellanies, dS2\ JOs. and
for more Miscellanies, £13 4s. 3d. He was born at

Shelton, in Staffordshire, May 20, l683, and educated at

Cambridge, but refusing to take the oaths to William and
Mary, he obtained no church perferment. He died at East-

hampstead, in Berkshire, July 13, 1730. He wrote the Life

of Milton, and the tragedy of Marianne.
t Thomas Parnell was a learned divine and ingenious

poet; his moral tale of the Hermit is still held in estima-

tion. He wrote several papers in the Spectator and
Guardian, and was the intimate friend of Pope and Swift.

He was born in Dublin in l67P, and died at f'hcster in

July, 1717-
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he consulted his fortune more than his fame.

The reputation he had acquired by the success,

as well as the merit of his works, procured him
numerous enemies among writers of the minor
classes, from whom he experienced frequent

splenetic attacks. Perhaps it would have been
more to his honour had he taken no notice of

them ; but in 1727, he vented his resentment in

a mock-heroic, entitled the Dunciad, in which
he took more than warrantable revenge; and,

what was worse, exposed to ridicule many per-

sons who had not given him any offence. In
1729, by the advice of lord Bolingbroke, he
turned his pen to a moral and philosophical sub-

ject, the result was his Essay on Man, a.n ethical

poem, addressed to that statesman. He next

wrote satires, in which he attacked several per-

sons of rank. Pope was engaged in preparing a
complete edition of his works, when he was
carried off by a dropsy in the chest. He be-

queathed the property of his works to Dr. War-
burton, who published a collection of them with

notes, in 1751, in 9 vols. 8vo, Dr. Joseph War-
ton also published an edition, to which he pre-

fixed, what he had before printed, an admirable
essay on the Genius and Writings of Pope.

Pope professed to have learned his poetry from
Dryden, whom, whenever an opportunity was
presented, he praised through his whole life with
unvaried liberality; and perhaps his character

may receive some illustration, if he be compared
with his master. Integrity of understanding

and nicety of discernment were not allotted in a
less proportion to Dryden than to Pope. The
rectitude of Dryden's mind was sufficiently

shown by the dismission of his poetical preju-

dices, and the rejection of unnatural thoughts
and rugged numbers. But Dryden never
desired to apply all the judgment that he had.

He wrote, and professed to write, merely for the

people; and when he pleased others, he contented
himself. Pope was not content to satisfy; he
desired to excel, and therefore always endeavour-

ed to do his best ; he did not court the candour,

but dared the judgment of his reader, and, ex-

pecting no indulgence from others, he showed
none to himself : he kept his pieces very long in

his hands, while he considered and reconsidered

them. In acquired knowledge, the superiority

must be allowed to Dryden, whose education
was more scholastic, and who before he became
an author had been allowed more time for study,

with better means of information. The notions

of Dryden were formed by comprehensive specu-

lation, and those of Pope by minute attention.

There is more dignity in the knowledge of Dry-
den, and more certainty in that of Pope. Poetry
was not the sole praise of either; for both ex-

celled likewise in prose ; but Pope did not bor-

row his prose from his predecessor. Of genius,

that power which constitutes a poet ; that quality

without which judgment is cold and knowledge
is inert; that energy which collects, combines,

amplifies, and animates ; the superiority must,
with some hesitation, be allowed to Dryden. It

is not to be inferred that of this poetical vigour

Pope had only a little, because Dryden had more,
for every other writer since Milton must give
place to Pope ; and even of Dryden it must be
said, that, if he has brighter paragraphs, he has
not better poems. Dryden's performances were
always hasty, either excited by some external

occasion, or extorted by domestic necessity ; he
composed without consideration, and published

without coiTcction. If the flights of Dryden
therefore are higher, Pope continues longer on
the wing. If of Dryden's fire the blaze is

brighter, of Pope's the heat is more regular and
constant. Dryden often surpasses expectation,

and Pope never falls below it. Dryden is read
with frequent astonishment, and Pope with per-
petual delight.

The following impromptu on some of the
English poets, from Chaucer to Pope, by the
rev. William Clarke,* may not be unacceptable
to the literary reader.

See the fathers of verse,
In their rough uncouth dress.
Old Chaucer and Gower array'd j

And that fairy-led muse.
Which in Spenser we lose.

By fashion's false power bewray'd.

In Shakspeare we trace
All nature's full grace.
Beyond it his touches admire j

And in Fletcher we view
Whate'er fancy could do.
By Beaiunont's correcting its fire.

Here's rare surly Ben,
Whose more learned pen
Gave laws to the stage and the pit;

Here's Milton can boast
His Paradise Lost;
And Cowley his virtue and wit.

Next Butler, who paints
The zeal-gifted saints

;

And Waller's politeness and ease

;

Then Dryden, whose lays
Deserv'd his own bays,
And, labour'd or negligent, please.

There sportively Prior
Sweeps o'er the whole lyre,

With fingers and fancy divine j

While Addison's muse
Does each virtue infuse.

Clear, chaste, and correct, in each line.

To close the whole scene,
Lo ! Pope's moral spleen ;

Ye knaves, and ye dunces, beware 1

Like lightning he darts

The keen shaft at your hearts.

Your heads are not worthy his care.

1744, Jan. The Meddler, No. 1.

1744, April 1. The Feinale Spectator, monilAy.

This periodical was the production of Mrs. Eliza

Heywood,f and was carried on till March, 1746.

As soon as completed, they were immediately

* Author of The Connexion of the Roman, Saron, and
English Coins; deducing the Antiquities, Customs, and
Manners of each People to modern Times; particularly the
Origin of Feudal Tenures, and of Parliaments : illustrated
throughout with critical and historical Remarks on various
Authors, both sacred and profane. He was born at Hagh-
mon abbey, in Shropshire, 1696, and educated at Cam-
bridge. He obtained the rectory of Buxtcd, in Sussex,
and in 1738 he was made a prebendary of Chichester. He
died at Amport, Oct. 21, 1771.

t Eliza Heywood was the daughter of a tradesman, and
born in London in 1693. She early imbibed a taste for
dramatic poetry and the stage ; and liaving received a good
education, and, though not beautiful, possessing a fine
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collected into four volumes 12mo., and have

gone through several impressions. The seventh

and last was printed in 1771.

1745. The. Bioaraphia Britannica commenced.
This work was undertaken by John Campbell,

and published in weekly numbers. It was com-
pleted in seven volumes folio. In 1777 a new
edition was begun under the superintendence of

Dr. Andrew Kippis ; it is a work of considerable

magnitude, and still holds a respectable station

in our national literature.

1745, Oct. 19. Died, Jonathan Swift, the

celebrated dean of St. Patrick's, Dublin. Of a

life so various, and so full of business as Swift's

we know not what part we could select consistent

with the limits of this work, that would not

rather excite curiosity than gratify it. Swift

was born in Dublin, November 30, 1667, at No.
7, Hoey's-court. The earlier part of his life

was spent chiefly in England, and in connexion
with the Whigs; he afterwards became a Tory,*

and was the friend of Pope, Bolingbroke, and
other wits of that party. His works are chiefly

of a political character, and were written only

to serve a temporary end; yet they are such
models of satirical composition, that they still

continue to form a constituent portion of eveiy

good English library. They are written with
great plainness, force,and intrepidity,and always
advance at once to the matter in dispute. Their
distinguishing feature, however, is the force and
vehemence of the invective in which theyabound;
the copiousness, the steadiness, the perseverance,

and the dexterity, with which abuse and ridi-

cule are showered upon the adversary. This
was, beyond all doubt. Swift's great talent, and

person, she made her appearance on the Dublin stage in
1715. Neither in this attempt, however, nor in writing for
the stage, had she any success, and, therefore, turned her
attention to novel writing, in which her first productions,
entitled the Court of Caramania, and the New Etopia,
owing to their immorality, involved her in considerable
disgrace. Her subsequent life and writings, however, am-
ply atoned for the errors of her youth ; as she became
undeviatingly correct in the former, and in the latter it

was her constant aim to inculcate the purest precepts of
morality and decorum. Her imagination was fertile, her
industry great, and in the course of the last twelve years
of her life, she produced, in all, nineteen volumes 12mo,
independent of pamphlets and miscellaneous pieces. She
died in 1756, in the sixty-foiuth year of her age.

* Hallam, in his Constitutional History, thus describes
the two great paities which have so long divided the state

:

— •• These parties differ above all in this respect, that to a
tory, the constitution merely as such, is an extreme point,
beyond which he never ventures to look, and from which
he holds it impossible ever to depart, while a. whig re-
gards allforms of government as subordinate to the public
good, and consequently subject to modification when they
cease to answer their ends. Within these limits, to which
he confines himself as religiously as the tory to his nar-
rower circumspection, the whig, rejecting all useless in-
novations, has a natural tendency to, and the tory a
marked aversion for, all political amelioration. The one
insists with pleasure on the liberty and rights of the human
race ; the other declaims on the evils of sedition, and the
rights of kings. Though both admit as a common prin-
ciple the maintenance of the constitution, yet the one has
particularly at heart the privileges of the people, and the
other the prerogative of the crown. Accordingly it is
possible that passions and events may conduct the tory to
set up a despotism, and the whig to overturn the monarchy.
The first is an enemy to the liberty of the press and free
enquiry

; the second is favourable to both. In a word,
the principle of one is conservation, that of the other
amelioration,"

the weapon by which he made himself formi-
dable. His earliest work of importance was his
Tale oj a 7m6, published anonymously in 1704,
and designed as a burlesque of the disputes
among the Catholics, Episcopalians, and Pres-
byterians. For some years after, he was employed
entirely in political and occasional writings, the
most remarkable of which was his pamphlet
called The Conduct of the Allies, published in
1711, by which he disposed the nation to sub-
mit to a peace, then anxiously desired by the
ministry. The displacement of his party in
1714, by George I., sent him into retirement in
Ireland, and he scarcely resumed his pen till

1724, when he published a series of letters under
the signature of M. B. Drapier, already alluded
to. By these and other tracts, in behalf of the
popular party in Ireland, he became the idol of
the common people, and is said to have possessed
far more real power than the highest of the
constituted authorities. An archbishop, who was
also a lord-justice of the kingdom, once taxed
him with exasperating the mob; when Swift
promptly refuted the charge by saying, " If I
had lifted up my little finger they would have
torn you to pieces." These writings, however,
did not so much proceed from any real sympathy
with the people, as from a hatred of the party

who had then possession of the government.
The most perfect of the larger compositions of

Swift, and that by which he will probably be
longest remembered, is the extraordinary work
called Gulliver^s Travels,* which appeared in

1726, and was altogether a novelty in English
literature. Its main design is, under the fonn
of fictitious travels, to satirize mankind and the

institutions of civilized countries ; but the scenes

and nations which it describes are so wonderful
and amusing, that the book is as great a favourite

with children, as with those who delight in con-
templating the imperfections of human nature.

The curiosity it excited at its first appearance
was unbounded ; it was the universal topic of

discourse; prints from it filled the shop win-
dows ; it gave denominations to fashions ; and,

what is a stronger proof of its popularity, it in-

troduced words which have become a part of

the English language. In the latter part of his

life, he published another burlesque on the social

world, under the title of Polite Conversation,

being an almost exact representation of the un-
premeditated talk of ordinary persons. A still

more ludicrous and satirical work appeared after

his death, under the title of Directions to Ser-

vants.f Swift also wrote many letters, which
rank among the best compositions of that kind

* It is said that Sveift never received any money for his

writings, except for Gulliver's Travels ; when Pope inter-

fered with the bookseller, and obtained ^£'300 for the copy,
which had been dropt from a coach window at the book-
seller's door late one night.

t Printed by George Faulkner, Dublin, who, writing to

Mr. W. Bowyer, says, '* as you are famous for writing
prefaces, pray help me to one for Advice to Servants."
November, 1745. The principal interest which Faulkner
could claim in the dean was his having suffered from
political prosecution, a fate which, sooner or later, befel

most of Swift's publishers.
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in the language, and a considerable number of

satirical and humorous poems. The chief charac-

teristics of his prose are, the extensive command
which he seems to have possessed over the stores

of colloquial language, and the nerve and pre-

cision with which he employs it. His great ajrt

in satire, is to write as ii he were a very simple
man, and thus to treat vices, follies, and imper-
fections without the least scruple or disguise,

and consequently to display them in their utmost
possible deformity.

In the year 1716, Swift was privately married
by Dr. Ashe, then bishop of Clogher, to a lady

whom he has celebrated under the name of

Stella : she was the daughter of Mr. Johnson,
steward to sir William Temple, who at his death

left her £1000 in consideration of her father's

faithful services. She was a person of great

delicacy, extremely beautiful, and equally re-

markable for the sweetness of her temper and
the poignancy of her wit; her understanding
was of the first class, her prudence uncommon,
and her piety exemplary. She was guided by
virtue in morality, and by sincerity in religion.

She had great skill in music, and was perfectly

well acquainted with all the lesser arts that em-
ploy a lady's leisure. The dean became ac-

quainted with her while he lived with sir Wil-
liam Temple. When she left England is not
known ; but they continued in the same economy
after marriage as before; he living at the

deanery, and she in lodgings on the other side of

the LifFy, He never openly acknowledged her

as his wife, nor was there any thing in their be-

haviour inconsistent with decorum, or beyond
the limits of Platonic love. And such care was
always taken to summon witnesses, that perhaps
it would be impossible to prove their having
been ever together but in the presence of at least

a third person. A conduct so very extraordinary

in itself could not fail of giving rise to various

reflections. But this is one of those actions whose
true sources perhaps will never be discovered.

In 1736 Swift was seized with a violent fit of

giddiness when he was writing a satirical poem,
called the Legion Club, which was so dreadful,

that he left the poem unfinished, and never after

attempted a composition of any length either in

verse or prose. From the year 1739 till the lat-

ter end of 1741, his friends found his passions so

violent and ungovernable, his memory so decayed,
and his reason so depraved, that they were
obliged to keep all strangers from him ; for till

then he had not appeared totally incapable of
conversation ; but at the beginning of the year

1742, the small remains of his understanding
became entirely confused, and his rage increased

absolutely to a degree of madness. In this

miserable state he continued for some time ; but
at last sunk into a quiet, speechless, idiot, drag-
ging out the remainder of his life in that helpless

situation. Swift for some years before this

terrible catastrophe, was often attacked with gid-

diness, and found his memory gradually decay,

which gave him reason to apprehend his fate.

He left all his fortune, which, when some few

legacies were paid, amounted to near jGll,000,
to build and endow an hospital for idiots and
lunatics. A charity remarkably generous, as

the unhappy persons who receive the benefit,

must for ever remain insensible of their bene-

factor. Thus died Dr. Swift, whose capacity

and strength of mind were undoubtedly equal
to any task whatever. His pride, or to use a
softer name, his ambition, was boundless ; but
his views were checked in his younger years, and
the effects of that disappointment were visible

in all his actions. He was sour and severe, but
not absolutely ill-natured. He was sociable

only to particular friends, and only to them at

particular hours. He was by his abilities

rendered superior to envy. He was undisguised
and perfectly serene. He performed the duties

of the church with great punctuality, and a

decent degree of devotion. He read prayers

rather in a strong nervous voice than in a grace-

ful manner; and, although he has often been
accused of irreligion, nothing of that kind ap-
peared in his conversation or behaviour.* In
his friendships he was constant and undisguised.

He was the same in his enmities. He generally

spoke as he thought, in all companies, and at all

seasons.

1745. The following booksellers appear in

the list of bankrupts : Caesar Ward, of York ;

William Raven, of St. Andrew's, Holborn,
November ; and Thomas Harris, of London
Bridge, December,

1745, Dec. 24. The Manchester Magazine, of

this date, gives a circumstantial account of the

movements of the army under prince Charles

Edward, during its progress to the south. Some
of the adherents of the prince, during his stay

in Manchester, went to the printing-oflfice of Mr.
Whitworth, proprietor of the Magazine, and
compelled Thomas Bradbury, a journeyman, (in

the absence of his master) to print several mani-
festos and other papers, which were produced on
their trial and iled to their condemnation. Mr.
Whitworth continued his newspaper till about
the year 1750, but his death we cannot find.

1745. The British Courant ; or Preston Jour-

nal, printed by James Stanley and John Moon,
at their shop in the market-place, Preston. This

newspaper is embellished with a wood-cut on
each side of the title-page, viz. the holy lamb,

couchant, being the arms of the town ; and Bri-

tannia, the genius of England.
1745. The Agreeable Miscellany ; or, some-

thing to please eveiy man''s taste. Printed by Mr.
Ashburner, at Kendal, in Westmoreland. This

* The only preferments which Swift obtained in Ireland,

previous to the deanery of St. Patricks, was Laracor and
Rathbeggan ; the former of which was worth about jt'HOO'm

per annum, and the latter about j£'6o. When he took pos-

session of these two livinps, he went to reside at Laracor,

and gave public notice to his parishioners, that he intended

to read prayers every Wednesday and Friday. Upon the

subsequent Wednesday, the bell was rung, and the rector

attended at his desk, when, after having sat some time,

and finding the congregation to consist only of himself

and his clerk, Roger, he began :
" Dearly beloved Roser,

the scripture moveth you and me in sundry places," and,

then proceeded regularly through the whole set vice.

4 P

i
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was a small pamphlet-like miscellany, in sixteen

8vo. pages, published once a fortnight, price one

penny.

1745. The Rememhraneer. This was a weekly

paper undertaken by Mr. James Ralph, a short

time previous to the rebellion, to serve the pur-

poses of lord Melcombe's party ; and in his lord-

ship's Diary Ralph is frequently mentioned with

distinguished approbation.

1745, Nov. 5. The True Patriot. This perio-

dical was written by Henry Fielding, who, zea-

lously attached to the house of Hanover and the

protestant religion, exerted all his efforts in their

cause, and it was not without its effect in ex-

citing the sentments of loyalty, and a love for

the constitution in the breasts of his countrymen.

1745. The Entertainer^ No. 1.

1746, Jan, 10. In the Caledonian Mercury oi

this date we find the following notice. "The
rebels carried off from Glasgow a printing press,

types, and other materials for printing (printing

Prince Charles's Declaration, &c.) together with

servants to work in that way." They took from
one printer a press, from another some types,

and from a third chases, furniture, &c. This

happened when the insurgents were on their final

retreat northward.

1746. The following names appear in the list

of bankrupts : Dryden Leach, printer, of St.

Paul's, Covent Garden ; Andrew Johannot, of

Eynsford, Kent, paper maker; and William
Smith, stationer, of Preston, Lancashire.

1746. Henry Fielding produced his inimi-

table novel of Tom Jones. Whether we consider

the fruitfulness of its invention, the admirable

delineation and variety of its characters, the con-

duct of the story, or the winding up of the whole,

it will probably ever continue to be one of the

most popular novels ever written. It it said, that

Fielding being much distressed, sold the copy to

a bookseller for £25, on condition of being paid

by a certain day. In the meantime, he show ed the

manuscript to Thomson, author of the Seasons,

who was immediately struck with its merit, and
advised Fielding by all means to get free from
the bargain,which he did without much difficulty.

Thomson recommended the work to Andrew
Millar, the noted bookseller, and the parties met
at a tavern over a beef-steak and a bottle. Mr.
Millar began with saying, " Mr. Fielding, I

always determine on affairs of this sort at once,

and never change my offer, I will not give one
farthing more than £200." "£200!" cried Field-

ing. " Yes," said Millar, " and not one farthing

more." Fielding, whose surprise arose from joy,

and not disappointment, shook him by the hand,
sealed the bargain, and ordered in two bottles of
wine, Mr. Millar got a very large sum by the
sale of the work. He, at different times during
his life, assisted Fielding to the amount of

£2,500, which debt he cancelled in his will.

1746, April. The Aberdeen Journal, or North
British Mayazine, published by Mr. James
Chalmers, printer to the town and university of
Aberdeen. This was the first newspaper or
periodical work in the noilh of the Frith of

Forth, and the origin of it was the account
which he printed of the battle of Culloden.
From some cause, however, the paper was not
finallyestablished till the month of Januaiy, 1748.

1746, July 20. The Fool, No. 1. This paper,
chiefly devoted to politics, was published for

about eight months in the Daily Gazetteer.

1746, Aug. 2. The Parrot. This was the pro-

duction of Mrs. Haywood and her associates of
the Female Spectator. It consists but of nine
numbers, which were published weekly, price
fourpence, and sold by Mr. Gardyner, Lincoln's
Inn Fields.

1746. Museum ; or. Literary and Historical

Register, No. 1.

1747, March 15. Died, Benjamin Nutt,
printer, in the Savoy. John Nutt, bookseller,

in the Savoy, died before 171 6; his widow, Eliza-
beth, was living in 1736. Edward Nutt was
a bookseller, at the Royal Exchange. There
was a Richard Nutt, a printer, in the Savoy,

who died March 11, 1780, aged eighty years.

1747. Thomas Howe, a native oi Ireland,

commenced the art of printing at Basseterre,

the capital of the island of St. Christopher's,in the

West Indies. The art may have been introduced

two years earlier. See an account of George
Howe, son of the above, under the year 1824.

1747, Aug. 7. Died, Michael Maittaire.
He was born in the year 1668, and was no doubt
of foreign extraction. He was the second master
of Westminster school from 1695 till 1699. To
him the republic of letters are indebted for many
valuable and correct editions of the Greek and
Latin classics.

In 1709 he gave the first specimen of his great

skill in typographical antiquities, by publishing

Stephanorum Historia, Vitas ipsoimm ac Lihros

complectens, 8vo., which was followed in 1717

by Historia Typographorum aliquot Parisiensi-

um. Vitas et Libras complectens, 8vo. In 1719,

Annales Typographici ab Artis inventcB Origine

ad Annum MD. Hagie Com., 4to. To this

volume is prefixed Epistolaris de antiquis Quin-
tiliani Fditionibus Dissertatio, clarissimo Viro

D. Johanni Clerico. The second volume divided

into two parts, and continued to the year 1536,

was published at the Hague in 1722, introduced

by a letter of John Toland, under the title of

Conjectura verosimilis de primA Typographies

Inventione. The third volume, from the same
press, in two parts, continued to 1557 ; and, by
an Appendix to 1664, in 1725. In 1733 was
published at Amsterdam what is usually con-

sidered as the fourth volume, under the title of

Annales Typographici ab Artis inventce Origine,

ad Annum 1664. Opera Mich. Maittaire, A.M.
Editio novo auctior et emendatior, Tomi Primi
Pars posterior. The awkwardness of this title

has induced many collectors to dispose of their

first volume, as thinking it superseded by the

second edition ; but this is by no means the

case ; the volume of 1719 being equally neces-

sary to complete the sett as that of 1733, which

is a revision of all the former volumes. In 1741

this excellent work was closed at London, by
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Annaliwn Typographorum Tomus Quintus et

ultimus ; Indicem in Tomos quatuor prceeuntes

complectens ; divided (like the two preceding
volumes) into two pai'ts. The whole work,
therefore, when properly bound, consists either

of five volumes, or of nine ; and in nine volumes
it was properly described in the catalogue of Dr.
Askew, whose elegant copy was sold to Mr.
Sliaftoefor£lO 5s.

1747, Sept. 9. Died, Thomas Ruddiman,
jun. principal manager of the Caledonian Mer-
cury, to which office he had been appointed when
James Grant* rushed into rebellion, in Novem-
ber, 1745. During these unsettled times the
Caledonian Mercuryf was regarded with pecu-
liar jealousy, and its circulation was much im-
peded by the ruling powers in Scotland, even
after the terrors of insurrection had ceased. For
an unlucky paragraph, which had been copied
from an English newspaper, in significant italics,

was young Ruddiman imprisoned, in December,
1746. The merit and solicitude of his father,

obtained his discharge at the end of six weeks
imprisonment. But the prisoner had contracted
a disease in the tolbooth of Edinburgh, which
brought him to his grave at the early age of thirty-

thrffe years. His father sought consolation from
his piety, as he could find no reparation for this

wrong which was done by the jealousy, rather

than the injustice of power.
It was stated by Mr. Boswell, " that Ruddi-

man's son attended the pretender in his marches
with his printing-press, and printed his declara-

tions ; and that, being for this imprisoned, Mr.
Ruddiman, by the advice of lord Achinleck,

applied for his discharge to Archibald duke of

Argyle, by a letter, in which he called the late

rebellion, the late insurgency, and by no persua-

sion, could he bemade to alter it." Let us examine,
says Mr. Chalmers, this honest tale a little. The
Ruddimans, indeed, may have printed the pre-

tender's declarations, while his power was irre-

sistible at Edinburgh, while a sergeant and a

guard surrounded the printing-house. But, nei-

ther the persons nor the press, for a moment
attended the insurgents, who had no printer with

them when they arrived at Glasgow. Thomas
Ruddiman, the younger, was imprisoned, as we
have seen, for adopting, at a subsequent period,

a harmless sarcasm from an English newspaper.
From the death of his son, Mr. Ruddiman

found it necessary to make a new arrangement
of his typographical affairs, though it made little

change in his usual habits. His daughter Alison,

being her brother's executor and heir, became

* James Grant had an equal shsirc in the Caledonian
Mercury with Thomas and Walter Ruddiman. Walter was
the casiiier, and Grant undertook to collect the foreign and
domestic intelligence, to attend the press, and publish the
paper, of which 1400 were sold every week. On Nov. 1,

1745, James Grant renounced his part, and sacrificing his

prudence to his zeal, joined the insurgents, and finally

found his safety in France.

t It was deemed prudent to publish the Mercury anony-
mously from Sept. 23, to Nov. 25, 174 5 ;

yet Ruddiman did

not obtain impunity from his circumspection, and during
the calamitious summer of 1745, he retired, from the dis-

turbed scenes of Edinburgh, to the sequestered quiet of

the countrv.

in this manner proprietor of his share of the
printing-house which he had enjoyed since the

13th of August, 1739. But her situation making
the business of a printer an unsuitable property,

she was thereby induced to convey her interest

to her father. On May 16, 1748, Mr. Ruddi-
man entered into " a contract of copartnery,"

with his brother Walter, " to carry on the print-

ing business, and the newspaper, as formerly,

share and share alike." Considering that this

project might be advantageous to their posterity,

they now settled the printing-house, and the

Caledonian Mercury, on their nearest and lawful

heirs respectively, in lineal descent.*

1747, Ja7i. The Universal Magazine, No. 1,

published monthly, according to act of parlia-

ment, by John Hinton, at the King's Arms, in

St. Paul's church yard, London, price sixpence.

At this period, copious, pompous, and florid

title-pages, though reprobated by Swift, ridiculed

by Arbuthnot, and cautiously launched by every
respectable author, had yet, in defiance to com-
mon sense, obtained that kind of toleration that

we often see given to things of far greater im-
portance. And, it appears, that, a desire to re-

press it, first gave Mr. Griffiths the idea of the

Monthly Revieiv ; as he says, in his first adver-

tisement, " The abuse of title-pages is obviously

come to such a pass, that few readers care to

take in a book, any more than a servant without

a character." This kind of titulary puffing,

which, it is said, used to put Mr. John Barber
so much out of temper, that he was ready to turn

an author out of his shop if the frontispiece of his

manuscript exceeded the bounds of moderation.

The following title-page of the Universal Ma-
gazine is a perfect advertisement, and afibrds a
striking contrast to the brief and undescriptive

titles which we so often see in modem works :

The Unioersal Magazine of Knowledge and Pleasure i

containing

—

News, Geography, Gardening,
Letters, Voyages, Cookery,
Debates, Criticism, Chemistry,
Poetry, Translations, Mechanicks,
Music, Philosophy, Trade,
Biography, Mathematics, Navigation,
History, Husbandry, Architecture,

and other Arts and Sciences, which may render it Instruc-

tive and Entertaining to Gentry, Merchants, Farmers, and
Tradesmen ; to which occasionally will be added an im-
partial account of Books in several Languages, and of the

State of Learning in Europe : also of the Stage, new
Operas, Plays, and Oratorios.

It ought to be remarked that this magazine

was one of the earliest and most permanently

successful rivals of the Gentleman^s Magazine,

and, after extending to one hundred and twelve

volumes, it seems to have been discontinued in

1803. In point of literary rank,—in minute
researcl'.es,—and local illustrations, it never ap-

* In the typographical annals of Scotland, it is a remark-
able fact; that a printing- house, and its materials, did not
descend to executors, as chattels, but to heirs, as inheri

tances. And, owing to this peculiarity in the laws of

Scotland, the heirs of Andrew Anderson continued to be
the king's printers for upwards of thirty years, during (he
reigns of Charle? II. James 11, William III. nnd Anne
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proached the venerable publication which pre-

ceded and survived it ; still the Universal was
judiciously planned and respectably executed,

and deserved the success which it obtained. It

is also recommended to us, by the fact, that it

was one of the earliest periodicals not exclusively

addressed to " the gentry," and condescended to

number " farmers and tradesmen" among those

to whom it looked for support.

1 747. Bibliotheque Britannique. This useful

account of English books begins in 1733, and
closes in 1747, Hague, 23 vols. It was written

by some literaryFrenchmen, noticed by La Croze
in his Voyage Litteraire, who designates the

writers in this most tantalizing manner :
" Les

auteurs sont gens de merite, et qui entendent

tons parfaitment I'Anglois ; Messrs. S. B. le

M. D. et le savant Mr. D." Posterity, says

D'Israeli, has been partially let into the secret

:

De Missy was one of the contributors, and War-
burton communicated his project of an edition

of Velleius Paiercuhts.

1748. A trial concerning the right of literary

property between the company of stationers of

London and the printers of Scotland, the issue

of which was unfavourable to the plantiffs.

1748. HouBiGANT, the well-known Hebrew
critic, set up a press at his country house in the
village of Avilly, distant about twenty-five miles
from Paris, and there printed his Hebrew Psalter,

one hundred copies only struck oft', which bears
the imprint Luyduni Batavorum. In 1763 he
printed the Proverbs, in Hebrew, and also some
publications in French.

1748. Benjamin Mecom, of Boston, opened
a printing-ofiice at St. John's, the capital of the
island of Antigua, and commenced the publica-
tion of a newspaper.

1748,ylM</. 9. Alexander Blackwell, M.D.
was beheaded at Stockholm, in Sweden. He was
the son of the rev. Thos. Blackwell, principal of
the Mareschal college, Aberdeen. Having re-

ceived a liberal education, he studied physic at

Leyden,and acquired a proficiency in the modern
languages. On his return home he married a
gentleman's daughter* in the neighbourhood of
Aberdeen, and proposed practising physic in that
part of the kingdom ; but in about two years,

finding his expectations disappointed, he came to

London, where he met with still less encourage-
ment as a physician, and commenced corrector
of the press in the office of Mr. Wilkins. After
some years spent in this employment, he set up
as a printer himself, and carried on several large
works, till 1734, when he became a bankrupt.
How he passed his time for the next four years

* A curious Herbal, containing five hundred cuts of the
most useful Plants which are now used in the practice of
Physick, engrraved on folio copper-plates, after drawings
taken from the life, by Elizabeth Blackwell. To M'hich is
added, a short Description of the Plants, and their com--
mon uses in physick, 1739, 2 vols, folio. To the first
volume is prefixed a recommendation from the dis-
tinguished names of Dr. Mead, Dr. Teissier, Dr. Stuart,
Dr. Douglas, Dr. Sherard, Mr. Cheselden, Mr. Miller, Mr.
Rand, and Mr. NickoUs, dated Oct. 1, 1735; and another
from the president and censors of the college of physicians,
riated July 1, 1737.

is not precisely ascertained ; but in or about the

year 1740 he went to Sweden, again assumed
the medical profession, and was well received in

that capacity ; till, turning projector, he laid a
scheme before his Swedish majesty for draining
the fens and marshes, and thousands were em-
ployed in prosecuting it under the doctor's direc-

tion, for which he had some allowance from the
king. This scheme succeeded so well, he turned
his thoughts to others of greater importance,
which in the end proved fatal to him. He was
suspected of being concerned in a plot with count
Tessin, and was tortured ; which not producing
a confessing, he was beheaded. Dr. Blackwell
was possessed of a good natural genius, but was
somewhat flighty, and a little conceited. His
conversation, however, was facetious and agree-

able ; and he might be considered on the whole
as a well-bred accomplished gentleman. The
British ambassador was recalled from Sweden in

1648, among other reasons, for the imputations
thrown on his Britannic majesty in the trial of
Dr. Alexander Blackwell.

1748, Sept. 27. Died, James Thomson,
author of the Seasons, Castle of Indolence, and
other poems of merit. He was the son of a cler-

gyman, and bom at Edman, in Roxburghshire,
September 11, 1700, and educated for the
Scottish church ; but at an early period of life he
removed to London, where, in 1726, he published
his poem of Winter, which lay unnoticed for a
considerable time, when Mr. Michell, a gentle-

man of taste, promulgated its merit in the best

circles, and then all was right. Summer, Spring,
and Autumn, successively appeared, and formed
what now passes by the general title of his

Seasons. These poems are in blank verse, and
describe the various natural appearances of the
year, in a very rich and eloquent, and often

sublime style of language. In 1729, he sold

Sophonisba,a. tragedy,and Spring, for £137 10s.

to Andrew Millar,-^ the eminent bookseller ; and
for the Seasons, and some other pieces, he ob-
tained £105 from John Millar, which were
again sold to Andrew Millar nine years after-

wards, for the same sum ; and when Andrew
Millar died, in 1768, his executors sold the
whole copyright to the trade for £505. Thom-
son wrote another large poem, entitled Liberty,

which, being upon an abstract subject, never
became popular, though it contains many fine

passages. The Castle of Indolence was designed
as a kind of satire on his own soft and lethargic

character, but is nevertheless the most perfect,

and perhaps the most poetical of all his compo-
sitions. Though slothful in the extreme, he

* When Thomson first went to London, he took up his
abode with Mr. Park Egerton, bookseller, near Whitehall,
and finished his poem of Winter in an apartment over the
shop. It remained on his shelves a long time unnoticed;
but after Thomson began to gain some reputation as a
poet, he either went himself, or was taken by Mallet, to
Andrew Millar, in the Strand, with whom he entered
into new engagements for printing his works, which so
much incensed his patron, and his couutryman also, that
they were never afterwards cordially reconciled, although
lord Lyttleton took uncommon pains to mediate between
them.
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was a very amiable and benevolent man; he

was in person large and ungainly, with a heavy

unanimated countenance, and nothing in his ap-

pearance or manner in mixed society indicating

the man of genius or refinement. No poet has

deserved more praise for the moral tenor of his

works. Undoubted philanthropy, enlarged ideas

of the dignity of man, and of his rights ; love of

virtue, public and private, and of a devotional

spirit, narrowed by no views of sect or party,

give soul to his verse, when not merely descrip-

tive : and no man can rise from the perusal of

his pages, without melioration of his principles

or feelings. His death was occasioned by a cold

caught while sailing upon the Thames: he was
buried under a plain stone in Richmond church.

1748. Died^ Edmund Curll, a noted book-

seller, at the sign of the Bible, Covent Garden,

rendered memorable by Pope, in his Dunciad.
In 1721, upon Curll printing the Life of the

Duke of Buckingham^ and pirating his works, an
order was made by the house of lords, declaring

"that whosoever should presume to print any
account of the Life^ the Letters^ or other works,

of any deceased peer, without the consent of his

heirs or executors, should be punished as guilty

of a breach of privilege of this house."

The memory of Edmund Curll has been trans-

mitted to posterity with an obloquy more severe

than he deserved. Whatever were his demerits

in having occasionally published works that the

present age would very properly consider too

licentious, he certainly deserves commendation
for his industiy in preserving our national re-

mains. And it may perhaps be added that he
did not publish a single volume but what,

midst a profusion of base metal, contained

some precious ore, some valuable reliques, which
future collectors could no where else have found.

Henry Curll, son of the above, was also a
bookseller, in Bow-street, Covent Garden. He
kept a separate shop in Henrietta-street.

1748, Nov. 7, In the Boston Evening Post,

edited by Thos.Fleet,already noticed at page 644,
ante, is inserted the following humorous adver-

tisement :
" Choice Pennylvania tobacco paper,

to be sold by the publishers of this paper, at the

Heart and Crown : where may also be had the
BVLLS or Indulgences of the present pope
Urban VIII. either by the single bull, quire, or

ream, at a much cheaper rate than they can be
purchased of the French or Spanish priests, and
yet will be warranted to be oi the same advan-
tage to the possessors."

These bulls, or indulgences of the pope, were
printed on one side ofa small sheet ; several bales

ofthem were taken in a Spanish ship captured by
an English cruizer, and sent into Boston. Fleet

purchased a very large quantity at a low price,

and printed various editions of ballads on the

backs of them. One side of the sheet was blank,

and the paper very good ; one bull answered for

two half-sheet ballads, or songs, such as Black-
eyed Susan, Teague^s ramble to the camp, ^c.

1748, Nov. 25. Dr. Johnson disposes of The
Vanity ofHuman Wishes, to Dodsley, for fifteen

guineas, reserving to its author the right of
printing one edition.

1748. Samuel Richardson produced the
two first volumes of Clarissa Harlowe; these
were soon succeeded by a third and fourth

volume ; and then, after an interval of some
months, four more volumes completed the nar-
rative. The production of Clarissa, perhaps-

the most pathetic tale ever published, at once
elevated its author to the highest rank among-
novelists, and has secured to him an immortality
to which very few writers, in the department
which he cultivated, can ever hope to aspire.

In the character of Clarissa,. Richardson has
presented us with a picture of nearly female
perfection, a delineation which, unless in the
hands of a great master, would be apt to pro-
duce a formal insipidity ; but th« heroine of our
author passes through such severe trials, through
distresses so minutely described, yet so faith-

fully true to nature, that the interest excited in

her behalf rises in every scene, and at length
becomes poignantly keen. "It is probable,'*

says Dr. Drake, " that no book, in any language,,

ever occasioned so many tears to flow, as the
Clarissa of Richardson." " The tale," says sir

Walter Scott, " is very simple ; but the scene is

laid in a higher rank of life, the characters are

drawn with a bolder pencil, and the whole ac-
companiments are of a far loftier mood.."

1748. The Jacohite^s Journal. This paper
appeared on the decease of the True Patrioty

and was written by the same author,

1748, Oct. The Mitre and Crown, No. 1.

1749, May. The Monthly Review, "No. 1. This
work was commenced by Mr. Ralph Griffiths,

bookseller, in London, which he edited, with
unremitting perseverance, for fifty-four years.

The firet number was published at tlie sign of the

Dunciad, St. Paul's church yard, whence in 1 754
Mr. Griffiths removed to Paternoster-row, and
in 1759 into the Strand, stilL retaining the sign

of the Dunciad. In 1764 Mr. Thomas Becket,

a very respectable bookseller, in the Strand, be-

came the publisher. When the Monthly Review
started there vias no regular established Literary

Review in Great Britain ; nor was this one very

successful on its first publication. Several times

it was about to be abandoned, as Dr. Griffiths

often told his friends; but patience,perseverance,

and attention, sumiounted every obstacle, and
procured it a firm establishment. At this period

the Gentleman's Magazine occasionally noticed

works of genius ; but much more frequently

those of a political or party tendency, in which
all the world knows that genius is the last thing

expected, or perhaps admired. The Monthly
Review has this singular circumstance attending

its introduction, that it came into the world
almost unannounced. In contradiction to the
promises, parade, and verbosity, which are gene-
rally the precursors of periodical works, the two
first lines of an advertisement, which scarcely

contains twenty, most truly state, that " Under-
takings which, in their execution, carry the de-
signation of their use, need very little preface."

t
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1749, Oct. 19. Died, William Ged, an in-

genious though unsuccessful artist, who was a

goldsmith in Edinhurgh, deserves to he recorded

for his attempt to introduce an improvement in

the art of printing, viz., Stereotype Printing.

In 1781, Mr. Nichols published an interesting

pamphlet, entitled Biographical Memoirs of
William Ged; including a particular account of

his progress in the art of block-printing.* The
first part of the pamphlet, as the editor infonns

us, was printed from a manuscript dictated by

Ged, some time before his death; the second

part was written by his daughter, for whose

benefit the profits of the publication were intend-

ed ; the third was a copy of proposals that had
been published by Mr. Ged's son, in 1751, for

reviving his father's art ; and to the whole was

added Mr. Mores's narrative of block-printing.

From this publication it appears, that so far back

as ] 725, Mr. Ged had begun to prosecute plate

making. In 1727 he entered into a contract

with a person who had a little capital, but who,

on conversing with some printer, got so intimi-

dated, that at the end of two years he had laid

out only twenty-two pounds. In 1729 he entered

into a new contract with a Mr. Fenner,f Thomas
James a type-founder, and John James an archi-

tect On April 23, 1731, the above partners

having applied to the university of Cambridge
for the privilege of printing Bibles and common
Prayer-books, with blocks, instead of single

types, a lease was sealed to them on this day,

but only two prayer-books were finished, so that

the attempt was forced to be given up. It ap-

pears that one of his partners was actually

averse to the success of the plan, and engaged

€uch people for the work as he thought most
likely to spoil it. A straggling workman who
had wrought there, informed Mr. Mores, that

both bibles and common prayer-books had been

printed, but that the compositors, when they cor-

rected one fault, made purposely half a dozen

more, and the pressmen, when the masters were

absent, battered the letter in aid of the com-
positors. In consequence of these base pro-

ceedings, the books were suppressed by authority,

and the plates sent to the king's printing-house,

and from thence to Mr. Caslon's foundry.

After much ill usage, Ged, who appears to have

been a person of great honesty and simplicity,

returned to Edinburgh. His friends were

anxious that a specimen of his art should be

published, which was at last done by subscrip-

tion. His son, James Ged, who had been ap-

prenticed to a printer, with the consent of his

master, set up the forms in the night time, when
the other compositors were gone, for his father

* See also, Biographical Memoirs of William Ged ; tn-

cluding a particular account of his progress in the Art of
Block .Printing. Newcastle : printed by S. Hodgson,
Union, street, and sold by E. Charnley, Big-market, 1819.

This small work is very neatly printed, and forms part of a
series of typographical tracts, which it was the intention
of the editor, Mr. Thomas Hodgson, to publish. It was
printed for the Newcastle Typographical Society.

t William Fenner, stationer, who seems to have acted no
very honourable part towards Ged, died insolvent in or
about the year 1735.

to cast the plates from ; by which means Sallxut

was finished in 1736. 6f this work Mr. Til-

loch has a copy, and the plate of one of the

pages; as also of another work, printed some
years after, from plates of Mr. Ged's manufac-
ture. The book is The Life of God in the Soul
of Man* printed on a writing pot, 12mo., and
with the following imprint: "Newcastle; printed
and sold by John White, from plates made by
William Ged, goldsmith, in Edinburgh, 1742."

It is a very neat little volume, and is as well

printed as books generally were at the time.

James Ged, the son of William, wearied with
disappointments, engaged in the rebellion of
1745, as a captain in Perth's regiment; and
being taken at Carlisle, was condemned ; but on
his father's account (by Dr. Smith's interest with

the duke of Newcastle,) he was pardoned and
released in 1748. He afterwards worked as a
journeyman with Mr. Bettenham, a printer of

London, and then commenced master ; but being
unsuccessful, he went privately to Jamaica, in

1748, where his younger brother William was
settled as a respectable printer. His tools, &c.
he left to be shipped by a false friend, who most
ungenerously detained them to try his own skill.

James died in the year 1749, after he left Eng-
land ; and his brother William in 1767.

1750, March 20. The Rambler, ^0. 1. These
essays regularly appeared every Tuesday and
Saturday for two years, the 208th and last being
dated March 14, 1752. To each number was
affixed the price of twopence, and it was well

and accurately printed by William Fadenf on a

sheet and a half of fine paper. It was in the

iiawft/er that Johnson first presented to the pub-
lic those peculiarities and prominent beauties of

style which immediately distinguished him in

so striking a manner from all preceding writers,

and which have made so durable an impression

upon our language.:}: The slow progress of the

Rambler towards the possession of that fame
which it ultimately acquired, aff'ected not its

author in a pecuniary light. He had entered

into a contract with Mr. John Payne, a respect-

able bookseller, of Paternoster-row, who had
agreed to give him two guineas for each paper

as it appeared, and to admit him to a share of

the profits arising from the sale of the collected

work. Johnson received regularly, therefore,

four guineas a week for two years, an engage-

ment that enabled him to live comfortably, and
which, if not productive of much present advan-

* This work was first published in 1667, by Henry
Scougal, a theological writer of considerable eminence.

He was the son of Patrick Scougal, who was bishop of

Aberdeen from l664 to l6S2. He was born at the end of

June, 1650, and died at the early age of twenty-eight, on
the 13th of June, 1678.

t During Dr. Johnson's last illness he inquired of Mr.

Boswell, " whether any of the family of Faden the printer

were living. Being told that the geographer, near Charing

Cross, was Faden's son, he said, after a short pause, I bor-

rowed a guinea of his father near thirty years ago ; be so

good as to take this, and pay it for me."
t Mr. Tooke says, that, amidst the progress which lite-

rature was making at St. Petersburg!!, translations of the

Rambler and of Blackstone's Commentaries, had been

made into the Russian language, by the especial command
' of the empress.
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tage, was eventually a most lucrative l>argain to

the publisher. During the appearance of the

Rambler, in single numbers, Mr. James Elphin-

stone, a friend of Johnson's, and brother-in-law

to Mr. Strahan, the printer, undertook to pub-
lish them in Edinburgh, and the following ad-

vertisement is copied from an Edinburgh news-
paper of this date

:

" Just published, on a fine writing paper, and
in a small 8vo. size, fit for binding in pocket
volumes, The Rambler. To be continued on
Tuesdays and Fridays. Nullitis addictus, Sec.

Edinburgh: printed for the author; sold by
William Gordon and C. Wright, at their shops

in Parliament-close, price one penny each num-
ber, and regularly delivered to subscribers in

town, or sent to the country by post."

The Rambler is a title, by no means happily

chosen, as it corresponds not with the tenor of

the work, of which the great characteristic is

uniform dignity.

The assistance which Johnson received in the

composition of the Rambler amounted (with the

exception of four billets by Mrs. Chapone,*)

only to four numbers, the productions of Miss
Talbot,t Samuel Richardson^: and Mrs. Carter.§

" What has once passed the press is irrevo-

cable. Though the printing house may properly

be compared to the infernal regions for the

facility of its entrance, and the difficulty with

which authors return to it
; yet there is this dif-

ference, that a great genius can never return to

his former state by a happy draught of the

waters of oblivion."

—

Rambler, No. 16.

On the termination of the Rambler, Dr.

Johnson says, " I shall never envy the honours

which wit and learning obtain in any other

cause, if I can be numbered among the writers

who have given ardour to virtue, and confidence

to truth."

* Mrs. Hester Chapone was born of a respectable

family named Mulso, at Twywell in Northamptonshire,
October 27, 1727. She wrote the interesting story of
Fidelia, in the Adventurer, and a poem prefixed to the
translation of Epictetus, by Mrs. Carter. Her literary

reputation, however, rests upon her Letters on the Im-
provement of the Mind, addressed to a young lady, and
printed in 1775. She also wrote a volume of Miscellanies,

containing moral essays and poems. Mrs. Chapone died
at Hadley. in Middlesex, December 25, 1791, aged 75.

t Catharine Talbot, the only daughter of the rev.

Edward Talbot, archdeacon of Berks, was born in the
year 1720. She resided chiefly in Lambeth palace, where
she received all the advantages of the most accomplished
education, and early exhibited strong marks of a feeling^

heart, a warm imagination, and a powerful understand-
ing. Her chief work is entitled Reflections on the Seven
Days of the Week, which forms one of the works dis-

tributed by the Society for Promoting Christian Know-
ledge. She died January 9, 1 770.

t It is a remarkable and curious trait of the age, that

the only paper in the Rambler which had a prosperous
sale, and may be said to have been popular, was one which
Dr. Johnson did not write. This was No. 97, which was
said to have been written by Richardson. The sale was
very inconsiderable, and seldom exceeded five hundred.

S Elizabeth Carter was the daughter of the rev. Dr.

Carter, rector of Deal in Kent, where she was born,

December 16, 1717. She acquired a considerable know-
ledge of the Latin and Greek languages, as appears by her
excellent translation of Epictetus into English. She
wrote two papers in the Rambler, and in 1736 she pub-
lished a volume of poems, many of which are elegant.

Miss Carter, who was never married, died in London,
December ig, I8O6.

Dr. Johnson, in speaking of newspapers, says,
" To these compositions is required neither

genius or knowledge,neitherindustry nor spright-

liness,but contempt of shame and indifference to

truth are absolutely necessary." He then talks

of their increase in the time of war, and con-
cludes by affirming " that a peace will equally
leave the warrior and the newspaper writer desti-

tute of employment ; and T know not whether
more is to be dreaded from streets filled with
soldiers, accustomed to plunder, or from gar-

rets filled with scribblers accustomed to lie.'*

Again, he says, " If nothing may be published
but what civil authority shall have previously

approved, power must always be the standard of
truth; if every dreamer of innovation may
propagate his projects, there can be no settle-

ment; if every murmurer at government may
diff*use discontent, there can be no peace ; and if

every sceptic in theology may teach his follies,

there can be no religion. The remedy against
these evils is to punish the authors; for it is yet
allowed, that every society may punish, though
not prevent, the publication 01 opinions, which
that society shall think pernicious ; but this

punishment, though it may crush the author,

promotes the book; and it seems not more
reasonable to leave the right of printing un-
restrained because writers may be afterwards

censured, than it would be to sleep with doors

unbolted, because by our laws we can hang a
thief."

1 749. The Ladies Magazine, by Gasper Good-
will, of Oxford.

1749. Manchester Vindicated; in a complete

collection of the papers published in defence of
that town, in the Chester Courant, with those on
the other side of the question, printed in the

Manchester Magazine or elsewhere, which are

answered in the said Chester Courant. Chester

:

printed by and for Elizabeth Adams, and sold in

London by Mrs. Mary Cooper, at the Globe, in

Paternoster-row. 324 pages, 24mo. Price 3s.

1750. It appeal's that a press was at work in

this year, at Ragland castle, in Monmouthshire;
for a book is extant, called, A Collection of Loyal
Songs, Poems, &c., said to be privately printed

at Ragland castle, in this year. " A collection

of Jacobite poems ; although it is stated to be
privately printed, I apprehend it was sold, al-

though from the nature of the collection very

cautiously."—Martin's Private Presses, page 35.

1750, July 12. Died, Thomas Willis, esq.,

citizen and stationer, who was fined for the office

of sheriff". He left 500 to the poor of St. Mar-
garet's, Westminster, not having alms ; £500 to

the Westminster infirmary; and iJ6,000 to the

farmers about Tothill-fields, who had suffered

by the cow distemper.

1750, Oct. 27. Died, Thomas James, printer,

of Cambridge, aged forty : he was buried in the
church of St. Michael in that town. Mr. James,
Mr. La Butte, and Robert Walker, left London
for Cambridge, where they commenced printing

a weekly newspaper, and, to establish the sale of
it, they printed, in 8vo. lord Clarendon's ^M<ory
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of the Great Rebellion, and Boyer's History of
Queen Anne, with neat cuts, &c. which they

gave gratis, a sheet a week, till completed.

1750, Dec. 5. Died, James Brooke, esq.,

who had been sheriff of London, in 1738 ; gave

by his will a legacy of £60 to the poor of the

stationers' company, to be distributed at the dis-

cretion of the court.

1750, Ja?i. 31. The Student, No. 1. This is

a miscellany of great merit, which was published

monthly, in numbers, at Oxford It rejects all

politics and party discussion, but embraces a wide

field in polite literature, and professes to insert

nothing in its pages that had been previously

published. It includes many curious documents
in history and biography, and a valuable contri-

bution of poetry by some of the first bards of the

age, among which are many pieces by Warton.
1750. The Leicester Journal. This paper was

printed in London, and sent down to Leicester

for publication. It appears that the editors of

newspapers were often at a stand for matter to

fill their columns, scanty as they were ; and a

singular instance occurs in this paper, that the

editor had actually recourse to the bible to help

him out, and filled up his empty space from it

!

He commenced with Genesis, and went as far in

succeeding numbers as the tenth of Exodus.
1750. The Dumfries Journal. This was the

fourth town in Scotland distinguished for the

establishment of a newspaper. It was after-

wards converted into a species of Magazine,
which was conducted with much spirit by the

late venerable Fulton, the celebrated compiler of

the school pronouncing dictionaiy, and a few

other youthful and enthusiastic literary associates.

It again assumed the form of a newspaper about

the year 1775 or 1776, and continued to flourish

up till the era of the "reform bill" in 1831,

when its conservative principles being no longer

popular, it ceased in 1833.

1750. The Reflector.

V760, March 20. The Tatler revived; or, the

Christian Philosopher and Politician, No. 1.

stamped, price twopence, Tuesday, Thursday,
and Saturday.

1750. The Westminster Magazine, by Laun-
celot Pooer-struck, an author, but no Esq. ; 4to.

1751. Died, William Wilkins, printer in

Little Britain, who at this period was the printer

of five different newspapers ; and the favourite

printer of the Whig party. On a tablet under a

half-length of bishop Hoadly seated, possessed

by the company of stationers, is inscribed, " This
portrait of Dr. Benjamin Hoadly,* lord bishop

of Winchester, prelate of the most noble order

* Benjamin Hoadly, was bom at Westerham, in Kent,
Nov. 14, 1676. On the accession of George I. he was made
bishop of Bangor, which see he never visited, but con-
tinued in London preaching and publishing party sermons.
One of these, on the Spiritual Kingdom of Christ, pro-
duced a violent dispute, called the Bangorian controversy.
From Bangor he was translated to Hereford, thence to
Salisbury, and lastly to Winchester. He died April 17,
1761, and was biuied in his cathedral. From the above
portrait he appears to have been more than sixty years of
age, when the painting was made, and has pleasant full
features, shaded by a moderate sized powdered wig.

of the garter, was painted at the expense of
William Wilkins, esq. citizen and stationer of
London, out of the high esteem and veneration
he had for the bishop, on account of his being
always actuated by the true spirit of the gospel,
and the principles of the Protestant religion, and
of his being a firm friend to liberty, religious
and civil. Mr. Wilkins left it to the stationers'

company after his wife's decease, who departed
this life the 29th day of July, 1784."

1751. Andrew Millar, bookseller, in the
Strand, gave £1000 to Henry Fielding for his

novel of Amelia, which he suspecting would be
judged inferior to Tom Jones, employed the fol-

lowing stratagem to push it on the trade. At a
sale made to the booksellers, previous to the pub-
lication, Millar offered his friends his other
works, at tlie usual terms of discount; but when
he came to Amelia, he laid it aside as a work
expected to be in such demand that he could
not afibrd to deliver it to the trade in the usual
manner ; the ru^e succeeded ; the whole impres-
sion was anxiously bought up, and the book-
seller relieved from every apprehension of a
slow sale. Amelia w as dedicated to the author's

great friend, Ralph Allen,* esq. From the period
of the publication of Tom Jones, the vigour of
Fielding's mind sank, though by slow degrees,

into a decline ; it has, however, the marks of
genius ; but of a genius beginning to fall into

decay. Nevertheless, Amelia holds the same
proportion to Tom Jones, that the Odyssey of
Homer bears, in Longinus's estimation, to the
Illiad. In various respects it breathes a fine

vein of morality; many of the situations are

afiecting and tender; and, upon the whole, it is

the Odyssey, the moral and pathetic work of
Henry Fielding.

1751, Aug. Bartholomew Green, a printer

from Boston, removed to Halifax, the capital of

Nova Scotia, where he erected the first press which
appeared in that province, and died soon after-

wards. His successor, John Bushell, published,

in the first week in January, 1752, the first news-
paper in Nova Scotia.

1751. Two printers, named Miller and
Holland, supposed to be natives of Germany,
introduced a press at Lancaster, the capital of a
county in the province of Pennsylvania, North
America, where they executed some small works
in the German language, and in this or the next
year, 1752, published a newspaper in German
and English.

* Ralph Allen, esq. died at Prior Park, near Bath, June
29, 1764, of whom it will be no ostentatious encomium to

observe, that he was one of the best and most benevolent
of men. His memory will ever be revered by the city

and neighbourhood of Bath, to both which he dispensed a
variety of acts of liberality ; and his name is eternized in

the memorials of that noble charitable foundation the
hospital, to which he was a most munificent benefactor.

The following inscription, on the tablet of a tower near
the park is emphatically expressive of his character .

—
" Memoriae optimi, viri, Radulphi Allen, positum.

Qui virtutem veram simplicemque colis, venerare, hoc
saxum."

Dr. Warburton married his niece. Miss Gertrude Tucker,

and Prior Park became from that time his principal re-

sidence, and ultimately his own property.
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1751. About this period bookbinders began
the sawn back, whereby the bauds on which the

book is sewn, were let into the backs of the sheets,

and thus no projection appears, as is seen in all

bindings of a previous date. Where it was first

used is not known, but it is considered the Dutch
binding first gave the idea. Although it was
adopted by many of the English and French
binders with repugnance, it became fashionable.

Bands, or raised cords, were soon only used for

school books, which species of binding is now
universally known as sheep bands. The general

kind of binding from this time to the end of the

century, was what is termed calf gilt, being done
all to one pattern, the sides marbled,* the backs
being brown, with coloured lettering pieces, and
full gilt. Open backs had been little introduced,

and the backs of the books were made remark-

ably stiff, to prevent the leather from wrinkling

when they were opened.

1751, March. The Inspector. This periodical

is a striking proof of the unwearied assiduity of

sir John Hill,f that, occupied as he was in writ-

ing voluminous productions on natural history,

he could find time for the composition of a mis-

cellaneous paper, which he agreed to publish

daily, and which he executed without the least

assistance, for about two years, in the London
Daily Advertiser. Many of these papers are

written with vivacity, and a few exhibit traits of

humour, character, and imagination, thougli, as

it might be expected, from the hasty manner in

which they were written, they are often loose

and slovenly, and frequently ungrammatical.
1751, Nov. I5.| Died, Henry Saint-John,

viscount Bolingbroke, whose life is one of those

lessons by which mankind are taught that genius,

learning, wit, and the happiest opportunities for

realising all that honest ambition can suggest to

a great mind, are bestowed in vain, unless they

are accompanied by prudence and integrity of

principle. The opinions of posterity as to his

character are likely to be as much divided as

were those of his cotemporaries ; and the safe con-

clusion that can be arrived at is, that he possessed

an extraordinary mixture of good and evil, of

greatness and meanness, of that which ennobles.

* On the invention of this process great caution was
used to keep it secret, and books were obliged to be sent to
the inventor to be marbled at a high price.

t Sir John Hill was one of the most extraordinary cha-
racters of the eighteenth century. He was the son of a
clergyman, and born either at Peterborough or Spalding,
in 1716. He was educated for the profession of medicine,
and at first practised as an apothecary in St. Martin's lane,
London. Had his prudence and temper been equal to his
industry, his character with his cotemporaries, and with
posterity, would have been highly esteemed. The usual
consequence of indecent and indiscriminate satire awaited
our author ; and for a time the profits arising from his pen
were so great as, sometimes, to amount to .^'1500 per an-
num. He obtained the place of superintendent of the royal
gardens at Kew, accompanied by a very liberal salary by
lord Bute, under whose patronage he was likewise enabled
to prosecute his splendid publication of the Vegetable
System. About two years previous to his decease, on pre-
senting his botanical works to the king of Sweden, he was
made a knight of the polar star. After a life of more no-
toriety than respectability, sir John Hill died in Nov. 1775.

t By some writers the death of Bolingbroke is placed on
the 15th of December.

as well as that which disgraces mortality. He
descended from one of the most ancient families
in the kingdom, and was born at Battersea, Oct.
1, 1678, educated at Eton, and Christ Church,
Oxford. Nature appears to have been scarcely
more prodigal in bestowing her favours, than he
was in abusing them. A career of wild dissipa-
tion left him little leisure for the pursuit ofknow-
ledge. His extraordinary talents forced them-
selves into general notice ; his prodigious strength
of memory and quick apprehension, his dashing
and brilliant style, was the admiration of his
friends, and his social disposition rendered their

affection equal to their admiration. Formed to

excel in whatever he might undertake, he soon
became as notorious for his excesses, as he was
afterwards eminent for his genius and learning.
He entered parliament in the year 1700, for the
borough of Wotton Basset, (a borough in which
the family interest of the St. John's was predo-
minant,) and joined the ranks of the tones. In
1710 he became secretary of state, on Harley*
being made chancellor of the exchequer, and in
1712 he was created viscount Bolingbroke. We
have already noticed the origin of the new spaper
stamp duty, which took place under the influ-

ence of Bolingbroke, and the case is thus stated

in Cooke's life of that nobleman :
" It was pro-

bably the influence of the whig newspapers, in

nourishing the hopes of their party, and who
proved themselves so numerous, and so powerful,
that they could insult and libel the minister with
impunity, that induced Bolingbroke to attempt
to circumscribe the liberty of the press. The
possession of power is in itself a strong tempta-
tion to its exercise ; and Bolingbroke, the object
of attack as a minister and a party leader, forgot

the feelings which had induced him, when es-

tablishing himself upon the ruins of the former
ministry, to pursue their retreat with the bitterest

censures, and to heap the most unmanly insult

upon their patroness at court. With the writers

he could employ upon his side, it might be sup-
posed he would have little to fear from any
literary contest ; that argument might be safely

opposed to abuse, and mere scurrility be despised

and forgotten. But Bolingbroke was a minister;

he was engaged in amultitude of occupations

—

some of these were of doubtful propriety, all were
capable of attack. The comments upon his con-
duct were severe, but some of them were probably

true ; and Bolingbroke, while he could retort the

severity, must resent the truth. So important

* Robert Harley, earl of Oxford, was the eldest son of
sir Edwaid Harley, and born in Bow-street, Covent garden,
London, Dec. 5, 16(51. On Feb. 1, 1701, he was chosen
speaker of the house of commons. On March 8, 1711, he
was wounded at the council table with a penknive, by tlie

marquis de Guissard, during an examination upon a
charge of high treason. Bolingbroke rose, drew his sword,
and ran it into Guissard. In the same year he was raised

to the peerage, and appointed lord treasurer, which office

he resigned a few days before the death of queen Anne.
In 1715 he was impeached of high treason by the commons,
and committed to the tower, where he remained two years,

and was tlien brought to his trial and acquitted. He died
May 21, 1724. The earl of Oxford was a munificent patron
of literature, andcommenced one of the noblest collections

of manuscripts, book, &c. in this country.

4 Q

t
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were these libellous publications deemed, that

the queen concludes one of her messages to par-

liament by representing the licentiousness of the

press. She is made to declare, that by seditious

papers and factious rumours, designing men have

been able to sink credit, and the innocent have

suffered ; and she recommends the house to find

a remedy." That remedy we have already shown
was the stamp duty upon newspapers and pam-
phlets.* " The insufficiency of Bolingbroke's

expedient," continues Mr. Cooke, " soon became
apparent to himself, and we find from his cor-

respondence that he was often employed in

prosecuting the printers of those papers which
were most violent against him. Swift, who
certainly should have had a fellow feeling for

these libellers, seems not only to have approved,

but to have urged this severity.f The printers

were often in prison, but discharged upon bail

;

and the papers still appeared, with their satire

more pungent by the treatment the authorswere
smarting under. The ill success of his prosecu-

tions determined Bolingbroke to attempt an ex-

pedient which, had it succeeded, would quickly
nave stopped the streams of vituperation which
flowed from each party. Among the provisions

of an act he proposed was one, that every printed
hook, pamphlet, or paper which was published
should bear the ivriter^s name and address : a

requisition which must have at once driven from
the field of controversy all those men ofeminence
in the opposite parties who were bold so long as

they could mingle masked in the fray, but who
would have shrunk from openly exposing their

reputations and their persons in so equivocal a

contest. No one felt the inconvenience of the

threatened measure more forcibly than the au-

thor of the History of the Last Four Years. His
defence of anonymous writing, dmwn forth by
this occasion, is exceedingly amusing, when we
consider the character of the works which he used

to send forth, and the peculiar motives he usu-

ally had for concealment. This bill, which so

powerfully excited Swift's fears for the safety of

libellers and the interests of religion and learn-

ing,met with such opposition from both parties,

that it was suffered to drop in the commons ;

and the idea of farther fettering the press was

abandoned as impracticable," On the accession

of George I. the whigs were placed in power, and

the seals taken from Bolingbroke : the papers

in his office were secured, on which he withdrew

to France, where the pretender invited him into

his service. In the mean time he was impeached
of high treason in England, and the same year

he lost the favour of his new connexions. In

this situation he set himself about making his

peace at home, in which he succeeded, but did

not obtain his full pardon till 1723, on which he
returned to England, and recovered his family
inheritance. The remainder of his life was passed
in a state of total exclusion from power ; and,
under these circumstances, mortified ambition
prompted him to join the opposition against sir

* S«e page 6ol, ante. t See page sgg, ante.

Robert Walpole, and to publish many political

essays, in the Craftsman, in which patriotism
was assumed as a mere instrument for annoying
his political opponents. He wrote a number of
philosophical discussions based on equally un-
sound principles, and highly adverse to sound
religion. When Bolingbroke found that Pope
had printed an unauthorised edition of the Pa-
triot King, he employed Mallet (1749) as the
executioner of his vengeance. Mallet wanted
either virtue, or spirit, to refuse the office ; and
was rewarded, not long after, with the legacy of
lord Bolingbroke's works, which were published
with a success veiy inadequate to Mallet's ex-
pectation,*

1751. Alexander Macdonald published his
GobHc Songs, being the second book which con-
tained any poetry printed in that language.

1752, Jan. 4. Covent Garden Journal, pub-
lished on Tuesdays and Saturdays, No. 1. By
sir Alexander Drawcansir, (Henry Fielding,)
author of the Champion, True Patriot, and
Jacobite Journal.

1752, March 3. Harroph Manchester Mer-
cury, No. 1, printed and published by Joseph
Harrop, at the sign of the Printing-press, oppo-
site the Exchange, on Tuesday. No price affixed.

At No. 9, the title is changed to Harrop^s Man-
chester Mercury and General Advertiser, em-
bellished with a curious wood-cut, representing
the interior of a printing-office, and published
opposite the clock side of the Exchange. In
1764, Mr. Harrop gave, in weekly numbei-s, A
neu) History of England, 778 pp. to encourage
the sale of his newspaper : in an address, at the
end of the work, the proprietor says it was at
the cost of one hundred guineas.

1752, July 6. William Owen, bookseller, at

Homer's head, near Temple bar, was tried at

Guildhall, for printing and publishing a libel,

entitled the Case of Alexander Murray, esq. and
acquitted. This was the third great case, where
the juries insisted on judging the matter of law,
as well as of fact. See State Trials.

1752. The Magazine of Magazines. In this

magazine Gray's Elegy in a Country Church
Yard first appeared.

1752, Have at you all; or, the Drury-lane
Journal, to be continued everyThursday, price 3d.

* David Malloch, or Mallet, was born of poor parents in
the city of Edinburgh, about 1700, but surmounted the
disadvantage of his birth and fortune. He received a por-
tion of his education at the high school of his native city,
and became tutor to the sons ofthe duke of Montrose, with
whom he travelled, and on his return settled in London,
where he became an author by profession. In July 1724 he
published the ballad of William and Margaret, which is

still popular. In April, 1734, he obtained the degree ofM,A.
at St. M.iry's hall, Oxford. In 1740 he published a Life of
Lord Bacon : the duchess of Marlborough left him 3l:lQQii

to write the life of her husband,which never appeared ; and
he obtained a considerable pension from lord Bute for de-
fending his administration. He was under secretary to
Frederic prince of Wales. He died April 21, 1724, audit
was remarked of him, " that he was the only Scot whom
Scotchmen did not commend." On which Mr. Steevens
remarked, that "he was the only Scotchman he ever knew
unregretted by his countrymen." The news of his death
was followed by no encomiums on his writings or his vir-

tues.
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1752. An enquiry into the Origin of Printing

in Europe, price Is. published by Mr. Gibson.

1752. An Essay on the Original, Use, and
Excellency of the noble Art and Mystery of
Printing. London : printed for T. Legg, at the

Parrot and Crown, in Green Arbour-court, in

the Little Old Bailey. Price four-pence.

This is a small tract of sixteen pages demy
12mo, and, therefore, little can be expected of

the History of Printing. A high encomium is

paid to William Caslonand Son, letter-founders,

and to Stephen Baylis, of St. Anne's lane, near

Aldersgate, printing ink maker. Of the use and
excellency of the art, it is stated, that " 'Tis by
the art of Printing that we come to know the

lives and actions of the renowned worthies of the

first ages of the world ; whereby those things

which were transacted five thousand years ago

are as familiar to us as if they had been done

but yesterday. 'Tis Printing that does immor-
talize the memory of ancient heroes, and trans-

mits their actions to the end of time." The
following poem is inserted at the end, which is

there stated to have been written many years

before, and then out of print. In preserving it,

we think no apology will be required, (for as it is

stated in the tract,) "being well assuredit will be
very acceptable to all lovers of tJie noble art and
mystery ofprinting

.''^

A CONTEMPLATION
On the Mystery of Man's Regeneration, in allusion to the

Mv^ttv^ of Prmtiitfl.

Great blest Master Printer, come
Into thy composing room :

Wipe away our foul offences,

Make, O make our souls and senses,
The upper and the lower cases

;

And thy large alphabet of graces
The letter, which being ever fit,

O haste thou to distribute it

:

For there is (I make amount^
No imperfection in the fount.
If any letter's face be foul,

O wash it ere it touch the soul

;

Contrition be the brush, the lye

Tears from a penitential eye.

Thy graces so distributed,

Think not thy work half finished :

On still, O Lord, no time defer,

Be truly a Compositor 5

Take thy composing stick in hand,
Thy holy w^ord, the firmest band j

For sure that work can never miss,
That's XxvXy justified in this.

The end of grace's distribution.
Is not a mere dissolution

;

But that from each part being cited.

They may be again united.
Let righteousness and peace then meet,
Mercy and truth each other greet j

Let these letters make a word.
Let these words a line afford.

Then of lines a page compose,
Which being brought unto a close,

Be thou the direction. Lord
;

Let love be the fast-binding cord.
Set, O Lord, O set apace.

That we may grow from grace to grace
5

Till towards the chace we nearer draw
The two strong tables of thy law

j

Of which the two firm crosses be.

The love of man, next after Thee.
The head sticks are thy majesty.
The foot sticks Christ's humility

;

The supplication of the saints.

The side sticks, when our faith e'er faints .

Let the qtwins be thy sme election,

Which admits of no rejection ;

With which our souls being join'd about,

Not the least grace can then drop out.

Thy mercies and allurements all.

Thy shooting stick and mallet call.

But when all this is done we see.

Who shall the corrector be i

O Lord, what thou set'st can't be ill,

It needs then no corrector's skill.

Now, though these graces arc all set,

Our hearts are but white paper yet

;

And by Adam's first transgression.

Fit only for the worst impression.

Thy holy Spirit the pressman make.
From whom we may perfection take

;

And let him no time defer.

To print us on thy character.
Let the ink be black as jet.

What though ? it is comely yet

;

As curtains of King Solomon,
Or Kedar's tents to look uiK)n.

Be victory the press's head,
That o'er oppression it may tread

:

Let divine contemplation be
The skrews, to raise us up to Thee :

The press's two cheeks (vmsubdued)
Strong constancy and fortitude :

Our slavish fiesh let be the till.

Whereon to lay what trash you will

:

The nut and spindle, gentleness.

To move the work with easiness :

The platten is affliction.

Which makes good work, being hard set on.
The bar, the spirit's instrument.
To sanctify our punishment:
The blanket a resemblance hath
Of mercy in the midst of wrath

:

The frisket, thy preventing grace.

Keeps us from many sullied race.

Christ Jesus is the level stone.

That our hearts must be wrought upon.
The cojffin wherein it doth lie,

Is rest to all eternity.

The cramp irons that it moves on still,

Are the good motions of the wiU :

The rounce, the spirit's inspiration.

Working a holy agitation.

The girths, the gift of continence.
The tether of th' unbridled sense :

The winter, whereon all doth lie.

Is patience in adversity :

The foot step, humbleness of mind.
That in itself no worth can find.

If there be such a chance as this.

That any letter batter'd is.

Being come unto thy view.
Take it out, put in anew ;

Or if Satan, that foul fiend.

Mar, with a pretence to mend,
And being at thy goodness vcxt.

Makes blasphemy of thy pure text.

Find it out, O liOrd, and then.

Print our hearts new o'er again.

O Lord, unto this work make haste,

'Tis a work that long will last

:

And when this white paper's done.

Work a reiteration.

1752, Oct 11. Died, Thomas Stackhouse,

A. M. a learned and pious, but necessitous divine

.

He was sometime minister of the English church

atAmsterdam, and afterwards successively curate

ofRichmond, Ealing, and Finchley ; in all which

places he was much respected. He was prehaps

the most laborious writer of his time, and his

principal work, the Histoiy of the Bible, origi-

nated in the following singular manner : In the

year 1732 was published a pamphlet, entitled

The Bookbinder, Bookprinter, and Bookseller

confuted ; the author^s vindication of himselffrom
the calumnies in a -paper indv^ftriously dispersed

by one Edlin. Togetner vith some observations

on the Histoiy of the Bible, as it is at present

published by the said Edlin. By the Rev. Mr.

I
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Stackhouse, curate of Finchley, 8vo. In this

rare pamphlet the author very feelingly, but spi-

ritedly, exemplifies in himself the miseries of a

poor clergyman. The brief matter of fact is,

that, in May, 1732, Mr. Wilford and Mr. Edlin,
" when the success of some certain things pub-

lished weekly set every little bookseller's wits to

work," engaged Mr. Stackhouse to write some-

thing which might be published weekly, but what
it was they knew not. By Wilford he had been

before employed to write "J. preface to Sir

William Daives's Works ;" but " had taken um-
brage at Wilford's palming upon the world a

Set of Prayers, all taken from other authors,

merely to lengthen out sir William's Duties of
the Closet, and make the third volume swell."

Edlin " he knew of old, as the merest Marplot

that ever took the publication of any work in

hand." This precious pair appointed Stackhouse

to meet them at the Castle tavern,* Paternoster-

row. " Edlin was for reviving his Roman Hitory ;

and, with heavy imprecations on Dr. Bundy,
maintained, that a little brushing up, i. e. in-

fusing some life and spirit into Ozell's dull style,

the thing would still do in a weekly manner."
Wilford would by no means come into that de-

sign. His talk ran chiefly on Devotional Tracts

and Family Directors. To compromise the matter,
Mr. Stackhouse proposed A New History of the

Bible i there being nothing of that kind consi-

derable in the English language, and his own
studies for some years, whilst writing his Body
ofDivinity, having qualified him for such a work.
Proposals were accordingly drawn up ; but a
disagreement happening between Wilfordf and
Edlin, Wilford gave up the undertaking ; and
Mr. Stackhouse was left, much against his will,

in the power of Edlin ; who " had printed pro-

posals
;
got credit of paper ; brushed up his old

battered letter
; picked up a poor compositor or

two ; sent [to Finchley] a few curious books, and
began to be very clamorous for copy." Mr. S.

had engaged to supply three sheets a week, pro-

vided he were allowed to furnish forty or fifty

sheets before any part of it was published. He
accordingly set to work, and completed the In-

troduction. But Edlin was impatient to begin;

and " what mercy," says Stackhouse, " he in-

tended to have of his poor author, appeared in

the very first sheet he sent me to correct, which
was very near a ivhole page above the standard

stipulation ; insomuch that, had I submitted to

this encroachment, I had lost, on the impression

of the whole book, between £40 and £50 copy
money." This imposition led to a quarrel, which
was compromised by Edlin's giving ten copies of

the book, in consideration of the supernumerary
lines, " to be presented by Mr. Stackhouse to some
bishops who had thought favourably of some of
his other writings." After the reconciliation,

Edlin sent an instrument to be signed, binding

* Itwasthecustomof booksellers, for a very long period,
to make all their bargains at a tavern.

t Memorials of Eminent Persons was published by John
Wilford, in monthly number.

Stackhouse, his heirs, &c. in a penalty of £50 to

write well, and finish the History of the Bible for

him. But this Stackhouse resolutely declined.

For compiling the introduction, few books of any
consequence had been wanted ; but for the His-
tory itself Mr. Stackhouse required the ablest

commentators upon the whole, and reconcilers

and critics upon different texts of scripture ; but
could obtain from his employer none but bishop
Patrick; Edlin suggesting, " that the chief of his

subscribers lived in Southwark, Wapping and
Rutclifi*e Highway ; that they had no notion of

critics and commentators ; that the work should
be adapted to their capacity, and therefore the
less learning in it the better." When the introduc-

tion was finished (of which two numbers were
published without acquainting the author) the

breach became incurable. No copy was ready
of the History ; and Stackhouse was infonned,

that, if he did not care to write for Edlin, he had
found out another that would. With some diffi-

culty, twelve guineas were obtained for the twelve

sheets of introduction ; Edlin engaged another
author ; and Stackhouse, who was happy to es-

cape out of the trammels of a tyrant, engaged to

pursue his History under the more auspicious

patronage of Mr. Batley* and Mr. Cox,f book-
sellers of reputation ; and the work was accord-

ingly completed in two folio volumes, which
afterwards successively passed through numerous
editions. The main purport of Mr. Stackhouse's

address to Edlin is, to shew on whose side the

infraction of the agreement lay.| Mr. Stackhouse
deserved well of literature—and had a hard fate

as to worldly matters, as a small vicarage was his

only church perferment. In 1 733 he was pre-

sented to the vicarage of Benham Valence, alias

Beenham, in Berkshire, and was buried in the

parish church, as appears by a neat tablet, which
preserves his memory.

1752, Oct. 21. The Gray's Inn Journal, No. 1.

These essays were the production ofArthur Mur-
phy, esq. under the assumed name of Charles

Ranger, esq. who, in imitation of the Spectator,

introduces himself as the member of a " club of

originals," yet without making much use of this

fictitious assemblage. It was continued weekly,

for two years, and each paper is divided into two
parts ; the first containing an essay on some mis-

cellaneous subject ; and the second, under the

appellation of True Intelligence, including many
ironical and humorous strictures on the various

occurrences of human life. In humour, inven-

tion, and variety, the Gray's Inn Journal is often

superior to the cotemporary papers of Hill and
Fielding.

1752, Nov. The Scourge, by Oxymel Busby,
esq. folio, a periodical paper, published on

Tuesdays, Thursdays, and Saturdays, at 2d.

each number.
1752, Dec. 1 The Public Advertiser, No. 1.

* Jeremy Batley, bookseller, in Paternoster-row, died

September 11, 1737.

t Thomas Cox, an eminent bookseller and exchange
broker, died February 3, 1754.

t See Nichols's Literary Anecdotes, vol. ii, pp. 493-99.
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1763, Jan. 4. Tfie World, No. 1. This paper

was continued weekly, on Thursday, for four

years, and terminated on Thursday, December
30, 1756, with two hundred and nine number,
and a World Extraordinanj, written by Horace
Walpole. Of each essay 2,500 were printed, and
sometimes even a greater number was demanded.
It was projected by Edward Moore,* author of

the Gamester, a tragedy, assisted by lord Ches-
terfield and about thirty eminent literary names.
It assumed all the variety of the Spectator, being
wise or witty, grave or gay, sentimental, literary,

or humorous, as the subject required. It was
also, in another respect, like the Spectator ; for

Mr. Moore, like sir Kichard Steele, was lost in

the splendour of his auxiliaries.

1753. The British Museum established by
act of parliament. This national collection of

antiquities, books, and natural curiosities, is

one of the most valuable and extensive in

Europe. It was founded in consequence of the

will of sirHans Sloane,f who left to the nation his

museum (which he declared in that instrument

had cost him upwards of £50,000,) on condition

that parliament paid £20,000 to his executors,

and purchased a house sufficiently commodious
for it. This proposal was readily adopted:

several other valuable collections were united to

that of sir Hans Sloane, and the whole establish-

ment completed for the sum of £85,000, which
was raised by way of lottery.| The additions to

the Sloanean museum comprise, the Cottonian
library, given by sir Robert Cotton to the pub-
lic; major Edwards's library of printed books;
the Harleian collection of manuscripts ; sir Wil-
liam Hamilton's invaluable collection of Greek
vases; the Townleian collection of antique

marbles ; the manuscripts of the late marquis of

Lansdowne ; the Elgin marbles from Athens

;

Dr. Bumey's classical library ; and various other

collections. George II. gave the whole of

the library of printed books and manuscripts,

which had been gradually collected by our kings

from Henry VII. to William III. George III.

gave a numerous collection of pamphlets, pub-

* Edward Moore was the son of a dissenting minister at
Abingdon, in Berkshire, where he was born March 22,

1712. He was some years engaged as a linen draper, but
relinquished trade for employment more congenial to his
talents and inclinations. In 1744 he produced his Fables
for the Female Sex, which have been allowed a rank only
second to those of Gay. From this period his progress as
an author was undeviating ; and as a poet, a dramatist,
and an essayist, he continued through life to amuse and
instruct society. It is somewhat remarkable, that^when
the World was published in volumes, Mr. Moore actually
died whilst the last number, which details the imaginary
death of the author, was passing through the press. He
died Feb. 28, 1757.

t Sir Hans Sloane, bart. was an eminent physician and
naturalist, born at Killileagh, in the North of Ireland,
April 16, 1660, and died at Chelsea, Jan. II, 1752. He
was the first in England who introduced into general
practice the use of bark, not only in fevers, but in a va-
riety of other distempers, particularly in nervous disor-

ders, in mortifications, and in violent haemorrhages. He
published the Natural History of Jamaica, two vols, folio.

t The following sums were voted by Parliament : for
the Townley statues j6'20,000 ; Lansdowne Manuscripts,
^6*4925 ; Greville Minerals j6'8,200 ; Elgin Marbles 35000 !

Burney's Library 13500. To print the Codex Alexandrinus
j6'2,000.

lished in the interval between 1640 and 1760.*

That monarch also contributed the two finest

mummies in Europe ; a sum of money, arising

from lottery tickets, which belonged to his royal

predecessors, amounting to £1,123 ; a complete

set of the journals of the lords and commons;
a collection of natural and artificial curiosities

sent to him, in 1796, by Mr. Menzies, from the

north-west coast of America ; and several single

books of great value and utility. In 1803, the

government deposited in this building many
Egyptian antiquities, which were acquired from
the French by the capitulation of Alexandria, in

1802. In 1824, a most valuable and extensive

library, formed under the direction of George
III., was presented to the museum by George
IV., and is deposited in a splendid apartment
built purposely to contain it. R. P. Knight
gave 5,205 valuable Greek coins to the British

museum. The Rev. W. H. Carr, 35 ancient

pictures. And — White, Esq. £30,000 to build

a library room. Numerous collections have been
added, at diffierent times, by the trustees of the

museum, which is situated in Great Russell-

street, Bloomsbury.
The Synopsis of the Contents of the British

Museum, gives the following account of the

Royal Library :
—" In this spacious and splendid

room is deposited the library formed by his late

majesty king George III. which embraces the

most extensive and important collection of books
ever brought together by any sovereign of the

British empire, or indeed of any other country

:

and this, not confined to publications connected

with some particular class of literature, but em-
bracing every species of knowledge. The
volumes moreover are, in general, in the best

possible condition, and in very frequent instances

of the most superb description, being vellum or

large paper copies ; the wliole forming a monu-
ment worthy the judgment, the taste, and the

liberal mind of the royal founder, and also of

the unparalleled munificence of his majesty

king George IV., who by the following letter,

addressed to the late lord Liverpool, presented

this library to the British nation.

" Paxiilion, Brighton, Jan. 15, 18S3.

" Dear Lord Liverpool,

" The King, my late revered and excellent father, having
formed, during a long series of years, a most valnable and
extensive Library, I have resolved to present this collec-

tion to the British nation.
•• Whilst I have the satisfaction by this means of ad-

vancing the literature of my country, I also feel that I am
paying a just tribute to the memory of a parent, whose
life was adorned with every public and private virtue.
" I desire to add, that I have grreat pleasure, my Lord,

in making this conmiunicatiou through you.

'• Believe me, with great regard,
" Your sincere fHend,

" G. R.

" The Earl of Liverpool, K. O. ^c. t(C."

The books are systematically arranged in 304
presses, according to subjects, as correctly as

could be accomplished in placing them accord-

* See page 564 ante.

I
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ing to their sizes upon their appropriate shelves,

amounting to full 250,000 volumes in number.

1753. Died, Andrew Joseph Panckoucke,
a celebrated bookseller of Lisle, where he was
born in the year 1700. He was a person of veiy

considerable learning and talent, and the author

of a number of works on subjects of philosophy,

history, and belles lettres.

1753, Sept. 14. The case of Samuel Richard-

son, of London, printer, on the invasion of his

property in the History of Sir Charles Grandi-

son, before publication, by certain booksellers in

Dublin. Mr. Richardson had intended to send

the volumes of Sir Charles Grandison, as he

did those of The History of Clarissa Harlowe,

to be printed in Ireland, before he published

them himself in London. Accordingly, when
he had printed off so consid^-able a part of the

work, as would have constantly employed the

press to which he purposed to consign them, he

sent over twelve sheets of the first volume to Mr.
George Faulkener ; intending to follow it with

the rest, as opportunity offered. He had heard

an Irish bookseller boast, some years ago, that

he could procure, from any printing-office in

London, sheets of any book printing in it, while

it was going on, and before publication ; and Mr.
Faulkner cautioning him on this subject with

regard to this work, he took particular care to

prevent, as he hoped, the effects of such an

infamous corruption, as it must be called, since

it could not be done but by bribing the journey-

men or servants of the London printers. He
gave a strict charge, before he put the piece to

press, to all his workmen and servants, as well

in print (that it might the stronger impress them,)

as by word of mouth, to be on their guard against

any out-door attacks. This was the substance of

the printed caution which he gave to his work-

men on this occasion : "A bookseller of Dublin
has assured me, that he could get the sheets of

any book from any printing-house in London,
before publication. I hope I may depend upon
the care and circumspection of my friends, com-
positors and pressmen, that no sheets of the piece

I am now putting to press be carried out of the

house; nor any notice taken of its being at

press. It is of great consequence to me. Let

no stranger be admitted into any of the work-

rooms. Once more, I hope I may rely on the

integrity and care of all my workmen—And let

all the proofs, revises, &:c. be given to Mr. Tew-
ley [his foreman] to take care of." He had no

reason to distrust their assurances ; most of them
being persons of experienced honesty; and was
pleased with their declared abhorrence of so vile

a treachery, and of all those who should attempt

to corrupt them. Yet, to be still more secure, as

he thought, he ordered the sheets, as they were

printed off, to be deposited in a separate ware-

house; the care of which was entrusted to one,

on whom he had laid such obligations, as, if he
is guilty, has made his perfidy a crime of the

blackest nature.—Peter Bishop, whose business

was to read proofs to the corrector, and to em-
ploy his leisure hours in the warehouses ; and

who (and no other person) being entrusted with
the sheets of Sir Charles Grandison, as wrought
off; and to lay by three sheets of each of the
twelves edition, and one of the octavo, for Mr.
Richardson's sole use, had an opportunity which
no other man, however inclined, could have, to

perpetrate this baseness. Mr. Richardson, on
suspicions too well-grounded, dismissed Bishop
from his service ; and after he was gone, having
reason to suspect Thomas Killingbeck, one of the
compositors, as the confederate of Bishop, and
by whose means, he having worked in Ireland, it

was easy for him to manage this piece of
treachery; and Killingbeck, on examination,
gave him cause to strengthen his suspicions

; yet
asserting his innocence, he proposed to him the
said Killingbeck to draw up iiimself such an
affidavit as he could safely take, to exculpate
himself. Killingbeck made poor excuses and
pretences ; but, at last, took till the next morn-
ing to draw it up. The next morning he told

Mr. Richardson, that he was advised not to draw
up such an affidavit; and gave such evasive

reasons, as induced every body to believe him
guilty. Upon this, Mr. Richardson discharged
him from his service. He left his house, pre-

tending, he would draw up something, as he
desired; but never since came near it; and is

now applying for work elsewhere. Since writing

the above, Mr. Richardson has received a letter

from Bishop, on occasion of some friend (»f his

advising him to an ample confession ; and to

depend on that forgiving temper which he had
before experienced; in which, among other

avowals of his innocence, he thus expresses him-
self :

" I never gave Mr. K. one sheet of Grandi-
son; and he must have stole them out of the

warehouse ; for, upon recollection, the key of the

bridge warehouse [in which were the first five

volumes], for the conveniency of Arthur [the

principal warehouse keeper], who keeps his

clothes there, hung upon a nail, in the one pair

of stairs warehouse ; and any person putting his

arm through an opening in the wainscot, and
standing on the stairs, may easily reach it [a

great negligence, at least, in Bishop, after such
warning, and repeated caution]; and 'tis not

impossible but Mr. K. might see me take the

key from thence, and make use of it at a proper

opportunity. If he proves to be the villain

(adds Bishop), as I have great reason to think he
will, by refusing to take an oath, I hope proper

care will be taken to hinder his escape, &c."

—

If Bishop should be innocent (against other

presumptions, from which he will hardly be able

to clear himself) it cannot but be observed, that

the cause given to suspect unguilty persons is

not one of the least mischiefs that attend the

baseness of such cruel and clandestine invaders.

Having three printing-houses, he had them
composed and wrought, by different workmen,

and at his different houses ; and took such other

precautions, that the person to whose trust he

committed them, being frequently questioned

by him as to the safety of the work from pirates,

as frequently assured him, that it was impossible

iA.
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the copy of any complete volume could be come
at, were there persons in his house capable of

being corrupted to attempt so vile a robbery.

What then must be his surprise when intelli-

gence was sent him from Dublin, that copies of

a considerable part of his work had been ob-

tained by three different persons in that city;

and that the sheets were actually in the press ?

The honest men published their own names, in

three different title-pages, stuck up in Dublin,
in the following words :

" Dublin, Aug. 4, 1753.

Speedily will be published. The History of Sir
Charles Grandison. In a Series of Letters pub-
lished from the Originals, by the Editor of

Pamela and Clarissa. In seven volumes. .Dub-
lin : printed by and for Henry Saunders, at the

comer of Christ Church-lane." The second

:

"Aug. 4th, 1753. In the press, The History of
Sir Charles Grandison" (as in the other.) " Dub-
lin : printed by John Exshaw, on Cork Hill."

The third: "Dublin, Aug. 4th, 1753. In the

press, and speedily will be published. The His-
tory of Sir Charles Grandisoriy^ (as in the two
others.) "London : printed for S. Richardson :"

[vile artifice !]
" Dublin : Reprinted for Peter

Wilson, in Dame-street." The editor had con-

vincing proofs given him, that one of these men
had procured a copy of a considerable part of

the work in octavo ; another in duodecimo ; and
that they were proceeding to print it at several

presses. Terms having been agreed upon between
Mr. G. Faulkner and the editor, in consideration

of the preference to be given him (one of which
related to the time of publishing the Dublin
edition, that it might not interfere with the ap-

pearance of the London one) Mr. Faulkner, in

consequence of the successful corruption, signi-

fied to the editor, that it was needless to send
him any more than the twelve sheets he had sent

him ; and that he had obtained a fourth share of

these honourable confederates : but that (to pro-

cure this grace, as is supposed) he had been
compelled, as he calls it, to deliver up to them,
to print by, the copy of the twelve sheets afore-

said, which had some few corrections in them,
which occurred on a last revisal; but which are

of no moment with regard to the history; though
possibly this worthy confederacy may make use

of those few corrections in those twelve sheets,

in order to recommend their surreptitious edition

as preferable to that of the proprietor. Of what
will not men be capable, who can corrupt the

servants of another man to betray and rob their

master? The editor, who had also great reason

to complain of the treatment he met with in his

Pamela^ on both sides the water, cannot but ob-

serve, that never was work more the property of

any man than this is his. The copy never was
in any other hand : he borrows not from any
other author : the paper, the printing, entirely at

his own expense, to a very large amount ; re-

turns of which he cannot see in several months

:

yet not troubling any of his friends to lessen his

risque by a subscription: the work thus im-
morally invaded, is a moral work: he has never

hurt any man ; nor oflended these : they would

have had benefits from the sale, which the editor

could not have, being not a bookseller; and he
always making full and handsome allowances to

booksellers. But nothing less, it seems, would
content these men, than an attempt to possess
themselves of his whole property, without notice,

leave, condition, or offer at condition; and they
are hastening the work at several presses, possibly

with a view to publish their piratical edition

before the lawful proprietor can publish his.

And who can say, that if they can get it out
before him, they will not advertise, that his is a
piracy upon theirs ? Yet these men know, that
they have obtained the parts of the work they
are possessed of at the price of making no less

than forty workmen, in the editor's house, un-
easy, and some of them suspected : of making
an innocent man unsafe in his own house : of
dishonouring him in the opinion of his employ-
ers (who, probably, may not choose to trust their

property in the hands of a man, who cannot
secure his own from intestine traitors): and the
baseness; and whom, in that case, no other
master will care to employ. These, among
others that might be enumerated, are the mis-
chiefs to which this vile and rapacious act of
clandestine wickedness will subject an innocent
man. Since the above was written, Mr. Richard-
son has been acquainted, that his work is now
printing at four several printing-houses, in Dub-
lin, for the benefit of the confederacy ; viz. two
volumes at Mrs. Reiley's ; one at Mr. William-
son's ; one at Mr. Powell's ; one at Mr. M'Cul-
loch's; and that they hope at Mi-s. Reiley's to

get another volume to print; and are driving
on to finish their two volumes for that purpose.
The work will make seven volumes in twelves

;

six in octavo; and he apprehends, from the
quantity he himself had printed when the fraud
was discovered, that the confederacy have got
possession of five entire volumes, the greatest

part of the sixth, and of several sheets of the

seventh and last ; but the work being stopped
when the wickedness was known, they cannot
have the better half of the concluding volume.
He is further assured, that these worthy men are

in treaty with booksellers in Scotland, for their

printing his work in tliat part of the United
Kingdom, from copies that they are to furnish

;

and also, that they purpose to send a copy to

France, to be translated there before publication

;

no doubt for pecuniaiy considemtions ; and in

order to propagate, to the utmost, the injury done
to one, who never did any to them ; and who,
till this proceeding, he blesses God, knew not
that there were such men in the world ; at least,

among those who could look out in broad and
open day. It has been customary for the Irish

booksellei"s to make a scramble among tlicmseh es

who should first entitle himself to the reprinting

of a new English book ; and happy was he,

who could get his agents in England to send
him a copy of a supposed saleable piece, as soon

as it was printed, and ready to be published.

This kind of ])r()perty was never contested

with them by authors in England ; and it was

I
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agreed among themselves (that is, among the

Irish booksellers and printers) to be a sufficient

title ; though now and then a shark was found,

who preyed on his own kind ; as the newspapers

of Dublin have testified. But the present case

will show to what a height of baseness such an

undisputed licence is arrived. After all, if there

is no law to right the editor and sole proprietor

of this new work {new in every sense of the

word,) he must acquiesce ; but with this hope,

that, from so flagrant an attempt, that a law may
one day be thought necessary, in order to secure

to authors the benefit of their own labours : nor

does he wish, that even these invaders of his

property in Ireland may be excluded from the

benefit of it, in the property of any of the works

to which they are, or shall be, fairly and lawfully

entitled. At present, the English writers may be

said, from the attempts and practices of the

Irish booksellers and printers, to live in an age

of liberty^ but not of 'property.

N.B. This is not a contention between book-

sellers of England and Ireland, and on a doubt-

ful property ; but between a lawful proprietor of

a new and moral work—and
Let Messieurs Wilson, Exshaw, and Saunders,

reflecting upon the steps they have taken, and
making the case their own (for they no doubt

have servants)—fill up the blank.

1753, Nov. 7. The Adventurer. This admired

paper was the production of Dr. Hawkesworth.*

It is adorned with many eastern tales, and some
valuable critical communications. It was printed

on a folio sheet, for J. Payne, at Pope's Head, in

Paternoster-row ; appeared eveiy Tuesday and
Saturday, and closed with No.140, signed by Dr.

* John Hawkesworth was born in the year 1719 ; he was
intended for the profession of the law, and placed with
Mr. Harwood, an attorney in the Poultry. Soon disgust-

ed with the employment, he deserted it for the more pre-

carious, though more pleasing, occupation of literature.

At the age of twenty-five he had obtained no small repu-

tation as a literary character, for at this period, namely,
in the year 1744, he was engaged by the editor of the
Gentleman's Magazine to succeed Dr. Johnson in the com-
pilement of the parliamentary debates ; then deemed a
very important part of that interesting miscellany. He
was for four years, also, 9. poetical contributor under the
signature of Greville. The success of the Rambler as

soon as it was collected into volumes, the admiration
which he was known to entertain of pursuing the footsteps
of Johnson, induced him to project and commence a peri-

odical paper under the title of the Adventurer, which rose

under his fostering care, and he need not fear a compa-
rison with the Rambler and Spectator. Dr. Herring being
highly pleased with the instructive tendency of the Adven-
turer, conferred upon its author the degree of Doctor of

Civil Law. The reputation which he had acquired by these

essays, held out strong inducements to the prosecutions

of his literary career; and in the year 1756, at the request

of Garrick, he turned his attention to the stage, and pro-

duced Zimri, an oratorio, and other pieces, and there is

every reason to suppose that had he pursued dramatic com-
position, he might have attained to distinguished ex-

cellence as a disciple of Melpomene. In April, 1765, he
undertook the office of reviewer in the Gentleman's Ma-
gazine, a department which he filled vdth great ability

until the year 1772. In 1760 he presented to the public

a revised edition of Swift's works, in 12 vols. 8vo. ac-
companied by explanatory notes, and a Life of Swift,
of which Johnson speaks in very liberal terms. The ce-
lebrity which Dr.Hawkesworth had now attained,as a lite-

rary character, was aided by the friendship of Garrick,who
recommended him to lord Sandwich,who was the means of
procuring for him one of the most honourable and lucra-
tive engagements that has been recorded in the annals of

Hawkesworth as editor. The price of each essay
was twopence, and its sale in separate papers
was very extensive. Dr. Johnson contributed
twenty-nine numbers to the Adventurer, which
are distinguished by the letter T ; and the sum
that he received for their composition, which was
two guineas per paper, he presented to Dr. R.
Bathurst, who is supposed to have acted as his
amanuensis on the occasion.

1753. The Protestor. By James Ralph.
1753, Nov. 8. Died, Samuel Ashurst, an

eminent stationer in Paternoster-row.

1754, Jan. 10. Died, Edward Cave, projec-
tor and proprietor of the Gentleman^s Magazine.
The curiosity of the public seems to demand a
history of every man who has, by whatever
means, risen to eminence ; and few lives would
have more readers than that of the compiler of
this miscellany, if all those who received im-
provement or entertainment from him should
retain so much kindness for their benefactor as

to inquire after his conduct and character. The
Gentleman's Magazine, which has subsisted so

many years, and which still continues to enjoy
the favour of the world, is one of the most pros-

perous and lucrative pamphlets which literary

history has upon record.

Edward Cave, according to Dr. Johnson, was
born at Newton, in Warwickshire, on the 29th
of February, 1691. His father (Joseph Cave)
was the younger son of Mr. Edward Cave, of
Cave's-in-the-Hole, a lone house, on the Street-

road, in the same county, which took its name
from the occupier ; but having concurred with
his elder brother in cutting off the entail of a
small hereditary estate, by which act it was lost

from the family, he was reduced to follow the
trade of shoe-making, in Rugby. He lived to

a great age; and was, in his latter years, sup-
ported by his son.

It was fortunate for Cave, continues his

biographer, that, having a disposition to literary

attainments, he was not precluded by the poverty

of his parents from opportunities of cultivating

literature. The anxiety of the pub) ic to be acquanted with
the events which had befallen the navigator of the southern
hemisphere, at the commencement of the present reign,
was greatly increased by the return of Lieutenant Cook
from his first voyage round the globe, in May, ] 771 ; and
Government in the following year entrusted to Hawkes-
worth the task of gratifying the general curiosity. A few
attempts, in the mean time, had been made, though with
little success, to anticipate the authenticated narrative,
which came forth so early as 1773, under the following
title :

—

An Account of the Voyages undertaken by the Order
of his present Majesty for making Discoveries in the
Southern Hemisphere, ^c. Drawn up from the Journals
which were kept by the several Commanders, and from the
Papers of Joseph Banks, Esq. By John Hawkesworth,
LL.D. Illustrated with cuts, and a great variety of cliarts

and maps relative to countries now first discovered, or
hitherto but imperfectly known. 4to. 3 vols. In order
that a work which might properly be termed national
should appear with every requisite illustration, govern-
ment withheld no necessary expense. Dr. Hawkesworth
had the princely remuneration of six thousand pounds

;

and the charts, engravings, and maps, were executed in

a very splendid, and, with a few exceptions, in a very
correct manner. The first volume includes the journals of
Byron, Wallis, and Carteret, and the second and third are
occupied by the still more interesting voyage of Cook. Dr.
Hawkesworth died November 16, 1773.
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his faculties. The school of Rugby, in which
he had, by the rules of its foundation, a right

to be instructed, was then in high reputation,

under the rev. Mr. Holyock, to whose care most
of the neighbouring families, even of the highest

rank, entrusted their sons. He had judgment
to discover, and for some time generosity to

encourage, the genius of young Cave; and was
so well pleased with his quick progress in the

school, that he declared his resolution to breed

him for the university, and recommend him as a
servitor to some of his scholars of high rank.

But prosperity which depends upon the caprice

of others is of short duration. Cave's superiority

in literature exalted him to an invidious famili-

arity with boys who were far above him in rank

and expectations ; and, as in unequal associa-

tions it always happens, whatever unlucky prank

was played was imputed to Cave. When any
mischief, great or small, was done, though per-

haps others boasted of the stratagem when it

was successful, yet, upon detection or mis-

carriage, the fault was sure to fall upon poor

Cave. At last, by some invisible means, his

mistress lost a favourite cock; and Cave was,

with little examination, stigmatized as the thief

or murderer ; not, indeed, because he was more
apparently criminal than others, but because he
was more easily reached by vindictive justice.

From that time, however, Mr. Holyock with-

drew his kindness visibly from him, and treated

him with an harshness, which the crime, in its

utmost aggravation, could scarcely deserve;

and which, surely, he would have forborne, had
he considered how hardly the habitual influence

of birth and fortune is resisted, and how fre-

quently men, not wholly without some sense of

virtue, are betrayed into acts more atrocious

than the robbery of a henroost, with the view of

pleasing their superiors.

Under pretence that Cave obstructed the dis-

cipline of the school by selling clandestine

assistance, and supplying exercises to idlers, he
was oppressed with unreasonable tasks, that

there might be an opportunity of quarrelling

with his failure ; and even when his diligence

had surmounted them, no regard was paid to

the performance. Cave bore this persecution

awhile, and then left the school, and the hope
of a literary education, to seek some other

means of acquiring his living. He was first

placed with a collector of the excise. He used
afterwards to recount, with some pleasure, a

journey or two which he rode with him as his

clerk; and relate the victories that he gained

over his new master, in grammatical disputa-

tions ; but this place he soon left, and was bound
apprentice to Mr. Collins, a printer of some repu-

tation, and deputy alderman. Printing was a

trade for which men were formerly prepared by
literary education, and which was pleasing to

Cave, because it furnished some employment
for his scholastic attainments. Here, therefore,

he resolved to settle; though his master and
mistress lived in perpetual discord, and their

house presented no very comfortable abode.

From the inconveniences of these domestic
tumults, he was, happily, soon relieved; having,
in only two years, attained so much skill in his

art, and acquired such confidence with his mas-
ter, that he was sent, without any superintendent,

to conductaprinting-oftice at Norwich, and pub-
lish a weekly paper. In this undertaking he had
to encounter some opposition, which, producing
a controversy, ended in conferring upon young
Cave the reputation of an author. His master
dying before his apprenticeship was expired, and
finding the pervei-seness of his mistress to be in-

supportable. Cave quitted her house upon a
stipulated allowance, and married a young
widow, jvith whom he lived at Bow. When his

time was out, he worked as a journeyman with
the famous alderman Barber, who was so mucli
patronized by the Tories, and whose principles

had such an ascendency with Cave, just at this

time, that he was for some years a wnter in

MisVs Journal ; which, though he incidentally

obtained by his wife's interest a small place in

the post-office, he for some time continued ; but
he by degrees inclined to another party, in which,

however, he was always moderate, though s^ady
and determined.

He corrected, during this period, the Gradiu
ad Parnassum, for which he was liberally re-

munerated by the stationers' company. He also

wrote an Account of the Criminals, which had
for some time a considerable sale ; and he pub-
lished many little pamphlets, which accident

brought into his way. He was at length raised

to the office of clerk of the franks, in which he
acted with great spirit ; often stopping franks,

which were given by membei's of parliament to

their friends, because he thought too much ex-

tension of this privilege to be illegal. Having
in this manner ventured to detain a frank that

had been given to the celebrated duchess of

Marlborough by Mr. Walter Plummer, he was
cited before the house of commons ; and accused,

however, unjustly, of opening letters to detect

them. Cave was here treated with great harsh-

ness and severity ; but declining their questions,

by pleading his oath of secrecy, was at last dis-

missed ; and it must be recorded to his honour,

that, although he was ejected from his situation,

he did not conceive himself to be thereby dis-

charged from his trust, but continued to refuse

to his nearest friends any information about the

m.anagement of the oftice. By his constancy of

diligence, and diversity of employment, he in

time collected money sufficient for the purchase

of a small printing-office, and began his Gentle-

man's Magazine; a periodical pamphlet, of

which the scheme is known wherever the English

language is underetood. To this undertaking he

owed the affluence in which he passed the last

twenty years of his life ; and the fortune he left

behind him, though large, had yet been larger,

had he not rashly impaired it by numerous ab-

surd and unsuccessful projects.

In 1741, his wife dica of an asthma. He
seemed not, at first, much aff'ected by her loss ;

but, in a few days, he forevsent both his appetite

4 R
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and sleep. After lingering for about two years,

with many vicissitudes of amendment and re-

lapse, he fell, by the use of acid liquoi-s, into a

diarrhoea, followed by a kind of lethargic in-

sensibility. At the time of his death he had

just concluded the twenty-third annual collec-

tion. He was buried in the church of St.

James's, Clerkenwell; but the following inscrip-

tion, from the pen of Dr. Hawksworth, is placed

at Rugby, in Warwickshire.

Near this place lies the body of

JOSEPH CAVE,
late of this parish,

who departed this life Nov. 18, 1747»
aged 79 years.

He was placed by Providence in a humble station

;

but Industry abundantly supplied the wants of Nature,

and Temperance blessed him with Content and Wealth.
As he was an affectionate Father,

he was made happy in the decline of life by the deserved
eminence of his eldest son,

Edward Cavb,

who, without interest, fortune, or connexion,
by the native force of his own genius, assisted only by
a classical education, which he received at the Grammar
School of this town, planned, executed, and established

a literary work, called.

The Gentleman's Magazine,

whereby he acquired an ample fortune,

the whole of which devolved to his fainily.

Here also lies the body of

WILLIAM CAVE,
the second son of the said Joseph Cavb,

who died May 2, 1657,
aged 62 years

;

and who, having survived his elder brother,

Edward Cave,

inherited from him a competent estate ;

and, in gratitude to his benefactor,

ordered this monument to perpetuate his memory.

He lived a patriarch in his numerous race.

And show'd in charity a Christian's grace
;

Whate'er a friend or parent feels, he knew

;

His hand was open, and his heart was true.

On what he gain'd and ffave, he taught mankind,
A grateful always is a generous mind.
Here rests his clay ! His soul must ever rest,

Who bless'd when living, dying must be blest.

Cave was a man of large stature, not only

tall, but bulky; and was, when young, of re-

markable strength and activity. He was gene-

rally healthful, and capable of much labour,

and long application ; but in the latter year of

his life he was afflicted by the gout, which he
endeavoured to cure or alleviate in a total absti-

nence from strong liquors and animal food.

From animal food he abstained about four years,

and from strong liquors much longer ; but the

gout continued unconquered, and, perhaps, un-

abated. His resolution and perseverance were

very uncommon ; in whatever he undertook,

neither expense nor fatigue were able to repress

him ; but his constancy was calm, and, to those

who did not know him, appeared faint and
languid

; yet he always went forward, though he
moved slowly. The same chilliness of mind was
observable in his conversation : he was watching
the minutest accent of those whom he offended

by seeming inattention ; and his visitant was
surprised, when he came a second time, by prepa-
rations to execute the scheme which he sup-
posed never to have been heard. He was, con-
sistently with this general tranquillity of mind.

a tenacious maintainer, though not a clamorous
demander, of his right. Having in his youth
summoned his fellow-journeymen to concert
measures against the oppression of their masters,
he mounted the imposing stone, whence he
harangued them so efficaciously, that they deter-
mined to resist all future invasions ; and when
the stamp- officers demanded to stamp the last

half-sheet of a magazine, young Cave alone
defeated their claim. He was a friend rather
easy and constant, than zealous and active ; yet
many instances might be given, where both his

money and his interest were liberally employed
for others. His enmity was, in like manner,
cool and deliberate; but, though cool, it was
not insidious ; and though deliberate, not perti-

nacious. His mental faculties were slow. If
he saw little at a time, however, that little he
saw with great exactness. He was long in find-

ing the right, but seldom failed to find it at last.

His affections were not easily gained, and his

opinions not quickly discovered. His reserve, as

it might hide his faults, concealed his virtues;

but such he was, as they who best knew him,
have most lamented.

1754. James Davies set up a press at New-
bern, being the first used throughout the whole
province of North Carolina, in North America.
He appeal's not to have printed much, except a
folio volume of the Laws ofNorth Carolina,

1754. J. Parker, who was the principal mas-
ter printer in New York, established the second
printing-office in the province of Connecticut, at

Newhaven, in North America, and the first book
printed was the Laws of Yale college^ in Latin.
On the first of January, 1755, he commenced a
newspaper at Newhaven.

1754, Jan. 31. The Connoisseur, No. 1. This
publication was projected and almost entirely

written by George Colman* and Bonnell Thom-
toii,t under the fictitious name of Mr. Town,
critic and censor-general, and continued weekly
for nearly three years ; No. 140, the concluding
essay, being dated Thursday, Sept. 30, 1756,

* George Colman was born at Florence, about 1733,
where his father was British resident at the court of the
grand duke of Tuscany, and received his education at
Westminster and Oxford. Being intended for the legal
profession, he entered at Lincoln's-inn, and was after-
wards called to the bar ; it was long, however, before he
deserted the law for the more alluring pursuit of literary
fame ; and in 1760 he attracted the attention of the public
by his Polly Honeycombe, which was received with such
applause, that, from this period, he became a most assi-

duous and successful writer for the stage. This fertility

in dramatic composition neither originated from narrow
circumstances, nor did it preclude his attention to classical

studies. The year 1765 produced his Translations of the
Comedies of Terence, a work of acknowledged excellence,
and which acquired him much credit as a scholar and a
critic. To his celebrity as a classical scholar, he added
greatly, in 1783, by a poetical version of Homer's Art of
Poetry, with a commentary and critical notes. Mr. Col-
man died August 14, 1704.

t Bonnell Thornton was the son of an apothecary, and
born in London, in the year 1724, and passed with reputa-
tion through Westminster, and Chilst church, Oxford,
where he commenced his literary career in the first number
of the Student. He soon became celebrated as a poet, an
essayist, and a miscellaneous writer. He published a
translation in blank verse of seven of the plays of Plautus
in two A'ols. 8vo. He died May 7, 1768, and was buried
in Westminster abbey.
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The title Connoisseur^ now generally appropri-

ated to a judge of the fine arts, was, by Messrs.

Colman and Thornton, employed in the sense of

a critic on the manners and minor morals of

mankind; and to this accepUition of the terhi the

motto which they have chosen pointedly alludes,

and is still further opened by the subsequent
paraphrase as given in their first number.

Non de villis domibusve alienis.

Nee male necne Lepos saltet : sed quod magis ad nos
Pertinet, et nescire malum est, agitamus.

—

Hor.

Who better knows to build, pr who to dance,
Or this from lialy, or that from France,
Our Connoisseur will ne'er pretend to scan,
But point the follies of mankind to man ;

Th' important knowledge, of ourselves explain

;

Which not to know all knowledge is but vain.

1754, Feb. 16. Died, Dr. Richard Mead,
a physician of great eminence, and a most
generous patron of learning and learned men in

all sciences and in every country ; by the pecu-
liar magnificence of his disposition, making the

private gains of his profession answer the end of

a princely fortune, and valuing them only as they
enabled him to become more extensively useful,

and thereby to satisfy that greatness of mind
which will transmit his name to posterity with a
lustre not inferior to that which attends the most
distinguished character of antiquity. His large

and spacious house in Great Ormond-street, be-
came a repository of all that was curious in

nature, or in art; to which his extensive cor-

respondence with the learned men in all parts of

Europe not a little contributed. No foreigner of

any learning, taste, or even curiosity, ever came
to England without being introduced to Dr.
Mead. The clergy, and in general all men of

learning, were welcome to his advice ; and his

doors were open every morning to the indigent,

whom he frequently assisted with money ; so

that, notwithstanding his great gains, he did not

die veiy rich. During almost half a century he
was at the head of his profession ; which brought
him in one year upwards of£7000, and between
£5000 and £6000 for several years. He built

a gallery for his favourite furniture, his pictures,

and his antiquities. His libraiy consisted of

10,000 volumes, and with the prints, drawings,

gems, bronzes, busts, and antiquities, produced
the following sums at the sale of his effects :

The books sold for j6'5518 10 11

Medals 1977 17
Antiques 3246 15 6
Pictures 3417 11
Prints 1908 14 6

^16069 8 11

The sale began Nov. 18, 1754, and ended
Feb. 19, 1755. It is remarkable that many of

his books sold for much more than he gave for

them.* His pictures produced about £600 more
than they had cost him. Dr. Mead was twice

* The following letter, written by Horace Walpole, will
serve to explain why, in some cases, at public sales, a
book will produce a price far beyond its value, without any
sufficient reason being apparent at the time.

" I cannot conclude my letter without telling you, what
an escape I had, at the sale of Dr. Mead's library, which

married. By his first lady he had ten children
of whom three survived him. By the second
lady, he had no issue. Seven days after the
world was deprived of this eminent physician, he
was buried in the Temple church, near his bro-

ther Richard, a counsellor at law. To Dr. Mead
there is no monument in the Temple ; but an
honorary one was placed by his son in the north
aisle of Westminster abbey. He was bom at
Stepney, August 11, 1673.

1754, March 2. The Manchester Journal, No.
1, printed by J. Scholfield and M. Tunibull, at

their printing-office, down the Fountain-court,

at the backside of the exchange ; and published
at their shop in Deansgate, every Saturday morn-
ing. No price affixed. Discontinued in 1756.

1754, March 30. The duke of Dorset, lord

lieutenant of Ireland, issued a proclamation offer-

ing a reward of £500 for the author, and £200
for the printer, for publishing a libel upon the
government.

1754,*S'ep<. The Entertainer, No. 1, by Charles
Mercury, esq. To be continued every Tuesday,
price three halfpence

;
published by Mr. Mechell.

1754, Oc^ 8. Died, Henry Fielding, author
of the novels of Tom Jones, Amelia, and Joseph
Andrews, y/hose extraordinaiy powers in fictitious

naiTative " unveiled to the public a vein of hu-
mour and invention, and a facility and truth in

the delineation of character, which rivalled the

happiest effusions of Cervantes and Addison."
He was born at Sharpham park, near Glaston-

bury, in Somersetshire, April 22, 1707. After a
classical education at Eton college, he was sent

to study the civil law at Leyden, but owing to

his pecuniary aflfairs he returned to England, at

the end of two years. Being thus unfortunately

circumstanced, Henry Fielding aggravated the

evils of poverty by a strong propensity to extra-

vagance and dissipation. Though under age, he
found himself his own master, in London, where
the temptations to pleasure were numerous, and
the means of gratification easily attained. The
brilliancy of his talents soon brought him into

request with men of taste and literature ; but it

was not to men of taste and literature only that

his acquaintance was confined. He united with
the voluptuous, as well as with the learned and
the witty, and plunged into excesses^ the bad
effects of which accompanied him the remainder
of his life. To supply a fund for his indulgences

;

he became at the early age of twentj' a w ritcr for

the stage ; and altogether produced not less than
twenty-six comedies and farces, few of which are

goes extremely dear. In the catalogue I saw Wituta$ile9*a

Views of Audley End, which I concluded was a thin dirty

folio, worth about fifteen shillings. As I thought it miglit

be scarce, it might run to two or three guineas ; however,
I bid Graham certainly buy it for me. He came tlic next
morning in a great fright—said he did not know, whether
he liad done right or very wrong,—that he had gone as far

as nine and forty ((uineas. I started in such a fright!

Another bookseller had, luckily, as unlimited a commission,
and bid fifty, when my Graham bogged it might be ad-
journed, till they could consult their principals. I think I

shall never give an unbounded commission again, even
for Views Of lea Rochera .'—Adieu,

" Yours ever,

*' HORACK WAlPOtK."

I
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now remembered. In 1734 he married a Miss

Cradock, of Salisbury, with whom he obtained

£1500, and an estate at Stower, in Dorsetshire, of

£200 a-year, which, by a profuse expenditure,

in about three years he found himself entirely

stripped of his wife's fortune and his own patri-

mony. In 1737 he was entered of the Temple

;

and his application, whilst a student there, was

remarkably intense. After the customary time

of probation he was called to the bar. The early

taste he had taken of pleasure would sometimes

return upon him, and conspire with his spirits

and vivacity to carry him into the wild enjoy-

ments of the town.* Under the pressure of pain

and adverse circumstances, Fielding still found

resources in his genius and abilities. His pen

never lay idle ; but was always producing, as it

were, extempore, a play, a farce, a pamphlet, or a
political newspaper. It may be observed, to the

honour of Fielding, that in the prologue to his

Modern Husband he expresses a sense of the

irregularity and indecency of some of his former

compositions

:

At length, repenting frolic flights of youth,
Once more he flies to Nature and to Truth

:

In Virtue's just defence aspires to fame,
And courts applause without the applauder's shame.

By the time that Mr. Fielding had attained

the age of forty-three, he had been so incessantly

pursued by reiterated attacks of the gout, that

he was rendered wholly incapable of continuing

any longer in the practice of a barrister ; and he,

therefore, accepted of an office not a little un-
popular, namely, that of an active magistrate in

the commission of the peace for Middlesex, a

situation which subjected him to the reproach of

crimes of which he was innocent. A complica-

tion of disorders produced a dropsy, and he was
advised by his physicians to undertake a voyage
to Lisbon, in hopes that the mildness and stability

of the climate might renovate his powers ; the

experiment failed, and he lived but two months
after his arrival in Portugal. Though guilty of

numerous en'ors in the early period of his life,

for which he afterwards severely atoned, the

morals and religious principles of Fielding were
never shaken ; for many of his works prove him
to have been really a lover of virtue, and a be-

* Some parocliial taxes for Fielding's house, in Beau-
fort buildings being unpaid, and for which demands had
been made again and ag^ain. Fielding was at length given to

understand, by the collector, who had an esteem for him,
that no lon2;er procrastination could be admitted. In this

dilemma he had recourse to Jacob Tonson, and mortgag-
ing the future sheets of some work he had in hand,
received the sum he wanted, which might be ten or
twelve guineas. When he was near his own house, he
met with an old college chum, whom he had not seen for

many years. They retired to a neighbouring tavern, and
gave free scope to their conviviality. In the course of the
conversation, Mr. Fielding found that his friend had been
unfortunate in life, upon which he immediately gave him
the whole of the money he had obtained from Mr. Ton-
son. Early in the morning he returned home in the full

enjoyment of his benevolent disposition and conduct,
when he was told that the collector had called for the
taxes twice on the preceding day. His reply was laconic,
but memorable :

" Friendship has called for the money,
and had it ; let the collector call again." A second appli-
cation to Jacob Tonson enabled him to satiisfy the parish
demands.

liever of revealed religion. " The cultivated

genius of Fielding, says Dr. Knox, " entitles him
to a high rank among the classics. His works
exhibit a series of pictures drawn with all the
descriptive fidelity of a Hogarth. They are

highly entertaining, and will always be read with
pleasure ; but they likewise disclose scenes,

which may corrupt a mind unseasoned by ex-
perience." " As a writer," says Dr. Drake, " he
is truly original, and in the comic epopeia with-
out a rival."

1754, Nov.2. Died, James Roberts, a printer

of great eminence, aged 85 years. He was three

times master of the stationers' company, 1729,
1730, 1731, and resided in Warwick-lane. For
Dunton's* character of Mr. Roberts, see p. 576.

1754, Nov. 1 . The Printer's Grammar ; wherein

is exhibited, examined, and explained, what is

requisite for attaining a more perject knowledge

both in the theory and practice of the art of

* John Dunton characterises the following printers :

Mr. Brome, in Ludgate-street. His father printed for
sir Roger L'Estrange ; and the son has met with a " Snake
in the grass" and other copies that have sold as well.

He is a genteel man in his garb, a prudent man in his
actions, and a thriving man in his shop, and had he lived
in the primitive times, he had been onte of the eminent
booksellers ofthat age, as hehas the honour to be so in this.

Mr. Braddyli. is a first rate printer, and has always been
a very active diligent man, he is religiously true to his
word and faithful to the booksellers that employ him, of
which his making no discovery of two thousand books I

once burned in an oven is, to me at least, a very pregnant
instance, he was once a good friend to sir Roger L'Estrange,
when matters looked a little dark upon him. But Mr.
Braddyll has met with back enemies, as well as other meny
and upon that score he is very tender of giving wounds to
others in the same place where he himself has sufiered,

which is certainly a good improvement of those Ul practi-

ces. I dealt with him for many years, and have not only
found him just, but as well accomplished for all the parts
of his business as any other printer I can name.
Mr. AsTWooD, was my near neighbour and intimate

friend for many years, he printed lor me near sixty books,
and was constantly engaged in the Athenian Mercury/.
If he had any failing it was that of a little passion, but it

was over in a word speaking, and to make amends he was
almost perfect in charity, friendship, humility, justice, and
every other virtue; what I speak is from the long intimacy
I had with him, but I need not enlarge, for since the death
of his son, Mr. John Astwood, he seems no longer to have
any commerce with the world, and hath nothing so fami-
liar as a life that is (by his retreat from London to a
country village) as it were buried in death.
Mr.BauDENEi.L deserves great respect for his dutiful car-

riage to an aged mother, he has the unhappiness of a little

heat of temper, but was he perfect we should soon lose
his company; it is but justice however to tell the book-
sellers, that Mr. Brudenell is furnished with a large faith,

is a good printer, and truly honest. I take his brother Mr.
Moses Burdenell, Mr. Clare, and Mr. Cocket, to be the
best compositors in London

.

Mr. Edward Brewster was a master of the company of
stationers when I was made a liveryman. He has a con-
siderable estate, is very humble and his usual apeUation is

"Brother." He is a man of great piety and moderation.
He printed the Practice of Piety, Doctrine of the Bible, and
other useful books. See his gift to the stationers' com-
pany, 506 ante.

Mr.HEPHTiNSTALL, is a modest humble man, and very
ingenious in his calling, he makes the best ink for printers

of any man in London. There is a peculiar blessing attends

him for he does not only thrive in the world but his whole
life has been so unblemished that even envy herself cannot
fix a blot upon him, his religion is that of the church of

England, and he is a devout and constant hearer of Dr.

Pead ; but though he is strict to his own principles ; yet

towards dissenters he is compassionate and gentle, and
humbly proud to be of the same judgment with his gene-
rous sovereign, and therefore aciiuiesces in, nay, is ex-

tremely satisfied with her majesty's good intentions and
legal kindness towards her dissenting subjects, and I do
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printing. By John Smith. London, 8vo. Owen.
This is the first work printed in England ex-

pressly for the use of the profession. The author,

John Smith, who, from his own acknowledg-

ment, appears to have produced his book under

not doubt bat he heartily desires a closer union between
all such as there is any appearance of accommodation
withal, and certainly a "bill of comprehension" would
conduce to England's strength and happiness, who must
needs have frequent qualms and sicknesses, while little

less than two nations Eire strugglinjf within her,

Mrs. Tacy Sowle. She is both a printer as well as a
bookseller, and the daughter of one, and understands her
trade very well, being a good compositor her&elf. Her
love and piety to her aged mother is eminently remarkable,
even to that degree that she keeps herself unmarried for

this only reason, (as I have been informed) that it may not
be out of her power to let her mother have always the

chief command in her house. I have known this eminent
quaker for many years, have been g-enerously treated at

her house, and must do her the justice to say, I believe

her a conscientious person. If any blame me for being
thus chEiritable, I cannot help it, for I cannot think it a
piece of religion to anathematize from Christ all such as

will not subscribe to every one of my articles ; but am
conscious to so many Errors, speculative and practical,

in myself, that I know not how to be severe towards others,

for since Christ's church is not limited to any nation, or
party, (as is owned in Robert Barclay's Apology, &c. wiiich

Mrs. Sowle once presented to me. I do believe sincerity

and holiness will carry us to heaven with any wind
and with any name, at least I have so much charity

as to think all those persons go to heaven, whether they
be churchmen, presbyterians, or quakers, &c. in whom I

see so much goodness and virtue as is visible in the life

and conversation of Mrs. Sowle.
Mr. MiLBouRNE. He was no starter, having lived forty

years in the same house, in Jewin-streetj he has done his

duty in all relations, but most eminently in that of a hus-
band. Those rays of conjugal love which are diffusedly

scattered in other men, concentred in Thomas Milbourne.
He was fairly married to four wives (for the good man had
been shoeing the horse round) and was a tender husband
to all: he was free from flattery and aflfectation, and
being a nice conformist the best churchmen did copy from
him : his whole life was religiously timed, and it made
the sweetest music in the close, for he was patient under
all his weakness, and wholly resigned to the will of God

:

he had a dutiful child in Mrs. Onley, and was very happy
in his daughter Bruges ; but he is gone to his long home,
and " The eye that hath seen him shall see him no more."
He died in his 74th year, and having learnt aU could
here be taught him, he is gone to heaven to see more.
Mr. Onley, printer. He is a kind husband, a tender

father, regular in his conversation, and being a good mas-
ter, has the journeymen printers very much at his beck.

He will make a book vanish into the world as quick as

spirits out of it, and bring it abroad as easily as Leeson
draws a tooth, or as nimbly as a flash of lightning : he has
a great respect for all that are related to the noble mystery
of printing ; and being very ingenious, by his own pro-

jections, he keeps two printing-houses constantly at work,
in Little Britain,and in Bond's stables, near Chancery-lane.

Mr. Rawlins, near Paternoster-row, printer, has printed
seversil books for me ; he works for very reasonable rates,

and it would be a great hardship upon him, I am sure,

should you pretend to offer less than he will ask you : he
is an honest and a thriving man, and has an excellent
choice of good letter : he makes great despatch with any
engagement he undertakes, and is very pmictual to his

word ; for he will rather refuse work when it is offered,

than not be just to his promise.
Mr. Henry Rhodes has got a considerable estate, his

copies having met with good success. He had the good
fortune to print the eight volumes of The Turkish Spy

;

The great Historical Dictionary ; and The present State of
Europe ; which has been continued to fourteen volumes

;

and the longer it has been published it has been the better

received. Mr. Harris and myself brought Mr. Rhodes
into the Monthly Mercury ; but we lost by it five months
successively, which made me a little apprehensive of that

design, and thereupon threw up my interest in it for iS&.

Mr. NoTT. We went joint partners in the parliament
lottery ; and a prize of ten pounds per annum falling upon
my ticket, it renewed our fricn»l.sliip. Upon a long ex-

perience of Mr. Nott, I find him to be a just paymaster,
and a good publisher. Mr. Nott was originally a printer,

and lived with Mr. J ones, in the Savoy, for many years

;

very adverse circumstances, and solely with a
view to relieve himself from his embarrassments.
It is plain that he only went half way through
with his design, since his volume treats only
upon the business of a compositor, omitting all

and has always had the character of being very discreet
and obliging, and now gives as great content to those
that employ him as any publisher whatsoever. Mr. Nott
resided at the Queen's Arms, in Pall-mall, and was among:
the early distributors of books by auction.
Mr. Leibourn, printer. He was formerly a printer in

London, and since has been a famous author ; he has per-
haps done as much hono\ir to the mathematics, as most
persons you can name. There is something masterly in
all he writes; as to his Cursus Mathematicus and his
Panarithmalogia, they will never be equalled.
Mr. MooRK was one of those good-natured printers that

worked themselves into debt, so that had his business
been less, he would have kept his legs the longer, how-
ever, I believe him a very honest mistaken man, and if he
is yet living I will drink his health.
Mr. Mead is a man very fit for his business, and there

is always great dependence upon what he says ; he is a
very obliging and sincere friend j printed for me a while
ago, A Step to Oxford.
Mr. Ormb, printer. I never meet with him but I make

him my acknowledgments for the length and the patience
of the credit he has given me, though he will scarce hear
the mention of it, so that I am never apprehensive of Mr.
Ormb's relapsing into duns unless it be " to take a bottle
with him," which is a noble charity from creditors to poor
debtors, when their spirits run low. Mr. Ormb is, with-
out doubt, a printer that is very faithful, generous, and
obliging to the last degree.
Mr. Keblb, in Fleet-street. He is a very ingenious,,

modest, humble man; and has learnt to do much in a.

little time. He printed that useful book, called, A Week's
Preparationfor the Sacrament, and other excellent books
of devotion. In his copy, intituled Rules in the Church of
England, you are directed to the CommonPrayer for every
hour of the day ; and as Mr. Keble has chiefly printed
religious books, so he loves serious piety wherever he
finds it. Whilst others wrangle about religion, he endea-
vours to practise it.

Mr. Turner, near Lincoln's Inn. He prints the History
of Man, and other good copies, and has an excellent
chEiracter among booksellers, stationers, and printers ; he
has a due respect for the clergy, and is himself a true son
of the church ; but whatever his own opinions are of
smaller matters, he thinks well of all whom he knows not
to deserve the contrary, though they differ from him ; and
well of none for being of his party, unless they have other
merits to recommend them. He is a man of general
charity, (as all true sons of the church are ;) and if he
continues to thrive as he has begun, he will be alderman
Turner in a few years

;
yet the fortunate blood that has

filled his veins, has not swell'd his heart, for he is still as
humble as ever, and is such a master in the art of obliging
as if he thought the only thing valuable in riches is the
power they give to oblige. He resided at the Lamb, near
the Turnstile, in Holborn.
Mr. Larkin, senior. He has been my acquaintance for

twenty years, and the first printer I had in London. He
is of an even temper, not elated when fortune smiles, not
cast down with her frowns , and though his stars have not
been kind to him (he having had great losses,) yet he has
borne all with a great presence of mind. His conversa-
tion is extremely diverting, and what lie says is always to
the pm-pose ; he is a particular votary of ihe muses, and
I have seen some of his poems that cannot be equalled.
He formerly wrote a Vision of Heaven, &c. (which con-
tains many nice and curious thoughts) and has lately pub-
lished an ingenious Essay on the noble Art and Mystery of
Printing, which will immortalize liis name amongst aU
the professors of that art., as much as the essay will the
art itself. I ever thought my acquaintance with Mr. Lar-
kin, a special blessing ; for, like the glow-worm (the em-
blem of true friendship,) he has still shined to me in the
dark. In a word, Mr. Leirkin is sincerely my friend, and
was ever so from the first moment I saw him, and which
makes me respect him the more, he is the only friend in
the world of whom I can positively say, he will never be
otherwise, so that Mr. Larkin is my alter ego, or rather
my very self in a better edition ; and to sum up liis charac-
ter in nine words, " whatever he <loes is upon the account
civil." Mr. Larkin has a son now living of the same name
andtrade with himsolf,and four grandsons, which (humanly
speaking) will transmit his name to the end of time.
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that relates to the completion of printing ;

—

never mentioning press or pressman. The follow-

ing extract from his preface will best explain the

situation in which Smith was placed :

" The publication of the following Essay is the

result of a resolution to make a stand against the

joint disasters that long have harassed me, and

threaten to pursue me to the last confines of re-

treat : for though infirmities and ailments are

become habitual to me : yet when their conco-

mitant consequences presented themselves more

ghastly to me, I was on a sudden prompted to

think ofguarding against their further encroach-

ments ; but knowing myself unable to do it by

the usual exercise of my profession, I concluded

to publish proposals for printing this Grammar
;

which had the good efi'ect, that in a short time

so many declared themselves in favour of my
undertaking, that I had no room to doubt of

succeeding in it. And notwithstanding a con-

siderable number of my subscribers have proved

apostates since, the work has nevertheless been

continued, and is brought to a conclusion by the

aid of the permanent encouragers thereof ; and
especially by the interest of some particular well

wishers, who have shewn themselves so assiduous

in promoting my expectations, that it demands
my public acknowledgements. By these helps,

and by having been permitted to print at prime

cost, 1 have been enabled to carry this Grammar
to its proposed length : but how it will be received

by those who have not yet examined into the me-
rits thereof, will soon appear by the success of the

remaining copies. In the mean time I shall use

no art to gain the approbation of those who were

under apprehension that this work, being of a
troublesome and expensive nature, if it was not

done as it should be, would be better not done at

all : since I am not ignorant, that our ideas of

the same thing are not always the same ; and
therefore hope they will reverse their opinion,

and judge more favourable of the whole."

—

Smith appears to have died in the following year.

An abridgment of the above was published in

1787, entitled the Printer's Grammxir, chiejly

collected from Smithes edition, in 8vo.

1754. The Dreamer. The author of this paper

was Dr. William King,* principal of St. Mary's

hall, Oxford. It occupies an 8vo. volume of

240 pages, independent of a copious index and
explanatory advertisement ; it contains a series

of dreams, fonning an indirect satire on the

abuses of religion, literature, and the learned

professions. There is much ingenuity exhibited

in the conception and conduct of the imagery,

and the style is often easy, elegant, and correct.

1754. The Leeds Intelligencer. This paper

was commenced by Mr. William Wright.

1755, Jan. 5. Died, Philip Argellati, an
eminent Italian printer, and one of the most

* Dr. William King was born at Stepney, in Middlesex,
in 1685 ; he was entered at Baliol college, at Oxford, July
9, 1701 ; took his degree of doctor of laws in 1715, and
was appointed principal of St. Mary's Hall, 1718. He was
an ingenious theological and political writer, and died
December 30, 176:1.

learned and laborious editors of his time. He
was descended of an ancient family in the city

of Bologna, and born about the end of the year
1685. After pursuing his studies with uncom-
mon ardour, he travelled into difi'erent countries,

when he returned to his native city, and in the
year 1717 was elected one of the magisti-ates,

known by the title of the tribunes of the people :

when he came to resign his office, he made so
eloquent an address, on the duties of a public
magistrate, that his successors in office ordered
It to be registered among their acts. In conjunc-
tion with the learned Muratori he commenced
printing at Milan, to revive the art which had so

much degenerated at that period in Italy. The
emperor Charles VI. to whom he dedicated a
work, repaid him by the title of imperial secre-

tary, with a pension of three hundred crowns,
which sum the emperor doubled in 1738. This
indefatigable typographer continued to execute
various editions of works of importance until his

death, which took place at Milan.

1755, May. That great national work, John-
son's Dictionary of the English Language, com-
pleted under the liberal patronage of seven emi-
nent booksellers of London ; viz. Robert Dods-
ley, Charles Hitch, Andrew Millar, Messrs.

Longman, and Messrs. Knapton. Johnson re-

ceived for his labours the sum of £1575, a
reward which, though at that time justly con-

sidered ample and munificent, would now be
deemed totally inadequate to the time and effort

necessarily required for such a work. Johnson
was in the vigour of life, and had lived nearly

half his days, without friends or lucrative pro-

fession, he had toiled and laboured, yet still, as

he himself expresses it, was to provide for the

day that was passing over him. Of the profession

of an unfriended author, he saw the danger and
the difficulties. Amhurst, Savage, Boyse, and
others, who had laboured in literature, without

emerging from distress, were recent examples,

and clouded his prospect. On the commence-
ment of his Dictionary, he was emboldened by
his connection with several of the most opulent

booksellers in London, to have a better habitation

than he had hitherto known. To this time he
had lodged with his wife in courts and alleys in

and about the Strand and Fleet-street ; but now,
for the purpose of carrying on his arduous un-

dertaking, and to be near the printer, he tfeok a
house in Gough Square, Fleet-street. What was
merely mechanical in the construction of his

Dictionary he entrusted to six amanuenses,

five of whom were Scotchmen. Johnson had
supposed, when he began his labours on this

subject, that three years of regular application

would be sufficient for the performance of the

task ; and he therefore gave the proprietors and

the public reason to hope for its completion on

the expiration of that period. In this calcula-

tion he was, however, so greatly deceived, that

eight years elapsed before his folios were ushered

into the world; and one consequence of this

delay was, that he had spent all the copy-

money, which he had been in the habit of re-
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ceiving by drafts, and aii additional hundred

pounds, long previous to the conclusion of his

undertaking^. The patience of his employment
was, therefore, severely tried; and when the

last sheet was brought to Mr. Millar, he could

not avoid exclaiming, " Thank God I have done
with him ; a sally which, when repeated to John-
son, he replied with a smile, " I am glad that he
thanks God for any thing." For his subsistence

during the progress of the work, he had received

more than his contract. His receipts were pro-

duced at a tavern dinner, given by the book-
sellers, and Johnson had nothing left but the

growing fame of his work. He was desirous

that his Dictionary should appear to come from
one who had obtained academical honours, and
for that purpose procured in the preceding

February, through the means of his friend, Mr.
Thomas Warton, a diploma for a master's

degree, from the university of Oxford. Garrick,

on this occasion, wrote the following lines

:

" Talk of war with a Briton, he'll boldly advance.
That one English soldier wiU beat ten of France ;

Would we alter the boast from the sword to the pen,
uur odds are still greater, still greater our men

:

In the deep mines of science though Frenchmen may toil.

Can their strength be compar'd to Locke, Newton, and
Boyle?

Let them rally their heroes, send forth aU their pow'rs,
Their verse-men and prose-men j then match them with

ours

:

First Shakespeare and Milton, like gods in the fight,

Have put the whole drama and epic to flight

;

In satires, epistles, and odes, would they cope,
Their numbers retreat before Dryden and Pope;
And Johnson, weU-arm'd, like a hero of yore.
Has beat forty French, and will beat forty more."

Lord Chesterfield* wrote two essays, in the

World, in a strain of compliment to the author.

Johnson treated this civility with disdain : his

* Philip Dormer Stanhope, earl of Chesterfield, was
bom in London, Sept. 22, l694, and educated at Cam-
bridge; and in 1726, on the death of his father, he suc-
ceeded in his titles and estates. In the reign of George
II. he was made high steward of the household, and a
knight of the garter ; and in 1745 was appointed lord

lieutenant of Ireland, where he remained about three
years. The works of lord Chesterfield may be classed as

Poems, Letters, Political Papers, and Periodical Essays.
The Letters to his Son are evidently written to inculcate a
system of duplicity and vice ; and the opinion which Dr.
Johnson produced upon them is but too true, " that they
teach the morals of a whore, and the manners of a danc-
ing master." Johnson had dedicated the plan of his
Dictionary to lord Chesterfield ; but the patronage of his
lordship was soon discovered by Johnson to be nothing
more than a mere name. No two characters, indeed,
could be more opposed, and it was not probable, therefore,

that they should assimilate either in matter or manner.
Void of all exterior accomplishments, the rigid moralist,
the retired and uncourtly scholar, was appealing to a man
who placed little value upon any thing that was not sub-
servient to elegance of address, to the blandishments of
flattery, and the arts of consummate hypocrisy ; who in-

culcated, in his system of education, as a duty, the vices

most destructive of domestic peace and happiness, and
who thought it unnecessary, in his plan, to advert either

to the principles of religion or morality. From such a
man, nearly as deficient in literature as he was in virtue,

what could genius and learning, truth and piety cxi)cct ?

nothing but what they encountered in the person of John-
son, insincerity and neglect. He was speedily taught to

deplore the mistake which he had made in the choice of

a patron, to view his acquirements with contempt, and
his principles with abhorrence. He ceasid, therefore, to

indulge any hopes of support from this quarter, and, gra-

dually prosecuting his laborious task, looked forwai-d solely

to the approbation of the public as his best reward.

—

Drake.

observation to Garrick and others was, " I have
sailed a long and difficult voyage round the
world of the English language, and does he now
send out his cock-boat to tow me into harbour?"
A work was published called Lexiphanes, gene-
rally ascribed to Dr. Kenrick, but by others at-

tributed to Dr. John Campbell, in which the

author endeavoured to blast the laurels of the

lexicographer, but in vain : the world applauded,
and Johnson never replied.

1755, June 12. Died, Paul Knapton, of the

firm of John and Paul Knapton, booksellers, and
son of James Knapton, noticed at page 658, ante.

He married Elizabeth Chilwell, Feb. 14, 1741.

1755 June 14. Died, Thomas Brewer, an
eminent stationer on Ludgate-hill, aged 76.

1755, June 18. Died, Thomas Longman,
an eminent bookseller, and founder of the pre-

sent firm of Longman and Co. who have carried

on the business of wholesale bookselling to an
extent far beyond what was ever known in the
annals of " the Row," The name of Thomas
Longman, conjoined with that of J. Osborne,
appears amongst the associated booksellers who,
in 1729, advertised a new edition of Thauni
Historiorum, in seven volumes folio. Samuel
Buckley and Thomas Longman, in 1734, were
the publishers of Dr. John Horsley's* Britannia
Romana ; and the name of Thomas Longman
singly, is subsequently found in some of our
most valuable publications. He was succeeded
in the business by his nephew,Thomas Longman.

1755, Aug. 31. Died, Charles Davis, one
of the earliest booksellers who retailed libraries

by marked catalogues. His residence was in

Holbom, and he was of considerable eminence
in his profession.

1755, Jan. 1. Man. A paper for ennobling the

species. This paper was published weekly every
Wednesday, on a folio sheet, for a twelvemonth,

1755, Aug. 9. The Monitor ; or, British Free-
holder. This was a political paper, and originally

planned by the patriotic alderman Beckford.f
It was written with considerable spirit and power,
and claims for itselfthe rare merit of impartiality.

* Dr. John Horsley was educated in the public gram-
mar-school, at Newcastle-upon-Tyne ; studied afterwards
in one of the Scotch colleges, where he took a degree,
and died pastor of a dissenting congregation at Morpetli

;

in Northumberland, December 12, 1732. Dr. Horsley ap-
pears to have been much indebted to Mr. Robert Cay, an
eminent printer and publisher at Newcastle, who by his
judgment in the compiling, correcting, and getting up of
the Britannia Romana, added greatly to the merit of that
well written book, wliich gives a copious and exact
account of the remains of the Romans in Britain.

t William Beckford was the only man of liis time who
with firmness, yet with humility, dared tell a kingui)on his
throne (surrounded by his courtiers,) the plain and honest
truth, whereby he vindicated the loyalty, while he evinced
the independent spirit of tlie city of London. He died
June 21, 1770, aged 65, while serving the office of chief
magistrate, with which he had been a second time invested.
That his character might he for ever held in the most
honourable and grateful remcnibiance, the corj>orntion

erected a statue in Guildhall, and recorded in the inscri|>-

tion the magnanimous speech which he is said to have
addressed to the king in vindication of the people's rights
to remonstrate to the throne. As a citizen, he was emi-
nently decorated with the virtues of humanity and affa-

bility ; as a senator (member for London,) watchful over
the rights of the people ; and as u magistrate unremittingly
active in seeing these rights legally executed.
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1755, Oct. 16. The Newcastle Intelligencer,

No. 1. printed and published by William Cuth-

bert and Co. in Newcastle-upon-Tyne. This

paper was printed in small folio, with three

columns on each page, and published on a Wed-
nesday. It is supposed that this publication did

not continue longer than two or three years.

1755, Nov. The Old Maid. This periodical

was published weekly, and was the first literary

publication of Mrs. Brooke, who assumes the

name of Mary Singleton, spinster. It ended
July, 24, 1756, with No. 37.

The Qld Maid is conducted not without spirit

and vivacity ; her character is tolerably well sup-

ported, and the work is diversified by papers of

criticism, narrative, and humour.
1755. Edinburgh Review. This publication

was begun by some literary gentleman in Edin-
burgh, but of which only two numbers appeared.

The first of theses article was a review of John-
son's Dictionary of the English Language, which
displays considerable acuteness : the other con-

tained some general observations on the state of

literature in the difi"erent countries of Europe.
1756. The Critical Review. This publication

was commenced by Dr. Tobias Smollet and Mr.
Archibald Hamilton, a very respectable printer.

It professed to maintain tory principles against

the whig review of Dr. Griffiths. Dr. Smollett

continued the principal manager of the Critical

Review till 1 763. To speak impartially, Smol-
lett was, perhaps, too acrimonious sometimes in

the conduct of this work, and at the same time

too sore, and displayed too much sensibility when
any of the unfortunate authors whose works he
had, it may be, justly censured, attempted to

retaliate. He had made some very severe stric-

tures on a pamphlet published by admiral
Knowles, as well as on the character of that

gentleman, who commeqced a prosecution against

the printer, declaring he only wanted to know
the author, that if a gentleman, he might ob-

tain the satisfaction of a gentleman from him.
In this affair the doctor behaved with great

spirit. Just as sentence was going to be pro-

nounced against the printer, he came into court,

avowed himself the author, and declared him-
self ready to give the admiral any satisfaction he
chose. The admiral forgot his declaration, and
began afresh action against the doctor, in 1759,

who was found guilty, fined £100, and con-

demned to three months' imprisonment in the

king's bench. It is there he is said to have writ-

ten the Adventures of sir Launcelot Greaves; in

which he has described some remarkable charac-

ters, then his fellow-prisoners.

1 756. Peignot remarks, that'a secret printing

press was discovered at work at the village of

Arcueil about ten miles from Paris, the works
executed at which being found to be of a very

improper nature, both press and printers were
seized, the latter imprisoned, and the former
destroyed.

1756. Daniel Fowle, a printer formerly re-

siding at Boston, set up a press at Portsmouth,
being the first press used in the colony of New

Hampshire. Thomas observes, that Fowle did
but little as book-printer, his principal business
consisting in publishing a newspaper.

1756, June 5. Died, William Wilkins,
stationer to the office of ordnance, London.

1756, Aug. 11. Died!, Richard Ware, book-
seller and stationer, on London bridge.

1756. A press was at work at St. lago de la

Vega, a town which was formerly the capital of
the isle of Jamaica, when a weekly newspaper
was commenced; and in 1792, the Laws of
Jamaica were handsomely printed by Alexander
Dickman, in two volumes, 4to.

1756, Jan. 1. The Young Lady, No. 1.

1756, Jaw. The Universal Visitor. The chief
writers in this periodical were Christopher Smart
and Richard Rolt, occasionally assisted by Dr.
Johnson, Dr. Percy, David Garrick, and other

literary characters. In Boswell's Life of Dr.
Johnson, the doctor is recorded to have spoken
of it in the following tenus :

" Old Gardner the
bookseller, employed Rolt and Smart to write a
monthly miscellany, called the Universal Visitor.

There was a formal written contract, which Allen
the printer saw. They were bound to write no-
thing else; they were to have, I think, a third of
the profits of this sixpenny pamphlet ; and the
contract was for ninety-nine years. I wish 1 had
thought of giving this to Thurlow, in the cause
about literary property. What an excellent in-

stance would it have been of the oppression of
booksellers towards poor authors ! (smiling.)

Davies, zealous for the honour of the trade, said,

Gardner was not properly a bookseller. Johnson.
' Nay, sir ; he certainly was a bookseller. He
had served his time regularly, was a member of
the stationers' company, kept a shop in the face

of mankind, purchased copyright, and was a
bibliopole, sir, in every sense. I wrote for some
months in the Universal Visitor, for poor Smarts
while he was mad, not then knowing the terms
on which he was engaged to write, and thinking
I was doing good. I hoped his wits would soon

return to him. Mine returned to me, and I

wrote in the Universal Visitor no longer.'
"

1756, March 23. The Prater. The author of

this paper assumes the name of Nicholas Babble,
esq. and the style is much superior to that of the

generality of his cotemporary essayists. It was
published weekly, on Saturday, and closed with
the thirty-fifth number.

1756. The Test, a political paper, written by
Arthur Murphy, esq. in support of the ministry

then in being. The style is forcible and energetic.

1756, April. The Literary Magazine, No. 1.

1756, May 28. Williamson''s Liverpool Adver-
tiser, and Mercantile Chronicle, No. 1. printed

and published by Robert Williamson. In No.
232, Friday, October 31, 1760, is the following

advertisement :
" The Manchester, Stockport,

Buxton, and Derby Flying Machine from Lon-
don to Manchester performed, if God permits,

in three days—fare, two pounds five shillings."

Mr. Thomas Billinge became the proprietor of

this paper, and it was then called Billinge's Liver-

pool Advertiser, and published on Monday.^
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1756. From a complete Catalogue of modem
Books published from the beg^inning of the cen-

tury to this period, from which " all pamphlets

and tracts" are excluded, it appears that 5,280

new works had been published, which exhibits

an average of ninety-three new works each year.

1757, Jan. 7. Died, Allan Ramsay, a cele-

brated poet, and for many years a respectable

bookseller in the city of Edinburgh. He was
born at the village of Leadhills, in Lanarkshire,

Oct. 15, 1686. His parentage was respectable,

and his ancestry even dignified. He had the

benefit of the parish school till he was in his fif-

teenth year, but of the progress he had made
in his studies, we have no particular account ; it

certainly made him acquainted with Horace, as

is abundantly evident in his poems. In 1701 he

was apprenticed to a periwig maker, in Edin-

burgh, which appears to have been at that time

a flourishing profession. There can be no doubt

that Allan Ramsay served out his apprenticeship

honourably, and afterwards for a number of years

practised his trade as a master successfully: he
possessed independence ; and, while, in the com-
pany of respectable fellow-citizens, he indulged

and improved his social qualities, he, by taking

to wife an excellent woman. Christian Ross, the

daughter of a writer in Edinburgh, laid the

foundation of a lifetime of domestic felicity. It

was in the year 1712, and in the twenty-sixth

year of his age, that he entered into the state of

matrimony ; and the earliest of his poetical pro-

ductions that can now be traced, is an epistle

to the most happy members of the Easy Club,
dated the same year. This club originated, as

he himself, who was one of its members, infoiins

us, " in the antipathy we all seemed to have at

the ill humour and contradiction which arise

from trifles, especially those that constitute Whig
and Tory, ivithout having the grand reason for it.^^

This club was in factformed of Jacobites, and the
restoration of the Stuarts was the grand reason
here alluded to. In the presence of this club,

Ramsay was in the habit of reading his first pro-
ductions, which, it would appear, were published
by or under the patronage of the fraternity. But
the rising of Mar put an end to its meetings

;

and Ramsay, though still a keen Jacobite, felt it

for his interest to be so in secret. It was now,
however, that he commenced in earnest his

poetical career, and speedily rose to a degi'ee of
popularity, which had been attained by no poet
in Scotland since the days of sir David Lindsay.
For more than a century, indeed, Scottish poetry
had been under an eclipse, while such poetical

genius as the age afforded chose Latin as the
medium of communication. Semple, however,
and Hamilton of Gilbertlield, had of late years

revived the notes of the Doric reed ; and it seems
to have been some of their compositions, as pub-
lished in Watson's collection in 1706, that first

inspired Ramsay. Unlike the greater number
of men of poetical talent, Ramsay had the most
perfect command over himself ; and the blind

groping of the cyclops of ambition within, led

him to no premature attempts to obtain distinc-

m

tion. Though he must have entertained day-
dreams of immortality, he enjoyed ihem with
moderation ; and, witliout indulging either des-

pondency or dejection, he waited with patience
for their realization. An elegy on Maggy John-
ston seems to have been one of the earliest of his
productions, and is highly characteristic of his

genius ; this was speedily followed by that on
John Cowper, quite in the same strain of broad
humour. The exact time when, or the manner
how he changed his original profession for that
of a bookseller, has not been recorded ; but it was
previously to 1718, when he published a second
edition of king James's Christ Kirk on the Green

j

that Allan Ramsay had commenced the booksel-
ling business, for it was " printed for the author,
at the Mercury, opposite to Niddry's Wynd ;"

At the Mercury, he seems to have prosecuted
his business as an original author, editor, and
bookseller,with great diligence, for a considerable
number of years. His poems he continued to

print as they were written, in single sheets or
half sheets, in which shape they are reported to

have found a ready sale, the citizens being
in the habit of sending their children with a
penny "for Allan Ramsay's last piece." In
1720,he issued proposals for publishing the whole
of his poems, in one volume 4to. The estimation
in which the poet was now held, was clearly de-
monstrated by the rapid filling up of a list of
subscribers, containing the names of all that were
eminent for talents, learning, or dignity in Scot-
land. The volume, handsomely printed by the
Ruddimans, ornamented with a portrait of the
author, was published in the succeeding year,
and the fortunate poet realized four hundred
guineas by the speculation. This volume was,
according to the fashion of the times, prefaced
with several copies of recommendatory verses.

In 1725 appeared his dramatic pastoral, under
the title of the Gentle Shepherd, which met with
instant and triumphant success. In this year he
removed from Niddry's Wynd to a house at the
east end of the Luckenbooths, which had for-

merly been the London coffee house. Here, in

place of Mercury, he adopted the heads of Ben
Jonson and Drummond of Hawthoraden, and in

addition to his business as a bookseller, estab-

lished a circulating librarj-, which was the first

in Scotland. In this shop the wits of Edinburgh
continued daily to meet for information and
amusement during the days of Ramsay and his

successors in trade. He had now risen to wealth
and respectability, numberingamonghis familiar

friends the best and the wisest men in tlie nation.

With cotemporary poets his intercourse was ex-
tensive and of the most friendly kind. The two
Hamiltons of Bangour and Gilbcrtficld, were his

most intimate friends. He addressed verses to

Pope, to Gay, and to Somcrville,* the last of
whom returned his poetical salutations in kind.
In the year 1755, he is supposed to have re-

* William Somerville, author of the Chase, Hobbinol,
Field Sports, and other poems, was bom in l6y2, and died
July 29, 1742. He was buried at W'otton, near Henley in
Arden, Warwickshire. Mr. Somcrvillewas an accomplished
gentleman, a skilful siKJrtsnian, and a justice of the peace.

4 s
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linquished business. His wife, Christian Ross,

seems to have brought him seven children, three

sons and four daughters. He died at Edinburgh,

and was buried without any particular honours,

and with him for a time was buried Scottish

poetry, there not being so much as one poet in

Scotland to sing a requiem over his grave.

1757, Jan. 19. Died, Thomas Ruddiman,
a celebrated printer, grammarian, and critic, of

whose talents and learning his works afford the

most satisfactory proofs. " Of the number of

men," says Mr. George Chalmers,* " who have

benefited our fathers by their studies, and added

to the reputation of Great Britain by their learn-

ing, few will be found to be better entitled to

biographical notice, than Ruddiman, whether

we consider the usefulness of his works, the mo-
desty of his nature, or the disinterestedness of

his spirit. His personal character was recom-
mended by many virtues, and upon the whole he
may be justly considered as an honour to his

native country." He was born in the parish of

Boyndie, in Banffshire, October, 1674, and was
initiated in grammar at the parish school there.

In October, 1690, he left his home, without the

knowledge of his father, and went to king's col-

lege, Aberdeen, in order to gain by competition,

a prize, which he had heard was annually given

to genius and learning. His sister Agnes put a
guinea in his pocket, which being a large contri-

bution, at a needy moment, he always mentioned
to her praise, and timely repaid to heroffspring.f

His father being informed of the place and object

of his excursion, hastened to Aberdeen, where
he found that his son had gained an establish-

ment by his knowledge, and friends by his con-

duct. On June 21, 1694, he obtained the degree

of master of arts, of which he appears to have
been always proud. In April, 1795, he obtained

the situation of schoolmaster of Lawrence Kirk,

in the Mearns, partly by the recommendation of

Robert Young, esq. of Auldbar, in the county of
Forfar, in whose family he had been engaged as

tutor, though perhaps as much by his own repu-
tation for diligence and learning. Ruddiman
did not relinquish his studies when he left the

college of Aberdeen, though he was not then
twenty years of age. His diligence began early,

and continued late in life. In the village of

Lawrence Kirk, his diligence naturally pursued
the precept which his reading had taught him

:

" Exerce studium, quamvis perceperis artem."

It was towards the end of the year 1699, that

an accident opened new prospects to his penetra-

* The reader is referred to the very ample and excellent
life of Thomas Ruddiman, by Mr. George Chalmers, 8vo.
1794, in which will be found a portrait, and a list of capital
works from the Ruddiman press, from 1694 to 1756.

In the Caledonian Mercury of January 27, 1 757, there
IS a brief, but affectionate, character of Ruddiman, by the
rev. William Harper, senior, one of the ministers of the
episcopal church, Edinburgh ; and in the Scots Magazine,
page 54, there is a short account of him and his writings.

t Agnes was manied to a person named Reid : she left
a daughter, who falling into poverty, was relieved by

1 7^1
"' *^^^°"&^ *^^ solicitation of bishop Falconer, in

ting sight. The celebrated Dr. Pitcaime, being
detained by violence of weather at this inconsi-

derable hamlet, which had not yet a library at

the inn, felt the misery of having nothing to do.

Wanting society, he inquired if there were no
person in the village who could interchange con-
versation, and would partake of his dinner. The
hostess informed him, that the schoolmaster,
though young, was said to be learned, and though
modest, she was sure could talk. Thus met Pit-
caime,* at the age of forty-seven, with Ruddiman,
at twenty-five. Their literature, their politics,

and their general cast of mind were mutually
pleasing to each other. Pitcaime invited Rud-
diman to Edinburgh, offered him his patronage,
and performed in the end, what is not always
experienced, as much as he originally promised.
On the 2nd of May, 1702, Ruddiman made his

first entry as assistant librarian to the advocates'
library in Edinburgh .f His connection with the
booksellers of that city commenced in 1706 ;

owing to their desire of help, and to his wish for

gain. He no doubt felt

—

" Cum mercede labor gratior esse potest."

And he was, from this consideration, probably
induced to correct, in 1706, sir Robert Sibbald's

Introductio ad Historiam rerum a' Romanis Ges-
tarum in ea Borealis Britannia paetr quce ultra

mtirum Pictieum est. From Robert Freebjiirn,|

bookseller, Ruddiman received for his assistance

* Archibald Pitcaime, the friend of Bellini, the pre-
ceptor of Boerhaave, and the master of Mead, was bom
at Edinburgh in 1652, and died at the age of sixty-one,
Oct. 23, 1713. He studied divinity, and afterwards law,
at the university of his native place ; but quitted both
those professions for mathematics and medicine. After
publishing a thesis, in which he endeavoured to prove that
the doctrine of the circulation of the blood was known to
Hippocrates, he accepted an invitation from the curators
of the university of Leyden, to be professor of physic, in
1622. He did not continue at Leyden above a-year, but
returned to Edinburgh and married. In 170) he pub-
lished Dissertationes Medicce, one vol. 4 to. of which he
printed a more correct edition in 1713. He also wrote
some Latin poems of the satirical kind, chiefly against
the principal authors of the revolution.

t Sir George Mackenzie, of Rosehaugh, who was born
in 1736, and died in 1691, after rising to the head of his
profession as a lawyer, and to eminence in literature as a
scholar, is entitled to the honour of founding the advo-
cates' library, which took place in the year 1682. Like
other establishments, its commencement was inconsider-
able, its funds were uncertain, and its progress in utility
was slow. But frequent contributions augmented |its

numerous volumes, both printed and manuscripts. It was
first kept in Mills-square; and in May, 1702, it was re-
moved to the parliament-house.

t Ruddiman charged Freebairn, for correcting G. D.
[Gawin Douglas's Virgil] writing the Glossary, a hundred
pounds Scots, of which he acknowledged to have received
forty-eight pounds. By this document is the authorship
ascertained, and by this evidence is it proved, that Rud-
diman was allowed ^8 6s. 8d. sterling, for performing one
of the most elaborate works in our language.

In Ruddiman's pocket-book are the following entries

:

1703, Received of the university of Glasgow ^'25 Scots,
for transcribing a manuscript called Extracta ex Chronicis
Scotice.—24 March, 1704, received of the same ^6^47 Scots,
for transcribing the first volume of sir James Balfour's
Annals of 424 folios. October 1705, received of Mr.
Hamilton, ^67 2s. for transcribing nineteen sheets of a
manuscript.—8 November 1705, I resolved (by God's
assistance) to write as much as I am able of the manu-
script I shall have occasion to transcribe ; and to take
exact notice of the progress I make weekly. I design
(God willing) to write six sheets a week.
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three pounds sterling : the work was printed in

folio, Edinburgh, 1706. In every period of his

life Ruddiman followed a very laudable practice

of making statements of his affairs, that he might
frequently see the amount of his credits and his

debts. At the end of 1706 he drew up a very

exact state of both, whence he perceived, that

after making every deduction, he had a clear

balance of £28 2s. with just expectations,amount-
ing to £236 7s. 6d. Scots. Here is an example
in the practice of Ruddiman, which, were it

copied, would help the young to enter life with

safety, and enable the old to leave the world with

comfort ! In 1707 he was induced by his habi-

tual activity to commence auctioneer, for which
he was well qualified by his knowledge of books
and his punctuality in business. He naturally

dealt in school-books when he instructed scholars.

In 1710, a vacancy happening in the grammar-
school of Dundee, the magistrates invited Ruddi-
man to fill the office of rector. The advocates

had, in the mean time, noted his industry, ad-

mired his learning, and respected his modesty.

With such industry, learning, and modesty they

did not like to part, when they heard of his in-

vitation to Dundee. And, considering his extra-

ordinary care of the library^ with the increase of

his trouble, the faculty determined on July 15,

1710, to settle upon him an annual salary of

£363 Qs. 9d. Scots, or £30 6s. 8d. sterling, in lieu

of all fees, except the small gratifications which
were in use on the admission of advocates. He
would have made greater profits at Dundee, yet,

from respect to the faculty he chose rather to

accept of their salary, than to relinquish their

service. The young may here see another ex-

ample of modest worth being noticed by the eye

of discernment, and rewarded in due season, by
the hand of munificence. From his own state-

ment we find that he was growing daily richer
;

but he who enters the world without a shilling,

must labour many an hour before he can acquire

the comforts and dignity of opulence. The year

1715 may be considered as the era of Thomas
Ruddiman commencing printer ;* his connexion
with the booksellers induced him to think that

he too might exercise an art the handmaid of

that literature to which he had devoted his life.

The first production of his press was the second
volume of Abercromby's Martial Atchievements.

The editions of the classical authors that issued

from Ruddiman's press were in general printed
' with great accuracy, and often exhibited new

readings and amendments of punctuation, in the

highest degree credital)le to the ingenuity and
erudition of the editor, who found leisure for the

• The articles of copartnership between Thomas and
Walter Ruddiman, dated May 10, 1748, recite, that they
had begun to print from the year 1715, and that Walter
had been an equal sharer in the profits and the loss, though
he was only a partner in the materials, but not in the
house. Walter was not mentioned in the title-pages of
books with Thomas, till August, 1727, when Walter was
admitted into partnership in the house, as he had been
from 1715, in the materials.
The cotemporary printers with Ruddiman were Robert

Fleming: and Thomas Lumisden and Co., and of book-
sellers, Messrs. Hamilton and Balfour.

preparation of several works of his own, among
which may be particularly mentioned, a Latin
grammar in two volumes, one of the most learned
and elaborate performances in the whole range
of philology. He completed the Diplomata et

Numismata Scotia, to which he prefixed an ex-
cellent preface. If Glasgow had to boast of the
spotless perfection of her Horace, in 1744, Edin-
burgh had reason, says that able critic, Har-
wood, to triumph in the immaculate purity of
Ruddiman's Zivy, in 1751. Published in four
volumes, 12mo. Edinburgh, 1751. To his other
qualities of prudence, of industry, and of atten-
tion, Ruddiman added judgment. He did not
print splendid editions of books for the public
good. He did not publish volumes for the perusal
of the few. But, he chiefly employed his press
in supplying Scotland with books, which, from
their daily use, had a general sale.

Neither his attention to the library, his cares
for the press, nor his application to philology,
prevented Ruddiman from contributing at the
same time to the labours of other learned men,
by the activity of his kindness, and the accuracy
of his knowledge. He was always ready to give
his help, when his help was asked ;

" thinking
it the duty of every well wisher of learning to

contribute, without any mean views, all that he
is able to literary works." In this noble spirit it

was, that when Mr. Fletcher Gyles, bookseller,

London, undertook to publish secretary Thurloe's
State Papers, Ruddiman contributed* his assist-

ance. When the Typographical Antiquities were
published, in 1749, Ames gratefully recorded
the obligations that he owed "to his worthy
friend Mr. Professor Ruddiman, who was no
small encourager of this undertaking, by the
many searches for me, at Edinburgh, and else-

where." " Though the searches of Ruddiman,"
says Mr. Chalmers, " did not find all that the
records contained with regard to the origin of
printing, in Scotland, yet he merits commenda-
tion for his useful contributions to that curious
work." When Heame, the antiquary, was pre-

paring his elaborate edition of Fordun's Scoti-

chronicon, he experienced the aid of Ruddiman,
who collated manuscripts for him and gave him
his remarks. Heame spoke of Ruddiman in his

preface, when his Fordun appeared in 1722, as
his friend, as his learned friend. They were in-

deed congenial spirits : congenial in their mo-
desty and diligence, in the extent of their learn-

ing, and in the utility of their labours.

No amusement, no pursuit, ever prevented
Ruddiman from discharging faitlifully his duty
as keeper of the advocates library, which office

he held for nearly fifty years. He had long
laboured, with the hcl]) of Mr. Walter Goodall,
his assistant, in making a catalogue of their

books, without which the best library is useless.

This catalogue had been for years commodious
to the lawyers : but when it was printed in 1742,
its usefulness was extended to the learned world.
The prudence of Ruddiman, which was equal

to his industry, was meantime careful to accu-
mulate for his family what he had acquired,
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during several years, by his labour. He grew

rich without the loss of character, in proportion

as he extended his industrious occupations. And
by the minute account which he made of his

" worldly goods" in August, 1739, he valued his

estate at i;2,259 19*. lO^d. sterling. We have

already shewn the state of his eflfects in 1706 ;

and when he valued his worldly goods in 1710,

he reckoned them at no more than £24 14s. 9d.

sterling. In the mean time he had maintained

his family, educated his children, and sustained

the usual losses of a complicated business. Mr.

Chalmers exhibits these statements of consider-

able riches, at that period, for the benefit of those

who may follow the track of Ruddiman, from

dependent penury, through the paths of honest

diligence, and careful attention, to independent

opulence. Having now established his own
fame, he turned his thoughts to the introduction

of his son into life. With this design he resigned

August 13, 1739, his halfof the printing business

to his son Thomas,* by his second wife, who was

now twenty-five years old, and had been liberally

educated ; and who had besides been diligently

instructed in this ingenious art. Ruddiman,
however, allowed his name to continue in the

firm of the company in order to give credit to

the hou^e. He moreover lent his son, on his in-

troduction into the business, £200 sterling as an

additional aid. That resignation, and this loan,

must be allowed to have been a handsome pro-

vision for his son at that epoch, considering the

scarcity of wealth and the facility of subsistence.

Mr. Ruddiman was a man of such uncommon
temperance, that in the course of so long a life,

as to be upwards of eighty-two years of age,

he was never once intoxicated with liquor.

He loved indeed a cheerful glass ; but, when he
was wound up by the enjoyment of friendly

society to his accustomed exhilaration, he would
then refrain from drink; saying, that the liquor

would not go down. For the last seven years he
had lived under the affliction of bodily diseases

of various kinds ; but his mental powers remained
unshaken to the end. He was buried in the ce-

metry of the Grey friars church, Edinburgh, but

without the affectionate tribute of a tombstone.

Cenotaph our " great grammarian" will have
none. But his philological labours will com-
municate " eternal blazon" to his name, after the

fall of structures of marble, or pillars of brass,

had they been erected by other hands than his

own. At the time ofhis decease he was probably

worth in " worldly goods," about £3,000 sterling,

exclusive of the Caledonian Mercury, and his

other printing business. He appears to have
been an original member of the British Linen
Company^ which was first established at Edin-
burgh in 1746. He was of middle stature, and
a thin habit, but of a frame so compact as to have
carriedhim on beyond the period which is usually

assigned to man. His gait, till the latest period
of his life, was upright and active. His eyebrows
were arched and bushy : and his eyes were origi-

* See page 675, ante.

nally so piercing, that It required steady impu-
dence to withstand their fixed look, or sudden
glance. The works of Ruddiman, for which he
had made such previous preparation, shew him
to have been a consumate master of the Latin
language. Hewas acquainted with Greek,but he
pretended to know nothing of Hebrew. He was
acquainted with several modem tongues, though
which particularly, or to what extent, cannot now
be ascertained. His English has ruggedness
without strength, and inelegance without preci-

sion : but what he plainly wanted in manner, he
amply supplied in matter. His writings, whether
they were composed in his early youth, or

during his old age, are instructive, as might rea-.

sonably be expected from his intellect, his erudi-

tion, and his diligence. It will easily be allowed
that Thomas Ruddiman was the most learned
printer that North Britain has ever enjoyed. At
the commencement of the seventeenth century,

the printers of Edinburgh were generally book-
sellers, who, having acquired some wealth could
purchase a press and employ artificers ; but
knew no more of books than the title-page, and
the price. But, however illiterate, they had the
merit of reforming the language, and settling,

by silent practice, the orthography of the North.
These men who practised the art, without pos-

sessing the erudition, of which it is the herald,

could not dispute with Ruddiman the palm of
literature. Henry Stephens himself would not
have complained of Ruddiman as one of those

printers who had brought the typographic art

into contempt by their illiterature.* When we
recollect his Gawin Douglas, his Buchanan, his

Grammars, his Livy, and his Vindication of
Buchanan^s Psalms, wherein competent judges
have found the knowledge of a scholar, and the

accuracy of a critic, we may fairly place Ruddi-
man in the honourable list of learned printers,

with Aldus Manutius, with Badius Assensius,

with Christopher Plantin, and the Stephens's.

In 1806, a handsome tablet was erected to the

memory of Ruddiman in the church of the Grey
Friars', Edinburgh, at the expense of his relative,

Dr. William Ruddiman, late of India. It ex-

hibits the following inscription :

—

SACRED TO THE MEMOR7
OF THAT CELEBRATED SCHOLAR AND WORTHY MAN,

THOMAS RUDDIMAN, A.M.
KEEPER OF THE ADVOCATES' LIBRARY NEAR FIFTY YEARS.
Bom, Oct. 1674, within three miles of the town of Banff;

Died at Edinburgh, 19th January, 1757,

In his eighty-third year.

Post obitum, benefacta manent, aeternaque virtus,
Non metuit Styiis ne rapiatur aquis.

1757 The title-page of an English and Swe-
dish Dictionary by Jacob Serenius, D. D. an-

nounces that it was printed atHargand Stenbro*

near Nykoping in Stveden, by Petrus Mamma,
director of his majesty's printing-house.

* See a 4to. pamphlet, printed in 1569, entitled :

—

ArHs
typographiccE quehimonia, de illiteratis quibvsdam typo-
graphis, propter quos in contemptum venit. Autore Henrico .

Stephana.
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1757, Aug. 4. Strawberry Hill press estab-

lished by Horace Walpole, who in a letter to sir

Horace Mann, of this date, says, " In short, I

am turned printer, and have converted a little

cottage here into a printing-office. My abbey

is a perfect college or academy ; I kept a painter

in the house and a printer." The first produc-

tion of the press was Odes of Gray, with designs

from Bentley. The first printer was William

Robinson, who did not long remain in the em-
ployment. In a letter to the rev. Henry Zouch,

dated March, 1759, Walpole says, "At present,

my press is at a stop ; my printer, who was a

foolish Irishman, and who took himself for a

genius, and who grew angry when I thought

him extremely the former and not the least of

the latter, has left me, I have not yet fixed upon

another." A very singular letter from this Irish-

man to a friend, descriptive of Strawberry hill,

and its answer, has been printed in the Letters

to sir Horace Mann, vol. iii. p. 236. Robin-

son's successor was Thomas Farmer, whose name
appears on the title-page of the Anecdotes of

Painters, 1762 ; the errors in which edition are

attributed to the knavery of his printer, (Robin-

son,) who ran away. A printer named Pratt,

appears to have succeeded Farmer, about 1763,

and to have remained about two years, as he is

said, by a note in Kirkgate's writing, to have

printed the Poems of lady Temple, and the

Memoirs of lord Herbert. Thomas Kirkgate

succeeded Pratt, and remained in the employ-

ment of Horace Walpole, until the press was

abolished. The printing-office, on the death of

lord Oxford, was converted by Mrs. Damer into

her modelling room. DTsraeli, in the Calami-

ties of Authors, says Horace Walpole, conscious

of possessing the talent of amusement, yet feel-

ing his deficient energies, he resolved to provide

various substitutes for genius itself, and to

acquire reputation, if he could not grasp at

celebrity. He raised a printing-press at his

gothic castle, by which means he rendered small

editions of his works valuable from their rarity,

and much talked of because seldom seen. The
truth of this appears from the following extract

from his unpublished correspondence with a

literary friend. It alludes to his Anecdotes of
Painting in England, of which the first edition

only consisted of 300 copies. " Of my new 4to.

vol. I printed 600; but as they can be had, I

believe not a third part is sold. This is a

very plain lesson to me, that any editions sell

for their curiosity, and not for any merit in them
—and so they would if I printed Mother Gooseys

Tales, and but a few. II I am humbled as an
author, I may be vain as a printer."

The productions of this press are numerous

and well known, and amongst them are found

some valuable and interesting works. A list of

them was given in the first edition of the

Description of Strawberry Hill, printed there in

1774 ; and a more copious and detailed one in

the Bibliomania of Dr. Dibdin. The imnression

was often large, amounting to 600, and in one

instance to 1000 copies.

1757, Dec. 12. Died, Colley Gibber, poet

laureat, who had held that office twenty-seven

years, and had become the regular butt for the

superior as well as the inferior denizens of Par-

nassus—for Twickenham as well as Grub-street.

Among the innumerable pasquinades which
Gibber elicited, one may be given at once brief

and pungent:

—

In merry old England it once was a rule,

That the king had his poet and also his fool j

But now we're bo frugal, I'd have you to know It,

That Cibber can serve both for fool and for poet.

Colley, however, who had at least a sufficient

stock of good nature and power of enduring

sarcasm, sung on amidst the thick-flying hail of

wit with which he was assailed, probably con-

soling himself with the reflection, that, in the

pension and Canary, he had the better part of

the joke to himself. He was the son of Gabriel

Cibber, a celebrated sculptor, and bom in Lon-
don, Nov. 6, 1671. He served in the prince of

Orange's army at the Revolution, and after that

went on the stage, but never obtained any con-

siderable reputation as an actor, on which he
became a dramatic writer, to help his finances.

His first play was Love's Last Shift, which was
performed in 1695, and met with great applause.

His best piece is the Careless Husband, per-

formed in 1704 ; but the Nonjuror brought him
the most fame and profit. Bernard Lintot gave
him £105 for the copyright, and George I. to

whom it was dedicated, gave him £200, with the

office of poet laureat. William Whitehead was
now invested with the vacant office, a gentleman

of good education, and whose poetry, at least,

displayed literary correctness and taste, if it rose

to no higher qualities.

1757. The American Magazine, by a society

of gentlemen.

Veritatis cultores, firaudis inimid.

Published at Philadelphia: it onlyfound a three

months' market.

1757. The Sentinel. This was the production

of Benjamin Franklin, during his residence in

England, as agent for the province of Pennsyl-

vania, and of which about thirty numbers were
published. It was on this his second visit to Eng-
land, not as an unfriended journeyman printer,

but as the representative of the first province of

America, that Franklin had an opportunity of

indulging in the society of Uiose friends, whom
his merit had procured him while at a distance.

The regard which they had entertained for him
was rather increased by a personal acquaintance.

The opposition which had been made to his dis-

coveries in philosophy gradually ceased, and the

rewards of literary merit were abundantly con-

ferred upon him. The royal society of London,
which had at first refused his performances ad-

mission into its transactions, now thought it an
honour to rank him among its fellows. Other
societies of Europe were equally ambitious of
calling him a member. The university of St.

Andrew's, in Scotland, conferred upon him the

degree of doctor of laws. Its example was soon
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followed by the universities of Edinburgh and
Oxford. His correspondence was sought by the

most eminent philosophers of Europe. His let-

ters to these abound with true science, delivered

in the most simple and unadorned manner. In

the summer of 1762 he returned to America.

1757, March 17. The Mirror, No. 1.

1757. The Leicester and Nottingham Journal.

This paper was printed in Leicester by Mr. John

Gregory, and published, at a given hour, in Not-

tingham, by Mr. Samuel Cresswell.

1757, Aug. Lloyd^s Evening Post. This paper

was commenced by Mr. James Emonson, printer,

in St. John's-square, Clerkenwell.

1757, Sept. 17. The Herald ; or, Patriot Pro-

claimer, No. 1. A political paper of little value.

1757. The Contest. This paper was the pro-

duction of Owen Ruffhead, author of the Life

ofAlexander Pope, 1769, in which he was assisted

by bishop Warburton.

1758, Jan. 12. A general warrant was signed

by the earl of Holderness, to search for the au-

thor, printer, and publisher of a pamphlet, called

A sixth Letter to the People of England. Jan.

23, by virtue of another warrant, all the copies

of the above work were seized, and entirely sup-

pressed. Dec. 5, Dr. John Shebbeare convicted

as the author, and sentenced to pay a fine of £5,
to stand in the pillory at Charing Cross, to be

imprisoned three years, and to give security for

his good behaviour for seven years, himself in

£500, and two others £150 each. Wilkes says

the sixth Letter to the People ofEngland contains

scarcely one truth : it traduced the revolution,

aspersed the memory of king William, vilified

kings George I. and II. and bastardized the

whole royal family. When Dr. Shebbeare came
to stand in the pillory, Mr. Beardmore, the un-

der sheriff, being his friend, caused the upper

board of the pillory to be raised to a height con-

venient for the prisoner, so that the doctor stood

at his ease, without bending his neck. Lord

Mansfield in consequence ordered the attorney

into court, who swore that he saw Shebbeare's

head through the pillory, when the chief justice

remarked, that it was the most ingenious evasion

of perjury he had ever witnessed, and the lawyer

was fined in the sum of £50. A servant held an

umbrella over his head to protect him from the

rain, it being a very wet day ; he had on a well

combed tied wig, and a drab riding coat, and,

remarks an eye witness, looked insolent and im-

pudent.

1758, March 12. Died, Benjamin MoTTE,an
eminent bookseller opposite to St. Dunstan's

church. Fleet-street, London. He was successor

to Benjamin Tooke, and, like his predecessor,

was publisher to Swift and Pope, llis Abndge-
ment of the Philosophical Transactions is reckoned

very incorrect ; which having been pointed out

by Mr. Henry Jones, in 1731, produced from Mr.
Motte, A Reply to Joneses Preface to his Abridge-

ment, 1732, 4to.

1758, April 15. Johnson again resumed his

pen as an essayist, and on this day commenced
another periodical paper, under the title of the

Idler. This was not, however, printed singly,

like the Rambler and Adventurer, but appeared
every Saturday in the Universal Chronicle. It

was continued regularly for two years, as long
indeed, as the Chronicle was enabled to exist,

and consists of one hundred and three numbers,
of which the last is dated April 5, 1760. In
the composition of his Idlers,* Johnson received
much more assistance than while writing his

Rambler; twelve papers were contributed by his

friends.

1758. The Universal Chronicle; or, Weekly
Gazette. This paper was projected by Mr. John
Newbery, bookseller, in St. Paul's church -yard.
In this paper. Dr. Johnson's celebrated /rfZer was
first printed ; and it is said that he was allowed
a share of its profits, for which he was to furnish

a short essay on such subjects of a general or

temporary kind as might suit the taste of news-
paper readers, and distinguish this publication

from its cotemporaries. Sir John Hawkins as-

signs as a reason for Mr. Newbery's wishing to

have an essay in his paper, "that the occurren-

ces during the intervals of its publication were
not sufficient to fill its columns," " If that was
the case," adds Mr. Chalmers, " it is a curious

particular in the history of political intelligence.

Those who now print weekly papers find it not
only difficult, but impossible, to contain half the

articles which have entertained other readers

during the intervals of publication, and which,
from the common impulse of domestic or public

curiosity, their readers think they have a right

to expect." Let it be remembered, however,
that to the editor of a newspaper, the parliamen-

tary proceedings were then forbidden fruit.

* Dr. Johnson published the following' curious adver-
tisement in order to suppress the piratical practice of in-

serting his Idlers, without acknowledgment, into other
publications :

"London, Jan. 5th, 1/59.

—

(Advertisement.)
•* The proprietors of the paper, entituled The Idler, having

found that those essays are inserted in the newspapers
and magazines with so little regard to justice or decency,
that the Universal Chronicle, in which they first appear, is

not always mentioned, think it necessary to declare to the
publishers of those collections, that however patiently
they have hitherto endured these injuries, made yet more
injurious by contempt, they have now determined to

endure them no longer. They have already seen essays,

for which a very large price is paidf transferred with the
most shameless rapacity into the weekly or monthly com.
pilations, and their right, at least for the present, alien-

ated from them before they could themselves be said to
enjoy it. But they would not willingly be thoui^ht to want
tenderness even for men by whom no tenderness hath
been shown. The past is without remedy, and shall be
without resentment. But those who have been thus busy
with their sickles in the fields of their neighbours, are

henceforward to take notice, that the time of impunity is

at an end. Whoever shall, without our leave, lay the hand
of rapine upon our papers, is to expect that we shall vin-

dicate our due, by the means which justice prescribes,

and which are warranted by the immemorial prescriptions

of honourable trade. We shall lay hold, in our turn, on
their copies, degrade them from the pomp of wide mar-
gin, and diffuse typography, contract them into a narrow
space, and sell them at an humble price ;

yet not with a
view of growing rich by confiscations, for we think not

much better of money got by punishment, than by crimes :

we shall, therefore, when our losses are repaid, give what
profit shall remain to the magdalens : for we know not

who can be more properly taxed for the support of peni-

tent prostitutes, than prostitutes in whom there yet ap-

pears neither penitence nor shame."
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1758. In many of the royal palaces of Europe
printing presses have at various times been erect-

ed for the amusement of members of the royal

families, and at which even kings and princes

themselves have condescended to employ a lei-

sure hour. In this year Peignot notices a press

in the palace of Versailles, established by Ma-
dame la Dauphine, at which she herself assisted

in the printing of a French, Elevations du Cceur

A N. S. Jesus Christ, ^c. 1758, 16mo. In 1760,

the duke of Burgundy, the king's brother, had a

press of his own here, from which issued Prieres

d Vusage des enfans de France, 12mo. The
marchioness of Pompadour likewise had a press

in her apartments in the same year, 1760, from

which she sent forth Rodogune, a tragedy, by P.

Corneille, with the imprint, au Nord, 1760, 4to.

at the beginning of which book is a plate en-

graved by her own hand. Louis XVI. while

dauphin, had also a press at Versailles in 1766,

from which came Maximes morales et politiques

tirSes de Telemaque, printed by his own hand in

1766, 8vo. of which twenty-five copies were

worked off.

1758. A Catalogue of Books, containing up-

wards of 4000 Volumes ; in which is included

the library of the late Dr.Holland,of Chesterfield,

in Derbyshire, 8rc. (the prices being printed in

the catalogue) on Wednesday the 15th March,
1758, by Samuel Fox, bookseller of Derby.

1758. Died, Henry Lintot, printer, only son

of Bernard Lintot, noticed at page 653, ante. He
was born about August, 1709 ; was admitted

to the freedom of the company of stationers, by
patrimony, Sept. 1, 1730; obtained the livery the

same day; and from that time their business was
carried on in the joint names of Bernard and
Henry ; but the father passed the principal part

of his time in Sussex, of which county he was
high sheriff. He obtained the patent of law
printer about 1748 ; and in 1754 was elected

into the court of assistants of his company. Two
days after the death of his father, Henry was
appointed high sheriff for the county of Sussex.

He married, first, Elizabeth, daughter of sir John
Aubrey, bart. of Llantrythed, in Glamorganshire,

by whom he had an only daughter and heiress,

Catharine, who was married, Oct. 20, 1768,

(with a fortune of £45,000) to captain Henry
Fletcher, at that time a director of the East In-

dia company. Mr. Lintot married, secondly,

Philadelphia , by whom he had no issue.

1758. In the beginning of this year Smollet

published his Complete History of England,
deduced from the descent of Julius Ccesar to the

treaty of Aix la Chapelle^ in 1748, in four

volumes 4to. It is said that this voluminous
work, containing the history of thirteen centuries,

and written with uncommon spirit and correct-

ness of language, was composed and finished for

the press within fourteen months, one of the

greatest exertions of facility of composition

which was ever recorded in the history of lite-

rature. The history was published in sixpenny

weekly numbers, of which 20,000 were sold

directly. This extraordinary popularity was

created by the artifice of the publisher. He ad-
dressed a packet of the proposals to every parish
clerk in England, carriage free, with half-a-

crown enclosed as a compliment, to have them
distributed through the pews of the church

;

the result was, a universal demand for the work.
Smollett, before he began to publish the work,
wrote to the earl of Shelbume, then in a Whig
administration,and informed him, that if the earl

would procure for his work the patronage of
government, he would accommodate his politics

to the wishes of ministers ; but if not, that he
had high promises of support from the other
party. Lord Shelbume, of course, treated the
proffered support of a writer of such accommo-
dating principles with silent contempt, and the
work of Smollet became distinguished for its

high Toryism.

l75S,Aug. 1. The Grand Magazine, No. 1,

published by Thomas Kinnersly, This immedi-
ately succeeded the Literary Magazine, which
ended July 1758 ; and which was avowedly sup-
ported by the pen of Dr. Johnson.

1758, Oct. 7. Died, Joseph Ames, F. R. S.
secretary to the Society of Antiquaries, and au-
thor of the well known work, entitled Typogra-
phical Antiquities ; being an historical account of
Printing in England, with memoirs of our ancient

Printers, and a register of the books printed by
them, from, the year 1471 to 1600, unth an Ap-
pendix concerning Printing in Scotland and Ire-

land to the same time. By Joseph Ames. 4to.

London, 1749, printed by W. Faden, and sold

by J.Robinson, in Ludgate-street. This work was
dedicated to Philip earl of Hardwick, lord high
chancellor of England. Joseph Ames was bom
at Yarmouth, in the county of Norfolk, Jan. 23,
1688. He was originally a plane maker, and
afterwards a ship chandler at Wapping, which
he carried on till his death. He displayed at a
very early age a taste for English history and
antiquities. In this predilection he was encou-
raged by his friends, and after many years spent
in the collection of his materials and arranging
them, he published his Typographical Antiquities.
In 1741 Mr. Ames was appointed secretary to

the Society of Antiquaries, and this enabled him
to pursue his favourite studies with renewed ad-
vantages, which were further increased by liis

election into the Royal Society. Besides his

great work, noticed above, INIr. Ames printed a
catalogue of English printers from 1471 to 1700,
An Index to Lord Pembroke\<i Coiris, also, A
Catalogue of English Heads, or an account of
about 2000 prints, describing u'hat is peculiar on
each. The last of Mr. Ames's literary labours

was the drawing up of the Parentalia, or metuoirs

of tfie family of Wren. The character of Mr.
Ames was remarkable for exemplary integrity

and benevolence in social life. " He was," says
Mr. Cole, "a friendly good-tempered man, a
person of vast application and industry in col-

lecting old printed books, prints, and other curio-

sities, both natural and artificial."

Mr. Ames's collection of coins, natural curio-

sities, inscriptions, and antiquities, were sold by
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Mr. Langford, Feb. 20-21, 1760. His library of

books, manuscripts, and prints. May 5-12, by the

same auctioneer. Among the books, was a copy

of Tindall's New Testament^ supposed to be the

only copy which escaped the flames when the

impression was bought up by order of Tonstall,

bishop of London, and burnt.* It sold for four-

teen guineas and a half. A collector in the pay
of lord Oxford had bought it for a few shillings,

upon which his lordship was so pleased, that he

settled £20 a-year upon the man. Mr.Ames had
bought it from Thomas Osborne, the bookseller,

after he purchased lord Oxford's library.

1758, Dec. 16. Died, Jonathan Taylor,
formerly a stationer, who had retired from

business to Lyme Regis, in Dorsetshire, where
he died. His name is here inserted as a com-
pliment to his intentions. He left to Christ's,

Devon, and Exeter and Bath hospitals, and to

the society for propagating the gospel, £100
each, the interest of £100 to be divided every

Christmas amongst ten poor widows of the

stationers' company, the interest of £70 for two
boys to be taught navigation at Weymouth ; to

the mayor and corporation of Dover, a silver

punch bowl of 200 ounces, in commemoration
of his recovery from a dangerous fit of sickness

gained in France ; and if a county hospital be

erected at Dorchester within seven years, £100,
and interest at 4 per cent. But from some in-

formality in his will the legacies were set aside

by the lord chancellor.

1758, Dec. 25. Died, James Hervey, author

of Meditations among the Tombs, Theron and
Aspasio, and other works of eminence. In learn-

ing and genius inferior to few, in benevolence

and piety inferior to none. He was bom at

Hardingstone, near Northampton, February 26,

1714, and died at Weston Flavell, near the same
town, of which place he was rector,

1758. The Neio AmericanMagazine,i^nblished
monthly, at Woodbridge, in New Jersey, for two
yeare. The editor was Samuel Nevil, judge of

the supreme court of New Jersey, speaker of the

house of assembly, and mayor of Amboy.
1758. The New England Magazine of Know-

ledge and Pleasure. It contained sixty pages

12mo. and continued only four months.

1759, Feb. 28. Died, Thomas AsTLEY,a book-

seller in very considerable and extensive business,

and well known as the publisher of an excellent

Collection of Voyages.

1759, June 17. Died, Charles Ackers, the

original printer of the London Magazine. He
was many years in the commission of the peace

for the county of Middlesex.

1759, June. The Annual Register ; or, a View

of the History, Politics, and Literature of the

year 1758, printed for R.and J. Dodsley,in Pall

Mall, London. This well-known and valuable
work, being the first of its kind, properly so called,

that appeared in this country, was projected by
Robert Dodsley, the bookseller, in conjunction
with Mr. Edmund Burke, who was already well

* See pages 235 and 264, ante.

known in the literary circles of the metropolis as
the author of the Essay on the Sublime and
Beautiful, the Vindication of Natural Society,
and other anonymous works. There is no doubt
that, for some years, the historical narrative was
written by Burke, who also probably edited the
publication and selected the rest of its contents.
He appears to have been paid for his services at
the rate of £100 the volume. Mr. Prior, in his

Life of Burke, has given engraved fac-similies of
two receipts signed by him for two sums of £50
paid to him by Dodsley for the Annual Register
of 1761, the first dated on the 28th of March in

that year, and the second on the 30th of March
in the year following. Burke took a great
interest in the conduct of the Annual Register
almost as long as he lived ; and Mr. Prior states

that much of it was written from his dictation
for about thirty years.

1759, June 19. Died, Daniel Midwinter,
an eminent bookseller, in St. Paul's church-yard,
who by his will, dated June 20, 1750, proved
February 7, 1757, gave to the company £1000
after the decease of his wife, on condition of their

paying £14 a-year to the parish of Hornsey,
and the like sum to the parish of St. Faith's, in

London, for the purpose of apprenticing from
each two poor children (boys or girls) annually,
and to buy them some clothes when they go out.

The remainder, £2, to be applied towards the
expence of a dinner, on the first of December.
This sum was paid (after the death of the widow)
April 4, 1770.

1759, Dec. 4. Died, Nathaniel Cole, who
had held the office of clerk to the company of
stationers from 1726 to Nov. 6, 1759, and was this

day elected into the court of assistants. He gave
to the company £100 ; out of which 40*. to be
annually added to Cater's dinner, and £100 more
" to buy a silver candlestick with, for their table

on public days.'*

1759, ^M^. 1. The Royal Magazine ; or, Gen-
tleman's Monthly Companion, No. 1

.

1759, Sept. Political and Historical Mercury.
1759, Sept. 20. TTie Comptroller, in French

and English, published by John Pridden, book-
seller, Ludgate hill.

1759, Oct.6. The Bee. This weekly periodical

was the production of Oliver Goldsmith,and was
extended but to eight numbers, the last being
dated November 24, 1759.

1759, Oct. The Ladies Magazine, published
by John Wilkie, bookseller. Fleet-street.

1759, iVor. 1. The Impartial Review ; or. Lite-

rary Journal, No. 1

.

1759, Dec. 22. The Weekly Magazine ; or.

Gentleman and Lady^s Polite Companion ; by a
society of gentlemen, No. 1

.

1760, Jan. 1. British Magazine ; or. Monthly
Repository for Gentlemen and Ladies, No. 1. by
Tobias Smollett, M. D. and others.

1760, /an. 12, The Public Ledger (newspaper)

1760, Jan, 26. The Public Magazine, every

other week. No. 1

.

1760, Jan. The Imperial Magazine.

1760, Jan. The Royal Female Ma^
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1760, Feb. 1. The Musical Magazine, No. 1.

1760, March 1. The Universal Review ; or, a

critical commentary on the literary productions

of these kingdoms. No. 1

.

1760, Aug. 1 . The Lady^s Museum ; consist-

ing of a course of female education,and a variety

of other particulars for the information and
amusement of the ladies ; by the author of the

Female Quixote, [Charlotte Lennox*] No. 1.

1760, March. The Friend, twice a week.

1760, Apnl 1. The Monthly Melody, No. 1.

1760, June. The Christianas Magazine, edited

hy Dr. William Dodd, whose dissipated life and
disgraceful death are sufficiently known to the

public.f He was also the conductor and chief

author of the Visitor, which was inserted in the

Public Ledger during the years 1760 and 1761.

Dodd was assisted in the composition of these

papers by several of his friends, among whom
were Mr. Thompson and Mr. Duncombe. The
Visitor, as it appears in volumes, consists of

eighty-five numbers, of which very few rise above
mediocrity, either in style or matter.

1760. The Citizen of the World, which, though
termed Letters, have very little claim to that ap-

pellation. They are in number one hundred and
twenty-two. By Dr. Oliver Goldsmith. He also,

in this year, engaged in another periodical work,

called the Gentleman's Journal, in which he was
assisted by the communications of various writers;

notwithstanding all their efforts, it soon ceased

to exist, dying, as Goldsmith phiased it, " of too

many doctors." " The periodical writings of Dr.
Goldsmith are possessed of great, and marked
excellence. Their style is inferior to no compo-
sitions in the language ; it is remarkably unaf-

fected, easy, and elegant; whilst,at the same time,

it is correct in its construction, and plastic in its

powers of adaptation. Wit, humour, imagination,
and pathos,by turns relieve and interest the reader

of these essays, who experiences during their pe-

rusal a singular fascination,arising from the pecu-

liar manner or naivete of the writer."

—

Drake.

1760. The Schemer. This paper was origi-

nally published in the London Chronicle, at

various periods, for more than two years ; and in

* This ingenious lady was born at New York ; and
besides the Female Quixote, was the author of several
novels ; the Sinter, a comedy, Shakspeare illustrated, three
vols. 12mo., Translations of Sully's Memoirs, and Bar-
ney's Greek Theatre. She died January 4, 1804, in dis-

tressed circumstances.
t William Dodd was born at Bourne, in Lincolnshire,

(of which parish his father was vicar,) May 29, 1729, and
received his education at Clare Hall, Cambridge ; and in

1753, entering into orders, became a popular preacher in

the metropolis. In 17G6, he took the degree of LL.D., at
which time he was chaplain to the kinjj. The estimation
in which he was held by the world, was sufficient to give
him expectations of preferment, and hopes of riches and
honour, and these lie mijiht probaWy have acquired, had
he possessed a common portion of prudence and discretion.

But impatient of his situation, and eager for preferment,
he rashly fell upon means which in the end were the
occasion of his ruin. To extricate himself from those
difficulties in which he was involved, he forged a bond for

^£"4,200, upon the carl of Chesterfield, to whom he had
been tutor ; the fraud being discovered, he was tried and
condemned, February 24, 1777, and executed the 27th of
June following, at Tyburn. He was the author of several
works of merit.

1763 it was reprinted in one volume 12mo. with
the following title-page : The ScJiemer ; or.

Universal Satirist, by that great philosopher
Helter Van Skelter. The author of this whim-
sical but entertaining work was the rev. James
Ridley, author of tlie Tales of the Genii, and the
eldest son of the rev. Dr. Gloucester Ridley.*
Mr. James Ridley died whilst attending his duty
as chaplain to a marching regiment at the siege
of Belleislein 1761.

1760, Oct. 25. Died, George II. king of

England, whose character may be summed up
in a few words : he exhibited no glaring vice,

nor did he practice any great virtue ; neither was
he an encourager of literature or the arts. He
was born at Hanover October 30, 1683 ; created

prince of Wales on the accession of his father to

the English throne ; proclaimed king of England
June 15, 1727; and crowned with his queen, at

Westminster, October 11, in the same year.

In taking a review of the progress of literature

during the reign of George II. we shall find that

the commercial intercourse of Great Britain had
rapidly increased, and had given rise to various

alterations in our mode of living, and to charac-

tei*s which had not hitherto subsisted. The dissi-

pation and manners of the metropolis, which
during the reign of queen Anne, had few oppor-

tunities of spreading far beyond the capital that

gave them birth, possessed at this period a free

and rapid access to every quarter of the kingdom.
The state also both of the capital and the countrj'

had received great modification from the wide
dissemination of literature. To be acquainted
with letters was now no longer a disgi'ace to the

fine gentleman ; classical studies, indeed, were

deemed necessary to all whose circumstances

placed them above manual labour ; and ladies,

to whom spelling and writing had been fonuerly

acquisitions of great magnitude, were very uni-

versal partakers of the most elegant refinements

of education ; and they had but badly read the

signs of the times, who did not perceive that a

great moral revolution had commonced in the

world, of which the increased influence of the

press was at once a cause and effect ; a cause,

for it had generated a spirit of enquiry, " whose

appetite increaseth by that which it feedeth

upon ;" an effect, for the new wants that were

thus created, and opened new marts for the dis-

posal of literary wares—demands, as usual, being

followed by supply. This may absolutely be

considered as fonning a kind of literary epocha.

In nothing was this more conspicuous than in

the wide and extended distribution of literary in-

telligence, which is to be attributed, in peat part,

to the introduction of the monthly magazines ;

for until newspapers, magazines, reviews, and
cyclopajdias, were established, the people, even

the middle classes, could not fairly be said to

have possessed themselves of the keys of know-
ledge. Previous to Cave's i)rojoction, periodicals

were few in numbers, and mostly conlincd to

* Dr. Gloucester Ridley, died November 3, 1774, aged
72 yeara.—See Nichols's Literary Anecdotes, vol. i. p. 641.

4 T
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news and politics. But the Gentleman's, the

London, and Universal Magazines, the Monthly

and Critical Revieivs, which soon followed, did

an immense deal for literature and the literary

character. They took the patronage of letters out

of the hands of the great and fashionable, and
confided it to the people. From this time perio-

dical literature spread on every side ; and by
affording a most respectable arena for diffident

scholars and young authors, created in the Eng-
lish republic of letters a very ardent spirit of

emulation, and disputants in a little circle found
in them a vent for their opinions, theological,

moral, political, and antiquarian.

It was in this reign that the parliamentary

debates first attracted public attention ; and it

was during the contest between Walpole and
his political adversaries, that the eloquence of

the senate shone with uncommon splendour.

Voltaire, speaking of the English eloquence, as

it subsisted in the two houses of parliament, at

this period, says, that it excelled that of Greece
and Rome. The eloquence of the pulpit forms
no great object in this survey, though many of
the discourses of our best divines form a valuable
part of English literature. Archbishop Seeker,*
bishops Conybrare,t Hoadly, and T. Sherlock,
were the brightest ornaments of the established

church ; and, amongst the dissenters, to Dr.
Watts]: may be awarded the high merit of being
not only a devout and zealous Christian preacher,

but a profound scholar, a natural philosopher, a
logician, and a metaphysician. It was reserved
for the latter part of the reign of George II. to

enable Great Britain to vie with foreign nations,

and even with the authors of antiquity in histo-

rical writing. To Hume and Robertson we are
indebted for so noble a revolution, and in whose
steps soon followed Gibbon and Smollett. In
biography, few names had yet appeared of any
degree of excellence. Johnson's Life of Savage,
and Middleton's Life of Cicero, stand preeminent.
The writers of Scotland particularly applied

themselves to metaphysical disquisitions, the
cultivation of sentimental ethics, and the pro-
gress of society and manners ; they possessed a
wonderful ardour for literary eminence, and a
desire to excel in elegant composition. Ireland

* Thomas Seeker, archbishop of Canterbury, was born
in 1793, and died August 3, 1768. His Cathetical Lec-
tures and Sermons, published after his death, are masterly
compositions.

t JohnConybrarewas born at Pinhoe, in Devonshire, in
1692. In 1732 he published an answer to Tindal's Christi-
anity as old as t/te Creation, for which he was rewarded the
same year with the deanry of Christ Church, Oxford. In
1750 he was made bishop of Bristol, and died in J755.

t Perhaps no author before him ever appeared with
reputation on such a variety of subjects as Isaac Watts,
both as a prose writer and a poet; and there is no man of
whose works so many have been dispersed, both at home
and abroad, and translated into such a variety of lan-
guages ; and whose life and conversation exhibited a pat-
tern of every Christian virtue. •' Few books," says Dr.
Johnson, " have been perused by me with greater pleasure
than Watts's Improvement of the Mind; a work in the
highest degree useful and pleasing ; and whoever has the
care of instructing others, may be charged with deficiencym his duty if the book is not recommended." He was
bom at Southampton, July 17, 1674, and died at Stoke
Newington, November 25, 1748.

can boast of Abernethy,* Berkeley,! Clayton,:}:

and Leland,§ names that will long be remembered
with admiration. Amongst the ladies who dis-

tinguished themselves by their learning, perhaps
no one was more conspicuous than lady Mary
Wortley Montagu.|| In reflecting upon the
period thus briefly noticed, it obviously appears
to have been an active and busy one, with regard
to the cultivation of knowledge and literature,

although it received no encouragement either
from the throne, or the court. The progress of
human knowledge, and the condition of science,

learning, and taste, may be ascribed principally
to the influence of the press ; for by it, and it

alone, were the vast number of important subjects

able to be discussed, and the discussion effected

the revolution in the sentiments of the people.

—extraordinary light was thrown on the very

first objects that can demand the attention of

man. " Sometimes, indeed," says Dr. Southwood
Smith, " the tide of improvement, like the tide

of the ocean, may appear to have receded ; but
soon, as if deriving strength from its momentary
retreat, slow, majestic, irresisitible, it has rolled

beyond its former limit ; but, unlike its type, it

has not returned, and it will not return, to the

boundary it has passed."

\7Q\,Feh. iO. Died, Mr. Crighton, printer,

at Ipswich, in Suffolk.

1761, March 30. Died, Thomas Basket,
printer to his majesty, London.^

1761, April 4. Died, Mr. Shuckburgh, book-
seller. Fleet-street, London.

* John Abernethy was a celebrated dissenting divine,
born at Coleraine, October 19, 168O, and educated at
Glasgow. He died at Dublin, in 1740.

t Dr. George Berkeley, the learned and ingenious
bishop of Cloyne, in Ireland, was born in that kingdom, at
Kilerin, neai- Thomas-town, the 12th of March, l684, and
died Jan. 14, 1753. The excellence of his moral character
is conspicuous in his writings, which were chiefly in
defence of the Christian religion against Atheists and
Infidels. His philosophical discoveries were of great ser-
vice to mankind. Dr. B. was certainly a very amiable as
well as a very great man j and Pope is scarcely thought to
have said too much when he ascribes to

"Berkeley every virtue under Heaven."

t Robert Clayton, an Irish prelate, was the son of Dr.
Clayton, dean of Kildare,. and born at Dublin in 1695.
Embracing Arianism, he accepted preferment in the church
of Ireland, and was successively promoted to the sees of
Kilala, Cork, and Clogher. In 1756 he made a motion in
the house of lords for expunging the Athanasian and
Niccne creeds from the liturgy, but it was not seconded.
He died of a nervous fever, Sept. 25, 1758.

§ Dr. Thomas Leland, author of a History of Ireland ; a
Life of Philip ofMacedon ; and translator of Demos^Aewefi,
was born in 1722, and died in 1785.

II
This lady was the daughter of Pierrepoint duke of

Kingston, and married to Mr. Wortley Montagu, son to
the earl of Sandwich. She accompanied her husband on
his embassy to the Turkish court, in 17 16. From Con-
stantinople she wrote letters to Pope, Addison, and other
eminent literati of the time, which are considered at this

day as models of epistolary composition. She is also
memorable for having first introduced the practice of in-

noculation into this country, for which thousands have
had cause to bless her memory. She was a lady of almost
masculine vigour of mind ; and after a life marked by a
variety of adventures, closed her career August 21, 1762,

and was buried in Lichfield cathedral.

If The rev. William Norris, F. S. A. and secretary to the
antiquarian society, was for some years corrector of the
press to Mr. Basket. Mr. Norris was found dead in his

bed, in Islington, on the morning of Dec. . . 1792.
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1761, Juli/ 4. Diedy Samuel Richardson,
printer in Salisbury Square, London, well known
to the literary world as the author of Pamela^
Clarissa Harlowe, Sir Charles Grandison, and
other eminent works, and whose life affords

another instance of the difficulties which may
be overcome by perseverance and integrity. He
was born in the year 1689, the son of an inge-

nious and very respectable joiner in Derbyshire,

but who could only afford to give him a common
education of reading and writing in a country

school. It was the intention of the elder Mr.
Richardson to have brought up his son Samuel
to the church ; but the occurrences of some
severe pecuniary losses compelled him to relin-

quish the design. In despite, however, of his

common education, he early exhibited the most
decisive marks of genius ; he was of a serious

and contemplative disposition, and fond of exer-

cising his inventive powers, among his play-

mates, in the naiTation of stories, the incidents

of which he threw together with extraordinary

facility. He was, likewise, remarkably partial

to letter-writing, and to the company of his

female friends, with whom he maintained a con-

stant correspondence, and even ventured, though
only in his eleventh year, to become their occa-

sional monitor and adviser. At the age of six-

teen it became necessary that he should fix upon
some occupation for his future life ; and, as his

father left him to his free option, he decided for

the business of a printer
;
principally induced to

the choice by the opportunities that he imagined
it would afford him for reading, to which he was
strongly attached. He was accordingly appren-

ticed in 1706 to Mr. John Wilde, of stationers'

hall ; but he soon found that the advantages

which he had so sanguinely expected were illu-

sory ; for he himself says, " I served a diligent

seven years to a master who grudged every hour
to me that tended not to his profit, even of those

times of leisure and diversion, which the refrac-

toriness of my fellow-servants obliged him to

allow them, and was usually allowed by other

masters to their apprentices. I stole from the

hours of rest and relaxation, my reading times

for improvement of my mind ; and being en-

gaged in a correspondence with a gentleman,

greatly my superior in degree, and of ample
fortune, which, had he lived, intended high things

for me ; those were all the opportunities I had
in my apprenticeship to carry it on ; I took care

that even my candle was ofmy own purchasing,

that I might not in the most trifling instance,

make my master a sufferer (and who used to call

me the pillar of his house) and not to disal)le

myself by watching or sitting up, to perform my
duty to him in the daytime." On the termina-

tion of his apprenticeship, which had lasted seven

years, he became a journeyman and corrector of

the press ; an office which he filled for nearly

six years, and on declining which, he acquired

his freedom, and entered into business for him-
self. His first residence was small, and in an

obscure court,in Fleet-street,where he filled up his

leisure hours by compiling indices for the book-

sellers, and writing prefaces, and what he calls

honest dedications. The industry, punctuality,
and integrity of Richardson as a tradesmen, were
in due time followed by the usual result, a wide-
extending reputation and accumulating wealth.

He was the printer, for a short period, of the
duke of Wharton's Tru£ Briton, the purport of
which was to excite an opposition in the city to

the measures of government. The politics of

this paper, however, were so violent, at the close

of the sixth number Mr. Richardson declined

any further connexion with it, having narrowly
escaped a prosecution ; for, four of the six essays

being deemed libels, Mr. Payne, the publisher,

was found guilty, while the printer, although
intimate with the duke, was passed over, owing
to the non-appearance of his name on the title-

page. Through the interest of the right hon.
Arthur Onslow, speaker, he was employed in

printing the first edition of the Journals of the

Hou^e of Commons^ of which he completed the

first twenty-six volumes in folio, an undertaking
for which he at length obtained upwards of

£3,000. He also printed from 1736 to 1737 a
newspaper called the Daily Journal ; and in

1738 the Daily Gazetteer. He suffered not,

however, the pressure of business, though great,

and requiring much superintendence, to preclude

his mental progress. The literary exertions of

Richardson were not altogether confined to novel

writing ; besides his three great works, already

noticed, he had a regular share in the composi-

tion of the Christian Magazine, by Dr. James
Mauclerc, 1748 ; the Negociation of sir Thomas
Roe, in his Embassy to the Ottoman Porte from
the year 1721 to 1728 inclusive, folio. He also

printed an edition of ^sop's Fables, with Reflec-

tions. A Collection of the Moral Sentences in

Pamela, Clarissa, and Grandison, was printed in

12mo, 1755. A volume of Familiar Letters^

which he had laid by for a season, in order to

prosecute his Pamela. A large single sheet on
the Duties of Wives and Husbands. Six original

Letters upon Duelling, printed after his decease

in the Literary Repository for 1765. No. 67,

vol. ii. of the Ramblers, were written by Richard-
son ; in the preamble to which, Johnson styles

him " an author from whom the age has received

greater favours, who has enlarged the knowledge
of human nature, and taught the passions to

move at the command of virtue." Richardson's

reputation is far from being confined to his own
country. He has been read in many of the

languages, and known to most of the nations of

Europe; and hius been greatly admired, nolNNith-

standing every dissimilitude of manners or even
disadvantage of translation. He has been often

comj)ared to Rousseau ; and Rousseau was one
of his professed admirers. M. Diderot, in his

Essay on Dramatic Poetry, page 06, mentions
Richardson particularly as a perfect master of

that art. Whilst thus advancing in his liteiury

career, Richardson was not inattentive to the im-
provement of that fortune, of which industry and
integrity had long before laid the foundation.

In 1754 he was appointed master of the station-
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ers' company, a situation as lucrative as it was

honourable. In 1755 he removed from North

End, near Hammersmith, to Parson's Green,

where he fitted up a house. In Salisbury-

court, London, he took down a range of old

houses, eight in number, and built an extensive

and commodious range of warehouses and print-

ing-offices. At Midsummer, 1660, he purchased

a moiety of the patent of law printer, and carried

on that' department of business in partnership

with Miss Catherine Lintot.* To his servants

he was a kind and generous master, eager to en-

courage them to persevere in the same course of

patient labour by which he had himself attained

fortune ; and it is said to have been his common
practice to hide half a crown among the types in

the cases, that it might reward the diligence of

the compositor who should first be in the office

in the morning. If we look yet closer into his

private life, (and who does not wish to know the

slightest particulars of a man of his genius?) we
find so much to praise, and so little deserving

censure, that we almost think we are reading the

description of one of the amiable characters he

has drawn in his own works. Besides practising

a generous hospitality, it must be recorded to his

honour, that long before he became an author,

he distinguished himself by Ins kindness in re-

lieving the wants of the sons or genius, which is

but too often allied to poverty ; amongst others,

Johnsonf felt his succouring hand in the hour

of his greatest need. A love of the human spe-

cies : a desire to create happiness and to witness

it ; a life undisturbed by passion, and spent in

doing good; pleasure, which centred in elegant

conversation—in bountiful liberality, in the ex-

change of all the kindly intercourse of life,

—

marked the worth and unsophisticated simplicity

of Richardson's character. It is no slight enco-

mium, when speaking of the moral character of

a man, that a too great love of praise should be

enumerated as its only foible. Of the vanity of

Richardson he who peruses hislife| can have no

doubt ; but let it be remembered, that he was an

object of almost perpetual flattery, and that he

had a host of virtues to counterbalance the de-

fect. For some years previous to his death, he

had been much afflicted with nervous attacks,

the consequence of family deprivations, of in-

tense application, and great mental susceptibility.

* After Mr. Richardson's death, his widow and Miss
Lintot were for some time joint patentees.

t The following letter from Johnson to Richardson, is

characteristic, and of a nature peculiarly affecting

:

•' Gough-square, March 16, 1756.

"Sir,—I am obliged to entreat your assistance; I am now
under an arrest for five pounds eighteen shillings. Mr.
Strahan, from whom I should have received the necessary
help in this case, is not at home, and I am afraid of not
finding Mr. Millar. If you will be so good as to send me
this sum, I will very gratefully repay you, and add it to

all former obligations.—I am, Sir, your most obedient and
most humble servant, SAMUEL JOHNSON."

" Sent six guineas. Witness, William Richardson."
The witness was Mr. Richardson's nephew and succes-

sor in business.

t See Mrs. Barbauld's " Biographical Account" of Mr.
Richardson, prefixed to six volumes of his Correspondence,
jn 1804. Also Nichols's Literary Anecdotes, vols. ii. iv. v.

He often regretted, that he had only females to

whom to transfer his business. However, he had
taken in to assist him a nephew, who relieved him
from the more burdensome cares of it, and who
eventually succeeded him. He now had leisure,

had he had health, to enjoy his reputation, his

prosperous circumstances, his children, and his

friends ; but, alas ! leisure purchased by severe
application often comes too late to be enjoyed ;

and in a worldly, as well as in a religious sense.

When we find
The key of life, it opens to the grave.

His nervous disorders increased upon him ; and
his valuable life was at length terminated, by a
stroke of apoplexy, at the age of seventy-two.

He was buried, by his own direction, near his

first wife, in the nave, near the pulpit of St.

Bride's church. The following epitaph was
written by his amiable and learned friend Mrs.
Carter, but is not inscribed on his tomb :

EPITAPH ON MR. RICHARDSON, PRINTER.

If ever warm benevolence was dear,

If ever wisdom gained esteem sincere.

Or genuine fancy deep attention won
Approach with awe the dust—of Richardson,
What though his Muse, thro' distant regions known.

Might scorn the tribute of this humble stone

;

Yet pleasing to his gentle shade, must prove
The meanest pledge of friendship and of love

;

Too oft will these, from venal throngs exiled j

And oft will innocence, of aspect mild.

And white-robed Charity, with streaming eyes
Frequent the cloister where their patron lies.

This, reader, learn ; and learn from one, whose woe
Bids her wild verse in artless accents flow :

For, could she frame her numbers to commend
The husband, father, citizen, and friend

;

How could her muse display, in equal strain,

The critic's judgments, and the wiiter's vein.

Ah, no ! expect not from the chisell'd stone
The praises graven on our hearts alone.

There shall his fame a lasting shrine acquire

;

And ever shall his moving page inspire

Pure truth, fixt honour, virtue's pleasing lore

;

While taste and science crown this favour'd shore.

Mr. Richardson was twice married. By his

first wife, Martha Wilde, daughter of Allington

Wilde, printer, (who died in 1733) in Clerken-

well, he had five sons and one daughter ; who
all died young. His second wife (who survived

him twelve years) was Elizabeth, sister of Mr.
James Leake, bookseller, of Bath. By her he

had a son and five daughters. The son died

young ; but four of the daughters survived him.

viz. Mary, married in 1757 to Philip Ditcher,

esq., an eminent surgeon of Bath ;| Martha,
married in 1762 to Edward Bridgen, esq. F. R.
and A.SS ; Anne, who died unmarried ; and
Sarah, married to Mr. Crowther, surgeon, of

Boswell-court.

1761, ^w^. 27. Died^ Samuel Ballard, an

eminent bookseller in Little Britain, and who
was many years deputy ot the ward of Alders-

gate within.

* She died January 25, 1731.

t She died November 3, 1773, aged 77 years, and was
buried with her husband in St, Bride's church.

J Mrs. Ditcher survived her husband ; and died at Bath,
in August, 1783.

ik.
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1761. James Adams, printer, a native of the

North of Ireland, introduced the first press at

Wilmington, a port and post town in the state of

Delaware, North America.

1761, Aug. 5. Died^ Mrs. Mary Cooper, an
extensive bookseller and publisher at the sign of
the Globe, in Paternoster-row, London. She was
the widow of Thomas Cooper, bookseller.

1761. Died^ John Meres, printer in the Old
Bailey. He printed the Historical Register.

1761. The stamp duty upon newspapers raised

to a penny, £4 Is. %d. per 1000, being a discount
of two per cent. All unsold stamps, whether,
damaged or otherwise, were allowed as returns.

The paper was sold to the public at 2^d. ; to the

trade at 45. per quire of twenty-five papere
;

paper \^s. 6d. per ream.

1761, Oct. 26. Died, Mr. Penny, printer to

the East India Company.
1761. A college of Jesuits possessed a printing

house at Villagarsia, qu. in Spain ? in which
they published Opuscula Grceca ad usum Semi-
narii Villagarsiensis, 12mo, tj/pis Seminarii.

The book is licensed by the Provincial of the

Jesuits at Valladolid.

1761, The Norwich Gazette, printed and sold

by John Grouse.

1761, March 17. The Cottager, No. 1.

1761, April. The Library, ^0. 1.

1761, March 1. The Protestants Magazine.
1761, April. The Lawyer*s Magazine, No. 1.

1761, April. The Mathematical Magazine, by
G, Witchell, T. Moss, and others. No! 1.

1761, June 11. The Genius. This paper, the

production of George Colman, esq. was originally

published in the St. James's Chronicle ; and in

point both of style and matter, it is perhaps su-

perior to the Connoisseur, and, therefore, the

abruptness of its termination forms a subject of

regret. It extended but to fifteen numbers,
published at irregular periods.

1761, Oct. 1. The Court Magazine, No. 1.

1761, Oct. 17. TheReasoner, No. 1.

1761, Oct. 17. The Free Enquirer, No. 1.

1762. In this year a schism occurred among
the members of the stationers' company, headed
by Jacob Hive, a type-founder and printer. He
called a meeting of the company for Monday,
May 31, being Whit-monday, at the Dog tavern,

on Garlick-hill, to " rescue their liberties" and
choose master and wardens. Hive was chosen
chairman for the day; and standing on the upper
table in the hall, he thanked the freemen for the
honour they had done him—laid before them
several clauses of their two charters—and pro-

posed Mr. Christopher Norris, and some one else,

to them for master, the choice falling upon Mr.
Norris. He then proposed, in like manner, John
Lenthall, esq. and John Wilcox, gent, with two
others for wardens, when the two first nominated
were elected. A committee was then appointed
by the votes of the common hall, to meet the first

Tuesday in each month at the Horn tavern, in

doctors' commons, to inquire into the state of the
company ; which committee consisted of twenty-
one persons, five of whom (provided the master

and wardens were of the number) were empow-
ered to act, as fully as if the whole of the com-
mittee were present. July sixth, being the first

Tuesday in the month, the newly elected master,
about twelve o'clock came into the hall, and be-
ing seated at the upper end of it, the clerk of the
hall was sent for and desired to swear Mr. Norris
into his office ; but he declined, and Mr. Hive
officiated as the clerk in administering the oath.

A boy then offered himself to be bound ; but no
warden being present he was desired to defer

until next month, when several were bound,
some freemen made, and others admitted on the

livery ; one of whom, at least, frequently polled

at Guildhall in contested elections. Previous
to calling the meeting just described, Mr. Hive
published a pamphlet on the Charter and Grants

of the Company of Stationers, ivith Observations

and Remarks thereon ; in which he recited vari-

ous grievances, and stated the opinions of counsel
upon several points. The twentieth page con-
cludes with the line, Exeudebat, edeqat, donahat,

Jacob Hive, Anno M. DCCLXII. It is not
known that any particular notice was taken of

these proceedings; or of "this rebellious election

of a master and wardens," as Mr. Nichols calls

it in his index.

1762, March 29. Died, Thomas Page, an
eminent stationer on Tower-hill, London.

1762. William Goddard, a printer of New
York, inti'oduced the first press into Providence,

the chief town of the county of Providence, in

Rhode island. North America.
1762. James Johnston, a Scotchman, intro-

duced printing into Savannah, a post town of
Georgia, North America.

1762, Nov. 29. Peter Arnet, a feeble old

man of seventy years of age, was convicted of

writing the Free Inquirer, in which was con-

tained some remarks on the five books of Moses,

and being deemed blasphemous, he received

sentence in the court of king's bench, to be im-

prisoned one month, to stand twice in the pillory

during that time, and afterwards to be sent to

Bridewell, and there kept to hard labour for

twelve months ; to pay a fine of 6*. Sd. and give

security for his good behaviour during life

;

himself in £100 and two sureties in £bO each.

1762, May 29. The Briton. This political

newspaper was commenced by Dr. Smollett upon
the day that the earl of Bute was elevated to the

premiei-ship. Smollett had been originally a
whig, but gradually became sometliing like a
tory, and devoted his talents to the interests of

that party in church and state, but with little

success. This paper was soon given up.

1762, June. The North Bnton. Immediately
after the publication of the first number of the

^n<o», JohnWilkes, esq. started the above paper,

and taking the opposite side in politics, became
the most eminent party paper of its day. At
this time the public was inundated w ith a swami
of newspapers and essayists, for and jigainst lord

Bute's administration. The publication of the

North Briton was repeatedly sus])endcd by war-

rants, the imprisoumeul, outlawry, and exile of
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Wilkes, &c. and almost every number was the

occasion either of a duel or an action at law.

Mr. John Almon, bookseller, who was Wilkes's

publisher, was imprisoned more than once ; but

in 1763, Wilkes set up a press in his own house

in George-street, Westminster.

1762, June. The Manchester Chronicle ; or,

Anderton^s Universal Advertiser, price twopence.

Printed and published every Tuesday by Thomas
Anderton, at the Shakspeare's head, near the

Market cross, Manchester.

1762. The Auditor, by Arthur Murphy, esq.*

who, in concert with Smollet, undertook the de-

fence of lord Bute's ministry in this paper.

1762. The Englishman. This is one of the

oldest existing London newspapers ; and about

1766 attracted much notice, by the insertion of

several satirical articles from the pen of Burke.

1762, Sept. St. James's Magazine, by Robert

Lloyd, A. M.f No. 1.

1762. The Beauties of all the Magazines.

1762. The Investigator, by Allan Ramsay.J

This work consists only of four essays, and em-
braces rather copious dissertations on Ridicule,

on Elizabeth Canning, on Naturalization, and

on Taste. Their primary object is to shew the

utility and necessity of experimental reasoning

in philological and moral enquiries.

1762. The Moderator.

1762. The Adviser.

1762. The Contrast.

1763, Jan. The Lying Intelligencer, No. 1.

Saturday. Published by Mr. George Nicol.

" And thus do we of wisdom and of reach,

With windlasses, and with essays of bias,

By indirections find directions out."

1763, Jan. 18. Died, Mr. Noon, a respect-

able bookseller in the Poultry, London.

* Arthur Murphy was born at Cork, December 27, 172",

at Clooniquin, in Roscommon, Ireland, and was educated
at St Omers. Having studied the law he was called to

the bar. He was the author of the Grecian Daughter,
All in the Wrong, and other plays which were very popu-
lar. He was the intimate friend of Dr. Johnson, Burke,
Garrick, Foote, and other eminent men. Mr. Murphy
died at Knightsbridge, June 18, 1800.

t Robert Lloyd (son of Dr. Pierson Lloyd, second master
of Westminster school, and afterwards chancellor of York,
who died Jan. 5th, 178I,) was educated under his father;

then of Cambridge. He was for some time one of the
ushers of Westminster school, but quitting that situation,

depended entirely upon his pen for support, and being of a
thoughtless and extravagant disposition, became involved

in debt, and a prisoner in the Fleet, where he put an end
to his existence December 15, 1764. Mr. Lloyd was an
excellent scholar, and an easy natural poet.

t He was the eldest son of Allan Ramsay, the poet, and
born at Edinburgh in 1713. Early displaying a taste for

painting, his father was induced to allow him to cultivate

the art, which he did very successfully, both in England
and in Italy. In 1767 he was appointed portrait painter to

the king and queen, and became a great favourite with
their majesties, on account of his abiUty to converse in

German. He was frequently of Dr. Johnson's parties,

who said of him, " You will not find a man in whose con-
versation there is more instruction, more information, and
elegance, than in Ramsay's." He acquired considerable
wealth, which, it appears, he used in a liberal spirit. Ram-
say, in short, says AUan Cunningham, "led the life of an
elegant accomplished man of the world, and public favou-
rite." Mr. Ramsay died at Dover, August 10, 1784. John
Ramsay, his son, entered the army, and rose to the rank
of major-general.—See Chambers's Eminent Scotchmen.

1763, April 23. The North Briton, No. XLV.
printed for George Kearsley,* bookseller, Lud-
gate hill. On April 30, a general warrant was
issued by the earl of Halifax, to take into cus-

tody the authprs, printers, and publishers, of this

paper, together with their papers ; upon which
Mr. Wilkes, the author, was committed close

prisoner to the tower, and the use of pen, ink,

and paper forbidden ;f several persons, together
with the following fourteen journeymen printers

were taken into custody: James Lindsey, George
Morgan, William Gibson, Francis Story, ^John
Christie, Benjamin Bard, John Stroke, Robert
M'Laran, Henry Sabine,^: Whitefield Harvey,
Michael Curry, George Saville Carey, William
Huckell, and David Ross. These journeymen
commenced an action against Nathan Carring-

ton and R. Blackmore, king's messengers, for

false imprisonment ; when William Huckell, on
the 6th July, at Guildhall, London, before lord

chief-justice Pratt, obtained £300 damages;
and on the following day, James Lindsay, ob-

tained £200 damages, with full costs o^ suit.

By agreement of the council on both sides, this

verdict determined all the actions for the same
offence, which were twelve. The whole of the

damages amounted to £2,900, and expenses,

Huckell accepted £175, and the remainder £120
each, and they all agreed to pay their own costs.

1763, May. Mr. Wilkes erected a printing

press in his house in George-street, Westminster,
and advertised the proceedings of the administra-

tion against himself and the printers and pub-
lishers of the North Briton, with all the original

papers, at the price of a guinea. The North
Briton again made its appearance. At this press

was printed a poem, entitled an Essay on Woman,
but it can scarce be said to have been published,

as only twelve copies were printed for Wilkes
and a few of his private friends. " The Essay on

Woinan,'' says Mr. Kidgell,§ " is a parody on

* Mr. Kearsley became a bankrupt, and at a meeting of
creditors, Mr. Foote, the celebrated comedian and author,
appeared, and was of no little service to Mr. Kearsley, by
the following observation :

" Gentlemen, it is a very com-
mon case for a bookseller to be seen among the creditors
of an author ; but for once, strange to tell, you see an
author among the creditors of a bookseller !" December
21, 1764.

t It was to avoid a writ of habeas corpus that Mr.
Wilkes was committed close prisoner to the tower. John
Almon, the bookseller, happening to call upon Mr. Wilkes,
the same morning that the messengers entered his house,
he was allowed to see Mr. Wilkes and leave the house,
upon which lord Halifax blamed the messengers for not
taking Almon also into custody.

t Mr. Sabine afterwards became the conductor of the
Chester Courant, and died in that city at a very advanced
age, in September, 1800.

§ In July, 1763, appeared A genuine and succinct nar-
rative of a scandalous, obscure, and exceedingly profane
libel, entitled an Essay on Woman, &c,, by the Rev. John
Kidgell. The author attributes the discovery of the Essay
on Woman to an accident of a proof sheet falling into his

hands at the house of a respectable printer, in Fleet-street.

It appears that at the house of the printer the journey-

men were taking breakfast, (which was then customary,)
one of them had worked upon the Essay at the house of

Wilkes, and taking a proof sheet to put some butter in, it

was thus discovered by another journeyman, who wished
to read it; at length the subject began to be talked about,

until coming to the master's ears led him to look at it

also ; upon which he consulted with Mr. Kidgell, and they
thought, by giving information to the secretary of state.
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Pope's Essay on il/aw, almost line forline, printed

in red. The frontispiece, engraved curiously on

copper, contains the title of the poem ; the title

is succeeded by a few pages, entitled advertise-

ment and design.^'* On the title-page is an ob-

scene print, under which is an inscription in

Greek, signifying the Saviour of the world. The
notes are said by John Alraon to have been prin-

cipally contributed by Mr. Potter. Thomas
Farmer, who had conducted the Strawberry hill

press, was the printer for Mr, Wilkes. *

1763, Dec. 10. Dryden Leach, printer, of

London, obtained a verdict, and £300 damages
at Guidhall, before lord chief-justice Pratt, from
three of the king's messengers, for taking him
into custody as the supposed printer of the North
Briton, No. 45.

1763. An act was passed permitting news-

papers to be sent and received free by members
of both houses of parliament, provided they
" were signed on the outside by the hand of the

member," or " directed to any member at any
place whereof he should have given notice, in

writing, to the postmaster-general.

1763. A. Steuart, a roguish printer of Phila-

delphia, who scrupled not to assume the title of
" king's printer," established the second press in

the province of North Carolina, at Wilmington.
1763. The Freeman's Journal. This paper,

which still continues, was established in Dublin
by a committee of the united Irishmen appoint-

ed for conducting a free press. The manage-
ment of it was entrusted to Dr. Lucas, a man of

great talent and popular influence ; and from the

elegance of composition and strength of argu-
ment (being reckoned by many not inferior to

Junius in both respects) manifested in many of

the essays, it had a prodigious influence on the

higher classes of the public. Dr. Lucas was
elected one of the representatives of the city of

Dublin, and the remarkable words with which
he opened his address after the election, are still

well remembered: " Yesterday, I was your equal

—to-day, I am your servant." After his death,

in 1774, the newspaper became the property of

a person named Higgins.
1763. Saunders''s News Letter. This paper

was also established in Dublin about the same
time as the Freeman^s Journal ; and from the

tact displayed in its management—steering in

to turn the thing to their pecuniary advantage, but were
at a loss to obtain a perfect copy. Another journeyman
was found who had worked off the Essay, who denied any
knowledge of such a work; but being tampered with by
threats and promises, he was at length persuaded to beti-ay

Mr. Wilkes, by producing a perfect copy. The autlior of
an Explanatory Letter to Mr. Kidgell says, and that very
truly, that the best way of defeating such a work would
have been to have burned the proof sheet, and take no
further notice of it ; and censures very severely the arti-

fices made use of to come at the work, Mr, Kidgell,
whose life was not particulary exemplary, was rector of
Godstone, in Surry, where he died about 1793.
* Recherches sur VOrigine du Despotisme Oriental.

Ouvrage posthume de M. Boulanger.

" Monstrura horrendum, informe, ingens "

A Londres, 1763, 12mo. pp. 236. Printed at Wilkes'
private press, in George-street, Westminster, by Thomas
Farmer.

a neutral course between the two parties—it for
many years maintained an ascendancy both in
advertisements and circulation.

1763, July 5. Terrtc-Fi/iw*, another periodical
paper by the author of the Genius, which he
published daily during the Encania, at Oxford,
in honour of the peace. Only four numbers
appeared, and they are seasonetl with a con-
siderable portion of wit and pleasantry.

1764. T. Green, from Newhaven, introduced
printing into Hartford, the capital of the state of
Connecticut, North America. Like most of his
brethren printers in America, Green commenced
his typographical career by the publication of a
newspaper.

1764. W. Brown and W. Gilmore, printers,

established a press at Quebec, the capital of
Lower Canada, in North America, which was
the fii-st appearance of the art within the whole
province of Canada. And it is observed by Mr.
Thomas, that no other press existed in the pro-
vince until the year 1775, when one was erected
at Montreal.

1764, March 24. The Newcastle Chronicle,

or General Weekly Advertiser, printed and pub-
lished by Thomas Slack. It still continues to

be published under its first title by Mr. Slack's

grandsons, Thomas and John Hodgson. Mrs.
Ann Slack, wife of the above gentleman, was
well known in the literary world for her useful

performances for the benefit of youth.

1764, May 4. Mr. Arthur Beardmore, an
eminent attoraey, received jGlOOO damages
from the king's messengers for false imprison-

ment for a supposed connection with the Moni-
tor. Mr. J. Scott stated that Mr, Beardmore,
Mr. Entick, and Dr. Shebbeare, were the authors

of this paper, and on December 4, Mr. Beard-
more received £1,500 damages from the earl of

Halifax, for false imprisonment in the house of

a messenger, and on the following day Mr. En-
tick obtained a verdict for £20, Mr. Fell, book-
seller, £18, Mr. Wilson, bookseller, £40, and
Mr. Meredith, clerk to Mr. Beardmore, £200,
from the earl of Halifax.

1764, June 1. Was executed at Guildhall,

before Mr. Bennett, secondary of Wood-street

compter, a writ of inquiry of damages, in an
action of trespass, wherein Messrs. Wilson
and Fell, two booksellers in Paternoster-row,

some time since imprisoned for printing some
numbers of the Monitor, were plaintiffs, and
three of his majesty's messengei's defendants;

when, after many learned arguments by the

council on both sides, the jury, to compose which
one person was summoned out of each ward in

the city of London, withdrew, and in about forty

minutes brought in the damages at £600. Mr.
Wilson died at an advanced age, July, 1777.

1764, Sept. 5. Died, Rohekt Do rvslev, book-
seller, of Pall-mall, London, whose memory
will ever be esteemed as a remarkable example
of genius, springing up and advancing to use-

fulness, amidst unfavourable circumstances. He
was born in 1703, at Mansfield, in Nottingham-
shire, where his father kept the free-school, and
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could only afford to give him a very limited

education. He commenced life as a footman to

the honourable Mrs. Lowther, and, by his good

conduct in that capacity, was as successful in

obtaining the esteem of those around him, as he

ever was afterwards, when he had moved into

more important positions in society. Having
employed his leisure time in cultivating his intel-

lect, he began at an early age to write verses,

which, being shown to his superiors, were

deemed so creditable to his abilities, that he was
encouraged to publish them in a volume, under
the title of The Muse in Livery. This publica-

tion was dedicated to his mistress, and came
forth under the patronage of a highly respectable

list of subscribers. Dodsley afterwards entered

the service of Mr. Dartineuf, a noted voluptuary,

and one of the intimate friends of Pope ; and
having written a dramatic piece, called The Toy-

shop (founded upon a play of the preceding cen-

tury), it was shown by his new master to that

distinguished poet, who was so well pleased with

it, that he took the author under his protection,

and made interest for the appearance of the play

upon the stage. The Toyshop was acted at

Covent Garden, in 1735, and met with the

highest success. In a m.alignant epistle ad-

dressed about that time by Curll, the bookseller,

to Pope, it is insinuated that this was owing to

patronage alone. But nothing can seem more
improbable than that Pope and his friends should

be deceived as to the merit of this piece, or that

they should interest themselves about a produc-
tion glaringly destitute of merit. The profits

arising from this play, and the distinction which
it obtained for the author, induced him to enter

upon some regular trade : he chose that of a
bookseller, as the most appropriate to his taste,

and that in which he might expect to turn the

favour of his friends to the best account ; and
accordingly he opened a shop of that kind in

Pall-mall. In this new situation, comparatively
difficult as it may be supposed to have been, the
same prudence and worth which have gained
him esteem in his former condition, were not less

strikingly exemplified. He was able to secure
for himself and his establishment the counte-
nance of many of the first literary persons of

the day, including Pope, Chesterfield, Lyttleton,

Shenstone,* Johnson, and Glover,f and also of
many persons of rank who possessed a taste for

* William Shenstone, an ingenious poet, was born at
Hales-Owen, in Shropshire, in 1714, and educated at Ox-
ford. His works consist of sonps, elegies, pastorals, a
poem in Spencer's manner, called the Schoolmistress,
letters, and miscellaneous essays were printed by Dodsley,
in three vols. 8vo. His pastorai elegies possess a softness
and smoothness of diction in the highest degree pleasing.
His life was passed in elegant retirement at his seat called
the Leasowes, near Hales-Owen, and which he devoted
his fortune in improving. He died Feb. 11, 1/63. Besides
his life by Dr. Johnson, a good account of Shenstone may
be found in Dr. Nash's History of Worcestershire, vol. i.

t Richard Glover, author of Leonidas, an epic poem, and
other works, was born in London, 1712. and was brought
up as a merchant under his father, who was in the Ham-
burgh txade. Mr. Glover distinguished himself as a city
politician, in taking the lead of the opposition at elections.
In 1761 he was chosen M.P. for Weymouth, He died Nov.
25, 1785, and was buried in Westminster abbey.

letters ; and thus, in the course of a few
he became one of the principal persons of his
trade in the metropolis. Proceeding at the same
time in his career as an author, he wrote a farce
entitled the King and the Miller of Mansfield,
founded on an old ballad of that name, and
referring to scenes with which he hud been
familiar in early life. Animated by a spirit of
adventure, uncommon in his own time, he pub-
lished, in 1744, a Collection of Plays hy Old
Authors, in twelve volumes, duodecimo, pre-
faced by a history of the stage, and illustrated
by biographical and critical notes; the whole
being dedicated to sir C. C. Dormer, to whom
Mr. Dodsley acknowledges great obligations for
the use of materials. Another of the more valu-
able works projected by Dodsley was the Precep-
tor, first published in 1749, and designed to em-
brace what was then thought a complete course
of education. His Select Fables of Esop and
other Fabulists, appeared in ] 760, and was at
once pronounced a work of classical elegance.
In 1748, he produced a loyal masque on the
occasion of the peace of Aix-la-Chapelle, and,
two years afterwards, a small prose work, entitled
The Economy of Human Life, in which the
social duties are treated in a style intended to
resemble that of the scriptures and other oriental

writings. In 1758, he ventured to rise to
tragedy, and composed Cleone, the fable of
which he derived from a French fiction. Though
Garrick expressed a mean opinion of the play,
and it was consequently taken to Covent Gar-
den, it long drew full audiences, which was in

part attributed to Mrs. Bellamy's acting of the
heroine. Dr. Johnson admired Cleone so much
as to say, that, if Otway had written it, no
other of his pieces would have been remembered

;

which being reported to the author, he modestly
said, " it was too much." A long and prosper-
ous professional career enabled Mr. Dodsley to

retire from business, some yeai-s before his death,
with a large fortune, which, however, made no
alteration upon his modest and amiable charac-
ter. His humble origin was neither a matter
which he was anxious to conceal, nor a subject
of vulgar boasting. He did not forget it, nor
did he allow it to affect his deportment in a
manner that could be disagreeable to others.

Mindful, says one of his biographers, "of the
early encouragement which his own talents met
with, he was ever ready to give the same oj^por-

tunity of advancement to those of others ; and
on many occasions he not only acted as pub-
lisher, but as patron, to men of genius. There
was no circumstance by which he was more dis-

tinguished than by the grateful remembrance
which he retained and always expressed towards
the memory of those to whom he owed the obli-

gation -of being first taken notice of in life.

Modest, sensible, and humane, he retained the

virtues which first brought him into notice, after

he had obtained wealth to satisfy every wish
which could arise from the possession of it. He
was a generous friend, and acquired the esteem

and affection of all who were acquainted with'
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him. It was his happiness to pass the greater

part of his life in an intimacy with men of the

brightest abilities, whose names will be revered

by posterity ; by most of whom he was loved as

much for the virtues of his heart, as he was
admired on account of his writings."

After a life spent in the exercise of every

social duty, he fell a martyr to the gout, at the

house of his friend, Mr. Spence,* at Durham, and
was interred in the abbey church-yard, where
his tomb is thus inscribed :

If you have any respect
for uncommon Industry and Merit,

regard this place,

in which are deposited the Remains of
Mr. Robert Dodslky :

who, as an Author, raised himself
much above what could have been expected

from one in his rank of life,

and without a learned education j

and who, as a Man, was scarce
exceeded by any in Integrity of Heart,

and Purity of Manners and Conversation.
He left tills life for a better, Sept. 25, 1764,

in the 6 1st year of his age.

Robert Dodsleyhad quitted business in 1759;
but his brother James, who had been his partner,

continued the business, and persevered in acquir-

ing wealth by the most honourable literary con-

nexions until his death, in 1797.

1764. During the exile of Mr. Wilkes, there

seems to have been a constant correspondence

between him and Mr. Almon, the bookseller, of

London. He was residing at Paris, when lord

Hertford, the ambassador, gave a grand dinner

to all the subjects of Great Britain, omitting only

Mr. Wilkes. He sent Almon an account of this

conduct, and also a ludicrous paragraph relative

to the rev. Mr. Trail, a Scotchman, importing,

that though lord Hertfort was our ambassador,

and David Hume his secretary, yet the rev. Mr.
Trail administered to the English subjects in

spirituals. This paragraph was printed in the

London Evening Post. The earl of Marchmont
moved the house of lords against Mr. Meres, tlie

printer, and the house fined him XlOO for it.

Several other printers were afterwards fined every

session for some years, £100 each time they

printed a lord's name. Lord Marchmont began
this business. It might, and it ought to have
been a question in the house of commons, whether
the house of lords had a right to levy money in

this manner ? But there are very few real friends

* In a malignant epistie firom Curll, the bookseller, to
Pope, in 1737, Mr. Spence is introduced as an early patron
of Dodsley :

'Tis kind indeed a Livery Muse to aid.

Who scribbles farces to augment his trade

:

Where You and Spence and Glover drive the nail,

The devil's in it it the plot should fail.

The Rev. Joseph Spence, M. A. was feUow of New college,

Oxford. In 1742 he was made professor ofmodem history,

and presented to the rectory of Great Horwood, in

Buckinghamshire, and in 1754 prebendary ofDurham. He
wrote An Essay on Papers Odyssey, and a work entitied

Polymetis, or an enquiry concerning the agreement be-

tween the works of the Roman poets and the remains of

the ancient artists, being an attempt to illustrate them
from each other. This ornament of polite literature was
imfortunately drowned, in a canal in his garden at Byfleet,

in Surry, August 28, 1768.

to the liberty of the press. Men sometimes talk

of it as an inestimable privilege ; but their friend-

ship lasts no longer than the occasion. A man
had better make his son a tinker, than a printer

or bookseller. The laws of tin he can understand,

but the law of libels is unwritten, uncertain, and
undefinable. It is one thing to day, and another

to-morrow. No man can tell what it is.* It is

sometimes what the king or queen pleases ; some-
times what the minister pleases ; and sometimes
what the attomey-genei*al pleases.

—

Memoirs of
John Almon , Bookseller^ of Piccadilly^ London.

1764, Sept. 20. Died^ Charles Hitch, Esq.,

a bookseller of considerable eminence in Pater-

noster-row, and in the commission of the peace
for the county of Essex; was master of the

stationers' company, in 1758. He was buried

at Eastham. He married Elizabeth, daughter
of Mr. Arthur Bettesworth, bookseller. She
died in 1777.

1765, Jan. 23. Mr. Williams, bookseller, in

Fleet-street, sentenced by the court of king's

bench to pay a fine of JGIOO, to be imprisoned

six months in that court, to stand once in the

pillory in Old Palace-yard, and to give security

in the sum of £1,000 for his good behaviour for

seven years, for publishing the North Briton^''

No. 45, in sheets. Mr. Kearsley, for republish-

ing the same in volumes, was discharged on his

own recognizances. Mr. Kearsley had a promise

made to him by the earls of Halifax and Egre-
mont, that if he would give up the author he
should not be prosecuted. On the 14th of

February, Mr. Williams was taken in a hackney
coach. No. 45, from the king's bench prison, to

stand, pursuant to the above sentence, in the

pillorj-^, in New Palace-yard, Westminster. Op-
posite to the pillory were erected four ladders,

with cords running from one ladder to another,

on which were hung a jack-boot, an axe, and a
bonnet; the last with a label, Scotch bonnet : the

boot and bonnet after remaining some time, were

burnt, the top of the boot having been previously

chopped off. A gentleman with a purple purse,

ornamented with ribbons of an orange colour,

began a collection in favour of Mr. Williams,

by putting a guinea in himself, by which means
Mr. Williams obtained above £200 ; one gentle-

man gave fifty guineas. Mr. Williams held a
sprig of laurel all the time. The same coach

carried him back, and the master of it refused

to take any hire.

1765. Z>ierf, Mr. Edward DoDD,bookseller, in

Paternoster-row.

1765. Nicholas Hasselbocut, a pupil of

Saner of Germantown, introduced the art of

printing into the city of Baltimore, of Baltimore

county, in Miiryland, North America. He was

well supplied with tvpes for printing, both in the

German and English languages ; and is Siiid to

have meditated the publication of a German
version of the bible ; a design which, however,

was never canned into execution.

* Any thing, which any man, at any time, for any
reason, chooses to be offended witli, is a libel.

—

Benthayn.

4 u
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1765. The Holy Bible, with a Commentary,
by the rev. Matthew Henry. London : 5 vols,

folio. A second edition appeared in 1776.

1765, Jan. The Royal Granada Gazette, No.

1, printed by W. Weyland, at St. George's town,

the capital of the island of Granada. It appears

that there had been a printing-office on the

island before this of Weyland's was opened.

1765. The Freeport Gazette ; or, the Domi-
nica Advertiser, printed by William Smith, at

Roseau, now called Charlottetown, the capital

of the island of Dominica, in the West Indies.

1765, July. The Court Miscellany, No. 1.

1765, Dec. 27. The Liverpool General Adver-

tiser, No. 1. bearing the following motto. "By
His Majesty's authority. Given at St. James's."

This paper was commenced by Mr. John Gore,

and printed by Mr. Nevett.

1766, Jan. 23. Died, William Caslon, who
is styled by Rowe Mores " the Coryphceus of

letter-founders," though not trained to that busi-

ness ;
" which is a handy-work, so concealed

among the artificers of it," that Moxon, in his

indefatigable researches on that subject, " could

not discover that any one had taught it any other,

but every one that had used it learnt it of his own
genuine inclination." It was by mere chance

that Mr. Caslon was led to take up the gauntlet,

and avert from England the reproach of a de-

pendence on foreign genius in this grand arena

of human skill. It may be both amusing and
instructive, to read the rise and progress of his

professional life. William Caslon was bom at

Cradley, a hamlet of Hales-Owen, in Shropshire.

He served a regular apprenticesliip to an engra-

ver on gun-locks and barrels, and after the ex-

piration of his term followed his trade in Vine-

street, near the Minories. In every branch of

his art his ability was conspicuous, but his early

reputation arose chiefly from the dexterity and
genius he evinced in inventing and engraving

ornamental devices on the barrels of fire-anns.

He did not, however, confine his ingenuity to

that particular employment to which he had been

brought up, but was occasionally occupied in

making tools for bookbinders and for chasei-s of

silver plate. While he was thus engaged, some
ofhis bookbinding punches were noticed for their

neatness and accuracy by Mr. John Watts,* the

printer, who conjectured correctly that he was
capable of remedying the defects of the existing

foundries, and who, by engaging to support him,

and introducing him to the leading typographers

of the day, induced him to undertake anew one.

The elder Mr. Bowyer also accidentally saw in

the shop of Mr. Daniel Browne, bookseller, near

Temple-bar, the lettering of a book uncommonly
neat ; and inquiring who the artist was by whom
the letters were made, Mr. Caslon was introduced

to his acquaintance, and was taken by him to

Mr. T. James's foundery, in Bartholomew-close.

Caslon had never before that time seen any part
of the business ; and being asked by his friend if

* Mr. John Watts, a printer of first-rate eminence, who
"has before been mentioned as the able coadjutor of the
Tonsons, died Sept. 26, 1763, aged 85.

he thought he could undertake to cut types, he
requested a single day to consider the matter,

and then replied he had no doubt but he could.

From this answer Mr. Bowyer lent him £200,
Mr. Betteuham £200, and Mr. Watts £100 ;

and by that assistance our ingenious artist applied

himself assiduously to his new pursuit. The
three printers above-named were of course his

constant customers. In 1720, the society for

promoting Christian knowledge deemed it expe-
dient to print, for the use of the eastern churches,

the New Testament and Psalter in the Arabic

language. Mr. Caslon was fixed upon to cut the

fount, in his specimens of which he distinguished

it by the name of " English Arabic." After he
had finished the letters of this fount, he cut the

letters of his own name in pica roman, and put
them at the bottom of one of the Arabic speci-

mens. The name being seen by Samual Palmer,
he advised Mr. Caslon to cut the whole fount of

pica. This was accordingly done, and the letter

exceeded that of the other founders of the time.

But Mr. Palmer, whose circumstances required

credit with those whose business would have been

hurt by Mr. Caslon's superior execution, repented

of theadvice he had given him, and endeavoured

to discourage him from any further progress.*

Mr. Caslon, being justly disgusted at such treat-

ment, applied to Mr. Bowyer, under whose in-

spection he cut, in 1722, the beautiful fount of

English which was used in printing Seidell's

works, and the Coptic types that were made use

of for Dr. Wilkins's edition of the Pentateuch.

It is diflicult to appreciate the obstacles which
Caslon had to encounter in the commencement
of his career. He had the candour to acknow-
ledge Mr. Bowyer as his master, and that he had
taught him an art, in which, by diligence and
unwearied application, he arrived to that perfec-

tion, as not only to remove the necessity of im-

porting types from Holland ; but in the beauty

and elegance of those made by him so far sur-

passed the best productions of foreign artificers,

that the importation of foreign types ceased, and
his types, in their turn, were frequently exported

to the continent. Beginning early in life, attain-

ing an advanced age, and engraving for himself,

he had the advantage of completing his speci-

men on his own plan. For clearness and uni-

foimity, for the use of the reader and student, it is

doubtful whether it has been exceeded by any
subsequent productions. From 1720 to 1780

few works were printed with the types of any
other foundry, and the editions of that iutenal

will bear a successful comparison with those of

any period prior or subsequent for typographical

regularity and general respectability of appear-

ance. He has since been excelled in individual

founts, but as a whole his foundiy is still un-

rivalled. He was no less esteemed as a good and

worthy member of society, than for his eminence

in his art. His conduct to his family, his friends,

and his workmen, were alike deserving of praise.

* This circixmstance was verified by Dr. FrankUn, who
was then working with Mr. Watts, in Little Queen-street,

Lincoln's-iuu Fields.
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Mr. Caslon's first foundry was in a small house

in Helmet-row, in Old-street ; he afterwards

removed into Ironmonger-row, and about 1735

into Chiswell-street,* where the foundry was
carried on at first by himself, and afterwards in

conjunction with William,f his eldest son ; whose
name first appeared in the specimen of 1742.

Mr. Caslon's reputation induced his majesty, in

or about the year 1750, to place him in the com-
mission of the peace for Middlesex, which oftice

he sustained with honour to himself and advan-

tage to the community ; and he now retired from
the active part of the business, to what was then

called a country house, atBethnal Green, where
he died, at the age of seventy-four ; and was
buried in the church-yard of St. Luke, Middle-

sex ; in which parish all his different foundries

were situated. A monument, erected to his

memory, is thus briefly inscribed :

W. Caslon, esq. ob. 23 Jan. 1766, eet. 74.

Also, W. Caslon, esq. (son of the above)
ob. 17 Aug. 1778, eet. 68 years.

Mr. Caslon was three times married. The
name of his second wife was Longman ; of the

third, Waters ; and with each of these two ladies

he had a good fortune. He left two sons and a
daughter ; William, the elder, succeeded him
in Chiswell-street; Thomas, the younger, was
an eminent bookseller in Stationers'-court; and
Maiy, who was twice married, first to Mr. She-
well, a brewer, and afterwards to Mr. Hanbey,
an ironmonger of large fortune. There is a
good mezzotinto print of Mr, Caslon by J. Faber,

from a painting by F. Kyte, inscribed Guliel-

raus Caslon. It appears by the Dissertation of

Rowe Mores, page 86, that Mr. Caslon had a
brother named Samuel, who was his mould-
maker, and afterwards lived with Mr. George
Anderton,of Birmingham, in the same capacity.

1766, Jan. 5. Abstract of the account of his

majesty's civil government of one year : item.

To Mr. Basket for printing £5,846 Us. 5d.

1766. The Medley. This periodical, consisting

of only thirty- one essays, on various subjects, was

* In the Universal Magazine for 1760, there is a view of
Mr. Caslon's type foundry, with poi-traits of six of his
workmen. The one marked 3 is that of Mr. Jackson, and
4 that of Mr. Cotterell.

Sir John Hawkins, in his History of Music, relates
the following anecdote of this distinfjuishcd and excellent
character :

—" Mr. Caslon," says sir John, " settled in
Ironmonger-row, Old-street, and being a grreat lover of
music had frequent concerts at liis house, which were
resorted to by many eminent masters ; to these he used to
invite his friends, and those of his old acquaintance, the
companions of his youth. He afterwards removed to a
large house in Cliiswell-strect, and had an organ in his
concert room. After that he had stated monthly concerts,
which, for the convenience of his friends, that they might
walk home in safety, when the performance was over,
were on that Tliursday of the montli which was nearest
the fuU moon ; from which circumstance his guests were
wont humorously to call themselves Luna-tics. In the
intervals of the performance the guests refreshed them-
selves at a sideboard, which was airply furnished ; and
when it was over, sitting down to a bottle of wine and a
decanter of excellent ale of Mr. Caslon's own brewing,
they concludod the evening's entertainment with a song
or two of FnrccU's, sung to tJie harpsichord, or a few
catches, and about twelve retired."

t The abilities of this artist appeared to great advantage
in a specimen of types of the learned languages, in 1748.

published at Newcastle upon Tyne, and pre-
sented by the author to one of the governesses of
the lying-in hospital, in Newcastle, to be printed

for the benefit of that charity. The number of
subscribei*s was very considerable.

1766, Nov. The Watcrford Journal, estab-

lished by Esther Crawley and Son, and published
twice a-week, price a halfpenny.

Ramsaifs Waterford Chronicle was also com-
menced at this time,and published twice a-week,

at a halfpenny.

1766. Morning Herald^ newspaper.
1766. The Spendthrift, No. 1.

1767. In this year the house of lords deter-

mined upon printing their Journals and Parlia -

tnentari/ Records ; and it was also strongly urged
upon their consideration to print the Doomsday
Book^ the most important of the Anglo-Saxon
records, that in the event of any accident occur-

ring to the original, so important a national

negister might not be entirely lost. In con-

sequence of this petition, the treasury board
referred the board to the society of antiquaries,

as to the means through which it should be pub-
lished ; whether by printing types, or by having
a copy of the manuscript engraven in fac-simile.

By the examination of several eminent printers,

it was learned that according to the first plan,

very many unavoidable errors would occur ; and
a tracing of the record was then proposed to be
transferred to copper-plates. An estimate of

the expense of this was next ordered by the

treasury board, which amounted to £20,000
for the printing and engraving of 1250 copies,

each containing 1664 plates; but tliis sum, how-
ever proportionally moderate, was considered too

large, and the first plan was again reverted to.

It was then proposed by the learned Dr. Morton,
that a fount oi fac-simile types should be cut

under his superintendence, but this scheme was
also abandoned, on account of the letters in the

manuscripts continually varjing in their forms.

Notwithstanding this objection, however, tliere

is in the History of the Origin and Progress of
Printing, by Philip Luckombe, Ix)nd. 1770.

8vo. p. 174, a specimen of domesday type cut by
Mr. Thomas Cotterell, the letter-founder; but

the fac-simile is unfaithful, and tlio extract very

cormpt. When Dr. Morton's plan was resigned,

the publication of domesday was entrusted to

Abraham Farley, esq, F.R.S. a gentleman of

gi'cat record leaniing, and who had access to

the ancient manuscripts for upwards of forty

years. His knowledge, however, did not induce

him to differ from his original in a single instance,

even when he found an apparent error ; he pre-

served in his transcript every interlineation and
contractit)n, and his copy was then placed in the

hands of John Nichols, esq. F.A.S. \'C. and was
finished in 1783, in two volumes, folio, with the

types devised by himself, and cut by Mr. Jackson.
1767, March 'M. Died, Jacok Tonson, the

third bookseller of the name, who is called by
Dr. Johnson, " the late amiable Mr. Tonson.

He carried <M» trade, with great liberality, and
credit to himself, for above thirty years, in the
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same shop which had been possessed by his father

and great uncle, opposite Catharine-street, in the

Strand ; but some years before his death, removed

to a new house on the other side of the way,

near Catharine-street, where he died, without

issue. Mr. Steevens in a prefatory advertise-

ment to tlie edition of Shakspeare* in 1778,

honoured the memory of Mr. Tonson with the

following characteristic eulogium. " To those

who have advanced the reputation of our poet,

it has been endeavoured, by Dr. Johnson, in the

foregoing preface, impartially to allot their divi-

dend of fame ; and it is with great regret that

we now add to the catalogue, another, the con-

sequence of whose death will perhaps aflfect, not

only the works of Shakspeare, but of many other

writers. Soon after the first appearance of this

edition, a disease, rapid in its progress, deprived

the world of Mr. Jacob Tonson ; a man, whose
zeal for the improvement of English literature,

and whose liberality to men of learning, gave
him a just title to all the honours which men of

learning can bestow. To suppose that a person

employed in an extensive trade lived in a state of

indifference to loss and gain, would be to con-

ceive a character incredible and romantic ; but
it may be justly said of Mr. Tonson, that he had
enlarged his mind beyond solicitude about petty

losses, and refined it from the desire of unrea-

sonable profit. He was willing to admit those

with whom he contracted, to the just advantage
of their labours ; and never learned to consider

the author as an under agent to the bookseller.

The wealth which he inherited or acquired, he
enjoyed like a man conscious of the dignity of a
profession subservient to learning. His manners
were soft, and his conversation delicate : nor is,

perhaps, any quality in him more to be censured,

than that reserve which confined his acquaint-
ance to a small number, and made his example
less useful, as it was less extensive. He was the
last commercial name of a family which will be
long remembered ; and if Horace thought it not
improper to convey the Sosii to posterity ; if

* The prices which the London booksellers have paid to
the different editors of Shakspeare, are not generally-
known, but prove that the poet has enriched those who
have impoverished him.

Mr. Rowe was paid ^6*36 lo o
Mr. Hughes 28 7 o
Mr. Pope 21712
Mr. Fenton 30 14
Mr. Gay 35 17 6
Mr. Whalley 12
Mr. Theobald 652 10
Mr. Warburton 500
Mr. Capel 300
Dr. Johnson, for first edition .... 375

„ for second edition . . 100

Total ^2,288 10 6
Besides very considerable sums to critics without criti-
cism, and commentators without a nsune.
At the sale of the effects of Mr. Jacob Tonson, in 1767,

one hundred and forty copies of Mr. Pope's edition of
Shakspeare, in six volumes 4to. (for which the original
subscribers paid six guineas) were disposed of at sixteen
shillings (only) per set. Seven hundred and fifty of that
edition had then been printed. On the contrary, sir
Thomas Hanmer's edition, printed in 1744, which was first
sold for three guineas, had arisen to ten before it was re-
vnnlQA.—Gentleman's Magazine, vol. Ivii. p. 76.

rhetoric sufi'ered no dishonour from Quintilian's

dedication to Trypho ; let it not be thought that
we disgrace Shakspeare, by appending to his

works the name of Tonson." Mr. Tonson served
the office of high sheriff" for the county of Surry
in 1750 ; and in 1759 paid the customary fine

for being excused serving the same important
office for the city of London and county of
Middlesex. In 1747 Dr. Warburton's edition
of Shakspeare was issued from the press, for

which Tonson paid him £500. Though his

younger brother, Richard, survived him a few
years, he interfered but little with the concerns
of the trade, but lived principally at Water
Oakley, in the parish of Bray, near Windsor;
where he was so much respected, that the electors

of New Windsor almost compelled him to repre-

sent them in parliament ; an honour which he
enjoyed at the time of his death. In this de-
lightful retreat, where his benevolence and hos-
pitality were long recollected, he built a room

.

lighted at the top by a dome, and an anti-

chamber for the reception of the celebrated Kit-
cat portraits,* which descended to him on the
death of his brother Jacob. Mr. Tonson did not
long enjoy the improvement he had made in his

house, and the ornaments he had added to it

;

being unexpectedly cut off", after a few days ill-

ness, to the regret of his friends, and the deep
affliction of all his poor neighbours.

1767, Aug. 21. Died^ Thomas Osborne, a
bookseller of great eminence, in Gray's Inn,
London, and many years one of the court of
assistants of the stationers' company. " Of Tom
Osborne," says Dr. Dibdin, in his Bibliomania^

p. 470, " I have in vain endeavoured to collect

some interesting biographical details. What I
know of him shall be briefly stated. He was
the most celebrated bookseller of his day ; and
appears, from a series of his Catalogues, in my
possession, to have carried on a successful trade
from the year 1738 to 1768. What fortune he
amassed is not, I believe, very well known : his

collections were truly valuable, for they con-
sisted of the purchased libraries of the most
eminent men of those times. In his stature he
was short and thick ; and, to his inferiors, gene-
rally spoke in an authoritative and insolent
manner.f

' It has been confidently related,' says
Boswell, ' that Johnson, one day, knocked Os-
borne down in his shop, with a folio, and put
his foot upon his neck.' The simple truth I had
from Johnson himself. 'Sir, he was imperti-
nent to me, and I beat him. But it was not in

* These celebrated portraits became the property of
William Baker, esq., M.P. for Herts j whose father, sir
William Baker, many years an alderman of the ward of
Bassishaw, in the city of London, married the second
daughter of the second Jacob Tonson,

t In the latter part of his life his manners were con-
siderably softened, particularly to the young booksellers
who had occasion to frequent his shop in the pursuit of
their orders. If they were so fortunate as to call whilst
he was taking wine after his dinner, they were regularly
called into the little parlour in Gray's Inn to take a glass
with him. " Young man," he would say, " I have been
in business more than forty years, and am now worth
more than ^40,000. Attend to your business j and you
will be as rich as I am."

".1
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his shop: it was in my own chamber.' Of Os-
borne's philological attainments, the meanest
opinion must be formed, if we judge from his

advertisements, which were sometimes inserted

in the London Gazette^ and drawn up in the

most ridiculously vain and ostentatious style.

He used to tell the public, that ' he possessed

all the pompous editions of Classicks and Lexi-
cons.' I insert the two following advertisements,

prefixed, the one to his Catalogue of 1748, the

other to that of 1753, for the amusement of my
bibliographical readers, and as a model for

Messrs. Payne, White, Miller, Evans, Priest-

ley, Cuthell, &c.: *This Catalogue being very

large, and of consequence very expensive to the

proprietor, he humbly requests, that, if it falls

into the hands of any gentleman gratis^ who
chooses not himself to be a purchaser of any
of the books contained in it, that such gentle-

man will be pleased to recommend it to any other

whom he thinks may be so, or to return it.'

"To his Catalogue of 1753 was the following

:

' To the Nobility and Gentry who please to

favour me with their commands. It is hoped,
as I intend to give no oJQfence to any nobleman
or gentleman, that do me the honour of being
my customer, by putting a price on my Cata-
logue, by which means they may not receive it

as usual—it is desired that such nobleman or

gentleman as have not received it, would be
pleased to send for it ; and it's likewise requested

of such gentlemen who do receive it, that, if

they chuse not to purchase any of the books
themselves, they would recommend it to any
bookish gentleman of their acquaintance, or to

return it; and the favour shall be acknowledged
by, their most obedient and obliged,

* T. Osborne.'
" The Harleian collection of manuscripts

was purchased by government for £10,000, and
is now deposited in the British Museum. The
books were disposed of to Thomas Osborne, of

Gray's Inn, bookseller;—to the irreparable loss,

and I had almost said, the indelible disgrace, of

the country. It is, indeed, for ever to be
lamented, that a collection, so extensive, so

various, so magnificent, and intrinsically valu-

able, should have become the property of one,

who necessarily, from his situation in life, be-

came a purchaser,only that he might be a vender,

of the volumes. Osborne gave £13,000 for the

collection; a sum, which must excite the

astonishment of the present age, when it is

informed that lord Oxford gave £18,000 for

the binding only, of the least part of them. In
the year 1743-4, appeared an account of this

collection, under the following title, Catalogus

Bibliothecce Harleiams, ^c. in four volumes (the

5th not properly appertaining to it.) Dr. John-
son was employed by Osborne to write the

Preface, which, says Boswell, *he has done with

an ability that cannot fail to impress all his

readers with admiration of his philological

attainments. The first two volumes are written

in Latin by Johnson; the third and fourth

volumes, which are a repetition of the two

former, are composed in English by Oldys ; and
notwithstanding its defects, it is the best cata-
logue of a large library of which we can boast.

It should be in every good collection. To the
volumes was prefixed the following advertise-

ment :
' As the curiosity of spectators, before the

sale, may produce disorder in the disposition of
the books, it is necessary to advertise the pub-
lic, that there will be no admission into the
library before the day of sale, which will be on
Tuesday the 14th of February, 1744.' It seems
that Osborne had charged the sum of 5s. for

each of his first two volumes, which was repre-

sented by the booksellers ' as an avaricious inno-

vation ;' and, in a paper published in the Cham-
pioUy they, or their mercenaries, reasoned so

justly as to allege, that, if Osborne could afford

a very large price for the library, he might
therefore afford to give away the Catalogue,'
Preface to vol. iii. p. 1. To this charge Os-
borne answered, that his Catalogue was drawn
up with great pains, and at a heavy expense

;

but, to obviate all objections, * those,' says he,
' who have paid five shillings a volume, shall be
allowed, at any time within three months after

the day of sale, either to return them in ex-
change for books, or to send them back, and re-

ceive their money.' This, it must be confessed,

was sufficiently liberal. Osborne was also ac-
cused of rating his books at too high a price. To
this the following was his reply, or rather Dr.
Johnson's; for the style of the doctor is sufficiently

manifest :
' If, therefore, I have set a high value

upon books—if I have vainly imagined litera-

ture to be more fashionable than it really is, or

idlyhoped to revive a taste well nigh extinguished,
I know not why I should be persecuted with
clamour and invective, since I shall only suffer

by my mistake, and be obliged to keep those

books which I was in hopes of selling.' Preface
to the 3d volume. The fact was, that Osborne's

charges were extremely moderate ; and the sale

of the books was so very slow, that Johnson
assured Boswell, ' there was not much gained
by the bargain.' There will also be found, in

Osborne's Catalogue of 1748 and 1753, some
of the scarcest books in English literature,

marked at two, or three, or four shillings, for

which three times the number of pounds is now
given."

1767. The New Testowi^nf, translated into the

Gaelic language by the rev. James Stuart,*

minister of Killin, and printed at Edinburgh, at

the expense of the " Society in Scotland for pro-

pagating Christian Knowledge;" assisted by a
grant of £300 from the London society. It ^iis

printed in 8vo. with rules for reading the Gaelic

at the end.

1767, Sept. Died, John Ubers, a joumc}Tnan
printer, at Amsterdam, in Holland, at the extra-

ordinary age of one hundred and six years.

1767, Dec. Died, John Reeves, an eminent
law printer in the Savoy, London.

* Mr. Stuart died June 30, i;89. in Uie 89th year of his

age, and the fifty-second of his ministry.
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1767, Dec. 23. B'xed.^ John Newbery, many
years a respectable bookseller in St. Paul's church

yard, London, and who is characterized by sir

John Hawkins as " a man of good understand-

ing, and of gi'eat probity." He was the first of

the profession who introduced the regular system

of a juvenile library; and the several little books

which he published for "masters and misses,"

of some of which he was the reputed author,

were highly creditable to his head and his heart

:

he generally employed men of considerable ta-

lents in such undertakings. See some particulars

of an altercation between Mr. Newbery and Dr.

Hill, in GentlemarCs Magazine^ v. xxi. p. 600.

1767. The Babler. These essays were written

by Mr. Hugh Kelly,* which he contributed to

Owen's Weekly Chronicle^ during the years 1763,

1764, 1765, and 1766. The subjects are well

varied ; the moral is, for the most part good ; and
the style, though not perfectly conect, or much
polished, is easy and perspicuous.

—

Drake.

Mr. Kelly also contributed to the same paper,

the Memoirs of a Magdalene, under the title of

Louisa Mildmay.
1767. The Nautical Almanack, projected by

Dr. Nevil Maskelyne.f
1768. Died, Peter Simon Fournier, a

French engraver, printer, and letter founder,

and author of several ingenious treatises on the

rise and progress of typography. This eminent
artist descended to the very origin of printing,

for the sake of knowing it thoroughly ; and in

1737 published a table of proportions to be ob-

served between letters, in order to determine the

height and relation to each other. His chief

work is entitled Manual Typogra'phique, in two

* Hugh Kelly was bom on the banks of the lake of Kil-

larney, in the year 1739, and after a liberal school edu-
cation, he was bound apprentice to a stay-maker, in Dub-
lin. When out of his time he set out for London, in order
to procure a livelihood by his business, but for want of
employment, and being a stranger and friendless, he was
reduced to tlie utmost distress for the means of subsist-

ence. Becoming acquainted with an attorney, he was em-
ployed by him in copying and transcribing, which he
prosecuted with so much propriety, that he earned about
three guineas a-week ; but this employment, though
profitable, could not be agreeable to a man of his original
genius and lively turn of mind. From his accidental
acquaintance with some booksellers, in 1762, he became
the editor of the Lady^s Museum and Court Magazine, and
other periodical publications, in which he wrote so many
original essays, and pretty pieces of poetry, that his fame
was quickly spread among the booksellers, and he found
himself fully employed in various branches of that transi-
tory kind of literature. In 1768 he produced his comedy
of False Delicacy, which was received with such universal
applause, as at once to establish his reputation as a dra-
matic writer. The success of this play induced Mr. Kelly
to continue writing for the stage, for which he produced
several comedies, and the tragedy of Clementina. Un-
happily for our author and his family, the sedentary Ufe
to which his constant laboiur subjected him, proved the
bane of his health ; for early in the year 1777, an abscess,
formed in his side, after a few days illness, put a period to
his life on the 3d day of February, at his house in Gough-
square, in the 38th year of his age. He left behind him
a vddow and five children, of the last of which she was
delivered about a month after his death. Mr. Kelly's
stature was below the middle size. His complexion was
fair, and his constitution rather inclined to corpulency

;

but he was remarkably cheerful, and a most pleasing and
facetious companion. As a husband and a father his con-
duct was singularly exemplary.

t Dr. Maskelyne was born in'London, Oct. 6, 1732, and
died atPlamstead house, Feb. 9, 1811.

volumes octavo, and it may justly be said of
Foumier that his genius illustrated and enlarged
the typogi-aphic art. He was of the most pleas-
ing manners, and a man of virtue and piety.

1768, May 1. A trial took place before the
master of the rolls, wherein the proprietors of
the opera of Love in a Village were plaintiffs,

and a printer who had printed and published a
pirated edition of the said poem, was defendant.
A perpetual injunction was granted, and the
defendant was obliged to account with the plain-
tiffs for the profits of the whole number printed
and sold, although the opera was not, till after

the printing of the pirated edition, entered at
stationers' hall.

1768. George Allen, esq., of Grange, near
Darlington, in the county of Durham, established

a press in his own house, and executed several

pieces of typographical and antiquarian lore.

—

See Martin's Catalogiie of Books Privately

Printed. London. 1824.

1768. Died, Jacob Ilive, a printer and type-

founder, of Aldersgate-street, London. " Hive,"
says Mr. Nichols, " who was somewhat disordered

in his mind, was author of several treatises on
religious and other subjects. He published in

1733 an oration proving the plurality of worlds,

that this earth is hell, that the souls of men are

apostate angels, and that the fire to punish those

confined to this world at the day of judgment
will be immaterial, written in 1729, spoken at

Joiners' hall, pursuant to the will of his mother.*
A second pamphlet, called A Dialogue between

a Doctor of the Church of England and Mr.
Jacob Ilive, upon the subject of the Oration, 1733.

This strange oration is highly praised in Hol-
well's third part of Interesting Events relating to

Bengal. For publishing Modest Remarks on
the late Bishop Sherlock's Sermons, he was con-
fined in Clerkenwell Bridewell from June 15,

1756, till June 10, 1758, during which period

he published, Reasons offered for the Reformation

of the House of Correction in Clerkemvell. In
1751 Mr. Ilive published a pretended translation

of The Book of Jasher, said to have been made
by Alcuin of Britain.

1768. The Holy Bible, with a commentary by
Dr. Dodd, from the notes of lord Clarendon, Mr.
Locke, &c., three vols, folio. London.

1768. Died, Samuel Fancourt, aged ninety

years. He was the first promoter of circulating

libraries in England.
1768, June 8. Died, Andrew Millar, one of

the most eminent booksellers in the eighteenth

century. Mr. Millar was literally the artificer

of his own fortune. By consmumate industry,

and a happy train of successive patronage and
connexion, he rose to the highest station in his

profession. He had little pretensions to learn-

ing ; but had a thorough knowledge of mankind,

and a nice discrimination in selecting his literary

counsellors ; and also fortunate in his assistants

in trade. " Millar," says Boswell, " though no

* This talented but eccentric lady was Elizabeth,

daughter of Thomas James, noticed at page 507

.

M
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great judge of literature, had good sense enough
to have for his friends v ery ahle men to give him
their opinion and advice in the purchase of copy-

right, the consequence of which was his acquiring

a very large fortune, with great liberality." Dr.

Johnson said of him, " I respect Millar, sir ; he
has raised the price of literature." During the

better half of this century, Jacob Tonson and
Andrew Millar were the best patrons of litera-

ture; a fact rendered unquestionable, by the

valuable works produced under their fostering

and genial hands. Mr. Millar took the principal

charge of conducting the publication of John-
son's Dictionary. In 1767 Mr. Millar relin-

quished his business to Mr. Cadell, who had
been his apprentice, and retired to a villa at

Kew Green, where he died, and was buried in

the cemetry at Chelsea. His widow married sir

Archibald Grant,bart., ofMonymusk, Aberdeen-

shire. She died at her house in Pall Mall, Oct.

25, 1788, and left the whole of her estate, sup-

posed to be at least £15,000, to be disposed of

at the discretion of her three executors, the Rev.
Dr. Trotter, Mr. Grant, and Mr. Cadell. It

appeal's by one of the cases on literary property,

that Mr. Millar paid fifty guineas to Dr. Arm-
strong* for the copyright of the poem of the

Economy of Love.

1768, June 18. In the court of king's bench
Mr. Wilkes was sentenced as follows:—That for

the publication of the North Britain, No. 45, in

volumes (of which 2000 copies had been printed

for sale) he should pay a fine of £500, and be
imprisoned ten calendar months: and for pub-
lishing the Essay on Woman, (of which only

twelve copies were printed for the use of so

many particular friends,) that he should pay
likewise a fine of £500, and be imprisoned twelve

calendar months, to be computed from the ex-

piration of the term of the former imprisonment :

'

to find security for his good behaviour for seven

years; himself in £1000, and two sureties in

£500.t
1768, Aug. 20. Died, James Abree, printer

and proprietor of the Canterbury News Letter,

aged seventy-seven years, who was for many
years the only printer in that city.

1768. The first Weekly Magazine in Scot-

land, was commenced by Walter Ruddiman,
juu. at Edinburgh.

1768, Dec. Died, M. De Coignard, a printer

at Paris, worth £180,000 sterling.

* John Armstrong was born at Castleton, Roxburgh-
shire, in Scotland, where his father was minister. He
became an eminent physician in London, and was the
author of several books on medicine. In 17-14, he pub-
lished the Art of Preserving health ; one ofthe best didactic

poems in our language. Dr. Armstrong was a man
i^reatly beloved by his friends for the goodness of his

heart, as well as for his literary talents. He died June
21, 1779.

t The following printed notice was stuck upon the
doors of the churches in the city of London one Sunday
morning, viz. :

—" The prayers of the congregation are
earnestly desired for the restoration of liberty, depending
on the election of Mr. Wilkes." This was the great con-
test which he had for the county of Middlesex, against the
government candidate, and though elected by a great ma-
jority, his election was set aside by the house of commons.

1768. Jan. 1. The Miscellany, No. 1, by Na-
thaniel Freebody. [Bishop Home.*]

1768, July. The Oxford Magazine, No. I.

1768. Morning Chronicle newspaper.
1768, Aug. The Essex Gazette, printed and

published by Samuel Hall, in the city of Salem,
the capital of Essex county, in the province of
Massachusetts, North America. Mr. Hall had
removed from Newport, and had opened his

office in the city in the month of April preceding,
being the first press erected in the city of Salem,
and the third of the province. Salem is said
to have been the spot first fixed upon by the
small number of persons who became tne founders
of the colony of Massachusetts. Its original
name was Nehum-kek.

1769, Feb. 22. Died, William Mount, esq.
treasurer of St. Thomas's hospital, and eminent
for works of charity. He had been master of
the stationers' company three years, 1733-35.

1769, April 13. IJteA, Richard Manby, a
booksellerf of great eminence, of Ludgate-hill.
He was fined for the office of sherifi*; and was
master of the stationers' company, to whom he
gave £100 for the use of the poor. He died at
Walthamstow.

1769, May. Died, Edward Say, many years
a respectable printer, and master of the station-

ers' company in 1763. His son, Charles
Green Say, well known as printer of the

Gazetteer, General Evening Post, and other news-
papers, died November, 1775.

* George Home was born at Otham, near Maidstone, in
Kent, November 1, 1730. He was successor to Dr. Stan-
hope, in the deanery of Canterbury, and aiterwards bishop
of Norwich. His lordsliip ixnited in a remarkable degree,
learning, brightness of imagination, sanctity of man-
ners, and sweetness of temper. Four volumes of his in-
comparable sermons are published. His Commentar// on
the Fsalms, in 2 vols. 4to. " will (as the writer of his
epitaph expresses it) continue to be a companion to the
closet, till the devotion of earth shall end in the hallelujalis
of heaven." Dr. Home tdso wrote a celebrated piece of
irony, in reply to Adam Smith's sketch of David Hume's
life. He died at Eltham, January 17, 1792.

t Dunton characterises the following booksellers :

—

I3ENJAMIN Alsop was a ftrst-rate bookseller for some
years, but see the rambling fate of some men ; for Ben
being a wild sort of a spark, he left his shop to get a com-
mission in Monmouth's army : and, as Ben told me in
Holland, had the duke succeeded, he had been made an
earl, or a baron at least : 1. e. " If the sky had fell he had
catched a lark." I succeeded captain Alsop in his shop in
the Poultry ; and had lived there to this very hour, had I

found any pleasure in noise and hurry.
Mr. Batkrsby. He printed The Infant's Lawyer, and

Ars Clericalie, and has purchased other copies tiiat have
sold well. He is scrupulously honest : he never ahridgctl

anotherman's copy, or purchased his autlior by out-bidding.
And his way of traffick is all above-board : for as soon as
his tongue is allowed to speak (for there is a small em-
bargo upon it) he betrays the faults of what he sells. And
should a child be sent to liis shop, he would not take a
farthing more than the price.

Mr. Bkaoo. He was formerly a bookseller, and is now
a publisher in Ave-Mary-lane. He has been luihappy, but
his soul is too great to be crushed under the weight of
adverse storms ; yet at the same time, Benjamin Bragg is

of a soft, easy, aft"able temper : and, having learned the
art of publishing, and being just in his dealings, is like to
have constant employment.
Mr. BiLi.iNosi.Kv, by the Royal Exchanf^. He had the

character of being a very honest, religious man, and (If I

do not mistake^ was a constant hearer of Mr. Watson for

many years. But for what reasons I could never learn,

has been disturbed in his mind and very near distraction,

but I bear ho is thoroughly recovered) aud &cta aa extraor
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1769. Died, Henry Woodfall, a printer in

Paternoster-row, London. He was master of

the stationers' company in 1766, and an old

member of the common council. He died

dinary example of piety, moderation, temperance, and all

other Christian virtues. He was happy in haAdng a wife
and son that understood his trade, so that during his long
indisposition his shop was still managed to the best ad-
vantage.
Mr. Bever, in Fleet-street. He had ever the character

of being a very merciful, just, and peaceable man, never
intermeddling with state matters. He is a constant hearer
at St. Dunstan's church, and I doubt not, as his charities

are free and large, "the blessings of him that is ready to
perish wiU come upon him ;" neither are any of his virtues

blemished by vanity or affectation, for he is liberal from a
principle of conscience, and humble to the last degree. I

shall only add, he has a large acquaintance amongst the
lawyers, and is himself a very thriving bookseller.
Nicholas Boddington. By an industrious manage-

ment he has gathered a good estate, and makes a consider-
able figure in the parish where he lives. He deals much
in bibles, testaments, and common prayer books. He
purchased Mr. Reach's Travels of True Godliness of me,
and deals m\ich inthe country : but to have done with him,
he has the satisfaction to belong to a very beautiful wife.
Mr. BoswiLL, at " The Dial," in Fleet-street. He is a

very genteel person : and it is in Mr. Boswill that aU quali-

ties meet that are essential to a good churchman or an
accomplished bookseller.
Mr. Blake. He is the father of the company of sta-

tioners for age and experience. He is a fair-conditioned
man, very obliging to all his customers, and loves to do
business without making a noise of it.

Mr. BLAXRE. He is a substantial, honest citizen ; de-
vout and religious, without making a trade of it ; or, as
some of his neighbours in a too literal sense, making " a
gfain of godliness."
Mr. Burroughs, in Little Britain. He is a very beauti-

ful person, and his wit spaikles as well as his eyes. He
has as much address, and as great a presence of mind as I

ever met with. He is diverting company, and perhaps as
well qualified to make an alderman as any bookseller in
Little Britain.

Mr. Beardwbll and Mr. Moxon were partners all the
time I employed them : the former is very generous and
obliging, and the latter upon all accounts a very fair dealer.
Nathaniel Crouch. I think I have given you the

very soul of his character when I have told you that his
talent lies at collection. He has melted down the best of
our English histories into twelve penny books, which are
filled with wonders, rarities, and ciu-iosities : for, you
must know, his title-pages are a little swelling. I have a
hearty friendship for him j but he has got a habit of leer-

ing under his hat, and made it a great part of his business
to bring down the reputation of Second Spira

!

Samuel Crouch. He is just and punctual in all his
dealings : never speaks lU of any ma,n : has a swinging
soul of his own : would part with all he has to serve a
friend : and that's enough for one bookseller.
Thomas Cockril, senior. He was always up to the

ears among great persons and business (perhaps engaging
for a third volume) : yet I will do my rival that justice to
say he was a very religious, charitable man. The printing
the Morning Exercise, and CharnotVs Works, brought him
into great credit. He was a member of Dr. Annesley's
church for many years, and was his true and generous
friend to the day of his death. Mr. Nathaniel Taylor was
his particular friend, and preached his funeral sermon, in
which he gave him an extraordinary character. His
kinsman, Mr. Thomas Cockril, is a living transcript of his
uncle's virtues and public spirit.

Mr. Child. He is one of a generous and open temper,
an easy and free conversation, with abundance of wit, and
nice reasoning above most of his brethren , and less could
scarce be expected from one that had been a partner with
the ingenious Swall.
Isaac Cleave, in Chancery-lane. He is a very chaste,

modest man ; he counts all public boasting of his virtue
but so many penances before the people, and the more you
applaud him the more you abash him. He is religiously
sober in his own family and amongst his neighbours, and
if we follow him to church we shall there find him making
a covenant with his eyes. And if such fine things may be
said of his chastity, what might I say of his justice, hu-
mility, patience, &c., would my room allow itj however
I shall add this to his character, that he has the honour to
be well known to lawyers of the first rank, and has printed
several Eminent Trials.

wealthy and respected, leaving a son, Henry
Sampson Woodfall, whose memory will always
be dear to literature, being well known as the
printer of the Letters of Junius. These cele-

Mr. Davis, in Comhill.—His loyalty sits like his charity'
easy and free, and yet steady and unmoveable ; and being
set on the pinnacle of trade (for he lives near the Royal
Exchange), every thing he sees informs him.
Mr. D—TON.—He is very happy in a very beautiful

wife, and she in as kind of husband : they have lived so
happily since their marriage, that, sure enough, the banns
of their matrimony were asked in heaven. As Mr.
D—ton may value himself upon his beautiful choice, so

That bright soul which heaven has given his spouse
Makes all her charms with double lustre shine j

and, therefore, as the ingenious Hopkins once said in
another case,

" Make beauteous D—ton with the first advance.
Charming at every step, with every glance j

Sweet as her temper paint her heavenly facej
Draw her but like, you give your piece a grace.
Blend for her all the beauties e'er you knew,
For so his Venus fam'd Apelles drew.
But hold—to make her most divinely fair.

Consult herself, you'll find all beauty there."

Mr. EvKTS, at the Green Dragon. He is exceeding
good-natured, free from envy and variety ; ;he is very
cheerful and pleasant in conversation, but not talkative;
yet has a sudden way of repartee, very witty and sur-
prising. It was in this house that the beautiful Rachel
gave me that fatal wound, mentioned in page 47. And I

shall ever acknowledge the generous civilities I received
from Mr. Evets (and his predecessor the Widow Wid-
dows) during the continuance of that youthful amour.
Mr. Fox, in Westminster hall. He is a refined politician,

without what some will say it is impossible to be no, and
that is

—

dissimulation. When affronts are offered him, he
does not (as others,) dissemble them; but, like himself,
only scorn and conquer tiiem. And to his knowledge in
trade, he has joined no vulgar eiudition, which all his
modesty is not able to conceal.
Mr. Freeman, by Temple Bar. He is of a courteous

affable nature, and very obliging to all he has to do
withsd ; and I found (by that small correspondence I have
had with him,) he was bred as well as born a gentleman.
Mr. GwiLLiM, in Bishopgate-street. He was originally

a clasp maker, but is now a bookseller. He understands
the just prices of all books ; and, though he is resolved
for a while, wiU go as low as it is possible. He printed
the Whole Duty of Woman ; Mr. Larkin's Visions of the

World to Come; keeps Bristol fair every year, and is a
very thriving man.
Mr. Hancock.—He is my very old friend and acquain-

tance ; and I may say of him as king William said of Mr.
Carstaires, " I have known him long, and I know him to

be a truly honest man." He printed for that pious and
famous divine, Mr. Thomas Brooks, and I have seen the
fourteenth edition of one of his books, so that he has got
a considerable estate by bookselling; and both he and his

aged father before him had the character of being two fair

dcEders. <

Mr. Hawes.—This honest brother has done me justice

at St. Alban's, and I wiU endeavour to do him justice

here. He has been a very cordial promoter of The Reform-
ation of Manners, and prints many useful pieces for those
societies. He has printed several Treatises of Devotion,
which have been dispersed at a cheap rate. He was con-
cerned in making public Mr. Norris's Ideal World. He is

just in trade, and knows his business very well.

Mr. Hodgson.—He "calls a spade a spade;" and is so
just in his dealings, that I verily think (were it not dis-

cretion) he would avoid a witness. His word is his parch-

ment, and his yes his oath, which he will not violate for

fear or gain. He has good success in his trade, and havinS
an honest design in every thin? he does, dare publish that

to the world which others would keep as a secret.

Mr. Harper.—I believe him an honest man, and a
warm votary for High Church. Reprinted Mr. Wesley's

Life of Christ, and makes a considerable figure in the

stationers' compahy.
Mr. William Hartley, a very comely, personable man.

He deals much, and has his shop well furnished with
ancient books, that are very valuable. He prints many
excellent translations, and has a good acquaintance,

amongst whom 1 would reckon the ingenious Mr. Abel
Boyer. He is one that does not forget any favours done
to him, but will watch his opportuiUty to be grateful
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brated letters first appeared January 21, 1769,

and the famous letter (35) to the king, December
19, in the same year.

1769. A Prayer Book, in the Manks dialect.

Isle of Man, bears this imprint.

1769. The Holy Bible, with notes by Philips,

two vols. 4to. London. It is entitled the Royal
Imperial Bible, and is the largest letter of any
4to. printed at this time.

1769, Nov. 10. Mr. Wilkes obtained a ver-

dict and £4,000 damages against the earl of

Halifax, for the seizure of his papers and im-
prisonment of his person. The king signified

that all expenses incurred in consequence of

actions or prosecutions relative to the North
Briton, No. 45, should be defrayed by the crown.

1769. Dr. Robertson, the historian of Scot-

land, obtained from the booksellers, the sum of

£4,500 for his History of the Reign of Charles

V. 3 vols. 4to., then supposed to be the largest

sum ever paid for the copyright of a single book.

For his History of Scotland, published in 1 759,
he had received £600.

1769. The American Magazine, to which was
subjoined the transactions of the American
philosophical society. Nichola, a Frenchman,
its editor, being an academician. It continued

only one year.

1769, Jan, Toivn and Country Magazine.
1769. Nov. The Parliament Spy, No. 1.

1769. Dec. 9. The Tuner, No. 1.

1769. Nottingham Journal. Mr. Samuel
Cresswell purchased the Courant from Mr. Ays-
cough, and changed the name into the above
paper.

1770, Jan. 8. A fire broke out on the premises

of Messrs. Johnson and Payne, booksellers.

Paternoster-row, which were entirely consumed,
together with the house of Mr. Cocks, printer,

and damaged the house of Mr. Crowder, book-

seller, adjoining. One thousand pound's worth

of bibles and prayer books, belonging to the

proprietors of the Oxford press, was destroyed.

1770. Feb. 17. In the London Gazette of this

day, (printed by E. Owen and T. Harrison, in

Warwick-lane,) is the following notice:—The
public are desired to take notice, that his majes-

ty's printing-office is removed from Blackfriars to

New-street, near Gough-square, in Fleet-street,

•where all acts of parliament, Sec, are printed

and sold by Charles Eyre and William Strahan,

his majesty's printers.

1770. At this time there were only four circu-

lating libraries in London and its neighbourhood.

1770, Feb. \7. The Whisperer, l<io. I, Sixiolent

party paper, written in opposition to the govern-

ment, under lord North's administration. The
author and printer were often pursued by bills of

indictment, and warrants for their apprehension.

A person, for selling No. 5, was sentenced, in the

court of king's bench, to six months' imprison-

ment ; and at the expiration of that time to suffer

six months' imprisonment more for selling No. 6,

and afterwards to be bound, himself in £200,
and two sureties in £50 each, for his good beha-

viour for two years.

1770, June 2. John Almon, bookseller, in
Piccadilly, was tried in the court ofking's bench,
and sentenced to pay a fine of ten marks, and to
be bound over for his good behaviour two years,

himself in £400, and two sureties in £200 each,
for selling a copy of the London Museum,* con-
taining, amongst other things, Juniwi's Letter to

the * ** *. The question may be repeated,
" Why of all the booksellersin the kingdom waa
Almon singled out for selling only F All the
booksellers sell magazines, and all the magazines
contained Junius's Letter.^f It appears that his

name was put on the title-page without his con-
currence ; and that when the Mtiseums were sent

to Mr. Almon's shop, Mr Almon was out of
town ; however, he came home in the course of
the day, and having heard of the minister's

orders to prosecute the printers, he instantly

ordered the sale of Miller's pamphlets to be
stopped, and the unsold copies to be returned.

However, the ministerial runners or informers
had been too quick, they had bought one or two
copies; and the ministers, as it should seem,
being now rejoiced that they had caught their

enemy, the prosecution was immediately com-
menced against him, and though, as the reader

sees, his concern with the publication was very
small and very remote, yet he was brought to

trial before any of the other printers. His con-

viction they reckoned certain ; and that seems to

have been the principal object. Even in striking

the special jury, there was an obvious partiality;

for although the king was party, several servants

of the king's household, and gentlemen in the

public offices, were allowed to be of the forty-

eight. Mr. Almon objected to several of these

names, in the order they were mentioned, and
said they were servants of his majesty, who was
party in the cause; but his objection was over-

ruled ; and upon reducing the jury, he was
under the necessity of leaving a clerk of the

war-office for foreman, as a lesser evil than any
of the twelve he was allowed to strike out.

Lord Mansfield, in addressing the j ury, said

:

There are two grounds in this trial for your con-

sideration. The first is matter of fact, whether

he did publish it. The second is, whether the

construction put upon the paper by the infoima-

tion in those words where there are dashes, and

* The London Museum of Politics, Miscellaniea, and
Literature. Printed by John Miller, near Paternoster-
row ; and sold by John Almon, Piccadilly.

t Mr, Almon had published a monthly work called the
Political Register, which partook, in some degrree, of the
plan of a magazine ; but principally consisted of jjolitics.

About the close of the second volume he had inserted a
plan for augmenting the army in Ireland. It was the
king's own plan, written by himself. He showed it only
to general Harvey, who made some corrections in it, but
did not take the paper away. In a few days it was printed

in the Register, as corrected. The day aJler the publica-

tion the king sent Mr. Barnard, jun., to Mr. Almon, to

know how he obtained that paper? Mr. Almon declined,

in the most respectful terms, giving an answer to the
question. But he rightly foresaw that his refusal would
inevitably draw on him the resentment of the court, and
therefore discontinued the publication. In a short time
this apprehension was verified, for selling Junius's letter,

in which it could scarcely be said ihat he had even a
distant concern. So eager were the court to seixe any
pretence for prosecuting him.

4 X

m
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not words at length, is the true construction;

that is, whether the application is to be made to

the king, to the administration of his govern-

ment, to his ministers, to the members of the

house of commons, to England, Scotland,

America, as put upon it by the information;

because, after your verdict, the sense so put

upon it will be taken to be the true sense ; there-

fore, if you are of opinion, that this is materially

the wrong sense, it will be a reason for not con-

victing him upon that sense. In the first place,

as to the publication, there is nothing more cer-

tain, more clear, nor more established, than that

the publication—a sale at a man's shop—and a

sale therein, by his servant, is evidence, and not

contradicted, and explained, is evidence to con-

vict the master of the publication ; because, what-

ever any man does by another, he does it him-

self. He is to take care of what he publishes

;

and, if what he publishes is unlawful,* it is at

his peril. If an author is at liberty to write, he

writes at his peril, if he writes or publishes that

which is contrary to law ; and, with the inten-

tion or view, with which a man writes or pub-
lishes, that is in his own breast. It is impossible

for any man to know what the views are, but

from the act itself ; if the act itself is such, as

infers, in point of law, a bad view, then the

act itself proves the thing. And as to the terms

malicious, seditious, and a great many other

words that are drawn in these informations, they

are all inferences of law, arising out of the fact,

in case it be illegal. If it is a legal writing,f

and a man has published it, notwithstanding

these epithets, he is guilty in no shape at all.J

1770, June 13. H. S. Woodfall, printer and
editor of the Public Advertiser^ found guilty of

printing and publishing only^ Junius's Letter to

the King. This cause was tried in the city of

London, before lord Mansfield and a special

jury. The jury were nine hours in considering

their verdict, which was in effect an acquittal.—July 13, John Miller, printer, and Mr.
Baldwin, bookseller, were tried for the same
oflFence, and acquitted. Thus it appears, that the

original printers and publishers ofJwnm^'s Letter

were tried by special juries of the city of London,
and though the facts of printing and publishing

were incontestibly proved, the juries conceiving

themselves judges of the import of the paper and
the intention of the publishers, acquitted them all.

In the trial of Mr. Woodfall, lord Mansfield

* What is unlawful ?—The only statutes against libels*

viz., 3rd Edw. I. 2nd and 3rd Ric. II. condemn or punish
no other than/a^se news. They say, "that whoever shall

be so hardy to teU, or publish any false news or tales,

whereby discord or slander may grow between the king
and his people, or the great men of the realm, shall be
taken and kept in prison, until he has brought him into
court, which was the first author of the tale."

t How is any man to know what is a legal writing ?

t Wilkes, during his exile in France, in a letter to Mr.
AlmoQ, makes the following remarks upon booksellers,
and the conduct of ministers :

—" You booksellers live
always in a state of jeopardy, like soldiers fighting for
their country. Do you take caxe of the letters of your
friends? You should, from time to time, send to some
Iriend's house such letters as these. You never can trust
any ministers in our country. The Whigs in power turn
Tories} though, alas 1 the Tories do not turn Whigs !

"

gave the following definition of the liberty of the

press :
" The liberty of the press consists in no

more than this, a liberty to print now without a
license, what formerly could be printed only

with one."

1770, July 18. It was decided in the court of

chanceiy, that Mr. Taylor, a bookseller, of Ber-
wick-upon-Tweed, should account to the execu-
tors of Andrew Millar, for the sale of a pirated

edition of Thomson's Seasons, Mr. Millar being
the proprietor of the Seasons. By this decision,

the question respecting literary property was
finally determined.

1770, Aug. I. His majesty paid the sum of

iJlOO which had been levied on Mr. Edmunds,
late publisher ofthe MiddlesexJournal, in which
was inserted a protest of the house of lords. The
dues to the usher of the black rod were ordered

not to be paid.

1770. Died. M. Uric, who was the printer of

some good Greek and Latin works, at Glasgow,
where he died in this year.

1770. Mr. Kincard, the king's printer for

Scotland, brought an action against Colin Mac-
farquhar, for printing a bible, with notes, called

Ostervald^s Bible.

1770. Died, John Knapton, a very eminent

bookseller in liondon. He was three times mas-
ter of the stationers' company, 1742, 1743, 1744.

1770. Robin Snap. This was a satirical paper,

modelled after the Tatler, and published every

Tuesday in the city of Norwich, price onepenny.

The editor engaged the services ofthe learned and
singular John Franshane, the Norwich Polytheist.
The work soon died of neglect.

1770. The Baptist Annual Register, edited by
Dr. John Rippon.

1770, Aug. 23. Died, Walter Ruddiman,
printer, of Edinburgh, aged eighty-two years,

being then the oldest master printer in Scotland.

He has already been noticed as partner with his

brother Thomas in the Caledonian Mercury.*

In the Scots Magazine oi this year, p. 441, there

is a copy of verses, in memory of Walter Ruddi-
man, by W. O. [Walter Oswald] who had been

his apprentice |- andjourneyman. He is described

by a grateful, rather than poetic pen, as

" Of unaffected manners, social, kind

;

The gentlest master, husband, father, friend."

1770, Nov. 1. Died, Alexander Cruden,
author of the well known and valuable Con-

cordance of the Old and New Testament, and
many years a bookseller in London, as much
distinguished for his eccentricity as for learning.

He opened his shop under the Royal Exchange,

in 1732, and it was here that he composed his

* In the family of Ruddiman the Caledonian Mercury
continued, though under various modifications, and dur.

ing troublesome times, from March 1729, to May, 1772,

when it was sold by the trustees of Ruddiman's grand-

children, with the printing-house, and printing materials,

to Mr. John Robertson, a printer of sufficient learning,

and of opulent circumstances.

t John Richai-dson, who distinguished himself by his

Persian Dictionary, and other learned works, served an
apprenticeship to Walter Ruddiman.
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Concordance, which he dedicated to queen Ca-
roline, and was presented to her majesty Nov. 3,

1737, seventeen days before her death. He had
formed great expectations from the patronage of

his royal mistress, and this disappointment was
too much for him. He had shown symptoms of
insanity on a former occasion, and he was now
reduced to such a state that his friends found it

necessary to send him to a lunatic asylum. This
interruption did not, however, terminate his

literary career. Having made his escape from his

place of confinement, he published a vehement
remonstrance on the manner in which he had
been treated ; and at the same time brought an
action against Dr. Monro, and the other persons

who had been concerned in the affair, in which,
however, he was nonsuited. This new injustice,

as he conceived it to be, gave occasion to several

more pamphlets. After this, he found employ-
ment for some years as a corrector of the press

—

the character in which he had first appeared in

London, and for which he was well fitted by his

education and acquirements. Very accurate
editions of the Greek and Latin classics ap-
peared at this time, printed under his superin-

tendence. But in the course of a few years, his

malady returned, and he was again placed in

confinement; on his liberation from which he
once more tried his old expedient of prosecuting
the persons who had presumed to offer him such
an indignity, laying his damages on this occasion

at £10,000. Being again unsuccessful, he de-

termined as before to publish his case to the

world ; and accordingly forth came his statement

in four successive parts, under the title of the

Adventures of Alexander tJie Corrector—a name
which Cruden now assumed, not as the reader

might suppose in reference to his occupation of

inspector of proof sheets, but as expressive of his

higher character of censor general to the public

morals. His favourite instrument, and chief

auxiliary in executing the duties of this office,

was a large sponge, which he can'ied constantly

about with him in his walks through town, for

the purpose of obliterating all offensive inscrip-

tions which he observed on the walls, especially

the famous " No. 45," the mark of the partizans

of Wilkes, to whose excesses he strenuously op-

posed himself, both in this way and by various

admonitory pamphlets. On the publication of

the second part of his adventures, he went to

court, in the expectation of being knighted ; and
soon offered himself as a candidate to represent

the city of London in parliament. Giving out,

too, that he had a commission from heaven to

preach a general reformation of manners, he
made the attempt first among the gownsmen at

Oxford, and then among the prisoners in New-
gate; but in both cases with very little effect.

In the midst of these and many other extrava-

gances, he both brought out a second and greatly

enlarged edition of his Crwtcorrfance, and pursued
his labours as a corrector of the press and fabri-

cator of indices, with as much steadiness as if

his intellect had been perfectly sound, and doubt-

less it was so when properly exercised. He even

managed his worldly affairs with great prudence;
and left behind him considerable property in

bequests to his relatives. He was found dead
on his knees, apparently in a posture of prayer,

at his lodgings in Islington; thus happily ex-
periencing, as Milton finely expresses it,

" A gentie wafting to immortal life."

1770, Dec. 28. Died, Allington Wilde,
printer, in Aldersgate-street, London, a very old

member of the stationers' company, who was at

the time of his death the oldest master printer

in England, being upwards of eighty-two years

of age. His father died in the year 1731.

1770. Isaac Collins, a printer from Phila-
delphia, was the first who permanently set up a
press at Burlington, the capital of New Jersey,

in North America. Printing had been executed
at this place so early as 1727, and again in 1765.

1770, July. The Ladies' Magazine, No. 1.

1770. The Historical, Political, and Literary
Register, for 1769. London.

1770. Bingleyh Journal. William Bingley,
the proprietor, editor, and publisher of this paper,

was a man of some notoriety in these turbulent

times, being strongly attached to " Wilkes and
Liberty." He began his political career. May
10, 1768, by publishing, at a shop, opposite

Durham-yard, in the Strand, the North Briton,

No. 47, in continuation of the celebrated papers

under that name by Mr. Wilkes; and, for a letter

to lord Mansfield, in No. 50, was called on by
the attorney-geneml to show cause why an at-

tachment should not be issued against him as a
publisher ; when he wished to have pleaded his

own cause, but was not permitted. His intended

speech, with the proceedings of the court, are

given in No. 51. He was committed to New-
gate, whence he addressed, July 1, a remarkable

letter to Mr. Harley, then lord mayor, occasioned

by some cruel reflections of his lordships, No.

55 ; another to the North Briton, No. 59. In

Nos. 64 and 75, he is stated to have been the

first person, independent of a court of justice,

imprisoned by attachment from the abolition of

the court of star chamber. Nov. 7, after having

been seventy-two days in Newgate, he was com-
mitted to the king's bench, for "not putting in

bail to answer interrogatories upon oath." As-

sisted, as he doubtless was, by the private advice

of some distinguished lawyers, the defence of the

English subject's freedom, in his case, is ner-

vously stated in No. 75. The result was, that,

on Dec. 5, on entering into recognizance for his

appearing on the first day of the next term, he

was discharged out of custody. His declaration

to the public on this head is in No. 81. Jan.

23, 1769, persisting in his refusal to answer in-

terrogatories, he was remanded to the king's

bench. No. 87; and Feb. 17, made a solemn

affidavit that he never would, without torture»

answer to the proposed interrogatories. No. 91.

June 14, 1769, he was brought from the king's

bench prison to the common pleas, by habeas

corpus, to surrender himself to an action of
debt, in order to be removed to the Fleet ; but»
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though it appeared, by the return of the writ,

that he was not in execution at the suit of the

crown, but in custody to answer interrogatories,

the court was of opinion they were not authorized

to change the place of his confinement, and he

was therefore remanded back. In August that

year, he published a new edition of the forty-six

numbers of the North Briton, with explanatory

notes; and "an Appendix, containing a full

and distinct account of the persecutions carried

on against John Wilkes, esq. With a faithful

collection of that gentleman's tracts, from 1762

to 1769. In 1769 he was one of the editors of

L'Abbe Velly's History of France, of which

only one volume was published. In June, 1770,

being " suddenly and unexpectedly released

from two years' confinement," he commenced the

Weekly Journal. Mr. Bingley also continued

the North Briton i\\\ No. 218, May 11, 1771 ;

after which day he incorporated those Essays,

for a few weeks longer, in his Journal ; till at

length, after having been long flattered, by the

party which had made him their tool, with the

vain hope of a gratuity of £500, his credit in

trade became exhausted, and he suffered for his

credulity, byan enrolment in the list ofbankrupts.

1771. The printing of the Debates of Parlia-

ment is a circumstance that deserves to be par-

ticularly noticed. We have already given the

mode which Cave adopted in the Gentleman's

Magazine, (see fage 656, ante) and which was
partially carried on until this time, which at

best was very imperfect, and oftentimes very in-

accurate. But we are now arrived at the period

which deserves to be distinguished, for breaking
down the barrier of exclusion to public inform-

ation. It has already been mentioned at page
713, ante, the injunction of the house of lords

against Mr. Meres, printer of the London Even-
ing Post, for having printed a silly paragraph in

his paper about lord Hertford and his chaplain

Trail, and that Mears the printer was fined £100
besides fees, for this trifling offence. This little

circumstance gave birth to the great one, of

regulary printing the whole proceedings of both
houses of parliament. Resentment was the first

motive. Afterwards the printers were influenced

by the hopes of advantage ; but in truth, it is

not any, for the expense is more than the gain

;

and if parliament had taken no notice of this

hydra, it would have killed itself.

" When the spirit of the nation was raised

high by the massacre in St. George's fields,* the

* Mr. Wilkes having been committed by the court of
king's bench, as the officers were conveying him to prison,
he was rescued by the mob. After they had dispersed, he
went privately to prison, where he was under confinement
till the meeting of the new parliament. A tumultuous
mob then assembled, with an intention of conveying him
in triumph to the parliament house, and on their disap-
pointment became so riotous that an order was given to
the military to fire on them. The death of one person,
who was singled out and pursued by the sokliers, was
brought in by the coroner's jury, wilful murder, and the
magistrate who gave the order to fire was tried for the
crime, but acquitted. The conduct of the soldiers, on the
occasion, receivedpublicthanks from the highest authority

;

whilst the title of the massacre of St. George's-fields was
given to the action.

unjust decision upon the Middlesex election,

&c. Mr, Almon resolved to make the nation
acquainted with the proceedings of parliament

:

for this purpose, he employed himself sedulously,

in obtaining from different gentlemen, by con-
versation at his own house, and sometinies at

their houses, sufiicient information to write a
sketch of every day's debate, on the most impor-
tant and interesting questions, which he printed
three times a-week regularly, in the London
Evening Post. At this time the late printer,

Meres, was dead, and the paper was printed by
John Miller. During two sessions, this practice

of printing sketches of the debates continued,

without any notice being taken ; and Mr. Al-
mon furnished them constantly, from the best

information he could obtain. Though they were
short, they were in general pretty accurate ; and
their accuracy was perhaps the cause of the
printer's security. The proprietors of the St.

Jameses Chronicle, another newspaper, published
three times a-week, observing the impunity with
which these accounts of the proceedings of par-

liament were printed, and perhaps being a little

jealous of the success of their rival, resolved

upon deviating into the same track. And for

this purpose, they employed one Wall, who went
down to the house of commons every evening,

to pick up what he could in the lobby, in the
coffee-houses, &c. It was impossible he should
be accurate ; however by perseverance and habit,

and sometimes by getting admission into the

gallery, he improved and judging, in a little

time, that he could snpply two newspapers as

well as one, he amplified his accounts for the
Gazetteer, after having published the heads in

the St. Jameses Chronicle. This encouraged the
printers of other papers to follow the example

;

and Miller resolving not to be behind-hand with
his competitors, not only employed persons to go
to Westminster to collect the debates for him,
but he printed the votes also."

Complaints being made, on the 8th of Febru-
ary, to the house of commons, of the newspapers
entitled, the Gazetteer, and the Middlesex Jour-
nal, the former printed for R. Thompson, and
the latter for J. Wheble, as misrepresenting the

speeches and reflecting on certain members of
the house of commons, contemning both its

orders and its privileges, and the printers refus-

ing to attend at the bar of the house, pursuant
to order, a royal proclamation was consequently
issued, dated the 8th of March, authorizing and
commanding the forcible apprehension of Thomp-
son and Wheble, for the purposes of legal amena-
bility ; a reward of fifty pounds, on the securing

of each was at the same time offered.* Wheble
and Thompson were, shortly after, apprehended

;

but on being brought before the sitting alder-

men respectively, Wilkes and Oliver, were at

once discharged, and even bound over to prose-

* On the 13th of March, the printers of the following
morning and evening papers were ordered to attend at
the bar ofthehouse ofcommons, viz. :

—

Morning Chronicle,
St. James's Chronicle, London, Whitehall, and General
Evening Posts, and the London Packet.
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cute the individuals by whom they had been
captioned.* John Miller, similarly circumstanced

as to parliamentary displeasure, was, meanwhile,

taken into custoay by a messenger from the

house; and the serjeant at arms, who had been
apprised of the fact, came himself to demand
the bodies of both the messenger and the printer,

who had repaired to the mansion-house, on the

latter making his appeal to Brass Crosby, the

lord mayor. Hereupon his lordship asked the

messenger whether he had applied to a magis-
trate to back the warrant, or to any peace-officer

of the city to assist him : he replied in the nega-

tive. His lordship then said, that so long as he

was in tliat high office, he looked upon himself

as a guardian of the liberties of his fellow -citi-

zens; that no power had a right to seize a citi-

zen of London, without an authority from him,
or some other magistrate ; and that he was of

opinion, the seizing of Miller and the warrant

were both illegal : he, therefore, declared

Miller to be at liberty, and proceeded to

examine witnesses to prove the assault on him
by the messenger ; which being done, his lord-

ship asked the messenger if he would give bail ?

if not, he should be committed to prison. The
latter, at first, refused to tender bail ; but the

commitment being made out, and signed by
three magistrates, (Crosby, Wilkes,f and Oliver)

the Serjeant at arms now said that he had bail

ready for him ; and two sureties were bound in

twenty pounds each, and the messenger in forty

pounds, for his appearance at the next session at

Guildhall. The clerk of the city being brought
to the table of the house of commons, was com-
pelled to tear out from his register the leaves on
which the above judgments of the magistracy

were recorded.

The city of London has at all times taken a
leading part in the great contests for political

power and privilege ; but in no instance has her

efibrts in these respects been more powerfully

felt, or led to more extensive and important con-

sequences, than in the manly and courageous

stand that was made by her lord mayor, at this

time, against the whole power of government.

* At the sessions at Guildhall, June 30, 1771, Edward
Twine Carpenter, printer, of Hosier-lane, was tried for an
assault in seizing and taking up tlie person of J. Wheble,
printer, according to the royal proclamation for that pur-
pose, when he was found guilty, fined one shilling, and
ordered to be imprisoned for two months in Wood-street
compter.
t On the 17th of April, 1770, the committee of the bQl

of rights, having settled all the debts of Mr. Wilkes, he
was relieved from confinement on giving a bond for his
good behaviour during seven years; and he was after-

wards admitted to the office of alderman for the ward of
Farringdon-without, to wliich he had been previously
elected. This event was celebrated by a very general
illumination, not only in London, but throughout the
kingdom. Diu-ing his popularity every wall bore his
name, and every window his portrait. In china, in
bronze, or in marble, he stood upon the cliimney -pieces
of half the houses of the metropolis ; he swung- upon the
sign-posts of every village, of every great road through-
out the country. He used himself to tell, with great glee,

of a monarchical old lady, beliind whom he accidently
walked, looking up, and murmuring within his liearing,

in much spleen, " He swings every where but where he
ought." Wilkes passed, and, turning round, iwlitely
bowed.

directed to put down the liberty of the press, in
publishing the parliamentary debates. Jealous
of their privileges, and resolved to maintain
them, the commons house of parliament ordered
the lord mayor (member for Honiton,) together
with the aldermen Wilkes and Oliver, forthwith
to attend that house, the lord mayor and alder-

man Oliver in their places as members of the
same, to abide the consequences of having with-
stood the execution of their warrants ; and alder-

man Oliver was voted into the custody of the
lieutenant of the tower on the 2dth of March

;

and on the 27th, the lord mayor was also com-
mitted to the same place.* The parliament was
prorogued on the 23d of July ; when the lord
mayor and aldennan Oliver being released of
course, were carried from the tower to the mansion
house with every possible mark of the approbation
of their fellow-citizens ; and again rewarded by
the corporation .f The liberty of printing the

parliamentary debates^ though not formally ac-

knowledged,has,through this important struggle,

been virtually secured to us ; for parliament, find-

ing its own impotency in this business, abandoned
the whole question entirely, and its benefits have
since then been experienced by the government
itself, in the vast revenue which the newspaper
press yields to the state ; and also in supporting
the liberties of Europe, and those ofa still larger

portion of the human race. The advantages of
the periodical press, says an elegant writer of
the present day,J are in the vast accumulation of
facts which it brings together—in the searching
and universal light of publicity which it she(k
upon laws, discoveries in knowledge, and advan-
ces in civilization. Is one fact valuable to man-
kind discovered by some scholar in the farthest

end of the earth ? Ten to one but you will see

it first announced in a paragraph of the news-
paper. Is there any abuse in the laws ?—it is

the newspaper press that drags it to day. Is

there any invention that w ill augment our com-
fort, or sharpen our industry ?—it is in the news-
paper that it becomes familiar to us all. The
newspaper is the chronicle of civilization, the
common reservoir into which every stream pours
its waters, and at which every man may come
and drink. It is the newspaper which gives to

liberty its practical life, its constant observation,

* This commitment gave birth to the following bon mot
by Wilkes. Crosby was then confined to his bed. A
Frenchman asked Wilkes what was the reason of the
examination being; heard in the lord mayor's bed chamber

:

the alderman replied, " his lordship only followed the
French fashion ; he is holding a bed ofjustice to annul the
authority of parliament."

t A silver cup of the value of £20<i, with the city arms
engraved thereon, was presented to Brass Crosby, the
mayor ; and to aldermen W^ilkcs and Oliver, one each, of
the value of ^100, as marks of the gratitude of the city of
London, for their upright conduct in the affair of the
printers. His lordship also received the freedom of the
city of London, of the town of Bedford, and of the mer-
chants of Dublin. Addresses were also transmitted to him
from several of the civic wards ; from the counties of
Caermarthen, Pembroke, and Cardigan ; from the towns
of Newcastle, Stratford-upon-Avon, and from Honiton,
which place he represented in parliament.

t Edward George Earl Lytton Bulwer, member of par-
liament for the city of Lincoln, and author of several
celebrated novels.
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its perpetual vigilance, its unrelaxing activity.

The newspaper is a daily and a sleepless watch-

man, that reports every danger which menaces

the institutions of our country, and its interests

at home or abroad * The newspaper informs

* The following observations upon newspapers may not
be unworthy of notice :

—

A newspaper is the history of the world for one day. It

is the history of that world in which we now live, and with
it we are consequently more concerned than with those

which have passed away, and exist only in remembrance

;

thoug-h to check us in our too fond love of it, we may
consider, that the present likewise will soon be passed,

and take its place in the repositories of the dead.

—

Home,
Newspapers are a more important instrument than is

generally imagined. They are a part of the reading of all

;

they are the whole of the reading of the far greater num-
ber.

—

Edmund Burke.
In barbers' shops and public-houses a fellow will get up

and spell oat a paragraph, which he communicates as

some discovery. Another follows with his selection. So
the entire journal transpires at length by piecemeal.
Newspapers always excite curiosity. No one ever lays one
down without a feeling of disappointment.

—

C. Lamb.
Pleased with each part, and grieved to find an end.

—

Rev.
George Crabbe.
The newspapers furnish by far the best vehicles for

disseminating important tniths and useful information.
Other works are repulsive to ignorant men ; therefore they
are closed books to those who stand most in need of being
instructed. Books, how cheap soever, and however po-
pularly written, are not likely to be read by the uninform-
ed. To buy, or to get, and to begin reading a volume,
indicates a certain progress in improvement to have been
already made. But aU men will read the news; and even
peasants, farm servants, country day labourers, will look
at, nay pore over, the paper that chronicles the occurren-
ces of the neighbouring market town. Here then is a
channel through which, along with political intelligence,

and the occurrences of the day, the friends of human im-
provement, the judicious promoters of general education,
may diflFuse the best information, and may easily allure all

classes, even the humblest, into the paths of general
knowledge.

—

Edinburgh Review.
A newspaper, by giving line upon line, and precept upon

precept, here a little, and there a little, carries knowledge
into every corner, that particular species of information
which is required for the service of the day. So that if

we could command but a free circulation of newspapers,
if we could have the rags which make the paper untaxed,
and get the paper out of the hands of the manufacturer
without the withering mark of the exciseman—if we 6ould
get the newspapers without the red marks on its corner,
and could also circulate our advertisements, by which the
series of knowledge might be communicated to those who
read them, without being so grievously burthened by tax-
ation, it is quite impossible that in this place and the ad-
joining counties, those outrages which have been com-
mitted, should have occurred.

—

Dr. Birkbeck.
The newspaper is the familiar bond that binds together

man and man—no matter what may be the distance or cli-

mate, or the difference of race. Here it is that we have
learned to sympathize with the slave—how to battle for
his rights—how to wrest the scourge from his taskmaster.
Over land and over sea, the voice of outraged humanity
has reached the great heart of England, and raised up a
host of freemen as the liberators of the enslaved and tor-
tured negro ! Yes ; it is in the humble and familiar news-
paper, that civilization has vmited many of the best re-
sources that enlighten, soften, guide, and warm mankind.
It is a law-book for the indolent, a sermon for the thought-
less, a library for the poor; it may stimulate the most
indifferent—it may instruct the most profound. Such are
the real advantages, the substantial utility, of the news-
paper press. These, in spite of all its abuses, have made
it the boast of liberty, the glory of civilization.

—

Bulwer.
The periodical press of Great Britain is justly the boast

of Englishmen, and the envy and admiration offoreigners.
It is the most powerful moral machine in the world, and
exercises a greater influence over the manners and opinions
of civilized society than the united eloquence of the bar,
the senate, and the pulpit. The press has undoubtedly
within itself the seeds of indestructibility ; but it is, never
theless, difficult to determine how arduous and protracted
may be the contest which it has yet to wage with the
prejudiced and despotic rulers of the continent of Europe,
before its powers or its liberty be recognized.—Jw^Mtrw
into the State of Puhlic Journals, London, 1824.

legislation of public opinion, and it informs
people of the acts of legislation ; thus keeping
up that constant sympathy, that good under-
standing between people and legislators, which
conduces to the maintenance of order, and pre-
vents the stem necessity for revolution.

1771, Sept. 8. Died, John Peele, a consi-
derable bookseller, in Paternoster-row, London.

1771. Sept. 30. Died, John Hughs, one of
the most eminent printers of this century; and
who, by talent, diligence, and probity, raised him-
self from a comparative humble rank to affluence
and honour. He was born at Thame, Oxford-
shire, in 1703. His father was a dissenting
clergyman. He received a liberal education at

Eton college, and served a regular apprentice-
ship to a stationer and printer in London. He
first entered into business about the year 1730, in

Holborn, near the Green Gate, and removed
from thence to a house in Whetstone Park, near
Great Turnstile, facing the east side of Lincoln's-
inn Fields, and ranked for many years very high
in his profession. From his press issued almost
the whole of the numerous and valuable publi-
cations of the Dodsley's. In 1740, Mr. Hughs
incurred the displeasure of the house of com-
mons, by having printed. Considerations on the

Embargo on Provisions of Victual. The; usual
proceedings took place—^lie was ordered to the
bar of the honourable house—declared guilty

of "a breach of privilege"—committed to the
custody of the serjeant at arms—reprimanded
on his knees—and discharged.

About the year 1763, he obtained, through the

interest of lord North, who had been his school-

fellow at Eton, the appointment as printer of the
parliamentary papers and journals of the house
of commons ; by him was thus laid the founda-
tion of a business since brought to a high degree
of prosperity. He continued to reside in the
house before mentioned, near Great Turnstile

;

the office extending backwards in the rear of the

houses in Turnstile, and forming one side of

Tichborne-court. He married a Miss Dampier,
whose brother. Dr. Dampier, was successively

dean of Durham, bishop of Rochester, and
bishop of Ely. His half-brother was the late

sir Henry Dampier, knight, one of the barons of
the exchequer ; who was esteemed an admirable
scholar, and stood, perhaps, unrivalled as an
ecclesiastical lawyer. After a life of singular in-

dustry, integrity, and benevolence, Mr. Hughs
died at the age of sixty-eight ; leaving a widow
with manners as placid as his own, who survived
him many years ; and an only son, who, after

following the laudable example which had been
set him, retired from the fatigues of business.

1771. Nov. 1. John Eyre, esq. supposed to

be worth 30,000, but of an avaricious disposition,

was sentenced to transportation for stealing a few
quires of paper. He died on his passage out,

and the captain of the vessel found on his person

two thousand one hundred guineas sewed in the

lining of his coat and breeches, and which sum
he deposited in the bank upon his return.

—

Query. To whom did this money belong ?
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1771,iVbr. 8. Died, John Worrall, a very

worthy, industrious, and intelligent bookseller in

Bell-yard, Temple-bar, London. His profession

was originally that of a bookbinder; but, having

been encouraged to open a shop as a bookseller,

he took a house in Bell-yard, which had formerly

been the Bell inn. In 1731, he compiled and
published a very useful work, entitled, jBii/io<Aem
Legum Angliee, of which he printed several edi-

tions, in 1735, 1738, 1740, and the last in 1768.

He also published another little piece, entitled,

Bibliotheca Topographica Anglicana, 1736. In
1749, he published, in three volumes folio, the

valuable work which bears the name of Edward
Wood's Complete Body of Conveyancing. By the

encouragement Mr. Worrall received, he was
soon enabled to gratify his own honourable feel-

ings by an act of strict justice. In the outset of

life, having been unsuccessful, he was under the

necessity of making a composition with his cre-

ditors ; but as soon as he was able, he sent for

them all, and fully paid them the deficiency. To
an only brother, Thomas Worrall, who had been

a bookseller at Temple-bar, but unfortunately

laboured under a mental derangement, which
terminated his life Sept. 17, 1767, John Won-all
was particularly kind. He was a very active

man ; and in ealy life walked frequently to Read-
ing, (the place of his nativity) on a Saturday, and
back again early on Monday. Mr. Worrall had
been for several years a widower after having lost

eight children, seven of them in infancy. He
died at an advanced age, sustaining to the last

the character of benevolence and integrity,*

which he had borne through a long life. He
left many handsome legacies to numerous rela-

tions. Some time before his death, Mr. Worrall

gave up the fatigues of business to his partner

Mr. B. Tovey ; who, in 1775, resigned the trade

to his son-in-law, Mr. Edward Brooke ; who
survived till Jan. 1806. In 1783, Mr. Brooke,

as successor to J. Worrall and B. Tovey, pub-
lished a new and improved edition of the Bih-

liotheca Legum.
1771. Encyclopedia Britannica. The plan,

and all the principal articles (of this now impor-

tant work) were devised and written or compiled

by William Smellie,f which began to appear in

numbers at Edinburgh, in this year, and was
completed in three volumes 4to. For editing

* The Arte Rhetorike, for the use of all suche as are
studious of Eloquence, sette forthe in Englishe, by Thomas
Wilson, 1553. And now newlie sette forthe againe, with a
Prologue to the reader. Anno Domini, \ 567. Imprinted at

London, by Jhon Kingston. This curious black letter

morsel is mentioned principally for the sake of introducing
the following very honourable note, written at the back of

the title-pa^e:—"Memorandum, the 18th of Aujfust, 1740.

I bought a small parcel of books of the executors of Mr.
Stephens, in Witch -street, for three pounds fifteen shil-

lings ; and in this, being one of the said books, I found a
bank note, dated the lath August, 1722, for twenty.five

pounds, which I returned to the executors ; for which they
gave me five guineas as a reward, also five shillings for a
bottle of wine attending to receive it.

"J. WORRAM-."
t William Smellie served an appienticeship to the print-

ing business in Edinburgh, in which he became eminent

;

but is better known to the learned world by the many ex-
cellent works of which he was the author.—See 1795 post.

and superintending the work Mr. Smellie received
only the sum of £200, from its proprietor, Mr.
Andrew Bell, engraver, and Colin Macfarquhar,
printer. Of the original edition, the entire work
of Smellie, it is not exactly known how many
copies were thrown off. The second edition,

which began in 1776, under the editorship of
James Tytler,* consisted of fifteen hundred
copies, and extended to ten volumes 4to. A
third edition, in eighteen volumes, 4to. was com-
menced in 1789, and extended to ten thousand
copies.f By this edition the proprietors are said
to haved netted £42,000 of clear profit, besides
being paid for their respective work as trades-
men—the one as printer, and the other as engra-
ver. The fourth edition extended to twenty 4to.

volumes, and three thousand five hundred copies.

In the fifth and sixth editions, only parts of the
work were printed anew ; and to these a supple-
ment in six volumes was added by Archibald
Constable, after the property of the work had
fallen into his hands. A seventh edition, under
the editorship of profesosr Macvey Napier, is

now (1838) in the course of publication.

1771, MarcA 23. PrescotVs Manchester Jour-
nal^ No. 1, price twopence, printed and published
every Saturday, by John Prescott, in Old Mil-
gate, near the cross.

1772. April. M. Pignorelli, a Neapolitan
gentleman, was beheaded at Rome for his sati-

rical writings against the holy see.

1772. Essays on the most important subjects of
Natural and Revealed Religion. This w ork was
composed and written by that singular genius,

James Tytler, while confined within the precincts

of the sanctuary of Holyrood. He had a press of
his own, from which he threw off various pro-

ductions, generally without the intermediate use
of manuscript. In a small mean room, amidst
the squalling and squalor of a number of chil-

dren, he stood at a printer's case, composing
pages of types, either altogether from his own
ideas, or perhaps with a volume before him, the

language of which he was condensing by a men-
tal process little less difiicult. He is said to have^

* James Tytler was a man of extraordinary gcnins and
extensive learning ; but whose life is a melancholy in-

stance of talents misapplied. A large jwrtion of tlmt

additiontd matter by which the Encycloptedia Britannica

was extended from three to ten volumes, was the produc-
tion of Tj'tler. The payment of this labour is said to have
been very small, insomuch that the jioor aiithor could not
support his family in a style superior to that of a common
labourer. At one time, during the progress of the work,

he lived at the village of Duddingston, in the house of a
washerwoman, whose tub inverted formed the only desk
he could command ; and one of his children was frequently

despatched with a parcel of copy, upon the proceeds ol

which depended the next meal of the family. It is curious

to reflect that the proceeds of the work, which included so
much of this poor man's labours, were, in the next ensuing
edition, no less than j*'42,000. A man who has so little

sense of naturtU dignity as to besot his itcnscs by litiuor,

and who can so readily make his intellect subservient to

the purposes of those who wish to employ its powers, can
scarcely expect to be otherwise than iH)or ; while his very
poverty tends, by inducing dependence, to prevent him
from gaining the proper reward for his labour.—See a
Biogr>i()hicul Sketch of the Life of James Tytler. Edin-
burgh ; printed by and for Denovan, Lawnmarket, 1804.

t To Uie tliird edition Tytler contributed the article on
electricity, which is allowed to be ezceUent.
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in this manner, fairly commenced an abridg-

ment of that colossal work, the Universal History

:

it was only carried, however, through a single

volume. To increase the surprise which all

must feel regarding these circumstances, it may
be mentioned that his press was one of his own
manufacture, described by his biographer, as

being "wrought in the direction of a smith's

bellows;" and probably, therefore, not unlike

that subsequently brought into use by the in-

genious John Ruthven. This machine, however,

is allowed to have been " but an indiflferent one :"

and thus it was with almost every thing in which

Tytier was concerned. Every thing was wonder-

ful, considering the circumstances under which

it was produced ; but yet nothing was in itself

very good. During his residence in the sanctu-

ary, Tytler commenced a small periodical work,

entitled the Weekly Review), which was soon dis-

continued.

1772. June. Died, John James, of Bartho-

lomew Close, London, the last of the old race

of letter-founders. He succeeded his father in

the year 1736. His foundiy consisted of the

united foundries of

Rolij, the German

:

Mr. Grover, the father :*

Mr. Thomas Grover, the son : among whose

stock were the materials of Wynkyn de Worde :

Mr. Moxon

:

Mr. Robert Andrews, whose foundry included

Mr. Moxon's

:

Mr. Silvester Andrews, his son :f

Mr. Head :J

Mr. Robert Mitchell :§

Mr. Jacob Hive

:

* John Grover, and Thomas Grover, his son, both whom
Ames, who is exceedingly incorrect throujjhout his work,

calls Glover. Their founding-house was in Angel-alley,

in Aldersgate-street. Their foundry is particularized by
Mr. Mores, in p. 46. " Mr. Grover's foundry became, at

his decease, the joint property of his daughters, and was
appraised and valued, in 1/28, by Mr. James and Mr.
Caslon. Mr. Caslon contracted for the purchase of it;

but the daughters, thinking the foundry undervalued, re-

fused to join in the sale ; so it remained locked up in the

house of Mr. Nutt (who had married one of the daughters)

for thirty years ; Mr. Nutt, in the mean time, casting from
the matrices for the use of his own printing-house. At
length, all the daughters of Mr. Grover being dead, the

property centred in Mr. Nutt, of whom it was purchased
by Mr. John James, in 1758."

t Mr. R. Andrews lived in Charterhouse-street, and he
was living in the year 1724. Silvester Andrews, his son,

founded at Oxford. Mr. James purchased both these

foundries in 1733. ThefoUowingepitaph (written at Oxford)

was no doubt intended for Silvester Andrews :

—

Underneath this stone lies honest Syl,

Who died, though much against his will j

Yet, in his fame he will survive,^
Learning shall keep his name alive

;

!fbr he the parent was of letters,

—

He founded, to confound his betters

;

Though what those letters should contain
Did never once disturb his brain.

Since, therefore, reader, he is gone,
Pray let him not be trod upon.

t Mr. Head's foundry was in St. Bartholomew's-close.
Whose the foundry was originally cannot be ascertained.

§ Mr. Mitchell had been journeyman to Mr, Grover,
and succeeded to the.foundry of Mr. Head. He removed
in Jewin-street, and then lived in Cripplegate, and after-
wards in Paul's-alley, between Aldersgate and Redcross-
street. His foundry was purchased by Mr. Caslon and Mr.
John James, and divided between them.

and of a considerable collection besides, orvmose
former owners we can say nothing : the stock of
many artists, and the labour of many years : a
multifarious collection, and such as never before
was, nor hardly ever will again be, in the pos-
session of a single person. At Mr. James's death
Rowe Mores purchased all the curious parts of
that immense collection of punches, matrices,

and types, which had been accumulating from
the days of Wynkyn de Worde to those of Mr.
James. From these a large fund of entertain-

ment would probably have been given to the
curious, if the life of Mr. Mores had been pro-

longed. His intentions may be judged of from
his valuable Dissertation on Typographical
Founders and Founderies ; and as no more than
eighty copies of that pamphlet were printed, it

will always be a typographical curiosity. Mr.
John Nichols bought the whole impression at the

sale of Mr. Mores' curiosities in 1778; and, after

subjoining a small appendix, gave it to the public.

1772. The exact time when the art of typo-

graphy was introduced into Madras, or Fort St.

George, the principal settlement of the English
East-India company, cannot be ascertained, but
some Almanacks or Calendars, so early as this

year were executed there. In 1777 a Talmulic
version of the New Testament was printed at

Madras. In 1819 the English church mission-

ary society sent out a press, which has been em-
ployed on the revised Talmul version of the

holy scriptures.

1772, Jan. 21. The Scotchman. This work
commenced immediately on the decease of the^

Whisperer, and took the same side in politics,

published every Friday.

1772. The Freeholder. This collection of

political essays was published in Ireland during
this year. It is the production of Hugh Boyd, esq.

1772. Nottingham Chronicle. This paper was
commenced by George Burbage, and continued

until the year 1775, when Mr. Cresswell, propri-

etor of the Journal, and Mr. Burbage, compro-
mised their political opposition, and became joint

proprietors of the Journal. At the death of Mr.
Cresswell,* in 1786, the Joui-nal became the

sole property of Mr. Burbage, and at his death

in 1807, of George Stretton, who had served his

apprenticeship to Mr. Burbage, and also married

his daughter. On the death of Mr. Stretton, in

1833, the Journal became the property of John
Hicklin and Co. and is edited by that gentleman,

with considerable literary ability.

1772. Dec. 18. The York Chronicle, No. 1,

printed and published by William Blanchard.

1773, March. Mr. Abercorn, a German
printer, who had been in business in London,

but failed, then removed to Altena, in Denmark,
where he commenced printing, and began a
newspaper upon the English plan. Having re-

published a plain relation of the Copenhagen
revolution, as he found it in the English news-

* Samuel Cresswell was many years a printer and book-
seller at Nottingham, where he was also sexton of St.

Mary's parish. He died Aug. 25, 1786;

'^.
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papers, the very next day he was served with a
warrant, his whole property seized, and his per-

son thrown into prison on a charge of high

treason.

1773. In this year the whole Bible, with the

Apocrypha, was printed in the Manks language,

in folio, under the patronage of bishop Hildes-

ley,* at the expense of the Society for promot-

ing Christian Knowledge; and in 1776, the

society published another edition of the Neiv

Testament. This important translation was made
principally by the rev. Philip Moore,t and the

rev. John Kelly,:}: though diflferent portioqs of the

bible were distributed for translation among
such of the insular clergy as were best acquainted

with the language.

1773, Aug. 22. Died, George, lord Lyt-
TLETON, of Hagley, in Worcestershire, of very

great abilities as a statesman, and of an elegant

taste in poetry and polite literature. He was
the author of several poems of merit, and some
prose works ; but his last literary production was
the History of Henry II. 1764, 4to. elaborated

by the researches and deliberations of twenty
years, and published with the greatest anxiety.

The story of this publication is remarkable. The
whole work was printed twice over, a great part

of it three times, and many sheets four or five

times.§ The booksellers paid for the first im-
pression ; but the charges and repeated opera-

tions of the press were at the expense of the

author, whose ambitious accuracy, cost him at

least £1000. He began to print the work in

1755. Three volumes appeared in 1764, a
second edition of them in 1767, a third edition

in 1768, and the conclusion in 1771-2. An-
drew Reid, a man not without considerable

abilities, and not unacquainted with letters or

with life,undertook to persuade the noble author,

as he had persuaded himself, that he was master

of the secret of punctuation ; and, as fear begets

credulity, he was employed, at what price is not

known, to point the pages of Henry the Second.

The book was at last pointed and printed, and
sent into the world. His lordship took money
for his copy, of which, when he had paid the

pointer, he probably gave the rest away ; for he

* When Bishop Hildesley received the last part of the
translation, which had been so long the object of his

desires, and which occurred on Saturday, November
28th, 1772, a few days before his death, he sung the
" Nunc Domini dimittis," or " Song of Simeon," iu the
presence of his congratulating family, as expressive of his

grateful feelings.—Chalmers' Gen. Biog. Dict.x\\\. p. 479.
Mark Hildesley was the son of the rev. Mark Hildesley,
rector of Houghton and Witton, in Huntingdonshire, who
was born at Marston, in the county of Kent, in 1698, and
educated at Cambridge. His first living in the church was
the vicarage of Hitchin, and succeeded bishop Wilson, in

the Isle of Man. He died Dec. 7, 1772.

t The rev. Philip Moore, was born in 1705. In the
earlier part of his life be was chaplain to bishop Wilson.
His character appears to have been excellent, at once
exemplary and amiable ; and his death, which happened
Jan. 22, 1783, was very generally and deeply regretted.

t John Kelly, LL.D., was born Nov. 1, 175O, at Douglas,
in the Isle of Man, and educated at St. John's, Cambridge.
He obtained the vicarage of Ardleigh, near Colchester,
which, on being presented to the rectory of Copford, in the
same neighbouihood, he resigned. He died Nov. 12, I8O9.

\ The work was printed by William Bowyer, of White
Friars, and published by Mr. Sandby.

was very liberal to the indigent. When time
brought the history to a third edition, Reid was
either dead or discarded; and the superintend-
ence of typography and punctuation was com-
mitted to a man originally a comb-maker, but
then known by the style of Dr. Sanders* [a
Scotch LL.D.] Something uncommon was
probably expected, and something uncommon
was at last done ; for to the edition of Dr. San-
ders is appended, what the world had hardly
seen before, a list of errors of nineteen pages.

Lord George Lyttleton was the eldest son of
sir Thomas Lyttleton, bart., of Hagley, bom
Jan. 17, 1709, and educated at Eton and Christ
church, Oxford. He was a very early writer

both in prose and verse. In politics he joined
the opposition against sir Robert Walpole: in

1755 was chancellor of the exchequer, and in

1757 he was recompensed with a peerage, and
rested from political turbulence in the house of
lords.

1773, Nov.^A. Died, Andrew Brice, printer,

at Exeter, aged eighty-three years, who will

long be remembered in the west of England,
and who was unquestionably one of the most
extraordinary characters that ever figured in

private life. There is a kind of local celebrity,

which, from whatever cause it may spring,

entitles the subject of it to the diligent researches

of the curious. Characters that have been
remarkable for an eccentricity in benevolence, as

well as for an innocent and entertaining singu-

larity of manners, are undoubtedly remembered
with regard, within at least a narrow circle of

fame. Of those who have instructed, or even

diverted us, when living, we are willing to per-

petuate the history, and to preserve the likeness;

and, although we cannot place tliem foremost on
the canvass with sages and heroes, yet, in the

back ground, we may still have a pleasure in

recollecting their resemblance. However in-

adequate we have been to the task, still we have

endeavoured to bring to the remembmnce of their

professional brethren, at least, some whose

names and local celebrity deserve to be rescued

from the hand of oblivion ; and perhaps none

would be found more worthy in every respect

than the subject of this brief memoir. He was
bora at Exeter, in 1690, of parents that were

neither low nor eminent, and who in the early

part of his life designed their son fora dissenting

minister. With this view, they gave him a

« Robert Sanders (a self-created LL.D.) was a character

of great notoriety in the literary annals of the eighteenth

century. He was born in Scotland, in or near Breadal-

bane, about 1727, and received a good education, and wltti

some talents and a prodigious menior>', after serving an
apprenticeship to a comb-maker, he followed the profession

of a hackney writer. At what time he came to London is

uncertain. He executed a great many works for the book-

sellers, as Letter Writers, Historic of Kni^lnnti, in folio

and quarto, under various names ; but his principal work
was the notes he wrote for the bible, which were pub-

lished, 1773, under the name of Dr. Henry Southwell (who

it is said received one hundred guinca.s for the use of it),

while the writer of the notes was imid tlie poor pittance of

twenty-flve shillings a sheet; such was the difference

between the real and the reputed author. Dr. Sanders

died March 24, 1783.

4 Y
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grammatical education, which he considerably

improved ; but their circumstances in the sequel

being too narrow to enable them to complete

their wishes, he was obliged, at the age of seven-

teen, to think of some other avocation. At this

time, Mr. Bliss, a printer of Exeter, wanting a

person capable of correcting the press, young

Brice was proposed to, and accepted by him, as

an apprentice, for the term of five years. How-
ever, having long before his service expired, in-

considerately contracted marriage, and being un-

able to support a family of a wife and two chil-

dren, he enlisted as a soldier, in order to cancel

his indentures; and, by the interest of his

friends, very soon procured his discharge. Soon

after, in 1714, he commenced business for him-

self, but with fewer materials than can easily be

imagined, having but one size of letter, namely
Great Primer, for every sort of business, includ-

ing a newspaper. To supply this deficiency, he

carved in wood the title of his newspaper, and,

in the same manner obviated every difficulty

that could arise from a want of variety in his

types. In this manner he conducted business

for several years, with great credit to himself.

The popular opinion of him now was such, with

respect both to the benevolence and activity of

his disposition, that he was solicited by the debt-

ors in the city and county prisons to lay before

the public the grievances which they laboured

under from the severity of their keepers. This

solicitation, the period of which was about

the year 1722, brings to our recollection that

memorable era in 1729, which will be ever dear

to humanity, when the house of commons ap-

pointed a committee to inquire into the state of

the gaols throughout the kingdom. Nor does it

appear that the complaints of the debtors of

Exeter were without foundation ; and, indeed,

the deplorable scenes discovered by the committee

of the house of commons, in the Fleet prison

only, are by no means exaggerated by Thomson
in the following pathetic lines in his Winter :

And here can I forget the gen'rous band,
Who, touch'd with human woe, redressive search'd

Into the horrors of the gloomy jail ?

Unpitied, and unheard, where mis'ry moans

;

Where sickness pines ; where thirst and hunger bum,
And poor misfortune feels the lash of vice.

While in the land of liberty, the land
Whose ev'ry street and public meeting glow
With open freedom, little tyrants rag'd

;

Snatch'd the lean morsel from the starving mouth ;

Tore from cold wint'ry limbs the tatter'd weed;
Ev'n robb'd them of the last of comforts, sleep

;

The free-bom Briton to the dungeon chain'd,

X)r, as the lust of cruelty prevaU'd,

At pleasure mark'd him with inglorious stripes
j

And crush'd out lives, by secret barb'rous ways.
That for their country would have toil'd or bled.

But benevolence is sometimes too ardent and
impetuous in the generosity of exertion ; while

the intrepid villain, the veteran in guilt, deeply

intrenched in the chicanery of law, perceives his

numberless resources, and with all the certainty

of cool and collected cunning, prepares the legal

ambuscades for the unwary champion of hu-
laanity. In all probability, this observation was
within the experience of Mr. Brice, who, having

readily complied with the solicitation of the

prisoners, soon found himself harrassed by an
expensive law-suit, which terminated in his being
cast in damages that he was unable to discharge.

To avoid the consequences that might be natu-
rally expected to flow from this severe decision,

Mr. Brice, for seven years, was under the neces-

sity of assuming the character which he had
been so ardently defending, and of submitting
to a voluntary confinement in his own house.

This enabled him to conduct his business with
his wonted assiduity, without the more disagree-

able alternative of a prison from home. But his

business as a printer, during this period, did

not attract his entire attention. We find him
equally active and prolific as an author. Among
other pamphlets he published a Poem on Liberty

^

a subject, which we may suppose to have been
very near his heart, and in which, as might
naturally be expected, there were many severe

sarcasms against his late prosecutors. This
poem contains some very good lines ; but, being
written in blank verse, in a quaint style peculiar

to himself, in general, did not please. The
profits he derived from the publication of this

poem were, however, sufficient to enable him to

compound with the keepers of the prisons, and
to regain his liberty. From this period, his

business greatly increased, and he soon after

published a collection of stories and poems under
the title of the Agreeable Gallimaufry, or Match-
less Medley, a great part of whi^h were the effu-

sions of his own lively imagination. About the

year 1740, he set up a printing press at Truro, in

Cornwall (the first in that county) at the same
time continuing his business at Exeter. But,
his press in Cornwall not answering his expecta-

tion, he removed the printing materials to Exeter,

and confined all his exertions to that city. Here
he was ever the patron of the stage; for, in 1745,

when the players were prosecuted as vagi'ants,

and obliged to relinquish their theatre, which
was afterwards purchased by the methodists, and
converted into their chapel, Mr. Brice stood

forth in defence of the players, and published a

poem, entitled The Play-house Church, or new
Actors of Devotion. From this title it may be
easily imagined what was the opinion he enter-

tained of this religious sect ; and perhaps many
good people, from this single circumstance, may
conceive very unfavourable sentiments of him.

The mob, in fact, were so spirited up by this

poetical invective, that the methodists were soon

obliged to abandon the place to its former pos-

sessors, whom Mr. Brice now protected, by
engaging them as his covenant-servants to per-

form gratis. To these itinerant gentry, the

strutting monarchs of an hour, Mr. Brice's

house was ever open, and for them his table

plentifully supplied; nor did he refrain, on any

emergency, to appear in any humorous charac-

ter. He was as singular in his speech, as re-

markable in his manners and dress ; which in-

duced Mr. King to exhibit him in the character

of lord Ogleby, which Mr. Garrick introduced

in the Clandestine Marriage. Hj^jjopularity
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with Uie theatrical gentlemen contributed to per-

petuate his necessities
; yet being of a facetious

disposition, he persevered in the same line of

conduct, calling himself Andrew the Merrt/, not

Merry Andrew. Besides the players, his nume-
rous poor relations generally suiTounded his

table. To these he was liberal in victuals, but
always made them procure their own liquor.

He was frequently embroiled in a paper war,

and had a vein of satire in his writings that was
truly laughable. It was remarkable that more
women were brought up printers in his house,

than probably in all England before, it being no
uncommon sight to see three or four in his office

at a time. In 1746, Mr. Brice began his Geo-
graphical Dictionary, in folio, and completed it

in 1757, as far as it now appears. From his pro-

posals, it seems, that he intended to have added
very copious indexes to the diifferent subjects;

but they never appeared. Among his other pub-
lications was his Moh-aidy which met with very

few admirers. Indeed, in all his works, his style

is as peculiar as his manners, and they exhibit

many new-coined words, which in Devonshire are

still called Bncisms. Having carried on business

for such a length of years as to have become the

oldest master-printer in England, and having
buried all his children and two wives, a few
years before his death he relinquished his busi-

ness to a successor, in consideration of receiving

a weekly stipend during his life, and retired to a

garden-house in the vicinity of his native city.

Having from the earliest part of his life been
very active among the free masons, of whom he
was the oldest member in England, they con-

tinued their attention to him to the time of his

death, and upwards of three hundred of that

fraternity followed his remains to the grave,

accompanied by several hundred of the inhabi-

tants of the city, an anthem being sung on the

occasion. His corpse heaving been removed to

the new inn Apollo, lay in state there for some
time ; and every person admitted paid a shilling,

the amount of which defrayed the expense of

his funeral, in Bartholomew church-yard. Of
Mr. Brice there are two portraits ; one a mezzo-
tinto, in 4to.; the other, an oval, sitting, " CDt.

83, 1773;" also in the Universal Magazine for

December, 1781, from which this notice is taken,

there is an engraved portrait.

1773. Isaiah Thomas, a printer of Boston,
sent a press and types to Newbury-port, in the
province of Massachusetts, North America, where
a newspaper was printed for a short time under
his direction.

1773. T. Grfen, a printer, from New London,
established a printing-office in Norwich, of New
London county, in the province of Connecticut,

North America ; which he soon removed to Ver-

mont. A second press also was erected in tliis

year by the firm of Robertsons and Trumball.
1773. The Batchelor, a title given to a series

of essays published in Dublin, of which the

best was reprinted in two volumes 12mo. by
Bccket of London. There is a large portion of

wit and humour in this curious production.

1773. The Templar. The essays under this

title were written by the celebrated bibliographer

Mr. Samuel Paterson, and consisted only of

fourteen numbers. It was chiefly designed as

an attack upon the newspapers for advertising

"

ecclesiastical offices, and places of trust under
government.

1773, Jan. Westminster Magazine.
1773. The Monthly Miscellany.

1773. The Sentimental Magazine.
1773, Oct. The Skeptic; or. Unbeliever, ^o. 1.

1773. The Lauryer*s Magazine.
1773. The Edinburgh Magazine and Review

was commenced by Mr. William Smellie and
Dr. Gilbert Stuart, which was conducted for

three years with great spirit and talent, but was
dropped in 1776, after the production of forty

seven numbers, forming five 8vo. volumes. Its

downfall was attributed to a continued series of

harsh and wanton attacks from the pen of Dr.

Stuart on the writings of lord Monboddo, which

disgusted the public mind. For some curious

particulars of Dr. Stuart and the Edinburgh
Magazine, see Calamities of Authors, vols. i. ii.

1774, Feh 6. Died, James Bettenham, of

St. John's-lane, London, a printer of no small

eminence in his profession, which he pursued

with unabated industry and reputation till 1766,

when he retired from business, and died of a

gradual decay, at the advanced age of ninety-

one. To show the uncertainty of human affairs,

this worthy man, after carrying on a respectable

and extensive business for more than sixty years,

left behind him not quite £400. His first wife

was the daughter of the first William Bowycr,

to whom he was married in December, 1712;

she died December 8, 1716, aged thirty ; he

had a second wife, who died July 9, 1735, aged

thirty-nine.

1774. Jan. The Medical Magazine, No. 1.

1774. Feb. 22. This day the great cause

respecting literary property was finally detennin-

ed by the house of lords ; upon which, on the

28th, the booksellers of London presented a pe-

tition to the house of commons against that

decision.

1774. Feb. A bill was brought into parlia-

ment by the booksellers of London, for a mono-

poly for fourteen years in such books as tliey had

at any time purchased prior to that date.

1774. Robert Fowle, formerly a printer at

Portsmouth, established a press at Exeter, in

Rockingham county, in the state of New Hamp-
shire, North America ; but its operation came to

a close within the short space of tliree years

from its creation.

1774, March. TheSt.James'sMagazine,'So.l.

1774, March, \l. The Irish newspapers first

stamped ; on which occasion the cofTce-housos of

Dublin raised their coffee and tea a halfpenny a

cup, and their breakfasts three halfpence.

1774. March. John Miller, printer of tho

London Evening Post, was taken in execution

and confined in Fleet prison on the suit of lord

Sandwich, for the whole damages given him bv

a verdict.
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1774, April 4. Died, Oliver Goldsmith,
who it has justly been said, was, both in verse

and prose, one of the most delightful writers

in the language. His verse flows like a limpid

stream. His ease is unconscious. Every thing

in him is spontaneous, unstudied, unaffected, yet

elegant, harmonious, nearly faultless. Without
the refinement of Pope, he has more natural ten-

derness, a greater suavity of manner, a more genial

spirit. Goldsmith never rises into sublimity, and

seldom sinks into insipidity, or stumbles upon
coarseness. His Traveller contains masterly na-

tional sketches. The Deserted Village is some-

limes spun out into mawkish sentimentality;

but the character of the village schoolmaster and
the village clergyman, redeem a hundred faults.

His Retaliation is a poem of exquisite spirit,

humour, and freedom of style. He was the son

of a clergyman, and bom at Pallas, in the county

of Longford, in Ireland, Nov. 29, 1728, and
was educated at Trinity college, Dublin, and
studied physic at Edinburgh. He went to Hol-
land, and travelled through Flanders and part

of Germany on foot. At Louvain he took the

degree of bachelor of physic, the highest degree

he ever attained. In 1758 he returned to Eng-
land. Being reduced to a low state, he became
usher in a school at Peckham ; where, however,

he did not remain long but settled in London,
and subsisted by writing for periodical publica-

tions. One of his first performances was an
Enquiry into the state of polite learning in Eu-
rope ; but he emerged from obscurity in 1765 by
the publication of his poem entitled, the Tra-
veller; or a Prospect of Society ; of which Dr.

Johnson said, " that there had not been so fine a
poem since Pope's time." The year following

appeared his beautiful novel of the Vicar of
Wakefield.* His circumstances were now respect-

able, and he took chambers in the Temple ; but
the liberality of his temper, and a propensity to

gaming, involved hira in frequent difficulties.

He is said to have obtained in one year from the

booksellers and by his plays the sum of £1800.
In 1768 he brought out his comedy of the Good-
Natured Man, at Covent-garden, but its recep-

tion was not equal to its merits. In 1770 he
published the Deserted Village, a poem ; which,
in point of description and pathos, is above all

praise. As a comic poet he appeared to great ad-

vantage in 1772, by the play of She Stoops to

Conquer ; or, the Mistakes of a Night ; which is

still a favourite with the public. Besides these

performances, he produced a number of other

works of merit. He died by taking an extrava-

* Mr. John Newberry was the fortunate publisher of the
Viear of Wakefield, for which he gave ^60, partly from
compassion, partly from deference to Johnson's judg-
ment; but Mr. Newberry had so little confidence in the
value of his purchase, that the Vicar of Wakefield remained
in manuscript until the publication of the Traveller had
established the fame of the author. Another instance of
the generosity of Mr. Newberry was his pressing upon Dr.
Goldsmith, for his poem of the Deserted Village, 06" 100,
which the author insisted upon returning, when upon com-
putation he found that it came to nearly a crown a couplet,
a sum which Goldsmith conceived no poem could be worth.
The sale of the poem made him ample amends for this un-
usual instance of moderation.

gant dose of James's powders, and was buried in

the Temple church-yard. A monument was
erected to his memory in Westminster abbey,
with a beautiful latin epitaph by Dr. Johnson.*

1774, June. It is a singular fact that the

first Bible Society that ever existed was esta-

blished by some Roman Catholic prelates, in

France, about this time.

1774, Nov. 21. Mr. J. Williams, bookseller,

sentenced in the court of king's bench, to pay a
fine of £100, to pay all costs, and one month's
imprisonment, for publishing a paragraph in the
Morning Post reflecting on the character of the

hon. Charles Fox.

1774, Nov. 25. Died, Henry Baker, F.R.S.
&c. an ingenious and eminent naturalist, and
author of the Microscope made Easy, Employ-
mentfor the Microscope, and other learned works.

He was born in London, May 8, 1698, and on
Feb. 17, 1713, was bound apprentice to Mr. John
Parker, a bookseller in Pall Mall, to whom
he served an apprenticeship. In April, 1720,

he turned his attention to teaching two young
ladies, who were born deaf and dumb, to under-

stanc^and speak the English language, and was
so highly successful that he was induced to per-

severe in the prosecution of his valuable and
difficult undertaking, and all his pupils bore the

best testimony to the ability and good effect of

his instruction. On April 30, 1729 he married

Sophia, youngest daughter of Daniel De Foe.

In 1728 Mr. Baker, under the assumed name
of Henry Stonecastle, as Steele had before done
under that of Isaac Bickerstaff, projected, and
for nearly five years, solely conducted the Uni-
versal Spectator^^ a periodical work, published

weekly ; during that time by far the greater part

of the essays were written by him. A selection

from these essays has been since published in

four volumes, and has passed through several

editions. In 1737 he published in two volumes,

8vo. Medulla Poetarum Romanorum, an arrang-

ed selection of passages from the Roman poets,

with translations in English verse.

Mr. Baker was a poetical writer in the early

part of his life. His Invocation to Health got

abroad without his knowledge, but was reprinted

by himself in his " Original Poems serious and
humorous, in two parts, published in 1725 and
1726. Among these poems are some tales as

witty and as loose as Prior's. He was the au-
thor also of the Universe, a poem, intended to re-

strain the Pride of Man, which has been often

reprinted. It has been said of Mr. Baker, that
" he was a philosopher in little things."

1774. The Parliamentary Register. This va-

luable and important work, the first of its kind,

was commenced by John Almon, bookseller,

who resolved to compile, and publish himself, in

monthly numbers, a regular and faithful series

of the whole proceedings and debates of both

houses of parliament, together with all exami-

* The Tears of Genius, occasioned by the death of Dr.
Goldsmith, 1 774. This poetical tribute was the production
of Mr. Samuel Jackson Pratt, under the name of Courtney
Melmouth.
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nations at the bar, and all papers laid upon the

table. Mr. Almon was much encouraged and
assisted in the prosecution of this work by per-

sons of the first talents in both houses.

1774, Oct. Died, Sir James Hodges, knight,

who was many years a considerable bookseller

(particularly in what were called Chap Books)

at the sign of the Looking-glass, on London
bridge. He was also a member of the common
council for Bridge ward; and was one of the

court of assistants of the stationers' company.
April 15, 1757, he made his famous speech in

the city senate, on moving the freedom of the

city to Mr. Pitt, beginning with " History, the

key of knowledge ; and experience, the touch-

stone of truth, have convinced us that the

country owes the preservation of its most excel-

lent constitution to the frequent fears, jealousies,

and apprehensions of the people." Being a
popular man, and of considerable ability, he
was elected in 1757 town clerk of the city of

London; and was knighted in 1758, on pre-

senting an address to king George II. In 1759,
having been accused, by the friends of Mr.
alderman Beckford, of partiality in the e^cu-
tion of his ofiice, in respect to some matters
relative to the election of the lord mayor, he
vindicated himself by an affidavit, which he
thought it necessary to publish. He died at Bath.

1775, Jan. 8. Diedy John Baskerville, a
printer and letter-founder, at Birmingham, the

beauty of whose editions have commanded and
received universal admiration. "The typography
of Baskerville," remarks Dr. Dibdin, on the

Classics y
" is eminently beautiful ; his letters are

in general of a slender and delicate form, calcu-

lated for an 8vo. or even a4to., but not sufliciently

bold to fill the space of an imperial folio, as is

evident from a view of his great bible. He
united, in a singularly happy manner, the ele-

gance of Plantin with the clearness of the Elze-
virs ; his 4to. and 12mo. Virgil, and small prayer

book, or 12mo. Horace, of 1762, sufliciently con-
firm the truth of this remark. He seems to have
been extremely curious in the choice of his paper
and ink. In his italic letter, whether capital or

small, he stands unrivalled; such elegance, free-

dom, and perfect symmetry being in vain to

be looked for among the specimens of Aldus and
ColinaBus." John Baskerville was bom atWal-
verley, in Worcestershire, in 1706. In the year

1726 he kept a writing school at Birmingham ;

but in 1745 he engaged in the japanning busi-

ness, and became possessed of considerable

property. His inclination for letters induced
him to turn his attention towards the press : he
spent many years in the uncertain pursuit, sunk
£600 before he could produce one letter to

please, and some thousands before the shallow

stream of profit began to flow. His speculations

in printing appear to have yielded him more of

honour than of profit. He obtained leave from
the university oi Cambridge to print a bible in

royal folio, and two editions of the common
prayer ; but that learned body appears to have
had a stronger inclination for making their privi-

lege conducive to worldly gain, than for earning
fame by the encouragement of printing. The
university exacted from Mr. Baskerville twenty
pounds per thousand for the octavo, and twelve
pounds ten shillings per thousand for the duo-
decimo editions of the prayer; and the station-

ers' company, with similar liberality, took thirty-

two pounds for their permission to print one
edition of the psalms in metre, which was neces-
sary to make the prayer-book complete. Basker-
ville certainly brought the art to a degree of per-
fection till then unknown in this country. He
trusted nothing to the manufacture of others.

He was at once his own manufacturer of " ink,

presses, chases, moulds for casting, and all the
apparatus for printing ;" and, according to Mr.
Derrick, he mad^ his paper also. He carried on,
at the same time, the japanning business to a
great extent, in the most elegantly-designed and
highly-finished manner. " He could well design,

but procured others to execute." "He was
much of a humourist ; idle in the extreme ; but
his invention was of the true Birmingham model
—active." " Taste accompanied him through
the difierent works of agriculture, architecture,

and the fine arts." " His carriage, each pannel
of which was a distinct picture, might be con-
sidered the pattern-card of his trade ; and it was
drawn by a beautiful pair of cream-coloured
horses." It is evident, from a passage in the
letter before-mentioned, that he was quite weary
of printing. " The business of printing," says

he, " which I am heartily tired of, and repent I

ever attempted :" and he once made an offer,

" on the condition of never attempting another
type." Little or nothing was printed by him
after the year 1765.

The means by which he gave effect to his

work are excluded from the province of printing,

in these days of improvement, by the triple in-

congruities of Jine as possible

—

quick as possible—cheap as possible. He had a consUmt succes-

sion of hot plates of copper ready, between
which, as soon as printed (aye, as they were dis-

charged from the tympan) the sheets were in-

serted; the wet was thus expelled, the ink set,

and the trim glossy surface put on all simul-

taneously. But in Uiose times it was not neces-

sary, in order to keep the bodies and souls of

masters and men from uncoupling, to print, by
one pair of men, three thousand five hundred
sheets a-day, or have machines to do two tliou-

sand in an hour. John M'Creery, in his poem
of the Press, pays a handsome tribute to the me-
mory of Mr. Baskerville in the following lines

:

O Baskerville ! the anxious wish was tliine

Utility with beauty to combine
;

To bid the o'erwecning thirst of gain subside)
Improvement all thy care and all thy pride :

When Birmingliam, for riots and for crimes
Shall meet the keen reproach of future timet,
Then shall she And amon^t our honoured net.
One name to save her from entire disgrace.

He died without issue. His widow, in 1775,

wholly declined the printing business, but con-

tinued the letter-founding till 1777. "Many
eff'orls were used after his death to dispose of the
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types ; but no purchaser could be found in the

whole commonwealth of letters.* The universi-

ties rejected the offer,and the London booksellers

preferred the types of Caslon and Jackson. The
property lay a dead weight, till purchased by

the celebrated M. de Beaumarchais, at Paris, in

1779, for i)3,700."t Had the letter-founding

of Baskerville equalled his printing, his success

in typography would not have been doubtful.

Agreeable to the singularity of his opinions,

and by an express direction contained in his

will, he was buried in a tomb of masonry in the

shape of a cone, under a windmill in his garden

belonging to a handsome house which he had

built at the upper end of the town of Birming-

ham. On the tomb was placed this inscription

:

STRANGER

!

BENEATH THIS CONE, IN UNCONSKCRATED GROUND,

A FRIEND TO THE LIBERTIES OF MANKIND DIRECTED

HIS BODY TO BE INURNED.

MAY THE EXAMPLE CONTRIBUTE TO EMANCIPATE THY
MIND FROM THE IDLE FEARS OF SUPERSTITION,

AND THE WICKED ARTS OF PRIESTHOOD.

The house of Mr. Baskerville was destroyed

in the riots of 1791, but his remains continued

undisturbed till the year 1821, when the spot

having been let for a wharf, it became necessary

to remove the coffin : it was in consequence

removed to a fresh place of interrment.

1775, Jaw. 19. Z>ied, John Oliver, printer to

the society for promoting Christian knowledge,

and who carried on a considerable business in

Bartholomew-close, where he died at the age of

seventy-three years.

1775, Jan. 31. An order was issued by the

house of lords to take into custody H. Randall,

printer of the Public Ledger; but sir Francis

Molyneux, usher of the black rod, would not

give the printer a meeting at his house, lest the

public virtue of the lord mayor should lodge the

man in Newgate who ventured to execute the

orders of the house of lords against any printer

residing in the city of London.
1775. Benjamin Edes, a printer of Boston,

made his escape by night from that place, with

* In 1765, Baskerville applied to his friend, the eminent
Dr. Franklin, then at Paris, to sound the literati respecting

the purchase of his types, but received no answer.

t Les (Euvres de Voltaire, avec des Avertissemens et des

Notes, par Condorcet, ^c. Kehl, de VImprimerie de la

Soci^td lit6raire et typographique, 1 785-89, 70 vols. 8vo.

—

This famous edition of Beaumarchais eclipsed every thing
of its kind, on a similar scale of magnitude ; but for in-

trinsic worthj if not for extrinsic splendour, it has been
surpassed by the recent impression of Renouard. Beau-
marchais began with buying the whole of Baskerville's

types, punches, and matrices. He re-established ruined
paper mills in the Vosges, about 15 miles from Kehl; was
nice to excess in the paper to be manufactured, and em-
ployed the most knowing workmen engaged in the manu-
factory of Dutch paper. His printing-office and establish-

ment at Kehl were immense. Many millions of livres

were expended, and the ultimate loss of a million was the
result of his vast projects, and incessant activity and
solicitude. But the proof-sheets (especially of the duo-
decimo edition) were carelessly revised; and Beaumar-
chais, in an evil hour, exalted Voltaire, at the expense of
Racine. In short, the impression betrayed the absence of
a correct editorial tact ; and La Harpe tells us that those
of Didot are very much superior in accuracy and utility."
Marie Francis Arouet de Voltaire was born at Chatcnay,
Nov. 20, 1694, and died at Paris, May 30, 1778.

a press and a few types, in the early part of the
American war,* and opened a printing-office in

Watertown, a pleasant town ofMiddlesex county,
in the province of Massachusetts ; where he con-
tinued the Boston Gazette^ and printed for the
provincial congress of Massachusetts. Thomas
acquaints us, that "the printing which Edes
executed at Watertown did not do much credit

to the art ; but the work at this time, done at

other presses, was not gi'eatly superior. The war
broke out suddenly, and few of any profession

were prepared for the event. All kinds of print-

ing materials had usually been imported from
England ; even ink for printers had not, in any
great quantity, been made in America. This
resource was, by the war, cut off ; and a great

scarcity of these articles soon ensued. There
were but three small paper-mills at Massachu-
setts : New Hampshire none : and Rhode Island

contained only one, which was out of repair

The paper, which these mills could make, fell far

short of the necessary supply. Paper, of course,

was extremely scarce, and what could be pro-

cured was badly manufactured, not having more
than half the requisite labour bestowed upon it.

It was often taken from the mill wet, and un-
sized. People had not been in the habit of saving
rags, and stock for the manufacture of paper was
obtained with great difficulty. Every thing like

rags was ground up together to make a substitute

for paper. This, with wretched ink and worn-
out types, produced miserable printing." vol. i.

In 1776 Edes returned to Boston, and probably
the Watertown typography then came to a close.

1775, March. Died, John Osborne, junior,

a bookseller and member of the stationers' com-
pany, London.

1775. Mai/ 3. The Massachusetts Spi/. This
was a periodical work commenced at Worcester,

capital of Worcester county, in the province of

Massachusetts, North America, printed by Isaiah

Thomas, the historian of American typography,

at the solicitations of several gentlemen of the

county, who were at this period zealously en-

gaged in the cause of their country. Thomas's
business speedily prospered, and it was greatly

extended ; he united the two branches of print-

ing and bookselling ; erected a paper mill, and
set up a bookbinding establishment. He was
the tirst man who printed in America a bible of

the folio and royal 4to. form. The Massachu-
setts Spy was continued until the year 1818.

1775. May 11. The Universities of Oxford
and Cambridge vested by law with the copyright

in books given them by the authors ; but this

exclusive right is to continue so long only as

those universities shall print such works at their

own presses.

1775, May. 29. Thomas Carnan, bookseller,

in St. Paul's church-yard, London, whose name
deserves honourable mention, detected or pre-

sumed the illegality of the exclusive right of the

* The American war between Great Britain and hej
colonies commenced at Lexington, in the neighbourhood
of Boston, April 19, 1775, and on Jan. 20, 1783, Great
Britain acknowledged their independency

^
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universities and the company of stationers, re-

garding almanacks, and invested it accordingly

;

the cause was tried in the court of common pleas,

and decided against the company. An injunction

which had been granted by the court of chancery,

Nov. 29, 1773, was dissolved June 2, in this year.

1775, July 10. The Gentleman. A third short

lived attempt by Mr. Colman to render our com-
mon newspapers the vehicle of rational amuse-
ment. The Gentleman was originally published

in the London Packet, and consisted only of six

numbers. There is reason to think, that had
the Genius and the Gentleman been continued,

they would have even surpassed the Connoisseur.

1775, Juli/ 18. Came on before the court of

session, in Scotland, a cause between Mr. James
Dodsley, bookseller of London, and Messrs. Elliot

and Macfarquhar, of Edinburgh, booksellers.

The action was brought for reprinting lord

Chesterfield's Letters to his Son, which had cost

Dodsley £1575. Their lordships decided in

favour of Mr. Dodsley, by continuing the inter-

dict he had obtained against Messrs. Elliot and
Macfarquhar, by a majority of nine against five.

1775. Aug. 28. Died, George Faulkner, a
worthy printer of no mean celebrity, and the

first man who carried his profession to a high
degree of credit in Ireland. He was the confi-

dential printer of dean Swift, and enjoyed the

friendship and patronage of the earl of Chester-

field. He settled at Dublin as a printer and
bookseller soon after 1726, (in which vear we
find him in London under the tuition of the ce-

lebrated William Bowyer,) where he raised a very

comfortable fortune by his well-known Journal,

and other laudable undertakings. In 1735, he
was ordered into custody by the house of com-
mons in Ireland, for having published A pro-

posalfor the better regulation and improvement of
quadrille, an ingenious treatise by bishop Hort.

Having had the misfortune to break his leg, he
was satirically introduced by Foote, who spared

nobody, in the character of Peter Paragraph in

the Orators, 1762,* when on a visit to Dublin.

He had the honour of wearing an alderman's

gown of the city of Dublin. A very fair specimen

of his talents as an epistle writer may be seen in

the Anecdotes of Mr. Bowyer ; or in the second

* Enraged at the ridicule thus brought upon him, Faulk-
ner one evening treated to the seat of the gods all the
devils of the printing-oflSce, for the express purpose of

their hissing and hooting Foote off the stage. Faulkner
placed himself in the pit, to enjoy the actor's degradation

;

butwhen the objectionable scene came en, the unfortunate
printer was excessively chagrined to find, that so far from
a groan or a hiss being heard, his gallery friends partook

of the comical laugh. Tlie next morning he arraigned his

inky conclave, inveighed against them for having neg-
lected his injunctions, and on demanding some reason for

their treachery, was lacerated ten times deeper by the

simplicity of their answer :
" Arrah, master," said the

spokesman, " do not be after tipping us your blarney ; do
you think we did not know you i Sure 'twas your own
sweet self that was on the stage, smd shower light upon
us, if we go to the play-house to hiss our worthy master."

Failing in this experiment, Faulkner commenced an action

against Foote, and got a verdict of damages to the amount
of ^£'300. This drove Foote back to England, where ho
resumed his mimicry, and humorously took off the lawyers
on his triftl, and judges who condemned him.

volume of the Supplement of Swift ; whence it

appears that, if vanity was a prominent feature

in his character, his gratitude was no less con-
spicuous. The residence of Mr. Faulkner waa iu

Essex-street, opposite the bridge.

EPITAPH ON GEO. FAULKNER,
ALDERMAN AND PRINTER OF THE CITT OF DUBLIW.

Turn, gentle stranger, and this um revere.
O'er which Hibcrnia saddens with a tear

;

Here sleeps George Faulkner, printer ! once so dear
To humorous Swift and Chesterfield's gay peerj
So dear to his wronged country and her laws

;

So dauntless when imprisoned in her cause

;

No alderman e'er graced a weightier board.
No wit e'er joked more freely with a lord.
None could with him in anecdotes confer
A perfect annal book in Elzevir.
Whate'er of glory life's first sheets presage,
Whate'er the splendour of the title-page

;

Leaf after leaf, though learned lore ensues
Close as thy types, and various as thy news

;

Yet, George, we see one lot await them all.

Gigantic folios, or octavos small

:

One imiversal finis claims his rank.
And every volume closes in a blank.

James Hoey, who was one time a partner of
Faulkner, published without date a collection of
Swift's pieces in prose and verse, entitled the
Draper's Miscellany, containing seven pieces.

A pamphlet was published in 1752, containing

letters from lord Chesterfield to alderman George
Faulkner, Dr. Madder, Mr. Sextor, Mr. Derrick
the earl of Arran, &c. His lordship's letters to

Faulkner in particular, afibrd a striking example
of that ironical facetiousness and pleasantry for

which he was remarkable—at the same time also,

they exhibit as striking an instance of the won-
derful utility of a good butt to a professed wit.

To this pamphlet is prefixed an elegant little

engraving of the head of Mr. Faulkner.

1775. Sept. 19. The printing-office of Mr.
John Gore, situated in Princess-street, Liverpool,

destroyed by fire.

1775, Nov. Died, Charles Green Say, well

known as printer of the Gazetteer, General Even-

ing Post, and other newspapers. Mr. Edward
Say, fkther to the above, was many years a res-

pectable printer, and master of the stationers'

company in 1763, died May, 1769.

1775. Charles Berger and Flkury Mes-
PLET established the fii*st press at Montreal, the

capital of an island of the same name in the

river St. Laurence, in Canada.

1775. The first attempt at stereotype printing

in North America, was made by Benjamin Me-
com, (nephew to Dr. Franklin) a printer at Phi-

ladelphia. He cast plates for a number of pages

of the new testament, but never completed them.

1775, Jan. The London Reriew, No. 1 . This

publication was set on foot by Dr. William Kon-

rick,* who had been a writer in the Monthly

Review ; but differing with the proprietors, he

commenced the above periodical iu opposition.

* He was born at Watford, in Hertfordshire, and bred
a rule-maker, which profession ho abandoned for literature.

To improve himself he went to Leydcn, and afterwards

settled in London . Ho waa some time editor of theMom-
ing Chronicle ; but a quarrel with U»e proprietors induced

him to start a newspaper against it, without success. He
died June 9, 1779-
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1776, March 2. The printing-office of Messrs.

Cox and Bigg, in the Savoy, London, destroyed

by fire; also the dwelling-houses of the two

partners; two warehouses filled with books,

belonging to Mr. Cadell and Mr. Elmsley of the

Strand, and several contiguous buildings were

consumed.
1776. April 15. From this day the Dublin

Gazette was ordered to print no article of news
without the authority of the government.

1776, April 29. In the court of king's bench,

Mr. Axtell, for printing a pamphlet called the

Crisis, was sentenced to three months' imprison-

ment. On the same day, George Allen for print-

ing, and Robert HoUoway for publishing, a pam-
phlet called the Rat Trap, were sentenced to

three months' imprisonment.

1776, May 28. The stamp duty upon news-

papers advanced, by lord North, from one penny
to three halfpence or £Q 2s. 6d. per thousand,

being a discount of two per cent. Price to the

public 3d.; to the trade, 5s. per quire of twenty-

five papers; paper from 13s. 6d. to 16s. per ream.

1776, July 3. In the court of king's bench,

lord Bolingbroke obtained £20 damages from
the printer of the Morning Chronicle for a libel.

The damages were laid at £5000.
1776. Cardinal Braschi, on attaining the

tiara, (1774) adopted the title of Pius VI. when
he gave his sanction to the translation and pub-
lication of the whole Bible into the Italian

language by Martini,* archbishop of Florence.

The New Testament was published at Turin, in

1769; and the Old Testament in 1776, dedi-

cated to his holiness. He was bom at Cesena,
December 27, 1717 ; was made treasurer of the

apostolical chamber by Benedict XlV.f and
raised to the rank of cardinal by his predecessor

Clement XIV.J His public acts and private

virtues, during a long and anxious exercise of

the papal dignity, entitle his memory to the

gratitude and honour of his communion, whilst

the barbarity and indignity with which he was
treated by the revolutionists of France, must
excite the indignation and abhorrence of every

friend to justice and humanity. John Angelo
Braschi, pope Pius VI. died at Valence, after a
short illness, August 29, 1799, aged eighty-two

years.

1776. It is well known that Conrad Sweyn-
heym, was the inventor of printing maps with

* Antonio Martini was born at Prato, in 1720, and died
December 31, I8O9. His translation has been repeatedly-
printed: the edition of Livomo, 1818, and that of Italia,

18 17, with the stereotype New Testament, executed by T.
Rutt, Shacklewell, London, 1813, were put in the pro-
hibitory Index, by a decree of January 17, l82Q.—Townley.

t Pope Benedict XIV. was bom at Bologna, March 31,
1675, and died May 8, 1758.

t Cardinal GanganeUi was advanced to the papal dig-
nity, Feb. 1769, and took the title of Clement XIV. Under
his pontificate, the order of Jesuits was entirely suppressed
by a bull, dated I773. He died September 22, 1774.—
Pope Ganganelli presented to George III. the most splen-
did collection of the works of Piranesi that has hitherto
been seen in this country. They are comprised in twenty-
four folio volumes, uniformly boimd in calf, gilt leaves,
and richly tooled. They became the property of the duke
of Gloucester; but what became of them at the duke's
death >.

moveable types on the occasion of printing

twenty-seven maps for thecosmography of Ptole-
my. He died before the work was quite finished,

and it was therefore executed by another Ger-
man, Arnold Buckinck (Bucking,) at Rome, at
this time. The practice of printing maps with
moveable types, was practised for some time in
the sixteenth century, when two Germans,
almost at the same time, and without knowing
any thing of each other, renewed the attempt.
The first who published a specimen was Augus-
tus Gotlieb, a Prussian deacon at Carlsruhe, and
who corresponded with the celebrated ])rinter,

William Haas, of Basil, that he might cut types
for him on a certain plan, to be used in map-
printing. His first attempt was made in this

year. It anticipated Bieitkopfi" in the publica-
tion and execution of his ideas, and was called

typometry. In the same year, however, appeared
the environs of Leipzig, by Breitkopfi", as a speci-

men ; and his second attempt, in 1777, in which,
and also in succeeding essays which were not
made public, he constantly endeavoured to im-
prove his invention. In 1829, the celebrated

Firmin Didot was employed in engraving the
dies for moveable types for printing maps, which
invention was exclusively his own.

1776, July 10. In the court of common pleas,

the earl of Chatham brought an action against

Henry Sampson Woodfall, printer of the Public
Advertiser, for a libel. On the discovery of a
variation of one letter between the printing and
the record, his lordship was nonsuited.

1776. August 2. Died, Dr. Matthew Matty,
a foreign physician who had settled in London,
and published the Journal Britanniqv£, in 18
volumes; this journal exhibits the view of the

stale of English literature from 1750 to 1755.

Gibbon bestows a high character on thejournalist,
who sometimes " aspires to the character of a poet
and a philosopher ; one of the last disciples of

the school of Fontenelle."

About 1755, when Dr. Johnson was preparing

to open a Bibliotheque, or Gazette, his friend

Dr. Adams recommended Matty as an assistant.

" He," said Johnson, " the little black dog ! I'd

throw him into the Thames." Dr. Matty left a
son, Paul Henry, who died January 16, 1787.

He produced a Review known to the curious ; his

style and decisions often discover haste and heat,

with some striking observations ; alluding to his

father, Matty, in his motto applies Virgil's des-

cription of the young Ascanius. " Sequitur pa-
tram non pussibus acquis." He says he only

holds a monthly conversation with the public.

His obstinate resolution of carrying on this

Review without an associate, has shown its folly

and its danger, says D'Israeli, for a fatal illness

produced a cessation, at once, of his periodical

labours and his life,

1776. Solomon Southwick, a printer at

Newport, Rhode Island, North America, on his

being compelled to quit that town, erected a
temporary press at Attleborough, or Artleburgh,

a township of the county of Bristol, on the fron-

tiers of Massachusetts, in New England.
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1776. EzEKiELRussEL,a printer from Salem,

opened a printing-office at Danvers, a town of

Essex county, in the state of Massachusetts, in

North America. His printing-office was " in a
house known by the name of the Bell tavern

;

but soon afterwards removed to Boston."
1776. Samuel Louden, a printer of New

York, removed with his press to Fishkill, a town
of Duchess county, in the province of New York,
North America, a short time before the British

army took possession of the city ; and here con-

tinued to publish the New York Packet until the

establishment of peace.

1776. Died^ Robert Foulis, a celebrated

printer and letter-founder of Glasgow, in Scot-

land, who, in conjunction with his brother

Andrew, who died in 1 774, produced some works

in the art of typogi~dphy that will cause their

names to be recorded in the temple of fame.

They were both natives of Glasgow, and were
born, the elder brother, April 20, 1707, and
the younger, Andrew, Nov. 23, 1712. Rx)bert

was originally a barber, and practised that ait

on his own account for some time. While thus

humbly employed, he came under the notice of

the celebrated Dr. Francis Hutcheson,* then pro-

fessor of moral philosophy in Glasgow university.

This acute observer discovered his talents, in-

flamed his desire for knowledge, and suggested

to him the idea of becoming a bookseller and
printer. Foulis did not, however, receive a com-
plete university education, although he attended

his patron's lectures for several years, and his

name is so enrolled in the matriculation book.

Andrew, who seems to have been designed for

the church, entered the university in 1727, and
probably went through a regular course of study.

For some years after they had determined to fol-

low a literary life, the brothers were engaged
in teaching the languages during the winter,

and in making short tours into England and to

the continent in summer. These excursions

were of great advantage to them ; they brought

them into contact with eminent men, enabled

them to form connexions in their business, and
extended their knowledge of books. On some
of these occasions they made considerable collec-

tions, which they solcl at home to good account.

Thus prepared, the elder brother began business

in Glasgow as a bookseller about the end of

1739, and in the following year published

several works. Three years afterwards his con-

nexion with the university commenced. In
March, 1743, he was appointed their printer,

under condition " that he shall not use the desig-

nation of university printer without allowance

from the university meeting in any books ex-

cepting those of ancient authors." The date at

which Andrew joined him in business is some-

what uncertain. The first productions of his

press, which were issued in 1742, were almost

* Dr. Francis Hutcheson was born in the north of Ire-

land, August 8, 1694, and died at Glasgow in 1755. He was
a very fine writer on moral philosophy, and an excellent

man. His Moral Philosophy was published at Glasgow in

two vols. 4t0.

exclusively of a religious nature, many of them
relating to the well known George Whitefield.*
In 1742, he published Demetrius Phalereus de
Elocutione^ apparently the fii*st Greek work
printed in Glasgow, although it is certain that
there existed a fount of Greek letters there
nearly a century before. It would be tedious to

notice each work as it appeared. The immacu-
late edition of Horace, an edition of Cicero'g

works in twenty volumes, Ctesar's Commentaries
in folio, Callimachus in the same size, with en-
gravings executed at their academy, form but a
small part of the splendid catalogue of their

classics. The success which had attended their

exertions as printers, induced the elder Foulis to

attempt the establishment of an academy for the
cultivation of the fine arts, a scheme for which
Scotland was but ill prepared by the dissensions

which had followed the union, and which had
been succeeded by the rebellions of 1715 and
1745. In 1751, he went abroad, partly with
the view of extending his commercial connexions,
but principally with the intention of arranging
for the establishment of this institution. After

remaining on the continent for about two years,

and sending home several artists whom he had
engaged in his service, he returned to Scotland
in 1753. It is melancholy to reflect that the
taste of these two brothers for the fine arts at

last produced their ruin ; for engaging to estab-

lish an academy for the instruction of youih in

painting and sculpture in Scotland, and the
enormous expense necessary to send pupils to

Italy, to study and copy the ancients, gradually

brought on their decline in the printing business;

and they found the city of Glasgow no fit soil

into which to transplant the imitative arts,

although the literary genius of Greece and
Rome had already produced the Messrs. Foulis

ample fortunes. Notwithstanding the beginning
of this scheme was very weak, yet in some of the

departments it rose above mediocrity, particularly

in drawing and engraving; but in moulding,
modelling, and painting, they proved that all

temporary and private attempts must be abortive

for want of continual support. Human life is

too short for bringing to perfection those arts

which require permanent establishments to pre-

vent their decline. This is particularly the ease

with painters, to whose studies no limits con be
set, but whose encouragement is, of all otliers,

the most precarious. However, it should be
remembered, to the credit of Robert Foulis, that

he was the first projector of a school of the libe-

ral arts in the island of Great Britain. What-
ever may hereafter be construed of tlie motives

which urged this patriotic institution, sellishncss

must be entirely banished out of the question;

unless tlie pleasure that arises from endeavouring
to do good to ones country may be so considered.

* Georg:Q Whitefield, one of the founders of the sect of
Methodists, was born at the Bell inn, Gloucester, De-
cember 16, 1714, and died at Newburj'-port, in New Eng-
land, North America, October I, 1 770. He was eminent
as a divine and also as a theolo^an and controversial
writer.

4 z
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We shall close the history of these remark-

able but unfortunate men in a few words. After

the death of the younger brother, it was deter-

mined to expose the works belonging to the

academy to public sale. For this purpose Robert,

accompanied by a confidential workman, went

to London about the month of April, 1776.

Contrary to the advice of Mr. Christie,* and at

a period when the market was glutted by yearly

importations of pictures from Paris, his collec-

tion was sold off,—and as the reader may have

anticipated, greatly under their supposed value.

The catalogue forms three volumes, and the re-

sult of the sale was, that after all expenses were

defrayed, the balance in his favour amounted to

the very enormous sum of fifteen shillings ! ! !

Irritated at the failure of this his last hope, and

with a constitution exhausted by calamities, he

left London and reached Edinburgh on his way
homeward. On the morning on which he in-

tended setting out for Glasgow, he expired,

almost instantaneously, in his 69th year.

1776, Dec. 17. John Miller, John Wilkie,
Henry Randall, and Henry Baldwin, four

printers of newspapers, found guilty of printing

a letter ^rom the constitutional society, signed by

Mr. Home (Tooke), respecting the payment of

the sum of £100 to Dr. Franklin. On the 1st of

Feb. 1777, three of them received judgment,

when they were fined £100 each, and ordered to

be discharged.

1776. The Holy Bible, 24mo. printed by J.

W. Pasham, in Blackfriars.f This is a very

beautiful pocket edition, in imitation of Field's,

with notes by the rev. Mr. Romaine,J ichich

might he cut off ! an artifice to evade the patent

enjoyed by the king's printer. It was printed in

a house taken for the purpose, on Finchley com-
mon. John William Pasham was originally of

Bury St. Edmund's, where he published a news-

paper under the title of the Bury Flying Weekly

Journal. He died December 16, 1783.

1776, May. The Biographical Magazine.

1776, May. The Bath and Bristol Magazine.

1776. The Farmei-s^ Magazine,

1777, April 7. Died, Sir Stephen Theodore
Janssen, hart, a merchant of eminence in the

city of London, univerally respected for his many
public and private virtues. He became a livery-

man of the stationers' company in the year 1723.

* James Christie was many yeai-s well knowii and justly

celebrated as an auctioneer, and the successful disposer of

property of every kind, whether by public sale or private

contract. With an easy and gentleman-like flow of elo-

quence, he possessed, in a great degree, the power of per-

suasion, and even tempered his public address by a gentle
refinement of manners. He died in Pall Mall, after a long
and lingering illness, Nov. 8, 1803, aged 73, and was bm-ied
on the 14th, in St. James's burial ground.

t A list of various editions ofthe bible and parts thereof,

la English, from the year 1526 to 1776- A manuscript
list of English bibles, copied from one compiled by the late

Joseph Ames, presented to the Lambeth library by Dr.
GifFoid, has furnished part of this publication ; late dis-

coveries of several learned gentlemen has supplied the
rest. Compiled by Dr. Duncarel. London, 8vo. pp. 73.

t Rev. William Romaine was born at Hartlepool, in
1714, and died in London, July 25, 1703. He was an
eminent and very learned divine, and published many
valuable theological works.

In 1749 and 1750he was master of the company,
and in the latter year sheriffofLondon. In 1754,
he had the honour of being elected lord mayor.
In 1774, he gave £70 as a present to the poor of
the stationers' company, and in 1775, £50 more.
In 1776, he gave £100, half to tho poor, and half
to purchase a piece of plate with his arms on it,

with which a handsome epergne was purchased.
In 1777 he added a legacy of £50. For a bio-
graphical notice of this worthy individual and
his family, see Nichols's Literary Anecdotes, vol.

iii. p. 406-11.

1777, May 12. The court of king's bench de-
termine that new music was on the same footing

as literary property, with respect to copyright.

1777. Print sellers' property secured.

1777, June 4. Died, Richard Baldwin, a
bookseller in St. Paul's church-yard, London,
aged eighty-six years. Mr. Baldwin had long
retired from business, and died at Birmingham.
His son, Richard Baldwin, junior, died before

him, in January, 1770. See page 636, ante, for

Dunton's* character of Richard Baldwin.
1777. Essays, Moral and Literary. These

essays, the well-known production of the rev.

* Dunton characterises the following booksellers :

—

Christopher Hussey.—He is a downright honest man,
and has always a large stock of books that ai'e very
scarce. He is a man of moderation, and my good friend.
His residence was in Little Britain.
Mr. Herrick.—He is a tall handsome man, deals much

with the lawyers, and has the good luck to be opposite
neiRhbour to Mr. Sare. He neither neglects the business
of life, nor pursues it too close; and has every body's
good word. He is well skilled in the doctrine of the
Cliristian faith, and can discourse handsomely upon the
most difficult article in religion. His attendance at
church is devout and constant , yet his zeal has nothing of
phrenzy and passion (which is too common in this age) j

he manages with prudence and decency in the midst of
religious worship, and always keeps within the bounds of
religion and reason.
Mr. Halsey.—He is oneof a good judgment, and knows

how to bid for a saleable copy, or had never printed the
Athenian Spy. He is now in the bloom and beauty of his
youth, and has great ingenuity and knowledge of the
friendship of others. He is a constant shopkeeper, and his
close application to business does render him the growing
hopes of his father's family.
Mr. Harrison, in Chancery-lane.—He is a man free

from faction, noise, and anger, not so weak as to give
such an advantage as any must have who contends with
one that is stark blind—as how much better is he that is

passionate. He is a diligent man in his shop, a kind
neighbour, and a religious master—teaching his servant
better by his own example than aU the tutors in both
universities.—This is also the character of G. Conyers,
in Little Britain.

Mr. Horn.—He printed for Dr. Scot, and had a right to
several excellent copies. When I traded with him, I ever
found him a very ingenious, honest, reserved person;
and that is all I shall say of liim.

Mr. HuBBALD, in Duck-lane.—He has been unfortunate,
and so I think is every body one time or other. If we eye
his carriage to his rich uncle, we shall find how his courage
and wisdom cairied him with an unwearied course through
hemispheres of prosperity and adversity, compassing, as I

may say, the whole globe of both fortunes—or that if we
look upon Frank Hubbald, we may all learn that no cross

is too heavy for a Christian resolution, nor any difficulty

too hard for honesty to conquer.
Mr. Eliphal Jay, in Cheapside.—He was my journey-

man for near a year ; and I shall give him a true cha-
racter. He ismy good friend, and has shewn me a particular
respect ever since he lived in my family. His gravity,

justice, sweetness, and moderation, soften the greatest

enemies of his name and person ; and there is nothing in

nature that hates him besides the devil and a jacobite. He
is also happy in Ids relations. His aged father is consum-
mate in all sorts of piety. His brother (the apothecary) is
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Vicesimus Knox, D.D., first appeared anony-

mously in this year, in a small volume octavo,

and, meeting with a favourable reception, were

soon republished with the addition of a second

volume, and with the affixture of the author's

name. Few productions have been more popu-

a zealous promoter of the reformation of manners ; and
for my good friend Eliphal, his whole life is but a practice

of piety ; or rather a passage to a better. We also find a
singularity in his name; for there are only two booksellers

of it in the whole world; namely, Eliphal Jay, in London,
and Eliphal Dobson, in Dublin.
Mr. Kkttleby, St. Paul's Church-yard.—His sign is

" The Bishop's Head," and indeed he is pretty warmly
disposed that way. He has been an eminent episcopal

bookseller these many years. He prints for Dr. Sharp,

archbishop of York, Dr. Scot, and other eminent clergy-

men.
Mr. Lindsay.—Many and conspicuous were the prog-

nostics of a true piety that shined forth in the early dawn
of his life. He understands religion, and loves it—and
whilst he was but an apprentice, was a great example of a
constant unaffected devotion. He was bom to a good
estate, and having traded a few years, grew wary of print-

ing, and is gone to a country seat to prepare for heaven.
Mr. John Laurence.—An upright, honest bookseller.

We were neighboiu-s some years, and partners in printing

the late Lord Delamere's Works, Mackenzie's Narrative of
the Siege of Londonderry, and Mr. Baxter^s Life, in folio.

He has something in him that will not suffer him to break
his word, which is altogether as good security and de-

pendence as his bond. When Parkhurst dies, he will be
the first Presbyterian bookseller in England. He is so
exact in trade as to mark down every book he sells. He
is very much conversant in the sacred writings ; and son-
in-law to the late rev. Mr. Roswel, so deservedly famous
for the defence he made at his trial in Westminster-hall,
upon which occasion the honourable sir Henry Ashurst,
bart., was his great and good friend.

Mr. William Miller.—His person was tall and slender

:

he had a graceful aspect (neither stern nor effeminate)

;

his eyes were smiling and lively ; his complexion was of

an honey colour, and he breathed as if he had run a race.

The figure and symmeb-y ofhis face exactly proportionable.
He had a soft voice, and a, very obliging tongue. He was
of the sect of the Peripatetics, for he walked every week
to Hampstead. He was very moderate in his eating, drink-
ing, and sleeping ; and was blest with a great memory,
which he employed for the good of the publick, for he had
the largest collection of stitched books of any man in the
world, and could furnish the clergy (at a dead lift; with a
printed sermon on any text or occasion. His death was a
public loss, and will never be repaired, unless by his in-

genious son-in-law, Mr. William Laycock, who, [ hear, is

making a general collection of stitched books; and, as
Mr. Miller's stock was all put into his hands, perhaps he is

the fittest man in London to perfect such a useful under-
taking.
Mr. Samuel Manship is Mr. Norris's bookseller; and

so long as he can turn metaphysicks into money, he is

like to be continued.
Mr. Marshal, in Newgate-street.—He will be well

used for his ready money, but where he Iqves is a friend
both to soul and body.
Mr. Malthus.—He midwifed several books into the

world, aye ! and that of his own conceiving, as sure as
ever young Perking was his who owned him I He made
a shew of a great trade, by continually sending out large
parcels. But all I can say of his industry is, he took a
great deal of pains to ruin himself. But though Mr. Mal-
thus was very unfortunate, yet I hope his widow (o>ir new
publisher) will have all the encouragement the trade can
give her; for she is not only a bookseller's widow, but a
bookseller's daughter, and herself free from all that pride
and arrogance that is found in the CEurriage of some pub-
lishers.

Mr. Montgomery.—He is a bookseller in CornhiU, and
should have been placed among his brethren, bat being of
low stature, I happened to overlook him, but for this
omission he shall now have the honour to bring up the
rear of the licensers, so that the bookseller I am now to
chairacterize is Hugh Montgomery. He was born a Scots-
man, and served his time with Auditor Bell. He neither
undertakes nor talks much, but had his master refused
the Athenian Oracle, he stood fair for the next offer, and I

believe would have had the good luck to have bought it

;

he bid like a man for the Athenian Spy, and from the little

lar, or more deservedly so, than these instructive

essays. The subjects on which Dr. Knox has

expatiated in these essays, are numerous and
well chosen ; and they unifonnly possess a direct

tendency either to improve the head or amend
the heart. The style is elegant and perspicuous,

dealings I have had with him, I find his discourse neither

light nor unseasonable, and such as neither calls his virtue

nor his judgment in question. He commends no man to

his face, and censures no man behind his back (which is a
quality he learned from his master Bell) . He never speaks
scornfully of his inferiors, nor vain-gloriously of himself.

He does nothing merely for gain, and thinks not any
thing in this life worthy of the loss of the next. While
some of his neighbours compass sea and land to get an
estate, he thinks contentment the greatest wealth, and
covetousness the greatest poverty ; and if he has not so
much as others (though he thrives apace), yet he thinks
how many are happy with less. He never thinks ill of an
estate because another's is better, or that he has not
enough because another has more ; for he measures his

plenty by his condition and rank, and not by another's

abundance, and is a little man that (like aged Littlebury,

grave Scot, honest Strahan, and vsritty Chantry,) is always
for doing the fair thing. I shall only add, he so highly
obliged me, by his great fidelity in concealing a secret I

committed to him, that to requite hiskindness, I have pre-

fixed his name to this Idea of a New Life, and have
entrusted him with the sale of the whole impression.
Mr. Nowel is a first-rate bookseller in Duck-lane ; has

a well furnished shop, and knows books extraordinary
well, which he vdll sell off as reasonably as any man. I

have always reckoned him among our ingenious book-
sellers.

Mr. Newton is full of kindness and good nature. He is

affable and courteous in trade, and is none of those men
of forty whose religion is yet to chuse,- for his mind (like

his looks) is serious and grave ; and his neighbours tell

me " his understanding does not improve too fast for his

practice, for he is not religious by start and sally, but is

well fixed in the faith andpractice of a church-of-England.
man—and has a handsome wife into the bargain."
Mr. PnrLiPs.—He is a grave, modest bachelor, and it is

said is married to a single life, which I wonder at, for,

doubtless, nature meant him a conqueror over all hearts

when she gave him such sense and such piety. His living

so long a bachelor shows his refined nature, and so much
he loves mortification in himself and others. And who-
ever considers the many offers he had of marriage, will be
ready to think he has so much chastity as scarce to sin in

desire.

Mr. Pool, near the Royal Exchange. He is a little

fellow, but is a man of great spirit, by which we see a
brave soul may be lodged in a small tenement. His reli-

gion is all of a piece , he is just as well as devout ; and is

so stiff in his way of worship (which is that of the church
of England) that he will scarce consent that the least pin

of the episcopal building should be taken out, for fear the
whole fabric should be dissolved.

Mr. Pero.—My attempting his character will be to his

prejudice, for sir F— would not chuse an ordinary man
for his bookseller. For sense, wit, and good humour
there are but few can equal, and none that exceed him :

and all these qualities are accompanied with great humility.

Mr. Pitts.—He was an honest man every inch and
thought of him ; and had his Atlas succeeded, or M Is

been a stranger to him, had died worth twenty thousand
pounds ; and it could not have fell into better hands, for

he took as much delight in doing of good, as if he had no
other errand in the world. He had fathomed the vast

body of learning, and in every several parts of it was
master ; nor did his conversation alone relish of his learn-

ing and piety ; for, during the unfortunate part of his life

he wrote The Cry of the Oppressed ; An Ingenious Dis-

course of Fairies ; and almost completed A Catalogue of
English Writers ; after the method of Crow's catalogue.

His wit and virtues were writ legibly in his face, and he
had a great deal of sweetness in liis natural temper. Mr.
Pitts had a great honour for Dr. Anncslcy (though himself
a churchman), and told me, that in his greatest distress

the doctor had been kind to him, and that he believed there
was not a more generous man in the whole world.
Mr. Place, near Furnival's-inn. His face is of a claret

complexion, but himself is a very sober, pious man. He
is very just in his dealings, and has studied the whole
duty of every relation ; so that his example spreads, and
recommends the practice of Christianity.
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.occasionally assuming the high tone and struc-

ture of the Johnsonian period. To persons

of every description, hut especially to young
persons, the essays of this author are invaluable

;

their first praise is, that they recommend, in a

most fascinating manner, all that is good and
great ; and, secondly, they are in a high degi'ee

calculated to form the taste, and to excite a

spirit of literary enthusiasm.

—

Drake.

1777, July 26. The Magazine of Ants ; or.

Pismire Journal. This work was the production

of the rev. James Murray, of Newcastle-upon-

Tyne, and printed by Mr. Angus. It consisted

of five or six 8vo. sixpenny numbers ; the fifth

number of which is embellished with an engrav-

ing of a harp, which was the first thing that Mr.
Thomas Bewick, the celebrated wood engraver,

executed after he returned from his firet visit to

London.
1777, Nov. 8. The rev. John Home (Tooke),*

received the following sentence in the court of

king's bench : to be imprisoned twelve months
in the king's bench prison, and to pay a fine of

£200 and rind security for his good behaviour
for three years, himself in £400, and two sureties

in £200 each, for publishing an advertisement,

from the constitutional society, accusing the
king's troops of barbarously murdering the Ame-
ricans at Lexington. He pleaded his own cause.

All the printers in whose papers this paragraph
appeared, were served with writs.

1777. There were in this year in London,
seven morning newspapers ; eight three times a
week ; one twice a week ; and one weekly.

1777, Nov. 18. Died, William Bowyer,
j unior,ofRed lion passage. Fleet-street, London ,f
the most learned and distinguished printer of

modem times. He was born in Dogwell-court,
White Friars, London, December 19, 1699, and
received his education at merchant taylors'

school, from whence he removed to St. John's
college, Cambridge, where he continued till

June, 1722. Soon after leaving college he
entered into the printing business with his father.

The principal attention to the executive, or

mechanical part of the business, devolving on
the father, and the correcting of the proofs being
almost exclusively the business of the son. One
of the first works which came out under his cor-

rection was the edition of Selden's works, by
Wilkins, in three volumes, folio. This was
begun in 1722, and finished in 1726: and his

great attention to it appeared in his drawing up
an epitome of the piece, De Synedris, as he
read the proof sheets. He married, Oct. 1728,
his mother's niece, Miss Ann Prudom, daughter
of Mr. Thomas Prudom, citizen and fishmonger,
who had been left, a few years before, by her

* In the St. Jameses Chronicle, Dec. 9, 1777, appeared
an excellent and humorous paper by the rev. Michael
Lort, D.D., on Parson Home's petition to be pilloried.—
^or an account of Dr. Lort, who died Nov. 5, 179O, see
Nichols's Literary Anecdotes, vol. ii. p. 594.
_ '.I'J .1767, the office was removed from White Friars to
Red Lion Passage, Fleet-street, where he styled himself
Architectus Vkrborum." Over the door of the new

omcc he placed a bust of Cicero.

father's will, under the guardianship of the elder

Bowyer. By her he acquired some freehold

farms in Yorkshire, and one at Navestock, in

Essex. She died in 1731, when pregnant with

a third son. Of the two former sons, one died

an infant, and the other survived his father. Mr.
Bowyer married a second wife, Mrs. Elizabeth
Bell, in 1747. She was originally his house-

keeper; but in that situation was well known to,

and highly respected by, his literary friends. She
was a very extraordinary woman, and after her

marriage she applied herself so closely to the

advancement of her husband's business, that

she, by her intense application to learning,

arrived at last to a degree of capacity equal to

the task of reading the proofs of the most learned

works done in the office ; and it is but justice to

observe here, that her mental acquu-ements were

only surpassed by her modesty. She died before

her husband. In 1729, through the friendship

of the speaker, Onslow, Mr. Bowyer was ap-

pointed printer of the votes of the house of

commons, an office which he held through

three successive speakers, and for a space of

nearly fifty years. In 1736 he was appointed

printer to the society of antiquaries, and elected

a member. In 1766, he engaged in partnership

with Mr. Nichols, who had been trained by him
to the profession. The year following, he was
appointed printer of the journals of th(; house
of lords and rolls of parliament. Mr. Bowyer
wrote several curious tracts, and published im-

proved editions of some valuable books. His
publications are an incontrovertible evidence of

his abilities and learning: to which may be

added, that he was honoured with the friendship

and patronage of the most distinguished person-

ages of his age. For more than half a century,

he stood unrivalled as a learned printer ; and
some of the most masterly productions of this

kingdom appeared from his press. To his lite-

rary and professional abilities, he added an ex-

cellent moral character. His regard to religion

was displayed in his publications, and in the

course of his life and studies ; and he was par-

ticularly distinguished by his inflexible probity,

and an uncommon alacrity in assisting the neces-

sitous. His liberality in relieving every species

of distress, and his endeavours to conceal his

benefactions, reflect great honour on his memory.
Though he was naturally fond of retirement,

and seldom entered into company excepting with

men of letters, he was, perhaps, excelled by few

in the talent of justly discriminating the real

characters of mankind. He judged of the per-

sons he saw by a sort of intuition; and his judg-

ments were generally right. From a conscious-

ness of his literary superiority, he did not always

pay that attention to the booksellers which was

expedient in the way of his business. Being too

proud to solicit the favours in that way which he

believed to be his due, he was often disappointed

in his expectations. On the other hand, he fre-

quently experienced friendships in cases where

he had much less reason to have hoped for them :

so that, agreeable to an expression of his own,
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" in what he had received, and in what he had
been denied, he thankfully acknowledged the

will of heaven." The two great objects he had
in view in the decline of life, were to repay the

benefactions his father had received, and to be
himself a benefactor to the meritorious of his

own profession. These purposes are fully dis-

played in his last will. He was buried agreeably

to his own direction, at Low Layton, in Essex,

and a monument erected at the expense of Mr.
John Nichols, to his father's memory and his

own, with a Latin inscription written by Mr.
Nichols, who was his apprentice, partner, and
successor; and who has done ample justice to

his eminent predecessor's memoiy, by an invalu-

able series of anecdotes of Mr. Bowyer* and
many celebrated literary characters of the last

and present century, to which the reader is re-

ferred, as containing an invaluable fund of in-

formation.

At the east end of the court-room of the sta-

tioners' company, is the bust of Mr. Bowyer,
under which is a brass plate, thus inscribed, in

his own words, in conformity to a wish he had
many years before communicated to his partner

:

To the united Munificence of

THE COMPANY OF STATIONERS,
and other numerous Benefactors

;

who,
when a calamitous Fire, Jan. 30, 1712-13,

had in one nij^ht destroyed the Effects

of William Bowyer. Printer,

repaired the loss with unparalleled Humanity :

William, his only surviving Son,
being continued

Printer of the Votes of the House of Commons,
by his Father's Merits,

and the indulgence of three Honourable Speakers;
and appointed to print the Journals of the House of Lords,

at near LXX years of age,

by the Patronage of a noble Peer;
struggling with a debt of j^ratitude which could not be

repaid,

left this Tablet to suggest
what worn-out Nature could not express.

Ex Voto Patroni Optimi Amicissimi
Poni Lubenter Curavit Cliens Devinctus

J. Nichols, M.DCC.LXXVIII.

The following is a genuine extract from Mr-
Bowyer's will

:

* * * * And now I hope / may
he allowed to leave somewhat for the benefit of
"printing. To this end^ I give to the master and
keepers^ or wardens and commonaltg of the mys-

* Literary Anecdotes of the Eighteenth Century ; com-
prizing Biographical Memoirs of William Bowyer, printer,

F.S.A., and many of hit learned friends ; an incidental

view of the progress and advancement of literature in this

kingdom during the last century ; and biographical anec-

dotes of a considerable number of eminent wrjters and in-

genious artists; with a copious index, by John Nichols,

F. S. A. in nine volumes. Mr. Maty, in the first volume
of his New Review thus mentions the Anecdotes ofBowyer

:

"Frobenius scatters flowers over the grave of Aldus, and
taking the opportunity at tlie same time of paying literary

honours to Erasmus, and the worthies who made his learn-

ed press sweat under them ;—in plainer words, an account
of a very distinguished and very worthy printer, who repaid

literature what he had received from it, by that clause in

his will which makes provision for the maintenance of a
learned compositor of the press. Together with the ac-

counts are given anecdotes, some longer, some shorter,

of the writers who printed at Mr. Bowyer's press."

tery or art of a stationer of the city of London,
such a sum of money as will purchase jC2,000

three per cent, reduced bank annuities^ upon trust

to pay the dividends and yearly produce thereof

,

to he divided for ever equally amongst three print-

erSj compositors or pressmen, to he elected from
time to time hy the master, wardens, and assist-

ants of the said company, and who at the time of
such election shall he sixty-three years old or up-

wards, for their respective lives, to be paid half-

yearly ; hoping that such ax shall be most deserv-

ing will he preferred. And whereas I have

herein before given to my son the sum of j£3,000

four per cent, consolidated annuities, in case he

marries with the consent of my executors : Now,
I do hereby give and bequeath the dividends and
interest of that sum, till such marriage takes

place, to the said company of stationers, to be

divided equally between six other printers, com-
positors or pressmen, as aforesaid ; and if my
said son shall die unmarried, or married without

such consent as aforesaid, then Igive and bequeath

the said capital sum of £3,000 to the said com-

pany of stationers, the dividends and yearly

produce thereof to be divided for ever equally

amongst six other such old printers, compo-

sitors or pressmen, for their respective lives, to

he qualified, chosen, and paid, in manner as

aforesaid. It has long been to me matter of

concern, that such numbers are put apprentices

as compositors without any share of school-

learning, who ought to have the greatest. In
hopes of remedying this, I give and bequeath to

the said company of stationers such a sum of
money as will purchase one thousand pounds

three per cent, reduced hank annuities, for the

use of one journeyman compositor, such as shall

hereafter be described ; with this special trust,

that the master, wardens, and assistants, shall pay
the dividends and produce thereof half-yearly to

such compositor. The said master, wardens, and
assistants, of the said company, shall nominatefor
this purpose a compositor who is a man of good

life and conversation, who shall usually frequent

some place ofpublic worship eivry Sunday, unless

prevented hy sickness, and shall not have worked

on a newspaper or magazine for four years at

least before such nomination, nor shall ever after-

wards whilst he holds this annuity, which may be

for life if he coniinties a journeyman. He shall

he able to read and construe Latin, and at least

to read Greek fluently with accents ; of which he

shall bring a testimonial from the rector of St.

Martinis Ludgate, for the time being. I could

wish that he shall have been brought up piously

and virtuously, if it he possible, at nferchant

Taylors*, or some other public school, from seveti

years of age till he is full MtimlMfi, smd then to

serve seven years faithfully as a compositor, and
work seven years more as a journeyman, as J

would not have this annuity bestowed on any
(me under thirty-one years of age. If after he

is chosen he shall behave ill, let him be turned

out, and another he chosen in his stead. And
WHEREAS it may be many years before a com-
positor may he found thai shall exactly answer

h
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the above description^ and it may at sometimes

happen that such a one cannot be found ; I
would have the dividends in the mean time applied

to such person as the master, wardens, and assist-

ants, shall think approaches nearest to what I have

described. And whereas the above trusts will

occasion some trouble; I give to the said company,

in case they think proper to accept the trusts,

£250. * * Mr. Bowyer further gave to

the company of stationers £180 a-year for spe-

cific charitable purposes ; also a small silver cup.*

See his will at large in Nichols's Literary Anec-

dotes, vol. iii. p. 270.

1777. The Glasgow Herald established. At
first this paper was called the Advertiser, after-

wards the Advertiser and Herald, and latterly by
the Glasgow Herald ; Mondays and Fridays.

1777. The Kendal Diary, a sheet almanack,

began by Mr. Pennington, continued till 1836.

1778, March. The following sums were paid

for compiling indexes to the Journals of the

House of Commons : Mr. Edward Moore,
£6400 as a final compensation for thirteen

years' labour ; Rev. Mr. Foster, £3000 for nine

years' ditto ; Rev. Dr. Roger Flaxman, £3000
for nine years' ditto ; and Mr. Cunningham,
£500 in part for ditto; making a total of

£12,900.
1778. A Grammar of the Bengal language,

Svo. This work was the production of Nathaniel

Brassey Halhed, esq. and printed at Hoogly, a

city of Hindostan, in Bengal, from letters cut

and types founded by Mr. Charles Wilkins, at

that time in the East India company's civil ser-

vice, whose extraordinary skill and industry had
to encounter every difficulty which necessarily

resulted from the total want of European artists.

Mr. Halhed informs us, that Mr. Wilkins was
obliged to charge himself with all the various

occupations of the metallorigist, the engraver,

the founder, and the printer.

Mr. Wilkins persevered in his noble under-

taking of rendering the oriental languages

available to the English scholar, through the

medium of the art of typography; with this

view he compiled from the most celebrated

native grammars and commentaries, a work
entirely new to England, on the structure of the

Sanskrita tongue: he cut steel letters, made
punches, matrices, and moulds, and cast from

them a fount of the Dava-nagari character, his

only assistance being the mechanics of a country

village. Early in 1795, he had commenced the

printing of this laborious undertaking in his

own dwelling-house ; but, on the second of May
in that year, the whole of his premises were

destroyed by fire ; his books, manuscripts, and

the greater part of the Sanskrita punches and
matrices were preserved ; but the types which

had been prepared with so much labour, were

all either lost or rendered useless. This is a

circumstance not less interesting as a typo-

graphical anecdote, than it is as an instance of

* This cup was given to the elder Mr. Bowyer by Mrs.
James, after his loss by fire.

honourable erudite industry ; it is like Mercator
engraving and colouring his own maps, or Aldus
and Stephens working at their own presses and
letter cases. About ten years afterwards, the
court of directors of the East India company
encouraged Dr. Wilkins to resume his labours,
and to cast other types ; as the study of the
Sanskrita had become an important object in
their new college at Hertford.

1778. Peignot mentions that a Life of M.
d' Aguesseau, written by his son the chancellor
d'Aguesseau, was composed and printed by M.
and Madame Saron, at Chateau de Fresnes, by
means of a private press which they had obtain-
ed from London in 1778. The volume bears
the date of 1720, but it was really struck off in

this year. Sixty copies of it were printed ; and
no other production of this press is known,

1778, April 24. Died, Samuel Baker, who
was for many years distinguished as an eminent
bookseller ; and published several good cata-

logues of books, at market prices, between the
years 1757 and 1777. He was also very famous
as an auctioneer of books ; a quality in which
he was at least equalled, if not excelled, by Mr.
George Leigh, who was many years his partner
in York-street ; and by his great nephew Mr.
Samuel Sotheby, partner with Mr. Leigh in the

Strand. Mr. Baker retired from business a few
years before his death to a delightful villa which
he built at Woodford Bridge, near Chigwell in

Essex. He left his property to his nephew,
Mr. John Sotheby. The following dates, from
three flat stones in the church-yard of St. Paul,
Covent Garden, record the deaths of Mr. Baker's

mother, his own, (kc. &c.

Mrs. Ann Baker, May 27, 1766, aged 87.

Mrs. Rebecca Baker, of York-street, Feb. 18, 1768, aged 63.

Mr. Samuel Baker, April 24, 1778, aged 66.

Mr. John Sotheby, Nov. 1, I807, aged 67.

Harriet Sotheby, wife of Samuel Sotheby, Bookseller;
born 23 Jan. 1775, died 9 July 1808 ;

the best of women, of wives the perfectest.

1778, May 18. Died, Thomas Gent, printer,

in the city of York. The name of Gent is well

known to the collectors of English topography,

and of typographical curiosities, as that of a
printer who sometimes employed his press upon
productions of his own; and who, in his cha-

racter of author, produced numerous volumes,
which are far from being destitute of merit. He
was a native of Dublin, and served his ap-

prenticeship to Mr. Powell, a printer in that

city, but, unfortunately, no farther can be known
of his early history *. On his arriving in Lon-
don he was employed by Mr. Daniel Midwinter
and Mr. Mears, in Blackfriars. In 1714, April

20, he left London on foot, and walked to York
in six days, where he was engaged by Mr. White,
with whom he remained a year, ancl then visited

Dublin, and found employment with Mr. Thos.

Hume in Copper-alley ; but returned to London

* The Life of Mr. Thomas Gent, printer of York, written

by himself London : printed for Thomas Thorpe, 1832.

This little work contains an excellent portrait, and a great

deal of curious information upon printers and printing.
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about the latter part of 1716, and worked with

Mr, Wilkins in Little Britain, in company with

Samuel Negus. He then worked for Mr. Watts.
In 1718, he again visited Ireland, but soon re-

turned to London, and commenced master. In
1724, Mr. Gent removed his printing-office from
London to York, and married a relation of Mr.
White's, with whom he had become acquainted
during his former residence in that city. His
residence was in Petergate, the same that had
belonged to Mr. White. The imprint to one of

his books states that his printing-office was in

CofFee-yard, " where that useful art, to which
the sons of learning are infinitely obliged, is per-

formed after a neat manner." He pursued his

business with diligence until he had attained the

advanced age of eighty-seven years, being at that

time the oldest master printer in England, and
a freeman of the cities of London, York, and
Dublin. He was interred in the church of St.

Michael le Belfrey, in York. Mr. Gent was the

author ofa great number of small tracts in verse

and prose, and published a useful compendium,
containing some things not in larger histories,

entituled, The antient and modern History of the

famous City of York ; and in a particular man-
ner of its magnificent cathedral, commonly
called York-minster, &c. &c.

1778, June 1. Died^ Joseph Bentham, an
alderman of Cambridge, and many years printer

to the university. He was bom at Ely, in No-
vember, 1708 : his father was a very worthy cler-

gyman of the diocese of Ely, and descended

from an ancient family in Yorkshire. Mr. Ben-
tham was not eager after money in the way of

his business, but rather ambitious of printing

works that would do him credit. He printed

his brother's valuable History of Ely^ at a con-

siderable expense to himself. He had a great

taste for gardening, and a turn for humour. He
was a very amiable man, and the only one of six

brothers that was not in orders. He married

Anne, sister and heiress of George Reste, esq.

He was buried, as was his wife, in Trumpington
church.

1778, July 2b. Dierf,Andrew Jackson, book-
seller, well known as a dealer in old books, and
black letter, for more than forty years, in Clare

Court, Drury Lane. Here, like another Mag-
liabechi, midst dust and cobwebs, he indulged
his appetite for reading ; legends and romances,
history and poetry, were indiscriminately his

favourite pursuits. Unlike a contemporary
brother of the trade,* he did not make the

curiosity of his customers the foundation of a
collection for his own use, and refuse to part

with an article, where he found an eagerness in a
purchaser to obtain it. Where he met with a
rarity, he would retain the same till he had
satisfied his own desires in the perusal of it, and
then part with it agreeable to his promise.

Though placed in an humble rank in life, he

* John King, of Moorflelds, whose curious library, con-
sisting of ten days' sale, was sold by auction by Barker
in 1760.

was easy, cheerful, and facetious. If he did not
abound, his wants were few, and he secured
enough to carry him to his journey's end. He
was retainer to the Muses, but rather traversed
the plains than ascended any steps up the hill of
Parnassus. In 1740 he published the first book
of Paradise Lost in rhyme : and ten yeai-s after-

wards, with somewhat better success. Matri-
monial Scenes ; consisting of the Seaman's Tale,
the Manciple's Tale, the Character of the Wife
at Bath, the Tale of the Wife at Bath, and her
Five Husbands ; all modernized from Chaucer

;

by A. Jackson.

The first refiner of our native lays
Chaunted these tales in second Richard's days

;

Time grudg'd his wit, and on his language fed !

We rescue but the living from the dead

;

And what was sterling verse so long ago
Is here new coined to make it current now.

The contents of his catalogues of the years
1756, 1757, 1759, and one without date, as
specified in their titles, were in rhyme. In 1751

,

in conjunction with Charles Mai*sh, he repub-
lished, as Shakspeare's, a Briefe conceipte touch-
ing the Commonweale of this Realme of England;
originally printed in 1581. He quitted his

business about a year before his death, having
completed his eighty-third year the fourteenth
of May preceding.

1778, Aug. 12. Died^ Robert Goadby, prin-

ter and proprietor of the Sherborne Mercury,
who carried on a large and extensive business
as a bookseller. Few men have been more ge-
nerally known in the west of England than Mr.
Goadby, and few had more friends or more ene-
mies. To the freedom of his sentiments on reli-

gious and political subjects, and to the openness
with which he declared them, he was indebted
for both. Truth was the object of his researches.

Mr. Goadby was also the conductor of several

miscellaneous and periodical publications; which
being sold extremely cheap, and very widely cir-

culated, had a considerable good eflFect, and
proved the means of disseminating a great deal of
useful knowledge among pereons whose opportu-
nities of giving information were few and scanty

;

and to his praise it should be observed, that he
carefully excluded from his publications every
thing of an immoral and irreligious tendency.
He compiled an Illustration of the Scriptures,

three vols, folio ; a work, entitled, the Universe
Displayed; and he was also the author of the

Life of Bamfylde Moore Carew, King of the

Beggars. His weekly paper, the Sherborne Mer-
cury, was uniformly conducted in a manner
friendly to the liberties of Englishmen. In par-
ticular, he had a just idea of the importance of
the liberty of the press : and the celebrated axiom
of Mr. Hume, " the liberties of the press and the
liberties of the people must stand orfall together,''*

was a favourite one with Mr. Goadby. To the
poor he was a constant and generous friend. His
acts of beneficence were very numerous while he
lived ; and by his will he left a sum in the stocks,

the interest of which was annually distributed
among the poor of Sherborne. He left 40s. a-
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year to the vicars of Sherborne for ever, on con-

dition of their preaching an annual sermon upon

the first Sunday in May, when the beauties of

nature are in the highest perfection, on the won-

ders of the creation. The inscription on his tomb

stone, placed there in consequence of his own

directions, is another proof that the infinite va-

rieties of vegetation engrossed a considerable

share of his attention. It stands in the church

yard of Oborne, a small village about a mile

from Sherborne, and is as follows

:

In memory of Robert Goadby,
late of Sherborne, printer, who departed this life

August 12, 1778, aged 57.

Death is a path that must be trod.

If man would ever come to God.
The fir tree aspires to the sky,

and is clothed vrith everlasting verdure

;

Emblem of the good, and of that everlasting life,

which God wUl bestow on them.
Since death is the gate to life,

the grave should be crowned with flowers.

Many of Mr. Goadby's friends apprehended

that he injured his health by too great an appli-

cation to business and study. He was, indeed,

ofa disposition uncommonly active and assiduous,

and could not bear long to be idle. He was not

without his faults ; but they were few, and not

of a singular kind ; they were, without doubt,

greatly overbalancedby hisgood qualities, which

certainly entitle him to the character of a most

active, useful, and worthy member of society.

1778. JohnsoTi's Sunday Monitor. This was

the first newspaper published on the sabbath, in

Great Britain. It appeared in London.

1778, Aug. 17. Died^ William Caslon, the

second type-founder, who, as an artist had great

merit, though not equal to his father ; yet the

reputation of the foundry sufi'ered no diminution

in his hands. He married Miss Elizabeth Cart-

litch, only child of Dr. Cartlitch, a lady of

beauty and understanding, by whom he had two

sons, William and Henry. Mr. Caslon dying

without a will, his property became divided in

equal proportions between his widow and two

sons, but the superintendence devolved on the

elder William. Of Mrs. Caslon it would be im-

proper to pass unnoticed. Her merit and ability

in conducting a capital business during the life

of her husband, and afterwards till her son was

capable of managing it, was deserving of all

praise. In quickness of understanding, and ac-

tivity of execution, she left few equals among
her sex. On the death of her husband, and

their eldest son establishing himself in Moor-

fields, she conducted the business herself, and

continued to do so till disabled by an attack of

the palsy, which she survived but a few months,

dying Oct. 23, 1795, aged about 70 years.

1778. Died C. Heydinger, a German book-

seller, in the Strand, London. He was unsuc-

cessful in business, and died in distressed cir-

cumstances some time in this year.

1779, Jan. 23. The Mirror, a weekly paper

resembling the Spectator, commenced at Edin-

burgh on this day, in the shape of a small folio

sheet, price three half-pence, and terminated

May 27, 1780, having latterly been issued twice
a-week. Of the one hundred and ten papers to

which the Mirror extended, forty-two were con-

tributed by Henry Mackenzie,* author of the

Man of Feeling, &c. &c. The sale, during the
progress of the publication, never exceeded four

hundred copies. When republished in 12mo.
volumes, a considerable sum was realized from
the copyright, out of which the proprietors pre-

sented £100 to the orphan hospital, and treated

themselves to a hogshead of claret, to be drunk
at their ensuing meetings.

The Mirror, though inferior to the Spectator

in variety and humour ; to the Rambler in dig-

nity and ethic precept ; and to the Adventurer
in the field of splendid fiction

; yet supports a
character which has justly rendered it a favourite

with the public. There is, owing in a great

measure to the genius of Mr. Mackenzie, a
pathetic charm, a tender strain of morality,

thrown over its pages, which greatly interests

;

nor is it, by any means, sterile or defective in

the delineation of character. These qualifica-

tions are to me, by many degrees, more pleasing

and permanently impressive, than the eternal

wit and irony which pervade the World and
Connoisseur. When we affirm, therefore, that

sweetness, delicacy, and pathos, are the distin-

guishing features of the Mirror, we doubt not,

from the imperishable nature of these ingredients,

that it is formed to delight a distant posterity.

1779, May 10. Lord North, prime minister,

and chancellor of the university of Oxford, in-

troduced a bill into parliament to renew and
legalize the privilege of the universities, and the

stationers' company, to the exclusive right in

printing almanacks ; but after an able argument
by Mr. Erskine in favour of the public, upon
the petition of Mr. Carman, the bookseller, the

house of commons rejected the ministerial pro-

ject by a majority of forty-five votes.

1779. In this year there were twenty printing

offices in the city of Edinburgh, and ten paper

mills in the neighbourhood.

1779, May 1 1 . Died, Edward Dilly, a book-

seller of great eminence in the Poultry, London,

particularly in the line of American exportation,

and in the writings of the good old school of

Presbyterians, Doddridge, Watts, Lardner, &c.
Mr. Edward Dilly was an enthusiastic admirer

of the politics (if not of the personal charms)

of Catharine Macauley,t whose publications he
regularly ushered into the world ; and may truly

be said to have been a general and generous pa-

tron. He was a man of great pleasantry of

* Henry Mackenzie was a native of Scotland, died Jan.

14, 1831, in the eighty-sixth year of his age ; as a writer

he is distinguished by refined sensibility and exquisite

taste ; with more delicacy, Mackenzie possesses much of

Sterne's peculiar pathos. His principal works are the Man
of Feeling, the Man of the World, and Julia de RoubignS.

t Catherine Macauley Graham, an historian of some
celebrity, was the daughter of John Sawbridge, esq. of

Otlantigh in Kent, and born in 1730. In 1760 she married

Dr. George Macauley, a physician, who left her a widow.
In 1783, she married Mr. Graham, a clergyman. In 1785

she went to America for the purpose of visiting General

Washington. She died at Binfield June 23, 1791 •

m
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manners, and so fond of conversation, that he

almost literally talked himself to death. He was
buried in the church-yard of Southhill, in Bed-
fordshire, with the following epitaph inscribed

on his grave stone

:

Near this place lies interred
The body of Edward Dilly,

late citizen and bookseller, of London.
He was born in this parish,

July 25, 1732;
and died May ii , 1779.

The business was carried on by his younger
brother Charles Dilly, who had been some time

his partner, and thus became the sole proprietor

of a very valuable trading concern, which he

continued to cultivate with that industry and
application, which in the great commercial me-
tropolis of England almost invariably leads to

opulence, till 1807, under which year see a notice.

1779, July 20. Died^ Dougal Graham, the

rhyming chronicler of the rebellion of 1745,

and who for some time carried on the business of

a printer at Glasgow ; and it has been affirmed,

that, like Buchan, the chronicler of Peterhead,

he used to compose and set up his works without

ever committing them to writing. Unfortu-

nately, no account of the parentage or early life

of this eccentric individual has been preserved.

It has been said that he was engaged in the re-

bellion of 1745 and 1746, but without sufficient

authority. He had, to use his own words, "been
an eye-witness to most of the movements of the

armies^ from the rebels first crossing the ford of

Frew, to their final defeat at Culloden ;" but it

would seem from this expression, as well as from
the recollections of some of his acquaintances,

that it was only in the capacity of a follower,

who supplied the troops with small wares. But
Dougal's aspiring mind aimed at a higher and
nobler employment,—the cultivation of the

muse; and no sooner was the rebellion termi-

nated by the battle of Culloden, than he deter-

mined to write a history of it " in vulgar rhyme."

Accordingly, the Glasgow Courant of September

29, 1746, contains the following advertisement

:

" That there is to be sold by James Duncan,
printer in Glasgow, in the Salt-Mercat, the

second shop below Gibson's Wynd, a book
entitled, A full, particularj and true account of
the late rebellion in the years 1745 and 1746,
beginning with the Pretender^s embarking for
Scotland, and then an account of every battle,

siege, and skirmish that has happened in either

Scotland or England : to which is added, several

addresses and epistles to the pope, pagans, poets,

and pretender, all in metre, price fourpence.

But any booksellers or packmen may have them
easier from the said James Duncan, or the

author, D. Graham. The like," the advertise-

ment concludes, " has not been done in Scot-

land since the days of sir David Lindsay !" As
the book beecame known, Dougal issued editions
" greatly enlarged and improved." That of

1771, while it contains many additions, is said

to want much of the curious matter in the editio

princeps. In 1752, Graham styles himself ' mer-

chant in Glasgow,' but it would appear that his

wealth had not increased with his fame ; about
this time he became a printer. The exact dale

at which he became bellman is not known, but it

must have been after 1770. At this time the

situation was one of some dignity and import-

ance : the posting of handbills and the puldish-

ing of advertisements were not quite so common

;

and whether a child had "wandered,"—"s;il-

mon, herring, cod, or ling" had arrived at the

Broomielaw,—or the grocers had received a new
supply of " cheap butter, barley, cheese, and
veal," the matter could only be proclaimed by
tlie mouth of the public crier. After several

years of, it may be supposed, extensive useful-

ness in this capacity, Dougal was gathered to

his fathers. Besides the before-named histoiy,

Graham wrote many other poems and sonps,

some of which, though little knoAvn, are highly

graphic. They would form a pretty large

volume, but it is hardly probable that in this

fastidious age any attempt will be made to col-

lect them.—Chambers's Eminent Scotsmen.

1779, Nov. 12. Died, John Beecrofi, a con-

siderable wholesale bookseller in Paternoster-row,

many years agent to the university of Cam-
bridge, and master of the company of stationers

in 1773. He died at Walthamstow.
1779, Nov. 24. Henry Sampson Woodfall,

printer of the General Advertiser, sentenced in

the court of king's bench to pay a fine of six

shillings and eight pence, and to be confined in

Newgate twelve months, for publishing a hand-

bill expressive of joy at the acquittal of admiral

Keppel.*
1779. Dr. Johnson published his long-ex-

pected work, the Lives of the English Poets, and
fixed the price at two hundred guineas, at which

Malone observes, " The booksellers, in the couree

of twenty-five years have probably cleared five

thousand. Johnson has dignified the booksellers

as the " patrons of literature." In the case of

the above work, which drew forth that encomium,
he had bargained for two hundred guineas; and

the booksellers spontaneously added a third hun-

dred. On this occasion the great moralist ob-

served to a friend, " Sir, I have always said the

booksellers were a generous set of men. Nor in

the present instance have I reason to complain.

The fact is, not that they have paid me too little,

but that I have written too much." The lives

were soon published in a separate edition ; when
for a few corrections, the doctor wiis presented

with another hundred guineas. This work was

first suggested by a literary club of booksellers,

* Augustus, viscount Keppcl, was the second son of tlie

earl of Albemarle. He accompanied commodore Anson in

his voyage round the world, and in 1778 commanded the
channel fleet, which, July 12, in that year, fell in with the

French under count d'Orvillicrs of!' Ushant. A partial ac-

tion ensued, which the English admiral thought to have
renewed in the morning, but tlic enemy had retired. This
affair gave great dissatisfaction to the nation, which was
aggravated by sir Hugh Palliser, second in command, pre-

ferring a charge against admiral Koppel, who was honour-
ably acquitted by a court-martial at Portsmouth. Sir

Hugh was then tried and censured. In 1782, admiral Kep-
pel was raised to the peerage ; he was also at two sepa-

rate periods first lord of the admiralty. HediedOct. 2, )76s.

5 A
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of whicli alderman Cadell, with Messrs. James
Dodsley, Lockyer Davis, Thomas Longman, Pe-

ter Elmsby, honest Tom Payne of the Mews-gate,

Thomas Evans, and James Robson, were the

members, and from whicli originated the germ
of many valuable publications. Under their

auspices, Mr. Thomas Davies (who was himself

a pleasant member of the club) produced his

Dramatic Miscellany, and his Life of Garrick.*

1779, Jan. The British Miscellany, No. 1.

1779, Jan. 18. The Literary Fly, No. 1.

Edited by the rev. Herbert Croft.

1779, March. The Englishtnan, No. 1. '

1779, May. The Whig Magazine ; or Patriot

Miscellany, No. 1.

1779, July. The Foreign Medical Review.

1780, Jan. 8. Died, Francis Newbery, a
bookseller, at the west end of Saint Paul's, who
was for several years publisher of the Gentle-

man's Magazine ; he was the nephew of Mr.
John Newbery, esq. the respectable vender of

Dr. James's powders, at the east end of St.

Paul's church yard.

1780, Feb. 20. Died,m Greyfriar's gate, Not-
ingham, aged seventy-two years,Thomas Peet,
land surveyor, a skilful astronomer, mathemati-
cian, and schoolmaster. He was the oldest

almanack writer in England, having wrote the

Gentleman's Diary and Poor Robin upwards of

forty years ; during which time he was never be-

hind hand with his competitors at prognosticating

future events.

1780. Isaiah Thowas, printer at Worcester,
in Massachusetts, North America, printed an
almanack for this year ; one of the boys asked
him what he should put opposite the 13th of
July. Mr. Thomas being engaged, replied, " any
thing, any thing!" the boy returned to the office

and set " rain, hail, and snow." The country
was all amazement—the day arrived, when it

actually rained, hailed, and snowed. From that

time Thomas's almanacks were in great repute.

1780, March 11. Died, Richard Nutt, a

* David Garrick, one of the most celebrated actors
which England has produced, was born at Hereford, Feb.
1716. His father was a captain in the army, descended from
a French family, who being- protestants, fled to England
on the revocation of the edict of Nantes. He received his
education partly at the grammar school of Lichfield, and
partly under Dr. Johnson, with whom he visited London
in 1735. His first appearance on the stage was at Ipswich,
in 1741, under the assumed name of Lyddal; and the ap-
plause he metwith induced him to make his appearance at
the theatre in Goodman's- fields, in the character of Richard
the Third. The other theatres were quickly deserted, and
Goodman's-fields became the resort of the people of fashion
tUl that theatre was shut up. In the summer of 1743,
he played in Dublin to such full houses, that the heat of
the weather and the crowds occasioned a fever, which was
called the Garrick fever. In 1747 he became joint patentee
of Drury-lane theatre ; and in 1749 he married Mademoi-
selle Violetti, an Italian stage dancer. In 1769 he cele-
brated a fete in honour of Shakspeare, called the Jubilee,
at Stratford-upon-Avon. It was afterwards made an en-
tertainment at Drury-lane, under the same title, and had a
prodigious run. In 1776 he gave up his concern in the
theatre for ^35,000, He died 1779, and was buried in
Westminster abbey. Mr. Garrick was hospitable and ge-
nerous, but vain, and fond of flattery. He wrote several
dramatic pieces, prologues, epilogues, songs, and epigrams,m the last he excelled. Mrs. Garrick (Eva Maria Violetti)
was born at Vienna, Feb. 29, J 724, and died at London,
Oct. 16, 1 822.

printer in the Savoy, in 1724, and after\

many years printer of the London Evening Post;
had long retired from business, and died in

Bartlett's buildings, aged eighty-six.

1780, April 24. Died, John Nourse, many
years bookseller to his majesty. He was a man
of science, particularly in the mathematical line

;

in which department a great number of valuable
publications were by him introduced into the
world. He also published a considerable number
of French books. After the death of Mr. John
Nourse, the extensive business of the house was
carried on, with indefatigable diligence, by Mr.
Francis Wingrave, for the benefit of Mr. (after-

wards Sir Charles) Nourse, an eminent surgeon
at Oxford, equally distinguished for the long
period, and the eminence of his practice. He
received the honour of knighthood, Aug. 15,

1786, on his majesty's visit to the university.

He was a cotemporary student and pupil with
the celebrated Mr. Pott; of similar vivacity,

temper, and manners, and of equal celebrity for

professional abilities and knowledge. He had
long laboured under a severe dropsical com-
plaint; which terminated fatally April 19, 1789.

Mr. Wingrave was his successor in the long-

established shop in the Strand.

1780, June 6. Died, Mr. Emerson, printer,

of St. John's square, London, and proprietor of
Lloyd's Evening Post : after carrying on business

with reputation for more than twenty years, he
retired with an easy competency.

1780. Died, George Hawkins, many years

a bookseller in Fleet-street, near the Temple
gate. He was treasurer of the company of sta-

tioners from the year 1766 till his death.

1780, July 28. Died, Edward Allen, a very

excellent printer in Bolt-court, Fleet-street,

London, the " dear friend " of Dr. Johnson,
and a member of the Essex head club. He was
far advanced in years ; his printing office uni-

ted to the dwelling of Dr. Johnson, which was
next door to it, and afterwards occupied by Mr.
Thomas Bensley,who demonstrated with foreign-

el's that the English press could rival and even
excel the finest works that graced the continen-
tal annals of typography.

1780. Weekly Revieiv. This publication was
commenced by James Tytler, during his resi-

dince in the sanctuary at Holyrood, Edinburgh

;

but was soon discontinued, when a printer

named Mennons, renewed the publication, and
Tytler was employed in the capacity of chief

contributor.

1780. The Volunteer Evening Post. From the

time of Saunders's News Letter, in 1763, was
published in Dublin to this year, a great host of

publications, most of which soon perished

;

amongst the ephemeral prints was the above-

named paper ; the circumstances attending the

origin and expiration of which exhibit a lively

portrait of the spirit of the times. The opposi-

tion to the government was then so strong that

no printer could be found in Ireland to publish

a paragraph in opposition to the popular cause.

Government was therefore compelled to send a
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press and printers from England for their pur-

pose, but it required no little management to

establish it. It first assumed a popular name,

and professed to take a waim side in that cause.

To increase the deception, the portrait of a
volunteer, in full uniform, was exhibited every

night, and every other device put in practice

with the same view. But the secret soon dis-

played itself, and the mob proceeded to take

summary vengeance. The editor escaped, but

the printer was dragged to the Tenter-fields, and
there tarred and feathered ! Unable to withstand

popular hatred, the paper was dropped; but so

strong was the public indignation, that no one

could be got to purchase the materials, and
editors, printers, types, press, -Sec. were, after

three years' effort, re-transported to England.

1780. The Poetical Magazine.

1780, Aug. 4. The Protestant Packet; or,

British Monitor^ designed for the use and enter-

tainment of every denomination of Protestants

in Great Britain. By the rev. James Murray.*

Spartanos (genus est audex, avidumque feroe) nodo cau-
tus propriore Una.

—

Seneca.

Newcastle-upon-Tyne, printed by T. Angus,

St. Nicholas' church yard, for the editors.

1780. The Detector. This political paper was
promised " to be continued occasionally during

the session of parliament." It was printed in

octavo, at the price of sixpence each number

;

but, meeting with little encouragement, was
soon relinquished.

1780, Nov. The Tralteur, No. 1.

1780. The Whig. This series of papers was
written by the late Hugh Boyd, and appeared

in Almon's London Courant ; and, together with

the Freeholder, very ably assisted in maintaining

the cause of constitutional liberty.

1780, Dec. 2. Periodical Essays, by the re^.

Robert Nares, afterwards archdeacon of Stafford,

No. 10, Feb. 3, 1781.

1781, Feh. Died, Jacob Wragg, a compositor

of Bury St. Edmunds, in Suffolk. Mr. Wragg
was the first person chosen by the company of

stationers to enjoy the annuity left by Mr.
Bowyer; and, says Mr. Nichols, was " in every

respect deserving of it." He was a man of

real learning, and had been patronized by Dr.

Jortin, on whose first volume of the Life of
Erasmus he had been employed at Mr. Edward

* The Freeman's Magazine ; or the Constitutional Repo-
sitory, containing a free debate concerning the cause of
liberty; consisting of all the papers published in the
London newspapers from Northumberland and Newcastle,
or the county of Durham, from the sending of instruc-
tions to the Newcastle members of parliament, till this

present time. By the rev. James Murray and others.

Quisnam igitur liber ? Sapiens qui imperiosus
Quern neque pauperies, ncque mors, neque vinculatcrrcnt:
Responsare cupidinibus, contemnere honores
Fortis, & in scipso totus teres, atque rotundas :—. Eripc tui-pi

CoUa Juga : Liber liber sum die age.

—

Horace.

Newcastle upon Tyne, printed for the editors, and sold by
T. Slack, W. Charnlcy, and J. Atkinson, booksellers.

R. Fisher, the circulatinp: library ; and G. Young, High
Bridge, Newcastle, and all other booksellers in town and
country, mdccixxiv.

Say's. It has been remarked, however, a.s a
somewhat strange circumstance, that in an occu-
pation so nearly allied to literature as that of

printing, a single candidate only should have
offered himself as qualified to enjoy so comfort-

able a stipend.

1781. Mr. Tilloch, editor of the Philoso-

phical Magazine, presumed to have invented a
method of stereotyping, without having, at the

time, any knowledge of Ged's invention.* In
perfecting the invention, Mr. Tilloch had the

assistance and joint labour of Mr. Foulis, printer

to the university of Glasgow. After gi-eat labour,

and many experiments, these gentlemen " over-

came every difficulty, and were able to produce
plates, the impressions from which coula not be
distinquished from those taken from the types

from which they were cast. Though we had
reason to fear, from what we found Ged had
met with, that our efforts would experience a
similar opposition from prejudice and ignor-

ance,t we persevered in our object for a con-

siderable time, and at last resolved to take out
patents for England and Scotland, to secure to

ourselves, for the usual term, the benefits of our
invention." Owing to some circumstances of a
private nature, not connected with the stereo-

type art, the business was laid aside for a time,

and Mr. Tilloch having removed from Glasgow
to London, the concern was dropped altogether

;

but not till several volumes had been stereotyped

and printed, under the direction of Messrs.

Tilloch and Foulis.

1781, Feb. 6. Newsfrom the Pope to the Devil,

with their lamentations for the acquittal of lord

George Gordon ; to which is added the Hypo-
crite, by Judas Guzzle Fire, A. M. (the rev.

James Murray.]:) Newcastle : printed for the

author, mdcclxxxi. Small 12mo. 19 pages.

1781, March 1. Died, Mr. Chase, printer of

Norwich.
1781. April. Lord North introduced a bill

into parliament, with respect to laying an ad-

ditional duty on almanacks. In the course of

his speech his lordship obseiTed, " According to

the laws now in being, sheet almanacks are sub-

ject to a duty of twopence each ; and book al-

manacks to one of fourpence each. But, of late,

complaints had been made to him by the printers

of the latter, that the printers of the fonner had
contrived to print upon a very large sheet of

paper, which, admitting of a variety of matter,

and folding up, almost in the manner of a book,

* Mr. Tilloch says so in the Philosophical Magazine

;

and, therefore, we must suppose he liad not, at that time,
seen the narrative, just read, of Mr. Rowe Morcs's books,
dated 1788, in wliich a tolerable outline is given of the
practice of stereotyping, although not under so learned a
name ; but quite sufficient, if any body else had happened
to have seen it at the time, to have raised a competitor to
Messrs. TiUoch and Foulis.

—

Hansard.

t Of course, if they came southward.
t The Rev. James Murray, author of A History of the

Church in England and Scotlaiid, Travels of the Imagina-
tion, Sermons to Asses, and many other works, was bom
in Scotland, at Fauns, in Roxburghshire. Ho became
minister of the High Bridge Mccting-housc, Newcastle
upon Tyne, in the year 1/64, where he continued to
reside and publish liis works till bis death, wliich liap-

pened January 28, 1782.
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answered all the purposes of a book almanack

;

so that the sale of the latter had considerahly

fallen, to the loss both of the trader in book al-

manacks and the revenue. This appeared by a

comparison of the duties paid on sheet and book

almanacks in two given years. In one year

316,515 sheet almanacks, and 261,000 book al-

manacks had paid duty ; but, in the next year,

the contrivance of printing on a sheet that folded

like a book had so far succeeded, that the sale of

the book almanacks fell short 32,000 of what it

had been the year before. To remedy this, he

proposed to equalize the duties on both, which

would be by laying twopence additional on sheet

almanacks : this was but a trifle to an individual,

considering that it was an expense that came
but once a year ; and the produce of this ad-

ditional duty would be about £2,600 a year.

Out of this money, he proposed to give £500
per annum to each of the two universities, as a

compensation for what they had lost by judg-

ment in the common pleas, which had de-

stroyed the monopoly of printing almanacks,

that the two universities had enjoyed for near

two centuries." The house agreed to the report

of the committee of ways and means, agreeing

to the two resolutions for laying an additional

tax on all sheet almanacks, and granting an

annuity of £500 out of the produce to each of

the two 'universities.*

1781, May 8. The exclusive right of the

king's printer to print Forms of Prayer, fully

established in the court of exchequer.

1781. The New Annual Register, containing

the history of the preceding year. It was pro-

jected and originally edited by Dr. Kippis;t

after whose death, in 1795, it was conducted by

the rev. Thomas Morgan, LL.D., the coadjutor

of Dr. Aikin in the preparation of his Biographi-

cal Dictionary. Watt, in his Bibliotheca Britan-

nica, states that this publication was at one time

edited by the late Mr. John Mason Good ; but

we do not observe that this is mentioned in Dr.

Olinthus Gregory's life of that gentleman. The
New Annual Register was continued till 1825,

but it never attained the reputation of its pre-

decessor and rival.

1781. Died, John Henrv Miller, formerly

a printer at Zurich, in Switzerland, and after-

wards at Philadelphia, where he published a

* When the duty was taken off almanacks, in the year
1 834, it will not be an improper question to ask if the grant
to the universities ceased ?

+ Andrew Kippis was born at Nottingham, March 28,

1725, died at London, October 8, 1795, and was buried in

Bunhill fields. He was a writer in the Monthly Review
some time ; and in 176I had a share in the Library, which
failed. He was chosen philological tutor in the academy
for the education of dissenting ministers. In 1773 he
published a Vindication of the Protestant Dissenting Min-
isters, with regard to their late Application to Parliament.
which brought him into a controversy with dean Tucker.
In 1777 he became the editor of the new edition of the
BiograpMca Britannica ; five volumes of this were pub-
lished in his life-time, and the greatest part of the sixth
was prepared before his death. In 1788 lie published the
Life of Captain Cook, in one volume, 4to. and in the same
year a Life of Dr. Lardner, prefixed to his works. Dr.
Kippis was also the writer of the History of Knowledge,
&C. in the New Annual Register, and a variety of other
pieces, particulaily sermons and tracts.

newspaper in the year 1744. He then removed to

Marienberg, in Upper Saxony, and after various

peregrinations he finally fixed himself in Penn-
sylvania, where he ended his days.

1781, July. In the court of king's bench the

printer of the London Courant was sentenced to

be fined £100, imprisoned for a year, and at the

expiration of his confinement to be set in the

pillory for one hour. The printer of the Noon
Gazette, for having copied the paragraph, was
sentenced to pay a fine of £100, and a year's

imprisonment ; and as he had published a para-

graph the following day, justifying what he had
done, he was for the second offence ordered an
additional six months' imprisonment, and to

stand in the pillory. The publisher of the Morn-
ing Herald was ordered to pay a fine of £100,
and to be imprisoned one year. The printer of

the Gazetteer (being a female) was sentenced to

pay a fine of £50, and to be imprisoned six

months, for a libel on the Russian ambassador.

1781, June 23. The Manchester Chronicle,

No. 1, printed and published by Charles Wheeler,
in Hunter's lane. The Mercury was the only

paper in Manchester when Mr. Wheeler com-
menced the Chronicle.

1781. The first newspaper in the Hungarian
language, appeared at Presburg.

1782, Aug. 12. William Cowper, the cele-

brated poet, was prevented by rains and floods

from visiting lady Austen, who suggested the

Task. Cowper beguiled the time by writing to

her the following lines, and afterwards printing

them with his own hand. He sent a copy of

these vei^ses, so printed, to his sister, accompanied
by the subjoined note, written upon his typogra-

phical labours.

To watch the storms, and hear the sky,

Give all the almanacks the lie :

To shake with cold, and see the plains
In autumn drown'd with wintry rains :

'Tis thus I spend my moments here.

And wish myself a Dutch mynheer

;

I then should have no end of wit.

For lumpish Hollander unfit

:

Nor should I then repine at mud,
Or meadows delug'd with a flood

;

But in a bog live well content.
And find it just my element;
Should be a clod and not a man.
Nor wish in vain for sister Anne,
With charitable aid to drag
My mind out of its proper quag

;

Should have the genius of a boor.

And no ambition to have more.

My dear Sister,—You see my beginning ; I do

not know but in time I may proceed to the

printing of halfpenny ballads. Excuse the

coarseness of my paper ; I wasted so much before

I could accomplish any thing legible, that I

could not afford finer. I intend to employ an
ingenious mechanic of this town to make me a

longer case, for you may observe that my lines

turn up their tails like Dutch mastiffs; so difl5-

cult do I find it to make the two halves exactly

coincide with each other.

We wait with impatience for the departure of

this unseasonable flood. We think of you, and
talk of you ; but \\ e can do no more till the
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waters subside. I do not think our correspondence

sliould drop because we are within a mile of each

other ; it is but an imaginary approximation, the

flood having in reality as effectually parted us,

as if the British channel rolled between us.

Yours, my dear sister, with Mrs. U.'s best

love, WILLIAM COWPER.

Monday^ Aug. 12, 1782.

1782. Diedy William Francis de Bure, an
eminent bookseller of Paris. His treatise of

Scarce and Curious Books^ 7 vols. 8vo. 1766,

and his Museum Typographicum, 1775, shew
his industry and knowledge to great perfection.

1782, Feb. Maty's Neiv Review, No. 1. This
work was the production of Paul Henry Maty,
son of Dr. Matthew Maty, who died August 2,

1786. He was born in 1745, and intended for

the church, but his advancement was hindered

by some scruples he entertained respecting the

doctrines of the Trinity. He was appointed

one of the librarians of the British museum,
and in 1778, a secretary of the royal society.

In 1782 he commenced the above work, which
he continued till 1786. In 1784, when there

were great divisions in the royal society, occa-

sioned by the dismissal of Dr. Hutton from the

post of foreign secretary, Mr. Maty resigned his

place. He died Jan. 16, 1787.

1782. The Jesuit. This periodical paper was
commenced during the short-lived administra-

tion of lord Shelburne, as characteristic of that

nobleman. In this work Mr. Sheridan had a
principal concern, and it was so severe upon the

minister that the attorney-general was directed

by government to institute a prosecution against

the publisher. It ought to be mentioned as a
curious instance of the honesty of party, that

when the conductors of this paper came soon

after into power, they suffered the prosecution to

go on, and the bookseller to be imprisoned twelve

months without interposing on his behalf, or even

paying the heavy expenseswhich he had incurred

!

1782, Nov. 28. Died, Mr. Ridley, bookseller

in St. James's-street.

1782. The European Magazine.

1783, Jan. The Gentleman's Magazine, con-

siderably enlarged, and from this time each year

was divided into two volumes.

1783, March 29. Died, Thomas Caslon, an
eminent bookseller in stationers'-court, and whose
name appears conspicuously on the title-pages

of the day. He was master of the stationers'

company in 1782.

1783. Joseph Francis Ignatius Hoffmann,
a native of Alsace, (who settled the following

year at Paris) availed himself of the discovery of

Ged, which had been made in the art of stereo-

typing, and endeavoured to extend it. He
printed, on solid plates, several sheets of his

Journal Polytype, and advertised father Che-
mer's Recherches sur les Maures, 3 vols. 8vo. as

a polytype book. Hoffmann was deprived of his

printing office in 1787, by a decree of the council;

and in 1792 he addressed a memoir to the mi-

nister of the interior, to enable him to open a

new channel for his industry. He formed two
sorts of types or puncheons ; one for detached
letters, and the other for letters collected into

the syllables most frequently occurring in the
French language. Hoffmann termed the art of

casting types the art of polytypes, and that of
re-uniting several characters into a single type,

the art of logotype. In 1785, Joseph Carez, a
printer at Toul, in France, chanced to obtain

some numbers of Hoffmann's Journal Polytype ;

he was struck with the advantages which the new
process seemed to offer, and commenced his first

essays in editions, which he called omotyped, in

order to express the reunion of many types in

one. He executed several liturgical and devo-

tional works, and among others, an edition of

the Vulgate Bible in nonpareil, which possesses

great neatness.

1783. An Introduction to Logography : or,

the art of arranging and composing for printing

with words intire, their radices and terminations,

instead of single letters. By his iVajesty's royal

letters patent. By Henry Johnson. London,
printed logographically. 8vo. Walter. This new
method of composition was denominated Logo-
graphic, which consisted in the art of arranging
and composing for printing with words intire,

their radices and terminations, instead of single

letters; for which invention Mr. Walter, the
proprietor of the Times newspaper, and part

contriver of this new method, obtained his majes-
ty's letters patent ; Mr. Johnson was a compo-
sitor with Mr. Walter, and appears to have
been at great trouble and not a little expense to

prepare his types, and published the above
pamphlet to recommend them to the public.

In the pamphlet Mr. Johnson says, by this

method, " the errors are far less than in com-
mon ; there can be none orthographical ; nor can
there be any misplacing, inverting, or omission
of letters, nor substitution of one letter for an-
other." It may be fairly asked, how came the

word majesty, in the very title-page, to be
misprinted najesty. Is this the extraordinary

correctness that is to silence all objections? But,
as well from this unlucky circumstance, as from
the awkward one of a single e which had drop-

ped below the line, p. 47, in the familiar word
extensive ; common types appear to have been
had recourse to, in aid of this logographical

scheme. Nor could it be otherwise, were his

stock of letters ever so large; for when the

inconceivable variety of whole words, and requi-

site combinations of letters are cast, there must
still remain a great deficiency of technical and
uncommon tenns, with proper names, to be made
up when wanted, from single letters ; but neither

the words majesty, nor extensive, i-ank in these

classes : and even if it were possible for a printer

to complete such a stock, is he to print all things
in the same sized type ; or is his whole stock of
combinations to be multiplied in all the usual
sizes, and then to be doubled for Roman and
Italics in each ? in this latter case, what sum of
money would a printer require to set up with ?

what must be his stock of letters, sufficient to
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answer the usual calls of business ? and how are

those, who live in confined situations, to enlarge

their printing houses, for the methodical and

convenient disposition of the numerous cases of

words and other combinations ? At present, a

printer orders in a certain quantity of each fount

of types, as his occasions require ; an order well

understood, and readily executed. According to

this improvement, an order for a hundred weight

of English nouns, half a hundred weight of

adjectives, and a quarter of a hundred weight of

verbs, would be too vague to answer any purpose

:

for an assortment suitable for a volume of ser-

mons, would not print a volume of Philosophical

Transactions, the Roman History, or a System of
Geography i He must either be furnished with

five or ten hundred weight of the whole English

language, if possible; or, a hundred weight,

made up in pounds, of

—

butter, cheese, beef, pork,

tripe, mustard, air, water, earth, fire, heat, cold,

light, darkness, snow, rain, &c. all specified.

Another hundred weight must be made up in

half pounds, of

—

angels, devils, heaven, hell,

sulpher, grin, growl, howl, stink, bricks, tiles,

rubbish, mops, brooms, soap, sand, &c. to the end

of a most laborious and comical list ; beside

which, a smaller assortment of all these will be

wanted with capital initials, for the beginning

of sentences. Indeed, if a common printer's

stock of single letters, is to be added as an
appendage to this copious magazine, s will be a

very useful drudge on all occasions, to make
plurals with ; but so formidable an apparatus

can serve no other purpose than embarrass the

art, and encumber the artist with assistance.

Hitherto we have only considered printei-s as

engaged on English composition ; but beside

occasional quotations, how are they to print

Latin, French, Italian, and Spanish works?
These Mr. Johnson proposed to compose from

syllables of two or three letters ; but whatever

shift may be made with the Latin in this way,

we conceive that no stock of syllables, within

the power of any founder to cast, or printer to

amass, would suit the combinations in other

languages, accommodated with their peculiar

accents, apostrophes, and circumflexes. This

method was however soon discontinued.

1783. J. Stockdale introduced the art of

printing into the town of St. George, the capital

of the island of St. George, the largest of the

Bermudas or Sommers islands.

1783, Nov. 18. Died, George Ayscough,
bookseller of Nottingham. He unfortunately

launched into speculations which impaired his

fortune ; and was reduced to live with his son,

Samuel, assistant librarian of the British mu-
seum, and a veiy useful contributor to the

literary history of his country.

1783. In this year there were only five master

printers in the town of Liverpool ; Robert
Williamson, John Gore, John Sibbald, John
Johns, and George Woods : with this latter

gentleman Mr. M'Creery served his appren-
ticeship.

1783, Transactions of the Society of Arts, ^c.

1784, Feb. 15. Died, John Millan, who
was a bookseller at Charing cross more than fifty

years. He is thus celebrated in Mr. Dell's*

poem of the Booksellers :

" Millan, deserving of the warmest praise,

As ftdl of worth and virtue as of days

;

Brave, open, gen'rous, 'tis in him we find

A solid judgment and a taste refin'd
;

Nature's most choice productions are his care.

And them t'obtain, no expense or pains does spare

:

A character so amiable and bright,

Inspires the muse with rapture and delight

;

The gentleman and tradesman both in him unite.

1784, March I. Died, Gilbert Martin, of

the Apollo press, Edinburgh. Mr. Martin pos-

sessed a most singular disposition, and very

extraordinary qualities. His peculiarities press-

ed chiefly on his nearest relations and friends

;

conscientious, but obstinate ; very liable to err,

though he seldom thought he acted wrong ; litera

scripta was his guide, and a rule of conduct,

which, once determined on, neither interest,

friendship, reason, nor justice, could divert him
from his purpose. With such a disposition, it

was dangerous to deal with him; and many
sacrifices were to be made by those who perse-

vered in his friendship. By dint of application,

he had improved an excellent understanding,

and acquired a taste and science in his profes-

sion which few predecessors had displayed;

disdaining to be fettered by the common rules

of art, he ranged into a wide field of luxuriant

fancy, and combined in types such symmetry
and elegance as might vie with the powers of a

painter's pencil.

1784, April 12. A bill was passed in the Irish

house of commons, for securing the liberty of the

press in that country, whereby it was enacted,
" that the name of the real printer and proprietor

of every newspaper should be entered upon oath

at the stamp ofiice."

1784, April 30. Died, Thomas Evans, a

well-known and eminent bookseller in the Strand

;

much beloved, respected, and esteemed by his

numerous acquaintance, friends, and relations

;

by the latter for his aff'ectionate regard ; by his

friends for his readiness and activity in their ser-

vice ; and by his acquaintance for the pleasant-

ness of his conversation, and his entertaining

manner of displaying his wit and humour, of

both of which he possessed a more than ordi-

nary portion to the close of his existence; even

that " last solemn act of a man's life," his will,

containing an example of it. After directing

that his funeral should be in a very plain man-
ner, he could not refrain from adding, that " it

would be ridiculous to make a coxcomb of a

grave man." Few persons in the middling rank

of life had their company more courted by those

* Henry Dell was a bookseller, first in Tower-street,

and afterwards in Holborn, where he died very poor. He
once attempted to perform the part of Mrs. Termagant, at

Covent Garden theatre, but without success. He vnrote

and altered four dramatic pieces. He was also the author

of the Booksellers, a poem, which was pronounced by
some able judges, to be " a wretched, rhyming list of

booksellers in London and Westminster, with silly com-
mendations at some, and stupid abuse of others."
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who had the pleasure of knowing him, because

few have been more successful in their " flashes

of merriment," or have more frequently " set

the table in a roar ;" and there are not many to

whom the public have been more obliged for a
right use of their professional powers. Mr.
Evans (who served his apprenticeship with Mr.
Charles Marsh, a bookseller of reputation in

Round-court and atCharing cross) had naturally

a taste and a love for literature ; and, as far as

prudence would permit, endeavoured to render
his private propensity the source of public advan-
tage and public ornament. Hence he favoured
the world with elegant editions of complete col-

lections of the works of some very eminent
poets, and engaged in a great number of pub-
lications that tended to rescue merit from ob-

livion, and to do honour to the literary charac-

ter of his country. Among them we may enu-
merate editions of Shakspeare's poems, Buck-
ingham's poems, Buckingham's works, Nichol-
son's Historical Library^ four volumes of Old
Ballads, with notes, (of this his son afterwards

published an improved edition) cardinal de
Retz's Memoirs, Savage's works. Goldsmith's
works, Prior's works, Rabelais's works,' His-
tory of Wales, and Peck's Desiderata Curiosa.

To all these works Mr. Evans prefixed dedica-

tions written with neatness and elegance, ad-
dressed to his literary patrons, Ganick, Sir Joshua
Reynolds, Mr. Sheridan, and others. Mr. Evans
had his imperfections in common with the rest of

mankind: but those who knew him best felt a
triumph when they heard any of his failings

singled out as the subject of discussion, because
it served to bring to their recollection how
much his foibles were overbalanced by his

many substantial good qualities. The following

characteristic lines were written, by way of epi-

taph, by a friend who intimately knew and con-

sequently esteemed him :

" Cropt by th' untimely hand of Death, here lies.

If ' Life's a jest,' one who was truly wise

;

If cares were jests, its jests were all his care.
Till life and jest dispers'd in empty air.

Then take this sigh, thou poor departed shade '.

For all the pleasantries thy life display'd

:

Alas ! 'tis aU that's now in friendship's power

;

The sad exchange for many a cheerful hour."

17S4, July 14. Edmund Burke, esq. brought
an action against Mr. Woodfall, printer of the

Public Advertiser, for a libel. Mr. Burke laid

the damages at £5000, but the jury gave him
only £100.

1784. Valentin Haiiy, (brother to the cele-

brated French mineralogist,) was the first person

who turned his attention towards instructing the

blind. The plan which he adopted was first

suggested to him by his acquaintance with a
German lady, the baroness Von Paradis, of

Vienna, who visited Paris in the year 1780, and
performed on the organ with general applause.

Haiiy repeatedly visited this ingenious lady, and
was much surprised to find in her apartments

several contrivances for the instruction of the

blind ; for instance, embroidered maps and a

pocket printing apparatus, by means of which
she corresponded with Von Kempelen, in Vienna,
the ingenious inventor of the chess-player and
speaking automaton, and with a learned blind

gentleman, named Weissenburg, at Manheim.
The philanthropic Haiiy compared the high cul-

tivation of these two Germans with the degraded
state of the blind in France, where at the
annual fair of St. Ovide, an innkeeper had
collected ten poor blind persons, attired in a
ridiculous manner, and decorated with asses*

ears, peacocks' tails, and spectacles without
glasses, to perform a burlesque concert. In
1784, Haiiy opened an asylum, in Paris, under
the patronage of the sociH^ pliilantropique^

and since called the " institution royale des
jeunes aveugles," or the royal institution for

the juvenile blind, in which he set on foot that
excellent course of instruction which has since

been copied in all quarters of the world. The
young inmates were instructed not only in appro-
priate mechanical employments, as spinning,

knitting, making ropes or fringes, and working
in pasteboard, but also in music, reading, writ-

ing, arithmetic, geography, and the sciences.

For this purpose he invented particular means
of instruction, resembling those with which he
had become acquainted by his intercourse with
the two blind Germans. For instruction in

reading, he procured raised letters in metal,

from which, also, impressions might be taken on
paper, the impressions being so deeply sunk in

the paper as to leave their marks in strong relief,

and which marks were felt by the fingers of the

pupils. For writing, he used particular writing-

cases, in which a frame, with wires to separate

the lines, could be fastened upon the paper. For
ciphering, there were moveable figures of metal
and ciphering boards, in which the figures could
be fixed. For teaching geography, maps were
prepared, upon which, mountains, rivere, cities,

and the borders of counties, were embroidered
in various ways. In the beginning, the philan-

thropic society paid the expenses of the

institution, which was afterwards taken under
the protection of the state. The benevolent ex-

ample thus set by France was followed by the

governments of Russia, Prussia, and Austria, by
the establishment of similar institutions in their

respective capitals. In England the same feel-

ing shewed itself by the school at Liverpool being

opened in 1791. The asylum at Edinburgh and
the school at Bristol followed in 1793. That of

London in 1799, and Norwich in 1805. After

this the blind seem to have been nearly for-

gotten, as it was not till 1828 that the asylum at

Glasgow commenced its operation. In 1827 the

important art of printing for the blind was first

practised in the Edinburgh asylum, where Mr.
Gall, the inventor, printed, as the first specimen,

the Gospel of St. John. In 1833, a school was
opened at Belfast, Ireland. In 1835, the Wil-
berforce memorial school for the blind was open-
ed at York; and at this period there were no
less than four others projected,—at London,
Manchester, Aberdeen, and Dundee.

I
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1784, Nov. 7. Diedy Thomas Lowndes, who
was for twenty-eight years a bookseller in Fleet-

street, where he had an extensive circulating

library, and was a considerable dealer in dra-

matical works; and, by persevering industry,

acquired a considerable fortune. He was a

strong-minded uneducated man ; rough in his

manners, but of sterling integrity ; and is sup-

posed to have been delineated by Miss Burney,

in her celebrated novel, Cecilia, under the name
of Briggs.

On a flat stone in the chancel of St. Bride's,

is this inscription.

H. s. E.

Thomas Lowndes, Bibliopola,

hnjus parochiae iijcola annos supra viijinti octo,

Natus pridie cal. Decembris, anno SalutisI^lQ;
denatus 7 Novembris, 1784.

Quis desiderio sit pudor aut modus
Tam chari capitis

!

He was a native of Cheshire, as were three

eminent printers of the same name in the six-

teenth century.

1784, Dec. 13. Died, Samuel Johnson, one

of the brightest luminaries that ever graced the

literary hemisphere, a learned critic, lexicogra-

pher, and miscellaneous writer, in the seventy-

fifth year of his age, to the loss of his intimate

associates, and the world, whose unremitting

friend he had ever been. He was born at Lich-

field, Sept. 7, 1709, where his father was a
bookseller. He was educated partly at the free

school of Lichfield, and in 1728 was admitted of

Pembroke college, Oxford, which he left in 1731

,

without a degi'ee. On the death of his father

hebecame usher of the school at Bosworth, where
he did not continue long. We next find him
residing with a printer at Birmingham, where he
translated Lobo's Account of Abyssinia. In
1735 he married a widow lady of that town, and
the same year opened a school at Edial, near

Lichfield, but he obtained only three scholars,

one of whom was David Garrick. About this

time he wrote his tragedy of Irene. In 1737 he
set out for the metropolis, accompanied by Gar-
rick, where he formed a connexion with Cave,

the publisher of the Gentleman^ Magazine, for

which work he continued to write several years.

In 1759, he produced his fine eastern tale of

Rasselas, which is designed to prove that no
worldly pleasures are capable of yielding tme
gratification, and that men must look for this to

a future state of existence. In 1762 the king

granted him a pension of £300 per annum,
without any stipulation with respect to his lite-

rary exertions. Johnson had the honour of a
conversation with the king in the royal libraiy

in 1765, when his majesty asked if he intended

to publish any more works ? To this he answered,

that bethought he had written enough; on which
the king said, " so should I too, if you had not

written so well." About this time he instituted

the literary club, consisting of some of the most
celebrated men of the age. In 1773 he went
on a tour with Mr. Boswell to the western islands

of Scotland, of which journey he shortly after

published an account, which occasioned a differ

ence between him and Macpherson relative to

the poems of Ossian. In 1775 the university of
Oxford sent him the degree of LL.D. by diplo-

ma, which before had been conferred on him
by the university of Dublin. After a long ill-

ness, during part of which he had fearful appre-
hensions of death, but at last his mind became
calm, composed, and resigned, he died full of
that faith which he had so vigorously defended
and inculcated by his writings.

When Mr. Thrale built the new library at
Streatham, and hung up over his books the
portraits of his favourite friends, that of Jolinson
was last painted and closed the number, upon
which Mrs. Thrale* wrote the following lines

:

Gigantic in knowledge, in virtue, in strengi:h,
Our company closes with Johnson at length j

So the Greeks from the cavern of Polypheme past,
When wisest, and greatest, Ulysses came last.

To his comrades contemptuous, we see him look down.
On their wit and their worth with a general frown.
Since from science' proud tree the rich fruit he receives.
Who could shake the whole tnmk while they turn'd a few
His piety pure, his morality nice

—

[leaves.
Protector of virtue, and terror of vice

;

In these features religion's firm champion display'd.
Shall make infidels fear for a modern crusade.
While th' inflammable temper, the positive tongue.
Too conscious of right for endurance of wrong

:

We suffer from Johnson, contented to find.
That some notice we gain from so noble a mind

;

And pardon our hurts, since so often we've found
The balm of instruction pour'd into the wound.
'Tis thus for its virtues the chemists extol
Pure rectified spirit, sublime alcohol

;

From noxious putrescence, preservative pure,
A cordial in health, in sickness a cure

;

But expos'd to the sun, taking fire at his rays.
Burns bright to the bottom, and ends in a blaze.

The great peculiarity which most conspicu-
ously characterizes the writings of Johnson is

:

under the weightof a pompous and over-artificial

diction, and struggling with numberless preju-
dices and foibles, we see, in all of his composi-
tions, the workings of a strong and reflecting

mind. It is to be lamented that this great writer

and virtuous man laboured under constitutional

infirmities of body and mind, which rendered
him occasionally gloomy, capricious, and over-

bearing ; though he seems to have been by no
means deficient in either abstract or practical

benevolence. It is remarkable that, while the
works of Johnson are becoming less and less fa-

miliar to modem readers, his life, as related by
his friend James BoswELL,f is constantly in-

creasing in popularity. This appears to result

from the forced and turgid style of his writing,

which is inconsistent with the taste of the pre-

* Hesther Lynch Piozzi, (originally Miss Salisbury,
afterwards Mrs. Thrale,) died at Clifton, near Bristol, May
2, 1821. She was the author of the Three Warnings, and
other poems.

t James Boswell was the son of Alexander Boswell, of
Auchinleck, one of the justices of session, and born at
Edinburgh, Oct. 29, 1740. He received his education at the
school and university of his native city ; and early distin-

guished himself by his love of poetry and the belles lettres.

He was an advocate first at the Scottish bai-, and upon the
death of his father removed to the English bar j but his

disposition was rather indolent, and he was fond of plea-

sure, which were powerful impediments to his progress in

the legal profession. By the favour of lord Lonsdale he
was chosen recorder of Carlisle. He died May 19, 1795.

i:<i
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sent age, while his colloquial language, as re-

ported by his biographer, has perfect ease and
simplicity, with equal, if not superior energy.

The Life of Johnson is in itself one of the most
valuable literary productions of the eighteenth

century. It is the most minute and complete

account of a human being ever written. Mr.
Boswell, who is a native of Scotland, and a man
of lively, though not powerful intellect, employ-
ed himself for many years in gathering the par-

ticulars of his friend's life, in noting down the

remarks of the moralist upon men and things,

and in arranging and compiling his work, which
was published in 1791 in two volumes quarto.

Its author has thus, by an employment to which
few men would have condescended, and a la-

borious exertion of powers, in themselves almost

trifling, been the means ofpresenting to the world

one of the most instructive and entertaining books

in existence.*

—

Chambers.

1784, Jan. 1. The Reasoner, No. 1.

1784, Feb. 3. The New Spectator, with the

sage opinions of John Bull, No. 1. Probably

edited by Mr. Horatio Robson.
1784. Weekly Amusement, No. 1.

1784. Minion type first used in newspapers.

1784, April 2^. The Miniature, No. 1.

1785, Feb. 6. The Lounger, a work of exactly

the same character as the Mirror, by the same
writers, and under the same editorship, was
commenced at Edinburgh, and continued once

a week till the 6th of January, 1787 ; out of one

hundred and one papers to which it extended,

fifty seven were the production of H. Mackenzie.
1*785, April 6. The idea of laying down fixed

charges for difierent kinds of printing was not

suggested for nearly two centuries after the dis-

covery of the art, nor indeed until this year was
there any published list of prices ; and the merit

of forming the basis of the scale for regulating

the price of the compositor's labour, certainly

belongs to the journeymen, who on April 6, 1 785,

submitted to the masters eight propositions for

this purpose, five of which were agreed to, and
three rejected by them, after they had been laid

before them upwards of seven months. Previ-

ous to this year, the price paid for composition

appears to have been regulated by the size of the

type employed; upon the principle that the com-
positor was less liable to interruption when en-

gaged in picking up his thousands of small type,

than he was when employed upon large type,

where the interruptions for making-up, impos-

ing, correcting, &c. were more frequent. Ante-
cedently to this time, whenever the compositor

was paid by the thousand, he appears to have
received for english type four-pence ; for long

primer, three-pence halfpenny ; and for brevier,

three-pence farthing. In Scotland, at the same
period, brevier type was paid two-pence half-

penny, and english type four-pence per thousand.

* Miss Lucy Porter once told Dr. Johnson that she
should like sometimes to purchase new publications, and
asked him if she might trust to the reviewers. " Infallibly,

my dear Lucy," he replied, " provided you buy what they
abuse, and never any thing: they praise."

Regarding Scotland, it appears, that about the
year 1763, a dispute arose in the office of Messrs.
Murray and Cochrane, printers in Edinburgh,
about the price of composition, when William
Smellie, then engaged as a reader, devised a
scale of prices for composition.

The first regular and acknowledged compo-
sitors' scale for the payment of piece-work is by
one writer stated to have been agreed to at a
general meeting of masters, who assembled in

the month of November 1785, to consider eight

propositions submitted to them in a circular from
the whole body of compositors, with a view to

advance the price of labour. That part of the
trade, however, who were most materially inter-

ested in the adjustment of the price of labour,

namely, the compositors, do not appear to have
been present when these propositions were dis-

cussed, or to have been permitted to oiTer any
arguments in their favour ; but the masters as-

sumed the right to set a price upon the labour of
others, although a short time afterwards they
repelled with indignation an attempt of the

booksellers to interfere with their decisions and
profits. We are informed by another writer that

the scale was not formed at a general meeting of

masters, but by a committee, who, '* after much
labour and considerable discussion," agreed to a

scale of prices, which, although it has at diff'erent

times been amplified and altered to suit the va-

rious circumstances of the times, and the different

kinds of work as they occurred, has served as

the basis of every other scale up to the present

time. It is not essential, at this period, to know
whether the scale was agreed to by a general

meeting of masters or by a committee.

1785. The agency for newspapers commenced
in this year by Mr. William Taylor, in London.
Mr. Newton, of Warwick-square, was at first a
partner with Mr. Taylor.

1785. The patent of king's printer for Scotland

renewed for jforty-one years from the expiration

of the preceding grant in the year 1798. This
grant will consequently cease in 1839.

\7^b, April 14. Died, William Whitehead,
poet laureat, a man of amiable manners and in-

telligent conversation. He was the son of a
baker, and born in the parish of St. Botolph in

Cambridge, where, after being at Winchester,

he entered at Clare hall, and in 1743 took the

degree of M. A. intending to enter into ordei's,

but was prevented by adverse circumstances, and
became tutor in the family of the earl of Jersey.

In 1754 he published a volume of poems, which
was well received, and on the death ofCibber, was
appointed laureat. From the days of Rowe, if

not from an earlier period, the regular duty of the

poet laureat had been to produce an ode for the

new year and one for the king's birth-day, both

of which, being set to music by the master of

the king's band, were sung before the court, and
likewise published in the newspapers. Through-
out the whole term of the eighteenth century,

when there was little genuine poetry of any kind,

the productions of the laureat were generally a

mere tissue of tame and senseless verses; but
5 B
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some allowance ought in fairness to be made for

the difficulty which a man even of superior ge-

nius must have experienced, in, year after year,

forcing from his brain ideas approaching a poe-

tical character, respecting subjects which in

reality have nothing poetical about them. Indeed

it must be acknowleged, that the absurdity does

not lie so much in the odes, as in the custom of

exacting them. In this point of view. White-
head himself seems to have regarded the office,

for in di Pathetic Apology for all Laureats, past,

present, and to come, which appeared in the

edition of his works published after his death,

he almost redeems the serious nonsense of eight-

and-twenty years, by the humour with which he

ridicules the envious poetasters who were in the

habit of publishing rival odes.

His muse, obliged by sack and pension,
Without a subject or invention.
Must certain words in order set,

As innocent as a gazette -,

Must some half-meaning half-disg^ulse.

And utter neither truth nor lies.

But why will you, ye volunteers,
In nonsense tease us with your jeers.

Who might with diilness and her crew
Securely slumber ? Wh]| will pou
Sport your dim orbs amidst her fogs?
You're not obliged—ye sUly dogs

!

Mr. Whitehead was the author of the Roman
Father, Fatal Constancy, and Creusa, tragedies

;

the School for Lovers, a comedy ; and a Trip to

Scotland, a farce. He was succeeded by the rev.

Thomas Warton, author oi the History of English
Poetry, whose lyrical genius might have been
expected, if such had been at all possible, to lend

a grace to even this dreary task.

1785. Died, Joachim Ibarra, printer to the

king of Spain, who carried the typographic art

to a degree of perfection which had been un-
known in that country. His presses produced
fine editions of the bible, the Mazarahic Missal,

Marian's History of Spain, Don Quixote,

and GrabriaVs Spanish translation of Sallust.

^
He invented a superior kind of printing ink.

He was a native of Saragossa.

1785, May 5. Died, Thomas Davies, a book-

seller, in Russel-street, Covent-garden, London.
Mr. Davies was a man of uncommon strength

of mind, who prided himself on being through
life a companion for his superiors. He was
born in or about the year 1712, and educated at

the university of Edinburgh, and became, as

Dr. Johnson used to say of him, learned enough
for a clergyman. He imbibed very early a taste

for theatrical pursuits ; and in 1736, his name
appears in the bills of the Haymarket theatre.

He next appeared at York, where he married
Miss Yarrow, an actress, whose beauty was not
more remarkable than her private character was
ever unsullied and irreproachable. He also per-

formed at Edinburgh, where he appears to have
been the manager of the theatre. He then
went to Dublin, and, with his wife, perforaied
several characters. In 1753, he was with his wife
at Drury-lane, where they -remained several years
in good estimation with the town. In 1762, a
iew years before he finally quitted tlie theatre,

he resumed his former occupation of a book-
seller, in Russel-street, and became the author,

compiler, and publisher, of many useful works;
but not meeting with that success which his atten-

tion and abilities merited, Mr. Davies, in 1778,
was under the disagreeable necessity of submit-
ting to become a bankrupt ; when such was the

regard entertained for him by his friends, that

they readily consented to his re-establishment;

and none, as he said himself, were more active

to serve him, than those who had suflfered

most by his misfortunes. But all their efforts

might possibly have been fruitless, if his great

and good friend Dr. Johnson had not exerted all

his interest in his behalf. In 1780, by a well-

timed publication, the Life of Garrick, two
volumes, which passed through four editions, he
not only acquired considerable fame, but realized

money. Mr. Davies was the writer of essays

without number, in prose and verse, in the St.

Jameses Chronicle, and some other of the public

newspapers. At his death he was aged about
seventy-three years, and was buried by his own
desire, in the vault of St. Paul, Covent Garden

;

and the following lines were written on the

occasion

:

Here lies the author, actor, Thomas Davies
$

Living he shone a very rara avis;

The scenes he played life's audience must commend,
He honour'd Garrick—Johnson was his friend.

Mrs. Davies, his widow, died Feb. 9, 1801.

1785. The Political Herald and Revietv ; or

a survey of Domestic and Foreign Politics, and
a critical account of Political and Historical

Publications. This work was edited by Dr.

Gilbert Stuart, late joint proprietor and editor

of the Edinburgh Magazine, which extended
we believe only to two volumes, which are now
rather scarce.

1785. The Holy Bible, with the various

readings and parallel texts, by Bishop Wilson,

3 vols.—Bath. This Bible is most beautifully

printed on vellum paper ; the verses are marked
on the sides, not to interrupt the narrative ; and
it is in every respect the completest English

edition for study, or the library.

1785, June 28. Died, John Rivington, prin-

ter, in St. John's-square, London.

1785, July 2. Died, John Wilkie, book-

seller, in St. Paul's church-yard, and treasurer

of the company of stationers. He was much
respected for his pleasant and engaging manners.

Mr. Wilkie left two sons, both in the trade. The
eldest, Mr. George Wilkie, was in partnership

with Mr. John Robinson, and carried on a very

extensive wholesale trade in Paternoster-row.

Mr. Thos. Wilkie, the younger son, was settled

at Salisbury, of which city he had the honour of

being chief magistrate.

1785, Jnly 9. Died, William Strahan, an

eminent printer, and many years printer to his

majesty. The life of William Strahan affords

another instance of the difficulties which may
be overcome by perseverance and integrity—and
without any usurpation of the rights of others,

what can be achieved by a man's own efforts.
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This worthy typographer was born at Edinburgh,

in April, 1715. His father, who had a small

appointment in the customs, gave his son the

education which every lad of decent rank then

received in a country where the avenues to

learning were easy, and open to men of the most
moderate circumstances. After having passed

through the tuition of a grammar-school, he was
put apprentice to a printer; and, when a very

young man, removed to a wider sphere, and went
to follow his trade in London, where he appears

to have worked for some time as a jouraeyman.
He married, early in life, a sister of Mr. James
Elphinston,* a schoolmaster of some reputation,

and translator of Martial. Sober, diligent, and
attentive, while his emoluments were very scanty,

he contrived to live rather within than beyond
his income ; and though he married early, and
without such a provision as prudence might have
looked for in the establishment of a family, he
continued to thrive, and to better his circum-
stances. This he would often mention as an en-

couragement to early matrimony, and used to

say, that he never had a child born that provi-

dence did not send some increase of income to

provide for the increase of his household. With
sufficient vigour of mind, he had that happy
flow of animal spirits that is not easily dis-

couraged by unpromising appearances. By him
who can look with firmness upon difficulties,

their conquest is already half achieved ; but the

man on whose hearts and spirits they lie heavy,

will scarcely be able to bear up against their

pressure. The forecast of timid, or the disgust

of too delicate minds, are very unfortunate at-

tendants for men of business, who, to be success-

ful, must often push improbabilities, and bear

with mortifications. His abilities in his profes-

wsion, accompanied with perfect integrity and un-

abating diligence, enabled him, after the first

difficulties were overcome, to get on with rapid

success. And he was one of the most flourish-

ing men in the trade, when, in the year 1770, he
purchased a share of the patent for king's printer

of Mr. Eyre, with whom he maintained the most
cordial intimacy during all the rest of his life.

Besides the emoluments arising from this ap-

pointment, as well as from a very extensive pri-

vate business, he now drew largely from a field

which required some degree of speculative

sagacity to cultivate ; it was that great literary

property which he acquired by purchasing the

copyrights of some of the most celebrated authors

of the time. In this his liberality kept equal
pace with his prudence, and in some cases went
perhaps rather beyond it. Never had such re-

wards been given to the labours of literary men,
as now were received from him and his associates

in those purchases of copyrights from authors.

* James Elpliinston was born at Edinburgh, Nov. 25,

1721, and died at Hammersmith, Oct. 8, I8O9 ; Mr. Strahan
had left hirav^'lOO SL-yeai, j^'lOO in ready money, and twenty
guineas for mourning. Mrs. Strahan survived her hus-
band about a month, and by her will left her brother ^6'100

a-year more. It is said of Mr. Elphinston, that a more
social and affectionate heart was never bestowed upon
man.

Having now attained the first great object of
business—wealth, Mr. Strahan looked with a
very allowable ambition on the stations of politi-

cal rank and eminence. Politics had long occu-
pied his active mind, which he had for many
years pursued as his favourite amusement, by
corresponding on that subject with some of the
first characters of the age. Mr. Strahan's

queries to Dr. Franklin, in the year 1769, respect-

ing the discontents of the Americans, published
in the London Chronicle of 28th July, 1778,
show the just conception he entertained of the

important consequences of that dispute, and
his anxiety, as a good subject, to investigate, at

that early period, the proper means by which
their grievances might be removed, and a perma-
nent harmonyrestored between the two countries.

In the year 1775, he was elected a member of
parliament for the borough of Malmsbury, in

Wiltshire, with a very illustrious colleague, the
hon. C. J. Fox; and in the succeeding parlia-

ment, for Wotton Basset, in the same county.
He was a steady supporter of that party who were
turned out of administration in spring, 1784,
and lost his seat in the house of commons by
the dissolution of parliament, with which that

change was followed ; a situation which he did
not show any desire to resume on the return of

the new parliament. Of riches acquired by in-

dustry, the disposal is often ruled by caprice, as

if the owners wished to show their uncontrolled

power over that wealth which their own exer-

tions had attained, by a whimsieal allotment of

it after their death. In this, as in other particu-

lars, Mr. Strahan's discretion and good sense

were apparent : he bequeathed his fortune in the

most rational manner ; and of that portion w hicb
was not left to his wife and children, the distri-

bution was equally prudent and benevolent.

His principal study seems to have been to miti-

gate the affliction of those who were more imme-
diately dependent on his bounty; and to not a
few who were under this description, who would
otherwise have severely felt the diying up of so

rich a fountain of benevolence, he gave liberal

annuities for their lives ; and, aifter the example
of his old friend and neighbour Mr. Bowyer, be-

bequeathed £1000 to the company of stationers

for charitable purposes.* He had been master
of the company in 1774. Endued with much
natural sagacity, and an attentive observation of
life, he owed his rise to that station of opulence

and respect which he attained, rather to his own
talents and exertion, than to any accidental oc-

currence of favourable or fortunate circumstan-

ces. His mind, though not deeply tinctured

with learning, was not uninformed by letters.

* He gave to the company of .stationers ^lOoo upon
trust, half the interest of which to be divided yearly in the
week after Christmas day, to five poor journeymen prin-

ters, natives of England and Wales, being freemen of the
stationers' company ; the other half to five poor journey-
men printers, natives of Scotland, without regard to their

being freemen or non-freemen of the compapy of station-

ers; among many other genf^rous legacies Mr. Strahan
gave also .^100 to the poor of the parish of St. Bride's,i

in which he had many years resided.
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Letter-writing was one of his favourite amuse-

ments, and among his correspondents were men
of such eminence and talents as well repaid his

endeavours to entertain them. One of these was

Dr. Franklin, who had been his fellow-workman

iu a printing-house in London, whose friendship

and correspondence he continued to enjoy, not-

, withstanding the difference of their sentiments

in political matters, which often afforded plea-

santry, but never mixed any thing acrimonious

in their letters. One of the latest he received

from his illustrious and venerable friend, con-

tained a humorous allegory of the state of poli-

tics in Britain, drawn from the profession of

printing, of which, though the doctor had
quitted the exercise, he had not forgotten the

terms.* There are stations of acquired great-

ness which make men proud to recal the lowness

of that from which they rose. The native emi-

nence of Franklin's mind was above concealing

the humbleness of his origin. Those only who
possess no intrinsic elevation are afraid to sully

the honours to which accident has raised them,

by the recollection of that obscurity whence
they sprung. Of this recollection Mr. Strahan

was rather proud than ashamed; and many of

those who were disposed to censure him, blame
it as a kind of ostentation in which he was weak
enough to indulge. But we think " 'tis to con-

sider too curiously, to consider it so." There is

a kind of reputation which we may laudably

desire, and justly enjoy; and he who is sincere

enough to forego the pride of ancestry and of

birth, may, without much imputation of vanity,

assume the merit of his own elevation. In that

elevation he neither triumphed over the inferiority

of those he had left below him, nor forgot the

equality in which they had formerly stood. No
one was more mindful of, or more solicitous to

* " But let us leave these serious reflections, and converse
with our usual pleasantry. I remember your observing
once to me in the house of commons, that no two joiirney-

men printers within your knowledge, had met with such
success in the world as ourselves. You were then at the

head of your profession, and soon afterwards became a
member of parliament. I was an agent for a few provinces,

and now act for them all. But we have risen by different

modes, I, as a republican printer, always liked a form well
plained down ; being adverse to those overbearing letters

that held their heads so high as to hinder their neighbours
from appearinj^. You, as a monarchist, chose to work
upon crown paper, and found it profitable ; whilst I work-
ed upon pro jsfl^ria (often indeed caUed /oofeca/)) with no
less advantage. Both our heaps held out very well, and
we seem likely to make a pretty good day's work of it.

With regard to public affairs (to continue in the same style)

it seems to me that the compositors in your chapel do not
cast off their copy well, nor perfectly understand imposing-

j

their forms are continually pestered by the outs and dou-

bles that are not easy to be con-ected. And I think they
were wrong in laying aside some /aces, and particuleirly

certain head-pieces that would have been both useful and
ornamental. But, courage! The business may still flourish

with good management; and the master become as rich

as any of the company."
Passy, near Paris, Aug. 19, 1/84. B. Franklin.
During nine years and a half, fron\ the 7th January,

1777, Passy was the residence of Dr. Franklin ; who, pos-
sessing a printing-press in his own house, used to divert
himself from time to time by composing and printing for
the amusement of his intimate friends several light essays
and jeux d'esprits, such as the Supplement to the Boston
Independent Chronicle, and the Letterfrom the pirate Paul
Jones, described in tlie " Memoirs of B. Franklin, &c." 4to.

J8I8. Franklin quitted Passy in July, 1785.

oblige the acquaintance or companions of his

early days. The advice which his experience, or

the assistance which his purse could afford, he was
ready to communicate ; and at his table in Lon-
don every Scotsman found an easy introduction,

and every old acquaintance a cordial welcome.
This was not merely a virtue of hospitality, or a
duty of benevolence with him ; he felt it warmly
as a sentiment : and that paper in the Mirror
(the Letter from London, in the 94th number)
was a genuine picture of his feelings, on the

recollection of those scenes in which his youth
had been spent, and of those companions with

which it had been associated. If among the

middling and busy ranks of mankind this brief

sketch can afford an encouragement to the

industry of those who are beginning to climb

into lile, or furnish a lesson of moderation to

those who have attained its height; if to the

first it may recommend honest industry and
sober diligence ; if to the latter it may suggest

the ties of ancient fellowship and early con-

nexion, which the pride of wealth or of station

loses as much dignity as it foregoes satisfaction

by refusing to acknowledge ; if it shall cheer one

hour of despondency or discontent to the young;

if it shall save one frown of disdain or of refu-

sal to the unfortunate; the higher and more
refined class will forgive the familiarity of the

example, and consider, that it is not from the

biography of heroes or of statesmen that instan-

ces can be drawn to prompt the conduct of the

bulk of mankind, or to excite the useful though
less splendid virtues of private and domestic life.

The following lines came from the heart of

one who both loved and revered him :

If industry and knowledge of mankind,
Could prove that fortime is not always blind ;

If wealth acquired could prompt a generous heart,

To feel new joys its blessings to impart;
Lament with me such worth should be withdrawn.
And all who knew his worth must weep for Strahan !

In business, which became his pleasure keen,

Tho' not enough the tradesman to be mean ;

Social and frank, a zealous friendly guide.

With safe advice, and ready purse beside.

And far above the littleness of pride

:

Pride that, exacting homage, meets, in place

Of true respect, contempt beneath grimace.

A breast thus warm could not with coldness bear

Those base returns the good must sometimes share

;

Sincere himself, his feelings stood excus'd,

Never by one man to be tvsdce abused

:

For nature alters not ; the leopard's skin

Is stained without, as hearts are stained within';

Numbers whose private sorrows he relieved.

Have felt a loss, alas ! but ill conceived

;

He's gone ! and those who miss him, never will

Find equal excellence his place to fill.

Thy darts, oh Death, that fly so thick around,

In such a victim many others wound.

Bernard's Inn. J. noorthouck.

Mr. Strahan had five children ; three sons and

two daughters : William, the eldest, carried on

the profession of a printer for some years on Snow

hill ; but died in his father's life-time, April 19,

1781, and his business was taken by Mr. Spils-

bury.—George, of university college, Oxford,

M. A. 1771, and B.and D. D. 1807, was pre-

bendary of Rochester, and upwards of fifty years

vicar of St. Mary's, Islington.—Andrew, who, in

due time succeeded his father. The daughters

d
Li'-Jt..
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were respectably married. In the court-room of

the stationers' company there is a portrait (by sir

William Beachy) of " William Strahan, esq.

master of the company, 1774."

1785, Aug. 6. The Rev. Dr. Shipley, dean
of St. Asaph, was tried at Shrewsbury, for a libel,

in publishing sir William Jones's Dialogue on
Government ; when the jury returned the follow-

ing verdict, guilty of publishing, but whether a
libel or not, the jury do not find. Mr. afterwards

lord Erskine, was counsel for Dr. Shipley, and
exerted himself with such eloquence that it had
a most powerful effect on the verdict of the jury.

1785. Died, Thomas Cotterell, a letter-

founder, of whom Rowe Mores* says, " Mr.
Thomas Cotterell is in order a primo proximus.

He was in the late Mr. Caslon's house, an ap-

prentice to dressing, but not to cutting. This
part he learned, as Mr. Moxon terms it, 'of his

own genuine inclination.' He began in the year

1757, with a fount of English roman;" [and
afterwards cut a fount of Norman, intended (but

not used) for Domesday-book]. " He lives in

Nevil's-court, in Fetter-lane ; obliging, good-
natured, and friendly ; rejecting nothing because
it is out of the common way, and is expeditious

in his performances." "Mr. Cotterell died, I

am sorry to add," says Mr. Nicholls, " not in

affluent circumstances, though to his profession

of a letter-founder were superadded that of a
doctor for the tooth-ache, which he cured by
burning the ear; and had also the honour of

serving in the troop of his majesty's life-guards."

From the time that Cotterell was left to himself

by Jackson, he continued to increase his founts

as low as brevier. But he also cut some founts

of dimensions which till then were unknown

;

and which Rowe Mores calls " proscription, or

posting letter, of great bulk and dimensions, as

high as to the measure of 12 lines ofpica /"

1785, Sept. 29. Died, William Baker, a
learned printer of Ingram-court, Fenchurch-
street, London. He was the son of William
Baker, (a man of amiable character and manners,
of great classical and mathematical learning, and
more than forty years master of an academy at

Reading,) and was born in 1742. Being from
his infancy of a studious turn, he passed so much
of his time in his father's library as to injure

* Edward Rowe Mores was bom at Tunstall, in Kent,
Jan. 13, 1730, where his father was rector near thirty-

years, and was educated at Merchant Taylors' school, and
Queen's coUege, Oxford. He published an ancient frag-
ment, entitled Nomina et Insignia Gentilitia Nobilium
Equitumque sub Evardo primo Rege Militantium, 4to. In
1755 he was chosen a fellow of the society of antiquaries,

' and he projected the equitable society for insurance on
[lives and survivorship by annuities. He was the author
of the History and Antiquities of Tunstall, in Kent, and a
Dissertation on Founders and Founderies, of which no
more than eighty copies were printed : it will always be a
typographical curiosity. Mr. John Nichols bought the
whole impression, at the sale of Mr. Mores' curiosities

,

and after subjoining a small appendix, gave it to the pub-
lic. Mr. Mores was a most indefatigable collector, and
possessed great application in the early part of his life,

but in the latter part gave himself up to habits of negli-
gence and dissipation ; which brought him to his end by
mortification, in the forty-ninth year of his age, at his
house at Low Layton, Nov. 28, 1778.—See Nichols's Lite-
rartf Anecdotes, vol. v. pp. 389-404.

his health. His father, however, intended to
have sent him to the university ; but a disap.
pointment in a patron who had promised to
support him, induced him to place him as an
apprentice with Mr. Kippax, a printer, in Cul-
lum-street, London, where, while he diligently

attended to business, he employed his leisure

hours in study, and applied what money he
could earn to the purchase of the best editions

of the classics, which collection, at his death,
was purchased by Dr. Lettsom. This constant
application, however, to business and study,

again endangered his health, but by the aid of
country air and medicine, he recovered ; and
on the death of Mr. Kippax he succeeded to

his business, and removed afterwards to Ingram-
court, where he had for his partner Mr. John
William Galabin, afterwards principal bridge-
master of the city of London. Among his

acquaintance were some of great eminence in

letters; Dr. Goldsmith, Dr. Edmund Barker,
the rev. James Merrick, Hugh Farmer, Caesar
De Missy, and others. An elegant correspon-
dence between him and Mr. Robinson, author
of the Indices Tres, printed at Oxford, 1772,
and some letters of inquiry into difficulties in

the Greek language, which still exist, are proofs

of his great erudition, and the opinion enter-

tained of him by some of the first scholars.

Such was his modesty, that many amongst his

oldest and most familiar acquaintance were
ignorant of his learning ; and where learning

was discussed, his opinion could never be known
without an absolute appeal to his judgment.
He left behind him some manuscript remarks
on the abuse of grammatical propriety in the
English language in common conversation. He
wrote also a few minor poems, which appeared
in the magazines, and is said to have assisted

some of his clerical friends with sermons of his

composition. In the Greek, Latin, French, and
Italian languages, he was critically skilled, and
had some knowledge of the Hebrew. He was
interred in the vault of St. Diones Backchurch,
Fenchurch-street, and the following elegant

Latin epitaph to his memory was placed on the

tomb of his family in the church-yard of St.

Mary, Reading, by his brother John :

M.S.
Paxentum, fratrumque daorun,

quorum senior fuit Guilielmus Baker,
Vir, litterarum studiis adee> cruditus,

Grsecarum praecipu^ Latinarumque,
ut arti, quam sedulus excoluit Londlni,

(Ubi in templo Dionysio dicato

Ossa ejus sepulta sunt^
Typographies omamento

;

ac familiaribus,

ob benevolentiam animi, morum comitatem, et modcstiam

,

deliciis et desiderio fuerit.

Omentum ejus auctum usque ad duodecim pondo et ultra,

Literatos, auxilio eruditionis eximise
;

Sororeraque, et fratres, et patrem sencm,
dulcibus illius alloquiis;

ipsumque, mortem oculo immotum intuentem, vitft

privavit, die Septembris '29, 1/85, set. 44.

£ filiis, Johaimes, hoc marmor P. C.

1785, Oct. 17. Died, Walter Shropshire ;

formerly an eminent bookseller in Bond-street,

London. He died at Ilendon.
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1785, Nov. 8. The North Country Journal

;

or the Impartial Intelligencer. Printed and pub-

lished in Newcastle-upon-Tyne, by Leonard Um-
frevile. Small folio.

1785, Dec. 5. On this day an important cause

was tried before the court of session in Scotland,

respecting literary property. The proprietors of

the Encjfclopcedia Britannica had printed a

great part of Gilbert Stuart's history in their

work ; the court determined, they were subject

to the penalty of the acts.

1785. The Observer^ by Mr. Richard Cumber-
land. These essays may be classed under the

appellations of literary, critical, and narrative;

humorous, moral, and religious. They were

printed at Tunbridge Wells, and published in

London by Charles Dilly. The Observer had
extended to six volumes in 1798, and in 1803, it

was incorporated with the British Essayist ; and
in 1808, it was reprinted in 3 vols. 12mo.

1786, Feb. 20. John Almon, proprietor and
printer of the General Advertiser^* was tried in

Westminster hall, before lord Mansfield, for a
libel against the right hon. William Pitt, chan-

cellor of the exchequer, charging the ministry

with stockjobbing, &;c. In his new situation as

printer of the General Advertiser^ he was again

the object of the enmity of the court. It was
singular Mr. Pitt should be tempted to seize so

trifling an occasion to commence a prosecution

against the friend of his father,f for printing a
paragraph, which, it is more than probable, any
other minister would have despised and forgot.

The damages were laid at £10,000, and the

jury gave £150, This prosecution was com-
menced in the star chamber mode, by information

ex officio. There is a circumstance which shows
that the ministers took more care and caution in

the institution of this prosecution than they

usually observe in the commencement of more
important measures. This was, before the de-

fendant was served with any notice, they retained

* John Almon, bookseller, in Piccadilly, whom we have
before noticed, retired from London in June, 1781, and in
the following August he had the misfortune to lose his
wife. In the month of September, 1784, he married the
widow of W. Parker, printer of the General Advertiser,

and returned once more to London and to business, taking
up his residence in Fleet-street. He left ease and affluence
to encounter fatigue and rescue indigence.

t William Pitt, earl of Chatham, was the son of Richard
Pitt, esq. of Boconock, in Cornwall, was born Nov. 15,

17O8, and died May 11, 1778. After receiving a liberal edu-
cation, he obtained a cornetcy of horse, and soon after

that a seat in the house of commons, where he greatly
distinguished himself by his eloquence in opposition to
what he considered as the arbitrary and indefensible mea-
sures of sir Robert Walpole. To this opposition he was
indebted, in 1745, for a legacy of £lO,000, by the duchess
dowager of Marlborough, "on account," as the wiU ex-
presses it, " of his merit in the noble defence he made for

the support of the laws of England, and to prevent the
ruin of his country." His patriotic and formidable oppo-
sition to the introduction of general warrants wiU be re-
membered to the latest posterity, as will his eloquent,
though unsuccessful, deprecation of the measures adopted
in 1766, which finally ended in the loss of our American
colonies, and that of relieving Protestant dissenting mi-
nisters from the hardship of being required to subscribe to
the doctrinal articles of the church of England. His re-
mains were interred with great funeral pomp in the north
cross of Westminster -abbey; and on the spot is a stately
monument.

the flower of the bar against him. No less than
six of the most eminent council were retained to

support this prosecution. This was being ex-
ceedingly illiberal, and leaves us scarcely any
room to doubt of the motives in which this prose-
cution originated. Mr. Almon was exceedingly
deceived in the steps of this prosecution by his
attorney, who repeatedly assured him, that the
trial would not come on. Whether it was sheer
ignorance, or neglect, or any other cause, is not
now worth ascertaining. It is certain, that when
the trial came on, it was discovered that even the
ordinary attention had not been paid. How-
ever, as a spirited defence was deprecated, very
little was said; and the naked fact of selling

the paper at the printer's house, was all the evi-

dence upon which the jury formed their verdict,

which was for the crown. The confidential

junto had now full scope for their vengeance;
and that they were determined to gi'atify all

their former resentment, Mr. Almon had inform-
ation in streams from all quarters ; for they were
so elated by the success of their manoeuvre in
having ensnared him, that they made the ex-
pected punishment the subject of their conver-
sations at table, at the opera, at Ranelagh, and
other places. Some days after the trial, Mr.
Almon happened to meet in the street (between
Clare market and Lincolns Inn) one of the prin-

cipal law officers of the crown, who, in the
course of the conversation that passed between
them, assured Mr. Almon, that he should press
for the severest punishment, and in particular,

for the pillory. The French poet, Corneille, says,

C'est le crime qui fait la honte, et non pas I'^chafaud.

His political sins were too many to be for-

given ; and the junto too much embittered not

to embrace the first opportunity for revenge. In
this situation he was obliged to dispose of his

paper, and printing materials, with all possible

expedition. Unfortunately for him, the person

who contracted for them, and who got possession,

proved insolvent, and he did not receive for his

property, which had cost him several thousand
pounds, an eighth part of the value. Under
the advice of many of his friends, and even of

some of the learned gentlemen, who had been
returned against him, he went to France ; and
there, as Mr. Wilkes says, " met with that pro-

tection which an innocent man had a right to

expect, but could not find in his own country."

The selection of a paltry paragraph, written, as

it seems, for the purpose of prosecution,* and
prosecuting him only for it ; amounts to almost

* A few years ago a rascally attorney sent to the differ-

ent newspapers an advertisement of a watch being lost

;

and offered a reward for the recovery, in certain words
which had been proscribed by an old act of parliament.
He then brought actions against the printers for the
penalty; and thereby levied a considerable booty; as
they were all glad to compound the matter rather than go
into a court of law, where their conduct seldom meets with
a favourable construction. The printer of a newspaper
cannot everlastingly stand at the side of his press. His
health and constitution would in a few years be destroyed
by it. He therefore must at intervals trust to servants.

—

Designing men watch these opportunities.
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a demonstration by circumstances, that it was
the man and not the crime, that was the object.

These prosecutions for libels most commonly, if

not always, originate in the resentments of party.

They are not commenced for the satisfaction of

justice, but for the gratification of revenge.

When the delinquents, who are generally the

printers, come to be tried, the juries are told

they are judges of only the fact of printing or

publishing ; that whether the matter complained
of be a libel or not, is a question of law ; and all

the epithets, which in other cases constitute the

crime, such as intentionally, maliciously,wickedly,

&c. are in this case inferences of law, with which
they are to have no concern, and upon all which
they are incompetent to decide. Any man of

the most ordinary understanding, must perceive,

that this question of law is already decided, by
bringing the man to trial. It would be absurd,

and reflect infinite disgrace upon our boasted

laws, to say that he was brought to trial for in-

nocently committing an innocent act. The
criminality has been determined : and the jury

are called only to decide the identity. This is

called law. And a man is sentenced to endure a
long imprisonment, and to pay a heavy fine, and
perhaps to the ignominy of the pillory, for having
printed some silly paragraph, which no man
would have remembered next day. And the

printer is also sometimes put under an interdic-

tion of the exercise of his trade, by being fur-

ther sentenced to find sureties for his good be-

haviour, in a sum perhaps exceeding the value

of his property. And if he complains, he is

told there is no hardship in the case ; for he is to

take care to print only what is lawful, and then

his sureties will not be forfeited. But how is he
to distinguish what is lawful, from what is un-
lawful? A special jury of gentlemen are told,

that they are not competent to decide upon any
paper, whether it is a libel or not, that being a

question of law
; yet the culprit, who is com-

monly a man of inferior rank, as well as educa-

tion, must, at his peril, be competent to under-

stand what a special jury cannot.* And this is

called law. The law of libel changes like the

seasons of the year. The North Briton was
a horrid libel during one administration, and a

very constitutional paper during the time of

another. The writer of the Letter to the People

of England,\ was punished by one administra-

tion, and rewarded with a pension by another.

Junius's letter was a libel in Westminster hall

—

it was no libel in the city of London.
1786, F<?5. 21. Died, John Hawes, printer

* An Essay on the Liberty of the Press, chiefly as it

respects Personal Slander. By Dr. Hayter, some time lord

bishop of Norwich, and afterwards lord bishop of Lon-
don. This very excellent essay on the most important
rights of mankind, is printed in the Life of John Almon,
1790, and we are sorry that its lenpth only hinders us from
inserting it in this work. Dr. Hayter justly observes, that
" without the free use of the press, any characters or
designs, unfavourable to liberty, cannot be publicly known,
till it is too late to oppose them. Hence the greatest ene-
mies to the press are those characters which are notorious
for entertaining those designs."

t Dr. Shebbeare, see page 702 ante. He died 1788.

in Johnson's-court, Fleet-street, London, who,
for his amiable disposition, and inflexible integ-
rity, will long be remembered by his friends.

1786, AfarcA 15. John Walter, printer of
the Universal Register, convicted of a libel upon
lord Loughborough, and sentenced to pay a tine

of £50, at Guildhall, London.
1786, April 4. Died, Wells Eglesham, a

worthy journeyman printer, a character not un-
known in the regions of politics, porter, and to-

bacco, in London. He was bred to the pro-
fession, and worked as a compositor, till disabled
by repeated attacks of a formidable gout. For
some years he was employed in the service of
the elder Mr. Woodfall, and his name appeared
for some time as the ostensible publisher of the
Public Advertiser. Having from nature a re-

markable squint, to obviate the reflections of
others, he assumed the name of Winkey, and
published a little volume of humorous poetry,
in 1769, under the title of Winketfs Whiim. He
was one of the founders of the honourable
society of Johns. In 1779 he was the author of
a Short Sketch of English Grammar, 8vo. A
great variety of his fugitive pieces appeared in

the public prints. The latter part of his life was
principally supported by the profits of a very
small snufi" and tobacco shop, by collecting of
paragraphs for the Public Advertiser, and by
officiating occasionally as an amanuensis to Mr.
John Nichols. He died over>vhelmed with age,
infirmities, and poverty, leaving an aged widow,
who obtained a small pension from the company
of stationers, and survived till 1811.

1786, May 3. Died, Robert Collins, book-
seller. Paternoster row ; of the fiim of Hawes,
Clarke, and Collins.

1786. Died, John Gaspard, a bookseller at

Zurich in Switzerland. He published some
esteemed works on entomology. His father was
the celebrated artist John Gaspard Fuessili who
died in 1782; and who wrote a History of the

Artists of Sivitzerland, which is a good work.

1786, July 21. Died, Charles Bathurst,
successor to Benjamin Motte, and many years

an eminent bookseller in Fleet-street, opposite

St. Dunstan's church.

1786. Died, John Farmer, a worthy and
industrious compositor. He is particularly

mentioned in the will of the elder Mr. Bowyer,
with whom he had "long wrought," as that

worthy old gentleman expresses it. He continued
to work in the office of his old master till his

death ; before which he had the comfort of
having his name enrolled on the list of Mr.
Bowyer's annuitants, in 1783.

1786, Se-pt. 12. Griffith Jones, printer and
editor; he was born in 1722, and served his

apprenticeship with Mr. Bowyer. Of this inge-

nious man, slighter notice has been taken by
the biographers of the time than his virtues and
talents certainly merited. He was many years

editor of the London Chronicle, the Daily Adver-
tiser, and the Public Ledger', in the Literary

Magazine with Johnson, and in the Ihitim
Magazine with Smollett and Goldsmith, his.

I
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anonymous labours were also associated. The
native goodness of his heart endeared him to a

numerous and respectable literary acquaintance,

among whom he reckoned John Newbery, book-

seller, Woty, Goldsmith, and Johnson ; to the

latter of whom he was for several years a near

neighbour in Bolt-court. His modesty shrunk

from public attention, but his labours were very

frequently directed to the improvement of the

younger and more untutored classes of mankind;

" To rear the tender thought,

And teach the young idea how to shoot."

His translations from the French were very

numerous ; but as he rarely, if ever, put his name
to the productions of his pen, they cannot now
be traced. One little publication, entitled Great

Events from Little Causes, was his composition,

and met with a rapid and extensive sale. It is

not, perhaps, generally known, that to Griffith

Jones, and a brother of his, Giles Jones, in con-

junction with John Newbery, the public are

indebted for the origin of those numerous and

popular little books for the amusement and
instruction of children, which have been ever

since received with universal approbation. The
Lilliputian histories of Goody Two-Shoes, Giles

Gingerbread, Tommy Trip, &c. &c. are remark-

able proofs of the benevolent minds of the

projectors of this plan of instruction, and re-

spectable instances of the accommodation of

superior talents to the feeble intellects of infan-

tine felicity. To Stephen Jones, son of the

above Griffith Jones, the public are indebted for

the new and improved edition of the Biographia

Dramatica, 1812, and for many other valuable

publications.

1786, Sept. 29. Died, Thomas Fisher, the

first printer who established a regular printing-

office in the city of Rochester, who for many
years exhibited a pattern of extreme assiduity in

business, and became an alderman of that cor-

poration. At the time of his death he was pre-

paring a new edition of the History of Roches-

ter, of which Mr. Shrubsole, of Sheerness, was
the original compiler. But though Mr. Fisher

was not the actual editor of that work, it is cer-

tain that much of its success was due to the zeal

with which he solicited and procured communi-
cations for it. He was the father of Mr. Thos.

Fisher, of the India house, the very excellent

antiquarian draftsman, whose deciphering of the

Stratford records is sufficient to immortalize his

name.
1786. Nov. 6. The Microcosm. These papers

were principally written by four young gentle-

men of Eton college; namely John Smith,

George Canning, Robert Smith, and John Frere,

assuming the feigned name and character of

Gregory Griffin ; and the work was continued

weekly, to July 30, 1787, with the 40th number.

1786, Nov. 7. The Pharos.* These essays

were the production of a lady, the author of

Constance, a novel, and were published twice

A light house.

a-week, every Tuesday and Saturday, for about
half a-year, and concluded with the 50th num-
ber, April 28, 1 787, forming two volumes 1 2mo.

1786. Died, Matthew Jenour, the well

known printer of the Daily Advertiser, and
master of the stationers' company in 1769. His
younger brother and partner, Joshua Jenour,
master of the company in 1772, died 1774.

Matthew Jenour, the father of the above gentle-

man, was, in 1724, printer of the Flying Post,

and afterwards the first establisher of the Daily
Advertiser, a paper which for many years stood

at the head of all the diurnal publications, and
the property in which was considered to be as

permanent as a freehold estate (shares having
been frequently sold by public auction as regu-

larly as those of the new river company.) It

received its death-blow Feb, 8, 1794, by the

publication of the publican's Morning Advertiser.

The last number of the Daily Advertiser,

however, was published Sept. 8, 1798 ; so that

it lingered about four years, and then expired.

Mr. Jenour was a man of very respectable

character ; and the Daily Advertiser enriched

his family.

1787, March 3. Died, Joseph Pote, a very

intelligent printer and bookseller of Eton,

where he printed and published many learned

works, and was himself the editor of several

;

among which may be mentioned. The History

and Antiquities of Windsor Castle, and the

Royal College, and Chapel of St. George. Sfc. Sfc.

4to. illustrated with cuts ; treating of many
particulars not in Ashmole, Austis, or any other

writers. He died at Eton, aged eighty-four

years. Mr. Pote left two sons and a daughter,

the eldest son, Joseph, entered the church and
obtained some valuable prefeiments ; he died

July 29, 1797, in his sixtieth year. The younger,

Thomas, was a printer, and succeeded to his

father's business ; was master of the stationers'

company in 1791, and was very generally

esteemed, as a cheerful lively companion, and a

open-hearted friend ; he died Dec. 28, 1794,

leaving a widow and four children. The
daughter was married to Mr. John Williams,

bookseller, of Fleet-street, London, well remem-
bered in the days of Wilkes and liberty, see

page 713 ante. His son, Mr. John Williams,

carried on his grandfather's business at Eton,

with considerable reputation, in partnership with

Mrs. Maria Pote, widow of his uncle Thomas.
1787. Mr. Wedgewood, who established a

famed pottery for the manufacture of articles

in imitation of the ancient Etruscan vases, at

Etruria,in Stafibrdshire, had a printing press at

this place, at which he printed a Catalogue of
Cameos, ^c. ^c. made and sold by Josiah

Wedgewood, 8vo. Etruria, 1787. Mr. Wedge-
wood died Jan. 3, 1798.

1787, March 17. Olla Podrida. The public

is indebted to Mr. Thomas Monro, A.B., of St.

Mary Magdalene college, Oxford, for the origin

and conduct of this paper, assisted by Dr. Home,
late bishop of Norwich, and others. It consists

of forty-four essays, published weekly.
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1787, May 24. Died^ Harris Hart, printer,

of Crane-court, Fleet-street, London. He was

a very worthy and industrious man ; commenced
business in Poppin's-court, Fleet-street, and
removed a few years before his death to Crane-
court, to the house which had been occupied by
Dryden Leach.

1787. The first English work in which a series

of fac-similies of autographs* appeared, was sir

John Fenn's Original Letters from the Archives

of the Paston Family ; followed by British auto-

graphy, a collection of fac-similies of the hand-
writing of royal and illustrious personages, with

their authentic portraits, by John Thane, 3 vols.

4to. 1789. But the most extensive and correct

work on autogi'aphs, is that of John Gough
Nichols, folio. London, 1829.

1787, May 22. A forged gazette extraordinary

circulated, with a view to stock-jobbing; the

author never discovered.

1787, Sept. A patent was granted to Mr.
Hooper, of London, for a new method of manu-
facturing printing paper, particularly for copper-

plate printing.

1787, Jan. 2. The Busy Body, No. 1.

1787, Jan. The County Magazine, 'No. I. 4to.

1787, Jan. The Humorist's Magazine, No. 1.

1787, May 27. Hull Packet, No. 1.

1787, June. The Sheffield Register, No. 1.

This newspaper was established by Joseph Gales
(son of Thomas Gales,f bookseller, of Sheffield),

who in 1794 went to America, and settled at

Raleigh, in North Carolina, and afterwards at

Washington, where, in 1814, his printing office

was destroyed by the victorious British army.
The Register became the property of James
Montgomery, who changed the name into the

Sheffield Iris, under whose management it be-

came one of the most popular papers of the day.

1788, Jan. 1. Died, Mr. Heath, some years

a bookseller at Nottingham. He had been at the

Methodist meeting the last night of the year,

where he staid till past twelve. On his return

home he found Mrs. Heath in bed, and, after

informing her that the clock had struck twelve,

and wishing her many happy new years, he fell

back upon the floor and died without a groan.

1788. Jan. 10. The printing office of Mr.
Rickaby, in Bow-street, London, with several

premises, destroyed by fire.

1788, Jan. 14. Died, Thomas Smith, printer

and bookseller, at Canterbury ; many yeai-s an al-

derman of that city.

1788, March 2. Died, Solomon Gesner,
the celebrated author of the Death of Abel, and
of many other, productions written in a similar

style, that rank high in the literature of his native

* The earliest autograph in England now known, is the
small figure of the cross, made by the hand of king Willi-

am Rufus, in the centre of a charter by which the manor
of Lambeth was granted to the church of Rochester, now
in the British museum. We read of the signing of magna
charta, which really means the sealing; a signature at

that period was not the authentic attestation of an instru-

ment, or even of a letter.—See introduction to this work.
t Mr. Thomas Gales was also the father of the Misses

Gales, booksellers, Sheffield. He died at Eckington, near
Sheffield, Sept. 21, 1809, in his seventy-third year.

country, carried on the business of a bookseller,

at Zurich, in Switzerland, and was a member
of the legislative council of his native city. His
father was also a bookseller in the same place-

He attained an elegant taste and skill in paint-

ing and engraving, and his works were not only

in general published by himself, but often em-
bellished with engravings by his own hand, from
his own designs. Among the testimonies of

affection and respect which he received from his

foreign admirers, he was presented with a gold

medal by the empress Catherine of Russia. He
died of an attack of apoplexy, in the 58th
year of his age. Gesner declared that whatever
were his talents, the person who had most con-

tributed to develope them was his wife. She is

unknown to the public ; but the history of the
mind of such a woman can only be truly dis-

covered in the Letters of Gesner and his Family.*
1788, May. Died, William Richardson,

printer, who succeeded his uncle Samuel. His
widow obtained the situation of housekeeper, at

stationers' hall. In a fragment of Mr. Richard
Gough's memoirs, is the following letter

:

"Jwwe 1, 1786. When a man has laid in a
fund of knowledge, in any branch, from books,

or other means of attainment, it is not to be
wondered that the itch for scribbling seizes him.
My authorship was fixed to the line of antiquity.

While at college, I had begun to make additions

to the list of writers on the topography of Great
Britain and Ireland, prefixed to Gibson's Cam-
den. I inserted these in Rawlinson's English

Topographer, till I fancied I might commence
topographer myself. I fonned a quarto volume

;

and it was printed, 1768, at Mr. Richardson's

press

—

on credit : my allowance not permitting

any advance of money before publication. Mr.
Richardson refused interest on his labour. The
sale was rapid beyond expectation; and I was,

on the balance between me and honest Tom
Payne, gainer of seven pounds."

i788. May 28. Died, Thomas Bowles,
many years a considerable stationer, in Newgate-
street. He was one of the gentlemen nominated
in 1787, as a proper person to serve the office of

sheriff of London ; and paid the fine to be
excused. His strong natural abilities, a lively

imagination, sound judgment, and a most ex-

tensive memory, aided by a classical education,

rendered him a most entertaining and pleasing

companion ; learned without pedantry, and in-

structive without affectation. His death was
sincerely lamented by all who had the happiness

of his acquaintance. He died at Blackheath,

aged about fifty years.

1788, May 31. The Trifler. This periodical

collection professes to have emanated from St.

Peter's college, Westminster, and to have been
written solely by the scholars. Considered in

this light, as the production of the Westminster

* John Gesner, born at Zurich, March 18, 1719, died
May 6, 1/90 j canon of Zurich. Conrad Gesner, died at
Zurich, December 13, 1766. John Matthias Gesner, died
at Gottingen, Augusta, 1763.

5 c
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youth, it evidences strongly in favour of their

good sense, and of their proficiency in elegant

literature. Under the assumed character of

Timothy Touchstone, it was published every

Saturday, for forty-three weeks, until its close,

on March 21 , 1789, and then formed an 8vo.

volume. The names of the authors (who were

all under the age of twenty,) were Mr. Oliphant,

and Mr. Allan, of Trinity college, Cambridge
;

the hon. W. Aston, and Mr. Taunton, students

of Christ church.

—

Drake.

1788. Variety. This work consists of thirty-

two essays, and were intended to have been

published weekly; but made their appearance

in the form of a duodecimo, a great part of

which was acknowledged by Mr. Repton.

1788. Winter Evenings ; a production of Dr.

Vicesimus Knox, which, if not so popular as

his Essays, yet possesses very considerable merit.

1788. Mr. Greaves, of Warrington, Lanca-
shire, made paper from the bark and leaves of

willow twigs.

1788, Jw/yl4. Died, Joseph Berry, book-

seller of Norwich, who was succeeded by his

brother Charles, and Rochester, who pub-
lished a catalogue of books.

1788, July 16. Mr. Wilkins, who had been
confined in Newgate on account of being con-

cerned with the proceeding of lord George Gor-
don,* received a free pardon from the secretary

of state.

1788, July 29. Died, Thomas Carnan, a very

honourable and worthy boookseller, in St. Paul's

church yard, London, He died in Hornsey-lane,

near Highgate.

1788, July. Curtis''s Botanical Magazine.
1788, July. The Literary Magazine, and

British Review, No. 1. It concluded in June,
1794 ; twelve volumes.

1788, Aug. 14, Died, Charles Spendelowe,
who in the humble capacity of a journeyman
printer, passed creditably through liife. He was
the nephew of Mrs. Nunneley, a printer, in White
Fryars, and publisher of the St. James's Even-
ing Post, who bequeathed a considerable property

to Spendelowe and his sister, of which they were
deprived by the chicanery of Mr. Rayner, their

guardian. The young woman unfortunately

died an early victim to sorrow and intoxication.

Mr. Spendelowe had been fourteen years in the

employ ofJohn Nichols, and died at the age of 49.

1788, Oct. 18. The Newcastle Advertiser, No.
1, published in Newcastle, by Matthew Brown.
On the 3d October, 18 11, it was sold to Edward

* George Gordon, commonly called lord George Gor-
don, was the son of Cosmo George, duke of Gordon, and
born in Scotland, Oct. 19. 1750. He entered first into the
navy, but quitted that service, and entered into parlia-
ment. But what chiefly brought him into notice was the
opposition to a bUl for granting further toleration to the
catholics. His intemperance on this occasion proved the
cause of the riots in 1 780 ; when upon June 2d, two catho-
lic chapels, and the prison of Newgate, were destroyed,
for which he was tried and acquitted. In 1766 he was
found guilty of publishing a libel on the queen of France,
and fined £bWQ, on which he fled to Holland; but return-
ing to England he was taken and placed in Newgate,
where he died, Nov. 1, J793.

Humble, who tried different days of publication
under the new title of the Freeman^ Weekly
Post, and for some time with a second title of
the General Hu£ and Cry At last this paper was
discontinued in Newcastle, and the Durham
County Advertiser arose from it.

1788, Nov. Died, J. Huddlestone Wynne,
a character pretty generally known in the literary

world. He was bom in the year 1743, and flou-

rished between the years 1760 and 1786. Very
early in life he evinced his poetical talent, and
at the age of thirteen, he was apprenticed to a
printer, as a compositor. During his appren-
ticeship he sent many of his eflfusions to different

periodical publications, where they obtained a
ready insertion, and were generally approved by
those who read them. Shortly after completing
his apprenticeship, not choosing to follow the
business of a printer, he obtained a lieutenancy
in the service ofthe East India company; whither
he went ; but on account of some unhappy con-
troversy with a superior officer, and other causes,

he was in less than two years from his departure
sent back to England ; and being received coldly
by his relations, who were not pleased at his

quick return, he resolved on the expedient of
trying his success as an author. He got accord-
ingly introduced to several booksellers of that
day, among whom were Keai-sley, Riley, Bell,
Evans, and Wilkie, who gladly availed them-
selves of his literaiy talents. Mr. Wheble en-
gaged him to conduct the Lady's Magazine, for

which he received a regular monthly stipend

;

nor had he any reason to complain of their libe-

rality for his labours, as it is certain several of
these gentlemen were great friends to him* in

future life. Many of Mr. Wynne's poetical pro-
ductions are to be found in a publication intituled

the British Magazine and Review. Some of
these appeared in his own name, others under
the fictitious signature of ' George Osborne, esq.'

Mr. Wynne also wrote the History of England
in verse, which has not yet appeared in print.

—

Though Mr, Wynne excelled as a poet, his prose
productions are likewise numerous. It was by
the advice of Dr. Goldsmith, who was his co-
temporary, that he first began the History of
Ireland, which he afterwards dedicated to the
duke of Northumberland. The doctor jocosely
observed, " that it would be better to relinquish
the draggle-tail muses ; as, for his part, he found
productions in prose were more sought after and
better paid for." Mr. Wynne's reputation as an
author soon become established ; and had his eco-
nomy kept pace with his success, it is certain he
might have passed through life, if not in afflu-

ence, at least above indigence. But want of
economy was his prevailing fault. Possessing a
sanguine imagination, and having the highest
sense of honour and rectitude himself, he was
easily imposed upon ; and while he had money,
he considered but little the value of it; yet,

wanting it, perhaps none suff'ered more from the
poignancy of poverty than he did. The follow-

ing story is told of Wynne, when he was for some
time a compositor on the General Evening Post,
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in which situation he gave frequent proofs of the

versatility of his genius, and the promptness of

his poetic fancy. His employer, who well knew
his abilities, contracted with him to supply a

short article of poetry for every day's publication,

at a very small sum. One day, having forgot

this part of his engagement till reminded of' it

by a fellow-workman, and the day being then

too far advanced to have it deliberately written

out, he obtained the assistance of another com-
positor, and thus, on the spur of the moment,
while he himself composed the first six lines im-
promptu, he dictated the last six to his coadjutor

;

by which rapidity of composition he saved his

credit, and secured his usual weekly remunera-
tion. In the beginning of the year 1770 he
married the daughter of an eminent mason of

Lambeth, who had at his death bequeathed
jGIOOO to each of his daughters ; but the brother,

being principal executor to the will of his father,

applied his sister's fortune to his own use in

trade ; and, through his ill success, not a guinea

of Mrs. Wynne's portion was ever paid. Mr.
Wynne was for a considerable time editor of the

Gazetteer^ and was a well-known speaker at the

Robin Hood and Coach-makers'-hall debating

societies ; but, being unhappily a staunch sup-

porter of an administration whose measures were

extremely unpopular, he got little good by his

political speculations. In those days such topics

were freely discussed, and often agitated with

much warmth. Mr. Wynne in this respect acted

the part of a champion, and undertook to defend

the ministry in their war with America, and other

ruinous measures.

1788, Dec. 8. Died, Henry Dench, who filled

with reputation each department of the narrow

circle of life which was his lot, was a good hus-

band, and a tender father. In his profession,

that of a compositor, he was remarkably atten-

tive and industrious. He died of a violent asthma,

in the 50th year of his age. To say more of him
would be impertinent. Not to have said so much,
would have ill, accorded with the feelings of one

who in the early part of life regarded him as a

friend, and to whom for a long series of years

he was an affectionate servant. He left one infant

son, who was afterwards bred to the profession of

a printer : and to whose talents and integrity I

gladly pay this tribute.

—

Nichols.

1788. The first daili/ evening paper com-
menced.

1788. The motto of the stationers' company
first used : Verbum Domini manet in atemum.

1789, Jan. 23. Died, John Cleland, author

of a well known immoral romance, entitled the

History of Fanny Hill; or Memoirs ofa Woman
of Pleasure. This notorious book was sold to

Grifliths, the bookseller, for twenty guineas,

though its sale has produced as many thousands.

It was one of Grifiiths's first adventures in trade,

and he had the assurance, as editor of the

Monthly Review, to recommend it to the public

as a rival of Tom Jones, in one of the early num-
bers of that work. He was, however, appre-

hended under a general warrant as the publisher;

but having contrived to remove the copies out of
his house by the back door, in Paternoster-row,

while the ofiicer was gone to get the warrant
backed by the lord mayor, he escaped the punish-
ment which otherwise would have befallen him.
Cleland was called before the privy council, and
having pleaded poverty as the cause, the earl of
Grenville procured him a pension of £100.a-year,
on condition that he should abstain from such
kind of writing for the future. He was a native

of Scotland, and a man of some literary ability.

He lived upon his pension in a private manner,
in London, where he died at the age of eighty-

two years. Bishop South truly observes, " he
who has vented a pernicious doctrine, or pub-
lished an ill book ; must know that his guilt and
his life end together. No! Such an one being
dead, yet speaketh. He sins in his very grave

;

corrupts others while he is rotting himself; and
has a growing account in the other world, after

he has paid nature's last debt in this ; and, in a
word, quits this life like a man carried off" by the

plague, who, though he dies himself, does exe-

cution upon others by a surviving infection."

1789. Eaton Chronicle; or theSalt Box, royal

8vo. pp. 165.

At tu Eatonis lepidos sale tingre libellos,

Agnoscat mores quisque legatque suos :

Angustii cautare licet ridearis aven&,
Dum tua multorum vincax avena tubas.

This volume is edited by the late William
Gi fiord, esq., and is inscribed to the noble origi-

nator, earl Grosvenor, the father of the present

marquis ofWestminster. The following is a copy
of the address to the reader, dated Eaton Hall

:

" In the summer of 1788, lord Grosvenor invited

a numerous party of his relations, friends, and
acquaintance, to Eaton Hall, to celebrate the

birth day of lord Belgrave, who came of age in

the spring of that year. As they met before the

arrival of the period peculiarly set apart for the

festival, his lordship proposed in a sportive mo-
ment that a little journal should be kept of their

proceedings, and produced every morning at

breakfast. As this could not occupy a large

space, he further proposed to admit any little

piece of prose or verse, whose subject might not

be entirely foreign from the company; and it

was hoped by these means that a sheet might be

served up every morning with tea. The paper

took its name from a salt box, which was ap-

pointed to receive the contributions. This was
examined every evening ; and the contents were

arranged and transcribed by the writer of this

introduction, who had the honour of being ap-

pointed editor." Archbishop Wrangham possesses

two copies of this volume.—Martin's Catalogue

of Books Privately Printed, p. 72.

1789, Jan. Died, Samuel Clark, (one of
the society of friends,) a printer, and some time
a partner with William Richardson, nephew to

the celebrated writer. Mr. Clark had retired

from business about 17(>8. He was a most
amiable man ; in temper he was cheerful and
serene; in manners mild and unassuming; his

benevolence was boundless.

I
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1789, Jan. 31. The Loiterer. The conductor

of, and the chief contributor to this publication,

was Mr. James Austen, M. A. of St. John's

college, Oxford ; and it is but justice to say,

that, notwithstanding its locality of plan, the

Loiterer is written with a great share of ability,

vivacity, and humour; it terminated with the

sixteenth number, March 20, 1790.

1789, March22. Died^ John Gregory, many
years printer of the Leicester Journal, and alder-

man of that corporation. He was descended of

an ancient family, settled at Raveness, in the

parish of Ashover, in the county of Derby. His
behaviour through life, as a tradesman, husband,

father, and as a magistrate, he discharged with

such openness of heart, and upright conduct,

that his loss was long felt and regretted by a

large circle of friends and acquaintance. He
served the office of mayor in 1781 . John Gre-

gory, one of his sons, who succeeded him as

printer of the Leicester Journal, died in 1806;
and another, Joseph Gregory, M. A. vicar of St.

Martin's and All Saints', Leicester, died in 1802.

Mr. John Price, who married Fanny, the alder-

man's only daughter, succeeded to the business.

1789. The Diary. This newspaper was com-
menced by William Woodfall, on his own ac-

count. It is to this gentleman that the political

world stands indebted for the foundation of re-

porting the debates of parliament in a proper

manner. Aided by an uncommonly retentive

memory, and incited by this advantage, he ex-

plored a path hitherto unknown, and commenced
a career of great but unprofitable labour, the fa-

tiguing and difficult task of giving a report of

the debates of parliament on the night of the

proceeding. In this line he attained the highest

degree of celebrity, as well for the fidelity of the

report, as the quantity and rapidity of his exe-

cution. Before his time a very short sketch of

the debate was all that the newspapers attempted

to give on the same night, and the more detailed

reports were deferred to some subsequent day.

Without taking a note to assist his memory, with-

out the use of an amanuensis to ease his labour,

he has been known to write sixteen columns after

having sat in a crowded gallery for as many hours,

without an interval of rest. He took pride in

this exertion, which brought him more praise

than profit. It wore down his constitution, which
was naturally good ; and when other papers, by
the division of labour, produced the same length

of details with an earlier publication, he yielded

the contest, and suffered his Diary to expire.

After that time he employed his talents in various

publications. In 1784 he was invited to Dublin,

to report the debates upon the commercial propo-

sitions; at which time, so great was his fame,

crowds followed him through the streets, eager

to catch a glimpse ofa man whom they considered

as endowed with supernatural powers.

1789, July 1. Died, John Denton, a native

of the northern part of Yorkshire ; and though
bred a tinman, from a taste for letters kept a
bookseller's shop for some time in the city of

York ; about 1780 he went to London, where,

seeing a speaking figure, made by some foreigner,

he completed another in a very short time, and
by that means accumlated much money, by
exhibiting it in various parts of England. The
speaking figure he afterwards sold to a printer,

in the city of London, and made a writing
figure. His abilities in the chemical line were
very conspicuous ; and he afterwards translated

Pinetti's Book of Deceptions, with notes ; from
his knowledge in chemistry he obtained the art

of plating coach harness, &c. which he carried

on jointly wdth the business of a bookseller, in

Holborn, for some time. In this business he
unhappily formed a connexion with a person

notorious for making plain shillings ; those pow-
ers that assisted him to make several mathe-
matical instruments, as pentegraphs, &c. enabled
him to imitate the current coin in a manner
that deceived the best judges, and held the court

seven hours upon his trial, at last he was acquit-

ted of coining, but convicted ofhaving the imple-

ments for coining in his possession, for which he
was executed on this day, at Tyburn, together

with John Ward, George Green, and John
Jones.

1789, July 14. Dr. Withers found guilty of

publishing a libel on Mrs. Fitzherbert. He was
sentenced to pay a fine of £50, to be imprisoned
one year in Newgate, and find security for his

good behaviour for two years ; himself in .£500,

and two in £100 each. He died in Newgate,
July, 1790.

1789, Aug. 12. The duty on newspapers was
raised from three half-pence to two-pence, or£8
per thousand, being a discount of four per cent.

Price to the public, four-pence ; to the trade, 7s.

per quire of twenty-six papers. In 1794, paper
rose from 16s. to 18s. 6d. per ream, and after-

wards to 20s. per ream. In July, 1794, the

price to the public was raised to four-pence half-

penny, and to the trade to 8s. per quire of twenty-

six papers.

1789. A small volume, containing the Lord's

Prayer, in one hundred and fifty languages,

edited by Gustavus Bergmann, bears the im-
print of Ruien, in Livland, (i. e. in Livonia, a
province in Russia).

1789, Oct. The Attic Miscellany, No. 1,

concluded in two volumes.

1789, Nov. 23. A logographic printer sen-

tenced in the court of king's bench to pay a fine

of £50, a year's imprisonment in Newgate, to

stand one hour in the pillory, to enter into secu-

rity for seven years, himself in £500, and two
sureties in £100 each, for a libel on the duke of

York.

1789, Dec. 8. Mr. Perryman, printer of the

Morning Herald, convicted of publishing a libel

on the house of commons, regarding the trial of

Warren Hastings, esq.

1789, Dec. 9. John Stockdale, bookseller, in

Piccadilly, London, was tried before lord Ken-
yon, and a special jury for a libel upon the house

of commons, reflecting upon their conduct in

the impeachment of Warren Hastings. Mr.
Thomas Erskine was counsel for the defendant

;
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and is certainly not the last in importance of that

distinguished pleader's speeches. This trial may
be termed the case of libels, and the doctrine

maintained and expounded by Mr. Erskine is

the foundation of that liberty which the press

enjoys in this country. When the house of com-
mons ordered the impeachment of Warren Hast-
ings * the articles were drawn up by Mr. Burke,
who infused into them all that fervour of thought
and expression which ever characterized his com-
positions. The articles, so prepared, instead of

being confined to the records of the house until

they were carried up to the lords for trial, were

ftrinted and allowed to be sold in every booksel-

er's shop in the kingdom, before the accused was
placed upon his trial ; and undoubtedly, from
the style and manner of their composition, made
a deep and general impression upon the public

mind against Mr. Hastings. To repel or neu-
tralize the effect of the publication of the charges,

Mr. Logan, one of the ministers of Leith, wrote

a pamphlet, which Stockdale published, con-

taining several severe and unguarded reflections

upon the conduct of the managers of the im-
peachments, which the house of commons deem-
ed highly contemptuous and libellous. The
publisher was accordingly tried, on an informa-

tion filed by the attorney-general, and the jury
after two hours' deliberation, found Mr. Stock-

dale NOT GUILTY. In the spccch delivered by
Mr. Erskine upon this occasion, he has recorded

his name as the most consummate advocate of the

age. It was " amidst the blaze of passion and
prejudice" that he extorted that verdict, which
rescued his client from the punishment which a

whole people seemed interested in awarding
against the reviler of its collective majesty.

1790, Feh. 3. The printer of the Times news-
paper, fined £100 for a libel on the prince of

* Warren Hastings had been governor-general of Ben-
gal, in the East Indies, and upon his return to England
was impeached by the house of commons. The trial com-
menced in Westminster hsill, Feb. 13, 1788, and terminated
with the acquittal of Mr. Hastings, April 22, 1796. He
died August 22, 1818.

The prosecution and trial ofWarren Hastings originated
with Edmund Burke; and he was the author of the Report
of the Committee on the Trial of Hastings, 1794. Edmund
Burke was born in Dublin, Jan. 1, 1730, educated at Tri-
nity College in that university, and in 1750, was entered
as a law student at the Temple, London ; but his thoughts
were entirely turned to literature and politics, and he be-
gan to write in the newspapers and other periodical works.
In 1765, on the accession to power of the maniuis of Rock-
ingham, he was appointed by that minister his private se-

cretary, and brought into parliament for the borough of
Wendover. His opposition to the infatuated measures
which led to and prolonged the contest with America—his
advocacy of the freedom of the press—of an improved
libel law—of Catholic emancipation—of economical reform
—of the abolition of the slave-trade—his impeachment of
Mr. Hastings—and his denouncement of the French revo-
lution—arc some of the most memorable passai^es of his
political course. Burke, as an eloquent and philosophic
writer, stands alone. His mental digestion was so enor-
mous, that he could draw nutriment from a mass of ma-
terials which few other men could have swallowed. His
intellect was at once exact, minute, and comprehensive,
and his imagination rich and vigorous. No matter what
topic started, whether architecture, antiquities, ecclesias-

tical history, the revenues, persecutions, or the lives of
the early ornaments of the church—he touched upon
them all with the readiness and accuracy of a master.
Mr. Burke died on the 8th of July, 1797. in the sixty

-

eighth year of his age.

Wales and the duke of York, and the like sum
for one on the duke of Clarence.

1790. Feh. 21. Died^ James Buckland, for

more than fifty years a bookseller of eminence
at the corner of St. Paul's-court, in Pater-

noster-row, London, particularly amongst the
dissentei-s, and was a remarkable gentlemanly
looking personage, in the dress of George II.'s

days. He was respected for simplicity of man-
ners, and irreproacliable integrity. lie kept up
the custom which at one time was common with

all the best booksellers, of having a long board
hung at the side of his door way, inscribed w ith

the names of distinguished authors, whose works
were to be found in his shop : he died at the age
of seventy-nine years. The name of James
Buckland is found associated with those of

Longman, Robinson, Baldwyn, Rivington, and
other great booksellers in the title pages of most
of the theological works of his time. Mr.
Dawson, who was bookseller to the university of

Oxford, was opposite to Mr. Buckland.
1790. William Nicholson took out a patent

for certain improvements in printing, the speci-

fication of which clearly shows, that to him
belongs the first suggestion of printing from
cylinders. This patent was never acted upon.

1790, March 27. The Speculator, by Nathan
Drake, M. D. and Edward Ash, M. D. published

weekly, consisting of twenty-six numbers.
1790. At Chester, in the beginning of this

year, a reputable farmer, on the evening of a
market-day, called at the shop of Mr. Poole,

bookseller, and, desiring to speak with him at

the door, put a shilling into his hand, telling

him, " he had owed it to him for a many
years." The latter asked, for what ? To which
the fanner replied, that " When a boy, in buy-
ing a book-almanack at his shop, he had stolen

another—the reflection of which had frequently

given him much uneasiness." If any one who
sees this ever wronged his neighbour, let him be

encouraged by the courage of the farmer of

Chester, to make reparation in like manner, and
so make clean his conscience ; thus proving tlie

old adage : It^s never too late to mend.

1790. The Holy Bible, with various render-

ings of all the other translations into English,

parallel texts, and notes by bishop Wilson ; six

vols, folio. Bath. Of the above gnind edition of

the English Bible,on\y twelve copies were printed

on this paper, all intended as presents to royal

libraries; and it is the most complete library

Bible, that has yet appeared in any language.

The type is l)eautiful ; and, to avoid interruption

in the narrative, the verses are not made differ-

ent paragraphs, though they are marked in the

margin. Under the text are all the parallels

;

and below, are the variations of each English

version ; the date is at the head of evciy page,

and the objects arc marked in the margin.

1790. The Holy Bible, printed on writing

paper, with upwards of four hun<lrod designs,

by various masters ; engraved by Martin. Two
vols, folio, Cambridge. This is a fine work,

superbly executed.
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1790, April 17. Died, Benjamin Franklin,
the most celebrated individual that stands re-

corded in the annals of typography, and well may
every professor of the art boast of the name of

this extraordinary man. From the humble rank

of a journeyman printer, he rose to be the most
eminent philosopher of the age in which he lived.

We find the fame of the patriot vying with that

of the philosopher, in casting a splendour over

it, and standing alone the most exalted states-

man of his time. M'Creery, in his poem of the

Press, pays him the following elegant tribute

:

O yield, ye living, to the great who rest,

Sharing celestial joys among the blest

!

Columbia, rising into wealth and power.
Unites her fame with Franklin's natal hour.
Franklin, who struck with awe his country's foes,

And great before a venal senate rose.

—

Artists who in your humbler stations stand,
Earning your bread by labour's active hand.
He left the les«on to your useful class,

—

Unheeded shall the great example pass

!

Like yours his sinewy arm the lever sway'd,
And independence her blest tribute paid.

Panegyric, which has so often been disgrace-

fully employed in strewing flowers on the tombs
of the worthless, redeems her credit when she

comes forth, with truth by her side, to immorta-

lize the memory of the great and the good. To
these epithets, if greatness and goodness be
measured by the capacity and the inclination

to serve mankind, no man had ever a fairer title

than Benjamin Franklin.* " At the name of

Franklin, every thing interesting to virtue, free-

dom, and humanity, rises to our recollection!

By what eulogy shall we do justice to his pre-

eminent abilities and worth ? Tliis would require

a pre-eminence of abilitiies and worth like his

own. His vast and comprehensive mind was
cast in a mould, which nature seems rarely to

have used before, and, therefore, can be mea-
sured only by a mind cast in a similar mould.
His original and universal genius was capable of

the greatest things, but disdained not the small-

est, provided they were useful. With equal ease

and abilities, he could conduct the affairs of a

printing-press, and of a great nation ; and dis-

charge the duties of a public minister of state,

or the private executor of a will. Those talents,

which have separately entered into the compo-

* As a proof that Franklin was anciently the common
name of an order or rank in England, see judge Fortes-

que, De laudibus legum Angliae, written about the year
1412, in which is the following passage, as translated, to

show that good juries might easily be formed in any part

of England :

" Moreover, the same country is filled and replenished

with landed menne, that therein so small a thorpe cannot
be found wherein dwelleth not a knight, an esquire, or
such a householder as is there commonly called ?i. franklin,
enriched with great possessions ; and also other freeholders
and many yeomen, able for their livelihood to make a
jury in form aforementioned."
Chaucer, too, calls his country-gentleman a.franklin ; and,

after describing his good house-keeping, thus character-
izes him

:

This worthy frankelin bore a purse of silk

Fix'd to his girdle ; white as morning milk

,

Knight of the shire, first justice at the assize.

To help the poor, the doubtful to advise.
In all employments generous, just he prov'd,
Renoun'd for courtesey, by all beloved.

sition of other eminent characters in the various
departments of life, were in him united to form
one great and splendid character ; and whoever,
in future, shall be said to have deserved well of
his country, need not think himself undervalued,
when he shall be compared to a Franklin, in any
of the great talents he possessed ; but the happy
man who shall be said to equal him in his whole
talents, and who shall devote them to the like

benevolent and beneficent purposes, for the ser-
vice of his country and the happiness of man-
kind, can receive no further addition to his
praise."* The limits to which we are confined
prevent us from giving any thing like a memoir
of this great man ; but as his works have been
so universally read, and his life in every one's
hands, little else is left us to do than to give a
bare outline of facts that may serve for reference.

He was born at Boston, in North America, on

\ the 17th of January, 1706; the youngest, with
^the exception of two daughters, of a family of
seventeen children. His father, who had emi-
grated from Englandf about twenty-four years
before, followed the occupation of a soap-boiler
and tallow-chandler, by which he seems with
difficulty to have been able to support his nume-
rous family. At first it was proposed to make
Benjamin a clergyman ; but his father was not
able to afi'ord him a college education, and it

was found besides that the church in America
was a poor profession after all. At ten years of
age, he was taken by his father to assist him in
his own business. He showed so much dislike

to the business, that his father was induced to

let him choose for himself. It was finally re-

solved to place him with his brother James, who
had been bred a printer, and just returned from
England, and set up on his own account at

Boston.^ To him, therefore, Benjamin was bound
apprentice, when he was yet only in his twelfth

year, on an agreement that he should remain
with him in that capacity till he reached the age
of twenty-one ; but a difference happening
between them, he removed to New York, from
whence he went to Philadelphia, where after

working as a journeyman for some time, he at-

tracted the notice of sir William Keith, the
governor, who persuaded him to set up for him-
self. Accordingly he came to England to pur-
chase materials, but on his arrival found that the
governor had deceived him by false promises, on
which he obtained a situation in London, first as

a pressman, and afterwards as a compositor, in

the office of Mr. Palmer, in Bartholomew-close,
and Mr. Watt's, near Lincoln's Inn -fields. He
remained in London about two years, and in

1726 returned to Philadelphia, where he became
clerk to a merchant. He entered into partner-

ship as a printer with a person named Meredith,

* Eulogium on Dr. Franklin, LL. D. President of the
American Philosophical Society. &c. &c. Delivered March
1, 1791, in Philadelphia, before both houses of congress,
and the American philosophical society, &c. By William
Smith, D. D. one of the vice-presidents of the said society,
and provost ofthe college*id academy ofPhiladelphia. 8vo.

t From Eaton, in Northamptonshire.
t See page 626, ante.
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which he soon after conducted alone. In 1730,

he was united to a widow lady, whom he had
courted before her first marriage. About this

period he contributed to the forming of the pub-
lic library at Philadelphia, and in 1732, he was
appointed clerk to the general assembly, and the

year following post master of Philadelphia.

About the year 1744, he commenced his electri-

cal experiments, of which he published an
account. He had the honour of making several

discoveries in this branch of philosophy, the
principal of which was the identity of the elastic

fire and lightning. In 1747, he was chosen a
representative of the general assembly, in which
situation he distinguished himself by several acts

of public utility. By his means a militia bill

was passed, and he was appointed colonel of the

Philadelphia regiment. In 1757, he was sent

to England as agent for Pennsylvania. While
in England he was chosen a fellow of the royal

society, and honoured with the degree of doctor

of laws by the universities of St. Andrew's, Edin-
burgh, and Oxford. In 1762, he returned to

America, but two years afterwards he again
visited England in the capacity of agent, and it

was at this period that he was examined at the

bar of the house of commons concerning the

stamp act. After the disposal of this weighty
affair, in the early part of the year 1766, Frank-
lin made his first visit to the continent of Europe.
He proceeded through Holland and Germany,
and was every where received with the greatest

marks of attention from men of science, in
the following year he travelled into France,

where he met with a no less favourable reception

than he had experienced in Germany. He was
introduced to a number of literary characters,

and to the king, Louis XV, During Franklin's

residence in England at this period, he visited

difierent parts of the country, to which he was
invited. Among other individuals who sought
his society was Dr. Shipley, the bishop of St.

Asaph, at whose residence, at Twyford, in North
Wales, in the year 1771, he wrote the account
of the early part of his life, which he addressed

to his son. He was perfectly destitute of pride,

and considered all honest men to be upon terms
of equality. During his visit at this time, he
went to Mr. Watts's* printing-office, in Wild-
court, Lincoln's Inn-fields; and entering the

press-room, proceeded to a particular press,

where two men were at work:—"Come, my
friends," said he, " we will drink together; it is

now forty years since I worked like you, at this

press, as a journeyman printer." A gallon of

porter was sent for, and the three drank " Suc-
cess to printing."f This press, we understand, is

still in existence, and shown to strangers as a
curiosity. Another interesting relic, and no less

deserving of preservation, is the identical com-

* Now conducted by John Cox and Sons, printers to the
East India company.

t The following technical toast is offered to the profes-
sion : —Benjamin Franklin, the * of his profession—the
type of honesty—the / of all-*and although the Ccr of
death has put a . to his existence, every k of his life is

without a II

.

positor's case occupied by Franklin. In 1776 he
returned home, and was elected a delegate to
the congress. He was very active in the contest
between England and the colonies, and was sent
to France, where, in 1778, he signed a treaty of
alliance, offensive and defensive, which produced
a war between that country and England. His
person, as seen at this period, was square-built
and fat. He wore his own hair, which was thin
and gray. His head was remarkably large in
proportion to his figure, and his countenance was
mild, firm, and expressive. He looked healthy
and vigorous, which may be ascribed both to a
good constitution and temperate mode of living.

In 1783, he signed the definitive treaty of peace,
and in 1785 returned to America, where he was
chosen president of the supreme council, and
lent all his still perfect energies to consolidating
the infant government. Age and infirmities,

however, claimed their usual ascendency ; and
in 1788 he retired wholly from public life.

Franklin's last public act, and it was one in
beautiful accordance with the whole tenor of his
life, was putting his signature, as president of
the anti-slavery society, to a memorial presented
to the house of representatives, praying them to

exert the full powers entrusted to them to dis-

courage the revolting traffic in the human species.

This was on the 12th of February, 1789.

In the spring of the year 1790, he felt that
the termination of his career on earth was ap-
proaching ; but he was no ways dismayed with
the prospect of dissolution. His piety and phi-
losophy alike sustained him. About sixteen

days before his death, he was seized with a fever-

ish indisposition, without any particular symp-
toms attending it, till the third or fourth* day,

when he complained of a pain in the left breast,

which increased till it became extremely acute,

attended with a cough and laborious breathing.

During this state, when the severity of his pains

sometimes drew forth a groan of complaint, he
would observe, that he was afraid he did not
bear them as he ought—acknowledged his grate-

ful sense of the many blessings he had received

from that supreme Being, who had raised him
from small and low beginnings to such high
rank and consideration among men ; and made
no doubt but his present afflictions were kindly

intended to wean him from a world in which he
was no longer put to act the part assigned him.
In this frame of body and mind, he continued

till five days before his death, when his pain and
difficulty of breathing entirely left him, and his

family were flattering themselves with the hopes
of his recovery, when an imposthumation, which
had formed itself in his lungs, suddenly burst,
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and discharged a great quantity of matter, which

he continued to throw up while he had sufficient

strength to do it ; but as he failed, the organs of

respiration became gradually oppressed—a calm

lethargic state succeeded—and on the 17th of

April, 1794, about eleven o'clock at night, he

quietly expired, closing a long and useful life of

eighty-four years and three months. A few days

after, his body was buried in the cemetery of

Christ church, in Philadelphia, attended by the

greatest concourse of spectators that had ever

assembled on a similar occasion in America. His

request had been, that he should, if convenient,

be buried beside his wife ;* and that a plain mar-

ble slab should be placed over their joint grave,

with an inscription simply of their names and

dates of their interments.f When a young man,

he wrote the following epitaph, which was found

among his papers after his decease :

THE BODY
OP

BENJAMIN FRANKLIN,
PF{INTER,

(like the cover of an old book, its contents torn out,

and stript of its lettering and gilding)

lies here food for worms

;

yet the work itself shall not be lost,

for it will (as he believed) appear once more

in a new and more beautiful edition,

corrected and amended by
THE AUTHOR.

A lapse of nearly half a century has not effaced

the memory of Franklin. His character and

conduct were so intimately associated with all

that is truly excellent and appreciable in human
nature, that Time is powerless in shedding over

* In none of the memoirs of the life of Franklin is any
thing said of his family. We learn only, from casual no-

tices in other publications, that he had but one surviving

legitimate chUd, a daughter, of whom he speaks, on one
occasion, in a letter to a friend, in the most affectionate

terms. According to the author of the Annals of Phila-

delphia, he had an illegitimate son ; but this does not ap-

pear to have caused any difference in his intercourse with

him. Mrs. Bache, the daughter, attended him on his death-

bed. She was a woman of strong mind and amiable dis-

position, in which respects she bore a resemblance to her

father. The present professor Bache, president of Gerard
College, Philadelphia, is a grandson of this gifted lady.

William Franklin, the illegitimate son, who had at one
time been governor of New Jersey, died in 1813.

t We made a pilgrimage, says Capt. Basil Hall, to the

tomb of Franklin, dear old Franklin ! It consists of a large

marble slab, laid flat on the ground, with nothing carved

upon it but these words :—

BENJAMIN -Jpj^^jjKLIN.
AND > ,^„rt

DEBORAH J
^^y"-

Franklin, it will be recollected, wrote in early life an epitaph

for himself, but his good sense and good taste showed him
how unsuitable to his living character it would have been

to jest in such a place. After all, his literary works, scien-

tific fame, and his undoubted patriotism, form his best

epitaph ; still it may be thought, he might have been dis-

tinguished in his own land by a more honourable resting

place than the obscure corner of an obscure burying
ground, where his bones lie indiscriminately along vnth
those of ordinary mortals ; and his tomb, already weU nigh
hid in the rubbish, may soon be altogether lost. One little

circumstance, however, about this spot is very striking.

No regular footpath has been made to the grave, which
is considerably out of the road, but the frequent tread of
visitors having pressed down the rank grass which grows
in such places, the way to the tombstone is readily found
out without any guide.

—

Travels in North America.

him that obscurity which she gives to many
other things. His personal existence has ceased,

but his name and his works live for ever. His
reputation also is not confined to a spot, or to the
country in which he flourished, but is spread
over the whole civilized globe. Out of the mass
of thousands of individuals who fluttered and
enjoyed their little day of distinction, and who
were reputed infinitely greater men than he, but
who are now forgotten, Franklin rises prominent,
bold, and distinct—an imperishable monument
of moral and intellectual greatness. As fur-

nishing an example to the young, as an instance

of how much good may be done by one enter-

prising and well-directed mind, his life is in-

valuable. " The whole tenor of his existence,"

justly observes one of his friends, " was a per-

petual lecture against the idle, the extravagant,

and the proud. It was his principal aim to

inspire mankind with a love of industry, tem-
perance, and frugality; and to inculcate such
duties as promote the important interests of hu-
manity. He never wasted a moment of his

time, or lavished a farthing of money, in folly or

dissipation. By a judicious division of time, he
acquired the art of doing everything to advan-
tage ; and his amusements were of such a nature
as could never militate with the main objects of

his pursuit. In whatever station he was placed

by chance or design, he extracted something
useful for himself or others. Every circumstance
of his life turned to some valuable account.

The maxims which his discerning mind has
formed, apply to innumerable cases and cha-

racters ; and those who move in the lowest,

equally with those who move in the most ele-

vated rank in society, may be guided by his

instructions." The following excellent obser-

vations are by lord Mountmorres. " Few men
have ever gained universal celebrity from such an
origin. The principal conductor of the Ameri-
can revolution had been a journeyman printer in

Philadelphia. Such are the destinations of that

providence, which has ordained the production

of an oak from an acorn. Dr. Franklin came
to London in 1726. The love of science can be
traced from this early period, though he appeared
here in the line of his business. He had pro-

cured letters to, and was well received by Mr.
Folkes, afterwards president of the royal society,

and through him knew Dr. Clerk ; he was not,

however, gratified with a sight of his friend,

which he often lamented, and which he laboured

to obtain : great age and increasing infirmities

* In the familiar letters of Franklin, the following pas-
sage occurs, which is remarkably characteristic of the
man :

—" For my own part, at present, I pass my time
agreeably enough. I enjoy, through mercy, a tolerable

share of health. I read a great deal, ride k little, do a
little business for myself, now and then for others, retire

when I can, and go into company when I please ; so the
years roll round, and the last will come, when I would
rather have it said, he lived usefully, than he died rich.'*

" When I reflect, as I frequently do, upon the felicity I

have enjoyed, I sometimes say to myself, that, were the
offer made true, I would engage to run again, from begin-
ning to end, the same career of life. AU I would ask,

should be the privilege of an author, to correct in a second
edition, ceitain errors of the first."

'«
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prevented an introduction to sir Isaac Newton.

Of his oriji^in he made no secret. In a conversa-

tion at Paris, in company with the compte
D'Aranda, and the duke de laRochefoucault, he

replied to an Irish gentleman, who had asked

some questions about America, and particularly

about the state of the paper manufacture there,

" few men can give you more infonnation on

that subject than myself, for I was originally in

the printing trade."* The principles and qualities

of electricity were scarcely known in the last

age; the electric fluid was barely mentioned at

the end of Newton's optics ; it was reserved for

Franklin to investigate its properties; and of

that branch of science he may be considered as

the father. Theory was advanced to practice

and utility, by the invention of the conductor.

Nor were his observations confined to this

science; there were lew subjects of common
utility, upon which he did not comment; none
which he did not improve and illustrate ; of

which, his Advice to Servants; to Tradesmen ;

to Settlers in America ; on the cure of Smoky
Chimneys; Rules for Clubs and for conversation ;

Maxims to convert a Great into a Small Empire,

written with the caustic spirit of Swift, abun-

dantly prove. To be generally useful, that he

might be universally celebrated, seemed to be

his ruling principle. The memories of the aged

are not supposed to be retentive ; the truth,

however, seems to be, that the tablet of the

memory becomes callous at a certain period

;

nor is it susceptible of new impressions, and par-

ticularly of verbal knowledge ; Franklin was an

exception to this rule ; he acquired French after

seventy; he spoke fluently, and even scientifi-

cally in that language. Science is seldom noticed

by the votaries of fashion ; but Dr. Franklin,

in his French embassy, became the ton, the

fashionable topic of modish conversation ; the

ladies wore hats a-la-Franklin,and great crowds

of belles and beaux fluttered after him in the

garden of the Tuilleries.f In society he was

sententious, but not fluent, a listener rather than

a talker; an informing, ratlier than a pleasing

companion ; impatient of interruption, he often

mentioned the custom of the Indians, who always

remain some time silentbefore they give an answer.

The testimonies of Franklin's merit were con-

ceived in the highest strain of panegyric. In the

* Thomas Bradford, who succeeded to the printing bu-
siness of Franklin, at Philadelphia, lived to the very ad-

vanced age of ninety-five years, and died in that city.

May 7, 1838, being the oldest master printer in America.

t When the news of the death of Dr. Franklin arrived

in Paris, a society of printers met in an apartment of the

Cordelier's convent, to celebrate a funeral festival in honour
of the American philosopher. U is bust was elevated upon
a column in the middle of the room. Upon the head was
placed a civic crown. Below the bust were compositors'

cases, a press, and other emblems of the art, which the

sage had cultivated. While one printer was pronouncing
an eulogium upon Franklin, workmen were printing it,

and the speech composed and pulled off as fast as uttered,

was copiously distributed among the spectators brought
together by this entertainment.

—

Madame Campan.
See Life of Franklin, peopi.k's kuition, published by

William and Robert Chambers, Edinburgh, 8vo. 1838,

which contains a very copious life, &c. of this gpreat states-

man and philosopher.

year 1777, lord Chatham adverted, in a remark-
able speech, to his dissuasive arguments against

the war, and to the sagacious advice of the

American Newton. Upon his reception in the

French academy, D'Alembert, the friend and
correspondent of Frederick the Great, welcomed
him with that well known line which revived the

boldness and the sublimity of Lucan :

Eripuit cceIo fulmen, sceptrumque tyrannia.

The congress of America enjoined a general

mourning, and public gratitude has celebrated

his obsequies ; science shall hereafter record the

name of Franklin in the truest registers of Fame;
that fame, which is ever just to the dead ; how-
ever unjust it may be to the living, from caprice,

from the malevolence of party, or from the

fulsome adulations of baseness and of servility.

\7Q0, April \^. Died, Rene La Butte, who
for more than forty years was a teacher of the

French language, in the university of Cam-
bridge, where he was introduced by Dr. Conyers

Middleton ; he was a native of Angers, in Anjou,

in France, and was bred a printer, in which he
excelled. On leaving France he came to Eng-
land, and worked in several respectable printing

offices in London, particularly with Mr. Bowj-er,

and solely composed that valuable work Gardi-

ner's Tables of Logarithms. In 1750 he went to

Cambridge with Robert Walker and Thomas
James to establish a newspaper, see page 679,

ante. In 1746 he published a French Grammar,
to which he prefixed an analysis relative to that

subject, which is a work of considerable merit.

Mons. La Butte married Miss Mary Groves, of

Cambridge ; and was possessed of a considerable

estate near Ely, and of money in the funds, all

obtained by liis great care and industry. He
died at his house, in All Saints' church-yard, at

the age of seventy-eight years. He left the

greater part of his fortune to his wife ; and at

the time of his death he had a nephew and niece

residing in France.

1790, May 21. Died, Thomas Warton,
author of the History of English Poetry,* three

volumes 4to. and Camden's professor of modern

history, in the university of Oxford; he was

born in 1728, and was the younger brother of

the celebrated Joseph Warton,t author of an

ingenious Essay on the Genius and Writings of

Pope. In 1785, on the death of Whitehead,

Thomas Warton was appointed laureat. His

odes, however, were found in no respect supenor

to those of at least his immediate predecessor,

and an attempt seems to have been made in his

The number printed was 1500, of which 1300 were sold

almost as soon as published.

t Joseph Warton was the eldest son of the rev. Thomas
Warton, D. D. and vicar of Basingstoke, where he died

in 1746 : born at Dunsford, in Surry, in 1/22, and educated

at Winchester and Oxford. In 17GG, he was appointed

head master of Winchester school ; and proceeded to the

degree of B. and D. D. In 1788, he obtained a prebend at

Winchester ; and the rectory of Easton, which in the same

year he was permitted to exchange for that of Upham.
He resigned the mastership of Winchester school in July,

1795, and retired to his rectory at Wickham, where he ter-

minated his useful and honourable life, Feb. 23, 1800.

5 D

iL
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reign to remit a portion of the duty. In a volume
of the history of the Decline and Fall of the

Roman Empire^ published about this' period,

Gibbon made the remark that " from Augustus

to Louis the muse has been too often venal ; yet

I doubt much whether any age or court can pro-

duce a similar establishment of a stipendiary

poet, who, in every reign and at all events, is

bound to furnish, twice a-year, a measure ofpraise

and verse, such as may be sung in the chapel,

and, I believe, in the presence of the sovereign.

I speak the more freely," added the historian,

" as the best time for abolishing this ridiculous

custom is while the prince is a man of virtue, and
the poet a man of genius." Apparently in con-

sequence of these observations, the New Yearns

Ode was discontinued in 1790. The non-per-
formance of the accustomed folly occasioned

much talk, and was adverted to by Peter Pindar

in what he called an Ode on No Ode :—
What ! not a sprig of annual metre.
Neither from Thomas nor from Peter

!

Who has shut up the laureat's shop?
Alas, poor Tom's a-cold, I fear

;

For sack poor Tom must drink small beer,

And, lo ! of that a scanty drop

!

* * * *

Loud roar of Helicon the floods,

Parnassus shakes through all his woods.
To think immortal verse sho'ild thus be slighted.

I see, I see the god of lyric fire

Drop suddenly his jaw and lyre

—

I hear, I hear the muses scream affrighted.
* * * *

Perchance (his powers for future actions hoarding)
George thinks the year boasts nothing worth recording.

Yet what of that ! Though nought has been effected,

Tom might have told us what might be expected

;

Have said that civil list should sigh no more.
And Charlotte give—a sixpence to the poor

!

Warton was succeeded (Cowper being alive) by

James Henry Pye, who, as the jest-books have

it, was much cut up for his presumption in aspir-

ing to such an honour, and of whom the least

that can be said is, that he has no place in

English literature.

1790, June 22. ZhW, Charles Rivington,
printer, wlio had carried on an extensive busi-

ness for thirty-two years, in Steyning-lane, in a

noble house, which had formerly been the resi-

dence of a lord mayor ; he was also a member
of the common council, and had held the office

of printer to the city of London, which he re-

signed in 1 772. His only daughter married the

rev. James Stovin, rector of Rossington, in the

county of York, October 16, 1790.

1790, July 2. A stationer near Bond-street,

London, was convicted at the public office.

Bond-street, in the full penalty of£5, for lending

out a newspaper contrary to the statute. He was
the first person convicted under the act.

1790, July 5. On the trial of an indictment

for a libel, stated to be false* scandalous, -Sec.

against the printer of a morning paper at Dub-

* On the trial of John Almon, 1770, the word false was
left out ; upon which lord Mansfield in summing up the
evidence, stated " that the word had been left out many
years ago; and the meaning of leaving this out is, that it

is totally immaterial in point of proof, true or false : if it

is true, there is, by the constitution, a legal method of
prosecution, from the highest to the lowest— every man
for his offences."

lin, on the prosecution of the rev. George de la

Pore Beresford ; the jury, being satisfied by the
evidence of the prosecutor, that several of the
facts stated were true, brought in their verdict,

not guilty, after being locked up all night.

1790, July 12. Printing presses licensed.

1790, July 16. Died, Thomas Fletcher,
who had formerly been an eminent printer and
bookseller at Cambridge, and was the second
person who was chosen by the company of sta-

tioners to enjoy Mr. Bowyer's annuity to deserv-
ing journeymen printers. He died at his lodg-
ings, in Shoe-lane, London. It was both singu-
lar and unfortunate, that about the time of Mr.
Fletcher's illness, his brother (whom he supposed
to be living in great affluence in America,)
arrived in London in the most indigent circum-
stances, and being disappointed in receiving

assistance from the only friend he could apply
to, was necessitated to go into St. Thomas's hos-

pital, where he died.

1790, July 29. The following singular cause
for a libel was tried at the assizes at Bury St.

Edmunds, in Suffolk, in which Thomas Hamil-
ton, of Colchester, proprietor of a stage-coach,

travelling between London and Halesworth, was
plaintiff, and Mr. John Shave, printer of the

Ipswich Journal, defendant. The action was
grounded on two counts ; the first, for publish-

ing an advertisement in the said paper, setting

forth, that the plaintiff's goods, coach horses,

&c. being seized under a writ of execution
from the sheriff, were to be sold by public auc-
tion : and the second count, for publishing
another advertisement, signed Thomas Shave
(brother to the defendant), who is also proprietor

of a coach travelling the same road, wherein (in

consequence of the first advertisement) he so-

licited the favours of the public toward his

coach, "as Mr. Hamilton was under the neces-

sity of declining the coach business."—Mr. Adair,

counsel for the plaintiff, opened the case, and
endeavoured to prove the false and malignant
nature of the advertisements in question ; in sup-
port of which the coachman was called, who
said that the coach never discontinued its usual

travelling on the road; another witness proved
the purchase of the newspaper at the shop of

the defendant ; and two gentlemen were also

called who intended to have gone to London by
the plaintiff's coach, but were restrained from
so doing by the appearance of the said adver-

tisements. On the part of the defendant, Mr.
Partridge stated the perilous situation in which
a printer stood, if he was liable to be called to

account for advertisements received in the ordi-

nary course of business; and entertained no
doubt, in the present case, they should be able to

prove the supposed libel neither false nor malig-

nant; for this purpose, Mr. seijeant Le Blanc
called the agent of the under sheriff of the county

of Essex, who proved, that he received a writ of

execution against Mr. Hamilton's effects, on
which he sent a warrant to one of the sheriff's

officers at Colchester, to levy the same. One of

the auctioneers employed by the said officer, and
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whosename appeared to theadvertisement, proved

that he took an inventory of the effects, agree-

able to his instructions, had catalogues printed,

and caused an advertisement to be published,

first in the Chelmsford, and afterwards in the

Ipswich paper ; but that, in consequence of the

writ of execution being superseded, the sale of

the goods did not take place. He believed that

Mr. Hamilton had more horses on the road than
those advertised for sale, and that the coach did
not discontinue running.—The counsel on the

part of the plaintiff opposed the admission of the

evidence, on the old ground, that in cases of

libel, justification of the offence is not allowable;

but the judge very properly over-ruled their

objection in this instance. In summing up the

evidence, he said there was no ground for the

first count, the printer having given an indis-

putable authority for its publication ; but that a
verdict must be given against him in the latter

case, and it was their province to ascertain the

quantity of damages.—After some hesitation,

the jury brought in a verdict for the plaintiff,

with £80 damages.

1790, Aug. 1. Died,JoHfi Knox, a bookseller

of eminence, in the Strand, London ; and who
devoted the fortune he acquired by his business,

to the improvement of his country, in the plan-

ning of a herring fishery, and the settlement of

new towns on the north-east coast of Scotland.

He visited and explored that kingdom sixteen

times in twenty-three years, beginning 1764

;

and in two volumes, gave a systematic view of

Scotland in general. A society was formed at

Edinburgh, and the Highland society in London
extended their plan to his views, the progress of

which, and his tour through the Highlands, and
Hebrides, may be seen in the Gentleman's

Magazine, vol. LVII, page 704. But, Mr.
Knox's patriotism did not stop here, he formed

a splended design of representing his native

country in its Picturesque Scenery, hy the hands
of such artists as Sandby, Dodd, Catton, and
Farrington. His address to the public on this

occasion is preserved in the Gentleman's Maga-
zine, vol. LIX. page 326 ; he died at Dalkeith.

1790, Jan. 1. The York Herald, No. 1.

1790. The Leicester Herald, commenced by
Richard Phillips ; who, being of a democratic

spirit, was prosecuted the following year for

selling Paine's Rights of Man, and sentenced to

eighteen months' imprisonment in Leicester jail.

In 1795, his house and printing-office were

destroyed by fire, soon after which he went to

London, and was enabled by his political friends

to set up the Monthly Magazine, which was
designed to be the organ of that ftiction. During
his residence at Leicester, sir Richard says, that

on one of the evenings prior to publication, two
or three columns of matter were upset; and on

purpose to send off the papers to Derl)y, Not-

tingham, &CC. by the mail, a column of pic wiis

put into the form; some lines were printed over

it, and it was headed " Dutch MaiV' He re-

lates that he received many communications,

requesting a translation.

1 790, Dec. 22. Tftc Bee ; a paper consisting

of essays, philosophical, philological, and mis-
cellaneous, conducted by J. Anderson, LL. D.*
published weekly, at Edinburgh, and regularly

continued until eighteen volumes, small, 8vo.

were completed, when it was relinquished ; the
first number commences with cursory hints and
anecdotes of th j late doctor William Cullen,t of

Edinburgh.
1790. The literary fund established for the

eleemosynary relief of destitute authors, through
the exertions of David Williams,| for which he
was rewarded by a provision out of the funds of

the institution, and a residence in the house.

1790. The Holy Bible. 24mo. printed by
Scatcherd and Whitaker, London.

1790. The Naturalises Pocket Magazine.
12mo. nine vols.

1790. The Analytical Review.

1791, April 23. Died, Lockyer Davis, a
bookseller of very considerable reputation, in

Holborn, opposite Gray's Inn. He succeeded
to a business which had long been carried on by
his uncle, Mr. Charles Davis. He was book-
seller to the royal society, and nominally their

printer. He was also one of th*3 nominal print-

ers of the votes of the house of commons ; an
honour at that time coveted by the profession

;

* James Anderson was the author of numerous works
on agrriculture and politicsd economy j and his treatises,
though they cannot boast of eleg:ance of style, or correct
ness of language, bear evidence, however, to the benevo-
lence, the information, and the judgment of the writer.
He was born in Scotland, and died at Westham, near
London, December, 1808.

t William Cullen, an eminent physician, was bom at
Hamilton, in Lanarkshire, Dec. 11, 1712, and died at
Kirknewton, Feb. 5, I790. He served his apprenticcstiip
to a surgeon at Glasgow. In 1740 he took his degree of
M.D., and in 1746, he was chosen lecturer in chemistry
at Glasgow. In 1756, he was elected professor of chemis-
try at Edinburgh, where, in 1766, he was chosen to the
medical chair, in which he raised the reputation of that
university to aa unequalled height in physical science.

t David Williams was born in Glamorganshire, and edu-
cated at a seminary in Carmarthen, with the intention of
entering the ministry among the dissenters. His first

appearance in that character was at Frome, in Somerset-
shire, from whence he removed to Exeter. The levity of
the preacher and some deviations from the line of conduct
which ought to mark the Christian pastor, occasioned his
dismissal and he was obliged to quit the West of England
abruptly. He then settled in London, and, for a little time,
acted as minister at Highgate ; but as his principles were
rather free, he soon broke off his connexion with the dis.

senters, and commenced a new plan of education, which
promised wonders and ended in nothing. This scheme,
however, he carried on for some time at Chelsea, and had
Dr. Franklin for a lodger, with whom he concerted the
plan of establishing a deistical congregation. For some
time the novelty attracted great notice, and many persons
of distinction attended the lectures, but infidelity itself

has few charms for the public, so that it is no w^ondcr the
chapel was soon deserted, and this minister of the religion
of nature left to exert his wits in some other calling. His
next appearance was in Paris, where he had been invited
to assist the botchers who were busily emi>loyed in the
raanufac!Mire of constitutions ; but David William, how-
ever, had more good sense and libcrsdity than to joiu in
their ferocious designs ; and he even had the courage to
oppose them, for which he was denounced as a royalist.
On this he returned to England, and devoted his time to
literary pursuits. In 1804 appeared the Claims of Lite,
ratttre, or the Onprit>, Motives, ^c, of the Societt; for the
entnblishnifnt of n Literart/ Fund. 8vo. by Mr.Williams and
William IJo.scawcn, esq a commissioner of the victualing
office, and well known by his translation of Horace. Mr.
Boscawcn died May 6, 18H, and Mr. Williams, June 2q
I8I6.
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as the sale of the " votes" was then very con-

siderable. It was enjoyed at the same period by
Mr. Charles Bathurst, Mr. John Whiston, and
his partner, Mr. Benjamin White; and also by
Mr. Charles Rymers, as partner with Mr. Davis.

At the first institution of the literary fund for the

relief of distressed authors, Mr. Davis kindly

gave them his gratuitous services as one of their

registrars. After a long and exemplary life of

73 years, Mr. Davis went out of existence, in a
manner singularly calm, and devoid of sickness.

He had been indisposed for some time with the

gout ; but was thought to be quite recovered

;

and, a few moments previous to his death, had
been diverting himself with playing at drafts

with one of his daughters ; but suddenly drop-

ping his head, and remaining for a second or two
in that posture. Miss Davis, imagining he had a
sudden twinge of the gout, said, "Are you in

pain, sir?" No answer being made, she flew to

his assistance, but found all assistance vain. He
was no more.—Mr. Davis was much valued as

an honest and intelligent individual. He had read
much, and to the purpose. Some little matters
he had written ; but they were principally jeiix

d^esprits, arising from temporary circumstances,
and dispersed in the public papers, particularly

the St. Jameses Chronicle. The only volume of his

which is known, he having acknowledged him-
self the editor, was a valuable collection of the

Maxims of Rochefoucault, 1774, 8vo. Few
men, however, knew more of books, or more of
the world ; and fewer still were equally w illing

to advantage others by a free communication of
that advice which, being the result of experi-

ence was the more valuable. He always wished
to know his man before he opened his mind to

him ; but, once knowing him sufficiently to

think him worthy of his confidence, he would
communicate freely, and urge the party to exert

himself sufficiently to be able to make the best

use of his friendship. In every society he mixed
with, he may be said to have been the life and
soul, as he had the happy talent of rendering
himself beloved equally by the young and by the
aged, and that without the least departure from
the strictest decorum of manners. Temperate
in the extreme himself both in eating and drink-
ing, few men enjoyed more heartily the convivi-

ality of a select party : and scarcely any one
excelled him in those minute but useful atten-

tions to a mixed company, which lead so use-
fully to support conversation, and to render every
man better pleased with his associates. His inti-

mates were those of the first rank in life and
literature ; and his politeness in facilitating the

researches of literary men has been the theme of

many a writer. He was of amiable manners in

private life; and his long management of an ex-
tensive business had made known to many of the
first characters in the kingdom, and to almost
all literary men, his integrity as a tradesman, his

extensive information as a scholar, and his real

value as a man. His family suffered a severe
loss by his death ; and none, who knew him,
will read this notice without acknowledging that

they have lost a worthy friend. The following

epitaph is placed on a small tablet under the

organ-loft of St. Bartholomew the Great

:

To the memory of Mr. Lockyer Davis,
of the parish of St. Andrew Holborn

;

who departed this life April 23, 1791

;

in the 73d year of his age.
His tenderness and attention as a husband and father

have rarely been equalled, but never exceeded.
His integrity was inflexible j the solidity of his judgment
and elegance of his manners (which were preserved by
temperance to the latest period of his life) rendered him
at once the instructor and delight of a numerous acquaint-
ance ; his advice being- ever solicited, and seldom taken

but with advantage.
Indeed, the chasm he has left in society

will not be readily supplied,
for we may truly say with the Poet,

' Take him for all in all we shall not look upon his like again.'
Also Mrs. Mary Davis,

who departed this life Nov. 9, 1769, in the 48th year of
her age. She was an affectionate wife, a tender mother,
and a sincere friend.

1791. Alexander Adam, LL. D. rector of

the high school in the city of Edinburgh, pub-
lished his Roman Antiquities, and for the copy-

right of which he received the sum of £600.
It was translated into the German, French, and
Italian languages.

1791. In the course of this year were sold

150,000 copies of Paine's Rights of Man ; and
30,000 of Burke's reply.

1791. The GrMm6/^T. The essays thus entitled,

were the production of Francis Grose, esq. and
were originally published in the English Chroni-

cle newspaper, during this year.

1791, May 12. Died, Francis Grose, au
eminent antiquary, in the fifty-second year of
his age. He was F. S. A. of London and Perth ;

and captain in the Surrey militia. After having
illustrated the Antiquities of England and Wales

j

in a series of 352 views of monastic and other

ruins, in four volumes, and those of Scotland in

the course of two years, in 190 views, and two
volumes, with a map, he was on the point of

completing his design by those of Ireland, where
he had been employed about a month before his

death. He published the first number of the

Antiquities of England and Wales in 1773, and
completed the whole in 1776, with the addition

of a collection of forty plans. The historical

account of each place, annexed to each plate,

and several of the drawings themselves, were
communicated by his learned friends, whose
assistance he gratefully acknowledged in the

preface to vols. iii. and iv. In 1777, he resumed
his pencil, and added two more volumes to his

English views, in which he included the islands

of Guernsey and Jersey, in 237 views ; and to

these were added a general and county maps,
completed in 1787. The whole number of views,

in England, Wales, and the Islands, amounts to

589, besides forty plans, the head-pieces, and
other plates illustrative of his prefatory disserta-

tions on monastic institutions, castles, and mili-

tary matters, gothic architecture, druidical and
sepulchral monuments. Among his engravers

are to be reckoned Bonner, Canot, Cook, Dent,

Drawaza, Ellis, Godfrey, Grignion, Hall, Heath,

Innes, Lespiniere, Mason, Mazell, Morris, New-
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ton, Peake, Pigot, Pouncey, Record, Roberts,

Pye, Smith, Sparrow, Thomas, Vivares, Watts,

Williams. The views, were re-published, on
pages distinct from the letter-press, in large 8vo.

size. This first work completed, and having

exceeded the most sanguine expectations of

himself, and his friend and publisher. Master
Samuel Hooper, Mr. Grose applied himself to

one more professional. Military Antiquities res-

pecting a History of the English Army, from the

Conquest to the Present Time, in two vols. 4to.

1786—1788, illustrated with a great variety of

plates, and published, like the preceding work,

in numbers. But previous to this, having, in

the course of his researches for it, in vain sought
for some treatise exhibiting a series of authentic

delineations and descriptions of the different

kinds of armour and weapons used by our
ancestors, he published A Treatise on ancient

Armour and Weapons, illustrated by plates taken

from the original armour in the tower of London,
and other arsenals, museums, and cabinets,

1785, 4to. to which he gave a supplement, in

1789, in 4to. the plates of both, in a free painter-

like manner, etched by Mr. John Hamilton,
the vice-president of the society of artists of

Great Britain. In 1785, he published a Classi-

cal Dictionary of the Vulgar Tongue ; which it

would have been for his credit to have suppress-

ed ; and a Guide to Health, Beauty, Honour,
and Riches ; being a collection of humorous
advertisements, pointing out the means to obtain

those blessings, with a suitable introductory

preface. In 1786, the History of Dover Castle,

by the rev. William Darrell, chaplain to queen
Elizabeth. The Latin manuscript from which
this work is printed, was transcribed from the

original, in the library of the college of arms,

under the inspection of the late William Oldys,

esq. elegantly printed in 4to. and 8vo. the same
size as the large and small editions of the

Antiquities of England and Wales, with ten

beautiful views, finely engraved from drawings

taken on the spot, by Francis Grose, esq. The
English Antiquari/, is among Mr. Kay of Edin-
burgh's caricature portraits. The following

epitaph, proposed for him, was inserted in the

St. Jameses Chronicle, May 26.

Here lies Francis Grose.
On Thursday, May 12, 1791,

Death put an end to
His Views and Prospects.

1791. The Holy Bible, large 8vo. and small,

12mo. with ornamental engravings, by Titler,

London. This is called the Cabinet and Unique
Bible ; it has no side notes, and is beautifully

printed. A few copies were worked off in 4to.

1791. The Book of Common Prayer, with an
introduction to the services, finely printed by
Didot, of Paris, 24mo; with a set of cuts

executed under the direction of Lavater, the

physiognomist.

1791. Printing introduced into the island of

Guernsey.
1791. The second daily evening newspaper

commenced.

1791. The Patriot; a small collection of
political essays, published in one of tlie daily

newspapers in Dublin, and reprinted by Debrett,
a bookseller in London, in 1792.

1791. The Derby Herald, printed and pub-
lished by Charles Sambroke Ordoyno, who, in

1792, removed to Nottingham.
1791. The Glasgow Courier, published on

Tuesdays, Thursdays, and Saturdays.

1791. The Lauryer's and Magistrate's Maga-
zine, published by E. Bentley ; discontinued

1794.

1791, Sept. Monthly Extracts, No. 1. Forms
four volumes.

1791, Oct. 21. Died, William Ward, who
was for more than thirty years master of the free

grammar school, at Hinckley, in Leicestershire,

and the first person who introduced the art of
printing into that town. He was the author of
the Scripture Spelling Book, 1762. His eldest

son, John Ward,* was for some time an assistant

to his father, but left the printing office to join

his relative Mr. Thomas Short, in the wool and
hosiery business. Sarah, his daughter, succeeded
him in the printing business, and was for maqy
years the principal printer and bookseller in that

town ; after her death, Mr. Short succeeded to

her business, and carries on a respectable trade.

1791, Nov. 4. Died, Thomas Harrison,
many years printer of the London Gazette; some-
time deputy of the ward of Castle Baynard;
and was master of the company of stationers in

1784. Mr. Han'ison had been a bonvivant, and
was very generally respected by a large circle of

acquaintance.

1792, Jan. 2. Died, William Davenport,
a young man of considerable ability, the son of

a clergyman at Leicester, who had been appren-

ticed to William Strahan, on the recommenda-
tion of Dr. Johnson, succeeded Mr. Fletcher,

(formerly the printer of a newspaper at Cam-
bridge, who died in 1790) asoneofMr. Bowyer's

annuitants.

1792, Jan. 14. Died, Joseph Jackson, a

celebrated type-founder in Dorset-street, Lon-
don. He was bom in Old-street, September 4,

1 733, and received his education in tnat neigh-

bourhood; whence he was apprenticed to Mr.
Caslon. He was exceedingly tractable in the

common branches of the business; and had a
great desire to learn the method of cuttinp^ the

punches, which is, in general, kept profoundly

secret. His master, and his master's fiither, con-

stantly locked themselves in the place where they,

performed this part of the art ; and in order to

accomplish his object, Jackson bored a hole

through the wainscot, and was thus, at different

times, able to watch them through the process

and to form some idea how the whole was per-

formed : and he afterwards applied himself at

every opportunity to the finishing of a punch.
When he had completed one to his own mind he

* To this gentleman Mr. John Nichols, the historian of
Leicestershire, and eminent printer, dedicated the second
edition of his Histor;/ of Hincklrif, folio, 1813. Mr. Ward
died in August, 1830, aged seventy-one years.
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presented it to his master, expecting to be re-

warded for his ingenuity ; but the premium he

received was a severe blow, with a threat that

he should be sent to Bridewell if he again made
a similar attempt. This circumstance being

taken in dudgeon, his mother bought him what
tools were necessary, and he improved himself at

her house whenever he had an opportunity. He
continued to work for Mr. Caslon after he had
served his term of apprenticeship, until a quarrel

arose in the foundry about the price of work,

which terminated in favour of the workmen,
who had caused a memorial to be sent to the

elder Caslon, then a commissioner of the peace,

and residing at Bethnal-green. However, young
Jackson and Mr. Cotterell, being supposed to

have acted as ringleaders in this affair, were dis-

charged. Compelled thus to seek employment,
they united their slender stock in a partnership,

and went on prosperously till Jackson's mother
dying, he entered, in 1759, on board the Minerva
frigate as armourer; and, in May 1761, he was
removed in the same situation into the Aurora,

where he was somewhat more successful, having
about £40 of prize money to receive at the peace
of 1763. On his return to London, he worked
for some time under Mr. Cotterell, who was a
private in the regiment of life-guards ; a situa-

tion which in those days was esteemed very

respectable, and sought for by even substantial

master tradesmen. At length, Jackson was en-

couraged in a determination to adventure in

business for himself by two of his fellow-work-

men, Robinson and Hickson, who were also

privates in the life-guards, who engaged to allow

him £62 8s. per annum for conducting the

business under this partnership, and to supply

money for carrying on the trade for two years.

For the purpose of carrying this arrangement
into effect, a small house in Cock-lane was taken,

and Mr. Jackson soon satisfied his partners that

the business would be productive before the time
promised. When he had pursued his labours

about six months, Mr. Bowyer accidentally call-

ing to inspect some of his punches (for he had
no specimen), approved of them so much that

he promised to employ him ; adding " My father

was the means of old Mr. Caslon riding in his

coach, how do you know but I may be the

means of your doing the same ?" A short time
after this he put out a small specimen of one
fount, which his former young master carried to

Bethnal Green with an air of contempt. The
good old justice treated it otherwise; and desired

his son " to take it home and preserve it ; and
whenever he went to cutting again, to look well

at it."—It is but justice to the third William
Caslon to add, that he always acknowledged the

abilities of Jackson ; and though rivals in an
art which requires the greatest exertions of inge-

nuity, they lived in habits of reciprocal friend-

ship. Business rapidly increasing, Mr. Jackson
removed to Dorset-street for a more capacious
workshop. He was applied to by the late duke
of Norfolk to make a mould to cast a hollow
square. Telling the duke that " he thought it

^
practicable ;" his grace observed, " that he had
applied to all the skilful mechanics of London,
Mr. Caslon not excepted, who declared it im-
possible." He soon convinced the duke of his

abilities : for in the course of three months he
produced what his grace had been years in

search of; and was ever after held in great esti-

mation by the duke, who considered him the
first mechanic in the kingdom. In 1784 he mar-
ried the widow of Mr. Pasham, a printer, which
materially assisted him in the means of carrying

on business. In 1790 his foundry was destroyed

by fire, and his moulds and matrices much
damaged. He felt this calamity so severely as

never to recover his health, or his usual energies

for business. The foundry was rebuilt ; but the

chief materials above-named were not wholly

restored (tliough much had been done towards

it) at the time of his death. To particularize

the articles of his foundiy which were most
reputed for their excellence,when all were highly

meritorious, would be a boundless task. Let it

suffice to mention, as matters of difficulty and
curiosity, the fac-simile types which he cut for

the Doomsday-hook ; and an Alexandrian Greek,

under the direction of Dr. Woide, upon which
the New Testament was printed. The matrices

were afterwards deposited in theBritish museum.
1792, Feb. 16. Died, John Rivington, a

bookseller of considerable eminence, in St.

Paul's church-yard, where he carried on business,

universally esteemed, for more than half a cen-

tury ; and enjoyed the especial patronage of the

clergy, particularly those of the higher order.

He was many years bookseller to the society for

promoting christian knowledge; a governor of

most of the royal hospitals, a member of the

court of lieutenancy, and of the common coun-
cil ; a director of the amicable society in Ser-

jeant's inn, and of the union fire office; and an
ancient member of the company of stationers, of

which he was master in 1775 ; and where at one
period his two brothers, James and Charles, and
four sons, were liverymen. He was in the seventy-

third year of his age at the time of his decease.

1792. The . Crisis ; consisting of forty-one

essays, by lord Mountmorres, which originally

appeared in a London newspaper, during the

years 1792 and 1793, was afterwards reprinted

in 1794. As a patriot and philosopher, lord

MountmoiTes was highly esteemed, and the

objects of his labours in the Crms accord with

the character which he maintained. Toleration,

public credit, the emancipation of the Irish

catholics, and the French revolution, are among
the leading subjects of this paper.

1792. The Patriot ; consisting of essays on
moral, political, and philosophical subjects,

written and selected by a society of gentlemen,

in London, and published every other Tuesday.

1792. The Holy Bible, called the Self Inter-

preting Bible ; London, two vols. 4to. Brown,
the author of the notes, was minister of Had-
dington, in Scotland, and author of several

esteemed pieces of Calvinistical divinit)', a Dic-

tionary of the Bible, &c.
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1792. March 31. The Manchester Herald^

No. 1, price threepence halfpenny, printed and
published by Messrs. Faulkner and Birch, in the

Market-place. This newspaper advocated liberal

principles, and became the object of persecution.*

1792, April 6. At the assizes held at Glou-
cester, the printer of a newspaper was fined £50.
for advertising for stolen goods, and that no ques-

tiona should be asked, pursuant to the act of Geo.
III. cap. 36.

1792. The Historical Register ; or Edinburgh
Monthly Intelligencer, conducieA by James
Tytler. This extraordinary genius, but ill-fated

individual, was compelled to leave his native

* A political society had been fonned in Manchester,
called the "Constitutional Society," in October, 1790,
professedly to effect a reform iu the representation of the
people in parliament, and other liberal measures. The
populace then strongly attached to the policy of ministers,
entered into these unhappy feuds ; and in the evening of
December 10, 1792, they attacked the house of Mr. Thos.
Walker, a respectable merchant, who had served the
oflfice of boroaghreeve ; from thence the mob went to the
premises of Faulkner and Birch, printers of the Herald.
For some time they contented themselves with collecting
in a menacing manner, in front of the printing-oflace, in
Blue Boar-court, and the shop in the market-place, ex-
claiming "God save the King," "Chm-ch and King," &c.
and at length they proceeded to acts of violence ; the
property of the unfortunate printers was destroyed, and
they were obliged to seek refug;c in a foreign country.

—

At this time the following curious handbill, surrounded by
a mourning border, was distributed :

VIOLENT DISSOLUTION,
Being the last Exit of Mons. Herald of Manchester, a near

relation to Mons. Argus of London, who expired on Satur-
day last, to the great regret of the Jacobin Painites, SfC.

but particularly to the BLACK CAT.

On Saturday the 23d ult. died at Manchester, the place
of his nativity, Mons. Herald, a near relation to Mons.
Argus, lately deceased.—It is imagined by some that his

death was occasioned by an assault and enormous battery
committed on his body about three months ago ; but that
was certainly not the case, as it is well known he was
perfectly recovered, his organs of vision having been the
principal sufferers in that attack.—The truth is, his death
was occasioned by six mortal wounds he had received from
some masked assassins, and which were discovered in his

most vital parts, by Twelve Physicians who were con-
vened by the Coroner to hold a consultation on his case,

about the last General Quarter Sessions of the Peace.
Notwithstanding the boasted number of his friends, there

were very few attended to pay their last tribute of respect
to their deceased friend.—Amongst the few artificers who
did attend the funeral obsequies, a Cooper, a Collier, and
two famous Walkers, were selected to bear the Pall.

The thing most extraordinary, and which excited the
admiration of the populace, was a huge black Gib Cat,

whose domestic fidelity was so great, that he could not be
driven away from the corpse, but with his claws clung fast

to the Pall until the moment previous to the interment.

—

His circular back, and spiral tail, were manifest signs,

during the whole ceremony, that had he power, he would
exercise complete vengeance on the enemies of his defunct
master.
Mons. Herald was, agreeable to his dying desire, in-

terred under the Pulpit of his own Kirk, that, as he ex-
pressed himself, his very carcase might rekindle in the
Orator the dying sparks of Liberty, Equality, and the
Rights of Man.
Thomas Cooper was a barrister in Manchester, of very

superior talents and learning. He wrote Letters on the

Slave Trade. Manchester: printed by C. Wheeler, 1787,

and a most eloquent and indignant Reply to Burke's invec-

tive against Mr. Cooper and Mr. Watt, in the House of
Commons, 30th April, 1792. London: printed for J. John-
son; and M. Faulkner and Co. Manchester, 1792. 8vo.
He afterwards emigrated to America, and we believe is

still living. Mr. Joseph Collier was a surgeon.
The conduct and proceedings of the dominant Church

and King party, in Manchester, appear at length in The
whole Proceedings on the Trial of Thomas Walker and
others, for Conspiracy to overthrow the Government. Lan-

country. Having espoused the cause of parlia-

mentary reform, and joined the society entitled
" Friends of the People," he published at the
close of this year, a political placard, which, in

that excited time, was deemed by the authorities

to be of a seditious tendency. Learning that
the emissaries of the law had been sent in quest
of him, he withdrew to Ireland, and thence to

America. Having been cited before the high
court of justiciary, and failed to appear, he was
outlawed by that tribunal, Jan. 7, 1793. In
America, Tytler conducted a newspaper at Sa-
lem, where he died of a severe cola, in the lat-

ter part of the year 1803. His family never
joined him.

1792. March 10. The Looker On, was pub-
lished every Saturday and Tuesday until the
twenty-sixth number. For this elegant and in-

structive workwe are indebted to William Roberts,
A. M. of Corpus Christi college, Oxford.

1792. Farrago ; consisting of essays, moral,
philosophical, political, and historical, which
were published anonymously for the benefit of
the society for the discharge and relief of persons

imprisoned for small debts.

1792, June 6. Died, David Henry, printer,

who for more than half a century took an active

part in the Gentleman's Magazine. He was
born at Fovron, sixteen miles from Aberdeen,
Dec. 26, 1710 ; "of a family," to use his own
expressive words, in a letter which death pre-

vented his finishing, " more respected for their

good sense and superior education than for

their riches ; as at every neighbouring meeting
of the gentlemen they were among the foremost."

His father was at great pains to instruct his

children
;
young Henry was put to the college of

Aberdeen, but left it, and went to London, much
to his father's regret, being a favourite son, and
it was the old man's wish he should be a clergy-

man. " I left both country and friends," he ados,
" before the age of fourteen ; and may be truly

said never to have seen either since, if hy friends

are meant assistants." Mr. Henry was literally

the artificer of his own fortune. His inclinations

having fixed him in the profession of a printer,

and a concurrence of circumstances placing him
within the notice of Mr. Edward Cave, an uni-

versal encourager of merit, he favoured the

young printer with his protection ; and in 1736
Mr. Henry became related to his patron, by mar-
rying his sister. Miss Mary Cave. About this

period he lived in habits of intimacy with the

celebrated Dr. Franklin and William Strahan,

who, like himself, were both at that time jour-

neymen printers. Soon after his marriage, Mr.

caster, 2nd April, 1794. Taken in short-hand, by Joseph
Gurney. Printed for T. Boden, Manchester, 1794. 8vo.
They were all declared " not gtxilty." The trial was edited
by Mr. Walker, who shortly afterwards published an ex-
cellent Review of some of the Political Events which have
occurred at Manchester, being a Sequel to the Trial, ^c.
London, 1794. Svo.

James Chectham, a Icttor-prcss printer, who had been
tried with Mr. Walker, emigrated to America, and com-
menced a newspaper at New York. He became an apos-
tate, and wrote a scurrilous libel, which he called a Life
of Thomas Paine.
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Henry commenced business at Reading, where

he established a provincial newspaper, for the

use of that town, and of Winchester, where he

had likewise a printing-office. In 1754, we first

find his name used in the Gentleman's Magazine

as a partner at St. John's Gate, where he con-

tinued to reside for many years with great repu-

tation ; and he possessed the freehold property of

the gate and its appurtenances at the time of his

death, which happened at Lewisham, in his 82d

year. His literary labours would reflect much
credit on his memory if an accurate list of them
could be obtained; but his modest merit ever

disclaimed the just praise which talents and in-

dustry like his deserved. One of the principal

amusements of his life was the study of agricul-

ture, which he understood from practice as well

as theory. During his residence at Reading,

the management of his newspaper occasioned

him many long journeys, in all which he

treasured up great stores of useful information

;

and on his quitting St. John's Gate, he occupied

a considerable farm at Beckenham, in Kent.

The result of these observations he gave to the

public, in 1772, under the title of The complete

English Farmer ; or, a Practical System of Hus-
bandn/, in which is comprised a general View of
the whole Art of Husbandry ; but from this he

withheld his name, as he did also from An His-

torical Account of all the Voyages round the

World, performed by English Navigators, 1774,

in four volumes, 8vo. of which the first and

second were compiled by Mr. Henry ; the third

and fourth by anether hand; to which, in 1775,

Mr. Henry added a fifth, containing captain

Cook's voyage in the Resolution; and in 1786,

a sixth, containing the last voyage of captain

Cook; introduced by an admirable summary of

all the voyages undertaken for discovery only, in

both the southern and northern hemispheres, and
in the Pacific and Atlantic oceans. His remains,

attended by a small party of select friends, were

placed in the vicar's vault under the church of

Lewisham. Mr. Henry, after having been almost

nine years a widower, and having also lost one

only daughter, married secondly, in 1762, Mrs.

Hephzibah Newell ; who survived him till Feb.

2, 1808 ; when she closed a long life, passed in

acts of beneficence, at the age of 82. She
died at Charlton, in Kent, and was buried at

Lewisham. Several of his relations, desirous to

try their fortune, went to America, where they

acquired considerable property. Patrick Henry,*

esq. son of John Henry (a first cousin of our

printer) was the first governor of Virginia after

the revolution, and next in fame there to general

Washington.

f

1792, June 7. Died, Mr.FRANCis Noble, who
many years kept an extensive circulating library

in Holbom, but, in consequence of his daugh-

* Patrick Henry was born in Virginia, May 23, 1736, and
died there June 6, 1799.

t George Washington, commander in chief of the Ame-
rican forces during the struggle with Great Britain, and
president of the United American States, was born in the
state of Virginia Feb. 1 1, 1732, and died at Mount Vernon,
in the same state, December 14, 1799.

ter obtaining a share of the first £30,000 prize

that ever was sold, he retired from business. He
died at Kentish town, at an advanced age. He
was brother to Mr. Noble, who kept also a circu-

lating library in St. Martin's-court, and whose
steady son lived many years with Messrs. Payne,
at the Mews-gate.

1792, July 9. John Bell, printer of the Om-
cle, found guilty of publishing a libel in that

paper upon the foot guards.

1792, July 9. Lady Elizabeth Lambert,
obtained a verdict of £4000 against Mr, Tat-

ofni
libel.

tersall, proprietor o^he Morning Post, for a

1792. Oct. 9. TTie Country Spectator. An
attempt, by no means unsuccessful, to render the

character and occurrences of a provincial town
the basis of a periodical paper. It issued from
the press of Messrs. Mozley and Co., of Gains-

borough, [now of Derby] and in the concluding

essay. May 21, 1793, is acknowledged to be the

production of Mr. T. F. Middleton, dedicated to

the inhabitants of the town of Gainsborough.

1792, Dec. 10. Samson Perry, printer of

the Argus newspaper, found guilty in the court

of king's bench of publishing a libel upon the

house of commons, in stating " that the house of
commons were not the real representatives of the

people." A reward of X'l 00 had been ofi'ered for

the apprehension of Mr. Perry.

1792, Dec. 12. Died, Thomas Dagnall,
bookseller of Aylesbury, who by the most active

industry, and the fairest dealing, had acquired

considerable property. Such was the opinion

which the community entertained of his integrity,

that although he did not openly profess the

business, nor take the name, he was in fact banker

to the trading part of that populous and respect-

able town, and to the neighbourhood in general.

On Saturday, the 8th instant, being market-day,

he had attended in his shop as usual,and appeared

in good health and spirits ; but, after tea in the

evening, complained of a giddiness in his head,

which soon terminated in a fit of apoplexy ; and
notwithstanding all the efforts of medical skill,

he died on the fourth day, after having been in a

state of insensibility from the moment he was
attacked.

1792, Dec. 22. A meeting at Freemason's

tavern of the " Society of the Friends of the

Freedom of the Press," Gerard Noel Edwards,
esq. M. P. in the chair.*

1792. Died, Alex/lNder Angus, a bookseller

at Aberdeen, who was, for the greater part of his

life, the " Leigh and Southeby, and the King and
Lochee," of that part of the world, and sold a

great many libraries by auction. He was a man

* Letter to R. B. Sheridan, esq., M.P., on his late pro-

ceedings as a Member of the Society for the Freedom of
the Press. Svo. 1792.

Observations on the Proceedings of the Friends of the

Liberty of the Press. By sir Thomas Bernard, bart, bar-

rister at law, LL.D., and chancellor of the diocese of

Durham. Svo. 1793.

Apology for the Freedom of the Press, and for General

Liberty, with remarks on bishop Horsley's Sermon, preach-

ed, Jan. 13, \7Q3. Svo. By the rev. Robert Hall, M.A.

m
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of great pleasantry and ready wit ; and many of

his bon mots are well recollected in Aberdeen.

1 792. The Edinburgh Herald^ conducted by
James Sibbald, but did not continue long in

existence. In 1783, Mr. Sibbald established a

monthly literary miscellany, under the name of

the Edinburgh Magazine. This was the first

time that a rival to the ancient Scots Magazine
met with decided success. Mr. Sibbald was
himself the editor and chief contributor.

1792. Mr. Campbell obtained a patent for

bleaching of rags for the making of paper.

1792. The Carlton House Magazine, vol. 1.

1792, Dec. 13. The Associator.

1792. Peter Porcupine, published by William
Cobbett, bookseller, Philadelphia.

1793, Jan. The British Critic^ No. 1. This

publication was commenced Iby Messrs. Riving-

ton, booksellers, in partnership with the rev.

William Beloe and the rev. Robert Nares, arch-

deacon of Stafford. The editorship was entrusted

to the judgment, sagacity, learning, and acute-

ness of Mr. Nares, in all and each of which
qualities that gentleman proved himself eminently
excellent. Mr, Beloe, in conjunction with Mr.
Nares, conducted this work to the end of the forty-

second volume, and then resigned it to others.

1793. An act of parliament was passed autho-

rizing compensations to the clerks of the secre-

taries of state for the loss sustained by them " in

consequence of the methods in which newspapers

were dispersed into the country," and the sending

and receiving of newspapers by members of par-

liament was limited to the period of the sitting

of parliament, and forty days before and after

the session.

1793. R. RouLSTONE introduced the art of

printing into Knoxville, the metropolis of the

state of Tennessee, in North America, at which
time he commenced the publication of a news-

paper, entitled the Knoxville Gazette.

1793. Isaiah Thomas of Boston, and subse-

quently of Worcester, set up a press at Walpole,
in Cheshire county, in the state of New Hamp-
shire, North America, and published a newspaper
entitled the Farmer's Museum. In the following

year Mr. Thomas established a press at Brook-
field, in Worcester county in Massachusetts.

1793. A printing establishment was founded
at Scutari, in Natolia, the Asiatic suburb of Con-
stantinople, by the sultan Selim III. It was
closed at the revolution of 1807-8, in which the

unfortunate monarch lost his throne and his life.

Only a few years previously to this catastrophe

he had erected a paper-manufactory also at Scu-
tari, which in all probability shared the same
fate. Selim III. was assassinated July 28, 1808.

1793, Jan. 4. — Carter, a bill poster, was
sentenced at the sessions house, Clerkenwell-

green, to six months' imprisonment, and to find

sureties for his good behaviour for one year, him-
self in £100, and two others in £60 each for

posting up an Address from the London corre-

sponding Society in Great Britain, united for

the purpose of obtaining a Reformation in Par-
liament.

1793. Mr. Jmrnaem̂ Steevens published
his edition of ShTikspeafe^ 1 5 vols, 8vo.* In pre-

paring this edition, it is said, "he gave an
instance of editorial activity and perseverance

which is without example. To this work he
devoted solely, and exclusively of all other

attentions, a period of eighteen months, and
during that time, he left his house every morn-
ing at one o'clock with the Hampstead patrole,

and proceeding without any consideration of the

weather, or the season, called up the compositor,

and woke all his devils.

Him late from Hampstead journeying to his book
Aurora oft for Cephalus mistook ;

What time he brushed the dews with hasty pace,
To meet the printer's dev'let face to face.

" At the chambers of Mr. Reed, where he was
allowed to admit himself, with a sheet of the

letter-press ready for coiTection, and a room pre-

pared to receive him, there was every book he
might wish to consult. This nocturnal toil

greatly accelerated the printing of the work, as,

while the printer slept the editor was awake, and
thus, in less than twenty months, he completed
his edition." " Though Mr. Steevens," says an
eulogist, "is known rather as a commentator
than as an original writer, yet when the works
he illustmted, the learning, sagacity, taste, and
general knowledge which he brought to the

task, and the success which crowned his labours,

are considered, it would be an act of injustice to

refuse him a place among the first literary charac-

ters of the age." He died Jan. 22, 1800, aged 64.

1793, Feb. 16. William Holland, book-

seller, sentenced to be imprisoned one year, to

pay a fine of £100, and find sureties for his

good behaviour, himself in £200, and two others

in £100 each, for selling a copy of Paine's Let-

ter to the Addressers.

1793, Feb. 20. Died, Samuel Hooper, book-

seller, and the well-known publisher of captain

Grose's works. He kept a shop for some time

in the Strand, afterwards in Ludgate-strcet, and
finally in High Holborn.

1793, March 9. Died, Archibald Hamil-
ton, a printer of considerable eminence in the

city of London. He was bred to the profession

of a printer at Edinburgh, but quitted that

city in the year 1 736, after the riots occasioned

there by the popular vengeance against captain

Porteous ;f in which he was in some degree impli-

cated, by having been present at the illegal

execution of that unfortunate culprit. On his

arrival in London, he obtained the superintend-

ence of Mr. Strahan's office. But this was not

a field wide enough for his talents, or his am-
bition ; and he very soon commenced business on

his own account, which he carried on with great

success for many years. Amongst other fortunate

connexions, his acquaintance with Dr. Smollett

* Of Johnson and Steeven's fourth edit. 15 vols. 8vo.
1793, large paper, on which paper only twenty-flve were
printed, one sold at Reed's for ;£'2(); anda copy at Mr.
Strettcl's, in 1820, for £\(i 5s. Ritson, 1803, j*'U lOa.

Bindley, ,£21.

t Captain Porteous was murdered Sept. 7, 1736.

5 E
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was not the least, whose History of England

alone, proved a little fortune to the printer,

bookseller, author, and stationer. The system of

publishing Bihles\ Travels, &c. was carried on

by Mr. Hamilton, and his friends in the Row,
to an extent of profit till then unknown. In

1756, with the assistance of Dr. Smollett,* and

other literary friends, he commenced the Critical

Review ; which he carried on with considerable

success to the time of his death. Mr. Hamil-

ton was also a partner with Mr. Jackson, of Ox-
ford, in the university press ; but, at the same

time, relieved himself from the more immediate

labour of personal attendance in his printing-

office, by purchasing a villa at Ash, in Hamp-
shire, in the neighbourhood of Farnham. He
had also a town residence in Bedford-row, where

he died, in his 74th year.f Mr. Hamilton was a

man whose social qualities, well-informed mind,

and communicative disposition had endeared

him to a numerous circle of friends, and rendered

his death a subject of unfeigned regret. He was
a valuable contributor to the literary interests of

his time. He left one daughter,:}: and one son.

Archibald Hamilton, who was also a printer,

and had an office near St. John's-gate, Clerken-

well, where among other works, he began the

Toum and Country Magazine, which had a pro-

digious sale. He had also a printing-office

between Highgatc and Finchley, and afterwards

at Golder's-grcen, Hendon, where he died, Oct.

6, 1792, leaving two sons, Archibald and
Samuel, both printers, a third son in the army,

and several daughters.

1793, May S. Mr. Symonds, bookseller, sen-

tenced to pay a fine of £100 for having pub-
lished the Jockey Cluh, and to be imprisoned one

year in Newgate, from the expiration of his

former sentence of two years for the publication

of the Rights of Man; and for publishing

Paine's Address, he was sentenced to be further

imprisoned one year, and to pay another fine of

£100. After which he was to find security for

* Tobias Smollett was bom on tlie banks of the Leven,
in Scotland, in 17*20, and died at Leghorn, Oct. 21, 1/71.

t Mr. Farquhar corrector of the press in Mr. Hamilton's
printing-office, was the father of Mrs. Mary Anne Clarke,
whose connexion with the duke of York, from 180.1 to
1806, is notorious, from the parliamentary investigation,
in 1809, which led to the temporary retirement of his royal
highness from the chief command of the army. After
this investigation Mrs. Clarke announced her intention of
giving to the world a narrative of circumstances relating
to that connexion, which was actually printed, but sup-
pressed by the author, on consideration of her receiving
^10,000 in ready money, and an annuity of ^600. The
whole edition of 10,000 copies was accordingly com-
mitted to the flames, with the exception of one copy,
which was deposited in Drummond's banking house. She
was the author of the Rival Prince, or a faithful nar-
rative of facts relative to the acquaintance of the author
with Col. Wardle, Major Dodd, 8fc. 2 vols, royal 12mo.
1810. A Letter to the Right Hon. Wm. Fitzgerald, Chan-
cellor of the Irish Exchequer, §<?. 8vo. 1812.

t Mrs. Sarah Hamilton died, at her house at Fulham,
March 30, 1812. She was a lady of a well-informed and
cultivated mind ; and had associated much with Johnson,
Smollett, Goldsmith, Gairick, and many others of the
literati of the last age, whom she was accustomed to
meet at her father's hospitable table. Like him, too, she
was well acquainted with, and to the last retained a cor-
rect remembrance of the literary history of an extensive
period.

five years for his good behaviour, himself in £500
and two others in £250 each.

1793, May 8. Mr. Ridgeway, bookseller,

sentenced to two years' imprisonment in New-
gate, at the expiration of that time to be im-
prisoned one year more, and to pay a fine of

£100, and then another year's imprisonment,

and a fine of £100, and to find sureties for his

good behaviour for five years, himself in £500,
and two others in £250 each, forpublishing three

libels, namely, the Jockey Club, Paine's Ad-
dress, and the Rights of Man.*

1793, May. William Frend, M. A, who
had passed through his academic education at

Cambridge with considerable distinction, and
become tutor and fellow of Jesus' college, was
expelled the university upon this day for pub-

lishing a pamphlet, entitled Peace and Union

recommended to the as.'ioeiated bodies of Repub-

licans, and Anti-republicans, 8vo. Against this

sentence Mr. Frend appealed to the court of

delegates, by whom, however, it was confinned.

* The reason why so many printers and booksellers

were prosecuted at this time, was through the medium of

a royal proclamation against seditious writings, which
had been laid before the house of commons for their ap-

probation, on May 25, 1792. This motion was warmly
opposed by Charles Grey, (now carl Grey,) and the procla-

mation itself condemned in severe terms, as an insiduous
and pernicious measure. Grey declared " that he scarcely

knew how to express himself upon it ; because he hardly
could distinguish whether the sentiments which gavebiith
to it were more impotent or malicious. He mentioned the
association of the Friends of the People, and complained
that the minister, apprehensive of its effects, had con-
certed this measure, with an insiduous view of separating
those who had been long connected.—No man was ever
more delighted with those practices than the right honour-
able gentleman—he, whose whole political life was a con-
stant tissue of inconsistency, of assertion and retractation

—he, who never proposed a measure without intending to
delude his hearers ; who promised every thing and per-

formed nothing ; who never kept his word with the pub-
lic ; who studied all the parts of captivating popularity,

without ever intendinj; to deserve it ; and who, from the
first step of his political life, was a complete public apos-
tate. He remarked, as one of the objects of this procla^

mation, "that the king's officers, his commissioners of the
peace, and his magistrates, were to make diligent inquiry

in order to discover the authors and publishers of wicked
and seditious writings. In other words, a system of es-

pionage was to take place by order of the crown. The
very idea was sun^rising as well as odious, that a procla-

mation should issue from the sovereign of a free people,

commanding such a system to be supported by spies and
informers." From the accession of George III. in the
year 1760 to the year 1800, the number of informations
against printers and booksellers is incredible. The like

number of informations against the press, in the same
period, is not to be found in the hi.story of Great Britain.

The rights of juries had long been in an indefinite and
indeterminate state, particularly in the case of libels; and
disputes disgraceful in themselves, and injurious to the
administration of justice, had frequently arisen between
the court and the jury, between the judges and the coun-
sel. Fox, ever active in the defence of popiilar rights,

moved for a bill to ascertain the authority of juries in the
matter of libel. With respect to the pretended distinction

between law and fact. Fox observed, that when a man
was accused of murder, a crime consisting of law and
fact, the jury every day found a verdict of guilty : and
this was also the case in felony and every other criminal
indictment. Libels were the only exception, the single

anomaly. He contended, that if the jury had no juris-

diction over libels, the counsel who addressed them on
either side, as to the criminality of the publication, were
guilty of a gross and insolent sarcasm. Fox put this mat-
ter in a strong point of view, by adverting to the law of
trea.son. It was admitted on all hands, that a writing
might be an overt act of treason. In this case, if the
couit of king's bench were to say to the jury, *• consider
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1793, June 1. The Preston Review and Count}/

Advertiser, printed by Thomas Walker, with this

motto on the title-paj^e. "A faithful historian is

of no country, and the conductor of an impar-

tial newspaper of no party."

1793, June 5. Daniel Isaac Eaton, book-

seller, was tried at the Old Bailey, for publish-

ing Paine's Rights of Man. The jury found
him " guilty of publishing, without a criminal

intent. Verdict recorded, and admitted to bail.

1793, July 19. Alexander White, who had
been imprisoned in Newgate for five months, on

a charge of writing and uttering a libel, took his

trial at the quarter sessions of Newcastle-upon-

Tyne. It appeared that Mr. White had written

a paper, which he had reluctantly lent to Mr.
Ridley, a friend, to be returned in the morning.

While Mr. Ridley was reading the paper, it was
snatched from him by Puncheon, one of the

town Serjeants. The jury brought in a verdict,

Not guilty of publishing. The recorder objected

to this, and the jury immediately returned a

only whether the criminal published the paper—do not
consider the nature of it—do not consider whether it cor-
respond to the definition of treason or not"—would
Englishmen endure that death should be inflicted without
a jury haviug had an opportunity of delivering their sen-
timents whether the individual was or was not {>;uilty of
the crime with which he was charged ? Having shown
that the law of libels was contrary to the original principles
of law, Fox said, that if the committee were clear as to
this point, their wisest and most proper measure would be
to enact a declaratory law respecting it; but if they were
of opinion that high authorities on tlie other side made the
law doubtful, they might settle the law for the future
without any reference to what it had been in times past.

Pitt aa;reed with the principles stated by Fox, but instead
of a committee of justice, recommended the bringina: in a
bill " to remove all doubts respecting the rights and func-
tions of juries in criminal cases." The bill was accordingly
introduced, and passed the commons, but on its transmis-
sion to the house of lords, it was opposed on the second
reading by the lord chancellor, on pretence of its being
too late in the session to discuss a measure of such im-
portance. The principle of the bill was ably defended by
the law lords, Camden and Loughborough, with whom
lord Grcnville concurred ; but the bill was finally post-
poned for that session ; and in the following one it was tri-

umphantly carried through both houses of parliament,
and passed into a law, notwithstanding the violent oppo-
sition of the law lords Thurlow, Kenyon, and Bathurst,
who joined in a protest against the bill, which wiU remain
a perpetual monument of the triumph of equity and com-
mon sense ov^r professional subtilty. In its present ano-
malous state, the law of libel is yet indefinable and in-

definite, and remains a blot upon the freedom of the press,

and against the liberty and property of the printer.

Sir John Scott was an attorncj'-general of exemplary
industry, of most pious veneration for the law of libel, and
during his official career, he sate like an incubus on the
rising liberties of his country. Persecutions were the
Elysium of Scott; he revelled in them with extacy, and
prided himself on the number he had instituted ; and the
most despotic autoci-at could not have desired a state ser-

vant of a more commendable submission to the "Divine
Right," or more ready to evince it. During a debate in

1795, lie said "The house should remember that there had
been more prosecutions for libel within the last two years
than there had been for twenty years before." Had it not
been for the admirable firmness of juries, and the gigan-
tic exertions of Erskine—had the remorseless tyranny of
the minister, the leaninjjs of a partial jud^^e, and the in-

defatigable labours of a most willing attorney- general
been suffered to prevail—all those who would not crouch in

the dust beneath the feet of the minister, woiUd have been
convinced of their errors by the logic of the executioner.

—The crime of constructive treason would have been the
siiptal of a scaftold mas.sacre of all thinking men in Gicat
Britain. Had Home Tooke and Hardy been sacrificed to
the tender mercies of Pitt, the head oi Godwin would
have been rolled upon the ocafFold.

verdict of not guilty. Mr. White conducted his

own case with considerable ability.

1793. TTie Cambridge Intelligencer. This paper
was established by Benjamin Flower, and was
one of the earliest provincial newspapers that

denounced the war against republican France, as
" wicked and absurd." Mr. I lower w as a man of

deep religious feeling; and the very excess of his

sincerity made him the more strenuous in his ad-

vocacy of the liberty of conscience. This formed
a peculiar feature in his paper ; and considering

the period at which it appeared—with no friends

in the field, but hosts 01 opponents on all sides

—

it was an undertaking that required the noblest

courage to originate, and the spirit of a martyr

to sustain. It met with extraordinary success,

was read in all parts of the kingdom, and roused

the dormant faculties of numbers to the dawning
beams of public liberty, and increasing know-
ledge. The freedom of his remarks, liowever,

subjected him to prosecution and imprisonment.
In 1797, a paragraph in his paper, on the subject

of political subserviency, gave such offence to

the house of lords, that he was imprisoned.
" The argument, upon his case, in the court of

king's bench, as well as in parliament, forms
part of the constitutional history of England;"
and, " the lords seemed to feel that they had
stretched their privileges against the people to

the utmost :" so before the end of the session he
was liberated. The tide was too strong against

him—his paper declined and was discontinued.

He subsequently removed to Harlow, in Essex,

where he carried on the printing business, and
established a monthly magazine, upon the same
principles, called the Political Register, but it

had only a limited success. The powerful writ-

ing of Mr. Flower, in his advocacy of the liberty

of conscience, in reference to the publication of

some works of Paine, and others of free theolo-

gical discussion, produced a remarkable effect on

the mind of Mr. (afterwards lord) Erskine who
had just obtained a verdict of guilty against a

printer named Williams. Having applied to the

prosecutoi-s—the manager of the society for the

suppression of vice—to stay their proceedings,

and they having refused, Ei'skine indignantly

threw up his brief, and left them to employ some
less scrupulous agent, to call for judgment on

the offender against a religicm which wiis not

more foully misrepresented in his publicatiou

than in their proceedings.

1793. The Holy lii'ble, with cuts, beautifully

printed. It goes ])y the name of Heptinsjill, the

publisher. It is a very full size royal 4to.

* The Proceedings of the House of Lords in the Case of
Jienjamin Flower, prhUi-r of the Cambridge Intelligencer,

for a supposed Libel on the Bishop of Llmidnfi', with prefa-

tory Remarks lnj Mr. Flower ; to which are added the Argu-
ments in the Court of King's Bench, on a Motion for an
llalieas Corpus, and a Postscript, conttiining Remnrks on
the Judgment of that Court, by Hettry Clifford. Published

by Crosby and Lettcrman.
* Amongst the many persons who were convicted of

pretended trciuson, in merely soekinj; a reform in the rc-

prescntiition of tlic people, and which has since come to

pass, were Thomas Muir, a barrister, in Edinburgh, and
Fyshc Palmer, a Unitarian minister, at Dundee, were sen-

tenced to transportation, in August, 171»3.
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1793, Aug. 5. Richard Peart and William
Belcher* booksellers, at Birmingham, were

tried and convicted at the Warwick assizes, of

selling the Address to the- Addressers. Mr. Bel-

cher was also indicted for selling the second

part of the Rights of Man and the Jockey Club.

They were sentenced each to three months' im-

prisonment ; to find sureties for their good be-

haviour for two years, themselves in £100 each,

and two sureties in £50 each.

1793, Aug. 10. Daniel Holt, printer of the

Newark Herald^ was tried at the assizes held at

Nottingham, and found guilty of selling Paine's

Address to the Addressers ; and of publishing an
Address to the tradesmen, mechanics, and other

inhabitants of the toivn of Newark, on the subject

of parliamentary reform. For the first offence

he was sentenced to pay a fine of £50, and to be

imprisoned in Newgate for the space of two years

:

for the second offence, to pay a further sum of

£50, and a further imprisonment of two years in

the same jail, and afterwards to find security for

his good behaviour, himself in £200, and two

others in £150. Mr. Holt published, A Vindica-

tion of the conduct and principles of the printer

* Mr, Belcher was the author of An Authentic Account

of the Riots in Birmingham, on the \4th, 15th, i6th, and
17th days of July, 1791-
The nation was disgraced by a wanton and unprovoked

series of tumults and outrages, which, for the space of

four days, spread terror and alarm through the populous
town of Birmingham and the adjacent counties. In most
of the larger towns of Great Britain, associations were
formed for the celebration of the French revolution on the

l4th July ; but the opposite party were not indifferent

spectators of these proceedings : the most scandalous and
inflammatory insinuations were conveyed in newspapers
and pamphlets, stigmatizing the friends of freedom as de-

termined republicans, and representing the act of joining

in a convivial meeting on the odious l4th July, as an at-

tempt to overturn the British constitution in church and
state. A few days previous to the meeting in commemo-
ration of the French revolution at Birmingham, six copies

of the most inflammatory and seditious hand bill, propos-

ing the French revolution as a model to the English, and
exciting them to rebellion, were left in a public house by
some person unknown. As the contents of this hand bill

found a quick and general circulation, they occasioned a
ferment in the town. The magistrates ofl'ered a rewai-d of

one hundred guineas for discoverinfj; the author, printer,

or publisher of the obnoxious paper ; and the friends of

the meeting intended for the fourteenth, published at the
same time an advertisement explicitly denying the senti-

ments and doctrines of the seditious hand bill, and dis-

avowing all connection with its author or publisher. The
views and intentions of the meeting having:, however,
been grossly misrepresented, and the gentlemen concerned
suspecting the seditious hand bill to be an artifice pro-

jected by their adversaries, thought it most advisable to

relinquish the scheme ; and accordingly notice was given

to that effect : but, at the pressing instance of several per-

sons dissatisfied with this determination, the intention

was revived, and the company met at the appointed time

to the number of between eighty and ninety. The house
was surrounded by a tumultuous crowd, who testified their

disapprobation by hisses and groans, and by the shout of

Church and King, which became the watch-word on this

occasion. The mob immediately after set on fire and
destroyed two meeting-houses of the dissenters, and from
thence proceeded to the house of Dr. Priestley, a dissent-

ing minister, which, with his library and valuable philo-

sophical apparatus, manuscripts and papers, the mob en-

tirely destroyed ; and in like manner they continued for

three ensuing days to burn the houses and valuable effects

of Messrs. Ryland, Russell, Button, and others who resided

near Birmingham. Of these infatuated rioters seventeen
were tried arid five were found guUty ; one of whom was
reprieved, and four executed : thus terminated a scene that
dishonoured the national history. The amount ofdamages
awarded by the jury at the Worcester assizes, was, for the
Birmingham sufferers, £o,bOi, and at Warwick .^l 5,856.

of the Newark Herald : an appeal to the justice

of the people of England, on the result of two
recent and extraordinary prosecutions for libel.

By Daniel Holt, printer of the Newark Herald.
8vo. 3^. 6d. Symonds, London. Mr. Holt's ad-
dress to his fellow-townsmen of Newark, breathes

the genuine spirit of political martyrdom.

—

" Pursued as I have been," says Mr. Holt, in his

prefatory address, " by the furious, unceasing,

and vindictive malice of a numerous herd of

associated political assassins, and doomed to an
almost unexampled imprisonment, by the unre-

lenting hand of legal severity, I throw myself on
the humanity, benevolence, and candour of the

British nation, as the last and only tribunal to

which I can appeal, and from which I fully ex-

pect impartiality, justice, and protection." He
thus concludes, page 92. " The persecutions I

have already had the"honour to experience, are,

and ever will be, my pride and exultation, as

they have been occasioned by an attachment to

that best of all causes, the cause of all mankind
—THE CAUSE OF FREEDOM." Mr. Erskiuc was
counsel for the defendant, and addressed the jury

with great zeal and ingenuity. Lord Kenyon
also spoke with becoming liberality on the subject

of anti-ministerial parties, which he by no means
wished to extinguish ; because, said he, " they

keep ministers on their guard, in their conduct :"

adding, *' A great political character, who held a

high situation in this country, but is nov/ dead,

used to say, that ministers were the better for

being now and then a little peppered and salted.^^

In Mr. Holt's appendix, there are copies of the

duke of Richmond's famous Letter to Colonel

Sharman, and of his memorable bill for a par-

liamentary reform; also an abstract from the

New Annual Register for 1782, of Mr. Pitt's

speech on the same side of that most important

question ; with some other pertinent extracts ; all

contributing to render Mr. Holt's book an enter-

taining miscellany. Mr. Holt died Jan. 29, 1797,

of consumption, brought on by his long confine-

ment in Newgate, at the early age of thirty-three

years, and was buried in the old church yard of

Newark. He was a man of superior talents, and
of the strictest integrity and benevolence.

1793. Sept. 9. the Indian Observer. A
periodical paper projected and conducted by

Hugh Boyd,* esq., and published weekly at

Madras, in a newspaper, entitled the Hircarrah.

It terminated with the fifty-third number, on

Sept. 9, 1794. The Indian Observer was reprint-

ed in London, by subscription, in 1798.

1793, Nov 6. Died, John Murray, an ac-

tive, well-infonned, and successful bookseller of

London. He was a native of Edinburgh ; and

for some time was an officer in the honourable

corps of marines, under the patronage of sir

George Yonge, hart. His first commencement
as a bookseller is thus given by himself, in a letter

to his friend William Falconer, the ingenious

author of the Shipwreck, who was then at Pover,j—
and by whom some lines addressed to Mr. Mur-j^H

* Mr. Boyd is one, among many, to whom the letters of

Junius have been ascribed.
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ray were intended to have been prefixed to the

third edition of that beautiful poem ; but were
omitted amidst the hurry of the author on leaving
England for India.

" Brampton, Kent, IQth Oct. 1768.

"Dear Will,
" Since I saw you, I have had the intention of

embarking in a scheme that I think will prove
successful, and in the progress of which I had
an eye towards your participating. Mr. Sandby,
bookseller, opposite St. Dunstan's church, has
entered into company with Snow and Denne,
bankers. I was introduced to this gentleman
about a week ago, upon an advantageous offer

of succeeding him in his old business ; which, by
the advice of my friends, I propose to accept.

Now, although I have little reason to fear suc-

cess by myself in this undertaking
; yet I think

so many additional advantages would accrue to

us both, were your forces and mine joined, that

I cannot help mentioning it to you, and making
you the offer of entering into company. He re-

signs to me the lease of the house ; the good-will

; and I only take his bound stock, and
fixtures, at a fair appraisement ; which will not

amount to much beyond £400; and which, if

ever I mean to part with, cannot fail to bring in

nearly the same sura. The shop has been long
established in the trade ; it retains a good many
old customer ; and I am to be ushered immedi-
ately into public notice by the sale of a new edi-

tion of lord Lyttleton's Dialogues; and after-

wards by a like edition of his History. These
works I shall sell by commission, upon a certain

profit, without risque ; and Mr. Sandby has pro-

mised to continue to me, always, his good offices

and recommendation.—These are the general

outlines ; and if you entertain a notion that the

conjunction will suit you, advise me, and you
shall be assumed upon equal terms ; for I write

to you before the affair is finally settled ; not that

I shall refuse it if you don't concur (for I am
determined on a trial by myself) ; but that I

think it would still turn out better were wejoined

;

and this consideration alone prompts me to write

to you. Many blockheads in the trade are mak-
ing fortunes ; and did we not succeed as well as

they, I think it must be imputed only to ourselves

Consider what I have proposed

;

and send me your answer soon. Be assured in

the mean time, that I remain, dear Sir,

" Your affectionate and humble servant,

" John Mc. Murray.
" P. S. My advisers and directors in this affair

have been, Thomas Cumming, esq. Mr. Archi-

bald Paxton, Mr. Samuel Paterson, of Essex-

house,and Messrs. J. andW. Richardson, printers.

These, after deliberate reflection, have unani-

mously thought I should accept of Mr. Sandby's

offer." " No reason," Mr. Alexander Chalmers

observes, " can be assigned with probability for

Mr. Falconer's refusing this liberal offer, than

his appointment, immediately after, to the pur-

sership of the Aurora frigate, which was ordered

to carry out to India Messrs. Vansittart, Scrafton,

and Forde, as supervisors of the affairs of the
company. He was also promised the office of
private secretary to those gentlemen, a situation

from which his friends conceived the hope that
he might eventually obtain lasting advantages.

—

Dis aliter visumJ'^

Mr. MuiTay, in the mean time, engaged in

an old and well-established trade ; which from
his connections in India and at Edinburgh, he
considerably extended. For a short period, as
might be expected, he was a novice in the art

and mystery of bookselling ; but soon became a
regular proficient; and under his auspices many
useful and elegant works were offered to the
learned world. He began, in 1780, a volume
of annual intelligence ; under the title of the
London Mercunf ; and in January 1783, com-
menced the English Review, with the assist-

ance of a phalanx of able writers; amongst
whom were Dr. Whitaker the historian of Man-
chester, Gilbert Stuart, &c. He wrote more
than the public were generally aware of, and
was an author in various shapes. He was suc-

ceeded by his son, Mr. John Murray, the present

eminent and enterprising bookseller, in Albe-
marle-street.

1793, Nov. 26. George Robinson, the elder,

George Robinson, the younger, John Robin-
son, and James Robinson, wholesale book-
sellers of Paternoster-row, London, who had
been convicted at the Bridgewater assizes, of

selling three copies of Paine's Rights of Man to

Mr. Pyle, bookseller, at Norton Fitzwarren,

near Taunton, in Somersetshire, were sentenced

in the court of king's bench. John Robinson,
who had seen the parcel before it was sent off, to

pay a fine of £100, and the three other defend-

ants £50 each.

1793, Dec. 1. Died, William Owen, an
eminent bookseller, in Fleet-street, publisher of

the Gazetteer, and proprietor of the mineral

water warehouse, in Fleet-street. He was mas-
ter of the vStationers' company in 1781.

1793, Dec. 9. John Lambert, printer, and
others, proprietors of the Morning Chronicle,

were tried in the court of king's bench for pub-
lishing in that paper, An Address of the Society

for Political Information, held at the Talbot inn,

in Derby, July 11, 1792. The jury retunied

the following verdict : Guilty of publishing, but

with no malicious intent. I^rd Kenyon refused

to record the verdict, and at five o'clock in the

morning the jury found a verdict of not guilty.

1793. The Female Mentor ; concluded 'l 798.

* Gilbert Stuart was bom at Edinburgh In 1748, and
received his education at that nniversity, where his fsXher

was professor. About the age of twenty he wrote a disser-

tation concerning the anticjuityof the BritisJi constitution,

for which he was coinpliim-ntcd witJi the dcfrrcc of d(K*tor

of laws. Being disappointed of the professorship of law
at Edinbur{i;h, he removed to London, and became a writer

in the Mimthly Review. In i;74 he returned to Edinburgh,
and began a Magazine and Rfview, which failed, and he
again went to London, where he engaged in the Political

Herald and the English lieview. He died at Edinburgh,
August 13, 1786. He wrote the History of Scotland from
the Rr/onnatinn to the death oft/neen Mary. Obsrrrntions

concerning the Public Law and Constitution of Scotland.

And, the History of the Reformation in Scotland.
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1793, Dec. 26. Died^ William Russell, a

historical and miscellaneous writer, and author

of the History ofModem Europe, five vols. 8vo.

which has ever since its appearance been reckon-

ed the best and most convenient work on the

subject which it treats. William Russell was
born at Windydoors, in the county of Selkirk,

in Scotland, in the year 1741. He received the

early part of his education at Innerleithen,

where he acquired a slender knowledge of Latin

and Greek, and having removed in 1756, to

Edinburgh, he there studied writing and arith-

metic for about ten months. He now commenced
an apprenticeship of five years, under Messrs.

Martin and Wotherspoon,booksellers ancKprinters,

during which period he added considerably to his

stock of knowledge by private study. In 1763,

while working as a journeyman printer, he be-

came a member of a literary association styled

the Miscellaneous Society, of which Mr. Andrew
Dalzell, afterwards professor of Greek in the

Edinburgh university, and Mr. Rt. Liston, after-

wards sir Robert, and ambassador at Constan-
tinople, were also members. Not long after he
seems to have formed an intimacy with Patrick
lord Elibank, who invited him to spend some
time at his seat in East Lothian, and encouraged
him in the prosecution of a literary career. He
therefore relinquished his labours as a printer,

and after spending considerable time in study at

his father's house in the country, set out, in May
1767, for London. There he was disappointed

in his best hopes, and found it necessary to seek

subsistence as con'ector of the press in the otfice

of William Strahan, which in 1760 he exchanged
for the ofiice of overseer in the oflice of Brown
and Aldrcd. While prosecuting these employ-
ments, he published several essays in prose and
verse, but without fixing the attention of the

world in any eminent degree. His success was
nevertheless such as to enable him to relinquish

the printing business. In 1780, he went to Ja-
maica for the purpose of recovering some money
left there by a deceased brother. In 1787, he
married Miss Scott, and retired to a fai-m called

Knottyholm, near Langholm, where he spent

the remainder of his days in an elegant cottage
on the banks of the Esk. In 1 792, he received

the degree of doctor of laws from St. Andrew's,
and in the ensuing year published the two first

volumes of a History of Ancient Europe ; but
did not live to complete this undertaking, being
cut offby a sudden stroke of palsy. He was buried
in the church-yard of Westerkirk, and left a
widow and one daughter. Dr. Russell was a
man of indefatigable industry. Before he had
perfected one scheme another always presented

itself to his mind. "Without exhibiting the

graces of polished life," says Mr. Chalmers, " he
was an agreeable companion, and possessed a
considerable fund of general knowledge, and a
zeal for literature and genius which approached
to enthusiasm. In all his undertakings he was
strictly honourable, and deserved the confidence
reposed in him by his employers." Among the
works of Dr. Russell may be noticed his Senti-

mental Tales, in 1770. In 1772, a collection of
Fables, Moral and Sentimental, and an Essay on
the Character, Manners, and Genius of Women,
from the French ofM. Thomas. Julia, a poetical

romance, appeared in 1774 ; and the History of
America, published in numbers, was completed
in 1779. In 1783, the Tragic Muse, a poem
addressed to Mrs. Siddons.

1794, Jaw. 23. George Wilkinson, a jour-
neyman printer working at Bath, was tried at
the quarter sessions in that city, and sentenced
to four months' imprisonment, to pay a fine of
20s., and to find security for one year, himself
in £50, and two others in £25 each, for utter-

ing the following seditious expression ; " Success
to the French, and down with the allies."

1794, Jan. 28. Died, John Gottlieb Im-
MANUEL Breitkopf, an ingenious printer, let-

ter-founder, and bookseller of Leipzig. He
was bom in that city, November 23, 1719. An
accidental perusal of a work by Albert Durcr, in

which the shape of the letters is deduced from
mathematical principles, appears to have sug-
gested to him some valuable improvements in

the art of casting types, which gave his printing

office and foundry great reputation. He was
also the first who cast musical types, now so

common, although they possess so little of the

beauty or accuracy of copper-plates as to be sel-

dom used. He also continued to print maps
with moveable types, and even to copy portraits

by the same means, but neither of tliese were
found of much utility. In 1793, he succeeded
in printing the Chinese characters with moveable
types, and his specimens were much admired.
He is said also to have discovered some improve-
ments in the composition of type metal, and the

process of melting and casting; but what these

were he concealed. He was the author of seveaal

publications concerning typography. His last

work was a treatise on bil)liogra])hy. His father

was also a printer and bookseller at Leipzig.

1794, Feb. 28. Mr. Swinton brought an
action against Messrs. Robinson, booksellers, of

Patemoster-row, and publishers of the Critical

Revieiv, for a critique published in that work,

upon Mr. Swinton's Travels in Norway, Den-
mark, and Russia. A verdict was given for the

defendants on the principle that fair criticism is

allowable.

1794, March 9. Died, Benjamin White,
bookseller, who carried on for several years an
extensive business, particularly in the line of

natural history, and other expensive books. He
was originally a partner with Mr. John Whiston,
the well-known and worthy son of the celebrated

William Whiston, who afterwards opened a

separate shop. He retired from business with a

plentiful fortune, and died at his house in South

Lambeth. Benjamin, his eldest son, retired also

in a few years after him, leaving the business to

a younger brother, John, who also retired with

an easy competency, to the enjoyment of a

country life.

1794, May 28. John Rabb, printer of the

Belfast Northern Star, and twelve proprietors,

I
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were tried in the court of kinj^'s bench, in Dub-
lin, for publishing a libel in that paper, at Bel-

fast. Mr. Curran, counsel for the defendants,

submitted, that the proprietors came not within

the scope of the information ; being responsible

only in civil, and not in criminal cases. The
jury accordingly acquitted tlie twelve proprietors,

and found the printer guilty. In November, in

the same court, Mr. M'Creery, and other printers

and publishers of the Northern Star, were tried

for a libel published Dec. 10, 1792. The jury

returned a verdict of guilty of publishing, but

not with a malicious intent. The court refusing

to record the verdict, the jury again retired, and
found the prisonei's not guilty. This libel was
the same with that for which Hamilton Rowan
was sentenced in Dublin, to two years imprison-

ment, and a fine of £500, Jan. 10, 1794.

1794. Portraits, memoirs, and characters of
remarkable personsfrom the reign of Edward III.

to the revolution, two vols. 4to. and 8vo. by James
Caulfield, a bookseller, of London, distinguished

for his knowledge of prints.

1794. Nov. A patent was granted to Mr.
Cunningham, of Edinburgh, for an improved
method of making paper.

1794. The fifty-third volume of the Acta

Sanctorum, compiled by Bollandus and his suc-

cessors, was printed in this year in the abbey of

Tongerloo, situated in the neighbourhood of

Antwerp, in the Netherlands. During the

period of confusion caused by the extravagances

of the French revolutionists, when the monks
were compelled to quit their ancient dwellings,

and seek for refuge and protection wherever

they might be found; Godefridus Hermannus,
the abbot of Tongerloo, kindly received the edi-

tors of this laborious work, and not only lodged

them in his abbey, but also supplied them with

a printing-press, and with such books as were

necessary for their purpose. Thus assisted, they

proceeded to print this fifty-third volume, but

were unable to carry through the press more
than two hundred and ninety-six pages of it at

Tongerloo, the rest is supposed to have been

executed at Rome. Copies of it are very rare,

as in all probability a great portion of the im-

pression was destroyed in the troubles and con-

fusion of the time. It may be seen, however,

in the Bodleian library, and in that of Trinity

college, Dublin. It consists of 632 pages, ex-

clusive of index and prefatory matter, and com-
prises the history of the saints of the 12th, 13th,

and 14th days of October, being the sixth

volume of the Acta for that month.

1794. Mr. SouTHEY, the present distinguished

writer and poet laureat, gives the following

origin of the publication of his poem of Joan of
Arc. " Towards the close of the year 1794," says

Dr. Southey, " the poem was announced to be

published by subscription, in a quarto volume,

at £1 l.s. Soon afterwards, I became acquainted

with my fellow-townsman, Joseph Cottle, who
had just commenced business as a printer and
bookseller in the city of Bristol. One evening,

I read to him part of the poem, without any

thought of making a proposal concerning it, or
expectation of receiving one. He offered me fifty

guineas for the copyright, and fifty copies for

my subscribere, which was more than the list

amounted to; and the offer was accepted as

promptly as it w;is made. It can rarely happen
that a young author should meet with a book-
seller as inexperienced and as ardent as himself;

and it would be still more extraordinary, if such
mutual indiscretion did not bring with it cause
for regret to both. But this transaction was the

commencement of an intimacy which has con-
tinued, without the slightest shade of displeasure

at any time on either side, to the present day.

At that time, few books were printed in the

countiy ; and it was seldom indeed that a quarto
volume issued from a provincial press. A fount
of new types was ordered for what was intended
to be the handsomest book that Bristol had ever

yet sent forth; and when the paper arrived, and
the printer was ready to commence his operations,

nothing had been done toward preparing the

poem for the press, except that a few verbal

alterations had been made. I was not, however,
without misgivings ; and when the first proof

sheet was brought me, the more glaring faults

of the composition stared me in the face. But
the sight of a well-printed page, which was to

be set off with all the advantages that fine wove
paper and hot-pressing could impart, put me in

spirits; and I went to work with good will.

About half the first book was left in its original

state ; the rest of the poem was re-cast and re-

composed while the printing went on. This
occupied six months. I corrected the conclud-

ing sheet of the poem, left the preface in the

publisher's hands, and departed for Lisbon by
way of Corunna and Madrid." Mr. Cottle

carried on business in Bristol with reputation,

for many years, and was himself the author of

several poems of considerable merit.

1794, Jan. I. The Ranger, by the hon. Martin
Hawke, and sir Robert Vincent, bart. printed at

Brentford, weekly, though with occassional in-

terruptions, till March 21, 1795, in forty num-
bers. They were written at a very early period

of life ; and, this circumstance being duly con-

sidered, they reflect the highest credit on their

views and attainments.

—

Drake.

1794, July 5. The Hull Advertiser, No. 1.

1794, July. The Repertory of Arts and

Manufactures.

1794. The Kentish Monthly Register, printed

at the office and by the printers of the Aentish

Gazette.

1794, Oct. The Cabinet, written and published

every fortnight, by a society of gentlemen at

Norwich. "Of this periodical paper we may,
indeed," says Dr. Drake, " justly record, that its

literary merit is great ; and that, in its political

capacity, where entliusiasm has not overstepped

the limits of moderation, its argument is cogent,

and its tendency good." Before the close of

1795 it was extended to three volumes 12mo.

including one hundred and thirty-two different

topics.

I
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1795, Jan. Died, Richard Johnson, son of

Mr. Richard Johnson, editor of the Baronetage,

and who was a very useful corrector of the press,

and occasional editor to the booksellers. The
son was for some years principal clerk to Thomas
Curtis, esq. (a worthy member of the court of

assistants,) in which station he saved a consider-

able sum of money. He became a liveryman in

1785, and was buried with his father in Hendon
church yard. In his last will, dated January 3,

1795, he says :
" I give and bequeath all the

remainder of my property whatever, to the wor-

shipful company of stationers, upon the following

conditions : That they will allow my sister, Mary
Johnson, fifty pounds per annum, to be paid

half-yearly to her only; and ten pounds per an-

num to my uncle Lockington Johnson, or to his

wife Elizabeth Johnson, during their natural

lives; so that after the deaths of my sister Mary
Johnson, my uncle Lockington Johnson, or his

wife Elizabeth Johnson, all my whole property

to be divided half-yearly, viz. the interest as the

dividends shall become due (after deducting one

guinea for an annual senuon at Hendon, and
three guineas for a dinner for the master and
wardens when they hear the sermon and visit his

grave) among ' five very poor widows who have

seen better days, above the age of sixty, whose
husbands were liverymen, and in a good way of

business, were either stationers, printers, book-

sellers, or binders;' the choice of these objects

to be left to the master, wardens, and court of

assistants of the company of stationers.—N.B.
To avoid any dispute, in case my uncle and
aunt outlive my sister, the fifty not to go to

them,but to be divided amongst the five widows."

[Besides the sum of iJlOOO four percent, bank
annuities, found in the testator's name, the execu-

tors, with his other property, purchased £800
like annuities ; the whole of which has been
transferred to, and stands in the name of the cor-

poration, with a balance in cash of £42 10s. lOd.

paid over by the executors to the master and
wardens. Since which, the sum of £50 like

annuities has from a surplus of cash been pur-

chased, and stands in the name of the corpora-

tion. There is also a sum of £50 five per cent,

bank annuities, in the name of the testator's

father, which cannot be transferred until the

event of the testator's sister either marrying or

arriving at the age of forty ; but the dividends

of it are received by the company.—The half-

yearly dividend on the whole £1900 being

ie38 5s.]

1795. Dr. John Wolcot, better known by
the name of Peter Pindar, from the prodigious

sale of his early pieces, became a desirable ob-

ject of bookselling speculation ; and in this year,

Robinson and Walker, booksellers, entered into

a treaty to grant him an annuity for his published

works, and, on certain conditions, for his unpub-
lished ones. While this treaty was pending,

Wolcot had an attack of asthma, which he did

not conceal or palliate, but, at meetings of the

parties, his asthma always intenupted the busi-

ness. A fatal result was of course anticipated.

and instead of a sum of money, an annuity of
£250 a-year was preferred. Soon after the bond
was signed, the doctor went into Cornwall, were
he recovered his health and returned to London
without any cough, which was far from being a
pleasing sight to the persons who had to pay his

annuity. One day he called upon Mr. Walker,
the manager for the parties, who, surveying him
with a scrutinizing eye, asked him how he did.
" Much better, thank you," said Wolcot ; " I

have taken measure of my asthma ; the fellow is

troublesome, but I know his strength, and am
his master."—" Oh !" said Mr. Walker, gravely,

and turning into an adjoining room, where Mrs.
Walker, a prudent woman, had been listening to

the conversation. Wolcot, aware of the feeling,

paid a keen attention to the husband and wife,

and heard the latter exclaim, " There now, didn't

I tell you he wouldn't die ? fool that you've been

!

I knew he wouldn't die." A plea was then set

up that the agreement extended to all future

pieces as well as to the past; and on this ground
an action was commenced which in a short time
was compromised. Wolcot enjoyed the joke,

and outlived both the parties.

1795, Jan. 17. i)ierf, John Egerton, (ofthe

firm of Thomas and John Egerton) a bookseller

of great eminence in Whitehall, (successor to

John Millan.*) To the literati he was a useful

man; he knew books well; and his memory,
uncommonly retentive, was seldom at a loss

through the varieties of dates, prices, and sizes.

In the sale-room he was conspicuously clever,

and put the excellencies of an article very for-

cibly to the biddere. In private life his charac-

ter and conduct were very exemplaiy ; and his

zeal and activity in business few have exceeded.

He married one of the daughters of Lockyer
Davis, noticed at page 772, ante.

1795, Jan. 25. Died, Charles Rathband,
who for some years followed the occupation of a
printer, having been bred in the old school of

typography, under Watts, Bowyer, and other

eminent artists, and was himself no mean pro-

ficient in that noble art. He was a native of

Ireland, and possessed of strong mental abilities,

improved by an excellent education ; and was a

* Of John Millan, noticed at page 750 ante, there is a
portrait, (an etchinji? by Harris, from a painting by
Roberts,) "1780, aoed 80;" and consequently be was 84
years of age at his death. The following picture of his
shop was delineated March 5, 1772 :

" In my return
from Westminster last night, I penetrated the utmost re-

cesses of Millan's shop ; which if I may borrow an idea
from natural history, is incrusted with literature and cu-
riosities like so many stalactitical exudations. Through a
narrow alley, between piles of books, I reached a cell, or
adytum, whose sides were so completely cased with the
same supellex, that the fire-place was literally enchassee
dans la muraille. In this cell sat the deity of the place, at

the head of a whist party, which was interrupted bym^y
inquiries after Dillenius in sheets. The answer was, " he
had none in sheets or blankets;" but only in the state of

this I send, which I think is in a rich coverlid or counter-

pane ; and, as it has an index of species referring to the
plates, you will not have the trouble of interleaving or

writing in it. I emerged from this shop, which I consider

as a future Herculaneum, where we shall hereafter root

out many scarce things now rotting on the floor, con-
siderably sunk below the level of the new pavement.

" R. GoweH."

\
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very useful assistant in ibe establishment of
several provincial newspapers—at Canterbury,
Chester, Hereford—and at each of these places

his company was eagerly sought by those whose
praise was fame—but, as has been well observed
by Dr. Johnson, the great are not always the

best rewarders of the companions of their plea-

sures ! He left each of the situations unenrich-
ed, though with the satisfaction, in every sense

of the word, of bringing with him a good name;
but his principal occupation was the superin-

tendence of a newspaper, the General Evening
Post. His conduct in that situation w^as strictly

consonant to the integrity of his principles, and
the soundness of his judgment ; and no employ-
ment could better have suited the inclination of

a man who never wrote a licentious or an ill-

natured line. His death was occasioned by a
fall during a severe frost, which, rendering the

amputation of a leg unavoidable, terminated in

a mortification.

1795, Jan. 31. Z)ierf, William Brown, book-

seller, at Ashbourn, in Derbyshire, in the seventy-

eighth year of his age.

1795, Jan. Died, William Allen, an emi-
nent bookseller at Newark, in Nottinghamshire,

aged sixty-two years.

1795, Feb. 7. Died, Edward Easton, many
years an eminent and respectable bookseller in

the city of Salisbury, and an alderman of that

corporation. In 1780, he was elected to the

office of chief magistrate of the city, which he
filled with great credit, and presented a very

loyal address to his majesty on the subject of the

memorable riots of London in that year. Having
attained the age of seventy-five years, and re-

tired only three months from the fatigues of

business to Bradford, Wilts, he died suddenly.*

1795, March 1. Died, Nathaniel Thomas,
editor of the St. Jameses Chronicle from its in-

stitution (1761); and, in a short time (by the

pecuniary assistance of Henry Baldwin, the ori-

ginal printer of the paper) became one of the

proprietors of it; and in that situation so con-

ducted himself as to acquire a very general

esteem. He was the son of Mr. Thomas, a gen-

tleman of respectable family in Cardiff; and,

in 1741 was entered of Jesus college, Oxford;
but not choosing to subscribe to the articles, he
retired, in 1752, and went to London in search

of employment amongst the booksellers. He
was the first who translated Mannontel's Tales

into English, and also Condamine's Tour. He
died in Salisbury-square, in his sixty-fifth year.

1795, March 18. William Herbert, an
eminent typographical antiquary, who published

in 1785 the first volume of Ames's Typographical
Antiquities, 4to. The second volume appeared

His brother Ames, in the commission ofthe peace, and
an alderman of that city, died Dec. 21, 1799, aged 77, at
Salisbury. He had attended a meeting of the magistrates
at the council chamber, and died on his return home. He
had just before published an essay on Human Longevity,
recording the name, age, and place of residence, and year
of the decease of \7V2 persons, who attained a century and
upwards, from A. D. 66 ^o 1/99. comprising a period of up-
wards of\7Hyears, with anecdotes of the most remarkable.

in 1786 ; and the third and last iu 1790. He
was born Nov. 29, 1718, and was educated at

Hitchin, in Hertfordshire. His first career iu

life commenced in the service of the East India
company, as purser's clerk to three of their ships

;

and retired with X*300, with which he set up as

a printseller and engraver of charts on London
bridge, and continued in it till the houses on the

bridge were taken down. The fii-st night he
spent in his house on the bridge, he was witness

to a dreadful fire in some part of London, on
the banks of the Thames, which, with several

other succeeding ones, suggested to him the

thought of a floating tire-engine. He proposed
it to captain Hill, of the royal exchange assur-

ance, who told him, " there must be a fire every
now and then for the benefit of insurance." He
published his proposal in the Gazetteer, and it

was soon adopted. Mr. Herbert retired w ith an
easy fortune, and died at Cheshunt. He was
three times married, but left no children. After
the death of Mr. Ames, and the dispersion of
the materials which had been collected for the

History of Printing in Great Britain and Ire-

land, he stept forward to resume the subject. If
there was not a limit assigned by a wise and
kind providence to human life and human pro-

ficiency, we should say that Mr. Herbert wore
himself out by too close an application to his fa-

vourite pursuit. But who can say this of a man
who attained almost the verge of his seventy-

seventh year? Who, that knew his integrity,

simplicity, and modesty, and how punctually he
fulfilled the relative, social, and public duties

required at his hands, can presume to imagine
he will lose the reward of a long and hapnv life.

1795. In London there were published' four-

teen daily newspapers, ten three times a-week,
two twice a-week, and twelve weekly ; seventy-

two in the country ; thirteen in Scotland ; and
thirty-five in Ireland—total, 158. The number
of newspapers conveved by post before the im-
proved plan of Mr. t'almer, (which took place
in 1794) was two million per annum ; and in

this year they amounted to eight million.

1795, March. Died, John Jones, one of the
proprietors of the Kentish Gazette, published at

Canterbuiy, Mr. Jones was a young man of
the fairest prospects and expectations.

1795, April22. Died, William Jackson, a
printer of eminence at Oxford; and pn)prietor

and publisher of the Oxford Journal from its

establishment. He was also lessee of the Oxford
Bible-press, and a principal in the banking-house
there. In his public character he was much
respected ; in private life, wann in his attach-

ments, and sincere in his friendship. He died

at Oxford, aged upwards of seventy ye^irs. A
friend, who knew him long and intimately, savs

that " that extraordinary phenomenon, Jackson,
the printer of the Oxford Journal, wiis a man of

no extraordinary abilities, but one who dared,

and soon found the beneficial effects of j>rinting,

and had his own price, while it established his

paper, the only sterling, political, electioneering

controversy that ever existed ; w here, not parties
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only, but private persons from the throne to the

mechanic—one who could give a portrait of an

English house of commons when swayed, in

some degree pensioned by Harry Pellam.

1795. Died, Samuel Leacroft, bookseller at

Charing Cross, where he succeeded to the shop

and business of that singular genius, Charles

Marsh.* Mr. Leacroft was an eleve of Lockyer

Davis, noticed at page 772, ante.

1795, April 25. Died, James Hutton, who
in the early part of his life had been a bookseller,

and for many years secretary to the society of

Moravians. He was a well known character,

and very generally esteemed. He died at Ox-
tend cottage, in Surry, in the eightieth year of

his age, and was buried in the Moravian cemetry

at Chelsea. Though Mr. Hutton was a Mora-
vian preacher, his charities were confined to no

sect ; and the latter end of his life was spent

literally in going about doing good. He often

recommended misfortune when beyond his own
ability to relieve ; nor was he refused admittance

to the highest ranks, though his ardent benevo-

lence inclined him greatly to neglect his own
dress, that he might better feed the hungry, and

cover the naked.

1795, May 20. Joseph Towers, a political

and miscellaneous writer, was bom at South-

wark, March 31, 1737, where his father was a

dealer in second-hand books, the easy access to

* He was the author of the poem, intitxiled, TheLibrnry,
anEpistlefrom a Bookseller to a Gentleman, his Customer;
desiring him to discharge his bill. Printed for [the Author]
Charles Marsh, near Northumberland-house, Charing-cross,
176G, 4to. With abundance of absurdities, some shrewd
thoughts are introduced upon "long-winded credit,* and
the disadvantage of it to a tradesman who deals for ready
money only. His plea for his title is the purchase of a
library, for the accomplishment of which ^50 was neces-

sary, and he concludes ingeniously enough :

" The sum of all then is, I beg,

And you shall have both hat and leg,

Your Worship would discharge your bill,

That I my contract may fulfil."

The following manuscript note (probably written by
Richard Owen, esq., of Cambridge,) is copied from the
back of the title-page of the above poem, 1737. "The
author (Charles Marsh) was originally a church-clerk in

Westminster, or, perhaps, I should have said a chapel-

clerk ; and it should have been said a good one ; I will

answer for it as good a chapel-clerk as a poet. He lived

several years in Old Round-court, in the Strand, but did

no great matter in his business, being of a very unhappy
temper, and withall very proud and insolent, with a very
plentiful share of conceit, as appears from this extraordi-

nary piece. To show the man, I must here mention that

I once bought a black letter tract of him for the price

marked in his catalogue. Is. A person not long after

came into his shop, and asked for it; and upon being told

it was sold, said he would have given three or four shil-

lings for it : upon which his apprentice, Evans, told me,
Marsh said, 'Ah, it is given away!' and seemed angry
with me for having got it. He removed (upon account of
the court's being less frequented, on the new paving of

the street's) to Charing Cross, not far from the corner of
Northumberland-house; turning down to Westminster;
where he had not so much business as in his old situation.

Here he sold Ward's medicines, and became one of the
assistants in the court of Westminster. After his removal,
he left off trade, and commenced a justice of the peace,
like many other decayed and broken down tradesmen at
that time. In this novel way he became the tool to sir

John Fielding. He had a son, who was a man of letters,

educated at Westminster school, and from thence went to
Cambridge, where he was many years a fellow. He was
afterward a clerk in the war office," and died Jan. 21,1812,
iu his "Sth year.

which gave his son a taste for reading, and ena-

bled him at an early period of life to accumulate
a fund of useful knowledge. He appears to have
had no regular education, for when scarcely

twelve years of age, he was placed, as an errand
boy, with Mr. Samuel Goadby, stationer, Royal
Exchange. With him he remained some years,

until in 1754, he was bound apprentice to Mr.
Robert Goadby, printer, of Sherborne, in Dorset-

shire. Here, in his leisure hours, he applied

himself to the study of Greek and Latin, and
perused the best books in every branch of learn-

ing, and very successfully supplied the want of

a regular education. In 1763, he commenced
author, by publishing a Review of the genuine

Doctrines of Christianity, Sec. in which he stated

his reasons for renouncing the doctrines of Cal-

vin, in which he had been educated. In 1764,

he left Sherborne and went to London, and hav-
ing taken out his freedom, supported himself by
working as a journeyman printer ; he published

a pamphlet on libels, which Wilkes and his party

had then rendered an interesting subject. In
1765 he was employed in editing a periodical

called the British Biography, 8vo. which was
continued by him as far as the seventh volume.

About this time he acquired some property by
marriage, and began the bookselling business

in Fore-street, where he continued for about
nine years, but with no great success. During
this time he published various pamphlets on the

political pamphlets of the day, and always in

opposition to the measures and supporters of the

administration. In 1774 he resigned his business,

and was ordained a preacher among the dis-

senters, and soon after chosen pastor of a con-

gregation at High gate. In 1778 he exchanged
this situation for the office of forenoon preacher

at Newington Green, where Dr. Price preached
in the afternoon. When Dr. Andrew Kippis was
employed by the London booksellers on a new
edition of the Biographia Britannica,MY. Joseph
Towers was his assistant. In 1778, he received

the degree of LL. D. from the university of

Edinburgh, and continued occasionally to com-
municate his sentiments on public affairs in

various pamphlets. Dr. Towers was a man
whose life points the numerous advantages which
may be derived from industry and api)lication

;

and shows how much may be done, by a steady

attention, accompanied with moral habits and
prudent economy. His acquisitions were cer-

tainly very considerable ; and his knowledge of

literary history, and of ecclesiastical controvei-sy

very extensive. His manners also were pleasing,

and recommended him to the best society, where
he was received a welcome guest.

1795. S. Freeman and Son introduced the

art of printing in Cincinnati, the capital of the

Miami country, in the Ohio, North America ;

and by the year 1810 there were eight or ten

presses established in different parts of the state.

In 1826 Cincinnati itself contained no fewer

than nine printing establishments, and also a

type foundry, and manufactories for every thing

connected with printing.
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1795, May 23. Died^ Stanley Crowder, for

many years a considerable wholesale bookseller

on the north side of Paternoster-row. He was
an eUve of sir James Hodges. In the latter part

of his life, finding business decline, he was for-

tunate enough to obtain the place of clerk to the

commissioners of the commutation house and
window tax for London, which afforded him a
comfortable asylum in his old age.

1795, June 12. Died^ James Fletcher, a

bookseller at Oxford, aged eighty-seven years

and seven months. He was a native of Salis-

bury, in Wiltshire.

1795, June 24. Died^ William Smellie, an
eminent naturalist, miscellaneous writer, and
printer, in the city of Edinburgh, where he was
born about the year 1740. He received the

rudiments of his education at the parish school

at DuddingstoH, and was for some time at the

high school of Edinburgh. His father, who
was a builder, and constructor of the martyrs'

tomb, in the Greyfriars church-yard, at first

wished to apprentice him to a stay-maker, but
the business of a printer was ultimately pre-

ferred, and he was indentured to Messrs. Hamil-
ton, Balfour, and Neil, then eminent professors

of that art in the Scottish capital. While yet

very young, he had the misfortune to lose his

father ; but the exemplary conduct of the young
printer soon placed him above the necessity of

depending upon others for his subsistence.

Every leisure moment was devoted to study, or

literary pursuits; and only a few years of his

apprenticeship had elapsed, when he was ap-

pointed by his employers to the responsible office

of corrector of the press, with a weekly allow-

ance of ten shilling*, in place of his stipulated

wages of three shillings. Instead of wasting his

earnings on frivolity or dissipation, young Smel-
lie took the opportunity of attending a regular

course of the university classes. The result of

this was soon evidenced, by his producing an
edition of Terence^ in 12mo. 1758, wholly set up
and corrected by himself; which Harwood, the

philologist, declares to be " an immaculate
edition ;" and which gained to his masters an

honorary prize, offered by the Edinburgh Philo-

sophical society, for the best edition of a Latin

classic. Upon the expiry of his indentures, Mr.
Smellie, then only nineteen years of age,accepted

employment from Messi*s. Murray and Cochrane,

printers in Edinburgh, as corrector of their

press, and conductor of the Scots Magazine.
Notwithstanding,however,his severe professional

labours, he still prosecuted his classical studies

with greater ardour ; and nothing, perhaps, can

better illustrate the self-Uisking nature of Mr.
Smellie's mind, than the fact, that he instructed

himself in the Hebrew language, solely that he

might be thereby fitted for superintending a

grammar of that tongue, then about to be

published by professor Robertson. He continued

in the employment of the above gentlemen for

six years; that is to say, until the year 1765,

during which time we find liim steadily advanc-

ing himself in life, extending his acquaintance

amongst the literati of the day, and improviug
himself by every means within his reacii. He
had a decided preference to the study of natural

history, especially of botany, anrf about the

year 1760, collected an extensive Hortus Siccus
from the fields around Edinburgh, which he pre-

sented to Dr. Hope, professor of botany in the
university. He likewise in the sjime year gained
the honorary gold medal given by the professor

for the best botanical dissertation ; and soon
afterwards wrote various other discourses on vege-
tation, generation, &c., all of which were sub-

sequently published in a large work solely writ-

ten by himself, entitled the Philosophy of Natu-
ral History. He was besides no raejin chemist,

at a time when chemistry had scarcely been re-

duced to ascience,and was generally heldas alike

visionary and vain. Upon the publication of the

Essays of the celebrated David Hume,* printed

by Mr. Smellie, an extended correspondence

took place between them, in which the latter

contested with great logical force and acumen
many of the heterodox doctrines advanced by
the former; particularly that respecting the credi-

bility of miracles. He lived in terms of great

intimacy with Dr. William Buchan, author of

the well-known Domestic Medicine. That work
passed through the press in Messrs. Murray and
Cochrane's printing office, and entirely under
Mr. Smellie's superintendence, Dr. Buchan him-
sjlf then residing in England. It is well ascer-

tained that Mr. Smellie contributed materially,

both by his medical and philological knowledge,
to the value and celebrity of the publication

;

and from the fact, indeed, of his having re-

written the whole of it for the printers, he was
very generally considered at the time, in Edin-
burgh, to be the sole author of it. In 1763,

being then only twenty-three years of age, Mr.
Smellie mamed a Miss Robertson, who was very

respectably connected. By this maniage he had
thirteen children, many of whom he had lost by
disease. In 1765, upon the conclusion of his

engagement with Messrs. Murray and Cochrane,

he commenced business as a master-printer, in

conjunction with Mr. Auld, Mr. Smellie's pecu-

niary proportion of the copartnery being advan-

ced for him by Dr. Hope and Dr. Fergusson,

professors in the univereitv. In 1767, a new co-

partnery was formed by the introduction of Mr.
Balfour, bookseller, who brought along with

him the property of a newspaper called the

Weekly Journal, which had for a considerable

time previously been established. The manage-
—. 1

* David Hame, celebrated as a metaphysical and histo-

rical writer, was born in the city of Edinburgh. April J6,

1711, where he died, August '25, 1 7/6. His Histoiy of
England was the first example of the hiirhest kind of his-

torical composition which appeared in EnpHsh literature.

The first volume, emhrncinsthe period from the accession

of James I. to the rcvoluti<m, was published in 17.'.-i ; and
the second, appeared in 17.^6; and, notwithstandiuK the
superior erudition, accuracy, and even clcgrance, of sub-

sequent writers, it has since been the standard work upon
the subject. Besides the profits itbrou)rht him he obtained
a pension from lord Bute. In l/fi.s he acconipanied the

carl of Hertford in his embassy to Paris, where in I7ti,'> he
remained chorpc d'affairs. After his ileatlt appeared a
work by him, called l)ialoguv» cotKcrning Natural Religion.
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ment of this latter was solely intrusted to Mr.
Smellie ; but as it happened to be a losing con-

cern, he shortly afterwards insisted on its dis-

continuance. This led to disputes, which finally

terminated in a dissolution of the copartnery

in 1771 ; when a new contract was entered into

between Mr. Balfour and Mr. Smellie only.

About the same time, he appears to have been

on terms with the eminent William Strahan,

to undertake the management of the vast printing

concern carried on by him in London ; but from

some cause not clearly explained, the treaty was

broken off. It is worthy of mention, as showing

the respect in which Mr. Smelliewas at this time

held, that upon his entering on this new co-

partnery, lord Kames became security for a bank
credit in favour of the younger printer, to the

amount of £300. In 1780, on the suggestion

of the late earl of Buchan, a society for collect-

ing and investigating the antiquities of Scot-

land, was instituted at Edinburgh. Of this

society, Mr. Smellie was personally invited by

his lordship to become a member; which he did,

and was appointed printer of their journals and
transactions. Next year he was elected keeper

of their museum of natural history; and in

1793, he was elected secretary, which office he

held till his death. It is not, we believe, gene-

rally known, that with Mr. Smellie originated

the admirable scheme of a statistical account of

all the parishes of Scotland, which was after-

wards brought to maturity by sir John Sinclair.

At the desire of the antiquarian society, Mr.
Smellie, in 1781, drew up a regular plan of the

undertaking, which was printed and circulated ;

but the individuals to whom they were addressed,

do not seem to have understood the important

nature of the application, and only a very few

complied with the directions given in it. In

1780, Mr. Smellie commenced the publication

of his Translation of Buffonh Natural Histoin/;

a work which has ever stood deservedly high in

the opinion of naturalists, being illustrated with

numerous notes and illustrations of the French
author, besides a considerable number of new
observations. In the year 1780, the partnership

between Mr. Smellie and Mr. Balfour was dis-

solved, when the former entered into partnership

with Mr. William Creech, bookseller. This con-

nexion continued to the end of 1789, when Mr.
Smellie commenced, and ever afterwards carried

first volume of his Philosophy ofNatural History

on business on his own account. In 1790, the

was published ; the copyright of which was pur-

chased by Mr. Elliot, bookseller, Edinburgh, for

one thousand guineas. The second and con-

cluding volume was not published till 1799. His
acquaintance with Robert Burns* commenced

* Robert Burns, the brightest star in the poetical annals
of Scotland, was born "on the Doon side," near the town
of Ayr, Jan 25, 1750, and reared to the laborious profes-

sion of a farmer. With the advantage of a plain educa-
tion, and access to a few books, the mind of this highly-
gifted individual received a degree of cultivation, much
superior to what is attainable in the same grade of society
in other countries ; and at an early age, he began to wiite
in his vernacular language, verses respecting rural events

in the year 1787, upon the occasion of the poet's

coming to Edinburgh to publish his poems,
which were printed by Mr. Smellie. From their

similarly social dispositions, and mutual relish

of each others wit, an immediate and pennanent
intimacy took place betwixt them. After Burns's
departure from Edinburgh, they corresponded
frequently ; but the greater part of the communi-
cations were afterwards destroyed by Mr. Smel-
lie, equally, perhaps, on the bard's account and
his own. Of the high opinion which the latter

entertained, however, of his friend—and it i8

well known how fastidious was his taste on the
score of talent, honesty, and real friendship

amongst his fellow-creatures—we have sufficient

evidence in the poetical sketch, by Burns

:

To Crochallan came
The old cock'd hat, the grey surtout, the same

;

His bristling beard just rising in its might,
'Twas four long nights and days to shaving night

;

His uncurl'd grizzly locks, wild staring, thatch'd
A head, for thought profound and clear, unmatch'd

;

Yet though his caustic wit was biting, rude.
His heart was warm, benevolent, and good.

Mr. Smellie expired, at Edinburgh, in his

fifty-fifth year ; and we regret to add his name
to the long list of men of genius, who have ter-

minated a career of labour, anxiety, and useful-

ness, amid the pressure of pecuniary difficulties.*

Some years after his death, a volume was pub-
lished, under the care of his son, containing me-
moirs of three distinguished men, with whom he
had been acquainted ; lord Kames,t Dr. John
Gregory 4: and Mr. David Hume : it formed part

of a more extended design, which Mr. Smellie

had sketched out, but found not time to execute.

and characters. Models, as far as he required any, he
found in the poetry of Ramsay and Fergusson, and in that
great body of nationsd song, comic and sentimental, which
the Scottish people have composed for themselves in the
course of ages. In 1782, he published a volume of poems
at Kilmarnock, which had a wonderful success, and was
soon afterwards invited to Edinburgh, where a new edition
of his poems were printed, and from which he realized
^500. He then took a farm in partnership with his brother
Gilbert, and at last settled at Dumfries, as an exciseman.
During the latter years of his life, he employed his poeti-
cal talent chiefly in the composition of a series of songs,
which, though they have the general fault of treating
love with too little regard for its higher and more delicate
emotions, are allowed to rank among the best compositions
in that department of poetry. His latter years, as must
be generally known, were clouded with poverty and its

attendant distresses, aggravated by passions, which,
equally with his genius, formed a part of the extraordi-
nary character assigned to him by nature. After his death,
which happened at Dumfries, July 21, 1796, leaving a
widow and four children, his works, including poems,
songs, and letters,were published in an elegant collection
by Dr. James Currie, of Liverpool, who added a biogra-
phical memoir, remarkable for judgment and good taste,

and which produced above ^lOOO for the benefit of his
family. Mrs. Burns died March 26, 1834.

* Memoirs of the Life, Writings, and Correspondence of
William Smellie, F.R.S. and F.A.S., late printer, in Edin-
burgh, Secretary and Superintendent of Natural History
to the Society of Scottish Antiquaries, Sfc. By Robert
Kerr, F.R.S. and F.A.S. two vols. 8vo. Edinburgh:
printed by Alexander SmeUie, for John Anderson, 1811,

with a portrait and fac-simile of his writing. A work,
says Mr. Robert Chambers, perhaps disproportioned to
the subject, but containing many curious anecdotes.

t Henry Home, lord Kames, author of the Elements of
Criticism, and other works, died Dec. 26, 1782.

t An eminent physician, and author of^ Father^s Legacy
to his Daughters. ' He was born at Aberdeen, June 3,

1724, and died at Edinburgh, Feb. 9, 1773.

va
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1795, Aug. 5. Died, William Goldsmith,
several years a bookseller in Paternoster-row, and
afterwards in Warwick-court, Newgate-street.

Possessing landed property at Stretly, in Bed-
fordshire, he was appointed high sheriff for that

county in 1784. He died much lamented.

1795, Sept. 10. Died, John Archdeacon, a

very excellent printer, whom the university of

Cambridge appointed to succeed Mr. Bentliam,

as their printer, and in which office he continued

for many years. He died at Hemingford Ab-
bots, aged seventy.

1795, Oct. 21. Died, John Bewick, a very

distinguished artist in wood engraving. He was
a native of Ovington, on the banks of the Tyne,
a few miles from Newcastle, and was seven years

the junior brother of the celebrated Thomas
Bewick, to whom, however, in conjunction with

Mr. Beilby, he had served a seven years' appren-

ticeship, and soon evinced talents and skill equal,

if not superior, to those of his elder brother, in

the xylographic art. Unfortunately for the arts

and for society, of which he was an ornament,

this promising individual was cut oflf in the

thirty-fifth year of his age.

1795, Joseph Ridley was awarded by the

society for encouragement of arts, a premium of

forty guineas, for his improvement of the print-

ing press.

1795, Nov. 10. Mr. Aitken, bookseller, of

London, convicted, iu the court of king's bench,

of publishing a certain immoral book called

Harris's List ofCovent Garden Larfie^, for which

he was sentenced to pay a fine of £200 to the

king, to be imprisoned until the fine be paid,

and afterwards to find security for his good be-

haviour for three years ; himself in £250, and

two sureties in £100 each. Mr. Roach, a book-

seller, was sentenced to twelve months' imprison-

ment, and to find security for his good behaviour

for three years, for the same offence.

1795, Nov. In O'Harra's History of New
South Wales it is stated that the art of printing

was introduced into New South Wales, but no

mention is made of any books printed, or name
of the spot on which the press was erected.

1795, Dec^ 1. Died, Thomas Spilsbury, the

successor of the younger William Strahan, in the

printing office on Snow-hill ; where he died, in

the sixty-second year of his age. To distin-

guished ability in his profession he joined the

strictest integrity, amiable manners, and a style

of conversation, which, whether the subject was

gay or serious, never failed to delight. As his

press was resorted to by eminent literary charac-

ters, who often availed themselves of his critical

remarks ; so have they, in return, uniformly

borne testimony to his uncommon precision in

every thing appertaiuing to a pure genuine Eng-
lish diction. He was the first person in this

country who made it an express study to print

French works with accuracy ; in which, having

at that time only a slight acquaintance with that

language, he by closeness of application soon

arrived at such a nuistcry as to be pronounced,

by many of the most accomplished scholars of

that kingdom, resident in London, superior in

point of correctness, even to the printers of Paris.

1795, March. The Manchester Gazette, No. 1.

printed and published by Thomas Bowden and
William Cowdroy, in Hunter's-lane.

1795. T/ie Sporting Magazine, No. \.

1795, Sept. 22. the Sylph.

1796, Jan. 1. James Montgomery, printer

of the Sheffield Iris, was convicted of publishing

a libel in that paper upon colonel Athorpe, rela-

tive to his conduct at the time of the riots in

Sheffield on the 4th of August, 1795, and he was
adjudged to six months' imprisonment in York
castle, to pay a fine of £30 to the king, and find

security for his good behaviour for two years,

himself in £100, and two sureties in £50 each.

Bless'd with freedom unconfin'd.
Dungeons cannot hold the soul;

Who can chain the immortal mind ?

None but he who spans the pole.

From Prison Amusements, written during the author's
confinement.

1796, Jan. 2. Died, Edward Ballard, aged
eighty-eight yeai^s, printer and bookseller, in

Little Britain. He was the last of the trade

who inhabited that once grand emporium of

books, where he died in the house in which he
was born. He had outlived his mental faculties,

and was for some time used to be moved about
in a chair. The family of the Ballards were
famed for more than a century as the supporters

of literature ; and amongst the first booksellers

who sold books by a marked catalogue. The
father of them was celebrated by John Dunton.*
See pages 590 and 708 ante.

* John Dunton characterizes the following booksellers :

Jonathan Grebnwood, bookseller and auctioneer,
served his apprenticeship with Mr. Cockril, and had the
character of being a very diligent servant. When he
married it was neither for beauty nor riches ; so that he
is a rare example of conjugal love and chastity. By the
wise management of his domestic afRiirs, he not only
gained the affections of his man (Chandler) but of all who
knew him. He was a great instance of self-denial in his
words and looks ; and never was any conversation better
tempered, for he knew how to be familiar, without making
himself cheap. He was a member of Dr. Anncsley's
church, yet had a larger soul than to confine his charity

to one party. His father was a divine of the church oif

England, but loved and valued the image of Gtxl where-
ever he found it ; and for his son Jonathan, he was so
well loved by the moderate conformists, tliat he had a
considerable trade amongst them ; yet Mr. Greenwood
was far from a temporizer, and ever chose rather to bo
good than great. But I see it is neither piety nor diligence

gives a man any constant title to the gtx)ds of fortune

;

for though he had contracted a large acquaintance (and
had Dr. Anneslcy's friendship, who helped him to Mr.
Allen's Heart.work and other saleable copies) yet he con-
cluded trading at last with as small a pittance of the world
as he had to begin it; so that the chief thing ho has left

to boast of is, a virtuous wife, and several small children.

But he still desen'cs the love and esteem of all gotni men,
for the worst that can be said of him is, '* There goes a
poor honest man ;" which is much better than, " There
goes a rich knave."
Mr. Pawi.kt, in Chancery-lane. He is related to him

that printed that excellent book callc«l the Whole Duti/ of
Man. But, alas ! the uncle is dead. For the Pawlet that
is yet living, he is a man of a generous temper, and lives

in the world like one that is much above it.

Mr. Pvson, in Redcross-street, of whom 1 never bought
but sold—the more is the pity—many hundred reams of
Tiqnrinfi Litiirf^if, Edict of Naniz, and other l)ooks that
my friends had forgot to ask for. I might call Mr. Psrson
the waste paper stationer of London, for I believe he bays
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1796, Feb. 7. A forged French newspaper,

called VEclair, circulated in London. On the

3d of July, a verdict of £100 was given against

D. Stuart, proprietor of the Morning Post, for

sending the above paper to the proprietors of

more of that necessary drug than all the city besides. He
is generally seen in the same coat, though he has a change
of raiments—as if he thought men's hearts were rather to

be changed than their jrarments. He is a man exactly

made, even to a nail's-breadth, and is a great pattern of

humility and justice. He is firm to his word and bargain,

and by his beard and dress one would take him to be one
of the antient philosophers. He is very quick of forgiving

of injuries—but for his wit and contentment (which has
put him in the row of Christians) it is rather to be admired
than commended.
Mr. Ravkn.—He is my brother both by sijfn (Dunton's

sign was the black raven) and trade ; and I do him no
wrong if I call him the pattern and standard of wit and
loyalty. He has the true art of governing himself and
family ; and, in a word, my brother raven is whatever a
sober man and a good bookseller ought to be. He is also

a nice disputant, and can dress his thoughts in very neat
language.

I saw him on his counter, where he sate,

Busy in controversies sprung of late

;

A gown and pen became him wondrous well,

His grave aspect had more of heaven than hell,

Only there was a handsome picture by.

To which he lent a corner of his eye.

Mr. Starkkv.—I formerly knew him in Fleet- street,

and we renewed our acquaintance in Amsterdam. He
would talk well on any subject, and had good-nature in

his very looks. He printed a book relating to government,
that forced him to leave his country. He was a brave
assertor of English liberties to his last breath.

Mr. Smelt.—He is a man so well known in the sta-

tioners' company, that it is character enough to name
him. In days ofyore he has been something, but the case is

so altered, it were well now if I could call him nothing.
Mr. Samuel Smith, bookseller to the Royal Society,

deals very much in books of a foreign growth, and speaks
French and Latin with a great deal of fluency and ease.

His shop is very beautiful and well furnished. He was
one of those I invited to the funeral of my apprenticeship.

His partner, Benjamin Walford, is a very ingenious
man, and knows books extraordinary well.

Mr. S.MITH, near the Royal Exchange. His fair soul is

tenant to a lovely and well-proportioned body, his eyes
are clear and shining, his brow proclaims fidelity, and his

whole frame of face and favour is a most perfect mixture
of modesty and sweetness ; he has all the advantage of

mind and body, and an honest birth (being son to that
eminent bookseller, Mr. Ralph Smith) conspiring to render
him a happy person.
Mr. Smith in the Strand. He.was born with auspicious

stars, has made several auctions with good success, and
increases daily both in fame and riches.

Thomas Simmons, formerly of Ludgate-street. He as

well as his father printed for the famous Baxter, and was
a most accomplished bookseller. His conjugal virtues

have deserved to be set as an example to the primitive

age ; they approach so near to singularity in ours, that I

can scarce speak of his love to his wife, without a satire

upon others. If any difference is, it is who of the two
shall be most obliging ; so that if all be true that I have
heard of them, I am ready to conclude they are a pair of

angels sent below to make marriage amiable in their

persons. And, lastly, if I consider Mr. Simmons as a
father, how tender he is of his children. He takes care to

form the minds of his daughters by the principles of
virtue, and to set out his sons in the fair way to heaven

;

and none are too great to follow this pious example, for it

is the duty of parents, from the highest to the lowest, to

se etheir children brought up in the fear of God.
Mr. Speed, in Exchange-alley. He has the honour to

print for sir William Dawes, Dr. Smith, and other eminent
churchmen. He is a very modest quiet man, and never
insinuates his merit by any other means than the pious
things he speaks or prints.

Mr. Shrowsbury.—The morning of his life was clear
and calm, and ever since his whole life has been a con-
tinued series of honesty, then no wonder he printed for
judge Hale. He merits the name of " Universal Book-
seller;" and is familiarly acquainted with all the books that
are extant in any language. He keeps his stock in excel-

the Telegraph; and on the following day a ver-
dict of £1500 was given against Mr. Dickinson,
for falsely accusing Mr. Goldsmid, the money
broker, of forging the above.

1796. The Holy Bible, two vols. 4to. printed

lent order, and will find any book as ready as I can find a
word in the dictionary. He is a great ornament to the sta-
tioners' company, andmay justly be called uenera6/e for his
heavenly aspect, wherein gravity and sweetness are well
compounded. I shall only add, he is a constant fre-
quenter of Sturbridge fair (where Mr. Blagrave, and he
once made me free), and perhaps is the only bookseller
that understands /ai> keeping to any advantage.
Mr. Sher.merdine is a man ofvery quick parts. I have

heard him say he would forgive any man that could catch
him. His shop is usually well furnished with valuable
books : out of which I once made a very choice collection.
He understands his trade to a nicety, and talks much to
the purpose, if one could but trace him. He will give as
much for a library as any man whatsoever ; and 1 think
he learned this generous quality from his Master Hussey,
who once gave seventy-five pounds for a parcel of books
that I thought I had purchased too dear at sixty.
Mr. Southby.—He had the happiness to find a wife of a

good fortune ; but, meeting with disappointments in
trade, he retired to a coffee-house in Foster-lane ; but no
misfortunes have made honest Southby forget the duties
of a husband, the ties of friendship, or the doing justice to
those he dealt with. He printed for Mr. Smithies and
other eminent churchmen ; but it was not his luck to get
an estate by authors ; and I wish he may get it by coffee,

as I believe he would, did the booksellers of London give
him that generous encouragement as his fair dealing
amongst them deserved.
Mr. SwALL —He was once a rising sun in trade; but

his sun is set in a cloud, aud he is now reckoned amongst
the unfortunates. He was owner of a great deal of wit
and learning, and, perhaps, had he not known it, had still

been as thriving as ever. He was much admired for all

his projects (especially that of Dupin), and even the first

blossoms of his youth paid us all that could be expected
from a ripening manhood ; while he was but an apprentice
in Cornhill, he could outwit most other booksellers ; and
when he traded for himself, he could find none to surpass
him but himself alone.

But here John Dunton, is thy skill confin'd.

Thou canst not paint his nobler soul and mind

;

No pen the praise he merits can indite

;

Himself, to represent himself, must write.

Mr. S.^UNDERS.—He lived in the New Exchange, and
had the honour to be personally known to very many of
the nobility and gentry of the first rank in England : and
there was scarce a bookseller in London but had a kind-
ness for him. If any hated him it was the fair sex, for his
living so long a bachelor ; but they might excuse him, for

he was too busy to think of love, and too honest to marry
for money. I discovered that robbed his warehouse,
for which he became my friend to the day of his death.
Ralph Sympson.—He is one whose piety and virtue

has measured the chains of Providence, and accordingly
makes a due estimate of all occurrences. He is a person
of great integrity, and much respected by all that know
him. He printed some essays of sir William Temple ; and
being very industrious, is like to be rich in a few years.
Mr. Tracy on London Bridge. His religion is not con-

fined to the church any more than the shop; his behaviour
in his family is grave and exemplary ; his devotion con-
stant ; his care over his household is tender and impartial

;

and to his servants he seems a father rather than a master.
Richard Wellington.—He is industrious and inde-

fatigable in his calling ; has the intimate acquaintance of
several excellent pens, and therefore can never want
copies; and trust him for managing and improving them.
He has a pretty knack at keeping his word ; and I expect
to see him master of the company at least, if not a gold
chain about his neck, before he dies.

Mr. Walwyn.—He is a person of great modesty and wit,

and if I may judge by his poems, perhaps the most in-

genious bard, of a bookseller, in London. Dryden, with-

out condescending, might call him brother. His mind is

none of those narrow ones who know one thing and are

ignorant of a thousand ; but, on the contrary, it is so very
large, that although it cannot be said Walwyn knows
every thing equally well, yet it is most certain he can
give an excellent account of all things ; and for forming
of titles, commend me to Herbert Walwyn ; for I could

I
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by Millar Ritchie, Albion-buildings, Bartholo-

mew-close, London. Mr. Ritchie, may justly be

considered the father of English fine printing,

and the specimen which he gave in this bible

renders him worthy of the title. A curious cir-

cumstance attended the printing of it ; when it

was far advanced towards conclusion, the two
universities, and the king's printer, obtained an
injunction to prevent its progress

;
just at this

period some person was printing a bible at Dub-
lin, under the title of Jackson's Family Bible,

without notes. Mr. W. Jackson, the university

frinter, at Oxford, brought an action against the

rish printer. It was solemnly argued, and the

Irish court determined that a restriction upon
printing authentic copies of the scriptures was
not good, and the bible was proceeded with.

Upon this, Mr. Ritchie also took the liberty to

proceed with his bible, and no more was heard

of the injunction. Two unique copies, upon
India paper, printed on one side only, were taken.

It was printed for John Parsons, Paternoster-row.

1796, March 1. Died, George Swindells,
printer, in Hanging-bridge, Manchester, at the

early age of thirty-six. He was a native of

Disley, in Cheshire. Mr. Swindells was one of

of the earliest publishers of works in numbers in

that tov?n ; and he also established an extensive

business in ballads, Christmas carols, &c. which
is still carried on by his eldest son, John.

1796, March 22. In an edict published at

Erfurt, in Germany, for the instructions of the

censors, or licensers of the press, provision is

made, that those who publish poems shall pay

double price per sheet for the writings they sub-

mit to official examination.

give an instance in which he exceeded a club of wits in

that nice affair.

Mr. W ST, cutter in wood, made all the cuts for The
Man in the Moon,*^ &c., and all such as I wanted for

Athens, &c. Mr. W—st did the curious flowers for Sal-

mon's Herbal, and exceeds all the town for cutting in

wood. He has got a habit of melting his penny, and once
a month is as great as a king ; but abating that reeling

vice, W—st is an honest man, and has about him all that

unaffected neglect of pomp in clothes, lodging, furniture,

which agrees with his sedentary course of life.

Mr. , I forget his name, but I think I can describe

his person and qualities, so as any bookseller may know
him. His person is tall and slender, his eyes quick and
sparkling, and his features flourish in an oval form. So
much for his body. As to his qualities, he is very pious,

just, humble, modest, sincere, and the care he takes of his

aged father will bring a blessing on all he has. But I need
not enlarge ; for he that will read the character (Psalm xv)

of '• an inhabitant of that holy hill " will there read his

true and most pure character.

Matthew Wottdn, a very courteous obliging man. His
trade lies much among lawyers. He is so just to his word,
that, if he was immortal, it would be altogether as good
dependence as his bond. I hear he is a rising man ; and I

am heartly glad of it, for the goods of this life can scarce

fall into the hands of one who is better disposed to use

them well.

[Thomas Wottov, son of the above, acquired g^reat re-

putation both as an author and bookseller, lived many
years at the Three Daggers and Queen's Head, against St.

Dunstan's church, where he succeeded his father, and
where he published, in 1727, the earliest history that we
have of the English Baronets, being a Genealogical and
Historical Account of their Families, three vols. 12mo.—
1741, enlarged to five vols. 8vo. Mr. Wotton was the pub-

lisher of many works of very considerable merit. He was
master of the company ol stationers in 1757; and after

having long retired from business, died at Point Pleasant,

Surry, April 1, l766.]-rNichola.

1796, April. Died, Theophilus Thornton,
bookseller, Southampton-street, Covent-garden.
He was possessed of considerable talents; par-
ticularly conversant in rare tracts and scarce
portraits, but unfortunately had a very slender
constitution ; and was for some years very in-

firm. He was the son of the rev. Abume Thorn-
ton, of East Bergholt, Suffolk, who died in

December, 1772. Young Thornton was bom
about 1759 ; and in 1773 was placed in his ser-

vice till 1784, when he commenced business on
his own account. He lost his wife and only
child in 1787, which so deeply affected his spirits

that he never thoroughly recovered ; and died at
his lodgingSjin Kentish Town, aged thirty-seven.

1796, May. Died, John Bilbv, son of the
rev. Mr. Bilby, who had been bred a printer, of
which he became so much enamoured, that he
worked regularly a few hours a-day, gratis, for

the period of fifty years. He died at Nottingham.
1796, May 6. Died, John Binns, bookseller,

of Leeds, in Yorkshire, was the eldest son of
Nathaniel Binns, bookseller, Halifax, who died
at an advanced age, in January, 1801. He was
taught the art of bookbinding, &c. under his

father. About the age of twenty he went to

London, and was employed by Mr. Crowder,
bookseller, much to the satisfaction of his em-
ployer. From thence he removed to Leeds,
where he commenced business on his own
account, and where he prosecuted it with avidity

and singular success. Mr. Binns published his

first catalogue in 1767; and continued to publish

one for some time, every tw^o or three years ; but
for several years previous to his decease he pub-
lished a catalogue annually. Mr. Binns was in

business about thirty years. He died at Gran-
tham, on a journey from London, at the age of

fifty-two years. He was interred in St. Peter's

church, Leeds, where a handsome marble monu-
ment is erected to his memory. He was twice

married. He was most indefatigable in business;

and his bibliographical knowledge was excelled

by few. He was a partner in the Leeds Com-
mercial Bank, under the firm of Scott, Binns,

Nicholson, and Smith, from its commencement
till his death. Mr. Binns was a very respectable

amateur in the science of music ; and about his

eighteenth year he compiled a Dictionary of
3fusic, which in a few years was published under
the name of Hoyle. Mr. Binns was twice mar-
ried, and left two sons and three daughters. He
was immediately succeeded in the business by
his eldest son John ;* but he, being of a delicate

constitution, died in a few years. The second

son, Thomas, then entered upon the business,

who, as well as his brother, engaged John Hea-
ton to superintend and Uike the executive part of

the business, and who succeeded ihom in the

* In 1794, the propcrtj' of the Leeds Merewy wastmia-
ferred by James Bowling, the proprietor and editor, to
Messrs. John Binns and G<^orgc Brown, in whose hands
it continued till March 7, 1801, when the copyright was
purchased by Edward Baincs, by whom, in conjunction
with his son, Edward, the Mercury is still conducted, and
now ranks as one of the first provincial newspapers, in

point of circulation, in the three kingdoms.
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same premises, which he commenced in conse-

quence of the second sou's severe illness and
subsequent death.

1796, May 8. Kyd Wake, a journeyman

printer of London, was convicted of insulting

his majesty in his passage to and from the par-

liament house, by hissing and using several in-

decent expressions, and was sentenced to be im-

prisoned and kept to hard labour in Gloucester

jail for the term of tive years, solitary confine-

ment ; to stand once in the pillory ; and to find

security in £1000 for his good behaviour for ten

years. He had his head shaved, and wore the

prison dress, consisting of a blue and yellow

jacket and trousers, a woollen cap, and a pair of

wooden shoes. Wake at last came to an un-

timely end, being crushed to death between the

wheels of a waggon and a post in Paul's chain,

St. Paul's church yard, March 15, 1807.

1796, /wwe 6. Died, Daniel Prince, many
years a very eminent bookseller and printer at

Oxford, of which he was a native. During the

long period of his being manager of the univer-

sity press, many valuable publications of course

passed under his superintendence. Those in

which he most prided himself will he seen by

the following list, which not long before his

death he transmitted to Mr. John Nichols, of

London, as a curiosity :

Blackstone's Magna Charla, 1759, 4to.

Marmora Oxoniensia, 1/63, folio.

Listeri Synopsis Conchyliorum, 1 jya, folio.

Blackstone's Commentaries, four vols. 4to. third edit.

1770, &c.
Kennicott's Hebrew Bible, two vols, folio, 1776.

Ciceronis Opera, ten vols. -Ito. 1784.

Bradley's Observations and Tables, all printed in 1788,

but not published for some years after.

Mr. Prince man-ied a sister of Dr. Hayes ; and
died in New College lane, Oxford, in his eighty-

fifth year, to the loss of many persons who were

the objects of his bounty, and by all who had
the happiness to enjoy his friendship.

1796, Aug. 8. Died, John Nicholson, book-

seller, at Cambridge, aged sixty-six years, who
by unremitting attention to business for forty-

five years, acquired considerable property, and
was in the univereity better known by the name
of Ma'ps or Pictures, from his constant habit

of offering those articles at the different cham-
bers. He established a veiy capital circu-

lating library, including most of the lecture

books read in the university, and also many of

the best and scarcest authors in various other

branches of literature; by which means the

students were enabled to furnish themselves with

the works of the best writers at a small expense.

He presented to the university a whole-length

portrait of himself (painted by Reinagle) loaded

with books, which hangs in the staircase of the

public library, and under it a print engraven

from it.

1796. Thomas Scott, rector of Aston Sand-
ford, in Buckinghamshire, published a family

Bible, in numbers, which proved the ruin of

Bellamy the publisher. The work was sold by
the assignees, but Mr. Scott not having parted

with the copyright, printed another in opposition

to it, and gained his object. Four volumes, 4to.

5th edition, 1810.

1796, Sept. 25. Died, Stephen Fletcher,
a bookseller at Oxford, in which city he was
bom, and where he died in the eighty-second
year of his age.

1796, Oct. Died,JoHS Crouse, printer of the

Norfolk Chronicle, for thirty-five years, and dur-
ing that period was always distinguished for his

integrity and goodness of heart. He died at

Norwich, aged fifty-eight years, and was suc-

ceeded in his business by Messrs. Stephenson and
Matchett.

1796. Died, Edward Johnston, bookseller.

He was the son of William Johnston, a book-
seller of long-established reputation, in Lud-
gate-street, who relinquished the business to his

son about the year 1770 ; and was afterwards

appointed stationer to the board of ordnance.

He died, at a very advanced age, in 1804. Mr.
Edward Johnston, who inherited a good fortune

from his maternal grandfather, Edward Owen,
printer of the Gazette; retired from business,

and died in Dublin.

1796, Oct. Z)mZ,TH0MAs Bailey, warehouse-

man at the printing office of the university of

Cambridge ; a man of very singular character.

The week before his death, being apparently in

good health, he ordered his coffin .to be made of

red deal, in the rough, which he garnished with
herbs, giving also orders to be buried without a
shroud ; and even proceeded to hire and pay his

bearers, predicting his own death to take place

on the Saturday following,—he lived, however,
until the Wednesday.

1796, Oct. 26. Died, Edward Johnson,
bookseller, many years partner with Mr. Dodd,
in Ave-Maiia-lane, and afterwards his successor.

He died at Reigate, in his eighty-seventh year.

1796. Died, Mr. Potts, an eminent printer

and bookseller in the city of Dublin, and pro-

prietor of Saunderh News Letter.

1796, Nov. 20. Joseph Burks was sentenced

in the court of king's bench, to be imprisoned in

Coldbath-fields, to hard labour for two years,

and at the end of that period to enter into

recognizances in the sum of £bOO, for his good
behaviour seven years, for publishing a libel,

A Summary of the Duties of Citizenship.

1796, Dec. 10. Died, Sackville Parker, a
bookseller at Oxford, in which city he was born,

and where he died in his eighty-ninth year.

1796, Jan. 7. The Reaper, by Mr. Maude, of

Wensley Dale, and was originally published in

the York Chronicle ; these essays were continued

till Thursday June 22, 1779.

1796, Jan. The Monthly Mirror.

1796. The Trifer, published at Edinburgh.

1796, March. The Watchman. This little

miscellany was printed at Bristol, though pub-

lished in London ; and was the production of

S. T. Coleridge, well known to the public for

the sublimity and originality of his poetical

effusions. It closed with the tenth number.

1796, March. The Monthly Magazine, No. 1.

^£f
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1796. The Peeper ; essays morale biographical^

and literary^ by John Watkiiis,LL.D., and dedi-

cated to Miss Haunali More. Dr. Watkins was
the editor of the Orthodox Churchman's Maga-
zine till its termination.

1796. Feb. The Eugenian^ published in the

Monthly Magazine.
1797. The Brighton Guide. This paper was

the production of John Williams, a literary

aspirant, who generally assumed the name of

Anthony Pasquin.*

1796, April 25. The Ghost, ended Nov. 16.

1796, The Trijler, published at Edinburgh.
1796, July. Monthly Magazine.
1796. The Lynx.
1796, The Enquirer ; Rejlections on Educa-

tion, Manners, and Literature, by William God-
win, well known in the literary and political

world. For some time Mr. Godwin kept a

bookseller's shop in Skinner-street, Snow-hill,

London, where he ushered into the world many
very useful works tending to facilitate the in-

struction of youth.

1796, Nov. Quiz, by a society of gentlemen.

1797, Feb. 5. Died, Thomas Longman, many
years a considerable bookseller in Paternoster-

row, and nephew to Thomas Longman, noticed

at page 695 ante, to whose business he succeeded.

He was a man of the most exemplary character,

both in his profession and in private life, and as

universally esteemed for his benevolence as for

his integrity. He died at Hampstead, aged
sixty-six, and was succeeded by his son Thomas,
who with a considerable portion of the well-

earned wealth, inherited the good qualities of

his father, and carried on the business of a

* He was born in the metropolis, and had his education

at Merchant Taylor's School, where he suffered chastise-

ment for an epigram upon Mr. Knox, the third master.

At the age of seventeen, he was placed with a painter,

but quitted that profession to commence author and trans-

lator. When he was no more than eighteen, he wrote a
defence of Garrick against Dr. Kenrick, which procured

him the friendship of the British Roscius. About two
years afterwards, he went to Ireland, and during his resi-

dence in Dublin, he edited several periodical publications
j

but having attacked the government during the adminis-

tration of the duke of Rutland, a prosecution was com-
menced against him, and he was obliged to decamp, leav-

ing the printers to endure the judgment. In 1784, he was
associated with Mr. Bate Dudley, in conducting the Morn-
ing Herald, but a violent quarrel breaking out between
them, Williams vnrote an intemperate satire on his antago-

nist, for which he was prosecuted. The action, however,
terminated by the interference of some friends. In 1/87,

WiUiams accompanied his friend Pilon to France, and on
his return commenced a paper called The Brighton Guide.

He next settled at Bath, from which place he was also

imder the necessity of withdrawing precipitately ; and in

1797, we find him in the court of king's bench, as plain-

tiff in an action against Faulder the bookseller, for a libel

contained in Mr. Gifford's poem, entitled The Baviad,

where, in one of the notes, the author speaking of the

scribbler, observes, that "he was one so lost to every
sense of decency and shame, that his acquaintance was
infamy, and his touch poison." In this cause the plain-

tiff was nonsuited, solely from the proof that was ex-

hibited of having himself grossly libelled every respect-

able character in the kingdom, from the sovereign down to

the lowest of his subjects. He was afterwards engaged as

a theatrical reporter on one of our newspapers ; but hap-
pening to write a critique on a celebrated actor, who, in

fact, did not perform at all on the night when he was
described as having murdered his part, the calumniator
was dismissed.

bookseller, hitherto unknown in this countir.
Another son, George, (who was M.P. for Maid-
stone,) was of equal consequence as a wholesale
stationer.

1797, Feb. 6. John Smith sentenced in the
court of king's bench to be imprisoned and kept
to hard labour in Clerkeuwell house of correction,
for two years, and at the end of that time to

enter into recognizances in the sum of illOOO for

his good behaviour for five years, ior publishing
a work called the Duties of Citizenship.

1797, Feb. 13. Died, William Brown, book-
seller, in Essex-street, in the Strand, London.
He served his apprenticeship with, and was
afterwards many years joumej-man to Mr.
Sandby, on whose quitting business, about
1765, he opened the shop in which he died, after
a week's illness, aged sixty-three years, and was
buried at Enfield. He was succeeded in busi-
ness by Mr. Robert Bickerstaffe. Mr. Brown
married the only sister of Mr. Harrison, surgeon
and apothecary of Enfield, and of the rev. Mr.
Harrison, dissenting minister at Warrington, by
her he had only one son, who died an infant

;

and she died in 1795. He divided his fortune

between her brothers and their children, after

making provision for his own poor relations, who
were very few.

1797, Feb. 19. Died, James Dodsley, the
brother, the partner, and successor in business

of Robert Dodsley,* noticed at page 711 ante.

James Dodsley was very early in life invited

by his brother Robert (who was twenty-two
years older than himself,) to assist him in

business, and became an active and useful

partner, in conjunction with whom he published

many works of the first celebrity ; and after his

brother's retirement, in 1759, continued the
business with the same perseverance, and acquir-

ing wealth with honour to himself and credit to

the public. In 1782 he suggested to the Rock-
ingham administration the plan of the tax on
receipts; which, though troublesome to tlie

trader, has been productive of considerable

revenue to the state. A few years after (1788)
he was nominated as a proper person to be sheriff

of London and Middlesex ; in excuse for w hich
he cheerfully paid the customary fine. It is

worth noticing, as a literary anecdote, that be
sold no less than 18,000 copies of Mr. Burke's
famous Reflections on the French Revolution;

with considerable advantage both to himself

and to the author, to whom he made a very

handsome compliment for the profits.— His
property (which was estimated to be about

£70,000,) he gave principally to nephews and
nieces, and their descendants. By a habit of

secluding himself from the world, Mr. Dods-
ley, (who certainly possessed a liberal heart and
a strong understanding) hud acquired many
peculiarities. He at one time announced aii

intention of quitting trade ; but in less than a
fortnight, repenting the resolution, again adver-

* Of Robert Dodsley there is a poi trait by sir Joshua
Reynolds, engraved by S. F. Ra>'enct. prefixed to his work
called Trifles, published in 1777.

5 t!
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Used that he should continwe in business, and

re-solicited the favour of his friends. For some

years previous, however, he kept no public shop,

but continued to be a large wholesale dealer in

books, of his own copy-right. Of these, a part,

to the amount of several thousand pounds, was

burnt by an accidental fire in a warehouse which

he had not prevailed on himself to insure ; but the

loss of which he was philosopher enough to bear

without the least apparent emotion ; and sold to

a gentleman, the chance of the fragments of

waste-paper that might be saved, for a single

hundred pounds. This agreement was not ful-

filled, but the whole remainder was afterwards

sold for 80 guineas. He kept a carriage many
years ; but studiously wished that his friends

should not know it ; nor did he ever use it on the

eastern side of Temple-bar. He purchased an

estate, with a small house upon it, between

Chislehurst and Bromley ; on the house he ex-

pended an incredible sum, more than would

have re-built one of twice the size, which after-

wards he rarely visited, and at length let, with

the estate, on along lease, at a veiy low rent.

—

Though he often expressed his apprehension that

the law (if he should die intestate) would not

dispose of his property as he could wish, he

never could persuade himself to make a will till

he was turned of 70; after which time he made
four; the last of them Jan. 4, 1797, not long

before his decease. He was buried in St.

James's church, Westminster; and in the chan-

cel on an open book of marble is inscribed:

Sacred to the memory of James Dodslky,
many years an eminent bookseller in Pall Mall.

He died Feb. 19, 1797, aged 74.

His body lies buried in this church.

He was a man of a retired and contemplative turn of mind,

though engaged in a very extensive line of public business.

He was upright and liberal in all his dealings

;

a friend to the afllicted in general,

and to the poor of this parish in particular.

Mr. Dodsley left nearly £400 to the company

of stationers ; £1000 each to Mr. George Nicol,

and Mr. John Walter,* booksellers, two of his

executors ; £4000 to Mr. John Freeborn, who
had been several years his assistant in business

;

to Webster, his attorney, £1000 ; to his maid-

servant £500 ; to his coachman £500, and also

his carriage and horses ; and to the poor of St.

James's, Westminster, £200 three per cent.

1797, March 3. Died^ Thomas Wright,
printer, who was first employed in the ofiice of

Mr. Archibald Hamilton, who died in 1793.

He commenced business about 1766, first in

Chancery-lane, and afterwards in Peterborough-

court, till his death. Mr. Wright was a well-

educated, sensible man, printed several works of

consequence, and was much respected by many
literary men of the first eminence. He planned

some works for others, and meditated some for

himself, particularly one on the same plan as

Nichols's Literary Anecdotes^ which, says Mr.
Nichols, his own professional knowledge would
have enabled him to have performed with credit.

* Served his apprenticeship with Robert Dodsley,

He printed the Westminster Magazine, in which
he had marked the writer of every article, in a

copy which probably still exists. He had, in

like manner, when at Mr. Hamilton's, prefixed

the names of the writers to the Critical Review.

In a preface to the second volume of Essays and
Criticisms, by Dr. Goldsmith, 1798, Mr. Seward
says, " The late Mr. Thomas Wright, printer, a
man of literary observation and experience, had,

during his connexion with those periodical pub-
lications in which the early works of Dr. Gold-
smith were originally contained, carefully marked
the several compositions of the different writers

as they were delivered to him to print. Being,

therefore, it was supposed, the only person able

to separate the genuine performances of Gold-

smith from those of other writers in these mis-

cellaneous collections, it became the wish of

several admirers of the author of the Traveller

and Deserted Village, that his authentic writings

should no longer be blended with other doubt-

ful or spurious pieces. Mr. Wright was there-

fore recommended, and prevailed upon, to print

the present selection, which he had just com-
pleted at the time of his death."

1797, March 28. Died, John Merry, an
eminent stationer in Bishopsgate-street within,

and for twenty-seven years one of the common-
council for that ward. He was possessed of an
uncommon strength of understanding, and an
inflexible integrity. He resided at Lewisham,
and had been for two or three years past tor-

mented with an unconquerable asthma. See-

ing his approaching death, he in the preceding

month resigned the key of the city seal, with

which the corporation of London had long en-

trusted him.

1797, April 18. Died, Abraham Badcock,
bookseller, at the comer of St. Paul's church-

yard. His judgment of books was good; and
ne possessed literary talents himself which might
have been greatly useful to the world, bad cir-

cumstances called them into exercise. A few of

the best-designed books for children were written

by him at moments of leisure : and it is believed

that few of the numerous writers of either sex,

whose labours have first met public attention

from that long-famed receptacle, were without

considerable obligations to his friendly and ju-

dicious suggestions. To the chasteness, delicacy,

and decorum of style, so peculiarly necessary to

be preserved in books intended for the amuse-
ment and instruction of youth, his attention was
particularly directed ; and to this object he has

been frequently known to sacrifice what, by less

considerate judges, might have been deemed
well worthy of publication. To the character

of this worthy man, the pen can scarcely do jus-

tice, without seeming to bestow panegyric. On
general subjects few men, perhaps, thought

more justly; in all transactions of business no
one could conduct himself with more urbanity.

With the diligence and accuracy of a trades-

man, he most happily blended the manners and
principles of a gentleman. Superior to the petty

attentions to immediate profit, which actuate

K
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many persons in trade, he was the liberal patron,
the able and faithful adviser, the unostentatious
but sincere friend. An innate sense of strict

honour, by which all his dealings were directed
and governed (though often thought impracti-
cable in trade, and, in his particular, often dis-

advantageous in a pecuniary point of view),
obtained for him that menUl satisfaction with

the trade, 1 Is. per quire of twenty-seven sheets.*
In July, 1801, paper having increased to 30*. or
more, per ream, application was made for a
further discount, and it was increased to twenty
percent, or £11 11*. 1 1 </. per thousand. In 1802,
paper being greatly reduced, viz. to jGI 2*. tid.

per ream, the discount was reduced to sixteen
per cent, and ISs. additional. In 1809, the

which no pecuniary emolument can enter into
i

price of the newspaper was raised to sixpence
competition. It gained him the universal
esteem and admiration of all who knew him

;

and what greater earthly happiness can a human
being aspire at or enjoy ?

1797, April. Died, Orion Adams, a journey-
man printer, whose eventful life would occupy a
volume of more than ordinary dimensions. He
was a native of Manchester, and son of Mr.
Roger Adams, original proprietor and printer of
the Manchester Weekly Journal, 1719, and after-

wards of the Chester Courant ; to which property
Orion would, by right, have succeeded, had not
his instability and eccentricities prevented it. For
the last fifty years his life had been a lamentable
scene of chequered events. In Birmingham
(with his partner Boden), and at Manchester,
Chester, Plymouth, and Dublin, he may be re-

membered as a master printer; and there are
very few London or provincial printing-offices in
the kingdom where he has not occasionally
worked as a journeyman* For several years he
practised a kind of itinerant or pedestrian pil-

grimage; and frequently, after he had attained
his 70th year, walked from London to Chester
and back, with a heart as light as his pocket

;

for, under all adversities, his temper was cheer-

ful, obliging, and friendly. He was intimately

acquainted with many of the first characters of
the stage, particularly Barry, Mossop, Ryder
(with whose father, as a printer, be was in part-

nership in Dublin,) and many others ; and at

the memorable Stratford jubilee, Orion Adams
was distinguished as a brilliant character from
Birmingham, in his own carriage, though, a
few months after, such was the versatility of his

fortune, he sunk into the humble character of a
distributor of play-bills to an itinerant company.
He died in a very obscure lodging near Chester,

at the age of eighty years, in great poverty.

1797, April 29. Died, William Whitting-
HAM,an eminent printer and bookseller at Lynn,
in Norfolk, and editor of the continuation of
Blomefield's History of Norfolk, by Mr. Par-
kins; of Burton's Leicestershire; Philpot's

Kent; a part of Thornton's Nottinghamshire

;

and of an abridgement of Blomefield's Norfolk,
of which only a lew numbers were published.

1 797. The stamp duty upon new spapers was
raised from twopence to threepence halfpenny

;

£12 5«. per thousand, being a discount of six-

teen per cent. Price to the public, sixpence ; to

halfpenny, paper having risen to £2 16*. and
even £3 per ream, and the price to the trade
was \2s. per quire of twenty-seven sheets.

1797. The following were the principal perio-

dicals published, with the number sold

:

TITLE. 80LU.
Monthly Review 5000 .

Monthly Magazine 5000
Gentleman's Magazine .

.

4550
British Critic 3500 .

European Magazine .... 3250 .

Critical Remew, 3500 .

Universal Magazine .... 1750 .

Analytical Review 1500 .

Repertory 1000 .

Annals of Agriculture. . .

.

1000 .

Nicholson's Journal .... 750 .

Medical Review 7&0 .

raopRirroRtf.
Griffiths.

Phillips.

Nichols.
Rirington & Co.
SeweU & Co.
Hamilton & Co.
Bent & Co.
Johnson.
Wyatt
Young.
Robinson.
Boosey & Co.

* In the letters of Daniel Prince, at Oxford, to Mr. Gough
and John Nichols, I^ndon, there is the following notice of
Adams ;

" Oct. 8, I/PS, I send this by Orion Adams, an old
itinerant type, remembered by me about fifty years."
There was a Thomas Adams, a journeyman printer, who

worked many years with Mr. John Miller, printer of the
London Evening Post.

The New Annual Register had attained a sale

ofseven or eight thousand annually. The greatest

number sold by any monthly publication was
14,000 of the Toum and Country Magazine,
printed by Archibald Hamilton ; but at his death,

in 1792, it was discontinued.

1707. Newspapers first published at Constan-
tinople, the capital of Turkey.

1797, June 21. Seditious societies and read-

ing-rooms suppressed by an act of parliament.

1797. M. Peignot mentions a work privately

printed, at the chateau de Dampierre, near St.

Jean d'Angely, in France, being the Adventures

of Robinwn Crusoe, in English and French,
printed by a lady for her amusement.

1797. Francis Ambrose Didot, Firmi.n
DiDOT, and L. H. Herman, printers, in Paris,

obtained patents for their inventions of stereo-

type printing : for a short time they were in

partnership ; but afterwards, they stereotyped

works on their own account. It has been stated

by the French, that the merit of the invention

properly belongs to Firmin Didot ; but, by w hat

we have laid before our readers, it is evident,

that however much he contributed towards its

present advanced state, to him belongs not the

merit of the invention.

1797, Nov. 20. Died, Roger Payne, the

celebrated bookbinder in Duke's-court, St. Mar-
tin's-lane, London, to the no small regret of

several founders of magnificent libraries; and
whose personal history is one among the many,
of the ability of a man being rendered nearly

useless by the dissoluteness of his habits. He
stands an example to the young, of mere tAlent,

unattended with perseverance and industry, never

leading to distinction,—of great ability, clouded

* In 1794. tlic duty on newspapers, published in sheets,
WEis twopence halfpenny, and on half sheets, twopence ,

provided that every such sheet shall not exceed twenty

-

eight inches in length, and twenty inches in breadUi.
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by intemperance and consequent indiscretion,

causing the world only to regret how much may
have been lost, that might have been developed

had the individual's course been diflferent, and
his excellences directed so as to have produced

the best results ; but, unfortunately, like too

many in the same class in society, having no
command over themselves, when in possession

of a few shillings, live jovially ; and when that

is exhausted, almost famishing, and always in a

state of destitution. Roger Payne was born in

Windsor Forest, and first became initiated in

the rudiments of the art he afterwards became
so distinguished a professor of, under the auspices

of Mr. Pote, bookseller to Eton college. From
this place he came to London, where he was
first employed by Thomas Osborne, bookseller,

of Holborn. Disagreeing on some matters, he
subsequently obtained employment from Thomas
Payne, of the King's Mews, who ever after

proved a friend to him, although, of the same
name, was not related. He established him in

ousiness near Leicester-square, about the year

1766-1770, and the encouragement he received

from his patron, and many wealthy possessors of
libraries, was such that the happiest results, and
a long career of prosperity, might have been
anticipated. His talents as an artist, particu-

larly in the finishing department, were of the

first order, and such as, up to his time, had not
been developed by any other of his countrymen.

He adopted a style peculiarly his own, uniting

a classical taste in the formation of his designs,

and much judgment in the selection of such
ornament as was applicable to the nature of the

work it was to embellish. Many of these he
made himself of iron, and some are yet pre-

served as curiosities, and specimens of the skill

of the man. To this occupation he may have
been at times driven, from lack of money, to

procure them from the tool-cutters; but it can-

not be set down as being generally so, for in the

formation of the designs in which he so much
excelled, it is but reasonable to suppose, argu-
ing upon the practice of some others, in later

times, he found it readier and more expedient
to manufacture certain lines, curves, &c. on the

occasion. Be this as it may, he succeeded in

executing binding in so superior a manner as to

have no rival, and to command the admiration of

the most fastidious book-lover of his time. He
had full employment from the noble and wealthy,

and the estimation his bindings are still held in,

is a sufficient proof of the satisfaction he gave
his employers. His chef (Vceuvre is jEschylus,

translated by the rev. Robert Potter,* in the

possession of earl Spencer, the ornaments and
decorations of which are most splendid and clas-

sical. The binding of the book cost the noble
earl fifteen guineas.f

* Mr. Potter is advantageously known in the republic of
letters, by his excellent translation of Sophocles, Euripides,
and ^schylus. He died at Lowestoff, August 9, 1804,

t A curious specimen of Roger Payne's bills may be
seen in the Gentleman's Magazine, vol. Ixxxiv. part ii.

page 440 ; and in Amctt's Books of the Ancients, page 192.

That he was characteristic or eccentric may be

judged by what has been related of him. He
appears to have also been a poet on the subject

of his unfortunate propensity, as the following

extract from a copy of verses, sent with a bill to

Mr. Evans, for binding Barry on the Wines of
the Ancients, proves.

Homer, the bard, who sung in highest strains
The festive gift, a goblet, for his pains

;

Falemian gave Horace, Virgil fire.

And Barley wine my British muse inspire.

Barley wine, first from Egypt's learned shore

;

And this the gift to me of Calvert's store.

He commenced business in partnership with

his brother Thomas Payne, and subsequently was
in like manner connected with Richard Wier,*

but did not long agree with either, so that sepa-

ration speedily took place. He afterwards

worked under the roof of Mr. Mackinlay, but

his later efforts showed that he had lost much of

that ability he had been so largely endowed
with. Pressed down with poverty and disease,

he breathed his last in Duke's-court, St. Mar-
tin's-lane. His remains were interred in the

burying-ground of St. Martin's in the Fields, at

the expense of Mr. Thomas Payne, who, as

before-stated, had been his early friend, and
who, for the last eight years of his life, had
rendered him a regular pecuniary assistance,

both for the support of his body and tlie per-

formance of his work. His regard did not end
with his life ; for the worthy possessor ofthe name
of Thomas Payne had a small whole length of
the man at his work, in his deplorable working
room, engraved at his own expense, under which
Mr. Bindley wrote the following lines :

ROGERUS PAYNE;
natus Vihdesor. mdccxxxix; denatus Londin.

MDCCLXXXVII.
Efifigem hai.o graphicam solertis Bibliopkoi

Mvjj/ioffwvov meritis
BiBLioPOLA decHt. Sumptibus Thomce Payne.

Etch'd and publish'd by S. Harding, No. 127, Pall Mall,
March l , 1800.

1797, Jan. Monthly Epitome, 1:^0. 1. Discon-
tinued March, 1806, nine volumes.

1797. The Friend.

1797. The Investigator.

1797, April. The Philanthrope. A very valu-

* Wier was not a whit less dissolute than his partner.
Previous to this, ("in 1774,) he and his wife were employed
at Toulouse, in binding and repairing the books in count
Macarthy's library. The connexion between Wier and
Roger, which took place during the latter part of Payne's
career, as might be expected from both of their habits,

was of short duration. They were generally quarrelling,

and Wier, being a man of strong muscular power, used
sometimes to proceed to thrashing his less powerful co-
adjutor. Payne is said to have composed a sort of Memoir
of the Civil War between them. After their separation,

Wier went abroad, and being taken prisoner by a priva-

teer, he is said to have threatened to demolish half the
crew if they did not liberate him. Like his partner, he
worked the latter part of his life with Mr. Mackinlay.
Mrs. Wier, was celebrated as the most complete book-

restorer that ever lived. She was for a long time employed
by Roger Payne ; and her skiU in mending defective leaves

was such, that, unless held up to the light, the renovation
was imperceptible. On her return from France, she went
to Edinburgh to repair the books in the Record Office in

that city.
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able and elegant series of essays, and, in the title-

page, said to be after the manner of a periodical

paper. It was published in crown 8vo.

1797. The Kelso Maily printed and edited

by James Ballantyne, the well-known printer,

who first introduced a taste for typographical

elegance into Scotland.

1797. The Four Ages^ by William Jackson, of

Exeter, celebrated for his musical talents, and
the author of a well-known and very ingenious

work, under the title of Thirty Letters.

1797, April. Tlie Medley.
1797, Oct. The Reporter, a political periodical

,

written with considerable powers both of diction

and argument.

1797, Nov. 20. The Anti-jacobin. This paper

arose from the determination of George Canning
and other literary men, to establish a weekly
newspaper, for the purpose of exposing to ridi-

cule the political agitators of that time. Dr.

Grant, well known as a writer in the reviews and
other periodicals, was the first person chosen to

be the editor, but upon his declining the office,

William Gifford accepted the situation. It con-

tinued to be published until July 9, 1798. Mr.
Wright, in Piccadilly, was the publisher.*

1797. When the legislative union of Ireland

came to be agitated this year in Dublin, the Irish

press teemed with writing of a kind appropriate

to the state of the national mind at that unhappy
era. Some of the temporary prints openly coun-

selled assassination as a legitimate aid to political

warfare ; and one, called the Union Star, in

reference to a particular individual, took for its

motto the well-known lines

—

" Perhaps some arm more lucky than the rest.

May reach his heart and free the world from bondage."

Although £700 was off'ered for the discovery of

the author and publisher of this print (it was
secretly posted up in the streets during the night)

he was never betrayed, thoughknown to hundreds.

1798, Jan. 5. Died, William FLACKTON,who
had been more than sixty years an eminent book-

seller and stationer at Canterbury, beloved, es-

teemed, and regretted by all who knew him, at

the age, nearly, of eighty-nine years. He was

* It was about this period that the redoubtable fray took
place between Mr. Giflford and Dr. Wolcot (Peter Pindar.)

Mr. Giflford began the attack, by discharg:ing against Peter
one of the sharpest arrows from his satiric bow, in the
form of An Epistle to Peter Pindar, Wolcot, though a
lampooner of others, could not bear to be satirized him-
self ; and stung to the soul by the assault, determined
upon revenge. Instead, however, of applying in the first

place to his most powerful weapon, " the grey goose quill,"

he assumed the argumentum baculinum, and sallied forth

in quest of his adversary. Waiting his opportunity, and
seeing Mr. Giflford enter Mr. Wri!>ht's shop, he rushed in

after him, and aimed a blow at Mr. Giflford's head, with a
cudgel which he had provided for the occasion. Fortu-
nately, a gentleman standing by, saw the movement in

time to seize the ann of the enraged poet, who was then
bundled into the street, and rolled in the mud, to the
amusement of the grathered crowd. Nothing further took
place at that time, but the disappointed satirist went
home, and soon after published a piece under the title

of A Cut at a Cobbler. Mr. Giflford was orig^inally a shoe-
maker. For his services upon the Antijncobin, he was
rewarded with the paymastcrship of the band of gentle-
men pensioners, and at a subsequent period, he was made
a double comnussioner of the lottery.

the last^f an ancient and reputable family, and
of a decent, though not learned, education. But
he had much cultivated his mind by reading,

which, with music and gardening, formed, almost
to the very last, the solace of his leisure houn.
His conversation was instructive, pleasant, and
intelligent ; and the cheerfulness of his temper
never left him till the lamp of life was extin-

guished. As a bookseller of the old school,

he deserves to be spoken of with respect. His
knowledge of scarce and valuable books was in

general very good, though it suffered some ridi-

cule in the Gentleman's Magazine, by his per-

mitting a copy of The lamentable tragedy of
Queen Dido to be sold lor two shillings. He
had a very curious collection of Engli.sh and
foreign heads, and other scarce and valuable

prints, chiefly ancient. He was passionately

attached to sacred music ; and in the choir books
of Canterbury cathedral, are to be found several

of his anthems and services, bearing evident

marks ofjudgment and feeling. The institution

of Sunday-schools in that city owes much to his

early support and encouragement. In pecuniary

aid, also, he was not wanting to that as well as

other charities, private and public ; and we may
conclude his character by affirming, that he lived

and died a warm friend, an honest and upright

man, and a sincere Christian.

1798, Jan. 16. Died, Thomas Gref.nhill,
many years a wholesale stationer in Gracechurch-

street, London, He was master of the company
of stationers in 1787 ; but having retired from

business, he died at Watford, Herts. George
Greenhill, who was appointed treasurer to the

stationers' company in 1797, was a younger son

of the above gentleman.

1798. The Works of Horatio Walpole, Earl

of Oxford, five vols, royal 4to., edited by Robert

Berry, esq. a native of Scotland. This gentle-

man, during a residence in Italy with his two

daughters, became acquainted with Horatio

Walpole,* who at his death bequeathed to the

latter handsome legacies, and to the father the

copyright of his works, which is said to have

produced £3000. Mr. Berry aecordinglv under-

took the task of editor, and tlie preface was

written by one of his daughters.

Horace Walpole, a younger son ofthe celcbr«ted prime
minister, (died March 13, 1"46,) was bt)rn at Wareham. in

Dorseshire, Oct. 5, 1717, and died at London, March S,1797-

He was an eminent cultivator of misccUaoooos Utermture.

His principal works are ; A Catalogue 9f Rofml mmd N^hte

Authors, 1756; Anecdotes of PaiiUbug im Bnf^ami^ 1791 f

Catalogue of Engravers in England, 1788{ Hutorv qf the

last ten years of George 11. t and a romance called the

Castle of Otranto, which acquired great popolaritr, and
was successfullv imitated by MIm Clara Reeve, In her

story of the Old English Baron, in 1777- Penonally. and
also in his manner of writing, Walpole was eccentric and
heartless ; but the ease, pungency, and brilliancy of his

style, will long keep his works before the public. He suc-

ceeded a nephew in the earldom, nearly at the doee of hi*

long life.
, „ ^^

In October, 1797, appcarctl the following line*: The
Printer's Farewell to Strawbrrry Hill; four stantas, six

lines each. This was written by Silvester Hardinic, minia-

ture painter, wh(» puMishod an edition ot Ormmmont; but

is signed T. K. (Thomas Kirk.) and was ttie last article

printed at the press. His lordship left Mr. Kirk only a
gift of ;6100.
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1797. Joseph Johnson, bookseller, in St.

Paul's church yard, London, sentenced to nine

months' imprisonment, and amerced in a fine of

£50, for selling a pamphlet which had been

written by the rev. Gilbert Wakefield,* against

the interference of Great Britain with the French
revolution, for which he suifered two years' im-
prisonment. Mr. John Cuthell,f bookseller, in

Middle-row, Holborn, was likewise sentenced to

a fortnight's imprisonment, for selling a copy of

the same.

1798 J Feb. Died., Job Bradley, printer and
bookseller, at Chesterfield, Derbyshire, of which
corporation he was an alderman.

1798, Fe6. Died., Edward Fisher, bookseller,

at Rochester ; he was the eldest son of Thomas
Fisher, bookseller, who died in 1786. A younger
brother, Thomas Fisher, esq. F. S. A. died July
20, 1836, aged sixty-five.

1798. To enter a book at stationers' hall was
considered optional, and the books given to cor-

porate bodies were only those so entered and so

acknowledged by 41 Geo. III., and in the case

of Beckford and Hood in the king's bench, the

foregoing doctrine was coufinned. The omission

to enter at stationers' hall presented a prosecu-

tion for the penalties inflicted by the statutes,

but left a satisfaction for the violation of copy-
right at common law still the same.

1798, MarcA 4. Died., Robert Horsfield,
for several years a bookseller in Ludgate-street,

and treasurer of the stationers' company from
1785 to 1797. He succeeded to the extensive

business of Messrs. Knapton.
1798. Samuel Falka, a printer, and a native

of Hungary, commenced the experiment of ste-

reotyping at Vienna. Being refused a privilege

for the practice of his art, he quitted Vienna,
and settled in the printing ofiice of the university

of Buda, the capital of Lower Hungary, from
whence he issued several specimens.

1798, March 26. Died, William Gill, an
eminent wholesale stationer, in partnership with
Mr. Wright, in Abchurch-lane, who was several

* Gilbert Wakefield was born at Nottingham, Feb. 22,
1756, and was educated at Jesus' college, Cambridge. In
1778, he entered into deacon's orders, and became curate
at Stockport, in Cheshire, from whence he removed to
Liverpool. In 1779, he married and retired from the
established church for conscientious reasons, and under-
took the office of classical tutor in the dissenting academy
at Warrington. While in that situation, he published a
number of works, the principal of which were, a Trans-
lation of the First Epistle to the Thessalonians ; another of
the Gospel of St. Matthew ; an Inquiry into the Opinions of
the Christian Writers of the first three Centuries, concern-
ing the Person of Jesus Christ, 4 vols. 8vo. Jind the Silva
Critica. In 1790, he removed to the dissenting college at
Hackney, his connexion with which ended in about a
year. He wrote some pamphlets against the government,
of which no notice was taken, until his Letter to the Bishop
0/ L^anrffl/^ppeared, when the attorney general instituted
a prosecution against him and the publisher. Mr. Wake-
field was sentenced to be imprisoned two years in Dorches-
ter gaol, from whence he was liberated in May, 1801, but
died of a fever on the Qth of September following. The
principal of his works are, A Translation of the New Testa-
ment, 2 vols. 8vo.; Tragediatum Grcecarum Delectus, 2
vols. 12mo.; and an edition of Lucretius, 3 vols. 4to. Mr.
Wakefield deserves the character of an amiable man, an
industrious scholar, and an eminent biblical critic.

t Famous for his catalogues, particularly in the medical
line, and every branch of general science.

years one of the common council of the ward of
Candlewick, and elected alderman of Wal-
brook in 1781. He served the oflSce of sheriff

the same year, and that of lord mayor in 1788
;

and was elected treasurer of Christ's hospital in
1785, He gave to the stationers' company thirty

shillings a-year, to be added to Cater's dinner.

1798, April 7. Died, Thomas Wright, who
was for fifty years in partnership with Mr. Gill,

as a wholesale stationer, in Abchurch-lane ; and
survived his partner only a fortnight. He died
suddenly, after taking a walk in his grounds in

Dulwich, Surry, and without any previous com-
plaint. He was attacked with an epileptic fit,

and expired before any medical assistance could
be procured. Alderman Gill was stated to have
amassed the sum of £300,000. ; and the fortune
of alderman Wright was supposed to have been
equal, if not to a greater amount. They com-
menced business together, as stationers, on Lon-
don-bridge, retained the most respectable cha-
racters, and were remarkable for great application
and frugality. Mr. Wright was several years
one ofthe common council for Candlewick ward,
where he was elected alderman in 1777. He
was sherifi* in 1779 ; and lord mayor in 1785.
In 1786 he presented to the company a large
silver tea urn ; and in his will, Nov. 24, 1794, says,

" I give to the masters and keepers or wardens
and commonalty of the mystery or art of a sta-

tioner of the city of London, two thousand
pounds, four per cent, bank annuities, upon trust,

to pay, apply, and distribute the dividends and
yearly produce thereof upon the first day of
January in each year, or as soon after as conve-
niently may be, in manner following, that is to

say, the sum of fifty pounds eight shillings, part
of such dividends, unto and amongst twenty-four
poor freemen of the said company, not receiving

any other pension from the company, in equal
shares and proportions at two pounds two shillings

each. To the clerk of the said company for the
time being, the sum of three pounds three shil-

lings, other part of such dividends, for his trouble

upon this occasion. And the sum of twenty-six

pounds nine shillings, residue of such dividends,

in and towards the providing and defraying the

expense of a dinner for the master, wardens, and
assistants of the said company upon the day of

such distribution." [The said sum of £2000.
was, soon after the death of Mr. alderman
Wright, transferred by his executors to, and now
stands in the name of the corporation ; the yearly

dividends being £80.]
1798, April 15. Died, John March, many

years a printer of considerable eminence on
Tower-hill, and master of the stationers' com-
pany in 1790. He was a man of the most ami-
able disposition. By industiy, frugality, and a
train of fortunate events, he left an ample for-

tune to his widow (who died April 15, 1800,)

and to an only son, who succeeded to his business,

but died in the prime of life, July 13, 1804.

1798, Mai/ 20. Died, James Fletcher, son
of James Fletcher, noticed at page 787, ante.

He had formerly been partner with Mr. James

I
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Rivington, in St. Paul's church yard ; and was
succeeded in his business by Mr. Hanwell,
whose associate, Mr. Parker, had been apprentice

to Daniel Prince, and was a lineal descendant

from Dr. Samuel Parker, bishop of Oxford, who
died March 20, 1687.

1798, May 2b. Died, Bedwell Law, a book-

seller of extensive business in Ave Maria lane,

London, who by his mild and unobtrusive man-
ners secured the esteem of all who knew him. He
was succeeded in business by his son, Charles.

Another son, Henry, carried on a considerable

printing business, in St. John's square, in the

house formerly Mr. Emonson's, afterwards John
Rivington's, and since Deodatus Bye's.

1798, May 29. Printing presses and public

schools suppressed in Russia, by order of the

emperor Paul I. Paul was bom Oct. 1, 1754,

and strangled at St. Petersburg, March 23, 1801

.

1798, May 30. Died, John Shave, many
years one of the printers of the Ipswich Journal.

1798, Aug, 23. Died, Mr. Dennis, bookseller,

Middle-row, Holborn, London, where he issued

catalogues, in which were generally several very

curious articles, particularly in the occult sciences.

He died a young man.
1798, Sept. 6. Mr. Williams, who kept a

reading-room in Old Round-court, in the Strand,

convicted of lending a newspaper to read, and
taking one penny for the use of it, was fined £5.*

1798. During the time that Egypt was occu-
pied by the French republican armies, they

appear to have established printing-offices at

Alexandria, as well as at Cairo and Gizch. An
Arabic, Turkish, and Persian Alphabet, and
Some Introductory Exercises in the Arabic
Tongue, appear in the Bibliotheca Marsdeniana,
bearing for imprint Alexandrie, an. VI. (1798.)

In 1800, a periodical work appeared at Cairo,

entitled, Courrier de VEgypte, depuis le 12 Fruc-
tidor an vi, jusq'au 20 prairial an ix. in 4to.

Of this one hundred and sixteen numbers were

published. Some pieces relative to the assassi-

nation of general Jean Baptiste Kleber, (June

14) appeared in 1800.

1798. Literary Hours, by N. Drake, M. D.f
1798, April. The Weekly Register, 'So. 1.

1798, July. The Ladies' Monthly Museum.
1798. The Philosophical Magazine.
1798. Public Characters, vol. I.

1799, Feb. 2. Died, Thomas Payne, senior,

in the eighty-second year of his age, after hav-

ing been for more that forty years a bookseller of

the highest reputation at the Mews-gate, London.
He was a native of Brackley, in Northampton-

* By the 29th Geo. III. cap. ix. any hawker or others,

lettinf? out a newspaper for hire, to forfeit .^5, in addition
to any other penalty in force. By the 39th of Geo. III.

cap. xxi. for carrying a newspaper, stamped or unstamped,
to the enemy, a penalty of ^£"500.

t Essays, biographical, critical, and historical, illustra-

^tive of the Rambler, Adventurer, and Idler, and of the

various periodical papers which, in imitation of the writings

of Steele and Addison, have been published between the

close of the eighth volume of the Spectator, and the com-
mencement of the year J8O9. By Nathan Drake, M.D.,
author of Literary Hours, and of the Essays on the Tatler,

Spectator, and Guardian. In two volumes, foolscap 8vo.

London : 1910.

shire ; and began his career in Round-court, in
the Strand, opposite York buildings; where,
after being some years an assistant to his elder
brother, Olive Payne* (with who mthe idea and
practice of printing catalogues is said to have
originated) he commenced bookseller on his own
account, and issued a Catalogue ofcuriouj! Bookt,
in Divinity, History, Classics, Medicine, Voya-
ges, Natural History, ^c. Greek, Latin, French,
Italian, and Spanish, in excellent condition, and
mostly gilt and lettered, dated Feb. 29, 1740,
being almost the first of the catalogists, except
Daniel Browne,! at the Black Swan without
Temple Bar, and the short-lived Meers and
Noorthouck. From this situation he removed
to the Mews-gate, in 1750, when he married
Elizabeth Taylor, and succeeded her brother in
the shop and house, which he built, whence he
issued an almost annual succession of catalogues,
beginning 1755. In 1790 he resigned his busi-
ness to his eldest son, who had lot more than
twenty years been his partner, and who opened
a new literary channel, by a correspondence with
Paris, whence he brought, in 1793, the library
of the celebrated chancellor, Lamoignon. This
little shop, in the shape of an L, was the first

that obtained the name of a literary coffee house
in London, from the knot of literati that resorted
to it ; and, since the display of new books on the
counter has been adopted from the Oxford and
Cambridge booksellers, other London shops have
their followers. If a reasonable price, and a rea-
sonable credit for his goods, be the criterion of
integrity, Mr. Payne supported the character of
an honest man to the last; and, without the
modem flash of wealth, which, ostentatiously
exposed in a fine shop, has involved so many
traders of all descriptions in difficulties and ruin,
he acquired that fortune which enabled him to
bring up two sons and two daughters with credit,

and to assist some relations who wanted his aid.

Warm in his friendships as in his politics, a con-
vivial, cheerful companion, and unalterable in

the cut and colour of his coat, he uniformly pur-
sued one great object, fair dealing, and will

survive in the list of booksellers the most emi-
nent, for being adventurous and scientific, by the
name of honest Tom Payne. The author of
the Pursuits of Literature, who is an excellent

appreciator of character, calls him " that Tripho
emeritus, Mr. Thomas Payne, one of the honestest

* A copy of the work, which was written by kiD^ Henry
VIII. and which grained him from the pope the title of
"Defender of the Faith," was stolen from the Vatican,
and sold to the brother of Payne, the bookseUeT, of the
Mews-gate. The bookseller received for it, ftom the mar-
quis of Dougrlas, an annuity for life.

t Daniel Browne was a well-known and eminent book-
seller, in the Strand, and is chamctorized by Dunton, at
pai>;e 620 ante. Mis son, John Henry Browne, was a few
years a wholesale stationer in Lothbury ; but having^ an
inclination for the church, was ordained by archbishop
Coriiwallis, and was proscntc<l by viscount Newark, heir
to the duke of KinKrstoii, to the loctory of Kakring', in
Nottinghamshire, where he was hiifhly respected for bis
piety and benevolence. In \796, he printed, but not for
sale, A Serious Address to the superior inhabitants of the
parish of Eakring, 8vo. This ^ntloman and Mr. Na-
thaniel Conant, were the executors to the will of William
Bowyer, jun., and to whom he grave j6'500 each.
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men living, to whom as a bookseller, learning is

under considerable obligations." Thomas Payne,

of Pall Mall, was the eldest son, and inherited

every good quality of his father. The following

epitaph was written by William Hayley, esq.

Around this tomb, ye friends of learning, bend !

It holds your faithful, though your humble friend

:

Here lies the literary merchant, Payne,
The countless volumes that he sold contain

No name by liberal commerce more carest

For virtues that become her votary's breast

;

Of cheerful probity, and kindly plain.

He felt no wish for disingenuous gain ;

In manners frank, in manly spirit high,

Alert good-nature sparkled in his eye

;

Not leam'd, he yet had learning's power to please,

Her social sweetness, her domestic ease

:

A son, whom his example guides and cheers.

Thus guards the hallow'd dust his heart reveres

;

Love bade him thus a due memorial raise,

And friendly justice penn'd this genuine praisfe.

1799. April. An act of parliament was passed
" for the more effectual suppression of societies

established for seditious and treasonable purposes,

and for better preventing treasonable and sedi-

tious practices;" which contains the following

provisions and penalties respecting printers,

letter-founders, and printing-press makers.

39 Geo. III. cap. 79. Sect. 23 enacts, that

from and after the expiration of forty days from

the day of passing this act, eveiy person having

any printing press, or types for printing, shall

cause a notice thereof, signed in the presence of

and attested by one witness, to be delivered to

the clerk of the peace acting for the county,

stewartry, riding, division, city, borough, town,

or place, where the same shall be intended to

be used, or his deputy, according to the form

prescribed in the schedule hereunto annexed;

and such clerk of the peace, or deputy respec-

tively, shall, and he is hereby authorized and
required to grant a certificate in the form pre-

scribed in the schedule hereunto annexed, for

which such clerk of the peace, or his deputy,

shall receive the fee of one shilling, and no

more ; and such clerk of the peace, or his deputy,

shall file such notice, and transmit an attested

copy thereof to one of his majesty's principal

secretaries of state ; and every person who, not

having delivered such notice, and obtained such

certificate as aforesaid, shall, from and after the

expiration of forty days next after the passing of

this act, keep or use any printing press or types

for printing, or having delivered such notice and

obtained such certificate as aforesaid, shall use

any printing-press or types for printing, in any

other place than the place expressed in such

notice, shall forfeit and lose the sum of twenty

pounds.

Sect.24: exempts his majesty's printers, and the

public presses belonging to the two universities.

Sect. 25 and 26 relate to type-founders and
printing-press makers.

Sect. 27 enacts, that from and after the expi-

ration of forty days after the passing of this act,

every person who shall print any paper or book
whatsoever, which shall be meant or intended to

be published or dispersed, whether the same
shall be sold or given away, shall print upon the

front of every such paper, if the same shall be
printed on one side only, and upon the first and
last leaves of every paper or book which shall

consist of more than one leaf, in legible charac-
ters, his or her name, and the name of the city,

town, parish, or place, and also the name, (if

any) of the square, street, lane, court, or place,

in which his or her dwelling-house, or usual
place of abode shall be; and every person who
shall omit so to print his name and place of

abode on every such paper or book printed by
him, and also every person who shall publish or

disperse, or assist in publishing or dispersing,

either gratis or for money, any printed paper or

book, which shall have been printed after the

expiration of forty days from the passing of this

act, and on which the name and place of abode
of the person printing the same shall not be
printed as aforesaid, shall, for every copy of

such paper so published or dispersed by him,
forfeit and pay the sum of twenty pounds.*

Sect. 28 exempts papei-s printed by authority

of either house of parliament.

Sect. 29 enacts, that every person who, from
and after the expiration of forty days after the

passing of this act, shall print any paper for

hire, reward, gain, or profit, shall carefully

preserve and keep one copy (at least) of eveiy

paper so printed by him or her, on which he or

she shall write, or cause to be written or printed,

in fair and legible characters, the name and
place of abode of the person or persons bywhom
he orshe shall be employed to print the same ; and
every pereon printing any paper for hire, reward,

gain, or profit, who shall omit or neglect to

write, or cause to be written or printed as afore-

said, the name and place of his or her employer
on one of such printed papers, or to keep or

preserve the same for the space of six calendar

months next after the printing thereof, or to pro-

duce and show the same to any justice of the

peace, who, within the said space of six calen-

dar months, shall require to see the same, shall,

for every such omission, neglect, or refusal, for-

feit and lose the sum of twenty pounds.

O irksome task ! in sad desponding strains.

To trace the direful ills our art sustains

;

Power's sleepless hosts, impelled by jealous rage,

In guilty fear th' unnatural warfare wajje.

—

Call off, O Pitt ! thy statue-i-aising bands.
Already formed the threatening monster stands,
Its ponderous base our subjugated Press,
Chains and war-trophies well thy deeds express

;

Whilst on its head in glistening show appears,
A diadem of crj-stallizing tears.

No servile purpose slavery could obtain.

E'er on our annals left so black a stain.

—

Thy paper-taxes of o'erwhelming weij^ht.

Have prest upon us like the arm of fate

;

Now register'd, now ticketed, we move.
Our slightest works the double label prove.
Such rage as thine mad Omar once inspir'd.

Whose hand the Alexandrian treasure fir'd. M'Creery,

This act was found pregnant with so much
harrassment to individuals whose conduct might

be perfectly clear of intentional transgression, or

* When the bill was going through the house of com-
mons, a member moved as an additional clause, " that all

anonymous works should have the name of the author

printed on the title-page:'
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evasion of the law, and calculated to afford

such a harvest to the common informer, (as an
instance of which, one of them, from some in-

advertence or misconception of the printer,

talked, in the true spirit of venal espionaa^e,

exultingly of the five thousand penalties of £20
each, for omitting the name upon an annual
pocket-book,) that an act was passed in 1811 to

restrict to twenty-five penalties, for any one and
the same hook, and empowering magistrates to

mitigate even to £5, and quarter sessions to grant
still further relief. The spirit of the act was,
however, followed up by the Castlereagh ad-
ministration, in December, 1819.

1799. Died, Charles Joseph Panckoucke,
one of the most eminent booksellers and pub-
lishers of Paris. He was the son of Andrew
Joseph Panckoucke, noticed at page 686 ante,

born at Lisle, in 1736, and brought up under
his father as a bookseller. At the age of twenty-
eight he settled at Paris, where he soon took the
lead in his profession, and his knowledge of ty-

pography made him celebrated all over Europe.
He has made his name particularly memorable
by the establishment of the Moniteur,* the idea
of which is said to have suggested itself to him
from what he saw during a visit to England of

the influence of the newspaper press, even at

that time. With him also originated the Ency-
clopedie Methodique, and continued to be pub-
lished for more than one hundred and fifty

volumes. Panckoucke lived in habits of inti-

macy with the most distinguished French writers

and men of genius of his time. He was also

the author of a considerable number of works.

* For the origin of newspapers in France, see page 473
ante. What progress the periodical press made in France,
we have not been able to ascertain ; but there was really
no political press there until the year 1789, when the
constituent assembly in the declaration of rights, decreed
(5th October) that the free communication of thoughts
and opinions is one of the most precious rights of man,
and that every citizen may therefore speak, write, and
print freely. This decree, which formally recognised the
liberty of the press, at the same time called it into exist-

ence. But no distinction was made between the various
modes of publication, and no greater securities were re-

quired for newspapers than for books and pamphlets. The
periodical press was a stranger to the habits of the coun-
try, and the public were not prepared for it. Violent and
witty pamphlets were indeed written, but no one had yet
learned either to write or read a journal. In this respect
the Moniteur began the education of the community in

France. No journals were previously known, except the
Mercure, the Gazette de France, and the Courrier de Pro-
vence. As men's passions became heated, a new brood
was hatched, amongst which were Marat's Ami du Peuple,
and Hebert's Pere Diischene. The rapidity and acerbity of
the pamphlets of the time were suited to the taste of a
people which lived upon excitement. Violent alternations
of licence and despotism distinguished the most stormy
period of the revolution ; yet, in spite of the extravagance
of the one, and the disproportionate severity of the other,

the press continued to make way. Under the consulate
and the empire it was subjected to systematic control. No
journal could appear without the authority of the minister
of the interior; the number of provincial papers was at

this unsettled time, limited to one for eacli department,
and these were placed under the authority of the prefects.

On some occasions, however. Napoleon himself became a
journalist, and replied in the Moniteur to the manifestoes
of the British government. He also encouraged a revival

of religious doctrines, the influence of which was felt in

literature before it reached the sphere of politics. Of this

school the Journal des Dehattwas the centre, and Chateau-
briand and Bonald were the organs.

1799, May 30. John Parry, the proprietor,

John Vint, the printer, and George Rom,
the publisher of the Courier newspaper, were con-
victed in the court of king's bench for publish-

ing a paragraph, statiny the emperor of Rtusia
to be a tyrant among his subjects, and ridiculous

to the rest of Europe. Mr. Parry was sentenced
to pay the sum of £100, to be imprisoned in the
king's bench for six months, and find sccuritien

for his good behaviour for five years, himself in

£500, and two sureties in £250 each. Vint and
Ross to be imprisoned in the same jail for one
calendar month each. Speaking of the opposi-

tion papers at this time, George Canning says :

Couriers, and Stars, sedition's evening ho«t.
Ye Morninfr Chronicle and Morning Po$t ;

Whether you make the Rights of Man your theme.
Your country libel, and your Ooid blaspheme.

1799, June 13. Died, George Sa%, book-

seller in the Strand, London ; who by unremitting

integrity, punctuality, and despatch, had fonwed
for himself a connexion in the wholesale line no
less honourable than advantageous. In gather-

ing up the varieties of antiquarian literature, his

diligence was known to most modem collectors

;

while his various publications for the mental

culture and moral guidance of youth, found

their way into many respectable seminaries of

education throughout the kingdom. These pub-

lications were chiefly edited by Mr. Thomas
Park, who distinguished himself by a variety of

elegant publications. Mr. Sael died at the age

of thirty-eight, of a pulmonary consumption,

which is thought to have originated from exces-

sive application to business.

1799. Died, Samuel Bladon, a bookseller,

who resided in Paternoster-row, and from his

integrity and skill as an accountant, was fre-

quently an arbitrator in complicated accounts.

1799, Oct. 23. Died, William Bingley,
bookseller, who has already been noticed at page

723 ante, for his imprisonment during the days

of " Wilkes and Liberty." After his bankruptcy,

he sought refuge in treland, where for several

years he carried on the business of a bookseller

;

but, returning to London, in 1783, he found an

asylum in the ofiice of Mr. John Nichols, the

printer, (in which capacity he originally set out

in life,) and where he in some degree found

repose from the tunnoils of political strife. He
could not, however, refrain from authoi-ship, and

published several pamphlets. A periodical work,

entitled the New Plain Dealer ; or. Will Free-

rnan^s Budget, appeared between 1791 and 1794,

consisting chiefly of politics and invectives

against courtiers and their dependents ; prefixed

to it was a portrait of the author, under the

character of an English citizen, who was two

years imprisoned in Engli.sh bastilcs, without

trial, conviction, or sentence, and a long ac-

count of his own suff'erings, under the title of

A Sketch of English Liberty ; in which he

states that £500 was actually voted to him at a

meeting of the Constitutional society, on the

suggestion of ^fr. HorneTooke; but that, at a

subsequent meeting, Mr. Wilkes stood foremost

5 u
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in opposition to the money being raised for him
on that society. In the preface to No. IV. the

writer modestly likens himself to a phoenix ; he

exists merely of himself—he has passed through

the^re of persecution, and, in imitation of that

bird, has risen again /rom his own ashes; so that

his subjects of fires and illuminations, singular

as they appear, are only natural. No. V. was
announced as an intended Sequel to the Me-
moirs of the late Jack Straw, Sinner, Saint, and
Devil, who sold books hy millions. He was a

man of strong natural understanding, though

not much assisted by literature ; and was of the

strictest" integrity; but unfortunately possessed

an habitual irritability of temper, which proved

a perpetual discomfort. With the most earnest

inclination to do right, he frequently wandered
into error; and a considerable portion of his time

was employed in making apologies for mistakes

which a slight consideration would have pre-

vented. He was for thirty-six years happy in a
connubial connexion with a very worthy woman,
by whom he left three daughters ; all of whom
being respectably married, he again engaged in

a matrimonial connexion, Jan. 21, 1798, with

the widow of a captain in the India trade, who
survived to lament his almost sudden loss. In
St. Bride's Church-yard, Fleet-street, there is an
inscription to the memory of his wife (Mary) who
died June 18, 1796, in her thirty-sixth year.

Also the said William Bingley,
died 23d October, 1799, aged 61.

Cold is that heart that beat in freedom's cause,
The steady advocate of all her laws.
Unmov'd by threats or bribes his race he ran,
And lived and died the patriot '.—the man.

1799, Nov. 2. Died, William Sandby, many
years a bookseller of high eminence, in Fleet-

street, London ; but exchanged that profession,

about 1769, for the more lucrative one of a
banker, in the old-established firm of Snow and
Denne, in the Strand. He was the son of Dr.
Sandby, prebendary of Worcester, and brother

to t)r. George Sandby, master of Magdalene
college, Cambridge. Mr. Sandby married to

his third wife, 1787, Miss Fellows, of Walton-
on-Thames. He died at Teddington, in Middle-
sex, in the eighty-second year of his age, deeply

regretted by all who knew him.

1799, March, The Historical, Biographical,

Literary, and Scientific Magazine, No. 1.

1799, Sept. 26. Literary Leisure. It ended
December 16, 1800.

1799. The Asiatic Annvul Register, vol. I.

1799. The Shamrock, established at Water-
ford, in Ireland, by Dr. Hearn.

1800, Jan. The booksellers of Manchester
make a resolution of charging one halfpenny

upon all sixpenny periodical publications, and
one penny upon those of one shilling and up-
wards, conveyed by mail or coach.

1800. The Stanhope Press, the invention of

the patriotic nobleman whose name it bears, and
which will be handed down to posterity, after

many expensive and laborious experiments suc-
ceeded, with the assistance of a very ingenious

mechanist (the late Mr. Walker*) in bringing it

to a state of perfection. The first press was
finished, and its powers were tried at the office

of William Bulmer, (the Shakspeare press) in

Cleveland-row, St. James's, London, in which
house it at present remains. In the formation
of his iron press, earl Stanhopef must have
found many useful hints in M. Anisson's Premier
Mhnoire sur VImpression en Lettres, suivi de la

Description d'une Nouvelle Presse Sxecut^e pour
le Service du Roi ; in which he says—" Je me
suis attache principalement a rendre son action

et ses mouvemens les plus independans qu'il m'a
ete possible du maniement deregle des ouvriers

auxquels elle est confiee." This has been par-

ticularly attended to in the Stanhope press, and
nothing is left to the judgment of the pressman
but the colouring.

1^00, Feb. i)i>(i, Edmund Monk, proprietor

and printer of the Chester Courant.

1800. Dr. Alexander Adam, of Edinburgh,
published his Classical Biography, and for the

copyright received £300. He was born at Raf-
ford, near Forres, in Scotland, June 24, 1741,

and died at Edinburgh December 18, 1809.

1800, March 15. Joseph Baldwin, twenty-

four years clerk to the company of stationers,

many years deputy clerk of the crown, and
registrar of the Amicable Society in Seijeant's

Inn. He died universally respected, aged 75.

\800, March 30. Died, Robert Farie, book-
seller, GlasgoVv.

1800, April I. Died, JoHTi Rider, many years

a respectable printer in Little Britain, London.
Returninghome from stationers' hall, he dropped
down in an apoplectic fit in Warwick-lane, and
instantly expired. He was one of the sons of

the rev. William Rider, B. A. lecturer of St.

Vedast, Foster-lane, curate of St. Faith's, and
many years sur-master of St. Paul's school.

Author of a History of England to the year 1763
inclusive, in fifty pocket volumes ; a Commentary
on the Bible ; an English Dictionary ; and other

works. He died March 30, 1785.

1800, April 4. Died, Solomon Hodgson,
many years printer and publisher of the New-
castle Chronicle, in the conduct of which he
uniformly advanced the genuine sentiments of

his mind, uninfluenced by party, or any politi-

cal society. Firmly attached to the principles

of constitutional liberty, and actuated by the

purest impulse of integrity and honour,he viewed

with honest indignation, the corruptions too pre-

valent in society
;

possessing a spirit alive to

* Now manufactured by S. J. Spiers, (son-in-law and
successor to Mrs. Walker) 102, Dean street, Oxford-street,
London.

t Charles Stanhope, third earl Stanhope, was born in

the year 1753, and educated at Eton and Geneva, where 1

he passed ten years under the instruction of M. le Sage,
1

well known as the author of a Theory of Gravity, and (

other works. Although lord Stanhope was chiefly known f

by his cotemporaries as a politician, it is rather as a philo-

sopher that he made himself generally known to the
world. In all his improvements relating to printing, his

lordship would never suffer any of them to become sub-

jects of patent or monopoly, but took the precaution of
entering a notice or caveat at the patent office. He died

December, I816, in the sixty-fourth year of his age..
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every benevolent emotion, he feelingly lamented

the miseries of war ; and so long as he could do
it consistently with personal safety, he exercised

the privilege of declaring his sentiments on every

important subject with a boldness and freedom
becoming a Briton; but always without descend-

ing to licentiousness, or unbecoming personality.

In the intercourse of business and of private

life, he was actuated by similar principles, and
by his talents,honesty, and benevolence, engaged
the attachment of a numerous circle of friends.

Mr. Hodgson died in the fortieth year of his age.

Mrs. Sarah Hodgson, his widow, caiTied on the

business until her death, which happened at

Newcastle, Sept. 10, 1822, from which time the

Newcastle Chronicle has been conducted by her

sons, S. and T. Hodgson.
1800. Died, J. Waterwoth, printer and

publisher of the Blackburn Mail.

1800. Died, Henry Spencer, bookseller, of

Burnley, in Lancashire, aged fifty-eight years.

Mr. Spencer was distinguished for eccentricity

of character. His coffin, which was made of

wood of his own growing, had been kept by him
for several years prior to his death.

1800, April 25. Died, William Cowper, a
distinguished English poet. He was the son of

Dr. Cowper, rector of Berkhampstead, where
he was born, November 26, 1731, and lost his

mother when he was six years old. His consti-

tution was remarkably delicate from his infancy,

and his mind was so tender as to be easily de-

pressed into melancholy. Being designed for

the law, he was placed under an eminent attor-

ney ; on quitting whom he entered of the inner

temple, where he renewed an intimacy with his

school-fellows, Colman Thornton, and Lloyd,

and contributed three papers to the Connoisseur.

At the age of thirty-one, he was nominated a
clerk in the house of*^ lords ; but an unconquer-

able timidity prevented him from taking it. He
was next appointed clerk of the journals, a situ-

ation which, it was supposed, would require no

personal attendance ; but an occasion occurring

which rendered it necessary for the clerk to ap-

pear at the bar of the house, it had such an

effect on his nerves, that he was obliged to

resign the place. A morbid melancholy seized

him, and it was found necessary to place him
under the care of Dr. Cotton,* at St. Albans.

By the care of that benevolent physician he re-

covered his mental faculties ; and from this time

his ideas of religion were changed to a system

of serenity. In 1763, he settled at Hunting-
don, where he formed an acquaintance with a

clergyman of the name of Unwin, in whose

family he became an inmate. That gentleman

being killed by a fall from his horse in 1767,

Cowper and Mrs. Unwin went and settled at

Olney, in Buckinghamshire, where they con-

* Nathaniel Cotton was an eminent physician and poet,

who kept an asylum for lunatics many years at St. Albans,

where he died at a very advanced age, Aug. 2, 1798. He
wrote Visions in Verse for Younger Minds; which have
been frequently printed. He was also the author of poems
in Dodsley's collection.

tracted an intimacy with Mr. Newton, then
curate of that parish. To a collection of hymns
published by that gentleman our poet contributed
sixty-eight. In 1782 appeared a volume of his
poems, which did not excite much attention

;

but the second volume, in 1785, stamped his
reputation as a first-rate poet, particularly by
that exquisite piece The Task. Lady Austin,
for whom the poet had a tender regard, being a
great admirer of Milton, requested him to try
his powers in blank verse ; and on his asking her
for a subject, she said, " Oh, you can write uiwn
any ; let it be this sofa." Thus originated one of
the finest poems in our language. The same
lady was also the occasion of the popular ballad
of John Gilpin, which story she related to amuse
Cowper in one of his gloomy moments ; and it

had such an effect upon him that he turned it

into verse. About this time he engaged in
translating Homer into Miltonic verse; and
though the version is not so pleasing as that of
Pope, it exhibits more of the original. In 1786,
he removed to Weston, in Northamptonshire,
with Mrs, Unwin, whom he regarded as a mother.
After the publication of his Homer, he was per-
suaded to undertake the life of Milton, and a
complete edition of his poetical works. Mr.
Hayley* was engaged in a similar design, which
produced an intimacy between them, which con-
tinued till Cowper's death. To this friendship,

the public is indebted for a biography, miflute,

elegant, and highly instructive, as can seldom
be expected. In 1794, his majesty granted him
a pension of £300 per annum, but the royal

bounty yielded pleasure only to his friends, for

he was now in a state of complete dejection, from
which he never fully emerged. He continued,

however, occasionally to write, and also finished

a revisal of his Homer, which has since been
printed. This amiable man, and extraordinary

genius, died at Dereham, in Norfolk, and lies

buried in the parish church, where a monument
is erected to his memory. " The language of

Cowper," says Campbell, "has such a masculine
idiomatic strength, and his manner, whether he
rises into grace, or falls into negligence, has so

much plain and familiar freedom, that we read

no poetry with a deeper conviction of its senti-

ments having come from the author's heart;

and of the enthusiasm, in whatever he describes,

having been unfeigned. He blends the detenni-

nation of age with an exquisite and ingenious

sensibility ; and though he sports very much
with his subjects, yet when he is in earnest,

there is a gravity 01 long-felt conviction in his

sentiments, which gives an uncommon ripeness

of character to his poetry."

* William Hayley, autlior of the Triumph* of Temper,
and other pocnis, was born at Chichester, Oct. 89, 1"46,

and died at Fclpham, Nov. 12, isao. In hi.s Life of Cow-
per, which he publislied in 1803, he rave the tint example
of a species of l)iographical compontion whidi Menu to
be now acknowled^ced as in some respects the best. The
subject of the memoir was caosed to display his own
character, and to commemorate many biograithical inci-

dents by his letters—the biographer supplying only such
a slender thread of niirrative, as was sufficient to connect
the whole, and to render it inteUigibic.
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1800, May 16. The English baptist mission-

aries, who entered India in 1793, not being per-

mitted to fix themselves within the territories

belonging to the East India company, obtained

leave to reside at Serampore,* in Bengal ; and

these zealous men having procured a printing-

pressf and types from Calcutta, commenced
their industrious and memorable typographical

career, with an edition of the New Testament,

in Bengalee, the first sheet of which was worked

oflf on the above day. The first page of St.

Matthew's gospel was taken off for a specimen

on the 18th of March. The edition consisted of

two thousand copies, seventeen hundred were

printed on Patna paper, and three hundred on

paper brought from England. Five hundred

extra copies of St. Matthew's gospel were struck

off for immediate gratuitous distribution. Their

labours proceeded with unabated and uninter-

rupted ardour until the year 1812, under which
year the printing-house was destroyed by fire.

1800, June 3. Died, William Routh, printer

and publisher of the BristolJoumal, in the prime

of life ; and on the following day, as Mrs. Routh,
wife of George Routh, printer, was addressing a

letter to him on the death of his brother (George

Routh being at Bath for his health) she was
suddenly taken ill, and expired almost instantly.

1800. Died, William Haas, an ingenious

letter-founder at Basil. He improved the art of

printing by many useful inventions ; such as a

balance-press,systematic sets of lines and spaces;

a method of printing geographical charts and
maps with moveable types, 6cc. The last-

mentioned discovery, however, is ascribed to

Breitkopf, a printer of Leipsic. See page 782,

ante. Haas published A Description of the

Printing Press.

1800, Oct. 25. Died, Thomas Macklin, an
eminent printseller, and proprietor of the PoeVs

Gallery, in Fleet-street, London, to whose
spirited and enterprising exertions the professors

of historical engraving and printing in this

country were indebted for many brilliant oppor-

tunities of displaying and improving their talents

in the exhibition of the PoeVs Gallery. His
splendid edition of the Bible, then on the eve of

being completed, is an unrivalled monument of

the taste and energy of the individual who
planned and carried it into execution, and of

the liberality of the nation whose munificence

enabled him to accomplish so magnificent an

undertaking. It exhibits the utmost perfection

of both the arts of engraving and printing. No
more were printed than were subscribed for. Mr.
Macklin died in London, in the fortieth year of

his age ; and of him it may truly be said, that

the arts lost a most industrious and enterprising

* Serampore, a Danish settlement, is pleasantly situated

on the banks of the Hoogly river, one of the streams of
the Ganges, about fifteen miles to' the north of Calcutta.
It was founded by the Danes about the year 1676.

t This press had been purchased in September, 1798, by
Dr. Carey, and was at first conveyed to his residence, at
Mudnabattz ; but I do not find, says Dr. Cotton, that any
use was made of it previously to the removal of the misr
ssionaries from that station to Serampore.

tradesman, and society a valuable and respect-

able member.
1800, A^ov. 11. Died, JoHT^ Albin, principal

bookseller at Spalding, in Lincolnshire, in the

seventy-third year of his age.

1800, Dec. 24. Meeting of the masters and
journeymen printers in London, to consider the
state of the prices paid for their work.

1800, Dec. 27. Died, Thomas Cadell, a
very eminent and worthy bookseller of London,
whose life furnishes another instance, (of the
many recorded in this work) that application and
industry seldom fail to meet with due reward.
He was born in Wine-street, Bristol ; and served
an apprenticeship to Andrew Millar, noticed at

page 718 ante. Mr. Cadell, in 1767, succeeded
to the business ; and, at an early period of life,

was at the head of his profession. Introduced
by Mr. Millar to writers of the first rank in

literature, who had found in him their best

Mjecenas— to Johnson, Hume, Warburton,
Hurd, &c. &c.—he pursued the very same com-
mendable track ; and acting upon the liberal

principle of his predecessor in respect to authors,

enlarged upon it in an extent, which, at the

same time that it did honour to his spirit, was
well suited to the more enlightened period in

which he carried on business. In conjimction
with William and Andrew Strahan, munificent
remunerations wereheld out to writers of the most
eminent talents; and it is owing to the spirit

and generosity of these worthy booksellers, that

the world has been enriched by the labours of
Robertson,* Blackstone,Gibbon,f Bum, Henry,

* William Robertson, LL.D. was born in the parish of
Borthwick, Mid Lothian, in Scotland, in the year 1721, and
educated at Edinburgrh. In 1741 he was licensed to preach,
in two years afterwards obtained the living of Gladsmuir,
in East Lothian. In 1 759 appeared his History of Scotland,
see page 721, ante. In 1769 he published his History of
the Reign of Charles V. and his) last considerable work,
the History of America, appeared in 1777- Dr. Robertson
had enjoyed several considerable church preferments,
besides a pension of .#200 a-year from the king ; and
being a man of prudence, temperance, and natural dignity
of character the latter part of his life was spent in the en-
joyment of almost every worldly blessing. He died at
Edinburgh. June 11, 1793.

t Edward Gibbon was born at Putney, April 27, 1737,
and died at Fletching, Jan. 16, 1794. The first volume of
his History of the Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire,
appeared in 1776, and the remaining five in the course of
the twelve ensuing year&. ^60,000 has been gained by
the booksellers, says a modern writer, out of Gibbon's
History of the Roman Empire, though the author received
but ^'600 for the copyright. It has been pronounced by
the public to be a performance of vast and accurate
research, and of enlarged and philosophical thinking

;

abounding in splendid passages and curious discussions
;

and written in a style, which, though affectedly sonorous
and occasionally obscure, is such as to display injthe author
a thorough mastery of the English language. Notwith-
standing an oblique attack upon Christianity, which was
very generally condemned, it has taken a secure place
among the English classics, and must ever form a con-
spicuous ojjject in the literary history of the eighteenth
century. The sixth volume of this great work was finished

at Lausanne, when Gibbon makes the following remarks
;

" It was on the day, or rather night, of the 27th of June,
1 787, between the hours of eleven and twelve, that 1 wrote
the last lines of the last page, in a summer-house in my
garden. After laying down my pen, I took several turns
in a berceau, or covered walk of acacias, which commands
a prospect of the country, the lake, and the mountains.
The silver orb of the moon was reflected from the waters. I

will not dissemble the first emotions ofjoy on the recovery
of my froedom, and perhaps the establishment of my fame"
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and numberless other of the ablest writers of

the age. In 1793, Mr. Cadell retired from

trade, in the full possession of his health and
faculties, and with an ample fortune, the sole

and satisfactory fruits of unremitted diligence,

spirit, and integrity ; leaving the business which

he had established as the first in Great Britain,

and perhaps in Europe, to Thomas, his only son,

conjointly with Mr. Davies, who, following the

alderman's example, have preserved the high

reputation acquired from the liberality, honour,

and integrity of their predecessors. Accustomed,

however, from early days, to business, and con-

scious that an idle life was a disgrace to a man
of clear intellects, sound judgments, and an

active mind, he, with a laudable ambition,

sought, and most honourably obtained, a seat in

the magistracy of the city of London ; being

unanimously elected, March 30, 1798, to suc-

ceed his friend, Mr. Gill, as alderman of Wal-
brook ward. At Midsummer, 1800, a period

when party spirit ran high, he was elected by a

very honourable majority on a poll, with his

friend, Mr. alderman Perring, to the shrievalty

of London and Middlesex. To the Asylum,

where he had long been a valuable treasurer, the

Foundling Hospital, and various other public

charities, of which he was an active governor,

and where his presence gave animation to their

proceedings, while his purse liberally aided their

funds, his loss was great :—to a very extensive

circle of friends, (and there are several, who had
unbent their inmost souls with him for more than

forty years) it was incalculable. He was emi-

nently characterized by the rectitude of his judg-

ment, the goodness of his heart, the benevolence

of his disposition, and the urbanity of his man-
ners ; and, whether considered in his magisterial

char.acter, or in the more retired walks of social

or domestic life, few men could be named, so

well deserving of private veneration or public

esteem. One of the latest public acts of his

life was presenting to the company of stationers,

of which he had been thirty-seven years a livery-

man, a handsome painted window for the em-
bellishment of their hall. By an affectionate

wife, who died in January, 1786, he had one

son and one daughter; both of whom he lived

to see united in marriage, to his entire satisfac-

tion ; and who have now the comfort to reflect,

that their father fulfilled the various duties

allotted to him with the honour of a man and
the integrity of a Christian. He died at his

house in Bloomsbury-place, in the sixtieth year

of his age. In a sermon preached by Mr. Hut-
chins (then chaplain to the lord mayor,) on the

9th of January following, a handsome compli-

ment is paid to alderman Cadell, for " gentleness

of manners, benevolence of disposition, purity of

morals, tenderness to the unfortunate, and an

unafl'ected deportment, in the various offices of

citizen, magistrate, parent, and friend."

1800. The Farmers' Magazine, commenced
by Archibald Constable, bookseller, Edinburgh,

under the management of Robert Brown, an

able East Lothian agriculturist. This magazine

appeared quarterly, enjoyed a considerable share
of prosperity, but eventually sank with the house
of the publisher in 1827.

1800. A Monthly Magazine was commenced
at Chelmsford, in Essex: the editor, a man of

taste and honour, had a calf's head for the

frontispiece, which in the course of the work
gave rise to the following epigram

:

" In every quarter of this world so wide,
John Bull means Englishman—the same world's pride

;

Proud may an Essex calf then surely be,

A true descendant of John Bull is he."

1800, Dec. The following is a correct list of

the Magazines, Reviews, and other monthly
publications which existed at this time in London,
with the price at which they were sold :

^ ».

Annals of Agriculture, Young's j 9
Anti-Jacobin Review (Vfright) S
Arminiun Magazine -. 6
Army Lixt ...,'.., 1

Analytical Review (Johnson)
Botany, Sowerby^s 5 •
British Critic Review (^Kivington and Co.) .

.

8 •
British Magazine 1

Britannic Magazine 1

Botanical Magazine, Curtis'a I

British Insects, Donovan's 1

Burnisher 4
Critical Review (Hamilton and Co.) s
Chirurgical Review 1

Commercial Magazine 1 9
Copper-plate Magazine 1

European Magazine (Sewell and Co.) 1 6
European Repertory S
Evangelical Magazine (WilUams*)
Fashions of London and Paris 1

Gentleman's Magazine (Nichols) 1

German Museum I

Gospel Magazine
General Baptist's Magazine
Historical Magazine 1

London Review I

London Medical Magazine I

Lady's Magazine 1

Lady's Museum 1 Q
Monthly Review {GrUhths) S o

J/a/^o^rme (Phillips) 1

Preceptor 1

Mirror 1

Epitome
' Visitor 1

Medical Sr Physical Journal (Boosey & Co.) 8
Military Journal 8
Naval Biography 8

Chronicle, Clarke'sf 8
Magazine I

Navy List

Naturalist's Miscellany 8 •
Nicholson's Journal ( liobinson) 8 6
Philosophical Magazine 8 •
Recreations in Agriculture, Anderaon'M 1

Repertory of Arts (VfyaXt) 1

ShelLs, Donovan's 8
Sporting Magazine (Whcble and Co.) 1

Universal Magazine (Bent and Co.) 1

Zoological Magaatine 1

* Matthew Wilks, a metliodlstical preacher of Totten-
ham-court chapel, married and settled at UeUinal-KTcea,

where to his other professions he established a who4eMde
stationai-y business, for the pur|K)se of supplying UkS
societies with which he was connectcti, paper for pruitinf

their maRrazincs, journals, and other religious pnxtuctions.

He contrived to obtain the Evangelical .Magazine (torn the
hands of Mr. Thomas Williams, a bookseller in Stationers*

court, who had been at tho oxikmisc of establisbiuK it, and
was also \U editor, and made the property of Mr. Wilks,

and his partners to their no little advantagv, ooaBiderlnff

the lar^e numbers which were sold. By these means,
and others of a similar description, Mr. Wilk.s ctintrlvcd

to realize a very hamlsome fortune.

t Founded by the rev. James Stauicr Clarke, LL.H. and
F.R.S. eldest son of the rev. Edward Clarke, who died

November, 17»6.
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The following list will shew the number and
increase of newspapers, and the amount of duty:

1753 7,411,757 1779 14,106,842

1760 9,464,790 1780 14,2)7,371

1774 12,300,000 1790 14,035,639

1775 12,680,000 1791 14,794,152

1776 12,830,000 1792 . 14,794,198

1777 13,150,542 1793 17,073,621

1778 13,240,059

1796. Thenumber ofnewspapers sent throughthe London
post- office during this year, was 8,600,000.

1797- Stamps on newspapers : England, ^144,940 14s. \0d.

—Scotland, ^£'9,482 l2s. 9^-—Total, ^154,423 7s. 7d.

1798. The net duty received on advertisements in the

United Kingdom was, for newspapers, ^6*82,104 ; on pam-
phlets, j6'153; for stamps on newspapers, ^154,423; Eng-
land, i6'215,154; Scotland, 15,521; Ireland, ^6,103.*

1799. Advertisements in newspapers paid jg" 102,990; in
pamphlets, ^£'168; stamps on newspapers, ^^180,240;
England, ^200,831; Scotland, ^17,694; Ireland, i6'4,873.

1800. Advertisements in newspapers, ^£'79,508; in pam-
phlets, ^6*233 ; stamps on newspapers, ^6*184,204 j England,
^238,817; Scotland, ^6" 18,754; Ireland, ^6,873.

1800. The number and cost of all the new publications
published in London during this year amounted to 693,

and the cost of a single copy of each work, in boards, was
dS230 5s.

Having recorded the most particular events

connected with the press of Great Britain during

the eighteenth century, and given, however im-
perfectly, the progress which has been made in

liberty and knowledge, we cannot refrain, in the

first place, of drawing the attention of the young
typographer to those names which shine so con-

spicuously in the annals of the press of this

very important period. Though our limits have
compelled us to be brief, regarding those worthy

men, still they stand forth as bright examples,

worthy of imitation, and excite him to pursue the

same honourable course, which will, unless un-
foreseen misfortune and severe ill health inter-

vene, lead to the same results :—that industry,

perseverance, and integrity, will be rewarded
with honour, wealth, and distinction.f

" I have always considered," says Goldsmith,
" the press as the protector of our freedom ; as a
watchful guardian, capable of uniting the weak
against the encroachment of power. What con-

cerns the public most properly admits of public

discussion." How different are the sentiments

here expressed, to those of men, whose minds be-

ing warped by ignorance or prejudice, contend
against the liberty of the press, or the education

of the people : who vindicate and support that

dark brooding bigotry that would chain down
human intellect to creeds and systems devised

in times of barbarity, and demonstrate how

* Prior to 181 7 no account was recorded in Ireland, but
the stamp receipts on newspapers were united with all

other branches.
t The following enumeration of printers, booksellers,

and stationers, who acquired honour and wealth during the
past century, may not be unacceptable

:

Members of Parliament

:

— Churchill, Guy, Longman,
Simmons, William Strahan, Andrew Strahan and Tonson.
Lord Mayors of London :—Barber, Boydell, Gill, Jansen,

and Wright.
Authors

:

—Almon, Bage,Bingley,Bowyer,Brice, Dodsley,
Dunton, Franklin, Goadby, Henry, Jones, Nichols, Palmer,
Richardson, Ruddiman, Russell, SmeUie, Towers, Watson,
Wynne, and many others.
Wealth .-—Basket, Bowyers, Cadell, Cave, Chiirchills,

Caslon, Davis, Dodsley, Franklin, Gill, Guy, Jackson,Knox,
Lintots, Longman, Lounds, MiUar, Osborne, Simmons,
Strahans, Tonsons, and Wright.

truly, even in the present day, the abettors of
them are the tyrants and hypocrites they are said
to be. They will not erase a single letter from
the exploded dogmas of their ancestors ; they
will not unclose one solitary link of the iron
chain of rule which their predecessors wielded.
They tremble at the thought of retributive jus-
tice, but they have to contend with

" Men, high-minded men
With powers as lar above dull brutes endued.

In forest, brake, or den.
As beasts excel cold rocks and brambles rude

;

Men who their duties know.
But know their rights; and knowing dare maintain,

Prevent the long-aimed blow.
And crush the tyrant while they rend the chain."

Sir William Jones.*

In whatever country the freedom of the press

has been tolerated, the intellectual improve-
ment of society has advanced equally with
national prosperity. Man has become a more
free, a more industrious, a more rational, and a
more happy creature. His comforts have become
more abundant and less savage as his knowledge
has extended. In proportion as the curb has
been removed from his tongue, and the expan-
sion of his mental faculties encouraged, in the

same ratio has he become more useful to himself,

and more beneficial to his fellow-creature.

When will the stale doctrines of the convent be
exploded ? When will the mind be left un-
fettered, and the veil of ignorance be withdrawn
by the hand of despotism ? When will the

rulers of the earth grow wise, and give their

subjects the exercise of their own minds ? It is

true, they give them leave to think, but they

must not communicate, they must not advise
;

they may abhor in their hearts, but their lips

must not give the semblance of utterance to the

strong reprobation they feel. In reference to

our own country, Sheridan, in one of his im-
passioned moments, once said :

—" Give me a
tyrant king—give me a hostile house of lords

—give me a corrupt house of commons

—

yive

me the press and 1 will overturn them all!"

* Sir William Jones was bom in London, in 1748, and
educated at Oxford, where to his classical pursuits he
added the study of the Persic and Arabic, and also the
Spanish, Italian, and Portuguese. In 1770, he entered on
the study of the law at the Temple. In 1783 he obtained
the appointmentofa judgeofthe supreme court at Calcutta,
and the honour of knighthood on this occasion, and mar-
ried Anna Maria Shepley, daughter of the bishop of St.

Asaph. In April of that year he embarked for India, and
on the voyage projected the establishment of a society in

Bengal, for the purpose of illustrating oriental antiquities

and literature. The volumes of its transactions are inesti-

mable, and are enriched by several valuable productions
from his pen. As judge he was uidefatigable and impar-
tial. He studied the native laws of the country, and be-

came so versed in the Sanscrit and the codes of the Brah-
mins, as to gain the admiration of the most learned men
in that country. Though eminent as an oriental scholar,

sir William also wrote some lyric pieces of great beauty,

which are much admired, and have added to our current

phraseology a few highly energetic and beautiful expres-

sions. His Ode in Imitation of Aleeeus, is a heart-stirring

effusion of patriotism. This excellent man died in India,

April 2, 1794. His works were collected and published in

6 vols. 4to. 1799, and his Life, written by sir John Shore,

lord Teignmouth, in one vol, 4to. in 1804. A beautiful

monument has been erected to his memory in St. Paul's

cathedral, by the East India company.
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In times ere yet the Prrss had blest mankind,
Perish'd unknown the noble works of mind ;

O'er trackless wastes, where Science lent no ray,
And cheerless climes was (genius doomed to stray :

His usefulness as bounded as his fame,
His body death—oblivion seized his name

;

The eternal essence to its source return'd,
Unfelt its blessing:s, and its loss unmourn'd.
How chang:ed the auspices of those who wait
In these our days at Fame's celestial gate ;

'Tis merit leads them through the sacred bound.
Where flowers Elysian deck the holy ground

;

Fired with the theme, my mus6 would now combine
Some names immortal in her mortal line.—M'Creerjf.

When knowledge, instead of being bound up
in books, and kept in libraries and retirement, is

obtruded on the public in distinct sheets; when
it is canvassed in every assembly, and exposed
on every table, we cannot forbear reflecting upon
that passage in the Proverbs : " Wisdom crieth

without ; she uttereth her voice in the streets

;

she crieth in the chief place of concourse, in the
opening of the gates. In the city she uttereth

her words, saying, How long, ye simple ones,

will ye love simplicity ? and the scorners delight

in their scorning ? and fools hate knowledge ?"

How well do these words apply to many of the

present day, when the mechanic may ^qual in

science, however inferior in genius, the friar,

whom his cotemporaries feared as a magician.
No man can complain in this country that the

gates of knowledge are closed against him, and
it is indeed his own fault if he will not enter the

temple and enjoy the intellectual repast which is

so amply and so cheaply provided. Books are

multiplied on every hand and upon every subject;

be his pursuits what they may, the poor man, with

carefulness, can afford to obtain information.

The press has gradually, but safely, burst the

bands of intolerance and injustice asunder ; and
though bigotry will ever have her votaries, preju-

dice her slaves, and faction her partizans, the

light of knowledge emitted from the press has
driven the demons of injustice down the sky :

—

" Mind, mind alone.
Is light, and hope, and life, and power

!

Earth's deepest night, from this bless'd hour,
The night of minds is gone

!

• The Preas /' aU lauds shall sing

;

The Press, the Preas we bring.
All lands to bless.

"

The truth has at length been discovered, that

the more widely knowledge is spreaH .he more
will they be prized whose happy lot it is to

extend its bounds by discovering new truth, to

multiply its uses by inventing new modes of ap-

plying it in practice ; and that real knowledge

never promoted either turbulence or unbelief;
but its progress is the forerunner of liberality

and enlightened toleration. An intelligent claas

can never be, as a class, vicious; never, as a
class, indolent; and it may be asked, What is it

that distinguishes human society from a brutish
herd, but the flourishing of the arts and sciences,

—the free exercise of reason ? " Some have
objected," says Robert Hall, " to the instruction

of the lower classes, from an apprehension that
it would lift them above their sphere, make them
dissatisfied with their station in life, and by im-
pairing the habit of subordination, endanger the
tranquillity of the state; an objection devoid,
surely, of all force and validity. It is not easy
to conceive in what manner instructing men in

their duties can prompt them to neglect those

duties ; or how that enlargement of reason, which
enables them to comprehend the true ground of
authority, and the obligation to obedience, should
indispose them to obey. The admirable mecha-
nism of society, together with that subordination

of ranks which is essential to its subsistence, is

surely not an elaborate imposture, which the

exercise of reason will detect and expose. This
objection implies a reflection on tlie social order,

equally impolitic, invidious,and unjust. Noiliing,

in reality, rendera legitimate govenimeuts so

insecure as extreme ignorance ol the people. It

is this which yields them an easy prey to seduc-

tion, makes them the victims of prejudice and
false alarms, and so ferocious witlial, that their

interference in the time of public commotion is

more to be dreaded than theeniptionof a volcano."

The powers of the press are so universally

recognized, that the time cannot l»e far distant

when it will break down all the obstacles tliat

are yet opposed to it upon the continent of

Europe. It is by the press alone that the first

successful assault upon intolerant governments
will be made. How far it has already succeeded

we will not say ; but before man can enjoy the
blessings of equitable laws he must iirst be
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instructed ; and before he will lend his aid to

establish and protect such institutions, the press

must first teach him their value. The selfish

and besotted policy, which, under the specious,

but false denomination of patriotisfti, seeks a

monopoly of power, of instruction, or of wealth,

and which, in its jealousy of a rival, exclaims

at each advancement of the species, delenda est

Carthago,is gradually disappearing from amongst
the educated and the reflecting ; and with this

progress of practical wisdom and applicable

philosophy, bad governments lose some of their

means of doing evil.

" Until printing was very generally spread,"

says Mr. Babbage, in his Bridgewater Treatise,

" civilization scarcely advanced by slow and
languid steps ; since that art has become cheap,

its advances have been unparalleled, and its rate

of progress vastly accelerated. It has been

stated by some, that the civilization of the westfern

world has resulted from its being the seat of the

Christian religion. However much the mild

tenor of its doctrines is calculated to assist in

producing such an effect, that religion can but

be injured by an unfounded statement. It is to

the easy and cheap methods of communicating
thought from man to man, which enable a

country to sift, as it were, its whole people, and
to produce, in its science, its literature, and its

arts, not the brightest efforts of a limited class,

but the highest exertions of the most powerful

minds among a whole community—it is this

which has given birth to the wide-spreading

civilization of the present day, and which
promises a futurity yet more prolific. Whoever
is acquainted with the present state of science

and the mechanical arts, and looks back over

the inventions and civilization which the four-

teen centuries subsequent to the introduction of

Christianity have produced, and compares them
with the advances made during the succeeding

four centuries following the invention of print-

ing, will have no doubt as to the effective cause.

It is during these last three or four centuries that

man, considered as a species, has commenced
the development of his intellectual faculties;

that he has emerged from a position in which he

was almost the creature of instinct, to a state in

which every step in advance facilitates the pro-

gress of his successors. In the first period, arts

were discovered by individuals, and lost to the

race: in the latter, the diffusion of ideas enabled

the reasoning of one class to unite with the ob-

servations of another, and the most advanced
point of one generation became the starting-post

of the next."

1801, Jan. 23. Died, Richard Shavs^, a

worthy, unassuming printer, in Silver-street,

Whitefriars. He died at Pentonville, aged
sixty-five years.

1801, Feb. 17. Matthias Koops, gent, of

Westminster, obtained a patent for making paper
from straw, hay, thistles, &c.

1801, March 26. Died, John Vowell, for-

merly an eminent stationer in Watling-street,
London, aged ninety-three years. Till within

three weeks of his dissolution, he was an active
and useful member of the court of assistants of
the stationers' company, of which he was master
in 1767, and had long been the father. He was
universally esteemed for perfect urbanity of man-
ners, and unaffected goodness of heart. He
died at his apartments, in Zion college.

1801, ilfarcA. Died, William Collins, book-
seller. Exchange-alley,* London. His cata-
logues, for a considerable number of years, fur-

nished several curious articles to the literary col-

lectors. He died in Warwick-street, Golden

-

square, of a confirmed asthma.

1801, April 20. John Gamble, of Leicester-

square, London, obtained a patent for a machine
for making paper, in single sheets, without seams
or joinings, from one to twelve feet and upwards
wide, and from forty-five feet and upwards in

length.

1801, April. Died, Thomas Wood, printer

and editor of the Shreivsbury Chronicle for

nearly twenty-nine years; tender in all the offices

of friendship, and deeply regretted by those

around him in the relations of husband, father,

master, and friend. His temper and deportment
through life proved him to be actuated by the
principles of Christianity ; his last moments,
cheered by the hopes of the gospel, were dis-

tinguished by patience, placidity, and as may
be expected, his end was peace. He died at

Shrewsbury, in the fifty-fifth year of his age.

1801, Apnl 27. Died, Thomas Brow^ne,
bookseller at Hull, Yorkshire, aged eighty-one.

1801, June 1. Died, George Robinson, an
eminent bookseller in Paternoster-row. He was
born at Dalston, in Cumberland, and about
1755, he went to London in search of such
employment as he might be qualified for by
a decent education, and a great share of
natural good sense and shrewdness. His first

engagement was in the house of Mr. John
Rivington, and from which he went to that of
Mr. Johnstone, on Ludgate-hill, where he re-

mained until 1764, when he commenced business

as a bookseller in Paternoster-row, in partnership

with Mr. John Roberts, who died about 1766.

The uniform habits of industry and punctuality

which Mr.Robinson had displayed,while manag-
ing the concerns of others, pointed him out as

one who might be interested. Mr. Robinson's
active spirit, knowledge of business, and repu-

table connexion, soon enabled him to achieve

the higher branches of the business, and become
the rival of the most formidable of the old

established houses ; so that before the year 1780,
he had the largest wholesale trade that was ever

carried on by an individual. In 1784, he took

into partnership his son and brother, who suc-

ceeded him. To the rise and progress of so great

a concern, Mr. Robinson was an eminent proof

howmuch maybe done by attention, industry,and
above all, inflexible integrity and perseverance.

Few men, probably, have been regretted by a

* In 1778 he resided in Pope's Head-alley, where he was
burnt out.

I
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more extensive acquaintance, than Mr. Robin-

son; and it is particularly noticeable in his

history, that amidst the strictest attention to

business, he was throughout the whole of his

early life enabled, by a due division of time, to

appropriate more to social pleasures than many
men could venture to do with impunity. For

the social enjoyments of life, indeed, he was
eminently qualified. He had improved the

scanty education of a northern village by some
reading, but principally by the company of

literary men, and by a memory uncommonly
tenacious. His own mind was shrewd, pene-

trating, and enriched by varied experience. He
had likewise a great share of wit and vivacity

;

many of his bons mots, which have been pretty

extensively circulated among his friends, would

do credit to men of the first reputation in this

minor department of genius. His sense of

ridicule was remarkably strong, and few men
excelled him in telling a story, of which he had
a plentiful stock, and which he varied with cir-

cumstantial embellishments that were irresistibly

laughable. Versed, too, in the literary and
business-history of his time, his conversation was

a rich fund of information, and his memory in

dates and minuticB gave an authority which
made him be frequently consulted when points

in dispute were to be accurately ascertained. Of
late years he visited less abroad, but was seldom

happy without the company of his friends at

home, who found themselves welcomed to a

well-spread table, without ceremony and with-

out affectation. He imposed no condition but
that of punctuality to the hour of dinner ; and
in that particular, it is well known, he never re-

laxed to persons of rank or condition. Of him
it may be truly said, no man discharged the

duties of private life with more active zeal or

more steady virtue ; as a husband, a father, and
a friend, he was warm and sincere, affectionate

and tender. These, however, are the common
features of every worthy man's character; but
Mr. Robinson's death was felt and regretted on
a broaderand more public ground, as a loss to the

world of letters. He was seized with an illness

which proved fatal, on Monday, May 25, while

at a meeting of booksellers, at the accustomed
place, the Chapter coffee-house; from this he
was obliged to retire hastily, and soon exhibited

symptoms of fever ; this abated so far, in the

subsequent week, as to give hopes of recovery

;

these hopes were particularly encouraged, even
on the evening, June 5, preceding his death,

when he became calm, took his medicines wil-

lingly, and seemed, to all human appearance,
free from fever. These symptoms, however,
were fallacious ; the snares of death were wound
around him, and at five o'clock on Saturday
morning he expired. He was interred in the

burying-ground belonging to St. Faith's, in St.

Paul's church-yard.

1801, June. Died, John Copeland, printer,

at Reading, Berkshire, in the eighty-third year
of his age. He had worked as a pressman in the

office of the Reading Mercury, for sixty yeai's,

with so much assiduity, sobriety, and regularity,

as to obtain the name of honest John. He en-

joyed a remarkable good state of health, and
worked at his business, with his accustomed re-

gularity, till within a short time of his death.

1801, June 10. Mr. Spence, a bookseller,

was sentenced to pay a fine of jG50, and to suffer

twelve months' imprisonment, for publishing a

work entitled, Spence*s Restorer of Society , which
was deemed a seditious libel.

1801, June 27. An act of parliament was
passed to indemnify all persons who have printed,

published, or dispei"sed, or who shall publish or

disperse any papers printed under the authority

of any head officer oi state, or of public boards,

or other public authorities, from all penalties in-

curred by reason of the name and place of abode
of the printer of such papers not being printed

thereon.

1801, July 2. Irish literary property act passed,

wherein it was directed, " that two copies of every

printed book shall be delivered for Ireland."

The claims extend only to books which should

be entered in the register of stationers' hall,

which entry is optional.

1801, ^M^. 12. Died, Thomas Hastings, long

known as an itinerant bookseller and pamphleteer.
He was a native of the bishoprick of Durham,
and served his apprenticeship to his uncle, as a
joiner and builder. After visiting most parts of

the kingdom, he went to London, and worked
for a while as a carpenter. The memorable
election of Charles James Fox for Westminster,

(1780) gave Mr. Hastings an opportunity to

exert himself in the popular cause, and he pro-

duced a quarto pamphlet, intituled, the Wars of
Westminster. This was soon followed by others

in the style of oriental apologues,and he got con-

siderable sums by hawking them about the town.

From this periocl, it is believed, he wrought no
more at his trade. For many years he had been
in the habit of publishing, in different news-

papers, on the 12th of August, a voluntary ode on
the prince of Wales's birth-day, for which he
annually received some small emolument at

Carlton-house; but this he had discontinued

some time by order. His last publications were

the Devil in London, 12mo. and the Regal Ram-
blei- ; or, Lucifer^s Travels, 8vo. Mr. Hastings

was a constant attendant on the popular Sunday
orators ; and in his habit very much adumbrated
a clerical appearance. His travelling name was
Dr. Green. He was found dead in his bed,

at his lodgings, in New-court, Moor-lane, Cripple-

gate, London. He was near sixty years of age.

1801, Sept. 1. Died, Robert Bage, a paper
maker, and a writer of no ordinary merit in the

department of fictitious composition. He was
one of that class of men occurring in Britain

alone, who unite successfully the cultivation of

letters with those mechanical pursuits, which,
upon the continent, are considered incompatible

with the character of an author. The case of

a pa])or maker, or a printer, employing their own
art upon their own publications, would be thought
uncommon in France or Germany ; vet such

6 r
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were the stations of Bage, Bowyer, Richardson,

Nichols, and a host of others, whose names are

recorded in these pages, and whose labours add

a lustre over the literature of their country.

The father of Robert Bage was a paper maker

at Darley, near Derby, and was remarkable only

for having had four wives. Robert was a son

of the first, and was born at Darley, Feb. 29,

1728. His mother died soon after his birth
;

and his father, though he retained his mill, and
continued to follow his occupation, removed to

Derby,where his son received his education at a

common school. His attainments were very re-

markable, and such as excited the surprise and
admiration of all who knew him. To a know-
ledge of the Latin language succeeded a know-
ledge of the art of making paper, which he ac-

quired under the tuition of his father. At the

age of twenty-three, Robert Bage man-ied a
young woman who possessed beauty, good sense,

good temper, and money ; the last aided him in

the manufacture of paper; which he commenced
at Elford, four miles from Tamworth, and con-

ducted to the end of his days. Though no man
was more attentive to business, and no one in

the country made better paper, or so good of its

kind, yet the direction of a manufactory, com-
bined with his present literary attainments, did

not satisfy the comprehensive mind of Bage.
His manufactory, under his eye, went on with

the regularity of a machine, and left him leisure

to indulge his desire of knowledge. In the year

1765, Bage entered into partnership with three

persons (one of whom was Dr. Darwin*) in an
extensive manufactory of iron ; and at the end
of fourteen years, when the partnership was
terminated, he found himself a loser, it is be-

lieved, of £1500. In 1781 appeared his novel

of Mount Henneth, in two vols, which was sold

to Lownds for £30. This was succeeded by
Barham DoumSyivio vols. 1784; iheFair Syrian^
two vols, about 1787; James Wallace^ three vols.

1788; Man as he is, four vols. 1792; Hemp-
sjyrong ; or, Man as he is not, three vols. 1796.

These works of Bage are of a high and decided

merit. It is scarcely possible to read them without

being amused, and to a certain degree instructed,

and, what is without a parallel in the annals of

literature, that of six different works, comprising

a period of fifteen years, the last should be, as it

* Erasmus Darwin, eminent as a physician and a poet,
was born at Elston, near Newark, Nottinghamshire, and
educated at Cambridge, where he took his batchelor's

degree in medicine. From Cambridge he removed to

Edinburgh, where he took his doctor's degree ; after which
he practised at Lichfield, with reputation; and in 1757,
married Miss Howard, of that city, who died in 1770,
leaving three sons. His second wife was the widow of colo-
nel Pole, who brought him a good fortune , on which he
removed to Derby in 178I, where he passed the remainder
of his life. He died suddenly at Bredsall, April 17, 1802.

Dr. Darwin's literary fame rests upon the Botanic Gar-
den, with philosophical notes, in two parts. He was the
author of papers in the philosophical transactions and a
tract on female education, 4to. He had also a share in the
formation of the system of vegetables of Linnseus, pub-
lished in the name of the botanical society at Lichfield.

See Songs of the Press, pages 66. 67, for some poetry and
observations on the praise of printing, by Dr. Darwin.

Charles Darwin, his son, born at Lichfield, 1758, who
j

promised fair to become eminent in medicine, died in 1782. '

unquestionably is, the best. Several of his novels

were translated into German, and published at

Frankfort. William Hutton, the celebrated

bookseller and author at Birmingham, purchased
nearly all the paper which Bage made during
forty-five years ; and betwixt whom a strong
friendship existed to the last. He had quitted
Elford, and during the last eight years of his

life resided at Tamworth, where he died, leaving
his wife to lament his loss. In his person,
Robert Bage was somewhat under the middle
size, and rather slender, but well proportioned.
His complexion was fair and ruddy ; his hair
light and curling ; his countenance intelligent,

mild, and placid. His manners were courteous,

and his mind was firm. His integrity, honour,
and devotion to truth, were undeviating and
incorruptible. His humanity, benevolence, and
generosity, were not less conspicuous in private

life than they were in the principal character of
his works. He supplied persons he never saw
with money, because he heard they were in want,

He kept his servants and his horses to old age,

and both men and quadrupeds were attached

to him. He behaved to his sons (he had three)

with the unremitting affection of a father ; but
as they grew up, he treated them as men and
equals, and allowed them that independence of

mind and conduct which he claimed for himself.

1801. The Porcupine. This was a daily news-
paper started by William Cobbett,* in London.
It contained some articles of extraordinary talent

and energy, one especially, which was read from
every pulpit in the kingdom ; and for which,
Mr. Windhamf declared in his place in the house
of commons, the author deserved a statue of gold.

The career of the Porcupine was not of long
.duration; he then commenced his far-famed

Weekly Register, which for upwards of thirty

years was the vehicle of his opinions and his

feelings. About the time of his commencing
the Register, he opened a bookseller's shop in

Pall Mali.

1801, April 1. The Orthodox Churchman^

s

Magazine, No. 1.

1801. Monthly Musical Journal, edited by
Thomas Busby,J Mus. Doc. and LL.D.

1801. Waterford Mirror.

1802, Jan. 9. Charles Hayes, who kept a
book-stall in Piccadilly, London, was prosecuted

in the court of king's bench, by the society for

promoting christian knowledge, for having on

his stall a pamphlet called the Man of Fashion.

Mr. Alley contended that the witness's merely

* The first appearance of William Cobbett, on the politi-

cal horizon, we have already noticed at page 777 ante,-wa3

at Philadelphia, as the author of Peter Porcupine, and a
bookseller. From Philadelphia he was driven by the ver-

dict of a jury, for a libel on Dr. Rush, with a verdict of

five thousand dollars, Dec. 1799- He settled for a short

time at New York, and published the Rushlight, in which
he held up to ridicule thejudge, the jury, and the press, and
others concerned in the late trial ; he soon afterwards

returned to England.
t Right Hon. William Windham, M.P., died June 4, 1810.

t Dr. Busby, in conjunction with Dr. Arnold, published

in 1786, the Musical Dictionary, 197 numbers; and in

1801, he published a New and complete Musical Dictionary,

8vo. third edition, 1812.
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taking up a book was no proof of a publication

by the defendant. Mr. Bosanquet insisted, that,

as the book lay exposed to public view, it was
a publication. The court, however, ruled in

favour of Mr. Bosanquet, but the jury returned

a verdict of not guilty.

1802, Feb. 1. Died, Paul Vaillant, an opu-
lent and respectable bookseller in the Strand,

London, in the eighty-seventh year of his age,

being at that time father of the company of

stationers, of which he had been a liveryman

sixty-four years. He left two sons, one of them
in holy orders ; the other, well known and
respected as a gentleman of great literary talents,

and eminent as one of the counsellors at law in

the corporation of London. In 1739, or 1740,

Mr. Vaillant went to Paris, for the purpose of

superintending the famous edition of Cicero by
the abbe Olivet; and again, in 1759, to settle

the plan for a new edition of Tacitus, by the

abbe Brotier. He was one of the sheriffs of

London and Middlesex in 1760, memorable for

the conviction of a noble earl,* who, previous

to his execution, madaMr. Vaillant a present of

his stop-watch, with many acknowledgments for

his polite attentions and civilities ; and he was
also in the commission of the peace for Middle-
sex.f His grandfather (Paul Vaillant) was of a

respectable Protestant family at Samur, in the

French province of Anjou. At the time of the

revocation of the edict of Nantes, he escaped
with his life from the bloody Dragonade of the

jHugonots by that merciless tyrant Louis XIV.;
ind in 1686, settled as a foreign bookseller in the
krand, opposite Southampton-street, (see page
J64 ante^ where himself, his sons Paul and Isaac,

lis grandson, the late Mr. Vaillant, and Mr.
lElmsly, successively carried on the same trade,

•in the same house, till nearly the end of the

eighteenth century.

1802, Feb. 19. Died, R. Trueman, proprietor

and printer of the Exeter Flying Post, which he
had established and conducted for forty years.

1802, March. Died, Henry Serjeant, printer

and bookseller, at Preston, Lancashire ; a young
man highly valued by all who knew him.

1802, March 8. The lord chancellor (Eldon)
determined " that bibles printed by the king's

printer in Scotland, cannot be sold in England."
1802. The German plan of disposing of books

by means of literary fairs, was adopted in the
United States of America : the first was held at
New York, when it was proposed to hold them
statedly in that city.

1802. April 16. Died, Mr. Burgess, printer
to the university of Cambridge.

1802. May 3. Died, Peter Elmsly, some
time partner with, and many years successor to

Paul Vaillant, in the Strand, in that department
principally of an importer of foreign books. He
was a native of Aberdeenshire, and to the tole-

rable education which it is in the power of almost

* Lawrence Shirley, earl Ferrers, was committed to
the tower, Feb. 30, 1760, for the murder of his steward,
Mr. Johnson, and executed at Tyburn, May 5.

t Mrs. Vaillant died in London, Jan 18, 1827, aged 91.

every Scotchman without much difficulty to at-

tain, Mr. Elmsly had gi-adually superadded, as

he advanced in life and prosperity, such a fund
of general knowledge, and so uncommonly ac-

curate a discrimination of language, that, had
he chosen to have stood forward as a writer, he
would have secured a permanent niche in the

temple of fame. Nor was he less critically nice

in the French language than his own. For a
short time before his death he had wholly quitted

business with a competent fortune, most 'hand-
somely acquired by consummate ability, the

strictest integrity, and respected by every human
being who knew him. He died at Brighton, in

the sixty-seventh year of his age. His remains
were conveyed to Sloane-street, London, and de-

posited in the family vault at Marybone, attend-

ed by a large party of friends, sincere mourners
on the melancholy occasion ; as for strength of
mind, soundness of judgment, and unaffected

friendship, he left not many equals. He left a
widow to whom he had long been an affectionate

husband. Mr. Elmsly resigned his business to

his shopman, Mr. David Bremner ; whose anx-
iety for acquiring wealth rendered him wholly
careless of indulging himself in the ordinary

comforts of life, and hurried him prematurely to

the grave. He was succeeded by Messrs. James
Payne and J. Mackinlay ; the foraier of whom
was the youngest son of Thomas Payne, of the

Mews-gate, noticed at page 799, ante ; the latter

shopman to Mr. Elmsly.

1802. The printing office of Samuel Hamilton,
of London, destroyed by fire. Amongst other

property destroyed, was the second edition of

the Travels of Anacharsis the Younger, in Greece,

from the French of Barthelemy, seven vols. 8vo.

It was then given to Mr. Gillett, to print, and
finished within a few sheets, when the whole im-
pression perished in a second conflagration,—

a

circumstance which gave rise to an expensive
litigation between the printer and the proprietors

of the work.—See under Dec. 12, 1805.

1802. The Holy Bible, printed in a new man-
ner, with notes, ten vols. 8vo. by John Reeves,
esq. F. R. S. This gentleman, who followed the

profession of the law, became a sort oi lay-brother

of our profession, (in conjunction with George
Eyre and Andrew Strahan, as king's printer's)

by means of the right hon. William Pitt, as a
reward for some political services which he had
rendered to the cause of that statesman. Mr.
Reeves embarked pretty largely in his new pro-

fession of prayer-book and bible-printing, until

his interest in the patent was purchased by Mr.
Strahan. This mode of requiting political ser-

vices in the reign of George III. gave rise to

some parliamentary inquiries, which caused a
new patent to be made out. Mr. John Reeves
died at London, August 7, 1829.

1802 It was announced that 20,000 per day
of the Moniteur, French newspaper, was printed.

1802. John Pares, printer, of Leicester, was
sentenced to twelve months' imprisonment, at

the sessions held in that town, for publishing a
song of a seditious tendency.
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1802, June 5. Died^ Thomas Sowler, of the

firm of Sowler and Russell, printers and peri-

odical publishers, at Manchester. He was born

at Durham, December 9, 1765, and was the son

of George Sowler, a letter-press printer of that

city. Sincerely and universally respected in

private life, he was highly esteemed by the trade

and public generally, for his strict integrity and
free and open bearing, and by his workmen as a

kind, and in every sense, worthy employer. His
only surviving son, Mr. Thomas Sowler, is the

present proprietor and printer of the Manchester

Courier, which was commenced Jan. 1, 1825.

1802, Died, John BuRDON,a very respectable

bookseller, at Winchester, leaving four sons

;

one of whom, Charles Burdon, also a bookseller.

1802. William Bent, bookseller. Paternos-

ter-row, London, began the Monthly Catalogue

of New Publications, 4 to.* From the Modem
Catalogue, from 1792 to the end of 1802, eleven

years, we find that 4096 nmo books were pub-
lished, exclusive of reprints not altered in price,

and also exclusive of pamphlets ; deducting one-

fifth for the reprints, we have an average of 372
new books per year.

1802, June 21. Allen M'Leod, editor of the

Albion, daily newspaper, who had been convicted

of two libels on the earl of Clare, was sentenced

to eighteen months' imprisonment in Newgate,
on each count, making in the whole three years'

imprisonment, and from the end of that period

to find security to keep the peace for seven years,

himself in £1000, and two sureties in £200 each.

1802, June 22. An act was passed for regu-
lating the franking and postage of newspapers.
By this act, the regulation requiring members of
parliament to give notice of the place to which
newspapers might be addressed to them feU into

disuse, and if a member's name only appeared
upon the cover, they were sent free to all parts

of the United Kingdom. The free transmission

of newspapers by the post was thus virtually

thrown open to the public, and the origin of the
establishment of agents amongst printers, book-
sellers, and others, for the supply of newspapers
by post, may be dated from this period.

1802, July. Died, Robert Rosser, formerly
printer of the Bristol Mercury.

1802, July. Philip Rusher, printer and book-
seller, at Banbury, in Oxfordshire, obtained a
patent for "various improvements and altera-

tions in the form of printing types, and the

manner in which printing is to' be perfonned
therewith, so as to diminish the trouble and ex-
pense of printing, and to render it more uniform
and beautiful." From a copy of Rasselas, printed
with Mr. Rusher's improved types, we consider
them any thing but what the preamble of the
patent would lead us to believe.

* Mr. Bent also published a meteorological journal, kept
in London, from 1793 to 1813, 8vo. (published annually)

j
the London catalogue of books, to September, 1799, 8vo.
1/99; appendix to ditto, to 1800, 8vo. ; the modern cata-
logue, to 1803, 8vo. 1803; the new London catalogue, to
1807, 8vo. 1807; the London catalogue, to 1811, 8vo •

modern catalogue, to 1 8 1 2 ; the London catalogue of books'
from 1814 to 1834, by Robert Bent, Paternoster-row,

1802, Aug. 7. Died, — Lewis, bookseller, In

Great Russell-street, Covent-garden. He was
one of the oldest booksellers in London ; and
used to relate that his father was a schoolfellow
with Alexander Pope.

1802, J^M^. 21. Died, Thomas Rickaby, a
printer of eminence, of Peterborough Court,
Fleet-street, aged forty-nine years. He printed
the British Critic. Mr. Rickaby was among the
first who turned his attention to the beautiful
minute ;—printing in very small type below bre-
vier had been pursued to a great degree of ex-
cellence but by very few printers. An annual
work, of the pocket book class, called Peacock^s
Polite Repository, and a pocket dictionary called

Peacock's Johnson, were among the best efforts

of Mr. Rickaby's ingenuity.

1802, Sept. Died, Daniel Richards, many
years father of the parish of St. Andrews, in

Holborn, London, and where he had kept a sta-

tioner's shop for more than sixty years. He was
also the senior member of the court of assistants

of the stationers' company. At his death he vi'as

aged eighty-seven.

1802, Sept. Died, Alderman Sutton, book-
seller, at Northampton, aged seventy-eight years.

1802, Nov. 29. Died, Samuel Paterson, the

well known and justly celebrated bookseller and
auctioneer, of King-street, Covent-garden, Lon-
don. He was the son of a respectable woollen
draper in the parish of St. Paul, Covent-garden,
and born 17th March, 1728. He lost his father

when about the age of twelve years ; and his

guardian not only neglected him, but involved

his property in his own bankruptcy, and sent him
to France. Having there acquired a knowledge
of foreign literature and publications beyond
many persons of his age, he resolved to engage in

the importation of foreign books ; and when lit-

tle more than twenty years old, opened a shop
in the Strand : the only person who then carried

on such a trade being Paul Vaillant. Though,
by the misconduct of some who were charged
with his commissions in several parts of the con-

tinent, it proved unsuccessful to the new ad-

venturer, he continued in business till 1753. At
the same early period in which he engaged in

business he had married Miss Hamilton, a lady

of the most respectable connexions in Scotland,

still younger than himself; both their ages not

making thirty-eight. He next commenced auc-

tioneer in Essex house. This period of his life

tended to develope completely those extraordi-

nary talents in bibliography, (a science till then

little attended to) which soon brought him into

the notice of the literary world. His talent at

cataloguizing was unrivalled. Mr. Paterson

was the author of Coryat Junior,* three vols.

12mo. 1767 ; Joineriana ; or the Book of Scraps,

two vols. 12mo. ; the Templar, a weekly paper,

published by Brown, which was soon dropped

;

and Speculations on Laiv and Laivyei's, applica-

* Odcombian Banquet, dished foorth by Thomas the
Coriat, and served in by a number of Noble Wits in prays
of his Crudities and Cramhe ton, I6II. Published by Ben
Jonson.

I
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hie to the manifest hardships, uncertainties , and

abusive practice of the common law, 1788, 8vo.

occasioned by his own distresses, the consequence

of imprudent speculations and a numerous fa-

mily ; after struggling with which he was ap-

pointed librarian to the first marquis of Lans-

down. After a union of near forty-five years,

he lost his wife on November 25, 1790. Few
men of this country had so much bibliographical

knowledge as Mr. Paterson ;* and perhaps we
never had a bookseller who knew so much of the

contents of books generally ; and he was parti-

cularly well acquainted with our English poets.

If in his emplojnnent of taking catalogues, he

met with a book he had not seen before, which

excited his curiosity, or interested his feelings,

they must be gratified, and his attendant might
amuse himself as he chose. The consequence

was that on many occasions catalogues could be

procured only a few hours before the sale com-
menced. His eldest son, Charles, lieutenant of

marines, and student of the academy of painting,

died at Chatham, in his twentieth year, Decem-
ber 14, 1 779. Two other sons, John and Samuel,
obtained appointments as clerks in the Sun Fire

Office ; and one of the daughters married Mr,
Pearson the celebrated glass stainer.

1802, Dec. Died, John Mapples, printer,

who was brought up in the ofiice of Mr. John
Nichols, in Red Lion Court, London ; but being

of a very volatile disposition, and possessing a
considerable share of humour, he very early ex-

changed his situation in life for that of an itine-

rant player, and for many years made no incon-

siderable figure in the Dramatis Personce of

various country theatres; particularly in those

characters of old men that are marked with drol-

lery. Ill health compelling him to quit the

stage, he resumed his original profession in the

house of his former employer ; but from the se-

* The first person who attempted to give a sketch of
universal bibliogn*aphy and literary history,was the learned
and laborious Christopher Agustus Hermann, professor
in the University of Gottingen, in the year 1718, when he
published a well known work. Conspectus Republicee Lite-

rarcB, sive Via ad Historiam Uterariam ; which gradually
went through seven editions, the last of which was pub-
lished at Hanover, 1763. Numberless other works, ana-
logous to this, were published in the same interval, in
Germany. About the period alluded to, many detailed,

descriptive, and rational catalogues of books appeared in
the several countries of Europe j the art and the taste of
constructing libraries became more general than in any
preceding age ; and the only thing which appears worthy
of remark, and rather unaccountable, is that, even after
the progress of philosophy or bibliography, the Germans,
in this department, have excelled every other people in
Europe. The only historical system of national literature
exhibited in Europe was that of the Italian, by Tiraboschi,

Bibliography is, in strict language, a science ; which
consists in the knowledge of books, of their different edi-
tions and degrees of rarity and curiosity, their real and
reputed value, and the ranks which they ought respec-
tively to hold in a system of classification. General biblio-

graphy comprises works, or catalogues, whose design is

to give us a knowledge of every kind ofbooks whatsoever,
—these are disposed eitherin alphabetical order, or accord-
ing to their subject, or in an arbitrary manner. Special
bibliography, has reference only to one class of books, and
comprehends every work published on the subject on
which it ti-eats, while general bibliography makes a selec-

tion from among these same works, chooses what is best
from each kind, and forms from them a whole of greater or
less extent.—Sec the works of Clarke, Home, and Dibdin,

verity of his disorder, he passed half of his time

on a sick bed, where, highly to the honour of

humanity, his anguish was alleviated by his

fellow-workmen, at not less than ill 00. By the

same benevolent friends hewas|buried, aged 50.

1802, Dec. Died, James Rivington, king's

printer, at New York, before the American
revolution. Mr. Rivington was the eldest brother

of Mr. John Rivington, who died in 1792, and
was some time in partnership with Mr. Fletcher,

in St. Paul's church-yard, as booksellers. He
afterwards settled at New York, and obtained
the office of king's printer, being at that time
the oldest liveryman of the company of stationers.

1802, Jan. Tlie Projector, No. 1. A paper
published in the Gentleman's Magazine, 01 very
distinguished merit ; which successfully seized
upon the reigning follies and vices of the day

;

and has displayed, in their exposure, a large
fund of wit, humour, and delicate irony. The
style is lively, perspicuous, and correct ; the
moral tendency uniformly good, and the exhibi-
tion of talent such as will secure for it a place
in the British Classical Essayists. The author
was Mr. Alexander Chalmers.

1802. The Annual Review, edited by Arthur
Aikin, in conjunction with his brother, Charles
Roguson Aikin.

1802. The Monthly Register, edited by John
Dyer Collier.

1802. The East India Register and Directory,

edited by Alexander Way Mason, and John
Matthison,* of the India house.

1802. The London Review, by Richard Cum-
berlandjf the well-known dramatic writer.

" The Terence of England, the mender of hearts."

1802, Feb. The Christian Observer, No. 1.

\S02,June 1. The Tyne Mercury, and North-
umberland and Durham Gazette,^ published by
the proprietor and editor, Mr. John Mitchell. It

is now conducted by his son and successor, Mr.
William Andrew Mitchell.

1802, Nov. The Adviser, by John Bristead.

1702, Oc^ The Edinburgh Review; or. Critical

Journal, No. 1, with the lollowing motto :

Judex damnatur cum nocens alsolvitur.

The contributors to this work, at its commence-
ment, were Henry Brougham, Francis Jeffrey,

Francis Horner, rev. Sydney Smith, Archibald

Murray, and others, whose names have since

shone so conspicuouly in the annals of literature.

Archibald Constable, was the publisher.

1802. Ayr Advertiser, by Mr. Peter Wilson.

1802. Greenock Advertiser, twice a-week.

* Mr. Matthison died at Clapham Rise, inJanuary, 1815,

aged thirty-eight years.

t In this work, Mr. Cumberland undertook to conduct
it on an entirely new plan, inasmuch as each article was
to be publislied with the author's name annexed. He was
supported by assistants of very considerable talents, but,
after two or three numbers, Uie scheme became abortive.

He was born Feb. 17, 1732, and died. May 7, 1811.

t In 1735 there was a Durham Chronicle in existence,
but we have not been enabled to obtain any satisfactory
information respecting the printer or publisher.
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1802. Among the grants voted by parliament,

was one of £1700 for the expense of copying

manuscripts found at Herculaneum.
1803, Feh. 10, Died, William Ginger, of

College-street, Westminster, bookseller to the

royal society, aged seventy-six years, who was
justly esteemed for industry, integrity, and every

quality that adorns the Christian.

1803, Feh. 21. Jean Peltier, was found

guilty, in the court of king's bench, London,
before lord Ellenborough, and a special jury, of

publishing a libel on Napoleon Bonaparte, first

consul of the French republic, in a periodical

work, called UAmhigu.
1803, Feh. 22. Died, William Pine, aged

sixty-four years, a printer at Bristol, and the

original printer of the Bristol Gazette.

1803, Feh. 28. Robert Kirkwood, engraver

and copper-plate printer, Edinburgh, obtained a
patent for certain improvements in the copper-

plate printing press.

1803, March 5. TheSijdney Gazette and New
South Wales Advertiser, No. 1, established by
George Howe, at Sydney, New South Wales.
The introduction of the art of printing, and

the establishment of a newspaper, are really

grand epochs in the history of a colony, or infant

state. Only the ignorant or the bigoted and pre-

judiced can look on such events with an indiffer-

ent or inimical eye. The names of those men,
however humble may have been their condition

in life, who first introduced a breed of domestic
animals—horses, cows, sheep, or pigs—before

unknown in the country to which they emigrated

;

who first sowed grain, or planted a new tree or

useful shrub ; who first made a road; but, above
all, those who carried the press to a savage land,

ought to be preserved with more care than the

names of the warriors and conquerors that have
desolated the earth. Fortunately, as regards the

last species of utility, or printing, we are enabled,

by an article in the first number of the Neiv
South Wales Magazine, (August 1, 1833,) to

give the history of the introduction of the press

into New South Wales, and both the name and
the history of the individual to whom the honour
of that introduction was due. This individual

was not a governor, or a judge, or a man in

authority—he was not an Englishman, nor even

a white man—but a poor creole from a West
India island, where his father and brother were
printers, and worked the government press,—see

page 674, ante. The author of the article in the

magazine has the right feeling on the subject.
" As the names of Faust and Schoeffer, Caxton
and Wynkyn de Worde, are held in veneration

as the earliest introducers of the inestimable art

of printing into the northern world, it is but
reasonable that Australia should assign a niche

in her temple of fame to the memory of him who
first exercised that art in her territory. The in-

dividual to whom this honour belongs was the
late Mr. George Howe, the undoubted father of

the ars hnpressoria in this southern region."

—

For a notice of this worthy individual, and the
progress of his press, see May 11, \^2\,post.

1803, April. Died, James Sibbald, l)ookseller,

proprietor of the Edinburgh circulating library,*

and editor of the Edinburgh Magazine. He
was born at Whitlaw, near Selkirk, Roxburgh-
shire, in Scotland, in 1747, where his father was
a farmer, and which occupation he himself fol-

lowed until May, 1779, when, owing to the de-
pression which the American war produced in
the value of farm stock, he disposed of his stock
by auction, and repaired to Edinburgh, with
about £100 in his pocket, in order to commence
a new line of life. A taste for literature, and an
acquaintance with Mr. CharlesElliott, bookseller,

who was from the same district, induced him to

enter as a kind of volunteer shopman for about a
year. He then purchased the circulating library,

and, in 1780 or 1781, commenced business as a
bookseller in the Parliament-square, and carried
on business with a degree of spirit and enter-

prise, beyond the most of his brethren. He was
the first to introduce the better order of engrav-
ings into Edinburgh, in which department of
trade he was for a considerable time eminently
successful. Early in 1791, with the view of
devoting himself more to literary pursuits, Mr.
Sibbald made an arrangement for giving up the
management of his business to two young men,
Messrs. Laurie and Symington, who paid him
an allowance out of the profits. After conduct-
ing the Edinburgh Herald for a short time,

and arranging with Mr. Laurie concerning the
library, he went to London, where he resided for

some yeare, in the enjoyment of literary society,

and the prosecution of various literary specula-
tions, being supported by the small independency
which he had thus secured to himself. While
in London, bis Scottish relations altogether lost

sight of him ; they neither knew where he lived,

nor how he lived. At length his brother William,
a merchant at Leith, made a particular inquiry
into these circumstances, by a letter, which he
sent through such a channel as would be sure of

reaching him. The answer was comprised in the

following words :
" My lodging is in Soho, and

my business is so so." Having subsequently re-

turned to Edinburgh, he there edited, in 1797,
the Vocal Magazine, a selection of the most es-

teemed English, Scots, and Irish airs, ancient

and modern, adapted for the harpsichord or

violin. For such an employment he was quali-

fied by a general acquaintance with music. In
1798, he published a work, entitled, Record of
the Public Ministry of Jesus Christ, ^c. This
work was chiefly remarkable for the view which
it took respecting the space of time occupied by
the public ministration of Christ, which former
writers had supposed to be three or four years,

* The Edinburgh circulating library weCs established by
Allan Ramsay, in 1725; and in 1757, it was sold to a Mr.
Yair, whose widow carried it on till 1780, when it was sold

to Mr. Sibbald. Under various circumstances it was con-

ducted by Mr, Sibbald, till 1803,when his brother William
carried it on under the superintendence of a Mr. Stephen-

son. Finding it by no means prosperous, and the latter

gentleman having died, Mr. Sibbald disposed of it in I806,

to Mr. Alexander Mackay, who conducted it until a recent

period, when it was broken up, and sold by auction.
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but was represented by Mr. Sibbald as compre-

hended within twelve months. The latter years

of this ingenious man were chiefly spent in the

compilation of his well known Chronicle of
Scottish Poetry^ and Glossary of the Scottish

Language^ 1802, four volumes, 12mo ; a work,

says Mr. Chambers, of taste and erudition, which
will perpetuate his name among those who have

illustrated our national literature. Two portraits

of Mr. Sibbald have been given by Kay ; one

representing him as he daily walked up the

centre of the High-street of Edinburgh, with

his hands behind his back, and an umbrella un-
der his arm; another places him amidst a group

of connoisseurs,who are inspecting a picture. He
was a man of eccentric, but benevolent and
amiable character. He belonged to a great num-
ber of convivial clubs, and was so much beloved

by many of his associates in those fraternities,

that for some years after his death, they celebra-

ted his birth-day by a social meeting.

1803, July %. Died^ Thomas Evans, a consi-

derable bookseller in Paternoster-row, to which
situation he advanced himself by industry and
perseverance, as he had, in common with many
other respectable characters who have trod in

the same path, very little to boast of in point of

origin, living, when he first went to London,
with Mr. William Johnston, bookseller, of Lud-
gate-street, in the humble capacity of porter.

He afterwards became publisher of the Morning
Chronicle and the London Packet^ which intro-

duced him to the acquaintance of Dr. Kenrick,

Mr. Macfarlane, (author of the History of the

Reign of George III.) and several other literary

characters, from whose friendship and conversa-

tion he obtained much valuable information.

During his publication of the formet of these

papers a paragraph appeared in it against Dr.
Goldsmith, which so highly incensed the doctor,

that he was determined to seek revenge ; and no
fitter object presenting itself than the publisher,

he was resolved all the weight should fall upon
his back. Accordingly he went to the office,

cane in hand, and fell upon him in a most un-
merciful manner.* This Mr. Evans resented in

* When the John Bull newspaper first started, in 1803,
many gentlemen felt offended at the freedom of the editor's
remarks. Epithets not carefully chosen are sometimes
taken amiss, and process by law is tedious and disagree-
able. A gallant colonel therefore—a near relation of an
illustrious house—taking amiss some innocent freedom of
the editor, determined to curb his wit by a smart applica-
tion of the horsewhip. The colonel full of martial fury,
went to the John Bull ofiice, in Fleet-street, burning with
revenge, grasping in his right hand the riding master's
whip of the regiment. Intimating his wish to see the
editor, was politely shown into a room, and informed that
the editor would wait upon him instantly. Like a chafed
lion, he walked up and down the room during the interval,
flourishing his weapon of vengeance ; when the door was
opened, and in marched an individual of the Brobdignag
species, clad in a thick white fuzzy great coat, his chin
buried in a red.cotton handkerchief, with a broad oilskin
hat upon his head, and a most suspicious looking oak stick
under his arm. "What might you want with me, sir ?" asked
this engaging looking individual. " I wish to see the
editor." " I am the editor, sir, at your sarvis," said this
Brobdignag, taking from its rest his stick of about the
thickness and size of a clothes' prop. " Indeed !" ejaculated
the colonel, edging away towards the door ; "oh, another
time." " Whenever you pleases, sir ;" and they separated.

a true pugilistic style ; and in a few moments
the author of the Vicar of Wakefield was dis-

armed, and extended on the floor, to the no
small diversion of the by-standers. Mr. Evans
next succeeded to the business and extensive
connexion of Messrs. Hawes, Clarke and Collins,

Paternoster-row. The success he met with in

this house was beyond his most anxious expec-
tations ; and the youths who were bred up under
his instruction became the ornaments of their

profession. He had for some years retired from
business. He bequeathed the bulk of his fortune
to Mr. Christopher Brown, (late assistant to Mr.
Longman, bookseller, Paternoster-row, and fa-

ther of Mr. Thomas Brown, now a partner in
that respectable house,) with whom he had con-
tinued on terms of the closest friendship for

above forty years. He left one surviving son,
who was at sea ; and a nephew of his was a
clerk in the house of Messrs. Longman and Co.
To his wife, with whom he had not lived during
the last five years, he bequeathed £40 a-year,
and also £20 a-year to a niece. The cause of
separation from his wife was attributed to her
partiality for one of her sons, who failed in busi-
ness as a bookseller, in Paternoster-row, and
afterwards was literally reduced to beggary, and
died in the street about a year and a half before
his father. Mr. Evans requested in his will that
he might be buried without a coffin or shroud,
and that the whole of his funeral expense should
not exceed forty shillings.

1803, July 25. Died, Thomas Walter, for

forty years a bookseller at Charing-cross, and
eighteen years director of the Westminster de-
partment of the Phcenix fire-office. He was the
only apprentice of Mr. Robert Dodsley, and one
of the executors of Mr. James Dodsley. He
was a man of the strictest honour both in pro-
fessional and private life ; and his unbounded
benevolence was only exceeded by his urbanity
and uncommon flow of animal spirits.

180S, Aug. 1. Died, William Woodfall, a
printer and celebrated parliamentary reporter,

and whose memory deserves to be particularly

held in esteem, as one who so long, so zealously,

and so largely contributed to the information of
the political world, and to literature in general.

He was the younger brother of Henry Samson
Woodfall, and was early placed by his father

under Mr. Richard Baldwin, of Paternoster-row,

to learn the art of bookselling; from whose house
he went back to his father's office, and assisted

in the printing and editing of the Public Adver-
tiser. He became so warm an amateur of the
drama, that, to gratify his penchant for the stage,

he made an excursion into Scotland, and per-

formed several times for his amusement in the
company of a Mr. Fisher. He used to relate

many pleasant anecdotes of this jaunt, the most
fortunate event of which, however, because it

constituted the future happiness of his life, was
his marriage with a most amiable woman, and
with whom he returned to the metropolis about
1772, and engaged himself as editor of the Lon-
don Packet. From this he was called by the
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proprietors of the Morning Chronicle to the

double station of printer and editor, which he

filled with much credit to himself until the year

1789, when he commenced the Diary, which is

already noticed at page 764, ante. Mr. Wood-
fall possessed the virtues of private life that en-

dear a man to society, and was particulary dis-

tinguished for his literary talents. In 1793, he

sought to be appointed remembrancer of the city

of London, an office for which he was peculiarly

qualified ; but private friendships and superior

interest prevailed. He was also devoted to the

helles lettres ; and, as such, was the intimate

friend of Garrick, Goldsmith, Savage, (whose

tragedy of Sir Thomas Overhury he prepared for

exhibition, acted at Covent Garden in 1777,)

and all the other members of the old literary

school, of which he was one of the veiy few re-

maining disciples. He was so passionately fond

of theatrical representations, as never to have

missed the first performance of a new piece for

at least forty years ; and the public had so good

an opinion of his taste, that his criticisms were

decisive of the fall or fortune of the piece and
the performer.* Unfortunately for himself and
his family, he placed all his hopes on the most

precarious species of property, and became the

proprietor of a newspaper, which his talents

raised to eminence ; but the talents of no indi-

vidual could secure it a permanent station upon
that eminence. The paper fell, and with it fell

his hopes. Though disappointed, he was not to

be diverted from his favourite pursuits. He was
constant in his attendance at the bar of the house

of lords,which he visited so lately as July27, 1803.

Although he was far advanced in life, he was
active, animated, and in full possession of his

mental faculties, without the appearance of any

considerable waste of his physical strength. To a

large family, entirely dependent upon his indus-

try, his death was therefore an unexpected, de-

plorable, and afflicting event. He died, after a

week's illness, in his fifty-eighth year, in Queen-
street, Westminster ; and his remains were in-

terred on the 6th, in St. Margaret's church-yard.

1803. The British and Foreign Bible Society

instituted by the right hon. sir John Shore, baron

Teignmouth ; the cause of which he has advo-

cated, as its president, with great ability. He
was born in Devonshire, in 1751, and early in

life went to India in the civil service. In 1793
he was appointed governor general of Bengal, at

which time he was created a baronet. He was
the bosom friend of sir W. Jones, and succeeded

him in the presidentship of the Asiatic society.

* The family of the Woodfalls have long been distingui-

shed both in the annals of typography and literature.

Sophia Woodfall, (afterwards Mrs. M'Gibbon,) was the
daughter of William Woodfall, and inherited from her
parents a love for the stage ; she performed at Covent-
garden theatre with considerable eclat; and was for

several years the principal heroine of tragedy, at the
theatres royal Liverpool and Manchester, where she was
not only admired for her tragic powers, but highly res-
pected in private life. Before her marriage she produced
Frederick Montravers or the Adopted Son, novel, 2 vols.
12mo. 1802 ; Rosa, or the Child of the Abbey, novel, 4 vols.
]2mo. 1804.

1803, Aug. 7. Died, William CnARNLEr,
bookseller, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, aged seventy-
six years, being the ddest in the trade in the
North of England. Mr, Charnley served his
apprenticeship to Martin Bryson, a respectable
bookseller residing on the bridge in Newcastle,
who was upon terms of intimacy and friendship
with Allan Ramsay, of Edinburgh, and who
once addressed a letter to Bryson, with the fol-

lowing superscription

:

To Mr. Bryson, on Tyne brigg.
An upright downright honest whig.*

Mr. Emerson Charnley, who is styled by Dr,
Dibdin,f the veteran emperor of Northumbrian
booksellers, succeeded his father, and has carried

on one of the most respectable bookselling busi-
nesses out of London.

1803. The first book printed at Northampton,
capital of Hampshire county, in the state of
Massachusetts, North America, was a work by
Dr. Joseph Priestley,| entitled. Notes on all the

books of Scripture, four vols. 8vo.

1803, Sept. 28. Died, Ralph Griffiths,
LL.D. the original institutor of the Monthly
Review, and which, with unremitting perseve-

rance, he conducted fifty-four years, assisted only
by his son in the latter period of his life.§ He
was originally a watch-maker at Stone, Staff'ord-

shire, and a steady attendant at the Presbyterian

meeting at that place. Abandoning his trade
he went to London, and turned bookseller, first

on Ludgate-hill, afterwards in Paternoster-row,
and finally in the Strand, where he had the mis-
fortune to fail ; and his Review being sold for

the benefit of his creditors, was purchased by
Mr. Collins, then an enterprising bookseller at

Salisbury. Under Collins the work improved in

variety and reputation, if not in sale;—and
Griffiths, who had retained the management, re-

gained the whole of the property itself about the
year 1780. He now began a new series, and
the profits of the work were so much increased,

that he commenced a handsome establishment

at Tumham Green ; kept two carriages, and
lived in style. He obtained, unsolicited, the de-

gree of doctor of laws from an American college

* This anecdote is recorded in Sykes, vol. I. p. 224.

t See Dibdin's Northern Tour, vol. I, p. 350, a work as
deficient in information, as it is expensive in price j un-
worthy of its title, or the name of Dibdin.

t Dr. Joseph Priestley, the most celebrated philosopher
of his time, was bom at Fieldhead, near Halifax, Yorkshire,
March 13, 1733, and educated at Daventry, under Dr. Ash-
worth. In 1761, he became tutor to the college at War-
rington, and there wrote several works, after which he
resided six years at Leeds. In 1773, he became librarian
to lord Shelborne, and in August, 1774, discovered dephlo-
gisticated air, which has been caUed the birth-day of
Pneumatic chemistry, which produced him great distinc-
tion. In 1778, he removed to Birmingham, and in 1791. a
church and king mob burnt his house and library, and he
removed, first to Hackney, and afterwards to Pennsylvania,
where he died, February 6, 1804.

§ One of the earliest coadjutors of Dr. Griffiths, was Dr

.

William Rose, who has the credit of having written the
first article in that valuable work. Dr. Rose was born in

the county of Aberdeen, in Scotland, and for about thirty

years was an inhabitant of Chlswick, where he kept an aca-
demy ; he was a man of amiable manners, and much
esteemed in the literary world. He died July 4, 1/86, aged
sixty -seven years.
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Of either the literary life or domestic habits of

Dr. Griffiths, little is known ; in his character,

industry and ingenuity were in an eminent de-

gree combined ; he was a steady advocate of

literature ; a finn friend, a cordial lover of the

enjoyments of domestic happiness, and a zealous

and successful promoter of the charms of social

intercourse. There is a portrait of him in the

European Magazine for January, 1804.* The
Monthly Review has in its progress been mate-
rially instrumental in promoting the interests of

science, and diffusing a taste for critical litera-

ture in this country ; and at the time of the death

of its venerable conductor, in the eighty-third

year of his age, it had attained the zenith of its

glory. But the work having lost the mind
which planned and reared it, maintains but a
secondary rank among our literary journals.

1803, Aug. 25. Died, Charles Burdon, a
bookseller at Winchester, aged twenty-four.

1803, A^ov. W. Died, ion's Kerby, bookseller.

Bond-street, London, aged sixty-three years.

1803, i)ec. 10. Z>ie^, John Broughton Rud-
HALL, bookseller and printer at Bristol, and
printer of Felix Farleifs Bristol Journal, in

which he was succeeded by Mr. John Gutch, of
whom Mr. Nichols observes, " This enterprising

young bookseller, ' ex stirpe honestd oriundus in
alma matre Oxoniensi,^ has only to proceed as

he has begun, and he will in due time arrive at

the summit of eminence."

William Somerton, who died in February,
1804, had been employed upwards of fifty-three

' years on the above newspaper.

1803, Z>ee. 17. Died, Jons Gore, proprietor

and printer of the Liverpool Advertiser, to the

deep regret of a large circle of acquaintance.
His son, Mr. Johnson Gore, succeeded to the
business, which he conducted for thirty years.

1803, /an.. 1. The Manchester Telegraph and
Weekly Advertiser, No. 1, price sixpence, printed
and published by James Edmond and Co. Bow-
lane, Manchester, with the followiug motto :

Laugh where we must, be candid where we can.

—

Pope.

1803, Jan. 8. The Pic Nic ; consisting of
fourteen weekly numbers, making two volumes
l2mo, was got up under the auspices of Fulk
Greville, esq. author of Rejiection, a poem,
4to. 1790, and Letters to the Monthly Revietvers,

8vo. 1790. The Pic Nic ended April 9, 1803.
1803, Feb. The Monthly Spectator, No. 1.

1803, Aug. 6. The Mercantile Gazette ; and
Liverpool and Manchester Daily Advertiser, No.
1, printed by J. White, at the Hope press, Liver-
pool, and sold by Gerard Bancks, bookseller,
St. Ann's-square, Manchester, price sixpence.
This was the first attempt to establish a daily
newspaper out of London, and originated with
Dr. Solomon, the patentee of the well-known
medicine. Balm of Gilead.

* Dr. Griffiths, Dr. Rose, and the rev. Jacob Hirons,
married the three daughters of Samuel Clerk, D.D., a
respectable dissenting minister at St. Albans, who died
in 1750. Mrs. Griffiths, the last survivor of the three sis-
ters, died at Turnham green, Auerust 24, 1812.

1803. The Poetical Magazine, published by
Vernor and Hood, and edited by David Carey,

author of the Pleasures of Nature, and other

poems, foolscap 8vo. 1803.

1803. The Wanderer. These essays occupy
two volumes 12mo. and are said to be written by
Charles Fothergill, esq. In 1813, he published

An Essay on the Philosophy, Study, and Use of
Natural History, fc. 8vo.

1 803, Nov. 1 2. The Man in the Moon ; ended
February 14, 1804. Said to be written by Mr.
George Brewer, the author oi Hours of Leisure.

1803. The Argm, printed and published by
Joseph Aston, Manchester.

1803, Dec. 7. The Townsman, No. 1, printed
and published by Gerard Bancks, Manchester.
The editor of this paper was the eccentric and
well known Mr. James Watson.—See the Spirit

of the Doctor.

1804, Jan. 20. Died, Josevh Harrop, printer

and bookseller, at Manchester, and proprietor of
the Manchester' Mercury, which he established in

1752, aged sixty-seven years. He was succeeded
in business by his son James Harrop, who, on
Saturday, June 30, 1804, in addition to the 3Ier-

cury, which was published on Tuesday, issued

the first number of the British Volunteer, price

sixpence. This paper obtained a good circula-

tion by meeting the mail at Derby, and bringing

the news to Manchester by express.

1804, Jan. The art of stereotype printing

(with the approbation of lord Stanhope) was
offered to the university of Cambridge, by Mr.
Wilson, a printer of respectability in London,
for their adoption and use in the printing of

bibles, testaments and prayer-books, upon cer-

tain terms and conditions, one of which was said

to be, paying to Mr. Wilson £4000 for the sea-et

of the new invention.

1804, March. The bible society commenced
under the auspices of Mr. Granville Sharpe.

1804, April 4. Died, Philip Deck, many years

bookseller and postmaster at Bury St. Edmunds.
He was a man who devoted his time in promoting
everyhumane and charitable institution, as far as

his power would admit, and whose humble abili-

ties appeared in several religious tracts in support
of religion and government. He was in the fifty-

ninth year of his age.

1804, May 26. William Cobbett, editor

of the Political Register, found guilty in the

court of king's bench for a libel against lord

Hardwick and lord Redesdale, and the other

officers of state in Ireland ; and in the same
court an action was brought by Mr. Plunkett,

solicitor-general for Ireland, for libel, in which
the j ury awarded £500 damages.

1804. Died, Armand Gaston le Ca-mus,

author of Observations on the arrangement and
classification ofLibraries ; A Memoir on Stereo-

type Printing, and other works. He was one
of the commissioners from the national conven-
tion, arrested by general Dumourier, and given

up to the Austrians, who exchanged him after-

wards for the young princess, the daughter of
Louis XVI.

6 K
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1804, June 21 • Died^ John Marsh, printer, at i

George Town, nearWashington, North America,
j

aged lifty years. Mr. Marsh had heen a hook-

seller and printer at Yarmouth and Norwich,
j

and left England for North America, where he
probably fell a sacrifice to the climate, from not

being more early inured to it. As a man of

honourable conduct and great urbanity, he was
regretted by all who knew him in this country.

1804,/wZy 10. Z>ie(Z,FRANCis Ambrose DiDOT,
a very celebrated printer at Paris, in the seventy-

fifth year of his age. He was the son of a printer

and bookseller at Paris, in which city he was
bom in the year 1730, and received an excellent

classical education. Full of enthusiasm for the

advancement of the art of printing, young Didot

determined to rival those celebrated printers,

Joachim Ibarra, of Spain ; Nisselius, ofLeyden ;*

and Baskerville, of England, and he lived to

surpass them all. He brought his press to a state

of excellence unattained by any of his cotem-

poraries. He contructed mills for making fine

paper ; invented a press upon a large scale
;

and was the inventor of many other machines

and instruments now commonly used in printing

offices, all which have powerfully contributed to

the modern advancement of the typographic art.

The elegant editions published by order of Louis

XVI. for the education of the dauphin, were the

production of M. Didot's press, as well as the

Theatrical Selections by Corneille, the works of

Racine, Telemachus, Tasso's Jerusalem^ two
superb bibles, and a multiplicity of other ines-

timable works ; each of which, on its publication,

has emanated fresh beauties, and made nearer

approaches to perfection. Didot sedulously en-

deavoured to unite in his family every talent

auxiliary to the printing art : one of his sons be-

came a celebrated type founder ; and the voice

of fame announces tlie superior rank which they

both deservedly hold among the printers of the

age. The life of Didot was the life of honour

;

his abilities were universally known and respect-

ed ; but too strict an application to business and
to study accelerated the death of this eminent

man. At the age of seventy-three he read over

five times, and carefully corrected every sheet of

the stereotype edition of Montaigne, printed by

his sons. iHe had likewise projected, and partly

executed an index to that writer. His two sons,

Peter and Firmin Didot, were the successors to

his business and his fame, and to which they

have added fresh laurels, by their typographic

skill. Peter Francis Didot, brother of Francis

Ambrose, died in 1795.

1804, July 25. Died^ Thomas Miller, a

very worthy and intelligent bookseller, and well

known to men of literary curiosity for upwards

of half a century, at his residence at Bungay, in

Suffolk. He was born at Norwich, August 14^

* John George Nisselius, a learned printer at Leydeu,
a German, bom in the palatinate, was weU versed in the
oriental languages; and printed hesvAe^zjo. Hebrew Bible,

1662, 8vo. many parts of the scriptures in the Ethiopic and
Arabic languages. He died in l662, before the Hebrew
Bible was completed. As well as his own press he em-
ployed the Elzevirs to print for him.

1732. His father was by trade a pavier, and
apprenticed him to a grocer; but his fondness
for reading induced him to commence business

as a bookseller, and for many years he enlarged
his stock so as to make it an object of import-
ance with collectors in all parts of the kingdom,
who were not more pleased with his judicious
selection of copies, than the integrity with which
he transacted business. About 1782 he pub-
lished a catalogue of his collection of books, en-
graved portraits, and coins, which for interest and
value exceeded at that time any other country
collection, except, perhaps, that of Mr. Edwarcls
of Halifax. Mr. Miller was a great reader, and
possessing an excellent memory, he acquired
that fund of general knowledge, particularly of
literary history, which rendered him. an instruc-

tive and entertaining companion. In 1799 he
became quite blind, but continued in business

till his death. His.son, William, was an eminent
bookseller in Albemarle-street, London, who,
on his retiring from business, in 1812, with an
easy competence, acquired by habits of industry

and polite attention, carried with him the high

esteem and respect of his numerous friends and
brethren. In 1795, when the fashion was very

general for tradesmen to circulate provincial

halfpennies, Mr. Miller sen. had a die cast, but
an accident happening to one of the blocks when
only twenty-three pieces were struck off, he, like

a true antiquary, declined having a fresh one
made. This coin, which is very finely engraved,

and bears a strong profile likeness of himself, is

known to collectors by the name of the Miller

Halfpenny. He was extremely careful into

whose hands the impressions went ; and, when
sold, fetches from three to five guineas. Had
Mr. Miller, when a young man, settled in the

metropolis, there is no doubt but his extensive

knowledge in books, and natural unwe.'iried in-

dustry, would have led to greater pecuniary ad-

vantages. Of Mr. Miller there is a good portrait.

1804. Died^ William Johnson, a bookseller

of long established reputation in Ludgate-street.

He relinquished the business to his son, about

the year 1770, and was afterwards appointed

stationer to the board of ordnance. He died at

a very advanced age. His son, Mr. Edward
Johnson, who inherited a good fortune from his

maternal grandfather, Mr, Edward Owen, prin-

ter of the Gazette, died in Dublin, in 1796.

1804, Sept. 19. Died, John WooDYER,many
years partner with Mr.Thurlbourn, a respectable

bookseller at Cambridge ; after whose death Mr.
Woodyer carried on the business alone, but was
ultimately not successful. He was a man of

extensive knowledge, placid disposition, and
great probity. He was in the eighty-fifth year

of his age, being at that time one of the oldest

livery-men of the stationers' company.
1804, Sept. 19. Died, James Matthews, a

very respectable bookseller and vender of medi-

cines, at No. 18, in the Strand, London, successor

to Samuel Leigh. He was a lay preacher in a

chapel of his own at Whetstone. It is recorded

that no man knew better how to make a bishop
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than Mr. Matthews ; and at the trade sales of

the booksellers, which were then held at taverns,

he was accustomed so to make a "jiw/iojo,"

that he was familiarly called by his brethren,

bishop Matthews. He was the father of Charles

Matthews, the celebrated comedian.*

1804, Nov. 12. Died, Gerard Bancks, who
for many years carried on a very respectable

business as a stationer and printer, in Exchange-
street, Manchester, lamented by his relatives,

and a large circle of acquaintance. Being a

captain in Ackers's volunteers, he was buried

with military honours in St. Peter's church.

1804, Dec. 12. Died, John Boydell, who
has justly been called "the father of the arts in

Great Britain." He was born, Jan. 19, 1719,

at Dorrington, in Derbyshire, of which place his

grandfather was vicar. Engaged himself in the

profession of land surveyor, it is said that his

father intended him for the same line ; but, for-

tunately for the community, not less than his

son, accident threw in the way of the latter,

whilst yet young, Baddesley's views of different

country seats, which so attracted his attention,

* Charles Matthews was born ou the 28th June, 1776?
and educated at merchant tailor's school, and at the usual
age was bound apprentice to his father. The bookseller
was a Wesleyan methodist, and from religious motives
did not permit his children to visit a theatre ; but the
circumstance of meeting with Robert William EUiston,
inforced that curiosity which prohibition had perhaps
originally excited. By the connivance of a shopman,
master Matthews stole out, and went to the two shilling

gallery of old Drury. From that moment aU occupation,
save that of acting, became " stale, flat, and unprofitable."

In September, 1793, he stole away to Richmond, where
Jie made his first public appearance on the , stage. His
father finding his son's mind fixed upon the stage, one day
addressed him thus :

" Charles, there are your indentures,
and there are twenty guineas ; I do not approve of the
stage, but I vnll not oppose your wishes. At any time
hereafter, should you feel inclined to turn to an honest
calling, there are twenty guineas more, if you send for
them, and your father's house is open to you." The second
twenty guineas Matthews never claimed. The youth
found himself, ere he was eighteen, with the wide world
before him. His first appearance before a London audience,
was on May 15, 1803, and he soon became a decided favou-
rite with the town, and was engaged at Drury-lane. On the
2nd of April, 1818, he announced his intention of giving,
at the English opera house, a monodramatic entertain-
ment, called "Matthews at Home." Never, perhaps, did a
project of such a nature so directly succeed ; night after
night, and season after season, the theatre was thronged.
After six years entertainment, Mr, Matthews went in
1823 to America, where he was extremely well received by
the public. Being libelled in the Philadelphia Gazette, he
brought an action, and was awarded 3000 crowns damages.
In the autumn of 1823, he returned to England, and joined
with Yates in the Adelphi theatre. Matthews has been
frequently misrepresented, and termed a mere mimic ; but
in fact, so fai- from his characters being individual imita-
tions, they were more frequently the characters of his own
conception, though alive to nature and consistent in them-
selves. Several imitators have followed his footsteps,
but no one could make even a pretention to rivalry has as
yet appsared. For seventeen years he, by his single exer-
tions, delighted all England—" alone he did it." As a
companion he was delightful, as a friend sincere, and as a
husband and father exemplary. He was, with John Kem-
ble and Brahara, received as a guest by George IV.
Mr, Matthews died at Devonport, Devonshire, June 27,

1835, He was twice married; first to Miss C. Strong,
of EXeter, a lady of respectable family, and the authoress
of a volume of poems and some novels. She retired from
the stage Jn September, 1810. His second wife was Miss
Jackson, half sister to Miss Kelly, Mr, Charles Matthews,
of the Olympic theatre, was intended by his father for an
architect, but took to the stage, and made his first appear-
ance Dec. 7, 1835, He was lately married to Mad. Vcstris,

that young Boydell resolved to relinquish the

pen for the giaver, as an instrument far more
worthy of his powers ; and more likely to reward,

as well as extend, the fame of his laboure,

—

Whether genius be, as a great moralist is of

opinion that it is, " a mind with strong powers
accidently directed to some particular object,"

it appears most certain that this rising genius

was induced to acquire the art of engiaving from
accidentally contemplating the misrepresentation

of a misshapen gothic castle.* It appears almost
impossible that an individual, who began the

world in so humble circumstances, could have
effected so much for the improvement of the arts,

and of the national taste. At the age of twenty-
one, he walked up to London, and bound him-
self apprentice to Mr. Tomms, an engraver, at a
time when there were no very eminent engravers
in England. Notwithstanding that he was now
of age, his conduct, during his apprenticeship,

is known to have been most assiduous. Having
prosecuted his professional studies for six years,

and finding himselfto be a better artist than his

teacher, he bought the last year of his apprentice-

ship from Mr, Tomms, and became his own
master. Returning to his native village, he
married an amiable female, the object of his

early love, with whom he lived many years in

great felicity. Amidst the scenes of his youth,

he sketched drawings of several romantic spots,

and remarkable buildings,which he subsequently
engraved. Returning to the metropolis, he be-

gan to work for himself, and became a printseller

of some eminence. Boydell saw the necessity of

forcing the art of engraving by stimulating men
of genius with suitable rewards ; and seeing that

the taste for prints began rapidly to extend, and
having felt how sensibly hisown interest suffered,

together with the honour of his country, by the

sums annually drawn from hence in return for

the productions of French artists, began to look

out for some English engraver who should equal,

perhaps excel, them; and, in William Woollet,t
he found one. The extraordinary encourage-

ment which his endeavours experienced from
the public was equal to the spirit and patriotism

of his undertakings, and soon laid the foundation

ofan ample fortune. He was elected alderman
of Cheap ward in 1782; sheriff in 1785; lord

mayor in 1790; and in the same year master of

the stationers' company. The English engravings,

which were before considered much inferior to

* " After his oracle, Dr. Johnson," says Mr. Gibbon,
" my friend sir Joshua Reynolds denies all original genius
any natural propensity of the mind to one art or science
rather than another. Without engaging in a metaphysical,
or rather a verbal dispute, I know, by experience, thai
from my early yotcth I aspired to the character of an
historian."

t William WooUet, of humble though reputable origin,

was born at Maidstone, in Kent, in August 1735. While
an apprentice, he early distinguished himself, and many of
his pieces have considerable merit. His chief engravings
are the Niobe, from Wilson's celebrated picture, the Death
of General Wolfe, from West's painting; and the Fishery.
He died May 23, 1785, in his fiftieth year, and his remains
were buried in St. Pancras' church-yard, where an upright
grave-stone records his memory ; but a more noble monu-
ment to his genius has been erected in the cloisters of
Westminster abbey, from the classic chisel of Banks.

h
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those of foreign nations, began from that time to

be highly prized ; and the exportation of them
became a valuable article of commerce. Having
done so much for the artof engraving, he resolved

to direct his efforts to encouraging the art of

painting in this country. To this effect he at-

tempted that undertaking, the salutary effects of

which have proved incalculably great, and which

exhibited to an astonished and delighted age

—

the Shakspeare gallery. What with his engrav-

ing of prints at an unusual expense, and his

labouring to establish this first British school of

historical painting, he expended something more
than three hundred and fifty thousand pounds.

Reflecting on the exertions of alderman Boy-
dell, one cannot but regret that the property

which his industry had so richly acquired was
subject to its reverses. Owing to the French

revolution, and the consequent war, this worthy
man experienced such losses as to be under the

necessity of procuring an act of parliament for

leave to dispose of the paintings, &c. by lottery.

The good old man had the satisfaction of living

to see the act passed through both houses of

parliament, and of being cheered in its progress

by the eulogium of several individual members.*
It was rather singular that he should have j ust

lived long enough to see the Shakspeare lottery

disposed of; for, on the day he paid the debt of

nature, not a ticket remained unsold. To every

benevolent institution alderman Boydell was a

generous benefactor and an attentive guardian.

His remains were interred in great funeral state,

in the afternoon of the 19th of December, in the

church of St. Olave Jewry .f

Invincible determination seems to have been

one of the constitutional qualities of alderman
Boydell. Having once formed the resolution to

become an engraver, nothing could divert him
from pursuing his design. Indefatigability is

requisite to successfulness. Boydell has shown, to

those who desire to pursue his steps,that industry,

patience, and perseverance, united to talents, and
joined with conduct^: are, humanly speaking,

certain to surmount all difficulties or impedi-

ments. Josiah Boydell, nephew to the above,

was an alderman of the city of London, and also

eminent as an engraver.

1804, Jan. Censura Literaria Restituta, by
sir Egerton Brydges, hart.

* In a sermon preached before the corporation of Lon-
don, Jan 18, 1804, by the rev. John Perring-, a very high
panegyric is paid to the labours of alderman Boydell.

t In 1779, he presented to the stationers' company Mr,
West's celebrated painting of Alfred the Great dividing
his last loaf with the stranger. This painting is placed
over the master's chair in the court-room of the company.
On the right hand of the chimney-place there is a whole-
length portrait, inscribed, " Portrait of John Boydell,
esq., lord mayor of the city of London; painted by Mr.
Graham, and presented by him to the company of station-
ers, June 8, 179'^." In the council-chamber of Guildhall
are displayed both his patriotism and his ardour for the
advancement of the arts. He presented to the corporation
of the city of London, several valuable pictures. *

t How different was the conduct of his companion.
Chatelaine, who in the same workshop was etching and
engraving at one shilling an hour, frequently would ask
for sixpence at the end of the first half hour, and retire to
the ale-house to spend it.

1804. The Galvanist, by Hydra Polycephalus,
esq. extends but to eleven numbers ; and the
greater part of these are employed in ridiculing

and correcting the follies and vices of academical
life. In a moral point of view, they deserve much
praise. The metrical paraphrase of Ossian* in

No. 8, is beautiful.

—

Drake.
1804. The Intruder. A periodical paper pub-

lished at Aberdeen ; and which, notwithstanding
the local nature of part of its contents, possesses

sufficient merit, both in style and matter, to

instruct the general reader.

1804, July. The Repertory of Arts and Manu-
factures, No. 1

.

1804, April 23. The Miniature, No. I. The
essays under this title, the joint production, it is

said, of four very young men, the sons of the

marquis Wellesley, of Dr. Rennell, of Mr.
Knight, and Mr. Canning, form the second
periodical paper which issued from the college of

Eton. The first edition consists of thirty-four

numbers, forming an 8vo. volume, which was
dedicated to Dr. Joseph Goodall, head master of

Eton college. The second edition, in two vols.

12mo, consists of forty numbers. The Miniature,

both in literary merit and knowledge of life and
manners, is inferior to the Microcosm.

1804. Imperial Review.

1804. The Edinburgh Medical and Surgical

Journal, published by Archibald Constable.

It was continued till 1826, and was throughout
a successful publication.

1805, March 20. Died, William Rose, a
printer and bookseller at Lincoln, aged fifty-one

years. His father had also been a respectable

printer and bookseller there.

1805, July 2. Died, Richard Bond, aged
eighty years. He had been a master printer of

some eminence at Gloucester, but his business

failed, and he was employed as a compositor, in

the service of William, Bowyer, jun., in London.
In 1792 he was elected to enjoy Mr. Bowyer's
liberal bequest; being the fourth person who
had been elected.

1805, July 5. Died, Samuel Brookes, a
deserving journeyman printer, whose modest
merit justifies his being particularly noticed.

Mild, unasuming, and courteous in his demean-
our, he constantly gave satisfaction to bis em-
ployers ; and cheerfully toiled through life, for

the maintenance of a numerous young family,

two of whom he brought up to his own pro-

fession. He possessed an understanding of a

superior cast ; and had the honour of being fre-

quently consulted by the right hon. George Rose,

* A translation of the poems of Ossian, the son of Fin-
gal, appeared in 1762. This performance of James Mac-
pherson, excited a long and acrimonious controversy, in

which Dr. Hugh Blair early distinguished himself. It

produced some severe animadversions from Dr. Johnson,
which the author resented, and added to his resentment
some menacing expressions, which produced from the

doctor that very spirited and intrepid letter which Boswell
has published in his Memoirs. James Macpherson was
born at Ruthven, in the county of Inverness, July 3,

1728, and died Feb. 17, 1796. For a defence of lord North's
administration, he obtained a place and a seat in the house
of commons.
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on the completion of his favourite plan for regu-

lating friendly societies. Mr. Brookes died at

Pentonville, near London, of a lingering con-

sumption, aged fifty years.

1805, July 17. Died^ John Farmer, a very

worthy and industrious compositor, whose father

is noticed at page 759, ante. He was born in

Jewin-street, London, and acquired the rudi-

ments of his profession in the olfice of William
Bovvyer, jun. Fortunately for him, he mamed
a careful hard-working woman, by whose unre-

mitting assiduities his latter years of painful

existence were rendered comparatively comfort-

able. So long as he was able, he diligently

followed his regular employment, and closed his

labours in the office where they commenced, in

the employment of Mr. John Nichols, partner

and successor to Mr. Bowyer, who was one of

the most intimate companions of his early days,

and retained a real regard for him through life.

After long continement by a complication of

disorders, he died at Clerkenwell, aged sixty.

1805, Sept. 27. The magistrates determine

that the act which requires the name of the

printer to be affixed to the first and last pages
of a book, does not apply to loose sheets.

1805, Oct. 13, Died^ Joseph Merrill, book-

seller, at Cambridge, aged seventy years. It is

recorded in Lysons's History of Cambridgeshire.)

page 153, that "In the year 1805, Mr. Joseph
Merrill, of Cambridge, bookseller, bequeathed
the sum of £1,667 bank stock to the trustees of

Story's alms-houses, for the purpose of paying,

by half yearly payments, the sum of £Q each to

the eight poor persons of Jakenett's alms-houses

;

the remainder of the interest to be appropriated

to the defraying of incidental expenses." In
Great Mary's church-yard, Cambridge, there

is the following epitaph on the two Mr. Merrills:

To the memory of
John Merrill, Esq. Alderman,

who served the office of Mayor in the year 1781.
He departed this life Oct. 17th, 1801, aged 70.

Also to the memory of
Joseph Merrill, Esq.

Brother of the above Merrill,

who departed this life Oct. 13th, 1805, aged 70.

1805, Dec. 12. />tVt?, Henry Samson Wood-
fall, proprietor and printer of the Public Adver-
tiser. He was the eldest son of Henry Woodfall,
noted at page 720, ante^ and born at the sign of

the Rose and Crown, in Little Britain, on the

21st of June, 1739, O. S. Under the fostering

attention of his grandfather, he received the

rudiments of his education, and, before he had
attained his fifth year, had the honour of receiv-

ing from Pope half-a-crown, for reading to him,
with much fluency, a page of Homer, in the
Greek language. He was afterwards sent to a
respectable school at Twickenham ; and at the

age of little more than eleven years, he was
removed to St. Paul's. On leaving that school

he was taken apprentice by his father ; and on
attaining the age of nineteen, had committed to

his charge the business of editing and printing

the Public Advertiser, though his name did not
appear to the paper till the 17th of November,

1760. From this period to the beginning of
November, 1793, he continued uninterruptedly

in the exercise of the laborious functions which
a daily newspaper necessarily requires, more
especially where the joint duties of editor and
printer devolve on the same person, as in the

case of Mr. Woodfall. During the course of so

long a period, when parties ran extremely high,

and particularly from the year 1769, when the

celebrated Letters ofJunius* first appeared under
that signature, it is not surprising that a printer

should have occasionally got into some difficul-

ties ; and this Mr. Woodfall, after he had
retired from business, used to speak of not un-
pleasantly, and apparently with satisfaction ; not
with exultation, as acting in opposition to the
then administration, but as having passed through
the perils to which he had been subjected, in

publishing the party effusions of the most able

writers of the day, without any serious incon-
venience to the comforts he then enjoyed. The
punishments consequent upon his political trans-

gressions formed, he said, a kind of anti-climax
of retribution : that he had been Jined by the
house of lords ; confined by the house of com-
mons

; Jined and confined by the court of king's

bench ; and indicted at the Old Bailey. In the

conduct of the Public Advertiser, however, he
was strictly impartial ; and notwithstanding the

great and deserved popularity of Junius, yet, by
a reference to his papers of that day, it will be
seen that as many very able letters on the minis-

terial side of the question were admitted as on
that of the opposition, and without any other

preference than priority of receipt, or than the

temporary nature of the subject would demand.
With regard to the line of conduct he had
adopted respecting his paper, in a pecuniary
point of view, it was always most scrupulously

honourable and correct ; and, though frequently

oflfered money to suppress certain articles of intel-

ligence, not pleasant to the particular individual,

yet never could he be prevailed upon to forego

what he deemed to be his duty to the public, for

any consideration of such a kind, however much
to his personal advantage. Mr. Woodfall suc-

ceeded his father, as a printer, in Paternoster-

row, in the year 1769 ; and, on being offered

the common councilship, vacant by the death of

his father, declined it, on the ground, as he
jokingly said, that it was his duty to record great

actions, not to perform them. Mr. Woodfall
retired from business on the destruction of his

printing-office by fire, in December, 1793, having
parted with the Public Advertiser in the pre-

ceding November. The paper was discontinued

about two years after Mr. Woodfall parted with

it. Mr. Woodfall was master of the stationers'

company in the year 1797, of which he had been
a liveryman upwards of 45 years. He resided

at Chelsea during the last twelve years of his

life, occasionally visiting his old and numerous

* Tn 1812, Mr. George Woodfall, an eminent printer,
and son of Mr. George Henry Woodfall, published the
Letters of Junius, with facsimiles of his hand-writing,
3 vols. Svo.

i
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acquaintance, by whom he was highly respected

for his good humour and social qualities. He
had lived much in intimacy with Garrick and
Colman, Smollett, (Leonidas) Glover, Gold-

smith, Hawkesworth, Bonnel Thornton, and
other wits of his day, by whose labours the

Public Advertiser rose to a very high reputation,

as the depositary of literary humour, criticism,

and information. In Mr. Woodfall's time the

newspapers were more devoted to the interests of

general literature than at present; and it was
not unusual with men of the first talents to send

their thoughts on subjects of manners, morals,

and other domestic and instructive topics, which

have been ill exchanged for the violence of

party declamation. It remains only to add, that,

in many cases, Mr. Woodfall acted as a liberal

patron of early genius. He retired from active

life, to enjoy the " otium cum dignitate" among a

select circle of friends, who highly esteemed him
for his amiable and inoffensive manners. His
tomb, in Chelsea church-yard, is thus inscribed :

Sacred
to the memory of

Henry-Samson Woodfall, esq.

many years an eminent printer in London,
who departed this life Dec. 12, 1805,

aged 66

;

a gentleman
of a liberal mind and education ;

the associate and patron of

many distinguished literary characters
of the last age ;

exemplary in the discharge of his duty of

husband, father, and friend.

1805, Dec. 12. Died, John Almon, printer,

bookseller, and author, of Piccadilly, London.
He was the son of John Almon,* of Liverpool,

who married Isabella, daughter of Gilbert and
Margaret Thompson,f of Aughton, near Orms-
kirk, and, in right of his wife, became possessed

of estates in North Meoles. The subject of this

sketch was born Dec. 17, 1737, and received

his education at Warrington. In March, 1751,

he was put apprentice to Mr. Robert Williamson,
of Liverpool, printer and bookseller. In the

month of September, 1758, he left Liverpool,

and went to the continent, and visited several

places in Holland, and was a short time up the

* He lived for some time in one of his own houses in

Liverpool, where all his children were born. In 1743, he
went to Ferrol, in Spain, and from thence to Lisbon, and
being fond of a maritime life, he served as a volunteer on
board admiral Matthews's fleet. In 1744, Mrs. Almon
went to Ireland to see her husband's relations, and on her
return from Dublin to Liverpool, in the month of October,

the vessel was wrecked on the coast of North Wales.

t This Margaret Thompson was daughter and heiress of

Gilbert Wright, who owned considerable lands in the
parishes of Hesketh and Rufford, situated between Orms-
kirk and Preston, in Laacashire. It is remarkable that

Richard Rhodes, stationer, in Fleet-street, in 1704, died a
bachelor, possessed of upwards of ^6*30,000, principally

in money, which he bequeathed by wiU to his mother's
sister (his mother and all his other relations being dead)
and her heirs. At his death, his property was escheated to

the crown for want of heirs, pro defectu sanguinis. His
mother's sister was the wife of the above-mentioned Gil-

bert Wright. In 1767 John Almon attempted to revive the
cause ; but considering the expense, and the great and
many difficulties in combatting an adverse administration,
he was forced to abandon the hopes of becoming possessor
of the property of his ancestors.

Mediterranean; from thence he returned to

England, and went to London ; where being a
perfect stranger, he at first sought employment
as a journeyman printer. He worked for Mr.
Watts, in Wild's-court, Lincoln's Inn-fields,

where he had the same frame which had been
occupied by Benjamin Franklin. He was but a
short time in this situation, for he speedily got

acquainted with the booksellers, by whom he
was employed in some compilation, and writing

pamphlets upon temporary subjects. The extra-

ordinary success which attended the latter, in-

duced Mr. Say, printer of the daily news])aper,

called the Gazetteer, in the month of January,

1761, to engage him at a fixed salary, as an
assistant to him in the conduct and management
of his paper. In November, 1762, he published

a review of Mr. Pitt's administration, which he
dedicated to earl Temple, and which brought
him acquainted with that nobleman, and who
speedily introduced him to the notice of the duke
of Newcastle, duke of Devonshire, marquis of

Rockingham, and Mr. Wilks, and he also soon

became known to the wits of the day. On the

27th of October, 1760,he married Miss Elizabeth

Jackson, of Millbank, Westminster, by whom he
had ten children. In 1763, the spirit of party

advancing to a considerable height, he thought it

a good opportunity to emancipate himself from

a subaltera situation, and to create a more per-

mant property for himself and family. Under
the auspices of lord Temple and his friends,

he commenced bookseller in Piccadilly; and
when the opposition club, called the Coterie, was
established, in 1764, Mr. Almon was appointed

bookseller and stationer to the club. This

circumstance brought him a great flow of

business ; and the popularity of many of his

political pamphlets, soon established his reputa-

tion as a publisher and author. He had bold-

ness to publish writings which other booksellers

would have rejected. The consequence of his

upright and uncompromising conduct in avow-
ing his sentiments in opposition to the measures

of government, soon pointed him out as a fit

object on whom to wreak their vengeance.* The
proceedings against him we have already noticed

at the time they took place, at pages 721, 758.

In 1775, he published the New Foundling Hos-
pital for Wit, commonly a volume eveiy year,

which met with approbation. He afterwards

revised, corrected, and methodized the whole,

in the form it now appears. Naturally attached

to a sedentary situation, his greatest fault was

giving his confidence to unworthy servants, and
permitting them to exercise that pow er which he

ought to have kept in his own hands. Nor had
he firmness to withstand their solicitations for

* Memoirs of John Almon, bookseller, of Piccadilly.

London : 1790. This very amusing and interesting ac-

count of Almon, most valuable for documents which it

contains, shows his firm, able, and uncompromising oppo-

sition to the oppressive and tyrannical proceedings of

government, and the base subserviency of the members ot

parliament and the judges, was not published. Mr. Baines,

in his History of Lancashire, makes no mention of this

worthy and patriotic individual.
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favours. He was therefore duped, betrayed,

plundered, and abused by them, according as it

suited their occasional views. At length, ill

health obliged him to seek for ease and. recovery

in retirement, which he flattered himself he
should there obtain. With this view he quitted

his business, in favour of a very worthy and
respectable young man (Mr. Debrett) and went
into the country. But he had scarcely settled

there whenhe had the misfortune to lose his wife.

He left London in June, 1781, and Mrs. Al-

mon died in August following. This stroke

affected him deeply, and he mentions it in more
than one of his lyrics. In the month of Sep-

tember, 1784, he married the widow of William
Parker, printer of the General Advertiser^ and
returned once more to London, and to business,

taking up his residence in Fleet-street. He left

ease and affluence, to encounter fatigue and
rescue indigence. On this occasion, Mr. Mack-
lin, the comedian, sent him the following letter,

in answer to his application for an order, for a

friend, to see his Man of the World.
" Dear Sir,—Your tenure in the Man of the

World is long and legal, of full twenty years.

You were the first man in the land, who en-

couraged the author in his hopes of success from
that production ; therefore in justice he sends

you his fiat, which on all occasions will be ready
for his old friend Almon. I sincerely congratu-

late you, myself, and the public, upon your return

to the world of business. You were made for it.

The press wants such spirits. It is the guardian
of the times, and should be its monitor. I have
not been on the other side of Temple-bar since

your resurrection. Laziness, application, real

or fancied illness, hindered me from wishing you
joy of your new life in person. But my first

visit shall be to discharge that duty.—I am, dear

Sir, sincerely your friend and humble servant,

"Oct. 28, 1784. Charles Macklin."*
" Tavistock-row, Covent-garden."

In his new situation as printer of the General

Advertiser, he was again the object of the

enmity of the court. He was not long in Fleet-

street, before he was chosen into the common
council, in which he continued two years. The
speculation of the General Advertiser injured his

fortune ; and he became a prisoner of the king's

bench for a libel, and was afterwards an outlaw.

Extricated at length from his difficulties, he
returned again to England, and settled in Hert-
fordshire, where he died, leaving his widow in

great distress. In 1804, Mr. Almon gave to the

world the genuine correspondence of Mr. Wilkes,
which was his last literary performance. His
taste for poetry was far from being contemptible,

and some of his lyrics are not without merit

;

many of his pieces appeared in the New Found-
ling Hospital for Wit, and in the Asylum for
Fugitive Pieces.

* Charles Macklin, or Mac I^aughlin, was born at West-
meath, and became an eminent comedian and author of
the Man of the World, and Love-n-la-Mode. He died July
Ji. 1/97, And was buried at St. Paul's, Covent garden.

1805, Dec. 12. The printing office of Mr.
Gillett, in Salisbury-court, Fleet-street, London,
destroyed by fire. It was in this fire, that the

Travels of Anacharsis, noticed at page 811,

were consumed, which gave rise to the following

trial in the court of common pleas, Guildhall,

London, July 3, 1807.

Gillett V. Maw man—Mr. Serjeant Vaughan
opened the plantiff's case, the substance of which
was shortly this : Mr. Gillett had printed for Mr.
Mawman, bookseller, a certain number of copies

of a work, entitled, the Travels of Anacharsis.

In 1725 Mr. Gillett's premises were destroyed

by fire, and amongst other property the above
work. At Christmas, Mr. Gillett sent in his

general bill as a printer to Mr. Mawman ; who
set off all the property which belonged to him,
and which had been consumed in the fire, which
was £568 from the charge which had been made
for the printing of the Travels of Anacharsis ;

and £1,106 \0s. for paper belonging to the de-

fendant, which had been given to Mr. Gillett for

him to print various other works on for Mr. Maw-
man, and which also had been consumed.

It was contended, that there was a custom in

the trade, as between bookseller and printer, by
which the paper of the bookseller, and all other

property belonging to him, wasted by the printer

was at his own risk ; and, therefore, the printer

must not only pay for the loss of all the paper he
had in hand belonging to the bookseller, but he
must also lose the labour of the printing ; in a
word, that in case of fire, it was the custom of
the trade, that the whole loss should be borne by
the printer.

For Mr. Gillett, it was contended, that there

existed no such custom, and that it was repug-
nant to common sense to attempt to establish it

;

Mr. Gillett had his house destroyed by fire, a
circumstance which he could not help, conse-

quently he was not responsible for the loss which
had been sustained in this case.

Several witnesses said that such a custom did
exist, and stated instances of Mr. Rickaby, Mr.
H. S. Woodfall, and others, who paid for losses

sustained by booksellers.

On the other hand, it appeared from the evi-

dence of several witnesses, that they knew of no
such custom as that set up by the booksellers,

that the printer was to be at the risk of the loss

of paper, &c. belonging to the bookseller in case
of fire, when the paper was in the printer's hands.
The chief justice summed up the substantial

parts of the evidence, and the juiy found a ver-

dict for the plaintiff" for the sum of £145. 9^. lOrf.

being the sum admitted by the defendant to be
due to him upon balance of accounts after allow-
ing him his set off. They found no custom in

this case.—See Annual Register, vol. 49, p. 455.
1805, ./a?i. 1. The Mail, No. 1, printed and

published every Tuesday, by Joseph Aston,
Manchester, price sixpence,

1805, Feh. The Antiquary. These essays
were published in the Monthly Magazine.

1805. The Clyde Commercial Advertiser, pub-
lished at Glasgow.
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1805. The Prince of Wales's Island Gazette.

This newspaper was published at Pulo Penang,

which was the first place in that remote portion

of Asia situated beyond the Ganges, reaching

from Hindostan to the Pacific ocean ; a region

less known to Europe- than any part of the world,

except the interior of Africa. This paper con-

tinued in existence twenty-two years, when it

fell for want of support. An Essay on the Maleij

language^ hy J. Shaw, bears for imprint, Prince

of Wales's Island, 1807.*

1805. The Saunterer. These essays, the pro-

duction of Mr. Hewson Clarke,t appeared in the

Tyne Mercury, at Newcastle, during the years

1804 and 1805 ; and having reached forty-four

numbers, was printed in a 12mo. form early in

1806. A second edition, two vols. 12mo. was

published in the same year.

1805. Melancholy Hours. These essays, by

Henry Kirke White,| appeared in the Monthly

Mirror, during this year. They are twelve in

number, and exhibit much feeling, taste, and

judgment, and are written with correctness and

purity of style.

1806, Jan. 25. Died, Joseph Whitfield,
bookseller, at the Bridge end, Newcastle-upon-

Tyne. His residence was in the Close.

1806. Printing established at Caraccas,§ a

large city of Terra Finna in South America. The
following notice of the typography of this city

we owe to the inquiries of the baron Humboldt:||

* It came into possession of the British in the year 1/86,

and through care has become a flourishingr colony, and a
general rendezvous of all persons trading to those parts of

the east. Georgetown is the chief town on the island.

t Hewson Clarke was born at Maryport, in Cumber-
land, March l6, 1786, and admitted of Emmanuel college,

Cambridge, in I8O9. He has published tYicArt of Pleasing,

printed at Cambridge, 8vo. I8O7. History of the Cam-
paigns in Russia, 8vo. 1813. History of Wars, arising out

of the French Revolution ;& Continuation of Hume ; and a
Supplement to Johnson's Lives of the Poets. He has also been
the editor of the Scorge, and several periodical journals.

t Henry Kirke White, whose splendid talents, extraordi-

nary virtues, and premature death at the age of twenty

-

one, must be considered both by the literary and moml
world, by the disciples of genius and of piety, as a heavy
and irreparable loss. He was born at Nottingham, March
21, 1785, where his father was a butcher, and intended to

bring up his son to the same trade. All the school educa-
tion he received amounted to the acquirements of reading
and writing his mother tongue, with some instruction in

arithmetic and French, but he thiisted after more ample
supplies ; and already an ardent admirer of the beauties of

nature, he revolted both from the occupation of a butcher
and a hosier, to which latter business he was placed, when
fourteen years of age. At the age of fifteen he was placed
in the office of Messrs. Coldham and Enfield, attorneys,
Nottingham ; he died six years afterwards

;
yet the

acquirements he gained, and the works he achieved in

that short space, were such as have not frequently been
equalled. In October, 1804, he quitted the law, and was
entered of St. John's college, Cambridge, where he died,

Oct. 19, 1806, universally regretted by aU who knew him.
His Life and Remains, published by Mr. Southey, form one
of the most affecting and interesting productions which
has, for many years, been given to the public.

§ On the 26th of March, 1812, the then flourishing city

of Caraccas experienced one of the most awful visitations
recorded in history, by an earthquake, which in less than
the space of a single minute levelled nearly the entire
city with the ground, and buried from nine to ten thou-
sand of the inhabitants beneath the fallen ruins ! It was
founded by the Spaniards in the year 1567.

II
Baron Wilhelm Humboldt, a celebrated traveller, died

April 7, 1835, aged sixty-seven years.

" When we remember, that in the United States

of North America newspapers are published in

small towns not exceeding three thousand inha-
bitants, we may be surprised to learn, that Carac-
cas, with a population of lorty or fifty thousand
souls, possessed no printing office before 1806 ;

for we cannot give this name to the presses

which served only from year to year to print a
few pages of an almanack, or the pastoral letter

of a bishop. A Frenchman, M. Delpeche, allied

to one of the most respectable families in the

country, has the merit of having first established

a printing-office at Caraccas. It appears suffici-

ently extraordinary in modern times, to see an
establishment of this kind, affording the greatest

means of communication between men, follow,

and not precede, apolitical revolution."

—

Pei-sonal

Narrative of Travels, vol. iii. book 4, chap. 13.

1806. James Philip Palm, a German book-

seller, memorable as one of the victims of French
ambition. He was a native of Wurtemburg,
and was established in business at Nuremberg,
in 1806, when that imperial ciij', possessing

laws of its own, was suddenly occupied by the

French army. Being accused of having dis-

tributed, in the spring of 1806, a pamphlet
against Bonaparte, ascribed to M. Gentz, and
entitled Germany in its profound abasement, from
which the following lines is an extract :

BONAPARTE'S ECHO.

Je snis seul en ce lieu, personne ne m'ecoute,
M'ecoute.

Morbleu ! qui me repond ? Qui est avec moi f

Moi.
Sais-tu si Londres resistera ?

Resistera.
Si Vienne et d'autres coors m'opposeront toujours ?

Toujours,
Ah, ciel ! que dois-je attendre apr^s tant de malheurs ?

Malheurs.
Apr&s tant de hauts faits, que dois-je entreprewrfre /

Rendre.
Rendre! ce que j'ai acquis par des exploits inoms ?

Qui.

Et quel serait le fin de tant des soins et des peines ?

Peines.
Enfin, que deviendrait de mon peuple laalheui-eux ?

Heureux.
Que serais-je alors—moij qui me crois immortel ?

Mattel

.

L'univers n'est il pas rempli de mon nom ?

Non.
Autrefois mon nom seul inspirait la ierreur

Erreur.
Triste ^cho ! laisse-moi, je m'eunuye, je me meurs

Meurs.

Palm was arrested by virtue of an order sent

from Paris, and conducted to Braunau, where,

three days after his arrival, he was arraigned

before a military commission, when he alleged

that he received by post the offensive pamphlet,

and that he knew nothing of the author. He
was, however, by this mock tribunal, condemned
to be shot, and the sentence was carried into

execution on the following day, notwithstanding

the intercession of the inhabitants of Braunau.
Palm was regarded throughout all Germany as

a martyr ; and subscriptions were opened for the

benefit of his widow and five children, not only

in his native country, but in liOndon and at St.

Petersburg, where the emperor and empress

dowager became contributors.
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\806, March 25. Died, Mileson Hingeston,
bookseller, near Temple-bar, in the Strand, Lon-
don. After having been several years in business,

he retired to a comfortable situation in the ord-

nance office, and died much respected, at his

house in the tower.

1806. An extraordinary Case in Chancery

fairly stated. 8vo. Mrs. Mary Crowe, the writer

of this pamphlet, her husband, and Mr. Delahoy,

the printer, at Deptford, were imprisoned by
order of the lord chancellor, for a libel on the

court, contained in the above pamphlet.

1806, April 7. Died, Thomas Jones, a worthy

and respectable printer in Fetter-lane, London,
aged seventy-five.

1806, June 30. Died, Peter Whynne, an
eminent bookseller in Patemoster-row, London.
He had just purchased the elegant villa of Mr.
Wilkinson, at Canonbury ; but did not live to

take possession. Mr. Whynne, was a man of

strong intellect ; and, with rather a rough exte-

rior, possessed the milk of human kindness.

—

From habits of industry, imbibed in early life,

and the aid of inflexible integrity, he had ac-

quired a handsome competence, with the esteem

of an extensive circle of friends. He died at

Eltham, in Kent, leaving a widow, with two
sons and three daughters.

1806, ^M^. 25. Died, JAMES KoBsoN, a very

eminent bookseller, in Bond-street, London.

—

He was born in the year 1733, at Sebergham,
in Cumberland, where hisfamily had been settled

j
from ancient times in the respectable condition

'of yeomen. He was educated at a neighbouring

grammar school; and at the age of sixteen went
to London, under the protection of his relation

'Mr. Brindley, then an eminent bookseller in

;

New Bond-street. Mr. Robson succeeded him
[in business in 1759, which he carried on for more
;
than forty years, with integrity, fame, and profit.

'He entered the career of active life with all the

'advantages of a solid and pious education, habits

of frugality without meanness, a persevering

[industry, and mannere peculiarly liberal and
(obliging, free alike from the pernicious and ofl*en-

j
sive vanity of assuming the habits of the higher

ranks, or the insolent aff'ectation of contemning
them. Soon after he settled in business he made
[a considerable addition to his domestic comforts
and his property, by marrying the only daughter
[of Mr. Perrot, an eminent builder, near Grosve-
[iior-square, by whom he had a large family.*

[About the year 1707, the dean and chapter of

[Westminster appointed Mr. Robson high bailiff

[of the city and liberty ; but he resigned it some
Itime before his death. He was also in the com-

lission of the peace for the county of Middlesex,
Pin which he had considerable property. In 1788,
accompanied by his friend Mr. James Edwards,

* His eldest son James, whom he intended to have suc-
ceeded him in business, unhappily lost his life, at the age of
twenty years, by a fall from his horse, at Sebergham.

—

See Gentleman''s 3Inprazine, vol. Iv. p. 439. His second
son, George, was educated at Queen's college, Oxford,
and obtained the vicarage of Chirke, and a prebend in the
cathedral of St. Asaph, Mr. Robson had also five daugh-
ters, and was proprietor of Trinity chapel, Conduit-street.

bookseller, of Pall Mall, Mr. Robson undertook

a journey to Venice, on purpose to examine the

far-famed Pinelli library,* the catalogue of

which made six 8vo. volumes. This superb col-

lection, by a bold and successful speculation, he
secured, by offering a price for it which the ex-

ecutors and trustees of Maffei Pinelli, who died

in Feb. 1785, found it their interest to accept

;

and during the severe winter of 1788-9, the

books were, not without much hazard from the

sea, brought safely to London ; and sold by
auction, at the great room in Conduit-street, in

1789 and 1790. The produce of the auction

was £9,356, A sale catalogue was published

in London in 1789, entitled Bihliotheca Pinel-

liana ; a catalogue of the magnificent library of
Maffei Pinelli, late of Venice, &c. in one thick

volume 8vo. Mr. Robson's chief amusement,
when relaxing from the tumult of the world,

was that which delighted Isaac Walton ; and
the records of Hampton and Sunbury proclaim
his skill and patience as an angler ; where, with
a few select companions, he occasionally whiled
away the early dawn and evening shade in harm-
less sport. His conversation was mild, cheerful,

intelligent, communicative, but never obtrusive

;

and as he had imbibed iji his early education
a familiar acquaintance with the Latin poets,

was frequently illustrated by apt quotations.

—

Though very far removed from the character of

a hon vivant, he was a member of a literary club
of booksellers, held at the Shakspeare tavern ; a
friendly band, where congenial spirits, warmed,
not heated, with the genuine juice of the grape,

unreservedly poured out their whole souls in

attic wit and repartee. After an association of

about thirty-five years with this literaiy society,

Mr. Robson was nearly the last survivor.

1806, Aug. Died, — Farmer, well known as

a retailer of newspapers. He had acquired by
his extraordinary industry, parsimony, and me-
thods peculiar to himself, a sum amounting to

£9000. His manners and external appearance
indicated extreme poverty ; his plaintive stories

very often excited pity, and induce4 many to act

with tenderness towards him. The following

circumstance was related as the cause of Mr.
Farmer's death. An old man, a news dealer,

being much afflicted with disorders incident to

advanced age, wished to dispose of his business

;

the sum demanded for it was £50. Mr. Farmer
seemed inclined to purchase, but could not think

of advancing so large a sum as £50 at one time,

but, supposing the old man could not live long,

agreed to allow him 27*. per week during his

natural life. These terais were agreed to ; the

old man retired into the country, recovered his

* The Pinelli collection of books long held a -dis-

tinguished rank among the libraries of Europe, it was up-
wards of two hundred years formins by the family, and
comprehended an unparalleled collection of Greek, Roman,
and Italian authors, from the origin of printing, with
many of the earliest editions printed on vellum, and finely
illuminated ; a considerable number of curious Greek and
Latin manuscripts,(biblical, legal, and classical) from the
eleventh to the sixteenth century, and the completest
specimen hitherto known to exist, of an instiument writ,
ten upon the ancient Ejryptian papyrus, A.D. 572,

5 L
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liealth, returned to London, exhibited his pei'son

before Mr. Farmer, which operated upon him so

powerfully, that the whole of his thoughts were

engrossed with it ; he gradually declined in

health, his spirits became depressed, " sharp

misery seemed to have worn him to the bone,"

and, at last, distressed to part with the " darling

object of his soul," in a flood of tears he retired

to his garret, and in a few hours expired.

1806, Sept. Died, John Bell, bookseller, at

Edinburgh, who for the period of half a century,

ranked among the first of his profession, and

during several years of that period was the father

of the trade. He was one of the original promo-

ters of the society of booksellers of Edinburgh

and Leith ; and the first who filled the situation

of prseseo thereof.

1806, Sept. The first Almanack printed at

Constantinople, in Turkey.

1806, Nov. — Broad, a printer, stabbed in

the arm by two Italians, in Long Acre, London,

of which he died. They were tried for the ofience,

but acquitted.

1806. Hours of Leisure. These essays were

published in the European Magazine., and en-

titled Essays after the manner of Goldsmith.

They were reprinted, with numerous additions,

under the present title, in this year. Many of

these papers were written by Mr. George Brewer,

an attorney in London, and abound in the deli-

neation of character and the description of inci-

dent, and the general tendency are useful.

1806. The Antijacobin Review, ediiedhy John
Gifford, esq. one of the magistrates at the police

office. Worship-street, Shoreditch, London. Mr.

Gifibrd was the author of a great number of

works. He died at Bromley, March 6, 1818.

1806. The British Indian Monitor, by John
Borthwick Gilchrist, LL.D. late of the Bengal

medical establishment, and Hindustanee pro-

fessor in the college of Fort William, and alter-

wards a banker in Edinburgh. He was the

author of a number of works relating to the

Indian languages. The Indian Monitor makes
two vols. 8vo.

1807, Jan. 6. Died, Christopher Brown,
who was well known among the booksellers of

London for the last half centurj', having passed

among them almost the whole of a long and
active life. He was apprenticed in the house of

Mr. Richard Baldwin, in Paternoster-row. He
afterwards entered into the service of Mr. Long-
man, with whom he remained many years, as a

faithful and active servant. See page 815, ante.

No man ever left behind him a fairer or better

earned reputation for scrupulous and inflexible

integrity, for active zeal, constancy, and perse-

verance in discharging the several duties of the

situation which had been confided to him.

1807, Ja7i. Died, Thomas ALEXANDER,school-
inaster, at Tetbury, in Gloucestershire, aged
sixty-eight years, during which period he never

slept a night from his own house. He bequeathed
his property to various charities, among which
he ordered a Bible to be given to every couple

that might be married in Tetbury church.

1807. A Vindication of the Universities to a
copy of eveiy new publication. By Edward
Christian, esq., chief justice of the isle of Ely.
Cambridge: printed at the university press. By
R. Watts. 8vo. pp. 36.

A vindication of a right, which it would be to

the credit of the national character speedily to

abolish. The tax in support of these institutions

should at least be general, and not imposed on
a class, whose remuneration for their labour is,

for the most part, very precarious. On works of

an expensive nature in their production, such as

books on natural history, antiquities, &c., and
of which the number printed is very limited, the

tax is most oppressive.—Martin's Catalogue of
private printed books, page 107.

1807, Jaw. 19. Died, JoHS Stirling, printer

and bookseller, Edinburgh.
1807. A printing-office established at Karass,

a Scotch missionary settlement, in a village situ-

ated near the confluence of the rivers Cuma and
Podcuma, in the Russian province of Caucasus
between the Black sea and the Caspian, where
in the course of this year five hundred copies of

a folio edition of St. Matthew^s Gospel were
worked off" on blue paper : and the entire New
Testament in Turkish was printed here, by the

Edinburgh missionary society, in 1813.

1807. For printing articles of impeachment,
minutes of evidence, and copies of the trial of

lord viscount Melville, £2,046 6s. paid out of

the public treasury.

1807, Feb. Died, James Simmons, printer

and bookseller at Canterbury, whose life is a
striking instance of what may be efi"ected by
industry and perseverance. "Mankind," observes

the writer of an account of the subject of this

memoir, "are but too fond of contemplating

heroes ; and launching their admiration on ex-

ploits, which they can never hope either to imitate

or excel." Knowledge, estimated with reference

to usefulness, is only to be gained, nevertheless,

by an attentive investigation of the history of

the middle classes of society, whose biography

alone abounds with practical instruction. James
Simmons, who afterwards sat in parliament for

his native place, was born in an obscure part of

the city of Canterbury, immediately in the

vicinity of its cathedral, about the year 1740.

His father was a barber, whose circumstances

were confessedly poor, although himself was of

honest repute; and his son was educated at the

King's School, in Canterbury, an excellent

institution, which was founded by Henry VIII.
Being sent to London,while a boy, James became
an apprentice to Mr. Thomas Greenhill, an emi-

nent stationer, residing nearly opposite the Man-
sion-house, but whose residence has since been

converted into a banking-house ; thus, adopting

the witticism of this gentleman's biographer,
" still keeping up, although not its ancient firm,

at least its ancient employment, stationers and
bankers being both dealers in paper." Mr. Sim-

mons, at length, entered into business on his

own account, when, becoming a liveryman, he

was shortly after put in nomination for the officetI
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of sheriff". This occurred twice, during- 1802

and 1806; but it was represented that the state

of his health would incapacitiite him for sustain-

ing the arduous duties which the shrievalty

necessarily imposes upon those who undertake it.

Notwithstanding, therefore, the advantages he

might have derived by continuing to reside in

the capital, Mr. Simmons, still panting for his

native air, repaired, about the year 1768, to

Canterbury, where he established a printing-

office, with the management of which he had
previously made himself acquainted. He was

at this period the only printer in Kent. The
foundation both of his celebrity and property,

property being the consequence of real celebrity,

was here laid by him in the publication of the

newspaper entitled the Kentish Gazette. Be-
fore his time, the Kentish Post, or Canterbury

News, was the only paper devoted to that exten-

sive opulent county: it consisted of just four

foolscap folio pages, containing two or three

advertisements ; and was adorned with a wood-
cut, that occupied full one-third of the first leaf.

He could not but improve on such a plan. Intro-

ducing a new type, and a new taste, his under-

taking at once succeeded. Mr. Simmons soon

became the first stationer, bookseller, <Scc. in the

city that gave him birth. Mr. Simmons was in

politics a whig ; and was, during the short period

the Rockingham administration were in power,

appointed distributor of stamps for the county of

Kent; the emoluments of which, estimated as

considerable, are known to have essentially con-

tributed to his actual wealth. Declining, from
prudential views, the contests of party, and
having already filled the highest civic offices of

his native place, Mr. Simmons turned his atten-

tion to objects of general and practical utility.

The first public act of this kind, in which this

praiseworthy zeal became manifest, was the ten-

der of his services to regulate the improvements
agreed to be introduced into Canterbury ; and
such were the ability and attention evinced by
liiin, especially as to the paving of the city, that

he received the thanks of the corporation, accom-
panied with a piece of plate, of the value of

£50. He was engaged in another great work.
In 1794, Messrs. Simmons and Royle gave a
premium of £2450 for a thirty years' lease of
Abbot's and King's mill ; and they expended on
the building, together with its improvements, to

the amount of £8000 more. Mr. Smeaton,*
however, the celebrated engineer, undertook the
erection of a new mill, with such a power as
should turn six, and even eight pair of shears,

for the regular supply of the Canterbury market

* John Smeaton was born at Austhorpe, Yorkshire, May
28, 1724. Though intended for the practice of the law by
his father, himself an attorney, he was, pursuant to his
own request, placed under a mathematical instrument
maker. He was afterwards admitted a member of the
Royal Society, where, in 1759, he obtained the gold medal
for his paper on The Natural Powers of Wind and Water
to turn Mills and other Machines depending on a Circular
Motion. On the 2nd of April, 1767, the Eddystone Light-
house was founded of stone, by Smeaton, and completed
on the 24th of August, 1759. He died at Austhorpe, Oct.
2^ 1792.

with flour. Instead of converting this useful
design, (which was finished by Mr. Abbot, of
Canterbury, in a masterly style,) into a monopoly
for the oppression of the inhabitants, and the
avaricious accumulation of wealth, Mr. Sim-
mons was enabled to realize projects infinitely

more gratifying to his feelings. Its returns
have been computed at £40,000 per annum;
and he was also enabled to keep down the price
of meal, and the assize of bread. Determined
to effect both these ends, he cheerfully assisted

the magistrates in adjusting the value of the
quartern loaf; and, in 1800, issued an advertise-
ment, by which he publicly invited the industri-

ous poor to come in person for a supply of their

necessities. Sensible of the various benefits
extended to their city by this spirited citizen, in
the accomplishment of which he had expended
about two thousand guineas,* his townsmen, at
the general election in 1806, exhibited their
sense of his public conduct, by electing him one
of their representatives in parliament. But Mr.
Simmons did not long enjoy this trust. He
died as he had lived, however, in the service of
those by whom it was conferred, during the
February of 1807, whilst attending his duty in

the house of commons.
1807, March 17. John Pridden, who had

for nearly half a century carried on the business
of a bookseller in Fleet-street, London; was
one of the many instances that integrity and
perseverance introduce their attendant votaries

to ease, affluence, and satisfaction. To animate
others to appreciate the value of unsullied honour,
or bear up against the torrent of stern oppression,
a few particulars respecting the life of this worthy
man cannot be omitted. He was born July 20,
1728, at Old-Martin-hall, in the parishes of El-
lesmere andWhittington, in Shropshire, of rather
wealthy parents; but his father dying when
he was only twelve years of age, and his mother
marrying again, he soon experienced the with-
holden protection of his mother, and the most
unmerciful and cruel treatment of his step-father,

Indeed, the severity he endured was so great,

that be was frequently laid up ; and often res^

cued by his neighbours from the tyrannic grasp
of his step-father. But, alas ! nothing could

* Amongst his many excellent undertakings of this
kind, must be specified the improvement of some acres of
land long since devoted to the ruins of the Dungil, Dun-
geon, or Dane-John ; names which sufficiently indicate
the epoch at which, and the nation by whom, it was
erected. This ancient fortress then stood on a tract of
waste ground ; and remained an uneven and rugged piece
of pasture, until 1790, when Mr. Simmons commenced his
salutary reform, not for his private advantage, but purely
for the recreation and advantage of the public. On the
side of the mount is a circular walk, having seats, which
command views of the city and its environs ; and upon
the top stands a stone pillar, on one of the four marble
tablets of which is the following

INSCRIPTION.
" This field and hill were impioved, and these terracea,

walks, and i)lantations, made in the year 1790, for the use
of the public, at the sole expense of Jamrs Simmons, Esq.
of this City, alderman and banker. To perpetuate the
memory of which generous transaction, and as a mark of
gratitude for his other Public Services, this pillar wai^
erected by Voluntary Subscription, in the year 1803,"
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subdue the inexorable temper of this tyrant

;

and the oppressed youth determined to leave his

home, and try his fortune in the metropolis.

This happened soon after the breaking out of

the French war in 1744, when, having proceeded

on his journey as far as Worcester, and finding

there a hot press for soldiers, he did not relish

the probability of a military attachment, but

adopted what he conceived to be the least of two

evils, and returned back again. For this self-

defensive ofleuce he was regularly and systema-

tically thrashed every Tuesday and Saturday, the

days of his exit and return, for nearly three

years, when, unable any longer to endure his

unmerited sufferings, he once more bid an eter-

nal adieu to his unpropitious habitation, and
arrived in London, March 25, 1748, where he
soon found protectors iu Mr. John Nourse, in

the Strand, and Mr. Richard Manby, Ludgate-

hill ; the latter of whom he succeeded in busi-

ness. The libraries of many eminent characters

passed through his hands ; and, being content

with small profits, he soon found himself sup-

ported by a numerous and respectable set of

friends, not one of whom ever quitted him. To
do good, was his delight ; to communicate hap-

piness to all he could, was his unceasing aim.

About 1782 he became totally blind ; but was
relieved from that malady by the judicious hand
of baron de Wenzel, and enjoyed his eye-sight

to the last. He was naturally of a weak habit

of body ; but his extreme temperance and unin-

terrupted complacency of mind, insured to him
an almost constant flow of spirits. The following

instance of his charity will prove the goodness

of his heart: In the year 1800, on the failure of

his less fortunate neighbour, he invited him to

his house, and relinquished business, to give him
the opportunity of keeping on the spot : his kind

intentions met with success ; and he frequently

expressed the pleasure he felt at seeing his friend

prosper under his roof.* He married, March
27, 1757, Anne daughter of Mr. Humphrey
Gregory, of Twemloves,nearWhitchurch, Shrop-

shire, by whom he had fourteen children, nine of

which died young. His wife died April 1, 1801.

John, the eldest son, was educated at Oxford,

and became vicar of Caddington, Bedfordshire
;

a minor canon of St. Paul's, London, and St.

Peter's, Westminster ; and one of the priests of

his majesty's chapels-royal. The other son,

Humphrey Gregory, was for a short time a book-
seller, but retired from business. It may truly

be said of Mr. John Pridden, that he was a most
amiable and indulgent parent, a sincere friend,

and, in the strictest sense, a truly honest man.
1807, April 9. William Kirk, a well-known

pressman, drowned whilst in a state of intoxica-

tion, in the river Nen,near Northampton. It was
supposed that he was pushed in the river by one
of two prostitutes, with whom he was walking.

* Mr. Joseph Brasbridge, author of an autobiography
entitled the Fruits of Experience, was the individual thus
favoured by Mr. Pridden, at that time a silversmith. He
died Feb, 28, 1832, in his goth year, at Highgate, where he
had retired upon an independency.

1807, April. Died, Mark Supple, many
years known as a parliamentary reporter. In
the vigour of his life his merit in that depart-
ment was eminently conspicuous ;

" he was a
fellow of infinite jest," and often kept the gal-
lery " in a roar."*

1807, April 13. Died, Robert Heron, a
writer of considerable erudition, and very exten-
sive general information. For about eight years

of his life he was much connected with the peri-

odicals of London. In 1799 he conducted the
political department of the Historical Magazine.
At a subsequent period he was editor of the

Agricultural Magazine. He was also a contri-

butor to the old Universal Magazine, Monthly
Magazine, Antijacobin Review, Oxford Review,
and several other periodical publications. Mr.
Heron possessed considerable ability as a parlia-

mentary reporter ; and in that capacity was
successively engaged by the proprietors of ihe

Oracle, the Porcupine, and the Morning Post,

About 1802-3, he obtained the editorship, with a
share, of the British Press and Globe, two papers

then recently established by the booksellers. He
held this concern only a fortnight. He next,

for several months, conducted Lloyd^s Evening
Post. Through the influence of an under secre-

tary of state, he received a respectable salary as

the nominal editor of a French newspaper pub-
lished in London. About the same time (1805)
he undertook the management of a weekly news-
paper, called the British Neptune. While he

* Peter Finnerty used to tell the following story of Mark
Supple. Mark was big-boned, loud-voiced, and had as
much wit and fun as an Irish porter could carry—often
more than he could carry himself, or knew what to do
with. He took his wine frequently at Bellamy's, and then
went up into the gallery, and reported like a gentleman
and a man of genius. The members hardly knew their

own speeches again, but they admired his free and bold
manner of dressing them up. None of them ever went to

the printing-office of the Morning Chronicle, to complain
that the tall Irishman had given a lame sneaking version
of their sentiments: they pocketed the affront of their

metamorphosis, and .fathered speeches they had never
made. His .way was the hyperbole j a strong view of

orientalism, with a dash of the bogtrotter. His manner
seemed to please, and he presumed upon it. One evening,

as he sat at his post in the gallery, waiting the issues of

things, and a hint to hang his own tropes and figures

upon, a dead silence happened to prevail in the house. It

was when Mr. Addington was speaker. The bold leader

of the press-gang was never much on serious business
bent, and at this time he was particularly full of meat and
wine. Delighted, therefore, with the pause, but thinking
that something might as well be going forward, he called

out lustily, " A song from Mr. Speaker." Imagine Ad-
dington's long, prim, upright figure, his consternation,

and utter want of preparation for, or of a clue to repel

such an interruption of the rules and orders of parlia-

ment. The house was in a roar : Pitt, it is said, could

hardly keep his seat for laughing. When the bustle and
confusion were abated, the sergeant at arms went into the

gallery to take the audacious culprit into custody, and in-

dignantly desired to know who it was, but nobody would
tell. Mark sat like a tower on the hindmost bench of the

gallery, imperturably in his own gravity, and safe in the

faith of the brotherhood of reporters , who alone were in

the secret. At length, as the mace-bearer was making
fruitless enquiries,and getting impatient,Supple pointed to

a fat quaker,who sat in the middle of the crowd, and nodded
assent that he was the man. The quaker was, to his great

surprise, taken into immediate custody; but, after a

short altercation and some further explanation, he was
released, and the hero of our story put in his place for an
hour or two, but let off on an assurance of his contrition,

and of showing less wit and more discretion for the future.
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held the latter engagement, he very imprudently

criticised, with great severity, the performance

of a play which was nut acted. The performers

justly felt themselves aggrieved, and three or

four actions were commenced, but were after-

wards compromised. In 1806, having resigned

both the French paper and the British Neptune,

Mr. Heron embarked in a literary speculation of

his own, the Fame newspaper, which failed, and
involved him in some serious pecuniary difficul-

ties—difficulties which, no doubt, hastened his

early dissolution. In 1806, he addressed a letter

to Mr. Wilberforce, on the Justice and Expedi-

ency of the Slave Trade.

Robert Heron, whose attainments were of no

ordinary description, was born at New Galloway,

in the south-west of Scotland, Nov. 6, 1764.

His father,John Heron, was a weaver, generally

respected for his persevering industry and ex-

emplary piety. At a very early age he became
remarkable for the love he showed to learning,

which induced his parents to give him the bene-

fit of a liberal education as far as their means
would allow. From his own savings out of a
very limited income, and a small assistance from
his parents, he was enabled to enter the univer-

sity of Edinburgh at the end of the year 1780.

His hopes of preferment at that time being cen-

tered in the church, he first applied himself to

the course of study which that profession requires.

Being well grounded in a knowledge of the

French language, he found contant employment
from booksellers in translating foreign works,
and the money which he contined to receive was
sufficient to maintain him in a respectable man-
ner, if managed with prudence and discretion

;

but his unfortunate peculiarity of temper, and
extravagant desire of supporting a style of living

which nothing but a liberal and certain income
would admit of, frequently reduced him to dis-

tress, and finally to the jail. While in confine

ment he engaged with Messrs. Morrison's of

Perth, to write A History of Scotland, for which
they were to pay him at the rate of three guineas
a sheet, his creditors, at the same time, agreeing
to release him for fifteen shillings in the pound,
to be secured on two-thirds of the copyright.

Before this arrangement was finally concluded,
melancholy to relate, nearly the whole of the
first volume of the History of Scotland was
written in jail. It appeared in 1793, and one
volume of the work was published every year
successively, rmtil the whole six were completed.
In 1799, finding his views not likely to succeed
any longer in Scotland, he was induced to go
to London, and where, for the first few years of
his residence, it appears he found good employ-
ment, and his application to study being very
great, his profits and prospects were alike cheer-
ing, his income from his literary vocations being
above £300 a-year. There was scarcely a pub-
lication then in London of any note but contained
some of his fugitive writings. Unfortunately,
his former bad habits returned, and while money
continued to flow in, he indulged in the wildest

extravagance—his pen was laid aside—and until

warned of his fate by the appearance of his last

shilling, he seemed altogether devoid of reflec-

tion. Then he would betake himself to his work,

as an enthusiast in every thing, confining him-
self for weeks to his chamber, dressed only in his

shirt and morning gown, and commonly with a
green veil over his eyes, which were weak, and
inflamed by such fits of ill-regulated study. His
friends and associates deserted him—some were
offiended at his total want of steadiness, others

worn out by constant importunities, and not a
few disgusted at the vanity and envy he displayed

on too many occasions ; added to all this, his

employers found they could place no dependence
on his promises, as he would only resume his

pen when urged to it by stem necessity. Deep
in debt, and harrassed by his creditors, who were
all exasperated at his want of faith, he wa« at

last consigned to the jail of Newgate, where he
dragged on a very miserable existence for many
months, and from whence he wrote a pathetic

appeal to the literary fund, which is preserved

in D 'Israeli's Calamities of Authors. His last

publication was a small work called the Com-
forts of Life, of which the first edition was sold

in one week, and the second had a rapid sale.

The life of this accomplished writer was now-

fast drawing to a close. With a mind bowed
down by want and despair, and a body emaciated
from increasing disease, he was incapable of fur-

ther exertion ; and being removed to the fever

institution, Gray's Inn-lane, as his last and only

hope, in one week after his entrance there he
breathed his last, without a friend to console or

comfort him. Thus perished Robert Heron in

the prime of life, whose memoir afibrds a striking

instance of the impossibility of shielding genius

from poverty and disgrace when blinded by
passion or perverted by eccentricity. His ap-

pearance was at most times impressive and digni-

fied ; his figure above the middle size, stately

and erect, and his countenance had a benevolent

expression, though pale and care-worn from
study and confinement. It is difficult to esti-

mate the true depth of his genius by his miscel-

laneous publications in prose ; his style was of a
mixed description,—sometimes pompous and
declamatory, at other times chaste and elegant.

But it must he considered he was seldom allowed

the choice of a subject, being all his life under
the dictates of a publisher. With all his faults

Robert Heron had still many redeeming virtues,

and, above all, a strong sense of the respect

which is due to religion and morality ; but he
committed the fatal error of being more a lover

than a practiser of virtue.

1807, May. A printing-office established at

Montevideo,* in the province of Buenos Ayres,

South America, with the following ceremonies,

as related by Isaiah Thomas. " In May, 1807,

* Montevideo was taken by the English, Feb. 3, I8O7.
Buenos Ayres was taken by sir Home Popham, but was
obliged to evacuate it ; and a second attempt under gene-
ral Whitelock, July 5, I8O7, was most disgracefully con-
ducted, and defeated. Sir Home Popham, the admiral,
was reprimanded by a court-martial, and general White-
lock, the commander in chief, was cashiered.
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a printing-house was opened with much cere-

mony at Montevideo, on the river La Plata, in

South America, when in the possession of the

British fleet and army. The first printing per-

formed at the press in this place was the Pros-

pectus of a Gazette. The commander in chief,

the admiral, and other principal officers of the

province were present. The first sheet from this

press was presented to the governor, the second

to the admiral, and so according to their rank.

William Scollay, a young gentleman from Bos-

ton, educated at Cambridge, Massachusetts, was
appointed conductor of the press, and the editor

of the Gazette
J
for which he received a very

liberal salary."

1807, June 4. Died, Edward Dilly, one of

the most eminent and generous booksellers of

his time. He was born May 22, 1739, at Southill,

in Bedfordshire, where his family were of some
consequence in the higher ranks of old English

yeomen ; and for which county his eldest brother,

John Dilly, esq. who cultivated the paternal in-

heritance at Southill, served the office of high
sheriflF in 1783, and died March 18, 1806, aged
seventy-five. Edward Dilly, the next brother,

has already been noticed at page 744, ante.—
So extensive were the connexions of Edward,
as a bookseller, that he was happy to avail him-
self of the assistance of his brother Charles

;

who, after making a short tour in America, be-

came a partner in Edward's trade ; which, by
his regular assiduity, was considerably extended.

With the fortune of Edward, Charles inherited

also his good qualities. Though neither of them
had much pretensions to literature, they were
zealous in cultivating the friendship of the lite-

rati. Their purchases of copyright were in such
a princely style as had before their time been
wholly unknown. To young and inexperienced

authors, Mr. Charles Dilly, in particular, was a
kind and faithful adviser; and to those who had
occasion for it, his purse was at all times easy of

access. In 1782, on a vacancy of an alderman
for the ward of Cheap, Mr. Dilly was invited to

accept the scarlet gown; but declined that

honourable office in favour of Mr. Boydell.

That of sheriff he escaped on the plea of non-
conformity. The hospitable table, which Edward
was famed for spreading, was continued by
Charles—not with a prodigal, but with an un-
sparing hand. His parties were not large, but
they were frequent; and in general,so judiciously

grouped, as to create a pleasantry of intercourse

not often to be found in mixed companies. Here
Johnson and Wilkes forgot the animosities of

Whig and Tory.* Here high-church divines

and pillars of the meeting-house relinquished

their polemicks, and enjoyed uninterrupted con-

* " To almost every part of Johnson's distinction of a
Whig and Tory," says Dr. Parr, " I assent; there is no
pai-t which does not contain judicious remarks and useful
information. ' A wise tory and wise whig,' he says, ' I

believe agree.' Their principles are the same, though their
modes of thinking are different. A high tory makes
government unintelligible ; it is lost in the clouds. A
violent whig makes it impracticable ; he is for allowing so
much liberty to every man that there is not power enough

viviality. Here Cumberland, whilst he con-

tributed his full proportion to the general hilarity

of conversation, stored his own mind with some
of those valuable observations which have both
entertained and instructed an admiring public.

Here Knox planned and matured not a few of
his valuable Essays. Here Isaac Reed* (than

whom no visitor was more cordially welcomed
by Charles Dilly) was sure to delight, whether
in the mood to be a patient hearer, with now
and then a short oracular response ; or occasion-

ally displaying those rich stores of erudition

which he possessed. Here Crakelt refined on
the labours of an Entiok. Here many a writer

of less eminence, after comfortably enjoying a
mental and bodily repast, engaged in his task with

double pleasure, from the satisfaction he experi-

enced in the liberality of his employer. If ever

the strict rule of decorum was by chance in-

fringed on, it was on those occasional days when,
unavoidable business preventing the master of

the house from sitting so long with his guests as

he could wish, the pleasure of entertaining them
was deputed to his kind-hearted and pleasant

friend James Boswell, who sometimes, in that

capacity,has tried the strength of the oldest hinn.

After a life of uninterrupted labour for more
than forty years, Mr. Dilly, almost on a sudden,

relinquished business; which he disposed of, on

terms mutually beneficial, to Mr. Joseph Maw-
man, at that time high in the same profession in

the city of York. But the transition was too

abrupt for Mr. Dilly. He found himself a soli-

tary being, without the resource of an affection-

ate family to cheer his vacant hours; and, in the

midst of affluence, he soon began to regret the

loss of the counting-house and very -pleasant rooms

to govern any man. The prejudice of the whig is for inno-
vation. A tory does not wish to grive more real power to
government, but that government should have more
reverence. Then they differ as to the church. The tory
is not for giving more legal power to the clergy, but
wishes they should have a considerable influence founded
on the opinion of mankind; the whij? is for limiting
and watching them with a narrow jealousy."

It is said in the Spectator that the whig- and tory are
two creatures who are born with a secret antipathy to

each other, and engage as naturally when they meet, as
the elephant and rhinoceros.

* Isaac Reed was the son of a baker in the parish of St.

Dunstan in the West, London, and his early attainments
were marked with that enthusiasm which frequently pre-

vails in a strong uncultivated mind. He commenced his

public life as a solicitor and conveyancer. But the law.how-
ever alluring its prospects, had not charms sufficient to

engage his whole attention. His intimate knowledge of

ancient English literature was unbounded ; and there
scarcely appeared any literary work in this country, of the
least consequence, that required any extensive reseai'ch,

which had not the advantage of his liberal assistance.

Even the labours of Dr. Johnson were benefited by his

accuracy. His collection of books, which were chiefly

English, was perhaps one of the most exensive in that

kind that any private individual ever possessed. His
own publications, though not very numerous, were all

valuable. If ever there was a mind devoid of guile, it was
Isaac Reed's ; and an attempt to make "the worse appear
the better cause," would have been with him a breach of

moral obligation. He died at his chambers in Staple Inn,

January 5, 1807, and was buried at Amwell. See Biblio-

theca Reediana ; a catalogue of the curious and extensive

library of the late Isaac Reed, Esq. of Staple-Inn, deceased,

comprehending a most extraordinary collection of books
in English literature, &c.; sold by auction by Messrs.

King and Lochee, November, 180/,. 8vo.

IL
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in the Poultry; and actually acquired such a

dejection of spirits as to occasion no small alarm

to his friends. He was luckily, however, per-

suaded to adopt, ia Brunswick-row, Queen-
square, the sociability, if not the employment
of the Poultry; and by the repeated visits of

some inmates whom he highly esteemed, he was
in a great measure roused from his melancholy;

and continued to enjoy a few years of real com-
fort; distributing, not unfrequently, a portion

of his large property in acts of the most dis-

interested benificence. His bounty to individuals

it would be improper to mention. But it must be

recorded to his honour, that in his life-time he

gave £700 consols to the company of stationers

(of which he was master in 1800) for the purpose

of securing perpetual annuities, of ten guineas

each, to the widows of two liverymen of that

company. A very few weeks also before his

death he gave £100 to the sea-bathing infirmary

at Margate ; to which very excellent institution

he added £200 more by his last will; with

the like sum to the society for the relief of per-

sons confined for small debts. He gave £100 to

the society for the relief of the indigent blind

;

£100 to the society for the relief of the deaf and
dumb ; and £100 to the dispensary in Red Lion-

street. He remembered also some of his old

friends. To Daniel Braithwaite, esq. John
Oswald Trotter, esq. and Miss Cumberland, he
gave £1000 each ; to Dr. Lettsom, Dr. Elliott,

the Rev. J. H. Todd, and Mary Fowler, widow,
£500 each. Among the other legacies were, to

Mrs. Crakelt, wife of Mr. Crakelt, £20 a-year :

to her daughter, Mrs, Eylard, £20 a-year ; to

Mrs. Mary Greaves, the daughter of his half-

sister, £52 a-year ; to Mrs. Coulson of Bedford
£100 a-year; to Miss Coulson, one of his

residuary legatees, to the children of her sister,

Mrs. Seilman, £100.; to the two Miss Davies's

(daughters of the rev. Mr. Davies, perpetual

curate of St. James's, Clerkenwell) £2000 each

;

to Mrs. Bodman and Mrs. May, all his shares in

the I^ancaster canal. And, besides other lega-

cies, gave rings of ten guineas each to Mr.
alderman Domville, and to Messrs. Baldwin, J.

Nichols, Conant, Hughs, and Davies. The
residue of his property (supposed to be about

£60,000) to Miss Coulson, the two Miss Davies's

Mrs. Bodman, and Mrs. May, who were all of

them maternally related, his own name having
become extinct. For the last twelve months his

health evidently declined. He afterwards re-

covered so far as to undertake a journey to

Ramsgate, on a visit to Mr. Cumberland, who
happened to be at Tunbridge Wells with sir

James Bland Burgess. Mr. Dilly arrived at

Ramsgate on Saturday the 2d of May, 1 807

;

a^d was on Sunday evening attacked by an
oppression of breath, which took him off on the

following morning. He was buried on the 12th,

in the cemetry of St. George the Martyr, Queen

-

square, in a grave nearly adjoining that in

which the famous Robert Nelson was deposited

in 1715 ; the funeral being attended by a con-

siderable number of his oldest friends.

1807, June 4. Died^ Robert Butler, the

proprietor and editor of the Blackburn Mail,
aged forty-six years.

1807, JuIt/ 28. Richard Phillips, bookseller,

of New Bridge-street, London, (late of Leicester,)

elected sherifi" of London and Middlesex, and
was on this day translated from the musicians'

to the stationers' company. On going up with
an address in behalf of ministers, he received

the honour of knighthood.

1807, July 31. Died, Thomas Miller, a
respectable bookseller at Halesworth, in Suffolk,

where he had carried on business for nearly half

a century, and died in his eighty-fourth year.

1807, July. Elihu White, of Threadneedle-
street, London, obtained a patent for a machine
for casting or founding types, &c.

1807, Aug. 20. The printing-office of Mr.
Swan, Crown-court, corner of Salisbury-square,

entirely consumed by fire, and four other houses
much damaged. Mr. Swan lost above £2,000
over his insurance.

1807, Oct. 9. Died, John Wing rave, many
years a bookbinder of eminence, in Red Lion-
court, Fleet-street, London, in the eightieth

year of his age. He had the honour of being
patronized by the duke of Grafton, major Pear-

son, Isaac Reed, and several other first-rate col-

lectors of curious books, and also by many of
the first booksellers in London. He was a
citizen of London, father of the bookbinding
trade, and one of the oldest inhabitants of St.

Dunstan's parish, of which he was constable in

1767; and apprehended the notorious Mrs.
Brownrigg. He at that time published a curious

Narrative of the many cruelties injlicted upon
her apprentice Mary Clifford, for which she

received sentence oi death, Sept. 12, 1767.

1807, Oct. 13. Died, John Wright, of St.

John's-square, Clerkenwell, London, an excellent

printer, and a worthy man, in the thirty-eighth

year of his age. Joseph Wright, his brother and
successor, died, after a lingering illness, at his

father's house in Leicestershire, May 1, 1809
;

and Edward Wright, a third brother, in the same
profession, died April 26, 1810.

1807, Nov. 5. The warehouse of Mr. Bensley,
printer, of Bolt-court, Fleet-street, London, des-

troyed, by tire,containing much valuable literary

property.

1807, Dec. 13. Died, George Burbage, for

upwards of thirty years a proprietor and printer

of the Nottdngham Journal, and a member of
the senior council of the corporation of Notting-
ham. He had been in business as a bookseller

and printer nearly sixty years ; during which
period, by his intense application and urbanity
of manners, he obtained the respect of all ranks
of society. He was aged eighty years. Mr. G.
Stretton, who had been his apprentice, and also

married his daughter, succeeded to his business.

1807, Dec. 13. Died, J. Northall, of the
firm of Northall and Dawson, booksellers, Stock-
port, Cheshire ; a truly upright man, whose
death was awfully sudden, dying in the arms of
his partner.
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1807, Dec. 17. Mr. Roworth obtained a ver-

dict, with £100 damages against Mr. Wilkes,

bookseller, for having pirated a work written by

the plaintiff, called the Art of Self-Defence

with the broad sword. This work, together with

the prints, were copied into the Encyclopedia

Londiensis, published by the defendant.

1807, Dec. Died, — Coleman, a very in-

genious engraver in wood, whose talents had at

different times procured him distinguished pre-

miums from the society ofarts, manufactures, &c.

1807, Jan. The Atherueum, No. 1. A maga-
zine of literary and miscellaneous information,

published monthly. Conducted by Dr. John
Aikin.

1807, Feb. 7. The Preston Journal, No. 1.

printed and published by Thomas Croft.

1807, Feb. The Ruminator. For this highly

interesting series ofmoral and sentimental essays,

we are indebted to the editor of CensuraLiterana,

in which miscellany the first number of the

Ruminator appeared, and continued monthly.

1807. The Director, a weekly literary journal,

the author of which modestly observes, that he
considers himself " as a mere guide-post to

direct the course of others to moral and intellec-

tual excellence ;" and we must do him justice

to declare that he has brought forward a work
of merit.

—

Drake.

1807. March 28. The Sheffield Mercury, No.
1. Printed and published by William Todd.
This paper was conducted by Mr. Todd until the

4th of October, 1826, when it was purchased

by Mr. George Ridge, and still continues.

1807. The Inverness Journal.

1807. The Caledonia, published at Glasgow.

1807, June. The Inspector, written under the

assumed name of Simon Peep, esq.

1808, Jan. 10. Died, William Edwards,
bookseller at Halifax, in Yorkshire, aged 86
years. He was a character of very great emi-

nence in his profession, and of no common esti-

mation for the energies of his mind. The cata-

logues which he published were astonishingly

rich in scarce and valuable books, of which the

ornamental bindings were peculiarly elegant.

He brought up several sons to his own pro-

fession, all of whom acquired veryhigh celebrity.

1808, Feb. 8. The extensive printing-office of

Mr. John Nichols, Red-lion-court, Fleet-street,

London, entirely destroyed by fire, in which were
consumed several valuable literary works, both

printed and in progress.

1808, Feb. 22. Died, Thomas Etherington,
bookseller, of Rochester, and son of Mr. Ether-

ington of York.
1808. Feb. 29. Died, Henry Lasher Gard-

ner, bookseller, opposite St. Clement's, Strand.

1808, May 8. Died, Sir Charles Corbett,
hart, one of the oldest liverymen of the company
of stationers, aged about 76. He was, in the

outset of life, well known as a bookseller, oppo-
site St. Dunstan's church ; where he afterwards

kept a lottery-office ; had dame Fortune at his

command ; and used to astonish the gaping
crowd with the brilliancy of his nocturnal illumi-

nations. But it is not in the power of the
keeper of a lottery-office to command success.

A very unfortunate mistake in the sale of a
chance of a ticket, which came up a prize of
£20,000, proved fatal to Mr. Corbett, and was
with difficulty compromised, the chance having
fallen into the hands of Edward Roe Yeo, esq.

at thattimeM.P.forCoventi-y. Some years after,

the empty title of baronet (a title, in his case,

not strictly recognised in the college of arms)
descended to Mr. Corbett, which he assumed,
though he might have received a handsome
douceur from some other branch of the family,

if he would relinquish it.—Melancholy to re-

late ! the latter days of this inoffensive character

were clouded by absolute penury. Except a
very trifling pension from the company of station-

ers, he had no means of subsistence but the pre-

carious one of being employed, when his infirmi-

ties and bad state of health would permit him,
in a very subordinate portion of the labours of a
journeyman bookbinder.

1808, May 19. Died, Joseph Cooper, many
years a printer of eminence, died suddenly, in a
fit, whilst walking near Chelsea. Not a few
splendid volumes were produced unostentatiously

from his press, before the modern system of fine

printing became so very prevalent. But he was
unfortunate in business. Having no children,

he acquired a tone of life a little too theatrical,

and much too companionable ; for he had con-

siderable talents, and abounded in pleasantry

and the milk of human kindness. He provided
also, at an inconvenient expense to himself, for

some relatives in the East Indies, in hopes of a
princely return ; which he never received. He
speculated also in an attempt to make a species

of printing-ink superior to any before known

;

but was not in that instance particularly success-

ful. The evening of his life, however, was made
comfortable, by the friendship of Messrs. Wedg-
wood and Bentley, who found in him a valuable

assistant in their counting-house, and who
proved to him inestimable friends.

1808, June 14. Died, John Walkden, (son

of Richard Walkden, an old member of the

company of stationers, who died in 1780), was
a stationer in Shoe-lane, where he long earned
on a very extensive trade, in quills particularly,

and a beautifully black ink ; and acquired a
handsome fortune with an unexceptionable
character. He was passionately fond of Han-
del's music, of which he possessed a sufficient

quantity to make a sale of six days. At his

house, in Highbuiy-place, he built a spacious

music-room, in which he placed the bust of Han-
del over an excellent organ, on which he was a
complete performer. He had also a house at

Old Windsor, where he died. <

1808, July 2. Harriot Hart, the publisher,

and Henry White, the proprietor and editor

of the Independent Whig, Sunday newspaper^

received the following sentence in the court of

king's bench, by judge Grose, for a libel on lord

Ellenborough, and the juries who tried Bennet
and Chapman, two slave captains tried and
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acquitted at the Old Bailey, for alleged murder
of their respective crews :

" that the defendants

be imprisoned three years, Hart in Gloucester,

and White in Dorchester jail, and at the expira-

tion of that time, they give security for their

good behaviour for five years in £500 each, and
sureties in £250 each.

1808, June 1. Died^ — Twopenny, book-
seller, Nottingham.

1808, June. Died^ Samuel Goadby, stationer,

at the royal exchange, London, in the eighty-

ninth year of his age. It is hoped, that the re-

mark will not be thought out of place ; but, if. a
character is to be held up to the public as a
proper subject for their respect and imitation,

domestic and social virtues, piety and benevo-

lence must form the grand outlines of a proper

object of real respect. The hero, the statesman,

the poet, or the painter, demand, and frequently,

as such, deserve our admiration ; but it is only

to the man of domestic worth and social excel-

lence, that the homage of the virtuous heart will

ever be offered. Mr. Goadby was a man of uni-

versal benevolence, and of unwearied assiduity

in every good work ; to feel for misery, and re-

lieve it, was the business of his life. He was the

son of Samuel Goadby, who enjoyed a lucrative

and respectable place under the city of London,
was born in Moorfields, Sept. 20, 1719, and at

a proper age was bound apprentice to a Mr.
Virtue, a stationer at the royal exchange ; and
either a short time before Mr. Goadby had com-
pleted his apprenticeship, or very soon after, Mr.
Virtue died, leaving a widow and two daughters.
Mr. Goadby, at this early period of life, had
conducted himself in so exemplary a manner,
that it was thought right to take him into part-

nership with Mrs. Virtue ; and at the expiration

of eleven years, their interest was made one by
marriage. Mrs. Goadby did not live more than
fourteen years after their union ; but, previous to

her death, she said, that her marriage with Mr.
Goadby was one of the most propitious circum-
stances of her life. Mr. Goadby was one of the
six gentlemen, who about the year 1750, formed
a society for the promotion of religious know-
ledge amongst the poor ; and, for many years,

he sent a rich supply of bibles, testaments, and
pious books, for the poor of Hadleigh, and the
villages around ; and subscribed £50 to the
patriotic fund ; he was also, for many years, a
subscriber to the lying-in charity, and to several

dispensaries ; and, by his will, left handsome
legacies to the institutions he had subscribed to.

Mr. Goadby'sshop,at the royal exchange, was,
for many years, in an evening, the meeting-place
of a select party of men of superior abilities, for

the purpose of conversation, and they had a very
different effect upon the members of this friendly

circle, to that produced by convivial meetings,
where wine and riot preclude sentiment, and
destroy reason. Mr. Goadby had survived every
member of the circle, in which he had for many
years enjoyed so much rational satisfaction. He
had many singularities ; he was very nice in his

person
; dressed very plain ; but had msde no

change in the cut of his coat for near fifty years.

He was a dissenter from the ceremonies of the

establishment ; but he felt all that cordiality

which Christianity inculcates, for e^ery^oorf man,
though he might not be able to say Amen to his

creed in every point. He was indefatigable in

his endeavours to secure the everlasting and pre-

sent felicity of his fellow-mortals. His expressive

countenance would be illumined or be clouded,

as the tale you told presented to his view a suf-

fering or happy fellow-being ; but his feelings

did not pass off in the vapour of sensibility ; for

he was known, when near eighty years of age,

to ascend a dark and dangerous staircase, to visit

the abode of sickness and want ; and there, with

the gentle hand of charity, and the warm heart

of a Christian, relieve and soften the sorrows

inflicted by poverty and sickness. Such a man
is so incalculable a blessing to society, that we
are called upon, by every good principle, to

appreciate, respect, and emulate.

Religion was his g^uide ; he always stood
Firmly obedient unto what was good.

Mr. Goadby had been a widower forty-two

years ; and, though he had much perplexity and
trouble throughout his long life, the domestic
comfort he enjoyed for the last twenty years was
derived from his marriage fifty-nine years before,

by the kind attentions of his daughters-in-law.

His remains were deposited in the same grave
with his wife, in Bunhill-fields' burying-ground,
June 22, and the funeral oration was delivered

at the grave by the rev. Hugh Worthington, with
a warmth of expression that evinced how justly

he appreciated the excellence of his departed

friend.

1808, July 4. The editors of seven London
newspapers were fined £25 each, for the inser-

tion of a paragraph reflecting on the conduct of

the jury, whose case was referred to in that of

Hart and White.
1808, July. Died, George Lewis, bookseller,

Worcester, an honest and industrious tradesman.

1808, Aug. 16. An action was tried in the

court of king's bench, in which sir John Carr,

knight,* was plaintiff", and Vernor, Hood and
Sharpe, booksellers, were defendants, to recover

damages for the publication of a satirical work,
called My Pocket Book,f in which the works of

the plaintiff were held up to ridicule. The jury,

under the direction of the judge, found a verdict

for the defendants, considering the book a fair

criticism. It appeared upon this trial, that sir

John Carr had received for the copyright of the

* Sir John Carr, knight of the Sicilian order of St.

George and Constantine, was a native of Devonshire, and
bred to the law. He received the honour of knighthood in

1806, from the duke of Bedford, when Jord-lieutenant of
Ireland, and also from his Sicilian majesty, and in 181 1,

he married a lady of fortune. He was the author of some
poems, and a considerable contributor to the Annual lieniew.

t My Pocket Book ; or. Hints for a ri/ffht Merrie and
conceitede Tour. 12mo. I8O7. By Edward Dubois, esq.
of the Inner Temple, editor of the Monthly Mirror, a work
chiefly relating to the stage. He also published the
Uecamprott of BoccaciOt with remarks on his life and
writings. IS04, and Francis' Horace, with additional notes.

4 vols. 12mo. I8O7.

5 M
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Stranger in France ; or^ a Tourfrom Devonshire
to Paris, 4to. £100 : for A Northern Summer;
or, Travels round the Baltic through Denmark,
Sweden, Russia, part of Poland and Prussia, in

1804, 4to. £500 : for the Stranger in Ireland ;

or, Travels in that Country, 4to. 1806, £700.
and for A Tour through Holland along the right

and left hanks of the Rhine in 1 806, £600.

1808, Aug. 30. Died, William Bristow,
aged forty-seven years. He was a printer and
bookseller at Canterbury, alderman of that cor-

poration, and treasurer of the eastern parts of the

county of Kent.

1808, Oct. 20. Died, John Coote, book-

seller in Paternoster-row. He was a native of

Horsham, Sussex; but it is supposed that the

family originally came from France. His talents

rose above mediocrity ; and he evinced fertility

in the invention of schemes, but did not possess

sufficient steadiness or patience to cany them
into eflfect, or beneficial execution. He who can
write a lively farce is generally a facetious com-
panion, and that praise will not be denied to Mr.
Coote. He produced, with great rapidity of

composition, an opera and five farces, three of

which have been printed ; but he had not that

weight of interest which was requisite to bring

them on the stage. Mr. Coote had seven chil-

dren, six of whom survived him.

1808, Jan. 7. Died, William Flexney, a
bookseller long settled in Holborn, aged seventy-

seven. He was the original publisher of Church-
ill's poems ; who has thus immortalized him :

Let those who energy of diction prize,

For Billingsgate, quit Flexney, and be Mrlse.

1808, Jan. The Reasoner. This periodical

forms a work of some merit ; but which, in gene-
ral, does not rise above mediocrity.

—

Drake.

1808, Jan. 1. Hull Rockingham, 'No. 1.

1808, Jan. 2. The Berwick Advertiser, No. 1,

printed and published by Henry Richardson.

1808. The Comet, a mock newspaper, 8vo. by
Eaton Stannard Barrett, student of the Middle
Temple. Mr. Barrett was a native of Ireland,

and author of All the Talents, a poem , 8vo, 1807.

Woman, a poem, 1810, The Heroine ; or, Adven-
tures of Chenibina, a novel, three vols. 12mo.2d.
edit. 1814. This work has been pronounced not

inferior] in wit and humour to the Tristram

Shandy, of Sterne,* and in point of plot infinitely

beyond the Don Quixote, of Cervantes.

1808, Jaw. 6. The Liverpool Courier, No. 1,

printed and published by Thomas Kaye.

* Lawrence Sterne was born at Clonmell, in Ireland,

Nov. 24, 1713, and educated for the church, in which he
obtains;^ some preferments. He died March 18, 1768. His
chief work was the Life and Opinions of Tristram Shandy,
consisting of eight volumes, all of which were published
in the course of six years. In the characters of uncle
Toby and corporal Trim, he has, in the words of sir Wedter
Scott, "exalted and honoured humanity, and impressed
upon his readers such a lively picture of kindness and
benevolence, blended with courage, gallantry, and sim-
plicity, that their hearts must be warmed whenever it is

recalled to memory." In the last year of his life, Sterne
published his SentimentalJourney through France and Italy,
which is constructed with Jess eccentricity, and contains
rbapterg of equal tenderness.

1808. The Edinburgh Annual Register com-
menced, and continued till 1825. Some of the.

earlier volumes of this work were written by sir

Walter Scott and Mr. Southey; and it was
throughout conducted with great ability.

1808. The Edinburgh Encyclopedia, com-
menced by Dr. (afterwards sir) David Brewster,
and completed in 1830, in eighteen volumes.

1808. The Perth Courier.

1808. The Christian Instructor. This work
was commenced at Edinburgh, by the rev. An-
drew Thompson, an eminent divine of the church
of Scotland, assisted by several of his clerical

brethren, and is a work of great merit.

1808. Nottingham Review, printed and pub-
lished by Charles Sutton.

1808, April 4. The Spy. In the title-page

these essays are announced to be written " in the
manner of the Spectator." It appears that the

execution was not adequate to the intentions of
the writer.

—

Drake.

1809, Feb. 12. Died, Benjamin Uphill, a
very worthy bookseller in May's buildings, Bed-
fordbury, London. The principal line of business

which he pursued, as far as limited finances

permitted, was, the purchasing of books at sales,

and vending them again by small printed cata-

logues at marked and reasonable prices, in which
his judgment and his fair dealing was duly ap-
preciated by collectors. But, borne down by ill

health, and keenly feeling the want of a proper
capital, he sunk under a lingering disorder to a
premature grave, aged forty-nine years.

1809, March 3. Died, John Partridge, clerk

to the company of stationers from 1759 to 1776,
when he resigned the office to Joseph Baldwin,
and retired to Croyden, where he died at the

advanced age of ninety, having for several years

before been totally blind.

1809, March. Died, Mrs. Henry Caslon,*
celebrated in the annals of type founding. On
the decease of Mrs. Caslon,f in 1795, (see page
744, ante,) the management of the foundry de-

volved on the above lady, who, possessing an
excellent understanding, and being seconded by
servants of zeal and ability, was enabled, though
suffering severely under ill health, in a great

measure to retrieve its credit. Finding the re-

nown of William Caslon no longer efficacious in

securing the sale of types, she resolved to have
new founts cut. She commenced the work of
renovation with a new canon, double pica, and
pica, having the good fortune to secure the ser-

vices of Mr. John Isaac Druiy, a very able

engraver, since deceased. The pica, an improve-
ment on the style of Bodoni of Parma, was par-

* Mrs. Henry Caslon was the widow of a grandson of
the founder of this eminent family ; and though she was
married to Mr. Strong, a medical gentleman, in 1/99,
who died in 1802, we have chosen to designate her by the
name of Caslon, as best known or appreciated by the pro-
fession.

t Her testamentary depositions required the interpo-
sitions of the lord chancellor, under whose orders thej

foundry was put up to auction, in March, 1799, and wai
bought by Mr. Henry Caslon, for ^6250. Such was th
depreciation of the Caslon letter foundry, of which a third

share, in 1792, sold for ^^3000.
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ticularlj admired, aad had a most extensive sale.

Finding herself, however, from the impaired

state of her health, which suffered from pulmo-
nary attacks, unable to sustain the exertions

required in conducting so extensive a concern,

she resolved, after the purchase of the foundry,

to take as an active partner, Nathaniel Cather-

wood*, who by his energy and knowledge of

business fully equalled her expectations. This
connection gave a new impetus to the improve-

ments of the foundry, which did not cease during

the lives of tlie partners, and their exertions were

duly appreciated and encouraged by the printers.

In 1808 the character of the foundry may be

considered as completely retrieved, but the pro-

prietors did not long live to enjoy their well-

merited success. In the spring of 1808 Mrs.

Caslon went to reside at Bristol notwells, for the

benefit of the air, where death put a period to

her long and extreme suffering. She was buried

in the cathedral of Bristol.

Mr. Henry Caslon, son of the above lady,

continued the foundry, and upheld it both in the

eminence of its character and in its original

name. Until 1821 he was in partnership with

John James Catherwood, brother to Nathaniel,

the former partner in the house. From 1821 to

1822 the business was carried on by Mr. Caslon

alone, when he admitted into paitnership Mr.
Martin William Livermore.

1809. Died, Charles Hering, a bookbinder,

of London ; and, who after the death of Roger
Payne, was considered the head of the craft.

—

He was an extremely skilful binder, and a re-

markably industrious man. His bindings exhibit

a strength and squareness, with a good style of

finish, which renders his work of much value,

and establishes the reputation accorded to him.

His faults were a too great fondness for double

headbands, and the use of brown paper linings,

with a little inclination to the German taste.

Possessing the reputation he did, the principal

libraries of this country contain many of his bind-

ings. Mr. J. Hering, his brother, succeeded to

the business, and was one of the first binders

that revived stamped calf binding.

1809, April 17. Died, George Rogers, a
respectable bookseller at Plymouth, Devonshire.

1809, May 7. George Beaumont, printer of

the British Guardian, Sunday newspaper, was
sentenced, in the court of king's bench, London,
to two years' imprisonment in Newgate, to pay
a fine of £50, and at the expiration of his im-
prisonment, to give security to the amount of

£500 for his good behaviour, for a letter to his

majesty, Geo. III. inserted in that paper, signed

Tiberius Gracchus.

1809, May 26. The printing-office of Mr.
Smeaton, in St. Martin's-lane, Charing-cross,

London, destroyed by fire ; and, unfortunate to

relate, both Mr. Smeaton and his wife perished

in the flames.

+ Nathaniel Catherwood, the worthy and active partner,
did not long survive his associate, being seized with a
typhus fever, which baffled the medical art. He died very
generally regretted, June (5, 180J>.

1809, June 3. Died, J. P. De la Granob, a
French bookseller in Greek-street, Soho, London,
aged seventy-one years.

1809, June 29. The earl of Leicester obtained

a verdict of £1000 against the printer of the

Morning Herald.

1809, Aug. Died, Samuel Harward, book-
seller, at Charlton, Gloucestershire. He was a
man of uncommon activity and exertion, and in

the early part of his life kept no fewer than five
*

different shops. He left behind him very con-

siderable property, and a large and valuable

collection of books.

1809, Aug. 19. Died, Elizabeth Baldwin,
widow of Richard Baldwin, bookseller;* she

bequeathed by her will, £250 stock three per
cents, the dividends to be laid out and expended
in the purchase of five great coats, to be annu-
ally given to five poor liverymen or freemen of

the company of stationers, in the first week in

December, for ever.

1809, Aug. 28. Died, Henry Parker, some-
time an eminent stationer and printseller, in

Cornhill, and many years deputy of that ward.

In 1774, he quitted business, on purchasing the

important office of clerk of the chamber at guild-

hall, which he held till within a few months of

his death ; when, agreeably to the terms of his

purchase, he alienated the office to Mr. James
Boudon, his principal assistant. Mr. Parker
was master of the stationers' company in 1801 ;

where, as in every other department of life, his

general knowledge of city business, and the re-

markable placidity of his manners, very much
endeared him to a circle of sincere friends. He
died at Stoke Newington, in the eighty-fourth

year of his age. His only son, John Henry
Parker, was Gresham professor of divinity, and
curate of Wanstead, in Essex.

1809, Oct. 5. Died, James Bate, many years

an eminent stationer in Cornhill, and one of the

common-council for that ward. He was master

of the stationers' company in 1799 ; and died at

Chiswick. His father was the rev. James Bate,

rector of St. Paul's, Deptford,who died in 1775.

1809, Oct. 30. Died, William Fen ner, book-

seller. Paternoster-row, London, in the eighty-

third year of his age, and father of the stationers*

company. He was the son of William Fenner,

primer, of Lombard-street, who was one of the

partners with Ged, in his attempt at stereotype

printing ; after his death, about 1735, his widow
was remarried to Mr. JamesWaugh, an apothe-

cary, but continued to carry on the business of

a printer till her death. The son was for some
time her assistant and partner ; and afterwards,

for a short period, followed the profession of a

bookseller in Paternoster-row ; but, marrying

early, and satisfied with a very moderate compe-
tence, he retired from the bustle of trade, in the

prime of life ; and, for more than forty years,

prolonged a life, devoted to acts of kindness and
philanthropy. He was master of the stationers'

company in 1786, and to whom, in 1777, he

* See page 738, ante.
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gate a large silver coffee uni, with a set of tea-

spoons, &c. ; and, by his last will, left a rever-

sionary legacy of £2,500, three per cent, consols

to the company ; the interest of which (£75) to

be thus applied : £50 in annuities of 50*. to ten

poor freemen, and ten widows ; £20 for a dinner

for the court of assistants, who are to attend

divine service, on the 19th of July, at St. Mar-
tin's church ; 20^. to the clerk of the stationers'

company ; 30s. to the rector, for a sermon ; 20s.

to the curate for reading prayers ; 5s. each to the

clerk, organist, and sexton ; and 5s. each to the

beadle, porter, and housekeeper of the company.
Possessing a strong mind, improved by habits of

early industry, and gifted by nature with a fine

manly form, improved by polished manners, the

conversation of Mr. Fenner was always pleasing

;

his friendship was very generally courted ; and
his advice was frequently requested in cases of

difficulty, and always given freely and judici-

ously. He had been twice married ; and the

second wife survived him ; but he left no child.

1809, Dec. 20. Died, Joseph Johnson, an
eminent bookseller in St. Paul's church-yard,

London. He was the younger of two sons of a
farmer at Everton, near Liverpool, where he was
born, Nov. 15, 1738, and had therefore just

completed the seventy-first year of his age. His
family were dissenters of the baptist persuasion

;

and he was apprenticed, at a suitable age, to Mr.
George Keith, a bookseller, in Gracechurch-
street, who had married the daughter of the cele-

brated Dr. Gill. It was about the yesir 1760,

that Mr. Johnson first entered into business for

himself, in partnership with a Mr. Davenport

;

and nearly at the same period, he contracted an
acquaintance with Mr. Fuseli, the celebrated

Sainter. The partnership with Davenport being
issolved, Mr. Johnson formed a similar con-

nexion with Mr.John Payne; and their business

was carried on in Paternoster-row, till nearly the

whole of their property was consumed by fire in

1770, no part of it being insured. By this time
Mr. Johnson had acquired the highest charac-

ter with those who knew him best, for integrity

and a virtuous disposition ; and now that he was
on the ground, "his friends," as he expressed it

to a particular acquaintance, " came about him,
and set him up again." On this occasion, he
removed to the shop in St. Paul's church-yard,

where he dwelt for the remainder of his life. A
short time after this epoch in his afiairs, he be-

came closely connected with the most liberal and
learned branch of the Protestant dissenters in

England. He published, in 1772, the poems of

Ann Letitia Aikin, afterwards Mrs. Barbauld
;

and nearly at the same time, was placed in the

same relation of publisher to Dr. Priestley, whose
numerous writings were brought up by Mr.
Johnson from that time forward. In 1774, when
Theophilus Lindsey* came to London, having
given up a living of £400 per annum and rich

expectancies, because he could not reconcile

* Theophilus Lindsey was born at Middlewich,Cheshire,
June 20, 1723, and died November 3, 1808. He was an
eminent and upright divine.

his conscience to the articles of the church of

England, he immediately formed a strict inti-

macy with Mr. Johnson. Mr. Lindsey's circum-
stances became greatly straitened by the sacri-

fice he had made; and Mr. Johnson procured,
and caused to be fitted up for him, as a chapel,

the great room in the house of Mr. Paterson, in

Essex-street, in the Strand, and was extremely
active in procuring subscriptions, and forming a
regular religious establishment in that place,which
he constantly attended, as long as Mr. Lindsey
continued to officiate there. Mr. Johnson was
so fortunate, (and this is one of the greatest

honours that can fall to a bookseller) as to have
been publisher to many of the most eminent
authors of his time ; among whom we may name
William Cowper,* John Home Tooke,t Dr.
Darwin, Dr. Priestley, Dr. Aikin, Dr. Enfield,+

Mr. Fuseli,§ Mr. Bonnycastle,(| Mr. Nicholson,

Mr. Howard, Mrs. Barbauld,1I Mary Wolstone-
craft,** and Miss Edgeworth. In May, 1788, he

* Mr. Johnson first obtained the copyright of Cowper's
Poems, wMch proved a source of great profit to him, in the
following manner ;—A relation of Cowper's called one
evening, in the dusk, on Johnson, with a bundle of these
poems, which he offered for publication, provided he would
publish them at his own risk, and allow the author to have
a few copies, to give to his friends. Johnson having, on
perusal, approved of them, undertook the risk of publish-
ing. Soon after they appeared, there was not a review
that did not load them with the most scurrilous abuse, and
condemned them to the butter-shops. In consequence of
the public mind being: thus terrified or misled, these charm-
ing effusions lay in a corner of the bookseller's shop, as an
unsaleable pile, for a long time. Some time afterwards,
the same person appeared with another bundle of manu-
scripts from the same author, which were offered and ac-
cepted on similar terms. In this fresh collection was the
admirable poom of the Task. Not alarmed at the fate of
the former publication, and thoroughly assured as he was
of their great merit, he resolved upon '.publishing them.
Soon after they had appeared, the tone of the reviewers
became changed, and Cowper was hailed as the first poet
of his age. The success of this second publication set the
first in motion, and Johnson immediately reaped the
fruits of his undaunted judgment. In 1815, the copy-
riglit was put up to sale among the members of the trade,
in thirty-two shares. Twenty of these shares were sold at
j6'212 per share, including printed copies in quires, to the
amount of ^6*82, which each purchaser was to take at a
stipulated price , and twelve shares were retained in the
hands of the proprietor. The work was satisfactorily
proved, at the sale, to net ^£"834 per annum. It had only
two years of copyright, and yet this same copyright, with
printed copies, produced, estimating the twelve shares
which were retained, at the same price as those which
were sold, the sum of ^"6704.

t John Home Tooke, well known in the literary and
political world, died March 1 8, 1812, aged seventy- six years.
His valuable library was sold by Messrs. King and Lochee,
in the course of the following year.

t Dr. William Enfield was born at Sudbury in 1741, and
educated at Daventry, He died at Norwich, Nov. 3, 1797.
His Sermons, with his life prefixed, was published by Dr.
Aikin, in three volumes,

I Henry Fuseli. R.A. was born at Zurich, in Switzer-
land, and no doubt related to Gaspard Fuseli, bookseller,
noticed at page 752 ante. At an early age he came to
England, and by the encouragement of sir Joshua Rey-
nolds, devoted himself to painting. One of his greatest
efforts was the production of the Milton gallery, which
was publicly exhibited in 1799. He died April 26, 1825.

II
John Bonnycastle, a celebrated mathematician, died

at Woolwich, May 15, 1821.

^ Anna Letitia Barbauld was the sister of Dr. John
Aikin, and born at Kibworth, Leicestershire, June 20,

1743. About 1774, she married the rev. Rochmont Bar-
bauld, a dissenting mmister at Palgrave, Suffolk, and
died at Stoke Newington, March 9, 1825. She employed
her excellent genius to the noblest ends, in exciting
infancy to virtue, and maturer age to a love of freedom.
** Mary (Wolstonecrsift) Godwin died Sept. 10, 1797.
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began a periodical publication, called the Ana-
lytical Review. Mr. Johnson was a man remark-
ably superior to mercenary views. He often pro-

posed and entered into the reprint of books,

which he considered as conducive to the best
interests of his species, without the possibility of
being reimbursed but in a very long time, and
probably not at all. He often purchased the
manuscripts of worthy persons in distress, when
he had no intention ever to send them to the
press. His benevolent actions are much too

numerous to be related in such a work as this.

His mind was of so admirable a temper, as

almost never to be worn out with importunity
;

and he was not to be turned aside by the in-

gratitude of those he benefitted from doing that
which he judged to be right. In his latter

years, Mr. Johnson was uncommonly reduced
by a series of infinnities ; he walked with diffi-

culty ; his frame was worn to a shadow ; and,
having mentioned on some occasion, that it was
his desire to be borne to his grave by four poor
men ; he added, that in reality two would do,
for, " they would have nothing to carry." Yet
his faculties, and his power of conversation
remained ; and he scarcely remitted his attention
to business, and not at all his disposition to be
serviceable to others. He was always found an
advocate on the side of human nature and human
virtue; recommending that line of conduct
which springs from disinterestedness and a liberal

feeling, and maintaining its practicability.

A handsome monument, in the north-east
comer of Fulham church, is thus inscribed

:

Here lies the remains of
Joseph Johnson, late of Saint Paul's, London,

who departed this life on the 20th day of December, 1809,
aged 72 years.

A man equally distinguished by probity, industry, and dis-
interestedness in his intercourse with the public, and every
domestic and social virtue in private life ; beneficent with-
out ostentation, ever ready to produce merit, and to
relieve distress ; unassuming in prosperity, not appalled by
misfortune ; inexorable to his own, indulgent to the wants
of others ; resij?ned und cheerful under the torture of a
malady which he saw gradually destroy his life.

1809. There were sixty-three newspapers pub-
lished in London : ninety-three in the country

:

twenty-four in Scotland : and fifty-seven in Ire-
land: making a total of 217 newspapers in the
united kingdom.

1809, March 15. The Moderator. A periodical

published in London, and written with elegance
and candour.

—

Drake.
1809, April. The Quarterly Review^ No. 1,

edited by William Gilford,* and published by
Murray, Albemarle-street, London.

1809. Sept. 30, Manchester Exchange Herald,
No. 1, printed and published by Joseph Aston.

1809. The Antigallican. This newspaper was
established by Lewis Goldsmith, notary public.

* At Mr. Gilford's death, in 1S25, he requested his execu-
tors to destroy all confidential papers, especially those
relating to the Review; so that the illustrated Quarterly,
in which the names of the authors, and the prices paid for
each article, are said to have been inserted, will never see
the light. Amongst the contributors to the early numbers
of the Quarterly, may be noticed Southey, Heber, Milman,
Canning, Crokcr, Barrow, and others.

1808-9. The Librarian ; being an account of
scarce, valuable, and useful English Books, Ma-
nuscripts, Libraries, Public Records, ^c* By
James Savage, London, three vols. 8vo.

1809. Bibliomania; or. Book Madness ; con-

taining some account of the history, symptoms,
and cure of this fatal disease, in an epistle to

Richard Heber, esq. London, 87 pages. By the
rev. Thomas Frognal Dibdin.

1809. The Bibliomania, am espisile to Richard
Heber, esq. by John Ferriar, M. D. London, 4to.

This little poem very lightly touches the subject;
and, to the regret of the reader, concludes almost
as soon as begun.

—

Hoi-ne.

1809, Bibliosophia ; or. Book Wisdom ; con-
taining some account of that glorious avocation
book collecting, fc. 8vo. By an Aspirant. The
author was the rev. James Beresford, fellow of
Merton college, Oxford.

1809. Elements of General Knowledge, intro-

ductory to useful books in the principal branches

of Literature and Science, vnth lists of the most
approved authors, including the best editions of
the classics. By Henry Kett,t B. D. 7th edit.

London, two vols. 8vo.

1809. The Political Register, Sunday news-
paper, began by Francis William Blagdon, in

avowed opposition to that of William Cobbett,
1810, March 31. Died, John Wilkes, of

Ave Maria-lane, London, proprietor of the En-
cyclopedia Londinensis,X and formerly a bookseller
at Winchester.

1810. Died, Robert Clerk, many years a
bookseller and publisher in Parliament-square,
Edinburgh. His father, John Clerk, a printer,

was said to have been descended from Alexander
Gierke, lord provost of the city of Edinburgh at
the commencement of the seventeenth century.
Mr. Clerk was born in 1738 ; and, about the age
of seventeen, after finishing his apprenticeship,
maiTied Barbara, daughter of John Williamson,
farmer at Bellside, near Linlithgow ; and with
her it is believed he obtained a small portion,

which enabled him to commence bookseller on
his own account.§ Although at the period the
book trade of Edinburgh was comparatively
limited, he succeeded in establishing a profitable

business—having a good many bookbinders em-
ployed, and latterlyengaging in several fortunate
speculations as a publisher.|| In the course of a
few years he purchased a house in the Cowgate,
called " Kincaid's Land," where he resided some
time. In 1782, he bought a property at New-
haven, known from its size by the name of the
Whale. In 1809, having sold off his stock, and
the Whale being without a tenant, Mr. Clerk
let his house in Edinburgh, and retired to New-
haven. Here he continued for several years,

* The British Librarian : an abstract of scarce books
in all languages. By William Oldys : London, I738, 8vo.

+ The Rev. Henry Rett was drowned at Stanwell,
June 30, 1835.

t The Encyclopedia Londinensis began 1776.
§ They had eight sons, six of whom died in infancy

Robert, the eldest, died in J 786; and Alexander, the only
remaining son, is a solicitor-at-law, in Edinburgh.

II Among other works published by Mr. Clerk, was the
Builder's Jewel, a book of considerable note in those days.
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almost daily visited by his friends from Edin-

burgh, a party of whom, on Saturdays in parti-

cular, were in the habit of playing at quoits in

his garden, and thereafter regaling themselves

with a plentiful supply of gin and oysters, then

and still a favourite indulgence at Newhaven.
In 1800, in consequence of his wife's death, Mr.
Clerk gave up housekeeping, and boarded with

Mrs. Duguid, of " the Whale,"* being then an

inn, where his old friends rallied around him as

formerly, to enjoy the sea breeze, and the choice

things which the hostess was careful to provide

for them. He died much regretted by his ac-

quaintances, aged seventy-two, and was interred

in the Grayfriar's churchyard. He was a jolly,

warm-hearted individual—amusing in conversa-

tion, and partial to the company of his friends
;

but, though fond of rational enjoyment, he was
equally an enemy to excess ; and, in the words,

of one of his friends, now no more, there never

existed a " more honest and inoffensive man."
Kay's Edinburgh Portraits, p. 29.

1810, Feb. 14. James Perry, proprietor and
editor of the Morning Chronicle, tried in the

court of king's bench on the charge of having

published a libel in that paper, copied from the

Examiner, reflecting on the character of George

III. Mr. Perry conducted his own case, and
was acquitted. He published A Report of the

trial on an information ex officio of the King v.

John Lambert and James Perry on a charge of
libel, in the Morning Chronicle, 8vo. 1810.

\SlO,March25, Died, ions Cooke, an exten-

sive publisher of works in weekly numbers, at

the Shakspeare's head, Paternoster-row,f London,

aged seventy-nine years.

1810. March 30. Died, Robert Baldwin,
many years a bookseller of considerable emi-

nence in Paternoster-row, London, where his

industry and integrity were almost proverbial

;

whilst his mild and conciliatory manners secured

him the sincere regard of all who knew him.

He was the nephew and successor of Richard

* The Wliale was totally destroyed by fire in 1834.

t Paternoster-row—now the gfreatest book mart in the
world—did not begin to assume any consequence till the
booksellers deserted Little Britain, in the reign of queen
Anne. The south-west end, before that period, was more
noted for mercers, lacemen, haberdashers, and similar

trades : and a periodical newspaper, in 1 707. adds to this

list, "the sempstresses of Paternoster-row." One in-

stance, however, of a bookseller living there, occurs much
earlier, namely, in 1564, when Henry Denham, bookseller,

lived at the Star in Paternoster-row, with the Latin motto,

" Os homini sublime dedit

"

From 1774, when we find John Bew publishing the
Ambulator and other small works; the character of the
trade in the Row became changed from old bookselling,

or the issuing only of large and important new works
by the principal houses, to general publishing, and par-
ticularly of periodicals. The issuing of works in weekly
numbers was more particularly confined to'Cooke, Hogg,
and Harrison. These all stood prominent as publishers of
what have been called "Paternoster-row Numbers;"
namely, Family Bibles, with Notes; editions of Fox's
Book of Martyrs, and the Works of Flavins Josephus

;

New and complete Histories of England, Histories of Lon-
don, Life of Christ, and various other denominations of
works, which, years back, more than now, were calculated
to catch the attention of mechanics, and they were seen
in the shape of handsome-bound folios in several of their
houses ; and, however it may be customary to kick the

Baldwin, bookseller, noticed at page 738 ante,

and was succeeded in Paternoster-row by Robert,
son of an older nephew.

1810. Died, Thomas Kirkgate, for upwards
of thirty years printer to Horace Walpole, earl

of Oxford, at Strawberry hill, who liberally

rewarded his long services in conducting his lite-

rary undertakings by a legacy of £100. Soon
after his decease was published, A catalogue of
the valuable and curious collections, late the

property of Mr. Thomas Kirkgate. 1810. 8vo.

The collectors of the Strawberry-Jiill publica-
tions, will find this catalogue of great utility, in

furnishing them with a list of lord Orford's

pieces. The books form only 424 articles [of

the catalogue, the remainder consisting of
curious prints, drawings, painted glass, coins, &c.

1810, April 17. Died, John Ireland, book-
seller. Market-place, Leicester, aged sixty-three.

A man strictly independent in his principles, of
great probity and much respected.

1810, April 26. Died, Edward Wright, of
the firm of Harding and Wright, printers in St.

John's square, Clerkenwell, London. They were
the printers of the Monthly Mirror Magazine.

1810, June 7. Died, William Dawson, of
Paternoster-row, bookseller to the university of
Oxford, aged sixty-five years. His life was a
continued series of acts of kindness. He diedjat
Hive House, Stanmore.

1810, June 17. Died, James Chalmers,
printer to the city and university, and printer

and proprietor of the Aberdeen Journal, which he
conducted with uncommon ability, and steady
and loyal consistency of principle for the long
space of forty-six years. Few men have de-
parted life in the city of Aberdeen with more un-
feigned regret by a most numerous and highly-

ladder down when we find we no longer want it, these
sort of publications must be confessed to have greatly
contributed to lay the foundation of that literary taste and
thirst for knowledge, which now pervades all classes. To
{jive to such works as we have mentioned, all the attraction
possible, the title-pages were copious to an extreme,
enumerating the whole contents of the book : the authors
were generally called esquires, and had two or three
sounding christian names. In announcing the embellish-
ments ofthese publications, language failed ; and the terms,
"beautiful," "elegant," "superb," and even "magnifi-
cent," became too poor to express their exti-eme merit.
None of these puffers equalled Alexander Hogg. When
the sale of a book began to slacken, this gentleman, like
old Bernard Lintot, immediately employed some scribe to
make him " a taking title ; and the work, though not a
line was altered, was brought out in a new edition ; issued
first in a feigned name, and subsequently published with a
new title-page, as the production of " A Society of Gen-
tlemen : the whole revised, corrected, and improved by
William Thornton, esq. M. A., and other gentlemen."
Hogg made money • but Cooke (whose journeyman he
had been) exceeded him. He is said, by one work alone,
Southwell's Notes and Illustrations on the Bible, to have
cleared several thousand pounds, and he had many similar
publications. He left a son, successor to his business and
his ample fortune. James Harrison, of Paternoster-row,
and afterwards of Fleet-street, in both which places he
failed in business, projected some works of merit, particu-
larly the Novelist's Magazine and the Poetical Magazine.
In 1 8O6 he published the Li/e of LordNehon, tvio vols. 8vo.
John Payne was an indefatigable manufacturer of books
in numbers, under the high-sounding names of George Au-
gustus Hervey, William Frederick Melmoth, &c. Some of
these works were notwanting in merit, particular a Naval
History of Great Britain, in five volumes 8vo: He wrote
several works to which he added his own name.
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respectable circle of friends, to whom he was

endeared by the best virtues that adorn social

life—inflexible inte^ity, steady friendship, a dis-

position, elevated, humane, and charitable, a
temper unusually cheerful, and a memory rich

in anecdote and information, chiefly of the lite-

rary kind.—His father, who cultivated his pro-

fession for some years in London, in the printing-

office of Mr. Watts (where he had the celebrated

Dr. Franklin for his fellow-journeyman), was
afterwards ranked among the literary printers of

his time, and at his death was recorded as

a gentleman " well skilled in the learned

languages." His father was the rev. Jas. Chal-

mers, professor of divinity in the Marischal col-

lege, who died in 1744. About the year 1740,

his son returned from London, and in 1746
established the Aberdeen Joui'nal, at the close of

the memorable rebellion, during which he was a

considerable sufferer from his attachment to the

house of Hanover. His son, the subject of this

article, was born in March, 1742, and, after a
classical and academical education at Marischal

college, removed to London, and improved him-
self in the typographical art, both there and at

Cambridge, until September, 1764, when the

death of his father put him in possession of the

establishment in his native city. Although now
engaged in a business which afforded but little

relaxation, and with the cares of a numerous
family, he found leisure to indulge his love of

literature by that extensive course of reading

which rendered him a valuable member of the

literary societies of the place. With many of

the professors of both colleges, and particularly

with the late Dr. Gilbert Gerard,* and Beattie,

he formed an intimacy which death only dis-

solved. Had lie been able to devote more time
to study, it was universally thought by all who
knew him, that he might have excelled in any
branch of polite literature. As a man of business

he was more generally known for his unvaried
integrity, industry, and punctuality, which
recommended him to the confidence and friend-

ship of men of the highest rank and superior

attainments. In 1769, he married Margaret,
youngest daughter of Mr. David Douglas, of

London, by whom he left four sons and six

daughters, who, with his afflicted widow, had to

lament the loss of a tender husband, an indul-

gent father, and an affectionate and engaging
friend and companion.

1810, July 9. William Cobbett, author,
Thos. Curzon Hansard, printer,— Baghsaw,
newsvender, and— Budd, bookseller, were tried

in the court of king's bench, under Pitt's act,

for a libel. It appears that Mr. Cobbett wrote
an article for his Political Register, relative to

the flogging of some of the sons and servants of
English farmers, who were serving their period

* Dr. Gibert Gerard, author of the Institutes of Biblical
Criticism, professor of Greek in the king's coUefje, in the
university of Aberdeen, died Sept. '/8, 1815, aged fifty-five.

His father was the rev. Dr. Alexander Gerard, an eminent
divine and writer, and professor of divinity in Marischal
college, Aberdeen, who died Teb. 22, 1 795, aged 67 years.

in the local militia at Ely, in Cambridgeshire,

for a trifling dispute or grumbling, construed by
military law into mutiny, about an unpaid allow-

ance for knapsacks. The ceremony was executed

under a guard of the German Legion, which
regiment happened to be then stationed at New-
market. At that time it was thought but a
degree less than sedition to speak even disrespect-

fully of our foreign mercenaries, especially if

Germans; and sir Vicary Gibbs, then attorney-

general, commenced a prosecution against Mr.
Cobbett, author—Hansard, printer—Bagshaw,
newsvender—and Budd, bookseller ; for one and
the same offence. Cobbett pleaded the general

issue, and put himself upon his defence. Han-
sard, Bagshaw, and Budd, having no stomach
for denying their respective avocations, or that

they did print, or publish, or sell, the work in

question ; and, from nods and winks, having an
idea of being excused the calling-up for judg-
ment, even in case of a jury finding for the

prosecutor (especially if they gave the attorney-

general no trouble in proving their share of the

crime), determined to take the chance of the

verdict : and therefore said, we will trouble you
with no defence—we let judgment go by de-

fault. But still further—Hansard was made a
witness in the same cause for which he was to

be tried as a culprit. He was served with a
subpoena, to produce the manuscripts and give

evidence of the hand writing, as a witness

against Cobbett.* However, Cobbett admitted
the authorship ; and the witness was not wanted.

A verdict of guilty was found ; and to the ,

astonishment of all England, Cobbett, Hansard,
Bagshaw, and Budd, were all brought up for,

and received judgment of the court. William
Cobbett was sentenced to be imprisoned two
years in Newgate, and to pay a fine of £1,000,
to keep the peace for seven years, in the sum of

£3,000, and two sureties in £1,000 each; Han-
sard three months' imprisonment in the king's

bench, and to find sureties for two years for his

good behaviour: that of Bagshaw and Budd, two
months each, and sureties also. The paper in

which the article appeared, be it remembered,
was published on Saturday morning, and the

manuscripts were received from the author, in

piece-meal, by the posts of Thursday and Friday,

so that there was no possibility of contemplating,

or of taking an opinion learned in the law, before

hundreds of the number were circulated. Such
were the proceedings of a government, whose
leader, Mr. Pitt,f in framing measures for the

liberty of the press, took especial care that the

blessing he granted, was only the forerunner of a

curse.—See Hansard's Pari. Deb. v. 34, p. 987.

* In some observations upon this event, Cobbett says,
" I have been labouring seventeen years, since I quitted
the army. I have never known what it was to enjoy any
of that which the world calls pleasure. From a beginning
with nothing, I have acquired means of making some pro-
vision for a family of six children, (the remains of thir-
teen) besides having for several years maintained almost
wholly as many children of my relations."

t William Pitt was the second sou of the first earl of
Chatham, born May 28, 1759, and died chancellor of the
exchequer, Jan. 23, I8O6.

L
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1810, J'uly 25. Died^ Thomas Ludlam, who
had filled the office of governor of Sierra Leone,

and where he expired, on board the Crocodile

frigate, in the thirty-fifth year of his age. He
was the son of the rev. William Ludlam,* and
inherited no small share of his father's natural

talent for scientific pursuits ; which having heen
cultivated by a sound classical education, his

first views in life, in conformity to the particular

wishes of his father, were turned to the liberal

profession of a printer ; and in that capacity, says

Mr. John Nichols,f I gladly bear testimony to

the excellence of his conduct during a regular

apprenticeship. Gentle and unassuming in his

manners, and industrious in his habits of busi-

ness, his conduct gave general satisfaction both

to his equals and superiors. Soon after the ex-

piration of his apprenticeship, an opportunity

occurred, which was thought favourable both to

his health, and his future fortune, of entering into

the service of the Sierra Leone company ; and in

that infant colony he was for a considerable time
one of the council, and at length became go-

vernor. On the colony being taken into the

hands of the administration, a new governor was
appointed by the crown ; but Mr. Ludlam ob-

tained an especial commission, with power to

visit such parts of Africa as might be thought
useful to the interests of Great Britain and the

general cause of humanity ; an undertaking for

which, by his mild conciliatory manners, and by
the experience acquired during a long residence

at Sierra Leone, he was most eminently qualified.

But his bodily strength was not equal to the task

he had undertaken ; and he fell a victim to

disease, originally arising from a weak constitu-

tion ; Imt with the pleasing consolation, both to

himself and his surviving friends, that his life,

though not a long one, was wholly passed in

endeavours to be useful to all mankind.^
1810. The Book of Common Prayer^ in Eng-

lish, was printed at Verdun, in France, for the

use of the English travellers who were detained

by order of the French government alter the

breaking out of the war between the two countries,

in 1803. The volume is in 12mo, and bears for

imprint, Verdun, printed by Leivis Christophe,

Place d'Armes, 1810.

1810, July 20. The printing-office of Mr.
Paris, in Tooke's-court, Fleet-street, London,
together with three houses, destroyed by fire, and
one woman burnt to death.

1810. Matthew Gallagher, proprietor and
printer of the Trinidad Courant, published Let-

* Mr. Ludlam was fellow of St. John's college, Cam-
bridge, rector of Cuckfield, in Suffolk, and was highly-
celebrated for his skill in mechanics and mathematics. He
was author of a great number of works upon those sub-
jects. He died March 19, 1/88, aged seventy-one, and was
buried at St. Mary's, in Leicester. Thomas Ludlam, his
brother, was rector of Foston, in Leicestershire, confrator
of Wigston's hospital, and an able polemic writer. See an
account of him in the Gents. Mag. vol. 81, ii. page 492.

t See Nichols's Literary Anecdote.'s, vol. iii. 643.
t His mother erected a monument at Leicester to the

memory of so excellent a son. William Ludlam, surgeon,
at Leicester, a younger brother, died April 1, 1813. He
was on the high path of professional eminence, and de-
servedly esteemed in public and private life.

ters and Documents relative to the imprisonment

of tlie author., 12mo. By Matthew Gallagher,
printer and proprietor of the Trinidad Courant.

1810, July 28. The printing-office of Mr.
Gillet, in Salisbuiy-square, Fleet-street, London,
totally destroyed by fire.

1810 A. T. De Hearne, of East Smithfield,

London, obtained a patent for improvements on
the printing and stamping presses.

1810, Dec. 11. Nineteen journeymen printers

of the Times newspaper, London, convicted of a
conspiracy,* and were sentenced as follows :

—

Robert Howlett and John Gee, to be each fined

one shilling and imprisoned two years in New-
gate ; William Clifton, Stephen Beckett, and
George Westray, to be each fined one shilling,

and imprisoned eighteen months ; Stephen Hur-
ley, Henry Byrne, and Thomas Woolley, to be
each fined one shilling, and be imprisoned twelve
months; Roderic Paskin, Edward Kidd, Wm.
Williams, Corbet Lathom, William Coy, James
M'Cartney, John M'Intosh, Nathaniel Collins,

Malcolm Craig, John Simpson, and John Chap-
man, each to be fined one shilling, and impri-

soned nine months.
1810. The Pulpit. This periodical was the

production of Mr. Peter L. Courtier, (under the

signature of Onesimus) an assistant in the house
of Messrs. Rivingtons', booksellers. Paternoster-

row ; and forms two volumes 8vo. 1810-12.

—

Mr. L. Courtier was the author of several poems,
and Memoirs of the Life of the Rev. William
Huntinydon^f (by Onesimus^:) 8vo. 1813.

1810. The twelve labours of an editor, sepa-

rately pitted against those of Hercules, 12mo.
1810. The Spy, a periodical by James Hogg,

the Ettrick shepherd, for which his little know-
ledge of society, and very poor education, by no
means fitted him. It continued twelve months.

1810. The Dumfries Courier commenced.
In 1818 this paper received an accession of talent

of no common kind, in Mr. M'Diarmid, then a
very young man, as editor and part proprietor.

His enthusiastic interest in homely and rural

matters—his piquant, lively, and often eloquent

style—and the kindly benevolence that sparkles

through all, render his lucubrations, even when
they border on the marvellous, very attractive.

* Combinations amongst journeymen were forbidden
by law, June 21, 1799 ; which act was repesded, Aug. 1825.

t WilUam Huntingdon died July 1, I8l3.

t Letter to Onesimus, in answer to his remarks on William
Huntingdon, 8vo. I8l0 By William Smith, a preacher of
the Huntingdonian description, who, in imitation of his
master, of leather breeches memory, subscribed M.G., that
is, " Miracle of Grace."

§ James Hogg, originally a shepherd in the secluded
district of Ettrick, in Scotland, enjoys the merit of having,
from the condition of an unlettered peasant, struggled
through many unfavourable and adverse circumstances,
into a literary reputation which many men possessing
every advantage might well envy. His qualifications as
a poet have been described as " great powers of versifica-

tion, an unusual copiousness and facillity in the use of
poetical fiction and imagery, a lively conception of natu-
ral beauty, with a quick and prolific fancy to body forth

his conceptions." His principal works are, the Qveeti's

Wake, 1813 ; followed by two volumes of Dramatic Tales,

the Pilgrims of the Sun, 1815
;
Queeti Hynde, 1825; Winter

Evening Tales, and the Shepherd's Calendar. He died
November 21, 1835, aged 59 years.
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1810. The Imperial and County Annual Re-

gister, two volumes 8vo. It seems to have been

dropped after the first year.

1810. Neiv Cancature Magazine, royal folio,

by Thomas Rowlandson.

1811, Feb. 2. Bled, William Richardson,
many years a bookseller in Comhill, London,

aged seventy-five years.

1811, Feb. Peter Finnertv,* a reporter on

the Morning Chronicle, received sentence in the

court of king's bencli for a libel on lord

Castlereagh, for which he was condemned to an

imprisonment of eighteen months in Lincoln

jail, and to find security for his good behaviour

for five years from that time, himself in £500,
and two sureties in £200 each. He published

His Case, including the law proceedings against

him, and his treatment in Lincoln jail. 8vo.

1811. Mr. Finnerty died May 11, 1822.

1811, Feb. 8. The printing-office of Mr. Ber-

nard, in Skinner-street, Snow-hill, London, des-

troyed by fire. It was occasioned by an accident

in "the press-room.

1811, Feb. 11. EuGENius RocHEf was sen-

tenced to be imprisoned twelve months in the

Marshalsea, and to give security for his good

behaviour for three years from that time, himself

in £500, and two sureties in £250 each, for a

libel in The Dag morning newspaper, reflecting

on the conduct of the military employed to

preserve peace in Piccadilly, at the time of the

serving of the speaker's warrant on sir Francis

Burdett. On his liberation from confinement,

Mr. Roche became editor of the National

\Ilegister, a weekly paper ; and subsequently the

reditor of a magazine called Literary Recreations.

lit is a curious fact, that in this periodical were

Printed some of the earliest productions of lord

Jyron, Allan Cunningham, and Gaspey.

1811, March 14. Walter Cox stood in the

J'

)illory, in Dublin, pursuant to his sentence, for a

ibel called the Painter Cut, published in the Irish

* Peter Finnerty was the most celebrated reporter of

rhis day, and was engaged for many years on the Morning
; Chronicle, under Mr. Perry. He was the son of a trades

-

I man at Loughrea, in the county of Galway, in Ireland.
I At an early age he had to seek his fortune at Dublin, and
I was brought up as a printer. In 1 798 he succeeded Mr.

I

Arthur O'Connor, as printer of the Press. The violence
of that paper causing it to be prosecuted, he removed to

I London, and engaged himself as a parliamentary reporter.

[Having become acquainted with sir Home Popham, he
1 sailed on the Walcheren expedition, for the purpose of
I writing its history; but being prevented carrying that
object into effect, after a delay of some weeks, he returned
to Enjiland, and resumed his occupation as a reporter. He
[died at Westminster, May U, 1822, aged fifty-six years.

A full and accurate report of the trial of the author,
brought by Peter Finnerty against Samuel Upper, publisher
of the Satirist, for a libel: London, 1809, 8vo-

t Eugenius Roche, editor of the Courier London news-
paper, died, deeply lamented by an extensive circle of

acquaintance, in Hart-street, Bloomsbury, Nov. 9, I829.

He was born in Dublin, in 1 786, and, before he was two
years of age, his parents emijjrated to France, where he
received a liberal education, and in 1804 he returned to

England, and devoted himself to literature. The only
publications of Mr. Roclie, that bear his name, are two
tragedies, called the Invasion and William Tell ; the latter

of which was in rehearsal at Drury Lane when that theatre
was destroyed by fire, and was consequently never pro-
duced. Mr. Roche also appeared as the author of words
to a set of French Melodies, arranged by Madllc. Jams.

Magazine, recommending a separation betwixt

Great Britain and Ireland by a French force.

1811, March 29. Died, John Todd, aged
seventy-five years, and who was for upwards of

fifty years an eminent bookseller in Stonygate,

in the city of York, where he succeeded Mr.
Hildyard in 1757. Few country booksellers had
exerted themselves with greater ardour and per-

severance in the laborious pursuit of catalogue-

making, with the respective value of each book

attached, than Mr. Todd ; of which the many
curious and extensive collections, which he pur-

chased and arranged at different periods, afford

a sufficient proof. He was succeeded in his

business by his two sons, who carried on the

firm in such a manner, and on such a scale, as

to cause their shop to be considered equal to

any out of London.
1811, April 5. Died, Robert Raikes, pro-

prietor of the Gloucester Journal, which had
been instituted by his father, and conducted for

many years with approbation. The name of

Robert Raikes will not soon be forgotten among
those who have diff'used light over the dark places

of the earth full of the habitations of cruelty.

He was born at Gloucester, September 14, in the
year 1735, and was descended of a good family.

The education Mr. Raikes received was liberal,

and calculated for his future designation in life.

At a proper season he was initiated into his

father's business, which he afterwards conducted
with punctuality, diligence, and care. Several

pieces, among which may be pointed out the

works of the dean of Gloucester,* are such as

will suffer nothing by any comparison with the

productions of modern typography. The inci-

dents of Mr. Raikes's life are few, and those

not enough distinguished from the rest of the

world to admit of a particular detail. It is

sufficient to say, that in his business he was
prosperous, and that his attention was not so

wholly confined to it, but that he found time to

turn his thoughts to subjects connected with the

great interests of mankind, and the welfare of

society. By this means some consolation has
been afforded to sorrow and imprudence ; some
knowledge, and consequently happiness, to youth
and inexperience. The first object which de-
manded his notice, was the miserable state of

the county bridewell within the city ofGloucester,

which, being part of the county jail, the pereons

committed by the magistrates, out of session,

for petty offences, associated, through necessity,

with felons of the worst description, with little

or no means of subsistence from labour ; with
little, if any, allowance from the county; without
either meat, drink, or clothing ; dependent chiefly

on the precarious charity of such as visited the
prison, whether brought thither by business,

curiosity, or compassion. To relieve these mise-
rable and forlorn wretches, and to render their

* Josiah Tucker, a celebrated divine, was bom at Lang-
home, in Carmarthenshire, in 1 711. He was an able
writer on commercied, political, and theological subjects.
His principal performance is a Treatise on Civil Govem-

I ment, against Locke, 8vo. He died in 1799.

6 N
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situation supportable at least, Mr. Raikes

employed both his pen, his influence, and his

property, to procure them the necessaries of life

;

and, finding that ignorance was generally the

principal cause of those enormities which brought

them to become objects of his notice, he deter-

mined, if possible, to procure them some moral

and religious instruction.

To every want and every woe.
To guilt itself, when in distress,

The balm of pity will impart.

And all relief that bounty can bestow.

In this he succeeded, by means of bounties

and encouragement, given to such of the prisoners

as were able to read : and these, by being direc-

ted to proper books, improved both themselves

and their fellow-prisoners, and afforded him
great encoumgement to persevere in the benevo-

lent design. He then procured for them a

supply of work, to preclude every excuse and
temptation to idleness. Successful in this effort,

he formed a more extensive plan of usefulness

to society, which will transmit his name to

posterity with those honours which are due to

the great benefactore of mankind. This was
the institution of Sunday schools, a plan which
has been attended with the happiest effects.

Like a lone husbandman, forlorn.

The man of Glo'ster went.
Bearing the seed of precious corn,
And God the blessing sent.

—

Mrs. Gildert.

The thought was suggested by accident-
" Some business," says Mr. Raikes, " leading
me one morning into the suburbs of the city,

where the lowest of the people (who are princi-

pally employed in the pin manufactory) chiefly

reside, I was struck with concern on seeing a
group of children, wretchedly ragged, at play
in the street. An inquiry of a neighbour pro-

duced an account of the miserable state and
deplorable profligacy of these infants, more
especially on a Sunday, when left to their own
direction." This information suggested an idea,
" that it would be at least a harmless attempt, if

it should be productive of no good, should some
little plan be formed to check this deplorable
profanation of the sabbath. An agreement was
soon after made with proper persons, to receive

as many children on Sundays as should be sent,

who were to be instructed in reading and in the
church catechism, at a certain rate. The clergy-

man, who was curate of the parish at the time,
undertook to superintend the schools, and
examine the progress made.* This happened
about 1781, and the good consequences evidently
appeared in the reformation and orderlybehaviour

• This worthy and benevolent clergyman was the rev.
Mr. Stock, who had himself founded charity schools in
two parishes of which he had before been curate. He
took vipon himself the inspection of the schools whicli Mr.
Raikes had instituted. Mr. Raikes agreed to bear two-
thirds of the expenditure necessary for their support, and
Mr. Stock the other third ; thereby it appears that this
distmguished clergyman was an equal sharer with Mr.
Raikes in the foundation of these useful institutions.
The Sunday-school Jubilee was held Sept. 14. 18;JI.

the bnth-day of Robert Raikes.

of those, who before were in every r^pecl the"

opposite of decency or regularity. The effects

were so apparent, that other parishes in Glouces-
ter, and in various parts of the kingdomj adopted
the scheme, which has by degiees become
general, to the great advantage and comfort of
the poor, and still more to the security and repose
of the rich. Since the first institution, many
thousands of children have been employed, to

their own satisfaction, in acquiring such a por-
tion of knowledge as will render them useful to

society, without encouraging any disposition
unfavourable to themselves or the world. Where
riot and disorder were formerly to be seen,
decency and decorum are now to be found;
industry has taken the place of idleness, and
profaneness has been obliged to give way to

devotion. The outlines of a character so dis-

tinguished in the annals of his country as that
of Robert Raikes, cannot fail to engage the
reader. In proportion as he feels himself inte-

rested in the welfare of mankind, he will interest

himself in every particular which concerns this

bright example of unbended philanthropy.* Mr.
Raikes was for some years a member of the
court of assistants of the stationers' company.

His brother, Mr. Thomas Raikes, a very con-
siderable Russian merchant, and long a director
of the bank of England, established a rich and
spreading family, very respectably connected, in
the city of London.

Professor Austin remarks, on the education of
the people, that it is not less incumbent on go-
vernments to forward the diffusion of knowledge,
than to protect their subjects fmm one another
by a due administration of justice, or to defend
them by military force from the attacks of ex-
ternal enemies. A small fraction of the sums
which are squandered in needless war would
provide complete instruction for the working
people—would give this important class that
portion in the knowledge of the age which con-
sists in the nature of their callings, and with the
necessity of toiling for a livelihood.f And, fur-
ther, bishop Tillotson, in one of his sermons, says,

that education is the most effectual mode in re-

forming mankind, and that the most likely and
hopeful reformation of the world must begin
with children. Wholesome laws and good ser-

mons are but slow ways, the most compendious
way is a good education, this may be an effectual
prevention of evil, whereas all after ways are
but remedies.

* Eulogium on Robert Raikes.—een^/eman's Magazine,
vol. Iviii. pp. 11, 15, Nichols's Anecdotes, vol. ix. 549.
+ The first school, avowedly established in Great Britain,

for the purpose of instructing adults, was formed in 1811,
through the exertions of the rev. T. Charles, in Merioneth-
shire. About the same time, and without any concert or
connexion with the schools in Wales, an adult school was
established at Bristol through the instrumentality of Mr.
William Smith.
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1811, Apnl. The first attempt at printing

by a machine was at this time. After many
obstructions and delay, the sheet h of the New
Annual Register for 1810, " Principal Occur-
rences," 3,000 copies, were printed by this

machine ; and is the first part of a book so printed.

1811. Died, Robert Loder, printer and
bookseller, of Woodbridg-e, Suffolk, where he
had carried on his business with reputation for

forty years, and died early in this year. His
antiquarian tracts display considerable industry

and research. His publications were. Ordi-

nances
y ^c.for Seckford's Almshouses in Wood-

bridge, 4to. IVoodbridge Terrier, exhibiting an
Account of all the Charters, with notes. Orders

of the Free School in Woodbridge. Dowsing^s

'

Journal for demolishing Church Ornaments in

Suffolk. History of Framlingham, 1798.

1811, May 22. Died, George Robinson, an
eminent bookseller of Paternoster-row, London.
He was son ofGeorge Robinson, noticed at page
808, ante, and after the death of his father carried

on the business conjointly with his uncle, John.
His merits were accompanied by the most un-
assuming modesty; his good qualities were more
solid than shining, more truly useful to himself

and others than superficially glaring, or idly

ostentatious. The successors to the extensive

concern of the elder Mr. Robinson, were men of

the highest integrity, and great skill in their

profession. But the business was so immensely
large, as to exceed their strength, when the

grand pillar of the house was removed. Besides

other unforeseen misfortunes, their exertions in

trade were baffled in a single night, by the des-

truction of a printing office in which they hap-

pened to have property to a very large amount,
by fire. Discouraged but not daunted, they met
this misfortune with firmness, and for a long

time struggled to free their vast affairs from the

embarrassments which it had occasioned; but,

finding their difficulties increase, instead of in-

volvingthemselves still deeper, by resorting to the

usual means of upholding a sinking credit, they

met the evil day with resolution, and submitted

their extensive concerns to an ordeal fatal to the

credit of half the commercial world. They were

declared bankrupts,* and patiently investigated

every account, and punctually fulfilled every

engagement; a considerable surplus rewarded

their labour and perseverance, and they rapidly

emerged with the highest honour to themselves,

their credit gathered strength from the shock,

which a short time before had menaced its annihi-

lation. The unremitting exertions of Mr. George
Robinson, throughout the whole of these difficul-

ties, perhaps, shortened his life ; but he lived to

see them crowned with success, and a comfortable

provision made for those most dear to him.

1811, May. John Drakard, proprietor and

printer of the Stamford News, sentenced to pay

a fine of £200, and to be imprisoned in Lincoln

* At the sale of the Robinsons', the copyright of Vi/se's

Spelling Book sold at the enormous price of jffasoo, with

an annuity of fifty guineas to the author.

jail for eighteen months, for a libel on flogging

the military. The paragraph had been copied
from the London Examiner. A subscription of
jG400 was raised towards the support of Mr.
Drakard. He published the Life of Colonel

Wardle. 1810.

1811, May. Di«l, Mr. Wall, bookseller, at

Kew, near London, where his family had been
known for upwards of one hundred years, as

booksellers, stationers, newsmen, and keej>er8 of
the circulating library since the commencement
of that institution.

1811,May. ZW^rf, Alexander Bartholoman,
proprietor and printer of the York Herald, and
one of the common councilmen for Walmgate
ward, in the city of York, aged forty-nine years.

1811. Account of the London Daily Newt-
papers, 8vo. by James Savage, author of the
Librarian, and some time assistant librarian of
the London institution.

1811, July. The printers, booksellers, type-

founders, and press makers, of Holland and the

Netherlands, were, by a decree published at

Amsterdam, to have their names and residences

registered.

1811. Au^. 30. Died, John Crickett, of

doctors' commons, marshal and serjeant-at-arms

of the high court of admiralty. He was master
of the stationers' company in 1810. He died at

Hyde house, Edmonton, aged seventy-eight.

1811, Aug. 31. Died, Hugh Brown, many
years printer of the Morning Herald.

1811, Aug. The patent of king's printer for

Ireland renewed for forty years.

1811, Sept. Died, William Tessevman,
many years a respectable bookseller at York.

He died at Beverley.

1811, Sept. 25. Died, Joshua Eddowes, a
respectable printer and bookseller at Shrewsbury,

in the eighty-eighth year of his age.

1811, Nov. 1. Henry White, proprietor

and editor of the Independent Whig, London,
was tried but acquitted, for a libel, having been
previously confined for three years in Dorchester

jail.—See page 832 ante. In December, a
meeting was held at the Crown and Anchor
Tavern, in support of Mr. White, who for

several years contended against the entire power
of the crown lawyers. The following resolu-

tions were carried

:

1

.

That the liberty of the press is an insepa-

rable part of a free constitution, and that they

must exist or perish together.

2. That it appears to this meeting, that the

manly and judicious conduct pursued by Mr.
White, in his late struggle with the strong arm
of power, in refusing to submit to a false con-

fession, or to suffer judgment to go by default,

has done signal service to the cause of truth.

3. That, taking into consideration the personal

sufferings he has undergone in his banishment
from society in a distant jail ; the expenses in-

curred in the support of himself and printer, in

their three years' imprisonment, and tne conse-

quent difficulties to which he is now exposed ;

it is carnestlv recommended to the friends of
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constitutional freedom, in whose cause the sacri-

fice has been made, to follow the example of the

present meeting, and generously step forward to

afford him that remuneration which he appears

to be so justly entitled to.

1811, Nov. 12. Died, JoH^ Hayes, bookseller,

High Holborn, aged seventy-four. The abilities

of Mr. Hayes were of no ordinary class, and his

erudition very considerable.*

1811. The Gleaner, a series of periodical

essays, selected from papers not included in the

British Essayists, four vols. 8vo. By Nathan
Drake, M. D. He died at Hadleigh, in Suffolk,

1836, aged seventy years.

1811. Town Talk; or, Living Manners, Svo.

by John Agg.f
1811. The Philosopher. This periodical was

the production of general Sarrazin.J

1811. Essays, Literary and Miscellaneotts,

by Dr. John Aikin.§

1811. The Times, hy A Bickerstaffe. These
essays appeared in the Gentleman^s Magazine.

1811, June 29. The Westmoreland Advertiser

and Kendal Chronicle, No. 1, printed and pub-

lished by Richard Loughjj at Kendal. It was
long a subject of wonder and regi*et, that the

county of Westmoreland should not produce a

permanent newspaper before this period ; though
Kendal, so early as the time of Camden, was a

very populous and respectable town.

1811, July 5. The Liverpool Mercury, No. 1.

printed and published by Egerton Smith Sc Co.

1811. The Montrose, Arbroath, and Brechin

Review, established, and was for many years dis-

tinguished by great ability of writing, while

under the management of the late Mr. Watt.

* A Mr. Samuel Hayes, a very respectable bookseller, in
Oxford-street, London, was induced in the line of his pro-

fession, daring the peace of Amiens, to visit France j and
was for many years detained a prisoner by order of the
French government.

t John Agg served his apprenticeship to a printer and
bookseller at Evesham, after which he established him-
self in the same capacity at Bristol, where he published a
newspaper under the name of the Mercury. He also pro-
posed to print by subscription a History of Bristol, in

numbers, but the design failed, and the author also. He
then repaired to London, where he continued to live by
writing and compiling various books, some of which pos-

sess ingenuity. In 1814 he was confined in the king's

bench prison for a libel on Thomas Best, esq.

t General Sarrazin quitted the French service in 1810,

and came to England from Cherburg. Soon after his

arrival here he made the most extravagant demands on
our government for supposed services, which he valued at

^£•3,000 a-year, ^50,000 for wliat he had sacrificed, and
i6'l0,000 for immediate use, besides the rank of lieu-

tenant-general, and other items equally moderate. He was
the author of the Confessions of Bonaparte to the cardinal

Maury. Svo. Memorial to the English Government, Svo.

1811. History ofthe War in Spainand Portugal, Qyo. 1815.

This work gives a luminous view of the great scenes
which occurred in the Peninsula, from the commence-
ment of the contest, in 1807, to its termination in 1814.

S Dr. John Aikin was born at Kibworth, in Leicester-

shire, Jan. 15, 1747, and died at Stoke Newington, Dec.
7, 1822. He originally practised as a surgeon, afterwards
settled as a physician at Yarmouth, Norfolk, and for many
years resided at Stoke Newington. He was the author of
many essays in the Monthly Magazine, the Athenceum, the
Classical Journal, and the Reflector. Of the first he was
editor for many years, and also of the second from its

commencement to its close. He was also the author of a
General Biographical Dictionary, in lO vols. 4to. published
between the years 1799 and 1815, and other works of merit.

i Richard Lough died at Kendal, Feb. 9, 1831, aged 41

.

1812, Feb. 7. Died, John Paul Manson,
bookseller, King-street, Westminster, and after-

wards of Gerard-street, Soho. Of him Mr.
Dibdin observes, " In the present Caxton-loving
age, with what avidity would such a number of
this printer's books be sought after. They will

rarely ever again appear in one collection so

numerous or so perfect. I am well acquainted
with the skill and liberality of Messrs. Payne,
White, Egerton, and Evans—that these know
and love Caxton as well as Aldus, Froben, and
the Stephenses ; but I question if, in the ocean
of English black-letter, they have taken quite
so deep a plunge as Mr. Manson, of Gerard-
street, Soho. It is due to the spirit and perse-

verance of this latter bookseller, to notice his

love of the imprints, colophons, and devices of
our venerable English typographers. Professor

Heyne could not have exhibited greater signs of

joy at the sight of the Townley manuscript of
Homer, than did Mr. Manson on the discovery

of Rastill's Pastymes of the People among the

books of Mr. Brand. If I wished for a collec-

tion of Rembrandt's or Nanteuil's prints, or of

old portraits and black-lettered books, catalogued,

I would, with the utmost confidence, resign the
whole to the integrity and discrimination of Mr.
Manson."

—

Director, vol. II. p. 36.

1812. A splendid mode of printing in bur-
nished gold letters was invented by the late Mr.
John Whittaker, an ingenious and eminent book-
binder of Queen-street, Westminster ; and who
executed an edition of magna charta, from the
original manuscript deposited in the British mu-
seum, on royal purple satin, and on superfine

vellum paper.* He also executed a most singu-

larly splendid work in letters of gold, of the

august ceremonial of the coronation of George
IV. the execution is truly superb, and reflects

the highest honour on the artist. As a binder,

Mr. Whittaker was celebrated as the restorer of

deficient portions of the works printed by Caxton
and other early printers, by the use of brass type.

He introduced a new style of binding, to which
the name of Etruscan\ has been given.

1812. A fac-simile of the Book of Psalms was
printed from the same manuscript and types as

the Codex Alexandrinus, and published by the

rev. H. H. Baber, one of the librarians of the

British museum. The art of printing with types,

so formed as precisely to resemble the characters

of manuscript, was first practised at Florence, in

the year 1741, when a fac-simile of the cele-

brated Medicean Virgil was published in small

* Mr. Craspelet, a celebrated Parisian printer, well
known for the beautiful editions which have issued from
his press, made several experiments towards printing in

gold letters : at length he succeeded, and executed in this

style twelve copies of Audebert and Viellot's Oiseaux
Dares. Cailleau, however, does not speak in the most
favourable terms of these typographical refinements.

—

Cailleau, Diet. Bibl. torn. iv. p. 36. What his opinions
might be at this time, on viewing the splendid produc-
tions of the British press, in gold, we cannot say.

t This style he employed for the binding of many of the
copies of the Magna Charta, which is of a magnificent
description. The covers are nearly a complete mass of

gold ornament, appropriate to the times of king John. It

is lined with crimson silk, richly gilt.
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4to. This mode of printing has chiefly heen
confined to the rarest manuscripts; which, being
liable to decay, have thus been preserved for

every valuable purpose of collation.

1812, Feb. 12. Died^ Andrew Cherry, an
eminent dramatist. He was the eldest son of

Mr. John Cherry, a noted printer and bookseller,

in the city of Limerick, in Ireland, whose an-

cestors possessed a considerable estate, on which
they for centuries resided, near Sheffield, in

Yorkshire. They were of the persuasion of

Friends, one of whom, disclaiming the mild
tenets of the primitive church, and possessing a
thirst for martial glory, followed the fortunes of

William III. of England, and fought under him
as cornet of horse in all the Irish wars, at the

end of which he married an Irish lady, and
settled at Croome, near the city of Limerick.

Andrew Cherry was born in the city of Limerick,

on the 11th of January, 1762, and received a

liberal education. At eleven years of age, he
was placed under the care of Mr. James Potts,

a respectable printer, of Dame-street, in the city

of Dublin ; but a desire for the stage induced

him to quit his original profession, about the

time he had completed his apprenticeship. He
was the author of the comedy of the Soldier's

Daughter, 1804, and the Travellers; or. Music's

Fascination, an opera.*

1812. Queen Charlotte caused a printing

press to be erected for her amusement at

Frogmore-lodge, near Windsor; butthe onlypub-
lications from it were five sets of Historical and
Chronological Cards, and two volumes of Trans-

lations from the German, in prose and verse.

Make us eternal truths receive,

And practice all that we believe.

—

Dryden.

Printed by E. Harding, Frogmore-lodge, Wind-
sor. 12mo. pp. 112. There is a leaf following

the title, with this inscription

:

" The gift of the queen to her beloved daughters—Char-
lotte-Augusta, Matilda, Augusta-Sophia, Elizabeth, Mary,
and Sophia : and, with her majesty's permission, dedicated
to their royal highnesses, by the translator, Ellis Cornelia
Knight."

The other, entitled Miscellaneous Poems, with

the same imprint and date, 4to. pp. 99. To
each of these is prefixed a neat vignette of

Frogmore-lodge. Only thirty copies of each
work were struck off", and the press ceased.

1812, March 11. The valuable printing-office

established in the mansion-house at Serampore,
in the East Indies, conducted by the rev.

William Carey, and his colleagues, was totally

destroyed by tire ; which consumed seven hun-
dred reams of English paper, expressly sent out

* Mr. Andrew Cherry was written to, with an offer of a
very capital engagement from a manager, who, on a
former occasion, had not behaved altogether well to him.
Cherry sent him word, that he had been bit by him once,

and he was resolved that he should not make two bites of
A Cherrii. At another time, in 1798, while performing
Druggett with liCwis's Sir Charles Rackett, at the theatre-

royal, Manchester; when in the quarrel scene, Clierry

observes,—" Egad, he looks as if he was going to eat me."
" Eat you ! (replied I.ewis) yes—damme, I would not
make two bites of A Cherry.'^

for the Tamul and Cingalese New Tetaments.
Every thing in the office perished, except the six

presses, which were in a side-room. Altogether

two thousand reams of English paper, worth

five thousand pounds, were lost ; also founts of

type in fourteen languages (besides English),

together with the cases, imposing stones, brass

rules, chases, and all other furniture. Printed

books perished to the amount of 5,000 rupees

;

and manuscripts of the value of 7,000 rupees

:

the total loss was not under seven thousand

pounds sterling. Nine editions of the New
Testament, and five of the Old Testament, were
stopped by this accident. But providentially no
human life was lost in the calamity, and no
man's health was injured. The important

matrices were saved, and the paper manufac-
tory was not damaged. The missionaries, not

dispirited, speedily returned to their work ; they

recast types from the metal which the fire had
melted ; so that by the month of June, six out
of twelve versions of the scriptures were again
in progress. See their Third Memoir of Trans-
lations of the Scriptures.

1812. The Bloody Journal, kept by William
Davidson, on board a Russian pirate, in the

year 1789. Mediterranean : printed on board
his majesty's ship Caledonia. 1812. 8vo. 34
pages, four of preface. This man served on board
his majesty's ship Niger, in 1791, tlien under
the command of admiral sir Richard Keates.

The journal contains a horrible narrative of the

enormities committed by the crew of the pirate,

in which Davidson acknowledges that he and
other Englishmen on board took the most active

lead. He was afterwards accidentally drowned,
while in his majesty's ship Royal George. Sir

Walter Scott, who had heard of the existence

of such a memoir, desired to found a poem upon
the subject ; obtained an authentic copy in 181 1,

which sir Richard Keates verified, with some
further particulars of this man's story. But, on
perusal, sir Walter Scott pronounced it too

horrible for versification, and inserted the sub-

stance of it in the Edinburgh Annual Register,

in 1812. A copy of this work is in the library

of Corpus Christi college, Oxford.

1812. The Cheap Magazine, printed and
published by George Miller, Dunbar, Scotland.

This publication was one of the first attempts to

diff'use a pure and useful literature among the

less educated portion of Scotland. Mr. Miller

was the author and compiler, and does equal
credit to talent and intention. He was also the

author of a work entitled Popular Philosophy ;

or, the Book of Nature laid open. Mr. Miller

died July 23, 1835 ; and the following lines are
from some verses to his memory.

Within thy native district, first to rear
The "Press," which in thy hands, was doomed to wear
A chaster form :—No more, from door to door.
The lounging pedlai- hawked his poisoned lore

;

For now subservient to one virtuous end,
Amusement with instruction, thou didst blend.
And, lo ! where Brougham and Chambers blaze in day.
Thou " went before, and gently cleared the way ;"

Unmindful of the magic of a name,
In secret toil'd, and " bliishM to find it fame !"
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1812, March 25. Died, George Frederick
Cooke, a theatrical performer of the highest

merit. He was born at Westminster, April 17,

1756. His father was a subaltern officer in the

army, who, dying when young, left his wife in

straitened circumstances. She went to reside at

Berwick-upon-Tweed, where George Frederick

was apprenticed to a printer ; but he neglected

the labours of the office, and engaged the devils

and others of his companions, to assist him in

performing plays. In consequence of this con-

duct, his indentures was cancelled, and he was
dismissed. He was then tried in the navy, but

his inclination for the stage overcame all restraint,

and he at length joined an itinerant company of

actors. He soon became the hero of the scene,

and was engaged at York, Newcastle, Chester,

Manchester, Liverpool, and other places. He
acquired so much fame, that in 1794, he was
engaged by the Dublin managers, where he
performed four years. At length he made his

appearance before a London audience, at Covent
garden theatre, October 31, 1800, in the character

of Richard III. His reputation was at once

established as a histrionic performer of the first

order. The talents of Cooke were obscured by
indulgence in pernicious habits of intemperance,

which ultimately destroyed his popularity.

—

Owing to the irregularity of his conduct, Cooke
became the plague and terror of English mana-
gers ; few, if any, of whom probably regretted

his removal to the United States, where he had
formed a theatrical engagement In America he
displayed the same powerful abilities, and the

same vicious weakness, which had distinguished

him in his native country. Death, hastened by
intemperance, put an end to his career. He
married Miss Alicia Daniels, a lady possessed

of considerable talents as a public singer, whom
he treated with great cruelty, and from whom
he was separated in July, 1811, by a decree of

the ecclesiastical court.* It ought to be noticed,

to the honour of the late Edmund Kean, that,

during his visit to New York, in 1821, he erected

a monument to the memory of Cooke, in the

church of St. Paul, with the following epitaph :

Three kingdoms claim his birth,

Both hemispheres pronounce his worth.

1812. During the months of May, June, and

July, the noble collection of books belonging to

the late John duke of Roxburghe,f was sold by
auction, by Mr. Evans, at his grace's late resi-

dence, in St. James's-square, London. Few
sales, perhaps, ever demanded and occupied so

ample a share of public attention, as this of the

late duke of Roxburghe, which lasted forty-

five days, and called forth a competition of prices

hitherto unrivalled in the annals of literary his-

tory. It is supposed that this library cost its

late owner not more than £5,000, and produced

* Memoirs of the celebrated George Frederick Cooke, esq.

late of the theatre royal, Covent-garden, 2 vols. 8vo. pub-
lished in London, in 1813. By William Dunlap, some
time proprietor of the New York theatre, and author of
several dramatic pieces, printed in America.

t John Ker, third duke of Roxburghe, died March 19.

1804, aged sixty-four years.

about £23,341. After the auction, a list of the
prices was published, both on small and on royal
paper, with references to the number of the lots.

No. 6292 was the far-famed II Decamerone di
Boccacio, fol. ediz. Venet. Valdarfer. This is

certainly one of the scarcest, if not the very
scarcest book extant. No other perfect copy \%

known to exist, after all the fruitless researches
of more than 300 years. The biddings for this

precious morceau were keen indeed : it was
finally carried off by the marquis of Blandford,
for TWO THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED AND SIXTY
POUNDS ! On the 17th of June, to commemo-
rate this extraordinary sale, the Roxburghe Club
was formed in London, consisting of thirty-one
of the most eminent book-collectors in the king-
dom—earl Spencer, president.*

3SibItomaniar 33aIIair*

To the ^axbllYSi)t CIttB, by way of dedication.

And all fitacit letter tf00^ who have passed

initiation

:

STi^fiSf.

MY late good-natur'd Eame oft would preach long: & sage
Censure idling of youth, extol virtues of age

:

*

For he lov'd his old acres, old woods, and old rooks.
And his old easy chair, with old wine, and old books.

As he's dead, it were well in his library seat.
Conning technical phrases that he'd oft repeat.
And old printer's names from their colophons catch,
To write life, bibl'ographic:—take scrip of the sketcli.

Though born (BtOVQii ^ViXttO he a caxton would prize

'Bove ten full-bottom'd Caxons to curl round his eyes

:

And the spell of Bladt letter he ne'er thought absurd,

For young bibliomaniacs love wvviKYU the wordb.

In a rebus no lady was half so deep read,
Or statesman with devices ere cramm'd so his head

;

He his CREED thought unknown, but for m'hitchurch
would pray,

And in dark winter's morn, cry : "arise, it is day !"

Long a LEGATE he sought, and a hood kept with care,

For saints, julian notary, and Crispin were there;
Though proud of an emperowr, he'd an olive display.
But like TURK to the poor ne'er gave penny away.

No FOREST he knew, he would swear by the rood.
Had oak covers to equal his black—or cawood.
That the field and the SHAw.and the banks nearat hand,
Were unrivall'd, except by his way—and Copland.

On the ton of dame fashion he laid little stress,

Save NOR-TON and single-ton in vellum we guess;
While GRAF-TON with middle-ton stood cheek by jowl.
Unique mayster folling-ton raptur'd his soul.

Oft with smile showing joy he called England his own ;

Boasted barley though short and his corne stained and
BROWN,

When lynnb's goats were/o^'rf he'd a simile steal,

'Twas in no case to sacrifice Abraham's veale.

He as FISHER caught fries (Walton tells no such thing)
While the barb of his hooke held the bate for a ltng :

* One of the principal founders of the Roxburghe club,

was the late Joseph Haslewood, esq. and who at his death,

which took place at London, Sept. 21, 1835, in the sixty-

fourth year of his age, left a very curious manuscript
volume, tracing the rise of that society, which emanated
from the literati who attended the sale of the duke
of Roxburghe, under the quaint title of the Roxburghe
Revels, and which records the annual festivities of the

club from its first meeting, in 1812, to 1835, at the Old St.

Alban's tavern, London. Although neither a classical

scholar nor an elegant writer, Mr. Haslewood was a
laborious and faithful editor of many rare and beautiful

reprints of early English poetry and prose, which other-

wise might have perished ; and assisted several members
in correcting and printing the volumes which they oc-

casionally presented to the society.
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Then he'd cousin a chapman or knioht to the treat.

Which the butlbr and cooks serv'd with chard that

was beat.

Wish or wodb he would hunt a bold ridkr for bills,
With STIRRUP & RBYNKS Seeking: iohn, nick, and will's,

As a FOULER he'd wykr that no woodcock could spring}
At the MEUSE, or in marshe, cast of merlin like ktnoe.

As he tippled his ypocras, malmsey, or sack.
With piNSON like bedel, standing close at his back.
He held converse with berthelet. oodfray, or faquks,
Or would chaunt all the carols of kelb* witli new shakes.

If careless with billy machlina he sate,

A WOLFE upon this side, and a lyon on that.

Why his porter, or carter, or shepperde was bid,

Of late, to place nelson as a guard to his kid.

Insomuch as 'twas princely he ne'er would complain.
That no spinster once frbst him when lustb fill'd his

brain;
He in sheets long'd for widows : widow rbdman his joy.

He clasp'd widow charlbwood and kept herford to toy.

Thus his heart was unbound, as love's bower gave room^
Widow YETswEiRTwasthere,&thewidows JOAN broome,
Joan wolfe and joan orwin, and while soft thing's he'd

utter.

Of famous joan jugoe, he would melt for joan butter.

The sygne of the sunne mijjht its radiance exhaust.
To count up from treveris to old German faust:
He had pdwell for Ireland, lekprewik the scott.
But WELCH thackwell. Uncertain, my Eame never got.

When his flower was cropt he'd show mantbll uncut.
He'd a vowel inlaid, and made harry tar strut

By Charles Lewis in hogskin, who bound his tall man,
'Twas with scarlet in bands, dexter gilding the van.

Herea learned clarke's pen mightmost glowingly speak.
Of the bright blazing red in the lettres gothiques

:

Of margins illumiri'd, and how borders display

Death and cardinal virtues, inviting to pray.

Then rich missal unfold, where the painter bears part,

Whose colouring, though matchless, shows infantine axt

.

In romance seek a monster that with no text agreeth,
Nor thing heavenly, earthly, or in wave beneath.

Nor forget the wood cuts that such raptures afford,

Whose inventor founds lineage of Andreas Boarde

:

And refer for choice specimens stole from that mint.
Unto Dibdin's new Ames, or a Triphook's reprint.

But he's gone :—can one triplet his memory save.
Can his^BisHop interr him? his boys wal-de-oeave>
With but putting in boards can his spirit be fled ?

Why he ne'er got a coffin until he was dead !

Ah, no, with his volumes would tarry his soul.

Could folios, could big-belly'd quartos control,
Or octavos et infra ; nay, studious be seen
With a twelves in moroQco, or russia sixteen.

Shade of Paterson, shall his collection disperse,
And one alphabet crush every class prose and verse ?

Nor tell all that the imp. on. fly leaf can portend ?

Nor imp. that he hallow'd and no devil could mend?

What his coll. and per. means, leave the novice to guess

;

Or, when made in facsimile per. by M. S.

Leave surprise and delight for maniacal lover.
Neat joints, hollow back, and small squares to discover.

Leave BDiTio princeps, uncut, unique, rare.
With SMALL CAPS, and italics, friend Leigh to declare
By large paper catalogue at hammer's decision,
As Ben measures margin to enter commission.

Cristofeb Valdarfbr.

The book trade, particularly that branch de-

nominated "the rare and curious," was never in

such a flourishing state as at the period of the

dispersion of the magnificent library of the duke
of Roxburghe: then truly was Bibliomania at its

* The faint rays of a well-preserved youth illumined his
eyes, even at the verge of ninety-six, at the first perusal of
those singular specimens of ancient Christmas melodies,
reprinted in the Bibliographical Miscellanies, Oxford, 1813.
It would be difficult to describe his joy when informed by
his bookseller, that he had secured for him the last re-
maining copy,

height—every book stall was ransacked for old
books, and the price rose with the universal

desire to possess them : the infatuation was com-
pared to the tulip mania ;* yet a few years after-

wards, the late earl Spencer became the purchaser
of the identical Decamerone of Boccacio, for less

than jG900. The taste for book rarities seems
to have passed away in a great degree. One
volume, which sold at the Roxburghe sale for

£150, was offered by Longmans', in Paternoster-

row, for a third of that sum, and no desire was
evinced by any "bibliomaniac" to possess it.

1812. At this time there were only twelve

working wood engravers in London.
1812. Died, Henry Faulkner, celebrated as

a honest, industrious, and excellent bookbinder,

who, in his mode of rebinding ancient books, was
not only scrupulously particular in the preser-

vation of that important part of a volume, the

margin : but in his ornaments of tooling, was at

once tasteful and exact. Faulkner, after thus giv-

ing satisfaction to his patrons, and bidding fair

to be the first binder of his day, died of a con-
sumption, leaving a large family, which, it is

but justice to state, were materially assisted by
those who had respected their father.

1812, April 30. Died, Henry Lemoine,
bookseller, who was for many years known to

the trade as a translator of German and other

languages, and compiler of many of the nu-
merous tracts with which London abounds ; he
was also a frequent contributor of poetical essays

to the Gentleman's Magazine,\ and other peri-

odical works : he had for some years been a
bookseller, in Bishopsgate church-yard. He
published, in 1797, Typographical Antiquities ;

history, origin, and progress of the art of printing,

from its first invention, in Germany, to the end
of the seventeenth century ; and from its intro-

duction into England, by Caxton, to the present

time : including, among a variety of curious and
interesting matter, its progress in the provinces,

with chronological lists of eminent printers, in

England, Scotland, and Ireland. Together with

anecdotes of several eminent literary characters,

who have honoured the art by their attention to

its improvement ; also a particular and complete
history of the Walpolian press, established at

Strawberry-hill—with an accurate list of every

publication issued therefrom, and the exact

number printed thereof. At the conclusion is

given a curious dissertation on the origin of the

use of paper ; also a complete history of the art

of wood-cutting and engraving on copper, from
its first invention in Italy, to its latest improve-

ments in Great Britain : concluding with the

* The tulip mania reached its height in the city of

Haarlem, in the years l6;}6-7, when 10,000 florins were
known to have been paid for a single root of that flower.

t Mr. Lemoine was the author of some verses to the
memory of Mr. Francis Eginton, of Wandsworth, near
Birmingham, justly celebrated for his ingenious discovery
of paintinjr and staining glass for surpassing that of the
ancients, in which his numerous works (of which a good
specimen may be seen in the window of stationers' hall,

London, presented to that company by alderman Cadell,)

will long continue a monument of his unrivalled abilities.

He died March 25, 1805.
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adjudication of literary property, or the laws

and tenns to vvliich authors, designers, and pub-

lishers are separately subject; with a catalogue

of remarkable bibles and common prayer books,

from the infancy of printing to the present time.

Extracted from the best authorities, by Henry
Lemoine, bibliop. London.

1812, May. Died^ John Drury, printer and
bookseller, Lincoln, aged seventy-two years.

—

He was postmaster of the city of Lincoln, and
father of Mr. Drury, printer, at Stafford.

1812. The sheets g and z of Clarkson's Life

of William Penn were worked off by an entirely

cylindrical press, which, with the aid of two men,
worked off eight hundred sheets within the hour.

1812, Aug. The printing office of Mr. Flood,

with several houses, at Canterbury, entirely con-

sumed by fire, which threatened great devastation.

1812, Aug. Daniel Levell, proprietor of

the Statesman, sentenced, in the court of king's

bench, to pay a fine to the king of £500 ; to be
imprisoned in Newgate for eighteen months, to

be computed from the expiration of his former

sentence ; and, at the end of the further term,

to find security for three years, himself in £1000,
and two sureties in £500 each, for ^ libel upon
the commissioners for the transport service.

1812, Oct. 9. Died, Daniel Ogilvy, book-

seller, of Middle-row, Holborn, London, aged
seventy years. He died at Southgate.

1812, Oct. 17. Died, Francis Hodson, many
years proprietor, printer and publisher of the

Cambridge Chronicle, aged seventy-five years.

He had brought up a family of nearly twenty

children.—Mrs. Hodson died Feb. 27, 1804.—
Mr. Edward Hodson, their eldest son, who had
succeeded to the business, died in Oct. 1817.

1812, Oct. Died, John Bartlett, printer,

at Oxford, who came to a sudden death by falling

into a hole on the castle hill, where he was
conducting some friends for the purpose of view-

ing the city. He was in the 26th year of his

age, and, after lingering nine days, he was
removed by death from the bosom of an affec-

tionate family, and a numerous circle of friends.

1812, Nov. Died, Myles Swinnny, nearly

fifty years printer and proprietor ofthe JSirmm^-

ham Chronicle. He died at Ashted, near Bir-

mingham, aged seventy-four years.

1812, Nov. Died, John Walter, principal

proprietor of the Times, London newspaper, in

the seventy-fourth year of his age. It was re-

ported that Mr. Walter had obtained a pension

or sinecure of £700 a-year from Mr. Pitt.

1812, Dec. 9. John and Leigh Hunt, pro-

prietors and editors of the Examiner, London
Sunday newspaper, were found guilty in the

court of king's bench, of a libel on the Prince

Regent, and sentenced to two years' imprison-

ment each ; to pay a fine of £500 each ; and to

find security for their good behaviour. The libel

purported to be a reply to some fulsome verses

on his royal highness, which had appeared in the

Morning Post, in doggrel verse.

1812. The Complete Family Bible, with illus-

trative Notes, 2 vols. 4to. by the rev. John Styles.

1812, Dec. The university of Cambriclg^
brought an action against the printer of Hey-
wood's Remarks on the Memoirs of the right

hon. Charles James Fox,* for not delivering to

them the copy, which, after entry, ought to have
been delivered to them by the warehouse keeper
of the stationers' company; and, after a trial

and solemn argument, a judgment was given
against the printer—according to the 8th of
Anne.f By this odious and oppressive tax,

eleven copies of every new work was levied on
the publisher. One copy being claimed, of
right, by the British museum, Sion college, and
the universities of Oxford and Cambridge, in

England—in Scotland, by the universities of

Aberdeen, Glasgow, and Perth; the university

and the advocates' library, at Edinburgh—in

Ireland, by Trinity college and the king's inns,

Dublin. This is an unjust, because an unequal
tax, for eleven copies are to be given, whether a
work is worth one guinea or ten; so that a
publisher who prints 1,000 copies of a work,
which sells for one guinea, has to pay only

eleven guineas out of 1,000 ; whereas, another,

who publishes only 100 copies of a work worth
ten guineas, has to pay a tax of 1 1 guineas
out of the same sum of 1,000. The above trial

took place on the instigation of Edwd. Christian,

esq., and the pamphlet he printed, in 1807,
(noticed at page 826 ante) was to render impera-
tive and unavoidable this heavy tax upon
literature. In answer to various arguments,
that the expense of eleven copies seems altogether

insignificant, and would hardly be felt, take the

following facts

:

Longman&Co. for the years 1812, 1813, & I8l4,ae'5600

White, Cochrane, and Co. for the last J 2 years
on the quartos and folios alone, without
including octavos and others 5289

Cadell and Davies, for the last four years on the
small paper copies 1362

On ten books to one publisher 5198
Daniels's Oriental Scenery 2310
On Sibthorpe's Flora Grseca 2500
On Rees's Encyclopedia 1 446
Encyclopaedia Londinensis I496
British Gallery of Engravings 1065

1812. The Friend, by S. T. Coleridge4

1812. Poetical Magazine, published by Mr,
Ackermann, of the Strand, London. It was in

* The right hon. Charles James Fox was born Jan. 13.

1749, died Sept. 13, I8O6, and buried in Westminster
Abbey. For the History of the Reign of James II. 4to.,

commenced by Mr. Fox, and finished by his nephew, the
present lord Holland, Mr. WiUiam Miller, bookseller, of

Albemarle-street, London, gave ,^€'4,500, the largest sum
tlien on record given for a work.

t The Rights of Litera ture, or an inquiry into the policy

and justice of the claims of certain public libraries on all

the publishers and authors of the united kingdom, for eleven

copies on the best paper of every new publication. By John
Britton. 8vo. 1814, Longman and Co.
By the statute 6 and 7 William IV. c. 1 10. the six named

colleges—Sion college, London ; the four viniversities of

Scotland, and the king's-inn library, Dublin, are no longer

liable to such copies : and they are to receive such annual
sum from the government for any loss such library might
sustain.

t Samuel Taylor Coleridge was born at Ottery St. Mary,
Devonshire, in I773, and educated at Jesus' college, Cam-
bridge, and was one of those who formed what was called

the Lake School of poets. He died 1834.
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this publication that tlie celebrated Tour of Dr.

Syntax in Search of the Picturesque^ with engrav-

ings by Thomas Rowlandson,* appeared.

1812. The Scotchman, published at Glasgow.

1813, Jan. Died, Gotlob Schutzler, many
years an eminent bookseller at Bristol.

1813, Jan. The following papers were pub-
lished in London :—Eight morning ; seven

evening ; seven every other evening ; sixteen

Sunday ; eighteen other 'weekly. There were

also published in the country 280 weekly pub-
lications throughout Great Britain and Ireland.

1813. Bread and Bulls, an apologetical

oration, on the flourishing state of Spain in the

reign of king Charles IV. delivered in the Plaza

de Tores, Madrid, by don Gasper de Jovellanos.

Mediterranean: printed on board his majesty's

ship, Caledonia, off Toulon. 4to. pp. 96.

The speech of doctor D. Antonio Joseph

Ruiz de Padron, deputy to the cortes from the

Canary Islands, spoken in the sitting of Jan. 18,

1813, relative to the inquisition.

The translation of these two political pamphlets

is dedicated to vice-admiral sir Edward Pellew,

bart. afterwards lord Exmouth, commander in

chief in the Mediterranean.

1813, Feb. 21. Died, Henry Baldwin,
printer of the St. Jameses Chronicle. He was
(except one) the oldest member of the company
of stationers, of which he had been a liveryman

fifty-seven years, and was master in 1792. As a

printer, he was of the old school—^bred under
Mr. Justice Ackers, of Clerkenwell, the original

printer of the London Magazine ; and he com-
menced business for himself under the most
promising auspices—first in Whitefriars, then in

Fleet-street, and finally in Bridge-street, in a

house built purposely for him. Connected with

a phalanx of the first-rate wits, Bonnel Thorn-
ton, David Garrick, the elder Colman, Stevens,

and others, commenced the St. James's Chronicle,

on the foundation of a very old newspaper of

nearly the same title ; and had the satisfaction

of conducting it to a height of eminence unknown
to any preceding journal. From early association

with men of eminence both in the literary and
fashionable world, Mr. Baldwin had acquired

elegant habits, and, without any profound stock

of literature, he sufficiently cultivated a mind
naturally strong, to render his company and his

conversation in the highest degree acceptable.

But the firm rectitude of his mind, the real

* This well-known and admired artist was bom in Old
Jewry, London, July, 1756, of a very respectable family, and
at a very early period gave presage of his future talent. The
many works which his pencil illustrated are existing evi-

dences of this. Many successions of plates for new
editions of those popular volumes. Dr. Syntax in Search of
the Picturesque, The Dance of Death, The Dance of Life,
and other well-known productions of the versatile pen of
the late ingenious Mr. Coombe, will ever be regarded as
mementos of his graphic humour. No artist of the past or
present school, perhaps, ever expressed so much as Row-
landson, with so little effort, or with so small and evident
an appearance of the absence of labour. He died in I827.

William Coombe, author of the Tour of Dr. Syntax,
Johnny Qua; Genus, and the papers entitled the Modern
Spectator, in Ackermann's Repository of Arts, &c. died in

Lambeth Road, London, June 18, 1823.

tenderness of his heart, and the sincerity of his

attachments, were best known in his domestic
circle, and by his choice friends, who regretted

in him the loss of one, who, in a rare and
peculiar manner, united the sometimes opposed
virtues of justice and generosity. About 1810,
he lost two brothers, one older, the other younger
than himself, and an only sister, all of a good
old age ; but their loss had a very visible effect

on his usually cheerful spirits. Mr. Baldwin
left two sons and three daughters, and a widow.

1813. A privatepress was erected at Lee priory,

near Canterbury, the residence of sir Samuel
Egerton Brydges, bart.* The following notice

of its origin is taken from his Autobiography,
page 191, vol. 2. " In 1813, a compositor and
pressman (Johnsonf and Warwick) persuaded
me, with much difficulty, to allow them to set

up a private press in the priory. I consented,

on express condition that I would have nothing
to do with the expenses ; but would gi-atuitously

furnish them with copy, and they must run all

hazards, and, of course, rely on such profits as

they could get. These printers might have done
very well if they had been decently prudent.

They quarrelled as early as 1817, and Johnson
quitted. The press was not finally given up till

Dec. 1822."—See Martin'sj: History of Books
Privately Printed, and Dibdin's Bibliomania.

1813, March 6. Henry White,§ proprietor

and editor of the Independent Whig, was tried

and found guilty, in the court of king's bench,
of publishing a libel on the duke of Cumberland,]

j

insinuating that his royal highness was the mur-
derer of his servant, Sellei*s; for which Mr.
White was sentenced to fifteen months' imprison-

ment in Newgate, and to pay a fine of £200.

* Sir Samuel Egerton Brydges died Sept. 8, 1837, at
Grosjean, near Geneva, aged 75 years. He was addicted
to poetry from very early life, and began printing his effu.
sions about 1790. The most admired of these was a son-
net called Echo and Silence. He was also a literary anti-
quary of great acquirements, and was the originator of
Censura Literaria, Restituta, and British Bibliographer.
He published several tales of considerable merit, and his
historical researches have thrown great light on obscure
portions of our annals. Not a few of his ablest perform-
ances of this kind, and some of his longer poems, were
printed abroad, particularly at Geneva, near which city
he latterly resided in great seclusion. For several years
he scarcely quitted his bed, and, nevertheless, continued
his labours with all the ardour and confidence of youth.
At one period he was in possession of a very vcduable
library of old English literature, and he availed himself
of it in the many curious and interesting reprints made at
his private press of Lee Priory. At the time he was in
pailiament, he had a notion that he was destined by
nature to become a gi-eat statesman and orator. His
manners were sometimes eccentric, but very kind and
cordial, and he was a warm encourager of all whom he
saw struggling into notice, and, as he thought, deserving
popularity; but his estimate was sometimes more amiable
than judicious. During the latter period of his life he
never shaved, and his white beard and htur gave him a
most venerable and patriarchal appearance.

t John Johnson, author of Typographia ; or. Printers'
Instructor, two volumes London, 1824, and now a master
printer in London. John Warwick has been dead some
years.

t John Martin, who has distinp^uished himself in the
literary world, was a bookseller m Bond-street, London,
and succeeded J. H. Wiffin, author of Aonian Hours, &c.
who died May 3, 1836, as librarian to the duke of Bedford.

§ Mr. White died at London, May 1, 1828.

II
Ascended the throne of Hanover June 20, 1837.

5 O

I
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1813. In an edition of the Liturgy^ printed

in 4to. at Oxford, the second line
—" O Lamb

of God, that takest away the sins of the ivorld'^—
is printed (at the end) " the sins of the Lord."

1813, March 17. Died, Noah Rollason,
printer, of Coventry, and upwards of twenty-five

years proprietor of the Coventry Mercury.

1813, March 25. Died, Nathaniel Collis,
an eminent bookseller at Kettering, Northamp-
tonshire. The general disposition of this worthy
octogenarian rendered him truly respectable to

a large circle of acquaintance, as well as his

sympathetic regard for all in distress, and more
particularly for the poor, whom he amply relieved

in his life, and did not forget at his death. He
retained the full enjoyment of all his faculties

to the last. He was at one time in partnership

with Mr. Dash, in the same town.

1813, April ^ 21. Died, Thomas Curtis,
formerly an eminent wholesale stationer, in

Fleet-street, Newgate-street, and Ludgate-hill

;

which latter place he quitted some years previous

to his death, resigning business to his only son.

He had been more than fifty-five years a livery-

man of the company of stationers ; and few men
were more generally beloved and esteemed ; his

mild and conciliating manners having uniformly
secured the friendship of all who were connected
with him, either in business or in domestic life.

He died at Camberwell, in his seventy-seventh

year, and was brother-in-law to Henry Baldwin.
1813, May. Died, James Bowling, aged

seventy-five years, formerly proprietor, editor,

and printer of the Leeds Mercury, which he
revived in 1767, and conducted with a degree
of integrity and firmness that honoured a free

press. He was one of the few provincial editors

who raised a warning voice against those fatal

measures which produced the ruinous hostilities

that severed the American colonies from the
British empire. In the year 1794, he resigned
the conduct of his jouraal, and lived in retire-

ment, employing himself, as long as strength and
mental energy existed, in acts of benevolence.

1813, May. Died, E. Edwards, bookseller,

Ruthin, Denbighshire, aged seventy-eight years.

For upwards of forty years he might literally

be said to be as stationary as his counter, for,

excepting upon real emergency, he never parted
from it from morning till night. By penurious
saving he amassed the large sum of £4,600 in

the three per cent, consols, besides other pro-
perty; the whole of which he left, jointly,

between two daughters, and in default of issue,

in equal proportions to the Chester and Liverpool
infirmaries ; restraining one of his daughters
from marrying men whose names he specified.

1813, May. Died, W. Clacher, many years
proprietor of the Chelmsford Chronicle, at Cot-
tage-place, near Chelmsford, aged eighty years.

1813, May. The Censor, a periodical pub-
lished at Oxiford.

1813. The art of printing was introduced at
Rio de Janeiro, the capital of Brazil, in South
America. A Fortuguese and English Grammar
by Freitag, was printed here in the year 1820.

1813, 3fiay. Richard Brinsley Sheridan,*
esq. M. P. for the town of Stafford, was presented
by his constituents with an elegant vase cup, on
which was engraved the following inscription

:

To the Right Hon. R. B. Sheridan,
the eloquent, intrepid, and incorruptible

Guardian of that Palladium
of all the Civil, Religious, and Political

Rights of Freemen,
The Liberty of the Press.
This Cup is presented

by his friends of Stafford, ^,
as a small Tribute of their unbounded Admiration,

irrevocable Esteem, and eternal Gratitude.

1813, July. Died, Robert Spence, one of
the proprietors of that extensively circulated
paper the York Herald, and son of the eminent
bookseller of that name.f He died at York, aged
thirty-four yeai-s.

1813, Aug. Died, Benjamin Robert Hay-
don, an eminent printer and bookseller, at
Plymouth, aged fifty-five years. He was a man
universally esteemed for the excellence of his

disposition, and the benevolence of his mind.
He was never so happy as when he could render
himself useful to his friends ; whilst the cheer-
fulness and good humour which were so con-
spicuous in his manners and conversation,

endeared him to all his acquaintance.

1813, Aug. 11. Died, Henry James Pye,
poet-laureate,J who, if he did not possess great
genius, was not deficient in the patriotic spirit

of the times. He was born in London in the
year 1745, and educated at Magdalen college,

Oxford, where he was created LL.D. in 1772,
and in 1784 was in parliament for Berkshire.

Mr. James Pye resumed the practice of writing

a new-year ode; but after 1796, neither new-
year nor birth-day odes appear in the periodical

publications ; and we are therefore inclined to

suppose that the serious events of the war put a
final stop to this tom-foolery. He translated

the war verses of Tyrta;us the Spartan, for the

purpose of animating the British militia against

the French ; and a board of general officers,

much impressed by their weight and importance,

agreed to give all the effect in their power to his

intentions. The verses were accordingly read
aloud at Warley-common and Barham-downs
by the adjutants, at the head of five different

regiments, at each camp ; and much was ex-
pected. But before they were half finished, all

the front ranks, and as many as were within

hearing or verse-shot, dropped their arms sud-
denly, and were all found fast asleep. Marquis
Townsend, who never approved of the scheme.

* Richard Brinsley Sheridan was the third son of the
celebrated Thomas Sheridan, and born in the city ofDublin,
Oct. 30, 1751. As a parliamentary orator Sheridan stands
unrivalled, and in real patriotism displayed more than his
great leader Mr. Fox. He was the author of many dra-
matic pieces, and his School for Scandal is the most
popular, and perhaps the most legitimate comedy of
modern times. He died in London, J uly 7, I8I6.

tDied Aug. 11, 1824, in his seventy-sixth year.

t A Defence of Poetry, addressed to Henry James Pye,
esq. with a specimen of a new version of Telemachus. By
J. D'Israeli, esq. 4to. I790. The whole edition, except-
ing a few copies that had been sold, was burned by the
author.
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wittily remarked, that the firet of all poets had
observed, that Sleep is the brother of Death.
This laureate, who consented to the commutation
of his butt of wine for twenty-seven pounds,
was succeeded by Mr. Robert Southey, the

present occupant of the title and its accompany-
ing pension, and the first man of true poetical

genius who has held it since the dismissal of

Dryden. It is rather curious to observe, that

the laureats appointed by the Stuarts were
uniformly men of a high order of genius, and
that those nominated by the Brunswick sove-

reigns, during the whole of the first century of

their sway, were, with the single exception of

Warton, the dullest pretenders to poetry who
existed in their respective lifetimes.

Robert Southey, LL.D. as a poet, biographer,

and historian, is unquestionably one of the first

writers of the age. He has long been known
to the trade as an author of all work; and
original writing, compilations, and editorial

superintendence, have, in turn, called forth the

powers of his intellect, and the resources of his

varied and comprehensive knowledge. He was
born August 12, 1774, at Bristol, where his

father carried on an extensive business as a
wholesale linen-draper ; and he received his

education at Westminster and Baliol college,

Oxford, with a view to the church.

1813, Aug. Died^ D. Bbewman, proprietor

of the Sunday Monitor, ^c. and many years

an active printer and publisher of the metropolis.

He died at Holloway.

1813, Sept. Died, William Appleton, book-
seller, at Darlington, in the county of Durham,
aged sixty-three years.

1813, Nov. 1. John Ruthven, printer, of

Edinburgh, obtained a patent for a machine or

press for printing from types, blocks, or other

surfaces.

1813, Nov. 20. Died, John Baptist Bo-
DONi, the celebrated printer of Parma, and no
doubt, the most distinguished in his profession

during the eighteenth century. He was born
at Saluzzo in the Sardinian states, Feb. 16, 1740,
of a respectable but humble family. He learned

the rudiments of his art in the office of his father.

In his earlier days he showed a taste for design,

and at hours of leisure engraved vignettes on
wood, which have been since sought for by the

amateurs. At eighteen years of age a desire to

improve his condition induced him to undertake
a journey to Rome. He left Saluzzo with a
school-fellow, Dominic Costa, who expected to

receive assistance from an uncle, at that time
secretary to a Roman prelate. The two friends

proceeded on their journey, but their money
failed. Bodoni, by selling some of his engrav-
ings on wood to printers, procured sufficient to

enable them to get to Rome. But, upon their

arrival there, Costa's uncle told them he could
do nothing for them, and advised them to return.

Bodoni, discouraged by this unexpected recep-

tion, yielded to the advice ; but, before he
quitted Rome, thought he would visit the print-
ing house of the Propaganda. His general de-

meanour and vivacity attracted the notice of

the abbate Ruggieri, the superintendent of that

establishment, and, after an explanation, Bodoni
had the good fortune to be engaged there as a
workman. In this employment he attracted the

notice of the cardinal Spinelli, at that time the

head of the Propaganda, who became his patron,

and by whose advice he attended a course of

lectures on the oriental languages, in the uni-

versity of La Sapienza, and learned to read

Arabic and Hebrew. Being intrusted with the

printing of the Arab-Copht Missal, and the Al-

phabetum Tihetanum, edited by Pere Giorgi, he
so acquitted himself, that Ruggieri put his name
at the end of the volume, with that of his town

:

Romae excudebat Johannes Baptista Bodonus
Salutiensis, mdcclxii. Ruggieri's suicide, how-
ever, in 1766 (or as other accounts say, as early

as 1762) rendered Bodoni's longer stay at Rome
insupportable from regret. At this time he had
also accepted a proposal to come to England,
but going to Saluzzo to see his parents, he fell

ill ; and the marquis de Felino, in the interval,

offering to place him at the head of the press

intended to be established at Parma, upon the

model of that of the Louvre, Bodoni broke
his engagements, and settled there in 1768.

In 1771 he published specimens of his art in

Saggio Tipografico di fregi e majuscole, in 8vo.

;

followed in 1774 by Iscrizioni esotiche, com-
posed by J. B. de Rossi ; and in 1775, on oc-

casion of the marriage of the prince of Piedmont
with the princess Clotilde of France, a third work
of the same description, entitled Epithalamia
exoticis Unguis reddita, exhibiting the alphabets

of twenty-five languages. Between 1755 and
1788, although his fame became universal, his

press was not over-actively employed.

In 1788 the chevalier d'Azara, the Spanish

minister to Rome, made an offer to Bodoni to

establish a press in his palace in that city, to

print editions of the Greek, Ijatin, and Italian

classics. Bodoni however refused his solicita-

tions ; and in 1789 the duke of Pamia, unwill-

ing that so eminent a printer should be drawn
away by any one from his dominions, fonued a
similar project, and furnishing Bodoni with a
portion of his palace and a press, some of the

most beautiful editions of the cla.ssics known
issued from it : more especially a Horace in folio,

in a single volume, in 1791 ; Virgil, in two
volumes in folio, in 1793 ; Catullus, Tibullus,

Propertius, in 1794 ; and Tacitus's Annals, in

three volumes, folio, in 1795. Dibdin says, of

this last work, only thirty copies were printed,

with a few on large paper. In 1794 Bodoni
produced a most beautiful edition of the Geru-
salemme Liberata ofTasso, in three vols, folio.

His most sumptuous work of all was his

Homer, in three volumes, in folio, printed in

1808, with a prefatory dedication to the emperor
Napoleon, in Italian, French, and Latin. When
the French annies entered Italy, in the early

part of the revolutionary war, Bodoni and his

labours had received a marked protection. On
the 21st of January, 1810, Bodoni presented a
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copy of this splendid work, printed upon vellum,

in two volumes, to the emperor, in the gallery

at St. Cloud, and in return, received a pension

of 3,000 francs. While Italy was under the

French rule, Bodoni received the most tempting

offers to quit Parma. Prince Eugene Beauhar-

nois offered him the superintendence of the press

at Milan, and Murat that of Naples ; but he

pleaded age and infirmities, and his wish to

remain at Parmx. In 1811, having received the

Cross of the Two Sicilies from Murat, he pro-

posed to publish for the education of the young
prince, the son of Murat, a series of French

classics, and commenced the execution of his

project by a folio Telemachus in 1812. Racine
was not published till 1814, after Bodoni's death.

Bodoni had long suffered from the gout, to

which a fever was at last superadded, which
terminated the life of this eminent typographer.

Within a few months of his death Napoleon no-

minated him a chevalier de la Reunion, and sent

him a present of 18,000 francs to aid him in the

publication of the French classics.

In 1816 Bodoni's widow sent forth a work
which Bodoni had prepared so long as 1809, the

date of which year appears on the title-page,

entitled Le piu insigni Pitture Parmensi indicati

agli Amatori delle Belle Arti, accompanied by
engravings of the different pictures.

In 1818 the Manuale Tipographico del Cava-
liere Giambattista Bodoni, containing specimens

of his various types, appeared from the Bodonian
press, the business of which was still earned on
by his widow. It forms two splendid volumes
in 4to. with his portrait prefixed.

Two works were printed by Bodoni in English

;

an edition of lord Orford's Castle of Otranto,

printed for Edwards of Pall Mall, in 1791, 8vo

;

and an edition of Thomson's Seasonsj in two
sizes, folio and quarto, 1794.

Bodoni's classics were not all as correct as

they were beautiful. Didot discovered about
thirty errors in the Virgil, which were noticed

in the preface to his own edition. Among the

books belonging to George III. in the British

museum, is one of twenty-five copies of the

Homer on the largest paper, a most splendid

specimen of typography. For more minute details

of Bodoni's life, the reader may refer to Joseph
de Lama's Vita del Cavaliere Giambattista Bo-
doni, 2 torn. Parma, 1816, the second volume of

which is filled with an analytical catalogue of

the productions of his press. A medallion with

a portrait of Bodoni appears in the frontispiece

to the first volume. See also the works of M. de
Gregory Verceil, 8vo. and P. Passeroni, 8vo.

1813, Nov. 23. Richard Makenzie Bacon,
of the city of Norwich, printer; and Bryan
DoNKiN, of Foot-place, Bermondsey, in the

county of Surrey, engineer, obtained a patent
for certain improvements in the implements or

apparatus employed in printing, whether from
types, from blocks, or from plates.

1813. William Caslon, type-founder, Dorset-
street, London, obtained a patent for improving
printing types.

1813, Dec. John Magee editor and pro-

prietor of the Dublin Evening Post, found guilty

of publishing a libel against the duke of Rich-
mond, then lord-lieutenant of Ireland, and
sentenced to pay a fine to the king of £500, to

be imprisoned two years in Newgate, and to

rind sureties for his conduct for seven years,

himself in £1000, and two others in £500 each.

By a novel application of a temporary law, Mr.
Magee's paper was suppressed by the disallow-

ance of further stamps.

Mr. Ponsonby, a distinguished member of the

Irish parliament, made a motion, impeaching
the earl of Clonmell, chief justice of the court

of king's bench, for an oppressive exercise of his

pow^r in the case of Mr. Magee. The charge

was so clearly made out, that the crown lawyers

in the house did not attempt to refute it,

but contented themselves with shielding the

chief justice from the consequences, by that

majority of votes which it was in their power to

interpose. Mr. Ponsonby, seeing how the mat-

ter was to go, warmly observed, that " he had
done his duty in bringing the subject before the

house ; and he should leave it to them to do

theirs. If the attorney-general was content to

abandon the defence of his noble friend, the

learned judge, by declining all argument, and
trusting to the decision of the Book ofNumbers,
be it so ; he was quite aware what would be the

issue:—^lie might, it is true, lose his motion, but

lord Clonmell was d— for ever." Mr. Ponsonby
spoke prophetically. The question was indeed

put, and negatived without a division ; but the

judicial character and mental feelings of lord

Clonmell never recovered the blow. He sur-

vived but a few years.

1813, Dec. 2. Died,JoHS Robinson, the last

surviving member of the bookselling firm of

G.J. and J. Robinson, of Paternoster-row, many
years the greatest trading booksellers and pub-

lishers known in this country. After the death

of the elder George, and the failure of the

house, he went into partnership with Mr. George
Wilkie, with whom he carried on a respectable

country trade, and held shares in many estab-

lished books. He was a man of considerable

ability, a lover of literature for its own sake, and

of indefatigable and laborious attention to

business. The family name is sustained in the

trade, by the grandsons of the elder George,

who reside in the house of the original firm

;

and it is but justice to state, that literature was

scarcely under greater obligation to the name of

Tonson, than it has been to the energetic and

enterprising spirit of the family of the Robin-

sons. He died at Putney, in his sixty-first year,

leaving a widow^ and two sons, John, and Rich-

ard, the former a bookseller in Paternoster-row,

who was assisted by his brother.

1813. The Intellectual Repository of the New
CAwrcA, published quarterly, by Edward Parsons,

a preacher of the calvinistical methodists, at

Leeds, and one of the conductors of the Evan-

gelical Magazine.
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1813. Pantalogia ; or, a Dictionary of Arts

and Sciences, twelve volumes royal 8vo. The
general editor of this work was Dr. Olinthus

Gregory,* who furnished nearly three-fourths of

the articles.

1813. The Western Luminary. This paper

was established in the early part of the year, by
Thomas Flindell, at Exeter, in 4to.

1813. Western Star, published at Glasgow.
1813. The Glasgow Packet.

1814,/an.. 12. Z)m/,EvAN Thomas,commonly
called the rev. Evan Thomas, having once been

in orders. He was a native of South Wales, and
was classically versed in his vernacular tongue

;

was brought up a printer, and was at one time

a swift and correct compositor ; but he left the

case and composing stick to take a flight among
the stars, having been a j udicial astronomer, a

comet hunter, a dealer in the black art, and a

teller of fortunes to the credulous. With all his

sky knowledge, he was often out of sorts, till the

walls of Shrewsbury workhouse received him,

and where death finally capped his balls at the

advanced age of eighty years.

1814, Jan. Died, John Blake, proprietor

of the Maidstone Journal, and one of the jurats

of that town.

1814. Chalcographimania ; or, the Portrait

Collector and Printsellers' Chronicle : with In-

fatuations of every description ;—a humorous
poem, in four books, with copious explanatoiy

notes. By Satiricus Sculptor, esq. London

:

1814. 8vo. Of this the less is said the better.

1814,Fe6.J.MAGEE,f proprietor of the i>MiZm
Evening Post, sentenced to pay a fine of £1000,
and to be imprisoned for six months, to com-
mence from the expiration of his former sentence,

and to give security to keep the peace, himself

in £1000, and two sureties in £500 each. The
cause of this further prosecution was the pub-
lishing the Kilkenny Catholic resolutions, which
the chairman of the meeting, captain Bryan, had
not the courage to avow.

1814, Feb. Died, Isaac Garner, printer, at

Newcastle-upon-Tyne, aged fifty-five. He was
a poet of considerable talent.

1814. Feb. Died, Jonathan Knott, for

many years an eminent printer and bookseller,

at Birmingham, where he died, aged forty-seven

years. In 1804, Mr. Knott, in conjunction

with Mr. Robert Lloyd, purchased the copyright

of Aris's Birmingham Gazette. As a member of

society, his conduct was ever generous and noble

;

as a tradesman, liberal and irreproachable.

* Olinthus Gregory was bom at Yaxley, Huntingdon-
shire, in 1774, and at an early age he conceived a strong
predilection for mathematics, and became a contributor
to the Ladtf^s and Gentlemen's Diaries. About 1796 he
went to Cambridge, opened a bookseller's shop, and at
the same time began to teach mathematics both in town
and university. In 1802 he was invited to the royal mili-

tary academy at Woolwich, where he was second mathe-
matical master, and in the same year became editor of the
Gentleman's Diary. In 1804-6 he took the degree of A. M.
and in 1808 received a diploma as LL.D. Dr. Gregory took
an extensive part in the early volumes of the Retrospect
of Philosophical, ^c. Discoveries.

t John Magee, esq. died Sept. 2, 1822, at Ashford, near
Newrath bridge, in the county of Wicklow.

1814, March 18. Died, John Vint, editor of
the Isle ofMan Weekly Gazette.* Mr. Vint was
a native of Newcastle-upon-Tyne,f and during
his apprenticeship officiated as editor and com-
positor. He afterwards went to London, where
he was engaged as sub-editor on the Morning
Post and Courier daily papers. His next situa-

tion was the conductor of Harrop^s Manchester
Mercury and British Volunteer, and his final at

Douglas, where he was suddenly removed from
this life in the sixtieth year of his age. Distin-

guished as he was by his talents and industry,

he was, however, still more distinguished by his

virtues and exemplary conduct in the relations

of domestic life.

1814, March. Died, William Lane, formerly
of the Minerva printing-office, London; from
which concern he had retired about ten years, in

favour of his late partner, Mr. Newman. He
was long distinguished for his copious publica-
tions of novels, and for the energy with which
he established circulating libraries in every town,
and almost every village of the empire. For
many years he was senior captain of one of the
regiments of the London militia. No man knew
the world better, and none better how to manage
and enjoy it. He was twice married, but left no
children. He died at Brighton, aged seventy-six.

1814, May 8. Died, William Nelson Gar-
diner, bookseller, of Pall-mall, London. He
was a man of great eccentricity of conduct;
regardless of all the forms of civilized life, both
in his dress and deportment. He possessed con-
siderable knowledge of books, and was a veiy
spirited engraver. Accumulated misery, both
bodily and mental, led him to commit the rash
deed of dying by his own hand. The evening
before his death (the manner of which must
excite the commiseration of every good man) he
addressed a letter to the editor of the Morning
Chronicle, who had shewn him repeated kind-
nesses, enclosing a " brief memoir of himself."J
In this letter he declared that his sun was set for

ever—that his business had nearly declined

—

his catalogue failed—his body wiis covered with
disease—and he had determined to seek that
asylum " where the weary are at rest." He was
bom at Dublin, June 11, 1766, of poor parents.

1814, May. Died, William Adams, many
years a very worthy bookseller at Loughborough,
in Leicestershire, where he died, aged seventy.

1814, June. Died, John Stockdale, book-
seller, Piccadilly, London, where he had carried

on business for forty-four years. He was aged
sixty-five years.—See page 764, ante.

1814, July 7. Died, Peter Bower, book-
seller, and arch-beadle of the university of St.

Andrews, which office he had held nearly seventy
years, and was at the time of his deatli one of
the oldest and most respectable booksellers in

Europe. He was in his ninety-second year.

* Mr. Beaston, proprietor of the Isle of Man Weekly
Gazette, died July, 1814, universally regretted,

t Another account says he was bom at Alnwick.
t See Gentleman's Magazine, vol. 84, p. i. page 622-3.
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1814, July 29. By 54 Geo. III. c. 156. the

period of fourteen years for copyright in any

author, and of a further term of fourteen years

if he should be then living, were extended on

this day to twenty-eight years, from the day of

the tirst publication ; and if the author should

be living at the expiration of that term, then for

the residue of his life ; but the entry of the title-

page coi-rectly at stationers' hall, with the name
and abode of the publisher, is required within

one month after the day of the first sale within

the bills of mortality, and three months if sold

elsewhere. Before the act of Anne (see page 593

ante) copyright was a common law right. An
author left the profits of his works to his children,

or sold them for ever to another, with whom they

became property of a like kind. The act of Anne
related only to books entered at stationers' hall,

as a more ready way of securing penalties. The
sending the copies there was merely optional

—

the common law right still remaining. If this

be deemed incorrect, then the act of Anne was

a violation of an existing right, taking away an

author's fee simple and allowing him a condi-

tional leasehold right in its place. Lord Ellen-

borough always asserted that an author had a

right at common law. Nine out of twelve judges,

in 1769 and 1774, were of this opinion. Large

estates had been vested in copyrights, and as-

signed from hand to hand, and as large sums, or

larger, were given for copyrights before the act

of Anne, as were given after it. In 1798 to

enter a book at stationers' hall was considered

optional, and the books given to corporate bodies

were only those so entered, and so acknowledged

by 41 Geo. III. ; and in the case of Beckford

and Hood, in the king's bench, the foregoing

doctrine was confirmed. The omission to enter

at stationers' hall prevented a prosecution for the

penalties inflicted by the statutes, but left a

satisfaction for the violation of copyright at

common law still the same. In 1812, with the

peculiar felicity of our lawyers in common sense

and consistency, they reversed the foregoing

opinions and precedents, and made eveiy printed

book liable to the demand of the corporate bo-

dies before alluded to, and that in the teeth of

private right and ancient usage. By the act

of 1814, the author had an absolute right of his

own works for twenty-eight years, and a renew-

able right for twenty-eight years more, if he

was alive at the expiration at that period, else

the copyright was lost, and his family, which

before the decision of 1812 had a claim to copy-

right for ever if he had retained it, lost the

property, which became any body's.* Such a

law is a mockery of protection, which under

* The law of other countries is in this respect far more
equitable than ours. lu America, and in Prussia, Saxony,
and Bavaria, only one copy of every work is required
from the author ; in France and Austria two copies are

required; and in the Netherlands three. The govern-
ments of the most despotical states treat the authors
better than they have hitherto been treated by the legis-

lature of England.

—

Edinburgh Review, June, 1831.

For a masterly article, exposing the injustice and im-
policy of the copyright acts, see No. 41 of the Quarterly
Review for May, I819.

pretence of benefiting literature, and literary

men,—takes from them the inheritance of their

labours, and by taking a number of books from
them or their booksellers, enriches certain exclu-

sive bodies which have ample means of their own.
1814, Aug. 10. Died., William Cowdroy,

proprietor, editor, and printer, of the Manchester

Gazette., aged sixty-two years. Mr. Cowdroy
was a man of rare genius—a poet—a wit—

a

facetious companion—an unshaken patriot—

a

kind father—a finn friend—and a truly honest

man. As conductor of the Manchester Gazette.,

his light punning paragraphs had no equal.

His columns frequently supplied the newspapers

with wit and humour on current topics; and
many of his old compositions, with changes of

name and date, were often revived at intervals of

five or six years. At Chester, while he employed
himself as editor and compositor, he displayed

the singular faculty of composing his paragraphs

without writing them ; and some of his happiest

efforts, in prose and verse were produced in that

manner. He left four sons, all printers,* and
two daughters.f

The following lines are from a poem written

to his memory by his friend Edward Rushton :

Ye lovers of social delights

Whose bosoms are mild and humane.
Ah ! pause from your perilous rites.

And mark for a moment my strain.

• Poor Cowdroy, by nature endowed
With talents to please and illimie.

To nature's dread fiat has bow'd.
And silently sunk to the tomb.

As the elephant's trunk can upraise
The lords of the forest as straws,

So Cowdroy could pen on a phrase.
Or advocate nature's great cause.

If hate ever rankled his breast,

'Twas against the dark foes of mankind

;

And each claim that corrodes.the opprest,

'Twas the wish of his soul to unbind.

His heart was the nest of the dove,
There gentleness foitnd an abode, ,

And like the bright day-star, his love jl

For the whole human family glow'd ; I

But that bosom with feeling once fraught.
And that tongue, the dispenser of mirth.

And those eyes ever beaming with thought,
All, all are descended to earth !

1814, Aug. 12. Died, Cornelius Leigh, a

worthy and universally respected journeyman
printer at Manchester, where for upwards of

half a century he was employed as pressman on

Harrop^s Mercury ; and whose interest, records

his employer, he was ever anxious to promote,

and to whom he regularly discharged his duty

with fidelity, diligence, and integrity.

* WUliam Cowdroy, who had been in partnership with
John Slack, as printers and periodical publishers, in Sal-

ford, succeeded to his father's business, and died March
24, 1824,

Thomas Cowdroy had been in partnership with his

brother William, but marrying the vddow of a chemist
and dnjggist, took to that business.

Benj. Cowdroy held a situation as a printer, in London.
Citizen Howarth Cowdroy, in partnership with Mr.

Rathbone, commenced a newspaper called the Manchester
Courier, January 4, I8I7. He died in 1823.

t Mrs. Claike, his youngest daughter, appeared on the

stage at Coventgarden, and other theatres, with con-

siderable eclat in tragedy.
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1814, Au^. 29. Died, William Nicholson,
printer of the Weekly Dispatch, London, ap^ed

thirty-seven years. He was a native of Nether-

wasdale, in Cumberland.
1814, Sept. Daniel Isaac Eaton, a noted

bookseller, of High Holborn, and Ave Maria
Lane, London, after many vicissitudes died at

Deptford. He stood two or three times in the

pillory for different offences, and to avoid a hea-

vier punishment emigrated to America, from

whence he returned, when he fancied that no
prosecution was to be dreaded. Falling again

into his old practices, he was pilloried opposite

Newgate for a blasphemous publication. Du-
ring his confinement his business was canied on

by a female, and a scandalous pamphlet, again

calling for the notice of the government, he was

brought up for judgment, but on delivering up
the name of the author, he was released, and died

soon afterwards in poverty and contempt.

1814, Nov. 22. Died, Edward Rushton,
bookseller, of Liverpool, whom M'Creery calls

" a true friend to liberty, and an example of in-

flexible independence rare to be met with."

And Rushton—thou—whose independent soul

Nor ills of life—nor adverse fates control

;

Tho' solemn darkness shroud thine orbs of light.

Strong are thy beams of intellectual light j

For like immortal Milton—thine the doom
To strike thy harp amid the cheerless gloom.

It is peculiarly pleasing, says James Wilson,*

to observe how many individuals in the middle

and lower ranks of life, without the advantages

of education, have raised themselves to a distin-

guished place in society, by the cultivation of

their literary talents; and among the many
which are recorded in these pages, was Edward
Rushton of Liverpool, who, though he did not

attain to the higher departments of literature,

was remarkable for the clearness and perspicuity

of his style, and for employing his pen in the

cause of humanity and truth. He was bom in

John-street, Liverpool, Nov. 11, 1756, and his

education, which he received at the grammar
school, terminated with his ninth year. Before

he had entered his eleventh year he was bound
apprentice to Watt and Gregson, and became a

"sea boy on the high and giddy mast." He per-

formed the various duties of his station with

skill and credit ; and before he was sixteen, he

received the thanks of the captain and crew of

the vessel, for his seaman-like conduct dviring a

storm. Before he was seventeen, whilst yet in

his apprenticeship, he signed articles as second

mate of the vessel, in which, a short time before,

he entered as cabin-boy; and so continued until

the term of his indentures was expired. At this

period, the offer of a superior situation induced

him to proceed to the coast of Africa on a

* Biography of the Blind ; including the lives of all who
have distinguishr,i themselves as poets, philosophers, artists,

fyc. fyc. By James Wilson, who had been blind from his

infancy. Birmingham : printed by J. W. Showell, and
sold only by the author. 1833. Demy 12mo. The bio-

graphical sketch of the writer, prefixed to this volume, is

a most extraordinary instance of the difficulties which the
blind can overcome.

slaving voyage. On this fatal voyage, whilst

at Dominica,he was attacked by a violent inflam-

mation of the eyes which in three weeks left him
with the left eye totally destroyed, and the right

eye entirely covered by an opacity of the cornea.

This misfortune was occasioned by his exertions

in assisting his brethren of the sable race,

amongwhom an infectious fever had broken out.

In 1776, attended by his father, he visited

London, and among other eminent men con-

sulted the celebrated baron Wentzell, oculist to

to the king, who declared him incurable. In
this hopeless situation, poor Rushton returned

to Liverpool, and resided with his father, with

whom he continued but a short time, as the

violent temper of his stepmother compelled him
to leave the house and mantain himself on four

shillings a-week. An old aunt found him lodg-

ings, and for seven years he existed on this mi-
serable, and, considering the circumstances of

his father, this shameful allowance. From this

state he was removed to one much more com-
fortable. His father placed one of his daughters
with Rushton in a tavern, where he lived for

about two years, and while in this situation he
married. Finding, however, his pecuniary cir-

cumstances rather diminishing than increasing,

he gave up the business. He now entered into

an engagement as editor of a newspaper, called

the Herald, which for some time he pursued with

pleasure but little profit, until finding it impos-
sible to express himself in that independent and
liberal manner, which his reason and his con-

science dictated, he threw up his situation and
had to begin the world once more. With thirty

guineas, five children,* and awifeto whose exer-

tions he was greatly indebted, he commenced the

business ofa bookseller,t as no other seemed more
agreeable to his taste, his habits, and his pursuits.

At this time politics ran very high in Liverpool.

* Edward Rushton, esq. the eminent barrister of London

,

is one of his sons, and who was at one time connected
with the press in the establishing of the present Liverpool
Chronicle, in 1826.

t Nathaniel Price, late a bookseller at Norwich, on
quitting business in that city, exported goods to a con-
siderable amount from London to America, and on his
voyage thither, lost his sight in consequence of a severe
cold. After much distress and fatigue, he at length arrived
in his native country, after an absence of nearly five

years. This remarkable man makes every part of his
dress, from the shoes on his feet to the hat on his head.
He has, since the loss of his sight, followed the employment
of a bookbinder, and bound several books in the first

style , and is, indeed, the first instance of a blind man
being capable of binding books, that is known of. As a
proof of his abilities, there is a quarto bible, elegantly
bound by him, in the m&rquis of Blandford's library,

Sion-hill, Oxfordshire. Strange as this may appear to
those unacquainted with the extraordinary genius pos-
sessed by many of the blind, this account had been
credited by many.—Wilson's Biography of the Blind.

A bookseller of the name of Winprecht, of the city of
Augsburgh, is one of the greatest curiosities of the place.

He had the misfortune to be born blind ; but whose enter-
prising spirit had enabled him to struggle successfully
against the melancholy privations he was doomed to sus-
tain, and to procure by his industry and intelligence a
respectable and comfortable support for a large family
dependent upon him. His library consists of more than
ciaht thousand volumes, which are frequently subject to
change and renewal, but as soon as he acquires a new
stock, the particulars of each book arc read to him by his
wife, and his discrimination permits him to fix the value

;
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He had published several pieces, all in favour of

the rights ofman. He became a noted character,

was marked and shot at ; the lead passed close

to his eyebrows, but did not do him the least

injury. If by his manly and upright conduct
he became the object of dislike to a clique of

petty tyrants in his native town, he experienced

the satisfaction of enjoying the steady attachment
and unremitting attention of a few tried friends,

who with him had rejoiced in the triumphs of

liberty in whatever land they were achieved.

—

The purses of W. Roscoe* and Rathbone, were
offered to him ; he was invited to take what sum
he might want, he refused them both, determined

to maintain his independence. About the year

1800, among his poetical productions, was the

beautiful poem of Mary le More. In the summer
of 1805, hearing of the repeated successes of Mr.
Gibson of Manchester, as an oculist, he was in-

duced to obtain his opinion, and after enduring
five dreadful operations, he was, in the summer
of 1807, ushered into that world from which for

more than thirty years, he had been excluded.
His feelings on this occasion are truly recorded
in the lines addressed to Mr. Gibson on this happy
event. During the last years of his life.Rushton
did not write much, but those poems which he
did produce, are excellent. The Fire of English
Liberty^ Jemmy Armstrong^ Stanzas addressed

to Robert Southey, are all strongly in favour of

those principles which, with fire unabated, he
preserved till the last moment of his existence.

He was occasionally troubled with the gout—his

health visibly declined—^but under all afflictions

he preserved his usual cheerfulness and gaiety till

the last. His works are not numerous, but they

are truly valuable for their moral excellence.

They first appeared in the periodical jour-

nals of the day, and were afterwards collected

together, and published under the title of the

Neglected Tar and other Poems^ London, 1804 ;

these, with his Letters to Genei'al Washington
and Thomas Paine,f are the only productions of

his which were given to the public.

his touch enables him to recognize it at any period, how-
ever distant, and his memory never fails him in regard to
its arrangement in his shop. His readiness to oblige, his
honesty and information on books in general, has pro-
cured him a large custom ; and, under such extraordinary
natural disadvantages, he has become a useful, and haply
will render himself a wealthy member of the society to
which he belongs.

* William Roscoe, from an obscure birth and scanty
education, became by far the most eminent historical
writer who appeared in the latter years of the eighteenth
century. He was bom in Bold- street, Liverpool, in 1752,
and was first an attorney, afterwards a banker, and repre-
sented his native town in parliament. His History of the

Life of Lorenzo de Medici appeared in 1795, in 2 vols. -Ito.

An eminent critic characterised it as a phenomenon in
literature, and said it was 'pleasant to consider a gentle-
man, not under the auspices of an university, nor beneath
the shelter of academic bowers, but in the practice of the
law and business of great extent, resident in a remote
provincial town, investigating and describing the rise and
progress of every polite art in Italy at the revival of learn-
ing, with acuteness, depth, and precision ; with the
spirit of the poet and the depth of the historian.' In 1805,
he published the Life and Pontificate of Leo X. in 4 vols.
He died June 30, 1831, aged 80 years.

t Thomas Paine, author of the Rights of Man, was
born at Thetford, in Norfolk, Jan. 29, 1757, and died at
Baltimore, in North America, June 8, 1809.

1814, Nov. 28. On this day appeared the first

newspaper ever printed by steam. The inventor
was Frederick K6nig,*by birth a Saxon, and by
occupation a printer ; and the artisan by whom
it was brought into action, was Mr. Baur, also a
native of Saxony. The first steam-engine print-
ing machine brought to maturity in this country,
was erected for Mr.John Walters, proprietor of the
Times newspaper, whose readers of this day were
informed, that "they then held in their hands one
of many thousand impressions of the first news-
papers printed by steam." Whether Mr. Konig
was indebted to Mr. Nicholsonf for his elemen-
tary principles, or whether almost the same ideas
spontaneously occurred to each individual, is a
question that cannot at this time be ascertained.

And out of the witchcraft of their skill

A creature he call'd to wait on his will

—

Half iron, half vapour, a dread to behold

—

Which evermore panted, and evermore roll'd,

And utter'd his words a million fold :

Forth sprang they in air, down raining like dew.
And men fed upon them and mighty grew.

Mr. Konig, after failing in his application for

encouragement and support at the hands of the

most eminent printers in several of the conti-

nental capitals, turned his eyes towards Eng-
land. Arriving in London about the year 1804,
he submitted his scheme to several printers of

repute, who, not being disposed to incur the risk

of property which a series of experiments were
sure to incur, and perhaps placing little confi-

dence in a successful issue, received his overtures

very coolly; but, on his being introduced to Mr.
Bensley, senior, who, being attracted by Konig's
plans, speedily entered into an arrangement with
him. In a short time afterwards, Mr. Bensley
was joined by Mr. George Woodfall, who, how-
ever, soon retired, and Mr. R. Taylor. It

was at length discovered that the intended im-
provement of the common press could not be
brought to bear, unless more radical alterations

were invented. Cylindrical printing was now
thought of—and after some two or three years

of renewed exertion, a small machine was pro-

duced. Considerable promise of success attended

this production ; and after continued experiments

* Mr. K6ni{?, in the Times of Dec. 28, published a very
interesting account of the origin and progress of his

invention. He died January 18, 1833, at Oberzell, near
Warsburgh, in the prime of life. For fourteen years
Messrs. Konig and Baur had a large establishment at

Oberzell, of presses and other machinery.
+ William Nicholson, to whom both the public and the

patentees of printing machines seem to be indebted, was
a very ingenious mathematician and mechanic, died in

June, 18)5. He had been for some years in great difficul-

ties, owing to the failure of many projects, and the mul-
tiplicity of his engagements. While in confinement for

debt, he suffered |his name to be prefixed to an Encyclo-
pcedia, in six volumes. Upon referring to the patent

which Mr. Nicholson took out in 1790, it appears that he
completely took the lead upon the subject of printing by
machinery ; and it is probable that had he joined the

actual practice of the art of printing by machinery to his

knowledge of the theory, little would have been left for

subsequent mechanicians to perform, and still less to be
claimed as their original inventions

.

The Literary Gazette of October 26, 1822, contains a
brief notice of the origin and progress of this invention,

and its first application to the purposes of printing book-

work, with an excellent view of the machine.
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it was deemed practicable to extend the general

principles to a more powerful machine. To print

a newspaper was considered highly desirable

—

and on exhibiting to Mr. Walters the machine
already erected, and showing what further im-
provements were contemplated, an agreement
was entered into with that gentleman for the

erection of two large machines for printing the

Times newspaper. So secret had been the ope-

rations of the patentees, that but few persons

knew of any attempt going on for the attain-

ment of the above object ; whilst among those

connected with printing, it had often been talked

of, but treated as chimerical.

The next advance in improvement was the

manufacture of a machine for Messrs. Bensley,

distinguished from the above by the mode of

perfecting, or printing on both sides of the paper,

and causing the pages to fall precisely on the

back of one another. Deficiences were now de-

tected in the inking ; and, after many attempts,

an elastic preparation of glue, treacle, &c. was
at length discovered and brought to perfection.*

By this time the invention had attracted the

attention of various individuals, who thought the

manufacture of printing-machines an easier task

than they afterwards found it to be ; and far the

greater number of attempts failed almost as soon

as undertaken. A machine, much more simple

in it construction, was brought out under the

direction of some eminent English engineers.f

These gentlemen were requested to apply their

inking apparatus to Messrs. Bensley's machine
;

and at one stroke, as it were, forty wheels were
removed—so great was the simplification : and
at the same time the defects of the fonner system
of communicating the ink to the types were most
effectually remedied. Another important point

respecting the new machine was, that it occupied

scarcely half the space of the original one. The
press of Konig, like most first attempts, was ex-

tremely complicated. It possessed sixty wheels.

Applegath and Cowper's machine has sixteen

only.;}: The inking apparatus of this machine is

by far the most complete and economical that

ever was invented. Nothing can be more perfect

than the distribution of the ink, and its applica-

tion to the types, while the exceeding accuracy
and elegance of the workmanship, (since solely

made by Messrs. E. and E. Cowper, now of Lon-
don and Manchester,) can never be surpassed.

The machines of these gentlemen have, therefore,

not only entirely superseded Konig's machine,

* So sanguine were the patentees of having now arrived
at the ne plus ultra of their labours, that they issued a
prospectus, dated March 18, 1817—ofTering three different

sorts of machines at a high scale of prices, and, besides
demanding a large sum to be paid as purchase money for

them, requiring a considerable annual premium, calculated
upon a principle most effectually to prevent any one from
venturing to erect a machine. It need scarcely be added,
that after the issuing of this prospectus, the oiiyinal

patentees never sold a single machine ! !

+ Executed by Mr. Dryden, a very clever and ingenious
engineer, who managed the extensive concern of Mr.
Lloyd, under the instructions of Applegath and Cowper.

t Messrs. Applegath and Cowper commenced business
as printers, in London, and with their machines pro-
duced work of such a description as surpassed every thing
deemed practicable.

but almost those of every other manufacturer

;

and their use has rapidly extended, not only in

Great Britain, but throughout Europe. By
repeated improvements they have reduced the

number of wheels to six.

The following is a brief notice of four different

machines, calculated to produce register and
non-register sheets, under various modifications

and rate of speed :

1

.

A machine with one cylinder, called a single,

or hand machine, generally used for printing

newspapers; it throws oflf from 900 to 1200 in

the hour on one side, requiring two boys, one to

lay on the paper, and the other to receive it when
printed.* The power of one man is sufficient to

turn these single cylinder machines ; but two or

three are kept,who relieve each other at intervals.

2. A machine with two cylinders, called a
double machine, but only printing from one fonn
of types at the rate of from 1600 to 2200 in the

hour, requiring two boys to lay on the sheets,

and two to takef them off, exclusively used for

newspapers.f

3. A machine with four printing cylinders^

requiring the attendance of eight boys, and
throwing oft' about 4,000 sheets within the hour.

4. This is called a book or perfecting machine,
printing both sides of the sheet in register before

it leaves the machine, and throwing off from
750 to 900 in the hour, requiring the attendance
of one man and two bo^s. The printingmachines
of Konig, Walters, Bensley, Applegath and Cow-
per, Bacon,§ Donkin, Brightley, Winch, Cooper
and Millar, sir William Congreve, Wood,
Napier, Rutt, Bold, Spottisvvoode, Parkins, and
Hansard, all possess one and the same general

principle, applied in a variety of forms ; and the

curious inquirer has only to investigate the vari-

* The proprietors of the News, Sunday-paper, in an
article addressed to their readers, Dec. 8, 1S22, publicly
declare, " that now they are enabled, without any extra
exertion, to work off from 1,200 to 1,500 in the hour;"
and the Courier, of Nov. 14, 1823, says, " wc think it right
to announce to our reariers, that the Courier is now
printed by a machine of such extraordinai'y mechanical
power, that it is capable of throwing off considerably
above two thousand papers per hour; it has, indeed,
on one occasion, produced at the rate of 2,8C0 impressions
within the hour.'' Both of these speak of the single
machine, and reckon by one side only ; so that in each
case, a second machine must be employed to perfect, or
print on the other side.

t In 1829, a machine, with two cylinders, called a double
machine, but only printing on one side, at the rate of from
1,200 to 2,400 sheets an hour, and made by Applegath and
Cowper, for Messrs. Gray, Edinburgh, proprietors and
publishers of the North British Advertiser.

t The invention of Augustus Applegath, in 1 828, for the
London Times, The inking apparatus was the invention
of Mr. Cowper.
Mr. Helfarth, a printer at Erfurt, in Germany, invented

a press to print eight sheets at a time. This machine,whicli
may be made of any size, supplies 7,000 copies of each
sheet in twelve hours, making 50,000 sheets printed on
both sides. The machine is put in motion by one horse

;

and three men are sufficient to supply it with sheets and
take them away. Each sheet perfects itself.

§ In the Norwich Mercury of Nov. 30, 1814, published
by Mr. Bacon, there is a prospectus of his machine, and
the progress which it had then made. See also Rees's
Cj/clopcedia, art. Printing.
The first printing machine set up in Ireland was made

by Napier, for the Dublin Evening Post ; and the first by
steam was erected by Mr. Gunn, for P. D. Hardy, printer,
Dublin, in July, 1833; and soon afterwaiils the Duhlln
Evening Mail was worked by a machine.

5 P
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ous printing patents from the time of Nicholson,

and he will find that they have become so in-

volved in each other's ideas, that they cannot

claim an exclusive right as a whole to any

subsequent machine. To give a minute des-

cription of these different machines, would far

exceed our limits, even if within our power.

The prejudice against cylindrical printing led

to very numerous and expensive attempts to apply

steam power to machines with flat printing sur-

faces. Some of those made by Mr. Napier have

succeeded tolerably well, but they were never

found to equal, either in point of expedition,

quality of work, or economy, the cylindrical

machine. To produce an impression with a flat

surface from a large form, requires a force of

about forty to fifty tons ! and even with a cylin-

der, where a line only is impressed at a time, the

pressure is little short of a ton. But, in the

machine, to prevent any undue pressure of the

cylinders upon the forms, there are wooden
bearers of the same height as the types, screwed

upon the end of the carriage under the ends of

the cylinders; thus effectually shielding the types

from the enormous and injurious pressure which
a cylinder might, through accident or otherwise,

be caused to exert.

A peculiar machine, the invention of Mr.
Cowper, intended to print from convex stereo-

type plates, which, instead of being fixed flat

upon blocks, are fastened upon cylinders, so as

to give them a bent form, and the printing is

effected with the face of the plates or type sur-

face downwards ; wherefore the paper is placed

undennost instead of uppermost, as in all other

modes of printing.*

By the erection of steam presses, the three

grand requisites, speediness of execution, quan-
tity, and cheapness of labour, are procured to an
extent demanded by the necessities of the age,

and, without the aid of such machineiy, the tide

of knowledge and human improvement would
be forced back greatly to the injury of society.

Whatever may have been the prejudices of the

profession with regard to cylindrical printing,

the experience of a few years proved how ill-

founded were those melancholy anticipations.

—

With the aid of stereotyping, the press of Eng-
land presents the most (extraordinary combina-
tion of intellectual and mechanical power in the

world ; and is, not only the means of disseminat-

ing knowledge among her own population, but
also the high moral advantage of giving a tone

to the literature of other nations, which shall be
favourable to peace, and a right understanding

of the common interests of mankind. Judging
from the extraordinary perfection to which ma-
chine printing has been brought, it might justly

appear that no further improvements could be
effected on this department of the art of printing.

But there is no discovered limit to human inge-

nuity. Every year is producing some curious if

Mr. Jonathan Ridgeway, of London, obtained a patent
for a method of casting: and flxins: metallic types upon
cylinders, Sept. I8i5.

not valuable addition to printing machinery, and
at present no one can foresee the termination to

this as well as any other class of improvements
within the compass of British manufacturing
industry.

1814. The Holy Bible, with the Apocrypha^
illustrated with one thousand and fifty engrav-
ings, by the first artists, both ancient and modern,
ruled with red lines throughout, and bound in

nine volumes 4to. This bible is known by the
name of Fittler's,* the engraver.

1814. The Military Magazine, edited by
captain Faiiinan, formerly of the Northampton
militia, and afterwards aide-de-camp and mili-

taiy secretary to the governor and commander
in chief of Curagoa. He also attracted some
notice by his pedestrian performances.

1814. The TVarfe^maw, a monthly publication,

edited by John Clennel, F. S. A. of Hackney.
1814. The Philanthropist,pub\ished quarterly.

1814. Seven Gormer, a weekly newspaper in

the Welsh language, edited, printed, and pub-
lished by David Jenkins, at Swansea, in South
Wales. Mr. Jenkins died in May, 1822.

1814. The Manchester Magazine ; or, Chro-
nicle of the Times, published monthly,by Joseph
Hemingway and Martin Began, price \s.

1814, Sept. 10. The Durham County Adver-
tiser, No. 1, was published in Durham, under
the firm of Francis Humble and Co. This was
originally the Newcastle Advertiser, and after

having had various owners, was removed to

Durham. It is at present (April, 1838,) pub-
lished by Mr. Francis Humble.

1815, Jan. 1. Died, William Creech, book-
seller, Edinburgh, of which city he had the

honour of being twice lord provost, and where
for half a century he was known to almost every

family. He was the son of a most respectable

clergyman, minister of Newbattle, and received

a very complete classical education. In 1771,
he succeeded to that part of the business of his

early friend and patron, Mr. Kincard, at that

time his majesty's printer for Scotland, which
was not connected with the patent of king's

printer. He continued in this business for the

long period of fifty-four years, and was con-

cerned in all the principal publications during

that time. He was well-fitted to be an orna-

ment to society : with a mind highly gifted and
improved, he possessed the most pleasing man-
ners, and that habitual cheerfulness and playful-

ness of fancy which rendered his company so

fascinating. The frequent light pieces and
essays which came from his pen, evinced the

elegance of his taste, his knowledge of charac-

ter, and his capability of a higher attainment in

composition, if he had chosen to aim at it.

Several of these essays were afterwards collected

into one yo\.Svo.\7d\, eniiiXe^'EdinhurghFugitive

Pieces, to which a portrait of him is prefixed.

James Fittler, engraver to his majesty, published

Scotia Depicta, or the antiquities, castles, public buildings,

gentlemen's seats, towns and picturesque scenery of Scot-

land, from drawings by Nattes, accompanied with letter-

press descriptions, imp. long 4to. 1801.
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He was one of the original founders of the

Speculative society of Edinburgh. It has per-

haps fallen to the lot of few men to have enjoyed,

more than Mr. Creech did, the con-espondence

and confidence of most of the literary charac-

ters who flourished in Scotland from about the

middle to the end of the last century. His
stock of books and copyrights were sold in July,

1815, at the Exchange coffee-house, Edinburgh.

1815, Jan. 10. Died, Robert Gilbert, a

partner in the respectable firm of Law and Gil-

bert, printers, St. John's-square, London.

1815, /an. 11. Died, John Young, proprietor

and publisher of the Inverness Journal.

1815, Jan. 19. Died, R.Wetherald, printer,

at Durham, aged fifty-two years. He was the

youngest son of Mr. R. Wetherald, who was the

first that established the printing business at

Sunderland, in the county of Durham.
1815, Jan. 23. Died, William Phillips,

printer, Bristol.

1815, Jan. 26. Died, John Rose, printer and
bookseller, Bristol. He was the author of A
Constitutional Catechism, 8vo, 1795; and Letters

to the Right Hon. C. B. Bathurst relative to the

imprisonment of John Gale Jones, 8vo. 1811.

1815. Benjamin Foster, an ingenious com-
positor, in the employ of Mr. S. Hamilton, book-

seller and printer, at Weybridge, invented the

composition balls. The inventors of printing

machinery soon caught the idea, and by running

the composition as a coat upon wooden cylinders,

produced the apparatus so long and unsuccess-

fully sought by lord Stanhope, and without

which, no machine-printing would ever have

succeeded. Mr. Foster was afterwards in busi-

ness, in London, as a printers' ink manufacturer.

1815. Died, John Trusler, LL, D. who may
be considered the very cameleon of literature, and
whose long and versatile life would furnish much
amusement. He was born in London in 1735,

and was bred to physic in a very humble line,

though he afterwards contrived, without any
academical education, to obtain orders, and for

some time officiated as curate in and about

London. In the year 1771, he started a project

peculiar to himself, that of abridging the sermons

of eminent divines, and printing them in the

form of manuscripts, so as not only to save clergy-

men the trouble of composing their discourses,

but even of transcribing them. The scheme
succeeded, and to the disgrace of the age there

were not wanting many dignitaries of the church

who gave their encouragement to this scandalous

species of quackery. Dr. Truslernexi established

a printing and bookselling business upon an ex-

tensive and very lucrative scale. He resided

several years at Bath on the profits of his trade,

and latterly on his estate on Englefield green,

in Middlesex. This wholesale dealer in compi-

lations manufactured a great number of works,

several of which, however, it must be acknow-

ledged, have the merit of utility. In 1798 he

published an Essay on Literary Property, 8vo.

1815, March 30. Died, — Drury, printer

and bookseller, at Lincoln, aged fifty-seven years.

1815. An account of the visit of his royal

highness the prince Regent, and theirimperial and
royal majesties the emperor of Russia and king

of Prussia, to the university of Oxford, in June^
1814. Oxford : printed at the Clarendon press,

1815, folio, pp. 98, with a ground plan of the

Radcliffe library, a view in outline, of the part

of the interior of the theatre, and a sheet con-

taining specimens of the various types used at

the Clarendon press. This volume was not

printed for sale. Twelve copies struck off for

the royal personages, or public libmries. A copy
was sold at the duke of York's* sale for £4 14s.

1815. The stamp duty on newspapers was
raised to fourpence, discount 20 per cent. Price

to the public, sevenpence ; to the trade, 13s. per

quire of twenty-seven. The duty payable on
pamphlets was, for one whole sheet, and not ex-

ceeding eight sheets in 8vo, or any lesser page, or

not exceeding twelve sheets in 4to, or twenty
sheets in folio, for every sheet of any kind of

paper contained in one copy thereof, Ss.

1815. An act of parliament was passed, to

provide for the collection and management of

the stamp duties on pamphlets, almanacks, and
newspapers, in Ireland.

1815, March. Died, James Grist, many
years a respectable printer and bookseller at

Portsmouth.

1815, April. Died, James Claris, book-
seller, at Canterbury, of which city he was a
senior common councilman. In his profession,

his knowledge was most extensive; and it was
generally and truly remarked, that *' he died

without an enemy."
1815, June. Died, William Henry Lunn,

a very eminent bookseller and proprietor of the

Classical Library, Soho-square, London. Mr.
Lunn resided as a bookseller at Cambridge for

ten years. In March, 1797, he removed to

London, and succeeded Mr. Samuel Hayes, in

Oxford-street ; and afterwards, with the appro-

bation of his friends, established the Classical

Library, upon a new and extensive plan. The
views of Mr. Lunn were announced in a perspicu-

ous and even elegant advertisement,with a tone of

thinking far raised above the narrow and selfish

views of a mind intent only upon profit. The
fortune which Mr. Lunn inherited from his

father, was very inconsiderable. On his first

settlement in London, a part of the property be-

queathed to him ultimately by his uncle, Mr.
Rabutte, of Cambridge, amounting nearly to

£10,000, came into his possession, and enabled

him, doubtless, for some time to carry on with

effect the concerns of the Classical Library. His
vigilance and integrity were manifested in the

good condition of his books ; and perhaps his

munificence was more to be commended than

his discretion. The whole of his property was
embarked in his trade, and under circumsUmces
more favourable his accumulation must have
been rapid. But he had to struggle with un-
usual and most stubborn difficulties. Like every

* Born Aug:xist l6, 1763, and died January 5, 183/.

I
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other bookseller, Mr. Lunu was doomed to losses

from the inability of his customers to make their

payments. He dealt with men whose rank,

whose delicacy, and, upon some occasions, whose

poverty protected them from that importunity

with which the generality of tradesmen enforce

their claims. In the mean time, for the support

of his credit both at home and ^abroad, he was

compelled to fulfil his own engagements without

deduction and without delay. The return of

peace, by opening a free communication with the

continent, was beneficial to other traders, but

most injurious to Mr. liUnn, and was, no doubt,

the chief cause of those embarrassments which

disturbed his spirits, and shortened his existence.

Disappointed in his expectations—alarmed at the

prospect of impending losses—perplexed by the

application of creditors, whose demands he had
frequently satisfied with exemplary punctuality

—unaccustomed to propitiate the severe by sup-

plication, to trick the artful by evasion, and to

distress the friendly by delay, he was suddenly

bereaved of that self-command, which, if he could

have preserved it, would eventually have secured

for him unsullied respectability, undiminished

prosperity, and undisturbed tranquillity. But in

the poignant anguish of his soul, delicacy pre-

vailed over reason, and panic over fortitude.

—

Happily for the human race, all the extenuations

which accompany such cases, are reserved for the

tribunal of that Being, who knoweth of what we
are made, and remembereth that we are but dust.

Many a Christian will be disposed to commise-

rate the circumstances of Mr. Lunn's death, and
many a man of letters may find reason to deplore

the loss of his well meant, and well directed

labours. Unfortunately Mrs. Lunn and her

daughters had not the means of carrying on the

business in which Mr. Lunn was engaged.

—

Their doom was to lament an afiectionate hus-

band and an indulgent father.

1815, July. Diedy William Maria Anne
Brune, who from an humble birth, and the

rank of a journeyman printer, became a cele-

brated marshal of the French army, a peer of

.the empire, and a counsellor of state. He was
born at Brivez la Gaillairde, in March, 1763.

At the breaking out of the French revolution,

he was engaged as overseer of a printing-office

at Limensin, and first became known by pub-
lishing some small works of his own composition.

He afterwards devoted himself ardently to the

cause of the revolution, became a member of the

club des Cordeliers, and played a,n active part in

the tempests of that period. In 1793, he entered

the military service in the revolutionary army in

the Gironde, and soon gave proofs of intrepidity

and military talents. Afterwards he distinguished

himself as general of brigade in the Italian army,
in 1797, in the attack of Verona, and in the battle

of Arcoli. In January, 1798, he received the

chief command of the army sent against Sv^it-

zerland : he entered that country without much
opposition, and effected a new organization of

the government. In 1799, he defeated the Eng-
lish in the north of Holland, near Bergen, and

compelled the duke of York to agree to the treaty

of Alcmaer, by which the English and Russians
were to evacuate the north of Holland. In Jan.
1800,he was made a counsellor of state, and was
placed at the head of the army of the west. In
1803,he went as ambassador to the court of Con-
stantinople, and received from the Turkish mi-
nistry the highest marks of honour ; and, during
his absence, he was appointed a marshal of the
empire. At the end of 1806, Napoleon appointed
him governor-general of the Hanseatic towns,
and soon after commander of the troops in Swe-
dish Pomerania, against the king of Sweden. He
drew upon himself the indignation of Napoleon,
by allowing a personal interview with the king
of Sweden, and also by favouring the English
contraband trade in Hamburgh. He was in con-
sequence recalled, and suffered to remain with-
out employment. After the revolution of 1814,
he recognised Louis XVII I. and received the

cross of Louis, but no appointment. This was
the cause of declaring himself for Napoleon im-
mediately upon his return from Elba, in 1815.

He received the chief command of an important

anny in the south of France, and was made a
peer. When circumstances changed again, he
delayed a long time before he gave up Toulon,
and sent in his resignation to the king. While
retiring from Toulon to Paris, he perished, the

victim of the most atrocious assassination, at

Avignon, planned by the royalist reactionaries of

that period, and directed by a well-known person,

who, having betrayed his country in 1814, sought
to recommend himself in 1815, by inflaming the

passions and pointing the vengeance of a vindic-

tive faction. The insurgents surrounded the

hotel, and with loud shouts demanded the death
of the marshal. In vain did the prefect and the

mayor strive to defend him (as there were no
troops in the city) for more than four hours, at

the peril of their lives. The door was at last

broke open, a crowd of murderers rushed into

the chamber, and the unhappy marshal fell under
a shower of balls, after a fruitless attempt to de-

fend himself and justify his conduct. His body
was exposed to the most shameful insults, and
then dragged from the hotel to the bridge over

the Rhone, from which it was thrown into the

river. Thus perished marshal Brune, of whom
it is recorded, " that during his command in

Switzerland and Holland, he displayed a noble

disinterestedness rarely equalled. He approved

himself a good citizen, and a good Frenchman ;

he deceived no friends, betrayed no cause, sacri-

ficed no principle, and passed through the ordeal

of the revolution, and of the empire, without a

stain on his character."

1815, Sept. 20. Died, William Hutton,
bookseller and stationer, at Birmingham, aged

ninety-two years ; who from the very depths of

poverty, and from a state of neglect and aban-

donment, fought his way up to wealth, and to

no mean degree of literary fame. He was born

at the bottom of Full-street, Derby, Sept. 30,

1723. His father was a master woolcomber;

but two years after the birth of William, he

I
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failed and became a journeyman. The educa-

tion whicli the son received was, of course, very

scanty, for at the age of seven yeai-s he was
bound apprentice to the silk mill at Derby ; and
at fourteen he entered on a second appren-
ticeship to a stocking maker at Nottingham.
From the age of twenty-one to twenty-seven, he
worked at the latter trade. He had now ac-

quired an inclination for reading ; and, having
met with three volumes of the Gentleman's
Magazine^ contrived, in an awkward manner,
to hind them himself—a profession to which he
afterwards applied himself with some success.

He opened a shop at Southwell, at the rent of

20s. a-year, with about twenty-shillings-worth of

books. Finding great labour and little profit

from the market-day concern at Southwell, in

February, 1750, he took a journey to Birming-
ham, in order to see if there were any probability

of succeeding in a shop there. He found there

were then three booksellers in Birmingham

—

Aris, Warren, and Wollaston ; but he judged
from the number, activity, intelligence, and
prosperity of the inhabitants, that there might
be room for a fourth in a small way; and he
hoped that he, as an ant, would escape the
notice or envy of the " three great men." He
took half a shop, for which he paid a shilling a-

week. He soon after purchased the refuse of a
dissenting minister's library ; and from that
period his affairs began to wear a pleasant and
promising aspect. At the end of the year he
had saved £20, and, being persuaded to take a
house of £8 a-year, he soon carried on business
on a larger scale, and secured many valuable
and intimate friendships. In 1756, he married
Sarah Cock, the niece of Mr. Grace, a respect-
able farmer at Aston, near Birmingham, with
whom be lived forty years,* and by whom he had
several children ; and two of them, a son and
daughter, survived him. Soon after his marriage
he opened a paper warehouse, the first ever
seen in Birmingham, and added the stationary

business to that of bookselling, with so much
success as to induce him in time to relinquish
the latter altogether. At the age of fifty-six

Mr. Hutton commenced author, and the first

fruits of his application appeared in the History

of Birmingham^ to the end of the year 1780, 8vo.

published in 1782, of which a fourth edition was
published in 1815. In the riots of 1791, not-

withstanding his pacific habits, his house, stock-

in-trade, and furniture, in Birmingham, were
destroyed, and the infuriated mob demolished his

residence in the country.f At the age of sixty-

nine, he retired from business with a handsome

* Mrs, Hutton died Jan. 23, I796.

t Mr. Hutton, in one of his Letters to John Nicholls,
esq., says:—" Among other pursuits, I spent much time,
and more attention, in conducting the court of requests,
which, for nineteen years, chiefly devolved upon myself.
But from the 14th of July, 1791, when the rioters chose to
amuse themselves with the destruction of .56"! 0,000 worth
of my property, I declined public business. Thus J paid,
instead of being paidfor my labours. As I had never with
design, or neglect, offended any man, the surprise, the
loss, the anxiety, the insult, the trouble, nearly brought
me to the grave."

fortune, and resided on Bennett's hill, near Bir-
mingham. In an essential point, Hutton stands

as a shining example. When the race, after

many a hard year's labour, was fairly won, he
showed no triumph or conceit; but was grateful,

and as modest as when he knew the bitterness

of other people's bread, and of waiting at other

men's doors. His wealth did not make him purse-

proud, (that most repulsive of all prides) and the

consideration in which he was held by people of

condition and rank, did not make him ashamed
of the lowness of his origin or of his poor rela-

tions. He enjoyed his faculties with uncommon
vigour, though considerably advanced beyond
the ordinary period of human existence. He
had retired from business twenty-two years ; but
after he had ceased to receive any emolument
from the concern, he attended it with the same
regularity, first for his son, and afterwards for

his grand-nephew, to whom it was successively

given. Six days in the week he walked to the

scene of his old employment and back again,

though the distance was four miles and a half;
and this he did to a very advanced age. One
day, when he wanted but five of completing his

ninetieth year, his strength failed before he
reached his house, and he was carried home in

a chair. His daughter, Catherine Hutton ,* pub-
lished the Autobiographyj- o{ hev father in 1816,
which is full of example and encouragement to

that vast majority of mankind whose inheritance

is poverty and hardship ; and shows the acquire-

ment of knowledge under the pressure of the

heaviest difficulties ; and that there is many a
point well stocked with comfort which the sober

and persevering may be almost sure of reaching.

Even as a literary composition, Hutton's Auto-
biography has great merits : he condenses much
meaning in few words ; he describes events with

astonishing vivacity ; he is playful and pathetic

by turns; his quiet drollery never misses the

mark; and his deep, short, quick pathos affects

us like Crabbe's poems. Here, too, all is real,

simple, and naive, without any aiming at effect

;

and this makes the effect produced the stronger.

1815, Oct. 1. The university of Cambridge
received from government during the seven pre-

vious years, as a drawback for the duty on paper
printed at their press, the sum of £13,087 7s. 6d.;

the university of Oxford, for the same period, the

sum of £18,658 25, 6d. The number of bibles

printed at Cambridge during the seven previous

years, was 392,000; of new testaments, 423,000;
of prayer books, 194,000. At Oxford the number
of bibles printed of all kinds was 460,500 ; of

* She published the Miser Married, a novel, in three
vols. 12mo. 1823.

[ Mr. Hutton's literary labours were closed in 1811, by J
Trip to Coatham, a Watering-place in the North Extremity

of Yorkshire ; written in 1808, (in his 86th year,) and pub-
lished in ISlOi; in which he thus takes leave of his readers :

—

"As it is, perhaps, the last time I shall appear before the
world as an author, allow me tlie liberty of exhibiting my
performances in that character. J took up my pen, and
that with fear and trembling, at tl»c ad\Hinccd age of fifty-

six, a period in which most authors lay It down. I drove
the quiU thirty years, in which time I wrote and published
fonrteen books.
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testaments, 386,000 5 of prayer books, 400,000
;

of catechisms, psalters, &c. 200,000. The value

of the whole was £212,917 Is. 8d. Value of

books not sacred, printed at Oxford, £24,000.
1815. The Glasgow stationers' company com-

menced. It originated from the bookbinders'

society, which had been instituted at Glasgow
so early as the year 1740.

1815. Scrihhleomania ; or, the Printer's deviVs

Polychronicon, a sublime poem. London, 8vo.

A copy was sold at Brockett^s sale for Qs. 6d.

1815, Oct. 22. Died, John Dean, printer and

bookseller, at Congleton, in Cheshire, aged fifty-

two years. Mr. Dean was an alderman of that

corporation.

1815, Nov. 22. Died, James Lackington,

the celebrated bookseller of Finsbury-square,

London ; who, from a very humble birth, retired

from the bookselling business with a competent

fortune, the reward of his own ingenuity, indus-

try, and tact. This remarkable individual, in

his Autobiography, informs us that he was born

at Wellington, in Somersetshire, August 31,

1746 ; that his father, George Lackington, was a

journeyman shoemaker, and a person of such

dissipated habits, that the whole charge of rear-

ing his family fell upon his wife, a very industri-

ous woman, who could not afford to pay two-

pence a-week for schooling. At the age of four-

teen he was bound apprentice to a shoemaker at

Taunton, with whom he remained seven years,

and worked as a journeyman at Bristol and other

places. In 1770, he was manned at St. Peter's

church, Bristol, to a young woman named Nancy
Smith, to whom he had been attached seven

years. In August, 1773, he arrived in London,

with two shillings and sixpence in his pocket,

and soon obtained plenty of work. In June,

1774, he opened a little shop in Featherstone-

street, in the parish of St. Luke, as a master shoe-

maker and bookseller ; and the first stock which

he purchased was a bagful of old books, chiefly

on divinity, for a guinea, and with some old

scraps of leather, laid the foundation of his

future good fortune. "At that time," says

Lackington, " Mr. Wesley's people had a sum
of money which was kept on purpose to lend out,

for three months, without interest, to such of

their society whose characters were good, and
who wanted a temporary relief. To increase my
little stock, I borrowed five pounds out of this

fund, which was of great service to me. In

our new situation we lived in a very frugal man-
ner, often dining on potatoes, and quenching

our thirst with water ; being absolutely deter-

mined, if possible, to make some provision for

such dismal times as sickness, shortness of work,

&c., which we had been frequently involved in

before, and could scarcely help expecting not

to be our fate again." In 1775 he lost his wife,

which involved him in the deepest distress ; but
on the 30th of January 1776, he married again.

From this period, success attended him in all his

business arrangements, as a dealer in old books

;

and he mentions, that nothing did him so much
good as the practice of selling only for ready

money. He also adopted the plan of publishing
catalogues of his books : the first catalogue, he
says, contained twelve thousand volumes. From
buying small quantities of books, he rose to be
able to purchase whole libraries, reversions of
editions, and to contract with authors for manu-
scripts of works. This extensive and lucrative
business now enabled him to live in a very
superior style. " I discovered," says he, " that
lodgings in the country were very healthy. The
year after, my country lodging was transformed
into a country house, and, in another year, the
inconveniences attending a stage-coach were
remedied by a chariot. As usual in such cases,

the envy of the world pursued Lackingtion for his

supposed extravagance; but it appears he was
strictly honourable in trade, and spent only
what was his own. He assures his readers that

he found the whole of what he was possessed of
in " small profits, bound by industry, and clasped
by economy.^'' In 1792, the profits of his business

amounted to £5000. The success of Lacking-
ton enabled him in 1798, to retire from the book-
selling business with a competent fortune, the

reward of his own ingenuity, industry, and tact,

in the way of reprinting books at a cheap rate,

leaving Mr. George Lackington, a third cousin,

at the head of the firm. Lackington at first

took up his residence in Gloucestershire. Sub-
sequently, he purchased two estates in Alvestone,

one of which was a genteel house, in which he
made various improvements, and took up his

abode, keeping a carriage, and living in great

style. In his retirement, he again joined him-
self to the methodists, for whom he built and
endowed diflerent chapels, and, till the last,

expressed his great sorrow for the manner in

which he had spoken of that body in his pub-
lished memoirs.* He finally retired to Budleigh

Sulterton, in Devonshire; but soon after, his

health declined, and at length his decease took

place in the seventieth year of his age.

Mr. Lackington observed in the motto of his

carriage, " Small gains do gi-eat things;" and in

him was exemplified the quotation very aptly

selected for him in more than one of his cata-

logues :
" Sutor ultra cressidam feliciter ansus."

1815, Dec. 22. Died, John Drew, a worthy

honest journeyman printer, aged seventy-two

years. He had been a compositor in the em-
ploy of Messrs. Bowyer and Nichols, but, about

1785,becoming almost totally blind, hesupported

himself with credit as a bookseller and stationer

in a small way, in Fetter-lane, Fleet-street,where

he died. He had for some years enjoyed one of

the pensions left by Mr. William Bowyer for the

benefit of deserving journeymen printers.

1815, Dec. 30. Died, Daniel Bond, who, in

the capacity of a journeyman printer, afforded

an example which others will do well to imitate.

He was brought up under his father's eye in the

printing-office of Mr. John Nichols, London;

* Memoirs of the first forty-five years of his Life, 8vo.

1791. Mr. Lackington published Confessions, to which

are added. Letters on the bad consequences of having

daughters educated at Boarding Schools, 12mo. 1804.
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. and continued there (with the exception of a
short period, during which he carried on business

as a printer on his own account, but unsuccess-

fully) till his death. As a compositor, he was a
most valuable assistant, and his steady service

might always be relied on. Moral in his con-

duct, temperate and rationally frugal in his

habits, mild and unassuming in his manners, it

is no wonder, with such qualities and claims to

esteem, that his death should have excited the

sincere regret of those wdth whom he was con-
nected. Mr. Bond to more general acquirements,

added a considerable taste in music. He died

at Battlebridge, in his fifty-sixth year.

1815. A private press was erected at Auchin-
leck, in the county of Ayr, in Scotland, the resi-

dence of sir Alexander Boswell, hart.* He was
seized with the " type fever,'^f upon which he
converted a little building near the house in^o a
printing-office, a view of which is prefixed to

some of the works there printed. The first fruit

of this press was the Tyrant's Fall, 8vo. pp. 5.

Auchinleck : printed by A. and J. Boswell,

MDCCCxv. By Alexander Boswell.

181 6. A printing establishment was erected at

Astrachan, a city in the Russian empire, at which
was printed an edition of the Tartar Turkish
New Testament, 1815. The Psalter, 1815. The
Gospel of St. Luke, 1815. The New Testa-

ment, 1820.

1815. Bibliographiana, a collection of origi-

nal literary contributions to Aston's Manchester

r- Exchange Herald, and afterwards published for

P* private distribution, in 12mo. consisting of

twenty-four numbers. The principal contributors

were F. R. Atkinson, esq. Mr. Nathan Hill, the

late William Ford, bookseller, and others.

1815. The number of newspapers published

in Great Britain was 252. Of these 55 were
published in London, 15 daily, and 40 periodi-

cally ; 122 in the country parts of England, 26
in Scotland, and 49 in Ireland. The total

number of these papers printed during three

months, ending April 1, 1815, was 5,890,621,
making the annual average 22,762,764.

1815. The Encyclopedia Metropolitana com-
menced. This work comprises the twofold ad-

vantage of a philosophical and an alphabetical

arrangement, and published in such portions

throughout the successive volumes, as to insure

to the work, at its completion, the latest disco-

veries and improvements relative to every subject.

It was projected and arranged by S.T. Coleridge,

who wrote the General Introduction. It forms
twenty-five 4to volumes, and has gone through
several editions.

1816, Jan. 17. Died, Thomas Billinge,
printer and proprietor of the Liverpool Adver-
tiser, and afterwards of the Liverpool Marine
Intelligencer, in the seventy-fifth year of his age.

His wife died in April, 1804.

* Eldest son of James Boswell, the biojjrapher of John-
son. He was created a baronet in 1821, and killed in a
duel with James Stuart, esq. arising out of a ix)litical

quarrel, March 26, 1822.

t See Bibliogradhical Decameron, vol. ili. p. 454.

1816, Jan. 28. Died, Robert Trueman,
junior, one of the proprietors and editor of the

Exeter Flying Post, and a member of the com-
mon council of that city, aged forty-nine years.

1816, Feb. 16. Died, William Pick, of "York,

printer and publisher of the Historical Racing
Calender, Turf Register, Sportsman's Vade Me-
cum, Sfc. in the fifty-seventh year of his age.

1816, March. Died, Joseph Maguire, prin-

ter, fonnerly of Baltimore, and for many years

a reporter of the proceedings of congress, at

Washington. This learned and ingenious young
typographer at different times amused the public

through the columns of the Portfolio, and the

columns of the different newspapers. His last

productions were the admirable letters under the

signature of " Nicholas Pedrossa," which have
so often afforded a fund of entertainments.

—

He was perfectly versed in the dead, and several

of the living languages ; he was a poet of no
ordinary merit, an accomplished stenographer;

a belles lettres scholar, scarcely inferior to any in

the age: a printer of taste and skill, and a
man of the most generous and upright prin-

ciples
;
yet eccentricity and frailty buried all

these admirable qualities in obscurity ; and we
see, sinking in a grave, dug by himself in early

life, one on whom nature and education had
bestowed almost all the shining gifts which
adorn humanity.

1816, March 25. Died, Richard Dowell,
at Dulwich college, where he had tilled the

office of organist for thirty-four years, with the

greatest satisfaction to his brother collegians, and
highly respected by the neighbouring gentry.

He was born at Great Geddon, in Huntingdon-
shire, in 1748 : his father was one of the pro-

prietors of the York coach, which he drove him-
self. At the age of fourteen he brought his son

Richard to London, and he was bound an ap-

prentice in the printing-office of Messrs. Bowyer
and Nichols, where he conducted himself with

great credit and satisfaction, and laid the foun-

dation of his good fortune in future life. He
continued in that office several years. Mr. Dow-
ell, though diligent in business, filled up his

leisure hours with the study of music, in which
he made great proficiency. When an advertise-

ment appeared, inviting candidates for the office

of organist at Dulwich college, Mr. Dowell
was chosen one of the two candidates to draw
lots. Two bits of paper, of equal size and fold-

ing are put into a glass, and then held to the

candidates. It was offered to Dowell first ;

—

with a trembling hand he took one, the other

sticking to it came out of the glass, and dropped

upon the floor. The master asked him if he
would keep that he had got, or take the one
that fell ; he hesitated, fearful that he had let

the prize slip through his fingers ; but after a
little while said, with a faltering voice, he would
k^eep that he had got ; but he had not courage
td open it. His opponent, who was no less a
man afterwards than the famous Dr. Burney,
eagerly opened the other, which appeared a
blank. Dowell then opened the other, and to
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his unspeakable comfort saw the words " God's
Gift ;" and a gracious gift it was, for if it had
not been so, he might, for ought he knew, have

been obliged to seek parish relief, as his eyes

failed him so much, that soon after his induc-

tion he was totally unable to work at his profes-

sion ; and as he frequently said, " God sent him
there to fit him for heaven." His heart was
filled with gratitude to his very reverend patron.

Dr. Percy,* and he continued to discharge his

duty until vvithin a short time of his decease,

which took place in his sixty-eigth year.

1816, May 23. Died, Caleb Stower, a very

ingenious and industrious printer, of Hackney,
where he carried on a respectable business, and
died, aged thirty-seven years, leaving a widow
and four children to deplore his loss. He was a
native of Taunton, in Somersetshire, and first

commenced business in Paternoster-row, London.
Mr. Stower was the author of Typographical

Marks used in correcting Proofs explained and
exemplified^ 8vo. 1805. The Compositor''s and
Pressman's Guide to the Art of Printing, royal

12mo. 1808. The Printer^s Grammar, 8vo.

1808. The Printer's Price Book, 8vo. 1814.—
" The press," says Mr. Stower, ^' is the great en-

gine by which man is enabled to improve the

ifaculties of his nature ; it is the preserver of the

knowledge and acquirements of foraier genera-

tions, and the great barrier when not preverted

by the hand of power, against the debasement
of the human mind, and the equalizing effects

of despotism."

1816. Bihliotheca Anglo Poetica. This pub-
lication is a splendid catalogue of old English

poetry, compiled by Mr. Griffiths, for Messrs.

Longman, in Paternoster-row, London, which
ejccited great interest among the book collectors.

In this catalogue it is stated, that, as many gen-

tlemen might wish to possess one of the precious

volumes, the " affair" would be decided by ballot.

At the present such an announcement would be
considered a jest. Even the books which ema-
nated from the press of William Caxton, which
a few years back would have produced from

i£150 to i5200 and upwards, may be now occa-

sionally met with for £15 or £20. To prove

that even at the above period books had began
to fall in price, the far-famed Bedford Missal,

at the sale of James Edwards, esq. of Harrow,

* Thomas Percy, whose literary talents need no en-
comium, was a native of Bridgenorth, in Shropshire, and
educated at Oxford. He was rector of Wilbye, and vicar
of Easton Mauditt, in Northamptonshire} in 1778, he was
dean of Carlisle, and in 1782, bishop of Dromore, in Ire-

land, where he died Sept. 30, 1811. In 1764, he furnished
notes for an edition of the Spectator and Guardian, for

which the Tonsons gave him one hundred guineas. In
1765, he gave to the world his Reliques of Ancient English
Poetry, which constitutes an era in the history of English
literature in the eighteenth century, and may be described
as having been the means of awakening a taste for the
unaffected strains of simple narrative and genuine passion.
This work has gone through several editions. In 1770, he
conducted the Northumberland Household Book through
the press. For more than half a century Dr. Percy was
well known by various learned and ingenious publica-
tions, and distinguished by the most active and exem-
plary public and private virtues. His only son died April
3, 1783.

April 11, 1815,was sold to the marquis of Bland-
ford for £687 1 Is. Sic transit gloria mundi.—
At this sale was also sold a very curious and
valuable manuscript, entitled Psalterium Groeco

Latinum, folio, of the ninth century, upon vellum,
written in a very fair and legible hand, with this

peculiarity, the Greek is written in Roman. The
marquis of Douglaswas the purchaser at £110 5s.

1816. The Holy Bible, 32rao. beautifully

printed by Mr. Corrall, of London. This
diamond edition of the bible and prayer book,
in the beauty of eye-straining minuteness sur-

passed all others, and took the lead of all future

efforts. Charles Whittingham, in small editions

of the Common Prayer, was eminently successful.

1816,JMwe 18. Died, Isaac Clarke, bookseller,

Market-place, Manchester, aged seventy-three

years. By his general integrity of character,

and accuracy and punctuality in business, few
tradesmen gainedhigher respect than Mr. Clarke.

1816. The rev. J. Kam, a missionary from the

London society, erected a printing press at Am-
boyna, metropolis of the Dutch Molucca isles, in

the Indian ocean. In 1820, a second press was
sent from London.

1816. The first circulating library in Glasgow,
established by John Smith : it contained 20,000
volumes.

1816. Bibles issued from the Glasgow uni-

versity printing-office, during the year, 200.000

;

and about 2,500,000 other books and tracts.

1816. The Encyclopaedia Ediensis commenced

,

edited by J Miller, forms six volumes 4to.

1816. Jownal of Science and the Arts, pub-
lished quarterly, edited at the royal institution

of Great Britain.

1816. The Colonial Times, printed and pub-
lished by Mr. A. Bent, at Hobart town, a
British settlement, established on the south-east

coast of Van Dieraan's land, in 1804, The
Hobart Town Gazette was instituted in 1816.

The first book from this press was the History of
a fugitive exile named Michael Howe, who at the

head of twenty-eight other runaivays disturbed

the tranquillity of the colony for six years, 8vo.

1818. This work derives importance from the

singularity of the circumstance, and from the

story. A copy is in the Bodleian library, Oxford.

1817, Feb. Cobbett's Political Register ob-

tained a sale of fifty thousand copies weekly.

1817. The Literary Gazette commenced, it

was the first newspaper devoted to literature in

England.
\S\7, March 14. Died, James Gibson, printer

and bookseller, as Malton, Yorkshire, in the 35tli

year of his age. Mr. Gibson went to the assizes

at York, as a witness, in apparently perfect health ;

he was suddenly seized at his inn during the

evening of the 13th, and died the following

morning. A very awful instance of the un-

certainty of human life. He was most exact

and punctual in all his transactions as a trades-

man, and in all his public duties; a cheerful

companion ; a warm sincere friend ; never for-

getful of benefits received ; and exemplary io

all the relative duties of life.
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1817. According to the catalogue of the library

of the British and Foreign Bible Society, Selec-

tions from the Scriptures, in modem Greek, were

printed at Corfu, capital of the island of Corfu,

in the Ionian sea, probably by the rev. S. Wilson.

In 1818 and the lollowing years we have a series

of Corfu Gazettes, published at the government

press, both in Italian and in modern Greek. At
a more recent period, Mr. Lowndes, an English

missionary, printed an Albanian version of the

Scriptures, at Corfu, which is supposed to be the

first book ever printed in that language.

1817. The English Baptist missionaries, at

Serampore, presented a press and types, in 1816,

to the American Baptists, which were set up at

Rangoon, a large city and seaport of the Bunnese
empire, and early in 1817, Mr. Hough, printer,

executed a Summary of Christian doctrine, in

seven pages, and a Catechism, of six pages ; one

thousand copies of the former, and three thousand

copies of the latter work were printed. In the

same year the Gospel of St. Matthew, translated

into the Burmese language by Mr. F. Carey,*

was printed at Rangoon.
1817, April. Blackwood's Magazine, com-

menced by William Blackwood, Edinburgh. In

the management of the magazine, Mr. Black-

wood at all times bore in his own person the

duties connected with the editorship for seven-

teen yearSjf with a degree of skill, on which it is

not too much to say, that no small portion of the

success of the work depended ; and it eventually

reached a circulation not much short of ten

thousand copies ; and,while reprinted in America,

found its way from the publisher's warehouse

into every other part of the world where the

English language was spoken. Instead of the

lame literary essays, and topographical and anti-

quarian notices which formerly filled most of

the magazines, Blackwood's presented articles

of fiction, criticism, and observation, equal to

the best composition of the kind which appeared

in any other shape; to which were in time

added political disquisitions, and it has ever since

been a strenuous advocate for tory principles.

1817. The Bibliographical Decameron; or ten

days' pleasant discourse upon illuminated manu-
scripts, and subjects connected with early engrav-

ing, typography, and bibliography. By the rev.

Thomas Frognal Dibdin. 3 vols. 8vo. 1817.

1817, May 22. Roger Didot, formerly a

paper manufacturer in France, but now of Pad-
dington, Middlesex, son of Peter Francis Didot,

jun. late a celebrated printer in Paris, deceased,

obtained a patent for certain improvements upon

the machines already in use for making wove

and laid paper in continued lengths, or separate

sheets.

* In 1814, Mr. Carey obtained leave from the king of

Ava, the ancient capital of the Burmese empire in the east,

to erect a printin??-office in that city, for the purpose of

publishing the Holy Scriptures in the Burmese language
;

which permission was immediately granted.

t The amiable Thomas Pringle was the editor of Blank-

wood's Magaxine during the first six months ofits existence,

and for many years secretary to the London Anti-Slavery

Society. He died at London, December 5, 1835.

1817. Mr. John Murray, the eminent pub-
lisher, in Albemarle-street, London, bought the
works of the rev. George Crabbe,* for which he
gave the munificent sum of £3000.

1817, June 6. Thomas Jonathan Wooler,
proprietor and editor of the Black Dwarf, was
tried in the court of king's bench, London, for a
presumed libel on his majesty's ministers ; when
doubts arose respecting the validity of the ver-

dict of guilty, there being ground to believe the

jury were not unanimous.
1817, June. A petition from Thomas Fisher

to the House of Commons, against the act of

parliament for enforcing eleven copies of a work
which he was about to publish .f Mr. Fisher
published, in 1813, Tlie present circumstances of
literary property in England considered, in a
Letter to a member of parliament. London,
1813. 8vo. See Gentlenmn's Magazine for 1813.

1817, July I. Myers's Mercantile Advertiser,

No. 1, printed and published by James and
Jonathan Smith, Livei*pool. This paper was
commenced and edited by Thomas Marshall
Myers, whose name it bears.

1817, July. Bleale Blackwell, esq. gave
to the stationers' company so much bank stock as

at the time of his death would produce the annual
sum of £100, to be every year distributed

equally amongst twenty deserving journeymen
letter-press printers; the first distribution of
which took place in October, 182]

.

1817, Dec. 18, 19, 20. William Hone,
bookseller, London, tried in the court of king's

bench, before Lord Ellenborough,:}: for publish-
ing three separate parodies, and acquitted, after

an extemporaneous defence of seven hours on
the first charge, eight hours on the second, and
nine hours on the third.

* George Crabbe was born December 24, 1754, at Aid.
borough, in Suffolk, where his father was an officer of the
customs. He was educated at the village school, and in
1768 was apprenticed to a surgeon. In i782, through the
interest of Mr. Burke, he was ordained by Dr. Youge, then
bishop of Norwich. It early occurred to him, that if the
characters of rustic society were painted in their actual
lineaments, without the elevation and embellishment which
the poetry of all ages had given to them, the result would
be something strkingly novel, and not destitute of a moral
use. The Village, a poem in two books, published in 1782,
was formed upon this plan ; and its correct, though some-
times unseemly descriptions, made a strong impression
upon the public mind. It was followed, in 1785, by a short
poem entitled The Newspaper, after which for many years
Mr. Crabbe devoted himself to his clerical duties, and to
theological study. In I8O7, he re-appcarcd before the
literary world with The Parish Register, a longer com-
position than either of the preceding, but devoted to the
same unflattering views of rural life. The Borough
(1310), Tales in Verse (1812), and Tales of the Hall (I8I9),

were poetical works of considerable magnitude, published
by Mr. Crabbe during his lifetime; and a third .scries of
Tales appeared after his death, which took place Feb. 3,

1832. With all his severity, bp has much tenderness ; and
it must excite our surprise tnat this quality is more ap-
parent in his later than in his earlier iKicras. His works
are also distinguished throughout by high moral aims.

t Statement of the Grievances imposed on authors and
publishers by the late copyright act. By sir Egerton
Brydges, bart. 1818.

t Edward Tiaw, lord EUenborongh, was one of the sons
of Edmund Law, bishop of Carlisle, who died August 14,

1787, and brother to George Henry Law, first bishop of
Chester and afterwards of Ely. He resigned the chief
justiceship September 21, and died Dec. 13. 1818.

6 Q
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1817. Lithography, the invention of Alois

Senefelder, introduced into England by Mr. R.

Ackermann, bookseller, of the Strand, London,

and M. Willich.

1817. The Round Table; a collection of Es-

says on Literature^ Men, and Manners. These

essays were the production of William Hazlitt*

and Leigh Hunt, and first appeared in the

columns of the Examiner newspaper, and col-

lected into two volumes 8vo.

1817. The Sheffield Independent^ printed and

published by Henry Andrew Bacon .f

1817. Literary Advertiser,TpuhWshed in London

.

1817. Shadgett\<i Weekly Review. This paper

was set up expressly to counteract the inflamma-

tory publications of Cobbett, Wooler, Sherwin,

Hone, and their coadjutors.

1817. The Indo-Chinese Gleaner, an excellent

quarterly publication, well known to orientalists:

this was planned and conducted by Dr. Milne,

in 1817, when the Dutch were owners of Mal-
lacca; and it continued until 1822, when Dr.

Milne died, and his publication dropped.

1818,. Jan. 7. Died, Peter Gedge, the

respectable and intelligent proprietor and editor

of the Bury and Nonvich Post,X which was first

published by him on Thursday, July 11, 1782;
the first number was given gratis, and after-

wards sold at threepence. Mr. Gedge died at

Bury St. Edmund's, aged fifty-nine years, and
was buried in the parish church of St. Mary,
with the following epitaph on a marble tablet.

* Near this place are deposited the remains of Peter
Gedge, printer, who established the first newspaper that
has ever been published in this townl Like a worn out
type, he is returned to the founder, in the hope of being
recast in a better and more perfect mould.

1818, Jan. 10. Died, Matthew Brown
printer, late of St. John's-square, Clerkeuwell'

* William Hazlitt, the well known critical and miscel-
laneous writer, was bom in Shropshire, and educated at
the Unitarian college, at Hackney. He began life as an
artist, and thus obtained a knowlcge of art, which qualified
him for the criticism in which he was afterwards eminent.
He then came to London, and was engaged as parliament-
ary reporter for some of the daily papers, particularly,
about 1809 and 1810, for the Morning Chronicle. From
this laborious but useful drudgery, he was promoted to
purveyor of theatrical critiques, and other occasional
paragraphs. Mr. Hazlitt's first acknowledged literary
production was An Essay on the Principles of Human
Action, in which much metaphysical acuteness seems to
have been displayed. But the work by which Hazlitt
will be remembered, and through which he desired to
transmit his name to posterity, is the Life of Napoleon
Bonaparte. It was the greatest undertaking in which he
ever engaged. It exhibits his powerful mind in a position
most favourable for its display : and presents an imper-
ishable record of the strength and versatility of his genius.
For some unaccountable reason, which Hazlitt could never
fathom, Blackwood's Magazine took an extraordinary
pleasure in ridiculing him. They went beyond ridicule

—

they made him appear all that was base in public and
private, until at last his fan^ became a sort of dangerous
notoriety. It was not surprising that a man of Hazlitt's
solitary habits should feel and resent this in his broodino-
moods. He did resent it, and fearfully, and the passion
of revenge was instilled into his being, subdued only by
the imperious presence of philosophy. He died Sept. 18,
1830. He was twice married, and left an only son.
t There was a newspaper published in Shefiield about

1736, called the Sheffield Public Advertiser, bearing the
name of William Ward, as printer.

t The first title was the Bury Post and Universal Ad-
vertiser.

He was the son of Robert Brown, many years a
printer in Windmill-court, West Smithfield.

—

Both the father and son were respectable in their

profession; and from their presses have issued
many good and correct editions of the Greek and
Roman classics. Mr. Robert Brown was master
of the stationers' company in 1777, and died in

the year 1781. Matthew had been a liveryman
of the same company more than fifty years ; and
was much esteemed by those who mtimately
knew him. He was modest and unassuming,
and occasionally exhibited a vein of pleasantry

and wit. His efibrts in business were not suc-
cessful. Yet his latter days were cheered by the

kind regard of some of his oldest friends ; and
he had the satisfaction of having been selected

as a proper person to enjoy an annuity of £30
bequeathed by Mr. William Bowyer, jun. to be
given to a learned printer, under the sanction of

the stationers' company. He died at the age of
seventy-two years, leaving five dutiful and affec-

tionate children. He was succeeded by Thomas
Famworth as the annuitant of Mr. Bowyer.*

1818. Asa Spencer, afterwards of the firm of

Draper, Underwood, & Co., introduced into Eng-
land the art of medallic engraving. It has been
ascertained beyond all doubt, that this invention

is not of domestic growth in England. It was
in the year 1817 that a die-sinker of the name of

Christian Gobrecht, then living at Philadelphia,

produced by a machine an engraving, upon cop-
per, of the medallic head of the emperor Alex-
ander of Russia, several impressions of which
were distributed in that city. This machine was
principally designed for ruling straight and
waved lines ; it was employed in London, and
its uses exhibited and explained by Mr. Spen-
cer, to several artists.

1818. The art of printing introduced into the

Society islands at Tahiti or Otaheite, and the

first books executed were the Spelling Book, 2600
copies ; a Tahitan Catechism, 2,300 copies ; a col-

lection of texts or extractsfrom Scripture ; and the

Gospel of St. Luke, which bear for imprint, Tahiti,

printed at the Windward Mission press. The
press was erected at Afareaitu, under the direc-

tion of their king, Pomare, who took an especial

interest in the proceedings of the first work, and
who requested that he might be sent for when-
ever the press should begin to work. A letter hav-
ing been sent to inform him, says the missionary,

that we were nearly ready, he hastened to the

printing ofiice, accompanied by a few favourite

chiefs, and followed by a large concourse of peo-
ple. I took the composing-stick in my hand, and
observing Pomare looking with curious delight

at the new and shining types, I asked him if he
would like to put together the first A. B., or al-

phabet. His countenance lighted up as he an-

swered in the affirmative. I then placed the

composing-stick in his hand ; he took the capital

letters, one by one, and made up the alphabet.

* A more detailed account of these charitable donations
and benefactions will be found in a pamphlet of 32 pages,
printed by order of the court, in 1819, and given to each
Itveryman.
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He put the small letters together in the same
j

manner; and the few monosyllahles composing
the first page of the small spelling-book, were
afterwards added. The king examined, with

great minuteness and pleiisure, the form as it lay

on the press, and prepared to take off the first

sheet ever printed in his dominions. Having
been told how it was done, he jocosely charged
his companions not to look very particularly at

him, or to laugh if he should not do it right.

I put the ink-ball into his hand, and directed

him to strike it two or three times upon the face

of the letters : this he did, and then placing a
sheet of clean paper upon the parchment, it was
covered down, turned under the press, and the

king was directed to pull the handle : he did so,

and when the printed sheet was lifted up, the

chiefs and assistants rushed towards it, to see

what effect the king's pressure had produced.

When they beheld the letters black and large,

and well-defined, there was a simultaneous ex-

pression of wonder and delight. The king took

up the sheet, and having looked first at the pa-

per, and then at the types, with attentive ad-

miration, handed it to one of his chiefs and
expressed a wish to take another. He printed

two more : and while he was so engaged, the first

sheet was shown to the crowd without, who,
when they saw it, raised one general shout of

astonishment and joy. The king with his at-

tendants passed by the printing-office every alter-

noon, and seldom omitted to call, and spend
some time in watching the progress of the work.

The curiosity awakened in the inhabitants of

Afareaitu by the establishment of the press, was
soon satisfied ; day after day Pomare visited the

printing-office ; the chiefs applied to be admitted

inside, while the people thronged the windows,

doors, and every crevice through which they

could peep, often involuntarily exclaiming, Be-
ri-ta-ni-e

!
/enwa paari, O Britain ! land of skill,

or knowledge. The press soon became a matter

of universal conversation ; and the facility with

which books could be multiplied, filled the minds
of the people in general v.ith wonderful delight.

Multitudes arrived from every district of Eimeo,

Mid even from other islands, to procure books

and to see this astonishing machine. In 1820,

a printing establishment was formed atBurder's

point, a missionary station on the north east

coast of the island of Otaheite.

1818. Hints on the propriety of establishing a

typographical society in Newcastle-upon-Tyne.

Newcastle: printed for Emerson Charnley,

MDCCcxviri. pp. 8. Written by Mr. Brockeit.

A short time after printing these hints, the author

and several other literary gentlemen belonging

to Newcastle and its neighbourhood, formed

themselves into a society, and agreed that the

same should be denominated The Typographical

Society of Newcastle-upon-Tyne^ and that their

number should not exceed thirty. Two hundi'ed

copies were printed.—For the origin of this

society, and the works printed by its members,
see Martin's History of Private Presses, ^'and

the Newcastle Reprints and Local Tracts.

1818, March 30. Died, Thomas Bennett,
a deserving and intelligent journeyman printer,

of London. He was born at Chichester, Sussex,
Feb. 12, 1745. In 1760 he was apprenticed to

Mr. Lewis, printer, of Paternoster-row, London.
At the expiration of his apprenticeship, (after

working a short time with Mr. Richardson,
author of Pamela, Sec.) he entered into the em-
ployment of Messrs. Bowyer and Nichols,* with

whom he continued forty-seven years, and was
so fortunate as to enjoy two pensions which those

benevolent gentlemen had severally allotted for

indigent aged printers. He was secretary to the

Union society, established for benevolent pur-
poses, and affording money, in cases of death,

of a member or his wife. Though anxious to be
generally useful, his family was the first object

of his attention ; and the tender regard which
was felt for him by his wife and children, prove
him to have been a kind husband and an affec-

tionate father. His last trial he bore with the

resignation that became a christian, and his in-

tellects remained unclouded to the last.

1818, April 23. Augustus Applegath, of

Nelson-square, Great Surry-street, Surry, prin-

ter, obtained a patent for certain improvements
in the art of casting stereotype or other plates,

for printing bank or bankers' notes, or other

printed impressions, where difficulty of imitation

is a desideratum.

A very ingenious apparatus for printing bank
notes was invented by Mr. Solly, but we believe

never fully adopted by the bank of England.
It is described in a volume published by the

society of arts, and containing their report on the

best means of preventing the forgery of bank
notes.

1818. Messrs. Cowper and Applegath,
obtained a patent for improvement in printing

presses to work by steam, and for rollers for dis-

tributing the ink.

1818, April 24. Died, John Griffiths, pro-

prietor of the Cheltenham Chronicle.

1818, June 20. A fire broke out on the prem.ises

of Mr. Joseph Downes, printer. Temple-bar, in

the Strand, London, which entirely consumed
the interior, and a large stock of books, printing

materials, and other valuable property.

* John Nichols, esq. now a member of the court of
assistants, transferred to the company, in June, 1817,
^^500 four per cent, annuities, " as an addition of a small
supplement to the woiks of my late friend and partner,
Mr. William Bowyer," to pay the dividends to the persons
mentioned in the following list ; one of whom has worked
for me more than fifty years, another much more than
forty, and the others nearly thirty years.

.#15 a-year to Thomas Bennett, in addition to the an-
nuity he now enjoys.

sen a-year to William Morlis, in addition to what he
now enjoys, or may hereafter enjoy.
On the death of Bennett, his .^'15 to be divided into three

annuities—for James Rousseau, John Mceson, and James
Robinson, if then living—otherwise to any other com-
positor or pressman, of good character, not less than 46
years of age, and who shall have been at least 21 years
free of the stationers' company.
On the death of Morli.s, his five pounds to be added to

the person who then stands first on the list; so that
eventually there will only be one annuitant of ten pounjls,
and two of five pounds each.
The annuitants to be paid at the same times as those

nf Mr. Bowyer. J. N.
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1818. George Clymer, of Philadelphia, in

North America, arrived in London, and took out

a patent for the Columbian Press, which he had
invented some years before in America. No
greater eulogium can he paid to this beautiful

piece of mechanism, than the fact, that where

the art of printing has extended its blessing, the

Columbian press distributes the favour.

1818, July 9. Died, Richard Beatniffe,
an eminent bookseller at Norwich, and author of

the Norfolk Tour. This worthy man was a

native of Louth, in Lincolnshire, and was born

in 1740. He was brought up by his uncle, the

rev. Samuel Beatniffe, rector of Gaywood and
Bawsey, in the county of Norfolk, whose kind-

ness and attention he gratefully acknowledges in

his Norfolk Tour. At an early age he was

placed with Mr. Hollingworth, a bookseller, at

Lynn, when, having become dissatisfied with his

situation, he waited on his uncle, at Gaywood, to

complain of the harsh treatment of his master.

His uncle, after eying him attentively, said,

"Richard, you look well;" to which Richard
' immediately replied, " Yes, sir, I am perfectly

well in health." "Then go back to your master,"

said his uncle, " and serve out your apprentice-

ship, and never come to me again with your

complaints." This advice of the uncle was im-

plicitly obeyed, and Mr. Beatniffe completed his

term of servitude to the complete satisfaction of

his master. He was, however, the only appren-

tice that ever did ; for although Mr. Holling-

worth was in business for more than forty years,

. and ajways had four apprentices at a time, they

all, with the exception of Mr. Beatniffe, either

ran away, went to sea, or enlisted into some
regiment. Nor will this occasion any sui-prise,

when it is known they were all compelled to

sleep in the same bed, had clean sheets but once

a-year, and were dieted in the most economical

manner. At the expiration of his apprentice-

ship, Mr. Hollingworth offered him the hand of

his daughter, accompanied with the tempting

lure of a share in his business; but the lady

being very deformed, and not according to Mr.

Beatniffe's taste, he declined the offer, and re-

paired to Norwich. Here he worked for some
years as a journeyman bookbinder. On the

failure of Mr. Jonathan Gleed, a bookseller, in

London-lane, in the parish of St. Andrew, Mr.
Beatniffe, with the assistance of his old master,

who generously lent him £600, purchased the

stock, and commenced business on his own ac-

count. After having been settled here a short

time, a dignitary of the cathedral stopped at the

door, and inqviired who had taken the concern ?

On being told that it was Mr. Beatniffe, he

replied, " Then I give him half a-year." His

first catalogue was published in 1779, and his

last in 1803, to which an appendix appeared in

1808. In politics he was a very warm and
decided tory ; and on one of his workmen once

voting against that interest at a general election,

was observed to shed tears. For many years Mr.
Beatniffe was supposed to possess as large and as

valuable a stock of old books as any provincial

bookseller in the kingdom. His decease look

place at Norwich, in the seventy-ninth year of

his age. His very valuable stock of books was
disposed of by auction. His remains were

deposited in the nave of the church of St. Peter

at Mancroft, in Norwich, where on a flat stone

is the following inscription to his memory :

To the memory of

Richard Beatniffk,

who died July the Qtii, 1818,

aged 78;
also

Martha Dinah, wife of
Richard Beatniffe,

who died June the 6th, 181 6,

aged P9-

Mr. Richard Beatniffe will be remembered
with respect by those who shared in the pleasure

of his acquaintance : he was particularly blunt

in his manners to his customers, and many
instances of his singularity in this respect are

related ; the following is well authenticated. A
Scotch nobleman once called to purchase a bible :

the bookseller took one down, and named his

price. " 0, mon !" quoth his lordship, " I could

buy it for much less at Edinburgh !" " Then,
my lord," replied Mr. Beatniffe, replacing the

volume on the shelf, and abruptly quitting his

lordship, " go to Edinburgh for it,"

1818, July 2%. The Kaleidoscope,* ^o. 1.

Printed and published by Egerton Smith and
Co., Liverpool. This weekly publication, price

threepence, was conducted with very consider-

able ability for many years.

1818, Auy. 11. Died, John Gough, book-

seller, Dublin, a member of the Society of

Friends. He was son of the celebrated John
Gough, author of a Treatise on Arithmetic,

History of the Quakers, and other works; and
who, with his cotemporary, John Rutty, con-

tributed to raise high in Dublin the literary

character of the sect to which they belonged.

John Gough the younger, like his father, engaged
with zeal in useful literary pursuits: he com-
menced the business of a bookseller in Meath-
street, and was long famous for compiling, edit-

ing, and publishing cheap tracts and books fcgr

the instruction of children. His last and most
original was, A Tour through Ireland in the

years 1813 and 1814, published in one large

octavo volume. In order to answer, with more
appearance of impartiality, the strictures of

some English writer, it is stated in the title-

page that this tour was also written by an
Englishman, a fiction not according either with

the scrupulous veracity of his own character, or

with that of the sect to which he belonged ; nor

was it of any use, as the honest zeal of the

author soon betrayed his country, in confuting

some of those absurd calumnies which had been

uttered against it. He seemed to inherit from
his father not only his moral but his physical

organization, the same literary and the same

* This name was derived from the-^aleidoscope, a new
optical instrument, invented by Dr; Brewsterof Edin
burgh, in the year 1818 ^^^^K)
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constitutional propensity. The father died sud-
denly in the act of revising his Tour through
Ireland. He had left his desk to procure some
medicines for his wife, and dropped dead while
in the act of leaving the apothecary's shop.

1818, Sept. 10. Died., Stephen Jackson, for

more than forty-three years the respectable pro-

prietor and editor of the Ipswich Journal., and
nephew of Mr. Craighton, who lirst printed that
paper Feb. 17, 1739. Mr. Jackson was in the
employment of Mr. Woodliill, in London, at the
time the Letters of Junius* were printed. He
died at Ipswich, aged seventy-one years, and was
succeeded by his eldest son, Mr. Postle Jackson,
as proprietor of the Ipswich Journal.

1818, Oct. 28. Died, Griffith Wright,
proprietor of the Leeds Intelligencer, which he
established in the year 1754 ; and was, perhaps,
at the time of his death, the oldest proprietor of
a newspaper in the kingdom. He died at Hare-
hills, near Leeds, aged eighty-seven years.

William Nichols was for about forty years a
compositor in the Leeds Intelligencer office ; he
also filled several public situations in the town,
viz., clerk of the markets, serjeant-at-mace, &c.
and was a man much respected for his upright
honest conduct. He died Dec. 22, 1815.

1818, Nov. 4. James Hawley, John Jack-
son, Daniel Gulston, and Charles Priest,
pressmen, in the employ of Mr. Thorne, printer.

Red Lion-court, Fleet-street, London, were con-
victed, at Guildhall, of printing almanacks upon
unstamped paper, from the foims they were em-
ployed to work for the stationers' company.

—

The charge was fully proved against them, and
they were sentenced to hard labour in the house of
correction ; Jackson and Priest, three months ;

Hawley, two months ; and Gulston, one month.
1818, Dec. 24. Died, James CRiJTWELL,f

proprietor and editor of the Dorchester and Sher-
borne Journal ; in the conducting of which he
displayed that love for his country, which in a
narrower sphere he uniformly exemplified to

every object around him. He died at Sherborne,
aged forty-six years.

* Sir Philip Francis, son of Dr. Francis, the translator
of Horace, was a miscellaneous writer of repute, and the
supposed author of Junius. He died December 31, 18 J 8.

t Richard Crutwell, proprietor and editor of the Bath
Chronicle, was unfortunately overlooked at the proper
time. He died at Cheltenham, June 1, 1793. A conscien-
tious performance of his duty towards God, and an
unbounded benevolence towards his fellow-creatures,
were his rules of action in every relation of his state and
situation. If we consider him in a professional point of
view, the deservedly celebrated Bible of bishop Wilson, in
3 vols. 4to. which he printed, and the extensive circulation
of the Bath Chronicle, which his own unremitted exertion
raised to respectability, are monuments of his superior
skill and persevering: industry. But, if we view him in
the more endearing litrhts of a neighbour, father, and a
christian, his memory takes a farther hold on our regard
and respect. His friendship was warm, sincere, and active

;

his heart, tender and affectionate ; his religion, pure and
practical. This, indeed, was a principle which he never
lost sight of, amid the hurry of business, or in the quiet
of domestic enjoyment

; genuine, fervent, and sincere.
It animated him with hope in the hour of affliction,
enabled him to bear the pains and languor of a tedious
illness with calmness and resignation, and, when the
night of the grave opened upon him, to repose his head
upon the pillow of death in tranquillity and peace.

1818, Jan. 3. The Manchester Observer, No.
I. Printed and published by the proprietor,

Thomas Rogerson. Saturday. This paper,

after changing hands many times,* was discon-

tinued, June 21, 1821.

1818, May 23. The Westmorland Gazette,

No. 1, published at Kendal.

1818. The Scotsman, published at Edinburgh •

1818. The Edinburgh Magazine.
1818. The Edinburgh Philosophical Journal.

1818, Nov. 7. The Spectator, No. 1. Printed

by Thomas Wilkinson, for John Knight, Man-
chester. Saturday.

1819, Jan. 1. Died, William Harrod, a
worthy but eccentric printer and bookseller. He
was the son of a respectable printer and book-

seller at Market Harborough, in Leicestershire,

who was also master of the free school in that

town. William was bred to his father's pro-

fession ; and, after having worked some time as

a journeyman in London, commenced business

on his own account, at Stamford, where he be-

came an alderman; and published the History

and Antiquities of Stamford and St. Martin,
compiled chiefly from the annals of the rev. F.

Peck, with notes ; to which is added, their pre-

sent state, including Burghley, 1785, two vols.

12mo. In 1788 he projected a republication

and continuation of Wright's History and An-
tiquities of Rutland ; but the work was discon-

tinued, after the appearance of two numbers, for

want of proper encouragement. Whilst residing

at Stamford, he also commenced a newspaper, of

which he was the editor and the sole working
printer; but the sale not being at all encouraging,
he soon desisted. He afterwards removed to

Mansfield ; and published the History of Mans-
field and its Environs, in two parts, 1804, 4to.

On a smartly contested election for the town of

Nottingham, Mr. Harrod compiled and published
a very facetious volume, under the title of Coke
and Birch. The paper war, canied on at the

Nottingham election, 1803; containing the whole
of the addresses, songs, squibs, &c. On the

death of his father, which took place December
II, 1806, Mr. Harrod returned to Market Har-
borough, the place of his nativity, and published

\he History of Market Harborough, in Leicester-

shire, and its Vicinity, 1808. Here he hoped to

have ended his days with comfort, but a second
marriage embroiled him in difficulties, which at

length compelled him to relinquish his business,

and his death took place at Birmingham in con-

sequence of an apoplectic fit. He left a son and
two daughters by the first wife, and two young
children by the second. Notwithshstanding his

eccentricities, Mr. Harrod was much respected

* Mr. James Wroe, now a bookseller at Manchester, was
a proprietor of the Manchester Obsemer, and in the course
of four months had no less than thirteen processes against
him and his family, for what were deemed libels. On
September 22, 181 9, Mrs. Wroe and a shop boy were taken
into custody for merely vending the papers (Mr. Wroe
being then in prison) ; she had an infant only five months
old at her breast, and, after being some time in custody,
was discharged upon two persons giving bail for j€50 eacli.
This was the second time she was in prison within ten days.

I
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1819. Sir Thomas Phillips, bart., ofMid-
dlehill, in Wiltshire, a diligent collector of

manuscripts and rare books, erected a private

press at his residence, at which he struck off

from time to time a few catalogues of some of

his collections, and other pieces, but none of

them bears an imprint, except one, the Cata-

logue of Anthony a Wood's manuscripts, which

has, Typis medio-montanis, in turre Lativiensi

reimpressns. 1824.

1819, March. Benjamin Foster, of Blacic-

friars-road, London, invented an inking cylinder

for the purpose of distributing the ink in more

equal proportions before it is taken on the roller

that passes over the types.

1819, April. Died, J. Pa rkhouse, printer and
bookseller, of Tiverton, in Devonshire, of which

place he was also a, native, and was descended in

the female line from the family of Gay, the poet.

He was originally designed for the church ; but on

the death of his patrons, or some other disap-

pointment, he commenced printer and bookseller.

For many years he had been engaged in pre-

paring for the press a Talmudic Lexicon. He
was a member of the corporation of Tiverton,

and a man of singular industry and unbounded
reputation.*

1819, May 18. Died, William Coke, book-

seller, at Leith, who carried on business, in the

same premises, for the long period of fifty-five

years, and was father of the bookselling pro-

fession in Scotland. He commenced bookseller

in 1764, in the shop now occupied by Messrs.

Reid and Son ; and his stock, consisting princi-

pally of minor publications, and the common
articles of stationery, was not very extensive.

By perseverance ana economy, his trade gradu-

ally increased, though it is somewhat doubtful

if ever he attained to easy circumstances. He
was a most indefatigable person, however ; for

he has been known to travel to Edinburgh three

or four times in one day for the purpose of sup-

plying the orders of his customers ; and he
would have performed the journey to obtain a
sixpenny pamphlet.f He was a ready-money
dealer; and whatever he purchased was paid

in cash, and carried away by him on the instant.

Mr. Coke possessed a rather quick and irritable

temper, and his politics being decidedly of the

* Mrs. Hannah Cowley, author of the Beliefs Stratagem,
and other comedies, was the daughter of Mr. Parkhouse,
and was born at Tiverton, in 1743. In 1772 she married
Mr. Cowley, in the service of the East India Company at
Bengal, by whom she had several children. It was not
until the year 1776 that Mrs. Cowley appeared as a dra-
matic writer, but such was the success of her first piece
that she was induced to proceed, and produced many
comedies and farces in quick succession. In all, with con-
siderable elegance and variety of style, she combines that
happy observation of natural life and manners which fur-

nishes well-discriminated characters, and apposite humour
and satire, free from the unreal exaggerations of imagina-
tion. Mrs. Cowley was the ' Anna Matilda" of the " Delia
Crusca" school. She died at Tiverton, March 11, I8O9.

t A calculation was made from Mr. Coke's own in-
formation, respecting his journeys between Leith and Edin-
burgh, when it was found that he had walked a distance
more than twice equal to the circumference of the globe.
Tlie late Mr. David Ramsay, publisher of the Courant,
used to compare him to a squirrel in a cage, always en-
deavouring to get to the top.

Pitt school, he was often embroiled in some
laughable altercations. One day, having over-
heated himself so much in walking from Leith
to Edinburgh, that on arriving at his friend
bailie Creech, the publisher's shop, he sent for a
small quantity of whiskey to bathe his forehead,
as the fatigue had produced a very severe head-
ache. Creech, who entered whilst the remedy
was applying, exclaimed—" Bless me ! what's
that you are doing Mr. Coke ?" " Rubbing my
head with whiskey," was the reply. " No won-
der," rejoined the civic Joe Miller, " that you
are so very hot-headed .'" Mr, Coke lived to be
above eighty years of age. He was married and
had a family. His son wentto sea, and was never
heard of. Three of his daughters resided in

Edinburgh ; we cannot say how many are alive.

—From Kay's Edinburgh Portraits.

1819, May 24. William Rutt, printer and
stereotype founder at Shacklewell, near London,
obtained a patent for improvements in printing

machines, which improvements do not extend
to the inking apparatus.

1819. Messi-s. Perkins and Co. of Philadel-

phia, introduced into London a mode of engrav-
ing on soft steel, which, when hardened, will

multiply fine impressions indefinitely.

1819, June. Died, Francis William Blag-
den, an active and laborious writer for the press,

and some time co-editor of the Morning Post.

He began his career as a horn-boy to vend the

Sun, whenever it contained extraordinary news

;

then became amanuensis to the late Mr.Willich,
under whom he studied the German and French
languages, and afterwards set up for himself as

editor of a monthly volume of translated travels.

He soon after appeared as editor of an annual
volume, called the Flowers of Literature,* and as

conductor of a newspaper called the Phoenix.—
He commenced a Sunday newspaper, called the

Political Register, in opposition to Mr. William
Cobbett, but was ruined by the speculation. As
none of these, nor other projects, would provide

for a growing family, he latterly lived on a
salai*y derived from assisting in the management
of the Morning Post. Incessant care undermined
his constitution, and he sunk under a general

decline in the forty-second year of his age. His
connections and immediate interests led him to

support the administration and measures of the

day ; but in his private character he was amiable,

ingenuous, and benevolent. Mr. Blagden had
long in his possession a copy of the Book,]- as it

was emphatically denominated, and announced
his intention of publishing its contents in his

newspaper, but was prevented by an injunction

from the lord chancellor.

1819, June 9. Died, Robert Peck, for up-
wards of twenty years the printer and proprietor

of the Hull Packet. He died at Kingston-upon-
Hull, aged forty-five years, much respected.

* Flowers 0/ Literature, 1802-9, 7 vols. 12mo. The early

volumes were compiled in association with the late rev.

F. Prevost.
t Letters to the Princess of Wales, comprising the onl^

true History of the celebrated Book, 8vo. 1813.
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1819, June 16. Diedy Thomas Hall, for

many years the highly respected proprietor of

the Worcester Herald. He died at his residence

at Cheltenham, aged sixty-three years.

1819. The English church missionary society

sent out Mr. Thomas Brown to Benares, a large

and celebrated city of great antiquity, situated

on the left bank oi the river Ganges, capital of

the district of Benares, in Hindostan, with all

the materials of a printing establishment.

1819, June. Mr. Daniel Lizars, engraver, of

Edinburgh, invented a method of engraving upon
copper to imitate a wood cut, the first specimen
of which appeared in the frontispiece to Peter's

Letters to his Kinsfolk, three vols. 8vo. 1819.

1819. Matthew West, printer, Capel -street,

Dublin, introduced the first public stereotype

foundry into Ireland.

1819, June 26. The premises of Messrs.

Bensley and Son, printers, extending from Bolt-

court to the back of Gough-square, Fleet-street,

London, totally destroyed by fire, including the

printing offices, warehouses, and a part of the

dwelling-house in Bolt-court, formerly the resi-

dence of Dr. Johnson ; several other houses were
much damaged.

1819. Composition rollers were introduced to

the profession, which rapidly became general.

1819. Stereotype applied in printing tabular

work, in Coxhead's Ready Reckoner, and of

Logarithms.

1819, July 12. Died, Robert Christopher,
printer and bookseller, at Stockton-upon-Tees,

Durham, in his sixty-ninth year. He had been
in business nearly fifty years. During the whole

of this period he was remarkable for assiduity,

punctuality, and scrupulous integrity; whereso-

ever known he was respected. His whole life

was marked by such liberality and benificence,

as more know how to praise, than how to imitate.

1819, Nov. 16. Richard Carlisle, book-

seller. Fleet-street, London, convicted of pub-
lishing Paine's Age of Reason, and sentenced to

three years' imprisonment in Dorchester jail, and
fined £1500.

1819. The Indicator. This was a weekly pub-
lication by Leigh Hunt, and was a professed

attempt to revive the interest that had been taken

more than a century before, in such periodical

essays, recommended neither by party politics

nor any other stimulus derived from the topics

and passions of the day, but addressing them-
selves to our common humanity in its permanent
tastes and affections. We fear the design was
not crowned with any very large success. The
circulation of the work was but limited ; and
the lot of the author was to find at most " fit

audience, though few." In 1834 the papers were

collected, and published in two volumes, crown

8vo. price 12s.

1819, iVov. 1. The North Georgia Gazette and
Winter Chronicle, No. 1. During the voyage
undertaken for the discovery of a north-west pas-

sage by captain Edward Parry, in the ships

Hecla and Griper, in 1819 and 1820, a printing

press, which had been taken onboard the Hecla,

was set to work, upon the ships being icelocked

for the winter, in Winter Harbour, off Melville
island, situate in the North polar sea, in latitude

74 N. longitude 112 W. and the above paper
was published until the 20th of March, 182C,

when No. 21, closed the laboui-s of the press.

—

This paper was afterwards reprinted in Loudon.
1819, Dec. 15. A meeting of booksellers and

printers, resident in the city of London and the
neighbourhood thereof, was held at the London
cofiee-house, Ludgate-hill, to consider the pro-

visions of a bill then before parliament, for the

more effectual prevention and punishment of

blasphemous and seditious libels, Joseph Butter-

worth, esq. in the chair. The resolutions em-
bodied in this petition, for eloquence and argu-
ment, are not to be surpassed by any production
of the same nature. Its effect was, to place

Botany Bay one stage more distant, by the inter-

vention of such a trifle as ^^ simple banishment "

at the offender's own expense, to a foreign

country.

1819, Dec. 30. Act 60 Geo. III. c. viii.—For
the more effectual prevention and punishment of
blasphemous and seditious Libels

:

—
1 . That from and after the passing of the act,

in eveiy case in which any verdict or judgment
by default shall be had against any person for

composing, printing, or publishing any blasphe-

mous libel, or any seditious libel, tending to

bring into hatred or contempt the person of his

majesty, his heirs or successors, or the regent,

or the government and constitution of the united

kingdom as by law established, or either house
of parliament, or to excite his majesty's subjects

to attempt the alteration of any matter in church
or state as by law established, otherwise than by
lawful means, it shall be lawful for the judge,
or the court before whom or in which such ver-

dict shall have been given, or the court in which
such judgment by default shall be had, to make
an order for the seizure and carrying away and
detaining in safe custody, in such manner as

shall be directed in such order, all copies of the

libel which shall be in the possession of the per-

son against whom such verdict orjudgment shall

have been had, or in the possession of any other

person named in the order for his use ; evidence

upon oath having been previously given to the

satisfaction of such court or judge, that a copy
or copies of the said libel is or are in the possession

of such other pereon for the use of the person

against whom such verdict or judgment shall

have been had as aforesaid ; and in every such

case it shall be lawful for any justice of the

peace, or for any constable or other peace-officer

acting under any such order, or for any person

or persons acting with or in aid of any such jus-

tice of the peace, constable, or other peace-

officer, to search for any copies of such libel in

any house, building, or other place whatsoever

belonging to the person against whom any such
verdict or judgment shall have been had, or to

any other person so named, in whose possession

any copies of any such libel, belonging to the

person against \\hom any such verdict or judg-
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ment shall have been had, shall be ; and in case

admission shall be refused or not obtained within

a reasonable time after it shall have been first

demanded, to enter by force by day into any
such house, building, or place whatsoever, and
to carry away all copies of the libel there found,

and to detain the same in safe custody until the

same shall be restored under the provisions of

this act, or disposed of according to any further

order made in relation thereto.

2. That if in any case as aforesaid judgment
shall be arrested, or if, after judgment shall

have been entered, the same shall be reversed

upon any writ of error, all copies so seized shall

be forthwith returned to the person or persons

from whom the same shall have been so taken

as aforesaid, free of all charge and expense, and
without the payment of any fees whatever ; and
in every case in which final judgment shall be

entered upon the verdict so found against the

person or persons charged with having composed,

printed, or published such libel, then all copies

so seized shall be disposed of as the court in

which such judgment shall be given shall order

and direct.

3. Provided that in Scotland, in every case in

which any person or persons shall be found guilty

before the court of justiciary, of composing,

printing, or publishing any blasphemous or

seditious libel, or where sentence of fugitation

shall have been pronounced against any person

or persons, in consequence of their failing to

appear to answer to any indictment charging

them with having composed, printed, or published

any such libel, then and in either of such cases,

it shall and may be lawful for the said court to

make an order for the seizure, carrying away,

and detaining in safe custody, all copies of the

libel in the possession of any such person or per-

sons, or in the possession of any other person or

persons named in such order, for his or their

use, evidence upon oath having been previously

given to the sg-tisfaction of such court or judge,

that a copy or copies of the said libel is or are in

the possession of such other person for the use

of the person against whom such verdict or

judgment shall have been had as aforesaid; and
every such order so made shall and may be

carried into effect, in such and the same manner
as any order made by the court of justiciary, or

any circuit court of justiciary, may be carried

into effect according to the law and practice of

Scotland : provided always, that in the event of

any person or persons being reponed against any

such sentence of fugitation, and being thereafter

acquitted, all copies so seized shall be forthwith

returned to the person or persons from whom the

same shall have been so taken as aforesaid ; and

in all other cases, the copies so seized shall be

disposed of in such manner as the said court

may direct.

4. That if any person shall be legally con-^

victed of having, after the passing of this act,

composed, printed, or published any blasphemous
libel or any other seditious libel as aforesaid, and
shall, after being so convicted, offend a second

time, and be thereof legally convicted before any
commission of oyer and terminer or gaol delivery,
or in his majesty's court of king's bench, such
person may, on such second conviction, be ad-
judged, at the discretion of the court, either to
sufier such punisment as may now by law be
inflicted in cases of high misdemeanors, or to be
banished from the united kingdom, and all other
parts of his majesty's dominions, for such term
of years as the court in which such conviction
shall take place shall order.

5. That in case any person so sentenced and
ordered to be banished as aforesaid, shall not
depart from this united kingdom within thirty
days after the pronouncing of such sentence and
order as aforesaid, for the purpose of going into
such banishment as aforesaid, it shall and may
be lawful to and for his majesty to convey such
person to such parts out of the dominions of his
said majesty, as his majesty by and with the
advice of his privy council shall direct.

6. That if any offender, who shall be so

ordered by any such court as aforesaid to be
banished in manner aforesaid, shall after the end
of forty days from the time such sentence and
order hath been pronounced, be at large within
any part [of the united kingdom, or any other
part of his majesty's dominions, without some
lawful cause, before the expiration of the term
forwhich such offender shall have been so ordered
to be banished as aforesaid, every such offender

being so at large as aforesaid, being thereof
lawfully convicted, shall be transported to such
place as shall be appointed by his majesty for

any term not exceeding fourteen years; and such
offendermay be tried, either before any justices of
assize, oyer and terminer, great sessions, or gaol
delivery, for the county, city, liberty, borough,
or place where such offender shall be appre-
hended and taken, or where he or she was sen-

tenced to banishment; and the clerk of assize,

clerk of the peace, or other clerk or officer of

the court having the custody of the records where
such order of banishment shall have been made,
shall, when thereunto required on his majesty's

behalf, make out and give a certificate in writ-

ing, signed by him, containing the effect and
substance only (omitting the formal part) of

every indictment and conviction of such offen-

der, and of the order for his or her banishment,
to the justices of assize, oyer and terminer, great

sessions, or gaol delivery, where such offender

shall be indicted, for which certificate six shil-

lings and eightpence, and no more shall be paid,

and which certificate shall be sufficient proof of

the conviction and order for banishment of any
such offender.

The remaining clauses relate only to the mode
of proceeding in case of former conviction, limi-

tation of actions, &c.
1819. Act 60 Geo. III. cap. \y..—To subject

certain Publications to the Duties of Stamps upon
Newspapers^ and to make other regulations fo

restraining the abuses arising from the publicatior

of blasphhemou^ and seditious Libels :

Recites, that pamphlets and printed papera
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containing observations upon public events and
occurrences, tending to excite hatred and con-

tempt of the government and constitution of

these realms as by law established, and also vili-

fying our holy religion, have lately been pub-

lished in great numbers, and at very small

prices ; and it is expedient that the same should

be restrained, and enacts

:

1. That all pamphlets and papers containing

any public news, intelligence, or occurrences, or

any remarks or observations thereon, or upon any
matter in church or state, printed in any part of

the united kingdom for sale, and published

periodically, or in parts or numbers, at intervals

not exceeding twenty-six days between the pub-
lication of any two such pamphlets or papers,

parts or numbers, where any of the said pam-
phlets or papers, parts or numbers respectively,

shall not exceed two sheets, or shall be published

for sale for a less sum than sixpence, exclusive

of the duty by this act imposed thereon, shall

be deemed and taken to be newspapers within

the true intent and meaning of several other

acts of parliament now in force relating to news-

papers ; and be subject to such and the same
duties of stamps, with such and the same allow-

ances and discounts, as newspapers printed in

Great Britain and Ireland respectively, now are

subject unto, under, and by virtue of the said

recited acts of parliament, and shall be printed,

published, and distributed under and subject to

all such and the like rules, regulations, restric-

tions, provisions, penalties, and forfeitures, as

are contained in the said recited acts, or either

^ of them.

fr 2. That no quantity of paper less than.

a

quantity equal to twenty-one inches in length

and seventeen inches in breadth, in whatever

way or form the same may be made, or may be

divided into leaves, or in whatever way the same
may be printed, shall be deemed or taken to be

a sheet of paper within the meaning and for the

purposes of this act.

3. That no cover or blank leaf, or any other

leaf upon which any advertisement or other

notice shall be printed, shall, for the purposes

of this act be deemed or taken to be a part of any
such pamphlet, paper, part, or number aforesaid.

4. That all pamphlets and papers containing

any public news, intelligence, or occurrences,

or any such remarks or observations as aforesaid,

printed for sale, and published periodically, or

in parts or numbers, at intervals exceeding
twenty-six days between any two such pamphlets
or papers, parts or numbers, and which said

pamphlets, papers, parts, or numbers respectively,

shall not exceed two sheets, or which shall be
published for sale at a less price than sixpence,

shall be first published on the first day of every

calendar month, or within two days before or

after that day, and at no other time ; and that

if any person or persons shall first publish or

cause to be published any such pamphlet, paper,

part, or number aforesaid, on any other day or

time, he or they shall forfeit for every such
oifeiK^r the sum i>f tuonty pnunrls.

5. That upon every pamphlet or paper con-
taining any public news, intelligence, or occur-

rences, or any remarks or observations thereon,

or upon any matter in church or state, printed in

any part of the united kingdom for sale, and pub-
lished periodically, or in parts or numbers, at

intervals not exceeding twenty-six days between
the publication of any two such pamphlets or

papers, parts or numbers, and upon every part

or number thereof, shall be printed the full

price at which every such pamphlet, paper, part,

or number shall be published for sale, and also

the day on which the same is first published ; and
if any person shall publish any such pamphlet,
paper, part or number, without the said price

and day being printed thereon, or if any person
shall at any time within two months after the
day of publication printed thereon as aforesaid,

sell or expose to sale any such pamphlet, paper,
part, or number, or any portion or part of such
pamphlet, paper, part, or number, upon which
the price so printed as aforesaid shall be six-

pence, or above that sum, for a less price than
sixpence, every such person shall for every such
offence forfeit and pay the sura of twenty pounds.

6. Provided always, that nothing in this act

shall extend or be construed to extend to subject

any person publishing any pamphlet or paper to

any penalty for any allowance in price made by
the person for whom and on whose behalf, and
for whose profit, benefit, or advantage, the same
shall have been first published, to any bookseller

or distributor, or other person to whom the same
shall be sold for the purpose of retailing the same.

7. That all pamphlets and papers which are

by this act declared to be subject to the sUimp
duties upon newspapers, shall be freed and dis-

charged from all the stamp duties and regula-
tions contained in any act of parliament relating

to pamphlets,

8. That no person, from and after thirty days
after the passing of this act, shall print or pub-
lish for sale, any newspaper, or any pamphlet or

other pifpir containing any public news, intelli-

gence, or occurrences, or any remarks or obser-

vations thereon, or upon any matter in church
or state, which shall not exceed two sheets, or

which shall be published for sale at a less price

than sixpence, until he or she shall have entered

into a recognizance, in the sum of three hun-
dred pounds, if such newspaper, pamphlet, or

paper shall be printed in London or w ithin twenty
miles thereof, and in the sum of two hundred
pounds, if such newspaper, kc. shall be printed

elsewhere in the united kingdom, and his or her

sureties in a like sum in the whole, conditioned

that such printer or publisher shall pay to his

majesty, his heirs and successors, every such fine

or penalty as may at any time be imposed upon
or adjudged against him or her, by reason of any
conviction for printing or publishing any blas-

phemous or seditious lil)el, at any time after the

entering into such recognizance or executing
sm;h bond ; and that every person who shall

print or first publish any such newspaper, pam-
phlet, or other paper, without baviiii^ (ntrvod
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into such recognizance, or executed and delivered

such bond with such sureties as aforesaid, shall,

for every such offence, forfeit tlie sum of £20.
9. If sureties pay any part of the money for

which they are bound, or become bankrupt, new
recognizance or bond with sureties must be given.

10. Provided sureties may withdraw from

recognizance upon giving notice, and new recog-

nizance to be entered into.

11. Bonds not to be subject to stamp duty.

12. Lists of recognizances and bonds taken, to

be transmitted to commissioners of stamps in

England, Scotland, and Ireland, respectively.

1 3. And whereas the printer or publisher of any
newspaper, and of any pamphlet and paper
hereby enacted to be deemed and taken to be a
newspaper, will, after the passing of this act, be
bound, under and by virtue of the provisions

contained in the said acts made and passed in

the thirty-eighth and fifty-fifth years of his

majesty's reign respectively, to deliver to the

commissioners of stamps in Great Britain and
Ireland respectively, or some distributor of

stamps or other officer, on the day on which the

same is published, or within a certain time after-

wards, one of the newspapers, pamphlets, or

papers so published, signed as in the said acts is

respectively directed : and whereas it is expedi-

ent that the same or similar provisions and regu-

lations should extend and be applied to all pam-
phlets and papers, whether published periodi-

cally or hot, and which shall contain any public

news, intelligence, or occurrence, or any remarks
or observations thereon, or upon any matter in

church or state, and which shall not exceed tw o

sheets as aforesaid, or which shall be published

for sale at a less price than sixpence ; be it there-

fore enacted, that from and after ten days after

the passing of this act, the printer or publisher

of any pamphlet or other paper for sale, contain-

ing any public news, intelligence, or occurrences,

or any remarks or observations thereon, or on any
matter in church or state, shall, upon every day
upon which the same shall be published, or

within six days after,delivertothe commissioners
of stamps for Great Britain and Ireland respec-

tively, at their head offices, or to some distributor

or officer to be appointed by them to receive the

same, and whom they are hereby required to

appoint for that purpose, one of the pamphlets
or papers so published upon each such day,

signed by the printer or publisher thereof, in his

hand-writing, with his name and place of abode;
and the same shall be carefully kept by the said

commissioners, or such distributor or officer as

aforesaid, in such manner as the said commis-
sioners shall direct ; and such printer or publisher

shall be entitled to demand and receive from the

commissioners, or such distributor or officer, the
amount of the retail price of such pamphlet or

paper so delivered ; and in every case in which
the printer and publisher of such pamphlet or
paper shall neglect to deliver one such pamphlet
or paper in the manner hereinbefore directed,
such printer and publisher shall, for everv such
neglect respectively, forfeit and lose iJlOO.

14. Provided always, that in case the said

commissioners, or such distributor or officer

aforesaid, shall refuse to receive or pay for any
copy of such pamphlet or paper offered to be
delivered to them or him as aforesaid, for or on
account of the same not being within the true

intent and meaning of this act, such commission-
ers, distributor, or officer shall, if required so to

do, give and deliver to such printer or publisher

a certificate in writing, that a copy of such pam^
phlet or paper had been by him duly offered to

be delivered, and such printer or publisher shall

thereupon be freed and discharged from any
penalty for not having delivered such copy as

aforesaid.

15. That if any person shall sell or expose to

sale any pamphlet or other paper not being duly
stamped, if required to be stamped, such person

shall, for every such offence, forfeit the sum of

twenty pounds.

16. That it shall be lawful for any of his

majesty's courts of record at Westminster or

Dublin, or of great session in Wales, or any
judge thereof respectively, or for any court of

quarter or general sessions of the peace, or for

any justice of the peace before whom any person

charged with having printed or published any
blasphemous, seditious, or malicious libel, shall

be brought for the purpose of giving bail upon
such charge, to make it a part of the condition

of the recognizance to be entered into by such

person and his or her bail, that the person so

charged shall be of good behaviour during the

continuance of such recognizance.

17. Recovery of penalties. Provided always,

that no larger amount in the whole than one

hundred pounds shall be recoverable or recovered

before any justices of the peace, for any such

penalties incurred in any one day ; any thing in

this act, or any other acts of parliament contained

to the contrary notwithstanding.

18. Two or more justices to determine offences,

and may mitigate penalties.

19. Penalty on persons summoned as witnesses

not appearing, &;c.

20 to 25. Relate to the forms of conviction,

commencing actions for penalties, management
of the duties, allowance of discounts, &c.

26. That nothing in this act shall extend to

acts of parliament, proclamations, orders of

council, forms of prayer and thanksgiving, and
acts of state ordered to be printed by his majesty,

his heirs or successors, or his or their sufficient

and authorised officer ; or to any printed votes

or other matters by order of either house of par-

liament; or to books commonly used in the

schools of Great Britain or Ireland, or books or

papers containing only matters of devotion, piety,

or charity ; or daily accounts ; or bills of goods,

imported and exported ; or warrants or certificates

for the delivery of goods ; and the weekly bills

of mortality ; or to papers containing any lists of

prices current, or of the state of the markets, or

any account of the arrival, sailing, or other cii

cumstances relating to merchant ships or vesselsj

or of any other matter wholly of a commercii
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nature ; provided such bills, lists, or accounts do

not contain any other matter than what hath

been usually comprised therein; or to the prin-

ters or publishers of the foregoing matters, or

any or either of them,

27. That nothing in this act contained shall

extend or be construed to extend to charge with

stamp duties any work re-printed and re-pub-

lished in parts or numbers, whether such work
shall be wholly reprinted or shall be republished

in an abridged form
;
provided that the work so

reprinted and re-published shall have been first

printed and published two years at the least pre-

vious to such re-printing and re-publication, and
provided the said work was not first published in

parts or numbers.
The above enactments were designed to tram-

ple down all liberty of the press in this country,

and they were placed upon the statute book dur-

ing ihe ministry of lord Castlereagh,* and de-

nomiivdied, par excellence^ the " Six Acts," com-
pared with which, all former severities vanish

into trifles. In the regular exercise of his call-

ing, in order to obtain a livelihood, the British

printer was made a perpetual candidate for

imprisonment, banishment, or transportation.

He was, moreover, constrained to involve friends

as sureties before he could undertake some par-

ticular branch of his business; and thus subject

himself to the payment of any fine that might
be imposed for ofi'ences not definable by a written

law, but arbitrarily engendered in the breast of

any attorney-general—magnified in the micro-

scopic eyes of a special jury—and assuming
some monstrous shape on being exposed to the

fiat of any time-serving judge.

A short time clearly proved how futile and
abortive in the extreme was these severe enact-

ments, so far as the suppression of violent in-

vectives against the ministry, or seditious writings

was intended by it, but supereminently calculated

to encourage newspaper monopoly. The ope-

ration of any restrictive laws against the press

has invariably led to the contrary results to

those contemplated. We have shewn the origin

and progress of the tax raised progressively,

penny after penny, with the increasing thirst for

information among the people, until it amounted
to one hundred per cent, upon the original price

of a newspaper, and proved the most impolitic

tax that ever was made a source of revenue.

The tax was overlooked in the restlessness of

the times, and amid the whirlwind of other

taxes with which the people were saddled. The
British ministry had a double object in view in

taxing newspapers. The first was revenue ; and
the second, the banishment of immoral and
slanderous publications from general circulation.

A third object may be added ; namely, the

limitation of public animadversions on their

conduct to as narrow a circle as possible, by en-

hancing the market price of them. Did it serve

* Robert Stewart, was born June 18, I769, succeeded
his father as marquis of Londonderry, in 1821, and died,

by his own hand, at North Cray in Kent, Aujfust 12, 1822-

the purpose ? Except in the way of emolument,
did it produce any beneficial or moral effect?

Did it even answer the main end they had in

view*by it ? We submit it did not. The minis-

terial press suffered by these measures to a far

gi'eater extent than the opposition press did.

Neither Mr. Percival* nor lord Londonderry
could recognise one of the first maxims of Mr.
Pitt; which was, to let the press correct the
press, and to permit scurrility and abuse to be
neutralized by their over excesses, and be ren-

dered nerveless and powerless by the ridicule of

one writer, the indignant declamation of another,

the contempt of a third, and the hatred of every

silent or neutral party. The press and the press

alone, can correct its own abuses and licentious-

ness. If these abuses are put down in any other

way, it must be by the total destruction of the

press itself. In short, these measures have been
the unfortunate means of making newspapers
more the slaves, the mere machines of faction,

than they ever were before. The price nar-

i*owed the selection, and efi'ectually interposed,

so far as the labouring classes were concerned,
between the desire to obtain information, and the

exercise of free discussion. The more diversified

public opinion is, the less extensive will be its

ramifications, and the less danger to the mo-
narchy is to be apprehended from it ; therefore,

the best security would be to let the press be un-
fettered and untaxed, and the fullest scope given
to ever writer to develope his views, an# to every

reader to exercise his judgment as he pleases.f

1819, Dec. Died, Bryan M'Swyny, printer

of the Courier London newspaper since its com-
mencement in 1792.

1819. The National Omnibus, in eight pages
folio. This periodical was given gratis to coffee

houses, and sold for one penny by the newsmen,
the necessary remuneration being looked for

from the profit of the advertisements inserted in

it. At first fortnightly, and afterwards weekly.

1819, Feb. The Impenal Magazine; or. Com-
pendium of Religious, Moral, and Philosophical

Knowledge, No. 1, printed and published by
Heniy Fisher, printer in ordinary to his majesty,

at the Caxton printing-office, Liverpool. \s.

1819, April 24. The Yorkshire Gazette, pub-
lished at York.

1819. Pamphleteer.

1819. The Musical Magazine.

* The right hon. Spencer Pcrcival, chancellor of the ex-
chequer, was assassinated in the lobby of the house of
commons, May 11, 1812, by John Bcllingham, who was
executed for the offence on the isth.

t To show the rapid extension of newspapers in the
absence of all taxes upon them, we have only to look to
America, and there we shall find the numbers to be
amazing-. In 1720, in the North American colonies, there
were but seven newspapers; in 1775, there were thirty

-

seven: in 1810, in the United States alone, there were
throe hundred and lifty-ninc, including twenty-five pub-
lished daily, which circulated 22,-2iio,00() copies in the
y<'ar, in 182", six hundred and forty, circulating about
tliity millions of copies ; and in 1834, there were one
thousand two hundred and sixty-five. These ])apers can be
s( nt by post to the distance of a hundred miles, for the
p.istage of about a halfpenny. The population of the States
w.is then about 13,000.000; and they have more new!>-
p-:;iers than the wh<^le of Europe >vith 190,000,000.
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1819, Mt^ 6. The Recorder, 'So. I. Printed

by John Leigh, for Joseph Macardy, Manchester.
'
1819, Aug. 28. The Patriot. Printed and

published by Joseph Aston, Manchester.

1820, Jan. 26. Died, Henry Andrews,
stationer and bookseller, at Royston, in Cam-
bridgeshire, aged seventy-six, who during the

forty years preceding, manufactured Moore^s

Almanack for the stationers' company. He was

born at Frieston, near Grantham, Lincolnshire,

of poor parents. At a suitable age he was sent

from home to earn his living, and the first situa-

tion he filled was at Sleaford as servant to a

shopkeeper ; after this he went to Lincoln to wait

upon a lady, and devoted his leisure hours in

making hour-glasses and weather-glasses. His
last situation of this kind was in the service of

J. Verinum, esq. who finding him so intent upon
study, allowed him a few hours every day for

that purpose. About 1764, he opened a school

at Basingthorpe, near Grantham, and afterwards

engaged as an usher in a clergyman's hoarding-

school at Stilton. He then settled in Cambridge,
where he proposed residing, in expectation that

he might derive some advantage in prosecuting

his studies, from the men of science in the uni-

versity ; but the noise and bustle of the town not

being agreeable to him, he left Cambridge, and
went to resideat Royston,where he openeda school

at the age of tw enty-three, and at this place he
continued as schoolmaster and bookseller until

his deatff, which happened after a short illness.

Mr. Andrews was intimate with many men of

science, by whom he was much respected. He
was well informed in the exact science, and his
" Vox Stellarum" was as profound in occult

science as " Season on the Seasons," and " Poor
Robin, the worthy knight of the burnt island,"

two other almanacks long extinct. A few years

before his death, Mr. Andrews predicted to a

friend that people would soon know better than
to buy, or be influenced by the prophecies which
his employers required him to write. Since the

tax has been taken off almanacks,* the reading
of Moore's prophecies has been chiefly confined

to weak-minded gossips, and illiterate people.

1820, Jan. The Lonsdale Magazine, edited by
John Briggs,* printed and published monthly,
at Kirkby Lonsdale, Westmoreland. In the

prospectus to this work the editor says, that " A
monthly magagine maybe properly compared
to an orderly flower garden, where all classes of

society may spend an hour in rational enjoy-

ment ; for where the bouquet is so various, it is

presumed, something will be found to gratify the

most capricious fancy. It is intended to serve

* The Remains of John Briggs, late editor of the Lons-
dale Magazine and of the Westmorland Gazette, con-
taining Letters from the Lakes, &c. &c., 1835, printed by
Arthur Foster, Kirkby Lonsdale. He was entirely the
founder of his own fortune, being born of poor parents,
near the village of Cartmel, in Lancashire, on Christmas
day, 1788, and early initiated into his father's trade, that
of a basket maker. By application to literature, he was
enabled to become a bright ornament, but died at the early
age of forty-six, November 21, T824.

t Repealed July 27, i83i, to the amount of ^25,000.

as a stage, on which the sons of genius may ex-

ercise their literary powers behind a friendly veil.

Where, whatever may be the peculiar forte of

the writers, they have an opportunity of making
trial of its strength, without subjecting them-
selves to the ridicule of personal criticism."

1820, Jan. Cohhett's Evening Post. This new-
paper was started by William Cobbett,* in Lon-
don, for the purpose of advancing his claims to a
seat in parliament. It did not, however, eff'ect

its object, or continue long in existence. He
was defeated at Coventry.

1820, Jan. 29. Died, George III. king of

England, in the eighty-second year of his age.

Thus tenninated a reign of fifty-nine years and
a quarter, the longest and most interesting in

the English annals. His consort, queen Char-
lotte, died at Kew, Nov. 17, 1818, in the seventy-

fifth year of her age.

1820. Rees''s Cyclojxedia, thirty-nine volumes
4to. in seventy-nine parts, with six supp!emen-
taiy parts, and numerous engravings, London,
1802-20. On the completion of this great work.

Dr. Reesf and the proprietors stated in an ad-

dress, that the entire cost of the work when
finished, was above £300,000, an expenditure

on a single work which has no parallel in the

history of literature.

1820, March 22. Z)/^^, Joseph Clarke,book-
seller. Market-place, Manchester, aged eighty

-

one years. He was brother and partner of Mr.
Isaac Clarke, noticed at page 864, ante.

1820, March 5. Died, John Evans, many
yeai*s a printer in liong-lane. West Smithfield,

London, in his sixty-seventh year.

1820, March. A destructive fire broke out on

the premises of Messrs. Gye and Balne, printers,

Gracechurch-street, London, which entirely con-

sumed the whole of their extensive establishment,

and greatly damaged twelve adjoining houses.

1820. A Memoir on the Origin of Printing,

addressed to John Topham, hy Ralph Willett.

This elaborate disquisition originally ajipeared

in the eleventh volume of the Archaologia,—
Newcastle, 1818— thirty-two copies printed with

a preface, by J. T. Brockett—Newcastle, 1820,

one hundred and fifty copies printed. Large
paper thirty copies printed.

* To avoid the political storm which brought Hone and
Wooler to trial, Mr. Cobbett left England for America in

March, I8I7, and returned in the autumn of l>il9, when
he was invited to a public dinner in London, December 3.

+ Abraham Rees, D.D., F.R.S., F.L.S., &c., v.as the
son of Lewis Rees, a dissenting minister of great celebrity

in the county of Montgomery, North Wales ; and by his

mother's side was collaterally descended from the cele-

brated John Penry, the martyr of Elizabeth's days. At
what time Dr Rees left his native country we do not
know, but his settlement as pastor of a congregation was
at St. Thomas's, Southwark, about I766. It was in 1781
that the first numbers of Chambers's Cyclopedia, edited

by Dr. Rees, appeared in four volumes folio. The first

volume of the 4to. Cyclopedia appeared in 1802. He was
a great benefactor to his native country, and a Protestant
dissenter on deliberate and rational conviction. He died
June 9, 1825, in his eighty-second year, and was buried in

Bunhill Fields. He was the author of a great number of

works, which do great credit to his judgment as a scholar
and divine. In 1788 he published The Advantages ofi
Knowledge, a Sermon preached before the Su/tportvrs o/j
the New College at Hackney, Svo. I788.
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1820, April 3. Died, Richard Edward
Mercier, many years boolvseller to tlie univer-

sity of Dublin, in which city he died, aged sixty

years. He was of an ancient and highly res-

pectable hugonot family. The perfect simplicity

of his character, his sincere piety, combined with
his many amiable and exalted qualities, will

long endear his memory to all who enjoyed his

acquaintance ; and his death was a loss to the

booksellers of Ireland that could not be easily

repaired.

1820, April 15. Died, John Ware, printer,

proprietor, and editor of the Cumberland Pacquef
(published at Whitehaven) since its commence-
ment, in October, 1774. He died at Whitehaven,
aged sixty-six years.

1820. Died, Sampson Perry, many years

connected with the London press, as proprietor,

editor, and author. He had just received his

discharge from the insolvent debtor's court, and
returned home in exceeding good spirits. Mrs.
Perry had prepared dinner, to which he sat

down, laughing and making some humorous
observations ; but just as he was conveying some
food to his mouth, he fell back in his chair, ex-

claiming " Lord have mercy upon us !" and in-

stantly expired. Surgeons were sent for, but the

vital spark had fled. He was born at Aston,

near Birmingham. His life had been full of

vicissitudes, and he had many narrow escapes

with his life, in situations of great danger. He
was for some time surgeon of the Middlesex mi-
litia, and a vendor of a nostrum for the cure of

the stone and gravel, but devoting himself to

political pursuits he became, in 1792, editor of a
scandalous paper, called the Argus, or General

Observer of the Moral, Political, and Commercial
World. This publication, at the 'commence-
of the French revolution, was distinguished for

its virulence and industry in disseminating re-

publican doctrines. For a libel in this journal

he was prosecuted and convicted, on which he
withdrew to Paris, where he contracted an inti-

macy with Thomas Paine, and others. He was
imprisoned nine times in French prisons, and
during the reign of M. Robespierre he was
confined with Thomas Paine, and condemned
to death, without the then thought unneces-

sary form of trial. He escaped his dreadful

doom by the following singular fortunate circum-

stance :—his prison or cell door was hung upon
a swivel, and by the least motion would turn

round any way. The custom was to mark with

red chalk the doors of the cells of those who
were condemned to death, and his door was
marked, but the turnkey leaving the c jU in the

morning appointed for execution, accidentally

let the door turn round, not observing by this

motion the door was reversed, the " mark of

death " was inside instead of out. Before he
noticed the circumstance, the officers of execu-
tion arrived, and took from every cell marked
with red chalk the victims of revolutionary fury ;

and perceiving Mr. Perry's cell not marked, they

passed it, and when the gaoler again came round
and opened the door, he was thunderstruck on

finding Mr. Perry and Paine alive ; but ere the
gaoler had time to apprise any person, he was
shot by the mob who had just burst open the

prison, and who liberated the captives as the

monster Robespierre* was led bleeding to the

scaffold. After this he returned to England,
where he was taken up on the outlawry which
he had incurred by not appearing for judgment
on his former conviction. He remained in

Newgate till a change of ministry, and then
was liberated. He afterwards purchased the

Statesman, which he edited for two or three

years, and then resold it.

1820, April 28. Died, William Da vies, of

the respectable firm of Cadell and Davies, book-
sellers, in the Strand, London. He was a gen-

tleman of liberal principles and unsullied purity

in all his dealings.

1820. Richard Watts took out a patent for

improvements in inking printing types with
rollers, and in placing and conveying the paper;
and giving the pressure by a cylinder.

1820. Daniel Treadwell, of America, took

out a patent for certain improvements in the con-

struction of printing presses, which were manu-
factured by Mr. Napier. The power necessary

for giving the impression is obtained by means
of a lever or treadlef worked by the feet, instead

of horizontal levers as applied to that purpose
in the Stanhope and other presses.

1820. Robert Winch, of Shoe-lane, London,
took out a patent for certain improvements on
machines, or presses, chiefly applicable to print-

ing. These were for the purpose of self-inking

the types, supplying the paper, and printing

the sheet at one operation.

1820. Thomas Parkin took out a patent for

an ink apparatus, for the pui'pose of ena]>ling

one man to perform all the operations of press-

work.

1820, April 28. The proprietor of the Observer,

London newspaper, was fined £500 for inserting

the proceedings on the trial of Thistlewood and
others for high treason. The court of king's

bench had interdicted the publication of any
of the evidence, in any of the public prints,

until a specified time. The proprietor of the

Observer, however, refused to obey this order,

and published a full report of the proceedings in

his next number. For this contempt he was

brought before the court, and fined in the sum
of £500: but such was the demand for the paper

that contained matter so interesting, that he was

enabled, from the profits of his exu-a sale alone,

* Maximilian Isidore Robespierre was born at Arrat, of a
poor family, in 1759. On the breaking out of the revolu-

tion he became a member of the National Assembly, and
commenced a newspaper called L* Union, on Journal de la

Liberie, conducted with extreme violence. He became
the chief of the Jacobins, and at length obtained the su-

preme command in France. To maintain his power he
had recourse to the most cruel expedients. The prisons

were crowded with unfortunate victims of all ages and of

both sexes. Numbers were daily put to death, and the
streets were deluded with blood. At length a conspiracy
was formed against the tyrant, and he was led to the
guillotine with twenty-two of hia accomplices, J uly 28, 1 794

.

t Query. Did the name introduce the invention, or the

invention the n;»mc, llanmrd.
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to liquidate the fine,* pocket the excess, and
laugh alike at the impotency of the court and
the credulity of the public.

1820, June 11. Died, Edward Humble, or

Oumble, printer and bookseller, at Newcastle-

upon-Tyne, and one of the proprietors of the

Count?/ Durham Advertiser. He was in the

sixty-seventh year of his age, and was highly

respected by a large circle of acquaintance.

1820, Sept. Died, Richard Sedgwick, printer

and bookseller, at Bradford, in Yorkshire, aged
fifty-nine years, a man of the strictest integrity.

He was brother to the rev. Mr. Sedgwick, vicar

of Mirfield.

1820, Sept. Died, John Wheble, printer

and bookseller, of Warwick-square, London, and
for sixteeji years a much respected representative

of the ward of Farringdon within, in the court

of common council of the city of London. He
was' born in the year 1746, at Gatcombe, in the

Isle of Wight. In the year 1758 he was appren-

ticed to his relative, Mr. Wilkie, the well-known
bookseller and publisher in St. Paul's church-

yard. Early in life Mr. Wheble commenced
business on his own account, but notwithstand-

ing the steady and industrious exertions of ten

or twelve years, his first attempt was not success-

ful. During the term of this business, however,

he was the publisher of the Middlesex Journal,

a paper at that time in considerable repute, and
which brought him into a political connexion

with the opposition party of those days, and par-

ticularly with Wilkes, Home, and others. This

connexion with the opposition brought him into

trouble, at the same time imparting to him the

honour of having his name handed down to

posterity, as, so to speak, being accessary, or

having a considerable share in conferring a most
important and lasting benefit on his country.f

About the year 1780, and during the military

arrangements in Hyde park, and on Wharley
common, Mr. Wheble being out of the book-

selling business, held a situation in the commis-
sariat. In consequence of the return of peace,

he quitted the service, and had oncemore recourse

to his original destination as a publisher. A few-

years after he commenced the County Chronicle,

which made so many profitable tours one hundred

miles round London. He next, in conjunction

with Mr. Harris, the worthy bookseller, in St.

Paul's church-yard, and one or two other indi-

viduals, projected the Sporting Magazine, which
after a while met with very considerable success.

A distinguishing feature of this very amusing
work, and that which contributed in an essen-

tial degree to its success, was a steady adherence

to a generous and just system of sporting ethics^

marking the due discrimination between sport

and cruelty ; and advocating on all occasions

the humane duty of justice and mercy to brute

beasts. These, Mr. Wheble's last efforts, were
deservedly crowned with success, and placed him
towards the decline of his days in a state of

* The fine was not enforced.
t Sec pa;^es 724-25, ante.

respectable independence. John Wheble might
be pronounced to be a man thoroughly inclined
to do his duty in that state of life in which it had
pleased God to call him. One trait in his charac-
ter deserves to be particularly noticed. He was
always the encourager of meritorious youthful
exertipns, and to him several respectable indi-
viduals owe their first introduction to the road
to prosperity. He was fond of society, and a
frank open-heartedness for which he was dis-

tinguished, always rendered him a pleasing com-
panion. His disposition was humane and chari-

table. He died at Bromley, in Kent, in his

seventy-fifth year, leaving a widow and a long
list of friends to lament his loss.

1820, Oct. 23. — Davidson, a printer in West
Smithfield, London, was sentenced, in the court
of king's bench, to two years' imprisonment in

Oakham jail, and afterwards to find security for

his good behaviour, himself in £200, and two
sureties in £20 each, for publishing No. 9, of the

Republican, and No. 1, of the Deist's Magazine.
1820, Oct. 31. Died, William Rawson,

printer and one of the proprietors of the Hull,
Advertiser, aged sixty-three years. He possessed

a kind affectionate disposition, and was very

much respected in his public and private life.

1820, Dec. 4. Died, Samuel Rousseau, a
learned printer, and nephew to the celebrated

Jean Jacques Rousseau. He served his apj)ren-

ticeship in tlie printing-oflace of Mr. John
Nichols, by whom he was occasionally employed
in collecting epitaphs, and other remains of

antiquity for the Gentleman's Magazine. He
was a singular instance of patient perseverance
in the acquirements of the ancient languages.
Whilst working as an apprentice and journey-
man, he taught himself Latin, Greek, Hebrew,
Syriac, Persian, and Arabic. To these acquire-

ments he added a knowledge of the French, and
some of the modern tongues. He was for a
short time master of Joy's charity school, Black-
friars. A few years after the expiration of his

apprenticeship, he commenced printing on his

own account, in Leather-lane, Holborn, and
afterwards removed to Wood-street, Clerken-
well, where he carried on business for some time,

but with little advantage to himself and family,

having from unforeseen circumstances and losses

in trade been obliged to relinquish business.

During the time he was a printer, he taught the

Persian language, and compiled and published
several oriental works. After he relinquished

the printing business, he edited a variety of'

works for the booksellers; but as a creditable

support for himself and his family was his aim,
and not literary reputation, most of his works
appeared under a fictitious name. They have,

however, generally proved successful to the pub-
lishers, as their objects were useful; and nothing
ever appeared in them contrary to good morals,

or the established religion and government.
About three years ago, he was seized with a
paralytic stroke, which continued to increase,

and joined to a cancerous affection in the face,

rendered him incapable of holding a pen, or
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indeed of feeding himself. In this accumulated
distress, with two daui^liters, wholly dependent
on hira for support, a gleam of comfort was
afforded him in the best moments of his exist-

ence, by a liberal benefaction from that excel-

lent institution. The " Literary Fund," which
also enabled his daughters to consign his remains
to a decent grave in the church-yard of St.

James's, Clerkenwell.

1820, Dec. 11. Mr. Wright, bookseller, editor

of the Parliamentary History., ^c- &c. obtained
a verdict of £1,000 damages against William
Cobbett for several libels published in the

Political Register.

1820, Jan. 1. The Durham Chronicle ; or.,

General Northern Advertiser^No. 1, printed and
published by John Ambrose Williams,* in the

city of Durham. It is now (Sept. 1838,) pub-
lished by John Hardinge Vetch.

1820. The Beacon, published at Edinburgh.
This weekly newspaper was established by a few
tory gentlemen, and lawyers, by which the more
violent of the radical prints should be met upon
their even grounds. As the scurrilities of the

Beacon inflicted much pain in very respectable

quarters, it sank, after an existence of a few
months, amidst the general execrations of the

community. Sir Walter Scott, who was one of

the association, and who partly furnished the

means for its establishment, probably never con-

templated, and perhaps was hardly aware of the

guilt of the Beacon, was louldly blamed for his

connection with it.

Another paper of the same stamp was started

in London, called the John Bull, and the violence

of its politics, and the scurrilities with which
its pages were filled, caused the printers to be
repeatedly fined and imprisoned.

1821, Feb. 3. Jane Carlile was sentenced
in the court of king's bench to two years' impri-

sonment in Dorchester jail ; and at the expira-

tion of that time to find two sureties for her good
behaviour in £100 each, for publishing, in the

Republican, a letter to a clergyman at Bristol.

Her husband was confined in the same prison.

1821. A printing establishment was carried

on at Sleswick, a large city of Denmark, by the

pupils of a deaf and dumb school. Dr. Cotton
observes " that it appears to be an excellent me-
thod of employing such afflicted individuals."

1821, Feb. 7. The Caxton printing-office,

situate on Copperas-hill, Liverpool, the property

of Henry Fisher, totally destroyed by tire. It

was the largest periodical warehouse in the united
kingdom ; and contained sixteen printing presses

:

ten copper-plate presses ; with apparatus for

heating the plates; 16,000lbs. weight of types;

700 reams of paper ; 400 original drawings

;

two patent hydraulic presses; 10,000 pages of
stereotype plates ; and 3,500,000 of folio, quarto,

and octavo numbers. The whole was insured
for £36,000. Mr. Fisher removed to London.

* In July, 1822, Mr. Williams was found gruilty of a
libel on the clergy of the cotmty and cathedral church of
Durham, which appeared in his paper, August 18, 1821.

1821. Feb. 16. A duel between Mr. Scott,*

editor of the London Magazine, and Mr. Christie,

editor of an Edinburgh Magazine, in which the
former was mortally wounded. Mr. Christie and
Mr. Trail were tried for the murder of Mr. Scott,

but acquitted for want of evidence.

1821, Feb. 28. Died, John Rackham, nearly

forty-three years a printer and bookseller at

Bury St. Edmunds, Suffolk, and one of the

burgesses of the corporation. He had retired to

bed in health as good as usual, and in a few mi-
nutes afterwards, without uttering a groan, was
found to be a corpse. Aged sixty-four years.

1821, March 10. Died, William Meyler,
proprietor of the Bath Herald, and one of the

magistrates and senior common councilmen of

the city of Bath, where he died, aged sixty-five

years. Mr. Meyler was a clever writer of small

pieces of poetry, and published, in 1806, a vo-

lume of Poetical Amusements.
1821, March 19. Thomas Flindell, editor

of the Western Luminary, found guilty of a
libel on queen Caroline, and sentenced to be
imprisoned eight months in Exeter gaol.

1821, April 6. Died, Charles Brightley,
printer and publisher, of Bungay, in Suffolk.

Happening to be at Stamford in the course of a
journey on business, he went from the Crown inn
to secure a place by the coach for Leicester.

He was remarked at the coach-office as a fine

robust-looking man, about sixty years of age,

and seemed to be in perfect health. He had
paid his fare, and had just reached the gateway
of the Crown inn, when he fell down and died

instantly. He published An account of the me-
thod of casting stereotype, as practised by the au-
thor, 8vo. 1809.

1821, April. Died, William Towers, for

more than forty years editor to the Sherborne
Mercury, aged sixty-five years. He was brother

to Dr. Joseph Towers noticed at page 786, ante.

1821, May II. Died, George Howe, pro-

prieter of the Sydney Gazette, and to whom we
have already briefly alluded at page 814, ante.

He was born at St. Kitts, where his father and
brother were printers. While yet a young man
Mr. Howe went to London, where for some
time he worked as a printer, and was em-
ployed in the office of the Times newspaper. He
arrived with his family in the colony of New
South Wales, in the year 1 800, Young as the

settlement then was, and absorbed as were its

inhabitants in pursuits far different from those of

literature, the spirit of his art was still brisk

within him, and to establish the press upon these

* John Scott was a native of Aberdeen, at which city
he received his education. He commenced the publication
of a weekly paper called the Censor, and was afterwards
engaged as editor of the Statesman, an evening paper,
and successively editor of the Champion and News, pub-
lished by Mr. Drakard, at Stamford, and at the time of his
death of the London Magazine. A series of articles in

the latter publication, on the conduct of Blackwood's
Magazine, led to the unfortunate duel. Mr. Scott published
a volume replete with valuable and sterling sense, entitled
A Visit to Paris in 1814, being a Review of the Moral, Po-
litical, Intellectual, and Social Condition of the French
Capital, Hvo, IHl.n.
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antipodean shores was the object of his constant

ambition. Fortunately for him and the colony,

that shrewd and active man, governor King, then

at the head of the executive, readily fell in with

Mr. Howe's wishes, foreseeing the salutary effects

which the press, wisely conducted, could not fail

to exert upon the crude elements of which the

population was composed. A small supply of

materials was accordingly procured from London,
and on the 5th of March, 1803, being only

fifteen years after the establishment of the

colony, appeared the first number of the Sydney
Gazettee and Neiv South Walei Advertiser, a
journal which has maintained its ground to the

present day. At the outset, and for many years

afterwards, the Gazette vrns chie^y occupied with

the official orders and notifications of govern-

ment. This circumstance at once stamped it

with a degree of respectability, and secured for

it as wide a circulation as the country could

support. But, though thus patronised by autho-

tity, the ingenious publisher had to contend with

many difficulties, and was often driven to straits

from which nothing but his own determined
activity and perseverance could have extricated

him. In those early times, the intercourse

between Sydney and London was extremely
tardy and precarious. Arrivals like angel-visits,

were " few and far between." A ship or two,

per annum, was the only link which connected
the mother country and her distant daughter

;

and then the passage was tedious beyond endu-
rance, generally occupying the better part, not

unfrequently the whole, of the twelvemonth.
Nor was there any thing like a regularly estab-

lished trade or commerce. Now and then some
solitary adventurer would bless the inhabitants

with an " investment"—i. e., a melange of ill-

sorted goods banished from the lumber-rooms of

London, for the express accommodation of the

good folk at " Botany Bay,"—for whom, in

sooth, " any thing was good enough ! " To none
was this poverty-striken market a cause of

greater embarrassment than to our worthy father

of types. His press—his letters—his ink—his

paper—and all the appurtenances thereunto be-

longing, were ever and anon in woful need of

being recruited. But he had nothing but chance,
and his own dexterous contrivances to trust to.

Many an anecdote have we heard from his son

and successor, of the predicaments and hair-

breadth escapes that long checkered his career,

and of the adroitness with which he made the

best of such up-and-down circumstances, He
struggled bravely with them—and he mastered

them. For eighteen years he continued to tug
at the oar, till the last enemy of our race dis-

missed him from his toils. But the evils and
casualties here enumerated were not the only
annoyances poor George Howe was exposed to.

His paper, the idol of his heart, and the support
of himself and family, was subjected to an abso-
lute censorship ; and the censors appointed by
the governor seem to have exercised their

authority with great rigour and harshness. Proof-
sheets were sent back so corrected that»frcquently

the editor could scarcely recognize his own
sentences or detect a shadow of their original
meaning. Paragraphs, essential to the proper
understanding of the subjects he was treating,
were mercilessly erased; and sometimes whole
columns were annihilated at a blow. To the end
of his life he used to speak with horror, and
often with tears rolling down his cheeks, of the
hardships he had endured in this way.

In the present Gazette office, there is a tablet
of white marble, erected by filial affection, bear-
ing the following inscription :

—

In memory
of

George Howe,
A Creole of St. Kitt's,

Born 1769—Died May 11, 1821,
Aged LII.

He introduced into Australia
The £irt of Printing;

Instituted the Sydney Gazette

;

and was the
First Government Printer

;

besides which
His charity knew no bounds.

If we have read this man's history aright, he
is entitled not merely to a tablet in a printing
office, but to a public memorial in the best
church in Sydney, or in any other place where
the young colony may delight to honour its

benefactors. He was succeeded by his son, who
also is since dead. This young man did his work
well. His first three years were comparatively
calm. He had no competition to contend with,
there being no press but his own in the colony.
Politics did not run high, for there was but one
newspaper, and that fettered with a censorship

;

free discussion was therefore unknown. The
Gazette continued to be merely the vehicle of
government orders, advertisements, extracts from
English publications, and scraps of local intelli-

gence. In 1823, however, sir Thomas Brisbane,
who was then governor, informed Mr. Howe
that the columns of the Gazette might be thrown
open to public discussion of all matters of history

concerning the colony and its government.
Unused as the people had been to the exercise

of this almost forgotten right, there were not
wanting men of sense and spirit to embrace it.

We look back to this stirring incident with
delight, for it was, in truth, the first dawn of

Australian freedom ; and in little more than a
year afterwards,—the censorship was no more.
At the beginning of 1824,* Mr. G. T. Howe
published his journal in a much improved and

* The year 1824 was truly an eventful year in Australia.
—The star of liberty then rose over the press—never, we
trust, to set or be obscured. In this year the legislative

council was first incorporated;—the colony received his

Majesty's new charter for the establishment of courts of

justice;—courts of request were instituted;—the first

court of quarter sessions was held ;—the Australian agri-

cultural company was formed ;—the first chief justice—the
first attorney-general—the first solicitor-general—the first

sheriif^the first master in chancery—the first registrar of

the supreme court—the first colonial treasurer, arrived
;

and, to crown the whole, the press received its freedom !

This last triumph occurred in the month of October, wheri

Mr. Howe published in the Sydney Gazette an officia"

letter from the colonial secretary, announcing that tl

censorship hart been abolished.
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enlarged shape, which was indeed equal to the

usual dimensions of the English newspapers.

From the same year the Sydney Gazette was
edited by the rev. Ralph Mansfield, then by the

rev. H. Carmichael, and afterwards conducted
by Edward 0'Shauj[^essy and a person named
Watt, and published three times a-week, Mrs.
Howe married Watt, and he was afterwards

drowned at Port Macguire about the year 1B35.
1821. The art of printing introduced into the

Sandwich Islands, at Hononooro, a large town
or village of Oahu. On the first Monday in

January, 1822, the press was put in operation,

and the first sheet of a Hawaiian spelling-book

was struck off. A knowledge of letters, with the

art of writing and printing, were soon taught by
the missionaries to such as were willing to learn

it, and have so extensively diffused through the

country the valuable acquisition, that almost all

the chiefs, and great numbers of the common
people, are now able to write readily, and even
elegantly. Portions of the Old and New Tes-

taments were translated into the Hawaiian
language, and between the time when writing

was introduced, and the close of the year 1834,
twenty-seven publications were printed in the

hitherto unknown tongue. All these works were
of course the productions of Europeans, or of

Americans of European descent, and were mostly
translated from the English. That some of them
at least were of considerable extent, and that

large numbers were printed, may be judged
from the fact that 36,640,929 pages were pub-
lished in that interval. In the course of the

year 1835, twelve publications were produced,
chiefly educational ; among these were Primary
Lessons for Children^Colhvdn's Intellectual Arith-

metic, the complete New Testament, and a
Vocabulary of the language, which last is an
interesting work, as helping to lay the founda-

tion of a literature which will no doubt spring

up among a numerous and intelligent people who
have shewn themselves so eager to participate

in the advantages of civilization. A newspaper
of eight 4to. pages was established at Owhyhee,
illustrated with wood cuts of animals, in 1835.

The following is an extract from the first

English newspaper established in the Sandwich
islands. Permission having been asked of the

king previous to its commencement, the follow-

ing is the curious but sensible reply of his Sand-
wich majesty :

—

TO STEPHEN D. MACKINTOSH.

Hololulee, Oahu.
I assent to the letter which you have sent me. It aflfords

me pleasure to see the works of other lands and things
that are new. If I was there, I should very much like to
see. I have said to Kinan, make printing-presses. My
thought is ended. Love to you and Reynolds.

By king Kauieeaouoli.

IQ2\, March. Mock Constitutional Associa-

tion established in London ; for suppressing the

liberty of the press, but crippled in its operations

by the public indignation. When taxation had
done its utmost to cramp the energies of the

newspaper press ; and when the different restric-

tive laws which we have noticed had been
enforced, with the intention of driving demo-
cratical, seditious, and blasphemous writers from
the field, all of which, even at their birth, gave
proof of inefficiency, a new defence of political

and religious orthodoxy was erected, called the
" Constitutional Association," or better known
by the name of the" Bridge-street gang," and a
more inquisitorial institution was never planned
in the most despotic times. This association

undertook the suppression of every spark of free

discussion in this country ; they undertook to do
what the attorney -general never would have

attempted, and put money into the hands of

lawyers that would have been much better em-
ployed in educating the lower classes, and the

effects would have been equally salutary, in a

national point of view, had it all been honestly

and conscientiously expended in the dissemination

of harmless religious tracts, or in wanning the

lazy eloquence of some loyal orthodox writer.

Whether they accomplished what they undertook

with all the vast outlay of money, and the ruin

of many families, what would have been cured

with the healing hand of time, or a removal of

the grievances under which the press laboured,

is a question the public can now decide. It is

not a little remarkable that while the society

directed its legal thunder against the poorer fry

of book-retailers—against the pamphlet-hawker,
and the cheap-book itinerant,—they never offered

battle to any of the more powerful but not less

orthodox and dangerous champions of the press.*

1821, May 13. Died, William Stevenson,
F.S.A., upwards of thirty-five years proprietor

of the Norfolk Chronicle. He was the eldest

son of the rev. Seth Ellis Stevenson, of East

Retford, Nottinghamshire, and rector of Tress-

well, in that county. Mr. Stevenson served the

office of sheriff of Norwich in 1799 : he was an
able and industrious antiquary, and at all times

desirous of promoting the objects of that society

which had done him the honour of electing him
one of its members. He was ever happy to be-

friend indigent merit; and it was through his

patronage that Mrs. Elizabeth Bentley, an ex-

traordinary self-educated poetess in the city of

Norwich, was first known to the public. Mr.

Stevenson was a valuable correspondent of Mr.
NicholSjWhilst compiling his Literary Anecdotes.

In the ninth volume of that work is a very in-

teresting letter from Mr. Stevenson, communi-
cating anecdotes of his friend Ignatius Sancho,

which cannot fail of being perused with peculiar

satisfaction. He was also a valuable corres-

pondent to the Gentleman^s Magazine, and edited

A Supplement to Bentham^s History and An-
tiquities of the Cathedral of Ely, 4to.

* In July, 18'.il,theLondonjuryfoundatruebiU against

the committee of this association, for acts of oppression

and extortion, but after a trial on tlic 15th of April, 1822,

they were acquitted. On the Hth of December, 1821, they
prosecuted several printers and booksellers, but they failed

in their nefarious attempt to convict them, in conse-
quence of one of the shcrifl's, who returned the jury,

being a member. It was strongly suspected that some of

the jury, and even the judges, belonged to "the gang "

5 S

t
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1821, May 28. John Hunt, editor of the

Examiner, sentenced to two years' imprisonment

and securities, for an alleged libel on the house

of commons.
1821, June 1. J. T. Wooller, editor of the

Black Dwarf, sentenced by the court of king's

bench to fifteen months' impiisonraent for at-

tending a reform meeting at Binningham, and

to find sureties for his good behaviour, himself

in £400, and two sureties in jG200 each.

1821, June\Q. Died, John Ballantyne, a

celebrated printer and bookseller, of Edinburgh.

He was the son of a merchant at Kelso, where

he was born and educated. In his youth he dis-

played an extraordinary quickness of mind as

betokened the general ability by which he was

to be distinguished in after life. While still a

young man his mind was turned to literary con-

cerns, by the establishment of a provincial news-

paper, the Kelso Mail, which was begun by liis

elder brother James. The distinction acquired

by his brother in consequence of some improve-

ments in printing, by which there issued from a

Scottish provincial press a series of books rival-

ing in elegance and accurate taste the produc-

tions of a Baskerville or a Bensley, caused the

removal of both to Edinburgh about the begin-

ning of the present century; but the active intel-

lect of John Ballantyne was not to be confined

to the dusky shades of the printing-house. He
embarked largely in the bookselling trade, and
subsequently in the profession of an auctioneer

of works of art, libraries, Sec. The connection

which he and his brother had established at Kelso
with sir Walter Scott, whose Minstrelsy of the

Scottish Border,* 1800, was printed by them,
continued in the more extensive scene, and, ac-

cordingly, during the earlier and more interest-

ing yeai"s of the career of the author of Waver-
ley, John Ballantyne acted as the confidant of

that mysterious writer, and managed all the

business of the communication of his works to

the public. Some of these works were published
by John Ballantyne, who also issued two dif-

ferent periodical works written chiefly by sir

Walter Scott, entitled respectively the Visionary^

and the Sale Room,X of which the latter had a

* It is generally allowed that a disposition to depart
ftora the polished and formal style of versification owed
its rise, in no small measure, to the several collections
which appeared during the eighteenth century. A pane-
gyrical criticism on the ballad of Chevy Chase, which
Addison published in the Spectator, is allowed to have
been the first instance of any specimen of that kind of
poetry being noticed with commendation by a scholarly
writer. The Reliques of Dr. Percy, and the large collec-
tions of Mr. Evans the bookseller, published in 1 777, with
the Minstrelsy of Scott, had a very marked elTect upon
the forms and styles of poetry, being chiefly observable
in the compositions of Coleridge, Southey, and Words-
worth. But before that time tliere had appeared several
eminent poets, whose compositions betrayed that a break-
ing up of the old style had a.ready commenced.

t In this paper, inserted in the Edinburgh Weekly
Journal, sir Walter Scott endeavoured to prove the ab-
surdity of the popular excitement in favour of a more
extended kind of parliamentary representation. How-
ever well intended, these papers were not by any means
happy specimens of political disquisition.

t A periodical after the manner of the Spectator, but
was soon dropped for want of encouragement.

reference to Mr. Ballantyne's trade. It is also

worthy of notice, that the large edition of the

works of Beaumont and Fletcher, which ap-
peared under the name of Walter Scott as editor,

and which we may presume to say, reflects no
inconsiderable credit upon the Scottish press,

was an enterprise undertaken at the suggestion
and risk of this spirited publisher. Mr. Ballan-
tyne himself made one excursion into the field

of letters; he was the author of a tolerably

sprightly novel, in two thin duodecimos, styled

the Widow^s Lodgings, which reached a second
edition,—and by which, he used to boast in a
jocular manner— he made no less a sum than
thirty pounds. It was not, however, as an author
that Mr. Ballantyne chiefly shone—his forte

was story-telling. As a ^conteur, he was allowed

to be unrivalled by any known cotemporary,

po.ssessing an infinite fund of ludicrous and cha-

racteristic anecdote, which he could set off with

a humour endless in the variety of its shades

and tones; he was entirely one of those beings

who seemed to have been designed by nature for

the task, now abrogated, of enlivening the

formalities and alleviating the cares of a court

;

he was Yorick revived. After pursuing a labo-

rious and successful business for several years,

declining health obliged him to travel on the

continent, and finally to retire to a seat in the

neighbourhood of Melrose. He had been mar-
ried, at an early age, to Miss Parker, a beautiful

young lady, a relative of Dr. Rutherford, author

of the the View of Ancient History, and other

esteemed works. This union was not blessed

with any children. In his Melrose rustication,

he started the publication of a large and beau-
tiful edition of the British Novelists,* as an easy

occupation to divert the languor of illness, and
fill up those vacancies in time which were apt

to contrast with the former habits of busy life.

The works of the various novelists were here

amassed into large volumes, to which sir Walter
Scott furnished biographical prefaces. But the

trial was brief. While flattering himself with

the hope that his frame was invigorated by change
of air and exercise, death stepped in and reft

the world of as joyous a spirit as ever brightened
its sphere, at about the age of forty-five years ;

and it may be with truth affirmed, that of all

the remarkable men, by whom this name in

its various orthographical appearances has been
borne, not the least worthy of notice is John
Ballantyne, the printer, of Edinburgh.

1821, J«we22. The Observer, Sunday news-
paper, sold 61,500 double papers, containing an
account of the coronation of George IV * con-

suming 133,000 fourpenny stamps, and produc-
ing to the revenue upwards of £2,000.

1821, iVov. 24. Thomas Robert Weaver,
printer, and Thomas Arrowsmjth and Wil-
liam Shackle, alleged proprietors of the John
Bull, sentenced by the court of king's bench

—

* Completed by sir Walter Scott.
t George IV. was crowned in Westminster abbey, July

19, 1821, the expenses of which were .j^238,000, the king's
dress alone cost ^^24,000.
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Wearer to pay a fine of £100 to the king;
Shackle and Arrowsmith £500 each, and all to

be imprisoned nine months ; to give security for

five ye;irs, themselves in £500, and two sureties

of £250 each, for a libel upon the memory of

lady Caroline Wrottesley.*

1821, Dec. 6. Died, William Perry, the

celebrated proprietor and editor of the Morning
Chronicle, which, for the period of thirty years,

he conducted with great ability and indepen-
dence of spirit—wrote his paper into celebrity,

and himself into affluence, and died an honest
man in the cause he had advocated. He was
born in Aberdeen, Oct. 30, 1756, and received

his education at the high school, and in 1771, he
entered Marischal college, in the university of

Aberdeen. He was intended for the profession

of the law, but his father's misfortune in trade,

who was a house-builder, induced young Perry,

in 1774, to proceed to Edinburgh, with the hope
of procuring employment as a clerk in some
writer's chambers. Failing in his application in

that city, he came to the resolution of trying bis

fortune in England. So, like his native aurora

borealis, constantly shooting southwards, he pro-

ceeded to Manchester, where he succeeded in

obtaining a situation in the counting-house of a
Mr. Dinwiddle, a respectable manufacturer, in

which he remained for two years. During his

stay in Manchester, Mr. Perry, who was yet only

in the nineteenth year of his age, attracted the

notice, and procured the friendship of several

principal gentlemen in the town, by the singular

talents he displayed in a debating society, which
they had established for the discussion of moral
and philosophical subjects. Mr. Perry also pro-

duced several literary essays of great merit.

Encouraged by this success, Mr. Perry deter-

mined to seek a wider field for the exercise ofhi^

talents ; and with this view set out for London,
in the beginning of 1777, carrying with him a
number of letters of introduction and recom-
mendation from his friends in Manchester to in-

fluential individuals in the metropolis. For some
time, however, these were unavailing. But the

following circumstance, at length procured him
the employment which he sought, and placed

him in the path to that eminence which he after-

wards attained. While waiting in London for

some situation presenting itself, he amused him-
self in writing fugitive verses and short essays,

which he put into the letter box of the General
Advertiser, as the casual contributions of an ano-
nymous correspondent, and they were of such
merit as to procure immediate insertion. It hap-
pened that one of the parties to whom he had a
letter of introduction, namely, Messrs. Richard-
son and Urquhart, were part proprietors of the

Advertiser, and on these gentlemen Mr. Perry
was in the habit of calling daily, to inquire if

any situation had yet offered for him. On enter-

ing their shop one day to make the usual inquiry,

Mr. Perry found Mr. Urquhart earnestly en-

* See page 815 ante, for anecdote of the John Bull, and
for 1803 read 1821.

gaged in reading an article iu the Advertiser^

and evidently with great satisfaction. When he
had finished, the former put the now almost
hopeless question, whether any situation had yet
presented itself ? and it was answered in the ne-
gative ;

" but," added Mr. Urquhart, " if you
could write such articles as this," pointing to

that which he had just been reading, " you would
find immediate employment." Mr. Perry glanced
at the article, discovered that it was one of his

own, and convinced his friend, Mr. Urquhart, by
showing another article in manuscript, which he
had intended to put into the box as usual, before

returning home. Pleased with the discovery,

Mr. Urquhart immediately said that he would
propose him as a stipendiaiy writer for the paper,

at a meeting of the proprietors, which w as to take

place that very evening. The result was, that

on the next day he was employed at the rate of
a guinea a-week, with an additional half guinea
for assistance to the London Evening Post, printed

by the same person. On receiving these appoint-

ments Mr. Perry devoted himselfwith great assi-

duity to the discharge of their duties, and made
efibrts before unknown in the newspaper estab-

lishments of London.
In i 782, Mr. Perry commenced the European

Magazine, upon a plan then new, and from the

ability with which it was conducted, added very

much to the reputation and popularity of its

editor. Having conducted this journal for twelve

months, he was chosen by the proprietoi's of the

Gazetteer to be the editor, at a salary .of four

guineas per week ; but under an express condi-

tion, made by himself, that he should be in no
way constrained in his political opinions and
sentiments, which were those of Charles James
Fox, of whom he was a devoted admirer. He
effected a great improvement in the reporting

department, by employing a series of reporters

who should relieve each other by turns, and thus

supply a constant and uninterrupted succession

of matter. By this means he was enabled to give

in the morning all the debates which had taken

place on the preceding night, a point which his

predecessor in the editorship of the Gazetteer

had been in arrears for months.* One of Mr.
Perry's favourite recreations was that of attend-

ing and taking part in the discussions of debating

* With respect to reporting, not only in London, but
from every part of the empire, the daily press of the me-
tropolis has, within the last few years, shown tUmost in-

credible exertion. Most of the persons so engaged are
gentlemen of education, and so active and able arc most
of them, that it is not an unfrequout thing for one reporter

to supply from the notes of three quarters of an hour, to

the paper upon which he is engaged, from two to three
columns of closely printed matter. A great number of the
reporters are law students, and to give a list of those who
have descended to this useful but laborious occupation,
would be astonishing-. The late James Stephen, esq.,

master in chancery, while studying for the law, and his

circumstances being narrow, became editor and reiwrter

of theMormng- Chronible till his appointment to a situation

in the West Indies. He returned to England with a hand-
some fortune, and obtained a seat in parliament, where he
greatly distinguished himself in resisting the motion of

the benchers of Lincoln's inn, to prevent barristers being
employed on newspapers. In opjiosing that motion Mr.
Stephen very candidly stated the fact that he \\xA honestly

il.
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societies. By his singular fluency and force of

speaking, he obtained the notice of Mr. Pitt, who,

then a very young man, was in the practice of

frequenting a society in which Mr. Perry was a

frequent speaker, and is said to have been

so impressed with his abilities as an orator, as to

have had an ofiFer of a seat in parliament con-

veyed to him, after he had himself attained the

dignity of chancellor of the exchequer. A similar

offer was afterwards made by lord Shelburne ;

but his political principles, from which no temp-

tation could divert him, prevented his accepting

either of these flattering propositions. For many
years he edited Debrett's Parliamentary Debates,

and afterwards, in conjunction with a Mr. Gray,

bought the Morning Chronicle from William

Woodfall, which he continued to conduct till his

death, which took place at Brighton, after a

long and painful illness, in the sixty-flfth year of

his age. The principles of the Morning Chro-

nicle were always those of Mr. Fox,* friendly to

liberty, order, and right government. The sound

discretion and fair judgment with which Mr.

Perry had always exercised his almost absolute

power, called forth from sir James Mackintoshf

in the house of commons, December 23, 1819,

the most splendid panegyric which literary in-

tegrity ever received. It was in a committee

upon the abominable libel bill, Mr. Canning,

earned a livelihood by that very practice, aud therefore he
could not in conscience forbear expressing his decided

disapprobation of such an interdict which would go very
much to cramp the intellectual energies of young men of

genius, but of contracted circumstances. This speech
gave great satisfaction to the house, and the benchers pru-

dently rescinded their resolution.

As a body, the reporters are gentlemen, and we never
heard that they were corrupted, except by affection or

aversion, or by civilities in a gentlemanly way. Old Mr.
JolifFe, for example, used to go into the reporters' room,
merely as a lounge, and say, "Are there any gentlemen
of the press who want franks," and a reporter was sure to

have as many as he chose to accept. Soon after, when
the civility was forgotten, he would go again, and remon-
strate in a lachrymose tone, saying, " Now, my good fel-

lows, give us a decent speech, don't cut it short by saying
only that Mr. JolifFe supported the motion. Remember I

am a county member, and people think what I say of

consequence, and you know I am a friend of the press."
* When the whigs came into power in the year 1806,

they gave Mr. Perry a situation of the value of £A,2QQ
a-year, which he only held during their short-lived

reign. He, however, procured situations of considerable

value for two or three of his sons in India, which were
permanent. The principal editor at that time under Mr.
Perry, was the present Mr. Serjeant Spankie. This gen-
tleman was sent out by the whigs, as Recorder in some
court in India, but he returned in a few years and was
made a serj eant-at-law.

A magnificent Mazarine Bible, in Mr. Perry's library,

sold for one hundred and sLxty guineas.

t Sir James Mackintosh, bart., was born 1765, in the
parish of Dores, in the county of Inverness, and received
his education at the school of Tortrosc, and at king's col-

lege, Aberdeen, where his studies were directed to the pro-

fession of the healing art, and in 1/87 he took his doctor's

degree in that faculty. He afterwards turned to the law;
became a student at Lincoln's inn, and soon displayed
such uncommon powers of eloquence, as had a consider-
able influence in the appointment of the advocate to the
recorder of Bombay, where his oratorical talents frequently
called forth the admiration of the Europeans and natives.
On his return to England sir James was elected into
pEu-liament, where he ably supported the popular party.
He died May 30, 1832. As an historian he has unfolded
and judged the social and political improvement of the
English nation, with the acuteness of a philosopher, and
the wisdom of a practical statesman.

then a cabinet minister, admitted the title of Mr.
Perry to the praises so eloquently bestowed.

Mr. Clements, proprietor of the Observer and
the Englishman, purchased the copyright of the

Chronicle, for which he gave a very great sum.
1821, May 5. The Manchester Guardian, No.

1 ,
printed and published by John Edward Tay-

lor, Market-street, Manchester. Saturday.

1821. The Glasgow Free Press, published on
Wednesdays and Saturdays.

1821. Nov. 24. The Catholic, edited by the
rev. Mr. Gilbert, of Antigua. This work was con-
tinued until 1 822, when the name was changed
into the Catholic Phoenix, edited by Mr. Grimes,
surgeon, and printed by J. Pratt, Manchester.

1821, Dec. 1. The Northern Express, and
Lancashire Daily Post No. 1. This was the

second attempt to establish a daily newspaper
out of London ; the proprietor was Henry Bur-
gess, who established a swift conveyance between
London, Manchester, and Liverpool, by which
two horses ran eight miles stages, at the rate of

twelve miles an hour. The paper was printed in

London and Stockport, and published in Man-
chester every Saturday, price sevenpence. It

continued for about three months.

1822, Jan. 21. Died, Benjamin Wright,
printer, of Little Queen-street, Lincoln's Inn-
fields, London. He served his apprenticeshij) with
Mr. Norbury, printer, of Brentford, but passed
the prime of his life as an assistant in the print-

ing-office of his friend, Mr. John Nichols. In
the year, 1802, he formed a connexion in

business with Mr. Thomas Burton, and after-

wards entered into partnership with him, and
was his successor. Having obtained a very

moderate competence, he retired wholly from
business in 1819; but the death of an affection-

ate wife, and his own declining health, prevented
his looking for enjoyment. For the most scrupu-
lous integrity, amiable singleness of heart, and
unremitting industry, Mr. Wright had few
equals, and he died at Kilburn, aged sixty-

eight, regretted by all his friends.

1822. Parliament agreed to print the ancient
histories of the kingdom.

1822, March 9. Died, Edward Daniel
Clarke, LL.D. professor of mineralogy in the

university of Cambridge. This celebrated travel-

ler belongs to a literary family, his father, grand-
father, and brother (the rev. James Stanier

Clarke) having each attained considerable repu-
tation by their publications. He was educated
at Cambridge, and became a fellow of Jesus'

college. In 1799 he set out on an extensive

tour through Denmark, Norway, Sweden, Lap-
land, Finland, Russia, Tartary, Asia Minor,
Syria, Palestine, Egypt, Greece, and Turkey,
and returned from Constantinople in 1802,
through Hungary, Germany, and France. In
the course of his travels he collected a mag-
nificent cabinet of minerals, together with a
valuable assortment of manuscripts and ancient

marbles, the latter of which, including the

famous Eleusinian Ceres, he deposited in the

public library at Cambridge. He was also an
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agent in obtaining for this country the celebrated

Alexandrian sarcophagus, and the trilingular

inscription, known by the name of " the Rosetta

Stone." Dr. Clarke was eminently qualified for

a traveller, by great acquired knowledge, un-
shrinking courage and power of enduring fatigue,

and the ability to narrate what he observed in a
lively, graphic, and agreeable manner. Not
long after his return to England, he married

Angelica, daughter of sir William Beaumaris
Rush, and being already in holy orders, was
instituted to the rectory of Harltou, Cambridge-
shire. Dr. Clarke was the author of a periodi-

cal work entitled Le Reveur ; or the Wakings of
an Absent Man: the first number appeared

Sept. 6, 1796, and the last March 6, 1797, in

tw^enty-nine numbers. The whole were after-

wards printed in one volume, some time in the

latter year ; and from the account to be found in

his Life, it would seem that there is not more
than one complete copy in existence.

1822. Practical Hints on Decorative Printing.

By William Savage, London. This work pro-

duces some beautiful imitations of coloured

drawings produced at the letter-press, and the

elaborate manner in which the imitations are

executed, must excite the most delightful feeling

in every lover of the typographic art. The
work was published at £b 6s. large paper, in

folio, £11 Us. Mr. Branston,* the celebrated

wood engraver, rendered his valuable services.f

1822, Jan. 29. Tfie Scrap Book ; a literary

publication, printed and published by Joseph

Pratt, Manchester, price twopence.

1822, Feb. 2. The Manchester Iris, No. 1.

a literary publication, price threepence halfpenny,

printed and published by Henry Smith,;}: the

proprietor, St. Ann's square, Manchester. It

ended Saturday, December 27, 1823.

. 1822. The Press i or^ Literary Chit Chat, a

satire, 12mo, pp. 132.

* Robert Branston, sen. of the firm of Whiting and
Branston, engravers and printers, Beaufort-house, in the
Strand, London, died Feb. 12, 1827.

t Sir William Conj^reve, whose active and inventive
genius never slept, obtained a patent, December 22, 1822,

for improvements in priming in one, two, or three colours

by machinery, and which is chiefly used in printing coun-
try bankers notes and labels for paper for the excise ; at

the same time it is but justice to say, (if the invention
of printing be ceded to sir William Congreve) the macM-
nery was invented and brought to perfection by Mr. Wilks,
a partner in the house of Donken and Co., Bermondsey.
The worthy bsironet introduced the process into some of

the government offices, as well as permitted Messrs.
Whiting and Branston to avail themselves of his inge-

nuity, and the invention considerably increased in public

favour after its first introduction into Beaufort house,
Strand, many very highly finished specimens of the com-
pound-plate process have been issued from that establish-

ment. It ought also to be said, that sir William Congreve
found an able assistant in Mr. Branston, as many of the
productions were certainly executed by that inimitable en-
graver's own hand. Sir William Congreve was born
May 20, 1772, and died May IP, 1828.

Messrs. E. and E. Cowper have invented a cylinder card-
printing machine,which executes the sheet of court cards,

with the five colours in register at one impression.
In 1814, Mr. S. Marshall, of Streatham, in Surry,

obtained a medal from the society of aits, for the inven-
tion of printing in colours on calico.

X Henry Smith served his apprenticeship with William
Cowdroy, jun.; he carried on a very respectable business
for about nineteen years, and died July 11, 18.18, aged 44.

1822, March 10. Died, William Cowdrov,
proprietor and printer of the Manchester Gazette,
aged forty-seven years. To those who had the
pleasure of being acquainted with him, he was
known to be the possessor of many sterling

qualities, among which, sincerity, strict probity,

and firm friendship, were peculiarly pre-eminent.
He died as he had lived, an example that virtue

can exalt the character even beyond praise, and
above the power of death.

1822, April 22. Alderman Waithman
obtained a verdict of £500 against the pro-

prietors of the John Bull, for a libel.

1822, April 20. Sir Alexander Boswell,
hart, killed in a duel by James Stuart, esq. for a
concealed libel, of which sir Alexander Boswell
was the author, inserted in a newspaper called

the Glasgow Sentinel, of the same stamp as the
Edinburgh Beacon and the London John Bull,
conducted by Messrs. Alexander and Borthwick,
of which sir Walter Scott and others were the
proprietors.

1822, May 19. Died, Jeremiah Jollie, pro-

prietor and printer of the Carlisle Journal, aged
thirty-five years. He was the eldest son of
Francis Jollie, whom he succeeded in the
business. Mr. Francis Jollie republished several

valuable works, and compiled Sketch of Cum^
berland Manners and Customs, 8vo. 1811. The
Cumbei'land Guide and Directory, 8vo. 1811.

1822, May 20. Died, William Hayes, book-
binder, of Oxford, in the sixty-sixth year of his

age. As a steady, upright, and attentive trades-

man, Mr. Hayes had long enjoyed very general

credit and respect. The merits of his private

character was best appreciated by his friends

and fiimily ; but in his loss the public of Oxford
will long regret one of its most zealous, active,

and indefatigable servants. A few years before

his death he received from his fellow-citizens

a most gratifying testimony of their regard, and
high opinion of his services in discharging the

important oflice of governor of the house of in-

dustry.

1822, May 25. Died, William Headley,
proprietor of the Leeds Independent newspaper,
aged thirty-four, lamented by his family and
friends. He received some severe injuries from
a mob, on the day of the coronation of George IV.

1822, May 28. T. Arrowsmith, J. Weaver,
and W. Shackell, the alleged proprietor and
printers of the JohnBull newspaper were brought

* On January 7, 1822, Mr. Stuart obtained an action
against Alexander and Borthwick, for damages for a libel

inserted in the Glasgow Setitinel. Mr. Borthwick >va3
then lying in Glasgow jail for a small debt, when his
agent, it appears, expressed to Mr. Stuart his great desire
to have the action settled, and asked if he, Mr. St\iart,

was willing to do so, Mr. Stuart replied that it would de-
pend on the communication which Bortliwick would make
to liim. Borthwick being liberated from prison by the
payment of his debt, brought Mr. Stuart the papers and
manuscripts, which led hiin to fix on Sir Alexander Bos-
well as the author of the articles which had oflVndcd him,
and which led to tlie unfortunate duel. Bortliwick ab-
sconded, but on the 6th of April was apprehended on a
justiciary warrant, at Dundee, and carried to Edinburgh,
charging him with theft, by breaking open lock -fast places
in the Sentinel newspaper office, and abstracting several
confidential letters and otlier manuscripts therefrom.
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up to reeeire judgment for several libels inserted

in that paper on queen Caroline,* when the fol-

lowing sentence was passed upon them : Arrow-

smith, to pay a fine of £300 ; W. Shackell and
J. Weaver, to be imprisoned three months and
to pay a fine of £100.

1822, June 4. Died, W. Hall, who had held

the situation of overseer in the office of the Lan-
caster Gazette since its commencement, in 1801,

in which he discharged his duty with the strictest

honesty, industry, and integrity. He was aged

fifty-three years.

1822, July 29. William Blackwood, editor

and proprietor of Blackwood's Magazine, fined

jGIOO for a libel on professor Leslie.

1822, Oc^ 22. Messrs. Dolby, Clarke, and
Waddington, convicted of publishing alleged

libels.f

1822, Oct. Died, Francis Rivington, the

senior partner in the highly respectable firm of

the Rivington's, of St. Paul's church-yard, and
of Waterloo-place, London, the immediate
descendants of a long line of booksellers, who
may be ranked among the most eminent in this

useful profession. Mr. Francis Rivington moved
in an extensive circle of friends ; and few men
have been more generally or more justly esteemed.

His probity, his sincere and unaffected piety,

and his natural hilarity of disposition, endeared

him to all who knew him. He died at Isling-

ton in his seventy-eighth year.

1822, Nov. lb. Die'd^ John Debrett,
formerly an eminent bookseller in Piccadilly,

in the shop occupied by Mr. Almon. He was
the editor of the following works :

—

NewFound-
ling Hospital for Wit, 6 v. 12mo. 1784. Asylum
for Fugitive Pieces in Prose and Verse, 4 v. 12mo.
Parliamentary Papers, 3 v. 8vo. 1797. The
Peerage of Great Britain and Ireland,2\. 18mo.
9th ed. 1813. New Baronetage of England, 2
V. 18mo. 1808.

1822. Asiatic Researches ; or, Transactions of
the Society for inquiring into the History and
Antiquities, Arts, Sciences, and Literature of
Asia, plates. 15 vols. 4to. London, 1799.

Calcutta, 1822.

1822, Nov. Died, Henry Fenwick, printer

to the corporation of the city of London, an

office which he filled for more than half a cen-

* On the nth of October, 1820, the printers of London
went in grand procession to Brandenburgh house, the
residence of the queen, at Hammersmith, and presented
to her majesty an address, printed on white satin, the
workmanship of which was a most splendid piece of typo-
graphical skill. She died August 7, 1821, and her remains
were interred in the family vault at Brunswick.

f- When the venders of seditious libels, treasonable
tracts, and blasphemous and obscene publications, could
find no other way of evading the law, they had recourse
to various expedients ; amongst many was the following,

by little Waddington, at his shop, in the Strand, London.
Within the shop were posted up the names of several
books, with their prices, and opposite each book was a
hook, to which a short rope was attached, extending up to

the first floor, which was occupied by Waddington , there
was also a ring which the purchaser put on the book oppo-
site the book he wanted, and thus signified to the person
above stairs what book it was he desired to have, the rope
was then pulled up.and a box was let down through a hole,
into which the purchaser put the price, the box was then
pulled up, and the book immediately let down.

tury, having been appointed to it in April, 1772.

He had been a liveryman of the company of

stationers more than sixty years, and died aged
eighty-two. He was succeeded in the office of

city printer by Mr. Arthur Taylor.

1822, Dec. 9. Duncan Stevenson, printer

of the Beacon Edinburgh newspaper, was fined

£500 for a libel.*

1822. The premises of Mr. Bagster, book-
seller, in Paternoster-row, London, entirely con-
sumed by fire, amongst other valuable property

in books, was a great number of copies of a
Polyglot Bible,\ printed with stereotype plates.

1822. It is stated in the Revue Encyclopediqu^,

that Ali Pacha, the spirited and enterprising

viceroy of Egypt, among other projects for the

instruction and general improvement of his

subjects, erected in Bulak, in Upper Egypt, a

college in which a considerable number of stu-

dents were boarded and educated at his expense,

and also a royal printing establishment; one
work from which, an Italian and Arabic Dic-
tionary, in two parts, is mentioned, bearing for

imipYmt,Bolacco,della Stamperia reale, 1822, 4to.

1 822. The commencement of this year deserves

to be noticed for the appearance of a number of

illustrated publications, in London, which were
sold so low as twopence each. The only one
remaining is the Mirror, commenced by John
Limbird, and as it was the first so it is also

the best—it still continues improving under the

direction of its original proprietor, in the

Strand, London.
1822. Loudon's Encyclopedia of Gardening.

1822. The New Monthly Magazine.
1822. The Hellenic Trumpet, a political news-

paper in modern Greek, was printed at Corinth,

a celebrated city of the Morea.
1823. Mechanics' Institute formed in London

and Glasgow on an extensive scale, and with

grreat success.

* On August 22nd, Mr. Abercrombie, the present speaker
of the house of commons, made a motion in the house of
commons for the appointment of a committee to inquire
into the conduct of the lord advocate, and otherlaw officers

of Scotland, as connected with the public press of that
country—the motion was negatived by a majority of
twenty-five—the numbers being 120 to 95.

t The Polyglotl, published by Mr. Bagster, in 1833, in

folio, by professor Saml.Lee is deserving of every praise as
a splendid triumph of the British press. The editor of
this splendid work was born at the village of Longnor, in
the county of Salop, and from the education of a village

school, and the trade of a carpenter and joiner, this ex-
traordinary man made such rapid advances in the acquire-
ment of languages, that he made himself acquainted,
including his native tongue, with eighteen in number,
which are as follows :—English, Latin, Greek, Hebrew^
Chaldee, Syriac, Samaritan, Arabic, Persic, Hindostanee
French, German, Italian, Ethiopic, Coptic, Malay, Sanscrit,

and Bengalee. Happily forthe honour of the British nation

,

these talents were not suffered to remain either in ob-
scurity, or to languish under that adversity where they
had their birth. At a Congregation, held on the 10th
of March, I819, the rev. Samuel Lee, of Queen's college,

was admitted master of arts by royal mandate, and
was afterwards elected professor of Arabic, on the resig-

nation of the rev. John Psdmer, B.D. of St. John's college.

Such are the honours which Mr. Lee has attained, through
the exercise of his extraordinary talents in the cause of
virtue and religion. Of his personal character, an amiable
picture has been drawn by his first venerable friend and
patron, archdeacon Corbet.who extended to him the hand
of benevolence and friendship through life.
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1823, Feb. The Banuantyiie club established

at Edinburgh, through the exertions of sir Wal-
ter Scott, the first president, and also of Thomas
Thomson, esq. the successor of sir Walter in that

office. The object of the institution is to print

works illustrative of the history, antiquities, and
literature of Scotland, either at the expense of

the club, or as contributors from individual mem-
bers. It consisted originally of thirty-one mem-
bers. The number of copies printed is limited

to one hundred and thirty-six ; a smaller number,
however, has been printed of the earlier publi-

cations. The club derives its name from George
Bannantyne, from whose active life, during his

youth, is owing that rich collection of Scottish

poetry which bears his name. He was born
Feb. 22, 1545, and was living in 1606, but the

period of his death is not precisely known.
1823, Feb. 18. Died^ Thomas Deightgn.

bookseller and stationer, at York, aged forty-

nine years.

1823, Feb. 22, Died^ James Harrop,* pro-

prietor and printer of the Manchester Mercury
and British Volunteer. He was also postmaster

of Manchester for several years, but when the

whigs came into power in 1806, they deprived

Mr. Harrop of that situation. His conduct as a

public character, and the proprietor of a news-
paper, was distinguished for loyalty to the king,

and an unshaken attachment to the constitution;

and he had, universally, tlie merit of consistency,

and the credit of political integrity. He died

at Broughton priory, near Manchester, in the

sixtieth year of his age, and was succeeded in

his business by his eldest son James HaiTop.

1823, March 7. Died^ the rev. William
Ward, a missionary at Serampore in the East
Indies, under the direction of Dr. Carey.f Mr.
Ward was a native of Derby, where he was born

October 20, 1769, and served an apprenticeship

to the printing business to Mr. Drewry, pro-

prietor of the Derby Mercury; he afterwards

devoted himself to theministry,anddiedat Seram-
pore, aged lifty-three. It is gratifying to learn

that the printing establishment at Sei'ampore, so

diligently and perseveringly carried on, continues

to flourish at the present day ; and according to

the Eighth and Ninth Memoirs^ we learn that at

the close of 1822, they had printed the New
Testament in twenty languages besides the

Chinese : also that they had finished the entire

Chinese Bible, with moveable metallic types,

printed on paper forwarded from China to Cal-

cutta. In 1823, notice occurs of the press

erected at Fort Marlborough, near Bencoolen

;

in 1824, it is mentioned that a lithographic

press had been forwarded to Bencoolen, for the

purpose of printing the scriptures in Javanese
;

and in 1826, notice occurs of a lithographic

* John Beatson proprietor of the Isle of Man Gazette,

was brother-in-law to Mr. Harrop.

t William Carey, D.D. was born of poor parents, at

Paulerspury, Northamptonshire, August \7, I76i. He
became one of the most eminent missionaries that ever
laboured for the salvation of the heathen, in the east, and
died June 9, 1834. His L»/c was written by his nephew,
the rev. Eustace Carey.

press having been sent some years ago to Batavia,
m the isle of Java.

1823, March 10. Died^ Phillip Addison,
printer and stationer, at Preston, in Lancashire,
aged fifty-one. He was much respected as a
tradesman for punctuality and integrity in the

discharge of his engagements; and the inoffen-

sive urbanity of his manners procured him many
friends.

1823, May 18. Died^ John Heard, printer

and publisher of the West Briton^ published at

Truro, where he died, highly respected for

punctuality in all his dealings.

1823, June 17. The royal society of literature

now first assembles.

1823, Aug. 6. Died, Mr. Meyler, proprietor

of the Bath Herald, in his forty-second year.

He was a member of the common council of the

corporation of Bath. He left a widow and five

young children.

1823, Sept. 5. Died, Henry Richardson,
proprietor and printer of the Bervnck Advertiser.

1823, Sept. 15. Thomas Beeman, warehouse-
man to Mr. Bensley, piinter, in Bolt-court, was
sentenced at the Old Bailey to seven years' trans

portation, for stealing one hundred and six copies

of Lingard's History of England, printed by Mr.
Bensley for Mr. Mawman. Thomas Cahuse, a
bookseller, residing in High-street, Borough,
was sentenced to fourteen years' transportation

forreceiving the same, knowing them to be stolen.

1823, Sept, 24. Dr. T. F. Dibdin, in the

Libraiy Companion, says, there appeared the

most marvellous phenomenon ever witnessed in

the annals of Bibliopolism. The Times News-
paper had four of the five columns of its last

page occupied by an advertisement of Mr.
Thorpe, containing the third part of his catalogue

for that year. On a moderate computation,
this advertisement comprised eleven hundred and
twenty lines.

1823, Methodical Cyclopaidia, edited by Mr.
Mitchell.

1823, Oct. 7. Died, James Smith, proprietor

of the Liverpool Mercantile Advertiser, aged
forty-two. Mr.'Smith was a man of superior at-

tainments, and greatly excelled in mechanical
pursuits. He was the compiler of two works that

were found extremely useful, namely, the

Panorama of Science and Art, and the Mechanic ;

or. Compendium of Practical hwentions. He
was a native of Kendal, and in fellowship with

the society of friends.

1823, Oct. 22. Died, Rowland Hurst, book-

seller, proprietor, and publisher of the Wakefield
and Halifax Journal, aged forty-seven.

1823. Mechanics' and Apprentices' Library
established at Lancaster.

1823. A delegation of printers and booksellers,

from Philadelphia, in America, attended the

four hundredth grand anniversary of the inven-

tion of the art of printing, held at Haerlem, in

Holland, in honour of Lawrence Coster.

1823. A machine was invented for rolling

books, instead of beating them with a hammer,

I

by which process as many books may be beaten
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in one day as would occupy two bookbinders a 1

week in the ordinary way, besides degrading a

very pretty art to a most toilsome task of heavy

labour and little skill in one of its processes.

1823. The Singapore Chronicle, established

on the island of Singapore, at the extremity of

the peninsula of Malacca. At first it was issued

at irregular periods, then once a fortnight ; and
in 1833 it was enlarged and issued weekly, in

which state it continues. In 1823, the Anglo-

Chinese college was removed from Malacca to

Singapore, and a printing establishment was
brought from Calcutta, where the missionaries

commenced their labours by working off a

Siamese version of the Book of Genesis.

1823. James Silk Buckingham, proprietor

and editor of the Oriental Herald, published at

Calcutta, was banished from India, unprepared

and without trial, because he chose to say " that

a clergyman of the church of Scotland was not

the fittest person to be made a clerk of sta-

tionery." With regard to the Indian press, it

may be observed, that the first adventurers into

that region, solely intent on the means of

amassing enormous wealth, had little appetite

for any literary or intellectual gratifications.

As, however, emigrants multiplied and their

stay in India assumed more of a permanent

character, the example of some illustrious indi-

viduals kindled a spirit of enquiry, not surpassed

at home, and scarcely equalled unless among
the most active intellectual circles. The human
mind once roused to exertion, soon betters itself

in every direction from philological and historical

research, our countrymen sought to proceed to

political enquiry, particularly into the constitu-

tion and administration of that singular and
anomalous system under which they were

governed. A free press, however, in a society

composed on one side of a mere army, and in

the other of a people subjected to immemorial

despotism, and into whose mind such an idea

never entered, was certainly a very critical

measure. The marquis of Hastings, however,

attempted it, he proclaimed the freedom of pub-

lication without previous censorship, as accom-

panied, however, with a series of warnings as to

the limits within which this permission was to

be exercised. Mr. Buckingham, a bold and
clever adventurer immediately availed himself

of this permission, and began a journal, which so

addressed itself to the newly awakened curiosity

of the Indian public, that in a short time it

yielded a revenue of £8,000 a-year. As it was

always found to be the more acceptable and

profitable in proportion as the strictures upon

the mighty of the land were more decided and

piquant, the paper, in spite of repeated warnings

from the government house, assumed always a

character more and more offensive to the ruling

powers. This state of things came to a crisis

when the marquis left India, and the ministra-

tion devolved upon Mr. Adam in the interval,

pervious to the arrival of a new governor-general.

Mr. Buckingham having then committed an
offence, supposed to exceed the atrocity of his

former misdeeds, was banished from India on the

ground of an old law, which empowered the

government to take this step.* Mr. Arnott, in

whose hands he left the journal, and who con-
ducted it in the same spirit, soon experienced a
similar treatment ; and the whole concern was
entirely broken up.

1823, January 20. Advice was received of

the establishment of a Bengalee newspaper,
under the title of Sungband Cowmuddy ; or the

Moon ofIntelligence, edited by a learned Hindoo,
and the first articles relate to the liberty of the

press, and trial by jury.

1823, July. Examiner ^ Political Economist.

1823, Oct. 9. Local Observer.

1824, Feb. 25. Died, Luke White, esq.,

M.P. for the county of Leitrim. He rose by
slow degrees, from being the poorest to the

richest man in Ireland. He commenced business

as an itinerant bookseller, at Belfast, and was in

the practice of selling by auction his pamphlets
and imperfect volumes, in the public streets of

Belfast. The knowledge he thus acquired of

public sales, procured him the situation of clerk

to an auctioneer in Dublin. There he opened a
small bookshop, became eminent in that line, and
sold lottery tickets, and by his speculations in

the funds, and contracting for government loans,

he acquired his enormous wealth. His property

amounted to £30,000 a-year real estate?, and
£160,000 in money and securities. This, which
remained after the enormous sum of £200,000,
expended upon elections, he bequeathed by will

amongst his children, five sons and three daugh-
ters. His son, Samuel White, esq. succeeded

him in the representation of the county of Lei-

trim.—It was said that his eldest son offended

him by refusing to offer himself a candidate for

Dublin, with a promise to support the catholic

cause. He died in Park-street, Grosvenor-

square, London.
1824, March 8. Died, Matthew Faulkner,

formerly proprietor of the Manchester Herald

newspaper, and a very respectable bookseller in

the market-place of that town. We have, at

page 775, given the manner by which Mr. Faul-

kner lost an independent property, acquired by
previous habits of severe industry, and the

closest attention to business, for the expression of

* In August, 1835, Mr. Buckingham, being then M. P.

for Sheffield, obtained a committee of the house of

commons to investigate into his claims and to enable him
to recover compensation from the East India Company,
for the loss and damages sustained by him in the suppres-

sion of his paper at Calcutta. The preamble recites, " that

by an expenditure of ^6'20,000, he, with great exertions,

succeeded in establishing at Calcutta a journal which
yielded ^8,000 annually, and that he possessed thirty-

three shares of this journal. He was banished, his paper

suppressed, and property to the amount of ^"40,000 was
destroyed. All this was done without trial or conviction."

The committee declared "that as by the ordinary course

of law there was no remedy, compensation should be

awarded by the authority of parliament." When the

measure came before the house it was thrown out. From
some motive, of which we are not aware, Mr. Bucking-

ham retired from parliament, and is now in America.

On August 3, 1835, the press of India was freed of its

restrictions by the voluntary act of the governor general

in council.
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those political opinions which time has proved to

be paramount; and, whatever might have been

the inducement of the " constitutional society,"

to destroy his property, and force him to become
a"!! exile for many years from his native land,

reflects but little credit on those who, while they

defended " church and state," were fomenting
riots in the lower orders to bum and destroy the

property of those who dared to speak the truth.

Mr. Faulkner died at Burnley, in Lancashire, in

the eighty-sixth year of his age.

1824, Apt'il 19. Died, George Gordon
BvRON,lord Byron, whose name is imperishably

connected with the literature of our native land.

He was the grandson of admiral John Byi*on,*

and was born in London, January 22, 1788.

His fatherf died three years afterwards, leaving

Mrs. Byron in embarrassed circumstances. They
retired to Aberdeen, where he received the first

rudiments of his education, and braced his

limbs upon the mountains of the neighbourhood.

William, the fifth lord Byron, died at Newstead
abbey, Nottinghamshire, May 17, 1798, and as

the descent both of the titles and estates was to

heirs male, he was succeeded by his great nephew,
and thus the state and prospects of the heir were

completely changed, when he was little more
than ten years old. Upon the change in his

fortune, lord Byron was placed as a ward under

the guardianship of his relation, the earl of

Carlisle, and the tuition of Dr. Drury,J at Har-

row, and from thence, at the age of sixteen, to

Trinity college, Cambridge, where he remained
only three years. In the year 1807, while at

Newstead abbey, lord Byron arranged, and
caused to be printed at Newark, a small collection

of his poems, under the whimsical title of Hours

of Idleness. By George Gordon, lord Byron, a

minor. The Edinburgh reviewers thought proper

to comment, in very harsh and unbecoming
language, upon these early eff*usions of the

young lord. Their critique elicited from his

lordship's pen one of the bitterest and most
powerful satires ever published. His pen, how-
ever, was not entirely dipped in gall; on the

contrary, there are many very beautiful lines,

eulogizing the productions of Gilford, Henry
Kirke White, Sotheby,§ Macneil,|| Crabbe, Shee,

Rogers, and Campbell. Up to the time of his

majority, the noble lord continued to folio v- his

fancies, and unhappily his life was one of riot

and dissipation, the miserable consequences of

which were soon apparent. At length, in July,

1809, in company with John Cam Hobhouse, he

* Born at New*ftead, Nov. 8, 1723 ; died April 10, ir86.

t Captain Jotin Byron was born Feb. 7, 1 756, and died

at Valenciennes, Augusta, 1791.

t B«r. Joseph Drury, D.D., late head master of ITar-

rowf, was bom in London, Feb. 11, 1750; died Jan. 9, 18;U.

§ William Sothcby, esq., F.R.S., F.A.S., *c. was born
in London, Nov 9, 1737. He was a gentleman of con-
siderable fortune, and of liberal education. He was the
translator of Oberon, a poem from the German of Wieland,
and of the Georfrics of Virj?il; and author of Saul, an
epic poem, besides other works. He died Dec. 30, 1833.

II
Hector Macneil, one of the most deservedly popular

poets of Scotland, and author of Scotland's Sea ifft, and
the Wans of War, of which 10,000 copies were sold in one
month . He died at Edinburgrh, March 15, 1818.

embarked at Falmouth for Lisbon, and after

visiting Seville and Cadiz, he sailed for the

Morea. After an absence of nearly three years,

lord Byron revisited his native shores, and
exhibited the advantages of travelling in his

Childe Harold, which is full of splendid descrip-

tions and noble meditations, and the supposed

identity of the hero with the poet, excited at

once admiration and curiosity. This poem is

constructed on the Spenserian stanza, which
suits admirably well with the sombre and con-

templative character of the poem. Thus as all

admired the Pilgrimage of Childe Harold, all

were prepared to greet the author with that fame
which is the poet's best reward, and which is due
to one who strikes out a new and original line of

composition. The keen and scrutinizing glance

which the poet had cast on eastern characters

and customs soon manifested itself in the pro-

duction of other poems, all of which were pro-

duced with a celerity which was rivalled only by
their successes.

On Jan. 3, 1815, lord Byron married, at

Seham, in the county of Durham, the only

daughter of sir Ralph Milbank Noel, hart., and
in the same year she brought him a daughter*

Ada, sole daughter of my house and heart

!

Within a few weeks, however, after that event,

a separation took place, for which various causes

have been stated, none of which appears very

creditable to the noble poet. This difference

excited a great sensation at the time, and was the

last stroke to the domestic happiness of his lord-

ship. He left England for France, passed

through Belgium to the Rhine, as far as Basle ;

then to Switzerland, and at length took up his

abode at Venice, where he completed his Childe

Harold. At Venice he avoided, as mucli as

possible, any intercouree with his couulrymen.

In 1819, he formed his acquaintance with the

countess Guiccioli, a yom^g and beautiful

Romagnese, who was maTrled but a short lime

before lord Byron fii^t met with her to an old and

wealthy widower. Our limits compel us to be

brief ; and as the events of his lordship's life are

well iinown, we must pass on to the period when

be was induced to leave Italy, and join the

Greeks struggling for emancipation. It was in

Greece that his high poetical faculties had been

first fully developed. Greece, a land of the

most venerable and illustrious history, of peculi-

arly grand and beautiful scenery, inhabited by

various races of the most wild and picturesque

manners, was to him the land of excitement.

It was necessarily the chosen and favourite spot

of a man of powerful and original intellect, of

quick and sensible feelings, of a restless and un-

tameable spirit, of various infonnation, and who,

above all, was satiated with common enjoy-

ments, and disgusted with what appeared to him

* Aug:usta Ada Byron was born In London, Dec. p,

1615; married to the ripht hon. lord Klnp (now visconnt

J

Lovelace) Julys, 1835, and gavi- biiih to a son and heir

May 19, 1830.

b T
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10 be the formality, hypocrisy, and sameness of

daily life. Dwelling upon that country, as it is

clear from all lord Byron's writings he did, with

the fondest solicitude, and being, as he was well

known to be, an ardent though perhaps not a

very systematic lover of freedom, he could be no

unconcerned spectator of its recent revolution

;

and, as soon as it seemed to him that his presence

might be useful, he prepared to visit once more

the shores of Greece. He embarked from the

port of Leghorn, and arrived in Cephaloniain the

early part of August, 1823, attended by a suite

of six or seven friends, in an English vessel,

which he had hired for the express purpose ol

taking him to Greece. The dissensions among
the Greek chiefs evidently gave great pain to

lord Byron, whose sensibility was keenly affected

by the slightest circumstance which he considered

would retard the deliverance of Greece. " For

my part," he observes, in one of his letters,

" I will stick by the cause while a plank remains

which can be honourably clung to ; if I quit it,

it will be the Greeks' conduct, and not the holy

allies, or the holier mussulmans." The last

moments ofByron have been carefully chronicled

by his servant Fletcher, and they furnish an

interesting picture of the man when divested of

the tinsel and glare of worldly selfishness. It

was generally expected that he would have been

buried in Westminster abbey, and that poets'

corner would have possessed another bright

memento of the literature of our native land. It

was, however, determined by the hon. Augusta

Leigh (lord Byron's sister) that the ashes of the

poet should repose with those of his ancestors,

and his body was ultimately transferred to the

church of Hucknall Torkard, near Newstead.

The funeral took place July 16, 1824, and was

atteodedby the corporation of Nottingham. His

genius -as a poet must ever place him first in the

list of Englaiid's literary worthies; but the bio-

grapher who atteicnts to trace his moral career,

finds but little to repay him for his labour but a

deep sense of the moral degradation which the

selfish follower of worldly pleasure may carve

out for himself. His character has been thus

summed up. " He was an extraordinary mixture

of benevolence and misanthropy, and of as^u'a-

tions after excellence, with a particular enslave-

ment to degrading vices. He wrote under the

influence of morbid excitement, or availed him-

self of the resources of egotism. He drew

from out the burning v\ell of his own storaiy

passions." Yet, in all his poetry, according to

William Wordsworth, we find " a pei-petual

stream of quick-coming fancies, an eternal spring

of fresh blown images, which seemed called into

existence by the sudden flash of those glowing

thoughts and overwhelming emotions, that

struggle for expression through the whole flow

of his poetry, and impart to a diction that is

often abrupt and irregular, a force and a charm
which seem frequently to realize all that is said

of inspiration."

The following list will show the years of pub-

lication of his principal poems, and the amount

of remuneration received by the noble poet as

the price of his literary labours, from Mr. John
Murray,* the eminent publisher of Albemarle-
street, who acted with a degree of liberality pre-
viously unknown in the history of literature :

1807

—

Hours of Idleness.

1809

—

English Bards and Scotch ReviewersA
1812

—

Childe Harold; cantos I. and II.t - - ^6*600

1813—TAe Giaour 525
1813—TAe Bride of Abydos 625
1814—TAe Corsair - - 825
1814

—

Lara\ --- 525
1815

—

Hebrew Melodies.
\\

I8I6— Siege of Corinth 70O
I8I6

—

Parisina - 525
I8I6

—

Childe Harold ; canto UI 1575
J 816

—

Prisoner of Chilton ---.-.. 625
I8I7

—

Manfred, a dramatic poem .... 315
I8I7

—

Lament of Tasso -- 3I5
1818

—

Beppo; a comic tale of modern Italian life 525
1818— Childe Harold; canto IV 2100
I8I9

—

Mazeppa .--.- 525
I8I9

—

Don Juan; cantos I. and II 1526
1820—Don Juan; cantos III. IV. and V. - - 1525
1820

—

Marino Faliero.
1820—Doge of Venice 1050
1821

—

Sardanapalus, a tragedy; Cain, a mys-
tery ; asxd the Two Foscari - • - - noo

1821

—

Letter on the Poetical Character of Pope.
1821

—

Vision of Judgment.%
1822

—

Werner, a tragedy; Deformed Trans-
formed; Heaven §• Earth. To which
were added.Hours ofIdleness ; English
Bards, 8fc. Hints from Horace, ^c. 3886

Sundries .---.....- 450
Life, by Thomas Moore . . - . . 4200

1822—Don Juan; cantos VI. VII. VIII. IX.
X. and XI.

1823 -Age of Bronze.
1823— 2V^e Island; and more cantos of Don Juan.

i6'23,540

1824, May 10. Died, John Guthrie, of
the firm of Guthrie and Tait, booksellers, Nicol-
son-street, Edinburgh. Mr. Guthrie generally

* Mr. Murray has conferred a great benefit on the lite-
rary world by publishing the works of lord Byron, com-
plete, in two volumes, 8vo. with notes by the most emi-
nent men of the day. London, 1837—8.

t For the liberty to republish this satire, lord Byron
refused four hundred guineas.

t The copyright of the first and second cantos of Childe
Harold, and of the Corsair, he presented to Mr. Dallas.

i "What do the reviewers mean by 'elaborate.' Lara
I wrote while undressing ; after coming home from balls
and masquerades, in the year of revelry, 1814.''

—

Byron's
Letters, 1822.

II
Written at the request of the hon. Douglas Kinuaird,

for a selection of Hebrew melodies, and published by Mr.
Power, with music, arranged by Mr. Braham and Mr.
Nathan. James Power, music-seller, died Aug. 26, 1836.
The hon. Douglas James William Kinnaird was born

Feb. «6th, 1788, and died March 12th, 1830.

% Written at Geneva, and published in London, by John
Himt. Its anthenticity was much doubted at the time.
June 12, 1824, ftir. Hunt was sentenced to pay a fine of

56" 100, and find secutities, himself in ^lOOO and two in
^6'500 each, for publishing the Vision of Judgment. This
piece first saw the light in 1822, and after inefTectual
negotiations with various publishers in London, at length
appeared in the pages of the unfortunate Liberal.
Lord Byron's acquaintance with Leigh Kimt originated

in his grateful feeling for the manner in whit-Jj Mr. Hunt
stood forward in his justification in the Examiner, (edited
by John and Leigh Hunt,) at a time when the currejni; of
public opinion ran strongly against him. This feeling
induced him to invite Mr. Hunt to Venice, where, upon
his arrival, a periodical publication was projected, under
the title of the Liberal, of which Mr. Hunt was to be the
editor, and to which lord Byron and Percy Bysshe Shelley
were to contribute. Three numbers of the Liberal were
published, when in consequence of the unhappy fate of
Mr. Shelley losing his life, by the upsetting of a boat, in
the Mediterranean, August 8, 1822, at the age of thirty
and other causes, the publication ceased.
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paid as he bought, and like his Leith cotempo-
rary, William Coke, brought home his own
purchases, for which he was called amongst the

trade, " ready-money John," in allusion to which
he is represented in Kay's* Edinburgh Portraits,

with a purse seemingly full of money, in his

hand. Mr. Guthrie was a native of the parish of
Botiiphinie, Aberdeenshire, and was born about
the year 1748. Having lost his parents when
very young, he was left to the protection of an
uncle, who before he had attained his twelfth

year, abandoned him to his own resources. In
this forlorn situation he scraped together as many
pence as procured a small stock of needles, pins,

&c. with which he commenced travelling as a
pedlar. His boyish years were passed in this

manner, his pack gradually extending as his

capital increased. After giving up the laborious

occupation of a travelling merchant, he settled in

Edinburgh, and commenced a book-stall, at the

Linen Hall, Canongate, which became the
resort of many of the book collectors of that

time. Unlike our modern open-air merchants,

who pace the length of their stalls from morning
till night, making idle time doubly tedious, he
was constantly engaged in some useful employ-
ment—knitting stockings, working onion nets,

or in some way or other having his hands busy, to

keep, as he used to say "the devil out of his

heart." He next opened a shop at the Nether
Bow. Here he continued until he removed to

the shop in Nicolson -street, at present occupied
by his successor, Mr. Tait, with whom he entered

into partnership, and who still carries on business

under the firm of Guthrie and Tait. Mr.
Guthrie was a very inoffensive, worthy person.

Few men were more uuivei*sally benevolent.

Never forgetting the hardships and struggles of

early life, his hand was open to the truly neces-

sitous; and, as far as his circumstances would
permit, he promoted, both by advice and assist-

ance, the endeavours of the industrious poor to

earn an honest livelihood. He was also a con-

* John Kay, caricaturist, engraver, and miniature
painter, was born April, 1742, at Dalkeith, in Scotland,
•where his father was a mason, and at a very early age
gave strong proofs of an uncommon genius for drawinj^,

by sketching men, horses, cattle, houses, &c. with chalk,
charcoal, or pieces of burnt wood, for want of pencils and
crayons*. He was bound apprentice to one George Heriot,
a barber, in Dalkeith, and when out of his apprenticeship
he went to Edinburgh, where he wrought seven years as
a journeyman. In 1771, he purchased his freedom from
the society of surgeon barbera, for which he paid ^£"40,

and commencing business on his own account, obtained
the patronage of many respectable families in Edinburgh
and its neighbourhood. When he was twenty years of

age he married Miss Lilly Steven, who bore him ten chil-

dren, all of whom died young, except his eldest son. Mrs.
Kay died in March, 1785, and in 1787 he maiTied Miss
Margaret Scott. In 1785, he left off business as a barber,

and from that period till about 1817, continued to exercise

his talents in engraving. For a period of nearly half a
century, few persons of any notoriety who figured in the
Scottish capital, have escaped his notice, and he has oc-

casionally indulged himself in caricaturing such loctd

incidents as might amuse the public ; and we concur with
Mr. Chambers in thinking it may safely be afiirmed that

no city in the empire can boast of so curious a chronicle.

He had a small print-shop in Parliament-square, in which
he sold his productions, and used to bo a great attraction

to the idlers of the time. He died at his house, No. 227,

High-street, Edinbiirp-h. Feb. 21, I82fi, in his 84th year.

slant, and frequently a liberal, contributor to the
religious and philanthropic institutions of the
city. Mr. Guthrie was an episcopalian when
that form of worship was at a low ebb, but
lived long enough to witness its gradual revival

and increase. His primitive mode of transact-
ing business was the effect of early habit, and
could not easily be laid aside by change of cir-

cumstances. Mr. Guthrie died at Edinburgh.
He was married, but had no children.

1824, May 12. Died, Robert Davidson,
printer, aged sixty-seven years. He had been
forty-five years a liveryman of the stationers'

company, of which, during the last year, he had
been the worthy master.

1824. Egypt, a descriptive poem, with notes.

By a traveller. Alexandria: printed for the
author, by Alexander Draghi, at the European
press, 1824. 8vo. pp. 55. This poem was
printed with a view to divert the author's atten-

tion, whilst suffering under severe affliction, as
well as to give encouragement to a very worthy
man, the printer. It is the first English work
carried through in Alexandria; and as the com-
positor was entirely ignorant of the language in

which it was written, the difficulties that existed

in correcting the proof sheets may be easily

imagined. By Henry Salt, esq. Fifty copies

were printed. Mr. Salt was the companion of
lord Valentia, during his travels in India ; sub-
sequently consul-general in Egypt, where he
died, leaving behind him a well earned reputa-
tion in oriental literature.

1824, June 9. Died, William Oxberry,
printer, but better known as a comedian. He was

A person such as comedy would choose.
When she would show an image of the times.
And sport with human follies—not with crimes.

He made his first appearance on the stage of
existence, December 18, 1784, in Moorfields.

His father was an auctioneer, and often knocked
down our hero amongst his other lots ; he gave
his son a good education, and at the age of four-

teen, placed him with an artist of eminence, but
young Oxberry's mind was not bent on coloure

;

he was then transferred to a bookseller's shop,

but he declined becoming bound there ; and he
was ultmately apprenticed to Mr. Seale, a
printer, in Tottenham-court-road. As Matthews
says, " he made but a sorri/ apprentice ; indeed,

he was very sorry that he was an apprentice ;"

but, fortunately for our hero's wishes, his master
was as theatrical as himself. The printing-office

became a theatre—in one corner sat master Ox-
berry studying Douglas ; in another, his master,
rehearsing Glenalvon : they mutually neglected
their proofs, till their printing became a proof
of their neglect. At a stable near Queen Ann-
street, and next to Berwick-street, did young
Oxberry enact divers charactei"s, for which he
had to pay instead of being paid. There is a
point we arc informed, beyond which " fi)rbear-

ance ceases to be a virtue," so thought Mr. Ox-
berry, in the year 1802. He had forborne follow-

ing his favourite pursuit for thiro years, and, as
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liis master had offered him his indentures, he

fled from his former shackles, on the wings of

hope, to Watford, where he obtained an engage-

ment from Mr. Jerrold, and sustained those

parts designated by the name of the heavy line.

At the close of the season, an accident threw the

part of Dan in his way, which he played with

the greatest success ; but, notwithstanding this

success in comedy, either from necessity or choice,

he continued to woo Melpomene. He left Mr.

Jerrold and joined Mr. Trotter, manager of the

Worthing and Hythe theatres, and went to his

circuit as a low comedian. As he played all the

principal low comedy, some parts in tragedy,

occasionally sang between, and printed the bills,

it may easily be imagined that he had his hands

full ; yet the heart of an itinerant comedian is

vulnerable, and Oxberry " snatched a moment"
to gaze upon Miss Catharine Elizabeth Hewitt,

then little better than sixteen years of age ; a

lady of most respectable connexions, and under

the protection of Mr. Trotter's family; he, how-
ever, pleaded his cause in such a manner as to

render refusal impossible, and in 1806 she be-

came his wife, by whom he had three children.

Whilst at Worthing, in 1807, Mr. Oxberry at-

tracted the attention of Mr. Siddons, the husband

of the celebrated actress, through whose recom-

mendation he obtained an engagement at Coven t-

garden theatre, and on Nov. 7, made his debut

in Robin Roughhead ; and although he only

played occasionally,he managed to obtain friends

and attract notice* At the end of the season he

removed to Glasgow and Aberdeen, in both of

which places he was a decided favourite. On the

22nd of July, 1809, he retunied to the Lyceum,
and immediately was ranked amongst the stock

favourites of the London theatres, obtaining very

advantageous engagements at the English opera

house, and Drury-lane. He had resumed the trade

of a printer ; and in December, 1821, our hero de-

tennindtoshow the versatility of his pursuits, as

well as of his genius, by taking the Craven's-

head chop-house, in Drury-lane, which instantly

became the resort of a great deal of the dramatic

and literary talent of the town ; as the good-

humoured host lised to tell his visitors—" We
vocalize on duYxi^ay,conversationize on a Sunday,
and chopize every day." Oxberry was always a

free liver ; and the allurements of company led

him into excesses, which, perhaps, shortened his

existence. He expired in an apoplectic fit.* The
day before his death he had been to Camberwell
to inspect the operations of his printing-office.

As an actor he stood alone in parts like Slen-

der and Abel Day ; and was, perhaps, second

* The widow of Mr. Oxberry was married, in 1824, to
Mr. Leman Thomas Tertius Rede, well known as an actor,

and also as an author of the Memoirs of Canning,
Road to the Stage, Oxberry's Dramatic Biography, &c.
He possessed considerable literary talent, and died Dec.
12, 1832. William Henry Oxberry, the only son, was born
in London, April 21, 1808, and educated at Merchant
tailors' school. He was intended for an artist, but his
inclinations led him to follow the steps of his father, and
he made his public debut at the Olympic, March 17, 1825.
Like his father he is unequalled in a certain line of charac-
ter rs in low corned V.

only to Emery,* in Tyke, John Lump, Robin
Roughhead^ 8fc. He fell below Liston in Lubin
Log and Neddy Bray, but soared far above him
in Mawworm and Master Stephen, and in his

Shaksperian assumptions. He bestowed too

little study on his profession, or he must have
held a much higher place than Liston, who has
acquired by conduct what Oxberry lost by neg-
lect. A short time before his death, he had con-

cluded an engagement for three years at Drury-
lane for £\2 per week.

In literature Mr. Oxberry was for ever com-
mencing something, and scarcely ever finished

anything. He edited a miscellaneous work,

called the Flowers of Literature, got up a col-

lection of tales, Sec. called the Theatrical Ban-
quet ; or, the Actor^s Budget, two vols. 18mo.
1809. The Encyclopcedia of Anecdote, 1812.

The History of Pugilism, 1814. Commenced
A Dictionary of Idiomatic Phrases, &c. At one
period he edited the Monthly Mirror (afterwards

called the Theatrical Inquisitor.) He was the

author of the petite piece of the Actress of All-

Worh,\ performed with success at the Olympic.
Altered Pilon's He Would be a Soldier, into the

High Road to Marriage, produced at the Olym-
pic theatre with great success : and a melo-
drama from his pen, called the Bandit's Bride,

from a novel of that name, was in the hands of

the Drury-lane management, when death put an
end alike to his labours and his cares. He was
in treaty with sir Richard Phillips for a work of

a dramatic nature, in June, 1824.' Mr. Oxberry
was five feet nine inches and a half in height,

and was latterly veiy corpulent ; of a dark com-
plexion, with a blue eye, that, though small, was
peculiarly expressive. The engraving prefixed

to his memoir, in Oxberry's Dramatic Biography,
is a most excellent likeness. He was buried in

the church of St. Clement Danes, Strand.

1824, June. At the sale of the second portion

of sir Mark Sykes's| splendid library, the cele-

brated edition of Livy, printed by Sweynheym
and Pannartz, upon vellum, in 1469, sold for

450 guineas. Erasmus's far-famed Greek Testa-

ment, on vellum, printed at Basil, 1519, in which
edition Erasmus omitted the celebrated verse in

St. John's epistles, respecting the three heavenly

witnesses, was purchased by the archbishop of

Canterbury for £140. There is but one copy of

it known to exist upon vellum, and that is in the

cathedral at York, for which copy sir Mark
Sykes once offered 1000 guineas, but was refused.

* John Emery was born at Sunderland, Dec. 22, \777,
where both his parents, who enjoyed some degree of re-

gard as provincial performers, were then engaged in the
exercise of their public duty. Before he had attained his

twenty-first year, John Emery was settled in the capital,

and sustained a branch of business, remai'kable for its

labour, variety, and importance, and he reposed during
the rest of his life in the sunshine of public favoxir. In
May, 1802, he married Miss Ann Thompson, daughter of
a tradesman in the boroujrh, by whom he lett four sons to

lament his loss. He died J uly 25, 1 822.

t It was written after Matthews's hit in the Actor of
All- Work.

J Sir Mark Masterman Sykes, hart, was a bibliomaniac
of the first class, and a member of the Roxburghe club.

He was born August 20, 17/1 > and died Feb. 16, 1823.
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1824, July 11. Died, Thomas Flindell,
proprietor and printer of the Western Luminary,
a weekly newspaper, established in the city of

Exeter, in the year 1813. Mr. Flindell was,

we believe, a native of Helford, in Cornwall,

and served an apprenticeship at Fahnouth,where,
however, he made so little proficiency, that on
removing to Edinburgh, where he was engaged
as a journeyman, his earnings were at first

scarcely sufficient for his subsistence.* In some
of the first houses in London, Mr. Flindell sub-
sequently made great improvement ; and about
the year 1790, was engaged to conduct the

Doncaster Gazette. He has been heard to relate,

that when the trial of Hardy, Home Took, and
others was pending, and the public mind waited

the result in breathless expectation, he ventured

in grave terms to state their acquittal, though at

the moment it was no more than a strong proba-

bility. The assertion, however, being luckily in

accordance with fact, the paper obtained great

celebrity for early intelligence ! On commencing
business at Helston, in his native [county, with

a press and types in good condition, he executed
Zion's Pilgrim, in 8vo. for the rev. Dr. Hawker,f
of Plymouth, in handsome style, together with

Pope's Essay on Man, and some smaller pieces.

Besides printing several thin volumes of Pol-

whele's History of Cormtmll, in post 4to. his

great work was a Family Bible, in royal 4to. in

English, with notes in small pica, inserted

between portions of the text. The authorship,

or compilation of the notes, " under the direc-

tion of a clergyman of the church of England,"
is supposed to point to the rev. R. Polwhele ;J but
though notes were furnished by that gentleman,

(see his Traditions, ^c. p. 371,) we believe they

were collected more or less by the editor him-
self. The introduction, a dissertation on the

prophecy of Daniel, and we believe some other

parts, were from the pen of the rev. John
Whitaker,§ the historian of Manchester. This

* Mr. Flindell used to relate the following story of his

landlady, with whom he lodged, at Edinburgh. "The
quantity of vegetables usuailly dished up with the meat of
himself and feUow lodger, was so abundant, that they
entreated her to obtain a leg of mutton, and serve it up
when boiled as it was. The worthy hostess simply com-
plied with their request, and actually set the pot contain-
ing the mutton on the table."

t Robert Hawker, D.D., was fifty years vicar of the
parish of Charles, Plymouth, where he died April 1, 1837.

In 1814, Dr. Hawker published an edition of the holy
scriptures, in penny numbers, for the use of the poor.

t Rev. Richard Polwhele, vicar of Manaccan and of

Anthony in Cornwall, inwhich county he was born in the
year 1760.

§ JohnWhitaker, the historian of Manchester, wasborn
in that town about 1735, and went early to Oxford, where
he was elected fellow of Coi-pus Christi college, and where
he discovered, in a very short time, those fine originalities,

those peculiarities of mind, which afterwards so strongly
marked him as an author and as a man. He took the
degree of M.A., 1759, and B.D. 1767. In 177I, Mr. Whit-
aker published the first volume of the History of Munches-
ter, 4to, a work which for acuteness of research, bold
imagination, independent sentiment, and correct informa-
tion, has scarcely its parallel in the literature of this coun-
try. His Genuine History of the Britons asserted, an 8vo.
volume, published in 1772, may be accepted as the sequel
to Manchester. About the yeai- 1779, he succeeded as
fellow of Corpus Christi college, to the rectory of Ruan
Langhorne, one of the most valuable livings in the gift of
that college, and went into Cornwall to reside upon his

work is very handsomely printed ; but, we regret

to say, was carried no further than about the
middle of the evangelists. After spending some
years in Helston, Mr. Flindell removed to Fal-

mouth, where he united with three other part-

ners in the publication of a weekly paper of four

pages, consisting each of four columns, (after-

wards enlarged,) and denominated the Cornwall
Gazette and Falmouth Packet. His partners

failing in business, he was incapable of sustain-

ing the pressure, and a stop was put to the news-
paper as well as the publication of the Family
Bible, in numbers. Justly reckoned, however,
by the gentlemen and merchants of Cornwall as

a highly suitable person to conduct a country
paper, a subscription was entered into when he
was in Bodmin prison, which in 1803 enabled
him to start the Royal Cornwall Gazette, at

Truro, under circumstances highly auspicious.

This was for some years the only public journal
in Cornwall. Its editorial tone was spirited,

and free from party bias, till circumstances

induced the publisher to take his stand on the

tory side. He seems to have tired of the political

warfare in which he was incessantly engaged
with a rival editor, and having disposed of the

Gazette, he removed to Exeter in 1813, where
he established the Western Luminary, on the

principles more recently advocated by himself,

and met with ample encouragement. At length

some intemperate language relative to queen
Caroline occasioned a crown prosecution against

him ; and being convicted of a libel on the

unfortunate royal consort, he underwent an
imprisonment fatal to his health and comfort.

His death took place about eighteen mouths
after his enlargement.—He united great energy

and decision of character with manners adapted
to the best society. His conversation was ani-

mated and improving; and his compositions,

though sometimes severe, were ^^vid and manly.

1824, Aug. The printing-offices of Mr. James
Moyes and Mr. Wilson, of Greville-street, Hat-
ton-garden, London, destroyed by fire, and
much valuable property lost.

1824, Sept. 2. Died, Rev. John Sim, B.A.,

late of St. Alban's hall, Oxford. He was born

October 8, 1746, in the parish of Banchary
Fernan, about 18 miles west of Aberdeen. He
was educated at the public school in Aberdeen

;

but it is uncertain whether he was at college

there. Whether he was apprenticed to any
business, is also uncertain ; but if so, it was
doubtless the printing business. One of his

brothers, two years older than himself, who died

about 1816, served his apprenticeship to this

business in Aberdeen, and was for many years

employed in the office of Mr. Stiahan, London.
In 1772, Mr. John Sim succeeded his friend,

Mickle, the poet, as corrector of the Clarendon

press, at Oxford. He obtained the friendship

of William Lowndes, esq., of Cheshunt, Bucks,

and was very intimate with lords William and

rectory, where he died, Oct. 30, I8O8, leaving a widow
and two daughters to lament the lcs.s of a fHithful husband
and aftcctiniiatc parent.
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Charles Bentinck, and other branches of the

Portland family; also of the late sir William
Jones. He was first settled at Chenies, Bucks,
from whence he went as curate to Yarmouth, in

the Isle of Wight, where he continued four or

five years ; thence he removed to the neighbour-

hood of Stokenchurch, Oxon; but finding his

voice fail, and feeling his strength unequal to

what he considered the due performance of his

clerical duties required, he from this time, being

then about sixty years of age, declined all fur-

ther service in the church. He was a sincere

Christian, as the tenor of his life, and the man-
ner of his death bore testimony. He was a

true friend, a most pleasant companion, and a

good scholar ; and having his mind well stored

with every variety of literary and convivial anec-

dotes, his company was eagerly sought by his

friends. He died, aged seventy-eight years.

1824, Seft. 8. Died, JoHfi William Galabin,
formerly a respectable printer in Ingram-court,

Fenchurch-street, London; at first in partner-

ship with the very learned Mr. William Baker,
and after the death of that worthy man, in 1785,

on his own account. He was also for some
years an active representative in the common
council for the ward of Langtown ; but long

after he had passed the meridian of life, having
given a good education to a numerous family,

meeting with some heavy and unforeseen losses,

he was greatly reduced in circumstances. Pos-

sessing good health and sound animal spirits, he
accepted the office of corrector of the press and
superintendent of the printing office of an old

and intimate friend, where he continued happy
and comfortable till 1796, when he succeeded in

obtaining the office of bridgemaster to the city

of London. The office of bridgemaster is of

considerable importance, and of some emolu-
ment. It is the gift of the livery at large, and
has from time immemorial been bestowed on
some worthy brother, who having seen better

days, has sunk into comparative distress from

unavoidable events. For many years, Mr. Gala-
bin was the regular editor of the Court Calendar,

commonly called the Red Book ; and also edited

several editions of Patersonh Roads. He had
survived his eight sons,* who died of consump-

tion ; and, melancholy to add, had outlived him-

self, having for nearly a-year past entirely lost

his recollection ; insomuch that, on the death of

his wife, aged eighty-five, which happened on

the 28th of July, 1824, he was scarcely conscious

of the loss, and was with difficulty convinced

that he had ever been married. He died at his

official residence, Bridge-street, Southwark, aged

eighty-seven.

1824, Oct. 26. Died, Nathan Mills, printer,

a native of Boston, North America, who at the

evacuation of that town by the British troops,

accompanied the araiy as editor and printer of a
newspaper, under the title of the Massachusetts

Gazette, against which a severe edict was issued

* Septimus Barry Galabin, stationer and bookbinder,
was the last of eight sons of Mr. Galabin, and died Sept.

IQ, 1812, in the thirty-first year of his age.

prohibiting its being brought into the state by
the American government. At the close of the
war, Mr. Mills came to England, and settled at

Edinburgh, where he died, aged seventy-five.

1824. Theodore Edward Hook, author of
many novels and theatrical pieces, sold the copy-
right of his Sayings and Doings for £800. In
1813 he obtained the lucrative offices of ac-

comptant-general and treasurer of the island of
Mauritius.

1824, Oct. Died, David Carey, well known
in the literary world by his Pleasures of Nature,
and other poems ; also, of Lochiel, and other

novels. In 1 803 Mr. Carey* edited the Poetical

Magazine, and was for many years editor of the

Statesman, London newspaper.

1824, Jan. T7ie Westminster Review, No. 1.

London: Baldwin, Cradock, and Joy.

When the Edinburgh and Quarterly Reviews

addressed themselves to the two chief parties of

the nation, a want was at length felt for a similar

organ to give expression to the sentiments of a

third party—the radicals or ultra liberals—who
had gradually been rising into importance since

the conclusion of the French revolutionary war.

Accordingly the Westminster Review was com-
menced by a small body of literary men of this

denomination of politics, of whose writings it

may be sufficient to say, that with less polish

and dexterity than those of their rivals, they

have frequently manifested much vivacity, force,

and acuteness.

—

Chambers.

1824, Jan. 3. Glasgow Mechanics' Magazine.
1824. Tfie Scots Times, published at Glasgow

.

1824. The Evening Post, published at Glas-

gow, afterwards joined with the Chronicle, and
issued from the same office eveiy Saturday.

1824, Jan. 7. The South African Commercial

Advertiser, No. 1, conducted by Mr. Greig.

This was the first newspaper established in the

Cape of Good Hope. It was suppressed the

May following, recommenced in the August of

1825, again summarily suppressed in March,

1827, and resumed in October, 1828. In April,

1829, the freedom of the press was established,

and several newspapers are now published.

1824, Jan. 31. Anti-Slavery Magazine and
Recorder. No. 1. Price threepence.

1824. Johnson's Selector, edited by Mr. W.
Ainsworth,t printed by John Leigh, Manchester.

1824. The Australian, conducted by Ralph
Wardell, LL.D. being the second newspaper

commenced at Sydney, New Soutli Wales. The
principles of the Australian were different to

those of the Gazette, and people imagined that

the latter paper would soon cease, but the literary

powers of Mr. Howe rose with the competition,

which instead of destroying, improved his paper.

* George Saville Carey (son of Henry Carey, a drama-

tist and musician, and falsely said to be the author of God
save the King,) was bred a printer, but declined business

;

and was an actor for one season at Covent-garden, and

the author of many theatrical pieces of considerable merit.

What relationship, if any, existed between these two per-

sons, we are not aware.

t William Ainsworth, esq. anthor of the novels of

Rooktvood, Crighton, Jack i<hepherd, &c.
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1824. The Advocate^ published by William
Lyon Mackenzie,* at Toronto, in Upper Canada.
This paper continued for ten years, when it was
incorporated with the Correspondent^ and in

1836, Mr. Mackenzie started a paper called the

Constitution^ which in its turn absorbed the

Correspondent, just before the rising in Upper
Canada, at the latter end of 1837.

1825, Jan. 26. Died, Alexander Tilloch,
LL.D. &c. editor of the Philosophical Maga-
zine, and late part proprietor and editor of the

Star, London daily newspaper. He was born at

Glasgow, Feb. 28, 1759, where his father was a
tobacconist, and for many years filled the office

of magistrate. In 1781, Mr. Tilloch conceived

the idea of stereotype printing, without having
any knowledge of either Vander Mey or Ged,
and in the following year he entered into part-

nership with the Messi-s. Foulis, of Glasgow, in

order to carry on the business of stereotype print-

ing. See page 747, ante. Mr. Tilloch went to

London, and the business of stereotyping was
suspended; on his return to Glasgow he entered

into partnership with his brother and brother-in-

law, as tobacconists, but that not answering, Mr.
Tilloch turned his attention to printing, and
either singly or in partnership, carried on that

profession for some time in his native city. In
1787 he went again to London, where he spent

the remainder of his life in literary and scientific

pursuits. In 1789, in connexion with others,

he purchased the Star, and became the editor.

The last work which he engaged in was to super-

intend the Mechanic's Oracle, published in

numbers by Henry Fisher, at the Caxton press.

* William Lyon Mackenzie, for whose apprehension
sir F. Head, the governor of Upper Canada, offered a
reward of i6'l,000, is by parentage a highlander, and is

connected with some of the most respectable families in

the Highlands. He was apprenticed to an ironmonger at

Dundee, and was afterwards clerk to a timber merchant.
After failing in business in his native village, he removed
to Upper Canada, where he established himseljf as a printer,

and commenced the Advocate, of principles keenly opposed
to the government, which caused him to have many ene-
mies, and his office to be burnt down. He, however, got
heavy damages against the party. He now became leader
of the opposition, and so exposed the evil doings of the
dominant faction, which exposed the hard working editor,

in the highest degree obnoxious to that party. This bitter

animosity soon had an opportunity of gratifying itself.

Mackenzie was chosen to represent the county of York in

the assembly. In Upper Canada it is necessary to explain
that the official party have considerable sinister influence
by means of small boroughs, the credit system of dispos-

ing of lands, and the vast number of petty offices in the
gift of the executive ; hence the assembly has seldom
represented the people. The consequence of this, as ap-
plied to Mackenzie's case, was, that the obnoxious patriot

was made the John Wilkes of Upper Canada. He was
expelled— re-elected— again expelled— re-elected once
more, and expelled a third time. This aroused the people.
They petitioned for a redress of their grievances, and Mr.
Mackenzie was deputed to this country to support their

complaints, which were attested by 27,000 signatures. In
1833 Mr. Mackenzie returned to Upper Canada. In the
following year a general election took place, and returned
a considerable radical majority, of which Mackenzie was
one. He was also chosen first mayor of the city of Toronto,
under their new incorporation act. Just before the elec-

tions, Mr.Mackenzie published a political almanack, under
the name of Patrick Swift. This almanack contained a
laborious expose of the system of corruption in the province.

He also published the Black List, being, for the most part,

«nother form of the materials contained in Patrick Swift.
llieBe works had considerable influence on the elections.

His name will be long remembered in the scien-

tific world, and his writings will erect to his

memory an imperishable monument.
1825, March 10. Died, John Pinkerton, a

voluminous historian, critic, and writer for the

booksellers. In 1786 he published, in two vols.

8vo. Ancient Scottish poems, never before in print,

but now publishedfrom the mamiscript collection

of sir Richard Maitland, of Lethington, knight,

lord privy seal of Scotland, ivith large notes and
a glossary. Pinkerton maintained that he had
found the manuscript in the Pepysian library at

Cambridge, and among his correspondence he
sometimes alludes to the circumstance, with
very admirable coolness. The forgery was one
of the most audacious recorded in the annals of
transcribing. He was bom at Edinburgh, Feb.
17, 1758, and died at Paris in indigent circum-
stances, at the age of sixty-seven.

England has been profuse of literary forgeries,

but what have they effected for their fabricators

—detection and shame ! George Psalmanazar's
was eminent for learning ; Lauder's interpola-

tions of Milton, had attractions for a well in-

formed party ; poor Chatterton's* were fictions

for never dying song ; among Pinkerton's cha-
racter, that of literary impostor was of the most
degraded order ; and the Shakspeare forgeries of
Ireland have nothing but their boldness and
artifice of their conception and momentary suc-

cess—the power of badly copying ancient pen-
manship and stringing of plagiarisms. We have
had authors who sold their names to be prefixed

to works they never read ;f on the contrary, have
prefixed the names of others to their own
writings, and others who committed the most
audacious literary piracies—" The craft of au-
thorship," says D'Israeli, " has many mysteries."

Upon the first appearance of Akenside^sX Plea-

sures of Imagination—the author's name not

being prefixed—a Mr. Rolt, author of a Dic-
tionary of Trade and Commerce, had the impu-
dence to go over to Dublin, publish an edition,

and put his name to it. Upon the fame of this

he lived several months, being entertained at the

* The reader is referred to Tyrwhitt's Vindication of his

Appendix to Cowley^s or Chatterton's Poems, pp. 140, for
some curious observations, and some facts of literary Im-
posture.—See also D'Israeli's Curiosities of Literature,

vol. i. pp. 193—202. vol. vi. pp. 84—102.
+ Sir John Hill once contracted to translate Swammer-

dam's work on insects for fifty guineas. After the agree-
ment with the bookseller, he recollected that he did not
understand a word of the Dutch langruagrc ! Nor did there
exist a French translation. The work, however, was not
the less done for this small obstacle. Sir John bargained
with another translator for twenty-five guineas. The
second translator was precisely in the same situation as
the first; as ignorant, though not so well paid as the
knight. He rebargained with a third, who perfectly under-
stood his original, for twelve guineas ! So that the trans-
lator, who could not translate, feasted on venison and
turtle, while the modest drudge, whose name never ap-
peared to the world, broke in patience his daily bread

!

X Mark Akensidc was born Nov. 9, 172I, at Newctistlc-
npon-Tyne, where his father was a butcher. When he was
only twenty-three years of age, he published the Pleasures
of Jmaginntiov, a poem full of fine imagery, expressed in
rich, copious, and musical language. He first practised
physic at Northampton, and afterwards in London, where
he died June 23, 1770, and was buried in the church of
St. James's, Westminster.
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best tables as the " ingenious Mr. Roll." Aken-
side at length detected the fraud, and vindicated

his right, by publishing the poem with the real

author's name . Dr. Campbell, of St. Andrew's,

wrote a treatise on the Authenticity of the Gospel

History^ and sent the manuscript to his friend

and countryman, Mr. Innes, a clergyman in

England. The latter published it with his own
name, and, before the imposition was discovered,

obtained considerable promotion as a reward of

merit. Dr. Hugh Blair, and Mr, Ballantine, a

friend of his, when students of divinity, wrote

a poem, entitled Redemption^ copies of which in

MS. were handed about. They were at length

surprised to see a pompous edition, in folio, dedi-

cated to the queen, by a Mr. Dangler, as his own.

1825, April. Died, John Arliss, of Gutter-

lane, Cheapside, London, celebrated as one of

the most elegant printers of his time. Mr. Arliss

likewise possessed a considerable taste in embel-
lishing juvenile works with wood engravings,

and in conjunction with Mr. Whittingham, may
be said to have largely contributed to the revival

of the beautiful in the art of printing. When
residing in Newgate-street, Mr. Arliss established

the Pocket Magazine, which attained a very ex-

tensive circulation. Besides his concern in New-
gate-street, he had previously been engaged in

business witli Messrs. Whittingham, Huntsman,
Knevett, Sec. ; but like Didot, of Paris, the pro-

fits of Mr. Arliss's speculations did not keep
pace with the approbation of the public. For
some years, he had been in ill health ; and
through this, with other circumstances, he left

a family of five young children totally un-
provided for.

1825, May 2. Died, William Hall, proprie-

tor of the Oxford Journal, aged seventy-five.

And two days after, aged eighty-two, Joseph
Mayow, many years bookkeeper on that paper.

1825, Aug. 3. Died, Thomas Newton, news-
paper agent, of Warwick-square, London. He
was a native of Hereford, and died at Clapham.
William Tayler had commenced the business of

newspaper agency about 1785, and with whom
Mr. Newton had been in partnership.

1825, Aug. 5. Mr. — Judge, editor of the

Cheltenham Chronicle, obtained a verdict and
£500 damages, at the Hereford assizes, against

colonel Fitzharding Berkeley, now lord Segrave,

for a most brutal and dastardly attack on that

gentleman in his own house, concerning a para-

gi'aph which had appeared in the Chronicle.

1825. A law was passed rendering the name
of a member of parliament unnecessary on the

cover of newspapers, and thus their transmission

by post became entirely open to the public, upon
the condition that they " shall be sent without
covers, or in covers open at the sides, and shall

not contain any other paper or
'

ever ;" also, " that there shall be no
other than the superscription upon such printed
paper, or upon the cover thereof;" and in the
event of these restrictions notbeing duly complied
with, the whole of such packet is "to be charged
with treble the duty of postage."

thing whatso-

writinof

1825. An act to allow newspapers to be printed
on any sized paper, and to reduce the stamp
duty on newspapers. The size of newspapers by
the former act was twenty-two inches long, and
seventeen and one-eighth inches wide.

1825. Among the proposals in this year, so
prolific of projects, there was one for a joint
stock company, or society for the encouragement
of literature. There was not one word about the
encouragement of literature beyond the title.

1525, Sept. 19. Died, James Eaton, a com-
positor in the printing-office of Messrs. Nichols
and Son, to whom he had served a faithful and
dutiful apprenticeship, and so ingratiated him-
self into their good opinion, as to be looked upon
more in the light ofa son than a dependent. He
was early left an orphan, but, by the kindness of
an uncle, was placed in Christ's hospital, where
he imbibed those precepts which had an evident
good effect on his life and conduct ; and from
the Christian patience and resignation evinced
by him in a long illness, we may humbly hope,
that though he died young, he had lived long
enough to secure his eternal happiness. He
died at Islip, Northamptonshire, aged twenty-
five years, sincerely lamented by his friends.

1825, Oct. 26. Died, John M'Arthur, esq.,

aged sixty-six years. This gentleman was for

more than thirty years the principal conductor
of the business oif the king's printing-office,* and
with very few exceptions attended at the parlia-

ment office, Westminster, daily, during that
period, for the purpose of comparing with the
originals all acts of parliaments, and such public
records of the house of lords as were ordered to

be printed. He possessed great urbanity of
manners, the kindest and most friendly dis-

position, and a warm benevolence of heart,

which rendered him the patron of the distressed

wherever he found them. Of him it may be
truly said, that he " did good by stealth, and
blush'd to find it fame." The remembrance of
his virtues will be coeval with the existence of
all who knew his worth.

1825, Nov. \. Died, George Nicholson,
printer and bookseller, at Stourport, in Worces-
tershire, aged sixty-three years. He was a
native of Bradford, in Yorkshire. We cannot
forbear some brief record of a man whose talents

entitle him to notice; whose name we hesitate

not to place with the names of Dodsley and
Baskerville. Possessing like them, an ardent
thirst for literature and science, like them he
has also enriched our libraries with many valu-
able works. The Literary Miscellany, or Elegant
Selections from the most Popular Authors in
prose and verse, 20 vols. 18rao. is a beautiful

si>ecimen of his ingenuity in the art of printing,

* On Jan. 9, 1 818, died Old John, who during a period
of eighty years filled the humble, though not unimportant
station of an errand carrier, or as he styled himself, " the
king's messenger" at his majesty's printing-office; and
who yielded to none of his majesty's ministers in the con-
ception of the dignity of his office, when entrusted with
the king's .speeches, addresses, and other papers of state.

He had acted with fidelity in this way from the days of sir

Robert Walpole to the days of lord Liverpool, the most
important in the annals of the English press.
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and of his taste and judgment as an editor. The
Cambrian Traveller's Guide is remarkable for its

accurac)^ and evinces much patient investiga-

tion. In a treatise On the Conduct of Man to

Inferior Animals, (which went througlj four

editions,) we have evidence of his humanity of

disposition ; and numerous tracts, calcuhited to

improve the morals, and add to the comforts of

the poorer classes, are proofs of the same desire

of doing good. In short, he possessed in an
eminent degree, strength of intellect, with uni-

versal benevolence and undeviating uprightness

of conduct. Mr. Nicholson was also the author,

translator, or compiler of the following works :

Stenography, or a new System of Shoi't Hand,
8vo. The Mental Friend and Rational Com-
panion, consisting of maxims and reflexions,

relating to the conduct of life, }2mo. The Ad-
vocate and Friend of Woman, 12mo. Directions

for the Improvement of the Mind, 1 2mo.
1825, Nov. 4. James Montgomery, editor

of the Sheffield Iris, an^fwho is no less distin-

guished as a poet of no ordinary powers, than
for his consistent political virtue and principle,

was on this day invited to a dinner at Sheffield,

(lord Milton in the chair) upon his relinquishing

the editorship of that paper, which he had con-

ducted for thirty-one years.* With respect to

his principles, as a public writer, Mr. Montgomei*y
addressed the meeting in a speech which was a
masterpiece ofeloquence. He entered into many
parts of his own history, for the puri)ose of stating

the difficulties which he had to encounter, and
the ground which he took from the first, which
was " a plain determination, come wind or sun,

come fire or flood, to do what was right."

1825, Nov. An action was brought by a prin-

ter, in the court of common pleas, London, to

recover £94 from Mr. Stockdale, the publisher

of Harriette Wilson's Memoirs, for work and
labour done. The claim was proved, but the

counsel for the defendant maintained that the

work " was so immoral, so licentious, so much
calculated in every way to injure the true in-

terests of society, that no man engaged in assist-

ing to bring it before the public could maintain

an action for compensation for the labour he had
employed to such a shameful purpose." The
lord chief justice fully entered into and admitted

the objection. The plaintiff was nonsuited.

1825, Dec. 16. James Watt, the original

publisher of the Montrose, Arbroath, and Brechin

Review, while on his passage from Scotland to

London, fell overboard in Yarmouth roads, and
was drowned.—See page 844, ante.

* When sir Robert Peel retired from the premiership, in

April, 1835, one of his last acts as a minister, was to grant
Mr. Montp^oraery a pension of ^6150 a-year.

James Montgomery was born in the year 17/1 '•—the
most important of his works are entitled Prison Amuse-
ments, 1797 ; the Wanderers of Switzerland, and other
poems, 1806; the West Indies, and other poems, l8lo

;

the World before the Flood, and other pieces, 18i:{ ; Green-
land, and other poems, 1819 ; Sonfrs of 7Aon, 18-22

; and
the Pelican Island, 1827 ; all of which are characterised
by purity and elevation of thought, harmonious versifica-

tion, and a fine strain of devotional feeling. He still con-
tinues to reside at Shcfticld.

1825, Jan. 1. The Manchester Courier, No. 1,

printed and published by Thomas Sowler.

1825, July 2. The MancJiester Advertiser,

No. 1, conducted by Stephen WhalJey, and
printed by Joseph Pratt. This publication was
upon the principle of gratuitous circulation. It

continued in existence only a few months.
1825. The Nottingham Herald, printed and

published by E. B. Robinson.
1825, Sept. The Nottingham and Newark

Mercury, printed and published by Jonathan
Dunn, for the proprietors. This paper has been
for nearly the whole of its existence under the
editorship of Mr. M. H. Barker, well known in

the literary world as the " Old Sailor."

1825, Dec. The Liverpool Albion, printed and
published by the proprietor, Thomas Bean.

1825. T7ie London Magazine.
1825. The Mechanics' Magazine.
1825. The Sydney Monitor, conducted by

Mr. E. S. Hall, being the third paper in New
South Wales.

1825. The Tasmanian, conducted by Mr. G.
T. Howe, late proprietor of the Sydney Gazette.

The first review ofabook in New South Wales,
was James Busby, On the Cultivation of the

Vine, 1825, 8vo. pp. 270. printed at Sydney, and
for which review a premium had been given. This
book has been supposed, though erroneously, to

have been the first printed work in Australia *

1826, Feb. 12. Died, Deodatus Bve, formerly

an eminent printer in St. John's square, Clerkeu-
well. He was, with only one exception, the oldest

member of the company of stationei*s, of which
he had been a liveryman sixty years. Though
possessing no inconsiderable talents, he was one
of the most unassuming of human beings, but at

the same time one of the most kind hearted.

Content with a very moderate income, he retired,

many years before his death, to a tranquil retreat,

where he calmly breathed his last. Whilst in

business, his principal employment was the print-

ing of the religious tracts of the society for pro-

moting christian knowledge. He was editor of
an edifion of Cruden's Concordance, in which he
carefully examined every text by the original in

the bible. He also printed the Diversions of
Purley, for Mr. Home Tooke, with whom he was
deservedly a great favourite, and who permitted

him to substitute blanks for many names which
the timid printer thought it prudent to suppress.

Mr. Bye compiled tlie copious index to the

octavo edition of Swift's works, published in

1803. That he was also a versifier, may be
seen by a few lines signed " D. B." in the Gen-
tleman's Magazine, vol. 87, p 445. With his

habitual placidity of mind, after he had totally

lost the use of his right hand, he soon acquired

* Australia, in modern geography the fifth great division
of the globe, including New Holland, Van Dieman's Land,
and all those numerous islandssituato to the south-west of
Asia. So strongly was felt the importance of a newspaper,
by the new colonists at Swan River, on the western coast
of Australia, that until the materiel of a printing establish-
ment could be obtained from England, a wrifi-n newspaper
was issued from the seat of govermuent, ami copies of it

nailed to trees at particular .'itations in the settlement.

5 u
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the habit of writing very neatly with his left.

Though more than eight of his latter years were

embittered by repeated attacks of paralysis, which

deprived him of the use of his right side, and
confined him wholly to his bedchamber, he bore

his sufferings with that manly fortitude, and that

patient resignation to the Divine will, which his

constant study of the holy scriptures had enabled

him to sustain. He died at Peckham, aged
nearly eighty-two years.

1826, Feb. 15. Died, George Thompson,
many years a printer and publisher of ballads

and cheap pictures, in Long-lane, West Smith-

field, by which he accumulated £70,000. He
died at Islington, aged sixty-eight years.

l827^April2. Colonel Fitzharding Ber-
KELY, (now lord Segrave) obtained a verdict,

with £50 damages, against colonel W. Blenner-

hasset Fairnan, proprietor of the Palladium
London newspaper, for a libel which had appear-

ed in that paper in July, 1826.* The lord chief

justice remarked on the trial, " that in the present

state of the press, we were living in the greatest

state of tyranny under the sun."

1826. There are no books in existence by
which it can be ascertained what number of works
were entered at stationers' hall before 1709,

in which year there were eighty-seven. In
the next three years the number w as about one
hundred ; but from that period down to 1 7QQ,
the average yearly number was not fifty. The
number went slowly increasing, and at the com-
mencement of the present century the amount
was three hundred yearly ; in 1814, the amount
was five hundred and forty-one ; in 1815, the

number was one thousand two hundred and
forty-four. From that period to 1826, the average

number was about one thousand. The lowest

number ever entered was about seventeen, (in

1732 and 1734) and the highest in 1822.t
1826, Jun£ 13. Died, the rev. William Davy,

curate of Lustleigh, Devonshire, who received

the first rudiments of his education at Exeter
free grammar school, and on returning from
Baliol college, Oxford, obtained priest's orders.

In his examination for this sacred oflice, he cor-

rected one of the highest dignitaries of the

church on some theological point, and received

great encomiums for his biblical knowledge.
This gentleman was the editor, printer, and pub-
lisher of a compilation, intitled: A System of
Divinity, in a Course of Sermons on the First

Institutions of Religion—on some of the most

important Articles of the Christian Religion in

connexion—and on the several Virtues and Vices

of Mankind ; ivith occasional discourses. Being
a compilation from the best sentiments of the

polite writers and eminent sound divines, both

ancient and modern, on the same subjects,

properly connected, with improvements; par-

* Certainly it is an ungenerous thing to publish that to
all whichwe dare not own to any. It is a serpent, that bites
a man by the heel, and then glides into a hole. A libel is

filiiis populi ; having no certain father, it is not to inherit
belief.—Owen Feltham.

t Music forms an item for some years in this amount.

ticularly adapted for the use of chiefs of fami-
lies and students in divinity, for churches, and
for the benefit of mankind in general, 26 vols.

8vo. 1795-1807. The history of this volumi-
nous work affords an example of perseverance
that can scarcely be paralleled in the annals of
literature, though so fertile in curiosities. Mr.
Davy having completed his collection, at first

issued proposals for publishing it by subscrip-
tion ; but as he was poor, his income during his

curacy at Lustleigh being only £30 a-year, his

theological labours obtained no patronage, and
he resolved to print it himself, that is, with his

own hands. With a press, which he made for

himself, and as many worn and cast-off types,

purchased from a country printing-office, as suf-

ficed to set up two pages, he fell to work in 1795,
performing, with the assistance of his female
domestic, every operation, and working off' page
by page, he struck off forty copies of the first

three hundred pages; twenty-six of which he
distributed among the universities, the bishops,

the royal society, and the reviews, hoping, no
doubt, to receive from some of those quarters,

that encouragement to which he thought himself
entitled. Disappointed in this expectation, he
resolved to spare himself the expense of paper
in future ; and as he had reserved only fourteen

copies of the forty with which he commenced,
three of which he mentions as being imperfect,

he continued to print that number, and at the
end of twelve years of unremitting toil, finished

the whole twenty-six volumes. Disdaining any
assistance, he then put them in boards with his

own hands, and made a journey to London for

the express purpose of depositing a copy in each
of the most eminent public libraries in the
metropolis, and in the university libraries at

Oxford and Cambridge, in the library of the

cathedral church, Exeter, -Sec. &c.
With all the literary and typographical labours

of Mr. Davy, little else but praise was gained

;

but a mind so organized for action as his, could
not rest in inactivity ; and though well up to his

eightieth year, his vigour of intellect remained
unimpaired ; and conceiving more might yet be
culled to add to the latter volume, in 1825 he
had increased it so considerably, that on his

determination to send it forth to the world, he
found it sufficient to fill two octavo volumes.
Being then in his eighty-second year, he resigned

his task of printing into other hands, and a neat

edition was printed, which procured for the

author the living of Winkleigh. But this

reward, though highly gratifying to his feelings,

came too late to add to his comforts. After say-

ing so much of his literary labours, it would
scarcely be supposed that any other pursuit had
ever occupied his attention. He excelled in

gardening, and constructed some clocks, and
various other pieces of mechanism ; his parson-

age contained many specimens of mechanical

genius ; and his garden, formed among the

rocks, was extremely curious. He made a

handsome present of communion plate to the

church of Lustleigh, a flagon and two patens,
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with the following inscription: "The Gift of
William Davy, (aged seventy-eight,) thirty-six

years curate of Lustleigh, to that parish, for the
use of the sacrament for ever : 1822."

1826, June 23. Died^ William Birdsall,
bookseller, Northampton, aged seventy-six years,

deeply lamented by his family and friends. He
had twice served the office of mayor, and for the

last five years he had been elected one of the

magistrates.

1826, July 25. Died, Robert Bell, editor

and proprietor oiBeWs Weekly Dispatch, London
Sunday newspaper, from its commencement in

1801. In 1804, Mr. Bell published A descrip-

tion of the condition and manners of the peasantry

of Ireland, 8vo. He died at North Brixton,

aged sixty years.

1826, fSept. 23. At the royal Coburg theatre,

London, a play was performed for the benefit of

the unemployed journeymen printers of the

metropolis, under the immediate patronage of

his royal highness the duke of Sussex. A poeti-

cal address, written by Joseph Blakesley,* a
compositor, was spoken on the occasion.

1826, Oct. 26. Died, Christopher Magney,
an eminent wholesale stationer ;on College hill,

and alderman of Vintry ward, London. He was
a liveryman of the worshipful company of sta-

tioners in 1807 ; alderman on Feb. 20, 1810,
and in the same year one of the court of assist-

ants of the stationers' company, of which he
served master in 1816 ; sheriff of London and
Middlesex in 1813; and in 1821 he filled the

high and important office of lord mayor, with

strict attention to the interests of the city, and
humanity to those who came under his power.

In trade he was respected for his honourable

dealings, and the house of Magney and Son was
long considered the head of that line of business.

Alderman Magney died at Wandsworth, in the

fifty-ninth year of his age.

1826, Nov. 1. Died, Francis Jollie, printer

and proprietor of the Carlisle Journal, aged
thirty-five years.

1826, Nov. 17. Died, Charles Sambroke
Ordoyno, printer at Nottingham, and formerly

printer and publisher of the Derby Herald, (see

page 773, ante.) Mr. Ordoyno came to his

death by the following singular accident. It

appeared that about ten o'clock at night he went
out of his house with a paper cap on his head,

two jugs in his hand, and also some money, for

the purpose of fetching some ale, and when he
had got within nine yards of the door, Edward
Wilford, a butcher, who came out of the public-

house in haste, ran against him in the dark,,

their foreheads met, and the deceased was

"

knocked down. A surgeon was called, but the

deceased was insensible, and he died about half-

past nine the following evening. On examina-
tion it was found that a blood vessel within the

brain was ruptured, and a recent wound was
found on each instep.

* Rhyming Trifles; or, Amusements of Leisure.

Joseph Blakessley, compositor. London, 1827.

By

1826, Nw. 26. Di€d,5oR^ Nichols, F. S. A.
printer, and editor of the Gentleman's Magazine,*
who was distinguished alike for superior talents,

indefatigable industry,and undeviating integrity,

and of whom the profession of the art of typo-
graphy may feel justly proud, as an example so

worthy to be emulated. John Nichols was bom
at Islington, February 2, 1744-5, and received
his education at aft academy kept by Mr. John
Shield, a man of considerable learning. In
1754 he was placed apprentice to Mr. William
Bowyer, who appears to have quickly discovered
in his pupil that amiable and honourable dispo-

sition which distingushed him all his life. From
the moment he became Mr. Bowyer's apprentice,
he was intent on the acquisition of solid know-
ledge. Mr. Bowyer appears to have been not
only the instructive master, but the kind and in-

dulgent friend to his apprentice, and was often
anxious to amuse hiin by encouraging a taste

for poetry; and from 1761 to 1766 he became a
constant votary of the muses, his productions
making no inconsiderable figure in the periodical

journals. During his minority he produced
some prose essays on the manners of the age,
such as they appeared to one who had been no
inattentive observer. These were merely his

amusements, and indicative of an ambition which
at his early age was surely pardonable. His
more serious hours were devoted to the business
of the press. His leading object was to please
his master in the superintendence of the learned
works printed by him, and in this he succeeded
so well, that the relative situations of master and
servant soon merged into a friendship, the com-
pound of affection on one side, and of reverence
on the other. So amply had he fulfilled his

master's expectations, as to prudence and judg-
ment, that before his apprenticeship expired, he
sent him on a business of very great importance,
to the university of Cambridge; and another
proof of the value he placed on Mr. Nichols's

services, when the period of them had expired,

by returning to his father half of his apprentice
fee ;f and considering his assistance was of great
importance in his printing establishment, he took
him into partnersljip in the year 1766. This
union, one of the most cordial that ever was
formed, lasted until the death of Mr. Bowyer,
in 1777. In 1778 Mr. Nichols obtained a sliare

in the Gentleman's Magazine, of which he be-

came the editor, and it had not been long under
his care before it obtained a consequence which
it had never before reached. In 1781 he was
«iected an honorary member of the society of
antiquaries at Edinburgh ; and, in 1785, of that

* The Gentleman's Magazine lias been styled the " Old
Parr of periodicals," atid still " livcth in monthly immor-
tality." There is one circumstance which ought not to be
overlooked : it was commenced by a journeyman printer,
^d in the course of ninety-six years was conducted only
by three editors, who had all been journeymen printers
and we trust the present editor will not think it any dis-
paragement to place him in the list.

t " When I was bound to him my father received from
Mr. Bowyer a promissory note to return half the appren-
tice-fee at the cxi>iration of the seven years, on condition
that I behaved suitable to his expectation. This sum ho
very honourably paid me in February, i;66." .7, N.
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of Perth. In 1784 he was elected a member of

the common council for the ward of Farrington

without, and on the death of Mr. Wilkes he

declined the honour of becoming an alderman

in his room. In 1804 Mr. Nichols was chosen

master of the stationers' company, a situation

which he termed " the summit of his ambition."

On the 8th of January, 1807, by an accidental

fall, at his house in Red Lion passage, Mr.

Nichols had one of his thighs fractured ; and

on the 8th of February, 1808, experienced a far

o-reater calamity, respecting not only himself but

the public, in* the destruction by lire of his

printing office and warehouses, with the whole

of their valuable contents.* Under these two

remarkable instances, he displayed a temper and

courage rarelv to be found. In December, 1811

,

he bade a final adieu to civic honours, intending

also to withdraw from a business in which he

had been for upwards of half a century assidu-

ously engaged; and hoping (Deo volonte) to

pass the evening of his life in the calm enjoy-

ment of domestic tranquillity.

In 1766, Mr. Nichols married Anne,t daughter

of Mr. William Cradock, of Leicester, by whom
he had two daughters. On the death of this

lady he married the daughter of Mr. William

Green, of Hinckley ,t
by whom he had one son§

and four daughters.

In 1771 Mr. Nichols gave to the stationers'

company the portrait of Robert Nelson, esq.

and of the elder Bowyer, with a bust of the

younger Bowyer;!! to which, in 1798 he added

the portraits of archbishop Chicheley, sir Rickird

Steel, and Matthew Prior.

The extent of Mr Nichols's literary produc-

tions will appear more extraordinary when we

add, that during the period he was engaged in

some of those duries of public life which neces-

sarily demanded a considerable portion of time

and attention. To enumerate his literary labours

would far exceed our limits, for they extend

from 1763 to the year of his decease, and it may

with truth be said, that if usefulness be a test of

merit, no man in our days has conferred more

important favours in the republic of letters. The

number of publications of which Mr. Nichols

was either the author or the editor amounted to

sixty-seven. H By those of superior rank Mr.

Nichols was treated with the respect due to bis

character of a gentleman and man of letters

;

while his inferiors found him useful, kind, and
benevolent, always a fiiend, and often a patron.

His remains were interred in Islington church
yard, where those of his parents, and all his

children who died before him, are deposited.

Mr Nichols, at the time of his death, was pro-

bably the oldest inhabitant of Islington, and his

grave is only a few yards fromjthe house in which
he was born. There are several good portraits

of Mr. Nichols, and also a bust by Giannelli.

Many poetical tributesfappeared to the memory
of Mr. Nichols, and |from'| amongst them we
select the following from the pen of Mr. Taylor.*

EPITAPH ON JOHN NICHOLS, F.S.A., &c. &c.

Here Nichols rests, whose pure and active mind
Through life still aim'd to benefit mankind.
For useful knowledge eager from his youth,
To lengthen'd days in keen pursuit of Truth.
What ruthless time had destin'd to decay.
He well explored and brought to open day ;

Yet still he search'd not with a Bigot's zeal

To gain what Time would for.Oblivion steal.

But that such works recorded should remain
As taste and virtue gladly would retain.

And though intent to merit public fame.
Warmly alive to each domestic claim

;

He, like the patriarchs, revered of yore,
To all his kindred due affection bore.
Prompt with good humour all he knew to chet:

And wit with him was playful, not severe

;

Such was the sage, whose reliques here below.
Beloved by many a friend, without one foe.

1826. The art of printing established at Tana-
narivou, the chief town or village of the island

of Madagascar, and the residence of Radama its

king, who gave his sanction to the missionaries

to found schools, carry on printing, and patro-

nized a Madagasse translation of the scriptures.

1826, Dec. 24. The extensive premises of sir

A. B. King, in Dublin, stationer to his majesty,

'destroyed by fire. Two individuals lost their

lives, and several were severely injured.

1826, />ec. 29. Z)ierf,EpHRAiM Jacob, printer,

Halifax, Yorkshire, aged ninety years. He had
carried on business in that town for the long"

period of seventy-two years.

1826, Jan. 1. The Edinburgh Theological

Magazine^ No 1.

1826, Ja7i. The Selector ; or, Cornish Maga-
zine. J. Phillips, Falmouth.

1826. The Malacca Observer and Chinese

Chronicle. Malacca, on the Malay peninsula,

- »juuci wito^ "^ - though it has been above three centuries under
passagefrombishopHough, "ithankGodihadthehope £ gj^j^ power, had no newspaper until it

of a Christian, and that supported me." I A ±^
' _ . l f

_

t She died in 17/6.

t She died February 29, 1/88.
. .^ „x. . ^ .

i Born July 15, 1/79; and in addition to the Christian

name of his father, bears that of his great predecessor.

Bowyer. He had been in partnership with his father, and

Under these accumulated misfortunes, he quoted a

now' conducts the extensive business which devolved

upon him. ,,-,,• • • „ «.^

II A quarto plate, finely engraved by Basire, is given to

each annuitant of Mr. William Bowyer. under the will of

Mr. Nichols.
, ^j , , i ,«

ts To his Literary Anecdotes, he added four volume^

under the title of the Literary History of the Eighteenth

Century ; consisting of authentic memoirs, and original

letters of eminent persons, and intended as a sequel to

the Literary Anecdotes.
, ^ ^^ ,. i,

A circumstance deserves to be mentioned, that is, when

a book happens not to be ready for publication before

November, the date of the ensuing year is nscA.—Nichols.

became permanently English, when the above

paper was commenced, and continued until

1829. It was \x well-written paper, to which
Dr. Robert Morrison,f the celebrated Chinese

linguist, and eminent missionary, contributed.

* Of whom see an account under the year 1832, post.

t He was born of Scotch parents, at Morpeth, in North-

umberland, Jan. 5, 1782, and died at Canton, August 1,

1835. In J811, Dr. Morrison printed, at Canton, in the

Chinese manner, from wooden blocks, an edition of the

Acts of the Apostles, in Chinese. At the time of his death

he was interpreter to the board of superintendents, at

Canton. Mr. Josiah Hughes, a printer of laverpool, was
sent out to Malacca as a missionary, and succeeded Dr.

Morrison as superintendent of the college.

4k
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1826. Jan. The Liverpool Chronicle. Messrs.

David Ross and William Nightingale are now
(1837) proprietors and printei's of this ])aper.

1826. The Aberdeen Observer, established by
Messrs. John Davidson and Co. printers, and
other gentlemen. This paper was started on
conservative principles, in order to oppose the

Aberdeen Herald, which had been commenced in

1822, on strong reforming principles.

1827, Jan. 26. Died,R. Lone rghan, proprie-

tor of the Dublin Morning Post, aged forty-five

years. Mr. Lonerghan died at Dublin.

1827, Jan. Mr. Sams, bookseller, St. James's-

street, London, paid a fine of£5 for neglecting to

pay to the stamp office the amount of duty on a

pamphlet, entitled A narrative of the last illness

of the duke of York, by sir Herbert Taylor.

1827. Constable's Miscellany, published by
Archibald Constable, Edinburgh. The aim of

Mr. Constable was to produce books at the old

rate of cheapness, without any diminution of

excellence. The example was followed by
Messrs. Longman and John Murray, of Lon-
don ; Messrs. Oliver and Boyd, in Scotland

;

and others who found it to their advantage in

reducing the price of books, and gratifying large

numbers of the purchasers that had crowded in

the new mart of literature. In this year also

commenced the Library of Useful Knowledge,

by the society for the diffusion of useful know-
ledge, a society well deserving its name, which
also had the " honour of leading the way in that

fearful inroad upon dearness of the good old

times of publishing, which first developed itself

in the wicked birth of what the literary exclusives

called the sixpenny sciences."*

1827. The Critics^ and Scribblers of the Day.
By a Scribbler. London.

1827. The number of new publications issued

from 1800 to this year, including reprints altered

in size and price, but excluding pamphlets,

was, according to the London Catalogue, 19,860.

Deducting one-fifth for the reprints, we have

15,888 new books in twenty-seven years ; shewing

an average of 588 new books per year, being an

increase of 216 per year over the last eleven

years of the eighteenth century.

* This society consists of the most eminent literary

characters of the day, headed by lord Brougham as chair-

man, and several other noblemen and friends of the dif-

fusion of knowledge among the great mass of the people.

See the Quarterly Journal of Education, issued by the

society. This society employed men of adequate abilities

to wiite a body of treatises on sciences, which treatises

should be published at sixpence each. A great publishing
house in London undertook the Library of Useful Know-
ledge, but declined to proceed with it before the appear-

ance of the first number. Mr. Baldwin became the pub-
Usher, and was succeeded by Mr. Charles Knight.

t Lord Shaftsbury makes the following observation on
Critics :—" I take upon me absolutely to condemn the

fashionable and prevailing custom of inveighing against

critics as the common enemies, the pests and incendiaries

of the commonwealth of wit and letters. I assert, on the

contrary, that they are the props and pillars of tlie build-

ing ; and that without the encouragement and propagation

of such a race, we should remain sis Gothic architects as

ever."
" From the consideration of ancient as well as modern

time, it appears that the cause of tlie critics i,s the same
with that of wit, learning, and good sense."

1827 J%dy 21. Died, Archibald Constable,
who, if not the most fortunate, was by far the
most eminent, publisher that ever adorned the
Scottish capital. He was born Feb. 24, 1776, at
Kellie, in the county of Fife, where he received

a plain education at the parish school, and in

1788 was bound apprentice to Peter Hill, book-
seller, in Edinburgh, the friend and correspon-

dent of Burns. About the time of the expira-

tion of his apprenticeship, he married the daugh-
ter of David Willison, printer, who though
averse to the match, was of some service in

enabling him to set up for himself. This latter

step he took in the year 1 795, at a shop near the
cross, in the High-street. Mr. Constable soon
began to attract the notice of the learned of
Edinburgh, by his knowledge of rare books, par-
ticularly those connected with the early literature

of Scotland ; and several years before his name
had become known to the world as a considerable

publisher,he had succeeded as well by his amenity
of manners, as by his professional intelligence

and activity, in rendering his shop the favourite

resort of all the more curious and aspiring

spirits of the place, including Mr. I. G. Dalzelf,

Mr. Richard Heber, Mr. Alexander Campbell,
Mr. (afterwards Dr.) Alexander Murray,* Dr.
John Leyden,t Mr. Walter Scott, Mr. Thomas
Thomson, and other admirers of Scottish litera-

ture. In 1801, Mr. Constable acquired the

property of the Scots Magazine, upon which he
employed the talents of Leyden, Mun*ay, Mac-
neil, and other eminent men in succession. He
had always longed to become instrumental in

adding something of importance to the stock of

knowledge, and to enrol his name in the list of
the more liberal and enterprising publishers of
the day. His fame as a publisher commenced
with the appearance of the Edinburgh Review,

1802, which he had the honour of ushering into

the world, and he long ministered to its success

and its glory by a deportment towards its con-

• Alexander Murray, who from the lowly condition of
a shepherd boy, raised himself to the situation of pro-
fessor of oriental languajjes in the university of Edin-
burgh, wsis a minister of the Scottish church, and bom
Oct. 22, 1775, at a place called Dunkitterick, in Galloway,
in the south of Scotland, where his father was a shep-
herd, and reared a large family in humble comfort and
respectability. In the Literary History of Galloway, Mr.
Murray has written a narrative of himself, to which the
reader is referred, as affording an instance of the utmost
perseverance in the pursuit of knowledge under difficul-

ties ; nor should it be forgot that, to James Kinnear, a
journeyman printer of E(!inbiir^:h, Dr. Murray always
acknowledged himselfunder the greatest obligations, eren
before and after he was introduced to Dr. Baird, his faith-

ful friend and patron through life. Dr. Murray died deeply
lamented, April 16, 1813.

t John Lcydcn, a poet, an antiquary, and orientalist,

will long be distinguished among those whom the elasticity

and wdour of genius have rai.sed to distinction from an
obscure and humble origin. He was the son of a day
labourer, and born at the village of Dcnholm, In Rox-
burghshire, Sept. 8, 1775, and bred to such country lalxtur

as suited his strength. In 1790. he attendc<l the college of
Edinburgh, where he obtained the friendship of many
eminent literary characters. In April. 1803, he left Scot-
land for the East Indies, and died on the island of Java,
August 28, 1811. His poetical remains were collected and
given to the public in 1821, and in some instances exhibit
a power of numbers which, for the mere melody of sound.

j

has seldom been excelled in English poetry.
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ductors and authors, as discreet and respectful as

it was manly and liberal.* Some years after the

first appearance of this celebrated journal, he

became proprietor of another national work, the

Encyclopcedia Britannica, 1812, for which he

paid a price that excited the surprise of some of

the most timid of his brethren. During the

progress of these works, his house was still fur-

ther aggrandized by the publication and writings

of Dugald Stewartf and sir Walter Scott. His
intercourse with the latter was more intimate,

varied, and extensive, and in many respects more
remarkable than was ever before exemplied be-

tween author and publisher.

In 1804 Mr. Constable had assumed as partner

Alexander Gibson Hunter, of Blackness, and
from that time the business was carried on under

the designation of Archibald Constable and Com-
pany. In 1808, a bookselling firm was estab-

lished in London, under the firm of Constable,

Hunter, Park, and Hunter, but not answering

the expectations which were formed, it was given

up in 181 1 . In the same year Mr. A. G. Hunter
retired from the Edinburgh house, when Mr.
Robert Cathcart, a writer to the signet, and Mr.
Robert Cadell,then a clerk in the house, became
Mr. Constable's partners, under the designation

of Constable and Co. Mr. Cathcart dying, in

Nov. 1812, Mr. Cadell remained the sole part-

ner. How it happened that with all the splen-

did success, so beneficial and honourable to our

literature,which attended Mr. Constable's under-

takings, his publishing career should have closed

so disastrously, we are not able to divine. He
had just completed the plan of the Miscellany^

which bears his name, and was busied with well-

founded hopes, in sanguine calculations of the

returns which it would bring to his house. Its

publication did not take place till after the failure

of that establishment; and it is pleasing to

reflect, that its subsequent success furnished

some solace for his misfortunes, as well as some
alleviation of his bodily sufferings; his final

undertaking, thus proving to be his last and only

means of support. A man joining such pro-

fessional abilities to such liberal and extensive

views ; so capable of appreciating literary merit,

and so anxious to find for it employment and

* Edited by Francis Jeffrey, afterwards a Scottish judge,
under the title of lord Jeffrey, whose pitiless severity
towards wiiters of questionable ability, and the masterly
and orig^inal character of the essays which appeared in

the work, instantaneously fixed the attention of the public.

See page m ante. The honour of publishing this work
remained with Mr. Constable, until the year 1 826.

t Dugald Stewart, F. R. S. professor of moral philosophy
in the university of Edinburgh, and author of many philo-
sophical and other works, was the son of Dr. M. Stewart,
bom at Edinburgh, Nov. 22, 1753, and died June 11, 1828.

As an instructor of youth, his eloquence, his enthusiastic
love of knowledge, and the extensive range of his infoi-m-

ation, made an extraordinary impression on the minds of
the young, an impression which was felt in their studies,
and clearly indicated in the station which many of them
attained in the ranks of worth and talent. As a man he
was respected and beloved by every one who had the
happiness of his acquaintance. In 1806, Mr. Fox created
a sinecvire office, that of gazette-writer for Scotland, for
the express purpose of rewarding Mr. Stewart, who en-
joyed with it a salary of £&Q0 a-year, and which, after his
decease, was continued to his family.

reward ; as largely endowed with the discernment,
tact, and manners, necessary to maintain a useful,
honourable, and harmonious intercourse with
literary men, is not a common character, even
among the improved race of modern bibliopolists.

It is painful to reflect on the change which
adversity brought over the mutual sentiments of
Mr. Constable and sir Walter Scott; but as these
events have been chronicled by abler hands,*
it is sufficient to observe that they were in some
degree intoxicated by the extraordinary success
they had met with in their respective careers.

They launched, without rudder or compass, into

an ocean of bank credit, in which they were des-
tined eventually to perish.

Mr. Constable had, in early life, entertained
literary aspirations, only less ambitious than
those by which he distinguished himself in com-
mercial life. In 1823, he was included in a list

of new justices of the peace for the city of Edin-
burgh. In 1825, he had projected a Miscellany

of Original and Selected Works^ in Literature,
Art, and Science, which he designed to publish
in parts at one shilling each, every three
constituting a volume. Unfortunately the com-
mercial distresses which marked the close of
1825, operated unfavourably upon a London
firm with which Archibald Constable and Com-
pany were intimately connected ; and in Jan.
1826, both were compelled to stop paymcint.f
The debts of the latter house were understood to

be about a quarter of a million ; for a consider

* See Lockhart's Life of Sir Walter Scott, 7 vols. 8vo.
1838 J

and Chambers's Lives of eminent Scotsmen, vol. iv.
|- Among the sufferers by the failure of the house of

Constable and Co. was the family of Robert Watt, M. D.
author of the Btbliothecu Britannica, for which the sum
of i6'2000 had been given in bUls, but before any of them
were honoured the house failed. Robert Watt, the son
of a small farmer, in the county of Ayr, was born in
May, 1774. He was a ploughboy until his seventeenth
year j but a thirst for knowledge, and a desire to excel,
soon manifested itself. In 1 793, he matriculated at Glas-
gow, where he remained till 1797, eventually turned his
attention to the study of medicine, settled at Paisley, and
was the author of many medical treatises, and other
works. He died upon the 12th of March, I8J9, aged only
forty-five, and was interred in the Glasgow High Church
burying-ground. The whole plan of the Bibliotheca is

new; and few compilations, of similar magnitude and
variety, ever presented, in a first edition, a more complete
design and execution. It is divided into two parts; the
first part containing an alphabetical list of authors, to the
amount of above forty thousand, and under each a chrono-
logical list of his works, their various editions, sizes, price,

&c., and also of the papers he may have contributed to the
more celebrated journals of art and science. This division
differs little in its construction from that of a common
catalogue, only that it is universal in its character,
and gives short biographical notices of the author,
and critical opinions of his works. It also gives most
ample lists of the various editions of the Greek and
Roman classics, and, under the names of the early
printers, lists of the various books which they printed. In
the second part, all the titles of works recorded in the first

part, and also anonymous works, are arranged alphafbeti-

cally under their principal subjects. At his death, the
publication of the Bibliotheca devolved upon his two
eldest sons, who devoted themselves to its completion
with filial enthusiasm. They were both young men of the
most promising abilities ; and it is to be feared that their

lives were shortened by the assiduity with which they
applied themselves to the important charge that was
so prematurely laid upon them. The printing- of the
Bibliotheca was completed in 1824, in four large quarto
volumes. The first division or portion of it was printed in

Glasgow, and the second in Edinburgh.
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able part of which sir Walter Scott unfortu-

nately stood responsible. Early in 1827 were
issued the first part of his Miscellani/, consisting

of capt. Basil Hall's Travels, which that gentle-

man, with a kindness worthy of his distinguished

abilities, had conferred as a present upon the

veteran publisher. But unfortunately for his

family, death stept in and deprived them of that
support which they claimed at his hands. Mr.
Constable was of a middle stature, and, in his

latter years, of somewhat unwieldy bulk; his

countenance, a fair index to his mind, displayed
lineaments of uncommon nobleness and beauty.

1827, Sept. 9. Died, Charles Wheeler,
the original proprietor and printer of the Man-
chester Chronicle, aged seventy-six years. He
was a native of Manchester, and served an ap-
prenticeship to Joseph Harrop, in that town.
On June 23, 1781, he established the Chronicle,

which soon rose to be first both in circulation

and profit. As a tradesman his conduct was
characterised by integrity and independence

—

as an employer, by kindness and urbanity—and
his death was a rare example of Christian forti-

tude and resignation.* His remains were inten*ed

in the collegiate church-yard of Manchester.
Mr. Wheeler had a large family. John,f the

eldest son, succeeded his father in the Chronicle,

which he carried on till a very recent period -,1

when he retired to enjoy ease and independence.
Thomas, another son, was a printer in London.

1827, Sept. 9. Died, John Hulme, a worthy
journeyman printer, who had been upwards of

sixty years a compositor on the Coventry Mercury,
and was buried in St. Nicholas's church-yard, in

that city, with the following inscription on his

grave-stone.

Here lies the mortal remains of John Hulmk, printer,
who like an old worn out type, battered by frequent use,
reposes in the grave, but not without a hope that at some
future time he might be recast in the mould of righteous-
ness, and safely locked up in the blissful chase of im-
mortality j he.was distributed from the board of life on the
9th day of September, 1827, regretted by his employers,
and respected by his fellow-artists.

1827, Oct. The Printers' Pension Society
of London established, which has for its object

the allowance of £12 a-year to aged and infirm

members of the trade, and £8 to their widows.
Every liberal mind will rejoice in the success of

this institution, and invite those who feel the

momentous value of the press, to extend their

contributions to its useful operatives.

* He left £10 to twenty poor families , ^£'4 to each
journeyman printer in his employment ; and ^1 to each
apprenticeship. Joseph Cooper, who had been employed
upon the Chronicle, for a number of years, died May 26,
1829, aged sixty-seven years.

t Charles Henry Wheeler, eldest son of John, was in
partnership with Mr. Robins at Winchester, and carried on
an extensive business as printers and booksellers : he died
1830. John, another son, is the proprietor and editor of the
Hampshire Independent, at Southampton. James, another
son, was also a printer, but now an attorney, residing at
Manchester, has published the History of Manchester,
12mo. 1836, and Manchester Poetry, 8vo. 1838.

t On Saturday, Jan. 5, 1839, the title of this paper was
changed to the Manchester Chronicle and Salford Standard;
published in an enlarged form, under the firm of Leicester
and Hewitt.

1827. Oct. The important art of printing for

the blind carried practically into effect in the

Edinburgh blind asylum, under the direction of

Mr. Gall, by means of books printed in relief

from angular types. Mr. Gall's invention was a
great step in this kind of literature. Mr.
Alston, the treasurer of the Glasgow asylum,
invented a system remarkable for its simplicity

and adaptation to the wants of the blind. His
system Js simply to print in relief the capitals of

the ordinary Roman characters, without any
arbitrary marks whatever ; and a beautiful fount

of types and a printing press were added to the

institution. The scriptures and other books are

printed in a character which can be read by the

touch of the blind, with little less fluency than
by the eyes of the seeing, which is a miracle to

us. There are supposed to be about 12,000
blind persons in Great Britain. See page 751 ante.

1827, Nov. 28. Died, John Pittman, prin-

cipal proprietor of the County Chronicle and
County Herald newspapers, and one of the

common council for the ward of Farringdon
within.

1827, March 1. Naval and Military Magazine,
published quarterly. London : T. C. Smith.

1827, March. The Jurist ; or. Quarterly

Journal of Jurisprudence and Legislation, No. 1

.

London : Baldwin and Cradock.

1827, April 1. The Quarterly Journal of
Science, Literature, and Art, No. I, (new series)

edited by Mr. T. Brande, F.R. S.

1827, May 30. The New Antijacohin Reviexv.

1827, June 9. The London Weekly Review
and Journal of Literature and the Fine Arts,

No. 1. David Lester Richardson, was the pro-

prietor and editor of this publication, and so

continued until he left England for Calcutta,

where he became editor of the Bengal Annual,
and Calcutta Literary Gazette.

1827. The Inspector Literary Magazine and
Review. London.

1827. Oriental Herald. London : edited by
James Silk Buckingham.

1827, June 9. The Neiv London Literary

Gazette, and Journal of Science and Fashion,

with the following motto, " Spectsmnr agendo^

1827, July 9. The Sheffield CouranL No. 1,

pi-inted and published by John Clarke Piatt and
Henry Todd.* Discontinued in 1833.

1827, July 8. The Sphynx, No. I ; Sunday
newspaper, edited by James Silk Buckingham.
London : price one shilling.

1827, July 28. The Foreign Quarterly Review,

No. 1. London : Treutel, Wurtz, and Co.

1827, Aug. 1. The Lancashire Literary Mu-
seum ; or. Journal of Polite Literature, Arts,

and Science, No. 1, printed, edited, and pub-
lished by James Scott Walker,f Liverpool.

* Henry Todd, the third son of William Todd, late pro-
prietor of the Sheffield Mercury; Joshua Todd, another
son, was, in 1825, proprietor of the Leeds Independent.

t Mr. Walker weis the author of a tragedy entitled Co-
lombia; or, the Patriot Mother : An Essay on the Educa-
tion of the People, and an excellent technical Song, writ-
ten for the Liverpool typographical dinner, June, 1824.—
See Songs of the Press, page 1 1

.
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1827, Sept. The Retrospective Review and
Historical and Antiquarian Magazin€^\ (new
series) published every alternate month.

1827, Dec. 8. The London Medical Gazette^

No. 1. London: Longman, Rees, Orme, and Co.

1827. TheEdinburgh New PhilosophicalJour-

nal, conducted by Robert Jameson, F. R. S.,

regius professor of natural history and keeper of

the museum at Edinburgh, lecturer in miner-

alogy, and president of the Wemerian society.

1827. The Christian Examiner and Church

of Ireland Magazine. Dublin : W. Curry, jun.

1827. The Foreign Review and Continental

Miscellany, No. 1. 6s. London, 8vo.

1827. the Hobart Town Courier, edited by
James Ross, LL.D. Dr. Ross died at Hobart
Town, Van Dieman's Land, in August, 1832.

1828, Jan 3. Died, John Hurst, many years

a bookseller at Wakefield.

1828, Jan. 7. Died, James Scatcherd, book-
seller, Ave Maria-lane, London, aged seventy-

three years. Mr. Scatcherd was a native of

Yorkshire, and served his apprenticeship to a
bookseller in the city of York. At the expiration

of his time he went to London, and lived with
Mr. John Walter, a well known bookseller at

Charing-cross ; and, after living in that gentle-

man's service for several years, he succeeded (in

conjunction with Mr. Whitaker) to the business

of Mr. Edward Johnson, then the father of the

trade. Mr. Whitaker dying a few years after-

wards, Mr. Scatcherd entered into partnership

with Mr. Letterman, a man of upright conduct
and indefatigable industry, whom also he sur-

vived. A great part of his success in trade may
be attributed to his engagement with Mr. John
Reeve,* to print his bibles and common prayer

books. Mr. Scatcherd was a member of the

common council for the ward of Farringdon
within for several years. His fortune, which was
considerable, he left, with the exception of a few
legacies, to his widow.

1828. Jan. In the court of exchequer, judg-
ment was pronounced on an important literary

question. The British museum v. Payne and
Foss, booksellers and publishers. The* trustees

of the British museum claimed one copy of a
number of a splended publication entitled Flora
GrcBca, got up entirely by subscription, and no
more copies were printed than those subscribed
for. The claim was resisted on the ground that a
publication for private circulation did not come
under the operation of the act giving a copy of
every work to the library of that national estab-

lishment. The court pronounced unanimouslv
against the claims of the trustees, on the ground

• of its being only a portion of the work, and not
a complete volume.

1828, Feb. 15. Z>ie^, Joseph Gleave, printer,

bookseller, and publisher, of Manchester, aged
fifty- five years. His zealous and active exertions

* John Reeve, founder of the association for protecting:
liberty and property against republicans and levellers,
(formed in London, Nov. 20, 1792,) was born Nov. 20, 1752,
and died Aug. 29, 1 829. See page 811, ante.

in promoting the interests of Sunday schools will

ever endear his memory in lasting remembrance.
Such was the uprightness of all his dealings that
the trading world will long regret his loss. As
a master he was affable, kind, and liberal; and as
a friend he was warm-hearted and faithful. Mr.
Gleave was a native of Tabley, in Cheshire, and
left a family of two sons and four daughters.
Robert, the eldest son, a printer, died August 8,
1830, and the business is now carried on by
Joseph Gleave, the youngest son.

1828, Feb. 28. Among the unfortunate suffer-

ers who lost their lives by the falling in of the
Brunswick theatre, Welldose-square, London,
on this day, the printing profession had to

lament the loss of J. D. Maurice, an eminent
printer, of Fenchurch-street, London, who was
the principal proprietor of the establishment,
and John Evans, formerly a printer at Bristol,

and author of the Chronological Outlines of the

History of Bristol. He was well known to a
great portion of the inhabitants of that city, and
there are not a few who can testify to the active

kindness which he constantly manifested, when-
ever any efforts of his could help to mitigate the
calamities of others. Mr. Evans had, at differ-

ent periods of his life, been concerned in edit-

ing more than one newspaper in Bristol, and
had recently left it for the purpose of entering
into some engagement in the printing business
in London, with Mr. Maurice. Mr. Evans was
in his fifty-fifth year. He became a widower
only a few weeks before his death, and left

behind him three orphan children.

1828, March ^\. The Maltland Club was
instituted upon this day, by a few gentlemen of
Glasgow, for the purposes very similar to those
of the Bannatyne club of Edinburgh ; and
although this club is the last formed of those

devoted to literary objects, it bids fair, by the
number and importance of its publications,

to rival either of the predecessors. The num-
ber of members was originally limited to fifty,

but now contains seventy names, of gentlemen
of literary acquirements.

1828. It appears from the researches of M.
Adrian Balbi, that upwards of three thousand
one hundred and sixty-eight periodicals are pub-
lished in the world. Of these two thousand one
hundred and forty two are published in Europe,
nine hundred and seventy-eight in America,
twenty-seven in Asia, twelve in Africa, and nine
in Oceana. The United States of America,
with a population of eleven millions, has eight

hundred journals, whilst the British monarchy,
with a population of one hundred and forty-two

millions, has no more than five hundred and
eighty-eight periodicals. The commercial value
of literary works published in Great Britain,

during the year 1828, amounted to iJ334,450,
exclusive of newspapers, reviews, and magazines.

1828. The total cost of printing the fac-simile

of that ancient codex of the bible, called the

Alexandrian Manuscripts, including the various

sums paid to the printer, engraver, editor,

transcriber, and bookbinder, was £9,286.
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1828, Oct. 22. The greatest curiosity at this

lime in the art of printing, and though slight in

itself, establishes a memorable epoch in the

history of manidnci, is the establishment of a
newspaper among the nation of the Cherokee
Indians (Arkansais.) It is called the Cherokee
Pkcenix, edited by Elias Bondinott, and pub-
lished " for the Cherokee nation," at New Echota.
The Phcenix is printed in both languages, but at

a less price to the Cherokees than the English.

The paper is about nineteen inches long and
twelve inches wide, in five columns. No. 34 is

dated as above. See Introduction, page 12, ante.

1828, Oct. 29. Died, Luke Hansard, a very

eminent printer and excellent man, whose charac-
ter presents in all its points of public and private

life, an example worthy of imitation. Luke
Hansard was born in the parish of St. Mary,
Norwich, July 5, 1752. His father, Thomas
Hansard, was a respectable manufacturer in that

city, but in his latter days became unsuccessful

in business. The early and pious instructions

which he received from his mother, appear to

have formed the basis of that honourable charac-

ter which distinguished her son throughout the

course of his long life. He received his educa-
tion at the grammar-school of Boston, in Lin-
colnshire, and was afterwards apprenticed to Mr.
Stephen White, printer, in Cockey-lane, in the

parish of St. Clement, Norwich. Here soon
appeared the vast advantages of early training to

habits of industry an4 moral feeling. His
master was given to convivial indulgence, and
was easily and frequently seduced from his

business; but having discerned the value of his

steady apprentice, had the sense to entrust him
with the principal part of the management of

his concerns. Immediately after the close of his

apprenticeship, he went to London, with a soli-

tary guinea in his pocket ; and to his honour it

ought to be recorded, that the first guinea he
earned, beyond his immediate necessities, he
transmitted to Norwich, to pay an unsatisfied

demand upon his father. Mr. Hansard first

obtained a situation as a compositor at the print-

ing-ofiice of Mr. Hughes,* of Great Turnstile,

Lincoln's Inn-fields, who was printer to the

house of commons, and carried on that branch,

when it was of small extent, compared with what
it had arrived at in the yc:ir 1799, when Mr.
Hughes admitted Mr. Hansard into partnership.

The business of Mr. Hughes had been for many
years under the management of Mr. William
Day, a very worthy man, of exemplary diligence

* When Mr. Hansard went a stranger to London, he
had an introduction to Mr. Hughes, and lookinj? about
Lincoln's Inn-fields for the printing-office, he accidentally
met with Mr. Hughes, and not knowing that gentleman,
inquired of him the way to the ofiice. Mr. Hughes asked
him what business he had thcre.and finding him a stranger,
and desirous of obtaining: employment, appointed the fol-

lowing d^«y for his going to work ; this laid the foundation
of that prosperity, the almost sure reward of in(histry.

In a manuscript note which Mr. Hansard had seen,
and which apparently was intended to fonn some account
of his life, the writer said that he came to London with-
out a patron and without a friend. Underneath this, Mr.
Hansard wrote, " Not so, for God was my friend and my
patron."

and attention. The increase of pjixliamcnlary
printing rendering more assistance necessary, the
active attention to business of Mr. Luke Hansard,
pointed him out as the most capable of the ardu-
ous office of manager of the operative depart-
ment, Mr. Day attending chiefly to the reading
department. After the death of Mr. Day, the
whole management devolved upon Mr. Hansard,
who, after some years' exertion, as great, per-

haps, as ever was witnessed, certainly never ex-
ceeded by any one, making the interests of his

employer the first and sole object, became, in

1799, a partner in the concern ; and by a sub-

sequent arrangement in 1800, he succeeded as

the entire proprietor of a business which he
rendered the firet in the world for that prompti-
tude and despatch so essential to the interests of
the legislature and the nation. As a man of

industry few such instances can be mentioned.
He knew little of relaxation or pleasure. He was
throughout life an early riser, and sketched in

his mind the plan and business of the day before

others were awake to execute it. From the

beginning of his oflicial life, Mr. Hansard
established this rule for his conduct, to spare no
cost or personal labour in attempting to perform
the important duty entrusted to him, better and<
cheaper, and more expeditiously than any other

printing concern in London. He worked for

others, not for himself. There was nothing in

his mode of life showy and ostentations. A
benevolent spirit, however, reigned through the

whole. His contributions to public charities

were truly liberal. Among others, his benefac-

tions to the w orshipful company of stationers, as

a provision for decayed printers, will make his

name remembered with gratitude many a distant

year. In the discharge of his parochial duties,

he was not only a judicious guardian of the pub-

lic purse, but a kind friend to the numerous
poor in his extensive neighbourhood. If it be

true, as asserted by more than one eminent

writer, that all morals and all integrity, to be

permanent, and of practical effect, must be

bottomed upon religion ; this was precisely the

case with Mr. Hansard. He departed this life

in the seventy-seventh year of his age, and his

remains were interred in the church of St. Giles's

in the Field. Mr. Hansard left a widow, nearly

his own age, and three sons and two daughters.

His eldest son, Thomas Curson, died May, 1833,

and his other sons, who had long been in jiart-

ncrship with him, continued the establishment.

Luke Hansard was a liberal benefactor to the

stationers' company : July 11, 1818, transferred

£1,000, four per cent annuities, the interest to

be given, in two annuities of £'10 a-year each,

to such objects above sixty-five years of age,

free of the company, and letter-press printers

(compositors or pressmen,) as the court shall

think proper.* The other £20 to be given yearly

to four freemen of the company, printers, book-

sellers, stationers, warehousemen, or bookbinders,

above sixty years of age, at £5 a-year each, as

* Mr. Hancard nominated the two first wmuitants.
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the court shall think proper objects of this dona-

tion. September 18, 1818, transferred to the

company £1,600 three per cent consolidated an-

nuities ; in trust to give to every youth bound at

their hall, a neatly-bound church of England
prayer-book, as printed by his majesty's printer

in London, bound up with the new version of

psalms. The number of prayer-books thus to

be disposed of, are taken at two hundred, which,

at a presumed price of 2s. 7d. each, will cost

£25 16s. 8d. Then to give yearly to two of his

warehousemen (named) £6 6s. each. Also to

" such warehouseman, or binder, or stationer, or

other person in the class to whom the court has

been accustomed to give such annuities, above

sixty years of age," £6 6s. The residue of 5s. 4d.

and whatever residue may be left from the two'

hundred prayer-books not being wanted, or from

the cost being less, to be applicable for such

purposes as the court shall think proper.

1828, Oct. 30. Died, James Lynch, book-

seller and stationer. Duke-street, Liverpool, aged
seventy years.

1828, Nov. 8. Died, Thomas Bewick, the

celebrated engraver on wood, to whom the lovers

of science and literature lies under deep obliga-

tion, as the re-inventor of the xylographic art.

Thomas Bewick, was born on the 12th August,

1753, at Cherry Burn, in the parish of Oving-

ham, and county of Northumberland. The
choice of a profession for him was determined

by the skill in drawing which he very early

evinced. Like most boys whose bias of mind
towards any pursuit is peculiarly strong, he early

indicated the bent of his genius by sketching

figures with chalk on the walls and doors of

almost every house in Cherry Burn. At the age

of fourteen he was bound apprentice to Mr.
Ralph Beilby, of Newcastle, a respectable engi-a-

ver, and one who took delight in instructing his

pupils and encouraging their rising talents.

Whether young Bewick would at an after period

of life, and without the suggestion of others,

have directed his attention to wood-cutting, it

is difficult to say, but at all events an accidental

circumstance determined his future career in the

arts. The celebrated Dr. Button,* at that time

a schoolmaster in Newcastle, was preparing in

1770 his great work on mensuration, and having

applied to Mr. Beilby to supply copper plates of

the mathematical figures, he was advised to

employ wood-cuts instead. The great mathe-
matician acceded to this proposal, and Mr.
Beilby entrusted the execution of them to his

apprentice. With such beauty and accuracy

were they finished, that the yoiing engraver was
advised by his master to turn his chief attention

to this long-neglected art, and the consequence

* Charles Hutton, LL.D. F. R. S. &c. late professor of
mathematics in the royal military academy at Woolwich,
was born at Newcastle, Aug. 14, 1737, and died at Charlton,
Jan. 27, 1823. For the very eminent services which Dr.
Hutton had rendered to the board of ordnance, he was
rewarded with a liberal pension from government, on his
resigning:, through ill health, in lS07, from his duties at
Woolwich. He enriched the Philosophical Transactions
with many valuable papers : and conferred some liberal
benefactions to his native town.

was a succession of mathematical works illus-

trated with very beautiful diagrams engraved on
wood. After his apprenticeship had expired,

Bewick spent a short time in the metropolis, and
also paid a visit to Scotland, after which he
returned to Newcastle, and became a partner in
his master's business. His brother John* became
their joint apprentice. The publication of an
edition of Gay^s Fables aflforded an opportunity
for the Bewicks displaying their talents in the
higher branches of wood-engraving, by the
illustrations which they furnished for the work.
One of these, the old hound, obtained the pre-

mium ofiered by the society of arts for the best

specimen of wood-engraving, in 1775. An im-
pression of this may be seen in the memoir
which is prefixed to Select Fahles,\ printed for

Emerson Chamley, Newcastle, 1820, and sold in

London by Baldwin and Cradock. The Fables
of Gay were published in 1779, and in 1784,
the appearance of a new edition of Select Fables,

with an entire new set of cuts by the Bewicks,
spread far and wide their reputation, and placed
them above competition in the art. The pub-
lication of the History of Quadrupeds, which,
after being carefully prepared, made its appear-
ance in 17S0. The prospectus of this great

work was the means of introducing him to a
gentleman who possessed a museum, remarkable
for the number and variety of its specimens of

winged and quadruped animals, living and dead,
and of these Mr. Bewick was invited to take
drawings, which tended gi'eatly to enrich all his

subsequent publications. The pictorial embel-
lishments exhibit every excellence which engrav-
ings ought to possess—boldness of design, variety

and exactness of attitude, correctness of drawing,
and discrimination of general character. A spirit

of life and animation pervaded every figure, and
thus a lively idea of each diff'erent animal is

conveyed. Short descriptions accompanied the

engravings, chiefly drawn up by Mr. Bewick's
coadjutors, Messrs. Hodgson and Beilby, but
subject, it is highly probable, to his corrections

and additions. A great and unexpected charm
belonged to the History of Quadrupeds—this

was the profusion of vignettes and tail-pieces

with which the whole volume was adorned.

These exhibited remarkable inventive genius,

and a skill in catching the very lineaments in

which the specific expression of the species re-

sides, never before equalled. Under the auspices]

of their friend and fellow-townsman, William]
Bulmer, of the Shakspeare press, London, the]

Bewicks embellished the Deserted Village of|

Goldsmith, the Hermit of Pamell, and the Chase

of Sommerville,J all of which met with success.!

In 1797 appeared the first volume of the Historyl

of British Birds, comprising the Land Birds^

the letter-press being furnished by Mr. BeilbyJ

Before the publication of the second volume oi

British Water Birds, a separation of interests

* Of whom see a notice at page 789, ante.

t Thomas Saint, printer of the Newcastle Courant,

1776, printed an edition of Select Fables.

t See page 912, post.
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took place, so that its compilation and comple-
tion devolved on Mr. Bewick alone, with the

assistance of a literary friend. In 1818, Mr.
Bewick published the Fables of JEsop, and two
or three years afterwards, a volume of Select

Fables, the wood-cuts beinp^ a selection from the

earlier works of the Bewicks. The public were
thus enabled to study the gradual advancement
towrards excellence which had been made by the

revivers of this elegant and useful art. The
number of blocks engraved by the Bewicks is

almost inconceivable, and it is impossible to par-

ticularise the various works which were embel-
lished by Thomas Bewick and his pupils, of

whom he had a continued succession. Some of

these have done him great honour, and contri-

buted to carry the art of xylography to a state

of perfection at which he himself confessed he
never supposed it was capable of arriving. It

is is almost unnecessary to mention the names of

Nesbett, and above all of William Harvey.*
In a Memoir it is stated, that "Mr. Bewick's

personal appearance was rustic. He was tall

and powerfully formed, a quality he was fond of

displaying in his prime. His manners were
somewhat rustic too, but he was shrewd, and dis-

dained to ape the gentleman. His countenance
was open and expressive, with a capacious fore-

head, strongly indicating intellect—his dark eyes

beamed with the fire of genius. He was a man
of strong passions—strong in his affections, and
strong in his dislikes. The latter sometimes
exposed him to the charge of illiberality, but
the former and kinder feelings predominated.

—

Strongly honourable was he in all his dealings ;

and to his friends there never was a more sin-

cere or a kinder hearted man than Thomas
Bewick." He was succeeded in the business

by his son, Mr. R. E. Bewick.t
1828, Nov. 28. Died, Miller Ritchie, who

was justly considered the father of English fine

printing, aged seventy-seven years. Baskerville

succeeded in producing a type of superior

elegance, and an ink which gave peculiar lustre

to impressions from his type. The novel and
unusual excellence which his works presented

gave a stimulus to the exertions, and drew forth

the emulation of many of our countrymen. The
first who started in this novel course was Mr.
Miller Ritchie, a native of Scotland. About
1785 he carried on business in Albion-buildings,

Bartholomew Close. An edition of the classics

in royal octavo, consisting of the works of

Sallust, Pliny, Tacitus, Q. Curtius, Caesar, and
Livy, was the work upon which this leading

* As a specimen of the extraordinary skill of this artist,

the reader is referred to a most splendid enpjravinp: on
wood, executed by Mr. Harvey, of the Assassination of
L. S. Dentatus, from a celebrated painting by B. R. Hay-
don. Some years since, Mr. Harvey declined engraving
on virood, having determined to step into the upper walks
of art.

+ His family, who still reside at Newcastle, are in pos-
session of an autograph Memoir of this singular man,
written with great naivete, and full of anecdote.
Matthew Bewick, his nephew, died at Ovingham, July

4, 1832. He was a young man of great promise, and was
likely, had he lived, to have attained an equal degree of
eminence in the profession with his uncle.

attempt of superior printing was made, at the
expense of the rev. Mr. Homer, senior fellow
of Magdalen college, Cambridge, who subse-
quently disposed of the whole impression (except-
ing those reserved for presents) to the bookseller,

Mr. Thomas Payne. The next work was a
quarto Bible in two volumes, 1796, and two
unique copies upon India paper, printed on one
side only. Another work, executed by Mr.
Ritchie, with uncommon splendour and expense,
was Memoirs of the Count de Grammont, a small
page upon quarto, one thousand five hundred
copies on small paper, five hundred on What-
man's wove, royal, one copy on vellum, and
three copies having the diminutive quarto page
worked in the centre of a whole sheet of royal.

On his first diverging from the beaten track

Mr. Ritchie encountered considerable difficulties.

The paper-maker, Mr. Whatman, and the ink-

maker, Mr. Blackwell, contributed most suc-
cessfully, all their skill to this laudable design,

but the want of journeymen to enter into the

spirit of the undertaking with that extraordinary

exertion of care and ingenuity which it indis-

pensably required, was a difficulty the most
discouraging, which he had long to contend
withj and never wholly conquered ; men he
could get who by bodily strength would pull

down the press, and give the impression, but the

giving the colour required skill and patience

far exceeding what pressmen had any idea of

in this country, so that Mr. Ritchie found himself

obliged to manage the balls and beat every sheet

with his own hands. With all his perseverance

and skill in printing, he had not the art of getting

independent by his labours ; he failfed in busi-

ness, and was succeeded in his efforts by Mr.
Bulmer ; Mr. Bensley and Mr. M' Creery fol-

lowed, and from the presses of those gentlemen
have issued some of the finest specimens of

typography which this or any other countrj' has

produced. Emulation is a powerful principle

in our nature, and the success which has attended

their exertions, contributed in a great degree to

give a new tone and character to the profession.

There is a likeness of Mr. Ritchie in Hansard's

Typographia, by whom he was employed as

warehouseman, after his failure.

1828, Dec. 20. Died, Stephen Jones, well

known as the compiler and author of many use-

ful works. He was the son of Mr. Giles Jones,

secretary to the York building society, was bom
in London in 1763, educated at St. Paul's

school, and apprenticed to a printer in Fetter-

lane. On the expiration of his time he was en-

gaged as a coiTCctor of the press in the office of

Mr. Strahan, but at the end of four years he
removed to that of Thomas Wright, in Peter-

borough-court, where \\c remained till the death

of the principal, in March ,1797, an event which
termin.ated Mr. Jones's immediate connexion
with the profession of a printer ; and he became
the editor of the Whitehall Evening Post ; but
on the decline of that paper he undertook the

management of the General Evening Post. He
was a member of the society of freemasons, and
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editor of the Freemason's Magazine. One of his

principal nndertakinfj^s was a new edition of the

Biographia Dramatica, four vols. 8vo. also a

small Biographical Dictionary; and on the

death of Isaac Reed, he became the editor of

the European Magazine. From 1799, for very

many years, he selected an amusing annual

volume from the newspapers, &c. under the title

of the 'Spirit of the ^Tournals. He was the

author or editor of about twenty other works.

1828. The British Almanack^ commenced by

the society for the diffusion of useful knowledge.

1828, Jan. 1. The London Encj/clopcedia,

part 1, sixth edition. liOndon : Thomas Tegg.

1828, Jan. 1. The Harmonist ; a new series of

the FlutisVs Magazine^ and Pianist's Review.

1828, Jan. 2. The Aihenceuni, a literary gazette

and weekly critical review, conducted by James
Silk Buckingham, editor of the Oriental Herald
and the Sphynx.

1828, /aw. 25. The Chesterfield Gazette,'No. 1,

printed and published by John Roberts. About
1830, the title was changed to the Derbyshire

Courier, and Chesterfield Gazette, and still

continues in the hands of the original proprietor.

This paper was lor a long time edited by the

late Mr. Inglis,* the intelligent writer on Ireland.

1828, Oct. 17. The Manchester Times, 'So. 1,

edited, printed, and published by Archibald
Prentice ; and now conducted by Messi-s. Pren-
tice and Catherall, Ducie-place, Manchester.

1828, Nov. 15. The Manvhester and Salford
Advertiser, No. 1, printed by Jonathan Crow-
ther, for the proprietors.! Now conducted by
Mrs. Lare^che and George Condy, a barrister-at-

law. Market-street, Manchester.
1828. The Canton Register. This is the first

paper established in the celestial empire, and
still continues to be published weekly. It is

somewhat anti-Chinese in its politics, and com-
municates much occasional information on Chi-
nese manners, ceremonies, and festivals.

1828, Colonial Advocate, instituted by Mr. A.
Bent, Hobart Town, Australia.

1829. Jan. 12. Died, George Riley, many
years a printer and bookseller, formerly of York.
He died at Greenwich, aged eighty-six years,

and was nearly the oldest proprietor of a news-
paper in the kingdom.

1829. According to returns, the king's prin-

ters in England alone, sold 51,500 bibles, and
75,691 testaments. On the crown privilege of
printing bibles, see Gents. Mag. for Feb. 1819,
and Companion to the Newspapers, No. 2.

* Henry David Inglis was a native of Scotland, and
first became known in the literai'y world under the name
of " Derwent Conway." He was the editor of a news-
paper on the island of Guernsey ; then of the Leeds Inde-
pendent; and also of a monthly publication in that town

;

and his final connexion with the periodical press, was at
Chesterfield. He was the author of the Modern Gil Bias,
and of works referring to Norway, Spain, Switzelrand,
the Channel Islands, and Ireland, all of which are charac-
terised by powers of lively description ; the last of these
became an authority on all subjects connected with the
sister kingdom. Mr. Inglis died at London, March 20,
aged forty years, deeply regretted by the literary world.

t The hcensed victulers of Manchester and Sall'ord.

1329, Jan. 19. It was considered that printing,

both for execution and facility, had reached its

zenith, at least, the printing profession was not
prepared at all for the " striking magnificence
of appearance" of the Times, London newspaper,
of this day, which surpassed every thing that ever
preceded out of a mechanical press, or was taken
off" from a revolving cylinder. It was a double
paper, says the editor of that journal, consisting

of eight pages and forty-eight columns, instead
of four pages, and was the largest sheet till then
manufactured.

1829, Feb. 17. Died, Benjamin Flower,
the original proprietor and editor of the Cam-
bridge Intelligencer, which he established in the
year 1793, and whose imprisonment in the

cause of the liberty of the press we have already

noticed at page 779 ante. The name of Benja-
min Flower will be revered by every one who
had the pleasure of his friendship, and not less

by those who wish for the improvement and hap-
piness of mankind, will his memory be ever held
in respect for the magnanimous activity and
self-devotion which he showed in the cause
of civil and religious liberty. The imprison-
ment of Mr. Flower, in 1797,*led to the happiest
event of his life. It is not common to find a
woman (capable as they are when properly

developed) of that high and sensitive apprecia-
tion of moral and intellectual worth, which can
enable her to enter minutely into the feelings of
any one who is suffering from the consequences
of their noblest exercises. An amiable and
accomplished lady, with whom he was previously

acquainted, visited Mr. Flower, whilst deprived
of his liberty, and shortly afterwards became his

wife. This was indeed " the marriage of true
minds," for she greatly assisted him in all his

subsequent literary labours. Of the depth of
his feelings for her, some idea may be formed
from his own words on her death: "When such
friends part, 'tis the swrmw dies." They speak
more than volumes. It was he who felt the
earthiness of the grave, while she ascended.
During his latter years, though his zeal in the
cause of liberty and truth remained in all its

pristine sincerity, he seemed to entertain the con-
viction that "Providence had committed their

defence to other and younger hands." His
private character was that of manly virtue and
intelligence—the result of sustained feeling:
his public character was the illustration of it.

He died at Darlston, aged seventy-four years.

1829, 3Iarchl. Died, Alexander Mackay,
jun. proprietor and printer of the Belfast News
Letter, where he died.

1829, April— . Died, the right hon. and rev.

Francis Egerton, earl of Bridgewater. He
left to the president of the royal society the sum
of £8,000, to be applied by him to appoint some
persons to write, print, publish, and expose to

sale one thousand copies of a work, On the

Poiver, Wisdom, and Goodness of God, as mani-
fested in the Creation. Agreeable to this be-
quest, Mr. Gilbert Davies, then president of the

royal society, relieved himself of the respon-
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sibility, by applying to the archbishop of Canter-
bury, the bishop of London, and the earl's

executors, who directed the sum to be divided
among the authors of the following works. They
are denominated the Bridgewater Treatises :

I. On the Power, Wisdom, and Goodness of Ood, as mani-
fested in the adaptation of erternul Nature to the moral and
intellectual Constitution of Man. By the rev. Thomas
Chalmers, professor of divinity in the university of Edin-
burgh.

II. The adaptation of external Nature to the physiral
Condition of Man. By John Kidd, M.D., F.R.S., regius
professor of medicine in the university of Oxford.

III. Astronomy and General Physics, considered with refer-
ence to Natural Theology. By the rev. William Whewell,
M.A. F.R.S., fellow of Trinity college, Cambridge.

IV. The Hand : its Mechanism and vital Endowments as
evincing Design. By sir Charles Bell, K.H., F.R.S.
V. Animal and Vegetable Physiology. By Peter Mark

Roget, M.D., fellow of and secretary to the royal society.
VI. Geology and Mineralogy . By the rev. William Buck-

land, D.D., F.R.S. , canon of Christ church, and professor
of Geology in the university of Oxford.

VII. The History, Habits, and Instincts of Animals. By
the rev. William Kirby, M.A., F.R.S.
VII [. Chemistry, Meteorology, and the Function of Diges-

tion. By William Prout, M.D., F.R S.

1829, April. Died., William Reid, printer,

one of the establishers of the Glasgow Courier,

and for a long time its editor. Mr. Reid was
aged seventy-one years at the time of his decease.

1829, Aj)ril 23. The Catholic charter of pri-

vileges, which passed into a law, by the consent
of the three estates of the realm, on the 13th of
April, came first into operation on this propitious

day. Messrs. Whiting and Branston, printers

and publishers of the Atlas London weekly news-
paper, issued a double number containing all

the debates which had taken place in both houses
of parliament upon this important question, and
which for size of paper and quantity of type,

surpassed every preceding effort of the press.

1829, June 3. At the theatre royal, Covent
garden, a benefit was given in behalf of the
Printers' Pension Society. The performances
were the Castle of Andalusia., a Musical Me-
lange., and the comedy of Charles II. Keeley,
in the character of a printer^s devil, delivered the

following address, written for the occasion, by
W. T. Moncrief, esq.

{Speaks behind the Scenes.)

What ! I go on and thank the gentlefolks

!

Go on the stage ! A plague upon your jokes

—

I cannot do it—I should die with shame

!

Well, if I must—mind, you shall bear the blame.

(Enters, cleaning a Printer's Ball.)

Ladies and Gentlemen— I beg your pardon
For thus appearing here in Covent-Garden

j

'Tis not my fault—I'd rather be at home.
But I was by the Printers pressed to come.
Having got all they can from you—'tis civil

—

For thanks they coolly leave you to the Devil .'

Start not—the Printer's Devil! that is me,
No blacker than I'm painted, as you see.

The Devil—that with Faust the first of Piinters
(Called Doctor Faustus) had such odd adventmres.
Every thing's thrown on me, but you shall hear

—

Master, you know, commands the overseer.
The overseer he lords it o'er the men,
The men they fag the 'prentices, and then
The 'prentices blow inc up—that's 7wt civil

—

So good or bad, all's laid upon the Devil .'

For every thing they want the pressmen call me,
And if I do not answer they black ball me.
Nay, with abuse the very Authors cram me,
And when I go for copy, curse and damn me !

Still I must speak a good word for the knaves,
Although they use us worse than Turks do slaTet.
For if the Devil does not have pity, they
Will rarely stew—there'll be the deuce to pay.
Gentlemen of the Press, I ask your aid
To aid those who aid you—you're all one trade-
Excuse my freedom—but you must agree
The British Press in all parts should be free

;

And where, I'll ask you, would be your reports,
If the Compositors were out of sorts

;

The ponderous words from many a learned head,
Take you that down, they put in kindred lead;
Give your notes value—measure out your rhymes.
And yield " its form and pressure to the Times."
The Press, great engine of all human good.
The widest spread, the easiest understood

—

Which knowledge circulates from pole to pole.
Corrects the heart, improves and charms the soul

!

To which unnumbered blessings owe.their birth,
Which yields an immortality on earth I

Oh ! of its membei-s pardon each transgression.
And let their merits make a good impression;
Nor your kind patronage to those refuse,
Who're galley slaves to furnish you the News.
When pressed by poverty, and chased by care,
Laid-up, and off their metal /—in despair

!

in worn-out case and biu-thened helpless elves.
Too oft with types in minion of themselres

;

What aid shall sooth their wants and charm their grief

»

Our Printers' Fund, which yields to all relief;
Which Pensions age, gives to desert its due.
But which stiU owes its best support to you.
Will you support it still and grant our suit

—

Bestow your aid, and your applause to boot i—
Yes, from your presence here, a proof I pull.
We Printers like to see our bojces full.
'Tis all correct, no chance can now defeat us,
So without bodkin, I'll make my quietus

1829, Aug. Died, George Wood, for some
years proprietor, editor, and publisher of the Kent
Herald, at Canterbury. Mr. Wood was a native
of that city, where he died at the early age
of thirty-nine. He first entered upon the
newspaper business by starting the Man of Kent,
a weekly journal, in which he undertook to point
out all the abuses of the county, but which had
not a very long career. Shortly after its close

he purchased the Kent Herald, then limited
in its circulation, but which he raised into high
esteem with the liberal party. He was a man
of extensive observation, of considerable reading,
and energetic spirit in what he undertook, or

engaged others to undertake. He was fond of
literature ; and took an active part in the estab-

lishment of a museum at Canterbury. In pri-

vate life Mr. Wood had many estimable qualities,

—his charities were extensive without ostenta-

tion—his friendship was sincere—his hostility

open and manly. In his death the poor man
lost a friend. That he was not free from faults

must be admitted ; but they were errors that his

relatives may regret, yet not feel ashamed of " De
mortuis nil nisi bonum.^' Be it not forgotten,

that his life was eminently useful to his native

place, and advantageous to the general cause of
mankind. There was reason to fear that his de-
cease was hastened by the embarrassed state of
his affairs, but he had long been a martyr to the
gout. Alas

!

" He was but bom to try
The lot of man—to suffer and to die I

"

1729. Dec. 27, Died, R. Edwards, printer,

of Crane-court, Fleet-street, London. He was
confidently employed by Spencer Pcrcival to

print the book containing the Delirnle Tnvcsti-
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gation against the princess of Wales, in 1826.

Mr. Edwards died in the city of Bristol, where
he had carried on the printing business, prior to

his settling in the metropolis.

1829, Dec. Died, W. M. Willett, the well

known editor of the jS'fa^esrwan newspaper, during

the 0. P. row at Covent-garden theatre, in 1809 ;*

subsequently of the British Traveller newspaper,

and other periodicals. Mr. Willett died at Fins-

bury, aged sixty-three years.

1829. The Oxford Literary Gazette^ was

projected by William Gray, esq. six numbers
only appeared.

1829. Launceston Advertiser, (Australia) by
Mr. John P. Fawkner.

1829. Cornwall Press, (Australia) instituted

by Mr. S. Dowsett.

1830, Jan. The patent of king's printer for

England renewed for thirty years.

1830. Feb. 10. In the court of king's bench,

Messrs. Alexander, Mai"sden, and Isaacson,

received the following sentences for a series of

libels in the Morning Journal ; that upon each

of the three indictments Mr. Alexander be im-

prisoned in Newgate for four calendar months,

pay a fine of £300, and give security for his

good behaviour for three years. Mr. Isaacson to

pay a fine of £100. Mr. Marsden to give

security for his good behaviour for three years,

himself in £100, and two sureties in £50 each.

Mr. Gutch had been previously discharged on

his recognizances.^

1830, Feb. Died, Mr. Pheney, upwards of

fifty years law bookseller in Inner Temple-lane,

Fleet-street, London, aged eighty years.

1830, March 2- An action was tried in the

court of king's bench, against Mr. Heath ,§

engraver, brought by Mr. John Murray, book-

seller, for the purpose of deciding the question

as to whether an engraver had the right of keep-

ing twelve copies of such engravings as he him-
self executed according to the orders of any one

who employs him. The case had been formerly

tried, and a verdict found for the defendant.

Aftermanyeminent engravers had been examined
as to the custom of the trade, the plaintiff ob-

tained a new trial, which came on this day, when
the jury found for the plaintiff, thus destroying

the assumedright of engravers to keep such copies.

1830, March. A bill passed the legislature for

the protection of dramatic copyright, which states

* Covent-garden theatre, which had been burnt down
Sept. 20, 1808^ was rebuilt and opened Sept. 17, isog; when
a riot commenced on account of the increase of prices,

which continued until Dec. 10, when John Philip Kemble,
the manager, gave up the contest in favour of the public.

t In Jan. I8O7, Messrs. Slatter and Munday, booksellers,
Oxford, issued the first number of the Oxford Review.

t From a return of all prosecutions for libel, during the
reigns of George III. and George IV., whether by ex-officio

information or indictment, under the direction of the
attorney or solicitor-general, for libels or other misde-
meanours, against individuals as members of liis majesty's
government, or against other persons acting in their offi-

cial capacity, conducted in the department for the affairs
of his majesty's treasury ; it appears that the number of
persons so prosecuted was upwards of forty—mostly the
printers or editors of newspapers.

h Son of James Heath, the eminent engraver, who died
Nov. 15, 1834.

" That the author of any dramatic writing shall

have the sole right of representing it. That he
shall preserve that right in any such production
which shall be so printed and published, or his

assignees, for twenty-eight years; or should the
author survive that period, for the residue of his
natural life. Persons offending against these
provisions to pay £10 for each representation,
with costs of suit."

1830. Recognizances and bonds to be given
for securing the payment of fines upon convic-
tions of libel, by the printers of newspapers, &c.
extended: £400 are required for the recogni-
zances from the principal, and the like sum for

the sureties ; and £300 for the bond from the
principal, and the like sum from the sureties.

The punishment of banishment for a second con-
viction for libel was repealed.

1830, May 1. Died, George Nicholson, of
the firm of G. and E. Nicholson, printers and
booksellers, at Bradford, in Yorkshire. He
was born at Keighley, near that town, Jan. 21,
1796, and after his commencing business rose to

considerable eminence in the profession ; and it

may truly be said, that in George Nicholson the
printing art possessed a valuable workman, and
the inhabitants of Bradford a worthy and respect-

ed tradesman. He was addicted to the muses, and
many of his lucubrations appeared in the ])eriodi-

cals of the day. After a painful illness, death
put an end to his earthly career, leaving a widow
and one son to lament the loss of a good hus-
band and affectionate father.

1830, July 15. Died, Joseph Downes, aged
seventy-seven years, printer, of Temple Bar.
He was printer to his majesty's police, and
editor and printer of the Hue and Cry Police
Gazette.* Mr. Downes published Observations
on the Speech of the right hon. John Foster, in the

House of Commons, in Ireland, April 11, 1799.

1830, July 25. Charles X., king of France,
issued the following ordinances:— That the
liberty of the periodical press is suspended ; that

no journal or periodical shall appear, either in

Paris or in the departments, except by virtue of

an authority first obtained from us respectively,

by the authors and the printer, to be renewed
every three months, which may also be revoked

;

that the authority shall be provisionally granted
and withdrawn, by the prefects, from periodicals

published in the departments ; and that writings

published in contravention of the second article

shall be immediately seized, and the presses and
types sealed up, or rendered unfit for use. The
second ordinance decrees that the chamber of

deputies shall consist only of deputies of depart-

ments, and reforms the operations of election in

* The cost of printing the Police Gasette was, in 1834,
^£1,712 for 111,200 copies; in addition, the editor has a!
salary of £\Q(i per annum. The Police Gazette is sent to
the mayors and principal officers of every city and town

|

in the kingdom ; to the justices of the peace in petty ses-

sions assembled, or their clerks ; the keepers of j ails and I

houses of correction, the metropolitan police, the war!
office, horse patrol, police offices, commanding officers of)
each regiment, and the several military depots in Great j

Britain.
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the colleges, according to the principles of the

constitutional charter. The gendarmes proceeded

to destroy the presses of the Parisian newspapers

the next day ; and on the 27th the deputies as-

sembled, who having protested against the royal

ordinances as illegal and criminal, declared their

meeting permanent,—Resolve that Charles
Philippe Capet, heretofore called count d'Artois,

having placed himself above the law, had ceased

to reign, and that Louis Philippe, duke of

Orleans, should be invited to execute the duties

imposed upon him, and to concur in the estab-

lishment of a constitutional government. During
this glorious struggle of three days there were
from two to three thousand persons lost their

lives, when the people were left masters of the

capital. By the stoppage of the liberal journals

property to the amount of more than £190,000
was either destroyed, or placed in danger of

destruction; and upwards of three hundred
literary persons and compositors were thrown out

ofbread. In 1830 the whole periodical press of

France consisted of :—Constitutional, or liberal

journals, 217; subscribers, 283,000; readers,

2,900,000; income, 1,805,000 francs. Monarchi-
cal journals, 27; subscribers, 34,000; readers,

442,000; income, 751,000 francs. Making a
total of 244 journals; 317,000 subscribers;

8,342,000 readers ; and an income of 2,556,000

francs. In Sept. 1830, a weekly publication,

under the title of La Gazette Littiraire^ was
published in Paris, on the plan of the London
Literary Gazette.

1830, Aug. 28. Died^ Thomas Howell,
printer and bookseller, at Shrewsbury, aged
thirty-six. In 1816, Mr. Howell published The
Stranger in Shrewsbury ; or, an Historical and
Descriptive ViewofShretvsbury and its Environs

;

with a plan of the town, and other engravings,

which he dedicated to lord Hill. Of this work
he published a second edition in 1825.

1830, Sept. A splendid building, which had
been erected in the north-west quarter of the

city of Oxford, for the purpose of a university

printing-office, was opened in this month ; and
the first sheet worked off at the new press was
2 p. bishop Lloyd's* Greek Testament, 12mo.
The first publication finished, and bearing the

imprint, at the university press, was Barrow's

theological works, eight vols. 8vo. 1830.

1830, Sept. 9. Died, William Bulmer, prin-

ter, whose name is associated with all that is

correct and beautiful in typography. By him
the art was matured, and brought to its present

high state of perfection. This celebrited typo-

grapher was a native of Newcastle-upon-Tyne,

where he was apprenticed to Mr. Thompson, in

the Burnt House-entry, St. Nicholas's Church-
yard, from whom he received the first rudiments

of his art. During his apprenticeship he formed

a friendship with Thomas Bewick, the celebrated

engraver on wood, which lasted with great cordi-

ality throughout life. It was their practice,

whilst youths, to visit together every morning, a

* Bishop William Lloyd died Aug, 30, 1717.

farm-house at Elswick, a small village about two
miles from Newcastle, and indulge in Goody
Coxen's hot rye-cake and buttermilk, who used
to prepare these dainties for such of the New -

castle youths who were inclined to enjoy an early

morning walk before the business of the day
commenced. During the period of the joint

apprenticeships of these young aspirants for

fame, Bulmer invariably took oflf the first im-
pressions of Bewick's blocks, at his master's

printing-office, at Newcastle, where Bulmer
printed the engi-aving of the Huntsman and Old
Hound, which obtained for Bewick the premium
from the society of arts, in London. Mr. Bul-
mer afterwards suggested to his friend Bewick
an improvement, of which he availed himself, of

lowering the surfaces of the blocks where the

distance or lighter parts of the enp^ving were to

be shown to perfection. When Mr. Buhner first

went to London, his services were engaged by
Mr. John Bell, who was then publishing his

beautiful miniature editions of the poets, Shak-
speare, &c. About 1787, an accidental circum-
stance introduced Mr. Bulmer to the late George
Nicol, esq.* bookseller to king George III. who
was then considering the best method of carry-

ing into effect the projected magnificent national

edition of Shakspeare, which he had suggested

to Messrs. Boydell, ornamented with designs by
the first artists of this country. Mr. Nicol had
previously engaged the skilful talents of Mr.
William Martin,f of Birmingham, in cutting

sets of types, after approved models, in imitation

of the sharp and fine letter used by the French
and Italian printers; which Mr. Nicol for a
length of time caused to be carried on in his own
house. Premises were then engaged in Cleve-

land-row, St. James's, and the "Shakspeare
press" was established under the firm of "W.
Bulmer and Co." This establishment soon

evinced how judicious a choice Mr. Nicol had
made in Mr. Bulmer to raise the reputation of

his favourite project. " This magnificent edition

* George Nicol was many years bookseller to George III.,

and one who may be justly designated, as Dr. Campbell said

of Thomas Davies, "not a bookseller, but a grentleman
dealing in books." He was at first placed under his uncle,

David Wilson, of the Strand ; and was by him taken into
partnership in 17/3. Mr. WUson dying at an advanced
age in 1777, Mr. Nicol removed his business to Pall Mall.

On Sept. 8, 1787, Mr. Nicol married the accomplished
niece of the first alderman Boydell. It was suspected that
he was a sleeping partner in the "Shakspeare Press;**

and to which his son, Mr. William Nicol, succeeded, asthe
sole proprietor, on Mr. Bulmer's retiring, in ISIQ. Mr.
Nicol was, in 1797, one of the executors of Mr. James
Dodsley, the bookseller, of Pall Mall, who left him a legacy
of £l ,000. Mr. Nicol was a most agreeable comjianion

j

and, perhaps, no man ever enjoyed the pleasure of convi-

vial society more than he did. He was a member of many
of the literary clubs of his day ; was the publisher of many
valuable works ; and enjoyed the friendly confidence
of the duke of Roxburghe, duke of Grafton, and other
eminent bibliopists. He died at his house in Pall Mall,
London, June 2.5, 1829. at the age of 88 years.

t William Martin was brother of Robert Martin, the ap-
prentice of Baskerville. He afterwards set up a foundry in

Duke-street, St. James's. His Roman and Italic tyi)ea

were decided imitations of Baskerville's ; but his Greeks
and Orientals formed the most valuable part of his collec-

tion. His foundry, in 1817, was united to the Caslon.
This ingenious letter-founder died in the summer of 1815,

and was buried in St. James's church, Westminster.
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(says Dr. Dibdin) which is worthy of the un-

rivalled compositions of our great dramatic bard,

will remain as long as those compositions shall be

admired, an honourable testimony of the taste

and skill of the individuals who planned and
conducted it to its completion.* The text was
revised by G. Steevens and Isaac Reed. Mr.
Bulmer possessed the proof sheets of the whole

work, on which are many curious remarks by
Steevens, not always of the most courteous

description; also some original sonnets, a scene

for a burlesque tragedy, some graphic sketches,

&c." "The establishment of the Shakspeare

press (continues Dr. Dibdin,) was unquestion-

ably an honour both to the founders in particu-

lar, and to the public at large. Our greatest

poet, our gieatest painter, and two of our most
respectable publishers and printers, were all em-
barked in one common white-hot crucible ; from
which issued so pure and brilliant a flame or

fusion that it gladdened all eyes and hearts, and
threw a new and revivifying lustre on the three-

fold arts of painting, engraving, and printing.

The nation appeared to be not less struck than

astonished ; and our venerable monarch George
III. felt anxious not only to give such a mag-
nificent establishment every degree of royal

support, but, infected with the matrix and
puncheon mania, he had even contemplated the

creation of a royal printing-office within the

walls of his own palace !" One of his majesty's

principal hopes and wishes was, for his own
country to rival the celebrity of Parma in the

productions of Bodoni ; and Dr. Dibdin plea-

santly alludes to what he calls the Bodoni Hum,
—of " his majesty being completely and joy-

fully talien in, by bestowing upon the efforts of

Mr. Bulmer's press, that eulogy which he had
supposed was due exclusively to Bodoni's." The
first number of the Shakspeare appeared in Janu-
ary, 1794 ; and at once established Mr. Bulmer's
fame ast he first practical printer of the day. Dr.
Dibdin has given {Bibliographical Decameron,
ii. 384—395,) a curious and copious list of the
" books printed at the Shakspeare press," with

judicious remarks, to which w^e must refer our

readers, noticing only such as are the most emi-

nent in execution. Next to the Shakspeare,

perhaps the edition of the Poetical Works of
John Milton, in 3 vols, folio, 1793—1797, is

the finest production of Mr. Bulmer's press.

Dr. Dibdin seems to prefer this work even to the

Shakspeare itself. In 1795, Mr. Bulmer printed

a beautiful edition in 4to. of the Poems of Gold-
smith and Parnell, one copy on white satin, and

* Mr. Nicol's connexion with the Messrs. Boydell was
productive of one of the largest literary speculations ever
embarlied in in this country. The well known Boydell
edition of our immortal bard originated with Mr. Nicol,
in a conversation that took place in the year 1797, as ap-
pears by a paper, written and printed by Mr. Nicol, giving
an account of what he had done for the improvement of
printing in this country. The fate of that national under-
taking, the "Shakspeare Gallery," in Pall Mall, was un-
fortunate; it cost the proprietors above ^100,000. It was
adjoining to Mr. Nicol's house, and intended for the ex-
hibition of the original paintings. The f;reat object of the
undertaking was to establish an Enghsh school ofhistorical
painting.

three on vellun). The volume is dedicated to

the founders of the Shakspeare printing-office,

Messrs. Boydells and Nicol. "The present
volume," says Mr. Bulmer, in his advertisement,
" in addition to the Shakspeare, the Milton, and
many other valuable works of elegance, which
have already been given to the world through the
medium of the Shakspeare press, are [is] par-
ticularly meant to combine the various beauties
of printing, type-founding, engraving, and paper
making ; as well with a view to ascertain the
near approach to perfection which those arts

have attained to this countiy, as to invite a fair

competition with the best typographical produc-
tions of other nations. How far the diflerent

artists who have conti'ibuted their exertions to

this great object, have succeeded in the attempt,
the public will now be fully able to judge.
Much pains have been bestowed on the present

publication to render it a complete specimen of

the arts of type and block-printing. The
ornaments are all engraved on blocks of wood,
by my earliest acquaintances, Messrs. Bewicks,
of Newcastle-upon-Tyne and London, after

designs from the most interesting passages of

the poems they embellish. They have been
executed with great care, and I may venture to

say, without being supposed to be influenced by
ancient friendship, that they form the most
extraordinary efi*ort of the art of engraving upon
wood, that ever was produced in any age, or any
country. Indeed, it seems almost impossible

that such delicate effects could be obtained from
blocks of wood.* Of the paper it is only neces-

sary to say, that it comes from the manufactory
of Mr. Whatman." Besides the wood-cuts, the

work was embellished with eight very superior

vignettes.—The biographical sketches of Gold-
smith and Parnell, prefixed to the w^ork, were
by Isaac Reed.—This volume was highly appre-

ciated by the public ; two editions of it, in 4to.

were sold, and they produced a profit to the

ingenious printer, after payment of all expenses,

of £1,500. Stimulated by the great success of

the work, Mr. Bulmer, in 1796, was induced to

prepare an embellished quarto edition of Som-
erville's Chase. Three copies were printed on
vellum. It is thus dedicated,

'^ To the Patrons of fine Printing :"

" When the exertions of an individual to im-
prove his profession are crowned with success, it

is certainly the highest gratification his feelings

can experience. The very distinguished appro-
bation that attended the publication of Gold-
smith's Traveller, Deserted Village, and Parnell's

Hermit, which was last year off"ered to the public,

as a specimen of the improved state of typogra-
phy in this country, demands my warmest ac-

knowledgments ; and is no less satisfactory to

the different artists who contributed their efforts

towards the completion of the work. The
Chase, by Somerville, is now given as a com-

* It is said that George III. entertained so great a doubt
on the subject, that he ordered his bookseller, Mr. Nicol,
to procure the blocks from Mr. Bulmer for his inspection,
that he might convince himself of the fact.
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pauion to Goldsmith; and it is almost super-

fluous to observe, that the subjects which orna-

ment the present volume, being entirely com-
posed of landscape scenery, and animals, are

adapted, above all others, to display the beau-
ties of wood-engraving." In 1804, the above
two works were reprinted in one octavo volume,
by Mr. Bulmer, with the same embellishments,
for Messrs. Cadell and Davies, who had pur-
chased the blocks. Museum Worslei/anum, 1798
— 1803, 2 vols, folio, English and Italian. Sir

Richard Worsley* expended £27,000 on this

work, which was never published.f Portraits of
the Sovereigns of the Turkish Empire, with bio-

graphical sketches in French and English ; large

folio. By John Young,esq. This work was printed

at the expense of the sultan Selim, and the Vv'hole

impression was sent to the Ottoman court. The
Antiquities of the Arabs in Spain, by Cavannah
Murphy, 1816, large folio. This herculean folio

rivals Denon's| Egypt, in nobleness of design,

splendour of execution, and richness of material.

The History of the Arabs in Spain, SfC. 4 to.

1816. This volume is a companion to the above.

The Typographical Antiquites of Great Britain,

by T. F. Dibdin. Vols. ii. iii.and iv. The union
of the red and black inks, the proportioned spaces,

and the boldness and singularity of tlie cuts,

render these books very beautiful of their kind.

Bihliotheca Spenceriana, 4 vols.§ This work,

considering the bulk of the volumes, and the

quantity of matter introduced, is perhaps the

most brilliant bibliogi-aphical production in

existence, on the score of mere typographical

excellence. Only fifty-five copies were struck off

upon large paper, in royal 4to., eight of which
were reserved by earl Spencer for presents.

Upon the completion of this work, carried on

without intermission for nearly four years, the

printer presented Dr. Dibdin with a richly-

wrought silver cup, of an antique form.|| Of
all the works executed at the Shakspeare press,

the Bibliographical Decameron, three vols. 8vo.

by T. F. Dibdin, is acknowledged to be the most
eminently successful in the development of the

* Sir Richard Worsley, bart. died in the isle of Wight,
August 8, 1805, in the fifty-fourth year of his age.

t ;6'400 has been given for a copy at a book-sale.

t Baron Denon, a celebrated traveller, died at Paris,

April 28, 1 825.

§ Bibliotheca Spenceriana ; or a descriptive catalogue of
the books printed in the fifteeiith century, and of many
valuable first editions, in the library of George John earl
Spencer, By the rev. T. F. Dibdin, 3 vols. imp. 8vo. 1814.

The right hon. George John .Spencer, earl Spencer, vis-

count Althorpe, K. G., F. R. S., F. S. A.. &c. &c. veas born
Sept. 1, 1758, and in 1783 succeeded his father in his titles

and princely fortune. It was the delight of this eminent
nobleman to collect around him the most learned literary

and scientific men of the age, and vyherever his patronage
could be of use in promoting- and extending literary and
scientific knowledge it was liberally and munificently
given. In bibliographical acquirements eajrl Spencer was
considered equal to any man of his time, and the noble
library which he collected at Althorpe, Northamptonshire,
ranks amongst the most perfect and valuable of its kind
in Europe. Throui^-hout his life he was the able defender
of an enlightened and liberal policy—the friend and coad-
jutor of Fox and Grey. In private life lord Spencer was
no less distinguished for private worth, than for public
principle in the high and important oflices which he had
held in the stiite. He died at Althorpe, Nov. 10, 1834.

y See Bihliograptiical Decameron, vol. ii. page 394.

skill and beauty attached to the art of printing.
Never was such a variety of ornament—in the
way of wood -cuts and red and black ink

—

exhibited.* The quantity of matter, by way of
note, is perhaps no where exceeded, in a pcr-
fonnance which unites splendour of execution
with curiosity of detail. The paper is also of
the finest quality. We have not space to enume-
rate the private reprints of Mr. Bulmer for the
Roxburghe club, the history of which will be
found in Dibdin's Bibliographical Decameron,
vol. iii. pp. 69—74. One of the chief difiicul-

i

ties Mr. Bulmer had to contend with, was the
providing of good black printing ink. That
formerly used l)y printers was execrable. Basker-
ville had made his own ink, as well as type, about
1760, which enabled him to produce such fine

work ; and Mr. RoberL Martin,f his apprentice,
was still living when Mr. Bulmer began business.

He first supplied Mr. Bulmer with fine lamp-
black, for his experiments in fine printing; but
the diflSculty of obtaining an adequate supply,
induced Mr. Bulmer to erect an apparatus for

the purpose of making his own ink, and he suc-
ceeded to the extent of his wishes in producing
a very superior black. In the Shakspeare, which
was nine years in hand, the same harmony of
tint and richness of colour prevail, as if the ink
had been all made atone time, and the last sheet
inked by the same hand in the same hour as the
first : this single work probably contains more
pages than Bodoni ever printed. Much must
have been owing to the aid ofgood and congenial
quality in the paper, and insured in effect by the
experience and skill which Mr. Bulmer was so

competent to impart to his workmen ;J and that

* If we are not dazzled by the exquisite typography,the
paper, and the engravings of Dr. Dibdin's productions, we
cannot be blind to the superficial acquirements of the au-
thor.

—

Partington. See the preface to the Catalogue of
Bootes and Tracts pi'inted at the private press of George
Allan, esq. By John Trotter Brockett.

t It has already been noticed, under the life of Basker-
ville (see page 733 ante), that he was weary of printing

;

and it appears, that after the publication of the folio bible,
1763, he at least declined to carry it on except throush the
medium of a confidential agent. This agent was Robert
Martin, as appears by the following announcement:—
" Robeit Martin has agreed with Mr. Baskervillc for tlie

use of his whole printing apparatus, with whom he has
wrought as a journeyman for ten years past. He there-
fore oifers his services to print at Birmiugliam, for gentle-
men or booksellers, on the most moderate terms, who
may depend on all possible care and elegance in the exe-
cution. Samples', if necessary, may be seen, on sending
a line to John Baskerville or Robert Martin."

t One of the pressmen of this establishment was a well
known and highly respected journeyman printer, named
Daniel Grimshaw, a native of Lancashire ; born in the year
1758, and in I773, apprenticed to tlic late Mr. Ayres,
printer and bookseller, at Warrington ; an artist who was
long considered the head of his profession in tlie north of
England. At the expiration of his time, Sir. Grimshaw
went to London, and found employment in the house of
Mr. Bulmer, where the advantages he had derived in the
country proved of such essential service as to render him
competent to undertake the best woiks executed in tjiat

office, and often to receive from his employer marks of his
respect for attention to his duty ; so much so, that at one
time Mr. Bulmer oftercd him an official sltuat:on, which
he modestly declined. After several years' resilience in
London, Mr. Grimshaw returned to Manoliester, where he
was equally respected as a sober, industrious, and attentive
workman, and looked ui)on as an honour to his profession.
During the last twenty years of his life he enjoyed but n
very indiflfercnt state of health ; and to the honour of the

5 Y
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a ^eat deal must have depended on, and been
eflfected by, the two last-named requisites, is very

apparent, from his being able to produce the

same effect in ink of another colour, namely
red." After continuing in business with the
highest credit for about thirty years, Mr. Bul-
mer retired in 1819, with a well-earned fortune,

to a genteel residence at Clapham Rise, and was
succeeded at theShakspeare press by his partner,

Mr. William Nicol, the only son of his friend.

Mr. Nicol, in his Octoglot folio edition of Virgil^

edited by W. Sotheby, esq. has proved himself a
most diligent and able successor. But whilst we
have justly placed Mr. Bulmer in the first rank

of his profession, let us not forget that he had
equal claims to distinction among those whose
memory is revered for their many private and
domestic virtues. We may then truly say, that

his art was deprived of its brightest ornament,
and his friends had to lament the loss of one not

easily surpassed in eveiy moral excellence.

Mr. Bulmer was one of the oldest members of

the honourable band of gentlemen pensioners,

and of which William Gifford* was paymaster.

It was the practice of Mr. Gifford, whenever an
exchequer warrant was issued for the payment
of the quarterly salaries of the gentlemen of the

band, to inform its members, by a circular letter,

that their salaries were in a course of payment;
but on many of these occasions he was wont to

depart from his usual routine, and indulge him-
self in a poetical notice to Mr. Bulmer. From
a variety of these momentary effusions of the

satirist, we select the following :f

An Admonitory Epistle to the Right Worthy Gentleman,
W. Bulmer, Gentleman Pensioner.

" O thou who safely claira'st the right to stand
Before thy king, with dreaded axe in hand,
My trustiest Buhner ! know upon my board
A mighty heap of cash (O golden word !)

Now lies for service done, the bounteous meed.
Haste then, in Wisdom's name, and hither speed :

For if the truth old poets sing or say,

Riches straight make them wings and fly away t"

joorneymen printers of Manchester be it said, that during
the greater portion of that period, lie was almost sup-
ported by their praiseworthy benevolence. About eight

years before his decease, his mental faculties became so

much impaired that he was rendered wholly incapable of

working. He died 17th March, 1838, at Warrington.
* William Giflford, author of the Baviad and Maviad,

translator of Juvenal and Persius, editor of the plays of

Massinger, Jonson, and Shirley, also editor of the Anti-

jacobin and Quarterly Review, was born at Ashburton, in

Devonshire, in 1757, (and from the low origin of a country
shoe mender, by perseverance in the pursuit of knowledge
and fortunate circumstances, became the first writer and
satirist of the age. To his translation of Juvenal is pre-

fixed a truly interesting account of himself. But while all

must applaud the extraordinary talents with which he was
endowed, it is a lamentable fact, that William Gifford,

with determined hostility and persevering dislike, opposed
the interests and hopes of the portion of society to which
he himself originally belonged. He seems to have felt the
necessity of vindicating his new position by contempt for

his former associates ; to have proved the sincerity of his

apostacy from plebeianism by tenfold hostility to all but
the aristocracy ; and to have made use of his elevation
only to trample upon those with whom he was formerly on
a level. He died at London, Dec. 31, in his 71st year.

—

In 1825, John Gibson Lockhart succeeded to the editorship

of the Quarterly Review, under whom the work has ad-
vanced to a higher reputation than it ever before possessed,
both as a political and literary journal.

t See Nichols's Illustrations, vol. vi. pages, 27.29.

To William Bulmer, esq. brother to Sir Fenwich Buhner,
knight.*

Sbpt. 1821.

Dread Sir, whose blood, to knighthood near,
Is sixpence now an ounce more dear
Than when my summons issued last

; j|
With cap in hand, I beg to say, ll

That I have money to defray il

The service of the quarter past."

Mr. Bulmer died at Clapham Rise, on the 9th
of September, in his 74th year, and his remains
were interred on the 16th, at St. Clement Danes,
Strand, (in which parish his brother had long
resided,) attended to the grave by a numerous
and respectable company of mourning friends.

He left a widow; but had no children. The
portrait which we present of Bulmer, is from one
faithfullyexecuted in lithography,in 1827,painted
and drawn on stone by James Ramsay.

1830, Nov. 1. A trial took place in the court
of king's bench, at the suit of William Berry,
compiler of the County Genealogies, against the
editor of the Gentleinan^s Magazine, to recover
damages for a presumed libel inserted in the
magazine for August, 1829. The editor of the
Literarj/ Gazette, alluding to this discreditable

proceeding, observed, that "the author had
recourse to the wretched law of libel, in the hope
of catching a farthing or a shilling damages,
and thus punishing his critic with the usual
ruinous expense, by which justice is defeated,

and the reverse done." The Gentleman\s Maga-
zine had been in existence for the period of a
century, and this was the first time that it had
been brought before the public under an imputa-
tion of its having published any thing of a
slanderous character.

1830. Died, JoH^ Crowder, alderman of the
ward of Farringdon-within, and late lord mayor 1

of London. Aldennan Crowder was a native .

of Buckinghamshire, and served his apprentice-

ship to a printer, and at the expiration of his

time went to London, and obtained a situa-

tion in his majesty's printing office, then under
the control of William Strahan. About 1780,
he obtained an engagement in the printing office

of Francis Blyth, printer and part proprietor of
the Public Ledger, a daily morning paper, and
the London Packet, an evening paper, pub-
lished three times a week. Both these papers
had been for some years supported by the pro-

ductions of Goldsmith, Kelly, and other literary

gentlemen. This engagement, in which Mr.
Crowder took a very active part, continued until

the year 1787, the time of Mr. Blyth's death,

when Mr. Crowder, who the year before had
married Mr. Blyth's niece, (Mary Ann James)
succeeded to the management of the whole con-
cern. This he carried on for upwards of thirty

years, with the greatest impartiality, diligence,

and integrity; and, during this period, was
frequently employed in printing valuable works
for the booksellers, by whom he was equally^

* Mr. Bulmer's elder brother, as the senior member l...

the band of gentlemen pensioners, was knighted on occa-^
sion of the coronation of George IV. He resided in the*
Strand, and died May 7, 1824, aged seventy-nine years.

I
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esteemed for punctuality, intelligence, and accu-

racy. He finally quitted the printing business

in the year 1820, when he had obtained an
estimable character in public life, and had
amassed a considerable fortune by some suc-

cessful speculations, which were conducted on
such liberal principles as added not more to

his wealth than to the esteem in which he was
held by all who knew him. Residing, as he had,

during almost the whole of his life, in the ward
of Farringdon-within, and becoming gradually,

by his amiable and generous temper, more
intimately known to the inhabitantsof the ward,

he was, in 1800, elected one of their representa-

tives in the common council, afterwards became
one of their deputies, (for this ward has two) and
on the death of Thomas Smith, esq. was elected

alderman. May 1, 1823. In the election of

him for sheriif, in 1825, by the livery at large,

the same indications of unanimous esteem were
evinced which had attended him on his former

elections. On his retirement from the shrievalty

he continued to perform the duties of alderman,

in conjunction with his brethren, and with an
assiduity and energy which more and more en-

deared him to his constituents. On Nov. 9, 1829,

he entered on his mayoralty with the happiest

auspices, and, when health permitted, received

the visits of his fellow magistrates and fellow

citizens with an hospitality which has rarely

been equalled, and perhaps never excelled. In
the middle of September his health became
slowly but seriously affected, and it was sup-

posed that the rapid decline of his health was
occcisioned by the well known events which look

place just before the close of his mayoralty, but
this was a mistake. Of these events he knew
little, or thought less. On Tuesday, Nov. 9, he
was removed in a very feeble state to his house

at Hamersmith, where he lingered till Dec. 2,

when he quietly departed this life, aged seventy-

four years, and his remains were interred in the

parish church of Christchurch, Newgate-street,

with the honour due to his rank and character.

Mr. alderman Crowder's character was one of

those which we have often heard recommended
as a pattern to young men of business ; it may
be comprised in two \\ords,industri/ and integrity.

Both distinguished him while in trade, and both
he carried with him into public life. To the

poor indeed he had in all stations in life been a

generous benefactor ; and it is stated, upon the

best authority, that during his mayoi-alty he did

not expend less than £1000 in charitable

purposes. Mrs. Crowder died in Nov. 1823.*

1830. At the custom house, London, there

was duty levied of £2,200 on rags ;t £1 ,400 on a

superior paper necessary to artists; £1,600 on

prints and drawings ; £1 1,000 upon books ; and
£701,000 upon paper.

* James Peshlier Crowder, esq. died at his house at

Stockwell common, two days before his brother.

t The rags of England do not furnish a fifth part of what
we consume in the maniifacture of paper. France, Holland,
and Belgium prohibit, under severe penalties, the export-

ation of rags, because they require them for their own
long established manufactories. Spain and Portugal also

1830. James Donaldson, printer and pro-
prietor of the Edinburgh Advertiser^ left to six
trustees the sum of £240,000, for the purpose of
endowing an hospital for btn-s, to be called
" Donaldson's Hospital."*—//cT^fer^on.

1830. The number of newspapers transmitted
through the general post-office was 12,962,000.

1830. The Tewkesbury Yearly Register and
Magazine^ 8vo. edited by Mr. Bennett, book-
seller, at Tewkesbury, in Worcestershire, which
appears to have been the first yearly magazine
ever published.

1 830, Aug, The Sunderland Herald^ printed
at Sunderland, in the county of Durham.

1830. The Independent^ (Australia) instituted

by Mr. S. Dowsett.

1831, Jan. 1. Z>i^c?, Charles Heath, printer

and bookseller, at Monmouth, aged sixty-nine

years. He twice served the office of mayor of
that corporation. In 1793, Mr. Heath* pub-
lished a Descriptive Account of Piercefield and
Chepstow; in 1814, a History of Monmouth;
and in 1806, an Account of Tintern Abbey^ and
Ragland Castle.

1831, Jan. 31. A meeting was held at the
city of London literary and scientific institution,

to take measures for the removal of the restric-

tions of the press. Dr. Birkbeck presided. It

was stated, that in America, where there is no
tax upon newspapers, 1,456,416 advertisements

were inserted in eight uewspapei's published in

New York ; whilst in four hundred newspapers,
published in England and Ireland, the number
within the same period, was only 100,000. lu
the twelve daily uewspapei's at New York, there

were more advertisements than in all the ne\NS-

papers of England and Ireland. Joseph Hume,
esq. stated that, in Great Britain, in a single

year, £1,000,000 was raised by taxes upon the

materials of books and publications. The duty
on stamps amounted to £666,000 ; of which
was levied £840,000 upon newspapers ; £30,000
upon almanacks ; £ 1 ,000 upon pamphlets ; and
£153,000 upon advertisements.

prohibit their exportation. Italy and Germany furnish

the principal supplies of linen rags, both to Great Britain
and the United States. Many experiments have been
made upon substances proposed as substitutes for rags in

the manufacture of paper. The bark of the willow, the
beech, the aspen, the hawthorn, and the lime have been
made into tolerable paper : the tendrils of the vine, and
the stalks of the nettle, the mallow, and tlic thistle, have
been used for a similar puri'osc ; the bind of our own hops,
it is affirmed, will produce paper enough for the use of
England , and several patents have been granted for

making paper of straw.
* Dr. Dibdin, in his Northern Tour, 8 vols. 8vo. 1838, in a

very vague and unsatisfactory manner says, " Donaldson's
hospital, about to be erected in Edinburgh, and ^i:>,OQ0

was to be devoted to the erection, it is stated for the sup-
port of this hospital, is suppo.<;ed to amount to j£300,000.

The founder was a. printer and publisher, where, or rather
when," is all that Dr. Dibdin informs us. though upon the
spot, for the very purpose, we should supiiose, to have
obtained every particular of the where and the when of tliin

praiseworthy typographer, who left such a vast sura for

the education of the poor. We lament, very sincerely,

that we cannot ourselves give more information upon the
subject, than that James l)onaldson, esq. died at Hrough-
ton-hall, ne.ir Edinbiirgh, October li)th. I8;u», thougli we
have searched every book likely to afford us any accotmt
of the life of Mr. Donaldson. Kay, in hin Edinburgh
Portraits, Kllg;htly alludes to him.
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1831, Feb. 7. A work was presented to their

majesties, (William IV* and his consort) at

Brighton, which may be regarded as a typo-

graphical wonder.—The New Testament, printed

in gold, on porcelain paper,t and for the first

time successfully executed on both sides. Two
years had been employed in perfecting the work,

the gold in which ^s valued at five guineas.

Only one hundred copies were printed.

1831, Feb. 12, Died, Alexander Laurie,
printer of the Gazette for Scotland.

1831, Feb. 28. Died, Thomas Cropp, editor

and proprietor of the Bolton Chronicle, aged

thirty-five years. Mr. Cropp fell a victim to a

coach accident in the preceding June.

1831, Feb. 26. Died, John Bell, formerly

of the Strand, bookseller. Few men have con-

tributed more, by their industry and good taste,

to the improvement of the graphic and typo-

graphic arts than Mr. Bell; witness his beautiful

editions of the British Poets and Shakspeare. He
was one of the original proprietors of the Fashion-

able World, the Oracle, and the Morning Post,

and projector of that well-established Sunday
newspaper, BelVs Weehly Messenger.^ Another

of his successful projects was the elegant monthly
publication La, Belle Assemblee. Mr. Bell, in

publishing his British Theatre, first set the

fashion, which soon became general, of discard-

ing the long f, about 1795. He died at Ful-

ham, in the eighty-sixth year of his age. He
was one of the most marked men of his day

;

he possessed a masculine understanding, which
a long course of observation, and a particular

quickness and facility in observing, had very

highly cultivated—so as to have given him a

judgment as just and exact as his powers of

conception were vigorous and acute. He had
an instinctive perception of what was beautiful

in every possible combination of the arts.

J831, March 15. A meeting of the founders,

patrons, and members of a projected association

for the encouragement of literature. It was
proposed to ^aise a fund of £10,000, for the

purpose of publishing works of merit, where
authors and publishers could not agree,—to

advance money in some cases to the authors in

the progress of their labours,—and to allow

them a handsome per-centage on the profits.

* William IV. ascended the thrones of Great Britain

and Hanover, on the death of his elder brother George IV.
June 26, 1830, aged sixty-eiglit j^ears.

i Just as the "professors of the typographic art were in

despair that British skill would ever accomplish the long
wished for desideratum as printing in gold or silver,

Messrs. De La Rue, Cornish, and Rock, of London, to the
astonishment and delight of the literary world, sent forth

their novel preparation of porcelain paper and card, the
enamelled surface of which is at once chaste and elegant,

and as reflective and clear as a mirror ; its immediate use
formed another and very important era in the art of letter-

press printing, particularly from wood engravings, bor-
ders, &c. The works which have been executed in gold,
silver, and bronze, on porcelain paper and card, leave
nothing more to wish in this beautiful invention.

t Francis Ludlow Holt, a barrister, married a niece of
Mr. Bell's, and was for a long time connected with him
j n the management of the Dispatch, for which he generally
wrote the leading articles. He was the author of the
Land we Live in, com. 1804; the Law of Libel, 1815, 8ic

1831, March 15. Died, Thomas Payne, of
the firm of Payne and Foss, booksellers, in
Pall-mall, London. Mr. Payne was the eldest
son of Thomas Payne, who died in 1799 ; was
born in London, Oct. 10, 1752, and was educated
at M. Metayer's, a classical school of reputation,
in Charterhouse-square. His father was anxious
that he should be instructed in every branch of
education necessary to an intimate acquaintance
with the contents and reputation of books in
foreign languages. This initiation into the
history of books, Mr. Payne augmented even to

a high degree of critical knowledge, by frequent
tours on the continent, and particularly by an
amicable intercourse with the eminent scholars
and collectors, whose conversation for many
years loi-med the attraction of his well-frequented
premises. Confidence was uniformly placed in

his judgment and opinion, by the most eminent
and curious bibliographers of the day, that per-

haps it would be difficult to mention a gentle-

man of his profession, whose loss was more
deeply regretted. Fie inherited the character as

well as the name of his excellent father; the
epithet of honest, it has been observed, was so

entirely hereditary , as to be allowed, not by
common, but by universal consent, to descend,
without any bar, from father to son ; and in

addition he had acquired the appellation of the
" father of the booksellers." After carrying on
business at the Mewsgate, almost from his in-

fancy, Mr. Payne removed, in 18(;(j, to Pall-

mall, where his learned friends had a place of
assembling more commodious than any in Lon-
don. In 1813, he took into partnership Mr.
Henry Foss, who had been his apprentice. Mr.
Payne died in London, at the advanced age of

seventy-nine years, and his remains were interred

in the parish church of St. Martin in the Fields.

1831, March 20. The rev. Duncan M'Craig,
an ordained minister of the church of Scotland,

examined at the police court, Edinburgh, on the

charge of purloining a Bible from the shop of a
bookseller in that city. The library of the rev.

gentleman being searched, several stolen books
were found. He heard the charge very com-
posedly, and begged he might be bailed, in order

to give him an opportunity of preparing his

sermon- for the ensuing day ! He was fully

committed for trial, and on June 6, was sen-

tenced to fourteen years' transportation.

1831, March 2b. Died, John Barker, for-

merly a printer in the Old Bailey, but for many
years a respected member of the court of assis-

tants of the stationers' company. He died at

Kentish town, aged eighty-two years.

1831, April 5. Died,Xhe rev. John Walker,
B.L.C., aged sixty-one years. He was one
of the original proprietors of the Oxford Herald,
and for some time the editor.

1831, Ajnil 11. Died, Alexander Ackman,
jun. printer to his majesty, and the hon. house
of assembly, in the island of Jamaica, and pro-

prietor of the Royal Jamaica Gazette. He left

a widow and eight children ; and his father,

whom he succeeded in business, survived him.
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1831, Ap^ril 20. John Lawson, printer of
the Times London newspaper, was reprimanded
by the lord chancellor Brougham, at the bar of
the house of lords, and discharged on the pay-
ment of his fees, for a breach of privilege, for

animadverting on a speech of the earl of Limerick.
1831. From a report drawn up, by order of the

house of commons, it appears that from 1821,
105,045 volumes of journals have been printed
for the house of commons, at an expense of
£5000 per volume ; of these, only 52,024 have
been delivered to members and others, and there

remain in store 63,021. It is a singular fact,

that the manuscript journals preserved in the
house ofcommons forreference,as legal authority,

are copies made by the clerks during the recess,

from those already printed in the course of the
preceding session. The printed journals now
amount to 120 folio volumes, and each member
is entitled to a perfect set after he has taken his

seat for fourteen days, without petition against
his return. The average profits of the king's

printer are stated at £10 per day during the
sitting of parliament. The following items,

taken from parliamentary returns, will show the

annual expenditure for some years, for printing,

stationary, &c. for the two houses of parliament

:

1805, Printing, &c. for both houses ... ^^'29,000

1 806, Reprinting journals of the house of commons 10,000
Printing and stationary for the two houses - 29,300
Priutinj;- votes, bills, reports, and other papers

of the commons, for the present session 20,000
Printing, by order of the commissioners of

public records - . . . . 3,696
Printing under the act for procuring returns

of the poor 393
Printing, stationary, &c. for the chief and

under-secretaries' offices, &c. in Ireland 21,880
Printing and binding acts of 46 Geo. III. - 1,206
Proclamations & advertisements inX)M6/mGa«. 10,500
Deficiencj' of grant for printing and station-

ary for the houses of parliament for 1805 2,380
1807, Printing-&binding250copiesof acts47Geo.III. 1,200

Proclamations & advertisements inDublinGaz. 10,500
Printing and stationary for the two houses - 29,500
Printing & delivering votes, printing bills, &c. 20,000
Reprinting journals, &c. . . - . 10,000
To defray the charge that may be incurred for

printing the 59 vols, of journals for 1807 10,000
To make good deficiency of grant of last ses-

sion,for printinf,'&stationary for both houses 9,789
Ditto for printing and deliveringthe votes, &c. 14,881
Ditto for printing the 58 vols, of journals - 459

1808, Printing journals of the house of commons,
printing and delivering votes, printing
votes, bills, &c. 1806 . . . . 18,291

Printing 1 750 of the 58 vols, of journals, 1806 4,000
Printing&stationary for both houses,for 1806-7 30,632
Printing by order of the commissioners of

public records ------ 3,596
Printing returns relative to the expense and

maintenance of the poor - - - - 393
Deficiency of printing, &c. for the two houses 9,789
Printing and delivering votes of the house of

commons, printing bills, reports, &c. I807 11,168
Deficiency of the grant for ditto of I8O6 - 14,881

Deficiency of the grant of I8O6, for printing
1750 copies of the journals of the house of
commons, I807 - - - - - 459

Printing articles of impeachment, minutes of
evidence, and copies of the tritQ of lord
viscount Melville, I8O7 - . - . 2,046

Printing and stationary for the two houses - 31,700
Deficiency of grants, foi printing the votes, &c. 1,641

Deficiency of grant for printing & stationary {;,123

Printing votes, &c. of the house of commons 22,400
Printing vol. 61 of the journals - - - 4,000
Reprinting journals 10,000
Stationary for the court of exchequer - . 2,154
Piinting vols. 36 and 37 of lords' journals - 3,057

islo, Printing & stationary granted in the suppUes^esOjBM
Ditto ditto deficiency for I809 - l3,(M

Printing by order of commissioners of public
records 3 i(|(

To T. Brodie for index to journals of the honse
of lords, for I8O9 jjj

Printing vols. 38 and 39 of the journals of the
house of peers - - - . . 2^17

Printing the calendai- of the journals of ditto 1,664
1830, Paid to Messrs. Hansard for printing alone,

for the three past years - - . . . 125,771
1830—1 , Paid to printers of parliamentary papers - 80,217

Paid to the king's printer in Scotland, for
«tationary, printing, and binding - . I9fi$»

Paid to sir A. B. King.* the king's stationer
in Ireland,forstationcry,printing&binding 22,202

1832, Printing various reports of the committee of
East India inquiry lO/MO

1^33, Paid to the printers of parliamentary papers 63J97

1831. The receipts of the London Gazette
office, arisjing from advertisements, &c. amounted
to £15,083 \7s. Sd; and the expense of Uie
office amounted to £7,807 I2s. }d. leaving a
surplus revenue of £7,276 7*. 7d.

1831. A select committee of the house of
commons appointed " to inquire into the nature
and extent of the king's printers' patents in

England, Scotland, and Ireland, the authority

under which they have acted and now act,

and how far they have been beneficial to the
government or to the country, and whether
proper to be continued." The evidence and
appendix was ordered to be printed, and formed
a volume of three hundred and sixty-four pages.

1831, Mai/ 26. Died, Charles Rivington,
the senior member of the respectable firm of

Messrs. Rivington's, booksellers, of St. Paul's

church-yard, and Waterloo-place, London. He
was one of the sons of John Rinngton, who
carried on considerable business as a bookseller,

in St. Paul's church-yard, for more than half a
century, where he died, Jan. 10, 17i)2. He
was succeeded in business by his sons, Messrs.

Francis and Charles Rivington. Mr. Francis

Rivington died October 18, 1822, aged 77, leav-

ing his son, Mr. John Rivington, as his repre-

sentative in the firm. The various members of

the house of Rivington have now, we believe,

for upwards of a century, continued booksellers

* In 1834, a paper was drawn up by Mr. Church, comp.
tr oiler of the stationary office, and laid before parliament,

showing that for the three years immediately previous to
1 830, the average amount paid to sir A. B. King, for station-

ary, printing, and binding, was jf 22,263 ; and since that

period it has not exceeded jfe 7.4^8, making a saving to

the public of ^14,775 a-year; that the amount paid to the
printers of parliamentary papers for the sessions 1830 and
1831, was ^86,217 ; and forthe sessions 1832 and 183S,WM
j6'53,797, making a saving of jf32,597, or jt' l6,79» a-year,

that the saving to the public by the reduction of the prices

paid to the king's printer for acts of parliament, amounts
to considerably more than .<'6,000 a-year, and that in con-
sequence of a negotiation entered into with the king's

printer in Scotland, the expenses for stationary, &c. in

that countr>-,have been reduced from .t 10,500 to ±'ifiOO a-

year, making an annual saving on the jfc'43,000 a-ycar.

Before a select committee of the house of commons,
held on July .so, 1822, on stationary aitd printing, it was
proved that in the office of one parliamentary printer, at

the end of the session, there were left standing and un-
worked, upwards of three huiulrod sheets of reportSjOrders,

&c. Also of one report, which had twenty thousand
pounds w^eight of type locked fast at one time ; and on a
calculation of the total amount of type required in that

office, a])propriutod to )>arliamcntary works, to the enor-

mous extent of two million (wenty-five thousand iraunds

weight of type.
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to the society for promoting Christian knowledge;

and been uniformiy patronized by the episcopal

bench, and the higher order of the clergy. The
family of Mr. Charles Rivington have always

been much connected with the company of

stationers. At one time his father, two uncles,

and their brothers were, with himself, liverymen

of the company. His youngest brother, Henry
Rivington, died clerk of the company, June 9,

1829. He left a nephew and four sons, livery-

men of the company, and four daughters. The
character of Mr. Rivington, through life, left

the warmest sentiments of regret among his

numerous friends and connexions. He was dis-

tinguished for mildness of temper, and his con-

versation was enlivened by the recital of lite-

rary history and anecdote. His death was sud-

den, having died, it is supposed, whilst dressing

himself, in his seventy-seventh year.

1831, July 17. Died, JoH^ Price, for many
years proprietor, editor, and printer of the Lei-

cester Journal, in the old tory school of politics.

Mr. Price died at Leicester, respected by a large

circle of acquaintance, aged seventy years.

1831, Aug. 11. Died, Mr. Leigh, bookseller,

in the Strand, London. He put an end to his

existence by cutting his throat.

1831, Aug. 25. Died, Andrew Strahan,
printer to his majesty. This estimable character

was the third son of William Strahan, esq. many
years his majesty's printer, who died July 9,

1785. It is acknowledged by all who knew him,

that he inherited his father's professional emi-

nence, his political attachments, his consistency

of public conduct, and his private virtues, and
by these secured a reputation which will not soon

be forgotten. Like his father, too, he acquired

great literary property and influence in the

learned world, by purchasing the copyrights of

the most celebrated authors of his time; fre-

quently in connexion with his friend, Mr. alder-

man Cadell. By his generous encouragement of

genius, Mr. Andrew Strahan soon attained the

very highest rank of his profession, and became
equally eminent for the correctness of his typo-

graphy, and the liberality of his dealings.

Benevolence was a striking feature in his charac-

ter. In 1822, he presented £1000, three per cents,

to the literary fund; and by his will he bequeathed
£1000 each to six other charitable institutions.

During Mr. Strahan's long and active life he
filled various oifices and situations, and in all his

conduct was exemplary. In 1797 he was elected

representative for Newport, in Hampshire, in

1802 and 1806 forWareham,in 1807 for Carlow,
in 1812 for Aldeborough, and satin parliament

until 1818, when he retired from public life in

consequence of his advanced age (71). In 1804,
he was elected on the court of assistants of the

stationers' company, but declined the honourable
degrees of office. In 1815, he transferred to the

company £1225 four per cents, for the benefit of
printers. From the age to which he had arrived,

and the company to which he had been accus-

tomed, joined to the happiest powers of memory
and recollection, his conversation was replete

with literary anecdote, which he related m a
manner that had all the charms of good humour,
and all the security of the strictest veracity. In
all his intercourse with his friends and professional

brethren, he evinced an uncommon vigour of

mind, which he retained to the last. His faithful

friend and active partner,William Preston,* died
before him. He died at his house, in New-street,
near Fleet-street, London, in the eighty-third

year of his age, and was interred at Headly, in

Surry, on Friday, Sept. 2. He left property to

the amount of more than a million of money,
and was succeeded in the office of king's printer

byhisnephews,Andrew & Robert Spottiswoode.f

The company of stationers placed a portrait of

Mr. Strahan,:}: by the late William Owen, R.A
,

at their expense, about the time he became a
benefactor.

1831, Sept. 1. Died, George Fulton, author

of an improved system of education, one of the

four teachers of English appointed by the town
council, under the patronage of the city corpora-

tion of Edinburgh, and for more than twenty
years eminent as a teacher of youth. He was
born Feb. 3, 1752, served his apprenticeship to

a printer at Glasgow, and afterwards worked as

a journeyman with Mr. Willison of Edinburgh.
He also practised his profession at Dumfries.
During the long course of his professional life

he was indefatigable inhis endeavours to improve
the method which he had invented, and simplify

his notation ; and the result of his studies was
embodied in a Pronouncing Dictionary, which
has been introduced into almost all the schools

in the kingdom. Mr. Fulton was an eminent
instance of the union of talent with frugal and
virtuous habits. Having realized a considerable

fortune by teaching, he resigned his school to his

nephew, Mr. Andrew Knight, and for the last

twenty years of his life, enjoyed otium cum digni-

tate, at a pleasant villa called Summerfield,near
Newhaven, which he purchased in 1806. He
was twice married, but had no children. He
died in the eightieth year of his age.

* William Preston was born at EdinburG^h, July 28,
1740, and received his education at the university of that
city. He served an apprenticeship to the printing business
under Walter Ruddiman, after which, in 1760, he pro-
ceeded to London, and obtained a situation as a composi-
tor in the office of Mr. William Strahan ; he was soon
promoted to the reader's desk, then to the superintendence
of that vast concern, and finally as a partner with Andrew
Strahan, whose confidence and friendship he maintained
during life. Mr. Preston very early became a mem-
ber of the fraternity of freemasons, instituted the Free-
mojion^s Calendar, and at one time acted as the editor. He
published A catalogue of Thomas Ruddiman's books, 8vo.
Illustrations of Masonry, 12mo. 1772, of which twelve
editions were published. Mr. Preston died April 7, I8l8,

and was buried in St. Paiil's.

t Robert Spottiswoode, esq., died at Carlisle, Sept. 2,

1832, aged forty-one. He was the youngest son of John
Spottiswoode, esq.of Spottiswoode,by the youngest daugh-
ter of William Strahan, esq. king's printer. From respect
to his private worth and public qualifications, he had been
recently elected by his brother liverymen one of the stock
keepers of the stationers' company ; and from his abilities

and activity, his death was a gieat loss to that most exten-
sive establishment, the king's printing house.

t The rev. George Strahan, D.D., elder brother of
Andrew, prebendary of Rochester, and for upwards of fifty

years vicar of St Meiry's, Islington, died May 18, 1824, aged
eighty-one years.
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1831, Sept. 16. T. and E. Wakeman and J.

Hill were indicted at Guildhall, London, for

stealing 1800 lbs. of printed paper, valued at

from £2,000 to £3,000, the property of Joseph
Butterworth, law stationer, Chanceiy-laue.

1831, Sept. 28. Henry Hetherington, a
bookseller, of London, having been fined jG40

for selling unstamped publications, which he
refused to pay, was taken into custody, and com-
mitted to the house of correction for 1 2 months.

1831, Oct. 30. Died, John Jones, librarian

of the athenaeum of Liverpool, and formerly an
eminent bookbinder in that town, aged sixty.

He was a man of strong and active mind, which
he devoted with unwearied ardour to the duties of

his situation.

1831,Z>ee.25. DiedyJoHJi Mitford, perhaps

the most eccentric character of his day. He was
originally in the navy, and fought under Hood
and Nelson ; he was born at Mitford castle,

Northumberland, and the authoress of Rienzi,

and Our Village, and the author of the History

of Greece, were his cousins ; he was also nearly

related to lord Redesdale. His name will long

be remembered in connexion with lady Percival,

in the Blackheath affair, for his share in which he
was tried and acquitted. For several years helived

by chance, and slept three nights in the week in

the open air, when his finances did not admit of

his paying threepence for a den in St. Giles's.

Though formerly a nautical fop, for the last

fourteen years he was ragged and loathsome;

he never thought but of the necessities of the

moment. Having had a handsome pair of Wel-
lington boots given him, he sold them for one

shilling. The fellow who bought them went

and pawned them for fifteen shillings, and came
back in triumph with the money. " Ah," said

Jack, " but you went out in the cold for it
!"

He was author of Johnny Newcome in the Navy,

the publisher of which gave him a shilling a-day

until he finished it. Incredible as it may
appear, he lived the whole of his time in Bays-

water fields, making a bed at night of grass and
nettles; two-pennyworth of bread and cheese,

and an onion, were his daily food; the rest of

the shilling he expended in gin. He thus passed

forty-three days, washing his shirt and stockings

himself in a pond, when he required clean linen.

He formerly edited the Scourge and Bon Ton
Magazine.—He was latterly employed by pub-

lishers of a certain description. A hundred

efforts have been made to reclaim him, but

without avail. Mr. Elliott, a printer and pub-

lisher, took him into his house, and endeavoured

to render him decent. For a few days he was

sober; and a relative having sent him some

clothes, he made a respectable appearance ; but

he soon degenerated into his former habits ; and

whilst editing the Bon Ton Gazette, Mr. Elliott

was obliged to keep him in a place half kitchen,

half-cellar, with a loose grate tolerably well filled,

a candle, and a bottle of gin, where he passed his

days, and, with the covering of an old carpet, his

nights, never issuing from his lair but when the

bottle was empty. Sometimes he got furious

with drink, and his shoes were taken from him
to prevent his migrating ; he would then run out
without them, and has taken his coat off in n* inter

and sold it for half a pint of gin. At the time
of his death he was editing a penny publication
called the Quizzical Gazette. He wrote the
popular song the King is a true British Sat/or,

and sold it to seven different publishers. Not-
withstanding his habits, he was employed by
several religious publishers. This miserable man
was buried by Mr. Green, of Will's coffee-house,

Lincoln's inn Fields, who had formerly been his

shipmate. He left a wife and family, but they
were provided for by lord Redesdale. John
Mitford was a respectable classic, and of varied

attainments ; yet for fourteen years " he had
not where to lay his head ;" and he has been heard
to say, " if his soul was placed on one table, and
a bottle of gin on another, he would sell the
former to taste the latter."

1831, Dec. 28. Died, Thomas Davison, the
well known printer of White Friars, London,
aged sixty-five years. He was bom in the city

of Durham, of humble parents, and apprenticed
early to the profession, in which he was after-

wards so successful and eminent. Shortly after

he was out of his time he went to London,
where he worked as a journeyman, and about
1790 commenced business with indefatigable

perseverance ; and the singular beauty and cor-

rectness of his works, soon brought around him
a connexion of the most respectable publishers

of the day. By improvements which he made
in printing ink, (a secret which he had for a long
time the exclusive possession) and other merits, he
acquired great celebrity ; and few indeed of his

competitors, could approach the characters of

what issued from his press. Among the eviden-

ces of this,we may notice Whitaker's* History of
Richmondshire, the new edition of Dugdale s

Monasticon, the various editions of Byron's

works, Rogers's Italy, and several oi the

Annuals. To the enjoyments of private life, Mr.
Davison was powerfully recommended by his

social qualities. To his fellows he was kind and
generous ; no man in his station ever perfonned

more liberal actions ; and not only brother prin-

ters, but many booksellers and authoi-s were

indebted to his prompt liberality for effectual

assistance, at times when a friend was most

needed. In company, the musical sweetness of

a voice rarely equalled for compass and expres-

sion, imparted a charm to his companionship,

and made him everywhere welcome. He left a

widow and family of five sons and tliree daugh-

* Thomas Dunham Whitakcr, LL.D., F. S. A., vicar of

Blackburn, in Lancashire, was born at Ralnham. in the

county of Norfolk, where his father was curate. He was
descended from the learned professor and polemic Dr.

Whitaker of Cambridge, in the reigm of Rllrabeth. and he
inherited the estate bclonprinR to that family, at Holme,
in Lancashire, the birth-place of Dr. NowcU. dean of St.

Paul's. As a literary man. Dr. Whitakcr was distinguished

not less for Industry and acuteness in research, accuracy
of reasoning, and extent of knowledge, than warmth of

imagination and vigour of style. He die<l at Blackburn,
December 18, 1821, aged sixty-three years, deeply and
sincerely regretted by his parishioners.
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ters; and if he did not enrich them by the

accumulation of very great wealth, he no doubt,

from his large concerns, realized a comfortable

independency, and for the rest, bequeathed them

a good name, and the respect of all.

"l831, Jan. 1. The Voice of the People, No. 1,

printed by John Hampson, Manchester, for the

proprietors.

1831, Jan. 29. The Sunderland and Durham
General Shipping Gazette and Mercantile Ad-

vertiser., No. 1, printed and published by William

Gracie. It was discontinued after a few months.

1831, May 28. The Sunderland Herald,

Shields and Stockton Observer, and General

Advertiser, No. 1. printed and published by

Thomas Marwood, and Co. at Sunderland.

1831, Aug. 16. The Northumberland Adver-

tiser, and Agricultural, Shipping, and Commer-

cial Journal, No. 1, printed and published by

William Fordyce, Newcastle. It was discon-

tinued after a few months.

1831. The Metropolitan Magazine.

1831. Sydney Herald, (Australia) conducted

by Messrs. Ward, Stephens, and F. R. Stokes.

1832, Feb. 4. Chambers's Edinburgh Journal,

No. 1, price three-halfpence, conducted by Wil-

liam and Robert Chambers. Whatever honours

may be thought due to the discoverer of a mode
of circulating useful knowledge on so vast a

scale, must fall indisputably to the originators

of the above journal. In the twentieth number,

June 16, the proprietors informed their readers

that the sale of their Journal amounted to

50,000 copies weekly. It subsequently reached

a higher circulation, and still, after seven yeai-s'

labour, holds on its way undiminished in public

favour.

1832, Feb. 24. Died, James Robjnson, prin-

ter, aged sixty years. This worthy man was

apprenticed as a compositor to Mr. Nichols, of

Red-lion-court, Fleet-street, London in whose

office, and that of his son and successor, he

worked, much respected and beloved by his era-

ployers and fellow-workmen, for the long period

of forty-nine years. He was nominated by Mr.

Nichols for one of the annuities for compositors,

founded by himself, in the gift of the stationers'

company.
\S32, April 1. The Penny Magazine com-

menced under the superintendence of the society

for the diffusion of useful knowledge, printed by

William Clowes, and published by Charles

Knight, London. In the first article it is stated

that, " We consider it the duty of every man
to make himself acquainted with the events that

are passing in the world ;—with the progress of

legislation, and the adniinstration of the laws
;

for every man is deeply interested in all the

great questions of government!" From No. 1 to

106, there were sold of this periodical, twenty

million copies, consuming more than one hun-

dred and sixty double reams of paper per month,

with a tax of threepence per pound upon five

thousand six hundred pounds, amounting to

£70 per month, and selling about two hundred

thousand copies, either in single numbers or in

parts, monthly. Edmund Burke, about 1780,

presumed that there were in England eighty

thousand readers. It may be fairly calculated,

that the readers of tlie Penny Magazine alone,

amounted to one million. To shew the effect of

machinery and stereotype plates, in producing
cheap literature, it may be stated, that from two
sets of plates, by machines made by Applegath
and Cowper, the same quantity of press work
may be performed in ten days, as would take

two men, by the old mode, producing one thou-

sand perfect copies each day, one hundred and
sixty days, or more than five calendar months.

The average number printed by the machine,

from two sets of plates, is sixteen thousand, on

both sides.*

1832, April 7. Died, John M'Creery,
printer, of Tooke's-court, Fleet-street, London

.

He was a native of Ireland, and first com-
menced business in Liverpool, where he published

the following work. The Press, a poem. Pub-
lished as a specimen of typography. Liverpool :

printed by J. M'Creery, Houghton-street ; and
sold by Cadell and Davis, Strand, London.
1803. i)emy 4to. Mr. John M'Creery obtained

the patronage of some of the most eminent
literati of the day—and, on his removal to

London, was considered one of the first practical

printers of the metropolis. He there published

The Press, a poem. Part the second. By John
M'Creery. London: printed by J. M'Creery,

published by T. Cadell, in the Strand ; and W.
Simpkin and T. Marshall, Stationers' hall-court.

1827. Demy 4to. Preface dated "London,
Dec. 31, 1825." The Press is written in the

heroic couplet, and is characterized by consider-

able taste, a smoothness and sweetness of versi-

fication, a general chasteness of language, and a

glowing love of freedom. " The liberty of the

press" says this eminent typographer, " is so

intimately connected with the permanent repose

and happiness of society, that its preservation

becomes our first duty; it is the anchor which

can alone save the ark of our liberties, when the

political horizon is overcast, when the hurri-

cane assails us, and the thunders roar around."

He died of the cholera, at Paris,aged 64 years.f

* To give some idea of the extent of printing performed
in the office of William Clowes, in Duke-street, Lambeth,
at this time, it may be stated that there were,—tjqje-

founders employed, 30 ; stereotype founders, 6 ; men em-
ployed damping paper, 7 ; compositors, l60. The principal

case-room, where the types are set, is 270 feet long-, and is

filled from end to end with a double row of frames. Two
steam engines are employed in drivinc; the printing-

machines, of which there are 18, that can throw off from
700 to 1,000 impressions each per hour. There are 15

common printing presses, for perfoi'ming the finest work,
and 5 hydraulic presses, of 260 tons power each, for press-

ing paper. There are in the establishment about 1,000

works, in stereotype, of which about 75 are bibles. The
first cost of the plates for these would amount to 4£'400,000;

the weight is about 3,000 tons ; and, if melted and sold as

old metal, they would be worth ;€'70,000, The average

quantity of paper printed amounts, weekly, to the astonish-

ing quantity of about 2,000 reams. When the paper-

makers and other tradesmen are taken into account, the

men for whom this establishment gives employment must
amount to severa thousands.

t The father of Mr. M'Creery died at London, August

9, 1811, aged sixty-six years.

9m
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Prerious to the publication of the second part

of the poem of the Prew, Mr. M'Creery sent a

copy to one of the reviews ; but the editor not

noticing the work, Mr. M'Creery sent the fol-

lowing letter to that gentleman :

"Sir,
Tooke'a Court, 1827.

" Before It was fairly published, I sent you a
copy of my poem of the Press, of which you have not
taken any notice. As it appears that you intend to neg-
lect it altogether, perhaps you would think it right to
return it to

" Your obt. Servant,

1832, April 10. Died^ William Laing, book-
seller, Edinburgh, who may be ranked amongst
those who have reflected honour and credit upon
their native place. He was bom in that city,

July 20, 1764, and after receiving a good edu-
cation at a grammar-school there, fixed on the

profession of a printer, and served an apprentice-

ship for six years, but abandoned this trade, as

his eyesight was somewhat delicate. In 1785 he
commenced the business of a bookseller on his

own account. The members of the trade, at

that time, in Edinburgh, were highly respectable

gentlemen ; and the names of John Balfour,

John Bell, William Creech, Charles Elliot, and
others, then engaged in it, would have added
reputation to any profession. Modest and unas-
suming in his manners, and well versed in

ancient authors, the exertions which he used for

the promotion of Greek learning in Edinburgh,
will be long remembered on account of the

elegant, accurate, and commodious editions

which he published; and many classical works
which had never been attempted, except by the

Foulis's, of Glasgow. For the long period of

nearly fifty years, Mr. Laing followed this useful

and honourable profession, and at the time of

his death, was the oldest bookseller in Edinburgh,
engaged in actual business. He died at Lauris-

ton, near Edinburgh, leaving a widow and nine

surviving children, one of whom, since 1821,
was in partnership with him in business.

1832, May 29. Died, W. R. Henderson, the

younger, of Warriston and Eildon hall, Scotland,

who had executed a deed of settlement, by which
he conveyed to certain trustees, such funds as he
should die possessed of, for the purpose of

printing and publishing one or more editions of

an Essay on the Constitution of Man, considered

in relation to external objects, by George Combe,
in a cheap form, so as to be easily purchased by
the more intelligent of the labouring classes.

1832, May 30. Mr. Paas, a printer's and
bookbinder's ornamental brass rule manufac-
turer, of Holborn, London, murdered at Leices-

ter, by Thomas Cook, a bookbinder, in his shop,

for which crime he was hanged and gibbetted.

1832, May. The magistrates of the city of

Augsburg, in Germany, signilied to Dn Kurr,
the responsible editor of the journal called Di4
Ziet, a resolution by which he was to suffer

eight days' imprisonment, and be banished the
city, for having published an invitation to form
a society /or the freedom of the press.

1832, May 30. Died, Johs Taylor, who had
been for more than forty years connected with the

public press of the metropolis, and much with

the theatrical world. He was the grandson of

the famous chevalier John Taylor, oculist to the

principal sovereigns of Europe, and son to John
Taylor, many years oculist to George III. and
born at Highgate. He attached himself ver}'

early in life to the periodical press, and about

1770, was connected with the Morning Herald,
when under the management of the rev. Bate
Dudley.* Some years afterwards he became
part-proprietor and editor of the Sun, a daily

evening paper, but was deprived of his properly

in that paper by the misconduct of a deceased

partner. He was at one time invested with the

editorship of the Morning Post, under rather

curious circurastances.f He was the author of

the Stage, So7in€ts, Odes, Prologues, Epilogues,

Episodes, Talcs, Elegies, and Epitaphs.

The following lines, which are at once happy
in themselves, and characterized by that proso-

popoeia in which the departed reminiscent and
poet himself so ireely indulged :

IMPROMPTU,

BY GEORGE COLMAV THE TOCKGER.t

Nine tailors (as the proverb poes)
Make but one man, though many clothes

;

But thou art not, we know, like those.

My Taylor

!

No—thou can'st make, on Candour's plan,

Two of thyself (how few that can !)

The critic and the gentleman.
My Taylor 1

Mr. Taylor was by nature a ready man, of

bright parts, but perhaps too volatile for profound

study. Conversation was therefore his library in

a great degree ;—He had a vein of poetical ore,

* Rev. sir Henry Bate Dudley, LL.D. chancellor and
prebendary of Ferns, Ireland, and rector of Willingham,
in Suffolk. He was born at Fenny Compton, Aug. 25. 1715,

and educated at Oxford. He first became acquainted with
theMorningPost uewspaperaboutl775,which he afterwards

quitted, and in N0V.17&O, established the Morning Herald.

His original name was Bate, to which, in 1764, he added
that of Dudley. Notwithstanding his cloth, he was in

early life engaged in two duel.s, and after he waa created

a baronet, and preferred to a deanery, he fought a third.

He was a magistrate for seven counties in England, and
four in Ireland. He was the author of several dramatic

pieces, and other works. He died Feb. 1 , 1824.

t Mr. Taylor, in the Records of My Life, has cleared up
one of the mysteries of Carltonhouse. very satislactorily.

The illustration, in fact, belongs to history.—See also the

trial of Mr. honjafield, formerly editor of the A/ominiri'o*/,

against Mr. Wheble, printer and publisher of the Coumtp
Chronicle, in the court of king's bench. Doc. 22, 16Ii.

t George Colman was the son of George Colinan, dis-

tinguishcd as the translator of T<rren<:«, see page 6!iO, ante.

He was born in I7fi7, and educated at Westminster school.

Oxford, and Aberdeen. On his return to London he was
entered of the Temple, but soon abandoned the dry and
unpleasant study of the law, for the more cungenial bower
of the muses. Few men have been more successful in the

dramatic world of literature than George Colman the

younger ; and many of his latter years were passed in the

office of licenser and examiner of plays. He died October

6. 1836, aged seventy-four years.

5 z
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not of the greatest possible value, but current

enough, and he used it liberally on all occasions.

If with Dryden he kept a shop of condolence and
congratulation, he did not sell his commodities

—

he sent out his hasty tributes among his friends

like his namesake in Prior's poems, as the signs

of benevolence.

His jug was to the ringers caiTied

Whoever either died or married.

1832, June 7. On this day the English refoim

bill received the royal assent, when the people

of England, as with one heart and voice, gave
utterance to those grateful emotions which the

consummation of their ardent wishes so justly

inspired. Among the foremost on this occasion,

stood forth the press, the harbinger of the free-

dom of the world ; and, not the least, by the

splendour of their processions in all the great

towns in the kingdom, did the members of the

typographic art acknowledge the blessings which
the reform bill was likely to accomplish, by the

speedy removal of all those imposts which had
so long retarded the progress of literature.f

1832, Juh/ 26. Mr. Smith, a bookbinder at

the navy office, Somerset house, London, went
to the top of the building, for the purpose of en-

joying the prospect, when he was precipitated on
the terrace and killed. It was supposed he missed
his footing whilst looking through his glass.

1832, Auff. 10. Died, Mr. Thorpe, book-
seller, at Oxford, of cholera, aged thirty years.

He was the nephew of the celebrated London
bookseller of that name, and son of Mr. Thorpe,
who for many years was a bookseller at Cam-
bridge. His death was very sudden.

1832, Aug. 23. Died, William M'Gavin^:
editor of the Protestant, a periodical, the first

six numbers of which appeared in the Glasgow
Chronicle, then issued in weekly numbers.

* During the discussion on the reform bill, in the house
of lords, the ex-lord chancellor, Lyndhurst, alluding to
the conductors of the newspaper press, as favourers of the
measure, made the following rather curious observation

:

"A formidable and active body, to wit, the periodical
press, the greater portion of which support this measure
for reasons that are sufficiently apparent. They prosper
in agitation, and they think that the carrying the bill will
perpetuate agitation. Besides looking to what has occurred
in France and Belgium, these conductors of the press see
a new road opened to their personal ambition. They be-
lieve that they will be enabled to take a station in society,
and to assume a power which, five or six years ago, never
entered their minds." This was the opinion of a lawyer,
once a radical, until he was made a judge, when from his
new elevation he took that commanding view of things
which enabled him to see that every thing was placed
exactly where it ought to be. Among the conductors of
the periodical press, who have obtained seats in the legis-
lature since the reform bill, are John Walter, proprietor
of the London Times, for the county of Berks. WiUiam
Bird Brodie, proprietor of the Salisbury Journal, for the
city of Salisbury. Edward Baines, proprietor of the Leeds
Mercury, for Leeds. J, S, Buckingham, proprietor of the
Atheneeum, for Sheffield. William Cobbett, for Oldham.

t The real sources of the injury which literature has
sustained in this country, and of the impediments in the
diffusion of knowledge, are to be found in the various
restrictions whicii government have imposed upon the
press, and in the destructive influence of unsparing taxa-
tion,

—

John M'Creery.
t In the cemetery at Glasgow there is a very handsome

monument, consisting of a pillar, with a statue, of Mr.
M'Gavin, and long inscriptions on the four sides of the
pedestal.

1832, Sept. 3. Died, Edward Jeffrey, for

fifty years a bookseller in Pall-mall, London,
where he died of apoplexy, in his seventieth year.

1832, Sept. 3. Died, David Blackie, pro-
prietor of the Edinburgh Evening Post, Edin-
burgh Weekly Chronicle, and the Edinburgh
Literarg Gazette, of whom it is but justice to
state that he gave an impetus to the periodical
press of Scotland productive ofthe greatest bene-
fit to the public. Mr. Blackie died of cholera,
at Bayswater, near London. His widow having
been removed to Grove house, Brompton, the
residence of Mr. Jerdan, editor of the London
Literary Gazette, was delivered of a daughter, at
one o'clock on Friday the 7th, within twelve
hours of her husband's funeral.

1832, Sept. 10. Z)ie«Z, William Meggy, book-
seller and printer, at Chelmsford, in Essex, aged
seventy years. He was for upwards of forty

yearspart proprietor ofthe Chelmsford Chronicle.

1832, Sept. 21. Died, Sir Walter Scott,
bart., a distinguished poet and novelist. He
was born at Edinburgh, August 15, 1771, and
was a younger son of Walter Scott, writer to
the signet, by Anne, daughter of Dr. John
Rutherford,* professor of medicine in the univer-
sity of Edinburgh. The first school he attended
was at Kelso, where he had for his schoolfellows
James and John Ballantyne, who subsequently
became intimately connected with him in pub-
lic life. From Kelso he was removed to the
high school of Edinburgh, in 1779. He then
served an apprenticeship to the legal business in
his father's office, which was completed in 1792,
by his entering at the Scottish bar. On the
24th of December, 1797, he married Miss
Carpenter, a young Frenchwoman, of good
parentage, whom he accidentally met at Gils-
land well, in Cumberland, and who possessed a
small annuity. It is also worthy of notice, that,

in 1799, he was appointed sheriff of Selkirk-
shire, a respectable situation, to which an income
of £300 was attached. The literary character
of Scott is to be traced to the traditionary lore

which he imbibed in the country, and his mis-
cellaneous reading during a long illness. He
read, by his own confession, all the old romances,
old plays, and epic poems, contained in the
extensive library of Mr. Sibbald, in Edinburgh.
The earlier years of his life, as an advocate,
were devoted rather to the study of the German
poets than tp business ; and the result was, a
translation of Burger's Lenore, and Der Wilde
Jager, which he published in small 4to. in 1796.
It was not till the year 1805, when Scott had
reached the age of thirty-four, and had a family
rising around him, that he attracted decided
attention as an original poet ; but it was not till

1806, when he received the appointment of a
principal clerk of session, that he considered
himself at perfect liberty to pursue a literary

career. Shortly after the publication of the Lay
of the Last Minstrel, Walter Scott entered into

a secret partnership with James Ballantyne
;

t Dr. Rutherford died in 1779, in his eighty-fourth year.!
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it being decided that every bookseller must em-
ploy Ballantyne to print any thing that Scott

wrote. What such conduct in common trade

would be called, we do not stop to inquire ; but
will quote Mr, Lockhart's* observations on the

transaction. " It is an old saying, that wherever
there is a secret, there must be something wrong

;

and dearly did Scott pay the penalty for the

mystery in which he had chosen to involve this

transaction. It was his rule, from the beginning,
that whatever he wrote or edited must be printed

at that press ; and had he catered for it only as

author and sole editor, all had been well ; but
had the booksellers known his direct pecuniary
interest in keeping up and extending the occu-

pation of those types, they would have taken
into account his lively imagination and sanguine
temperament, as well as his taste and judgment,
and considered, far more deliberately than they
too often did, his multinirious recommendations
of new literary schemes, coupled though these

were with some dim understanding that, if the

Ballantyne press were employed, his own literary

skill would be at his friend's disposal for the

general superintendence of the undertaking.

On the other hand, Scott's suggestions were in

many cases, perhaps in the majority of them,
conveyed through Ballantyne, whose habitual

deference to his opinion induced him to advocate
them with enthusiastic zeal ; and the printer,

who had thus pledged his personal authority for

the merits of the proposed scheme, must have
felt himself committed to the bookseller, and
could hardly refuse >vith decency to take a cer-

tain share of the pecuniary risk, by allowing the

time and method of his own payment to be regu-

lated according to the employer's convenience.

Hence, by degrees, was woven a web of entan-

glement from which neither Ballantyne nor his

adviser had any means of escape, except only in

that indomitable spirit, the mainspring of perso-

nal industry altogether unparalleled, to which,

thus set in motion, the world owes its most
gigantic monument of literary genius.t

In 1808, Mr. Scott published his second poem
of magnitude, Marmion, which displayed his

metrical genius to greater perfection than the

Lay of the Last Minstrel^ and greatly increased

his reputation. In 1809, he became a contribu-

tor to the Edinburgh Annual Register^ started by
Mr. Southey. The Lady of the Lake, in which
his poetical genius seems to have reached the

acme of its powers, was published in 1810.

After the publication of some other poems up
to 1814, he seems to have concluded that poetry

was no longer a line in which he ought to exer-

cise his talents. Although the novel of Waverley

had been commenced in 1805, it did not make

* John Gibson Lockhart, editor of the Quarterly Review,
married Miss Sophia Scott, April 29, 1820.

t For a full account of the partnership with James Bal-
lantyne and their literary projects, see vol. ii. pp. 37-46 of

Lockhart's Life of Sir Walter Scott. As a refutation of

the statements made by Mr. John Gibson Lockhart, read

Refutation of the Mistatements and Calumnies contained
in Mr. Lockhart's Life of Sir Walter Scott, Bart, respect-

ing the Messrs. Ballantyne. By the Trustees and Son of

the late Mr. James Ballantyne. 1838.

its appearance till 1814, without the name of
the author, and was left to win its way in the
world without any of the usual recommendations.
Its progress was for some time slow ; but after

the firet two or three months, its popularity had
increased in a degiee which must have satisfied

the expectations of the author, had these been
far more sanguine than he ever entertained.

Great anxiety was expressed to learn the name
of the author, but on this point no authentic in-

formation could be obtained. It was read and
admired universally throughout Great Britain,

so that in a very short time 12,000 copies were
disposed of. He employed a part of his literary

gains in purchasing a farm within three miles of

Melrose, which he gradually enlarged, as his

emoluments permitted, till it eventually became
a Gothic castellated mansion of considerable

size. The desire of becoming an extensive

land proprietor, was a passion which glowed
more warmly in his bosom than anv appetite

which he ever entertained for literary fame. Tlie

whole cast of his mind, from the very beginning,

was essentially aristocratic ; and it is probable

that he looked with more reverence upon an old

title to a good estate, than upon the most en-

nobled title-page in the whole catalogue of co-

temporary genius. It was unquestionably owing
to this principle that he kept the Waverley secret

with such pertinacious closeness, being unwilling

to be considered as an author writing for fortune,

which he must have thought degrading to the

baronet of Abbotsford. It was now the principal

spring of his actions to add as much as possible

to the little realm of Abbotsford, in order that

he might take his place—not among the great

literary names which posterity is to revere ; but

among the country gentlemen of Roxburghshire.*

Under the influence of this passion, for such it

must be considered, he produced a rapid succes-

sion of novels, which were as eagerly purchased.

Among the eminent persons to whom he had

been recommended by his genius, and its pro-

ductions, George IV. was one who was pleased,

in March, 1820, to create him a baronet of the

United Kingdom, being the first to whom he

extended that honour after his accession to

the crown; and in August, 1822, when his

majesty visited Scotland, sir Walter found

the duty imposed upon him, as in some measure

the most prominent man in the country.

Sir Walter Scott had now apparently attained

a degree of human greatness, such as nnely

falls to the lot of literarj' men; and he was

generally considered as having, by prudence,

fairly negatived the evils to which the whole

class are almost proverbially subject. It was now

to appear, that, though he had cxceedetl his

brethren in many points of wisdom, and really

earned an unusually large sum ol money, he had

not altogether secured himself against calamity.

It is difficult to arrive at exact information

* Lest these speculations may appear somewhat para-

doxical, Mr. Robert Chambers says that tl»cy were pro-

nounced, by the late Mr. James Ballantyne, in writing, to

be " admirably true."—Bminw/ Scottmen, vol. iv. p. ao©.

i
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respecting the connexion of the author with his

publisher, or to assign to each the exact degree

of blame incidental to him, for the production

of their common ruin.* It appears, however,

to be ascertained, that sir Walter Scott, in his

eagerness for the purchase of land, and at the

same time to maintain the style of a considerable

countrygentleman,incurred obligations to Messrs.

Constable and Company, for money or accep-

tances, upon the prospect of works in the course

of being written, or which the author only

designed to write, and was thus led, by a princi-

ple of gratitude, to grant counter-acceptances

to the bookselling house, to aid in its relief from

those embarrassments, of which he was himself

partly the cause. It is impossible otherwise to

account for sir Walter Scott having incurred

liabilities to the creditors of that house, to the

amount of £72,000, while of its profits he had
not the prospect of a single farthing. On the

failure of Messrs. Constable and Company, in

1826, Messrs.Ballantyne and Company, printers,

of which sir Walter Scott was a partner, became
insolvent, with debts to the amount of £102,000,
for the whole of which sir Walter was, of course,

liable, in addition to his liabilities for the book-

selling house. It thus appeared that the most
splendid literary revenue that ever man made for

himself, had been compromised by a connexion,

partly for profit, and partly otherwise, with the

two mechanical individuals concerned in the

mere bringing of his writings before the world.

A per-centage was all that these individuals

were fairly entitled to for their trouble in put-

ting the works of sir Walter into a shape. The
blow was endured with a magnanimity worthy
of the greatest writer of the age. The principal

assets which he could present against the large

claims now made upon him, were the mansion
and grounds of Abbotsford, which he had entailed

upon his son, at the marriage of that young
gentleman to Miss Jobson, of Lochore, but in a

manner now found invalid, and which were
burdened by a bond for £10,000. He had also

his house in Edinburgh, and the furniture of

both mansions. His creditors proposed a compo-
sition ; but his honourable nature, and perhaps
a sense of reputation, prevented him from listen-

ing to any such scheme. Sir Walter had made
no avowal to the public of his being the author
of that long series of prose fictions, which had for

some years engaged so much of public attention.

It being no longer possible to preserve his incog-

nito, he permitted himself at a dinner for the

benefit of the Edinburgh theatrical fund, Feb. 23,

1827, to be drawn into a disclosure of the secret.

On his health being proposed by lord Meadow-
bank, as the " Great unknown," now unknown
no longer, he acknowledged the compliment in

suitable terras, and declared himself, unequivo-
cally, to be the sole author of what were called

* The SI eat success of the earlier novels of sir Walter
Scott iadaceclhis publishers, Messrs. Constable and Co. to
give large sums for those works; and previous to 1824,
it was understood that the author had expended id'lOO.OOO
thus acquired, upon the house and estate at Abbotsford.

the Waverley novels. The following list of the

principal productions of sir Walter Scott, will

give some idea of the rapidity in which they
were given to the public. Throughout the whole
of his career, both as a poet and a novelist, he
was in the habit of turning aside occasionally to

less important av ocations of a literary character.

179fl, A translation from the German of Burger's Lenore,
and Der Wilde Jager.

1796, A translation of Goethe's Goetz of Berlichengen.
1802, Minstrelsy of the Scottish Border.
1804, Sir Tristram.
1805, Lay of the Last Minstrel.*
1806, Ballads and Lyrical Pieces.

1808, Marmion.t
Dryden's Works, with Notes and Memoir, 19 vols.

t

1809, State Papers, and Letters of sir Ralph Saddler.

Somer's Collection of Tracts, completed in 1812.

1810, Lady of the Lake ;h Miss Seward's Life and Works. U

1811, Vision of Don Roderick.
1812, Rokeby.^
1813, Bridal of Triermain.
1814, Life and Works of Jonathan Swift, D. D. 19 vols.**

Waverley, 3 vols. 12mo.tt
1815, Lord of the Isles

J
and Guy Mannering.

1816, Paul's Letters to his Kinsfolk ; Antiquary ; and the
Tales of my Landlord,tt first series, containing
Black Dwarf ^§ and Old Mortality.

1817, Harold the Dauntless j and Rob Roy.ljH

1818, Tales of my Landlord, second series, containing the
Heart of Mid-Lothian.

* The profits of this poem were ^£'766 7s.

t Mr. Constable, the bookseller, was looked upon as a
bold man when, in 1807, lie paid one thousand guineas for

the poem of Marmion, Previously to 1825, no fewer than
36,000 copies of this poem were sold.

t This was the bold speculation of William Miller, of
Albemarle-street, London ; and the editor's fee, at forty
guineas the volume, was .^'766.

§ Fifty thousand copies were sold from the time of pub-
lication to the month of July, 1836.

li
Anna Seward was the daughter of the rev. Thomas

Seward, rector of Eyam, Derbyshire, and prebendary of
Lichfield, where he died March 4, 1790. Miss Seward early
discovered a taste for poetry, and was distinguished for
her talents in various works of literature. She died March
25, I8O9, aged sixty-six years, and was buried at Lichfield.

% Ten thousand copies were sold in tlu-ee months.
** A successful speculation of Mr. Constable.
tt For the copyright of Waverley Mr. Constable offered

^700, which was refused ; Scott would have taken j^'lOOO.

—One thousand copies were sold in five weeks: up to

1829, not less than forty thousand copies were disposed of.

tt It is to be observed, that the series, called Tales of
my Landlord, were professedly by a different author from
him of Wava'ley ; an expedient which the real author had
thought conducive to the maintenance ofthe public interest.

§§ The tale of the Black Dwarf had been submitted to
William Blackwood, who was eager to become the pur-
chaser, in partnership with John Murray, of London. Mr.
Blackwood was plain and blunt, to a degree which sir

Walter Scott might look upon as " ungracious;" for upon
reading what seemed to him the lame and impotent con-
clusion of a well-begun story, he did not search about for
any glossy periphrase, but at once wrote to beg that
James Ballantyne would inform the unknown author that
such was his opinion, and ventured to sugj;est a better
upwinding of the plot of the Black Dwarf, and concluded
his epistle, which he desired to be forwarded to the name-
less novelist, with announcing his willingness in case the
proposed alterations were agreed to, that the whole
expense of cancelling and reprinting a certain number of
sheets should be charged to his own personal account with
" James Ballantyne and Co." Sir Walter Scott, on being
made acquainted with Blackwood's terms, wrote the fol-

lowing letter :

—

" Dear James,

" 1 have received Blackwood's impudent letter,

G—

d

his soul! Tell him and his coadjutor that I

belong to the Black Hussars of Literature, who neither

give nor receive criticism. I'll be cursed but this is the
most impudent proposal that ever was made.—W. S."

nil The first edition was 10,000 which was disposed of in

a fortnight ; a second of 3,000 was called for ; and the sub-
sequent sale considerably exceeded 40,00(Mnore.
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1819, Tales of my Landlord, third series, containing the

Bride of Lammermore, and Legend of Montrose
Ivanhoe.

1820, Monastery; and the Abbot.
1821, Kenilworth; and the Pirate.
1822, Fortunes of Nigel ;—Halidon HiU, a dramatic poem *
1823, Peveril of the Peak; Quintin Durward; and St.

Ronan's Well.
1824, Red Gauntlet.
1825, Tales of the Crusaders.
1826, Woodstock.
1827, Life of Napoleon Bonaparte, Q vols. 8vo.t

Chronicles of the Canongate, first series.
1828, . second series.

Anne of Geirestein ; and Tales of a Grandfather, t
1830, History of Scotland, 2 vols, for Lardner's Cabinet

Cyclopoedia.
1831, Tales of my Landlord, fourth series.

Letters on Demonology and Witchcraift.

Of sir Walter Scott's profits on his works, Mr.
Lockhart gives the following statement: " Before
sir Walter went to London, in Novemher, 1821,
he concluded another negociation of importance
with the house of Constable and Co. They
agreed to give, for the remaining copyright of
the four novels published between December,
1819, and January, 1821—to wit, Ivanhoe, the
Monaster}/, the Abhot, and Kenilworth,—the
sum of five thousand guineas. The stipulation
about not revealing the author's name, under
a penalty of £2,000 was repeated. By these
four novels, the fruits of scarcely more than
twelve months' labour, he had already cleared at
least £10,000 before this bargain was completed.
They, like their predecessors, were now issued
in a collective shape, under the title of Historical
Romances, by the author of Waverley. I cannot
pretend to guess what the actual state of Scott's
pecuniary affairs was at the time when John
Ballantyne's death relieved them from one great
source of complication and difficulty. But I have
said enough to satisfy every reader, that, when he
began the second, and far*the larger division of
his building at Abbotsford, he must have contem-
plated the utmost sum it could cost him as a
mere trifle in relation to the resources at his
command. He must have reckoned on clearing
£30,000 at least in the course of two years,
by the novels written within such a period. The
publisher of his Tales, who best knew how they
were produced, and what they brought of gross
profit, and who must have had the strongest
interest in keeping the author's name untarnished
by any risk or reputation of failure, would wil-
lingly, as we have seen, have given him £6,000
more, within a space of two years, for works of
a less serious sort, likely to be despatched at
leisure hours, without at all interfering with
the main manufacture. But, alas ! even this was
not all. Messrs. Constable had such faith in the
prospective fertility of his imagination, that they

* Constable and Co. gave ^£"1000 for the copyiight.
+ The Life of Napoleon appears to be too hastily written

to bear the test of riijid criticiam ; it was understood to
produce to its author a sum little short of ^l 2,000.

t These tales were addressed to his grandchild, John
Hugh Lockhart, whom he typified under the appellation
of Hugh Littlejohn, esq. In 1829, appeared the second,
and in 18U0, the third and concluding series of this charm-
ing: book, which fairly fulfilled a half-sportive expression
that had escaped him many years before, in the company of
his children, that " he would make the history of Scotland
as familiar in the nurseries of England as lullaby rhymes."

were by this time quite ready to sign bargains
and grant bills for novels ana romances to be
produced hereafter, but of which the subjecU
and the names were alike unknown to them, and
to the man from whose pen they were to pro-
ceed. A forgotten satirist well says

—

The active principle within
Works on some brains the effect of gin

;

but in his case, every external influence com-
bined to stir the flame, and swell the intoxication,
of restless, exuberant energy. His allies knew
indeed, what he did not, that the sale of his,

novels was rather less than it had been in the
days of Ivanhoe; and hints had sometimes been
dropped to him, that it might be well to try
the effect of a pause. But he always thought

—

and James Ballantyne had decidedly the same
opinion, that his best things were those which he
threw off the most easily and s>\iftly ; and it was
no wonder that his booksellers, seeing how im-
measurably even his worst excelled in popularity,
as in merit, any other person's best, should have
shrunk from the experiment of a decisive dam-
per. On the contrary, they might be excused
for from time to time flattering themselves, that
if the books sold at a less rate, this might be
counterpoised by still greater rapidity of produc-
tion. They could not make up their minds to
cast the peerless vessel adrift; and, in short,

after every little whisper of prudential misgiving,
echoed the unfailing burthen of Ballantyne's
song—to push on, hoisting more and more sail

as the wind lulled. He was as eager to do as
they could be to suggest ; and this I well knew
at the time. I had, however, no notion, until
all his correspondence lay before me, of the
extent to which he had permitted himself thus
early to build on the chances of life, health, and
continued popularity. Before the Fortunes of
Nigel issued from the press, Scott had exchanged
instruments, and received his bookseller's bills,

for no less than " four works of fiction "—not
one of them otherwise described in the deeds of
agreement—to be produced in unbroken succes-
sion, each of them to fill at least three volumes,
but with proper saving clauses as to increiise of
copy-money, in case any of them should run to

four. And within two years all this anticipation

had been wiped of by Peveril of the Peak, Quin-
tin Durward, St. Ronan^s Well, and ReiUjauntlet;

and the new castle was at that time complete,
and overflowing with all its splendour; but by
that time the end also was approaching !"

About the same time, the copyright of all his

past novels was brought to the liammcr, as part
of the bankrupt stock of Messrs. Constiible and
Company. It wjis bought by Mr. Robert Cadell,
of the late firm of Archibald Constable and
Company, and who was now once more engaged
in the bookselling business, at £8,400, for the
purpose of republishing the whole of tliese

delightful works in a cheap uniform series of
volumes, illustrated by notes and prefaces, and
amended in many parts by the finishing touches
of the author. Sir Waller or liis creditors were
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to have half the profits, in consideration of his

literary aid. This was a most fortunate design.

The new edition began to appear in June, 1829;

and such was its adaptation to the public con-

venience, and the eagerness of all ranks of people

to contribute in a way convenient to themselves

towards the reconstruction of the author's for-

tunes, that the sale soon reached an average of

twenty-three thousand copies.

The profits of the various publications, but

especially his share of the profits of the new
edition of his novels, enabled him, towards the

end of the year 1830, to pay a dividend of three

shillings in the pound, which, but for accumula-

tion of interest, would have reduced his debts to

nearly one-half. Of £54,000 which had now
been paid, all except six or seven thousand had

been produced by his own literary labours ; a

fact which fixes the revenue of his intellect for

the last four or five years at nearly ^G 10,000 a-

year. Besides this sum, sir Walter had also paid

up the premium of the policy upon his life,

which, as already mentioned, secured a post obit

interest of £22,000 to his creditors. On this

occasion, it was suggested by one of these gentle-

men, (sir James Gibson Craig,) and immediately

assented to, that they should present to sir Wal-
ter personally,the library, manuscripts, curiosities

and plate, which had once been his own, as an

acknowledgement of the sense they entertained

of his honourable conduct. In November, 1830,

he retired from his office of principal clerk of

session, with the superannuation allowance

usually given after twenty-three years' service.

It happened very unfortunately, that the severe

task which he imposed upon himself, for the pur-

* The original manuscripts of most of the published
writings of sir Walter Scott are still in existence, though
unfortunately not in one place, or as the property of one
person. The interest which he excited by the publication

of his first poem, the Lay of the Last Minstrel, caused Mr.
Ballantyne, the printer, to preserve what is called the
press-copy of those which followed. They thus became
the property of Mr. Constable, who bound them up, pre-

fixed explanatory notices to them, and kept them with
great care till his death, sincewhich time they have become
the property of others. A few of the novels, some of them
imperfect, were brought to the hammer, in London, about
a-year, or rather more, before the death of their dis-

tinguished author, and brought the aggregate sum of

sesi?. A considei-able number of them have since then
become the property of sir Walter's last Edinburgh pub-
lisher.Mr. Cadell,who has been able to increase their num-
ber by the addition ofa few of which he individually acted as
publisher, and which were presented to him by the author.

Of sir Walter's poetical works, Mr. CadeU possesses eight

volumes. Another portion of the collection consists of

five volumes of original letters, written by sir Walter
Scott between 1796 and 1832, but chiefly from 1821 down-
wards, the earliest being addressed to the late Mr. R. Mil-
ler, bookseller, in reference to the advertisement of his

first poetical publication, and the last from Naples, in the
April before his death, respecting some of his very latest

compositions. In addition to these twenty-seven volumes,
the same cabinet contains an interleaved set of the whole
series of the Waverley Novels, in thirty-two volumes, con-
taining the new prefaces and annotations by the author,
being the press-copy of the recent popular edition of those
extraordinary fictions. In opening the volumes which
contain the poems and novels, the first features of pecu-
liarity which strike the eye are the singular rareness of
blottings and interlineations. It was never the practice of
sir Walter Scott to transcribe for revision even his most
elaborate compositions, and there is accordingly every
reason to believe that these are the first and last copies of
the respective works to which they refer.

pose of discharging his obligations, came at a
period of life when he was least able to accom-
plish it. His retirement from official duty might
have been expected to relieve, in some measure,
the pains of intense mental application. It was
now too late, however, to redeem the health that

had fled. His physicians recommended a resi-

dence in Italy as a means of delaying the ap-
proaches of illness. By the kind offices of

captain Basil Hall, liberty was obtained for him
to sail in his majesty's ship the Barham, which
was then fitting out for Malta. He sailed

from Portsmouth, October 27, 1831, and on
December 27th, landed at Naples, where he was
received by the king and his court with a feeling

approaching to homage. In April, he proceeded
to Rome, where he was received in the same
manner. Feeling that his strength was rapidly

decaying, he determined on returning with all

possible speed to his native country, in order

that his bones might not be laid (to use the
language of his own favourite minstrelsy)

—

" far from the Tweed." He hastened home as

rapidly as possible, and on his arrival in Lon-
don was attended by sir Henry Halford and
Dr. Holland. He left London July 7, and
arrived at Abbotsford on the 11th. The intense

love of home and of country, which had urged
his return from the continent, here seemed to

dispel for a moment the clouds of the luental

atmosphere ; but he soon arrived at that raelan-

choly state when the friends and relations can
form no more affectionate wish than that death
may step in to claim his own, which melancholy
event at length took place on Sept. 21, 1832, and
on the 26th the illustrious deceased was buried
in an aisle in Dryburgh abbey, which had been
given to him by the late earl of Buchan.* Sir

Walter Scott was in stature above six feet, but
having been lame from an early period of life in

the right leg, he sunk a little on that side in

walking. Of his features it is needless to speak,

as they are familiar to every person. It is by
far the greatest glory of sir Walter Scott, that

he shone equally as a good and virtuous man, as

he did in his capacity of the first fictitious

writer of the age ; and it may with great truth

be repeated in the lines of a modern poet:

The vision & the voice are o'er, their influence waned avray,
Like music o'er a summer lake at the golden close of day

:

The vision and the voice are o'er ! but when will be forgot
The buried genius of Romance—the imperishable Scott ?+

1832, Oct. 3. Died, Adam Williamson, a
worthy and well known journeyman printer in

the city of Edinburgh, aged seventy-two years

;

where he had worked during the greater portion

of his long life, and gained the approbation of

* In July, 1836, the Abbotsford club was established and
so called in honour of the late sir Walter Scott, bart. It is

limited to fifty members. Its object is "the printing of
miscellaneous pieces, illustrative of History, Literature,

and Antiquities." B. D. D. Tornbull, esq. has the honour
of being the founder of this tribute to the memory of the
Shakspeare of prose.

t Dryburgh Abbey ; a poem on the death of Sir Walter
Scott. By Charles Swain. 8vo. I832i
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his employers, and the respect of his fellow-

workmen. From his general knowledge and

urbanity, few men in his class of life were more

acceptable as a companion, than the learned pig.*

Sacred to the memory of

Adah Williamson,
pressman printer, in Edinburgh,

who died October 3, 1832,

aged 72 years.

All my stays sue loosed;

my cap is thrown off ; my head is worn out j

my box is broken

;

my spindle and bar have lost their power

;

my till is laid aside

;

both legs of my crane are turned out of their path j

my platen can make no impression

;

my winter hath no spring ;

my rounce will neither roll out nor in

}

stone, coflSn, and carriage, have all failed;

the hinges of my tympan, and frisket, are immoveable

;

my long and short ribs are rusted

;

my cheeks are much worm-eaten, and mouldering away;
my press is totally down !

The volume of my life is finished 1

not without many errors

;

most of them have arisen from bad composition, and are

to be attributed more to the case than to the press

;

there are also a great number of my own

;

misses, scuffs, blotches, blurs, and bad register :

but the true and faithful Superintendent has undertaken
to correct the whole.

When the machine is again set up,
(incapable of decay,)

a new and perfect edition of my life will appear,

elegantly bound for duration, and every way fitted for

the grand library of the Great Author.

1832, Oct. 3. Died, William Ford, an emi-

nent bookseller, at Manchester, aged sixty-one

years. Mr. Ford was on his outset in life en-

gaged in what was then called the Manchester

trade ; and, at the time he was thus occupied,

he indulged, at his leisure, in the pursuit of

literature and the arts. Having a most exten-

sive memory, he amassed stores of information

on those subjects which few men possessed. He
was at length advised by his friends to become

a bookseller, in which he acquiesced, and taking

his private collection for his stock in trade, he

published, in 1805, a most valuable catalogue,

in which he displayed a profound knowledge of

bibliography and curious literature. Several

publications of the same kind, of subsequent

dates, are replete with valuable information, the

results of continued and zealous research, and

which gained for Mr. Ford the correspondence

and friendship of many curious collectors, par-

ticularly sir Walter Scott, Dr. Dibdin, and Mr.

Heber. Mr. Ford's knowledge of the works of

both ancient and modern engravers was most

extensive, and his judgment accurate. In his

latter yeai-s he experienced the vicissitudes of

fortune, often the attendant upon talent ; but

the stores of his information were always acces-

sible to his friends, and many opulent possessors

of rare and choice productions of art and litera-

ture acknowledged the advantages they derived

from Mr. Ford's superior information.

1832, Oct. 10. Z>ierf, John Hampson, of the

firm of Hampson and Hadfield,t Manchester,

* A techinical term for a pressman,

t Erskey Hadfield unfortunately put an end to his ex-

istence, by hanging, in his printing-office, August, 1833.

aged forty years. Mr. Hampson was a natire

of Manchester, where he served his apprentice-

ship to Mr. Haydock. He was well skilled in

botany and entomology, and highly respected in

the printing trade. His death was very sudden,
while he was at work in the printing-office.

1832, Oct. 25. Died, John Bum pus, book-
seller. Skinner-street, London. He was exten-
sively known throughout Great Britain by his

sales of books by auction. Mr. Bumpus unfor-

tunately drowned himself in the Surry canal,

having shewn symptoms of insanity some days

before. He left a widow and six children.

1832, Nov. 31. Died, James Conwav, who
was distinguished for his literary powers, and for

a singular zeal and assiduity duiiug a twenty
years' connexion with the metropolitan press.

For eighteen months preceding his death, Mr.
Conway was the Parisian correspondent of the

London Times, where he died. He was a native

of Cork, where his connexions were respectable.

1832, Jan. 17. Tfie Scottish Guardian, pub-
lished at Glasgow.

1832. The Dumfries Tim£S.

1832. The Ayr Observer.

1832, Feb. The Endeavourer, No. 1 . A series

of periodical papers, which appeared in the pages
of the Gentleman's Magazine.

1832, March 31. Taifs Edinburgh Magazine,

No. 1, printed for and published by William
Tait, Edinburgh. The political doctrines of this

journal are the same as the Westminster Review^

and has met with an unprecedented success.

1832. Maij 12. The NeuKastle Journal, No. 1,

printed and published by the proprietor, Messrs.

Hernaman and Perring, Newcastle-upon-Tyne.

1832, July 7. The Saturday Magazine.

1832, July 20. The Newcastle Press, No. 1,

published at Newcastle-upon-Tyne. Discon-

tinued October 4, 1834.

1832, ^M^. 21. The Northumberland Adver-

tiser, No. 1 . published at Shields. Discontinued

March 25, 1834.

1832, Oct. ]. The Wreath; or, Nottingham

Literary Miscellany of Prose and Poetry, No. 1

,

printed and published by Thomas Kirk.

1832. The Colonist, (Hobart Town, Australia.)

This paper was commenced by a joint-stock

company, and conducted by three patriotic gen-

tlemen, Messrs. Meredith, Gregson,and Robert-

son, as the People's Journal.

1832. The Chinese Repository, nrinted and
published monthly at Canton, in China. This

periodical contains forty-eight pages, circulates

above seven hundred, and would be considered

good even in England. Among the places to

wliicli it is sent, we find some spoU? where we
should hardly expect that many renders would be

found ; such as Honolulo, on the Sandwich
Islands. More than a third of all the numbers
printed go to the United States, and about fifty

reach England. Besides extracts from Chinese

gazettes, and details of occurrences, it contains

much information relating to China, tmnslations

of historical documents, correspondence with

the government, and hcquently original articles.
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1833, Jan. 17. Died, James Ballantyne,
an extensive printer in the city of Edinburgh,
and whose name is so intimately connected with

the literary productions of sir Walter Scott.

James Ballantyne was born at Kelso, and though
not bred to the business of a printer, he opened
a printing-office in his native town, where,besides

editing the Kelso Mail* newspaper, he printed

various works, which rendered his name gene-

rally known, and paved the way for his estab-

lishment soon after in Edinburgh, where he ever

after continued. The English press boasts, and
very justly, of the names of Bulmer, Bensley,

Davison, and M'Creery, for their exertions in

correct and beautiful typography ; and, to the

Ballantynes, of Edinburgh, will the epithet of

fine printers ever be awarded. By the excellent

taste of James Ballantyne in the execution of

works entrusted to his care, he gained the patro-

nage and friendship of numerous men of letters,

and the first publishing houses in London and
Edinburgh. The works of his friend and partner,

sir Walter Scott,t were printed by him, and to

his taste the public is indebted for many emenda-
tions in the works of that illustrious minstrel and
novelist, whose own inattention to not unimpor-
tant minutiae, rendered such assistance highly

necessary. For a number of years Mr. Ballan-

tyne conducted the Edinburgh Weekly Journal,

with a degree of good feeling and taste which
the public did not fail to appreciate. His
theatrical criticisms, in particular, which ap-

peared in that newspaper, were long admired as

the very best of the day. He married Miss Ho-
garth,! the daughter of a wealthy farmer in Ber-
wickshire, by whom he had a large family. His
residence was in John-street, Canongate, at no
great distance from the printing-office. Shortly

before his death Mr. Ballantyne published an
affecting statement, in which he only prayed that

he might be restored to that degree of health

which would enable him to do some justice to all

that he felt and knew regarding the great and
good man who had gone before him. But this

was denied. They who had been so long united
in their lives were not in death long divided.

* After the removal of James Ballantyne to Edinburgh,
the conducting ofthe Kelso Mail devolved upon Alexander
Ballantyne, a younger brother,

t Sir Walter Scott was often much oppressed by the in-
terruptions from idle strangers, which from the first to the
last, imposed a heavy tax on his celebrity. Among his
hasty notes to the Ballantynes, we select the following :—

"Sept. 2, 1813,

" My temper is reaUy worn to a hair's breadth. The
intruder ofyesterdayhungonmetilltwelve to day. When I
had just taken my pen, he was relieved, like a sentry Heav-
ing guard, by two other lounging visitors; and their posts
has now been supplied by some people on real business.',

Again.

" Monday Evening.

" Oh James—oh James—two Irish dames
Oppress me very sore

;

I groaning send one sheet I've penn'd.
For hang them, there's no more,"

t George Hogarth, esq, W. S. brother of Mrs. James
Ballantyne, is now well known in the literary world ; es-
pecially by a History of Music, which is highly spoken of.

1833, Ma,rch 29, Died, Samuel Drew, M. A.
a very distinguished metaphysical writer, and
for fourteen years the editor of the Imperial
Magazine, published by Mr. Henry Fisher,
London. He also superintended all the works
issued from theCaxton press; and the proprietors
of that establishment bear honourable testimony
to his abilities, his industry, and his moral worth.
Mr. Drew is a strong instance of the acquire-
ment of knowledge under difficulties. He was
born in the year 1765, in the parish of St.

Austell, Cornwall, of poor parents, and at the
age of ten years was apprenticed to a shoemaker
of that town. He afterwards conducted that
trade for a man who carried on in one shop the
business of a saddler and bookbinder, together
with the manufacturing of shoes. In this situ-

ation Mr. Drew had an opportunity of indulging
a natural desire of knowledge, till he engaged
in business for himself. All his leisure he
devoted to metaphysical studies, and was the
author of several works on that subject. In 1806
Mr, Drew entered into an engagement with the
late Dr. Thomas Coke,* which totally detached
him from the pursuits of trade. Hitherto litera-

ture had been the employment of his leisure

hours. From this time it became his occupation.
He died at Helston, Cornwall, aged sixty-eight.

1833, May 7. Mr. Clements, proprietor of
the Morning Chronicle and Observer, London
papers, was fined £100 in the court of king's
bench, for a libel on the duchess of Richmond,
taken from the Court Journal. The defendant
had merely copied it, and tendered an apology.

1833, May 14. Died, Thomas Curson Han-
sard, printer, of Paternoster-row, London. He
was the eldest son of the late Luke Hansard,
esq,, printer to the house of commons, and
having been brought up in the same business,

was for many years in partnership with his father.

In 1805, he migrated to Peterborough-court,
Fleet-street, where he succeeded to the business
of Mr. Rickaby, and on the expiration of his

lease, in 1823, he removed his establishment to

the more central part of the city, and having
purchased a house in Paternoster-row, he fitted

it up for business, and named it the Paternoster-

row Press. Mr. T. C. Hansard was a very
ingenious practical printer, and was thoroughly
versed in every branch of the art, as evinced by
his publication of the Typographia, 1824. He
was at one period one of the common council of
the city of London. Mr. Hansard gives the
following opinion of the liberty of the press :

—

" I am conscientiously persuaded that a perfectly

free press is as essential to our existence and wel-
fare, as a free and independent state, as the

freedom of the air we breathe is to the life and
vigour of the organs of our frame, a right

which all good men have ever held sacred, and
which has always been esteemed the life-blood

of British liberty."

* Thomas Coke, LL. D. a Methodist preacher, who, in
conjunction with Mr. Henry More, published the Life of
therev. John Wesley, 8vo. 1792. John Wesley, the founder
of Methodism, was bom June 17,1703,—died March 2, 1791.
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1833, July 5. By the 3 and 4 William IV.

c. xxiii. the duty on advertisements in news-
papers was reduced from three shillings and six-

pence to one shilling and sixpence in England,
and to one shilling in Ireland. The duty paid
for advertisements hy the whole of the provincial

newspapers in England, from Jan. 5, 1832, to

Jan. 4, 1833, was £70,965. The number of

newspapers published in the United Kingdom

:

England ; London, thirteen daily ;, six two or

three times a-week ; thirty-six once a-week ; and
one hundred and eighty provincial :

—

Scotland
;

fifteen twice or three times a-week ; thirty-one

weekly :

—

Ireland ; in Dublin, five daily ; seven
three times a-week ; and fifty-seven provincial :

British Islands ; Guernsey, Jersey, and Man,
two twice a-week, and eleven weekly—total, 369.

The total number of newspapers which passed
through all the post-offices in the United King-
dom and Ireland, in 1833, was 41,600,000.*

1833. The commercial value of literary works
published in England amounted to £415,300

;

and adding to this the amount of daily and
weekly papers, reviews and magazines, the gene-
ral sale of English literature may be estimated

at £2,420,900 sterling. There were published
two hundred and thirty-six monthly periodical

works, a single copy of each cost £1 7 12s. 6d.t
1833. A committee of the booksellers of Lon-

don made the following regulation :
" that no

person should be entitled to the privileges of the

trade unless having a shopP
1833, Nov. 4. Died, John Meeson, beadle of

the leathersellers' company, and treasurer of the

well known convivial society, the Honourable
Lumber Troop. He served his apprenticeship

to his father, who was for many years a compo-
sitor in the printing-office of Mr. John Nichols,

and was himself connected with that establish-

ment for half a centurj' ; for, though long since

removed from the necessity of working at his

original business, he was always delighted at

being considered as belonging to the printing-

office of his old masters and firm friends. He
accordingly acted as father of the chapel ; and
was the true, constant, warm, and active friend

to all his younger brethren. With what delight

would he exhibit a valuable snuff-box, presented

to him by his fellow-workmen, with a handsome

* Entire produce of the newspaper duties was j6'533,000.

Number ofnewspaper stamps issued was 44,500,000—There
were six hundred paper mills in Great Britain making
2,500,000 reams of paper, paying the following duties :

—

England, upon 56,933,000lbs, ^'(i22,933
; Scotland, upon

9,077,000lbs, ^£'102,536; Ireland, upon 696,000lbs, ^€'26,785.

t There were at this time between thirty and forty penny
and twopenny publications sold in London, many of them
were scurrilous, blasphemous, and frivolous ; to show that
the great mass of the people supported those publications
which afforded them instructive and useful information,
it may be stated, that in the year 1833, the Penny Mapra-
zine consimied 14,000 reams of paper, and tlie cost of the
wood-cuts was ^2,000. The publications of Messrs. W.
and R. Chambers, of Edinburgh, in 1833, was,of tlic Edin-
burgh Journal bhfiQQ copies weekly ; Itiformatinn for the
People, 15,000 every fortnight ; Historical Newspaper,
•28,000 monthly. Saturday Map;azine, including the Sup-
plement, had a weekly circulation of between 80,000 and
90,000 copies. Pinnock's Guide to Knowledge had a great
sale, and Limbird's Mirror, price twopence, after eleven
years' circulation, had increased in public estimation.

inscription expressive of their affection and es-

teem ! This worthy individual was known to a
very extensive circle ; and no man could be more
generally beloved. He died at the age of sixty-

two, leaving a widow to mourn the loss of an
indulgent husband ; but had no children. His
remains were interred in St. Helen's church-yard.

1833, Nov, 12. Died, Jcseph Strltt, keeper
of the records to his grace the duke of North-
umberland. He was the eldest son of the
ingenious author and artist, Joseph Strutt, who
died Oct. 16, 1802.* The late Mr. Strutt wa.8

born May 28, 1775, and was educated at

Christ's hospital, where he was well imbued
with the Latin tongue, and afterwards served

his apprenticeship in the printing-office of the
late John Nichols. His health, however, was
never strong, and he soon reUnquished his

business to follow the more honourable but less

certain occupation of his pen. We are not
aware whether Mr. Strutt published any works
with his name, but believe the public have
been benefitted by his labours in various ways.
He made the index to the first volume of Mr.
Nichols's History of Leicestershire, but did it so

superfluously well, that had he proceeded with
the other volumes with the same precision, the

index itself would have formed much too bulky
a volume. This extent in quantity, and con-
sequently great . loss of time, compelled Mr.
Nichols to place the index to the second, third,

and fourth volumes of his history in the hands
of Mr. Malcolm, author of LondinumRedevivum,
Fortunately for Mr. Strutt, he was many years

ago recommended by John Calev, esq. F.S.A.

to his grace the late duke of Nortnumberland to

arrange his archives, which from damp and neg-
lect were in a deplorable state of decay. To
this employment Mr. Strutt was well adapted

;

and the neatness and accuracy with which he
repaired, preserved, and transcribed the valuable

documents committed to his charge, were truly

admirable. Sheltered by the kind patronage of

the late and present dukes of Northumberland,
Mr. Strutt thus passed the remainder of his days.

He died at Gleworth, and left a widow and a
numerous family. Mr. Strutt had a strong

sense of piety, which he inherited from his

family, and devoted a considerable portion of his

time to the diligent study of the sacred scriptures.

1833, Nov. John Lewis Briostock, printer

of the Welshman newspaper, published in the

town of Cannarthen, was sentenced to be im-
prisoned in the county jail of Cannarthen five

calendar months, and at the expiration of lliat

time to find sureties to keep the peace for three

years, himself in £100, and two sureties in £50
each, for a libel on the magistrates of Cannar-
then. Mr. Fanner, the editor, who handed the

libel to the printer, was not brought to trial.

1833, Nov. 16. Mr. Cohen, proprietor and
editor of the Brighton Guardian, was sentenced

in the court of king's bench to six months' im-
prisonment, to pay a fine of £50, and find sure-

* Sec Literary Anecdotes, vol. v. p. Ms-SsS.

6 A
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ties for good behaviour for three years, for the

publication in his paper of a libel, having the

tendency " to set the lower orders against the

higher, to incite the people to acts of incendia-

rism, and to bring the magistrates of Sussex into

contempt."

1833, iVbr. 23. Died, Andrew Pickin, author

of the Dominie's Legacy, the Cluh Book, the

Black Watch, and other novels. He was born

at Paisley, in Scotland, and intended for a mer-
cantile life, but his love of literature was too

deeply rooted, and after a short sojourn in the

West Indies, he commenced the business of a

bookseller at Liverpool,but unfortunately failed;

he then proceeded to London, and, besides his

novels, became a regular contributor to the lead-

ing magazines and reviews. His literary labours

closed at the early age of forty-five. He was the

Dominie of his own tales, simple, affectionate,

retiring ; dwelling apart from the world, and
blending in all his views of it the gentle and
tender feelings reflected from his own mind.
Mr. Pickin left a widow and six children.

1833, Dec. 2. Patrick Grant, the proprietor,

John Acer, the printer, and — Bell, the pub-
lisher of the True Sun London daily paper, were
tried for a libel on Henry Hunt.

1833, Dec. 4. A numerous meeting of the

newsvenders* of London was held at the Lyceum
tavern. Strand, for the purposp of taking into

consideration the hardships to which that res-

pectable class of tradesmen are subjected by the

law of libel as it stands, or, at least, is supposed
to stand, as regards them. The nature of the

case will be better understood by the following

short statement put forth by the newsvenders
themselves :

" In September, 1 832, a paragraph
appeared in the Satirist newspaper reflecting on
the character of an attorney named Dicas,f
of London, who brought an action against the

proprietors of that paper, and recovered £300
damages and costs. In June, 1833, the same
individual brought another action for the same
libel against a newsvender ofthe name of Warne,
who sold a copy of the same paper in the usual
course of trade. The plaintiff' obtained a verdict

of £10 damages ; but the costs, which were
added, amounted to no less than £85 ! ! The
same plaintiff brought another action against

another newsvender named Godwin, for precisely

the same thing, which action was tried at the
assizes at Croydon, when the plaintiff recovered
a second verdict, with £5 damages and £85 costs.

He served notices of trial on several other news-
venders, and it was stated that he had no less

than eighty-four actions in preparation." Mr.
Onwhyn, a newsvender, on being served with a
notice of trial for selling a paper containing the
same libel, expressed a determination to resist

* Mr. Hughes, a newsvender, of Portman nuarket, Lon-
don, was killed by lightning in Lisson-grove, in 1833.

t John Dicas was the name of this worthy attorney,
whose whole course of practice appears to have been one
regular system of fraud and chicanery. He suffered an
imprisoment of two years in Lancaster castle, and was well
known in Manchester, where he was in business. He
died sometime in 1836.

the action, and the consequence was, that Dicas
countennanded his notice of trial. Several re-
solutions were adopted by the meeting, condemn-
ing the law of libel, which could send a man to

jail, and allow him to be robbed of his money,
for the mere nominal offence of selling a news-
paper, over the contents of which they had no
control.

" To call a rogue a rogue is a piece of defamation, [tion,
Since it hurts him in his own and his neighbour's estima-
So the rog-ue may bring his action, and get plaster for his

sore, sir.

For a false cut a broad lump ; more for truth, for truth
hurts more, sir."

1 833, Dec. 7. Died, George Stretton, book-
seller and printer, and for nearly forty years
publisher ot the Nottingham Journal, twenty-
live of which he was the sole proprietor. Mr.
Stretton served his apprenticeship with George
Burbage, the former proprietor, whose daughter
Mary,* he married, and succeeded him in his

business. Mr. Stretton died at Nottingham,
aged sixty-two years, sincerely lamented.

1833. The following newspapers were com-
menced in Australia, in this year, but were only
for a season in existence : Trumpeter General,
by J. C. Stracy. Austral-Asiatic Review, by
li. L. Murray. Horn Boy, by G. Robertson.
Morning Star, by N. Olding. Currency Lad,
by H. Wills. The Trumpeter, by G. Robertson,
is still in the course of publication.

1833, Feb. 15. The Glasgow Argus, No. 1.

This paper is edited by Mr. Weir, advocate, a
gentlemen well known in the literary world.

1833, July 13. The Newcastle Press, No. 1,

printed and published by Emas Mackenzie, at

Newcastle-upon-Tyne. It died Oct. 4, 1834.

1833, The Fifeshire Jowna Z, printed and pub-
lished at Kirkaldy, under the management of
Mr. Murray, formerly of the Courant ofiice,

Edinburgh. This was the second newspaper
started in the county of Fife, in Scotland. The
first was the Fife Herald, which had been in-

stituted some years before by the late Robert
Tullis, bookseller, in Cupar, and printer to the
university of St. Andrews, one of the most en-
terprising of Scottish bibliopoles. The Herald
being somewhat too " liberal," the Journal was
commenced on tory principles.

1834, Jan. 23. Died, George W. Todd, an
eminent bookseller of Stonegate, York. He was
the younger son of Mr. John Todd, noticed at

page 841 ante; and from the extensive collection
of books which were from time to time pur-
chased by his father, he acquired not only a
knowledge of the general value of books, but a
taste for antiquarian literature. Several years
ago, Mr. G. W. Todd compiled and published
A Description of York ; containing some account

of its antiquities, public buildings, and particu-
larly the cathedral. This little work went through
several editions, the last of which was in 1830.
He was also the author of Castellum Huttoni-
cum, 1824. Mr. Todd was an active supporter.:

* Mrs. Stretton died October 27, 1825.
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of the York philosophical society, and had a
considerable taste in the fine arts. He was of
retired habits, but by all who knew him was
greatly esteemed and respected. His health
had been for some time gi-adually declining, and
he never seemed perfectly well after his laborious
and fatiguing exertions towards extinguishing the
destructive fire in York cathedral, Feb. 2, 1829.*

1834, /an. 24. Died, Edward Upham,F.S.A.
bookseller of Exeter, and for many years one of
the most eminent men in that city. He became
a member of the corporation, and served the
office of mayor in 1809. It has been related of
him, that when officiating in his mayoralty on
the bench, with the learned judges on the circuit,
he displayed in conversation so much erudition
as to excite their astonishment, which was not
abated on finding that he was a bookseller.
Having acquired what he esteemed a sufficient
competence, he retired from business,and devoted
the remainder of his life to his favourite lite-

rary pursuits. In 1824, he published anony-
mously, Rameses, an Egyptian tale, in 3 vols.
In 1827, he published km-math, an Arabian
tale. In 1825, he engaged in the laborious
task of completing the Index to the Rolls of
Parliament, which had been left unfinished by
the rev. John Pridden,t after that gentleman
had been employed upon it for thirty years.
Mr. Upham completed it in 1832. He was the
author of several works of esteemed merit. Pos-
sessed of high moral rectitude, a genuine philan-
thropy, and a truly Christian piety, he was
respected while living, and his death was much
regretted.—He died at Bath, where his brother,
Mr. John Upham, was a bookseller.

1834, Feh. 13. Henry Colburn, proprietor
of the Court Journal, obtained a verdict, with
£193 damages in the court of exchequer, against
Mr. Patmore, editor of that periodical, for in-

serting a libel on the duchess of Richmond, in

which Mr. Colburn had been cast, at the suit of
the duke of Richmond. The question was,
whether the plaintiff or defendant should be
responsible for the insertion of the paragraph?
The jury returned a verdict for the plaintiff.

* Dr. Dibdin, in his Northern Tour, says, "It was told
me that the defunct Mr. Todd owed his demise to the con-
stant fret, sorrow, and grief of heart, following the fire of
the minster." To which he adds, " The wretch lives who
fired it. The life of the perpetrator, from a most mistaken,
and, I will add, mischievous view of the moral bearing of
the question,was spared; and he, whose hand deliberately
laid the train, and who systematically at a distance waited
the explosion, is now moping^ within the walls of a mad-
house. If similar attempts at combustion take place, at
least we must not be surprised."—Vol i. p. ^77.

Dr. Dibdin, as a vicar in the church of England, and a
chaplain in the royal chapel, may be in the advanced
guard of Christian preachers, but I am afraid that his
Christianity is somewhat in the rear. There can be no
human being who does not lament the destruction which
befel York minster by the hand of an unfortunate lunatic;
and though his life was mercifully sjjared, no other com-
bustion in any of our cathedrals has yet taken place.
Jonathan Martin died in Bctlilehem hospital, June 3, 1838.

t John Pridden, F. A. S., was the eldest son of the book-
seller of the same name, noticed at page 827 nnte. He
was born Jan. 3, 1/58, and educated at St. Paul's school,
London, and at Oxford. He obtained considerable prefer-

ments in the church, and was twice married, his first wife
being Anne, daughter of John Nichols, printer. He died
April 5, 1825.- See Gfnts, Mn^. vol. xcv. page 167.

1834, March^O. Died, Rudolph Ackeemam
book and printseller of the Sunnd, London. He
was boni at Stottberg, near Schnecberg, in the
kingdom of Saxony, in 17t>4, and bred to the
trade of a coach-builder. He came early in life
to England, shortly before the French revolu-
tion, and for some time pursued in London the
occupation of a carriage draftsman, which led
to an acquaintance with artists, and so to his
settlement in business as a printseller in the
Strand. Here, by indefatigable industrj-, intel-
ligence, and enterprize, combined with in\ iolable
honour and integrity in all his transactions, he
created that flourishmg establishment which has
made his name perhaps more extensively known,
both at home and abroad, than that of any other
tradesman in the British metropolis.
To him the country is certainly indebted for

the original introduction of the lithographic
art,* to which he directed the public attention
not only by a translation of the work of Senefel-
der, its inventor, but also by the specimens which

* We give the singularly curious account of the actual
invention of the ait of Lithography, in M. Scnefelder's
own words :—Alois Senefelder was the son of one of the
performers of the theatre royal, at Munich. In early
life he devoted himself to the study of jurisprudence at
the university of Jngolstadt, but the death of his father
compelled him to quit the university, and having long had
a strong inclination for the stage, he embraced that pro-
fession, two years' experience of the misery atteodin^
upon which, cured his enthusiasm, and he resolved to
try his fortune as a di-amatic author. In that occupation,
although his first piece was favourably received by the
public, he also proved ultimately unsuccessful. During
the publication of some of his works, however, he availed
himself of an opportunity of becoming acquainted with
the particulars of the process of printing. A new direc-
tion having thus been jjiven to his talents, M. Senefelder,
by several ingenious methods endeavoured to find suhsti.
tutes for types : amon^ those methods was that of writing
with a steel pen on a copper- plate, previously covered with
etching ground, and bitinj? them in with aquafortist. Thto
required much practice, and to correct the mistakes of
his novitiate, M. Senefelder, ignorant of the usual varnish
for what is techuically termed ' stopping out,' composed
one for himself of wax, soap, and lamp black. Fiudinr
copper-plates expensive for these rude essays, he had
recourse to Killheim stone—the surface of which was easily
susceptible of being ground and polished. " I had just
succeeded in my little laboratory in polishing a stone plate,
which I intended to cover with etching ground, in order
to continue my exercises ii. writing backwards, when my
mother entered the room, and desired me to write her a
bill for the washerwoman, who was waiting fi- *' ^'- en.
I happened not to have the smallest slip of pa d ;

nor was there even a drop of ink in the iuV.i>\ a • he
matter would not admit of delay, and we had uoUxly in
the house to send for a supply of the deficient roateniiL«, 1

resolved to write the list with my ink, prepared with wax,
soap, and lamp black, on the stone which I had jMt
polished, and from which I could copy it at leisure. Soma
time after this 1 was just going to wijie this writing from
the stone, when the idea all at once struck me to try what
would be the effect of such a \sriting with my prepaiad
ink, if I were to bite in the stone Mirli uquafordib UMt
whether, perhaps, it might not be possible to Kpeif prhit*
ing ink to it in the same way as to wood engravings, and
so take impressions from it. I hastened to put this idea in
execution, surrounded the stone with u

"

of wax,
and covered the surface of the stone t«) ' of two
inches, with a mixture of one |)art of ui.......— .aid ten
parts of water, which I left standing five muiutes on it

;

and on examining the effect of this experiment, I found
the writing; elevated about the tenth part of a line, or
a hundred and twentieth part of an inch. Some of the
finer and not sufficiently distinct lines had sufferod in
some measure ; but the greater part of the littan had not
been damaged at all in tlieir breadth, conaldflrlliff their
elevation, so tliat I confidently hoped to obtain very clear
impressions, chiefly from printed charRcters, in which
there are not many fine strokes. I now proceeded to apply
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he produced from his own presses. As a pub-

lisher, his illustrated topographical works, espe-

cially the Histories of Westminster Abbei/, the

Universities of Oxford and Cambridge, and the

Public Schools, are monuments of his spirit

and taste. Mr. Ackerman was the father and
originator in England of those elegant bijouteries

of the festive season, the Annuals, which was a

spirited attempt to rival the numerous publica-

tions issued in France and Germany. It is well

the printing ink to the stone, for which purpose I first used
a common printers' ball ; after some unsuccessful trials, I

found that a thin piece of board covered with fine cloth,

answered the purpose perfectly, and communicated the

ink in a more equal manner than any other material I

had before used. My further trials of this method greatly

encouraged my perseverance." In order to exercise this

newly invented art, a capital was necessary to consti'uct

a press and purchase stones, paper, and other materials.

M. Senefelder tried many expedients for that purpose,
among which was even offering to enlist as a private in

the artillery J but failing in aU, he sunk in the deepest
despondency. However, the sight of a page of wretchedly
printed music suggested to him the idea that his new
method would be particularly applicable to music piint-

ing ; he formed a connection with M . Gleissner, musician
of the elector's band, and by means of a common copper-
plate press, printed several musical compositions, which
were sold with some profit. Thus encouraged, he and his

partner constructed a new press, by which they hoped
greatly to facilitate their objects. In this, however, for

reasons minutely described in the naiTative, they were
deceived, and the disappointment induced M. Senefelder
to turn his attention to the best form of a lithographic
press. After many failures, he induced M. Falter, a
music seller, at Munich, to furnish him with means of
making a large press with cylinders and a cross, the con-
struction of which M. Senefelder always conceived to
be the best adapted for lithographic printing, provided
the stones were of sufficient tWckness, and despatch not
a consideration. The account of his next invention,
which was one of great importance, we again give in M.
Senefelder's own words. "Being employed to WTrite a
prayer book on stone, which was to be done in the com-
mon correct hand, I found great difficultyin producing the
letters reversed upon the stone. My ordinary method of
writing music on stone, was first to trace the whole page
with black lead pencil on paper, wet it, place it on the
stone, and pass it tlurough a strong press : in this way I

got the whole page traced, and reversed on the stone.
But this being extremely tender, and easily wiped off, I

should have preferred an ink to the pencU. After having
tried some experiments with red chalk, and gum water
and coromon writing ink, which did not satisfy me, I pre-
pared a composition of linseed oil, soap, and lamp black,
diluted with water, and with this ink I traced the music
or letters on paper, and transferred it to the stone, and
thus obtained a perfect reversed copy on the latter. This
led me to the idea whether it would not be possible to com-
pose an ink possessing the property of transferring itself

to the stone, so that the drawing might be made at once
complete, and to prepare tlie paper in such a manner that,
imder certain circumstances, it might discharge the ink
with which writing or drawing was executed on its sur-
face upon the stone plate, and not retain any part of it."

The effort to accomplish this purpose cost M. Senefelder
several thousand different experiments ; some of which he
describes. At length he was successful. " I observed that
every liquid, especially a vicous liquid, such as a solution
of gum, prevented the ink from attaching itself to the
stone. I drew some lines with soap on a newly polished
stone, moistened the surface with gum water, and then
touched it with oil colour, which adhered only to the places
covered with soap. In trying to write music on the stone,
with a view to print in this way, I found that the ink ran
on the polished sm-face : this I obviated by washing the
stone with soap water or linseed oil, before I began to
write; but in order to remove again this cover of grease,
which extended over the whole surface, (so that the whole
stone would have been black on the application of the
colour,) after I had written or drawn on the stone, it was
necessary to apply aquafortis, which took it entirely away,
and left the characters or drawings untouched. My whole
process was therefore as follows :—To wash the polished
stone with soap water, to dry it well, to write or draw
upon it with the composition ink of soap and wax, then to

known that his successful attempt to furnish in

the Forget Me Not,* a worthy ofiering to an object

of kindness and affection, has generated in this

country a new class of elegant works. The
ardour in which he embarked in the preparation
of books, chiefly elementary, for the instruction

and enlightenment of the people of the Spanish
American states, and in the formation of estab-

lishments in some of their principal cities, is

deserving of the highest praise. But it is not

etch it with aquafortis ; and lastly to prepare it for print-

ing with an infusion of gum water. I had hoped to be
able to dispense with the gum water, but was soon con-
vinced that it really enters into chemical afiinity with the
stone, and stops its pores still more effectually against
the fat, and opens them to the water. In less than
three days after my first idea, I produced as perfect and
clear impressions as any that have since been obtained.
Thus this new art had in its very origin arrived at the
highest degree of perfection as to the principle, and good
and experienced artists were only wanting to show it in all

the varieties of appUcation." This new invention, together
with that of a lever press, enabled M. Senefelder to carry

on his business more extensively. Proceeding with his

experiments, he says :
—" I discoveied that my chemical

printing process was not limited to stone only j that other
substances, as wood, metal, paper—even fat substances,
as wax, shellac, and rosin, might be used instead of it, in

some cases, and under certain circumstances." Having
obtzdned an exclusive privilege for exercising his art in

Bavaria, he did not consider it any longer necessary to

keep the process a secret, and it soon spread over the
greater portion of Germany ; but his experience enabled
him for several years to outstrip all his competitors in so
far as the execution of his work was concerned, although,
in every other respect, he seemed to be almost the only
one in whose hands the art did not give ample returns

both for money and labour. In no other way can this

uniform want of success be accounted for, than by sup-

posing, that, while the others were making the most of

what he had already discovered, he was devoting much
of his time to the experimental part of the business.

This in fact was the case. About the year 1 800, Senefelder
came to London for the purpose of establishing himself as
a lithographer, but a few months sufficed to convince him
that he had little chance of succeeding in his undertaking;
and he returned to his own country, where, on his arrival,

he found that many attempts had been made in his

absence to deprive him of the benefit of his privilege,

Amongst the most forward in this scheme besides M.
Schmidt, professor of the royal college, were two of his

brothers, to whom he had communicated all the secrets of

the art, and it took some time to counteract the bad effects

of their ungenerous conduct. Finding that, in his native

place (Munich), others were reaping many of the advan-
tages which by right should have been the reward of his

own industry, he was induced to go to Vienna, for the
purpose of superintending a calico-printing estabhshment,
the operations of which were to be conducted on the
principles of the new art ; and here, for the space of several

years, his talents were entirely devoted to this new under-
taking ; but, at the end of which time, from a variety of

causes over which he had no control, he was again thrown
upon the world, destitute of every thhig save the resources
of his own genius. It was not till about the year 180y

that Senefelder was extricated from the difficulties of his

situation, by being appointed inspector of the royal litho-

graphic establishment at Munich, which at once placed

him above the necessity of exercising his profession as a
means for gaining his daily subsistence, and enabled him
to devote a portion of his time to the improvement of such
branches of the art, as, in his former circumstances, he
had never found it possible to effect. He died at Munich,
February 26, 1834, in the sixty-third year of his age.

* Forget Me Not; a Christmas and New Yearns Present

for 1823. Crown 12mo. pp. 400. Published in November,
1822. The example of Mr. Ackerman was followed by two
powerful rivals; the first of which was, in 1825, The
Literary Souvenir; or Cabinet of Poetry and Romance,
edited by Alaric A. Watts, pp. 400. London: Hurst,

Robinson and Co. Mr. Watts is himself a poet of no
mean fame, and of very superior taste in the arts. To him
is certainly due tlie honour of being the first to give to

these elegant publications a permanent footing in England.
Friendship's Offering ; or the Annual Remembrancer : a

Christmas Present or Neiv Year's Gift for 182.';.
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for his spirit, activity, intelligence, and honour
as a tradesman, that his surviving friends will

venerate the character of Mr. Ackennan, so

much as for that genuine kindness of heart, that

cordial hospitality, that warm beneficence, and
that active philanthropy in which it abounded.
In the summer of 1830, Mr. Ackerman trans-

ferred to his three younger sons and to Mr.
Walton, his principal assistant, the establish-

ment which he had founded, and which, by the

unremitting labour of forty years, he had brought
to its prosperous condition ; the eldest son being
already established in Regent-street. He ter-

minated his useful and honourable life on the

30th of March, 1834, aged seventy years.

At the close of the Forget Me Not, for 1834,
are some tributary verses to the memory of Mr.
Ackerman : the following are the closing lines :

—

Taste and genius round thee cast
Living radiance to the last

—

Till like evening's silent breath,
Calm the eentlest touch of Death

!

Now in calm equality
With the great thy relics be.

Many a widow's heavenward prayer

—

Many a daughter of despair

—

Many a Muse's pale-cheeked son

—

Tell us how thy course was run.
Friend of every noble art,

Still thou liv'st in many a heart
j

8halL they o'er thy relics weep ?

Let the mortal remnants sleep

!

Earth to earth, and dust to dust

—

Thou'rt already with the just.

What can claim the spirit's plume ?

Thou'rt already past the tomb.

The above, though anonymous, is believed to

be the production of Mr. Frederick Shoberl, the

editor of the volume, than whom none could be

more capable of appreciating and recording the

virtues of the deceased.

1834, April 30. The Pitt Press, at Cam-
bridge, opened with great ceremony by the mar-

quess of Camden, who printed from a press

erected in the hall, a small sheet in Latin, a

description of the building, and a eulogy on the

statesmen whose name it bears. The building

presents a handsome and highly ornamented

gothic edifice ; the centre is occupied by a tower,

which is supported by two wings. Over the

entrance, in the centre, is a lofty and elegant

room, for the use of the syndics of the press.

The wings furnish store rooms, &c.

1834, April. The Bibliographer^s Manual;
being an account of rare, curious, and useful

books, published in or relating to Great Britain

and Ireland, from the invention of pnnting

;

with bibliographical and d'itical notices, colla-

tions of the rarer articles, and the prices at which

they have sold in the present century. By Wm.
Thomas Lowndes. Part I. Completed in four

vols. 8vo. This work is a useful, if not an in-

dispensable addition to the libraries of historians,

antiquaries, and bibliographers, and of all who

are interested in the literature of their counti-y.*

* Lowndes' British Librarian ; or book collector's guide

to the formation of a library in all branches of literature,

science a7id art, arranged in classes, with prices, critical

notes, references, and an index of authors and subjects.

Part L Feb. 1830. London Whittakcr and Co.

1834, May 21. Died, Mr. Newcombe, for

forty-eight years one of the proprietors of the
Stamford 3fercMry,and alderman of that Ijorough,

aged seventy-three ycai-s.

1834, May 26. Died, Thomas Edward«,
formerly a considerable bookseller at Halifax, in

Yorkshire. He was the youngest son of Mr.
William Edwards, noticed at page 832 ante. In
1784, Mr. Edwards, senior, when sixty-four

years of age, set up his eldest son, James, with

a youuger brother, John, in business, in Pall-

mall, in London, under the firm of Edwards and
Sons. Mr. John Edwards died in early life, and
the business was conducted for some years by
Mr. James Edwards, with great reputation. By
success in trade, in about twenty years, he
acquired a considerable fortune, and retiring

from business, was succeeded by Mr. R. H.
Evans, the celebrated book auctioneer. Mr.
James Edwards died Jan. 2, 1816, at Harrow-
on-the-Hill,to the regret of his numerous friends.

Mr. Richard Edwards, another brother, was
some time a bookseller in Bond-street, London;
but retiring from trade, he obtained an appoint-

ment under government, in Minorca. Mr.
Thomas Edwards, after his father's death, con-

tinued as a booKseller, at Halifax, with high
reputation for many years, but lately retirwi

from business to Southport, where he died. He
left a widow and family to lament the loss of a
most worthy man.

1834, May. A law was enacted at the Mau-
ritas, that required a license previous to the pub-
lication of any newspaper or public journal.

1834, June 7. Two splendid tea services of

silver plate were presented to the proprietor and
editor of the Carlisle Journal, by the reformers

of East Cumberland. Each of tne services con-

sist of a tea-pot, sugar basin, cream ewer, and
sugar tongs; bearing the following inscription :

Presented,

By the Reformers of East Cumberland,
to

Margaret Jollie,
One of the Proprietors of the Carlisle Journal

;

The unflinching supporter of

The cause of the People.
Juue7> 1834.

Presented,

By the Reformers of East Cumberland,
to

James Stbkl,
Editor and Proprietor of the Carlisle Journal,

As a token of tlicir approbation of his exertions

in the cause of the People.

Jimo 7, 1834.

1834, June. Thomas Bijckles, n native of

Coventry, a journeyman printer, drowned whilst

bathing at Evesham, leaving a wife and three

children.

1834, Jtdy 7. Died, William Telphord,
for many ycai's a worthy and respectetl joumcv-

man printer, on the Gloucester Journal. lie

died suddenly, aged seventy-nine years.

1834, JuJy 11. JHctl, Benjamin Crompton,
printer and bookseller, at Bury, in Lancashire,

in the fifty-eighth year of his ago. Mr. Crouip-
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ton had been for forty years a highly respectable

local preacher in the Wesleyan methodist con-

nexion. He was an aflfectionate father, a kind

master, and a humble and sincere Christian.

1 834, July 27. The duty on almanacks re-

pealed to the amount of £25,000.
1834. The number of advertisements pub-

lished in Great Britain, was 1,110,000 at one
shilling and sixpence each.

1834, Aug. 4. Henry Hetherington, prin-

ter, in the Strand, London, convicted in his

absence, he having neglected to obey the magis-

trate's summons, in two penalties of £20 each,

for vending two numbers of the Twopenny
Weekly Despatch^ an unstamped newspaper

1834, Auy. 27. Diecl^ George Clymer,
inventor and manufacturer of the Columbian
printing press. He was descended from a Swiss

family, who left Geneva, and settled in Penn-
sylvania, in North America, long before the

revolution of 1776, and in that struggle for

liberty they took an active part, for a Clymer
appears among the signatures to the declaration

of independence. Mr. Clymer's father was an
extensive farmer, settled in Bucks county, state

of Pennsylvania, and brought up the subject of

this memoir till about the sixteenth year of

his age, who, even at that very early period,

showed very superior mechanical skill in the

construction of a plough, on a new and greatly

improved principle, so infinitely superior to

those then in use, as to attract the attention of

the most scientific men of the day. After many
years spent at carpenter work and cabinet

making, he turned his attention to the study of

hydraulics, in which he soon excelled most of

his predecessors in the construction of a pump,
the superiority of which was proved in clearing

the coffer-dams of the first permanent bridge

erected across the Schuylkill, at Philadelphia.

This pump was capable of discharging five hun-
dred gallons of water per minute, together with

sand, gravel, stones, Sec. Such was its amazing

Eower, that eighteen and twenty-four pound shot

ave often been pumped up and discharged by
one individual. For this invention he obtained

a patent at Washington, and subsequently one
in England. The crude and defective condition

of the printing press was the nbxt object which
took his attention ; and in 1797, Mr. Clymer
commenced his improvements first upon the old

wooden presses, and afterwards of metal, till by
great attention and anxiety he produced the

Columbian, which he introduced into England
in the year 1817. Without wishing to detract

from the merits of one or two other presses, now
generally used, it must be acknowledged, and
that upon the authority of many experienced
journeymen printers, that there is not a press by
which the workman can do a day's labour with
less exertion to himself than the Columbian.
Its beauty, simplicity of construction, durability,

and power, must ever rank this press as the most
perfect ever invented. Mr. Clymer, for his inven-
tion, had the honour of receiving a gold
medal of the value of one hundred golden

ducats from the king of the Netherlands.* On
one side is a correct likeness of his majesty,
beautifully executed, surrounded with

WILLH. NASS. BELO. REX. LUXEMB. M. DUX.;

and on the other side is the following inscription,

surrounded with a wreath of exquisite work-
manship

—

GEOROIO
CLYMERO

TIRO SOLERTISSIMO
PRO OBLATO

PRELO TTPOGRAPHICO
SINOULARI ARTE

CO.VFECTO
REX

DEBIT
MDCCCXIX.

Mr. Clymer married Margaret, daughter of
the late judge Backhouse, of Durham iron

works, Pennsylvania, by whom he had several

children ; but only three daughters survived
him. The yoimgest daughter was married to

Mr. Alexander Renfrew Shaw, of Finsbury-
street, London.f In person Mr. George Clymer
was rather tall, with a manly and dignified

countenance ; the true index to a noble and
generous mind. He was a good husband, a
firm friend, and an indulgent parent. He died
in London, at the advanced age of eighty years.

1834, Sept 3. T. S. Duncombe, esq., M.P.,
sent a challenge to Mr. Fruser, proprietor of
Fraser^s Magazine, for an article inserted therein,

animadverting on that gentleman's public con-
duct. Mr. Eraser very jtistly had him bound
over to keep the peace in a bond of £500.

1834,»S'^M6. Died,WiLhiAM Blackwood,
an eminent bookseller and publisher, in the city

of Edinburgh, and originator of the magazine
which bears his name. He was born in Edin-
burgh, December 20, 1770, of parents who,
though in humble circumstances, bore a respect-

able character, and were able to give him a
superior elementary education ; and his devotion

to literature determined them in the choice of his

calling. At the age of fourteen, he commenced
an apprenticeship with the well-known house of
Bell and Bradfute, booksellers, in Edinburgh,
and before he quitted their roof, had largely

stored his mind with reading of all sorts, but
more especially Scottish History and Antiquities.

Soon after the expiration of his apprenticeship,

[1797] he was selected by Messrs. J. Mundell
and Co. then caiTying on an extensive publish-

ing business in the Scottish capital, to take the

charge of a branch of their concern, which they

had resolved to establish in the city of Glasgow.
Mr. Blackwood acted as the Glasgow agent of

Mundell and Co. for a year, during which time

he improved greatly as a man of business. At
the end of the year, when the business he had

* The medal weighs between eleven and twelve ounces,
and was allowed by several scientific gentlemen to be the
most elegant they had ever seen.
See Testimonials respecting the superiority, utility, and

durability of the Patent Columbian Printing Press. 1826.

t Where the Columbian press continues to be manufac-
tured. December 31, 1838.

I
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conducted at Glasgow was given up, Mr. Black-
wood returned to Messrs. Bell and Bradfute,
with whom he continued about a year longer.
He then [1800] entered into partnership with
Mr. Robert Ross, a bookseller of some standing,
who also acted as an auctioneer of books. Not
long after, finding the line of business pursued
by Mr. Ross uncongenial to his taste, he retired
from the partnership, and proceeded to London,
placed himself, for improvement in the antiqua-
rian department of his trade, under Mr. Cuthill.
Returning once more to Edinburgh in the year
1804, he established himself in business, where
his accomplishments soon attracted the notice of
persons whose good opinion was distinction.

For many years he confined his attention almost
exclusively to the classical and antiquarian
branches of the trade, and was regarded as one
of the best informed booksellers of that class in
the kingdom ; but on removing from the Old to

the New Town of Edinburgh, in 1816, he dis-

posed of his stock, and thenceforth applied
himself, with characteristic ardour, to general
literature, and the business of a popular pub-
lisher. In April, 1817, he put forth the first

number of his journal— the most important
feature of his professional career. He had long
before contemplated the possibility of once more
raising magazine literature to a rank not alto-

gether unworthy of the great names which had
been enlisted in its service in a preceding age :

it was no sudden or fortuitous suggestion which
prompted him to take up the enterprise, in

which he was afterwards so pre-eminently suc-
cessful as to command many honourable imi-
tators. From an early period of its progress,

his magazine engrossed a very large share of
his time ; and though he scarcely ever wrote for

its pages himself, the general management and
arrangement of it, with the very extensive lite-

rary correspondence which this involved, and the

constant superintendence of the press, would
have been more than enough to occupy entirely

any man but one of first-rate energies.

No man ever conducted business of all sorts

in a more direct and manly manner. His
opinion was on all occasions distinctly expressed
—his questions were ever explicit—his answers
conclusive. His sincerity might sometimes be
considered as rough, but no human being ever

accused him either of flattering or of shuffling

;

and those men of letters who were in frequent

communication with him, soon conceived a
respect and confidence for hirn, which, save in a
very few instances, ripened into cordial regard
and friendship. The masculine steadiness, and
imperturbable resolution of his character, were
impressed on all his proceedings ; and it will be
allowed by^hose who watched him through his

career, as the publisher of a literary and political

miscellany, that these qualities were more than
once very severely tested. He dealt by parties

exactly as he did by individuals. Whether his

principles were right or wrong, they were his,

and he never compromised or complimented
away one tittle of them. No changes, either of

men or of measures, ever dimmed his eye, or
checked his courage. To youthful merit he was
a ready and a generous friend, and in all respects
a man of large and liberal heart and temper.
During some of the best yeai-s of his life, he
found time, in the midst of his own pressing
business, to take rather a prominent part in the
affairs of the city of Edinburgh, of which he
was twice a magistrate. Notwithstanding the
gi'eat claims which were made upon his lime,
Mr. Blackwood continued till his aeath to trans-
act a large share of business as a general pub-
lisher. Not long before that event, he completed
the Edinburgh Encyclopedia, in 18 vols. 4to.
and, among his other more important publica-
tions, may be reckoned Kerr's* Collectiotu of
Voyages and Travels, in 18 vols. 8vo. The chief
distinct works of Messrs. Wilson, Lockhi^
Hogg, Moir, Gait, and eminent persons con-
nected with his magazine, and some of the
writings of sir Walter Scott, were published by
Mr. Blackwood. He also continued till the close
of his career to carry on an extensive trade in
retail bookselling. In the private relations, as
in the public conduct of his life, William Black-
wood may safely be recommended as a model to
those who come after him. He died at his house,
in Ainslie-place, Edinburgh, on Tuesday, Sept.

16, in the fifty-eighth year of his age, leaving a
widow, and a large family, some of them very
young ; his two eldest sons succeeded to the
business, in which, from boyhood they were asso-

ciated with their father.

1834, Oct. 10. The newspaper postage act
came into operation this day. All foreign news-
papers coming from countries where British

journals circulate free of postage, allowed free

admission to all parts of the British islands and
colonies.

1834, Oct. 25. Thomas Charles Wilson
Mayhew, proprietor and projector of several

cheap popular works, having been connected
with the Figaro, Lo Studio, the Diamond Shak-
speare, the Popular Dictionary/ of Unirersal

Information, &c. &c. At the time of his

decease he was occupied in four periodical pub-
lications, a Historj/ of England, a Cycloptedia,

a Translation of French Plays, and the National
Library. The application which such a variety

of literary labours required,togethcrwitli certain

complicated pecuniary transjictions connected
with the last, led to his death. The verdict of

the coroner's jury was, that he " destroyed him-
self with prussic acid and fumes of charcoal,

being in an unsound state of mind." His dcatli

took place in Bernard's Inn, London.
1834, Nov. 26. Died, L. B. Seeley, book-

sellei*, of Fleet-street, London. He died at

Thames Ditton, aged sixty-eight years.

* Robert Kerr, P. R. 8. and P. 8. A., of Edlnbargh,
author of tho Life of William Smrllie, printer, 1811.

A general collection of voyaecs and travels, 18 vols. 8to.,

and many other works. In 1794 he commenced a paper
manufactory, by which he lost a considerable property.

His father was an eminent citizen and tradesman at Edin-
burgh, where Robert Kerr was born In 1746, and died

October 17. '«ii-
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1834, Dec. 6. Died, Richard Milliken,
bookseller and publisher, in the city of Dublin,
in his fifty-first year. A man more estimable in

the relations of private life, or in his intercourse

with his fellow-citizens—a man more beloved by
those who shared in his friendship and acquain-
tance, and more sincerely regretted, never lived.

" Peace to the memory of a man of worth,
A man of letters, and of manners too

—

Of manners sweet as virtue always wears
When gay good nature dresses her in smiles."

1834, DecAO. Died, Alexander Chalmers,*
F.S.A., an eminent biographer, and for many
years connected with the periodical press of

London, in the General Advertiser, St. Jameses

Chronicle, Morning Chronicle, and as editor of

the Morning Herald. He was the youngest son

of James Chalmers, the original proprietor of

the Aberdeen Journal,-]- and born in that city,

March 29, 1759 : after receiving a classical and
medical education, he Idfthis native place about
the year 1717, and, what is remarkable, never

returned to it. He had obtained the situation of

surgeon in the West Indies, and had anived at

Portsmouth to join his ship, when he suddenly
altered his mind, and proceeded to the metropo-
lis. He soon became connected with the periodi-

cal press, and was engaged in business with Mr.
George Robinson, the celebrated publisher in

Paternoster-row. The work on which Mr. Clial-

mer's fame as an author chiefly rests, is the

General Biographical Dictionary, containing an
historical and critical account of the most emi-
nent men in every nation, particularly the

British and the Irish, in 32 vols. 8vo. 1812-17.

The total number of articles exceed 9000.

SONNET
' To Alexander Chalmers, on his Lives of English Poets.

Chalmers, I read thy biographic lore

With the fond pleasure of a friend sincere,

Thy judgment sound and moral worth revere,

And still, the more I read, admire the more
The vast abundance of thy mental store.

Thy comments are sagacious, just and clear

;

Candour and truth in every page appear,
And canst thou each poet's due explore.

Combine these proofs of literary pow'r,
In which thy talents with such lustre shine,

Then wilt thou nobly charm the studious hour,
Enlarge oiu- knowledge and our taste lefine,

For thou with Johnson's pious zeal canst tower.
His pure devotion not surpassing thine.

John Taylor.

Mr. Chalmers was most indefatigable and
laborious in the cause of literature. No man
conducted so many works for the booksellers of

London ; and his attention to accuracy of colla-

tion ; his depth of research as to facts, and his

discrimination as to the character of the authors,

under his review, cannot be too highly praised.

With most of the principal printers and book-

sellers he lived on terms of the greatest intimacy
for fifty years, and has frequently recorded his

esteem for them in the pages of the Gentleman^

s

* His grandfather, the rev. James Chalmers, professor
of divinity in the Marischal college, Aberdeen, died much
regretted, Oct. 8, 1744, aged fifty-eight.

+ The Aberdeen Journal is now carried on by David
Chalmers, grandson of its first institutor, James Chalmers.

Magazine. He was in the strictest sense of the
word, an honest, honourable man, a warm and
affectionate friend, and a delightful companion.
In 1783, he married Elizabeth, the widow of
Mr. John Gillett, printer ; she died June, 1816.
Mr. Chalmers died at London, aged seventy-
five years. He left a very valuable library,

principally relative to biography and literary

history, which was disposed of by auction.

1834, Feb. 15. The Printing Machine; a
Review for the Many, No. 1, with the following
notice :—" What the printing press did for the
instruction of the masses in the fifteenth century,
the printing machine is doing in the nineteenth.
Each represents an era in the diffusion of
knowledge ; and each may be taken as a sym-
bol of the intellectual character of the age of its

employment.

—

Penny Magazine.^'' This was a
monthly publication issued by the society for the
diffusion of useful knowledge. Price fourpence.

1834. The following newspapers were pub-
lished in Australia :—the True Colonist, by Mr.
G. Robertson; Cornwall Chronicle, by Captain
William Lushington Goodwin ; and the Sydney
Times, by Mr. N. Kentish. The last was soon
discontinued.

1835,Ja«.2. Z)ie(f, Rev. Robert Hindmarsh,
the most distinguished as a minister amongst
those who supported the opinions of the honour-
able Emanuel Swedenborg,* known as the New
Jerusalem church. He was bom Nov. 8, 1759,
at Alnwick, in Northumberland. His father was
a man of literary attainments, one of the
travelling preachers among the methodists, and
for several years master of Kingswood school,

near Bristol; but not, it is supposed, during the
period, or the whole of the period, that his son
Robert was there. Robert left Kingswood soon
after he had attained the age of fourteen, having
acquired great proficiency in both the Latin and
the Greek languages, and in some branches of
science. When he was removed from school, he
was placed with a printer in London, which
business he afterwards carried on for many years
on his own account. In the year 1778, when he
was about nineteen years ofage, he became con-
verted to those opinions which he strenuously

advocated during the remainder of his life.

Though Mr. Hindmarsh married early, set up in

bv'.siness, and was soon surrounded with the
cares of a family, he did not neglect his studies;

and as his business demanded most of his time
in the day, he often borrowed many hours from
the night. In December, 1783, he inserted an
advertisement in the newspapers, requesting that

the readers and admirers of the theological

writing of the hon. Emanuel Swedenborg, would
meet at the London Coffee-house, Ludgate-hill.

Only five individuals assembled
; yet these, it is

supposed, were nearly the whole of the persons

resident in London, who at that time had any
knowledge of, or attachment to those writings.

* The hon. Emanuel Swedenborg was an eminent ma-
thematical and philosophical writer. He was born at
Stockholm, in Sweden, Jan. 2, 1689, and died at Ratcliffe,

near London, March 29, I772.
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About the same time a society had been formed
at Manchester, under the auspices of the rev.

John Clowes * rector of St. John's, in that town.
In 1788, Mr. Hindmarsh and a few others

engaged a chapel in Great Eastcheap, which
was opened on January 27th ; his father, the

rev. James Hindmarsh, who had received the

doctrines, through the instrumentality of the

son, officiated in the pulpit, and the late Mr.
Isaac Hawkins, who had also been in Mr.
Wesley's connexion, as a local preacher, in the

desk. In 1790, Mr. Hindmarsh commenced a
periodical, bearing the title of the Neu^ Maga-
zine of Knowledge concerning Heaven and Hell^

which title he altered, after some time, to that of

the New Jerusalem Journal. Having seen it

advisable to withdraw altogether from secular

business, he retired, in the year 1810, to Man-
chester, where some liberal admirei*s of his talents

warmly solicited him to engage regularly in the

ministerial office : he saw it his duty to comply.
A large and neat chapel was built for him, in

Salford, where he speedily attmcted many ad-
mirers, and drew together a considerable congre-

gation. For about sixteen years he continued
in the active duties of his office, both as a most
effective missionary and a stationary preacher.

At length, about 1826, finding his strength of

body and activity of spirits less adequate than
formerly to his arduous duties, he finally with-

drew into retirement, preaching only upon par-

ticular occasions, in London, and different parts

of the country. After relinquishing the pro-

fession of printing, Mr. Hindmarsh for some
time engaged in business as a stock-broker,

during which period, by an artfully laid plot, he
lost a considerable sum of money. For the pro-

tracted period of upwai'ds of half a century, Mr.
Hindmarsh cheerfully devoted his time, his

learning, his talents, his influence, and what he

* The Rev. John Clowes was born in Manchester, Oct.

20, 1743, O. S. He was the fourth son of Joseph Clowes,
esq., a barrister. He was educated at the Grammar
School of Manchester, and at the age of 1 8, his father was
persuaded to send him to Cambridge. He was entered a
pensioner of Trinity college, where he pursued his acade-
mical studies with the perseverance and ability which
distinguished all that he undertook in afterlife ; for in the
year 1766, when he took his degree, he was the eighth
wrangler on the Tripos Paper, proving that he was no
ordinary proficient in mathematical attainments; and
that he was equally distinguished as a classical scholar, is

shown by his gaining one of the two prizes given by the

members of the university to the middle bachelors, for the

best dissertations in Latin prose ; and again, the follow-

ing year, when he was senior bachelor, the first prize for a
similar dissertation. About this time he was elected a
fellow of his college, had many private pupUs, and was
highly respected. In the midst of this career of worldly
distinction, the church of St. John, Manchester, then
building, at the sole expense of the late Edward Byrom,
esq., was offered him by the patron ; which he accepted,

and continued its rector, refusing more than one offer of

high preferment in the church, for the long term of sixty-

two years.—In the spring of the year 1773, he became
acquainted with the theological works of the hon . Emanuel
Swedenborp^, and from that time he dedicated all the

energies of his powerful mind to the publication of those

doctrines, both in the pulpit and by the Y)ress. During the

latter years of his life he resided wholly at Warwick ; and
there, blessln-? to the last moment of consciousness those

around him, and blessed by all who came within the circle

of his affections, he depaited this life on the 28th May,
1831, in the eighty-eighth year of his age.

could secure from but scanty means of support,
to his religious service. He maintained in all

the relations of life, as a husband, a father, a
minister, and a friend, that uncompromising
integrity, that devotion to duty, that ardent
attachment, which combining with true Christian
piety and even child-like humility, commanded
the universal affection and respect of all w ho had
the privilege of his association. He died at

Gravesend, in Kent. His published works were
rather numerous; and the most admired of them,
after his Letters to Priestley^ is his Vindication

of the New Churchy in answer to Mr. Pike, a
I3aptist minister of Derby.

1835, Jan. 7. Died, John Fletcher, who
for more than half a century was the proprietor

and printer of the Citesier'Chronicle. He was
born of humble, but reputable parents, at Hal-
ton, in the county of Chester ; he was the archi-

tect of his own fortune, and rose, by the force of

his genius and talent alone, to considerable emi-
nence among scientific men, and to the dis-

tinguished honour of having twice filled the

office of chief magistrate of that city. The
history of his life is curious and instructive, and
furnishes an important practical lesson of the

value of temperance, prudence, persevering

industry, unsullied probity, and uncompromising
integrity, in all the relations of social life. It

will suffice to say, that in him, his servants of

every degree, and those who were in any way
dependent upon him, lost a liberal and con-

siderate master ; his fellow-citizens, an upright

and intelligent magistrate ; the cause of public

and private charity, a munificent benefactor ; and
the community among whom he lived, a kind-

hearted and a benevolent man. His frame, long

attenuated by many years of severe bodily suffer-

ing, was gradually wasted away by his inability

to take any nutritious aliment ; but his mental

faculties continued unimpaired until within a
few moments of his dissolution. He departed

this life in the eightieth year of his age.

1835, March 25. 5 Will. IV. c. 2. An Act to

amend 39 Geo. III. c. 78,* for preventing the

mischiefs arising from the printing and pul)lish-

ing newspapers, and papers of a like nature, by

persons not known, and for regulating the print-

ing and publication of such papers in other res-

pects ; and to discontinue certain actions com-
menced under the provisions of the said act.

1835, March 26. Murdo Young, proprietor

of the Sun, London daily newspaper, received

from the tradesmen of Sheffield a present, con-

sisting of a morocco case, containing a beautiful

specimen of Sheffield manufacture, for the man-
ner in which he forwarded, by exnress, the

parliamentary intelligence upon the division of

the house of commons for the choice of speaker.

Mr. Young likewise received a present from the

liberal party of Manchester.

1835, 3/flrrA. Hknry Winter, editor of the

Public Ledger, published at St. John's, New-
foundland, was set upon by five or six ruffians,

* See pace 800 «nte.
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with their faces blackened, and otherwise dis-

figured, who cut off his ears, part of one of his

cheeks, and beat and kicked him in a most

brutal manor. A reward of £200 was offered by
the government for their apprehension.

1835, April 17. Died, William Henry Ire-

land, some time editor of the York Herald, and
whose name is rendered notorious by one of the

boldest literary impostures recorded in English

history. He was the son of Samuel Ireland,*

born in London, and educated at Soho school
;

after which he was articled to a conveyancer in

New Inn, where having some leisure he began

to exercise his ingenuity in the imitation of an-

cient writing. His success in these attempts set

him upon the bold design of forging some papers,

and passing them off as the genuine remains of

Shakspeare. Having executed some of these on
the blank leaves of old books, he communicated
the treasure to his father, who, strange to say,

made a parade of the discovery to the world,

without secretly examining into the authenticity

of the manuscripts, and the truth of the tale

which he related concerning the manner of his

obtaining them. For some time the public were

greatly amused by these literary relics, and a
few individuals, whose names stood high in the

literary world, ought to have known better

than to have lent themselves to the support

of this gross imposition, and encourage, by
subscription, a collection which was a disgrace

to literature. A splendid volume made its ap-

pearance in 1796, and a play was perfonned at

Drury-lane theatre with the title of Vortigern

;

but this last dissolved the spell, and the discern-

ment of an English audience quickly detected

the cheat, of which no doubt could be enter-

tained after the ample exposure it experienced

from Mr. Malone.
In 1796, Mr. Ireland published An Authentic

Account of the Shakspeare Manuscripts, 8vo. in

which he makes the following declaration :

" I solemnly declare first, that my father was perfectly
unacquainted with the whole affair, believing the papers
most firmly the productions of Shakspeai-e. Secondly,
that I am myself both the author and writer, and had no
aid from any soul livin<^, and that I should never have
gone so far, but that the world praised the papers so
much, and thereby flattered my vanity. Thirdly, that
any publication which may appear, tending to prove the
manuscripts genuine, or to conhadict what is here stated,
is false ; this being the true account. W. H. Ireland."

Besides the tragedy of Vortigern, Mr. Ireland
produced an historical drama, entitled^^^wry//.,

which he wished to impose upon the world as
the genuine production of Shakspeare. He was
also the author of several novels, romances, and
poems.

* Samuel Ireland, was originally a mechanic in Spital-
fields, London, but having a turn for drawing and engrav-
ing, he sought to turn it to account by publishing travels,
adorned with prints. With this view he published a Pic-
turesque Tour through Holland, Brabant, and part of
France, in 1790, which was followed in 1792, by Picturesque
Views on the River Thames, 8vo. ; and in 1793, Picturesque
Views on the River Medway. In 1794, he published Graphic
Illustrations of Hogarth. Mr. Ireland's last work was
Picturesque Views, with an Historical Account of the Inns
of Court. He died June 1 1, I8OO.

1835, May 9. Died, David Hilton, a res-

pectable newsvender of London, and honorary
seceretary to the newsvenders' society, the duties

of which he discharged with exemplary assiduity

and fidelity, under circumstances that imposed
upon him no ordinary responsibility. He was
particularly instrumental in procuring the aboli-

tion of the monopoly of the post-office clerks in

regard to the sale of newspapers. This mono-
poly was an extreme hardship upon the indepen-
dent tradesman. Mr. Hilton was descended
from the Hiltons, of Hilton castle, in the county
of Durham, a family once possessed of great

wealth and high distinction, but which ulti-

mately fell into decay. His remains were interred

in the burial ground of St. James's, Clerkenwell.

1835, May 15. Mr. Winks, printer, Leicester,

convicted in the penalty of £5, for not having
registered his printing-press according to law.

1835, May 15. A petition from the lord mayor,
alderman, and common council of the city of

London, was presented to the house of lords,^

praying for the abolition of the stamp duties on
newspapers. In the course of the session, there

were presented to the house of commons 142
petitions with 57,848 signatures, praying for the

same. Two petitions, with thirty signatures,

were presented against the repeal of duty.

1835, May 16. Died, Richard Harris, for-

merly printer of the Sun London daily paper, and
for many years clerk and publisher of the London
Gazette. Mr. Harris died at Kensington, aged
seventy-two years.

1835, June 18. Died, William Cobbett,
M.P. for Oldham, a celebrated political writer,

and for forty years connected with the periodical

press of England. He is one of those outri

animals that cannot be described. As a writer,

his essays, sermons, and speeches ; his disserta-

tions upon English grammar* and straw plait, his

speculations upon currencyf and Swedish tur-

nips; set criticism at defiance, and completely

bewilder the reader with the versatility of his

genius—or, we should rather say, with the inter-

mixed display of sound sense and insanity, with

which all his productions abound. He was the

third of four sons of a small farmer and publican,

at Farnham, in Surrey, and bred to his father's

occupation, till in 1783 he privately quitted his

home, and repaired to London, where he became
"an understrapping quill driver," as he calls

himself, to an attorney in Gray's Inn. This

employment not suiting his restless disposition,

he repaired, in 1784, to Chatham, and enlisted

into a marching regiment, which he joined the

* It is a curious fact, that whilst in England the govern-
ment could scarcely resist the urgency of the applications

made to abolish the duty on newspapers, the government
of Calcutta was urged by the liberal press (the Englishman
and Hurkaru) to lay a stamp duty on newspapers, in order

that they might circulate free in the provinces.
t He learned grammar, he says, when he was a soldier

on sixpence per day.
t At the time that Cobbett was directing all his energies

to write down the paper system, his numerous specula-

tions were supported by accommodation paper to the

amount of ^6o,000. This was stated by Mr. Scarlett, now
lord Abinger, on his trial, in December, 1820.

I
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year following, in Nova Scotia, North America.

In 1791, his regiment was relieved and sent

home, and Mr, Cobbett having, in a service of

near eight years, attained the rank of seijeant-

major, obtained his discharge. In 1792, he

visited France,and from thence went to America.*

In 1801, he returned to England, and opened
a bookseller's shop, with the sign of the Bible

and Crown, in Pall-mall, London, where, after

publishing the Porcupine,^ a daily newspaper,

he commenced his far-famed Register ; and soon

became, amongst the working classes, the most
popular writer in England. He spoke their

sentiments, and in some measure formed them,

to his own taste and their entire satisfaction.

His happy dexterity at illustration,—at reducing

the most abstruse subject to the capacity of the

most illiterate reader,—the bluntness and coarse-

ness of his language, combined with its force

and its perspicuity, made him with the multi-

tude, the oracle of the day. The tradesman
and mechanic devoured his predictions with

avidity, as if they had been inspired ; and how-
ever dependent was their situation at the time,

or however liable they were to become poorer in

their circumstances by any revolution or general

bankruptcy, they seemed to enjoy him the better,

the more firmly and confidently he dilated upon
the " unavoidable and impending" ruin of the

nation. His whole life is intimately connected

with the freedom of the press. Against him
and one or two writers of a similar cast, were
most of those laws, that hung so long like so

many millstones round the neck of the press,

aimed. It might be said that they were enacted

to put him down ; and drive him, and such as

he, from the theatre of politics ; and by stamp
duties and penalties, be the means of extir-

pating those insidious and dangerous opinions,

to counteract the tendency of which no specific

could then be found. But, as all the stamp
duties and imposts which ever were enacted,

could not answer the end intended, or prevent

the circulation of newspapers inimical to the

government, it has been thought proper to con-

cede a portion of the duty, as a matter of state

policy. Mr. Cobbett lived to witness the great

change in the constitution ; and, as far as his

ambition was concerned, w^as returned a member
of the first reformed house of commons, for the
borough of Oldham, in Lancashire, which he
represented at the time of his decease. As a
party writer, the following masterly sketch was
given by a cotemporary author :

—"There is one
great merit in Mr. Cobbett—and one only

—

which is perhaps peculiar to him among the

party-writers of the day. There is not a page
of his that has ever come under our notice,

wherein there does not breathe throughout, amid
all his absurdities of violence and inconsistency,

the strongest feeling for the welfare of the people.

The feeling is in nine cases in ten totally mis-
directed ; but there it is, a living and vigorous

sympathy with the interests and hopes of the

* See page 777, ante. t Seepage 8)0, ante.

mass of mankind. Many persons will be ready

to maintain, because he has shown himself at

various times as not very scrupulous for truth,

that he has no real and sincere good quality what-
soever, and that he merely writes what is calcu-

lated to be popular. But we confess we are

inclined to think, from the tone and spirit of his

works, that he commonly persuades himself he
believes what he is saying, and feels deeply at

the moment what he expresses strongly. It is

obvious to us that, while he puts forth against

his opponents the most unmeasured malignity,

there is a true and hearty kindliness in all that

he writes about, or to, the people. He seems
to us to speak of the poorer classes as if he still

felt about him the atmosphere of the cottage,

—

not as if he were robed in ermine or lawn, or in

the sable gown of a professor,—but in the smock
frock of the peasant. And it would be useful,

therefore, to peers and bishops, parliamentary
orators and university dogmatists, if they would
now and then read the books they always rail at.

They would find in them a portrait thrilling with
all the pulses of animation, with the thoughts
and desires of a class, the largest and therefore

the most important in society, among whom that

which is universal and eternal in our nature dis-

plays itself under a totally different aspect from
that which it wears among us. Mr. Cobbett's

personal consciousness of all which is concealed
from our eyes by gray jackets and clouted shoes,

has kept alive his sympathy with the majority of

mankind ; and this is indeed a merit which can
be attributed to but few political writers. And,
far more than this, it is a merit which belongs
to no one we remember but himself and Burns,
among all the persons that have raised themselves
from the lowest condition of life into eminence."
Mr. Cobbett was, at the time of his decease,

aged seventy-three years. He left a wife and
seven children ; the three eldest sons, William,
John, and James, are all bred to the bar. He
was buried in his native village, and his funeral

was attended by a vast concourse of people,

including many friends and members of parlia-

ment. Arrangements have been made lor the

erection of a monument to perpetuate his

memory.
1835, July 1. The proprietors of the John

Bull, London newspaper, brought an action in

the court of common pleas, against Mr Rosier,

who, it was alleged, had induced the editor to

publish a libellous paragraph on an individual,

on his engagement to taking the responsibility.

The person against whom the paragraph was
directed having recovered damages from the
newspaper proprietors, this action was brought
to compel the author of the libel to defray the
expenses. The jury returned a verdict for the
plaintiffs.

1835, July 12. Died, William Preston, of
the firm of Preston and Hcaton, printers, at

Newcastle-upon-Tyne. Mr. Preston was a native
of Lancashire, and went to Newcastle in the
year 1784, where he for many years discharged
the duty of overseer in the office of the Chronicle
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newspaper, and for some years that of editor, in

which capacity he ably supported those liberal

principles to which he was, through life, most

ardently attached, in a very spirited and inde-

pendent manner, at a time when the maintaining

independent principles was a matter of consider-

able danger. Mr. Preston died, aged eighty.

During his long residence in Newcastle, he

endeared himself to an extensive circle of ac-

quaintance, by his uniformly kind, cheerful, and
social temper, by his mild unassuming manners,

and by his benevolent and guileless disposition.

His memory will long be cherished by a numer-
ous body of friends, to whom his death has

proved a sincere source of regret, and it may,
we are sure, with truth be asserted of him, that

he left not an enemy behind.

All honour to him, who, with spirit unshaken,
'Midst dangers undaunted, still dares to be true

;

Whose pen could each echo of liberty waken,
As they slumbered around in the hearts of the few.

All honour to him, who, with magical sallies.

Shed rapture, like light, round the wit-hallowed board.
Who banished alike envy, dulness, and malice,

—

In the true heart of manhood who struck every chord.

1835, July 17. Died., John Stan field, book-
seller and printer, at Bradford, Yorkshire, in the

sixty-first year of his age.

1835. L'ImprimerieRoyale,* or the govern-

ment printing-office, Vieil.Rue du Temple,Paris,

contained at this time fifty-six sets of oriental

characters, 126,000 Chinese groupes, and com-
prised all the known alphabets of the Asiatic

nations, ancient as well as modern, and sixteen

sets of the alphabets of European countries,

where the Latin characters are not used, as with

us. The total weight of types is at least eighty-

three tons English, being sufficient to print 7812
sheets octavo, at the same time making about
2€0 volumes, or 125,000 pages. There are one

hundred common presses and six steam machines,

which are allowed to strike off 278,000 sheets,

or 556 reams of paper in a-day, which is equal

to 9266 volumes octavo, of thirty sheets per

volume. This immense stock enables the estab-

lishment to keep the presses set with 5000

* Founded by Francis I, in the year 1552, see p. 284, ante.
A French periodical of 1836, contained the following

interesting calculations concerning the longevity of Pari-
sian printers, of that period :—In twenty-three printing-
offices, in Paris, there were noticed in eacli, printers whose
ages range from forty to seventy years. An aged master
printer asserted that he had known more than fifty com-
positors or pressmen who had passed their sixtieth year.
Among thirty-five persons engaged in one office, one-third
ranged from forty-five to seventy years of age. A printer
who worked in an office a few years ago, said there were,
out of forty workmen, twenty-five whose ages ranged
from fifty to seventy years. The office was very appro-
priately termed imprimerie birbassiers, or " The printing-
office of the grey beards." There are seventeen printers
now working in Paris, of whom seven are seventy years
of age, one eighty, and another eighty-two. A printer
worked in the office of Didot,the younger, until his death,
when he was eighty-six years of age ; and another con-
tinued to work until the age of eighty-four. Among the
deaths in Psiris, in one year, there were twenty-five printers,
whose ages varied from fifty-five to seventy-eight years

;

among the returns of the hospital for the aged, the deaths
of four printers were announced, whose ages were respec-
tively sixty-four, seventy-five, and seventy eight.

formula of the public offices. The annual con-
sumption of paper by the royal printing-presses

is from eighty to one hundred thousand reams,
or 261 to 326 reams per working day. The
number of workmen usually employed is from
350 to 450.

1835, Aug. 14. The printing-office of Messrs.
Dewick and Son, in Barbican, London, together

with houses and property of considerable value,

destroyed by fire.

1835, Aug. 20. Died., John Tymbs, formerly

proprietor of the Worcester Journal. He died

at Worcester, aged eighty-four years.

1835, Aug. 25. Died., Evan Williams, who
had been for upwards of forty years a C ambrian
bookseller in the Strand, London, and for thirty-

five years a most active member of the Welsh
charity school. Mr. Williams died at Penton-
ville, aged eighty-six years.

1835, Aug. 28. Died, Mr. Chater, of the
firm of Grosvenor and Chater, stationers. Corn-
hill, London. Mr. Chater was giving evidence

before the lord mayor, at the mansion house, in

favour of his servant, when he was so affected

that he burst a blood vessel internally, and imme-
diately dropped in the arms of the marshal, and
expired, aged seventy-two years.

1835, Sept. 4. The third centenary of the

publication of the first English Bible, by Miles
Coverdale. See page 260 ante.

1835, Sept. Upwards of twenty newspaper
establishments destroyed in a calamitous fire at

New York, in North America.

1835, Sept.W. Died, Thomas Bensley, an
eminent printer, of London. He was the son of

a printer, in the neighbourhood of the Strand,

where Mr. Bensley was first established ; but he
afterwards removed to Bolt-court, Fleet-street,

where he succeeded Mr. Edward Allen, the
" dear friend" of Dr. Johnson. Mr. Bensley's

skill as a practical printer, was not inferior to

that of his great cotemporary, Mr. Bulmer.

" Pleased as we now the grateful strain pursue,
Two sons of science pass before our view.
Who to their works perfection can impart.
And snatch from barb'rous hands our sinking art

;

Their skill the sharp fine outline still supplies ;

From vellum leaves their graceful types arise
;

And whilst our breasts the rival hopes expand,
Bulmer and Bensley well-earn'd praise demand."*

Whilst Mr. Bulmer astonished the public with

his magnificent edition of Boydell's Shakepeare,

Mr. Bensley produced a rival production in

Macklin's Bible. To use the words of Dr.

Dibdin, "While the Shakspeare gallery and the

Shakspeare press were laying such fast hold of

the tongues and the purses of the public, a noble

spirit of rivalry was evinced by the Macklin's of

Fleet-street; Reynolds, West, Opie, Fuseli,

Northcote, Hamilton, and others, were engaged

to exercise their magic pencils in the decotraion

of what was called the Poet^s Gallery, and

among other specimens of the national splendour

and patriotism came forth the edition of Thom-

* M'Creery's poem of the Press, part 1.
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son's Seasons^ in 1 797, in royal folio, from the

press of Mr. Bensley ; a volume quite worthy of

the warmest eulogies."

Mr. Bensley continued a splendid career of

typography for many years. On the 5th of Nov.

1807, his premises were much damaged by fire,

supposed to have been occasioned by boys letting

off fire works, by which some very valuable

works were destroyed. To Mr. Bensley's exer-

tions and his money, this country is indebted for

the introduction of printing by machinery, as he
was the chief person who assisted Mr. Konig,

and witnessed the progress so far as to work off

a sheet on both sides. But he had scarcely

brought his exertions to a successful issue, before

a second unfortunate and very rapid fire, June
26, 1819, again destroyed his warehouses and
printing-office, with their valuable contents.

The elaborate machinery for steam printing was
not materially injured, and the printing-office

was soon rebuilt. Soon after this event, Mr.
Bensley retired from steam printing,and although

he afterwards connected hmself with a minor
establishment in Crane-court, Fleet-street,resided

chiefly at Clapham Rise, where he died.

1835, Sept. 9. By 5 and 6 William IV. c. 65,

an act was passed for preventing the publication

of lectures without consent.

1. Reciting that printers, publishers, and other

persons have taken the liberty of printing and
publishing lectures, without the consent of the

authors or the persons delivering the same, to

the great detriment of such authors and lecturers

:

allows the authors of lectures, or their assigns to

whom they have sold or otherwise conveyed the

copy thereof to deliver the same in any school,

seminary, institution, or other place, or for any
other purpose, the sole right and liberty of print-

ing and publishing the same ; penalty on other

persons publishing, &c. lectures without leave, or

selling the same, a forfeiture of such lectures,

with one penny for every sheet found in his

custody, either printed, lithographed, or copied,

or printing, lithographing, or copying, published

or exposed to sale, the one moiety thereof to his

majesty, and the other to any person who shall

sue for the same.
2. Printers or publishers of newspapers pub-

lishing lectures without leave, to be subject to

such penalty.

3. Persons having leave to attend lectures, not
on that account licensed to publish them.

4 and 5. Act not to prohibit the publishing
of lectures after expiration of the time limited

by the copyright act ; nor to extend to lectures of

the delivering of which notice in writing shall

not have been given to two justices living within

five miles from the place two days at least before

their delivery, or to any lecture delivered in any
university or public school or college, or on any
public foundation, or by any individual in virtue

of any gift, endowment, or foundation.

1835, Oct. 2. Died, John Mackey Wilson,
for several years editor of the Bertvick Advertiser,

and the talented author of Tales of the Border.

1825, Nov. 1. Died, William Motherwell,

editor of the Glasgow Courier, and a poet of no
common genius, spirit, and pathos. This pleasing

poet and amiable man was bom in the barony

parish of Glasgow, and was educated at Paisley,

where he remained till within a few years of his

death. His first appearance in the literary

world was in 1818, when he contributed to, and
directed a poetical publication, entitled the Harp
of Renfrewshire. In 1827, he published a valu-

able collection of ballads, under the title of

Minstrelsy, Ancient and Modem, illustrated by
an ably written historical introduction, and
notes. In 1828, he became the editor of the

Paisley Magazine and Paisley Advertiser. In
1830 he became the editor of tlie Glasgow
Courier, and continued to direct it to the time
of his death, which took place in the thirty-

eighty year of his age.

1835, Nov. The commissioners of stamps de-
cide that advertisements for the sale of every
description of property belonging to estates of
insolvent debtors, are liable to the duty.

1835, Nov. 13. Died, Joseph Bonsor, whole-
sale stationer, of Salisbury-square, Fleet-street,

London, and of Polesden, Surry, aged sixty-

seven years. Mr. Bonsor was the architect of
his own fortune. He was bom at Retford, in

Nottinghamshire, and served an apprenticeship

to a printer and bookseller in that town. On
the expiration of his time he went to London,
with a strong recommendation to Mr. John
Walter, proprietor of the Times newspaper. In
1796, Mr. Bonsor commenced business as a
wholesale stationer, and by a continued attention

to the concern, as well as by strictly upright,
liberal, and honourable conduct, soon placed it

amongst the first wholesale houses in the trade.

For a number of years he supplied the paper on
which the Times was printed. To his family
and friends Mr. Bonsor's loss was irreparable.

He was uniformly most kind and affectionate to

the one, and always hospitable and attentive to
the other. He left a widow, and two children.

1835, Nov. 24. Died, Edward Evans, the
well-known printseller, in Great Queen-street,
Lincoln's Inn-fields, aged forty-six years. He
was bred up a compositor, in the printing-office

of Messrs, Nichols and Son ; and at an early
age was selected by them as an efficient reader,
but having saved some money, he established
himself as a printseller, in which business his
industry had scope, and for some years he con-
tributed to the pleasure of many literary persons
fond of illusti-ating their collections with ad-
ditional prints, as at his well-stored sliop they
were almost sure to find what they might want.
Mr. Evans was a very amiable good-tempered
man, and his memory will long be regarded with
respect. He left a widow and family.

1835, Dec. 5. Alaric A. Watts, proprietor
and editor of the Literary Souvenir, obtained a
verdict with £159 damages against Mr. Eraser
the publisher, and Mr. Moyes, tlie printer of
Frasery Magazine, for an illiberal critique upon
the Litei'ary Souvenir, which had appeared in
Eraser's Magazine.
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1835, Dec. Died^ Mr. Attwood, proprietor

and printer of the Literary Times, which he had

established two months before in London. Mr.
Attwood's death was caused by his taking an

ounce of Prussic acid, sufficient to have caused

the death of an elephant. Pecuniary embarrass-

ment, it was said, led to the fatal catastrophe.

1835, Dec. 18. Died, Robert Bickerstaff,

formerly a bookseller in the Strand, London. He
was the youngest son of Mr. Edward Bicker-

staff, who held a situation in the excise, and
resided at Eastwick, in Hertfordshire. He was
apprenticed to Mr. Macfarlane, bookbinder, in

Shire-lane, London, and was afterwards assistant

to Mr. W. Broome, bookseller, of the Strand, to

whose business he succeeded, in April, 1797, and
which he carried on for twenty years, with the

highest credit and integrity. He retired from

business in January, 1818, with a moderate for-

tune, acquired by his own industry, a portion of

which he invested in a government life annuity.

Since that time his principal occupation and
amusement was to collect prints to illustrate a

copy of the Gentleman's Magazine, from its

commencement, in 1731 to 1830. By his will,

after bequeathing legacies to the amount of about

£2540 to several friends, he left the residue of

his property, amounting to near £5,000 to the

six benevolent institutions following, in equal

proportions:—Literary Fund, National Society

for educating the poor, Asylum for female or-

phans Lambeth, Philanthropic Society, Refuge
for the destitute, and Society for the relief of

Small Debtors. As Mr. Bickerstaff left no near

relatives, we think he showed great judgment in

heading his list of charities by the Literary

Fund. As a bookseller he had obtained his

fortune by the abilities of learned men ; and at his

death he returned a portion of his substance to

a society which, with equal promptitude and

delicacy administered to the necessities of the

unfortunate scholar. Some of the brightest

names in cotemporary literature have been

beholden to the bounty of this praiseworthy

institution, and in numerous instances its inter-

ference has shielded friendless merit from utter

ruin. The same grateful feelings for authors in

distress seem to have actuated the minds of

three eminent printers recently deceased:

—

Andrew Strahan gave to the Literary Fund,

during his life-time, the munificent donation of

£1000 three per cents.; and at his death £1000
sterling, free of legacy duty. Mr. Bulmer be-

queathed to the society £50, and Mr. alder-

man Crowder £37 5s. The company of station-

ers also, as a body, contribute £20 annually to

the Literary Fund. Mr. Bickerstaff died at his

lodgings, in Great Ormond-street, aged 77 years,

and his body was conveyed for interment to the

grave of his parents, at Eastwick, Hertfordshire.

1835, Dec. 22. Died, Edmund Fry, M.D.,
the eminent type-founder, of London. This

gentleman was one of the society of friends. He
was originally bred to the medical profession

;

but was more generally known as an eminent,

and perhaps the most learned type-founder of

his time. His foundry was in Type-street, Chis-
well-street. The substructure of the establish-

ment (as we learn from a circular issued by Dr.
Fry, in 1828, on his making known his wish to

retire from business,) was laid about 1764;
commencing with improved imitations of Bas-
kerville's founts, in all sizes ; but they did not
meet with encouragement from the printers,

whose offices were generally stored with the

Caslon founts, formed of the Dutch models. Dr.
Fry, therefore, commenced his imitation of the

Chiswell-street foundry, established by the cele-

brated William Caslon, which he completed at

a vast expense, and with a very satisfactory

encouragement. But at this period, what the

doctor calls " a rude, pernicious, and most un-
classical innovating system," was commenced by
the introduction of various fanciful letters. His
imitation of the Baskerville and Caslon types

were, in consequence of this revolution, laid by
for ever ; but no instance occurred to the atten-

tive observation of Dr. Fry, where any founts of

book letter, on the present, have been found
equal in service, or nearly so agreeable to the

reader, as the true Caslon-shaped Elzevir types;

and in this sentiment, (says the editor of the

Gentleman's Magazine, from which this article

is taken,) we coincide with Dr. Fry. When that

eminent printer, the late William Bowyer, gave
instruction to Joseph Jackson to cut his beautiful

Pica Greek, he used to say, " Those in common
use, were no more Greek than they were English."

Were he now living, it is likely he would not

have any reason to alter that opinion. The
Great Primer script, which it must be acknow-
ledged is the ne plus ultra of every effort of the

letter-founder in imitation of writing, was made
for the proprietor by the celebrated Firnain Didot,

at Paris; the matrices are of steel, and the im-
pressions from the punches sunk in inlaid silver.

Dr. Fry retired from business with a very slender

provision. He was an old member of the sta-

tioners' company. In 1799, he published a

work, in strict connexion with his profession.

Pantographia, containing copies of all the known
alphabets in the world, together with an English
explanation of the peculiar form of each letter

;

to which are added, specimens of all the authenti-

cated oral languages, forming a comprehensive

Digest of Phonology. 8vo. The work contains

two hundred alphabets, amongst which are

eighteen varieties of the Chaldee, and no less

than thirty-two of the Greek,

1835, Jan, 1. The Colonist ; or. Weekly
Journal of politics, commerce, agriculture, lite-

rature, science, and religion, for the colony of
New South Wales, No. 1, This newspaper
was established by John Dunmore Laing, D. D.
senior minister of the Scots church, and prin-

cipal of the Australian college, Sydney.*
1835, /a/i. 7. The Watchman, No. 1. London,

printed and published by William Gawtress, at

* For a state of the press in that colony, the reader is

referred to An Historical and Statistical Account of New
South Wales, both as a Penal Settlement, and as a British

Co^owy, by Dr. Laing. Two vols. 12mo. London, 1836.
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161, Fleet-street, price sevenpence. This paper

was projected to support the principles and
usages of the Wesleyan methodist connexion.

1835, Jan. The Educational Magazine^ No. 1

.

1835. The Analyst^ a quarterly literary and
scientific journal, printed and published at Bir-

mingham. Not the least recommendatory feature

of this publication is its analysis of the proceed-

ings of provincial societies, which well bespeak

the active intelligence of Warwickshire and the

adjoining counties.

1835. May. The Original. A series of perio-

dical papers by Thomas Walker, esq. and com-
prises in the whole twenty-six numbers, the last

of which appeared November 11. The subjects

treated on are aristology, or the art of dining

or giving dinners ; the art of travelling, clubs,

roasted apples, &c. &c. Mr. Walker was the

son of Thomas Walker, esq.* a merchant, and
born at Manchester, in the year 1784. He was
a barrister at law, and one of the magistrates of

Lambeth-street police office, London. He died

at Brussels, Jan. 20, 1836, and was buried in

the cemetery of that city.

1835, July. The Constitutional Magazine.
1835, July. British and Foreign Quarterly

Review., No. 1. London, Ridgway and Sons.

1835, Dec. Fraserh Literary Chronicle.

1836, Jan. 15. Died., Charles Lewis, the

most eminent bookbinder in Europe, and the

binder of nearly all the splendid bound books in

the libraries of the duke of Sussex, duke of

Devonshire, earl Spencer, who died in 1834,
baron Bolland, the right hon. Thomas Grenville,

Richard Hftber,f the late sir Mark Sykes, sir

Francis Freeling,| and other eminent bibliogra-

phers. Charles Lewis was born in London, in

1786, being the fourth son of Mr. John Lewis,

a native of Hanover. At the age of fourteen he
l)ecame apprentice to Mr. Walther,§ under whose
training and skill he acquired the rudiments and
perfection of his art, and by whose example of

unwearied diligence, much of his success in

after life depended. After serving the full period

of his apprenticeship, and working as ajouruey-

* See page 775, ante.

t Richard Heber, esq. was born in "Westminster, Jan. 5,

1773, and was educated at Oxford, which university he at
one time represented in parliament, flis collection of
books in ancient English literature, for extent and richness,
has never been equalled, and, perhaps, will never be sur-
passed. He was not a mere book collector—" he was a
scholar, and a ripe and good one," and his books were
contained in libraries at Hodnet, in Shropshire, London,
Oxford, Paris, Ghent, and other places. Mr. Heber was
never married, and died at Pimlico, Oct. 4, 1833. He was
half brother to the late amiable Reginald Heber, bishop
of Calcutta, where he died, April 3, 1826, aged 43 years.

In 1834 was published Bibliatheca Heberiana, or Cata-
logue of Richard Heber's celebrated library. 8vo. 1834—36,
price A'l 14S.

t Francis Freeling, secretaiy to the general post-office,
London, a bibliomaniac, and a member of the Roxburghe
club, died, July 10, 1836, in his seventy-third year,

§ D. Walther was a binder, bearing the character of
executing his work in a " good, substantial, honest man-
ner." He had no pretensions to any style peculiar to
himself, but gained the character bestowed upon him from
the excellent manner every part was performed. He
deserves to be recorded as an example of industry ; for
fifty years he worked fourteen hours a day, with the
greatest diligence, and closed a long and respectable life

in his ninetieth year.

man in several shops in the metropolis, he com-
menced business on his own account, in Scotland-

yard. At this place, and subsequently in Den-
mark-court, Strand, and Duke-street, Hccadilly,

he displayed as much perseverance and attention

in the management of his business, as skill and
energy in the pursuit of the art, which he appears

from his first introduction to it, atMr. Walther's,

to have been passionately devoted to. On the

character of his binding. Dr. Dibdin has thus
enlarged :

—" The particular talent of Lewis con-

sists in uniting the taste of Roger Payne with a
freedom of forwarding and squareness of finish-

ing, peculiarly his own. His books appear to

move on silken hinges. His joints are beauti-

fully squared, and wrought upon with studded
gold ; and in his inside decorations he stands

without a compeer. Neither loaf-sugar paper,
nor brown, nor pink, nor poppy-coloured paper
are therein discovered : but a subdued orange,
or buff, harmonizing with russia ; a slate or

French grey, harmonizing with morocco ; or an
antique or deep crimson tint, harmonizing with
sprightly calf: these are the surfaces, or ground
colours, to accord picturesquely, with which
Charles Lewis brings his leather and tooling into

play! To particularize would be endless ; but
I cannot help just noticing, that in his orange
and Venetian moroccos, from the sturdy folio to

the pliant duodecimo—to say nothing of his

management of what he is pleased facetiously to

call binding d la mode Francaise, he has struck

out a line, or fashion, or style, not only exclu-
sively his own, as an English artist, but modelled
upon the ornaments of the Grolier and De Thou
volumes, infinitely beyond what has yet been
achieved in the same bibliopegist department.
It is due to state, that in his book restorations he
equals even the union of skill in Roger Payne
and Mrs. Weir. We may say

—

' And what was Roger once, is Lewis now.' "

He was succeeded in business by his eldest son.

John M'Creery, in his poem of the Press,

thus eulogises the art of bookbinding :

" Embodied thought enjoys a splended rest
On guardian shelves, in emblem costume drest;
Like gems that sparkle in the parent mine.
Through crystal mediums the rich coverings shine ;

Morocco flames in scarlet, blue, and green,
Jmpress'd with burnish'd gold, of dazzling sheen

;

Arms deep emboss'd the owner's state declare,
Test of their worth—their age—and his kind care

j

Embalm'd in russia stands a valued pile

That time impairs not, nor vile worms defile j

Russia, exhaing from its scented pores
Its saving power to these thrice-valued stores.
In order fair arranged in volumes stand.
Gay with the skill of many a modern hand

;

At the expense of sinew and of bone,
The fine papyrian leaves are firm as stone

:

Here all is square as by masonic rule,
And bright the impression of the burnished tool.
On some the tawny calf a coat bestows,
Where flowers and fillets beauteous forms compose

:

Others in pride the virgin vellum wear,
Beaded with gold—as breast of Venus fair

;

On either end the silken head-bands twine,
Wrought by some maid with skilful fingers fine

—

The yielding back falls loose, the hinges play,
And the ricli page lies open to the day.
Where science traces the unerring line.

In brilliant tints the forms of beauty shine
j

These, in our works, as in a casket laid.

Increase the splendour by their powerful aid."
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1836, Feb. 5. In the court of exchequer, Mr.
John Cleave, the publisher of unstamped
newspapers, was convicted in penalties of £500,
in five numbers of the Weekly Police Gazette.—
Many prosecutions took place in several parts of

the country, against the venders of unstamped
newspapers.

1836, March 14. Died^ John Mayne, author

of the Siller Gun and other poems, and editor

and joint proprietor of the Sun London news-

paper. A biographer has indeed a pleasing task

to perform, when he can at the same time raise

memorials both to genius and to virtue, and such

a task is ours in the present instance, while

penning this brief notice of the author of the

Siller Gun. Mr. Mayne was born in Dumfries.

He received his education at the grammar school

of that town; and at a very early age he became
a printer, and wrought on a weekly newspaper,

called the Dumfries Journal^ conducted by pro-

fessor Jackson. Before long, however, he left

Dumfries for Glasgow, accompanying his father's

family, who took up their residence on a property

they had acquired at Greathead, near that city.

While a youth, " ere care was born," to cherish

native Scottish feelings, or, in other words, to

breathe the breath of poetry; for in Scotland

these two are akin,—her grand and lovely

scenery, her woods, her high hills, and lakes,

together with the warm-heartedness of her lads

and lasses, form a garden wherein poetry has

been destined to take root and flourish. These
" feelings" ripened with his years ; nature was
his study, if nature may be called a study. It

was a happy choice. In 1777, the original of

the Siller Gun was written ; it consisted of only

twelve stanzas, printed at Dumfries, on a small

4to. page, which were shortly after extended to

two cantos, and reprinted. In 1808, it was
again put forth with material alterations and
additions, extending it to four cantos, with notes

and glossary. Another elegant edition, enlai'ged

to five cantos, was published by subscription, in

1836. For some time after the first publication

of the Siller Gun, Mr. M.iyne corresponded

with Ruddiman's Magazine, a weekly miscel-

lany, in which his Halloive'en and other minor
poems won him favour. While at Glasgow,
Mr. Mayne passed through a regular time of

service in the house of the Messrs. Foulis. This
ended, and having to make his way in the world,

he resolved on going to London, where he com-
menced an active and honourable career, which
he did not relinquish till a comparatively late

period in life. For many years, he was printer,

editor, and joint proprietor of the Star evening
paper, in which not a few of his most beautiful

ballads first appeared. He also coiTesponded

with the magazines. As a poet of Scotland,

though Burns alone surpassed him, Mr. Mayne
was modest and unambitious ; he wrote little, but
that little well. Perhaps where he most of all

excelled was in his ballad effusions, such as his

Logan Braes, which is a general favourite. Allan
Cunningham, of kindred spirit, has told us of
Mr. Mayne, that "a better or warm-hearted

man never existed." Another pleasing writer
truly said of him, " he never wrote a line, the
tendency of which was not to afl"ord innocent
amusement, or to improve and increase the hap-
piness of mankind." Mr. Mayne attained a ripe
old age, an age, indeed, few poets have numbered

;

and if there is a blessing on earth, John Mayne
had it; his memory is blessed. He was kind to
every one, and universally beloved. To him
the words of Shakspeare may be well applied :

—

His life was gentle, and the elements
So mixed in him, that nature might stand up.
And say to all the world, " This was a man."

1836, April 28. Mr. Buckingham obtained
leave to bring in a bill for the repeal of so much
of the copyright act as enjoined the gratuitous
delivery of eleven copies of every published
work to eleven public institutions, colleges, and
libraries, of different towns in the kingdom. On
the 13th of August, the following resolution was
reported to the house of commons, and instruc-

tion given to the committee on the copyright bill,

to carry it into efi"ect :
—" That annual compen-

sation be made out of the consolidated fund of
Great Britain and Ireland, to any of the public
libraries which may sustain loss by reason of
being no longer entitled to a copy of every book
which shall be printed and published."

1836, April. Mr. Richard Harrison pro-
duced a very correct and beautiful fac simile of
Magna Charta. It is surrounded by the shields
of twenty-five barons.

1836, May. Died, Edw^ard Budd, the sole

conductor of the West Briton newspaper, pub-
lished at Truro, in Cornwall, where he died,

aged sixty-one years.

1836,/Mne3. Z>zerf,THOMAsVACHER,stationer,
and publisher of Vacher's Parliamentary Com-
panion, and other useful vade mecums.

1836, July 2. Died, John Gardner, printer

and bookseller, at Bolton, in Lancashire, in the
seventieth year of his age. Mr. Gardner served
his apprenticeship at Kendal, and had carried on
the trade of printing and bookselling at Bolton,
for nearly fifty years. He was some time in

partnership with Mr. John Yates, who had been
his apprentice.* As captain of the grenadier
company in the Bolton Local Militia, his remains
were carried to the grave in St. George's church,
Little Bolton, by ten non-commissioned officers

of that corps.

1836, July 20. The printing establishment of
the American Bible Society, was burnt at New
York. Large editions of the Bible, in English,
German, and Greek, with eighteen printing

presses and a steam engine,were totally destroyed.

1836, Sept. 8. Died, Benjamin Boothroyd,
D.D., pastor of the independent church, at

Highfield Chapel, Huddersfield. He was born
in Yorkshire, of very humble parents, and
received little or no education ; but was put to

assist his father, who was a shoemaker, from

* Mr. Yates afterwards commenced the Bolton Express,
but it did not continue long in existence. He died at

Bolton, in October, 1836.
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whom he learnt some rudiments of the gentle

craft. At an early age, he left his home to

seek his fortune in the world, and found employ-

ment at Halifax, where after some time spent

with riotous companions, he received a strong

conviction of the necessity of religion : he

abandoned his former course of life, and sought

every opportunity within his means of improving
his mind, and particularly with the scriptures.

He soon obtained friends, who assisted him in

the pursuit of knowledge, and by whose kind-

ness and assistance he was sent to one of the dis-

senting colleges. Here, by intense application

to the studies required, and the piety which he
manifested, he was soon thought sufficient to

undertake the charge of a congregation. Having
been called to the ministry, his lirst permanent
residence was at Pontefract, where his income
being small, he commenced the trade of a book-

seller and printer. In 1807, he published a
History of Pontefract^ 8vo. He now applied

diligently to study the Hebrew language, which
he ably accomplished, without any other assist-

ance than a Hebrew Dictionary, Grammar, and
Bible; with no other assistance, by dint of great

exertion and perseverance, he acquired so

thorough a knowledge of the language, that in

1810 he commenced the publication of a work
issued in quarterly parts ,eni\t\edBiblia Hebraica,

or the Hebrew Scriptures of the Old and New
Testament, 4to. Upon this work, Mr. Booth-
royd frequently worked at the press six or eight

hours a-day, besides compiling the manuscript,
and examining and correcting the proof sheets,

in which his compositor only knew the letters.

He was also much assisted by his wife, who
compared the proofs with the manuscript, letter

by letter. After this he began a translation of

the whole Bible into English, the last sheet of

which he corrected in the last week of his ill-

ness. Dr. Boothroyd was forty-two years in the

ministry, twenty-four of which were passed at

Pontefract, and the latter eighteen at Hudders-
field ; and at the time of his decease was sixty-

eight years of age- His attainments were far

from inconsiderable in many branches of learn-

ing. His manners were always open and oblig-

ing, and he ever maintained, with much urbanity

of mind, a deep sense of religion,

1836, Sept. 15, Upon this day came into

operation the reduction of the stamp duty upon
newspapers, from fourpence* to one penny. If

the consumption of newspapers increased in

defiance of taxes and restrictions, how much
more will they multiply now that the duty is

reduced to a sum, sufficient to defray their con-
veyance by post, and contributing considerably

to the revenue, is shewn by an increase of about
18,000,000 upon the annual consumption ; re-

quiring for their annual supply 90,000 reams
of paper. The operative and labouring classes

of society can never read too much. Every
facility that is afibrded them to add to their stock

of information, is, in a political point of view,

* With an allowance of twenty per cent discount

beneficial. The more they become acquainted

with the theories and disquisitions of political

writers, and the more intensely they muse over

the arguments advanced in support of opposite

systems, the less effect has declamation on their

passions, and the less liable are they to be misled

by, or made converts to the Utopian, but seduc-

tive schemes of fanciful and popular authors.

1836. Sept. Mr. Price, the patentee of the

Dublin Gazette, surendered his right on a super-

annuation of £1500 a-year. He is nearly related

to the Castlereagh family, and about eighty-five

years of age. No government advertisements in

the Gazette are to be charged in future, and any

profits over the expense of printing and manage-
ment will be credited to the public.

1836, Nov. 5. Died, James Robins, many
years a bookseller and publisher, in Ivy-lane,

Paternosler-row, London, also the author and
editor of several works, among which was the

History of England during the Reign of George

III., which he published under the assumed
name of " Robert Scott."

1836, Nov. 9. Died, William Blanchard,
esq., for nearly sixty years proprietor of the York
Chronicle. Mr. Blanchard was chosen a mem-
ber of the York corporation, in Feb. 1780, and
served the office of sheriff for that city in 1817.

He had just completed his eighty-seventh year.

Mr. J. Blanchard, his youngest son and partner,

died June 14, 1814, aged thirty years.*

1836, Nov. 26. Died, Thomas Cadell, an
eminent bookseller of the Strand, London. He
was the only son of Thomas Cadell, esq. noticed

at page 804, ante. In 1793 his father retired

from trade, leaving the business, which he had
made one of the first in London, to his son and
Mr. William Davies, who jointly carried it on

* William Blanchard, the eminent comedian, was a
native of York, where he was brought up by his uncle,
Mr. William Blanchard, who apprenticed him to the
printing business, in his own office. At the age of seven-
teen, however, he left home, to join a company of come-
dians, at Buxton, where he made his debut under the
assumed name of Bentley, in the part of Allen a Dale, in
Robin Hood, and a favourable reception induced him to
pursue his theatrical career. His success continuing, he
was induced after a year or two to appear in his proper
name. On the 1st of October, )S00, he made his first bow
to a London audience, in the character of Acres, in the
Rivals, and Crack, in the Turnpike Gate. His correct
delineation of the numerous characters which he succes-
sively assumed in play, farce, and opera, made him an
universal favourite. He died May 9, 1835, aged sixty-six
years. He was twice married, and had several children.

" The printing-office," says a modern writer, " may
almost be looked upon as the nursery of the stage. There
are at least twenty actors of note, who have many a time
put in type criticisms on others, ere they had those gene-
rally learned docunipnts directed to themselves." Among
the most eminent on the boards at this time, may be
mentioned Robert Keelcy.of the Olympic theatre, who wa«
bound apprentice to Luke Hansard, and with whom he
remained four years, when he evinced a predilection for
the stage, and immediately obtained an engagement. He
was born in London in the year 1796.
George B. Davidge, the active manager and actor of

London, was born in Bristol, in the year 1793, where he
served his apprenticeship to the printing business, and
worked as a journeyman in Bath.
Mr. Wilson, the celebrated singer, was born in Edin-

burgh, December 25, 1801, was bred a printer, and filled

for several years the responsible situation of principal
corrector of the press in the house of Ballantyne and Co.
He made his debut in his native city, March 17, 1830.

' 6 c
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until tbe death of the latter, in 1820, since which
time Mr. CadelPs name stood alone. Thus, for

nearly half a century, Mr. Cadell followed his

father's example, and perserved the reputation

the house had acquired for liberality, honour,|and

integrity.* In 1802 he married a daughter of

Robert Smith, esq. of Basinghall-street,f by
whom he had a numerous family ; but we be-

lieve the name of Cadell, which has been eminent
among publishers for the last seventy years, is no
longer to exist in the list of London booksellers.

Mr. Cadell died at his residence in Fitzroy-

square, London, aged sixty-three years.

1836, Z)ec. 14. Died, William Pine, formerly

the proprietor and publisher of the Bristol Ga-
zette. He died at London, aged sixty-eight.

1836. Dec. 20. The Booksellers' Provi-
dent Institution, established in London, for

the mutual assistance and support of decayed

booksellers and booksellers' assistants, being

members of the trade, and of their widows. For
the support of this very laudable institution, all

the principal booksellers, printers, and book-

binders of the metropolis became subscribers,

either by donation or annual subscription.

1836. TheiVew Testament, published in 1526,

being the first translation of it by that eminent

scholar William Tyndale, reprinted verbatim;

with a memoir of his life and writings ; together

with the proceedings and correspondence of Henry
VIII., Sir T. MorCf and Lord Cromwell. By
George Offer. 8vo. London, 1836. This is a
reprint of the first translation of the New Testa-

ment into English, in the year 1526, by that

enterprising bookseller, Mr. Bagster, whose
Polyglott Bibles will long render his nam6
celebrated .J

1836, /aw, 2. The North Derbyshire Chronicle.

No. 1, printed and published by Thomas Wood-
head and Richard Nail, Chesterfield.

1836, Feb. 3. The John O^Groat Journal, and
Caithness Monthly Miscellany, No. 1, printed

and published by Peter Reid, at Wick, price 2d.

1836, April 1 . The Dublin Review, a quarterly

Journal ofReligion, Politics, Literature, Science,

and Art ; No. 1, edited by Daniel O'Connell,

esq. M. P. the very rev. N. Wiseman, D. D.
professor of oriental languages in the university

of Rome ; and Michael J. Quin, author of A
Steam Voyage down the Danube, A Visit to

Spain, &c. price six shillings.

* The rev. Charles Simeon, senior fellow of king's col-

lege, Cambridge, and rector of Trinity church, in that
university, received from Mr. Cadell the sum of j6'5,000,

(the greater portions of which he gave to charitable insti-

tutions,) and twenty copies upon large paper, from the
copyright of his works, which were published in 1832, in
twenty-one large and closely printed octavo volumes, of
600 or 700 pages each, under the direction of the rev.

Thomas Hartwell Home. These works consist of 2536
sermons, and skeletons of sermons, which form a com-
mentary upon every book of the Old and New Testament.
Mr. Simeon died at Cambridge, Nov. 13, 1836, aged 77.

t Sister to the Messrs. T. and H. Smith, solicitors, Lon-
don, authors of the Rejected Addresses, 12mo. 1810. Tenth
edition, 1813, and other works.

t Mr. Bagster, vdth a spirit of liberality which we can-
not sufficiently commend, has, as we understand, prepared,
at some expense, a copy on large paper, with illuminated
capitals, &c. exactly as the original, which he has pre-
sented to the British m'^seum.

1 836, June 1 . The Magazine of Zoology and
Botany, No. 1, edited by sir William Jardine,
hart.* P. J. Selby, esq. and Dr. Juhnston.

1836, Sept. 15. The Constitutional, No. 1.

The first daily newspaper published in London
after the reduction of the stamp duty.

1836, Nov. 26. The Newcastle Standard, No.
1, printed and published by Charles Larkin,
Newcastle-upon-Tvne. It ceased April 15,1837.

1836, Dec. 'SI. the Gardeners' Gazette, No. 1

.

edited by Mr. George Glenny, London.
1836. The Singapore Free Press, published

weekly, and printed on European paper.

1836. Chronica de Macao, and the Macaista
Imparcial. Two very respectable newspapers in

the Portuguese language, published at Macao,
in the bay of Canton, and quite equal in contents

and appearance to anything which has been seen

in the mother country. The first appears twice

a-month : the latter is published twice a-week.
1836. The Canton Press, a weekly newspaper

published at Canton, in China, and strongly ad-
vocates free trade.

1837, Jan. 21. Died, John Sykes, late a
bookseller at Newcastle-upon-Tyne, and author
of a valuable compilation, which he published
under the title of Local Records, in two vols. 8vo.

Mr. Sykes died at Newcastle, aged fifty-six years.

1837, March 20. A fire broke out in the ware-

house of the new printing-office of Mr. Spottis-

woode, in New-square, Fleet-street, London,
and literary property destroyed to the amount of

£20,000 : of the origin nothing was known.
1837, March 21. Died, Joseph Booker,

bookseller, of New Bond-street, London. He
had been for twenty-six years general secretary

to the associated Roman Catholic charities in

London. The business is now conducted by his

sister and nephew.
1837, March 21. Died, William Knight,

LL.D., professor of moral philosophy in the

university of Georgetown, Kentucky, North
America. Mr. Knight, was a native of Aber-

deen, in Scotland, and served his apprenticeship

to the printing business. Having received a

good education, and being well acquainted with

the classics, he published several well written

pieces in the Aberdeen papers. Twenty-five

years ago, as a journeyman printer, he emigrated

to America in quest of employment, and by his

superior attainments and moral rectitude arrived

at the honourable distinction in which he ended

his useful and laborious life.

1837, April 5. In the half year, ending on

this day, the number of newspapers stamped in

Great Britain, was 21,362,148; and the net

amount of duty received, was £82,502. For

the whole year the number of stamps issued was

* The Library of Natural History, by sir William

Jardine, has absorbed 23,400,000 impressions, every one

of which has been sprinted individually by the hand. There

are altogether about 680 plates of illustrations in the

twenty volumes, foolscap, l2mo, of which the worti is

composed, engraved by Lizars. The work was commen-
ced in 1833, with 500 number of the volume, but the sale

rapidly increased to as many thousands, and of the twenty

volumes, it may safely be affirmed, that 100,000 copies have

been sold.
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53,496,207, being an increase upon the year

1836 of 18,000,000. The number of periodicals

taking out stamps for 1837 was eighty -five, be-

ing an increase upon the preceding year of four-

teen. The total number of newspapers which
passed through all the post-offices in the United
Kingdom, in 1837, was 42,000,000.

Since the reduction of the stamp duty, Sept.

15, 1836, there were published one daily news-
paper,* one twice a week, twenty-three weekly,

one fortnightly, and one occasional nevvspaper,

in London ; of which, eight were discontinued,

and two incorporated with other papers. Within
the same period, thirty-five weekly newspapers,

and one three times-a-week,f were established in

the country, of which, six are now discontinued

or incorporated with other papers.^

1837, April 7. Died, William Eusebius
Andrews, printer and bookseller. Duke-street,

Little Britain, London ; editor of the Orthodox
Joiimal and other works. He was born in the

city of Norwich, Dec. 15, 1773, and served an
apprenticeship to the printing business in the

office of the Norfolk Chronicle, published in his

native city. Having conducted himself with

such perseverance and integrity, he was, when
out of his time, speedily chosen by his employers
to superintend their newspaper, the arduous and
responsible duties ofwhich he discharged for the

period of fourteen years, when he commenced
business on his own account in Norwich, but in

a short time, being encouraged to seek a wider
field of action, he removed to London. Mr. An-
drews was the third of the London Catholic book-
sellers who had died within six weeks. He was
succeeded in his business by his son and daugh-
ter, Peter Paul Andrews and Mary.

1837, Mai/ 22. Died, James Rusher, who
had been in business as a bookseller, at Reading,
Berkshire, for upwards of forty years, and was
much and deservedly esteemed by all who knew
him. He was exceedingly charitable, and had
for many years devoted a large portion of his

income to alleviating the necessities of the poor.

He left about £1,000 in legacies to various chari-

table societies, and his servants and the poor.

He died at Reading, after a few hours' illness,

aged sixty-six years, leaving a widow, a son
(Joseph Rusher, of Kingsdown, Bristol) and
two daughters.

* The Constitutional.

t The Liverpool Mail.
t Shenstone, the poet, divides the readers of a newspaper

into seven classes. He says

—

1. The illnatured look at the list of bankrupts.
2. The poor to the price of bread.
3. The stockjobber to the lies of the day.
4. The old maid to marriages.
5. The prodigal son to the deaths.
6. The monopolizers to the hopes of a wet harvest.
7. The boarding-school and all other young misses,

to all matters relative to Gretna Green.
An old pensioned marine, one who was present at

the battle of Bunker's Hill, a second Corporal Trim, was
very fond of reading the newspapers when he could get
them. When repeatedly annoyed by inquiries as to his
appetite on this subject, he once replied,—" Why, to tell
you the truth, when I was in the corps, a goat was kept in
the barracks, which was in the habit of eating the papers,
and being killed, 1 was asked to partake of it.— I can give
no other reason."

1837, June 28. Z>ie<i, Henry Fisher, senior

partner in the firm of FisKer, Son, and Co. pub-
lishers, booksellers, and printers, Newgate-street,

London, and Quai de I'Ecole, Paris. He was
the son of Thomas Fisher, a timber merchant,

at Preston, in I^ncashire ; and having lost his

father at an early age, was placed at the free

school of his native town, under the care of Mr.
Shepherd, where he acquired all the education

with which he began an active life of business.

At the age of thirteen, he was articled to Mrs.
Sergeant, who carried on the bookbinding,

printing, stationary, &c. businesses. Here
Henry Fisher acquired those habits of industry,

regularity, and thoughtfulness, which accom-
panied him through life. Mrs. Sergeant allowed

her apprentices task work, that is, to retain for

themselves all they could earn above a certain

stipulated amount. Henry Fisher exerted him-
self so assiduously, devoting only a few minutes
to his meals, that his mistress objected to pay
him the large sums he was entitled to, and said

he must be tasked much higher than the other

lads of a similar age—to this he peremptorily

objected—and his mistress having ofi'ered them,
he took his indentures, and quitted :—their

friendship, however, was renewed in after life,

and sincerely continued till her death. On
leaving Mrs. Sergeant, after four years' service,

Henry Fisher articled himself for the residue of

his apprenticeship to Messrs. Hemingway and
Nuttall, printers at Blackburn. At this period,

when but seventeen years of age, he entered
into the bonds of marriage, relying upon his in-

defatigable industry for the maintenance out of

his overearnings of a wife and family. A disso-

lution of partnership taking place between
Messrs. Hemingway and Nuttall,* the latter

removed to Liverpool, where young Fisher went
with him, and having suggested the establish-

ment of depots in the principal towns of the

kingdom, for the more effectual extension of the

sale of standard works in numbers, was himself
appointed to the management of a station at

Bristol. Here he passed three years with so

much benefit to his employer and credit to him-
self, that he was, without solicitation, admitted
to a share of the business, on conditions equally
honourable to both ; and so essential were his

services soon found, that he was, independently
of his share as a partner, allowed a salary x)f

£900 per annum, for conducting the business.

Thus, in his twenty-fourth year, Mr. Fisher found
himself placed in a situation of responsibility and
considerable emolument, for which he was solely

indebted to his activity, his integrity, and his

ability. During this ardent promotion of Icnow-

ledge by the novel and unique business of num-
ber publishing—(a system that has proved of the
highest intellectual and moral advantages to the
poorer classes of society, by enabling them to

purchase various works by small periodical pay-

* Jonas Nuttall, the original founder of the Caxton
press, at Liverpool, was a native of Itlackburn. and served
his apprenticeship with Mr. John Ferguson, printer,
Liven^ool. He died September, IS:'.7, at his seat, at Nut-
grove, near Prcscot, Lancashire, which he had erected.
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ments,) Henry Fisher formed an intimacy with

the learned Dr. Adam Clarke*—an intimacy

which became closer in proportion as it was ex-

tended. Dr. Clarke made advances to his friend

out of his rich store of learning, and was in

return liberally and generously compensated by
his friend and publisher. Dr. Clarke's first

literary production was printed in Liverpool, by

Nuttall,t Fisher, and Dixon. For many years

reciprocal benefits and kindnesses were inter-

changed between Dr. Clarke, and the house of

Nuttall and Co., who employed his services in

numerous editions of standard and divinity works,

which now issued rapidly from the Caxton
press, the partners in which had, in 1815, been

appointed printers in ordinary to the king. In

1818, Messrs. Nuttall and Dixon retired, having

realized handsome fortunes. The printing office

* Adam Clarke, L L.D., F.R.A. was born in the village

of Moybeg, in the county of Londonderry, Ireland, either

in the year 1760 or 1/62, and received a classical education
from his father. On August 25, 1/82, he left his home and
country for Kingwood school, near Bristol ; and, Sept.

26, of the same year, by the direction of Mr. Wesley, he
entered on the duties of a minister of the Methodist con-
nexion, at Bradford (Wilts). At the conference of 1783
he was taken into full connexion, and from this time till

his death, the length and breadth of England and Ireland,

from the Norman Isles in the south, to the Shetland's in

the extreme north, has acknowledged the sway of his

master mind as a teacher of the people. But, it is not
alone as a Christian teacher that Adam Clarke will he
revered by posterity, but by his vast knowlcdj;e, and his

elaborate researches in the vast field of philosophy and
philology, that will stamp him as one of the most learned
men that ever lived. The chief—the mighty work of his

laborious hand, is his Commentary on the jB/i/e—which
may be said to be an encyclopaedia of biblical science and
liteiature, that will remain longer than the Egyptian
pyramids—an appropriate monument of the wisdom, piety,

benevolence, zeal, Herculean labour and indefatigable
pains-taking, of its gifted and distinguished author. This
work is found alike on the boards of the mechanic, and
in the cabinets of the learned, on the shelves of the poor
man's cottage, and in the libraries of the princes of the
earth. By his constant attention in the printing-office

during the publication of his Cow /ncH^ary, he had acquired
a tolerable knowledge of the art, and went so far £is to
procure a composing stick, of wood, with other useful
appendages, in which he arranged, tied up, and transmitted
to the printer for insertion in the places marked—the words
and sentences in the Samaritan, Syriac, Arabic, Persian,
Hebrew, and the various foreign languages, which ap-
peared in the original edition, so great was his anxiety to
be correct. This eminent scholar and divine, died of
cholera, at Bayswater, August 26, 1632, aged 72 yeai-s.

—

His widow died at Stoke Newington, Dec. 20, 1836, aged
seventy-five years.

Dr. Clarke published A Bibliographical Dictionary

;

containing a chronological accaunt, alphabetically arranged,

of the most curious, scarce, useful, and important books, in
all departments of literature, Sfc. Vols. 1, 2, and 3, 12mo.
printed by Jonas Nuttall, Liverpool, for W. Baynes, Lon-
don, 1803 : vols. 4, 5, and (J, printed by Randall & William
Dean, and Co. Manchester, for W. Baynes, London. A
Bibliographical Miscellany, being a Supplement to the
above, two vols. l-2mo. printed by 11. Edwards,Crane court,

Fleet- stieet, London, for W. Baynes, Paternoster-row.
In 1815, Dr. Clarke was persuaded by some of his friends,

who had observed with solicitude the decline of his health,
to relinquish, for a time, all public pursuits, and retire into
the country. By their munificence, an estate was purcha-
sed for him at Millbrooke, in Lancashire, towards which
Mr. Jonas Nuttall presented .^'l,OO0,and Mr. Henry Fisher,
^"300 towards builaing a library, having also his two sons
under the doctor's tuition, at the liberal remuneration of
^^200 per annum.

t Thomas Nuttall, F. L. S. Professor of natural history in

the university of Cambridge, U. S.; Honorary member of
the American philosophical society, and of the academy
of natural sciences, &c. &c. was born at Long Preston, in
the north riding of Yorkshire, Jan. 5th, 1786. He received
the rudiments of his education at the endowed school of

at Liverpool was considered the largest estab-

lishment of the kind in Great Britain, and at one
time they had at least one thousand persons

in their employment. In 18 18, Mr. Fisher estab-

lished the Imperial Magazine, under the editor-

ship of Samuel Drew, M.A. On the 30th of

January, 1821, the Caxton printing-office was
entirely destroyed by fire, the loss sustained being

estimated at £40,000, considerably more than

the stock was insured for. At this period, Mr.
Fisher removed to London, accompanied by all

his foremen,and agreat number ofthose employed
by him. The printing establishment m as fixed

in Owen's-row, Clerkenwell, where it has ever

since continued; the publishing business being

carried on in Newgate-street, whence have been

issued those splendidly illustrated works

—

The
English Lakes ; Syria ; Devonshire ; Cornwall

;

Ireland; Lancashire, ^-c. which have stamped
him as the most extensive publisher of such
works in the kingdom. In 1825, he took into

partnei-ship his eldest son Robert, who at the

time of the fire was studying at Cambridge,
with the intention of entering the church, and
Mr. Peter Jackson, his old and faithful London
agent. Mr. Fisher had some years before

leaving Liverpool, built himself a very handsome
house, about eleven miles from that town, which
he called " The Caxton Lodge." In private life

Henry Fisher was respected, and much admired
for soundness of judgment and kindness of
heart. He was elected one of the common
council for the ward of Fa rringdon- within; and
the very year of his death had been urgently

solicited to fill the high and honourable office of

sheriff of London and Middlesex. Mr. Fisher

was in politics a whig. He died at his residence

at Highbury park, aged fifty-six years, leaving

a widow, two sons, Robert, (appointed his sole

executor) who succeeded him in the business,

Seth Nuttall, a captain in the 51st regiment of

foot, and one daughter, married to captain But-

that place ; and whilst yet a child, a strong bias towards
the pursuits, in the prosecution of which he has since so
much distinguished himself, became evident; and he was
frequently absent whole days,gathering flowers and plants,

which he used carefully to preserve and assort as well aa
he was able, though totally ignorant of any botanical
system. In the year 1799, Mr.Jonas Nuttall requested his

nephew to reside with him, with a view to his acquiring
a knowledge of the printing business. He accordingly
was bound apprentice in the commencement of 1800. In
this new sphere of action, however, his former propensi-

ties continued to influence him, and he was never so happy
as when he could steal from what he considered un- ^^
interesting employment in which he was engaged, to

ramble in the country. His apprenticeship expired early

in I807, when he at once formed a resolution so completely
contrary to his pecuniary interests, as to astonish those of

his friends who could not enter into his views. Indeed,

to those with whom the "auri sacra fames" is the govern-
ing principle, it must have appeared little short of insanity,

to leave the brightest prospects, connected with a most
lucrative and extensive business, with every chance of

succeeding to his uncle's fortune, for the apparently wild

scheme of exploring the forests of America, in seaich of

those treasures, which were, to him, "better than gold."

Such, however, was the course which he chose to pursue ;

nature,was to him, "in every charm supreme;" and having
collected his little patrimony, he sailed from Liverpool, for

America, in the March of that year, where he has con-

tinued principally to reside. Nuttallite was discovered in

1824, by Mr. H. J. Brooke, of London, among some
minerals brought to this country by Mr. Nuttall.
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tanshaw, R. N, Mr. Fisher was interred at the

cemetery in the Harrow road, being followed to

to the grave by his children, private friends, fore-

men, and the principal part of his workpeople, to

many of whom he had been an indulgent master

during a period of thirty-six years.

One of the latest works published by Mr.

Henry Fisher was A History of the County Pa-

latine and Duchy ofLancaster^ edited by Edward
Baines, esq.* M. P. for Leeds, in four vols. 4 to.

1837, July 12. The printers of Edinburgh

celebrated the fourth centenary of the invention

of the art of printing, by a social entertainment

in the theatre-royal. Thomas Campbell, author

of the Pleasures of Hope, and other poems, in

the chair. In the course of the evening, the fol-

lowing song, written for the occasion by Mr.

Alexander Smart, printer, was sung by Mr. Heat-

l6y, printer: the music by Mr. George Croall

:

When liberty first sought a home on the earth,

No altar the goddess could find.

Till art's greatest triumph to printing gave birth.

And her temple she reared in the mind.
The phantoms of ignorance shrunk from her sight,

And tyranny's visage grew wan ;

As wUdly he traced, in the Volume of Light,

The pledge of redemption to man

!

All hail the return of the glorious day.
When freedom her banner unfurled

—

And sprung from the Press the Promethean ray
That dawned on a slumbering world

;

When Science, exulting in freedom and might,
Unveiled to the nations her eye,

And waved from her tresses, refulgent in light,

A glory that never can die.

The mighty Enchanter, whose magical key
Unlocked all the fountains of mind.

The thoughts of the mighty in triumph set free.

In cloistered confusion confined

;

The lay of the Poet, the lore of the Sage,
Burst forth from obscurity's gloom,

And started to life, in the wonderful page,
The glories of Greece and of Rome.

Great ark of our freedom ! the Press we adore

—

Our glory and power are in thee

;

A voice thou hast wafted to earth's farthest shore

—

The shout of the great and the free.

The slave's galling fetters are burst by the might,
The empire of reason is thine ;

And nations rejoice in the glorious light,

Which flows from a fountain divine.

* Edward Baines, esq., M. P, for Leeds, was born at
Walton-le-Dale, Lancashire, in 1774, and was apprenticed
to Thomas Walker, printer and stationer, at Preston ; but
before the expiration of his time he removed to Leeds,
and was placed with Messrs. Binns and Brown. Im-
mediately after the termination of his apprenticeship he
formed a connexion in trade with Mr. John Fenwick, and
carried on the printing business for about a-year, under
the firm of Baines and Fenwick, Leeds. This connexion
having been dissolved, he succeeded, in the year 1800,
after the death of Mr. Binns, to the proprietorship of the
Leeds Mercury, of which he became the sole conductor.
In the hands of Mr. Baines, the Leeds Mercury became a
journal of extensive political influence in the north of
England, which has been enlarged since he obtained the
co-operation of his son, and partner in business, Mr.
Edward Baines, in the year 1828; In 1799, he married
Charlotte, the daughter of Mr. Matthew Talbot, known in
the literary and theological world as the author of a very
laborious work, under the title of Analysis of the Bible.
The issue of tliis marriage has been six sons and five
daughters, all of whom survive, except two sons, who
died in infancy. It is curious that Mr. Fisher and Mr.
Baines, natives of the same town, neither of them indebted
to the favours of fortune in early life, but entirely de-
pendent on their own exertions, should have both risen to
such a rank in their respective occupations. On the ap-

1837, -4m^. 14. Festival in honour of John
Gutenberg, the inventor of printing, held at

Mentz, (Mayence) in Germany.* The opposite

engi'aving gives a correct view of the tine statue,

by Thurwalsden, which had been erected by a

general subscription, to which all Europe had
been invited to contribute. " We apprehend,"

says a writer in the Penny Magazine^ who had
witnessed the important ceremony, " that the

English, amidst the incessant claims upon their

attention for the support of all sorts of under-

takings, whether of a national or individual cha-

racter, had known little of the purpose which
the good citizens of Mayence had been advoca-

ting with unabating zeal for several years jf

—

and perhaps the object itself was not calculated

to call forth any very great liberality on the

part of those who are often directed in their

bounties as much by fashion as by their own
convictions. Be that as it may, England liter-

ally gave nothing towards the monument of a
man whose invention has done as much as any
other single cause to make England what she is.

The remoteness of the cause may also have les-

sened its importance ; and some people, who,
without any deserts of their own, are enjoying a
more than full share of the blessings which have
been shed upon us by the progress of intellect,

(which determines the progress ofnational wealth)
have a sort of instinctive notion that the spread
of knowledge is the spread ofsomething inimical

to the pretensions of mere riches. We met with
a lady on board the steam-boat ascending the
Rhine, two days before the festival at Mayence,
who, whilst she gave us an elaborate account of
the fashionable dulness of the baths of Baden,
and Nassau, and all the other German watering
places, told us by all means to avoid Mayence
during the following week, as a crowd of low
people from all parts would be there, to make a
great fuss about a printer who had been dead
two or three hundred years. The low people
did assemble in great crowds : it was com-
puted that at least 15,000 strangers had arrived

to do honour to the first printer. In the morn-
ing of the 14th, all Mayence was in motion by
six o'clock ; and at eight a procession was formed
to the cathedral, which was conducted with a

pointment of Mr. Macauley to the supreme council of
India, the electors of Leeds bestowed upon Mr. Baines
the highest mark of their confidence and esteem, by
returning him to parliament on the 17th of February, 1834,

as their representative, without solicitation on his part,

without cost, and on those principles of purity of elec-

tion which he had so long and so strenuously advocated.
* To show that the important controversy for the

honour of the invention of printing is not yet decided, the
reader is referred to the following recent works :

—

Verhandeling van Koning over den oorsprong, de uitvind-
ing, verhetering en volmaking der Boekdnikkunst te
Haarlem 1 836, bij Loosjes.

Gedenkschriften wegens het vierde ceuiogetij de van de
urtvinding der Boekdrukkunst door Lourens Jansxoon
Koster van studswege gevierd te Haarlem den 1 era 1 1 Julji

1823, bij eeuverzameld door Vincent Lossjes,te Haarlem 1824.

M. Jacobus Scheltema's geschied en Letterkundig Men-
gelwerk vol, v.—vi.

Antologia di Fierenze vol, 41. Jan.—April, 1831.

See also, A Dictionary of the Anglo Saxon Language, fyc.

by the rev. J. Bosworth, LL. D, London, 1838, InWo-
duction, page xcii.—xciii.

t See page 128 ante.
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quiet precision that showed they were engaged in

a solemn act. The fine old cathedral was crowd-
ed ;—the bishop of Mayence performed high
mass ;—the first bible printed by John Gutenberg
was displayed,—that first bible the germ of mil-

lions of bibles that have spread the light of

Christianity throughout the habitable globe.

—

The mass ended, the procession again advanced
to the adjacent square, where the statue was to

be opened. Here was erected a vast amphi-
theatre, where, seated under their respective ban-
ners, were deputations from all the great cities

of Europe, Amidst salvos of artillery the veil

was removed from the statue, and a hymn was
sung by a thousand voices. Then came orations

;

—then dinners—balls—oratorios—boat-races

—

processions by torch-light. For three days the
population of Mayence was kept in a state of

high excitement ; and the echo of the excite-

ment went through Germany,—and Gutenberg

!

Gutenberg ! was toasted in many a bumper of

Rhenish wine amidst this cordial and enthusiastic

people."

The basso-relievos on the pedestal of Guten-
berg's statue exhibit a part of the process by
which the mighty change has been produced by
the discovery of the art of printing from move-
able types by John Gutenberg, at Mayence.

—

The printer is examining a matrix for casting

types, and comparing a printed sheet with a
manuscript. If he could have foreseen the
entire consequences of the apparently simple
mechanical arrangements which he was per-

fecting, it is justly possible that Gutenberg might
have become dizzy with the prospect, and neg-
ligent of some minute point upon which much
depended, have left an incomplete discovery to

another generation, instead of the perfect art

which printing so soon became. Who can read
of the invention of Gutenberg of Mayence

—

who can participate in the blessings of that in-

vention—and not perceive the immense multi-
plication of the power of books which must have
instantly followed the discovery of the art of
multiplying their numbers by the printing press ?

It was the mightiest revolution which the history

of the world had known—at least if measured
as it ought to be, not merely by the tumult and
crash of change which it occasioned at the mo-
ment, but by its enduring operation, and the far

reach of its consequences. It might be said,

indeed, to contain in its bosom the seeds of all

future revolutions. The wave which it set in

motion has been rolling on till now. But that
wave has much further to roll.

" Tyrants ! in vain, ye trace the wizard ling

;

In vain ye limit mind's unwearied spring-;
What ! can ye lull the winged winds asleep,
Arrest the rolling: world, or chain the deep ?

No ! the wild wave contemns your sceptred hand !

It roll'd not back when Canute gave command."

Much as the art of printing has accomplished,
its greatest triumphs, we believe, are yet to come.
Mighty as are the benefits mankind have derived
from this noble invention during the space of four
centuries which it has been in operation, they

probably amount to but a small portion of the

whole sum of good which in its ultimate exten-
sion it is destined to confer upon our race.

1837, Auff. Died, Weston Hatfield,* who
had been for upwards of twenty years printer

and editor of the Cambridge Independent Press,

and other newspapers. He died at Huntingdon,
aged forty-two years.

1837, Sept. 5. Died, Owen Rees, late of

the firm of Messrs. Longman and Co. booksellers,

Paternoster-row, London. It was only at Mid-
summer that Mr. Rees, after a period of more
than forty years of great responsibility, retired

from the cares and anxieties of business, with
the prospect of enjoying his remaining years in

repose, at his beautiful residence at Gelligran,

near Neath, Glamorganshire, South Wales, where
he had done much, not only to improve his own
estate, but to introduce valuable improvements
in the surrounding country. Previous to his leav-

ing town, an entertainment was given to him, as

a tribute to his integrity and gentlemanly con-
duct ; and above forty of his oldest friends and
associates assembled to pay this gi'atifying com-
pliment. Few men in the metropolis, perhaps,

ever had larger opportunities of cultivating the

acquaintance and intimacy of men distinguished

in all the walks of literature, and in bringing
forward their productions, and of the friendly

intercourse which subsisted between them and
him. Mr. Rees was a warm patron of the
drama, and an acute and excellent dramatic
critic. He had been unwell for a few weeks,
and thought his native air might restore him to

health and strength. But, alas for human
hopes! he gradually declined, and at last yielded

to his fate at the age of sixty-seven. He was
unmarried. Mr. Rees was a constant benefactor
of the necessitous and distressed.

1837, Sept. 7. Died, David Prentice, who
had been the printer, editor, and a considerable

shareholder of the Glasgoiv Chronicle, from its

commencement in 1810. Mr. Prentice was de-

scended from a long line of honourable ancestors.f

He was the only son of Mr. Thomas Prentice,

of Lanark, one of the earliest burgh reformers in

Scotland,and his mother was the niece of James
Thomson, author of the Seasons, from whom he
inherited much of his distinguished relative's

fervent temperament, love of liberty, and over-

flowing benevolence. In 1810, Mr. Prentice
published An Essay on the Currency, in which
he showed talents of the first order, and which
could not have failed to distinguish him as a
writer on political economy, had he devoted him-

* Mrs. Elizabeth Carter Hatfield, the founder, and up to
her death the sole proprietor, of the Huntingdon, Bedford,
and Peterborough Gazette, and Cambridge Independent
Press. She died at Cambridge, May 4, 1838, aged eighty-
three years.

t He was the nephew of Mr. Archibald Prentice, of
Covington, a man whose extraordinary mental powers
and sterling integrity placed him on a level with the first

men of the country. He was the great grandson of Archi-
bald Prentice, laird of Stone, who fought for the Covenant
at Bothwell bridge, in 1679; and he was the great great
grandson of sir John Prentice, laird of Thoi-n, who was
deputy governor of Dunkirk, for the commonwealth, at
the period of the restoration, in l66o.
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self to the production of a connected work in-

stead of being occupied with a newspaper. In
An Essay on Beauty he also gave evidence of a
fine taste in criticism, and of great metaphysical
acuteness. His newspaper was always the pro-
moter of general and local reforms, and for the
part which Mr. Prentice took to procure negro
emancipation, the anti-slavery society of Glasgow
paid a j ust tribute to his memory. He died at

Mainhill, near Glasgow, aged fifty-four years.

1837, Sept. 7. Died, William Sherwood,
one of the oldest and most respectable publishers

and booksellers of Paternoster-row, London. He
was bora at Bristol, in the year 1776. At a very
early age he engaged himself with Mr. Symonds,
of Paternoster-row, whom he served with the

utmost diligence and activity, when his employer
was imprisoned for the publication of some
political work. In 1806 he succeeded to the

business of his employer, in partnership with

Messrs. Neely and Jones. On the retirement

of those two gentlemen, he entered into part-

nership with Messrs. Gilbert and Piper. No
one could attend more sedulously to the duties

of business than did Mr. Sherwood, during
his whole career : for eighteen j'ears he never
indulged himself with a holiday ; in fact, his

close attention, and disregard of premonitory
symptoms, in all probability shortened his valu-

able life. But Mr. Sherwood was not only a
man of unwearying industry, but of the kindliest

disposition, courteous and affable to all around
him ; his valuable advice and assistance were
never withheld from any who solicited them. In
the year 1831 he, conjointly with some members
of the medical profession, projected and com-
menced the publication of the Cyclopcedia of
Practical Medicine, which immediately took its

place as one of the most important medical pub-
lications of the age. On its completion, in

1835, it was followed by a similar work on
Anatomy, and in 1837 the Cyclopcedia of Sur-
gery was commenced, on the same plan. Mr.
Sherwood enjoyed the personal friendship of

many valuable members of the medical profes-

sion, wliose works he published. He had been
unwell for a short time, and the last day he
attended to business was on the 17th of August.
He died at HoUawell, aged sixty-one years,

leaving a widow, with two sons and five daugh-
ters, to deplore the loss of an affiectionate father,

and his dependents a kind and considerate

friend. He was buried in St. Paul's church-
yard, in the burial ground of the parish of St.

Faith.

1837, Sept. The Michaelmas catalogue, at

Leipzig, comprised 3,480 new works, and fifty-

eight maps, 6cc. Tlie number of publishers

who issued these works was 557.* There were
published in Germany 500 literary, scientific,

* The book trade of Germany was at this time almost
monopolized by three individuals, the most powerful
was baron Cotta, of the Algemeine Zeitung ; besides the
above paper, he is the proprietor of six literary periodicals
of a high standing:, and of several others of an inferior

rank, and is said to have from three to four hundred

and religious periodicals, and 170 political jour-
nals, including thirty-six in the German cantons
of Switzerland.

1837, Sept. 21. Died, Benjamin Wheatley,
the well known book auctioneer, of Piccadilly,

London. He was educated at the blue-coat
school, Lincoln ; and was for many years a con-
fidential assistant in the old established book-
selling house of Leigh and Sotheby, in the
Strand. He succeeded to the business of Mr.
Stewart, of Piccadilly, and, by his obliging dis-

position, was very popular with the public. His
death was occasioned by the overturning of a
phaeton at Willingham, by the furious driving

of the post-boy. He was twice married, and
left a widow and several children.

1837, Oct. William Hancock, of London,
took out a patent for an invention which, in all

probability, will work a revolution in the art of
bookbinding. Mr. Hancock's invention consists

in attaching or binding the leaves of a book, by
means of caoutchouc, thus dispensing entirely

with the process of sewing. The superiority of
Hancock's process over the method of stitching,

consists in allowing the book to open perfectly

flat, and without strain on the back. It also

dispenses entirely with the use of paste, a sub-
stance which it is well known breeds those
destructive insects which commit so many rava-
ges in large collections.

1837, Oct. 19. Died, William Justins, for

many years the superintendent of the printing of
the London County Herald newspaper, in the
sixty-fourth year of his age.

1837, Nov. 7. Died, Thomas Noble, many
years editor of the Derby Reporter,* and other
papers. Mr. Noble was the author of some
poems of merit,t and of Zelomer, a romance,
translated from the French.

1837, iVov. The Author^s Advocate, and Young
Publisher's Friend, by the author of the Perils

of Authorship, See.

1837, Nov. 7. Died, William E. Jones, a
respectable printer and bookseller at Southamp-
ton. Mr. Jones, with twenty other persons, fell

a sacrifice to their endeavours in extinguishing
a fire on the premises of Messi-s. King, Witt,
and Co. lead, oil, and colour, manufacturers, at

Southampton, when, unfortunate to relate, more

editors in pay. He is the proprietor of the copyright
of all the works of Goethe, Schiller, Herder, and
Welland. The next literary grandee of Germany, is Rei-
mer, of Berlin, who owns the copyright of all the works of
Jean Paul,Tiek, Kleist, Johannes von MuUer, Novalis and
Schlegel, and the third is Brockhaus, of Leipzig, pro-
prietor of the Conversations-Lexicon, which alone occupies
more than one hundred literary men. Brockhaus is also
the publisher of a most colossal EncyclopcBdia, which
when iinished,will consist of at least 200 volumes,and is now
(Oct. 1837,) on the point of commencing anew daily paper.
The government of Prussia promulgated an ordinance, in
Dec. 1835, which stated that every person who would
obtain permission to edit a journal in that kingdom, must
have acquired an academical degree.

* 1823, Jan. 3, Derby Reporter, No. 1 ; printed and pub-
lished by Walter Pike, Corn-market, Derby. In a few
numbers the title was changed to the Derby and Chester-
field Reporter, under which it continues to be published.

t See Songs of the Press, page 20, for a poem on prin-
ting, by Mr. Noble.
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than twenty persons were buried in the ruins.

Mr. Jones was the son of an eminent farmer, at

Swindon, in Wiltshire, where his relatives still

reside. He served a faithful apprenticeship to

Mr. Ebenezer Heathcote, printer and bookseller,

at Warwick ; and had commenced business at

Southampton only a few years preceding this

melancholy accident, by which he was cut ofi"

before he had attained his thirtieth year, deeply

and sincerely lamented by a large circle of friends.

1837, Nov. 9. Queen Victoria* dined with

the lord mayor of London, at Guildhall, upon

which occasion the corporation of London pre-

sented to her majesty a quarto volume, beauti-

fully printed, and illustrated by Mr. George

Woodfall,and superbly bound and gilt by Charles

Lewis, containing the words of the vocal music,

as sung at Guildhall, at the royal banquet,

preceeded by the following dedication :
" To her

gracious majesty the queen, this copy of the

selection of vocal music, performed at the

banquet given by the corporation of London, at

the Guildhall, is presented with their dutiful

homage." Only one other copy was printed with

the dedication, which was deposited in the city

archives.

1837, N&v. 27. Died, Edward Shackell,
proprietor of the John Bull London newspaper.

He died at his residence, at Wareham, Dorset-

shire, aged forty-five years.

1837, Dec. 5. Died, J. 0. Robinson, formerly

a bookseller, at Leeds, and afterwards a partner

in the large concern of Messrs. Hurst, Robinson,

and Co., successors to Messrs. Boydell and Co.,

printsellei's and publishers, Cheapside, and Pall

Mall, London. Mr. Robinson was intimately

connected with the Edinburgh house of Consta-

ble and Co.

1837, Dec. 16. The number oiweeMy periodi-

cal works, (not newspapers,) issued in London, on
this day, was about fifty, of which the following

is an analysis :—Religious, 6 ; literary criticism

—Literary Gazette, Athenaum, 2 ; musical criti-

cism, 1 ; medical, 4 ; scientific, 2 ; for the advo-

cacy of peculiar opinions,— one advocating

opinions similar to those in the works of Car-
lile, and one by the friends of co-operation, 2

;

miscellanies, to which the most extensively-cir-

culated weekly periodicals belong, and new ones

are constantly added, which perish in a few
weeks, 18; tales and stories, 5; attempts at

fun, some of them called forth by the success of

the Pickwick papers—mostly trash, 7 ; and sport-

ing slang, 1. Out of this number twenty-one
are published at Id., eight at lid., and seven at

2d. Of the remainder the prices are higher,

varying up to 8d. The monthly issue of periodi-

cal literature from London is unequalled by any
similar commercial operation in Europe. Two
hundred and thirty-six monthly periodical works
are sent out on the last day of each month, to

every corner of the United Kingdom, from

* On the accession of Victoria, I. June 20, 1837, the
amount of literary pensions were ^4,340, while the royal
and noble pensions were a6"129,348.

Paternoster-row.* There are also thirty-four

periodical works, published quarterly, making a
total of 270. Of the monthly periodicals, in-

cluding the weekly, issued in parts, there are
fifty-eight devoted to general literature; forty-

eight to various branches of science, natural
history, &c.; forty-six religious and missionary-
many the organs of particular sects ; four histo-

ries of England, appearing periodically ; seven-
teen works issuing in volumes—a few in parts;
twenty to the fine arts—picture galleries—topo-
graphy ; six to the fashions. Of the remainder,
many are very cheap periodicals, addressed
chiefly to children. The weekly sale of Cham-
bers' Journal, the Penny Magazine,-^ the Satur-
day Mayazine, the Miiror, the Mechanics^ Maga-
zine, the Lancet, the Church of England Maga-
zine, and of several others of the more impor-
tant, amounts to little less than 200,000 copies,

or about 10,000,000 copies annually. The
periodical works sold on the last day of the
month amount to 500,000 copies. The amount
of cash expended in the purchase of these

500,000 copies is £25,000. The parcels des-

patched into the country, of which very few re-

main over the day, are 2,000. Such is the
change which four centuries has made in the
market of literature.

1837, Dec. 29. /)t>(/, Robert Childs, printer

and publisher, at Bungay, in Suffolk. He and
his elder brother, John,J had the merit of con-
verting a business for the publication of very
common works in numbers, into one of the best

stereotype and printing establishments in the
kingdom. Mr. Robert Childs, in a fit of insa-

nity, unfortunately put an end to his existence.

1837, Feb. 4. The Scotch Reformers' Gazette,

No. 1. Glasgow.

1837, May 20. The Economist and Joint
Stock Bankers^ Journal, No. 1. Published
weekly, price sixpence.

1837, Oct. 21. The Northern Liberator, No.
1. Newcastle, printed and published by John
Turnbull, and edited by Mr. A. H. Beaumont,
the proprietor, who died in Brompton-square,
London, January 28, 1838.

1837, Nov. 18. The Gateshead Observer, No.
1. Gateshead, printed by John Lowthin and
William Douglas.

1837, Dec. 3. The Weekly Christian Teacher,

No. 1. Price three-halfpence. Printed and
published by A. Fullarton and Co. Glasgow.

1838, Jan. 27. Died, Edward Williams,
bookseller, of 186 Fleet-street, London, and for

many years the respected publisher of the Eton
Classics, and bookseller to the college. Mr.
Williams was the grandson, maternally, of Mr.
Joseph Pote, bookseller of Eton, the author of the

History of Antiquities of St. George's Chapel,

* Magazine Day, by the author of Random Recollections

of the house of commons, the Great Metropolis, ^c.
t The Penny Magazine is reprinted at Constantinople,

under the direction, and at the expense of the grand
seignior, and has a great circulation.

t Mr. John Childs is well known from his imprison-
ment, (May, 1836,) in consequence of his refusal to obey
the summons of an ecclesiastical court.
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Windsor; and was the son and grandson of two

eminent booksellers, resident, during the greater

part of last century, in Fleet-street. As one of the

court of assistants of the stationers' company,
and an active member of the committee of the

literary fund society, Mr. Williams acquired the

esteem and friendship of many distinguished

literary characters. In his social hours he was
ever an agreeable companion, and occasionally

entertained his friends with several excellent

and chaste songs of his own composition, which

were much admired
;
particularly one allusive to

the various branches of trade practised by the

members of the company of stationers. The
proximate cause of Mr. W-'s death was the very

reprehensible practice of permitting slides to be

made in the public streets. On the 11th of

January, in passing along Orange-street, Leices-

ter-square, he fell down on a slide, and received

so severe an internal injury, that it eventually

proved fatal. As a husband, parent, and neigh-

bour, no man could be more highly respected

and beloved. On the day of his funeral, most
of the shops in Eton were closed, and about fifty

of the tradesmen followed his remains to the

grave. Mr. Williams left a large family ; and
the heads of Eton college promised a continu-

ance of their patronage to his son and successor,

Mr. Edward Pote Williams.

1838. Feb. A fire broke out at the Clarendon

printing-office, at Oxford, and the damage was
estimated at £2,000.

1838, March 8. Died, Henry Winchester,
stationer, of London, alderman of the ward of

Vintry in the city of London, vice-president of

the society for the promotion of arts, manufac-
tures, and commerce, president of the printers'

pension society, &c. &c. He was the elder son

of Mr. William Winchester, of the Strand,

stationer, who died in 1820, and with whom he
was brought up in business. He was elected

alderman of Vintiy ward in 1826,* and served

the office of sheriff in 1827. At the general

election in September, 1830, he was returned to

parliament for Maidstone, but the dissolution in

the following year deprived him of his seat. He
passed the year of his mayoralty in 1834—5,

in great unpopularity, in consequence of his

refusing to hold political meetings in common
hall. His commercial affairs had been long
involved in difficulty; and, on the 1st of March,
1838, a commission of bankruptcy was issued

against him. On that day week, he was no
more. He died at a lunatic asylum, to which he

had been removed, having unhappily brooded

with such intense melancholy on his domestic

calamities, as to have been bereft of his senses.

He was sixty-one years of age. He married in

1803, Elizabeth, only daughter and heiress of

John Ayerst, esq. of Hawkhurst, by whom he

left several children.f Alderman Winchester

built a handsome mansion at Hawkhurst,

* His opponent was Mr. Wilde, brother to Mr. sergeant
Wilde ; and the legal defence of which, undertaken at the
expense of the corporation. Is said to have cost ;£ 6,000.

f See Berry's Cottnty Oenealojies, Kent, page 80.

1838, April 12. Died, James Rousseau,
printer. He was apprenticed to the late John
Nichols, esq. in whose employ, and that of his

successor, he ever afterwards remained ; and to

whom he always proved himself a friend and
faithful assistant. For the last twenty years

he nightly superintended the printing the votes

and proceedings of the house of commons ; in

which arduous duty, it was his pride and satis-

faction to gain not only the approbation of his

employers, but the patronage and good will of

the principal clerks of the house of commons.
He died in Canterbury-buildings, Lambeth, in

the seventieth year of his age.

1838, April. Died, Jonathan Henry Kay,
many years in the firm of Jonathan Kay and
Sons, wholesale stationers, in Abchurch-lane,
London, who had for some time retired from
business. He was a member of the court of
assistants of the stationers' company. He was
the second son of the late Jonathan Kay, esq.

of Hampstead, and uncle to sir John Kay, hart.

1838, May 6. Died, James Ridgway* book-
seller, and the well known pamphlet publisher,

Piccadilly, London, aged eighty-three years.

1838, Mai/ 8. Died, John Clarke, the emi-
nent law bookseller,in Searle-street, Lincoln's inn,

London, in the seventieth year of his age. He
was many years in business with his late father

and his brother Walter, under the firm of Messrs.
Clarke and Sons. Mr. John Clarke was in the
court of assistants of the company of stationers,

and was much respected.

1838, June. The London newspaper press

association held their first anniversary meeting,
1838, July 6. Died, Alexander Airman,

late printer of the Jamaica Royal Gazette. He
was born of respectable parents, at Borrowstown-
ness, in the county of Linlithgow, Scotland,

June 23, 1755. He left his native country for

South Carolina, at the age of sixteen, having
previously made a voyage to Dantzic. After his

arrival at Charleston, he apprenticed himself to

Robert Wells,* a bookseller, and printer of a
newspaper. The American revolution caused
Mr. Aikman to leave that country ; and after

some wanderings, he fixed his residence in

Jamaica; where, in 1788, he established a news-
paper, called the Jamaica Mercury, which title,

two years after, the government patronage having
been obtained, was changed to that of the Royal
Gazette, under which title it still continues to be
published. He likewise became printer of the
house of assembly, and king's printer; and
having resigned those offices to his son Alexander,
he was for many years a member of the house of
assembly, as representative of the parish of St.

George. After his son's death, in 1831, he for a

* Robert Wells, bookseller and printer, w^asamanof
high honour, tried integrity, and of considerable literary
attainments. He was born August 10, 1728, an4 died
July 12, 1794.

Charles Wells, M. D. F. R. S. &c. his son, was horn May
24, 1757, and died September 18, 1'<17.

See Gents. Mag. vol. xci, page 505, for a tablet set up iix

St. Bride's church, London, to the memory of the above,
(her father and brother) by Louisa Susannah Aikman.
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short time resumed his business, and the conduct

of the Bxyyal Gazette^ but on a favorable oppor-

tunity occurring, he made his retreat from all

commercial anxieties. He was a truly honour-

able, worthy, and charitable man, and his death

was much lamented. Mr. Aikman visited Great

Britain in 17G5, in which voyage he was taken

by a privateer, and had to repurchase his property

at Philadelphia, in 1801, in 1802, and in 1814,

but from that time had remained at home. He
married at Kingston, Jamaica, January 14,1782,

Louisa Susanna, second daughter of his former

master, Mr. Robert Wells. This lady had for

four years been his fellow-clerk in her father's

printing-office, at Charleston. She joined him
from England after no little peril, having twice

attempted the voyage. On the first attempt slie

was captured by the French, by whom she was

detained three months, in France ; and on the

second, by a king's ship, in consequence of her

taking her passage in a slave vessel. By this

lady, who died November 29, 1831, he had two

sons and eight daughters, of whom the only

survivors are Mary, wife of Mr, James Smith,

of St. Andrew's, Jamaica ; and Ann Hunter, the

widow of John Euright, surgeon, R.N. His
younger son, Robert, died an infant. His elder

son and successor in business, AlexanderAikman,
died April 11, 1831, leaving a numerous family.

1838, July 2. Upon this day 175,C00 news-

papers were put into the London post office, to

be forwarded to the provinces.

1838, /M/y22. Died^ Giles Balne, late of

the firm of Gyeand Balne, printei's, Gracechurch-

street, London. He died at Nottingham, aged 6 1

.

1838, July 22. Died, William Suttaby,
bookseller, and pocket-book manufacturer, of

stationers' hall-court, Loudon. He died at

Hastings, aged sixty-five years, highly respected.

1838, July. Curiosities of Literature, by I.

D^Israeli, esq. doctor ofcivil law in the university

of Oxford, and fellow of the society ofantiquaries

of London ; illustrated by Bolton Carney, esq.

honorary professor of criticism in the republique

des lettres, and member of the society of English

bibliophiles, post 8vo. pp. 256. Second edition,

revised and acuminated.* To which are added.

Ideas on Controversy ; deduced from the practice

of a veteran ; and adapted to the meanest capacity.

In answer to this work Mr. D'Israeli published

the Illustrator Illustrated. 1838, 8vo. pp.81.
1838, July 31. An act for securing to authors,

in certain cases, the benefit of international

copyright.

1838, .4m^. 11. Died, Mr. Lewer, the pub-
lisher of the American edition of the English
magazines and reviews, at New York. He was
one of the original proprietors of the London
Athemeum, and of the Sphinx newspapers, and
the Oriental Magazine. During his residence

in North America, he was employed in the re-

publication of the English magazines, and had

* The first edition of this caustic little work was privately
printed at Greenwich, fF. Shoberl, London] and appeared
at the close of the year 1837, post 8vo. pp. viii, l6o.

reduced that business, with the aid of steam
presses and steam navigation, to so well ordered
a system, that the public have received these

periodicals within a month of their original

appearance in Great Britain.

1838, Aug. 21. Died, Henry Fox Cooper,
many years connected with the London press,

formerly editor of the John Bull newspaper, and
in 1826, proprietor and editor of a newspaper
under the title of Cooper^s John Bull.

1838, Nov. 11. Died, Charles Nesbitt, the
eminent engraver in wood. He was a native of
Swalwell, near Newcastle-upon-Tyne, and was
apprenticed to Mr. Bewick at an early age. His
talents in wood engraving were of the first order.

He was awarded the gold palatte of the society

of arts for his famous view of St. Nicholas's

church, Newcastle, which he executed in no less

than twelve distinct blocks of wood; and in 1802
he also received the society's silver medal. His
illustrations of Hudibras and Shakspeare, and of
sir Egerton Bi^dges' works gained him unquali-
fied praise from every admirer of the arts. Mr.
Nesbitt resided chiefly in his native village, and
executed such work as was sent to him. It was
during an absence from home, on a visit to the

scene of his early labours, that he closed his use-

ful life at Brompton, near London, in the sixty-

fourth year of his age.

1838, Dec. 18. Died, James Moves, an emi-
nent printer of Castle-street, Leicester-fields.

During thirty-three years of active business, he
produced many works, which confer great honour
on his press ; and the courtesy of his manners,
and the zealous attention to business, constituted

the friendship of a very extensive circle. He
had for years printed the Literary Gazette.

He was a native of Scotland. He left one son

and three daughters.

1838, Dec. 29. Died, Thomas Kelly, in the

eightieth year of his age, and for upwards of

forty years, a corrector of the London press. He
died at Chorlton-upon-Medlock, Manchester.

1838, Jan. The Hull and East Riding Times.

1838, Jan. 3. The Sunderland Beacon, No. 1

;

published at Sunderland, by Mr. Kitchen.

1838, March 1. The Monthly Chronicle, a

national journal of politics, literature, science,

and the arts ; royal, 8vo. price 2s. 6d. London:
Longman and Co.

1838, Aug. 6. The Lancashire Herald, No. 1,

printed at Liverpool. It ceased

1838, Sept. 22. The Manchester Journal,

No. 1 ;
printed and published bvJoseph Macardy.

1838, Nov. 3. The Legal Guide, No. 1. price

sixpence
;

published by Richards and Co., law

booksellers and publishers. Fleet-street, London.

Nov. The Dublin Monitor, a political library

and commercial journal, published on Tuesday,

Thursday, and Saturday.

1838, Dec. 4. The Sheffield Patriot, No. 1

;

printed and published by Ebenezer Havell

Edmunds. " This is true liberty, when free-born

men, havingto advise the public, may speak free;

what can be nobler in a state than this? "

—

Milton.
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This work cannot be better concluded than by
taking a retrospective glance on the subjects of

so many years, in which we have, however im-
perfectly, endeavoured to trace the origin, pro-

gress, and present state of literature, as con-

nected with the invention and utility of the art

of printing—an invention which is the rock of

civil and religious liberty ; an invention which
has been the means of establishing the liberty of

opinion and the liberty of conscience, thereby

ameliorating the condition of the great mass of

the people. Wherever the liberty of the press

has been permanently fixed, and the diffusion of

knowledge has extended its blessings, mankind
have become both happier and wiser.

Without retracing our steps upon the ques-

tions which form the early portion of the work,

such as the origin of speech, or the figurative

but highly expressive language of the Old Testa-

ment ; the original use of hieroglyphics among
the Egyptians; the kiln-burnt bricks of the

Phoenecians ; the picture language of the Mexi-
cans ; the knotted cord of the Peruvians ;* or the

bark of the Scandinavians. Without rekindling

the classic fire of the Grecian bard, or breaking
the spell of Cicero's oration or Virgil's song,

amidst the luxuries and the vices of ancient

Rome. Without tracing the aboriginal Briton,

from his dominion under the Druid priesthood,

till taught the arts of civilized life by his nor-

thern conquerors, or receiving the blessings of

religion and truth from Austin's lips, or till

Alfred the wise and good laid the foundation of

the future literary fame of his country. He
" who first could feel

For learning's pure delights a holy zeal

;

Who first the ever-wasting lamp renew'd.
Wrapt in the joys of thoughtful solitude .;

And raised the temple on eternal base.
To knowledge sacred and the human race."

It may be proper to show the state of knowledge
during the middle ages, when " learning trium-
phed o'er her barbarous foes." When wander-
ing stars, amidst the night of ages, shot through
the settled gloom, emitting a faint light of the
coming day of knowledge ; when polemic school-
men derived their ill-digested learning, wrang-
ling about bubbles and atoms; or poets peopling
their poems and romances with giants, dragons,
and necromancers, or the more delicate progeny
of fairies, gnomes, sylphs, and salamanders. But
it must be allowed, that the noblest productions
of the muse a^ipeared in the middle ages ; be-
tween gross barbarism and voluptuous refine-^

ment, when the human mind yet possessed strong
traits of its primeval grandeur and simplicity

;

but divested of its former ferociousness, and
chastened by courteous manners, felt itself rising
in knowledge, virtue, and intellectual superiority.
Of the literature of these times it may gene-

* A Prospectus of the Quipola, or an. explanation of the
Quipoes now open for public opinion. London, printed by
J. Phair, Westminster, 1827, 64fo, pp. 18. The reader is
referred to vol. xi, page 228 of the Westminster Review,
for a very interesting article upon this curious mode of
communicating ideas before the invention of printing.

rally be said, that it was "voluminous and
vast." Princes, nobles, and even priests, were
then ignorant of the alphabet. The number of
authors was proportionally small, and the sub-

jects on which they wrote were of the driest

nature in polemics—such were the subtleties of

the schoolmen ; of the most extravagant charac-

ter in the paths of imagination—such were the

romances of chivalry, the legends and songs of

the troubadours ; and of the most preposterous

tendency in philosophy, so called such were the

treatises on magic, alchymy, judicial astrology,

and the metaphysics. Few persons read but
those who were devoted to reading, by an ir-

resistible passion or professional necessity, and
few wrote but those who were equally impelled

by an inveterate instinct : great books were the

natural produce of the latter, who knew not how
to make little ones ; and great books were requisite

to appease the voracity of the former, who for

the most part were rather gluttons than epicures

in their taste for literature. The common people,

under such circumstances, could feel no interest,

and derive no advantage from the labours of the
learned, which were equally beyond their pur-
chase and their comprehension. Their only
mode of instruction was by pageants, mysteries,*

and moralities,—by the recitations of wandering
minstrels—by popular songs and ballads, or by
common conversation. Then books of holy writ

were chained in the cloister. Then

" Gorgeous fanes and palaces inclosed
The sacred trust—for public use dispos'd."

The discovery of the mariner's compass, the
invention of the art of printing in the middle of
the fifteenth century, the revival of classic learn-
ing, the reformation, (that submerged the super-
stition of a thousand years,) with all the great
moral, commercial, political, and intellectual

consequences of these new means, materials, and
motives for action and thought, produced corre-
sponding effects upon literature and science, and
from thence may be dated a new era in the
history of mankind.

" And rising arts the wreck of Time survives."

Barren indeed was the state of English literature

in the productions of native genius, when Caxton,
our first printer, arrived with the new art, and
immediately undertook to invest such foreign
works with an English dress, that tended to form
the minds and entertain the leisure of the great.

Nor was he unmindful to furnish such books as
would initiate the common people in the first

elements of reading. The English nobility were,
probably, for more than the first half century of
English printing, the encouragers of our press :

they required translations and abridgments of
the classics—versions of French and Italian ro-

* Early Mysteries, and other Latin poems, of the twelfth
and thirteenth centuries, edited from the original manur
scripts in the British museum, and the libraries of Oxford,
Cambridge, and Vienna. By Thomas Wright, esq. M. A.
F. S. A. of Trinity college, Cambridge, 8vo. pp. xl. 136.
1836.
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malice—old chronicles, and helps to devout exer-

cises ; while, on the other hand, the people found
a new source of employment in printing A,B,C's,

or Absies, primers, catechisms, grammars, and
dictionaries. Caxton and his successors, abun-
dantly supplied these wants. The priests strove

with the laity for the education of the people
;

and not only in Protestant, but in Catholic

countries were schools and universities everywhere
founded. By the influence of the press, men were
soon taught the exercise of thought and reason,

in which lies their greatest strength, and which
power no external force can destroy. Many
instances have we given of the rulers of the

earth attempting to crush it, and in doing so,

they have not only shut up men in prison, but
burnt them at the stake; yet all the torments of

the inquisition, or the powers of the star chamber,
could not annihilate the energy of thought, or

the liberty of the press. The activity of the press

of England from the period of its introduction to

the close of the sixteenth contury, was very re-

markable. Ames and Herbert have recorded the

names of three hundred and fifty printers in

England and Scotland, or of foreign printers en-

gaged in producing books for England, who
flourished between 1471 and 1600. The same
authors have recorded the titles of ten thousand
distinct works printed amongst us during the

same period. Many of these works, however,
were only single sheets ; but, on the other hand,
there are, doubtless, many not here registered.

Dividing the total number of books printed dur-

ing these one hundred and thirty years, we find

that the average number of distinct works pro-

duced each year was seventy -five. The exclusive

privileges that were given to individuals for print-

ing all sorts of books, during the reigns of Henry
VIII. Mary, and Elizabeth, were in accordance
with the spirit of monopoly which characterized

that age, and were often granted to prevent the

spread of books. But it must be acknowledged,
that Elizabeth was both learned herself, and had
the art of filling her court with men qualified to

shine in almost every department of intellectual

exertion. The dissemination of the scriptures in

the vulgar tongue in the reign of James, while

it greatly affected the language and ideas of the

people, was also of no small avail in giving new
directions to the thoughts of literary men, and
finding abundant labour for the press.

No sooner had printing taken firm footing in

England but there immediately rose a phalanx
of imperishable names, in poetry, philosophy,

history, and theology, which have bequeathed to

posterity such treasures of what may be called

genuine English literature, that whatever may
be the transmigrations of taste, the revolutions of
style, and the fashions in popular reading, these

will ever be the sterling standard. The first era

of our modern literature, extending from the
reign of Elizabeth to the close of the protectorate
of Cromwell, has been justly styled the age of
nature and romance, and ranked as " by far the
mightiest in the history of English literature, or

indeed of human intellect and capacity." A

succession of minds of all order, and hands of all

work, which arose during the second grand era of
our literature, extending from Dryden to Cowper,
have raised the literature of England second to

none in the world for a combination of originality,

simplicty, elegance, and grandeur.
" It is in the issues from the periodical press,"

says Mr. James Montgomery, "that the chief

influence of literature in the present day con-

sists. ' Newspapers alone, if no other evidence
were to be adduced, would prove incontrovertibly

the immense and hitherto unappreciated su-

periority in point of mental culture of the

existing generation over all their forefathers,

since Britain was invaded by Julius Ciesar.

The talents, learning, ingenuity, and eloquence
employed in the conduct of many of these ; the
variety of information conveyed through their

columns from every quarter of the globe to the

obscurest cottage, and into the humblest mind in

the realm, render newspapers not luxuries, which
they might be expected to be among an indolent

and voluptuous people, but absolute necessaries

of life—the daily food of millions of the most
active intelligent labourers, the most shrewd,

indefatigable, and enterprising tribes on the face

of the earth." Macneil justly observes

" But in this reforrain nation
Wha can speak without the News."

Nothing is more demonstrative of the great
" march of intellect," which has taken place in

the existing generation, than the improvement in

the newspaper press of Great Britain within the

last twenty years ; but more particularly in the

provincial press, which in point of literary talent

and mechanical execution, is an honour to the

Briti.sh empire. The editors of the greater por-

tion of them are men of education, of no ordi-

nary talent, and possessed of extensive inform-

ation. If we look back upon the newspapers
published about fifty years ago, the step which
refinement has made in the interval will at once

appear, not only in matter, but size and circula-

lation ; from the small "folio of four pages," to

the gigantic dimensions of a square yard ; from
the mere detail of local events, to articles which
may vie with the common run of essays which
appeared in the Tatler, Spectator, Guardian,

and their successors, increasing an eager relish

for elegant literature, as well as rendering the

most useful and popular kinds of knowledge
accessible to every individual, from the palace

to the remotest cottage in the empire. Of higher

rank, though far inferior potency, are maga-
zines ; a few of these, indeed, have considerable

sale ; but they rather reflect the image of the

public mind, than contribute towards forming its

features, or giving it expression. Reviews not

only rank higher than magazines in literature

—

rather by usurpation than right—but they rival

newspapers themselves in political influence,

while they hold divided empire with the mightier

classes of literature—books of every size, and

kind, and character, on which, moreover, they

exercise an authority peculiar to the present age,
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and never dreamed of by critics in any past

period since the alphabet was invented. Formerly
reviews were, on the whole, what they professed

to be—critical essays on new publications ; and
they filled a respectable office in the republic of

letters. The commencement of the Edinburgh
Review (1802) was the discovery of a new world
in criticism, to which all authors were liable to

be transported as criminals, and there dealt with

according to laws made on the spot,and executed
by those who made them. The Quarterly Re-
view, the Westminster Review, the British Critic,

the Literary Gazette, and the Athenatim, have
flourished no less than their prototype, and in

their respective departments, exercise no small

influence over respectable classes of readers. On
the whole, periodical publications of every order

may be regarded as propitious in their influence

to the circulation of knowledge and the interests

of literature. Cyclopedias without measure,
compilations without number, besides original

treatises, which equally show the industry, talent,

and acquirements of authors in all ranks of

society, and every gradation of intellect. Nor
are there wanting works of history, voyages and
travels, divinity, law, and physic, of sterling

value, and worthy of the British nation.

From the era of the French revolution, much
of the prosperity and greatness of England is to

be dated. Commercial enterprize received an
impetus from the war, unexampled in the history

of any nation. Newspapers increased with the

national prosperityand independence. An elegant
writer, and liberal statesman of the present day,

speaking of the daily and the weekly press, says,

" Good : yet no base compliances we try

;

Courteous, we thank them ; churlish, we defy

;

Their sway may reach o'er statesmen, senates, kings

—

No craven fear shall curb the muse's wings
;

On the pure breeze of heaven she buoys her flight,
Her course is freedom, and her track is light

;

Above the din of strife, the frown of power,
Neglects slow chill, or fashions transient hour ;

With joyous ease, and native strength, she moves
Superior even to the praise she loves."

Contrasting the present state of our periodicals

with what they were a century ago, will strikingly

illustrate the extension of this description of our
literature. In the year 1731, when the Gentle-
mail's Magazine commenced its monthly course,

about four hundred half sheets were sufficient for

the demand of the whole empire ; now above
fifty millions of sheets find eager purchasers. In
1770 there were only four circulating libraries in

London, where there are now above one hundred,
and nearly one thousand scattered through the

kingdom ; besides these, there are about two
thousand book societies, and other means, distri-

buting large masses of information on history,

voyages, and every species of science by which
the sum of human knowledge can be improved.

Newspapers, or some kind of periodical publi-

cation, answering the purpose of newspapers, are

slowly spreading themselves all over the world

;

but they can hardly be said to have taken root

anywhere but in Europe, or in countries peopled

by Europeans ; in fact, with the single exception

of China,* (even the jealous vigilance of the

celestial empire has not been able to shut out

this " barbarian" feature) all the newspapers in

the world owe their origin to Europeans. Few,
if any, of the British colonies are without a

newspaper. In the vast regions of Hindostan
several journals in the native dialects have ap-

peared within the last few years ; and, without
doubt, owe their origin to the labours of the

missionaries, who have imparted a spirit of

inquiry to the half-civilized natives. Where the

rude and uncultivated state of the population is

not attended to by the government, or where the

press is under the strictest surveillance, and a
censorship, as is the case in most of the continen-

tal kingdoms, true freedom of opinion can be
but little appreciated.

Returns of the number of newspapers to which stamps
were issued, and of the number of stamps issued to
newspapers, in the years ending 15th September, 1836
and 1837 ; distinguishing the number issued to London
newspapers, to English provincial newspapers, and to
Irish and Scots' newspapers respectively, and showing
the total number and amount each yearj also, the
amount of newspaper stamp duty received in each of
the above periods.

Newspapen
London . .

.

Engl. prov.
Scotch do.

Irish do.

Year ending Sept. 15,

1336.

Year ending Sept. 15,

1837.

P
71

194
54

78

Number
of

Stamps.

19,241,640
8,535,396
2,654,438
5,144,582

Duty
CIS

256556> 85
1138045 237
353925 65

37525? 71

397 35,576,056 443277? 458 63,496,207 1217480

Number
of

Stamps.

29,172,797
14,996,113
4,123,330
5,203,967

Duty.

121553
62483
I7I8I
16263

* When Paul came to Athens, he perceived, that all the
Athenians and strangers which were there spent their

time in nothing else, but either to tell, or to hear some
new thing.

—

Acts xvii. 21 . At a period, more early, per-
haps, than the time of Paul, the government of China
distributed, through that most extensive empire, a written
paper, containing alistofthe mandarins, who were appoint-

ed to rule in every province. Yet, this Chinese Red Book,
which was afterwards printed, and for a long time distri-

buted, can scarcely be deemed a newspaper.

"To thee, oh Press ! let despots quail.

Oppressors crouch, and tyrants rail,

And own thy rijjhteous sway

;

On thy predestinated course.
Religion's handmaid ! virtue's nurse !

Hold thy appointed way.
Till every soul the " light within,"
Chase every form of grief and sin

From every heart's recess

;

Thy goal is reached—thy race is run

—

The cause of God—the rights of man

—

Shall crown ' the Press ! the Press ! '

'
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LITERARY CHRONOLOGY,

ThEWING the progress of ENGLISH LITERATURE FROM THE EARLIEST TIMES TO THE PRESBMTT

Sixth Century.

Gildas
Seventh Century.

Csedman
Nennius
Aldhelme

Eighth Century.

Bede
Alcuin

Ninth Century.
Alfred
Erigena
Asser

Tenth Century.
Ethelwerd
Eleventh Century.

Ingulphus
Eadmer

Twelfth Century.
Orderic
Florence
Geoffry Monmouth
Robt. Pulleyn
Wm. Malmesbury
Henry Huntingdon
Simeon Durham
Rich. St. Victor
John Salisbury
R, Glanville
Layamon
Nigellus
Walter Mapes
Giraldus
William Newbury
Joseph Exon
Thirteenth Century.

Roger Hoveden
A. Neckham
Gervase
R. Grosteste
A. Hales
Roger Wendover
Matthew Paris

John Peckham
Rishanger
Robt. of Gloucester
Roger Bacon
Middleton
Thos. Lermont

Fourteenth Century.
Albricus
Duns Scotus
W. Burleigh
Adam Davie
N. Triveth
Gilbert Angl.
Aungerville
Minot
Ric. of Chichester
Higden
Knighton
WicUf
Barbour
Matthew of West.
Maundeville
Fordun
Langlande
Chaucer
Gower

Fifteenth Century.
Andrew of Wyntown
Lydgate
Thomas Occleve
Walsingham
James I. of Scotland
Harry the Minstrel
John Fortescue

Hardyng
Littleton

Lord Bemers
Hawes
Caxton
Skelton

Sixteenth Century.
FIRST HALF.

Linacre
Dunbar
Fabyan
Latimer
Sir David Lindsay
Gawin Douglas
More
Fitzherbert
Wvatt
Cheke
Suckling
Lord Surrey
Cavendish
Elyot
Heywood
BaU
Leland
Gascoigne
Hollingshed
Buchanan
Ascham

SECOND HALF.
Wilson
Tusser
LUly
Lord Buckhurst
Fox
Sir P. Sidney
Hooker
Marlowe
Spenser
Shakspeare
Lylie
Stowe
Gilbert
Fletcher
Beaumont
Andrews

Seventeenth Century.
FIRST HALF.

Owen
Pits

Knolles
Camden
Hakluyt
Raleigh
Daniel
Donne
Coke
Napier
Ben Jonson
Speed
Burton
Drummond
Massinger
Harrington
Fairfax
Bacon
Spelman
Drayton
Cotton
Purchas
Harvey
Roe
Lord Herbert
Selden
Usher
ChUlingworth
Hobbes
Withers
Shirley
Fuller

SECOND HALF.
Clarendon
I. Walton
Dugdale
J. Taylor
Denham
Barrow
Butler
Milton
Davenant
A. Marvell
Prynne
B, Walton
Waller
Cowley
Temple
A. Sidney
Castell
Cudworth
Evelyn
Rochester
Roscommon
Sir T. Brown
Henry More
Lee
Dryden
Sydenham
Tillotson
Bunyan
Otway

Eighteenth Century.
FIRST HALF.

Baxter
Pomfret
Rymer
Boyle
Ray
Locke
Philips

W. Sherlock
Parnell
South
Farquhar
Strype
Ockley
Shaftesbury
Burnet
Newton
Bentley
Flamsteed
Lowth
Prior
Balguy
Steele
Hoadly
Defoe
Addison
Rowe
Vanbrugh
Congreve
Carte
And. Baxter
Halley
Boluigbroke
Sloane
Potter
T. Sherlock
Berkeley
Gay
Lady M Montague
Robert Blair

Samuel Richardson
Hooke
Middleton
Bradley
Hutcheson
Swift
Chesterfield
Ephraim Chambers
Watts
Young

Pope
Somerville
Doddridge
Ramsay
Savage
Lord Kaimes
Swinton
Thomson
Dyer
Fielding
Hammond
Franklin
Granger
T. Simpson
Dodsley
Lloyd, Robert
Mallet
Archbp. Seeker
Bonnel Thornton
Colman, the elder

Hawkesworth
Dr. Maty
Dr. Kenrick
Dr. John Byrom

SECOND HALF.
Bishop
Sterne
Johnson
Hartley
Hanway
Shenstone
J. Blair
Collins
Brooke
Jortin
Hume
Lord Lyttleton
Akenside
Warburton
Smollett
Gray
Soame Jenyns
A. Smith
Glover
Robertson
Harris
Hunter
Thomas Warton
Joseph Warton
Thomas Warton
H. Walpole
Goldsmith
Chatterton
Murphy
Cowper
Cumberland
Gilford
Darwin
Beattie
Blackstone
Edward Moore
Bruce
Gibbon
Priestley

Dr. Hugh Blair

Home Tooke
Fergusson
Jones
Hadcock
Wakefield
Porteous
Hayley
Hurd
Hannah Cowley
Hester Chapone
William Falconer
William Godwin
Jeremy Bentham
John Home
Malone
Helen M. Williams

\\

Harriet Lee
Sophia Lee
Gilpin
Bishop Watson
Dugald Stewart
Mackintosh
Roscoe
Macpherson
Whitaker
Burke
Price
Paley
Strutt
Burns
R. B. Sheridan
Porson
Beddoes
Maskeline
Staunton
Bumey
Mrs. Anne Radcliffe

Herschel
Charles Dibdin
O'Keefe
Joanna BaiUie
John Nichols
Madame D'Arblay
Charlotte Smith
Crabbe
Charles James Fox
Rev. Dr. Mavor
Polwhele
John Aikin
Mrs. Barbauld
Dr. Percival
Miss Seward
Wolcot, Peter Pindar
Hannah More
T. Morton
Sir R. C. Hoare
Rev. Dr. Jamieson
Mrs. Grant
Dr. E, D. Clarke
Robert Hall
Colman, the younger

Nineteenth Century.
Bloomfield
Macdiarmid
A. Young
Dr. Abraham Rees
Banks
Dr. Adam Clarke
Byron
Parr
Ricardo
Hutton
Percy Bysshe Shelley

Davy
Playfair
Mrs. Inchbald
Gunning
Maturin
WoUaston
Bishop Heber
Hazlitt
Inglis

Sir Egerton Brydges
Coxe
Miss Jewsbury
W. S. Landor
Keats
Hogg
Sotheby
Kirk White
S. T. Coleridge
Leyden
Opie, Amelia
Mrs. E. Hamilton
Mrs. Hemans
Sir Walter Scott

Miss L. E. Landon
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NEWSPAPERS AND PERIODICALS,

IN THE COURSE OF PUBLICATION ON THE 3lst OF DECEMBER, 1838.

BEDFORDHIRE.
Bedford Mercury—Saturday

BERKSHIRE.
Berks Chronicle (Readini:)—Saturday
Reading Mercury—Saturday
Windsor Express—Saturday

BUCKINGHAMSHIRE.
Aylesbury News—Saturday
Bucks Gazette (Aylesbury)—Saturday
Bucks Herald (Aylesbury)—Saturday

CAMBRIDGESHIRE.
Cambridge Chronicle—Saturday
Cambridge Independent and Hunting-

don Gazette—Saturday
Cambridge Advertiser—Wednesday
Wisbech Star in the East—Saturday

CHESHIRE.
Chester Chronicle—Friday
Chester Courant—Tuesday
Chester Gazette—Thursday
Cheshire Reformer (Stockport)—Sat.

Macclesfield Courier—Saturday
Stockport Advertiser—Friday

CORNWALL.
Cornwall Gazette (Truro)—Friday
Falmouth Cornubian—Thursday
Falmouth Express—Saturday
Falmouth Packet—Saturday
Lean's Engine Reporter—Monthly
West Briton (Truro)—Friday

CUMBERLAND.
Carlisle Journal—Saturday
Carlisle Patriot—Saturday
Cumberland Pacquet(Whitehaven)Ta.
Whitehaven Herald—Tuesday

DERBYSHIRE.
Derby Mercury—Wednesday
Derby Reporter—^Thursday
DerbyshireCourier (Chesterfield)—Sat.

Derbyshire Chronicle (ditto)—Sat.

DEVONSHIRE.
Devon Advertiser (Barnstaple) Friday
Devon Chronicle (Exeter)—Saturday
Devon Journal (Barnstaple)—Thursd.
Devonport Independent—Saturday
Devonport Telegraph—Saturday
Exeter Flying Post (Trewman's)—Th.
Exeter Gazette (Woolmer's)—Sat.

Exeter or Western Luminary—Mond.
Exeter or Western Times—Satiuday
Plymouth Journal—Thursday
Plymouth Herald—Saturday
West of England Conservative (Ply-

mouth)—Wednesday

DORSETSHIRE.
Dorset County Chron.(Dorchester)Th.
Sherborne Journal—Thursday
Sherborne Mercury—Monday

DURHAM.
Durham Advertiser—Friday
Durham Chronicle—Friday
Gateshead Observer—Saturday
Sunderland Beacon—Wednesday
Sunderland Herald—Saturday

ESSEX.
Chelmsford Chronicle—Friday
Essex Herald (Chelmsford)—Tuesday
Essex Standard— (Colchester)—Frid.

Essex and Suffolk Times (do.) Sat.

Essex & Herts Mercury (London) Tu

GLOUCESTERSHIRE.
Cheltenham Chronicle—Thursday
Cheltenham Free Press, or Stroud

Intelligencer—Saturday

Cheltenham Journal,or Stroud Herald
Monday

Cheltenham Looker-On—Saturday
Gloucester Chronicle—Saturday
Gloucester Journal—Saturday

HAMPSHIRE.
Hampshire Advertiser iSouthampton)

Saturday
Hampshire Independent (do.)—Sat.
HampshireTelegraph(Portsmouth) M

.

Hampshire Chronicle (Winchester) M.

HEREFORDSHIRE.
Hereford County Press—Saturday
Hereford Journal—Wednesday
Hereford Times—Saturday

HERTFORDSHIRE.
County Press (Hertford)—Saturday
Herts Reformer (ditto)—Saturday

KENT.
Canterbury Journal—Saturday
Canterbury Kent Herald—Thursday
Canterbury Kentish Gazette—Tuesd.
Canterbury Kentish Observer—Th.
Cinque Ports Chronicle (Hastings)

—

Saturday
Dover Chronicle—Saturday
Dover Telegraph—Saturday
Greenwich Gazette— Saturday
Greenwich & West Kent Guardian,Sat
Greenwich Patriot—Saturday
Maidstone Gazette—Tuesday
Maidstone Journal—Tuesday
Rochester Gazette—Tuesday

LANCASHIRE.
Blackburn Gazette—Wednesday
Blackburn Standard—Wednesday
Bolton Chronicle—Saturday
Bolton Free Press—Saturday
Lancaster Gazette—Saturday
Lancaster Guardian—Saturday
Liverpool Albion—Monday
Liverpool Britannia (Jones's for ad-

vertisements only)—Wednesday
Liverpool Chronicle—Saturday
Liverpool Courier—Wednesday
Liverpool General Advertiser (Gore's)

Thursday.
Liverpool Journal—Saturday
Liverpool Mail—Tues. Thursd. & Sat.

Liverpool Mercury—Friday
Liverpool Mercantile Gazette (Myers's

for advertisements only)—Mond.
Liverpool Times—Tuesday
Manchester Advertiser—Saturday
Manchester Chronicle—Saturday
Manchester Courier—Saturday
Manchester Guardian—Wed. & Sat.

Manchester Journal (for advert.) Sat.

Manchester Times—Saturday
Preston Chronicle—Saturday
Preston Observer—Saturday
Preston PUot—Saturday
Wigan Gazette—Friday

LEICESTERSHIRE.
Leicester Chronicle—Saturday
Leicester Herald—Wednesday
Leicester Journal—Friday
Leicestershire Mercury, (Leicester)

—

Saturday
Leicestershire Telegraph, (Loughbro')

Saturday

LINCOLNSHIRE.
Boston Herald—Tuesday
Lincolnshire Chronicle, (Stamford) F
Lincoln Gazette—Tuesday
Lincoln Standard—Wednesday
Stamford Mercury—Friday

MIDDLESEX—(LONDON.)
Daily Morning.

Advertiser
Chronicle
Herald
Post
Public Ledger
Times

Daily Evening.
Courier
Globe
Shipping Gazette
Standard
Sun
Monday, Wednesday, and Friday.

Evening Chronicle
Evening Mail
Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday.

English Chronicle
St. James's Chronicle

Monday and Thursday.
Patriot (Religious, Dissenting)
Record (Religious, Church of Engl.)

Tuesday and Friday.
Church of EnglandGazette( Religious)
Course of the Exchange
Financial and Commercial Record
London Gazette (for notices only)

Wednesday and Saturday.
Police Gazette

Monday.
Christian Advocate (Religious, Diss.)
County Chronicle
Magnet
Mark Lane Express
New Farmer's Journal

Tuesday.
Mercantile Journal
Trade List

Wednesday.
Commercial Gazette
Social Gazette
Watchman (Religious, Wesleyan^

Thursday.
Law Chronicle
Law Gazette

Friday.
County Herald

Saturday.
Athenreum
Colonial Gazette
Court Journal
Court Gazette
Gardener's Gazette
Jurist
Legal Observer
Literary Gazette
Mining Journal
Naval and Military Gazette
Parthenon
Sunbeam
Weekly Courier
Justice of the Peace & Law Recorder

. Saturday and Sunday.

Atlas
Argus
Bell's Life in London
The Charter
Conservative Journal
Crown
Era
Examiner
Guide
London Dispatch
New Bell's Messenger
Operative
Police Recorder
Railway Times
Satirist



Spectator
Stranger's Guide
Sunday Times
United Service Gazette
Weekly Chronicle
Weekly Chronicle (Holt's)

Weekly Dispatch
Weekly Post
Weekly True Sun

Saturday and Motiday.

Champion
Friday, Saturday, and Sunday.

Planet
Saturday, Sunday, and Monday.

John Bull
News and Sunday Globe

Old Bell's Messenger
Sunday and Monday.

Observer
First of every Month.

British & Foreign Commercial Advert.

Civil Engineer & Architects' Journal

Statistical Journal
Tenth of every Month.

Bent's Literary Advertiser

First and Fifteenth of every Month.

Publisher's Circular

Monthly, First Wednesday.

Ecclesiastical Gazette
Second Wednesday in Month.

Christian Spectator

Postage Circular—Occasionally

Racing Calendar—Occasionally
South Australian Record

Twice a Month, Wednesday.

British Emancipator

MONMOUTHSHIRE.
Monmouth Beacon (Monmouth)—Sat.
Monmouth Merlin (Newport)—Sat.

NORFOLK.
Norfolk Chronicle (Norwich)—Sat.

Norwich Mercury—Saturday

NORTHAMPTONSHIRE.
Northampton Herald—Saturday
Northampton Mercury—Saturday

NORTHUM BERLAND.
Newcastle Chronicle—Saturday
Newcastle Courant—Friday
Newcastle Journal—Saturday
NorthernLiberator—(Newc.onT.)Sat.

Tyne Mercury—Tuesday

NOTTINGHAMSH IRE.
Nottingham Journal—Friday
Nottingham Mercury—Saturday
Nottingham Review—Saturday

OXFORDSHIRE.
Oxford Chronicle— Saturday
Oxford Herald—Saturday
Oxford Journal—Saturday

RUTLANDSHIRE.—iSTone.

SHROPSHIRE.
SalopianJournal(Shrewsbury)—Wed.
Shrewsbury Chronicle—Friday
Shrewsbury Reporter—Friday
Shrewsbury News—Saturday

SOMERSETSHIRE.
Bath Chronicle—Thursday
Bath Figaro—Saturday
Bath Gazette—Tuesday
Bath Guardian—Saturday
Bath Herald—Saturday
Bath Journal—Monday
Bristol Gazette—Thursday
Bristol Journal (Felix Farley's)—Sat.
Bristol Mercury—Saturday
Bristol Mirror—Saturday
SomersetConstitution (Bath) Saturday
Somerset Gazette (Taunton) Saturday
Taunton Courier—Wednesday

STAFFORDSHIRE.
Staffordshire Advertiser (Staf.)—Sat.
Staffordshire Examiner (Lichfield) Sat.

Staffordshire Gazette (ditto) Wedn.
Staffordshire Mercury (Hauley)—Sat.
WolverhamptonChronicle—Wednesd.

SUFFOLK.
Bury Herald—Wednesday

mo

Bury Post & Norwich E.Angliaui.Wed.
Ipswich Joiu'nal—Saturday
Suffolk Chronicle (Ipswich)—Sat.

SURREY.
There are not any papers printed in

this county, but the following are
circulated by Agents.

County Chronicle (London^ Mon. ev.

County Herald (ditto) Frid. ev.
Sun-ey Standard (ditto) Frid. ev.

SUSSEX.
Brighton Gazette—Thursday
Brighton Guardian—Wednesday
Brighton Herald—Saturday
Brighton Patriot—Tuesday
Sussex Advertiser (Lewes)—Monday
Sussex Agricultural Express(do.) Sat.

WARWICKSHIRE.
Birmingham Advertiser—Thui-sday
Birmingham Gazette fAris's)—Mond.
Birmingham Journal—Saturday
Coventry Herald—Friday
Coventry Standard—Friday
Leamington Chronicle—Thursday
Leamington Spa Courier—Saturday
Midland Counties Herald—Thursday
Warwick Advertiser—Saturday

WESTMORELAND.
Kendal Mercury—Saturday
Westmoreland Gazette (Kendal)—Sat.

WILTSHIRE.
Devizes Gazette—Thursday
Salisbury Herald—Saturday
Salisbury Journal—Monday
Wiltshire Independent (Devizes)—Th.
Wiltshire Standard (Malmsbury) Sat.

WORCESTERSHIRE.
Kidderminster Messenger and Ten

Towns' Gazette—Friday
Worcester Chronicle—Thursday
Worcestershire Guardian (Worcester)

Saturday
Worcester Herald—Saturday
Worcester Journal—Thursday

YORKSHIRE.
Bradford Observer—Thursday
Doncaster Chronicle—Saturday
Doncaster Gazette—Friday
Halifax & Huddersfield Express—Sat.

Halifax Guardian—Saturday
Harrogate Advertiser—Monday
Harrogate Gazette—Saturday
Hull Advertiser—Friday
Hull Herald—Thursday
Hull Observer—Tuesday
Hull Packet—Friday
Hull Rockingham—Saturday
Hull Saturday Journal—Saturday
Hull Times—Friday
Leeds Intelligencer—Saturday
Leeds Mercury—Saturday
Leeds Northern Star—Saturday
Leeds Times—Saturday
Scarborough H erald—Thursday
Sheffield Chronicle—Saturday
Sheffield Independent—Saturday
Sheffield Iris—Tuesday
Sheffield Mercury—Saturday
Sheffield Patriot—Tuesday
West Riding Herald (Wakefield)—Fr.
York Chronicle—Wednesday
York Courant—Thursday
York Gazette—Saturday
York Herald—Saturday
Yorkshireman (York)—Saturday

BERWICK-ON-TWEED.
Berwick Advertiser—Saturday
Berwick and Kelso Warder—Sat.

CARNARVONSHIRE.
Carnarvon Herald—Saturday
North Wales Chronicle (Bangor)—Tu

GLAMORGANSHIRE.
Cambrian (Swansea)—Saturday
Merthyr Guardian and Glamoi'gan-

shire Advertiser (Merthyr Tydvil)
Saturday

MERIONETHSHIRE.
Y Brytwn (Bala)—1st of every month

FLINTSHIRE.
Cronicl yr Oes (Mold)—Monday

BRITISH ISLANDS.
GUERNSEY.

Channel Islands' Gazette (Guernsey)
Wednesday and Saturday

Guernsey Comet—Monday & Thurs.
Guernsey Gazette—Satu-rday
Guernsey Stai-—Monday & Thursday

JERSEY.
Jersey Argus—Tuesday
Jersey British Press—Tues. & Friday
Jersey Chronique de—Saturday
Jersey Constitutional—Saturday
Jersey Impartial—Wednesday
Jersey Journal de Commerce—Sat.

Jersey News—Friday
J ersey Patriot—Tuesday
Jersey Times—Tuesday & Friday

ISLE OF MAN.
Manx Advertiser (Douglas)—Tues.
Manx Liberal ditto —Sat.

Manx Sun ditto —Friday
Mona's Herald ditto —Tuesd,

I

WALES.
BRECKNOCKSHIRE.

Silui'ian (Brecon)—Saturday

CARMARTHENSHIRE.
Carmarthen Journal—Friday
Welshman (Carmarthen)—Friday

SCOTLAND.
ABERDEENSHIRE.

Aberdeen Constitutional—Saturday
Aberdeen Herald—Saturday
Aberdeen Journal—Wednesday
Arbroath Herald—Friday
Arbroath Journal—Saturday

AYRSHIRE.
Ayr Advertiser—Thursday
Ayr Observer—Monday
Ayrshire Examiner
Kilmarnock Journal—Friday

CAITHNESS-SHIRE.
John O'Groat's Journal (Wick)—Fr.

DUMFRIES-SHIRE.
Dumfries Courier—Wednesday
Dumfries GaUoway Register
Dumfries Herald—Friday
Dumfries Times—Wednesday

EDINBURGH.
Edinburgh Advertiser—Tues. and Fr.

Edinburgh and Leith Advertiser (for

advertisements only)— Saturday
Edinburgh Caledonian Mercury

—

Monday, Thursday, and Saturday
Edinburgh Evening Courant—Mon-

day, Thursday, and Saturday
Edinburgh Evening Post—Saturday
Edinburgh Gazette (by authority ; for

notices only)—Tuesday and Frid.

Edinburgh Observer—Tues. and Fr.

Edinburgh Scotsman—Wed. & Sat.

Edinburgh Scottish Pilot—Wednesd.
Edinburgh Weekly Chronicle—Sat.
Edinburgh Weekly Journal—Wed.

FIFESHIRE.
Fife Herald (Cupar)—Thursday
Fifeshire Journal (Cupar)—Thursday

FORFARSHIRE, or ANGUS.
Dundee Advertiser—Friday
Dundee Chronicle—Thursday
Dundee Courier—Tuesday
Montrose Review—Friday
Montrose Standard—Friday

HADDINGTON.
East Lothian Atlvertis-cr
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INVERNESS-SHIRE.
Inverness Courier—Wednesday
Inverness Herald—Thursday

LANARKSHIRE.
Glasgow Argus—Monday & Thursday
Glasgow Chronicle—Mon. Wed.& Fr.
Glasgow Courier—Tues. Th. and Sat.
Glasgow Constitutional—Wed. & Sat.
Glasgow Evening Post—Saturday
Glasgow Herald—Monday & Friday
Glasgow Journal—Thursday
Glausgow Reformers' Gazette—Sat.
Glasgow Scottish Guardian—Tu.&Fr.
Glasgow Scots' Times—Wed. & Sat.

MORAYSHIRE, or ELGIN.
Elgin Courant—Friday
Forres Gazette—Saturday

PERTHSHIRE.
Perthshire Advertiser

, [ Perth]—Th

.

Perth Chronicle [Perth]—Th.
PerthshireConstitutional [Perth]—W.
Pel thshire Courier [Perth]—Th,

RENFREWSHIRE.
Greenock Advertiser—Mon. and Th.
Paisley Advertiser—Saturday

ROXBURGH.SHIRE.
Kelso Chnmicle—Friday
Kelso Mail—Monday and Thursday

STIRLINGSHIRE.
Stirling Journal and Advertiser—Fr.
Stirling Observer—Thursday

WIGTONSHIRE.
Galloway Register [Stranraer]-Fr.

SHETLAND ISLANDS.
Shetland Journal [published in Lon-

don]—Monthly

IRELAND.
ANTRIM.

Belfast Commercial Chronicle—Mon-
day, Wednesday, and Saturday

Belfast News Letter—Tues. & Friday
Belfast Northern Whig—Tu.Th.& Sat.
Belfast Reformer—Friday
Belfast Standard—Saturday
Ulster Times [Belfast]—Tu.Th.& Sat.
Ulster Missionary [Belfast]

CARLOW.
Carlow Sentinel—Saturday
Leinster Independent [Carlow]—Sat.

CLARE.
Clare Journal [Ennis]—Mon. & Th.

Analyst, (The) Quarterly
Annual Register, 8vo
Army List
Annual ditto, 8vo
Asiatic Journal
Athenaeum, Weekly
Baptist Magazine
Baptist Children's Magazine
Baptist Reporter
Beau Monde
Bentley's Miscellany
Blackwood's Magazine
Blackwood's Lady's Fashions
Blaine's Encyclopaedia of Rural Sports
Botanical Magazine (Curtis's)
Botanical Register (Edwards's)
British Critic & Theol. Review, Quar.
British Ma;^azine
British Farmer's Magazine, Quarterly
British and Foreign Review, Quarterly
Brit. & For. Medical R^vievi

,Quarterly
Carthusian, (The) Quarterly
Catholic Magazine
Chambers's Edinburgh Journal. Week
Child's Companion
Child's Magazine (Mason's)
Children's Friend
Children's Missionary Magazine
Christian Guardian
Christian Messenger
Christian Observer

CORK.
Cork Constitution—Tuesday, Thurs-

day, and Saturday
Cork Southern Reporter—Tuesday,

Thursday, and Saturday
Cork Standard—Mon. Wed. & Friday

DONEGAL.
Ballyshannon Herald—Friday

DOWN.
Downpatrick Recorder—Saturday
Newry Examiner—Wednesday & Sat.
Newry Telegraph—Tues. and Friday

DUBLIN.
Dublin Evening Freeman's Journal

—

Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday
Dublin Evening Mail—M. W. and Fr.
Dublin Evening Packet—Tuesday,

Thursday, and Saturday
Dublin Evening Post — Tuesday,

Thursday, and Saturday
Dublin Freeman's Journal—Daily
Dublin Philanthropist— Saturday
Dublin Monitor— Tuesday, Thursday,

and Saturday
Dublin Gazette [by authority : for

notices only]—Tuesday and Frid.
Dublin General Advertiser [for ad-

vertisements only]—Saturday
Dublin Literary Gazette—Saturday
Dublin Mercantile Advertiser—Mon.
Dublin Morning Register—Daily
Dublin Pilot—Mond. Wedn. & Friday
Dublin Saunders' News Letter—Daily
Dublin Record—Monday and Thurs.
Dublin Warder—Saturday
Dublin Weekly Freeman's Jour.—Sat.
Dublin Weekly Register—Saturday
Dublin Temperance Gazette
Dublin Morning Herald—Daily
Dublin Medical Press—Wednesday

EAST MEATH.
Athlone Sentinel—Friday

FERMANAGH.
Enniskillen Chronicle [Ennisk,]—Th.
Fermanagh Reporter [ditto]—Th.

GALWAY.
ConnaughtJournal[Galway]—M.&Th
Galway Advertiser—Saturday
Galway Patriot—Wednesday & Sat.
Tuam Herald—Saturday

KERRY.
Kerry Evening Post [Tralee]—Wed-

nesday and Saturday
Tralee Mercury—Wednesday

PERIODICALS.
Christian Reformer
Christian Remembrancer
Christian Physician
Christian Teacher, Quarterly
Christian Lady's Magazine
Christian Pioneer
Christian Examiner
Christian Child's Faithful Friend
Church of England Magazine,TF«e/f/y

Church of England Review, Quarterly
Church Missionary Record
Church of Scotland Magazine
Churchman
City Mission Magazine
Civil Eni^inccr and Arch.'s Journal
Congregational Magazine
Cottage Magazine
Cottager's Monthly Visitor

Cottager's Friend
Court Magazine
Curtis's Entomology
Cyclopaedia of Anatomy
Cyclopaedia of Surgery
Dallas's Cottager's Guide
Dearden's Miscellany, Jan. 1, 1839
Dublin Medical Journal, on alternate

months
Dublin Review, Quarterly
Dublin University Magazine
East India Magazine
East India Register, Half-yearly

KlhD\K1£.—None.
KILKENfNY.

Kilkenny Journal—Wed. and Sat.
Kilkenny Moderator—Wed. and Sat.

KING'S COUNTY—iVone.

LEITRIM—iVone.

LIMERICK.
Limerick Chronicle—Wed. and Sat.
Limerick Standard—Tues. and Frid.
Limerick Star and Evening Post-

Tuesday and Friday

LONDONDERRY.
Londonderry Journal—Tuesday
Londonderry Sentinel—Saturday
Londonderry Standsird-Wed. & Sat.

LOUTH.
Drogheda Argus—Saturday
Drogheda Conservative—Saturday
Drogheda Journal—Tues. and Sat.

MAYO.
Mayo Constitution [Castlebar]—Tues-

day and Friday
Mayo Telegraph [ditto] —Wednesday
Mayo Missionary Herald [Achill]—

MontlUy

QUEEN'S COUNTY.
Leinster Express [Maryborough] Sat.

ROSCOMMON.
Roscommon Gazette [Boyle]—Sat.
Roscommon Journal—Friday

SLIGO.
Sligo Champion—Saturday
Sligo Journal—Friday

TIPPERARY.
Clonmel Advertiser—Wed. & Sat.
Clonmel Herald—Wed. & Sat.
Tipperary Constitution (Clonmel)—
Tuesday and Friday

Tipperary Free Press (do.)Wed.&Sat.

WATERFORD.
Waterford Chronicle—Tu. Th. and Sat.
Wateiford Mail—Wed. and Saturday
Waterford Mirror—Mon.Wed.and Sat
Waterford Weekly Chronicle—Sat.
Weekly News Letter—Saturday

WESTMEATH.
Westmeath Guardian [Mullingar] Th.

WEXFORD.
Wexford Conservative-Wed. & Sat.
Wexford Independent—Wed. & Sat.

WICKLOW—iVone.

1

Eclectic Review
Edinburgh Journal of Nat. History
Edinburgh Medical Journal, Quarterly
Edinburgh Review, Quarterly
Edinburgh Philosophical Journal, Q.
Edinburgh Christian Instructor
Educational Magazine
El Instructor
Encyclopaedia Britannica
Encyclo. MetropoUtana, Quarterly
Entomological Magazine
Evangelical Magazine
Evangelical Register
Evangelist
Family Library
Farmer's Magazine
Female's Advocate
Floral Cabinet
Floricultural Cabinet (Harrison's)
Floricultural Mag. (Marnock's)
Foreign Review, Quarterly
Eraser's Magazine
Freemason's Review, Quarterly
Friendly Visitor
General Baptist Repository
Gentleman's Magazine
Gentleman's Magazine of Fashions
Gospel Magazine
Gospel Herald
Gospel Standard
Home Missionary Magazine

G E
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Horticultural Jour&al
Intellectual Repository, Quarterly
Inquirer
Irish Farmer
Jardine's Naturalist's Library
Jardine's Annals of Natural History
Jewish Intelligence
Journal of Statistical Society
Jurist (The) Weekly
Lady's Pocket Magazine
Lady's Cabinet of Fashion
Lady's Gazette of Fashion
Lancet, Weekly
Lardner's Cabinet Cyclopaedia
Law Journal
Law Magazine, Quarterly
Law List, Annually
Legal Guide, Weekly
Legal Observer, Weekly
Library of Entertaining Knowledge
Library of Useful Knowledge, Weekly
Literary Gazette, Weekly
Livesey's Moral Reformer
London Journal of Arts
London Monthly Miscellany
London and Paris Fashions
London Saturday Journal, Weekly
Lond. & Westminster Review,Quarter
Loudon's Gardener's Magazine
Loudon's Natural History
Loudon's, Mrs., Flower Garden
Lowndes' British Librarian
Magazine of Domestic Ecohomy
Maund's Botanic Garden
Maund's Botanist
Mechanic's Magazine, Weekly
Medical Gazette, Weekly
Medico-Chir .Journ . (J ohnson's) Quar.
Methodist Magazine
Methodist New Connexion Magazine
Metropolitan Magazine
Mining Review
Mirror, Weekly
Mirror of Parliament, Weekly
Missionary Gleaner
Missionary Register
Missionary Magazine
Monthly Magazine
Montlily Review
Monthly Belle Assembles
Monthly Chronicle
Monthly Law Magazine

Mother's Magazine
Musical World, Weekly
Naturalist (The)
Nautical Magazine
Navy List, Quarterly
New Monthly Magazine
New Sporting Magazine
New World of Fashion
North American Review, Quarterly
Numismatic Chronicle
Orthodox Journal, Weekly
Parbury's Oriental Herald
Paxton's Magazine of Botany
Penny Cyclopaedia
Penny Magazine
Penny Mechanic
Penny Pulpit
Penny Sunday Reader, Weekly
Philosophical Magazine
Phrenological Journal
Pilot

PinnocksGuideto Knowledge, FTeeAr/y

Presbyterian Review, Quarterly
Protestant Preacher, Weekly
Pulpit, (The) Weekly
Quarterly Review
Quarterly Journal of Agriculture
Railway Magazine
Rampart (The)
Refuge (The)
Repertory of Arts
Revivalist
Sacred Star
Saturday Magazine
Scottish Christian Herald
Scottish Congregational Magazine
Servant's Magazine
Soldier's and Sailor's Magazine
Sowerby's Botany, Weekly
Spiritual Magazine and Zion's Casket
Sporting Magazine
Sporting Review
Sportsman (The)
Statutes, Public, Weekly
Stephens's Episcopal Magazine
Sunbeam
Sunday School Teacher
Tait's Edinburgh Magazine
Teacher's Offering
Temperance Penny Magazine
Temperance Intelligencer

Theolog^ical Library

^

Townsend's Costumes
Townsend's Coiffures
Town and Country Magazine
Tract Magazine
United Service Journal
Ure's Dictionary of Arts, &c. Weekly
Veterinarian
Village Churchman
Village Magazine
Visitor (The)
Ward's Miscellany
Weekly Christian Teacher
Wesleyan Preacher
Wesleyan Association Magazine
World of Fashion
Young Men's Magazine
Youth's Magazine

^
Youth's Instructor |
Zion's Trumpet

REPORTS
OP

COURTS OF LAW AND EQUITY.

House of Lords.—Clark and Finnelly
—Bligh.

Chancery.—Mylne and Craig.
Rolls Court.—Keene.
Vice Chancellor.—Simons.
King's BewcA.—Adolphus and Ellis

—

Neville and Perry
Points of Practice.—Dowling's Prac-

tice Cases.
CommonPleas.—Bingham'sNewCases
—Scott's Reports.

Exchequer.—Meeson and Welsby.
Exchequer—Equity Side.—Youngp &

Collyer.
Nisi Prius.—Moody and Roldnson

—

Carrington and Payne.
Admiralty.—Haggard.
Privy Council.—Moore.
East India Appeals.—Moore.
Ecclesiastica I.-:-C\iiteis

Bankruptcy.—Deacon—Montagu and
Ayrton.

Magistrate's Reports.—Nevill & Perry
CrownCasesReserved.—Moody'sCrovfu

Cases.
Statutes.—Annually.

ADDITIONS AND CORRECTIONS.
' Sir, it is the great excellence of a writer to put into his book as much as his book wiU hold"

—

Johnson.

" Let it be book'd with the rest"

—

Shakspearb.

P. 66. William Young Ottley, F. S. A. was bom Aug. 6,

1771, and died May 26. 1836.

P, 556. For Joseph Athias read Tobias Athias.

P. 647. On a marble tablet fixed against the west front

of the methodist meeting; at Edmonton, supporting an
urn, like a covered dish on a foot, is this inscription, com-
memorating the relict of Mr. deputy Kent :

—" Near this

monument lie the mortal remains of Mary Kent, who ex-
changed this world of sin for the realms of peace and joy,

March 3, 1803, aged one hundred and four years."

P. 668. Dr. Edward Young died April 12, 1765, aged 84.

P. 713. Jeremy Bentham died June 6, 1832, aged 84.

P. 742. Sir Charles Wilkins died May 13, 1836, aged 85.

P. 747. Lord North died Aug. 5, 1792.

P. 764. Thomas, lord Erskine, died Nov. 17, I817.

P. 776. James Boaden, editor of the Oracle, was born at

Whitehaven, in 1762, and died Feb. 16, 1839- He was the
author of the Life of J. P. Kemble, Mrs. Siddons, &c.

V.777. Rev. William Beloe was born at Norwich, in

1756, and died April 11, ISI7.

P. 784. Dr. John Walcot died at Somers Town, London,
Jan. 13, I819, in his 81st year. Perhaps hardly any poet
since Shakspeare illustrated his workswith more abundant
allusions derived from the sources of nature ; or a more
original genius. He retained his faculties to the last.

P. 789. Thomas Bowden died Feb, 26, 1836, aged 68.

P. 793. George Longman, esq. died Nov. 23, 1822.

P. 793. William Godwin, was born at Wisbech, Cam-
bridgeshire, March 3, 1756, and died April 7, 1836. He
received for his work on Political Justice, £7^0 ; Caleb
Williams, £M ; and St. Leon, four hundred guineas.
P. 793. Hannali More was born 1745, died Sept. 7, 1833.

P. 795, dele the two lines concerning newspapers at
Constantinople.

P. 796. John Mackinlay died in Southampton-street,
London, June 13, 1821, ag^ed 75 years. He was the father
of Mr. Mackinlay, formerly a bookseller in the Strand.

P. 805. Matthew Wilkes died Jan. 29, 1829, aged 83.
P. 830. Joseph Mawmandied Sept. 13, 1827, aged sixty-

eight years. He was a very intelligent man, and spirited
pubhsher ; also an author, having published in 1805 an
8vo. volume, entitled An Excursion to the Highlands of
Scotland, and the English Lakes, Sfc.

P. 832. For Harriot Hart read John Harriot Hart.
P. 840. Markham Craig died dmring his imprisonment.
P. 854.Mrs. E.C. Knight died at Paris, Feb. 1838, aged 80.

P. 859. Dr. John Trussler died June, 1820, aged 85.

P. 876. The note, John Briggs, should be placed last,

and marked thus t
P. 893. The rev. R. Polwhele died March 4, 1838, aged 78.

P. 949- John Talbot, son of Matthew Talbot, and brother-
in-law of Mr. E. Baines, died March 27, 1 839;. in his sixty-
sixth year. He had occupied a confidential situation in
the office of the Leeds Mercury for thirty-five years. His
son, the rev. Edward Talbot, resides at Tenterden, Kent.

1832, May. The Dublin Printers' Asylum instituted.

1839, March 20. Died, James Tall, who held a respon-
sible situation in the Pitt Press, Cambridge, aged fifty

years. Mr. Tall served his apprenticeship in that estab-
lishment : in Feb. 1805, he was appointed superintendent
of the stereotype foundrj% and in July, 1830, overseer of

the press department, which he held till his death. His
assiduity, fidelity, and pleasing deportment, gained him
the esteem of a large circle of friends. He left a widow.



INDEX.

A Chronological Index of the Towns and Countries in which the art of Printing

is known to have been exercised.

1457 Mentz, Germany
I462 Bamberg, do.
1465 Subiaco, Italy-

Augsburg, Germany
1466 Cologne, do.

Reutligen, do.
1467 Ellville or Elfield, do.

Rome, Italy
Tours, Fiance

1469 Milan, Italy

Venice do.
1470 Berona, Switzerland

Budu, Poland
Foligno, Italy

Nuremberg, Germany
Paris. France
Trevi, Italy
Verona, Italy

1471 Bologna, Italy
Ferrara, do.
Florence, do.
Naples, do.
Pavia, do.
Spire, Germany
Strasburg, France
Treviso, Italy

1472 Most, Flanders
Antwerp, Belgium
Cremona, Italy
Fivizzano, do.
Jesi, do.
Mantua, do.
Mons Regalis
Parma, Italy

Padua, do.
1473 Brescliia,do.

Bruges, Netherlands
Buda, Hungary
Esslingen,, Wirtemberg
Laugingen, Bavaria
Louvain, Netherlands
Lyons, France
Mersburg, Saxony
Messina, Sicily
Utrecht, Netherlands
Ulm, Wirtemberg
Vicenza, Italy

1474 Basle or Basil, Switzerl.
Brussels, Belgium
Como, Italy

Genoa, do.
Savona,do.
Turin, do.
Valentia, Spain
Marihaussen, Germany
Westminster, England

1475 Barcelona, Spain
Blanbeurn, Wirtemberg
Burgdorff, Hanover
CagU, Italy

Caselle, Sardinia
Deventer, Holland
Lubec, Lower Saxony
Modena, Italy

PUsen, Bohemia
Perouse orPerugia, Italy
Placenza, Italy

Reffsio, Naples
Saragossa, Spain

1476 Augers, France
Polliano, Italy

1476 Rostock, Saxony
Seville, Spain
Trent, Austria

1477 Ascoli, Italy

Anjoy, France
Delft, Holland [land
Gouda or Tergon, Hol-
Lucca, Italy

Palermo, Sicily

Reichenstein, Germany
1478 Chablies, France

CoUe, Tuscany
Cosenza, Naples
Eichstadt, Franconia
Geneva, Switzerland
Prague, Bohemia
Schussenried, Switzerl.
Vienne, France

1479 Lerida, Spain
Novi, Italy

Nimeguen, Netherlands
Poitiers, France
Pignerol, Piedmont
Segorbe, Spain
Sienna, Italy

Toulouse, France
Toscolano, Italy

Wurtzburg, Germany
ZwoU, Netherlands

1480 St. Alban's, England
Cividad di Friuli, Italy

Caen, France
Culembourg, Netherl.
Hasselt, do.
Leipsic, Upper Saxony
London, England
Nonantola, Italy

Oudenarde, Flanders

1481 Aurach, Wirtemberg
Casal di S Vaso, Italy

Lignitz, Silesia

Pasan, Bavaria
Rougemont, Burgundy
Salamanca, Spain
Saluzzo, Sardinia
Urbino, Italy

1482 Aquila, Naples
Coburg, Upper Saxony
Erfurt, Germany
Memmingen, do.
Promentour
Reutlingen, Germany
Vienna, Austria
Zamora, Spain

148.3 Ghent, Netherlands
Girona, Spain
Haarlem, Holland
Leyden, Holland
Magdeburg, Lr. Saxony
Pisa, Italy

Rouen, France
Schiedam, Holland
Stockholm, Sweden
Troyes, France

1484 Bois-le-Duc, D.Brabant
Chambery, Savoy
Loiideac, France
Rennes, do.
Soncino, Italy

Udina, Austrian Italy

Winterberg, Bohemia

1485 Burgos, Spain
Heidelberg, Germany
Pescia, Tuscany
Ratisbon, Bavaria
Sora or Soria
Vercelli, Italy

Xercia, Spain
1486 Abbeville, France

Bmnn, Bohemia
Casal-Maggiore, Italy
Chivas, Piedmont
Granada, Spain
Munich, Bavaria
Munster, Germany
Sleswick, Denmark
Toleda, Spain
Viqueria, Sardinia

1487 Besancon, France
Gaeta, Naples
Ingolstadt, Bavaria
Murcia, Spain

1488 Frisia, Friesland
Gradisca, Corinthia
Tarazona, Spain
Tolosa, do.
Viterbo, Italy [Spain

1489 San Colgat del Valles,

Haguenan, France
Kuttenberg, Bohemia
Lisbon, Portugal
Pampeluna, Spain

1490 Constantinople, Turkey
Dol, France
Grenoble, do.
Orleans, France
Portici, near Naples

1491 Angouleme, France
Cracow, Poland
Dijon, France
Hamburgh, Lr. Saxony
Nozanum
Wadstein, Sweden

>492 Leira, Portugal
Zinna, Prussia

1493 Acqui, Italy

Cluni, France
Copenhagen, Denmark
Friedberg, Baden
Luneburg, Lr. Saxony
Macon, France
Nantes, do.
Tzchernigov, Russia
Valladolid, Spain

1494 Braga, Portugal
Monte-rey, Spain
Oppenheim, Germany

1495 Forli, Italy

Freisgenn, Bavaria
Limoges, France
Scandiano, Italy

Schoonhoven,SHolland
1496 Offenburg, Germany

Provins, France
Tours, do.

1497 Avignon, do.
Barco, Italy
Carmagnola, Piedmont

1498 Tubingen, Wirtcmburg
1499 Antreguicr, France

Madrid, Spain
Montscrrat, do.

1499 Tarragona, Spain
1500 Jaen, do.

Munich, Bavaria
Olmutz, Austria
Perpignan, France
Pfortzheim, Germany

1501 Metz, France
Schrattental, Austria

1502 AlcaIadeHenares,Spain
Fano, Italy

1503 Breslau, Silesia [Italy
Colles VaUis Trumpise,
Perigueux, France
Wittembvurg, Saxony

J 504 Frankfort on the Oder,G
MedinadelCampo,Spain
Pesaro, Italy

Zwiefalten, Germany
1505 Constance, Bavaria

Toul, France
1506 Carpi, Italy

Engadin, or Junthal,
Switzerland

1507 Bellovisum
Coni, Piedmont
St. Diey, France
Edinburgh, Scotland
Frankfort on the Maine»
Germany

Logrono, Spain
1508 Ripon, Denmark, Jutl.

Trino, Piedmont
1509 Brunswick,Low Saxony

Ottembura, Germany
York, England

1510 Beverley, do.
Nancy, France
Upsal, Sweden

1511 Suderskoping, do.
Vall'ombrosa, Tuscany

1512 Darlach, Germany
Leon, Spain

1513 Fossombrone, Italy

1514 Ancona, do.

Landshut, Bavaria
Soutliwark, England
Worms, Germany

1515 Elberfield, Prussia
1516 Bari, Naples

Coimbra, Portugal
1517 Arras, France

Carcassone, do.

Salo, Austrian Italy

Wilna, Litlmania
1518 Asti, Piedmont

Jung Buntzlau, Bohera
Mindelhcim, Bavaria
Nicolas du Port, France
OrtuonaaMara, Naples
Schelstadt, Germany

I6I9 Arhusen, Denmark
Mirandolo, Italy

Steckelburg, Franconia
1520 Ebernburg, Germany

Halle, Upper Saxony
Halberstadt,Westphalia
Meissen, Saxony

1521 Cambridge, England
Evora, Portugal

I

Rimini, Italy
I Zurich, Switzerland



1522 Meaux, France
Steinberg, Germany

1523 Altenburg, Up. Saxony
Amsterdam, Holland
Colmar, France
Grimm, Germany
Zwickau, Up. Saxony

1524 Dresden, Saxony
Eisenach, do.
Ragusa, Austrian Dal-
matia

1525 Cesena, Italy
Nordlingen, Suabia
Tavistock, England

1527 Marpurg, Germany
1528 Lucerne, Switzerland

Malmoe, Sweden
Wiburg-, Denmark

1529 Bourdeaux, France
1530 Bazas, do.

Holum, Iceland
Oels, Prussian Silesia

1531 Etlingen, Baden
1532 Isny, orYsni, Germany
1533 Cronstandt, Transylvan

Neufchatel, Switzerland
Novara, Italy

1534 Embden.EastFriesland
Roschild, Denmark

1535 St. Denis, near Paris
Prato, Brescia

1536 Halle, Suabia
1538 Tortosa, Spain

Solingen, Westphalia
1539 Berne, Switzerland
1540 Bourges, France

Majorca,cap.of Majorca
Mons, Netherlands

1541 Estella, Spain
Nagy Sigeth, Hungary
Wolfenbuttle, Saxony

1542 Minden, Prussia
1543 Bonne, do.

Cento, Italy

Wesel, Prussia
1544 Ichenhausen, Bavaria
1545 Avranches, France

Agen, Guienne, do.

Binch, Netherlands
Dartmund, Prussia
Jena, Saxony
Merida, Spain
Neubm-g, Bavaria
Winchester, England

1546 Brzescz, Polesia

Le Mans, France
1647 Hanover, Germany

Lublin, Poland
Orense, Spain

1548 St. Andrew's, Scotland
Ipswich, England
Luklawice, Poland
Worcester, England

1549 Canterbury, ditto

Mexico, South America
Ossuna, Spain
Prague, Bohemia

1550 Bautzen, Lusatia
Mondonedo, Spain

1551 Arrevalo, do.
Baeza, or Baeca, Spain
Dublin, Ireland
Konigsberg, Prussia

Sabionetta,Austrian Italy

1552 Belgrade,Europ.Turkey
Pau, France
Poczatec, Bohemia

1553 Moscow, Russia
Sens, France

1 554 Adrinople,Europ.Turkey
Greenwich, England

1555 Dillingen, Suabia
Waterford, Ireland

1556 Bergamo, Italy

Lausanne, Switzerland
1557 Rheims, France

Tournay, Netherlands
Zamoski, Poland

1658 Ober-Ursel, Germany
Ripen, or Ribe, Den-
mark, Jutland

Sambor,AustrianPoland

1559 Blois, France
Pinczow, Poland

1560 Puschlaw,Helvetic Rep.
Thiengen, Germany

1561 Dusseldorf, Westphalia
Kozmin, Poland
Mulhausen, Prus. Saxony

1562 Breidabolstad, Iceland
Nieswicz,Russ.Lithuania

1563 Goa, Hindostan
Lemgow, Westphalia
Safed, Palestine

1564 Barlanga, Spain
Guadalaxara, ditto

Rochelle, France
Tournon, ditto

1565 Douay, French Flanders
Gorlitz, Upper Lusatia

l566Clausenburg,Transylvan
Eisleben, Upper Saxony
Liege, Netherlands

1568 Morges, Switzerland
Norwich, England
Thorn, West Prussia
Villa Manta, Madrid
Weissenburg, Transylv.

1569 S.Lucar de Barrameda
Spain

15/0 Osma, Spain
Wegrow, Poland

1571 Crema, Italy

Dort, South Holland
Neustadt, Germany
Stirling, Scotland
Visen, Portugal

1572 Palencia, Spain
Tudela, ditto

Zaslaw, Russ.Lithuania
1574 Aix, France

Antequera, Spain
Sraalcald, Germany

1575 Macerata, Italy

Siguenza, Spain
Ultzen, Germany

I676 Caller, Sardinia
Huesca, Spain

1577 Malabar coast, E.Indies
Racow, Lesser Poland

1578 Berlin, Prussia
Laybach, Germany
Luxemburg, Netherl.
Nupufell, Iceland
Warsaw, Poland

1579 Gralicz, a castle in

Moravia
Grodzisko, Poland
Neustadt-an der-Hart,
France

Posen, Prussian Poland
Stettin, Prussia

1580 Auxerre, France
Helmstadt, Lr. Saxony
Ostrog, Russian Poland
Ravenna, Italy

1582 Amacusia, Japan
Mechlin or Malines,
Netherlands

Middleburg, Walcheren
Saumur, France

1583 Angra,one of the Azores
Bilboa, Spain
Treves or Trievo,Germ.
Verdun, France
Zerbst, Germany

1584 Arco, do.
1585 Bremen, Low. Saxony

Cordova, Spain
Herborn, Germany
Litomiersk, Bohemia
Orthes, Upper Pyrenees

1586 Fermo, Italy

Francker, Holland
Iverdon, Switzerland
Lemburg, Poland
Lima, South America
Monaco, Sardinia
Orvieto, Italy

Vico Equana, or Vico
di Torrento, Italy

Zittau, Upper Lusatia '

1587 Lodi, Italy
1588 Bardt, Pomerania

1588 Coventry, England
Fawsley, ditto

Manchester, ditto

Montbelliard, France
Mouseley, England
Norton, ditto

Segovia, Spain
Wandsbeck, Germany
Warrington, England
Woolstone, ditto

1589 Cuenca, Spain
Rotterdam, S. Holland
Sedan, France

Wilmersdorfium.German
1590 Angra, Terceira, Azores

Gratz, Germany
Macao, China
Manilla, Phillipine Isl.

1591 Hoffe, Franconia
Takagus, Japan

1592 Chartres, France
Dannhausen, Wirtemb.
Deosberg, Holland
Insprnck, Germany
Lubiecz, Lithuania
Nangasaqui, Japan
Nevers, France
Scaffhau.sen, Switzerl.

1593 Amberg, Bavaria
BelviderCjEurop.Turkey
The Hague, Holland
Hanau, Germany

1594 Clermont, France
Marseilles, ditto

Niort, ditto

1595 Dantzic, Prussia
Langres, France

1 596 Altoif, Franconia
Antun, I-Yance
EpUa, Aragon, Spain
Pont-a-Mousson,France
Siegen ,Pr ussianWestph
Tokis, or Tokoesi, Japan
Uranienburg. Denmark

1697 Annaburg, Up. Saxony
Deux ponts, or Zwey-
biucken, Germany

Leuwarden, Netherl.
Lich, Germany
Torgau, Pruss. Saxony

1598 Chaumont en Bassigny,
France

1599 Calais, France
Campen, Netherlands
Caselle, Sardinia
Malaga, Spain

1600 St. Omer's, France
Bagnolet, ditto

Farnese, Italy

Paderborii, Westphalia
1601 Braunsberg, Prussia

Chalons sur Marne, Fr.

Chieti, Naples
Evreux, France
Lindau, Bavaria
Luben, Prussian Silesia

1602 Orihuela, Spain
Valence, France

1603 Elsinore, Denmark
Ladenburg, Germany
Pekin, China
Prossnitz, Moravia
Valparaiso, Spain

1604 Lisle, French Flanders
SerravaUe, Italy

Steinfuit, Pruss.Westph.
Varallo, Italy, Piedmont

1605 Alcmaer, Holland
Bergen-op-Zoom, ditto

Damascus, Syria
Hildesheim, Lr. Saxony
Schweinfurdt, Franconi
Vevay, Switzerland
Zeymy, Russ. Lithuania

1 606 Augst, Switzerland
Galitz, Russia
Giesen, Germany
Kalisz, Greater Poland
Nismes, France
Recanti, Italy

Rotweil, Germany
Tongres, Netherlands

1607 Anspach, Bavaiia
Chieri,or Quiers,Piedmt
Gera, Upper Saxony
Goslar, Lower Saxony
St. Vincent, Spain
Sarzina, Italy, Genoa

1608 Senapaniowce,R. Poland
Valenciennes, F.Flander

1609 Enchuysen, N. Holland
St. Maloes, France
Offenbach, Germany
Schleusingen, ditto

1610 Bergerac, France
Cadiz, Spain
Eton, England
Fontenay, France
Groningen, Holland
Ipres, West Flanders
Kerapten, Suabia
Laszcrow, Poland
Mount Lebanon,, Syria

1611 Amiens, France
Conegliano, Italy
Coire, Switzerland
Darmstadt, Germany
DobromU, Red Russia
Erie, Lithuania
Harburg, Germany
Zutphen, Netherlands

1612 Arnheim, Guelderland
Alt Buntzlau, Bohemia
Fleche, France
Gripswaldia, Pomerania
Juli Pueblo, Peru, S. A.
Neisse, Silesia

Oporto, Portugal
Presburf!:,Low.Hungary

1613 CharleviUe, France
l6i4 Basti, Spain

Haderwyck, Holland
Tortona, Italy

I6l6 St.PaulTrois Chateaux,
France

Breda, Dutch Brabant
Nagera, Spain
Oezmiana, R.Lithuania
Zee, Zeland

1616 Faenza, Italy

Guttstadt, East Prussia
Maillzais, orMailly, Fr.

1617 Cahors, France
Leutch, Austria
Lugny, France
Mohilow, Europ. Russia
Trani, Italy

1618 Kiew, Russia
Konigingratz, Bohemia
Medina deRioseco,Spain
Molsheim,Alsace
Potschaev, Russia
Selles, France

1619 Roman of, Russia
Viana de foy de Lima,

Portugal
l620Aschaflfenburg,Germany

Beuthen, Silesia

Calmar, Sweden
Caschau, LTp. Hungary
Nanking, China
Ronciglione, Italy

Ruremond, Netherlands
Saltzburg, Austria
S. Mihiel, France

1621 Bracciano, Italy
Cothon, Upper Saxony
Glogau, Silesia

Ingolstadt, Bavaria
Macabebe, Phillipine Is.

Westeras, Sweden
1622 Aberdeen, Scotland

Ath, Netherlands
Barbastro, Spain
Freystadt, Germany
Hoornc, Holland
Jaraslau, Poland
Loevestein,Netherlands
Rinteln, Germany

1623 Amiternum, Italy

Bassano, Italy

Benfica, Portugal
Strengnes, Sweden

1624 Astorga, Spain
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1624 Fredericstadt, Denmark
Ucles, Spain

1625 Alencon, France
Cleves, ditto

Foret sur Sevre, ditto

1626 Amersfoordt, Netherl.
Beziers, France
Castres, ditto

Courtray, Flanders
Leutmeritz, Bohemia
Morlaix, France
Ravensburg, Bavaria
Tyrnau, Hungary
Xeres de la Frontera,

Spain
1627 Mantilla, ditto

Odenbure:, L. Hungrary
Rodez, France
Rothenburg:, Germany
St. Quentin, France
Soroe, Denmark

1628 Baranow, Less. Poland
Bourg en Bresse,France
Bruntruit, Switzerland
Codogno, Italy

Puy, France
Villa Nueva de los In-

fantes, Spain
1629 Belluno, Italy

Geismar, Germany
Gustrow, ditto

Sagan, Prussian Silesia

Trieste, Austria
1630 Flashing, Walcheren

SuUy, France
Toro, Spain

1631 Ortenburg, Germany
Osnaburg, Hanover
Straubing, Bavaria

1632 Catuapolis, Douay, Fr
Kuteinshi, a monastery
in Russia

Quedlinburg, Saxony
Racholium, Bombay

1633 Hailbrun, Suabia
1634 Aix-la-Chapelle, France

Leece, Naples
1635 Linkoping, Sweden

Lissa, Prussian Poland
Znoym, Austria

1636 Catanai, Sicily

Lintz, Germany
Villa Vicoza, Portugal

1637 Loietto, Italy

Montauban, France
Puebla de los Angeles,
Mexico

Terni, Italy

1638 Glasgow, Scotland
Riga, European Russia

1639 Cambridge, N. America
Namur, France
Newcastle-upon-Tyne,
England

1640 Almeira, Spain
Chateau de Richelieu,Fr

.

Leisina, Aust. Dalmatia
Sassari, isJ. of Sardinia

l6il Cefalu, Sicily

Elbingen, West Prussia
Exija, Spain
ICilkenny, Ireland
Lodeve, France

1 642 Abo, Sweden
Dorpt, Holland
Gotha, Thuringia

1643 Pistoya, Italy

1644 Gaillon, France
Isernia, Naples
Moulin s, France
Velettri, Italy

)645 Gluckstadt, Holstein
Nykoping, Sweden
QuevUly, France
Stralsund, Prussia

1646 Benevento, Italy

La Saussaye, France
Orange, ditto

1 647 Aries, ditto

Malta,isl.in the Mediter.
Oliva, Spain
Ootmarsum, Netherl.

1648 Auerstadt, Thuringia
Friedberg, Germany
Rochester, England
Saardam,North H olland

1649 Cork, Ireland [France
St. Germain en Laye,

1650 Gothenburg, Sweden
Leghorn, Tuscany
Libonrne, France
Montpelier, ditto

Puy en Velay, ditto

Tlascala, Mexico
1652 Leith, Scotland
1653 Furth, Bavaria

Saros Patak, Hungary
1654 Chalons surSaone, Fr.

Utrera, Spain
1655 Amstadt, Saxony

Feldkirck, Tyrol
Monte Chiaro, Sicily

Todi, Italy
1656 Annecy, Savoy

Castel a Mare di Stabia,
Naples

Chester, England
Christiania, Norway
Colberga, Prussia

1657 Schuol, Switzerland
Sulzbach, Bavaria

1658 Smyrna, Asia Minor
Thiel, Netherlands

1659 Quimper, France
1660 Bonnefont, Champagne

Die, France
Saint Maude

166 J Pesenas, France
Stade, Hanover

1662 Steinau,PrussianSiIesia
Emmeric, Germany

1663 Harlingen, Holland
Montreuil, France
Puzzolo, Italy

1664 Leerdam,SouthHolland
Rudolphstadt, Germany
St.Angelo in Vado.Italy

1665 Oldenburg, Germany
1666 Nice, Sardinia
1667 Coin, near Berlin

Guatimala, N. America
Kiel, Lower Saxony
Orbitello, Tuscany
Vendome, France
Wisingsoe, Sweden

1608 Exeter, England
Lund, Sweden
Pottendorf,Low.Austria

1669 Bayruth, Franconia
La Rocca, Naples
Nordhausen, Saxony
Oudewater,Netherlands

1670 Gorcum, South Holland
Hermannstadt.Transyl.
Liege, Flanders
Plauen, Saxony
Ratzebourg, Denmark

1671 Canton, China
Quam-cheu, ditto

Steudal, Prussia
1672 Spoleto, Italy

Zombor, Hungary
1673 Altona, Lower Saxony

Compostella, Spain
1674 St. Sebastian, ditto

Sluczc, Russ. Lithuania
1675 Boston, North America

Duderstadt, Lr. Saxony
Flensbourg, Denmark
Stolpen, Saxony

1676 Guba, Lusatia
1677 Dunkirk, French Fland.

Ronco, Italy
Zeitz, Upper Saxony

1678 Castellane, France
Corbachium, Germany
Vannes, France

1679 Coligni, ditto

Dyrenfurt, Silesia

Massa, Tuscany
Rieti, Italy

1680 Einsilden, Switzerland
Manfredonia, Naples
Schlichtingsheim.Poland

1682 Revel, European Russia
Rohan, France
Williamsburg,N.Americ

1683 Jassy, Moldavia,Turkey
Sevenbergen, Netherl.

1684 Piazzolo, isl. of Corsica
Skalholt, Iceland

1685 Laon, France
Maestricht,Netherlands
Uman,European Russia

I6S6 Philadelphia,N.America
1687 Carlscrona, Sweden

Egra, Bohemia
Holyrood House, Scot!.

Laubau, Germany
1688 Jonkioping, Sweden

Wandsbeck, Germany
1689 Brieg, Silesia

Condom, France
Schwabach, Franconia
Trevoux, France

1690 Mazzarino, Sicily »

Nieuhus, Westphalia
1691 Chemnitz, Up. Saxony

Porto, Italy

1692 Ploen, Denmark
ZolkieUjAustrianPoland

1693 Bayonne, France
New York, N. America
Ochringen, Germany

1694 Sinigaglia, Italy
1696 Bayeux, France

Dessau, Up. Saxony
Tachau, Bohemia

1697 Chartreuse, France
Sondershausen, Saxony

1698 Glatz, Silesia

Jassy,;European Turkey
Montroulles, France
Odensee, Denmark
Pernau, Eiirop. Russia
Wismar, Germany

1700 Song-kiang, China
Suprasal, a monastery

in Russian Lithuania
1701 Narva, Russia

Snagof, Wallachia
Weimar, Germany

1702 Ascania, a castle in Ger-
many

St. Gallen, Switzerland
Jessnitz, Germany

1703 Batavia, capital of Java
Caseres, France
Lunenburg, Germany
Sohns, Wetteravia,ditto
Tayabas, Philippine isl.

1704 Aurillac, France
St. Jean de Maurienne,
Savoy

Toulon, France
1706 Aleppo, Syria

Hernoisand, Sweden
Nyeborg, Denmark

1707 Skara, Sweden
1709 Custrin, Germany

NewLondon,N.America
1710 Tirgowischt, Turkey
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La Charite, France
Homburg, Germany
St. Petersburg, Russia
Teflis, Asiatic Georgia
Wetzlar, Germany

1712 Coesfield, Westphalia
Holstein, Germany
Soleure, Switzerland
Tranquebar, Hindostan

1714 Belfast, Ireland
Nottingham, England
Rochefort, France

1716 Stregau,PrussianSilesia
1717 Kaiwai, Turkey

Liebe, Saxony
1718 Shrewsbury, England
1720 Harfleur, France

Kingston, Jamaica
1721 Weissenfels, Saxony

Soest, Westphalia
1722 St. Mcnehould, France
1725 Schneeberg, Saxony
1 726 Annapolis, N. America
1727 Budingen, Germany

1727 Clausthal, Lr. Saxony
Lassay, France

1723 St. Oreste, Italy

1729 Disentis, Switzerland
Weissenburg, Germany

1730 Bridgetown, Barbadoes
Charlestown,N .America
Zug, Switzerland

1731 Assisi, Popedom, Italy
Sais, France
Tegeruse,a famous ab-
bey in Bavaria

1732 Kesroan, Mount Liba-
nus, Syria

1734 Bod-Edeyrn, Wales
1735 Germantown,N.Americ

Karalanska, Russia
Rogensburg, an abbey
near Ulm

Verets, France
1736 Nuits, ditto

1737 Colombo, Ceylon
1738 Manheim, Germany
1739 Bar-le-Due, France

Irun, Spain
1740 Mons Cassinus, Naples
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New Brandenburg,
Mecklenburg,German

Zyllichau, Prussia
1 743 Este, Venetian territory

Zagrab, Austrian States
1744 Erlangen, Franconia

Marienburg,Up . Saxony
Wilhermsdorff,Germany

1745 Carlsruhe, Suabia
1746 Noyou, France
1747 Basseteire, St. Kit's

Prenzlau, Brandenburg
1748 Avilly, France

Lutzen, Saxony
St. John, Antigua

1749 Kolscz, Hungary
Luneville, France
Roveredo, Tyrol

1750 Cervera, Spain
Port au Prince, island

of St. Domingo
Ragland Castle, Wales

1751 Beirut, Mount Lebanon
Halifax, Nova Scotia
Lancaster, Pennsylvan.
North America

Woodbridge, New Jer-
sey, North America

1752 Arezzo, Tuscany
Schwabach, Franconia

1753 Havre de Grace, France
1754 Bernbourg, Up. Saxony

Colmar, Alsace
Newbern, North Caro-

lina, North America
Newhaven, Connecti-

cut, North America
1755 Palmyra, Syria

Vincennes, France
1756 Arcueil, ditto

Debretzen.Up.Hungpary
Epinal, France
Portsmouth, N.America
St. Jago de la Vega,

isle of Jamaica
1757 Gottingen, Low,Saxony

Harg, Sweden
1758 StrawberryHill,England

Versailles, France
1750 Vitry-le-Fi-ancais,ditto

Zell, Lower Saxony
1760 Ephrata, Pennsylvania

Potsdam, Prussia
1761 Castelfranco, Italy

Villagarsia, Spain
Wilmington, Delaware
North America

1762 Butzow, Lower Saxony
Providence, N.America
Savanuah,Georgia,N.A

.

1763 Pesth, Hungary
Volterra. Tuscany
WUmington.NorthCaro-

lina. North America
1764 Hartford, Connecticut,

Quebec, Lower Canada
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1765 Bouillon, Netherlands
Charlottetown, capital

of the isl.of Dominica
Cologna, Italy

Hirschberg, Silesia

1766 Barbj^ Upper Saxony
Lugano, Switzerland

1767 S.MariaMayor.Paragua
St.Pierre.island of Mar-

tinique

1768 Grange, Durham, Engl.

Salem, Massachusetts,
North America

1770 Albany, New York
Baltimore, Maryland,
North America

Bienne, Berne, Switzer.
Burlington,NewJersey,
North America

Christianstadt, island of

St. Croix
Glynd-pl.,Sussex, Engl.
Llandovery, Wales

) 772Madras,orFortSt. George
East Indies

Wipery, a village near
Madras, East Indies

1773 Gortz, Italy

Hrapsey, Breidafiord,

New London, Iceland
Newberry Port, Massa
chu setts, N. America

Norwich, Connecticut,
North America

1774 Exeter,NewHampshire,
North America

Hilburghausen, Saxony
1 776 Montego Bay, Jamaica

Montresil, Canada, N.

A

Worcester, Massachu-
setts, North America

1776 Artleburgh, ditto ditto

Danvers ditto ditto

Fishkill,NewYork, ditto

Newark, N.Jersey,ditto

1777 Gueret, France
Clagenfurt, Austria
San Marino, Italy

Stargard, Pomeiania
1778 Calcutta, East Indies

Chanteloup, France
Chateau de Fresnes, do.

Hanover, New Hamp
shire. North America

Hoogly, Bengal, EI,
Westminster, Vermont,
North America

1779 Coblentz, Germpny
Vesoul, France

1780 Malda,Bengal, E.Indies
Nivelles, Netherlands
Passy, France
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Marienwerder, Prussia

1782 Blankenburg,L,Saxony
HaverhiU, Massachu-

setts, North America
1783 Compeigne, France

Nyou, Switzerland
St. George, Bermudas
Shelburne.Nova Scotia,

North America
Windsor,"Vermont,N.A.

1784 Hadersleben, Slesvick,
Denmark

1/84 Pondicherry,East Indies

1 785 Baza, Spain
Stuhlweissenb.Hungary
Charleston, Massachu-

setts, North America
Jeddo, Japan
Kehl, Germany
Montargis, France
Pfoerten, Prussia

1786 Bingen, France
Lexington, Kentucky,
North America

Pappenheim, Bavaria
1787 Chateau-fort, France

Detmold, Westphalia
Eichotadt, Franconia
Etruria, England

Fredericksburg,Virginia,
North America

Havamiah, Cuba
1788 Manxes, Spain

Meldorp, Denmark
1 789 BuenosAyres,S.America

Ruien, Livonia, Russia
Spa, Netherlands
Schweriu, Germany
Winterthour, Switzerl.

1790 Guernsey, a British isl

Neuweid, Westphalia
Newhausel.Up .H ungary

1791 Trevecka, South Wales
ZiUy, Transylvania

1792 Bombay, East Indies
Saverne, France [nople

1 793 Chrysopolis, Constanti
Knoxville.Tennessee,
North America

Varhely, Hungary
Walpole.NewHampshire,

North America
1794 Brookfield, Massachu-

setts, North America
Corte, island of Corsica
Leira, Iceland
Tongerloo,nearAntwerp

1795 Blaje, Transylvania
Chillicothe, Ohio, N. A.
Cincinatti, ditto ditto

Comorn, Hungary
Oviedo, Spain
Sydney, New S. Wales

1796 Kotbus, Prussia
Schemnitz, Hungary

1797 Dampierre, France
1798 Alexandria, Egypt

Cairo, Egypt
Marietta, Ohio, N. A.

1799 Czenk, Hungary
1800 Bosch, an island of the

Dutch province of
Groningen

Gizeh, a village on the
Nile, Egypt

Hadamar, Germany
Serampore, Bengal, E.I.

1802 Corbeil, France
1803 Kazan, Russia

NewOrleans,N.America
Northampton, Hamp-

shire, North America
1804 Ferrol, Gallicia, Spain
1805 Raab, Lower Himgary
1806 Caraccas, Terra Firma,

South America

1 807 Hafod, Cardiganshire,
South Wales

Karass, Russia'
Khizurpoor,Bengal,E.I.
Montevideo, S.America
Poughkeepsie, New
York, North America

Prince of Wales' Island,

orPulo Penang,Malay
Ronneburg, Germany

1808 Sarepta,CalmucTartary
1 810 Augusta,Massachusetts,

North America
Detroit, Michigan terri-

tory, North America
Lynehburg, Virginia,
North America

Natches, Mississipi.N.A
St. Louis.Up.Louisiana,
North America

Tanjore,in theCarnatic,
East Indies
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Bogota, New Granada,
South America

18 12 Frogmore Lodge, Berk-
shire, England

Mediterranean
Vizagapatam Deccan,
East Indies

1813 Egmore, Madras, E. I.

Rio de Janeiro, Brazil,

South America
Ava, Birmah, E. Indies
LeePriory, Kent,England

1814 Palma, Austrian lUyria
1815 Astrachan, Russia

New Lexington, India-
na, North America

1816 Amboyna,Molucca isles

Dedham, Massachusetts
Draguignan, Fi-ance
Jassy, Moldavia, Euro-
pean Turkey

Malacca, Malacca
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Centa, in Africa
Corfu, an island in the

Ionian sea
Eimeo, or Movea, one of
the Society Islands

Rangoon, East Indies
1818 Andover,Massachusetts,

North America
Berdyczow, Russia
Hobart's Town, Van
Dieman's Land

Tahiti, or Otaheite, one
of the Society islands
in the South Pacific

1819 Bellary, Hindostan
Benares, ditto

Winter Harbour, North
Polar Sea

1 820 Bencoolen.isle Sumatra
Chinsurah, Hindostan
Cotym, Malabar coast,

Hindostan
Rovetta, Italy

Syracuse, Sicily

1821 Arau, Switzerland
Bourbon.isle of Bourbn.
Burder'sPoint, Otaheite
Dar-el-kamar, Mount
Libanus

Friesolo, Tuscany

1821 Hononooro,Sandwich I.

Lucknow, Hindostan
Nakhitchevan, Russia
Wisbaden, Germany

1822 Bulak, Upper Egypt
Calataniseta, Sicily
Corinth, Morea
Cotta, Ceylon
Tauris, Persia

1823 Baden, Switzerland
Christiansand, Norway
Fort Marlborough,Ben-

coolen, Sumatra
Jordanimola ad Nimiti-
um

Santa Martha, New
Granada, S. America

Singapore, peninsula of
Malacca

1824 Bergen, Norway
Carthagena, S.America
Cumana, Cai-accas,S.A.

Ebnat, Germany
Fluelen, Switzerland
Guajaquil, Quito, S.A.
Guyana, S. America
Maracaibo,Caraccas,do.
Middlehill, England
Missolonghi, Greece
Napoli di Romania, in

the Morea
Panama, isthmus of Da-

rien. South America
Popayan,New Granada,
South America

Santa Fe de Antioquia,
Antiochia

1825 Auburn,NewYork,N.A.
Bolivar, South America
Chatillon, France
Helsingfors, S. I'inland

Libau, European Russia
Odessa, ditto

Pateo, Society Islands
Penang,Prince of Wales

island, Hindostan
Plymouth, Massac.N.A.
St.Helena.in theAtlantic
St. Nicholas, Holland
Santiago,Chili, S.Amer.
Tananarivou, island of
Madagascar

1826 Columbia, South Caro-
lina, North America

La Havre, ditto

Maquasse, South Africa
Paramaribo,Guiana,S.A
S. Etienne, France
S. Helier, Jersey
VeraCruz,Mexico, S.A.

1827 Betheldorp, on the river
Zwartzkopts, Africa

Bochnia,Cracow,Poland
Echota, Cherokee Indi-

ans, North America
Nagercoil, Travancore,
Hindostan

1828 Patras, Morea, Greece
Shawnee-town, Ohio,
North America

Vervieres, Netherlands
1829 Castlenaudery, France

Koevorde, Netherlands
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A A, Peter Vander 643
Abarbanel, R. Isaac 41

1

Abbinton, William 565
Abbot, George, archbishop of
Canterbury 456, 457

Abbot, sir Maurice 492
Abel, John Philip 446
Abela, G. 506
Abenezra, R. 159
Abercorn, Mr. 728
Abernethy, John 706
Abraham , patriarch 85
Abree, James 719
Accurseus, Mariangelus 108
Achates, Leonard 141, 195
Ackermann, Rudolph931, 933
Ackers, Charles 704, 848
Ackworth,George,L.L.D. I95

Acquaviva, duke of Altri 469
Adam, Dr. Alex. 72O, 802
Adam, Mr, 888
Adam, Melichor 385
Adams, Elizabeth 679
Adams, Francis 420
Adams, James 709
Adams, Mr. 344
Adams, Orion 62 1, 795
Adams, Richard 327
Adams, Robert 370
Adams, Roger 621

Adams, Thomas 467
Adams, Thomas 795
Adams, William 624, 853
Adday, John 325
Addington, Henry, speaker

of the house of comm. 828
Addison, Joseph 594, 60 1,603,

606, 607, 618, 619, 620
Addison, Launcelot,D.D. 6I8
Addison, Phillip 887
Addlington, Mrs. 6l4
Ade, John 427
Adel-kind411
Adhelm, bp. of Sherborne,

26, 43, 58
Adivey, Henry 140
Adolphus, Gustavus, king of

Sweden, 482, 518
Adrian IV, pope 58
^Ifric, abp. of Canterbury 57
-lElfrid, kg. of Northumd. 42
^sop 181

Ager, John, 930
Agesilaus, king of Sparta, 28
Agg, John 844
Aggas, Robert 420
Agobart 98
Agolp, John 552
Aj^ricola 30
Agricold, Joannes 416
Agrippa, Cornelius 220, 223
Aguessean, M d' 742
Aiguillon, duke d' 652
Aikin, Dr. John 439, 748, 836,

844
Aikin, Arthur 813
Aikin, Charles Roguson 813
Aikman, A. sen. 953, 954
Aikman, A. jun. 916, 945
Aikman, Susannah g^'i, 954
Ailmer, Brabazon 623, 655
Ainsworth, William 894
Aitken, Mr. 789
Aix, bishop of 278
Akenside, Mark 895

Alacraw, John I81

Alantra, Eliezer filius 370
Alard, bookbinder 259
Alban, St. 49
Albert, king ofNavarre 329
Albert abp. and elector of
Mentz, 214, 291

Albch, or Cremer, Henry 1 1

8

Alberoni, Julius, cardinal 624
Albert, John 493
Albin, John 804
Alchorne, Thomas 482
Alcuin, Flaccus 45, 158
Alcyonius, Peter 218
Aide, John 347
Aleraanus, L. 170
Alencon, duke of 329, 443
Aleph, John 250
Alexander VI, pope 204, 288
Alexander III, king of Scot-

land, 88
Alexander, Thomas 826
Alexander, William, earl of

Stirling 490
Alexandrianus, George 120
Alfield, Thomas 370
Alfred, king of England, 47,

199, 317, 382
Alkabetz, R. Solomon 317
AUemannus, George 159
Allemanus, Jonnanes de Me-

derablick l65
Allen, Edward, 746 940
Allen, George, esq. 718
Allen, George 736
Allen, Ralph 680
Allen, Richard 543
Allen, William, cardinal, 77,

370, 381
Allen, William 785
Allestry, James 541
Alleyn, Edward 441
AUot, Robert 436
Allott, Robert 487
AUport, Benjamin 660
Almeloveen, Janssonius ab

333
Almon, John 700, 713, 721

724, 732, 758, 770, 806, 822
Alphonso II, of Aragon 55
Alphonso IX, of Castile 55
Alphonso, Ferdinand 61

Alphonsus, of Naples 99
Alsop, Barnard 464 482, 490
Alsop, Benjamin 645, 719
Alston 903
Althamers 104

Altorffer, Albert 256
Ambasia, George of 209
Amerbach, John of 127
Amerbach, John (Basil) 170,

198. 243
Ames, Joseph 157, 182, 229,

236, 703
Amhurst, Nicholas 668
Amimar, Joseph Ibu 452
Amri, the Saracen 40, 4

1

Amru, Joseph 55
Amyot, bp. of Auxen*e 355
Anaxagoras, 223
Ancour, John Barbier 577
Anderson, Andrew, sen. 646,

557, 598
Anderson, Andrew jun. 546,
Anderson, George 492

Anderson, James, LL.D. 771
Anderton, George 7I5
Anderton, Thomas 710
Anderton, William, 575
Andre, John 279
Andre, President de S' 277
Andreas, bishop Aleria, 127
Andreas, Joannes 309
Andrew, St. 269
Andrewe, Lawrence 242
Andrews, Henry 876
Andrews, Lancelot, bishop of
Winchester 456

Andrews, Mary 947
Andrews, Mr. 601
Andrews, Peter Paul 947
Andrews, Robert 653, 728
Andrews, Roger, D. D. 457
Andrews, Silvester 653, 728
Andrews, Wm. Eusebius 947
Andriesson, John 176
Angelo, Michael 195, 209
Anglesea, earl of 550
Angus, Alexander 776
Angus, J . 747
Anjou, countess of 98
Anjou, Francis d. of 366, 443
Anne, St. 222
Anne, queen of Eng. 606, 331
Anne, queen of Austria, 506
Anselm, St. abp. Cantbry. 53
Anselmus, Dominic 201
Anshelmus, Thomsis I60
Anson, commodore 745
Anstis, John 17I
Apianus, 104
Applebee, J. 612, 632
Applegath.Anpustus 856, 867
Appleton, William 857
Applow, Richard 343
Aquinas, St. Thos. 63,72, 184
Arbela, G. 506
Arbuthnott, Alexander 366
Arc, Joan of 95, 783
Arcesilaus, 100
Archdeacon, John 789
Archias, 164
Arderne, Edward 373
Areson, John, bishop of Hoo-
lum 254, 879

Aretin, Peter 328
Aretino, Leonard 99
Argellati, Philip 694
Aris, Samuel 632
Aris, Thomas 668, 861
Aristarchus, 85
Ariosto, 220
Aristeas, 34
Arrison, 338
Aristotle, 33,223, 467, 468
Arius, 38, 166
ArUss, John 896
Armstrong, Archibald 499
Armstrong, Dr. Jolrn 11, 719
Arnall, William 638
Arndes, Stephen 185
Aruet, Peter 709
Arondel, Wylyam, earl of 1 52
Arnobius, 166
.\rnold, Cluristopher 195
Arnot, Hugo 520
Arnott, Dr. 583
Arnott, Mr. 888
Arran, earl of 735, 443
Arreboe, A. C. 493

Arrogan, Catherine of 296
Arrowsmith, T. 855, 882
Arthur, prince 157, 209
Aithington, Henry 416
Artigny, abbe 200
Arundel, Anne, countess 422
Arundel, abp. Cantbury,84,86
Arundel, earl of 443
Arundel, Mary, countess 329
Ascham, R. 184,290, 329, 423
Asgill, John, M. P. 581, 609
Ash, Edward, M. D. 765
Ashe, Dr. bp of Clogher 67I
Ashmole, EUas 574
Ashurst, Samuel 688
Ashburner, Thomas 669, 673
Ashton, sir Thomas II6
Askell, Leonard 341
Askew, Anne 293
Askew, Dr. Anthony 675
Asola, Andrea d' 21 7, 218
Asola, Federico 218
Asola, Francesco 218
Aspley, William 487
Asplyn, Thomas 383
Assize, Francis of 59
Astle, Thomas 31, I06, 155
Astley, Thomas 657, 658
Aston, Joseph 81 7, 823, 837,

876
Astwood, John 692
Athanasius, St. 38
Athias, Joseph 581
Athias, Tobias 556, 581
Athelston, k. of England 47
Atkinson, F. R. 276, 451, 863
Atkinson, J. 747
Atkyns, Richard 145, 146,147

152, 553
Atkyns, sir Henry 638
Atkyns, sir Robert 553
Attains, k. of Pergaraus 157
Atterbury, Francis, bishop of

of Rochester 592, 605, 629
Atticus, learned Roman 36
Attwood, Mr. 42
Auber, lean 161

Aubriet, Hugo 284
Audeley, John 342, 356
Audeley, Thomas 229
Audiffredi, 16O
Augerieau, Antoine 309
Augustine, St. 36, 40, 115,

164, 268, 274
Augustus, emperor 36, 306,

228
Aungerville, Richard, bishop

of Durham, 71
Aurelian, emperor 21
Auiispas, John 93
Aurogallus, Matt 292, 293
Austin, lady 803
Austin, professor 842
Austria, Don John of
Autpert, Ambrosius44
Avontine, 104

Axe, Thomas 645
Axtelle, Mr. 736
Ayerst, Elizabeth 953
Ayeist, John 953
Aylmer, John, bishop of Lon-
don 403, 434

Ayres, Mr. 913
Ayscough, Anne 605
Ayscough. George
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Ayscough, William 146, 605
Ayton, sir Robert 490
Azzoguidi, Balthazar 134

Babbage, Charles 808

Baber, rev. H. H. 76, 844
Babington, Gervase, bishop

of Worcester, 359
Babington, Anthony 391
Backhouse, judge 934
Bachraeister, 598
Bacon, lady Ann 277, 358
Bacon, sir Nicholas 377, 408
Bacon, sir Anthony 425
Bacon, Francis lord Verulam

358,425,458,467,468,469, 478
Bacon , Roger 67
Bacon, John, or Baconthor-

plus 72
Bacon, Mr. 344
Bacon, Henry Andrew 866
Bacon, Richard Mackenzie

852, 857
Badcock, Abraham 794
Badger, Richard 488, 490
Badius, Jodocus 140
Badius, Conrad 327
Bage, Robert 809, 810
Bagford, John 105, 142, 146,

154, 613, 614
Bagshaw, Mr. 839
Bagskster, Margery 93
Bagster, Samuel 237, 846, 946
Bailey, Nathan 669
Bain, Mr. 668
Baines, Edward 791, 822,922,

949, 964
Bailey, Mr. 603
Baillie, Joanna 277
Bailey, Thomas 792
Baker, Henry, F. R. S. 732
Baker, Wm esq. M. P. 716
Baker, sir William 716
Baker, William 757, 894
Baker, Thomas 498
Baker, John 600, 61 1, 623
Baker, sir Richard 501

Baker, Samuel 659, 742
Baker, Mrs. Ann 742
Balbi, M. Adrian 904
Balcarguhall, rev. — 440
Baldini, Baccio l2l, 122
Baldwin, Ann, 60O, 636

.

Baldwin, Elizabeth 835
Baldwin, Henry 738, 849
Baldwin, Joseph 802, 834
Baldwyn, Mary 636
Baldwyn, Richard 325
Baldwin, Richard 558, 562,

563, 573, 575, 636
Baldwin, Richard 636, 815
Baldwyn, Robert 636
Baldwin, Robert 838
Baldwin, William 303, 315
Baldwin, Mr. 901
Bale, "John 269, 322
Balfour, John 921
Balfour, sir James 698
Ball, WiUiam 433
Ballard, Thomas 590
Ballard, Edward 789
Ballard, John 39

1

Ballard, Henry 427
Ballantyne, Alexander 928
Ballantyne, James 922, 924,

925, 928
Ballantyne, John 882,922,925
Balsam, Hugh bp. Ely, 63
Bamberg, H. bishop of 190
Bamford, Henry 363
Bancks, sir Joseph 688
Bancks, Gerard 8I7, 8I9
Bancks, Mr. 668
Banks, Allen 559
Banks, Richard 279
Bannantyne, George 887
Bancroft, archbishop of Can-

terbury 431, 454
Barbanson, John 259
Barbauld, Mrs. 277
Barbauld, Mrs. 708
Barber, John 449, 558, 595,

599, 604, 632, 665, 666, 675, Beatniffe, Richard 868
806

Barber, Mrs. 049
Barbier, John 206, 22''

Barbou, Joseph Gerard 588
Barbou, Constelier 588
Barbou, Claude 579
Barbou, Claude,

579, 588
Barbe, Dionysia 440
Barbosa, bp. of Ugento 513
Barclay, Alexander 211, 255
Bardwell, Mr. 720
Barenne, M. 567
Barker, Christopher 371, 411,

433
Barker, Robert, sen. 371, 433
Barker, Robert, jun. 433, 484
494, 488, 501

Barker, Charles 433
Barker, Edward 433
Barker, Matthew 433
Barker^ WiUiam 433
Barker, Dr. Edmund 757
Barker, M. H. 897
Barker, John 916
Barker, Mr. 600
Barksriale, Clement 5l8
Barley, William 427
Barlow, William, bishop of

Lincoln, 557
Barlow, Dr. William dean of

Beaton, cardinal 316

j

Beatson, John 853, 887
jBeatlie, Dr. James 490,571,

662, 839
Beauchamp, Ann 1 83
JBeauchesne, John de 427

widow of Beaumarchais, M. 734
Beaumont, A. H. 952
Beaumont, Francis 461
Beaumont, George 836
Beaumont, Lewis bishop of
Durham, 69

Beausobre, Mr. 624
Becket, Mr. 731
Becket, Thomas a 268
Beckett, Stephen 840
Beckford, Wm. lord mayor
of London 695

Beckley, Simon 629
Beckneth, Balthasar 250
Becon, Thomas 382
Beda. Henry 84
Bede, venerable 32, 43, 58
Bedel, or Byddell, John 259
Bedell, William 303
Bedell, William, D. D. 487
Bedford, John, duke 9I, 94
Bedford, Lucy Haniugton,
countess of 470

Bedford, rev. Hilkiah 605

Chester 455
Bameveldt, 502
Barnes, Joseph 386
Barnes, Robert 322
Barnabas, St. 40
Barnaby, John 73
Barron, Dr. 469
Barrow, Henry 410
Barrett, Eaton Stannard 834
Barret, John 351

Bartholoman, Alexander 843
Barton, Elizabeth 265
Baronius,! 79
Bartlet, William 373
Bartlett, John 848
Barwick, Dr. 605
Basquenoir, Jacques 370
Basilea, Leonardus 219
Basliea, Fred, de 1 83
Basset, R. 655
Basset, Thomas 655
Bassaedus, Nicol 320
Basyll, Theodore 322
Baskerville, John 733,
818,913

Basket, John 598, 600, 601,

669, 806
Basket, Thomas 706, 715
Bassendyne, Thomas 414, 453
Basilowitz, John, czar of
Russia 338

Bassseus, 427
Bastwick, John 488
Bate, Nathaniel 532
Bate, Catherine 532
Bate, James, 835
Bate, William 93
Bates, Dr. 664
Bates, Peter 4l8
Bates, Thomas 448
Bateman, Stephen 346, 358,

371

Bedier, Noel 248
Bedwell, rev. William 456
Bee, Cornelius 525
Bee, Henry le 434
Bee, William le 434
Beecroft, George 745
Beeman, Thomas 887
Began, Martin 858
Beggiamo, C. B. de. 202
Beilby, Ralph 906
Beildech, Lawrence 96
Bekenhub, J. 167, 183

Bel, Charles Andrew 563
Beloe, rev. William 4l5, 422,

432, 777, 962
Belcher, William 780
jBeletus, 115
iBell, Moses 489
iBell and Bradfute 934

I
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INDEX.

GENERAL INDEX.

Abbreviations, curious notice of l8fl

Abdicated King and Queen 57*
Aberdeen, school for the blind at 751
Aberdeen Herald 901

—

Journal 6/4, 936
Observer 901

Abingdon, monastery at, pillaged 69

—

feast of the holy cross at 93—extract

from churchwarden's account 41 3

—

Abo, city of, destroyed by fire 494
Academy meaning of 90—royal mili-

tary, at Woolwich 100

Academical degrees first mentioned 59
Account of the victory obtained by the

king in Ireland 574

—

a bloody battle

in Hungary 579

—

the signing of the

general peace 579

—

of the taking of
a fort and entrenchment before Na-
mur 573

—

capitulation of the town of
Namur 578 — surrendering of the

castle of Namur 578— entire defeat

of the Turkish army in the Morea 578
Acrostic, specimen of 299—meaning of

299 478
Act of uniformity passed 531

Acta Diuma 34— Euriditorum, 562

—

German 603— Erudita et Curiosa
Frdnnkische 636

Actium, battle of 36
Admiration first used in printing 310
Adventurer, by Hawksworth 688
Adversaria, a note book 55

Advertisement earliest 512 — curious

list of 590 — price for insertion 563

—of judge Jefferies 572—extensive
one 887—duty on 8O6 — of Caxton's
books 194—increase of 8O6—number
published in 1834 934—duty on re-

duced 929—return of 984
Adviser 71

Adult schools established 842
Agpincourt, battle of 86
Agreeably Gallimaufry, or Matchless
Medley 730—Miscellany 673

A-la mode d, Paris 528
Aldfield, Thomas, executed 370
Aldine anchor, verses on the 206
Alehouses first licensed 313
Alexandria captured from the Greeks

40—battle of 17—library founded at
33—burnt 35, 41, 44—Codex 904

Alkmund's, St. Derby, curious entry in

the rejrister at 532
Almanack first published 133, 140 —

price of one in ) 582 335—in the pre-

sent shape in England 547 — first

printed in Scotland 552—in Ireland,

394—bloody Irish 504—clog, or Staf-

fordshire 559—Owle's 406—(Esel 20
—first at Constantinople 826—duty
on 747, 748, 8O6—duty on repealed,
934— licensed 529 — forbidden in

France 366 — sum given to Oxford
and Cambridge in lieu of printing
748—Oxford 6(19—duty on 747—Ru-
nic, or log 20—licensed to print 437
—iUepjality of detected 731

Alms, tithes given for 274
Alphabet, of syllables 9—curious com-

bination of the letters of 28—Anglo-
Saxon 31—Arabic 11 — Bardic 19—

Burmese 11 — Chinese 11 — Coptic,
11—Chaldee II—Dutch ll—English
ll—Ethiopic 11—French 11—Greek,
11—Georgian l]—Hebrew 11— Ita-

lian 11—Indians of Bengal 11—Irish,

32—Latin 1 1—Muscovite 1 1 — Per-
sian, 11—Sanscrit ll—Samaritan 1)

—Sclavonic 11—Spanish u—Syriac
11—Tartarian 11— Turkish 11—Al-
phabetical writing, quotation from 3

Alphonsean tables made 61
Amelia, novel, anecdote of 680
American war 734
American Advocate 875

—

Historical Re-
gister 669

—

Magazine 70I, 721—New,
704

—

Monthly Review 668— Weekly
Mercury 622

Amsterdam Slip 579
Anagrammatism, meaning of 497
Analyctical Review, 77 ^

Anatomy of the Mass 162, 163
Anaxagoras imprisoned for heresy 223
Anderton, Wm, printer, trial and exe-
cution of 575

Andre, John, bookseller, burnt 297
Angels, writing of 8

Anglo-Saxons converted to Christian-
ity 39

Annals of Agriculture 795
Annotations, on the Taller 595
Annual Register, Angliee Notitia, the

earliest in England 545—(.Dodsley's)

7Qi—New 748

—

Asiatic 802—Baptist
722

—

Imperial and CountyMl—Edin-
burgh 834

Annual Review, by Dr. Aikins 813
Annunciation, early wood-cut of 90
Anti-Jacobin 797

—

Anti-Theatre 642

—

Anti-Galican 837
Antioch, library at 38
Antiphonors, price of 91 . 304
Antiquaries, society of founded 358
Antiquarii, meaning of 77
Antiquities of England and Wales 77^
Antiquity, learning of 37
Apocrypha, meaning of 75
Apollo, temple of, library in 34
Arabic numerals first used in England

69—types first used in Sweden 568

—

first book printed in 221

Arabs' mode of preserving their books
22

Areopagitica ; a speech for the liberty

of unlicensed printing 510, oil
Argonautic expedition 27
Argus 776
Arithmetic, first treatise on published

in England 231
Arithmetical figures origin of 9, 46, 60.

Arius', works of condemned 68
Armenians, seven hundred familiessent

into exile 457
Armorial bearings granted to the

printers of Germany II6
Army's Post, 507

—

Modest Intelligencer

508 HI 2— Intelligencer 519—Scout
520

Article of high treason against sir

William Scruggs 557

—

against the

dutchesa of Portsmouth 657

Artis TypographicoB 700
Arundel, extracts from churcbwardent'
accounts at 386

Asbestos, books made of the 25
Ashmolean museum founded 574
Askew, Anne, burnt for heresy 293
Asses,sermon to 747—feast of exhibited

in the Greek church, 1 16—celebrated
in France, 40—abolished in England,
62

Assistants' court of in the stationers'

company, origin of 826
Associator, 777
Athenaeum 9O8—(Aikin's) 832
Athenian Mercury 574, 575
Athenians, mode of preserving their
laws 17

Attic Miscellany 764
Attorney, anecdote of a rascally 788
Auchinleck, private press at 863
Auction bills of the Romans 35
Auditor, by Murphy 710
Augsburg, confession of faith of 259
Augustine St. arrives in Britain 40

—

an order of friars, 85—arm of,brought
from Rome 268 — abbey at Bristol
269

Australia, diflferent institutions ;intro-
duced, 880— geographical state 886

Australian 894

—

Asiatic Review 930

—

Colonist 9V—Colonist (Sydney) 942—True do. 936

—

Colonial Advocate
908

—

Times 864t—Cornwall Chronicle
936—Press 910— Currency Lad 930
—Hobart Town Courier 904

—

Gazette
864

—

Horn Boy 930— Launceston
Advertiser 910

—

Morning Star 930

—

Sydney Gazette 884 — Times 936—
Herald 920 — Monitor 897

—

Tasma-
nian 897

—

Trumpeter General 930

—

Trumpeter 930

—

Watchman942—In.
dependent 9i5

Authors, punishments of 539 — first

poetical catalogue of 45—early man-
ner of publishing their works 55

—

lines on the vanity of one 487
Autograph, earliest known 761
Author's Advocate, §<?. 951
Ayr Advertiser 813

—

Observer 927

Babington conspiracy 391 , 395
Babler 7I8
Babylonian bricks, notice of 14

Baker's News; or, the Whitehall Jour.
nal 628

Balk, or beam, derivation of 19
Ballad, meaninp,- of ss—specimen ofthe

earliest 83—German 89—works re-

ferring to 89—singers suppressed 508
—list of printed by John VVallye and
Mrs. Toy 32 J

Balm if Gilrad; or, the Healer of
Divisions 6O8

Banker's Journal 952
Bannantyne club established 887
Bards, billet of, signs of 19

Barons, English, Chatham's remarks
on 59

Barton, Elizabeth, executed 265
Bath, order of the, instituted 80

6 u



Bath Chronicle 889 — Herald 879, 887,—and Bristol Magazine 738
Battle of Harlow, its influence on

civilization 86
Beads, turners of 83

Beauties of the Magazines 71

Bedford Missal, account of 93
Bee (Dr. Anderson) 771—(byBudgell)
651—(by Goldsmith) 704

Belfast News Letter 661, QQ^—North-
ern Star 782

Beirs Weekly Messenger 916

—

Dispatch

899,916
Benet college library, Cambridge, cu-

rious regulations at 395
Bennet, Thomas, burnt at Exeter 253

Berrington's Evening Post 632

Berwick Advertiser 834, 887, 941

Bibles, Danish—first edition of the

whole 310—edited by Hans Paulsen
Resen 493

Bibles, Dutch—printed at Cologne,
158—first stereotyped 584— Dutch
and Russian 625

Bibles, English—The Great, printed by
Richard Jugge 353—Breeches, print-

ed by Barker 364—fine paid for, at

Arundel 386—paid for mending 407
—Bibliotheca, applied to 54— bible

so called 221—meaning of the word,
22—of the poor, Biblia Fauperum
94—Grafton, prosecuted for printing

280— proclamation against 286, 287
— Edmund Becke's 304—first Con-
cordance of the whole 310 — pa-

tent granted to Nicholas Udall 314

—printed by Andrew Hester 314—
printed by Nicholas Hill 314—print-
ed by Richard Jugge 319—burnt at

Oxford by order of cardinal Pole
326—cost of one at Mere, in Wilt-

shire 327—queen Elizabeth's 343

—

Bishops' printed by Jugge 346

—

complaint against the printers of

688—Vinegar, printed by John Bas-
ket 615—law regulating the printing

of 629 — Matthew Henry's 714 —
number printed in the l6th century
204—ordered to be placed in churches
265, 279 — Thomas Matthews, cu-

rious counterfeit in 266 — Great,

printed by Grafton and Whitchurch,
266—exposed to sale, and publicly

read 267—printed by John ByddeU
270 — archbishop Cranmer's 272—
Sir Thomas More's defence for not
printing first edition of the whole in

English 260—patent to Anthony Ma-
lert 279— price to be sold at 279—
proclamation by Henry VIII. 279—
printed by Macklin 804—history of

by Stackhouse 6S4—present transla-

tion, account of 455, 457—combina-
tion to keep up the price of 480

—

errors in 484, 485—printed by Buck
and Daniels, at Cambridge, 492—
Pearl, printed by John Field, 6000 er-

rata in 529—preaching 521—trans-
lation during the commonwealth,
621—list of editions from 1526 to

1776 738—one sent to queen Eliza-

beth for a new year's gift 349—first

printed in the Roman letter 542

—

Barker and Lucas fined for an error

in 481 — privilege granted William
Bentley to print 485—the weight in

silver given for one 487—John Bun-
yan's sold 570—sum paid for cor-

recting the translation 433—trans-

lated by order of Alfred the Great 47
—printed by Baskerville, at Birming-
ham, 733—Dr. Adam Clarke's com-
mentai-y 948— printed by Flindell,

at Helston 893—Fittler's 858—Com-
plete Family, by Rev. J. Styles 848
—printed by Conall 864 — number
sold by the King's printers in 1829
9O8—Rouen 344— Geneva 364—Dr.
Dodd's 718 — royal imperial 721

—

Romaine's 738 — Bishop Wilson's
754, 765— printed at Cambridge 765
—Cabinet and Unique 773—Brown's

Self Interpreting 774—Heptinstall's
776—Jackson's Family 791—printed
by Miller Ritchie 790, 791—curious
errors in an edition 595—History of

by Howell 615—Canne's530—print-

ed by John Ogilby55l—first stereo-

typed 584—complaint of the convo-
cation of the clergy 588—first trans-
lated into Saxon 46—gift of several
to the university of Oxford 60— early
one in the British museum 67—bond
given for the due return of one 67

—

bill to prohibit the use of in England
79—law against reading 86—Lincoln
cathedral, gift to 90—printed by Wil-
liam Bonham 3 14—converted into
cartridges 652—printed by Reeves
811 —printed by Mr. Pasham 738

Bibles, French—proclamation against
316—French 423 — Cardinal Maza-
rine's 117—Protestant, or Bible ofthe
Sword 259

Bibles, German — thirteen editions
" printed by Anthony Koburger 140 —
printed by Schoefi'er 205— used by
Martin Luther, 229—for the use of

the Jews 55(i— Canstein institution

595— Charlemagne's, emperor, sold

45—first with a date 124—printed in

America 652—Hebrew and German
667—Luther's 292, 521—number in

king of Wurtemberg's library 292
Bibles, Irish—one sent to the dean
and chapter of St. Patrick's, Dublin
333—number sold in two years 333

—convocation at Dublin concerning
487

Bibles, Italian 736—in the vernacular
Italian, 412—Sixtus V.s 411

Bibles, Russian— printed by order of
Peter I. 625— editions printed at

Moscow 625
Bibles, Scotland—allowed in the vul-

gar tongue 286—printed by Andrew
Hart 453—scarcity of 233—for the use
of the Highlanders 343—patent grant-
ed to Andrew Anderson 546—printed

by Thomas Bassendyne 36 1—the first

in Roman letter

Bibles, Wales 407— printed for the
churches in 336.

Bibles, versions—Arabic 479—Arme-
nian 552—Bohemian 568—Belgric or
Liesveldt's 234— Douay 453—Fin-

nish 230 — Georgian 3i8 — Greek
(Septuagint) 34—Grison 458 — He-
brew.byNicellius 818—Hungarian409
—Icelandic 379—Lithuanian 653 Li-

vonic 531 — Manks 729— Pomera-
nian 400—Polish 431—Rouen 344—
Sclavonic 254, 371—Saxon 46—Spa-
nish (anonymous) 325—Swedish 490
—(Christiana's) 504— Vandallic 365
—Vulgate 38

Bible society commenced 8I7

Bibliographer's Manuel 933
Bibliographical Decameron 913
Bibiiographinia 863
Bibliomania; or. Book Madness 857
Bibliosophia ; or, Book Wisdom 837
Bibliotheca Anglo Poetica 864

—

Bib-

lica 615 — Curios a 593— Harleiance

717

—

Legum AnglicB 727

—

Spencerina

913
Bibliothecaire royale, established at

Paris 284
Bibliotlieque Britannique 676

—

Ger-
manique (324

—

Universal 574
Bingley''s Journal 723
Biographical Magazine 738
Birmingham riots 780
Birmingham Gazette; or, the General

Correspondent 668
Bishops, order of, abolished in Eng-
land 504

Black Dwarf 852, 865
Blackburn Mail 803, 831

Blackwell, Alexander, beheaded 676
Blank verse, meaning of 294
Blenheim, victory of 619
Blocks, printing from, invented 90
Bolton Express 944

—

Chronicle 961

Blood's Almanack 622
Bloody News from Angel Alley 55fl—
from St. Albans 554—/rom Shrews-
bury 548

Boustrophsdon,a manner of writing 18
Bon Ton Gazette 919
Bod-Edeyrn, private press at 652
Bookbinder, lines to a 518—blind 855
—decree against 234

Bookbinders, booksellers, and station-
ers, decree of the university of Cam-
bridge to 234

Bookbinding, father of 36—notice of
early 207, 348, 339—works relating

to 207—sums paid for 208, 282—state

of in France 284, 323— poetical

tribute to 235—price of in Scotland
368, 369

Books, the earliest, printed vnth a per-

mission 166, 167—forbidden and con-
demned 166— censors of, first ap-

pointed 184, 185 — belonging to

Henry VIII. 297—act for importa-
tion and binding 256, 257— Black
Book, origin of 264—golden one, so
called 190—of indentures curious,

207—sent as new year's gifts 366

—

proclamation against 370—first en-
tered at stationers' hall 898—prohi-
bited at Brussels 253 — order of

Charles V. against 253—of St. Al-

bans 169—printed forAnn of Austria,

506—first printed in Glasgow 492—
first in the English language 138—
sawn backs first in use 681—origin
of the word 22—value set on 36—
list of.printed from blocks 124—Book
of Psalms, fac simile of 844—first

solicitation to publish 44—two thou-

sand destroyed at Rome 36—first

sale by auction in Scotland 571, 591

—earliest review of in Scotland 671

—loan for the safe return of one
134—bull of pope Alexander VI.
against 88, 204—earliest review of, in

England 572—lines on by Sir Tho-
mas Overbury 460—eulogium upon
46I—of images 90—gift of, to Merton
college, Oxford 68 -England, an
earlv mart for the sale of 42—scarci-

ty of at Rome 42—of the gospel, sum
paid for —bound by the clergy,

44, 211—in their present form in-

vented 46 — machine for rolling

887—date of publishing 990—first

poetical catalogue of 45 — sold

by contract 70—Petrarch's observa-

tions on, 7 1—Richard de Bury's ob-

servations on 71—transcribed by the

monks 77—journeys to Rome to pur-

chase 42—peculiarities of the early

printed 157, 158—chained 60, 281,

329—Common Prayer, printed by
Didot773—method of publishing 55

—one of the earliest catalogues of

641—observation on the title of 648

—

curious instance of censorship 568

—

scrap book first noticed 575—cata-

logue of the most vendable 525

—

CommonPrayer,revised by authority

.'>30—queen Elizabeth's 441—printed

at Verdun 840—collection made by
Charles I. 564—custom of perfum-

ing 349—bound in silver and gold 354

—expensive manner of binding 255

—foreign, prohibited 367—reception
of 661, 662, 663, 664—act to regulate

the price of 664—censure of, estab-

lished at Montpelier 428—burnt at

stationers' hall 431—publishers of,

first noticed 223— abbreviations in

186 — the first printed catalogue

of in England 421- burnt by order of

the house of commons 450—edict of

Henry II. of France, against 300,

316—stalls, antiquity of 63—Bible, so
called 22—censors of, appointed 2 16

—catalogue of, first printed in Ire-

land 486—proclamation against 547

—proclamation against, by Edward
VI. 304, 305—mode of preserving

305—bound in boards, origin of 304



987

—proclamation against heretical 322
—to be g:iven to the royal library at
Paris 323—first printed at Northamp-
ton, N. A. 816—ordinances of the
star chamber against 342, 343, 490-
first sold by auction in England 55
—patents and monopolies of, noticed
437—Barton's eulogium on 4/0—
bishop Hall's eulogy on 522—Rant-
zau's eulogium on 479—value set on
one 49—Frankfort catalogue 320

—

ordinances of star chamber agpainst

342,343,490—patents and monopolies
of 437, 438—first noticed in the house
of commons 480—first review of in
New Soutli Wales 897—Clavel's cata
logueof 651, 561— Bent's catalogue
of 812—lines on, from Milton 560

—

lottery of 546—first printed with an
appendix 496—first motion relative
to printing and publishing 480

Books, money given for, 33, 42, 45,

58, 68, 93, 94, 108, 169, 218, 236, 255,

261,322, 369, 373, 386, 387,403,406,
411,413,414,415, 429, 421, 422, 424,

425, 426, 431, 434. 435, 441, 449, 464

465, 474, 482, 486, 494, 496, 497, 518,

619, 524, 552, 603, 606, 607, 636, 641,
663, 654, 662, 663, 670, 673. 674, 675,
676, 680, 69I, 694, 716, 772, m, 802,
804, 834, 836,842, 864 860, 902.

Booksellers, the first appearance of, at

Athens 33—letter to the society of
661—meetings held at taverns 684

—

called stationarii 63—extract from
the poem of 750—monopoly of 731

—

provident institution 946— literary

club of 744—penalties inflicted on
538, 539—blind of Augsburg 855—at
Liverpool 855—at Avignon burnt 278,
279—termed " the trade" 544

Bookworm, poetical character of 211
Boston Gazette 622— Weekly Maga

zine, 669
Botanical Magazine (Curtis) 762
Boucher, Joan, burnt for heresy 305
Boughton, Joan, first female martyr213
Boy bishop 60, 61

Boyer^s (Mr.) case 594
Breviaries first printed 141

Bridgewater Treatises 909
Brighton Guardian 835, 929—Gtttde 793
Bristol Journal 612, 8O1

—

Gazette 814
9i6—Mercury 81 2

—

Felix Farley^s 81

7

Britain 604

—

Britain's Remembrancer
601

—

Britannicus Universal 57'i

British and Foreign Bible Society 8 16

British Apollo 693 — Critic 777, 812—
Courant ; or, Preston Journal 673

—

Foreign and Quarterly Revieiv 943

—

Harlequin 624—Journal; or. Censor,
639

—

Magazine 704

—

Merchant 6O8,
622

—

Mercury 595, 602

—

Miscellany
74d—Neptune 828 — Press 828—Re-
view 943

—

Spy ; or Derby Postman
638

—

Spy ; or. Weekly Journal 635

—

Indian Monitor 826
British Librarian, (by Oldys) 837
British museum established 685—do-
nation of George IV. to 685

Briton, (by Smollett) 709
Britons, method of writing 19—Ian
guage of 29—condition of, at the
landing of Julius Caesar 29

Brown ists and Barrowists 410
Brunos, Jordanus, burnt at Rome 434
Burleigh papers, extract from 433
Bury and Norwich Post 866
Busy Body 761—(by Dr. Franklin) 629

Cabinet 783
Cade's rebellion 146

Cambridge Intelligencer 708, 779
Cambridge university,origin of 63—

first college founded 63—privileges
granted to by Henry VIII. 234—
drawback upon duties for printing
861—Bibles and Testaments printed
at 261 — action against the printer

of Heywood's remarks, 848— Pitt

press built 933—defended in right of
new works 826

Cant language, first work on 494
Canterbury News Letter 664
Canton Press 946

—

Register 9O8
Caoutchouc applied to the binding of
books 951

Carlisle Journal 885, 899, 933
Carlton House Magazine 76

1

Carmelites, or white friars 85
Caroline, queen, printers' address to

886
Carthusian monks, order of, founded52
Catch-words invented 134—first used
by the Parisian printers 225

Catholic Intelligencer 659
Catholics, severe enactments against

370, 448—emancipation bill passed

—

909
Cato's Letters 627
Cavalier's Diurnal 501

Celts, why so called 29
Censor 636, 879—(by Theobald) l6l

Censura Temporum 695
Certain Information, 500
Ceylonese, method of writing 22
Chains for books, expense of 329
Chaldeans, mode of preserving their
knowledge 14

Champion 644, 879
Chapel, printing-ofiice so called I4l,

6 1 4—ancient customs of a5 1
4—poeti-

cal description of 576
Chapter and verse, origin of 484
Charles X. of France, ordinances
against the press 91 —compelled to
abdicate the throne 910

Charter house, origin of 52
Cheap Magazine 854
Cheetham's library, Manchester 588
Chelmsford Chronicle 850, s78, 922
Cheltenham Chronicle 867, 896
Cherokee lanj2;uage invented 12, 13—
newspaper first printed 905

Cherry, An drew, anecdote of 845
Chess, the game of, invented 157
Chester Courant 678

—

Chronicle 937
Chester mysteries 92
Chiaro-scuro engraving invented 202
Chief Passages in Parliament 407
Chinese Dictionary 447
Chinese Repository 927
Chit Chat6\5
Christian Uses 500
Christians, first general persecution
against 31

Christian's Magazine 705
Christmas-day, origin of 228—kept by
the Princess Mary 222—carols 227,
228, 498

Chronica de Macao 946
Chronicle of Nuremberg 197
Chrysographic, a mode of writing 44
Churchman ; or. Loyalist's Weekly
Journal 624, 638

Circulating library, earliest known 38
—progress of 72

1

Cistercians, an order of monks 62, 53
Cities Weekly Post 504
Citizen 6\5—the, 6m—of the world,70h
City Scout 503

—

Mercury 557, 574
Clerc, Jean le, burned 234
Clergy, ignorance of 73— benefit of

251—convocation of 688
Clowes,William, extent of his printing
establishment 920

Clyde Commercial Advertiser 836
Coaches introduced into England 443
Cobbett's Evening Post 876— Peter
Porcupine 777, 810

—

Political Regis-
ter, 810—Rushlight 810

Codex Alexandrian 38, 685— Beza 49—
Argentous 38

Coffee-house Mercury 574
Colchester, trades at 68
Colchester Spy 509
Collection for improvement of Husban-
dry and Trade 576

Collection of Weekly Passages 503
Collingbo>u:ne, William, executed 176
Collin's Weekly Journal 628
Colophon, derivation of 396
Columbian press introduced into Eng-
land 868

CombinationamongstJourneymen, 840
Comedian; or. Philosophical Enquirer
644

Comedy, sacred, origin of 44
Comical Observer 690
Commentator 624
Common prayer in the Welsh language
541

Common Sense 661
Compendio Mercuriale 574
Complete Mercury 676

—

or, Haarlem
Courant 663

Composition balls introduced 859

—

rollers introduced 871
Comptroller, in French and English 704
Concordance, first, of the New Testa-
ment 259—of the Hebrew bible 1 17
—first of the whole Bible 3l0—Cru-
den's 727

Condoler 595
Confession and execution of Richard
Longhorne 557

Conger printers, a society so called 621

Congregation of the index, or censors
books established at Rome 216

Conyioisseur 69
Connoisseur, meaning of 695
Constable's Miscellany 901
Constantinople, library destroyed at

40—capture 118
Constitution 895
Constitutional 946, 947
Contest 702
Contrast 71O
Controller 609
Conventical Courant 563
Cooper's John Bull 954
Copper- plate printing, earliest speci-

men in England 276
Copyists employed by the booksellers

of Athens 33
Copyright act 593, 854, 910
Coranto from beyond the seas 500, an
exact 498

Corfu Gazette 865
Corn Cutters Journal 638
Cornwall Gazette and Falmouth Packet
893

Corpse-present, a perquisite to the
clergy 238

Corpus Christi, feast of 6l, 87, 298
Correspondent 644
Cotswold muse reprinted 518
Cottager j:09

Council of Ariminium 31—Aries 31

—

Carthage 77—Constance 95 —Trent
39—Rheims 46—Lateran 216—Tou-
louse 60—Lyons 85 — oecumenical
first held 38

Country Messenger 401 — Gentleman
636

—

Gentleman's Courant 566, 692

—

Journal; or, the Craftsman 636

—

Oracle 668
County Chronicle 203, Q2\—Herald 903
—Herald{_LoTiAoii)95\—Magazine76\

Courant 930, 869—Intelligence 557

Courant, ; or. Weekly News, 472—of
News 473—from Vienna 473

—

from
Rome 473— called News 473

Cowrier 801,857, 876
Court favour, lines on the dependence
of 432

Court Mercury 501—Miscellany 714—
Magazine 709—Journal 928, 931

Court of star chamber founded 186

—

ordinances of 343
Covent Garden Journal 681

Coventry mysteries 92— parliament
held at 84—anecdote of a friar at

266
Coventry Mercury 668, 850, 90a
Creed sent by pope Adrian IV. 88

Criminal process, observations on 42*
Crisis (by lord Mountniorres) 774
Critical Review 6y6
Critick6l7
Critics, observations on 901
Croyland abbey built 52

Crusaders, origin of 52—notice of 59
Cry from the Wilderness 603
Cuffe, Henry, executed 44o
Cumberland Pacquet 877



Ctirionties of Lihrature^Rua^xaX^A 954
Current Intelligencer 644, 559, 562
Cylinder card printing machine 885

Daemonolosie defended by James I.

439
Danceof Death, 317
Danes invade England,32—great drink-

ers 53
Daily Courant 586, 593, 609, 633 —
Benefactor &\ I—Post 621—633—Pac-
ket ; or, the New London Daily Post
626

—

Journal 627, 633

—

Gazetteer 6/4—Intelligencer 500— Proceedings of
the Armies, by sea and land 521

—

Pro-
ceedings in parliament 528

Davy, lev. William, singular instance

of typographical labour 898
Dawks's News Letter 579
Deaf and Dumb School at Sleswick,

printing carried on at 8/9
Dearth, a great one in England 353

Death, manner of pressing to 519
Debates of the house of commons 562

Decalogue, curious version of

Decameron of Bocaccio, inhibition of

the 461
Declaration of the nobility, gentry, and
commonalty, at the Rendezvous, at

Nottingham 571

Declaration of the rebels 467
Dedications, price of at the time of

Dryden 681—singular one 457
Defender of the Faith, origin of 229
Delphis, oracle of 228

Democritus Ridens 662

Derby Postman ; or, British Spy 638

—

Herald 773—Mercury 64S—Reporter
951

—

Derbyshire Courier 9O8—North
Chronicle 946

Detector 749
De Typographice Excellentia Carmen
616

Devices of early printers, observations
on 205, 206, 209

Devil and Dr. Faustus, origin of 123

Dialogue between two friends 573
Diary, by whom kept 317
Diary 6I9, 764,8X6—of the Proceedings

of the treaty 567

—

of both houses of
parliament 504

Dictionary of the English language
(Johnson's) 694, 695

Director 624 832
Discourse of four pages 473
Diurnal of occurrences 496— of eveiy

day^s proceedings in parliament 259—and particulars 498

—

an exact 501

Diutinus Britannicus 504
Divers remarkableproceedings 557
Doctor 6\7
Dolet Stephen, printer, burnt 293
Domestic Intelligence 557. 662, 665

—

published gratis 557

—

or news from
the city and country 557

—

Protestant
Intelligence 659 — True Intelligence

559
Dom Boc; or Doomsday Book 51, 52,

715
Dominicans, or Black Friars 59, 85
Donatus, early school book 1 18, 345
Doncaster Gazette 893
Dorchester Journal 869
Douay, books printed at, forbidden to
be read in England 370

Dowsing, origin of the term 499
Drapier's Letters 629—noble trait of
of Mr. Harding, the printer of 630

Dreams 562

—

Dreamer 694
Druids, brief account of 29, 30
Drury Lane Journal 693
Dublin Evening Mail 857 — Post 852

—

Faulkner's Journal 640

—

Freeman's
Journal 7I1— Gazette 945—Intelli-

gencer 574 — Literary Journal 652—
Morning Post 901 — Monitor 954—
Review 946

—

Saunders's News Letter
711 792 — Volunteer Evening Post
746, 747—Pue's Occurrences 682

Dublin university founded 412
Duel between Mr. Scott and Mr.

Christie 879

988

Dumfries Times 927— Journal 680 944

Duneiad, presented to George II. 640

Dunstable priory, slave sold at 63

Dunt, or Dun, name of the hangman
of London 529

Dunton's Ghost 609
Durham County Advertiser 762, 858,

SJS—Chronicle 813, 679
Dutch mail, curious anecdote of 77'^

Dutch Intelligencer 520— Prophet 581

—Spy 495, 519

Dwarfs, fondness ofthe Romans for 420

Eaton Chronicle ; or, the Salt Box, 763

Echo ,humorous poem of 499
Edict of Nantz 439
Edinburgh, extract from the records of

the town council 345—advocates'
library established, 698- circulating

library established 814—number of

printing-offices in 1779? 744—first

printing in Scotland at 210—easy

club at 697
Edinburgh Advertiser,9\b—BeaconfiS&
CaledonianMercury 624

—

GazetteGl 1

Evening Courant, 6X7—Flying Post

593, 922—Herald, 777, 8X4—Literary
Gazette, 922

—

Magazine and Review,

731, (Blackwood's) 865—(Sibbald's)

754— (Tait's) 927 Medical and Sur-

gical Journal 820 Philosophical 869

New ditto 904 Review 696, 057

Weekly Chronicle, 922—Journal, 822,

882, 921

—

Magazine 869—Scotsman
869

—

Historical Register 774—Cham
bet s' Journal 920

Educational Magazine, 943

Egypt, a descriptive poem, printed at

Alexandria 891
Egyptians,hieroglyphics attributed to 7

Eikon Basilike published 508

Elgin marbles, sum voted for by parlia^

ment 685
Elizabeth, coronation of 330, 331—In-
ventory of her jewels, &c. 349

Elliot, Ebenezer, ode to Caxton by 142

—lines on the press by 807
Elucidator, Welsh translation from I9

Enchantments, act of parliament
against 418

Encomioti Chalcographiae, poem in

praise of printing 281

Encyclopaedia, or Cyclopaedia, when
first commenced 469—meaning of

469—Chambers' 665—Britannica 727
Edinburgh 834—Ediensis 864—Lon-
dinensis 807, 837—London 908—Lou-
don, on gardening 886—Methodical
887—M etropoUtauia863—Methodique
801 Rees's 8/6

England, state of the roads in 1584,

384—laid under an interdict 60

—

state of learning in 1216, 60—Jews
expelled from 62

England's an unlucky soil for popery
572

England's Remembrancer, 504

—

memo
rial accidents, 498

English bishops oppose the introduc-

tion of the Bible song separately

printed earliest specimen 89—Athel-

stan first king ofthe— comedy first in

prose 363—their fickleness for dress

301—primer first reprinted 287 —
books, sects, &c. edict against 270

—

clergy, privileges of 257—statutes,

printed abridgments of 248, 289, 290
English Chronicle 77 X—Courant 571-
Currant 557 — Examiner 61I

—

Ga-
zette 558, 560 — Gusman 565 —Intel-
ligence 546, 557 — Mercury 399—Post
397

—

Review 781
Englishman, 609,6l1. 633,710, 746, 883
—(sequel to the Guardian) 604

English Primer first reprinted 287
Engraving on wood 64, 65, 66, 115

Engraving upon copper, invention of
122—introduced into England 276

Enquirer, 793
Entertainer, 616, 674, 691
Epigrams 260, 604, 640, 643, 652, 663,

805, 440, 488—two centuries of 121

Epitaphs, 113, 129, 194, 331, 334, 343,
358,383,409, 4l6, 431, 433,436,463,
470,519,529, 558,561, 563, 592,598,
608, 616, 623, 634, 653, 658. 66O, 666,

667, 690, 7110, 708, 713, 728, 734, 735,
744,745,750,751, 752, 754, 756, 757.
768' 772, 773, 790, 794, 796, 800, 802,
814, 822, 837, 880, 900, 908, 927, 933,
946

Epitome, of the Weekly News, 558, 563
Errata, first notice of l6l

Essay on Woman, by Wilkes 710, 711
Essays on the most important subjects

of natural and revealed religion, 727
Essays, title, from whom derived 425
Essays on the vices and follies of the

Times, 636
Essays, moral and literary 7^8
Essex Gazette, 719
Etching, to whom ascribed 244
Eugenian, 793
European Magazine, 749
Evening Entertainment, 638

—

General
Post, 615—Journal, 638—Post, 694—
633—Pacquet, 6l5

Examiner ; or. remarks upon papers
and occurrences, 595—(published at
Edinburgh) 595—(vol. III. No. 1)

611— (by Swift) 609—(by Hunt) 838,

866, 182. 890—and Political Econo-
mist, 888

Exceeding welcome news from Ireland,

498
Exchange Evening Post, 626
Exeter Flying Post, 811, 863

Excommunication, origin of 283

Faery Queen poem, published 424
Fairy Tatler 627
Faithful Scout, 519, 528

—

Mercury 546,
557

—

Collections 61

1

Fame, 829
Farmer's Magazine 738, 805

—

Museum
777

Farrago 775
Farringdon Hugh, abbot, hanged 273
Farthing Post 665
Fashionable World 9x6
Father Hubbard's tales,extract 447
Faust and Gutenberg, trial between

119
Feast of the Dead 200
Featherstone, a Catholic priest exe-
cuted 265

Felton, John, executed 357
Female Mentor 781

—

Magazine 734—
Spectator 67X—Tatler 594

Fiddlers, curious prosecution of 643

Fife Herald 930
Filmer Henry, tailor, executed 311

Fire of London, notice of 643
Five mile act passed 542
Fleta Minor 563
Flying Eagle Post 501, 520, 578, 609,

633—from Paris to Amsterdam 678

—

or Weekly Medley 641

Fog's Weekly Journal 641

Folio, derivation of 21

Fool 674
Fools, feast of 59, H5, 1I6

Foolscap paper, why so called 272
Foreign Post with Domestic News 579—
Medical Review 746

Foreign Review and Continental Mis-
cellany 904

Forget me Not first English annual 932
Form of the J9» oceedings at the Corona-

tion 586
Fountains abbey, wealth of at the dis-

solution 273
Four Ages (Exeter) 797
France laid under an interdict 281—

royal library of sent to England 91

Franciscains order ofmonks founded 59

Frankfort Fair, catalogue of books
printed by permission 446

Franklin, origin of the word 766—
Franklin, Dr. technical letter of 756

Eraser's Literary Chronicle 943
Free Briton, 638
Freeholder 728—(by Addison) 612—

Extraordinary 67 X



989

Freeholder's Journal 627, 633

Free Inquirer 709
Freeman's Magazine; or, the Consti-

tutional Repository 747— WeeklyPost
662

—

Journal 7 \\

Freeport Gazette 714
Freethinker 600, 617
French Intelligencer 495, 7^9—Occur

rences 520
FrieTid 705, 796
Friendly Intelligence 557
Friends' Society, or Quakers, origin of

513,514
Frogmore lodge, printing press at 845

Full and true account of the besieging

and taking of Carrick fergus 573

Full narrative of the pope's death 573

Galatians or Gauls, why so called 29
Gall's Mr. invention for printing for

the blind 903
Gardener's Gazette 946
Garland's Journal 628
Garter, order of, instituted 74
Gateshead Observer 952
Gazette a la mode; or Tom Brown's

Ghost 594
Gazette et autres Avis d'Angteterre

France, Holland, fyc. 563

General Advertiser 636, 883, 936—
Magazine 668

—

Evening Post 903

—

Post 60O, 614, 615—Postscript 594—
Geneva Psalms, price offour books 414

Gentleman's Diary 668

—

Journal 557,

626~-Magazine 644, 656, 657, 689,749
Genius 709
Gentleman 735
Geographical Intelligence 673

George, singular dedication to the

name of 460
George IV., expense of coronation 882

German Intelligencer 481

Germantown, N. A. battle of 652
Germany, book trade of 951

Gesta Romanorum 74
Ghost, the 793
Gillett V. Mawman, trial of 823

Glasgow Argus 930

—

Caledonia 832

—

Courant 6\2—Courier 77^, 909, 941,

Chronicle 952, 922, 950—EveningPost
894—Free Press 884—Herald 744—
Journal 642

—

Mechanic's Magazine
894—Packet 853—Scots Times 824—
Scottish Guardian 927

—

Scotsman849
—Scottish Reformer's Gazette 952—
Weekly Christian Teacher 952—Sen-
tinal 885

Glasgow, stationers' company com-
menced 862—first circulating library

at 864—bibles printed at 864

Glastonbury abbey, donation to 42

—

abbot of executed 273
Glass windows introduced into Eng-
land 331—Glaziers introduced 42

Gleaner, by Dr. Drake 844

Gloss, meaning of 62

Gloucester Journal 624, 933
Glutton mass held at Leicester, 200

God save the King, anthem of 450

Gold, printing in 844

Good news from England 503

Good news to Christendom 472
Gorbaduc, first regular drama in Eng-

lish 334
Gospel of Nicodemus, curious account

of 199, 290
Gracechurch-street,,London, origin of

the name 459
Grammar, first printed in England 201

Grammar schools, orig^ of 11 6, 11

7

Granada Gazette 714

Grandier Urban, burnt at the stake 222

Grandison Sir Charles, singular in-

fringement of copyright 686, 687
Grand diurnal of the passages in par-
liament 498

—

Political Informer 521—Journal 498

—

Magazine 703
Grange, private press at 71

8

Gray Lady Jane, executed 317—her
love of books 318

Gray's Inn Journal 684

—

Debates 658

Great Britain's Post 521

Great newsfrom Ireland 573—from the
king's army before Namur 678

Greek, first book printed whoUy in 218
—capitals first used 219— mode of
writing 10—Typography 218, 219

Green's News from heaven and hell 416
Greenwich Chi'oniele 813
Greville minerals, sum paid for 685
Grey-steill poem of 414
Grub-street Journal 575
Grub-street writers, origin of 415
Growler ; or, Diogenes robbed of his

tub 600
Grumble, 604, 61 1, (by Grose^ 971
Guardian 609
Guary miracle plays, Cornwall 92
Guild, origin of 396
Gulliver, s Travels, siun received for 672
Gunpowder plot 448
Gutenberg John, festival in honour ot

949

Hackett William, executed 4l6
Haerlem, anniversary ofthe invention
of printing held at 887—deputation
from America attended

Haerlam Courant 562, 573
Halfpenny London Journal; or, the

British Oracle 635

—

Post 665
Hampshire Independent 903
Hand (the) , Bell on the use of 37
Hand-bills, origin of 35
Hand guns, earliestknown in England

175
Hand paper, origin of the name 271
Happy News to England 498
Harfleur, battle of 87
Heads of a diary 5 1

2

Heathcote's Halfpenny Post 633
Hebrew bible, first concordance to 117
Hellenic Trumpet 886
Heraclitus Ridens 562, 617
Heraclitus Ridens , a dialogue between
jest and earnest 586

Herald; or Patriot Proclaimer 732
Heraldry, first work upon 112
Herculaneum,destroyed23—sum grant-
ed for copying MSS. found at 814

Heresy and heretics, meaning of 76—
mode of punishment in Elizabeth's
time 37.3—act against in Scotland 238

Hermes Straticus 509
Hermit 612

—

or, a view ofthe world 600
Hexapla, or Sextuple, derivation of 39
Hieroglyphics, Egyptian 2—Mexican 7—Symbols of 7
High German Doctor 609
Hippocrates Ridens 569
His majesty's letter to the lord bishop

of London 574
Historia Histrionica 580, Literaria 648
Historiam Literaram 813
Historian 602
Historical account of books and tran-
sactions of the learned world 571

Historical, Biographical, Literary, and
Scientific Magazine 802

Historical Dictionary, first published
569

Historical, Political, and Literary
Register 723

Historical Register 616, 709
History of Fanny Hill, account of 763
History of Learning 574
History of Thuanus, act concerning
667

History of sir Charles 6randtsow,singu-
lar infringement of copyright 686,

687, 688
History of the works of the learned 580,

661
History of Henry II. curious account
of its publication 729

Histriomastrix j or player's scourge 488
Hit-pricke, meaning of 299
Holland, decree against tlie printers of

843
Homer, poems of 20—by whom col-

lected 33
HonestGentleman 61 7

—

Ti-ueBriton 634

Hops introduced into England 256
Horrid news from St. Martins 554

Hours of Leisure 826
Hue and Cry Police Gazette 9 10
Hull Advertiser 783, 878—Packet 76I--
Rockingham 834

Hull and East Riding Times 954
Humourist's Magazine 761
Huss John, burned at the stake 86
Hyp Doctor 643
Hypocrite,the, discovered and curedSOO

Icon Libellorum l89
Idem 527
Idler, curious advertisement of 702
Illuminating and binding performed
by the clergy 46

Illustrated manuscripts, latest speci-
men of 563

Image of death, poem by Southwell 422
Impartial Intelligencer 5 1 2

—

London
660, 562

Impeachment of the duke and duchess

of Lauderdale 557
Imperial Magazine 704
Important Protestant Mercury 662
Imprimerie royal at Paris, 284
Imprint, decision about the 821
Indentures, curious book 207
Independent Whig 625, 832, 849
Index expurgatory 21 6, 339
Index to the house of commons, sums
paid for compiling and printing 742

India, East, restrictions of the press
removed 888

IndianObserver,London and Madras 780
Indo-Chinese Gleaner 866
Indulgences, sale of 291
Infallible Astrologer 681

Infernus; or, news from the other
world 574

Informator Rusticus 500
Ink, gold, silver, and different colours
made by the ancients 27—Latin term
of 27

Innoculation introduced into England
706

Inquisition established in Spain 182

—

Portugal 183—number of persons
who have suffered by 1 82—tomb of
a famous inquisitor 182

Inquisitor 635
Inspector 681
Intelligence 544—from head quarters

518—from Scotland 501

—

a modest
narrative of 612

—

of the civil wars in
France 520

Intelligencer, the best arid most perfect
618—(by Sheridan) 640

International copyright act 964
Intruder 820
Inverness Journal 859
Investigator (by.Ramsay) 710
Ipswich Journal 799, 869
Ireland converted to Christianity 39

—

famous for its schools 45
Ireland,patent of king's printer renew-

ed, 843
Ireland's true diurnal 498
Irish newspapers first stamped 73!--
debates forbid in the English news-
papers 530—literary property act 8O9
—origin of language, 32

Irish Mercury 495—Monthly 518

—

Cou-
rant 574

Isle of Man Weekly Gazette 853, 887
Italian language popular in England

397
Italic letter invented 198
Ivory tablets used by the Romans 18—
by the Burmese 22

Jacobite's Journal 677
Jamaica Mercury 952
January's Account 504
Japan, the catholics expelled from 265
Jefiing. a system of gambling among

printers 513
Jerusalem taken by the crusaders 52
Jesuitn Vapulans 562
Jesuite 621

—

Jesuit 749
Joan of Arc, burnt 95—poem of 783
Jockey's Intelligencer 665
John Hull 815, 879, 882, 885, 952



John D'Oroafs Journal ^iQ
Johnson's Sunday Monitor 744
Jollie, Margaret, presentation of a

piece of plate to 933
Jones's Evening News Letter 615

Journal Britannique 736
Journal of the wars in England 50

1

Journal Polytype 749
Journal des Savans 542
Jovial Mercury 577
Joyful News 472
Juniu^'s Letters 721, 722
Jury, trial by, "granted.by Alfred 47
Juryman, observation of one 577

Kaleidoscope invented 868

Kelso Mail 7Q7, 882
Kendall Weekly Mercury 669

—

Diary
742—Courant 6ii— Chronicle 844

Kentish Fayre, or parliament sold to

their best worth 508
Kentish Gazette 783, %27—Monthly
Register 783—Post 827—Herald 909

Kett Francis, the last person who suf-

fered for heterodox opinions 370
Killing No Murder, extract from 523

King James's Letter 572
Kingdom's Scout 504

—

Faithful Scout
C 1 2

—

Intelligencer 529

—

Intelligencer

fyc. 530, 532

—

Weekly Intelligencer

498— Weekly Post 600, 504, 508—
Faithful Post, 5]2

King's printer, earliest patent of, in

England 247—a committee appointed
upon 915—in Soctland, 655

Kings, three holy, of Cologne 226

Kinsale, battle of 444

Kit Cat club commenced 656
Kleber general, assassinated 799
Kneeling to the King, anecdote of 519
Knight Errant 941
Knights templars, order of established

76—fifty-nine burnt 76—of St. John
suppressed 282

Knowledge, remarks on the diffusion

of 842—encomiums on 807—progress
of in Britain 60

Knox, John, establishes the presbyte-

rian form of religion in Scotland 351

Knoxville Gazette 777
Koran (The) first published 4

1

Lacedemonian Mercury 575
Ladies Diary 59 1

—

Mercury h77—
Monthly Museum 799 — Magazine
679, 704, 723

Lady's Museum 705
Lammas day 73
Lamentable and Sad News'jQS
Lampoons 574
Lancashire Herald 954

—

Literary Mu-
seum 903

Lancaster Gazette 886
Land, rules for purchasing 397
Langhorne, Richard, executed 557
Langside, battle of 31

6

Language, on the origin of 1, 32
Latest remarkable Truth 498
Latin Gazette 559
Laud, archbishop, beheaded 501

Laughing Mercury 495, 520
Lawyers Magazine 709
Lawyers and Magistrates Magazine 77^
Lay Monk, by Blackmore 604
Layman's parliament held at Coventry
84

Leaf, meaning of the word 21

Learned ladies of the sixteenth cen-
tury 277, 278

Learning of antiquity, what is under-
stood by the term 37—society for the
encouragement of 659—observations
on the revival of l64

Lectures, act to prevent publishing 941
Lee priory, private press at 849
Leeds Mercury 624, 791, 850, 922, 9*9^

Intelligencer 694, 86

—

^Independent
885, 908

Leek, reward for one 329
Legal Guide 954
Legend, golden, curious notice of 1 78
—makers of 67

Legendary poetry sung to the harp on
Sundays 178

Leicester Herald 77^—Journal 680, 680,
9I8

—

and Nottingham Journal 702
L'Estrange Roger, his pamphlet for re-

stricting the liberty of the press
532, 540

Letter from a Gentleman in the Isle of
Ely 55S—from Leghorne 558

—

answer
558

Lexington, battle of 734
Libel, Fox's speech on the law of 778,
779—act ofparliament to prevent 871

,

872, 873, 874, 875, 910—Owen Felt-

ham on 898—return of all prosecu-
tions during the reigns of George
III. and IV. 910—what constitutes
one 7I3—law of uncertain 713—law
against inRome 35—curious manner
of discovering the author of one 241
—notice of the house of lords upon
661—novel mode of selling 886

—

first statute against 63—trialsj for

757, 849, 852, 871, 878, 879, 885, 8|

930
Liberal 89O
Liberty, opinions on 452
Librarii or Antiquerii 77
Library 709
Library first formed by Osymandyas,
king of Egypt 33—one founded by
Nehemiah the prophet 33—public,

the first founded by Pisistratus 33

—

private, first possessed by Aristotle
33—Alexandrian, founded by Ptole-

my Soter 33—first circulating, foun-
ded by Pamphelus, at Csesarea 38—
first national founded in Egypt 33

—

found in the temple of Apollo 34

—

Octavia, founded by Augustus, at

Rome, 34—Ulpian, founded at Rome,
by Trajan 37—Gcrdian 37—Lauren-
stian, restored 231—first public at

Constantinople 38—at Rome 34—at

Oxford 68—in Italy 99—in Arabian
Spain 60—destroyed 37, 38, 39, 40,

41,43, 50, 118-sold at the reforma-
tion in England 274—collected by
the bishop of Sherborne 50—first

established in North America 644—
Pinelli 825

Library of Useful Knowledge 901

—

of
Natural History 916

Liesveldt, Jacob a, beheaded 235
Literary Advertiser 866
Literary and Scientific Magazine 802
Literary conflagrations 263—follies 201

forgeries 204, 895—fund established

771—chronology 958—pensions, 952
treasures, destruction of 41

Literary Fly (Tjy Croft) 746
Literary Hours (by Drake; 792
Literary Leisure 802

—

Times 942
Literary Journal 640

—

Magazine 661—

Courier of Grub-street 664
Literature, state of in the ninth century
46—in the tenth century 48—in the
reigns of Edward IV. Richard III.

Henry VII. and Henry VIII. 212—
in the Elizabeth 393—in the reign of
George I. 637—George II. 705—in
Scotland in the sixteenth century
237, 240—first protection for 2l6—
influence of 439—oppressive tax on
848—royal society of 887—associa-

tion for the encouragement of 916

—

joint stock company of 896—com-
mercial value of in Great Britain in

1837 952
Lithography introduced in England

866—concise history of 931
Little Britain, famous for booksellers

543
Liverpool, number of printers in 750
Liverpool Advertiser fWilliamson's) 669
— (Btllinge's) 669

—

GeneralAdvertiser
(Gore's) 714

—

Mercantile Advertiser

(Myers's) 865, 887—Albion 897 —
Chronicle 88, 5, 901, 855—Courier
83i—Courant 602—Herald 855—Mail
947

—

Kaleidoscope 868
Lives of the English Poets 754

Lloyds's Evening Post 702
Local Observer 888
Logographic printing introduced 749
Lollai-d Walter burnt at the stake 67
Lollards, curious depositions against

93, 213
London Courant 571

—

Daily Post 501,
636—Evening Post 6l2, 6l4, 731

—

Intelligencer 511, 572

—

Journal 626,
633, 636—iVia^a2;ine639, 648— Mer-
cury 563, 579, 621, 781—or, the Mo-
derate Intelligencer 57

1

—city and
country 546

—

or, Mercure de Londres
579

—

or, Great Britain's Weekly ——and Dublin Magazine 653

—

Post
615, 508

—

or, Tradesman's Intelligen-
cer 615

—

Medical Directory 904
London bridge, cost of two arches 63
London Directory commenced 647
London Mercury, annually 781
London Gazette, profits arising from

917 — newspaper press association
963

Looker On 775
Lord mayor of London, the first pub-

lication of the annual exhibition of
386

Lord's Prayer,Lok's versification of426
Lottery first drawn 475
Lounger 753
Lover 6O8, 609
Love in a Village, trial concerning 71

8

Lowndes's British Librarian 933
Loyal Domestic Intelligence 563

—

Im-
perial Mercury 563

—

Mercury 563

—

Intelligencer 557

—

Protestant Intel-

ligence 562

—

Protestant and true
Domestic Intelligence 563

—

Post 59

1

—Protestant 562

—

Intelligence 557

—

Observator 590

—

Observator revived,

or Garland's Journal 628
L' Union, ou Journal de la Liberte B77
Lying Intelligencer 7IO
Lynx 793

Macaster Imparcial 946
Machine, printing by, first attemjit of
843—second ditto 949— the Times
newspaper printed with 956—first in
Ireland 857

Maecenas, the first person to whom a
book was dedicated 36

Magazine of Ants, or Pismire Journal
(Newcastle) 740

Magazine of Magazines 683
Magazine of Zoology 946
Magna charta signed by king John 05
Maidstone Journal 853
Maitland club established 904
Mallacca Observer 9OO
Man in the Moon 510, 817
Man of Kent 909
Man of the World 823
Manchester Argus 815 — Advertiser

(Whalley's) 897—British Volunteer
8 1 7, 887— Catholic 884—Chronicle
(Anderton's) 710— (Wheeler's) 748,
903—roMner(Cowdroy's) 854—(Sow-
ler's) 812,857,s97—^.rcAang'C Herald.
837, 8Q3—Gazette 643—(Bowden and
Cowdroy) 789, 854, 885

—

Guardian
884—Herald (Faulkner's^ 775, 888—
Iris 1822

—

Journal (Scholfield and
Turnbull's) 691— (Prescott's) 727—
(Macardy's) 954—Weekly (Adams's)
621 — Johnsons Selector 894 — Mail
823 — Magazine (Whitworth's) 643
—(Hemingway and Began's) 868

—

Mercury 682, 8I7

—

Mercantile Ga-
zette, and Liverpool and Manchester
Daily Advertiser 817

—

Observer 869

—

Patriot 876

—

Recorder 876—Specta-
tor 869

—

and Salford Advertiser 897»
908— Telegraph 8I7— Times 9O8—
Townsman 815

—

Voice of the People
920

—

Manchester Vindicated 679
Manufacture, or the British Trade

truly stated 622
Manuscripts first purchased from au-
thors 223

Maps printed with moveable types 736

first set of England 369
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Mariner's boke 356—song of 356
Martin Mar Prelate, account of the
works published under that name
400, 407

Martin Nonsense, his collections 509
Maryland Gazette 639
Massachusetts Gazette 894

—

Spy 734
Mathematical Magazine 709
Matrimony, work upon 245—not suited
to men of learning- 2J5

Matters of Fact 557
Maty's New Review 749
Maundy Thursday, ori";in of 75
Mauritas, act concerning the press at
the 933

Mechanics' institutes, London and
Glasgow 886—Mechanics' and ap-
prentices library at Lancaster 887

Medallic engraving introduced 869
Meddler 67

1

Medical Magazine 73

1

Medley 797—in a letter to the Whig
Ejcuminer 695

—

or Daily Tatler 61

1

Meeeting of the estates of Scotland 573
Melville viscount, articles of impeach-
ment, cost of printing 826

Memoir on the Origin of Printing 876
Memoirs of Literature 593

—

Neu> 635
Memoirs of the Pressfor the last thirty
years 668

—

of the Society of Grub-
street 642

Mendicants, or beggring friars, 85
Mercantile Gazette 81 7

—

Merchant 609
Mercator 604, 609
Merchants' Magazine; or Tailors'
Guide 669

Mercure Le Anglois 501
Mercurio Volpone 609
Mercurius Anglicus 499, 500,509,518,

621, 522, 562

—

Aeademicus 504, 508

—

Anti-Melancholicus 507

—

AntiMercu-
rius 509

—

Anti-Pragmaticus 507
Anti-Britannicus 504

—

Aulicus 507
Acheronticus 495

—

Acqttaticus 500
Anlico Mastix 501

—

Belonicus ^\9,b\9—Britannicus 500, 520, b74—Bellicus
507

—

Classicus 551—Catholicus 509—
Caledonius 509, 530— Criticus 508

—

Censorius 50S—Camdro Britannicus
520

—

Civicus 520, 557

—

Coelicus 500

—

Clericus ; or. News from Syon 507

—

Candidus 504 — Candidus, Weekly
News 507

—

Demoeritus 521, 527, 595—his last will and testament 520
or, a nocturnal —Diaboticus 507
Domesticus 507, 599—Elencticus 508,
612, 5 18

—

Eruditurmn 57

i

—Fumi-
gosus 501, 529—Fidelicus50g—Galli-
cus 509—Gallo-Belgicus 228, 445,446—Honestus 508

—

Hibernicus 501, 503—Heroclitus 520—Icommaticus 5I9

—

Infernus 559

—

Impartialis 509—In-
sanus Insanissimus 50g^~Jocosus 522
Medicus 507

—

Mortieus &07—Menru-
riorum stultisimus 5O7

—

Melancholi-
cus 508, 509, 512—Militaris 509—
Meritrix 52?—Mercurius 500—Mas-
tix 520—Politicus 618, 521, 522—Pub-
licus 509, 560, 52g—Poeticus 508,521,
622-Pragmalicus 527—Phanaticus
529—Nullus 521—Not Veridicus 500
Reformatus 574—Rusticus 498, 500,
507, 541

—

Somniosus 501

—

Scoticus
509, 5\g—Urbanicus 50»—Vassulans
500, 507— Veridicusb 29—Zeteticus 5 1

9

Mercury; or. Advertisements concer-
ning trade 546

Merry Mercury 582
Merton college, Oxford, bequest of
books to 68

Metropolitan Magazine 920
Microcosm 760
Middlehill, private press at 870
Middlesex Journal 724, 878
Military Scribe 500
Miller halfpenny 8l8
Miniature 753
Miracle plays noticed 87
Mirror 621, 702— (at Edinburgh) 744—

(Limbird's) 886
Miscellany 600 6l2—(by bishop Home)
719

Missal, Bedford, description of 93
Missale Romanum, description of 166

Missals and books of devotion curi-

ously decorated 324
Mist's Weekly Journal 609, 633
Mistress parliament, her gossiping 508
Mitre and Crown 677
Mock constitutional association 881

Mock Press 562
Moderate 509

—

Publisher 520, 521

—

Intelligencer 503, 563

—

Messenger503,
504, 507

Moderator 509, 675, 595, 626, 710
Modern Intelligencer 507
Alomus Ridens 574
Monasteries, origin of 77—observa-
tions upon 85—wealth of at the dis-

solution 272, 273—Luther's opinion
of 273—defended 273—abolished 284

Monitor 71

1

Monitor 609, 635
Monitor, or British Freeholder 695
Montevideo taken by the English 829
—printing office at 829

Monthly Account 501

—

Advices from,
Parnassus 628— Amusement 593

—

Catalogue 635

—

Chronicle 639

—

Epi
tome 796

—

Extracts 773—Land Bank
578

—

Magazine 992—(at Chelmsford)
905—Miscellany 755, 586, 731—Mirror
792—Melody 705—Review &77—Re-
corder Transactions 593

—

Weather
Paper 600

Months, poetical description of 227
Months mind, meaning of 4 1 3 •

^'^

Montrose, Arbroath, and Brechin Re-
view 897

Morning Chronicle 7 1 9, 815, 828, 928

—

Herald 7)5, 748, 835—Pos/ 790—828
9\Q—Journal 910,

Mother to her Infant, poem of 4l5
Muscovite 609
Muses Gazette 624
Muses Mercury; or, Monthly Miscel-
lany 593

Museum; or literary and historical
Register 674

Museum Typographicum 749
Museum Worsteyanum, cost of print-

ing, &c. 913
Musical Magazine 705
Music, copyright in 738
Musical notes expressed by letters of
the alphabet 50—used by Merbeche
311—Musical types first printed 782

My Pocket Book, trial about 833
Mysteries and moralities, first in Eng
land 54—in the reign of Mary 329—
Chester 354—origin of in France 317—spirit of the a;>;e proved by 274

—

Coventry 92— Newcastle 92— and
other Latin poems 355

Name-banners of the Egyptians 16
Narrative of the late barbarous cruel

ties 562
Naturalist's Pocket Magazine 77\
Nautical affairs, first printed book rela-

tive to 359
Necromancy, accusation for 95
New Custom, an interlude, to promote
the reformation 352

New and Strange News 494
New Annual Register 748
Newark Herald 780
Newcastle-upon-Tyne, typographical
society at 867

Newcastle Advertiser 762, 858

—

Chroni-
cle 7 \\ —Courarit 600,906—Freeman's
Magazine 747—Intelligencer 696

—

Journal 664, 927

—

Northern Libera-
tor 952—North Courant Journal 754
Northumberland Adnertiser g-io

Press 927, 930—Protestant Packet
7^7—Standard ^46

—

Tyne Mercury
813, 824

New Dialogue between somebody and
nobody 562

New England Courant 626

—

Journal
638—Magazine 724

New Heraclitus Ridens 575
New News 472

New Newsbooks 562. 663
New Observator 590
New Observator on the present Timet

586
News 857, 879
Newsfrom the dead 5 1

9

—

Newcastle 5 1

9

Brussels 529—France 520—Puddle
Docke 55\—Kensington 55\—Shore-
ditch 551—Brest 400

—

Italy 400, 472—Flanders 400, 435—Lancaster 459
—the North 472—Spain and Holland
472—Gravesend472—Lough-Foylei72—Spain 472—Florence 472

—

Parnas-
sus 562

—

the land of Chivalry 562

—

Ireland 563

—

Sussex 552

—

St. John's-
street 552

—

Buckinghamshire 551

—

Gulnick and Cleve 472

—

Penrith 472
Poland 472

—

all parts of Germany
472—New England 473

—

Ipswich 488
—Hull 595—Hell 495—the North 497—our navy not at sea 498

—

Germany
498

—

the narrow seas 49Q—Pannier-
alley 570—the Pope to the Devil 947
—Sally 498—the king's bath 504—
S7nith, the Oxford tailor 504

—

all

parts of Christendom 504

—

Campania
507—the West 507 ^Scotland 507—
Pembroke and Montgomery 509

—

Pawles 570—the New Exchange 518— Maidstone 556

—

Wicklow 556

—

Halliday Wells 556—St. Bartholo-
mew Fair 556

News Journal, in English and French
629

News Letter 614
News of the present week 571
News, origin and meaning of 471,47-2

desire of the Roman people for 400
News out of Germany 472

—

out of divers
countries 472

—

out of Hell 472—from
the pope to the devil 747

Newspapers, early history of 398—
stamp duty commenced 601—duty
advanced 709, 73fJ, 764,795, 859..
duty reduced 945—list of in various
years 806—number sent through the
general post office 806, 915, 954—ob-
servations on 726—first in the Hun-
garian language 74I—at Constanti-
nople 795—state of in France 801

—

carrying one to the enemy 779—Dr.
Johnson's opinion of 679—amount of
circulation and duty 946—readers of
how divided 94"—progress in Ame-
rica 875 -act to regulate the frank,
ing and postage 812—act to repeal
the size of 896—editors of fined 833—returnsof 1836 and 1837 957—list of
959— sent and received fiee by
members of parliament 7I1—agency
of, commenced 753—number of in
169 1 574—firstsunday 744—first daily
evening 763—postage act 593, 688

New Spectator 753
New State of Europe 586
News writers, sums paid to 636
New Testament, first edition of, in the
Basque tongue 423—English 235—
Finnish 230 — Danish 310 — Greek
223, 234—French 259—Slavonic 338
—Polish 363—Vandalic 364—Romish
English version 370—Talmidic 728—
Bengalee 804—Cingalee 660—Arabic
714—Alexandrian Greek 774— Tiu-
dall's, pirated by tlie Dutch 236—re-
printed by Bagster 237 946—declara-
tion of the Scotch clergy against 237
-proclamation against 252, 253—
list of person persecuted for sellino-
253—second edition 257—belonging
to Anne Boleyn 257—first concord-
ance to 259—English and I^tin
printed at Paris 267— Latin and Eng-
lish 268—printed by William Tilly
304—printed at Geneva327—numeri-
cal figures first appeared in 327—in
Groek 349—on silk 70—Wiclif 's 76—
first separate edition in Latin 158—
for the use of the Indians 528—in the
Turkish languague 543—in the Irish
character 560— printed in gold 916—
printed at Edinburgh prohibited 546
translated by Miles Coverdale 269



New year's gfifts, books sent as 209,
365, 398

New York Gazette 640
Nicholson's Journal 795
Night Thoughts, by Dr. Young John

son's opinion of 668
Night Walker; or. Evening Rambler
679

Norfolk Chronicle 792, 881, 947
Normans, oripn of the 32
Northampton Mercury 624

—

Miscel
lany 626

North British Advertiser 857
North Briton 709
North Derbyshire Chronicle 546
Northern Express, and Lancashire
Daily Post 884

Northern Tatler (Edinburgh) 695
North Georgia Gazette 871
Northumberland Advertiser (Shields)

927
Northumberland house book 215
Norwich Courant 611

—

Gazette—626,
709

—

Journal 629

—

Mercury 859—
Postman 5/9

—

Weekly Mercury 626
Nottingham Courant 648

—

Chronicle
729—Herald 897

—

Journal 721, 930—
Mercury 897

—

Post 614

—

Review 834—Wreath 927

—

Dearden's Miscella-
ny 961

Nouvelles de la Republique des Lettres,

565
Novum Testamentum Greecum 485
Numeral figures first used in Europe 61

Oath of allegiance, severity of 451

Observations upon the most remarkable
occurrences in our weekly news 577-

on the weekly bills 569
04serfja^o>'511,522, 5S6, 61 7

—

Reformed
666, 590

—

Observed 562

—

in question
and answer 562

—

reviewed 593
Occasional Paper 6 15, 635

—

Writer 683

Occurrences from foreign parts 527

—

from Ireland 498

—

in parliament 498
(Edipus ; or, Postmaji remounted 643
Old England; or, Constitutional Jour-
nal 669

Old Maid 696
Old Mother Hooker's Journal 648
Old News newly revived 497
Old Whig 621

—

or, Consistent Protes-
tant 653

Olla Podrida 76O
Omar, caliph, curious answer of 41
Onion, a monk, hanged 273
Oracle 611, 828
Orange Intelligence 57 1

—

Gazette 57

1

Oratorio, origin of 276
Order of Jesus, or "Jesuits," origin of
326—extract from Oldham's satire on
180—suppressed 736

Oriental Herald 888
Original, (by Mr. Walker) 943
Orphan 615
Orthodox Churchman's Magazine 793
Oxford Gazette543—HeraldgiG—Jour-
nal 665, HQ6—Magazine 719

—

Spy 500
Oxford university founded 47— pur-
chase types in France, Holland, and
Germany 547—type foundery estab-
lished at 552— Oxford book 129—
vested with the copyright in books
given by the authors 734—visit of
the allied sovereigns to 859—new
printing-office for the use of the uni-
versity pil—number of bibles and
testaments printed at 861—printing-
ofiice at, destroyed by fire 500—de-
fended in right of new works 826

—

number of books at, in l603 445

—

Arundelian marbles preserved at 1

6

—Arabic lecture founded at 488

—

Bodleian library founded 454

992

Painter, anecdote of one 320
Paisley Advertiser 941
Palladium 898
Palm,James Philip, bookseller,shot 824
Palmyra leaf used to engrave on 21 -

Pamber, curious manner of holding a
court leet at 20

Pamphlet, origin of 189
Paper (a) for enabling the species 695
Paper, history of the invention 48

—

first made from cotton 55—first made
from linen 61 — curious remarks
upon, by Fuller 530—traders of 584 —
made from linen introduced into
England 68—-substitutes for rags in
the manufacture of 9I5

Paper marks, origin and description of
271

Paper mill, first in England 271—lines
on 201—notice of an early one 2ol

—

first in the state of Massachusetts,
North America 642

Papers from the Scots quarters 504
Papyrus, account of 23, 24, 37
Paradise Lost published 344—Waller's
sneer at 344

Paradyse of Daynty Devises 363
Parchment or vellum, where made 24
—the difl'erent kinds used for writ-
ing upon 54

Parian chronicle 16
Paris Gazette 473
Paris university claimed the right of
regulating the price of books 133—
the printers of, authorized to wear
swords 347

Parish clerks of London, players of
interludes 79

Parker's Halfpenny Post 633
Parliament, debates of, first published

724
Parliament Kite 508

—

Porter 6O9

—

Spy
72\— Vulture 508

Parliamentary Intelligencer 628, 629

—

Register 731 732
Parliament's Post 503

—

Scout* Dis-
covery 500

—

Screech Out 509
Parochial registers introduced 269
Parrot 640
Parry, William, M.P. executed
Parsons, Robert, the first disseminator

of political liberty 452
Particular Relation 501
Pas, family of engravers 469
Pasquin 629
Pasquinades, origin of 288
Passages concerning the king's army.

609
Psisteboard, origin of 304
Patents and monopolies 838, 840, 852,

867, 870, 877—observations on 437

number in 1837 953—first in Den-
mark 500

Peripatetic, meaning of 468
Perry, Sampson, singular preservation

of 877
Perth Courier 834
Perth, extract from the weekly assem-
bly at 363

Peruvians, their mode of communicat-
ing knowledge 9

Peter, the wild boy, account of 34
Peters, Hugh, executed 529
Peters (Mr.) report of the army 503
Phanatique Intelligence 620
Pharos 76O
Philanthrope 796
Phillatius, father of bookbinding 36
Philip II. description of his person 320
Philosophical Magazine 747, 799

—

Ob-
servation 577

—

Transactions 642
Phoenix 870— of Europe 503
Pilgrim dl2
Pilgrim's Progress published 57

1

Pillory, ode to the, by Defoe 590
Pinkey, battle of 315
Plain Dealer 635—(by Wagstaff ) 602
Plain Dealing sQl-Truth 557
Plain Scottish 574
Players, first regular company of in
England ;i54—patent granted to by
queen Elizabeth 354—play-bill, first

printed 541—prohibited from acting
in either university 419—suppressed
607

Playhouse, church, or new actors of
Devotion, eflect of its publication 730

Playing cards, history of 78—decree of
the government of Venice concern-
ing 1 14—act against the importation
in England 125—knave of bells an
early playing cai-d 78

Plays, origin of acts of 355—the first

published with engravings 548—not
to be read without leave 431—mode
of advertising the performance of
581—not to be performed on Sundays
435—works againt 352

Pleasures of Hope 664
Plebian 62l

Poetical Courant 592

—

Magazine 7^7—
Ohservator 568

Poetical Miscellany, the first published
in England 363

Poet laureats, origrin of 70, 208—man-
ner of creation 209—apology for 754

Poetry, first publication on the subject
of 386—Spencer's opinion of 4 14

Poet's last advice, from Chaucer 81

Poets, impromptu on 679 —poet's pen,
poem of 119

Poets, custom of, concerning 70
Paternoster-row, origin of the name I Poictiers, battle of 541, 581

Packet of Letters from Scotland 509—
from sir Thomas Fairfax 504

Packets of advicefrom Ireland 574
Packington, lady, returns two mem-
bers to parliament 351

Pacquets of advicefrom France 574
Page of a book, origin of 54

83—first noted for booksellers 838
Patrician 621
Patriot 609, 626
Patrons, ill treatment of l64
Peacock, bishop imprisoned 213
Peeper, (by Dr. Wilkins) 793
Peg tankard, origin of 53
Pembroke college, Oxford, founded 476
Penal mandate, forbidding the trans-

lation into the vulgar tongue of
Greek, Latin, and other books with-
out approbation 184, 185

Pennsylvania Gazette 639
Penny Maga:^ine g20—Post 6l2—Post;

or. Tradesman's Select Pacquet 6l5
Weekly Journal 624

Penry, John, executed 404
Pens alluded to 24, 26, 27
Pentateuch, singularly expressed ac-
count of its editor, printer, &c. 194

—

printed by Dayand Seres 290—trans-
lated by Tindall 252

People's Journal 927
Perfect Diurnal 4Q8^DiurnMl of the
Passages in Parliament 498

—

Occur-
rences 504

—

Passages &OI, 504

—

Rela-
tion 498

Police Gazette, expense of printing 910
Political Mercury 638

—

and Historical
Mercury 704

—

Herald and Review 754—Register 721—State of Europe b^g
—Tatler 6l4

Politique Informer 521

Polyglott bibles, succinct account of
424—published at Heidelberg 387

—

printed at Hamburgh 424—meaning
of the word 221—Complutensian 232
Paris 502— London 524— Bagster's
889—Spanish, printed at Antwerp
351— Pentateuch 635— psalter first

printed 220, 221

Polytype printing 749
Pompeii destroyed 23
Poor laws traced to llichai'd II. 737
Poor Richard's Almanack 346
Poor Robin's Intelligence 652

—

revived
544

—

Public and Private Occurrences
556, 591

Pope Nicholas V.'s grant to the clergy
of London II9

Pope's bulls, description of 233—infal-

libility of 280
Popish, Pass Book displayed 562
Popish mass displayed 562

Periodical Essays, by archd. Nares 747 Porcelain paper introduced 916
Periodical press, advantages of 725, 726 1 Porter, Lucy, her question to Dr.John-
Periodicals, number in the world 940— ' son 753
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1.

Poetical Garland of Julia 485

Polemi middinia, the earliest specimen
of British macaronic poetry 512—by
whom invented 5l2

Portfolio 863
Porticus, or Portico, meaning of 849
Post Angel 585—Boy 5/9, 609, 633
Postilla, meaning of 95
Posting bills, origin of 541

Post Man 600, 633

—

and Historical
Account 579

Practice of Preaching, errata in 167
Pratler 665
Prator 696
Present state of the republic of letters

640
Press, acts against the liberty of 632,

800, 871, 875—effects of the freedom
of 8O6, 808—attempt to crush it 506—
powers of 8O7, 808, 554, 555—Utility

and influence of 583—advantages of

the periodical 725, 726—proijiess of

438—opinions on theliberty of, Gold-

smith's 806—Milton's5 11—Johnson's
583 — Sheridan's 8O6 — sir Thomas
Brown's 497—lines on the liberty of

451, 640—association for suppressing

the liberty of 881—persecution of 779
song on the 949—lines to the 757, 640

licenser of, in England 560—in Ame-
rica 528—considerations and propo-
sals in order to the regulation of 532,

540—society of the friends offreedom
of 7 16, censorship in England 342

—

extract from the Tears of the Press
548—meeting to remove the restric-

tions of9I5—at Oxford, advice to the

con-ector of 563—act against in Ire-

land 750—extracts from M'Creery's
poem of the 100, 107, 800, 807—last
restrictive laws against577—licenser
of restored 531—printing press first

made 96—petitions for the repeal of

the duty on 938—forged one 790
Pressing to death, notice of 519

Preston Review, and County Advertiser

'^'JQ—Journal 832—Chronicle 939
Priest, felony to harbour 370

Primer, or Form of Public Prayer, per-

mitted to be used 290

Prince of Wales's Island Gazette 824

Principal Passages of Germany 488

Printer, anecdote of a journeyman 668

Printers of London, petition of, con-

cerning patents 497—devils, origin

of 646—-list of, in the reign of George
I. 631, 632—honours paid to 160—
errors, curious notice of 161, 163

—

number of, in and about London in

1666 and 1831, 543—in Ireland 543

in England in 1599, 435—nineteen
journeymen imprisoned840—pension
society established 903—benefit for,

at Covent-garden theatre 909—bene-
fit at the Coburg theatre for the un-
employed journeymen of London
899—opposition to, at Paris 131

—

of Paris, celebrated the death of

Franklin 769—May Festival 523—
first privilege granted to 224—Gram-
mar, first published 692-—act of in-

demnity 8O9—decree against in Hol-

land 843—penalties inflicted on 538,

539—Mrs. Elianor James's advice to

597—list of, who contributed towards
the loss of Mr. Bowyer 600, 601

Printing, invention of 101—opinions

on the origin of 105, 106, 107—first

poem written in praise of 281—ac-

count of its introduction into Eng-
land 144, 145—edict at Nuremberg
against 233—lines against l33—en-

comiums on 37, 100, 176, 683, 808,

—works upon 949—first important
specimen of 117—from blocks invent-
ed 90—ornamental, practised by the

early professors 120—prices for, first

fixed 753—first machine invented for

843, 806—anniversary of the fourth
centenary held at Edinburgh 949

—

epigram on 652—a contemplation on
the mystery of man's regeneration,

in allusion to the mystery of 683—
the king's prerogative in, confirmed
542—in red and black 165—colours,

on calico 885—practical hints on de-
corative printing, published 885—
lines on 619—ink, invention of l40

—Rusher's improved types for 812
Printing Machine, a Review for the
Many 936

Printing-office, ancient customs of 5l4

modern customs of 616—chapel, so

called 14l, 514—poetical description

of 576—curious law concerning, in

Scotland 675
Printing-offices destroyed or damaged

byfire—Bagster's 886—Bernard's 841

Basket's 661—Bensley's 831, 871—
Bowyer's 600, 630—Cox and Bigg's
736—Cocks's 721—Crowder's 721—
Dewick and Son's 940—Downes's 867
—Gillett's 823,840—Guy and Balne's
876— Hamilton's 81 1 —Johnson and
P.iyne's 72 1—Moyes's 893—Nichols's
833—Paris's 840— Rickaby's 761—
Spottiswoode's 946— Swan's 831 —
Smeaton's 835—Wilson's 893—Gore's
735, and the Caxton 879, Liverpool
—Clsurendon 953, and another 500 at
Oxford—Flood's Canterbury. 848—
Hcogly 742, and Serampore 845 East
Indies—Mackenzie's 895, Upper Ca-
nada—New York 940, 944 —Skara
592, andUpsal 568, Sweden

Printing presses and public schools
suppressed in Russia 799

Proceedings at Guildhall 558, 562

—

of
the king's commission of the peace
577, 578, 586

—

of both houses of
parliament 498, 501

—

of the parlia-

ment of Scotland 577

—

of parlia-
ments and armies 504

Proclamation against the shrine and
goods of Thomas a Becket 268—for

forbidding the eating of flesh in the
time of lent 313—for thereformation
of vagabonds 313—E.g&inst slander
and sedition 313—for the price of
victuals 313—to put away divers
books and images 304, 305—obser-
vations on 313—against the authors,
printers, and dispersers of seditious
books and libels 290, 304, 305, 313,

322, 370, 398, 542, 547, 560, 570, 605,

625, 691, 778—against ruffs and ra-
piers 442—for calling out heretors
andfenciblemento attend the king's
host 575

Profane authors, monk's opin: on of77
Projector C26, 813
Prompter 653
Protestant Advocate 635

—

Domestic In-
telligence 557

—

Intelligence 562, 634
Magaizne 709

—

Medley 61 5

—

Mer-
cury 579, 580

—

Observator 562

—

Ox-

ford Intelligence 546, 562

—

Packet
6V4—Pacouet 6U—Post Boy 600—
(No. 112)'602

Protestants, origin of the name 259
Protestor 688
Provisions, price of 129, 215, 256
Prynne, William, fined and imprisoned
488,489

Psalms in Swedish verse 5l3—errata

in 521—curious list of tunes 408

—

first edition of Sternhold's version
306—singing first practised 283,284

—

became general in England 311

—

French version of 283
Psalter, the first publication of Faust
and Schoeffer 1 J9—first printed in

England 202—belonging to Richard
,
11.83

Psalter of Tara, ancient Irish manu-
script 33

Publications, number of, from 1666 to

1680, 561—number and cost of for

1800, 806—number of, from 1800 to

1827, 901
Public Advertiser 815, 821, 822

Public Spirit of the Whigs 604

Punctuation, specimen of early 210

—

present mode of 310

Puritan, origin of the name 340
Pydna, battle of 34

Queen's Masque, song from 491
Quills, anecdote of a bunch of 96
Quincuplex psalter, the first work in
which the verses are distinguished
by Arabic numerals 213

Quipoes, explamation of 955
Quiz 793—Quizzical Gazette 919

Rack, used to extort confession 373
Raleigh, sir Walter, beheaded 465, 466
Ralph Roister Doister 314
Ramble round the world 573
Rambler 603—(by Johnson) 678, 679
Ranger 783
Reader, (by Steele) 609
Reading Mercury 629
Read's Halfpenny Post 633

—

Journal
633

Reaper, by Mr. Maude 792
Reasoner 709, 797
Reconciler 604
Recto and Verso, origin of the terms 54
Reflector 680
Reformation, progress of in England

272, 273, 274, 282
Rhapsody 602
Rehearsal Rehearsed 592
Relationes Extraordinarice 557
Religio Medici, extract from concerning
printers 497

Relics 268,269—preserved in books 158
Remarkable Occurrences 6l4
Remarkable Passages 500
Remembrancer, by James Ralph 6/4
Repertory of Arts and Manufactures
783

Reporter 797
Reporters, observations on 883. 884
Reporting the debates of parliament,

origin of 656—anecdote of Dr. John-
son, concerning 657—complaint in
both houses against 657, 658—prose-
cution of several printers for 724

—

noble conduct of the lord mayor 725—instance of extraordinary labour
in 764—the present system 883

Reprisal 616
Restorer 612
ReTatler 595
Retrospective Review 904
Review of the affairs of France 590
Revolutionary Plutarch
Revolution of 1 689, observations on 572
Rice, Hugh ap, founds the first protes-
tant college at Oxford 395

Richard II. description of his corona-
nation 75

Rights of Literature, by John Britten
848

Rigids of Man and Burke's Reply, the
number sold in one year 772

Rizzio, David, murdered 389
Roads, state of, in England 384
Robiji's Last Shift 6l4
Robin Snap, (Norwich) 722
Robinson Crusoe, controversy concern-
ing the copyright of 618—privately
printed 795

Rocks used by the Danes to preserve
their laws upon 20

Rogers, John, burnt 266
Rolls mentioned in the bible 24—used
by the Greeks and Romans 25

Roman sigilum, or signet 15

Romance, meaning of the word 63
Romanesche, first book printed in 440
Roman Post Boy 573
Romans, tticir invasion of Britain 30
—superstitious processions of ll6

Rood, meaning of 413
Rosetta stone, notice of 16, 17
Rotterdam Courant 558, 560
Round Table, by William Hazlitt 896
Roxbnrghe club established 846
Royal Cornwall Gazette SQS— Jamaica
Gazette 916

—

Magazine; or, Gen-
tleman's Monthly Companion 704

—

Mercury 607—Diurnal 509, fil8 —F«-
male Magazine 704

6 I
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loyal society, origin of 630

JR^bric, used in the common prayer,

origin of 166

Ruminatar, by sir S. E. Briydges 832

Rupert, prince, raezzotinto engraving
ascribed to 350

Russell, lord William, beheaded 565

Ryehouse plot 565

Sabbath-day.markets and fairs held on
69— forbid in Scotland 368—plays
forbid to be acted upon 435

Sabbatical institutions in the com-
monwealth 499

Sack, the word found in twenty three
languages 11

Sacred comedy, origin of 44

Sacred drama, or mysteries 54

Sad Newsfrom the seas 597
St. Alban s, battle of, its effect upon

literature 1 19—St.Alban first martyr
in England 49

St.Andrew's university founded 86,138

St. Anne, and her three husbands 222

St. Barnabas, the remains of, found 40
St. Bartholomew, massacre of 355
St. George, miracle play of 214, 215
St, Ives Mercury 624

St. James's Magazine 7 10, 731

—

Even-
ing Post&\\—(Applebees') '6\2—Pust
612, 627, 633—Chronicle '/Og, 936
Weekly Journal 6l5

—

Weekly Jour-
nal; or Hanoverian Postman 622

—

Journal, with Memoirs of Literature
627

St. James's palace, press erected in 644
St. John's college, extract from an old
account book belonging to 329

St. Mary's college, Oxford, statutes
concerning books 1 17

St. Matthew's gospel found 40—sum
paid for 1 1

8—set to music 50
St. Patrick, the apostle of Ireland
St. Paul's, the boys of, perform the first

regular drama in England 75—curi-

ous custom at 115—cross, sermons
at 73

St. Peter's, feast of, at Rome 115
St. Stephen's, Westminster, wages
paid for painting and glazing 73

Salisbury, earl of, curious account of
an entertainment given by 449

Salisbury Postman 61 1

—

Journal 922
Salisbury Primer, extract from 232
Salisbury, Thomas, executed 391
Sand used to write on 21

Satirist 930
Saturday Magazine 927—Post 615
Saunterer, by Hewson Clarke 824
Sawtre, sir William.burnt for heresy 83
Saxon chronicle 57
Saxon manuscripts, splendid manner
of writing and binding 46

Saxon types first used in England 345
Saxons, their arrival in Britain 31, 39—origin of the name 32
Say, lord, beheaded 146
Scavenger's daughter, an instrument

of torture 373
Schedule, origin of 19
Schemer 705
Scholar (the) poetical description of 82
Schools, first public at Rome 36, 37—
held in porticos of temples and
porches of churches 37 — charity
schools first commenced in London
570—^founded at Bangor 39—of Ire
land celebrated 44, 45—first opened
in cities and towns 51 — Sunday
schools commenced 842—jubUee held

Science, first periodical work of, in
England 542

Scintilla ; or a light broken into dark
warehouses of some printers, sleeping
stationers, and combining booksellers
480

Sclavonians receive the privilege of
performing divine service in their
own tongue 46

Score and tally, origin of 20
Scotchman 728
Scotch Mercury 57a—Memoirs, by way

of dialogue, between John and Ely-
mus 565

Scotland, earliest specimen of printing
in 210—state of literature at the
reformation 537, 240—the last burn-
ing for witchcraft in 233—affirmation
of the clergy against Luther 237

—

library at Stirling castle, at the
reformation 237— earliest song of,

after the Scots spoke the English
language 88—king's printer, earliest

patent of 281—renewed 753—censor-
ship of the press established 312

—

early poets of 97—earliest Hebrew
types in 432— act of parliament
against heresy 238—earliest alma-
nack published in 552

Scots Courant 591—Dove 495 500

—

In-

telligencer 500

—

Magazine 664

—

Me-
moirs, by way of dialogue 565

—

Post-
man 594

—

Scout's Discoveries 498
Scots, Mary queen of, beheaded389 —
library of 393

Scott (lord Eldon) his severe persecu-
tion of the press 779

Scottish Mercury 500
" Scotus his funeral," name given to

conflagration of books at Oxford 305
Scourge (il5, 684
Scribbieomania, or the Printers'' Devils
Polychronican 862

Scriptorium,or writing-room, origin of
49—notices of 49, 58, 63

Scriptures, sermon against 222
Sculpture and statuary, state of, in
England, in the 15th century 97, 98

Seal first fixed to a charter 44
Seasonable Speech 527— Writer 638
Seasons, trial concerning 722
Second and last adventure of the Wheel
of Fortune 579

Secret Mercury 586

—

Owl 495
Sects, lines upon 514
Seditious societies and reading-rooms
suppressed 795

Selden John, ludicrous anecdote of484
Sentimental Magazine 731
Seren Gorme)', (Swansea) 858
Sermon, curious 588
Servetus, Michael, burnt 3l9, 628, 629
Several Proceedings 518
Several Weighty Queries 562
Shadgett's Weekly Review 866
Shakspeare, BoydeU's edition of the,

works of 9I2— sums paid to the
different editors of 716—price of early
editions of 474—advertisement of
Howe's edition 593—forgeries 938

Shamrock, Waterford 802

Sheffield Courant 903

—

Mercury 903—
Independent 866

—

Public Advertiser
S66—Patriot 954—Iris 761—Register
761

Shells used for preserving writing
upon 20

Shepherd's Calender, description of the
months from 226—by Spencer 414

Sherborne Mercury 879
Sherfield, Henry, recorderof alisbur y
curious trial of 483

Sheridan, R. B. present to 850
Ship of Fools 211, 275
Shoemaker, at Newberry, burnt for

heresy 235
Signatures invented 131

Signets worn by the Jews 16

Sign of the cross used instead of seals

42
Silent Monitor 612
Silver types used for printing 408
Singapore Free Press QiG— Chronicle
888

Singleton, Hugh, John Stubbs, and
William Page, punishment of 366

Sithen, curious grant to the monks 44
Skelton's description of a splendidly
bound book 235

Skeptic; or Unbeliver 73\
Skins used by the Pei-sians to write
upon 20, 21

Skipton castle, extract from the house-
hold book of 486

SmoUet's History of England, singa-
lar manner of sale 703

Snotty-nose Gazette ; or, Coughing In-
telligence 558

Sober, yet Jocular 562
Societas Grsecorum Editorum, society

of printers so called 550
Society for the diffusion of useful
knowledge commenced 90

1

Somerset, duke of, beheaded 315
Sorbonne, Robert de, founded the col-
lege of that name, at Paris 87—cen-
sure of the heresies of Luther at 224

Soul (the) lines on 483
SouthAfricanCommercialAdvertiser 894
South sea scheme 634
Southwell, rev. Robert, executed 422
Spanish armada 399, 400
Special and considerable passages 498
Special Passages 495, 498—from Lon-

don, Westminster, York, Ireland, §-c.

498
Spectator 596, 599, 86i—Country, 776
Spectator, volume the ninth and last,

by Mr. Bond 611

Speculatist, (by Concanen) 643
Speculator, by Dr. Drake 765
Speeches in Parliament 497
Speedy Post; with more News from
Hull 498

Spendthrift 715
Sphynj; 903
Spie, communicating intelligence from
Oxford 500

Sporting Magazine 789
Spy 624, 500—by James Hogg 834
Stage, first notice of a licenser of 408
Stamford Mercury 603, 629
Stamp duty on periodicals conunenced

584
Stanhope press invented 802
Stanley.Jas., bp.of Ely, anecdote of 199
Staple of News, extract from 476
Star 944
Star chamber instituted 186—ordinan-
ces of 342, 343, 374, 490

Statesman 877, 879, 910
Statio, meaning of 63
Stationers' company, or, text writers

83—formed into a guild 83—when
first used 83—charter granted 325

—

list of the original members 325

—

expense of the charter 326—expense
of the first public dinner of 327

—

extract from the records of 330—first

book entered at 330—a collection
gathered from 330—monthly certifi-

cate of books printed by 437—plate
of, pledged 479—contributed towards
the rebuilding of St. Paul's 486

—

contribute towards the city pageants
481—patent from James I. 445

—

feasts of restrained 460— remove
their hall to Bergavenny house 457
order of dress 487—books enteted at
798—extract from the accounts of
413—paid for search dinners 413

—

chEirter of, exemplified 545, 566

—

ordered to prosecute printers 575

—

required to attend queen Elizabeth
407—books burnt at stationers' haU
431—compelled to lend money to
Charles I. 496—attend the king on
his return from Scotland 497

—

Hook
of Martyrs given to the prisoners
in Ludgate, by 501—ordered to sub-
stitute the arms of the common-
wealth 573 — precept of the lord
mayor to 522, 529, 541—silver cups
presented to 552—ordered to seize

Buchanan's History of Scotland 528
—haU of. destroyed by the fire of
London 543—demands three copies

of every printed book 544—charter
of renewed 46l—origin of giving ap-
prentices bibles 601—trial concern-
ing the right of literary property 676
—curious accoimt of a schism in 709
—to enter a book at optional 798—
their exclusive right regarding alma-
nacks detected 734—donations and
benefactions to 331, 337, 340, 344

/oL^o-(A.'K >^.T ^L
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345, 416,417,436, 458,482, 606, 642,

643, 543, 552, 66l, 563, 575, 523, 6l6,

634, 659, 686, 704, 741, 755, 784, 794,
820, 831, 865, 867, 905, 918

Statten, Herman de, curious deed of,

sale by 130

Statute of labourers 73
Steel, engraving upon, introduced into
England 870

Stenography known to the Romans 39
Stereotype, printing with 584, 585, 586,

735. 8I7, 871, 895
Sterne, Dr. John, his bequests to the
university of Dublin 651

Steeven's, G. singrular instance of liter-

ary perseverance of 777
Stippling, a mode of engn*aving 367
Stockings of silk first worn by queen
Elizabeth 413—knit 485

Stone desks, books placed upon 42
Stone used for engraving upon 16, 17
Storm, great, in England 588
Story, Dr. John, executed 378
Stowc, John, curious extract from 443
Strange News from Arpington 573

—

froin the West 530—from the Deep
554

—

and terrible news from Oaking-
ham 551

—

and wonderful news from
Bridewell 554—/rom Noj^wich 562

Strawberry hill, private press at 701

—

printer's farewell to 797
Student, (Oxford) 680
Style, an instrument used to write
with—origin of the term 26

Sun 870, 921, 937—True Sun 930
Sunday Monitor 851
Sunderland Herald 920

—

and Durham
General Shipping Gazette 920

—

Bea-
con 954

Sun fire office establishes the British
Mercury 595, 602

Supple, Mark, curious anecdote of 828
Supplement 5g3, 6l4
Surprise 612
Surry, earl of, beheaded 240, 294, 295
Sweden, first typographer royal 280
Swedish Intelligencer 482
'• Sweet singers" renounce the printed

bible 560
Swift, dean, his vengeance against

certain printers 599
Sydney, Algernon, beheaded 565
Sylph 789
Syr Grey -Steil, Si raxe Scotch poem 414

Table book noticed by Chaucer 37

—

taken to the theatre 435
Tachygraphio, short-hand writers, and

calligraphi elegant writei-s 77
Tatler (by Steel) 593— (at Edinburgh)
599—(by Mr. Harrison) 600—by Mr-
Baker) (anonymous) 593— revived
638

—

revived, or the christian philoso-
pher and politician 680

Tailing Harlot 594
Tavistock, extract from the church-
warden's account at 407

Taylor, John, poet, anecdote of 519
Tea Table 6\4, 634
Technical toast 767
Telegraph 790
Telemachus, account of its publication
579

Tell Tale 595
Templar 644—(by S. Paterson) 731,812
Teller of the exchequer, origin of 20
TerreB Filius 711— (by Amherst) 626
Test 666
Tewkesbury Yearly Register 915
Thames, river, account of a fair held
on 565

Thanks given to the King 562
Theatre, (sir John Edgar) 624
Theatres, price of admission to 435
Theme 519
Thomas's American Almanack, anec-
dote 01 746

Thursday's Journal 621
TiUy, count, letter against printers 477
Time, lines on the picture of 582
Times 765
TindaU, William, published the first

edition of the New Testament in the
English language 235—burnt 263

Titchburne.Chidiock, executed 946
Tit for Tit 565
Tithes, origin of 274
Titles and ciphers to books first used

160—curious list of 504, 506—obser-
vation on 648

Tobacco introduced into England 388
Tonstall, bishop of Loudon, anecdote

of 2:t5

Tory Tatler 595
Touchstone 640
Town and Country Magazine 721
Town Talk by Steel 6l2—by Agg 844
Trades, singular enumerationof 232
Traiteur 747
Transactions of the society of arts 750
Translating, curious anecdote of 895
Translation of the Gazette into French
553

Transmutation of metals, charter for
116

Treaty traverst 509
Trials for practising the art of printing
without serving a regular appren-
ticeship 651, 652

Trifler 761, 791— (at Edinburgh) 792
Trinidad Courant 840
Trinity college, Dublin, library pre-

sented to 444
Trinity college, Oxford, founded 329
Troubadours, French minstrels 82
True and perfect Diurnal 520

—

and
perfect Dutch Diurnal 52

1

True and impartial account of the re-
markable incidents 57

1

True News, laudable news 498

—

or Mer.
curius Anglicus 558

—

News 559
True Relation 546

—

Protestant Mer-
cury 560, 573—Informer 500, 506, 519,
521, 522—Briton 629—Patriot 674—
Protestant Domestic Intelligence 560

Truths from York 495
Tuesday's Post 504
Tulip mania in Holland 847
Tuner 721
Turkish Spy, account of 568, 569
Tusser, Thomas, acrostic on 299
Tutchin John,severe punishment of601
Twynn, John, printer, executed 540
Tyler,Wat,rebellion of 78—lines on 177
Tylesworth, William, burnt 213
Tyne Mercury 813
Type founding, earliest instance of 204
—first in Scotland 668—at Oxford
552—Ordinances of the star chamber
concerning 490

Ulphilas, bishop, left out the book of
kings in his translation of the bible
38—Codex Argenteus, or silver book

Universal Intelligence 558, 562, 573

—

Intelligencer 571 — Journal 629 —
Magazine 674—Register 759

—

Review
705— Spectator 64O— Visitor 696—
Chronicle} or Weekly Gazette 702

Universities, remarks upon the foun-
ders of 412

Unnoticed Theories of Servetus, 8fc. 629
Upsal, private press at 568
Urbanicus and Rusticus 574

Van, Paris George, burnt for heresy 305
Variety (by Mr. ReptonJ 762
Venus and Adonis, poem of, published
418—first printed in Scotland 450

Versailles, private press in the palace
of 703

Vicar of Wakefield published 732
Villiens, or slaves, sold in England 51

Vindication of Godliness, by Richard
Allen, cixrious anecdote of 543

Vintners and taverners, notice of 75
Virgilius, bishop of Saltzburg, burnt

for heresy 222
Virgil, his notice of brands for mark-
ing 15

—

Georgics published 36
Visions of sir Heister Ryler 565
Visitor 629
Vitellius, the first who taught Greek

in the university of Oxford aoo, 201

Volume, meaning of 22
Volumen, bark books so called 23
Volunteer Evening Post, printer of
tarred and feathered 746, 747

Vorstius Conrad, his Nature and Attri-
butes of God burnt by order of James
I. 457

Votes of the house of Commons 560
Votes of both houses 529
Vulgate edition of the bible 38—mean-
ing of the word 38

Waies of Literature 6O8
Waits, Christmas music, notice of 228
Wake, Kid, killed 792
Walker, Obadiah, his license to print
from James II. 567

Wakefield and Halifax Journal 887
Walls, books found preserved in 305

Septuagint, origin of 34
Walter's Angler, advertisement of 520
Wandering Spy ; or the ways of the

world inquired into 69!
Wandering Whore 529
Warwick, extract from the Black Book

at 450
Watchman 792, 942
Waterford Flying Post 641

—

Journal
715—Mirror %\0—Shamrock 902
Warranted tidings from Ireland 495

497
Water marks on paper, curious anec-

dote of 201
Waxen tablets, notice of 74i 79
Waygoose, derivation of 51

6

Waynflete, bishop of Winchester in-

structions to the clergy 117
Wearmouth, monastery founded at 42
Weaver (the) 622
Weekly Test Paper 57\—Memorials 572
— Packet of Advice 556

—

Packet of
Advice from Rome 573

—

Review 746—or the Wednesday's Post 6l5—News
from foreign parts 501

—

News 642

—

News books 400— Advertisement of
books 5QQ—3!iscellany 638, 649—Post
Boy 652

—

Post 522, 527

—

Amusement
652, 758

—

Essay 66I

—

Journal 6I6,
624

—

Journal, or theBritishGazetteer
635

—

Post master 503—General Post
615— Observator 6l5—Packet 602—
Pacquet 609

—

Packet, with the price
current 6\7—Medley 640, 642

—

Med-
ley ; or, the Gentleman's Recreation
617—Intelligence 498, 557— Intelli-

gencer 527

—

Discovery of the myste-
ries of iniquity 562

—

Intelligence of
the commonwealth 527

—

Mementofor
the ingenious 565

—

Amusement 758

—

Comedy, or the humours of the coffee
house 593

—

Comedy 581— Remem-
brancer 5S6—Survey of the World
597

—

Post, foreign and domestic 600—Remarks and political Remarks
612—Register 643, 799. SIO—Rehear-
sal 6i-l—Magazine (Edinburgh) 719
Magazine, or gentleman and lady's
polite company 704

—

Account, ^c.50O
527— Vision of the late popish plot
662

—

Chronicle (Owen's) 718

—

In-
formation 525

—

Discover stript naked
562—Christian Teacher 952—Police
Gazette 944— Dispatch 855

Weepers 520
Wednesday's Mercury 500

—

Joumal6lS
Welsh bishop, anecdote of 467
Welsh Mercury 500
Welshman 929
Welshman's Declaration
Wentworth, earl of Strafford, executed

601
Wesselus, singultu* request of 188
West Briton 887, 944
Weato'n Luminary 853, 879, 893
Western Informer 503
Western Star 853
Westminster Magazine 680, 73I

—

Oa.
zette 66a

—

Journal, or new Weekly
Miscellany 669—Review 894

Westmoreland Gazette 869
Whiffler, meaning of 528
Whig and tory, Johnson's definitions



of 830—from the spectator 830

—

Wilkes's opinion of 722—lines on 640

—Hallam's description of 6/2
Whig (the) 7-^7—Examiner 595

—

Maga-
zine, or Patriot Miscellany 746

Whipping Post 591
Whisperer 595. 721
Whitehall Courant 6l5

—

Evening Post
627, 633, 907—Journal 633

Whittington, sir Richard, lord mayor
of London, built the library of Grey
friars, (now Christ church) 95

Wiclif, his translation of the whole
bible75—followers of, called Lollards
76—severe persecutions of 253, 286

Wilkes, John, erected a private press

in his house 710—prayers desired for

719—committed to the tower 710—
verdict against the earl of Halifax
7I9—letter to Almon 722

William I. curious charter to the
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(continued.)

The Press ! the venerated Press

!

Freedom's impenetrahle shield ;

The sword that wins her hest success,
Tlie only sword that man should wield.

Deif?n, Britain's guardian, still to hk'ss,

Our isle w iih an unfettered press."

1839, Ffb. 15. The Art Union, a Monthly
Journal of the Fine Arts. Price Hd.

1839, March 1. 2'Ae Prube, a Review of
New Publications of Art, &c., price 7d.

1839, April 5. Died, Arthur Portsmouth
Arch, Bookseller, London, in his 7 1st year.
He was of the Society of Friends, and
younger brother of the respectable firm of
John & Arthur Arch, of Cornhill, who for

many years were the principal dealers in

fine and rare books in the eastern quarter of
the metropolis. Dr. Dibdin styles them the
" Gemini of the East."

1839, April 2-2. The Psyche, No. 1. From
an address prefixed to this periodical we are
told, that it is to be received as an early
proof of the intention of the "Author's
Protector Society ;" and that the review
** department of the Psyche undergoes the
inspection of a committee, and is never en-
trusted to a single pen."

1839, May 1. The Foreif:;n Monthly Review
and Continental Literary Journal, No. 1.

1839, May 2. The Camden Society, instituted
for the printing of neglected historical and
literary remains, held its first general meet-
ins: this day, Lord F. Egerton, president.

1839, May 28. Died, William Phillips,
a worthy journeyman printer, who for more
than forty years was a zealous and indefati-
gable servant in the office of Messrs. Fisher,
Son, & Co., London, Mr. Phillips was born
in one of the West India islands, his father
being in the British service, but returning
to England, he was bound to Mr. Bowling,
of the Leeds Mercury, to whom he served a
faithful apprenticeship. By a strict regard in

the discharge of an onerous duty, he secured
not only the regard of his employers, but the
affections of his fellow-workmen. His age
at the time of his decease was about G6.

1839, May 30. Died, JAMES RoBY, who
for upwards of half a century was employed
in the printing-office formerly conducted by
Mr. William Eyres, and now by Mr. John
Haddock, at Warrington, Mr. Roby was
eccentric in his habits, but those eccentrici-
ties were neither irksome to himself, nor
offensive to others. He died ngcd 07 ycnrs.

1839, June 9. J')icd, Samuel Hunter, for

nearly forty years editor of the Glasgow
Fleraid, He died at Kilwinning, Ayrshire.

1839, July 9. Died, Thomas Knott, a
proprietor and for twenty-five years the
editor oi " Arises Pirwin^hum Gazette,'" one of
the Governors of King Edward's School,
and bailiff of that institution for 1839. In
the walks of common life it would be difficult

to point out an individual whose career had
been marked with greater usefulness and
beneficence, or whose character had secured
more universal esteem. In most of the
public institutions of Birmingham, Mr. Knott
had long borne a very efficient part, and of
some of them he might almost be considered
the originator. Whenever the vicissitudes of
trade and the dispensations of Providence
brought distress upon the poorer classes, he
was not only with the foremost to relieve,

but he generally took the least ostentatious
and most laborious office.

As editor of Aris's Gazette, his steady and
undeviating support of constitutional prin-
ciples was united with the utmost fairness

and impartiality towards those who diftered

from him. W^hilst its pages were ever open
to the advocacy of the great principles of the
Constitution in Church and Slate, he never
shrank from the support of what he deemed
right, or from contempt and abhorrence of
what was mischievous and evil. Decided in

principle, and remarkably honest and open-
hearted in the avowal of his opinions, uotli

of men and measures, there was a total

absence of all personal rancour. Mr. Knott
terminated his active and useful career at the
age of 49 years. His body was interred in

the family vault, in Christ Church.
1839, iiov. 16. Died, John Lander, who,

in company with his brother Riciiard, dis-

covered the source of the Niger. He way born
at Truro, in Cornwall, December 31, 18()«5,

and received his education at the Bell
school in that town, and at the ])roj)er age
was bound apprentice to Mr. Gillet, printer
and bookseUer. During his apprenticeship
he devoted his leisure hours to the study of
literature, and soon began to write on difrei-
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er.t subjects, and showed a poet's devotion
for the beauties of nature, with which his

native county abounds.
On the return of his brother Ricliard,* after

the death of Captain Clapperton, he entered
with enthusiasm into tlie cause of African

discovery, and when it was determined to

send out the second expedition to explore
the Niger, he joyfully agreed to accompany
him on his perilous undertaking. At this

time his constitution was strong and robust,

and gave promise of a long and healthful

life. They sailed from England in the Alert,

on the 9th of January, 1830, and they have
recorded the important services they ren-

dered to African geography, and to their

country by opening and pointing the way to

extended traffic and rich resources. Tiiey

returned on the 9th of June, 1831, and the
narrative of their voyage, published by Mr.
Murray, (who with noble liberality presented
Richard Lander with £1000 for his MS.),
is one of the most interesting books of tra-

vels in the English language. Of Mr. Mur-
ray, neither of the brothers ever spoke but
in terms of the most grateful attachment;
and John, at one of the Literary Fund anni-
versaries, pul)licly expressed their sense of
obligation to him. Lord Ripon, then at the
head of the Colonial Office, gave Richard an
appointment in the Custom-House, which,
when he resolved on another expedition,
was, at his intercession, transferred to his

brother, and held by him till his death. In
the discharge of its duties he was most zeal-

ous, exemplary, and efficient. But soon after

his return, he began to complain much of
an affection of the chest, brought on by re-

peated colds during his exposure to the night
airs in the fatal climate of Africa. He married
in July, 1832, and two girls and a boy were left

with the mother to deplore their irreparable
loss. Government liberally conferred a pen-
sion upon his widow. He possessed talents
of a superior order ; and in not one of the
relations of life, official station, friendly in-

tercourse, and domestic affections, could his
character be surpassed. His death was oc-
casioned by inflammation of the lungs, and
he was ill only a few days. His remains
were committed to the grave in the cemetery
at Kensal Green. The funeral was attended
by several of his brother and superior officers,

by whom he was greatly beloved ; and by
other friends, among whom were Mr. Mur-
ray, Mr. Brockedon, and Mr. Jerdan, editor
and now proprietor, of the Lilerury Gazette,
to whom we are indebted for this brief but
faithful account.
A monument was erected at Truro in 1835

to the honour of these enterprising brothers,
whose names will go down in the annals of
science as the discoverers of the source of
the Niger

; whose talents, enterprise, and

• Richard Lander, another sacrifice to African discovery,
died at Fernando Po, Feb. 6, 1834, of a wound he received
wailejiu idling his la. tjasceut of t!ie river Nun.

intrepidity, have reflected so much honour
on their native place, and so characttM-isti-

cally upheld the fame and reputation of their
country. The monument consists of a "gra-
nite column," and is a just tribute to lowly
merit, and a stimulus to all who look upon
it, to emulate the gallant exertions of those
whose name it bears.

1840, Jan. 1. The Colonial Magazine, and
Maritime Journal, No. 1, edited by Robert
Montgomery Martin, author of the British
Colonies. Fisher, Son, and Co., London.

1840, Jan. 15. Dicy/, Charles Whitting-
HAiM, printer, at Chiswick, aged 73 years.
He commenced business in Dean-street, Fet-
ter-lane ; whence he removed to Goswell-
street ; and, finally, established his office on
the banks of the Thames, at Chiswick. The
beautiful productions of the Chiswick Press,

will long preserve his name. He was an
amiable unassuming man, and was generally
beloved and esteemed. Mr. Whittingham
was a native of Norfolk, but served his ap-
prenticeship at Coventry. He afterwards
worked at Birmingham ; and having saved
some money by speculating in a building
society, went to London. He bequeathed
£•2,000 three per cents, to the Stationers*

Company,* the interest to be distributed in

pensions to six widows of compositors and
pressmen, fifty years old and upwards, the
widows of those who had been in his employ
to have the j)reference ; £l,000 to tlie coal-

fund of the parish of Chiswick; £200 to the
Printers' Pension Society ; £500 and an
annuity of £20 to his foreman, Mr. Fenton,
who had been with him thirty-eight years.

We believe that it was his intention to

have given 1000/. as an endowment for alms-
houses for printers, had there appeared any
desire in the trade to erect them.

1840, Jan. 30, J)ied, John Booth, book-
seller, of Duke street, Portland place, in his

71st year. He was the eldest son of Mr.
Lionel Booth, bookseller, of the same place,

who established the business about the year
1780. On his father's appointment to a situ-

ation in the Stamp Office, in 1799, Mr. John
Booth succeeded to the business, which. he
conducted with great perseverance and suc-

cess for upwards of forty years. His know-
ledge of old and curious works was consider-
able, and his collection one of the largest of
the day. He was of a literary turn of mind,
and was employed by the late Mr. Malone in

collating and arranging many of the notes
and remarks for his edition of Shakspeare:
he also edited and compiled the various docu-
ments and official returns for his account of
the Battle of Waterloo, which went through
the almost unprecedented number of nine
editions in the course of two years. As
a man of business, Mr. Booth's character
was remarkable for activity and strict integ-

rity, which he united with good humour and

The first recipient of Mr. Whittingliam's bounty, was
* appointed by the Stationers' Company, on Dec. 7th, imi.
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address, and his death was much regretted

by a hirge circle of acquaintance. He was
iiTiniarried, and left a fortune, the fruits of

his labour, to his only brother and family.

1840, Feb. 2. Died^ SiR RicHARD Phil-
lips, Knt. bookseller and publisher of Lon-
don, in the seventy-third year of his age.

Sir Richard Phillips was, in his early

career, a schoohnaster at Chester, whence lie

removed to Leicester, and in 1799 originated

the Leicester Herald * of which he was both
editor and publisher for several years. In
1793 he was prosecuted, and imprisoned for

eighteen months, for printing and publishing
Paine's Ki^hts of Man. In 1795 a fire broke
out on his premises, and destroyed the whole
of his stock in trade,t and he then removed
to London, where he commenced business as

a hosier in St. Paul's Church yard,in a small
shop next door to Mr. John Johnson.J Here
in 1796, by the assistance of the democratic
party, he established the Monthly Magazine,
and published several j)olitical tracts; divi-

ding his attention, as well as his window,
between stockings and books. He subse-
quently removed to a larue house in New
Bridge street, Blackfriars, where he for some
years carried on a very extensive business as

bookseller and publisher; not, however, con-
fining himself entirely to bookselling, for,

during that period, he speculated in bringing
to London, from Leicester, the celebrated
Daniel Lamhert,§ whom he exhibited, to

considerable jiecuniary advantage, although
it is said he paid him 12/. per week. In 1807
he [attained the high dignity of Sheriflf of
London, and became the founder of the
Sheriff''s Fund for the relief of distressed
prisoners. He married a daughter of Mr.
Griffiths, bookseller, of Tenby, one of whose
many virtues, he used to say, was, that she
had the art of making capital puddings
without suet ; for it should be observed that
Sir Richard was, from an early age, a strict

abstinent from animal food, arising, we
believe, from an impression received in his

boyhood, on seeing a calf slaughtered. He
was industrious and enterprising; and to

him the public is indebted for many valuable
cheap publications, as he was the first book-
seller t6 cheapen knowledge. He eventually
appeared in the Gazette, and dropi)ed out of
the publishing world, rather than abandoned
it, many years ago, though in his day no one
in the trade was better known, or whose
works had a wider circulation. Indeed,
many of them, especially his elementary
books, obtain an extensive sale; and the
copyright of these supported his latter years.
He died at Knightsbridge.

1840, March 13. New Compcsino Ma-
chine for facilitating the composing of types,

• See page 771. t See page 252. t See page 83C.

§ Daniel Lambert was born at Leicester, March 13, J770,
and died at Stamford, June 21, 1809. See Wilson's Won-
dcrj'ul Characters,

for which a patent was granted on this day,

to Messrs. Young and Delchambre, London,

who issued the following description :

—

" This apparatus consists of a gothic fram-

ing of cast-iron, which supports 72 long brass

channels, placed in an inclined position, form-

ing the receptacles for the type; the chan-

nels are made to correspond in width to the

size of the letter required ; and, in this ma-
chine, a complete fount of brevier type is

used, with all the requisite spaces, double

letters, &c. ; the channels are placed in an

inclined position, so that the types may slide

downwards, as they are removed one by one

from the bottom ; and, at the lower part of

each channel, is a small brass plate, or key,

about the size of the top of the finger, which

has engraven upon it the letter contained in

its channel. To this plate is attached a lever,

which extends under the bottom of each

channel, and when at rest lies by the side if

the type. Communicating with all the chan-

nels, IS an inclined plane, placed at right

angles to the inclination of the channels
;

this plane has a series of curved grooves cut

in its surface, corresponding in number to

the channels of the type, all leading at bot-

tom to one general channel, where the types

fall one upon the other, into a receiving-stick,

as they are removed from the channels above.
" In this machine, the number of types

placed in each channel varies (according to

the thickness of the letter) from 200 to 800

;

but they could easily be extended to hold

more. The channels are so arranged that

the letters most in request are placed in the

centre, nearest the compositor, those least

in use being placed farther off. To use the

apparatus, the channels must be first filled

with the respective letters—a very simple
operation, which may be done by lads, who
will always keep them charged with type.

The compositor will be seated in front, suffi-

ciently high to have all the keys within his

eye ; at the back, a boy will be placed, whose
office is to attend to the line of type as it is

composed, and he will slide the receiving-
stick gradually, by a small rack and pinion,

as the types are placed therein. As soon as

the stick is filled, he will remove it, and place
an empty one in its place. The compositor's
office is merely to press down each key, upon
which he sees the proper letter engraved,
which will remove the lowest type of the
column sideways, and it will fall down the
curved groove of the inclined plane to the
receiving-stick ; on removing his finger from
the key, it returns to its former position by a
spring, and the column of type falls down, to

supply the place of the type which had just
been removed.

** The object of the machine, of which tlie

preceding is a descrij)tion, it will be perceived,
IS to facilitate the operations of the compo-
sitor in setting uj) of type, as will be shown
hereafter. It is the practice at present for
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a compositor to " distribute" all the type
he requires for a ntw composition, for tlie

reasou that erroneous distribution would very
much retard his work ; and, in the present
plan, there is no meais of correction after

distribution is effected. The machine, on
the other hand, requires that all the type,

after distribution, should be set in lines, pre-

vious to composition ; this affords a ready
means of correction, and tlius it becomes a
simple matter to separate distribution from
composition, and employ the labour of boys
on the former, in so important a labour. It

is true that the setting up of the type in

lines is an additional operation ; but it is a

very simple one, and boys, employed by
type-founders, whose wages do not exceed

5.?. to 6s. per week, commonly set up from
3000 to 4000 per hour.

" Composition is, at present, a tedious ope-

ration ; an expert hand will not set up and
justify on an average more than 1700 types

per hour. But, by this machine, it will be

a matter of no diliiculty to set up 12,000 to

15,000 per hour, as the type can be set up as

fast as the fingers can be made to travel over

the keys ; and when thus set up, a second

person will justify and page the same in

about an equal period of time j consequently,

one man to compose, one to justify, and a

boy to move the composing-stick, will set up
12,000 to 15,000 types per hour, ready for

printing ; an operation which at present re-

quires the labour of from seven to nine expert

men, during the same space of time ; and this

saving of labour, it is calculated, will reduce

the price of composition fioni sixpence to

seven farthings per thousand."

The London Phalanx of Saturda}'^, Jan. 1,

1842, thus concludes its leading article :
—

" Amongst other interesting movements,
we may mention the fact, that the principal

portion of the number of the Phalanx has been
composed in type of a newly-invented com-
posing machine, and is the first piece of

periodical literature which has ever been
typographed in this manner. It is the begin-

ning of a new era in theartof printing, which,

with a very little practical experience, will

render the art of composing type so simple

and elegant, that ladies may sit down, as to

a pianoforte, and set up in type their own
sweet effusions, with as much ease as they
can commit them to writing. The keys are

marked with the letters, and, when touched
Avith the finger, the corresponding type falls

into its place with the rapidity of spelling."

The Moniteur Industrie I states that M.Eau-
bert, a teacher of mathematics at Antwerp,
has invented a machine, by which 124,000
letters maybe lifted in eight hours.

1840, Mai/ 5. Died, Thomas Burgeland
Johnson, formerly a printer in Liverpool
He passed the greater part of his life in

literary pursuits in that town, where at

length his prospects became blighted^ and he

removed to London in 18,'^4. He was 'somT
after afflicted with ill health, which con-
tinued to assail him till he expired, leaving
a widow and a daughter, twenty-one years
of age, in considerable distress. Mr. John-
son was long distinguished as a writer on
Field Sports, his principal work of the class
being the " S/i07ls'nan's Eiuyclopedia" which
is on an extensive plan, combining much
original matter and amusing anecdote, with
the classification of the various subjects
treated U])on. His portrait is prefixed to the
work. Llis other works of the same nature:
— the Shooter's Guide ; the Complete S])orts-

man
; the Shooter's Companion ; the Hunting

Directory
; the Gamekeepers's Directory

;

the Shooter's Preceptor. He also wrote, in
early life, a " History of Europe," in four
volumes, and "The Mystery of the Abbey,"
a novel. In 1839, he published " Physiologi-
cal Observation on Mental Susceptibility."

1840, Mai/ 7. The Cambridge Antk^ua-
RiAN Society held its first meeting; the
Rev. Ralph Tatham, D.D., Master of St.

John's, and Vice-Chancellor of the Univer-
sity, in the chair.

1840, June 13. The Wiltshire Topo-
graphical Society formed, for the collec-

tion of materials, and the occasional i)ublica-

tion, of historical and descriptive accounts,
either illustrated or otherwise, of places and
things in the county of Wilts, and the adja-

cent districts, which have not hitherto been
satisfactorily elucidated. The Honorary
Secretary is John Britton, Esq. F. S. A., by
whose exertions the Society was projected,

and since established.

1840, Oct. The Parker* Society esta-

blished, which has for its object the rei)ubli-

cation of the works of the Fathers, and early

writers of the English Church, published
during the reign of king Edward VI., and
queen Elizabeth ; also the publication of
some manuscripts of the same authors.

1840, Nov.l, Died, Edward Hakding,
Esquire, librarian to her majesty Queen
Charlotte, consort of George III., formerly
an eminent book and printseller, (in con-

junction with his brother Silvester,) in Pall

Mall, London, aged 86 years. Upon his

appointment as librarian to the queen, he
took up his residence at the Royal Lodge at

Frogmore, where his zeal and assiduity

gained him the approbation of her majesty,

the princes, and princesses, with whom he
became an especial favourite. The queen
having expressed a wisii to possess in print,

privately, a Chronological Abridgement of

the History of Spain, Germany, &c. &c., on
cards from her own manuscript, he under-

took to accomplish it, which he did, although
he had not been accustomed to the trade.

Possessing himself of types and press, he
succeeded in gratifying the queen's wishe s,

* For notices of Archlnshop Parker, wliose name this Soci-

ety has adopteJ, see pages '6\o, i\Q, oj7, aud 358, ante.
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and performing that wliich but few men
would have had the industry to have accom-
plislied.—See page 845, un(e.

1841, Jan. 1. Died, Samuel Colling-
wooD, for many years superintendent of tlie

university press at Oxford, in tlie 79th year
of his age. Mr. Collingwood was a native
of Rochester. He served his time as a com-
positor in that city, and afterwards became
principal overseer in the office of Mr. Davis,
a most respectable printer in Chancery Lane,
London ; but upon a vacancy occurring in
the Clarendon Press, he was, in October,
1792, appointed by the delegates, upon the
recommendation of a committee sjjecially

deputed to make inquiry for a proper person
to succeed Mr. Cross. That committee (and
it was no slight testimony to Mr. Colling-
wood's character to have been introduced to

. the University under such auspices,) were,
Dr. Randolph (afterwards bishop of London),
Mr. Price, (keeper of the Bodleian), Mr.
Prosser (afterwards Arclideacon of Durham),
Mr. Jackson (afterwards bishop of Oxford),
and Mr. Parsons (afterwards bishop of Peter-
borough) ; and to them Mr. Collingwood
was recommended by the late Mr. Elmsley.
Mr. Collingwood was matriculated Nov. 14,

1796, as " Prselis Clarendoniani Procurator ;"

and he continued in office till the year 1838.

A more faithful, more diligent, and more
truly efficient officer was never placed over
an establishment. In addition to a highly
respectable classical education, joined to a

very accurate knowledge of the French
languaj^e, Mr. Collingwood ]>ossessed a great
fund oi information, obtained from extensive
reading, on most subjects, and to this was
added a perfect knowledge of his business.

The accuracy of the books printed at Oxford
during the long])eriod of his superintendence
was proverbial, and it was well known that

many authors have acknowledged their

obligations to him for important sugges-
tions and improvements during the progress
of their works at the press. Alter a long and
most satisfactory career as printer to the
University, Mr. Collingwood, in the summer
of 1838, expressed a desire, on) account of

his advanced age and increasing infirmities,

to resign his post; on which occasion the
Board of Delegates requested him to accept
their best thanks for the uniform attention

he had given to the duties of his office during
the long period of forty-six years. From
this time Mr. Collingwood retired into

private life, devoting, so long as his strength
would permit, his time, his energies, and
purse to the benefit of his fellow creatures.

He was the author of two little religious
tracts, privately printed for distribution
amongst his friends, but never published.
" The Christian Convert, being a few desul-
tory remarks on Regeneration, in two Letters
to a Friend ," 8vo. 18-20. " On Religious
Experience and the Christian Character/'

l2mo., printed about 1825. Mr. Collingwood
was four times married, and leaves a widow
and four children, his eldest son holding a
share in the University Bible Press.

1841, Jif/n. 1, Henry G. Bohn's* Cata-
logue of 300,000 volumes, comprising books
of recognized merit in the fine arts, na-
tural history, classics, the German, French,
S|)anish, Portuguese, Northern,Oriental, and
Hebrew, must be ranked amongst the most
extraordinary productions ever issued from
the press of any nation. It contains 2,106
pages, in which are arranged 23,208 articles,

and must have been produced by immense
labour, and, as it appears by the preface, an
outlay of upwards of £2,000. In a word, this

is a collection of the best works on all sub-
jects, and in all the languages dear to litera-

ture. We believe it has been noticed in most
of the leading journals of Europe.

1841, Jan, Acrography, or Relief En-
graving, a substitute for wood -engraving,

and adapted for letter-press printing, the
invention of Mr. Louis Schonderg, of Hat-
tonGarden, London ; who must iiave devoted
many years of intense study to its perfection.

At present, it is worked as a secret process,

a patent would only expose him to an in-

fringement on all sides.

This new invention was first applied to the

illustrations of " The Spectator," ])ublished

by Effingham AVilson, and which presents

some splendid specimens of the art.

1841, Jan, The Musical Antiquarian
Society formed, having in view the publi-

cation of our ancient masterpieces of music,
many of which have either never been print-

ed, or in forms so costly, as to be beyond the

reach of moderate purses.

1841, Ftb. 7. Vied, Charles Fqurdri-
NiER, formerly a wholesale stationer, aged
serenty-three years. This much-respected
gentleman was on the Court of Assistants of
the Companies of Drapers and Stationers,

of both which corporations he had recently

served the office of master.

1841, March, The GRANGERt Society
circulated its first print; being an engraving
of the whole length portraits of Queen Mary
and King Phillip II. from the picture by Sir

Antonio More, in the possession of the Duke
of Bedford, accompanied by a leaf of letter-

press. This society proposes to publish a
series of Ancient English Portraits and
Family Pictures, accurately copied from the

original, and enejraved in the best style of art.

1841, March, The Society for the pub-
lication OF Ancient Welsh Manu-
scripts, published its first work, the Libtr

Landavensis, or Llnfr Trilo, a very handsome

• Of York-street, Covcnt Garden. London.

+ The rev. James Griin^rer, viear of Shiplake, Oxfordshire,

nutliorof "A Biographical IIi!story of England from Kgbert

the (Jreat to the Revolution ; consistinK of Characters dis-

posed in dilferent classes, and adapted to a methodical cata-

lo^'ue of enRraved British heads." 1 709, 4 vols. Ihir 4to.—

iic died at Shlplake April 1.'), 177t'.
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volume of nfiarly 700 pages royal 8vo. edited
by the Rev. W. J. Rees, M.A. F.S.A.

1841, April 28. Died, Luke Greaves
Hansard, Esq., of Bedford-square, London,
and one of tlie printers of the House ofCom-
mons. He was the third son of tlie late James
Hansard, Esq., who, for many years, held
that highly responsible office ; and from his

father's decease, was the mostly-engaged
partner in carrying on that extensive con-
cern.* Mr. Hansard was much respected by
his professional brethren, and left a family
of fourteen children to lament his loss.

The will and codicils of Mr. Hansard were
proved in the prerogative court by the ex-
ecutors, Richard Ogle, Francis Rivington,
and Thomas Vardon. His personal property
was sworn under the value of £80,000,
which is principally bequeathed to his nu-
merous children.

1841, Mm/. The Percy Society.*—The
first general meeting of this society, was
held at the rooms of the Royal Society of
Literature, St. Martin's-place, London ; J.

P. Collier, Esq. in the chair. The professed
object of this society is to illustrate our early
literature by the publication of works from
very rare printed copies ; and either valuable
intrinsically from the genius and learning
displayed in them, or from the light whicli
tliey reflect upon the works of the great
writers of the same age, many passages of
which have been partially obscured by time,
ajjd require illustration or amendment.
When used for this latter purpose, it is clear

that a poem, or a tract, in itself worthless,
may acquire a great accidental value, if it

should by some fortunate coincidence of
allusion, clear up a passage in Shakspere, or
Jonson, which had been hitherto unex-
plained, or erroneously understood ; and thus
dullness itself may assist to scour off the rust
which had defaced the lustre of the brightest
works of genius.

1841,3/flj/. The SnAKEsrEAREf Society
published its first work. The Memoirs of
Edward Alleyn, founder of Dulwich College,
by J. Payne Collier, Esq. F.S.A. The chief
object of the society is the publication, or
rejiublication of works connected with, and
illustrative of the plays of Shakespeare and
his contemporaries ; and of the rise and pro-
gress of the English stage, and English
domestic poetry, prior to the suppression of
theatrical performances in 1647-

1841, .Afay 7. JJ/W, Thomas Barnes, M.A.
principal editor of the Times X newspaper,
London, in the 56th year of his age. Mr.
Barnes succeeded Dr. Stoddart in the editor-
ship of the Times; and by his extraordinary

See " Gent's. Mag." for June, 1S41, p. 563.
' t We do not expect, says the " Gent's. Mag." that even
thig society will establish the orthography Shakespeare.
We rather think the SnAKSPERE-ians are in the majority.

I Major Stirling, who wrote a series of articles on the
Reform Bill in the Times newspaper, which excited much
attcntiou at the time, died in May 1841, aged 73 years.

skill, discrimination, and powers of writing,
raised that journal to its present power. Mor
was his talent confined to his own produc-
tions. He prescribed to other able writers
their " piece-work,'' and, by his critical pen,
he preserved the unity of the political leaders.

He was, unquestionably, the most accom-
plished and powerful political writer of the
day, and particularly excelled in the por-

traiture of public men. He was the author
of the sketch of Lord Brougham's character,
in the autumn of 1839, when his lordships
death was prematurely reported. Mr. Barnes
w^as a man of letters, a scholar, and the gen-
tleman in confidential communication with
political leaders. His personal character was
held in high esteem by all who knew him.
It is something to a man's honour, and speaks
convincingly for his possession of amiability
and good-nature, to retain the good-will and
the regard of his school-fellows for ujjwards
of half a century. Mr. Moore, and Mr. Leigh
Hunt, were his intimatecompanions in youth,
and differed from him in nothing but the
politics of his later life.

1841, Aug. 24. Vied, Theodore Edward
Hook, F.S.A., editor of the Jo/m Bull news-
paper, (when first established in 1820,)* and
for the last few years editor of the A'ew
Monthly Magazine ; also a valued contributor
to many of our most eminent periodicals.

The innumerable writings of Mr. Hook, in

various departments, have had great effect

upon the ])ublic, and established him high
among the principal writers of the age.

Poetry, politics, fiction, the stage, polite

literature in general, and biography, have
all been adorned by his pen.

He was the author of upwards of a dozen
tales or more, all of which evince great
knowledge of town-life, great powers of
caricature, great ease and sjdrit of style, and
it must be added, too, with occasional negli-

gence, both in the disposition of incident,

and the construction of plot.

The earliest of his novels, " Sayings and
Doings, the first series," was sold to Mr.
Colburn before a line of it was written, and
appeared in 1824 ; and here simple justice

requires that the liberality of that publisher

should be mentioned. Mr. Colburn was
bound to pay £G00 for the three volumes,
and no more. The success of the book was
great ; but to the honour of Mr. Colburn we
now state, what has never appeared, that he
presented to the author at subsequent periods

two sums, £l50 and £'200, in addition to the

£600 he had bound himself to pay—thus

nmking £950. We take pleasure in having
the power of stating this fact, because it

proves that however much may be said- by
dissatisfied authors of the illiberality of pub-
lishers, in instances such as this (and there

are others which can be adduced), authors

have always found their best friends in the

booksellers, and that they are always dis-
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posed to pay liberally. The writer of these

lines has nothinjj whatever to do with the

class of individuals of whom he speaks, and
is strictly impartial in his observations—but
lie thoujjrht a statement of the fact miorht be
acL'eptable.

A second and a third series of " Sayings
and Doings" soon followed the first, for each
of which Mr. Colburn wave him one thousand
guineas. The following is, we believe, a
correct list of Mr. Hook's works, and the

dates of their publication :— Sayings and
Doings, first series, 2 1st Feb. 1824 ; second
series, 26th Jan. 1825; third series, 29th

Jan. 1828; Maxwell, Nov. 15, 1830; Life of
Kelly, (edited by Mr. Hook,) 1826 ; Life of

Sir David Baird, Nov. 6, 1832 ; Parson's
Daughter, 2d May, 1833 ; Jack Brag, 15th
March, 1837; BiVths, Deaths, and Mar-
riages, 18th March, 1839; Love and Pride,

24th Nov. 1833; Gilbert Guruey, 30th Nov.
1835; Gurney Married, 1839.

It is too early a time to speak of this sin-

gularly gifted individual, except in the
spontaneous and general terms of that sor-

row, which flows from the thought that we
shall never listen to his voice again ; never
hear those sparkling sallies which used to

set the table in a roar ; never dwell with
unmingled admiration on those extempora.
neous eff*usions, in which he never had an
equal, and which were the delight and won-
der of all who knevv him ; never witness
that unabating spirit, and unflagging mirth,
which made him the soul and centre of the
convivial circle ; never barken him on to

new eff'orts and additional triumphs, after

he had achieved more than would have been
fame to twenty acknowledged wits ; nor
look upon that bright, dark, flashing eye,
illuminating with mind, and the glance of
the forthcoming lightning ; never feel the
force of that manly sense, acute observation,
and accumulated intelligence, which ren-
dered him as instructive when gravity pre-
vailed, as he was unapproachable when fes-

tivity ruled the hour.

—

Gent^s. Mag.
1841, Avg. The Motktt Society, esta-

blished for the purpose of reprinting Church
Music of a date anterior to 1650. The plan
embraces the production of foreign as well as
English authors.

1841, Sept. 12, Died, M. Bertin, sen.,

principal editor of the Journal des Dibats, at
Paris, aged 80 years. Under the emi)ire, he
shared the exile and the disgrace of M. de
Chateaubriand, his ^friend and colleague.
For some years, M. Armand Berlin, his son,
c mducted the literary business of the Jour-
nal.

1841, Oct. 2. James Eraser, book-
seller, publisher, and proprietor of the
well-known Magazine, which goes by his

name. He published many works of
great merit and popularity ; and he was,
personally, the friend and intimate of a num-

ber of authors of high talent and genius. In
all his dealings with them, and with literary
persons in general, he was direct, straight-
forward, candid, and liberal. It is a rare
trait of character, and worthy of remem-
brance, wherever he may be spoken of here-
after, thatwe never heard a complaint against
what he either said or did in the whole course
of this difficult intercourse. He must have
conducted himself with singular integrity
and prudence to have earned this prai!»e.

Mr. Eraser's own taste and judgment in lite-

rature were also of a superior order. He held
peculiar opinions on some subjects, but they
interfered not with his punctual discharge of
the real duties of life; in short, he was an
individual of great worth, and his premature
loss will long be a subject of sincere lamen-
tation. This just and honourable being paid
the great debt of nature, at an early age, when,
according to all human probabilities, he had
a long career of usefulness and prosperity
before him.

—

Literary Gazette.

1841, Sept. The Essex Morant* So-
ciety formed ; and its objects are stated to
be, first, the publication of inedited manu-
scripts, illustrative of the history and anti-
quities of the county ; secondly, the rei)rint-
ing of books of sufficient variety and impor-
tance to render such reprints desirable ; and
thirdly, the publication of translations of
similar works, not previouly rendered into
English.

1841, Nov. 9. Died, John Andrews,
bookseller and theatrical agent, in Bond-
street, London, aged 53 years. Mr. Andrews
was the publisher of a number of popular
and valuable works ; but his most promi-
nent dealings were connected with the thea-
tres. He was, it is believed, more extensively
engaged in the speculation with boxes at
Her Majesty's theatre than any other indi-
vidual in London—amounting to £l 0,000 or
£12,000 in one season. The present exist-
ence of Covent Garden as a place of popular
entertainment, may possibly be attributed
to the enterprise and liberality of Mr. An-
drews. In all his undertakings he was spirited
and generous, and in the intercourse of pri-
vate life warm-hearted and friendly. He is

said to have died worth upwards of £80,000,
though he lost considerably by his recent

• Philip Morant, whose name this society has adopted,
was born October 6, 1700, at St. Saviour's, in the Isle of
Jersey. He received his education at Abingdon school and
at Pembroke College, Oxford, and took the degree of M.A.
in 1724. He was smcessively presented to several bt-ne-
fices in the county of Essex, one of which was Colchester.
Of that town he published a history in 1748. His antiqua-
rian knowledge, and his acquaintance, as a native of Jersey,
with Norman French, caused him to be appointed, in 1768,
to succeed Mr. Blyke, in preparing for the press a copy of
the rolls of parliament. In this ^ervice he diligently em-
ployed himself till his death at South Laml)eth, November
25, 1770. Mr. Morant's literary labours were chiefly in the
way of translation and compilation. He wrote a " History
of Essex," in two volumes folio, 17G0, 17G8; and he com-
posed all the lives marked C. in the " Biographia Britan-
nica." The society hold their anniversary meetings upon
his birthday.
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gppcnmTon in the German Opera at Drury-
lane Tlieatre.

1841, Nov. 17. The Rev. Hugh M'Nkile
delivered a lecture in the Royal Amphi-
theatre, Liverpool, on " The Lite and Cha-
racter of Dr. Franklin,"* in behalf of the

Printers' Pension Society, in London, and
for the purpose of procuring sufficient funds

to establish in connection therewith, an an-

nual f^\h to the members of the printing

i)rofession, to be entitled ' The Franklin

^ension." The identical press at which Dr.

Franklin worked in London as a journeyman,
in the year 1725-6, (which, for three weeks
previous, had been gratuitously exhibited to

the public, by John B. Murray, Esq., of New
York, prior" to its being taken to America,

and deposited with the Philosophical Society

of Philadelphia,) was placed upon the right

of the stage, and excited general attention.

It appears that an old printing-press, which
was in the office of Messrs. Cox and Sons,

in Great Quoen-street, until it became so

ricketty as to be unable to produce a decent
first proof, came, by one of those mutations
which attend all earthly things, into the

possession of the printers' brokers, Messrs.
Harrild and Sons. With that commendable
zeal for the welfare of the Printers' Pension
Society; which Mr. Harrild, sen., has ever
exhibited since the period of its establish-

ment ; and having, we presume, ascertained,

beyond all doubt, tliat the press which had
thus come into his possession, had been
wrought at by the celebrated Franklin, while
a journeyman in London, in the years 1725-

26, he agreed to present it to the Philoso-

phical Society at Philadelphia, upon the
condition that it should be publicly exhibited

in England previous to its departure, and that

the profits of such exhibition should be ap-
propriated to the object already alluded to

—

viz. the establishment of a " Franklin Pen-
sion," in connection with the Printers' Pen-
sion Society.

1841, Nov. 18, Died, Egerton Smith,
principal proprietor and editor of the Live?--

pool Mercury,\ aged 73 years. The provincial

newspaper press, as an organ of national
importance, may perhaps be said not to have
existed anterior to the present generation

;

and but few of its conductois have ever
obtained more than a local or county repu-
tation. There have, however, been two or
three brilliant exceptions ; and, in these in-

stances, the individuals alluded to have been
men not only of great industry, energy, and
ability, but of high and estimalde personal
character. Amongst the limited number of
this fortunate and respected class Mr. Smith
may be ranked ; for he was, perhaps, as
extensively known as any gentleman ever
connected with the provincial press. In his

* For Life of Fenjamin Franklin see page 766.

t ^^^. James Wood, of tlie Liverpool Meicury Office, died
October 2?th, 1S11, in his 7SUi year.

political character,—of the consistency and
decision of which the public have had am;>le»
opportunities ofjudging, he havin<;beon, for
a number of years, the principal editor ot
the paper which he established,—Mr. Smitli
ever showed himself to be an enemy to the
oppressor, in whatever shape he appeared, and
an ardent friend of the rights, and liberties,
of the people. But it was not as a political
writer only that Mr. Smith was known and
respected. The estimation in which he was
held by all parties was, in a great measure,
owing to the truly philanthropic characterof
the man. His benevolence, and kindness of
heart, were ever active, ever on tlie alert, arid
had, in their exercise, an almost boundless
range, from the mightiest to the meanest
tiling. He was a shrewd, unostentatious,
amiable, benevolent, and, perhaps, we may
add, somewhat eccentric man ; Mr. E. Smith
has left behind him several enduring monu-
menlsofhis persevering benevolence. Tlie
Mechanics' and Apprentices' Library ot

Liverpool -an institution which was much
wanted, and which has been the means of
doing great positive good amongst the work-
ing classes, as well, no doubt, as of prevent-
ing much evil—owed its existence to him.
Here, as well as in many other instances, he
shewed himself alive to the mental interests

of the rising generation; and in the estab-
lishment of a permanent Night Asylum in the
town—also much wanted—he demonstrated
that he was not unmindful of the physical
wants of the houseless and homeless wan-
derer. The estimation in which Mr. Sniitli

was almost universally held in the town of
Liverpool is a proof, that goodness of inten-

tion and goodness of heart will ultimately
meet with their due and honourable reward.
A few years ago, a piece of plate was pre-
sented to him, at a public dinner given in his

honour, as a practical testimony of the
approbation in which he was held, and of his

unwearied exertions in charitable objects.

A still higher honour was also accorded to

him by his fellow-citizens. At the first elec-

tion subsequent to the passing of the Muni-
cipal Reform Bill, the electors of Vauxliall
Ward showed their appreciation of his public
services and private character by electing

him as one of their representatives in tlie

town council. His remains were interred in

the Necropolis, Low Hill, Liverpool. Mr.
Smith was born at Kendal.

1841, Nov. 21. Died, John Rivington,
the senior partner in the well-known firm of
Messrs. Rivington, booksellers, of St. Paul's-
churchyard, and Waterloo-place, London.
Mr. Rivington was elected in the court of
the Stationers' Company, in the autumn of
1840, after having been for a long period a
very eflScient member of the stock board.
With this respectable company, the family of
Rivington have been more intimately con-
nected than any other on record. His grand-
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father, John, was master in 1775 ; his father,

Francis, \vus master in 1805; his uncle,

Charles, was master in 1819; his uncle
Henry, was for many years clerk of the com-
pany ; and, on his death in 1829, was sue
ceeded by Charles Rivington, (son of Mr.
Charles Rivington,) the present clerk. Mr.
Rivington married Sept. 24, 1811, Miss
Blackburn, who is left a widow, and by whom
he had an only son, John, his successor in

the firm. The amiable and mild disposition

of Mr. Rivington, had secured to him the
love and esteem of all who knew him, and
will cause his death to be generally regretted
by iiis numerous friends. He had attained
the age of 62 years, and his remains were
interred at Sydenham.

'J'lie family of Rivington have been esta-

blished as booksellers in St. Paul's-church-
yard, for considerably above a century. With
tlie church establishment, and particularly
as booksellers to the Society for Promoting
Christian Knowledge, the name of Rivington
have, since 1725,* been closely connected.
For much valuable biographical information
of this respectable family, see Nichols's Li-

terary Anecdotes, vol. iii. p. 400 ; Gents.
Mag. vol. xixii, second part, p. 375 ; vol. ci.

part 1, p. 569 ; and for Dec. 1841, p. 65 ; also

pp. 668, 774, 868, 917, and 918, of this work.
1842, Jan. 4. Died, Samuel Sotheby,

long and most reputably known 'as an auc-
tioneer of books, prints, and coins, formerly in

conjunction wMtli Mr. George Leigh, in the
Strand, afterwards alone, and finally, until

a few years back, in partnership with his son,

Mr. Samuel Leigh Sotheby, in Wellington-
street, by whom the business is now carried
on. This concern, which was the first ever
established in this country for the exclusive
sale of literary property by auction, was ori-

ginally instituted by Mr. Samuel Baker, the
great uncle of Mr. Sotheby, in the year 1744,
(see p. 742,) since which period, conducted by
successive members of the same family, it has
continued to be the medium through which
some of the most remarkable sales of such
property have been effected. The subject of
the present memoir was born in the year
1771, and, consequently, at the period of his
death, had entered upon his 71st year. Mr.
Sotheby was descended from the elder branch
of a highly respectable and ancient family of
the same name, settled at Birdsall and Pock-
lin^ton, in Yorkshire, a younger branch of
which became also eminently distinguished
in the person of William Sotheby, the cele-
brated poet. In the year 1803, *^he married
his first wife. Miss Harriet Barton, by whom
he had two sons, and two daughters ; the
eldest of the former, Captain George Sotheby,
in the Honourable the East India Company's
service, died at Secondrabad, in the year

• In 1725 we find Mr. Charles Rivington published with
others, Mason's " Vindication of the Church of England."

1838; the youngest, Mr. Samuel Leigh
Sotheby, in whom is now vested the manage-
ment of the concern is already known to the
literary public by his interesting work upon
the hand-writinjj of the celebrated Reformer,
Melancthon. Upon the death of his first

wife, which took place in 1808, he married
Miss Laura Smith, daughter of a gentleman
of good family and estate, and coheiress with
her sister, the lady of Philip Protheroe,
Esq., of Bristol, by whom, however, he had
no surviving issue.

From the earliest period of his introduc-
tion to business, Mr. Sotheby became ear-

nestly attached to the study of literary

antiquities, and particularly to the history
of the origin and progress of the art of print-

ing, on the subject of which he hadJ^ag been
engaged in preparing a work /or t^^ress

;

an undertaking for which, indi^d,^w^=,e cir-

cumstances of his profession aflbrded him
peculiar facilities. His collections for this

work are known to have been most extensive,

and the preparations for its publication far

advanced, upwards of 4^4)lates, illustrative

of the art in the earliew^st^es of its inven-
tion having been already executed, when the
hand of death arrested its progress, and, for

a time, at least, deprived the world of the
fruits of his exertions.

In its estimation of public character, the
public is seldom far mistaken ; and, when
political qualifications were not a party to

the description, its opinion may be fairly

considered in the columns of the public press.

We feel, therefore, that we cannot more
appropriately close this slight memoir than
with the following extract from a paragraph
wdiich appeared in the Times newspaper,
concurrently with the announcement of his

death, the day after it occurred. " If ame-
nity in the discharge of his public duties, an
excellent taste, profound acquaintance with
the objects of his profession, and extensive
acquirements in those branches of literature

and the fine arts, with which it is so inti-

mately connected, be titles to the symj)athy
of the public, we are sure it will not be with-
held upon the present occasion."

1842, Jan. 26. A dinner of the stationers

and paper-manufacturers' Provident Society
took place-this day, for the purpose of pre-
senting their honorary secretary, Mr. John
Edgar Cooper, with a piece of plate, (a can-
delabrum), as a testimonial for his valuable
services. Sir James Williams, president of
the Societ}', in the chair.

1842, Jan. 31, Died, G. Bolwell. Da-
viDGE, a well known actor and enterprising
lessee of various theatres. Amongst those
who have left the typographic art and
sought ''greatness" on the stage, perhaps
there is no one who has been more fortunate
or suffered more of its vicissitudes than the
individual whose loss the public have now
to deplore. Mr. Davidge was born in
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Bristol, in August, 1793. He was bound
apprentice to a printer in that city, but
nltiinately, through the failure of his master,
turned over to Messrs. Gye and Balne, of
London. Enamoured of theatricals, he even-
tually adopted the stage as a profession, and
played at various theatres, among others at

the " Sans Pareil," and " Cobourg." Scott,

proprietor of the Sans Pareil, jealous of the
encroachment of the Dominion of Fancy, en-
gaged Davidge and Giroux (the stars), and
the former enacted in The Old Oak Chest;
from the Sans Pareil (now the Adelphi) he
progressed to the Hay market, and disgusted
with the business assigned him, engaged at

the Cobourg in 1818. After being there many
years as an actor, he became part proprietor,

his coadjutors being Messrs. Bengough and
Le Clerq ; the death of the former, and the
retirement of tlie latter, left him sole lessee.

Following the example of Mr. Thomas
Dibdin,* he introduced the *^ shilling order"
system, and realized 6,000/. This sum he
lost, and had no resource save an annuity ©f
200/. per annum, which in his prosperous
days he had settled on Mrs. Davidge. Before
this he had purchased the City Theatre of
Mr. J. K. Cliapman, to whom he subse-
quently let it at 10/. per week. In 1831 he
went to Liverpool and failed (as manager),
was arrested by Mr. Jackson, one of the

proprietors of the Cobourg ; became a bank-
rupt, and passed his examination, being
complimented by the commissioner. After

this he was engaged by Mr. Osbaldiston
;

subsequently by Ducrow, at whose theatre

he took a benefit. Shortly after this he took
the Surrey, which proved to him a source of

wealth ; by Poll and my Partner Joe, he
cleared 4,000/. in one season. Mr. Davidge's
powers as an actor were limited ; he, how-
ever, excelled in testy and imbecile old men.
His performance of the Veteran, or 102, will

not be soon forgotten. He was twice mar-
ried ; by his first lady he had a daughter,

who it is said, died of grief at his absence (he

was at Liverpool at the time) ; by his second
lady, late Miss Parker, he left.no children.

The Surrey Theatre, he conintued to hold

(lately, in conjunction with Mr. Willis Jones)

until his death. At this theatre he was
eminently successful, which enabled him to

bequeath a handsome competency to his

widow, and many liberal bequests to differ-

ent charities; with testimonials of regard to

his old and valued friends Mr. T. P. Cooke,
and Mr. Wilkinson, his executors.

• Thomas Dibdin, died, Sept. 16, 184!, in the 70th year of

his age.

It is an honourable trait in the character
of Mr. Davidge, and worthy of record, that
as soon as he had acquired the means, he
paid all his creditors twenty shillings in the
pound. His remains were interred in the
cemetery at Norwood.

1842, Feb. 1. Ainsivorth's Magazine^ edited
by William Harrison Ainsworth, late editor
of Bentley's Miscellany, and author of the
Tower of London, Jack Sheppard, and
other novels of great merit. With this

was incorporated Cruiksltank's Omnibui^.

1842, Feb. 1. Tfie North of England Maga-
zine ; a monthly Journal of politics, litera-

ture, science, and art. No. 1. Manchester,
Simms and Dinharii.

1842, Feb. 9. Testimonial to the Times
Newspaper. At a meeting of the commit-
tee specially summoned "for the purpose of
considering the application of the amount
subscribed, and the testimonial to be adopt-
ed,," held at the Mansion-house, London.
The Right Hon. John Pirie, lord mayor, in

the chair ; the following resolutions were
unanimously agreed to :

—

1. "That, with permission of the Gresham Committee, a
tablet, not exceeding one hundred guineas in value, with a
suitable inscription, be placed in the New Royal Excliange

;

and that a similar Tablet, not exceeding fifty guineas in

value, be placed in some conspicuous part of " The Times "

printing establishment.

2. "That the surplus of the fund raised be invested in

Government securities in the names of the following Trus-
tees—The Lord Mayor of London, the Lord Bishop of
London, The Governor of the bank of England, and the
Chamberlain of London—all for the time being, the divi-

dends to be applied to the support of Two Scholarships, to

be called " The Times Scholarships."

3. "That 'The Times Scholarships' be established in

connexion with Christ's Hospital and the City of London
School, for the benefit of pupils proceeding from those In-

stitutions respectively to the Universities of Oxford or

Cambridge.

4. " That Christ's Hospital, and the City of London
School, be required to place in their respective Institutions',

a Tablet, commemorative of the establishment of such
Scholarships."

The above testimonial (for which the sum
of £2,625 6s. was subscribed by the mercan-
tile, banking, and commercial world in gene-

ral) had its origin from the Times newspaper
having been instrumental, at an expense of

some thousands of pounds, in bringing to

light the most enormous superstructure of

fraud ever raised; by which it was intended,

by forged letters of credit, to have robbed
the bankers of Europe of £1,000,000; and
which so far succeeded in obtaining from
various bankers on the continent, the sum
of £10,700. See Report of the action Bogle
versus Lawson, tried at Croyden, August 16th,

1841, edited by W.Hughes Hughes, Esq.,

barrister at law.



ADDENDA.
" L P.T IT 15 E BOOKED WITH THE RES T."—SliaksperC.

" It would ba a charming thing for statesmen, if the Press had no records, or the Public no memory."

1691, Dec. 22. D/rrf, FRANCIS SMITH,
bookseller, of London ; the followinor re-

markable epitaph ivas on a stone in Bunhill
Fields' burying-ground :

—

Mr. Francis Smith, late of London, Bookseller, (whose
grateful memory may this stone perpetuate), during the
reign of Tyranny and Oppression in the 17th century, for

urging the frequency of Parliaments, and publishing the
sentiments of Freemen, suffered much by Fines, corporal
Punishments, and Forty two Imprisonments. Unremitted
severity necessarily much impaired his Constitution

; yet
this spot did not receive him, till Heaven, by the hand of
the glorious King William, had restored to his almost
ruined country the Rights of Men, of Christians, and of
Britons! He died. Keeper of the Customhouse to that
great Prince, December 22nd, 1C91. This Tomb was restored
by his descendant, Thomas Cox, Citizen of London, 1761,
who hopes to rest with his Family in the same place.

1797, Sept. 18. On this day, the French
Directory issued the following proclama-
tion :

—
" Orders are hereby given to the executors

of the mandates of justice, to arrest and con-
duct to the prison of La Force, the editors

and printers of (here the papers are named,
29 in number), all guilty of having conspired
against the internal and external repose of

the republic." All the presidents of the
national convention were, w^ith one or two
exceptions, journalists. Of the 63 who at-

tained that honour, 18 were guillotined, three
committed suicide, eight were transported,
six imprisoned for life, four became mad, and
died at Bicetre, '32 were declared outlaws,
and there were only two who escaped castiga-

tion of some kind. There perished from
1789 till 1797, at least one-half of the politi-

cal writers of Paris.

1815, Jvg. 16. Died, Benjamin Crosby,
bookseller and publisher, of Stationer's Hall
Court, London, aged 47 years. He was born
at a village near Leeds, in Yorkshire, where
his father was a considerable grazier. Being
the youngest of a large family, he preferred
seeking his fortune, and with that view, went
to London, and commenced his career as a
bookseller, with Mr. James Nunn, of Great
Queen Street. His industry and attention
to business gained him the respect of his

worthy master, and he retained it to the day
of his death. From Mr. Nunn, he went to

the old house of Robinson, in Paternoster-
row, where he completed his knowledge of
the business. His next step was as successor
to Mr. Stalker, of Stationers' Hall Court,
where he soon raised himself to considera-
ble eminence in the trade. He was one of
the first London booksellers who regularly
travellcHl through the country, for the pur-
pose of effecting sales, and extending his

connexion, in which he was eminently suc-

cessful, as his mode of business, combined
with the urbanity of his manners, everywhere
procured him friendship and esteem. He for

many years maintained a high rank in the
trade, and was one of the largest buyers at
trade sales, especially when the stocks of
publishers were sold off.

In the latter end of 1814, his cares and
other circumstances brought on an attack of
paralysis ; he therefore, by the advice of his
friends, determined to dispose of his business,
and an arrangement was accordingly made
for the sale of a certain portion of it to Mr.
Robert Baldwin, and Messrs. Cradock and
Joy, and the remainder, with the premises,
to his trustworthy assistants, Messrs. Simp-
kin and Marshall, who have since, by extreme
punctuality and unremitting attention, in-

creased the business to such an extent, that
it now ranks as one of the largest and best
conducted in the kingdom. Mr. Crosby had
made this arrangement only a few days, wdien
a second attack of paralysis deprived him of
speech, and, for a time, of his reason ; it there-
fore became necessary to put him under re-

straint. On the recovery of his mind, he
accepted an invitation of his much-loved
friend, Mr. Jackson, bookseller, of Louth

;

where he was well known, and had many old
friends. On the evening before his death he
appeared to rally, was particularly cheer-
ful, and had been able to make some of his
wishes known in w^ords; next morning, how-
ever, on his attendant going to his bedroom, at
the usual hour, it was found that he was no
more ; having died apparently w^ithout a
struggle. He was buried in the parish church
at Louth, under its magnificent steeple. He
left a widow, who survived him some years,
and a son and a daughter ; the latter since
dead.

1821, May 18. Died, Benjamin White,
formerly an eminent bookseller at Horace's
Head, Fleet street. He was the son of Mr.
Benjamin White, founder of the business,
to which, on the retirement of his father, he
succeeded, and he was nephew of the cele-

brated naturalist, the Rev. Gilbert White, of
Selborne. Mr. White, senior, was one of the
first booksellers who published annual cata-

logues of expensive books; the first of which
bears the date of Feb. 1771 : they were con-
tinued, almost annually, by his son Benjamin,
in conjunction with his brother John, till

Jan. 1796, and by John, separately, till 1807,

or later. Mr. J. G. Cochrane and Mr. Blunt,
a banker, subsequently joined the concern.
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which was then carried on under the firm of
White, Cochrane, & Co. This house is now
extinct, but, during its long career, it pro-
duced some of the most splendid publications
which ornament our literature. Mr. Wliite
resided and died at Ewelme, in Oxfordshire;

1824, Feb. 2. Died, John Simco, book-
seller, Air-street, Piccadilly, London,* in his

75th year. This worthy, honest, but eccen-
tric man was long known and. respected by
the most distinguished collectors of topogra-
phy, and as a proof of his fondness of that
branch of literature, " A Lover and Preserver
of Antiquities,'* was usually added to his

name on the title-pages of his very curious
catalogues, which he usually circulated every
third year, from 1789 to 1824.

Mr. Simco carried his love, of collecting
antiquities beyond the grave, by bequeathing
to Dr. William's library. Red Cross-street,

an inlaid copy of Wilson's History of the Dis-
senting Churches, in eight volumes, folio, illus-

trated with an immense number of portraits

of ministers, and other persons connected
therewith ; likewise an extensive and valua-
ble series of Funeral Sermons, perhaps the
most numerous of the present day. To the
Society of Antiquaries, a portfolio of views
of churches and palaces, in Holland, Ger-
many, &c. And he offered to the trustees
of the British Museum his interleaved copy
of Bridges's Northamptonshircy'in four volumes,
folio, full of engravings by Trotter, and others,

with three portfolios of drawings of churches
and monuments in Northamptonshire, beau-
tifully executed. Also his Lysons' Environs
of London, illustrated in eleven volumes,
of drawings, and his History of St. Albans,
and History of Derbyshire, three volumes,
folio, illustrated with prints and drawings,
upon condition of their paying his executors
a certain sum not half they cost him.f The
remainder of his books he ordered to be sold
by Mr. Evans, of Pall Mall. Mr. Simco was
a native of Towcester, Northamptonshire.

1833, Feb. 8. Died, Sir William Dom-
viLLR, Bart., formerly a bookseller under
the Royal Exchange, and an alderman of the
city of London. He was born at St. Alban's,
December 2G, 1742 ; and was descended from
the Rev. W. Domville, of Lyme, Cheshire.

In the prime of life, with an independence
most honourably attained Sir William Dom-
ville letired from the bookselling trade.

* 111 1789 lie resided at No. 11, Great Queen street, Lin-
coln's Inn Fields; in ^805 at No. 2, Warwick street. Golden
square

; thence he removed to No. 2, Air street, Piccadilly,
where he died.

_ + This liberal offer was refused by the trustees of that na-
tional establishment, to the great mortification of the lovers
of topographical antiquities. This unique as embiage was
dispersed alter a labour of more than thirty years to acquire

;

Mr. Simco fondly indulged the hope—'but what are the
hopes of man?'—that posterity would be benefited by his
industrious researches, in bequeathing it to the nation. The
refusal, however, produced a sum more than double the price
he named in his will.

In 1798 he vvas put in nomination fur th(

Shrievalty of London, which in 1804 he ac-
cepted. In the following year (on the death
of Alderman Skinner), he was elected Alder-
man of Queenhithe Ward, an office for the
duties of which his experience as a magis-
trate had peculiarly well adapted him. In
1813 he was in due rota,tion elected to the
chair of chief magistrate. It was during his
mayoralty that the allied sovereigns of Rus-
sia and Prussia, and the Prince Regent of
England, were banqueted at Guildhall, on
the 18th of June, 1814.

During the j^ear of his mayoralty. Sir
William, who had long been an active mem-
ber of the Company of Stationers, also re-

ceived the compliment of having his portrait

requested by the following resolution, unani-
mously passed at a Court of Assistants, held
on the 1st of February, 1814:—''That the
members of the court, being sensible of the
many advantages that the Company of Sta-
tioners had experienced from tlie long and
unremitted attention to its interests which
has uniformly been manifested by the Right
Honourable William Domville, in the several

offices of Stock-keeper, Assistant, Warden,
and Master, and of the honour it derives
from his being now the Lord Mayor of Lon-
don, request that he will do them the favour
of sitting to some eminent artist, for his
picture in his robes as chief magistrate ; that
they may have in their possession, and trans-
mit to their successors, the portrait of a
gentleman who, whilst his talents have com-
manded their respect, has, by the politeness
and aftability of his manners, obtained the
regard and esteem of all who have had the
happiness of associating with him at the
Stock-board and in this court." The por-
trait was accordingly painted by William
Owen, Esq., R. A., and is placed in the
court-room of the company, with the follow-
ing inscription : — " Sir William Dom-
ville, Bart., Master of this Company in

1804, Lord Mayor of London in 1814 ; in tlie

robe which he wore when he rode before His
Royal Highness the Prince Regent, the Em-
peror of Russia, the King of Prussia, and the
other illustrious personages who dined at

Guildhall, 18th June, 1814 ; and again before
the Prince Regent, attended by both Houses
of Parliament, to St. Paul's Cathedral, on
the public thanksgiving for Peace, 6th July,
1814." An excellent line-engraving from
this portrait, in size 15 in. by 11^, was made
in 1832, by Mr. Philip Audinet; the im-
pressions beijig confined to presents for Sir
William Domville's friends.

Sir William Domville married. May 28,
1769, Sally, daughter of Archibald Finney,
gent., and by her he had issue, two sons
and live daughters. He was buried in St.

Albans abbey.

nSHER, SON, ANU CO., LONDON.
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INTRODUCTION.

The present compilation is not offered to the profession with the consequential importance

of a new work, nor is it any part of my pretension to offer to the experienced printer

any instructions for the guidance of his business ; but by collecting such information

as has been accumulated by the labours of those who have written before on the subject,

I may be enabled to concentrate all that is useful and requisite to the inexperienced

apprentice, or journeyman, who has not had the means of purchasing more expensive

works upon the art of typography. Utility has been the chief object I have had in

view; every thing inserted will be found useful, and, to the utmost of my abilities, every

subject has been explained in as clear and concise a manner as possible ; and it is there-

fore hoped that this work will be found generally acceptable to those for whose instruction

it has been undertaken. Many things have been added which have not as yet appeared

in a Printers' Grammar, new tables of calculations, plans of imposition, and scales of

prices, as paid in London, Dublin, Edinburgh, Glasgow, Manchester, Liverpool, Leeds,

York, Belfast, and other principal towns of the united kingdom.

The first work wTitten in England expressly for the use of the trade, was Smith's

Printers Grammar, 1755, which consequently laid the foundation-stone for all his suc-

cessors; Luckcombe's History and Art of Printing, 1770; Stower's Printers Grammar,

1808; Johnson's Typographia; or, the Printers Instructor, 1824; and Hansard's Typo-

graphia, 1825. Stower says that Smith's was the foundation of his work : Luckcombe

compiled his book from three sources; namely, Ames's Typographical Antiquities, for

the historical part—Smith's Printers Grammar, for the practical part of the composing

department—and Moxon's Mechanical Exercises, for the press-work. It is very clear

that Luckcombe made free use of his predecessor as far as he went ; for, upon a close

comparison, much of Luckcombe will be found to be plagiarised from Smith, altered a

little in arrangement and phraseology ; and that, in his turn, Stower copied from Luck-

combe. Smith, from his own acknowledgment, appears to have compiled his book under

very adverse circumstances, and solely with a view to relieve himself from his emban^ass-

ments. It is plain he only went half-way through with his design, since his volume

treats only upon the business of a compositor, omitting all that relates to the completion

of printing ; never mentioning press or pressman. Hansard says that his work is partly

formed upon the basis of the Printers Grammar published by Mr. Stower ; and Johnson

acknowledges the sources -Icom whence he compiled his Typographia. Thus it plainly

appears, that each writer of a Printers Grammar has not hesitated to take from his

predecessor all that he thought requisite to form his own.
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As it is difEcult to fix a starting-post, so every one of my predecessors have chosen

a different mode of initiating the inexperienced youth in the best method of obtaining

a perfect knowledge of the art of typography, I have thought it the most judicious

plan to give a concise Essay on Punctuation, (not with a view of laying down any

rule, which is almost impracticable,) and so lead the learner progressively to a perfect

attainment of all that is requisite in a printing-office. An uniform and correct mode of

pointing must be acquired by the compositor from practice and attention.

ON PUNCTUATION.

Perhaps there never existed on any subject, among men of learning, a greater difference

of opinion than on the true mode of punctuation, and scarcely can any two people be

brought to agree in the same method ; some making the pause of a semicolon where the

opinion of others would only place a comma ; some contending for what is termed stiff

pointing, and others altogether the reverse.

The want of an established rule in this particular is much to be regretted. The loss

of time to a compositor, occasioned often through whim or caprice, in altering points

unnecessarily, is one of the greatest hardships he has to complain of in his profession.

It is rare, indeed, to meet with a work sent properly prepared for the press; either the

writing is illegible, the spelling incorrect, or the punctuation defective. The compositor

has often to read sentences of his copy more than once before he can ascertain what he

conceives the meaning of the author, that he may not deviate from him in the punctu-

ation ; this retards him considerably. But here it does not end—he, and the coiTector

of the press, though, perhaps, both intelligent and judicious men, differ in that in which

so few are found to agTee, and the compositor has to follow either his whim or better

opinion. The proof goes to the author—he dissents from them both, and makes those

alterations in print which ought to have rendered his manuscript copy correct. The

author should, in the first instance, send his copy properly marked in this respect. He

must be the most competent judge of the length and strength of his own sentence, which

the introduction of a point from another might materially alter, a circumstance not

uncommon, as instances continually occur where a single point will completely reverse

the meaning of a sentence.

The late Dr. Hunter, in reviewing a work, had occasion to censure it for its improper

punctuation. He advises authors to leave the pointing entirely to printers, as from their

constant practice they must have acquired a uniform mode of punctuation. I am

decidedly of this opinion ; for unless the author will take the responsibility of the pointing

entirely on himself, it will be to the advantage of the compositor, and attended with less

loss of time, not to meet with a single point in his copy^ unless to terminate a sentence,

than to have his mind confused by commas and semicolons placed indiscriminately, in

the hurry of writing, without any regard to propriety. The author may reserve to

himself his particular mode of punctuation, by directing the printer to point his work

either loosely or not, and still have the opportunity of detecting in his proofs whether a

misplaced point injures his sentence. The advantage resulting from this method would

insure unifonnity to the work, and remove in part from the compositor a burthen which

has created no small degree of contention.
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Punctuation may be considered in two different lights: first, as it clears and

preserves the sense of a sentence, by combining those words together that are united in

sense, and separating those that are distinct ; and, secondly, as it directs to such pauses,

elevations, and depressions of the voice, as not only mark the sense of the sentence, but

give it a variety and beauty which recommend it to the ear ; for in reading, as in other

arts, the useful and the agreeable are almost always found to coincide; and every real

embellishment promotes and perfects the principal design.

The comma ( , ) represents the shortest pause ; the semicolon
( ; ) a pause double

that of the comma ; the colon ( : ) one half longer than that of the semicolon ; and

the period ( . ) double that of the semicolon.

The COMMA, having the first place in every sentence, though, strictly speaking,

it may be considered a junior stop, governs the order of all others; therefore the ready

way to uniform pointing is, to acquire a perfect knowledge of this key to punctuation.

The comma, which is the shortest pause, usually separates those parts of a sentence which,

though very closely connected in sense and construction, require a pause between them,

and are not absolutely necessary to the sense ; and it has a parenthetical power.

With respect to a simple sentence, the several words of which it consists have so

near a relation to each other, that, in general, no points are requisite, except a full stop

at the end of it ; as, " The fear of vice is the beginning of wisdom." " Every part of

matter swarms with living creatures." A simple sentence, however, when it is a long

one, and the nominative case is accompanied with inseparable adjuncts, may admit of a

pause immediately before the verb ; as, *' The good taste of the present age, has not

allowed us to neglect the cultivation of the English language." " To be totally indifferent

to praise or censure, is a real defect in character. " When words are placed in opposition

to each other, or with «ome marked variety, they require to be distinguished by

commas; as,

" Though deep, yet clear; though gentle, yet not dull;

Strong without rage ; without o'erflowing full
;

"

A remarkable expression, or a short observation, somewhat in the manner of a

quotation, may be properly marked with a comma ; as, " It hurts a man's pride to say, I

do not know ;" " Plutarch calls lying, the vice of slaves."

In printing, commas are used to denote extracts or quotations from other works, in

dialogue matter, or any passages or expressions not original, by inverting two of them,

and placing them before the passage quoted, and closing such passage with two

apostrophes. These are termed "inverted commas;" and when used, a thick space

is suflficient to keep them free from the matter. A quotation within a quotation, has

only one inverted comma ; and should the quotation finish the sentence, three apostrophes

are placed, observing after the first to place a thin space. A single comma inverted is

used as an abbreviation to the word Mac, in lieu of a superior (
° ), as in the instance of

M'Creery. The method of running inverted commas down the sides to the end of the

quotation has been found inconvenient, and is now become almost obsolete.

The SEMICOLON is sometimes used when the preceding member of the sentence does

not of itself give a complete sense, but depends on the following clause : and sometimes

when the sense of that member would be complete without the concluding one ; as in the
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following instances :
" As the desire of approbation, when it works according to reason,

improves the amiable part of our species in everything that is laudable ; so, nothing is

more destructive to them, when it is governed by vanity and folly." " Experience

teaches us, that an entire retreat from worldly affairs, is not what religion requires ; nor

does it even enjoin a long retreat from them." " Straws swim upon the surface ; but

\
pearls lie at the bottom."

It is also used to connect phrases which are used substantively, and fall under the

same government, when they are of any number or length ; as, " Philosophers assert,

that Nature is unlimited in her operations ; that she has inexhaustible treasures in

reserve ; that knowledge will always be progressive ; and that all future generations will

continue to make discoveries, of which we have not the least ideji. " " Charity prevails

not ; religion is a mere trade ; men do not love each other ; even brothers are enemies

;

these are the sorry proofs of our civilization !

"

The COLON is used when a sentence can be divided into two parts, either of which is

again, divisible by a semicolon, the former are to be separated by a colon ; as in the

following sentence :
'^ As we perceive the shadow to have moved along the dial, but did

not perceive it moving ; and it appears the grass has grown, though nobody saw it grow :

so the advances we make in knowledge, as they consist of such minute steps, are only

perceivable by the distance." The colon has been superseded, in almost every instance,

either by the semicolon, ellipsis line, or metal ride, and in some cases by the comma;

neither is its utility in figure-work any longer acknowledged. The propriety of using a

colon, or semicolon, is sometimes determined by a conjunction, or some other word of a

connecting nature being expressed, or not expressed ; as, " Do not flatter yourselves with

the hope of perfect happiness : there is no such thing in the world : " or, ''Do not flatter

yourselves with the hope of perfect happiness ; for there is no such thing in the world
:"

" Where grows?—where grows it not ? In vain oivr toil,

We ought to'blame the culture, not the soil,

Fix'd to no spot is happiness sincere

:

'Tis nowhere to be found, or ev'rywhere."

In pointing the psalms and some parts of the liturgy, a colon is often used to divide

the verse, into two parts, to suit a particular species of church music called chanting;

as, " My tongue is the pen : of a ready writer."

The PERIOD, or full point, is used to terminate a sentence. Some sentences are

independent of each other, both in their sense and construction ; as, " Honour the

king. Have charity towards all men." Others are independent only in their grammatical

construction ; as, " A good man changes not, either in his desire to promote our happiness,

or in the plan of his administration. One light always shines upon us from above. One

clear and direct path is always pointed out to man.

"

A period may sometimes be admitted between two sentences, though they are

joined by a disjunctive or copulative conjunction ; for the quality of the point does not

always depend on the connective participle, but on the sense and structure of sentences

;

as, " Recreations, though they may be of an innocent kind, require steady government to

keep them within a due and limited province. But such as are of an irregular and

vicious nature, are not to be governed, but to be banished from every well-regulated

-A
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mind." Full points are sometimes used as leaders in tables of contents, figure-

work, &c.; but dotted rules (...) are much better for this purpose, from their uniform

appearance, as they not only supply the place of full points and quadrats, but save

considerable time in the composition.

The INTERROGATION ( ? ) is uscd when a question is asked, and the pause is rather

longer than that allowed to the full point.

The ADMIRATION, or EXCLAMATION ( !
) is used to express any sudden emotion of

the mind ; and the pause is regulated like that of the interrogation ; as,

" These are thy glorious works. Parent of Good I

Almighty ! Thine this universal frame.

Thus wondrous ftur I Thyself how wondrous then !

"

Exclamations are sometimes mistaken for interrogations, and vice versa; care

should, therefore, be taken in examining to which of these two variations the one or the

other inclines. The Portuguese and Spanish typographers guard against this mistake by

placing the interrogation reversed at the beginning of a sentence.

All points, except the comma and full point, have a hair space placed between them

and the matter, to distinguish them ; the comma and full point, not lining with the depth

of the face of the letter, do not require any space to bear them off.

The DASH (— ) may be introduced with propriety where the sentence breaks off

abruptly ; where a significant pause is required ; or where there is an unexpected turn in

the sentiment ; as, " If acting conformably to the strict rules of morality ;—if promoting

the welfare of mankind around us;—if securing our own happiness;—are objects of the

highest moment:—then we are loudly called upon to cultivate and extend the great

interests of religion and virtue." When the sense is broken off and resmned, the

interjected part should be enclosed by dashes; as, " Wast thou—alas ! how fallen!—once

so respected. " A dash following a stop, denotes that the pause is to be greater than if

the stop were alone ; and when used by itself requires a pause of such length as the sense

alone can determine ; as,

" Here lies the great False marble, where ?

Nothing but sordid dust lies here."

" Whatever is, is right.—This world, 'tis true.

Was made for Csesar—but for Titus too."

The PARENTHESIS
( ) is used to enclose some necessary remark in the body of

another sentence ; but commas are now more generally used than parentheses.

" Know then this truth, (enough for man to know,)

Virtue alone is happiness below."

" And was the ransom paid? it was; and paid

(What can exalt his bounty more?) for thee."

The parenthesis generally marks a moderate depression of the voice, and may be

accompanied with any point which the sense would require, if the parenthetical

characters were omitted.

The APOSTROPHE ( ') is used to abbreviate or shorten a word; as, " 'tis for it is;

tko for though; een for even; judgd forjudged:" its chief use is to show the possessive
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case of nouns ; as, " A man's property, a woman's ornament." The monosyllables tho'

and thro' are sometimes shortened, but without any appearance of propriety to justify the

curtailment, as they retain the same sound, and therefore the apostrophe cannot assist the

versification. All quotations, which are denoted by beginning with inverted commas,

are closed with apostrophes. There is generally a hair space required between the

apostrophe and the matter.

The CARET ( A ) is used to show that some word is either omitted or interlined.

The HYPHEN ( - ) is used to divide words or syllables ; and to do this with propriety is

an important part of a compositor's business. It will exercise his judgment, and demands

particular attention, as authors must leave its use to the discretion of the printer.

The difficulty that fonnerly existed as to the proper method of dividing syllables,

arose from the controversies in which authors were continually engaged on the subject of

orthography. Without being able to establish a criterion, each an'ogated to himself the

adoption of his own paiticular mode, to the subversion of uniformity and propriety.

Authors of the present day seldom interfere with what is deemed the province of the

printer: they will generally allow him, from his practice, to be a pretty competent judge

of orthography, and therefore do not object to his mode of spelling, though it may vary

from their own. To the compositor this is an advantage of considerable importance, as it

allows him to observe a system in his spelling, and enables him, at the same time, to

acquire the proper use of the division, in which he should be careful not to suffer a

syllable of a single letter to be put at the end of a line, as a- bide, e- normous, o- bedient,

&c., except in marginal notes, which, from their narrow measure, cannot be governed by

this rule. The terminating syllable of a word should not be allowed to begin a line, as,

ly, ed, &c., the hyphen being the thickness of one of the letters ; the measure must,

therefore, be very narrow, or the line very closely spaced, that will not admit the other.

A compositor who studies propriety and neatness in his work, will not suffer an unneces-

sary division, even in a narrow measure, if he can avoid it by the trouble of overrunning

two or three lines of his matter.

In large type and narrow measures the use of the division may admit of an excuse
;

but, in that case, care should be taken that they do not follow each other. In small type

and wide measures the hyphen may generally be dispensed with, either by driving out or

getting in the word, without the least infringement on the regularity of the spacing. The

habit once acquired of attending to this essential point, the compositor would find his

advantage in the preference given to his work and the respect attached to his character,

from his being considered a competent and careful master of his business. The

appearance of many divisions down the side of a page, and irregular spacing, are the two

greatest defects in printing.

It is proper, if possible, to keep the derivative, or radical word, entire and undivided

;

as, occur-rence, gentle-man, respect-ful, &c. The hyphen, or division, is likewise used to

join two or three words together, which are tenned compounds, and consist frequently of

two substantives, as bird-cage, love-letter, &c.; likewise what are tenned compound

adjectives, as well-built house, handsome-faced child, &c. But compounds are some-

times made of words that were never intended for such ; therefore, to acquire a competent

knowledge of them does not depend upon fancy, but exercises the judgment in discovering

m
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the rise and fall of the tone, which is an adjunct; and whether that and the preceding

appellative may not he joined into one word, rather than make a compound of it.

The prepositions after, before, over, &c., are often connected with other words, but

do not always make a proper compound ; thus, before-mentioned is a compound when it

precedes a substantive, as, " In the before-mentioned place
;

" but when it comes after a

noun, as, "In the place before mentioned," it should be two words. Divisions are

sometimes used in table-work, indexes, or contents ; but, Hke the full point, they are now

generally superseded by leaders ; for they will not always come off clear, and frequently

cut the paper, unless worked with extraordinary care. Hyphens should not be cast of too

thick a body ; their principal use is in justifying and con-ecting, therefore they cannot be

too thin to be serviceable : they do not require a very bold stroke, except for spelling-books,

for which they are generally cast on puipose.

ON REFERENCES, &c.

References are those marks, or signs, which are used in a work with side or foot notes,

to direct the reader to the observations they may contain on that part of the text to which

the reference may be attached, the note having a corresponding mark of reference. They

are variously represented ; those generally in use are the

Asterisk . . * Double-dagger % Parallel . . ||

Dagger . . f Section . . § Paragraph . . %

The above are the names and figures which founders reckon among the points, and are

denominated references by printers. These characters were designed to serve other

pui-poses than those to which they have been applied, as will appear from their respective

functions.

1. The ASTERISK ( * ) is the chief of the references, and presents itself most readily

to the eye, on account of having its figure on the top, and leaving a blank below, which

makes it a superior. In Roman church-books, the asterisk divides each verse of a psalm

into two parts, and marks where the responses begin ; which in our common prayer-books

is done by placing a colon between the two parts of each verse. They are sometimes used

to supply the name of a person who chooses to pass anonymous. They also denote an

omission, or a hiatus, by loss of original copy ; in which case the number of asterisks is

multiplied according to the largeness of the chasm ; and not only whole lines, but

frequently whole pages are left blank, and marked with lines of stars. In satyrizing

persons in pamphlets and pubHc papers, the asterisk is of great service; for it is but

putting the first letter of a person's name, with some asterisks after it, and is frequently

used by those who wish to characterize, and even libel, others, without restriction.

—

Metal rules also serve for the above purposes as well as asterisks.

2. The DAGGER
( t )» originally termed the Obelisk, or Long Cross, is frequently

used in Roman Catholic church-books, prayers of exorcism, at the benediction of bread,

water, and fruit, and ujDon other occasions, where the priest is to make the sign of the

cross y but it must be observed, that the long cross is not used in books of the said kind,

B
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unless for want of square crosses, which are the proper symbols for the before-mentioned

purposes ; and are used besides in the pope's briefs, and in mandates of archbishops and

bishops, who put it immediately before the signature of their names. But the square cross

is not reckoned among references of which we are speaking; whereas, the long cross

answers several purposes ; for, besides serving instead of a square cross, it also answers for

a signature to matter that has been either omitted, or else added, and which is intercalated

after the work has gone beyond the proper place for it. But the chief use which is made

of the dagger, is by way of reference, where it serves in a double capacity, viz., the right

way, and inverted.

3. The DOUBLE DAGGER
( J ) is a mark crowded in to make one of the improper

references.

4. The SECTION ( § ) is a sort likewise seldom employed, because in a work which

is divided into chapters, articles, paragraphs, sections, or any other parts, they are

commonly put in lines by themselves, either in large capitals, small capitals, or italic,

according to the size of the work. But the section is sometimes used in Latin notes, and

particularly such as are collected from foreign books, which generally abound with

citations, because their introduction induces the reader to account his author very

learned.

5. The PARALLEL
( ||

) is another sign which serves for a reference, and is fit to be

used either for side or bottom notes.

6. The PARAGRAPH
( ^ ) is a mark which formerly was prefixed to such matter as

authors designed to distinguish from the mean contents of their works ; and which was to

give the reader an item of some particular subject. At present, paragraphs are seen only

in bibles, where they shew the parts into which a chapter is divided, and where its

contents change. In common prayer-books, pai-agi-aphs are put before the matter that

directs the order of the service, and which is called the Rubric ; because those lines were

formerly printed in red. Otherwise it is a useless sort, and unfit to serve for a reference,

as long as there ai'e others which have not that antique appearance.

References which look the neatest, besides being the most proper, are superior letters,

or else superior figures ; for both were originally contrived and intended to be employed in

matter that is explained by notes, whether by way of annotations, quotations, citations, or

otherwise. Nevertheless, we observe that superior letters are not used upon every occasion,

but chiefly in large and lasting works, which have sometimes more than one sort of notes,

and therefore require different references ; in which case not only superior letters, but also

such marks are used as never were designed to serve for references. Another reason why

superior letters are not used upon all occasions, is, that they are often objected to by

gentlemen who choose to read copious notes first, and then refer to the text, where they

fancy superior letters not conspicuous enough to be readily discovered.

Crotchets or brackets [ ] serve to enclose a word or sentence, which is to be

explained in a note, or is the explanation itself, or is a word or sentence which is intended

to supply some deficiency, or to rectify some mistake. Both parentheses and crotchets

were fomierly used to enclose folios, &c. ; but the modem method of putting folios in

full-faced figures, unattended, leaves the crotchet scarce a duty to perfonn : its chief

application is in dictionaries, for what are called lock-up words.

1
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An INDEX or hand ( (^ ) points out a remarkable passage, or something that

requires particular attention.

An ELLIPSIS ( ) is used when some letters in a word, or some words in a

verse are omitted ; as, " The k—g," for " the king."

Braces are used chiefly in tables of accounts and similar matter, that consist of a

variety of articles, which would require much circumlocution, were it not for the method

of tabular writing, which is practised in England to greater perfection than in any other

nation. A brace is used in poetry at the end of a triplet or three lines, which have the

same rhyme ; as in the following example

:

" Who haunt Parnassus but to please the ear, ^

Not mend their minds 5 as some to church repair, > *

Not for the doctrine, but the music there." }

Braces stand before, and keep together, such articles as are of the same import, and are

the subdivisions of preceding articles. They sometimes stand after, and keep together,

such articles as make above one line, and have either pecuniary, mercantile, or other posts

after them, which are justified to answer to the middle of the brace. The extreme points

of a brace are always turned to that part of an article which makes the most lines. Braces

are sometimes used horizontally in the margin to cut off a chronological or other series

from the proper notes, or marginal references, of the work. They are generally cast to

two, three, and four m's of each fount, but can be made larger if ordered. When there is

occasion for them larger, middles and corners are cast, and used with metal rules, so that

the brace may include any space required ; but the middles and comers, as well as the

metal rules, require to be cast with great exactness, that, when joined, they may appear as

one piece ; their shoulders in dressing should be planed away, so that the beard will not

prevent the face from meeting. The difficulty of nicely effecting this has caused some

printers, most eminent for their skill and experience in table-work, to form their braces out

of brass mle to the exact lengths required for each occurring instance. Middles and

comers are convenient in genealogical works, where they are used the flat way ; and where

the directing point is not always in the middle, but has its place under the parent, whose

offspring stands between corner and corner of the brace inside, in order of primogeniture
;

but this may also be superseded to advantage by the j udicious use of brass mle.

In concluding this portion of the work, I must impress upon the learner the great

importance of punctuation, and every particular which I have included under that head.

The greatest mistakes are occasioned by the gross inattention which is too commonly paid

to this important section of grammar; and the whole meaning of a sentence or a paragi'aph

may be directly changed by the improper use of a single point, while, by an injudicious

paragraph or a full period, observations applying to one subject may be appropriated to

another, to which they in no way relate. There is on record an instance of an act of

parliament (which might have involved a question of life and death) having a direct

contrary meaning to that which was intended, in consequence of a comma being used

instead of a period. Smith observes, " that to perfect oneself, therefore, in placing a

comma right, is the ready way to fair pointing ; but to set down rules for amving to it,

would be endeavouring in vain, since practice is the surest guide. Neither is it supposed

that those who initiate themselves for the art, should be so destitute as not to understand
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})ointiiig, even according to the rules of spelling-books. But to have done with the

comma, permit us to conclude with this similie, viz., * He that will not say A will not say

B ;
' by which we should intimate, that he who will not endeavour to place a comma

properly, will not know where to put a semicolon, or other point ; and therefore ought to

learn it by dint of a bodkin."

I

ON COMPOSING.

The workmen employed in the art of printing are denominated, according to the

particular department they fill, compositors and pressmen. The compositors are

those whose business it is to arrange and dispose the types, or letters, into words, lines,

sentences, pages, and sheets, agreeably to the copy furnished by the author or editor.

The pressmen, strictly speaking, are the printers, as they take ofl' the iinpressions on the

paper, after the types have been arranged by the compositor. First, on Composing.

The question still remains undecided with many masters, as to themost proper part

of the business which should engage the attention of the learner without confusing his

ideas ; various methods are adopted, each following the mode he thinks best. Sorting pie

is generally the first employment, and afterwards to set it up, which unquestionably gives

the youth a strong insight into the nature of the business, making him acquainted with

the different sizes of type and the method of composing, and prepares his understanding

for the comprehension of whatever direction may be given him when he is put to the case.

The young beginner will do well to attend to the few hints here offered before he enters on

the business of composing. Composing is a term which includes several exercises of the

mind as well as the body ; for when a man is said to compose, he is at the same time

engaged in reading and spelling what he is composing ; and, it is therefore essentially

necessary that he should not only possess a competent knowledge of punctuation, but of

reading the various hand-writings that may be given to him to work from. One of the

worst faults which can befal a youth, is conti'acting a bad habit of stimding to his case

;

for so great is the evil resulting from it, that nothing but a detennined perseverance in

those who have experienced their ill effects can conquer them. There are many men now

working in the trade who frequently reflect, and with much justice, on the persons under

whose care they were brought up, for omitting to check them in those ill-becoming

postures which produce knock-knees, round shoulders, or other deformities. It is to be

regretted, that those who undertake so important a charge as the instruction of youth in

the first rudiments of our art are not better qualified for the task, or do not bestow^ on their

trust a greater attention. What to a learner may appear fatiguing, time and habit will

render familiar and easy; and though to work with his cases on a level with his breast,

may at first tire his anns, yet use will so inure him to it, that it becomes afterwards

equally unpleasant to work at a low frame. His perseverance in this mode will be

strengthened by the reflection, that it effectually prevents his becoming round-shouldered,

a distinguishing mark by which compositors above the common stature are generally

known. This method will likewise keep the body in an erect position, and prevent those

effects which result from pressure on the stomach. The standing position should be easy,
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with the feet not too much apart ; neither should the idle habit of resting one foot on the

bed of the frame be encouraged, or standing with one foot bent inwards, the certain

forerunner of deformity. The head and body must be kept perfectly steady, the arms

alone perfomiing the operations of distributing and composing. An ill habit once

acquired is with difficulty shaken off:—the variety of motions exhibited by some com-

positors are truly ludicrous; such as nodding the head, agitating the body, throwing out

the ann, ticking the letter against the case or the setting rule, with many other ridiculous

and false movements, which not only occasion loss of time, but fatigue the mind and

exhaust the strength of the body : the swift movement of the hand is not the criterion of a

quick compositor.

The two following plans of cases are here given, a knowledge of which is easily

acquired by attention. The first upon the old plan, and the second upon the new.

UPPER CASE on the Old Plan.

A B C D E F G A B c D B F o

H I K L M N O H I

Q

K ^ M N o

P Q R S T V Vf P R S T V w

X Y Z JE. (E U J X Y Z m (E u J

a g i 6 ii £ a € i d ft h t

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 k €
'

i

" 6
II t

8 9 i 4 1 k k h \ 6 ii f *

LOWER CASE on the Old Plan.

—
] ae CE

>

J

e

middle
spaces ( ? ! 5

fl

&
b c d i s f «

thin ff

hair
spaces space fl

ffi

1 m n h o y p ' w
1

9
ffl

Z

^ spaces a

q

X -

It is necessary to observe, that the cases partially differ in most offices ; though

the following plan is generally adopted. The transposition of the capitals and small

capitals, from the higher to the lower compartments of the upper case, can scarcely be

considered an alteration, although it is attended with considerable advantage, because they
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do not break in -upon their regulai* alphabetical arrangement. It requires no argument to

prove, that the shorter the distance the fingers have to reach, the sooner they grasp their

object ; consequently, those letters most in request cannot be brought too near the hand.

Some may consider the distance from one box to another too trifling to demand our

notice; so it really is, in an abstract point of view; but when that space, however short,

is multiplied by the number of times which the hand has to traverse over the case in the

course of one day, much less a week, it would make this comparative trifle amount to a

space almost beyond credibility. In newspaper offices the upper case varies considerably

;

and in Scotland both the upper and lower are laid upon a very different plan.

It will be observed, that there are some sorts which are not laid : the fractions may

be arranged where the accents are put, in the left-hand boxes of the upper case ; this, of

course, will depend upon the nature of the work which may be in hand.

UPPER CASE on the New Plan.

k it 1 5 u § X k i i 6 ix ^

!

g "i 6 ti
11 t & f i 6 a

y

i [ ;ffi ffl % * se oe £ 16 qp, 9 )

A B C D E F G A. B c D E F o

H I K L M N O H I E L M N o

P Q R S T V W r Q R 8 T V w

X Y Z M (E U J X Y Z IS. CB U J

•I

LOWER CASE on the New Plan.

1 2 3 4 5 6

e

middle
spaces

7 8 9 ( fl

& »
ff

b c d i s f g
hair
spaces i fi.

k

1 h

12 12
•a

y P f

& o*
J a a

z

t

q

Quadrats

X • -

The upper case is divided into ninety-eight partitions, all equal in size, and which

are adapted to receive those parts of the fount least in use, namely, two alphabets of the

capital letters, denominated, the one " full " and the other " small " capitals : also the.*]

figures, accented letters, characters used as references to notes, &c. The lower case isi
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appropriated to the small letters, double letters, points, some other marks used in printing,

the spaces, and the quadrats. The boxes or partitions are in such approximation as to be

most convenient to the hand of the compositor. Each sort of letter has a larger or

smaller box allotted to it according as it is known to be more or less frequently wanted in

the language for which it is intended. Thus the e has the largest box ; the a, c, d, h, i,

m, n, o, r, s, t, u, the spaces, and the quadrats, boxes of the next size ; b, f, g, 1, p, v, w,

y, boxes half the size of those used for the last-mentioned sorts ; while j, k, q, x, z, ; : .

[] 86, ce, &, double letters, &c., &c., have only partitions of a quarter of the size.

Having made himself perfectly acquainted with the upper and lower cases, and with

the face of the letter, to enable him to distinguish between the b and the q, the d and the

p, the n and the u, &c., he is generally put to distributing, or conveying the different

sorts of letter to their respective apartments. He should be cautioned not to take up too

much matter at a time, for, should he break a handful, he will liave the less pie to clear.

Even to those who are not likely often to meet with this accident, the caution is not

unnecessary, as too great a weight weakens the wrist, and it is a mistaken notion that it

gains time, for if one handful fall into the case, it will be more than equivalent to the time

saved. When the accident takes place, the pie should be immediately cleared away.

In taking up a handful, the head of the page should be towards the distributor, which

prevents the trouble as well as danger of turning it round, in order to have the nick

uppermost. So much matter should only be taken up at a time as can be conveniently

held in the left hand, and not to be higher than the thumb, which guards the ends of the

lines from falling. He should be careful not to throw the letters into the case with their

face downwards, as it batters them ; neither should he distribute his case too full, for it

invariably creates pie. He should not be too impatient to gain the reputation of a swift

compositor ; his principal study should be to acquire a proper method, though his progress

be >slow ; this attained, expedition will follow from practice, and he will find his advantage

in composing from a clean case, though he may be longer in distributing it. A man loses

double the time in correcting that he imagines he saves from quick and slovenly

distribution.

With many compositors much time is unnecessarily lost in looking at the word

before they distribute it. By proper attention in the learner he may avoid this, and

become, without the appearance of hurry, an expeditious as well as clean distributor—to

attain which, he is recommended never to take more letter between his fingers than he can

conveniently hold, and if possible, always to take an entire word ; to keep his handful on

an inclining position, so that the face of the letter may come more immediately under his

eye. By proper attention and practice he will become so completely acquainted with the

beard or beak of the type, as to know the meaning of the word he takes up, with the

cursory view he may have of it, while in the act of lifting it. It is to this method that so

many in the business are ihdebted for their expedition and cleanness in distribution
;

though to an observer the movement of their hands appeal' but slow. It is not to velocity

of movement that expedition is to be gained, either in composing or distributing,—it is to

system, without which their attempts may have the appearance of expedition, but produce

only fatigue from anxiety and false motion. To system, therefore, I would particularly

call their attention ; and as clean distribution produces clean composition, vyhich not only
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saves time at the stone, but acquires them a respectable name, they cannot be too attentive

to that part of their business. Another material point before distributing is the well-laying

up of the fonn. In this particular many compositors are shamefully remiss, and from this

negligence arise inconveniences which lose them more time than if they had first taken the

necessary pains, besides the unpleasantness of working with dirty letter.

The letter-board should always be kept clean, and the bottom as well as the face of

the fonn well washed before it is laid on the board and unlocked, for if any of the dirt

remain from the lie brush after it is unlocked, it will sink into instead of run off the

matter. This precaution taken, the pages should be well opened, and the whole form

washed till the water appears to run from it in a clean state. A form cannot be well laid

up without a plentiful supply of water. If the fonn appear particularly dirty, it will be

better to lock it up again, and drive out the filth; then rince the bottom and begin as

before. The letter, once washed perfectly clean, may with little care and attention be

kept so. Some compositors make use of alum, on which they rub their fingers, for the

purpose of contracting the grain of the skin : this clearly proves the want of cleanliness,

for if the letter were kept free from dirt, it would not become slippery.

It is frequently necessary after distribution, to dry the letter by the fire ; in this case

the compositor should be extremely cautio-us not to use it till it be perfectly cold, as very

pernicious effects arise from the antimony which the heat of the fire brings into action

when applied to the tender particles of the skin. It is always better, when it can be

so managed, to distribute the letter at night, or before meals, that it may dry gradually.

When the copy of a work is put into the hands of a compositor, he should receive

directions respecting the width and length of the page ; whether it is to be leaded, and

with white lines between the breaks ; and whether any particular method is to be followed

in the punctuation and in the adoption of capitals. These instnictions being given, the

compositor will make his measure to the number of pica m's directed, he then fits a setting

rule to the measure, and his case being supplied with letter, he is prepared for composing.

If the copy he has been furnished with be a re-print, he will observe whether there

be any difference between the type he is about to use and his copy, that the spacing may

not be affected, against which he must take the necessary precautions at the time by

widening or lessening the measure, if solid matter, or driving out or getting in each

paragraph, if leaded. He should select a close-spaced line from the copy, which will at

once prove if there be any variation. It is necessary to observe that all measures are

made to pica m's, though the work may be printed in a different size type ; and that all

leads, &c., are cast to those m's, which standard being abided by, leads can always be had

for any size page, without the expense of casting, or the trouble of cutting. Having taken

notice of the state of the copy, and received proper directions, the compositor begins

work; and here his attention is particularly called to those rules by which he may
compose with accuracy, ease and expedition.

Many compositors use an article called a jiggery which by the simple contrivance of

a slip of lead, a cord, and a counterbalancing weight, serves for the purpose of marking

the exact part of the copy, and is removed every few lines. In France and Gennany they

have a different method for this purpose; it is a piece of steel, or iron, in which the copy

is placed, and having a sharp point at the extremity, is stuck to the bars of the lower case.
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When the composhig stick is filled with a sufficient number of lines, which takes

perhaps from ten to fifteen, great care is necessary in emptying the matter upon the

galley, which is done by the compositor fixing the fore-finger of each hand in front of

the rule ; he then presses the middle fingers against the sides of the lines, and his thumbs

behind the firet line, raising the whole out of the composing stick at once, disengaging the

thumbs as he places the lines against the head of the galley, or against the lines which

have been previously emptied and placed thereon.

A proper gauge should be made exactly the depth of the page : this is done with a

piece of reglet, marking the length with a penknife; and should the matter consist of

verses, it will be well to make a mark at the bottom line of each verse, by that means the

compositor will be enabled to make up his work with greater certainty and with less trouble.

Direction words at the bottom of the page are now discarded ; nevertheless, in making

up the page, it is necessary to substitute a white line for the signature, volume, &c.

Also, in twelves and eighteens, two white lines should be added to the page, one for the

signature, and the other in case of outs or additions from the author; but it should be

observed, that the extra white line must be allowed in the gauge of the furniture, and not

cast up in the price of the page.

The displaying of titles with neatness is one of the greatest efforts of the compositor

;

they require not only fancy and ingenuity, but great taste ; no fixed rules, however, can be

laid down for this purpose ; all must depend upon observation and practice. Smith's

observations upon title-pages being so apposite upon the subject, are given to the reader

:

—" For as to the title, it is a summary relation of the mean subject on which the work is

founded ; and though it consists but of one single page, yet to display its several members

in such a manner that the whole may appear of an agreeable proportion and symmetry, is

counted a masterly performance. And though setting of titles is generally governed by

fancy, yet does it not follow that the excursions of every fancy should be tolerated, else

too many titles would be taken to belong to chapmen's books. It is therefore proper that

titles should have the revisal of one that is allowed to have a good judgment in gracing

one. But to change and alter a title to the mere fancy of pretenders, is the ready way to

spoil it. When, therefore, we go about a title, we consider as well the quantity as quality

of our matter, th^t we may set out accordingly, and either branch our matter out to the

best advantage, or else crowd it together by way of summaries; but which can not produce

a handsome title. But where the matter for a title is so contrived that it may be divided,

now into emphatical lines, and then into short summary articles, it is a compositor's fault

if his title makes no proper appearance."

The title, preface, &c., of a volume are sometimes left till the body of the work

is finished, as many circumstances may alter the author's original preface, date, &c., or the

work may conclude in such a manner as to admit of their being brought in at the end, in

a complete sheet, half-sheet, &c., which save both paper and press-work. For this reason

it is then customarj'^ to begin the first sheet of a work with the signature b, leaving a

for the title sheet. Signatures are generally set in small capitals ; and where they run

through the alphabet, the best method is to begin the second alphabet with 2 a, 2 b, and

so on. The signature should be placed on the right hand comer of the page, and the

number of the volume on the left. To a sheet of octavo, two signatures are all that

c
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are necessary, which are placed to the first and third pages; to a sheet of twelves, three

signatures, which are placed to the first, third, and ninth pages, in the following manner

:

B, B 2, B 3. In magazines, and works of that nature, printed in half sheets, figures of a

hold face are sometimes put instead of letters, for signatures.

When running titles are used, they are generally put in the small capitals of the

same body as the work. A full line, as a running title, has a clumsy appearance, and

should be avoided, if possible. To a solid page, two leads make the usual white after the

head ; to a single leaded page, three leads, or a long primer white ; and to a double leaded

page, a pica white.

It is a bad practice, and rather too prevalent, to drive out a word at the close

of a paragraph, or even to divide it, in order to reap the advantage of a break line. Part

of a word, or a complete word in a break line, if it contain no more than three or four

letters, is improj)er. It should be the business of the corrector, at all times, to notice this

encroachment. The last line of a paragraph should not on any account begin a page, if

the work has white lines between the breaks. To obviate which, the compositor may

make his page either a line short or long, as most convenient, taking care that the page

which backs it corresponds, so that it may not have the appearance of differing from

its proper length.

If the work is very open, consisting of heads, whites, &c., the compositor must

be particularly attentive to their depth, so that though the white may be composed

of different sized quadrats, yet that their ultimate depth shall be equal to the regular

body of the type the work is done in; for unless care is taken in this particular, the

register must be incomplete. The pressman cannot make the lines back if the compositor

is not careful in making up his matter.

The first line of a new paragi-aph is indented according to the width of the page, but

never less than an m quadrat of whatever size the letter of the work may be. Authors

vary materially in the mode of making paragraphs : some cany the argument of a position

to a great length before they relieve the attention of the reader; while others break

off almost at every place that will admit of a full point. In this case the author's plan is

generally followed, unless, upon particular occasions, it may be necessary to multiply

or reduce the number of breaks in the copy, if it can be done with propriety, in

order to make the work look uniform.

After the body of a volume is completed, the contents and index are composed ; the

one placed at the beginning and the other at the end of the volume. They are both

generally set in letter two sizes less than that of the work, and begun upon the right hand
page. Running titles may be set to an index ; but foHos are seldom put, unless with

a view to recommend the book for its extraordinary number of pages ; for as an index does

not refer to its own matter by figures, they are needless in this case. The signatures,

however, are always carried on regulariy to the last whole or half sheet of the work.

Where figures are in regular succession, a comma is put after each folio ; and where
their order breaks off, a full point is used. Thus, for example, after 5, 6, 7, 8, commas
are put; and after 12. 16. 19. 24. full points; but to save figures and commas, the

succession of the former is noticed, by putting a rule betwixt the first and last figures,

thus
:
5—8. A full point is not put after the last figures, because it is thought that their
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standing at the end of a line is a sufficient stop. Neither is a comma or a full point

placed to the last word of an aiticle, in a wide measure and open matter ; but it is

not improper to use a comma at the end of every article in narrow columns, or where

figures are put after the matter, instead of running them to the end of the line.

When the volume is completed, the consideration is what number of pages is left for

the last sheet or half sheet of the work; then what number of pages the title, preface,

contents, &c., will make, and whether they can be imposed so as to save paper and

press-work. The preface may be drove out or got in ; or if matter is wanted, a bastard, or

half title may be set.

The dedication generally follows the title, and seldom exceeds one page. It should

be set in capitals and small capitals, displayed in the manner of a title ; but where it

extends to a considerable length, it is generally set in a letter two sizes larger than

the work. There is neither folio nor direction line required to it, where it does not

exceed a page; but if it happens to be the third page of the sheet, the signature

must be inserted.

Fonnerly, the preface was uniformly set in italic; at present, this plan is seldom

adopted, and roman is used in its stead, of one size larger than the body of the work ; at

the same time t\\e folios are put in numeral letters, beginning with ii over the second

page, and continue the rest in the same manner. If the work itself was printed with folios

only, then the preface should have them also in the middle of the line.

The title, dedication, preface, introduction, &c., form what is called the title sheet,

viz., signature a, which makes the booksellers' alphabet (consisting of twenty-three letters)

complete, provided that the body of the work begins with b. To ascertain more readily

how many sheets a book consists of, more than are marked with signatures in, capitals or

small capitals, a lower case roman a is put to the first sheet after the title sheet, and thus

canied on till the beginning of the body of the work.

The contents follow the preface or introduction, and are either set in roman or italic,

and two sizes smaller than the body of the work ; the first line of each summary full, and

the rest indented an m quadrat, with the referring figures justified at the ends of the

respective lines.

Smith's opinion of the errata is so applicable to the purpose, that it is here given at

length. He says,—" What still remains to be taken notice of are the errata's, which

sometimes are put immediately before the body of the work, and at other times after the

j^m's of it. Sometimes they are put by themselves on the even side of a leaf, so as to face

the title. But though this is very seldom done, it is a pity that it should ever have come

into the thoughts of any one to do it at all ; for it is a maxim to bring eiTata's into as narrow

a compass as we conveniently can, and to put them in a place where they can make no

gi'eat shew ; since it is not to the credit of a book, to find a catalogue of its faults annexed.

It is therefore wrong policy in those who make errata's appear numerous and parading,

in hopes of being thought very careful and accurate ; when they only serve to witness

an author's inattention at a time when he should have been of the opposite inclination.

But the subterfuges that are used by writers upon this occasion, are commonly levelled at

the printer, to make him the author of all that is amiss ; whereas they ought to ascribe it

to themselves : for, were gentlemen to send in their copy fairly written, and well corrected
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and prepared for the press, they would have no occasion to apprehend that their worl

would be neglected, were they to leave the whole management thereof to the printer,

especially when it is written in his native language. But bad copy, not revised at all by

the author, is one obstacle ; and altering and changing the matter after it has been

composed, is another means that obstructs the coiTectness of a work, not to mention the

several accidents to which it is exposed before it has passed through the hands of a

pressman. It would therefore be generous in gentlemen to examine the circumstances

that may have occasiojied an error, before they pronounce it a typographical one : for

whoever has any ideas of printing, must consequently know that it is impossible to

practise that art without committing errors ; and that it is the province of an author

to rectify them. For these several reasons it will appear how material it is not to make an

erratum of every trifling fault, where the sense of a word cannot be construed to mean any

thing else than what it was designed for; much less to con*ect the punctuation, unless

where it should pervert the sense."

The method of tying up a page is done with a piece of fine packthread, turned four

or five times round it, and fastened at the right hand comer, by thrusting a noose of

it between the several turnings and the matter, with the setting rule, and drawing it

perfectly tight, taking care, during the whole time, to keep the fore-finger of the left hand

tight on the comer, to prevent the page from being drawn aside when the cord is strained.

Care should be taken to see if the turns of cord lie about the middle of the shank of the

letter; if they lie too high, as is generally the case, he thrusts them lower. The pages

are then either placed upon pieces of paper, in security under the frame, or taken and

placed upon the imposing stone in the place assigned them, in the order of imposition.

As doubts often arise in what cases to double the final consonant of verbs in the past

tense and both participles ; also the final consonant of iiTegular verbs in the active

participle, a list of them is here giv^en, which will be found of essential service to the

learner, "and he will do well to commit them to memory.

Abet, abetted
Abhor, abhorred
Abut, abutted
Acquit, acquitted
Admit, admitted
Allot, allotted

Amit, amitted
Annul, annulled
Appal, appalled
Apparel, apparelled
Avel, avelled
Aver, averred
Bag, bagged
Bam, bammed
Bari, banned
Bar, barred
Barrel, barrelled
Bed, bedded
Bedim, bedimmed
Bedrop, bedroppcd
Befal, befalling
Befit, befitted
Beg, begged
Beget, begetting
Begin, beginning
Berob, berobbed
Beset, besetting
Besmut, besmuttcd
Besot, besotted
Bcspot, bespotted
Bestir, bestirred
Bcstud, bestudded
Bet, betted

Bethral, bethr ailed
Betrim, betrimmed
Bias, biassed
Bib, bibbed
Bid, bidded
Blab, blabbed
Blot, blotted
Blur, blurred
Bob, bobbed
Bowel, boweUcd
Braj;-, bragged
Brim, brimmed
Bud, budded
Cabal, caballed
Cancel, cancelled
Cap, capped
Capot, capotted
Carol, carolled
Cavil, cavilled
Channel, channelled
Chap, chapped
Char, charred
Chat, chatted
Chip, chipped
Chisel, chiselled
Chit, chitted
Chop, chopped
Clap, clapped
Clip, clipped
Clod, clodded
Clog, clogged
Clot, clotted
Club, clubbed

Cod, codded
Cog, cogged
Commit , committed
Compel, compelled
Complot, complotted
Con, conned
Concur, concurred
Confer, conferred
Control, controlled
Coquet, coquetted
Counsel, counselled
Cram, crammed
Crib, cribbed
Crop, Cropped
Crum, crummed
Cub, cubbed
Cudgel, cudgelled
Cup, cupped
Cut, cutting
Dab, dabbed
Dag, dagged
Dam, dammed
Dap, dapped
Debar, debarred
Debel, debelled
Defer, deferred
Demit, demitted
Demur, demurred
Deter, deterred
Dig, digged
Dim, dimmed
Din, dinned
Dip, dipped

I

Disannul, disannulled
Discounsel, discounselled
Disenthral, disenthralled
Dishevel, dishevelled
Disinter, disinterred
Dispel, dispelled

Distil, distilled

Dog, dogged
Don, donned
Dot, dotted
Drag, dragged
Dram, drammed
Drib, dribbed
Drip, dripped
Drivel, drivelled
Drop, dropped
Drub, drubbed
Drug, drugged
Drum, drummed
Dub, dubbed
Duel, duelled
Dun, dunned
Embar, embarred
Embowel, embowelled
Emit, emitted
Empanel, empannelled
Enamel, enamelled
Englut, englutted
Enrol, enrolled
Entrap, entrapped
Equal, equalled
Equip, equipped
Escot, cscotted
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Excel, excelled
Extil, extilled

Extol, extolled
Fag:, fagged
Fan, fanned
Fat, fatted
Fib, fibbed
Fig, figged
Fin, finned
Fit, fitted

Flag, flagged
Flam, flammed
Flap, flapped
Flat, flatted

Flit, flitted

Flog, flogged
Flop, flopped
Fob, fobbed
Forbid, forbidding
Forerun, forerunning
Forestal, forestalled
Foretel, foretelling
Forget, forgetting
Fret, fretted
Fub, fubbed
Fulfil, fulfilled

Fur, furred
Gab, gabbed
Gad, gadded
Gag, gagged
Gambol, gambolled
Gem, gemmed
Get, getting,
Gip, gipped
Glad, gladded
Glib, glibbed
Glut, glutted
Guar, guarred
God, godded
Grospel, gospelled
Gravel, gravelled
Grin, grinned
Grovel, grovelled
Grub, grubbed
Gum, gummed
Gut, gutted
Hag, bagged
Handsel, handselled
Hap, happed
Hatchel, hatchellcd
Hem, hemmed
Hip, hipped
Hit, hitting
Hitch el, hitchelled
Hop, hopped
Hovel, hovelled
Housel, houselled
Hug, hugged
Hum, hummed
Hyp, hypped
Jam, jammed
Japan, japanned
Jar, jarred
Jet, jetted

JigJiffffed
Immit, immitted
Impel, impelled
Inclip, inclipped
Incur, incurred
Infer, inferred
Inship, inshippcd
Instal, installed
Instil, instilled

Instop, instopped
Inter, interred
Intermit, intermitted
Inthral, inthralled
Intromit, intromittcd
Inwrap, inwrappcd
Job, jobbed
Jog, jogged
Jug, jugged
Jut, jutted
Ken, kenned
Kennel, kennelled
Kernel, kernclled
Kid, kidded
Kidnap, kidnapped
Knab, knabbcd
Knit, knitting

Knot, knotted
Knub, knubbed
liag, lagged
Landdam, landdammed
Lap, lapped
Let, letting
Level, levelled
Libel, libelled
Lig, ligged
Lip, lipped
Lob, lobbed
Lop, lopped
Lug, lugged
Mad, madded
Man, manned
Manumit, manumitted
Map, mapped
Mar, marred
Marshal, marshalled
Marvel, marvelled
Mat, matted
Miscal, miscalled
Misinfer, misinferred
Mistel, mistelling
Mob, mobbed
Model, modelled
Mop, mopped
Mud, mudded
Nab, nabbed
Nap, napped
Net, netted
Newmodel, newmodcllcd
Nib, nibbed
Nim, nimmed
Nip, nipped
Nod, nodded
Nousel, nousellcd
Nut, nutted
Occur, occurred
Omit, omitted
Onset, onsetting
Overbid, overbidding
Overget, overgetting
Overred, overredded
Overrun, overrunning
Overset, oversetting
Overskip, overskipped
Overslip, overslipped
Overtop, overtopped
Overtrip, ovcrtripped
Outbid, outbidding
Outrun, outrunning
Outsit, outsitting
Outstrip, outstripped
Outwit, outwitted
Pad, padded
Pan, panned
Parcel, parcelled
Pat, patted
Patrol, patrolled
Peg, pegged
Pen, penning
Permit, permitted
Pig, pigged
Pin, pinned
Pip, pipped
Pistol, pistolled
Pit, pitted
Plan, planned
Plat, platted
Plod, plodded
Plot, plotted
Plug, plugged
Pod, podded
Pommel, pomm&llcd
Pop, popped
Postil, postillcd
Pot, potted
Prefer, preferred
Pretermit, pretermitted
Prig, prigged
Prim, primmed
Prog, progged
Prop, propped
Propel, propelled
Pulvil, pulvillcd
Pun, punned
Pup, pupped
Put, putting
Quarrel, quarrelled

Quip, quipped
Quit, quitting
Quob, quobbed
Ram, rammed
Rap, rapped
Ravel, ravelled
Readmit, readmitted
Rebel, rebelled

Recal, recalled
Recommit, recommitted
Recur, recurred
Refel, refelled

Refer, referred

Refit, refitted

Regret, regretted
Reinstal, reinstalled
Remit, remitted
Repel, repelled
Restem, restemmed
Revel, revelled
Revictual, revictuallcd
Rid, ridding
Rig, rigged
Rip, ripped
Rival, rivalled
Rivel, rivelled

Rivet, rivetted
Rob, robbed
Rot, rotting
Rowel, rowelled
Rub, rubbed
Run, running
Rut, rutted
Sag, sagged
Sap, sapped
Scab, scabbed
Scan, scanned
Scar, scarred
Scrub, scrubbed
Scud, scudded
Scum, scummed
Set, setting
Sham, shammed
Shed, shedding
Ship, shipped
Shog, shogged
Shovel, shovelled
Shred, shredding
Shrivel, shrivelled
Shrub, shrubbed
Shrug, shrugged
Shun, shunned
Shut, shutting
Sin, sinned
Sip, sipped
Sit, sitting

Skim, skimmed
Skin, skinned
Skip, skipped
Slam, slammed
Slap, slapped
Slip, slipped
Slit, slitting

Slop, slopped
Slot, slotted

Slur, slurred
Smut, smutted
Snap, snapped
Snip, snipped
Snivel, snivelled
Snub, snubbed
Snug, snugged
Sob, sobbed
Sop, sopped
Sot, sotted
Span, spanned
Spar, sparred
Spet, spctted
Spin, spinning
Spit, spitting
Split, splitting

Siwt, spotted
Sprig, sprigged
Spur, spurred
Squab, squabbert
Squat, squatted
Stab, stabbed
Star, starred
Stem, stemmed
Step, stcpi»cd

Stir, stirred
Stop, stopped
Sti-ap, strapped
Strip, stripped
Strut, strutted
Stub, stubbed
Stud, studded
Stum, stummed
Stun, stunned
Stut, stutted
Submit, submitted
Sum, summed
Sun, sunned
Sup, supped
Swab, swabbed
Swag, swagged
Swap, swapped
Swig, swigged
Swim, swimming
Swop, swopped
Tag, tagged
Tan, tanned
Tap, tapped
Tar, tarred
Ted, tedded
Thin, thinned
Thrid, thridded
Throb, throbbed
Thrum, thrummed
Tin, tinned
Tinsel, tinselled
Tip, tipped
Top, topped
Trammel, trammelled
Transcur, transcurred
Transfer, transferred
Transmit, transmitted
Trap, trapped
Travel, travelled
Trepan, trepanned
Trig, trigged
Trim, trimmed
Trip, tripped
Trot, trotted
Tug, tugged
Tun, tunned
Tunnel, tunnelled
Tup, tupped
Twin, twinned
Twit, twitted
Victual, victualled
UnbEU', unbarred
Unbed, unbedded
Unbias, unbiassed
Unbowel, unbowellcd
Unclog, unclogged
Undam, undammed
Underbid, underbidding
Underphi, miderpinned
Underprop.underpropped
Underset, undersetting
Unfit, unfitted
Ungod, ungodded
Unkennel, unkennelled
Unknit, unknitting
Unknot, unknotted
Unman, unmanned
Unpeg, unpegged
Unpin, unpinned
Unravel, unravelled
Unrig, unrigged
Unrip, unripped
Unrivet, unrivettcd
Unrol, unrolled
Unship, unshipped
Unstop, unstopped
Unwit, unwittcd
Wad, wadded
Wag, wagged
War, warred
Wed, wedded
Wet, wetting
Whet, whetted
Whip, whipped
Whiz, whizzing
Win, winning
Wit, witting
Worship, worshipped
Wot, wotted
Wrap, wrapped
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The aspirate H is another essential point, not only to the reader but to the jirinter.

At the beginning of words it is always sounded, except in heir, heiresSy honest, honesty,

honour, honourable, herb, herbage, hospital, hostler, hour, humble, humour, humorous,

and humorsome. The indefinite article an is used before words beginning with H
sounded, when the accent is on the second syllable, as, an heroic action, an historical

account. The article a, instead of an, is now used before words beginning with u long

;

and an always before those that begin with u short; as a union, a university, a useful

book ; an usher, an umbrella.

In concluding this portion of the work, I would most earnestly impress upon the

learner that all the instruction which can be laid down for his guidance will be useless

and of no avail, if he bring not his mind to the task—that he is desirous of obtaining a

perfect knowledge of his profession, upon which his future prospects in life so much

depend. To the more experienced printer I would briefly say, that it is hoped some

things here inserted will be found useful to him in the course of his practice, with which

he canntot at all times charge his memory. My object is to make this a useful, rather

than an expensive book to the professors of typography.

ON IMPOSING. 1
artment ofHaving sufficiently treated upon the principal subjects connected with the depart

composing, it necessarily follows to lay before the learner schemes of the various

impositions, and to explain, in as clear a manner as possible, every point connected with

this important branch of the art. Imposing not only comprehends the knowledge of

the pages that they may, after they are printed off, follow each other regularly, but also the

manner of dressing the furniture, and making the proper margin. When as many pages

are composed as are required for a whole sheet, half sheet, or such portions of a sheet,

of whatever size, the compositor prepares the stone for their reception, by removing any

dirt or other obstruction : he begins to cany the pages from under his frame, and lay them

upon the imposing stone, taking particular care to place the first page in its right i:)osition,

with the signature to the left hand facing him, according to the following schemes, which

will be found to contain every necessary imposition. They consist of folios, quartos,

octavos, twelves, sixteens, eighteens, twenties, twenty-fours, thirty-twos, thirty-sixes, forties,

forty-eights, sixty-fours, seventy-twos, ninety -sixes, and one hundred and twenty-eights.

A SHEET IN FOLIO.

Outer Form. Inner Form.

I
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TWO SHEETS IN FOLIO, QUIRED, OR PLACED ONE IN ANOTHER.

Outer Form of the Outer Sheet. Inner Form of the Outer Sheet.

Outer Form»of the Inner Sheet. Inner Form of the Inner Sheet.

A 2

Imposing in quires may be carried on to any extent, by observing the following rule:

—

First, ascertain the number of pages, then divide them into so many sheets of folio, and
commence laying down the two first and two last, which form the first sheet, and so on to the
centre one, always remembering that the odd pages stand on the left, and the even on the
right ; the folios of each two forming one more than the number of pages in the work : for

example, let us suppose the work to consist of thirty-six pages, which is nine sheets of folio, then
they should be laid down according to the following scheme :

—

Outer. Inner. Sheet. Outer, Inner. Sheet.

1—36 35—2, first, 3—34 33—4, second,
7—30 29—8, fourth, 9—28 27-10, fifth,

13—24 23-14, seventh, 15—22 21-16, eighth,

Outer. Inner. Sheet.

5—32 31—6, third,

11—26 25-12, sixth,

17—20 19-18, ninth.

The furniture must be reduced in the backs of the inner sheets, to allow for stitching.

THE MODE OF IMPOSING ABSTRACTS OF TITLE DEEDS.

I
These are printed with blanks at the backs,

with all the margin on the left side, and on
single leaves, being stitched at the comer.
The following is the method of imposing the
form to save press-work, as well as the charge
of the compositor.

o

A SHEET OF COMMON QUARTO.

Outer Form. Innei' Form.

e

: 1

: A

t
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A SHEET IN BROAD QUARTO.

Outer Form. Inner Form.

Z V

TWO HALF SHEETS IN QUARTO, WORKED TOGETHER.

Outer Form. Inner Form.

*8 *^

: z

HALF A SHEET OF COMMON QUARTO.

A SHEET OF COMMON OCTAVO.

Outer Form. Inner Form.

five
SI :

'-9
: 9 • 11 01 ^ :

16 13 3

a2

14 16
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A SHEET OF BROAD OCTAVO.

Outer Form. Inner Form.

CO
<M

'•O
(O o :

\< 00 to
Tt* :

o

:

CO
c»

HALF A SHEET OF COMMON OCTAVO.

\
^ q 9 e j

TWO QUARTERS OF A COMMON OCTAVO

TWO HALF SHEETS OF COMMON OCTAVO WORKED TOGETHER.

Outer Form. Inner Form.

. a :
:
S^ i

: ^ :

• 9 \ : 8 : ' I
:

S : ^ : 9 :

' e i

: 1 : • 8 ':
: 5 : 4 : 3 : .'e

*:
7 :

'2":

: A : : b2 :

SHEET OF OCTAVO WITH TWO SIG>JATURES, 12 OF THE WORK, AND 4 OF OTHER MATTER.

Outer Form. Inner Form.

8 V : : z :

: S
: e

i 8 •: ^ : 9 •:
' ^ : : ^ :

' I
:

i 1 : 12 :

*

9 : 4 : "s: :

10
'

:

ii : 2 :

: * • a2 : i

D
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A SHEET IN OCTAVO, OF HEBREW WORK.

Outer Form. Inner Form.

Zl 01 IT

: 4
•13" 16 1

I
16 14 3

SI

Outer Form.

ei 91

A SHEET OF TWELVES.

9 V

6

7nw^ Form.

\

^^ ei f'l
' u j

• 8 11 OS ^ :

o

A3

24 21

: 9 61 81 ^ i

3

A 3

22 23

A SHEET OF TWELVES, WITHOUT CUTTING.

Outer Form. Inner Form.

20 17 18 19

*: ^ • IS : 91 6 \
01 Q\ SS

S V

8

24 13 12 11 14 23
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ONE-THIRD, OR EIGHT PAGES OF A SHEET OF TWELVES.

To he imposed as a Slip^ or in the Off-cross,

Outer Form. Innei' Form.

8 3

a2

: 6 : 7

A SHEET OF LONG TWELVES.

Outer Form. Inner Form.

> H-

Oi

?o

a

* "^
:

: ^ j

: ^ :

: ^ CO :

i <:

' o :

: (N :

: c^ :

: ts
w

:

OS

:

CO

to

:

c*

QO

^

HALF SHEET OF TWELVES WITHOUT CUTTING. A COMMON HALF SHEET OF TWELVES.

: ^ "s" 7 : : 6

• I

: ^ 6 01 : -• 01

12 11 : 2 : 12 : 11
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HALF SHEET OF TWELVES WITH TWO SIGNATURES, BEING EIGHT CONCLUDING PAGES OF AJ
WORK, AND FOUR OF OTHER MATTER.

: S
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: e : ^ :

z :

I :

\ : sv :

: f \
' ^ :

• 9
i

• 8 :

: 1 : : 8 : 7 : 2 :

: A : :

:

A SHEET IN TWELVES, WITH TWO SIGNATURES.

Outer Form. Inner Form.
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: 8 : 6 j
• SI : ^ : 9 j :

n :
01 : ^ :

1 1 :
16*: •13

: 4 :
• 3 :

' 14 : 15 : 2
*:

: ^ •
a2 :

TWO HALF SHEETS OF TWELVES WORKED TOGETHER.

Outer Form. Inner Form.

: 9 I 9 ^ :

8Z 8 V

9

: ^ • 6 f 6 i
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S z

8 01

S V

8

12 12
:

1^ 2 li 2 :
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A SHEET IN SIXTEENS,* WITH ONE SIGNATURE.

Outer Foi*tn. Inner Form.

6S 8S : [ 9 IZ 08

Zv

8

13 20 21 12 11 22 19 14

91 II fz\ •: 6 : 01 8S 81 91

32 25 : : 8 26 31

A HALF SHEET IN SIXTEENS.

Ql n

Z V

8

7 : : 10 11

Z\

16 13

A SHEET OF EIGHTEENS WITH ONE SIGNATURE.

Outer Form. Inner Form.
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....
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: 01 : /5 : 95
i

11
." oz ; Zi : 81 1 61 : ei : 9e : 85 : 6 :
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36 :
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*
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:
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18 •

84

08

35

: I

* A sheet in sixteeus, with two signatures, is irajjosed as two sheets of common Svo., putting the first signature
for the one half sheet where a stands above, and the Jst page of the other half sheet in the place of a 3, foSo 5.
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sa

A SHEET OF EIGHTEENS, WITH TWO SIGNATURES.

Outer Form. Inner Form.
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A SHEET OF EIGHTEENS, WITH THREE SIGNATURES, AS THREE HALF SHEETS OF TWELVES
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:
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A SHEET OF EIGHTEENS, TO BE FOLDED UP TOGETHER.

Outer Form. Inner Form.
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•
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\ 1 ;
*36 i 25 : .12'

:

13 : 24 : 23 : 14 : 11
I

"26
: 35 :
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: E

A SHEET OF EIGHTEENS, AS A SHEET OF TWELVES AND A HALF SHEET OF TWELVES.

Outer Form. Inner Form.
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A HALF SHEET OF EIGHTEENS.

fl

8 V

S

SI

18 :

01

Zl

II :

The white paper of this form being worked off, the
four lowermost pages in the middle must be transposed

;

viz. pages 8, ll, in the room of 7, 12, and pages 7, 12,
in the room of 8, 1 1

.

A HALF SHEET OF EIGHTEENS, WITHOUT
TRANSPOSING THE PAGES.
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SIXTEEN PAGES TO A HALF SHEET OF EIGHTEENS.
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The white paper of this half sheet being worked off, the middlemost pages must be transposed j vlr., pages 7.

10, in the places of 8, 9, and pages 8, 9, in the places of 7, lO.

A SHEET OF TWENTIES.
Outer Form. Inner Form,
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A COMMON HALF SHEET OF TWENTY-FOURS.

: SI
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i

9 V i

: 8 : ^l
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\

:
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a half sheet OF TWENTY-FOURS, THE SIXTEENS WAY.
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A QUARTER SHEET OF TWENTY-FOURS.

f : ': 6 I is:

: Z z

• 01
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The white paper of this quarter sheet being: worked cflf, the middlemost pages must be transposed, viz. pages
5, 7, to the places of 6, 8, and pages 6, 8, in the places of 5, 7.
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A HALF SHEET OF TWENTY-FOURS, WITH TWO SIGNATURES.

Sa : . ea : i a :

i 81 \
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1
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OS : IS : i ^^ :
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• 8 i
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A HALF SHEET OF TWENTY-FOURS, WITHOUT CUTTING.
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A HALF SHEET OF LONG TWENTY-FOURS.
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A HALF SHEET OF THIRTY-TWOS, WITH TWO SIGNATURES.
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A HALF SHEET OF THIRTY-SIXES.
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A HALF SHEET OF THIRTY-SIXES, WITHOUT CUTTING.
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A HALF SHEET OF FORTY-EIGHts, WITH TWO SIGNATURES.
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A HALF SHEET OF FORTY-EIGHTS, WITH THREE SIGNATURES.
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A COMMON QUARTER SHEET OF SIXTY-FOURS.
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A HALF SHEET OF SEVENTY-TWOS, WITH THREE SIGNATURES.
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A HALF SHEET OF NINETY-SIXES, WITH SIX SIGNATURES.
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A HALF SHEET OF ONE HUNDRED AND TWENTY-EIGHTS.
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Schemes of various other iiTegular sizes might have been introduced ; but they could

answer no other purpose than that of pleasing the fancy, by exhibiting the possibility of

folding a sheet of paper into so many different fonns.

In attempting to elucidate this subject, a few examples of some of the sizes, will be

fully explanatory :—therefore, beginning with a half sheet of octavo : for instance, let us

suppose that we have got four pages of prefatory and four of concluding matter, tUey

should be imposed as two quarters of a sheet the long way—say eight of introductory and

four of conclusion, these would form one half sheet and a quarter, as just noticed:—in

twelves, half sheet, they should stand four and eight, or three fours (three off-cuts) if a

sheet, say twenty and four, we place sixteen in the long crosses (as a sheet of octavo),

and the remaining eight as two fours in the short crosses; viz. the first four would occupy

the usual stations of pages 9, 10, 15, 16, and the other four would take the places assigned

to 11, 12, 13, 14—if three eights, then as three off-cuts: in sixteens, half-sheet, say

twelve and four, they will stand thus, one half sheet of twelves without cutting, the other

four in the situations of 3, 2, 15, 14; if two eights, as two half sheets of octavo—

a

sheet, imagine twenty and twelve, the first sixteen should be laid down as two half

sheets of octavo (opened), that is, the ninth page in the place of the third in the scheme;

the other four will occupy the places of pages 25, 26, 7, 8 ; and the other twelve as a

half sheet of twelves, without cutting, placing the first page in the situation of 27 in the

scheme :—a half sheet of eighteens, say eight and ten, that is, eight would form a half

sheet of octavo, the other two as 9 and 10; the remaining eight should run thus, the first

four supplying the stations of 11, 12, 7, 8, and the other four the places of 13, 14, 5,

and 6 :—a sheet of eighteens, divide into sixteen, twelve, and eight ; viz. the first should

fill the situations of 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, as a sheet of

octavo; the second in the places of 23, 24, 21, 22, 19, 20, 17, 18, 15, 16, 13, 14, a

common half sheet of twelves ; the remaining eight instead of pages 9, 10, 11, 12, 25,

26, 27, 28, as two quarters of a sheet of octavo, perfected : thus far the explanation will

perhaps be sufficient, because the rule for the twelves may be applied to the twenty-fours,

and those of the octavo and sixteens to the thirty-twos, &c. All odd matter, for

whatever sized fonn, should be divided into fours, eights, twelves, and sixteens, which is

the ground-work of all the impositions, (except the eighteens, which differ from all the

others); for instance, sixteens, twenty-fours, and thirty-twos, are only octavos and twelves

doubled, or twice doubled, and imposed in half sheets : for example, the sixteens are two

octavos imposed on one side the short cross ; the twenty-fours are two twelves imposed on

each side the long cross, and a thirty-twos is four octavos imposed in each quarter of the

chase. Thus a sheet may be repeatedly doubled. By this division, any form or sheet

may be imposed, always bearing in mind, that the first page of each class must stand to

the left hand, when the foot of the page is towards you, and to the right when the head

of the page is the nearest to you. Having set down the first page, then trace the

remainder according to the scheme which applies to its number ; in proof of which, the

standard rule for all other impositions may be adopted; namely, each two pages that come

together, will make one more than the number of pages in the class, or sheet. The first

page of any portion can be placed in the situation of any odd page, where they make even

numbers. These examples will, no doubt, prove satisfactory.
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The leamet would do well to attend very particularly to laying down the pages before

the cords are removed ; and as the foregoing directions, it is hoped, will be found to con-

tain all that is requisite, I shall now proceed to dressing of chases, or to try whether the

furniture is so proportioned as that each page may occupy one side of a leaf, so as to have

an equal margin of white paper left at the sides as well as at the head and foot thereof.

The method of making margin by rule, is practised by no other printing nation

besides the English : and it would be in vain to pei-suade printers and booksellers in

foreign parts to come into our measures, as to making margin ; since they would disoblige

the literati were they to deprive them of a large margin, on which to make their remarks;

and as to narrow gutter-sticks in school-books and other circulating works, they are so

contrived for the joint interest of the printer and proprietor.

To make proper margin, some use the following method for octavos; viz. they

measure and mark the width of four pages by compasses, on a sheet of paper designed

for the work, beginning to measure at one extremity of the breadth of the sheet. The

rest of the paper they divide into four equal parts, allowing two-fourths for the width of

two separate gutter-sticks ; the remaining two-fourths they divide again into four equal

parts, and allow one-fourth for the margin along each side of the short cross, and one-

fourth for the margin to each outside page. But because the thickness of the short cross

adds considerably to the margin, they reduce the furniture in the back accordingly, and

thereby enlarge the outside margin, which requires the greatest share, to allow for the

unevenness of the paper itself as well as for pressmen laying sheets uneven, when the

fault is not in the paper. Having thus made the margin between the pages to the breadth

of the paper, they proportion the margin at the head, in the same manner, to the length,

and accordingly measure and mark the length of two pages, dividing the rest into four

parts, whereof is allowed one-fourth on each side of the long cross, and one-fourth for the

margin that runs along the foot of the two ranges of pages. But though each part is

counted equal to another, they do not prove so upon examination ; for as in the short

cross, so they lessen the furniture on both sides the long one, to enlarge the bottom

margin, for the same reasons that were assigned for extending the side margin.

This being the method that is used by making margin in octavos, they go the same

way to work in twelves, where their chief care is to fix upon a proper size , for the head-

sticks, or bolts ; and, according to them, allow in the following manner ; viz. for the

outer margin along the foot of the pages, the amount of two-thirds of the breadth of the

head-sticks, and the same for the inner margin, that reaches from the foot of the fifth

page to the centre of the groove for the points ; and from the centre of that groove to

the pages of the quire, or that cut-oflf, they allow half the breadth of the head-stick.

As to the margin along the long cross, it is governed by the gutter sticks; and it is com-

mon to put as much on each side of the long cross as amounts to half the breadth of the

gutter-stick, without deducting almost any thing for the long cross, smce that makes allow-

ance to answer the outer margin—exposed to the mercy of the pressman and bookbinder.

Some compositors make margin in the following manner. Having dressed their

chases with suitable furniture, for octavo, they fold a sheet of the right paper to tliat size

;

then, opening it to the size of a leaf in quarto, they lay one extremity of it against th(^

folio side of the fifteenth page, if it be an inner, or against the folio side of the thirteenth

G
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jmge, if it be an outer form, to observe whether the opposite extremity of the paper,

folded in quarto, reaches to and fairly covers the third, or the first page, according to the

form under haiid ; which, if it does, proves the margin of that quarter to be right, and

that the others may be adjusted to that. Having in this manner made the margin to

the breadth of the paper, they proportion it to the length, by trying whether the depth of

the paper, folded in quarto, reaches to and fairly covers the bottom of the line of the

fifteenth or of the thirteenth page, when the upper end of the paper, folded in quarto, is

laid against the back of the running title of the tenth or of the twelfth page ; which, if it

does, proves that the margin to the length of the page is right. In making margin,

always take care that the gutter-sticks be of a proper breadth, which may be tried by

holding one end of the paper, folded in quarto, to the centre of the groove in the short

cross, to observe whether the fold for octavo falls in the middle of a gutter-stick ; if it

should, it will prove the gutter to be con-ect. In this manner we may also try the margin

of twelves and other sizes; for having carefully folded a sheet of the paper intended for

the work, one quarter may be first dressed, and the margin adjusted before we proceed

further ; for if the foldings fall in the centre of the respective parts of the furniture, it

proves that the margin is right throughout.

As the lessening or widening of gutter-sticks is sometimes unavoidable, and withal

troublesome to compositors, it would be advisable to have them composed of two or more

pieces, as they could readily be extended or reduced, according to circumstances, by means

of reglets, so as to answer for different sizes of paper, which would not only be found

advantageous to the compositor, but it would also gieatly tend to assist the pressman in

making his form to register.

The chases being now dressed, and the proper margin made, nothing remains but

quoining and locking up the fonns. But before this is done, we cut slips of scaleboards,

and put one, or sometimes more, along both sides of the long as well as of the short

cross ; not on account of enlarging the margin, but to supply the inequality of one cross

to another, and to assist the pressman in making register ; for though we find some so

very nice, as to fancy here a thin scaleboard too much, and there one too little, it amounts

to no more than mere imagination, and, perhaps a show of authority ; considering, that

the very parts of the paper, the margin of which is adjusted by scaleboards, are subject to

the bookbinder's plough, and that it is dubious whether he will have the same regard to

margin with the printer ; for we are induced to think, that the abolishing of large outside

margin is owing to some penurious bookbinders, who give themselves more concern about

white paper shavings, than the handsome appearance of a book ; hence, to prevent books

from being spoiled in this manner, it is usual in Gennany to make the title-page con-

siderably wider and longer than those of the work, which sometimes has a good eifect.

All that has been said concerning making margin, relates properly to imposing the

first sheet of a work ; for after that is truly dressed, a second, or more sheets may be

dressed with less trouble ; as when we impose from wrought-oiF forms, we have nothing

to do but to put the chase with the furniture and quoins about the pages, in the same

manner as we take it off from the fonn we are stripping.

In order to be accurate in altering the folios of the respective pages, according to their

regular succession, the following tables of signatures and folios are given :

—
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A TABLE OF SIGNATURES AND FOLIOS,

EXTENDED TO FOUR ALPHABETS.
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2 C 5 9 17 9 25 13 E 37 48 C 189 377 753 377 1129 565

3 D 9 17 33 17 49 25 H 73 49 D 193 385 769 385 1153 577
4 E 13 25 49 25 73 37 L 109 50 E 197 393 785 393 1177 589
5 F 17 33 65 33 97 49 O 145 51 F 201 401 801 401 1201 601

6 G 21 41 81 41 121 61 R 181 52 G 205 4D9 817 409 1225 613
1 H 25 49 97 49 145 73 U 217 53 H 209 417 833 417 1249 625
8 I 29 57 113 57 169 85 z 253 54 I 213 425 849 425 1273 637

9 K 33 65 129 65 193 97 2C 289 55 K 217 433 865 433 1297 649
10 L 37 73 145 73 217 109 F 325 56 L 221 441 881 441 1321 661

11 M 41 81 161 81 241 121 I 361 57 M 225 449 897 449 1345 673

12 N 45 89 177 89 265 133 M 397 58 N 229 457 913 457 1369 685
13 49 97 193 97 289 145 P 433 59 233 465 929 465 1393 697
14 P 53 105 209 105 313 157 S 469 60 P 237 473 945 473 1417 709
15 Q 57 113 225 113 337 169 X 505 61 Q 241 481 961 481 1441 721

16 R 61 121 241 121 361 181 3A 541 62 R 245 489 977 489 1465 733

17 S 65 129 257 129 385 193 D 577 ^3 S 249 497 993 497 1489 745

18 T 69 137 273 137 409 205 G 613 64 T 253 505 1009 505 1513 757
19 U 73 145 289 145 433 217 K 649 65 U 257 513 1025 513 1537 769

20 X 77 153 305 153 457 229 N 685 66 X 261 521 1041 521 1561 781

21 Y 81 161 321 161 481 241 Q 721 67 Y 265 529 1057 529 1585

1609

793

22 Z 85 169 337 169 505 253 T 757 68 z 269 537 1073 537 805

23 2 A 89 177 353 177 529 265 Y i 793 69 4A 273 545 1089 545 1633 817

24 B 93 185 369 185 553 277 70 B 277 553 1105 553 1657 829

25 C 97 193 385 193 577 289 71 C 281 561 1121 561 1681 841

26 D 101 201 401 201 601 301 72 D 285 569 1137 569 1705 853

27 E 105 209 417 209 625 313 73 E 289 577 1153 577 1729 865

28 F 109 217 433 217 649 325 74 F 293 585 1169 585 1753 877

29 G 113 225 449 225 673 337 75 G 297 593 1185 593 1777 889

30 H 117 233 465 233 697 349 76 H 301 601 1201 601 1801. 901

31 I 121 241 481 241 721 361 77 ;I 305 609 1217 609 1825 913

32 K 125 249 497 249 745 373 78 K 309 617 1233 617 1849 925

33 L 129 257 513 257 769 385 79 L 313 625 1249 625 1873 937

34 M 133 265 529 265 793 397 80 M 317 633 1265 633 1897 949

35 N 137 273 545 273 817 409 81 N 321 641 1281 641 1921 961

36 141 281 561 281 841 421 82 325 649 1297 649 1945 973

37 P 145 289 577 289 865 433 83 P 329 657 1313 657 1969 985

38 Q 149 297 593 297 889 445 84 Q 333 665 1329 665 1993 997

39 R 153 305 609 305 913 457 85 R 337 673 1345 673 2017 1009

40 s 157 313 625 313 937 469 86 S 341 681 1361 681 2041 1021

41 T 161 321 641 321 961 481 87 T 345 689 1377 689 2065 1033

42 U 165 329 657 329 985 493 88 U 349 697 1393 697 2089 1045

43 X 169 337 673 337 1009 505 89 X 353 705 1409 705 2113 1057

44 Y 173 345 689 345 1033 517 90 Y 357 713 1425 713 2137 1069

45 Z 177 353 705 353 1057 529 91 Z 361 721 1441 721 2161 1081
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The running titles, with the right folios to them, being put to the pages, we proceed

to lock up the form ; first carefully examining whether the pages of each quarter are of

an exact length, for the difference even of a lead will cause them to hang. We ascertain

their exactness by placing the ball of each thumb against the centre of the foot-stick,

raising it a little with the pressure, and if the ends of both pages rise equal with the stick,

it is a proof they will not bind ; we then fit quoins between the side and foot-stick of

each quarter, and the chase, till the whole fonn may be raised. And though locking up

a form may be thought a trifling affair, yet it demands particular attention, for a careless

or clumsy compositor may so twist and derange the matter by using too great a force in the

locking up of one side or end of it, as to render it almost impossible to set it perfectly

straight again. When the quoins have . been pushed as far as we can, with the fingers,

we make use of the mallet and shooting-stick, and gently drive them along the side-sticks

at first, and then along the foot-sticks, taking care to use an equal force, and to drive

them far enough up the shoulders of the side and foot-sticks, that the letter may

neither belly out one way, nor hang in the other ; and as to the lower quoins, they ought

likewise to be driven to a station where they may do the office of keeping the letter straight

and even. But before the quoins are driven up as tight as it is necessary they should be

in order to secure the letter, it will be proper gently to plane down the form—after the

fonn is completely locked up, it should receive another planing. It often occurs, that

the quoins from having been locked up wet, stick so tight to the funiiture as to render it

troublesome to unlock them ; in such cases the inconvenience is remedied by driving the

quoins up instead of down, which immediately loosens them, and it unlocks with ease.

When the form is delivered to the pressman to pull a proof, it is requisite that such

proof ought to be pulled as clear and as neat as any sheet in the heap that is worked off,

in order that every coiTection may be observed by the reader. No fonn should be left

without being rubbed over with a wet lie-brush, and the proof and form delivered over

to the compositor for his care.

OF CORRECTING IN METAL.

By correcting, is undei-stood the rectifying of such faults, omissions, and repetitions,

as are made by the compositor, either through inadvertency or carelessness. Correcting

is the most disagi'eeable part of the compositor's business, attended not only with loss of

time, but great fatigue, from leaning over the stone, and is therefore extremely prejudicial

to health. To avoid this, careful distribution, silence, and attention when at work, is

recommended. The noise and confusion which too often prevail in a printing-office,

from light and frivolous conversation, not only retard business, but at the same time

distract the attention of the compositor from the subject he has in hand, and cause him to

run into such mistakes which can only be rectified by loss of time, and fatigue at the

imposing stone. Some men, no doubt, are capable of supporting a conversation, and at

the same time compose correctly, but their noise confuses those who are unable to preserve

that accuracy but in quiet, and by close attention to their copy. The practice of talking,

while distributing, is too much followed; and though those who may be composing need
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not join in the conversation, yet they are disturbed, and their attention diverted from their

proper business.

The first proof contains generally only the errors of the compositor ; but it is almost

impossible to discover the whole of them in the first reading ; he is therefore expected to

correct all his own blunders, whether in the first or second proof, without maki-ng a charge

for it. Immediately on receiving his proof, the compositor should begin to correct it, as

it is of the utmost importance not to delay it ; for it may occasion his standing still for

want of letter ; or be the means of keeping a press idle. When he has gathered as many

corrections between the thumb and fore-finger of his left hand as he can conveniently

hold, and an assortment of spaces on a piece of paper, or, which is more convenient, in

a small square box, with partitions in it, let him take the bodkin in his right hand, and

instead of raising each letter he may have occasion to alter, he should place the point of

the bodkin at one end of the line, and with the fore-finger of his left hand against the

other, raise the line altogether, sufficiently high to afford him a clear view of the spacing;

he may then change the faulty letter, and alter his spaces before he drops the line. By
observing this method, he will not injure the type, which must be the case where the

bodkin is forced either into their sides or heads ; it likewise ensures a greater degree of

regularity where there may be occasion to alter the spacing, and will not take up more

time than the other method. The most careful compositor cannot at all times avoid

leaving a word or words out, or composing the same word twice ; when this happens, he

should consider the best mode of rectifying the accident, either by driving out or getting

in above the error or below it ; this ascertained, let the matter be taken upon a galley, and

overrun in the composing stick ;—overrunning on the stone is an unsafe, unworkmanlike,

and dilatory method, destroys the justification, and renders the spacing uneven. "But,"

says a previous writer upon the subject, "a great deal of trouble might be saved in cases

of outs and doubles, would correctors try to add as much as will fill up the double; (or to

shorten the matter, to make room for an out ;) unless both the one and the other are too

considerable for that expedient; which otherwise might be safely ventured, without cither

castrating or corrupting a writer's meaning. This would be a sure means to secure a neat

compositor's workmanship and care in true spacing his matter ; whereas that beauty is lost

by alterations and overrunning."

In correcting, care should be taken not to hair-space a line, if it can possibly be

prevented, but avoid it by either oveiTunning backward or forward. He should also, in

overrunning the matter, use the hyphen as little as possible ; for though he may carefully

follow the instructions laid down in this work, on the subject of spacing and dividing,

yet the effect of his attention vvill be completely destroyed, if not followed up at the stone.

The following observation has been made with respect to the despatch of proofs :

—

" The first proof being coiTected, a perfect sheet is pulled clean, to be sent to the author,

or to the person by him authorized ; either of whom, if tliey understand the nature of

printing, will not defer reading the sheet, but return it without any alteration, perhaps,

to be made ready for the press. But because such good authors arc very scarce,

compositors are discouraged every time they send a proof away, as not knowing when or

how it may be returned, and how many times more it will be wanted to be seen agaui,

before the author is tired, or rather asl^amed, of aUcring"
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^

TYPOGRAPHICAL MARKS EXEMPLIFIED.

The art of printing, about thirty years ago, received very ^/ q^^

important improvemens by the substitution of iron for f^

A ~
^

wooden presses. The advantages of the iron presses in

working are very con siderable both |saving]
i][j| labour and

time.
y^~~^ m/ilmJC

The first arises from the beautiful contrivance of ^ ^
the levers, and ithe [jpower

|

of the press being almost ^ ^^^
incalculable at the moment of producing tlie impression

;

and thisis not attended with a con'espondent loss of time, d-f-

as is the case in the ordinary arrangement of the mechanical ^
powers, because the power is, exerted only at the moment

of pressure, being before that adapted to bringing down the ^
platten as quickly as possible. This gieat power of the q.

press admits of a saving of time by printing the whole

sheet of paper at one pull, the platten being made sufficiently ^ .

large for the purpose ; whereas, in the old press, the platten

was only half the size of the sheet. [For the change of C

the material of which presses are made, the trade are j^-^^t^

indebted principally to the ingenuity of earl Stanhope ; C^/ OfVTT^

and brought to perfection by the late ingenious George

Clymer, under the well adapted name of the Columbian J-/
A

press There are likewise many other descriptions of
^ A
presses, professing to be improvements, but with the

exception of these above-named, and" the Imperial and

Albion, few are deserving of support. These presses have
A

contributed to excellence and beauty of the noble art of
A

typography.

"^1

d,C.

The above specimen includes almost every variety of error which occurs, except that the line, instead of being'

drawn through the errors, is here, for typojjraphical convenience, placed under them. Of the marginal marks, it

will be seen that many are merely contractions or initials, as I. c, lower case, or small letters ; s. c, small capitals;

cps., capitals; ital., italic; rom., roman; tr., transpose; tvf., wrong fount, used to point out any letter that is of
a wrong size-, d (made somewhat like the Greek rfek'), or take out: stet, (let it stand) is used where a word that

had been marked out is intended to remain, the word at the same time being dotted under. The remaining techni-

cal marks are few and simple, and will be readUy understood by the intelligent reader on comparing the specimen
with the opposite page, in which the extract is given, and corrected according to the marginal directions, with-
out any further explanation.
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The page when corrected will read as follows.

The art of PRINTING, about thirty years ago, received very important improve-

ments by the substitution of iron for wooden presses. The advantages of the iron presses

in working are very considerable both in saving labour and time. The first arises from

the beautiful contrivance of the levers, and the power of the press being almost incalculable

at the moment of producing the impression ; and this is not attended with a correspondent

loss of time, as is the case in the ordinary arrangement of the mechanical powers, because

the power is exerted only at the moment of pressure, being before that adapted to bring

down the platten as quickly as possible. This great power of the press admits of a saving

of time and expense, by printing the whole sheet of paper at one pull, the platten being

made sufficiently large for the purpose ; whereas, in the old press, the platten was only

half the size of the sheet.

For the change of the material of which presses are made, the trade are principally

indebted to the ingenuity of earl Stanhope; and brought to perfection by the late

ingenious George Clymer, under the well-adapted name of the Columbian press. There

are likewise many other descriptions of presses, professing to be improvements, but with

the exception of these above-named, and the Imperial and Albion, few are desemng of

support. " These presses have contributed to the excellence and beauty of the noble art

of TYPOGRAPHY."

OF A FOUNT OF LETTER.

A FOUNT of letter consists of the following sorts

:

1. Capitals: A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, J, K, L, M, N, O, P, Q, R, S, T, U, V,

W, X, Y, Z, M, CE ; and the same in Italic.

2. Small Capitals : the same in Italic in some founts, chiefly the Scotch.

3. Lower case : a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i, j, k, 1, m, n, o, p, q, r, s, t, u, v, w, x, y, z,

&, ae, oe, &c.; the same in Italic.

4. Figures, &c.: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 0. £, lb, @, ^. \, i, |, *, f , f, h i, I, /•

5. Points, &c.: ,;:.?!-'[]()* f t § II IT ^ -^ -^ ^^ — ...

6. Spaces, &c.: Thick, middle, thin, and hair ; n, m, two, three, and four m quadrat*?.

7. Accents: a, e, i, 6 u, a, e, i, 6, u, a, e, i, o, ii, a, e, i, 6, li, 9.

These are the ordinary sorts cast to a fount of letter, and which the founders class

into short, long, ascending, descending, and kerned letters.

Ascending letters are all the Roman and Italic capitals ; and b, d, f, h, i, k, 1, t.

Descending letters are g, j, p, q, y, in Roman and Italic.

Kerned letters ai'e such as have part of their face hanging over either one or both

sides of their square metal or shank. In the Roman, f and j, are the only kenied letters

;

but in the Italic, d, g, j, /, y, are kerned on one side, andf on both sides of its face.

Their beaks being liable to accident, especially the Roman f, when at the end of a

line, they should be cast in a larger proportion than might otherwise be necessary ; and

more particularly the Italic y*.
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Some Italic capitals are kerned on one side of their face ; but none ought to he more

attended to than A, T, V, W, that their angles may not fall upon an ascending letter that

may stand next to them.

These are the classes into which letter-founders divide the sorts of a fount, without

including accented letters.

The double letters are fi, if, fl, fli, and fll, which are fonried for the convenience of one

kerned letter joining with another, as their beaks would inevitably receive damage by

bearing against each other.

Of the Names of Letter^ as regards its Size, and the Proportions of one Size to another.

The names of the different bodies of letter here exhibited in their descending orders, are

according to the proper appellation which is given to each of them in England, France,

Gennany, and Holland ; by comparing one with the other, we may endeavour to account

for the names of some of them.

This variety is still increased by the various faces and bodies of different founts of

each kind, so that it may be said a large, medium, and small, may be added to each.

ENGLISH. FRENCH. GERMAN. DUTCH.

1 French Canon
2 Two Lines Double Pica
3 Two Lines Great Primer
4 Two Lines English
6 Two Lines Pica

6 Double Pica (two Small Picas)

7 Paragon (two Long Primers).

.

8 Great Primer (two Bourgeois)

9 English (two Minions)

10 Pica (two Nonpareil)

1

1

Small Pica (two Ruby)

12 Long Primer (two Pearl)

13 Bourgeois (two Diamond).. .

,

14 Brevier
15 Minion (Half EngUsh)
16 Nonpareil (Half Pica)
17 Ruby.
18 Pearl, (Half Long Primer) ,.

19 Diamond (Half Bourgeois). . .

.

Grosse Nompareille.
Gros Double Canon Imperial.
Double Canon Real.
Gros Canon Missal Parys Romeyn.
Ti-ismcgiste Sabon Groote Kanon.
Deux Points de Gros Romain Canon Kanon.
Petit Canon, ou deux SaintAugustinsRoman Dubbelde Augustyn.
Palestine (deux Ciceros) ! Dubbelde Mediiian.

{•"rt un¥?SrRoS„f.':"r!''"}T->xt, or Secm,da Dul,bo.deDe.se„dia«,

5 Petit Paragon (deux Petits Ro-7 d„,„„^„ „„^
I mains et un Petit Texte) \ Paragon Paragon.

5 Gros Romain (un Petit Romain? ~„_4._ ,p^ .

I et un Petit Texte) ^
leraa lext.

Gros Texte (deux Petits Textes)

i Saint Augustin (un Petit Texte etij^j.., Auffustvn ,-.
I une NompareUle) /Mittei Auguscyn. ^j
Cicero (deux Nompareilles) Cicero Mediaan. ^^1

^*pS?nnl^^^^'^°°°°^^.*""^}^'^^^^^' °' RheinljenderDessendian.

{
"^

une^P^feS'^!^^. .'*
}
C^^*^' °^ ^^""'^ * ' '

'

^^^onA-

Gaillarde (deux Parisiennes) Burgeois.
Petit Texte Petit, or Jungfer Brevier.
Mignonne Colonel.
Nompareille Nompareille NompareiL

Parisienne, ou Sedanoise Perl.

The following table, showing the true standard of each body, with the number of

lines to a foot, will enable any person to ascertain the character of the respective founts

:

Canon has 1 8 lines & a Great Primer
Two-line Double Pica has 20| lines
Two-line Great Primer has 25| lines
Two-line English has 32 lines
Two line Pica has 35 lines
Double Pica has 41^ lines

Great Primer has 51^ lines Brevier has 112^ lines

EngUsh has 64 lines Minion has 128 lines

Pica has 7 1^ lines Nonpareil has 143 lines

Small Pica has 83 lines Ruby has l60j lines

Long Primer has 89 lines Pearl has 178 lines

Bourgeois has 102? lines Diamond has 205 lines

Of the Number of each Sort cast to a " Bill*" Roman and Italic.

To enter into the minutiae of the different sorts requisite to form a complete fount for

every language printed in the Roman character, would extend the limits of the work

* Letter founders call 3000 lower case m's a bill, and proportion aU other sorts by them ; so that a whole
bill of Pica makes 500 lbs.—1500 m's, or half a bill, 250 lbs.
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beyond its proper bounds, I shall confine myself to the improved scale of the present day,

calculated for our own language, to which supplements, by the fomiders called imperfec-

tions, may be afterwards cast, so as to render the fount serviceable for any other. The

Latin and French require more of c, i, 1, m, p, q, s, u, and v, than the English ; but until

such sorts become really necessary, it would be useless to cast them. When a work is

completed for which such sorts were serviceable, it may then be proper, to prevent their

remaining inactive, to cast up to them—^by which means the fount will receive considerable

increase when employed again in the English language. A perfect scale is of the utmost

importance and utility, as it does away the necessity, in a great measure, of casting imper-

fections, which too often differ from the original fount, either in thickness, in height, in

depth, or in lining, even when cast in moulds of the same body. This is a serious evil,

and particularly destructive to a fount of letter. It reflects discredit not only on the

founder, but the printer, in the opinion of those unacquainted with the art, who consider

every defect as an error of the press.

The following is reckoned by the founders a regular bill—perfect in all its sorts—for

though some founts have neither small capitals, accented letters, nor italic, yet so rarely is

a fount of the present day ordered without them, that it is at the option of the printer to

omit them in this scale on giving his order, should he be so inclined, and proportion their

weight to the other sorts, than not to present the bill in as complete a fonn as possible.

A Bill of Pica Romany and Half a Bill of Italic, weighing 800/6$.*

a ...8500 ff

b...l600 fi

c ...3000 fl

d ...4400 ffl

e 12000 ffi

f ...2500 a;

g ...1700 oe

h ...6400

i ...8000

j ... 400
k ... 800 a
1 ...4000 e

m 3000 i

n ...8000 6
...8000 u

p ...1700 a

q ... 500 e

r ...6200 1

s ...8000 6
t ...9000 u
u ...3400 a
V ...1200 e

W...2000 1

X ... 400 o

y ...2000 ii

z ... 200 a
&... 200 e

i

107,100 6
u

9

...400

...500

...200

...100

...150

...100

... 60

1510 (

...200

. .100

...100

...100

...100

...100

...250

,..100

...100

...100

...200

...200

...100

...100

...100

...100

...100

...100

...100

...100

..100

ROMAN.

, ...4500

.. 800

.. 600

..2000

..1000

.. 200

.. 150

.. 700
.. 300

[ ... 150
* ... 140

t ... 100

X ... 100

§ ... 100

II
... 100

IT... 60

10,000

1 ...1300

2. ..1200

3. ..1100
4 ...1000

5 ...1000

6 ...1000

7. ..1000
8 ...1000

9. ..1000

...1300

10,000

A ...600

B ...400

C ...500

D ...500

E ...600

F ...400

G ...400

H ...400

I ...800

J ...300

K ...300

L ...500

M ...400

N ...400

O ...400

P ...400

Q ...180

R ...400

S ...500

T ...650

U ...300

V ...300

W ...400

X ...180

Y ...300

Z ... 80
M ... 40
(E... 30

A 300
B 200
c 250
D 250
E 300
F 200
G 200
H 200
I 400
J 150
K 150
L 250
M 200
N 200
o 200
i» 200
Q 90
R 200
s 250
T 326
u 150
V 150
w 200
X 90
Y 150
z AO
M 20
<E 15

a 1700
b 320
c 600
d 880
e2400
/ 500

g 340
A 1280
i 1600
;• 80
k 160
/ 800
m 600
W1600
0I6OO
p 340

q 100
r 1240
s 1600
t 1800
u 680
V 240
w 400
X 80

?/ 400
'z 40
^' 40

ITALIC.

ff SO A 120

Ji 100 B 80

Jl 40 C 100

ffl 20 D 100

'jfi 30 E 120

a 20 F 80
ce 12 G 80

H 80
302 / 160

J 60

; 160
: 120
? 40
.' 30

( 60

10,660 5,331

21,420

2,550

a. ..20 K 60
«« ...50 L 100

i ...20 M 80
6 .,.20 N 80
W...20 O 80
ct...20 P 80
e...20 Q 36
I ...20 R 80
^...20 S 100
ii...20 T 130

4. ..40 U 60
€ ...40 V 60
t ...20 W 80
6. ..20 X 36
M...20 Y 60
«...20 Z 16
e...20 JE 8
V ...20 CE 6
0...2O

W...20 2132

f ...20

490

410

SPACES.
Tliick 18000
Middle 12000
Thin 8000
Hair 3000
m Quads. 2300
n Quads. 5000

4»,500

•J-
05 _ -a *j oj

*"3 >- > jC :n

•a "p, i o o c:

.S 1? 9 2 2 <»-

^ S D.-S.S V
« 2 <u .*5 w
5 .S

~
-3 £ <- o

2 o 3 2 3
|..° o .2 £ 2 •"

5« c-^ 0.3

•2 •Ji^ •n «

5
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Some master printers, in ordering a fount of letter, have a certain portion of it sent

home complete, while the other part they reserve to be cast afterwards, as imperfections

—

by which means they are enabled to ascertain the state of their fount in an early stage,

and make it perfect without going beyond the weight they originally intended, or incurring

an additional expense. This mode carries with it strong grounds for recommendation.

Printers divide a fount of letter into two classes,—the upper case, and lower case.

The upper case sorts are capitals, small capitals, accented letters, fractions, and references.

The lower case consists of small letters, double letters, points, figures, spaces, quadrats,

&c. each of which I shall treat of as concisely as possible under distinct heads.

4ll
CAPITALS.

The use of capitals has been considerably abridged of late years ; and the antiquated

method of using them with every substantive, and sometimes even with verbs and adverbs,

is now discontinued. They are considered, in the present day, as necessary only to dis-

tinguish proper names of persons, places, &c. There are, however, some particular works

in which authors deem it essential to mark emphatical words with a capital ; in such cases,

and there can be no general rule to guide the compositor, it is requisite that the copy be

sent by the author properly prepared in this particular, to the printer, or he will become

liable to the charge the compositor is allowed to make for his loss of time in following his

alterations. The method of denoting a capital, or word of capital letters in manusciipt,

is by underscoring it with three distinct lines. Capitals, of whatever body, if they are

well proportioned, look well in titles, inscriptions, &c. but it requires taste and judgment in

the compositor to display them to advantage. The mode of spacing lines set in capitals,

in some particular instances, or to prevent two lines from being the same length in a

title-page, may be necessary, and, used with judgment, have a veiy pretty effect.

SMALL CAPITALS.
Small capitals are in general only cast to Roman founts,* and are used for the purj)ose

of giving a stronger emphasis to a word than can be conveyed to it by its being in italic.

They are likewise used for running heads, heads of chapters, &c. instead of italic, accord

ing to the fancy of the printer. The first word of every section or chapter is generally

put in small capitals, either after a capital of its own body, or one of a larger size, called

a cock-up letter. They are likewise of considerable service in the display of a title-page,

particularly in setting the catch lines. In manuscript, small capitals are denoted by

having two lines drawn under them. The small capitals c, o, s, v, w, x, z,f so closely

resemble the same letters in the lower case, as to require particular attention in distribution.

ACCENTED LETTERS.
Those which are called accented by printers, are the five vowels, marked either with an

Acute a e i 6 u Circumflex ... a e i 6 u liong a e 1 5 u

Grave a e i 6 u Diaeresis a e i o ii Short a e i 6 u

Those who call accented letters all that are of a particular signification, on account of

* Some of our founders cast italic small capitals to most, if not the whole of their founts.

t Smith has suggested, that those letters should be cast either thicker, or with a different nick.
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their being distinguished by marks, reckon the French 9, the Spanish u, the Welch w,

and y, in the class of accented letters, though not vowels. As the longs and shorts are

used only in particular works, they are not cast to a fount of letter unless ordered.

NUMERAL LETTERS.
Numeral Letters were used by the Romans to account by, and were seven in number,

I V X L C D M. The reason for choosing these figures seems to be this : M being

the first letter of mille, stands for 1,000, which M was formerly written CIO Half of

that, viz. IQ or D, is 500.—C, the first letter of centum, stands for 100 ; which C was

anciently written E, and so half of it will be 50, L. X denotes 10, which is twice 5,

made of two V's, one at top and the other at bottom. V stands for 5, because their

measure of five ounces was of that shape ; and—I stands for 1. because it is made by one

stroke of the pen. The Romans also expressed any number of thousands by a line drawn

over any numeral less than a thousand ; thus, V denotes 5,000, LX 60,000 : so likewise

M is 1,000,000, MM 2,000,000, &c. Upon the discovery of printing, and before capitals

were invented, small letters served for numerals, which they have done ever since ; not

only when the Gothic characters were in their perfection, but even after they had ceased,

and the Roman was become the prevailing one.

Instead of seven letters used by the Romans, the Greeks employed their whole alphabet,

and more than the alphabet ; for they contrived three symbols more, and made their

numerals to consist of twenty-seven sorts, which they divided into three classes ; the first,

to contain units ; the second, tens ; and the third, hundreds.

The manner of counting by letters is derived from the Hebrews, who for that purpose

made use of the letters of their alphabet, without the assistance of other symbols.

ARITHMETICAL FIGURES.

Arithmetical or Arabic figures are nine in number, besides the cypher, or nought,

which, though ofitself of no signification, makes a great increase in the figure to which it

is joined, either singly or progressively. The excellence of figures does not consist in

their having soft and fine strokes, but rather in such circles and lines as bear a proportion

with the strength of their face. Both Scratched and Italic figures, though once used, are

now entirely laid aside in England, yet the latter still prevails in some parts abroad.

SPACES.

The use of spaces is, to separate one word from another, so that the reading may appear

easy and distinct, As they are cast to all thicknesses, from hair space to five to an m,

the compositor can find no difliculty in keeping a unifonnity in spacing of his matter.

QUADRATS.
An m-quadrat is the square of the letter to whatever fount it may belong ; an n-cpiadrat

is half that size. They are much used in figure work, and unless cast true, the most

trifling variation is instantly discovered. The same observation holds good with respect to

figures. M-quadrats generally begin a paragraph, by indenting tlie first line ; it is like-

wise the proper space after a full point, when it tenninates a sentence within a paragraph.
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N-quadrats are generally used after the comma, semicolon, &c. and sometimes after a

kerned letter ; but the use of the n-quadrat in spacing must be guided by circumstances.

Two-m, three-m, and four-m quadrats are likewise cast for break lines, but particularly

for poetry, for which purpose they require to be as exact in their depth as the m or

n-quadrat, or the matter will stand uneven where a number of them come together. The

inconvenience arising from founts of the same body not agreeing in depth is great, where

the quadrats, through necessity, are sometimes mixed. It is a serious evil, and much to

be deplored that some method cannot be adopted to check it. One cause, and too often

the chief one, of sorts being mixed in a printing-office, is that of borrowing and lending,

a system, which every printer having any regard for his material will never adopt, as the

expense of the sorts required would be less than the injury done to his type.

Reglets, of the same body with the letter of the work, are sometimes used, instead of

quadrats, for white lines ; but, from being often wetted, ai'e apt to swell, and cannot be

depended on ; it would be better, therefore, (except for large jobs) to use space leads,

which are cast from four, six, and eight to a pica, and from four m's to any length required.

> RULES.
Rules are either brass, metal, or space rules ; the first are made by printers' smiths and

joiners, out of rolled sheet brass, and the other two cast by letter-founders.

Brass Rules ought to be exactly letter high ; and being generally cut to the length of

sixteen inches, their equality, as to height, from end to end, is not always to be depended

on from every one who sets up for a printer's joiner, or brass-rule cutter. When brass

rule is placed between matter, a thin lead or scaleboard should be placed at the side to

bear it off. In mixt matter, or italic, a thin lead, at least, is required before and after a

brass rule, to prevent it touching upon rf, /, /, at the fore-side, and upon /, g, j, p, y, at

the hind-side. If driven to the necessity of piecing brass rule, the compositor should

endeavour to dress the shorter pieces, by rubbing them on the stone, so as they appear

as one length. Mr. William Muff, printers' joiner and brass-rule cutter, at Bradford, in

Yorkshire, has introduced to the trade a beautiful waved brass rule,^ and, when used with

judgment has a very pretty effect.

Metal Rules, like quadrats, are cast to m's, from the size of one to four, sometimes

to an n, and are used in schemes of accounts, to direct and connect each article with its

summary contents, where they stand opposite, and distant from each other; m rules

sometimes stand for noughts in columns of figures. Sometimes a rule stands for a sign

of repetition, in catalogues of books, goods, &c. where it implies ditto or ejusdem, instead

of repeating an author's name, mth the title of every separate treatise of his writing : but

it must be observed, that no sign of repetition, eitheir ditto, ejusdem, idem, or the rule,

must be used at the top of a page or column ; but that the name of the author, or the

merchandise, nmst be set out again at length ; and then if their series continues, to denote

the continuation thereof, at every article subsequent, by a rule of three or four m's, so as

to range, instead of extending the rule to the different lengths of names. A metal rule

likewise stands for to, or till, as chap. xvi. 9—25. that is, verse nine to twenty-five. At

* Invented and first introduced by J. Muff, Music Seller, Leeds.
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other times it serves for an index, to give notice that what follows it is a corollary of what

has preceded ; or otherwise matter of import and consequence. When made to line and

join accurately, metal rules are very useful, as they serve not only for rectilinear, but also

perpendicular progressions, where no other rules are to touch them.

Space Rules may be cast to various widths, from one m to six, to whatever body

ordered ; and when they are of a neat look, and made to join well, may be considered

valuable sorts. Two of them generally answer to the depth of a pearl body.

SUPERIORS.
Superior Letters and Figures have already been treated of under the head of

References, it is only requisite further to notice them here, than to observe, that they

should contain no more than the bare alphabet, without any double letters. Neither ought

the j to be used as a reference, on account of its being a descending letter.

FRACTIONS.
Fractions, or broken numbers in arithmetic, may be had to any body required ; their

goodness does not consist in their having a small and fine face, so much as in showing

themselves full and clear, and preserving due proportion. When a fraction happens with

large-bodied figures, such as great-primer, and upwards, it is usually set out at length,

unless nonpareil figures can be conveniently had, which may be justified with neatness.

QUOTATIONS.
Quotations are cast to two sizes, of unequal squares, which, as they are formed for use,

are called broad and narrow, and when properly dressed and finished, are useful in a

printing-office. They should not be cast so high as they sometimes are, for no other

purpose than to increase their weight. Justifiers are cast for broad and narrow quotations,

to all sizes, from double to pearl inclusive, for the purpose of ranging the side-note with

its proper text, in doing which great care is requisite when many come in a page.

METAL FURNITURE.
Metal Furniture has been introduced to the trade, and for book-work is of the

greatest utility, when kept solely for that purpose. It is cast to all requisite sizes and

thicknesses, from thirty-twos to octavo.

LEADS
form a very important ^ part of a jirinter's stock in trade, since it is scarcely i)ossible to

set up a single page in which they may not be usefully employed. The bodies are

regulated by pica standard, and they are usually cast four, six, or eight to pica ; but are

occasionally varied from one down to fourteen to pica. The lengths also vary according

to convenience ; twenty m's pica may be called about the average length for common use

;

though they are cut to almost every length, in order that, by being combined, they may

suit every measure. With 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 13, 15, and 20, every combination of leads,

from four to one hundred, can be formed, lioth for leads and brass rule, a small machine

may be had of the printer's joiners, for cutting them to exact lengths, with accuracy.

•
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TWO-LINE LETTERS.
They are cut to all the bodies in general use, and are found extremely useful in titles,

the beginning of chapters, &c. A very great improvement has of late taken place in the

cut of two-line letters,—^being condensed, they add both to the beauty and variety in titles.

FLOWERS.
Flowers are used for borders, and these, with the great variety of new comers, are

certainly much improved ; they are cast to all the regulai' bodies of letter.

OF ITALIC LETTER.
Italic letters owe their invention to Aldus Manutius, who, in the yeai" 1490, erected a

printing-office in Venice, where he introduced the Roman types of a neater cut, and

invented that beautiful letter which we and most of the nations in Europe know by the

name of italic, though some of the German writers and their followers have attempted to

call it the cursive, to obliterate the memory of its original descent. Manutius invented

this sort of letter in order to accomplish the design he had conceived of executing a

collection of the best works in a smaller fonn (8vo.) than was at that time in use, the first

idea of which, we are assured, was given to him by Petrarch's writing ; and he employed

Francisco di Bologna, an able engraver, who had engraven all the other characters in his

printing-office, to execute them, and which was for some time called after the name of the

inventor, Aldine. He obtained several privileges for the exclusive use of this italic ty])e

from the senate of Venice, as well as the pontiffs, Alexander VI, Fabius II, and Leo X.

Italic type was originally designed to distinguish such parts of a book as might be

said not strictly to belong to the body of the work, as prefaces, introductions, extracts,

annotations, &c. all of which it was the custom fonnerly to print in italics, so that at

least two-fifths of a work appeared in that character. In the present age it is used more

sparingly, the necessity being supplied by the more elegant mode of introducing extracts

within inverted commas, and poetry and annotations in a smaller-sized type. It is of

service often in displaying a title-page, (though for that purpose at present very sparingly

introduced) or distinguishing the head or subject matter of a chapter from the chapter

itself ; but it is mostly used in spelling-books, grammars, dictionaries, &c. to distinguish

more readily to the learner the different languages or parts of speech. It is greatly to be

\vished that the use of it could be governed by some rules. Blair, in his Belles Lettres,

justly observes, that crowding all the pages of a book with italic characters, is the same

with using no such distinction at all. It also very materially retards the progress of the

compositor, who has the trouble of repeatedly moving from one case to another. Not

only does italic confuse the reader, but it destroys, in a great degree, the beauty of

printing, because the bold face of the Roman suffers by being contrasted with the fine

strokes of the italic ; that symmetry is destroyed which it is necessary and desirable to

preserve, the position of the Roman being pei-pendicular, and that of the italic, oblique.

A comparison of the agreeable appearance of a page in which no italic words are seen

straggling, with one in which the pleasing regularity of the Roman print is here and there

broken in upon by the intrusions of a discordant type, will be at once sufficient to mark

the abuse of using it without regard either to uniformity, or where the sense requires a

a
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distinguishing mark on a particular word or subject, such as hi critical and satirical works.

In the above observations I wish it to be understood, as arguing not against the use of

italic type, but the abuse of it.

The Black Letter which is used in England, descended from the Gothic characters
;

it is called Gothic by some ; and Old EngUsh by others ; but printers call it black

letter, on account of its taking a larger compass than either roman or italic, the full and

spreading strokes thereof appearing more black upon paper. On the introduction of the

Roman character,* its use began to decline, and it was seldom used except in law works,

particularly statute law ; it was at length expelled from these, and only made its appearance

in the heads of statutes, &c. The improved modem blacks, produced by the founders, has

been the means of rescuing it from oblivion, to which the old characters had been nearly

consigned. It is cast to all the various sizes, both full-faced and open.

Script was in former times called Cursive, and upon which, the observation of Rowe

Mores will still apply. He says, " The cursorial is a flimsy type, imitating a pseudo-

Italian hand-writing, and fitted for ladies and beaux-candidates for fair places donative,

who court a plattin to save unnecessary trouble, and to conceal their management of a

pen." Though great improvements have been made in script types, their use is likely

to be superseded by the invention of lithographic circulars, f

TJlou()e D^upe.

RoNDE Type, in imitation of secretary, has been very lately introduced to the notice of

the profession, and, may, in some particular circulars, be of service. The specimen here

given is cast on English body. A type called Gernian Text has also been lately introduced.

PROPERTIES AND SHAPES OF TYPES.

In the early ages of printing, the unifonn character used was in imitation of the old

Gothic, or German, from which our old English, or Black, was afterwards formed, and

still merits our veneration as the character in which our immortal Caxton, and the early

professors of the art printed their books. That good Roman makes the best figure in a

specimen of t^-pography, cannot be disputed ; and this superiority is now greatly improved.

A printer, in his choice of types, should not only attend to the cut of the letter, but

also observe that its shape be perfectly true, and that it lines or ranges with accuracy.

The ingenious Mr. Moxon says " that the Roman letters were originally intended to be

made to consist of circles, arcs of circles, and sti-aight lines ; and that, therefore, those

* In the year 1080, Alphonsus VI., king of Spain, introduced the Latin, and put an end to writing in Gothic
throughout his dominions,

t M. Firmin Didot has the merit of inventing or introducing a script of a peculiar form ; but a great obstacle
in bringing it into general use, was the difficulty of composition, in learning the necessary variations and combi-
nations of character ; as some characters, the r for instance, have eight variations ; but, when i)iopcrly combined,
gives an appearance which scarcely admits of improvement. M. Boileau, an ingenious French enK:raver, invented
a script, the tendency of whicli is, to unite the beauty of Didot's plan with greater facility of composition.
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lettere that have these figures either entire or else properly mixt, so as the course and

progress of the pen may best admit, may deserve the name of tme shape.'' The following

directions may not be undeserving of the purchaser's examination when ordering types :

Whether the letter stands even, and in line ; which is the chief of good quality in letter,

and makes the face thereof sometimes to pass, though otherwise ill-shaped. Whether it

stands parallel ; and whether it diives out or gets in, either at the head, or the foot, and is,

as printers call it, hottle-arsed ; which is a fault that cannot be mended but by rubbing the

whole fount over again. Whether the thin lower-case letters, especially the dots over the

i and j, are come in casting. Whether the break is ploughed away and smoothened.

Whether it be well scraped, so as not to want rubbing down by the compositor. W^hether

each letter has a due proportion, as to thickness ; and whether they are not so thin as to

hinder each other from appearing with a full face ; or so thick as to occasion a gap

-between letter and letter. Whether it be well bearded. Whether it have a deep and

open, single or double nick, different from other founts of the same body, and in the same

printing-office. This last may appear a trifling consideration ; but in a large fount the

difference in weight will be considerable, and consequently a saving to the purchaser. A
deep nick is an advantage to the compositor, from it more readily catching the eye than

a shallow one, and consequently greatly facilitates him in his business.

The quality of the metal of which type is composed, demands also the particular

attention of the printer. This is, however, dependent entirely upon the discretion of th^

founders, and a considerable difference prevails among them, often to the detriment of the

printer, to whom it is a matter of great importance that his type should repay him ample

interest for its immense expense. Mr. Moxon gives the following particulars respecting

the quantity of each sort of metal he made use of in his composition for type. " For

28 lbs. of [type] metal, it required 25 lbs. of lead, mixed with 3 lbs. of iron and antimony

mixed together."

In Germany, steel, iron, copper, brass, tin, and lead, are incorporated with each other

by means of antimony ; and the quality of this metal is such, if properly prepared, that it

will not bend, but break like glass ; it is harder than tin and lead, something softer than

copper, and melts sooner than lead. How the metal is prepared in Holland is not pre-

cisely known ; but there is sufficient reason to suppose that it differs from the Gennan and

the English.

REGULAR AND IRREGULAR-BODIED LETTER.

The class of regular-bodied letter takes in. Great Primer, English, Pica, Long Primer,

Brevier, Nonpareil, and Pearl. The several sorts of in-egular bodied letters are. Paragon,

Primer, Small Pica, Bourgeois, Minion, and Diamond. They are called irregular, because

they are of intemiediate sizes to letter of regular bodies ; a standard for which, no doubt,

was fixed by fonner printers and founders. Among the irregular-bodied sorts of letter

none has taken so great a run as Small Pica ; and very considerable works have been

done in it. For the rest, irregular-bodied letter is apt to cause confusion in a printing-

office, and is, therefore, the less countenanced by most printers.

%
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Though all founders agree in the point of casting letter to certain bodies, yet, in the

article of casting each body always to one and the same size, they differ ; insomuch that

not only founders of different places, but of the same residence, and even each in particular,

often vary in height and depth ; both of which seem rather to have increased. Few offices,

of any extent, are without two or three founts of a particular size letter, cast by different

founders. It often occurs, that a sort may be short in one, of which there is a superfluity

in the other ; but from their different face, &c. cannot be used together ; in this case, not

only an expense is incurred, but a delay occasioned to the work from the time it necessarily

takes to cast imperfections. Recourse is too often had to borrowing, and thus do founts

of different offices, and of different faces become mixt, to the serious injury of all.

Another, and very considerable fault, may be alleged against the founders, who seem

to have neglected, in their zeal to produce beautiful specimens, that exactness as to the

depth of their types, which is so essentially necessary. It is often witnessed, in a fount of

new letter, where a particular sort was run down the side of the same number of lines in

the body, a variation of at least one-third of its own depth. This is fatal to table-work,

as it entirely destroys that nicety so requisite in justification.

SIGNS AND ABBREVIATIONS.

Many are the signs and symbols which astronomers have invented to impose upon the

credulity of the vulgar, who are the chief supporters of almanacks ; and especially of such

as abound in predictions of any kind : among which may be reckoned those signs which

give notice, on what day it is proper to let blood ; to bathe and to cup ; to sow and to

plant ; to take physic ; to have the hair cut ; to cut the nails ; to wean children; and many
other alike nonsensical observations, to which the lower class of people ai'e pai'ticularly

bigotted ; besides giving credit to the marks that serve to indicate hail, thunder, lightning,

or any occult phaenomena. As the following fonn part of the stock of every printing-

office, calculated for general book work, they are given, with their names and properties.

Mathematical, Algebraical, and Geometrical Characters.

The sign -f plus (more) signifies addition ; as 4 + 2, (read, 4 plus 2) means that

2 is to be added to 4. The sign —minus (less) signifies substraction ; as 6 — 2 (read,

6 minus 2) means that 2 is to be taken from 6. The sign = equal, or the result of the

preceding ; thus 4 + 2=6 and 6-2=4, reads 4 plus 2 equal to 6. 6 minus 2 equal to

4. For the two last signs, {minus and equal,) the m-rule, and the parallel justified

horizontally, are too long, and may alter the meaning of the calculator with the whole course

of the calculation. x> This sign was also formerly used to denote equal, but is become

obsolete, x is the sign for multiplication. : or .'. is an arithmetical equal proportion;

as 7 . 3 : 13 . 9 ; that is, 7 is as much greater than 3, as 13 is gieater than 9. :
* is the

sign of two equal ratios, and is placed between them ; as, 6. 2: : 12.4; that is, 6 is to 2

as 12 is to 4 ; or that the ratio of 6 to 2 is equal to that of 12 to 4. -;- denotes an

arithmetical progression continued ; as, 19-^16-^13—10—7—4; that is, 19 is as much

I
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greater than 16, as 16 is greater than 13, as 13 is greater than 10, as 10 is greater than

7, as 7 is greater than 4. -H- denotes a continued geometrical proportion, or geometrical

progression ; as 16-H-8-rr4-H-2-fT-l ; that is, 16 is to 8, as 8 to 4, as 4 to 2, as 2 to 1.

D Quadrat, or regular quadrangle ; as, dAB= a BC ; that is, the quadrangle upon the

line AB is equal to the quadrangle upon the line BC. A Triangle; as A ABC
= A ADC. z. An angle ; as, z. ABC=z.AJDC. I Perpendicular; as, AB I BC.

CD Rectangled parallelogram ; or the product of two lines. \/ Radix, root, or side of a

square, y^ Square root, tr-, or V , greater than, -j, or 2L, than. — : The differences,

or excess. || Parallelism. ^ Equiangular, or similar. =L Equilateral.

These, and other signs and symbols, are used in mathematical and algebraical works.

Celestial and Astronomical Sign^.

" denotes a Degree; thus 45° implies 45 degrees. ' a Minute; thus 50' is 50 minutes.

", '", "", denotes Seconds, Thirds, and Fourths : and the same characters are used where

the progressions are by tens, as it is here by sixties.

The characters of the Twelve Signs of the Zodiac.—T Aries. « Taurus, n Gemini.

55 Cancer. S\, Leo. nu Virgo. =s= Libra. tiK Scorpio. ^ Sagittarius. VS Capri-

comus. ;x:a Aquarius. K Pisces.

The characters of the Planets.— Tp Saturnus. 2^ Jupiter. ^ Mais. © Earth.

$ Venus. ^ Mercurius. ^ Georgium Sidus. P Ceres. ^ Pallas. $ Juno.

^ Vesta. Sun. @ Moon.
I*

^sjoec^s of the Planets.— c5 Conjunctio happens when two planets stand under each

other in the same sign and degree. § Oppositio happens when two planets stand

diametrically opposite each other. A Trigonus happens when one planet stands from

another four signs, or 120 degrees ; which make one-third part of the ecliptic, n Quartile

happens when two planets stand three signs from each other, which makes 90 degrees, or

the fourth part of the ecliptic. -)f Sextile is the sixth part of the ecliptic; viz. two signs,

which make 60 degi'ees. ^ The Dragon's Head, or ascending node, and ^ The Dragon's

Tail, or descending node, are the two points in which, or near to which, the eclipses happen.

The Moon and its changes are thus designated :—Q New Moon. JJ) First quarter

of the Moon. <Q Full Moon. C Last quarter of the Moon.

Physical Signs and Abbreviations.

R, stands for Recipe, or take, a, aa, of each a like quantity, lb a Pound.

5 an Ounce. 3 a Drachm. 3 a Scruple, j stands for one; ij for two ; and so on.

f5 signifies Semi, or half. P. stands for particula, a little part, and means so much as

can be taken betwixt the ends of two fingers. P. seq. stands for partes (equates, or equal

parts, q. s. quantum sufficit, or as much as is sufficient, q. p. quantum placit, or as

much as you please, s. a. secundem artem, or according to art.

^i
Masonic Emblems.

-^^^ A
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OF t^ASTING-OFF COPY.
Every writer of a Printers' Grammar seems to have pointed out a different method for the

purpose of casting-ofl' copy with accuracy and precision ; and which is an essential object,

but a very unpleasant and troublesome task. Each mode has its distinct advantage ; but,

after all, no satisfactory result can be attained, nor bookseller nor author be fully aware of

the appearance his work will have, unless a specimen page be set up according to the

calculation here given ; and then, by a revision of the figures, something may probably

be produced satisfactory to all parties. Much difficulty and trouble are occasioned by

copy irregularly written, containing interlineations, erasures, and variations in the size of

the paper ; to these irregularities the attention must be closely directed, but they will too

frequently baffle the best endeavours at calculation. Such a slovenly mode of sending

works to press cannot be too much condemned.

The first thing necessary is, to take a comprehensive view of the copy, and to notice

whether it is written even, whether it has many interlineations, &c. the number of break-

lines, and whether divided into chapters and sub-heads, so that allowances may be made

in the calculation, to prevent the plan of the work from being afterwai'ds infringed on.

These observations should be entered as a memorandum on a separate piece of paper, to

assist the memory and save the trouble of re-examining the manuscript.

This preparation being made, take that part of the copy for calculation nearest the

general tendency of the writing, and reckon the number of words contained in one line,

previously counting a number of separate lines, so that the one adopted may be a fair

average ; then take the number of lines in a page, and multiply the ^one by the other,

which again multiply by the quantity of folios the manuscript copy may contain, and thus

we are put in possession of the amount of words contained in the work, with as little loss

of time and as much accuracy]as circumstances will admit ; the necessary allowances should

then be made for break lines, chapters, insertions, &c. according to the obser\'ations

previously made on the memorandum.

If the infomiation has been furnished, as to what sized letter the work is to be done

in, and what the width of the page, the measure is to be made accordingly, and after

composing a few lines of the manuscript copy, we shall be enabled to fonn an opinion of

the number of words which will come into each printed line ; then take the length of the

page, generally double the number of m's contained in a single line, and multiply the one

by the other, which will produce the infonnation previously gained from the adoption of

the saHie mode on the manuscript page ; then compare their results, and if the manuscript

drive out, multiply the print by a larger number than the last folio of the writing ; and so,

vice versa, if the print drive out, we nmltiply it by a less, until we bring the number of

words to agree ; the multiplier on the printed calculation will show what will be the last

folio of the printed volume, which being divided into sheets according to the given size of

the work, it will be ascertained whether it will bear to be leaded, or the chapters begin

pages, &c. or whether it must be made up close, the measure widened, the page lengthened,

or the size of the letter reduced.

Should the size of the page and letter be left to the opinion of the printer, with no

other order than the number of sheets the work is intended to make, by following the
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above mode he will be enabled pretty accurately to give his directions—but as it is

necessary, on a subject like the present, to be as clear as possible, the following remarks

will exemplify what has been laid down. Take the number of words in a line of manu-

script at 20, the lines in a page at 50; we multiply 50 by 20, which will produce 1,000

words in a page; we then multiply 1,000 by 422, which are supposed to be the number of

folios in the manuscript, and we shall find it contain 422,000 words.—The work being

printed in pica 8vo., 20 m's measure, and each line containing 10 words, each page 40

lines—the case will stand thus

:

Manuscript. Printed. . -

50x20x422=422,000 | 40x10x1,055= 422,000 (I^H
Having ascertained the number of sheets the work will make, and that number being

sufficient for two volumes, they are divided accordingly. But should the author wish to

have his work comprised in one volume, it is requisite to be prepared with the sized type

and measure which may accord with his inclination. By refemng to the scale of

proportions, and placing the brevier by the side of the pica body, we find that a page will

contain sixty-two lines instead of forty, and the same diflference in the width, which will

be one-half more than the former calculation. We therefore multiply 62 by 15 words in

a line, one-half added to the 10 in pica, which will give 930 words in a page ; multiply

that by 454, it will produce 422,220 words ; 454 will therefore be the last folio, should

the volume be printed in brevier, which will be 28 sheets and six pages.—In works that

are to be leaded, the calculation must be made according to the thickness of the lead in

the house in which the work is to be printed, as they are apt to vary ; though in g€!neral

three leads go to a brevier ; therefore in works similar to the foregoing we should add one-

third for leads, which will drive it out to 604 pages, or 37 sheets, 12 pages, which is more

than a volume generally contains ; if it should be thought too much, the measure may be

widened and the page lengthened.

THE DEPARTMENT OF A READER.

When it is considered how much the credit of our art, and the general interest of litera-

ture depend on the grammatical accuracy and typographical correctness of our labours,

it will readily appear that a careful and steady Reader must be indispensable in every

printing-office. It is always desirable that a reader should have been brought up a

compositor. By his practical acquaintance with the mechanical department of the

business, he will be better able to detect those manifold errata which, unperceived by the

mere man of learning and science, lie lurking, as it were, in a thousand different forms,

in every sheet ; and, if overlooked, evince a carelessness and inattention to our labours,

that must always offend the just taste and professional discernment of all true lovers of

correct and beautiful typography. Some of the principal imperfections which are most

easily observed by the man of practical knowledge in the art of printing, are the following

:

viz. imperfect and wrong-founted, or inverted letters, particularly the lower-case *, the n,

and the u ; awkward and irregular spacing ; uneven pages or columns ; a false disposition

of the reference marks; crookedness in words and lines; bad making-up of matter;
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erroneous indention, &c. These minutiae, which are rather imperfections of workmanship,

than litei'al errors, are apt to be overlooked and neglected by those readers who have no

idea of the liability there is, even with the most careful compositor, occasionally to fall

into them. Long and frequent habits of reading proof-sheets for the press, a quick eye,

and a steady mind, will certainly enable a person, though not a compositor, to detect those

minor deviations from correctness, which the inexperienced and careless are apt to over-

look. But while these habits are acquiring, without which no person can be safely

entrusted to read a sheet for press, the labours of the printer are liable to go forth into the

world in a manner that will reflect discredit on the employed, and give offence to the

employer. A reader ought to be well versed in all the peculiai'ities of the English tongue

—its idioms, its true genius, and singular adaptation to that variety of expression in which

we embody our thousjhts, and pourtray the human intellect. Instances will frequently

occur, particularly in large printing offices, where a knowledge of this nature and extent

will be almost indispensable. Many, even of our first-rate authors, are too apt, in the

warmth of discussion, the flights of speculation, and the laborious exercise of the thinking

powers, to pass over, unobserved, those deviations from pure diction and strict granmiatical

accuracy, which they have imperceptibly acquired the habit of falling into, by their

ordinary conversation with mankind. Now although no corrector of the press can stiictly

be required to do otherwise than to follow his copy, that is, faithfully to adhere to the

original, with all its defects, yet every one must perceive, that it would often be perfonning

a friendly, and perhaps a charitable service, to point out, in proper time, imperfections

and mistakes which have escaped the observation of a quick or voluminous writer. This

remark will however chiefly apply to inaccurate orthography, and glaring instances of

erroneous syntax. With the spiiit, the opinions, the whims of an author, no corrector of

the press has any business to interfere. Some writers, after all the labours of the printer,

and the skill of the reader, are doomed to make their appearance before the world with

many *' imperfections on their heads," are condemned to bear the contumely, and face the

broad eye of an unrelenting critic.

Nothing can be more vexatious to an author, than to see the words honour, favour,

&c. spelt with, and without the u. This is a discrepance which corrector ought studiously

to avoid. The above observations equally apply to the capitaling of noun-substantives, &c.

in one place, and the omission of them in another.

Having made a slight comparison of the copy and the proof, the reader calls the

reading-boy to read the copy aloud to him. The eye of the reader should not follow, but

rather precede the voice of the boy ; accustomed to this mode he will be able to anticipate

every single word in the copy.

After the proof has been read with the reading-boy, the signatures, catch-words, head-

lines, titles, and folios of each page, should be most carefully examined ; and the number,

(if more than one) of the volume, signature, and prima of the ensuing sheet, accurately

marked on the margin of the copy, and a crotchet made between the last word of that and

the first of the next sheet, in order that the compositor, should he not have composed

beyond the sheet, may know where to beghi, without having the trouble of referring, either

to the proof or the fonn,and the reader will be certain that the connnencement is right when

he gets the succeeding sheet—this prevents much (rouble to the reader and compositor.



CALCULATIONS of the NUMBER of LETTERS contatne<

OCTAVO. 1

15
28
13440

29
13920

30
14400

31

14880
32
15360

25
48

38400
49

39200
50

40000
51

40800
52

41600

15i
29
14384

30
14880

31
15376

32
15872

33
16368 25i

49
39984

50
40800

51

41616
52

42432
53

43248

16
30
15360

31

15872
32
16384

33
16896

34
17408

26
50

41600
51

42432
52

43264
53

44096
54

44928

16i
31
16368

32
16896

33
17424

34
17952

35
18480 26i

51

43248
52

44096
53

44944
54

45792
55

46640

17
32
17408

33
17952

34
18496

35
19040

36
19584

27
52

44928
53

45792
54
46656

55
47520

56
48380

17i
33
18480

34
19040

35
19600

36
20160

37
20720 27i

53
46640

54
47520

55
48400

56
49280

57
50160

18
34
19584

35
20160

36
20736

37
21312

38
21888

28
54

48384
55

49280
56

50176
57

51072
58

51968

18^
35

20720
36

21312
37

21904
38

22496
39

23088 28i
55

50160
56

51072
57

51984
58

52896
59

53808

19
36

21888
37

22496
38

23104
39

24712
40

24320
29

56
51968

57
52896

58
53824

59
54752

60
55680

19i
37

23088
38

23712
39

24336
40

24960
41

25584 29i
57
53808

58
54752

59
55696

60
56640

61

57584

20
38

24320
39

24960
40

25600
41

26240
42

26880
30

58
55680

59
56640

60
57600

61

58560
62

59520

20i
39

25584
40

26240
41

26896
42

27552
43

28208 30i
59

57584
60

58560
61

59536
62

60512
63

61488

21
40
26880

41

27552
42

28224
43
28896

44
29568

31
60

59520
61

60512
62

61504
63
62496

64
63488

21i
41

28208
42

28896
43

29584
44
30272

45
30960 31i

61

61488
62

62496
63

63504
64

64512
65

65520

22
42

29568
43
30272

44
30976

45
31680

46
32384

32
62

63488
63

64512
64
65536

65
66560

66
67584

22i
43

30960
44

31680
45
32400

46
33120

47
33850 32i 65520

64
66560

65
67600

66
68640

67
69680

23
44

32384
45

33120
46
33856

47
34592

48
35328

33
64

67584
65

68640
66

69696
67

70752
68

71808

23i
45
33840

46
34592

47
35344

48
36096

49
36848 33i

65
69680

66
70752

67
71824

68
72896

69
73968

24
46
35328

47
36096

48
36864

49
37632

50
38400

34
66

71808
67

72896
68

73948
69

75072
70

76160

24i
47
36848

48
37632

49
38416

50
39200

51

39984 34i
67

73968
68

75072
69

76176
70

77280
71

78384

<in5^^^

These Tables contain calculations of the number of letters, as cast up by the
in the first and seventh columns and the upper ones, show the width and length,
letters in the sheet. Ex. Octavo—28 multiplied by 15 make 134 40.

followins- rule. The figures

the lower ones the number of
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DUODECIMO. 1

13
20
12480

21
13104

22
13728

23
14352

24
14976

23
40
44160

41
45264

42
46368

43
47472

44
48576

m 21

13608
22
14256

23
14904

24
15552

25
16200 23i

41

46248
42

47376
43

48504
44
49632

45
50760

14
22
14784

23
15456

24
16128

25
16800

26
17472

24
42
48384

43
49536

44
50688

45
51840

46
52992

m 23
16008

24
16704

25
17400

26
18096

27
18792 24i

43
50568

44
51744

45
52920

46
54096

47
55272

15
24
17280

25
18000

26
18720

27
19440

28
20160

25
44
52800

45
54000

46
55200

47
56400

48
57600

15^
25
18600

26
19344

27
20088

28
20832

29
21576 25i

45
55080

46
56304

47
57528

48
58752

49
59976

16
26
19968

27
20736

28
21504

29
22272

30
23040

26
46

57408
47
58656

48
59904

49
6*1152

50
62400

16i
27
21384

28
22176

29
22968

30
23760

31
24552 26i

47
59784

48
61056

49
62328

50
63600

51

64872

17
28
22848

29
23664

30
24480

si"
25296

32
26112

27
48
62208

49
63504

50
64800

51

66096
52

67392

m 29
24360

30
25200

31

26040
32

26880
33

27720
27^

49
64680

50
66000

51

67320

52
68640

53
69960

18
30
25920

31

26784
32
27648

33
28512

34
29376

28
50
67200

51

68544
52
69888

53
71232

54
72576

18i
31

27528
32

28416
33

29304
34
30192

35
31080 28i

51

69768
52
71136

53
72504

54
73872

55
75240

19
32

29184
33
30096

34
31008

35
31920

36
32832

29
52

72384
53
73776

54
75168

55
76560

56
77952

19i
33

30888
34

31824
35
32760

36
33696

37
34632 29i

53
75048

54
76464

55
77880

56
79296

57
80712

20
34

32640
35

33600
36

34560
37
35520

38
36480

30
54

77760
55
79200

56
80640

57
82080

58
83520

20i
35
34440

36
35424

37
36408

38
37392

39
38376 30^

55
80520

56
81984

57
83448

58
84912

59
86376

21
36
36288

37
37296

38
38304

39
39312

40
40320

31
56

83328
57

84816
58

86304
59
87792

60
89280

2U
37

38184
38
39216

39
40248

40
41280

41
42312 3H 57

86184
58

87696
59
89208

60
90720

61

92232

22
38
40128

39
4118t

40
42240

41

43296
42
44352

32
58
89088

59
90624

60
92160

61

93696
62

95232

22^
39

42120
40

43200
41

44280
42

45360
43
46440 32i

59
92040

60
93600

61

95160
62

96720
63

98280

EIGHTEENS.
To find the letters in a sheet of Eighteens, take the measures of the Twelves, divide by 2, and

add the product. Et. Multiply 1 3 by 20, &c.
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COMPOSITORS' SCALE OF PRICES.

In the early stages of the printing business the mode of paying the workmen employed

in it must have been similar to those of every other business or manufactoiy in its infancy

;

viz . on established daily wages. The idea of paying as for piece-work was not suggested

for nearly two centuries after the discovery of the art.

It is now the practice to pay the composition work by a calculation of the number of

thousand letters which the compositor has to pick up : this is calculated by taking the

width and length of the page in the letter m of the type in which it is set ; assuming that

the average width of each type is half an m, or an n, the measure (or width of the page)

is doubled, and then multiplied by the m's in length ; as for example :—Suppose the page

is 26 m's wide, and 50 m's long

multiplied by

gives

multiplied by

26
2

52 n's wide
50 m's long

gives 2600 letters in a page
multiplied by 16 pages in a sheet

15600
2600

Total 41600 letters in a sheet, which (see Article 1. of

the scale,) count as 42 thousands ; and this, if manuscript leaded, is 5|d. equal £l Os. Hd

:

this counts sls £l.

This may vary in price per 1000, according to circumstances explained in the rules.

The charge cannot always be calculated by merely the number of lines appearing upon

paper, because if space lines, or leads, are used, they foim a part of the measure of

length ; therefore, the m's are laid down the side of the page, and the length thus

correctly ascertained.

A Table showing the Price of any Number of Letters, from 16,000 to 100,000,

at 5d. per Thousand.

T/j s. d. TA 8. d. TA s. d. Th s. d. Th: s. d.

17 7 1 34 14 2 51 21 3 68 28 4 85 35 5
18 7 6 35 14 7 52 21 8 69 28 9 86 35 10
19 7 11 36 15 53 22 1 70 29 2i 87 36 3
20 8 4 37 15 5 54 22 6 ^1 29 7

!
88 36 8

21 8 9 38 15 10 55 22 11 72 30
1
89 37 1

22 9 2 39 16 3 56 23 4 73 30 5
i

90 37 6
23 9 7 40 16 8 57 23 9 74 30 10

1
91 37 11

24 10 41 17 1 58 24 2 75 31 3

:

92 38 4
25 10 5 42 17 6 59 24 7 76 31 8 ' 93 38 9
26 10 10 43 17 11 60 25 77 32 1 94 39 2
27 11 3 44 18 4 61 25 5 78 32 6 95 39 7
28 11 8 45 18 9 62 25 10 79 32 11 96 40
29 12 1 46 19 2 63 26 3 80 33 4 97 40 5
30 12 6 47 19 7 64 26 8 81 33 9 98 40 10
31 12 11 48 20 65 27 1 82 34 2 99 41 3
32 13 4 49 20 5 66 27 6 83 34 7 100 41 8
33 13 9 50 20 10 67 27 11 84 35
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A Table showing the Price of any Kumher of Letters, from 16,000 to 100,000,

at 5id. 6ld. 6^d. 6d. 6kd. Id. l^d. and Sd. per Thousand.

Th 6\d. 6^d. 6\d. 6rf. 6kd. 7</. 7^d. 8^/.

c. d. s. d. a. d. 8. d. 8. d. «. (f. 8. d. 8. d.

17 7 5 7 9 8 1 8 6 8 10 9 11 10 7 11 4

18 7 10 8 3 8 7 9 9 4 10 6 11 3 12
19 8 3 8 8 9 1 9 6 9 10 11 1 11 10 12 8
20 8 9 9 2 9 7 10 10 5 11 8 12 6 13 4
21 9 2 9 7 10 10 6 10 11 12 3 13 I 14

22 9 7 10 1 10 6 11 11 5 12 10 13 9 14 8
23 10 10 6 11 11 6 11 11 13 5 14 4 15 4
24 10 6 11 11 6 12 12 6 14 15 16
25 10 11 11 5 11 11 12 6 13 14 7 15 7 16 8
26 11 4 11 11 12 5 13 13 6 16 2 16 3 17 4
27 11 9 12 4 12 11 13 6 14 15 9 16 10 18
28 12 3 12 10 13 5 14 14 7 16 4 17 6 18 8
29 12 8 13 3 13 10 14 6 15 1 16 11 18 1 19 4
30 13 1 13 9 14 4 15 15 7 17 6 18 9 20
31 13 6 14 2 14 10 15 6 16 1 18 1 19 4 20 8
32
33

14 14 8 15 4 16 16 8 18 8 20 21 4

14 5 15 1 15 9 16 6 17 2 19 3 20 7 22
34 14 10 15 7 16 3 17 17 8 19 10 21 3 22 8
35 15 3 16 16 9 17 6 18 2 20 5 21 10 23 4
36 15 9 16 6 17 3 18 18 9 21 22 6 24
37 16 2 16 11 17 8 18 6 19 3 21 7 23 1 24 8
38 16 7 17 5 18 2 19 19 9 22 2 23 9 25 4
39 17 17 10 18 8 19 6 20 3 22 9 24 4 26
40 17 6 18 4 19 2 20 20 10 23 4 25 26 8
41 17 11 18 9 19 7 20 6 21 4 23 11 25 7 27 4
42 18 4 19 3 20 1 21 21 10 24 6 26 3 28
43 18 9 19 8 20 7 21 6 22 4 25 1 26 10 28 8
44 19 3 20 2 21 1 22 22 11 25 8 27 6 29 4

45 19 8 20 7 21 6 22 6 23 5 26 3 28 1 30
46 20 1 21 I 22 23 23 11 26 10 28 9 30 8
47 20 6 21 6 22 6 23 6 24 5 27 5 29 4 31 4
48 21 22 23 24 25 28 30 32
49 21 5 22 5 23 5 24 6 25 6 28 7 30 7 32 8
50 21 10 22 11 23 11 25 26 29 2 31 3 33 4
51 22 3 23 4 24 5 25 6 26 6 29 9 31 10 34
52 22 9 23 10 24 11 26 27 1 30 4 32 6 34 8
53 23 2 24 3 25 4 26 6 27 7 30 11 33 1 35 4

54 23 7 24 9 25 10 27 28 1 31 6 33 9 36
55 24 25 2 26 4 27 6 28 7 32 1 34 4 36 8

56 24 6 25 8 26 10 28 29 2 32 8 35 37 4

57 24 11 26 1 27 3 28 6 29 8 33 3 35 7 38

58 25 4 26 7 27 9 29 30 2 33 10 36 3 38 8

59 25 9 27 28 3 29 6 30 8 34 5 36 10 39 4

60 26 3 27 6 28 9 30 31 3 35 37 6 40
61 26 8 27 11 29 2 30 6 31 9 35 7 38 1 40 8
62 27 1 28 5 29 8 31 32 3 36 2 38 9 41 4

63 27 6 28 10 30 2 31 6 32 9 36 9 39 4 42
64 28 29 4 30 8 32 33 4 37 4 40 42 8

65 28 5 29 9 31 1 32 6 33 10 37 11 40 7 43 4

66 28 10 30 3 31 7 33 34 4 38 6 41 3 44

67 29 3 30 8 32 1 33 6 34 10 39 1 41 10 44 8

68 29 9 31 2 32 7 34 35 5 39 8 42 6 45 4

69 30 2 31 7 33 34 6 35 II 40 3 43 1 46

70 30 7 32 1 33 6 35 36 5 40 10 43 9 46 8

71 31 32 6 34 35 6 3(5 n 41 5 44 4 47 4

72 31 6 33 34 6 36 37 6 42 45 48
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Th 6U 6^d. 6\ d. Qd. 6-^ d. 7^. Tit/. M.
1

s. d. 8. a. s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d. 8. d.

73 31 11 33 5 34 11 36 6 38 42 7 45 7 48 8

74 32 4 33 11 35 5 37 38 6 43 2 46 3 49 4

75 32 9 34 4 35 11 37 6 39 43 9 46 10 50

76 33 3 34 10 36 5 38 39 7 44 4 47 6 50 8

77 33 8 35 3 36 10 38 6 40 1 44 11 48 1 51 4

78 34 1 35 9 37 4 39 40 7 45 6 48 9 52

79 34 6 36 2 37 10 39 6 41 1 46 1 49 4 52 8

80 35 36 8 38 4 40 41 8 46 8 50 53 4

81 35 5 37 1 38 9 40 6 42 2 47 3 50 7 54

82 35 10 37 7 39 3 41 42 8 47 10 51 3 54 8

83 36 3 38 39 9 41 6 43 2 48 5 51 10 55 4

84 36 9 38 6 40 3 42 43 9 49 52 6 56

85 37 2 38 11 40 8 42 6 44 3 49 7 53 1 56 8

86 37 7 39 5 41 2 43 44 9 50 2 53 9 57 4

87 38 39 10 41 8 43 6 45 3 50 9 54 4 58

88 38 6 40 4 42 2 44 45 10 51 4 55 58 8

89 38 11 40 9 42 7 44 6 46 4 51 11 55 7 59 4

90 39 4 41 3 43 1 45 46 10 52 6 66 3 60

91 39 9 41 8 43 7 45 6 47 4 53 1 56 10 60 8

92 40 3 42 2 44 I 46 47 11 53 8 57 6 61 4

93 40 8 42 7 44 6 46 6 48 5 64 3 58 1 62

94 41 1 43 1 45 47 48 11 54 10 58 9 62 8

95 41 6 43 6 45 6 47 6 49 5 66 5 59 4 63 4

96 42 44 46 48 50 56 60 64

97 42 5 44 5 46 5 48 6 50 6 56 7 60 7 64 8

98 42 10 44 11 46 11 49 51 57 2 61 3 65 4

99 43 3 45 4 47 5 49 6 51 6 57 9 61 10 6Q

100 43 9 45 10 47 11 50 52 I 58 4 62 6 66 8

As the fractional parts of pence are not reckoned in the payment, they are omitted in the above prices.

m
ill, April

SCALE OF PRICES FOR COMPOSITORS' WORK,

Agreed upon at a General Meeting of Master Printers, held at Stationers' Hall, April

16, 1810; and altered as to Hejyrmis, in 1816.

Article 1. All works in the English language, common matter, with space lines,

including English and Brevier, to be cast up at fivepence three farthings per thousand

;

if in Minion, sixpence ; in Nonpareil, sixpence three farthings. Without space lines,

including English and Brevier, sixpence per thousand; in Minion, sixpence farthing; in

Nonpareil, sevenpence ; in Pearl, with or without space lines, eightpence ; heads and

directions, or signature lines, included. A thick space to be considered as an n in the

width, and an n to be reckoned an m in the length of the page : and where the number of

letters amounts to five hundred, a thousand to be charged ; if under five hundred, not to

be reckoned : and if the calculation at per thousand shall not amount to an odd three-

pence, the odd pence to be suppressed in the price of the work ; but where it amounts

to or exceeds threepence, there shall be sixpence charged. M and n quadrats, or whatever

is used at the beginning or end of Unes, to be reckoned as an m in the width.

2. Works printed in Great Primer to be cast up as English ; and all works in larger

type than Great Primer, as half English and half Great Primer.

I
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3. All works in foreign languages, though common type, with space lines, including

English and Brevier, to be cast up at sixpence farthing per thousand ; if in Minion, six-

pence three farthings ; Nonpareil, sevenpence halfpenny. Without space lines, including

English and Brevier, sixpence halfpenny ; Minion, sevenpence ; Nonpareil, sevenpence

three farthings ; and Pearl, with or without space lines, eightpence three farthings.

4. English Dictionaries of every size, with space lines, including English and

Brevier, to be paid sixpence farthing; ivithout space lines, sixpence halfpenny. (In

this article are not included Gazetteers, Geographical Dictionaries, Dictionaries of Arts

and Sciences, and works of a similar description, except those attended with extra trouble

beyond usual descriptive matter.) Dictionaries of two or more languages, of every size,

with space lines, including English and Brevier, to be paid sixpence halfpenny : without

space lines, sixpence three farthings ; if smaller type than Brevier, to take the

proportionate advance specified in Article 1.

5. English Grammars, Spelling Books, and works of those descriptions, in Brevier

or larger type, with space lines, to be paid sixpence per thousand ; without space lines,

sixpence farthing : if in two languages, or foreign language, with space lines, sixpence

farthing ; without space lines, sixpence halfpenny.

6. Small-sized Folios, Quartos, Octavos, and works done in Great Primer or larger

type, (English language,) which do not come to seven shillings when cast np at the usual

rate, to be paid as follows : English and larger type, not less than seven shillings ; Pica,

eight shillings and sixpence : English 12mo. to be paid not less than ten shillings and

sixpence ; and Pica not less than eleven shillings and sixpence per sheet.

7. Reviews, Magazines, and works of a similar description, consisting of various sized

letter, if cast up to the different bodies, to be paid two shillings and sixpence per sheet extra.

8. Pamphlets of five sheets and under, and parts of works done in different houses,

amounting to not more than five sheets, to be paid one shilling per sheet extra ; but, as it

frequently occurs that works exceeding a pamphlet are often nearly made up without a

return of letter, all such works shall be considered as pamphlets, and paid for as such.

9. Works done in Sixteens, Eighteens, Twenty-fours, or Thirty-twos, on Small

Pica and upwards, to be paid one shilling and sixpence per sheet extra. If on Long

Primer or smaller type, one shilling per sheet extra. Forty-eights to be paid two shillings

per sheet extra, and Sixty-fours two shillings and sixpence per sheet extra.

10. Works requiring an alteration or alterations of margin, to be paid, for each

alteration, one shilling per sheet to the Pressmen if altered by them, and sixpence to tlie

Compositor, as a compensation for making up the furniture ; if altered by the Compositor,

then he is to be paid one shilling for the alteration, and the Pressmen sixpence for the delay.

This article to be determined on solely at the option of the employer.

11. Bottom Notes consisting of twenty lines (or two notes, though not amounting to

twenty lines) and not exceeding four pages, in every ten sheets, in Quarto or Octavo ;

—

one page, (or two notes, though not amounting to one page) and not exceeding six pages,

in Twelves : two pages (or two notes, though not amounting to two pages) and not

exceeding eight, in Eighteens or above, tb be paid one shilling per sheet ; but under the

above proportion no charge to be made. Bottom Notes, consisting of ten lines (or two

notes, though not amounting to ten lines) in a pamphlet of five sheets or under, and not
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exceeding two pages, to be paid one shilling per sheet extra. Quotations, Mottos,

Contents or Chapters, &c. in smaller type than the body, to be considered as Notes.

[Where the Notes shall be in Nonpareil or Pearl, in Twelves, the number of pages to be

restricted to four ; in eighteens to five pages.]

This article is intended only to fix what constitutes the charge of one shilling per sheet for Bottom Notes

:

all works requiring a higher charge than one shilling for Bottom Notes, are to be paid for according

to their value.

12. Side Notes to Folios and Quartos not exceeding a broad quotation, if only chap,

or date, and not exceeding three explanatory lines on an average in each page, to be paid

one shilling per sheet ; in Octavo, if only chap, or date, and not exceeding three explana-

tory lines on an average in each page, one shilling and sixpence per sheet. Cut-in Notes,

in smaller type than the body, to be paid for in a similai* manner.

Side and Bottom Notes to many, particularly historical and law works, if attended with more than

ordinary trouble, to be settled between the employer and journeyman.

13. Greek, Hebrew, Saxon, &c. or any of the dead characters, if one word and not

exceeding three lines in any one sheet, to be paid for that sheet one shilling extra ; all

above to be paid according to their value.

14. Greek with space lines, and without accents, to be paid eightpence halfpenny per

thousand ; if with sepai'ate accents tenpence : without space lines, and without accents,

eightpence three farthings ; with accents, tenpence farthing ; the asper not to be considered

an accent. [If Dictionary matter, to take one halfpenny advance.]

15. Hebrew, Arabic, Syriac, &c. to be paid double ; Hebrew with points to be cast

up as half body and half points doubled.

16. Music to be paid double the body of the sonnet type.

17. Index matter, though but one measure, to be paid two shillings per sheet extra.

18. Booksellers' Catalogues (in whatever language) to be cast up at sevenpence per

thousand, not including the numbering.

19. Night work to commence and be paid for, from ten o'clock till twelve, one

shilling ; all after to be paid threepence per hour extra till six.—Morning work, com-

mencing at four o'clock, to be paid one shilling extra.—Sunday work, if not exceeding six

hours, to be paid for one shilling, if for a longer time, twopence an hour.

20. Jobs of one sheet or under (except Auctioneers' Catalogues and Particulars) to

be cast up at sevenpence per thousand ; if done in smaller type than Brevier, to take the

proportionate advance specified in Article 1 ; if in foreign language of one sheet or under,

(except Auctioneers' Catalogues,) to be cast up at eightpence per thousand; if done in

smaller type than Brevier, to take the proportionate advance specified in Article 1.

21. Where two pages only are imposed, either opposite to, or at the back of each

other, they shall be paid for as two pages ; but if with an indorse, or any other kind of

matter, constituting a third, then to be paid as a sheet, if in Folio ; a half-sheet, if in

Quarto, and so on.

22. Broadsides, such as Leases, Deeds, and Charter-parties, above the dimensions of

crown, whether table or common matter, to be paid the double of common matter ; on

crown and under, to be paid one and one half common matter.—The indorse to be paid

one fourth of the inside page, as common matter.
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23. All corrections to be paid sixpence per hour.

24. The Imprint to be considered as two lines in the square of the page.

25. Different volumes of the same work to be paid for distiuctly, according to value.

According to the alteration of 1816, all reprinted works to be paid three farthings per

thousand less than the scale of 1810.

The following Scale, with' the remarks^ was taken from a well digested Report of the

Committee of News Compositors, which was read July 20, 1820.

ABSTRACT OF THE SCALE.

Morning Papers, £2 8s. Od. ^ week; 3s. lOd. W galley; Hid. ^ hour.

Evening Papers, £2 3s. 6d, ^ week ; 3s. 7d. ^ galley ; lO^d. ^ hour.

Assistants on other journals are paid the same as Evening papers ; the Sunday papers,

having their galleys of various lengths, are paid at the rate of S^d. per thousand, or lOd.

per hour.

Long Primer and Minion galleys, cast as nigh 5,000 letters as possible (at present

varying from that number to 5,200, partly arising from a vaiiation in the founders'

standards) are per thousand, on

Long Primer and Minion... 9c?. morning 8ic?. evening.

Nonpareil lOd. morning 9ic?. evening.

Pearl lid. morning lO^d. evening.

Or a reduction, in proportion to value, on the galley quantity.

The galley on Morning papers consists of 120 lines Long Pruner, and 40 after lines;

Minion 88, and 30 after lines ; on papers 22 ems Long Primer wide : other widths in

proportion ; and a finish of five hours. Another mode is, one galley and a finish of six

hours. Twelve hours on and twelve off (including refreshment time), was the original

agreement.

The time of beginning to be the same uniformly as agreed upon by the Printer and

Companionship, i. e. either a two, three, or four o'clock paper ; and at whatever hour the

journal goes to press one morning, regulates the hour of commencing work for the next

day's publication, provided it should be over the hour originally agreed upon : if under,

the time is in the compositors' favour. The hour of commencing work on Sunday is

regulated by the time of finishing on Saturday morning.

Ten hours' composition is the specified time for Evening papers. All composition to

cease when the day's publication goes to press ; any work required afterwards to be paid

for extra, or deducted from the first work of the next publication. This does not apply to

Second Editions ; they being connected solely with the antecedent paper, nmst be paid

for extra. Newspapers in a foreign language take, of course, the same advance as is

allowed on book-work.

A system tenned Finishing having been formeriy introduced, it is necessary to state,

that no mode of workhig can be considered fair (except as before-stated), otlierwisc than

by the galley or hour.—N.B. No Apprentices to be employed on Daily papers.
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ABSTRACT OF THE COMPOSITORS' SCALE.

COMMON FOREIGN

DICTIONARIES. GRAMMARS, &c. GREEK.

English.
Languages
or Foreign.

i
Languages

English. ' or Foreign.
Without
Accents.

With
Accents,

English to-t jiead

Brmer... itsolid 6 6i 6i 6f

Qd. Q\d.

6i (H

8if/.

8f

lOd.

lOi

,,. . (leaded
^*"*^"

) solid

6

6i
6f
7

6|
7

7

7i

.J S leaded
Nonpar.

| ^^^^
61
7

7i
7f

7i
71

71
8

„ / 5 lead, or )

^^'^^^Isolid...!
8 81 81 9

Notes constituting the Charge of One Shilling per Sheet.—See Article 1 1

.

Quarto and Octavo... 20 lines, or 2 notes, and not exceeding 4 pages in 10 sheets.

Twelves 1 page, or 2 notes, and not exceeding 6 pages in 10 sheets.

Eighteens or above... 2 pages, or 2 notes, and not exceeding 8 pages in 10 sheets.

Pamphlets 10 lines, or 2 notes, and not exceeding 2 pages in 5 sheets.

Parliamentary work is paid upon a scale somewhat higher than the above, upon account

of the hurry and exertion required ; and that is again divided into Private Parliamentary

Work and Public Parliamentary Work : the former being at sevenpence per thousand,

the latter at sixpence-halfpenny.

It would be desirable a regular scale should be drawn up for the payment of job work,

as most towns vary in the rate of wages so they often vary in the price of jobbing; the

following scale may be considered a fair criterion to follow :

Double Demy Broadside, 8s.—double crown ditto, 7s.—double foolscap and post ditto,

6s. If set up at twice, to be paid for accordingly. Royal broadsides, 6s. 6d.—folio, 4s.

quarto, 2s. 3d.—sixes and eights, ls.6d.—nines and twelves. Is.—demy broadsides, 5s. 6d.

—folio, 3s. 6d.—quarto. Is. 9d.—sixes. Is. 3d.—eights, nines, and twelves. Is.—crown

and post broadsides, 4s.—folio, 2s. 6d.—quarto. Is. 3d.—sixes and eights. Is.—foolscap

and pot broadsides, 3s. 6d.—folio, 2s.—quarto. Is.—sixes and eights, 9d. All way bills

and headings to be paid for according to value. All bills, if solid matter, set uj) in less

type than English, to be paid for per thousand. Quarto circulars, common type, Is. 6d,

—script ditto. Is. 9d.—octavo ditto common type. Is.—script ditto. Is. 3d. If in less

type than pica to be cast up. Small cards, 6d.—large ditto. Is.—with borders, 6d.

additional. Invoice heads on post or foolscap, 9d.—ditto with date, £. s. d. and columns.

Is.—ditto folio, 2s.—ditto quarto. Is. 6d,

All jobbing offices on the establishment work twelve hours, inclusive of two for meals;

sixpence per hour for overtime ; night work to commence at ten o'clock, and to be paid

one shilling extra ; morning work, if before five o'clock, to be paid one shilling extra.

When any job is of an intricate nature, and cannot be governed by the above rules, the

price of the work to be settled between the employer and the employed.
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OF CASES AND FRAME.

An upper case and a lower case, together, make what is technically called " a pair of

cases." They are each made similar as to length, breadth, and depth ; viz. 2 feet 8i

inches long— I foot 2^ inches wide—and, generally, 1| inch deep. The outer frame of

each case is about three-quarters of an inch broad, in order that the ends of the several

partitions which form the cells, and which are made of more slender strips of wood, may

be let into its substance. The hithennost side is about half an inch higher than either of

the other sides, so that when the galley, or another pair of cases are set upon them, they

may rest against that higher ledge, and not sHde off. Both the upper and lower cases

have a partition, one inch broad, dove-tailed into the middle of the upper and under rail

of the frame, to divide each case into two equal rectangles ; and grooves are made on each

side of it, to correspond with certain other grooves in each end, in order to admit the ends

of those partitions which divide the cases lengthways : and the bottom board is well nailed

to this partition as well as to the outer frame of the case. The pieces or strips of which

the several cells are formed, are about the thickness of an English body. Each half of

the whole length of the upper case is divided into seven equal parts ; and its breadth con-

taining also seven like divisions ; the whole upper case is consequently divided into ninety-

eight square boxes, whose areas are all equal to one another. But the two halves of the

lower case are divided in length inb eight equal parts, and its breadth into seven ; but

instead of the partitions being continued throughout, as in the upper cases, there are four

several sizes of boxes, so ananged that the largest may be conveniently seated for the

compositor's hand, because the European languages run most upon the particular letters

to which the large boxes are appropriated. The number of boxes in the lower case is

fifty-four, the arrangement of which will be at once exemplified by the schemes of coses

;

and the frontispiece will show the manner in which, when used, they are placed on.

FRAMES,

of which no further description than a reference to the frontispiece, will be necessaiy to

enable any joiner to make one.

THE GALLEY

is a simple instrument made of three-eighths inch board, generally mahogany, with two

elevated sides, not quite so high as quadrat height ; their size varying for octavos, quartos,

folios, &c.

THE IMPOSING STONE

is made of marble, Purbeck, York, Welsh slate, or any other stone that will take a flat and

smooth face : the harder it is the better ; and therefore marble, possessing this quality in a

greater degree, and its pores being closer, is preferable to either of tlie others. It should

be mounted upon a strong frame, and bedded with saw-dust, plaster, or paper; and its face

should lie about 3 feet 2 inches above the floor. Tlic fhunc under the stone is connnonly

fitted up with draw-boxes to contain quoins, rcglet, furniture, leads, &c. &c. The usual

size of the stone is 4 feet 8 inches, by 2 feet 3 inches ; those dimensions being sufficient

to hold a sheet of royal.
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LETTER BOARDS

are of an oblong shape, 2 feet 2^ inches long, by 1 foot 10 inches wide, and 1^ inch

thick, for demy,—for royal, 2 feet 4 inches long, by 2 feet wide. The upper side is planed

very flat and smooth ; and the under side is clamped with pieces about two inches square,

dove-tailed into the board cross-ways, about four inches from each end, as well to keep it

from warping as to bear it off the stone or bulk ; or to admit of one board standing over

another without touching the letter which may be upon the under ones.

FURNITURE, QUOINS, REGLET, SCALEBOARD, &c.

includes head-sticks, side and foot-sticks, gutters, back-sticks, reglets, quoins, &c. which

are made with dry wainscot, quadrat high. The gage of the furniture is by quotations,

beginning at narrow-quotation ; then broad quotation ; broad and pica ; double narrow

;

double-broad; &c. &c. All below nan*ow-quotation is named by body of letter; as, two-

line great primer ; two-line english ; english ; and down to pearl ; which is followed by

scaleboard of two kinds, thick and thin. All furniture and reglets are supplied by the

printer's joiner, in lengths of a yard each, by the dozen yards.

SIDE-STICKS

are the fixed wedges to lay against the sides and feet of the pages when they are about to

be made fast in the chase. They are usually made with, from three-quarters to an inch,

shoulders ; the sharp angle is generally taken oiT from the bevelled ends : and both these

and quoins are made to about quadrat height. The wear of side-sticks is so great from

continual locking-up and unlocking, as to have induced the experiment of using metal

ones. Brass has been tried for the purpose, but it proves too soft and expensive; and

cast-iron is found too heavy. In order to obviate the main objection against the use of the

latter metal, recourse has been had to grooving out the upper and under sides of the stick

until the hollows nearly meet at the larger end, passing gradually towards each surface at

the smaller point ; the face, or that part which lies in contact with the type, being filed

perfectly flat, they are found to answer many valuable purposes, and are calculated to save

expense.

THE GUTTER,

which is made after the same principle, and still further lightened by two entire perforations

of considerable length. It will be evident to those at all acquainted with the art, that the

iron furniture can only be applied to works of a regular size : and perhaps it is to large

demy octavos and royals that they are most particularly appropriate, as the wood, when

used in works of this nature, will soon, by the immense pressure at one time, absorption

of lye and water in washing and laying up, then lying loose to dry, imposing again, and

going again and again through the same routine, cause a defect in register—in the running

heads—in the sides of the pages, and in the exact parallelism of the lines—which can never

happen in a judicious use of the metal furniture.

QUOINS.

The wooden ones are still made use of; and, if they are properly used, no substitute is

wanted. They are the moving wedges that fasten up the pages in a chase ; and upon the

m^
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manner in which they are used, chiefly depends not only the safety, but also the fair and

straight standing of the matter in a form. Their shape is irregular, having three of their

sides truly squared, and the fourth slanted or bevelled to correspond with the degree of

inclination or slope of the side-stick, when the shooting-slick is applied to the end to force

them forward to a proper tightness.

CHASES.

A CHASE may be described as a rectangular iron frame, for containing the j)ag<.'S which

fonn one side of the sheet. The usual size for demy is about 2 ft. 2 in. long, by 1ft 9 in.

broad, the rim being three-quarters of an inch wide, by five-eighths of an inch deep, and

set so flat as to bear equally upon the imposing-stone on all the sides and angles;

the inside requires to be filed perfectly straight, square, and smooth. There are two

cross-bars to every perfect chase, called the long and short crosses ; the short-cross is about

three-quarters of an inch in width ; the long one, three-eighths of an inch. A dove-tail,

filed away upon a bevil, from the under to the upper side, forms each end of these crosses,

so as to make the under side of each dove-tail naiTower than the upper side. These dove-

tails are fitted into four dove-tail mortices filed in the rim, each of which divides its side

into two equal parts upon the inside ; and each is made wider on the upper side than on

the under, so as to fit the corresponding dove-tails of the crosses, and prevent them from

falling through to the lower side. Similar mortices are also made about 2i inches from

those in the long sides of the chase ; and also 21 inches from those in the short sides

—

the former for shifting the short cross for imposing twelves ; and the latter for shifting the

long cross for imposing eighteens. As the crosses when placed in the frame must inter-

sect each other in which position soever they are put, one is laj)ped into the other by

notches filed half through each, at such points as coiTespond to the mortices in the rim,

and so that they may stand precisely at right angles one to another, at either place of

intersection. In the middle, betsveen the two edges of the upper side of the short cross, are

made two grooves, parallel to the sides, beginning at about two inches from each end, and

extending to about five inches in length towards the middle of the bar ; which gi'ooves are

about a quarter of an inch wide, and about three-eighths deep ; and are made to receive

the points from the tympans.

Chases made purposely for broadsides have no crosses or dove-tail cuts, but must be

broader in the rim to give all the resistance possible to the locking up. For a work of

unusual dimensions, where it is necessary to contrive every possible means for gaining

room even u])on a double-demy press, a i)lan has been devised for saving both the space,

weight, and expense of side and foot sticks (which for such a puq^ose must have been

made of iron), by fonning a chase having two sides of irregular angles, the other two

being at right angles, so placing only a reglet for the quoins to run against ; the irregular

sides of the chase forming the inclined planes to give the pressure against the type.

THE SHOOTING-STICK

is commonly made of box wood, but well-seasoned holly is preferable, besides being

cheaper, and more easily obtained.

L
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Aleph ^
Beth 3
Gimel

:i

Daleth 1
He n
Vau ^

Zain r

Cheth n
Teth CO

Jod 1

THE HEBREW ALPHABET.

The following five letters are cast

broad, and are used at the end of

words, viz.

Caph D
1^

Lamed h
Mem D 3
Nun 3

1

;»

Samecli D
Ain V

CO

Phe D ^
Tzaddi y rJ
Koph

P
Resch 1
Shin,or i!Jin{^

Thau n

Aleph He Lamed

Mem Thau

but are not counted among the final

letters, being contrived for justify^',

ing, because Hebrew is not divided.

HEBREW UPPER CASE.

a h 3 '
\

E3 T i 1 J ]i n 3 K

^ 1 P \S a D 3 to h •t r n n 1

V jj^ i^ ti; & •^ D 3 > ii b
% CV) t i

!

b Q i i t^ » fa

Q S n n n ^^ ^ 15 P i; c:^ i^ D

» o H ' :;

^
1

1 1 h *i h '^

J «. ^ J A <

T ]
i^ >^ 2 2 •n n n

HEBREW LOWER CASE.

4.m
Quads.

••

1

1 n ti;
1 V T

8-m
Quads.

: n n i J r n
C3 P

D t2-m
Quads.

1-m
Quads.

- "7
*i

n D V ^ V
s

c:

s

3

to

1n Quads.

Hair Spaces

Hair
Spaces

1 ^
^

Spaces
^^

•^
D -

1

Spaces
JT1 »

* J
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THE GREEK ALPHABET.

A X Alpha a

B /3 Beta b
r 7 Gamma g
A 5 Delta d
E E Epsilon e short

Z i Zeta z

H V Eta e long

e ^9 Theta th

I I Iota i

K X. Kappa kc
A X Lambda 1

M pt Mu m

N V Nu n
a g xi X
O Omicron o short

n ^ OT Pi p
P p q Rho r

2 C <f Sigma s

T 7 T Tau t

T u Upsilon u
<p Phi ph

X X Chi ch
O \|/ Psi ps
^ w Omega o long

GREEK UPPER CASE.

A B r A E z H
ai a. a.

>

ex. .a
A »/

(Z a. a. d
}.

a

I K A M N H 1

E E £
A
£

V
6

A
£ 1

r
£ £ -1

O n P 2 T T 1

in

\

ri
e *

>7
A

»3
A

75
r
7J in

X * n ^ 9^ ? <

1

I i

<• >

{

V
1 i 1 1 t

.1 A

s

kern. kern. kern.

Of

kern.

9^

kern kern

1

1 t A A
S I

.1 >.

1

8 8 8
e

8 « 8 8
V A
8 8 § 8 8

J.

8 8
1

V V
t

V
> rt

y
A >/

V

1

y
V y V

• \ i>» t » M A J/ >\ ? r •• .1 ;. 1

cm u
f

CO
» A

cu
A

00
V
CiJ a) CO

i.

OJ

GREEK LOWER CASE.

kern. kern. kern. kern. kern-

8 7
Thin Spaces

(T f ^J/

1

P
\ 9

^ ^ 7 J E t *J & d
<P X

5 1 £

1 ' -
X X /A V It

7 §

E

5
:

s < V T spaces ce u Quftdrats

*
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THE DUTY OF AN OVERSEER.

Those persons whose ability or ambition induces them to aspire to the attainment of

this most important situation, should be endowed with something more than an ordinary

capacity, together with an even and forgiving temper ; and whose rules of conduct should

be founded upon the strict laws of Equity and Justice ; not deviating in the least from the

above standard in order to favour either the employer or the employed; otherwise he may

stand a fair chance of losing the good-will and esteem of one, or perhaps both of the

above-named parties ; he should always bear in mind, in all his actions, that a reciprocity

of interests exists between them, which is indispensably necessary to the forwarding and

excellent execution of any branch of art, and that it falls precisely within his province to

promote and maintain this union of interests to the utmost of his power.

It has been obseived, that an overseer should be the first and last in attendance at the

office, in order that^, he may be satisfied that every person on the premises does his duty,

likewise to observe that those on the establishment attend at their regular time : though

the task of an early attendance in the morning would be more properly filled by the

second in authority ; because the principal manager would of necessity be frequently

required to attend late in the evening to despatch proofs, &c.

The office being now swept, and the type selected from the dust by the errand boy,

that found in the body of the rooms should be given to the overseer, or his dc^puty

(if any), who ought immediately to distribute it, and then walk round the house in order

that he may discover if the compositors have followed his example, by disposing of the

, portion found in each respective frame, likewise that no pie be left either on the frames,

bulks, or gallies ; should there be any, even a single letter, he should insist upon its being

immediately distributed. Attention to this particular is of vast importance, because it not

only keeps the office clear of pie, and thereby gives it a neat appearance, but it also

prevents useful and valuable sorts from being buried, which would necessarily accrue from

such neglect of duty.

He should likewise be possessed of a thorough knowledge of the state of every work

in progress, and as a more eflTectual mode of expediting them, he may adopt the following

rules. 1. In companionships, no man should be suffered to hold too large a taking of

copy, otherwise he would keep his companions composing at random much longer than

were necessary, which would of course retard the imposition of the sheet, and also require a

much greater scope of letter to enable them to proceed with the work ; from which cause,

it is not at all improbable, but that the pressmen will have to remain idle in the first

instance, and consequently the compositors in the second. 2. The moment a sheet is

composed and made up, he should order it to be imposed, provided there be room on the

imposing stone for that purpose. 3. The same expedition should be used in getting the

proof pulled when imposed. 4. The reader should receive it instantly, and send it up

leaf by leaf, to be corrected ; which the overseer of course will direct to be forwarded

immediately, should no obstacle occur to prevent it. 5. This duty perfonned, a second

proof should be taken, which the reader should forward to the author, (if required,) or

otherwise read it carefully through for press, the same expedition should be used in getting

it finally corrected for working off.
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Sorts not in general use, chases, furniture, leads, &c. should be locked up under the

care of the overseer or his deputy, in order that they may be in readiness when required

;

he would also find a memorandum book, in which an entry of such sorts should be made,

highly beneficial.

It is generally the business of the overseer to revise the proofs for press, in doing

which he will be careful not only to ascertain whether all the corrections marked in the

proof are made, but also to cast his eye carefully over the sides, head, and bottom of each

page, as it frequently happens that the folios or catch-words drop out of the fonn in lifting

it off the imposing stone ; also in leaded matter, letters at the beginning and end of lines

frecjuently fall out of their proper place, and by their standing crooked have a slovenly

appearance. Before the revise is given to the compositor, the names of the pressmen who
are intended to work off the fonn, should be entered in the Press Book. It should be an

invariable rule with the overseer to require a second revise, in order to see if all the cor-

rections have been made which were marked in the first : this is indispensably necessary,

particularly with foul compositors, as no sort of dependance can be placed on them. He
should, (where there is not a person engaged expressly for the purpose, as is the case in

houses employing ten or fourteen presses,) go regularly round, about every quaiter of an

hour, to the different presses, and examine their work, point out defects, if any, and

glance again over the heads, sides, and bottoms of the pages, to see if any thing has been

drawn out by the balls, which frequently occurs from bad justification of the lines,

and careless and improper locking up of the form. An active and conscientious overseer

will not be content with merely managing the concerns of the composing-room ; he will

also see that the business of the warehouse is attended to with regularity and accuracy

;

and that the warehouseman, errand boys, and apprentices do their duty.

RULES TO BE OBSERVED BY COMPOSITORS.

1

.

Compositors to receive their cases from the overseer, or other person appointed by

him, free from all pie, or other heterogeneous matter, with clean quadrat and space boxes

to both roman and italic, which they are to return to him in the same clean state.

2. When a compositor receives letter, furniture, &c. from the overseer, he is to

return what he does not use, in a satisfactory state.

3. Compositors to impose their matter when desired by the employer or overseer; and

the same for proofs that are desired to be coiTected ; unless in either case it shall appear

that all the stones are engaged.

4. When the compositor imposes from a fonn, he is directly to tie up the pages of

loose matter.

5. Fonns, immediately after they are imposed, to be canicd to the proof-press ; and

the proofs, when pulled, to be given to the reader, or can'ied into the reading-closet, with,

if a first proof, the copy ; and, if a second, the foul proof.

6. No compositor shall leave a foul stone, either of letter, furniture, &c.

7. No compositor to detain an imposing stone longer than the nature of the business

may require.
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8. When any cases are taken out of the racks, the compositor is to return them into

their proper place immediately after he has done with the same.

9. No cases to be placed over others, or under the frames.

10. Galleys with head-lines, or other useful materials, during the course of a piece of

work, to be cleared at furthest the day after die work is all completely at press.

11. When a work is finishing, the compositor or compositors concerned shall, as the

forais are finally worked, clear them away, taking from them the head-lines, white-lines,

and direction-lines, as also the leads and reglets, which, with the furniture of each sheet,

the matter being properly tied up for papering, are to be given to the overseer, or any

person he may appoint.

12. Sweepings of frames to be cleared away before one o'clock every day. Matter

broken by accident to be cleared away on the same day.

13. No compositor to mix two separate founts, without an express ordpr from the

overseer.

14. When a compositor carries his form down for press, he is not to put two forms

together, without a partition between them.

15. The saw, saw-block, bowl, sponge, letter-brush, sheers, bellows, &c. to be returned

to their respective places as soon as done with.

16. No person to take a candlestick, bodkin, snuffers, composing-stick, &c. not his

own, without permission of the owner.

17. No person to misplace cases in the rack, or take an upper without the lower case,

or vice versa.

18. Pie of any sort, on boards, windows, frames, &c. to be cleared after five minutes'

notice.

19. No person to take sorts from the frames or cases of another without leave ; nor to

hoard useful sorts, not immediately wanting them.

20. No person (except the master or overseer) to call off the errand boy while he is

sweeping his rooms.

21. No candle to be left by any one, except in charge of some proper person; and

the boundaries of the oflfice to be considered, in all cases, the open air.

22. Jobs to be cleared away immediately after notice being given by the overseer.

23. These regulations, in extreme hurry of business, by leave from the master or

overseer, may be suspended ; but when that has ceased, to be immediately resumed.

4THE BUSINESS OF A WAREHOUSEMAN.

The warehouse business of a printer is a highly important part of his concern ; the bad

management of which not only injures his own credit, but also materially affects the

interest of his employers ; it is therefore indispensably necessary to appoint such a man

for the management of it, who has been regularly brought up to the business, and on

whom the utmost reliance may be placed for honesty, sobriety, and integrity.

Some printers, with a view to save a few shillings per week, take into their service lads,

or men perfectly unacquainted with the business of the warehouse, who, through ignorance
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and carelesness, fall into many serious mistakes ; such as mixing paper of the same size,

belonging to different persons, and thereby destroying the uniformity of the work
;
giving

or setting out the paper incorrectly, which must afterwards be made good by reprinting

those sheets which are found to be deficient ; or if the deficiency is not very great, the

sheet wanting is left out of a book here and there, and in this imperfect state the work is

delivered to the bookseller, who, perhaps, if a large number has been printed, will be

several years before he discovers the loss, and then cannot, after so long a time, with any

degree of propriety, demand his books to be made perfect. Many other circumstances

might be stated to show the impropriety and disadvantage of employing persons in the

warehouse not acquainted with its business ; we must however observe, that the master or

overseer should frequently look to the concerns of the warehouse, that the people employed

there may get forward the different works with neatness and accuracy.

Having made these observations on the impolicy of employing persons in the ware-

house unacquainted with its business, it will be necessary to lay down its different stages,

and begin by supposing the warehouse to be quite clear, business coming in, and the

warehouseman just entering upon his office. He should first be provided with a book,

which is tenned " The Warehouse-book" about the size of a foolscap quarto. When the

porter or cannan brings paper from the stationer or bookseller, the warehouseman should

demand the bill of delivery, order the paper to be brought in, and see if it is right

according to the bill, before he discharges him ; and if right, dismiss him, and enter it

immediately into the warehouse book.

Having entered the receipt of the paper, he should then write on each bundle, with red

chalk, the title of the book it is intended for, and remove it into a part of the warehouse,

or store-room kept for that purpose, observing to place it so as to take up as httle room

as possible.

OF GIVING OR SETTING OUT PAPER FOR THE PRESS.

A bundle of paper contains two reams, or forty-three quires, and twenty-four sheets

to each quire, if perfect ; if not, twenty quires to the ream, of which the two outside

quires are called corded or cassie, as they only serve for cases to the ream. These outside

quires are by the paper-maker made up of torn, wrinkled, stained, and other damaged

sheets, yet the whole quire very rarely consists of such sheets ; but frequently some good

sheets may be found on looking them over. But the general custom now is, for booksellers

and authors to send in their paper perfect. When, however, it is sent in imperfect, it is

the warehouseman's business to lay by the two outside quires, and cull them when most

convenient ; likewise to dispose of them so, that they may neither be at the beginning nor

end, but about the middle of the volume; or use them for jobs or proof paper; for they

are seldom so perfect as the inside quires.

It is the general custom to print of every work what is tenned even number, either

250, 500, 750, 1 ,000, &c. These quantities are set out for the wetter in tokens ; viz. for

250 (sheets) one token, containing 10 quires 18 sheets ; for 500, two tokens—one 1

1

quires, and the other 10 quires and a half; for 750, three tokens, two of them 1 1 quires

each, and the other 10 quires 6 sheets ; and for 1,000, four tokens, three of them 1 1 quires
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each, and the other 10 quires. If a work is printed in half sheets, it of course requires

only half the above quantities.

As it will sometimes happen that other numbers different from the above are piinted,

the following table, will be found highly useful in the warehouse, and should be stuck

up in a conspicuous place, or stiched into the Warehouse-book. The calculations have

been made with much care, and will, be found accurate.

No.

100
160
200
300
350
400
460
600

Quires. Sheets. No.

4 10 650
6 12 600
8 16 650
12 20 700
14 22 800
17 850
19 2 900
21 12 950

Quires.

23
25
28
30
34
36
38
40

Sheets.

16

20

4

8

12
16

20

In giving out paper for what are tenned jobs, it has been usual to give tables for this

pui'pose, showing the quantity of paper to be given out for any job from 25 to 5,000;

and from two on a sheet to 128; but it was totally useless : it never could be acted upon :

the calculation was made upon quires of 25 sheets, which never are found in a book or

job office ; so that if the directions of this table were followed in a case, for instance,

where it gave the quantity as 1 1 quires, without attending to the above circumstance, the

work would be found 1 1 sheets deficient.

The only way found practicable, has been, to try by division how many sheets are

requisite for the purpose ; for example, a job (label or any thing else) 750, number, 32

32)760(23 on a sheet, will require 24 sheets, which will give an overplus of 18.

If this is not thought sufficient, a remnant or sheet more must be given

out, calculating that where a sheet has to be cut into many parts, some

further allowance must be made for accidents. The ovei'plus sheets being

partly allowed for tympan-sheets, and other incidents ; such as bad sheets,

faults committed in beating, pulling, bad register, &c. ; in any of these casualties the

pressman doubles the sheet in the middle, and lays it across the heap as waste : for in case

that sheet should run short of its proper number, the gatherer may choose out the best of

them to make good the deficiency. In setting out the paper, the warehouseman lays each

token with the folded side, or back part, one way, and the other token with the folded, or

back side the other way, that the wetter may distinguish the diflferent tokens.

110
96

14

In concluding this portion of the Printers' Manual, I would earnestly recommend to

the youthful aspirant for typographic fame ; that it is not from books alone that a knowledge

of his profession is to be obtained. He must seriously apply himself to the duty imposed

upon him, and however irksome the task may be, perseverance will overcome many diffi-

culties, and he will have the satisfaction of being regarded as an efficient workman by his

employer, and meet with encouragement and promotion, that will lead him to wealth and

honour, like hundreds who have trod in the same path. With diligence I would earnestly

recommend sobriety, for without that, all talent becomes dead to the possessor.
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DIRECTIONS TO PRESSMEN

OF PRESSES.

Having endeavoured to lay before the young typographer the necessary information

connected with the Compositor's business, I shall now call his attention to that most

important branch of the art—the Pressman's, (who may be called the actual printer,)

—

a branch which is the very end and consummation of all the compositor's previous care

and labour—a branch which, if in the least degree neglected, will cause all the printer s

pains and skill iii display, all his expenses in beautiful type and accurate correctors, to be

passed over disregarded ; therefore careful, ingenious, and sober pressmen stand high in

the estimation of every master printer.

The operations of the printing-press, when conducted by an expert pressman, are

perfonned with a surprising rapidity ; but the labour is very great. Two men are

required to make a "full press," (when only one is at work, it is called "half press")

who take it by turns to pull, that is, work the press ; and beat or roll, that is, to ink the

types. Whilst one man is employed in pulling the sheet, his comrade is distributing

the ink on his balls or rollers, by applying them to the ink block, and the ink should be

well spread out by the muller ; if working with the roller, he should keep it in motion

in varying directions, upon the plane surface of the table, whereby he obtains a perfectly

equal coat of ink upon the face of the composition. By this time the other man having

made the pull, run out the press, and opened the tympan, the other instantly begins the

inking, whilst the puller gets the sheet changed
;
great care and attention is necessary

on the part of the man who inks the types, for on him depends that regularity of colour

which is so essential to the beautiful in typography. The advantages of the iron presses

in working are very considerable, both in saving labour and time. The first arises from

the beautiful contrivance of the levers, the power of the press being almost incalculable at

the moment of producing the impressioji ; and this is not attended with a correspondent

loss of time, as is the case in all other mechanical powers, because the power is only

exerted at the moment of pressure, being before that adapted to bring down the plattin

as quickly as possible.

A new press should always be well employed for the fii*st few months with heavy

forms, and the pressmen ought to be particular in doing their duty, by taking care tliat

they always keep on a sufficient power, and see that the bar be well pulled down. This

is the only sure means of making it work free and well ever after : many a press has

been spoiled by this neglect, and also that of working jobs at them before tliey are

properly brought to their bearings. With the presses are sent practical directions to set

them up, which a pressman should well attend to, so that at any time he may take

M
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them to pieces and clean them, which is of the utmost importance. Our space compels

us to be as brief as possible ; but the following list of presses will enable the reader to know

the names at least of the principal ones which have been offered to the profession.

A printing press is a machine requiring very accurate mechanical construction. At

the earliest period of the art it was conceived to be so perfect that no very material

improvements took place in its make, until lord Stanhope invented a press, constructed

entirely of iron, from the general outlines of which, in all that have followed, the

principle is essentially the same, and which press will ever bear the name of its inventor.

At the present day the old wooden press is nearly exploded, and therefore it would

only be a waste of time to notice it ; nor can I find space, but for those, which are very

few, that possess all the requisites, for the purposes of printing, and repaying a master-

printer for the great outlay. Lord Stanhope, with the assistance of Mr. Walker, an

ingenious mechanic, introduced his press to public notice in the year 1800, and it has

hitherto maintained its character for being well adapted for the purposes of printing

;

combining quickness with ease to the workman—evenness of impression—and durability

and constant good condition. Lord Stanhope having objected to the taking out of a patent

for his invention, it was consequently thrown open, upon which several engineers and

smiths began to manufacture presses on the same principle ; it is true some of them made

ii
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trifling alterations, but they were scarce worth notice ; therefore, in order to find a market

for them, they sold them somewhat cheaper ; but those from the original manufactory

were infinitely superior. A lepresentalion of this press is given, which consists of the

following parts; the tee, staple, rounce, ribs, standard, main screw, short head, arbor,

top plate, long head, coupling bar, piston, back plate, ears, balance weight, bar, plattin,

table, and tympans. The first to deviate from the principles of the above press, was a

German of the name of D'Eighn, whose press was known by the name of the Sector,

which was much like the Stanhopean in formation ; a great objection to which arises from

the insecure manner of the plattin, which is by no means so eflfectually secured as it

ought to be. They have a great quantity of ornamental brass work, which give them a

pleasing appearance to the eye ; but it is not the glitter of gaudy tinsel tliat a practical

printer wants. D'Eighn afterwards disposed of his patent-right to a person of the name of

Golding, who continued to manufacture them for some time. He then invented another

press, and soon afterwards died, when his widow disposed of the patent to Mr. Cogger,

who entered into partnership with a Mr. Scott, and their press was denominated the

Cogger.

The next that came forward was Mr. Ruthven, a printer of Edinburgh, whose press

differed materially from all that had preceded it, which he styled the Ruthven.

The next competitor for public favour was a person of the name of Russell, whose

press is manufactured by Messrs. Taylor and Martineau, of London, and was denomi-

nated the Russell Press. These presses are simple and easy to work, though apt

to slur.

To the ingenuity and talent of Mr. George Clymer, of Philadcljihia, we are indebted

for the above press, which is denominated the Columbian, who, after having manul-ictured

a supply of them at home, arrived in this country, in 1817, to introduce his press to the

printers of Europe, which had given such universal satisfaction to those connected with

the art in America. The highly favourable, and very flattering testimonials which

Mr. Clymer produced on his arrival in London, from the gentlemen connected with the
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press in different paits of the United States, where they had been in active operation,

clearly evinced to the printers of Great Britain and Europe, that his invention was well

deserving their countenance and encouragement ; and, notwithstanding they had presses

not only of the Stanhopean manufacture, but also of several others, yet the properties of

Mr. Clymer's Columbian press, supported by the above testimonials, were the immediate

cause of their introduction into several of the first houses in the metropolis, and many of

the others soon followed ; they were also introduced into several of the first printing-ofl5ces

on the continent.—This press is composed of the following parts : the feet, staple, ribs,

fore-stay, rounce, main lever, elbow-piece, counterpoise lever, links, table, plattin, piston,

check or guide pieces, back bar, back-return lever, shoulder piece, bar, connecting rod,

eagle, &c. To increase the power, take out the small bolt in the middle of the shoulder

piece, and turn the rod to the right—that is, take up the screw : to diminish it, turn the

rod to the left, viz. lengthen the rod by unscrewing : the filed part of the eye must always

be kept downwards.

Dr. Church's, a native of America, followed the Columbian press : his plan diflfered

from every other ; and it may be stated that he failed altogether in producing a press

worthy of notice.

After the Stanhopean and Columbian presses, the meed of praise is due to the late

R. W. Cope, of London, for his invention of the Albion, which deserves to be placed in he
first rank in the list of presses for power and ease to the workman in every point of view :

first, they are much lighter in respect to weight of metal : secondly, the pull is very easy ;

notwithstanding which, it is equal in power to any of them, not even excepting the Co-
lumbian

: thirdly, it is better adapted for expedition : fourthly, there are so few paits

belonging to it, and consequently the machinery is in itself so simple, that there is not
the least chance of their being put out of order, or liable to the least accident from wear

:

fifthly, the works being so simple, are all contained in the hollow of the piston, on which
the power is given. This is the first instance of a hollow piston ever having been used
for a press. Now manufactured by J. Hopkinson, Finsbury, London.

Ik
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The next that came forward was Mr. Ruthven, a printer, at Edinburgh. He ma-

terially differed from all his predecessors : his press was styled the Ruthven. They

unquestionably possess great power; but we object to these presses on account of the

action of the bar, which is forced down by the pressure of the left, or by both hands. A
man may sprain his wrist ; or should his hand slip off, the rising of the bar would of

course injure his arm between the latter and the press: also, from the very confined

position of the works, it is almost next to an impossibility to oil or clean them witliout

taking the press to pieces, which is a very troublesome and disagreeable operation.

Mr. Hope, of Jedburgh, in Scotland, was also the inventor of a press.

In 1820, Mr. Daniel Threadwell of the United States of America, came to England

and took out a patent for a press, which was manufactured by Mr. Napier. In this press,

the power necessary for giving the impression is obtained by means of a lever, or treadle.

The last, though not the least, in our notice of printing-presses manufactured in

London, is that called the Imperial Printing Press, invented and maimfac-

tured by Mr. J. Sherwin and J. Cope, and may justly vie with any of its competitors

for ease, expedition, and durability. »

The Brita::nia Press, invented and manufactured by R. Porter, of Leeds, in

Yorkshire, is highly spoken of by many i)ractical printers, and extensively patronized

in the counties of York and Lancaster.
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Many persons in diiferent parts of the kingdom have entered the lists as makers of iron

presses ; but, with very few exceptions, are they known beyond the vicinity where they

are manufactured. The late Mr. Stafford, of Bingham, and his son and successor, have

made some presses which are well thought of, though light, and consequently not adapted

for heavy work. Their portable press is certainly deserving of support.

The invention of machinery, for the purposes of printing, first came into operation in

England in the year 1814 ; and after many efforts, has now arrived at that state of per-

fection which seems to admit of no further improvement either for newspapers or for

bookwork. To the ingenuity of Mr. Konig, a Saxon by birlli, with the assistance of

Mr. Bensley, Mr. Walters, and other eminent master printers, is the printing-trade

indebted for this vast change in their profession. These machines are now principally

manufactured by Messrs. Cowper, of London and Manchester; by Mr. Napier, of

London ; and by a firm at Belper, in Derbyshire.

After all, in the great variety of forms and qualities of work passing through any

printing-office, with the exception of newspapers, recourse must still be had to the aid of

good manual presses and experienced pressmen. The serious expense of a printing-

machine can only be repaid by executing an extraordinary quantity of work in a much

less portion of time than that usually occupied for the same work done by ordinary

means. As, therefore, the time consumed in laying-on, or making ready a form, must

be valuable in proportion to the number of sheets which might be struck off in that time

;

so, frequent repetition of the previous process for short numbers would counterbalance all

gains arising from the speed in working. Machine printing will, therefore, be only ap-

plicable to works of extensive sale. But those of which limited numbers are printed

;

those a}so requiring a superior description of press-work with fine ink ; fine and large

paper copies, with alterations of margin ; and many other peculiar circumstances which

are continually occurring, will always require a judicious choice of men and materials, for

the old mode of working, varied as circumstances may at the moment require. Half-sheet

work, or jobs printed on one side only, are either impracticable or disadvantageous at a

perfecting machine.

OF INKING TABLES.

With the removal of the old wooden press, and the invention of rollers, was also ex-

ploded the ink-block, for which was substituted frames or tables. These tables are

manufactured by Cope, of London, and are composed wholly of iron, with the cylinder

turned off to the gi'eatest exactness, under which is a steel edge, that scrapes the ink off

the cylinder to the exact quantity required : this is regulated by means of counterpoise

levers that pass under the table, on which is hung two weights, to be removed according

to the quantity of ink required for the work : one end of these levers are to press against

the ductor, or regulator. The ductor and cylinder are fitted so close, that the latter will

hold water ; consequently there is not the least possibility of more ink escaping than

is wanted for the purpose required. The cylinder has an ornamental cover, which is

always kept on except when a fresh supply of ink is required ; by which means all dirt
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and dust is kept both from the ink and cylinder : the latter is moved by a small handle at

one end : the table is turned off in a lathe perfectly true, the same as in the presses.—In

addition to the above invention, many other descriptions of tables are in use : frames with

mounted tops of marble, lead, or hard wood : those of the latter kind are in most general

use throughout the kingdom.

MAKING READY A FORM.

A CAREFUL pressman will not omit, before he lays a form on the press, to wipe the table

perfectly clean ; for if any (though small) hard particle be on it, the letter which stands

on that matter will, with pulling, quickly rise, and not only make a stronger impression

than the rest of the form, but bear off the adjacent letters. He also carefully examines

whether the back side of the form be clean, before he lays it on, which should be as nearly

as possible under the centre of the plattin. He then lays the tympan down upon the

form, and places the blankets (which he rubs, to soften and equalize the nap) in it ; then

putting in the inner tympan, he fastens it with the hooks and button for that purpose

which prevents it from springing up. He then folds a sheet of the paper he is about to

work in quarto, and lays the long crease of it upon the middle of the long cross, and the

short crease over the middle of the grooves of the short cross, if it lie in the middle of the

form ; for in twelves it does not, and then he folds the paper accordingly. Now, wetting

his tyTupan, which is done only for very solid works, he turns it down upon the paper,

and pulls the sheet, which, with the wet tympan and the force of the pull, causes it to

stick. Turning up the tympan again, he examines if the sheet be laid even : if it has

not been laid even on the form, it is better to re-lay it, and pull it again ; for it is of con-

siderable importance that it should be put on perfectly even. This sheet is called the

tympan-sheet, and is placed there as a guide to lay all the other sheets even upon while

he works the white paper. Having fastened his tympan-sheet, he next chooses his

points : for large paper short-shanked points, for small paper long-shanked ones, and

others in proportion to the intermediate sizes of paper ; for his points ought to be so

placed, that, in working the reiteration, the point-holes may be pricked within the grasp

of the hollow between his right hand thumb and fore finger. Nor should he place his

points too near the edge of the paper ; for, in working the reiteration, he would be forced

to carry his furthennost point-hole the further from him, which in a long number loses

time. Also, the less distance there is between the off and near point-hole the better, as it

saves time ; as he must draw his body so much the further back, to place that hole on its

point: he, therefore, places the near point further into the paper than the off point, if it

be folio, quarto, or octavo, but to twelves equally distant from both edges of the paper.

By placing the points according to the above directions, it likewise prevents the workman

from turning his heap wrong on its reiteration. Having made choice of properly-spurred

points, he places them securely under the point-screws ])nrallel to each other. This done,

he next lays the tympans down upon the form, holding the friskot-end of it in his left

hand, about an inch and a half above the face of the lettt^, and sinks his body do\niwards

till he can see between the form and tympan, and with the ball of the middle finger of hi«
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right hand presses gently upon the tympan over the point ends of each point successively,

to see if they fall in or near the middle of the grooves of the short cross. If they fall in

the middle of those groves the form lies exactly between the middle of both the ends; if

they fall not exactly in the middle, he moves the foiw between the ends of the table till

they do, and then quoins both ends of the chase. But this kiter operation will in a great

measure be rendered unnecessary, if the workman uses care in placing the crease of his

tympan-sheet in the centre of the short cross. The pressman next proceeds to adjust his

frisket, which must be covered with stiff paper, to perfonn which he fits the match -joints

of the frisket into those of the tympan, turns down the frisket and tympan, and pulls an

impression. He then takes off* the frisket, places it flat on the bank, and with the point

of a sharp knife cuts through the frisket about all the sides of each page, allowing to each

he thus cuts out about a nonpareil margin on all the sides of the cut pages, and afterwards

replaces the frisket again on the tympan. A revise is now pulled and sent to the reader.

Before going on with the work, the pressman proceeds to level his impression, which is

eflfected in the following manner : Having pulled a dry sheet of paper, and placed it on

the back part of his tympans, he is then enabled to see the imperfections of impression

arising from unevenness of blankets, &c. ; these he carefully removes, by cutting out the

hard parts with his scissors, and covering the low parts with coiTesponding thicknesses of

paper. When he has satisfied himself that the cut-in sheet is perfect, he then removes

the inner tympan, places the sheet upon the blanket, and feeling with his fingers that the

impression corresponds with the position of the foiTn underneath, he pastes the sheet at

the four comers, replaces the inner tympan, and in this manner affixes the overlays to the

inner side of the drawer or inner tympan. Should one cut-in sheet be found not suffi-

cient, (which is frequently the case with stereotype work, and with presses having imper-

fect tables and plattins) it will be necessary to repeat this operation a second or third time.

The revise being returned, the working off* what is tenned " the white paper form" now

commences.—Having brought our instructions for making ready a forai thus far, we shall

now direct the attention of the workman to the concluding part of his labours, viz. the

laying on of the outer or reiteration form. In this stage of the work, the three points for

his consideration will be the production of an even impression, an equal colour with the

first side, and accurate register. Presuming that the compositor has paid proper attention

to pairing and dressing the chases, the pressman will not have much difficulty in making

register. In reiteration, the quoins on the off" side, and right hand end of the table, are

seldom moved, but lie as guages for every succeeding form ; for thrusting the chase close

against these quoins, the register is almost, if not quite made. To prove the register, he

removes the frisket, and points and pulls a sheet of the work. On raising the tympans,

the sheet (released by the absence of the frisket) will be left on the form, with the printed

side upwards. The eye will now readily detect any deficiency in the register. Should

the latter be out at the sides, it must be remedied by moving the points ; if out at the

heads, the moving of the quoins on the off* or near sides of the table must effect the de-

sired alteration. In the event of these operations failing to produce register, he may add

to or diminish the scaleboard dressing of the chase ; but should the inaccuracy arise from

imperfect making-up of pages or furniture, he must in no instance meddle with the inte-

gral parts of the fonn, as, in the event of letters slipping, leads riding, &c. the pressman
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will be held responsible. This is properly the compositor's duty. Care is also recom-

mended to the workman, in producing good register, to avoid having ragged point-holes

on the white paper. Where spring points are not at hand, this evil may be avoided by

placing paper bolsters in a parallel line with the ends of the points.

In addition to the above instructions it must be observed, that under the phrase of

" making ready a form" are comprehended many other operations. 1 . The frisket must

be covered with stiff j)aper, by means of paste. 2. He sees that the form is properly

locked up. 3. That no letters or spaces lie in the white lines of the form ; which may
happen, if the compositor have made any corrections since tlie form was laid on the press.

4. If any wood cuts be in the foim, that they be exactly letter high ; if not, for it seldom

happens that they are, he must make them so. If they are too low, he underlays them ;

if too high, they must be planed lower at the bottom, or he may introduce a few sheets of

paper in the tympans, and cut away the part that bears on the cut until he gets it even.

5. If a white page or pages occur in a fonn, and he uses a new made frisket, he does not

cut out that page ; but if he works with an old frisket, and that page is already cut out,

he pastes on a piece of paper to cover the white page, that it may not black. 6. Those

pages adjacent to a blank one will come off harder than any other in the form ; to prevent

which, he fits a bearer on the frisket. Bearers are now made of wrapper paper, rolled up,

forming a cushion, and pasted on the frisket, which, from its elasticity, is superior to the

reglet, formerly used. Cork bearers are also frequently used to advantage, in preventing

shakes at unprotected parts of the fonn. 7. He examines whether the frisket bites ; that

is, whether it keeps off any part of the impression ; if it does, he cuts away the part, and

about a nonpareil more, where this occurs. 8. Few pressmen will set the range of the

bank to stand at a right angle vrith the table, but draw the further end of it so as that

the near side may make an angle of about seventy-five degrees. The reason is, if the

near side of the bank stand at right angles with the near side of the table, he must carry

his hand further when he lays or casts his sheets, which would occasion delay : besides,

his partner has a near access to it, to look over the heap, which he frequently does, to see

the colour of the work, picks, and other casualties which may arise during tlie progress of

the work. It may be proper to notice, that when a work is imposed sheet ways, and one

form has wood cuts in it and the other none, it is best to work that fonn with wood cuts in

last, in order to prevent them from setting off.

OF ROLLING AND PULLING.

The puller lays on the sheets, lays down the frisket and tympans, runs in and out the

carriage, takes up the tympans and frisket, takes off the sheet, and lays it on the heap. All

these operations are in general mingled and lost in the name of pulling; and as in pulling,

so in rolling ; for though the roller brayers out the ink, distributes the roller on the inking

table, yet these operations are also lost in the general tenn of rolling.

To take a sheet off the heap, the puller places his body almost straight before the near

side of the tympan, and nimbly twists the upper part of his body a little backwaixls

towards the heap, the better to see that he takes but one sheet off, which he loosens from

N
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the rest of the heap by drawing the back of the nail of his right thumb quickly over the

bottom part of the heap (but in the reiteration, care should be observed to draw the thumb

on the margin, or between the gutters, that the sheet may not smear or set off), and,

receiving the near end of the sheet with his left hand fingers and thumb, catches it with

his right hand about two inches within the further edge of the sheet, near the upper

comer, and about the length of his thumb below the near edge of the sheet, and brings it

swiftly to the tympan, and at the same time twists his body again before the tympan, only

moving his right foot a little from its first station forwards under the table ; and as the

sheet is coming to the tympan (suppose it to be white paper) he nimbly disposes the

fingers of his right hand under the further edge of the sheet near the upper comer ; and

having the sheet thus in both his hands, lays the further side and two extreme -'^orners of

the sheet down even upon the further side and extreme further comers of the tympan-

sheet ; but he is careful that the upper comer of the sheet be first laid even upon the

upper comer of the tympan-sheet, that he may the sooner disengage his right hand^ If,

however, by a quick glance of his eye, he perceives the sides of the sheet lie unev^efi on

the tympan-sheet, with his left hand at the bottom comer of the sheet, he either draws'it

backwards, or pulls it forwai'ds, as the sheet may lie higher or lower on the near comers' :.

of the tympan-sheet, while his right hand, being disengaged, is removed to the back of

the ear of the frisket, and with it gives it a light touch to bring it down upon the tympan,

laying, at the same moment, the tympan on the form. He then, with his left hand,

grasps the rounce-handle, and with a moderate strength quickly brings the table to the

mark for the pull on the further rail of the tympan ; and as it is running in, slijjs his

hand to the end of the bar, gently leaning his body backwards he pulls the bar towards

him, and thus effects the impression. Having made the pull, and the rounce still in his

left hand, he expeditiously retums the bar to its place, and, at the same moment, gives a

quick and strong pressure on the rounce, to run the table out again. As soon as he has

given this pressure, he disengages his left hand from the rounce, and brings it towards the

bottom of the tympan, to assist the right hand in lifting it up, and also to be ready to

catch the bottom of the sheet when the frisket rises. While the frisket is going up, which

should be conveyed quickly and gently to the catch up, he slips the thumb of his left

hand under the near lower comer of the sheet, which, with the assistance of his two fore

fingers, he rises, and by so doing allows the right hand also to grasp it at the top, in the

same manner, which lifts the sheet carefully and expeditiously off" the points, and tuming

himself quickly towards the paper bank, carries the sheet over the heap of white paper to

the bank, and lays it down upon a waste sheet or wrapper put there for that purjjose : but

while it is coming over the white paper heap, though he has the sheet between both his

fore fingers and thumbs, yet he holds it so loosely, that it may move between them as on

two centres, as he twists himself from the side of the tympan towards the side of the

paper bank. Thus, both the pressman's hands at the same time are altemately engaged

in different operations ; for while his right hand is employed in one action, his left is busy

in another ; and these exercises are so suddenly varied, that they seem to slide into one

another's position, beginning when the former is but half performed. Having thus pulled

a sheet, and laid it down, he turns himself towards the tympan again ; and, as he is

turning, gives the next sheet on the white paper heap a touch again with the back of the
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right thumb nail, to draw it a little over the edge of the heap, and lays it on the tympans,

as before, and so on till the whole heap of white paper be worked off. When he comes to

a token sheet, he undoubles it, and smooths out the crease with the back of the nails of

his right hand, that the face of the letter may print upon smooth paper ; when printed he

folds it again, as a token sheet for the reiteration. Having worked off the white paj)er of

twelves, or any form imposed like twelves, he places his right hand under the heap, and

his left supporting the end near him, turns it over on the horse, with the printed side

downwards : if octavo, or similar works, he places his left hand under the heap, and also

supports the outside near end with his right, and turns it over, viz. one end over the otlier.

In perfomiing this, he takes from the worked off heap so much at once between both his

hands as he can well govern, without disordering or rendering the sides of the heap uneven,

viz. a token or more, and lays it upon the horse ; then takes another lift, and so successively,

till he has turned the whole heap. Having turned the heap, he proceeds to make register,

which he does by laying one of the sheets just printed on one side, upon the tympan sheet,

for a register sheet, and a waste sheet over that to keep it clean from any filth the face of

the letter might otherwise imprint upon it, and pulls these two sheets. Then he runs out

the carriage, lifts up the tympan, and takes off the two sheets, laying the waste sheet by

:

but turns thQ other side of the register sheet, to try how the impression of the sides of all

the pages agrees, and lies upon the impression of the sides already printed. If he finds

they agree perfectly well, the register is made. But if on the contitiry the pages do not

fall accurately one upon the other, he observes how far they stand uneven, and loosens the

quoins on either side of the comer irons of the coflin, that the fonn may be driven over or

brought nearer to him, in order to make the register of the sides of the pages correct. It

sometimes happens that it cannot be made by moving the form on the press, on account

of some defect in the furniture—it must therefore be remedied by altering the gutters, &c.

but by the introduction of metal furniture, and having accurately made chases of the best

scrap iron, the making of register will be greatly facilitated, and the practice of irregular

locking up one quarter of the form to force the other into register, obviated, which is too

frequently resorted to.

A deviation in the register of the heads of the pages may be remedied by moving

the points on the tympan either up or down ; but when they are considerably out of

register the form must be moved either towards the plattin or the tympans. Having made

register, he proceeds to work off the form ; but he now somewhat varies his posture in

laying on the sheet ; for, as before, in working the white paper, he caught the sheet by

the upper further comer with his right hand, he now catches it as near the further point hole

as he can, with the ball of his right hand thumb above the sheet, and the ball of his fore

finger under the sheet, the readier to lay the point hole over its respective point ; which

having done, he slips himself a little backwards, and both his hands with it, his right hand

towards the near point hole, with the back of the nails of his fingers to draw or stroke it

over the point ; and the fingers of his left hand, as they come from the further comer,

quickly slipping along the bottom edge of the sheet, till they come to the hither comer;

and then with the fore finger and thumb lays hold of it, in order to guide the ponit hole

on that point also : he then pulls the sheet, as before, and so successively all the rest of the

reiteration. The token sheets are not now to be folded down as in working the white paper.
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THE TYMPANS.

The outer tympan is a square frame, generally made of iron ; in the middle of each side

of which a mortice is made through, half an inch wide, and six inches long, to receive the

square shanks of the point screws, and to allow them to slide easily backward and forward.

The inner tympan is also a square frame. It is made so much shorter than the outer

tympan, that the outer edge of the iron of the inner tympan may be within the edge of

the iron of the outer tympan ; and it is made so much nan'ower than the inside of the

^outer tympan, that a convenient space may be allowed to paste a vellum between the inside

of the outer tympan and the outside of the inner tympan. The two tympans are fastened

by hooks fixed on the outer tympan, and eyes on the inner. They are covered as follows

:

having provided some stiff paste, so much of it is laid on the edges of the parchment as

will cover the tympan, which is also well pasted. The skin is then laid on the tympan,

and drawn regularly, as tight as possible, on all sides. That part of the skin that comes

on the grooves of the tympan which receive the point-screws, is cut and wrapt round the

inside edge of the groove, which admits a free passage for the screws. After having

fastened the skin on the sides of the tympan, it is drawn towards the joints which

receive the frisket, and with a knife cut across these joints to let them through the skin

;

the frisket pins are then put through the same, which makes that end of the tympan fast.

Proceed next to the lower joints, and bring the skin as tight as possible round that

part of the tympan. The point-screws and duck's-bill are then put on, which prevent the

skin from starting. The inner tympan is covered in the same manner, and in order to

prevent its warping, a stick or a piece of furniture is placed in the centre of it, till it be

perfectly dry. The skins are put on either wet or dry ; if dry, they should be afterwards

well wet, which makes them give way for the moment ; they are then drawn as tight as

possible. As they dry, they contract, and are by this means rendered much tighter than

they would be if put on wet. The outer tympan is sometimes covered with fine canvas.

POINTS AND SCREWS.

Points are made of sheet iron, of different lengths, about the sixteenth part of an inch

thick. The spur of the point is rivetted at the small end, and projects about three-eighths

of an inch ; the top of it is filed away to a fine point. The large end of the point fills

into the square shank of the point screws. These screws are made of iron, with a thin

head, about an inch square, and a square shank just under the head, an inch deep, and

half an inch square. Under this shank a screw is made, with a nut, and washer, which,

when put through the inner tympan, draws the head of the shank close down to the

tympan, and by that means secures the point in its proper place, on the outer tympan.

THE FRISKET.

The frisket is a thin iron frame, made of different sizes, with match joints at one end,

through which an iron pin is placed. About the middle of the near side of the frisket, a

small piece of iron projects, called the ear, or thumb piece.
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THE BLANKETS.
A matter of great importance towards obtaining good press-work is, the substance which

is fixed in the tympans to intervene between the type and tlie plattin, in order, when the

power is applied, to cause an impression into the substance of the paper. Whatever is used

for this occasion it is now become technically correct to denominate die blankets. For

this purpose there has been generally used a kind of blanket, manufactured for the

purpose, of a more even fibre than ordinary blanketing, free from knots, and having a very

fine surface, or pile : and to vary the impression as different kinds of work might require,

very thin, or Welsh flannel, kerseymeres, or fine broad cloth were used. These are varied

by the judgment of the master or pressman, according to the type, paper, ink, &c. with

which he works : thus for very close or heavy fonus, small type, he must select the

softest woollen blanket ; for larger type and lighter work he must select the finer flannel,

or cloth blanket, and for yet larger type and more open work, he must continue the change

to a single kerseymere. Again, a discretion will be required, according to the state or

wear of the type—the newer the letter and sharper the ceriphs, the finer may be the work,

the stronger the ink, and the harder the impression ; while, on the contrary, in order to

make type which has been worn appear well up to pa/?er, additional softness must be given.

The kind of press, also, at which the work is to be done requires to be treated with a due

degree of discrimination. In fact, nothing but observation, experience, and good

mechanical common sense can best guide the judgment of the pressman in this most

material point of making ready. By the various changes and combinations of his

blankets, adding a soft to a hard, or a hard to a soft one ; reversing them in regard to the

one or the other falling next the type ; adding a sheet of paper, or glazed paper, between,

or under, or over, he must, with necessary judgment and patience, regulate his pull

according to the various combinations of circumstances which may attend his work.

THE BRAYER AND SLICE.

The brayer is made of beech, and turned round on its sides, and flat on the bottom ; its

length, including the handle, is about seven inches, and the bottom part about two inches

and a half in diameter. The slice is a small iron shovel, tlie broadest part about four

inches, and about the eighth of an inch thick. Its length, including the handle, is

eight inches.

BANK AND PAPER-HORSE.

The bank is a deal table, three feet four inches long, twenty-two inches wide, and three

feet high. About five inches from the bottom, a board is placed within two inches of the

length and breadth of the bank, and fastened to the legs, which serve as a convenient shelf

for presmen to lay their worked-oiT heaps. The paper-horse is also made of deal, two

feet two inches long, and twenty inches wide, forming an angle of about forty-five degiees,

six inches of the highest end of it rising nearly to a perj^endicular. The horse receives

the wet paper, and is placed on the bank near to the tympans.
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WEITING PAPER.
Paper is commonly wet in a trough lined with lead, full of clean water. The paper

intended to be wet is placed on the left hand of the trough, and a paper board with its

breadth before him on the right, laying first a wrapper or a waste sheet of paper on it,

that it may not soil the first sheet of the heap. Then take up the first token, and lay it

with the backs of the quires towards the right hand, that it may be caught more readily

at the back of each quire with that hand, laying that token across the rest of the heap,

that he may the easier know when he comes to the end of it. Take a quire by the centre

of the back in the right hand, and the edge of it in the left, and lay it down upon the

waste sheet, open it, and leave a few sheets. Having laid down this dry laying, take the

remainder of the quire with the back of it in the right hand, and the edge of it in the

left, as before, and closing the hand a little, that the quire may bend rather downwards

between the hands, dip the back of the quire into the left hand side of the trough ; and

discharging the left hand of the quire, draw it through the water with the right; but as

the quire comes out, quickly catch the edge of it again in the left hand, and bring it to

the heap ; and by lifting up the left hand, bear the under side of the quire of the dry

paper, laid down before, lest the dry sheet should stick to the wet before the quire is placed

in an even position, and so perhaps wrinkle a sheet or two, or else put a dry sheet or two

out of their even position. But this drawing the quire through the water, is performed

either quick or slow ; if the paper be weak and spongy, perform it quickly ; if strong and

stubborn, slowly. To place this quire in an even position, lay the back of it exactly

upon the open sheet of the fonner, and then let the side of the quire in the left hand

fall flat down upon the heap ; and discharging the right hand, bring it to the edge of the

quire ; and with the assistance of the left thumb, still in its first positition, open or divide

either a third or half of the whole quire, according to the quality of the paper ; and

spreading the fingers of the right hand as much as possible through the length of the

quire, turn over the open division of it upon the right hand side of the heap. Having

wet the first token, double down a comer of the upper sheet of it on the right hand, so

that the further comer may lie a little towards the left hand of the crease in the middle of

the heap, and that the other comer may hang out on the near side of the heap, about an

inch and a half; this sheet is called a token sheet, placed as a mark for the pressman, that

he may know how many tokens the heap consists of. Having wet the whole heap, lay

a wrapper or waste sheet of paper upon it, that the paper-board may not soil the last sheet

;

then take up as much water as you can in the hollow of the hand, and throw it over the

waste sheet, that it may moisten and soak downwards into the unwet part of the last

division of the quire. This is repeated three or four times. The paper being thus

wet, the heap is removed upon the paper-board, and set by in a part of the room,

appropriated for that purpose, and another board laid upon it ; and upon the middle of the

board is set about half a hundred weight, which remains for the purpose of pressing the

heap, generally till next morning ; as pressmen usually wet their paper after they have left

work at night. All paper would be better if it were separated and turned in the course of

the next morning, if it has been wet over night, and pressed again for seven or eight hours.

Paper, or wetting boards, are made of deal to the sizes required ; they should be kept

solely for that purpose, and by no means allowed to be used to unlock forms upon.
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RULES AND REMEDIES FOR PRESSMEN.

It is the business of the pressman to pull proofs whenever they are wanted. In most

offices of any extent, an empty press, called a proof press, is generally placed in some
part of the composing room. The slovenly manner in which proofs are too often pulled,

cannot be sufficiently reprobated. It is the duty of the corrector to notice whatever

appears faulty or defective in the type ; consequently, upon dirty, or almost illegible proofs,

the marks will be numerous, and the trouble and loss of time to the compositor great and

vexatious. This is not the greatest evil : the most careful and attentive reader will not,

in such proofs, be able to discover faults, which, if he but glance his eye over the sheet at

press, will so stare him in the face, as to make him almost involuntarily cry out,

"Thou canst not say that I did it."

No proof should be received by the reader, that has not been pulled perfectly clean

and legible ; the pressman would then be obliged to take some pains in this respect After

a proof has been made, the form should be well rubbed over with clean lye.

About every three sheets a small quantity of ink should be taken," and during the

intervals the roller is not employed in brayering out or taking ink, he should be

overlooking the heap in order to detect any want of uniformity in the colour ; to observe if

any letters, quadrats, or furniture rise; that no letters are drawn out, or battered; that the

register be good, and the work free from picks : during this examination, the roller must be

distributed as much as possible. When, through carelessness, too much ink has been

taken, it should be removed by laying a piece of clean waste paper on the ink table, and

distributing the ink upon it until it is reduced to the proper quantity. If letters, quadrats,

or furniture, rise up and black the paper, they should be put down with the bodkin, and

the quarter locked up tighter. If any letters are battered, the quarter they are in must be

unlocked, and perfect ones put in by the compositor. When bearers become too thin by

long working, they should be replaced by thicker ones. When the form gets out of

register, which will often happen by the starting of the quoins, which secure the chase,

it must be immediately put in again, as there can scarcely be a greater defect in a book,

than a want of uniformity in this particular. If picks, which are produced by bits of

paper, skin, or film of ink and grease or filth, get into the form, they are removed with the

point of a pin or needle ; but if the fonu is much clogged with them, it should be well

rubbed over with clean lye, or taken off, and washed : in either case, before tlie pressman

goes on again, it should be made perfectly dry by pulling a waste sheet or two, in order to

suck up the water deposited in the cavities of the letter. The puller should habituate

himself to glance his eye over every sheet, as he takes it oflf the tympan ; this may be done

without retarding his progress ; by following this plan, he will be enabled to detect

imperfections which may escape the roller. In order to ensure unifonnity in receiving

ink from the table, care should be taken to brayer out at the edge of the table, small

quantities at a time. Torn or stained sheets met with in the course of work, are

thrown out and placed under the bank ; but the pressman should be particular in having

them supplied by others from the warehouseman. Creases and wrinkles will frequently

happen in the sheets, through careless wetting of the pfl})er ; these should be carefully

removed by smoothing them out with the back of the nails of the right hand.
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Doubling happens when the face of the plattin and the inner tympan are both dirty,

which occasions them to stick ; they should always be kept perfectly clean. Slack or rickety

tympans will also cause doubling ; and leaning the body against the carriage in reaching

the bar, in presses without guide cramps, or where the cramps do not act with truth.

The paper being rather too dry will also sometimes cause the impression to mackle.

Slurring and mackling will frequently happen when the tympans are carelessly and

suddenly put on the form : they should always be laid down easy, and the slur screw

made proper use of. Leaning against the carriage, as before mentioned, will also cause a

slur. If the plattin rub against the rail of the tympan, it will inevitably cause a slur and

mackle. This can easily be remedied by moving the tympan joints so as to clear the

plattin. The ear of the frisket being so long as to cause it to rub against the cheek,

always produces a slur : remedy—make it shorter. Loose tympans will at all times slur

the work; great care must therefore be observed in drawing them perfectly tight.

Independently of the above causes, slurring and mackling will sometunes happen from

causes which baffle all art and patience to detect. It will be better in this case to tie as

many cords as possible across the frisket, which will keep the sheet close to the tympan.

Before the pressman leaves his work, he covers his heap. He first turns down a sheet

like a token sheet, where he leaves off, then puts a quantity of the worked off sheets on it,

taking care to have the printed side upwards, that his companion, if he have any, in

coming to work first in the morning, may not be deceived in taking it for the reiteration.

Laying the blanket on the heap, after leaving off work, is a bad custom. If the paper

be rather dry, it will be well to put wet wrappers on it. The blankets should always be

kept as dry as possible, that they may not make the inner tympan damp and slack.

The pressman next observes whether his form be clean ; if so, he puts a sheet of

waste paper between the tympan and frisket, and lays them down on the form : if it be

dirty, it must be rubbed over with clean lye. In the morning, he takes care to wet the

tympan, but not for very light work. If there should happen to be any pages in the

form particularly open, those parts of the t^Tiipan where they fall must not be wetted.

As the mode of reckoning press work by " tokens " and " hours," is sometimes difficult

to those who have not daily practice, a table is given, which perhaps may save trouble.

250 is a token ; each token, in ordinary work, is reckoned an hour, and it is equally

correct to say, technically, that a form is so many token, or so many hours : thus, 2,000

is 4 tokens, or 4 hours one side—8 hours, or 8 tokens perfect, and the price for this is so

many tokens for each man ; so that 1,000 in price, is sixteen times the sum at which the

work is paid per hour.

Sheet Perfect. Hours. 4id. 6d. b\d. 6d.

s. d. s. d. s. d. s.

250 ... 4 1 6 1 8 1 10 2

500 ... 8 3 3 4 3 8 4

750 ... 12 4 6 5 5 6 6

1,000 ... 16 6 6 8 7 4 8

1,250 ... 20 7 6 8 4 9 2 10

1,500 ... 24 9 10 11 12

1,750 ... 28 JO 6 11 8 12 10 14

2,000 ... 32 12 13 4 14 8 16

d
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SCALE OF PRICES FOR PRESS WORK,

Agreed upon at a General Meeting of Master Printers, held at Stationert'-kall,

Feb. S, 1810; with the Alteration agreed on in 1816, and as specijied in the

fourth column annexed.

FOLIOS :—ON MEDIUM OR DEMY.
Not exceeding 52 Pica ems (in the width of the page) upon Small Pica

and upwards
If on Long Primer, Bourgeois, or Brevier

All above 52 Pica ems, upon Small Pica and upwards
If on Long Primer, Bourgeois, or Brevier

Long Primer and upwards, on Copy or Crown.....

QUARTOS :—ON MEDIUM OR DEMY.
Not exceeding 40 Pica ems, upon Long Primer and upwards

If on Bourgeois or Brevier

All above 40 Pica ems, and not less than Long Primer
If on Bourgeois or Brevier

Brevier and upwards, on Copy or Crown

OCTAVOS :

—

on medium or demy.
Not exceeding 24 Pica eras, upon small Pica and upwards

If on Long Primer, Bourgeois, or Brevier

All above 24 Pica ems, on Brevier or upwards
If less than Brevier

Brevier and upwards, on Copy or Crown

TWELVES :

—

on medium or demy.
Not exceeding 21 Pica ems, upon Long Primer and upwards

If on Bourgeois or Brevier

All above 21 Pica ems, upon Long Primer and upwards
If on Bourgeois or Brevier

Long Primer, Bourgeois, or Brevier, on Copy or Crown

EIGHTEENS.
If not less than Small Pica

If on Long Primer, Bourgeois, or Brevier

If less than Brevier

TWENTY-FOURS and THIRTY-TWOS.
If not less than Small Pica

If on Long Primer, Bourgeois, or Brevier

If less than Brevier

POCKET BOOKS.
OCTAVO.—Post or Crown, 21 Pica ems wide, 35 long

^ C Pot, such as Lady's and Christian Lady's. Table part, 6mo. 35 Pica
M \ ems wide, 26 long
ij < Miscellany

^ i part, 16 Pica ems wide, 26 long
^ CCopy, Christian Gentleman's, 26 Pica ems wide, 25 long

SCHOOL BOOKS.
TWELVES.—Copy orCrown,not exceeding 17Pica ems wide, 31 ]ong,nor

less than Brevier

OCTAVO.—Copy or Crown, not exceeding 21 Pica ems wide nor less than

Long Primer

N.B.—School Books on Copy or Crown are defined to be Palairet's

French Grammar, Chambaud's, Salisbury Spelling Book, Fox's

Lessons, Ward's Latin Grammar, and all other works of a similar

description.

o
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ALMANACKS.

Royal Broadsides

Demy ditto, Size Wing, or Cambridge
Goldsmith, Calendar form
Ditto, Prog
Twelves demy, 19 ems wide, 34 long, Cal.

Ditto, Prog
Ditto, Crown, Size Rider
Svo.Fcap. 20 ems wide,34 long,Cal.&Pro.

d.

7

6

BILLS IN PARLIAMENT.
d.

From No.4 inclusive to anyNo.underlOO 4^
If 100, and under 200 5
If 200 or 250 5^
Above 250 and under 400 4f
If 400 or 500 5
If above 500 and under 700 4|
If 700 or 750 6
All above 750 4|

N.B. Side notes to be reckoned in the width; bottom notes not to be regarded.

Works on royal paper to be paid one halfpenny per hour more than the above prices. Ditto

on foolscap or pot, not less than 1,000 number, and worked at one pull, A\d. Ditto, in

square pages (like Entick's Dictionaiy) and works for the public oflfices, to be advanced one
halfpenny per hour on the scale of 1800. Fine paper of the same size, if included within

the token, not to be charged extra; but, if of a larger size, then to be paid according to

the scale.

Three or more proofs pulled at one time, to be charged Ad. per form; and, if made ready, to

be charged as a token.

Cards, large or small, to be paid 6|«?. per 100. Jobs without points to be paid A\d. an hour.

Double crown or royal broadsides, not exceeding 100 number, to be paid \s. 6d. if more than

100, to be paid Is. per 100. Demy broadsides, not more than 100, to be paid Is.; above

100, and not exceeding 500, to be paid lOd. per 100; if above 500, to be paid at the rate

of Is. 9d. per token. Broadsides requiring three pulls to be paid one-third more. No
form to be deemed a broadside that comes in at one pull at the common press.

Night-work to commence and be paid for, from ten o'clock till twelve. Is.; all after to be
paid 3d. an hour extra till six. Morning work, commencing at four o'clock, to be paid Is.

extra. Sunday work, if not exceeding 6 hours, to be paid for Is. if for a longer time 2d.

an hour.

It is to be distinctly understood that no advance shall take place on any works but those which
are paid by the scale.

PRINTING RED, OR OTHER COLOURS, WITH BLACK.

First, by underlaying :—When red and black are to be piinted on the same sheet, the

form is made ready in the usual way, and a line traced all round the outside of the chase

to show the situation in which the form must be replaced after it has been taken off the

press. The pressman then pulls a sheet, in order to get those words or lines marked

which are to be worked red ; while this is doing, he washes the form thoroughly, as the

least dirt remaining on it will destroy the beauty of that colour. The form is then laid,

with its face downwards, on a letter-board covered with a press blanket. Those words

marked to be red are then forced down (which the soft and spongy nature of the blanket

readily admits of,) and nonpareil reglets nicely fitted into the vacancies, which raise the

red lines and words all of an equal distance from the other matter. A sheet of paper is

then pasted on the fonn, which keeps the underlays in their proper places. The form

is again laid on the press, observing the utmost care in placing it, agreeable to the marks

before made on the stone. It must then be made perfectly fast to the comer irons, as it is

highly important that it remain firm and immoveable during its stay on the press. The

frisket (which is covered with parchment,) is then put on, the form beat over with red

ink, and an impression made on the frisket. The words so impressed are then cut out

with a sharp-pointed penknife, with so much nicety as not to admit the smallest soil on

the paper from the other matter.

•i
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The red being finished, and the form washed, the compositor unlocks it (which is best

done on the imposing stone, as the pressman can easily replace it, by the marks made on

the press,) and draws out the red words, filling up the space with quadrats. When tliis

is done, the pressman cuts out the frisket for the black. An extra pair of points are

used to prevent the black from falling on the red, which is termed riding.

When a very extensive number is to be printed, two forms are generally used, one

for the red, and another for the black; the greatest care being taken by the compositor to

have quadrat lines corresponding with every line in the black, and lead of equal thickness

to cut for every rule.

There is another method of placing the underlays, which is adopted for broadsides,

&c. with large letter, and with perhaps only two or three lines of red in them. The red

lines are taken out on the press stone, and the underlays put in with a bodkin, upon which

these lines are placed, and the Irisket cut out as before-mentioned.

The following plan has been adopted with much success in smaller type. Having

drawn out the lines or words, place in the vacancy m-quadrats laid down lengtliways,

cutting them, if necessary, to proper lengths ; and filling up with quadrats. The black

having been worked, then, by means of the bodkin, draw out the quadrats, and place in

the words to rest on the horizontal laid m-quadrats : then lock up and work the red.

Balls or rollers having been once used for black, cannot be employed for any other

colour ; and as printing with red, &c. is but i*arely performed, the balls for that purpose

may be made of old parchment, well soaked, which may be done in a few minutes.

These balls are made without stocks, and of a small size. For almanacks, broadsides, &c.

where a large number is printed, composition balls or rollers ai*e provided.

MIXING AND GRINDING COLOURS WITH VARNISH.

Varnish is the common menstruum for all colours used in printing. Vermilion, with

a small portion of lake, produces a beautiful red, which should be well ground with a

muller on a marble slab, till it be perfectly smooth. If it be in the smallest degree

gritty, it clogs the form, and consequently produces a thick and imperfect impression ; no

pains should therefore be spared to render it perfectly smooth ; it may be made to work as

clear and free from picks as black. Pale vermilion, when used by itself, gives a richer

colour than that which is deeper. Venetian red makes a smooth ink with little trouble

;

Indian red is a very hard, harsh, colour to grind, yet produces an ink that is not difficult

to work ; and lake is made into ink with facility. A cheaper red may be prepared with

orange mineral, rose pink, and red lead.

The Prussian blue makes also an excellent coloiu", but will require a good deal of

time and labour to render it perfectly smooth. It is also ground witli the best vaniish, but

made considerably tliicker by allowing a greater portion of colour with die same (luantity

of varnish, than the red ; it will then work clear and free from picks. As this colour

dries rather rapidly, the balls will require to be frequently scrapctl or washed. Where

a powerful blue is wanted, not very bright. Indigo will be serviceable ; where a brighter
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deep blue is necessary, Antwerp! blue is preferable to either, and makes a smooth ink

with little trouble. White lead is used to vary the shade with any of the above.

Yellows are made from yellow ochre, gamboge, and chromate of lead. Yellow ochre

grinds easily, and is a good colour where a dull yellow is wanted. Gamboge, which is a

transparent colour, with Prussian blue, makes a fine green. Chromate of lead makes the

brightest yellow. With blues it forms good greens, and is particularly easy to grind.

King's yellow, the colour in general use, has a disagreeable smell, and is much inferior

to chrome yellow. Patent yellow is also used. Greens may be prepared from verdigris

and green verditer. Browns from burnt umber, and shaded according to fancy, with

vermilion or orange red.

All these colours should be ground with soft varnish, being in themselves dryers, or

they will so choke up the form, as to require it to be frequently washed, as well as dry and

harden the balls or rollers, and soon render them useless. To the varnish should be

added about one-fourth by weight of soft soap, as it keeps the heavier bodied colours

much longer suspended, and does not so soon become hard when ground with Prussian

blue or vermilion, which is always the case when the painter's common varnish is used.

ON BLACK INK.

An object of the greatest importance in producing good work, is the ink ; und the

improvements which have been made, not only in black, but also of those of every other

colour, has caused a material alteration in the process of printing. The properties which

good black ink ought to possess are, intenseness of colour; impalpableness; covering the

surface perfectly of the type or engi*aving, when the paper is pressed on it; not smearing

on the paper after it is printed; and retaining its first appearance without any change.

We have no colouring matter of itself which will give that intense black now required

in printing ink ; we are therefore obliged to have recourse to other colours to mix with the

black, to produce the desired efiect.

The colours generally used to give this intenseness are Prussian blue and indigo ; and

the quantities of these articles must vary according to the quality of the black colouring

matter, or to the fancy of the person directing the manufacture of the ink; some preferring

a dead black, some a brighter black, and others a black with a little bloom on it ; and all

these may be produced by varying the quantity of the Prussian blue or indigo.

The following receipt for black ink is given by Mr. Savage, in his Practical Hints on

Decorative Printing, wholly discarding oil in its composition-

Balsam Capivi, 9oz. ; Best Lamp Black, 3 oz. ; Prussian Blue, Hoz ;

Indian Red, f oz ; Turpentine Soap dried, 3 oz.

These ingredients will make rather more than 1 H> in weight, and should be ground on

a marble or stone slab with a muUer, to an impalpable fineness.

The varnish in general use is invariably made of boiled linseed oil ; and it is well

known that difierent degrees of boiling will produce different effects in the result, and

there is no nice test for the proper degree; but it is left to the judgment of the individual

who superintends it, who has only general rules to guide him, and who in consequence
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will sometimes boil it more than he will at other times, so as to produce a material

variation in the quality, which must ultimately aflfect the ink.

Few printers of any eminence in this country, attempt to be entire makers of their

own ink, the improvement of the manufacturers' ink being the most that has been

attempted by any printer of much practice, (with the exception of the late William

Bulmer,) and this has been effected by regrinding or mixing the article with such additions

as they thought might give a better colour, or a tint more congenial with their taste.

Some add indigo or Prussian blue to the common ink of the makers, and thus considerably

improve their colours. A printer ought to know that the weak ink, at eighteen-pence per

pound, is only intended to produce a very pale black, for quick working and setting ; the

two-shilling a shade deeper ; the three-shilling, if good, is well calculated for the general

purposes of book-printing, when there are no fine cuts introduced, and, with care, will

even answer for those purposes ; the six shilling is suitable for all the uses of fine printing,

and will produce, in its present improved state, as much effect as can be produced from

the finer inks recently sold at nine and twelve shillings per poimd. The colour of the

work can be increased only by the quality of the ink ; the better the quality of the ink

the more time it will take the pressman to work it, and the better may be the paper ; it is

impossible to work fine ink upon bad paper, and no employer can expect his work to look

well, if any restrictions are placed upon the respective commodities.

ON COMPOSITION ROLLERS AND BALLS.

It is curious to contemplate the various changes which have taken place in a press-room

within the last thirty years, and in nothing more than in the introduction of composition

balls and rollers, for the invention was at once the means of getting rid of the nauseous,

filthy process in the pelt-house, and rendering a press-room as free from offensive effluvia

as any other part of the office. Both a great saving of time and expense were effected.

As this composition has now become one of the most essential requisites of a printing-

office, it may not be improper to give both the ingredients of which the compo is made,

and the method of making rollers and balls. The proportions have been so variously

stated, and so much depends upon the state of the atmosphere, that it would almost be

impossible to state with accuracy the exact quantity of each. But the simple prescription

which experience has proved best, is, to provide glue of the finest quality, made from tlie

cuttings of parchment or vellum ; fine green molasses, pure as from the sugar refiner, at

least not adulterated for the bakers' or grocers' shops ; and a small quanty of the substance

called Paris-white, and you will have every ingredient requisite for the compo. To two

pounds of glue add six pounds of molasses, oxidi about half a pound of Paris-white, which

will make the compo of a superior quality to any other proportions, and will be sufficient for

two demy rollers. Some persons only use the simple glue and treacle, while others use a

small quantity of isinglass, or a few drops of sweet oil. It is necessary to procure a mould

accurately made, and well finished, made either of brass or iron, in two parts, and adjusted

to each other with rebates, the inside being finely turned and polished, and having flanches

projecting, by which the parts are screwed together by screws and a lock-burr.
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The next material part of the apparatus is the melting kettle. This must be a double

vessel like a glue-kettle, so that the compo in the interior may be melted by the heat of

the boiling water in the exterior. For this purpose a strong boiler may be the best or

readiest thing found, into which let a tin vessel be fitted, with a flanch to rest on the rim,

so as to leave one or two inches clear under it. This vessel may be six or eight inches

above the top of the boiler, so that the lid of the one may fit the other ; and it must have

a large lip for pouring the compo. Being thus prepared, put the glue into a little water

for a few hours to soak. Pour off all the liquid, and put the glue into the inner vessel,

the boiler having in it as much water as it will contain when the inner vessel is in its place.

Put it on the fire and boil the water as quick as you please, the heat of which will soon

cause the glue to dissolve, and evaporate part of the water. Let them be well incorporated

together for at least an hour, receiving heat from the boiling water, which is a uniform

degree that caimot exceed 212°. If Paris-white be added, mix the powder with a very fine

sieve, frequently stirring the compo. In about an hour, it will be fit to pour off"; then

take the inner vessel out of the boiler, and pour the mixture gently into the mould.

If poured into the mould at night, it will be ready to take out the next morning.

When taken out of the mould, hang it in a cool, dry situation, until ready for use. As

there will be rather more of the compo at each end of the cylinder than would work clear

of the fi:ame in which it is to revolve, so much must be cut ofif from each extremity as is

necessary for the working of the roller, by encircling it with a piece of fine twine.

To keep the rollers thus made in good condition for working, a place should be chosen

where the air has free circulation, without being subject to the extreme heat of the sim in

summer, or the freezing damp air in winter: in short, in as even a temperature as possible.

It will be necessary to keep a stock of more rollers than are at work ; as it is frequently

found, when a roller is sick, greasy, or soft, or you do not know what is its ailment, that

washing it clean and hanging it to rest for a time, restores it to as good a state as ever.

Notwithstanding the general use of comj)0 rollers, balls will be found sometimes

necessary to vary the mode of work. Cards, single cuts, light forms, &c. may require

the experiment, as least, of a change. In order to make the compo balls, a mould will be

required, made from a circular plate of copper or tin, nicely planished, and beaten concave

so as to sink in the centre about half an inch ; which is often turned over a wire at the

circumference, and supported to a level by three little feet. To wash the rollers or

balls made with this compo, nothing more is requisite than the application of water, in

cold frosty weather a little warmed, but cold as possible in warm weather, which needs only

be used with the hand. Before they are worked again after washing, about an hour's

drying will be necessary. Sometimes, if from the effect of bad ink they show an

appearance of gi'ease, and make friars, a mixture of spirits of turpentine and water will be

necessary ; or a little pearl ash lye. If becoming soft by a sudden change of the atmosphere,

a washing in spirits of turpentine will harden them. If by a cold or dry night they are

found too hard at first getting to work in the morning, a few turns at a moderate distance

from the fire, or over the flame of a burning sheet of paper will be the remedy. They

sometimes get into such a state as to require the flame of a candle to be passed over the

whole face, which must be done with the greatest care and patience.

To make the smaller rollers for jobs or galleys, you may unite, with plugs of wood.
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two or three together ; or you may have the open keepers, with double projections to place

between each when you fill the mould. They are easily divided by the cord as above

directed. If you have old compo remaining, and find it necessary to renew either rollers

or balls, a small portion of the fresh material must be incorporated with it But, as the

rules already given can alone detennme the proportions requisite to make the compo harder

or softer, it will not be possible to lay down the precise quantities of the respective

ingredients that may in such cases be proper. The molasses, or vegetable substance, will

certainly evaporate and become impoverished by frequent meltings : the glue, or animal

substance, will grow harder : the earthy substance will retain its quality : but a littlo

addition of new spar will be necessary to clear and bind the whole together. The rollers

are found to answer every description of work—for the largest or smallest t}'pe—the

lightest or heaviest form—all solid type, or all rule work—for the strongest or weakest ink

—for black, or red, or any colour ; and indeed, upon the whole, the introduction of the

invention constitutes a new era in the art of printing.

ON PAPER.

The quality of paper is of great consequence in the production of good printing ; but

it is too frequently overlooked by all parties. Every pressman of attention perceives a

material difierence in the process of bringing off a sharp impression : according to the

quality of the paper, it requires more than common care to make his work look well—to

make it good, it frequently defies his utmost abilities. Nothing can be more perplexing

to a printer, nor more detrimental to his labours, than what is termed bleached paper;

for although it may be thick and seem strong in the ream, no sooner does the water

penetrate than it loses its adhesive quaUty, and becomes so loose and soft, as scarcely to

bear handling, and in working sinks down into the letter, leaving a portion of its

substance on the fonn after the impression, until it so clogs the type that the work is

often rendered scarcely legible. Nor is it less exceptional in point of durability, as it

must moulder away in a little time. Another obstacle against the production of good

printing, was the introduction of cotton rag, and likewise ground plaster of Paris, called

gypsum, into the manufacture of fine and other papers.

CONCLUSION.

It must be gi-atifying to those immediately interested in the advancement of the liberal

arts, and the professions connected with them, as well as to those who contemplate them

with a patriotic regard, to witness the present state of British tyi)ography. Basken-ille,

many years ago, gave the first impulse to improvement ; and it has since continued to

increase through almost every part of the kingdom. As it was found very difficult to

obviate some of the impediments which retarded our early improvement, the printers of

the continent, who from being less subject to the versatilities of climate, and from other

circumstances, had a clearer path before them, took the lead for a considerable time in
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beauty of workmanship. Hence the works of several foreign printers have acquired them

a distinguished celebrity throughout the learned nations at a much earlier period of the

art J
but there is a satisfaction in reflecting that names are now to be met with among our

own countrymen, as eminently celebrated in this admirable art as those of any who have

been before them. By those only who have attempted to carry the art to perfection can

the attendant difficulties be truly conceived : and, after the toil of years in the pursuit,

how few the instances where fame has been the reward, how still more limited those where

opulence has been the harvest of the toil. Emulation is a powerful principle in our

nature; and the success which attended the exertions of Bensley, Buhner, and M'Creery,

contributed in a great degree to give a new tone and character to the profession. The

improvements which have taken place in all the arts connected with the letter-press

printing have acted, no doubt, powerfully in stimulating the printers of this country

to that extraordinary exertion by which such fine specimens of typographic beauty are

now so frequently produced.

The great improvements in type-founding have proved an additional spur to the

printer ; and fine printing has of late been attempted by so many professors of the art,

and so numerous and variable are the specimens they have produced, that a discrimination

as minute as that which is required in forming an opinion of those of the pencil and the

burin, seems necessary in judging of what is really superior in typography. Some

printers imagine, if they do but make their pages sufficiently black, that the end is gained

;

others, if they are pale and clear ; so that each exhibits a style peculiar to his own fancy.

In typography, as in the fine arts, it is difficult to specify and investigate the qualities

which constitute excellence and beauty.

Fashion and fancy commonly frolic from one extreme to another. From the razor-edged

fine lines and ceriphs of types, to the unnatural shape of turning all the ceriphs and fine

strokes into fats, and the fats into leans. From the broad Egyptian, to the tall condensed,

by turns take the lead, until the ingenuity of the type founder produces something new,

to please the fancy of the printer, who of course wishes to be in the fashion. A great

improvement has most certainly taken place in borders and corners, which for the present

are all the rage in cards and circulars.

Those who have had opportunities of inspecting the early productions of the press,

will be convinced that the art became retrograde in the course of time ; for there are yet in

existence works of the fifteenth and beginning of the sixteenth centuries, which, whether

examined with regard to case or press, will bear a near comparison with any that are now

produced. It has been previously remarked that printing, immediately on its invention,

made singularly rapid advances to perfection, which may be easily accounted for by the

facilities it afforded to the purposes of society, and more especially to the cause of

literature ; and the unexampled patronage it thus obtained, as being one of the most

honourable vestibules to human glory.

" Hail noble art, by which the world,
Though long: in barbarism hurl'd,

Sees blooming learning swift arise

And science wafted to the skies.

Aided by thee, the printed page.
Conveys instruction to each age ;

When in one hour more sheets appear,
Than scribes could copy in a year."
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TECHNICAL TERMS USED BY PRINTERS.

Abbreviations. Marks to contracted words.
Accents. Marks over vowels.
Ball knife. A knife used to scrape the balls.

Ball nails. Tacks used in knockinj^ up balls.

Bank. A stage about four feet high, placed
near the press.

Batter. When any part of a fonn is injured
or broken, it is said to be battered. Printers neg-
lecting their work, and being intoxicated, are
likewise said to be on the batter.

Beard of a Letter. The outer angle of the
square shoulder of the shank, which reaches
almost to the face of the letter, and commonly
scraped off by founders.

Bearer. A piece of reglet, or cork, to bear the
impression off a blank page.

Bienvenue. The fee paid on admittance into

a chapel.

Bite. Is when the entire impression of the

page is prevented by the frisket's not being suf-

ficiently cut out.

Body. The shank of the letter.

Bottle-arsed. When letters are wider at the

bottom than the top.

Bottom-line. The last line of a page.
Break. A piece of a line.

Broadside. A form of one full page, printed

on one side of a whole sheet of paper.

Broken letter. By broken letter is not meant
the breaking of the shanks of any of the letters,

but the breaking of the orderly succession the

letters stood in a line, page, or form, &c. and
mingling the letters together, which mingled
letters are called pie.

Bur. When the founder has neglected to take

off the roughness of the letter in dressing.

Cards. About a quire of paper, which press-

men use to pull down the spring or rising of a
form, which it is many times subject to by hard
locking up.

Cassie paper. Broken paper.

Choak. If a form be not washed in due time,

the ink will get into the hollows of the face of

the letter ; and that getting in of the ink is called

choaking of the letter, or choaking of the form.

Clean proof. When a proof has but few faults

in it, it is called a clean proof—the author's proof.

Close matter. Matter with few breaks.

Companion. One journeyman working on the

same job with another.

Correct. When the corrector reads the proof,

or the compositor mends the faults marked in the

proof, they are both said to correct; the corrector

the proof, the compositor the form.

Corrections. The letters marked in a proof.

Devil. The errand boy of a printing-office.

Double. Among compositors, a repetitioa of
words ; also, among pressmen, a sheet that U
twice pulled.

Dressing a chase^ or form. The fitting the
pages and chase with furniture and quoins.

Drive out. Wlien a compositor sets wide.

Empty press. A press that is unemployed.
Even page. The 2d, 4th, 6th, 8th, or any other

even numbered page.

Fat. When a white page or more happens in

a sheet, the compositor calls it fat : so does the
pressman, when a form of one pull comes to

the press.

Fat face. Or fat letter, a broad stemmed letter.

Fat work. Is when there are many white lines

or break lines in a work.
Fat form. When the pressman has a single

pull.

First form. The fonn the white paper is

printed on, which generally has the first page of

the sheet in it.

Fly. The person that takes off the sheet from
the press in cases of expedition.

Follow. That is, see if it follows ; is a term
used as well by the corrector as by the composi-
tor and pressman. It is used by the corrector

and compositor when they examine how the

beginning matter of a succeeding page agrees

with the ending matter of a precedent page

;

and how the folios of those pages properly and
numerically follow and succeed one another, lest

the pages should be transposed. But the press-

man only examines that the folio and beginning

word of the second page and signature of the

first and third page, when the reitemtion is on
the press, follows the folio and direction of the

first page, and the signature of the third page
follows the signature of the first page, lest the

form should lay wrong on the press.

Foot of a page. The bottom or end of a page.

Form. The pages when fitted into a chase.

Foul proof. When a proof has many faults

marked in it.

Fount. The whole number of letters lliat are

cast of the same body and face.

Friar. When the roller or ball docs not take,

the un- taking part that touches the fonn will

be left white ; or if the pressman skip over any

part of the fonn, and touch it not with the balls,

though they do take, yet in both these cases the

white places are called friare.

Fullfonn or page. .\ fonn or page with few

or no breaks or white lines.

Full press. When two men work at tlie press.

Fudge. To contrive without necessary mate-

rials, or do work in a bungling manner,

p
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Get-in. Matter is got in a line, page, sheet, or

book, if letter be thinner cast than the printed

copy the compositor sets from ; or matter is got

in if the compositor sets closer.

Good colour. Sheets printed neither too black

nor too white.

Good of the chapel. Forfeitures and other

chapel dues collected for the good of the chapel,

to be spent as the chapel approves.

Good work. Is so called in a two-fold sense:

the master-printer call it good work when the

compositors and pressmen have done their duty;

and the workmen call it good work if it be light,

easy work, and they have a good price for it.

Half-press. When but one man works at press.

Half work. He that works but three das in

the week does but half work.

Head page. The beginning of a subject.

Heap. So many reams or quires as are set out

by the warehouseman for the pressman to wet.

Heap holds out. When it has its full number
of sheets.

Holds out or not holds out. These terms are

applicable to the quires of white paper, to

wrought-off heaps, to gathered books, and sorts

of letter, &c. If quires of white paper have
twenty-five sheets each in them, they say, the

paper holds out five and twenties. Of wrought-

off heaps, the heap that comes off first in

gathering is said not to hold out. Of gathered

books, if the intended number of perfect books

are gathered, they say the impression holds out

;

but if the intended number of perfect books

cannot be gathered oflf the heaps, they say the

impression holds not out. And so for sorts of

letter.

Horse. The stage on which the pressmen set

the heaps of paper on their banks.

Horse. If any journeyman set down in his

bill on Saturday night more work than he has

done, that surplus is called horse.

Hours. Pressmen reckon their work by hours,

reckoning every token to be an hour's work ; and
though it be the same effectually with tokens,

yet they make their prices of different work by
the hour, and it passes current for a token. If

two men work at the press, ten quires is an hour;
if one man, five quires is an hour.

Imperfections of letters. When the founder has

not cast a proportionable number of each sort of

letter, it is making the rest of the fount imperfect.

Insertion. If the compositor has left out words
or lines, the corrector inserts them, and makes
this mark a where they are left out.

Keep in. Is a caution either given to, or

resolved on, by the compositor, when there may
be doubt of driving out his matter beyond his

counting off, wherefore he sets close to keep in.

Keep out. A practice opposed to the preceding.

Kern of a letter. That part which hangs over

the body or shank.

Lean face. A letter whose stems and strokes

have not their full width.

Letter hangs. If the compositor is careless in

emptying his composing stick, so as to set the

letter loosely down in the galley, and they stand
not perfectly square and upright, the letter

hangs ; or if after overrunning on the correcting
stone, he has not set his letter in a square
position again, before he locks up, the letter thus
out of square is said to hang.
Long pull. Is when the bar of the press re-

quires to be brought close to the cheek to make
a good impression.

Low case. When the compositor has composed
almost all the letters out of his case.

Mackle. When part of the impression on a
page appears double.

Matter. The series of the discourse of the com-
positor's copy ; also the letter, when composed.

Measure. The width of a page.

Mike, or Shammock. When a person neglects
his duty for his own recreation, or through sheer
idleness.

Monk. When the pressman has not distri-

buted his rollers, and the ink lies in blotches.

Naked form. When the funiiture istaken from
about all the sides of the pages.

Odd page. The 1st, 3d. and all uneven pages.

Off. Pressmen are said to be off when they
have worked off the designed number from a form.

Out. A compositor is said to be out w hen he
has composed all his copy.

Out of register. When pages are not worked
even on each other.

Pale colour. When the sheets are worked pale.

Picks. When any dirt gets into the hollows of
the letter, which chokes up the face of it.

Point holes. Holes made by the points in

a worked-off sheet of paper.

Press goes. When the pressmen are at work.

Pie. When a page is broken, and different

sorts of letter mixed together.

Quarters. Octavos and twelves forms are said

to be imposed in quartos, not from their equal
divisions, but because they are imposed and
locked up in four parts.

Qui (Quicetis.) Discharge from employment.
Register-sheet. A sheet or sheets printed to

make register with.

Reiteration. The second form, or the fonn
printed on the back-side of the white paper.

Reglet. A thin sort of furniture, of an equal

thickness all its length. It is quadrat high, of

various thicknesses.

Rise. A form is said to rise, when in lifting it

off the correcting stone no letter or furniture,

&c. drop out.

Runs on sorts. When only a few sorts of letters

are used in a work.

Set off. Sheets that are newly worked off at

the press often set off, and more particularly so

when beaten with soft ink.

Shank. The square metal the face of a letter

stands on.

Signature. Any letter of the alphabet used at

the bottom of the first page of a sheet, as a direc-

tion for the binder to place the sheets in a volume
Slur. When the impression of the sheets

appear smeared.
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Smout. When either compositors or pressmen
are employed for a short time, and not engaged
for a constancy.

Sop the balls. When a pressman has taken too

much ink.

Sorts. The letters that lie in the different boxes

of the cases are separately called sorts.

Squabble. A page or form is squabbled when
the letters of one or more lines are got into any
of the adjacent lines; or that the letter or letters

are twisted about out of their square positions.

Stem. The name given to the straight, flat

strokes of a straight letter.

Superior letters. These are often set to mar-
ginal notes, references, or authorities ; they are

letters of a small face, justified by the founder

in the mould near the top of the line.

Thin space. Ought by a strict, and methodical

measure, to be made of the seventh part of the

body ; though founders make them indifferently

thicker or thinner.

Turn for a letter. It often happens, when
matter runs upon sorts, especially in capitals or

some other sorts seldom used, that the compo-
sitor wants that sort the matter runs on ; where-

fore he is loth to distribute letter for it, as perhaps

his case is otherwise full. Then, instead of that

letter or sort, he turns a letter of the same thick-

ness, with the foot of the shank upwards, and the

face downwards ; which turned letter being easy

to be seen, he afterwards when he can accom-
modate himself with the right sort, takes out,

and puts the right letter in its room. It is also

a word used jocosely in the chapel; when any of

the workmen complain of want of any thing, he
shall by another workman be answered, 'J'urn for

it : that is, make shift for it.

Vantage. When a white page or more happens
in a sheet, the compositor calls that vantage : so

does the pressman, whan a form of one pull
comes to the press.

Underhand. A phrase used by pressmen for

the light and easy, or heavy and hard running
in of the carriage. Thus they say, the press

goes light and easy under hand, or it goes heavy
or hard under hand.

Upper hand. When the spindle goes soft and
easy, the pressmen say, it goes well upper hand,
or above hand. But the contrary if it goes hard
and heavy.

White-line. A line of quadrats.

White page. A page that no matter comes in.

White paper. Although the first form be
printed off, yet the pressmen calls that heap
white paper, till the reiteration be printed.

By the Act 13 Geo. II. c. 19, (to restrain and prevent the excessive increase ofhorse races, Sfc.)

it is enacted, " That every person or persons who shall make, print, publish, advertise, or proclaim
any advertisement or notice of any plate, prize, sum of money, or other thing, of less value than
£50 to be run for by any hores, mare, or gelding, shall forfeit and lose the sum of £100."

By the Act 25 Geo. II. c. 36, (for the better preventing thefts and robberiesJ it is enacted,
" That any person publicly advertising a reward with 'No questions asked,' for the return of things
which have been stolen or lost, or making use of any such words in such public advertisement, &c.
shall for every such offence forfeit £50."

By the act 39 Geo. III. sec. 29, it is enacted, " That every person who, from and after the
expiration of forty days after the passing of this act, shall print any paper for hire, reward, gain,

or profit, shall carefully preserve and keep one copy (at least) of every paper so printed by him or her,

on which he or she shall write, or cause to be written or printed, in fair and legible characters, the
name and place of abode of the person or persons by whom he or she shall be employed to print

the same: and every person printing any paper for hire, reward, gain, or profit, who shall omit or
neglect to write, or cause to be written or printed as aforesaid, the name and place of his or her
employer, on one of such printed papers, or to keep or preserve the same for the space of six

calendar months next after the printing thereof, or to produce and shew the same to any justice

of the peace, who, within the said space of six calendar months shall require to see the same, shall,

for every such omission, reglect, or refusal, forfeit and lose the sum of £20."

Form of notice to be given to the clerk of the peace, that any person keeps any printing press

or types for printing.

To the clerk of the peace for [Jiere insert the county, stewartry, riding, divisionycity,

borough, town, or place^ or his deputy.

1, A. B. of do hereby declare that I have a printing press and types for 'printing, which
I propose to use for printing within , andwhich 1 require to be entered jor that jmrpose,
in pursuance of an act passed in the thirty-ninth year of the reign of his majesty king George
the third, entitled, ^^ An act for the more effectual suppression of societies established for sedi-

tious and treasonable purposes, and for better preventing treasonable and seditious practices."

Witness my hand this day of .

Signed in the presence of .
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